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Ix THE Senate of the United States,
April 10, 1869.

Besolved ty the Senaie, {the House of Eepresentatives concurring,) That there be printed
4,000 extra copies of the annual report of the Commissioner of Patents for 1869, for the
use of the Senate, 10,000 extra copies of the same for the use of the House, and 5,000
extra copies of the saiqje for distribution by the Commissioner of Patents.
Attest

:

GEO. C. GORHAM,
Secretary,

By w. J. Mcdonald,
• Chief Cleric,

In the House of Eepresentatives U. S.,

February 21, 1870.

Besolved, That the House concur in the foregoing resolution of the Senate to print

4,000 extra copies of the annual report of the Commissioner of Patents for 1869, for the

use of the Senate, and 10,000 extra copies of the same for the use of the House, and
5,000 extra copies of the same for distribution by the Commissioner of Patents.

Attest

:

EDWAED McPHEESON,
Cleric,

By CLINTON LLOYD,
Chief Cleric,
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DESCEIPTIONS AND CLAIMS OF PATENTS

ISSUED IN THE YEAR 1869.

ILLXJSTR^TED "VS^ITH EI^GM^^^IHSTOS,

VOIiUME II.

Sy,317.—Nelson P. Akin, Philmont, N. T.—
Machine for Drying and Finishing Tubular Knitted
Fabrics.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hollow projecting close-surfaced

core, with a closed end, heated internally, and over
and from which the tubular fabric to be dried is

drawn, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the holder B, for the long
tubular web, with the closed hollow drying and
smoothing-core A, supported and also provided with
an inlet and outlet-passage or passages, D F, at one
and the same end only, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

3. The combination of the web-holder B, hollow
drying and smoothing-core A, supported and pro-

Tided with an inlet and ontlet-passage or passages,
at one end only, and drawing-off rollers H I, or their

equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The combination of the web-holder, hollow dry-

ing and smoothing-core, supported and furnished
with an inlet and outlet-passage or passages, at one
end only, flat internal.web-gauge J, or its equivalent,
and drawing-off rollers, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

5. The combination of the projecting weTi-holder
B, with the drying and smoothing-core, of larger
eircumference than the said web-holder, as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

6. The arrangement of the flexible or elastic ro-

tary ring L, in combination with the combined web-
holder and drying-core, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

87,318.—Charles Ballinger, Pittsburg, Pa.,

assignor to McKee & Brothers, same place.

—

Me-
thod of Securing Covers to Glass Pitchers.—March
2, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a glass pitcher or
other article of glass, with I'ecesses a a molded
therein, the spring i, with its bent or hooked ends,
for being united thereto, and forming a medium by
which the coAer may be attached and held, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the cover B, the hinge,
strap, and shield, for the purpose of connecting it to

and using said cover in cojinection with a pitcher or
other glass-ware, substantially as described.

87,33 9 W.P. Barker, Grand Bapids, Mich.—
Use of Nitrous Oxide as an ' Ana'sthetic Agent.—
March 2, 1869 ; antedated February 20, 1869.

Claim.—Making and using nitrous oxide mixed
with chloroform, or other anajsthetic, as and for the
purpose specitied.

87,320.—-ToRKi'ii Barrett, Chicago, 1\\.—Med-
icated Cigar.—Mnrcli 2, ]8<)9.

Claim.—A cigar, medicated with the compound
liorein named, as and for the purpose set forth.

87,321 .—Tames Barrows, Hyde Park, Mass.—
Sprinkler for Watering- Pots.—Murcli 2, IH()9.

Claim.—The withiu-described romovablo and ro-

yersible perforated cap for watering-pots, &c., oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87.322. — Asahel G-. Batchelder, Lowell
Mass.—Apple-Parer.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The lever n and cam or projection m,
when arranged to operate substantially as herein de-
scribed andset forth.

87.323.— George S. Batcheller, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y.—lhitter Tub.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A pail, tub, firkin, or package, for butter,
having the inner surface of its upper part rabbeted,
to form a seat or chamber, to receive the lid, or cover
B. flush, or otherwise, with the top of the body or
main portion A, in connection with the rod D, ot
wood or metal, passing entirely through A, and the
lid, or cover B, all arranged substantially in the man-
ner as shown and described.

87,324.—Constant Baudotn and Alphonsk
Fteley, ISIew York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Destroy-
ing Insects on Trees.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fumigating apparatus, formed of
the vessel ft, frame d, funnel e, and pipe /, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The vessel ft, formed with the overhanging sides
2, and the cap k, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The fumigator, provided with a vessel to con-
tain the material to be burnt, and a deflector for di-
recting a current of air down upon the same, to in-
sure proper combustion, as specified.

87,325.—John Frederick Bechmann, Abbot's
Corners, N. Y.—Process of Tanniyig.—Miwch 2, 1869.

Claim.—" Sweating" and tanning leather by the
process herein described, vi;^ : first,' using oil of vit-
riol, in combination with red arsenic and Avarm wa-
ter, for sweating, and subsequently using oil of vit-
riol, combined A^'ith wutei', for tanning, as herein
specified.

87,326.—Bolivar Bisree, Ames, Jo-na.—Con-
crete-Brick Machine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the jointed arm H
I J, the lever N, the two cords a &, pulley X, and
axle Y, aiTangcd substantially as describe'd, so tliat

the continuous revolution of the said axle, in either
direction, A\ill give both the downward and upward
movement to the plunger, in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

2. In combination with the plunger, provided with
the holes I, the movable perforated cap M, wlien con-
nected to said plunger by means of pins in, passing
through veitical slots in" the sides of said cap, and
operating in tlie maiuu^r set fortli.

3. The combination ol' tlie sliding bottom P and
])lunger S, witli the lio])per 1\. w Iumi connected and
operated by a lever T, substantially in tlu\ manner
and for the pur])Oses described.

4. The mold-box, composed of the bottom, /, wWh
hinged sides, and tlu^ inner remo^ al)le bottom i', w itli

hinged ends, arrant'cd to operate in the manner and
for the purpoijos set forth.
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87,327.—Smith TV. Bullock, Elizabeth. X. J.,
assignor to Hamilton E. Tovtle, Xevr Tork City.—
Furnace for Roasting Ores.—^iLsiXch. 2, 1869; ante-
dated February 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of two or more per-
.forated walls iu a roasting-furnace, as and for the
purijoses set forth.

2. Setting the perforated -walls at an inclination
with the horizon, for the purposes stated.

3. The application of a pipe, or series of pipes, pass-
ing through a fire-chamber, or otherwise, and enter-
ing the openings of the perforated wall of a roasting-
furnace, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The application of the gas-chambers 1 1, and the
introduction of the partition walls C C C C, in a gas-
chamber, as and for the purposes set forth.

.5. The constrnction and operation of a roasting-
furnace, substantially as and for the pui'poses herein
set forth.

87, 3-2S.—Albert H. Da3"iels, iMianchester, X.
^.—Bale-Band Shears.—'MaTch 2, 1669.

Claim.—The combination of the blades A D and
handles B. E, and C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

87,329.—Mark L. Deerixg, Xew Tork, X. Y.—
Sliding-Door Sheave.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable frame A A, attached to the
frame E E. and operated by means of the inclined
plane a and the screw B, together with the spiral
spring e, or their equivalents, for the purposes herein-
before set forth and described.

87,330—Ebex Eatox, Xorwalk, Conn.—JZ"a^

chine for Whipping Cloth.—March 2, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, in a cloth-whipping

machine, of the whips &and c, shafts B and P, gears
F and G, and beating-board X, aiTanged and con-
structed in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

87,331.—G-eorge W. Eldeidge, Cambridge-
port, Mass.

—

Seioing-Machine for Sewing Shoes.—
March 2, 1869.

Clairn.—1. The combination of the grooved cam
with its citrved sides, the system of fi-iction-rollers

c c and b, and spring S, witli lever E, with its point
e, the whole being so arranged as to give to the lever
both a vertical and a horizontal motion, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the lever H', link H", seg-
ment-gear K, and pinion E". for operating the looper
K', substantially as described.

87,332.—JAiiES W. EvAXS, Xew Tork, X. T.—
Machine for Packing Coiled SpJ'ings.—March 2,

1869.
Claim.—1. The clamp F, tube 6, and plunger K,

when combined and operating as and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. The plunger K K', in the hollow shaft L. the
pulleys H H', the clutch I, the clutch-shifter /, the
trip-levers d d', and the cross-heads G' G', combined
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

3. The adjustable head-block D, -with the clamp F,
tube b, and plunger K, combined and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

87,333.—BEXJA^nx C. Fixfrock, Stephenson's
Depot, Ya.

—

Boot- Crimp.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming a boot-tree with the reduced
leg, heel, and sole-parts c c c c, and pro-viding the
tree with a groove or channel, d, e e, substantially as
described.

2. The construction and use of the peculiar flexible

keying-levers h i J, or their equivalents, the jaw-
gripes or clamps s s t, and the beveled slotted screw-
nut P, as shown and described.

3. The combination of said devices with the guide-
rod and plate-appliance, the crank-like tension or
tightening-rod K K, L L, jti m n, all substantially in
the manner set forth, shown, and described.

87,334.—Maurice Fitzgibboxs, Xew Tork, X.
T.—i^ur-^oa-.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The muff-box herein described, viz, when

made of pasteboard, and lined with thin veneers of
camphor or cedar wood, to preserve the furs from
moths, all substantially as described.

87,335.—Charles H. Foster, San Francisco,
Ca.\.—Seat for Street- Cars.-^slarch. 2, 1869.

Claim.—The movable seat B, when hinged at the
edge or front of the fixed seat, and provided with a
leg or support, S, which forms, when the seat is
turned back, an arm to divide the fixed seat, sub-
stantially as described.

87,336.—Eugexe L. Frakee, Oshkosh, "Wis.—
Jc>jce.—March 2, 1569.

C7«n-rt.—Securing the horizontal rails a to the post
6, by means of the bolt c, when the said rails are
spliced at their junction, substantially as shown, and
for the pm'poses described.

87,337.—Egbert Burxs Goodyear, Elkton,
Md.. assignor to Bartox H. Jexks. Bridesburg, Pa.
-^fechanism for Operating the Shuttle-Boxes in
'Looms.—March 2, 1S69.

Claim. —1. Two or more star-cams J J', each pro-
vided with a ratchet-wheel, and placed upon a stud,
so as to turn independently of each other, in combi-
nation -with the bifurcated lever E, pawl-shde A,
pawls c & and B. lifting-levers G G', and a studded
pattern-cyUnder, F, or its eqtiivalent, substantially
as described.

2. The combination of two or more independently
acting cams, ha-ving their axes in line, and each pro-
vided with a ratchet: and actuating pawl, with the
shuttle-box lever and a pivoted lever or levers acted
on at one end by the pattern-de-vice, and attached
at the other end to the actuating pawl or pawls, all

constructed substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The slide A, pro-vided with pawl B and pawls
c c', and arranged so as to operate the pattern-cyl-
inder F, or its equivalent, and also the star-cams J J"',

substantially as described.

87,338.— JAiiES A. House and Hexrt A.
House, Bridgeport, Conn., assignors to the TTheel-
er & TTiLsox Maxufactueixg Compaxy, Xew
Tork City.

—

Sewing-ilachine for Working Button-
Soles.—March 2, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the vibrating cloth-plate -with the yibrating
take-up L.

2. The combination, in a se-wing-machine, of the
following instrumentalities, -viz, an eye-pointed nee-
dle, a rotating hook, a take-up, L, and a laterally-

vibrating cloth-plate, all substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of an
eye-pointed needle, a rotating hook, a take-up. L, a
vibrating cloth- plate, and a revolvable stitching-
plate, all substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

87,339.—Thomas J. House, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Printers' Furniture.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A side-stick, consisting of two parallel
bars, connected by spiral springs, or other equiva-
lent de-vice, with inclined bottomed grooves or slides

in the inner face of one or both the pai-allel bars, in
which grooves or slides operate the quoins, substan-
tially as and for the ptirposes above set forth.

87,340.—Hexry Jaxtx', Yirginia City. Xevada—Process of Workiyig Silver Ores.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The use and application of the dichloride
of copper (Cu^ C I) in the treatment of all classes of
sUver ores, tailings, or slimes, whether worked in
pans, baiTcls, or amalgamating tubs, and whether
the dichloride of copper be made outside and apart
fi'om the ores, or whether it be made in the presence
and during the treatment of the ores, tailings, and
slimes, by the introduction into the pans, barrels, or
amalgamating tubs of the appropriate and necessary
chemical ingredients.

87,341.—Bartox H. Jen-ks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Loom.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination -with treadles ar-

ranged at each side of the loom of straps and rollers ,

/
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the straps being connected directly to the rollers

from which the heddle-frames are suspended, and by
which they are actuated, substantially as described.

2. The combination of laterally-sliding cams P,

treadles E E, which are placed at both sides of the

loom, and the suspension-rollers D, and straps con-

nected directly to the rollers, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. Drawing-down drums G-, arranged beneath the

heddles, and haying the latter attached to them, sub-

stantially as described, in combination with treadles

E E and straps C c', arranged outside of the range
of the heddle-frames, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

4. Straps d, rollers D, heddles C, straps e, and
drawing-down rollers Gr, combined and operating as

and for the purpose desciibed.

87,342.—Barton H. Jenks, Bridesburg, Pa.—
Carding-Eyigine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a poppet-head, the

shaft C, the cylinder A, the flanged sleeved head A^
B, set within the cylinder, and the sleeve D, with its

end abutting against hub B, the cylinder, flanged

sleeved head, and sleeve, being constructed and ar-

ranged as shown.

87,34.3.-Alexander Johnson, Brockport, N".

Y.

—

Medical Compound.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A remedy for sore or inflamed eyes, com-
posed of camphor-gum, one-quarter ounce; white
vitriol, one ounce ; alum, one ounce ; calomel, one-

eighth of an ounce ; Tilden's extract of opium, one-

eielith of an ounce ; the whole to be dissolved in one
quart of clean rain water, in the manner and for the
purpose specified and described.

87,344.-Erederick W. Judd, New Britain,

Conn.—Toy-Bow.—M-dTch 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cast-metal bow a,

barrel b, hub d, tube e, and elastic cord /, the whole
combined and arranged as herein set forth.

87,345.—Edmund E. Lauer and Henry W.
Eisenhaet, York, Pa. — Horse-Bake.—Mai-ch 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the driver's seat

G upon thills Avhich are hinged to the bottom edge
of the eccentric oscillating axle-tree B and the teeth
b, upon independent bearings located forward of the
axle, on a shaft which is supported by said axle, and
the slotted guides C, on the rear upper edge of said
axle, all for joint operation, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

2. The ai'rangeraent of the eccentric oscillating
axle-tree B, independently-pivoted teeth 6, guides C,
thills D, hinged at n to said axle, lever /t, latch j,
tripping or shifting-arm g, and the catches a a, upon
the trausporting-wheel A', substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

3. The arrangement of the adjusting arm g, thills

D, joints ri, and eccentric oscillating axle-tree B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The arrangement of the fork-teeth or rake-
clearers c, tiiills D, joints n, and eccentric oscillating
axle-tree B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

.5. The horse hay-rake, with its axle, its teeth, its

thills, its seat, its guides, its clearers, and its dis-

charging-devices, all constructed and combined sub-
stantially as described.

87,346.—BENJAMrN B. Lewis, Bristol, Conn.—
Prepared Coffee.—Maroh 2, •18(J9.

Claim.—A new article of manufacture and com-
merce, consisting of a preparation of coffee or its

substitutes, iu combiimtion with a pulverized pre-
cipitant, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

87,347.— Calvin Lobdell, Fort Hill, 111.—
i7or.s'c-i/oc.—March 2, 18()9.

C'^/w/(.—Tlio iiiller S S, attached to tlie levolcr, as
and for the purpose set forth.

87,348.—Augustine L. McCrea, Chicago, III.—lte/rigerating-Car.—M.av\i\\ 2, 186y.

Claim,.—The removable sections ofhorizontal tube
C, each section supported centrally within the car
by the frame m, and at the ends by the divided
clamps A, through which the ends of the tubes pass,
and which form tight joints around said tubes at

their points of introduction to the air-chamber B, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

87,349.—Thomas McGrath, Albany, N". Y.—
Hoisting-Grapple.—March 2, 1869.

Claim:—A grapple-iron, constructed with a long
arm, a, fm'ui shed with recess c and the grasping-end
/, in combination with the clevis d or chain B, as and
for the purpose set forth as specified.

87,350.—David McKellar, Lowell, Mass.—
Composition for Printing Designs on Boots and
S/ioes.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The composition, composed of coach-var-
nish, paint, and bronze- powders, in the proportions
herein specified, or thereabouts, for printing designs
on the toes and heels of boots' and shoes, as hereia
set forth.

87,351.—John McLaughlin and Benjamin F.
Dean, Columbia, Pa.

—

Eailway-Switch.—March 2,

1969.

Claim.—The manner of confijiing the action of the
tumbler or crank C in an open or closed slot, D,
formed on or part of the switch-rod A, substantially
in the manner shown, for the purpose specified.

87,352.—Joe V. Meigs, Washington, D. C—
Metallic Cartridge.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The method, herein described, of pre-
venting accidental explosions in metallic cartridges,
Hjy placing the fulminate in such relation to the base,
and to the anvil formed by the walls of the fulminate
chamber, that it can only be exploded by a blow in a
given direction, substantially as set forth,

87,353.—George E. Metten, Cleveland, Ohio.—Mechanical Movement.—March 2, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of drums B B', ap-

plied loosely upon shaft A, and constructed with
pulleys E E' and internal friction-surfaces, arms C
C\ pitman F, dogs g g', applied on arms G- G-, spring
J, hub D, and shaft A, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the serrated dog or dogs g,
pivoted to an arm, G, which has its fulcrum upon a
hub, D, made fast to shaft A, and flanged drum, B,
constructed with a pulley, E, and connected to a pit-
man by means of cords a, substantially as and for
the purposes described.

87,354.—Joseph Miller, Clean, IN". Y.—Man-
ner of Forming and Pressing Bricks.—March 2,
la69.

Claim.—The sliding plates h h h h, fitted in and
working up through an endless table, G, being oper-
ated by the inclined plate I and guiding-bars H H,
iu combination with the forming-spout F, in the re-
ceiver E, and the forcing-blades b b, all operating in
the manner as herein described.

• •

87,355.—Frederick Myers, New York, N. Y.— Velocipede.—Mai-ch 2, 1869.

Claim,—1. The combination, with one wheel, A,
having a double-cranked axle, of a frame supporting
a treadle mechanism for operating the said axle, a
seat and guiding-levers, when the said wheel is inde-
pendent of any otiier wheel, as specilicd.

2. The combination with the wheel A and cranked
axle of a frame supporting a seat and operating-
mechanism, when the center of motion of the frame
is below or eccentric to that of the said wheel, sub-
stantially as s])ecilied.

3. The combiiuition of the wheel A, cranked axlo-
frame B, balancing-rim D, and wheels E, substiiii -

tially as specified.

4. Tiie I'omhiuatiou with the craukod axle snp-
poiting the propelling-whcolof a reciprocating slide
l)ar, iH)iiii(>cted thereto, and operating subsiaulialiy
us siM>cified.

5. Tiio combination with the plates 15 of the spring-
seat supports 11, seat-bar I, a((justabU) s(«it K, and
guiding-levers O, substantially us spooilied.
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87,356.—George Notman, Deerfield, Ohio.

—

Hilling-Flow.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The shares E E, constructed and arranged
as described, and connected -with the handles 1) D
and beam A by means of the braces F Gr G, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

87,357.—Abram B. Overbaugh, IsTewark, IT.

J., assignor to Ouver Eeeves, same place.

—

Ditch-

ing Alachine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The loose vibratory sliding axles L and
J, constructed and attached as shown, in combina-
tion with the frame A and scoop C, substantially as
described.

2. The upright bar H and chain IST, Tvhen combined
with the pole M and frame A, in the manner and for

the purpose herein above set forth.

87,358.—Calvix H. Paine, Providence, H. I.,

assignor to himself and William E. Barhatt and
CoiLfANY, same place.

—

Carriage-Jack.— March 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. My improved jack, made as described •

that is, with its toggle D and lever E arranged be-

tween, and so as to be covered by the standard A
and the movable bar C, and to operate in chambers
or recesses g i, arranged in the standard and bar, in

manner sub.>tautially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the lower connection e, of
the standard A, and the movable bar C, with the
toggle D and the lever E, so as to constitute a stop,

to arrest the latter, "when in its lowest position, as
described.

87,359.-Henry L. Palmer, Stillwater, aST.T.-
Manvfachire of Fasteboard.—March 2, 1HC9.

Claim.—1. The method of uniting a continuous
sheet of paper to sheets of pasteboard, as herein de-

*

scribed.
2. Giving a convex form to the pasteboard at the

line where the pasteboard and paper meet, by means
of convex roller L and concave roller I), or their
equivalents, for the purpose specified, substantially
as described.

3. The combination of trough A, rollers B, C, D,
and L, roller E or its equivalent, for holding the con-
tinuous sheet of paper, rollers G G', and endless
apron E, or its equivalent, for the purpose specified,
substantially as described.

4. The combination of trough A, rollers B, C, D,
and L, roller E, spring M, and en die s apron E, or
its equivalent, for the purpose specified, substantially
as described.

5. The combination of trough A, rollers B, C, T),

and L, apron F, and roller E, with a drying-cylinder,
substantially as described.

87,360—S. T. Pearce, Kew York, I*}". Y.—Cen-
trifvgal Die-Separator.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie combination of the annular recep-
tacles C, provided -n ith the openings E of the brushes
D, and the distributing-disk B, or the equivalent of
the latter, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The brushes D, supported upon the arms F, and
connected to the sleeve G and the rovolving rack H,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The disk B, arranged for adjustment vertically,

and for operation substantially as and for the puir-

pose specified.

87,361 S. T. Pearce, Xew York, S.Y.—Ma-
cMne for Separating Ores and Other Granular Sub-
stances.—March 2, 1869; antedatcdFebruary 18, 1869.

Claim.—L A rotating sieve, arranged to impel the
substance to be silted over its surface by centrifugal
force, imparted by the rotation of the sieve, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of a series of sieves, in the
order herein described, substantially as and for the
puipose set forth.

S7,3f2.—LawfonG.Peel, Preston, Ga.—Flow-
Stock.—Marc:b 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securirg theplow-blede J by means of

the forked fcot E, sboulder-frtop F, androd G, all

substantially as shown and described;
2. In ccmbinution with the plow-beam A, the forked

foot E, rod G, band H, and wedge I, all constructed,
and operating substantially as shown and described.

87,363.—John Perry, Yernon, Ind., assignor
to himself and Benjamin C. Baker, same place.

—

Horse-Rake.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable thills G G and staples h h,

arranged and combined to operate substantially in
the manner and for the purposes as specified.

87,364.—Thomas E. Phillips, Coatesville, Ind.
—i^cnce.—March 2, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of the
panels, composed of notched rails A B, rails C, post
E, and vertical strips D, when constructed as de-
scribed, with the braces F and stakes G, as set forth..

87,365.—Anthony Pirz and Manuel Pirz,
East New York. N. Y.

—

Manufacture of Acetic Add.
—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described method of extract-
ing acetic acid from acetate of lime in a cold way, by
means of pressure, as press, air, water, and steam-
pressure, centrifugal power, or air-pump.

87,366.—Theodore E. Power, Arsenal Post
Oflace, :Ba.—Car-Coupling.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hooks d, curving backward and up-
ward from either or both edges of the upper or lower
bars A A' of a car-coupling, and so made that two
adjacent draw-heads may be coupled by links passing
over the hooks, or by a link inseited in a lug on one
coupling passing over a hook on the other, substan-
tially as described.

2. A car-coupling, having one or more hooks d on
one side, and a curved arm, d', on the other, the latter
being so made as to have an upward curve just out-
side of its intersection with each bar A A', substan-
tially as and for the purposes above set forth.

87,367.—Daniel C. Eipley, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Lamp.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A footed hand-lamp, furnished with a de-
tachable pedestal, substantially as and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

87,368.—A. M. Boss, Hion, N. Y.—Garden-
Hoe.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The within described hoe, when construct-
ed substantially as set forth, as an article of manu-
facture.

87,369.—Joseph Byals, TerrysviUe, Conn.

—

CoiStruction of Shears.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—In the construction of shears, with malle-
able cast-iron handles, having steel cutting-surfaces
welded thereto, the handles, with their stop and
bearings cast so as to fit "without grinding or filing,

as set tbrth.

87,370.—William Schxebly, Hackensack, If.

J.—IVu6^6-.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The capstan-arrangement, with adjusta-
ble pads, in combination Avith untempered sectional
parts, forming a truss-hoop, or band entire, for the
purposes substantially as described.

87,371.—Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Louisville,

Ky.—War and Signal Rocket.—March 2, 1869,

Claim.—1. The construction of the "walls of the
priming-charge chamber//, in Fig. 1, or gg, in Fig.
2, in or around the nitroleum, in such manner that
the walls of the two apartments, as in Fig. 1, will be
forced together on the explosion of the priming-
charge, or, as in Fig. 2, by compressing the sides of
the nitioleum-tube, by "vvhich, in both cases, the
explosion of the nitroleum is efl"ected by concus-
sion.

2. The construction of the priming-charge cham-
ber, as in Fig. 1, in such manner that the walls of
the same will burst on the explosion of the priming-
charge, and allow the flame to penetrate the confined
nitroleum charge, or, as in Fig. 2, the tube contain-
ing the nitroleum shall burst on the explosion of the
priming-charge, and thus scatter the liquid in the
flame of the said priming-charge, by which, in both
cases, the explosion of the nitroleum is effected by
the required 3G0° of heat, Fahrenheit.
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87,372.—Taliafekro P. Shaffner, Louisville,

-K.J.—Blasting in Oil- Wells, c6c.—March 2, 1869.

'claim.—1. As a method of blasting in oil-wells,

artesian wells, &c., the arrangement of the "tamp-
ing," "blasting," and " resisting" charges within

the strata to be acted upon, the former to be at or

near the top thereof, the latter to be at the bottom

of the strata, and the blasting-charge to be within

the part desired to be disrupted, the whole to be ex-

ploded simultaneously, in the manner and for the

purposes herein described.

2. The connection of the tamping and blasting-

charges, by means of tubes, or pipes, and exploding

the same at the same instant, in the manner and for

the purposes described.

87,373.—David Slaughter, West Hempfield
Township, Pa.

—

Cultivator.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the central shovel or

scraper Q with its side wings R E,', hook-ends r, in

combination with the connecting-straps P, the slide

beams B B', together with the -v^ing-stayor guide Z,

arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

87,374.—Aaron W. Smith, Manchester, IST. H-
—Flier for ^'pinni7ig-Machine.-^M.aYch 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The socket or open bauds g g', lug a,

recess i, and catch k, employed in combination, sub-

stantially as herein described, to retain the foot-

piece in position while at work, and permit its ready
removal.

2. The leading notch I in the bar /, arranged
directly under or in line with the tube or hollow arm
A, substantially as and for the pui'poses specified.

87,375.—Cornelius T. Smith, :N'yack, IST. Y.—
Propelling Apparatus.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination; the linear reciprocat-
ing-thrust propeller, the guard-frame, raising and
lowering-guides, and means for adjusting to operate
at different levels, all constructed and airanged for

joint operation, as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

2. The within-described specific construction of
the linear reciprocating folding paddles F\/"i and F^
/^, and their stops G^ G'^, and cross-bar or back-stop
H, all arranged relatively to each other and to the
frame 0, and means for reciprocating the same back-
ward and forward in line, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

87,376.—Homer Smith, Kirksville, Mo.— Corn
Planter, Grain-Drill, and Harrow, Combined.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carrier G, with its apertures, and
slides, and set-screws h, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the carrier G, the cross-
pieces m, springs n, rods o, conduits I, and lever-
Talves, as described, -when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

3. The guides a', in combination with a seed-
sower, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

4. The dog s', in combination with a harrow, con-
structed and operating as specified.

5. The sliding frameP, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for tlie purposes
described.

6. A combined corn-planter, seed-sower, and
harrow, having carrier G, cross-bars m, spring n,
rods 0, flanches r, brake s, guides a', levers e' and g,
springs y, harrow W, with its slotted bar j, dog s',

and guide-'W'heels a', constructed, arrang-ed, and
operating substantially as described.

87,377.—John SrEiouT, Bradford, England.-
Spinning-Machine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tv\o sets of spindles or bobbin-studs
Fand IL, arranged, respectively, ui)on parallel shafts,
geared together and actuated substantially as de-
scribed, so that, while one set is in position for spin-
ning, the otiu'r set is in position for doliiug.

2. Tli(! combination ol the filers C, suspended by
their n(*cks, and constructed substantially as set
forth, with the means for lubricating the same, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

87,378.—Marietta Studley, South Yarmouth,
Mass.

—

Cradle-Chair.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as described, of the
permanent seat A, its legs D, single arm C, and
back B, with the extension-slides b b, and legs F,

and with the hinged guard G, and the separate seat

I, and its two arms K K, the whole arraui! d and
constructed substantially in manner and so as to

Operate together as explained.

2. The combination of the same and the auxiliary

back H, the ^vhole being as set forth.

87,379.

—

Eetire C. Sturgis. Boston, Mass., as-

signor to '-American Saddle Company."—Sweat-
Shield for Saddle-Pads.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A sweat-shield for saddle-pads, composed
of a bearing-surface of vulcanized rubber, which is

combined with any suitable strengthening and pro-

tecting fibrous backing, and protected by an outer

covering of leather or other suitable material, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

87,380.—George Sugg and "William Metz,
Chicago, 111.

—

Bedstead-Fastening.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—"We claim the curved semicircular bar C,

its ends, projecting from the rail, being provided
with lugs b connecting bar A, in combination with
the female fastening adapted thereto, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

87,381.—William G. Tuttle, Geneva, IST. Y.—
File for Gauging the Teeth of Crosscut Saws.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable bars
C C with the file-blade A, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the cross-pieces

D D, and screws & & c, in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

87,382.—P. H. Yander Weyde, :N'ew Yor^^ , TST.

Y.

—

Application of Grahamite in the manufact7ire
of Gu7ipowder and Lmnp-black.—March 2, 1869

;

antedated February 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the mineral Grahamite as
a superior material in the manufacture of gun-
powder.

2. The use of the mineral Grahamite as a material
for the manufacture of an improved lamp-black.

3. The introduction of chlorine-gas, in any quan-
tity, into the furnace, when the imperfect combus-
tion of the Grahamite, or other material, from which
the lamp-black is manufactured, takes place.

87,383.

—

Moses JN". Ward, Bangor, Me., as-

signor to himself, Benjamin S. Grant, and Thomas
Hersey, same place.

—

Hay - Spreader.—March 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the two independent arms, the endless driving-chains,
and their grooved supporting-wheels, with the rotary
spreader and the thills or carriagetbod3% and the
supporting wheels thereof.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
springs 1 1, with the spreader, the two independent
arms, the endless chains, and their supporting-
wheels, and the carriage, as described.

87,384.—William Riekie Watson, Stockton,
Cal.—//orse-;S'/ioe.—March 2. 1869.

Claim.—The above-described shoe for horses, con-
sisting of a toe-piece and two heel-pieces, adapted
to fit together, but to be nailed on separately, sub-
stantially tts described.

87,385. — Arthur S. Wjxciiestku. Boston,
Mass., assignor to himself and James S. Pakso.ns,
same place.

—

Metallic Screen for Paper- Pulp.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim..—1. The new or improved ninnufactui'C oi

paper-pulp screen, in which the sides of the slits nro
protected and the slits reduced in width, by means
of layei-s of m(!tal deposited on them, by means as
set forth.

2. The process of making tJio slitted puln-scrcon,
viz., by sawing or making each of its slits by a tool

or saw, and subscMiuently depositing on the ojiposito

sides of such slit, or on the saiuo, and the exlernai
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siu'face or surfaces of the metallic plate, a metallic
plating, Ly means of an electro-plating bath, and its

current and battery, as set forth.

87,386.—William S. WooTON,Eichinond, Ind.,

assignor to himself and John F. Piehl, sajne place.—School-Desk and >S'e«i.—March 2, 18fi9.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the desk A and seat

B, pivoted in the manner described, and provided
R ith lugs b b' and extension U TJ', operating together,

to lock the desk, when the same is brought to its

proper position, substantially as described.

87,3Sr.—Horatio Alle?^, IS'ew York, IST. T.,
assignor to the American Fiber Company.—Talves
of Steam-Guns for Separating and Disintegrating
Fibers.—MiXYch. 2,1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in connection Tvith

tlie dischai^ge-valve of a tiber-gun, of an elastic or
yielding buifer, to receive the imi)act or stroke of
the valve, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The discharge-valve, and its vibratoiy support-
ing-arm, having a curved exterior surface, as de-

scribed, in combination -with a yielding buffer, upon
which the curved surface of said arm, wlien the
valve is thrown back, acts substautially in the man-
ner specified.

3. Tlie construction and aiTangement, with rela-

tion to the hinged discharge-valve and its support-
ing-arm, of the hinged buffer, and the rubber, or
other elastic body, upon which said buffer rests, as
herein set forth and shown.

4. The employment, with the fiber-gun, of the con-
ical lead valve, for closing the loading or the dis-

-charge aperture of the gun, in combination with the
means herein described, or their equivalent, for forc-

ing and holding said lead valve in its conical seat,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination with the valve-supporting
arm or li-ame, of the double-catch lever and inclinecL

plane, together with the means, substantially such
as herein described, tor actuating said lever and in-

clined plane, under the arrangement and for oper-
ation as set forth.

87,388.—Albert Angell. j^s'ewburgh, i!^. Y.—
Svlling-2Iachine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of an endless belt and
spring-strippers, constructed as described, with the
elevator d, and a polishing-device, composed of the
stationai-y brush S and endless serrated belt m, oper-
ating substautially as set forth.

87,389.—Frederick App, Selin's Grove, Pa.,
assignor to himself and -J. S. Burkhart, same place.
—Scafold.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the winch G-, plat-
forms H and I, and the rope and pulleys, with refer-
ence to the ft-ame and the platform E' whereby the
center of said platform is left unobstructed, both
ends being raised and lowered simultaneously by the
winch G-, outside of one of the uprights, as herein
shown and described.

2. The rest-plates K, and guard-plates L, arranged
on the frame posts A, as desciibed, in combination
with the movable cross-bars J of the scaffold, and
spring M, (or its equivalent,) all as and for the pur-
l^ose set forth.

87,390.—John Y. Betts, Coventry, England,
assignor to Frederick "W. Betts, New York City.—Admission of Steam to Baking-Ovens.—March 2,

1869 ; patented in England, April 20, 1865.

Claim.—The herein-described process for baking,
consisting in the discharge into the oven, while con-
t-aining the dough, of horizontal jets of steam above
the dougli, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

87,391.-Charles D. Blinn, Port Huron, as-

sianor to George Cary, Detroit, Mich.

—

Prepara-
ti'on of Solder.—Msa'c]i 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Preventing- the solder from oxidation
by the process herein described, or its equivalent,
!*o that the tinning-compound or flux, when added,
will not change the nature of the solder.

2. Preparing solder with a flux, substantially as

herein described, as a new article of commerce, by
the use of zinc, muriatic acid, and sal-ammoniac, or
their equivalents, so that the solder can be used in a
dry state.

87,392.—Nathaniel Brand, IIion,N. Y.—Hay^
S2n-eader.—March 2, 1869.

Clairn.— The combination and arrangement of
pinion c', crank e. arm g, with the rock-shafts d d,

operated separately or together, substantially as set

forth and described.

87,393.—John Carnrick, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Eeed. Carnrick & Andrus, same place.
—Medical Compound.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The improved medical compound, made
by combining strychnia and ammonia, citrate of bis-

muth, or either of them, with pepsin, substantially

as described.

87,394.—Biley W. Carpenter, Chicago, HI.—
Attachment to Reed-Organs.—March 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A musical instrument constructed
with reeds F, suspended in free air as described,

and sounded by means of keys C, substantially as
set forth.

2. The tracker-pin B, carrier D, provided with
the tripper-pin G, or their equivalents, and reefls F,
combined and arranged, substantially as described,

in connection with the wind-reeds or pipes of a mu-
sical instrument, and operated simultaneously and by
the same keys as said Avind-reeds or pipes.

3. The combination of the tracker-pin B, and car-

rier D, secured together as and for the purpose set

forth, with the stationary cams H and J, for the pur-
pose described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the jack
E with the tripper-pin G, spring K, and adjuster L,
as and for the pm-pose described.

87,395.—BiLEY TV. Carpenter, Chicago, HI.

—

Mode of Operating Tremolos in Organs.—March 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the wheel B, con-
structed and operating as set forth, the tremolo A
of an organ or other musical instrument having a
bellows.

2. In combination with the wheel B, or its equiv-

alent, and the tremolo A, the flexible connection F,
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

87,396.—L. B. Chapman, Grand Kapids, Mich.,
assignor to himself, George H. Traxbury and El-
bert Ward.— Hinge.—March 2, 1869; antedated
February 26, 1869.

Claim'.—The combination of the plate C, arm D,
having an eye, or slot, formed in one end, and a bolt

d^, formed upon the other end, star-shaped catch-nut
E, plate F, and arm G, having a catch I, formed
upon one end, and having upon its other end an ear
or pivoting-pin H, with an incline, h', formed upon
its side, with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

87,397. —James Christie, Atlanta, HI., and
Henry G. Dayton, Maysville, 'Kj.— Cattle-Food.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The preparation of cattle-food in the man-
ner substantially set forth.

87,398.— Joseph Clees, Darbyville. Ohio.—
Plorv-Truck.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A plow-truck, having the axle con-
structed in two parts, and arranged to adjust either
part vertically, without changing the other, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The part D of the axle, carrying the guiding-
wheel, arranged to be adjusted horizontally and ver-
tically, independently of the other part of the said
axle, substautially as specified.

3. The part C of the axle, carrying the small
wheel, bent at right d-ngles, and arranged for adjust-

ment in the plate A, substantially as specified.
4. The combination, with the parts C andD of the

axle, of the arm.E, substantially as specified.

5. The combination, with the parts D and C, of
the arms E and F, substantially as specified.
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87,399.—Christophek C. Dow, Philadelpliia,

Pa., assig-nor to himself and Lionel Hylton, game
place.

—

Car-Jumper.—Marcli 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plates A A,
liayiug hinges a and a but-joint h, so as to form a
solid arch over the hose, the said plates being- pro-

Tided with supplemental rails E, substantially iu the

manner and for the purpose above described.

2. The combination of the adjustal)le feet C with
"the plates A A, substantially iu the manner and for

the purpose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the supple-

mental plates A} and A^ with the plates A> substan-

tially in the manner above described, and for the

Ijui'pose specified.

87,400.

—

Daniel S. Early, Hummelstown, Pa.
— Cultivator.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The tongue e, in combination with the
clevis /i, as and for the purpose set forth,

.

•2. The tooth A, in combination with the socket
d, in the manner and for the purpose explained.

3. The tooth A, provided with the recesses a a and
liead a' , substantially as described.

4. The tooth A, provided with the recesses a a
and head a', in combination with the conjoined slots

h b' and key c, substantially as described.

87,401.—Benjamin M.Ely, Perry, Mo., as-

signor to himself, L. T. Tulley, and William A.
and Ly^man P. M.vngeu.—Cultivator.—March 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. A corn-cultivator, so constructed, of
two equal and similar parts D D', which may be
easily transposed, so that one may take the place of
the other, that it can be used either as one implement
or two distinct implements, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2 The adjustable bars A and B, when used in the

construction of a double cultivator, constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The adjustable bar C, when used in the con-
struction of a double corn-cultivator, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The standards tyi m' and n n', when so con-
structed as to be interchangeable, in a corn-culti-

vator, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
5. The frame, composed of the bars A, B, and C,

and the uprights Gr G', and beams E E, when used
in the construction of a double corn-cultivator, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described. .

87,403.—William Fawcett, ISq^ York, IST. T.,
a'ssignor to Fawcett Brothers and Eichard
Campbell, same place.

—

Haines-Fastening.—March
2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An improved hames-fastener, B, con-
structed substantially as herein shown and described,
that is to say, formed with sockets or openings to
receive the flat hooks a' of the hames A, whether
provided with the loops h^ b"^, either or both, or not,

. as and for the purpose set forth.
2. Forming flat hooks a^ upon the lower ends of

the hames A, to adapt them to the fastener B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

87,403.—James A. Fegan, Brooklyn, I'T. Y.—
Spring-BpA Bottom.—M.a.vii\\ 2, 1869.

Claim.—A hinge, made of four metal plates,

united by three joints, iu combination witli the
frames A C, springs B, and strips E F, substantially
as descril^ed.

87,404.—Egbert Fitts, Jr., Fitchburg, Mass.,
assignor to W. Haywood Chair Company, same
place.

—

Machine for Bending Wood.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving cam-gear H /i', con-
structed Hul)stantially as herein shown and described,
in coml)ination witli tlie stationary g-ear F, us and
for till! purpose set forth.

2. The former I, constructed snl)stantially as
herein shown and described, in combination with
the former-scut J, stationary gear F, and revolving
cam-gear II /i', substantiiiUy as Inmnu shown and
described, and for tlie purpose set fyrth.

3. The former-seat J, and former-cap K, con-
structed and operating substantially us herein shown

and described, in connection "«ith the stationary
gear F and revolving cam-gear H h}., as and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The adjustable and movable cam-tables TJ, con-
structed and operating sabstantially as herein shown
and described, in combination with the revolving
cam-gear H h^, stationary gear F, former-seat J,
and former-cap K, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The extension-crank wrench C, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, in com-
bination Avith the cam-tables TJ, and caps A' a^ a^ of
the strap Y, as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The sliding centering and clamping cam-bar Q
E, in combination with the revolving cam-gear H
fti, revolving tables U, stationary gear F, former-
seat J, former I, and former-cap K, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

87,405.—Jesse E. Folk, Brooklyn, N". Y.—
Match-Safe.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the cover of a
match-safe, the inverted box or receptacle D, ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

87,406.—Edward H. G-arrigues, St. Louis,
Mo,

—

Spark-Arrester.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The jacket C, with wings F and rollers E,
constructed ancl arranged, with reference to the per-

orated section B, as herein shown and described.

. 87,407.—William E. Hale, Chicago, HI.—
Manufacture of Pasteboard.—March 2, 1869; ante-

dated October 6, 1868.

Claim.—1. Lining continuous strips of straw, or
other thick paper, as it is made, with thin continu-
ous strips of white or colored paper, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the paper-roll D, paste-roll

E, and adjustable scraper H, with the boxA B C,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

87,408.—W. G. Hamilton, Milton, Wis.—Wa-
ter-Elevator.—M.^Yc]i 2, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the crank-shaft G
F, pulleys E, chains D, flange-plates S, and buckets
C, with each other, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cross-bar J, rod I, piv-

oted beam H, moving-weight N, rod K, and pivoted
spout L, with each other, and with the endless chain
of buckets, CDS, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

87,409.

—

Alexander Harroun, Jr., Onondaga,
IsT. Y.

—

Cloth-Guide for Seiving-Machine for Working
Button-Soles.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted movable plate g, having sides,

as described, and an opening in the center, the
guides c and d, and the post e, when combined and
operated substantially as set forth, and for the pui'-

pose mentioned.

87,410.—G. Hausciiild, St. Louis, Mo.—Rou-
lette Apparatus.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving cone B, having com-
partments &', and a base, B-, with numbers marked
thereon, su))stantially as set forth.

2. In combination with tlie foregoing, the cap-
piece F, its orifice e, and the indicating-ball F. sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87,411.—Francis Hayek, jSTcw York, N. Y.—
Lounge.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—Tlic movable arm B, provided with a stop,

and arranged near the foot-oiid of a lounge, so as to

form an arm or foot-snpport, which can be moved
out of the way, when not needed, substantially as

herein shown and described.

87,413.— J. P. Hemminosen, israrshalltown,

Iowa.

—

Smiths' Bclloivs.—March 2, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the l)eiii>vva B, har-
ing a fixed top pluto, wliieh forms the bottom of the
air-cliambcr C, the weighted llexibUi cover c', cham-
fered valve and scut U, nozzle I, valvo-plato J, sliuft
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K, and lever L, -n-ith each other, as herein described,
for the pm'pose specified.

87,413.—BiRDSTLL Holly, Lockport, 'N. Y.—
Water-Supplj Regulator for y^atcr-Works.—March
2, lHti9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the piston-cham-
"ber G, piston H, weijihts L to L", valve a, chamber
M, and the pipes c e and D, substantially as de-

scribed, for the pnrpose specified.

2. The belts P P', shifter R, gate-operating mech-
anism S S' S", T T' TJ T", Q p'" p" substantially as

described, in combination ^'ith a piston-chamber,
G, a piston, H, a valve, a, and a pipe, c, all as set

lorth.

3. The pipes A B C D, having check-valves, and
a relief-valve, Y, substantially as described, in com-
l)ination wnth a piston-chamber, G, piston H,
Aveights L to L", valve a, and belts P P', running on
loose and fast pulleys, aU as described, for the pur-

pose of operating the gate-raising mechanism, all

as set forth.

4. The gate-raising mechanism of water-works,
operated by means of a piston-chamber and piston,

or its equivalent, the weight's L to L", and gauge-
valve a, operating substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

5. The hydrostatic relief-valve Y, constructed and
operating substantially as described, in combination
with a pipe, B, piston H, and valve a, for the purpose
of making its operation dependent upon the move-
ment of the governing-piston, alias set forth.

6. The gate-operating mechanism, as shown at Fig.

5, all substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth, when in combination with the governiugr
piston and valve a, all as set forth.

7. The combination of a hydrostatic-valve, a, sub-

stantially as described, with a pressure-chamber and
piston, li, substantially as described, when so con-

nected that the valve and piston are dependent upon
each other, and act, by the pressure of the water, to

maintain an equable pressure against the said piston,

all as set forth.

87,414.— John Jeffcoat, Onawa, Iowa.

—

Hand Seed-Planter.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a hand seed-

planter, of the bos A, slide E, box F, plate C, slide

H, and spring D, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein sliown and described.

2. The hand seed-planter, consisting of the box A,
plate C, spring D, seed-slide H, slide E, box F,
plunger M, spring J, and plate L, /ill arranged sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, with or
without "the combination with the spring land lug e.

87,415.—J. I. LrviNGSTOX, Pittsburg. Pa.

—

Un-
cut Caps for Cans.—March 2, 18fi9.

Claim.—The uncut cup A and cap C, constructed
and arranged as described, and combined with the
top of packing-cans, substantially as specified.

87,416.—EEirBRAKDT LocKWOOD and Charles
C. ScHMiTT, New York, N. Y.

—

Brick-Machine.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the followers L
with tlie molds a', the bar J, fraine H', and the ad-
justable stops K and P, all substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination with the reciprocating molds
a', followers L, and the grinding apparatus A, of the
reciprocating carrier B, having a recess, a, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination •\\ith the vertically-reciprocat-

ing mold a' of the carrier T and the endless chains,
substantially as and for the purpose deseiibed.

4. The combination with the' carrier T, provided
with the swinging-catches K^, of the reservoir R' and
carrying-boards E., substantially as and for the pui--

pose described.

87,417.—J. E. Maicsker, Clinton, La.

—

Fan-
Attachment for Tables.— March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tubular support

A, reciprocating rod G, and fans B, when the latter

are either pivoled to the support A and a hollow
sleeve, D. or to a shaft secured to the said support,

and a hollow tube, at right angles thereto and sliding

thereon, all substantially as and for the purpose
specified.'

87,418.—Mahlox E. Margerum, Trenton, IT.

J.—Sa.<ih-Faste7ier.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The sash-lock A, with the cam-levers or
arms B, spring E. in combination with key F and
stud g and the slot h in the escutcheon I, all con-
structed and arranged as described.

87,419.—Horace Bartixe Martin, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Oscillating Engine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tubular valve J,
having its ports g g', f f, with relation to the ports
b b'. c c', and the semi-annidar spaces a a', as herein
shown and described.

87,420.—E. G. Matthews, Newton, Mass.

—

Plow.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the under side of
the plow-beam A of a slotted stock, D, for supporting
the sward-cutter E, substantially as described.

2. The combination with the stock D and beam A
of the intermediate guard-plate e, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination and relative arrangement of
the parts marked A, C, D, E, and e, as shown and
described.

87,431.—E. G. Matthews, Newton, Mass.

—

Plow- Clevis.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of flanges & d witls.

one or both of the side-pieces B of the clevis, substan-
tipUy as and for tlie purposes set forth.

2. The combination with the front piece D of aa
eye or ring H, as and for the purposes stated.

3. The combination with the plow-beam A and
front piece D of a side-draught rod, K, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination with the joint-bolt G of a catch-
spring, m, substantially as shown and described.

87,422.—John McCloskey, New York, N. Y.

—

Stench-Trap and Overfloiv for Basins.—March 2,

1869.

Claim—The plug-tube C, having orifices a' and
strainer e', in combination with the bowl A, provided
with openings a, and the hollow metallic attachment
B F, in which a partition, E, is placed, allconsti'uct'-

ed and arranged to operate substantially as and for
the pm-pose specified.

87,423.—"William McCully, Paterson, N. J—Lubricator.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cock D, in combination with the
shell B and oil-reservoir A, arranged either with or
without connections with the steam-boiler, substaa-
tially as and for the purposes described.
* 2. In combination with the cock D the valve O, in
the oil-holder A,.substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

87,424.—EiCHARD McGee, Martinsville, Ind.

—

Mode of Faste-ning Trusses.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie platesK and K, the knobs X.' K', the
knob h, and the button-holes A, H, and I, when the-

same are constructed, arranged, and used for the pur-
pose and in the way substantially as herein set forth.

87.425.— Robert McLarn, Shirland, Pa.

—

Thatching for Stacks of Hay and Grain.—March 2,.

1869.
Claim.—The thatched cover a a^ a^, when used in

connection with the horizontal bands c c^ c^, the ver-
tical cords e e', the weights W W, pin p, and the
cord w, all said parts being arranged and combined,
together as described and for the purpose specified.

87.426. — George Papdington, SpringviUe,.
Iowa.

—

Seeding-Machine.—March 2, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangerpent of the arms L upon

opposite sides of the axle D, with relation to the seed-
slides I K, whereby the slides are operated directly
from the axle, without intermediate gears or levers,
as herein shown and described.

2. The brakes or plates P, attached to the shaft O,.

in the front part of the frame A, substantially as an^
for the purpose specified.
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3. The truck F, supporting' the rear of the frame
beneath the seat E, and consistmer of the frame G-,

the wheels, and the rods a, provided with springs 6,

inserted in the frame, all arranged as herein shown
and described.

87,427.—Robert W. Paix, l>few York, IST. T.,
assignor to Brainard and Wing, same jDlace.

—

Tremolo for Wind-Instrximents.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A valve for the tremolo-attachment of a
melodeon, or similar instrument, formed in the man-
ner specified, so that when the valve opens the air

can escape freely all around said valve, for the pur-
poses specified.

87,428.—John E. Phelps, Havana, N. Y.—
Lamp-Shade.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the shade A B
•of the spring-supports C, when arranged as specified.

2. The combination with the part A B of the de-

tachable tubular extension G-, substantially as speci-

fied.

87,439.—Henry Poth, Pittsburg, assignor to
himself and G. A. Klages, Birmingham, Pa

—

Fifth-
Wheel for Carriages.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A fifth-wheel for vehicles, comprising the
several features of improvement referred to above
by the letters a,b b, d d, c c, //, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described, as a new
article of manufacture.

87,430.—James H. Preston, Jeflferson City,

Mo.— Carriage for Sawing Saddle-Tree Stuff.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the bed A, of the
beveled rests B B, adjustable hinges C D, beveled
blocks E, and slotted adjusting plates G, when all

the parts are constructed as described, for the pur-

pose specified.

87,431.—'S. L. Eevere, Worcester, Mass.

—

Centering-Device.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The improved centering-device herein de-
scribed, consisting of the several parts specified, all

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as shown and set forth.

87,432.—Louis S. Eobbins, New York, ]S\ Y.,
and John A. Southmayd, Elizabeth, iST. J.

—

Process
vf Preparing Bamboo-Fiber.—March 2, 1869.

Clairn.—1. The saturating of lignine, or the fiber

of bamboo, witli oleaginous substances and com-
pounds, substantially as herein described.

2. The saturating of the lignine with oleaginous
vapors, in combination with steam, substantially as
described,

87,433.—Louis S. Eobbins, New York, N. Y.,
and John A. Southmayd, Elizabeth, N. J.

—

Manu-
facture of Flock from Bamboo or Cane-Fiber.—
March 2, "1869.

Claim.—1. The process for preparing flock from the
fiber of cane or bamboo, the same consisting in first

removing the joints, then splitting, grinding, boil-

ing, and preparing the fiber of the cane, substantially
as herein described.

2. Every use and application of said flock.

87,434 Louis S. Bobbins, New York, N. Y.,
and John A. Southmayd, Elizabeth, N. J.

—

Manu-
facture of Oakum.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of preparing oakum from
bamboo, cane, or reed, substantially as herein do
scribed.

2. The use and application of the fibers of bara-
l)oo, cane, or rcsed, eitlier sei)arately or in combina-
tion witli other materials, for the purpose of oakum,
as a new article of manufacture.

87,435.—Joseph Ryan, St. Louis, Mo.—Hy-
drcm.Ui: Lifting-Jack.—Mnmh 2, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. Tlie ))ase-block C, arranged with the
sub-chamber c, and sujjporting tlio cylind(>r A, in
such wise that tiie pressure of the ram A' shall be
transmitted in tlie line of the axis of said ram, when
comhin('(l witli the reservoir Baud pump D, sul)stan-
ialiy us set forth.

2. The pump D, having valves d^, d^, and d^^, and
hollow plunger D', arranged and operated as and for

the purpose described and set forth.

3. The vibrating arm D^, when provided with a
bushing, d^^, and elastic packing d^"*, as described
and shown.

4. The lever D'', provided with an adjustable stop,
rfis, in combination with the adjustable lever-rest 6,

when arranged as and fortne purpose set forth.

5. The ground-rest A^, when provided with a step,

a^, and a bearing- roller, a^, all arranged as described
and shown.

6. The plunger A^, when provided with ground-
rest A2, and head-rest A^, as described, and for rhe
purpose set forth.

7. Stop-guard fei, when arranged with the lever D^,
as and for the purpose set foi'th.

87,436.—D. B. Seeley, Portland, III.—Pruning-
Shears.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The pruning-knife, constructed as de-
scribed, of the hook-shaped blade A, on the handle
B, provided at its center with the pin 6, the short
blade C, hung by its curved slot c, upon said pin, and
the curved handle D, pivoted ate to the hook A, and
at its end, d, to the inner end of the blade C, all ar-

ranged and operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

87,437.—Eranklin C. Sexton, Shelbyville, Ind.—Tanner's Table.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The sub-table A, or its equivalent, con-
structed substantially as described, or so that the
hide will be raised and the liquid be allowed to pass
therefrom, for the purposes set forth.

87,438.—Peter E. Shear, Saugerties, N. Y
assignor to himself and "William Mulligan, same
place.

—

Door or Frame of Puddling- Furnaces.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the hollow metallic irame of
a puddling-furnace door with an inclined back face,

b, substantially as herein shown and described, for
the purpose specifled.

2. The sliding bit D, when fitted over the concave
face of the sill C, for the purpose of not coming in
contact with the metallic surface of the sill, as set

forth.

3. The pin d, having the head e on one side, in
combination with the sliding bit-plate D, all arranged
substantially as herein shown and described. •

87,439.—W. R. Smiley. Ncav Lisbon, Ohio.-
Fire-Alarm Telegraph —March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in the
said signal-apparatus, of the bell K, signal-key E,
switch-key V, magnet M M, and its clapper-lever O
P, with the several plates for turning the switch-key
on, and the wires connectingthe said plates with the
accessory pai'ts of the apparatus, all substantially
as shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

87,440.—George W. Spencer, South Grove
land, M.a8s.—Shoe-Knife.—Marcli 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stock A, constructed as described,
and adapted for holding the knife and gouge, and
securing them to the machine, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the knife B, of the
gouge E, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

87,441.—William P. Springer, Oswego, N. Y.
—Smut-3Ia chine.—March 2, J 869.

Claim.—Tiie arrangement of the double fan D d i,

scouring cylinder A A', connecting-pipe I, and sur-

rounding air-chamber H, all constructed and operat-
ing substantially as liercin set forth.

2. The shaft G, provided with the beaters B C,
fan D d i, ami scrapers/, and resting in tlu^ block N"

w 0, removably fitted in tlie box M, and covered with
a cap, ni, in combination with the seouriiig-cylinder

A A', and chambers H F, all substantially as horoin
set forth.

87,442.—Geougk J. Sturdy and Solomon "W.
Young, Providence, R. I

—

Process of Cleaning Me-
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tallic Articles for Plating and Gilding.—March 2,

1869.
Claim.—1. For cleaning, burnishing, or polishing

metallic articles, (as hooks and eyes, buttons, eyelets,
aud other articles of metal, in preparing them for
gilding or plating.) revolving, shaking, or agitating
such articles in a cylinder or other suitable" vessel,
when immersed in a solution of cyanide of potassium,
substantially as described.

2. Preparing metalic articles for gilding or plating,
by means of a mechanical and chemical process
combined, substantially as described.

87,443.—Michael Sullivax and John Eeedt,
K"ew York, iST. T.—P«^er-J^i7e.—March 2, 1869.
Claim.—1. The back plate C, fastening-rod D. aud

fastening-strip I, in combination with the cover A
B B, constructed, aiTauged, and operating substan-
tially as herein showu aud described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination with a paper-file, the fastening-
strip I, or its equivalent, when used substantially as
and for the purposes set forth and described.

87.444. — August Tappe, Johnstown, X. Y.

—

Srnoking-Fipe and Cigar-Holder.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow perforated cone C, perforated
tube E, and diaphragm a, when arranged within the
stem, or other part of a cigar-holder or smoking-
pipe, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the pui-pose specified.

87.445. — Theodore H. Timet, Saratoga, X.
N.—iiVrtZwa.v- Car TF/ieeL—Mai'ch 2, 1869.

Claim.—A mortise-wheel, A B C, to be used upon
street or other railways, constructed with the mor-
tises D in the thread C, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

87,446.—Theodore B. Timet, Saratoga, jST. Y.—Case for Preserving Butter, Cheese, and other Ar-
ficies.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rack B, constructed and arranged
substantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the rack B «-ith the case
A, for the pm-poses as described.

87,447.— GusTAVE Terplaetse, Xew Yort,
5T. Y.—Barrel for Cooling Fluids.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The open-work case X, encircling the ice-

case B, and adapted to serve as a strengtheuer
thereof, without materially retarding the transmis-
sion of caloric thereto, the'ice-case B having a tight-
ly-closable mouth, and all the parts being arranged
relatively to each other aud to the vessel A, sub-
stantially as aud for the pm'poses herein set forth.

87,448.—Henry B. Terry, Xew York, :N". Y.,
assignor to himself, G. KooNZ, Xew York, and D.
G. Whitman, North Kingston, E. l.—Steam-Engine
Valve-Gearing.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The steam-chest C, and the valves//,
constructed and ai-ranged in combination with a
steam-engine cyliuder, substantially as herein shown
and described.

'

87,449.—Edgar "Wakeman, Brooklyn, Cal.—
Boat-Detaching Apparatus.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted box-spout F, box D, and cam-
lever E, having the arm e', for the attachment of the
rod G, witli the recessed strap B, and headed bar C,
all arranged and operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

87,450.— Seth Wheeler, Albany, X. Y.—
Sorse-Power.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The series of independent rollers I, con-
nected together by the rotating band A-, on the out-

side thereof, in combination with the master-wheel
and the track F, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,451.—L. F.Whitman and 0. P.Whitman.
Macomb, 111.—Shoe-Fastening.—^avch 2, 1869.

Claim:—1. A metallic spring shoe-fastener, when
arranged as described, for the purpose set foitli.

2. The shoe-fastener described, consistiuc of the

spring b and rivets a' a', when attached to a shoe, as
and for the purpose described.

87,453.— Peter F. Whitney, Saugerties, ^N".

Y.

—

Apparatus for Loading Ice.—March 2, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, with the frame A,
roller D, carnage E, aud] chute B, of the fi-iction-

brake F, weirfit K, cords H and L, and the pulleys
I P, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,453.—Da^td Williamson, Elizabeth, Pa.—
Mining-lLachine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arms C C, pivoted upon a frame or
carriage concentrically with the driving-axle of the
machine, and caiTving the saw-mandrel, in combi-
nation with the circular or segmental guides D I),

as set forth.

2. The guide-rods h h, and spiral springs h^ h^, in
combination with the cross-headH and saw-mandrel
B, arranged and operating substantially as and for
the pm'pose set forth.

3. The frame A, driving-shaft E, and driving-pid-
ley E', in combination with the circular or segmen-
tal guides D. arms C, and saw-mandrel B, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
described.

4. A cylindrical saw, having teeth at its working-
end, and spii'al corrugations extending therefrom
toward its opposite end. as well as openings in its

peripherv, for the escape of dust or chips, as set
forth.

87,454.—Charles P. Winslow. Westborough,
Mass.—5a/efy Cattle-Tie.—:SLarQh 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with reference to the
cattle-stalls, of the sliding bar L, lever-pinion P^
rods R, cross-piece J, rods i i, jointed tie-bolts C
and the eyes k k', as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

87,455.—Henry Aiken, Pittsburgh, and Henry
McAllister, Jr., and Henry G. Morris, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

—

Burning-Kilnfor Brick,Tiles,<&c.—^March
2, 1869.

Claim.—The kiln A, with its double walls A' B,.

and system of induction-pipes C C D, in combina-
tion with an independent gas-generator. F, and
pipes X Is', coimected with a pressure-blast, for in-

troducing the mingled gases and air into the kiln,

for combustion under pressure, .substantiidly a&
herein set forth.

87,456.—Henry Aland. London, England, as-

signor to Samuel and George Aland.—Rotary
Blowing-Fan for Furnaces, Gas-Works, dJe.—March
2, 1869.

Claim.—The directing a given pressure from the
discharge of the fan -disk periphery, and injecting it

into its center, as hereinbefore described.

87,457.—Daniel Arndt, Toledo, Ohio.— Clothes-

Mangle.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the large roller F,.

mangle-board E. and roller d, levers G"G aud 1 1,

rubber bands H H, and cams e e. all constructed and
arranged substantially as andforthe purposes herein
set forth.

87,458.-John Ball, Canton, Ohio.—Spring-
Link for Ploiv- Clevis.—Maveh 2, 1869.

Claim.—A spring-link for plow-clevis, formed of
one piece of metal, in the form substantially as
shown, with a hook at one end and an eye at the
other, substantially for the purposes specified.

87,459.—Joseph W. Bates, St. Paul, Minn.—
Stove-Pipe.—March 2. 1862.

Claim.—1. Converting the horizontal draught of a
stove-pipe into a perpendicular, or a perpendicular
draught into a horizontal, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. Constructing the end of a stove-pipe, where it

joins the chimney-flue or main pipe, in such a man-
ner that the cun-ent from said stove-pipe may ba
changed, and the two cm-rents, at the time when
tliey join each other, may be moving in the same
direction, substantially as' herein set forth.
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87,460.—G. W. K. Bayley, Algiers, 'La.—Lock-
Nut Attachment for Bailroad- Chairs.— Marcli 2,

1869,
Ctaim.—The method of locking the nut or nuts of

railroad joint bolts, or of intermediate rail bolts, by
means of the lip or lips of the railroad-chair, in the
manner substantially as herein described and se-

forth.

87,461.—Samuel Boden, Louisville, Ky.

—

Yio-
lin-Bridge.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A bridge for stringed musical instru-

ments, constructed substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purj)ose set forth.

87,46'3.— Benjamin Briscoe, Detroit, Mich.

—

Locomotive Alarin-Bell.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever G-, vertical guides H, spiral

spring I, springs J, rocking lever K, and connect-
ing-rod M, vrhen constructed and arranged to ope-
rate the hammer, P, on the bell C, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hammer F, operated as
described, in such a manner that each stroke of th'e

same will tend to rotate the bell C, substantially as
and for the purj)ose set forth.

87,463.—Smith S. Brown, Woonsocket, K. I.—
Invalid Bed and Bedstead.—March 2, 1869.

Clavin.—1. The base-plate A, legs B, standards C,
rollers a, semicircular arms D, pin c, levers F and S,

arbor d, spring e, and hangers h, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The bed-frame E, bottom s, mattress I' ratchet
H, jointed frame M, with its canvas elevator, as de-

scribed, table E,, straps r, hook z, and arm v, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as specified.

87,464.—Dennis C. Burdtck, Milton, Wis.—
Picnch, Shears, and Iron-Shrinker Combined.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement upon the standA of the
centrally-bisected parts C D, supporting the bar F,
cam L', and lever G, gripes KL, part N. and gripes
M Is'', punch and die H I, movable part P, and shear
c &, the parts being adjusted, and all constructed to

operate substantially as set forth.

87,465.—D. P. BuTf'.ER, Boston, Mass.—Lifting-
Apparatus.—Marcli 2, 1869.

Claiin.—1. For lifting in a yertical direction in the
line of the spine the slioulder-strap harness, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. In combination ^ith the vertical rod b the cross-

har t and the handles u, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination with the shoulder-strap har-
ness of the handle d, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the handles, or of the han-
dle,.through which the effort of the gymnast is exert-
ed, with screw-threads in connection with nut-
threads, so that the height of the handles or handle
above the platform can be adjusted without change
iu the position of the weight.

87,466.—Car Cari'enter, Buffalo, N. Y.—3Ian-
ufacture of Illiiminating Gas.—March 2, 1869.

Ckmn.—In tlie manufacture of gas, the introduc-
tion of the vapor generated in a suitable vessel from
crude petroleum, or other impure liquid hydrocarbon,
into the retort containing the coal, and tlieu passing
the gaseous mixture therefrom, through one or more
uncharged retorts, sulistaiitially as set forth.

2. The combination of the reservoir G, the tar-

vaporizing boiler I, and retorts B C, substantially iu
the manner and for tlie pur])ose specified.

3. The arrangement witliiii the retort B of the
vapovizing-pan A-, in coml)ination with the reservoir
G, Bubstantiidly as set fortli.

87,467 John K. Cheever, New York, N.T.—
Manufacture of India-Ruhber Trunks, Valises, Boxes,
cfic—Marcli 2,' 1869.

Claim.—1. A trunk or valise, made of India-rub-
ber, combined with fibrous matter, or witli papier-
mache, or th(! eiiuiviih'iit of the same, substantially
in the manner herein described ; that is to say, when

the whole of the trunk, or the sections thereof, are
shaped and vulcanized in molds.

2. As a new manufacture, the production of trunk-
sectious or parts, composed of India-rul)ber and
fibrous matter, or papier-mache, or its equivalent,
shaped and vulcanized in molds, in such manner thatr

said parts may be readily united by any mechanical
means to form a trunk or valise, substantially as set
forth.

87,468.-MiRTii.LOW B. Clapp, New York, as-

signor to himself and Edward D. Jones, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

—

Steam-Engine Mechanism.—Mai'ch 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the bed-plate B,
formed with induction and eduction passages in or
through it, with reference to the cylinder D, valve-
chest E, and boiler A, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The aiTangement of the stop-valve C with the
bed-plate B, essentially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the exliaust pipe or pipes,
from the engine, substantially as described, whereby
they are made to enter the boiler below the crown-
sheet, and to pass up or establish connection through
the latter, substantially as described and set forth.

87,469.—Edwin S. Collamer, Georgetown, D.
C—Shutter-Fastener.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The spring D, having the standard G,
thumb-piece F, and notch/, constructed as described
and shown, and arranged with the but, as and for-

the purpose described.

87,470.—S. W. CORBiN, Bainbridge, N. Y.—
Post-Hole Auger.—March. 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of tlie handle A, flange

B, lip C, and rim D, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,471.—Joseph E. Coveney, Buchanan, Mich.—Three-Horse Equalizer.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a three-horse evener
or equalizer, combining the bar A, straps B, pulleys

C, C, C", C", and F, 'clevises G and J, and rope ot
chain K, when combined and arranged and operat-

ing substantially as herein described.

87,472 Archibald C. Crary, Utica, N. Y.—
Railroad- Car Heater.—March. 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-acting extension and flexible

steam-conduit, and its equivalent, constructed sub-

stantially as hereinabove set forth, and its application

to the transmission of steam from a steam-generator

to a train of cars, or from the boiler of a locomotive
to the cars, or as an intermediate between the steam-
pipes of adjacent cars.

2. The steam-pipe E E and its equivalent, when,
located and used, substantially as herein set forth,

in transmitting steam from the steam-eliaraber of a
steam-generator longitudinally through the interior

of the "steam-generator, and longitudinally tlirough

tlie interior of the boiler, substantially ^s "herein set

forth.

3. Yalve M, when used in connection with a steam-
generator and steam-boiler as a safety-valve and
regulator for the heating apparatus, substantially as

set forth.

4. The self-acting or automatic valves Y and K,
and their equivalents, constructed and used substan-

tially as herein set fortli.

5. The self-connecting and self-disconnecting joint,

formed liy the pressui-e of the semispherical end of
])ipe P into socket Q with hood A, for the purpose of

forming automatically a union between the steam-

pipes of two adjacent cars, when used or applied

substantially as hereinabove set forth.

6. The applicattion and use of springs G and S, and
their eciuivalents, in connection with valves, sub-

stantially as hereinabove set forth, in controlling and
stopping the flow of steam to and from the railway-

cars.
'

. ^1
7. Pipe 0' is used in connection with pipes O and.

E E, substantially as herein set forth.

87,473.—.!. B. Crosry, Boston, Mass.—iVrtiJwiflr

or I'cgifing Machinr.—March 2. 1869.

Cldiin.—Thc combination of the vertically -moving

horn with the fVeiling-uieolianism of the wirc-liko
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material, so that the feed of saitT material shall be in

proportion to the thickness of tlie stock at the points
at which fastenings are to be inserted, substantially
as described.

87.474.—FERDrN-AND Davison. Liberty, Ya.

—

Machine for Making Spikes.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The form and construction of the hold-
ing and pointing dies on the rolls K and T, as and
for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie combination of the carrying" and pointing
rolls E and T, with the beveled'cntter and holder-
block P and reciprocating cutter and transferrer H,
all arranged and operating together, substantially in
the manner described.

3. In combination Trith subject-matter of second
clause, the mechanism herein described, for feeding
the blank-bar to the knives, as set forth.

87,475.—Jules George Dreyfus, K'ew York,
N. Y.

—

Enameling Iron and Steel.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The process herein described of enamel-
ing steel or iron, by first galvanizing the same, or
coating it with copper, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as specified, and afterward applying the enamel
thereto, as herein set forth.

87,476.—Cypriex Marie Tessie du Motat,
Paris, France, assignor to Edward Sterx, Xew
York.

—

Apparatus for Burning Gases for Metal-
lurgic and other Purposes.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.— The apparatus for burning hydrogen, car-
bon, and other gases, constructed and applied either
directly or indirectly to the apparatus which gener-
ates or supplies the gases, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown and described.

87,477.—Cypriex Marie Tessie du Motay,
Paris, France, assignor to Edward Stern, jSTew
York.

—

Preparing Zirconia for Use in Producing
Light, and for other Purposes.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of zirconia to develop
and intensifv the light of oxyhydrogen flame, sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

2. The method of extractin"- and obtaining zirco-
nia fi'om its ores, substantially in the manner and
by the means herein specified.

3. The manufacture of pencils, cylinders, &c., of
zirconia, agglomerated and compressed, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

4. A compound pencil or cylinder, or its equiva-
lent, for illuminating purposes, composed of zirconia
and magnesia, clay, or like refractory substance,
united substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

87,478.—Cyprien Marie Tessie du Motai",
Paris, France, assignor to Edward Stern, Xew
York.

—

Process and Apparatus for Generating Com-
bustible Gases.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.^^l. The method of generating or produc-
ing the gases herein specified, in the manner and hj
the means substantially such as shown and described.

2. An apparatus for generating, or producing, car-
bonic oxide, liydrogen, and carburetted hydrogens,
the parts of which are combined and arranged for
oint operation, substantially as shown and set forth

87,479.-Cyprien Marie Tessie du Motay,
Paris, France, assignor to Edward Stern, New
York.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—March 2,

1869.

Claim..—The method of efi"ecting the transforma-
tion or conversion of iron and steel, substantially in
the manner and bv the means herein shown and' set
forth.

2. The apparatus for the manufacture or trans-
formation of iron and steel, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

87,480.-Egbert K". Eagle, Washington, D. C.—Lamp-Burncr.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The body A of a lamp, when so con-
structed as to fonn a wick- chamber, B, and surround-
ing reservoir C, separated by a depression of the
shell of the lamp, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the reservoir and wick-
chamber, when both are formed from the continuous

shell of the lamp, and so arranged that the top of the
reservoir and the point of connection between the
burner and wick-chamber shall be on the same, or
nearly the same, level, substantially as described.

3. A lamp, constructed with an air-chamber, E,
formed by a depression D D, of the shell of the lamp,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The depression a\ formed in the top of the body
of the lamp, to receive the head of the thumb-screw
F', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

.5. The combination of a lamp-body, having an an-

nular air-chamber E, and the annular bridge o and
o', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the wick, the porous capil-

lary substance, and the mat ; but this I claim only
when the capillary substance is inclosed in a cage
surrounded by the oil, and under and in contact with
the wick, and when said mat is used to draw the oil

from points outside of the cage to the capillary sub-
stance inclosed therein.

7. In combination with a lamp-burner, having a
male screw on its lower end, and the neck of a lamp
formed to receive and attach a burner by a catch,
instead of a screw, an intermediate collar, G, which,
may be screwed to the burner, and also attached by
a catch to the neck of the lamp, substantially as and.

for the purpose set forth.

87,481.—Hemon Eichler, iSTew Lisbon, Wis.

—

Leather- Cutting Machine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A leather-shaving machine, consisting
of the stationary knife C, the adjustable roller D, and
the roller E, mounted in a swinging frame, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. In combination with the adjustable roller D,
the wedge G-, arranged to operate substantially as
set forth.

87,482.—Charles J. Everett, ISTew York, I?".

Y.

—

Apparatus for Rendering Lard, Tallow, <£c.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Strengthening the digesters, and unit-

ing the water-bottom under the same with the steam-
space over the top thereof, to give circulation to the
water, and uniformity of temperature in the jacket,

by means of flues iutroduced therein, substantially
as described.

2. Tying the bottom and top of the steam and
water-jacket together, by means of bolts or rods
passed through said flues in. said digester, substan-
tially as described.

3. The introduction of the noxious gases and va-
pors from the superheater into or under the furnace
of the consumer, along with the current of hot air,

created by the passage of said noxious gases and va-

pors from the superheater to the fui'nace, substan-
tially as described.

4. 'Making the superheating -chamber between the
plates composing the wall of the furnace, substan-
tially as described.

5. 'Making the gas and air-jet orifices a part of the
superheater, through which the gas and steam
pass on theii" way to the fire, substantially as de-

scribed.

87,483 A. M. George. iS'ashua, iST. H., as-

signor to himself and B. F. George, same place.

—

Stone-Dressing Machine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—Eaisiug or lowering the frame ofa stone-

dressing machine by means of ratchets and pinions,

substantially as set forth.

2. The bar s, clasp w, and lever L. constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

3. The trip-hammer herein described and shown,
when working in combination with the bars, clasp i«,

and lever L, substantially as specified.

87,484.—Edward C. Gero and James jS". Coo-
ley, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Plow-Point.—March 2,

1869.

Claim.—A steel sock^et plow-point, constructed in

the manner described, the same being secured to

and in combination with a cast-iron plow-point or
share substantially as herein set forth.

87,485.—Samuel Gibbons, Freedom, Pa., as-

signor to Excelsior Oil-Manufacturing Com-
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PANY, of Pennsylvania.

—

Manufacture of Lubricat-

ing-Oils from Petroleum.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within described process of pre-

paring petroleum or hydrocarbon-oils, for lubricat-

ing purposes, as specified.

2. The preparing of petroleum or hydrocarbon-oils,

for lubricating purposes, by reducing the gravity of

the same by the direct action of steam, or super-

heated steam, upon the crude petroleum, Avhile in a
still, tank, or retort, substantially as set forth.

3. The reducing of petroleum in a still, or retort,

with or without dependent chambers, and with one
or more jet-pipes, by the direct action of steam, or

superheated steam, substantially as and for tlie pur-

poses specified.

4. The reducing of crude petroleum, for lultricat-

ing purposes, either in bulli or fi-actional quantities,

by the direct action of steam, or superheated steam,
substantially as set forth.

5. As a new manufacture, an oil-product, as above
described, when produced from crude petroleum, by
evaporation of the lighter oils, and removing of all

earthy acids, grit, and sediment, by the direct action
of steam, substantially as set forth.

6. The improved lubricating-oil, for machinery, as

herein described, prepared from petroleum by the di-

rect application of steam, or superheated steam, to

the ci'ude petroleum, as set forth.

7. Petroleum, for lubricating purposes, when the
same has been prepared or reduced to the proper
gravity, in the manner set forth.

8. The employment of steam or superheated steam-
treated petroleum, holding water in suspension, for

summer lubricating purposes, as described.

9. The employment of steam or superheated steam-
treated petroleum, after the water has been removed,
-iOr winter lubricating purposes, as set forth.

87,486. — John C. Gove, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Street-Car Draw-Bar.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sliding frame D,
rounded at its forward end, roller P, draw-iron H,
I'ubber springs 1 1, and washer a, 'nith the platform
A and sill B of a street-car, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

87,487.—William H. Guild, Brooklyn, (E.

D.,) iT. T.— Process of Purging atid Draining
Sugar.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—Subjecting sugar, while being purged or
drained, to the action of steam or vapor, substan-
tially as and for the purpose heiein described.

87,488. — John C. Hall, Monroe, Wis.—Har-
vester.—March 2, 1869; antedated February 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rock-shaft C, arranged radially to

the driving-axle, and recessed or bent, for a portion
of its length, so that its axis of rotation shall be at

a distance from the side of the driving-wheel, on
Avhich the cams are placed, equal to one-half the
depth of the cams.

2. The combination of the rock-arms C^ C\ either
slotted, or haviug a number of holes therein, with
the adjustable pallets c^ c\ and nuts c^ c^, substan-
tially as described.

2. The slotted caster-wheel supports E^, hinged
rod <?, and arms e' e*, for raising and lowering the
finger-beam and cutter-bar, as set forth.

4. The combination of the. stationary cam J and
pivoted guide K, when arranged and operating as
and for the purpose set fortli.

5. Connecting the reel sliaft and rake-shaft by the
ball-audsocket joint i^ in the reel-shaft, and the
jointed links, as set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement of the hori-
zontal pieces a a, and diagonal pieces a' a' wlien the
driver's seat is attached to tlie latter, whereby the
seat can be elevated above the driving wheel, as set
forth.

87,489.—,1. John Hauuis, Pevvamo, Mich.

—

Bed-
Bottorn.—March 2, 1869.

Clai'in. — 1. The cross-bars D, when formed in
hinged sectioua, in combination Avith the bent
springs B, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of tlie cross-bars A, l)ent
springs B, cross-bars 1), hinged in sections, slats E,
wide-railBF, hooks G, pins 11, heud-bourd J, and stays

2 C P—II

J, when arranged and operating substantially as set

forth.

87,490. — Alexander Hathaway, Independ-
ence, Iowa.

—

Seed-Sower.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Raising the teeth or cultivators of a
seed-sower out of the ground, when the machine is

turning around, by means of a swinging wheel, hav-
ing suitable connections with said teeth or cultiva-
tors, and without the assistance of the operator, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the arms J J, forked lever
K, wheel L, rope e, pulley/, and bar H, all substan-
tially as and tor the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the shaft F, with agitators
d, spring a, arm b, and cogs c c, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,491. -Randolph Hayden, Middletown,
Conn., assignor to Feuree & Hayden, same place.
—Ice-Tongs.—March 2, 1869.

Claim. — Cast-metal ice-tongs, constructed sub-

stantially as shown and described, as an improved
article of manufactui'e.

87,492.—George J. Hayes, Ionia, Mich.— Cul-
tivator.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tongue, axle-

frame, and cidtivator-frame, when united to each
other, and the cultivator-frame is capable of being
raised upAvard, and swung slightly backward, by a
lever and its appliances, operating as herein de-

scribed and represented.
2. In combination Avith a cultivator-frame, that is

moved backward as it is raised upAvard, as herein
described, a drag, or harrow, attached thereto, and
moving therewith, but capable of being raised or
lowered independently of the cultivator, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

87,493.—F. A. Henckell, ISTew York, IST. T.—
Machine for Bundling Cigars.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jaws B B', provided with one or
more recesses, to receive the tapes or ribbons, in
combination with the platform A and lever C, stib-

stantially in the manner set forth.

2. The abutment F, in combination with the jaws
B B', platform A, and lever C, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The top bars E, (one or more,) in combination
with the jaws B B', lever C, and platform A, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

87,494.— William H. Henderson, Franklin,
Ind. — Device for Soldering Tin Cans.—March 2,

1869 ; antedated February 20, 1869.

Claini.—The combination of the elongated cone A
and its spring F Avith the interior cone C, its scrcA^'

B, spring D, and the clamp G and cam-lever H, all

constructed and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

87,495.-Joseph W. Hopkins, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and Charles B. Hardick, same
place.

—

Machine for Brushing and Napping Hats.
—March 2, 1869.

Claini.—A pair of brushing-cylinders, one of which
is mounted so as to yield, in combination Avith the
means, substantially as specified, for presenting the
hat-body to the action of the brusliing-cviiuders,

substantially as described.

87,496.-Robert B. Hugunin, Cleveland, Ohio.
— Car- Wheel.—March 2, 1869.

Claini.—1. The car-wheel herein described, con-
structed by forcing the sections A and A' over the
axle F, an'd clamping the tire C, by means of the
spring on said section, reacted on the tire, sub-

stantnilly as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Tlie car-Avheel, formed by forcing sections A
and A', with seats B and B' and projections E and
E', onto tiie tire C, constructed in corresponding
form on its under side, over the axle F, as ami for the
purposes herein eet forth.

3. In combination Avith the above-claimed car-

wheel, the interposed rubber packing, as and for th«
piu'poses herein set forth.
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87,497.—Theodore Itzstein. Xew York, N. T.—Device for Checking Horses.—March 2, 18b'9.

Claim.—1. The checking apparatus, consisting of

the check-reins E F, combined with the winkers or
blinds A, and spring B, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the winkers A, the spring
B, the cheek-reins E F, and the Ing or fi'ont-piece C,

substantially as described and shown.
3. The combination of the throat-strap J. check-

reins E F, winkers A, and spring B, substantially as
described.

4. The safety-strap L, in combination -with the
winkers A and" check-reins E F, substantially as set

forth.

87,498.— E. H. Joxes, San Francisco. Cal.—
Projectile.—March 2, 1869 ; antedated February 21,

1869.

Claim.—The com\)ination of the shells B C and
cap F with the shell A, when said cap and shells B
C are beveled at the top, and provided with circum-
ferential shoulders g g, and when said shell C is pro-

vided with a screw-bottom, D, there being combus-
tion-chambers between shells A and B, and B and C,

all substantially as herein shown and described.

87,499.—'Samuel B. Klixe, Mechanicsburg.
Pa.

—

Fly-Xet for Horses.—March 2, 1869 ; antedated
February 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double loop or stitch, when used
in constructing fly-nets, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2. A fly-net, constructed in the manner substan-
tially as shown.

^ 87,500.—Le Graxd Kxiffex, Eochester, Pa.—
Buckle for Crrain-Bands. Bag-Ties. d-c.—Mai'ch 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The buckle, constructed as set forth,

with an opening in the frame, for the insertion lat-

erally of the cord.
2. The combination of the body and tongue with

the binding-cord passing through both, substantially
as set forth.

87.501.— E. Laxe, Philadelphia, Ta.—Thill-

Coupling.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the coupling A with
its arms a and a', packing-strip J, spring-plate I, and
plate F, carrying a thumb-screw, H, thewhole being
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

87.502.— Alexander Lee, Scranton. Pa.

—

TTa-s/i-^oiZer.-March 2. 1869.

Claim.—The metallic sheU or case B, constructed
and arranged within the wash-boiler, in the manner
described, and provided with water and steam-dis-
charge pipes, substantially as and for the pui'poses
set forth.

87,503.-William B. Masox, Boston. Mass.

—

Flat-iron Scraper, Polisher, and Stand.—^March 2,

1869.

Claim.—]. For the specified purpose, a bed or
table, provided with one or more scraping-edges or
angles, substantially as described.

2. For the specified purpose, a bed or table, sur-
faced -with abrasive or polishing material, substan-
tially as described.

3. A bed or table, having bars &, made removable
and adjustable, to operate as clamps in holding
sheets of abrasive or surfacing material, substan-
tially as described.

87,504.—G. M. L. McMillex, Davton, Ohio.—
Horse-Eake.—M.aix'b. 2, 1869.

Claim.—The device herein Shown and described,
consisting essentially of the right-angled lever M.
having a spring, s, under its flange, at one end, and
a snap-catch, c, at the other end, when constructed
and applied to a rake in connection with the lever L,
rod E., and teeth 1 1, as shown, and employed for the
purpose herein set forth.

87,505.—J. J. Morrison, Atlanta, assignor to

himself and Y. A. G-askell. Fulton, Ga.

—

Cotton-

Press.—March. 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the box and frame
A B. sash E', vertically-acting follower C, horizon-
tally-acting follower J, screw E, and hollow shaft X,
with its drums H and M, all operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shaft d, turned by its

crank F, with the drums G and K. connected by
means of bands to the di-ums on the hollow shaft X,
for operating the follower J, and a drum, O, for oper-
ating the crank D, which works the compresser C,
all substantially as shown and described.

87,506.—Thomas G. Ottersox, Philadelphia,
Pa., as-' i-nor to S. B. Eowley, same place.

—

Glass-

Mol ' Jarch 2, 1869.

Gu.ni.—1. The stripper-plate C. adapted to tlie

base D and cover-plate B, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

2. The annular rib 6, on a central piece, D', ar-

ranged to slide in the base D, as set forth, for the
purpose specified.

87,507 David O. Paige, Detroit, Mich.—A_p-
paratus for Hardening Steel.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hardening of sheets of steel, by
forcing thin sheets of cold water into contact with
the center of said sheets of steel, substantially as
herein described.

2. The plungers L. operated substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with compartments" B and
H, valves G, space D, and aperture I, of vat A, when
constructed. aiTanged, and operated substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The frame J. provided with serrated racks K,
when constructed and operating substantially as
specified, in combination with the well H and the
vat or bos A. as herein described and shown.

87,508.—Egbert Peberdt, Philadelphia. Pa.,
assignor to Jajies Creightox, same place.

—

Knit-
ting-Machine.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of two or more series

of self-acting needles, arranged in a row, and adjust-

able laterally, independently of eacli other, and a
series of guides. 6, operating in connection with the
needles, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the above, the two pai-allel

knocking-over bars c c', and a second series of needles
and another series of guides, the whole being ar-

ranged and operating substantially as specified.

87,509.—David T. Peck, New York, 2s^. Y.—
Piano-Forte.—^Aarch. 2. 1869.

Claim.—The additional case D. hinged to the top
of the main case A of a piano-forte, and provided
with a secondary sounding-board, E.' substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

87,510.—Fraxk p. Pfleghar, Xew Haven,
Conn.

—

Peversible Knob-Latch.—March 2. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spiral spring L
and its rods^ i and h I, with the horse-shoe and slide

G G, Tvhen constructed and fitted for use, substan-
tially as herein described.

87,511.—•John Poxs, Baltimore, Md., assignor
to himself, JoHX S. Eussell, and Hexry Yogler,
same place.

—

Lamp-Extinguisher.—March 2. 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the cap of a lamp in two
parts, c c', each pivoted as at 1 1'. and the two parts
having their edges meeting or overlapping in the line

of the wick-tube, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination with the two parts c c' the
springs s s and chimney G, constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the pui'poses de-
scribed.

3. Providing the two pivoted parts, c c', of the cap
with the auxiliary blades a a', substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

4. A lamp-extinguisher, c c', or a a', so constructed
and operating thatthe weight of the chimney resting
upon it keeps its jaws open, and when that weight is

removed, by the overturning of the lamp or otherwise,
the jaws will close and putout the light.

87,512.—George Eetxolds, Coliinsviile, Cohu.—Machine for Rolling Metals.—March 2, 1869.
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Claim,.—1. Arranging^the mechanism for raising
• and lowering the roll in a sliding frame, P, substan-

tially in the manner herein described, so that it will

move up and down with the roll.

2. The combination of the segmental gearing J,

the wheels P and Q, the arbor L, the wheels O and
•0', the arbor M, the sliding frame F, the screw S,

and the frame H, for the purpose of raising and low-
-ering a roll, substantially as herein specified.

3. The nippers e e, in combination with the rolls

and with the raising and lowering mechanism, for

the purpose of introducing any article between the
4'olls at the right time.

87,513.

—

Ira E,0BBi5rs, irughesville,Pa: '"^iter-

Meter.—March. 2, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-valve -F, arranged within a
channel, through which the water must pass, in com-
bination with a cock or valve, controlled by the valve
F, and with devices by which the water discharged
from the said cock is caused to operate the register-

iug-devices, substantially as set forth.

87,514.—IRxV Eobbins, Hughesville, Pa.

—

Lock
for Dravjers, d-c.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The recessed tumblers h and lever^D,with
its cams c c, in combination with the bolt C, its cross-

piece d, and inclined edges x x, the whole being con-

structed, arranged within a case A, in respect to

openings n, and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.

87,515.—S. B. EowLEY, Philadelphia, Pa.—
" Screw-Faatening for the Covers of Fruit-Jars.—
^,
March 6, 1869.

'* Claim.—A screw-bail or fastening for preserving
) ressels. consisting of a wire coil, rendered rigid by

suitable strips, which extend across the coil, and are
so bent, or otherwise arranged, that they can be
brought to bear on the cover of a fruit-jar, substan-
tially as described.

-^

87,516.—Thomas A. Seakle, Providence, E. I.

—Liquid-Meter.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cylinder A and
jacket B, with their intervening space C, relatively
to the inlet F and outlet G-, perforated diaphragms
a b, and cylinder E, with its flutter or registering-
wheel H, substantially as specified.

87,517.— John Y. Smith, Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Wooden Railway.—March 2, 1869.

Clai^n.-^l. The construction of the cross-tie with
the beveled surface to receive the corresponding
surface of the wed^e, and with the opposite surface

• of its recess beveled to correspond with the beveled
surface of the rail, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the above-described rail A,
tie B, and wedge C, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

87,518—F. W. Smith jr., Bridgeport, Conn.-
Key for Locks.—March 2, 1869.

Clai7n.—The arrangement in a key of one or more
of several bits upon a pivot, so as to be turned
thereon to different angles, to a bearing, to operate
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
speciiied.

87,519.—Earl Spaulping, Ionia, Mich.—Fttr-
nace-Stove and Eegi>iter.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jirranging, within the furnace or
fire-box of a stove, tlie air-heating pipes or passages
B C E, in combination with the passing of the con-
ducting-pipe, wliicli conveys the hot air, through
tlie smoke-pipe or passage, substantially as and ibr
the purpose (lescribcd.

2. In combination with the hot-air passages and
pipe 1), the lu'ad (r and its register and dissomiiui-
tor, as and for the purpose described.

S7,520

—

Geougr n. Si'AULiHNG, Eockford, 111.—Hooking- Chair.—March 2, 1869.
Claim.—A rocking-chair, constructed as herein

speciiied, and having hingbd joint b, elastic steel
spring E, luid ro(>t-l)oard 1), arnuigcd and operating
SHbstaiitially as described.

87,531.—EowiN P. Spencer, Scott, IST. Y.—
Milk-Cooler.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pan B, pro-
vided with the distributing-trough S and the pan C,
arranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The pan B,. provided withthe escape-pipe H,
emptying-pipe Gr, and pipe L, the two latter being-

provided with cocks, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the pans B and C, con-
structed as set forth, the frame A, provided with
shelf D, and the eccentrics O, arranged to operate
as herein described.

4. In a milk-tempering apparatus, the distribut-

ing-pipe or trough S, so arranged as to deliver the
inflowing water at points across the entire end, or
nearly so, of the water-pan, substantially as herein
described.

87,532. — Matthia^s Stratton, Philadelphia,
Pa.—G'as-CocA;.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A cock, having a passage through it, in-

dependently of that afforded by the usual plug, or
valve, when the said passage can be opened or
closed by a supplementary plug, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

87.523.— Benjamin F. Sturtevant, Boston,
M'Ass.— Blower-Case.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the side plates
and the peripheral arched sections, connected to-

gether, so as to constitute a blower-case.
2. Each side plate, as made with a dovetailed con-

centric groove, a, extending about its opening, ajvi

arranged as set forth.

87.524.— Egbert E. Taylor, Eeading, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Jeremiah H. Boome, Jona-
than M. Heller, and C. B. Bertolette.—Car-
Starter.-Mai-ch 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clutch L, applied to the axle of a
car, in combination with suitable springs, and with
gearing substantially as herein described, by which,
through the medium of the clutch, the power re-

quired to stop the car is transmitted to the spring
with increased force, and the recoiling power of the
spring is transmitted to the wheels, to start the car,

with a force greater than that of the spring itself,

all substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the brake-wheel
T and brake-levers W W.

87,525.—George Tefft, Salem, N". Y.—Bail-
way-Rail Chair.—March 2, 1869.

Claim. — The railroad-cliair, consisting of the
pieces B and 0, constructed and arranged for use in
tlie manner herein shown and described.

87,526 Canceled.

87,527.—flOHN J. "Waldron, East Durham, N.
Y., assignor to himself, Timothy G-. Palmer, and
Henry Brown.—Shifting-Hail for Carriage-Tops.
—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The shifting-frame h, fitting the seat, and
from which the bars g rise and connect to the parts
carrying the carriage-top, in combination witli the
hooks i % and I, and plates k and n, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

87,528.—Henry Weber, ISTew York, N. Y.—
Stop-Motion Mechanism for Warping-Machine.—
March 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the yarn-
weiglits D 1), of the rocking board or beam F, latch

I operated by a pitman, G, and spring or springs J,
substantially as specified.

2. Tlu^. combination, with the rocking-boam F and
hinged latcli I, operated as described, ol' tlie bar.s

K L, eccentric rotating pin e, and catchlevor P, for

operating tlio belt-slut'ter in lK)tli directions ol' tlio

machine's travel, ossontially as lierein sot forth.

3. The combination of the rising and fulling

weights, set in motion bv the reel, w itli tlie lever T
and its sin'iug r, rod V, spring U. and arm W,
substantially as and for the purposes herein sot

forth.
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S7,529.—WuAAAisi Wharton, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Raiiivay- Svntch.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the permanent
rails A and A' of the main track, the rails B and B'
of the tnrn-ont, the switch-rails I) and D', and the
permanent guard-rail H, the whole being arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. In combination with the above, the base-plate
c, for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the above, and with the
base-plate c, the guard-rail G-, arranged substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of the inclined switch-rail D,
with the inclined pointed switch-rail D', substantial-

ly as and for the purpose described.

87,530.—Cornelius Whitehouse, Bridgtown,
near Cannock, England.

—

Pick for Dresaing Mill-

Stones.—March 2, ]86i^.

Claim.—A mill-bill, or pick, for dressing stone,

the head or frame of which is composed of two
parts, the one fixed, the other movable, and sliding

upon the handle, the said parts being notched and
constructed to gripe and be in contact with that por-

tion of the removable chisel, or acting-ends, placed
between them, substantially as and for the purposes
shown and set forth.

87,531.—Darius Wilcox, Ansonia, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Edward A. Johnson, same
place.— Wrench for Bit-Braces.—March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described wrench, consisting

of the spindle A and socket D, arranged in the head
C, so that the said socket maybe operated by tam-
ing the spindle, substantially in the manner herein

set forth.

87,532.—William H. Beal, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Railroad- Car Heater.—March 9, 1869; antedated ISTo-

vember 16, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The flanges h, h, sockets h', and
springs 1 1, and general mode of attachment of the
heater to the car, substantially as set forth.

2. The rod D, the hoiizontal doors or valves C",

and the wire rods or hooks c, cousti'ucted and com-
bined with the car and the detachable fire-box, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

87,533.—James E. Benton, Penn Yan, ISr.T.-
Plow.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The grooved or channeled landside B, in

combination witb the mold-board C, when made and
arranged as specified, and used in connection with
the beam A, substantially as and for the pm'pose
herein set forth.

87,534.—La Eayette Blair, Paiuesville, Ohio.—Feather-Renovator.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cylinder or feather-receiver, with
the hopper attachment B, the hook C, and the drop-
doors D.

2. In combination with the coiled tube J the boiler
I, whereby the air is heated before being conveyed to
the feathers, as set forth.

3. The arrangement of devices herein shown, or
equivalent means, for introducing among the feathers
a current of air heated by boiling water, as and for

the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement, as herein shown and de-
scribed, or in any equivalent manner, of a bellows, or
other suitable device, for forcing a blast of heated air

among the feathers,when said bellows or equivalent is

situated outside of the heating chamber, as set forth.

5. The dome-shaped top H' of the furnace, in com-
bination with the water-boiler K, the whole arranged,
constructed, and combined, and used in combination
with and for the pm'pose specified.

87»535.—John D. Brackett and Wyman Dear-
born, Boston, Mass.

—

Cotton-Gin.—Mai-ch 9, 1869;
antedated March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of knife-blade n, by
screws o passing through slots in said knife-blade

upon clearer-bar m, so as to be adjustable, substan-

tially as described.
2. The pressure-bar C, as arranged with roil d and

adjusting springs g, substantially as described.

87,536.—John I. Brinkerhoff, Auburn, N. Y...

—Potato-Digger.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.^1. The semicircular bar G, or its equiva-
lent, when attached and operated substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of the bar G with handles
F E, when constructed and operated in the manner
described.

87,537.—Charles H. Budd. 'Philadelphia, as-

signor to himself and George D. Wolff, Norris--
town. Pa.

—

Apparatus for Continuous Distillation.

—March 9, 1869 ; antedated February 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The vaporizing of wash or other fluid,

by causing it to pass through a casing in which re-

\olves a steam-heated coil, or its equivalent, all.

substantially as herein set foith.

2. Causing the vapor of wash or other fluid to pass-

into and through a reservoir or casing, immersed, or
partly immersed, in the spent wash or residuum of
distillation, all substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. Causing the vapor arising from distillation to
pass through tubes in a casing or A^essel through
which the wash passes prior to distillation, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The chamberW and its diaphragm p, arranged
between the tubed casing G and reservoir E, substan-
tially as set forth, for the purpose described.

5. The utilizing of the exhaust steam, by admitting- >y

it into the chamber W, where it rectifies the dilute-

alcohol, as set forth.

87,538.— A. E. Buffington, United States
Army.— iSteam-Engine Rotary Valve.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—The improved revolving valve, for steam
and other engines, consisting of devices herein de-
scribed, embracing the valve-plate a, with the two
concentric circular slots d and e and the groove k,

for the reception of the annular packing I, the cut-off

devices E and G, sleeve h, seat m, with its groove k
and ports y y and x x, arranged to oxjerate substan-
tially as herein set forth.

87,539.—George E. Burt, Harvard, Mass.

—

Moiving-Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The finger-bar E, when supported by
mechanism so constructed and arranged that the
finger-bar will yield to and pnss over firm and abrupt
obstacles without arresting the team or injuring the
machine, substantially as described.

2. The seat S, when supported by mechanism so

arranged that the operator's weight in the seat shall

tend to hold the finger-bar in position while operat-

ing, substantially as described, and for the i^urpose

set forth.

3. The finger-bar E, when connected with the foot-

lever r and hand-lever e, in such a manner that the bar
may be folded or unfolded by the operator while in

the" seat, substantially as described, for the purposes-

set forth.

4. The slipper h, when so arranged and connected
with the finger-bar that the cutter-bar is thrown out

of gear when the finger-bar is elevated, substantially

as described.
5. The combination of the finger-beam, the foot-

lever r, the crank b, and the elevating chain o, when
said chain is so arranged as to pass over the turning
center of the crank b, so that the chain shall at first

raise the finger-bar, and then, by slackening, allow
the points of the fingers to be lowered, substantially

as described and set forth.

6. The combination of the finger-beam, the foot-

lever r, crank b, and chain o, for the purpose of lift-

ing the finger-bar over slight obstructions, while
keeping it nearly parallel to the ground, substantially

as shown and described.
7. The combination of the seat S, spring C, arm;,

the connection 2/, and the arm e' with the axle ^,
pivoted and arranged substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

8. The seat-spring C, the projecting arm g, and the

shipper h, in combination with the clutch 3' and
spring 2, arranged substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

9. The hanger D, the ring x, and the finger-bar E,

in combination with the shaft R, connected and ar-
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Tanged substantially as described, and for tbe pur-

^pose set tbrth.

10. The combination of the projecting arm s, the
eonnecting-arm c, and the lever r, substantially as

"described, for the purpose set forth.

11. The combination of the pitman d, the guide v,

-the standard M, and the cutt'er-bar E', substantially

as described.

ST,540.—John "W. Cauowell, llichmond, Va.,

assignor to himself and SxVMUEL Fkeedley.—
Thresher and Separator.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—]. The revolving cylinder E, constructed
with the curved tangential arms e, and interposed
bet'n-een the threshing-cylinder C and the separator
H H, in connection with the separate concave E,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The straw-carrier and separator, composed of

•the troughs, or sections, H, constructed with the

perforated bottoms or floors h' and notched-edge
flanges, or " sides," h", and operating substantially

in the manner described, for the purposes specified.

3. The double shoe J J', constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. Operating the upper shoe J, by means of the
'notched cam L, on the cam-shaft, through the arm
or lever j, as described.

5. Operating the lower shoe J', by means of thd
;crank-.shaft M, connecting rod N, and crank O, on
the carrier-crank shaft I, as specified.

87,541.

—

.John wS. Carson, Brook Haven, Miss.
Cotton-Bale Tie—March 9. 1869.

Claim.—The bale-tie, formed of a plate, X, of
sheet-iron, having the loops A, B, C, D, F, /, and G,
and latch H h h', the wliole being formed and ar-

a'anged substantially as set forth.

87,542.—John S. Casement, Cleveland, Ohio,
and John Elliott, Erie, Pa.

—

Gravel-Spreader.—
March 9, 18G9.

Claim..—1. The gravel-spreader E, when con-
structed, arranged, and adapted to be connected to a
platform or other car, and to operate in the manner
.and by the means substantially as described.

2. Adjusting the spreader E to different widths of
grade, by means of the braces a a a and bar c, hav-
ing pin-holes, post b, and piu d, substantially as set

forth.

3. Adjusting the spreader E to different heights
of grade, by means of lever G-, standard C, and
hinges D D, substantially in the manner described.

87,543.—H. E. Churchiix, Portland, Me.—
Portable Head-Rest.—MarGh 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the back, a, pivoted
arms b b', with the forks c c' c" c'", so as to form a
portable head-rest, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and specified.

87,544.-Geokge Clark, jr., Boston, Mass.—
Mre-Extinguisher.—March 9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the perforated
charger B, hook b, eye c, aud stopple C, the latter
being made to tit the aperture a, in the receiver, and
secured, when in its place, by hasp and button, or
their equivalents, substantially as specified.

2. The charger B, provided Avith a hinged bottom,
or valve, secured, when closed, by paste or cement,
'soluble in water, applied to a cloth, or other equiva-
lent seal, made to unite the free end of the valve with
the body of tlie receiver, essentially as herein set
forth.

87,545.— Aakon TIauvry Clay, Pottsgrove
Townsliip, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Fasting and Ilang-
iing Wall-Paper.—Miirch 9, i8()9.

Claim:—A peculiar combination of rollers, revolv-
ing in a reservoir, whereby paste is uiiil'ormly ap-
plied to wallpaper, while being hung upoii tlio

wall, as s]u)wn in tlie accompanying drawings and
specifications.

87,546.—JuDSON A. Cleavelani), Logansport,
Ind.

—

Machine for Threading iicrews.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein specified and
shown, of the several parts of the mechanism on tlie

supporting-frame, in the manner described, and for

the purposes set forth.

87,547.— LoRiNa Coes, "Worcester, Mass.—
TFrenc/i.-March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of tlie ferrule of the
screw-bearing of the wrench, with the shank of the
fixed jaw thereof, by means of the projections formed
respectively upon" the interior of said ferrule and
upon the shank, sutetantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of said ferrule of the screw-
bearing, the shank, and the projections, with the
handle of the wrench, in such manner that the han-
dle, when in place, prevents the disengagement of
the said ferrule, substantially as before set forth.

87,548.—Henry H. Cottrill, Tinton Station,
Ohio.

—

Animal-Trap.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—In an animal-trap of the described con-
struction, the frame D, with its connecting-levers
d^ E, and doors E, when constructed as described,
and combined with the resetting-devices C^ C* C'^

and bait-trigger I, as and for the purpose set forth.

87,549.

—

George Crouch, Xew York, ]^. T.

—

Catch for Carpet-JBags.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The perforated plate of metal C, in com-
bination with the tongue D, with its hook d, spring
G, and eye E, when the same shall be constructed
and operate substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

87,550.

—

George H. Deane, Charles P.
Deane, and J. B. Garpiner, Springfield, Mass.

—

Direct-Acting Steam-Engine.—March 9, 1869 ; ante-
dated December 21, 1868.

Claim:—1. The consti'uction and arrangement of
the spring b, as shown, forming a part of, or directly
attached to, the valve-rod, ubstantially as shown and
described.

2. The arrangement of the cams E and E, in com-
bination with the valve-rod A and spring b, con-
structed substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the spring h behind the
cam E, the cam E being attached to the valve-rod,
which is constructed substantially as shown.

4. The arrangement of the projection d on the
valve-rod, pivoted cam M, and spring g, substan-
tially in the manner described.

87,551.—Thomas Dickinson, jr., Buffalo, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Thomas Dickinson,
same place.

—

Revolving Frame for Showing Goods.
—March 9, 1869.

Claiin..—A revolving frame for show-goods, as a
new article of manufacture, consisting of the hori-

zontal shaft A, and radial arms B, the same being-

constructed and operating in the manner herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

87,55"2.—Morris Dickle and E.P. Cowan, Ot-
tumwa, Iowa.

—

Machine for Marking Corn-Ground,
with Rake-A ttachment.—March 9, 1869.

Claim:—The construction of a series of runners,
A A, forming a sled, having movable shovels B B
on each runner in front, and rake-cleaners J J, brac-
ing the sled lengthwise, with a movable aud adjust-
al)le rake, C, in the rear, when arranged and oper-
ated as herein described, and for the purposes set

forth.

87,553.

—

Harrison DooLiiTLE, East Cleveland,
Ohio.— Fingered Scoop.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—TIio perforated plate B, having tlio

notcluid lugs I) at the lower edge, near the holes, for

securing the fingers C in position, as shown, and the
fingers C, in combination, as a new mode of con-

structing a scoop, for the purposes described.

87,554.

—

Jacob Edson, Boston. Mass., assignor
to John ('lark, same place.

—

Rose- Coupling.—
IMareh 9, I8(i9.

Claim.— 1. My improved arrangHMUont of tlui

coupling-screws e /, cliamber g. and frustum d, of

the nock C, and clamping-collar 1), of cacli portion,

A B, of the hose-coupling.
2. The arrangement and combination of the grooyo

a, with the coupling-screws cf, the tapering oham-
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Taer g, and frustum d, of tlie neck C, and clamping-
eollar D.

87,555.—TViLUAJi A.Foskett, Meriden, Conn.—notary Wire-Feed.—March 9, 18o9.

Claim.—The variable cam F, operating upon the
smooth roll, or barrel J), or its equivalent, when used
upon a rotary feed, in the manner and ibr the pm*-
pose substantially as set forth.

87,556.—"WiLLiAH Foster, jr., and George P.
Ganstek, New York, N. Y.

—

Gas Apparatus.—
March 9, 1869.

Claitn.—1. Fonning a tight connection between
the interior of the dome A^ and the external atmos-
phere, so as to safely discbarge the gaseous contents
of the dome, in case of a backward motion of vapor
through the appaiatus, as herein set forth.

2. The drain-pipe G-, and pit A^, arranged rela-

tively to each other, and to the evaporating-cham-
bers and their appurtenances, so as to allow of
a constant drainage of the uuevaporated liquid,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

3. The squeezers E^ E^, and the right and left

handed screw E, arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. In gas-apparatus, the measuring-wheel I I',

tm'ning in a chamber, A'^, kept filled to a uniform
level, and supplying the gasoline or its equivalent to
the evaporating-chambers, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

5. The within-desciibed provision for varying the
proportions of the liquid relatively to the air passed
into the vaporizing-chambers, by mounting the
mechanism, or independent shafts i and &, Avitb a
changeable communication of motion, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,557.—ThaddeusEowler, Seymour. Conn.

—

Machine for Manufacture of Wire /S'f/w'ps-.—March 9,

1869. I

Claim:—In combination with a pair of creasing-
Tollers and a guiding-table, a pair of compressing-
rollers, for thickening up the edges of the strip, pre-
paratory to its being creased, ofcut into wii-es, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

87,558.—Melvi^- J. Gaskill, Pleasant Plain,
Ohio.—i^e?ic(3.—March 9, 1869.
Claim.—Tha arrangement of the dovetail notch,

tongue, and throat, in connection \\\t\\ the key,
cleats, and triangular braces, operating in such 'a
manner as to permanently join and fasten the sev-
eral panels and braces of a fence together, substan-
tially as shown and for the purpose specified.

87,559.—Edward D. Gird, Cedar Lake, N.Y.—
Sewing-Machine for Making Shirt-Bosoms.—March
9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gathering rollers V V, when con-
structed substantially as shown and described.

2. The adjustable folder X, constructed suBstan-
tially as shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the gath-
ering-rollers V V, and the folder X, Avhen construct-
ed substantially as shown and described.

4. The combination of the reel u, gathering-rollers
V V, folder X, final folder and feed-rollers S"S', sub-
stantially as shown and described.

5. The combination of the presser-feet and fold-
lifters, substantially as shown and described.

6. The arrangement of the levers, pins, springs,
and cam-shaft, for raising and lowering the presser-
feet, substantially as shown and described.

7. The combination of the slotted hemmer-plate
and hemmers, the curved supports T', and the reel
"W, substantially as shown and described.

87,560.—Bartholomew Gomjienginoer and
Charles W. Trotter, Eochester, N. Y.—Register-
Frame.—March 9, 1869. •

Claim,.—Afire-proof and extension register-firame,
made in two parts, a and &, forming, when put to-

gether, a hollow air-chamber, A A, with perforations
e e e and g g g, in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein described and set forth.

87,561.-AlvaroB. Graham, "Waukegau, 111.—
Harvester.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ratchet-wheel:
and spring-pawl thereof with two pins, arranged
substantially as before set forth, so as to hold the
pawl out of and in gear.

2. The combination of the pillow-block, cap,
spanner, and perforated lug, substantially as before
set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the shipping-lever, clutch,

and skewed rim, substantially as before set forth.

4. The combination of the tongue, gearing-carri-

age, hinges, notched plate, and wedge, substantially
as before set forth.

5. The combination of the finger-beam, vibratable
link, lifting-lever, and forked chain, substantially as
before set forth.

6. The combination of the gearing-carriage with a
carrying-bar, for the finger-beam, supported upon
the axle-arm, for a ground wheel, outside the hub of
said -^^'heel, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of the finger-beam with a
spring-hook, to hold the cutter, substantially as be-
fore set forth.

87,562.-J. H. Hall, 'New York, ]^. Y.—Ifode,
of Preserving Eggs.—March 9, 1869 ; antedated
March 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the charcoal-water in the
process of preserving eggs, substantially as herein
specified.

2. The process herein described, as a whole, sub-
stantialljr as set forth.

3. The immersion of the eggs in vinegar, or moist-
ening them therewith, previous to boiling, for the
purpose set forth.

87,563.—Martin Haneli^'E, Huntington, Ind.
—Buckle.—M.QiVch. 9, 1869 ; antedated February 27,
1869.

Claim.—The construction of the within-described
buckle, the same consisting of the frame A, having-
two rigidly-connected transverse bars, B C, on one
of which are hinged the two tongues D E, so that
one shall bear on one end of the frame, and the other
on the other bar, and both on the upper side of the
frame, as herein represented and described.

87,564.—Michael Helblixg, Allegheny City,
Pa., assignor to himself and JoHiSf F. McKinney
same place.

—

Grate-Bar.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A reticulated grate-bar, or grating for
furnaces, consisting of side ribs a a', ends b b', and
diagonal cross-ribs c, intersecting each other, sub-
stantiallv as and for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth

87,565.

—

John A. Hetl, Boston, Mass., assign-
or to himself and John H. "Wiggins, same placQ.

—

Horseshoe.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the flank dovetail
connections, so as to run transversely across the
flanks of the shoe, in combination with the arrange-
ment of the keys within the dovetail sockets, and so
as to complete the flank dovetail tenons, as set
forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the hold-
ing-screws with the dovetail keys, and sockets, and
serai-tenons, arranged in or with the main and
supporting parts A B of tlie shoe, in the manner as-

set forth.

87,566.-0. A. Hill, Westbrook, Me.— Bridge
for Playing PooL—March 9, 1869.

Claitn..— Tlie improved pool-bridge, as herein
shown and described.

87,567.—Henry S. HuiDEKOPER, Meadville, Pa .-—Apparatus for Heating Water by Steam.—March
9, 1869.

Claim..—The construction described, whereby the
cold water from a tank or stream may be let into the
exhaust-pipe or steam-pipe A K, in two or more
streams, by the means of the watering-can head C
D', for the purposes set forth.

87,568—George H.Johnson, Buffalo. N. Y.

—

Fire-Proof Grain-Bin.—March. 9. 1869.
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Claim.—Tlie combination of a series of concentric,
hollow partition-walls, of any suitable porous mate-
rials, ^'ith the interior of a cylindrical or polygonal
grain-bin, substantially as and for the puri)ose herein
set forth.

87,569 George H. Johnson, Buffalo, oS". T.—
Bracing for Cylindrical Structures.—March 9, 1869.

Claim..— 1. A series of annular tension-bars, or
rods, placed horizontally within the walls of cylin-

drical or polygonal elevator grain-bins, or other simi-

lar structures of masonry, and combined therewith,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

2. In combination with a series of horizontal an-
nular tension-bars, or rods, inserted within the walls
of a grain-bin or other cylindrical or xjolygonal
structure of masonry, vertical bars or plates, framed
and united or secured to said tension-bars, substan-
tially as herein described.

87,570.

—

Patrick Joyce, Rochester, ]Sr. Y.—
Co#?^-I?^er.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The platform B, provided with pivot
or screw B', in combmation with the bier A, having
a nut or bos, for reception of said pivot, or screw,
substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the platform B, the ar-

rangement of the screws DD, or supports E, sub-
stantially us and for the purpose set forth.

87,571.—H. K. Ladd, Orwell, Ohio.—Axle-Set.
—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the several devices
herein described, for holding and bending axles, all

constmcted, arranged, and operating as set forth.

87,572.—Jacob C. Langb, Pittsburg, Va..—Sub-
stitute for Tobacco.—March 9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The tobacco-sulDStitute, compounded
of the several ingredients specified.

2. The pressing into plugs, resembling plugs of
tobacco, any and all kinds of preparations substi-

tuted for toJoacco, or used as antidotes or medicines,
to annul the effects of tobacco.

87,573.— Jason Lusk, Fredonia, Mich.—JLTa-
chine for Grating Fodder.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The toothed concave D, eccentrically ad-
justable by means of the screws i and j, when so
arranged, with relation to the toothed cylinder C,
that said toothed surfaces are removed from contact
with each other, and a clear space is formed gradual-
ly tapering, between them, "whereby the fodder is

not cut and crushed, but relieved of its hard cover-
ing and ends, as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

87,574.

—

Alfred McQueen, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Dinner-PaiZ.—March 9, 1869.

. Claim.—The lid D E, foi'ming an entirely closed
receptacle, and having spout F, and a central open-
ing, iu combination with the pail A and its chimney
G, which extends through the body of the pail and
the central opening of the receptacle-lid, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

87,575.— Eugene Chari,es Maldant, Paris,
Prance, assignor to Marius Caune, Crawford, N.
J.

—

Regulator for Oas, Steam, and other Fluids.—
March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The new and useful manufacture, con-
sisting of a gas and steam regulator, constructed
substantially in the manner described.

87,570.- E.H. Manny, Rockford, IW.—Seed-
(S'oiwr.-March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The Icner i, guide J with stop j, spring-
bar K with socket K', and clutch I, wlien combined
and arranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The slotted-iron N with ci'oss piece n, when
used in connection Avitli cultivator tooth and drag-
bur, substantially as described lor the purpose set
orth.

87,577.—Nelson B. Maksii, Marengo, 111., as-
Hignor to himself and I. li. MiLLEU, same place.

—

Marrow.—MiUi'}\ 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved arrangement of the sec-

tions A B C D, in connection with each other, sub
stautially as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the draught-rod E, in com-
bination with the sections A, B, and C, substantial-
ly as and for the purpose described.

87,578.—Hugh McDonald, Pittsburg, Pa., as
signer to himself and William Stuart, same place.—Fuddling and other Furnaces.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.— The n\ode hereinbefore described, of
making the several parts of a puddling or boiling-
furnace, by casting such part or parts on or around
one or more notched, grooved, seri-ated, or corru-
gated bars, iron or steel, substantially as described.

87,579. — "William McKerahan, Pittsburg,
'Pa.— Yelocipede.—lsl&VGh. 9, 1869.

Claim..— Connecting with the hub S, of eacb
wheel, a short shaft or axle, e, frame K, vertical rods
T, cross-bar E, vibrating lever N, connecting-rods
b b, crank a, pedals c c, curved bar B, projecting
arms d-h, and handles/, the several parts being con-
structed, combined, arranged, and operating with
relation to each other, substantially iu the manner
shown and for the purpose described.

87,580 F. McManup, Ellenburgh Centre, jST.

Y.— Wagon-Axle.—March 9,1869; antedated Feb-
ruary 27, 1869,

Claim.—The nut D, as formed, threaded, and
flanged, and screwed upon the axle A within the
metal box C, in the manner and for the purposes
hefein set forth and described.

87,581.

—

Norman Millington, South Shafts-
bury, Vt., assignor to Eagle Square Company,-
same place.— Machine for Figuring Carpenters^
Squares, cbc.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the stamping-chases and dies with the shaft C, for
the purpose of being revolved and successively
brought into position, to act on the square as herein
set torth.

2. The combination of the fi'ame B, and its revolv-
ing chases E, with the treadle J, and spring N, for

moving tlie chases successively forward and back-
waid, substantially as herein set forth.

3. In combination with the above, the revolving
gauge or cam R, connected and operated substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.
4. The spring I, combined and arranged as repre-

sented, lelatively to the chases E e e, eye-bolts H,
and dies G, for the pm'poses herein set forth.

87,582.- Henry T. Moody, Newburyport,
Mass.

—

Car- Coupling.—March 9, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of link E and tongue or
arm H, (when acting auxiliary to each other.) with
the draw-head A, having chamber B, and shouhler F,
draw-head A', and shackle-pins D and D', all con-
structed and operating relatively to each other, sub-
stantially as described and specified.

87,583.

—

William A. Morse, Philadelphia, Pa.—Combined Pen and Pencil-Holder and Knife.—
March 9, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. A knife-handle C, with cylindrical

spring-clasp B, substantially as shoMU and described.

2. The above-described instrument, in combina-
tion with a pencil or pen-holder, substantially as

shown, and for the purpose specified.

S7,55«i4,—Hiram W. Neary, Princeton, N. J.,

assignor to himself and Nathaniel Scuenck, same
place.— Work-Bench.—Mixvch 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A work-bench, having a recess adapt-
ed for the reception of the jaw 11, and UTi adjustable
bk)ck D, sliding in said re(;ess, all substantially us

and for tlie purpose described.
2. The jaw H, with its screw F, arranged upon a

bench, substantially as deafribed; in combination
with a nut, J, having projections //, and with a lever,

i, hung to the screw F, lor operating the nut, sub-

stantially as specified.

3. The jaw H, its screw F, and guide K, llio pawl
m, weight q, straps *, and staples 1 1, all constructed
and arranged as set forth.
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87,585.—Jesse Kewlix. Philndelphia, Pa.—

Turbine Water-Wheel—Marehd, 1869.

Claim.—The combiDation with, the turbine of the
pivoted buckets, adjusting-plate and lifting*-rod, sub-
stantially as set forth.

87,586. — Charles Ohlejtacher and Otto
Kromer, Sandusky, Ohio.

—

Dovetailing-Machine.—
March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable cutters D D' and cutter
H, the upright reciprocating table or carriage S, ar-

ranged "with relation to each other, and to operate in
the manner substantially as described.

2. The adjustable pivoted stays or yokes E E, car-
rying shafts F and adjusting-screws fe, arranged with
relation to and affecting the position of cutters D D',
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The series of disks B', cutting-blades C, adjust-
able washers c on shaft A, the upright reciprocating
and vibrating table D', all constructed and an-anged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

87,587.—AxDREAT OvEREXD, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Eichard M. Hoe, New York, X. T.

—

Segister-Point for Printing-Presses.—March 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination with the rocking-arm

i of a series of points, m m, to puncture the paper
upon the feed-board by a proper movement of the
ai-m j and the springs n n, for stripping the paper
from the points, substantially as described, and for
the purpose specified.

2. The combination witli the rocking-arm j, pro-
vided with points rn m and strippers n n, of the disks
.0 on the feed-board, substantially as described, and
for the purpose specified.

87,588.—Erank L. Pexxey, Boston, Mass.

—

Branding-Iron.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—In a branding-iron or stamp, composed of
a fixed and a removable block, as described, the ar-

rangement within the fixed block, recessed and slot-

ted as herein specified, of a removable letter-block
fitting in said recess, and provided with a perforated
tongue passing up through said slot, so as to receive
the tightening-pin by which the two blocks are held
firmly together in the manner shown and set forth.

87,589.—Jacob B. Platt, Augusta, Ga.

—

Can-
opy or Mosquito-Bar.—March 9. 1869.

Claim.—A bed, tent, or mosquito-bar canopy, hav-
ing- one or more covered openings. in or through it,

and suitable appliances by which they can be opened
or uncovered, so that any insects inside of the bar
may be driven out or allowed to escape through
such openings, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,590.—MiCAH H. Pool, East Abing-ton, Mass.
—ias^.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An extension-last, composed of parts A
and B, rods a a' and a", and spring h, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

, 2. An extension-last, composed of parts A' and B',

tongue c, and groove d, as shown in Eig. 2, as equiv-
alents of construction shown in Eig. 1.

87,591.—George Pice, Eramingham, Mass.

—

Portable Map-Holder.—yL?iYch 9, 1869.

Claim..—1. The Mithin-described map holder, con-
sisting of the box A, cover B, operated by quadrants
b b and stops a a, with the cleats a', upon which
maps may be suspended in the manner shown, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose specified.

2. The slides E E, <fec., placed upon or within the
front and rear sides of the map-holder, and with their
inner upper corners rabbeted out. so as to receive
one end 01 the map-files, substantially as and for the
purpose shown.

3. The striiJS G and G', provided with the niches

g, and secured to the sides and cover, and pivoted
within the front corner^ of said map-holder, for the
purpose of enabling the maps to be conveniently sus-

pended for examination, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The sliding part K upon the cover B, substan-
tially as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

-5. In combination with said sliding part K the

sections of the portable desk L [L, substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

6. The portable desk, consisting of the sections L
L and ba.se M, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described and for the pui-pose
set forth.

•

87,3»92.—Peubex Rich, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Tube-Well—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the clean-

ing implement, shown in Eigs. 3 and 4 of the accom-
panying drawings, when used in connection with
tubular -nells. for the purpose substantially as before
set forth and explained.

2. The employment within the well-tube of the
short metallic-biock oi* rod d, constructed and oper-

ated substantially in the manner and for the purpoiies

shown and described.

87,593.—Benjamix S. Poberts, Fuited States
Army.

—

Cartridge-Making Machine —March 9, 1869.

Claim.— Conjointly, the hereinbefore-described
machine for and method of tapeiing metallic car-

tridge-shells throughout their entire length, after the
same shall have been charged with the fulminate, in
the manner shown.

87,594.—Gain Eobixsox, Ph-mouth, Ohio.—
Plow and Subsoiler.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plow E, beam E, links J, and
spring K, as arranged and operated by the lever I, in

combination with the plow A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. Attaching the false landside A' to the plow by
means of the hooks B', substantially as specified.

87,595.—Daxiel H. Pogax, Hudson, Wis., as-

signor to himself and Cyrus L. Hall, same place.

—

Seiving-Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of mechanism for

operating the feeder H back and forth hoiizoutally,

such consisting of the forked lever T, its stud r', the
slotted radial arm or lever I, the stud v', the slider

K and its stud t'. and the operative cam-wheel L, ar-

ranged as described.
2. In combination with the stud v', the slotted ra-

dial arm I. the slider K, and the forked lever T,
applied to the feeder, and provided with mechanism
for operating the said slider, in manner as described,

the slider M, or its equivalent, the same being for

efi'ecting the reversal of the feed of the cloth or ma-
terial to be sowed.

3. In combination with the parts so combined, and
for moving the feeder horizontally, and reversing the
feed, as described, the groove w', (arranged in the
slider M,) the adjustable stud a;' and its operative
mechanism applied to the lever y', and a slot, e^ in

the plate f'^, as set forth, and for the purpose of

effecting the variation of the length of the stitch or
distance of movement of the feeder, as explained.

4. The combination for fastening the needle to its

carrier, the same consisting of the wedge v, screw
w, and nut x, arranged in the said carrier, as speci-

fied.

5. The combination and arrangement of the sta-

tionaiT cam or groove m', (of the plate n',) the stud
k^, and bent lever %', applied to the needle-carrier

and its supporting-arm, the whole being constructed
and operated as and for the purposes shown and set

forth.

6. The combination for effecting the reciprocating
rectilinear movements of the needle-carrier, the same
consisting of the groove y. the rocker-shaft a^, the

crank-arm z c\ the connecting-rod d', the slider e',

the stud /', and the groove g' of the wheel /i', fixed

on the di-iving shaft of the shuttle rotator.

97,596.—M. B. Stafford, ISTew York. N. Y.—
Yelocipede.—MATch 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the frame of a
velocipede of an adjustable body-rest, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combined foot-rest and brake B, construct-
ed and arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of adjustable rest D and the
adjustable seat C M-ith the frame of a velocipede, sub-

stautially as set forth.
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87,597.—John K. Staman, Mansfield, Ohio.—
Farm-Fetice.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The binding-iron d, with arms e and/,
when used in eombiuatiou with the main post D of

a fence, having a hole, g, cut partially through the
same, and provided with a small hole, i, the batten C
having the hole h cut through the same, and the re-

taining-pin c, the several parts being arranged Sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The suspended truss-post herein described, con-

sisting of the main post E, provided with notches
n n, and the batten F, secured to it by means of the
binding-irons d d and retaining-pius c c, as is herein
shown, the braces G- G- and cross-bar H, the several

parts being constructed, combined, and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

87,598.—Anson P. Stephens, Brooklyn, IST. T.,

assignor to himself and Benjamin F. Stephens,
same place.

—

Paper-File.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie rectangular wire-clamp, formed in

substantially the manner set forth, so that the tor-

sional spring-pressure shall act upon both the side
portions or arms 1 ], substantially as specified.

2. The extension c and cross-piece d, applied to the
portions 1 1, as set forth, in combination with the
body or board a of the paper-clamp, for the pur-
poses and as set forth.

87,599 George B. Stone, Chicago, 111.—
Manufachire of Spirits.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of glycerine in the manufac-
ture of spirits, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. The use of barley-sugar and glycerine in the
manufacture of spirits, when prepared substantially
as described.

87,«00 John G. Talbot, Sloansville, IST. Y.—
Farm- Gate.—Maveh 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the hinged bracket C to
the stand D, on the post, by means of two pivots
and corresponding eyes, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the swinging bracket C,
having two pivots i i, the reversible stand D, with
two eyes or sockets h h, to receive said pivots, sub-
stantially as and for the puri)ose set foi'th,

3. In combination with the pulley-bracket C,
hinged or pivoted upon the stand D, as described,
the friction-roller e, arranged in the bracket-plate,
substantially as shown and described.

4. And in combination with said pulley-bracket C,
hinged in the maimer described, the arm d, with its

loose pin c, substantially as and for the purpose set
t«rth.

87,601.-Alexis Thirault, Brooklyn, N". T.,
assignor to Holmes, Booth, and Haydens, Water-
bury, Conn.

—

Lamp-Burner.—March 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. The removable portion of the lamp,

formed of a chimney-holder, a deflector, or cone, and
an air-distributer, in combination with a slide or
support, surrounding the wick-tube, substantially as
set forth.

2. A chimney-holder, cone, or deflector, and an
air-distributer, removable from the fixed portion of
the burner, in combination with a support around the
ratchet-cap, upon which the removable portion rests,
substantially as specified.

3. The chimney-holder, cone, or deflector, and per-
forated air-distributer, substantially as specified,
forming a base for sustaining the chininoy in an up-
right position when removed from the burner.

87,602.— Edward R. Thompson, Lansing,
Mich.—6'«roi/)-C»««r.—March 9, 1869.

Claim..—The combination and arrang(>ment of the
V-sliaped box A, straiglit lover and straight knife,
exten(tod top bar, and guide-standard, substan-
tially as shown and described, and for tiie purpose
sot forth.

87,603.—George HiTMPHnEY Tichenor, Can-
ton, Miss.— Inhaler and Remedy for Throat-Diseane.
Miirch 9, lH(i9.

Claim,.— 1. The fl(>xiblo tube T, in (jonibination with
the metallic fniUKil-shajKHl tube V and drawer C,
when the whole i.s combined, (;onstructed, arranged.

and operated substantially in the manner shown
and described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The medicated compound, composed of iodine,
(lodinium,,) and mullein, (Verbascum thapsus,) and
oxygen, combined in the proportions as herein set

forth.

87,604.— William H. Trissler, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Soldering-iron.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described reversible soldering-
iron, when constructed in the manner substantially
as and for tlie purpose set forth, as a new article of
manufacture.

87,605 Philip W. Yaughan, Columbia, Ky.—
Medical Comjjound.—March 9, 1860.

Claim.—A medicine for the cure of neuralgia.

87,606.

—

John Waite, Palmer,Mass.

—

Harness-
Saddle.—Maroh 9, 1869.

Claivi.— 1. The combination, with the saddle-tree
of a harness, of an adjustable pad or pads, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the saddle-tree B and
terrets C, of the metallic pad-plate E, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.'

3. The combination, with the terret C and saddle-
tree B, of the fork c, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. The combination, with the metallic pad-plate
E and shank D of the terret C, of the layers of
cloth G-, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

5. The combination, with the pad-plate E, of the
layers of cloth G-, for the purposes stated.

87,607.—Peter W. Weida, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Starch or Gloss for Use in Laundries.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—A composition composed of the above-

'

named ingredients, for the purpose of giving gloss

and smoothness to ordinary starch, as aforesaid and
described.

87,608.

—

Joseph Wells, Brooklyn, l^.Y., as-
signor to Orlando A. Wilcox, same place.

—

Paper-
Bag Machinery,—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Regulating the tension or strain on the
paper, as it is drawn into the machine, in the process
of making paper bags, by means of a self-adjusting
" compresser "-bar ami wheel applied thereto, sub-
stantially as described.

2. Drawing the paper tube forward to the cutting
and pasting devices, by means of a shaft, Y, fitted

with collars, in combination with the feed-blocks,
drawn back by elastic cords, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the bar C with the feed-
blocks, for the purpose of keeping them in their re-

spective places in the gauge-plate, substantially as
described.

4. Laying the paste upon the edge of the paper to
be pasted, by means of a revolving and vibrating
pasting-roller, operated substantially in the manner
described.

87,609.—John T. Wil'son, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Coleman, Kaiim & Co., same
place.

—

Carriaqe-Axle.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. An oil-reservoir, c, constructed in the
axle A, and furnished with an accessible opening,
through which it may bo supplied with a lubricating
material, and openings for its transmission to ana
between the journal and box, or sleeve, substantially
as described.

2. In combination with the caj) c, the oil-chamber
r, its inl(^t-sui)i)ly oj)eniiig, and clninnels in tho axle
A, for furnishing tho lubricating com])Ouiul to tlui

box and journal, at or near tho points thereof, sub-

stantially as described.

87,610.—Isaac T. Winchester, Boston, Mass.
—Hoi-Air Furnace.—March !>, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. A series of iiidopoadont tubes, H, pass-
ing through aiul forming tho sides of tho firo-pot of
a furnac(\ as and for (lie purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable snioke-pipo G, in combinatio*
with tlie toi), E, of a furnact!, to the lowest portion
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of which it is fitted, and upon which it turns as a
center, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The box or trunk H. in combination with two
or more tubes, B, as and for the purpose set forth.

87,611.-0. I). Woodruff, Southmgton, Conn.
—Meat- Cutter.—Mrtc\i 9, 1869.

Claim.—The drivers a and knives c, when com-
bined and arranged alternately on the same shait,
substantially as shown and described, and for the
pui'poses set forth.

87,613—George W. N. Yost, Coitt, Pa.—
Equalizer.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the whiffle-tree E,
provided with a stefy, G, and a V-form strap, D,
pivoted to a slide, (3, with a tongue, A, provided
with a socket, E, and a buffer, F, as described, for
draught-teams.

87,613.—Edson a. Abbott, Baltimore, Md.—
Grain-Drier.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the steam-chest Q, flues T, conveyers TJ. and suction-
fan P, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The apparatus, substantially as described,
whereby damp grain is subjected to the combined and
simultaueous action of heat derived from steam, and
©f hot or cold currents of air, for the purpose at once
of expelling and carrying off the superabundant
moisture, in the manner set forth.

3. The perforated conveyer-flights U, constructed
as and for the purpose sx^ecified.

87,614.—EOBERT Adams, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Blacking-Brush.—March 9, 1869; antedated Feb-
ruary 26, 1869.

Claim.—The clamp-iron D, having arms & 5, and
lever-arm d, the thumb-screw F, and pivot-screw
E, or their equivalent, in combination with the
sprea ding-brush C, polishing- brush A, and blacking-
box B, when the same are constructed, arranged,
and operate as and lor the purpose shown and de-
scribeJ.

87,615.—John C. Andrew, Seventy-Six, Ky.—
Feeding-Shoe for Griyiding-Mills.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The sieve B and spout €, when the for-

mer composes the bottom of the shoe A, and the
latter is rigidly attached to tTie under side of the
same, both being arranged to conduct the grain and
foreign matter in the manner described for the pur-
pose specified.

87,616.—John Ashworth, Xorth Andover,
Mass., assignor to George L. Davis, John A.
"Wiley, and Joseph M. Stone, same place.

—

Loom
for Operating Shuttle-Boxes.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of shuttle-
toxes, a cam to place the same in position, and a
duplex series of hook-rods to work said cam, operat-
ing under the control of a pattern-chain when the
hook-rods are arranged .substantially as described,
and controlled by the pattern, so as to maintain a
constant rotation between each longitudinal series
of projections on the "pattern and its correspontling
shuttle-box, substantially as set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with the cam
or cams for working the shuttle-boxes, of two hook-
rods, or their equivalents, working in opposite
directions, and the pawl or driver, so arranged that
fcy their joint operations the cam will be brought to
a definite and fixed position fiom any distance in
either direction, substantially as described.

3. The employment, in combination with the cam
er cams for working the shuttle-boxes, of a single
hook-rod and a fixed stop attached to the cam, by
the joint operation of which the cam is placed in its

extreme positions, substantially as described.
4. Connecting the hook-rods with the cams by ad-

justable joints, substantially in the manner and for

the pm'pose described.

87,617.—T. Bailey and Virgil W. Bl.\nch-
ARD, Bridport, Vt.— Washing-Machine.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—In a washing-machine, the tub A, dia-
phragm E, shaft F, support B, ratchet-wheel G, pawl
g, bar g^, arm or bar g^, lever C, uprights c and d,
arm/, and spring clothes-poimderD, allconstructedr
arranged, and operated substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Sf,618.—A. L. Baker, ISTewark, IST. J.—Com-
pound for Reiievnng Hair.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The compound herein described, substan-
tially as specified.

87,619.—Seth "W. Baker, Prmidence, E. I.—
Pad and Lining for Horse-Collars.—March 9, 1869

;

antedated March 4, 1869.

Claim.—The pad, of thick double woven cotton
fabric, in combination with the coUar A A, substan-
tially as described.

87,620.—Edwin Barton, Patterson, IS^ J.—
2Iachine for Tivisting Bullion-Fringe. — March 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the sliding hook-
spindle m, having a feather, x, and working through
the pinion n, in fixed frame h, and connected, by
means of arms w, with the slide s, all operating sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The rock-shaft ISJ", having a lever, Q, and arm,
P, whereby the fringe is disengaged from the hook,.'
said shaft being operated by a tappet on the wheel
R. striking lever Q,-as herein described.

3. The lever K, which engages with the notch u,
when operated by means of a tappet on the wheel B,.

substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

4. The combination and arrangement of the slid-

ing hook-spindle m, connected with slide s, the shaft

&, gearing 7i d, pinion a, wheels H J, the latter hav-
ing a recess u, the shaft N, provided Mith lever Q
and arm P, and the wheel E,, carrying tappets y z, afi;

operating together substantially as herein described..

87,621.—E. S. Belton, New Orleans, La.—Toy..
March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cup A, handle
B, and piston C, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. A toy ball-ejector, substantially such as herein
described, as a new article of manufacture.

87,622.—Benjamin Bevelandee, Boston, Mass.
— Car- Coupling.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling, as made with arms having
pointed and barbed heads, pivoted and jDrovided
with weights, arranged to operate substantially as-

deseribecT.

87,623.—Virgil W. Blanchard, Bridport, Vt.
-Pi/lion.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pinion, composed of the cylindrical,

block A, bar, or stem, c, movable teeth a a, annular
plate 6, nut d. and screw-bolt e. constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A pinion with movable teeth, so constructed,
that by means of a nut, or its equivalent, its teeth.

may be secured in their places, or removed when
necessary, substantially as and in the manner set

forth.

87,624.—Douglas Ely, Macon, Ga.

—

Artificial

Leg.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the ankle-joint,,

of the wooden pin a and open metallic hook b, ar-

ranged as described, and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the leg B, of the inclosed
flexible socket H, of less diameter than the woodeu'
socket, and otherwise arranged, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of hooks i, with cord p, and.
eyes and catches g h, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. 'The combination of the connecting-strap m
with the loose hooks i and catches h, in the manner-
and for the purpose specified.

5. The sockets n n, with the edges of the leather,,

when combined vrith the cord p, in the manner and;
for the purpose specified.
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87,625.

—

John "W. Bookwalter, Spring:field,

Ohio.—Uxterior Casing for Turbine Water- Wheels.
—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A portable metallic forebay, or ex-

ternal casiug, for a turbine of the class mentioned,
having' a tubular bearing, D', projecting into the
chamber for the support of the wheel- case, substan-
tially as described.

2. Such a casiug, combining in its construction
the following elements, viz, two pieces, which, Avhen
bolted together by their flanges, form an oblate
spheroid, an induetion-pipe,'B, in the side, and an
eduction-pipe, U, in the bottom, and an upper bear-

ing for the wheel- shaft, substantially as described.

3. Such a casing, in combination with a stuffing-

box, F, and elevated box or bearing for the wheel-
shaft G-, attached to the top-]jlate A, substantially as

set forth.

87,626 Franklin Bowly, Winchester, Ya.—
Glaus-Board and Apparatus for Cutting Glass.—
March 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A glass-board. A, having marginal
pins on each side, and pegs b b, or rather equivalent
rests, for .the straight-edge or diamond-rule C, in

combination with a movable rest, B, fitting on or
between the pins in the board, to enable the panes
of glass to be cut in a rapid and convenient manner,
substantially as described.

2. The two parallel and oblique rows of the holes
1, 2, 3, 4, &c., in the ends of the movable restB, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose of adjusting
the said rest B, of the glass-board A, to fractions of
one inch, all as set forth.

3. The sliding-plate D, substantially as described,
in combination with the rest B and glass-board A,
all as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The glass-board A, having movable rest B and
straight-edge C, and its pegs, or stops b b, when the
plane of the said board is crossed by two systems of
numbered lines at right angles to each other, and an
inch apart, substantially as and lorthe purpose shown
and described.

87,627.—Horace C. Briggs, West Auburn,
Me.

—

Hoeing-Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the axle O and
wheels E' with the frame A B C D E F of the culti-

vator, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the arms and supports Q,
levers E r,' and chains S, with the axle and run-
ners D, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the foot-lever Z, pivoted
toothed plate Y, toothed bar T, arms Y, standards
"W, and plows, or hoes X, with each other, and vs-ith

the forward cross-barA of the cultivator frame, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. Forming the standardsW with two separate and
distinct seats, for the plows, or hoes, RrbstantiaUy as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

5. The draught-bar N, constructed in three parts,
and operating in connection with the tongue 3i and
dranght-irons H, substantially as herein shown, and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

6". Tbe combination of the roller D' and detacha-
ble arms A' with the rear cross-bars B and runners
D of the cultivator-frame, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth. -

7, The combination of tlie adjustable wedge-block
L with tlie forward cross-bar A and inclined rear
end of the tongue, substantially as herein shown and
described, aiUl for the purpose set forth.

87,628.-Addison P. Brown, Syracuse, X. Y.—
Wind-Wheel— ^h\\Q.\\ 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the governing
weights C and bars K, with the sections of a rosette
windmill, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The sliding head D and axes a, constructpd as
described, ibr the purpose of producing nii increased
resistance, as the sect ionsi are tunu-d, by the increased
force of the wind, sul)staiitiMlly as ahovt; s])ecilied.

3. The ladial anus B, and ratlial slats, so beveled

or scarfed off as to cause them to present the great-
est and most perfect propelling-surface to the wind.
with the least retarding-force consistent with prac-
tical construction, as hereinabove set forth.

4. The general combination of the governors C
K, sections A, beveled arms B, regulating connec-
tion, and sliding head, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

87,629.

—

George Buchanan, Washington, Pa.
Grate-Fender.—'}ilai:<ih. 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a grate-shaped fen-
der, with handle a, inside feet b b, outside foot c, (or

the two feet outside and the one in, when preferred,)
and offsets d d d, to rest on upper bar of grate, sub-
stantially as and for the puri^ose set forth.

87,630.—Jabez Burns, New York, IST. Y.— Ye-
Ibcipede.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—In a velocipede, which is operated by
power on the front wheel, has the steering-wheel at
the rear, and the reach straddling said front wheel,
the combination of the T-shaped slotted head, slide

g, foot-rest j, and adjustable-plate i, substantially as
and for the purpose described,

87,631 .—Joseph Cantner, Millheim, Va.—Fly-
Net for Horses.—March 9, 1869 ; antedated Febru-
ary 27, 1869.

'Claim.—The method of connecting the cross-

lashes, or cords, B B, with the straps A A, by means-
of the looping-cords C C, when the saidlooping-cords
pass through holes in the straps, around the cross-

lashes, and then back through the same holes, as
herein specified.

87,632.— James M. Carpenter, Florence,
Mass.

—

Cutting Threads on Pipes, cC-c.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. As my improvement of screw-thread-
ing dies, conjointly, the attachment of said dies, by
pivots, to the die-stock, a series of longitudinally-
concave cutting-threads, of equal height throughout
their entire length, and terminated at any angle to
the curvature of said threads, in the plane of the
straight, beveled surface of the die-block, substaai-

tially as represented by Fig. 4, and mechanism for
adjusting- said dies, to give clearance, and to retain
them firmly in position when so adjusted, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In combination with the dies, made and pivoted
to the head-stock, as described, the oscillating ring
and the adjusting set-screws, or their equivalent, the •

wedges, substantially as described.
3. The notched arm in, in combination with the

shell g, ring i, and head j, substantially as and for
the pui'xjose described.

87,633.—Williah Carpenter, Fairbury, 111.

—

Embroidering-Attachment for Seioing-Machines.—
March 9, 1869.

^

Claim.—1. The reciprocating cam j, the swinging
bar F, and spring h, or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with the swinging plate C, which is moved by
the bar F, as set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination with each
other of the presser A B, swinging plate C, arm c,

pivoted thread-guides I) E, swinging bar F, spring
h, and sliding cam j, all made and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and do-

scribed.

87,634. — George Clark, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Grain- Storehouse.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Supporting grain-bins \\]wn one cen-
tral column, in the manner substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The hollow cast-iron column A, with the dis-

charge-spout J> and hoppor-iihitr (', coustruetod in

the nianiu'r and for the purpose substantially ns

herein set forth.

3. The hoi)p('r D, con8trncted substantially as de-

scribed, in ^,'oinbi nation with one central supporting-

column, for the purposes herein set forth.

87,635.—Pomkrt J. Cl.-vy, Greenpoint, N. Y.—
Co(toll-(lin.—^\n\\'\\ 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The iH)iubinatjon, >\ ith tlie saw-oyliu-
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der D, of the reciprocating coiTugated stripper, or
clearer, Gr, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the saw-cylinder D, of

the revolving clearer and spreader H, formed or pro-

vided on its periphery with reversely-inclined strip-

ping-ribs, or edges, m, essentially as specified.

3. The combination, with the saw-cylinder D, of
the reciprocating corrugated stripper, or clearer, G,
and the revolving clearer and spreader H. formed or
provided on its periphery with reversely-inclined
stripping-ribs, substantially as described.

87,636. — Francis Cltmer, Galion, Ohio.—
Clothes-Line Fastener.—March 9, 1869; antedated
March 5, 18fi9.

Claim.—The cam B, toothed plate 6', and flange b,

when cast in one piece, and made readily adjustable
by means of the wrench-screw C and grooved pivot
J), inserted in the hole of the post.

87,637.—JoHX Y. CoDDiXGTOX, Xewark. X. J.—Harvester.—March 9, 1869,

Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable pulley
I and the socketed piece, slotted or provided with a
series of holes, and attached to the reel-post D, with
reference to each other and to the reel E, the looped
driving-chain or band L, and the system of pulleys
A J KG", substantiallvas and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

87,638 Charles L. Cole, Bushnell, 111.—
Churn-Dasher.—Msircli 9. 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinder C, provided with the
dashers or arms D D', constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The cylinder C, dashers D D', spring-catch e,

thumb-screw/, rectangular slot a, and projection d,

all combined and arranged substantially as described.

87,639.—Ebexezer Colemax, ^oburn,* Mass.—O/iMrn.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the movable arch or bail B, separate from the sup-
porting-frame C, with such frame C, the dasher I),

and the vibratory reservoir A, provided with mech-
anism for oscillating it, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the work-
ing lever F, with the vibratory reserroir A, and the
cranked shaft r, and connecting-rod p, applied to
euch reservoir and the supporting-frame C, as set
forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the catch-
lever E and tlie mortised movable arch or bail, with
the notched dasher and the vibratory reservoir, to

: operate together as set forth.

87,640.—Alonzo W. Cram, St. Louis, Mo.—
Mash-Tab and Yapor-Cooler.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the revolving tubes
S, F, N ISr, W W, T T, E, and B, as above described,
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The construction of the two cylinders D D and
-C, in combination with each other, and in combina-
tion with the tubes M, K, and A, as above described,
and for the purpose set fortli.

3. The combination of the cvlinders C and D D,
together with the series of tubes F, X X, W W, S,

T T, E, and B, as above described, and for the pur-
-poses set forth.

87,641 Hiram Culter, Dansville, X. Y.—
Pio?<;.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bar c, pendants, chain B, and handle E, with a single
or gang-plow, as herein described, for the uses and
purposes specified.

87,642.—Hiram Culver, Dansville, X. T.—
Combined Harrovj and Cultivator.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A series of cylindrical rotary harrows,
adjusted upon a shaft, as described, separated by the
arms c, and adapted for the removal of any number
"thereof, at will, in the maniier represented, and for
the purposes herein speciffed, substantially as de-
scribed.

87,643. — Jeptha Cummixs. Perry, Mich.—
Horae Hay-Fork.—MutqIi 9, 1869.

Claim.^—The combination of the slotted or forked
handle A, fork B, trigger C, spring D, loop E, notch
a, and catch b.all constructed and'arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,644.—Leo Daft, Xew York, X. Y., assignor
to himself and John Wood, same place.

—

Seat and
Back for Chairs and Bottom for Beds.—March 9,

1869 ; antedated Xovember 20, 1868.

Claim.—Elastic seats, backs, and bed-bottoms,
made of India-rubber strips, interwoven and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.

87,645 William E. Daxte, Washington, D.C.
Portable Key-Hole Gtiard.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The portable key-hole guard, consisting of
arms D D and jaws b b. pivoted together at a, and
screw E, or its equivalent, all substantially as herein
described.

87,646 G. W. Darby, Xew Vienna, Ohio.—
Wind-Wheel Water-Elevator.—'yL-Avah 9, 1869.

Claim.—The float u, in combination with rod s,

lever f , shafts G and P, and pinions h and v. construct-
ed and operating substantially as and ifiv the pur-

poses herein specified.

87,647.-William J. Decker, X>ack,X. Y.—
Blind and Shutter Fastening.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever G, when connected with a
blind-fastener, E, substantially as described.

2. The spring F, when arranged as described, t^
hold at once tlie spring-catch E and the lever G in
the requisite positions, as specified.

3. The combination with each other of the plate D,
catch E. lever G, spring F, lever H, and rod k, all

arranged, combined, and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

87,648.—E. L. Demorest and W. G. CoOK,
Xew York, X. Y.

—

Brace and Suspender Combined.
—March 9, 1869 ; antedated March 5, 1869.

Claim.—The mode, substantially as described, of
forming each arm-loop of the shoulder-brace into a
suspender with two lobes, in combination with the
cross-ties specified as connected with the supple-
mentary suspender E, all substantially as and lor the
purposes set forth.

87,649.—Loyal M. Doddridge, Portland, Ind.,
assignor to himself and James X. Templar, same
place.

—

Railway- Car Coupling.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The locking-disk or lever, with its cam-
like projections, constructed substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the disk or lever C, locking-
lever B, and buffer A, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The arrangement of the guide or spring F, with
reference to the buffer A and lever B, substantially
as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the spring G, with refer-

ence to the disk or lever C, substantiaUy as shown
and described.

87,650.—Charles du Lin, Mans, France.

—

Manufacture of Artificial Fuel.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of agglomerating small
coals, the dust of coals, charcoal, coke, wood, and
other substances, as specified, by the employment of
vegetable resins, and especially those proceeding
from sea-pine, mixed with said substances, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. As a new article of manufacture, the agglom-
erated coals or fuel, produced substantially in the
manner and by the employment of the ingredients as
herein specified.

3. The employment in the manufacture of illumin-
ating- gas of free-burning or uninflammable coals,

mingled with more or less vegetable resin, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,651.—James W. Eardly, Cascade, Mich.

—

Corn-Planter.—J^arch 9, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the bar A A and its

adjustable marker b, with the box B, adjustable slide

a, and handles and handled rods//, when construct-
ed and used as and for the pm'poses set forth.
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87,652.—M.Ehrgott, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor
to himself and James Parkek, same place.— Thim-
ble-Skein for Axles.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a thim-
We-skein, E, for axles, constructed out of sheets or
plates of steel or wrougbt-iron, in tlie manner sub-

stantially as herein described, so as to be of uniform
thickness, except at the point where the laps are
welded, and provided with grooves b, for receiving
ubricating-oil, as set forth.

87,653.—Hermann Endemann, New York, 2T.

Y.

—

Artificial Bone- Blade.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A substitute for bone-black, composed
of clay (silicate of alumina) and carbon, separated
from a carbonizing-substance, substantially in the
manner herein described.

2. A substitute for bone-black, composed of clay,

hydrated sesquioxide of iron, and carbon, mixed to-

gether, about in the proportion and substantially in

the manner specified.

3. A substitute for bone-black, composed of clay,

hydrated sesquioxide of iron, carbon, and salt, sub-
stantially as described.

87,654,—M. E. Ezeli., Hatchechubbee, assignor
to Walter S. Gordon. Paissell County, Ala.—Fire-
Kindler.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rod C, provided with a match-hold-
ing device at its end, in combiuatiou with the rod D,
provided with a roughened end or surface, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of said two rods, C and D,
with a spring, E, a spring-catch, F, and a cord or wire,
H, substantially as and for the purpose described.

87, 655.—Philander S. Foster, Hichmond, Me.—Boot and Shoe Lacing.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the flaps B, staples a and c, and cords s, substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the sev-
eral parts above mentioned with the elastic straps d,

and hooks, buttons, or studs /, substantially as de-

cribed.

87,656.—A. Frederick, Toledo, Ohio.—Mill-
stone-Balance.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of adjusting balanc-
ing-weight D and rod C, provided with a permanent
hook, c, and an adjustable sliding-hook, a, substan-
tially as described.

2. The notched hook c on rod C, in combination
with a T-shaped slot, in the balancing-weight D,
whereby this weight can be readily removed from
the rod C, without detaching the latter from the
bands on a millstone, substantially as described.

87,657.— A. S. Galliuer, Bristol, Tenn.—
C/iw?i.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horizontal triple

gearing B D, and G, w'ith the top braces E E, sta-

tionary beaters J J, and double-acting beaters B B,
when constructed and operating as herein described,
and for the purposes set forth.

87,658.—Samuel Gibbons, Freedom, Pa., as-

signor to Excelsior Oil-Manufacturing Company
of Pennsylvania.— Frocesft of Preparing Fetroleum
to be Used in Lubricating Wool.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described process for pre-

paring petroleum, so as to be adapted as a wool-
grease, substantiiilly as set forth.

2. Preparing petroleum so that it can be used as a
wool-grease, substantially as herein set forth.

3. An oil, or grease, made of petroleum,, for the
])urpose of greasing wool, substantially as herein set
forth.

4. The within described petroleum as a wool-
grease, when prei)ared substantiaUy as herein set

forth.

87,659.—John Glattner, Suspension-Bridge'
N. Y.— C/mrii.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
rock-lever II, connectiag-bar I, standards A, and
pivoted churn C, operutiug substantially as set

forth.

87,660.—Jacob L. Good, Elizabethtown, Pa.

—

Churn.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gathering-board s, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes men-
tioned.

2. A churn, having dashers E, standard C, dash-
board F, gatherer s, and sectional lid, with remova-
ble gearing, as described, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein specified.

S7,66J Henry S. Goodspeed, iS^ew York, N.
Y.—Pen.—March 9, 1869.

Clai'm.—1. The reservoir-attachment b, applied to
the back of the pen, by a shank or stem rigidly con-
nected therewith, so as to, maintain its pointed ex-
tremity in juxtaposition with the nib, for the pur-
poses of first rendering capillaiy service in supply-
ing the ink ; second, of supporting the nib under
moderate pressure ;

tliird, of protruding through the
slit, and thereby forming a triple point under extreme
pressure, said attachment forming a component part
of the pen with which it is combined, but capable of
being removed and applied to another, when the first

becomes unserviceable, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. A capillary reservoir, when applied to the back
of the pen, 'and provided with an auxiliary point, ar-
ranged and operJting substantially as and for the
l^urposes set forth.

87,662.—W. B. Gould, In^cw York, :N". Y.—
Stair-Bod.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The consti'uction of the two parts, a and
b, the former carryiug the ring e, hinged together,
and attached to the riser, in the manner described,.

fU combination with the stair-rod, as herein set forth,
or the purpose specified.

87,663.—William Hainsvs'orth, Sharpsville,
Pa.— Method of Constructi7ig Molds for Metallic
Castings.—March 9, 1869.
Claim.— The packing of sand, for a mold, in a

flask, by raising the same, together with the pattern,
and letting them all drop upon a hard bed, substan-
tially as shov/n and described.

87,664 A. W. Hall, New York, N. Y.— Wa-.
ter-Meter.-March 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1 The compound taper-plug E e, con-
structed and applied, relatively to the service-pipe
B, to operate substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the bucket F, of the
stops c' d, springs / g m, and locking-lever I, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,665.—William Hamilton and William
Hamilton, jr., Toronto, Canada.

—

Rotary Motor and
Meter.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotary piston C, provided with
chambers E E E E, in combination with the ports E'
E" E' E", abutments F F, and valves C C C C,
substantially as hereiu set forth.

2. The construction of the sides A' with the iu-

gress-passage9 O and egress-passages P, as hereia
set foith.

3. The arrangement of the body A", the sides A',
and the outer sides A, as described.

4. In combination with the rotarv piston or cam
C C, the sides A A' O P, body A" 1) D' D", the seg-
mental pieces or abutments F F, the entry-ports E'
E', and exhaust-ports E" B" all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

5. The ai-rangeiu'ent, relatively to the piston C C
E K, of the passages J) D' O O and 1) D" P P, the
induction-ports E' E' E' E', eduction-ports E" E" E"
E", and abutments F E, substantially as set forth.

87,666 Henry J. Hancock, New York, N.Y.—Step and Extension Ladder.—March 9, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the ladders A B,
the braces C C, and the hooks and studs b b and//,
to form a step-ladder, substantiiUIy as hereia de-
scribed.

2. Tlio combination of the ladders A B, the braces
C C, and tlie hooked lid, or cover /(, to form an ex-
tension-laddei', substunliiilly as hereiu described.

3. The combination of the ladders A B, the braces
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C C, hooks and staples a a and j^', and the hinged
frame or legs D, to form a scaflFold, substantially as
described.

4. The combination of the ladders A B, braces C
C, and legs b b, to form a bedstead, substantially as

herein described.

87,667.—BKXJAjrix Hakxish and Egbert J.

KiXG, Lancaster,' Pa.

—

Portable Mill.—March 9,

1869.
Claim.—The -combination of tlie craehing-mill C

and grindiiig-burrs, as shown, within their case A,
the two mills connected by the compound chute and
separator W V. and driven together by means of the
belt F and pulleys B D, all arranged and operated as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

87,668.—George Hayes. IsTew York, X. Y.—
Sky-Light and Yentilator.—liLcirch 9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The metallic frame A and the sash or
hinged frame C, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as shown and described, for the purposes set

forth.
2. The bar Y, or its equivalent, whereby two or

more ventilatoraor sky-lights may be raised and low-
ered, by means of connecting I'ods i, substantially as

described.
3. In combination with a skylitrht the method of

securing the glass in the frame or sash C, substan-
tially as shown and described.

87,669.—Abraii Heartsill, Louisville. Tenn.

—

Blacking-Staff for Facing Millstones.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the staff C, frame D,
thumbscrew E, nave G-, and thumbscrews F F, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

87,670.-Peter C. Hees'z, Pioneer, Va.—Pack-
ing for Artesian Wells.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—In a packing for the tube or outer' casing
of an oil-well the sustaining ring d, with an annular
concave seat, the outer periphery of which is pro-

vided with a cutting edge, in combination with the
leathern cup c and convex annular follower e, all sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

87,671.—Horace L. Heryey, Philadelphia, Pa.— Reflector for Head-Lights.—MrtcIi 9, 1869.

Claim.— I. The bull's-eye or lens, in combination
with the reflex reflector, when used for head-lights
and other similar lights, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The reflex reflector E, pivoted or stationary,

when used in combination with reflector B in head-
lights, in the manner herein described, and opei'ating

as and for the purposes set forth.

87,672.—August Hertzog and John G-. Poth,
2^ew York, N. Y., assignors to American Orna-
mental Wood Manufacturing Company, of the

same place.

—

Material for the Manufacture of Cabi-
net and other Work in Wood.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described article of wood, the
same formed by the union of a series ()f veneers par-

allel to each other, and of diverse colors, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

87,673.-D. Holdiman and S. Goodwin,Water-
loo, Iowa.— Tr«^er-W/ieeL—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the ring D, arms
i. oscillating arms k, sliding plates /i, studs I, curved
slots g, square projections /, and gates d, operating
as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The wheel, constructed as described, ofthe outer
horizontal surface s, the angular portion ^, vertical

portion v, and the horizontal disk w, connected with
the hub, the buckets being secm-ed in place at the

points s, t, u, and v, as herein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

87,674.-E. Holmes and H. C. Poome, Xew
York, ir. Y.

—

Billiard-Game Register.—March 9,

1869.
Claim.—A register for games of billiards, consist-

ing of an index capable of being actuated by an
electro-magnex, with whose poles the " string" of the

marking apparatus is connected, a circuit-breaker in

the said string, and a button, or its equivalent,
which, by its passage along the string and over the
circuit-breaker, completes the circuit through the
string and magnet, the whole operating substan-
tially as herein specified.

87,675.-CuARLES H. Hudson, ]S"ew York, IST.

Y.—Spring-Seat.—^arc)! 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the bars B of the
centrally-located seat A, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Forming the outer surfaces of the bearings c c,

against which the bars B bear, of a curved form in
the spring, constructed substantially as set forth, as
hereinabove described.

87,676.-Hexry Jackson. Elmira, 1\\.—Corn-
stalk C'««<? )•.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—An improved corn-stalk cutter, having
levers c and d, catch o. and hook s, cylinder H, with
knives h, all combined with frames A and G, and
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein specified.

87,677.—John P. Jackson, Pelahatchee Depot
M.isfi.—Sulky-Plovj.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The beams C C, levers D D, tooth-

plated uprights a a, in combination with the adjust-

able and reversible plows E^ E^, when the whole is

constructed and arranged substantially as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The detachable center plow E^E, and E^, with
lever D' and upright b', as constructed, when the
same is so arranged as to be used in combination
with the two side-plows E^ E^, substantially as de-

scribed, as and for the pm'pose specified.

87,678.

—

James C. Jay, Bear Creek Township,
Ind.

—

Band-Tightener for Shocks of Corn.—March
9, 1869. •

Claim.—The combination and arrangement oftthe

arm C, the sliaft A, liook D, and cord or wire E, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

87,679.—George H. Johnson, Buffalo, 2s^ Y.,
assignor to himself and George Milsom, same
place.

—

Fire-Proof Granary.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A granary, inclosed by a row of outer
cylinders, or cylindrical compartments, and divided
interiorly by transverse intersecting rows of con-
tiguous cylinders, so as to form intermediate poly-
gonal compartments, substantially as herein de-

scribed and illustrated. .

87,680.—Joshua Kidd, K'ew York, :N'. Y.—
Yapor-Burner.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. An apparatus for vaporizing and burn-
ing creosote or other heavy fixed oUs or hydrocar-
bons for illuminating purposes, wherein the said
creosote, oils, or hydrocarbons are admitted sparing-
ly from a reservoir, A, into a vaporizing vessel, C,
the temperature of which latter is maintained by the
heat of the illuminating flame obtained by the com-
bination of the gas so formed, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The combination of the reservoir A, tube B,
cock D, tube-joint J, rod a, cap/, vaporizer C, tubes
E G, burners d, disks H, or the equivalent of any
one or all of these said parts, when combined to form
an illuminating apparatus, substantially as set forth.

87,681.—Joshua Kidd, New York, IT. Y.—
Carburetting Gas, and Oil for the same.—March 9.

1869.

Claim.—The general arrangement and method of
heating the carburetting vessel, together with the
mode of preparing the oil, as described, for carburet-
ting gas.

87,682.-Joshua Kidd, Xew York, L^, Y.—Aj)-
paratus for Carburetting Gas.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—As new, the heat-conductor S, together
with the arrangement of apparatus for carburetting
gas, as described and set forth.

87,683.—Daniel P. Lacey, Orfordville, Wis.,
assignor to Robert II. Ball, West Meriden, Conii:

—Sash-Holder.—March 9, 1869.
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Claim.—The latches d f, in conjunction with the

lower and upper sashes of a window, as constructed

and arranged, as and for the purpose set forth.

87,684.—Christopher L. Larder, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Brush-Handle.—MavGh 9, 1869.

Claim.— The plates B F, constructed, the one
with internal and the other with external radial

teeth, fitting one n^ithin the other, and clamped to-

gether in such manner as to exclude the paint or

other pigment from said teeth, substantially as set

forth.

87,685.—Thomas R. Leighton, Cameron, Mo.
—Railway-Car Door.—Marcli 9, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The combination, with the door A, of

the door B, substantially as and for the purpose
shown and described.

2. The detachable hinged doorA of a box-car, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

87,686.—JosTAH Letchworth, Buffalo, IT. Y.,

assignor to Pratt & Letchworth, same place.

—

Hames-Eing,—March 9, 1869.

Claitn.—The hames-ring or loop A, constructed
with a cros!3-bar, &, and loop c, as an article of manu-
facture, sub^antially as set forth.

87,687.—E. T. Ligon, Demopolis, AlQ,.—jRail-

way-Car Axle.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—An improved car-axle, formed of an
outer iron or steel tube or shell, an inner wire cable,

and an interposed filling of softer metal, substan-
tially in the manner herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth. -

87,688 E. C. Little,' L. E. Clow, and D. H.
Nation, St. Louis, Mo.— Cooking-Stove.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the reservoir E, in

front of and adjoining the exit-flue C, resting upon
its horizontal portion, and with reference to the fire-

box B, as herein described, for the purposes speci-

fied.

87,689.— Henry C. Lockwood, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Paper-Bag Machine.—March 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the spindle B,

roller C, trough D, paste-wheel c, presser-roller d,

and roller c", with pulley c', on its end, whereby the
connectiofi is made upon the pulleys c' by a band for
operating the paste-wheel c, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The revolving ball D', in combination with the
roller c" and former E, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The combination of the knife, or cut-off blade
I', with the stationary knife I", the shaft h, and its

rods 1 1, slides i' i', operated upon by the pins i i,

with the hub n', lever n", and springs 7n m and
spring u, all constructed to operate substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of the adjustable beveled
gear-wheel g"^, upon the main shaft G', with the re-

movable bevel-wlieel g^ upon the shaft K', so as to
enable the knife I' to cut the paper tube, to produce
a longer or shorter bag, substantially in the manner
described.

5. The combination of the endless webs o o, rods
1 1, connected by bent levers s' s', moving on pivots
t" t", in standards s s, and slots s" s", and tighton-
ing-screws t' t', all substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

6. The arrangement of the paste-bar P', revolving
in sliding boxes, movable in slots horizontally, with
crank-pin r" moving in a cam-sha,i)C(l groove v, and
connoctiug-bars LL, and bell-crank L', substantially
as and for the purpose described. .

87,690.—"William Looker, Graham, Mo.—Cw^
tivator-Flow.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The conibiuation of the axles A, frame C,
arms II J, vertical shafts I, plow-beams E, and K,
eliains N, arms or levers M, short shafts K, and
levers L, witii each otlier, as heroin shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

87,691.—Joseph L. Marsh, CentreviUe, Ind.

—

Churn.—March. 9, 1869.

Claim..—The construction of the removable por-

tions B B and C C, as and for the purpose set forth.

87,692.—John Mays and Eliphalet W. Bliss,
Brooklyn, 'N. T., assignors to Devoe and Pratt
Manufacturing Coivipany, New York City.

—

Sheet-Metal-Seam,ing Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.— 1.' The pivoted jaws C C and platen B,
combined and arranged for operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination with the jaws C C of the
punches c and recesses d, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

87,693.—John McAdams, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Machine for Paging Books.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The revolving leaf-turner G, in com-
bination with the chain of types for operation in con
nection with the impression-levers, or their equiva-
lents, essentially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

2. The intermittently-revolving flattened portion /,
of the shaft k, carrying the type-cUain, and operat-
ing, in combination with the levers g g', to print the
even and odd numbers simultaneously, as specified.

3. The table H, adjustable to or from the impres-
sion-devices, also made capable of being lowered in
a regular or graduated manner, as described, and
having its forward edge, s, arranged to occupy an
inclined or diagonal position relatively to its hori-

zontal adjustment or action, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

4. The skeleton cylinder P, mounted as described,
or otherwise eqnivalently carried, and adjustable, or
moved endwise by screw or its equivalent, for opera-
tion in connection with the chain of types, as herein
set forth.

5. The combination, with the leaf-turner G, of the
leaf-sustaining finger M and sheet or leaf-detainer

N, for operation together, essentially as described.

87,694. — Thomas M. C. Lutes, New Moun-
Pleasant, Lid.

—

Covering for Blind Ditches.—March
9, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described sections of roofing,

in combination with the trough A and A', substan-
tially as shown and described.

87,695.—Theodore H. Mead. Boston, Mass.,
assignor to R. HoE &l Company, New York, N. Y.—Printing-Press Fly-Frame.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A printing-press fiy, having each of
its series of paper-supporting fiugers provided or
formed with a series of blunt or rounded projections
for the sheet of paper to rest on and be discharged
from while the fly may be in use.

2. The combination of the paper-supporting fin-

gers and the fly-frame with devices substantially as
described, by which the lateral adjustment of each
of the fingers, and its fixation in'position, may be
accomplished, as set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the metal-
lic strip C, oi' electrical conductor, with the fly-

frame, and its series of sheet-supporting bars, sub-
stantially as described.

87,696.—John A. I^iller, Shippensburg, Pa.
—Horse Hay-Fork.—Mavoh 9, 1869 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 27, 18(i8.

Claim.—1. The handles G G, provided at their

lower ends with serai-eliptical ^irongs H H,»and piv-

oted in the bar A, by mcuins ot a rivet or screw a,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The cross-bar C, provided with catches D I),

and suspended by the spring E, in the bar A, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein sot forth.

87,697.-John S. IMillikan, Thorntown, Lid.
—Truck for Moving Biiilditigs.—March 9, 1869.

Claitn.—1. A truck, for moving buiklings, when
constructed with only throe who(>ls, two in front and
one in roar, the latter being placed, so to say, within
the body of the truclv, substantially as horoui shown
and d<!scriI)oil.

2. 'iMie arrangement of the bar 11, lover I, antl

rods or bar.s .1 .J , on the bottom of a truck for moving
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buildings, for the purpose of turning the fi-ont wheels
in either dii'ection, substantially as herein set ioith.

87,698.—.John Minor, Peoria, and Milton, W.
IsTesmith and Geoiige W. Nesmith, Metamora,
m.

—

Registering Apparatus for Stills.—March 9,

1869.

Claim. — In a liquid-registering apparatus, the
combination and arrangement of the tripping pawl-
lever F, for moving the counting-register wheels///,
operated by the sliding handle E, having a slotted
connection with the valve-rod D, so that the said
counting-register shall be actuated before the de-
liverv-valve is opened, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

87,699.—John B. Morse and Loren L. Car-
ter, Lafavette, Ind.

—

Harvester-Bake.—March 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The groove shaft C, constructed sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The rake-carrier, consisting of the sleeve N,
ring D, with its clamping-flanges, cup I, spring L,
and ball, or sphere K, all constructed and com-
bined substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the screw
F and groove shaft C, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The combination of the screw F, grooved shaft
C, and rake-earrier, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the rake-carrier and the
rake E, substantially as shown.

87,700.—A. W. Pagett, Springfield, Ohio.—
Sawing-Machine Guard.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the post A, ar-

ranged to be adjustably attached to a table of the ad-
justable slide C and dog E, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

87,701.—C. H. G. Pease, Danbury, Conn.—
Marble-Sawing Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The devices herein described, for saw-
ing marble in cylindrical or conical forms, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth and shown.

2. The rod or wire saw, having a triangular cross-

section, combined with the machine herein de-
scribed, for sawing marble in curves, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

87,702.—Joseph J. Pierce, Emmett, Mich.—
Tuyere.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, with bev-
eled slot G, tubes H L, fulcrum C, knee-lever D,
with bevel I, rod E, pipe K, hollow plug E, and valve
M, all constructed substantially as set forth.

87,703.—John Pons, Baltimore, Md., assignor
to himself, John S. Eussell, and Henry Yogler,
same place.

—

Miter-Box.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.— The adjustable miter-box, herein de-
scribed, consisting of the base-board A, recessed at

a a^ a^, and slotted at s «', the side-board B being
cut away at b, and two arms C C, pivoted in the
slots s s', working in the recesses, and each provided
with an adjusting rod, D, fixed standard c, and an
adjustable standard, c', all said parts being con-
structed and arranged to operate together in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

87,704.—Charles Pratt, iTejy York, and Con-
rad SEiMEL,Greeu Point, N.Y., assignor to Charles
Pratt.—Soldering-Machine.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The fioat B, with or without the guides
C, in combination with thesoldering-pan A, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

87,705.—Abner Quinn, Wilmington, N. C, as-

signor to himself and A. E.Wright.—Pea-Picker.—
March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the toothed cylinder
B, brush C, sieve E, incline I, fan G, inclin3 A,
teeth a a, and the necessary geai'ing, or leltinff,

when constructed to operate in the manner described,
and for the pm'pose specified.

87,706.—B. F. Eandell, Des Moines, lowa.-
Fanning-Mill.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—Providing a fanning-mill with a movable,
or sliding screen under the gang of riddles, whereby
an optional cnt-otf is obtained, for the purpose of
separating seed-wheat from merchantable wheat,
substantially as herein set forth.

87,707.—George P. Eeed, Boston, Mass.

—

Chronometer-Escapeinent.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and relative positions
of the spring a' and stop or post j, with the de-
tent-lever and axis b, whereby the force required to
operate said lever is diminished, substantiaUy in the
manner described.

2. The screw I or its equivalent, applied to detent-
lever a, as herein shown and set forth, for the pur-
pose of j)reventing displacement of the locking-por-
tion a' of the spring d, when removed from the
watch.

87,708.—Amos C. Eodgers, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. and G. H. Gibson, same
place.

—

Sash-Holder.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The toothed catch F, sliding between di-

agonal guides d d, operated by the devices herein de-
scribed or their equivalents, and arranged in respect
to the ratchet D, secured to a window-frame or
sash, substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

87,709.— Abner Eollo, Friendship, Wis.—
Shingling-Bracket.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A bracket, constructed in the form
shown, and having cuiwed point A, spur B, feet C,
and hinge D, arranged and operating substantially
as specified.

87,710.—Edward A. G. Eoulstone, Boston,
Mass.

—

Ice- Cream Receptacle.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A portable receptacle. A, provided with'
one or more chambers, C, an inner and outer casing,
b c, and a removable top, E, in combination with the
mould D, and with or without the individual molds
G, in which the cream, <fec., is frozen, and served
without being turned out, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

87,711.—William W. Eumrill, Eoanoke, Ind.—Road-Scraper.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the catches / A,
springs t, pivoted top board k, guide-iron L, and.
operating-rod m, with the boards B B', cross-piece
C, and the revolving scraper, all arranged as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

87,712.—John D. Sater and Turner Barns,
Greensburg, Ind.

—

Grain-Drill and Corn-Dropper.
—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the side-beams A
A, wheel C, connecting-rods c c, bars E and G G,
and tubes F and 1 1, the seed-box D, having an au-
ger-agitator e, with a crank, d, at each end, and the
feed regulated by a lever, /, in rear of the box, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the side-beamsA A, wheel
C, connecting-rods c c, bar E, and tube F, the corn-
plow L and box M, constructed as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

87,713.—Lemuel W. Serrell, Brooklyn, ][!r. T.,
assignor to Eobert Foulds, Passaic, N. J.

—

Veloci-
pede.—M.axc\i 9,1869.

Claim.—1. A pair of wheels mounted on an axle
and bolt, substantially as specified, so that the swing-
ing of the axle and the inclination of the vehicle are
simultaneous, substantially as set forth.

2. The forwardly-inclined bolt d, axle c, and wheels
b b, in combination with the \^•heel a, to which the
propelliug-i30wer is applied, substantially as set
fortu.

3. The perch or frame /, connected with the in-

clined bearings for the bolt d, and extending to the
axle of the wheel a, in combination with the axle c

and wheels b fo, substantialh' as set forth.

4. A single driving--wheer, fitted with an axle that
is eccentric, and to which the frame or perch is con-
nected, in combination with cranks and levers, ap-
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plied substantially as set forth, for communicating
to said wheel a rotary motion as specified. /

5. The contractile ring, of round rubber, intro-

duced into the rounded groove in the periphery of a
wheel for Telocipedes, as and for the purposes set

forth.

87,714.—Edmond E. Shepardson, Providence,

E. l.—Eey-ILole Gward.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The key-hole guard, consisting of the

slotted wire d, arni c, tube A, and guide C, in com-
bination with tbe convex pin-tumblers in cZ, and con-

cave piii-tumblers in B, Avhen constructed and oper-

ating as herein described.

87,715.—"William H.SiBLE, Harrisburg, Pa.—
JBi«-.S'iocA;.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged gripe E, in combination with
the spring e and socket A, constructed, arranged,
and operating substa]itially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

87,716.—Erancis H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.—
Clay-Pulverizer and Stone-Separator.— March 9,

1869.
Claim.—The clay-pulverizer and stone-separator,

consisting of the revolving screen V, upon friction-

rollers p ppp, with its rotary cutters T, upon shaft

S, said screen and shaft being moved at different

speeds by means of the gearing, as shown, the grat-

ing X, conductor U V, and discharge-spout 0, all

arranged together, and operated substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

87,717.—J. B. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor
to himself and Geokge E,. Chittenden, Chicago,
111.

—

Screw-Bolt and Lock-Nut.—March 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A bolt, with a corrugated or serrated
head, in combination with a nut, serrated on the
faced side, substantially as described.

2. A bolt, with a serrated or corrugated head, so

that it Mill not turn when the nut is screwed on to

it, substantially as described.

87,7J 8.—Silvester Skinner, Clayton, K". T.—
Pca-J^rtAre.-March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ferrules & &, for the handle C, con-
nected together, and to the rake-head, by means of
the curved braces a a, as herein shown and described,
for the j)urpose specified.

2. The toothed cutter/, held to the rake-head by
the split teeth gr, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

87,719.—John Stark, Thomasville, Ga.

—

Ex
tensioyi Priming-Hook—March 9, 1869 ; antedated
February 27, 1869.

Claim.—The shear-blade 7i, and the movable cutter
E, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as shown and described, for the purposes set

forth.

87,720.

—

Lewis Stark, Chelsea, assignor to

himself and Frank L. Penney, Boston, Mass.

—

Branding-Iron.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The base B, cast with a flange, h, and
central post D, formed in one homogeneous piece,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87,721.-Abraham J. Stevens, El Dorado,
Wis.

—

Itevolvinq- Cultivator.—March 9, 1869.

Claim..— The revolving cylinder E, adjustable
standards a, casters c, bent rods s, teeth u, Avcdgea
V, cross-bar D, and drums y, combined and operating
with the grooved wheel-hubs, and the bands or belts

herein mentioued, substantially as specified.

87,722.—Horace P. Stewart, Bath, Mich.—
Shank.—Mm-Gh 9, 1869.

Claim,.—The improved metallic shank, having the
instep portion a sliapod to suit the finished form of
the boot or shoe, when terminating at the heel-end,

with the notch d, as and for the purpose herein
specified.

87,723.—'David U. Stoneu, Mount Joy, Pa.—
Tyirqjan-Frame for Printing-Preasen.— March 9,

1869.

3 G P—II

Claim.—The circular rubber frame E D, made ad-

justable, and attached to the chase, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

87,724.—D. C. Stover, Lanark, 111.— Cultivator
—March 9, 1869.

CUmn.—The combination of the pivoted adjusta-

ble yoke D with the bent rod C, bracket B, and car-

riage A, aiTanged and operating as described, for the
purpose specified.

87,725.—Charles H. Swain, Brooklyn, Is^. T.—
Furnace for Smelting Ores.—March 9, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Smelting ores of gold, silver, and cop-
per, by means of the vapors of petroleum, or other
hydro-carbons, applied substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The use of an exhaust. A, and connecting-pipes
B B, by means of which I obtain a partial vacuum,
and create a draught downward and through the ores
to be smelted.

3. The construction of the oil-receiver E E and
gas-receiver G G, around the feed F, and for the pur-
poses as substantially set foi'th.

4. The protecting cover C over the pipes B B.
5. The arrangement of the feed F F and cover J, •

with the damper or slide N, by which means the
furnace is made self-feeding, all as substantially set

forth, and forming a continuous process for smelting
gold, silver, and other ores.

87,726 Henry R. Swank, "West Jersey, 111.—
Seed-Soioer.—March 9, 1869.

Claitn.—A broadcast seed-sower, having cogged
wheels c, (/, and /i, i^awl a, shafts E and H, drums
C and p, sowers G, conductors s, and slides w, con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein speci-

fied.

87,727.—Jerome L. Tarbox and H. L. Tar-
box, is''ew York, IST. Y.

—

Stencil-Plate.—March 9,

1869.

Claim..—1, Stencil-letters, arranged to be readily
connected or disconnected, by springs on one sec-

tion taking into notches, or behind projections on the
other sections, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the springs A', hoods C,
and catches D, substantially as specified.

3. The plates A, arranged for lapping the edges
thereof, substantially as specified.

4. Stencil-i)latcs, arranged to be united to form
rows, by means of the loops G, and rods or ecjuiva-

lent devices, substantially as specified.

87,728.—Lewis Taws, Philadelphia, Pa. —Valve
for Blowing-Engines.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a blowing-cylin-
der, of a plurality of independent detachable valve-
seats and valves, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The cylinder E, with its side openings a, grated
seat F, and rubber valve, the whole being construct-

ed for ready adjustment in, and as ready withdra'O'al

from, the chamber of a blowing-cylinder, substan-

tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

87,729 Joseph B. Tedrow, Chillicothe, Ohio.
—J'^c?i.c(^.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Fence-posts, made in sections A and
B, and hinged together, substantially as and for tlio

purpose described.
2. The hinged section A, formed with the support-

ing-rods d and the openings b, substantially as and
Ijor the purjiose described.

87,730.—ITathan Thompson, Brooklyn, (E.D.,)

N. Y.—Preserve-Jar.—March 9, 18(ii).

Claim.—1. The ring B, having a swell 6, furnisher

with hooks, and cemented to a glass or earthen jar,

in combination with the cap I'urnished witli inclines,

all substantially as and for the purpose set I'orMi.

2. The cap C, having fitted or secured to it ro-

verscly-sliding bars 1) 1), essentially as and for the

purpose or purposes herein set forth.

87,731.—H. B. TiniUTS, Vincland, X. J.— Wash-
ing- jMacliinc.—},li\vi.'h 9, 1869.

'Claim.—Tho combination of the horizoutnl rubber-
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C and crauk-sliaft E, wliea connected togetlier by
the rigid couueeting-rod D, all arranged and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

87,732.— Hiram TJxger, Logansport, Ind.—
Bottle-Corking Apparatus.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the rod A, adjustable bracket B, and set-screws C,
plunger F, spring Gr, and adjustable guide R, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the verti-

cal rod A, the adjustable bracket B, and plunger F,
with the adjustable platform I for supporting the
bottles, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

87,733 A. Tax Camp, Washington, D. C—
Composition for llecutting Files and Hasps.—March
9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of processes herein
described for recutting files.

2. Combination of acids and sulphates, and other
ingredients herein mentioned, for recutting files.

87,734.—A. Tax Caivip, 'Washington, D. C—
Composition for Fire-Kindling.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. An artificial fuel or "kindler," when
pulverized corn-cob, coal-dust, and tan-bark are used
as a basis, and are united with suitable inflammable
ingredients, sutetantially as described, as and for the
purpose specified.

2. An artificial fuel or " kindler," when the same
is composed of the ingredients herein stated, and
the whole is so combined and arranged as to operate
substantially as described, as and for the purpose
specified.

87,735 Juxius E. Vax Vechtex, Xew York,
'NiY.—Cartridge.—}l&rGh 9, 1869.

Claim.—The paper, or other thin, flexible material,
e n, interposed between the fulminate and the but or
head of the shell and the anvil-cup of the cartridge,
substantially as and for the j)urj)ose herein de-
scribed.

87,736.—Albert Ward, ilSTew ^Michigan, 111.

—

Machine for Scraping and Loading Earth.—March
9, 1839.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the independent
scrapers BB, each carrying an inclined troug'h, a\
and connected by the bars a to the brackets d, one of
which furnishes the forward bearing for the shaft
operating the endless carrier C, all operating as de-

scribed, for the pm-pose specified.

2. The aiTangement of the rollers e^ e^ ^nd chains
e, with reference to the scrapers B B, whereby said

scrapers are operated together, or independently of
each other, as herein shown and described.

3. The arrangement npon the wagon of the rollers

e^ e*, supporting the scrapers B by the chains e, the
bai-s a, inclined troughs a^, bracket d, endless carrier

C, and the gearing by which the latter is operated, as
herein set fortb and shown.

87,737.—Seth Ward, Princeton, Ind.—^rtcA--
hand ffoo/j.—March 9, 1 869 ; antedated March 4, 1869.

Claim.—Countersinking the rivet-holes of a plate,

A, on its under side, so that the leather B is forced
into said countersinks, all substantially as and for

the jjurpose specified.

87,738 J. C. Welch and M. A. AmmepeX'
Edgerton, Ohio.— Tl^AecZ.-March 9, 1869 ; antedated
March 5, 1869.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the tire A, blocks B
B, and screw C, in combination with the fellies D D
and cap E, all constructed as described, and opei-at-

ing as and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,739.—William Wells, Ashtabula, Ohio.—
Hinge-Pintle,—^?iYch. 9. 1869.

Claim.—The split spring-pintle B, for hinges,

when its split end is provided with the enlargements
or shoulders I, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

87,740.—E. August Werdmullek. Xew York,
X. Y.—l^is/imry-Tc^.-March 9, 1869.

Claim.—A fishing-net, consisting of the sheet B,
frame A, and annular sheet C, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

87,741.—T. B. White, Xcav Brighton, Pa.—
Iron Bridge.—March. 9, 1869 ; antedated Eebruary
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wrought-iron beam or brace, con-
sisting of the segmental or curved plates a united,
with their convex sides inward, with the cross-plate
&, secured at their edges by rivets, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The wrought-iron brace-block and tie-bar com-
bined, when constructed substantially as herein de-
scribed.

87,742 H. K. Whitxer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bedstead.—^nrah. 9, 1869,

Claim.—1. The combination with the side-rails B
of a piece, F, so hung to the rail that the bed-cloth-
ing may be passed and secui'ed between the two, as
set forth.

2. So hanging the piece F to the side-rail that the
said piece may be turned down and beneath the rail,

substantially as described.

87,743.—Maxuel WiTMER. Cedar Eapids, Iowa.
—C/iurn.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the vessel A with its

support B, arms C, links D. and framing E, aU sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

87,744 F. Wolfram, Xew York, X. Y.—Jfa-
chine for Pressing Hats.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The dog j and lever I, in combination
with the gate D, which carries the follower of a
press, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87,743.—Hermax J. Wolters, Salem, Mass.

—

Measuring-Funnel.—Mai'ch 9, 1869.

Claim.—As a combined funnel and measure, the
semi-spherical bowl a, with the discharging-faucet
7/1, and the pendulous measuring-rod e, applied and
suspended within the bowl, as explained, the whole
operating in manner and for the purpose as herein
shown and described.

87,746.—Jajies A. Woodbury, Boston, Miiss.—Car-Wheel and Axle.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a wheel in two or
more parts, the diagonal or oblique joint and inter-

posed packing, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

2. The combination of an elastic wheel with a
sleeve, so made that when used with an axle and
wheel it will turn indei^endently of the latter, sub-
stantially as described.

3. lu combination with an axle and sleeve, each
carrying and turning with its own wheel an elastic

bearing, for cushioning the endwise strain or jar,

constructed substantially as described.
4. The combination ot an elastic wheel and axle,

and an elastic Avbeel and sleeve, with a packing in-

terposed between them, to take up lateral jar, sub-
stantially as described.

5. In combination with an axle and a sleeve, each
carrying one of a pair of wheels, a revolving oil-box,

for containing a lubricating material and supplying
it to the bearing sm-faces between said sleeve and
axle, substantially as described.

6. In combination with the bearings on the sleeve
the slot or slots 9, for admitting oil from the jom*nal-
box through the sleeve to the bearing surfaces
between the sleeve and axle, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The covering of the exposed joints between the
sleeve and axle by an overlapping joint at each end,
to prevent the admission of dust, grit, &c., sxibstan-

tiaUj as described.

87,747.—JoHX M. Woods, Washing-ton, Mo.

—

Device for Heading-Bolts.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The improved device herein described,
consisting essentially of the two jaws, with the shank
for entering a hole in the anvil or bench, and with
the openings v x, for the removal of cinders, fcc, and
the foot-lever C, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described.
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87,748.

—

Leonard "Wray, Kamsiratc, England.
—Triturating mid Amalgamating Apparatus for
Treating Ores of Gold or Silver.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Triturating or reducing the ores to an
impalpable powder by means of balls or rollers, either

spherical or cylindrical, and either plain, grooved, or
serrated, and placed in suitable cylinders or barrels,

which are to be rolled along a railway by any conve-
nient power, in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. Particularly, causing the balls or rollers inside
the cylinders or loarrels to act on and triturate the
ore by rolling the cylinders or barrels on a railway,

as herein shown and described, in contradistinction
to mounting such cylinders or barrels on shafts or
centers, on which they may be made to rotate by any
suitable gearing.

87,749.—A. B. Zellner, Monticello, Ark.—
Stirrup-Strap Loop.—March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The whalebone spring B, in combination
with the horizontal arm a^ of the stirrup-loop A, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the-

purpose set forth.

87,750.

—

John L. Agnew and Charles E.
Wright, Negaunee, Mich.

—

Chilled Plate for Ore-
Crushers.—March 16, 1869 ; antedated February 27,

1869.

Claim,.—The plate for ore-crushers, constructed of
wrought and chilled iron, in the manner described
and for the purpose set forth.

87,751.—CYRbs G. Bachelder, Camden, Me.—Chock for Vessels.—'i^lavch 16, 1869; antedated
March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The lining and its receiving-recess, as
formed with dovetails, and with convexities and con-
cavities, arranged in manner as specified.

87,752.—Joseph J. Baxter, Grand Eapids,
Mich.—Bed-Bottom.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the oblique spring-
braces with the bars and the coiled springs, substan-
tially as set forth^

87,753—J. H. Bean, Marietta, Ohio. — Heel-
Cutter.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bent arm E, provided with the
spring/', and having the projection/, in combina-
tion with the catch E and weiglited lever e', ar-
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The die D, in combination with the beveled
frame C'-^, when arranged as described, and held by
the stop, for the purpose set forth.

3. In a heel-cutter, of substantially the described
construction, the tap-removing device E, /, F, and
e', in combination with the cutting-device D Di T)^,

d d^ d*, as described, for the purpose set forth,

87,754.-Erastus S. Bennett, 'New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Justus Smith, same
Slace.— Implement — March 16, 1869; antedated

"ebruary 27, 1869.
Claim,.—The implement, consisting of the tack-

hammer a, pincers B, holder c, wire-cutter D, screw-
driver E, and tack drawer F, when constructed and
ai-ranged as described. '

87,755.—J. W. Bishop, :N'ew Haven, Conn.—
Water-Hook Bolt for Harness.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—The bolt lierein described, having its

head covered and finished as set forth, as an article
of manufacture.

87,756

—

John M. Cain, Lafayette, Wis., as-
signor to George Cain, same i)]ace.—Hat-Holder
for Feivs and Seats.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The U-shaped wire bracket A, provided
with a wire holder, B, and with a pivot-eye, a, in
combination with and pivoted to tlio bottom, D, of
a church or hall seat as herein specified.

87,757.-31. N'ELSON Chapman, Washington,
D. C.—Curtain-Fixture.-March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The bracket A, having a circular stem a,
clamp-plute, D, and pulley, E, ^\'ll(>n tlio same are so

combined and arranged as to operate substantially
as described, as and for the purpose specified.

87,758.

—

William Clough, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Defecating Saccharine Fluids.—March 16, 1869
;

antedated February 27, 1869.
Claim.—The improvement in the process of de-

fecating sacharine fluids, herein described.

87,759.-William Clough, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Refining and Decolorizing Saccharine and other
Liquids.—March 16, 1869 ; antedated February 27,
1869.

Claim.—Kefining and decolorizing saccharine and
other similar fluids by the agents herein specified.

87,760 John A. Cook, Owego, ]Sr. Y.—Bar-
rel-Head.—March 16, 1869.

Claim. — A barrel-head, constructed, arranged,
and operating as herein described, consisting of the
parts A and D, circular flanges E, locking-bar C,
and cross-bar B, as shown.

87,761 John E. Cribbs, Gardner, JO..—Nut-
Lock.—March 16, 1869.

. Claim.—1. The combination of the screw-bolt A,
having screw-threads a b, nuts CC, with the washer
c, keeper D, and screw e, aM constructed to operate
substantially as described.

2. The combination of the screw-bolt A, nuts C
C, with keeper D, ears d, depressions d' d', and
with or without washer c, and screw e, substantially

as described.

87,763.—Henry Gassett Davis, ^ew York,
N. Y. — Treadle far Sewing-Machines.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the treadle and treadle-shaft with the table of the
treadle-motion, so that the operator may operate the
treadle witli the legs extended, substantially as be-

fore set forth.

2. The combination of the treadle-shaft with the
table, by means of slides, so that the position of the
treadle may be varied, substantially as before set

forth.

87,763.—EuDOLPH Eickemeyer, Yonkers, X,
Y., assignor to John T. Waring, same place.

—

Pelt-

ing-Machine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
felting-cylinder, endless hardening-cloth, and vibrat-

ing concave jiggering-apparatus, constructed and
operating substantially in the manner hereinbefore,

described.

87,764.—EuDOLPH Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N.
Y., assignor to John T. Waring, same jflace.

—

Machine for Preparing and Felting Tufted Fab-
rics.—aMarch 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylindrical tuft-holder, in combi-
nation with the concave jiggering-apparatus, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The combination of the cylindrical tuft-holder,

the concave jiggering-apparatus, and tlie endless
feeding-apron or hardening-cloth, substantially as

described.
3. The combination of the cylindrical tnft-holder,

concave jiggering-apparatus, and the rotating cam,
and intermediate series of weighted levers, or their

equivalents, whereby the concave jiggering-appa-
ratus is, at proper intervals, moved toward and held
against the tuft-liolder, by a regulated yielding pres-

sui'e, substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The combination of the intermittently-moving
cylindrical tuft-holder with a reciprocating gang of
tufting-punchcs, substantially Ub'and for the purposes
described.

5. The combination of the interraittontly-moviug
cylindrical tuft-holder with a gang of reciprocating
tufting-punchcs and a presscr-plate, bubstantially as

and for tlie pur])oses described.
6. Tlio combination of tlie cylindrical tuft-holdor,

the gang of tuftiMg-punchcs, \ho ]nvsseriila(e, the

plaiter. and feed-tabk^, substantially as aiul for the

l)urposcs dciscribed.

7. UMie combination of tlio cylindrical tnft-holder,

the gang of tuUing-punches, the presser-platc, tlio
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plaiter, and feed-table, and the feed-apron, •wliicli de-

livers the bat for the tufts upon the feed-table, sub-

stanti.ally as and for the purposes described.

8. The combination of the interinittently-moTing
cylindrical tuft-holder with the gang of reciprocat-

ing tufting-needles and a presser-plate, with or with-
out an additional gang of perforatiug-instruments,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

9. The combination of the cylindrical tuft-holder,

presser-plate, and ^ng of tufting-needles, with the
creel of spools, ya»guides, and clamping-mechan-
ism, substantially as and for the purposes described.

10. The combination of the gang of tufting-punches
or tufting-needles with the tuft-holder, by means of

u plate which has a lateral motion, alternately, in

opposite directions, communicated to it by the ma-
chine, for the purpose of bringing the gang of tuft-

ing-punches or tufting-needles over the tuft-holes of
each row, when arranged diagonally upon the tuft-

holder, substantially as'described.

11. In combination with the vibrating rubbing-plate
of the jiggering-apparatus of a feltiug-niacliine, a
steam- bos, provided with suitable iuduction and
eduction pipes, the vibrating rubbing-plate being-

perforated ^\'ith fine holes, and the construction be-

ing such that steam is supplied to tlie fabric, while
being felted, from the vibrating jiggering-apparatus*,

substantially as described.

8^,765.—SA:i[rEL P. Estell, Eichmond, Ind.

—

Safety-Barrel for Watches.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—Connectiugthe main-wheel with the main-
spring barrel, by means of the groove and pins, when
the main-barrel is allowed to turn loosely on the
main-wheel, in the manner and for the purpose as set

forth.

87,766.—Chakles Evotte, Paris, Erance.

—

Gear-Cutter.—Mai'ch 16, 1669.

Claim.—1. The shaft S, and cutting-devices T and
U, mounted in adjustable positions thereon, the shaft

being carried in the fi-ame-work, and receiving mo-
tion, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The employment of the non-elastic rack, or belt

0, moved at intervals to an adjustable extent, and
adapted to move the wheel to be cut to mathemati-
cally-determined extents, as and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

87,767.—Pv. H. EiSHER, Beaver Ealls, Pa., as-

sia-nor to Beaver Falls Cutlery Compa:s'y, same
ptkce—Handlefor Table- Cutlery.—JSlHi-ch 16, 1869.

Claira.—Making the metallic handles of articles of

table-cutlery with the opposite faces or sides con-
cave, or hollowed out, substantially as described.

87,768.—Egbert Fitts, jr., Fitchburgh, Mass.,
assignor to the TT. Heyvvood Chair CoiiPAXY, same
place.

—

Construction of Chairs.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the metallic screw-
sockets E, and bow D, with the bottom and legs, or
the bottom and back of a chaii', substantiafly as
herein shown and described, and for the j)m'pose set

forth.

87,769.— Fraxklix B. Gardner and John
Trageser, Xew York, IJ". Y.

—

Velocipede.—March
16, 1869.

Claim..—1. The hand-levers h h' on the shaft g,
fitted with pawls, to take the ratchet-wheels 1 and 3,

in combination with the ratchet-wheel 2, pawl I, and
wheel k, gearing to the pinion m, the parts being ar-

ranged and applied m the manner and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the brake-
lever o, hafing the shaft g for its fulcrum, and ar-

ranged to operate upon the wheel s, as set forth.

87,770.—C. B. Groxberg, Aurora, III.—Har-
vester.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding device jS", when arranged
in a harvester, so as to carry the grain for each
bundle to the binders' tables.

2. The combination of the sliding device with the
cords and spool Q. when arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of the creased roller D. ribs

E, and endless aprons B and H, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm'poses
specified.

4. The wire guides I, attached to the grain-re-

ceiver, or hopper, and arranged substantially as

described.

87,771 Samuel Z. Hall, Sing Sing, X. Y.—
Cotton-Gin.—March 16, 1869; antedated March 3,

1869.

Claim.—1. Hollowing out or grooving the tops or
fronts of the ribs of a cotton-gin, substantially as
described for the purposes set forth.

2. Making or arranging the sides of the box so
near the end saws thatthere will not be room for the
seed to enter between the sides of the box and the
end saws, substantially as described.

87,772.—James G. HA^^LTON, Chicago, HI.—
Steam- Generator.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chamber G, substantially as set

forth.

2. The deflectors a b, constructed substantially as
specified.

87,773. — Frederick Henderson, Marietta,
Ohio.—^;irt»Z;-irt.s^er.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The jaws A B and spring C, in combina-
tion with the projection F, consisting of the con-
cave faces/ and projections H audi, arranged and
operated substantially as and for the j)urx)ose set
forth.

87,774.—Henry TTheaton Hewet, Xew York,
X. Y.— Trre?ic/i.—March 16, 1869: antedated Feb-
ruary 27, 1869.

Claim.—The revolving socket F H, having at its

forward end a section of male-screw thread, gearing
in a female screw in the socket-extension E of the
movable head, substantiidly as shown and described,
for the pm-pose set forth.

87,775.—L. L. Himes, Xew Haven, Conn.

—

Well-Tube.—M^irch. 16, 1869.

Claim.—An mveited perforated conical filter, con-
tracted near its larger end. so as to receive the pack-
ing E, and provided with tlie bail D, so as to operate
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

87,776.-Mark TT. House, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and J. F. Forsyth, same place.—Mucilage-Brush.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The brush D, in combination with the
spring-wii'e stem C, or its eq^uivalent, for the pm-pose
shown.

87,777 Mark C. Hubbard, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Isaac P. Wendell, same place, and
said Wendell assigns one-half his right to Thomas
Sayles, Chicago, 111.— Car Axle-Box Lubricator.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The curved plate D, having a tight cham-
ber, F, for holding the oil for lubricating the jom-nal,
in combination with a pad of fibrous material, which
has connection with the oil-reservoir by means of a
wick or wicks, all constructed and arranged to oper-
ate substantially in the manner and for the pm'pose
set forth.

87,778.-H. T. Hunt, Titusville, 'Pa.-Puynp-
Bod Coupling.—:!slaYch. 16, 1869.

Claim.—The expander c, of the peculiar tapering
sectional form shown, in combination with the fer-

rule b, and rod a, substantially as and for the pm'poses
set forth.

87,779.—William C. Joy and John Campbell,
Penn Yan, X. Y.

—

Preparing and Bleaching Baper-
Pii?i5.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and application of
the generator D, when used as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

2. Producing the ozone modification of oxygen, by
applying a powerful cun-ent of air. in combination
with chlorine, to an aqueous solution containing the
material to be bleached, while the mass is being agi-

tated.
3. The aiTangement of the fan B and engine G
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when applied and used as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

4. The use of a current of air, for the purpose of

removing chlorine from fibrous materials after the

process of bleaching, in the manner substanti£dly as

set foi'th.

5. Preventing the formation of hydrochloric acid

in the mass or solution, by accomplishing the bleach-

ing, and removing the chlorine, also preventing the

destruction of {he fine particles of fiber, or the hard-

ening of any portion thereof, by the means and in the

manner specified.

6. Disintegrating fibrous materials by the use of a
powerful current of air forced into or among the

same, while the material is being operated upoii by
any bleachiug-ageut in an open vessel, as herein de-

scribed.

7. The use of a current of air to assist in giving
rapid circulation to the material while being
bleached.

8. The free discharge of the air, gas, and vapor
from the bleaching-engine, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

87,780.—Joseph Kaylor, Pittsburg, Pa

—

Bolt-Reading Die.—March. 16, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of dies d d' for bolt-

heading machines, having recesses c e, made and
used substantially as above set forth.

87,781.

—

Chari.es Kimball, Chelsea, Mass.

—

Ticket-Holder.—M&i'ch. 16, 1869.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture, or tick-

et-holder, made substantially as described and rep-

resented.

87,783.

—

Joseph La Croix, Chicopee, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Edmond Eichards, same
place.

—

Horse-Rake.—March 16, 1869.

Oiaim.—^The vibrating head e, provided with arms

f f^f^, in combination with rod k, teeth g g', and
lever p, the whole arranged and operating substan-

tially as described.

87,783.—Peter Lear, Boston, Mass.

—

Device
for Steam and bther Enginery.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. As a pump for forcing and elevating flu-

ids, the combination and arrangement of the cylin-

ders G Gr, and pistons J J, with the steam-chest, and
valve, and ports, the said cylindprs G G being pro-
vided with the valves 1 1 and conduits L L, as here-
inbefore explained.

2. In combination with the pistons J J and cylin-

dersG G, provided as explained, and the steam-chest
and valve before mentioned, the tank B, containing
water, the whole being arranged as herein shown
and described.

3. The combination of the cylinders G G and the
steam chest and valve, with the Avater-wheel, or mo-
tor,- M, substantially upon the principle and in the
manner as set forth and explained.

87,784.—Thomas Lyons, Hartford, assignor to
EUSSELL AND ERWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
New Britain, Conn.— lieversible Door-Latch.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hub, or follower,

C, the divided horseshoe plate B and B' provided
with the pins c and e, or their mechanical equiva-
lents, and the reversible latch D, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

87,785.—Emmons Manley, Marion, N. Y.—
Door-Holder.—MixiX'Ai Ki; 1869.

Claim.—The transverse lever D, pro\'ided Avith

arms E E, in combination with the plate B, spiral

spring H, bolt I, crosH-]»ieco J, and stoj) K, all being
constructed substantially us herein represented, for
the purpose set forth.

87,78fi.—Samuel Mason, Beaver EalJs, Pa., as-
signor to J5EAVKK Ealls Cutlery Company, same
place.

—

Table- Cutlery.—Marcli Ki, ]8()!».

Claim.—Making- articles of ta))le-c.utlery, in which
aflat part, a, of the tang siiall enter a slit, or moi'-
tiso, in the end of the luuullo, to a depth such that
the two may be fastened Hccnrcly together by ii

rivet, c, and iu which a smaller or " round " part, c,

of the tang shall enter, but not pass entirely through
the body of the handle, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

87,787.—Samuel Mason and Edward Binns,
Beaver Ealls, Pa., assignor to Beaver Ealls Cut-
lery Company, same place.

—

Table- Cutlery.—March
16, 1869.

Claim.—In attaching articles of cutlery to their
handles, the combination of a fiaiand round tang, a
a', recessed, bored, and shouldfted handle d, with
lilJS 0, and the bolster e, the several parts being made,
arranged, and combined, substantially as above set
forth.

87,788.—Amos W. Merritt, Scituate, Mass.—
Last—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-catch C, and the last-hook E,
constructed and operated as herein described, for se-

curing the block B to its last A.

87, 789. -Thomas E. Morgan, Pittsburg, Pa.—Steam-Engine Piston-Packing.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The annular ring B, surrounding an or-

dinary piston-head, or spider, outside the follower-
bolts and their bearings, and provided with inclined
projections B^, acting directly upon the springs,
which press out the packing, the whole constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

87,790.—James Old, Pittsburg, Vvi.—Grate.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tilting damper-plate c, with agi-

tator c' on its upper face, which extend up and op-
erate between the bars &, iu combination with a
lever, m, and head s, so connected by a wrist and
slot with such damper-plate, as to lock it open or
shut, or vibrate it at pleasure, substantially as and
for the purposes above set forth.

2. A lifting-bar, e, pivoted between the rear part
of a fire-grate and the back wall of the fire-space, for

regulating the combustion in the rear part of the fire,

constructed and operated substantially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

87,791 .—John ^Y. Post, Castile, N. Y.—Skate.
—March 16, 1869 ; antedated Eebruary 27, 1869,

Claim,.—The clamps C C D', constructed as de-
scribed, and secured in position, and adapted for per-
manent adjustment, by means of the screws c c'-', in
combination with the heel-clamp D, pivoted spring-
lever E, and rack E, all arranged and operating as
set forth.

87,792.—E. Ereeman Prentiss and Thomas
D. Prentiss, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for
Rectifying and Distilling Spirits and other Volatile
Liquids.—March. 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of vessels fe, c, d, and
e, constructed and ari'anged in the manner and for

the purpose substaiitially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of worm g, in vessel &, for

beating the liquids in said vessel, substantially as set

forth.

3. In combination with one or more vapor-genera-
tors, the primary condenser c and the secondary
condcnscn- d, to efi'ect the gradual reduction of tem-
perature of the A^apors, and the removal of the fusel-

oil, substantially as set forth.

87,793.—Charles M. Eowley, Chicago. 111.—
Preparation for Polishing Metallic Surfaces.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the acids above de-
scribed witli the polishing-powder above described,
Avith or Avithout the borax and fullers' earth, also
above described, the same being used for the purposes
s])ecified.

87,791.—Ctrus W. Saladeic, Circleville, Ohio.
— /)()«/•- 7>V/L— March 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Securing the bell A to the shaft or

IuuhUo B, as described, on the inside of the door, as

11 revolving door bell, and the same, iu combination
Avith wheel (J, constructed as described, and for the

puri)Oses set I'tnth.

2. The plate p, with Aviros/ and luunmors g afllxed

and nttaehed to the inside of the doin-, and in coinbi-
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nation witli revolving wheel C and bell A, construct-
ed as described, and operating as set forth.

Sr,795.—J. C. ScHAFFER, Eochester, X. T.—
Gto.?s-lfoZcJ.—March. 16, 1869.

Claim.—A glass-mold, having the bottom attached
thereto by means of a dovetail groove and tongue,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

>

S7,r96—Hexry L. Shailer, Deep Eiver, (Say-
brook.) Conn.

—

Auger-Bit.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—The vertical lips A A, wlien formed back

from where they have heretofore been placed in their

relation to the spurs B B and cutting edges C C, as
and for the pm'poses herein set forth.

87,797.—Daniel Sherwood and George D.
Dudley, Lowell, Mass.

—

Fruit-Basket.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—A basket, constructed of twisted wire,
consisting of the parts A, B, C, D, and e, substan-
tially as described and specified.

87,798.—TTiLLLA-M J. Sloxs, Smith's Terry, Pa.
—Poultry- Coop.—MaTCh 16, 1869,

Claim.—A coop, cage, or box, with removable
top or cover, and one or more upper floors, b, and so

made as to be packed iu small compass by placing
the removable floors on the bottom of the coop, and
folding the hinged sides successively thereon, and
bolting the cover thereto, substantially as above set

forth.

87,799.—Phiseas Smith, asTcw York, jST. T.—
/Siafe.- March 16, 1869; antedated February 27,

1869.

Claim.—The within described tapering form of the
button E, when combined and ari-anged to operate
relatively to a skate and to the receiving part on the
boot or shoe, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

87,800.—John Stephexsox, Xew York. IST. Y.—Signal-Light for Street-Cars.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the colorless Fresnel
lens B, tinted glass plate C, and box or case A, when
the lens and plate are secured in the box or case, and
the latter constructed so as to admit of its ready in-

sertion in a lamp-box of a street-car, substantially as

herein shown and described.

87,801.—Jonathan E. Stone, Erving. Mass.—
Fly-Trap.—M.axch 16, 1869.

Claim.—The fly-trap, made substantially as de-

scribed, viz, of the box open at top and front, and
provided with a slider or cover, a flexile lip. a set of
wheels, and a pole-socket, the whole being arranged
as specified.

S7,803.—Paul Oscar Hobert Stroinski, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Medical Compound.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described composition, formed
of the above-named ingredients, iu about the propor-
tions and for the purposes herein set forth.

87,803.-Cyrus W. Strout, Hallowell, Me.—
Machine for Yarnishing Floor Oil- Cloths.—March
16, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of applying varnish to oil-

cloths or other fabrics, by means of reciprocating
brushes, substantially as described and set forth.

87,804.—J. E. Tapley, Springfield, Mass.—
Photographic Album.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two sides E and G-

of the leafA with the flap C, to form a photograph-
album leaf, substantially in the manner and for the

pm"pose as herein described.

87,805.—Eobert C. Totten, Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Casting i?oZZ.9.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—Making the coupling-neck of cast roUs
by means of a single core, g. inserted into a suitable

cavity in the mold, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed. X i

87,806.—James H. TVaite, Orange, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Eodney Hunt, and David B.
Elint, same place.

—

Fulling-Mill.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
crimping-gears or rollers E G, instead of plain
rollers, with the main rollers A B, packing-conduit
iST, and the case E and its passages, of the fidhng-
machine.

2. The combination and aiTangem^nt of the set of
crimping-rollers or gears g g with the jaws / / and
the packing-conditit X of the fulling-machine.

3. The arrangement of the single packing-conduit
I^, the jaws //"thereof, the crimping-rollers g g, the
passages K K, the two sets of crimping-rollers F G,
and the main squeeze-rollers A B, the whole being
arranged in a case, E, and so as to operate as speci-

fied.

87,807.—Chauncey E. "Warner, Syracuse, X.
Y.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—March 16, 1869; antedated
March 12, 1869.

Claim..—The circular tines A A', handles C C, and
rack B, all constructed and operating as herein
shown, and for the purpose set forth.

87,808.—John J. "Watson and William S.

PUGH, Coatesville, Pa.

—

Stove-Pipe Shelf.—M&vch
16, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The stove-pipe collar, made in four seg-

ments, C, combined with an upper and lower flange,

c e, provided with thickened side-pieces for the re-

ception of a headed screw-bolt and nut, D, for adjust-

ment to any desired size or shape of pipe, in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified and shown.

2. In combination with the collar C c e, the ar-

rangement of tl^" shelf A with its open loops or
socket b b, in combination with the extra segment
D, and catch-points b, and sockets E, all arranged
and operating in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

87,809.—"William "Westlake, Chicago, 111.

—

Coffee and Tea-Pot Handle.—^^areh 16, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the tea-

pot handle herein described, and made from wire and
sheet-metal, substantially as specified.

87,810. — George "Wheelock, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Thread-Gxiard for Spools in Seioing-Ma-
chines.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The conical cups d b, in combination
with thimbles d b', substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. Thimbles d and b, in combination with cups a
and 6, springs g g', and thimble e, as described and
set forth.

87,811 W. H. "Whiterow and "William Det-
RICK, ]^ew Albanv, Ind.

—

Corn-Sheller.—March 16,

1869 ; antedated March 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A, wheel C,

cog-.vheel K, shellers E E, as constructed, with
fender E and rollers G G, with rings a a lying hori-

zontally between the vertical boxes 1 1, with blocks

H H, springs b b, and pins i i, all constructed and
operating as herein described,

87,812.—D.-VNTEL "Wingenroth, Ephi-atah, Pa.
—Manure-Drag.—Mtu'ch 16, 1869.

Claim.—A manure-drag so combined and arranged
that the two lugs a, on the hook A, and ferrule C,

which forms the fulcrum of the lever L, are all held
and operated on s single stout screw-bolt, s, in side

bearings b, on the end' of a beam, B, in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

87,813.—Thomas "Wosser, San Erancisco, Cal.—Steam-Engine "r«k'e-Ge«r.r—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
arms a, the stand b, with the journal-pin /, the con-
necting-rod c, the screws (?, with their rubber cushion

g, and thumb-screw e, substantially as set forth.

87,814.—George T. Abbey, Chicago, HI.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertical bolt I, located in the
breech-piece A, and arranged to engage with the
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projection L of the barrels, for tlie purpose of lock-

ing the parts together, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the locking-bolts I and D,
vrith the thumb-piece E, for operating the same, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

set forth.

87,815. — Leat: Adams, Amherst, Mass.

—

At-
tuching Carriage-Huhs to Axles.—Miirc^i 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The axle-box J), provided with a flange,

d, and secured on the axle B, in connection Tvith the
collar e, and packing-ring h, by means of the hollow
nut E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, -with the hub, of the bos D,
arranged as described, for securing the wheel to the
axle, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination, in the running-gear of vehi-

cles, of a box, D, closed at one end, and extending
beyond the hub, and provided with a collar, or
flange, d, with the hollow nut E, axle B, and collar

G, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein shown
and described.

4. The combination, in the wheels of vehicles, of
the threaded box D, and nuts or washers a and b,

let into the hub C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

5. The combination of the elastic packing-ring h
and metal ring e, with the hollow nut E, box D, and
axle B, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

87,816.

—

Albert S. Aldex, Chicopee, Mass.

—

Bit-Stock March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The bit-brace chuck herein described,
consisting of the sleeve A, center-piece C, and nut
1, when all the parts are constructed and arranged
to operate as set forth.

87,817.— Ezra Ames, Austin, Minn,—Har-
vester-Rake.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a self-rake attach-
ment for harvesters, of the pivoted guide-rail a, with
the rake-head and rod &, substantially as and for the
purj)ose herein set ibrth.

2. Arm h i, rods g and j, cam-yoke k k, cam I, and
coupling-clutch on n, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described, when forming
part of a self-rake attachment for harvesters, all as
set forth.

87,818.—John Armstrong, ISTew Orleans, La.
—Baihvay-Car Axle.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a sleeve, or coupling-
block, C, at the point of division of a sectional car-
axle, to hold the two sections together by means of
the keys H and the grooves B, when these parts are
severally combined, constructed, and operate as
herein described, and the said keys H are held in
place by covering-caps E, and are kept in close con-
tact with the bottom of said grooves B, as they wear
away by use, by means of backing, as herein set
forth.

87,819. — A. Hamilton Ballagh, TTestport,
Mo.

—

Harrow.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—1: The combination, in a harrow, of the

frame A A B, beam D, oscillating toothed beams C,
crank-irons/, and lever G-, substantially as .and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The combination, with the above-claimed parts,
of the catch-l)olt e, operating substantially as and
for the purpose shown and described.

3. Tlie combination, with the parts A, A, B, C, D,
/ and G, of the catch-bolt e, rod b, and lever H,
substantially as and for tlie purpose herein shown
and described.

87,820—D. A.. Blnoamax, Jersey Shore, Pa.,
administrator of the estate of Joskimi Bingaman,
deceased. — Compound for Destroying Worms on
Plants.—Mm-ch KJ, 1869.

Claim.—The compound of matter for destroying
insects on trees and shrubs, and promoting the
healtliy growtli of the latter, substantially as herein
flescribed.

87,821.— M. S. Bkingiku, Ascension Parisli,
La.

—

Food for Domestic Animals.—Miwalx Ki, J8(il).

Claim.:—Converting bagasse into food for domes-
tic animals, when the same is done in the manner
and by the means substantially as herein described.

87,822.—John E. Cameron, Brooklyn, K", T.—Skate-Sharpener.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—The skate-sharpener, consisting of the

plate A a, and the swinging side-plate C, when the
former is adapted to receive the reversible tool B, and
gimlet D, all arranged as described for the purpose
specified.

87,823.—Jabez Coney, South Boston, Mass.—
Carriage- Wheel.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—Forming the rim of a carriage, or other

wheel, of a strip or strips of wood, wound in succes-
sive folds, or layers, around a block, or arbor, of the
required size, substantially as herein described,
said folds being united by glue, cement, or like
means, as they are laid upon each other, as set forth.

87,824.

—

William F. Coulter, Gideon Coul-
ter, and John A. Lanery, Hardinsburg, Ind.

—

Wheel- Cultivator.—lAarch. 16, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-bar a, attached to the rear
end of the draught-bar, in combination with the
notch h in the upper slide of the axle, as and for the
purpose described.

87,825 W. H. Cox, Virden, 111.—Oor/i-PZanfer.
—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cutters and seed-spouts L, con-
structed as described, to conduct the seed obliquely
backward under the thread of the covering-wheels,
the cutting-edges being also extended backward,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
tongue H and arm K with the supports I, standard
J, and frame A, substantially as herein shown and
described for the purpose specified.

87,826.—C. O. Crosry, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Machine for Polishing Needles.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the inclined feed-

ing-device, guides, transversely-moving pressure-
plates, polishing- cylinders, and discharging-con-
ductor, all arranged and operating together, as set
forth.

2. The arrangement of the transversely-moving
pressure-plate, polishing-cylinders, and carrying-de-
vice, as and forjthe purpose specified.

3. The construction and arrangement, with refer-

ence to each other and to the polisliiug-cylmders, of
the conductor S S', and guides s s t, with a carrying-
device, in the manner shown and described.

4. The arms s, constructed and arranged as de-

scribed, in combination with the revolving cylinders
and band, or carrying-device, so as to guide the
needles, substantially as described.

5. The improved machine herein described, the
constituent parts of whose mechanism are construct-
ed and arranged as described.

6. In combination with the carrying-device, pres-
sure-plates, and polishing-cylinders, the discharge-
conductor T, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

87,827.—Mitchell K. Dand, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Volute Spring.—lAiiVch. 16, 1869.

Claim.—The corrugated volute spring, construct-
ed substantially as and for the purpose described.

87,828.— Levis H. Davis, Newark, Del.—
Pump.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a double-acting, or lift-and-forcc

pump, a piston consisting of the hollow case E F,
with its rospoctive fittings, or packings, f"mn\ff",
around its snudler and larger outside diauu^tors; the
valve I, with its scat i' ; and the screw-bolt 5, with
the supporting cross-bar (> ; the said parts being con-
structed, arranged, and C()ml)incd together substan-
tially as set forth and described.

2. In combination Avith the iiiston, as claimed in

the preceding clause, the body of tlie punij). the
same consisting of tiie two hollow cylinders .V B, of
different dinineters. coi'vesponding with the two
respeciivo (uitside diameters of the saitl piston, as
described, and the side passage-way JI, opening
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into the upper end of tlie larger cylinder B, sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

"

3. In combination with the piston and the body of
a pump, as claimed in the preceding clause, the hol-
low base, C D, communicating witlTthe side passage-
way H, as described, the valve K, the plate L, and
the foot-valve <J, or its equivalent, the said parts, or
devices, being constructed and arranged to operate
together, as set forth and described, Iot the piu'poses
specified.

Sy,S29.-^AC0B DouESON, Columbus, Ohio.—
Fall-Leaf Extension-Table.—Marah 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cast-metal slide i, in combination

with the parts k I, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The grooved supporters e, pivoted to the mova-
ble strips (I, in combination with the hinged leaves B
and fixed top A. and the pins h in the latter, all oper-
ating substantially as herein set forth.

3. The fall-leaf extension-table, constructed sub-
stantially as herein specified.

S7.S30.—Thomas Ellis andWiLLiAai A. Ellis,
Philadelphia, Pa. —^r!cA--lfo?d.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The plunger, formed of or faced with
porous wood, presenting its end grain to the material
to be compressed, and either Avfth or without a par-
tial or entire perforated or imperforated back, or
casing of metal, in combination with a mold, or
box, wholly or partially formed of or faced with por-
ous wood, presenting its end grain to the material
to be compressed, whether such wood is or is not
backed with a casing of metal, and whether such
casing is or is not perforated or imperforated, sub-
stantially as set forth.

S7,S31.—T^iLLiAjr Fakmee, Xew York, X. T.—
Hand Dumping-Cart.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hinged bows
F E and wheel C, with the wheels A and body D,
substautially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. A three-wheeled cart, having its body hinged in

front of the axle, in such a manner as to adapt it for

dumping its contents in front of the central wheel
substantially as herein shown and described.

87,832.—William Eebgusox and James An-
derson, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Molding Sash-Weights.
-March 16. 1869.

Claim.—The improved method, herein described,
of molding sash-weights, by means of the metal mold
A, and plain patterns B, arranged and operating in
he manner set forth, for the pm'pose specified.

Sr,S33.—John B. Fes-k, 'Fveeiwit,Jll.—Spi7idle-

TTre/ic/i.—March 16, 1669.

Claim.—The lever E. when pivoted in the ears J
of the j)late H, and operating in the notch D of the
nut C, substantially as described, and arranged u'ith

the spring L, recess S in the hub A, and the spindle

B, as described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

87,834.—E. F. Feench, Xew York, X. Y.—
lyockfor Pianos, die.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the curved and piv-

oted hook-bolt or arm F, with the sliding bolt B,
and the slots of uneqtial length in the flange of

the' plate A, as herein described, for the pui-i^ose

speci£^ed.

87,835.—Chaeles J. B. Gaume, Xew York, jS".

Y.

—

Electro-Magnetic Engine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

stationary magnets, fixed upon the hub G, the re-

volving armatui'cs seciu-ed to the balance-wheel D,
parallel to the axis thereof, and the distributing-

wheel H, loosely attached to the frame B, and made
adjustable, for 'the purpose of regulating the speed
and changing the du'ection of the revolving arma-
tires, by means of wires connecting its insulated keys
nd rings with the several sets of magnets, in the

manner herein shown and described.

87,836.—James E. Gillett, Westfield, Mass.—
Whi2)-Mou7ifing.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the cap A, and
sleeve B, when arrancred together, substantially in

the manner herein shown, upon the butt of a whip

,

for the piu-pose of forming the head-mounting
thereof.

87,837.—Othniel Gilmoee, Eayuham, Mass.

—

Liquid-Meter.—March Id, 1869.

Claim.—A water-meter, in which flexible pipes
and pinching-rolls operating thereon, and operated
by the current passing through the pipes, are em-
ployed as described, when the pipes are so arranged
as to have upon them the j)ressure of the water, both
inside and outside.

87,838.—Jacob K. Good, Pequa Township, Pa.—J> rick-Kiln.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein.described, viz., of
setting the charges of brick, one on top of the other,
within the cui^ola H, having side-furnaces F, on an
elevated base, A and B, in combination with the re-
movable base, and hoisting-apparatus for elevat-
ing the platform G, with car C, substantially as
set forth-

87,839—David G. Goodall, Beloit, Wis.—De-
vicefor Oiyerating Gates.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. Broadly, the oscillating levers A a,

weight E, connecting brace-rod A, and check-wire
F, when constructed and arranged as shown at Fig.
1, substantially as set forth and described, when
employed for the pm-pose of operating at gate or
gates.
"

2. In combination with the foregoing, the an-ange-
ment and employment of the draught-wire L, dou-
ble crank-lever C, crank-levers D D, supports 1 1,
pulls H H, pitll-wires G G, pull-posts S S, post E,
and sill P.

3. Broadly, the suspension of a weight on an oscil-

lating or vibrating lever or levers, to elfectually close
hand-gates, by either pushing or pulling them to,

after being opened.

87,840 W. J. GOEDON, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Air-Tight Cff?i.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a can, when the top
is formed with an inclined surface c, the cover D,
constructed and applied substantially as described
and for the pm-poses set forth.

87,841.—Solomon S. Geay, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Ameeican Molded-Collae Company.—
Machine for Molding Paper-Collars.—March 16,

1369.

Claim.—1. In a machine for molding collars, the
sectional blocks C, when constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with the expanding-blocks C,
the elastic band D, as and for the purpose specified.

3. The clamp H, attached to one of the sectional
blocks C, for the purpose described.

4. The combination of an expanding-block E,
or its equivalent, with the sectional blocks C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87,842.—William H. Griscom, Salem, X. J.—
(?afe.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The panel or gate F, when supported
by and moved upon the simple slides, or rests K and
E, substantially as set forth.

2. A gate which, upon sliding to one side, always
rests upon slides, and when moved to the other side
may be balanced and swung round, as shown in
dotted lines in Fig. 2.

87,843.—Selim E. Grout, West Concord, Yt.—
Towel-Drier.—'M.arc'h 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two series of levers C C C, their supporting rails B
B, the two series of hooks D D D, and the sectional
clamp A, made in two parts, a a, so as to to be
clamped or applied to a stove-funnel, as described.

»7,844.—O. B. Hale. Malone, X. Y.—Device
for Pulling Hop-Poles.—'^larch 16, i8b9.

Claim.—A device for pulling hop-poles, construct-
ed and operated in the manner substantially as here-
in shown and described.
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87,845.—George Heffner, Homer, Iowa.

—

Sarrow.—MaYch 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved harrow, formed by the

combination of tlie triangular frames A B, draught
and connecting hooks D, and teeth C, with each
other, said frames and hooks being constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for tlie purposes set forth.

2. The draught and connecting hooks D, con-

structed as described, when used in connection with
the triangular frames of the harrow, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

87,846.—Edward Himrod, Dunmore, Pa.

—

Car-Heater and Ventilator.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with relation to the

metallic fire-proof chamber A, of the casing B, fun-
nel-shaped apertures C, sepai'ated by the partition
D, the pipe E, and lateral pipes E, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

87,847.—J. Hoke, Cordova, HI.

—

Wagon-BraJce.
—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The combinatfon of the grooved plate A,
eccentric dog D, and brake-lever C, when applied to
a wagon-brake, substantially as specified.

87,848.-John Taylor Holden, Elmwood, E.
I.—Harness-Connection for Looms.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination, with the harness-frame
C and treadles H, of the rods B, jack A, metallic
plates E E, screw-rod D, sleeve F, swivel-rod G-, nuts
a a, d, c, and the strap e, all constructed and ar-
ranged as described for the purpose specified.

87,849.—J. Burt Holmes, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mosquito-Net.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—Constructing the frame of a mosquito-net
in two parts, and connecting them in the center by
means of a bolt and button, substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.

87,850.—Eben Norton Horsford, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Preparing Farinaceous Food.—March 16,
1869.

Claim.—The use of salts of potassa, when em-
ployed with phosphoric acid, or acid phosphates, in
the preparation of farinaceous food, substantially as
above set forth.

87,851.—Ira Houghtlixg, Houghton, Mich.—
Milk-Cooling Apparatus.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the distributing-ves-
sel A, tube D, and blowing-apparatus, when con-
structed and arranged as specified.

87,85'2.—E. Jonas, Ereeport, Til.—Hub-Boring
Machine.—M.av(ih 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mandrel A and sleeve B, veiththe
adjustable cutter C, constructed, arranged, and oj)-

erating substantially as specified.
2. In combination Avith the mandrel A, sleeve B,

and cutter C, the frame K, and the adjustable plates
J and L, arranged as described, for the purpose
specified,

87,853.—J. George Kappes, New York, N. Y
—Mosaic Flnor.—M.avch. 16, 18f)9.

Claim..—The combination of the parallel bars h h,

cross-bars c c, and the upper layer a, connected to-
gether in the manner describetl, the whole forming
squares for mosaic floors, as herein set forth and
shown.

87,854.—Martin E,. Kenyon, Providence, R.
1.—Button.—Mnviih 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the button-head A,
shank B, cll)ows C aud D, and arras H and H', the
whole constructed and arranged sul:)stantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes specified. •

87,855.—Stephen S. Kimball, Laconia, N. H.,
assignor to himself and J. E. Pukscott, same place.
—Planter and Seeding-Machine.—March 16, 18()9.

Claim.— \. The adjustable wheels A' A' and ad-
justable hoppers C (;', when combined and operating
substantially as described.

2. The adjustable wheels A' A', adjustable hop-
pers C C, and adjustable slides E, combined and
ojierating substantially as described.

3. The slides E, attached to and made capable of
adjustment upon the rod G, in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

4. The disks L', having a circular series of holes,

for the wedge-blocks L, in order to increase or de-

crease their number on said disk, for the purpose set

forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of the disk
L', blocks L, clutch m, levers K and in', arm J, and
spring O, rod G, and seed-slides F, as described and
represented.

6. The slotted rock-shaft P, having the shanks of
the shovels, or furrow-openers, adjustably attached
thereto, as aud for the purpose set forth.

7. The springs nn', in combination with the shov-
els or furrow-openers IsT, and rock-shaft P, as aud
for the object set forth.

87,856.—H. J. KiNTZ, Greece, N. Y.

—

HusJcing-
Thimble.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The elastic strap, in combination with the
husking-thimble, formed from a single piece of
sheet-metal, provided with overlapping spring-
edges, a a, and having combined therewith the sharp
cutting-edge h, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,857.—Thomas Langston, Brooklyn, N..Y.—Lantern.—Mai'ch 16, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the base A, with a right-angu-
lar flange a c, for supporting the glass B, the flange
c being provided with a screw-thread, adapted to fit

into the screw-threaded flange e, attached to the
wires b, all arranged as described, whereby the glass
is supported upon the horizontal flange a, and hehl
against lateral play by the horizontal flange of the
part e, as herein set forth.

87,858.

—

Horatio S.Lewis, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and O. H. Tobey, New York City.—Process of Extracting Saccharine Juices froin
Canes.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of extracting saccharine
juices from canes by steam, substantially as herein
shown and described,

2. Extracting saccharine juices from canes by
steam, whether under or without pressure, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

87,859.—Charles Lucas, Brookl^m, N. Y.

—

Sail- Cringle.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A sail-cringle, formed of two parts, or
pieces, D, and E, of iron, or other suitable metal,
and attached to the bolt-rope and sail, substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

87,860 William H. Manley, New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and William H. Webb,
same place.

—

Feathering Paddle- Wheel.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—The pillow-block stock, constructed with
arms, substantially as before described.

87,861 William E. Manley, New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself aud Wh-liam H. AVebb,
same place.

—

Feathering Paddle- Wheel.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—The relative arrangement and combina-
tion of the movable paddles of the feathering paddle-
wheel, tlie rigid controlling-frame,the eccentric, con-
structed with an opening, in which the paddle-wheel
shaft revolves, and the flexible connection between
said eccentric and the side of tlie siiip, the whole be-

ing construcited to operate substantially as heroinbo-
fore set forth.

87,862.

—

John McCloskey, New York, N. Y.—Machine for Making Seamless 'Ihibing.—Muroh
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement,
with n^ferenco to each otlier, of the cylinder A,
mold B, cooling-device E, and gate G, as and for

the purpose s])ecili('d.

2. Witii the above, the arrangement of the vulve-
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plunger Q and remoTable cylinder iN", as;.'shown and
described. ~ •\:-

3. The improved apparatus, herein described, its

constituent pai'ts being constructed and arranged
together in the manner set forth.

87,863.—Joel Miller, Swedesboroug-h, N. J.
—i^^^;c^^oo^.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The improved tool, herein described, con-
sisting of the die A, handle C, and discharger T>, all

constructed and arranged as and for the purpose
specified.

87,864.—J. HOUT MiNMCH, Tuscarawas, Ohio.
—Bridle-Bit.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The application, to a bridle-bit and reins,

of the slotted plates B, which are provided with the
pins or rollers a, substantially as described, so that
the bit will be drawn up in the slotted plates, when
the reins ai'e pulled, as set forth.

87,865.-S. R. Mix and Milo D. Wilder, La
Porte, InA.— Grapple for I'jt&es.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The improved tube-grappling aad with-
drawing implement, composed of the tapered stock
A and die B, arranged substantially as aud for the
purpose described.

87,866.—John G-. Moore, Kingston, Ohio.—
Truck for Plows.—'March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a truck, of the
shoulder-strap M, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The combination with the shafts B and the yoke
D, of the hooks F I. and stirrups, substantially as
and for the pm'pose described.

3. The arrangement of the yoke D, axle A, and
the clips E, all substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,867.—Edmund L. Morse, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Door-Spring.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rubber spring B, having the bear-
ings h^ &^ when combined with'the sockets C D, all

constructed and arranged as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The spring B, sockets C and D, and ways E,
when combined and oj^erated as described, for the
purpose set forth.

87,868 C. E. Murray, Lock Haven, Pa.—
Watchmakers' Tool.—March 16, 1S69 ; antedated
March 12, 1869.

Claim.—'Pile arrangement, herein described, of
the several parts of a compound tool for holding
watch-wheels while their faces are being trued, or
their pivots trimmed or finished, aU constructed,
combined, and operated as described.

87,869.—Emile jSTougaket, oSTewark, 27. J.

—

Gaiter-Boot.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—A gaiter-boot, provided with elastics, B

B, in li'ont, separated by a narrow strip, C, all ex-
tending to the top of the boot, as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose specified.

87,870.—Charles H. IsTte, Elizabethport, N.
J.

—

Attaching Tugs to Wliijjle-Trees.—March 16,

1869.
Claim.—1. The socket ABC, constructed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, for at-

tachment to a harness-tug, as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The socket-knob D, constructed with a flat-

tened neck, for attachment to a whiflBe-tree, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The tug-socket ABC and the socket-knob D,
when used in connection with each other, for at-

taching tugs to whiffle-trees, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

87,871.—B. Olivier and M. L. Oliver, Brook-
lyn. IST. Y.—Stump-Extractor.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft B, provided with the chain-
wheel C, ratchet-wheels D, and arranged upon the
framing A, combined with the pawl-levers F and le-

vers I, all arranged as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with the chain-wheel and op-
erating-apparatus of the chain, friction shaft M,
and eye-bolts, when arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

87,872.-George W. Pense and Christl^
Emil Lykke, Franklin Grove, 111.

—

Sarrdw.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—An iron harrow, consisting of four sepa-

rate haiTows, hinged and coupled together, substan-
tially as described, and provided with hitching-
hooks, so arranged that it may be drawn in opposite
directions, for the purpose set forth.

87,873.—Perry Prettyman, Paradise Spring
Farm, Oregon.

—

Railway-Rail Splice.—March 16,

1869.

Claim..—The rails A B, constructed as described,

one,* A, being provided with a recess, and adapted
to receive the reduced end of the other, B, both be-

ing secured together by the vertical bolts C passing
tlirough their upper portions, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

87,874.—George M. Ehoades, Hamilton, K
Y., and George B. Hamlix, Willimantic, Conn,

—

Thrashing-Machine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of pivoted teeth with
the drum of the thrashing-cylinder of a thrashing-
machine, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of pivoted and weighted teeth
with the concave of a thrashing-machine, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the

purpose set forth.

3. An improved driving-gearing, formed by the
combination of the friction-pully J, attached to the

shaft to be driven, the wheels K and L, and belt M,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

87,875.—AzEL T. Eobksox and James Shep-
ARD, Bristol, Conn.

—

Fruit-Box.—Mai'ch 16, 1869
;

antedated March 12, 1869.

Claim.—In a box composed of the completed
sides a a, constructed as described, and secured at

the corners by flexible loops d, forming the box into

a rhombus, o'r rhomboid-shape, for convenience of

packing, by means of the bottom. A, resting upon
ledges e on said sides, substantially as described, and
forthe purpose herein set forth.

87,876.-Daniel E. Pussell, Carrollton, Miss.
—Fire-Tongs.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—So constructing fire-tongs as to provide,

at the point at which the legs are joined together,

and articulate, three distinct bearings—the first be-

tween the perimeter c of one part and the rim A of

the other ;
the second, by means of a tongue C, and

a groove, B ; and the third, around a central pivot-

pin, a, or its equivalent, substantially as herein de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

87,877 Albert L. Sayles, Pascoag, P. I.,

assignor to Edwin* C. Cleveland and Joseph M.
Bassett, Worcester, Mass.

—

Spinning-Machvne.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ring rails A
and oscillating arms B, with shaft E, arml), ratchet

G, gear-wheels K L I, pawls O P, and segment M,
substantially as herein described, and for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination with the arm D and shaft E,
of the ratchet-wheel G, gear-wheels K L I, pawls
P, and segment M, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

87,878.—POBERT ScHMiD. Chicago, m.— Cellar

for Preserving Beer.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The division of the refrigerating and
jyeserving apartment G S, composed of wood and
metal, supported and iuclined, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

2. The wooden fiooring-planks E, and intermedi-

ate metallic section a, inclined as described, and
overlapping each other at their joints, substantially

as and for the purposes described.

3. In combination with the intermediate double-
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inclined metallic section a, and inclined -vrooden

sections E, the inclined trough g, for receiving the
water of the condensed vapor in apartment S, and
the two discharge pipes c h, for carrying off the
water from the ice, and that from the condensed va-

por, substantially as described.
4. The combination of metal and wood, in about the

relative proportions specified, and arranged substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

87,879.—Henry Selick, Lewistown, Pa., as-

signor to George S. Meyers, same place.

—

Mortis-
ing-Machina.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cutter-shaft G-

swiveled frame H, block o, lever e', pitman i', and
rod /', adjustably connected with crank-wheel c',

when arranged iipon a sliding frame F, all operated
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The detachable cutter, perforated longitudinally
and transversely, and constructed substantially as

described, in combination with the block o, swiveled
frame H, crank-wheel c', adjustable connection /',

lever e', and pitman i', all arranged upon the sliding

frame F, and operating substantially as herein set

forth.

3. The described arrangement upon the sliding

frame F, of the worm-shaft I' m, pinion j', wheel c',

having tappets k', pinions p' on shaft o', operating
in connection with the rack r' q" pivoted to the main
frame, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

4. The described arrangement of the carriage D,
provided with devices for holding the timber upon
the ways C C, said carriage being operated by means
of the rack e, the pinion g, and hand-wheel /t, ou fixed

pin /, and the spring i, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein described.

5. The shaft J, gearing ab x, adjustable shaft z,

wheel y, and pinion b', the crank-wheel c', with tap-

pets k', the lever e', and connections/' i', the worm-
shaft I', pinion j', and shaft o', with a pinion p', at

each end, in combination with the cutter-shaft G-,

swiveled frame H, and l)lock o, all arranged upon
the frame F, and operating in connection with the
rack r' q", pivoted to the main frame, to produce the
rotary, jateral, and j)rogressive motions of the cut-

ter, substantially as herein set forth.

•

87,8S0.^ACOB F. Sharp, Wilmington, Del.—
Oil-Box for Car- Axles.—Mai-Gh 16, 1869.

Claim.—A removable car axle-box cover, having
an opening- therein, closed at pleasure by a verti-

cally-sliding lid, with projecting handle at top, fast-

ened, when closed, by a centrally-located spring,

and having a stop to prevent its entire withdrawal
from the cover, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

87,881.—J. H. Shimmons, Lawrence, Kansas,
assignor to himself and S. E. Mayberry, same
place.

—

Sheet-Metal Roofing.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie improved method of forming double
seams in the flat portion, and single seams in the
vertical portions, of sheet-metal roofing, by means
of the sheets formed as represented at D, substan-
tially as and for the ijurpose specified.

87,882.—Thomas B. Smith and Acanthus
RiNCHMAN, Pleasant Hill, Mo.

—

Car-Coupling.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—Tlie combination of the bar C, spring D,
band E, block F, and guide-rod G, Avitli each other,
the slotted draw-head A. and the coupling-link 1>, as
herein described, for the i^urpose s])ecified.

87,883 William H. Smith, La Crosse, Wis.—
Thrashing-Machine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie application, in a thrashing-ma-
chine, of the slatted apron E, with a chute under-
neath, to receive tlio shelled grain, wlien mounted
behind, and independent of the slioe, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the pickers A and A', and
the carriers E and W, constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as shown and described.

87,884.—Alvau J. Spkague, Springfield, Mo.—
Portable Fire-Place.—Muvv.h 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plates F F and G, constructed
with air-chambers c c and H and opening e, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The portable fire-place, constructed of plates
B, C C, and D, with opening E, in combination with
the mantelJK, and with the plates F F and G, all ar-

ranged substantially as described.

87,885 ^W. C. Switzer, IsTelsonviUe, Texas.—
Combined Planter and Cultivator.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The dropping-device W, constnicted

and operating substantially as herein shown and
described, in combination with the axle B, plows I
N P 0, and plow Q S TJ T, as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The dropping-device T Z A' B' b' G', construct-
ed and operating substantially as herein shown and
described, in combination vrith the axle B, plows I
N P O, and plow Q S IT T, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the plow-
beams I, two or more plow-standards iST, brace-bars
P, supports E, racks F, adjustable sliding bar G,
and longitudinal bars D, with each other and with
the frame C, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the foot-

lever or levers I V, connecting-rods or chains M,
levers J", and connecting-chains K, with each other
and with the plow-beams I and frame C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purijose set forth.

87,886.—William H. Towers, Boston, Mass.—
Steam-Heating Apparatus.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a water-supply
reservoir F, connecting-pipe &, a vaporizing-device,
E, or its equivalent, and a steam-chamber, D, all

substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the heat-radiating cham-
ber, or cylinder, the employment of a vaporizing-
conduit, essentially in manner and to operate as ex-
plained.

3. In connection -with the vaporizing-conduit E,
arranged as described, the water-reservoir F and the
supply-pipe b, substantially in manner and for the
purpose as explained.

4. In combination with the cylinders A and B, and
the conduit E, arranged and operating as described,
the reservoir F, with its pipes e and b, and when
operating both as a condenser and as a means of
supplying -steam to an apartment, the whole being
as before set forth and explained.

5. The general combination and arrangement of
the cylinders A and B, the vaporizing-conduit E,
(supplied with heat, as described,) and the reservoir
F, the latter being connected with the heating-
chamber D by the pipe e, and with the conduit E by
the pipe &, and the whole being organized and oper-
ating as hereinbefore set forth and explained.

87,887.— Edward Trask, Fitchburgh, and
Charles T.Ford, Salem, Mass.—Toy- G4tn.—March
16, 1869 ; antedated March 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as well as the ar-

rangement, of the hitching-cyliuder, or block, C, the
spring or springs ft, the heel-piece d, its studs c, with
the parts A and B of the gun-barrel, and a trigger
applied thereto, so as to operate the heel-piece, as
specified.

2. Tlie ball, or projectile, as made with a chamber
to receive and hold the torpedo ; also, as combined
Avith the gun by means of a flexile wire, or its equiva-
lent.

3. The ball, or projectile, as constructed with a
torpedo-receiving cluimbor, and the A\'ire for liolding

the bull to tlie gun, as made with a loop, or its equiva-

lent, for the purpose of drawing tlie torpedo into the

chamber, as set forth.

4. The arrangement and combination of the ball i

witli tlie gun and the plunger, arranged and provided
witii mechanism for operating such plungor, sub-

stantially as specified.

87,888.—A. TuEW, TTiiion City, IwA.—Steam-
Engine Oscillating r«?iv.—March 16, 18()9.

Ctlaim.—In combination with the yoiiical osoillnt-

ing valve A, tlie supply-pipe V and phito E, when
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arranged and constructed substantially as herein set
forth.

'

S7,SS9 JoxATHAX G. Trottek, Newark, X.
J.

—

Furnace for 2£aking Iron and Steel.—March
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arms or hangers E, in combi-
nation with the g-rate-bars D, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the gTate-bars D, haying
hangers E attached there|o, with tlie rock-shafts
and levers in connection therewith, operating for the
purposes hereinbefore described, and substantially
in the mode of construction as set forth.

Sr,S90—AXDREW Tax Horx, Brooklyn, X.Y.—
Ap2^aratics for Evaporating Salt.—March Iti, 1869.

Claim.—Evaporating or concentrating saline wa-
ters for mtiking salt, by means of the combination
of an evaporatiug-tank, C, with a circulating coil of
pipe, E, and furnace E. when made and operating in
the manner and for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

87,891.—Jacob "Weible and Hexrt S. Eobix-
SOX. Detroit. ^SLich.— Circular Saic—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The improved mode of constructing cii'-

cular saws, as herein shown and described and for
the pui'pose set forth.

87,892.—Washington "West, Pecksburg, Ind.
—Bitching-Plow.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The improved ditching-plow herein de-
scribed, when the same is constructed, in its said
several parts, and used in the way and for the pur-
pose substantially as herein set forth.

87,893.—"William "Wickersham, Boston, Mass.
—Hailroad-Chair.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—l.«Inthe rail-chair for railroads, a spring,
c, formed and arranged as described, in combination
with the key d and the chair, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The key d, in combination with the aperture/,
formed substantially as described and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

3. The cup e, in combination with the slide g and
the spring c or i% substantially as described, and for

the purpose set tbrth.

4. The strip i, formed of two thin metallic strips,

combined with and inclosing a non-metallic strip

between them, as described and for the purpose set

forth.

5. The strip i, combined with the two wedges h
and 7i', aiTanged and operating coujointly, in the
manner described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

87,894.—Chester "Williams, Jr., Alba, Pa.—
Method of Preparing Coon-Skins.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, rac-

coon-skins, prepared substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

87,895 X. Bangs "Williams, Xew York, ^s".

X.

—

Backgammon-Board.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of an automatic dice-

thrower with a backgammon-board.
2. The lever C, with the feather-spring H.
3. This, in combination with the other parts of

the mechanism described, all made and . operating
substantially as described, or their mechanical
equivalents.

87,896.- Le^t C. "Wilson, Albany, X. Y.—
Harness-Rosette.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the orna-
mental pendulous body, composed of the body C,

fringe B, pin D, and disk A, substantially as de-

scribed.

87,897.—J. Dana "Wyman, Eitchburg, Mass.—
Soldering-iron.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a soldering-iron, the

non-conducting packing I, as shown and described.

87,898.—Joseph Bell Alexander, "Washing-
ton, D. C—Lamp-Burner.—Mai"ch 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of a helical .spring to hold the
chimney on a lamp-burner, when the said spring has
its ends united, so as to form a ring, and is attached
to the burner by its elasticity only, and when its

inner circle rests against an unyielding back, caus-
ing the convolutions of said spring to assume an
oblique direction under pressure, the chimney being
put on by a twisting motion, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie cylindrical ring E, with its groove Gr, its

slots M M M, and its to.ugues L L L. substantially
as described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The helical spring S, in combination with the
gi'oove G, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The attachment of a circular helical spring to
a lamp-burner, by the contraction of the spring only,
its inner circle resting against an unyielding base,
and grasping the chimney at or near its lower rim,
substantially as described, and for the pm'pose set
forth.

5. The combination of the cylindrical ring E, and
its groove G and spring S, with the deflector C and
draught-plate B, togetlier with the wick-tube T, cap
E, base D, and any of the wick-adjusters in use,
when arranged together, substantially as described,
and for the pm'pose set forth.

87,899.—"William S. Appleget, Cranberry, X.
J.

—

Thill- Coupling.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The sand-guard r, in combination with
the shackles a h andjournals c d, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

87,900.—Phinehas Ball, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Branch-Joint for Wrought-Iron Water-Pipes.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A branch and offset, J), for facilitat-

ing the attachment of branch-pipes, when said offset

is formed from a solid plate of metal, substantially
as shown and described, and for the purposes stated.

2. The combination, with the pipes A and B, of a
plate, or cap, C, provided with an offset, or projec-

tion, D, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. A branch for wrought-iron cement-lined water-
pipes, the parts of which are constructed in the
manner and form substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

87,901.— "William Beatty, Pontiae, Mich.

—

Potato-Digger.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rollers H and teeth h, in combina-
tion with the driving-wheels B', all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.
2. The tines P, as and for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the rollers H, the tines i

and bar G, as described, and for the pm'pose set

forth.

4. In combination with the rollers H, arranged as

specified, the plow X, as and for the pm'pose de-

scribed.

5. Providing an adiustable tong'ue, L, in combina-
tion with the parts above«claimed, as described.

6.'The combination of aU the parts above claimed.

87,902.— "Wilson H. Berd.vn, York, Mich.—
Horse Hag-Fork.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the tines A A and
bail B, the slotted bar D, with its pulley a and flange
d, the pivoted pallet E, arm E, with its flange e, and
the hooks I I, all constructed and ari'anged to ope-

rate substantiallv as and for the pm-poses herein set

forth.

87,903.—Alfred Berxey, Jersey City, X^ J.

—

Vessel for Making Coffee.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.— The conical vessel A, having a finely

perforated bottom, B, and the bucket c, with perfo-

rated bottom, C, arranged therein, substantially as

shown and described, as a new article of manufac-
tm-e.

87,904.—Alonzo A. Bingham, Cooperstown,
X. Y., assignor to himself and George McXamee,
same place.

—

Milk-Strainer.—Mai'ch 16, 1869.
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Claim.—The detachable plate, or frame B, wlieii

combined with the fixed plate C, secured upon the

end of the spout of a milk-pail, and fastened to said

fixed plate C, substantially as herein described, for

the purpose of retaining a piece of wire straining-

cloth, D, over the mouth of the spout, as herein set

forth.

87,005.—Erank Brewstee, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Alarm-Lock.—l^txxGli 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the ratchet-wheel,

or disk A, the pin-wheel, with its projections B B,

and the loose pins, with the lever D, for releasing

the alarm-mechanism, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The arrangement of the disk, or ratchet-wheel

A, pin-wheel li, the rod to which they are secured,

and index-knob, upon the opposite end of such rod.

3. The construction of the lever D, Avith its in-

clined surfaces, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

87,906.—Pranklint H. Browx, Chicago, 111.—

Ventilator for liailroad Water- Closets.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of

pipe A, hopper B, with its perforations, and wind-
gatherer 1), substantially as shown, and for the pur-

pose specified.

87,907.— Boms Brumbach, Beading, Pa. -^

Door and Gate Latch.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A metal case, containing a bolt, A,
which bears and slides diagonally on pins, or lugs,

without changing its horizontal position, all sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The bolt A, having rods or xjins a and notches

c, with inclined edges, in combination with the pins

d d of the case, and the inclined slots b of the latter,

all being constructed and arranged substantially as

specified.

87,908.— JOHX Casson, Parish of Sheffield,

England.

—

Sawing-MacMne.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The revolving conical feed-roller, for

feeding and guiding wood to circular and other saws,
mounted and adjusted in the manner herein de-

scribed, between which roller and the fence the wood
is guided to the saw, as and for the purposes shown
and set forth.

2. The toothed quadrant, and gearing connect-
ed therewith, in combination with the feed-roller,

under the arrangement substantially as described,

whereby said roller may be brought to and fixed at

any reciiiired distance from the fence, as hereinbefore
shown and set forth.

87,909.—Jonx B. Champlix, Laconia, N. H.—
Ice-Crea-in Freezer.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
freely fitting beater-shaft C, projecting up through
its pinion F, to receive the driving-crank, the gear-
frame D, fi-eely removable with the cross-bar to

which it is attached, and the pinion H, Avithits coup-
ling-projection r, fitting the socket s of the cream-
cylinder, so as to readily lift therefrom with the gear-
frame, all substantially as herein specified, the whole
constituting a driving apparatus for the freezer of
great convenience in applying, to and detaching from
the fi'eezing-cylinder, as herein specified.

87,910.—William Clemson, Middlctown, N.Y
—>SVm.—Marcli 16, 1869.

Claim.—A crosscut-saw having the teeth arranged
in pairs, and divided from the next pair by a dust-
.spacc, and having the teeth A B set to one side of
tlie blade, and the teeth C D set to the opposite side
of the blade, and constructed substantially in tlio

manner and Ibr the purpose described.

87,911.—James W. Coliujrn, Rose, 'S.Y.—De-
vice for Frotecting Young Flants against Worms.—
Marcii 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The plate A, having an opening or
aperture tlirougli the center, and i)rovided on its un-
der side with a ntunborof teeth, J) J), substantially
as and for tiie ])urposos lierein set fortli.

2. Tlio combination of the plate A with its tcetli

D D and stirrup B, all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purposes lierein

set forth.

87,912.—George Cowing, Seneca Falls, IST.T.,

assignor to himself, John P. Cowing, Philo Cow-
ing, and Marshall Cowing.—Pump.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—A pump-standard, having cast in it a nut
or thimble, C, to attach the induction-pipe to, as
above described and set forth.

87,913.—Charles X!ummings, Providence, B. I.— Carriage-Wheel.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The crotched rods D D, &c., when'con-
nected to the rim of a wheel and to the truss-roda B,
or their equivalent, substantially as shown and for
the purpose described.

2. Tlie application of rubber upon the joint be-
tween the truss and crotched rods, substantially as
and for tlie purpose specified.

87,914.

—

John M. Davidson, Pulaski, Pa.

—

Potato and Corn Cultivator.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—Prame A, bars b b', plates C C, rods C
C, adjustable legs B B, and drag-bar G-, all con-
structed, combined, and arranged to operate as here-
in set forth.

87,915.—Frederick W. Devoe, ISTew York, IST.

Y.

—

Screiv-Nozzle for Cans.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A sheet-metal can nozzle and cap, spun
or rolled to form a screw, b, with a contracted cylin-

drical part, a, on the nozzle, and a corresponding-
screw and annular contraction, e, in the cap, suli-

stantially as shown and described, as a new article

of manufacture.

87,916 Alfred B. Ely, ISTewton, Mass.—
Heel-Sti.ffening.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A leather heel-stiffener, when prepared,
shaped in molds, and fitted for use, as herein de-

scribe'd.

87,917.—William Ennis, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam-Boiler Furnace.—March 16, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination of a secondary grate,
H, to which atmospheric air, for the purpose of pro-
moting combustion, is supplied, with or relatively to

an upper grate. A, of a furnace, supplied with steam
or water introduced above its grate, for passage
amongst or through the fuel resting thereon, as in-

duced by the draught arranged below the upper
grate, and made common to both grates or fire-places,

substantially as and for tlie purpose or i^m-poses
herein set forth.

87,918 James W. Evans and George F. God-
ley, New York, IsT. Y.

—

Garbage-Box.—Mai'cli 16,

1869.

Claim..—Tlie chamber A, provided with a drain-

pipe, B, and inner lid, P, having apertures, E, there-

in, in combination with tlie perforated removable
vessels, C, the whole inclosed by hinged covers, D,
substantially as shov/n and described.

87,919.—John Fellows and James W. Lyon,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Rod of Connected Hook-Blanks
for Gas-Fitters' Use.—March W, 1869.

Claim.—The rolled wrouglit-irou rod of hook-
blanks\, consisting of a scries of connected hook-
blanks, each of tlie contour and disposition of metal,

substantially as described.

87,920.—Philo Feruieu, Ypsilanti, Mich.—
Corn-SheUer.—March 16, 1869.

Claitn.— 1. The construction of the cross-hoad F,
in combination witli tlu> slialt D and frame A of a
corn-slieller, substantially as sliown and described.

2. The curved bearing E, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The construction of tho bearings C, substan-

tially as sliown and described.
4. "The combination of the bearings C with tho

ahiifts of the shelling cylinders, and tho shaft to

which the driving-gears are attaclied, Bubstantiully

as shown and described.
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87,921.—Joseph E. Fixney, Young-stown.Obio.— Whip-Socket and Rein-Holder Combined.—^March
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The Gombined Avhip-socket and rein-

holder, composed of the parts A, B, C, and D, spring
s, and hiug-e d, substantially as and for the purj)ose
specified.

2. The combination of a tubular whip-holder with
a rein-holder, the vrhole being constructed in one in-

strument.

87,923. -Conrad Eraxz, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Gas-Burner.—March 1«, 1869.
Claim.—In tlie described combination, the pipe A,

constructed with the perforated diaphragm B b and
internal screw-thread G, and the burner D, con-
structed with the conical point C, perforations d d,

and external screw-thread F, substantially as and
for the pur^jose set forth.

87,923.—James C. French, Monmouth, III.—
Cultivator.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.-^l. The construction of the joint-piece a,

as and for the piu-pose described.
2. In combination with said joint-piece, the plow-

beam T> and the upright standard C, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The standard C, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
4. The combination and arrangement of the stand-

ard C, cross-beams G-, and axles'B B.
5. The arrangement of the plow-beams J) T), Avith

reference to the joint-piece a, by which said beams
may be cairied nearer to or further from the wheels
of the machine.

87,924 John C. Gould, Oxford, IS". J.—Ma-
chine for Cutting Xaih.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the feed-mechan-
ism, by which the simultaneous action of the knives
and the nose-piece causes the latter to slip back upon
the nail-plate while it is held by the knives, substan-
tially as described.

2. Jointing the segmental rack to the hub of the
arm that carries the nose-piece, in the manner sub-
stantially as described.

3. The arrangement, herein described, of the shaft

that operates the segmental rack, in an angular po-
sition, relatively to the center line of the machine, so

that it may he in a horizontal plane.

87,925.—James Greer and Kufus I. King,
Davton, Ohio.

—

Cooking-Stove.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fender B B', constructed substan-
tially as herein described, so as to admit of its being
opened for the purpose of getting at the fire, for broil-

ing and other purposes.
2. The combination of the imperforate inner doors

or fenders B B', forming the front wall of the fire-

chamber, and affording access thereto, for the re-

moval of its contents, and the outer doors C C, pro-

vided with the registers D, and forming, in connec
tion with said inner doors, a space or passage for

heating the draught-aii- and directing it to the bot-

tom of the fire-space, and also to keep said outer
doors cool, substantially as described.

87,926.- Da\T[D Grui, Pittsburgh, 'Pa.—Car-
riage-Wheel.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A wooden hub. A, in combination with a
metallic band, B, supporting a series of radial sockets,

C, so arranged upon the baud as that each alternate

socket shall stand about halt its depth in advance of

the one with which it is alternated, and so construct-

ed, with relation to eacli other and the hub, as that

the spokes, when inserted, will be on a line at their

outer ends, where they terminate in the rim of the

wheel.

87,927.—J. H. Hadlet, Boston, Mass.—Car-
nage-Jack.—MnxQh. 16, 1869 ; antedated March 12,

1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with a hollow wi'ought-iron

sliding txibe, a, the graduated cast-iron head JD, when
cast upon the -\n-ought-irou, substantially in the man-
ner as and for the purposes specified.

2. The actuating dcAice, as constructed, with the

straps c c and d d attached to the fixed and sliding

parts C and a, respectively, the pivoted sliding T-
straps b b and lever E, aH'constructed and arranged
to opei-ate substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose specified.

87,928—S. H. Hamilton, Bushnell, TR.—Bota-
ry Steam-JEngine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the conduit G, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The construction of the piston-wheel C, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. The combination of tlie piston-wheel and the
steam-conduit, when the conduit is constructed sub-
stantially in the manner shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the piston-wheel C, pistons
D, and cam-wheel or disk F, substantially as shown
and described.

5. The arrangement of the rollers which control
the movement of the piston upon one side of such
pistons, substantiaUy as shown and described.

87,929.—John T. Hawkins, Annapolis, Md.,
assignor to Holt, Hawkins & Co., same place.

—

Lathe for Turning Spools.—March. 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The centrifugal chuck or holder D,

with its centrifugal arms 6v levers L L, and jaws J
J J J, sliding upon its inclined interior, or its equiv-
alent, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cutter-head C and its

cutters, with the guide G", as specified.
3. A blank, from which to manufacture spools or

other articles, when pointed at one end and operated
in the manner described, and used in connection with
the herein-described machine, for the purpose of re-
ducing friction, as specified.

4. Feeding the rounded revolving stick or blank,
by the pressure of the non-rotating stick or blank
upon it, in the manner described.

5. Soaking one end of each stick or blank in water
or other liquid, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

6. The arrangement of the rod Z, connecting-rods
Z' Z', the pawl-wheels m m, and the ratchet-wheels
e e, for the purpose specified.

7. The use of the cutter or cutters K, in combina-
tion with tlie sliding di-ill-stock F, operating as de-
scribed, for tlie purpose set forth.

8. The combination of the slide or cutter-holder E,
movable cutter K, centrifugal chuck D, hollow man-
drel A, with the cutter-head C and its cutters, and
the guides G^ G", for the purpose described.

87,930—"^illiIm Hebdon, IsTew York, X.Y.—
Machine for Damping, d-c. Cloth.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The crate b and saturating bars d and

e, in combination with the squeezing-roUers / and
winder g, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the press-
board c, platen h, and screw i, applied within the vat
a, and arranged, in relation to the winder g and
rollers/, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

87,931.-Louis'Hillebrand, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trunk-Lock.—Meivch 16, 1869.

Claim.—A single spring, so set that one of its

ends bears solidly against a point of the bolt, so as to
throw the bolt backward and forward after being
started by the key, substantially as and for the pm--
pose set forth.

87,932.—Ernst F. Hoffman, Xew York, N.Y.—Supporting-Bandage.—March 16, 1869.
Claim.—As an article of mauufactm'e, the support-

ing-bandage, formed by the arrangement of the
elastic ring A, straps C, hinged fi-ame D, penis-bag
E, and the scrotum-bag F, substantially as herein
represented and described.

87,933.—Carl Holtz, New York, 2;^. Y., as-
signor to himself and Charles Magnus, same place.
—Chair for Babies.—Maich 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinged rockers d, in combination
with the plate /, stool A, and chaii- B', constructed
in the manner set forth.

2. The stopjp, spring o, rod m, slotted guide I, and
platform ?i, in combination with the stool A and
chair B', substantially as described.
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3. The duplex chair B', made in two parts, to fit to

the plate /, in combination with the hinged or re-

movable rockers d and stool A, substantially as set

forth.

4. The stool A and chair B', combined together
and constructed to be converted into a rocking-chair,

a baby-jumper, a walking-chair, a cradle, and car-

riage, at pleasure, substantially as set forth.

87',934.—Chace B. Horton, Sand Bank, IST. Y.
—Flour-Sacher.—M.^rch 16, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The tube or iuuuel I, mounted in the

vertically-sliding gate L, and raised automatically by
the weights Q, or their equivalent, when released,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the frame D, weigh-beam
G, sliding funnel L I, elevating devices P Q, and
spring-catch N n, all arranged to operate substan-
tially in the manner described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

3. The slot P, when employed in the vertically-

sliding tube or funnel I of a machine for sacking flour,

as and for the purpose set forth.

87,935.—John Hoyt, Davenport, Iowa, as-

signor to Charles French, same place.

—

Truck for
Moving Pianos.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1' The trucks B B, board «, and angle-
iron c c, or its equivalent, combined, when used in
moving pianos.

2. The angle-iron c, board or table a, pin h, side-

boards g g, or their equivalents, when forming a box
or crib arrangement^ for keeping the piano on the
trucks.

87,936.—]Sr. W. Hubbard, New York, Is^. Y.—
Yelocipede.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the endless belt C,
having the cross-slats E, the drums F G, of unequal
diameter, pulley H, band I, pulley J, steering-wheel
i^, arched frame O, semicircular plate V, frame P,
steering-cord a, windlass T, windlass-wheel u, and
the double-seated frame A, all constructed and ox3er-

ating as described, for the purpose specified.

87,937.— E. P. Hudson, New York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Vegetable Parchment.— March 16,

1869.

Claim.—1. The application of glycerine to the
paper, after it has been subjected to "the acid process,
and while still wet, substantially as herein specified.

2. As a new ai'ticle of manufacture, the matei'ial

produced substantially as herein specified.

87,938 Daniel K. Humphrey, Buffalo, 2Sr. Y.—Head-Pad for Horses.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The protecting head-pad for horses, as a
new article of manufacture, substantially as set

forth.

'87,939.— Henry C. Ingraham, Tecumseh,
Mich.—Hand- Truck.—Marclx 16, 1869.

Claim.—1, The bent axle C, connecting-rod E,
and lever F, in combination with the frame A.

2. The spring I, m combination with the axle-tree
C and frame A, as shown and described.

87,940.— W. A. Ives, New Haven, Conn.—
Brace for Pits.—March. ] 6, 1869.

Claim.—The two jaws B and C, pivoted and ar-
ranged in a socket. A, and combined with a right-
and-left-hand threaded screw, supported in the bear-
ing d, so as to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

87,941.—Charles F. Johnson, Jr., Owego, N.
Y.—Mechanical Typographer.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable type-punches a a, in com-
bination Avith the keys C, substantially as shown,
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the slide m, the rock-shaft
n, the ratchet g, nnd tlie keys C, constituting the
feed-motion of tlie machine, substantially as set lortli.

3. Producing the variable feed of the upper bed-
plate, adapted to successive letters of different
widths, by modifications of the keys C, substantially
as shown.

4. In combination|with each other, the cscnpeniont

and cam-movements, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

87,942.—Charles P.Johnson, Jamaica Plain,
and Freeman K. Sibley, Auburndale, Mass.

—

Inner
Sole for Boots.—Msa^ch 16, 1869.

Claim.—An inner sole, composed of horse-hair,
and stiffened by a strip of metal, sewed on with
wire, as shown and described, as a new article of
manufacture.

87,943.—C.P.Kimball, Portland, Mo.—Sleigh.
—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The sleigh-brace e, having the projection
m, in combination with the clip /, as hQrein- de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

87,944. —Abraham L. King, Farmersville,
Ohio.—Flood- Oate.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The swing-gate H and its fastening, con-
sisting of the bar p, pin k, and fioat M, arranged to
operate, in combination with each other, within the
frame, consisting of the posts A B, plate F, and sill

E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

87,945.—George W. Kintz, Eochester, N. Y
Anvtnal-Trap.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, within the leader G,
of the platform H and stop spring I, in combination
with the hinged flap K, on the outside thereof, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the guard s, with the door
B, for preventing the accidental raising of the door,
as set forth.

87,946.—Adolphe Marie Albin Laforgue,
Caen, France.

—

Surgical Instrument for Conveying
Medicated Powders, and Depositing Them on Inte-
rior Cavities.—March 16, 1869.

(Jlaim.—The new instrument, as a whole, con-
structed and operating substantially as shown and
described, or its equivalent, for conveying powdered
and other medicinal substances into and upon dis-

eased interior cavities.

87,947.—James L. Linderman, Rockford, 111.

—Seed-Sower.—Maxch 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal flap B, in combination with
rod h and lever b\ as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the guide-plate
C, lever h^, and set-screw c, when arranged as de-
scribed, for the pui-pose set forth.

87,948 'R. O. Lovy^REY, Salem, '^.Y.—Bed-Bot-
tom.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The slats ^, having the holes c, with
recesses for the points of the hooks to rest in, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. Connecting the adjoining springs of the series

by means of the blocks E, constructed and applied
as shown and described.

87,949.—.Iacob Lutz, John A. Eberly', and
Henry Becker, East Cocnlico Township, Pa.

—

Thrashing-Machine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of a
thrashing-machine, when made with cylinders F G,
the one with its pinion B, and the other with its

spur-wheel A, m combination with the pulleys C D
E, all arranged and operating in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

87,950.—AugUste Hippolyte Marinoni, Paris,
France, assignor to IIiciiaud M. Hoe. — Litho-
graphic Printing- Press.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination, with the reciprocat-
ing carriage of a cylinder lithographic press, of an
adjustable bed, for adjusting the stone, both verti-

cally and laterally, substantially as described and
specified.

2. The T-shaped lifter, nnd its mechanism for lift-

ing the inking-rollers fiom the stone iind inking-

table, substantially as described and specitied.

3. The coniluiiation of the slieet-tlim- Avitli an im-
pression-cylinder witliont tii])es, and a receiving-cyl-

ind(>r, proA ided with both gripers and cords or tapes,

.
substantially as described and specilied.
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87,951.—T. J. Makixus, Indepencleuce, Iowa.
—Cultivator.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangemeiit of the seed-box with a
recess, into which the pinion attached to the agita-

tor-bar enters when thrown out of gear, foot-lever a,

frame i!», lever e, cultivator-bars E, provided with
teeth E', and catch /, the whole constructed and
operated as set forth.

87,952.—"William McArthue, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Carpet- Cleaning Machine.—March 16, 1869.

Claim..—1. A series of flexible or elastic bands,
B, in combination with devices whereby they may
be drawn from and brought against a strip of car-

pet, or other material arranged beneath them.
2. The combination of the flexible beaters and

springs b, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

3. The combination of the beaters B, rock-shaftD

,

and cords connecting the shaft to the beaters, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The fan K, so arranged as to expel the dust
laterally from the machine, for the purpose described.

5. The arrangement, on one shaft, of the brushes

g and strikers j, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

6. The ribs h', arranged on a shaft between par-
allel brushes g', for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the two opposite series of
beaters, their respective beds c c, fan K, and rollers,

and sweepers placed between the two beds, when
the whole are arranged as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

87,053.—Hauyey McCown, Enon Yalley, Pa.
—Device for Locking Nuts.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The washer E, in combination with
the lock-clamp D, substantially as and for the pur-

pose shown.
2. The washer E, constructed in the form of a

double cross, with each of its ends slitted, or di-

vided, substantially as shown and for the purpose
set forth.

87,954 S. E. McGowN, 'New York, Is. Y.—
Tivi7ie- Cutter.—Mai-eh 16, 1869.

Claim.—The thread and twine-cutter herein de-

scribed, consisting of the ring A, plate B, knife C,
slotted spring E, and guard D, the two latter being
removable, the whole combined and arranged tn the
manner and for the purpose specified.

87,955.—JohnMcKee and Thomas "W. Eletch-
BR, New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Cigars.
—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the arm A, of
a spring, C, adjusted to I)osition by set-screws b d,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the fixed hub D with the
vibrating arm E and spring e, adjustable by set-

screws/ and
s*,

substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

87,956.—John Merrill, Ereeport, 'M.e.—Sa^o
Set.—Maveh 16, 1869.

Claim.—1, The gauge-arm B, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A saw-set, made by the combination and ar-

rangement of the gauge-arm B and the part A, sub-
stantially as described.

87,957.—Charles H. Miller, Buffalo, IST. Y.—
Lamp Bracket.—March 16, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 25, lg68.

Claim.—The hole i i', and recess m, formed in the
standard I, in combination with the axial pin n, vane
0, and spiral-spring s, of the reflector-arm J, con-
structed and arranged as herein set forth.

87,958.—Charles H. Miller, B^^ffalo, N. Y.—
Loor-Plate and Alarm.—March 16, 1869 ; antedated
March 2, 1869.

Claim..—1. The cover C, hinged to the plate B by
means of the ears d d, d' d', as described and shown.

2. The hammer H, spi'iug k, pivoted falcrum-plate
i, and bell G, operated by the projecting arm / of

cover C, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

87,959.—John Minor. Peoria, 111., Milton W.
Nesmith and George W. Nesmith, Metamora, 111.—Liquid-Meter.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A meter for spii'its, or other liquids,

consisting of a closed tub, A, provided with a recess,
r, at its bottom, and the recess w at its top, for the
reception of the x>erforated guide B, and its con-
tained float, C, arranged and operating substantially
as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the float

C and vertical toothed bar «, working with the loose
pinion b, on the horizontal axle i i, engaging, by a
pawl, t, witb the fast wheel or ratchet c, the ratchet-
wheel d and pa-«^l t on the float, the worm or helix e,

giving motion to the index-wheels /g' h, all working
together, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses specified.

3. In combination with the above devices, the four-

way cock E and connecting pipes m n and o p, ar-

ranged as described, so that the supply and discharge
may be alternate, but not simultaneous.

87,960.—Paige Morrison, Starksborough, Yt.
—Sap-Spile.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A sap-spile, constructed substantially as
herein described and shown, namely, with that por-

tion thereof which enters the apertures formed in
the wood, of oval or oblong form in its fiross-section.

87,961.—Gardner Mosman, Boston, Mass.

—

Meat-Cutter.—March 16, 1869; antedated Mai'ch 4,

1869.

Claim.—A meat-cutting machine, consisting of
the case A, having the concave D, provided with the
knives i and the horizontal cutter j, and the cylinder
C, provided with the knives e, all constructed and
arranged to operate sabstantiaUy as shown and de-
scribed.

87,963.—David Neff, Henry County, Ind.

—

Soda-Fountain.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
cooler, or reservoir, B, pipe a, fountain, or vessel e,

plunger E e, rod E, connecting-pipe /, link I, and
lever. L, constructed and operated in the manner
as sliown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

87,963.— Aaron Palmer and Charles W.
Palmer, Brockport,N.Y.

—

Harvester-Rake.—March
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in connection with
the turning float-arms b, of the boxes c, having a
free action upon the reel-shaft, in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the turning float-arms &,

of the segment gears 2, cog-wheel 1, and springs g,
arranged as described, and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

3. Arresting the motion of the arms h, to give the
floats their sweeping-motion to act as a rake, by
means of the sliding rod t, which retreats Avhen the
arms are in the proper position to allow said floats

to be restored in place again, the whole arranged
substantially as described.

4. The combination of the adjustable heads i and
teeth h with the floats a, arranged and operating as
specified.

5. In combination with the floats a, the auxiliary
headZ, and the restoring-springp, the whole so ar-

ranged that when the said floats act as a reel, the
auxiliary head stands upright out of the way, but
when discharging the grain from the platform, the
auxiliary head is depressed, and made to bear upon
the cut grain, and thereby hold it compactly while
being swept off, as herein "set forth.

6. The arrangement, with the floats a and auxili-
ary heads Z, of the stem n and cam-arm o, operating
to depress said head, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

87,964.—Isaac E. Palmer, Hackensack, N. J.—Machine for Making Cordage.—March 16, 1669.

Claim.—The rollers C C, supported on adjustable
swinging jaAvs E E, in combination with the top A
and head B, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as shown and described.
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87,965.—Peter Pearson, Leeds, Great Britain.—Preparation of Cocoa.—March 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The preparation of cocoa in a fluid or

semi-fluid state, by combining a concentrated liquid

extract of cocoa-nuts or nibs with cocoa from which
the fatty matter has been wholly or in part previ-

ously expressed or extracted, and with the addition

of flavoring or other matters, if desired.

S^ioee.—Alois Peteler, l^ew Brighton, ]:^. Y.—Dumping- Car.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the braces cZ and
matches h, with the rock-shafts e, swinging-doors/,
and box A, hung on pivots a, substantially in the
manner set forth. • •

2. The V-shaped slots /c in the brackets &, which
form the bearings for the pivots a of the box A, as

shown and described.

87,967.—Charles C.Plaisted, Hartford, Conn.—Pencil-Sharpener.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing a pencil-sharpener of one
solid piece of. metal, by turning and boring, in such
a manner that the part d fits and clasps the pencil,

in the manner described, and the part between e and
e has its bore enlarged, to give a better hold to the
cutting-edge, when set in at the proper angle, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

87,968.—J. B. Eand, Concord, K". ^.—Compo-
sition for Welding Iron and Steel.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A welding-composition, made of the in-

gredients and in the manner substantially as de-

scribed, as set forth in the specification.

87,969.— William F. Eedding, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y.

—

Stove-Door Handle.—March 16,

1869.

Claim.—A stove-door handle, consisting of an
eye. A, fender B, and handle C, or their equivalents,
constructed and united slibstantiaUy as herein de-
scribed.

87,970.—"William Peid, Granton, Scotland.

—

Device for Feeding Cattle Daring Transportation.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The use of troughs, or vessels, for supply-
ing food and water to animals when in railway-
trucks or wagons, such troughs or vessels beiug
arranged at convenient places separate and distinct
from the trucks, either in a fixed position, or mova-
ble, to suit the difi"erent sizes of animals requiring
to be fed or watered, substantially as described.

87,971. — George "W. Eobsoit, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Melvin T. Hughes, Paris, 'Ky.—Still.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of pipes
P and G, tubes H, and jacket E, either with or with-
out the chamber D, for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements D E F G H,
the heater-M'orm L and tank M, as and for the pur-
poses set forth,

87,972.—Herrmann Richter, ISTew York, ]^.

Y.— G'as-PZier.-March 16, 1869.
Claim.—The sliding block E, carrying the pivoted

or hinged hook F, and its spring d, in combination
M'ith the rotating nut D and screw-thread C, on the
handle A, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as shown and described.

,

87,973.—James M. Poe, Worcester, Mass., as-
signor to himself and J. 11. Toruey, same place.

—

Saddle-Loop for Harness.—M-M-ti\\ 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. A loop for hara(!ss-saddles, made sub-

stantially as first above described, and shown in
Fifis. ], 2, and :5, of the accompanying drawings.

2. Tlie combination, witli tlio back and face pieces
C E of a harness-saddle loop, of a central-grooved
pad-pie(!e, I), substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. A loop for a harness-saddle, tlio groove, or
creases 1 of whicli are formed all at once, or simul-
taneously, as set forth.

4. The crcasing-dovices, shown in Figs. 4, 5, G,

and 7, for the purposes set forth.

4 C P—11

87,974.—Joshua Eose, New York, l!s". Y—Ue-
cessing-Tool.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The foot-pieee B, provided with slotted

eai's c, and spreader, or expansion-piece d. in com-
bination with the drill-rod A, and hinged bits C,
acted upon by the spring c, all as shown and de-

scribed.

87,075.—Thomas Eowe, IsTew York, N". Y.—
Cleaning Cotton and other Seeds.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described iDrocess of remov-
ing fibers and other impurities from the seeds of cot-

ton and other plants, by the combined action of an
agitator^ and of heat or flame, applied substantially
in the manner shown and described.

2. The agitator C and sieve D, in the seed-eom-
partm^ent B, in combination with the fui-naee, or fire-

place E, substantially in the manner set forth.

87,976.—A. H. Scott, (foncord, N. G.—Portable
J'ence.—Marcb 16, 1869.

Clavm,.—The combination of two fence-panels,
when constructed as herein described, and joined
together by means of a clamp, F, passing through
elongated slots on the end-boards, so that a kind of
stair-step will be formed between the panels, to adapt
the fence to a hill-side, said panels having also pins
passing through their upper and lower ends, and
provided with the posts E E D, the latter having the
holes a a and pin, whereby a vertical adjustment of
the fence can be made, adapting it to hilly or irreg-

ular ground, substantiallj^ as herein set forth.

87,977.—J. H. Shireman, York, Ta.—Horse-
Bake.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The foot-treadle, having its rear end
in an ogee-form, in combination with the rounded
arm on the rocking rake-head, all arranged and op-
erating substantially as set forth, whereby the at-

tendant is enabled, by operating- the one lever, to.

hold the teetli down to their work, to hold them up,
or to lower them easily and slowly to the ground af-

ter they have been elevated.
2. The arrangement of the foot-pressure lever and

the treadle, for throwing the rake into sear upon one
side of the driver's seat, and the hand-lever for oper-
ating the rake upon the other side of said seat, as de-
scribed.

3. The arrangement of the foot-piece on the press-
ure-treadle P, forward of and in the described rela-
tion to the shifting-treadle, for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the connecting-rod, or link,

which connects the treadle-lever with the slide h,

between the rockiug-head and axle, and in line, or
neaily in line with the hinge of said head, substan-
tially as described.

5. The pivoted lever H and reciprocating bar h,

arranged upon opposite sides of the rotating rake-
head, and connected together by the bent arm h^,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The metallic spindles, or axles of the carrying-
wheels, arranged above the center of the main axle,

or axle-bed, in combination with a rocking-head,
hinged to said main axle, in line, or nearly in line
with the center of rotation of said cai'ryiug-wheels,
substantially as described.

7. The bar h, provided with the upright arm h^
and pendent arm /i^, substantially as described.

8. The clastic, or spring-waslier, or its equivalent,
in combination with the "shipping-lever, for the pur-
pose set forth.

9. Tiio metallic axles, or spindles a, provided with
the shank a\ shoulder a\ and flanged collar, or band
a'^, all cast in one piece, and combined with the main
axle, or bed-piece A, substantudly as described.

10. The combination of tlie hand-lever 11, the fric-

tion-roller t, and inclined standard K, all arranged
and operating substantiulij' as set fortli.

'

11. Adjusting the heigiit of the sliilting-post, or
standard K, for regulating tlio degree of elovation
of tlio rake-teeth, substantially as sliown and tie-

scribed.

S7,97S.—A. M. SiiUKTt.Ei'K, Boston, INrnss.

—

AtoDiizing Apjyaratus.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An atomizing apparatus, having a base
formed in one iiioce, lor support of the boiler-stand,

lamp, and shield-stand, such base being providou
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Tvith a lamp-receiTing soctet. or flange, and. having
the shiekl-siand so applitxl that it may be slid in anil
out. and adjusted in position, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. lu a steam atomizing apparatus, a base, havlBg
combined with it a flange, or flanged holder, or
socket, for receiving the "di-ip-cup, substantially as
described.

3. In a steam atomizing apparatus, a base, having
provision for attachmeutror retention of the boiler-
stand, substantially as described.

4. In combination "^"ith a steam atomizing appa-
ratus, a shield-stand and drip-cup holder combined
in one piece.

5. In combination ivith a steam atomizing appa-
ratus, a shield-stand and drip-eup holder, made ad-
justable in position, substantially as described.

6. A steam atomizing apparatus, in Trhich the
shield-standard serves as,a handle to grasp and hold
the appai'atus. all the parts of the apparatus being
relatively fixed, or secured from displacement, sub-
stantially as described.

7. In combination with the boiler, an inclined out-
let-tube, extending nearly to the atomizing point,
and connected with a short atomizing tube by a
steam-tight coupling, substantially as shown, and
described.

Sr,9*9

—

Emaxi-el Huoxcker, Bethel, Pa.—
Horse Hay-Forlc—^^avoh. 16, 1569.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tines A, provided
with ledges and stay-pins i t, the rods D, provided
with shoulders g f and springs h k, the tine C, the
swivel B, and pulley h, operating substantially as
herein specified.

Sr.OSO

—

Thomas Sni and Eltas S. Hutchix-
sbx, Baltimore, Md.

—

Mode of Preparing Grain for
Distillation.—llarcli 16, ISCJ.

. Claim.—1. The removal from grain, or other mate-
rial, of oils, by a chemical agent, as a preliminary to
fermentation and distilling.

2. As an improved process of producing distilled

spirits, removing, by a chemical agent, the oil from
the uufermented grain, or other material, and subse-
quently mashing, fermenting, and distiUiug the
same, substantially as described.

Sr,9Sl A. G. SXTDEK, Ashtabula, Ohio,—
'Wood-Bending Machine.—March 16, 1669,

Claim.—The abutment-shoe D, strap G, jam-plate
and hook G'. ycke J. plate J' and wedge B.'. all con-
structed and 'arranged to operate in combination
with the loop H an^ bed C, for the purpose speci-
fied.

Sy,9S2.—JA3IES M. Spaxgler, Canton, Ohio.

—

Combined Horse-Make and Hay-Spreader.—March
16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a revolving rake-
shaft and rake, the disk-wheel K, with its recesses
and planes, and the spring-shipper, for throwing said
rake into and out of gear nith the di'ive-wheeL sub-
stantially as described.

87,983.—Xelsox Stafford, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Stencil- Cutting Gauge.—March 16. 1S69,'
Claim.—The clamps a and 6, to gi'asp the sheet of

metal or other material, in combinjvtion with the rod
d and movable gauge /, the parts being constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

87.984.—Geoege A. Starkweather, "Way-
mart. Pa.

—

Apvaratus for Leaching Bark and other
Materials.—^fiXTC\ili\ 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
devices herein shown and described, consisting of
the conducting pipe C, the distributing tubes" B.
with" their apertures s and the joint c. constructed
and OTierating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

87,985.—Axsox P, Stepkexs, Brooklyn, X. Y.,
assignor to himself, Xathax Stephexs, and Mel-
^nx Stephexs, same place.

—

Rotary Metal- Cutter.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The notched wheel &, formed with the

ledges 2, for sustaining the cutter-plates c, and with
opeuings for the introduction of a wedge or pin for
removing the cutters, substantially as set forth.

87,986.—BexjAinx P. Stephexs. Brootlvn, N".
Y.—Putting up Codjish for rse,—March 16,1859.

Claim.—The mode of preparing fish and animal
substances, by the use of glycerine, after the watery
portions have been removed, substantially as set
forth,

S7,SS7.—Thomas B. Stout, Kevport, X, J.—
^effd-i?es?.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the frameA AB, con-
sti'ucted sub^autiaUy as described, for attachment
to the person, and the head-rest C, adjustable in
heiaht unon said frame, for the purpose herein speci-
fied,

87,988

—

Al^-ts- Taplix, SomervUle, Mass.—
Lamp-Burner.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the series of inclined
top arcal bearers/, and the stop projections a 5^, with
the elevated foraniinous deflector C, and the series of
springs e, arranged and combined with the chimney-
rest, as describecl.

87,989.—Charles TT. Tierxet. Altoona, Pa.—
^?2o-ti-Pt'o2c\—March 16. 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the screw C and fan

D, when arr^mged to operate together in case B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

87,990.-George H, Todd, Montgomerv, Ala-
—Cartridge-Shell.—^avch 16. 1869.

Claim.—1, The sliding bar D, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operated substantially as described.

2. The combination of the slide-bar D, cylindrical
tube a. afid cap b, all constructed, arranged, and op-
erated as and for the purpose described.

87,991.-Trotlus H. Tyxdale, Springfield, lU,—Carpet-Fastener.—March 16, 1869,
Claim.—1. The socket A, its mortise a^ and slot

a^, in coinbination with the fastener-bar B and screw
a^, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2, The bar B, arranged with recesses, and com-
bined with the springs C, substantially as and for
the ptu-pose set forth.

87,992.

—

JamesTTatees, Minneapolis, Mi Tin.

—

Steam-Generator Gauge-Cock.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A gauge-cock, consisting of stock A,
valve-case K, valve E, valve seat L, inlet C, and lever /
D, aiTanged substantially as desciibed.

87,993.—C. H. TTestox, Lowell, Mass.-Jffose
and Pipe Coupling.—March 16, 1869 ; antedated Xo-
vember 18, 1868,

Claim.—The combination of the open wedge-
shaped metal ring E, with an inner circumferential
shoulder and flange, a, as shown, with the rings A
B, tube C, and flexible hose D, aU substantially as
set forth

.

87,994.—C. H, TTestox, Lowell, ^ass.—Steam
Device for Cloth-Pressing.—^Maixh 16, 1869 ; ante-
dated Eebruary 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the steam-pipes of the steam-press with the hollow
plates, whereby the least possible number of joints

is required, anil much expense of construction avoid-
ed, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The hollow plate A, provided with bars e e, so
arranged that the steam or water admitted into said
plate may pass around the outer edge first, and then
around said bars toward the center, substantially as
herein set forth, '

«

87,995.—A. S.TVHiTTEMORE.WilLimantic, Conn.
— Grain-Ihrasher.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The balance-wheels D, with flails/, ar-

ranged within the frame A, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose herein set forth,

2. The curved sieve G, with top g, in combination
with a erain-thrasher, substantiaUv as herein speci-

fied.
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3. The tlirashing'-machine, constructed as de-

scribed,' and consisting of balance-wheels D, flails/,

rest E, and curved sieve G-, all arranged within a

suitable frame, substantially as herein set forth,

87,996.—James W. Wilder and Asa B. Stow,
Middletown, Conn.

—

Process of Preparing Articles

of Gold, Silver, Glass, dec, to enable the same to be

Photographed.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The method or process of preparing gold,

silver, glass, and earthen and other wares, and burn-
ished" and polished surfaces, so as to ol)tain clear and
sharp photographs of the same, substantially as

herein specified.

87,997.—David Williamson, New York, N.Y.,
assignor to James Williamson, same place ; and
said James Williamson assigns his right to himself
and David Williamson.—Breech-Loading Arm.—
March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The breech-block d, provided with the
ribs and grooves 3, and fitted to slide back when
raised out of the recess c, in combination with the

,
lever g, slot 5, and i)in o, substantially as specified, so

'that the lever g communicates to the breech the mo-
tions specified.

2. The sliding retractor i, within an undercut
groove at the bottom of the recess c, m combination
with the breech-block d, for holding down the for-

ward end of said breech-block, as well as withdraw-
ing the cartridge-case, as specified.

87,998.-SWALN WiNKLEY, l^ew York, N. Y.—
Spike.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The projecting shoulders or rings on the
sides of the body of the sj)ike, in combination with
the inclined or wedge-shaped head a and h, con-
structed substantially as described.

87,999.—Calvin Witty, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Ve-
locipede.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—A two-wheeled velocipede, formed by
combining with the rear wheel-cranks h, connecting-
rods g and links h, pivoted to the perch e, to be oper-
ated by the feet, for propelling the same, substan-
tially as set forth.

88,000.—Alfred T. Perrinr, Louisville, Ky.—
Boot-JSeel.-Max'ch 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base-plate A, with its raised and
beveled rim and its boss a, raised from its center,
when constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. In combination with tlie above, the heel-shell B,
in one piece, with its beveled and flared l«wer edge,
and with its horizontal partition dividing it into two
compartments, when constructed as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. In combination with the base-plate A and heel-

shell B the cap or top E, the soft-rubber pads D, C,
and C, the screw-bolt E, and the shank G-, when
constructed substantially as and for the piu'poses
described.

88,001.— J. B. Park. Omaha, ]Srebraska.—
Water- Wheel.—March 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement eccentrically within the
scroll D of tlie buckets B, and cycloidal-shaped top
and bottom plates of the core A, whereby the buckets
are opened by the direct action only "of the water
through the throat E, and commence to close by tlie

side of the scroll at the near end of the bottom dis-

charge H, and continue closing to the point /, from
which point to the point d they remain closed, all as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

88,002.—Georoe Atkins, Sliaron, Pa., assignor
to George W. Westekman, Kohiort Eox, "and
Robert May, same gXa.cc.—Mamiifacture of Sheet-
Iron.—March 23, 18()9.

Claim:—1. Tlie process of forming what is known
as Russia sheet-iron, or tlint -which strongly resem-
bles it, and possesses most, if not all of its proper-
ties, substantially in the manner hereinbefore de-
scribed and set lorth.

2. In the process of formin^sheet-iron, the use of
marble-dust and charcoal, for carbonizing the iron

prejiaratory to its receiving the desired surface, sub-
stantially in the mtinner above shown.

3. In the process of forming sheet- iron, the mode of
rolling the sheets singly, and afterward in "packs,"
in the manner above described, that is to say, by
first heating the sheets, and then continuing the
rolling till they become of a black heat and even
afterward, substantially in the manner above de-
scribed.

88,003.T-Walter Baker, Ilion, IST. Y.—Manu-
facture of Breech-Plates for Guns.—March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—Combining with the rolls b b the series

of dies specified, for tbrming breech-plates, all con-
structed and operating successively upon the blank,
in the manner described.

88,004.—Edw^ard Beanes, Cordwalles, (near
Maidenhead,) Great Britain.

—

Brewing.—March 23,

1869.

Claim.—In the pi'ocess of brewing, the treating
the brewing-materials with sulphurous acid, or the
salts of sulphurous acid, hereinbefore mentioned,
before their entrance into the mash-tun, dm-ing- the
process of mashing or duiing the process of boiling
the wort with the hops, and consequently before the
fermentation of the liquor has taken place, and the
production thereby of an improved quality of beer.

88,005.—Julius Boden, Columbia. Fa..—Auto-
matic Boiler-Feeder.—March 23, 1869.

Claim-.—The arrangement, in reference to the
boiler, of the pipe D and branch U, the tube F, and
the other devices for operating the valve in the cyl-

inder L, with the pipes M and O, and safety-valve

and lever Q, all as herein described.

88,006.—W. Leigh Burton, Richmond, Ya.—
Electro-Heating Apparatus. — March 23,- 1869 ; an-

tedated March 12, 1869.

Claim.—Evolving and accumulating heat from
electricity, by means of a chain, or coil, made up of
an alternate succession of reservoirs and obstruc-
tions, assembled and arranged in a compact space
within a suitable casing, substantially as set forth.

88,007.—E. G. Cameron, Tiffin, Ohio.—Fifth-
Wheel for Ychicles.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The grooved circle C, in combination
with the under circle B, and lubricating-cups D D,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,008. — Luther S. Chase, and Zerina H.
Chase, New Bedford, Mass. ; said L. S. Chase, as-

signs his right to Z. H. Chase.— Yalve for Bottoms
of Vessels.—March 23. 1869.

Claim.—The valve D, operating in recess R, in the
side of a vessel, in combination with shaft E, indi-

cator i, and pipe, or ventilator E, the whole con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes set forth and described.

88,009. — Rouert Chesnut, Richmond, Ind.
assignor to himself and Geor(;e Kelly, same place—Hay Raker and Loader.—March 23, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The series of convergent belts I I',

&c., in combination with the pulleys C, when the lat-

er have unequal diameters, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the rake R,' the toothed
cylinder A, rods d d', (fee, imlleys C, and conver-
gent belts 1 1', &c., the whole operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,010.—Steimien Chester, Noav York, N. Y.
and CuARLKH T. Chester, Englewood, N. J.—Trip-
pinq Mechanical Detents.—March 23, 166'9

; auto-
dated March 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable spring-catches arrest-

ing the detent, by means of which the delicacy of
the trip is adjusted, and the wear of tlie parts com-
pensated for.

2. The combination of the lover Q, with its ndjnst-

able si)ring-liook, or hooks, the barbed detent, the
lever J, tlnwoller K, the crank-arm (I, tlie cam L,
which acting together, allow a small force to libe-

rate machinery, and which restore themselves to
their relative positions in rest, substautially us de-

scribed and for the purposes set foitli.
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SS,011.—Orson E. Clakk, Waterford, Mich.
—Cooking-Stove. —March 23, 1869. '

Claim.—1. The stove, ^ith base A, legs B, fire-

box C, chauiber F, and auxiliary fire-boxes 0, when
constructed, arranged and operating substantiaUy as

herein described, in connection Avith the water-tank
M and its connecting-pipes L.

2. The rectangular box, or oven X", in connection
with said stove and water-tank, when arranged and

• operating substantiallj as set forth.

88,012.—^.ViLLiAii A. Cobb, Orange, Mass.—
Projectile.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The rifled internal shot B, having a cen-
tral longitudinal passage, the screw-rod I, nut g,

can C of coarse powder, can F, of fine powder, and
the cartridge, or cap H, in combination with the
rifled external shell, or shot A, iasjherein described,
for the purpose specified.

88,013.-Hexkt T7. Coxxor, Troy, X. Y.—
Oa/-.—Mai-ch 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arm E, combined with the hinge F
and the pin I, substantiaUy as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

88,014.—.James Cotle, Boston, Mass.—jPZoztr-

^;7<er.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The rectangular fi'ame A, seive C, and
rollers E, suspended therein, when combined sub-
stantially as specified.

88,015.—James DA:MPirAX, Lebanon, Pa.—ij/£-
ing-Jack.—March 23. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the grooved and per-

forated standard A, yoke C, connecting-link D,
lever E, fulcrum block E, and pins G H, with the
lifting-block B and stud I, substantially as described,
for the piu'pose specified.

88,016.— Erederick P. Deuel, Tecumseh,
Mich.

—

Ap^jaratus for Butter-Making.—March 23,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
bevel-geared wheel A, pinions.EH, crank E, and
frame C, with the shaft G. hoUow shaft I, cylinder
X, propeUer-screws J M, arms L, air-tube X, and
churn O, when constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein described, set forth, and shown.

88,017 L. P. Eexter, Whitefield, X. H.—
Wrench.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the taper-socket A,
handle B, and the spring-clamp D, all constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

88.018.-E. L. Dorset, Vinslovr, lud.—i?oacZ-
/S'crcrper.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding-frame
C, scraper E, strap, or belt T, lever K, ring, or bail

J, and lever G, all constructed a.nd operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the sliding frame C and
scraper E, the sbding bar X, spring O, hook P, and
lever P, for the purpose of steadying the scraper,
preventing it trora dumping, and assisting in loading,
substantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the lever T, belt, or strap
TI, and pivoted scraper E, for the purpose of dump-
tug the latter, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The arrangement on the sliding frame C of the
spring X atd step "W, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

88,019.—TTiLLiAM G. Douglas, TTarrenton,
Ta.

—

Roller for Extracting Cockle from Wheat.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—In a grain-cleaning machine, cork rolls,

to be arranged in pairs, or m juxtaposition with
other suitable ones, as described and for the pui'pose

set forth.

88,020.—Jacob Edsox, Boston, Mass.

—

Mold
for Casting Pipe.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1: The combination of the core-head K,
the core-spindle L, and the flask A B, as specified.

2. The tapering-threaded cores F F F E, in com-
bination with core-head K, as specified.

88.021.—Alfred B. Ely, ISTewton, Mags.—5ri-
di€-£t<.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A bridle-bit, constructed as described.

88,022.—Freeman Emjioxs, Daavers, Mass.—
Book-Holder.—}laYc\\ 23, 1869.

Claim.—A book-clasp, as constructed and ar-

ranged, substantially in the manner- and for the piu'-

pose herein described. *

88,023 Samuel F. Estell, Pichmond, Ind.—
Strovj-Cutter.—March 23, 1669.

Claim.—1. The cam-wheel X, pivoted tar G, and
pawls I J, when combined and operated substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the cam-wheel J^, and piT-

oted bar G, the set-screw P, for regulating the feed,

substantially as set forth.

3. The crank Y, knife B, and swinging arm Q,
when combined and operated substantially as de-

scribed.

88,024.—Myron J. Ferren, Stoneham, Mass.
— Welt-Knife.—}A.axQh. 23, 1869.

Claim.—^The combination, with the jaw A, of the
clamping-jaw B and cutter G, substantially as speci-
fied.

88,025.—SniEON B. Forbes, Steubenyille, Ohio,— Cultivator-Plov:.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. In a cultivator-plow, a half shovel, a,

with one or more side-cutters s, attached to a beam,
or standard, &, along the line of its inner or vertical
edge, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. A cultivating apparatus, having two or more
half shovels a, connected with adjustable beams and
handles, and with one or more cultivator-teeth c, con-
structed substantially as above set forth.

88, 026.—Charles S. H. Foster, Deer Isle,

Me.

—

Mackerel-liatch.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—A latch, as constructed, with stock D,

the catches a a, and channels for the lines c c, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses specified.

88,027.—TTiLLiAM Franz and "William Pope,
Crestline, Ohio.— Knitting-Machine.— March 23,
1869.

Claim.—The ring B, having the annular grooTe A
in combination with the cam-cylinder .C, provided
v\'ith the vertical groove D, substantially as described,
for the pm-pose specified.

88,028.-Lambert Freeman, Xew York, oS".

Y.—Extension-Table.—]!il.ayQ\i 23, 1869.

Claim.—The extension-table, having the two long
sides of its bodyA provided with the double grooves,
for the passage of the long- bars F, which are at-

tached to the leaves D, the space between said
double-grooved sides being filled with the deep box
G, one of whose ends is closed by the vertically-slid-

ing board a'^, all arranged and operating as de-
scribed, for the pui'pose specified.

88,029.- PoscoE P. Erohock, Boston, Mass.—Last-Machine, March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the guide swing-
ing-frame M and the cutter-wheel swinging-frame
L, when operating in combination with each other,

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The grading-device, consisting of the arc L^,
attached to the swinging-frame L, in combination
with the slide P, linkP-*, and frame M, arranged to
operate substantially as described and shown, and
for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the sliding bars L'* M'^, the
links if X', the slide X", and the bar X'", when
constructed and an'anged to operate substantially
as described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

88,030.—Benjajiin Geyler and Frederick
Geyler, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Bung-Cutter.—March
23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slotted head and
shank A C, the sleeve L, keys I, slotted adiustable
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cutters E, and slotted yielding center-pin ]^, all con-

structed to operate as herein shown and described.

88,031.—William H. Goodale, Colton, :isr. T.
—Making Gone Springs.—March 23, 18fi9.

Claim.—The improved apparatus for forming' up-
holstering cone springs, consisting of a die, or

holder C, franje A, vertical- sliding frame E, tube P,
spirally-grooved cone E, cutters H and I, lever J,

spring K, level L, connecting-rod M, treadle, or foot-

lever ]Sr, and ratchet and pawl, all constructed and
arranged upon the frame, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

88,032.—Daniel W. Gkeex, Port Chester, IST.

Y., assignor to William Brundage, same place.

—

Fa^icet.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The faucet, constructed as described, of
the chambered sleeve B, adapted to screw upon the
end of the tube A, and carrying the slotted exten-
sion-tube C, whose top forms a valve, a, adapted to

open or close tlie faucet, as the sleeve B is oi)erated,

as herein shown and described.

88,033.—Thomas Griffin, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Cigar and Cigarette.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A cigar or cigarette, having a perma-
nently attached flexible mouth-piece upon oue end,
which is composed of ingredients mixed in the pro-
portions substantially as described.

88,034.-Anthony Grohmann, South Sagina-w,
Mich.— Cultivator.—March 23, 1869.

Claivn.—The implement described, having the
sicMe-back cutters J, in combination "with the ad-
justable beams C and E, and center-beam A, as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

88,035.—Stuart Gwynn, ISTew York, ^ST. Y.—
Machine for Constructing Vegetable Membrane.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Machinery and apparatus combined,
containing the various members of an organization
'equivalent to that hereiii described, by the use of
which like results can be obtained in the manufacture
of "vegetable membrane," and any other analogous
composition of matter.

2. The separate members of the organization of
machinery and apparatus, if used for th^ purpose de-
scribed, or when combined with any otlier machinery,
if the combination is used for an eciuivalent manu-
facture.

88,036.—Stuart Gwynn, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Vegetable Membrane, or FarWiment.—March 23,1 869.

Claim.—The new composition of matter, named
"vegetable membrane," produced -substantially as
described, and its use in the arts for the purposes
herein indicated, and for such others as it may be
found desirable to employ it in, either alone or in
combination with other substances.

88,03^.-L. M. Ham, Boston, M.SiS^.— Slate
PuncJdng and Cutting Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a slate-cuttiug inacliiue, the revolv-
ing table K, in combination "O'ith the cutter-wheel
H, arranged and working substantially as described
and for the pui'pose set forth.

2. Thepunch-caiTyiug'leverL, arranged and work-
ing in combinatioa with the table K, substantially as
described and for the purpose set fortli.

3. Combiiiing witli tlie tiible K, the semicircular
adjusting-pieces 0', &c., substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

88,038.—James IT. Harris, Vermont, 111.—
Trace- Carrier.—March 23. 18(i9.

Claim.—1. In combination with a wagon or car-
riage harness, the ring A, jjlate B, and hooks c, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes desci'ibed.

2. The plate B' tmd hook c, in combination Avith a
harness, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

88,039 M. C. Hawkins. Edinborougli, Pa.,
assigncu" to liiniscll' iiiid A. Z. Wa'J'Eus, same place.—Seiviiig-Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the feed-cams,
and the disksM m; with the wrist-pin n and yoke K,
all constructed substantially as shown and described.

2. The shuttle L, when provided with the rebate
Jc', for the reception of the looping-hook IN", for the
purpose of retaining the thread below the shuttle
while the latter is passing through the loop, as herein
set forth and shown. *

3. Operating the looping-hook 1^ and feed-bar P,
through the rnedia of the cams a' b' c', lever h\ and
the fixed arm i', provided with a bnffer, j' , all com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose sj)ecified.

• 88,040.-Henry P. Huling, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John M. Marston, same
place.

—

Mechanical Movement.—March 23, 1869 ; an-
tedated March 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the elliptical wheels
A and B with other mechanism, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

88,041.—Edwin Hutchings, Hartford, Conn.

—

Printers' Galley.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—Printers' galley, provided with rests C, to

bear upon the tops of the tables when receiving the
type, substantially as specified.

88,042 S. Jennings, Patterson, 'N. Y.—Thill-

Shifter.—March 23, 1869.

Claiyn.—The combination and arrangement of the
draught-irons E, two bolts E, catch G, spring H,
stationary catch I, and connecting-eyes, with each.

other, with the cross-bars d' and C, and forward
beam, or knees of the sleigh, sulsstantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,043.—J. P. Jones, Clarksville, Iowa.—iZar-
vester-Reel.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The beaters A, supported on arms
hinged to the hub, and combined wdth a movable
guide-ring, capable of guiding them laterally in either
direction, substantially as specified.

2. The beaters A, supported oTi arms hinged to the
hub, and combined with a movable guide-ring and a
mechanism for oscillating the said arms, substantially
as specified.

3. The combination, with the inner set of arms B,
connected to tlie outer set by rods D, and having the
hooked fingers G, of the jointed guiding-ring e, sub-
stantially as specified.

88,044.—John H. Kiplinger and Joseph Kip-
linger, North Manchester, Ind.

—

Fly-Trax>.— Mar:ch
23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box A, constricted as described,
witli a slotted partition, D, dividing it iuto two
chambers, said partition having an opening. /, and
slide, or drop, g, which latter is operated, that is,

raised and lowered, by the rapid transferring of the
sliding cover G from one chamber to the other, sub-
stantially as herein set foi'th.

2. Tlie boxF, constructed as described, with a per-
forated bottom, n, glass or other transparent cover,
i, opening Ic, and door m, at one end, corresponding
with similar opening and door at the end of the
box A, and at the other end witli opening and slide

p, all substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

3. The combination of tlie box A, divided into two
chambers, B and C, elongated bottom, E. sliding
box E, and sliding cover G, all constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

4. A fly-trap, constructed of a series of boxes, or
chambers, luiying suitable passages and openings, to

allow the flies to pass from one to the otlier, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

88,045.—Henry Landes, Bath, Vn.— Cultivator.

—March 23, IHC!).

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the beam A, bars
D 1), standard (J, bar II, handles E E, wheel C, bar
E, levers rf, plate b. and hoes 1 I, all conytruotcd
substantially as set forth.

2. The lioes I I, \\ hen constructed as described,
and arranged, t\\() on each side-beam, and one on tho
center-beam, substantially as sot forth.
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88,046.—Charles Lane and Jesse M. Healy,
Jamestown, X. Y.

—

Harrow.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A flexible barrow, consisting of the bars
A A, that are connected by jointed bolts, as set forth

88,047.—Bexjamts' M. LA^yRE^"CE, Galesbui-gh,
m.

—

Hygieoineter.—lSlaYcli 23, IdUQ.

Claim.—1. The lever D", bandies U. straps s. rods
P and H, cord p, pulley g, index n, cord or chain r,

and belt i", all constructed, and arranged, and com-
bined as described, and for the puipose set forth.

2. The frame A, with pulleys P,.,0, and R, cross-
bar z, cords 8, 6, and 3, pulley T,'ia^dles 17, foot-
holds' s" s", and lever D", combined an"(^ arranged as
described, and for the purj^ose set foi%.»

3. The hand -holes x tf. constructed', ^^'j^'^scribed,

and when used in combination with tke^l^ftsdles 17,

for the purpose described.
4. The hand-hold d'", combined, as described, with

the cord R", for the purpose set forth. "-.
. *^;.

5. The sack a be, combined with the framei A, a^d
constructed substantially as described, and. fbr^t^e
ptirpose set forth.

, .

;'"

88,048.-Daxiel P. Leach, Franklin, IndifA;,

Cor/i-PZfliifer.—March 23, 1869. yjj
Claim.—The combination of the slide E e', con-';^

necticg-barP, swinging lever G-, adjustable connect-^
ing-bar I, arm J, rack-shaft K, bar L, adjustable
standard M, and wheel IN", with each other, and with
the seed-box D d'. and body or frame A, substan-
tially as herein shown aud described, and lor the
pui'pose set forth.

88,049.—A. TT. LIVI^^GSTO^^;, Bluffton, Ind.—
Sash Fastener and Hoisting Device.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The T-shaped guide c, secured to the
window-casing A, and the ratch-bars b b, on the
sash B B, arranged in combination with the lever i,

bolt /i, arm m, movable collar /, and pinion g, all

substantially as herein set forth.

88,050.—JoHX H. LiviN'GSTOX, Providence, E.
I.—Boo^.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
boots, which consists in making, independent of the
leg, the counter and vamp of one piece of material,
when constructed as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

88,051.

—

James P. LOTVE. Louisville, Ky.

—

JEoe.

—March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The bifurcated hoe P, when connected
with the handle A by means of three prongs, B B B,
riveted to the blade, as described.

88,052

—

William P. Maxlet, Xew York, X.
Y., assignor to himself and William H. AVebb,
same place.

—

Faddle- Wheel.—^Mareh 23, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

eccentiic of the controlling-fi-ame of the paddles of
a featheiin^ paddle-wheel with the paddle-shaft, and
with the ship, in such manner that said eccentric is

both supported upon the paddle-shaft and connected
with the ship by means of a flexible connection,
substantially as before set forth.

88,053. — Bexjamix P. Mattox and Sidney
CoRsox. TTest Eidge, 111.

—

Chamfering-Machine.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement herein
described of the upright, B, adjustable"right-angular
arm C D, adjustable part JE, the crank-head G-, re-

volving adjustable arm I. plate J, and adjustable
chamfering-tool K, all operating as described, for
the purpose sijecined.

88.054.-Egbert McCullev, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Portable Bath-Tub.—:Sl&veh 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, as herein described, of
a single flexible water-proof inner lining, with an
outer box or fi'ame composed of detachable side and
end-pieces, the whole constituting a portable bath-
tub, specially adapted for in'valids, as herein set
forth as an article of manufacture.

88,035.—P. McMaxus, Ellenburgh Centre, i:^.

Y.

—

Eailroad-Car Heater.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The chamber B, side-chambers A A, re-

gisters C C, and smoke-flue E, provided with par-
tition L all being constructed, combined, and ar-

ranged in the manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

88,056.— Charles Messenger, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Churn.—March 23, 1869 ; antedated March
9,1869.

Claim.—1. The spindle C, in combination with
the thimble D, for the purpose specified.

2. The agitators E, as arranged, in combination
with the churn B, for the i)iirpose and in the manner
set forth.

3. The churn B, lug I, and spring J, as arranged,
and operated in the manner as and for the purpose
described.

88,057.

—

"William A. Middletox, Han-isburgh,
Pa. — Combined Coat-Hook and Line-Holder.—
Mai-ch 23, 1869 ; antedated March 12, 1869.

Claim.—The coat-book C, in combination vrith the
lever D, constructed as described, or its equivalent,
and acting as a line-holder, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

' 88,058.—Peter Miller, Jr., Predonia, I's'.Y.

—

See-Feeder.—Mavch. 23, 1869.

K'^Claiiii-—The box A, provided with the partitions

;^^, the chambers b c, the passages d a^ a^, and the
flcjat h, substantially as described.

8^,059. — Charles "W". Millerd, Monticello,
Ark-VC'o«on-P)-es-.s.—March 23, 1869.

Olmp^.—The combination of the grooved beam C,
screwiDvShoe b, toggle-beam E, and follow-block P,
all constructed and operating together, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

88,060.--James L. Moore, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Pencil-Holdei-.—Msa-Gh 23, 1869.

Claim,. -^A. pencil-holder, constructed out of a
single pie

tiaUy as J

of wii-e, bent in the manner substan-
gin shown and described.

8S,061^;^AMUEL Eodmax Morgan, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Aw^aratus for Transmitting Rotary Mo-
tion.—Mavchm, 1869 ; antedated March 8, 1869.

(7Zai??i.—-Goniimuuicatiug rotary motion by means
of spiral surfaee*s, ^'ranged and operating together
substantial]V ia the manner set forth.

88v06'2—^JoH
^

tomatic Fan.—Mai'
Claim.—\. The

with the pinions d
wheels c^ c^, rib e'^

constructed and o
the purpose set for

2. The counecti<5*i'

rod ^^ head L, and
moved by shaft D, as an!

augle, Mooresville, Lid.

—

Au-
23, 1869.

clutch P, in connection
hes pi E2, check G, stop-
pins i^ i^, and shaft D,
n the manner and for

stable socket P with
L', supported and
urpose described.

Grand Eapids
n Jlills.—March
Tod P, provided
" ook-lever E, and
combination w^th
operating as de-

88,063.-Isaac H. IS'

Mich.

—

Device for Turning
23, 1869 ; antedated March 10

Claim.— 1. The reciproeati

with shoulder G, operated by
actuating the canting-lev^r H,
the cant I, when constructed a!

scribed.

2. The combination of the cants I, canting levers

H, shaft B, connecting-rods P, Tsith shoulders G,
shaft J, lever K, tripper^ L, and pins M, aU arranged
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

88,064.—Joseph iJ^ickerson, Booth Bay, Me.

—

Process of Preparing Fish for Food.— March 23,

1869.

Claim.—The method above described of preparing
fish.

88,065.

—

Prancis M.Xixox, Lena, LI., assignor
to himself, "William Leet, "William Dixon, and
Jacob S. Best, same place.

—

Hand Spinning-Ma-
chine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the frame A, ot

the internally-geared driving-wheel D, mounted on
the adjustable arm c, and the counter-shaft e, carry-
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ing: the spur-pinion E and band-wheel E, mounted
on the stem, all constructed and arrani>'ed as set

forth, whereby the speed of the spindle may be
yaried, as described.

2. The combination, as set forth for joint opera-

tion, of the frame A, the adjustable driving:-wheel

D, the counter-shaft e, and the band-wheel P, with
the adjustable arm I, carrying t'nQ spindle, all con-
structed and arranged as andior the purr)oses speci-

iied.

88,066. — Samuel Oakmax, Boston, Mass.—
Crlass-Furnace.—M.in-c\\ 23, 1869.
• CZaim.—Combining, with a glass-furnace, a vacu-
um-charaber, V, arranged with openings and flues,

substantially as described, when the same is pro-
Tided with mechanical esliaust-device, working sub-
stantially as described and for the pui'pose get forth.

88,067.—Oscar Paddock, "Watertown, ]S'. Y.—
Horse Hmj-Fork.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—So combining the two tines of a liorse

hay-fork, that one shall serve as the handle of the
other when the two are spread apart, by rneans of a
shoulder upon one, and a correspondent face upon
the other, without the use of any auxiliary device,
substantially as described.

2. The combination of the lifting-attachment e with
the locking-bar c, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the locking-bar c with the
tine B, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the tines A B with the lock-
ing-levers c d, in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

88,088.—Carlos L. Page, Cambridge, Mass.—
Money-Drawer.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
-draAver D, cover E, plugs F O and F' 0', or their
•mechanical equivalents, ai'ranged and operating
substantially as described and for the pm-pose set
forth.

88,069.—C. D. Palmiter, Oswego, IST. T., as-

signor to himself and Lavinia P. Webb, same place.— Water-Elevator.—Mavch 23, 1869.

Claitn.—The coml)ination of the friction-pieces a
and ?>, the stud j, spiral recess or slot k. and spring <?-,

arranged substantially as shown and described.

88,070.—Byron Partello, Detroit, Mich.—
Spring-Bed J5o«oto.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

frame A, transverse slats B, springs C, metallic
frame D, transverse metallic strips d, studs E, posts
E, and Avires G-, when constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses specified.

88,071

—

Hiram Perrt, Manlius, IS". Y.—Fruit-
Gatherer.—Mavcla 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The table A, when arranged to slide

vertically upon the standard B, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The table A a C, hinged arms D d, standard and
winch B 6, constructed and operated as herein shown,
•and for the purpose described.

88,072.—EnwARD H. Playle, Great Bend, Pa.—Crucible for Melting Metals.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—A crucil)le, whoso outer surface is corru-

gated as herein described.

88,073.-GrEORGE Sanford Randall, Provi-
dence, 11. L— Case for Melodeons, tCx-.-March 23,
1869

; antedated September 23, 1868.
Claim.—Tlie case for musical instruments, con-

structed with closets on tlie skies of the beHows
pedals, .substantially as and for the purposes as de-
scribed.

88,074.—Alvin PvATIIhun, Smith's Mills, I^.T.—
Grape-Trcllis.—Mm-c\\ 23, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the post A and the

band B with the obliciuo bars C.

88,075.- AnitAHAM Heed, Louisville, Ky.

—

•Composition for Kindling Fires.—March 23, IHih.

Claim.—The linseed-oil, the coal-oil, the pulverized
charcoal, the pulverized cannel-coal, the common tal-

low, the resin, and the sawdust, when compounded
or prepared and used for the purpose and in the man-
ner set forth.

88,©7o.— C. H. Reynolds and George Z.
Clark, Croton Falls, N. Y.—Teapot—March 23,
1869.

Claim-.—In combination with a teapot, the scraper
C, or its equivalent, arranged and operated substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-
scribed.

S8,077.—L. H. Rogers, Boston, Mass., assignor
to liimself and George A. Rogers, same place.

—

Toilet-Mirror.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged bar C,
sliding rod D, hinged plate E, and swivel-pin b, for
connecting a reflecting mirror, F, with the main
mirror A, all arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

88,078.—William M. Rumrill, Roanoke, Ind.
—Churn.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arms B, arranged at right angles to
each other, at different heights upon theda'sherA,
when provided with the butter-gatherers D and the
floats C C, slotted at right angles to said arms, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

88,079 Silas C. Salisbury, New York, X.Y.—Apparatusfor Generating Gas and Heating Diuell-
ings and other Buildings.—March 23, 1869.

Claiin.—1. In combination with apparatus or re-

torts for the manufacture of gas, the application and
use of a heating-furiiace, consisting of an inner fire-

chamber and an outer combustion-chamber, con-
structed and combined substantially as described,
with air-tubes and spaces between the Avails of the
fire-chamber to supply air, or air and steam, to both
such chambers, and the inner chamber being covered
with or separated from the combustion-chamber by a
perforated arch or top, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination of a heating-furnace, con-
structed as described in the last claim, with the
evaporating vessel G and retorts 1, 2, 3, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The form and arrangement of the closed or
evaporating vessel G, substantially as described, for
converting the oil and Avater into gases, for tlie pur-
poses set forth.

.

4. The combination with the evaporating vesselG
of the retorts 1, 2, 3, so arranged that tlie gas is com-
pelled to travel through tlie entire circuit of each re-
tort, for the purposes set tbrtli.

5. Placing the evaporating vessel G and retorts 1,

2, 3, in tlie coinbustion-charabor, or aAvay from imme-
diate or close contact Avith the burning coal, for the
purposes set forth.

6. The combination of the evaporating vessel G
and retorts 1, 2, 3, constructed as described, Avith the
gas-Avaslier F and gas-holder I.

7. The method of cleaning the retorts 1, 2, 3, by
passing steam through them, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

P. In combination Avith the apparatus, substan-
tially as described, for the manufacture of gas, the
construction and arrangement of tlie inclosing hot-

air cliamber, for heating au' or Avator, for the pur-
poses set forth.

88,0^80.-Silas C. Saltsiu'ry, :N"e\v York, XY.—Furnace for Upright iSteain-Geiierators.—^larcli

23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The construction of the sides of the liro

or preparing cliamber Avith double or outer and inner
walls, and Avitli tubes and air-])assagos between them
for the supply and heating of the air, substantially as
set forth.

2. The construction and arrangomont of the per-
forated air-tubes d, for supplying air to the lire or
l)repnring chanibcr. and in conibiiiation therewith
the peilorated inside lining or w:)ll of such cliamber,
Avherebv the air is delivered to the tui>l in nnnierous
or divided jets on every siile of such chaiuber, and on
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the top of and at different points in the bui'ning mass,
substMiitially as set fortli.

3. The constrnction of the fire or preparing cham-
ber, ^ith a continuous arch or top. perforated with
numerous holes or openings, substantially as set
forth.

4. The combination Tvith the fire-chamber C con-
structed as described, of the outer combustion-cham-
ber E, such outer chamber being also separately sup-
plied with heated air and steam, substantially as
herein set forth.

5. The construction and arrangement of the double
walls of the preparing chamber, and the arrange-
ment of the air-tubes and passages between such
walls, Avhereby air or air and steam can be supplied
at the same time to the fuel-chamber and to the outer
or combustion-chamber, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

6. The arrangement of the tubes or passages for
supplying air to the fire and combustion chambers,
with the perforated steam-pipe, for supplying com-
mingled steam and air to such chambers, as herein
set forth.

7. The construction and arrangement of the air
and steam supplying tubes and pipes and the mova-
ble plate for governing and regulating the supply of
air and steam, as set forth.

8. The combination with the vertical boiler of the
fire or preparing chamber and combustion chamber,
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

88,081.—Silas C. Salisbury, Xew York. 2s^

T.

—

Furnace for Horizontal Steam- Generators.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a horizontal boiler,

or a steam-boiler having horizontal flues, the heat-
ing-furnace, consisting of an inner fire, or preparing
chamber B, and the outer or combustion-chamber
'F, constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed, whereby atmospheric air, or air and steam
combined, can be furnished to both such chambers,
and heated in passing thereto, such inner chamber
B being also covered with or separated from the
outer one by a perforated arch or top, D.

2. The arrangement of the additional combustion-
chamber F', at the rear end of the fire, or preparing-
chamber B, or extension of the combustion-chamber
P, behind tlie fire-chamber B, snbstantially as set

forth.

88,083 Silas C. SALiSBrRY., :N"ew Tort, :I^J".

T.

—

Reierheratory Furnace.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with I'everberatory
furnaces, the application and nse of a heating-appa-
ratus, or furnace, having an inner fire or preparing
chamber, and an outer or combustion chamber, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described,
and fitted with air-tubes and spaces bet"^reen the
wall of the .fire-chamber, to supply heated air or air

and steam to both such chambers, and having the
inner separated from the outer chamber by means of
a perforated arch or top, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination with a reverberatory furnace,
having a fire or heating apparatus constructed and
operafiug substantially as described, the arrange-
ment of the steam-pip^ e, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

8S,0S3.—Sii.AS C. Salisbury. ISTew York, :N'.

Y.

—

Blast, Smelting, and Cupola Furnaces.—March
23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the lower part of the fur-

nace of perforated or hollow brick, or brick having
air passages, or pipes 1, 2. 3, extending throjigh them,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the perforated brick, as
described in the foregoing claim, the arrangement
of the air-chamber I), substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the perforated brick, as

nnd for the purposes described, of the steam-pipe d,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. Supplying the hot-air blast by means of the pas-

sages 1, 2, 3, or any equivalent means, in numerous
small currents or blasts, on every side of and at dif-

ferent points in the lower section of the furnace, for

the purposes set forth.

5. A blast, or similar furnace, constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the pnrposes set
forth.

88,084 Silas C. Salisbury, Xew York, X. Y.—Furnace for Heating and Annealing Steel-Ingots,
c6c.—March 23, 1889.

Claun.—1. A furnace for heating or annealing
steel, glass, <fcc., having its heat-generator con-
structed in two chambers, substantially as described,
and so arranged that heated currents of air, or air
and steam, will be supplied to both such chambers,
and the inner chamber being separated from the
outer by a perforated arch or top, the entire furnace
being constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the several separate an-
nealing-chambers, substantially as and for the pur-
poses hit forth.

88,085 John E. Selden, Albany, X. Y.—TeZ-
egraph-Apparatus.—M.&rch. 23, 1869.

Claim.—The connections g and i, 01* their equiva-
lents, adapted to maintain the connection through
one end of the lever C, and thus transmit the weak
current to work the type-wheel, nntil the connection
at.the other end is established, so as to transmit the
strong current to make the impression, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,088.—"William E. Sejiple and E. TT. Ste-
PHEKS, Mount Vernon, Ohio.

—

Mode of Polishing
Hard-Rxibher and other Articles.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the wheel and belt, so
as to operate substantially as described.

SS.OSr G. B. Shafer, Delta, Ohio.—Graw-
Binder—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The winding-head'B^ constructed and
aiTanged substantiallv as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The combin.ation with the same of the cntter
e, arranged and operated substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The winding-head C, provided with the roller

C^, and otherwise arranged, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the winding-heads B^ and
C, when arranged to operate together, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

.5. The combination with the winding-head C of
the cutter F, arranged and operated substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

6. The loopers E adapted to receive the yarn upon
their hooked ends, to form a loop, through which
the pin E^, upon the rod E^, draws the yarn, as said
rod is receded by the spring E^ all constructed and
arranged as described, ibr the purpose specified.

7. The combination, with the loopers E, of the rod
E^, arranged as described, and provided with the hook
E-*, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

8. The combination, with the loopers E and the
hooked rod E-*, of the winding-head C, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

9. The combination of the winding-heads B^ and
C and the loopers E, and hooked- shaft, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

10. The receiver A, constructed of two parts..and
hinged together, as described, and provided with the
balance-w'eight A'^ and plunger I, substantiaUy as

and for the purpose described.
11. The combination, with the winding-heads B^.

C andthelooping-apparatus of the receiver, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

12". The arrangement of the stop-levers G^ disks

G^ and clutches G, and hand-cranks A^ aud A^^
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

8S,08S.—Isaiah ShIw, Four Corners, Md.

—

Potato-Bigger.—March 23. 1869.

Claim-.—1. A plow-beam a a' a", constructed sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the plow-beam a a' a", con-
structed as described, with the shoe b.

3. The combination of the beam a a' a", brace c,

pillars d, and shoe b.

4. The adjustable-wings / /, in combination with
share S. substantially as described.
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5. The projecting pieces 1 1, loosely attached to the
shoe b, as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the share S, adjustable-
wings//, and projecting-pieces I I, substantially as

described.
,

7. The combination of the beam a a' a", shoe &,

share S, adjustable-wings //, and projecting-pieces
1 1, substantially as described.

88,089.—John P. Simmons, Schoolcraft, Mich.
— Washing-Machine.—March 23, 1869,- antedated
March 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable frame E, wedge T, cams
O, standards H, reciprocatiug-rod M, lever L, guide
J, and pin K, substantially as herein described and
for the purposes specified,

2. The combination and arrangement of the above-
named parts with the frame A, tank B, perforated
•plates F, rollers G-, and rub-board N, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purposes specified.

88,090.—Alonzo Skinner, "Warren, assignor
to Lucius A. Skinner, West ITovi, Mich.

—

Sus-
pended Portable Fence.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The gallows-frame, composed of the parts
D and E, in combination Avith board fence A, when
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.

88,091.—Henry A. Soliday, Doylestown, Ohio.—Knife-Head for Harvesters.—March 23, 1869.

Claiin.—The above-described knife-head, made in
two sections, with filling between them, and hav-
ing a hole to fit a cylindrical end of the connecting-
rod, one section of the head being adjustable, sub-
stantially as set forth.

88,092.—George B. Stacy, Richmond, Ya.—
Machine for Hackling Corn-Husks.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The arrangement of two or more

drums, or cylinders, so as to produce the results by
their successive action set forth, substantially as
herein described.

2. The arrangement of the series of cylinders in
an inclined plane, or any other relation that will
admit the tangential effect of the stroke of the cylin-
der-teeth upon the buts of the shucks, as they pass
through the machine, substantially as and for the
pm"poses explained.

3. Tlie slats G and their arrangement relatively to
the cylinders and concaves, substautially as herein
described.

4. TJie relative size and arrangement of the teeth
in both cylinders and concaves, substantially as
herein represented and described.

88,093.—LORONZO J. Stannard and Martin L.
Perry, Newai'k, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Turning
iofifs.-March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shafts A, C, and
G, with their friction -wheels and pulleys, in combi-
natioffVith the levers K, L, and brake O, tlie whole
constructed and operating substantially in the man-
ner herein s^t forth.

88,094.—D. II. Stephens, PJvertou, Conn.

—

Rule- Clamp.—M.'axg\\ 23, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the rule-
clamp herein described, consisting of the forked
piece B, having the stop C aucf beveled jaws a, tlie

clamp-frame 1), screw b, and nut c, all constructed,
arranged, and oi)erating as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

88,095.-J. IT. Stepiiens, Orange Court-House,
Ya.—67mm.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the stationary frame
C D and rotating i'ranies K L K L, when the latter
are placed at right angles from each other, and one
above the other, upon tli(! shaft E, within the sta-
tioniuy frame C, and within the polygonal churn-box
A, all constructed, aii'anged, and operating as here-
in shown and described.

88,096.- J. C. Tiiayku, Dunton, 1\\.— Milk-
Cooler.—Unvvh 23, ]8<i9.

Clai'iii.—1. The combination of the milk-tank C,

spring G, valve S, discharge-pipe J, water-tank D,
and cooler A B, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cooler A B, removable end-pieces K, rods
L, eyes m m, standards H, spring G, discharge-pipe
J, arm I, valve S, plate R, and tanks C D, as shown
and specified.

88,097

—

Charles IT. Tyler, l^ew York, IN".

Y.—Clothes-Pin.—M.a.vch 23, 1869.
Claim.—So bending the wire spring of a clothes-pia

as to produce the main tension at or near the mid-
dle of the clamping-rollers, and an equal or nearly
equal pressure at the opposite ends of the rollers,

substantially in the manner set forth.

88,098—JuDSON Yan Duzer, Otisville, I?". Y.
—Double Cooler.-March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A cooler, in which at once two kinds of
liquids can be cooled, as set forth, it consisting of
the vessels E, D, and A, arranged, one within the
other, in combination with the pipe E, substantially
as described, all operating as specified.

88,099.-William W. Wade, Medford, Mass.—Button. — March 23, 1869 ; antedated March 5,

1869.

Claim.—A back, A, and eye, or shank, c, made in
one and the same j)iece of metal, by cutting and
swaging up into proper^form, substantially as de-
scril5ed.

88,100.—William B. Wadsworth, Cleveland;
Ohio.

—

Manufacture of Chains.—March 23, 1869
antedated March 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the form A, die d,

and hooked lever If, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the turning-iron, Eig. 4,

with the formA and die d, substantially as described.
3. The combination, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of the form A, die d, and levers H H and
If-

4. In combination with the devices set forth in the
first clause of claim, the seat S, arranged substan-
tially as described.

88,101.-Canceled.

88,103.-Zenas Gkane Warren, Brooklyn, IST.

Y., assignor to Henry C. Hulbeht, same place.

—

Manufacture of Paper.—March 23, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. The comj)osite sizing for paper, here-
inbefore described, containing starch-material and
nitric acid, as constituent ingredients.

2. The combination of tlie said composite sizing
(containing starch-material and nitric acid as con-
stituent ingredients,) and paper, as described, the
whole constituting a new article of sized paper.

88,103.-Joseph E. Watts, Lawrence, Mass.—Steam-Trap.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the outer case A,
its inlet and outlet ports and valve-seat, of the valve-
rod and valve within said case, and the gauge and
si)ring for actuating and controlling saiil valve-rod,
substantially as shown antl set forth.

88,104.-George Wells, Bethel, Conn.— Co7i-

duit for Invalid-Chairs.—March 23, 1869; ante-
dated March 11, 18(i9.

Claim..—The conduit A', in combination with the
frame or seat A, constructed and operated substan-
tially as described.

88,105.— IIenuy Whitney, East Cambridge,
M.i\»^.—Shotv-liottle.—^h\Vi:\\ 23, lb69.

Claim. — As a new article of manufaeturo, nil

apotliecary's show-bottle, made as hereinbeloro de-

scribed, with the body of a. glass of one color, and
the neck of uiicoloied'or transparent glass, and theii*

junction covered and strengthened as set forth.

88,106.— Charles "Wiley, Hannibal Centre,

Ji.'Y.—Alarm.-lidl.—'^hm'\\ 23, 1869.

Claim.—The burgliiralarni, composed of the bell

A, case J>, hamnierb C' C, spring M, slial't d /, und
detents K k g, as herein shown and I'oi' the purposo
described.
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88,107. —David T^ilcox, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself, W. H. Slocum, and W. A. Brown,
same place.—^af.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A hat, -whose brim is formed of tTrice the
required size, and folded niJon itself, the parts being
united by the stiffening material, or cement, applied
to the inner surface of the folded parts, substantially
as herein described, and for the pui'pose specified.

88,1 08—E. J. ITor.FGAXG and J. M. Kexreigh,
Salem, Ohio.—Ga?e.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring J", latch
D, spring E, or equivalent spring, cords F, arnjs G-,

arms I, and the supporting-posts to which said arms
I are attached, with each other, and with the gate
A and post B, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

88,109.—JoBX "SVooD^^LLE, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Plane-Guide.—^Larch. 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the clamping bolts
E and the sliding bolts I, with the supporting-strip
A and grooved strip C, whereby said strips are held
together, for dressing a board with either parallel or
tapering sides, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination, with the strips- A and C. of
the adjustable buttons K and pivoted wedges 'M,
substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

88,110.— JOHX Young, Amsterdam, ^JsT. Y.—
Clothes-Wringer.—MsLveli 23, 1869.
Claim.—Connecting the clamping-bar E to the

wringer-post, by a metallic spring-fastening, in such
a way that the spring throws the clamping-bar off

from the post, when released fi'om pressiu-e.

88,111. — TTiLLTAJr Zeiger, Elmore, Ohio.—
Fotato-Masher.-^iLaveh 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. A potato-masher, consisting of the
cutting-apparatus BEG, and of the grinding-mill
A E, all arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. Attaching the fixed cutters G- to a plate, H,
which is fastened to the hopper B, so that the cut-
ters al'e titted through slots in the side of the same,
substantially as herein shown and described,

88,112.—J. J. Anderson, Eochester, Tn.-Cook-
zngf-AS'tove.-March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the elliptic oven B, double-arched diving and return-
flues, and doubly-curved turn-plate C, substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

2. The arched plate J, over the central return-flue,

in combination with the concave depression under
said flue, substantially as herein specified.

3. The removable doubly-curved turn-plate C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The construction of the fire-back G, with
smooth front, and ribs a a, on the concave side,

crossing the same transversely, for the purpose set
forthu

88,113.—William H. Andrews, Xew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Burton Malloky, same place.

—

J>oor-^e!/.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A door-key, consisting of the bit A, and
spindle B, hinged thereto, the said spindle being
grooved, so as to receive the extension C. the whole
constructed so as to operate substantiallv as set

forth.

88,114.—Isaiah B. Arthur, Sidonsburg, Pa.—
. Gig-Saio.—:Slarch 23, 18G9.

Claim.—The arransrement of the adjustable strap
E, the saw S, attached to the levers by flexible straps
ss, the levers L L', having segment-heads Z Z, the
working-beam M, provided with a counter-balance,
w, arranged upon its end, the shaft D. the crank j,

the pitman J, the weighted wheel G, the pitman C,

the arm E, having an adjustable connection with
pitman C, and rigidly atBxed to lever L at its fulcrum,
the belt I, the a^djxistable pitman K, the wheel K',

and the frame E, table T, post P, arm A, and brace
B, all constructed, connected, arranged, and adapted
to each other, to operate together in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

88,115.—Ira Barrows, Hermon, X. Y.—MiZk-
Vigr-.S'fooL-March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
seat A, leg c, arm b, and disk d, substantially as shown
and described.

88,116.-John P. Beatty, ISTorwalk, Conn.—
Jffot—March 23, 1869 ; antedated February 2, 1869.

Claim..—As a new article of manufacture, a hat,
having its sweat secured in place by a single wire,
arranged and attached in a zigzag form, between its

lower edge and the body of the hat, and so as to leave
its upper edge loose, substantially as herein shown
and described.

88,117.-E. U. Benedict, Chicago, 1)1.—Spring.
—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the follower or
spring-bar A, carrying a concave-curved plate a, atfd
open guide D. the borupound elliptic spring, formed
of leaves, and the sill, or bolster B, with end-guides
and supports, g g, substantially as described.

88,118.-Samuel S. Bent, Port Chester, X. Y.
— Coop for Poultry.—March. 23, 1869; antedated
March 22, 1869.

Claim.—The feeding trough and stopper, com-
bined with the open-work metallic plate, for closing
the opening or openings in the lower part of saia
plate, for tlie purposes and substantially as set
forth.

88,119.—DA^^EL S. Bigler and "William l!?".

McCracken, Monaghan Township, Pa.

—

Machine
for Cleaning Stables.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of frames A and B,
when constructed as and for the_ purpose specified.

2. The frame A, in combination with rake-head m,
rods 71 and k, the whole constructed and operating in
the manner substantially as described.

3. The shafts P P, when combined with cross-bar
C, and operated in the manner described.

4. The guards b b, in combination with frame B
and axle E, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. The whifiietree F, when linked to the bar h, in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.

88,130 John B. Blair, Philadelphia, Pa.—
FeZocfpede.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the friction-bar d
and disk H, the jam-nut which clamps the foot-

pieces and disk, by means of which the friction-bar

is converted into a rotating crank, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The springs attached to the collar, in combina-
tion with the spindle and head, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

88,121.

—

Ja>ies Blake, Scranton, Pa., assignor
to Blake and Company, same place.

—

Auxiliary
Table.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The auxiliary table, or platform , united
with the sewing-machine stand by a hofizontal hinge-
joint, in the manner herein described, so that, when
raised, it will form a prolongation or continuation
of the base-plate of the sewing-machine, and when
lowered, it will be below the top and by the side of
the stand, as and fV the purposes set forth.

2. Forming the auxiliary table, when united with
the stand, or other fixture or part to which it is ap-
plied, as herein set forth, of two sections hinged to-

gether in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.

3. The combination, with the stand, or other fix-

ture to which they are applied, of the arms or brack-
ets for supporting the table or other auxiliary at-

tachment, the same being slotted and jawed, and
hinged to the said stand, or other fixture, in the
manner described, whereby the table or other
attachment carried by said brackets may, when
raised, be clamped and held secm'ely in position, as

set forth.

4. Hinging the supporting-brackets or arms of the
auxiliary tatile to the under side of the stand, or
other fixture to which they are applied, substantially

as and for the puri^oses shown and specified.
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88,122.—Etienne Boileau and Charles Mes-
NIER, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Butt-Hinge.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The ferrule or riugD, having the notches
E E', combined and arranged with tlie wings B and
C of the hinge, the latter liaving the lags G- G-',

whereby the hinge may be used either right or left,

and the shutter fastened both open and closed, all

as described and shown.

88,123.—EiCHAKD H. BouGHNER, East German-
town, Ind.

—

Clothes-Drier.—Marcli 23, 1869.

Claim.—A clothes-drier, combining in its con-
struction the following parts, viz, the crossed end-
pieces, the pieces C C, and rounds B, B\ B^, B^, and
C, the horizontal pieces D, with rounds D^ and pins
D^, said parts being arranged, in relation, to one
another, substantially as described.

88,124.

—

James H. Buookmire, St. Louis, Mo.—Elevating and Weighing Apparatus.-fMavah. 23,

1869.

Claim.—The platform B^ B^ and side frame C,
cross-bar D, and lifting-rope E, when combined with
the scale-works, and lift-bar I, and scale-beam K,
substantially as set forth.

88,125

—

George W. Brown, Providence, E.
I., assignor to himself and A. T. G-ifford, same
place.

—

Blacksmiths' Swage.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. A revolving swage,for blacksmiths' use,
with an assortment of both curved and angular, or
dissimilar grooves cut upon its surface, in the dii-eo-

tion of its axis, substantially as described.
2. A revolving swage, for blacksmiths' use, as

herein described, when furnished with a tapering-
trunnion, substantially as specilied.

88,126.—Charles ^N". Brumm, Minersville, Pa.—Ateat- Chopper.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the toothed cam

H and sleeve S with the lever M, pivoted, as speci-
fied, for producing an oscillating as well as a revolv-
ing motion, by means of the worm-gearing, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination of the slotted shaft D, oscillat-

ing beam M, with its knives O 0, and guide P, with
the cam E, and sleeve S, all constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

3. The arrangement of the shaft J, miter-wheels
V and T, with the three-pronged star I, notched
wheel G-, and worm F, for the purpose of producing
the requisite oscillating and rotary motion of the
beam M, substantially as herein set forth.

88,127.

—

Egbert L Burbank, Boston, Mass.

—

Eay-Hake.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The belt or band H, and pulleys C and

G-, the latter provided with handles a amf 6", in com-
bination with the slotted tongue E and the axle A,
whereby all the power or force employed in operat-
ing the rake may be exerted in a forward direction,
and at the same time as a motive-power, or force, in
moving forward the rake itself, for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

88,128.-EiCHARD Cadle, Shawnectown, 111.—
Blacking-Box.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A blacking-box, constructed with
spurs c on its bottom, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the block
E, with its spurs, as described, with tiie block D and
standards C, when the same arc constructed as speci-
fied, and operatcjd by suitable power, for the [nirposo
of forming the sjiurs c, on the bottom of the box.

88,129.-Lewis O. Cameron, Allegheny City,
Ta.—Sash Lock and Bolt.—March 23, 18()9.

Claim.—In the sash-bolt, as shown, tiio combina-
tion and arrangomont of tlie i)art C with the lover
D and bolt, or catch/, as constructed, firranged, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

88,130.—ErcHARi) Cami'ion and James W.
Thomson, jr., Camden, N. J. — Car-Coupling.—
March 23, I8(i9.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the pawl and
draw-head, of the oval-shaped ring, as and for the
purpose described.

2. Tlie combination, with the draw-head and coup-
ling-link, of the pawl, constructed as described, and
slotted eccentrically, as set forth, to prevent strain
on its pivot.

3. Forming the two recesses in the draw-head by
a pin, or stud-piece, of steel, or other suitable metal
secured in the draw-heaa, as described.

88,131.—Moses F. Chandler, Boston, Mass.

—

Boot.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A boot, made of canvas, the entire foot of
which is covered and combined with leather, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,132.-GiACOMO Chelini, Washington, T>. C.—Extension-Table.—Marcli 23, 1869.

Claim.—The movable frames I and I, and detents
K K, resting in recesses cut in the sliding bars of an
extension-table, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,133.— A. B. Clemons, Ansonia, Conn.

—

Knob-Latch.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A knob-latch, consisting of the slotted
cylinder A, face-plate B, acd shoulders d, formed in
one and the same piece, combined with the latch-bolt

D, spindle E, yoke F, spiral spring, and the hub C,
bearing in the concave end of the cylinder, all con-
structed and arranged as shown and described.

88,134.

—

William A. Cleveland, WatervUlo,
N". T.

—

Medicine for Cureof Bing-Bone, Spavin, dc.
—March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The medical compounds above described,
to be compounded and prepared substantially as
above described, and for the purposes described.

88,135.

—

Jefferson L. Coburn, Mineral Point,
"Wis.

—

Plastering-Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the carriage, or
frame A, the hopper B, the vibratory bucket, or dis-

charger &, the frame F, the endless carrier, or ele-

vator C, and its series of trowels, the whole being-

arranged and provided with mechanism to enable
them to operate, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. In combination therewith, the chute and its

gauge-tongue, provided with mechanism for operat-
ing- them, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the smoother, the endless
elevator C, and its series of trowels, the frame F, tho
hopper, the vibratory discharger &, and the cari-iage

A, the whole being to operate as set forth.

4. The combination of the gauges S S with the
frame F, the endless carrier C, and its series of
trowels.

5. The combination of the springs P P with the
frames Fand N", the endless carrier 0, its series of

trowels, tho carriage A, the hopper B, and the dis-

charger b thereof, such springs being for the pur-
pose specified.

88,136.—Alexander Connelly, Milan, lud.—
Oultivator.—Mar'ch 23, 1869.

Claim.—Tho curved teeth G H I J K, secured to

the rearwardly-curvod head, or cross-bar F, the said

teeth having an outwardly-dimiuishing length, as
represented and described.

88,137.-Jacob Cornwell, Kalamazoo, Mick..
assignor to himself, David B. Mkiikii,l, and Wil-
liam K. MoCouuTiE, same place.

—

Bolt-Feeder.t-

Marcli 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combinnti(m of tho rake C, hoop
F, cylinder II, witli its bottom, L, revolving disk N,
spout S, and bolt T, all arranged as and for tho piu--

posos set forth.

2. Tho combination of the hoop F, shaft M, ro-

volving platforui >r, and tlu^ movable crossbar P,

supporting said sliaft, arranged to operate in tho

manner shown and described.
3. In combination witli the shaft M and revolving

disk N, the adjustable snppi)rting-l)ar I* and l(>vor K,

airanged to operate in tlie manner and for the pur-

])oses specified.
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88,138.—William Craixe, South Brookfield,
N. T.—/S'coo_p.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the handle A Trith mortise-
shoulders, B C, and so constructinjj; the scoop that it

may be attachable to and detachable from the han-
dle, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,139

—

John P. Cranford, Brootlyn, IST. T.—Composition-Pavement.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The composition pavement, formqd of

layers, applied to and combined Tvith a stone pave-
ment, in substantially the manner specified.

88,140.—George C. Cranstox, South Bend,
Ind.

—

Lamp for Destroying Insects.— March 23,
1869.

Claim.—The vessel A, constructed Tvith deep
sides, and provided with grooves h b, in combination
with the adjustable lamp^B and bail D, all arranged
as and for the purpose described.

88,141.—Samuel B. Gushing, Providence, E.
I.—Plies.-March 23, 1869.

Claiin. — The arrangement, application, and
adaptation of timber, iron, or other casing, and con-
crete, or material, substantially as described, for the
purpose mentioned.

88.143. — Joseph H. De]Siic4ER, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Tempering Steel Springs.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The mode, method, or process herein de-

scribed, of tempering steel springs for railroad-cars,
carriages, &c.

88,143;—Dewitt C. Devall, Nevs^ York, as-

signor to John B. Schenck, Matteawan, N. Y.

—

Cutter for Tonguing and Grooving.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The tonguing and grooving cutters when

constructed and operating as herein shown and de-
scribed, when adapted to vary the depth of the
tongue and groove to be cut, in the manner specified^

88.144.— Paul Dismukes, Gallatin, Tenn.—
Clover-Harvester.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the reel E, cutter

D, and comb C, all secured to the adjustable frame
F, and connected to the body of the machine, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The- combination of the eomli C and the recipro-
cating sickle O, arranged to operate substantially as
described.

88,145.—William Foster Dodge, l^ewark, N.
J.

—

Blind-Wiri7ig_ Machine.—March 23, 1869. ,
Claim.—The yielding guide P, supported by the

spring h, on a central bearing, c,. so as to have a
rocking, or vibrating motion, in combination with
the fixed rack C, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, as an improvement on the patent of T. E..

Crosby, dated December 13, 18-59.

88,146.— Jacob Dourson, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Sofa-Bedstead.—lAixxa}^ 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The hinge of the mattress-frame, made

in sections h i j k, jointed together, .substantially as
herein described, for the purposes set fortli.

2. The combination of the mattress-frame, having
jointed end-pieces, and the folding head and foot
sections, constructed substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein set fortli.

88,147.

—

Zachariah Dowden and Charles T.
ANDERSONjClarksburgh, Md.

—

Flood-Fence.—March
23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the hinged flood-
panel Bi, and the clips C^, c^ c^, or their equivalent,
the hinged float D, arms d^ d^, and sliding lock bolts
d^ d.^, arranged and adapted to operate substantially
as represented and described, for the pui'pose speci-
fied.

2. The clips or connections C'C^, constructed with
the perforated ends c\ as I'epresented and described,
in combination with one or more flood-panels B',
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

88,148.—Samuel D. Edgar, Dayton, Ohio.—
C/ij/rn.-March 23, 1869.

Claitn.—The arrangement of the perforated par-

tition B, when extending above the box A, so as iQ
form a fulcrum for the horizontal lever C, in com-
bination with the dasher-shafts E E, and the slotted
sliding lids G, G, all substantially as herein specified

88,149.—H. P. Edwards, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to himself and B. I. Peabody, same place.—Adjustable Pole-Attachment for Carriages.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combinatipn, with the rear cross-
piece of a carriage-pole, of the horizontally-sliding
eye-pieces E E, having their axis or line of motion
at right angles to the pole, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination, with the cross-piece B and
ends j j, of the eye-pieces J J, substantiallj" as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the ends of the cross-

piece B, and the ends G, of the braces F, of the clips

H H and guide- pieces C, substantially as and for the
purposes'set forth.

4. The combination, with the slide-pieces E E,
brace-ends G G, clips H H, and eye-pieces J J, of

the thumb-screws m and n, substantially as shown
and described.

88,150.

—

John Fahrney, Boonsborough, Md.
—Mop-Head.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The mop-head above described, consist-

ing of the hook a, shoulder b, handle c, and a spring-
catch arrangement, n d, constructed to operate
together, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

88,151.—Henry J. Ferguson, Whiting, N. J,— Velocipede.—Mardh 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The saddled or seated lever, in the man-
ner and for the purposes named.

2. The combination of the saddled, or seated lever,

with the handled levers, in the manner and for the
purposes named.

3. The combination of stirrup and strap, roller,

shaft, and bevel-segments, in the manner and for the
purposes named.

88,153. — William C. Fisher, Oharlestown,
Mass.—Shutter-Fastening.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described fastening, consist-

ing essentially of a bolt, D, provided oith two or
more notches and a weighted pawl, H, substantially
as set forth.

88,153.—Mark Flanigan, Detroit, Mich.

—

Si)ring-Bed Bottom.—Mixrch 23, 1869.

Claim.—The rivet, or bolt C, passing through slot

B, and covered by an elastic sleeve, D, in combina-
tion with the springs F, with hooks G. and round
bars E, when ax'ranged, constructed, and operating
as herei%shown and described.

88,154.

—

Addison C. Fletcher, iN'ew York,
]Sr. Y.—Railway-Car TT/ieeL-March 23, 1869.

Claitn.—An elastic car-wheel, formed of an inde-

pendent rim-portion, A, side, or body-plates B B, ar-

ranged to freely clamp an interior flange, b, of the
rim, and carrying in between them independent
springs C C, constructed to carry and divide the
strain consequent on deflection of the rim in various
directions, relatively to the ground, or rail-surfaces

on which the wheel travels, substantially as specified.

88,155.—Addison C. Fletcher, IS'ew York, ]^.

Y.—Car-Spring.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the divided,

hoop-like spring B, of the outside rubber strips, or
springs d d, for action together, as siDCcified.

2. In combination with the spring B, and outside

rubber strips d d, the corrugations e e, arranged in
opposite sides of the recess in which the spring B
lies, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the rubber filling, /, with
the divided, hoop-like spring B, essentially as speci-

fied.

88,156.—James S. Fowler, Davenport, Iowa.
—Harvester-Pake.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The devices herein described for operat-

ing the rake by hand and foot, consisting mainly of
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the treadle w, levers s and i, shaft m, rods u, v, and
n, arms o and t, jointed levers F, car E, with its

track and arm, connected with the rake as described,

when constructed, combined, and operating substan-

tially as an.d for the purposes specified.

88,157.—J. J". Frey and a. J. Frey, Hook's
Point, Iowa..—Bee-Hive.—M'dTch 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The moth-chamber A, having the tubes

a^ and passages a^, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The bee-pipe a^, v?-ith slide a^, when combined

with the case a^, in the manner described, for the
purpose set forth.

3. The honey frames B', constructed as described,

when used in connection with the rods b'^ b^, in the

manner described, for the purpose set forth.

4. The sliding boxes B*, covering ventilators B^,

when constructed and arranged substantially as de-
' scribed, for the purpose set forth.

5. The hive ABC, provided with the ventilators

A^, B^, B^, and D, when constructed and arranged
substantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

88,158.—M.B. GooDELL, Worcester, Mass.—
Folding Bedstead.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, with
a stationary case and its movable front, of a sliding

and unfolding bed-frame, the two parts of which are
pivoted to and connected with said case and mova-
ble front, respectively, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

88,159.-D. A. G-OKHAM, K"orway, Me.

—

Sold-
lack.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A self-releasing breeching-hook, formed
Ijy the combination and arrangement of the hook B
with the cup A, substantially as herein described.

88,160.—Chauncey 0. Greexe, Troy, IST. Y.—
Water - lieservoir for Cooking-Stoves.—March 23,

1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with a cooking-stove,

or range, the location and suspensioij of a hot-water
reservoir, or tank B, from below or under the ash-pit

C, and its side hearth-plates E E, and next to or ad-

joining the oven H thereof, in manner substantially
as hereinbefore described and shown, for the purpose
set forth.

2. In cooking-stoves, or ranges, the combination
and attachnient of the water-reservoir, or tank
thereof, with and to the hearth-plates E E aud ash-

pit C, when extended outward from below the fire-

grate, or fire-place, I, in manner so as to form, to-

gether, a covering for the top of said reservoir B,
and also to hold and support the same in permanent
suspended position from thereunder, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The combination of the hinged lifting, or remov-
able cover or covers F, with the heartli-platcs E E,
opening G, ash-pit C, and water-reservoir, or tank
B, of a cooking-stove, when arranged at the side, or
sides of the ash-pit C, and so as to form apart of the
hearth's surface, adjoining said ash-pit, when closed
over said water-reservoir opening G, in manner sub-
stantially as set forth and shown.

4. Forming the end-wall, or side of a cooking-
stove, or range, below the hearth- plates D E and
ash-pit C, and next the oven H thereof, by means of
a water-reservoir, or tank's side, J, when arranged
in combination therewith, in manner substantially
as described and shown.

5. As arranged with a diving-flue cooking-stove,
or range, the combination of the hearth-plates E E,
ash-pit C, and Avater-reservoir, or tank, B, when
suspended therefrom, as described, with the heating-
chamber d, oven H, and oven-bottom flue-space K,
in manner suljstantially as herein shown, for tlio pur-
pose set forth.

88,1 61 .—J. DunRi.L Greene, Cambridge, Mass.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—March 23, 1H()9.

Clai'm.—1. A breech-loading gun, with its breeeh-
piece mortised tiirougli, when ])rovi(led witli a

oreech-bolt arranged to move longitndinally iu tlui

axial line of the bore, and a mechanism adapted
to operate on the cartridges, substantially as do-
scribed.

2. The breech-bolt, in combination with the sleeve,
breech-piece, and hammer, when arranged and con-
structed as described, so as to prevent, in all posi-

tions of the parts, access of dirt and moisture to the
mechanism.

3. In combination with the breech-bolt and the
breech-piece, the slotted sleeve r, bearing the hooks

aud tang v, and fitting on the breech-bolt and ta
the breech-]3iece, substantially as described.

4. The breech-bolt, as made, with the right-angular
groove 5 6, and sere-embracing slot, operating on
the cartridge-shell extractor, to start and draw back
the shell by rotation of the breech-bolt, substantially
as described.

5. The breech-bolt, as made, with the offset 3 in
the sere-slot, and the spring-catch u in the groove 5
6, and combined with the sleeve, to permit the sep-
arate and conjoined movements of both the bolt and
the sleeve at the rear of the mortise, substantially as
described.

6. As a safety-device, the sere-piece j, with the
cross-groove s, arranged to operate in the sere-

groove, to prevent withdrawal of the sere till the
breech-bolt is fully turned, in the act of locking
the cartridge in its chamber, substantially as de-

scribed.
7. The attachable cartridge-pannier, constructed

and arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

88,162.

—

Charles F. Hadley, Chicopee, Mass.,
assignor to Clifford Arkick, St. Clairsville, Ohio.—Rotating - Oscillating Steam - Valve.—^MavGh. 23,

1869.

Claim.—1. The valve-spindle C, constructed vrith

tapering arms D D, arranged with the valve B, in

the manner herein set forth.

2. The cam E, with the lugs F F, in combination
with the tappet G and spiral spring H, as herein set

forth.

86,163.

—

Charles F. Hadley, Chicopce,Mass.,
assignor to Clifford Arrick.—Device for Convert-
ing Rotary into Reciprocating Rectilinear Motion.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rack C, pin-

ion D, and clutch I, iu combination with the drum
E, cord F, and arms G G attached to the slider A,
iu the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement by which motion is obtained
for the slider A from opposite sides of the pinion D
aud drum E, or equivalents, in combination with the
rack C, or cord F and clutch I, iu the manner and
for the purpose above described.

88,164.—John W. Hansel, Peoria, 111.— Sas/t-
B'oWer.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The spring G, provided with the knob H,
in combination wiih the arm B aud suspension-bolt
D, and dog L, all arranged and operating as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set

forth.

88,165.—A. B. Hendryx, Ansouia, Conn.—
Taper i'oa;.-March 23, 1869.*

Claim.—A paper box, in which the angles are se-

cured by means of the tails d on one side, turned
into corresponding recesses on tho other, substan-
tially as sot forth.

88,166.-Rokert Hill, St. Louis, Mo.— Ctoy-
Molding Machine.—Mai'ch 23, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The core B, supported upoi\ tho base-

block A, when arranged and conibineil Avith the
sliding piece D aud bolt b b', substautially as set

forth.

2. Tho stationary mold C and core B, when com-
bined with tlio rammers E, aud riug L, aud guides
M, substantially as set fortli.

3. The rammers E, ropes G, and cams II, substau-

tially as s(^t lortli.

4. Tho ring L, pitman N, crank N', shaft O, worm-
wheel 0, and worm 1*, when operating substantially

as sot forth.

88,167. — Daniel Hodokins, Newburyport,
]\fasH.

—

Knife-Scourer and Sharpener.—IMiu'oh 23,

18()9.

Claim.— \. Holding tho ohannolod vubbora by a
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jaw, pivoted to the box, holding the scouring-ma-
terial substantially as set forth.

2. So constructing tbeboxF audits jaw, andhang-
ing- them to the standard E, that the spring G- shall

both hold the jaw and press the bos aud rubbers
down, substantially as above described.

88,168.—John Holtz, Baltimore, Md.

—

Auto-
matic Boiler-Feeder.—March 23, 1869.

Clai'm.—A device for percussing water of con-
densed steam to the boUer, substantially as shown
and described.

88,16^.

—

Joseph Eves Hover, Philadelphia,
'Ps..—Paper-Sizing.—M&xii]i 23, 1869.

Claim.—A composition, consisting of the ingredi-

ents described, for the pui'pose specified.

88,170.—Peter H. Jacksox, jSTew York, IsT. T.
—Steering-Apjjaratua.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the steering
screw- shaft B aud nuts E E, of the guide-rod G, ar-

ranged over said screw-shaft, and serving to guide
both nuts, or screw-boxes, and prevent them fi'om

turning, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the guide-rod G- and verti-

cally-sliding boxes D D, with'the screw-shaft B and
nuts E E, essentially as shown and described.

88,171.-"William H. Jackson, Salem, Mass.,
assignor to George B. Upton, Dayiu D. Stack-
pole, and Samuel H. Gookin.—Poivdcr for Blast-

ing and other Purposes.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of gunpowder or other
explosive compound with vegetable fiber, prepared
as above described, for the purpose specified.

88,172.-P. jST. Jacobus, ElatbrookviUe, K". J.

—Shears.—lA&rch. 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slot c, formed in the part A of the

shears, in combination with the cmwilinear portion

b of the part A', substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bows or loops to the
handles of a pair of scissors or shears, in such man-
ner as that either bow or loop lies diagonally across

the handle to which it belongs, and, where both
loops, are so twisted or set. the same made to occupy
reverse positions relatively to each other, substan-

tially as shown aud described.

88,173.—JACOB Jameson, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—March 23, 1869.

Claim^.—l. The herein-described process of mak-
ing iron or steel direct fi'om the ore, with mineral
coal, substantially as set forth.

2. The furnace for treating ores, and producing
iron or steel direct therefi'om, when constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as herein described.

88,174.— Charles C. Johnson, Springfield,

Yt.—loij-Hoop.—Ma-Ych 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application, to a toy-hoop, of a se-

ries of bells, in such a ibanner as to be struck suc-

cessively, or in unison, by the operation of spring-

hammers, actuated by pins brought into juxtaposi-

tion by the revolution of the hoop, substantially as

set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the retaining-stop /,

for preventing the backward rotation of the hoop,
substantially as described.

88,175.-Job Johnson, Samuel J. Smith, and
Simon Ikgersoll, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to

Job Johnson and Samuel J. Smith.—Clothes-Line
Fastener.—March 23, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The fastening for lines and ropes, formed
of tapering, rounded, stationary side-pieces, between
which are open, tapering jaws, for wedging and
clamping the line, or rope, as specified.

2. The finger fc, in combination with the stationary,

tapering jaws, to cause the line to Avedge down into

such jaws, by the pull on the same, substantially as

set forth.

88,176.—Kelson Johnson, Jasper, ]S". Y.—
Saw-Gummer.—lAsL\c\'. 23, 18ti9.

Claim.—\. The combination of the bail E E*, ro-

tary cutter C, and lever A^, employed substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The bail E, when provided with a V or chisel-
shaped bearing-surface, /, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The adjustable frame, or carriage B, Ivhen em-
ployed in combination with the guraming-roller or
cutter C of a saw-gummer, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

4. The clamping-screws G G', in combination with
the perforated frame A a'* and perforated bail E /',

substantially as described.

88,177.-Xelson Johnson, Jasper, X. Y.

—

Saw-Siuage.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable punch, or swage-pin
holder, consisting of the perforated arms C and roller

D d, employed in combination with the stock A and
punch E, substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination with the stock A, constructed
in two parts, as represented aud described, the set-

screw a and clamping-screw a^, arranged and em-
ployed in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

3. The dies E, arranged, relatively to the point-die
B, in the manner set forth, aud employed to form
side-cutting flanges on the tooth, substantially as
described.

4. Tlie adjustable gauge or rest G-, in combination
with the stock A and adjustable bars C C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

5. "The eccentric-lever H, employed in combination
with the die B, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,178.-William J. Johnson, isTew Orleans',

La.

—

Locomotive Drive-Wheel.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of certain of the
parts thereof, by which a portion or the whole of
the weight of said engine is borne upon the axles of
small car-wheels, which rest and run upon the inner
periphery of the rims of the driving-wheels, substan-
tially in "the manner and for the respective purposes
herein set forth.

2. When the principal portion, or the whole of the
weight of a locomotive-engine, is made to bear upon
the axles of car-weeels which rest and run upon the
inner periphery of the rims of the driving-wheels
thereof, the combination of the steam-cylinders O O
with said driving-wheels, through the medium of the
short cranks q q, the longer cranks r r, and the side
coupling-bars S S, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

88,179.-Hubert L. Judd, Brooklyn, :sr. Y.—
Cord-Tightener for Curtain-Fixtures,— March 23,

1869.

Claim..—The slide a, with rack-teeth 3, or projec-

tions in its bottom surface, in combination with the
pulley d, blocks h and c, with their inclined surfaces
provided with a tooth, or projection, 4, that is forced
back against said bottom siu'face of the slide, as and
for the purposes set forth.

88,180.—Ansel 2«r. Kellogg, Chicago. HI.—
Block for Holding Stereotype-Plates—March 23,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of a spring, c, with the
block B, when constructed with a longitudinal dove-
tailed groove, or bed, and the removable plate A,
when provided with rebated sides e e, all arranged to
operate substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and set forth.

88,181.—John J. Kellt, Slippery Eock, Pa.

—

Bridge.—M.tcac'a. 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The span, when constructed of plates

C D E. the two latter provided with flanges d d' and
e e', which are arranged to form a support for the

braces E G- H, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The plates g, when bolted to the flanges d' e',

and supporting between them the upper eyed ends-

of supports E^and braces G H, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The clips j. when supporting the lower eyed
ends of supports E and braces G- H, and sliding
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freely on rope I, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

88,182.—T. K. Bolton, Cleveland, Ohio, execu-

tor of Samuel IL Kimball, deceased.—Process of
Manufacturing Sheet-Iron.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described process for the man-
ufacture of sheet-iron.

88,183.-G-EORGE S. KOONTZ, "Washington, D.
C, and Edward Potts and McLeod D. Lewis,
Baltimore, Md.

—

Railroad-Car Heater.—March 23,

186a,

Claim.—1. The water-tanh E, when made sub-

stantially as shown and described, and placed verti-'

cally over the stove, in combination with the ball I,

chain H, and valve Gr, all as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of valve G-, rod E,, and valve
M, all as and for the jmrpose specified.

3. The combination of tlie ball I, chain H, and
valve G-, all substantially as shown and described,

with the ring J, supported on braces a a, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

88,184.-Hugh TV. Lafferty and Eobert
Lafferty, Gloucester City, l!^. J.—Centrifugal
Draining-Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the loose band-di-
vision N of the cone friction-pulley M N, tlrivingthe
spindle, or shaft A of a centiifugal machine, with a
bearing and support separate and distinct from said
shaft, or spindle, substantially as herein set forth.

2. A sleeve, or hollow shaft, G- or Q, interposed
between the loose band-division of the cone friction-

pulley and the spindle, or shaft of a centrifugal ma-
chine driven thereby, substantiallv as herein set

forth.
• 3. T'he combination of the loose, or band-division
N of the cone friction-pulleyM IsT, driving the spin-

dle, or shaft A of a centrifugal machine, with the
hanger supporting the spindle, by means of a sleeve,

or hollow shaft interposed between the pulley and
spindle, substantially as herein set forth.

4. An oil-cup, H, encircling the bearings of the
loose, or band-division of the cone friction-pulley,

substantially as herein set forth.

5. A wire draining-basket, O, in combination with
the spindle A of a centrifugal machine.

88,185.— Hugh TV. Lafferty and Robert
Lafferty, Gloucester City, N. J. — Centrifugal
Sugar-Draining Machine.—March 23, 1869.-

Claiin.—1. The annular oil-cup D, when so com-
bined with the spindle A as to support and inclose
the bearings thereof, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. An enlarged waste-oil cup T, having a contract-
ed rim, or neck, and combined with the spindle, or
shaft, of a centrifugal machine, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. A corrugated draining-baskct,'or cylinder, B, in
combination with the spindle, or shaft," A, of a cen-
trifugal machine, substantially as herein set forth.

4. India-rubber or other elastic packing, inter-

posed between the supports of a centrifugal machine
and the beams or base to ivhich it is attached, or
from which is supported, substantially as herein set
forth.

5. The combination of a cone friction-pulleJ^ M
N, with the driviug-spindlo A of a suspended cen-
trifugal machine, substantially as and lor the pur-
poses herein set forth.

6. The within-dcscribcd combination and arrange-
ment of the friction-pulley M N, of tlie spindle A,
the driving-pulley S, and counecting-band O, for the
purpose herein specified.

88,i86.

—

Thomas Lincoln and George Hub-
bard, New Haven, Conn.

—

Door-Button.— Mavah
,
23, 1869.

Claim.—The button B, provided with the recess C,
and combined with the plate A constructed with the
boss a. and litted with one or more springs, /, so as

to operate substantially in the manner specified.

88,187.—Marshal Long, New York, N. Y.—
Tellurium.—Mi\Y(^h 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie mechanical arrangement of the
wire r X y z, the vertical belt r s t, and the horizontal
semi-belt u v, with the revolving globle G, and sta-

tionary globe D, substantially as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bracket ab c d e with
the vertical pole B C, the horizontal shaft E E, the
gear-wheels /, g, h, i, the spindle m, the arm j A;, the
pivot I, the mechanical arrangement of the wire r x
y z, the vertical belt r s t, and the horizontal semi-
belt u V, and the globes 1) and G-, substantially as
herein described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the mechanical devices
above mentioned with the wire ft' c' d', the dark
globe K, the metal cax^ L, the elastic thread o' p' q',

and the weight q', substantially as herein described,,

and for the purpose set forth.

88,188.—Theodor Luke, St. Louis, Mo.—Car-
pet-Cleaning 2iach.ine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the rollers of a
carpet-beating machine, the apron-attachment, com-
]30sed of the hooks and ropes, substantially as here-
inbefore described.

2. Making the flexible beaters removable, by means
of snap-hooks, or equivalent devices, substantially

as set forth.

88,189.—Isaac V. Lynn and "William J. Lynn,
Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to themselves, J. J. Mc-
CoRJiicii, and Willis D. Baker, same place.

—

Car-
Coupling .—!si.s.\-ch. 23, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the coupling-pin of car-buffers

with a pivoted pedestal, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described and for

the purpose set forth.

88,190. —Levi H. Mace and Erederick S.

G-WYER, New York, N.Y.

—

Construction of Refriger-
ators—March 23, 1869.

Claimj.—The ice-bottom, constructed substantially

as herein described, so as to compensate for expan-
sion and contraction, and soldered to the adjacent
parts, as and for the pui'ijoses herein set forth.

88,191.

—

Edwin Martin, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself, S. W. Porter, and J. E. Cran-
ston.—Metallic Cartridge.—March 23, 1869.

Claiin.—1. An interior conical-shaped pocket, or
receptacle, containing the fulminate and anvil, when
the wall of said pocket is formed of two thicknesses
of metal contiguous to each other, substantially as
described.

2. Turning over the upper part of the perforated
conical portion of the reenforcing-cup upon and into
the pocket, or receptacle, for the fulminate and an-

vil, forming a gas-check, substantially as described.

88,192.—John H. Martin, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Breast-Strap ^SKde.-March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A breast-strap slide, having its ring-stops

B B, constructed upon one edge, as shown and
described.

88,193.—Alfred McDaniel, Dubuque, Iowa.
— Wash-Boiler.—MvLX(i\\ 23, 1869.

Claim-.—The series of projecting strips E, between
the inner and outer boilers, forming passages b, and
the ledge E, in combination with the internal and
external boiler, as and for the purpose described.

88,194 James ^Y. McDonald, Chicago, 111.

—Street-Sweeper.—M.iu-ii\\ 23, 1869.

Claim,.— 1. The swceping-cybinl^'i". when the

brooms are arranged thereon in a spiral form, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the shalt 11' with the inclino

T, screw-conveyer Y, and trough IT, in a street-

sweeping machine, Avhen eonstrueted and arranged
substantially as and for the i)urpos(>s specified.

3. The combination of the trough (r, serew-oou-

Ycyer Y, and endless-cliain eonve.v(>r A', wlu>n cou-

structed and arranged substantialiy as described.

_

4. The blocks L, when suspended on the chain.s

O, in combination willi the pinion .J and cogs I of

wheel C, all constructed and arranged substantially

as herein specified.

5. The couibiuation of the screw-rod H' with tlio
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adjustable bearings E', when raised and lowered, by
means of nuts F', all constructed and arranged in a
street-sweeping machine, substantially as specified.

88,195.

—

Samuel Mendexhall, Muncv Station,

Pa.—H«rrou'.—March !23, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the double-baiTed
iron harrow with oblique ends, B, and elevated coup-
ling D, when arranged and combined witli teeth
having diamond-shaped necks J and shoulders H,
as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,196. — 'William Munsox, Abington, Pa.

—

Fifth-Wheel.—M.?a-Q\\ 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheel or jilate C, and. its lugs n n,

recesses .<?, pins i, and rollers m, Avhen the said re-

cesses are so formed to prevent the escape of tlie

rollers, in case of the breaking of the i^ins, as set

forth.

2. The combination of the wheel C, its rollers and
hollow hub h, and the plate D, and its projection jp,

the whole being constructed and adapted to each
other, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the bolts e, in respect to
the pins i, of the friction-rollers, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

• 88,197. —AxDKEW "W. XiCHOLSOX, Brooklyn,
X. Y.— Walking X>oZL—March 23^1869.

Claim.—The wheels D D, axle C, pulley g, and
belt /, in combination with the crank-shaft c, pulley

e, and slotted connections of the legs with the body of
the doll, substantially as andfor the purpose sijecilied.

88,198 TViLLiAM L, Paixe, Boston, Mass.—
Yelocipecle.—M.ixvc\i 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arm, or support E, hinged at /, in

combination with catch c, as applied to a velocipede,
substantially in the manner ajid for the purpose set

forth.

88,199.-Chester Palmek, T^illouc-hby, Ohio.
—Potato-Digg-er.—^liXMch 23, 18G9.

Claim-—1. In combination with the share B, the
detachable separator E D, substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the share
B and separator E D, with the frame A, substan-
tially as described, and for the piu"poses set forth.

88,200.-1. E. Palmer, Hackensack, ]Sr. J.—
Roller-Stop for Windoio-Shades.—^^arch 23, 1869.

Claim.—The abutment or stop-shoulder e, on the
inner periphery of the eccentric surface j of the rim
or barrel d, in combination with the bolt or pin b, aU
aiTan^ed and operating substantially as shown and'
descriljed.

88,201.—Eraxk D. Paradis, Chicago, lU.—
Washing-Machine.—'March. 23, 1869.

Claim.—The bars or pieces A, supporting-irons H,
•cylinder E, zinc sheet C, springs c, and gear-wheels
E G, when combined, and arranged, and constructed,
and operating substantially as and for the pm-poses
specified.

88,202.-^. E. Parker, Meriden, Conn.—Car-
iridge.—March 23, 1869.

Claim:—1. A cartridge-shell, the head of which is

constructed with a recess, a, for the percussion-cai),
its head recessed so as to expose the rim of the cap,
substantially in the maimer and for the purx^ose set
forth.

2. The channels /, in the head of a cartridge, with
or without the recess a, sitbstantiaUy in the manner
and for the pm'pose set forth.

88,203.-Dexter E. Pease and George Pich-
auds, Eichland Centre, "Wis.

—

Self-Registering Lum-
ber-Measure.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the handle A, disk B,
spring-arm D, friction-wheel E. and index-wheel F,
all constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein, set forth.

88,204.-Hart E. Pease, Brooklyn, ]S'". Y.—
Operating Valves of Steam-Engines.—March 23,

1869 ; antedated March 1.5, 1869.

Claim.—The free or independent valve E, ports or
passages c c and d d, slots e e, and valve-stems H H,
all arranged for operation of the valve by the piston,
essentially as described.

88,205.—Peubex H. Plass, Xew York, N'.Y.—
Yclocipede.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The laterally-oscillating seat or saddle,
in combination Avith suitable gearing, whereby the
rocking or lunging of the body is made to steer the
vehicle, substantially as set forth. •

2. Tlie arrangement and combination of the driv-

ing-rollers I and fi'ietiou -rollers K with the axle J of
the driving-wheel, or roUers thereon, substantially
as shown and described.*

3. So connecting the gear-wheels E E' with the
bifurcated axle-supports, that the steering power
may be applied to either one or both of said axles at

pleasm-e, substantially as specified.

8S,20S Joseph T. Pope, ISTew York, If. Y.—
Lamj^-Shade Holder.—March 23, lf-'69.

Claim.—The combination of the shade and mirror
E and the mirror-holder B, constructed and arranged
with its bent portions C T) and curved portions E E,
•so as to attach to an ordinary lamp-bm-ner, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

88,207.—James Eae, London, England, and
George Miller, Glasgow, Scotland.

—

Construction

of Raihvay- Wheels.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hook rings h h
with the tire t and disks p p, as shown and de-

scribed.

88,208.—JoHx Ealstox, Abraham L.Thomas,
and WiLLiAJi Parkixsox, Tamaqua, Pa.

—

Manu-
facture of Iron and Steel.—March 23, 1869. ,

Claim.—The using of the Leader Hill iron are, or
any other iron ore containing the same ingredients,
as a flux for the removing of impurities from the ii'on,-

^nd so neutralizing it, dm'ing the process of melting,
and combining the ore with the cast-iron in the fiu-

nace, that the person working the furnace can, out
of the same material, and at the same heat, produce
a superior quality of steel or malleable wrought-iron
at his i3leasure.

88,209.—Amos Paxk, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.
—March 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination with the finger-beam
of oscillating x^latform sections or rakes, having their

bearings in supporting shoes or brackets attached to

the finger-beam, for the purposes specified.

2. Tne combination, substantially as set forth,

with oscillating platform sections or rakes of an au-

tomatically-operated reciprocating driving-bar, for

alternately and successively oscillating the rakes, by
a positive motion from the main axle without rigid
connections.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
oscillating platforms or rakes carrying recoil springs
and swinging wipers, with studs on a slide-bar mov-
ing parallel to the finger-beam.

4. The combination of the cam-guide, vibrating
lever, and adjustable bracket, as set forth.

5. The reel-ribs, constructed in two pieces, as de-

scribed, and adjustable at either end.

88,210.—J. T. Peardox, Elkton, M6..—Kerv-
ing-Bridlc.—March 23, 1869 ; antedated March 11,

1869.

Claim.—The straps a a and straps d, connecting
the ring on the neck, straps /, and rings e, with the
check-lines h, lines c c, and bit A, all arranged as
herein described, and dispensing with, the headstall,

as and for the purposes specified.

88,211.—Shelby Eeed, Scottsville, :N'. Y.—
Sheep-Rack.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing a sheep-rack with three
horizontal apartments, the two outer ones being for

the reception of the animals, and the central one for

the convenience of the person feeding the same, and
two or more floors or stories, one above another, all

of which are arranged for the reception of animals,
substantially as shovrn and described.

2. The- arrangement of the sliding racks or bars,
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with reference to the partitions between the compart-
ments and the feeding-troughs, substantially as

shown and described.

88,213.—JOHX E. EicHARDSOX, Lowell, Mich.—
Chalk-Line Spool. — March 23, 1869 ; antedated
March 18, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged box A, containing the line-

spool B and chalk-chamber H. with packing, and
having attached the cap ¥, inclosing spring Gr, and
wheels E D, all arranged to operate substantially as

lierein set forth.

88,213.—JOBX H. EOELKER, Evansville, Ind.—
Grate for Cooking- Stoves.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the " fire-

bottom" herein described, consisting essentially of

the parts A and B, united by the flanges a b and
screws or rivets c, and adajited to operate together,

substantially as and for the purposes herein de-

scribed.

88,214.—John Eoot, E"ew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and McLagon and Stevens, same
place.

—

Bolt-Heading Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the holding device,

the open cam-wheel E, the upsetting die C, and the

forming dies a, in the manner and for -the purpose
set forth.

88,21 5.—Stephen P. Euggles, Boston, assignor
to J. Herbert Shedd, Waltham, Mass.

—

Meter.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder A, re-

volving shafts D H I, and radial pistons E F Gr, by
means of which one piston serves alternately as an
abutment, while the other revolves, all substantially

as described.

88,216.—James TV. Eutter, St. Louis, Mo.—
Crushing and Grinding Machine.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gauge-ring C, arranged and oper-

ating in combination with the cylinder A and crusher
or grinder B, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth. •

2. The combination, with the gauge-ring C and
cylinder A, of the stripper or clearer j, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

88,217.—EiCHARD Savage,Chicago, HI.

—

Clutch
for Slaughtering Purposes.—March 23, 1869.

Claim..—\. The hook-shaped jaw C, of the clutch
A, in combination with the jaw E, when constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. Constructing one of the handles of the clutch A
with the slot E, substantially as and for the jmrposes
specified.

3. The link J, in combination with the shoulder K,
when constructed and o^Dcrating substantially as de-

scribed.

88,218.—EiLERT 0. Schartau, Philadelphia, Pa.—Apparatus for Evaporating Medicines in Treat-
ing Diseases.—M-dvch 23, 1869.

Clai'm.—The calorific apparatus, as herein set
forth, to be used as a heater only, or in connection
with the box containing medicine, to generate some
strong or aromatic vapors.

88,219.—"William Seaman and George A.
Banta, New York, -N. Y., assignors to William
Seaman.—/S'TOfc.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metallic sink, formed with the
p^roovcs 3 and channels 2, in the flange d, and tlie

back flange e, upon the edge of the flange d, as and
for the purp.oses set forth.

2. The metiiilic sink, formed with the cavity %, and
dome-shaped strainer k, as and for the pui'poses set
forth.

88,220.—J. H. Seymour, Hagorstown, Md.—
Water- Closet.—March 23, 1869.
Claim.—The connection of the valve e with the

oovor C, by Tneans of the joint (i, rod b, and arm/, in
such manner that when the oovor C is raised, the
ralve e sliall be closed, and vice versa, essentially as
hown and described, for the piu-poso sot forth.
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88,221.

—

Gerard Sickels, Boston, Mass.

—

Wa-
ter Meter.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reciprocating vertical hollow shaft
C, jirovided with the partition e, extending thi'ough
the entire shaft, and the wing e', and openings and
ports, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the reciprocating hollow
shaft C, the moving sleeve J, constructed and oper-
ating as and for the purpose specilied.

3. The combination of the rollers I and moving
double incline in rn, with the sleeve, or piston J, as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The stationary diaphragm I, in combination
with the sleeve J, as specified.

5. In combination with the vertical-chambered re-
ciprocating shaft C, extending through both cylin-

ders, the openings h h', and wing e', sabstantially as
and for the purpose described.

6. The combination of the vertical shaft C, con-
structed as described, wing e', and partition/, as and
for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the cylinders A B, the hol-
low, chambered shaft C, and sleeve J, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

88,222.—Thomas Sim and Elias S. Hutchin-
son, Baltimore, Md.

—

Apparatus and Process for
Extracting Oil from Vegetable and other Matter.-
March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The process of separating bisulphide
of carbon or other chemical from oil, by tlie aid ot
an exhaust, substantially as herein described.

2. The apparatus, constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combined process of extracting oil from
vegetal)le matter, by means of bisulphide of carbon,
or other suitable chemical, and afterward separat-
ing the chemical from the oil, by the aid of an ex-
haust, substantially as herein described.

88,223.—Amor Smith, Baltimore, Md.—^er-
tilizer.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mo(le of preparing leather for use
as a fertilizer, by simply steaming, drying, and pul-
verizing it, without the necessity for the employ-
ment of chemical agents, substantially as set forth.

2. As a new article of mauut'actui'e, a fertilizer,

composed of a phosphate, and leather which has
been steamed, diied, and pulverized, substantially as
set forth.

88,224.— Gibson Smith, Croton Junction,
Mass.

—

Compound for Coloring the Hair.—March
23, 1869.

Claim.—A new and improved mode of coloring
and preserving the hair, by the use of hyposulphite
of soda.

88,225.-James Snowdin, Westford, and*John
Kent, Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

Harrow.—March 23,
1869.

Claim.—The bands C, chains D, drums E, ratchet-
wheels E', ratchet-spriugs d, and havers F, in com-
bination with the frames A and liarrows B, as ar-
ranged, substantially in the manner and lor the pur-
pose as described.

88,226.-Orville Sperry and John W. Hop-
son, Hartfield, N. Y.—Cham-Dasher.—Miwch 23,
1869.

'

Claim.—The arrangement of the dasher in two
clamp-heads, a a, b b, which clamp the siev^o B be-

tween, the construction being such that said .siovo

may be applied and removed at pleasure, as horeiu
set forth.

8S,227,—Michael J. Stfjn, Now York, N. T.
—Last-Holder for the Manufacture of Boota and
Shoas.—March 23, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination, with tho movable
base-plate A, of the swinging last-holding phito or
frame C, provided with adjustable too and lieol-sup-

ports / c, for operation substantially as described.

2. The combination of a locking-dog, or dogs, and
rack, with the adjustable or swinging last-holding

l)late, or frame, and base plate, or [)ortioii of Mio
jack, for locking or stopping tho last-holding plato
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at different -angles, or eleTations, essentially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination -witb the base- plate A and ad-

justable or rocking last-holding plate C, of the ratfk

G, the slotted slides F F, the springs H H, the lev-

ers I I, and the dogs rr, carried by said slides, and
set, or arranged relatively to the teeth of the rack,
for operation substantially as specified.

SS,22S.—Leander E. Streeter, Chelsea, as-

signor to himself and A. B. Ely, (trustees.) JSTew-

ton, Mass.

—

Method of Veneering Articles ivith Fy-
roxyle.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. I'he use of plastic pyroxyle or syloi-

dine. and its compounds, as a veneeror facing upon
dental baseplates, or artificial gums, substantially
as described.

2. The combination of pyroxyle, or its compounds,
Tvith dental plates, or gums, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination of artificial teetli vriih dental

plates, or gums, veneered with pyrosjle, or its com-
pounds, substantially as described.

4. Dental plates and gums, veneered ^^'ith pyrox-
yle, orits compounds, substantially as described.

5. Veneering t!ie surfaces of articles with plastic

or flexible pyroxyle, or its compounds, when the same
is attached' as a veneer, substantially as described,

with or without cement, and made to adhere and as-

sume shape in presses, or molds, by compression,
with heat, if need be, substantially as set forth.

88,2'.29.—Leander E. Streeter, Chelsea, as-

signor to himself and A. B. Ely, 'trustees,) Newton,
Mass.—Dentists' Flask.—March 23, ISCiD.

Claim.—The removable cast of the back, or con-

cave part of artificial-teeth mountings, for flasking
purposes, substantially as described.

88,230.—George C. Taft, TVorcester, Mass.,
assignor to Loking Goes, same place.— Wrench.—
March 23, 1669.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the reduced
har. as shown at C, of the sliding-jaw D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the ferrule F and shank
H, of the holding-pin a, substantially as and for the

pmi)Oses set forth.

3. A combined head and bar, cast in one piece,

with the head cored out, as shown at b, for the .pur-

poses stated.

88,231.—Elmer Towxsexd, Boston, Mass.

—

Wire for Shoe-Fegs.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. A continuous wire, having a spiral

thmid raised upon it by pressure, without the
removal of any portion of its substance, as de-

scribed.
2. Giving to the thread of a continuous wire,

formed as described, such an inclination to the line

of the wire, as to adapt .screws, or pins cut from it,

to be driven by percussion in the direction of their

length, instead of by turning, as screws ai-e usually

driven, substantially as set forth.

88,232.—Elmer Tov^^xsekd. Boston, Mass.

—

Wire fur Shoe-Fegs.—March 2:3, 1869.

Claim.—Giving a concave form to the sides of a
triangular wire for the manufacture of shoe-pegs, for

the x)m-pose set lorth.

88,233.—A. J. Traver, Lisburn. Pa.

—

Flow.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The levers E E and spiral springs F F,
as constructed and arranged forward of the shafts

or standards D 1), substantially in the manner and
for the pui pose as herein shown and described.

88,234.—George T7. Tucker, Eugene, 111.—

Cora-Marker.—March 23, 1869.

Clai^v.—l. The within-described gauge, consist-

ing of the bar F, marker /, and brace G, secured to

and in combination with the field-marker, and oper-

ated by means of the lever H, substantially as and
for the'purpose shown.

2. The combined field-marker and gauge, consist-

ing of the axle A. frame B B, pole C, marking wheels
1» D I), bar F, marker/, brace G, and lever H, all con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially a&
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the gauge, as described,
the reversible lever H, by means of which said
gauge is raised or lowered, substantially as herein
specified.

88,235.-George W. TJmbaugh, Lima, Ohio.—
Bee-Hice.—Marc\\ 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement within a bee-hive, on
the side thereof, of feeding-troughs, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth,

88,236.-CharlesH. TJxbekwood. Dorchester,
assiti-nor to James A. Dufee. Boston. Mass.

—

Miter-
Box.—March 23, 1869 ; antedated ]\rarch 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the radial arms D D'
with a platform, and saw-guides attached to the plat-

form, Avheu so arranged that the saw will pass be-
tween the arms, through the center, from which they
radiate, and the wood will have a bearing against
the stroke of the saw, upon each arm, the opening
between the arms being only sufificient to admit the
free passage of the saw, all substantially as and for
the pui'iDose specified.

88,237.-Oliver Yallaxdigham, St. Louis,'
Mo.—Cifiar-Brier.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the box A, inner
casing h, burner y, gauze cap g, ventilators e, e\ and k,

all arranged, constructed, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown and specified.

2. The combination of the box A. inner casing b,

ventilators e, e', and k, piping s, and elbow p, of a
cigar-drying apparatus, with an ordinary coal-oil
.lamp, all constiucted. arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and speci-
fied.

3. A cigar-drying apparatus, combining the de-
vices above set forth, wlien constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and tor the purpose

• shown and specified.

88,238.—WilliA3r Van Axdex, Pouglikeepsie,
'S.Y.— Velocipede.— ^larch 23, 1869.

Claim.—The ratchet-device a B, in combination
with the pedal-cranks C, as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

88,239 JAiiES Varley, Hudson City, IS^. J".—
Neck-Tie Retainer. — March. 23, 1869; antedated
March 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A neck-tie retainer, formed of a shield
or brooch-face piece A, and yielding neck-clip B,
composed of curved arms a a, and body b, having a
slot, c, in it, in combination with a catch or projec-
tion, /, in rear of the shield or brooch-face piece, for
operation together, substantially as specified.

2. The slotted neck-clip B, formed with an elastic
extension, or arm, d, for attachment to the shield, or
brooch-face piece A, and for action in concert with
the catch or projection /, constructed and arranged
substantially as herein set forth.

88,240.—FREr>ERicK Volkmax-x and Augus-
tus Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Carriage-Axle.—
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic washer D, ffanged nut F,
and notches i i. in combination ^\ ith a locking-spring,

j, the whole relatively arranged, and operating as
and for the purpose described.

88,241.—W. W. Wait, Eichmond, Ind.—J'an-
ning-Mill.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever a, operating on a fulcrnm-
pin. and so arranged that the latter may be changed
to difi'erent points tor the puipose of increasing or
diminishing the action of said lever on the screen,
withontchanging the lowest point in the lever's mo-
tion, substautiahy as set forth.

2. The eccentric b on the fan-shaft J. and rods c

and e, for the purpose ot giving an end-shake to the
shoe, substantially as set forth"

3. The grain-bo*^ard I, provided with .the divergent
partitions, and the board P, as set forth, and for the
purpose described.
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88,242. — Lewis Wakefield, Minneapolis,
Mhm.—Accle-JBox.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The axle-box A, piOTided at one end with
a solid beveled flan.ee B, and the other T\ith screw-

threads, ^hich receive the beveled nut-tlange D,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,243.—Samuel Jacob "Wallace, Keokuk,
Jo-wa.— Wash-Boiler.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The steam, or automatic washer, made sub-

stantially as described, with a cone-shaped and im-

perforated roof-part, B, radiating ribs G G, or

clothes-rack, tube D, from top of arch of roof B, and,

at one side, provided with head K and scalloped part

E, for the purpose set forth.

88,244.—Joim P. Ware, Montgomery City,

Mo.—Cam-Flanter.—March 23, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of the beam A, plow C,

cutter D, seed-bos E, and adjustable shovel, or shoe
F, all constructed as described, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,245.~WiLLTAM Webb, Waterbm-y, Conn.

—

Expanding- Chuck.—March 23, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination, s^'ith the rotary ex-
panding-chuck, consisting of one or inoie expanding-
slides, mounted in or uj^on the chuck-body, or stock,

' as set foith, of the vibratory or reciprocatory frame,
an'anged to move said slides back and foith upon
the chuck, without interfering with its rotation, sub-
stantially as and for the j)urposes described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the vibra-
tory adjusting-lexer, or frame, in i-elation to the
chuck-stock, or body, and slides mounted in or upon
the said chuck-body, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

88,246.—Thomas B. Webster, Sekaukus, IST.

J.

—

Automatic Boiler-Feeder.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The surplus-escape valve k, closed by
pressure of steam on the piston 7n, in combination
with the check-valve / and float E, and arranged
between said check-valve and the feed-puni]), sub-
stantially as specified.

88,247 Horace Wells, Hopkinton, E. I.—
JRoUer- Cleaner in Spinning-Machines.-^ March 23,

1869.
Claim.—1. The traveling cleanerD E, constructed

as shown and described.
2. The travehjig cleaner D E, in combination with

the feed-rollers of a spinning-jack, or frame, sub-
stiintially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the cleaner G, spring G',
and roller C, substantially as and for the piu'pose
shown and described.

88,248.—C. Westhrook, Harrisburg, Pa.—Am-
tomatic Trayismitting Telegraph-Apparatus.—March
23, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a telegraph-in stru-'

mejit, adapted to receive and record messages upon
the Morse pkm, or sjstera, a transniitting-apparatus,
cousistiiiji' essentially of the spring-hnger i), acting
as an aun)niatic key, operated by the projections of
the em))ossed fillet, a.s it passes from the recording-
instrument, so as to make and break the circuit, and
tliereby automatically reproduce the message, sub-
stantially as described.

88,249

—

Samuel P. Williams, Sheridan, N.Y.
-Gate.—Mm-ch '^3, 1869.

Claiin.—The gate, weighted aa descril)ed. and
hung at a point l)etweeu both ends, but remote fi'oni

its center, in coml)ination -\\ ith the sliort post, sub-
stantudly as shown and described. •

88,250 William L. Williams, ^N'ew York, N.
Y.—Machine for iSpliftiiig Wood.—March 23, 1869 ;

antedated March 18, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. Tiie horizontal yielding and tootiied
f(;eding-wlieels q, aii'anged at the t^ides of the feed-

ing-tj'ough, and actuated snjjstantnilly as specilied,

to move the wiood along when tlic knives are above
said wood, as set foith.

2. Tlie side-bars p, extending from end to end, or
nearly bo, of the trough b, and united by a boll at

the ends, where the wood is entered, and provided
with springs near the other ends, for the purposes
and as set forth.
3. The plate, or frame, adjusted by screws, as

specified, in combination with the feeding-trough
and reciprocating cutters, substantially as set forth.

88,251.—G. W. Williamson, Gonldsborough,
Pa.

—

Difih and Clothes Wa.^her.—March 23, lc;69.

Claim.—1. The bottom, K, provided with the hol-

low conical perforated projections M, and the angu-
lar elevations 0, or either separately, and combined
with the vessel A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the rack P, con-
structed as described for the purpose specified.

88,252.

—

John Q. A. Yonkey and Francis M.
Kawson, Frankfort, Ind.—/^oice.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A portable self-supporting fence, com-
posed of posts A C, dovetail B, gains D L), and
planks E E, Avhen constructed and ari-anged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,253. — Martin Woodard, Des Moines,
Iowa.

—

Combined ISower and Cultivator.—March 23,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, on the frame A C D,
of the removable seed-box G, having longitudinally-

grooved agitators h h, operated by frictiou-wheels

f g. and the 'bar d. under its bottom, with the hinged
bars H H, slotted arms 1 1, pivoted shanks J J, teeth
K K, levers L L, and railing M, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

SS,254. -George W. IST. Yost, Coitv, Pa.—
Har venter.—March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a bar S, project-
ing through and within a loop, R'.'of the tloating-

bar, with a cylinder, E., of the body A and A', pro-
vided with a groove, g, and having the end of the
bar S' within said cylinder R, in said groove g, when
made and used as described for grass and grain-
cuttiog-maehiues.

88,255.

—

William Zimmerman, Eloomington,
l\h— Table-Attachm-ent for Chairs.—March 23, 1869.

Claim..—1. The construction and arrangement of
the standard B, the clamp K, the table A, the metal
plate E, the hinged forked brace C, combined to
operate substautially as set forth.

2. The adjustable hinged clamp K, consisting of
the parts J h i o p I, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

88,258.—Fred. Y/alton Bacon, New York,
N. Y.—Artists' Easel—March 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The attachment and adjustment of the
sketch-board D, by means of the groove g g, and set-

screw and nut A, for the purpose set forth.

2. The attachment of the color box B, or recepta-
cle for coloTs. brushes, and other articdes used for
painting or drawing', either permanently, or adjust-
able by means of the pivot p and set-screw <, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Th(! box F, a receptacle for sketches, drawings,
canvas, paper, or other material, substantially as do-
scribed.

4. The T-shaped slide and groove.
•

88,25r.—G. F. Harois, Decatur, 111.—Jf«c/wne
for Winding Cloth.—March 23, I8(i9.

claim.— i. The convcxed boards c c', when they
are convcxed on both edges, and when the \\ hole aro
so combined, in an indei)endfnt franu>, C as to re-

tain tin? same relative po.sition in regard to their

convexity, no unitlcr at what width ailjusted, sub-
stantially as desci'ibed.

2. The combination of th(> tensiou-roll(M's B B' B*,

frame A A', convexi'd boards c <;', thinnb-screws d
ft' a'^. clamping-jaws e e\ anil board 1>, when llio

W'hole IS (.•on.strucU'd anil arranged substantially tis

described, as and lor the purpose .speeilietl.

8S,25S.—WAKifKN E. Johnson, Chicago. 111..—

Pr(ice>!.s of l)r.riiun<i Useful Productsfrom Uarbage,
iCr.— March 23. lH(i9.

Claim.—The utilization of garbage, or vofuso ma*
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terial collected from hotels, boarding-houses, and
private dwellings, and the productiou therefrom of
Taluable materials, substantially by the process de-

tailed in the specification, as above.

SS,259.—'J. Herbert Shedd, TValtham, Mass.
•-^Ligidd-Aleter.—March S3, 1869.

Claim.—I. The fans D E F, within a cylinder, so
arranged that one of them shall operate as a plunger,
another moving tardily as a diaphragm, and the
third being measurably ineffective in its transition

fr'om the condition of a diaphragm to that of a
plunger, or from tlie condition of a plunger to that

of a diaphragm, all operated by means substantially

as described.
2. The combination of eccentric-gearing', as de-

scribed, with a system of fans of varying movement,
upon a common' center, in the manner and for the
purpose herein shown.

3. The arrangement of the fan-chamber and the
gearing-chamber, containing the parts hereinbefore
recited, within a case. A, and cap C, whereby the
whole shall be protected, with the occurrence of
but one single joint, all as and for the purpose
shown.

88,260.—Leaxdee E. Strefter, Chelsea,Mass.,
assignor to himself and A. B. Ely, trustees.

—

Com-
position/or Dental Plates.—lalaTch 23, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The use of soluble pyroxyle, or syloi-

dine, or gun-cotton, prepared and combined with
other substances, substantially as described, in such
manner as will give the requisite toughness, dura-

bility, hardness, elasticity, and strength, for forming
dental plates and artificial gums for teeth, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. The method of preparing and manipulating the
material, substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

3. The attachment, or combination of artificial

teeth to or with artificial bases, or gums, composed
and prepared substantially as described.

4. Dental plates and gums for artificial teeth, &c.,

substantially as described, when composed of the

material and made in the method substantially as

set forth.

88,261.

—

Aloxzo Aston, 2^ew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to Kussell and Irwin Manufacturing
CoiiPANY, same place.

—

Reversible Knob-Latch.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the latch D, and
the ordinary devices for operating the same, the sup-

plemental riding-plate H, arranged to connect the
latch with its operating- mechanism, substantially

as described, for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the supplemental riding-

plate H, a sliding stop, 'm, arranged to operate in

the manner substantially as described, for the pui'-

poses specified.

88,262.— E. A. Eaglet, TVorcester, Mass.—

•

^cre^/>lf«c7iine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the spindle E
and adjustable carriage .(y, of the notched holding-
plate K and tongue H, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

2. The combination, with, the spindle E. and ad-

justable carriage C, of a holding-plate or device,
' tongue H, and lever F, arranged to be operated sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

88,283.

—

Daniel Belcher, Easton, assignor to

himself and Alyin Colburn, Lynn, Mass.

—

ILechan-

ism for Connecting Horses to Vehicles.—March 30,

1869.
Claim.—The combination «of the slotted bar, or

plate A, the catch-hook a and the clamp-screw d, or

ecLUivalent devices, with the spring-case B, the bolt-

receiving bar C , and the spjing D thereof, the said

slotted bar, catch-hook, and clamp-screw enabling

the case B to be adjusted to and fixed in different

positions on the shaft of a carriage, as and for the

purpose hereinbefore explained.

88,264.

—

Charles P. Bigelow, Clinton, Mass.
—^dge-Piane.—MsLTch 30, 1869.

Claim.—An edge-plane for shoemakers' use, hav-

ing knife E, with lip a, body B, ear-shaped throat

C, shield b, and plate F, Mith shoulder e, .combined,
arranged, and oi^eratiug substantially as herem de-

scribed.

88,26-3.-Douglas Bly, late of Macon, Ga.—
My.cilage-jBrtcsh.—:ildYch 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. An instrument for applying mucilage,
consisting of a tubular section of elastic non-absorb-
ent material, with a handle affixed, substantially as
herein described.

2. Said instrument, when formed as above, and
provided with an exterior covering of fibrous and
absorbent material, to which the inner, ornon-absorb
ent and elastic tube serves as a supporting and form-
retaining structm-e, substantially as set forth.

3. The corrugated handle, in combination with
the correspondingly-indented neck of the capsule,

substantially as set forth.

88,266.

—

.Jacob Brinkerhoff, Auburn, IST. Y.
— Washing-Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The clothes- box B, constructed in sec-

tions, and with perforated bottom, in combination
with springs g g g g, and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

2. The clothes-box B, in combination with press-

board M, so to operate that \\'hile the box is ascend-
ing the board will descend, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

88,267.—Frederick H. Brinkkotter, Calla-
han's Kanch, Cal.

—

Machine for Fitting Fellies to

Wheels.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bands B B, secured together on
each end of the hub A, for retaining the clamping-
frame, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The clamping-frame, consisting of the block C,

having the longitudinal opeuings d d d' and cap D,
together with the block G. yoke F, and screw E, the
whole arranged substantially as above described.

3. The clamp K, with its arms //. spring h, and
rack i, for secm-ing the spokes, substantially as here-
in described.

88,268.— TTiLLiAM- M. Brisben, Philadelphia,
Pa. — Bobbin for Spinning-Maehine.— March 30,

1869.

Claim:—A sheet-metal bobbin, having an open
seam the whole length of the tube A, and spring-
tongues b b' in incision a a', and bell-shaped, or
flaring bottom B'-, constructed to operate substan-
tially in The manner set forth.

88,269.—Thomas Bullivant, Newark, 17. J.
—Last.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a last,

having its sole, or bottom curved upwardly at the
toe, so that the bottom, or sole of said last, at the
toe shall project above the upper leather, in the
manner and for the iJui'pose set forth.

88.270,- Hiram M. Burdick, Hion, X. T.—
Hay-Spreader.—March 30. 1869.

Claim.—Giving the tedding-forks, or teeth, a vi-

brating, or tumbling motion, to leave, or drop the
hay, by means of the spider K" and notched cu'cle P,
substantially as described.

88,271.— Gustav Burkhardt, Homer, 111.

—

" Tinkers' Poi."—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable funnel C, forming an
automatic fuel-supply, supported on the ring d, so as

to leave a space between it and the body A a of the
pot, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

2. The tinkers' pot composed of the removable
funnel C, fuel-reservoir A b, with ring d, cover E,
and pipe B, and the cast fire-pot a supported on per-

forated ring D, and provided with an opening, c, all

combined and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed.

88,272.—T. M. Bush, Hastings, Mich.— Cistern-
Top.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A cistern- top, made of cement, laid on a
removable covering of boards, around a central oarb,
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B, so as to fot-ra tight joints therewith and with the

main walls, all constructed in the manner substan-

tially as described.

88,273.—Calvin a. Cahoone and Bela E.
BuowN, Providence, R. I.

—

Fastening for Breast-
pins.—Maroh 30, 1869

;
antedated March 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a
"hinged guard," C, with the catch A of a pin-

tongue, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

88,274.— Cyrus Chambeks, jr., Philadelphia,
Ta,.—Car for Brick-Driers.—M-drah 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bottom of the car, cohstructed of

the hinged slats S S, &c., capable of being turned
over on to each other, in the manner and for the
purpose described.

2. The slats S, constructed in the manner herein
specified.

3. The swinging apron V, constructed and sus-

pended substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

88,275.—James H. Chapman, ^tTewton, Iowa.

—

Garden- Cultivator.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the curved arms C
C, axle A, wheels B B and F, cross-bar G and its

plates a a, supporting the shovels H IJ K, or their
substitutes, all substantially as herein specified.

88,276 John H. Cole, North Bridgewater,
Mass.— Welted-Seam-Finishing or Reducing Ma-
c/iMic—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the peripheral-grooved feed-wheel D,
the pei-ipheral-gTooved, or pressing-wheel C, the two
slotted, or grooved guides F G-, and the welt-cutter
E, the whole being to operate -together substantially
as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the inside-

edge trimming-knife H, with the peripheral-grooved
feed-wheel, the peripheral - grooved, or iwessing-
"wheel, the slotted guides, and the welt-cutter, ar-

ranged and applied so as to operate together, as
si)ecified.

3. The feed and smoothing-wheels, as made, not
only viith the welt-receiving grooves, extending
around their peripheiies, but with the arrangement,
as described, of beveled surfaces on opposite sides
of the said grooves, such being for stretching the
leather laterally from the welt, as set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the gauge
a^, and the adjusting-screw h'^, with the gauge Gl-

and the knife H, combined with the guide F," the
feeding and pressing wheels C D, and "the knife E,
arranged to operate as sot forth.

5. Tlie application of the guide G- and the knife H
to the frame, so as to be adjustable- vertically with
respect to the feed- wheel, as may l)e necessary to
adapt the raacliine to operate on leather of any par-
ticular thickness.

88,277 .John Craig, San Francisco, Cal.—
Dum'pi7ig-Wago7i.—Marcli 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie two longitudinal boards C C,
hinged to the reaches, and swinging vertically to the
center, for depositing the load beneath the wagon,
substantially as described.

.
2. The longitudinal rods E E, angular metal plates

h h, cranlvs e e, slotted bars F F, and staple I, the
whole arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

88,278.—Archtuald C. Crary, Utica, N. Y.—
Steam- Fngine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangeracnit, \\ith reference to the
steam-generator A and drain B, constructed as de-
scribed, of tlie engine 11, fan I, and. tube JST, with
pipes (> and E, the cylinder M, and its pipes B> and
M, as herein set forth.

88,279.—Munson C. Cronk, Auburn, N. Y.—
Clamp- liar for Holding the Cutters of Moioing-Ma-
chines lohile beincj Ground.—March 30, 1869 ; ante-
dcilcd March 19, i8ti9.

Claim.—The clainps B I', constructed as described,
and provided with thumb-screws, in combination

with the bar A, all arranged and operating substen-
tially in manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,280. — Artemas Davison,- San Leandro,
Cal,

—

Gang-Plow.—March 30,1869 ; antedated March
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the arms D D'
and axes a a', on the bar C, the clutch, consisting of
the jaws F and G.on the wheel and axle, respectively,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The pin, or arm'H, and the spring M, with the
lever E, or equivalent device, for engaging and dis-

engaging the clutch, substantially as described,
3. The rack J, constructed witli the lip K, together

with the holding-projection L, on the lever E,lbr re-

taining the jaws F and G in contact until the plows
are raised, substantially as described.

4. The slotted arm I), with its set-screws c c, to
raise and lower the axle a, and adjust the plows,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

8S,281.—Henry T. De Montigny, West Troy,
l<r. Y.—Ironi7ig-Table.—March 30, 1869.

Claim:—1. The folding skii't-table top E, formed
of the sections ee' e", in combination with the stand-
ard C, and base, B, constructed and arranged as
specified.

2. The brackets F F' F", in combination with the
folding sections of a skirt-table top E, as and for the
purpose set forth, as specified.

3. The base B, standard C, braces, or brackets cc,

the table-top E, made with folding sections, e e' e",

and the folding brackets F F' F", all in combination
and constructed and arranged in the manner de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

88,282.

—

Charles F. Dunbar, Erie, Pa.

—

S»w-
ing-2Inchine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving and reciprocating sleeve

G, provided with a series of crossing-grooves, ar-

ranged on the shaft F, in combination with the
swivel-toed stud m n and needle-carrying slide H I,

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The screw/, in combination with the sleeve G,
provided with crossing-grooves b b, and witli a
groove, so that the needle-carrying box may be held
stationary or be made to reciprocate, as and for the
purpose set forth,

88,283.-GeorgeD. Edmanus, Saugus, Mass.—
Channeling-Tool.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—I. The formation of slitting-knife A, with
its edge on one side of the median line of its body,
and it^ blade with a broad back to com]iletely cover
tlie upper part of hole D, when arranged in connec-
tion with tlie gouge-knife, having its lower end bev-
eled upward and backward, as and for the purpose
described.

2. Tlie adjustment of the gouge, with its hole D
not in the median line of the tool, but removed to-

ward the interior side of the ciiannel it is to cut,

when said gouge has its sides hollowed and curved
upward, outward, and backward, as and for the pur-

pose described.

88,284.—Marmont B. Edson, N'ew York, '^.

Y.— Railway-Track.— March 30, 1869; antedated
March 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wire rope B B, either round or
flat, in combination with tlie rails F F, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth,

2. The stiffening-bar G. as constructed, in connec-
tion Avith the bow-clasps II 11, wire rojie B B, and
rails F F, for the purposes herein specified.

88,285.-Moses G, Farmer, Salem, Mas».-—
Applimtion of an Electrical Current to Steam-BM-
er.s'.-iAIarch 30, lS(i^,

Claim.—1. Passiiigacnrront, or series of currents,

of positive electricity, from a conductor of the samo
electrical character as the boiU'r-shell, and suspeud-
pd in the water of the boiler, through t1^(^ water, to

tlie boiler-shell, by coniKHliug tlie snspemled coii-

duetor witli tiie jiositive pole of a batt^'ry, or other

source of electricity exterior tot!u> boiler, wliile the

boiler-sliell is coniiected \\ith the negative pole of

said battery, the jmrpose being to prevent the a«»r-

rosiou anil incrustation of the lioiler, us specified.
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2. The combination and arrangement described of
tbe boiler B, plate P, iasalatiug-supports h h, and
battery 2^ '^-i

^^^' the pui'pose set forth.

88,286.—Alonzo Fakrar, Boston, Mass.— Te-
loci'i^cde.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the arm-rests or pitmen O O, and the cranks or
crank pins X N, -n-ith the seat, and the steering-
wheel baud and wheels, applied to the perch and the
steeriujj-wheel carrier, substantially as set forth.

2. In the tricycle-velocipede, the' arrangement of
the two pedals F F and their hangers G- G, the driv-
ing-shaft E, Its cranks a a, and wheels A A, tbe
perch 1), the seat C, and the steering-wheel B, pro-
Tided M-ith mechanism as set forth, such arrange-
ment being as represented in the accompanying
drawings, and as heretofore described.

88,287.—Louis Fischer, Brooklyn, ]S^. T.—
Tapor-Burner.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the bnrner-tube A,
the shield I, passage H, and heating-chamber K,
when constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

88,288.—Addison C. Fletcher, l^Tew York, X.
Y.

—

Steam-Generator.—March 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. A steam-generator, constructed sub-

stantially as described, of a series of vertical slabs,
A, arranged at suitable distances apart, side by side,
and each being cast or formed with tubular 'steam
and water passages a, arranged one above tbe otiier,

and running in direction of the length of the slab^,
with openings b, establishing communication be-
tween them at their ends, in combination with a ver-
tical return fire-flue arrangement on the exterior of
the slabs, essentially as specified.

2. The hollow slabs A, arranged as described, and
fonned with outside ribs d, made with tongues and
grooves on their edges, for locking the slabs longi-
tudinidly, and keeping them at suitable distances
apait, essentially as shown and described.

88,289.—JOHX Geiger, Peoria County, HI.—
Churn.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—In a churn, the combination of the cutters
a b d e on the lower dashers, with the horizontal
oblique dashers F G H I, set on a vertical shaft,
each alternate dasher having its face at right angles
to the face of and a little above the plane of the face
of it's forerunning dasher, as and for the pm'poses
described.

88,290.—George F. Greex, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Pneumatic Tooth-Mallet—March 30, 18U9.
Claim.—1. The reversiug-valve E, arranged and

operated as described, in coml^ination with the inde-
pendent double-headed valve T and partition. S, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The point-holder H and jointed case J, in com-
bination with the cylinder A, for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The swivel elbow-pipe F, for the purpose set
forth.

88,291.-Eberhard Harksch, Xew York, N.Y.—Manufacture of Colors and Pigments.—March 30,
1869.

Claim.—The extraction of colors or dyes fi-om
Franklinite-ores, the residue thereof, or any other
ore contiiining oxide of zinc, manganese, and iron,
substantially as described.

88,292.— Orrev L. Hart, Millville, Wis.—
Water- Tr/ieeL—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A water-wheel, consfsting of a shaft or
hub, having the radial, plain-surfaced, extended
buckets or floats C, with the spiral buckets D, in-

closed by the rims E attached, all as herein shown
and described.

88,293.—D. Healy, DansviUe, X. Y.-War/on-
Brake.—March 30. 1869.

Claim.—1. A brake, constructed and arranged to
work on an incline, j. in such a manner that the fric-

tion of the wheel tberepn, in its forward movement,

will hug it closer and wedge it in position, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. In combination, the rocking slotted arm D, op-
erated by the sliding tongue B, with the sliding

brake, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The shoe L, with tbe cap K, in combination
with the head J, when constructed and arrau.^ed to

operate substantially as herein described and ibr the
l^urpose set forth.

88,294 Isaac Y. Holmes, Xew York, X. Y.—
Metallic Studding for Fire-Proof Walls.—March 30,

1869.

Claim.—1. A stud formed of corrugated sheet-

metal, for supporting a lath surface, and constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. An adjustable lug, in combination with a metal
stud, used for supporting a lath surface, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,295.-JOHX H. Hopper, Rochester, X. Y,—
Potato-Bigger. ---March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, in tbe auxiliary frame
D D, of the endless apron G and shaking-riddle K,
combined together as described, and operated in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

88,296.—Daniel Hughes, Henry E. Shaffer,
and William S. Thompson, Eochester, N.Y., as-

signors to Henry E. Shaffer and William S.

Thompson, same place.— Fruit-Jar.— Mar<}h 30,

1869.

Claim:—The arrangement and combination, in a
cover for fruit-jars, of the concavo-convex stopper B,

when so constructed as to insure greater thickness
of the periphery to occupy the space usually left va-

cant around the neck of the jar, and prevent the fruit

from approaching the joint, said stopper being
grooved and shouldered at the periphery, and pro-

vided with the elevated flange k% notch d, and ex-

tended horizontal-bearing plane for the inwardly-
projecting flange of the clamp-ring C, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

88,297.—George Hunzingee, Xew York, N.Y.
—Chair.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The braces e, connected permanently
at their upper ends to the back, and near tlieir mid-
dle to the seat, in combination with the fi'ont legs a,

to which the braces e are permanently connected,
substantially as set forth.

2. The rail/, in combination with the braces e and
legs a, as and for the purposes specified.

88,298.

—

George Inwood, San Francisco, Cal.—Device for Securing Bed- Clothes.—March 30, 1869.

Ctaini.—The clamping-bar D, when held and oper-

ated by rods b, sliding in or upon the fixed rail or
rails of the bedstead, and secured at the proper point
by the set-screws e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

88,299.-Jacob Jameson, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Process and Apparatus for Making Iron and Steel.

—March 30, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The process of treating or deoxidizing
ores, by means of a series of closed chambers, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
(iescribed.

2. A leducing frame, so constructed as to be also

used for heating blooms, substantiaUy as set forth.

88,300.—Charles E. Jaycox, San Francisco,
Cal.—Flea-Poi'jder.-March 30. 1869.

Claim.—The ingi'edients above enumerated, mixed
and compounded m the manner and in about the pro-
poitions specified, substantially as and for the piu*-

pose herein described.

88,301.—Jacob D. Johnson. TvlersvUle, Pa.—
Portable Field-Harrovj.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A portable field-harrow, consisting of a
rotary harrow and sled, constructed, arranged, and
combined in the manner shoun, and for the purposes
herein set forth and described.
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88,302.— Richard M. Johnsok and Ezra
Stiles. Bricljreport, Conn.-^Baihvay Safety-Svntch.
—March 30, ]869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the mortised block
€ (which has a tenon, c, and an eccentric, d) with
the wheels e, endless chain p, and rods r, when oper-

ated by the lever N, rack I, and pinion i, substan-

tially as described.
2. In combination with the above, the arrange-

ment of a bevel-gear wheel to the lower end of the

arbor h of the spur-wheel e, (which is connected
with other bevel-gear,) to operate the signal staff L,
substantially as described, as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. In combination with the device for vibrating
the switch and operating the signal, the safety-track

E E', when constructed as and for the purpose speci-'

fied.

88,303.

—

"William E. Johnson, Binghamton,
IsT. Y.—Stv.mp-Extractor..—KaTGh. 30, 1869.

Claim.—Tiie combination of the longitudinal bar
H with the inclined top pf the frame, and the mode
of holding- the driving-pinion in gear by means of
the detent K, and the wheel and pinicm-gearing with
the pulleys and blocks G- G-, all being constructed as

herein described and represented, lor the purpose
set forth.

88,304. —James Joret, "Westville, Conn.

—

.Horses/ioe.—March 30, 1869.

Claiia.—The plate B, provided with calk c and
clip d, on the forward end, and clamp 6 on the rear
end, all constructed in one piece, and fitted between
the shoulder /, on the shoe, and secured to the latter

by means of the sci'ew e, as herein set forth and
shown.

88,305.—James M. Keep, New York, ]Sr. T.—
Dancing-Motion for Toys.—March 30, 1869; ante-

dated September 30, 1868.

Claim.—The within-named platform and disk, or
their equivalents, so combined and so operating, by
rotating the disk, as to give a vibrating motion to

the platform, as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

88,306.—Oscar E. Kendall and Lemuel C.
Kendall, Groton, N. H.

—

Clapboard-Machine.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever H, rods
I', and springs i, as described, for the purpose set

forth.

88,307.—G-ebhard Koeb and Louis Houcke,
Springfield, Ohio.—Belt-Fastening.—Mm'Qh 30, 1869.

Claim.—A belt-fastener, consisting of the metal-
lic plate A, provided with the central ridge c and
the studs a, constructed for use, substantially as
herein described.

88,308.—John Lamb, Jeffersonville, N. T.—
Wai^hing and Wringing Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The eccentric d', in combination with
the crank d, and wringers B C, arranged to operate
substantially as described.

2. The frame A, provided with wringers and
washers BCD E, crank d, eccentric d', pins a. a,

screw-plate c', and sjU'ings a' a', all arranged to op-
erate substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

88,309.—John Lane, Chicago, 111,, assignor to
Inmself, C. II. Hai'good, "William B. Young, and
G. 11. Lauouxon, same place.

—

Flow-Colter. —
Marcli 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Imparting to the colter A a lateral ad-
justment, by makii\g that portion I) of its bearing
which comes in contact Avjth the beam, rounded,
substantially as described.

2. The coml)inati()n of the holder C and slotted
adjustable block 1), for holding tiie colter in po-
sition, and adjusting the same vertically, as set
forth.

3. Tlie corrugated or grooved plate E, in com-
bination witli tiie liohler C and Bta])Ie K, for adjust-
ing the colter, and a(iai)ting it to i)lows with dill'er-

ont-sized beams, substantially as set forth.

4. The holder C, constructed as described, and
having the diagonal groove for the staple, as set
forth.

5. The combination of the holder C, adjustable
slotted plate D, and standard B, with the pin a, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

88,310.—RuFUS Lapham, Boston, Mass.—Heel
for Boots and Shoes.—March 30, 1869 ; antedated
March 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The catch h, for the purpose specified.
2. The treading-part g g dp, constructed as de-

scribed.
3. The serrated rim a a, for the purpose set forth,
4. A boot or shoe heel, consisting of the spring-

case c and detacliable tread-piece, substantially as
described and set' forth.

88,311.—James R. Little, Galesburgh, HI.

—

Cultivator.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The journal-spindle C, upright m,
wheel-spindle B, flange L, braces E, D, and E, ar-

ranged substantially as described, and combined
with the axle A, hounds K, and draught-pole H, in
the manner and for the purpose set fortii.

2. The upper plate O, when provided with the ele-

vations E, g, and recess S, and operating in combina-
tion with the lower plate P, beam N, and bolts Q Q
and Y, and clamping-plates "W "W, in the manner
set forth, so as to secure the adjustments described.

88,312 J. C. Mahaffey, Little York, 111.—
E:orse-Collar.—M.avc.h 30, L869.

Claim.—In a horse-coUar, the combination of
the tongue B, and eyed flap A, arranged to operate
with the staple D, as shown, and for the j)urposes de-
scribed.

88,313.—John A. Mar-vtn and Samuel E.
VosE, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Cooking-Stove.— March
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The draught-opening A, in the top of
the stove, when operating as described.

2. The pei-forations or slots Z Z Z, at the sides
and front of the oven, for circulating the heated air,

as set forth.

3. The combination of the plates !N" and O with the
partition-plates P, making the bottom flues, and the
corresponding plates, making the back flues, when
suspended for the purposes and in the manner de-
scribed.

4. The reservoir-flue, formed by plate W, with
opening and damper X, as described.

88,314.—NathaNjE. Mathewson, Barrington,
R. 1.—Hay-Spreader.—M-AYch 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of tlie hinged frame
A, spring a, and strap i>, the whole constructed and
arranged substautiallj^ as described, for the piu'poses

specified.

2. The combination of the hinged frame A. spring
a, post C, and wheel D, for the purposes specified.

3. The combination of tlie. head-piece M, tines K,
bolt ;^, and hollow tul)e t, the whole constructed as

described, for the purposes specified.

4. The hinging of the journal-box P to the frame
A, for the jjurposes specified.

88,315.-T. E. McCAffekty, Columbus, Ohio.
—Bee-Hive.—^li\Yii\\ 30, 1869.

Claim..—1. The honey-board I), Avhen provided
with slides <?, c, and /, and covering openings o, c,

and /(, substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

2. The slide/ and openings h, to admit of ventila-

tion from the top, as set forth.

3. In combination.witli the slide /and openings ft,

tlu^ removable foot-blocks i i, as shown and de-

scribed.

88,316.-J. M. "^^(•CART^Y, Canal Dover, Ohio.

—Brick--Kilii.—'MaiT]\ 30, 1869.

Ci(/-t;/(.—Providing tlie mouth of the nivhos of

a brick-kiln with a "metallic frame, A, having hori-

zontal bars, d d, and suitable lugs, or projections,

C C, D 1), to place one or more adjiisiablo doi)rs,

B, upon, said doors being so constructed that
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they may be. entirely closed, or partially opened,
sub'^tantially as and for tlie ptirposes lierem set

forth.

88,317.—David McCaety and J. P. Beck, Tif-

fin Township, Ohio.

—

Tool for Shearing Sheep.—
March 30, 18t9.

Claim.—The device for shearing sheep, composed
of the the t"vro plates A and B, having- the whole and.

half teeth, of form shown, each plate being provided
TTith cntting-edges. as described, the two parts being-

attached to each other, and provided with a handle,'
all being aiTanged substantially as and for the pui--

pose set'forth.

88,318. — George McGregor and George
Toll. Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Sash-LocTc.—Mai-ch 30,

1869.
'

aiaim.—In a sash-bolt, the aiTangement and com-
bination of the base-plate C with the segment c

thereon, case D, spring-bolt P, arm G, and catch
H. as shown and described, for the pm^-pose speci-

fied.

88,319.—John C. Miller, Danville. 'Kx.—Gun.
X&cA-.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the butt of a fire-arm in
such a manner, that by pressing the butt against the
shoulder, the piece may be rapidly cocked, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the spring butt-plate B,
springs E E, pitman F, and lifting-wheel G, from
which a connection may be made with the gun-ham-
mer, for operating the same, substantially as herein
set forth.

88,320.—Morgan B. Miller. Peoria Countv.
m.—CA^ra.—March 30, 18^9.

Claim.—1. The use of either veitical or inclined
dash-boards a a. tapering fi-om their inner to their
outer edges, with or v ithout perforations. aiTauged
around a pair of vertical shafts, E £. so placed that
a dasher on either shaft alternately passes through
the same space, and within the radius of the dasher
on the other shaft, substantially as described, and
for the pui-poses set forth.

2. In combination with the above, and working
together, the interior cistern B, the outer or tem-
pering cistern A, the covers C C. and the gearing
b d e. all operating substantially as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

88,321—Sarah P. Mills. San Francisco, CaL—Apparatus for Coiivposing and Exhibiting Groups
of Card-Pictures.—:Slarch. 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching to card-pictures a support,
composed partly of wood or other non-metallic sub-
stance, glued or jiastedr on the back, and partly of
a metal point, for entering the floor and sustaiiiing
it upright, substantially as herein described.

2. As an article of manufacture, a card-support,
partly of wood or other light and stiff subsiauce,
which will adhere to glue or paste, and partly of a
metal point for entering the floor.

88,322.— George E. Mileot. Lowell, Mass.—
Sto23-2Iotion for ioo??(6-.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The mechanisrii herein described for stop-
ping a loom, on the occurrence of imperfections in
the woven cloth, when constructed, combined, and
operated substantially as set forth.

88,323.—AL5I0N T. Morris, Seal, Ohio.—Farm-
Gate.—M.aTch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, in connection with a
gate that slides on a rail, and then swing-s around
Tvith said rail upon a pivot-pin, of a sliding panel in

said gate, with its own fastening, so that a passage
may be made for small or for large stock to go
through, or for teams, as may be desh-ed, and as set

forth and described.

88.324.—"WiLLiAir Morrow, San Prancisco,
Cal.—Aerial Car.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
supply-pipes E. blowers B, and discharge-pipes P,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,325.—H. P. MORTOX, West Sumner, Me.—
Z);-fff7-7i'oA-t'.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A drag-rake, the head and handle of
which are connected or swiveled together substan-
tially in the manner aud by the means herein shown
and described, whereby the angle at which the han-
dle stands to the head 'may be varied at pleasure, for
the purposes set forth.

SS.326.—Peter Muxzln'ger, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Gas-Purifier.—:Slaveh. 30, 1869.

Claim.—The purifier A, when constructed as and
for the pui'pose shown and described.

88,327.—Addisox XORMAX. Pochester, X. T.

—

Extension-Basket.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A basket, when provided with a re-

movable bottom, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A basket, when provided with an extension-

case, B, for the pui'pose set forth.

3. Pin X and sustaining-rods y, in combination
with the removable bottom c, as herein shown an.d

descril)ed.

4. The lever ' D, pins p. lugs d, and guides a, in

combination with the vertical moving case B, when
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set

set forth.

88,328.-Isaac T. Packard, Ch'icago, HI.

—

Tremolo-Regulator for Reed Musical Instruments.—
March 30, J869.

Claim.—The lever E, the fi-iction-spring G, the

valve a, and the tracker e, when they are made as-

herein described, or equivalent thereto, and operated
and used for the purpose herein set forth.

88,329.- Turxxr C. Purixgtox. Lincoln, Cal.
—Grape-Crusher and Stem-Separator.—Mai'ch 30,

1869.
Claim.—I. The half-oval crusher C, attached to

the shaft D by the arms E E. and imparting to it a
reciprocating, or to-aud-fro movement, whereby the

grapes are deprived of their stems, and crushed be-

neath upon the grated bottom of the machine, sub-

stantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the grated

bottom B B' B', with the crusher C, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

88,330.—JOHXP. EiCH, Tremont, Me., assignor

to TT. .J. Stockbridge, Gloucester, Mass.

—

Securing
ShijJs' JY«?c/;e.i-.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the clamp-bars C, and their clamp-screws, and elas-

tic water-proof strips, or linings, with the hatchway-
frame, and so as to operate with the hatches thereof,

as specified.

2. The application of the elastic strips, of linings

to the lower and inner surfaces of the bars C, aud
arrane-ing the clamp-screws in the oblique manner,
with reference to the bars and hatchway-frame, as

described.
3. The combination of either or both of the elastic

water-proof strips, or linings e g with the two
hatches and the bars C, and their water-proof elastic

linings and clamp-screws, applied to the hatchway-
frame, as and to operate as esplained.

SS,331.—JOHX EiCHARDS, Cincinnati, assignor

to himself and J. X. Buittln-gham, Columbus, Ohio.
—Machine for Making Joints in lable-Leaves.—
March 30, 1869. ,.

Claim.—1. The beveled cutter-headS g g. in com-
bination with the traveling; carnage b, arranged to

operate in the manner and for the purposes set

forth. .

2. The combination of the traveling carnage 6, m-
clined supports n. and spindle r, operating as herein

specified and for the purposes described.

88,332.-Cyrus Lawtox Saisix, Barnard, Yt,
—Milk- Cooler.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of

water-tank B. with pipe C aud D, the milk-receptacle

L, with pipe M, and the broad, fiat water channels,

above and below a similar channel for the milk, all

1 substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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88,333.—E. W. Skinner, Madison, Wis.—Jour-
nal-Box.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A journal-box, consisting of the cast-iron

frame A, provided with the lips b and the flange «,

in combination with the detachable brass plate B,
all constructed and arranged for use substantially as

and for the purpose set foith.

88,334.—"William D. Slack, Lewisburg, Pa.—Harvester.— Msxch 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the drag-bar and
brace, arranged as described, the neck and washer,
so that the connection between the two may be made
rigid, or flexible, as desired, by simply shifting said

washer from one side to the other of said brace, as
set forth.

2. In combination with the drag-bar and brace,
and a lifting-lever, I, for raising them, a caster-wheel,

_;, on the brace, to take the strain from the drag-bar
and brace, and facilitate the turning around of the
machine, substantially as described.

3. In combination with a brace for bracing the heel
of the drag-bar, that carries a cutting-apparatus,
the link, or loop e, and adjustable plate/, into which
it is hooked, for the purpose of drawing the drag-
bar nearer to or moving it farther from the miiin
frame, and thus adjust, without detacliing or altering
the pitman, substantially as described.

4. The use of two or more counecting-rods be-
tw^een the main driving- wheels, or axle, and the
rake-gears, so as to transmit motion to the rake, or
beater-arms across the flexible connection between
the frame and the drag- bar, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

5. In combination with the cast frrme A, and the
plate E attached thereto, the brace Q, extending
from the rear of the main frame to said plate, as and
for the purpose described.

88,335.

—

Friend W. Smith, Jr., Bridgeport,
Qom\.—Croquet-Wicket.—MsiYQh. 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, with a croquet-wicket, of spiral springs, which
allow the ticket to yield laterally.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
yertical suppoits, provided with eyes, and spring-
wickets, for the purjioses specified.

3. The combination, with the yielding spring-
wicket, of the numbered hinged label, arranged and
operating as and for the purpose described.

88,336.—Henry Smith, 3d, E"orth Chili, N. Y.—Stump-Extractor.—March 30, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination of bail G- and connect-
ing-chain H with base. A, the whole arranged as
described, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specifietl.

88,337.—Olney L. Smith, Providence, E. I.—
RailiocTy-Car Coupling.—March 30, 1869.'

Claim.—The combination of the buuter A with
the link E, piston D, spring J, and pin H, construct-
ed and arranged to operate substantially as herein
described.

88,338

—

Peter C. Smith, Providence, E. L,
assignor to himself, Ezra S. Dodcje, and Louis A.
Kotzow, same place.

—

Safety - Toggle for Watch-
Chains.—Msxvch 30, 1H69.
Claim.—Tlie safety- toggle, consisting of the face-

plate a, the standards B, the barrel 0, the bar D,
and sj)ring E, constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein described, for the purposes specified.

88,339—EuFUS M. Smith, Lafargcville, N. Y.
—Farm- Gate.—March 30, J 869.

Claivi.—1. The comlnnation, with the hinged, or
swinging extensiltle frame, w crane and roHcrs, of
the gat(^ which, while mounted upon and moving
with said frame, is also cai)abh! of an iudcptMidiMit
sliding movement back and fortli upon the same, sub-
Stantiidiy as herein shown and set forlli.

2. The combination, with the parts specified in
the preceding clause, of an ext(>nsion-post, connected
•with and Kupi)orting tli(! liinged gate-fianie, under
th(i arrangement de.sciibed, whereby said frame, to-

g-ether with tiie gate which it carries, may be raised
or lowered, as set forth.

3. The employment, with a gate such as described,
of an extension-post, constructed substantially as
herein specified, so as to be adjusted to and receive
the free end of the said gate, whether the same be
raised or lowered, as set foth.
• 4. The construction of the gate-carrying frame, or
crane with a hinged arm, ^^'hich carries the forward
roller, and a pivoted extensible brace, or bar, for
raising and lowering, or eff"ecting the adjustment of
said arm, substantially as and for the purposes shown
and set forth.

5. The combina'tion of the sliding gate, its frame,
or crane, and the extension-post to which said
frame is hinged, the said parts being consti'ucted
and arranged for joint operation, as herein shown
and specified.

88,340.—Eoswell T. Smith and Joseph K.
Priest, Nashua, N. H., assig-nors to themselves,
William Earle, Jr., and J. G. Blunt, same iflace.—Ani7nal-Shearing Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a shearing-machine, of the kind de-
scribed, the combination of the presser c', and its

adjusting or presser-screw or screws, or the equiva-
lent therefor, with the cutter-shaft y, the cutter H,
and the cutter-plate Gr, as described.

2. The presser, as made with the oiling-xDassage
arranged within its head, or point, substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination of the gear-case, or bos u',

with the carrier E, the same being to swivel, with
respect to the handle of the .carrier, and extend
about, and entirely cover the gears contained in
such case u', as specified.

4. The combination and arrangement of the cap,
or case Z^, with the Ijevel-gears therein, and the shaft-
supporter, or swivel-arm D.

5. The application of the cutter-shaft to its bevel-
gear, so as to be capable of being moved endwise
through it, and of being revolved by it, as aijd for
the purpose specified.

6. The combination and arrangement of the guard
p' with the shaft bearing m', and the cutter-head, or
shield &i.

88,341

—

William Henry Snyder, Phelps, K".

Y.—Turbine Wafer- Wheel.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The wheels C and D, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described,
so as to run in opposite directions, propelled by a
lateral horizontal stream, delivered through the chute
J, and discharged centrally, at the bas"e, in combi-
nation with the case B, all substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

88,342.

—

Henry Soggs, Columbus, Ta.—Gar-
Coupling.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie elliptic spring E, provided with the
recessed jaws s s, when used in connection with the
headed pin c and link b, as described, for the purpose
set forth.

88,343.-George C. Steinhauer, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Automatic Fan. —March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The oscillating frame F G I K L M, in
combination with the counterjioise P, screw H, and
arm D E, for giving an oscillating motion to tlie fan,

substantially as herein described, for the purposo
specified.

88,344 TJ. T. Stewart, Fayette County, Tonu
—S/)Oiu:l-riow.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of four cutter.s, c c c c,

attaciuHl to the center of the plow, so as to cut the
turf, or roots in front of the plow, constructed as
described and shown.

88,345.—Jorl.Tiffany, Albanv,]Sr. Y.—Steam-
Generator.—March 30, )8()9.

Claim.—]. The v(\ssels H and G, two or more,
constructed and combined substantially asheiriu sot

forth.

2. The force-pump F, in combination Avitli tho

boiler K and vessel G, substantially in tho manner
described.

3. 'J'he pump F, in combiunfion with tho pump O
and the eross-liciul Y, substantially in tho umuuer
and for the purpose above doscribeil.
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4. The scre-vr-rod L, in combination witli the cross-
head Y and pumps O and F, substantially as above
described.

SS,346

—

Alfred S. Traftox and Timothy J.
Tkaftox. Portsmoutli, X. B..—Grappling for Aii-,
chors.—March 30, 1669.

Claim.—1. In combination with the stock A, of a
grappling, the plate C, secured upon the same, and
provided with holes G, for holding and strengthen-
ing the flukes, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the proj«ition H upon the
flukes, the shoulder I and ring, or ferrule B, for se-
env'ng the flukes upon the stock, substantially asset
toxth,

SS,347.—JoHAXXEs A. Tax der "Waag, Erook-
IjB, N. Y.. assignor to Theodore Yax Skeluxe,
for ©ne-half of said invention.

—

Velocipede.—March
to, 1869.

Claim.—In a velocipede, the arrangement of the
body A, seat F. axle B. driving-yrheels C C, stand-
ards 1 1, crank-shaft J, revolving in the bearings K
K, cross-bar L, and connecting-rod M, the pulleys
K and O and belt, with respect to the shaft J, all

constructed as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

88,348.—Peter H. Taxder Wetde and JoHX
Matthews, Jr., New York, X. Y.—Preparation of
Aerated DrinJcs for Medicinal Purposes.—March 30,
1869 ; antedated March 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a solution of su-
gar or its equivalent, in water with nitrous oxide, or
laughing-gas, for medicinal purposes.

2. The combmation of a solution of sugar, or its

equivalent, in water with nitrous oxide, or laughing-
gas, carbonic-acid gas, and any flavoring ingredient,
Ibriuing an exhilarating substitute for the injmious,
initatiug alcoholic drinks.

88,349.—Fraxcis S. Togel and Jonx E. Al-
bright, Lancastei', Pa.

—

Cabbage- Cutter. — March
30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a cabbage-cutter, A,
TVith the screw-shaft S. sliding nut N. and lid D,
combined with a rotary bottom, o, armed with knives
li, the arrangement ot the step K, all operating in
•the manner and for the purpose substantially iu'the
manner specified.

88,350.-DoxALD G. "Talker, Oshkosh, as-

signor to himself and George H. Buckstraff,
TYinnebago Couuty, AYis.— Weather-Strip.—March
SO, 1869.

Claim'.—The aiTangement of the pivoted weightsV YT, working in a semicircular recess in the door,
for operating the strip b, as specified.

88,351.

—

Fraxcis H. "Talker, Boston, Mass.
—Einge.—^l\x\'Q\\ 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the leaf C of the
hinge, with a beaiing, «, and perforated pintle, 6,

adapted for receiving the eye c of leaf B. and also the
shank g' of a locking-pin. as shown and described.

2. The self-locking gravitating pin g g' i, con-
structed and adapted for use in comlnnation with a
notched eye, c, of leaf D, and the perforated pintle b,

on the eye, or beailng of leaf C, substantially as
described.

3. A handle, or finger-piece, D' formed on the leaf
D, and adapted for use upon a shutter, or blind, sub-
stantially as described.

88,352.—Eichard H. ^aldrox, Portsmouth,
X. H., assignor to himself and Johx J. Flaxders,
same yia.ee.—Portable Cooking-Furnace.— March
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a furnace con-
structed substantially as herein described, the inte-

rior dome. G. and the exterior pyramid, H, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with such a furnace, the reg-
ister F, under the grate, for letting the ashes do-um
into the stove or range beneath, substantially as
described.

3. The arrangement of the horizontal passage E
and grate C above the top of the stove, or range,

whereby the draught is admitted without descend-
ing, and the fire may be raked without removing the
fui'uace from its place.

88,353.-William G. AYhite. Bedford, Ohio.—
Method of Pressing Bricks.—'Harch 30, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie cam L. sliding Ijoard H, friction-
wheels b and &', adju.stable press-shaft M. and press-
board O, when constructed, combined, and operating
in the manner and for thepm-poses herein set forth
and described.

88,354.-Hexry Whitxey, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Method of Making Inkstands, <Sc.—March
30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
open space C, with such projection, aud the sur-

rounding base D, the purpose of such space being
substantially as specified.

88,355.

—

James YocoM,.Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

G^>-«te-^ar.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sectional grate-bar, having the sec-

tions B connected to the beai'er A by wrought-metal
eai'-pieces, 17, substantially as described.

2. Grate-bar sections B, which are cast with
wi'ought-metal pieces g g, substantially as described.

88,356.—AzRoB. Allex, Eutland, Yt., assignor
to himself and J. D. Allex, same place.

—

Axle-Box
Bearing.—^sLarch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The axle-box, of the construction de-

scribed, with rounded transverse groove A, when
held in place by the removable key, fitted and ar-

ranged substantially as and . for the purpose set
forth.

88,35r.—S. E. Bailey, Bath, 'Me.— Cheese- Cut-
ter.—':Slaicla 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bar, supplied at

the top with a rigid or hinged knife, aud at the bot-
tom with a stirrup, to be worked by the foot, sub-
stantially as aud for the j)m"poses specified.

88,358.

—

Charles Barxs, Oskaloosa. Iowa.

—

miri-ester-Eake.-March 30. 1869.

Claim.—1. The levers D and G, cam-plate E,
arms F, connecting-bars f and J, rigid frame H,
sliding frame I. rake-bar, or head K. and connect-
ing-bar L. combined" with each other and wit^i the
shaft C, aud inclined and horizontal platforms A and
B. substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The slide X TV, levers T U, and connecting-
bars Y and S, combined with each other, with the
horizontal platform B, and crank K of the shaft P,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth. •

•

88,359.—YTallace H. Bate, Medford, and
George F. Pixkkam, Cambridge, Mass.

—

Fire-Ex-
tinguisher.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. An open or closed receptacle, for con-
taining one of the gas-generating ingredients, when
so arranged that it may be turned over, within the
main reservoir, by means of stdtable mechanism, op-
erated fi-om the outside of the apparatus, to bring
the acid and alkali into contact with each other, to
generate carbonic-acid gas, as set forth.
"

2. The receptacle E, so hung, or supported in a
frame, C. attached to the cap B, that it may turn
over, withiu the reservoir A, on the withdrawal of

the stopper g, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose described.
3. A frame, C, pivoted to the cap B. so as to allow

the receptacle E to turn over within the reservoir

A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,360.—Johx A. Berrill, 'Waterville, X. Y.
—Paint-Mi II.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of two or more scrapers

C with the hopper A and runner B of a paint-mill,

said scrapers C being attaciied to the hopper A, and
their inner edges being made to correspond in form
with the form'of the outer surface of tlie runner B,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.
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88,363.—Edward B. Black, Joseph Hixkle.
Jr., and Thomas S. White, Colombia, Pa.

—

Brick
and Mortar Zfod.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—An improved hod, A a^ a^ made of sheet-

iron, strengthened with wire, and provided with a
liandle B C, and a shoulder cushion D. the whole be-

ing constructed as herein shown and described.

88,362.—John A. Bradshaw and William H.
BHOWJsr, Lowell, Mass.— Water-Meter.—March 30,

1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the meter-case h',

foothold /, with packing g and inclined plane cf,

when constructed and arranged to operate as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the arms o, o', and 2?, the
semicircular projection m., when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate the floats j', k, and k\ as herein de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement and construction of the float-

plate h, with recesses 7i', i and i', and elastic packingj
ij, when used in connection with the floats j', k,

and k', as and for the purposes described and set

forth.
4. The combination and arrangement of the cap s,

with semicircular projection m, float-plate A, with
floats j', k, and k', shaft p', adjustable screws q and
r, meter-case b', with chamber d', foothold/', inclined
plane g', and discharge-pipe /, stand b, nith receiv-
ing-pipe c, all when constructed and aj-ranged to op-
erate substantially as and for the purposes herein
described and set forth.

88,363. — George W. Bressler, Lafayette,
Iowa.

—

Combined Harrow and Cultivator.—March
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The standards F K, hung to the cross-

bar E, by means of the V-shaped rods H N, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

2. The slotted plates M, hinged to the axle, and
connected -with the standards K, by means of the
j)in or screw e, in the manner described.

3. The slotted bars I, hung to the rear of the axle,

to operate in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth and shown.

4. The barrow O, suspended from the pole C by
the rod P, aud raised and lowered by t!je lever Q and
rod /i, in combination with the adjustable standards
F K, all operating as described, for the purpose
specified,

88,364.

—

James Burson, Yates City, 111., as-

signor to James and George B. Waterfiouse, New
York City.

—

Railway Hose-Bridge.—March 30, 1 609.

Claim.—1. A sheet-metal arch. A, with sills of
wood, a, and flanclies A' A' A' A', substantially as
shown and set forth.

2. In a hose-bridge, when combined with a sup-
porting grch-piece, A, the liinge-joint of thp inclined
rails B B, for the pui'poses of transjiortatiou aud stow-
age, substantially as shown aud set forth.

3. Supporting the tracks of a hose-bridge by the
combination of tlie undulating metallic plate D 1) and
the intervening wooden supports C C, substantially
as and for the purposes shown and described.

88,365.-Hugo CarstaedT, New York, IST.Y.—
Take- Up MechaniNtn for Looms for Weaving Ir-
regular Fabrics.—March 30, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The two rolls, B and C, continuously
rotating at a distance nearly eqwxl to their diameters,
and the sin-ies of sectional rollers or wlieels D, mount-
ed and operated so as to l)e pressed. wedge\A'ise be-
tween them, wlien the take-up is to act, all su))stan-
tially as and for the pui'poses herein 'sc't fortli.

2. The inclined needles or points k k, hxcd on the
stationai'y bar K, and arranged as spocillt'd, so tliat

the fabric, in being drawn to tlu; take-u]) i)r()i)er, is

continually drawn and pressed against tlie inclined
points of tlie needles, so as to f(n-m an angle or defiec-
tion of tlie ni;it(Tial along sucth line, and to receive
the points and ])c aiTcstcd when a reversemovement
of any ])art of tin; fabric is commenced, substantially
as herein set forth.

3. A seri(-s of needles, k k, in cora])inntion with a
take-up, contiiining si^ctional rollers or. wlieels D, ar-

ranged and operated to take up at intervals on parts

of the work, and to liberate otber parts, as and for
the purposes herein specified.

4. Supporting the levers Eby the holder I, and re-

leasing them therefrom, as and for the purposes here-
in set forth.

88,366.—J. M. Case, Worthington, Ohio.— "Fe-

locipede.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding knob d', so arranged, in
connection with the lever d, that the leverage of the
latter may be increased or decreased at pleasure.

2. The slotted sliding handle d", so combined witk
the driving-lever d and the guide-lever e as to govern
the direction of the steering-wheel, substantially as
described.

88,367.—S. S. Cole, Henryville, Ind.—Oom-
Sheller.—March 30, 1869.

Claim,.—An improved corn-sheller, formed by the
combination of the hollow cylinder B, made Avithone
or more lateral openings, b'^, through its body, pro-
vided with internally projecting cogs or teeth b'^, and
having a crank, C, attached to one of its ends, with.

the box A, substantially as herein shown and de
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

88,368.—Francis C. Cone, San Francisco, Cal.—ISpading-Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claims—1. The above described machine-spade,
when provided with an adjustable arm, E, and a cut-

ting-edge, F, projecting in front of the blade G, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The revolving flanges B, having the tangential
slots D, for determining the angle of the .spades, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The notches or slioulders a a, in the sides of the
slots D, for holding the sxjades, substantially as here-
in described.

88,369.—Lewis B. Covert, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Music-Binder.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The binder formed of the covers a, strips

c, and back b, united together, as shown, in combina-
tion with the metallic rivets d, that secure the sheets
of paper within such binder, as specified.

88,370.

—

Arthur W. Cox, Maiden, Mass.

—

Combined Knife and Fork.—March 30, 1869.,
Claim.—The improved combined knife and fork,

having the plane upper surface b, concave under sur-

faces c, and the slots between the outer tines and
those adjacent thereto shortened, whereby they are
strengthened, all substantially as specified.

88,371.—Pobert Creuzbauk, Brooklyn, N.Y.

—

Piston-Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. One or more elastic rolls, arranged in
relation to the ports of a piston-valve, substantially

in the manner described.
2. The arrangement, consisting of the cylindrical

open valve casing G, rolls h h', flanges g. ports B C
D E, and stem M, substantially as described.

88,372.—Lewis P. Dayton, North Buffalo, N.
Y.—:ZVm,s's.— Mai-eh 30, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination, with the two parts A
A', forming the truss, of the hinge C I) and adjnsting-

scre\v a, arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and ibr the purpose specified.

88,373.-11. d'Heureuse, New York, N. Y.—
Attachment for Adjusting Cords for Pictures, djc.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—An adjusting attachment for cords, made
with one or two tubes, and provided with loagiMuli-

nal and transverse notches or sk)ts, eitlier or both,

and wlietlier used uith or without tcctii, hooks, or
pins, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose sot forth.

88,37 I.—Bkn.tamin Douson juuI William St^A-

TEii, Bolton, Kiighiiid.— t'(*/^j;!.-(;(7i.— Marcli 3,1, 1869.

Claim.— \. The application of tiie treadle-lever 1),

for aii'itating the hopper C and gird b, ami Ibr eleai--

ing the teeth of the saws of saw-gins, sub^tautiallv us

herein shown and descriixui, for tlie purpose of liber-

ating the hands of the operator, as specified.
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2. The application of two perforated cylinders, F
r, to a cottou-iiiu, which cylinders are connected
•with a fan, G, in such manner tliat g, partial vacuum
is produced in them, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the stationary dampersKK
within the rotating- perforated cylinders F F, to op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

88,375.—Edgar Eastox, Ashland, Ul.—WJdp.
—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the lash and the handle to-

gether, by the means and in the manner substantially
as herein shown and specified.

2. The whip herein described, when the handle and
lash are connected, as specified, as an improved arti-

cle of manufacture.

88,376.—T. H. Elder, Chicago, III.— Carriage-
Axle.—Msirch 30, 1889.

Claim.—The combination of the box G, flana-es T
F D X E, cylinders S X, axle ABC, and packing L
P, constructed and arranged as set forth.

88,377.—George B.Fairman, Eoehester, IST.T.,

assignor to John Telford, same place.

—

Chuck.—
March 30. 1869.

Claim.—The construction and relative arrange-
ment of the rack A. grooves c, buttons G, or their
equiyalents, case B and B', screw-pinions D. and
^aws F, operating substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

88,378.—E. E. Fisher and "William H. Mack,
Indianola, 111.— I{orseshoe-i\ ail Clincher.—March
30, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement in horseshoe-nail
clinchers, the adjustable and detachable toothed jaw
C, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

88,379.- Edward F. Flood, Chicago, El.—
Apparatus for Discharging Coal.—March 30, 1869.

Clai'rn.—1. The chute E and platform F, in com-
Wnation with the supporting-frame a. all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. The apron x, in combination with the chute E,
platform F, and adjustable supporting-frame, as de-
scribed, all constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes specified.

3. The supporting-frame a, when hinged to the
movaVile blocks c.

4. The combination and arrangement of the chains
t with the swinging frame a and track-frame C, sub-
stantially as specified.

5. The combination and arrangement of the swing-
ing fi'ame a, when provided with a coal-ehxite, with
suitable carrying-tracks A B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

88.380. — Eavid Forrest, Eastport, Me., as-

signor to himself and jAiiES Eldridge, same place.
—Metallic Bootstrap.—lilaYch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic boot-strap, when construct-
ed as described, of the elastic metal shank B,
secured to the side of the boot-leg, and provided, at

its top, with the curved handle C, recessed upon its

underside, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

88.381.— William F. Goodwin, East ISTew
York, N. Y.—Harvester.—MsiTcli 30, 1869.

Clccim.—1. A main or cutter-frame, which vibrates
about the -n'orm-wheel shaft as a center, provided
with bearings for a worm-screw shaft, arranged tan-

gentially to the worm-Mheel.-
2. A worm-wheel on the main axle, in combination

with a screw-crank shaft, whereby motion is com-
municated directly to the cutters, without the inter-

position of other gearing.
3. Mounting the rear end of the worm-screw shaft,

or that end opposite the crank or crank-wlieel, on
an adjustable pivot-bearing, as set forth.

4. The screw on the forward or crank-end of the
shaft F, operating in combination with the crank-
wheel,- as described.

5. The hinged coupling 'H, provided with the
flanged annular head H'. for the purpose set forth.

6. The flauged rings H' I', or their equivalents, on
the coupling and shoe or shoe-standard, for uniting
the cutting-apparatus and main frame, substantially
as described.

88,382. — Egbert Amos Green, Martinsville,
Olno.^Comhined Marker and Planter.—March 30,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combinaton, substantially as de-

scribed, of the central runner A, slotted beams B &

b' C c c', bolts D d, outer and adjustal^le ruuneis E
F, hoppers G g, sectional seed-slide H 7i 1 1' i i'- JK,
channel L, and operating-mechanism M iST O P j? E,
or their equivalents, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the runner A a a', detach-
able share S s s', removable rod T, and staple U, or
their mechanical equivalents, for the object stated..

88,383.

—

Alonzo Griffin, Meshoppen, Pa.

—

Mode of Lettering Signs, die.—March 30, 1869 ; an-
tedated March 2-5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The improved method herein de-

scribed of lettering signs, or ornamenting carriages,,

or other articles.

2. As a new article of manufacture, letters or
ornaments, constructed as herein described.

88,384.—Troutman Grob. San Francisco, CaL
-Acotistic Stage.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described floor, consisting
of radiating timbers B B, diagonal timbers C C ana
D, and boards d d. when con'structed substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above-claimed floor,

the posts a a, blocks c c, intervening glasses h &, and
the sounding-post E, arranged to support said floor,

substantially as described.

88,385.-Ja^vies 'W. Hilton, Bradford, Pa.—
Lock-Xut.—'hlarc'a 30. 1869.

Claim..—The combination of a perforated bolt, a
perforated nut, and a 'nire, bent and locked, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose shown and de-

scribed.

88,386.—MoRisoN Hoyt, Brooklyn, and G. Van
Cleef, New Tork, N. Y., assignors" to themselves
and -J. T. Lockhart, Xew York City.— Vault-Cover.
—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the standard B
and pivoted angular arms C with each other and
with the cover A, said parts being constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the Aveighted chain D, or
equivalent, with the arms C and standard B of the
cover A, .substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose set forth. •

88,387.—P. H. IxMAN and Charles B. With-
INGTON, Jauesville, Wis.— Wash-Boiler.—March 30,

1869 ; antedated March 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve H, constructed and applied

to th.e tube A, as herein described.

2. The tube A, combined with tlie valve H, and
applied to the boiler e, as herein described.

88,388.-Jacques Jacquet, :N"ewark, IN". J.

—

Combined Footstool and Foot-Warmer.—March 30,

1869.
Claim.—A combined footstool and foot-warmer,

consisting of th» box A, with the hinged cover B,
said cover having the foot-receptacles a. and of the

heating-box C, all made and operating substantially

as herein shown and described.

88,389.—Henry James, Hudson, N. Y., as-

sig-nor to himself and ^\ illiam H. Gifford, same
j^iaee.—Adjustable J?eamer.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The stock A. having the flat-head C re-

cessed, to receive the cutters E E, attached thereto

by the bolts K, working in the inclined slots i),

formed in the wings or recessed portions of said

head, and adjusted by the nut H, on the shank I, all

constructed as herein set forth, for the purpose

specified. .
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88,390.— Peter Johxson, TVauconda, 111.

—

Clothes-Pin.—March 30, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The yoke 13, connecting the jaws A A',

and pivoted to one or both of the same, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The spring' C and legs c c', in combination with
the yoke B, pins b b', and jaws A A', the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

88,391.—E. 0. JoxES, Brandon, Mich.

—

Land-
Boller.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the roller-sections

in such relation to each other that the lines of their
circumferences cut each other, and thus free each
other from clogging, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the central section of the
roller, the pins or other supporting arrangements
upon which it rests when raised, as and for the pur-
pose described.

3. The rear or middle section of a sectional roller,

when attached, by means of connections, as de-

scribed, pivoted to any part of the main frame, sub-
stantially as described.

8S,393.—Charles Karmrobt and Mcholas
Thilmany, Bonn, Prussia.

—

Preserving Wood.—

,

March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The herein described chemical compound,
consisting of the chloride of barium, muriate of
barytes, or baryta in any of its forms, in combination
with sulphate of copper or blue vitriol, for the pur-
pose specified.

88,393

—

Moses Kinsey, aSTewark, InT. J.—Skate.
—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plates E E, pivoted to the front of
the skate, and provided with the adjustable toe-
clamps G and heel-clamps H, and adjusted by means
of the transverse screw F, in combination with the
toe-plate C and heel-plate D, all arranged and oper-
ating as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The application, to a skate-fastening, of the
longitudinally and laterally-adjustable wedge-shaped
heel-clamps H h, when the same are so arranged
as to fit against the inner side of the heel, as set
forth.

88,394.—C. LiDREX, La Fayette, Ind., assignor
to himself and R. Jackson.—Harvester Bake.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted-cams E K', the bail L, and
the hinged carriage I I', arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

2. The latch t, for holding the bail in position, sub-
stantially as aiid for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with the automatic raker F,
the ge^r-wheels u u' and coupling a' b', with the
shafts, cranks, arms, and rods, by which motion is

conveyed to the carriage, arranged substantially as
shown and described, for the i^urposes specified.

88,395.—WiLUAM LooFBOUUOW, Fayette,Wis.
—Bop-Drier.—March 30, 1869.

Claim,—1. Tlie herein-described arrangement of
a hop-house, having the cooling, drying, and store-
rooms, and provided with openings a and gates &, in
one partition, and witli movable carriages G Gc'
substantially as described, all operating as specified.

2. Providing the carriages G- with perforated bot-
toms, and with one or more folding sides or eiids,

as set forth. ,

88,396.—Leoxard Low, Peoria, 1\\.—Grain-
Separator.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlic combination of the inclined sieves,
or screens a and cliutes b, in (quadrate sets, with the
conter-spout A, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as descril)ed.

2. The combination of the inclined channels ^ with
the screens, substantially as and for the purpose sot
forth.

88,397

—

Auraham W. Lozier, New York, N.
Y.—Horse Hay-Fork.—Marcli 30, 1869.

Claim..—Tiio arrangement and coniljiuatlon of tho
fork-tines C C, fork-head A, pivoted hoist-bar and

handle B, plate F, and catch E, the whole construct-
ed and operating substantially as described.

t

88,398.- Andrew Main, Delaware, Ohio.

—

Flood-Gate.—March 30, 1869.
Claim.—The gate A, in combination with the

swiveliug hooks h, bent plates and friction -rollers d,

and swiveling guide-bars c, as and for the piu'pose
described.

88,399.-Morgan A. McAfee, Talbotton, Ga.
—Churn.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The self-adjusting head F, having the
arms G, in combination with the dasher-shaft C, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

88,400.—B. TV. McClure, 'Wyoming, Iowa.—
Horse-Collar.—March 30, 1869.

Claim..—An improved horse-collar, the covering of
the outer part, or side of Avhich is made of raw htde,
and which has the hames-tug ears attached directly
to it, as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

88,401 .—James W. McCormick, Toungstowm,
N. Y.—i^e?ice.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the curved suspen-
sion-wire E, and binding-wire F, with the pickets
C and posts A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,402.—James W. McKee, Brooklyn, (E. D.,)
N. T., assignor to himself and John Gibbs, same
place.

—

Ventilating-Faucet for Discharging Liquids.
—March 30, ] 869 ; antedated March 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a beer-cask, or
barrel, or other liquid-vessel, of a rod, provided with
a valve at or near each end, closing against respect-
ive rests, on opposite sides of the said cask or
liquid-vessel, the said seats constituting respectively
a discharge-orifice, and an air-vent, so arranged
that the valves may be opened and closed simul-
taneously, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

88,403.— Achille F. Migeon, Wolcottville,
Conn.—Cattle-Tie.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The cattle-tie, formed of the hinged clami^s
c and d, ami screw/, for grasping the rope and the
eye g, extending out from the clamj) c, for receiving
the snap-hook, as set forth.

88,404.—GiACOMO Migliavacca, Napa, Cal.

—

Bottle-Corking Apparatus.—March 30, 1869; ante-
dated March 19, 18159.

Claim.—1. The vertically-moving block C, with
the inclined operating-gauge b, and the parallel re-

taining-bars c c', the whole constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described.

2. The block D, with its tapering passage e, witk
the plunger E, the bent arm g, and the hand-lcvcr F,
substantially as and for the pm'pose described.

88,405.- Monroe Morse and Charles H.
MoKSE, Franklin, Mass.— Boiler -Flue Cleaner.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elastic perforated boilor-scrapor
plate C, which is bent into a cylindrical form, so
that its edges are spiral, as set forth, to form cutting

-

edges of the scraper, substantially as specified.

2. The construction of the cylindrical or spiral

"boiler-scraper C, with the perforation d, wlieroby to

obtain additional cutting-edges, as set forth.

88,406.-D. F.MosM.iN, Chelsea, Mass.—f?o«-

crnor for Steam and other Enginery.—Mtu'oh 30,

18ti9.

Claim.—The combination of tho rociprocator witk
tho shaft of the jirinie mover, provided witli tlie cam,
for causing the movements of tho reeiprocator, sub-

stantially as heroin specified.

SS.407 Cyrus W. Palmer, Kiga, N. Y.—
Wind-Whed.—March 30, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tho rods J>, and roar whool B', movable
upright 1), seU'-acting rogulMtov F, sm-ingG, ratclu-'t

and cam IT, nu)va])lo lever 1, double i-ack J, balls

1 K K, and revolving platform M, when arranged uud
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operating as herein described, and for the pm-poses
set forth.

88,408.—Apolph Philipp, Manchester, Great
Britam.— Cigar-Ash Holder, cf-c—March 30, lrt;9.

Claim.—The device described and shown, consist-
ing of tlie box a with compartments b b'^ c, bars d,

with cigar-cutter f?i, removable drawer d^, band e.

and marking devices, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

88,409.— JOHX Powell, Sullivan, Hh— Culti-
vator.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The beams B. in combination with the
chains E and F, adjustable bolts C. links D. and
fi-ame A, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the above, the handles G,
adjustable bars H, and chain I, as herein described,
for tlie pui-pose specified.

88,4i0.—Charles Pratt. Xew York, and Cox-
EAD Seimel. Greenpoint, X. T.—Soldering Appara-
tus.—:Slaich 30, 18tJ9.

Claim.— 1.. The combination of a retaining-frarae
with a base-piece and soldering-pot, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The arrangement of the retaining-frame, for
sustaining the can, substantially as described.

88,413.—Charles H. Eatsiond, Southmgton,
Conn.

—

Tinman's Machine.—March 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The toperine shaft c or A\ fitted into

the correspondingly-shaped bearings, and carrying
the roller rf or Z at one end, in combination with the
set-nuts, applied to the shaft at the back beai-ing,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The bearings m n. connected by the yoke q, in
combination with the tapering shaft k and set-nuts o
p. substantially as set forth.

3. The bearings m n. connected together, and car-
rying the upper shaft k of the tinman's machine, in
combination with mechanism substantially as set
forth, for adjusting said shaft endwise, and allowing
of the swinging movement, substantiallv as speci-
fied.

4. The case, or frame, formed of the side pieces e

e and top piece /, in combination with the shaft k.

bearings in n, and wheel vj, so that these parts can
be introduced from the rear, and sustained in place,
substantially as set forth.

88,412. — Joseph PacHAED, Columbiaville
Mich.—Ferjcc-March 30, 1^69.

Claim.—1. An improved portable fence, formed
by the combination of the pickets B and chains A
with each other, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described, a suitable number of said pick-
ets being made long, to be driven into the ground,
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Strengthening the fence A B, at its angles or
other parts, by brace and supporting-stakes C, sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

88,413.—JoHX G. EoBixsoN, Springfield, HI.—
Ga7ig and 'Trench Plovj.—Marcli 30, 1869^ antedated
March 23. lf:<U9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the angular lever
A, ratchet C, and spring B, with the pitman D and
sliding axle-tree-arm E, in the manner desciibed,
and fir the purposes forth.

2. The combination of the vertical coupling F, and
pivot M, and horizontal bar H, with the vertical
lever G, ratchet I, and spring K. in the mnnner de-
scribed, and lor the purposes set forth.

88,414.—JoHX G. KoBiNSON, Springfield. 111.—
Trench-Flow.—March 30, 1869 ; antedated March
22, 1869.

Claim.—The attaching this stationary colter to
the heel of the sod-plow, extended downward and
sloping backward, tor cutting the furrow-slice ot the

trench-plow, in the manner described.

88.415.—Peter EOGEES, Sharon, Ohio.— Cor?i-

Flanier.— March 30, 1869.

Claivi.—1. Tiie arrangement of the revolying

crank-axle F, connecting-rods G. oscillating lexers
H. rock- shaft I. slotted and hinged rods J, and the
seed-slides K, all operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The arransement of the plow-standards Q Y,
rock-shafts R W. bar Z, bolster C, and independent-
ly adjustable rods T T. all operating as described,
for the purjiose si)ecified.

88,416.

—

Matthew Sackett, Montieello, Iowa,
assignor to himself and JoHX FiLSOX, same place.

—

Broadcast-Seeder.-^March 30, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding board B,

grooved transversely with the perforated bottom of
the box A and eyelets «', when the board is con-
nected to the crank E F by the spring D, arranged
as described for the pm-pose specified.

88,417.

—

August M. Schillixg, Chicago, HI.

—

Scroll- Saucing Machine.—March 30. 1669.
Claim.—1. Tlie plates S S, recessed as described,

to receive the adjustable plate T and the plates U^
U^, clamped by the front set-screws, as herein de-
scribed, for the' purpose specified.

2. The support X, carrying the extension plate Q
and adjustable guide-blocks E, when jointed as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

88,418.-Adolph. Schltxgmax. West Alexan-
dria, Ohio.— Wa-shing-Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combined arrangement, substan-
tially as herein described, of the main roller I, the
rubber D E F G H, and the upper roller M, acting
with variable pressure on the roller 1, for the pur-
poses set forth.

88,419.—CoxRAD Seimel, Greenpoint, X. T.

—

Soldering-Furnace.—March 30, J 869.

Claim.—1. A 1 ranging a channel, /, around the-
solder-pan E, to receive the solder, substantially as-

set forth.

2. The combination of the furnace with a remoTa-
bel trough and reservoir, when constructed and ar-
ranged in the manner substantially as described.

3. The solder-pan E, arranged as described, so
that the furnace may be closed durijig the operation,
of soldering, and theieby prevent escape of heat,
substJintiaUy as set forth.

4. The application of the treadle G, and of the lev-
ers i j. and spring k. as constructed and arranged, for
operating the adjustable plunger F.

88,420.—-JOHx P. Sherwood, Fort Edward, ^^
Y., assignor to himself and Bexjamix S. BuKXHAil,
same place.

—

Stove Pipe Shelf.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The ci)llar B, constructed as described,
in two parts, secured together, ai one end, around
the pipe, by the slot and hook, and at the opposite
end by the open slot and bolt, and adapted to receive
upon the hook b' and upward-projecting ends d, the
flanged shelf C, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

88,421.— Alexaxder G. Slagle, Memphis,
Tenn.—6^«?/je.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A game, which is composed of a combina-
tion of letters and numbers disposed upon cards,
balls, and a chart, or register, and played substan-
tially as herein described.

'88,422.—James E. Stevexsox, Xew Yort, ]l!J".

Y.— Water- Wheel—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie annular or cylindrical gate E, pro-
vided with a horizontal flange. I, at its lower end,
notched to form projections /x to extend into the
chutes g, in combijiation with the guides /, placed or
arranged tangentially in the casing D, iuciosing a
turbine or hoiizoutal water-wheel. A, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as set Jorth.

2. The arrangement of the annular water-chamber
h. guides / in the casing D, centraUy-discharging-
wheel A. and the annular or cylindrical gate E, pro-
vided with the projections /x at its lower flange I,

with the outer ends or edges of said piojections-

ronnded, or beveled, substantially as and lor the
purpose set forth.

3. The packing p in the inner edge of the flange
/xx of the cap, oi* cover G, and the guides, or ribs q
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on the inner surface of the cap, or cover, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The casing D, cap, or cover Gr, gate E, and
"vcheel A, all constructed and arranged substantially

as shown and described.

88,423.—Stephen Upson, New Yorlc, N. Y.—
Device for TioKn Practice.—March 30, 18()9.

Claim:—1. A block, A, when provided with
grooves, or their equivalent, to allow the motions for

playing a violin to be practiced upon it, substantially

as herein shown and described.
2. The groove 6, having the beveled bottom, when

arranged in the block A, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

3. The straight groove a, or its equivalent, when
arranged in tlie block A, substantially as antl for the
purpose herein shown and described.

4. The sliding case, D, when arranged on the block
A, to practice the shifting motion of the bow, as set

forth.

5. Providing the block A with a scale for finger-

practice, as set forth, and with one or more raised
liiies, c, as specified.

88,424.—Isaac L. Yansant, Glasgow, Del.

—

Car-Coupling.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gravitating coupling-pin G, piv-

oted to the draw-head at g, in combination with the
lever I, arranged across the draw-head, and having
an eccentric head, or disk, which projects down into
the cavity thereof, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the purposes specified.

2. The pivoted block F, when constructed and ap-
plied to the draw-head in the manner described, and
adapted to operate in connection with the stop o and
the link D, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The eombinatiou of the vertically-rocking
draw-head Avith the supporting-plate B, and a stop
for limiting the motion of the draw-head, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

88,425.—Geokge Walworth, Peekskill, IsT. Y.
—Flask for Molding Kettles.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The flask A, constructed as shown and
described, for casting sugar-kettles, substantially as

set forth.

2. The combination of the flask B, having the pro-

jections E, with the flask A, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

88,426. — Edward Whitehead, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Velocipede.—HL'AXGh 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the steering or
guiding wheel C, of the spherical hub c, the curved
socket a' a", axle c', and slot P, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combined arrangement of the pedals 1 1'

and L L' Avitli the saddle J and seat M, substantially
as described, for the purpose set forth.

3. Tlie general arrangement and combination of
the frame A, a' a", P P', driving-wheels B B', h h\
guiding-wheel C, c c', divided axle D U', belts F E',

pulleys g g', crank-shafts G G', H H', h h', i)edals I
I', pitmen K K', bell-cranks L L', 1 1', and tiller R,
for the purpose of producing an improved three-
wheeled velocipede.

88,42r.—Henry C. Wilson.West Elkton, Ohio!
—rorfable Fence.—Mnrch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The divitled posts a a, in combination
with the ))olts d d\ keys e, and fo)']iedA\edge M, when
the parts are constructed, arranged, and used for
erecting portable fences, in the manner,substantially
as and for the purpose described.

88,428.-CirAHLES E. Woodruff, Newbern,
T(}m\.— Water-Elevator.—VLiWish 30, 1669.
Claim.—The combination of the plate B, having

the journals b, tlu^ ratchet-plate C, having tht* iiolcs

c c and the hollow journal c, the chambered cylinder
A', the sjiring s, the crank E. and the sliding shaft
F, having tlu; arms G G, bent as deseiibed. the
whole being constructed and arranged to opei'ate to-

getiujr substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

88,429.—SiDNEr Alderman, Stafford Town-
ship, l\i(\..—Road-Scraper.—March 30, 1869. %

Claim.—The bar F, in combination with the guides
1 1, and also in combination with the bent rod G,
pivoted upon the roller H, and so constructed as to
form a double lever, all arranged as and for the pur-
pose specified.

88,430.-Joseph Bell Alexander, Washing-
ton, D. C—Lamp-Shade.—MiXYch 30. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the groove G, formed
on the upper rim of a lamp-shade or reflector, with
the spring N, or any other suitable spring, for the
purpose' of supporting adjustably the said lamp-shad®
or reflector on fhe glass chimney of a lamp, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

88,431.

—

Jearum Atkins. Washington, D. C.

—

Device for Controlling Fluids under Pressure.—
Mai'ch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a movable valve-case,
D, provided with ports E F, and a movable valve,
H I, said valve and valve-case having a reciprocal
movement, as described, so that the ports will be
opened by a movement of the valve and closed by a
movement of the valve-seats, substantially in the
manner and upon the principle herein set forth.

88,432.—B. H. Aylworth, Oxford, IST. Y.—
Maidkin, vnth Fcetus, d;c., for Illustrating the Prac-
tice of Obstetrics.—March 30, 1; <'9. i

Claim.—1. A manikin, constructed to exhibit, in
an operative manner, by providing-, in the various
organs illustrated, for movements representing their
natui'al action, the science and practice of obstetrics,
substantially as specified.

2. The covering L to the artificial uterus, operated
from the exterior of the manikin by cords and pul-
leys, or other suitable mechanical devices, to assist
in illustrating the expulsive action of said uterus, es-

sentially as described.
3. An artificial foetus, constructed substantially as

described, with its joint&|/c made capable of extension
and flexion, to secure to it its natural position in the
uterus, and so that said jointed portions extend auto-
matically when withdrawn therefrom, substantially
as specified.

4. An artificial foetus, with its skull, constructed
substantially as described, and made compressible,
essentially as and for the purpose or purposes herein
set forth.

88,433.

—

Henry Bachman. Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Extension-Table.—M.iXYQh.'iO, 1869.

Claim,. —The extension-table herein described,,

provided Avith a frame, B, at each end, and Avith

slides JJ D, Avhich are arranged outside of the frame,
and, when closed, lie in a receptacle tbrmed by said

frame B and- the stationai'y bars D' 1)', all substan-
tially as herein set forth.

88,434.—Eli D. Bannister, St. Louis, Mo.—
Ap2)aratus for Distilling Spirits.—March 30, I8()9.

Claim.—1. The condenser A', Avhen connected
with the still, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the still A, condenser A',
and heater B Avith the doublcr C and worm-tub 1), for

tlie purpose substantially as described.
3. The distilling of s'pii'its, by means of still A,

heater B, doubler C, and Avorm-tub 1), substantially

as described.
4. The condenser A', containing Avatcr, the man-

ner of eoiiduetiiig the vapori/ed im|iuie sjiivits into

A' and below tlu^ surface of the A\at('r, and tl;e dis-

charging the spirits into heater 15, after receiving
the Avater-bath, substantially in the manner aiii for

the purpose describetl.

88,4 35.—Jabez Bayston, ('hicago, and Gfougk
AV. Nkmioi SON, 2Maperville, lll.-lroa Bedstead.—
March 30, 1869. i
Claim.—TVa'. combination of the side-pieoea A,

grooved their (entire lengths, as sp(>eilied, and Avith

rounded lugs, L. on eaoh end, with the eiul-pieees H,

Avitli sockets and rests, P. for (he lugs L to lit into

and upon, cross-pieces II, slotted shits V, pins/, and
springs S, all as herein shown and described.
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88,436.—Hiram Bf.rdax, Xew York, 2s'. T., as-

signor to the Berdax Fire-Ahms Majs'UFacturing
Company, same place.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.
—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The attachment of the hinged hreech-
piece to the barrel of a breech-loading fire-arm by a
sliding connection, operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. Securing the strap-piece C. or its equiralent, to
the barrel, by means of a spring- catch, which pro-
vides for its easy attachment and detachment, sub-
stantially as and for the piu'pose herein specified.

3. The strap-piece C, serving the two purposes of
attaching the hinge-joint of the breech-piece to the
barrel, and as a base for the sight, as herein de-
scribed.

4. A spring, so constructed and applied as to serve
the two purposes of securing the strap-piece or plate,

which forms the attachment of tne hinge-connection
of the breech-piece with the barrel, and of a sight-
spring, substantially as herein described.

5. Providing a passage for the escape- of gas be-

tween the said strap-piece and the top of the barrel,

substantially as and for the pui'pose herein speci-
fied.

'

6. The formation of one side of the breech-re-
ceirer, whereby the fulcrum-point, on which the
swinging breech-piece works as a lever in closing, is

brought nearly to a level with the center of the bore,
substantially as illustrated at J, in Fig. 6, as herein
described.

7. The direct-action or center-bolt hammer, with
a comb at its rear end, in combination with a swing-
ing bi-eech-piece, which opens with an upward and
forward movement over the barrel or breecli -receiver,

"When the said hammer serves also as a means of
locking the said breech-piece, substantially as herein
described.

8. The combination of longitudinal slot 32, in the
center-bolt hammer, the collar P, inserted into the

rear end of the breech-pin, to serve as a bearing for

the main-spring, and the stationary pin 31, passing
throtigh the said slot and collar, for the pm-pose of
secnrfng the said collar, and preventing the turning
of the hammer, substantially as herein specified.

9. A spring, so applied in combination with the
ejector of a breech-loading fire-arm that, by the act
of Oldening the breech-piece, it is caused to act alter-

nately above and below the center of motion of the
ejector, and thereby to restrain the action of the
ejector during the first part of the motion of the
breech-piece, and afterwai-d to produce its sudden
action, substantially as herein described.

10. The an'angemeut of the ejectur-spring between
the barrel and the strap-piece, which .attaches the
breech-piece thereto, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
11. A recess, 41, in the breech-piece, for the recep-

tion of the spur of the ejector, whereby the latter is

rendered inoperative, when there is no cartridge or
cartridge-shell in the fire-arm, substantially as herein
described.

88,437.

—

Laurent Berexger, Paris, France.

—

Ironing-Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A traA'eling-frame, h, provided wdth
rollers a a a a, and gidde-rollers i i, working upon
said rails, or platform, carrying a screw, to which an
iron, fixed or movable, is 'attached, and by wliieh
pressure, or not, as reqtiired, can be given to thema-
teri;tl to be ironed or pressed, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A hollow screw, serving the double purpose of

carrying off the products of combustion, and also of
adjustment of the iron, substantially as described.

3. The platform.?/, capable of being turned upon
its center, combined with the iron supporter, ar-

ranged to be raised and lowered, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The iron, constructed with means for inter-

nally heating it, with an outlet for the products of

com'bustion. and adapted for attachment to its hollow
support, substantially as shown and described.

88,438.

—

Albert A. Blivex, Jersev City, N.J.
-Car-Brake.—M.eiTch 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The shaft C, ratchet D, pawls d d, and
lever P, combined and applied to a railway-car,

whereby the braking of the wheels of one or more
cars may be effected by the lateral movements of
the lever, and the releasement of the wheels by the
forward movement of the same, substantially as de-
scribed.

88,439 Lewis E,. Boyd, ]^ew York, N. T.—
Mode of Preventing Corrosion in Metallic Caps.—
March 30, 1^69. *

Claim.—Tlie new article of manufacture, consist-
ing of a metallic cap or cover for fruit-jars, preserv-
ing-cans, and other analogous articles, when the
same is provided with a plating, or partial lining of
glass, or its equi\alent, combined therewith, and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

88,440.—"Warren L. Braddock, Boston,Mass.

,

assignor to himself and C. H. Minor, same place.

—

Car-Coupling.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling B, with lever /c, plate a,

crank c, link F, axle D, cushions r /•', stirrup h, cam.
g', chain-wheels i i', k k', and shaft I, in the manner
and for the i^urpose above specified.

88,441.

—

GershomTV. Bradley, "Weston,Coim.—Spike for Over-Shoes.—Mai'ch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The form of the spike for the purpose,
and the mode of attaching the same to the sole, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth-

88,442.—Ira BucKMAN, Jr., TTilliamsburgh, ]S".

Y.

—

Refrigerator and Weighing Apparatus.—March
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A detached movable ice-box, within a
refrigerator-case, in combination with a weighing-
apparatus, substantially as and for the pm-poses de-
scribed.

2. The funnel-shaped tube D, the flexible tube F,
and trap G, constructed as described, for conducting
off the water, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

88,443.— Samuel Adam Burkholder and
George "W. "Wilson, Bendersviile, Pa.

—

Fertilizer.

—March 30, 1869.

Cla im

.

—The above-described fertilizing-compound,
composed of the ingredients named, in about the
proportions herein sj)ecified.

88,444.-1. K. Caldwell, Allegheny City, Pa.—Drying Furnace and Oven.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The furnace X. with its arched roof 6,

track-supportiug ledges E. perforated arched sheets
G, placed over said furnace, and aljove the radiating-
pipes C, leading from the rear of the fuinace through
the hot-air chamber F to the cross-flues D, all ar-

ranged together substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the perpendicular or eon-
cave ear-supporting ledges or walls E E, in the
drying-house A. foi'conducting the heat to the cen-
tral portions of the chamber, constructed substan-
tially as specified.

3. The arrangement, in combination with the fur-

nace X, of the cold-air pipes /, with perforations ir,

that face the exterior convex surface of the radiat-
ing-arch h, whereby jets of cold air may be trans-

mitted by any exterior ax)paratus, substantially as
specified.

4. The series of valves I L with graduated open-
ings connected and simultaneously operated by one
and the same rod, substantially as herein described.

•5. The arrangemeat of the movable arched plates

G G, provided with graduated perforations, and
placed over the chamber F, lietween the ledges E E,
substantially as shown and described.

88,445.-S. X. Caldwell, Pilot Grove, Ind.—
Hedge-Fence.—^&VQh 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Preparing the earth, by cutting down,
into the same on each side of the plant, and elevat-

ing the center, betweeji the cuts, at an angle of
about eighteen degrees from the center, each way,
to the base of each cut, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Planting the hedge-sprouts in the center of

earth formed as above, in a vertical manner, and
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oultivating the same to form a dtrarfed head, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. Bending over the hedge-plant and its roots,

with the adhering earth, to an inclination of about
eighteen degrees, after having attained sufficient

growth therefor, preserving the flow of sap through
the stock, and the continuous development of the

dwarfed head, substantially as shown and described.

4. A hedge-fence formed by preparing the earth

as specified, then planting the young sprouts in a
vertical manner, and bending the same and its roots

over, at an angle of about eighteen degrees, and
growing the same in said position, substantially as

set forth.

88,446.— F. E. Canda, Chicago, JR. — Iron
Bridge.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the posts

P, when the same are applied to a bridge, either as

posts or top members of each panel, their several
parts being combined and arranged in the manner
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the top members of each
panel in a bridge, provided with the posts above de-

scribed, with the connecting-parts, constructed and
operating in the manner as shown and described,
forming the upper chord.

3. The combination of the posts P with the bot-
tom chord A, in the manner as shown and de-

scribed.
4. The combination of the top chord, angle-block

E, rods O J, posts P, plate H, key G, angle-block F,
and bottom chord A, constructed, and arranged as

shown and described.

88,447.—E-ALPH R. Carpenter, Tippecanoe,
Ohio.

—

Railway- Car Brake and Starter.—March 30,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pawls or bolts h i, actuated by
the eccentric, in combination with the shells a b,

and spring, constructed and operating substantially
as set forth.

2. Tlie forked shifting-plate h^, in combination
with the shells a b, and ratchet-disks e /, all con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

88,448.—William H. Chandler, Winchester,
Mass.

—

Printing-Press.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a cylinder print-

ing-press, and its nippers, a leaf, or equivalent de-

vice for throwing oif the edge of the printed sheet,

when released from the nippers, into position to be
guided to or seized by take-off mechanism, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the leaf ^, the fingers i, and
rolls d/, substantially as shown and described.

88,449.—John C. Clime, Philadelphia, P^.—
TJmbrella-Cover.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The body d, of flexible material, and the
devices e and /, combined and arranged with the
flanged device g, and the devices h and i, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,450.—B C. CoLDWELL, "Wyoming, Pa.

—

Spinning-Mule.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanism for operating the fal-

ler, constructed in the manner substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein described and
i-epresented.

2. The combination, with the faller, of the racks
F" F^, pinion G", and rack G^ ,all arranged and ap-
plied as h(!rcin described, and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of tiie cam C^, elbow-lever G*,
rod G^ cross-head G^ and pinion G*, all arranged
ajid operating substantially as and for the purpose
here! II sot forth.

4. Tlie conil)iiintion of the racks F^ F^ lever F^,
spring F^, set-screw P, and pins PP, arranged and
operating substantially as descnbeiL

88,451

—

Isaac Cole, New York, N. Y.—But-
ton.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The tiibiilnr shanks c d, fitting within
each other, one of which is secured to tho head a,

6 P—II

and receives the spring-catches e, and the other is

secured to the back &, and contains the ring / and
button gr,constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

88,452.

—

Terrence Collins and Asher Cas-
TIEL, St. Louis, Mo.—Lathe.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The cutters F 1 1^ F, supports L, holders
Li, standard P, rack P', and operated as de-
scribed, in combination with the table K, cam r,

and its connections with table K, and the devices for
operating the same, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

88,453.—Grant T. Coolman and Charles M.
Young, Corry, Va.—Harvester.—March .30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, in a harvester, of

two main wheels, a main frame, carrying the gear-
ing, a coupling-frame, such as described, and a shoe,
secured to the coupling-frame, with the finger-beam
pivoted to but turning independently of the shoe,
as set forth.

2. The combination with the three-sided coupling-
frame and its fixed shoe, of the finger-beam, secured
to the long rocking brace-bar, having one pivot ia
the shoe, and the other in the coupling-frame, but
both on the same level, as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the finger-beam, stud m, lifting-lever /2, for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the coupling-frame, shoe, and hinged finger-beam,
with locking lifting-devices inclosed within the
shoe.

5. The combination of the main axle, the counter-
shaft, the second shaft F', and the long crank-shaft,

.

wiUi their respective gears, when arranged and op-
erating as described, for driving the cuttei's.

6. The arrangement of the second shaft F' below
the main axle, and the crank-shaft below the shaft F',
as and for the purpose described.

88,454.—J. Maslin Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Making Nails.—March 30, 1869.

Claim..—As an improved method of making im-
proved cut-nails, cutting the same of equal breadth
from end to end, of a plate of equal thickness, but of
which an edge is beveled on opposite sides, as de-
scribed.

88,455

—

John R. Cushier, New York, N. Y.—
Wooden Pavement.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The double-dovetailed strips B C, formed
with a rectangular central portion longitudinally, in
combination with the blocks A, having dovetailed
grooves a 6 on their sides, so arranged that said cen-
tral portions of the strips B C are made to cross each
other, holding the blocks a given distance i^art,
and forming bearings for cement, to fill the spaces
between said blocks, substantially as shown and de-
scribed,

88,456. — Anthony G. Davis, Watertowa
Conn.—Mouse-Trap.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The trap described, consisting of the
grooved cover A, annular rim B, and partitions c,

the whole being constructed, combined, and ar-
ranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

88,457.—Constantine de Bodisco, St. Petcrs-
burgli, Russia.

—

Sled.—March 30, 1869.

Clai7n.—A sled for ice-hills, •constructed entirely
of metal, aa herein shown, and provided witli tht^

guides a a, possessing the rubber feet e e, the wliole
constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth and described.

88,458.

—

William Penn Delaplain, Peorin,
1\\.—Sign.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A sign-board, hiiving grooved rails Band
C, grooved side rail D, slotted side rail L, tniiis verso
bar K, grooved, as deseribtMl, together with tha
gates F and adjustable letter-blocks «, constructed,
arranged, and operating as specified.

88,459.—Patrick Doolkv, Newark, N. J.—
Skate-Fastening.— March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The deteut-levors O 0', pivoted to tho
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same standard, but independent of each ottier, to

one of which is connected, by link and slide, the
movable cap S, and the other the heel-clamps K, in

combination with the ratchet H, when the parts aie
arranged to operate as described.

88,460.

—

John Dougherty, San Francisco, Cal.—Machinefor Cutting Screws.—March 30, 18fiy.

Claim.—1. Arninging together, in a screw-thread-
ing machine, in the manner described, the feed-screw
P, carriage D. worm-wheel H, and woiTn-chuck G,
each being constructed as shown and described.

2. The arrangement, on the two rotating shafts,

of the loose gears X V, fast gears W, and head-stock
S, as and for the purpose specified.

88,461.—Villia:^! T. Dowxs. St. Louis, Ho.—
ITeeL-Mt\rch 30, 1869.

Claim.—The retaining-plate G-, the nut F, screw
E. mortises d. fend pins D, when arranged with the
heel-piece B. the plate C^, and cap C, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

88,462.-H. C. Drexel, Baltimore, Md.—Sad-
iron Heater.—March 30. 1869.

Claim.—1. The telescopic tube B B' B^, arranged
and operating, with relation to a smoothing-iron,
gnbstantiaDy as shown and described.

2. The combination of the flexible tubing C. tele-

scopic tube B B^ B^, autl tubes D and E, substan-
tiaUy as shown and described.

3. The perforated or gauze chimney-cap g, ar-

ranged as and for the purpose specified.

4."The iron E, provided with the perforations /,

8liding-door H, and sliding bottom-plate I, substan-
tially 'as shown and described.

5. "The combination of the spring S, section B, and
standard A. substantially as shown and described.

6. The platform K. arranged as shown and de-

scribed, for the ptu'pose specified.

88,463.-E. C. Edmonds, Albanv, X. Y.—Toy-
Oim.-March 30, 1869 ; antedated March 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—1. A toy-gun, consn'ucted as described,

so that the ball returns to the barrel after being fired

off, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the barrel B, stationary
collar C. and hollow rod D. the latter provided with
collars E F. and hammer G, and spring H. substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the reel L, spring M, and
cord e, for the purpose of returning the ball K into
the baiTcl, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination of the stock A, barrel B, hol-

low rod D. spring H, hammer G, trigger I, and reel

L, all arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

88,464

—

Horace L. Eaiery. Albany, X. Y.—
Co«o?i-G{/2.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A receiving-chamber attachment, or
extension, for the saw cotton-gin, with its lower
side or bottom constructed of a slowly moving end-
less or cylindrical screen, having the ends of said
screen open to the right and left of the gin, and its

lower or returning portion unobstructed, to permit
the free escape of wind, sand, dust, and other for-

eign matter.
2. So placing the receiving-chamber with its

screen-bottom relatively toward the blast entering it

fi-om the gin, that this screen shall, in its movement,
constantly present an unobstructed portion of its

surface toward and nearest the blast as it comes from
the brr.sh-cylinder.

3. The solid doffing-cylinders, with or without
flaps, in combination with a receiving-chamber of a
cotton-gin. having its lower side or bottom con-
.structed of a moving or revolving screen, for the
purpose of stripping the bat or sliver fi'om the said
screen, and delivering it out from the chamber.

4. The distributing air-chamber over the brush-
cylinder, with its openings e e and d, as and for the
purpose specified.

5. The elastic adjustable false lining in the Saw-
chamber of r. cotton-gin. opposite theribs and breast,

for the purpose of adjusting its form and varying
the capacity of the saw-chamber t-o the different

kinds and conditions of the seed-cotton, and to the
size and density of the cotton-roll.

6. The aiTangement and use of alternate saws and
blanks upon the saw-cylinder of a cotton-gin, in
combination with the picker-roU supporter mounted
in the saw-chamber, over the saw-cylinder of a saw
cotton-gin.

88,465.—Jacob .J. E.?ler, Belleville, JM.—Seed-
ing-lLachine.—March 30, 1839.

Claim.—The shaft C, its feed-cylinder Ti-, gauge-
block G, and screw H, substantially as set forth.

88,466.-Levi S. Fales, Xew York, X. Y.—
Fertilizer.—}S.diVch. 30. 1869.

Claim.—The artificial fertilizer, composed of the
materials herein set forth, compounded in the man-
ner and proportions substantially as specified.

88,467 John H. French, Albany, X. Y.—
Slat^-Frame.—}A.i\rch 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A metallic band, of such form as to fit

the elastic cap and the two adjacent pieces of the
fi-ame, for the purposes of holding the elastic cap
securely in its place, leaving the pads projecting be-
yond it, and of making a strong brace for the frame.

2. The combination of the elastic cap or cushion
B, and a metallic band, C, forming a noiseless corner
for school-slate frames, as herein described.

88,468 BoBERT S. Godfrey, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself, Thomas Baxer, and Jajies
C. Hires, same place.

—

Refrigerator.—March 30,"

1^69.

Claim.—One or more hollow shelves or partitions,

communicating with the ice reservoir, anij extend-
ing horizontally from the reservoir into the chamber
of a refrigerator, substantially a^ herein described.

88,469.—TTiLLL^M P. Goff, Yorkville, Wis.—
Portable i^'ence.-March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Panels A, braces B, pin C, stakes D,
and stays E, constructed and an'auged substantially
as described.

2. Panels A, clasp F, wedges G. and notched ends
H of the panels, for turning a corner, substantially
as described.

88,470 William Golcher, St. Paul, Minn.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lever G, barrel
A, cartridge-retractor J, spring M, and hammer C,
with the lever I, pivoted, at its upper end, to the
barrel, and, at its lower end, to the lever G, in fi-ont

of the fulcrum of the latter, and with the arm H,
pivoted, at its forward end, to the lever G, above
said fulcrum, when the forn-ard end of the lever Gis
bifurcated, so as to pass over lever I, in raising the
barrels, and is provided with a point which strikes

the retractor, and operates it ; all said parts being
constructed and operating together, in the manner
and for the ptirpose described.

88,471.—LE^\ns Goodwin, Bangor, ^e.-^Sash-'
Balance.—March. 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sash, provided with a strip. K, slide

H, pin I, and screw E or E', said screw serving the
double purpose of holding the sash in position, and
of re'taining or releasing the slide, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combination, with the devices embraced
in the preceding claim, of a cord and pulley, con-
necting the upper and lower sashes.

3. The combination of the devices embraced in
the last preceding claim, with a friction locking-de-
vice, applied to the lower sash, substantially as set

forth.

88,472.-Gordon Y. Gray, XUe.s, Mich.—a»en,
—March 30, 1869. .

Claim.—A mechanical bakery, consisting of an
oven, O, inclosed within the walls B, with a continu-
ous intervening flue, F, and having the endless
apron A arrangdfi to move through the oven O, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

88,473.—A. J. Harmon, Charlestown, Mass.,
assignor to himself, "William H. Howland, and.
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John E. JLASS^LTmE.— Weather-Strip.—March 30,

1869.

Claim.—The spring-hinge D D, composed of coils

a a, arms b b, joint e, and arms i i, constructed and
applied to strips A B, substantially as described and
specified.

88,474.

—

John Harper, Hillsborough, Iowa.

—

Churn.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A churn, in which the air that is admit-
ted to the contents thei'eof is caused to pass through
a vessel containing hot or cold water, as circum-
stances may require, by which means said air is

heated or cooled, as desired, substantially in the
manner shown and described.

2. The construction of the vessel F, with its reser-

voir for Avater, and its air-passages, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of vessels D
and F, substantially as shown and described.

88,475.—James Harris, Boston, Mass.—Ifefer.
. —March 30, 1869.

Claim. —A new arrangement, substantially as
described, of the piston-chambers b b', and the sev-

eral ports, and the connecting oblique water-passages
of the two pistons and their cylinders, the two end-
ports, under such arrangement, being in a vertical
plane passing through the axis of the cylinder, while
the two inlet-ports are on one side of such plane, and
the outlet-port is on the other side of it, and the
connections of the inlet-ports with the end-ports are
effected by the oblique passages N O P Q, leading
through the body of the case, all as set forth.

8^,476.-Lew;s T. Hawlet, Salina, N. Y.—
Milk- Cooler.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vessel C, having the air-chamber
D and cooling-tubes a a formed within it, substan-
tially -as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the vessel C with a clothed
or covered can, or vessel, substantially as_and for the
purpose described.

88,477.—George W. Heath, Burlington, Pa.—
Horse Hay-ForJc—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the bar A, bar D,
point C, hooked bar E, cross-bar Gr, and its forks H
H, when constructed and operating as specified.

2. The combination of the lever F, the latch/, and
angular bar d, constructed and opertv^ing substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,478.—C. W. Hermance, Schuylerville, :N'.Y.

— Washing-Machine.—March 30, 1869.
' Claim.—The arrangement of the thin perforated
metal disk E, with its radical hollow tubes b b, open
at their outer ends, and perforated, all attached to
the vertical shaft B, passing through the movable
bar F, and within the wash-boiler A, as shown and
described.

88,479.—Charles Hewitt, Hamilton Town-
ship, N. J.

—

Fuddling-Process for the Manufacture
of Wrought Iron.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The process of puddling iron, by mixing
cast iron, divided into coarse granules or pieces,
with oxide of iron, melting, and boiling tliem to-

gether, and balling the iron in a puddling-furuace,
substantially as described.

88,480.—George James Hinde, "Wolverhamp-
ton, England, and Thomas Callendku Hinde,
Ynispenllwch, near Swansea, Wales.

—

Manufacture
of Iron a7id Steel, and J^'urnace and Apparatus
therefor.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The improvements in the manufacture
of iron and stctd hereinbefore described; that is to
say, smelting iron-ores, and producing therefrom
either muUeablo iron, steel, ai' cast iron, by subject-
ing a mixture of the iron-ores and flux, either witli
or without carljouaceouB matter, to tlio action of a
mixture of highly heated carbonic-^xido aucl nitro-
gen gases, such mixture of gases being produced by
passing atmospheric air through a stratum of ignited
fuel, the said fuel not being mingled with the ores to
be smelted, subHtantially by the means and in the
manner as above described.

2. The arrangements of furnaces and apparatus to
be used in the manufacture of iron and steel, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described, and illustrated
in the accom]panying drawings.

88,481. — Edgar Hitt, Poundiidge, IsT. Y.—
Wagon-Seat.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The button a, projecting from the arm C
of the riser A, in combination with the spring- latch
c, in the cleat D, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

88,483.—Charles A. Hodgman, Tuckahoe, N.
Y.

—

Picture-Frame.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.— A. cushion, one or more, on the back of a
picture-frame, looking-glass, or other article to be
suspended against a wall, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

88,483.—George M. Jackson, N'orth Hector,
jST. Y.—Harvester.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the clutch I, rod
K, spiral spring i, and lever M, substantially as and
for the purpose shown.

2. The combination of ihe cylinder S, bearings T
T, and crank-shaft O, together with the cutting-ap-
p&ratus of a Tiarvester, substantially as shown, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the lever u, pulley IT, cord
E, pulley "W, shoe Q, and cylinder S, together with
the ratchet-bar X and catch Y, substantially as
shown and described.

88,484.

—

Samuel F.Jackson and Jefferson
A. Davis, Eureka, HI.

—

Apparatxis for Heating and
Separating Limefrom . Water.—March 30, 1 869.

Claitn.—A spray-heater and lime-extractor, hav-
ing perforated shelves a b c, apertures B and C, lid

or door G, slat^ F F, and hinges and wedges, as de-
scribed, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as specified.

88,485.

—

Henry James and Edward Duew-
ETT, Weybridge, Fjnglarid.— Water-Closet.—March
30, 1869

;
patented in England November, 21, 1867.

Claim:—1. The combination of the pan, the seat,

and the cover, with a lining of India-rubber, arranged
to inake a tight joint around the j^an when the cover
is pressed down, substantially as before set fortli.

2. The combination of the pan, the seat, the cover,
and the ti'ough for disinfecting material, the wliole
constructed to operate substantially as before set
forth.

3. The combination of the pan and tlie trough
with inlet and outlet air-passages, and a valve to
control the passage of air, the whole constructed to
operate substantially as belwe set forth.

88,486.—W. L. Jeffries, Lancaster, Ohio.—
Ploiv-Garriage.—March 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The ratchets c and s, when constructed,
combined, and operating substantially as and for the
purj)oses specified.

-Thomas Jones, ISTew York, IST. Y.

—

Device for Holding Plates of Glass.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The device for handling plates of glass,

consisting of beam A, adjustable weight E, swivel
C, hook G, and clasps H, combined anil operating as

described.

88,488.-Egbert J. Jordan, New York.N. Y.
Piano-Lock.—March 30, 1869.

Claim

.

—1. The arrangement of the guard-plate T),

spring F, and revolving bolt C, the latter being op-

erated by a key, and provided -with a cross-liead,

which, after entering the catcli-plate, is turned, so

that it cannot be withdrawn, except by the key, sub-

stantially as herein described.
2. The bolt C, sliding-plato B b', and guard-plato

D, in eombiiuition Mith'each other, and with the lock-

plate A, all opei-ating substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,48!?.—Erastus M. Kinne, Cuba, N. Y.—
Trace-nuckle.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The conibinatit)n iff the aperfcnro A, tho

chambers C, the boxes I>, the shoulder-brace bar E,
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with the shoulder-braces Gr, as above described, for

the purpose specified.

SS.490 H. S. Lf.lakd, Mount Union, Ohio.—
Covibination-Lock.—starch 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slide-bar Q. when used to produce
a rotary motion of the arbor X. which connects the
outer with the inner portion of the lock, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

2. The tumbler a. with slot a^, and tumbler-collar

6, with slot 6-, and groove 6^, when arranged and
combined on the arbor K, by pin a^ and holes h^, or
their equiviilents, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

3. Tlie ratchet-wheel c, with face-teeth c^ and end-
teeth c^ when used in combination with the pawl p
on the arbor X, and the spring-pawl g, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

4. The upright X, with stop vj. tumbler-arbor K,
with stop V, and pins h^ and b^, ratchet-wheel collar

li. ratcliet-wheel c. tumbler-collar h, and tumbler a,

the several parts being arranged and combined
substantiallv as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

5. The combination of the spring e, ratchet-wheel
collar h. arbor K, and upright X, when said spring
e is subjected to both a compressive and torsional
strain, the several parts being arranged in the man-
ner herein specified.

6. The shifter- plate H, with the tonguem attached
thereto, when used in combination with the ratchet-
wheel collars h h. substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

7. The lock-plate I T I', with stop-bars j j. when
nsed m combination with the bolt G- and tumblers a
a, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

8. The retai'ning-plate J, with knob T and block
r^, when used in combination with the shifter-plate

H and bolt G, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

• 9. The change-bar E, with thin plate n and screw
r\ or its equivalent, when used in combination with
the tumbler-collars b &, substantially as and for the
l^nrpose specified.

10. The spindle M aud throw-shaft L. with arm
L', when used in combination with the shifter-plate

H and lock-plate I, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

11. The slide-bar Q, lever-wheel P. arbor X, pawl-
vrheel 0, pawl p. ratchet-wheel c, arbor K. ratchet-
wheel collar h. tumbler-collar b, tumbler a. lock-plate
I I' I', and bolt G. the several parts being con-
structed, connected, and arranged substantially as
and for the jjurpose herein specified.

88,491.

—

Jose Eoz Leox. Havana, Cuba.

—

Ttcf^-Pozi'er.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dike, provided with the conduits
or passages set forth, in combination with the re-

ceiving cistern or receptacle D, provided with a
suitable channel or passage, adapted to permit wa-
ter to fall from said cistern, the whole operating sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the dike, containing the
conduits or passages, as set forth, with the cisterns
D and E, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The dike, provided with the conduits or pas-
sages set forth, in combination with the cistern D
and the canal g g, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

4. The arrangement, in the cistern E, of the hy-
draulic wheel Y, and the pontoon X, operating as
shown and described.

88,492—H. TY. Ltbbet, Cleveland, Ohio.—Fe-
locipede.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of rubber-lined rest

X, with rod M, segmental gear J", chain 0, crank
and crank-shaft, wheels Q P. rollers S. and wheels
B, the whole forming the running-gear and steering-

apparatus of a velocipede, substantially as described.
2. The rubber-lined rest X, in combination with

the rod M, for the pm'pose set forth.

88,493

—

Edwin- B. Locke, Exeter, X. H.—IZa-

ddne for Malcing BolU.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination ot
the sliding-bars i j with the carriage g, the former
being provided with the differential cam-grades k
and I, and the latter with the inclines vi and n, the
whole operating in manner and for the purpose as
before explained.

2. As a means of operating the cutter-carrier H.
the combination and arrangement of the bars b' and
C-, such bars being inclined upon their forward ends,
and operating in connection with the said carrier,

provided, as before explained, in such manner as t-o

effect the reciprocating movements of such carriage,
substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

88,494.—HOBERT O. LowREr, Salem, X. Y.—
J?isoZe—March 30, 1869.

Claim.— A. water-proof insole slipper, constructed
substantially as herein described, to be worn iimda
of a boot or shoe, as set forth.

88,495.—JEREiiiAH A. Mardex. Boston, Mass.,
assignor to John H. and Charles E. Abbott, same
place.

—

Steavi-Engine Governor.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described stop-motion, con-
sisting of the friction-disk K, with its recess x, the
pulley D, and the spriuf 6', in combination with tke
arm w, connected with the valve, all operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

88,496.—JEREiHAH A. Mardex, Boston. Mass.,
assignor to Charles E. and John H. Abbott, same
place.

—

Steam-Engine Governor.—March 30, 1869.

Claim

.

—1, The device for closing a valve by meaas
of cords or wires, substantially on the principle and
in the manner herein set forth.

2. The arrangement with the above of the pin d'

and arm /, with its inclined end i, for automaticalij
closing the valve on the breakage of the governor-
belt, substantially as described.

88,497.—JERE>nAH A.Mardex. Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Charles E. and John H. Abbott, sanje

place.

—

Steam-Engine Governor.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding adjustable paddle X aad
rod h, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the above paddle-blade N,
the rocker-shaft g, sliding-rod/, and weighted lever,

for operating the valve, substantiaEy as set forth.

88,498.

—

Jereihah A. Mari>en and Charles
E. Abbott, Boston, Mass., assignors to John H. and
Charles E, Abbott, same place.

—

Steam-Engine
Governor.—^SLaxch 30. 1S69.

Claim-.—A screw-propeller, C, revolving wlthia
the receptacle A, in combination with a float, and
the lever K, connected with the steam-valve, sub-
stantially as set forth.

88,499.—JOHK X. McLeak, Philadelphia, P«.,

assignor to himself and B. TV. Lacy, same place.

—

Serving-Machine.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swiveling block flf", in combiaa-
tion with a needle-bar, C, which is articulated to and
actuated in its vibratory motion by a vibrating bar,

Gr. operated substantially as and lor the purpose de-

scribed.

2. The vibrating-bar G, in combination with a
needle-bar, C, articulated thereto as described, when.
the said bar G has its center of vibration made ad-

justable therein for the purpose of varying the lengtk

of the stitches in the cloth, as occasion may require,

substantially as described.

3. The vibrating-bar G, in combination witb a
needle-bar, C, articulated thereto as described, whea
the center of vibrationof the said bar G is made ad-

justable for varying the' length of the stitch by means
of the slot g' and screw h', substantially as set forth

and described.
4. The vibrating-bar G, in combination with a

needle-bar, C, articulf^ed thereto substantially as

described, when the slot g' is made in the bar so a.s

to come parallel, in the direction of its length. '

with the direction of the length of the slot a', ia

which the thumb-block h slides, when the said needle-

bar C has reached half the leno;th of its downward
motion, substantially as described, for the purpc>8e

specified.

5. The slotted vibrating-bar G, in combiuatioa
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with the needle-bar C, the disk /, and wrist-pin /",

or their equivalents, the sliding thumb-block /i, and
screw h', or their equivalents, and slotted upright A,
the said parts being arranged to operate substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.

6. The obliquely slotted looper- lever D, in combi-
nation with the stationary fulcrum-pin h"^, for the

purpose of allowing the said looper-lever to be moved
longitudinally forward and backward on its said

fnlcrum-pin, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

7. The obliquely slotted looper-lever D, the station-

ary fulcrum-pin h^, and the actuating lever K, or its

equivalent, operating together in combination with
the adjustable stop TJ, or its equivalent, for the pur-

pose- of compelling the said looper-lever to move
longitudinally forward at the proper time, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

88,500.7-William A. McDonald, Alna, Me.,
assignor to P. G. Cooker, for one-half his right.

—

Oheese- Gutter.—M.a.y:c]i 30, 1869.

Claim:—1. In cheese-cutters, the pivoted blade,

cast or formed with a weighted handle, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
2. The knife E, with weighted handle P, in combi-

nation with the standard D, frame G-, and revolving
table C, with pins h c, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The metallic frame G-, constructed as described,
in combination with the knife E and standard D, as

and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the knife E, frame G, stand-
ard D, bed-piece B, table C, with pins b b, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein described.

88,501.—PtiRCHES Miles, ISTew York, ]SI'. T.

—

Fastening for Curtains and Carpets.—March 30,

1869.

Claim.—The tack and binder, as a new article of
manufacture, formed of tire penetrating points and
flattened bar, as and for the purpbses specified.

88,502.—John H. Morris, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Adjustable Door-Sill.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—A self-adjusting door-sill, having a metal-
lic covering, B, with oval top c, slotted flange or
flanges, and supported by springs C, constructed and
operated for the purpose, and in a manner substan-
tially as set forth.

88,503.—Benjamin Oldfield and Edv^in Old-
FlELU, Norwich, Conn.—ioow.-March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reciprocating head e, hooks h h},

and toothed slide-rods ^ i', in combination with cog-
wheels m Ic and shuttle-rack n, of a batten, E, com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

2. The toothed slide-rods V, in combination with
the toothed bell-crauk levers ojo </ and gear-wheels
A;2, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The stop |)2^ on the cog-wheel A;^, to act in com-
bination with the bell-crank levers o ^ </, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

4. The slide-rods, provided with oblique cam-slots
'}*, in combitiatiou witli the heddle-fraraes F and their
connecting mechanism, substantially as and for the
purpose .set forth.

5. The combination with bell-crank levers o, p, q,
r, s, t, u, V, w, of rods e''/'^ g^, provided with slots h'^,

to catcli over studs i^, v>hicli project from the arms
of the bell-crank levers, or with studs wliich catch in
suitable slots in the arms of said bellcrank levers,
substantially as and for tliC])uri)ose set forth.

6. Tlie vibrating hooks ni,'^, pivoted to tiio slide-

rods P, and acting, in combination with the pattern-
chain and kiiirc, or knives, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

7. Tlie combination, with the reciprocating knives
G G', and one or more ti'eadle.s, 1, of racks y'^ and
pinions r^, arra.nged and operating substantially as
and fortlie purpose set fortli.

8. The cog-wlieel J, Iniving adjustable roller-

Htuds (^, in combination wi(l> the treadles I I', knives
G G', tluiir connecting devicevM, mid the pattern-
chain, substantially as and for tlie purpose de-
HCi'ibed.

88,504.—George H. Palmer, New York, N,
Y., assignor to William Daf.e, New York City.

—

— Vault- Cover.—Warch 30, 1869.

Claim.—A cover for the openings in walks, pave-
ments, &c., composed of a dish. A, filled with stone,

brick, concrete, artificial stone, wood, or other like

material, substantially as shown and described.

88,505.—Isaac E. Palmer, Hackensack, N. J.—Machi7ie for Stretching Fabrics.—March 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of traveling selvage

feeding and carrying devices with a stationary in-

termediate friction-frame or surface, operating as a
drag to the center or body of the fabric, and acting,
in unison with the selvage-carrying device, to effect

the stretch of the fabric, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of independently hung, or
traveling selvage carrying and stretching devices,
with friction-wheels or appliances for driving the
same, when said drivers are so hung and operated
as to admit of either or both of the selvage-carrying
devices, at opposite ends of the intermediate fric-

tion-frame, having feed given them, or otherwise
allowed to freely move with and by the passage of
the fabric over them, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the divided expanding
and conti'acting stretching-frame A, and the inde-
pendently revolving selvage-carrying rolls C, of the
stationary hubs F F, having reversely tapering pas-
sages, c, through them, and adjustable in relation to
the fixed shaft- E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose or purposes herein set forth.

4. The fabric-carrier or receptacle L, hung so as

to be capable of being raised or lowered, and adjusta-
ble from opposite ends, for operation in concert with
and in relation to the fabric-stretching devices or
surfaces, essentially as specified.

5. The roughened points m, scattered over the
surface of the body of the drying-cylinder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

88,506.- William M. Palmer, Middlebush,
N. J.— Water-Elevator.—M.a.vc'b. 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement ol

the sheaves, or pulleys H I, spring K, and rope or
belt G, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

2. The parts enumerated in the above clause, in
combination with the friction-pulleys F and F', sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the pulleys F F', drums E
E', rope G, pulleys H and I, and spring K, for tiie

purpose of regulating the position of the buckets
with reference to the surface of the water in the
well, substantially as shown and described,

4. The arrangement of the levers L N, double
clutcli-coupling O 0', and clutches P P', substantially

as and for the purpose described.
5. The bucket 1, having a weighted bail attached

thereto, substantially as shown and described

.

88,507.—Thomas K. Pickering, New York
N. Y.— Velocipede.—Mvirch. 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The reach, or back-bone, constructed
of a central or main tube, A, and lateral rear tubes
A' A', arrranged substantially as described, and
welded or united together, in combination with tlio

socket B, at the forward end of the reacli, essentially

as specified.

2. The combination of the sockets B and D D with
the reacii, constructed of tubes A A' A', arranged
as described.

3. In combination with the socket B, tho fork C,
composed of tubes, constructed to form oil-boxes, b

b, at their base, and provided with sockets or bear-

ers, a a, for the support of the running-axle, essen-

tially as specified.'

4. The stirrups H, made of polygonal shape in

tlu>ir transvorse section, uuil hung to freely turn on
the wrist-pins of the cranks wliieii carry liu-ni, sub-

stantially us described.

S8,50S.—Nathan M. Vowkus, Kirksville, Mo.
Corn-JHanter.-Minx'h 30, 1869.

Claim.—Tho niarking-whocK-, A A, unirkor.s U B.

shaft F. cog-wheels D and N, dropiuM- bar S, nuls I

I, valves J J and R 11, and diills ^l M, when com-
bined, arruuged, and operating substantially in the
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manner and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

88,509.—Charles S. Eaxkix, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Fire-Place.—March 30. 1869.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement of conTes
recessed e:rate A, oblique jambs B B', and front
plate C, for the purposes set forth.

2. As a nevr article of manufacture, the grate A,
jambs B B', and front plate C, cast in one "piece, as
set forth.

88,510

—

Alfred G. Eeed, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Corpse-Pre^-erver.—March. 30, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement described of the par-

titions D D' and vessels B B', in respect to a case
and cover of non-conducting material, for the pur-
pose described.

88,511.- Moses H. Eipley and TTillia^i X.
Temple, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Harvester.—MEU'ch
30, 1869 ; antedated March 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the seat D, spring
K, slotted bar H, and screw e, with the standards,
all as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the lever E, block F, lever
I, and wheel C, with lugs a a, aU as herein shown and
described.

88,512.-William H. Egberts, Mauch Chunk,
Pa.

—

Steam-Pump.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rocker L, arranged and operated
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the rocker L with the
friction roller O, substantially as herein described.

3. The arrangement of the'rocker L, arm m, roller

O, valve K, rod X, levers P, and tappet-stems S,

witli reference to each other and the cylinders G and
A, substantially as set forth.

4. The piston I, when constructed as described,
and arranged in relation to the steam-ports e e. valve
K. rocker L, roUer 0. rods X P, and slide-valve E,
substantially as specified.

5. The combination and arrangement of the rocker
L, arm vt. valve K, ports e e. piston I. rods X and P,
levers P P, tappet-stems S S, slide-valve E. dash-pot
T, and pipe d, containing the choke-valve C, as set
forth.

88,513—A. M. EODGERS, Brooklvn, X. Y.—
Folding-Chair.—March 3Q, 1869.

Claim.—A folding-chair, consisting of the pivoted
seat A, the pivoted'and slotted, legs B and B', and
the slotted back-pieces C, combined and arranged
for operation, substantially as herein described.

"

18,514. —Samuel Hoebuck and John Eoe-
BUCK. Xew York, X. Y.-^2Ioi>qidto- Canopy. —
March 30, 1869.

Claim—The upright rod or cord A, forming a
support for the top of a mosquito-canopy, when
combined with a series of rods or bars, b b b, the
outer ends of which can be raised vertically, and
toward the center rod or cord, for the purpose of
closing the canopy-fi'ame.

SS,515.—Egbert 'TV. Eussell, Xew York. X.
Y.

—

Paper-Stock, Box-Board, Boojing-Paper, d-c.—
March 30, 1869.

Claim—I. The above-described methods or pro-
cesses of making paper-stock, paper box-board, roof-
ing-paper, and other kinds of paper and fibrous
articles, as aforesaid, made from cane, or reeds, or
similar fibrous vegetable substances, disintegrated
by tho explosive force of steam.

2. The above-described manufactm-es, the products
of the said processes.

88.516.-Egbert TV. Eussell, Xew York, X.
Y.— Fibrous - Composition Slabs and Panels for
Hoofs, Floors. Walls, Tanks.and for other Purposes.
—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The making and using of the said
fibrous-composition slabs and panels for roofs, walls,
pavements, Szc, and for other suitable purposes, as
and by the means aforesaid, and especially by the
employment, in combination with other ingredients,
as aforesaid, of the disintegrated cane-fiber, in the

condition in which it is expelled fi'om the said steam-
gun, without the useof anv chemicals to further dis-

integi'ate the same, and without reducing it to pulp,

or mtiking it into sheets of felt or paper, such pro-

cess andnew manufacture being substantially as
hereinbefore specified.

2. The manufacture of said fibrous silicate compo-
sition panels or boards, for ceilings and inner walls
of houses, in lieu of lath and plaster, and for fire-

proof fioors and linings of railway-carriages, and
cabins, floors, and decks of vessels, and for other
purposes, substantially as above described.

3. The new articles of manufacture, the said
fibrous-composition slabs and panels, made by the
said processes, and for the purposes hereinbefore de^

scribed.

88,517.-Egbert "W. Eussell. Xew York, K
Y.— Valve of Steam Fiber-G^ins.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The working of the discharge-valve of
the steam-gun used for disintegrating fibrous mate-
rials, so as to prevent or diminish concussion, sub-
stantially in the manner above described.

2. The combination, with the hinged discharge-
valve and its projecting arm. whether provided or

not with a fi-iction-roUer, of the elastic or yielding
curved and divided butfer or cushion, under the ar-

rangement and operation substantially as set forth.

88,518.—Egbert TV. Eussell, Xew York, X.
Y.—Fibrous-Composition Tube.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described manufacture of
fibrous-composition casings or tubes, for receiving
or inclosing wires of telegraph-lines, such tubes or
casings being composed of webs or sheets of fiber,

disintegrated" by the explosive force of steam, in
combination with bituminous or other composition,
as aforesaid.

2. The method of making the said fibrous-compo-
sition tubes, for the conveyence of gas and water,
and laying down and protecting the same, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

3. As new articles of manufacture, the fibrous-

composition casings, pipes, and tubes made by the
processes aforesaid, and for the purposes described

88,519.-Egbert TT. Eussell, Xew York. X.
Y.

—

Manufacture of Paper for Protecting Goods
from being Injured by 2Ioths, dbc. — March 30,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The above-described process for the
manufacture of paper and paper-board from cane
disintegrated by the explosive force of steam, or
other si^nilar fiber, mixed or charged with tobacco,
or a decoction of tobacco, or both, as aforesaid.

2. The new articles of manufacture, viz, the differ-

ent kinds of paper aforesaid, made by the said pro-
cesses, and for the purposes above described.

3. The above- described improvements in the
manufacture of carpet-linings, or protectors, or
carpet-pads. •

4. The new articles of manufacture, the different

kinds of carpet-linings, carpet-protectors, or carpet-

pads, made by the improved methods and processes,

substantially as above described.

SS,520.—EiCHARD Salter, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignor to himself and Joseph B. Davis, same
place.

—

Gas Cooler and Washer.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The surfaces of boulders, kept con-

stantly wet, in the manner described, for the purpose
described.

2. The pipe B, reverberating plate C, and the wet
boulders, for the purpose described.

88,5-21.— Bexjamix Sherwood and Daniel
Fitzgerald. Xew York, X. Y.— Construction of
Safes.—March 39. 1869.

Claim.—A safe, constructed as described, of a
block of metal, having an opening on one side, with
a chamber or cavity in the center, leaving the walls

or sides of the safe of great thickness, so as to be
able to resist any attempts to break the same opea,
substantially as herein set forth.

88,522.—Daxtel H. Shirlbt. Boston, Mass.—
Piano-Forte Action.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The back catch arm G-. hinged to key-
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lever, and provided with an uprig-ht frame, <T, con-
sisting of post K and fly L, with adjusting-screws
M, substantiallv as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. An arm, hinged to key-lever, and carrying back-
catcli, and an upright frame, J, or its equi\'alent, in

combination with a hammer-stem, having but E,, or
its equivalent, when all arranged together for opera-
tion, in a manner substantially as described, and for

the ])urpose specified.

3. The screw-rod Z, with washer or head A^, in
combination with the fly L of upright frame J, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The screw M, with washers N and O, in com-
bination i;\'ith the fly L, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose specified.

5. The cushion D^, or its equivalent, applied to the
back-catch arm, whether arranged for adjustment
thereon or not, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

88,533 Sanfokd C. H. Smith, Belpre, Ohio.—
Portable i^'eitce.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of post B, braces C
C, bolt H, and notched bars D D, as and for the pur-
pose described, when these several parts are ar-

ranged as set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the key K, in-

serted in the dovetailed mortise in the base A, as
and for the purpose specified.

88,524.—EOBEKT S. Stenton, Brooklyn, N. T.

—

Manvfacture of Steel Direct from the Ore.—March
30, 1869 ; antedated March 25, 1869.

Claim,.—The process, or method, herein described
and illustrated, of making steel, by heating the iron-
ore with fuel and charcoal, arranged in alternate
layers, thus producing steel sponge, and by reducing
said sponge, substantially in the manner hereinbe-
fore set forth.

88,525.—Henry Springer, Brady, Mich.

—

Ma-
chine for Sowing Grass-Seed.—March 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The position of the seed-box F, it being

situated between the belt H, connecting pulley A
with pulley B, in the manner and for the purpose
speciiied.

2. The combination of the bell-crank E and lever
I, in connection with the pulleys A and B, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth
and described.

88,526

—

J. J. St. Ledger, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Animal-Trap.—March 30, 1869 ; antedated March
25, 1869.

Claim.—]. A box-shaped trap, with its top con-
sisting of two parts, D, connected to two of its sides,

B, and with its sides B hinged to its bottom A, and
arranged to be held open by the hooks j, cross G-,

and trigger h, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as lierein described.

2. The cro?s Gr, in combination with the trigger h,

hooks ,7, and spring C, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as herein described.

_
3. In combination Avith the sides B and projec-

tions e, the loosely moving bolts c, for locking tlie

trap when sprung, substantially as herein described.

88,527.-Conrad C. Stremme, Austin, Texas.
—Hat- Ventilator.—March 30, 1809.

Claiin.—The elastic ventilating device, consisting
of a spirally-Avound flat wire, or similarly shapeil
strip of wliuleboiie, rattan, &c., adapted to be at-
tached to head-coverings, substantially as herein
described.

88,528.-Samuel Strong, 'Washington City, I).

C—Street Letter-Box.—March 30, 18(59!

CZaiw.—The flanged lid F Mitli its ineliiiod plate
F', in combination with the aperture C, and sur-
rounding flange D, all constructed to opeiato sub-
stantially as Avithin described.

88,529.—JosiAii A. Tick, AVindsor, swsignoi'io
Thomas C. South, Mattoon, 111.—C7<um.—JSlarch
30, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement and combination of tlio

jointed journal-box c, the ])iston-rod and clasp d,

with the cam and cog-wheels e, and churn and
dasher « b, for the purpose and in the manner above
set forth.

88,530.—A. L. Varney, "Watertown, assignor
to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mtisa.—Breech-Load-
ing Fire-Arm-.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The toggle-joint spring ejector, substan-
tially as described.

88,531.—A. L. Yarney, "\Yatertown, assignor
to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.

—

Breech-Load-
ing Fire-Arm.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spring-sere and ejector, constructed
and arranged to operate in combination, substan-
tially as described.

2. The locking-bolt and spring, substantially as
described, constructed, and arranged, in relation to
and in combination with the swinging breech-block,
substantially as set forth.

3. The movable guard, with its lip, constructed
and arranged in relation to and in combinatioa
with the breech-block and firing-pin, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of breech-block, sere, an^
ejector, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as described.

88,532.—Charles E. Wilson, New York, N. T.—Renewing Rolls for Printing, Calendering, and
like Purposes.—March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described process for the
preservation and utilization of metallic rollers, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. Utilizing the old roller, by turning the same
round, and tapering it from end to end, with a squar»
groove on its outer surface, and covering said roller

with an interior tapering shell, with an interior

projection for fitting into said groove and coa-
necting the parts together, substantially in the man-
ner described.

3. Casting the shell with a core, and planing the
same out on its inner side, with a taper and square
projection, substantially as specified.

88,533.—George W. N. Yost, Corry, Pa.-
Harvester.—MsirGh 30, 1869.

Claim.—Combining or providing a body, or main,
frame, or cases A and A', with fianges, or webs, or
web I and P, having a hole, N', through said flanges,

or webs, or web for a gudgeon-box for an inner end
of a pinion and crank shaft, or other gudgeon, as
described, for grass and grain cutting machines.

88,534.— Joseph Adkins, Warrcutoa, Ga.

—

Tire-Shrinker.—M?a-ch 30. 1869.

Claim.—The construction and the arrangement,
relative to each other, and to the jaws F and C, ot
the tongue B and lever A, each being made separate
from the other, and from the jaws, and made ad-
justable relative to each other, and to said jaws, as
described.

88,535. — ASH15EL P. Barlow, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—Rock-Shaft for Gang-Saws.—Aiml 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making the oscillation of the saw
greater or less, by means of the adjustable rock-shaft
device, consisting of the removalfle arm C and pin
1), when attached to the shaft, or barC, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. Regulating the side-motion of the bar C, witk
relation to faco-phito E and guide-blocks A A',

by means of nuts B B, substantially as set fortii.

3. The guide-blocks A A', wlien ooiistrncted and
arranged to operate in the manner, and with fnco-

pltite E, pin I), and arm C, substantially as described.

88,536..-F. G. Beach, Hartford, Conn.— Can-
Opener.— April 6, 1869.

Claim.—]. Tiio circular cutter 1>, pivoted upou
the frame A, and operaling in eonnoction \yith an
axial pivof, or otlier giiido, for (he purpose oi' divid-

ing tlie tin, subslnntially ns sliow n and described,

and for tlie purj)()se set forth.

2. The notched pin C, in couil)inatii>ii with the

frame A and cuttiiig-edgo a, substantially as and
for the, purpose shown.

3. 'J'he axial pivot E, vlien construeted in the
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manner and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

4. The Tvithin-described can-opener, consisting of
the frame A, cuttiug-edge a, pin C, cu"cular-cutter
D, axial pivot E, and holes x xx. See., or their equiv-
alent, iu said frame, all constructed and arranged
snbstantiaLlY as and for the piu'pose herein speci-
fied.

88,537. — Egbert Blacklidge. Bridgeport,
Conn., assignor to himself and Chakles Gekdexleu.—Tonic Bitters.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The bitters produced by the comhination
of the ingredients, substantially in the manner here-
in described.

88,5.38.

—

Aloxzo C. Blethex, Lynn, Mass.

—

Submerged Pump.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of Talve-plate gr, perfor-
ated diaphragms//', piston G, tubular piston-rod H,
pump-barrel A, valres a and b. chamber D, legs D'
D' D', bos E, arms d d', socket-flanges e e', link I,

and arm i, socket h, and handle k, all arranged and
operating, relatively to each other, substauually as
described.

88,539.—Cake Bockkg, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Coates Walton, same place.—Screw.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The angular point C, Tvith its cutting-
edges c' in combination vrith a wood-screw, substan-
tially as described.

85,540.—Fraxcis E. Boyd and P. Shelton Ty-
ler, Boston, Mass.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arrn.—
April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The barrels, with metal plates at their

rear ends, in combination with the clamps, when the
latter are inserted and suitably secured in grooves
in the former.

2. The flanged tubular retractor i, containing a
spring, when arranged to operate substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination of a breech-piece, through
which the hammer acts, substantially as above de-

scribed, with a barrel or barrels, arranged to turn
upon a spindle, substantially as above described,
and a spring-catch, all so arranged that the spring-
catch will hold the barrel or baixels in their con"ect
relation to the hammer, so that the latter may act,

throngli the breech-piece, to explode the cartridge,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

88,541.—^LeviBeowx, Baltimore, Md.

—

Banjo.
—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a groove on the
upper side of the sbde-ting- C, to which the parchment
is attached, when such is used in connection with a
corresponding tongue,' foraied on the under-side of
the driver E, or its equivalent, (the slide-ring D.)
whereby the pai'chment is firmly grasped between
the two, and the strain of the parchment upon the
tacks consequently materially reduced.

2. The arrangement of the* bead a on the inside of
the rim A, in combination with the head B, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,542

—

Saml-el G. Cabell, Quincy. El., as-

signor to himself and Abbott Q. ^oss.—Hydrant.
—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a hydrant, the drain-chamber B,
placed below the water-way C, as shown, and for
the pni-poses herein set forth.

2. In combination with a hydrant, as described,
the water-tight sliding-bottom I), of the chamber B,
arranged as shown, and operating in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the drain-chamber B and
extension-chamber c, so as to form, in combination
with the sliding-bottom, or piston-head D, a continu-
ation ot the water-way, as herein set forth.

4. The wing-valve a, when constructed, arranged,
and operating in connection with the chamber Band
sliding-bottom, or piston-head D, iu the manner and
for the pui-poses herein set forth and described.

88,543.—Bobert Chajtbers, Detroit, Mich.—
Heefing Fore-and-Aft Sails.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The guide I, cross-head K, and slides
L, or their equivalents, when operating substantially
for the purpose herein specified.

2. In connection with the above, the boom A, sta-
tionary shaft D, sleeved tube E, geared wheel F, and
crank and worm-screw G or their equivalents, whea
arranged, constructed, and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.

88,544.—Xathax S. Clejiext, [New Britain,
Conn.

—

Casting Handles of Table- Cutlery.—April
6, 1869.

Claim.—Casting the handles of table-cutlery hol-
low by the process herein specified."

88,545.—Eeax(;ois Coignet, Paris, France, as-

signor to L. Maxgeon, ]S'ew York City.

—

Manufac-
ture of Artificial Stone.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described plastic, pulvera-
lent, artificial stone paste, composed of sand, hy-
draulic lime, and, in some cases, hydraulic cement,
prepared substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth. "

2. In the manufacture of artificial stones, or mono-
lithic masonry, the herein-described mode of bring-
ing the molecules of. the mass in close proximity,
one to the oth-^r. and obtaining a hard stone, by
means and with the use of a heavy and hard pounder,
exerting its action in a systematic manner upon suc-
cessive layers of artificial stone paste of the charac-
ter and under the circumstances substantially as
herein set forth.

3. As a new article of manufacture, the stones or
monolithic masonry, when made from the substances
herein set forth, treated substantially in the manner
specified.

88,546.-Frax^gis Cgigxet, Paris, France, asT
signer to L. Maxgegx, Xew York City.

—

Artificial
Monolithic Structure.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In monolithic buildings, made of ag-
glomerated artificial stone paste, the production of
flues, pipes, or openings, for-the purpose of heating,
ventilatiug, conveying water, gas, or smoke, &c., by
means and with the use of proper cores introduced
in the thickness of the walls, and the agglomerating
around said cores of a special composition of artificial

stone paste, iu the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. In monolithic structures, such as wharves,
dams, abutment walls, &e., making the walls hollow,
or honey-combed, and filling the said hollows or cells

with pounded eaith, as herein set forth, for obtaining
greater inertia strength, or bulk of masonry, at a re-
duced expense.

88,547.—FEAXfois Coigxet, Paris, France, as-

signor to L. Maxgeox, Xew York City.

—

Making
Artificial Stone and Monolithic Stmctures.—April 6,

J869.

Claim.—1. The combination of agglomerated arti-

ficial stone paste with iron scraps of irregular shape^
such as nails, double-headed nails, or bolts, rings,
hooks, clamps, wires, (fee., sub.stantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth. -

2. The introduction, in the body of artificial stones,

or in the body of artificial stone monolithic stmc-
tnres, made of agglomerated artificial stone paste,

of skeletons, or m'etallic frame-work, linked or ar-

ranged so as to strengthen the same, substantially as
specified.

3. The application of agglomerated artificial stone
paste to the protection and isolating of telegraphic
wires.

88,548.

—

Fraxcois Cgigxet. Paris, France, as-

signor to L. Maxgeox, Xew York City.— Mode of
Treating and Manipulating Cements in the Manu-
facture of Artificial 5to7/e.—April 6, 1869.

Claim'.—1. The use of hydraulic cement, ground
with a relatively small quantity of water into a thick,

plastic paste, for cementing sand in the manufacture-
of agglonaerated artificial stones.

2."The herein-described process of retarding the
crystallization or setting of hydraulic cements, by
repeated and prolonged triturations, whereby the
proper amount of sand may be incorporated there-

with.
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3. As anew article of manufacture, the artificial

stones or monolithic structures, made of hydraulic

cement and sand, prepared and agglomerated sub-

stantially in the manner herein specified.

88,549.—Fran(;'Ois Coignet, l>aris, France, as-

signor to L. Mangeon, New York City.

—

Process of
Forming Artificial Stone.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of heat in the prepara-
tion of artificial stone paste, either to the materials

employed, before being- mixed, or to the mixture of

the same, during the process of trituration, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The manufacture of artificial stones or mono-
lithic structures, by means and with the use of hot
agglomerated artificial stone paste, substantially pre-

pared as herein set lorth,

88,550.—^AGE M. Cooper, Port Huron, Mich.
—Seal-Lock.—Ai>Ti\ 6, 1869.

Claim,.—The open ring A, made of one piece of
metal, and having the ends D curved outward, as

shown, when said ring is used in connection with
rivets of soft metal, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

88,551.—Charles Coti, Marlborough, Mass.,
assignor to himself and John Baptiste Bebo, same
place.

—

Edge-Plane for Boot-Soles.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the parts shown in Fig. I, with the slots and screws,
as described.

2. The side-guard, as constnicted, with the appli-

cation of the ruiiber strip, for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

88,552.—John C. Crawford, Clintonville, 111.—
Pump.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The plunger K, having a water-chamber,
L, in its lower end, in combination with the cylinders
A B, the cylinder A being provided with a side open-
ing, 'H, for conveying water into a pump-stock, I,

and having a packing, N J, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

88,553.—Eliza 'N. Cutter, Chicago, IW.—Cra-
dle or Crib.—April 6, 1869 ; antedated April 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the hinged ends B with the sides A, side-rails F, and
bottom-cloth E, substantially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the rocker
D, provided with the catches d and/, with the cross-
legs*C and C, side-rails F, and bottom E, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the sides
A, hinged ends B, bottoin E, and side-rails F with
the cross-legs C and C and rocker D. all constructed
and operating substantial!}; as specified.

88,554.—Benjamin "W Deal, New Market,
Md.

—

Medicine, for Cure of the Oravel.—April 6,

. 1869.

Claim.—A medicine for curing the gravel, made
substantially as described.

88,555 Frank P. Dobson, New York, N. Y.
—Uaryo.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a double-headed
banjo, of a reversible handle, substantially as herein
specified.

- 2. The combination, with such reversible handle,
of a rim, provided with apertures c, for the escape of
the sound, substantially aa herein specified.

88,556.—George Draper, Hopedale, Mass.—
Spindle-Step for Spinning-Machines.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The cap C, as foiined, witli the insulating-
chamber, c, and extended up into the conical shoulder
e of the spindle, and down witliin the step, (by means
of the flange y,) tJie whole being substantially as ex-
plained.

88,557.—Mathias Ercniioi/rz, Troy, Ohio.

—

Equalizing Cultivator.—April (i, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A and the cross-beams E, con-
nected together at their ends, and by tlio brace F

;

the pole C, and adjustable swivel-bolt D, and the
clevises H, in connection with a pair tM' single plow-

cultivators, each drawn by one animal, and both ani-
mals guided by the pole C, substantially as described,
and operating for the purposes specified.

88,558.—William P. Elliott, Cincinnati, Ohio
-easier.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The catch-lever D', in combination
with the piece H'' and caster B, with its movable
stem, as shown and described.

2. The jaws A' A', in combination with the
clamps S S, screw F, and a caster, as shown and de-
scribed.

88,559.— William Evans and Richard E.
Hayuen, Seymour, Conn.

—

Mold for Casting Augers.
—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The molds, constructed substantially as
herein described, for casting twist-augers.

88,560.—Orlando V. Flora, Madison, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Charles Alling.— Wrench.
—April 6, 1869 ; antedated March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The bar A, jaw E, jaw B, with its hollow
handle, and covering m, screw k, nut C, and milled
head D, constructed and arranged to operate sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

8S,56J .—G. W. Fox, H. H. CoE, and I. M. Kel-
LEY, Ravenna, Ohio.

—

Compound for Welding and
Restoring Steel.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The compound, consisting of the ingredi-
ents herein named, and prepared in about the pro-
portions stated, for welding or restoring steel, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,562.—Hiram E. Goble, Lake Mill, Mich.—
Neck-Yoke.—A'^xil 6, 1869.

Clccim.—The arrangement of the coiled springs
B, or their eqtiivalents, and yoke B, with sliding

thimbles C, when constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,563.— George Huntress Grant, Rich-
mond, Ind.

—

School Desk and Seat.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the leaf A, the
hinged connections H H, battens W W, and stops
Z Z, when constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described.

2. Pivoting the seat B, near its front edge, to the
hinged arms C C, for the purpose and in the manner
specified.

88,564.—Eugene Grosjean, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignor to himself, Jacob Weaver, jr., and Alfred
H. Jones.—Barrel-Truck.—April 6, 18C9.

Claim.—The attached strap E, combined with the
cam-clasp D, in their action with the levers A, bolt

B, and flanges or jaws C C, as shown, for the pur-
poses set forth, substantially as described.

88,565.—George A. Harris and John B. Har-
ris, Salem County, N. J.

—

Shutter Operator and
Fastener.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The operating lever D, boss fZ'", thumb-
screw d\ and the catches E and E', the said devices
being constructed and arranged to operate in com-
bination -with the frame A B and siiutter C or C of

a window, substautijdly as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

88,566.— Elmer Hausb, Tecmnseh, Mich.—
Clothes-Drier.-Ain-il 6, 1869.

Claim,.—The spool C E, with gear-wheels A D,
when operated as described, by means of tlie slide G
and spring H, and used in connection with tlie cords

M N, as and for the purpose described.

88,567.— Y. S. Herzog, Baltimore, Md.—
Spring-Hinge.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tho combination and aitangement of the

easing A and shoulders B B', the cups C C and
arcs 1) D', with the pintle E, and spring F, when
constructed and operating as herein shown and de-

scribed.

SS,56S.—Charles Hess, Lyons, Iowa.— Chxirn.

—April 6, 1869.

Cluim.—T\.e combination and arrangement of pit-
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man B, arm D, curved-shaped top Z Z, dasher M,
with its beveled-shaped fingers K K, gathering-bars
J and N N, when constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses herein set forth.

88,569.—Edward Hill, Charles Ostraxder,
and Horatio A. Spink, Baiubridge, Mich.

—

Farm-
Oate.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating panel P, chain O, and
latch I, or their equivalents, when constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. In combination with the above-named parts, the
gate E, secured to the post A by the bail B and eye-
bolt C, or their equivalents, when arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

88,570.

—

James "W. Hobbs, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Hobbs, Pope & Co., same place.

—

Process
of Preparing Blue Peroxide of Manganese.—April
6, 1869.

Claim.—Jl. The process for converting protoxide
of iron and manganese, combined, to peroxide of
manganese, herein described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, peroxide of
manganese, produced from protoxide of iron and
manganese, combined.

88,571.

—

James B. Hopkins, Dennis Port,
Mass.

—

Anchor-Tripper.—April 6, 1869; antedated
March 23, 1869.

Claim.—An arrangement of the catch-hook and
its stop, with the tripper A and the bulwark or rail

of the vessel, the stop, under such arrangement, be-
ing in and movable with the tripper, and the catch-
hook being arranged in a mortise in the rail or bul-
wark, the whole being substantially in manner and
so as to operate as set forth.

88,572. —Joseph Johnstox, Chicago, HI.—
Weather-Strip.—Aipvil 6, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of an adjustable thresh-
old, in the manner and form and for the purpose
substantially as herein described.

88,573.—Morton Judd, IJ'ew Haven, Conn.—
Sash-Holder.—ATpril 6, 1869.

Claim.—The turning-button g, provided with the
hooked ends, and attached to the plate e, soas to be
let into the parting-strip, and act as a fastening to
the upper and lower sashes, as specified.

88,574.—William LI^^)on, l^ew Haven, Conn.— Velocipede.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—The two pawl-levers a and d, with their

respective pawls combined with the toothed and
ratchet-wheel D, so as to operate in the manner
herein set forth.

88,575.—Samuel L. Marsdex, Is"ew Haven,
Conn.

—

Gate.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The employment of the screw-thteaded

spindle E, in combination with the shaft A or its

equivalent, provided with a corresponding internal
screw, when so arranged and applied that the spin-
dle forms the axis on which the gate or door re-
volves, and the threads support the" -weight thereof,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The adjustable sleeve H and thumb-screw I, in
combination with the spindle E and shaft A, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

88,576.—George Masox, Providence, E. I.—
Braiding-Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.— ]. The gear B, provided with slots, as
shown at b b b b b, and having the horns c c c c c ex-
tended back to and adjoiniugthe hub C of the gear,
substantially as described.

2. The combination of the reversed bobbin /, the
pin g, in base of spindle, and the pin i, in the top of
the weight E, as herein described, and for the i^ur-

poses specified.

88,577.—R. McDowell, Lambertville, ^N". J.

—

Door-Loek.—April 6, 1869.

Claim,.—The two separate key-holes a" b", in the
plates a' b', respectively, with the corresponding pro-
jections c" c" and c' c', on the bolt C. and the ring d"
of the tumbler D, the said parts being constructed
and arranged to be operated and secured by the
legitimate key E, substantially as and for the* pur-
pose described.

88,578.- Isaac S. Miller, :N'ew York, N. Y.—
Mode of Constructing Building-Fronts.—April 6,

1869 ; antedated March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The use and application of brick, compo-
sition, or other stone, to the facings of buildings or
dwellings, substantially as herein described.

88,579.—Daniel Murphy, Dubuque, Iowa.

—

Hub-Boring Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of tke stationary
shaft, or mandrel B, with the pivoted expansible
tool s upon one end, and sliding-rod t arranged upon
its side, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The stationary shaft or mandrel B, expansible
cutting-tool s, j-od t, pattern-bar L, guide N, and ro-

tary wheel-holding device, combined, substantially
as shown and described.

3. The slotted pattern-bar L, lever IST, slide-rod t,

pivoted cutting tool s, mandrel B' rotary wheel-
holder G- H K, or its equivalent, and feedmg-device
E and a a, combined, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the toothed hub J and
worm-screw k, radially-sliding clamping-blocks R,
applied to arms H, and rods K, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

5. The arrangement of the sliding-yokes E D,
fixed mandrel, "or cutter-carrying shaft B, yoking
pattern-bar L, cutter s, rod t, feed-screw F, and ad-
justable devices E,, for boring, centering, and holding
wheels of difi'erent sizes, substantially as described.

6. The slotted pivoted plate b b^, arranged with
the half nuts a a and spring a', substantially in the
manner described.

7. The spur-wheel j, applied around the fixed cut-

ter-carrying mandrel B. and connected to the hub of
the wheel-holder, in combination with the spur-wheel
i, upon the feed-screw F, sliding yokes D E, pattern-
bar L, rod t, and expansible cutter s, aU substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

8. The pivoted segmerital cutten s, applied to a
plate, B', of the mandrel B, as described, and so that
it may be adjusted and set for boring holes of differ-

ent diameters, and also expanded and contracted, or
vice versa, after being thus set, all substantially as
described.

9. The construction and arrangement of mechan-
ism as herein described, for the jjurpose of boring a
hub.

88,580.-Charles G. IS^ye, Onondaga, IST. Y.—
Teasel-Trimmer.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow shaft A, and cutter-head b e

D d, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,581.—David 0. Paige, Detroit, Mich.—ioc/c
for Safe-Doors, <£c.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cross-bar C, provided with the
slots M, Y, and O, and the slide N, provided with
stop n' and groove n", substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The double-armed tumbler G, provided with.

cams H, and head g, with an elliptic slot, J, and re-

cess j, formed therein, and the crank L, with its

wrist-pin I, in connection with a pair of lock-bolts
D, or their equivalents, and operating substantially
as described, and for the purposes specified.

3. The tumbler Q, provided with cam S, pin TV,
and slot H, when constructed and operating substan-
tiallyas and for the purposes set forth,

4. In combination with the above-named parts, the
crank X, having a slot, T, in the outer end of its

spindle, and the lock-bolt D', the outer end of whose
si)indle has a slot, or recess, P, or their equivalents,
when constructed, arranged, and operating substaa-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.

88,582.—Henry M. Paine, ISTewark, IST. J.—
Comb .—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A comb, whose teeth are composed of sil-
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ver and zinc, or equivalent metal, for producing gal-

yanic effects, substantially as herein set forth.

88,583.—"William M. Parker, Boston, Mass.
—Fire-Extinguisher.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. 'So introducing, managing, and con-

trolling the acid employed ia charging a portable

chemical fire-extinguisher, that any required portion

of the carbonic-acid gas due to the union of the in-

gredients used may be eliminated a* or about the

time of charging, and the remaining portion at any
time thereafter, in the manner and by the means
herein described, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Introducing the acid employed in charging a
portable chemical fire-extinguisher, in two separate

portions, by means of two acid-vessels, or compart-
ments, so' that one portion shall be brought into

chemical union with the alkaline solution contained
in the main receptacle at the time of charging, au-

tomatically, or by reason of the peculiar construction
of the apparatus, and the other portion brought into

such union at any time thereafter, by the voluntai-y

agency of the operator, substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

3. In a portable chemical fire-extinguisher, the

use of the socket g g, Tig. 2, or its mechanical
equivalent, to aid in sustaining in position the acid-

vessel or vessels employed in the construction and
use of the apparatus, and regardless of its use, as

herein described, in liberating the contents of a
smaller acid-vessel.

4. Controlling the pressure of gas in a portable
chemical fire-extinguisher, by the means herein de-

scribed, substantially as and for the pm'poses set

forth.

88,584.—Herman Pietsch and Moritz "Wal-
ter, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Beer-Cooler.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—Fan D, with filtering-sponges F and
spouts E, all in combination, substantially as de-

scribed.

88,585.—George H. Porter, of Bristol, Conn.,
assignor to Porter Saw Company, same place.

—

Process of Hardening Steel Plates, d-c.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The process herein set forth, of straight-

ening a hardened steel plate, while in the hard-
ening-bath, after the hardening efl'ect has been
produced, and before the flexibility imparted by heat
is lost by cooling.^

'88,580.—JOHB- Rice, Bloomington, Ind.—i^eHy-
Sawing Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The sawing-machine described, consist-

ing of the frame A, standards B, shaft C, pitman D,
saw-gate E, saws E', levers H and I, bar J, ratchet-

wheel K, shaft L, gear-wheels L^ M, and extension-
table N, the whole being combined and operated in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,587.

—

Julius Schlichting, 'New York, N.
Y.

—

Book-Binders' Head-Band.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described head-band for book-
binding, arranged and* constructed in the manner
set forth, as a new article of manufacture.

88,588.-William H. Sellers, Keokuk, Iowa.
—Peg-Cutter for Boots and Shoes.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Crank K, bar L, and cutter R, com-
bined as and for the pui'pose specified.

2. Tlio reciprocating cutter 11 and the rotating
cutter il, combined as and for the purpose specified.

3. Tlie combination of a rotary cutter H, and an
additional cuttei", to operate in the toe of the boot or
shoe, and driven from the same driving-sliaft, sub-

stantially as set forth.

88,589.—<ToiiN W. Slocum, Piiiladelphia, Pa.—
Anti-Freezing Hydrant.— Anvil 6, i8(i9.

Claim.—A hydrant, having its delivery-spout, or
no/zle, protected by a bisected case, and tlio slot tor

the valve-arm, supidied witli a liinged segment, the

closing of which will cut off tlie flow, all substan-
tially as shown and described.

88,590.—George Terry, Providence, R. I.—
Method of Making Fea»«.— April 6, 18()!>.

Claim.—The method of mixing yeast by using a
lactic-acid solution, either wholly or in part, as the
menstruum in which the other ingredients are mixed
and fermented, substantially as described.

88,591.-Benjamin L. Tibbetts, South China,
Me.

—

Combined Hoe and Fork.—April 6, 1869.

Clai'in.—A combined fork and rake, when con-
structed and operating as above described ; that is

to say, the head A being pivoted to the handle B by
means of a plate C, working on a pin, c, in the lower
end of the handle, the ])late being provided with the
notches ')n o r and poiut n, while the handle is pro-
vided with the points e e, the recess i, the shoulder
V, and the button s, all arranged and operating in
connection with each other, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

88,593.—Peter Joseph Tillmann, Trenton, N.
J., assignor to himself and John Reiser, same
place.

—

Door-Pulley.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The weight A, slide-bar C, and swivel
pulley B, when constructed, arranged, and combined,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

orth.

88,593.—Jacob F. Troxel, Bloomville, Ohio.

—

Korse Hay-Fork.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The lock-lever F, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the tine A', lever D,
rod C, and block P, the whole constructed, arranged,
and operating as set forth.

88,594.-Isaac W. Talance, Troy, N. Y.—
Quilting-Frame.—A pi'il 6, 1869.

Claim.—A quiltiug-frame coupling, composed es-

sentially of a stock, A, to slide on the fixed bar of
the frame, a ratchet, D, jourualed in the Stock, and
having a socket for holding the roUing-up bar, and
a dog, G, pivoted to the stock, and having catches,

h and i, for engaging with the ratchet and with the

fixed bar, all constructed and arranged so as to ope-

rate substantially as herein set forth.

88,595.—Charles Ward, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Corydon _B. Pflmek, same
place.

—

Propeller.^A^ril 6, 1869.

Claim. —The arrangement of the cradles I, on
bars J, provided with rollers K, which rollers form
the pivot of the cradles on shaft B, substantially as

and for the purposes herein described.

88,596. —Jasper A. Woodworth, Hickory-

Corners, Mich.

—

Stump-Extractor.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheel A, with rack B, and pawl
C, adjustable brace D, frame E, and anchor-chain F,

the whole being combined as described, for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. The combination of the above-named parts with
the vertical rollers G and H, tlie pivoted lever I, and
runners J, when constructed, arranged, and operat-

ing substantially as and for the purposes heroin

shown.

88,597.-R. H. Wright, New Bloomfield, Pa.—
Carriage-Top.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tha arrangement of the wires a and b

upon the bows A, B, C, and D, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

88,598.-Henry B. Adams, New York, N. Y.—
FhUing-Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claxm.—T\\Q lower" inoAable roller o, hung in a

sliding frame, d, and the double-ended lover g and
stra])'A:, arranged and operated substantially as dc-

b'cribed.

88,599.—Charles Doughty Allen, Now York,

N. Y.—Throttle-Valve for Steam-Engines. — Ainil

6, 1869.

Claim.—Tho construotion of Ihe throttlo-valve A
and its seat 1>, wiUi roforoiioo to the iiigross-stoam

pipe 1), as herein siiown and described.

88,00«.—Peter Allen and Ben.tamin Vali-

QUETiE, Rutland, Vt.—Railroad- Car Bti/er.—A\ml
(), 1869.

, ,

Claim.—}. A drawbar, C, whicli is suspended so
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as to receive a vertical bodily movement at the same
time it receives an endwise movement, substantially
as described.

2. A vertically-s-svinging draw-bar, in combination
with a spring, a, arranged to operate substantially
as described.

3. A rear elastic abutment, &, a vertically and end-
wise movable draw-rod, C, and a vertically-yielding
spring, a, combined and operating substantially as
described.

88,601.—Benny Auerbach, New York, :N'. Y.—Attaching Sleigh-Hunners to Street-Cars.—April
6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the wheels B
B, of the runners C, hanger-frame D, swiveled on
the axial rod E, and adjustable thereto by means of
the set-bolt F, arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the axial rod E, connect-
ing the boxes of the wheels B B, the sleeves / / of
the fi'ame-portious d d, operating in the manner and
for the purposes shown and described.

88,602.—Joseph S. Barnum, Topeka, Kans.—
Fastener for Securing Springs to Bed-Bottoms and
Mattresses.—A.^Yi\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—The "fastener" A, with its receptacles
iiii, and shoulders, a a a a, and clamp, & c, and ori-

fice d, in its center, as and for the pm-poses herein
described.

88,603.—Charles E. Billings, Hartford, Conn.—Sewing-Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the needle-bar,
of the splined or feathered slide or plug H, and
screws L and 1, the parts being constructed, ar-

ranged, find operating as and for the purpose shown
and described.

2. The combination with the shuttle, of the headed
and screw-threaded bushing, or socket, and its in-

closed and headed spring-plug, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination with the rocker-shaft lever
and coiled spring, of the notched surface on said
shaft, and a corresponding notched surface on the
nut, upon said lever, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The combination with the presser-bar and its
spline, or projection 3, of a presser-foot, constructed
with its socket open at one side, and provided with
eai's, having holes therein, to receive a tightening-
screw, substantially as shown and describee!.

88,604.—ISTathAN Breed, Jeffersonville, Ind.

—

Corn-Planter.—A^vW 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable frame G, in combina-
tion with the pinion-shaft E and frame C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever I, clutch H, ad-
justable connecting-rod K, arm L, rock-shaft M, and
adjustable slotted-arms Q, with the pinion-shaft E,
frame C, and sliding dropping-sliders P, substantial-
ly as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. Constructing the conductor-spout S in two
parts, hinged to each other substantially in the
manner herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. Adjustably connecting the hoppers !N", adjusta-
ble bed-plates O, and hinged conductor-spouts S, to
the frame and axle of the machine, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The adjustable support Y "W, constructed sub-
stantially in the manner herein shown and described,
in combination with the roller U and fi-ame C, as
and for the purpose set forth.

88,605.—William Briggs, :N"orristown, Pa.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—April 6, 1869.

. Claim..—The arm E, hinged to the breech-piece,
and the operating-lever Gr, jointed, near its center,
to the said arm, and at its end to the barrels, the
several parts being ai'ranged so that the baiTels shall

be moved forward on the backward movement of
the operating-lever, as set forth.

88,606.-John Bryant, Akron, Ind., assignor
to himself and Allen L. Bailey, same place.—Liwe-
Holder.—A\n\\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—The jaws A B, bars C D, cord H, plumb-
lines E E, drum K, and ratchet arid pawl L M, com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

88,607.—George Burson, East Palestine, Ohio.
Hand Corn-Planter.—A])Til 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal strip or partition M, placed
immediately beneath the opening a', at the bottom
of the hopper, for the purpose of relieving the slide

H from the weight of the grain, substantially as
shown and described.

2. In combination with said strip M, the gate K,
constrticted and arranged to operate substantially as
shown, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The slide H, with the cavities h h h, and the
horizontal partition F, with the vertical partition G,
and passages K and L L, by means of which an
equal quantity of grain is caused to pass into each
of the chutes, at every operation of the device, sub-
stantially as herein specified ; and I hereby disclaim
all parts of the aforesaid device, except those enu-
merated in the above claim.

88,608.-Asa L. Carrier, "Washington, D.C—
Toy-Pistol-A-pril 6, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of constmeting toy-gruns, or
pistols, of cast-metal, or other suitable material, by
securing all of the parts together, by elastic-mbber
bands, substantially in the manner herein described.

88,609.—Aaron Chandler, Davenport. Iowa.
Foldi7ig-Desk.—Aj>Tn 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
changeable desk-cover, with its receptacle G, the
slots B B', in the standards A, and pins C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

88,610.—Charles J. Converse. Boston, as-

signor to himself and James W. Tufts, Medford,
Mass.

—

Siphon-Bottle.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a bottle, having
its neck formed substantially as shown, the elastic

ring I, of corresponding formation, the flanged nut-
threaded cup c, the screw-thi'eaded piece g, and the
tube d.

2. In combination with a valve-chamber, made-
in two parts, g and i, a valve» supported by a
spring resting on one part and forcing the valve
against its seat, made in the other part, substantially

as described.
'

3. The tube m, curved at one end, and notched at

the other, so as to act upon the valve and direct the
es'caping current, substantially as described.

88,611.-Egbert Avis Copeland, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Ferrule J or Boiler-Tubes.—A-pril 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wedging slides BB and the grooves-

AAA, substantially as specified.

2. The wedging slides B B and grooves A A A, in
combination with the plug, or ferrule, and flange d,

as set forth.

88,612.-LymanB.Crittenden, Pittsburgh, Pa.
— Coffee-Roaster.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A coffee-roaster, consisting of a dish or
kettle a, close-fitting cover e, and oscillating stiiTcr

d, one of the bearings, d', of which is prolonged, so
as to cany a segmental wheel, /, through which,
by means of a rod, g, or equivalent devices, the
stirrer is operated, the whole being constructed
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

88,613.—Ira Curtis, Des Moines, Iowa.

—

Pota-

to-Digger.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The whole machine herein described, in

its novel an'angeraent of frames E C, partitions P
P' P", wheels W W, ^o w, N N, shaft B, carrying^

drums b b, riddles r r', endless aprons E E', plowH,
lever L, axle A, and inclines J J', all constructed
and adapted to each other to operate together in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
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88,614.— Z. Dixon, Bristol, JJl.—Tea - Kettle

Breast.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Binding the edges of the opeuing
through the breast of a tin tea-kettle with copper,

or other non-corrosive metal binding, B, as herein

described, for the purpose specified.
*
2. Attaching the dome C, having perforations in

its outer side, to the breast of a tea-kettle, for the

purpose of directing the steam away from the hand,

as herein shown and described.

88,615.—Thomas J. Dobbs, Weehawken, IST. J.

—Apparatus for TJnspiking Guns.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The use of a chamber charged with
powder, or other explosive compound, introduced
into the bore of cannon, and discharged therein,

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the powder-chamber G,
pulley i, adjustable bar K, hammer n, adjustable and
reversible fulcrum-block E, vvith each other, and
with the lever D, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

88,616.—EoDOLPH L. Dodge, Portland, Me.—
Ladder.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The ladder, composed of the parts A' B,
capable of being made straight, as described, when
used in combination with the platform D, construct-

ed and supported as described.

88,61 7-.—Justus Doering, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Bedstead-Fastener.—April 6, 1869 ; antedated March
25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A bedstead-fastener consisting of a
screw, C, and a hollow cylindrical block, F', having
screw-threads on the outside, and Avithin it a slot, b,

and inclined shoulders e adapted to the head of the
screw C, all substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The combination of a side-strip, B, a detacha-

ble block a, passing through the side-strip, and a
screw, C, passing into the end of the side-strip and
into the block a, as and for the purpose described.

88,618.—James D. Field, Wataga, Jll.-Eain-
Water Conductor.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding cover D, carrying the short
pipe E, in combination with the pivoted pipes Gr H,
and the box A, divided by the partition I, and pro-

Tided with the discharge-pipes B C, all arranged
and operating as described, whereby the pipe flow-

ing into the house is always protected, as herein set

forth and shown.

88,619.

—

Louis Fliedner, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Elastic Link for Clevis.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The spring D, as arranged in combina-
tion with the adjustable cross-bar E, yoke or frame
C, and hook F, in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

88,620.

—

xYlexanderFriedmann, Vienna,Aus
tria.

—

Steam-Fin lip.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The intermediate pipes a b, construct-
ed as described, with the wings e, and arranged
with relation to each other, and the pipe I, as herein
set forth.

2. The mouth-piece a, formed on the steam-pipe,
when arranged in combination with the intermedi-
ate pipe b, all substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The safety-cock o, applied to the end of the

pump, substantially as herein shown and specified.

4. The cylinder L, suction-rose i, valve I, and pipe
m, as specified.

5. The safety cock 0, connected with the suction-
cock I, substantially as set forth.

88,621.—Edwin Froggatt, Central City, Colo-
rado Territory.— Wrench and Pineom.— April 6,

1869.

Claim:—1. The combination -tool, consisting of
the wrench, hammer, and pincers, with or witliout
the screw-driver, all operating and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

2. Connecting the movable jaw B of a wrench, by
mean.s of a bar or tube, b. witii a parallel arm, c, the
jaw and arm being bifurcated, so an to straddle the

slotted shank A, through which screws d are fitted

into the parts B c, substantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose specified.

88,622.-Edward Gallier, St. Louis, Mo.—
Marine Furniture.—April 6, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The table, or furniture, A, the jointed
pedestal B B' the cords D, and the weight W, whea
combined and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein described and set forth.

2. The universal sheave c, when constructed with
the bushing c^ and balls c^, as and for the purpose
herein described and shown.

88,623.—G-EORGE P. G-ANSTER, ISTew York, N.
Y.— Tfrenc/i.-April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a wrench, the construction and com-
bination of the parts A, B, and C, arranged as
shown and described, and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of shank D, sleeve-jaw B, and
stop i, arranged as shown and described.

3. The combination of shank D, stop I, and handle
A, arranged as shown and described.

88,624.

—

Joseph Gatchell, PahAvay, N". J.—
Templetfor Bending Springs.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The templet described, consisting of
the bed-piece M, the base N, upper templet R, the
loose piece used on upper templet K, (shown in Fig.

1,) removable at pleasure, flanges and P, and
screw S or its equivalent, for moving the base N
upon the bed-piece M, as required to receive and
pinch the springs when bending and cooling.

2. The blocks, or loose pieces K, in combination
with and applied at the ends of the templet B, to ex-

tend its use to springs of various lengths and widths.

-William Gilfillan, Syracuse, as-

signor to himself and Martin T. Van Horn, New
York, N. Y.—Boor-Spring.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The plate C, with eccentric, D, aud arm
E ; the chains or cords b c, the spring I, and adjusta-
ble hook a, and nut H ; all combined and arranged,
to operate substantially as herein described.

88,626.—Joseph "W. Gillespie, Alliance, Ohio.—Eaves-Trough Bracket.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The bracket A, provided with a recess «,

the hook a', and the screw c, cast solid with it, sub-

stantially as described.

88,627.-A. J. Going, Clinton, jLa.—Cotton- Cul-
tivator.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The scrapers E, when adapted to be
adjusted vertically and laterally upon the standards
B and horizontal bars C, by means of the vertical

slats c, parallel curved slots d d, opeuing e, bolts bf,
and levers F, arranged and operating as hereiu de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The cutter P, adjustably connected to the arm
I, by means of the slots s u, in the stock O, the screw
r, and the projection t, upon the bar I, as heroin de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the gearing L M, cam J,

vibrating bar I, with its cutter-stock O, the scrapers
E E, and truck-wheels g g, all arranged to operate
in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

SS,62S.—Thomas F. Goodwin. Edward Com-
TEi) Goodwin, and Charles E. Goin, Now York,
N. Y.—Ship's Rudder.-April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The sectional blades E E, which consti-

tute a n^der, provided with pivoted pins e, and
with clasps g, and locking-devices A, substantially

as aud for the purpose herein shown and described.

88,629.-Isaac S. Goolman, Monrovia, lud.—
Churn-Power.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slotted lovor I),

adjustable wrist-pin I, swivel-aockot F, sot aero \y G,
in combination with the chimps C C, substantially

as set forth.

88,630.—n. M. Hall, Danby, Yt.—Attachm^it
for Sewing- Machine.—April ti, 1869.

Claim.—i. The combination, in a sowin-i^machiiui

attachment, of a plato, A E, having a fixed standard,
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C, and a movable standard, D, with a series of fin-

pjers passing- through the said standards, substantially

as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The hollow standards, filled with cork, rubber,
or other elastic matter, in combination with the
guide-wires, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The part H, bavins^ atongne, G, in combination
with the plate A, and fixed and movable standards,

C and D. substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

4. The combinatiou, in a sewing-machine attach-

ment, of the two head and disk lingers e f, e f, as

shown at Fig. 10, substantially as aiid for tlie pur-

pose set forth.

5. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of the
pencil-holder finger j i, and two plain fingers, as

shown at Pig. 13, substantially as a,ud for the pur-

pose set forth.

88,631.—Asa P. Hav^^se and G. R. Shippy, Wol-
cott, Vt.

—

Cloihes-Drier.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The notched aiid grooved bracket or bar
A, the slider B, the spring-catch C, the segmental
ratchet D, the spring-latch F, and the clothes-frame
E, as arranged and combined, substantially in man-
ner and so as to operate as specified.

88,633.

—

James Hooper, Pittsburgh, Pa.— CoL
lar-Attachment for Screws.—April 6, 1869.

Claitn.—The herein-described device, included in

the parts A, B, C, D, E, thus referred to in the draw-
ings, and by which it is adapted to and made appli-

cable as an attachment to a wood or metal base.

88,633.—John W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, H. Y.,

assignor to the Hyatt Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Molding- Composition to Im,itate Ivory
and other Substances.—April 6, 1869 ; antedated
March 25, 1869.

Claim.—Making a dry compound, such as de-

scribed, and subjecting it to heat and pressure sim-
ultaneously within a mold, Avhich shapes or forms
the billiard ball, or other article, substantially as de-

scribed.

88,634.—John W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, 2^. Y.,
assignor to the Hyatt Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Method of Coating Billiard-Balls, <£c.

—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A billiard, or other ball, which is coated
substantially as described.

88,635. — Warren B. Ingram, Manchester,
Conn., assignor to himself and Keeney Brothers,
same place.

—

Grinding and Cleaning Card- Cylin-
ders.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A grinding-cylinder, arranged, in rela-

tion to the card-clothed cylinder to be ground and
cleaned, to operate as set forth, and so as to be
brought into action, at will, whilst the carding-ma-
chiue is iu the act of carding.

88,636.-Thomas Ireland, Negaunee, Mich.

—

Combined Sink and Dish-Washer.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—An improved dish-washing machine,

formed by the combination of the frame C, center
D, spring E, lever F, disk H, shaft G, crank I, float

J, and (^eauers K L M, with each other, and with
the sink B, or equivalent vessel, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

88,637.—Samuel Jackson, Newark^ ]Sr. J.

—

Carriage.—April 6, 1869.

Cifttm.—Connecting the movable axles F to the
frame-work of tlie vehicle by means of crauk-arins
or bars G, formed solidly upon or rigidly attached
to the said axles, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the piu'pose set forth.

88,638.—J. B. Jay, Arlington, IW.— Cultivator.
-April 6, 1869.

Claim..— 1. The arrangement of the inner beams
E, by means of the enlarged eyes c and pin a, in
front, and the strap d, connecting the outer beams,
so that they are capable of vertical adjustment, and
©f being rocked laterally, as set forth.

2, The combisiation, with the outer beams D and
inner beams E, of the strap ft, hinged straps d, up-
rigiit bar /, and adjustable link g, arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

88,639.—John Johnson, Brooklyn, IS. Y.-r
Rubber Compound.—April 6, 1869.

Claim,.—A compound, composed of the ingredi-
ents, and prepared in substantially the manner here-
in specified.

88,640.— Joseph Johnston, Chicago, 111.

—

Weather-Strip for Windows.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the parting-stop A
A' and lip B B', in the manner and form substan-

tially as herein described.

88,641. — Philip P. Josef, Bufl-alo, N. Y.—
Egg-Carrier.—April 6, 1869; antedated January 11,

1869.

Claim.—Inclosing and sustaining eggs for trans-

portation between a series of upper and lower de-

pressions, fti «2 ^1 ^2^ constructed and arrauged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,642.—F. E. Josel, Freeport, 1\\.—Appara-
tusfor the Manufacture of Vinegar.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sieve L L, with its slanting sur-

faces.

2. The pumps in each corner of the compartments.
3. The air-channel / /, and the application of the

centrifugal ventilator G, to produce a di*aught
through the compartment. *

4. The condenser h fi, with the two flues o o, to
precipitate the alcohol-containing vapors.

5. The combination of compartments, to work to-

gether, as ten, twenty, or more, in one complete ap-

pai-atus or machine.

88,643.—J. George Jung, Newark, IST. J.

—

C/i«.m.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described double wire-link
mail chain, each link of the chain -consisting of two
double loops, and interlooped with the succeeding
pair of members, substantially as described.

88,644.—A. W. Kidder, South Norridgewock,
Me.

—

Medical Compound.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound, composed sub-
stantially as herein described.

88,645.— EiCHARD S. Lawrence, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to the Sharp's Eifle Manufactur-
ing Company, same place.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-

Arm—April 6, 1869.

Claim:—1. Operating the retractor, by means of
the projection o, and the shoulder m, formed in the
channel j of the breech-block, as herein shown and
desci'ibed.

2. ThedetonatorH with its cam r, connected with
the breech-block, and operating therewith, and with
the receiver, substantially as and for the purpose
shown and described.

88,646.—James Lick, San Francisco, Cal.—Ma-
chine for Gilding.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The three pivoted holder-arms B, two
stationary and one adjustable, provided with catches

G, pivoted levers H, and set-screws I, the connect-
ing rod E, and pivoting-rod C, in combination with
each other, and with the rack L, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the long adjusting-screw
J with the pivoted holder-arms B, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The book-holder block K and spring-catches M,
in combinatiou with the grooved rack L and plate-

holder B C E, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the arms P and springs Q
with the grooved rack L, book-block K, and plate-

holder B C E, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the pivoted board E,
springs Y, catches S and spring-catch bar T U, with
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the spring-arms P Q, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the two pivoted adjustable

arms W, provided with catches X, pivoted levers T,
and set-screws Z, tlie connecting-rod B', and pivot-

ing-rod C, with each other, substantially as herein

shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

88,647.—L. A. LiNPSBY and J. F. O'Suluvan,
Jackson, Miss.—i'>m^Cra^e.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The covers c and d, hinged to the same
rods a, and arranged to fit between the side and end
rails, and thereby maintain the crate in the condi-

tion for packing, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The arrai\gement of the several parts, whereby
the top and bottom may be folded and secured to

the sides, and the whole folded into the form repre-

sented in Fig. 2, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,648.—Egbert E. Long, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fare-Box for Railroad- Cars.—April 6, 1869; ante-

dated March 22, 1869.

Claim.—A hollow oylinder D, having transparent
ends and a single slot, a;, Avheu the said cylinder is

"weighted, and" arranged to turn in a box A, having
a Blot, a, all substantially as and for tlie purpose de-

scribed.

88,649.—J. B. Machameh, New Baltimore,
Ohio.

—

Index for Filing Circular Saws.—April 6,

1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a circu-

lar saw, provided with a circular index, when said
index is constructed and applied to tlie finished saw-
plate, as shown, and whether the radical index be or
be not used in combination with said circular index,
sobstantially as is herein specified.

88,650.—Charles D. Mansfield, Lynn, Mass.—Mowing-Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the gear-wheels D
and E, shaft F, gear-wheels H, K, and L, vertical
shaft I, and vertical hollow shaft J, with each other
and with the radial knives M and N, frame G, and
wheel C, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The toothed plate O, constructed and connected
with the frame G, substantially as herein shown and
described, in combination with the radial knives M
and N, and shafts I and J, as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,651.— Daniel W. Marshall, Pawtucket,
K, I.

—

Constructing Fictnre-Frames.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The picture-frame blank A, with the slot

b, and edge slioulder c, arranged relatively to each
©ther, as herein described.

88,652.—Henry TV. Mather, Deep Eiver,
Conn.

—

Machinefor Forging Wrought-Naila.—April
(j, 1869.

Claim:—1. The arrangement of the reciprocating
anvils C C and hammers D D with a device for feed-
ing and supporting the nail-rod, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The combination of the cam E, friction-rolls

//, toggle g, and springs h h, with the cliisol F, and
reciprocating anvil C, whereby tlie chisel is moved
against the rod, and held while the nail is severed
by the advancing movement of tlie anvil, substan-
tially as described.

3. The falling-l)ar N, actuated by the cam P, in
eorabination with the pawl arm 2, ratchet-wheel ?/,

©r cqidvalent, and feed-rollers L L, arrang(Hl aiid

«IK>ratiug substantially as and for tlic purpose set
forth.

8S,65 :?.-Nathan F. Mathewso'n, Barrington,
assignor to himsi^lf ntid IIenky Armin(;ton, Provi-
dence, 11. l.—i\lotving-Maeldne.—A\ml 6, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the bracelevcr u
and the stud v', ^^ itli the cross II, the cutter-bar and
the frame of the machine, the same being as^ and for
the purpose or objects set forth.

2. Tlio arrangement and coinbination of tlio podal-
«atch II, with the seat, stand, and rack, tho sumo

being so as to enable a person Avhile occupying the
seat to move the pedal-catch by one of his feet.

88,654.—J. Maxheimer, New York, N. Y.—
Bird-Cage.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—Securing the bottom. A, to the top, B, of
the bird-cage, by means of the eyes, or loops a, upon
opposite sides of the bottom, and the bar C, whose
ends fit within said eyes, resting upon the band &,

and which passes transversely through the cage to
form a perch for the bird, as lierein shown and de-
scribed.

88,655.—John Maxson and "Warren Kinyon,
Scott, N. Y.—Sled-Brake.—A])\\\ 6, 18G9,

Claim,.—1. The combination of the dogs D, chain
F, spring E, jointed bars H, or equivalent, and
cross-bar, or evener I, with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the hand-wheel P, shaft O,
gear-wheels N and M, drum, or pulley L, chain K,
and bar J, or equivalent, with each other, and with
the evener I, bars H, dogs D, chains F, and spring
E, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The sliding lever Q and coiled spring R, in com-
bination with the hand-wheel P and shaft O, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

88,656.— Franzis A. Odermatt and Frank
Ettlin, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Fountain-Pen.—April
6, 1869. • ,

Claim.—The pen described, consisting of the hol-
low handle a, pivoted with the flexible parts h b, and
guard-pieces e e, with tube c, with cock d, and head
/, with cock g', the whole being combined and ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

88,657 William E. Mears, Grafton, 111.—
Portable House.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slats A, with hook a, slats A', with
hooks «!, combined with the poles BB ', substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The brace E, rest-bar E', rest-hooks e and slats

A, all combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The slatsA A', and their hooks, when combined
with the rods C and socket-rest c, for attaching to
the floor of the structure, substantially as set forth.

88,658.

—

Adolph Millocitau, New York, N.
Y.

—

Mode of Deodorizing the Spent Lime of Gas-
"^^or^'s.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The method, herein specified, of prevent-
ing chemical reaction and decomposition in the
spent lime of gas-works, as specified.

88,659.—Jerome S. Munger, Glean, N. Y.—
Wecding-Hoe.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A weeding-hoe, constructed in the man-
ner herein described, as a new article of manufacture.

88,660.

—

Andrew O'Neill, Portsmouth, Ohio.—Mode of Preparing Sheet- Copper for Boilers and
other Vessels.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A bright cold-rolled tinned sheet of
copper, as explained.

2. A transparent enameled, bright-tinned cold-

rolled sheet of copper.
3. As a new article of manufacture, the polished

and enameled tinned copper sheet, produced by the
process substantially as lierein described, I'or the
manufacture of wash-boilers and otiior cnlinary
vessels.

88,661 .-Adolph Ott, New York, N. Y.—Cow-
position for Covering Steam-Boilers and Lining
Safes.—A\ni\ 6, 18()9.

Claim.—Tho compound, consisting of tlio abovo
materials in any desirable proportion, substantially
as li(>iriu described, and for tlio uses and purposes
set forth.

SS,662.—-L E. OVERACKKR, Eedwood, N. Y.—
Churn.—A]mH>, 1869.

Claim.^TTiii described urrangcment of tho uir-
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pipe E, with reference to the horizontal dasher, the
bellows D, and churn-body A, whereby the air is

conducted to the cream, independently or the dasher,
as herein described, for the purpose specified.

88,663. —George K. Palmer, Green. N. Y.,

assignor to Heman Carter, same place.— Washing-
Machine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The smooth surface roller G, covered
^itb vulcanized India-rubber sheet, or cloth b b. the
same being so secured at intervals to the roller as
to form corrugations, and leave openings e e e be-

tween it and the cylinder, substantially in the man-
ner as described, for the purposes herein set forth.

88,664.—L. E. Palmer, Le Eoy, Ta.—Device
for Mowing away Hay.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
handles B B, half circle D, arms T and A, circle C,
spring E, and bands H H, as shown, substantially
as described.

88.665. — Charles Parham and George A.
Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Needle-Solderfor Seiving-
Machines.—April 6, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the clamp or band
B and needle-holder C, constructed, arranged, and
operating as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of clamp or band B, needle-
holder C, and needle-bar or shaft A, constructed and
arranged as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the needle-bar, having a
slot, a, and hole C, with the needle-holder and clamp
B, constructed and arranged for the purposes set

forth.

4. The combination of the eyelet &, needle-holder
C, and clamp B, arranged as and for the purposes
set forth.

88.666. — JoHiv G. Perry, Kingston, K. I.—
Meat- Cutter.—A^yW 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
knives a a a, cast solid in the block S, tlie shafts or
cylinders A A', each having one or more rows of
studs thereon, the gear-wheels o o', with the double
cylinder-case, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

88,667.- John G. Perry, Kingston, E. I.—
Meat- Cutter.—April 6, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement of the
knives, feed-screws, gear-wheels, studs, and case, all

constructed and operating as herein set forth, and
for the purpose specified.

88,668.— P. PHnjppi, Beardstown, 1)1.—Nut-
Locking Device.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The notched plate A, when secured to
the fish-plate by means of the bolt C, the spring-key,
and the dowel-pins d, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

88,669.—J". E. Eoss andTT. D. Mitchell, Cen-
tralia. 111.

—

Comhined Harrow and Cultivator.—
April 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The alternate arrangement of the
fluke-shaped teeth, with the faces in opposite direc-
tions.

2. The curved arms C, in which are screwed, or
otherwise secured, the teeth G.

3. The carved section. Fig. 2, for the purpose of
enlarging the implement.

4. The beam D, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. A harrow and cultivator combined, when con-
structed substantially as herein set forth and de-
scribed.

88,670.-D. H. A. Saxders. Senatobia, Miss.—
Cotton-Seed Planter.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—The cylinder A, constructed as described,

having seed-discharge openings C at its angles, be-
tween the raised rims E, when mounted upon the
runners and journaled in the vertical slots B, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

88,671.—Hermann Schulte, Milwaukee, Wis.— Windrow-Shade Fixture.—April 6, 1869.

Claitn.—A window-shade fixture, consisting o,

crank A, lever-latch B, spring C, reel D E, cord H
and reel K, with frame G and shaft L, combined and
arranged substantially as described.

88,672.—C. E. Augustus Seitz, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and Louis Wagner, same
place.

—

Egg-Beater.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The horizontal and inclined shafts A B,
frames or housings C D, gear-wheels E F, fly-wheel
K, screw-end a, beater or whip I, and the movable
pan G, when con.structed and aiTanged substantially
as shown and described.

88,673.—Samuel B. Shoup, Dayton, Ohio.—
Flond-Gate.-ApviX 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pieces A, hung
on rod C, which have pieces B bolted to them, with
the posts F, and base D, when strengthened by the
brace E, all constructed and arranged as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

88,674.—"William Silver, Bloomsburgh, Pa.

—

Machine for Making Blasting and other Powder.—
AprU 6, 1869. • .

Claim.—The combination, with the bari'el A, of
the valves C, arranged to be opened at each revolu-

tion of the barrel, substantially as specified.

88,675.—Joseph F. Stokes, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Car-Starter—April 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the axle A, pinion
P, tubes T and T', spur-wheels S and S^ pawls I and

^

l\ coiled springs C and C, barrels, or disks B and
B', straps I and I', on the front and rear of the oar,

and constructed to be operated by devices, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the shaft H, spur-wlieel S^, shifting-pinions
N and N', levers L and L', lever E. and crank K,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The within-described self-propelling railway-
car, arranged and operating in the manner as herein
shown and described.

88,676.—Z. T. Sweet, Eugene Citv, Oregon.—
Clip for Neck-Toke and Whiffle-Tree.—ApTil 6, 1869.

Claim.—The clip A, formed by the combination of
the arm a^, lock-bar a^, and catch-spring a^ with the
perforated body of said clip, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

88,677.

—

John L. Tallman and James T. Be
PuY, Tecumseh, Mich.

—

Apparatusfor Cooling Milk.
—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A machine for cooling milk or other
liquids, by the combination of a vessel or vessels
causing a cuiTcnt of milk to run in one direction im-
mersed in a vessel or vessels fiUed with water or
other fluid, the water coming in contact with the
milk-vessel on the bottom and sides, and causing the
current of water or other fluid to run in a direction
opposite to the milk-current, both vessels being
placed in a horizontal position, with the milk and
water currents running in a horizontal direction,

and with the upper surface of the milk;vessel open,
so as to expose the milk to the action of the atmo-
sphere, by means of the particular combination and
devices fully set forth in the specifications aud dravr-

88,678.—N. Spencer Thomas. Painted Poet,
N. Y.

—

Preparing Tan-Bark.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Separating the dust from ground tan-
bark by screening, substantially as and tor the pur-
poses described.

2. Sizing or granulating ground tan-bark by screen-
ing, substantially as described.

3. The revolving screen A, when used for granu-
lating ground tan-bark, or removing the dust there-

from, substantially as shown and described.

88,679.—H. K. Trask, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Device for Grinding Edged Tools.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the swiiiging-bars B,
having the adjustable pins, with the pieces E and
frame A, arranged and applied to a grindstone, in

the manner described for the purposes specified.
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88,680.—Thomas S. Tuggle, Columbus, Ga.—
Medical Compound.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The compound sirup globe-flower, sub-
stantially as iereia described.

88,681.—TiioiiAS S. Tuggle, Columbus, Ga.

—

Medical Compound.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A compound esfcract, Xanthox. frax., as

a new article of trade and use, prepared and pat up
in bottles, for tlie purposes herein set forth.

88,683.—Henry Twitghell, Pulaski, N. T.—
Dental Piate.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—Dental plates, whether constructed of
hard rubber or other material, provided with soft

rubber lining-, extending- wholly or partly over the
entire interior sarfaco of the same, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

88,683.-Thomas W. "Ward, 'New York, ]^. Y.— Velocipede.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The weig-hts E E, suspended from the
lower ends of the frame C of a one-wheeled veloci-

pede, for the purpose of balancing- the frame, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

88,684.—W.C.Wendell, Albany, N.Y.—Book-
Cover.—A-pril 6, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved new article of manufac-
ture, the within-described book-cover, made of one
piece of paper, shaped, folded, and stayed with cloth
or leather strips c c', all in the manner shown and
described.

• 88,685.—G.W.Williamson, Goldsborough, Pa.—Raihvay-Car Coach.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The stretcher A, applied as described, to
the seats of railway-cars, whereby alonger or shorter
bed is formed, substantially as herein set forth and
shown.

88,686.—Jacob W.Wilson, Somerford, Ohio.—
Rotary Road-Scraper.— A.pril 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar arrangement and combi-
nation of the scraper A, standards E E, tongue-
pieces 1 1, and handles F F, the several parts being
arranged substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The L-shaped irons K K, when used in combi-
nation with the handles F F and the pins L L, on the
scraper A, subst-antially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The pins M M, when used in combination with
the handles F F, pivoted to the tongue-pieces II,
and pins L L, and the scraper A, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

4. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the scraper A with standards E E and pins L L, the
tongue-pieces 1 1 and handles F F, with pins M M,
.and l_-shaped irons K El, the several parts being ar-
ranged subatautially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

5. The rotary road-scraper, herein described, com-
posed essentially of the scraper A, Avith standards E
E, pins L L, aud spikes II H, screwed thereto, the
tongue-pieCoR 1 1, with tongue J, the pivot-bolts c c,

with sepai-ating washers b h ; handles F F, with pinsM M, and L-shaiied irons K K, aud cross-bar G,
with braces //, the several parts being constructed
and arranged substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein specified.

8S,68y.—J"0HNC. Wilson, Coalburg, W. Ya.—
Tuyere.—A.\m\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—The improved apparatus herein described,
consistiug of the wator-cliambars I and M, blast-
pipes B and E, in chamber G, fire-grate H, ami three-
way cock F, all substantially as described.

88,688.-Thomas H. Withkhs and Jacob Dol-
FlNGKU, Louisville, liy.

—

Ckurti-DMher.—April 6,

1869
; antedated April 1, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The single perforated screw B, revolv-
ing loosely upon and detachably secured to tiio

dasher-handle A, substantially as heroin shovvji and
doscri))ed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the detacliablo ferrules C
with the dashor-haudlo A, and with the lub of the

7 c p—II

screw B, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

88,689.—John Absterdam, ]fi"ew York, N.Y.—
Projectile.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The cup x, having sides parallel to the
major axis of the projectile, and immovably secured
and retained thereon by the interlocking dovetail B,
substantially as herein described and shown.

88,630

—

Peleg Barker, Battle Creek, Mich.,
assignor to himself and the Joliet Manufacturing
Company, Joliet, 111.

—

Grain-Separator

.

—April 6,

1869.

Claim.—1.. The two open raddles c and i and the
grain-floor or trunk, combined together, and ar-
ranged in relation to the thrasher and cleaner, as set
forth and shown.

2. The elevator A, Fig. 3, for the purpose of ele-

vating unthrashed heads of grain, &c., back to the
thrasher, substantially as described.

3. The agitator r, when constructed and operating
as described, for the purposes set forth.

-George S.Barton, Worcester, Mass..
assignor to Rice, Barton, and Fales Machine and
Iron Company, same jjlace.

—

Device for Adjusting
Gearing.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the double gear

B C, of cam H and shaft I, substantially aS and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the double gear B C, of
cam H, shaft I, with its head J, and hoJding-bolts
K K, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination, with sleeve A and double or
" split " gear B C, of nut G, hub D, with its teeth a,

shaft E, with its worm b, adjusting-cam II, with its

operating-shaft I J, and holding-bolts K K,'substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

88,692.-James Bond, l^Torfolk, Ya.—Life-Pre-
serving Apparatus.—A^jril 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A float, adapted to be attached to the
person, in combination with a screw-propeller, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the float
A, bevel gear- wheels F/, ci-anks G G, shaft D, pro-
peller E, and rudder I H, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. In connection with said parts A D E H F /,
the arrangement of the floats J B B, and co.-ds C,
as and for tiie purposes shown and described.

88,693.-ISTiCHOLAS H. Borgf'eldt, ISTew York,
I^. Y.

—

Apparatus for Melting Snow.—April 6, 1869.
Claiyn.-—1. The combination of a sieve Avith a

heated surface, substantially as described, so that
the mass of snow, before being permitted to come in
contact with the heated surface, is subdivided into
flakes, and the mjlting process is taereby facili-

tated.

2. The movable heated surface D, in combination
with the oscillating sieve C, substantially as aud for
the purpose described.

3. Tlie combination of the hopper B, sieve C, heat-
ed surface D, and tank G, substantially as aud for
the pui'xjose set forth.

88,694.-Hknry J. B runner, Nazareth, Pa.—
Steam-Generator.—April 6, 1869.

Clai)n.—The arrangement of the t'wo series of
boxes A A and B B, and the series of connecjiug-
tubes C C, so that the boxes A A, at one cail ot the
boiler, are vertical, or upriglit, and the boxes B B,

at the other end, liori;50iitai, subst.iuLially as horein
specified.

88,695.-William J. Davidson, Sdauutou, Ya..—Syringe.—April 6, 186.).

Claim.— 1. The tip of a syringe- iiozzlo, oonstniot-
ed with a transverse slit, substantially as and I'ov llio

purpose si!t forth.

2. Tiio slotted tube b h', in combination with tho

tube a and its tip a', whoa so oonstnu-.tml tluit its

ribs b' arc capablj of ex|)!insion and contraotioii, iu

the m mne.r substantially as divscribinl.

3. The coacavo-coavox. hoiloiV ovi'tip E, poi-for-
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ated, or slit arountl its upper edge, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The nozzle, Fig. 4, curved to correspond with
the channel through the nares to the pharynx, and
provided Tvith a suitably-formed tip, G, for its guid-
ance and discharge of the fluid, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

5. The nozzle, Fig. .5, adapted for injecting the ear,

male urethra, and anus of infants, substantially as
shown and described.

88,696.—Charles H. DAAas, Troy, X. Y.—
Bock-J>rill.—A^vil 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the drill-shaft G
and spring h, when arranged to operate in horizon-
tal position at the under sitle of the carnage B B, as
set forth, the ai-rangement, respectively, of said
(b'ill-shaft's draw-back arm b and pawl-arm a, in such
relative position to each other, and to the hollow or
grooved cam E, in manner as described, that the
said cam, in its rotations, actuates, respectively and
alternately, the said arms b and a, and thereby suc-

cessively draws back and then rotates said drill-

shaft G, in manner as set forth.

2. In combination with the sui^porting-frame A
A, and its horizontally -movable carriage B B, with
the drill's actuating-machinery, the arrangement of
the endwise-reciprocating aiid rotating drill-shaft

G-, at the under or bottom side thereof, so as to be
operated thereat in a horizontal position or close to
the rock, in tlie manner substantially as herein
shown and set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the driv-

ing-wheel" H. pinion i^, hollow or grooved cam E,
draw-back arm b, pawl-arm a, ratchet-wheel c, driv-

ing-spring h, with the movable carriage B B, frame
A A. and the rock-drill shaft G, as arranged in hori-

zontal position thereunder, in manner substantially
as described and shown, so as to operate or rotate
and move reciprocally the said rock-drill, in manner
as and for the purposes set forth.

88,697.—Hugh Dawson, Baltimore, Md.—PoZe
for Stretching Leather.—April 6, 1869.

Clairii.—The blocks B, provided with the hooks
C, in combination with the pole A, when construct-
ed and arranged as described, for the purpose of
stretching, holdiug, and suspending hides of leather,

as set forth.

88,698.-Charles Dion, Xew York, X. Y.—
Fire-Alarm.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the dial, index,
and bell, or its equivalent, of any desij-ed number of
separate weights, E, made to operate tlie index and
bell-hammer, or either of them, through the lever-

frame E, in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

88,699.-11. TTiLLiAM DOPP, Buffalo, X. Y.—
7^'">dle-lhreader for Setving-Macliines.— April 6,

1869.
viaim.—The combination with the blocks A A',

or equivalent, having a conical opening, B, of the
gi'ooved holding-plate D and pointed plate E e, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,700.—Ed-ward P. EASTVS^CK, Baltimore,
Md.—Bone-Black iiiZn.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The method of supporting upper and low-
er retorts in the bone-black kiln, or "kiln for similar
purposes, so that both upper and lower retorts are
sustained on a central support, and at the same time
allowing the lower retort to be suspended over and
enter into the mouth-piece of the cooler below, which
cooler is independently supported, as herein substan-
tially set forth and described.

88,701.—Edward P. East-\vick, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Kiln for Burning Bone-Black.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The method of supporting one, two, or
more vertical retorts, which, with the cooler below,
form, on the inside, the continuous chamber in the
bone-black kiln, or kiln for similar purposes, so that
the retort above, being independently supported,
shall hang over and enter into or overlap the mouth
of the retort, or cooler immediately below it, where

it is allowed a separate and independent expansion^
as herein substantially set forth and described.

88,702.—Edward P. East-wick, Baltimore,.
Md.—JTiZn/or Bone-Black.—A^iil 6, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of supporting two or more ver-
tical retorts, which, with the cooler below, form, on
the inside, a continuous chamber in the bone-black
kiln, or kiln for similar purposes, in such manner
that each retort in the continuous chamber is inde-
pendently supported fi'om below, and is allowed a
separate and independent expansion, as is herein
substantially described and set forth.

88,703.-Hexrt J. Ferguson, Whiting, X. J.— Velocipede.—April 6. 1869.-

Claim.—1. The fi-ictional button 6, frictional heli-

cal cup C, and helical and axled cap Cp, for the pur-
poses and in the manner described.

2. The crank C, shaft S, and button ft, in combina-
tion as and for the purposes named.

3. The helical friction-clutch, formed by the but-
ton &, helical friction-cup C, and the helical and
axled cap Cp.

4. The combination of the spring Sp' -with the co-
ordinate helical ends of cup C and cap Cp.

88,704.—James B. Foote, BTamden, assignor
to Andrew Bcckhaji, Delhi, X. Y.—Sled-^Vay At-
tachment for Covered Boadivays.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the floors of covered
bridges and other covered structures, roUers ar-

ranged as shown, and for the purposes set forth in
the above specification. •

88,705.-Charles M. Foubke, Philadelphia,
Pa.— Carriage-Wheel.—^April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The an-angement of the mortises a' a" a'"
in the spiral groups around the hub A, for the inser-
tion of the sijokes B-B, substantially as described
and set forth, for the pui'pose specified.

88,706.—J. AsHTON Greene; Brooklyn, ZST. Y.,^

assignor to himself and John H. Young, Beverly,
Mass.

—

l[ani'facture of Vulcanized Rubber Boots
and Shoes.—April 6, 1869.

Claim..—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
molded vulcanized rubber boot or shoe.

2. The method herein described, of making boots
or shoes of a vulcanizable composition, by the pro-
cess, and substantially in the manner above de-
scribed.

88,707.—Alfred Guthrie, and Carlile Ma-
son, Chicago, 111.

—

Steam -Generator.—Ai^ril 6, 1869,
Claim.—The arrangement of the fui-nace X in

connection with the tank H and its connecting-pipe
M, for the passage of the heat and gases to the
water in H, together with the au'-feed pipe E, sub-
stantially as set forth, and described.

88,708.—Henry L. Hall, Woodbridge^ Iowa.—Corn-JSusker.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The protecting-glove and cot herein de-

scribed, in combination -with the claws 5-, when the
same are constructed in the form, and combined
and arranged in the manner herein specified.

88,709.—Abram He.\ton, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to liiraself and Bradbury "& Goodsell,
same place.

—

Fluid-Meter.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The inner, fixed, divided shaft B, com-
bined with the outer shaft E, arranged within the
cylinder A, and combined with one or more pistons,

and arranged with corresponding openings through
the two shafts, so as to operate substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

88,710.—P. F. Hodges, St. Paul, Minn.—Gmin-
Z>n7L—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The agitator ]g, constructed and to-

operate substantially in the manner described.

2. In combination with the described agitator B,
the withiii-described arrangement of slides E and F,
substantially as shown andTdescribed.

3. The slides E, F, and G, when constructed as
shown, and arranged to operate in connection with
screw D, substantially in the manner set forth.
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88,711.—Isaac Hodgson, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Boiler-Skate.—Awi^ 6, 1869.

Claim—1. The wheel frame B, provided witli the

forward projecting arm, and furnished with the fric-

tion-rollers E, interposed between the frame and the

sole, aud attached by the arm to the forward part, or

toe,of the sole, in tlie manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

2. The spring J, in combination with the wheel-

frame B, constructed and arranged substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

88,712.—Patrick J. Hogan, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Plastering-Trowel.—April 6, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the blade A, when
riA^eted to the rib B, Avith the doA^etailed foot C,

secured to and adjustable upon said rib by means of

the set-screw b, substantially as described, as and
for the purpose specified.

88,713.—Thomas Houghton, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Lantern.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cage i i,j k c', when so constructed

as to contain the lamp, globe, and mountings, with-

out being in any manner attached to them ; also per-

mitting the vertical motement of the globe and
upper mounting, to allow the insertion of a match,
all substantially as herein described.

2. A lantern in which the upper and lower mount-
ings, the lamp, and globe, are entirely separate from
each other, and contained in an open wire cage, so

constructed as to hold a.11 the parts together without

being attached thereto ; as well as to allow the verti-

cal movement of the globe, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The lantern composed of the upper and lower
mountings, E C, the lamp A, the wire guard, holder,

or cage, and a globe, when the mountings or globe

are provided with channels for the admission of air,

and all the parts are' constructed and arranged as

and for the purposes herein set forth.

88,714. — John Howe, Jr., Boston, Mass.

—

Steam-Enginery for Steam-Vessels.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The disposition and arrangement of the

steam-conduits c c^ c^ c'^, with respect to the hull of

the vessel and the steam -generator, substantially as

before explained.

88,715.-William H. Hubbahd, "WestMeriden,
Conn., assignor to himself and John Hill, same
place.

—

Material for Paint.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described paint, prepared by
the process, substantially as set forth, as a new arti-

cle of manufacture.

88,716. — S. D. Huffman, New Germantown,
N. J.

—

llirashing-ALachine.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the mouth or chimney of a
"duster" with a partition, so as to form an 'inner

and an outer channel, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shell A, partition E,
channels F and'E', pevl'orated plate H, and hinged
uoorG, all substantially as shown and described.

88,717.—Alexander Huntek, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Needle-Threader.—A\m\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—A needle-threading apparatus, for attach-
ment to thimbles, made of sheet-metal, constructed
and operated in the manner as shown and described

SS,7lS.— Chaklks Kallmann, jSTcwburgh, N
Y.

—

Combined Clock and Fly-'Jhxtp.—April 6, 18()9.

Claim.—The combination of^he clock and the fly-

trap, driven by the same nioving-powor, siu'ing or

weight, and by tlie same gearing, substantially, and
the whole arranged as specified.

88,719.— Caleb P. Kelly, Phelps, N. Y.—
Eorse-liake.—AY>v\\ 6, 1869.

Claim.— Tli(^ standard F, lever H, the connecting-
rod E, and horizontal aim I, in combination Avllli

the rake-head D, and the standard G, in connection
A\ith the cross-bar C.

88,720 Geoiige Kenny, Nashua, N. TI.— C«>--

nftf/e-I/(((>.— April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The taper-bored metallic ring A, provided
with sockets a a bb, around the perii)hery of the
ring, in alternate parallel order, corresponding with
the mortises in the wood part of the hub, the spokes
fitting into the sockets and tenoned into the wood,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

88,721.—August Kessbergee, Springfield, 111.

— Wagon-JSrake.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-acting brake D, constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the self-acting brake D,
pin d. and slotted flanges F, substantially as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.

88,722. — Alexantder A. C. Klaucke, Wash-
ington, D. C, and Jefferson Eraser, Ncav York,
N. Y.—Envelope.—A^rW 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An envelope, provided with a space,
B, punched, or otherwise made detachable, whether
gummed on the inside or not, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. An envelope, with the address of the sender
printed or inscribed on a portion thereof, the bound-
ary of which is perforated, or otherwise prepared, so
as to be readily detachable, whether made adhesive
or not, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,723 Eli Knepper, Columbus, Ohio.—Shov-
el-Plow.—A\m\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two slit bars 1 1, and rollersK K
K, in combination with the beams B B and C, con-
structed and arranged as described.

2. The tAvo springs H H fastened between the
middle beam C, and outer beams B B, which bring
the outer shovels' always back to their normal dis-

tance from the middle shovel, when contracted as
herein described.

88,724.— William H. LockE/ Canton, Pa.—
Grain- Cradle.—April 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The semicircular bar B, employed
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The semicircular bar B, rods g g g g and e, in
combination with fingers h h hh, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,725.-Clark Marsh, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to the Neav York Belting and Packing
Compana'.—Mode of Finishing and Truing Emery-
Wheels, d-c-April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The method of finishing and truing em-
cry A'ulcanite-wheels, or other AAfheels and grindstones
of artificial composition, substantially as and by the
means aforesaid.

88,726.—Henry Matthes, Cambridge, Mass

—

Pie Cutter and Crimper.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the tool
herein described, consistingof acuttiug-blade, crimp-
ing-rollcr, and prongs for puncturing, aaIicu con-
structed substantially as described, and for the piu--

pose specified.

88,727.—William M. Morris, Washington
County, iliii^.- Cotton-Bale Tic.—April 6, 1869,

Claim.—Tlie buckle A, Avhen proAided Avith the
slot B, the triangidar hig D, and the projections i

and j, aud ot^ierwise constructed, substantially as
herein described.

•

88,728.—George Nearstheimer, Cincinnati,
Ohw.—Metallic Cv^}in.—A\n-\\ (i, 1869.
Claim.—1. The airanficmcnt of the bottom A or,

sides B, holloAV rim C, angular and soroAv-tliiraded
pings 1) E, and irame C', for the purpose sot tbrtli.

2. In combination a\ itli the elements A a, B, C, D
E, and C, the short pings F.

',1 Tlie described combination of the parts A a,Ji
0, B E, F, and C, Avitli the rihs I and nuts J, formed
and secured as set forth.

'1. The scrcAV-tliicaded stem O, llio nut P. spiral
spring (}, the tongue K, slot s\ in tlie chaniher S, mid
the graduated scal(> T, constructed and arranged to
act as and for the purposes set loi tli.
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SS,7'29.—George ^Y. Xeill, Boston, Mass., as-
siguor to CHICKERIXG&.S0XS, same place.

—

Piano-
ForU ^?-«?«e.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the projections h b, the arch-bar F, the auxilitiry
brace-bar, and its abutments on the same, and the
central post G. with each of the oblique brace-bars
c, of the metallic string-frame, the whole being united
by screw-bolts and nuts, as set forth.

2. Fastening each of the auxiliary brace-bars to
the back fi-ame, when such bar is provided with abut-
ments, and combined with the two projections h b,

an arch-bar, F, and the string-frame brace-bar c,

connected together, and arranged as specified.

SS,730.—J. D. S. Xewell, Tensas Parish, as-
signor to himself, X. G. Bkice. E. Tomatis, and
Thojias Pickle. Xew Orleans, La.—Breech-Load-
ving Fire-Arm.—±T^ri\ 6, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The breech-piece A, in combination
with the needle bar D, when these parts are con-
structed as herein described, and are united and op-
erate conjointly, by means of the Tertical face, or
section /, in tlie longitudinal recess in the former,
and the spring k, secm-ed over the front end of said
recess, substantially as herein specified.

2. The above combination, in combination with
the projecting knob or pin b, for throwing out the
cartridge-case, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The breech-piece A and bar D, in combination
with the hammer C, when these several parts are
constructed, joined together, and conjointly operate,
substantially as set forth.

88,731.—George Hakdixg Palmer, Lewisham
Parish, England, assignor to himself and Samuel
XiCHOLS, JS'ew Haren, Conn.i

—

Suspender.— April
6, 1869.

Clnim..—The attachment for stispenders, consist-
ing of a spring support, for the button-hole tags, or
ends, formed from a single piece of wii-e, bent so as
to form loops D and E, and so that the two ends B
and C will play within the said loops, substantially
as described, and for the purpose specified.

8S,732.—TrTLEUR F.Parker, Meriden, Conn.

—

Power-Press.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the many-sided pin
D, placed eccentrically on the end of the shaft B, the
disk E, with recess F and wrist-i^in L, and pitman
P, as and for the purpose set forth.

88,733.—PussELL B. Perkixs, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to Charles Parker, same place.

—

JLecJian-

ical Adjustment.—Api'il 6,. 1869.

;: Claim.—The i^late C, arranged so as to have a re-

ciprocating movement imparted thereto, combined
Avith the eccentric D, arranged so as to adjust the
plate C to vary the point of starting and stopping of
the said reciprocating movement.

88,734.

—

Pussell B. Perkixs, Meriden. Conn.,
assignor to Charles Parker, same place.

—

Mechan-
ical Adjustment.—April 6,'1869.

. Claim.—The two parts, A and B, of a connecting-
rod, combined with the eccentric D, so that by the
turning of the said eccentric the said two paats may
be adjusted to lengthen or shorten their extremes,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

88,735.—JoPTN- E. PLUMifER, Biftghamton. l^.T.
-Shoe-Jacl-for Finishing Shoes.—Ax)rU 6, 1869.

- Claim.—The vise, or clamp B, ratchet oST, double
pawl P. in combination witli the spii'al spring G, in
the thumb-nut F, cui'ved arm J, toe-piece K, stop P,
and projection from the hub S, all being constructed
as herein described and represented, for the j)urpose

set forth.

88,736 A. Pay, Granville, Mo.— Oar-Coup-
ling.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spring-jaws c c with the stop, or check-block m, the
lever /i, the arrow-head tongue L, the regulating
screw-rod/, and the springs J) D', all arranged and
operated substantially as and for the pm'ijoses here-

inbefore described.

88,737.—Fkaxcois Eaymoxd, "^opdhaven. X.
Y.

—

Combined Knob-Latch and Lock.—April 6, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, with the knob-shank

and bolt of a lock, of the cogged sector F, double
rack D, shooting-tumbler C, and slotted lifting-tum-
blers E, arranged for operation substantially as here-
in described.

88,738.—J. B. Pead, Tuscaloosa, Ala.— Tcioci-
pcfZe.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The attachment, to two-wheeled veloci-
pedes, of levers, to be fastened to the frame, or to
projections inclosing the driving-wheel, and to the
axle of the same, and connected by a cord and pulley
beneath the driver's seat, to extend from one lever
to the other, substantially as described.

2. A disk or hoop, attached to the steering-shaffc,

to be operated by the knees, when the hands are
used for propulsion.

88,739.-"WilliamPeichexbach, Chicago, HI.,
assignor to himself and Hexry Xass, same place.

—

CowMned Clothes-Drier and Ironing-Table.—April
6, 1869.

Claim.—The combined ironing-table and clothes-
rack, all constructed and arranged to operate as
herein shown and described.

88,740—E. S, Pice, Paw Paw, Mich.—fi'ttrroiw

and Cultivator.—April 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever F, the rods G, the frame A,
and draught-chain E, arranged and combined sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The guide-bars H, in combination with the axle
B, pole D, and bars 1 and 1, substantially as and to
operate for the purpose set forth.

3. The rods I and .J. in combination with the frame
A, and the axle B, and pole D, and arranged in rela-
tion to the operator's or driver's seat, substantially
as illustrated and described.

88,741.—Jasies M. Pohrer, Pine Grove, Pa.—Apparatus for Desulphurizing and Oxidizing
Ores.—April 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of air and water, or
air and steam, separately or combined, to the hot
stock of a blast-fm"nace above the smelting point,
dming the smelting operation, substantially as here-
in des'cribed.

2. The vertically-arranged tube a, applied to a
blast-furnace, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement in the tipper part of a blast-
furnace, of air-tuyeres b, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

4. The an-angement, relatively to the air-tuyeres
b, of the pipes c, cZ, and e, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

5. The combination and an-angement of the
sprinkler h and perforated pipe m, as applied to a
blast-fm-nace, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

88,743.-Charles G. Sargext, "Westford, Mass.—BurHng-Cylinder for 'Wool, &c.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—A cylinder, for opening and cleaning
fibrous materials, <fcc., having a surface composed of
alternate rows of hard teeth and soft packing-wire,
the teeth being constructed substantiallj' as shown,
and the sm'face of the soft -wJXQ lying above the bases
of the teeth and packing closely against the sides of
the teeth, all substantially as and for the purposes
described.

88,743.—JOHX K. Sax and George TV. Ejiiar,

Elngston, Pa.

—

Bailway-Car Wheel.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The circumferential steel band a, dove-
tailed and welded into a groove in the cast-iron

wheel A, substantially as set forth.

88,744.-2. J. Sayers, Salina, Fa.—Stove-Pipe
Damper.—Aj)rLl 6, 1869.

Claim.—The eoml)ination of the sleeve H, with its

handle h and aperture, as described, with a stove-

pipe having fianches d and aperture C, an-anged in
such manner that the fianches of the stove-pipe shall

form guides to regulate the movements of said sleeve

in the'manner and for the pm'poses herein specified.
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88,745.—Samuel E. Schakf, Baltimore, as-

signor to himself, James Spicek, and James IST.

BuKNHAM, Baltimore County, Md.

—

Fire and Water
Proof Cement.—April 6, 1869.

• Claim.—The above- described composition or roof-

ing-cement, made andnsed substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

88,746.—Samuel H. Scharf, Baltimore, assign-

or to himself, James Spicer, and James ]Sr. Burn-
ham, Baltimore County, Md.

—

Asphaltic Pavement.
—April 6, 1869.

Claim.— The above-described pavement, made
with the composition, substantially in the manner
set forth.

88,747.

—

John J. Schillinger, K'ew York, ]^.

T.

—

Manufacture of Artificial Stone.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of artificial stones of

two different compositions, a coarser, and a finer, or

facing-material, when the latter consists of very fine

sand, cement, and pulverized metallic paint, with or
without coloring-matter, mixed with lime-water, and
applied to the coarser mass, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

88,748. — Caleb S. Stearns, Marlborough,
Mass.

—

Carriage-Wheel.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The ring A,, with its abutments a, bear-
ing /, with its abutments g, elastic material h, and
covering-plates B C, in combination with the axle
D, provided with the groove i, key E, and screw-nut
Gr, substantially as and for the purpose described.

88,749 C. P. Th. Steinway, New Tork, N.
Y.

—

Sound-Board for Piano-Fortes.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The dowels or posts E, arranged to con-
nect the suspended portions of the bridge and sound-
ing-board at one or more x^oints, substantially as de-
scribed.

88,750 Charles W. Stickney, Albany, IST.

Y.—Yelocipede.—A.])vil 6, 1869.

Claim.—In a three-wheeled velocipede, the com-
bination of the cranks &, pivoted to the rods n, hav-
ing foot-rests o attached thereto, pendent rods 7«.,

pivoted to the bifurcated reach k, and to the cranks
&, in connection with the wheel a, running in the
forked bar c.

88,751

—

Thomas B. Stout, Keyport, :N". J.—
Wood-Pulley i?M,s7i.—April 6, 1869.

Claim..—A bush, a, for a wooden pulley, formed of
sheet-metal, or a strip of metal, of uniform thickness,
and held in place by a flange, h, formed by bending
one edge of the strip, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

88,7-52.-Eerdinand Strauss, In'cw York, K".

Y.—Corset-Clasp.—A])r\\ 6, 1869.

Clai'm.—The clasps a a, constructed with open
ends, in combination with the springs A B, said
springs being secured together at or near their cen-
ters, so as to allow the ends of the outside spring to
slide freely in the clasps, thus avoiding the danger of
breaking, substantially as described.

88,753.—John Taggart, Boston, assignor to
David Whiton, Boston, and Benjamln E. Wing,
West Boxbury, Mass. — Machine for Making
Wroxight-Nails.—A\)\\\ 6, 1869.
Ckmn.—1. The combination of the vibrator E, as

described, with the die-plate E, its cutters d d, and
the cutter-wheel C, and its cutters, arranged as ex-
plained.

2. The combination of each or both the spring-rests
G H, and the operative cam or cams k thereof, with
the cutter-wheel C, and the reciprocating die-plato
E, provided with cutters and operative mechanism,
as set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cut-
ter-wheel C, the die-plate E, tlie el;istic or spring-
rests G 11, the cams k k, the pairs of griping-rollers
1 1', K Iv', and the duplex header K.

4. Tlie combination and arrangement of the carri-
ers N N', tlie puirs of griping-rollers 1 1', K K', the
spring-rysts G 11, the die-plute E, and the cutter-

wheel C, the whole being provided with operative
mechanism, substantially as described.

5. The combination applied to the driving-shaft
and the carriers, and employed for operating the
latter, such consisting of the eccentric w, its yoke v
and arms u u, the links t t, the concentric shafts P Q,
and their arms O', r s.

88,754.—AlbanGt. Thomas, Sandy Spring, Md.—Horse Hay-Fork.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tines A A
and toggle-braces C D, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the tines A A and toggle-
braces C D, the adjustable stop J and lip K, as
shown and described.

88,755 :N'athaniel Thomas, Dixfield, Me.—
Apple Slicer and Corer.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—An apple slicer and corer, having frames
A, E, and Gr, bar C, wheel and crank D, pinion c,

spindle d, apple-holder i. and knives u, constructed
and arranged substantially as specified.

88,756.

—

Eugene Trump, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Leander Detwiler.—Parlor
Game.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arm D, faced with rubber d"", and
provided with spring d '", in the described combina-
tion with the hub c of the revolving plate C, operat-
ing in the manner and for the purpose described.

88,757.—William H. Watson, Brooklyn, B'.Y.,
assignor to A. Sidney Doane, New York City.

—

Machine for Sheeting and Pressing Tobacco.—April
6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Giving to the chain or feeding surface
IsT a period of rest during the operation of the cutting
mechanism, substantially as shown, for the purposes
indicated.

2. The combination of the cam D, rod I, spiral
spring K, and toggles P^ and P^ with the movable
knife-frame Q, for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination -^vith either ofthe chains N and
N^ of the fi'iction-roUers a, for the purposes fully de-
scribed.

88,758 H. J. Wattles, Pvockford, HI.— Culti-

vator.—April 6, 1869.

Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and com-
bination of the frame B B B', J' D' D', swinging
plow-supports C C c, plows a a, driver's seat F, ibot-

rests 1 1, levers H H, and draught devices J K L o

o', the whole constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

88,759 James W. Weston, New York, N. Y.
— Velocipede.—April 6, 1869.

Claim..—1. The endless chain or belt a];)plied to
the chain-wheel of the driving-wheels, in combina-
tion with the slider o, levers q, clamping-pawls s t,

and spring-seat w, substantially as and for the pur-
j)oses set ibrth.

2. The clamping-pawls s t and slider o, in combi-
nation with the endless chain and wheels of a ve-

locipede, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

88,760.-Cornelius Wihtehouse, Bridgtown-
near-Cannock, England.

—

Bit and Auger.—A])ril 6,

1869.

Claim.—1. A boring-bit or auger, having a hollow
or open barrel, formed of a foi'ked frame, or recti-

linear limbs, united at the tang, and provided with
a helical blade or blades, or other ' cutting edge or
edges, either with or witliout a central -worm or lead-

ing-point, substantially as herein set forth.

2. A boring-l)it or auger, foruied, ns within de-

scribed, when the barrel thereof consists t)f a single

bar or member, h, of the frame, and is in'ovitled with
a square or helical blade m- cutting-inlge nt tlio nose,

and either with or A\iMiout a central -worni or point,

substantially as sho\\ii ami (,lescribed.

88,761.—Cornelius L. Willis, Wnsliington,
D. C, assignor to himself and Clf.oiuiK 1*. Gc»KK,

.sanu) jilace.

—

Cap.'<li(ii..—Ajuil t>, 1869.

Claim.—The collar or collars, having a helical
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flange or flang-es, as applied to the di'um A, for the
pui'pose described.

88,763.—Benjajidt O. "Woods, Boston, Mass.—
Type- Case.—At^vH 6, 1869.

Claim.—Forming in one and fhe same piece of
stock a series of grooves, paving- both angles or sides
cui'ved, and traversing or iutersectiug the said
grooves with partitions, substautiallj as described.

88,763.—A. F. Hixes, "Washington, D. C—
Sash-Fullei/.—A^vH 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the single-gTooved
pulleys ft & c, applied to the window-frame, and hav-
ing the cord applied upon them, and attached to the
window-sash, substantially in the manner shown and
described.

SS,734.—Edward Lynch, G-eorgetowu, D. C.

—

Process and Apj^aratus for Tanning.—April 6, 1S69.

Claim.—1. Extracting the liquor from bark by
grinding it to a powder, and subjecting it, when so
ground and mixed with water, to the action of steam
ivhile it is being violently agitated, substantially as

and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The tub A, constructed as described, "n*ith a
screen, a, made in sections, and provided with a re-

volving rake, C D, and steam-pipe b, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. Passing the liquor, extracted from bai-k, through
a filter, for the pui-pose of removing all dirt and sedi-

ment from the same, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The filter E, constructed as'described, of a box,
having inlet-pipe c, outlet-pipe c, said, steam inlet and
outlet, and inclosing a series of filtering frames,
substantially as and for the pm'poses herein set forth.

5. The fi'ames d d, constructed as described, with
grooves and apertm-es in their bottom bars, and each
ii'ame inclosed or covered with cloth or other suita-

ble filtering material, said fi'ames being so aiTanged
that, when placed close together, the apertures in
their bottom bars will form a continuous tube,through
which the filtered liquor may pass, substantially as

herein set forth.

6. Fermenting the liquor extracted from bark, pre-

pai'atory to using it, for the purpose of tanning hides,

substantially as herein set forth.

7. The vat F, constructed as described, with out-

let pipe, i, steam or hot-air pipe on, and cold air or

water-pipe n, substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

8. Eegulating the temperatm-e of the tanning-
liquor by means of steam or water, hot or cold air,

admitteci into pipes running tlu-ough the tanning-vat,
substantially as herein set forth.

9. The double-revolving fi-ame G-, constructed as
described, and provided with lattices H H, between
which the Irides are placed, substantially as and, for

the purposes herein set forth.

10. Placing hides between lattices, or their equiva-
lents, in a revolving frame, submerged in tanning-
fluid, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

11. Tanning hides by placing them in a frame, sub-
merged in liquor extracted from bark, and revolving
said'frame and hides in the liquor, substantially as
herein set forth. *

12. Spreading tanned hides between lattices, or
their equivalents, in a revolving fi-ame, exposed to
the air, for the pm-pose of di-ying them, substantially
as herein set forth.

13. The above-described process for tanning hides,
substantially as set forth.

88,765.-David L. De Golyer, Chicago, 111.—
Laying Wooden-Block Pavement.—April 6, "1869.

Claim.—The method herein described of construct-
ing a wooden pavement, consisting of wooden blocks
set in rows, with spaces or channels between, filled

with gravel, broken stone, or other suitable mateidal,
and tax, which method consists in the use of an
auxiliaiy removable strip or board, to determine the
parallelism of the rows and the width of the chan-
nels, but forming no part of the completed pavement,
substantially as herein described.

88,766.-J"0HX H. Morris, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Weather-strip.—A.]^Til 6, 1869.

Claim.—A weather-strip, formed of a dovetailed
groove, holding in place a rubber strip, or equivalent,
with or without glue or cement, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

88,767.-JoHX B. Atwater, Chicago, 111.—
2£otive-Poioer.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of the force generated
by the explosion of gases through mechanism, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A vacuum-chest, S', communicating with the
cylinder H of an air-compressing piston, through
mechanism which is operated substantially as de-
scribed.

3. A pipe, or pipes, C, leading from cylinder H to
cylinder A, and provided with valves, which will al-

low air from the said cylinder H to enter the com-
bustion-chamber during the descent of the piston G,
combined and arranged substantially as described.

4. The combination of chambers A, H, and P, the
connected pistons D G and their auxiliaries, adapted
to operate substantially as described.

5. The arrangement of the slide-valve E, and per-
forated hollow piston-rod D', substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The combination of an air-eompresser with a
vacuum-chest, J, and the ignition engine, operating
substantially as described and set forth.

7. The manner, substantially as described, of ex-
pelling the products of combustion fi'om the explo-
sion-chamber, after every explosion therein, substan-
tially as specified.

8. 'The combination of independent air and gas-
inlet pipes with the cylinder A, an electrical igniter,

c, ana an air-eompresser, substantially as described.

88,768.—Addison D. Barrett, Cambridgeport,
Mass.

—

Feeding-Trough for Horses—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hopper D, the
toggles &' H, their shaft F, the arm I, and the latch
K, the same being for application to and use with an
alarm apparatus, or clock, and with a conduit lead-
ing to a manger, or feeding-trough, as set forth.

2. The combination of the tub L, its valve c,

valve-rod d, and operative arm e, with the shaft B,
the hopper D, or a weight, the toggles G H, their

shaft F, the arm I, and the latch K,' the said latch
being to operate with an alarm-clock applied to it, as

and for the pm-pose as specified.

88,769.-^. K. Baylor and Conrad Eapp,
Batesville, Ind.

—

Kraut- Cutting Machine.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the wheels B D with
cogs c and &, rack C, board E, and knife F, with the
frame A, and pressing-box G-, in combination with
each other, ail substantially as set forth.

88,770.—Jacob Behel, Ptockford, M.—Gate.—
April! 3, 1869.

Claim..—1. The brace-rod / and truss-rod e, when
constructed and applied as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. Hinge j j. lever-hinge D, studs I I', and m, or
their equivalents, when applied as and for the pur-

pose set forth, and operated by means of wires n n'

and pulls o, or their equivalents, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

88,771.—PtiLEY Bowers. CMUicothe, Ohio.—
Steam-Engine Talve-Gear.—Aiu'il 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The single eccentric, fixed stationaiy

upon the driving-shaft, in combination with a link-

bar, oscillating on a fixed center, and connecting-
mechanism, substantially as herein described, to work
and reverse the steam-valve, all constructed to oi>-

erate substantially as set forth.

2. The Unk-bar'A, osciUatiug upon a fixed center,

in combination witli the eccentric and eccentric-

rod, connecting-rod K, and sliding-sleeve P, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

3. The link-bar A, oscillating upon a fixed center,

in combination with the eccentric and eccentric-rod,

and the sliding sleeve P, all arranged to operate sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

4. In combination with the sliding sleeve P the

link-bar A, made in two detachable sections, sub-
' stantiaUy as and for the purpose set forth. •
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88,773. — Charles A. Bbigham, Clevelaud,

Ohio.—Bed-Bottom.—A])Yi\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The sectional slats A, jointed together so

as to form alternate joints and slat-sections trans-

versely, in combination with the springs C and
slots a, as and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

88,773.—LoREXzo D. Brooks, Syene, TVis.—
Ga^e.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The parts C, D, E, G-, 10, J, P, 12, K,
and 13, when combined and arraiig-ed as set forth.

2. In combination with the elements of the first

clause of claim, the leyers T and W, and spring X.
3. In combination Avith the features of said first

claim, the cord S, forithe purpose specified.

88,774.—Daniel L. F. Chase, Boston, Mass.—
Automatic Boiler-Feeder.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vessel A, and
its lever B and weight C, with the ^jitman F, the
slotted and double-racked sector K, the vibratory
shaft I, and pinion d, and the gears for revolving
such shaft.

2. The combination and arrangement of the flange

n and tongue c' with the duplex-rack sector K, vibra-

tory pinion d, its shaft I, shafr-supporter and gears
e and /, substantially as specified.

-88,775.—Petee K. Dederick, Greenbush, l^sT.

T.

—

Baling-Press.—April 13, 1869 ; antedated April
8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described, of

the levers L L, rods E. E;, follower F, and rope B,
constructed and arranged substantially as shown.

88,776.

—

Carl Dieterich, Eoslindale, (West
ErOxbury,) Mass.

—

Foldincj- Chair.—A^v\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
ears & h, and the connection-bars G- G-, with the seat
and the two sets of levers, the said bars and ears be-

ing connected with the said seat and levers in man-
ner substantially as described.

88,777.—LiNDLET M. Doudjta, "Washington,
D. C—Holder for Stove-Lids.—Apvil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A, with its removable bottom
B, cros"fe-bars a a, plate c, and bolt m, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,778.-JosiAH W. Ells, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Animal-Trap.—April 13 1869.

Claim.—A trap for catching animals, so con-
structed as that the outside or shell of the trap will

resemble iu appearance the animal it is designed to

catch, and providing the interior of said sliell with a
, spring and tj'igger, or other setting and releasing
mechanism that will operate to catch the animal
that may attempt to take the bait.

88, 779.-"Arthur Field, Upper Marsh, Lam-
beth, and William Briter IS'atiox, 'No. 394 Old
Kent lload, England; (said Nation assigns his
right to said Field.)—jlfode of Oraamenting Ca?i-

dies.-April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Ornamenting candles, by first forming
gTooves, or recesses, of any desired form, upon the
surfaces of candles, and then filling in such grooves
with wax, stearine, paralfine, or other suitable sub-
stance, of a different color from that of the candle.

2. Forming grooves, or recessed designs upon can-
dles, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

88,780.- n. W. Fuller, Brooklyn, N". T.—
Tack- Creasing Attachment for Sewing-Maciiines.—
April 13, 1869,

Claim.—1. The combination of the nipping-finger
and the inclined thrust-plate.

2. The combination of the nipping and presser-
fiugers, and the shoe II, or their equivalents.

3. Tlie combination of tlie nipping-finger, in'esscr-
fiuger, shoe, and tliriist-plate.

4. The base-i)Iate, having the fixed scale of divi-
. sions in combination with a tucking-device and
gauge, that are a(ljnsta])le respectively iVom opposite

• ends of said scale, substantially as specified.
5. The combination with the ,post 1, of the lover

and yielding-arm, and as made adjustable thereto,

for the purposes set foi'th.

6. The combination with the arm K, of the slotted

tie-piece 0, as and for the purpose described.

88,781.—J. DuRELL (xREEXE, Cambridge, as
signer to himself and Charles H. P. Plysipton,
Boston, Mass.

—

Anchor.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The anchor, substantially as made, with
the palms and arms of the flukes in the same plane,
united by the yoke, as shown, with the shank extend-
ing through the yoke, and jjivoted thereunto, as set

forth.

88,782.—Frank W. G-roff, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Portable Fence.—A])vil 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the key C D and
the mortise F G, when constructed and used sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The base K, when constructed^with the mortfse
L, and combined with the tenon L", and otherwise
made and used substantially as herein set forth.

88,783.—Moore Hardaway, . St. Louis, Mo.—
Bolt-Afachinc-AT^rH 13, 1869.

Claim.—The c«mbination of the divided die c,

divided die-box h, inclined surfaces p r, and header
/c, arranged and operating substantially as described,

with the clamj) dies d d', for the purposes set forth.

88,784.-Mary E. Hatch, Beloit. Wis.—iam^
for Cooking Purposes.—April 13, 1869 ; antedated '

March 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The radiator or non-condflcting shield

B, substantially as and for the purpose described.
2. The ventilating-tubes C C, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the shield B, vehtUators C
C, cones D, and lamp, of non-conducting metal, all

arranged, constructed, and operating substantially

as described.

88,785.—John Y. Herston, Warrick County,
Ind.

—

Earth- Scraper.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The bent axle H, with its arm C and the
catch B, provided with the foot-lever or trigger D,
when these j)arts are constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as and for the piu'poses de-

scribed.

88,786.—Charles Hewitt, Hamilton Town-
ship, N. J.

—

Manufacture of Pails for Railroads.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The formation and use for and in the
manufacture of railroad-bars, with steel heads, of a
pile, having, on one of its sides, a bar of combined
iron and steel, said bar having been made by welding
steel and iron together, luior to placing the same in

the rail-pile, the whole being done as herein de-

scribed, or otherwise substantially the same.

SS,7S7.—E. W. Hewitt and George Gorham,
Pecatonica, 111.

—

Seeder and Cultivator.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. A seeder, G, composed of a cylinder,

I, outer case D E, slide I', arranged to operate as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combiiuition of the seeder with the stand-

ards V, and frame C, as described.
3. The combination of the seeder with standards

V, frames C and S, beams n, rods m, and shovel-

standards /, as and for the purpose set forth.

88,788.-William M. Johnston, Pittsburgh,
Pa., assignor to himself and David P. Estei', same
place.

—

Casting Tai/cres.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A cast-metal shell tuyere, having two or

more pipes or air passages tlirougii it from ond lo

end, when such pipes, or air-passagos. and the

tuyere-shell are cast at a single casting, substantially

as described.

88,789.—A. W. Keelkk, and Jaco!! Eckicrt,

Lafayette, N. Y.— Carriage-Jack.—A\m[ 13, 18()9.

Claim.—The doui)lo guide cc, standard B A, loop-

pawl F, and serrated lever D, all const ructed and
oi)erating as heroin shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.
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SS,'790.—ELISHA Kelley, Locust Grove, OMo.— Corn-Sheller.—Ain'il 13, 1869.

Claim .

—
'The elastic rollersAA andD D, in combi-

nation with the fingers or shellers K K, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose as described.

88,791.— J. B. Kellet, Brandon, Yt.—Com-
hined Knoh-Latch and Lock.—April 1.3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
latch-bolt A, lever L, tumblers t V t", pins ab c, and
box C, substantially as and for the piu-poses set
forth.

88,792.—lUA B. Kktchum, Eochester, Minn.—
Floiir-Bolt.—Ai>Tn 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the blocks E E, rods
E E, balls G G-, and elastic rings X I, when con-
structed and arranged as desciibed, and placed on
the outside of a mill-bolt, substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein set forth.

88,793. — Joseph Loey, Memphis, Tenn.—
Bair-Dye.—AijirH. 13, 1869.

Claim.—The compound and mode of preparing,
for dyeing hair, as herein described, using for that
purpose the aforesaid chemical compound and mode
of preparing, as described above for the purposes as
are herein set forth.

88,794.—Benjamin E. Masters, Middleport,
m.—Flotv.—A-piil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
cutter M, hey W, colter C, brace B, and clamps h
A', substantially as shovrn and described.

88,795.

—

Charles Messenger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Machine for Manufacturing Roofing-Tile.—^April

13, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted molds E and carrier D, in
combination with the press G, lever L, and rag-
wheel J, constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

88,796.—C. H. MiLLS,Eavenna,Ohio.— TFajfOTi.-

^ro/te.-April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The cams K, and cross-bar I, in combina-
tion with the sliding link E and pivoted axle-tree C,
arranged in relation to each other, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

88,797 S. A. Mitchell, Alstead Center, ]St.

H.—Sled-Brake.—Ayril 13, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the slide E and
guides H, the bar E, link I', and pivoted lever I,

when applied to a sled substantially as shown and
herein described.

88,798.—George Morrison, Lockport, lU.—
Plate for Artificial Teef/i.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The annular projection, or wall a sur-
rounding the air-chamber c, constructed and ar-

ranged as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Preventing the air from without from entering
the air-chamber c, by means of an elevated projec-
tion, or wall surrounding the same, substantitdly as
described.

88,799.-John Murcock, Jersey City, IST. J.,

assignor to John Satery's Sons, ]^ew York City.

—

Metal Binl-House.—Ai^ijl 13, 1669.

Claim.—The iiange / and movable shield g, con-
structed as specified, and apiDlied to the opening of
the bird-house, for the pm'poses set forth.

88,800. — Erancis 'W. Murray, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Composivg-Stick.—ATgTil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The slide D, provided with the parts d
d' d", E E, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose stated.

88,801.-John "W. Xewton, Geneva, TTis.—
Bog-Cutter and Drag.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The L-shaped hangers, B B, provided
with sharpened edges, substantially as and for the
jDurpose herein described.

2. The cutters E E, converging from the rear of
the plate C, in V -shape, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The steadying-teeth / /, in combination with
the V-shaped cutters E E, as and for the purpose.
herein described.

4. The braces E E, provided with sharpened edges,
and connecting the V-shaped cutters E E T,ith"the
stock A, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. The combination of the toothed plate C, cutters
E E, hangers B B, braces E F, and stock A, with a
tongue, jb, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

88,802. — JiiMES O'Connor, Jackson, Mo.

—

Wheehvright-Machinc.—A'gyil 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame Q, having the top E/, and
th'e adjustable bottom, and moved by means of the
screw TV, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as herein set forth, for holding the hub.

2. The described an-angement upon the frame A
B B' C of the carriage E, with the boring and'tepon-
ing-machinery, the ways E, springs L, treadle-lever
H, connecting-cord I, and pulley J, the removable
adjustable platform, with the holding-devices c d,

and the frame Q, with its top E/, adjustable bottom
T and swiveled screw "W, all operating substantially
as herein set forth for the pui'pose specified.

SS,S03.

—

Charles Page and George "W. MiL'
LER, Meriden, Conn.—5«a«.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—^An adjustable stilt, upon which the step
is secured at any desired height upon the stfitf, by
means of a portion of said step having its bearing
between said staff and a band, said band having, a'

projection thereon, aU constructed and operating,
substantially as herein described, and in the manner
herein set forth.

88,804.—James A. Park, Lansing; Mich., as-
signor to himself and William Woohhouse, same
place.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The piece H, having hole L, and an.

opening in which the elevating-rope is secured, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The prong B, in combination with the prong A,
when the latter has secured thereto the parts D and
2 and the piece H, so as to be centrally attached ta
the top of the fork, all made to operate'substanjially
as and for the purpose set forth.

88,805.-E. G. Paull, Pair Haven, Mass., as-

signor to American Tool Company, same place.

—

Furnace for Annealing Tacks, JSfails, c&e.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing a furnace, with a bottom-
so adjusted that it may be turned down, for the pur-
pose of removing articles fiom the same, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The an'angement of the furnace A, with a
bridge, D, dividing the fire-bos B, from the pan C,
and said pan provided with an adjustable bottom,
substantially as and for tbe purposes herein set
forth.

88,806. — Spencer B. Peugh, Salem, Lad.—
Washing-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the vertical rub-

bers E and E', pivoted on the vibrating arms or links
G, so as to allow them to be traversed horizontally

edgewise, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the rubbers,' aiTanged as

desciibed, the platforms I and I', for holding and
guidiug the links G, substantially as described.

3. The combination, "nith the rubber E' and plat-

form I', of the crank-shaft K, links J, spring L, rag-
wheel ]Sr, and pawl 0, for maintaining an adjustable
pressure upon the wash between the ruTDbers, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In combination with the crank-shaft K,arranged
as described, the arm P, cord Q, pulley E, and foot-

piece S, substantially as described.

88,807.- John Pickles, 'Wigan, England.—
Process and Axiparatus for the Manufacture of Ex-
tract of Bark, t£-c.—Ai)ril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotai'y and self-discharging leach,

constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The Tat or receptacle p, made and employed
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substantially as described, in connection with tlie

rotary self-discharging leach, as set forth.

3. The roller 2 and scraper 3, in the tank 1, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The rotary heated cylinder 4, in conjunction
with roller 2,^ scraper 3, scraper 8, and ithe two
tanks or receptacles 1 and 9, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The process of washing or leaching the bark,

prepared as herein described, and taking from it the
liquid extract, and then converting the liquid or
semi-liquid into a solid or powdered form, or dry
state, substantially as herein described.

6. The preparation of the extract of bark, &c., for

the purposes of transportation, substantially as de-

scribed.
7. Protecting the liquid or semi-liquid extract from

the effect of exposui-e to the atmosphere, substan-
tially as described.

8. 'The ring-heated drum, with its tubes, and inner
and outer circulating-casings, or without one or
both of them, or the various forms of annular heaters,
whole or in segments, with or without circulating-
\5asings, or their substitutes of flat heaters and plates,

for the purposes of evaporation or concentration of
liquid tannin-extracts, cane or saccharine juices, or
other products, as herein described.

r
-8,S,808. — Heinrich Pollack and Edwin

Schmidt, Hamburg, GJ-ermany.

—

Sewing-Machine.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—l; The bobbin-filling apparatus Q R, con-
structed as described, and arranged within and in
combination'with the flanged driving-wheel B h.

'2. Further, the arrangement of the driving-wheel
B, flange &, and rim T, to inclose and protect the
gearing A E F, as herein represented and de-
scrib§d, -

88,809.-1. R. PacHARDSON, IsTew Castle, Pa.—
Nail-Plate Feeder.—A-^tW 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
frame B', hollow cylinder C, nipper-rod D', cross-
head E', and bar E', all constructed as described,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The nipper-rod D', constructed as described,
with a portion of its length of elliptical shape, in
combination with the cross-head E', swivel/, slotted
bent bar e and hollow cylinder C, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the cam IT, lever M, and
rod 0, with gauge p and spring r. as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

4. The combination of the hollow cylinder C, belts

g g, levers G' G', and cams H' H', for the purpose
of turning the nippei'-rod D', sxibstantially as herein
set forth.

5. The arrangement of the belt g, spiral springs k,

stirrups i, and notched spring m, with the cylinder
C and levers G- G, all substantially as and i'or the
purposes herein set fortli.

6. The combination of the two-armed lever P, rod
s, cam-shaped lever K, reciprocating rod E, sleeve S,

spring V, and lever TJ, all constructed as described,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

88,810.-Charles L. Hoi^ertson, Providence,
E. 1.—Table- Cutlery.—Ai)vi\ 13, 1869.

Claim,.—Handles for table-cutlery and other arti-

cles made wholly or principally of paper or paper-
stock as a foundation, and surfaced, for a protection
and finish, with a japanning, an enameling, oi' equiv-
alent composition, tlio same being a new manufac-
ture, substantially of the character described.

88,811.- Charles L. Robertson, Providencci
R. I.— Cow/ i;.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A comb, nuulo by applying and develop-
ing a japanning or (Munnoling composition upon a
foundation niiide princinnlly fi-om pajier or paper-
stock, the whole article being substantially as speci-
fied.

88,812.-Andrew Runstktler, Peoria, 111.—
Corn-I'lanter.—2\]n-\\ 13, 18(i9.

Claim.—}. Tlie adjiistable slide D, combined witli

movable or reciprocating cut-off, the latter made in
two parts, one A above, with teeth a a, the other be-
low the slide D, and having the holes for dropping-
corn into runner opposite and under the teeth, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The valve G, as arranged in combination with
the oblique slot i i, substantially in the manner and
for the i)ui^pose as herein set forth.

88,813.-Erastus W. Scott, "Wauregan, Conn.
—MilJci7ig-Stool.—A-pril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a milker's stool,,

and mechanism applied to it for supporting a milk-
pail with reference to it, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the lever
D, and its wedge b, with the two curved levers C C,.

such levers being provided with the projections a a,

or their equivalents, to operate with the wedge.
3. The combination and arrangement of the spring'

b' with the bolt or standard B, and their levers D C
C, applied and arranged together, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

88,814.—William Erank Seavey, Portland,
Me.—Blind- Catch.—ATpvil 13, 1869.

Claim.—A blind-catch, constructed and arranged
as herein set forth and described.

88,815.-Samuel M. Skidmore, Brooklyn, N".

Y.— Velocipede.—A-pril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the hand-driving rods g, the two crank-axles e e', rods
a a, levers b b', for operating the velocipede by both
the hands and feet, suljstantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the friction-rollers d, in the
studs//, with the crank or driving-axle, substan-
tially as set forth.

88,816.-Hamilton E. Smith, 2Tew York, IST.Y.
— Washing-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Im a washing-machine, the coil springs a
fl,,in combination with the boxA suspended thereon,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

88,817.

—

John Smith, Brockport, ISi.Y.-Man-
die for Dratvers.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a handle,
constructed as herein described.

88,818.-W. Willard Sowles, Manlius, :N'.T.,

assignor to himself and A. D. Wilcox, same place.

—Gate.—Aiml 13, 1869 ; antedated January 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hinge B, link E/,
and connection D e with gate A, constructed and
operating substantially as herein set forth.

88,819.—Thomas Stanford, IToblesville, Ind.
—i^ence.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the fence panels A
A Avith the cap C and clamp D, substantially as
specified.

2. The metal cap C, constructed as described, for

the purpose of securing the upper ends of the fei^e-

posts B B together, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The metal clamp D, constructed as described,
for the purpose of fastening the lower ends of tho
fence-posts B B together, substantially as herein sot

forth.

88,820.—E. Stith, 'M.emiMs,Tem\.—Fire-Tongs.
—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the handle B, tlic pro-

longation A, and its slotted arms C C, Avith tho logs

pivoted in the cross-ai'ins E, wlicn all these parts

are constructed and arranged as described for joint

operation.

88,821 TNIiLKS SwRirr, Troy, N. Y.—Boring-
Machine.—A\n-\\ 13, 18(i9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the base C, inverted

arclics B, ami graduated index-plate L, in eoiuiortiou

witli index I\l and adjustable IVanio A, carrying tho

auger-earriago E, Avith luu-ing apparatus, all oou-

stnictod anil operated as shown and described, lor

the purpose set Ibrtli.
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S8,S22.—Bexjamix F. Taft, Grotou Junction,
Mass., assignor to himself and 13avid Xeedham,
same place.

—

Hay-Si^reader.—April 13, 18G9.

Claim.—The cams D and L, the revolving fork-

bar holders E E, the stationary bars F F, or equiva-
lents, the revolving fork-bars G- G-, the forks 1 1, as
attached by the fork-holders J J", and the tilting-arms
K K, constructed and operating in the manner and
for the purposes herein described.

8S,S23.—William Thompsox, ISTo. 85 Louver
Grardiner Street, Dublin, Ii-eland.

—

Machine for Mix-
ing Te«.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing apparatus for mixing teas
and other granular substances, in "vvhich a series of
sieves or gratings, G, is caused to travel upward,
one above the other, inside a casing. A, so that the
tea. in being raised thereby, falls through the meshes
or spaces of the one sieve or grating on to the nest
one below, and so on in succession, "substantially as
and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

S8,S24

—

William H. Tovs-ers, Boston, Mass.—
Boot and ^S/toe.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing a boot or shoe with an entire
water-proof or impervious lining, applied so as to un-
derlap between the inner and outer soles and avoid a
seam at or near the joining- of the sole and upper of
the boot or shoe, substantially as set forth.

2. A boot or shoe made with a continuous lining,

so as to euA-elop the body of the foot, substantially as
described.

88,825—WILLIA3I B. Watkixs, Jersey City, If.

J.—roo«A--B/-w.s7i.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the India-rubber
brush with the handle, by means of the rib C, hav-
ing a stiiieuer, D, in it, and dovetail channel E, in
the lower side of the handle, as hereinbefore set
forth.

88,826

—

Willia:^! W. Wells, Freehold, X. J.—Liniment.—April 13, 1869.

Claiin.—The improved liniment herein deserlbefl.

88,827.

—

Seth Wheeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albanv, X. T.

—

Manufacture of Paper Boxes from
Puip.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A seamless paper box, colored or dyed,
andpoUshed, substantially as described.

88,828.—A. D.Wilcox, Manlius, '^S.Y.—Gate.—
Api-il 13, 1869.

Claim.—The hinges D d, F /, and C-c E F, con-
structed as shown in Fig. 2, and in connection there-

with the balancing roller H, as and for the purpose
set forth.

88,829.-HojiER Wright, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Hexry H. Collixs, and Bexja-
iiix F. COLLLXS, same j)\a.Q,Q.—Jug-Top

.

—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The yielding-flange B, when used as and
for the pm-pose clescribed.

^8,830.—J. W. AxDKEWs and In". J. Ogdex,
Drydeu, X. T.

—

Manufacture of Cheese.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the wood hoop B,
circumferential-flanged metal hoop E, bandage D,
and press-cloth C, all as and for the purposes set forth.

88,831.—Edwix E. Austix, Elmira, X". T.—
/Sfep-irtdder.—April 13, 1869.

Claiin.—A stei)-ladder. constructed with a de-

tachable joint, B, and socket A, combined with ex-

tesion-legs J J, and secured by the eccentrics H H,
all constructed, arranged, and operating in the man-
ner described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,832.-SAiiUEL W. Barber, Heath, Mass.—
Sled-Brake.—A.])m\ 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of
the roller E, tongue F, hounds G, guide-loop H, and
arms, or prongs I, with each other, and with the
runners, or frame of the sled, substantially as herein
sho-RTi and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2, Pivoting the tongue to the forward parts of the

hounds, and leaving its rear end free to move up
ward, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pm-pose set forth.

88,833.-T. E. Barrow, Mansfield, Ohio.—
Carpenters' Gauge.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The gauge, consisting of the cylinder C,
screw^shaft D, head B, plate E, set-screw d, screws
/, nuts 7i, and slotted bar A, when all the parts are
constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

88,834.—J. D.Beck, Liberty, Pa.— "Tise.-April
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and an-angement to-

gether, in the manner specified, of the vertically-ad-

justable islate M, pin m^, bar O, screw Q, pin P, and
stationary jaw C, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement together, in
the mauner specified, of plate P, slides S, levers T,
spring-plate U, pin 7--. and movable jaw H, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

3. The arrangement, on the jaws, of the face-plates

.

L L, pins r^, ?h\ and rubber blocks X X, all con-
structed as described, to hold the plates R a)id M in
position.

88,S35.—Hexry Betts, Xorwalk, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Hart Z. Xortox, same place.

—Printing-Press.—April 13, 1869 ; antedated April
3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of a series of forms to

the roller D, and a series of stands E, carrying the
paper and pressure-rollers, whereby impressions of
different matter are taken from one cylinder in regu-
lar succession and delivered to separate stands, as

herein described, for the pm-pose specified.

2. The heads F, adjustable upon the radial rods
E, and provided with the guides b, having spring
bearings c for the pressm-e-roller G, as herein shown
ane described.

3. The described arrangement of the radial shafts

E, yielding pressure-roller G, arms H, paper-rollers

I J, and guide-roller K, with relation to. the form
cylinder D and perforated portion B, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

88,836 JoHX S. Birch, Xew York, X". Y.-^
Self-Adjusting Watch-Key.—A,Tpvil 13. 1869.

Claim.—The self-adjusting jaws B B, formed or
hinged upon the outer end of the shank C and adapt-

ed to be distended by the pin D, when the tube E is

slid back upon the shank C and spring F, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

88,83r.—James P. Blake, Eockville, Mass.—
Die for Making Aiols.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The diesA and A', constructed as shown,
and for the purpose set forth.

88,838.- George W. Blaksley. Eockford,
TLh—Breast- Collar.—A^rH 13, ]869.

Claim.—The metaUic tree C, when constructed
as described, jointed, at c, to the straps A^, and
working through the loops C, upon the pads A^,

whereby the collar is adapted to conform to the mo-
tion of the horse's shoulders, as herein set forth and
shown.

88,839.—Charles A.Bogert, Bay City, Mich.
—Knife-SJuirpener.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The knife-sharpener, constructed as here-

in described, and for the purpose specified.

88,840.—Johx Booth, Smithfield, E. I., assign-

or to Orville Peckham, trustee, and said trustee

assigns to Johx Booth, and Fales, Jexks &
Soxs. same place.

—

Ring for Spinning-Machines.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A spinning-ring, constructed substan-

tially as herein described.

88,841.—William Brocklesby, Jr., Caledonia,

Ohio.

—

Rand-Truck for Sacking Grain, and Mov-
ing the Same.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— The adjustable hopper A, adjustable

braces C, and foot-board E, in combination with a

hand-truck, substantially as shown and described.
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88,842.—Moses T. Burbank, Lawrence, Mass.—Extension-Ladder.—A])ril 13, 1869.

Clainn.—The ladder A, composed of parts h c,

framed and connected, as described, and supported
by braces g g, of similar construction.

88,843.

—

John Butterworth and William H.
BUTTERWOKTH, Trenton, JSJ". J.

—

Grain-Fan Blast.
—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—I. Providing the fan-bos of a grain-sepa-
rator, near its throat, with a hinged door, connected
with a wind-indicator, for the purpose of regulating
the blast of the fan, substantially as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the fan-box A, the hinged
door D, inside arm E, rod F, wind-indicator G- H,
outside arm I, and movable weight J, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

88,844.—Dawson Miles, Cambridge, Mass.,
administrator of Philippe Pranqois Carlier, de-

ceased, and Alphonse A. C. Vignon, Paris, France.—Process and Apparatus for Extinguishing Fire
by Means of Water Charged with Carbonic Acid.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of a solution of car-
bonic-acid gas in water, "either at a high or at a low
pressure, for extinguishing fires on land, or on board
vessels.

2. The construction and emiiloyment of apparatus
-either ijortable or fixed, for extiugui'shing fires, in
which a solution of carbonic-acid gas in water is

prepared aud stored up, and whence such solution
is ejected with the requisite force, without the aid of
pumps.

88,84.5.—A. H. Carroll, Baltimore, Md.—
Picker for Looms—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The picker herein described, composed
of layers of raw liide and cloth, felt, or equivalent
material, and having an oil-hole, C, substantially as
set forth.

88,846.—:N"athan Chapman, Milford, Mass.—
Baling-Press.—April 13, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination aud arrangement of

the straps b, stands a, hooks g, and pawls c, held by
the links d, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the racks e, the traversing-
bars I, ])rovided with projections or perforated lugs
n, for the racks to traverse in, and with depending
ends or journals to fit the seats k k', in the working-
levers i', substantially as described.

3. In combination with, the racks e and traversing-
bars I, the locking-pawls 7n, hung or hinged upon
.said bars, substantially as described.

4. In combination with the racks e, and travers-
ing-bars I, the levers i and i' hinged together and
connected to the stand a by the links h h', substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the slides J, for closing
the openings in the press-box, the inclined planes t,

on the follower beam, for pressing back said slides
as the beam rises, substantially as described.

88,847.

—

Nathan Chapman, Milford, Mass.—
Churn.—A-pvil 13, 1869.
Claim.—1. Making the hole or opening in the

shaft to extend entirely through the journal, at the
end where the gear, pulley, or crank is applied, so as
to supply the paddles, or a part of them, with air
tlirough the journal at the end where the motive
l)ower is applied, substantially as described.

2. Making the driving-wheel A\'ith a flange across
the spaces at the ends of the teeth, with an opening
to admit the teeth of the pinion driven by the wheel,
substantially as described.

88,848.— John Ciiaiilton, Newark, N. J.—
TFr(?nc/i.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie longitudinally-grooved plate A, en-
larged at its center, and forming one half of a jaw,
B, at cacli end, in combination with the inner-mov-
ing plate C, A\ith its half-jaw ]>, at each cnil, and
diagonal grooves lUiar said ends, acting as guides
for the inner tongues on the jilate A, when operated
by tho ser(!w I), substantially as herein shown and
described.

88,849.

—

Daniel C. Chester, Ogdensburg, N.
Y!—Grain- Conveyer for Elevators.—April 13, 1839.

Claim,.—1. A screw-conveyer, for grain-elevators,
having its spiral flange set at a forward inclination,
or angle, whereby grain or other granulated mate-
rial may be conveyed without the aid of a trough,
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination, with the screw-conveyer C, of
the universal joint a and the movable bearing-hub
H, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set
forth.

3. 'iPje combination, with the movale hub, of the
radial arms h, serving as supports for the hub while
below it, and as levers for moving the same while
above it, substantially as specified.

88,850.-11. M. Cole, Burlington, Yt.—Cigar-
Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. So shaping the stationary or revolving
formers of a cigar-machine that cigars pointed at
both ends may be formed therein, to allow the use of
right aud left handed wrappers, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2^. The combination of the mold H and cap I with
the roller C and endless apron M, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the roller G- with the end-
less apron M, whereby the proper tension of the
latter is preserved during its operation, as herein
shown and described.

4. The combination of the non-revolving cap I
with the sliding spring-frame J, substantially as de-
scribed, for the ijurpose specified.

5. The cross-bar or roller L, when so arranged,
close above the roller C, as to keep the apron
closed in rear of the forming apparatus, substan-
tially as set forth, to prevent the loss of tobacco fi'om
the mold, as specified.

6. A cigar-machine, consisting of the mold H, slid-

ing cap I, roller C, apron M, and rollers B, D, E, F,
Gr, and K, all combined, arranged, and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

88,851.—"Williams. CoLWELL Allegheny City,

Pa.—PZoty.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Providing a plow with a mold-board, the
surface of which is, from its point A to its heel B,
convexed, and also convexed on the lines X, and
straight on the lines Z, and curved from point A to

heel B, as herein described, aud for the purpose set

forth.

88,852.—Archibald C. Crary, Utica, N. Y.—
Mode of Warming Railway-Cars.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of the drip, or water
condensed from steain, for the j)urpose of supplying
pure water to the boiler or steam-generator, and of
warming raihvay-cars, when the locomotive is tem-
porarily detached from a train of cars, substantially

as herein shown.
2. The float-valve, in connection with the retui'u-

pipe E, when used fen- the purpose set forth.

3. The foot-rest B, made as shown, when used as
a register aud foot-rest.

4. The combination of the double fl^oor, construct-
ed as set forth, the induction and eduction pipes, and
valve, and foot-rest, substantially as described.

SS,S53.

—

Thomas Cullen, San Fraucisco, Cal.
—Magazine Fire-Arm,.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving magazine B. in combi-
nation with the outer cylinder A, all constructed
and o]ierating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Tho slide E, with the cap r, slots s s, g. and fin-

ger t, in combination with tho pin (f, anil the ox-

trnctor-arni c /', Miien constructed sul)stantially as

and operating in the manner and for tho purposes
described.

88,854.-Joseph K. ok Mahv and Jamks V.
Cuoss. Now Orleans, La.— Yapor-Burncr.—Xxfv'iY

13, 18G9.

Claim.—T\\Q improved burner, heroin described,

consisting of the two tube-soetions, A and li, wIumi

the latter is provided wiMi thi> rednciHl heat-eouducl-

or.s C and C, and an aperture, c, that is increasnil

oivdimiuished by means of the sliding sleovo E, and
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all these enxiiueratecl parts are constructed and com-
bined substantially in the manner herein described.

S8,S55.—Daxiel M. Doxekoo, Bearer Conrt-
House. :Pa.—Sash-Holdcr.—A'pTi} 13, 1SC9.

Claim.—The segmental catch D, provided with a
downward-projecting point at its outer end, and
pivoted'in the wicdow-sash, nnder the slotted plate

F, in combination with the stationary rack-bar upon
the frame B, all as herein shown, and described.

SS,S56.—Patrick T. T>uy^, Calamus, ^is-—
Device for Holding Edge-Tools while icing Grround.
—AprillS, 1869 ; antedated April 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and aiTang-ement of the
frame a a a. a. the handles h h, the adjustable st8Jid-

ard c c. tbe thumb-screws d fZ d. the adjustable head
and arms e e e e, tie rollers F F, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purposes specified.

SS,S57.—Charles X. Earl, Elk Payer, Minn.—Mode of Hanging and Fastening Doors.—April
13. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon a sliding-door, of

two or more levers, with rollers, latch, and connec-
tions, all operating in sucb a manner that tbe door
is unlatched, raised^ and slid back by the same move
meat of the longer lever, substantially as set forth

SS,S5S. — TTiLLiAii E5DI0XS. Sandwich, El.—
Horse-Rake.—A.t)t\1 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rake-head E,
dogs or pawls c c, and springs d d, with the notched
plates or bars & 6 on the axle A, for the purpose of
holding tbe rake in any position desired, substan-
tially as herein set fortb.

2. 'The aiTangement of the rake-head E, handle E,
thumb-piece h, rod g. three'-armed lever /, and con-
necting-rods e e, for the purpose of withdrawing the
dogs or pawls c c from the notched bars b b, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

SS,S59.—0. E. EvA^-s. Guilford. X. Y.— Wagon-
l?roA-e.—April 13. 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the fi-ame A.
brakes b 6, and fi-iction-rotlers a. as applied to the
running-gear of vehicles, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The inclined planes c, on the upper side of the
bolsters E E, in combination with the roUers a, for

operating, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The" sliding reach B. swinging bar d. and levers

e e, in combination with the frajne A, for relieving

the brakes when the draught is applied, substantial-

ly as herein described.
'

4. The tong-ue C. and hounds D. constructed and
arranged as cleseribed, in combination with the slid-

ing re^ch B and levers e. for operating the frame A,
substantially as specified.

SS,S60 ^Eeese Eva>-s, Milltown. X. J.—Felt-
Shoe.—A-piil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of fastening together the quar-
ter and vamp of shoes eomposectof felt and rubber,
by cementing parts D, as shown in Eig. 1 and Eig. 2,

to the vamp A.'the whole being arranged as and for

the purpose set forth.

SS,S61.—^ELLiAJi EvAXS, Pittsburgh, assignor
to JoHX EvAX-s, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Far-Blank for
Flliptic Springs.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eorming the ears from a bar of metal,
having a rib on one or both sides thereof, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. "Eorming the studs / on the spring, and the
perforations d in the ear, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

SS,S62.—Fra:n-cis Ealls and Jons P. Hates,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Eka:nCIS Ealls.—
Cooking-Range.—April 13, 1869 ; antedated October
13, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the converging plates

E with the spaces C and C, the said plates being ar-

ranged and operating in relation to the fii-e-chamber i

A. vertical spaces C and C, and hot-air space B, !

substantially in the manner above described and for !

the purpose specified. i

SS,S63 J. E. Eixlet, Delphi, JjnH.—Harvester-
Pitman.—April 13, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The spring-pawl E, attached to the
gib D, in combination with the ratchet-cotter E,
substantially as described.

2. The pitman-end L and axis-plug m,.when fitted

together as herein described, in combination with
the sickle-head H, substantially as described.

SS,S64.

—

^Lorenzo El^.ton. Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Smoke-Stack for Locomotive-Fngines. — April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the elbow-pipe D
with the smoke-stack of a locomotive-engine, where-
by to conduct steam in and through chambers E,
thereby extinguishing the fire connected with the
di'aught, as herein described.

2. The combination of the water-circulating pipes
K with the condensing chambers E, for extinguish-
ing fire and heating the feed-water, as herein de-

scribed.
3. The construction and arrangement of the par-

tition J, whereby to separate an artificial draught
from a natural draught, as herein described.

SS,S65.—George TT. Gallagiere and Eli ^.
EuBT. ZSTew ]yjlford. Conn.

—

Machine for Shaping
Hats.—April 13, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The springs D. and holders E, for
holding the collar E, in" combination with the re-

volving table .B, substantially as herein shown and
described. ^

2. The adjustable collar E, made in two parts, and
provided with springs G and plates H, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The adjustable flange, or collar-band J. made in
two parts, and provided'with springs K, and plates

L, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the pm'pose set forth.

4. The combination of the bail M, spring O, and
feet Q^ with the adjustable collar-band J, and rod
X, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the pui'poses set forth.

5. The combination of the followers Q^, adjustable

screws E, with their adjusting nuts and blocks, rod
X, followers P, shding-beam'a^, connecting-bar S,

crank or crank-wheel T. shaft E, cross-bar "W, and.

sliding pulley T, with the adjustable collar-band J,"

collar E, and block I, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the ptirpose set forth.

6. The arrangement of the fans G'. with the re-

volving table B, adjustable coUar-band J, and collar

E, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose" set forth'.

7. The knife H. constructed as described, and
whether used with or without the socket P. in com-
bination with the revolving table B, adjustable coUar
E, and adjustable collar-band J, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

SS,S66 Ezekiel S. Goodrich, Oakland, Wis.
—Fence- Pos-f.—April 13. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stone base A,
wooden post B, wii-e base C. and wooden base-braces
D, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

SS,S67.—"Wlllloi p. Hall, Piqua, Qihio.—Stove
and Furnace.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a double stove,

having a combustion and a hot-air chamber, an ex-

teriorfnel-chamber, or feeder, to automatically feed
the fuel, and prepare the same for combustion, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. In combination with the cylinder D, of a double
stove, supplying its interior with a fire-brick, or
equivalent Unin^g. fi'om the grate to the top, and
forming a contracted throat under an elevated hot-

air chimney. J. which is encased in a smTounding
cap K. all substantially for the purposes set forth.

3. The bottom plate A, provided with apertnres

& 6, regulated by a slide c, on the under side, and
provided with flanges a a' on its upper side to re-

ceive and secm-e the cyhnders C D, substantially as
specified.

4. In combination with the base plate A, as con-

structed, and the brict-lined cylinder D, as speci-
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fied, the vertical pipes e e, T7itii openings i i, snb-

sta,ntially as specified.

5. The arrangement of the grate/, flange g, plate
h, and supports k Jc, all substantially as described.

6. The. conducting-chamber L, constructed as de-

scribed, with damper x, so that the heat, &c., may
be conducted at will, either into the chimney-flue or
iuto a heatiag-drum, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
7. In combination with the cylinder D, chimney

J, cap K, and conducting-chamber L, the pipe M,
cap K', and drum C, or their equivalents, all con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

88,808.—John E. Hand, Billingsville, Ind.—
Cultivator.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a cultivator, of the
slotted side-beams C C, c c', adjustable pivots s s',

swinging arms S S', support T, and seat TJ, for the
object explained.

2. The combination, as herein described, of the
cross-beam E, hangers F F', coupling-devices IP,
k k', beams K K', standards L L', handles N IsT', bar
O, and spring R, for jiermitting of the elevation of
the shares IV, for the purpose set forth.

3. The general combination and arrangement of
the slotted cross-beam E e e', hangers F E', //',
screw-threaded tie-rods G- G', g g', slotted plates H
H', h h', 1 1', shiftable braces J J', beams K K', k k',

standards L L', shares I V, rods M, handles ik N',
perforated bars, O O', o o', and set-screws P P', for
the purpose of producing an improved adjustable
cultivator.

88,S6f>.—Adolph Hrnkel, L^ew York, IST. T.—
Carving-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the horizontally
and vertically adjustable, or swinging arm E, carry-
ing the tracer and carving-tool, of the head-stocks
J J', the screw L, the rod M, the graduated lever IS",

the rod O, and the graduated plate P, essentially as
described. »

88,870.-1. E. Herein, San Antonio, Texas.—
Seed-Planter.—AY>Yil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lock-lever Q, bars
O, and set-screw E,, with each other, the tongue P
and frame A, arranged substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

88,871.— William Cleveland Hicks, New
York, JST. Y.

—

Steam-Engine.—April 13, 1869 ; ante-
dated April 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the two pitmen E
E', cranks F d and E' d', shaft Gr, and drum H rela-

tively to each other, and to tlie two cylinders A A',
wrists a a', slides C C, and guides D D', substan-
tially as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the valve, rock-shafts r r',

and their valve-connections, and the pitmen n n',

connecting said rock-shafts with the slides of the
pistons, substantially as herein described," whereby
the main valve is operated by the piston of the other
cylinder.

3. In combination with two adjacent main valves,
controlling separate cylinders, as specified, the cut-
off valves operated, each cut-off to the one cylinder,
by the main valve of tlie adjacent cylinder, essen-
tially as described.

88,872.-W. S. Hill, Manchester, X.H.— "TeZo-

cipede.—A])vi\ 13, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the cross-bar L

and spring I, with the axle A and swivoled reach C,
substantially as described for tlie purpose specified.

2. The cross-bar L, formed on the sw^iiigiug reach
C, and acted ni)on by springs I, as setjbrth for the
purpose specified.

3. The combination of the slides I, foot-supports
K, connecting-rods j, and slotted vertical frames J,
Avith the cranks i of the front axle D, all arranged
and operating as described, for the i)urpose speci-
fied.

88,873.— Jacoh Hinds. ITindsburg, N. Y.—
Compound for Destroying Insects.—April 13, 1869.
Claim.— A compound for destroying insects,

composed of the above-mentioned ingrediouts, used

in about the proportions named, substantially as de-
scribed.

88,874.—Lysander Holmes, ISTewton, Mass.—
Adjusting Feed-Rollersfor Carding-Engines.—April
13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the series of ad-
justable rolls c e e e and their guides b b d d, of the
plate/ and sliding bar g, halving inclined planes i i

h h, all arranged substantially in the manner and for
the pm'pose set forth.

88,875.-Stephen Hughes, Hamilton, Ohio.—
Bran-Duster.—A-pril 13, 1869.

Claire.—The combination of the concave adjusta-
ble burr C, on shaft K, with the adjustable brushes
D, bolt B, and adjustable oil-cup m, for regulating
the machine while in motion, substantially as de-
scribed, and operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

88,876.—Charles Cornelius Hull, Williams-
burgh, N. Y.—'Mechanism for Transmitting Motion.
—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pendulums A and
with the working-beam S, and the gear-wheels,

cranks, and rods connected therewith, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

88,877.-Carleton B. Hutchins, Ann Arbor,
Mich.

—

Composition for Artificial Stone.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The compounding of ingredients before
named, to make a water-proof I'ock, to be used in the
various arts before named.

88,878.

—

Benjamin E. Jewett, l^orth Bangor,
]Sr. Y.—Milk-Pan.—A])yi\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A milk-pan, constructed vrith double
top, sides, and bottom, and having an open space,
or chamber between said double portions, for recep-
tion of a cooling or a warming medium, substantially
as herein described.

2. The combination, with the above, of the com-
partments, or channels &, communicating with each
other, as described, and with inlet and outlet
passages, whereby air, water, or steam admitted
therein, is caused to traverse consecutively each
compartment or channel, b store reaching the outlet.

3. The combination, with the double sides of the
pan, of the partition g, arranged relatively to the
lower and the upper discharge pipes d' and//', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

88,879.-Vincent E. KeecxAN, Boston, (South,
ern District,) Mass.

—

Treating Wood for the Manu
factwe of Paper-Pulp.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The process for reducing wood and
woody fibers for the manufacture of paper-pulp by
the oxidizing action of hypochlorite of lime in
the manner substantially as set forth.

8S,SS0.—J. W. M. KiRKPATRiCK, Hamburg,
Ark.

—

Threshing and Separating Machine.— A]}rii

13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The horse-power B, Avhen its arms b
are provided with a series of adjustable pins, c,

whereby the tension of the belt D is regulated, while
the latter is in motion, as herein shoT^'u and described.

2. The threshing-machine, consisting of the box
g, having the metal bars h, the beater arms d upon
the sliatt e, and the feed-board Gx, in combination
Avith the pinion /, gear-wheel F, pulley i, and ton-

sion-puUoys j, all arranged and operating as do-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

88,881.—Jeremiah L.\rtvIN, IJnionville, S. C—
Nursing- 'Table.—April 13, 18t)9.

Claim.—The nnrsing-tablo A, provided witli the

drawers B, bottle-caster D, ssction-tiibo E, dis-

charge-tube E, and opening Cr, all constnietod and
arranged substantitdly as heroin shown and do-

scri])cd.

88,882.-William J. Lewis, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Screw-Threading Machine.— \in-i\ 13, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. Tlio arraugeiuout of the rod n, sonnv
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o, cone 4, and the holloTV shaft /, Trith the die-hold-

ers g, as herein described.

2. The improTed feed-head consisting of the rotat-

ing and notched disk i, adjustable gauge m, and
sliding head k, all constructed, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as herein described, and for the
pui'pose set forth.

3. The arrangement of rod x Tvith ring, or rings
s, and connecting-piece x', the rod n Tsith screw
0, and cone 4. and the guide V- of the feed-head , as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

SS,SS3.—"Wallace R. Marie, Boston. Mass.,
assignor to Thomas A. Mitchell, TVashington, D.
C.

—

Pastry Ciitter and Crimper.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—^The rods A c and cutter B, in combina-
tion with the rolling-crimper E, handle/, and holder
g, the whole arranged substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

S8,8S4.—James A. MarijnE, MooresTille, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Allen T. Mankek, same
place.

—

Attaching Hoes to their Handles.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw-bolt a,

washer c, niit b, loose ferrule B, having lugs d' d'

and handle C, with, the hoe-blade A, when con-
structed and aiTanged in. the manner substantially
as described,

2." The nut, or block D, when constructed to op-
erate in the manner and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the screw-bolt a, washer c,

loose ferrule B, without d' d' and handle C, with the
blade A, all constructed and aiTanged in the manner
substantially as described.

SS,SS5.—John L. Mason, Is^ew York, K". Y.—
Machine for Making JSheet-Metal Scretv-Caps.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The face-plate G, with an opening en-
tirely througli it, in combination with the devices
which hold the finished caps, form the thread thereon,
release the caps from the threading-devices, and then
discharge them, free from the machine, on the side
of the face-plate opposite to that which they had
entered, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement, on one side of the perforated

face-plate G, of a clamp or stripper, K', operated by
a wedged-rcd, P, and spring H', substantially as and
for the purposes described.

3. The trough H, in combination with the machine
herein described.

4. In combination with the sheet-metal cap-
threading-devices, the use of the gauge s t t, for re-

ceiving, holding, and centering the cap blanks
preparatory to being threaded, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The dies or chasers g, or their equivalents, ap-

plied within recesses formed in the face-plate G, and
made radially adjustable therein, as described, in
combination with the mandrel-chuck D, as and for

the piu-poses described.

SS,SS6.—John L. MAf?ON, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Manufacture of Sheet-Metal iScrew-Caps.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. A machine-made sheet-metal screw-
swaged cap g, having its closed end circularly scored
or cut, substantially as described.

2. In combination with devices adapted for swag-
ing or pressing screw-threads in sheet-metal caps,
the cutting-tool s, applied, substantially as de-

scribed, to partially cut through the ends of said
caps during the tlireading-operation, substantially
as described.

S8,SS7.—Thomas J. Mayall, Boxbury, Mass.—R^ibher Hose or Tubing.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hose or tubing, in which longitudinal
Wnders of thread, .wire, twine, &c., or their equiva-
ents, are inserted between the different layers or
plies composing the same, substantially as described,
for the purpose of preventing strains upon the hose
or tubing, in a lengthwise direction, as set forth.

2. Hose or tubing in which longitudinal binders of
thread, wire, twine, &c., or their equivalents, are
inserted between the different layers or plies com-

posing the same, and strands of the said materials,
wound, twisted, or braided around the said longi-
tudinal binders aiid layer or layers of the hose or-

tubing, as set forth.

88,888.—Thomas J. Mayall, Bosbury, Mass.—Manufacture of Euhber Hose or Tubing.—Apia!
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming a hose or tube by the combi-
nation of such devices as will first cause a sheet or
sheets of rubber, gutta-percha, &c., or of cloth coated
with either or both, to be fed to and lapped, or par-
tially lapped, around a mandi-el, and one or more sets
of braiding or Aveaving devices, so operating as to*

braid or weave cords, threads, wire, &c., aroimd said
sheet or sheets, as set forth..

2. In combination with the above arrangement of
devices for feeding to and placing upon the different
plies of the hose or tube a series of longitudinal-
binding threads, wires, &c., substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The arrangement of devices for winding upon.
the hose or tiibe, when finished, strips of cloth, tin-
foil, or suitable flexible material, the same consisting-
of the spool h' and arm k', attached to gear-wheel hi',

receiving motion from the driving-shaft of the ma-
chine through intermediate gearing, substantially as--

herein above described.

88,889.—rREDERiCK"WiLLLAJvr McCleave, I^^ew
Bedford, Mass.

—

Velocipede.—April 13, 1869.
Claiin.—1. The ti-ame A, in combination witl^

steering-stem B, spring C. nuts D and J, and double-
crank-shaft E, constructed in the manner and for the
purpose as above described.

2. The detachable handle M, in combination with
detachable link O and single crank on rear shaft.

3. The two-seated frame A, in combination with
the steering and adjusting apparatus and the hand-
lever and link, applied to a four-wheeled Tclocipede,
to be propelled in the manner as set forth.

88,890.—John McGoverex, isTew York, 2^". Y.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination^ with the barrel and the
stock, of the spring C, when arranged to act upon
the lip B of the lug A, all substantially as and for the-

pm'pose described.

88,891.—A. A. McMahen, Oxford, Miss.—
Well-Auger.—A^T\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in connection, witli a
well-auger, of the squaring-box A, operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

2. Eorming the helical part of a well-auger in sepa-
rate sections, H I, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

3. The combination, in a well-auger, of the squar-
ing-box A, with the helix, made in separable sec-

tions, H I, substantially as and for the purpose here-
in shown and described.

88,892.- E. Meaes, Battle Ground, Ind.—
'Weather-Strip.—AT;)vi\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of the S-shaped plate

E, between the bar C and the pivoted weather-strip,
substantially as described, so that it will always
form atight'joint, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The spring E, fastened to the weather-strip, and
held with its upper end against the face of the door
by an eye or loop c, as set forth, so that it can slide

in said loop, as specified.

3. A A\'eather-strip attachment to doors, when
composed of the bar C, S-shaped pla'te E, hinged
strip D, and sliding spring F, all combined, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

88,893 C.G. Miller, Brattleborough, Vt.-y-

Saw-Filing Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extension arm o, fitted on the slid-

ing-bar G, which has the fixed arm n, in combina-
tion -^-ith the tube-sockets r on the arms n o, and
with the swivel-pins H, for holding the file, all ar-

ranged so that a file of suitable length can be secured,

and that the same can be turned on the axis of the
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pins H and locked by the screw w, substantially as
specified.

2. The spring E, when arranged as described, to

keep the frame'D elevated, so that it will hold the file

against the tooth to be sharpened, as specified.

3. Providing a slot in the spring E, so that it may,
by a screw, i, or ibs equivalent, be locked to the piv-
oted frame D, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

4. The jointed sliding frame B, carrying the arms
d and clamping devices e, when arranged longitudi-
nally-adjustable on the fixed bed A, to be adapted to

hold saws of all sizes and in suitable positions, as set

forth.

5. The sliding-frame C, carrying the pivoted frame
D, that supports the sliding file-holder, when ar-

ranged so that it can be longitudinally adjusted on
the bed-plate A, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

6. The screw j, fitted through the slotted exten-
sion h of the carriage C, to lock the file-frame D in
any desired position, as specified, for the purpose set
forth.

7. The file I, secured by the swivel-pins H to the
sliding bar G-, which works on the swiveled bar E,
that is pivoted to the swinging frame D, all arranged
as described, to allow the file to be adjusted in every
direction, as set forth.

8. The swiveled file-holders H H, when arranged
on the arms n o, as described, so that the file can be
swung on one fastening-pin, s, while the other, t,

travels in the slot of the arm n, as specified.

88,894.—Thomas H. Mott, New York, IsT. Y.—
Velocipede.—A^ril 13, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The tube C, fitted loosely around the
crank-axle A of a velocipede, to support the seat and
the driving mechanism of the same, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The oscillating propelling-lever T>, pivoted to a
pendent rod, b, of the tube C, and connected by the
pitmen E B with the cranks of the axle, upon which
the tube C is placed, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. The spring-rods F E, projecting from the tube
C, that is fitted loosely upon the axle A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

4. The cross-bar H, connected by a tubular socket
with one of the supporting-rods E, and resting with
a hook-shaped end upon the other rod E, it being
longitudinally adjustable on said rods, substantially
as herein shown and described.

5. The seat Gr, when provided witli a shank that
cames a tube, d, and pivoted to a pin, e, of the cross-
bar H, so that it can be locked by ears^, as described,
to be reversible, as specified.

6. The arm-support i, connected by rods h h with
the tube C, which is fitted loose upon the axle A, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

7. A velocipede, consisting of the crank-axle A,
wheels B B, tube C, rod b, lever D, pitmen E E,
spring-rods E E, reversible seat G-, sliding cross-bar
H, and arm-support i, all combined aud operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

88,895.

—

Albert Murdock, North Bridgewa-
ter, Mass., assignor to himself and Herbert E.
Snow, same place.

—

Scissors.—April 13, 1869,

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, spring-
scissors, provided with one sliank, having one ring,
a, and with the spring D, substantially as described,
to operate as specified.

88,896.—Horace W. Palmer, Kingsville.Ohib.
—Double-Tree.—Ayi\\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The caps or thimbles B, in combination
with the brace-rod D, tension-nuts E, and sway-bar
A, in the manner and for the purpose substantially
as specified.

88,897. — Charles H. Parmenter, Lowell,
Mass., assignor to George W. IIaynj-s and Amos
S. (JicoRcM';, same phico. Shuttle-Holder.—April 13,

1869 ; antedated Ai)ril :}, 1869.
Claim.—1. The self-adjusting front-piece d. with

catch-hook g, for tlie purpose substantially as de-
scribed and set fortli.

2. A sluittle-liolder, composed of three pieces, &, c,

and d, when arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

88,898—E. P. Perdue, Atlanta, Ga. — ^aiZ-
way-Siviteh.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever E, hinged
rod E, bent levers O and M, and rods G- and N, with
the rails C C, and pivoted rail J, in combination
with the rod H, and signal I, all substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

88,899.— John G. Perry, Kingston, E,. I.—
Combined Mowing-Macliine and Hay-Spreader.—
April 1.3, 3 869.

Claim.—1. Eunning the open wheel C on gear-
rolls, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Euuning-wheel B on pivoted gfear-wheels, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Combining a hay-tedder with a mowing-ma-
chine.

88,900.—Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to National Screw Company, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Arranging and Conveying
Screio-Blanks.—A^ril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the revolving
drum A, with its slot &, arms d, and the shield B,
substantially as described.

2. The revolving drum A, with its slot &, arms d,

and shield B, in combination with the conducting-
ways D, substantially as described.

88,901. —Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn,
assignor to National Screw Company, same place—Apparatus for Arranging and Conveying Screw-
Blanks.—A^yW 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved mechanism for arrang-
ing and conveying screw-blanks, or other similar
articles, consisting of a hopper having a groove in
its bottom, thro.ugh which pass one or more arms or
sweeps, to push forward the arranged blanks along
the groove to the conveying ways, and also to cause
them to fall into the groove, substantially as hereia
described.

2. The combination of the hopper A, the arm C,
the conducting-ways E, and the shield E, arranged
substantially as herein described.

88,902. —Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to National Screw Company, same place-—Device for Connecting the JParts of Machinery —

-

April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The device substantially as described, for
preventing the breaking of moving or stationai-y

parts of machinery.

88,903.

—

"William Polyblank, Cleveland, Ohio,^
—Oil-Can.—AT^ril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The perforated bung-tube or thimble
D', in combination Avith the can A, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the discharging-tube F and
supplementary thimble E, in the manner as and for
the purpose set forth.

88,904. — Henry J. Pringle and "William
Pringle, Columbus, Ohio. — Carriage- Coupling,—
April 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the socket H and'

king-bolt G, with the reach E, reach-plate E, aud.
axle A, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

88,905 n. 0. Reddish, Linden, N. Y.— Fa*7i-
ing and Wringing Machine.—April 13, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the frame C, longi-

tudinally-corrugated roller 1>, hung in yielding bear-

ings, the spirally-eorrngated rnbi>ing-rollors E, the

wringiug-roU G, also hung in yielding bearings, the

rubber wringing-roll E, and the board M, all ulc-

erating as hrrcin described, for the pur])oso speci-

fied.

88,90<r.—Kenssei.aer Reynolds, Stockport. N.
Y.—Let-Oir ]\lcchanism. for Looins.—Ain-\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—I. The let-oil" meclwuiisni arranged to

wind on the surplns yarn li>t-ofl'. aiul to govern tlio

tension of the warp \»y the winding-ou devices, con,-
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structed substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the vibrating shaft ac-

tuating the yarn-beam, of the disks G and &, or
their equivalent, arranged to actuate it alternately

in either direction, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combination of the eniTed adjustable arm
II and frictiou-roll P Avith the ai'm I of the Avhip-roU
and the arm P of the let-off mechanism, vrhereby
relief is afforded the warp under an undue tension of
the same, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. The combination, with the whip-roll and the

oscillating fi-ame E, of the arm I, adjustable arms I^

and I^, and weighted bell-crank I-*, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination, with the bell-crank P and the
arm X, of the oscillating frame E of the spring L,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,907.

—

Eexsselap,s Eeyxolds, Stockport, X.
Y.

—

Sash Stop and Lock.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The wedge-shaped sash-stop C, construct-
ed with a projection'T d. on the inner edge of its butt
end, whereby it is made to lock automatically when
the sash is closed, substactially as shown and de-

scribed.

88,9CS.—AlmoxEoff, Southport, Conn.—LocJc-
ir»e.—Aprd 13, 1S69.

Claim. — 1. Providing a shaft C, with double
thread, a and &, crossing each other, as shown in

Fig. 1, to allow a right-hand nut to pass over a
tliread adapted to a left-hand nut, and rice versa, as
specified.

2. The combination of the screws c, with the nuts
A B and screw-shaft C, substantiallA' as described,
for the purpose specified.

88,909.—B[ILBOR^E L. SooseveLt. Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Electric Organ-Action.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of a separate batteiy
to each separate octave of an organ, substantially as
•described, for the purpose specihed.

2. Covering the mercury in the cups B and K, or
in either, with glycerme, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

3. The wire S and the sliding-wedge T, or its

equivalent, when arranged substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose of connecting the mercury-
cups of key and pedal, to allow the pallets of both to
be worked'by the pedal alone, as specified.

4. The pallet C, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the armarure D, as herein set forth for
the pnrpose specified.

.5. The sliding pallet Q, when arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

88,910.

—

"Wakrex H. Sadler, and James H.
Drtsdale, Baltimore, ]VId.

—

Advertising-Frame.—
April 1.3, 1869.

Claim.—The picture and advertising-frame herein
described, consisting of the border A, the back-
board D, having the detachable and removable part
D', the flanges d d^, the raised parts d'^, and the de-
pressions tP cP, with their outer edges open, and the
sliding-strip s, working in grooves in the back-board
and borders, when the several parts are constructed
and arranged in the manner and for the i^tirpose set
forth.

88,911.—AxDEEw B. Searles, Providence, E.
I.—Ta&Ze- Caster.—April 13, 1869.

C?«i??J.—A table-caster, constructed of twisted
wire, consisting of the handles, braces, legs, and
feet A, rings B, and ornamented braces C, bound
together with fine wire, and constructed as and for
the pm'poses described and speeiued.

88,912.—AxDREw B. Searles, Providence, E.
1.—Table-Caster.—A.i^Til 13, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the handles A B,
with the revolving spindle D, and as frame-braces a
and A', with the rings E, and ornamental braces H,
the standard C, with the tube d', constructed as and
for the purpose specified.

88,913 Hafa-et p. Seibert, Brady's Bend,
Pa.

—

Fanning-ilill.—AprU 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted and
pivoted tipright, J, rock-shaft K, adjustable shaft H,
short cylinder L, long interior screen O, tube E, par-

tition Q. and inner bearing I, aU. arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the standard J, and rock-
shaft K, with the shaft H, and case, or frame, of the
mill, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the pulleys TI TV. band V,
shaft X, and beveled gear-wheels Y Z, with relation

to the cylinder-shaft H and fan-shaft C, as herein de-

scribed,"^ for the purpose specified. •

88,914.—TTiLLiAM G-. Seiiple, Cincinnati, Ohio.— CooJcing-Stove.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ash-chute P, ash-pan G-, hearth-
plate H, and gate I, arranged and adapted to operate
as set forth.

2. The fender J, upon the front plate D, as and for

the purposes stated.

88,915.—JAiiES B. Sextox, Pella, Iowa, as-

siirnor to himself and J. L. Axdrew, same place.

—

Cv.ltivator.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted di-aught-bars M. construct-

ed and operating in connection with the frame D E,
plow-beams I, and di-aught-device X P Q. substan-^
tially as herein shownT and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The bars X, having one or more holes formed in
them, hooks Q. and loops 0, in combination with the
draught-bars Z!!, and double-tree P, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pm'pose set

forth.

88,916.— I5AL\H Shaw, Four Comers, Md.—
Potato-Bigger.—April 13, 1869; antedated March
15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two sets of
roEers, operating in opposite directions, the upper
set being armed'with brushes, as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The dished wheel a", constructed and operated
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the plow A, endless apron
d, rollers, moving in opposite directions, and dished
wheel, substantially as described.

88,917. — E^pIIle Sirret and Ejhle George
Sirret, Buffalo. X. Y.—Mop-Head.—A-pril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Operating the movable jaw or cross-

head by means of screw on projectingpart of frame,
in combination with a thumb-screw nut working on
said screw, and connected with the movable jaw for

the pnrpose as set forth.

2. The bridle G and arms F F, as a means to con-
nect and operate the movable jaw to and by screw B
and thumb-screw nut L, substantially in the manner
described.

88,918.—THOJrAS J. Sloax, X'ew York, X. Y.—Securing Knobs to their Shanks.—AprU 13, 1869.

Claim.—Forming the cavity in the knob with lat-

eral grooves or recesses, to receive and lioldthe.euds
of the locking-plate, in combination with the said

locking-plate," screw held by the locking-plate and
the hollow shank, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

88,919.-Thomas J. Sloax. Xew York, X. Y.—Securing Knobs to their Shanks.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the knob having a

cavity substantially such as described, the metal
shank, with projecting spurs, and the anchor-pieces,
held in place by soft metal, run in, in the molten
state, substantig^lly as and for the "purpose specified.

88,820.-Thomas Sjoley, Albia, Iowa.—TooJ
for Shaving the Edges of the Soles of Boots and.
Shoes.—AprU 13, 1869.

Claim.—The front section D, constructed as de-

scribed, and slotted, to receive the adjustable right-

angular gauge E. and its adjustiag-screw, and adapt-
ed'to be applied to the shaving-knife stock, in the
manner herein described, for the purpose specified.
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88,931.—Selden Snow, Somers, Conn.—Fold-
ing Milking-Seat.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A milking'-seat, provided with a shelf,

arranged in combination with the stand, or sup-

port, BO as to fold up, substantially as shown and
described.

88,923.—"W. C. Spellman, Baltimore, Md.—
Broom-Head.—Ay)1'i\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie head C, pierced with holes D D, ar-

ranged in rows, as described, in combination with
pins, which pass through the heads of the corn, in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

.
88,923.—Timothy Stebixs, San Francisco, Cal.

-^Lifting-Jack.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—In a lifting-jack, the weighted arm E, on
the lever C, and the spring c, together with the pawl,
having the curved end /i, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

88,924.—Robert W. Stough, Griffin, Ga.—
Cotton-Gin.—A^v\\ 13, 1869.

. Claim..—The bar C, carrying the rigid arms A,
and operated by the arm F, cam D, and spring E,
in combination with the inclined seed-board B,
and the saws, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

88,925 A. L. Sw^an, Cherry Valley, Is^. Y.—
Valve and Yalve-Spriyig for Melodeo7is, d:c.—April
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Packing the valves for organs, melo-
deons, &c., with the cloth strips a, India rubber,
oiled silk, or other substance, c, impervious to air, and
the thin leather layer h, all arranged as specified.

2. The springs G, constructed avd combined with
the valves, substantially as specified.

88,926.—HoitACE Thayek, Johnsousburgh, IST.

Y.

—

Compound for Filling the Pores and Coating
TTood.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The compound, consisting of the ingre-
dients herein set forth, substantially as specified.

88,927.—J. L. Treat, N'ew York, N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Raising Beer.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two-way cock
H, provided with a supply and discharge-pipe, rod
L, coiled spring M, adjusting-nut 0, float II, air-pipe

E, stop-cock F, and air-chamber B, provided with a
valve, C, and pipes D, with each other, and with
the air and water-reservoir A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Forming an air-passage, V , through the lower
part of the rod L, substantially as herein shown and
described, in connection with the spring M and ad-
justing-nut O, as and for the purpose set forth.

88,928—J. "Weimar, l^"ew York, L^. Y.—Con-
struction of Burglar-Froof Safes.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making the body of the case of a
series of drill-proof rings, shrunk into an inner
cylinder, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The cover, composed of a series of drill-proof
rings, shrunk upon one another, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the cover, constructed as
described, with the body, constructed as described,
when the outer ring of the cover and the upper ring

- of the body of the sale are both formed, substan-
tially as desciibed, to prevent wedging.

4. In com])iuation, tlie inner case, the body of the
safe, the cover, and the center screw, and its socket,
substantially as and for the puri)ose described.

88,939.—Geouge Westingiiouse, Jr., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.—Steam-Power Brake-Device.—April 13,
18G9.

Claim.— ]. The auxiliary engine with connec-
tions to and in combiimtion with the air pump, air-

reservoir, and brake-cylinder, substantially as hero-
inbel'oro set forth.

2. Tiio auxiliary engine, arranged to operate in
connection with a railroad locomotive, feed and wa-
ter-pumps, substantially in the manner heroiubeforo
set forth.

8 c P—II

3. The reservoir d, with pipes i leading to one or
more brake-cylinders on or attached to each car,

with a valve or cock in each pipe, for turning on or
ofi" the supply of air, arranged substantially as above
set forth.

4. The brake-cylinder m, in combination with the
pipe i' and piston-stem, connecting with the brake-
lever, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

5. The adjustable head n, on the piston-stem m',
in connection with tlie brake-lever n', substantially
as hereiiibefore set forth.

6. The valves p, arranged in the adjacent ends of
the couplings/, and so guided by stems and guides,
or diaphragms, as to operate to open each other when
the couplings / are united, and automatically to
close, when forcibly uncoupled, substantially as
above set forth.

88,930.-John J. White, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Yelocipede.-AiiYil 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the frame C,
which connects the two axles B of the wheels A,
said frame consisting of the upright bars a a, hori-

zontal bar b, and frame D, all arranged substantially
as set forth, the parts b and D being up and down
adjustable, as set forth.

2. In a two-^\-heeled velocipede, the hinged seat E,
in the frame D, as set forth, all arranged so that the
seat can be swung out of the way, as set forth.

3. The hand-levers G, pivoted to the frame C, and
connected with the cranks c, as specified.

4. The wheels /, mounted on the axles B, when
combined with the levers g, in the manner speci-

fied.

88,931.—B. B. Williams, Laclede, Mo.—^ar-
ro?<;.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The harrow herein described, consisting
of the hinged parts A and C, in combination with
the rod G, hinged standards E, and chain F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

88,933.—Benjamin F. Wilson, Geddes, N. Y
—Sash-Holder.—Ain-il 13, 1869.

Claiin.—The retaining notch E and semicircular
notch F, in combination with the knob D, shank C,
wheel B, double inclines A A, and inclined slots G
G, aU arranged to operate substantially as herein
shown and described.

88,933 ^Benjamin F. Wilson, Geddes, N. Y.—Stop-Yalve for Steam and other Enginery.—April
13, 1869.

Claim.—The adjusting-screw B, when combined
and arranged with reference to the valve-plates and
seats, substantially as herein set forth.

88,934.—Benjahhn F. jWilson, Syracuse, N.
Y.

—

Stop-Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The stop-valve, composed of the parts D
D, constructed as herein described.

88,935.—William W. Wii-son, Geneva, Wis.—Washing-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, in a washing-ma-
chine, of the semicircular tub A, shafts H, eccentric-
pulley M, working-beams I, rods J, squeoziug-
frames C D, each working in a separate compart-
ment, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

2. The combination, with the above-claimed
parts, of the jointed rods J J', and piuspring e, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein showu and
described.

3. The hand-lever O L !N", segment pieces 6, and
licit or band K, in eombinatioii with the pulley M,
for imparting a vibrating motion to the squoe'zing-

Irames C 1), as lierein shown and dcseribod.
4. The coml)ination, in a macliino for iionsohold

use, of the churn 1*, having di)ul)lo-dasher staves (/ g,

connected by means of rods It. h with the oeecMitrie-

jiulloy M of the wasliingmechanism, substant ially us

and for the i)nr|)ose herein sliowii and descrihtul.

.5. The cliurii-iju>ehaniRin Q Q, 11. I I, o, S, (/, p, n n,

substantially as described, in combination witli the

double cliuni-staves g g and clnnai V, substantially

us and for tlic purjiose iioreiii shown and dosoribeJ.
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88,936—William Winter, Leeds, England.—
Sewing-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the needle-working
arm D, needle-bar E, shuttle-lever G, and shuttle-
carrier I, operating together, and when the said
needle-arm I) and shuttle-lever G are constructed
so as to connect, respectively, with the needle-bar
and shuttle-carrier by a divided end, such division
being made so as to form a spring upon the end of
the respective levers, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

88,937.—Louis Wixterhalder and David
Wilson, ^STew York, X. Y.—Clotlies-Brier.—X-oxil
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of the rods E to the
bars D of a clothes-drier, when secm-ed in the slots

k, and by the eyes i, to secure the clothes to the bars,
in place of clothes-pins, as set forth.

2. The springs g h, arranged on the plate A, to
lock the bars I) to the desii-ed side, by means of the
pins/, substantially as described.

3. The bars D, when provided with the grooves d
and pins e, substantially as described, so that they
can swing to both sides, and be arrested when
swung far enough to either side, as specified.

4. A clothes-drier, consisting of the plate A, pivot
C, bars D, rods E, springs g h, and pins e and /, all

combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

88,938 Walter A. Wood, Hoosick Ealls, N.
Y.

—

Drive- Wheel for Harvesters.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A main drive-wheel, for hai-vesting and
other similar machines, composed of the three parts
ABC, united and held together, as and for the pur-
pose herein described and represented.

88,939.—Henry Aitkex, Ealkirk, Scotland.—
Mode of Roasting Iron-Ores.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The treatment of iron-ores, or iron-
stones, by coking or carbonizing, in closed or air-

tight heaps, or in closed retorts, kilns, ovens, or
chambers, so as to retain in them the fixed carbon,
and prevent them absorbing too much oxygen, in
contradistinction to calcining, or roasting the iron-

ores, or iron-stones, in heaps in the open air, or in
chambers to which the air has free access.

2. The collecting and utUiziug of the volatile mat-
ter contained in the iron-ores, or iron-stones, thrown
or drawn off in the process of coking or carbonizing,
as above described, and which have hitherto been lost.

3. The purification of the coked or carbonized
iron-stones by means of salt.

4. The application, in the process above described,
directly to the iron-ores, or iron-stones, of a neutral
flame, to effect their coking or carbonizing.

5. The coking or carbonizing of iron-ores, or iron-

stones, by passing the gases evolved from iron-ores,

or iron-stones, being coked or carbonized, in a retort,

kiln, chamber, or oven, or set of such, through the
ii'on-ores, or ii'on-stoucs, in others.

88,940.—James Armstrong, Jr., Elmira, El.—Guard-Attachment for Cultivators.— April 13,

1869.

Claim..—I. The vertically-movable standard J of

the plant-fender, attached to the cross-beam C^ by
means of a sliding joint formed by the slot n, pivot-

pin s, and adjustable bearing-pin t, substantially as
described.

2. The vertically self-adjustable fender-standard J,
pivoted to the shovel-carrying frame of a cultivator,

and connected to laterally-vibrating shovel-stand-
ards, L L, substantially as described.

3. The slotted extension k on the rear end of a
plant-fender, K, which is connected by rod K' to

the shovel-carrying frame, in combination with the
lower extension k' of the standard J, passed loosely

through said extension k, and adapted for allowing
the fender to rise and descend, but keeping it in place
centrally between the laterally-movable shovel-
standards L L, substantially as described.

4. The laterally-vibrating and laterally-adjustable

standards L L, in combination with the centrally-

arranged fender-canying standard J, the extensible

brace P P', and the adjustable connecting-rod E,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. A plant-fender K, attached to a cultivator-
frame by means of a front laterally and vertically
vibrating suspension-rod K', and a rear laterally and
vertically vibrating connection, in such manner that
while the fender will swing laterally with the shovels
L' L', it is at the same time allowed to rise freely over
obstructions in its path, substantially as described.

88,941.—Edward Brady, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mode of Purifying Iron.—AprU 13, 1869.

Claim.—Mingling and manipulating, by common.
mechanical processes, sulphurous acid, at a high de-
gree of temperature, and roasted pulverized lime, with
iron, in a heated or molten state, at a similar tem-
peratm'e, as nearly as may be ; and also mixing and
manipulating crude iron-ore, ground or reduced to a
powder, with sulphate of lime, sulphate of soda, sul-

phate of alumina, 'or with any alkaline sulphate, pul-
verized, and both having been roasted or otherwise
assimilated to about equal degrees of temperature,
and then a fusion or melting of the metal to be made
by the usual methods, iu an ordinary fui-nace, the
chemical changes, or results consequent thereupon,
separating, dissipating, and combining, and deposit-
ing the impurities of silica, sulphur, &c., and leaving
the molten iron piu*e, and converting it into steel or
malleable iron, substantially as set forth.

88,942.—Charles IST. Brainerd, Hartford, Conn.—Finger-Shield for Penmen.—April 13, 1869. ^
Claim.—The finger-pad, constructed with the plate

a and elevation c, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

88,943.

—

Merrill Chase, Jr., and Horace J.
Morton, South Paris, Me., assignors to themselves
and Ereeman C' Merrill, same place.

—

iShingle-

Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the fixed and mov-
able block-clamping aims G G and II with the feed-
rollers M X, aud the polygonal block-carrier g, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

2. The arrangement of the feed-rollers M M with
the saw and planer, all operating as described, for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the double cam-lever K,
standai'ds H H, and movable clamping-arms I I,

with their cam-projections nn and springs pp, sub-
stantially as and for t!ie purpose herein specified.

4. The stationary circular cam V, in combination
with the revolving block-carrier and the vibratory
pawl-levers T T, substantially as set forth.

5. The finger-guard plates W W, in combination
with the feed-roUers M M, substantiaDy as and for
the pm'poses herein specified.

88,944 John D. Cole, Phelps, X. Y.—Device
for Adjusting and Hanging Carriage-Bodies.—April
13, 1869.

Claim.—The instrument for hanging carriage-
bodies, constructed and operating substantially as
herein specified.

88,945.—Emmett Cooper, Theresa, K. Y.

—

Hay-Loader.—A^ii\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The derrick, having the rigid arms i

and i', with the pulleys h and h', and removable stop
s attached, and the swinging-arm C, with the pulley

g, and having the cords a and Z, with weight O, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

described.
2. The combination of the shaft G with the wheels

T and R, with clutch Q and shaft E, with the wheesls

/ e and S and drum E, arranged to operate as herein
set forth.

3. The reversing-device, consisting of the shaft

M, operated by the wheel J, engaging with the pinion
d, on shaft G, and the cam K,rod L, and lever N,
connected to clutch Q, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

88,946 David B. Cox, Troy, ]S^ Y.—

J

Burning Stove.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The annular flue H, surrounding or out-

side of the fire-pot, and separated therefrom by an
open space, through which the air circulates, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose hereiu specified.
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88,947.—Henry Y. Edmond, liTorwich, Conn.

—

Apparatus for Exhibiting Hymns, dc.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, Trith the primary
apron B, of one or more detachable aprons, C, adapt-

ed to be readily connected to or disconnected from
the former, substantially as and for the objects

stated. ^
2. In combination with the above, the bracket E

W, inclined slots e, and pivoted catch E^, for the

purpose of applying new rolls, in the manner de-

scribed.

88,948.—Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.—Ma-
terial for Cartridge- Cases.—April 13, 1869.

Claim..—1. The use of pyroxyline, and its com-
pounds, substantially as described, in the manufac-
ture of cartridge-cases.

2. As articles of manufacture, cartridge-cases,

made of pyroxyline, and its compounds, substantially

as described.

8g,949.

—

James E. Emerson, Trenton, N. J.—
Circular Saw.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A circular saw, when provided with ap-

ertui'es C C C and insertible teeth B, constru(jted

and arranged to operate in the manner and for the

purposes substantially as described.

88,950.— Peter Eaber and Henry Martin,
Canandaigua, N. Y.

—

Fastening for Wagon-Seats.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The seat-fastening herein described, con-

sisting of the weighted lever C, provided with the
curved hook-end k, when the same is employed with
the right-angled plate B, provided with the headed
bolt d f the whole arranged as described, and oper-

ating in the manner and for the pm'pose specified.

88,951.—Amasa Foot, Earlville, HI., assignor

to Charles R. Cook, Buffalo, IST. Y.

—

Harvester.—
April 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. Two driving-gears, of unequal size, in

combination with two pinions for varying the speed
of vibration of the cutters.

2. Rotating the crank-shaft, by either one of two'
independent concentric bevel driving-gears, of un-

equal size.

3. Two bevel pinions, on the crank-shaft, arranged
outside of the journal-bearing of said shafti

88,952. — Kasson Erazee, Svracuse, If. Y.—
Trace-Buckle.—AT[>ri\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A, formed' with inclined
surfaces//, //') a^^ adapted to receive the slide D,
having projections i i, all operating substantially as
herein described.

2. The tongue E, made substantially as herein set

forth, hung in the slide D, and pressed down by the
flat spring F, substantially as set forth.

3. The frame A, with loops a ab d, top C, with
recess e, and inclined sides //, /' /', adapted to re-

ceive a slide, D, having projections i i, and carrying
the tongue E, substantially as specified.

4. The slide D, having projections i i, and provided
with a tongue, E, and the spring E, when fitted in a
frame. A, having inclined surfaces//', substantially
as set forth.

5. A trace-buckle, composed of a slide, D, carrying
a tongue, E, and a spring, F, and a frame. A, the
slide i) moving in the frame on inclined surfaces i i,

substantially as herein described.
6. The mode of locking and unlocking the tongue,

by means of two sets of inclined guides, which sup-
port both ends of the tongue-slide in the operation
of locking and unlocking, substantially as described^

88,953 Willum J. Fryer, Jr., New York,
N. Y.—Building.-rAim\ 13, ]8(;9.

Claim.—The within-described system of construct-
ing buildings, consisting of a combination of iron
columns, iron girders, and ii'on bars and sheathiug-
plates, substantially as shown in the drawings, and
for the purpose specified.

88,954.

—

Gustav Fuciis, Milwaukee, Wis., as-

signor to himself and J. E. Wiciiu, same place.

—

liuggy and Wagon Top.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A frame for tops of buggies, wagons, and
similar vehicles, consisting of the uprights b and c,

shaped so as to form the entire sides of the frame, or
jointed, in combination with the supports D, so as
to be adjustable and removable, all constructed and
arranged substantially as shown and described.

88,955

—

Thomas H. Gary, Bristol, Md.—
Dumping- Wagon.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
frame A, having the slots a' a', with the body C, the
rollers B B', the pm D, the rod E and the catch or
pin m, all constructed to operate togetlier in the
manner and for the pm-poses described. '

88,956.—Thomas Greenhalgh, Baritan, N. J.,
assignor to himself and Alexander L. Holgat^,
same place.

—

Let-Of Mechanism for Carriers for
Braiding-Machine.—Axjril 13, 1869 ; antedated April
5, 1869.

Claim.—The arm g, ^\\i\i an inclined side and an
eye at one end sliding upon the bar d, and the other
end/esting against the side of the spindle b, in com-
bination with the weight e and spool-ratchet/, as
and for the purposes specified,

88,957

—

"William J. Hale, Ashley,Hl.— C/izwti-
Basher.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A churn, having jar A, dasher-staff B,
dasher C, and removable perforated cylinder H, con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

88,958.— Frederick Henderson, Marietta.
Ohio, assignor to himself and Isaac Atkinson.—^
Lasting-Tool—A^vil 13, 1869,

Claim.—The tool described, consisting, essentially,
of the handles A B, and jaws C D, when construct-
ed and combined as described, for the purpose set
forth.

88,959.—Charles H. Hopkins, Lyndonville,
Yt., assignor by mesne assignments to himself and
H. A. Alden, same place.

—

Bolt.—April 13, 1869.'

Claim.—The lock-bolt A, having the locking-pins
a (one or more) arranged therein, with a transverse
mortise, for the insertion of the keys B, C, or D, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

88,960.—John Houpt, Springfield, Vix.—Sur-
face-Condenser.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, in a surface-con-
denser, of vertical tubes F, open at their lower
ends, but closed at the top, substantially as herein
described.

2. The vertical tubes F, closed at the top, in com-
bination with chambers B, B', B'^, and B^, arranged
in respect to each other and to the tubes, and com-
municating as set forth.

88,961 William G. Hull, Sing Sing, N. Y.—
Harness-Saddle.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The loop E, constructed and arranged
upon a harness-saddle in conjunction Avith the terret

B, substantially as described.

88,963. — AuRAM C. Jaques, Leavenworth,
Kansas.— Wagon -Brake and Tongue-Support. —
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie supporting-plate A and brake-bar B,
so constructed and ari'anged as to allow the brake-
bar to be shifted laterally, for the purpose herein
sliown and described.

88,963.—Solomon Johnson, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Amalgamator.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Making slotted openings I) D', witlulovc-
tailing ends, to receive a crank-connection, or seg-

mental rack, substantially as described.

SS,964.—Joseph C. Kent, Phillipsbnrg, N. J.—
Blaxt-llcatinq Apparatus for Smelting-Furnaccs.—
April 13, 18(i9.

Claim.— \. Dividing the bcd-jiipe A into colls or
divisions l)y transverse partitions or diaphragms,
substantially as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.
2. Tho cellular bcd-pipo A, in combination with
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the siphon^pipes B, placed longitudinally on the said

bed-pipe, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied and described.

SS,965.

—

Emmaus Kxowlton, Stockbridg-e, and
Stillmax F. Smith, Eoyalton, Yt.—Ox-Yoke.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement and combination of
the cramps c c, bolts h h, vibratory lever E, shifting

pivot-bolt H, and connecting-rods'G G, substantially

as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The stop-block or blocks L, for the purpose set

forth.

3. The construction of the draught-staple I, -svith

its in^^ardly-turned flanches 1 1 secured to the yoke-
beam by bolts m m m vi, for the purpose herein
specified.

88,966.—MoRiTZ Keickl, iS^ew York, X. Y.,
assignor to H. Uhry, same place. — Stair-Hod.—
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted sleeves or caps B, in combi-
nation with the slotted staii'-rod A, and thie screw &,

constructed and arranged as shown and described.

88,967.— La Eatette Louis, ^STew York, US'".

Y.

—

Melodeon Attachment for Piano-Fortes.—^April

13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a piano-forte,

of an adjustable and removable musical wind-instru-

ment, provided with melodeon-reeds, key-board, and
bellows, complete in itself, when placed in front of

the piano-keys in such position as to enable one and
the same performer to play upon both instruments
either separately, alternately, or simultaneously, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. A separate and distinct musical instrument,
complete in itself, when so constructed as to admit
of its being attached to any style of piano-forte

without the necessity of cutting or altering either

instrument.
3. The adjustable standard for supporting the

pedal H, arranged substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

4. The attaching of a wind-instrument, provided
with melodeon-reeds and separate key-board and bel-

lows, to a piano-forte, by inserting or fitting the me-
lodeon and its bellows between suitable cleats at-

tached to the under side or bottom of the body
•of the piano-forte, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
5. The flat tubes E, when applied to the melodeon

and arranged substantially as shown and described,

to admit of the melodeon being firmly secured to the

piano-forte, and also admit of a communication being
formed between the bellows G- and the melodeon D,
substantially as shown and described.

88,968.-Louis Maxgeox, Ifew York, N. Y.—
Lamp.—A^Til 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The safety-chamber X, around and be-

low the reservoir D, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The head, P, of the conductor H, so an'ranged
as to prevent the fluid fi'om flowing into the

chamber ]Sr while the lamp is iUling, substantially

as described.
3. The arrangement of the filling-tube E, on the

side of the reservoir, in combination -nith the sup-

plying-tube H, substantially as described.

4. The tubes g and g', for holding and furnishing

a supply of wick, substantially as described.

5. In' combination with the^ wick-tubes g and g',

the plate h, with a curved or rounded end, for holding

the wick in the cistern, substantially as described.

6. A weight, an-anged in the foot or base of the

lamp, on the opposite side from the filling-tube,

through which the lamp is.filled, so that if the lamp
falls over, the weight will roll the lamp, and hold the

filling-tube upward, substantially as described.

88,969.—WiLLiAJSt J. Manker and Allex T.

Maxkeh, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

ISash-Stop.—A-pi-il 13,

1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

spring G, drum E, and cord D, with the spring-lever

cam L, all constructed and arranged as and for the

purposes'set forth.

88.970.—Theodore Marschall, Xew York,
:N'. Y.—Piano-Forte.- April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The radial flange a on the metal frame B
of a piano-forte, forming the support for and com-
bined with the plate c, and provided with holes b

for the strings, substantially as herein shown and
described.

88,971.—E. G. Matthews, ZSTewton, assignor
to E. E. HOLBROOK. Dorchester, Mass.

—

Seed Sower
and Planter.—Ainil 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal frame, for supporting the
wheel B. hopper or seed-bos D, and hand-bars C,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the seed-box or hopper
D and cam M. of the connecting-rod or arm L and
stin'er or agitator I, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

3. The combination, with the forward ends of the
side-pieces A, of the peculiarly constructed eye-bolt

bearings a, substantially as shown and described.
4. Tlie combination, with the sides of the frame or

hand-bars C, of the holding-pins or hooks p, sub-
stantially as and for the piu'poses set forth.

5. The combination of the enameled open con-

ductor and the frame, the whole being constructed
and aiTanged substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

6. The combination, with the bottom of the hop-
per D. of the peculiarly constructed dial-holding

plate E, having the projections y and x, substantial-

ly as shown and described.
'

7. The arrangement of the dial-plate E and dial E,
and the device for holding the latter in place, sub-
stantially as described, whereby the dial can be ad-

justed without tipping or turning over the machine,
as set forth.

8. The combination and arrangement, with the
dial E, of the gate or cut-otf G, pivoted or mounted
upon the axis of the saidrotating-dial, and applied to

the nnder side of the same, substantially as shown
and set forth.

88,972.—Edwix May, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Sheet-Metal-Lath Machine.—A^ril 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jaws A B, furnished with the
molding projections and recesses C D,for giving the
laths, substantially, the form shown, and arranged
to operate substantially as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the jaws furnished with
the molding projections and recesses C D, the pierc-.

ing and setting punch G, for attaching the furring-
studs to the laths. substantiaUy as set forth.

"

3. The combiAation of the punch G- with the recess
E, arranged to operate in the manner substantially
as set forth.

88,973.-John McDow^ell, Buffalo Township,
Pa.

—

Salve for Cure of Foot-Pot in Sheep.—April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The ointment, or salve compound, as
herein described, and for the pm'poses set forth.

88,974.—JoHX McLeod, San Erancisco, Cal.

—

Comhined Knob-Latch and Lock.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The bar K and tumbler M, when ar-

ranged in relation to each other and to the key O.
and the lug C, on the bolt B, substantially as herein
set forth.

88,975.

—

George Y. Metzel, Baltimore, Md.—Stencil Impress.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—A stencil impress, consisting of a roller,

covered with plush velvet, carpeting, or other similar
material, constructed in the manner described and
shown, and applied to the purpose specified.

88,976.-ThojiasMooee and Patrick H. Day,
Bloomington, 111.— Pnking-AppcPratus for Color-
Pnnfmsf.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of a distributing-
strip, cittto type- standard, a lifting-spring, and color-

box, as herein described.
2. Securing the strips in the table as herein speci-

fied, by means of the clamp C and flange P.

88,977.—JOHX MiiLLER, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Folding-Bedstead.—April 13, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination of the detachable head
and foot-boards, the legs C, and the folding-frame A
A', braced by a removable cross-bar, B, hung in

pivoted eyes c, and provided with slats for support-

ing the mattress, all substantially as berein -de-

scribed.

88,978.—Charles C. Parsons, 'New York, K".

Y.

—

Process of Purifying Fetroleum.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Tlae process of purifying hydrocarbons,
by passing their vapors through purifying materials,

arranged and composed substantially as described,

while the said hydrocarbons are being distilled in a

vacuum, and by superheated steam.

88,979.—E. C. Penfield, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Truss-Pad.—A-gvil 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, hereinabove described,

consisting of a ball-and-socket (or universal) joint,

and the lever-tongue, (or bar,) having an acute an
gular edge, for the purpose of securely binding and
holding, substantially as and for the purpose herein

set forth. •

88,980.-Treat T. Prosser, Chicago, 111.—
Poxver-Hammer.—April 13, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combiiftition and arrasgement of
the two pairs of arms, I P, springs J, and hammer

• "W, with the fulcrum D, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as shown and described, as a consequence of

which arrangement the hammer is carried from the
anvil by one pair of the springs, and returned there-

to by means of the other pair.

2. In combination with the vibrating arms of a
power-hammer, the eccentric O, with its connecting-
straps and rods, the friction-wheels S S, and levers

q g, for the purpose of regulating the blows of the
hammer W, substantially in the manner described
and shown.

88,981.—Treat T. Prosser, Chicago, 111.

—

Machine for Heading Bolts.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an improvement in bolt-heading
machines, the hammer H, the pressing-dies P, and
the rotating anvil or table T, when said parts are
constructed and arranged to operate substantiallj*

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rotatiug-table T, with the clamping-jaws i

and i', arranged to operate in connection with the
adjustable eccentric g, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The curved dies P, in combination with the r6-

tating-table T, when said parts are constructed and
arranged as described, to permit the blanks to be
carried around under the dies, and brought to there-
quired position for being operated upon, and then
moved to the point of discharge, as set forth.

4. The combination of the table T, ring Q, and the
spring-arm u, with the bolts s, r, and e attached
thereto, with the gear-wheels d, c, h, and 6, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
5. The arrangement of the spring-arm "W with its

pin n', operating in connection with the inclined
grooves v in the under side of the table T, for eject-

ing the finished bolts, substantially as described.
6. The arrangement of the shaft J with its crank

and bevel-gear p, the shafts I, with tlie wheels I and
I', and the shafts b, with the wheels L and eccen-
trics M, all substantially as herein described, for the
purpose of operating the hammer II and the dies P,
as and for the purpose set forth. •

/

88,982—ALONzo C. Eand, New York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of IlluminaUng-Gas.—April 13, ISG^.

Claim.—Tiie automatic method of regulating the
fire under the still, substantially as set forth.

88,983. — Edward Reynolds, Winneconne,
Wis.

—

Churn-Lid Screen.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The rjn^ C, constructed and arranged in
relation to tiie li'd and dasher of a churn, substan-
tially us herein described.

88,984.—Joseph A. Rohhtns, Boston, Mass.—
Stocking-Supporter.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of mumifacturo,
a stocking-fastener, composed of an elastic bund ex-
tending partly around tlio leg, and jvrovided at its

end with a series of claws, or hooked teeth, adapted
to penetrate and catch in the fabric of which the
stocking is formed, as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

88,985.—"William Eoss, Baltimore, Md.—Door-
Spring.—A\iYi\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The notched wheel D, and two-part stem
D', cast together, in combination with the pin g,
socket-plate E, and spring A, said stem having a
rounded part for entering the socket-plate, and an
angular part protruding therethrough, all as and for
the purpose described.

88,986.—Elihu Smth, Albany, ]Sr. 'Y.-JBase-
JBurning Stove.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The annular horizontal flues a a and
E E, and their connecting flue (perpendicular) d, in
combination with a coal-supply heating-stove; or
furnace, having a reservoir, h h, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above described.

2. The perpendicular flue o and lateral flue c, in
combination with the valve or damper s, for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

88,987.-Elihu Smith, Albany, N". Y.—Base-
Burning Stove.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The flues r r r and o o o, in combina-
tion, constructed substantially in the manner and for
the purposes above desci'ibed.

2. The said flues, in combination with the damper
p, as above set forth and described.

3. Said flues, in combination with tlie chamber K
.K, constructed in the manner substantially and for
the purpose above described.

4. The combination of the flues r r r and o o o,

with the flues H H, constructed substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above described.

88,988.

—

James W. Smith, Charlestown, Mass.
—Folding-Table.—A-ppl 13, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination, with the cross-legs a b,

jointed together, of the leaves e f, jointed together
and to the legs a b, and a fastening-device, substan-
tially as shown and described. " '

88,989. — Thomas G. Smith, Canton, Miss.—
Seed-Planter.—Ain-i\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The hopper, constructed with tbe inclined
front side and a nearly vertical rear side, and ar-

ranged with tlie seed-raising wheel G, as described,
and combined with the supporting-wheel B and
shares I D, as and for the purpose set forth.

88,990.—Joseph Steger, ISTew York, N. Y.

—

Method of Transmitting Motion in Car-Brakes and
other Machinery.—A]iril 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of two hinged jaws, C
D, each carrying one or more rollers, which, when
the jaws are closed, bear on the shaft A from oppo-
site sides, and are capable of accommodating them-
selves to any eccentricity or unevenness in said shaft,

the roller or rollers in one of the jaws being made to

actuate a shaft or drum, B, substantially in the man-
ner herein sbown and desci'ibed.

88,991.—J. B. Sweetland, Pontiac, Mich.—
Horse Hay-Fork.—A^v\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a fork, having two
stationary upwardly-turned tines, two movable tines,

turned in an opposite direction, and a stop, d, to

])revent the fork from swinging back too far, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

2. The trigger E, constructed as described, and
placed relative^'' to the bar A, substantially us and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The lever C, provided Avith one or nioro atljust-

able or hinged tines, substantially us shown and de-

sgribed.
4. The arrangement of the hinged or pivoted trig-

ger E, the dog or pawl c, and spring i, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

88,992.—CHARLE8 A. Taylor, Cliioago, 111.—

iVuu/f.—April 13, 18(i9.

Claim.— \. A trunk-tray, having an inner trar

hingeil therein, so as to form a lower statiomiry and
an upper movable compartment, and having both
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compartraents subdivided by partitions, substantial-

ly as herein described.

2. The metallic stays /, Avhe-n constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described
and for the piu'pose set forth.

3. So constructing and arranging a tray within a
trunk, that it may be attached to or detached i'rom

the top or cover of the same, from the outside, at

"will, by a sliding bolt, or by the hasp of the lock oper-

ating a spring, substantially as herein described, or

by any equivalent devices.
4. The device for supporting the top of the trunk,

when raised, a.nd locking it in position, so that it

can be released only by design, consisting of the
mechanical contrivances constructed substantially

as herein described, and arranged to operate as set

forth.

5. The combination of the trunk with the device
consisting of the frame K, having pivoted therein a

tongue, q, provided with a pin, S, for seciiring the
straps, constructed substantially as herein described.

6. The device for locking the ends of trunks, con-

sisting of the metallic plate If
,
provided with tongue

Q and shoulder i, and the socket-plate E, provided
with the sliding bolt S, constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as herein described.
7. In combination, the plate L and frame K of the

buckle, when constructed substantially as desci'ibed,

for the purpose of preventing any lateral motion of
the parts of tlie trunk.

8. In combination, the metallic plate 0, in which
the hasp is pivoted, with the metallic plate P, when
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,993.—H. IlHRY, New York. isT. Y.—Stair-

.BofZ.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rod A with the
screw V and the pin P, placed eccentrically to the
plug or end-piece F, as shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

88,994.—H. Uhey, New York, N. Y.—Stair-

Bod.—A^ril 13, 1869.

Claim-.—The end-caps C, or rings C, slipping freely

over the ends of the slotted rod A, and in combina-
tion with the hooks T, all constructed as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

88,995.—H. TJHKY, New York, N. Y.—Stair-

Bod.—Aiwil 13, 1869.

Claim:—The improved stair-rod A, having its end-

caps B fastened thereto, and yet capable of being-

turned freely thereon, as described, in combination
with the screw-eyes T, and pins P, constructed and
arranged as shown and described, and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

88,996.—Thomas 'Welham, Philadelphia, Pa.—Bing and Traveler for Spinning.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slcftted rings
//, the adjustable arms k k, and the pulleys g, with
the springs m, substantially as described.

2. The box-ring and pulley-travelers, constructed
as herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the bos-rings and pulley-
travelers with drawing and paying-out rollers of"

a

spinning-machine.

88,9Sr.—Thomas "Welham, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mechanism for Mixing Soajgstone with Cotton being
Carded.—April ] 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sieve with a
carding-machine, for the purpose set forth.

2. The driving-rod C, and its connections, in com-
bination with a sieve and a carding-machine, as
shown and described.

88,998.—G-EORGE Wharton, Jersewille, 111.—
Oang-Flow.—Ai>Yi\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The parts described, consisting substan-
tially of the lever c', arm C, link D, and catch E,
when arranged and operating substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

88,999 John P. T^kipple, TToonsocket, E. I.

—SirujJ-Pitcher.-A^Til 13, 1369.

Claim. — A sirup-pot, constructed with a cup-
shaped head, C, and neck B, and the hollow elastic
sphere or bellows D, with the stopper d and the
vent E, substantially as described.

89,000.— John Young, Amsterdam, N. Y.—
Washing-Machine.—April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The levers C C, when provided with
the pin cor projection c', and arranged so as to be
folded A^'ithin the tub.

2. The bulk-head F, provided with the openings E',

at its ends, as and for the purpose described.
3. The combination of the wash-board B, having

levers C and foot-piece B', with the bulk-head F',
when constructed with perforations F situated at its

end, as and for the purpose desciibed.

89,001.

—

Joseph C. Curryer, Thorntown, Ind .

Sand Corn-Sheller.—A-pYil 13, 1869.
Claim.—1. The serrated bars B, constructed in

the manner and for the purposes set forth.
2. The serrated longitudinal bar D, constructed

substantially as and for the purpose specified.
3. The box, or chute, as shown, when used in com-

bination with serrated bars B D, and curved cross-
bars C. .

89,002.

—

John F.Adams. Worcester, Mass.-*
Gold-Leaf Condenser.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a leaf-

condenser, consisting of the two plates A and B,
combined with the apron D, operated substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,003.

—

John P. Allen, Manchester, Mass.

—

Bailway-Carriage'Wheel.—April 20, 1889.
Claim.—In a -v^-heel provided with an inelastic

body and tire, and an elastic annulus disposed be-
tween and eccentric with the two, as set forth, the
combination and arrangement of the annular pock-
ets or grooves a a with the cap D and flange /, and
with a tire, B, separate from the flange/ and cap D,
and made so as to encompass and fit direcfly to the
elastic annulus C, and with the elastic annulus C ex-
tended into such pockets or grooves, in manner as
specified.

89,004.— Joseph Arbeiter, East Hartford,
Conn.

—

Laivn-Moicer.—April 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding adjustable journal-boxes
E, moving in curved slots, as described, when used
in combination with the frame of a lawn-mower,
resting on shoes at its forward end, and movable
about the axle of the wheel A. and with a revolving
cutter, snbstantially as described.

2. The revolving cutter, adjusted as described, in
combination with the train of wheels A B C D, the
Avhole arranged and operating substantially as speci-

fied.

-J. S. Atterp>ury and T. B. Attek-
BURY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Glass- Ware.
—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A mold for blowing ewer-mouthed
glass vessels, so constructed that the axis of the
neck or mouth of the mold shall be situate forward
of the center or axial line of the main cavity, and
over that part of the mold in which the ewer-mouth
is formed.

2. A mold for forming ewer-moutl\ed glass ves-

sels, furnished with a shoulder, i, and flaring blow-
over recess, substantially as described, for the pur-

poses set forth.

3. Blowing ewer-mouthed glass vessels in a mold,
constructed substantially as hereinbefore described,
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The movable points n', entering the cavity of

the mold, and operated substaitiali}- as described,

and for the purposes set forth.

89,006.

—

Austin Bartlett, Chester, Mass.—
Saw-Sharpener.—A^rW 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slide-table B,

moving on a plane inclined below the center of the

grindstone-shaft, in combination with the grindstone
A, the parts being constructed in the maimer shown
and for the pm'pose specified.
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89,007.—Isaac IST. Beals, IS'orth Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Lasting Boot and Shoe.—April 20, 1859.

Claim.—1. In combination Tvith a lasti«g-strap, a
flexible tongue, operating with the strap, to draw the
edge of the vamp over the shank of the boot, substan-

tially as described.
2. In combination with th6 strap and tongue, the

spring d, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

89,008.— Jacob H. Beam, Woodside, 111.—

Corn-Marker.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A corn-marker, constructed with the
frame-work A, tongue B, revolving jointed axle C,

markers F, standards E, stirrups D, uprights G-,

braces H H, scraper-arm L, scrapers M, and treadle

1^, all arranged substantially in the manner herein
described, and for the»purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the up-
rights G Gr, braces H H, and metal collar and baud
I, substantially in the manner herein described, and
for the purposes set forth.

89;009.—Hugh E.. Bean, Marlborough, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Samuel N. Alduich, same
place.

—

Shoe-Last.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The dovetail grooved metallic last, as

made, with the grooves to extend across and be cov-
ered by the metallic toe-plate, and to open through
the toe of the last, in manner as set forth.

89,010.—E. BiGELOW, Springfield, Mass.—Jcc-
Chest for Soda-Apparatus and Refrigerators.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the metallic water-tight lining
of ice-chests with an inner lining of sheet gutta-

percha, or other equivalent gum, as herein described,
and for the pui'poses set forth.

89,011.—Ekastus B. Bigelow, Boston, Mass.
—ioom.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of mechanism, here-
in described, for elevating and depressing the jac-

quard machine, and retaining it in position, consist-

ing of two loom-girths, which support the elevating
and depressing mechanism, four cams, arranged in
pairs on two shafts, on which the four feet of the
jacquard machine rest, and a connecting- shaft and
two sets of worms and gears, by which the cams are
simultaneously operated, the two sets of cams,
worms, and gears being opposite-handed, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of mechanism, herein de-
scribed, for operating the trap-boards and pattern-cyl-
inder of the jacquard machine, consisting of a cam-
shaft, placed transversely to the trap-boards, and re-

ceiving its motion from a loom-shaft, as herein speci-

fied, the cams on said cam-shaft, by which the
trap-boards and pattern-cylinder are actuated, (the
number of the trap-board cams varying according
to the number of the trap-boards employed,) and the
upright levers, and the connecting-straps, or their
equivalents, arranged horizontally, or nearly so, as
described, by which the action ofthe cams is imparted
to the trap-boards and patteni-cylinder, as described.

3. In combination with the cam-shaft, for operat-
ing the trap-boards of the jacquard machine, placed
transA'-ersely thereto, as herein described, the cams
lor operating the journals, (the number of the cams
varying according to the number of journals em-
ployed,) and the levers and oscillating shafts by
which the action of the cams is imparted to the jour-
nals, substantially as specified ; and

4. In looms, having their slmtthvboscs detached
from the lay, the combination of mechanism herein
described, for operating a series of slmttlo-boxcs, or
holders, on one or both sides of the loom, consisting
of a shaft, from which the shuttle-boxes, or liokhu'S,

ai-e suspended, two ratcliet-wheels, with teeth of op-
posite faces, aJlixen tliereto, two vibrntiiig lever-arms
and pawls, wliich vibrate in opposite directions, and
the cords and balance-levers, whicli convey the gov-
erning-action of the jaccjuard machine to the pawls,
substantially as specified.

89,01 2.—EiiASTUS B. BroELOW, Boston, Mass.—
Stoj)ping-3lechanism for Fower-Looj^is.—April 20,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of mechanism, herein
described, for arresting the movement of the loom,
when the shuttle fails to enter its box, consisting of
a protecting-rod, disconnected from the lay, but con-
nected with the loom -shipper, and operated by a
cam, as herein described, and a stop-lever, which is

caused to engage with a fixed stop on a moving part
of the loom, substantially as described.

2. The stop-lever for arresting the movement of
the loom, in combination with a reversing-shipper,
by which the reversing-mechanism is brought into
action to reverse the motion of the loom, when the
reversing-shipper is employed to release the stop-
lever, substantially as described.

3. An elastic cushion, or spring, in combination
with the stop-lever, as herein described, when said
stop-lever is brought into action by a protecting-rod
and withdrawn by a reversing-shipper, substantially
as specified.

89,013.—Robert Blake, Scranton, Pa.—JBoa;-

Opener.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—A tool for opening boxes, and for other
purposes, constructed substantially as herein de-
scribed.

89,014.—John T. Blois, Jonesville, Mich.

—

Railway-Car Brake.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device for connecting the brakes
of the different cars of a railroad-train to each other,
consisting of paws^' k, dogs i h, rods g, chains g', tn,

n, and e, drum G-, ratchet-wheel Z, and brake-staff
E, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the rod and
chain/, lever &, rod a, and spring c, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

3. The device for removing the brakes from the
wheels of the cars upon a railroad-train, from the
locomotive, consisting of the jointed rack-bars H I,

connected to each other by hinged bars K, toothed
wheels J and d, racks p and g, springs w, and pins v,

substantially as described.
4. The device for disconnecting the bars I from

the toothed wheel d, on the brake-staves, consisting
of grooves r r', partition s, springs t t', and pin u,

substantially as described.
5. The additional iron staff Z, provided with

spring X, substantially as and for the iiurposes set
forth.

89,015.—Alonzo T. Boon, Galesburg, El.—
Steering - Apparatus. — April 20, 1869 ; antedated
April 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two half-wheel
plates C C, and pin G, substantially in the manner,
and for the purpose as herein set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the spring E with the
plates C C, and pin, substantially in the manner and
or the purpose as herein set forth.

89,016.— Andrew J. Braley, Berlin, Vt.—
Sled-Brake.—A^yW 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the movable roll A,
with the slots B B, the brakes C C, the brake-bars
K K, and the hooks 1 1, when constructed and op-
erated substantially as herein described, and for the
purposes specified.

89,017.—H. Beaumont Buiaas, Clarksburg, as-

signor to James Hunter and James E. Huntei{,
Adams, Mass., for one-half of said invention.

—

Spin-
ning-Fram.e.—April 20, 18()9.

Claim..—1. In comliination with tlie movable varn-
dclivering rollers and the continuously -revolving
spindle, the lifting-bar, for lifting tlie«yaVn from tlio

point of the spindle prior to winding the same on to

the spindle, substantially as described.

2. Tiic liftiiig-bar, in combination with the con-
tinuously-revolving sjiindlo, for tlic purpose of lifting

tlie yarn' off from the point of the spimlle, and hold-

ing "it up while it is receiving the twist and beiuj^

wouiul on to thespindlo, without reducing the speou

thereof.

89,0 88.-J. W. Brooks, Boston, Mass.—Fa.v-

tening for Sf.ags of Oo;•,^r^s.—April 20, 1S69.

Claim.—Thh tlovice. herein described and ropre-

seated, lor fastening the whalebone, or stilloner in
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corsets, and other garments, viz, a metallic clip,

haTing two or more points, •which p;ss into or
through two or more openings ia the stiffener, and
clinched therein or thereto, as herein desciibed and
represented.

89,019.—Addison P. Bro^'n, Worcester, Mass.
—File-Holder.—A-^vH 20, 1869 ; antedated April 10,

1869.

Claim.—A file-holder, consisting of the jaws B
and B', screws D and E. and shank A, constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

89,020.—JoHX H. Brown, Pittsgrove, iST. J:,

assignor to himself and John B. IIarris, same
place.

—

Pump-Yahe.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.—In combination with a well-pump, A B,

and the platform C D, of the well, the lever e', to-

gether with its pawl-catch e'", the same being ap-
plied, arranged, and operated as and for the purpose
shown and described.

89,021.—George Buchanan. TVashington, Pa.
—Device for Steering -S?erfs.—April 20, 1869.

Claim

.

—The combination and arrangement of the
cutter, a T-shaped lever, b, and rein c, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

89,022.—Ebenezer Buel, Silver Creek, ]S'. T.—Press for Baling Hay and Cotton.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. The angular shaft K and the chain L,
when constructed and combined in the manner
specified.

2. The levers P, with their hooks G- and H, which
form the device for locking the doors, or lids, when
made and used substantially as described.

3. In combination with the box A and follower B,
and the fi'ietion-rollers c c and d cZ, and the ratchets
e, and the pawl /, and the lever M, the double-fusee
wheel X.

89,023.—Henry C. Bulkley and Amos Shep-
ARD, Kew Britain, Conn., assignors to the Union
Manufacturing Co3ipany, same place.— Fump-
Faire.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—A pump-valve, C, and valve-seat D, se-

cured in their places, by means of the find of the
cylinder B, resting on and in direct contact with
both the valve C and valve-seat D, all as and for the
purpose substantially as req^uired.

89,024.—Legrand S. Carpenter. East Hamp-
ton, Conn.— (?o?i(7-BeH.—April 20, 1869.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
lever C D, the hammer-wire P, and the bridge H, to
form a double-striking mechanism, substantially as
herein described, and in combination with the lever,

the hammer-wire, and bridge, the regulating stop-
wire I, and the aperture A, for the purpose of regu-
lating the position of the hammer, substantially as
herein described.

89,025.—William T. Carroll. Medway, Mass.—Ring for Spinning-Frame.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ring made with
two races, as described, the socketed ring-rail and
the clamp-screws for holding said ring to the rail,

the wliole being constructed and arranged as and
for thejparposes shown and specified.

89,026—Henry J. Case, Auburn, IS'. Y.—Me-
chanical Movement.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pedals, the rock-
shafts, the vibrating arms, the links, and the cranks,
all arranged and operating as described, with the
driving-wheel.

2. The combination, as set forth, with the oscillat-

ing pendulum jjedal of the rocking foot-rest.

89,027.—Levi P. Comstock, Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Railroad-Car Stove.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the oval-shaped stove
A, with the draught-box D. cold-air chamber H, cold-

airpipes J, hot-air chamber K, heated-air pipes L,
If, and P, when arranged and combined, as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,028.—Catharine F. Corbett. Boston, Mass.
—Fluti7ig-2fachine.—ATpril 20, 1869.

Claim.-^ln a fluting-machine, the combination and
arrangement of the hinged rods H H H, &c., the
arms C' D', and the pressure-bar E P, substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,029.—Edward Crandal, Xorthville, Mich.
-Horse-Rake.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim.—The hay-rake described, having the main
frame, to which are attached the rake-frame h, as
described, head h, rods x, and lever w, the whole be-

ing arranged and operated as described.

89,030.—J. W. Culbertson, Pichmond, Ind.

—

Catarrhal Syringe.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.—The enlarged oval nozzle A, having a

central perforation for the je't, and provided with
a concavitv at the end, as and for the purpose set
forth.

89,031.—tTcHN Danner, Canton, Ohio.

—

Shelf
Coat-Rack, and Clothes-Frame.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arms C, and their metallic end-pieces
c, T\-ith the bar B, made square or with ribs a and
spaces h, in combination with a shelf, and with
brackets for sustaining them, substantially as herein
described and represented. ^

89,032.—James Dempsey, Geneva, ]S". T., as-

sifirnor to himself and Xathan Levy, same place.

—

Ihill-Coupling.—A^\^\l 20, 1809.

Claim.—The combination of the thill-iron D, hav-
ing the rubber bearings g g, with the socket C, pro-
vided with the heads a a and narrow slots h b, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

89,033.—Arnold Doll, Cleveland, Ohio.—Sad-
Lron ^eaifer.—April 20. 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the perforated
coverH and standards B', in the manner as set forth.

2. The ribs P, in combination with the standards.
B' and handle C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

89.0.34.—JosiAH Poster, Sandwich, Mass.

—

Safety-Pocket.-A^Til 20, 1869.
'

.

Claim.—1. In combination with the lid d, the
spring-catch /, lip h, and locking-ring k, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the case ft and its lid d,

the hinged front flaps, or a flap, I, substantially as
described.

89,035 George C. Gage, Waterford, K". T.—
Covying-Press.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated April 9,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
nut D and screw E, together with the platen-holding
device g h ij, all constructed substantially as shown,
and operating as set forth.

89,036.—Alfred C. Garratt. Boston, Mass.

—

Voltaic Battery.—Xt^yH 20., 1869.

Claim.—In a voltaic pile, constructed substan-
tially as described, slotted bars, constructed as and
for the purposes set forth.

89,037.-George S. Grant, Providence, P. I.,

assignor to Albert 0. Baker, same place.

—

Snap
for Bracelets, <£^.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The application of mortises or slots, or
their equivalents, to the post of the snap, for the
purpose of locking the snap, substantially as herein
described.

89,038.—Oliver E. Greene, Lawrence, Mass.
—Lubricating Sleeve for Loose Pulleys.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. A lubricating cylinder or .sleeve, ar-

ranged between the shaft or axle and the hub of the

pulley or wheel, and fitted to turn freely on the shaft

and in the hub, substantially as described.

2. Perforating the cylinder or sleeve, arranged to

turn fi-eely between the sliaft or axle and the hub of

the wheel or pulley, substantially as described, for

the purpose sot forth.
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89,039.— Richard Guinn, Baltimore, Md.—
Medicine for Purifying the Blood.—April 20, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of the ingredients in the
quantities or proportions and for the purposes sub-

stantially as spt forth,

89,040.

—

"William Stuart Guinness, London,
England, assignor to himself and Augustus Gardi-
ner Seaman, same place.

—

Sewing-Machine.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination in a sewing-machine
of a vertically reciprocating needle, a horizontally
vibrating shuttle, and a vibrating take-up, all con-
structed substantially as described, and driven by a
pitman from a common center, c', as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination with the driving-shaft of the
pitman c, driving the needle-bar, the link-rod /, the
bell crank iever A, the pitman h, and the shuttle-

slide, all arranged and operating as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the feed-bar, supported by the throat-plate, with
the inclines on the shuttle-holder, for the purposes
specified.

4. The combination of the take-up and tension-
spring with the links /ft, the bell-crank lever A, and
the shuttle-carrier, the combination being and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

5. A recipi-ocating shuttle, the shell of which is

provided with longitudinal ribs, to prevent the
thread from coming in contact with the body of the
shuttle.

89,041.—"William Hall, l^^orth Adams, Mass.
—Mop- Wringer.—A-gvil 20, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the segmental press-
plate B, the bent lover D, pivoted arm C', rod C, slot-

ted guides E, draw-rods 6, all arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,042.—Jamison H. Harrison, Boston, Mass.—Saw-Sharpening Device.—April 20, 1869.

Claim..—The saw-sharpening wheels C and C, ar-

ranged to operate as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

89,043.—Myron E. Haskell, Lowell, Mass.—
Shuttle-Binder for Looms.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The finger h and spring t, in combination
with the binder g, substantially as and for the jpur-

poses herein described.

89,044.

—

Nehemiah L. Hatch, Cape Elizabeth,
M.Q.—Stove-Tongs.—A^TiX 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved stove-tongs, as herein de-
scribed, combining the different parts, their form and
arrangement, as herein set forth, to be operated by
a single hand, as and for the purposes specified.

89,045.—John Hilts, Detroit, Mich.—Table-
Leaf Support.—A-pYi\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The circular bar C, hinged or otherwise
secured to the plate K, or to the under side of the
leaf of a table, as herein set forth, in combination
with the loop D and latch F. substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth and
described.

89,046.—Stoughton B. Holden, Woburn, as-

signor to himself and Luther L. Holden, Boston,
Mass.— C/iwrn,.—April 20, 1869.

Claiin. — The cone-^^liaped bottom C, with cor-
responding form of dasher B', perforated as shown
at S', in combinatio)! with valve E and tube d, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

89,047.— James A. House and William B.
Snyder, Bridgeport, Coun.— Velocipede.—Axn-W 20,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a volocii)ede, of
the steering-wheel, the steering-handle, and the
brake, all constructed, arranged, and operating as
set forth.

2. The combination, with the velocipede, of the
sectional wheels, adjustable at equal distances from
the center of the axle, by studs inserted in the axle,
as set forth.

89,048.— Daniel HUssey, Nashua, ]^. H.—
Machine for Finishing Cloth.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and ^-rangeraent of two
supporting- rollers G J, with the dampening-roller C,
and trough D, the pressure-roller K, provided with
journals, arranged in grooves cf', and with the cloth-
roller I, unprovided with journals, the whole being
operated substantially as specified, so that the cloth
shall travel faster than the surface of the said damp-
euing-roU on. which it runs.

89,049.—A. B. Jones, Wilmington. E". C—Ma-
terial for Journals and Bearings., and for Lubri-
cating.—April 20, 1809.

Claim-.— The employment, for lubricating pur-
poses, of vegetable fiber, disintegrated by the explo-
sive force of steam, in combination with oil, or other
suitable lubricant, substantially as herein specified.

89,050.—John Jordan, East Windsor, assignor
to himself and C. N. Harlow, West Cummington,
Mass.

—

Turbine Water-Wheel.—April 20, 1869; an-
tedated April 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame E, hav-
ing the adjustable racks E, with the water-gates C,
whereby the latter may be opened or closed simul-
taneously, substantially as described and shown.

2. The combination of the shafts I, having gear
H and pinions K, with the circular racks J upon the
Avater-gates C, substantially as shown.

89,051.—Egbert W. Lamb, Wilmington, N". C,
assignor to himself and A. Paul Eepiton, Jr., same
place.

—

Still for Turpentine and other Substances.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The applicatiou of superheated steam
to the distillation of spirits of turpentine, as herein
described.

2. The perforated pipe G, in combination with the
coil 1 1, for the purpose of diffusing the superheated
steam through the charge, as set forth.

3. The coil of pipe, arranged around the sides of
the still, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The steam-jacket, in combination Avith the still,

as and for the purpose described.

89,053.

—

William St. George Little, Boston,
Mass.—Ladies' Work-Table.—A^xil 20, 1869.

Clai'm.—The combination and arrangement of the
divided rotary drum D, the drawers / /, and the
writing-tablet C, with the case A, and its cover,
made in two parts, a b, hinged together, as set forth,

the said cafee being applied to a stand, B, as de-

scribed.

89,053.—E,obert O. Lowrey, Salem, N. Y.—
Mode of Rendering Brick, Stone, Clay, Blaster, <&c.

,

Water-Repellent.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated March
23, 1869.

Claim.—The method of rendering brick, artificial

stone, mortar, plaster, cement, concrete, and similar
articles, water-repellent, by the addition or use of a
lime and grease compound, substantially as hfirein

described.

89,054.—Egbert O. Lowrey, Salem, N. Y.

—

Mode of Rendering Fibrosis Fabrics Water-Rcpcl-
Zew«.—April 20, 1869; antedated March 23, 1869.

Claim.—The method of rendering fibrous fabrics,

and similar articles, Avater-repellent, by the addition
or use of a lime and grease compound, substantially
as herein desciibed.

89,055 R. O. Lowrey, Salem. .N. Y.—2Fanu-
facture of Water-Proof and Water- Repellent.—April
20, 1869; antedated March 23, 1869.

Claim.—A water- proof repellent fluid, consisting
of an artificial gum, niyde as heroin described, iu

combination with ben/ole, benzino, or similar volatile

liquids, substantially as herein set forth.

89,056.-11. O. Lowrey, Salem, N.Y.— lVrt^fr-

Proof Co7«.poMnd.—April 20, 1869 ; antodutod Mtu'ch
23, 18(i9.

Claim.—A Avater-i)roof compound, made of lime,

grease, oil, or fatty substances, whou conibiuod sub-

staiituillv us ll(^rl'in lU'seribiHl.
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89,057.—A. C. Luther, Canton, Ohio.—Sar-
ness-BucHe. April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pash-bar or knob, B, wlien used in
combination -n-itli the pivoted tongue A, substantial-
ly as and for the purpose specified.

2. The peculiar goose-necked form of the end &, of
the tongue A, "\rhen said tongue is used in combina-
tion with a push -bar or knob, B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

3. The tongue-blank A B, constructed of a single
piece of metal, having the flattened end or push-bar
B formed thereon, and witli or without the goose-
necked form of the end &, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

4. Tlie harness-buckle herein described, composed
of the frame D C D F, cross-bar E, and tongue A,
with push-bar B, the several parts being construct-
ed, combined, and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.

89,058.—Charles Ltne. Padstow, England.—
Folding Perambulator.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated
Arril 6, 1869.

Claim..—The -within-described folding perambula-
tor, arranged, constructed, and operating substan-
tially as specified.

89,059.—Samuel Mason and Edward Binns,
Beaver Falls, Pa.

—

Attaching Handles to Cutlery.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—Attaching articles of cutlery, having flat

and round tangs, to recessed, bored, and shouldered
handles, by passing a rivet through the lips of the
handle and the flat part of the tang, and covering
the ends of the rivet, whether headed or headless, as
well as the lips and tang, by casting a bolster there-
on, substantially in the manner hereinbefore set
forth.

89,060.—Sylvester G-. Mason, Eochester, If.
Y.—Pump-Piston.—Awi\ 20, 1869 ; antedated April
15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the segmental rings
£r pf, with holes i i, the pins, or bearings h h, and
spaces o, in combination with a piston having
openings d d, and valves C C, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

89,061.-Alpine McLean, Boston, Mass.— C«r-
Coupling.—AT^ril 20, 1869.
Claim.—A car-coupling, having a draught-bar, d,

in which there is a shackle-pin, g, operated by a
spring, as described, arranged with the incline/, and
provided with the spring-follower i, and the spring-
jaws c, substantially as described.

89,062.—"William Morehouse, Bufi'alo, I^T. Y.—Machine for Punching, Shearing, and Straighten-
ing Fish-Bars.—A-pvil 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame B, constructed with lugs a,
and offsets a', for receiving screw-rods D, and con-
fining-uuts h b', and provided with bearings, for an
eccentric carrying-shaft P, and with a reciprocating
punch-carrying-block E, which has a chambered
punch-head J' attached to it, in combination with
the chambered section C, furnished with fish-bar-
forming die-blocks e e, all being constructed and
adapted to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

2. The arrangement herein described and shown,
of the punch-carrying head J J', furnished with a se-
ries of chambers, which are i]i communication with
one another, and which separately conduct liquid to
the heated parts of the punches and dies, the follower-
block E, the flexible pipe Y, and the dies e e, all con-
structed substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of shear or cutter n, station-
ary cutter 2, straightener "W, grooved block e' and
die-blocks e, and punches (> substantially'as and for
the purposes described.

4. In combination with the arrangement of the de-
vices in the foregoing clause, the adjustable gauge-
plate F, substantially as described.

5. The improved machine, herein described, for
punching, straightening, gauging, and shearing
concavo-convex fish-bars, having its parts construct-
ed, combined, arrajiged, and operated substantially
as described.

89,063.—Isaac Morse, Henniker, assignor to
himself and Charles H. Thorndike, Weare, IS". H.— Water-Wheel.—A.])V\\'20, 1869.

Claim..—The water-wheel, having the guide b pro-
jecting forward into the month of the bucket, toward
"the guide c, at the back of the bucket, substantially
as set forth.

89,064.—William Muir, Montreal, Canada.—
Sewing-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cams C C, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the shaft J, and the
needle-tar D, and shuttle-frame F, arranged re-

spectively with, tension devices and shuttle-guides,

all operating as described for the purpose specified.

2. The shuttle-frame F, with the rollers e, in com-
bination with the ways//, for the purpose of facili-

tating the movement of the shuttle-frames, as set

forth.

3. The feed-rollers L L', in combination with the
pinion ux, keyed on the shaft V, the drum W, and
ratchet-wheel X, placed loosely on said shaft, and
the multiple pawl a;x, operated from the driving-shaft
B, through the media of the cam Z, yoke Y, all ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.
4. The combination, with the yoke Y, of the bar

B', of taper-form at its upper end, and operated by
the pattern-cam E, for the purpose of regulating ttie

feed-movement of the rollers L L', substantially as
set forth.

5. The cam Q, arm S, bar T, and rod U, operated
from the diiving-shaft B, through the media of the
cam O, yoke P, pawl m.x, on radius bar Ax, substan-
tially as shown and described, for giving lateral

movement to framing G.

89,065.—Andrew Murray, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing Company, same
place.

—

Power-Loom for Weaving Ingrain-Carpets.
—AprU 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The comlsination of the vibrating con-
necting-bars with the pendulous frames, herein de-

scribed, when said vibrating connecting-bars are
pivoted or hinge-jointed to the pendulous fi-ames,

and communicate thereto the vibratory action of a
cam or cams, substantially as specified.

2. In combination with each of the pendulous
frames, a cam, by which said pendulous frames are
severally operated, substantially as described.

3. The combination of mechanism herein de-
scribed, for uniting and vibrating the two pendu-
lous frames, consisting of a revolving shaft, extend-
ing across the loom from side to side, two cams,
carried by said shaft, and vibrating connecting-bars,
which severally communicate the vibratory action of
said cams to the pendulous frames, substantially as
specified.

89,066.-Byron W. ISTichols, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and William E. Eaynolds, Jr.,

same place.

—

Jam-lSfut.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved jam-nut herein described,
composed of the nut B, with the conical hole E, and
the conical washer C, with slots D D, the several
parts beiu^- constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

89,067 OLE OsMUNDSON, Mission, El.—^ee-
Hive.—X])vi\ 20, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination of hopper A, aperture
B, sieve c, alighting-board D, and apertures / g
h i, when constructed and arranged substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

^„,....^^.—Thomas F. Palm, Toledo, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and L. J. Bliven, same place.

—

Eaves-Trough Suspender.—A^vW 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the metal strap or
loop B, and the metal clamp or clsisp A, applied to

the trough, or roof, in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein specified.

89,069.—George T. Parry, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Velocipede.—A^vil 20, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The steering apparatus, composed of
the projection C, terminating in the horizontal cross-

piece D, the cog-system a, b b, the horizontal arms e

c, the vibrating-levers E E, the slides F F, and the
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tiller M, or the equivalent of any of the foregoing
constituent parts, arranged, constructed, and oper-

ating in the manner and for the purpose substantial-

ly as described.
2. The combination of the steering apparatus, the

central frame, and the running-gear, arranged, con-

sti'ncted, and operated in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as described, and forming a
locomotive-machine, propelled, guided, and con-

trolled by pedal or manual power.

89,070.—Denison Chauncy Pierce, Clayton,
N. Y.—Iiailway-Rail.—A])Yil 20, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement upon my patent,

granted March 27, 1866, ]^o. 53,479, the construction
of the main or base rail, when the same is provided
with broad lateral flanges and a lower vertical

flange, and when the central upper portion of the
rail and lower vertical flange, either or both, are
made hollow, and the rail is combined with a suitable

cap and interposed strips, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

89,071.—EOBERT Pilling, Waterford, IsT. T.—
Stop-Yalve for Steatn and other Enginery.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the toggle-joint lev-

ers D D, between and with reference to the valves
C and C, fulcrum-stops I, and actuating screw-stem
or spindle E, substantially as shown and set forth.

89,072.—Archibald Putnam, Owego, N. Y.

—

.Seeding-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The face-plate E, provided with lugs
or ears m, m m, for the purpose of fastening to the
outside of the grain-box, when used in combination
with a vertical distributing-wheel, substantially as
described.

2. The manner of constructing the distributing-
wheel D, with a flange on its periphery, and indenta-
tions in or irregularities upon the bottom of its cir-

cular channel or recess, in combination with a round,
grooved rod, for giving it motion, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The employment of a clutch, «, grooved sliding-

rod 0, (or their equivalent,) and incline lever d, di-

vided at the clutch n, for the purpose of stopping
and starting the feed-runs simultaneous with the
lifting or lowering of the hoes or teeth, substantially
as described.

89,073.—David Quinx, Chicago, 111—Subma-
rine Pump-Dredge.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The guides E, in combination with the
quadrant F, pipe C, and jjump B, Avhen the same are
used in the manner and for the purposes herein
specified.

89,074.—Tryon Keakirt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of White Lead.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Subjecting metallic lead, in a closed
chamber, heated to a proper temperature by con-
fined steam, or other heating apparatus, simultane-
ously to the action of free steam, or its equivalent, to
start the oxidation of the lead, and then to tlie action
of acetic acid, in the form of a spray, or shower, and
of carbonic-acid gas, diffused through the chamber,
substantially as described.

2. The use of chlorine gas and solution of caustic
soda, substantially as described as and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The pcculinr application of the carbonic-acid
gas, by injecting it into tlie chamber, tlirough pipes
passing through cither the top or bottom thereof, or
through botli, and thus securing a more perfect diffu-

sion of tlie gas tliroughout the chamber, and brinii-

ing it into more perfect contact with the h^ad, sub-
stantially as described.

4. 1'ho use of carbonic acid and chlorine gases, or
chloride of soda, or their equivalenf-s, in and during
the process of wasliiiig the lead, substantially us de-
scribed, as ami for tlie [)uri)oso specified.

5. Purifying (uirbonic acid gas .arising from the
combustion of fuel, by passing the same tlirougli

water, holding in solution iiypochlorous or cliloric

acid, oi- tlio otlier substances previously named,
substantially as described, as and for tlie purpose
specified.

88,075.

—

William G-. Peed, Chelsea, Mass.

—

Chimney.—A^ril 20, 1869.

Claim.—A chimney-building block, provided with
smoke and ventilating-flues, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

89,076.—John Eeichenbach, AJlegheny City,
Pa., assignor to himself, John Heath, ancl Wil-
liam P. EiTZSiMONS, same place.

—

Composition for
Making Chilled Castings.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a coating for the chill in making
chilled castings, a mixture of gum- shellac, alcohol^
and lamp-black, in the proportions and used sub-
stantially as stated. •

§9,077.—Hiram A. Peid, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Bag-Holder and Truck Combined.—April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—In combination with the«handles E E,
spreaders F F, supported in place by a single or
double rod K, and held apart by a coiled spring, I,

or its equivalent, a curved ratch, G-, pivoted or
hinged in the handles E E, to engage on pin M, all

arranged to operate with the truck, substantially as
herein set forth.

89,078.-Elisha B. Pich, South Boston, Mass.—Automatic Feed-Crib for Stable- Stalls, dc.—April
20, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination and arrangement,
with a feed-crib for stalls, of an arrangement of me-
chanism susceptible of automatic operation, sub-

stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The extended shaft F, with cam IST, in combina-
tion with the devices of the first clause of claim,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

89,079.—Thomas C. Pobinson, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and G-eorge H. Sanborn.—
Railroad- Chair.—April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the plate P, clamps
C C, braces B B', and wedge W, all constructed and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the slotted wedge W and
plate P, the lock L, arranged and operating as de-
scribed.

3. A railroad-chair, constructed substantially as
described, by which the rails are held most immova-
bly, and most directly in line with each other, when
subjected to the greatest superincumbent weight, as

specified.

89,080.— George W. Pogers, Philadelphia,
Pa.— Rotary Fump.— April 20, 1869; antedated
April 3, 1869.

Claim.—The segmental piston S P, in combina-
tion Avith the receiving-valves C C\ partition P T,
circular flanges C F, and delivery-valves C^ C^, the
whole ai'ranged and operating substantially in the
manner described.

89,081.-Mark M. Powell, Brandon, Wis.—
Automatic Seed-Separator.—April 20, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shoe G, trough
F, and wheel J, constructed and arranged as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The shoe G, screens H H, and stretcher-rod M,
tlic latter being arranged to strain the screens, as

and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The trough F, hinged to the cross-piece B, in

combination with the shoe G , frame I) C, straps E
E, legs A, wheel J, depending supjiorts b, set-

screw It, and cross-piece B, as and for the purpose
set forth.

S9,0S'2.—AL0N7.0 Saltsmax and Clakk IT.

CiiARLESWORTii, Avoca, and R.F. Osgood, Poches-
ter, X. Y. ; said Osgood assigns his right to said

SALTSJiANandCHARLEawOKTll.

—

Harvester.—Aitril
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The firrangemeut of the i-octnngulrtr

lever-fraiiie, G II, I T, pivoted nteh, and iiu-losing

tlie cam-wheel C, in sueli a nmiiuer as to diviilo tho

strain on both sides of tho center of motion of said

frame, ns herein set forth.

2. In comliiniition with the r^otangular lever

frame (r 11, I I, ami tlH> cnmwIieeU', tlie adjustabld

teeth (i d, for gauging tlH> s(r(>k(>ol' tlie sickle, tlio
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whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and lor the pui'pose specified.

89,083.—Chakles G. Sargent,Westford,.Mass.
—Cotton-Gin.—A^Yi\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The guard-plate and guard-roller, ar-
ranged substantially as described, in combination
with the cleaning-cylinder, when constructed as to
its surface, substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The ginning or cleaning cylinder, having its
surface constructed substantially as described, in
combination with a guard-plate or roller for re-
tarding or knocking oif seeds or burrs for ginning
purposes.

3. A raw-hide or partially elastic surfaced guard-
roller, arranged to operate in combination with a
cleaning-cyliuder in a iliachiue for cleaning fiber,

when tiie suafaces of the two revolve one with ami
the other against the feediug-dii'ection of the fiber,

substantially as descril)ed.

89,084.

—

Arthur Schaffer, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Micsic-Itack.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the base of a porta-
ble rack, of right-angle strips A A, united by pivots
to a central standard, in combination with hinged
pieces C C and pins i i, ai'ranged substantially as
described.

2. The slotted standard B, having pivoted in its

slot the perforated piece D and prop E, and having
pivoted to its ends the pieces C and A A, substan-
tially as described.

89,085.—Carl Scharffe, CTevelaud, Ohio, as-

signor to William G-. "Wilsox, same place.

—

Gath-
ering-Attachment for Sewing-Machine.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rod B, adjusting-
screw D, feeder C, lever E, connecting-rod or arm
E, and plate A, the same being constructed and ar-
ranged to operate substantially as described, and for
the purpose set forth.

89,080.— Philander Shaw, Boston, Mass.—
Street- Gar.—A-pTil 20, 1869.

Claim..—In a car or other vehicle, a series of sus-
pended seats, arranged to operate substantially as
described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

89,087.—Joseph Shirk and Isaac "W. Marten,
East Earl Township, 'Pa.—Boiler-Feeder.—A^tH 20,
1869.

Claim.—The flanged stuffing-plates G, in combi-
nation with the plunger, or piston E, cylinder A B,
and shoulders s, constructed and arranged as de-
scribed.

89,088.—Dexter Smith and J". TV. Storrs,
Springfield, Mass., assignors to the Wessox Eire-
Arms Company, same place.

—

Cartridge.—^April 20,
1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the paper shell

with a solid butt of paper, C, forming the nut for the
screw A of the metallic head B, substantially in the
manner herein described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the head
B and paper shell C, the parts being constructed
substantially as hereiu described.

89,089 John E. Spaulding, Etutland, Vt.—
Car- Coupling.-April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The.combination and arrangement of the
ear E with the draw-bar, its sliding I3unter B, and
the operative spring, C, thereof, the whole being
substantially as described.

89,090.—Charles A. Stebbins, Springfield,
VLass.-Gas-Holder.—April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The construction of a gasometer in
such a manner that an inner body of -n-ater serves for

purifying the gas before reaching the receiver, said
inner body of water being kept from contact with
the outer body of water forming th« filling for the
main tank, which filling remains pure, substantially
as shown.

2. The arrangement of the tank C, pipes a and &,

tank B, and cover A, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

89,091.-George P. Sweezy, Hiverhead, N. Y.—Device for Measuring, Laying Out, and Cutting
Garments.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In combination with the two arms n'

n, adjustable with the horizontal piece g, and capa-
ble of being mo^ed toward or from each other simul-
taneously, and by gearing the fixed or central meas-
uring-tape V, as and for the purpose described and
repi'esented.

2. In combination with the arms n' n, adjustable
vertically and horizontally, the arms p and t, operat-
ing in connection with them, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with the shifting-arms and the
centrally-fixed measuring-tape Y the movable tape
Z, for measm'ing from the three points. A, B. and D,
as shown and represented.

89,092.

—

Charles A. S. Temple, Greenwood
Village, assignor to himself and Stephen E. Tem-
ple, Boston, Mass.

—

Safety- Switch.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two switch-rails M M, and their locking-lever latch-
ing mechanisms, with the two switch-plates P P',

provided with a spring or springs, and the tongues
USE' S', as described, the whole being constructed
and arranged with and so as to operate with the
main and turn-out tracks of a railway, substantially
in manner specified.

89,093.

—

Alexander Tittman, Indianapolis,
Ind,, assignor to himself, Willlvm H. Turner, and
Duncan JIenderson.— ^ct'jMiijr-Jfac/iMie.—Aj)ril 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. So constructing a sewing-machine that
it may be made to sew with-two threads, forming
either a shuttle or look-stitch, or a double-loop stitch,

at the pleasure of the operator, without taking from
it any of its parts or adding to it other parts, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A sewing-machine for making the different

stitches herein described, wherein are employed a
circular bobbin, a turning hook, and a lower thread-
carrying looper, the said elements being permanent
fixtures to the machine at all times, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. Providing for turning the hook 2 on arm N^,
out of the way of the looper, substantially as de-

scribed, in order to admit of making a double-looped
stitch.

4. The connecting-rod K, or its equivalent, for

putting the looper out of motion and out of tbe way
of the revolving hook, substantially as described.

5. The application of a latch-bolt, M, or its equiva-
lent, to the connecting-rod K of the looper, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose described.

6. The self-acting tension device, shown in Eig. 6,

consisting of a perforated lever spring, b^, and pivot-

ed block y', combined with the devices m' n', and
operating substantially as described.

7. The double-crank arm IS^, provided with a hook,
2, or its equivalent, on one end, and also means for
attaching a connecting-rod, L, to either end, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

8. The organization of a sewing-machine for mak-
ing the diff'erent stitches herein described, in such
manner that both systems of mechanism provided
for making these stitches are operated fi-om the same
driving-shaft without altering the cam which oper-

ates these devices for making both stitches, or the
prime motors of the machine, the parts composing
the machine being permanent attachments at all

times, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

9. Operating a hook which turns on an axis, and a
vibrating or recipi'ocating thread-carrying looper iu
one and the same machine, but at diiferent times,

accordingly as one or the other of the aforementioned
stitches is being formed from the same driving-shaft,

these elements of the machine being permanent at-

tachments thereof at all times, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

10. The use of a turning-hook and a lower-thread-
carrying looper in one sewing-machine, but at

different times, accordingly as one or the other of

the aforementioned stitches is being formed, these
elements of the machine being at all times perma-
nent parts thereof, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
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89,094.—Charles Toppan, Wakefield, Mass.—
Mode of Treating Paper and Other Fabrics to Ben-
der them Water-Proof.—A^Y\\ 20, 1869.

Claim— The treatment of paper, clotli, cork,

sponge, leather, and other similar felted or textile

fabrics and porous substances, or articles made
therefrom, by the application thereto of paraffine in

solution, substantially as herein described, for the

purpose set forth.

89,095.—Charles Toppax, Wakefield, Mass.—
Water-Repellent Material.—At^yH 20, 1869.

Claim.—A repellent material, consisting of a pa-

per, felted, or textile fabric or article, or porous sub-

stance, treated ivith paraffine in solution, substan-
tially as herein described.

89,096 J. H. Tyler, Martin, InT. C—Horse-
shoe.—Ai^iril 20, 1869.

Claim,.—The band C, with socket c, in combina-
tion with projection a', of the toe-piece a, when se-

cured substantially as described, and arranged in
connection with a [horseshoe of the described con-
struction,' as set forth.

S9,097.—CALvm WardWELL. Painesville, Ohio.
—Auger.—April 20, 1869.

Claim:—A boring-bit, having the small part A and
large part B constructed together in one and the
same tool, to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

89,098.—G-EORGE W. Warren, Alma, IST. Y.—
0/mrn.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the stationary
dasher C and rotating barrel B, of the rertically-

sliding key k, the same being independent of the
dasher, but preventing its rotation, and forming,
with the dasher-shaft, the axis of the barrel, substan-
tially as described.

2. The rotating barrel B, having the operating and
steadying cog-i'im 4 encircling its middle, in combi-
nation with the gearing 12 3, cord c, and weight /,
when arranged and operating as described.

89,093.

—

Hiram Webster and Cyrus Powers,
East Pembroke, N. T.

—

Potato-Digger.—April 20,

1869.

Claim,.— 1. The arrangement, with the inter-

matching rake E and digger C, of the bolts and slots

g h, and the bars and braces F Gr, said devices serv-
ing to adjust the said rake and digger relatively
with each other, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the cog-bars i i, pinions I P, slots j j, con-
necting-piece J, and lever K, the whole operating in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The construction of the revolving rake, forming
foiir teeth, e e e e, on one piece, each tooth projecting
from the square, and not the center, and having
square eye I, for the reception of the square shaft,
with washers m m between each series of teeth, ar-
ranged and constructed as herein set forth.

4. The machine, as a whole, consisting of the dig-
ger C, adjustable by bolts and slots g h, the rake E,
adjustable by bars and braces E G-, the cog-bais i i,

pinions I, slots j j, connecting piece J, and lever K,
the whole operating as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

89,100.—Wn.LiAM M. Welling, New York, N.
T.

—

Elastic Composition to Imitate Ivory and Simi-
lar Materials.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated April 9,

1869.

Claim.—The clastic compound, formed by a mix-
ture of tlie ingredients Nos. 1 and 2, in a heated
state.

89,101.—,!. Sprncer White, Proscott, Wis.—
Door-Rolder.—April 20, 18G9: antedated Ecbruarv
1, 1869.

Claim.—ThQ cone A, the lock, B, with the bowl d,
latch c, spring/, and thurab-key g, constructed and
arranged for the purjioscs as herein sot forth and
described.

89,103.—Thomas E. M. White, New Bedford,
Mass.

—

Yelocipede.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.—Conveying motion to the driving-wheels

of a velocipede or other machine by means of the
combination of loose pulley C^, lever-cam M^, band
D^, and spring E', with the hub or shaft of the
wheel.

89,103.— Amos WrniTEMORE, Cambridgeport,
Mass.— Steam-Engine Valve- Gearing.— April 20,
1869..

Claim-.—1. The variable eccentric C c, and ex-
pander g, controlled by a governor, and operating to
regulate the movements of the slide valve, substan-
tially as described.

2. The expansible eccentric C c, in combination
with a hub, J, carrying a wedge, g, said parts being
applied upon the driving-shaft D, and controlled by
a governor, substantially as described.

3. Shaft D, arranged at right angles to the piston
P, and receiving motion directly from the piston, in
combination with slide valve V, rod H, stuffing-box
G, rod E', yoke F, rollers E, and an expansible ec-

centric C c, all being arranged to operate substan-
tially a^ described.

4. The valve-chest B, and rectangular piston-chest
A, constructed as herein described, .and having a
shaft D, arranged at right angles to them, and re-

ceiving motion directly from the piston P, substan-
tially as described. *

5. The construction of the rectangular piston P,
with a slot in one side of it, for receiving the swivel
block T, on the crank of the driving-shaft D, in
combination with the adjustable piece T', substan-
tially as described.

89,104.—-Amos Whiitemore, Cambridgeport,
Mass.

—

Mechanisin for Operating Sewing-Machines

.

—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the seat-frame K K, pawl Gr, ratchet, or other equiv-
alent toothed wheelJ, an intermediate train of gear-
ing, and the driving-shaft B' of a machine which is

to be operated by force of gravitation, all substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the friction-brake d d"*, or
its equivalent, with the seat-frame K, pawl Gr,

ratchet J, or other equiA^alent wheel,' an interme-
diate train of gearing, and the driving-shaft B', of a
machine which is to be driven by force of gravita-
tion, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the speed-equalizer g' g, or
its equivalent, with the shaft B', and with the seat-
frame K K, pawl Gr, ratchet J, or its equivalent,
and an intermediate train of gearing, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of the pawl K and ratchet J
of the seat-frame, and the ratchets J J and pawls
U U of the movable foot-stands E,^ 5^2^ qj. their
equivalents, an intermediate train of gearing, and
the shaft B', substantially as described.

5. The combination of the lever Y, vertically-mov-
ing foot-stands E.^ jj,2^ pawls U U, and ratchets J J,
all substantially as and for the purpose described.

6. In a mechanical movement, for operating small
machines by the weight of the operatox", locating the
axis of the seat-frame K K below and in line, or
nearly so, with the shaft I, in combination witli the
ai'ranging of the pawl Gr, near tlio upper cud of the
seat-frame, substantially as described.

7. The combination of tlie foot-rest M m with tlie

seat-frame K K, substantially as and for the pm--
posc described.

8. Tlie combination of the stop S, paAvl G, and
curvilinear-moving scat-frame, substantially as and
tor the purpose described.

89,105.—William Williams, Rochester, N. Y.
—Insole for Boots and Shoes.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the lelt next to

the cloth/, which forms the foot-liniiig, and between
it and the porous paper, in coml)ination with Mio

oiled or water-proof jitiper at tlie bottom, the edges
of tlie cloth being turned in and intorposod botwocu
the layers, substantially as set forth.

2. For the purpose of an insole-stillonor, the non-
elastic but flexible shank, applied substantially as
described.
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89,106.—Benjamin F. Wilson, Gecldes, N. Y.—Filtering Feed- Water Heater for Steam-Genera-
tors.—April 20, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The air-chamber c, when arranged,
with reference to the chambers M and I and tube a,

substantially iu the manner shown and described.
2. The arrangement of tlie air-space b b, pipes A,

B, C, D, and E, filter G-, plates K^ K^, catcher J,

and chambers H and I, in the manner substantially
as set forth.

3. The arrangement of parts making the continu-
ous passage a a a, whereby to heat and filter the
feed-water or other liquid, substantially in the man-
ner specified.

89,107.—Thomas Wilson and John W. Ap-
PLEYARD, Chicago; 111.

—

Carpet-Stretcher.—April 20,

lb69.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
board A, the claws c c, the pawl g, the ratchet-

wheels r r, the windlass w, the lever I, the cord b,

and the hook h, as and for the purpose specified.

89,108.—Louis C. Woehning, New York, as-

signor to Pauline L. Ruthenburg, Brooklyn, if. Y.
—Size-Mark for JSats.-AjiTil 20, 1869.

Claim.—The hatters' size-mark, formed of a metal
frame, with points to secure the number in the frame

,

and points to attach the frame to the hat, as set

forth. •

89,109.—Shepherd S. Woodcock, Somerville
Mass.

—

Pencil-Sharpener.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The Avithin-described pencil-sharpener,

consisting, essentially, of the wheel C, with its shaft

B, the belt J), guides or holders e f, and guide-rest

g, all combined and operating substantially as set

forth.

89,110.—Charles E. Woodman, Boston, Mass.
—Buckle.—A]pvil 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved buckle, as constructed,

with the stationary lip or lips, arranged with the

receiving-mouth, and to operate with the auxiliary

month, or slot of the body, in the manner substan-

tially as explained.

89,111.— Jasper A. Woodworth, Hickory
Corners, Mich.

—

Device for Moving Heavy Bodies.

—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A, runners
B, hinged brace C, rope or chain D, wheel E, pawl
E, pinion G, shafts H and I, drums J andK, line L,

grooved wheel M, posts N, crank O, line P, lugs Q,
vertical rollers E., rope or chain S, lever T, drag-

ropes U, and catches V, or tlieir equivalents, when
combined and operating substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth and described.

89,113.—Wilson Silas Wright, Ithaca, ]Sr. Y.
—Lathing-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

ends A with spaces and projections C D, connecting-
bar B, and handle G, with the spike or rod J,

through and loose in the handle, the s ame making
the hand-tool or lath-machine, as set forth.

89,113.—Benjamin Anyan, Eitchville, Ohio.

—

Combined Cultivator and Planter.-—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the stationary

cross-bar Q, foot-levers S, and cords or chains E,
Avith the central beam K and movable side beams O
of the cultivator, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the pivoted lock-lever U
with the central beam K and movable side beams
of a cultivator, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the cross-bar L', lever M',
cross-bar N', and guards P', with the spouts P,
plows J', slide H', hopper G', beam or frame E', and
beams K, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the cross-bar V, chains W,
cross-bar X, lever Y, rack-bar A', and seat-board B,
with the beams K and forward part of the running-

fear of a wagon, substantially as herein shown and
escribed, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the brace-bars E' with the
forward part of the tongue G, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth and described.

89,114.—Alfred Arnold, Tenafly, K. J.

—

Jacket, or Case for Teapots.—April 20, 1869.

Clai'rn.—The "article of table-furniture," herein
described, as a new article of manufacture.

89,115.—G. M. A'mERTON, Eriendsville, El.—
PIow.-At^yH 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable, adjustable, andreversi-
ble cutter J, constructed and operating substantially
as herein shown aad described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The bent support K, carrying the cutter J, per-

forated at the angle L^ L^, and adjusted upon the
plow -beam, by means of the curved slot and the set-

screw, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. The casting E, secm-ed to the beam B by the
rod e', and adapted to be adjusted to regulate the pitch
of the plow, by means of the wedge-shaped block E,
arranged as herein shown and described.

4. The slotted bar 0, adjusting-cap P, and notched
arm if, combined and arranged with the draught-rod
M, and plow-beam A, for the purpose of adjusting
said rod laterally, so that the line of draught s^all

be parallel to the beam, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

89,116.—Jackson Barnes, Burlington, Yt.—
Bedstead-Fastening.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The plate A, provided with the operating
thumb-piece I, and having the double eccentric slots

C D, engaging with the pins E H in the pieces E G,
all the parts being constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing as herein described, for the purpose specified.

89,117.—Frederick Bauschtliker, Washing-
ton, D. C, assignor to himself and Frederick Gent-
NER, same place.

—

Hydrant.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plunger B and
valve J, in the cylinder C, lever H, and arms G and
D, with the supply and discharge-pipes, when com-
bined and operating as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

89,118.—Samuel S. Bent, Portchester, if. Y.—
Hook for Supporting Carriage-Poles.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—A hook for carriage-poles or harness,
formed with an elastic tubular surface, as and for

the purposes set forth.

89,119.— Jakob Bohmer, St. Louis, Mo.—
Spring-Bedstead.—April 20 1869.

Claim.—The post A, clasp-links b, bars B, scrolls

F, and side rails E, combined with the end rods C,
and hangers D, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

89,120.—E. 0. BRACKETTandD. W. Brackett,
Yineland, N. J.—Shaft-Support—A]^Yi\. 20, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft-support, consisting of the rigid
parts A B, extended at a b, to clasp the strap C,
recessed at / for the buckle D, and secured firmly
together by the screws d d, as herein shown and de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

89,121.—Samuel Brock, iTew Orleans, La.

—

Composition for Preventing the Incrustation of
Steam-Boilers.—AT[>Til 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The composition above described, com-
posed of the ingredients above described, compound-
ed and used in the manner, proportions, and for the
purposes substantially as above set forth.

2. The use of said composition for the removal and
prevention of scale and incrustation in steam-boilers,

or other A'-essels used for heating and evaporating
water, substantially as above set forth.

89,122.-Benoni S. Brovv^n, Buffalo, if. Y., as-

signor to himself and Lewis B. Joy, same place.

—

Machine for Compounding and Applying Roofing-
Compositions to Felt, Paper, and other Fabrics.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mixing-reservoir, consisting of a
vessel A, provided with the rotating arms and steam-
jacket, for preparing and maintaining plastic compo-
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sitions for roofs in a state required for application

to the felt or other material, substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination of the mixing-vessel A , feed-

ing-hopper D, sand-box K, endless apron g' moving
over the table G, arranged and operating substan-

tially as and for the purposes set" forth.

89,133.-^J0HN G. Bryan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hydrant—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—A hydrant, consisting of the box P, s?,rew-

plug I, revolving jilug g, deliveiy pipe H, combined
handle and nozzle A, post B, and l30x C, all as and
for the purposes specified.

89,124.

—

Egbert Burchell and Egbert T.
BuKCHELL, Trenton, If. J.

—

Miter-Box.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.— Th.e combination, in a mitering appa-
ratus, of the guide-plates M N and J K with the
plate L and clamp-screws d e, substantially as and
for the purpose shown and described.

89,125.—JgnathAN Carl, Grenada, Miss., as

signer to himself and J. A. Carl, same place.

—

Churn-Dasher.—April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the breakers E
and movable dashers D, constructed and arranged
as described.

2. The movable dashers D and breakers E, oper-
ating within the churn-box A, as set forth in com-
bination with the driving apparatus H, P, and M,
and the pulley G.

3. The removable breakers E, in combination with
horizontal bars a, for securing them in x^osition, as

represented.

89,126.

—

Alonzg M. Cheney, Charlotte, Mich.— Curtain-Fixture.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 29, 1868.

Claim.—The application of a flanged roller, sub-
stantially in the manner shown, to curtain-fixtures
in which the shade is elevated or lowered by means
of a weighted tassel and cords, arranged as above
described.

89,127.—Benjamin P. Cloud, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Glass-Blowing Apparatus.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with a glass-blowing
furnace, of a fan-blower, C, air-supply pipe B, and
lateral or pendent flexible tubes D, or their equiva-
lent devices, for supplying air to the glass-blowers'
tubes, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The flexible tubes D, provided with valve-
mechanism for regulating the blast, and arranged
for attachment to the glass-blowers' tubes, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3. The method of raising the valves E by the lev-

ers G, operated by the flexible and elastic bulb F,
and either connected to the valve by the levers I, or
supporting the projecting foot K of the same on the
right-angled projections of the said arms, or any
equivalent thereof, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

89,128 Henry S. Cghu, New York, N. Y.—
Velocipede.—A^v\\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—In combiiiation with a onfe-wheeled ve-
locipede, the balance-wheels E E, crank a, and pen-
dent seat D, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

89,129.—James H. Ckandell, Upper Marl-
borough, Ism.—Bee-Hive.—A\n'i\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The moth-trap screen d, arranged upon
a partition, H, in relation to the bee-entrance h, and
to the moth-entrance, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

2. The partition H, when arranged in the angular
lower section of the hive, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The double-screened moth-trap d/, made of less
width than tlio bee chamber of the hive and applied
and confined in .its place, substantially in tlio manner
described.

4. The combination of the angular section F, par-
tition H, drawer G, moth-trap screen /, and honey-

section S, substantially in the manner shown and
described.

5. The removable screen /, confined in place
by cleat g and fastening h, substantially as de-
scribed.

89,130.—D. C. CuMiNGS, Fulton, '^.Y.—Tise.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—-1. The spring F, when arranged upon
and to move with the block E, for the purposes
specified.

2. The yoke or block E, when provided with the
screw g and wheel 7i, or their equivalents, Avhen ar-
ranged and combined with the base of the two jaws
A and A', as described.

89,131.

—

William A. Daggett, South Vine-
land, iST. J.—Clothes-Frame.—At^vH 20, 18G9.

Claim,.— 1. The combination of the horizontal
bars A, when made in sets of different lengths,
vertical bars B, the single bars G, and pivoting, or
hinge-bar C D E F, with e,ach other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. Securing the clothes-frame, when closed, by
means of a button, H, pivoted to the central one of
the longest set of horizontal bars A, and buttoning
into the vertical bar B, attached to the ends of the
shortest set of horizontal bars A, substantially as
herein shown and described.

*

89,132.— Adna T. Denison, Poland, Me.—
Manufacture of Corded-Edge Paper Goods.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement upon the said corded-
edge paper-machine, before alluded to, the process
of passing the strips of paper to be corded and folded,

through a steam-box, previous to the process of cord-
ing and folding, as therein described, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

89,133.—George Dorn and John Shibley,
Albany, N. Y.—Egg-Carrier.—A^r\\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tray. A, constructed of pasteboard
or light panel, as described, furnished with the hold-
ing-cords e e', arranged as described through the
apartments a a, for the purposes set forth.

2. The canvas d, in combination with a tray. A,
furnished with the apartments a a and the meshes
described, as and for the purpose set forth andde-
scribed.

3. The separator B, constructed with the apart-
ments // and canvas g, as and for the purpose set

forth, as specified.

89,134.—Charles H. Duncan, Pithole City,
Pa.

—

Tubular Pump for Deep Wells.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. The movable tube d, extending above
and below the range of the upper valve, and carry-
ing with it the lower valve, in combination with tlie

outer barrel a, and seats or shoulders e and/, the
whole operating substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The lower valve of a pump, attached or sus-

pended to or within a movable inner barrel or tube,
under such an arrangement of parts that tlie friction
of the upper valve upon said inner movable barrel
or tube shall effect the opening and closing ol said
lower valve, substantially as set forth.

89,135.—F. B. Dunton, Centre Lincolnvillo,
M.e.—Mast-Hoop.—Aim\ 20, 18()9.

Claim.—The adjusting-hoop D d, in two parts,

having a riding-block, a, embraced between tlie two
projections d, and tlic lower ends of tlie said projec-
tions formed with liolos, for a pivot-bolt, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and do-

sci'ibed, the wliolo constituting an improved hoop-
adjusting attachment for fore-and-aft sails, all as set

forth.

89,1 36.—B. "W. Field, Ferrisburgh, Yi.—Band-^
Drawer.—A pril 20, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the handle A a',

pivoted lever B, and the notcliod and forkeil elawa
b' a'^, as heroin doacribod, for the purpose spooiUiid.
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89,137.—E. L. Freeman, Williamsto-n-n, N. Y.
— Cultivator-Tooth.—A]-)ri\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The barrow or cultivator tooth herein de-

scribed, -when constructed as set forth.

89,13S.—F. H. Fuiixiss, Waterloo, N". Y.—Vise.
—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spindle C,

spring D, and Ijracket F, with the vise B, and bed-

plate A, provided with teeth, arranged to operate

in the manner described, for the purpose speciiied.

2. In combination with the foregoing-, the lever G-,

and treadle H, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

89,139.-0. L. Gakdner, K'ew York, IN". Y.—
Adjustable Cornice for Window-Curtains. — April
20, 1869.

Claim.—Making the cornices of windows adjust-

able, substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

89,140.—William B. Gardner, Almond, N. Y.
— Washinrj-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with the cylinder B, of

the toothed brake-wheel and brake, when arranged
to be operated by the hand or foot, and provided
with the spring E, all substantially as specified.

89,141.—John H. Goodfellow, Troy, N. Y.—
Base-Burning Stove.—J.pril 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the interior pipe
B, extending down through the fire-box a', body A,
smoke-fiues E F, and cold-air flue I, with each other,

substantially in the manner herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Interposing the cold-air flue I between the
smoke-flues E and F, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. Perforating the lower part of the brick lining
and the side wall of the fire-chamber, for the passage
of the products of combustion into the flue E, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. The annular fire-chamber a', formed by the
combination of the central air-pipe B, ring-grate D,
and perforated side-walls M, with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
pui"pose set forth.

89,142.-Peter Gorsline, Elizabeth, IT. J.

—

Blotting-Pad.—Ain-il 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a com-
bined blotting-pad and hand-rest, made substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

89,143.

—

Joseph Gregg, Manchester, If. H.

—

Water-Cock.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim-.—A water-cock, operated by means of the
concentric tubes I and G, and the diaphragm K, as
and for the purposes specified.

89,144.

—

Thomas J. Hall, Bryan, Texas.

—

Gang-Plow.—At^vH 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the up-and-down
adjustable slotted cross-bar D, having the perforated
plate /, with the plow-beams E, pins e, and pivoted
levers G, all arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The levers G. pivoted to the up-and-down ad-
justable cross-bar D, connected at their ixont ends
with the i^low-beams, and adjusted with theii' rear
ends on a cross-bar, k, all arranged and operating
substantially as desci'ibed, for the purpose of oscil-

lating the plow-beams, as specified.

89,145.

—

George Harris, Ipswich, Mass.

—

Raihoay-Car Cowpling.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the tripping-ear or projection, c, with the tumbler
applied to the draw-bar, in manner and so as to op-
erate substantially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the stop
or projection h with the tripping-ear or projection c,

and with the tumbler applied to the draw-bar, in
manner and so as to operate substantially as ex-
plained.

3. The combination and arrangement of the pin-

passage e with the" draw-bar and the tumbler, the
^vhole being substantially as set forth.

89,146.-E. D. W. Hatch, Chicago, IM.—Table-
Attachment for Bedsteads.—AY<r\\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable table BCD, and sockets
and notches a^ a^, either or both, when constructed
substantially as herein shown and descrilxid, and
used in connection v\'ith a bedstead, or similar sup-

port, as and for the purpose set forth.

89,147.—E. W. Haven, Brandon, Tt.—Sash-
Holder.-A j>Yi[ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The plate a, cam b, and its connection
with lever g, as constructed and shown, in combina-
tion with the other devices.

89,148.—Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Springfield,

Mafis.—Burial- Casket.—Aiml 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A burial-casket, made from caont-

chouc, or India rubber, and having the sides,- ends,

and bottom cast or molded in one piece.

2. The use of a metallic lining, or foundation, and
metallic braces, in the construction of rubber burial-

caskets.
3. A burial-casket made from' caoutchonc, or ;^-

dia rubber, as described, and made air-tight and
water-tight, by placing the top, or covering of glass

or other suitable material, upon packing of rubber,
guttapercha,, or other suitable material, laid in a
shoulder prepared for the purpose, in the upper edge
of the sides and ends of the casket, as described.

89,149.

—

Joseph Irving, ISTew York, IST. Y., as-

signor to A. T. Demerest and Company, same
place.

—

Velocipede.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The brake-lever C, suspended from the
crotch B, and arranged to act upon and oscillate

with the front wheel, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the brake-lever C, suspend-
ed from the crotch and arranged to oscillate there-

with, and guiding-lever G, when the latter is capa-
ble of rotation,- and connected to the said brake-lever

by a cord, F, substantially as specified.

3. The leg-rests D, supported npon the arm 'A,

projecting from the oscillating crotch, substantially

as specified.

89,150.—SeWELL E.Jewett, Haverhill, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Osgood G. Boynton, same
^lace.—Shutter-Worker.— A-pril 20, 1869.

'

Claim.—1. The application of the bar E to the
window-frame, so that while capable of being moved
longitudinally, so as to effect the opening or closing

of the blind,'such bar may be moved downward on
a fulcrum, and used as a lever, to aiffect the elevation,

of the blind or shutter, for the purpose specified,

preparatory to its being opened or closed by means
of such bar, slotted head, and pin, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the wind-
guard plate h with the escutcheon-plate d, the lever

E, and its passage c, when such lever is applied to the
blind by means as explained.

3. The combination of tlie movable stop t, or its

equivalent, with the cammed lever E, the pin i, and
the latchmg-mechanism of the bUnd, the purpose of
such stop being as explained.

89,151.—John Keane, ISTew York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and G. H. Brown.—Sloivly- Closing
Yalve.—April 20, 1869 ; antedated April 15, 1869.

Claim.—The pipe A, having one or more holes, or
openings, in the lower parts of its sides, and a pack-
ing, C, attached to, and a valve, B, placed in the
upper end, and the pipe or chamber D, having one or
more openings formed in the lower part of its sides,

and a small hole formed through its top, or upper
end, in combination with each other and with the
pipe E, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the pm'pose set forth.

89,152.—John L. Kendall, Foxborough, Mass.—Garm,ent-Supporter.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The new manufacture of coat or gar-

ment supporter, or metallic ring A, and perforated
metal disk B, applied or hinged together as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the fiat guard-annulus D
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Tvitli the perforated disk B, the hing-e C, and the ring
A, applied together as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the flat gnard-annulns D,
so as to project beyond and around the periphery of

the perforated disk, in manner and for the purpose
set forth, Tvhen the disk is hinged or applied to the

ring A, as and for the object described.

89,153.—John G-. Lettelier and F. White,
Bloomiugton, 111.

—

Automatic Weighing- Xachine.—
April 20, 18'o9.

Claim.—1. The -weighted lever I, provided with
the wipers i' and i", and the segmental arm L, pro-

vided with the lugs I and I', or their equivalents, in

combination with the arm K, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of .the weighted lever I, the

segmental arm L, and the vertical rock-shaft M, for

actuating the gates 'N and- O, with the hoppers C
and D, (or with either separately,) substantially as

shown and described. *

3. The within-described automatic weighing-ma-
ehme, consisting of the hoppers C and D, suspended
by trunnions upon the arms e e and//, of the shafts

E and F, and provided with gates I^J" and O,
wiper e', curved lever Gr, rack g, and weight g', seg-

mental gear H and arm h', weishted lever I, and
wipers i' and i", arm K, segmental arm L, and lugs

I and I', vertical shaft M, with its arms m,, m', and
j/i", and scale-beam P, all arranged to operate sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

89,154.— J. Gr. Lettelier and E. White,
Bloomington, 111.

—

Automatic ^Veighing-Machine.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swinging-gates E and H, suspend-
ed by means of the links// and h h and operated by
the arm K, on the shaft I, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of the bristles z z, arranged
vertically around the openings of the receiving and
discharge-spouts G- and E, substantially as and for

the purpose shown.
3. The means employed for operating the weight-

ed arm IST, consisting of the short arm O, bar P, and
lugs p p, against the latter ot which the weighing-
beam X is caused to strike as''itis raised or lowered,
by the rece'ption' into or discharge from the hopper
D of the grain.

4. The V-shaped guides x' x', upon the weighing-
beam X, for the purpose of receiving the lugs p p.,

substantially as and for the purpose shown.
5. The pinion K, and racks S S, the latter being

provided with the lugs s s, by means of which the
weighted arm N is secured in a vertical position,

and the automatic action of the mechanism arrested,

when it is desired to use the device as an ordinary
platform-scale.

6. The within-described automatic grain-scale,

consisting of the hopper D, spouts E and G-, gates
E and H, shaft I, double arm K, forked connections
k and k', segmental arm L, forked standard M,
weighted arm Hi, short arm 0, bar P, lugs p p, pin-

ion R, and racks S S, provided with lugs s s, in
combination with a platform-scale of the usual con-
struction.

89,155.—P. E. Lewis, Columbus, Ta.—Churn.
—April 20, 18(i9.

Claim.—The construction of the cup B, provided
with the circular rim E and the concave centrally-
perforated bottom C, and having the three sector-

shaped openings D, extending between the said rim
and bottom round alterimtely witli the ribs H, lU'o-

vided with the air-openings I, as set forth.

89,156.-William A. Liohthall, New Tork,
N. Y.

—

Stea/m-Enginery for JSurface- Condensers.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the driving-engine
A, circulating-pump B, and air-pump C, Avheu all

coopcn-ate together, to pcrlorm tue lunctions herein
set foith.

89,157.—KioiiAUD M. Livingston, Mentcuo,
1)1.— Cheese- Vat.—Aini\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The described arrangement of the pej-

1) C P—II

forated pipes D, hot-water supply-pipe C. support E,
for the milk-vat, and the removable false bottom,
having" central perforations, for the passage of the
supports E, as herein set forth, for the purpose speci-

iied.

89,158.—John McCloskey, New Tork, ]Sr. Y.—Steam-Pump.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cylinder A, provided with the

partition B and the pistons C C, connected by the
hollow piston-rod D, all arranged as herein shown
and described.

2. The hollow piston D, having orifices E and E',

as described, the tubular extensions E and E', in
combination with the pistons C C and cylinder A,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the cylinder A, having the
partition B and the pistons C C, with the pump-
valve mechanism, ai'ranged substantially as speci-

fied.

4. The construction and arrangement of the valve
Gr and projections a with reference to the pistons C
C and partition B, substantially as herein set forth.

89,159.-C. McElroy, ISTew Baltimore, Mich.

—

Device for Detaching Morsesfrom Carriages.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hooks C D, arm E, and spring Gr,

or their or either of their equivalents, in combina-
tion Avith each other and with the thills A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The strap B, constructed as descril)ed, in com-
bination with the hooks C D, or equivalent support,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the cord or wire H with
the arms E, springs Gr, and hooks C D, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

89,160.—G-. W. MiDDLECOFF, Atlanta, III, as-

signor to himself and A. McE. Blain, same place.

—iTorse-J^aA-e.—April 20, 1869.

Claim..—A hay-gatherer, consisting of the teeth h,

cross-pieces A B, braces S D, standards /, and cap
C, in combination with ropes M L, chains E, and
loops K, as set forth.

89,161.—Darwin V. Miller, Weedsport, N.
Y., assignor to himself and James Keirnan, same
place.

—

Door-Lock.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the notched sliding

bolt C, lever H, spring I, bar J, arm K, rod M, and
knob L, A\'ith each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The notched sliding guard-bav 13, in combina-
tion with the keyGr, and notched sliding bolt C, as
and for the purpose herein shovrn and described.

3. The notched sliding guard-bar D, in combina-
tion with the notched sliding bolt C, substan.tially as

herein shown and described, for the purpose specified.

4. The bar K, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the bolt N, stop a^, and spring lever

H, arranged and operating as described, for the pm--

pose specified.

89,162.—Joseph C. Miller, Lancaster, Ohio.—
Ironing-Boarqi.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—An improved ironing-board formed by
the combination of the covcreil board A, bar or stop

B, bracket C, set or clamping screw D, hin"od frame
E, swiveled block G, and lunged bosom-board il,

said parts being constructed and arranged substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the

purposes set forth.

89,103.— B. E. Mohk, Miflainburgh, Pa.—
Wood-Boring Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—Thv spring-pawl P, having the inclined

lug W, and the sining-tt'ip Q, having the iatenil piii

11, arranged to operate with relation to tlio notcliod

carriage' B, as herein described, for the purpose

specifioil.

89,161.—S. R. Nii.KS, Ilawsouville, Micb.—Jfa-
chine for rulling Jican.i.— A\n-W:20. im^).

Claim.—1. The combination with the frame A, ot
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the arms L, supporting the truck-wheels and the
bent rods X, substantially as specified.

2. The combiuatiou -with the plows G of tlie gath-
ering-forks I, substantially as specified.

89,165.—E. H. Parks, Columbus, Ohio.—^Torse-
sTioe.-April 20, 186$.

Claim.—A horseshoe, extended to fonn the sup-
port E B', for the frog, and beveled in the parts D,
substantially as specified.

89,166.—JOHX Prs-TER, St. Louis, Mo.— Wash-
ing and Wringing Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft c; wheel c^, and parts d^, d^,

d'"^, d-^, and d^, eomliined and arranged with the parts
/^, /2, /^ and/, and the roller B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

'2. The arrangement of the belt G-, conveyer H,
compresser I, and wringer K, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

89,167.-Charles Pratt, IS'ew ITork, I:^. T.—
Nozzle for Cans.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a nozzle
for sheet-metal cans, provided with a strucktcap C,
of soft metal, having a cui-ved flange, a, and cutting-

shoulder b, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

S9,j!6S.—A.€. E-UrD, TTestSeld, Mass.— 7F7iip-

—April 20, 1869.
'

Claim:—As a new article of ma,nufactare, a whip,
having the threads of its covering laid spirally, and
intertwined i-elatively to each other, as herein de-

scribed, and for the puipose set forth.

S9,1S9.

—

George M. Eicharbsox and Charles
C. EiCHARDSOX, Dana, Mass.

—

Horse-Rake.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the band, or flange
G, leverH h} 7i^ and slotted arm I, vvith each other,

and with the axle B and wheel F, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

89,1^0.—Charles Egberts, Lake Village, N.
H.

—

Twisting Tube for Spinning-Machines.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow cone-points//, held together
by elastic pressure, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose herein specified.

89,171.

—

Frederick W. Eoth, "Washington,
D. C.—Safety Hat and Coat i2acA-.—April 20, 1869

;

antedated April 17, 1869.

Claim.—The lock, and the several parts thereof,

including the chamber, in combination with the ring
H, the double hook, the board A, the rod G, the
swivel i, and the key of the lock, substantially as

and for the i^m'pose speeded.

89,172.—Ebexezer B. Eowe, Chicago, EL, as-

signor to the South Braxch Plaxixg-Mill Com-
p.^'^Y, same place.

—

Manufacture of Lumber.—April
20, 1869.

Claim.. — The method of forming tongued and
grooved ceilings, by forming two or more grooves
and two or more tongues on opposite edges of pieces

of lumber, and then sawing such plank, or piece

of lumber, longitudinally into two or more strips of

uniform thickness, each having a tongue upon one
edge, and a groove upon the other, as herein de-

scribed.

89,173.—Enxo Sai'der, St. Louis, Mo.—IfecZi-

cine - Chest.—Ai;>x\\ 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The chest A, arranged with sub-chests,

and interior compartments, to contain the cans G,
in such proportions and sizes as hereinbefore set

forth and described.
2. The chest A, its lid A.', mortised hasp a^, and

supporting-bar B, substantially as set forth.

3. The chest A, lid A', its sub-chest C, lid C, and
direction-card C^, substantially as set forth.

89,174.

—

Alexander Selkirk, Albany, N. Y.
-Egg- Carrier.-A^vil 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of pasteboard or card-

board, or their equivalents, as named, when perfo-
rated and arranged in the manner as described, and
used in combiualion with the slats S S' S" S'", sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth, as speci-
fied.

2. The detachable frame, with its pasteboard or
equivalent material, as named, perforated as de-
scribed, and supported by the slats S", substantially
as and for the purpose set forth and described.

3. The lower side slats S' of a tray, T, in combina-
tion with a tray, T', furnished -nith permanent tiers,

Xos. 1 or 2, or both, and a detachable tier, No. 3, as
and for the purpose set forth and sj)ecified.

89,175.—Alexander Shafer, 'Wellsville, ]!^.T.

assignor to L. Sweet axd CoiiPAXY, same place.

—

L^ihricator.-A^xil 20, 1869.

Claim.—An improved rotary oiling-pump, formed
by the combination of the body A a^ a^, plug B 6',

and oil-reservoir D, with each other, said parts
being constructed and operating substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

SS>,176.—Charles E. Shourds, K'ew York, :N^.

Y.

—

Manufacture of Feather Dusters. — Apiil 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of utiliz-

ing the " short waste" in the manufacture of feather
brushes, by braiding the same together to extend the
length, substantially as set forth.

2. A feather dusting-brush, formed wholly or in
part of short feathers united to form the requisite
length, substantially as and for the pm'poses set
forth.

89,177.—DwiGHT Slate, Hartford, Conn,, as
signer to Pratt, Whitxey and Company, same
place.— Shipping-Apparatus for Metal-Planers.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The cam E, sliding-block A, in their re-

lation to the reciprocating planer-bed B, through the
stops A', and in combination with the rock-shaft E,
arms or segment-gear J, transverse sliding-shaft K,
and shipper-arms I, substautiallj'' as and for the pur-
pose described.

89,178.-Charles Sommer, Chicago, El.

—

Saw-
Mill.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode herein described of sawing
stuff with parallel sides from round logs.

2. The arrangement of the two laterally and verti-

cally adjustable centers with the circular saw, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the slotted portions E e of
head-blocks,. centers G G', slides E E', and clamping-
nuts c c, the said parts being constructed and ar-

ranged and operated substantially as described.
4. The combination of the center G', screw s, and

clamping-devices E' d c, with the slotted head-block •

D E, substantially as described.

89.179. — Jajnies Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stove- Collar and Damper.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
three cast-iron pieces A B C, so as to form a stove-

pipe collar and damper, as herein described.

89.180. — Jajies Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Base Burning Stove.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the crown-topV with
an outlet, X, and central openiug, X^. in combination
with the urn M, arranged in combination, substan-

tially as shown and described.

89,181.-Edward C. Stoddard and John E.

HoYT, Woodbury, Conn.

—

Stove-Pipe Attachment.—
April 20, 1869.

Claitn.—As a new article 'of manufacture, the

single or double stove-shield B, provided with pins

or hooks d., and adapted to be applied to stove-pipes,

for the purpose of protecting mantel-pieces, &c., from
danger of fire, as herein shown and described.

89,182.—Miles Sweet, Troy, Is". Y.—Curry-
C'owb.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A malleable cast-metal end-piece for

curry-combs, having lugs b b formed thereon, and
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rivet-holes or rivet-blanks a a a cast or formed there-

on, so that sa,id piece shall not only facilitate the put-
tinff together of the parts, biit serve as the means of

holding them together when clinched or hammered
down, as described.

2. In a curry-comb, a series of sheet-metal comb-
bars, B, riveted to malleable cast-metal end-pieces

A A, which end-pieces have lugs h b, &c., bent tight

npon or around the wire frame, which is a, continua-
tion of the shank for the handle, as and for the pur-

-pose set forth.

3. Terminating the outer ends of the wire frame
in knocking-lugs, or fenders J) D, as and for the pur-

pose, set forth.

89,183.—Stephen D. Tucker, 'New York, 'N.

T.

—

Machine for Making Printers'' Rules.—April
20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination with the segment-bed
B and rule-holder D of the reciprocating and vibrat-

ing head C, the whole constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as descriljed.

2. The mechanism for operating the cutter-head,
consisting of the reciprocating and vibrating lever
I', with its swivel-fulcrum H and universal joint //
on the cutter-head, the whole constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

3. Making the segment-bed B adjustable laterally,

in combination with a reciprocating vibrating cutter,

so that by adjusting the bed the whole width of the
knife may be used, substantially as described.

89,184.—William Tweedle, Providence, E. I.—Tool for Maki7ig Plugs for Gas and Water Cocks.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved device herein described,
consisting of the body A, cutters B and C, and drill

E, combined substantially as set forth.

89,185.—J. S. Yan Buren, l^forwich, Conn.—
Coal-Stove.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Constructing the heater with two
domes, placed the one directly above the other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Forming the rear pipes E smaller than the front
pipes D, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved heater, formed by the combination
of the close chamber a^ of the base"A, body B, domes
6' and C, larger pipes D, smaller pipes E, and egress
flue E, with each other, said parts being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, arid for the purpose set forth.

89,186 Charles G. Yon Tagen, |Philadel-
phia. Pa.

—

Cement Roofing.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The compound, prepared and applied sub-
stantially as described.

89,187.— John I.YiNTON, Altoona, Pa.— Co7n-
jjound for Forming Cores for Molding Iron, <£c.—
April 20, 1869.

• Claim.—A core compound, for foundery purposes,
composed of the ingredients above named, substan-
tially as described.

89,188.-J. S. Wachsmutfi, Highland, III-
Method of Transferring Oil Paintingsfrom one Sur-
face to Another.—April 20, 1869.

Claim-.—The lierein described process of treating
paintings, so that thoy may be transferred from the
canvas or paper support to any other suitable sur-
face, as gpecitied,

89,189.—Fenn Wilcox, Newark, N. J.— Culi-
nary Boiler.—Ain-'il 20, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie vessels A D, arranged one within

the other, when the annular space E is formed be-
tween tlie outer wall of tlie vessel A and the flange
B, to receive the water of condensation and prevent
its escape to the fire, as herein shown and described.

89,190.—William Zeigeii, Elmore, Ohio.—Po-
tato-Peeler.—A\ml'-20, 1869.

Claim.—The coinbiiiation of tho hollow perforated
cylindefs B and C with tho movable gruter-hox 1)

and aperture e, as and for the purpose sot forth.

89,191.—WiLBER E. Arnold and Ogden L.
Steele, New Britain, Conn.

—

Bolt for Doors, (&c.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow bottom, D, c, e, fitted to slide

on the pin b, and inclosing the Spring d, when ar-

ranged as shown, with relation to the bolt A, casing
B, and slot a, to be operated as set forth.

«
89,192.—A. M. BAKEVfELL, Normal, J]].—Har-

row loith Cultivator-Attachinent.—April 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the cultivator and

harrow, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bars E E, cross-bar E,
and eye-bolts D D, D' D', as a consequence of which
I am enabled to change the position of the bars of
the cultivator, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the side-bars E E and cross-
bar E, substantially as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the handles G G-, with ref-

erence to the bars E E, substantially as shown and
described. n

89,193.—John E. Baldwin, Nashuii, N. H.—
Till-Lock AZarm.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The latch-plate L, and latches a, con-
structed substantially as described, to effect both the
locking and the double-locking of the di-awer, or till,

as specified.

2. The swing-catch P, as described, and the re-

versible lips n, in combination thercAvith, to effect

the changing of the combination which controls the
locking and unlocking of the di-awer, or till, as de-
scribed.

3. The spring-latch x, constructed and arranged
with relation to the swing-catch plate P, and the
spring-hammer A, as and for the purpose described.

4. The keys g^^^*^, arranged and operating with
relation to the catch-plate P and lips ?ii 2 3 4 5^ ^s
described, so as to control both the lifting of the
latches i, to unlock the drawer, or till, and the
swing-catch P, which prevents the unlocking of the
drawer, except by a given combination, substantially

as specified.

89,194.-Joseph W. Bates, St. Paul, :^inn.—
Binding-Attachment for Harvesters.—April 20, 1869.

Clai'iii.—1. The combination of the slotted bind-
ing-table D, slotted inclined plane C, and slotted

platform. B, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes hei'ein set forth.

2. The arrangement with table D, inclined .plane

C, and platform B of the shaft G-, teeth I, tripper H,
and seat F, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein set forth.

89,195.—Orson P. Beardsley, McDonough, N.
Y.

—

Process of Refining Maple ^Sugar.—April 20,

1869. ,

Claim.—Extracting magnesia and adherent im- .

purities from maple sugar, by reducing the sugar
from a consistency sufficient to cause granulation in

the magnesia, and straining it, substantially as here-

inbefpre set forth.

89,196.-YalentiNjBorst, New York, N. Y.
—Harness-Saddle.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A saddle-tree, composed of the wood-
en side-pieces a a, connected by the metallic flanged
corner-pieces b b, substantially as described.

2. The cross-braces d, in combination with the

side-pieces a a and corner-pieces b b, substantially

as set forth.

3. The base-plate g, forming the support for the

back-band loops i, and connected to the side-pieces

a a and corner-pieces b b, substantially as described.

4. The lugs /c A;, on the cantel B, in combination •

with tho sockets j j, iu tho cornor-piocos b b, and
with lips or flanges I I, on said corner^pieces, and
with a key, m, substantially as set forth.

89,197.-Edward W. Bkettkll, Eli/abeth, N.
J.—Door-Latch.—Aiivil'M, 1869; anteilated April it,

186!).

Claim..—I. The center disk f^, when used to turn

the tube v, in combination with the key r, lit tod

thereto, substantially as shown anil described.
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2. The combinatiou of the slide p, catch m, and
spring j, constructed and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose specified and shown.

89,ISS.—Morgan W. Brown, New York, N. Y.—Composition for Coating Paper, for Manufacture
of Neck-Ties, Cravats, and other Articles of Wearing-
Apparel.—JigH'il 20, 1869.

Claim.—The mode or means of preparing and
manufacturing a composition of matter, for ti'eating
and preparing ptiper and paper-fiber, preparatory to
and for its uses and application to the manufacture
of paper neck-ties, or cravats, gloves, mittens, caps,
collars, and articles of dress, wear, and utility, sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

S9,1S9.—Robert Gordon Carlyle, S;in Fran-
cisco, Cal., assignor to A. C. Kobiisson, W. J. X.
EoBiNSON, and J. H. Addison ; and said J. H. Ad-
dison assignor to John H. Wise.—Drain-Tile Ma-
chine.—A^rW 20, 1861).

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft A and
water-tube T^th the core-barrel, having a coni-
cal spiral-blaald top, the lower dieplate M, and cas-
ing IiT, the whole arranged and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

.2. The combination of the vertically-moving core-
barrel B, and its rollers a a, ^^•ith the sexuare-shaft A,
as set forth.

89,200 George B. Clarke, IvTew York, N. Y.
— Cigar-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the table B, of
the rollers C C^ C^ C^, arranged substantially as de-

scribed, for rotation in like directions, and formed,
any or all of tliern, with trumpet-shaped extremities
at their one end, essentially as specified.

2. The trumpet-sjiaped portions i, arranged to turn
freely and independently of the rollers to which they
belong, substantially as and for the jiurpose herein
set forth.

3. The combination of the automatically-operating
knife H, with the several cigar-forming rollers, and
arranged in relation thereto, or to the trumpet-
shaped portions thereof, essentially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. In combination with the forming rollers, driven
to rotate the cigar, as described, the knife K, adjusta-
ble in relation to said rollers, or to the cigar in be-
tween them, substantially as herein set forth.

5. The combination, with the rollers C C^ C^, of
the upper roller C^, hung in a swinging-frame, F, es-

sentially as specified.

6. The combination, with the rollers C^ C^, and
C^, of the front roller C, carried by a swinging frame,
E, substantially as described.

7. The combination of the swinging frames E and
E, with their respective rollers C and C', in such
manner as that the swinging of the one frame, E,
may be made to swipg or operate the other frame,
E, essentially as herein set forth.

89,301.—Oliver CoGSiL, Harlem Springs, Ohio.—Ferry-Bailway.—April 20. 1869.

Claim.—A railway-ferry, in which the carriage Is

so formed as to support the cars, and run upon a
track laid on the bottom of the river, and to connect
with a railway on the banks, as and for the purpose
set forth.

89,202.—E. S. Cram, New Hampton, N. H.—
Car-Coupling.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the coupling-pin C, with its enlargement g, the spring
i, and the hollow guide G, with its smaller cavity
for the spring, and its enlarged cavity h, for the re-

ception of the pin-enlargement g, substantially as
*and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The arrangement and combination of the coup-
ling-pin C, •R'lth its enlargement g, the link D, and
the spring sliding block B, having its forward end
both concave horizontally, and inclined forward ver-

tically, and limited in its movement by the depression
h, and pin, or projection c, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

89,203.—A. D. Dajley, Terre Haute, Ind,—
JYre-PZace.-April 20, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a cast-iron
hearth-plate, constructed with a fillet, B, formed
substantially as set forth.

89,204.—Edward A. Dana, Brookline, Mass.— Concussion Fuse.—April 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the plunger, or
cylinder B, with the walls H', when the former is

coated with a composition inflammable by friction

against the latter, prepared substantially in the
manner specified.

2. The combination of the plunger B, the plug G,
and the powder block E, arranged substantially as
described.

89,205.—Deloss A. Danforth, Elkhart, Ind.,
assignor to himself and "W. P. Chamberlain, same
place.

—

Sash-Operator.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The vertical rack C, with hook/, in eom-
bination with catch I and disk D, provided with a
spiral thread, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein described, to operate and fasten win-
dov,'-sash.

«
89,206.—John Davis, New Bedford, Mass.—

Nut-Fastener.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The bar A^, with turned-np ends B^ and
clasps C^ &2, constructed substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

89,207.—George Drtden, Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E. Ball and Company, same place.

—

Wood- Working Machi-de.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upper part L and lower part M of
the divided spindle, and the set-screw b, when said
parts are constructed and arranged for joint opera-
tion, as shown and described.

2. The hollow spindle F and pulley G, formed or
cast in one piece, in combination with the spindle
L M, said parts being constructed substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination with the frame C or journal-
box D of the oil-chamber, -with its sliding cap K,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,208 William F. Duerr, Newark, N. J.,

assignor to himself and Reuben D. Baldwin, same
place.

—

Feed- Water Davice for Boilers.—April 20,

1869.

Claim.—A boiler-feeding apparatus, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as herein de-
scribed.

89,209 Edward S. Earley, Philadelphia, Pa.—Bedstead-Fastener.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. An angular or curved plate A, having
a slot, m, to receive and guide the head of a bolt, E,
and slots d d, for the auxiliary fastenings, for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the angular or curved-
headed boltE, for the purposes described.

89,210.—Zebina Eastman, Chicago, HI.

—

Con-
struction of Street-Railways.—April 20, 1869.

Claim-—The formation of a wrought-iron flange
of the rail, or a cast-iron attachment to the under
part of it, Avith openings square or inclined, as the
case may require, into which or through which to

pass the paving-stone for the support of the rail, and
so designed as to fui'nish a substitute for wooden
stringers and ties.

89,211.—C. H. Emerson and J. F. Emerson,
New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Bolt-Reads,
—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the heading-stock
L, having thereon preparatory and finishing-headers
J J', constructed substantially as describedTwith the
gripers H H and head-squaring jaws I I, formed
with upper and lower recesses c and e, arranged and
operating first to roughly form the head, and after-

ward to finish it, substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the above, the heading-
stock L, provided with wedges or inclines //, at or
near its forward end, and the inclines g g, attached
to the squaring-jaws 1 1, essentially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.
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89,212.—Orrin B. Gallup, Summit, R. I.—
Bound Com&.—April 20, 1869.

ClAim.—The band A, having combs B, pivoted at

each end, forming an adjustable round comb, sub-

stantially as described.

89,213.— J. C. Gaston,
_
Cincinnati, Ohio.—

Stamp- Canceling Device.—April 20, 1869.

Claim. —A stamp-canceler, consistine; of a per-

forating blade, A, with adjustable ring D, for regu-

lating the depth of the ciit or perforations, construct
ed and arranged substantially as herein described.

89,214.—John Grant, Hampstead, England.

—

Apparatus for Turning the Leaves of Books or
Music.—A\)Yil 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a deep-threaded
screw, E, operated by any suitable mechanism, with
a book-rest, B, for the purpose of tm'ning the leaves
of a book placed upon said rest, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The combination of a thumb-piece, G, with the
upper turn F, of a deep threaded screw, when said

screw is attached to a book rest, and made to oper-

ate, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.*

3. The combination of a horizontal foot-wheel or
driving-pulley H with a deep-threaded screw, E, and
suitable book-rest B, and with any suitable interme-
diate gearing, L, K, &c., substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

89,215.— J. J. Groshans, Buffalo, IT. Y.—
Counting Register for Paper-Ruling Machine.—
April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. For the purposes of an indicator for

paper-ruling machines, the spring-finger h, having
'its lower end free, and adapted to be struck by the
paper, and its upper end carrjdng a spring-pawl, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination therewith, the grooved wheel i,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
3. In combination with the spring-finger h, the

toothed wheels C D, pin d, and hands a and &, sub-
stantially as and for the i)urpose described.

89,216.— Dan. Guptail, Elgiu, 1\\.— Dish-
Washing Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the case A and the
disk or knife-holder I, substantially as shown and
described.

2, The arrangement of the guide E!, with refer-

ence to the case A and agitator C, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The construction of the disk I, with its slots for
holding the knives and forks, substantially as shown
and described.

89,217 E. E. Hall, Mexico, IT. Y.— Wood-
Sawing Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim. — A sawing-macliine, for wood, having
main frame and frame C, as described, grooved caps
A, saw-frame B, Avheels D and E, shafts a and d,

crank G, pitman c, lever L, saw-horse H, and hook
s, wlien each part is constructed, arranged, and
operates as described.

89,218.—Cyrus H. Hardy, Bath, Me.—JTm/e-
Cleaner.—Ainil 20,^1869.
Claim.—The movable jaw G, pivoted on the short

arm of the lever I, and furnished with lugs, /, to
guide it in the

,
grooves of frame C, substantially as

set forth.

89,23 9.—Sylvester Harnden, Eeading, Mass.
— Cabinet-Ventilator.—Ayiril 20, 1869.

Claim.—An a])paratus for ventilating and purify-
ing rooms, constructed as a secretary or boolv;-caso,
and consisting of tlie ice-reco])tacle Ji, having aper-
tures d, C, and e, 8ul)stantially as shown and do-
scribed.

89,220—JAC015 H. HaWES, Stockbridge, Mass.,
assignor to tlie ilAWKS Patent Wood-Pulp Com-
pany, Bame ])luce.

—

Process for Preparing Paper-
Stock from TFood.—April 20, 18(i9.

• Claim.—I. Tlie ])rocoss of preparing paper-stock
from wood, by grating it, substantially as specified.

2. In preparing paper-stock from wood, by grat-
ing it, so presenting the block or wood to the grater
as that its fibers are made to lie oblique to the
plane of the grating-surface, and also to the travel
of the grater, essentially as shown and described.

89,221.—Jacob H. Haaves, Stockbridge, Mass.,
assignor to the Hawes Patent "Wood-Pulp Com-
pany, same place.

—

Reducing Woodfor Faper-StocJc.
—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a grater or gra-
ters, and wood-holding frame or frames, with a fol-

lower or followers, so arranged and operating as
that by the travel of the grater over the edge or face
of the wood presented to it, or travel of the wood
over the face of the grater, and action of the follower
or followers, said wood is automatically worked up
and reduced, and its reduced or grated particles
passed off through the grater for the purpose of pro-
ducing paper-stock, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the block-holding framesW W, divided into compartments H H, as described,
with the automatic followers 1 1, and the reciprocat-
ing graters B B, having clearance spaces or passages
dd&t their backs, essentially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. In a combination of mechanism for reducing
wood to paper-stock by grating, giving to the wood
or blocks a reciprocating cross-movement relatively

to the travel of the graters, substantially as speci-
fied.

4. The arrangement of the reciprocating grater-
frame C, with its graters B B, clearance spaces or
passages d d, and endless apron H, essentially as
shown and described.

5. The up and down sliding wood-holding framesW W, arranged to reciprocate in reverse directions
simultaneously, in combination with the grater-
frame C, arranged to reciprocate in a ci'osswise di-

rection thereto, and provided with opposite graters
B B, against which the wood is pressed in reverse
directions simultaneously, substantially as specified,

and whereby increased freedom is secured to the
operation of the grater sli-de or frame.

6. The combination of the eccentrically-grooved
disks P P, the rollers Q Q, connected with the cross
or vertically-sliding wood-holding frames W W, and
the reciprocating graters B B, essentially as shown
and described.

89,222. — Thomas N. Hickcox, Brooklyn, IST.

Y.—Mucilage-Brush Sandle-.-AT^tril 20, 1869.

Claim.—A mucilage-bottle cap, having a tubular
or sleeve-like center opening or socket, and a mucil-
age-brush, having a longitudinally-slitted handle
combined for operation, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

89,223.—F. W. Hudson, Leominster, Mass.—
Stove-Shelf—A^vil 20, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination, with a stove, of one
or more hinged, or moveable shelves, in the manner
and for the purposes stated.

2. The post B, when attached to the side or top of
the stove, for supporting a shelf, or shelves, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination, with the bottom of the post,

of a base-piece and clamping-device, for securing,
or fastening the post to the top- plate of the stove.

4. The combination of the shelf-supporting post
with the stove, in such a manner that the post shall

stand, or occupy a position forward of the stovepipe.
5. The combination, with the supporting-post, of

two swinging shelves, so constructed and ai'rangod
that they can be swung to or from each other, in the
same horizontal plane, substantially as described.

6. The combination, Avith a supi)ovting-i)ost, B, of

two shelves, aiul a h()Uling-do\iee, wluM-eby said

shelves can be adjusted up and down upon the post,

for tlie purposes stated.

7. The combination, with a sholf-post, B, of an ad-

justable sleeve, E, and thumb-screw, t', or its equiva-
lent, for the purposes statiMl.

8. The combination, with a siipp!^i"'i",2r-P"stt T^. of

two shelves, constructed snhstanlially as desoribod,

whereby they ca!i be turned back, by the sides of the
stove-pipe, substantially as set forth.

9. Tlu," combination and arrangement, wi(h a stove,
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of a shelf, for snpportiBg articles to be dried or
^vai'ined in an elevated position above the top-plate
of the stove, substantially as herein described.

10. The arrangement of supporting-devices above
the top-plate of the stove, in such "a manner that
they can be moved fi'om or toward each other, for
supporting articles to be aired, dried, or warmed.

S9,224. — JoHX HuGQETT and Joror Albert
HuGGETT, Eastbourne, England.— Machine for

' Forging Horseshoe Xails.—April 20, 1869; patented
in England, September 27, IStiT.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw W^, or
other equivalent device, with the claw s and lever

q, for automatically holding and releasing the nail-

bar in the notch of the holder k, substantially as be-
fore described.

2. In combination with a reciprocating and turn-
ing holder, a hammer faced with two dies for form-
ing the sides and taper of the nail, and the anvil,

faced with two corresponding dies, substantially as
before set forth.

3. The device consisting of the gauge v, spring
t'2, rod v^, arm gs, and lever g, aU arranged and
operating substantially as before described.
"a. The device consisting of the cords and springs

attached to the asis J:, the cam o, the lever m,
springs I n. and gearing 6^ and o', for shifting the
holder k, substantially as before described.

5. In combination with the above device, the rods
r and w, and the lever g. for returning the holder k
to the position for receiving the blank, aU substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

89.22a.— George Johxstox, San Francisco.
Cal.—,S'fi7L—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fm'nace D, with the two flues E
and E, and the adjustable slide, or damper G-, for

transferring, regulating, and stopping the heat, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The curved pipe T, and the valve T, or an
equivalent device for converting the heating-chamber
into a chamber of the still, substantially as clescribed.

3. The device consisting of the heating-vessel A,
together with the vessel B, with its chambers and
passages intervening between the vessel A, and the
refrigerating-apparatus, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein described.

4. Kegnlating the temperature of the chambers of
the vessel B, by means of water passing through
the pipe i, or an equivalent device, substantially as
described.

89,236.— HoBEET Kent. Brooklyn, X. Y.—
PuncMng-Apparatus.—.A^v']! 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the levers A A', fulcrum /, punch and
bolster 6 and 5', screw B, and rocking nut and bear-
ing e and e', for the ptirpose set forth.

89,227.

—

^Peter Lugexbell, Greensborgh, Ind.—Ditching-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frame A, with an
adjustable pivoted interior frame, having wheel I,

flanges PP, shanks J J, and shields K K, with their
respective parts all constructed and operating as
and for the pui-poses set forth.

89,228.

—

Charles S. Lynch and J". Augustus
Lynch, Boston, Mass., and CHxVRLES E. Coffin,
Miurkirk, ild.

—

2Lode of Utilizing Iron-Turnings,
cf-c—April 20, 1869.

Claim:—1. Mixing of waste masses of solid iron,

as set forth, with molten iron, preparatory to the re-

melting or reheating of the conglomerate, and for

the purpose specified.

2. The employment of oxide of manganese with
the waste mass of iron, as set forth, and molten iron,

when mixed together, as and for the purpose as ex-
plained.

89,229. — Samuel Mawhinney, Worcester.
Mass.—iasf.-rApril 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal quill D, provided with the
flange E, in combination -with the^ear part of the
last, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the flange E, of one or
more spurs, a, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the flange E, of the lock
ing-piece E, substantiallv as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

4. The combination, with the part A of the last

and the locking-piece E, of the spiral spring b, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,230. — BENJA5ID,- Merritt, Jr., Xewton,
Mass., assignor to himself and Charles "W. Beals,
same place.—iaiivi-lfower.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement and combination of
the guard-plate k ^ith the two series of lever-knives
and their connecting-bars, the whole being applied
to the finger-bar frame, as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the single
serpentine groove C with the two levers, and the two
series of knives, and the roller B, the whole being
applied so as to operate as set forth.

89,231.—DAN^EL S. MERErrr, Mount Morris,
Mich.

—

Propelling-Apparatus.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the perpendicular
paddles D D, provided with tenons or shanks a jz,

rod I, metal bar E, and set-screw E, whereby tne
paddles can be raised or lowered, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

89,232. — John Walter Morg.o»-, Saltnev,
Great Britain.—^nc/ior.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Anchor-arms B, which are pivoted- to
the shank A, through the block E, or its eqiuvalent,
at a point inside the crown of the anchor, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

2. The block E, or its equivalent, constructed as
described, and secured to the crown of the anchor,
and pivoted to the shank thereof, substantially as set
forth.

§9,233.—BiCHARD P. Morgan, Jr., Dwight, HI.—Elevated Baihoa.y.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. -The elevated railway, constructed and
arranged in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.

2. The arches A and B, so connected as to 3ct as a
support to each other in sustaining the superstrue-
ttire and trains in a street railway, in the manner
and for the purpose herein describea.

3. The combination of the arcs or arches A and B
with the truss frames C and D, in the manner and for
the purpose herein described.

4. The connection of the arcs or arches A and B
of an elevated street railway by means of truss-

frames, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.

5. The combination of the arcs or arches A and B
with the tension-rods, as herein described, so as to
resist the vertical and lateral pressure upon the
whole structm'e, and by a conflict, and consequent
resolution of forces, to direct the same into the line

of the greatest strength of the mate^jpl employed,
thus enabling a light and economical structureftb be
used, and interfering in the smallest possible degree
with the space, light, and ventilation of the sti'cets

occupied and the buildings thereon.

89,234. — Sebastian Oepamer, Muscatine,
Iowa.

—

Washing-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upper rubber, Eig. 3, when made
of a fluted or iri-egular roller, covered by rubber
rings, substantially as set forth.

2. The above, in combination wdth the horizontal
series of rollers and the swinging arms I, supported
on rubber springs M, and provided with slides G,
substantially as set forth.

89,235.

—

Arthur O'Xeill, Hvdg Park, Mass.
—Yelocipede.—A^il 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating seat H, in combination
with links G, angular double-armed lever E E, con-
necting-rod D, and crank C, in the manner and :^or

the purpose as above described.
2. The vibrating seat H, in combination with link

I. double-armed lever c, and stirrup d, in the manner
and for the purpose as set forth.

3. The vibrating seat H, in combination with the
propelling arrangement and stiiTups, as applied to 3
three-wheeled velocipede.
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89,236.—John H. Owen, Houston Townstiip,

in.—harvester- Gutter.—A-pi'il 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combiuatioa of the teetli A A, con-

structed with double-concave cutting edges, in com-
bination with the double convex knives C C, when
tie said knives are worked by a lever, and all con-

structed and arranged substantially as and for the

pirpose described.

89,237.—James A. B. Patterson, Springfield,

m.—Plow-Olecmer.—Aw'-i^ 20, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The above-described device for cleaning
:)lows, consisting of the cleaner A, connected with
ind suspended from the beam of a plow by the pivot
bars I) and E and the guides E and Gr, and operated
by means of the lever B, substantially as and for the

purposes before set forth.

2. The pivot bars D and E, in combination with
the guides E and G-, connecting and suspending the
cleaner A to the beam of a plow, substantially as

shown and for the purpose described.

89,238.—James A. B. Patteiison, Springfield,
m.—Harr010.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim,—The within-described adjustable and flex-

ible harrow, consisting of the four similar triangular
frames, A, B, C, and D, connected and hinged to-

gether by the metal strips E E, E F, H H H H, and
(x G-, and the rodK, and pro-vided with four handles,
L L, &c., all constructed,, arranged, and combined
substantially as and for the purposes above set forth.

89,230.—Treat T.Prosser, Chicago, Jll.—Fur-
nacefor Liberating and Using the Gaseous Products
of Coal.—A-pril 20, 1869.

Claim.—A furnace or fire-box, containing a reser-

voir, within 'which the coal may be partially or en-
tirely coked before passing to the grate-bars, and in
which reservoir the gases evolved l)y the distillation

of the coal may be collected and conducted by suita-

ble pipes, so as to be discharged below the grate-
bars, to be burned in passing through the bed of in-

candescent fuel thereon, substantiaily in the manner
shown. and described.

89,240.—TiiEAT T. Prosser, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Henry Waller, same i^lace.—Steain- Generator.—April 20, 1869.'

Claiwj.—1. A chamber or reservoir for exhaust
steam, surrounding a steam-generator, and having
a space interposed between said chamber and gen-
erator, within or through which the heat is radiated
from the inner surface of the said chamber upon the
outer surface of the generator, and whereby the ex-
haust steam is prevented from coming in contact
with the generator, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of a steam-generator with a
reservoir or chamber which surrounds the same, for
the purpose of receiving the exhaust steam from the
engine, they being so arranged as to leave an inter-
veniri^ chamber. A, between them, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination of the boiler A, the steam
reservoir or chamber H, the coal-reservoir C, and
gas-conducting pipe D, substantially as shown and
described.

89,241.—Treat T. Prosser, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself and Henry AVali.er, same place.—Heam- Generator.—Ai)ril 20, 1869.

Claim.— A steam-generator, having- arranged
within its fire-box, and opening out of the same, a
magazine or reservoir for coals, and a pipe or con-
duit for conveying the gases which are generated by
the distillation of sucli coals, and disch^irgnig them
below the grate, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

89,242.—Witj.iam S. Kaiuj, Wiunsborough, S.

C.—Z'Z(m.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—T!ic movable fectB C, to which the mold-
boards or points are attached, arranged and oper-

* ating Bubhtautially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

89,243

—

Joseph H. Racey, Now York, N.Y.—
liefrigerator.—Apnl 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe corrugated roof
D with the corrugated tapering side pockets E E,
and lower water-troughs or receptacles G G-, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination with the refrigerator, con-
structed as described, of inner and outer doors, ar-'

ranged to open in re\erse directions—that is, the
outer.door or doors to open outward, and the inner
door or doors to open inward—relatively to the
chamber of such refrigerator, essentially as herein
set forth.

89,244.—Israel L. G-. Eice, Cambridge, Mass.—Inking Apparatus for Printing-Presses.—^April

20, 1869.

Claim,. — The application of distributing-disks,

placed at right angles with distributing-rollers, or
inking-rollers, or inking-tables, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

89,245.—Seneca M. Eichardson, Worcester,
Mnss.

—

Tenoning-Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of frame E with
frame G, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The combination with frames E and G- of the
adjusting-screw H, said parts being constructed and
arranged in relation to each other substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The elevating frame G, constructed as described,

and as shown in the accompanying drawings, for

the purposes stated.

89,246.

—

John Mathew Piley, Newark, N. J.—Press fpr the Manufacture of Pens, Buttons, Jew-
elry, c£-c.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement upon the
bolt C, formed with a screw-thread of the sleeve E,
fitted in the upper bearing E, and secured by a nut
or nuts, Gr, the cross-head H having arms J J, and
retained in place by nuts 1 1 and the cross-head L,
having arms Q Q, said part L being connected to

the cross-head H by links K, and also connected with
the lever-arms O, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination of the cross-head A J, nuts
I, cross-head L, links K, plates S, nuts T, screw-
shank C, and lever M, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purposes here-

in set forth.

3. The adjustable stripper-fingers IT TJ, in combi-
nation with the adjustable holder, substantially as
described.

4. In combination with the parts A 7), the holder
Y a c, having lugs K, stripper-arms IT, pivots W,
beveled plate z, and fastenings d, all constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the pur]:)Ose herein
set forth.

89,247.-Peter J. Schmidt, Carlinville, 111., as
signor to Seigel, Schmidt, and Comi'any, same
place.

—

Grain- Drill.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner of holding the flukes in

groimd by elastic pressure upon the bar E, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. Moving the flukes to a zigzag or "right line

setting by the shifting-bars I, subslantially as set

forth.

3. Moving the feed-tubes K by slides K' to follow

the flukes, substantially as set forth.

89,248.—J. Q. C. Searle, Topeka, Kans., as-

signor to Julia E. Seakle, same place.

—

Base-Burn-
ing ,Stove.—April 20, 1669. •

Claim.—1. A fire-pot, suspended with a heater,

substantially as described, in combination with au
annular Jliio, t', arranged as set fortli.

2. A hollow fire-pot, having openings at the upiier

edge, in combiuatiou with an uir-conductiug tube,

E, for the ]>urpose doscribod.
3. The couibinnlion of the fire-pot and a s(>rii<» ot

hollow air-eouducting tubes or anus, Avhioh support

tlie pot, substauliully as set fortli.

4. The tube E, exliMidiiig from tlio fire-gruto

llu'ough tlu^ jiartitioii d', aikd serving both to conduct,

tlie ashes totlie dniwer aud to prevent tiic access of

cold air to t]u> exterior plntcs of the stove.

5. Tlio combiuution of the liro-pot D, dofloctors
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G G', and outer casing B of tlie heater, the whole
being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

6. The combination of the above, the partitions

d d', openings y y'. aiid pipe X, all arrano-ed as set
forth.

7. The feeder H, in combination with the outer
j)erforated casing C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
-8. The feeder H, consisting of two concentric

tubes and an intervening chamber, containing as-

bestos or its equivalent.
9. The arrangement of the casing C, feeder H, and

inclined partitions //', extending between the cas-

ing and feeder, and inclosing an air-sf)ace, ^y', all as
set forth.

89,249 JoHX Sheffield, Buffalo, IS'^. Y.—
Steam-Generator.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the induction-air
pipe D within the chimney C, and with its extension
D', commimicating with the furnace B, as herein
described.

89,250.—Theodore Sloat. Brooklvn, (E. D.,)

X. 'Y.—Cracker-Machine.—X^ril 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the vertical shaft L, crank M, and bevel-pinious I K,
for operating the sliding knife B, by or fi'om the shaft

H, substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination of the longitudinally-adjust-

able and removable perforated false bottom C to the
dough-bos A with the intermittently reciprocating
knife or slide B, having apertures, &, and formed
with a series of cutting-bars, c, arranged to play be-

neath the perforations a in the false bottom, essen-

tially as shown and described, and for the pui'poses

set forth.

89,251.—Abkasi C. Staxxaed, Milton, Wis.

—

Washing-21acliine. - Aj^vtI 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement with the bos A of the
perforated swinging board C, si^rings D, inclined
boai'd B. perforated beater H, arms G, and rock-
shaft F, operated by the tortuously-grooved cylinder
K and arm J, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

89,252.—Nathan Stockwell, T^indsor, l!^. Y.
-Ta&^e.-April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the table A, screw-
standard H, sleeve-socket E, and set-screw J with
the standard F, rings P, and legs 0, provided with
the notches E and v\"edges S, all constructed and ai*-

ranged substantially as set forth.

89,253.

—

Leander E. Streeter, Chelsea, as-

signor to himself and A. B. Ely, (Trustees,) ISTew-

ton, M.ViS,s,.—Dental PZ«i5e.-^April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of dental plates and
gums from the material or materials, substantially
as described.

2. Dental plates and gums manufactured of the
material or materials, su'ostantially as described, or
in the manufacture of which said material forms an
essential ingredient, substantially as set forth.

3. The attachment or combination of artificial

teeth to or with artificial bases, plates, or gums,
made in whole or in part of the material, substan-
tially as described.

4. The method of preparing, manipulating, and
hardening the plate from the material or materials,
and in the manner substantially as specified.

89,254.—Leaxder E. Streeter, Chelsea, as-

signor to himself and A. B. Ely, (Trustees.) New-
ton, Mass.

—

Process of Treating Pyrozyle, Pyroxy-
line, and the Like Substance, for Forming Useful
and Ornamental Articles.—April 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. Treating pyrosyle, pyrosyline, orsyloi-
diife, or its compounds, vi'ith suitable non-solvents,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Treating pyrosyline, or its compounds, with
suitable non-solvents and cementive agents, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. 'Pyrosyline, or syloidine, or soluble gun-cotton,
and its compounds, treated with suitable non-sol-

vents, substantially as described.

4. Pyrosyline and its compounds treated with suit-

able non-solvents and cementive agents, substan-
tially as described.

5. 'The formation of articles of ornament, utility,

and manufacture from pyrosyle or pyrosyline aiid

its compounds, rendered yielding, distensible, com-
pressible, and impressible by a second process, sub-

stantially as set forth.

6. The formation of articles of ornament, utility,

and manufacture, by rendering pyrosyle or pyros7-
line, or its compounds, yielding' distensible, coi-
pressible, impressil^le, and adhesive, by a secont
prcicess, substantially as set forth.

7. The attaching of pyrosyle, or pyrosyline, or itt

compounds, to other materials, articles, or bodies,

after the said pyrosyle, &c., has been treated by mj
second process, substantially as set forth.

89,255.— James Stutt, Eermauagh County,,
Ireland.

—

Machine for Disintegrating Wood for\
Paper-Stock.—A^r\\ 20, 1869.

j

Claim.—1. The dogs E E, in combination with
the head-blocks E E, and carriage D, for the pur-
poses and substantially as described.

2. In coml)ination vi'ith the dogs E E and head-
Wocks E S, the saws O, hung obliquely upon the
shaft P, so that the sinuosities of the track of the
saws Vt'ill cut laterally, as well as longitudinally, for

the purpose of making paper-pulp, and for the pur-
poses described.

3. The rollers E E, in combination with the car-

riage D and saws O, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The bevel-gears M and endless screw K, gear-
wheel J, and pinions 1 1, in combination with the
rack H, carriage D, and the gang of saws O, when
constructed and operated for the purposes and sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

89,256.—TYilhelm C. A. Thielepape, San An-
tonio, Tesas.— Isfeedle-Threader for Sewing-Ma-
chines.—A])vi\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—The eyelet-frame a, in combination with
the spring b b, for keeping the parallelopipeds toge-
ther, andthe pins ii and v for separating them, the
spring e, for attaching the device to the machine-
needle, and the adjusting-plate r, with its notches
n and o, adapted for a curved or a straight needle,

all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

89,257.

—

^Moses N. "Ward, Linneus, assignor
to Frederick H. Coombs, Bangor, Me.

—

Horse-'
Rake.—A^xil 20, 1869 ; antedated October 20, 1868.

Claim.—1. In a horse hay-rake, whose rake-head
is placed behind the wheels, combining such head
with levers or arms, whose fulcra are forward of the
asle, and which are thus free to rise and fall inde-

pendent of the asle, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination, with the rake-head E, of the
swinging-arms or levers D, so hung that when at

their lowest position they may rest at about their

centers, on the carriage asle, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The stiff spring I, in combination with the

rake-head E.
4. The vertical rods F F, B, and G G, and spiral

springs e e, in combination with the rake-head E.
5. The combination and arrangement with the

swinging -levers D, of the raking-teeth, in such
manner that the act of backing shaU automatically
lift the levers and reverse the position of the teeth,

and the forward movement bring them again into

operative action, substantially as described.

6. The combination, with the raking-teeth, of the
holding-teeth, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

89,258. -Elijah* "Westox, Buffalo, 1\. Y.—
Steam -Generator.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combustion-chamber E, formed by
the partition F, having walls a b, and outside space

G, in combination with the fire-bos D, esteuded
crown-sheet H, arranged siibstantially as herein

specified.

2. The partitions I I', in combination with the
fire-bos D, and boiler B of a locomotive, or other

boiler, arranged substantially as herein set forth.
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3. The wire sieve or screen c, and bars efgh, ar"

ranged with reference to the fire-door of a boiler, as

herein described.

89,259. —David Wiggins, Greenport, I:f. T.—
Ice-Cream Freezer.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The arms E, parallel bars E, pitmen J,

fixed bar T, and stationary scraper C, combined
and operating' substantially"as described.

89,260.—E. B. TViLLis, Rochester, JST. Y.—Base-
Burning Stove.—April 20, 1869.

Claiia.—1. The screw-plate ft, when applied to the
supply-chamber of coal-stoves, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The hollow shaft &, with or without the perfo-

rated plate X, in combination with the elevated sup-
ply-chamber of coal-stoves, when it conducts the
cold air downward centrally into the combustion-
chamber; for the purpose set forth.

89,261 D. W. "Wyman, New Yort, :!Sr. T.—
Locoinotive-Engine Furnace.—April 20, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The arrangement of the side flues a^

a^, and dampers h'^ b^, controlling the same, in com-
bination with the 'interior upper deflecting flange
or flanges B^ B^, arranged relatively to said flues

and lower or base portion of the pan, substantially
as specified.

2. The arrangement of the T-shaped levers D^ D^,
link-rods d^d'^, and cranks e^ e'^, on adjacent sides of
the pan, for operating the several valves or dampers
fe2 b'^^ substantially as shown and described.

89,262.—A. E. Fuller, Burlington, Yt.—Sad-
Iron Cleaner.—April 20, ]869.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged bed-
pieces A A, cloth-pieces B B, and pivoted bands C
C, all constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

89,263.—James LTO^^ ]N"orfolk, Ya.—Machine
for Cleaning Bricks.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The door F, hinged as described, in
combination with the pin, slotted arms, and cross-
head of the plunger, substantially as described.

2. The sets of corrugated rollers A A A A, ar-

ranged as herein shown and described, and operated
by means of forcing the bricks between them, as
herein set forth.

89,264.—E. G. Lamson, Windsor, Yt.—Roclc-
Channeling Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A stone-grooving or channeling ma-
chine, which is moved upon a track, provided with
a series of reciprocating cutters upon each side of
the propelling-mechanism when the cutters are opei"-

ated by means of a crank-shaft, which is formed in

sections, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. In a stone-channeling or grooving machine,
which is moved upon a track, and provided with
recii)rocating cutters, which operate on each side of
the track, a mechanism which enables the operation
of the cutters by one engine on either side of the
track, or on both sides of the track at one time, sub
stantially as set forth.

3. The notched lever or bar X, connected to a
rock-shaft under the boiler, whicli is attaclied to the
feed-mechanism, to cause the backward or forward
operation of the machine, by the means substantial-
ly as set forth.

89,265.—E. G. Lamson, Windsor, Yt.—Stone-
Channeling Machine.—April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement, upon the bed-frame
C, of the two sets of cutters V V, upon or around
the guides K R, arranged ui)on the same side of the
frame, and at each side of a boiler. A', to operate
outside of the frame and track, eitlior vertically or
at an angle, and l)raccd upon the rear of the bod-
frame, substantially as vset forth.

2. In a stone-grooving or clumncling machine, the
method herein described of moving tlie maclilne uj)

and down steep grades, by moans of a rope, chain,
or their equivalents, subslantiiilly as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the toothed wheel G', chain

BE', and weight J', with a stone-channeling and
grooving machine, substantially as set forth.

4. A stone-channeling or grooving machine, which
is mounted upon a frame supporting a horizontal or
upright steam-boiler, which is hung on trunnions,
whereby the same will retain its normal position,
irrespective of the incline or angle of the bed-frame,
substantially as set forth.

5. In a stone-channeling or grooving machine car-
rying two or more engines and two or more sets of
cutters, an arrangement of devices by which either
engine may be made to feed the machine in either
direction along the track, substantially as herein
set forth.

6. Connecting the feed-mechanism with an eccen-
tric on the main shaft of the engine in such a man-
ner that the said feed-mechanism shall be operated
at whatever angle the engine, engine-bed, and cut-
ting-apparatus may be placed, substantially as herein
set forth.

7. The cogged segmental arm T, provided with a
colkir encircling the trunnion-shaft of the engine-bed
G, and held in position by the clutch F', substantial-
ly as and for the purposes herein set forth.

8. The combination, with the shaft a, of the worm-
gear X, axle E, spur-wheel y', and rack-bar B, where-
by the spur-wheel is made to act upon its upper and
lower face, substantially as set forth.

89,266.-John M. Blaisdell, Sanbornton, N".

R.—Exten.sio7i-Table.—AT^vil 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The chamber F, for the reception of

the detachable folded leaves, formed by the two
transverse boards F' and the hinged ends F", sup-
ported by the extension-slides and the central leg J,
and connected to the cross-bars H, so as to be in-

closed entirely within the table-frame when the lat-

ter is closed, substantially as herein described.
2. The upper auxiliary leaves, folded and secured

upon the bottom auxiliary folded leaf K", and be-
tween the hinged ends F" of the chamber F, in the
manner and for the purpose described.

3. The ends F" of the transverse chamber F,
hinged for the purpose of sei'ving as supports for the
central detachable leaf when in place, and to open
and close the ends of the chamber, to facilitate the re-

moval of said leaves from and insertion into the
chamber F, as described.

4. The fixed and detachable table-leaves, provided
with spring-catches L and staples I, arranged and
interlocking in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

5. The movable transverse chamber F, combined
with the yielding central support or foot J J', for the
purpose described.

89,267.—George Adair and J. F. Pool, Mon-
roe, Wis.

—

Device for Cutting Bolts.—April 27,

1869.

Claim:—The combination of the handle D and
cam E with the lever B, the bar A, and knife c, all

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

89,268.

—

Moses L. Andrew, Cincinnati, Ohio
assignor to himse'f and George Burrows, same
place.

—

Rotary Pump.—April 27, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of tiie hinged valvo
or plate C c, spring D, and set-screw E, A;itli reference

to the piston B, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

2. The arrangement of the tapering packing H,
plate I, and set screw K, witli reference to the piston

G, substantially as shown and described.

89,269.—Moses L. Andrew, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignor to himself and Georgr Burrows, samo
place.

—

liotary Pump.—April 27, 18l)9.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the curved pipes

B C, asset forth, aiul for tlu^ purpose spociliod.

2. In combination with tlie elemouts of tlie pre-

ceding clause, llie clieck-valve c, wire F, and stop-

per G, for tln^ purpose stated.

3. Tlie slidiiiii' beariuii- N, frame O, and key P, in

combination wiLii the journals M M, for the purpoao

descrilied.

4. Tlio keys J, and springs K, in combiiiatioa

with the hubs I, for the purpose doscribod.
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89,270.—GusTAV AxTO^r, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Holder for Candles and Ornaments on Christmas-
Trees.—Aprii 27, 1869.

Claim,.—Combining with a candle-holder the de-

scribed series of sockets, or their equivalents, sub-

stantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

89,273 .—Silas D. Baldwix, Chieaeo, 111., as-

signor to himself and Daniel Leoxard, same place.
— Yapor-Burncr.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The deflector B, constructed substan-
tially as and for thfe pui'poses specified.

2. The disk A, in combination with the cap C,
and deflector B, all constructed and operating- sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The eax) C. constructed substantially as speci-

fied.

89,372.- P-OBEKT P. Ball, "West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Sash-Loclc.—April 27, 1869 ; antedated April
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a sash-lock, as an improvement on
the patent granted to me, as assignee of D. P. Lacy,
on the 18th of August, 1868, providing the bolt G-

with lateral arms g g', and the guide e, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. Constructing the tumbler E, with its central
projection f^, socket f^, and cavity /*, to be used in
combination with the bolt G, for the object described.

3. In combination with the above, the ai-range-

ment and construction of the gravitating-crank H,
witii the tumbler F, and shield!, Avhen employed in
the manner and for the purposes stated.

89,273.— POBERT P. Ball, "West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Sash-Lock.—^April 27, 1869 ; antedated April
24, 1869.

Claim.—The slide K ^, L I, constructed as de-
scribed, and adapted for use in combination with the
slotted lock D d, tumbler F, and bolt G-, in the man-
ner and for the purpose explained;

89,274.—Joseph B.BATCHEtuER, Boston, Mass.—Surfacing Fabrics with Bronze or Metallic Povj-
der^.—April 27, 1869.

Claim .—The improvement in surfacing with metal
or bronze powders substantially as described.

89,275.—Edwin E. Bean, Boston, assignor to

David Whittemore, Xorth Briclgewater, Mass.

—

Sewifig-Machine for Seioing Leather.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination for effecting the move-
ments of the awl and needle, the same consisting of
the rotaiy driving-shaft D, the adjustable eccentric
e, its connector /, the rocker-shatt h, its arms g i,

and the cranked wheel H, and connecting-rod q, the
whole being applied together, and to the awl and
needle-carriers I G, and frame, and arr8.nged sub-
stantially in manner and so as to operate as speci-
fied.

2. In combination with mechanism for feeding the
material to be se-n-ed, and mechanism for imparting
to the a^\l and needle their vertical movements, the
mechanism, substantially as described, by which the
awl, while piercing the "material, is moved laterally
with snch material and feeding-mechanism, without
of itself in any way affecting the feeding of the ma-
terial.

3. The combination for efi"ecting the movements
of the feeder and the presser, the same consisting of
the grooved cam /', (applied to the driving-shaft.)
the lever c', applied to the said cam, as described,
the rocker-shaft y and its arms x g, the pendulous
bar, or head L, the connecting-rod lu, and the shaft
u, and its arms t v, the whole being arranged with
and ai)plicd to the presser, and feeder, and the frame
of the machine, substantially as set forth.

4. In combination A^ith the said mechanism for
efi"ecting the movements of the feeder and the press-
er-foot, the slot z, (in the arm o:,) and the adjustable
pin a', and its clamp-screw applied to the lever c',

and the arm x, their purpose being to regulate the
"length of stitch," as set forth.

5. The combination of the adjusting-screw _p' and
nuts q' r\ or the equivalent thereof, with the pendu-
lous bar L, the crank-pin o', and the arm g, of the
mechanism for operating the awl and the feeder, as
set forth, the purpose of the said parts o', p', q', and

r', being to enable the awl to be adjusted with refer-

ence to the needle.

89,2^6.—^^Villiam Beers, Milan, Ohio, assignor
to himself and William McMillen, same place.

—

Fastening for Carriage-Seats.—April 27, 1669.

Claim.—The hook D and plate b, in combination
with the pins E, seat, and box, arranged in relation

to each other, as and for the pm'pose substantially

as set forth. ^

89,277.—Henry Bickford, Cincinnati. Ohio.

—

Blind-Slat-Tenoning Machine.—April 27, 1669.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the rotating
chucks F F'. through which the material is fed end-

wise, the sliding acTjus'table jaws K, constructed and
operating as described, and for the piupose set forth.

2. The weighted pawl P and bell-crank Q, ar-

ranged and operated in the "manner and for the pui*-

pose specified.

3. The cutter-head AD d, constructed and oper-
ated as described, and for the purpose of cutting a
double and divided tenon, as set forth.

4. The beveled spurs E, constructed substantially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The adjustable gauge M O o, for the purpose
set forth.

S9,27S.—JehialE. Blodgett, Oswego. >T.Y.—
Stove-Cover Holder. — Aj^ril 27, 1869: antedated
April 1-5, 1869.

Claim.—A stove-cover holder, designed to keep
stove-covers when not in use, and constructed with
one or more narrow open sj)aces, each between fixed

bearing-places, and operating in the manner as-

herein described.

89,279.—Victor G. Bloede, Brooklyn, :N". Y.—
Method of Utilizing the Waste Products of Sugar-
Pefineries.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The utilization of the waste scum of

sugar-refineries as a fertilizer.

2. The mode of treating it with acids, to prevent
loss of ammoniacal products.

3. The thorough desiccation of the scum to in-

crease its strength and portability.

4. The utilization of the scum for the manufacture
of the xjrussiate of potash.

5. The method of inci'easing the fertilizing

strength sf the scum, by heaping and fermenting it,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

89.280.— Eeixard Bluji, Champaign, Dl.—
Stove- Governor.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, on the outside of a
stove-pipe, of the expansive plate a, having a socket,

e, at each end, the non-expansive plate b, and the
lever D, the lower end of said lever resting in the
lower socket e, and the plate b resting on a shoulder,

/, on the lever, and its upper end inserted in the
upper socket e, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the damper C, shank B,
rodE, and nttt A, with the lever D and plates a and
&, all constructed as described, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

89.281.— Daniel Bordner, Canton, Ohio.

—

Fence-Board Gauge-Holder.—April 27, 1869; ante-

dated April 22, 1869.

Claim.—The fence-board gauge-holder, herein de-

scribed, consisting of the piece A, with plate F, sup-

porting-j)ins B B, staples D D, and pins E E, the
head-plate G-, with one or more holes L. and the foot-

rod C, the several parts being constructed, combined,
and arranged, substantially as and- for the piu'pose

herein specified.

89,282.—James F. Brewer, Plantsville, Conn.
—Chain.—A^rW 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cast-metal link A, with its eye a
and pin &, all arranged substantially as shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a chain, the
alternate links of which are connected by means o
the eye a and pin b of a cast-metal link, all as an
for the pui-pose substantially as rec^uired.
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89,383.—Kennedy Brown, Gardner, 10..—Wut-
iocA;.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The nut-lock represented at letter B, as
and for the purpose above described.

89,284.—Simeon Brown, TJtica, Ohio.

—

Adjust-
able Gate for Grain-Elevators.— April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The lever C, spring- S, and crank-pin p,
or its equivalent, in combination with the rod K,
lever E, gate G-, hoiVper H, and elevator B, substan-
tially as shown and described.

89,285.— WiLLARD C. Bruson, Chicago, HI.,

assignor to himself, and George E.ounds, same
place..— Composition for Preserving Eggs.— April
27, 1869.

Claim.—The composition above described, com-
pounded of the ingredients mentioned, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

89,286.—Isaac I>r. Buck, Elgin, m.—Burglar..
Alarm.—Ai^vil 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a burglar-alarm, the adj^ting-screw
M, in combination with the operating-bolt E, sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the tumbler-shaft E, with
its lever-arm G, the operating-bolt E, with springs
E E and H, arranged, relatively to each other, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as shown
and described.

89,287

—

W. H. BusTiN, Watertown, Mass.—
Sames.—Ai^rU. 27, 1869.

Claim.—The hames above described, consisting of
plate A, with flang-e b, wood B, plate C, and ears d,

when constructed in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

89.288.— William H. Bustin, Watertown,
Mass.

—

Hames for Harness.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—The hames A, constructed with flange c

and projecting-plate b, and eyes d, in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

89.289.— Charles Carr, Boston, Mass.—
Steam-Engine Cut- Off.—April 27, 1869; antedated
April 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cam h, sitbstantially as shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the variable cam 7;,, pivot,
gudgeon p, hollow shaft m, rod n, stem g, arms /,
and valves r, as herein set forth.

3. The inclined key i, in combination with the ad-
justable cams h, as herein described.

4. In combination with the cam 7i, the inclined key
i, the hollow shaft m, the rod n, and toggle-joint c c,

for the purpose of actuating the cams h from the
governor-rod b, as described.

5. The arrangement of the arms //, sliding valve
X, and stem g, as described.

89,290.—Cyprien Ciiabot, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Twisting and Draivirng Heads for Spinning-Ma-
chines.-A-pril 27, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the spindle C, having

the hole through it bored tapering from each end to
or about the middle, with the beveled rollers e e'

made narrower than the diameter of the hole in tlie

end of the spindle, all substantially as herein shown
and described.

89,291 .—James C. Cochrane, Eochester, N. T.
—Meam- Generator.—April 27, 1869.

'

Claim.—A low-water steam-port, composed of the
valve-chamber, (Eig. A, 8,) tlie valve-seat, (Fig. A,
9,) and tlie valve, (Fig. A, 10, 11, 12,) in combination
with the tube 7, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described, lor the purposes described.

89,292.-John Collins. Parma, Ohio.—Spring-
Balance Hammer.—April 27, 1869.

Claitn.—The arrangenumt of devices above do-
scribed, to form a spring-balanced iKiramer, consist-
ing of tlie spring I, luinunor-lielvoC', sj)ring J, ham-
mer C, anvil IJ, and standards D andE, substantially
us specified.

89,293.—EDVfiN Cowles and George E. Met-
TEN, Cleveland, Ohio.—Yelocipede.—A^vH 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the drums J J,
shaft i?, wheel A, springs S, clutching-pawls, belts c,

and treadles D D, in combination with the wheel
A', frame or perch B C, and seat G', substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the device g'^, hook g^, and
cord c, in combination with a velocipede, which is

constructed and operated substantially as described.
3. The combination and arrangement of the de-

vices d, cords c, and treadles D D, with a velocipede,
constructed and operated as herein described.

4. The arrangement and combination of the guid-
ing-lever C, seat G', treadles D D, perch or frame B,
cords c c, drums and clutching-pawls, springs, and •

tracking-wheels A A', substantially in the manner
shown and described.

89,294.—Eli L. Crandall, 'Williamstown, IS.

Y.—Table- Car or Caster.—A^ril 21, 1869.

Claim.—The portable table-car or caster, con-
structed with chambers or shelves, and mounted up-
on wheels or runners, all substantially as and for the
purpose desc:j^bed.

89,295.

—

"William Eranklin Davis, Boston,
and Charles Elbridge Broad, Milton, Mass.

—

Door-Fastener.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reversible main-piece A, having a
catch, a, at- one end, and teeth h at the other end,
substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-
fied.

^
2. The adjustable and reversible shoulder-pieces B

C, in combination with the slotted main piece A,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

89,296.— Augustus Day, Detroit, Mich.

—

Track- Cleaner.—A^vW 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The strap A, and adjustable-weight F,
when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the spur H, and
auxiliary scraper or wings E, when arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

89,297.

—

Charles M. Dillon, Philadelphia,
Tsi.—Swing.—A^T^n 27, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
uprights V and Y', cross-piece B, brackets b and b',

rockers E and II', provided with slots L, reversible
seats T and T', with their uprights a, a', a'~, and a^,

and cross-pieces S and S', rods D and D', shaft H,
cradle C, and swing-seat A, the whole operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above set forth and described.

89,298.

—

"William Henry Elton, Baltimore,
Mil.—MacJiinefor Cleaning Coffee.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The cleaning-cylinder, as shown, formed
of alternate sections of solid sheet-metal, B, and re-

movable Avire-cloth C, and provided with radial

shelves E E^ E^, and spaces e between the outer
edges of said shelves and the periphery of the cylin-

der, all constructed^ arranged, and operating as here-

in set forth.

89,299.-William A. Fenn, Rochester, N. Y.,
assignor to liimsclf and Henry B. Beach, some
place.— OiZ-Ort?).—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in an oil or other can,

of a turning or sliding gate b, used in combination
Avith packing a, and so'arrang(Hl as to perform the
double ett'oct of opening both tlio spout passage and
the vent at one action, and vice versa, substantially

as herein described.
2. Tlie combination, with the cover of an oil or

otlier can. of a spout, /f, a vent, k, and a cut-oil:' de-

vice, b, suostantially ashci'oin sot fortli.

3. The arrangement of the cylinder C Avitli spout

h, the packings a a, tiie gate b. avd the nir-tube A',

substantially as and for tlio pnrjioso sitooilied.

4. The combination, with the puokings a a, of the

follower j am) spring p, operating in tlui nianner and
for tlio ])urp()so s])ecified.

5. Altaoliiiig the vont-tubo k to tho follower ./, in

tho numner and for the purpose spociiiod.
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89,300.—William A. Fexx, Eocliester, K Y.,
assignor to himself and Henry B. Beach, Merideu,
Conn.

—

Animal-Trap.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in the cii'cular case
A. of the centrally-pivoted gate /, operated by a
Aveight or spring, and the liiuged platform n', said
parts being arranged in such almanner that the gate
itself divides the circle of the lower chamber into
two compartments, the positions of which change
with the rotation of the gate, to admit and discharge
the animal, as herein set forth.

2. Tlie oifset D, containing the cavities 7c I, for the
reception of the bait and the platform, as herein de-
scribed.

3. The combination, with the two chambers B C.
situated directly one above the other, the transparent
mica, or glass door c, arranged substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

89,301.—BenjAinx Franklin Fisk, Fredonia
Township, Mich.—Oafe.— April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The latching-elevator F, and inclined-
hanging posts B, in combination with the main gate-
post A^aud liivoted rails D, and slats S. of a coun-
ter-balanced gate, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the two
horizontal levers L with the cross-bar C of the in-

clined hanging frame B C, when said levers are so
connected with the latching-elevator F as to be ca-

pable of actuating it, in operating a pivoted folding
gate, from a vehicle, or on horseback, substantially
as set forth.

89,302. — Thomas Jefferson Flagg, 2s"ew
Tork, X. T., assignor to " Fisk, Clark, and
Flagg.'" same place.

—

Felt Susx>ender-End.—April
27, 1869.

Claim-.—The felt suspender-end, hereinbefore de-
scribed, as a new article of manufacture.

89,303.—Israel Forman, Fairmount, TT. Ya.—Culinary Steamer.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The bracket or ledge E E, in connection
with the flange O, constructed substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

89,304. — Calvin Fulton, Kochester, X. Y.,
assignor to Xorman H. Galu^ha, same place.

—

Stove-Grate.—Aj^^W. 21, 1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of the independent
grate A and ring B, as herein described, the grate
being sunken, and resting in lugs o b, so as to leave
a space, /. and having an indep^endent dumpiug-ac-
tion, as set forth.

89,305.—BENJAjnN Glasscock, Hillsborough,
Ohio.—Fly-Trap.—A-pril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ari-angement of the lid E, wire a,

hook b, spring c, and buttons//, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the box A, divided into
bait-bos B, and prison C, one portion of the latter ex-
tending under the former, and having doors e and ft,

substantially as shown and described.

89,306.

—

Jonathan Goodher. Bm-ling-ton. X.
J.—Trestle.—At^tH 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A trestle, provided at each end with a
number of hinged legs, H. of different lengths, ar-

ranged for adjustment, substantially as hei'ein de-
scribed, for the pui'pose of regulating the height of
the said trestle.

2. The combination with the sections A A',
having hinged legs H, of bars c c, adjustable on
and independently of the said sections, for the pur-
pose set forth.

^ 3. The blocks J J with their pins s, when ar-

ranged for attachment to the end-pieces of the tres-

tle, substantially as herein described.

89,307.-TVilmer D. Gridlet. Xew Britain,
Conn.—Book-Holder.—A-^ril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A leaf-holder, consisting of the coiled
spring «, socket b, and holding-bar c, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The combination of the spring a, socket b, bar

c, with the supporting-rod d, and holding-clasp e,

substantially as shown and described.

89,308.—Thomas Hall, Boston, Mass., assign-
or to himself and William Dillon, Stamford, Conn.—Electric Signal for Failroads.-—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The mechanism for the elevation of the
signal, consisting of the armature-lever, the rod H,
the lever K. and the chain and pulley, or their equiv-
alents, connected with the counterbalanced signal-

arm, substantially as described.

89,309.-George Hanelese, Akron, Ohio.—
Fishing-Torch.—A^tH 27, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described fishing-torch, con-
sisting of the oil-can A, tube D, rod E', and torch F,
^•hen constructed and arranged in relation to each
other in the manner substantially as described, and
for the purpose specified.

89,310.—John Heatley, Etna, Ta.—Oscillat-

ing Furnace for Fuddling and Refining Iron.—
April 27, H69. •

Claim.—^1. An oscillating or rotary furnace, for

heating, boiling, puddling, or otherwise working iron
or other metals, constructed and operated substan-
tially as and for the purposes above set forth.

2. 'a sliding pivot, o', connected by one or more
rods r, with a wheel, t. by which its distance from
the cog-wheels is regulated, and thns a greater or
less degree of oscillation obtained, arranged and
used Bubstantially as and for the pui'poses above ex-

pressed.
3. The use and arrangement of fire-grates around

a central puddling-pan or basin, C, and their rota-

tion under one fuel-hopper, Z, substantially as and
for the pui'poses hereinbefore set forth.

4. A puddling-fui-nace, constructed with chills e,

inclosing a circular space or pan, C, on the bottom
plate /, sm'roimded by fire-grates, and so made as to

rotate, and with openings in its roof, so relatively

aiTanged to each other"and to the fire-grates as to
exclude cold air from metal in the puddling-pan, con-
structed and used substantially as and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

5. In combination with the puddling-furnace a
melting-stove, erected over it, operated by the heat
fi'om such furnace, and connected therewith by a
pipe, 0, arranged and operated substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

6. The series of flues L' in or through the walls of
the roof of a melting-stove, arranged and used sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses above mentioned.

7. Purifying metal while in a molten state, passing
through the pipe o, by throwing into it blasts, hot or
cold water, or steam, in the manner and substan-
tially as is hereinbefore set forth.

8. An elbow or bend in the conducting pipe o, open
at the top, substantially as and for the pm-poses here-
inbefore set forth.

89,311.—George Hedi, XaperviUe, HI., as-

signor to himself and John Euchty, same place.

—

Compoundfor Forming Building-Blocks.—^April 27,

1869.

Claim.—A compound for building purposes, man-
ufactured substantially as herein described.

89,312.—C. C. Hinsdale, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Manufacture of Sheet-Iron.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The herein described mode or process of

preparing sheet-ii'on for rolling, whereby a highly
polished surface is given to said sheets, by the means
and in the manner substantially as set foi'th.

89,313.

—

Charles E. L. Hol>ies, Xew York.
X. Y.

—

Apparatus for Scouring and Drying Sheet-

Metal—A])Til 27, 1869 ; antedated April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elastic rollers or brushes, to wash
or scour sheet-metal on both sides, substantially in
the manner specified.

2. The elastic squeezing-rollers ef in comMnation
with the water-vat a and drying chamber k I, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of scouring mechanism for

cleaning the sm'face of sheet-metal, with a heating
apparatus for drying the surface of the sheet-metal
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with rapidity, previous to its delivery from the ma-
chine, as specified.

4. The yielding- range of drying-rollers n, fitted

with springs or weights to keep them down, in com-
bination with the standing-range i of rollers, sub-

stantially as set forth, so as to accommodate different

thicknesses of metal, and to facilitate the introduc-
tion of the sheet, substantially as set forth.

5. The drum or roller h, made hollow, and heated,
in combination with the scouring or drying mechan-
ism, substantially as specified, so as to keep the
sheet-metal hot' while being wound, as specified.

89,3J4.—Otito E. Hornidy, Chauncy, 111.—

Medicine for Cattle and other Animals.—April 27,

1869.

Claim.—The above new and improved medical
compound, the same being for the use of preventi7ag'

and curing the above-mentioned diseases.

89,315.—P. Gengembre Hubert and J". W.
Pitney, New York, JST.Y.

—

Dress-Protector for Car-
riage- Wheels.—Aiml 27, 1869.

Claim.—The carriage dress-protector herein de-

scribed, made so as to be applied on and be secured
to the wheel or wheels of a carriage, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

89,316.—G-eorge Hill Hurd, Memphis, Tenn.—Dental Impression- Cup and Suction-Mold.—April
27, 1869.

Claim.—The making an impression-cup for dental
use, for taking an impression of the mouth, shaped
to fit merely over the " alveolar" process, as sho^'n
in Fig. No. II, also mold to form the suction-cavity,
as shown in Fig. No. I, each shaped and formed as
above described and' set forth, and for the purposes

. herein stated.

89,317.—Henry Hursh, Sen., Mansfield, Ohio.
—Socking- Chair.—ATpril 27, 18G9.

Claim.—A rocking-chair, constructed with rockers
extending from the bottom of the front chair-legs,
under the bottom of the rear chair-legs, up to or
nearly to the top of the chair-back, substantially as
and for the pui-pose specified. «

89,318

—

Charles B. Jarvis, New York, N. Y.—Process of Distilling Spirits.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Distilling spirit from mash or wash,
continuously injected into a column with perforated
divisions, wherein, as it passes, vaporization is in-

duced by a continuous current of steam, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of column A, perforated plates
k, pipes a, and worm d, constructed and operating
together, substantially as explained.

3. Column A, furnished with and divided by per-
forated plates k, for purposes of distillation.

4. The combination of columns A and C, per-
forated and dividing plates k, pipes c, e\ and /,
worms d, /', and g, constructed and operating to-

gether to distill spirit, substautially in the manner
described.

5. The combination of column A, perforated and
dividing plates k, and siphon Gr, acting together for
the purposes of distillation, substantially in the man-
ner described.

6. A continuous distillation, in the manner set
forth, by continuously contacting steam with the
mash of wash, and vaporizing the S])irits therein,
itnd continuously discharging the slop or waste
during the distillation, substantially in the manner
set forth.

89,319.—Theoi'IILte Lauamte and John A.
Scott, Wheeling, W. Va.

—

Machine for Wrapping
Sugar-Kisses.—Amil 27, 1869 : antedated April 17,
1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cross-heads g
ande, with the guide-rods / and springs i, and the
pressor y, with the bar r', spring q', screw o', and
upriglit/;', for operating the pressor, substantially
as heroin recit(!d.

2. The hinged plates m' and n', on tlie end of tlie

pressor, as and for the purposes described.
3. The kiss-receiver z, with the spring ends, as

herein set forth.

.

4. The hinged plates I', constructed and operated
as described.

5. The recessed plates h', in combination with the
pressor, for the purposes, recited.

6. The arrangement of the springs h' and c".

89,320

—

Egbert P. Leonard, Eeene, N. H.—
Preparation for Raising Bread.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—A composition or yeast for making bread,
compounded of the ingredients and prepared in the
fhanner substantially as above set forth, with or with-
out the use of hops.

89,321.—Henry E. Maker, Newton, (Upper
EaUs,) Mass., assignor to himself and Hosea C.
HoYT, same place.

—

Spring Bed-Bottom or Cushio7i.
—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and airangement of
the two series of springs and the crossed And pivoted
frames A B, the whole being apj)licable to a sacking
or mattress, as set forth.

2. The arrangement and "combination of the sus-
taining bars D D, the two series of springs C, and
the crossed and pivoted frames A B, the whole being
substantially as and for the purpose or purposes as
hereinbefore explained.

89,323.

—

Jared Maris, Marietta, Ohio.—Huh
and Spoke for Carriage- Wheels.—April 27, 1869.

Claitn,—1. A wheel-spoke so enlarged at its base
as to form projecting offsets or shoulders G-, on one
or both sides thereof, in the line of the axis of the
hub, wherein they are to be inserted, for the purpose
of allowing a wider base for the spoke, without a
corresponding width outside of the hub, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. Bands E, in combination with a hub, and with
shoulders Gr, foi'tned upon the spokes E, in the line
of the axis of the hub, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. In combination with a wheel-spoke provided
with projecting offsets or shoulders G, as above de-
scribed, the double mortise A B, so driven in the hub
as to make a bearing, C, therefor, below the surface
of the hub, for an inner shoulder on the spoke, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

4. The enlargement of that portion of the circum-
ference of the hub included between the spokes, so
that the spaces H H between the spokes shall be
flush with the outer surface of the bands E, driven
upon the hub against the spokes, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

89,323.—Thomas E. Mayhev^^, Port Norris, N.
S.—Oyster-Dredge.— A^ril 27, 3869.

Claim.—The bent bar s, pivoted to the rods h and
h' of an oyster-dredge, and arranged for attachment
to the operating rope x of the same, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

89,324.—Leander J. McCormick, "William E.
Baker, and Lambert Eri'ELUing, Chicago, 111.

—

Harvester.—April 27, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the main frame, the rocking coupling frame,
and the interposed spring, crossing the pivot of the
coupling-frame, to relieve the pressure of the cutting
apparatus upon the ground.

2. The combination with the plate-spring, secured
to the rocking coupling-frame of the adjusting-screw
on the mainframe, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination, with the spring of the flange-

plate e2 on tlie coupling-frame, to prevent lateral de-
flection of the spring, as set forth.

4. The combination of the forked removable rock-
ing-levor with the link i, substautially as sot forth.

5. Tlic reversible-bracket h, constructed as de-

scribed.
6.. The arrangement of the spring K^, on the lift-

ing-lever, as described.

89,325.-Thomas McMullin, IuaN. Mknpen-
HALL, and Milks Mkndknuall, Jr., Osgood, lud.

—

Wa.'<h-r>oiler.— A\)v\\ 27, 18()9.

Claim.—\. The winvfranu' D, in conibiiiMtion with
the spiral-spring E and movable ring b\ arnuigodto
operate substaiitiallv as doscrilied.

2. An adjustable ialso bottom for any wnsb-boiler,
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consisting of the metal pieces A A' and end-pieces

B B, in combination with wire frame D, spiral spring
E, movable ring b', and tube C, provided with
spouts b b, aiTangQ,d and operating substantially in

the manner and lor the purpose described.

89,326.—Hugh Mereie, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Machine for Making Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.—April
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the cylinder H,
l^lunger E, and core J', the additional or supple-
mentaiy cylinders G- 1, plu~ngers D F, and passages
L M, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. In the described-connection with the additional
or supplementary cylinders Gi- 1, plungers D F, and
passages L M, the core N, arranged and operating
in. the manner and for the purpose described.

89,327.—Henry Mitchell, Osborne, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, G. "^. Getzandaxek, and J. H.
Pkotzmax, same place.

—

Fruit-Can.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the groove B, at the
top of the fruit-can, with the flanged lid E, resting
upon the groove B, in the full size of the can, with a
wire lever, G, to hold the lid firmly to its place, sub-
stantiallv as described, and for the i)m"x)oses set

forth.

89,328.-Charles S. Moselet, Elgin, HI.—
7T'a«c/i.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—i. Providing the pillar- plate of a watch
with a hole, h, or with a recess, through which to
reach the pawl c, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. So constructing and attaching the pawl c, that
it can be disengaged from the ratchet-wheel b, by the
use of a pin or lever, substantially as' and for the pur-
poses specified.

89,329.—Byron W. IN'ichols, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Cornelius aultman, George H.
BucKiNs, Percy S. $owers, and A. Clark Ton-
NER, same place.—jlfo.de of Converting Articles of
Iron into Steel.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the ingredients herein
named, when comi)ounded and used in the manner
and iu about the proportions herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of the peroxides of manganese
andiron in the process of convertiog into steel arti-

cles of iron that have previously been cast or
wrought into the desired form for use.

89,330 E. E,. NORNY, McDonough, Del.—Pre-
serving Fruits and Vegetables, and in Compounds
T/iere/br.-April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rendering sulphite of lime soluble
for preserving purposes, substantially in the manner
hereinbefore described.

2. The manufacture of a liquor, as above described,
for preserving fruit and tomatoes either hot or cold,

the same being hermetically sealed or not, as above
set forth.

89,331.—Orrin a. ISTorth, E'ew Britain, Conn.
—Boor-Bell.—ATpril 27, 1869.

Claim.—The application of a lever-gear, matching
into a gear-wheel or shaft, in combination with a
ratchet and plate with pins or arms thereon, for the
better operation of the hammer, to a door or call bell,

substantially as set forth and described in the above
specification.

89,332.—Albert Oljisted, ^Windsor, Mich.

—

Log-Boat.—Ainil 27, 1869.
Claim.—The rings B and B', in combination with

. the cross-piece C of the log-l)oat, the chain being ar-

ranged with reference thereto, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

89,333.—Henry Paddack and Casv7ell Hol-
lar, Abington, HI.

—

Grain-Brill.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the plate Y, shaft

R, and lever J, operating together, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The curved bar G and lever I, operating togeth-
er to raise the shovel, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the lever I, connecting-
rod H, and lever-bar M, the slide P, for shutting off

the grain, substantially as described.
4. The combination and arrangement of the tim-

bers A A, pin X, and movable bar H, for changing
the position of the shovels, substantially as described.

89,334.—J. C. Parmater and E. H. Bowen,
Vinton, Iowa.

—

Grain-Separator.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—1. The trough G^, situated directly be-

neath the wire screen b, and supplied with the spout
or discharge-pipe 7*, passing through the upper rear
end of shoe I), arranged and operated substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The standards A A', connected as described,
trough B, brake C, handle gr, shaft g^, cog-wheel J.

pinion g^, shaft g"^, connecting-rod j, shoe, or casing
D, screens G, Gl, G2, and b, boards G3 G3 and G4,
spout h, wire screens H H', spout, or troughs F F',

strips c c, roller i, guide or projection i2, and rail il,

all combined, arranged and constructed substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

*

89,335.—L.J. Parsons, S'ew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and C. S. Bushnell, same place.

—

Tool-Adjuster for Lathes.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the tool-post B
and slotted ring-collar E, of the segment of a flat

circular plate or disk, located in the mortise, in the
tool-post, and serrated on the lower and curved sur-

face for better adhesion to the ring-collar, all con-
structed and combined in the manner described.

89,336.— Lawson G. Peel, Preston, Ga.—
Coupling for Buggies.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the axle A, fifth-

wheel B, bar D, rods E E, and springs F F, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

89,337.—John J. Phares, Zionsville, Ind.—
Railroad-Fare Box.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the covering-can. Fig. 1, with the revolving many-
chambered ticket-hplder. Figs. 2 and 3, operating
substantially as ana for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the above, the employment
of the system of tickets shown in Fig. 4, substan-
tially as described.

,

89,338.—John E. Pomroy and L. J. "Walter,
Lockport, IS". Y.

—

Pump.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement, relatively to the air-

chamber A, of the valves a a', the tube b, the educ-
tion-oittlet c, the partition d, and floor /, when the
parts are adapted to operate together as described

89,339.—T. W. Porter, Boston, Mass., and J.
D. Leach and Sabin Hutchings, Penobscot, Me.— Chain-Plate Attachmeyit.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the chain-plate c

and holding-bolts c c, a metallic plate,- or support,
formed to be inserted in or secured to the side of the
vessel, and through which the holding-bolts pass.-

2. The support d, formed with the groove for the
chain-plate e, and hollow pivots for the bolts c, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The plates/, formed with a hollow pivot for the
reception of the holding-bolts c, substantially in
manner as described, and for the pm'poses specified.

89,340.-A. J. PYLE,]:^ew Galilee, Va..—Safety-
Stove for Railroad- Cars.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The tanks or reservoirs A A, in connec-
tion with a stove, constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating substantially as and for the pui'poses herein
specified.

89,341.-James Eankin, Detroit, Mich.—Fe
locipede.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the treadles O,
disks L, cylinders M, band IST, and pulley P, all ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The hollow standard D. on the platform C,
situated between the axles of wheels G and J, to

form the bearing of the shaft E of the guide-wheel
G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and aiTaugement of the stand-
ard D, shaft E, fork F, forked sleeve H, and pivoted
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guide-lever I, substautially as and for the purpose
set forth.

"4. The combination of the flange d, lip e, notch /,

and pivoted lever I, as and for the purpose set

forth.

89,34-2 B. W. S. Raw^son, Peru, III.—Appara-
tus for Multiplying Photographic. Images.— April
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sectional parts of a concave lens,

in front of a ca;jiera-lens, for multiplying the number
of images in the camera.

2. The adjustable blenders D D D D, Fig. 2, mov-
ing to and from the center, by this or an eguivalent
device ; also the same movement for the lenses.

3. The box C, for shading the lenses when in use,

and protecting from dust when not in use.

89,343.— Henry Eees, Petersburgh, Ind.—
Horse-Bake.—Ainil 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The handle B, constructed as described,
in two parts, a and b, the handle proper, a, working
inside the stock b, and also inside a wire spring, e,

substantially as shown and described.
2. In combination with the handle B, constructed

as above described, the stop D, rods / /, and hooks
d d, all substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The combination of the rake A, handle B, and
slotted iJand C, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

89,344.

—

Alexander K. E,ider, Elizabeth
City, N. J.—Pump-Valve.—A\)Til 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylindrical valve N, seat J, and
cross-bars or girds M', constructed and arranged as

represented, relatively to each other, and to the ports
1 1 of a pump, for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The freely rolling or shifting valve IST, having
an exterior of soft rubber, and an interior of metal,
when made in the form of a hollow cylinder, and
mounted to work upon a cylindrical seat, in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the removable bushing M,
formed with a seat, J, and webs M', as represented,
the bonnets C^ C^ the through-bolt D, and the tubu-
lar valve N, constructed, combined, and arranged as
represented, for the ]3urposes herein set forth.

89,345. — Louis S. Eobbins, New York, IsL Y.
—Mode of Preserving Telegraph-Poles.— April 27,

1869.

Claim.—The process of impregnating the lower
I)ortion of telegi'aph-poles with creosote oil, substan-
tially as herein described.

89,346.—William A. Eohinson, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

—

Horse- Collar Fastener.—Aprii 27, 1869; an-
tedated April 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the mortise a. Fig.

1, and tlie tenon a, Fig. 2, with the catch c. Fig. 2,

and the spring b, Fig. 3, both said catch and spring
working in said slot, when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as set forth and described.

2. The application of the curved bars. Figs. 1 and
2, or their equivalent, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the above-described device
for fastening, or its eciuivalent, with the curved bars,

or their eciuivalent, when Applied as and for the pur-
pose set forth aud intended.

89,347

—

Francis H. Root, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Basket- Grate for Stoves.—April 27, 1869.

Olai'in.—A circular baskct-gratc, B, provid(*d with
a tilting-bottom, C, when the whole is constructed
and arranged so as to bo capable of being vibrated,
as set fortli.

89,3 J 8.—Charles E. Roper, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to liinisolf and I. Duhlim, actuary of E. Bai.l
& Co., same place.— Harvester-Pitman.—April 27,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of box E, strap F, tubo
II, pipe J, ball C, taper-screw D, adjusting-screw Gr,

aud jam-nut I, with tlie journals B Ji, all constructed
and arranged to op(;rate substantially as herein set
forth.

89,349.—Henry E. Rowley, Buffalo, assignor
to Carrie R. Laman, Painted Post, IST. Y.

—

Journal-
Pox for Railway-Oars.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—K'o. improved railway-car journal-box, the

imj)rovement therein consisting in the combination
therewith of the vulcanized rublDer surfaced oiling-

roller c, substantially in the mamier herein set
forth.

89,350.—J. R. Rude, Liberty, Ind.—^eecZm/?-
JfacMne.—April 27, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The arms or bars C C, pivoted to the
brace C of frame A, and provided, at their inner
ends, with slots c c and cogged segments, gear-
ing into each other and operated by rod f^ and
•lever F, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The crank-shaft j, cords i i', seed-driUs G^ G^
and beams G- G^, all arranged and operated substan-
tially as described.

3. The peculiar construction of the seed-distribu-
ters h^ h*-, arranged and operated substantially as
described.

4. The combination of frame A, with the inclined
frame b, embracing guiding-wheel b', arms C C,
beams G- G\ seed-drills Gr^ G^, wire spouts s s,

secured to outlets j' j', on seed-box J, cords i i\

erank-shaft j, lever F, stop or brake /, serrated
piece/\ connecting-rod f^, and braces S S, provided
with boxes, through which axle B', supplied with
wheels B B, passes, all constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as described.

89,351.-E. M. Sealand, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Boilerfor Pavem.ent.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rollers A, more or less in number,
provided with a central flange or rib, E, when ar-

ranged and operated iu the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The rollers F, as arranged in combination with
the rollers E, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The oil-tank H, provided with sprinkling-noz-
zles M, when arranged in relation to the rollers A,
aud operated conjointly therewith, in the manner
substantially as aud for the purpose described.

89,353. — Thomas Silliman, Three Rivers,
MiGh.—Animal-Trap.—A]ml 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the turning top
B of the bait-receptacle c, and the lever C, surround-
ing the bait, and fulcrumed on the top, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, Avith the self-settiug turning'

t6p, and vertically-moving levers, of the stops d, the
slides, and the spring-strips, substautially as and for

the purpose set forth.

89,353.—Thomas R. Sinclaire, 'New York, K".

Y.

—

Apparatus for Purifying and Bectifying Li-
quids.—A^yH 27, 1869.

Claiin.—The pump D, or its mechanical equiva-
lent, in combination with the filtering-vessel A, con-
structed and charged substantially as set forth.

89,354.—Harvey A. Spencer, Cleveland, Ohio,
and Robert S. Cutting, Providence, R. I.

—

Pcn-
Holder.—Ainil 27, 1869.

Claim..—The combination, with the handle, of the
pen-holder, constructed as herein described, with the
hinge-piece a pivoted to the handle, and moving iu
a slot formed iu tiio end of the same, in the manner
and for the purposes shown and set forth.

89,355.—Fred. D. Sturges and William M.
Young, Mount Vernon, Ohio.— Car-Coupling.—
April 27, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The draM'-bar A. constructed as do-

scril)ed, witii two holes, for tlie insertion of a doublo
couplingpni, notelies b b Sn its sides, and its uudei'

side ft. cut out, for tiie purpose set fortli.

2. The double pin B, operating substantially as de-

scribed.

3. .The combination of the oouuocting-bar C, with
the doubling coniiliiii;'-pin B and rod D, all construi^k-

ed as described, and operating snbstautially as and
for the purposes herein .set forth.
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89,356.—George Anson Stukges, Delhi, IST. Y.
—Sash-Holder.—Apvil 37, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement and application of the
aboTe-describcd device, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

89,357.—H. L. SwARTWOUT, Chicago, HI.—
Sewing Macidne.—April 27. 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the journals E E,

frame G, guide-frame H, crank-wheels E, E, and
bars I J, as described.

2. The combination of the frame G, guide-frame
H, bars IJ, crank-wheels E, E, journals E E, curved
arm K, roller L, and spring M, arranged to operate as
and for the purpose specified.

89,358.-Jacob P. Tirrell, Charlestown, and
Hiram Whitney, "Watertown, Mass., assignors by
mesne assignments, to Hiram Whitney and M. L.
Marshall & Co.—Paper-File.—Aiml 27, 1869.

Claim,.—In combination, the board A, wires c & d

d, springs d' d", and clasp E, the whole making a
paper-fiie, substantially as described and specified.

89,359.—EosA C. Tomb, Cedar Eun, Pa.—
Quilting-Frume.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the strips A, B, D,
and E, provided with a series of pins and corre-
sponding openings, and held together by means of the
clamps C, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

89,360.—John Toothill and William Toot-
hill, Meriden, Conn.

—

Process of Ch-namenting
Sheet-Metal TFare.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The process herein described for orna-
menting silver an,d plated ware.

89,363.-Eugene- A. Tounley and Emil S.

Eriedrich, Washington, D. C.

—

Steam-Plotv.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frames E E, having the traction-

feet or treads a a, coiled springs h, constructed in
the manner and for the purpose substantially set

forth.

2. The combination of the shafts B B, cams D, or
cranks D', with the frames E E, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The combination of the lever G', connecting-
bar h, link ^', with shafts g' g, and caster-wheels E E,
arranged to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as described.

4. The combination of the lever H", shaft H, seg-

mental pinion G", with grooved wheels G G, shafts

g g, and caster-wheels E E, arranged to operate in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The combination of the lever K, having pawl

Jc', spring k", with segmental toothed pinion j/, shaft

J, and toothed standard I', for the pnrpos^ substan-
tially as described.

6. The flexible traction -feet or treads a a, when
used for propelling a machine, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

7. The steam-plow machine above described, when
the several parts are constructed, arranged, and
combined together in one machine in the manner
substantially as set forth.

89,362.—Hiram Tyler, Gaines, oST. Y.—Tree
and Plant Sprinkler.—A-pril 27, 18C9; antedated
April 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stationary cylin-

der B, plunger C, tube D, and sprinkler E, with a
staff of suitable length, and a slide in the same, for

the purpose of discliarging fluid on the branches of

a tree, of whatever height the same may be, the'sev-

eral parts being constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein set forth.

89,363.— Alonzo Warren, Suff"olk County,
Mass.

—

Turbine Water-Wheel.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—A series of gates, E. T\ith projections, I,

in combination with a series of ciirved sliding-plates,

or graduators, K, so connected therewith that the
opening of the gates wiU simultaneously open the
graduators, substantially as described.

89,364.—Hermann Wendt, Elizabeth, N. J.,

assignor to Henry Seymour & Co., New York
City.

—

Shears and Scissors.—April 27, 1869.

Claim:—In shears, or scissors, which are provided
with malleable cast-iron handles or shanks, the
bending or curving of the handles or shanks, so that
they will lap and work, one over the other, and still

a^mit of the eyes, or thumb, and finger-loops a a'
being in the same plane, and one of the loops, a, pro-
vided with a projection, or teat, b, to act against the
other loop a', and serve as the only stop for the
blades A A, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

89,365.—Joseph E. Wicks, Millville, Mass.—
OperaMng Picking-Staff in Looms.—April 27, 1869.

'Claim.—The combination of the caseM N, spiral

springs Q S, center-rods I, and hooks J snd L, con-
nected by the straps H to the movable picker-staves
D D', the whole being arranged substantially as
herein described. "

^

89,366.-Daniel Wineland, McComb, Ohio.—
Feed- Water FilteringSeaier 'for Boilers.—April 27,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The pans B, provided with partitions c,

slots d, and inverted tubes C, substantially as speci-'

fied.

2. The arrangement of the pans B with reference
to the vessel A, waterz-inlet D, and outlet E, and a
steam-inlet, E, and outlet e, substantially as herein
set forth.

89,367.—Charles H. Wolcott, Eandolph, i:^.

Y.

—

Lamp- Chimney.—April 27, 1869 ; antedated
April 16, 1869.

Claim.—The vertical flanges C C, when arranged
on the ends of the curved flanges B of a lamp-chim-
ney, to check the chimney, all as herein shown and
described.

89,368.—Daniel Woodbury, Eochester, N. Y.—Horse-Power.—A pril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal frame E, with its legs 20,

or their equivalents, and bridge-tree G, in combina-
tion with girders H and beam C, for the purpose of
making a compact support for the machinery of
horse-powers of this class.

2. The lugs g and g', in combination with the bull-

wheel D, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The sustaining-braces P^, connecting-plate G^,
and straining-rod H^, in combination with the main
frame of this class of horse-powers, as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. Standards y and y^, in combination with the
lever /i^, for the purpose set forth.

5. The hook x'^, when constructed as herein shown,
in combination with plate y^ and bolt x^, all acting
conjointly for the purpose specined.

6. The bevel-wheel L, having a detachable hub,
y^, for the purpose set forth.

7. The pinion 3, when constructed with a cavity
around the eye, as herein described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

8. The pivoted tongue J^, in combination with the
elevatmg devices, substantially as described.

9. The pipe-box/, when constructed in one piece,
in combination with its cast seats, of main frame E,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

10. The step S*", in combination with the main
frame of this class of horse-powers, as and for the
purpose set forth.

11. The eye 2/^ hookp^, and beam C, in combina-
tion with the rod H' and sustaining-brace P^, as
and for the purpose set forth.

12. Attaching and supporting the main frame of
horse-powers of this class on tlie axle, by means of
standards B, braces 22, and holding- them together
by clamping-bolts, 21 as herein shown and de-

scribed.
*

89,369

—

Stephen W. Woodvs'-ard, Buftalo, N.
Y.

—

Plane for Carpenters'' use.—April 27, 1869 ; an-
tedated April 16, 1869.

Claim..—The sleeve I, provided with jaws, and
pivoted to the bit E, arranged with the screws C
and &, to operate a.s set forth.
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89,370.—J. EuTHERFORDWoRSTEEjjSTew York,
ISr. Y.—Farlor-Bath.—AiM\27, 1869.

Claim.—A portable parlor-batli, constructed, of parts
detachable, as described, with combination of elec-

tricity and insulation, in the administration of med-
ic-atecl, steam, vapor, sulphur, spirit, or other kind
of bath, as used for the purpose herein descril)ed.

89,371.—Reubex "Weight, Houston, Texas.—
Spark- Conductor for Hailroad-Trains.—April 27,

1869.

Claim. —1. The combination of the coupling F,
c-uides5 /, conical ring Gr, and standard H, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The coupling D, with the spiral spring d, in
combination with the end e of the pipe E, substan-
tially as described.

3. The hanging support L, in combination with the
lever I, rod K, and pipe E, substantially as set forth

89,373.

—

Anton Zwiebel, Burlington, Wis.—
JBand- Gutter.—Aiml 27, 1869.

ClaA'tn.—1. A band-cutter, constructed with frame
A, cutter G, hangers H, handle E, crank I, and
shaft E, and cover D, arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Cover D, handle F, cutter G, hangers H, and
shield K, arranged substantially as described.

89,373.

—

Levi Abbott, Lewiston, Me., assignor
to himself and Edwin H. Cummikgs, same place.

—

Fijye- Coupling.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with metallic or other
l^ipes, the coupling A, and the split fastening-rings
G, arranged and applied substantially as and for the
puri)oses described.

89,374

—

Marshall J. Allen, Is^ew York, IN".

Y.

—

Heating and Cooling Coil for Mash-Tubs.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The concentric rings C C, formed in the
manner described, by means of the pipe a^ passing
•successively through the bottom B of the tul), a water-
cock being provided at each bend or joint thereof,
all arranged so that the ends of the teeth i of the
rake-head D may. work between them, for the pur-

' pose indicated.

89,375.—Charles H. Anders, Myersville, Md.
—Sash-Blind.—April 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Improved blind, constructed of an
outer stationary screen, A, composed of alternate
open and closed spaces, a b, of equal or nearly equal
width, covered by one or more sliding-screens B,
having similar open and closed spaces formed therein
and which shall operate to cover and uncover the
apertures in the stationary screen, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the blinds AB, constructed
as herein descril)ed, with slidiug-frames or sashes
C C, and with a detachable frame'E, all substantially
as herein set forth.

89,37(>.— John Anderson, Springfield, 111.—
Combined Seeder, Harrovj, and Boiler.—April 27,
1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie construction and arrangement of
the harrows E E, &c., and frame D, made adjustable
vertically by means of the screws n n, Sea., substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose shown.

2. In com))ination with the frame of the machine
A and the liarrow-frame D, the screws nn, &c., sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. Tlie means employed for connecting the roller
E to the rear end of the frame A, consisting of the
angle pivot-rods p p and guides r r, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The witlnn-described agricultural implement,
consisting of a so^^'cr, or seeder, harrow, and roller,
all constructed and arranged to operate substantially
:!s and for the purpose herein shown and described.

S9,377.—James M. Austin, Georgetown, Mp.,
assignor to liimself and John P. Deaudokf, same
place.— Washing-Machine.—X.\)y\\ 27, 1 869.
Claim.— The combination, witli tlio swinging-

franio andr<)l!t>rs, of tlie ])ontrod S, substantially iis

and for the purpose described.

10 p—II

89,378.

—

Saljiox Belden, Visalia, Cal.,assignor
to himself and Edavaed F. Roberts, South Amboy,
N. J.—Pump.—Ain-il 27, 1869.

Clai7n.—1. The two pumps D and D', having ver-
tical estensk»ns A and A', provided with stationary
pistons B and B', and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. "The pumps D and J)', arranged to rise and fall

with the columns of water, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

89,379. —Samuel S. Blackburn, Frederick
toT^'u, Ohio.

—

llest for Shoeing Horses.—April 27,
1869.

Claim.—The rest, composed of standard B, bar C,
having rack b and catch a, head D, with fixed cheek
d, hinged cheek d\ and cushion e, all constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as described.

89,380.-TV. I. Blackman, Columbus, Miss.—
Toy - Gun.-A-^vil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The barrel A, stock B, rod C, springs g
g, and trigger J, arranged and operating in combi-
nation, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the purposes set forth.

89,381 C. W. Bekwer, Eacine, 'Wis.-Pia^io-
Bridgc-A-pril 27, 1869.

Claim.—The rubber lining on tl>e bridge or string-
support of a piano-forte, arranged substantially as
described.

89,383 Simon Bruhl, New York, L^. Y.—
Neck-Tie Supporter.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The angular loop B, hinged to the ends
of the elastic frame A, whose center and arms, sup-
porting tlie loop, are secured to the tie in such a
manner that the ends are left free to be inserted
between the folds of the collar, whereby the elas-

ticity of said frame serves to hold the loop B upon
the "button of the collar, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

89,383.-John D. Chambers, West Lebanon,
Ind., assignor to himself and Reverdy I. Bowlus,
same place.

—

Device for Displaying Dry Goods.—
April 27, 1869.

(jlaim.—The combination of the perforated ver-
tical shaft A, arm B, the sleeve C, provided with the
notched ferrule, the pin D, the yard-arms E, having
the hooks, the wires or cords G E, and the bracing-
wire, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

S9,SS4.—AlmonCook, Hillsdale, M.{ch.—Ap2)a-
ratus for Sivaging and Welding Toe-Calks to Horse-
shoes.—A\m\ 27, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the drop C and
holder H Avith the mold K, all arranged and opera-
ting as descril)ed, for the purpose of welding the
toe-calk to a horseshoe, and shaping the same at
one operation, substantially as herein shown and
described.

89,385.- Augustus Day, Detroit, Mich.—
Wush-Boiler.-Aiivil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The wash-boiler described, consisting of
the boiler A, con-\'es perforated false bottom B, end
plates C, and cover E, with fillets D, the whole
being combined as described, for the purpose set
fortli.

89,386 H. B. Dean and S. A. Baker, Luu-
lowvillo, N. Y.—Grain-Drill.—Ain-il 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The broad cup-table D, zic-zag cups E,
movable spouts G^ G^, &g., substantially as heinii
shown and descrilied, and for tlie purjiose sot fortli.

2. So constructing the cups E, substantially as

herein shown and described, as to bring their montli.s

or upper ends into or nearly into a line with each
other, as set fortli.

3. The bracket L, conslructiHl as desoribed, with
a long and short arm, to receive the bars M, •.)

which the beams N of the hoes are coinieeted, ,><ub-

stantially as described, for the ])uriHise sot fortli.

4. Swaging, grooving, or Hanging the spouts G'
G-, &c., near their ujiper ends, so as to form out-
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wardly projecting swages or slioulders, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

89,3S7.— Victor de Lyon and Talextixe
"Werxer, Canton, Miss.

—

Wood-Bending ^achiiie.
—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The strap C, provided -with the bolt E,
and combined -with the former and hook-headed
bolt, substantially as speciiied.

2. The can-iage, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

S9,3SS.—TTiXFiELD Dexton, Iowa City, Iowa.—Hay-Loader.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—An improved loader, formed by the com-
bination of the rope D, pivoted bar C, pivoted bar
F, and rope G, "with each other and with an ordi-

nary hay-rack, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,3S9.— Ellis Doutt, Collomsville, Pa.—
Straw-Cutter.—Ajiril 27, 1869.

Claim.—The elastic strap e, in combination with
the feed-board H and the feed-frame, consisting of
the cross-piece a, sides d d, aiid pivoted presser-
board b, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

89,390. — Eraxcois Simeox Dumoxt, Xew
York, 1^. Y.—Apparatus for Compressing Air.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The machine for compressing air, con-

sisting of tlie hollow annular vessel A, divided by
the partition &, above the water-line, into two eoni-

partments, c fZ, each provided "with an air-aperture,

/, and valve g, and communicating "with the hollow-

axle B, by means of the pipes C C, containing valves
e e, arranged and operating as described, and for

the pui"pose specified.

89,391.—TTiLLiAM C. DUEAXT, "West Troy, ]Sr.

Y.— Cooking-Stove.—A^i'il 27, 1669.

Claim.—1. The hollow door E, -when arranged in

connection vrith the plate a, so as to form two pas-

sages, c and (?, for the air to be heated before it enters
the fije-place, as set forth.

2. Conducting air through the fire-place to the
oven, and fi-om the oven to the fire-place, to produce
circulation, as specified.

3. The pipes G- H, -when arranged through the
fire-place and fire-door respectively, to conduct fi'esh

air to the oven, as set forth, in combination "with the
openings g g, through "which the air can pass from
the oven to the fire-place, as specified.

89,393.—Stephen J. Dwter, Albany, X. T.—
Alilk-Can.-A-pril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The neck C and hinged cover D, con-
structed siibstantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with an ordinary milk-can, as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the spring-bolt GrH g', "with

the cover D, and neck C, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,393.—James J. Esses, Newport, H. I.—Syr-
inge.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the discharge-pipe C of a
bulb-syringe "svith two valve-boxes and valves at or
near the outer and inner ends of the same, respect-
ively, substantially as hereiii sho"wn and described,
for the purpose specified.

89,394.—AxDERSOX Evaxs, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Gauge for Setting Planing-Machine Cutters.—A^jril

27, 1869. antedated April 20, 1869.

Claim.—The planing-maehine gauge, constructed
as herein described, consisting of the rectangular
frame A A B, having the gauge-screw C i"a the part
B. and the screws D in the ends of the parts A A,
and centering in the ends of the arbor of the cutter-

fiead. all arranged to operate as and for the pm'pose
herein set forth.

89,395 BEXJAML^f E. Eield, Beloit, VTis.—
JRoofing-Fabric.—Ai>Yi\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of trade and manufac-

ture, the herein-described fabric, for covering the
roofs and sides of buildings.

89,396.—Alcrjious TV. Fleming, Springfield,
111.

—

Corn-Haroester.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—The shaft E "with irs hinged joint T, in

combination with the brace K, framel, and the ad-
justing-bolt S, as and for the pm-poses specified.

89,397.—Thomas E. Eouts, Albia, lo-n^a.—
Railroad Chair and Tie.-April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the chair B, clamp
E, tie-bars C, and plank or board E, "with the rail A,
when the same are constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

S9,39S VTalter W. Gilbert, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Steara-Pamp.—AprU 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The long valve M, attached to the
steam-piston, arranged to alternately open and close
ports at each end of the stroke, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The chamber O, for the admission of the said
long valve, arranged substantially as described.

3. The pumij-valves P and P' and the stem Q, ar-
ranged and connected to the cap, as described,
whereby the pair may be removed "with the cap,
substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the valve A, piston G, the
ports E E' and E L', and the valve M, all substan-
stantially as specified.

89,399.—Walter W. Gilbert, Xe-w York, X.
Y.

—

Governor-Yalve.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—1. ThevalveA and seat C, both provided

"with inclined slots, a, whereby the up-and-down
movement of the valve, the rotary movement, or
both combined, will open and close the steam-pas-
sages, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the bearing surface K, ter-

minating in a ledge, I, the spring H, or its equiva-
lent, the arm E, and valve-spindle B, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

89,400.

—

Joseph Gill, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Me-'
tallic Beam and Girder for Bridges.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—1 The cellular beam A, built up or con-

structed out of metallic bars of any regular geomet-
rical figure, riveted or bolted together, substantially
as set forth.

2. The metallic plate-iron beams B B, composed of
plates that are arranged either vertically or obliquely
in lattice-shape, and that have steps 6 b on their
edges, as set lorth, so that they can be fitted togeth-
er, the said besm being made of one or more thick-
nesses of such plates, "with crossed joints, as speci-
fied.

3. The combination of said cellular and plate-
beams into a compound cellular and plate-girder,
substantialiT as herein shown and described.

4. The cellular structm-es in the roof of the bridge,
held apart by the distance columns, in combination
"with the cellular sides and step-plates, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

5. The treble-plated folded cap-plates H, construct-
ed ajid applied as herein set forth and shown.

89,401.—David Graves, Spring Valley, X. Y.
— Washing Machine.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable tilting-box E, having
wheels or rollers. E, pivoted to its lo ,ver part, in
combination "with the tilting-frame G, pivoted to
the frame or case A, and opexated by the lever BE,

or other suitable device, - substantially as herein
shown and described, aud for the purpose set forth.

2. The stationary rubber-board B, adjustably con-
nected to the li'ame or case A, in combination "with

the movable tUting-box E, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

3. T]ie movable rubber-board J, constructed and
oj)erating substantially as herein shown and des-

cribed, in combination "with the movable tilting-box
E and rubber B, as and for the purpose set forth.

89,402.—Alfred Gregory, Xew York, X. Y.
—Life-Preserver.—April 27, 1869.

Claim,.—The life-preserver, constructed of the seC'

1
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tions A A', extending over the entire back and front,

in contradistinction to the use of air-cells, inflated

through the tubes g, shoulder-straps a, and straps j,

h, and &,' all constructed, arranged, and operated in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

89,403.—JOHN HALL,Boston, Mr^s.—Stove-Pip

e

for Becks of Tessels.—A^vil 27, 1869.

Claim.—A deck stove-pipe for ships, when made
flexible, by being connected by springs a, "R-ith a
iixed supporting-pipe, B, substantially as herein
shown and described.

89,404.—TV. W. Haupt, Mountain City, Texas.
—Seed-Flanter.—A^v\\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the dropping-cylinder F,
with teeth /3, for dropping cotton-seeds, and with
two or more sets of cups for diiferent kinds of grain,

so that the cylinder may be used without change
for planting different kinds of seeds, substantially as

herein shown and described.
2. The seed-block or bridge H, constructed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, to support
the lower ends of the end-plates M, in diflerent po-

sitions, and to guide the dilferent kinds of seeds to

their appropriate cups, as set forth.

3. The seed-bos J K L M, constructed with ad-

justable hinged end-boards M, in combination with
the drQpping-cylinder F and seed-block H, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-

pose set fortli.

4. The hinged and folding extension-box IS, con-
structed substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the seed-box J K L M, as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved seed-planter, formed by the com-
bination of the furrowiug-]3low D, having a conduct-
ing-spout, with a broad upper end formed in its

standard, covering-plows E, covering-roller B, drop-
ping-cylinder F, seed-block H, seed-box J K L M,
and concave' I, with each other and with the frame
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

89,40p5.—H. R. HiLDRETH, Lynn, Mass.—Ifa-
bhinefor PicJcing Hair-Rope.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for untwisting and picking
hair-rope, constructed substantially as shown and
described, that is to say, with a loose drum on a re-

volving shaft, into and from which the rope passes
to a clasp or conipresser, P, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as specified, for
the i)urposes set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the clutch
z, gear-wheel y, shaft ^y, roller s, spring g, arm e, rod
d, and lever /, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified. v

3. In combination with the spring-clasp P, shaft
B, and drum J', the feed-rolls E S, and picking-cylin-
der B', arranged substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

89,406.—Newell Uinman, Sparta Centre,
Mich.,

—

Elexmtor-Attachment fork Fanning-Mills.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, endless
chain of buckets B, hopper E, bolts a', and hooks D,
Avith relation to the fan-mill, as herein shown and
described.

89,407.—Cr. W. noLTON, Berlin, Kj.—Clevis.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—Clevises, having the extended front-bar
provided with the hitching-riugs D, and braced, all

substantially as specified.

89,408.—W. A. HouGTi, St. Johnsville, N. Y.—
Qame-lieg inter for Billiards.—A\ir\\ T/, 1869.
C7«m.—Tlie combination with the bar A, having

the sou'ies of notches a and b, of the counter 1), pro-
vided witli tlie pawls a' b', and the slide E, having
an inclined projection, all substantially as and for
the purpose described.

89,409.-Benjamin S. IIyeus, Pekin, JW.— Cul-
tivator.—A\m\ 27, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie loop B, when rigidly secured to
the blade A, in combination with the Iiook C, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
describecl.

2. The plates E and G, in combination with the
loop B and hook C, as herein shown and described,
and for the purposes ^et forth.

3. Also, the loopB, hook C, and plates E and Gr,

in combination with ithe blade A, and leg D, when
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described.

89,410.—Cornelius L. Irving, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Car Brake and Starter.—April 27, 1669.

Claim.—1. A car brake and starter for street-rail-

way cars, when constructed and arranged in the
manner and for the purpose herein described,

2. The combination and arrangement of the wind-
lass 1, rod/, beveled gear-wheels o and q, w and w',

in the manner and for the purpose herein described.
3. The combination and arrangement of the han-

dle 4x with the rod a, levers b d p', and rod e, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the han-
dle 4 with the rod /', lever c, and flange /, and its

sleeve, on the shaft m, in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

5. The combination and arrangement of the rod
gx with its yoke u, clutch-sleeve i, and dog or ratch-
et g, sleeve and clutch s, chair v, and drum x', and
its spiring, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.

6. The combination and arrangement of the drum
x', with an inclosed spring, tlie cliain v, shafts I and
on.; clutches, s, t, m', and n, in the manner and for

the j)urpose herein described.

89,411.

—

James P. Kintner, Harrison County,
Ind.

—

Screiofor Cotton and May Presses.—April 27,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the female sci'ew Gr,

male screw C, in combination with the outside nut
or collar, E, when used on top of the base-block O,
provided with the automatic spring-latch E, and the
spring L, pin M, and trip-rod U, with its supports,
attached to the frame, all constructed and operat-
ing substantially as herein set forth.

89,413.-William H". Knight, East Machias,
Me.

—

Moiving-Machine.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding bell-

crank levers E, connected together by the cord h,

and operated by the ]3ins g upon the driving-'oheel,
the rods r, cranks s, links u, and cutter-bars, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The bell-cranks E E, when fitted upon a rod, b,

and connected by means of levers F d and rods e,

with a lever, G-, "so that they can be moved apart,
and out of gear with the driving-wheel, as specified.

3. The arrangement of the pivoted bars v, verti-

cal arm k, guide-plate I, cord or chain w, rod n, and
lever I, with reference to the finger-bar H, and frame
A, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

89,413.—L. M. Xnowles, Owatonna, Minn.

—

Water-Mevator.—Aiml 27, ]8(;9.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the slotted lever
G-, large gear-wlieel I, small gear-wheels E and F,
with each other and the cylinder D, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the short cross-bars M, and
ropes or cliains N, witli the bucket-bails O, ropes
L, and roller 11, substantially as herein shoM'u and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,414.-1. Lancaster, Baltimore, Md.—7/rt>'-

vester-liake.—Ainil 27, 18(i9.

Claim,.— 1. The sliding collar X, provided -nith

the flange h, in combination with the arms (.)' and S
of the rocking-shaft, ami the gate q, so arranged as

to cause all of the rakes to sweep the platform, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The sliding collar K, having radial studs, ii,

so arranged tht^-eon as to rotate in different pianos,

so that only one, or every other one of the four rakes,

nuiy S'^A'cep tln^ platfonil, subslantially as tlcserihed.
3". The roeking-shaft t), a\ itli arm "()'. and crank-

lever S, on the eiid tliLM'cof, if. combiuatiou with tlio

gate q, substantially as described.
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89,415.— TTiLLiAM Ar. Lov.'ErjiEE. Aibany.
If. T.

—

RuMing-Attachnientjor Sev:ing-2Lachines.—
April 27, 18ti9.

Claim.—1. The tension-rollers A and B. and
spring- J, in combination with lever C. and ratchet

I), and pa"^l E, "nhen combined and operated by the
needle-bar of a sewing-machine, substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The separating'-plate H, and tension-wire G. or
theii" equivalents, in combination with rollers A and
E, substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

89,416.—^Ev^'TOxZyATLiCK. TTilliamstown. AIo.

—i)er?-fci.--April 27, 1869.

Claim.—An improved derrick, formed by the com-
bination of the pivot-block E, pivoted lever F, in-

clined pivoted or hinged brace G-, pulleys I. J, and
K. and rope H, with eacb other, and with the sup-
porting frame-work A «' B C D. said parts being
arrang-ed and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the pui'pose set forth.

89,417.—Thomas J. AEcArthur. Xew York,
X. T.

—

Seicing-Muchine.—April 27, 18*o9.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
crank-shafts D E. needle-bar F, cam G-, presser-foot

p, connecting-rod o. shuttle-canier J, feed-cams H
I, forked feecler L H, and eccentric T, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as described
and specified

89,41S.—TT. C. ZilcGiLL, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

CGsf<?r.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the circular rings or

bearings 6 and &', as shown and described.

89,419.—Lewis McLella>', Gorham, Me.—
Culinai-y-Boiler.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The trap I, in combination with the ves-

sel A, constructed as described, and provided with
the Sange B, steam supply opening m. the hinged
cover CTbail E, hook F, nut g, and rack H, as here-

in set forth, for tbe pui'pose specified.

89,420.—JoHX McXaught and AViLLLA^ii Mc-
^'aught, Jr., Eochdale. England.

—

Machine for
Washing TTooL—April 27, 1869^:

Claim.—1. The connecting-link e.5. with its adjust-

able fulcrum, combined with the rakes, for regulat-

ing the sweep of the points thereof, substantially as
specified.
• 2. The inclined plate /, forming part of the trough
o, combined with the cradle or lifter g, substantially

as specified.

3. The arrangement of the crank A:, brackets c',

cams A;i, and bars g', for actuating the cradle, sub-

stantially as specified.

4. The retaining--prongs n. combined with the in-

clined bottom /, and actuated substantially as speci-

fied.

5. The combination of the cradle g' with the in-

cline/, rollers h. and squeezers i, substantially as

specified.

89,421.—Theodore H. Mead, Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Mitering Frimers' Rules.— April 27.

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the fi-ame A, seg-

ment-plate C, rule-holder D. and mitering-lever E.
all constructed substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. Connecting the lever to tlie frame A, and guid-

ing the same in its movements by means of ,the
socket on the side of frame, the ball on the end of

lever, and the slot in bed!jB, as described.

89,422.—Joseph B. Moody, Pembroke, Kv.—
Cv.ltimtor.—X-^vil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The cultivator-teeth or plows G, con-
structed and attached to the frame A, substantially

in the manner herein shown and described, and for

the i^urpose set forth.

89.423.-Cteus T. Mooke, Gilmanton. X. H.
—Cr«?2A;.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and ai-rangement of the

reversible pawl D, and its holding-latch E, and

spring c. with the shaft-head C. and the crank B,
applied to the shaft A, substantially in manner as

specified.

89,424.—J. T. MOXLEV. Owasso. Mich.—Prtrw-
Gaf<?.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination in a farm-gate of the
several parts A C D d f G a h. operating substau-
tiaUy as and for the j)urpose shown and described.

89,423.—James Myers. Jr.. ^illiamsb-argh, X.
Y.. assignor to the Barroxs Patext Steel Maxu-
factl'kixgCompaxy.—Steel-Surfaced Railroad-Bar.
—April 2^, 1869.

Claim.—A rail, or railway-bar, so constructed
that the rails, or parts of the same, shall consist of

an interior core, of wi'ought or malleable iron, and
an outer envelope of steel, of any desired thickness,
formed fi'om a homogeneous bar of wrought or mal-
leable iron, through the conversion of the outer por-

tions of such bar into steel, by chemical processes,

as and for the purpose sei forth. «

89,426.—EdwixXortox, Toledo^ 0\n.o.—Blank
for Stove-Pipes.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described blanks for stove-

pipe elbows, whea the edges C D are separated from
each other by dies, as specified, as an improved
article of mamifacture.

89,427.—JosiAH Odell, Petroleum Centre, P'a.— Quilting-Frame.—Ainil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the legs A, trans-

verse bars B, rollers C, clamp-bearings D. E. and
H. and thumb-screws G, when arranged and adapted
for the employment in a quilting-n-ame or clothes-

di'ier, as and for the purpose specified.

89,428.—AYiLLiAM Ord, Brooklyn.Obio.—^?ca»i-
Engine Fiston.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the packing-ring
A, composed of thi-ee or more hard-metal segments,'
united by a siugle piece of soft metal, substantially
as specified.

2. The combination, with the soft-metal portion of
the ring, of the T-shaped pieces B, substantially as
specified.

3. The combination, with the piston-head and the
packing-ring, of the sheet-metal rings E, when all ar-

ranged as specified.
4." The ring A, provided with the recess F. and

opening H leading thereto, substantially as specified.

89,429.—D. J. OwEX. Sprinsrvilie, Pa.—AiiimfrZ-
Trfii;.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the pinion B, v\lth its wings C in the frame A. aud
operating by means of the spring- D, and toothed-
spring platform H, in the manner shown, and for the
purpose herein set forth aud described.

2. The toothed-spring platform H. constructed as •

shown, and attached to the bottom of the trap, so as

to operate through the opening h, in the manner and
for the pm'poses herein set forth and described.

89,430.—P. G. Peaesox, Jacksonville, Fla.—
Beverage from Sour or Bitter Oranges.—^April 27,

1869 : antedated AprU 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the or-

ange-wine, made from sour or bitter oranges, in the
manner aud by the process herein shown and de-

scribed.

89,431.—Charles Pratt, Xew York, and Cox-
rad Seimel, Greenpoint, X. Y.

—

SoldeHng-Appa-
roAus.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The air-tubes C C, arranged on the
supporting-platform, or shield B, of a soldering-appa-
ratus, substantially as and for the purposes hereia
shown and specified.

2. The supporting platform, or shield B, of a sol-

dering-apparatus, when jn'ovided with one or more
depressions, or indentations, a a. substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

89,432.—James B. Pl'llmax, Los Angeles, Cal;

—Subsoil-Flow.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—The combination in a subsoU'-plow of the
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share E, coulter D, and heel-plate Gr, with the stock

ABC, substantially as and for the purpose herein

shown and described.

89,433.—B. Y. Quoby, Boston, Mass., assignor

to himself and G. W. Quixby, same place.

—

Machine
for Making Paper Boxes—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination of the reciprocating
matrix-cylinder h, and its piston i, with the recipro-

cating- cylinder h aiid its elastic bag, or former I, ex-

panded "by fluid pressure, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the hollow piston p,
the water-containing tank «?, tlie pipe o, audits valve

q, and tube v, and Its safety-valve to, arranged to

operate substantially as described.

3. In combination with the reciprocating ma-
trix-cylinder and its piston i, and the piston or

plunger- cylinder k, the fingers q~, for carrying the

blank into position over the piston i, and the fingers
y"^, for arresting the blank and for removing the fin-

ished box, substantially as described.
4. In combination with the matrix, or cylin-

der ft, elastic bag or former I, fluid cylinder /c, and
piston p, the mechanism for locking the parts togeth-
•er, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the matrix-cylinder ft,

the steam-box_^ c, for imparting heat thereto, substan-
tially as described.

6. "a machine so organized that a semi-pulpy,

or moist and soft box-blank, is operated upon while
in a matrix, by an expanding plunger, to perfect its

shape, substantially as described.

» 89,434.

—

Joseph Repetti, Philadelphia,. Pa.—
Quartz-CruHhe,\—A.^xi\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement herein described of

the cam-wheel n'^, with its lugs o, in combinatipn
with the cylindrical stamp-collar j9^, when i)rovided

with ratchet-collars, for the purpose of imparting ro-

tary motion to the said rods, and causing the same
to remain for a time at rest upon the ring v, as here-

in described.
2. The pipe m, with its shoulders, and grooves r r

r, when comlDined and arranged with the cylindrical

stamps pi, as described.
3. Th6 arrangement, herein described, of tables f4

c, hopper y. pipe m, toothed cam- wheel n^, stamps
p^ pot X, shafts 6 and 10, wheels 8, 9, and 7, antt E'^,

screw 11, and worm-wheel 12, all constructed as set

forth and shown.

89,435.—Peter Egbert, Xew York, ]Sr. Y.—
Propelling-Apparatus.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Raising or lowering the floats or pro-
pelling-devices O O' vertically, at the end of each
stroke, when the horizontal motion has entirely ceas-

ed, as specified.

2. The levers L L', for raising and lowering the
floats when pivoted to the sides of the carriages, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

3. ConnectiJig the levers L L' by means of the rods
g and N, and by the plate M, with the sliding-bars J"

J', substantially as herein shown and described, so
that thereby the desired motion can be imparted to
the floats, as set forth.

4. Tlie bars J J', when connected with the driving
mechanism, to receiA'C reciprocating motion, so that
they may at once impart horizontal and vertical mo-
tion to the floats, as specified.

5. The carriages E E', when arranged so that they
carry the floats O 0' in a horizontal direction, T\'hilc

they cannot interfere with the vertical motion of the
same.

6. The combination, Avith each other, of the levers
L L', bars g jST, link ft, plate M, and bar J, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described, so
that, by their means, the motion of' the floats can bo
reversed.

89,436 TViLLAUD W. Russell, Ludlow, Vt.
Wire Bracket.—A-[m\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—Th*^ lierrnn -described wire bracket, con-
structed as and f^n- the purpose set forth.

89,437.—L. SAVAfiE, Ashtabula, 0]no.—T)e>ure
for Transferring Frci(/lit on Railways.—April 27,

1869; ant6(Mted'Apriri6, 18(iy.

Claim.—1. The method of transfening railwav

freight by means of removable freight-boxes, sup-

ported by piers or platfonus, arranged on each side

of the track, and provided with suitable devices for

taking the weight of the box, .when the same are
employed in combination with the rails arranged to

raise and lower, all substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The mechanism for raising and supporting the
freight-box, consisting of the eccentrics b 6, arrang-
ed oh the inner ends of the rods d d, the latter being
provided with arms connected by rods e e, all ope-
rated by the lever/, as herein set fortli and described.

3. Tlie eccentrics g g, shafts h ft, rods i i, and I,

and lever j, as herein described, vrhen employed to

raise and lower the rails for the i)urpose herein set

forth.

89,43S.

—

JatiIES F. Sell, Cambridge, assignor
to Charles Houghtox, trustee, Roxbury, Mass.

—

Process of Hardening Talc, Steatite, dUc.—April 27,

1869.

Claim.—The treatment of talc, or equivalent mat-
ter, or articles formed therefrom, by first heating
ing them, with or without contact of salt, or salt and
alum, and then immersing the talc, or its equivalent,

while hot, in a sulphiu'ic or other acid bath, substan-
tially as desciibed.

S9,'439.—William Sellers, i^ew York, K". Y.
—Blind-Slat Fastener.—Ajtvil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The reversible fastening for blind-slats,

composed of the sheet-metal plate a, slotted radially

at c, to brace the tenon of one of the blind-slats, and
adapted to be secured to the side-piece of the blind,

either at its central j)ortion or rim, whereby a spring
is formed of either of said parts to act or press
against the end of the slat, for the purpose of holding
it in any desired i30sition, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

89,440.—Daniel Sherv.^ood, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to TToous, Sherwood & Co.

—

Dish-Stand.
—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—As a new and improved article of manu-
facture, a wire dish-stand, composed of the parts A
B C, substantially as described and specified.

89,443.—Charles Williaji Siemens, West-
minister, Ena'land.

—

Metallurgical Process and Fur-
nace.—A])i'il'27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Treating the metal in the bath of the
furnace with litharge, or any other oxide of lead,

formed into cakes or compact masses before use, by-

mixing it, substantially as described, with fused

nitrate of soda, nitrate of potash, or any other fused
salt, to which I sometimes add an oxide of man-
ganese 01' other reagents.

2. The metliod of preventing injury to the furnace,

or the choking up of the regenerators or flues, when
oxide of lead, or other substances, which give off

gases or vapors, are added to the molten metal in

the bath of the furnace, by drawing off the gasesor
vapors, or the greatest part of them, fi'om the fur-

nace, without letting them pass into the regenerators
or flues, and condensing them, to recover the pro-

ducts.
3. The combination and arrangement of one or

more tubular hoppers 1 1', and the surrounding heat-

ing-chamber or chambers F, with the furnace D,
whether such hoppers be cither Avliolly of metal, as

shown in figs. 10 ov 11, or constructed partly of

metal and pa'rtly of clay, or its equivalent, as sliowu

in figs. 1 and 2 of the accompanying drawings.
4. The combination and arrangement of the tube

J or J' with each of the said hoppers 1 1'.

5. The combination and ai'rnngement of the con-

nection M, provided witli holes and caps, as sot

forth, with the tubes J J', Avlieu arranged with the

hoppers and furnace, in the manner as set forth.

6. Tlie combination of the system of hoat-gonor-

ators, as described, with tlie furnace I), its tubular

liojiper or Iioppers, and tlii> air-h(\iting chanibt>r or

(•liam))er.s thereof, the wlinle being tooperate together,

and wirli one or more gas-producers, applied sub-

stmitiallv as described.
7. In c'onncotion witli the ]>rocess of making stool

bv a bath of metal, and one or more hoppers aud
heatiiigcluunbers thereof, as described, tlie employ-
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ment of a series of regenerators, (of the kind de-
scribed. ) in sucli manner that a portion of the pro-
ducts of combustion shall be -withdrawn to heat the
ore, metal, or materials, while descending, thi'ough
the hopper or hoppers, into the furnace or bath-
chamber, and the remaining products of combustion
not reduced in temperatui-e be caused to jjass

through the regenerators to. and escape by, the
chimney, the effect being to not reduce the temper-
atm'e of the furnace by the introduction of the cool
ore or materials through the hopper or hoppers.

S9,442.—Fkeperick H. Smith.—Baltimore.Md,—Bridge.—April 27. 18d9.

Claim.—1. The screw-loop G, bracing-rods H,
and parting-timbers I, or their equivalents, when
attached directly to the angle-blocks B, instead of to
their chord-timbers, all constructed substantially as
shown, and for the pui-pose speeiiied.

2. Connecting the angle-blocks B B' by the {i-nss-

rods, in such a manner that the truss-strains are
rested du-ectly upon the angle-blocks, instead of car-
rying them through the chords and block again.

3. The combination of the angle-blocks B B', chord-
timbers A A', screA\-loops G. rods H. braces I. rods
C, and swivels T>, or their equivalents, when ar-
ranged substantially as herein shown, and for the
purpose specified.

89.443.—TViLLiAJii H. SiniH. Xewpbrt. E. I.—
Yelocipede.—A-pvil 27. 1869.
Claim.—1. The steering-apparatus, consisting of

the pin a, index-hand i. and the ai-m h. of the pivoted
lever F, and of the steering pivot E, having the ai'm
<j, aU combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The spring g. when arranged as described, in
combination with the pin «. arm 6, lever F. and ai-m
e, of the steering'-post, substantially as herein sho^wn
and described.

3. The combined brake and starting-lever I, when
ari'anged to swing and slide, as herein shown and
described, for the purpose specified.

89,444.—JoHX G. SoiiEs. Charlestown, Mass.—
Coal-Hod.—X^Yil 27. 1869.

Claim..—A coal-hod. having a " lateral outlet for
removal of the coal, when said outlet is provided
with the guard g. substantially as shov,-u and de-
scribed.

89,445—JOHX Sparks, Concord. ILj.—TaJce-
Jj'p Mechanism for Looms.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a ratchet and
pawl take-up machanism, of the spring-actuated
pawl e, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The combination, with the pawl e, of the oscil-

lating-bloek g, provided with a i)in. i, or its equiv-
alent, subst&ntially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

89,446.—Joseph Thojias, :srew Tork, X. T.—
JEmbroidering-Attachment for Seicing-^La^Mnes.—

• April 27, 1809.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bell-crank levers
B apd C, turning on centers 6 and c, in combination

• with the rods or bai's D and E, co.uneettug-bar F,
spring-rod m. and lever/, and the slide G. operating
together in the manner and for the pm'pose sub.stan-
tially as set forth and described.

89,447.—J. A. Trott, Oakland. Vi.—Mail-
Bag Fastening.—AprA 27. 1869.

Claim.—The chain C. constructed as described,
and combined with the part A of the bag, and the
staples E, substantially as specified.

89,448.-Stephex D. Tucker. Xew Tork. X.
T.

—

Machine for Grinding Circular Savjs.—Aj}Tii
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pair of geai'ed rollers, arranged to
grasp the saw on opposite sides by a spiing pres-
sui'e. substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

2. The combinatioii of a pair of geared rollers, for

driving and conti'olling the saw. with a reciprocating
carriage, upon which the saw is supported, that

moves in a jplane parallel to the axis of the grind-
stone, so as to present the saw to the action of the
stone, sub-stantiaUy as described and specified.

3. The arrangeiuent of the mechanism for moving
the gTindstone to and from the sui-face of the saw. in
combination T\-ith the rollers for rotating the saw,
and a reciprocating carriage, which holds and moves
the saw, sub.stantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

89,449.—Joseph E. Tax Maetes, Lyons, X.
Y.—,SYi7Z.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—1. The rubbber packing, when inserted
in a groove iu the top of the staves, substantially as
set forth.

2. The use of two hinges, to hold the cover fi-om

swinging on the top of the staves, and also the ad-
justability of the hinges in combination with the rub-
ber packing between the two parts of the cover,
substantially as set forth.

3. The use of the eccentrics, or cams, for fasl^ning
the cover, substantially as described.

4. The rim upon the'cover, for the purposes speci-
fied.

5. The rubber packing around the tubes, substan-
tially as set forth.

89,4o0.—William TV. Wade. Medford. Mass.—
Machine for Making Covered Buttons.—^April 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for forming and covering
buttons, automatically constructed, "and oj)erating
substantially as described.

2. Forming the dies in several detached parts,
capable of haA"ing different movements, in combina-
tion with suitable mechanical devices for changing
the positions of such parts in their proper order,
and causing them to cooperate with the opposing
die or dies, so that several sepai'ate operations may
be performed in succession upon the inclosed ma-
terial before it is released therefrom, substantially
as described.

3. The combination of two series of bed-dies, ar-

ranged alternately in the same line of movement,
which receive and form the materials to make the
buttons, one of them the back pans, and the other
the face parts, with two cooperating movable dies,

by which the preparation of both parts of the tmtton
goes on simultaneously, substantitiliy as described.

4. Combining the die which forms and holds one
part of the button with the die that forms and holds
the other part, so that by their cooperation the two
parts wHl be forced together and secured, substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination of the moA-able dies with the
revolving chock, or it.-? equivalent, substantially as
described.

6. The combination of the bed-die, that forms the
back j)art of the button, with the lever L, or its

equivalent, that actuates the same, substantially as
described.

7. The combination with the several composite
dies, of the means described, or their equivalents, for

jDroducing a yielding resistance to the change in tlie

relative positions of their several parts, substantiallj
as described.

8. The employment of a removable guiding-ring,
in combination \vith the dies that receive the paper-
filling piece, or its equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed.

89.451.—Aaeox Waldeox, MUford, Mass.

—

<S'A(0e--Vai7.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, shoe-
nails, each made tapering or wedge-shape, and
with the serrated edges, substantially a.s shown and
described.

89,4.52.-Lixrs Weed, Xorwalk, Co\m.—Ear-
Drop Suspender.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—An ear-clasp, or drop-suspender, con-
structed of a single wire, having upper and lower
hooks, or clasps, a' c. and the intermediate spring b,

substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

89.453.-JOHX A. Weisse, Xew Tork, X. T.—
Diving-Bell.-AT^iril 27, 18o9.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
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pipes, valves, and stop-cocks, Nos. 4, 5, 25, 28', and
40, as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combinatiou and arrangement of valves
and stop-cocks Nos. 31, 32, 37, and 38, with reservoir
ZSTo. 30, as described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of bags of leatlier, or other
strong and flexible material, with the necessary
hoisting and lo'O'ering apparatus arranged within the
bell, as desci"ibed, and for the purpose of enabling
the unloading of freight in mid-water, instead of
from the bottom, or at the surface, through the man-
holes, as heretofore.

4. The deletei'ious-gas decomposer, formed of
spoiige and non-corroding wire-cloth, arranged as
described, for tlie purpose set forth.

5. The use and arrangement of removable weights,
constructed as described, in combination with water-
reservoir Ko. 10 of the beU, for the purpose set
forth.
•6. The use and application of a graduated glass

tul^e or gauge, iu combination with the water-reser-
voir of the bell, for the purpose described and set
forth.

7. The double-threaded screw-bolt 1, and nuts 1',

in combination with man-hole cover 18, to facilitate
the fastening or removal of the same bv persons
outside of the bell, as ^^'ell as by those within, sub-
stantially as deseiibed and set forth.

89,454.—Frederick 'Wittram, San Francisco,
Cal.—/l?ic/6or.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with the anchor-shank
A, of two or more pairs of arms or flukes, pivoted
or otherwise secured to the shank, in such a manner
that they can be swung in pairs to a limited extent
on each side of said shank, in planes perpendicular to
or at any other convenient angle to each other, for
the purijose specified.

89,455.—Albert F. Allex, Providence, K. I.—
Hose- Coupling.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The nipple-piece X S, constructed with
a shoulder , e, to receive the end of the hose, in com-
bination with the sleeve and collar I, constructed
with horns D, and otherwise, substantially as shown
and described, to eff'ect the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the threaded nipple IST of a
hose-coupling, an entering and guiding surface m.
at the end, substantially as shoAvn and described.

3. The combinatiou and arrangement of tlie swivel-
sleeve S^, the outer fixed sleeve P, constructed Avith
a shoulder, S^, to receive the end of the hose and the
swivel C, constructed with horns J), and otherwise,
substantially as shown and described, to effect the
purpose specified.

89,456.—Ali'.ert F. Allen, Providence, E. I.—
Nozzle for Ho s-e-Pipe.^.—Ax>vil 27, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the nozzle of a hose-
pipe and an adjustable valve, B, constructed aud ar-
ranged to operate in connection, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The said valve, as arranged, with a central ori-

fice for a body-stream, to be operated substantially
as specified.

3. The said valve, as arranged, constructed in two
parts, so that the orifice in its center juay be stop))ed
or readily fitted for delivering a smaller or larger
diameter of steam, substantially as described.

89,457.—Arthur M. Allen, New York, N.
Y.—Reversing-Oear for Steam-Engiiie.—April 27,
1869.

Claim.—1. The reversing l)lock, or disk, ])rovided
with two forward aud two reversing ports, and with
one or more exhaust-ports, arranged substantially in
the mann(!r set forth.

2. The reversing-disk A, provided with forward
ports h b', aiulreversiiig-ports c c', and revolving on
the exhaust-nipple B, under the slide-valve of a
steam-engine, substantially in the manner described.

89,4518

—

Charles Allen, Tlartford, Conn.—
Hot-Air Furnace—Ayml 27, 18(i9.

Claim.—The plates A P., in combination with the
inner and outer walls b e of a furnace, arranged
substantially as described.

89,459.—Charles L. W. Baker, Hartford,
Conn.

—

Blacking-Brush.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—One or more supporters, d, with a black-
ing-brush, a', substantially as and for the purpose
described.

89,460.—William E. Ball, Belmont, Ohio.—
Nut-Lock.—Aiml 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The screw or bolt A, cut square on
two sides for a certain distance, substantiaUj as
shown and described.

2. The combination of the screw or bolt A. washer
B, and nut C. all constructed and arranged to ope-
rate substantially as and for the j)urposes herein set

forth.

89,461.—George "W. Bishop, Stamford, Conn.,
assignor to the IS'ew England Manufacturln^g
Works Company.— Wrench.—April 27, 1869.

Claiin.—The lever E, of curved or cam-foi'mation
on it's biting-end or face, provided Avith a stop-pin, b,

operating in a slot, c, and pivoted in the jaws BB,
in combinatiou with the arbor, or its disk C, all con-
structed and arranged for operation together, as
shown and described.

89,463.

—

Henry A. Bowman, Worcester, Mass.
-Aivnins.-A-pi'il 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the side-braces
E E and hinged piec'es C C, of the wall-supports or
braces G- G, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination, with the side-braces E E and
short hinged pieces C C, of tlie hooks or eyes 1 and
cords 2, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

89, 4fi3.—Theodore Brockmann, Davenport-
Iowa.

—

Seating- Stove.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable back, consisting pf
the plates a, b, and d. constructed find arranged sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The gate-frame D, formed in two parts, as de-
scribed, to permit of its ready removal, in the man-
ner set forth.

89,464.

—

Michael Bush, Bloomington. HI.

—

Butt-mnge.—A-gril 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the L-shapedplatea,
and its box b, inclosing spring I, and the angular L-
shaped plate d, and its pintle, when said plates a and
d are each formed of one piece of metal, all con-
structed as and for the purposes specified.

89.465.—.1. A. Caldwell and C. S. Bugbee,
Springfield, Mass.— F/^ip-^Soc^-ef.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.— 1. As a new article of manufacture, a
Avhip-socket, turned up of wood, substantially in the
manner shown.

2. The method of fastening the same, consisting of
the two straps B and B, passed around and fastened
together, between the socket and sujiiwrt, by the
rivet, substantially as shown.

89,466 William D. Chase, ISTewTork, K". Y.—Machine for Cutting and Threading Pipe.—Aprif
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fixed socket B, having a screw-
thread, 0, around it. the rotating-M^heel C, carrying
the threaded leader E, Avedge ]\r, sliding cutter-holder
I, and spring L. all constructed aud arranged sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination Avith tlie above, of the sliding-

stock J, with its adjustable gripper or grippers d d',

and the removable bush H, substantially as shown
and described.

3. The arrangement of the die-holder N, with its

die O, supported on guide-rods I* 1', attached to tlio

revolving wheel C, for operation, in combinatiou Avith

tIiefi.x;(Hl socket B, and (sliding giipping-stock J, with
its adjustable gripper or grippers, substantially as set

fortli, for the purpose specified.

89,467.-Fuank O. Clafltn, Brooklyn, N. T.,
assignor to himself and A. K. Cakman, same place.—LaMing Pincers and Xailer.— April 27, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The feeding-jaws n n. actuated by the
toggle r s, and slid(> <, tor ti'(>ding iu the material to
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form the peg, by pressing upon trie head / of the
slide e, substantialiy as set forth.

2. The lever q and die p, in combination "u-ith the
die V, and punch or driver i, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

89,468.—Alfred B. Couch, TTctcester, Mass.
—Engine-Lathe.—X\iYi\ 27, \Qm.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the vertical rotat-
ing shaft, whether detachable or not, with the heli-
cal cam, or its equivalent, and pin «, and the slide-

nut, in the manner described.
2. The construction and arrangement for joint

operation of plate E. shaft D, slide-untH, pin «, heli-

cal cam G, and shaft K, as and for the" purposes
shown and specified.

89,469.—Edwin Crawley and Thomas L. Bay-
lies, Kichmond, lud.-rj.^e.—April 27, 18d9..

Claim.—1. In combination with the jaw A, a mov-
able jaw, B, lever E, nut D, and screw C, so arranged
that the movable jaw and lever shall form a compound
lever, operated by the screw, for the compression of
an! article placed' between the jaws, substantially in
the manner set forth.

2. In combination with said parts set forth in the
first clause of claim, the bar F, and pawl I, ai'ranged
to form an adjustablefulcrumfor the jawB, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination of the jaws A and B, screw C,
lever E, and nut D, with an adjustable fulcrum and
spring, H. so arranged that the movable jaw shall be
actuated by the screw in closing upon an article
placed between the jaws, until the increased resist-
ance, causing the spring to yield, brings into action
the united compressing force of the screw and com-
pound lever, substantially in the manner set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the jaws
A and B, lever E, nut D, screw C, bar P, pawl I,

and tripping-toe K, substantially as set forth.

89,470.-Joseph C. Curryer and William F.
CURRYER, Thorntown, Ind.— Clod-Fender.—A.m-il
27, 1869.

Claim.—The devices herein described and shown,
for attaching a clod-fender to a plow-beam, consist
ing of the staples c, wedges *, bolt u, rods v, with the
tube or hook, as described, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein speci-
fied.

89,471.—Charles Dawson, Lanesborough, Pa.—Steam-Engine Valve.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—The construction of the curved rocking-

valve A, arranged to work in an upper bonnet or
partial cylinder, C, and provided with independent
valves m m, for operatioji, in relation to the steam-
cavities c c, essentially as shown and described.

89,472.— ERANgois de Bowens, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Machinery for the Ifamcfacture of Match-
Sticks.—X^^vW 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Making match-splints and similar
sticks, by securing the wood from which they are
cut to a rotating wheel, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Cutting blocks of wood into match- splints and
similar sticks by the hexagonal arrangement of cuts,

as shown in Kg. 5.

3. The arrangement of the knife D, the rack H,
pinion t\ ratchet r" r', pawl p^ p^, operating substan-
tially as shown and described.

4. Tlie aiTangement of the rotating' wheel A and
splint-blocks C, with the knives D, operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

89,473.-Thomas B. Evans, Philadelphia, Pa
—Shoe-Tree.—ApTil 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a revolving shoe-
tree, of a pawl and ratchet-wheel, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose described.

89,474.—Daniel Pitzgerald, New York, X. Y.
—Safe.—A-gril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fire-proof safe A, when provided
with a burglar-proof safe C, inside of its lower part,
and with a book-case, B, in its upper part, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the burglar-proof C, parti-
tioned drawer E, with the cavity F, and doors or
plugs G- and H, all encased in the lower part of the
fire-proof A, and protected by the door I, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the book-case B, inner door
X, weight In", outer doors L M, and detachable desks
0, all substantially as shown and described.

89,47-5.- Chester S. Ford, Xew York, IST. Y.
assignor to himself and Lewis J. Mulford, same
place.

—

Fingcr-Bing.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—Finishing the stone of a finger-ring on a
circle and flush with the inner side of the ring, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

89,476.—EOBERT George, Denver City, Color-
ado Territory,

—

Ma.chinefor Concentrating and Sc;g-

arating Ores and Minerals.—April 27, 1869. •
Claim.—1. A machine for concentrating and sepa-

rating metals and mineral substances from rocks, al-

luviais, and other substances, contained, in combina-
tion, in their natural state, or as mats, or other metal-
lurgic products, when constructed and arranged in
the'manner and for the purpose herein described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the sieves
B^ andB^. in a machine for concentrating' and sepa-
rating ores and metals, in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

3. The combination of the blast-chamber E with
the valves k^ k- n^ n^, guide-rods j^ and f~. and coil-

spring i^ and i-, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

4. The combination of the lifters C^ C^ C^, with the
truck d, on the shaft e, and piston D, in the manner
and for the purpose herein described.

5. The pitman F^ and F^, with the adjustable
screw 0, crank G-, wheels p^ and v^, and the conveyer
HI.and H-, in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
described.

6. The combination of the wheels e^ e^, cords/^/^,
and the set-screws /7I and g^. in the manner and for
the purpose herein described.

89,477.—George L. Gibson, Jr., Concord, X.
C.

—

Cork-Extractor.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-claws C C, in combination
with the pointed rod A, when said claws are secured
at such a distance above the point E that their length
will be permanently the same, or about the same, as
that portion of the'rod below the place at which the
claws and rod are secured, all arranged to operate as
and for the purpose set forth. :

89,478.- Elam H^rter, Dowagiac, Mich.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—A-pril 27, 1869.

Claim.—In combination vi'ith the fork-head A, the
cross-head C, with its braces 1, 2, 3, 4, the bail E, and
catch X, when constructed, arranged, combined, and
operated as set forth.

89,479.—Joel Hayden, Jr.—Havdenville,Mass.
— Water- Closet.—A])iil 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the hinge-rod B, running entirely across the receiver,
and through the sockets J and J, in the projections
K K, upon the isan, and prevented, by the bearings
DD. upon each side of them, from having any lateral

motion, while, by loosening the screw in the socket,
the rod B may be readily drawn out, the parts alt

being combined and arranged together substantially
as shown and described.

2. The construction of the crank-arm O with the
stop &,when combined and arranged with the dump-
ing-pan. in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The plane F, upon the hinge-rod B. constructed
as described, and for the purpo'se set forth.

89,480.—James C. Hervey, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Machine for Molding and Working Butter.—April
27, 1869.

Claim.—Abutter worker and molder, having box
A. aperture a, axle C, shafts b.. cross-bar c, compress-
ing-boards D and E, staples d and e, slides G and H,
and molding-box I, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as specified.
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89,481.—"William Hibbeut, Manchester, Eng-
land.

—

2ledical Coinpound.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The use of chloride of magnesinm and
bromine in combination, for the prevention or cure

of contagious and other diseases arising- from fer-

mentation and decomposition, whether in human
beings or animals.

89,482.— E. H. Hull, "Warren, Ohio.—De Dice

for Wt/idinfj Watches and Clocks.—April '27, 1869".

Claim.—The smooth wheel B, provided Tvith a

flange, D, as arranged in combination with the fric-

tion-click E, when applied to winding Tsatches and
clocks, in the manner substantially as specified.

89,483.

—

John Humphreys, Chicopee Falls,

Mass.

—

Bench-Hook.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the post A with the
piece B, having the inclined projection C, and the
guide-piece D, substantially as shown and described.

89,484.- Alfred Hutchinson, Philadelphia,
Ya.—School-Desk.—X^v\\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bar F,brackets H,
and lugs j, when the whole are adapted for the re-

tention and support of the adjustable seats B and B'
of a school-desk, as herein described.

89,485. — Peter Johnson, "Wauconda, 111.

—

Floiir- Cooler.—Ai^iil 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fan-blower B, in combination T^'ith

the deflecting cone C, partitions C"^ C-, and case A,
sabstantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The shaft D and cones D^ D^. in combination
with the fan-blower B, spout e, and conveyers d^, the
whole arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

89,486.—Charles B. Kekk, Columbus, Ind.—
Ploiv-Foint.—A\)Yn 27, 1869.

Claim.—The cavity or recess D', in the cast por-
tion of the plow-point, for the purpose of facilitating
the removal of the steel portion of such point, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

89,487.- Gamaliel King, Westfield, Mass.—
Whip.—ATpril 27, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the grooved bolt A
with the cap B, having the shoulder h, and cast in
one piece of metal, for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

89,488.—"William S. LuKENBArn, j!fewport. Pa.—Apparatus for Floioing and Sensitizing Photo-
graphic Paper, (fie.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A, for the i^urpose of sensitiz-

ing photographic paper or other material, either
albuminized or plain, by the use of a solution of
"nitrate of silver," in the flowing process, or for
flowing with other solutions, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

89,489 Lucius Lyon, Xew York, N. Y.—
Sewing-Machine.—April 27, 1869.

Claitn.—The sleeve A-, stud J, and thread-controller
K, in combination with the globe-shaped stud j,
needle-bar G, and lever H, all as set forth.

89,490.— Benjamin K. Maltby, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Coffee-Roaster.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The oscillating cylinder, furnished with
oblique channels and movable slides for adjusting
the position of tlMJ evlinder, and a pendaluni, the
whole constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specifled.

89,491.-J. J. Marcy. TYest Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to liimself and E. Miller & Co., same
place.

—

Machine for Spinning Metal.—April 27, ]8()9.

Claim.— 1 . Tlie arrangement of the guide-block I*,

with the longitudinal carriage (i, combined witli tlie

lover N, so us to operate the tool on tlic transverse
guide L, through the shaft 11^, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

2. The carriage G, and transverse gnide L, with
the rod I, wlieii the said carriage and guide are made
adjustable thereon, substantially as set forth.

;'. In couibinatiou witli the uiandrel E, in the head

E^, the spirally grooved wheel E^, arranged so as to
operate the said" mandrel, substantially as set forth.

89,492 James McCann, St. Louis, Mo.—Re-
tort for Preparing Charcoal for Rectifying Spirits,

c£'C.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the retort A, of a
forked rod, C, or its equivalent, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specifled.

89,493.— Joshua Merrill, Boston, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Rosin- Oil.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described rosm-oil, i^roduced
and deodorized substantially as described.

89,494.—M. Ohmer, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Spring Bed-
Bottom,—A^v'A 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A reversible spring-slat, E, supported
upon the jDointed projections /' of the sockets F,
substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

2. The combination of a spring-slat, E, supported
upon the pointed projections /' of the socket F, and
the rails B and sockets d, when the rail is arranged
to oscillate within the socket, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

89,495.

—

Joseph Olmsted, Galesburgh, HI.

—

Electro-Magnetic Car-Brake.—Aj)ril 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The insulated grooved rings k" k. the
wires "W" "W, having arms vrith two or more bear-
ings on the rings k, springs h h, and shaft U, ar-

ranged substantially as described, and for the purj)ose

set forth.

2. The arrangement of the pinions e and d, shaft

2, and revolving armatm-e a, for transmitting motion
to the friction-plate Z and shaft U, substantially as
described.

3. The arrangement of the shaft U , friction-plate

Z, and the insulated magnets 2/ y, all constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purposes herein
set forth and described.

4. The revolving armature plate a, loosely attach-

ed, as described, to the shaft 2, so that the plate a
may be held firmly in the direction of its revolutions
with the shaft 2, and be allowed freedom in other di-

rections, for the x3urj)ose of allowing it to always
adjust itself exactly to the face of the friction-

plate Z.

89,496.—James Y^. Owen, ISTew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Edward M. Coe, same
l)lace.

—

Fabric for Chair-Seats, die.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The fabric for chair-seating, herein de-

scribed, consisting of the fabrics united by the ce-

ment, as herein set forth, as an article of manufac-
ture.

89,497 William S. Owen, CouucU Bluffs,

Iowa.

—

Churn-Dasher.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The cone-shaped dasher A, provided with
neck B and perforations c c, d d, in combination with
tlie staff E, all arranged to operate as and for the
purpose set forth.

89,498.—Seneca H. Parish, Chicago, 111.—
^'/icrtrs.-April 27, 3 869.

Claim.—Shears provided with an adjustable bolt

for setting the blades A B together, when they be-

come worn, as set forth.

89,499.—Horatio L. Pierce, Taunton, Mass.
—//e^MToo/i;.-April 27, 1869.

Claim.—A fastener for belting and banding, con-

sisting of a connecting-bar combined witli two but-

tons, the axes of tlie shanks of whieli are at right

angles to the l)ar, as described, the faces of said but-

tons, when applied to tlie belting, being about flush

tt'ith, and so as not to projci't from the inner surface

of the same, as anil for the purposes set forth.

S9,50« Joseph I. I'KYTONnnd Chari-es N. S.

Wallach, Washington, D. C.—2>'<r(;-i/o/</i'''.—April

27, l^W.
Claim.—The combination, in the bag-holder, of

the suspending-frame, the Ihiring band, and tho

clamping-ring, these ])ai'ts being eonstructed, oi'-

ranged, ami oi'erated as herein set forth.
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89,501. — aEOKGE M. Pratt. Middleto\rn.
Conu.. assignor to Fixkle & Lyox Maxufactur-
IXG COMrAXT. same place.

—

Feed-Wheel for Seu-ing-
Machinc-s.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—In combination "vritti the Trbeel-feed of a
sewing-machine, the ring C. within the flange B.
combined with the leverD and Avheel E. with the
pins a and d, and spring B. operating- substantially
as set forth.

S9..50-2.—Thomas Prosser. Xew York. X. T.—
P(«-i>/v7L—April 27. 1S69.

Claim.—The combination of the hub A, and its

bits B. with the spirally guided center-pin. all con-
structed and arranged substantially as set forth.

S9..303.—C. E. Eaxd, Dubuque, lovra.—Trunk.
—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A trunk, consisting of an outer shell,

B. with a hinged front. D, an-auged to slide verti-

cally on a btu'eau-body. A. so as to' be extended and
held by bolts' 6. substantially as herein described, for
the purpose of being converted inro a wardrobe,
book-case, and wi'iting-desk. as set forth.

3» In combination with the outer shell B and the
b;u'eau-body A. the corner-pieces a. and bolts b. or
their equivalents, when constructed and arranged
substantiallv as described, and for the purpose'set
forth.

3. The combination of the cover C. having a com-
partment provided with hooks p. with the sliding-

shell B. having bar o. provided with hooks, and ar-

ranged to receive removable shelves and pamtions.
as herein described, and for the piu'pose set forth.

4. The bureau-body A. with drawers c d e. till -s.

and drawer/, with hinged cover, in combination with
the outer shell B. provided with partitions, shelves,

and hooks, constructed and arranged as described.

S9,o04.—Everett P. Eichardsox. Lawrence,
assignor to himself and Fraxcis TT. Carruth. Bos-
ton. Mass.

—

Manufacture of Boots and Shoes.—
April 27. 1869.

Claim.—1. The notches or indentations «. applied
to or produced in an unchanneled sole before pierc-
ing the same, substantially as set foith.

2. Bending or griping the sole at the time and
place of sewing, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

S9..

5

05.—Thomas P. Eossiter. Cold Spring, X.
Y.—Base-Burning Cookinn-Stote.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the reservoir A
with its flues s and /. the iire-pot B, arrang-ed to ex-

tend beyond the reservoir, and the top-plate D. pro-
vided with suitable apertures, c. in it. for the recep-
tion of cooking-utensils, substantiallv as specified.

2. The combination of the oven E. having open-
ings II in. the top plate,/, covering it with the reser-
Toir A and fire-ppt B. essentially as described.

3. The ai'rangement of the reservoir A. fire-pot B.
and roasting-chamber or oven I. with its grate G
and slide H.'essentially as described.

4. The combination of a central fire-place sup-
plied with fuel, as described, oven E. grated roasting-
chamber I. hot-air chamber or water-back L, and
ovens or oven-chambers KX'. substantiallv as speci-

fied.

89,508.-Augustus L. Eumpff, Dansville. IT.

X.

—

Guide for Seicing-lfachiyies.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—The guide B. constructed as described,
and provided with an elongated slot. a. hole b. and
slot c, all substantially as shown and specified.

S9,50r.—Ctrus ^. Saladee. Circleville, Ohio.—JEn velope.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The card B. serving as an advertisement,
and as a superscription to an" answering letter, in
combination with the envelope A. when foi-med sepa-
rate from the envelope, and attached to its face, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

89.509.—JUDSOX "^. Shaw, Concord. X. H.—
Harvester.— AT[)ri\-2~. 1869.

Claim.—1. The way. or guide-plate 0. provided
at either or both ends with elastic buffers, for the
purpose set forth.

2. Adjusting the position of the cutters relative to
the finger-bar and guard-fingers, by changing the
point at which the vibrating-bar M' is pivoted, "rela-

tively to the cam.
3. The latch P' and arm P. in combination with

the rock-shaft m. for the purpose set forth.

4. The spring-latch II. in combination with the
foot-treadle Q and link q. constructed and operated
substantially as set forth.

D. The shoe E. provided with the pivot-head E'
east in one piece with the shoe, and constructed and
operating substantially as set forth.

89.510.-Thomas Sim and Elias S. Hutchin-
sox, Baltimore. Md.

—

Manufacture of Starch, Dex-
trine, and Glucose.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement in the manufacture
of starch, or any of the products of starch, the em-
ployment or use of bisulphide of carbon, or any
equivalent chemical, to seijarate-oil from meal or
other material containing starch, in order t^-elease
or expose the said starch, substantially as set forth.

89.511.—James F. Sipple. Fredrica, TteL—BoIf
for Shutters, die.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—The use of the two disks D D. in com-
bination with the bolt B. plates b c. and shutters s s'.

the whole constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

89,51"2.—Eugexe Slossox and Edwix C. Slos-
sox, Tieuna. 111.

—

Corn-Planter.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The caster-wheel E, when applied to
the corn-planter's fi-ame. in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

2. The raising and lowering device, consisting of
frame H. bar I."ai*m L, and bar M. as also segment
X, chain O. and pulley P. or their equivaleuts, all

arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

13. The di'opping-device. consisting of plates d d'.

cam g. and slide I. arranged and operating as herein
described and specified.

"

4. The manner of attaching scrapers XT IT to the
machine, and operating the same, substantially as
set forth.

89,513 Cyrexe Smith. Louisville. Ky.— A7j-

dominal Corset.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—The corset-body A. with side-gussets C
C and elastic snips D D. back-gusset B. and elastic

sti'ips J J. and short whalebones F K, all being con-
structed and used substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

89,514.—Fraxcis B. Stevexs, TVeehawken, and
WiLLiAii Browx. Hobokeu, X. J. : said Stevens
assignor to said Browx.—Iron Cleat and Chock.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—An iron cleat or chock, inlaid with brass
or soft metal, in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

89,515.—Elizabeth Mart Stigale, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

—

Method of Preserving Flowers. — Aprill
27. 1869.

Claim.—The preservation of flowers from the ef-

fects of exposure, by preparing them as described,
and confining them in air-tight cases, as set forth.

89,516.—B. L. Stoxe, San Francisco, Cal.—Toy-
Target.—April 27. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of target, letter A. witM
the dart, letter E. by the means of the elastic India!
rubber cord, letter C. and the piece of twine, letter!

D. in the manner herein described, and for the usesj
and purposes hereinbefore mentioned.

89.517.—George C. Taft. TToreester, Mass.—
-Wrench.—X\ivW. 27. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein shown and de-

scribed, of the screw "E. rosette-nut F, jaw C. and
bar I), when constructed and operating substantially

as herein specified.

89.518. —Epkraim B. Talbott. Ejioxville,

Tenn.—SVar-Tf(7Z.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of
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the mandrel B, standards E, racks F, pinion G-,

clamp I, shaft L, and arras P and in, when all the
parts are constructed and operate as specified.

89,519.—J. Patton Thompson, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Spool Jieservoir or Case.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The case A, with its vertical front glass

B and back board C, vertical partitions b, and strip

d, arranp:ed, in respect to the lower edges of the
front and back boards, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

89,520.— Nathan TnoMrsox, Brooklyn, (E.

D.,) N. Y.—ianfem.—Aprils?, 1869.

Claim.—The securing-bail, or loop E, pivoted as

at b b, to an upper ring, C, of the guard B, and pro-

vided with a set-screw, c, or other suitable locking-
device, in combination with the lantern-cap D, made
removable from said guard, substantially as specified.

89,521.—"William H. Trimble, Hillsborough,
Ohio.—J'ence.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A fence-post, constructed, as de-
scribed, of the base A, braces B B, mortised board
C, and with or Avithout the mortised board E, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the rails D D,
beveled at both ends, and the rails D' D', beveled at

one end, and the other end cut square, with a shoul-
der, a, all substantially as and for the purposes here-
in set forth.

89,522. — Hiram Tucker, Is'ewtou, Mass.—
Plating Metals.—A\)vi\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie improvement in coating metals
with metals, substantially as described.

2. Articles of manufacture in which metals are
coated with metals, substantially as described.

3. The process consisting in covering a metal
base, surfaced by electro-deposit, with a fluid or
semi-fluid coating, afterward hardening said coating,
and then removing portions of such coating, •n-hen

hardened, and then coating the surfaces so exposed,
by electi'O-deposit.

89,523.— Hiram Tucker, Newton, Mass.—
Mode of Ornamenting Metal Surfaces.—April 27,
1869.

'

Claim. — 1. The process, and its modifications,
substantially as set fortlji, by wliich contrasted sur-
faces are pi'oduced on a metal base.

2. As a new manufacture, articles of metal, sur-
faced by my described process, or any of its de-
scribed modifications, substantially as set forth.

89,524.—Aaron H. Vancleve, South Amboy,
2Sr. J.

—

Railroad llcvolving Time-Table.— April 27,
1869.

Claim.—1. In combination witli a clock or other
time-keeper, and o])crated by tlie same, one or more
pointers, representing a trtiiu or trains running in
one direction, and one or moi'C pointers representing
a train or trains running in the contrary direction,
and a number of station-studs or their equivalents,
representing stations on tlie road, and arranged in
accordance with the graduations of the clock-diid
and with tlie running time of the trains, all substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. Tlie train-pointers, made adjustable on rings or
plates operated l)y the clock, and graduated in" ac-
cordance with the dial of the same.

89,525.—"William Y. "Wallace, New York,
N. Y.—Car-Coupling.—A-[m\ 27, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Tlie construction and arrangement of a
car-coupling, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

2. Tlie combination of the link C and hook B, in
the manner and for tlie purpose hoicin dosci'ilicd.

3. The link C, when constructed as hei'cin shown
and described, with a hook, weight(!d at its upper
end, and pivoted centrally withiu tlie opposite hun-
ter, as herein specified.

89,526.—Ben.tamin F. Watson and Ciiaklks
H. TiNKEL, Bridgeport, 111.

—

Machine for Screening
Grain and Seed.—April 27. ISC)'.).

Claim. — The combination and arrangement of

the slide A, wires B, screens C, and boards M M, in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

89,527.- H. A. Weber, Columbus, Ohio.—
Composition for Hoofing Pavements, Flood's, d-c.—
April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The composition, or chemical cement,
composed of the ingredients herein mentioned, in
the proportions and manner substantially as herein
described, and for the puri>oses set forth.

"

89,528. — Allen Webster, Earmington, as-
signor to himself and N. C. Hubbell, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Machine for Making Screivs.—April 27, 1869.
Claim.—1. The reciprocating and rotating car-

rier-wheel C, provided with tlie milling-tool a, and
threading-die h, combined with tlie mandrel E', for
revolving the wire, and the cutter /, operating as
and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first clause of claim, the nicking and milling tool G-,

operating as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first and second clauses of claim, the screw-driver
m, arranged so as to operate as and- for the purpose
specified.

4. The combination of the wheels P and II, stops
L and s, with the pawl S, so as to operate as and
for the purpose set forth.

8?>,529.

—

Asa Weeks, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Heater and Yentilator for Railroad- Cars.—April 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described arrangement of
the deflector P, opening c, register R, rod I, fire-

chamber E, and chamber E, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. Providing the door i e i^, to allow the bos K to
be cleaned, Avhen employed in combination with my
improved car-heater, in the manner described.

3. The supplementary heater M, constructed and
adapted to operate in connection with my improved
heater for the double purpose of heating and venti-
lating the cars, in the manner substantially as herein
set forth.

4. The opening i/j' and plate w, when arranged in

the front wall of the furnace, with relation to the
open ends of pipes C C, in the rear wall, substau-
tially as and for the purpose described.

89,530.—E. Wetssenborn, Hudson City, N. J.—Device for Polishing Pencils.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the guide-pieces
B B, having recesses for separating and retaining
the ends of the pencils, and the traveling bedC, for

suppoiting and turning the x)encils, substantially as

herein described.
2. The traveling platform C, provided with raised

edges i i, and i)aral!el ridges e, substantially as and
fur the purpose herein set forth.

89,531.—William M. Welling, New York, N.
Y.

—

Composition for Artificial Ivory.—April 27,

1869.

Claim..—The composition herein specified, pre-

jiared substantially as set forth.

89,532.—William M. Welling, New "York,

N. Y.— Composition Resembling Ivory.—April 27,

1869.

Claim..—The composition herein specified, having
the appearance of ivory.

89,533.—Alonzo Wihtcomb, Worcester, Mass.— ('orti-Jlitsker.—Ai)ril27, I8i)9.

Claim.—1. 1'he rubber-covered rolls H and .1, ar-

ranged ill the same horizontal plane, or nearly so,

with a balance-wheel applied to the shaft of one of
them, and both having motion inipiirtod to thoin, for

the piir])oso of strii)]iingtlie husks from ears of com,
substantially as described.

2. In combination Mitli said stripping-rolls, the

concave P, arranged sul>stantially as t>et forth.

3. The combination of therolls'll J, the revolving

wings (J, and concave P, when arranged substtui-

tially aa dchcribed.
4. The use, in a corn-husking maeliino. of a con-

cave, J*, so constjucted and arranged as tocoverono
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of tlie stiippiug-rolls. and keep the ear from resting
upon yaid roll while being- husked, substantially as
described.

S9,53-J:.—Joseph C. AVightiian', XcTrton, as-

signor to Charles Houghtox, trustee, Iloxbury,
Mass.

—

Steam-Pump.—April 27, 1869.
Claim..—1. The apparatus, substantially as herein

first described, for raising and forcing Avater, -sub-

-stantially as set forth.

2. The construction of the main water and steam
chamber a, with a dome or supplemental chamber,
b, snbstautially as shown and described.

3. The ping or obstruction m, when pierced "nith
the aperture n. and arranged in the pijje k, to oper-
;ite substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the pipes c.f, and Ic, A'alves

e d, and cocks t<.. with the common water-back or
coil and its connected tank and pipes, substantially
as described.

89,535.—John Wall TVilson, Xew York, N.
Y.—Game Untitled '• Talisman."—A\)ri\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The game entitled "Talisman," sub-
stantially as herein'deseribed.

2. The comlnuation of the wickets B B' B^, with
their posts C C^ C-, balls D D^ D^, and pins F^ to
F^^, and rings G-, arranged essentially as specified.

3. The scoop H, constructed substantially as rep-
resented in tig. 2, for use by the player, as herein set
forth.

4. The mallet J, constructed as represented in fig.

4, for use as described.
5. The combination of the wicket B^ and central

post C, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

S9,53S.—Joseph S. Wood, Plainfield, :N". J.—
Lamu.—Axn-il 27, 13<]9.

Claim..—1. The lamp-body G, in combination with
the tubes L M", and flame-spreader P, for the purpose
shown and described.

2. The combiuation of the globe G-, containing an
absorbent, S, with pipes L, ll, and N. and burner
O, arranged and operating sul)stantially as described.

3. The adnltera'ting pipe M and valve m n, for the
inirpose shown and described.

4. Heating the impelled current of air, at or near
the point ot' combustion, as it passes on its way,
through the absorbent S, to the burner.

89,537.—George M. Pullman, Chicago, 111.—
Dinivg-Car for Railvjays.—April 27, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The provision-chamber E, located at
or near sthe center of the car, in combination with
the kitchen, substantially as shown.

2. The arrangement of closets or cupboards in
the panels between each pair of windows, substan-
tially as and for the jmrpose described.

3. The combination, in a dining-car, of kitchen A,
water-tank B, range and provision-chamber E,
when the latter is located below the floor of the car,
substantially as described.

4. The combiuation, in a dining-car, of a kitchen,
A, tables G, cupboards K K, washroom and water-
closet, substantially as described.

89,538.—George M. Pullman, Chicago, 111.—
Hotel- Car for Raihvays.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A state-room or rooms, located on one
side of a railway-car, with passages on the oppo-
site side of the car, and also longitudinally through
the room, so that the room may be isolated or thrown
open as part of the car, as may be desired.

2. A kitchen, provided with a cooking-apparatus,
in combination with a sleeping-car, for the purpose
described.

89,539.— Aaron Loxgstreet, Chicago, III.,

assignor to George M. Pullman, same place.

—

Lighting Eailway-Cars.—April 27, 1869.

Clami.—1. The lamp A, in combination with the
recess D. in the panel of a railway-car, substantially
as described.

2. The lamp A^ in combination with the recess D,
and sliding-panel B, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

3. The combination with each set or pair of seats

in a railway-car of a lamp, candle, or burner, located
between tlie windows, substantially as described,

S0.540.—lliCHARD :N[ontgomery, Xew York,
:N'. Y.—Corrugated-Metal Building.—Amil 27. 18G9.

Claim,.—An iron building, composed mainly of
corrugated-metal columns, A A', connected sub-
stantially as described, studs E E', beams J) D', and
metallic plates or sheets N, inserted within the
grooA'Cs in said studs or columns, the whole being
constructed substautiaiiy in the manner herein
specified.

89,5-11.-PiCHAKD Mo-VTgomery, ZSTew York,
X. Y.—Elevated Jiailway.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Staadards C C, in combination with
the cross-tie beams A A, and continuous lateral
guard-rails D D, of an elevated railway or i-Wilway-
bridge, sul)stautially as herein set forth.

2. Friction-wheels E E, when combined Ivith a q--\t

or car -truck. F, ruiining between the lateral guard-
rails D D of an elevated railroad, substantially in
the manner herein set forth.

89,54'-^.—T. C. Theaker, Bridgeport, Oliio.—
Railroad- Car Seat and Couch.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lov,-er or outer frames A A, when
constructed and operating substantially as shovrn
and described.

2. The upper or inner frames B B, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth. »

3. The frames A, in combination with the frames
B, constructed to slide in or upon each other, when
operated by scrolls or other suitable device or de-
vices, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The shaft E, in combination with the double-
worm or scroll-wheels ~D T>, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose shown and
described.

5. The combination of the oscillating seat-frame
G with the frames B, of the described construction,
as and for the purpose described and shown.

6. The combiuation of the shaft I, worm or screw-
pinion i, segment H, and oscillating seat-frame G,
all substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the frame G, horns o, and
back K, all substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

8. In combination with a reversible back, made to
be held by hinged pins or horns, at its lower end. the
head-rest rt. «, the supporting-pins of which fit into
the holes in each end of the back, made for said
hinged pins, all substantially as shown and described.

9. The arms L. with their grooves c", provided
with a channel having double-acting stops p, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

10. The combination of the slides I and pawls m vi,

all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

11. The combination of the arms L and their
grooves, as described, with the slides I and their
pawls )n, as and for the purpose shown and described.

12. The combination of the arms L with their
grooves c", slides I, connecting link or bar M, and
back K, all substantially as aiid for the purpose set
forth and described.

13. The extension foot-rest, when the whole is

made substantially as shown and described.
14. An improved extensible rest, composed of the

pieces O O and pieces S S, the latter being suitably

braced and sliding on the former, when held to-

gether by open guides 1 1, all as and for the purpose
set forth.

15. In combination with a foot-rest for a seat or
chair, the arm P and notched bar R, all constructed
and operating as set forth.

16. In combination with the pieces S S, suitably
connected, the foot-board T, hinged as described, on
a fixed.rod or pivots, and operating in its connection,
as set forth.

17. The foot-board T, constructed as described and
shown, when supplied with a heel-board, iv. all as

set forth.

89,543.—H. Clay Laurence, Canandaigua, as-

signor to Warren H. Moak and Ben.tamin Jan-
sen,. Brooklyn, N. Y.— Velocipede.—April 27, 1869.

Claim.—i. The rising and falling seats o m, in

^\
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connection with cranks for operating a velocipede,

by the assistance of the rider's weight, substantially

as described.
2. In combination therewith, the slotted guide-

rods/, for the purpose described.

3. The double cranks c, in combination with the

pitman-rods e, and the slotted guide-rod /, substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose described.
4." The double cranks c, in combination with the

rising and falling frame I, substantially as described.

5. The double cranks c, in combination with the

rising and falling reach, substantially as described.

89,544.—David Dolmaoe Wright, Oakville,

Ontario, Canada.— Eaihvay-Car Coiqjling.—April

^., 1869.

Claim.—I. The clamping cross-bars 1 1', arranged
in connection with the draw-head in such a manner
as to sustain the coupling-pin E, and the solid swing-
ing- gate G-, and admit of the attachment of these

parts to the open-sided draw-head, substantially as

described.
2. The swinging-gate Gr, and cross-bar I', con-

structed with stops h c d, operating substantially as

described.

89,345. — Charles E. Miller, Indianapolis,

Ind.— TTas/i--Boi7er.—April 27, 1869: antedated Oc-

tober 27, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the false bottom C,

perforated hinged flaps D D', columns E, and noz-

zles G- G', all constructed and arranged to operate

substantially as and for the purposes herein de-

scribed.

\^ 89,546.—Benjamin E. Barney, Pontiac, 111.—

\ Cora-Harvester.—:^aj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

inclined knives J, guards K, reels L, hinged drop-

per-box P, and lever Q, in the manner described, for

the purpose set forth.

89,547.— Lafayette L. Bettys, Ontario, IST.

Y.—Potato-Digger.—Islaj 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hanger K, brace E, chain h, lever

a^, in combination with the scoop F, as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2. The adjustable brace e and hangers X, in com-
bination with the scoop E and sieve D, as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The crank-shaft A, connecting-rods B, vibrat-

ing-arms C, in combination with the longitudinally
reciprocating screen D, arranged and operating as

herein shown and for the purpose set. forth.

89,548.—EzEKiEL Blake, Chicopee Ealls, Mass.
—Spindle-Stej)for Spinning-Machines.—May 4,1869.

Claiin.—The spindle-step A, having the portion
a elongated and enlarged, and liaving the seat e, oil-

chamber E, and rim / formed therein, in combina-
tion with the cap C, having the central opening c,

and the inner sides thereof conical in section to fit

the tapering sides a^ a'^ of the step, all constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

89,549.—Nathaniel A. Boynton, New York,
N. Y.-Hot-Air Furnace.—Maj 4, 1869.-

^^ Claim.—The radiator A B E E G, when con-
--"structed suljstantially as set forth, and arranged and

combined with a hot-air furnace, in the manner
,

- herein described.

89,550.—John Bowles, Augusta, Ga.-Corn-
Sheller.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. In coml)ination with the shelling-cyl-

inder A'^ a/', the eciuidistant. and eiiuiprominent
points or projections rt'-^' a""' «*!, three or more, as
and for the purposes specified.

2. The shield or funnel B, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, in combination
with the shelliug-cylinder A'-', for the purpose sot
forth.

:}. In combination with the shelling-cyliuder A'-' a^,

tlio spring C, arranged ])etweon the jaws A' A, sub-
stantially in tl»o manner described, for tlio purposes
specilied.

4. Tlie rigid arm or l^ar E, projecting rigidly from
one of the jaws, and so engaging with the otlicr as

to prevent the longitudinal or edgewise displacement
of the parts of the shelling-cyliuder, substantially as
and for the purx)ose described.

89,351.—John N. Bunnell, UniouTille, Conn.
—2fouse-Trap.—lslaY 4, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing tiie body of an ordinary
mouse-trap with rings or bands around its circum-
ference, suljstantially as described.

89,552.—Martin Burnell, Arimdel, England,—Boot-Blaclcing Machine.—May 4, 1869.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

blacking-reservoir G, valve T, and spout t, with the
distributing-brush s, and blacking-Avheel E, as a
whole, operating as set forth.

89,553. — Edward Buknham, Eramiugham,
Mass.— lioxje-Guide for Window- Weights.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—The improved window-weight rope-guide,
made as described, viz, as a cylinder having a flange,

a, at one end, a projection, b, at the other, and a rope-
channel, c, arranged as specified.

89,554.—Egbert Bustin, St. John, New Bruns-
wick,assignor to himself, Jacob D. McDonald, and
George J3edell, same place.

—

Snotv-Flow.—May
4, 1869.

Claim.—The snow-plow, consisting of side-boards
A A', attached to the front cross-beam B of the loco-

motive and to the hanging-posts E E of said cross-
beam, to"-ether with the eye-straps and pins D, and
brace-rod E, the whole constructed and arranged as
and for the i)urpose substantially as herein de-
scribed.

89,555.-JosephBohner, Aldon.N. Y^-Horse-
Bake.—M.aj 4, 1869. •

Claim.—The rake-head E, standards E, hinged to
the main frame C, and i)rovided with brace-hooks i,

in combination with the hinged thills D, having rear-
ward extensions and loekiiig-pins ti, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

89,556.—John Casson, Sheffield Parish, Eng-
land.

—

Machinery for Planing.—May 4, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The compound carriage and fence
hereinbefore described, and illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, that is to say, a compound slid-

iug-carriage, the" u^^per part of which can be set at

an angle to the lower part, so as to present the wood
obliquely to the plane, and a fence jointed to the said
tipper part of the said carriage, and provided with
the means herein described, so as to hold the wood
to be planed at any required angle.

2. The combination witli the parts named in the
preceding clause, of the disk-i)laue, as liereinbefon^
described, and illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings.

3. The "dogs," as adjusted in manner •hereinbo-
fore described, and illustrated in the accompanying
drawings.

4. Tiie combination with the adjustable fence of
the moans hereinbefore described, and illustrated in

the accompanying drawings, for planing wood into
a cylindrical or other like forms, substantially as set

tbrth.

89,557.—William A. Caswell, Provideuco, K.
1.—Blind-Stop.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie blind-slat fastening hoiiein de-

sci'ibed, consisting of tlie curved finger C, the pinto

D, and spring G,\")r their niocliauieal oiiuivaleiits,

arranged and operating substantially as set forth,

for tlie purposes specified.

2. In combinatiou with the plato D and finger C,

the l)utton 11. constrneted and operfiting substan-

tially as descriliod, for the purposes spooifioil.

89.558.—J. "W. Cleveland, North Tunbridgo,

Vt.— 7V/r-J/r<(7/i"»c.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangt-iiuMit of the bod and ui)nglit»s

A A, dogs oi' elani))s' 15 H, aud K'veivs or si>riugs C
C, as sliowu aud described.
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S9,559.—Edwakd Colsox, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

assignor to himself and Chauxcey B. Oakley, same
place.

—

Savj-Teeth.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The tooth A. made straight on its forward
side, with a semicircular notch, x, beveled at the
top, from y to z, and straight from z to B, where
there is an inclined shoulder, and straight from said
shoulder to its horizontal base, U', all as shown in
Pig. 2. and connected to the blade in an inclined
manner, substantially as shown and described.

89,560.—Howell, Cooper, TTatertown, X.Y.—
Cheese-Hoop Follower.—May 4. 1S69.
Claim.—A cheese-hoop follower, having a metallic

face or head, which is enameled, or treated in an
equivalent manner, so as to be anti-corrosive and
non-adhesive, substantially as and for the purposes
shown and set forth.

S9.,581.

—

^Jesse D. Cothrell, Hopedale, Mass.— Weft-Stop Mechanism in Looms.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The fiUing-fork G-. as constructed, not
only as a bent and furcated lever, supported on a
pivot or fulcrum, d, as described, but as disconnected
irom and with its horizontal arm disposed under-
neath and against an arm or lever. I, combined with
mechanism as explained, or its equivalent, for operat-
ing the shipper, the whole being substantially as spe-

cihed and represented, and to enable the dilling-fork,

when a shuttle, during its flight, may be caught in
the warp and borne against the backs of the prongs
of the fork, to move, so as to allow the shuttle to pass
it without causing breakage of the fork or any pai't

of the mechanism for actuating the shipper.
2. The combination of the cammed arm L, or its

mechanical equivalent, applied to, and so as to be
operated by, the filling-fork, in manner and by means
substantially as described, with the shelf or bracket
M, the reciprocating pitman ]^. and its eccentric O,
or thei]#Bquivalent, and with the bent lever P, ap-
plied to the harness-operative mechanism, the • ^ take-
up mechanism," the "let-off mechanism." and the
drop-box operative mechanism,'' or either of the

said mechanisms, substantially in manner as speci-
fied.

3. The ari'angement of the tension-spring s'. of
the "whip-roUer," or "'warp guide," on the upright
rod ra' of such guide, and within the worm-shaft y.
and against a shoulder, n'. therein, the whole being
substantially as, and to effect advantages as hereiiT-

before explained.

§9,56-2.—JoHXSTOx D. Curl and Johx D. Bart-
LETT, Mokena, El.

—

Medical Compound.—May 4.

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ingredients de-
scribed, in the mannei^and proportion as and for the
purposes set forth.

S9,563.—&EOEGE Hexry Daw, London, Eng-
land.— Ca-/-f/'tVZ</(j.—Mar 4. 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the cartridge-case,
with a tubular body, composed of a strip of thin sheet-
metal, soldered at its overlapping edges, and com-
bined with a base-cup, containing the percussion-ar-
rangement, and a wad or filling of paper-pulp, as
hereinbefore set forth.

89,564.—James M. De Witt, Chicago, III.—
Fastening Handles to Tools.—May 4. 1869."

Claim.—The chisel B. constructed as shown and
described, as an article of manufacture.

89,565.—James M. Dormon, Claiborne Parish,
La.—PZou'.-May 4,. 1869.

Claim.—The peculiarly formed plowshares F F',
in combination with the articulating and adjusting
braces E E', when said plowshares and said braces
are constructed and operate as herein described.

89,566.—John P. DL-^-^^ Queens Countr. and
George B. Burroughs. Brooklyn, uS.Y.—Automa-
tic J'a/j.-May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The vibrating steme, in combination with
the handle A, segmental cog or escapement-wheel
c. and spiral spring d, aU arranged and operated in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

89,567.—Elijah Eatox, Hartford, Coim.—Toy-
Yeloclpede.—May 4. 1869.

• Claim.—A toy-velocipede, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as shown and described.

89,568.—Charles E. Evard, Leesburgh. Va.—
Freeing-Tool, iicreio, and Jewel-Setter Combined.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the improved tool,

with the series of cutting, setting, and burnishing
instruments, all constritcted as and for the purposes
described.

89,569.—Joseph Faxyox, Providence, E. I.—
Combined Measure and Funnel.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the graduated funnel
A, transparent plate a, faucet C, hollow tube h.

notched rod c, and springs d and /, all subsfcintially

as herein shown and described.

89,570.

—

James H. Fellov/s, Alba. Pa.

—

Device
for Fastening Wagon-Scats.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—An automatic seat-fastener, consisting of
a seat-iron, A. body-plate E, and eccentric or cam-
lever F, eonstr-ucted and arranged substantially as
herein shown ajid described.

89,571 W. A. Field. SchuylkiU Haven, Pa.—
Potato-Digger.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the share D, station-
ary screen E, and rotary clearer i j, when these
several parts are constructed and arranged as herein
specified. •

89,572.— Stephen Fisx, Winchester, Ind.—
Wash-Boiler.—:sLsLj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the oval, perforated
bottom B, cuiwed bars e e, shields i i, tapering tube
C, and cap D, "nlth its slotted flange b and rims c c,

all substantially as shown and described.

89,573.—W. G-ARRisox and Charles H. Stev-
Exs, Syracuse, X. Y.

—

Holdback.—May 4, 1869; ante-
dated December 8. 1868.

Claim.—The swinging platform/ and spring g. in
combination with a nat^headed hook C h and thill-

iron A, as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.

89,574.—.J. H. Giles. Xew York, X. Y.—En-
ameling Stone and Earthenware.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The process of enameling, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

89,575.—JoHxGooDiN, Centralia,ni.

—

Wrench.
—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the handle A, hav-
ing a flat, broad portion, B, which is slotted and
g-rooved as described, the stationary jaw C, raised
surface a. pawl b, spring c, and flanges d and e, all

snbstantitdly as shown and describedT
2. • In combination with the handle A, flat portion

B. and stationary jaw C, the slide D, movable jaw E,
and notched cam-wheel F. all constructed and oper-
ating substantiallv as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

89,576.-George H. Gregory, Jforth Milton,
Con-n.— Whip-Socket.—:SlvL\ 4, 1869.
• Claim.—The combined aiTangement of the verti-

cal serrated rod D, the oblique ^ever E, sliding bolt

and spring F, and spiral spring G. in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as herein described.

89,577.—Johx a. Haase, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Floor-Clamp.—:!iLaj 4, 1869.

Claim.^^1. The construction of the jawA with a
supporting shoulder, a' a", substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction of the jaws A and A' with the
slotted elbow d and lug e, substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

3. A floor-clamp, composed of the retaining-jaws
A and A', retaining-screws B B, clamping-head D,
guiding and supporting shaft F, and forcing-shaft C,
when the several parts'are constructed and arranged
for joint operation, substantiaDy in the manner and
for the pm'pose set forth.
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89,578.—Samuel Hodkinson, Louisville, Ky.

—

Automatic Svntch.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combiuation of tSe slotted lever E
and spring G, the cranks I K, connecting-links J,

J, and 0, and shifting-bar M, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated in the manner and lor the
pui'pose set forth.

89,579.—William "Wheeler Hubbell, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

—

Flux for Extracting Precious Metals
from their Ores.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The use and application of sulphate of
baryta to a furnace to form a flux, with which to sep-

arate the metals of gold or silver-ores from the other
quartz or earthy matter and sulphur in them, sub-
stantially as described.

89,580.— H. S. Hudson, Selma, Ala.—Auto-
7natic Feed-Regulator for Lamias.—May 4, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An adjustable automatic feeder or reg-
ulator, applied to a pipe leading from a supply res-

ervoir to a burner, and constructed so as to oper-
ate substantially as described.

2. The combination of an automatic feeder, con-
structed substantially as described, with an appara-
tus which will regulate the supply to and pressure in
a distributing-pipe leading to said feeder, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The well G-, made adjustable ui^on pipe D,and
so constrncted as to expose to A^iew the fluids into
which the end of this pipe dips, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The lower entf of pipe D, reduced to a knife-
edge, and arranged within the well, substantially as
described.

89,581.—PvEUBEN K. HuNTOOX, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. Augustus Lyxch, same
place.

—

Governor for Steam-Fngines.—May 4, 18(!9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylinder W
and piston X, with the screw-propeller G-, its shaft
F, and case A.

2. The combination and arrangement of the auxil-
iary shaft M and the toggles K L, with the pro-
peller Gr and its shaft F, and mechanism for revolv-
ing the said auxiliary shaft ]\r, such mechanism, as
represented and described, being the gears O P, the
shaft Q, and the pulley S.

3. The combination and arrangement of either or
both the series of channels o x, with the seats r and
passages n q' of the wheel-valve V, and its case B,
applied together, and made in other respects sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement and combination of the wings
a' with the case A, the passages m, and the cylinder
W, to b& used with a piston, and the propeller and
shaft, arranged in such case, substantially in man-
ner, and to operate as described.

89,583.-John "W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, and
David Blake, Spcncertown, N". Y.

—

Compo^ind of
Ivory-Dust and other Materials.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Agglutiniziiig ivory-dust, or other pul-
verized material, by combining collodion therewith,
and sulijecting the composition to pressure during
the evaporation of the volatile elements, substan-
tially as described.

2. The evaporation of the alcohol and ether by
means of heat, substantially as described. „.,,^—

-""^'

89,583.—Isaac Ic^KELiiEiTrEh, 'New York, N.
Y.— Watch-Winding Device.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with a ratchet-
wlieel of the main-spring arbor and its retaiiiing-
pa-\\i, of the winding-plate, Avith its square stem and
its spring-click, for engaging with the said ratchet-
wheel, all constructed and arranged for operation,
substantially as heroin sliown and set forth.

2. The combination, with the parts named in the
preceding clause, of the cover or cap, so coiiKtnicted
as to extend over and hold the winding-plate, and
to constitute a socket for the protection of the wind-
ing-square, as aad for the purpose sliown and set
forth.

89,584.—John H. Ikwin, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mode of Ouiding Velocipedes on a Single Track.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A velocipede, connected with a truck,
acting as a counter-weight, as set forth, to operate
under control of the rider, as described.

89,585.—John Johnson, Saco, M.e.—Sun-I)ial

.

—Ma^ 4, 1869.

Claim.—A translucent hollow globe, having an
aperture at the top, through which a pencil of rays
from the sun may pass, to mark time, the globe being-
rendered opaque at the top, and on the side next to
the sun, for the purpose of giving a perfect delinea-
tion of the bright spot, as it traverses the surface of
the globe.

89,586.—C. F. Keller, iSTevada, Ohio, assignor
to himself, William Balliet, and H. A, King,
same place.

—

Locking-Nut.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A plate, E, provided with a suitable
number of holes, as described, in combination with
the plate B, having one or more staples attached for
securing the plate E in place, by means of the- pins
J, to prevent the nuts turning or becoming loose, as
and for the purpose set forth.

89,587.—George King, Frederick, Md.-Sash-
Lock.- May 4, 1869.

'

Claim.—The knuckle-catch b, in combination with
the spring C, the whole constructed and arranged
with relation to the sash A, as shown and described.

89,588.—HiRAJi S. Maxim and James Eadley,
New York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Making Illumin-
ating Oasfroiii Gasoline.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus for making illuminat-
ing-gas from gasoline or other hydrocarbon-fluids
and atmospheric air, in which the gas-fluid is forced
from the tank or chamber in which it is held, to the
heating ajid vaporizing chambers by the action of
the compressed air, or its equivalent, in such tank
or chamber, substantially as described.

2. Heating and vaiiorizing the gas-fluid in a small
continuous stream, of sufficient volume only tor
the required light or lights, by forcing the fluid

through the heating and vaporizing chambers by the
action of compressed air, or its equivalent, upon such
fluid, substantially as described.

3. Dra-^'ing atmospheric air into the apparatus,
for the purpose of carbureting the same, so as to
produce an illuniinating--gas, by forcing the hydro-
carbon-vapor through a contracted vent into the
perforated air-tube, by the action of the compressed
air or its equivalent upon such vapor, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of the fluid and air chamber A,
pipe B, and the heating and vaporizing chambers F
and G, constructed aud operating in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

89,589.-E. McLane, Young America, EL-
Corn-Separator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the frame A,
spring-bars E E, shoe D, loops a a, and crank-shaft
b, all substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. The shoe D, provided with cross-bars c c, and
riddles 1 1, placed so as to form stair-steps, substan-
tially as shown and described.
,,,3. In combination with the shoe D, and riddles I
i, the adjustable bars H H, substantially as speci-
fied.

89,590.-Henry N. Meeker, Smith's Mills, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Washing Hides and Leather.—
May 4, 18(i9.

Claim.—The rotating slatted cylinder B, when
provided with inwardly-projecting- ribs or shelves e

e, for lilting portions of the water from the tub or
vat A, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially in the manner aud for the purpose set

forth.

89,591.— Charles E. jMiller, Indianapolis,
Jiu\.— Wash- Boiler.-May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination ol' the false bottom C,
perforated hinged (laps 1) 1)', columns V, and noz-

zles G (»', all constriicled and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purposes herein de-

scribed.
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S9,593.—Petek Munzixger, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—Straddle-Pipe for Hydraulic Gas-Mains.—ilay 4,

1869.

Claim.—The interior pipe I, chamber J. neck M,
and tlie diaphragm or -u-eir X, tlie whole composing-
the straddle-pipe H, suhstantialiy as and for the pur-
pose sho-n'u and described.

89,593.—James H. Muurill, Baltimore. ilEd.,

assignor to Murrill and Keizer, same i)laee.

—

Forming-Machine for Square Tin Cases.—Mar 4,

1869.

Claim.—1. In a forming- machine, the direct at-

tachment of the grooving'-roiler to the treadle with-
out the intervention of joints.

2. The yielding fulcrum G. or its equivaleut, for
the purpose specified.

3. The spring goose-neck or yoke E, operating sub-
stantially as described.

4. In a forming-machine, as described, tbe use of
the counterweight G-, or its equivalent, for retm-ning
the working parts to a position of rest.

89,594.—Edward "W. Owex. Brooklyn, X. Y.
•

—

Inhaling-Ajjparatus.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—One or more jars or chambers, 1, 2. 3, with
the connection-tubes T and T', ingress or air tubes
X and X', with flexible (or other) pfpe M, and mouth-
piece H. all suitably arranged, and operating in the
manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

89,595.—"Willia:si Samuel Page and Eichard
East, Xiue Elms AYharf, Xiue Elms, England.

—

Steam- Generator

.

—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The series of perforated cylinders, ar-

ranged to separate the water and other extraneous
matters from the steam before it enters the steam-
pipe leading to the engine, stibstantially as above de-
scribed.

89,596.—Emery Parker, Xew Britain, Conn.—Door-Key.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A key for a lock, whose bow a, shank &,

and bit c, made 'from sheet or i^late metal, are com-
bined with a stem, B, made separately therefrom,
the article being constructed substantially as de-
scribed.

89,597.—Samuel B. Parmexter, Lewiston, Me.—Spinning-Frame.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the head C and the
adjustable bar T>. when constructed as described,
with the Ufting-rods B and ring-rails E, substantially
as described, ibr the purpose set forth.

89,598.-Elijah S. Pierce. Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to Xatioxal Screw Cojipaxy, same place.—Apparatus for Conveying Screw-Blanks.—Mav 4.

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the devices D, E, F, G, and S, and spring-levers P.
for the purpose of moving and operating the rotating
block H, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ro-

tating carrier-block H, the spring-finger I, and the
part A', with the condiicting-ways^K, for the purpose
of conveying the blanks, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the cam L. lever Z\I. spring
X, and spring-pin V. all arranged and operating to-

gether substantially in the manner set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the rotat-

ing-mecbanism, moved by the cam D, and the push-
ing'-mechanism, operated by the cam L, with the sta-

tionary rest A, for the purpose of conveying a blank
from the wavs to the jaws, substantiallv as herein set

forth.

89,599. — JOHX Pirer, Utica, X. Y.—JHetal
Binding for Oil- Cloth, Carpet, d-c.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The sheet-metal edging, or binding, when
attached to floor or other cloths, substantially in the
manner stated.

89,600.—JOHX E. Saxford. Keokuk, Iowa.—
Lamp.—M.Q.j 4, 1869.

Claim.—The position of the cog-wheels, or bev-
eled gearing, with their shaft, placed on the outside
of the wick'tube, the wheels working, together with

their connections and thumb-piece, above the level
of the oil in the reservoii-, substantially as described.

89,60J .—.Julius Sheldox, Xew York, X. Y.—
Hat-Blocking Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a hat stretching or
blocking macbine, the continuous rubber cap a" ap-
plied substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

•
89,60-2.-Gottlieb Schreyer. Columbus, Ohio.
—Axle-Skein.—:Slay 4. 1869.

Claim.—The screw-thi-ead jf, formed t^pon the cyl-
indrical end of the axle-skein, substantially in tbe
manner and for the purpose set forth.

89,603 Pv. A. Smith. Washington Mills. X. Y.
—Horse Hai/-Fork.—^a\ 4, 1S69.

Claim.—The sliding-catch S, when c(f»istructed
with the slots G and I, and notch K, and used in

combination with the pins e and/, spring H, rope E,
and liftLng-tine bead M. with notch J therein, the
several parts being* arranged as and for the purpose
herein specified.

89,604.—'William Stewart, Hartford. Conn—
Carriage-Sash Fastener and Supporter.—May 4.1869.

Claim.—The cams E E, springs G G, stops H H,
guides C C, when arranged and used for supporting
the sash of carriage-windows, as herein described.

89,605.—SujrxER Stoughtox, "Windsor, Ohio,
assia-nor to himself and LEVEineiT Grover.—Horse-
Hake.—'^^ay 4. 1869.

Claim.—The lever M and strap n. in combination
with the arms E. as shown and for the purpose set
forth.

89,606.—JOHX H. Strixgfellow, Eichmond,
Ya.

—

Seeding-Machine.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. The seed-distributina' sash E, adjusta-
ble bridges g-, seed-slides g g^, rSller e, adjustable
cams /, spring S, rolling-bar H, and connecting-de-
vice h-. combined substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The combination of the roUiag-bar H, arm It,

rod H', suspension-attachment h^. drill-teeth J, slid-

ing-sash E, and connecting-device /i^, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the laterally adjustable
drag-bars D, the laterally adjustable hoppers G', and
the laterally reciprocating- seed-distributiug sash E,
all substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described. •

4. The combination of the sash E, spring S, fixed

block v'. and movable block v. all arranged and .oper-

ated substantially in the manner described."

5. The lugs 2) on the drill-tubes J, pins j on the
drag-bars, in combination with the pivoted coverers
K K'. all arranged and operating as described.

6. The ai-rangemeut of the oblique and inclined
supports a a, upright A-' of the axle-tree B', and the
seat A^, all in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.
7. The tubular drill-tooth J, constructed with the

wing J-i, and vertical plane-face J^ in combination
with the blades L and L', substantially as and for the

purpose described.

89,607.-Charles B. Thayeh, Svracuse, X. Y.
—Toy-Gi(,n.—:SLaj 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring D. combined with the barrel

A, and arranged so that it is held in the position for

discharging by the contact of one end thereof with
the interior surface of the barrel, and may be dis-

charged l)y pulling on the part H, substantially as

and for the purpose described. j

2. Tlie combination, with the springD and the bar-

rel, of a hammer, I. when actuated by the said spring,

substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Si*,608.—Saa[Uel E. Thompsox. Xew Market,
X. H., assignor to himself and Joseph Pln-kham,
same place.

—

Plow.—May 4, 1869. •

Claim.—1. The combination of the tongue with
the plow-beam.

2. The coulter A,' as separate from the beam and
supported by an arm, C, or its equivalent, projecting

from the plowskare.
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3. The combination of tlie bar G, tlie forked span-

ner H, the lever F, and their screws, Avith the plow-
beam pivoted to the share, so as to operate therewith,
substantially as described, the lever F being applied

to the handles of the plow, as set 'forth.

89,609. —Almon THV7ING, Hopedale, and
Charles H. Fowlek, West Koxbury, Mass.— Gri7id-

ing-Mill.—Msiy 4, 1869.

Clai'm.—1. The circular-grooved cap-plate, ar-

ranged so as not only to rest on the outer series of

balls, supported by the grooved runner, but to have
its inner groove over the inner series of balls out of
contact tlierewith, or disposed with a narrow space
between it and them, the same being constructed as

herein described and as represented.
2. The combination of one or more springs, tn, ,or

the equivalejit thereof, ' with tlie circular-grooved
cap E, and the circular-grooved runner D, and its

series of balls F, such spring or springs being*to
ejiable the cap-plate to yield or move from the balls,

or to hold and press them down upon the runner,
while they may be in operation, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the con-
centric peripheral groove or channel d, of the runner,
and the scraper i, guide h, and opening r/, Avith the
circular-grooved cap and runner, and their series of
balls, arranged to operate together as set forth.

89,610.—"WiLOAM D. Titus, Brooklyn, IS.Y.—Hot-Air Furnace.—May 4, 1869.

Glctim.—Two or more heating-apparatus in one
jacket, separated their entire width and height by a
vertical air-flue, F, in combination with the inverted
cone-shaped reflector R, reflectiug-hood D, and air-

flues 1, 2, 3, 3', 4, 5, 6, 7, and dampers in flues 5, to
regulate the flow of hot air from either furnace, A A',
all arranged and operating in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

89,611.

—

Joseph TVadleigh, Chebanse, 111.

—

Machine for Hating and Cocking Hay.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pressing-box B, arranged to act
automatically, as set forth.

2. The combination of the box B, bar 7', rollers 28,

pinion h, shaft d, pulleys g 29 i, bar I, clutch-wheel 41,

pulley n, springs m 8', ratchet 14', and pawl 15', as
specified.

3. The combination of the box B, wheels H, bars
O C, friction-rollers E G-, hoop V, bevel-wheel 24,

shaft 32, and wheels 31 .54, shaft 7', pinion h, and
pulleys i29, and weighted ropes 12' 13', as set forth
and shown.

4. The drum 3', provided A^ith projecting bands 11,

in combination Avith the bousing A, provided with
prongs 16, which operate between said bands, as
set forth.

5. The combination of the shafts 23, 60, crank S',

arms n', Avheels 17 18 4', prongs 12, bars K', drum 3',

and carrinr y 2, as specified.

89,612.—John S. Wallis, New Orleans, La.—
Cotton-Bale Tie.—May 4, 1869.
Claim.—The buckle A, when constructed of plate-

iron, one side being thicker than the other, and hav-
ing two slots B B, and cleft C, as and fortliei)urpose
herein described.

89,61 3.—Benjamin Wardavell, Providence, R.
I.

—

Culinary- Ap2)araUcs.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A boiler for culinary purposes, made
substantially in tlie manner herein described, so that
there shall be a space or chamber, E, formed between
the bottom of th'i boiler and the stove-plate, into
wliich the steam, passing- from the boih^r through
the pipe or conduit G, is (liseharged, us and for the
purposes shown and set forth.

89,614.— SuRiMiKRO II. WriEicLER, Dowagiac,
Mi(!h.

—

Draught- Equalizer.—May 4, 1 869.

Claim..—1. The construction of a three-horse equal-
izing-draught lever, by uniting two conceMtric semi-
circles, A A, of (litt'erent diameters, as and for the
])urpose specified.

2. In a three-horse eqnalizing-draiight lover, form-
ed of two seiuicirclcB, A A, the construction and ar-

il C r—II

rangement of the lugs P P, the link L, and the re-

cess O, substantially as described.
3. In a three-horse eciualizing-draught lever, form-

ed of two semicircles, A A, the use of a single chain,
C C, provided at one end Avith the link L, and at the
other end with the hook K, and fastened to the lugs
P P, by means of the bolt or rivet F, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

89,615

—

Baxtku Wright, Cardiff, N. Y.—
Boot-Digger—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—So constructing and arranging the blades,
by placing them at an inward angle, as that they will
follow the root to be extracted, and prevent the
draAving up of earth, substantially as described.

89,616 S. S. Allen, Belvidere, IST. Y.—Churn.
—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The tube H, having tAvo spiral grooves
formed in it, and the pin I, in combination with the
swivele-d and pivoted dasher-handle G, lever K, up-
rights C and D, and detachable horizontal bar E,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

89,617.—James S. Baldwin, l^ewark, N. J.

—

Method of Controlling the Flow of Liquids under
Pressure.—May 4, 1869.

Clai7n.—1. Utilizing the power of outfloAving cur-
rents, as described.

2. 'The equalizing device represented in Fig. II.

89,618.

—

Charles T. Barber and Benjamin T.
L00Mis,New York. N.Y.

—

Needle-Setter and Thread-
Pincer.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a needle-setter, of
thread pincers or clamps, substantially as described.

89,619. — Angeline Bayley, Battle Creek,
Mich., administratrix of the estalse of Alden C.
Bayley, deceased.

—

Hay-Hack.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A hay-rack, when provided with the floor-

timbers A and diagonal braces B, arranged as herein
shown, and for the purposes described.

89,620.—Abner G. Beahn, East Hampton,
Conn.

—

Metallurgic Furnace.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the flue of two parts, B B',

eonnectad by a deflecting arch, a, arranged relatively
with the partition &, and the chamber or spark-re-
ceptacle c, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

89,621.—Horatio IS. Black, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Spring.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The relative arrangement and combina-
tion of the series of springs orsectious, substantially
as described herein.

89,622.—W. I. Blackman, Columbus, Miss.

—

Book-Binding.—May 4, 1869.

Claiin.—In combination Avith a book, the slits B B,
made ill the back for receiving the fastening-twine
or tliread, and securing the tapes E, substantially
as and for the i)urposes herein shown and described.

89,623.—EoBEirr Blake and Ansel Carpen-
tek, Seranton, Pa., assignors to Robeut Blake.—
Machine for Swaging Ax-FMs.—May 4, 18(59.

Claim.—1. The combination Avitli the lug or stop
on cam-shaft or other part moving in unison
therewith, of the hingi'd clutch-lever and its vibrat-
ing latch, arranged to engage Avith said lug or stop,

substantially as and for the purposes shown and set
forth.

2. Tlie oombinntion of the clutch, formed of two
parts, as deseriliod, and cam-sliafl, on whiuh the said

parts are mounted, and tiie clutctilever and latch

of th(! stop on the male portion of tlie clutch and
corres])on(ung stop on the machine- frame, and tho

lug on the said caiii-slialt or other part moving in uni-

son therewitli, arranged for joiiitoperation as heroin
shown and specified.

3. The eombinalion Avith tho punchiiig-inn ;»ml

S([uei>zing-dies()f an ear-ftirming center-piece or die,

constructed and arranged to operate siihstautiallv'

fti^ herein do.seribcd, so that wlien the metal is

piineliecl from the one edge, tiie two ears on the other
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edge of the poll -will be formed in said die from the
metal forced into the same by the punching opera-
tion, as set forth.

4. Tlie employment, -vrith the squeezing-dies, of a
sliding center-piece, constructed and operated as
described, so as to receive either the plain edge of
the poll or that upon which the ears are formed, as
and for the purposes set forth.

5. The employment, with the squeezing-dies, of
the gauge, placed in rear of the dies and hinged to
and moving with t)]^ cross-head, a spring for hold-
ing said gauge in position, with a yielding pressure,
and an inclined block or stop for gradually with-
drawing the gauge from between the dies, as the
cross-head descends, and the poll is grasped by the
dies, substantially in the manner herein shown and
set forth.

6. The combination, with the squeezing-dies, of
the center-piece or die, provided with a gauge-pin
or permanent gauge, substantially as and for the
purposes shown and set forth.

89,624.—James E. Botle, 2^ew York, 2T, T.—
Maehinefor Trimming Cue-Leather.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The employment, in combination with a
cutting mechanism or- device, adapted to cut or
shave around the circumference of the leather, of a
rest or stop-siu'face, against which the leather may
be forced and held to insure its retention on the cue
while being revolved, substantially as set forth.

89,625.—TTiLMA^r H. Brock. Bridgeport.Conn.,
assig-nor to himself and Charles H. Huxtoox, same
place.

—

Adjustable Ceiiter-Square.—May 4, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the tongue F with

the legs A and B, at right angles to each" other, the
said legs provided with a guide, C, to receive the
base, D. of the tongue, the said tongue made adjust-
able, so as to be moved to or from the angle of the
two legs, and at an angle equally dividing the angle
of the two legs, all substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the "subject-matter of the
first clause, the pointer G, made adjustable, sub-
stantially as set forth.

89,626.— Eltsha Bro^v-x, TTayne, Mich.—
Animal-lra/p.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The movable chamber G, suspended with
the door C, by means of the cord E, when operated
by the devices described, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

I 89,627.—John H. BroWx, Brockport, X. T.—
Miter-Machine.—May 4, 1669.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of two cutters, E,
and their adjustable frames C, at angles to each
other, and relatively to the V-shaped table H, as
shown, and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement upon the miter-table H, ofthe
fixed clamp g, and the movable clamp g'\ yy'ith. its

sliding handle, when the parts ai'e adapted to operate
as herein described.

89,628.—Myron S. Brownell, Adrian, Mich.
—Caster.—:s1q.t 4, 1869.

Claim.—In a caster, of substantially the described
construction, the traversing frame «.' provided with
journals H and friction-wheels F, when arranged to
revolve upon pin I, in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

89,629.—James M. Buchaxan, Lawrenceville,
TlI.—Chum-Basher.—M.SL\ 4. 1869.

Claim.—The improved churn-dasher herein de-
scribed, when constructed substantially as specified.

89,630.— Stephen Carlton, Lynn, Mass.

—

jyrain-Pipe.—May 4, 1669.

Claim.—The perforated pipe A B, with its eonp-
ling C, in combination with the flanged cap D, so

an'anged that an open space, E, is formed between
' said cap and the pipe, for the admission of the sm--

rounding water, all constructed as herein described
and shown.

89,631.—Edmund E. Carter, Medina, and
CoRODON D. W. Gibson, Bay City, Mich.

—

Vpset-
ting-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—An improved upsetting-machine, consist
ing of bed-plate A, provided with slots B, ribs F
and pivot H ; the sliding jaws C, provided with
lugs D, serrated eccentrics J. flanges E, serrated
racks K. slots E. links I, and the" lever G, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein specified, and for the purpose set forth.

89,632.—Joseph Conwat, Harrison, Md.—
Balance'Line for Mast-Hoops.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—la connection with the cords e e, extend-
ing between the several mast-hoops, arranging the
lifts a a in such a manner that they run from the
side or forwai'd part of the upper 'hoop obliquely
back to a point upon the gaff under the throat-hal-
yard, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,633.—Patrick Cullen, Bridgeport, Conn.
—^oo^.7«cZ:.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The boot-jack herein described, corrsist-

ing of the parts A and B, the hinge, with the rest D,
formed upon the two parts, and the said rest con-
structed so as to hinge the two parts together, in the
manner herein set forth.

89,634.—J. M. Culver, GilbertsviUe, Iowa.—
Garden-Cultivator.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The improved* cultivator herein described,
when constructed and arranged as specified.

89,635.—George H. Davis, Stony Brook, i!f.T.—Steering-Apparatus.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the steering-wheel
and windlass C D, or their equivalents, the chain-
pulley E, constructed as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

89,636.—G. ^. DA^^s and Albert E. Smith,
Providence. E. 1.—Car- Starter.—::^&t 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of starting street-cars, by
means of a hand-crank, H, and intermediate toothed
gearing, I E, or any suitable number of such gear-
wheelsand pitmen D D, cranks B B B B, arranged
at right angles, and i^arallel rods C C, all slib-

stantially as'shown and described, anS for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The pinion I, when provided with the means of
throwing it out of gear, substaiitially as described,

in combination with the wheel E, pitmen D D, rods
C C, and cranks B B B B, on the axles A, all as set

forth.

3. In combination with the crank-axles A, con-
necting-rods C D, disks b, and shaft d. the boss or
wheel A:, and spring-band m, operated substantially

as described, for the pm'pose specified.

89,637.—E. A. Dayton, Pdchmond, Va.—Bear-
ing for Vertical Shafts.—May 4, 1669.

Claim.—1. The box A, journal-bearing E, seg-

mental bearings F, and shaft, all combined and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.
2." The box A. provided with the fixed bearing H

and vertical tubular extension D, the tapered adjust-

able journal-bearing E, and shaft, all combined and
an-anged substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

89,638.—Julie Diettrich, Hoboken, X J.—
Sad-iron.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable sad-iron handle D,
when supported in the posts B C, that are fixed to

the sad-iron, and when locked by means of a hook,

g. formed on a pivoted plate, F. substantially as

herein shown and described, to operate as set forth.

2. The slotted plate F. pivoted to one of the posts

that project from a sad-ii'on, and arranged to lock

the removable handle D, substantially as herein

shown and described.

89,639.—George B. Douglas, Sedalia, Mo.,
assignor to himself and J. H. Scheer, same place.

—

Brake for Wagons.—May 4, 1369.

Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the

eccentric brake-blocks E, bar or shaft D, arm F,

connecting-rod G, lever H, and guard I, having a

catch i, formed upon it, with each other, operating
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.
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89,640.—"William R. Dunn, Alton, Ind.—Boot-
Crimping Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinge E, in connection with lever

C, rod m, guide-bars D D and F, and pins//, or any
other device substantially the same.

2. The latch s, in connection with the lever C and
guide-bar F, or their equivalents.

89,641.—HoBERT S. Dunning, FallEiver, Mass.
—Key-Fastener.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The key-fastener, constructed and applied

substantially as herein set forth.

89,642.—Felix J. Emery, Chicago, 111.

—

Manu-
facture of Metal Ornaments. —May 4, 1869.

Claim.—Ornaments for architectural and other

purposes, when made of wire, substantially as de-

scribed.

89,643.—Le Eoy Faknham and John Moshee,
Delta, M.ich.—Fanning-Mill.—Ma.j 4, 1869.

Claim.—In a grain-feeder of substantially the de-

scribed construction, the slide E, held by tlie cam H,
in the maniier described, for the purpose set forth.

89,644.

—

John E. Finley, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Bee-Hive.—Mnj 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable comb-frames EBB,
with the top and bottom bars made with four flanges

each, as described, and for the purpose specified,

with their projecting ends Q Q.
2. Tlie combination, with sliding-frames, of the

grooved bottom and grooved honey-board, as de-

scribed.

3. In combination with the elements above claim-

ed, the bee-hive casing, constructed as described.

89,645.—John E. Finley, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Chttrn.-May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, of frames m and n,

constructed with notches, and arranged as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the frames n and m, with

the frame or casing P, cog-wheels B, D, and C, rod
E, tube or thimble F, nut d, and pi\'ots e and s, the
R-hole constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose herein set forth.

89,646.—C. J. Fisher, "Waukon, Iowa.—iVecA;-

Padfor Horses.—May, 4,1869.
Claim.—The neck-i)ad, having an inner lining of

crimped leather, and provided with straps & c, to al-

low its being fastened to the collar, as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

89,647.— E. J. Eraser, Erie, 'Fa.— Uterine-
Supporter.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie bell-shaped and oval ring e, with
the bows /, either double or single, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown* and de-
scribed, for tlie purposes specified.

2. Supporting the uterus by an expanded ring,

made to fit the base of the uterus, and allowing the
mouth to be inclosed thereby; substantially as de-
scribed.

89,648.—Theophilus Fravel, Westville, Ind.—Apparatus for Treating Diseases by Vacuum.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of the case A with the
rubber cap C, hinged cap D, baud B, and catches d
d d, all arranged to operate substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

89,649.—Francis P. Fuunald, Jr., New York,
Eemick W. Chami'ION, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Isaac
N. Davies, Bergen City, N. J.—Faint-Brush.—
May 4, 1869.

Claiin.—Packing the ferrules A, above the bris-

tles, with cut bristles, grass, hiiir, or other substance
having similar form, cut into the reciuired lengths,
and inserted and packed in the manner described.

89,650.—Ali'HEUs C. Gallahue, Morriaaiiia,
N. Y., assignor to himself and David Gillisi'IE,
IS'ew York City.

—

Itotary Steam-Engine.—May 4,

18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of cam I, arm J,

pivoted bar L, with the abutment G-, and flanged
cylinder C, and the piston D, as herein set forth.

"
2. The arrangement of the flanged cylinder C, car-

rying the piston D, with reference to the construc-
tion of the case B, as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the steam-chest P, with
its slide-valve, and the ingress and egress ports,
whereby the abutment G- is enabled to move at the
proper given time, so as to avoid the pressure of
steam therein, as herein set forth.

89,653. — George L. Gerard, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to himself, Thatcher B. Carpen- ,

ter, and James E. Carpenter.—^i^Hjig' Bed-Bot-
tom.—May 4, 1869.

Claim. — The spring C, constructed with the
turned-up end D, in combination with the strap or
loops E and slats A, the said strap passing over each
slat and secured to the cross-bar B, between each
two of the slats, and the slat perforated to receive
the end D of the spring, and so that the|slat may be
reversed as set forth, and the whole constructed and
arranged so as to operate substantially as set forth.

89,652.—J. Goodrich and H. J. Colburn,
Fitchburgh, Mass., assignors to Eollstone Ma-
chine Works, same place

—

Self-Oiling Pulley.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the hubs B and
C, of the wooden bushing G, and hub-nut F, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the rim A , hubs B and
C, flanges or webs D E, of the wooden bushing G,
and hub-nut F, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

89,653.

—

Harmon Goodwin and Charles H.
Bennett, 2d, South Berwick Junction, Me.

—

Dough-
Eolling Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the crank-roller B,
supported at one end on the screw-spindle a, with
the loller G, laterally adjustable by means of the
bent bars H and the 'table I, when made removable,
as set forth.

89,654.—Joseph L. Halliman, Grand Eapids,
Mich.—Medicated Cracker.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A medicated cracker, when composed of
the ingredients and substantially in the proportions
herein set forth, for the purpose described.

89,655.—EOBERT Ham, Troy, 'S.^Y.— Cooking

-

Stove.—May ^, 1869.
Claim.—1. A hot-water reservoir. A, having a flue,

B, both at the bottom and back, indented through-
out its whole extent, into the body of the reservoir,
and arranged so as to receive the" draught directly
through the back plate of the stove, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

2. Casting the entire reservoir, ex<jept the covers,
in two parts only, one part forming the body of the
reservoir and the inside of the flues, and the other
part, C, being an angular i>late, covering the whole
outside of the flues, as herein set forth.

89,656.—Thomas Harbottle, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Hydraulic Press.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the passage I, pas-
sages /i, check-valves G, adjustable stops B B', pas-
sages h b' a, and the relief-valves C, as herein de-
scribed, whereby each press is relieved independent-
ly, the pulsation of the liquid upon the relief- valves
reduced, and one block provided for a number of
presses, for the purpose specified.

89,657.

—

"William Haslup, Sidney, Ohio.—
Water- Wheel.—May 4, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The wheel C, provided with the buck-
ets //', constructed sid)staiitially as deseribc-d, iu
combination with the plate F, provided with tliecou-

duit-openings g g, of diflbrent sizes, arruugod and
operating substantially as described.

2. Cylinder A, openings «' a'^, cap B, shafts c c,

provided Avith cogged segments, rings, or baiiils 15

B', on which are formed segmentiS^ b', ami openings,
wheel C, and shaft J, all eombined, coiistrueted, ar-

rniig(>(l, and operated substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.
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S9,65S G. W. Hatch. Pai-kman, Ohio.—Sleigh-
m(n7ier.—:SLax 4, 1869.

Claim.—Casting the runner, shoe, and knees in
one piece, and with gvooves. or recesses, to receive
wooden strengthening-timbers, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pui'pose set
forth.

89,659.—Jajies TT. Hazeltox and Alvts" A.
Southard, Drayton Plains, and Olivkr Merwix,
Elba, Mich.— Xut-Locks for Fish-Plates. — May 4.

1869.

Claim.—The spring nut-lock D. constrncted sub-
stantially as described, and operating for the purpose
specified.

89.660. — George ^. Helt, Alma, lifich.

—

Store-Pipe Thimble.—May 4, I8t9.

Claim.—The conical flange or funnel F, in com-
bination with a double-walled cylinder, constructed
substautially as shown and described, and operating
for the purpose specified.

89.661. — THOJfAS X. Henderson, Jackson.
Mich.

—

Potato-Dig fjcr,—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. Movable urate I. with its shaking appa-
ratus, ard wheel E, ratchet-pins F, and levers" G- and
H. constiucted and operated substantially as and for
the purpose. aforesaid.

2. In combination with above, plow-point A, sides
B B, handles C C. and beam D, constructed, arranged,
and operated substautially as and for above-named
ptirpose.

89,662 D. P. Hen-ry. "VTindsor. 111.—Pump.—
May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The pnmp-tube E, so constructed at its

upper end above the discharge-spout K as to receive
between its sides the gear-wheels / g, and carrying
at its lower end the pitmp-barrel A. in whicb the solid
plunger D is operated from the crank-shaft of the
gear-wheel g, by means of the jointed connecting-rod
I, all arranged and operating as described, for the
purpose specified.

89.663.—Joseph Heroux. St. Paul. Minn.—
Propelling Boats.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. The cross-bar D. or its eqtiivalent, by
means of which, through suitable mechanism, motion
can be imparted to the oars, hy the feet of an oai-s-

man, substantially as show^n.
2. The levers E E. when pivoted to the boat, and

connected with the cross-bar D, or its equivalent,
and with the inner ends of the oars C C, substantially
as and fbr the pm'pose specified.

3. The cross-bar D, and levers E E, together with
their connecting-chains d cl, e e, and c c.in combina-
tion with the boat A and oars C C, substantially as
shown and for th» purj)ose described.

89,664.-E, Jean'Jaquet, Xew York. X. Y.—
Bottle-Filler.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cock D, or its eqttivalent. with one
or more discharge-tubes or orifices, when the same
is used in combination with the air-tube C, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. In combination with -a cock, provided with one

or more discharge-tubes or orifices, the slots j, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

89,665.—JosiAH Joxsox, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Appa-
ratus/or Carbureting Air or Ga-J.-^May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of cham-
bers, A^ A^ A^. pipes e e' e-, i- i^. valves v v v. supply-
pipe C, and exit-pipes D^ D^ E^. having cocks d'-^ d-

d^, in such manner as to operate substantially as and
for the purposes sec forth.

2. In connection with the several parts, thus ar-

ranged and operating, the arrangement aitd combin-
ation of the delivery-pipe O. having two brandies, O^
O'-. and two cocks, o^ o"^, with relation to the chamber
A-* and gasometer G. substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

89.666.—J. George Krichbaum, Toungstown.
Ohio.—Ear for Water.Pails.^May 4, 1869.

Claim.-^The twisted ear, with prongs arranged

as described, in combination with the paD, in the
manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

89,667.—Adolph Lange, Glashette, Saxony.

—

Device for Setting the Hands of Watchen.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spring-arm K s, and bent-spring lever L c. with the
sliding cylindrical pinion-clutch H, for the pnrpose
of engaging the band-setting device of a watch with
the stem-winding milled head, and disengaging the
same automatically, by closing the outer case of the
watch, substantially as shown and described.

89,668.— Daatd S. Leayitt, "Grand Rapids,
Mich.

—

Truss-Supporter.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of adju.stable side-

springs C C with supporter A and back-pads B B,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The construction of the side-springs C C, with
one or more boles, c, in combination with flat springs
D, having buttons e. and sheaths a, of the supporter
A, and back-jiads B B, substantially as set forth.

3. The pad-plate H. or pad having a lateral move-
ment in combination with the supporter A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

4. 'The combination of an arm or lever. I, and set-

screw J, with the pad-plate H, substautially as and
for the purpose specified.

5. The construction of the pad-plate H, with elon-

gated slot n. and nut o. in combiiiation T\-iih. arm I
and set-screw J, substantially as set forth.

6. The construction of the arm I with hinge-joint

?, and its attachment to the supporter by pivot screw
m, substantially as set forth.

7. The CQmbination of a hinge with the pad-plate
and supporter, attached substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

8. The construction of the side-springs C C, with
hinge-joints E, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

9. The combination of elastic or rubber springs E
E, witli the joints of the side-springs, substantially

as and for the purpose specified. >

10. The combination of an elastic or rubber fast-

ener, L, and buttons p p, with the back-pads, sub-
stan tially as and for the purjiose specified.

n. The supporter and back-pads, provided with
shei'.ihs a, in combination with side-springs C C,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

89,669.—George W. Lee, Sandy, Ohio.—Feed-
Catting Attachment for Thrashing-Maeldnes.—May
4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the toothed cyl-

inder and toothed shell of a thrashing machine, of

the attachment D. provided with saws, and either

permanently or detachably connected thei'cto, sub-

stantially as specified.

2. The aprons E G. combined with the attacbment
D, and the casing H, and arranged substantially as

specified.

.3. The plate L, combined with the apron G, the

casing H, and attachment D, when airanged sub-

stantially as specified.

89,670.—Michael Lehmer, Oreson. Mo.— CoaJ-

Stovc.—MAy 4, 1869.

Claim.—An improved heater, formed by the com-
bination of the fire-box A and drum B with each
other, substantially in the manner herein shown and
described—that is to say. in such a manner that a

space may be left between the said fire-box and drum,
for the fi-ee circulation of the aii-, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

89.671.—Joseph H.Lewis, Duxbury. Mass.—
Vise.—Max 4. 1869.

Claim.-^ThG arrangement herein described and
shown, of the screw-threaded sleeve or nut C, the

screw D, and the jaws A B, all constructed as set

forth,

S9,67"2.—Jajies H. Luodixgtox, Bridgeport,

Conn.—Pwr/?^^.—Mav 4. 1869.

Claim. —1. The apertures B, in the side of the cyl-

inder A. for admitting water, substantially as shown
and described.
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2. In combination with tlie apertures B, one or
more, the piston C, valve E, and tubular piston-rod
D, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

88,673.-0. E. Mabie, Camden, IsT. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Elevating Hay.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tackle-block, constructed of two
parts, A B, the latter capable of being self-actingly

detached or attached, substantially as specified.

2. TJie spring latch and lip E, combined with the
block A B, substantially as specified.

3. The pulley H and cord G-. combined with the
block A B, substantially as specified.

89,674.—Theodore W. Mahler, Rome, N. Y.— Gate for Water- Wheels.—M.Si\ ^, 1869.

Claim.—The g:ate C, in combination with the
guides B and B', all constructed and ox^erating sub-
stantially as described.

89,675

—

W. H. Mantz, Centralia, 111—Unvel-
ope- Opener.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The envelope-opener and letter-clamp,
constructed as described, of the cheeks A C, secured
together centrally by the rivet or eyelet a, and the
pivoted cutter B, provided vi'ith tlie guard cl and
cutting-point c, all arranged to operate in the manner
described, for the purposes specified.

89,676

—

William D. McKinney, Marion, Ind.—Ditching-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vaulting-plow T^, arranged and
operating substantially as described.

2. The vaulting-ijlow T^, connectedtothe machine
by the rods v v, in the manner herein described.

3. The spring-elearersp qr, at the end of the con-
ductor V, operated by the motion of the endless
chain of buckets Z, as described, and for the j)urpose
set forth.

89,677.—James F. McXee, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Martin McNee, same place.—A^on- Freezing Eain-Lead.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chamber E, having the removable
door Gr and discharge-opening H, in combination
with the spout A and interior pipe B, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The rain-spout, constructed, as described, of
the vertical spout A, formed with the enlarged cliam-
ber E at its base, and containing' the pipe B, pro-
vided with the conical cap C, all arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

89,678 C. L. Merrill, Watertown, N. Y.—
Eor.se-Poiver.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding spring-
bed L with tlie rotating arms E. for the x^urpose of
producing on the machine a strain, when there is

not any, substantially as herein sliown and described.
2. The combination of the arms E E, on the ro-

tating sliaft D, said arms liaviug the friction-rollers

c, with the lever J, chain e, lever 1, and chain G-, all

arranged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. Tlie ]>late L, provided with the grooved edges
7i, when fitted over the ends of the fixed bed M, and
over the adjustable keys i i, substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The iixed guide-pins I, woi'king witli their en-
larged heads m, in the x)late L, substantially as de-
scri1)ed, in combination with the springs (/, to ope-
rate as si)eeified.

.5 Tlie windlass N, liaving the rox)e (), wlien ar-

ranged and operating substantially as specified.

89,679.—TTiRAM T. Mktzgar, Salem Cross-
Iloads, Pa.— Velocipede.—May '4, 18()9.

Claimi.— I. The rods 11 11', in combinntion with
the sjiaft E, d()ul)le cranks e e, and treadles P P',

when constructed to operate as des('.ri))ed, anil

adapted to be used as the motive ap])aratiis of ve-

hicles, substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

2. Providing the rods P 11', wli(>n constructed to
operate as aliove d(!serib(Hl, with tlie expanchul
low«r end r, shaped like a horse's hoof, and lia\ ing

brads on its under surface, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

3. The steering-apparatus, consisting essentially of
the standard D, handle d, pulley d-, arm c', sheaves
s s, and cord, in conjunction Avith the spring d^, all

constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

4. The lifting-rod E, lever L, and connecting-rods,
when adapted to raise or lower all the rods R R at
once by a single movement of the lever, substan-
tially as described and for the purposes specified.

89,680

—

Asa Morgan, Cedar Bayou,- Texas.—
Brick-Machine.—May 4. 1869.

Claim.—The presses N, constructed as described,
and operated through the medium of the levers OP,
the arms Q of the shaft A, and the springs R, all ar-

ranged as and for the pur^iose herein described.

89,681 .—L. Morrison and A. G. Harms, Alle-
gheny City, T-A.—Muley-Sato Mill.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inclined guides D, when provided
with curved slots at their ends, and when pivoted to
tlie fixed i)lates B, as described, so that they can be
adjusted by means of a screw, E, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The pitman-straps J, connected as described,
with slotted upper ends, for the reception of the
Avrist-pins r, of the slides s, arranged above the pivot
t, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. The sleeves y, carrying the front guide-bars M,
adapted to be moved laterally, as described, in the
grooves z of the guide-carrying' plates, for the pur-
pos'e specified.

89,682.—John ISJ". Morrison, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Spittoon Footstool.—May 4, 1869.

Claim:—1. In combination with a spittoon foot-

stool, the elastic cones e /, for closing the orifices in
the spittoon, substantially as described.

2. The spring G, and the sx)ring-lever J, with the
hook, i, plate n, and knob m,, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,683.—Samuel T.I^igh, Leitersburgh, Md.,
assignor to himself, J. W. Nigh, and Upton Bell.
—jEtorse Hay-ForJc-May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved bar a, central key-rod 6,

and suspended forks A B, so combined as to lock the

forks apart, for the purpose described.
2. In combination with the curved bar «, centra

key-rod h, and suspended forks A B, the latch-devices

odd' and chains ii, when constructed and arranged
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

89,684.—Charles E. Pollock and Nicholas
Trickey, Theresa, N. Y.

—

Milking-Stool.—Ma-y 4,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the device D E with
the hoop B and stool A, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

89,685.—LooMis E. Ransom,, Trenton, Mich.
—Apparatus for Tempering Clay.—May 4, 18()9.

Claim.—The perforated top B, provided witli hoes
or cutters E, sjKirs F, and ribs G-, when combined
with the box A, and operated substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

89,686.—EmviN P. Richardson, Mauchester,
N. lA.—Fire-Escape.—Miiy 4. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of tiio sectional statf A,
staff-head G, pulleys D and F E, with tlie sliding-

frame E, and basket B, when constructed as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

89,687.—H. D. RiciiARnsON. East Ilamptoa,
Mass., assignor to himself and J. W. Wilson, same
place.

—

Tool for Turning Ceniers.—May 4, ]8()9.

Claim.—Tiie shank 1) and the bod-piece .\, con-
structed of one piece, and of the form described, in

combination with the sliding-plato B, having a tool-

socjket therein, and the feed--serew 11, tiie whole
arranged and operating substantially as sot forth.

S9,6SS.—IT. J). RrcHARnsoN, East Hampton,
]\lass., assignor to liiinselt'aiid J. AV. WiLSON, same
l)lMC.—Tool-Uolder.—Mny 4, 1869.
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Claim.—A tool-holder, A, having a tool-socket
formed therein, in combination -n-ith the curved
clamping part, B, having one end fastened to A, and
having its free end shaped so as to bear against the
tool, the whole applied and operated substantially as
set forth.

89,6S9—F. C. EicHER, Gilmer, Texas.—
Buckle.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A self-fastening buckle, consisting of
four transverse slots and five cross-bars, of which
t^\o are provided with teeth, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. A self-fastening buckle, whose ends, c c', are
horizontally perforated, to admit the straps through
them, substantially as herein, shown and described.

89,690—F. C. EiCHER, Gilmer, Texas.—
Wrench.—Uaj 4, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the hollow handle E,

screw-plug e, screw-nut d. the lips /, formed on the
inner end of said handle, and the jaws D and A, the
latter having the graduated shank B, all constructed
and ai'rauged as specified.

89,691.—Akdrew Eosevv'ater, Omaha, Ne-
braska.

—

Raihvay-Switch.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate of the switch-chair A, cast
with the groove X, and the raised rails a b v, and
provided with the movable rail r, all arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The switch-chairs A' and A, Figs. 1 and 3, as
constructed, combined, and applied "to one main
and two side tracks, and the chairs A and A', Figs.
2 and 4, as constructed, combined, and applied to
one njain and one side track, as herein set forth.

89,692.

—

^William Eosseter, Accrington, Eng-
land.

—

Loom.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted and movable shuttle-guards
h and h^, supported on the yokes h^, and combined
with the oscillating anns d and p, substantially as
specified.

2. The combination with the slotted and movable
shuttle-guard A 1, of the slide 7i2. aud arm n, attached
to the lay with the oscillating arm^, substantially as
specified.

3. The receiving-table I, provided with the springs
l^, and projections l^, and combined with the lay,

having a movable shuttle-guard, substantially as
specilied.

4. The combination with the yoke h^, supporting
the movable shuttle-guard Ji, of the bent spring-
arm /, lever m^, and shuttle-box k, substantially as
specifiod.

5. The shuttle-bos k, provided with the spring-
guards VI, substantially as specified.

89,693—TVatson Sanford, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.—
Jacket for Fire-Flace Heater.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the exterior "jacket of a
fire-place heater in a combined semicircular back and
dome-top, substantially as shown and for the pur-
poses described.

2. The arm d, attached to the valve e, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.

89,694.—Halcyox Skix^'er, Yonkers, IST. Y..
assignor to Alexander Smith, same place.

—

Povjer
Loom for Weaving Carpets, d-c.-Maj 4, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The arrangement for communicating
motion to the jacquard from the lay, or equivalent;
part of the loom, by the interposition of a roeking-
shaft with two sets of arms, at an angle with each
other, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The mechanism, substantially as described, for
operating alternately the two picker-staves, or either
of them, two or more times successively, for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The mechanism for relieving the shuttles from
the pressure of the check-springs, when they are to
be thrown, substantially as and for the pui'pose de-
scribed.

4.' Tlie mechanism by which the shuttle-shelves are
shifted, which mechanism consists of a cogged rack,
engaged by a worm on a shaft, turned by a cliain,

which is actuated by either of two reciprocating

hooks, thrown in or out of action by the jacquard, as
and for the pm-pose described.

5. The mechanism, substantially as described, for

elevating and depressing the shuttle-shelves.

89,695.—.JOHX C. Smith, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Velocipede.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the saddle D,
clevis E, double bell-crank G, stirrups J, and crank-
shaft H, whereby the vehicle is adapted for oper-
ation, by alternate pressure of the feet and body upon
the stirrups and saddle, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The plate P, or its equivalent, whereby the
action of the saddle, or seiit I), on the bell-crank, is

stopped or intermitted, substantially as and for the.

purposes described.

89,696.—SOLOMOX P. Smith, Waterford, ]^. Y.—
Lamp.—lLaj 4, 1869.

Cla im.—In a lamp, provided with a blast-apparatus,
the employment of rubber, or other packing, m vi',

inserted between the clock-work and the walls of
the lamp, to deaden the sound, substantially as de-

scribed.

89,697.—SoLOMOX P. SMiTH,Waterford, I^J'.Y.—

Horse-Rake.—'}lix\ 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detacliableand removable bar O, in
combination with the drag-bars L' L', and eye-bolts

0, attached to the tilting-frame K, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The tilting-frame K, in combination with the
catch M' m. handle M, drag-bars L' L', and teeth L
L, when the frame, drag-bars, and teeth are so con-
structed as to be nearlybalanced on the hinges k Jk,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The tilting-frame K, springs i i, drag-bars L'
L', and teeth L L, in combination with a catch, M'
m, when the parts are constructed to operate to-

gether, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,698.-F. Stadter, Plattsmouth, Nebraska.—
Stove-Drum.—Idaj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The conical drum A, and spiral cone E
on the shaft B. arranged and operating substantially

as shown and described, for the purposes set forth.

89,699.—Abijah C. Stevens, Hudson, N. Y.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
hammer H, cock C, hook d, tumbler T. and wedge-
block B. so that the wedge-block B may be with-
drawn, the breech A opened, and the spent cartridge
& drawn, all at once, and by the single operation of
cocking the gun, as or substantially as herein set

forth.

2. Locking and bracing the breech firmly against
recoil just before the striker I strikes the firing-pin

P, by means of the wedge-block B, attached to the
main-spring G, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

3. The combination of cock C and tumbler T,
both working on the same center or pin L. substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of tumbler
T, cock C, notches d d, <fcc.. and dog E, so that the
lock may be operated equally well by the latter

working" in the tambler, or in the cock, or in both
together, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

89,700.—George J. Sturdy and Solomon "W.
YouxG, Providence, E. I.

—

Circular Velocipede.—
May 4, 1669.

Claim.—1. The main wheel A. the driving or
velocipede wheels E, the shield F, and handles H,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

as herein shown and ^described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. A velocipede formed of a horizontal whiipl or
rim, when supported on vertical wheels adapted to be
rotated by means of cranks, substantially as set forth.

89,701.

—

Daniel F. Sweet, Otsego, assignor to

himself and Eeuben Sweet, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Heat-Radiator.—May 4, 1869,

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
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removable cylinders D and E, provided with the

lugs I and r and spiral deflectors K, and the pipes

Q and E,, in connection with the shaft M, provided
with the segmental pinion C, and damper O, regu-
lator-plate L, and toothed-rack a, when used with
the case C, provided with the cup B, and movable
cap P, substantially as and for the purpose afore-

said.

89,702.—G-EORGE C. Taft, "Worcester, Mass.,
of^signor to Lorixg Goes, same place.— Wrench.—
May 4. ] 869.

Claim.—1. The combination,with the shank D, fer-

rule A, and nut F of a wrench, of one or more sec-

tions of a supporting- guill, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. A stop or check nut L, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

.3. The combination, with the ferrule A, shank D,
and rosette-screw spindle B, of a divided quill, C,

and stop-nut L, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

89,703.—Calvin Taylor, Handsborough, Miss.
-'-Truck for Carrying Logs.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheels D, constructed with seg-
mental rims, and in substantially the manner herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The brake E F G- H I, constructed and opera-
ting substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved log-carrier, formed by the com-
bination of the wheels D, axle A, whether made in
one or more parts, frame B, tongue C, and brake E
F G H I, said parts being constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

89,704.—T. Chalkley Taylor, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

3fode of Putting up Caustic Soda for the Manu-
facture of Soap.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A liighly concentrated or basic soap, com-
posed of a mixture of granulated soda, or other caus-
tic alkali, and a fatty matter or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as described.

89,705.— Lafayette Z. Terrill, Chicopee,
Mass.

—

Magazine Fire-Arm.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hammer C, constructed as de-
scribed, and bearing the friction -roller o, in combi-
nation with the receiver E, and finger H, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

2. The receiver E, and the finger H, arranged and
operating substantially as shown and described.

3. Tlie retractor g, attached to the hammer C by
the spring h, in combination with the piece J, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

89,706.—John B. Terry, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Steam-Heating Device.—May 4, 1869.

Claim:—1. An apparatus for generating heat, sub-
stantially as herein described, the same consisting
of a closed vessel, in which the liquid from the reser-
voir is converted into steam by falling in drops, or
in a highly divided state, uy)on the heating-surface,
and said steam, when condensed, is returned to the
reservoii', to be used anew, substantially as shown
and set forth.

2. The arrangement within the heater of a liquid-
reservoir, raised above the heating-surface, and i)ro-

yided witli means for conducting the liciuid, so that
it sliall fall in drops, or in a finely divided state,

upon the heating-surface, as set forth.

3. The combination of the litiuid-reservoir and
distributing device, of a trough arranged around the
intcrioi- of the heater, to catch the condensed steam
and conduct it back to the reservoir, as shown and
set lor til.

4. Tlie arrangement with the honter and liquid-

reservoir, of a safety-valve, for permitting the escape
of firteam after it reaches a certain pressure, ancT a
return and condensing tube, to condciuse and cany
back said steam to the reservoir, as shown and de-
scribed.

r). Tho, arrangement with the hcating-apparatns
of air fines or tubes, passing tln'ough the heater,
su])stantially as shown and specified.

6. Tho arrangement with tho heater of an air-

valve, so as to be closed against the escape of steara^
but to admit air when the heater cools, as her^n
shown and set forth,

89,707.—G. W. Tucker, Waterbury, Conn.—
Lamp-Shade.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a lamp-
shade ornamented to represent upon the surface
clearly defined figures or forms, by the combination
of embossing and perforating, substantially as de-
scribed.

89,708.—H. B. Tuthill, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to himself, M. C. Ogden, and William Slaw-
son.—Attaching Knobs to their Spindles.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—The spindle A, constructed as described,
with the spring D', adapted to engage' with the
shoulder formed in the socket C, arranged and
operating as described, for the purpose specified.

89,709.

—

David K. Tuttle and Orazio Lugo,
Balti,raore, Md.

—

Preparation of Qlue-Stock and
other Products from Animal Substances.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—The process herein described for pre-
paring glue-stock, the same consisting in treating
the glue-stock material with benzine, naphtha, or
other equivalent solvent of the oils and fats, sub-
stantially as described.

89,710.—Myron Vandeusen, Oxford, Mich.

—

Combined Seed-Sower and Sarroiv.—May 4, 1869.
Claion.—The arrangement of the perforated cylin-

der B, provided with sliding-rings J and pulley Q,
and the harrow E, with the frame A, axle O, wheels
P, pulley C, belt I), braces F, lever G-, chain H, and
seat M, when operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

89,711.—John D. Yan Dusen, Auburn, K". Y.—
Washing-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame B, formed with recess or
chamber C, the ends of said chamber being pro-
vided with screens or perforated plates, in com-
bination with plungers g g, operating substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A washing-machine, consisting of frame B,
slide F, plungers g g, screens d d, rollers D D', wheel
E, pitmen h h, and crank G, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

89,712.—Henrietta Yansittart Eichmond,
England.

—

Method of Construction for Screw-Pro-
pellers.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—T\\Q method of determining the form or
inclination of the outer edges of the blades of a
screw-propeller, relative to the form or speed of the
vessel to which it is attached, as herein described.

89,713.—John Yattek, Phillipsburgh, Ohio.

—

Owen.—May 4, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The pivoted door D, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and for the
pm'pose specified.

2. The register G, arranged with reference to the
flues B and C, substantially as- and for the purpose
specified.

3. The arrangement of the oven A, flues B C,
doors D E, and register G, substantially as described.

89,714.—William W. Yikdin, Baltimore, Md.
—Loto-Water Indicator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The weighted' float B, when con-

structed and arranged substantially as herein shown.
2. In combination with tho weighted float H, the

valve E, fitting into a corresponding seat, C, and
operated by means of tho spindle c, substantially as

described and set forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of tho sent

C and cover 1), A\'ith i'(>rerence to the valvi> E and
joint F, substantially as herein shown -wnX dt'scrihed.

4. The within-described npparalns for indicating

low water in a boiler, by llio cs(!aiie of steam there-

from, consisting of the" weighted float H, valve E,

in-ovided with a suitable seat, C, and cover 1>, flexi-

ble joint F, pipe G, and plug 11, all coustruetod and
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arranged substantially as herein 'sliown and de-
scribed, and, in combination therewith, the -wheel K,
pivoted within a suitable 'case, so as to be revolved
by the escaping- steam though the pipe M, and, by
means of the cam k, secnred to the axis of said wheel,
alternately raise and release the hammer of a bell, as
herein specified.

89,715.—Charles Vogt and Christian Vogt,
l^ew York, IST. Y.

—

Method of Producing from
Printed Paper New Plates for Reprinting.—May 4,

1869.
_

Claim:—1. The herein-described process of trans-
ferring printed designs directly from paper to metal
plates, for the piu-pose of reprinting the same, sub-
stantially as specilied.

2. Treating the paper in the manner specified, so
that paint will only adhere to the printed portions, as
set forth.

3. Thb composition for paint, to be applied to the
paper, and to be transferred to the metal plate, as
specilied.

4. The composition for colophony paint, to be ap-
plied to the metal plate before etching, as set forth.

5. Heating the metal plate during the etching pro-
cess, for the purpose of melting the colophony to pre-
Tent the acid from eating m a lateral direction, as
set forth.

89,716.—JoHX J. Walker, Ann Arbor, Mich.
—Cistern.—^a.j 4, 1869.

Clai'in.—The cistern A, filter-chamber B, reservoir
N, pipes F, G-, and /;, when arranged as described,
and nsed, in connection with each other, for the pm*-
pose set forth.

89,717 Peter M. Warrej?, Edenton, IST. C—
Steam-Enginery fot' Seine-Hauling.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. In an ai3paratus for hauling seines, the
drums E and Ex, with bevel-wheel e and ex, in
combination with the bevel-wheels c and ex, inter-
meiiiate shafts C and Cx, spur-wheels D andDx, and
pinion-wheels h and &x of tlie crank-shaft of a steam-
engine, the whole constructed and arranged to oper-
ate substantially as described and set forth.

2. The drums E and Es, driving-wheels, and
steam-engine, in combination with the hauliug-lines
of a seine, as herein described,'

89,718.—Devolsox Weaver, Anamosa, Iowa.
—Drive- Well Poitit.—lsleij 4, 1869.

Claim.—The head or poiiit A, constructed as de-
scribed, and provided with a ribbed shank. A', in
combination with tube B, perforated and furnished
with strips B^ said tube being wound with a wire, all

arranged to o])erate as and for the purpose set forth.

89,719. — Horace J. Wickhaji, Manchester,
Conn.—l/«.ic/i-:Boa;.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box a, cover b, stem/, constructed
substantially as described, as anew imi^roved article
of manufacture.

2. In combination with the above, the joint formed
by elevations and depressions d e, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

89, 7'30.— George "Williamson, Milwaukee,
Wi^i.—Fire-Grate.-Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—An improved fire-grate, formed by the
combination of one or more bars, B, whether mova-
ble or stationary, with the main or sliding grate C,

iich a way that the upper part of the said bar or
bars B may project through openings in the said
grate C, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

89,721—John Williams, Sullivan, Jl\.—Mill-
JBush and Spindle.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bush A, constructed as described,
with z'ccesses for the adjustable bearings B, the open-
ings C, and the pockets E, between'the bearings,
communicating with the chambers E, containing
absorbent substance, all arranged as described, for
the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the spindle H,
having its enlarged collar provided with the annular
chamber G, and tube K, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

89,722.—A. J. Williams, Barnesville, Ga.—
Pea-Dropper.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the handle G, arm
E, elbow-lever E, and slide D, with the box A and
blocks B C, operating as herein described, for the
purpose specilied.

89,723.-EiCHARD A. York, Eeading, Mich.

—

Combined Lifting-Jack and Wrench.—May 4, 1869.
Claim.—1. The lever H, provided with bail I, and

jaws J and K, when constructed to operate either in
combination with Ptandard A, rack C. and pawl E,
as a lever-jack, or, independently of the same, as a
wrench, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the above-named lever H,
provided with bail I, and jaws J and K, with the
standard A, slotted rack C, and pawl E. when ai--

ranged, and constructed, and operating substantially
as and for the purposes described.

89,724.—E. L. Abbott, Jamison H. Harrison,
and W. P. Welch, Boston, Mass., assignors to E.
L. Abbott; said Abbott assigns to himself and S.

A. Woods.—Machine for Grinding Saws.—May 4,

1869.
_

'

Claim.—1. A machine organized to form or sharpen
saw-teeth by grinding-, when constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as described, so that the saw
can be clamped, mounted, and turned on its center,
to present its teeth, successively, to the action of the
grinder, and so that, while said center may be ad-
justed toward and from the grinder, to accommodate
saws of various diameters, the angles of presenta-
tion of the flat surfaces of the saw may be univer-
sally varied.

2. In combination with a machine as before claim-
ed, a rest q, arranged to be adjustable to any of the
varied positions in which the saw is adjusted to re-

ceive tlie action of the grinding-wheel, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of tlie SAvinging-frame c, and
its spring-support h, with the bolt t and collar u, sub-,
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

89,725.—Thomas Barfield, Athens, Jll.-De-
vice for Preventing Incrustation in Boilers.—May
4, 1869.

Claim.—The toothed wheel s, with its spindle and
driving-wheel, when arranged with reference to the
pipes m n p and the tank A , substantially as herein
specified.

89,726 Charles E. Arnold, Hamilton, HI.-
Wash-Boiler.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the reticu-

lated false bottom A, as above described, in combi-
nation -0 ith the spouts C C, for the purposes specified.

89,727.—Emile ViCTORATTDiBERT,lSrew Orleans,
La.— Water-Proof Coating for Various Purposes.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A solution of native asphaltum or Cuba
bitumen, combined with mineral ingredients and
fatty matters, substantially as and* for the jiurpose
herein specified.

89,728.—Henry Bean, Schuylkill, 'Pa..—Seed-
i7ig-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The "seed-slide h, having the cells or
grooves formed in its edges, in the manner substan-
tially as descpbed.

2. The slide g, with the cells or gi'ooves, and the
stirrers i, constructed as herein set forth.

3. The slide R. j)rovided with the arms u, for ad-

justing the position ol the same, and having a series

of perforations arranged in a cluster of \A-form, for

regulating the quantity of seed used, as herein de-
scribed.

4. The curved rod D, constructed and arranged in
connection with the levers C, for the purpose of auto-
matically engaging- with the fi-ame, and supporting
the levers, as the latter are raised by the operator.

5. The hinged partition a, arranged between the
hoppers G and H, as shown and described.

6. The lever ?h, pivoted to the frame, and having
the rear bearing of the shaft I mounted thereon, so

as to swing with said lever, as and for the purpose
described.
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89,72&.—SoLYMAX Bell and George W. Brox-
SON, La Salle County, 111.

—

Corn- Cultivator.—May
4, 1869.

.Claim.—1. The method by which the half-cylinder

shield is attached to the tougue and standards, by
spring'-rod and chains, as above described.

2. The adjustable collor-clevis, by which the beams
are attached to the frame.

3. The manner of attaching the liandles of the
machine to the standards and to thefi-ame, by means
of the loose staples and bolt and socket.

4. The whole machiue, as a combination of gopher
and cultivator, operating as hereinbefore more par-

ticularly described.

89,730.—Hexky Brackett, Valley Falls, IST. Y.
—Harvester.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oblique arrangement of the for-

ward transverse bar to the main frame, in combina-
tion with the main shoe and coupling brace, for

connecting the finger-bar to said frame, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The carrying-wheel G', attached to the main
shoe by means of a horizontal swiveling-plate or
arm, for the purpose set forth.

3. The adjustable swivelling carrying--wheel G', in

combination witli the main shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The main clip O, provided with the spurs o^ o^,

and guide-arms o, operating as described.
5. The arraugemeut of tlie spring-head, or plunger,

.whicli holds the vertical rack H disengaged, except
when the same is held iu lock by the toot or hand of
the driver.

6. The adjustment of the distance apart of the
main and pinion shafts, through the sinirred or
tongued and grooved boxes, supporting plates for
effecting a change of pinions, and change of speed
of the cutters, as set forth.

7. The vibrating eccentric N, for operating the
shipping-lever as described.

8. The eccentric, or shifting-box M, inclosing the
shipping-cam aud spring, substantially as described.

9. The swiveling main shoe-box j j', constructed
aud operating as described.

10. The Hanged seat and tongue-plate D, provided
with perforated arms d, lugs rf', and flanged seat (P.

all cast iu one piece, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

89,731

—

Henry Brackett, Valley Palls, IST. T.—Harvester-Rake.—Isliij 4, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie removable rake-frame D, provided

with tlie several bearings for the horizontal aud
vertical rake and crank-shafts, arranged substan-
tially as descril)ed.

2. The curved horizontal way or track K, pro-
vided with the gate or latcli k, and the adjustable
and spring-tops a.a', substantially as described.

3. TJie horizontal semicircular track, or way E,
rnounted n]>on the removable rake-frame, substan-
tially in the manner shown and described.

4. The pi^•oted rake-arm, provided with the arm
and spui' h It', operating in combination Avith tlie

curved track K, gate or latch k, aud incline /c', as
set forth.

5. The vertical rock-shaft E, in combination with
the horizontal rake-arm shaft or pivot e, sleeve g'^,

and bev(!led segments g g^, arranged substantially
as described.

6. Mounting the rake-shipping devices upon the
removable rake-frame in sucli mainuu- that said de-
vices sliall be removed from or applied to tlie ina-
chine witli said ralic-frarae.

7. TJu; vertical rake-sliaft, provided witli the shi])-

ping-cam for automatically throwing the rake out of
gear.

8. The reciprocating shipping-box L, in ccnnbina-
tiou witli therake-sliaft aiul shipping-levers for auto-
matically throwing the rake out of gear.

9. "J'lie arrangement of sliipping-lcvcrs, dog, and
springs, in combination with the siiding-box L or
its e(iulvaleiit, substantially na described.

10. Pivoting the rake-arm G upon a horizontal arm
or sliaft, keyed to and turning with the vertical
rock-shaft.

11. Pivoting the rake-lmndle to the swinging end
of the vibrating ralce-arin, to adapt tlio rako-hoad to

conform to the position of the hinged platform, sub-
stantialh' as described.

12. The rake-handle H,.in combination with the
adjustable plate or sleeved extension of the rake-arm,
for adjusting the rake-head, as descri1)ed.

13. The pivoted reel-guide' standard V,iu combina-
tiou witli the yielding or spring-brace or suj)j)ort,

substantially as and for the purpose set Ibrth.

14. The combination of the pivoted reel-guide
standard with the lifting-lever, for the purpose set
forth.

15. The adjustable connection of the grain-wheel
A^ith the platform, by means of the ribl)ed slotted
plate Q', axle-sleeve q, and through-bolt q'^, com
bined and operating as described.

89,732

—

Henry Brackett, Valley Falls, 'N. Y.—Harvester-Dropper.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. A dumping.or tilting platform, adapted
to reciprocate iu a path parallel, or thereabout, Avith
the path of the machine, aud to discharge the grain
behind the machine, out of the way of the team and
machine on the succeeding round.

2. The inclined track or v>aj 7i, in combination
Avith arm j, ou the platform, or the equivalent there-
of, for automatically tilting the platform in its back-
Avard movement.

3. A guide-rod aud pivotal support H, and inclined
track, h, in combination Avith the reciprocating and
dumping platform, for the purpose set foith.

4. Tlie combination of a platform reciprocating in
a path parallel Avith the path of the machiue, and a
cutoff operated by said platform.

5. The combination of a reciprocating ijlatform
and spring, with the cut-off for operating the same,
substantially as described.

6. The combination of crank-wheel P, connecting-
rods K K-, vibrating arm K\ and rod H, or equivalent
devices, for giving to the platform a reciprocating
and dumping-movement, substantially as described.

7. The cam, on the crank- A\-heel, in combiimtion
with the spring-bolt and shipping-arm, or IcA'er, or
their equivalent, for throwing the mechanism, which
operates the platform, out of gear, as set fortli.

8. The combination of lever R with the spring-bolt

Q, for releasing the same from the retracting-cam, as
set forth.

89,733.—Henry Brackett, Valley Falls, N. T.—Dropper for Harvesters.—May 4, 1869. ^
Claim..—1. Mounting the rock-shaft, Avhieli sup-

ports the dropjnng or tilting platform, and, by means
of A\'hich, said platform aud the cut-off are operated
upon the reel-post, substantially as described.

2. The adjustable bracket or bearer P, provided
Avith bearings for the rock-sliaftj?, in eombiuatiou
with the reel-post, as set forth.

3. The single overhung reel-post, carrying the de-

vices for oijcrating the dropping or tilting platform
and cut-off, in combination Avith the straddling-
staudard L, substantially as desciilKMl.

4. The treadle K, shaft p, and adjustable links q
g' q'^, for sustaining- and operating the platform and
cut-olf, A^hen arranged and operating substantially
as described.

5. The single-pivoted reel-post, in combination
with the arched straddling-standard L, arranged on
the pivoted main shoe, in front of the inner drive-

Avheel, substantially as described.

89,734 John M. Bryan, Lincoln. CA\\.—Sdf-
Discharging Blanket Ore- Concentrator.— Mav 4,

186i).

Claim.—1. TIio adjustable swinging-frame R, rol-

lers 1), K, and G, caiivtis b(>lt L. and tank K, the
Avbole arranged substantially as a.iiil for tlie purpose
herein described.

2. Tlie frame B, rollers D, E, and G. and swinging-
bar N, ill conil)inatioii with the ratelu>l-wlieel V aiul

pawl c, the Avh()l(> arranged to operate substantially

as and for the luii'iiose herein di>si'iibed.

3. Pai^sing the pulps across a n^volviiig canvas
belt from side to side, suiistantially as described.

89,735 H. M. BnuwoAVS, Norwieli. "N. Y.--
]\(tterii, Jilca.siiriiKi. and Lai/itig (hit Jjadita'

X>>r.wr.s'.—^lay -I, isi'.n.

• Claim.—Tlie chart, diagram, or design for cutting
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and fittiuo; ladies' and misses' dresses, substantially

and for the purposes above described and set forth.

89,736.—TVn.LiAM Carr, St. Lonis, Mo., as-

sig-nor to himself and Charles P. Ford, same place.

—Spring-Seat for Chairs, Wagons, Cars, d-c.—May
4, 1869.

Claim.—The bands D, passing under the loops c

of the springs C, and the tongues d passing over the
same, (or the reversed arrangement.) "^hen combined
with the springs c' and hooks E, substantially as set

forth, and for the purposes specified.

89,737.— James Christie, Pittsburgh,- Pa.

—

Machine for 2Iaking Horse-Shoes.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dies, secured
to the vibrating sectors, the former I alternately ele-

vated and depressed in the manner described, the
presser-arms P and catches s. or tlieii" equivalents,
the wbole being arranged and operating together as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of the bending levers P. re-

ciprocating former I. catches ss, and the lower vi-

brating sector, all arranged as set forth.

3. The ai-rangement of parts, Tvhereby the former
I is reciprocated at the time and in the manner spec-
ified.

' 89,738.-Charles Cowax, IS^ew York, IST. T.—
Preparation of Copying-Paper.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The "within- described 'compound for

preparing copying-paper, made of the ingredients
herein specified, mixed together substantially in the
manner set forth.

"

,

2. Treating paper first with a compound of boiled
linseed oil, spirits of turpentine, and copal varnish,
then with a coloring-compound levigated with a
mixture of oil, turpentine, aud beeswax, substantially

as described.

89,739.—George H. Crocker. Mary-sville, as-

signor to Mmself and David L. Sihth, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Seed-Sower.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rock-shaft D and fingers e e, in

combination with tlie peculiarly constructed cam h
and lever I, and the connecting-rod a, substantially
as set forth.

2. The detachable pole E, pro^vided with the open-
ing r, baud X, and ring v, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

89, 740.—JOffN" CTESTER,Osborn,Ohio.—i^en^/zer-
Penovator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a double cylinder,

the inner one, H, being perforated aud stationary,

admitting steam at one end and hot air through an
outside funnel-mouthed pipe. M, at the other end,

Y.'hile the outside cylinder E is revolved by the drum
C and outside belt T>, when arranged, combined, and
operated as herein described and for the pui-pose set

forth.

89,741.—Addison Da"vis, Boston, Mass.

—

Sash-
Holder.—}J.iix 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pendent stop/,
engaging with the bead-notches e, with the incline,

or dog I, .slide-rocl, m, and spring v, arranged to op-
erate together, substantially as described.

89,742.-Loyal M. Doddridge, Hexrt Eeit-
EXOUR, and Jacob B. Swhier, Z!s"ew Mount Pleas-
ant, Ind.

—

Corn-Dropxjer.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie combination of the cylinder B,
crank G-. seed-box A, aud delivery-passage C, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the seed-scatterer h, spring
c, spring-plate E, and plate or frame D, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the spring-plate E, spring
0, and frame or plate D, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the spring-plate E. spring
c, bell-crank G.rods H and F, with reference to cyl-

inder B, for the purpose of moving the same, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

89,743.—Jules George Dreyfus, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Cap for Lamp-Chimney.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A porcelain or enameled chimney-cap, &

c, with perforations a. constructed as shown and de-

scribed, as a new article of manufacture.

89,744.— L. E. Dugas, TTarren, m.— Veloci-

pede.—Max 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the suspended trea-

dles D E, crank-shaft F H, seats TJ T, brake J J,

rod B', bars A A, bar Z, bail 2^ P, and bolster B, as
described.

89,745. —James B. Eads, St. Louis, Mo.—
Bridge.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—l.'Tbe thrust-bars D D' and compensat-
ing-lever E, when applied to prevent oscillations of
the pier C. substantially as set forth.

2. Giving to bridge-piers, which are supported and
held at their foundations, and whioh resist the
thrusts of arches, an additional support by rods con-
necting their upper ends with each other and with
the abutments, substantially as set forth.

89,746.— John Eblin-g, Kew York, :N'. Y.—
iocA'.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The key K. made in two parts, and
provided with bits q, said parts being hinged to-

gether, and made to open by pressing the handle m,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The tumblers G, hinged to a stud, d and pro-
vided witli pins i. and booked tails e. in combination
with the socket F, key K. and bolt B, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

3. The spring E, acting simultaneously on the bolt

and on the latch, as shown and described.

89,747. — Henri Eobert EKECRifeN, Geneva,
Switzerland.—5Yoi?-TraicA.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The spring I, in combination with the
pin i, and disk x', having teeth constructed with in-

clined sides, so as to operate on the pin, substan-
tially as specified.

89,748.—Charles Louis Fleischmann, Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Process for Ageing Liquors and
Spirits, and for Producing Aromatic Ethers.—May
4, 1869.

Claim.—The process of impregnating porous sub-

stances with alcoholic liquors containing fusH-oil,

and exposing it to the influence of oxygen to be aro-

matized and concentrated, for the pui'pose and in

the manner above described.

89,749.—Charles Louis Flieschmann, TTasb-
ington, D. C.

—

Distilling-Apparatus.—May 4, 1869.

^Claim.—The method of distributing the 'liquid on
the sides of tlie vessel by means of a revolving disk,

I. the wings H H. for acceleratiug the evaporation,
the ream P, as well as the general arrangement of

the pipes, as herein described.

89,750.—Charles Louis Fleischmann, "Wasb-
iuffton, D. C.

—

Process of Extracting Oil from Cot-

ton-Seeds.—'Ma.j 4, 1869.

Claim.—The' process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of extracting the oU fiom seeds.

89,751.—Charles Louis Fleischmann, Wash-
ington. D. C.—Cotton-Gin.—'M.aj 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The grate, in combination with the
feeding-roller A, as above described.

2. The grate-bars a a a, <fcc., when constructed
and arranged as described.

3. The roller D, in combination with the grate.

4. The holder F, when actuated by the devices

shown, or equivalent means, for producing the ver-

tical and horizontal motion herein described.

5. The stripper P, in combination with the roller

D, and holder F, substantially as herein described.

89,75-2.—Addison C. Fletcher, isTew York, I^".

Y.—Paihcay-Car TT/iCcL-May 4, 1869.

I Claim.—A car-wheel, consisting of the hub-por-
! tion B, to be keyed upon the axle, and the tread or

body-portion C" having an interposed yielding sub-

stance, D, aud a central orifice slightly larger than
the axle, so connected as to be capable of radial mo-
tion to the extent of the difference in diameter of
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the axle aud the orifice in the center of the body
of the wheel, substantially as shown and described.

89,753.— Monroe B. Foote, ISTorthampton,

Mass., assignor to himself. William M. Gaylord,
andE. N. Foote.— Door-Lock.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever I cam-
stop /, the spring-catch k, and the slotted bolt and
cylindrical case, as described, with a latch-head or

Book, X, on the front of such lever, and with a ward-
block or a stud for the hook to catch upon, such
ward-block or stud being projected from the case.

2. Tlie ward-block or case, as constructed in two
separate parts, p q, and having one of such parts at-

tached to the cover, and the other to the ease of the

lock.
3. The ward-block, as made with the annular

wards and the bolt-rib passage o going through it, as

set forth.

89,754.—Philander S. Foster, Eichmond, Me.
—Edge-Plane for Boots and Shoes.—May 4, 1869.
' Claim.—An edge-plane and channeler, for shoe-

makers' use, having block A, bit d, gauge h, screws
e, i, s, and p, and knives n and m, constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

89,755.—Dan P. Foster, "Waltham, Mass.—
Bit-Stock.—May 4, 1869.

Claitn.—Securing the head D to the stock A, by
means of the tubular pieces B C, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as described.

89,756.—George A. Fountain, Ifewark, N. J.—Refrigerator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—In a refrigerator, the combined peculiar-

ly shaped drawer-bottom, and trough or gutter under
the same, and automatic acting support, when con-
structed, combined, and arranged as hereinabove
specified.

89,757.—J. B. N. FouRNiER and C. A. Le-
MAIRE, Paris, France.

—

Electro-Magnetic Tempera-
ture-Alarm.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described combination of the
compound metallic bar &, a pointer, x, operated by
the bar, a graduated arc, c, and adjustable ribs or
blocks, X a;', so constructed as to permit the pointer
to pass over, but in contact with the same, when the
said pointer and blocks are connected to the wires
of the battery, as set forth.

89,758.—S. L. Fremont, Wilmington, IsT. C—
Apparatus for Changing Car-Trucks.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus for changing the trucks of
railroad-cars, and transferring the same from one
track to another of a different gauge, constructed,
arranged, and operated in the manner substantially
as shown and described.

89,759.—John W. Gosling, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Carriage-Step and Wheel-Fender.—May 4, 1869.

Clai7n.—\. The fixed step D dl F F', ilap E, pad
or cushion G, and connections H I, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the purpose set
forth..

2. The arrangement of flap E, having the com-
bined pivoted and hinged connection to the carriage-
door, and sliding connection to the step, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The x)ad or cusliion G, when used in combina-
tion with the fixed step.D d F, and flap E, in the
manner and for the purpose described.

89,760.—Carl Julius Graf, Chicago, 111.—
Rocking- Chair.—May 4, 1869.

Claitn.—The bellows C, connecting-rod G, and
arm H, in combination witli a. rockiiig-cliair. A, hav-
ing one of its side-brackots tul)nlar, all constructed
and arranged as herein desci'ihed, I'or the purpose of
sending a current of air tlirough the tube L, as set
forth.

89,761 .—Abraham ITavens, Trenton, N. J.—
Washing-Machine.—May 4, lHf)9.

Claim.—The conil)inution of the frame B, hung to
the box A, and the frame C, hung to tlio upper (Mid

of the frame Ji, aud carrying a series of conical elas-

tic rollers, which may be detached separately from
the shafts, for the piu'pose specified.

89,762.

—

Edward Herbster, Chicago, HI.

—

Alarm-Lock.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A lock, A. provided with a rotating eye-
cylinder, F, flange Y, raichet M, spring K, aud
spring-stop D E, so operating as to give an alarm,
and hold the key in the lock, as set forth.

89,763.—Charles Hewitt, Trenton, IST. J.—
Method of Constructing Files for Beams.—May 4,

1869.

Claim.—Improved method of arranging piles

for rolling bars of the general character herein point-
ed out, which method consists in composing the pile

of a series of pieces, formed with ribs and grooves,
and secured by wedges, substantially as described.

89,764.—William Heylman, Peoria, 111.—De-
vice /«? Betiding Flow-Handles.—May 4, 1869.

claim.—1. The formers m n, when constructed
as herein described and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable horizontal bars a b c, and d, e,

and /, operated in the manner and for the purpose
as described.

3. The combination of the formers m^ n with the
bars d and g of the frame-work, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The adjustable bar or slide X, lever Z, uprights

y y, box M, arm K, adjustable clamp L, balanced
hook u, and adjustable beam i, combined and oper-

ated as described.
5. The formers tn and n, strap o, bar p, holder q,

hinged bar r, holdfast t, aud catch s, combined and
operated as described.

6. The combination of the levers b & with the iron
uprights 1 1 and cross-bars or supports, aud uprights
B B, for holding up strap, bar, and holder g, sub-

stantially as described.

89,765.—Alonzo Hitchcock, New York, 1^.

Y.—Rock-Breaker.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the segmental cams a
and b, the crank-shaft g, and yoke k k, arranged to-

gether, to produce a dilferential movement of said

cams, substantially as shown and described.

89,766.—Carl Hofmann, Elkton, Md.—Four-
drinier Faper-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of one or more revolving brushes, with the
Avire-cloth apron of a Fourdriuier paper-machine, for

the purpose herein set forth.

89,767.—David Brown Hunt, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Divided Axle for Raihvay-Cars.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The collar C, secured on the end of one
part of the axle, in combination with the sleeve-piece

B, secured to the other part of the axle, as a means
of keeping the divided axle together.

89,768 Walter Hunt, New York, N. Y., as-

signor by mesne assignmentsito AVilliam E. Lock-
wood, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Compound Fabrics for the

Froduction of Shirt- Collars.—'M:iy 4, 1869.

Claim.—A fabric for making sliirt-collars, com-
posed of two or more thicknesses of mu!>lin, cambric,
or other suitable cloth, united and finished by the

Aveb or qtiautity, substantially as herein deseribod,

whereby the necessity of sewing or stiti-'hiug the

collars, aud of subsequent washing, starching, and
ironing, is dispensed with.

89,769 S. T. Hyde, Piasa, IW.—IIcdge-Trivi-

mer.—Miiy 4, 1869.

Claim.—I. The adjustable hinged cutter H, ar-

ranged relatively t# the fixed vertical cHtter, sub-

stantially as shown and doscribtnl.

2. The"extensibli> pitman, constructed as desevibed,

in eomlfination Avith the adjustable hinged cutting-

apparatus, for the purpose set forth.

3. 'lMu> eniplovment of the frietion-brako I, nnd
tli(Uocking-lever or latch ;, arranged a.s described,

lor enabling the attendant" to control and turn tho

machine, as set ft)rth.

4. Tlie fixed and adjtistable cutters G and H. in

combination with the' crank-shafts/ aud c and tho
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bevel and spur-wheel E, all arranged and operating
as described.

89,770.—John H. Irwin, Chicago, 111.—ia?i-
«e?-«.—Mar 4, l^W.
Claim.—1. The combination of the concave plate

I, rim g. or its equivalentyttubes H aiulF F. and the

base A B of the lantern, substantially iu the man-
ner specified and shown.

2. The combination of the globe G, concave plate

I, tubes H and F. aud base A B of the lantern, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose sliown and set forth.

3. The combination of the plate I, tubes F, flange
t, upon the top of the wick-tube, and the globe G,
arranged to operate as set forth.

4. TJie ('oraljination of the perforated plate E, plate

I, tubes H F, and the base A B of the lantern, ar-

ranged to operate as described, and for the pui'pose

set forth.

89.771.—John ^illiaji Jarboe, Brooklvn, (E.

D.J X. Y.— Coal-Scuttle.—}>l.ixx 4, 18G9.

Claim.—A coal-scuttle, or other vessel, as a new
article of mauufactm'e, having its body made of
sheet-metal, and its bottom of paper, substantially
as specified.

89,772.—Ebenezer .Jen-s-ixgs, Jr., Kew York,
!N". Y.

—

Suipcnder.—May 4. 1669.

Glaim.—1. The combination of the shoulder-straps
A A', counecting-links C C', and button-hole straps
B B', all constructed and aiTunged to operate sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. in combination with the shoulder-straps, con-
necting-links, aud button-hole straps, constructed
as described, the hook rf', to connect the button-hole
straps with the connecting-links, as shown and de-
scribed.

89,773.—TTillia:*! S. Jessup, :N'ewark, X. J.—
Trunlc-Clamx).—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The cast malleable clamp, having a pro-
jecting hollow bead, a. which extends across the
face of the plates constituting the clamp, in the di-

rection of the angle thereof, as a new ai'ticle of man-
ufacture, for the purpose set forth.

89. 77-i.—Jonathan Johnson, Lowell, Mass.—
Horse-Shoe,—'^slaj 4-, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The adjustable and removable calk-
plate A and calk ft, constructed so as to be capable
of adjustment to any portion of the plate-shoe, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The removable and adjustable calk-plate G. aud
the augle-Ciilt h-, which is adapted for a side-calk
or a heel-calk.

89,77.5.—Jonathan Johnson, Lowell, Mass.

—

Horse-Shoe.—'U&.j 4, 1869.

Claim.—I. The sole C, in combination with the
inner sole F. the outer sole G, the metal sole J, and
the bolts K and m. in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

2. The lyethod. substantially as described, of se-

curing the sole C to the shoe, viz, by means of plain
or calked plates, as set forth.

3. The heel-pad H aud straps a and h, in combina-
tion with the sole F, arranged and applied in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

4. Iu combination with the soles C, F, and G, the
absorbent S, for the purpose and substantially as de-
scribed.

.5. The arrangement of the bolt m beneath the in-

ner sole F. directly or partly under the frog M, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

6. The universal plates aud calk E, as described,
and whicli are adapted to any p^*t of the shoe, and
changeable to any other part or position thereon.

89,776.—William B. Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Sofa, Lounge, and Table.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rear standards B B', on the seat-

frame A, and having the open T-formed sockets or
bearings h, for the headed pivots I of the back K,
which back forms or is provided with a table, M.
which, with said back, is capable of being folded
down upon the arms in the manner stated.

2. In combination with the elements of the pre-

ceding clause, or their equivalents, the butt-hinged
aud depressible arms F G, having the bolts or catches
H. as set forth.

3. Making the table proper and the back, or either

of them, separable, in the manner and b^- the means
lierein designated.

89,777.—Alfred C. Loud, San Francisco, Cal.
—Propeller.—^Aj 4. 1869.

Claim.—A propelling-wheel, so constructed as to
exert its propelling power against the water, by
means of four or more rings or rims, h b^ b^ b^, ar-

ranged obliquely witli reference to the shaft, and in-

tersecting each other, as described.'

89,778.—T^iLLiAit LowDEN, Thornapple, Mich.
—Sci/the.—:^aj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The extension of the blade of the scythe
back of the heel, in the form of an arc, which will

cut the grass or grain that would, without such ex-

tended blade, slip by the heel, and remain uncut, as
herein described.

89,779.— Samuel Macferran, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Seat for Parks and Gardens.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—A seat, having parts A B, constructed of

teria-cotta or terra-cotta and wood combined, sub-

stantially iu the manner above described, and for

the purpose specified.

89,780.—Jeremiah Avery Marden, Boston,
Mass., assignor to George M. Gibson and Tho^ias
A. Johnston, same place.

—

Governor for Steam and
other Enginery.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the vanes G G', in combination with the weight /,
substantially as herein made known.

2. The combination of the vanes G G'. spindle L,
bell-crank b. with the weight /, whereby to regu-
late steam and other enginery, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. The combination aud arrangement of the vanes
G G', rods H H, pallets J J, and spinclle L, sub-
stantially as before explained.

89,781.—BENJA>nN Green Maetin, Xew York.
X. Y.-Stoji-Yalve.—'M.PiX A, 1869.

Claim.—The valve-plug B B', consisting of the
valve-plate B, and the wedge B', whereby the plug,
when seated, is expanded by the downward move-
ment ofthe wedge, substantially as herein described,

89,782.—Edwin May, Indianapolis, lud.

—

Fire-

.Proof Building.—:SLSi\ 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The furring or clamp B, to seize over
the lower edge of the joists, and hold the metal arch
C, when constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described.

2. In combination with the above, the sheet-metal
arch C and fastenings D, when arranged and con-
structed substautialiy as herein described.

89,783.—S. T. McDougall, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Yelocipede.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the uprights F, pro-
vided with the pins or rounds /, placed as shown,
with the cranks E, wheel D, reach A, and seat or
saddle B, constructed aud operating substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

89,784.—Frederich "William Miller, Cincin-
nati. Ohio, assignor to Fares iSc Miller, same place.
— ^Vash-Boiler.- May 4. 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate H, when adapted to operate
as set forth.

2. The clamp K, constructed and adapted to oper-
ate as set forth.

3. The general arrangement and combination,
substantially as herein described, of the wash-boiler
A, inclined longitudinal partitions D D', perforated
false bottom E e, channels F F', slits gg'. deflecting-

plates G G', lid I J j, plate H, and clamp K, for the
purpose specified.

89,785.—'William Miller, Chicopee, Mass.

—

Weather-strip.—:Slax 4, 1869.

Claim.—A ^\eath'er-strip, composed of boai-ds A
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A', roller-socket B B', and spring D, all arranged
substantially as herein described.

89,786.—John H. Mills, Boston,Mass.—5'feam-
Oenerator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. As my improvement in the cast sec-

tional boiler, the construction of the sections

whereby the lower arm or branch water-pipe of eacli

section shall form the grate-bar, and contain water,
substantially as before explained.

2. In a steam-generator, composed of cast multi-

tubular sections, the construction and arrangement
of different pipes thereof, having gradual and easy
curves, as hereinbefore set forth and explained.

3. The construction of the sections of the steam-
generator, whereby the union of a series oT sections

is affected at two points only, the upper serving as

the steam-circulating passage, and the lower one as

the water- passage, substantially as explained.
4. The arrangement for effecting the union of two

adjacent sections of the steam-generator, of tubidar
plugs, having right and left screws, substantially as

before explained.
5. The construction and arrangement of the fuel-

chamber and furnace-grate,whereby the water-legs of
the outer pij)e are prolonged,, and the series of points,
essentially as herein shown and described.

89,787.—D. H. Mundy and H. W. Hoffman,
Camden, N. J.—Meat- Cutter.—May 4, 1869.

'Claim.—The sliding-frame J, in combination with
the reciprocating cutter H, when constructed and
arranged, in respect to each other, upon a suitable
frame, substantially as a^d for the purpose set forth.

89,788.—Maurice Murphy. Yacaville, Cal.

—

Gang-Flow.—May 4, 1869.

Claiin.— l. In combination with the arm or lever
C, rigidly fixed upon the crank for raising the plow-
frame, tlie adjustable connection of the crank E to
tlie axle, by a polygontfl pin and coiiesponding eye,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The low convexed share F, havingthe extended
point c, and the eye or socket H. constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

,.3. The mold-l»ards J, when constructed with
the surf;u;e curved, as described, and having- the
convexed edge d, substantially as herein described.

89,7S9.—Albert "W. Pratt, Salem, Mass.,
assignor to himself, William A. Perkins, and
David H. Burbank, same place.

—

Machine for Buf-
fing, Whitening, Glassing, Polishing, and Stoning
Leather.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—Placing the knives or tools used in this
machine at an angle with the shaft of the i evolving
cylinder, in combination with forming the seat to
which the knives or tools are fastened at an acute
angle witli a tangent of the periphery of the cylin-
der, projecting inward.

89,790.—Nathaniel Puruy, Milwaukee, Wis.— Wood-Bending Machine.—May 4, 1869.
Claim.—A wood-bending machine, consisting of

the stationary back-set B, the lever or supjjort C,
with its shoulder Q, sliding clevis D, rope E, shoul-
derless windlass F, pulley G-, iVame H, and flexible
baud K, substantially as set forth.

89,791

—

John A. Quick, South Danville, :N". Y.— Cultivator.—May 4, 1869.
Clui'm.—A cultivator 'liaving one or more rotary

harrows, mounted in a frame, journaled at its front
end, on the axle of the bearing-wheels, said harrows
being I'otatod, by mc^ans of shuCt 1£, A\'itli bevel-
wheels J (i, engaging with the bevel-wheel V, on
the axle, substantially as shown and described.

89,792.—Amos TIank, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester-
Droppcr.—Mny 4, 1H()9.

Claim.— 1. A (H)unterpoisedAibrating]ilatfbrm, on
which tlie grain falls when iii'^^t cut, and from which
the gav(^ls are autoniatieally discharged by their
own weigiit, sul)stantially as set forth.

2. Tiie conibiinitiou of a vibrating phitforni, on
wliich tlie grain falls when first cut, with an adjust-
alile countc^i'poise, to vary the size of the guVels,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a vibrating platform, a vibrating lever, and a coun-
terpoise traveling on the lever, to insure a quick
vibration of the ]5latform, in both its upward and
aownward movements.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a vibrating counterpoised platform with a cut-off",

automatically operated by a counterijoise.
5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a reel-post, a counterpoise mounted thereon, a plat-
form, and a cut-off".

89,793.—L. D. Eoberts and C. C. Hoberts,
Cleveland, Ohio.— Coal- Chute.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two or more aprons, C C, hinged to
each other, so that the upper end of the lower apron
shall be elevated above the lower end of the upper
apron, in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The aprons C C, as arranged in combination
with the chute B, and operating conjointly as and
for the purpose sj)ecified.

89,794.

—

Thomas E. EowLANb,Greenpoint IT.

Y.

—

Sub'inarine- Drilling Apparatus.—May 4, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The telescopic drill-frame, forming or
carrying a working platform, and made up of tubu-
lar legs and plungers or rods projecting tlierethrough

,

in combination witii hydraulic attachments, or de-
vices for forcing water, under the control of suitable
valves, into the legs, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of a floating steam-pump or
engine, an auxiliary water-pressure engine, carried
by an independent stationary frame or support, a
flexible tubular connection, for transmitting power,
through hydraulic pressure, or action fiom the one
engine to the other, and a drill operated by the auxil-

iary or stationary engine, essentially as specified.

3. The combination of the floating steam-pump B,
the stationary water-pressure engine F, for operat-
ing the drill, flexible tubular connections H J, and
a working platform, made up of a table and tele-

scopic legs, for action, substantially as described.

89,795.—Frank Saunders, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Safety-Lamp.—May 4, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The arrangement of the vent D, pass-
ing through the bottom of the lamp-reservoir, and
forming a free communication between the air-space
therein and the external air through the stem and
base of the lamp, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, for the purjiose set forth.

2. The feed-tube a, with its piston-valve e, and
funnel &, in combination with the oil-reservoir A,
all constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as shown and described, for the jnirpose speci-

fied. •

89,796.—Ives Scoville and IIiram If. Sco-
viLLE, Oakland, Cal.—Side-Hill Flow.— May 4,1869.

Clainn.—1. The angularly placed removable axes
a a, arms h b and cc. for elevating and lowering the
mold-boards, and holding their positions, substan-
tially as described.

2. The lever C, hooks e e, rod g. and bar /;, operat-
ing in the sldttecl standard E and slots i, the whole
arranged substantially as and for tlio purpose de-

scribed.
3. The two plows A and B, o^KM-ating independ-

ently of each other, and turning up against opposite
sides of the beam, aiul mounted on the angularly
placed axes a a, substantially as described.

89,797.—Georoe Skibeut and John Seibkrt,
Ashley, Ul-Gang-1How.—Mt\y 4, J 869.

Claim.—1. The" staples F an'd CJ, A\hen arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
d(!seribed.

2. The liook /; and perforated bar n, when com-
bined with the plow herein described, and operating

as and for the purposes mentioned.

89,798.—.ToiiN B. SiAS, Beverly, assignor to IE.

S. VnooMAN, Hoston, Mnsi^.-Machinc for Skiving

and ('hnnncling Soles.—May 4, 18(i9.

(Univi.— 1. In eonil)ination \\\\h Hie feed unci

presser >^liools and edge-guiile, the slvi\ iiig anil slit,
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or clianuel-forming- knives or cutters, aiTanged to
operate together, substantially as described.

2. lu combination -n-ith the' feed-wheels and edge-
guide, a skiving-kuife, attached to the arm or frame,
upon Avhich the presser-wheel is journaled, but act-
ing- upon the opposite surface of the sole, substan-
tially as described.

89,799.—"William J. Simmons, Chariton, Iowa.—Quilting-Frame.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The described arrangement of mortised
posts A C F, rails B E, and winches D, as and for

the purpose stated.

89,800.— A3I0R Smith, Baltimore,' Md.—Jl/a-

chine for Desiccating Fertilizers.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the'oven B, a re-

Tolving tube, D, open at both ends, when arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for ^he
purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the oven,
the tube, the pipe L, gearing G- H I, shaft P, and
clutch K, substantially as set forth.

3. The reA'olving tube D, open at both ends, and
constructed with internal ribs or tins ; but this I
claim only when said tube is arranged within an
oven, to operate substantially as set forth.

89,801.—Philander Sprague, Pecatonica, Ul.— Cultivator.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the forked tongue
A, axles B B, wheels C C, semicircular braces D and
/, seat E, and bent rod or bar g, with its hooks h h,

substantially 'as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the forked tongue A, plow-
beams P P, handles P P, and adjustable brace T, all

constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrang.ement of the plow-beams P P, sta-

tionary shins 1 1, pivoted shins K K, and adjustable
cross-bar M, to which a center-shin, K"^ is secm*ed,
substantially as herein set forth.

89,802.—T. a. Speinger, Clinton, Iowa.—Pro-
ducing Gas for Heating and Lighting.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the wings or beaters of a
gas-bm'ner with the generating-chamber, or at some
point between the generating and the mixing cham-
bers, substantially as and for the pui-poses herein set

forth.

2. Pilling the generating-chamber ofa gas-machine
with perforated plaster Paris, or its equivalent, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.
'

3. Providing a gas-pipe with an inside funnel-

shaped tube, for the purpose of preventing a flicker-

ing or unsteady light, substantially as herein set

forth.

89,803.-Greenleaf Stackpole, XewTork, ]^.

Y.—Mo2}-Holder.—May 4, 1869.

Claiin.—Tlie cam-lever A B, spring I, and piston
L, in combination with the wire frame E, and clamp
D D, substantially as and for the purpose set forth

80,804.—Eben T. Starr, l!^ew York N. Y.—
Skate.—MsJ 4, 1869.

Claim.— I. The dovetailed guide-piece C, trans-

versely arranged, and clamping the runner A, and
secured to the sole-plate B of a skate, and con-

structed with lugs / /, for the reception of adjust-

ing-screws d d, for operating clamping-jaws or strap-

rings, substantially as herein described.

2. The sliding-clamps D D, having jaws with cur-

vilinear serrated inner surfaces, substantially as

specified.

3. The combination of the clamps D D and guide-

piece C. extending all across the foot-plate, substan-
tially as herein specified.

4. The attachable and removable heel-plate E, con-

structed independently of the heel-plate of the skate

and of the boot-heel, and arranged for operating sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

5. The centrally pierced concave-headed adjust-

ing-screws d d, k k, substantially as described and
for the purposes herein set forth.

89,803.—Edward T. Steen and William B.

May, San Francisco, CaX.—Process of Bemoving

Soluble Matters from Artificial Stone. — May 4,

1869.

Claim.—Purging soluble substances from artificial

stone, in the manner substantially as above de-
scribed.

89,806.- Daniel Stirn, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Piano-Forte.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a concavo-convex
sounding-board, B, with a cast-iron frame, P F', hav-
ing tlie part P' arched, to correspond to tlie shape of
the board below, substantially as and for the pui'pose
set forth.

2. The use of the pieces b"^ b-, in connection with
an arched sounding-board, B, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

89,807.—Albert Stockwell, Providence, E.
I., assignor to Charles W. Greene, trustee, and
said Greene, as trustee, assigns to Albert Stock-
V7ELL and T7INS0R Stone.—Mule for Spinning.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the -spindle-bearing
carriages A, with the mechanism for shifting the
point of attachment of the spindle-driving chain A'
to the quadrant-lever B, by means of the yielding
bar F, or its equivalent, and a suitable lever-connec-
tion, E L, for operating the same, substantiall}' as
described, for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the cop-shaping mechanism
with the levers h h', or equivalent devices, for put-
ting into action the hereinbefore-described mechan-
if^m, which shifts the point of attachment of the
spindle-driving chain to the quadrant-lever, and with
the vibrating levers p p', and the yielding support-
ing-block r, substantially as described, for the pur-
poses specified.

89,808.—H. A. Streeter, "Worcester. Mass.'
assignor to J. P. Streeter & Brother.—Horse-
Pake.—lSlaj 4, 1869.

Claim.—i. The combination, with the axle, rake-
head, and clearer finger Jbar, of the curved metallic
bearing-arms G G, \\hicli carry the rake-head, fin-

ger-bar, and clearing fingers, when said arms are
constructed with an open bearing for the rake-head
and a support for the clear-finger bar, and are held
to the axle, so as to project from the rear of the same,
in the manner shown and described.

2. The arrangement, in connection w^th the shaft
L, of the rotating shaft O, and treadle and fork,

which it carries, and the spring 6 and pin 5, as and
for the purposes shown and described.

3. The combination and relative arrangement; with
the main frame and supporting-wheels of the dri-

ver's seat F, rake-head H, curved metallic arms G G,
clearer-finger bar J. shafts O and L, treadles 9, 10,

and fork 11, said parts being constructed and ar-

ranged with relation to each other, as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with shaft L and pin 5, oi

spring 6, made in the form and applied in the manner
described and shown in the drawings.

89,809.—John S. Stuart, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Locomotive Steam-Engine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. A locomotive-engine in which the cyl-

inders are provided with a single valve-chest, C,
arranged between and communicating with the said
cylinders, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The valve-chest C, divided by a partition, a,

into two equal compartments, x andy, provided with
oscillating valves H and H', all substantially as spe-

cified.

3. The slide-box P, with its valve d, arranged in

respect to the valve-cbest C and ports e e' and/,
substantially as herein described.

4. The combination of the slotted valve-arms I

with the eccentric rods j, when the latter are con-

nected with devices by means of which the stroke of
the valves, and the supply of steam to the cylinders,

may be proportioned to the work to be performed by
the' locomotive, aU substantially gs herein set forth.

89,810.—J. B. SwEETLAND, Pontiac, Mich.—
Horse Hay-Fork.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. A two-tined hay-fork, when so con-

structed that the tines are standing or hanging one
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above the other, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The hook d, when constructed substantially as

described, and used in connection with the adjusta-

ble handle C, as herein set forth.

89,811.—Fjreeman a. Tai^r, Baltimore, Md.
— Candlestick.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring wick-holder L, for the wick-
less candle, when operated by the swivel-screw K,
working- through nut J, api)lied to part G, substan-

tially as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The caadlc-holder, constructed as described, of

the support D, with guide c, cap E /, bottom piece

G-, connecting-wires E, spring H, spring wick-tube
L, screw K, and nut J, all as herein set forth, and
fitted within the casing A, as specified,

89,812.—AuGUSTiN L. Taveau, Chaptico, Md.
—Revolving Sulky-Harrow and Seeder Combined.
—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. A revolving sulky-harrow and seeder
combined, or its equivalent, constructed and operat-

ing as herein set forth and described, to wit, the re-

volving spiked cylinder M, axle L, arms D, in com-
bination with the gear-wheels B, movable pinions C,

cylindei'-journals e, clutches m, the spring-levers H,
and spikes g h, in the manner specified ; also, the
combination of the gear-wheel B, wheel No. 5, wheel
^o. 2, and the entire seeding-apparatus, in conjunc-
tion with the harrow.

2. The construction and application of the jointed
spikes g h, or their equivalejit, held in position in

the sockets by the iron bolt and wooden pin v, in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth, and de-

scribed.
3. The application of the rollers IST, pin-drums n,

and stay-chains o, in combination Avith the lever P,
ratchets O, and construction of the foot-paA\'l E., in

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth and
described.

4. The application and combination of the double-
acting spring-levers H, springs s, rods a, foot-lever

K, and spring-catch Q, operating for the purpose as

herein set forth and described.
5. The cylinder-comb I, brace-rods x, and spring-

teeth d, or their equivalent, in combination with the
spikes g h, consti'ucted and operating as herein set

forth and described.
6. The construction, combination, and arrange-

ment of the guano and seed box to a revolving sulky-

harrow aud seedi?r combined, or their equivalent,
and the application of a grass-seeder to the same, all

constructed and operating as herein set forth and
described.

89,813.—John I. Tay, San Francisco, Cah—
Means for Hanging Windoiv- Shades.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cords b, n, and n', the tension-spring d, and the roll-

ers C, wlien applied to both ends of a curtain, so
that the top may be rolled down, and the bottom
rolled up, and each sustained at any desired height,

by means of the weights I I', substantially as de-

scribed.

89,814.—A. M. Utley, Watertown, N^. T.—
Cheese-Table, Shelving, <£c.—May 4, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Forming that portion of the table,

shelf, or other device upon which the cheese rests,

and with which it is in contact during the process
of curing, of paper, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

2. A table- top, shelf, or its equivalent, for sup-

porting the cheese during curing, com])osed of a per-

forated wood(Mi base, provided with a paper cover-
ing, substantially as shown and set forth.

3. The combination of the removable table-top or
shelf, tiie grooved uprights for supporting tlie sam(>,

and the detacliable cross-bar connecting said up-
rights, constructed and arranged substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

89,815.—John Van, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Porta-
ble Laundry.—May 4, 18()9 ; antedated April 16, lH(i9.

Claim.— 1. The dry-room^ ol' a portable hvnndry,
consisting of the sectional' floor A A'^ posts ll',

upper frame or plate B, and suctions B' Jl'.and pro-

vided with the metallic lining, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The metallic-lined sections B^ C H' C^ of the
dry-room q^ the portable laundry, constructed in the
manner described, for the purposes specified.

3. In the portable laundry, the stove D, construct-
ed with the fire-box c, water-heating chambers D',
air-heating drum M m,, flues L IST, and vapor-duct O,
all arranged as detcribed, in combination with the
dry-house and water-reservoir, substantially as aud
for the purposes set forth.

4. The combined arrangement of the sectional

floors A AS, the drj^-house BBi, C H H', the clothes-

frames P Pi P2 P4, rails Z Z, stove D D' L M ]Sr O,
and water-reservoir E, provided v,'ith. the pipes / /',

1 1, and cock k, substantially as described, to form
an improved portable laundry.

89,81 6.

—

Eenelon Vie, Havre, France.

—

Life
Boat.—Msij 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ribs B, with gore-shaped openings
a, in combination with the covering C and lining D,
and Tsith the longitudinal braces E F, substantially

as herein shown and described.
2. The double-flanged pieces b, in combination

with the lining D, covering C, and ribs B, substan-
tially as aud for the purpose set forth.

3. The flanges c, in combination with the longitu-

dinal braces E F, covering C, and lining D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

4. The air-chambers G-, in combination with the
longitudinal braces E, covering C, lining D, and ribs

B, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

89,817.—Ephraim Vorbe, San Francisco, Cal-
— Combination-Lock.—May 4, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the stem c', hold-

ing-plate k', and socket-stem D, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The stop W, with the catch r, the sliding-plate

r', aud spring T, for holding aud releasing the stop,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

3. The tumblers NOP, with the lugs n n n, the
arm p, the wheels Q E S T, and the lever Z, the
whole operated from the knob E, for retreating the
stop K,^ substantially as described.

4. The device for' controlling and operating the
bolt, consisting of the rotating case V, the plate it,

with its arms 1, 2, and 3, the spring V, the stems k
It, and the key M, together with the slotted segment
•w, the whole connected and operated substantially

as herein described.

89,818.

—

Henry S. Vrooman, Boston, Mass.

—

Sole-Channeling and Feather-Edging Machine.—
May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the smooth-sur-
faced upper feed-wheel, the toothed-surfaced lower
feed-wheel, and the cutter or cutters, arranged to

operate upon either surface of the sole, a stationary

rest-plate, for supporting the sole and edge to be
skived or channeled, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. So constrjjcting this rest-plate that the skiving-

cntter or its shank can pass through or by the plate

from the arm d, so as to bring the cutter to the under
surface of the sole, substantially as de.^^cribed.

3. In combination with the feed-wheels and cutter

or cutters, arranged to op(n'ato as described, an ad-

justable edge-guide, substantially as described.

4. 1\\ combination with the feed-wheels, stationary

rest, and cutter or cutters, arranged to optn'ato ou
either side of the sole, an adjustable edge-guide, sub-

stantially as described.
5. In combination with the lower feed-AAheel, an

upper feed or presser wheel, made ndjustablo rela-

tively to the edge-guide and the arm by which it is

supported, substantially as described.

89,819.— Samuel "Wagnkh, Gabon, Ohio.—
Door Catch and Cushion.—Alay 4, 1869.

Claivi.—A protective knob and spring door-holder,

in combiinition with a base, A, adapte»l to be secured

to the wash-board or wall. .

89,820.- Bkunaui) Pkaih) W.u.rkij, "\Vo1voi--

liaini)t(>n, Kni.':h\\H\.— I{flt-Joiiil.—Mi\y -1, lS(i;t.

C'i«u/i.—Joining th(.> ends of driving-bands by
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means of flat, tliin metal plates, between which the
ejids of the baud or strap are placed, and secured by
rivets or screws passing through the two plates, and
through the inclosed leather, or other material of

which the band or strap is formed, as Irereinbefore
described.

89,821.—P.A.WiLLSON, Camden, I^. J., assignor
to himself, Matihew Whilldi:^ and Albert At-
WOOD, same place.

—

Sash-Balance.—May 4. 1869.
Claim.—A cord, F, secured at opposite ends to the

frame of a window, and arranged upon a series of
pulleys, t), Di D", as described, wlieu the said pidleys
rotate in a recess in tlie sash, and are so adjusted as
to prevent the cord from being forced against the
frame, as set forth.

S9,S22.—Seth Wilmarth^ Maiden, Mass.— Te-
locipede.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The auxiliary shaft E, -n-ith its fly--wheel

0, connected with the main shaft by means of de-
scribed gearing, combined with a foot-lever, G. and
a steering-wheel, Q, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The foot-lever G, strap 6, drum D, with its re-

tracting-spring g. paAvl e. and the ratchet-wheel I. in
combination with the auxiliary shaft E, provided
vrith a tly-wheel, O, and connected with the main-
shaft A by suitable gearing, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. Limiting the motion of the foot-lever G by the
shoulders k k, in combination with the shoulders I I.

in the bifurcated support H, in which it is pivoted,
substantially as set forth.

89,8^3.-Albert "Wixsnip. Turner, Me.—Tire-

Upsetting Machine.—May 4. 1809.

Claim.—1. The combination of the beds a i, hav-
ing the false beds m, when desired, and removable
dogs i. v.ith the arms d c, and right and left screw/,
when the bed a is fixed and the bed b removable, and
when the two beds are placed near the bottom of the
arms d c, all as and for the p)urposes set forth.

2. The removal^le or false beds m, secured by studs
0, to be applied to a tire-upsetter, as herein set forth,

and used in combination with dogs i, as and for the
purposes set forth.

89,824.—Eeueex TTpjght, Houston, Texas.—
Machinefor Cutting Stalks in the Field Preparatory
to Plou'ing.—Maj 4, 1869.

Claim.—The roller A, provided with spiral knives
B B, crossing each other diagonally, the cross-bar D,
the shaft C, axle e, and wheels E E, the whole con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

89,825.

—

Jajies M. Albertsox, ISTew London,
Conn.

—

Horse-Power.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the gear-wheel C,
.pinion F, shaft E, and \^heel G, to allow the revolu-
tion of the wheel G within the wheel C, and to bring
the shaft E at such height as to engage the pinion F.

2. In combination with above arrangement, the
frame D D', consisting of two arms "provided with
journals for the shaft E, the whole attached to the up-
per end of shaft B, substantially as herein described.

89,826.- Horace L. Arnold, Chicago, HI.

—

Letter-Lock.—Mixj 4, 1669.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bolt C. the
spring E. and the abutment F, when constructed and
operating as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the washer W with the bolt

C, spring E, and abutment F, when constructed and
operating; as described, and for the purpose set forth.

89,827.— G. L. Badlam and Charles TT.
Laxg, Brandon, Yt.

—

Foot-Bestfor Chairs.—Mav 4,

1869.

Claim.—The foot-rest or pedal D, in combination
with the notched bar a, standard E, plate E, and
cafch c, vi^hen consti'ucted and arranged substantially
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

89,828.—John Chapin, Chicopee, assignor to H.
H. Sjuth, Springfield, Mass.

—

Ticket-Punch.—M'dj
4, 1869.

Claim..—A tipket-punch, wherein the die, liaving
the bearings e and e', connected by a thin portion or
blade, c, is operated by means of a lever having two
projections n n thereon, one upon each side of said
blade c. all constructed and operating substantially
as herein described, and for the purposes specified.

89,829—J. Wi?sley Dodge, Maiden, Mass.—
Branding-Apparatus.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
forked handle, the eye, and the bail, with a brander
or branding-box, provided with brandino- devices,*
and made to receive a heater, as described.

89,830.—L. M. Ham, Boston, Mass.—iocA; /or
Prison-Doors.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with an ordinary latch or
lock, E. the catch L, made and arranged substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The guard jST of the lock-casing B C. in combin-
ation with the bar O and catch L, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

89,831.—William Hoffman, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Apparatusfor Rolling and Notching Rails for Rail-
roads.—M-Aj 4, 1869.

Claim.—Eolls constructed and applied substan-
tially as described, for making railroad rails with
notches in them, substantially as described.

89,832.—Bennett Kindblade, Geneva, HI.

—

Sash-Holder.—M.a.j 4, 1869.

Claim.—T'he spurred yoke C, applied within a hol-
low cam, B, constructed and' operating substantially
as described.

89,833.—Thomas L. Luders, Olney, 1\\.—Field-
Skate.—Max 4, 1869.

Claim.—i. For the purposes of a field-skate, the-
standard A, made adjustable as set forth.

2. The ari-angemeut of the wheel B at the side of
the adjustable standard A, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. The side-wheel B, in combination with the stand-
ard A, and a foot-rest, C, secured thereto, below the
axis of the wheel, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. The springs interposed between the over-shoe
and foot-rest, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

89,834.—George C. Howard, Philadelphia, Pa.—Hat-Press.—May 4, 1869 : antedated November 4,

1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the link G, crank-
arm F, and crank-shaft L^, and spiral spring T, with
the treadle 'H, substantially as and for the "purposes
specified.

2. The combination of link G, crank-pin L, and
crank K, eccentric catch-pin J, and lever TJ, with
the treadle H, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth in this speoifieatiou.

3. The combination of the latch X, bell-lever X',
and pin X-, with the treadle H, cross-head S, and
link G, substantially as and for the pui-pose specified.

4. The arrangement of the hydraulic pump P and
ram E'^, with the treadle H, catch or eccentric pin J,
link G. cross-heads S and C, and guide-rod D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

5. The arrangement of the nut E, handle T. screw
Z', and platform Z, with the treadle H, eccentric pin
J. link G, cross-heads S and C. Fig. 1, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth in this specification.

89,835.—Virgil Price, isTewTork, ~^.Y.—Car-
riage- Wheel.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—^The corrugated metallic rim or tire C, of
a wheel, when so shaped that it is higher at or near
the edges than toward the middle, and when sup-
ported at or near the edges by two separate sets of
spokes, projecting from the same hub, substantially
as herein shown and described.

89,836.—William M. K. Thornton, Clinton,
Wis.—^licWe.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—An improved article of manufacture, con-
sisting of a buckle, having its side-bars c c flanged,
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and its side-loops / / arranged so tlint their outer
surfaces a are flush with the corresponding surface

a of said bars and their cross-bars h b, as herein set

forth.

89,837.

—

Zactiariah Walsh, ]S"ewark, IS". J.,

assignor to himself and Cornelius "VValsh, same
place.

—

Trunk-Lock.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—]. The studs K, arranged to operate in

connection with the hinge-plate G-, face-plate A, and
hasp Q, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. The construction and combination of the sliding-

bolt c, the recessed projection L, and hinged plate G,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

89,838.—Jacob Weaver, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Washing-Machine.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—Tha combination of the roll A with the
India rubber E., tlie spring N, the frame C, and
rollers B, and springs O, as and lor the purposes
specified.

89,839.—EuFUS Sibley, Greenville, Conn.

—

Journal-Box.—May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with a shaft or bear-
ing designed to run in a journal-box, of one or more
scoops, of any desired shape or section, formed on
the exterior of efther a sliaft or of a collar thereon,
substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

2. The combination of one or more of the sediment-
chambers H, with one or more of the longitudinal
channels G, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

* 89,840.—George Adams, Jr., Alexander, IST.

' Y.—Scaffold.—M&j 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The standards B, platform A, bails e,

pav,i-hooks g, ratchets b, and hoisting-cable h, when
arranged and combijied to operate substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The crank I and chain-pinion m, supported
above the platform, in combination with the wind-
lass K, and chain-wheel Q, below tiie platform and
the connecting chain, guiding-pulleys j, and cable h,

arranged to operate as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3.. The arrangement of tlie cranlc and chain-wheels

X and a;', pitmen y y, and foot-rests y' y'. as de-
scril)ed.

4. The combination and arrangement of the brake-
lever and strap L a, \\\i\\ pawl and ratchet-wheels q
n, as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination of tlie ropes s, angle-levers t,

rope s', arras u w, and pull-rod ^y', -with the hook-
pawls g, for disengaging the latter, as set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement of the rat-

chet-standards B, braces c, and ])ulleys I. with tiic

phitform A, supi)orting-pawl hooks g, and hoisting-
rope /t, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

7. The pulley I, provided with hooks i and eye i^,

coiistructcd in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

8. The adjustable guard-arms D, provided with
friction -rollers x', arranged and operating as set
forth.

89,841.—Thomas Atkinson, Mcmjihis, Tenu.—
Bee- Hive.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The entrance formed of tlie sloping en-
cased tubes B B, in coinl)iiiation with the inclined
bottom A A, when provided wilii the sliding venti-
lators, as set fortli.

89,84'^.—Isaac W.Barnum, New York, N.T.—
Tuck- Creaser for Sewing- Machines.—May 11, 18()9.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the spring-arm B,

hammer oi' notch 1), and yielding arm K, ^1111 a non-
adjustable base-plat(>, A, and toothed plate G, sub-
stantially as specilied.

2. Xw combination with the above, the smoother
n, for the purpose set forth.

89,8'! 3.—

E

lias BAirro, Tillin, Ohio.— Oorn-
Marker, I'lanter, and CuUiu,ator.— .\Ia\- II, 1869.

(Jla,im.—TIh! ciit-olF slide g, with hole or bucket /t,

dlBchurging tube j, spring i, elbow I, lever 11, bail

32 r—

n

G, and gum-elastic strike k, together with the hop-
per F, for the use and purpose as specified and herein
set forth.

89,844.—George N. Beard. St. Louis, Mo.—
Cotton-Bale Tie.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The tongue-lever B B', in combination
with the buckle A, "so shaped as, when drawn down
by the band C, to cause the end C of the band to
bend about the end rail A', forming, by the counter-
pressure of the compressed bale, an S-shaped curve,
substantially as herein described.

89,845

—

Louis R. Boyd, New York, N. Y.—
Cap for Freserve-Jars.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The ^\ithin-described cap, for jars and
other articles, formed partly of metal and partly of
glass, or other vitreous substance, permanently se-

cured to the metal, whether such cap is or is not'pro-
vided with a rubber gasket, or equivalent, between
the glass, or vitreous substance, and the metal.

89,846.—Hiram K. Bozorth, Philadelphia,
Vix.—Refrigerator.—M.a.y 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ice-box T, drum
D, drip-pan N, pipes P P^ P^ and siphon S, with
the water-cooler W, and inner and outer casings B
C, the whole arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

89,847.

—

George B. Brayton, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to "The Novelty Eyelet Company,"
same place.

—

Composition Metal for Eyeletn.—May
11, 1869.

Claim.—The use of a metal for eyelets, composed
of the elements and of the character substantially
as described.

89,848.—John G. Bresltn, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Spark- Conveying Device.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bell-mouthed sec-

tions of the ooiitinuousdisehfirge-pipe, and the short
adjustable connecting- sections E, substantially as
described.

89,849.—Saml'el Brillinger, Clarence Centre,
N. Y.—Pump.—M:\y 11, 18<i9.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement, with
cylinder A, having side-passages C I), of the rock-
chamber B, provided with ports c d, and recii)rocat-

ing plunger E, the whole operating in the manner
and tor the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement, witli rock-
chiimber B and plunger E, of the forked -lever J,

aims H [, and the lever F, operating as described,
and for the purpose herein specified.

S9,S50.—D. L. Cady, Mason, Michigan.—/S/iecj?-

Shearing Table.—May 11, 1869.

Claiiti.— The doubie-leaves B B', having mortises
,F F, the middle boards C, straps 1) D, having loops
C C, the levers G (jr, having plates H, and the
notched plates H', on the legs a a, all made to ope-
rate substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

89,851.—William Ciiurcuill, St. Louis, Mo.—
Punching-Machine.—May 11, 18t)9.

Claim.— i.. The hinged and weighted take-off K, and
its prongs k-, operating with the slide D to hold the
plate when being punched, substantially as set forth.

2. The die /(., straightening-plates I, •punch F, and
take-off K, arranged and combined suustuntially as

set forth.

89,85'^.—George W. Cilley. Norwich, Conn.—
Combined Lock and Latch.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The eonibiiiatiou, wiih the )umbler.<>, ar-

ranged to operate also as a shield or shields to tlio

key-hole, of a lockiug-l)t)lt, or catch, so i-onstrueted

and applied as to hold the tumblers in uiiUn'-king

lino or position when raised, and to socuro them
when down, substantially as described.

89,853.-Gkokge W. Cillkv, Korwioli, Conn..
assignor to himself and William P. Ai)AM8, same
plac«>..

—

Combined Lock and Latch.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with tlio lutoh and
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bolt, the clogs C and G, so constructed that they may
connect the two former when the key is made to act
on the bolt-dog, substantially as and lor the purpose
set foi-th.

2. The case, when constructed with projections I,

K. L, and M. in combination with tumblers having
a shoulder formed on the back, and so ari'anued in
relation to the projections, that when the bolt has
been projected, and is then pressed against the tum-
blers, said shoulders shall engage the projection I,

and prevent the raising of tlie tumble.r, substantially
as set forth.

89,854.—Isaac W. Clarke, Providence, R. I.—Stopping-2[echani>>m for Alachine for Doubling
Yarn.—Miij 11, 1861).

Claim.— 1. The combination of the weighted ten-
sion-lever M, the link-connection k P. and the spool-

unseating spring-plate e, or the equivaleuts thereof,
substantially as described, tiie apparatus operating,
upon the fall of such lever M, to disconnect the
spool E from its source of motion, as herein set forth.

2. The combination with a spool, E, seated upon
a flange, d, upon the spindle of a spring-pLite, e, or
equivalent device for unseating tlie spool, substan-
tially as described.

89,853.—AXDRE CouTUKiER, Trinidad, Cuba.—
Vegetable Fiber to Iimtate Hair.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Asa new article of manufacture, the fiber

produced from the leaf of the Corojo palm, by the
process and means herein described.

89,856.—Hugh H. Craigie, ISTew York, jS". T.
—Cock for J?ater-Closets.—lslaj 11, 18H9.

Claim.—1. The ring i and elastic -washer 15, in
combination Viith the dia])hragm seat c of the valve,
the parts being constructed and applied substan-
tially as set fortli.

2. The cylindrical projection 8 of the valve e, in
combination with the elastic washer 1.5 and valve-
seat, tor the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the elastic washer 15, valve
e, cylindrical projection 8, piston k, cylinder h, and
"\vasher 4, to control the closing of the valve, substan-
tially as set forth.

89,857.-Hugh H. Craigie, Xew York. ]S^. Y.—
Water-Cloaet.—Mixj 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable cover g, forming a por-

tion of the support for the basin, in combination with
the flange d, formed as a part of the hopper a, and
constituting the other portion of the support for the
basin, substantially as set forth.

2. The bearing-Uigfion tlie under side of the cover
g, and the divided bearings at 7. in combination vrith

the axis ?', pan c, and arm k, as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The screw-thimble t, formed as specified, in

combination with the bridge ttand socket s, substan-
tially as set ibrth.

4. Tlie inclined-plane washer e. combined with the
hooked stud 5, as and for the purposes specified.

5. The cover w, applied to the inner end of the
hollow projection q, for the purposes set forth.

89,858.—Hugh H. Craigie, l>^ew York, o^. Y.
Wa.ste-Trapfor Wash-Basins.—Mnj 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The trap d, sciewed upon the ferrule

&, and acting as a nut to clamp the ferrule 6 and
washer to the basin, substantially as set foi'th.

2. The ferrule b, trap d, stop-plate g, and trap-

screw /. the parts being combined and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The ferrule b and plug c, in combination with
the trap d, connected directly to said ferrule b, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The trap d, intervening betAveen the screw-
coupling of the waste-pipe and the ferrule and plug
of the basin or sink.

89,850.—Hugh H. Craigie,, Xew York, ]^. Y.
—Wuter-Closet.—Maj 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The. plates c c\ formed with the down-
ward flanges 7, on their under sides, and secured to

the hopper by tlie action of wedges, substantially in

the mr.nuer set forth.

2. The arm /, socket e, and hopper a, connected

together by wedges, substantially in the manner
specified, so as to allow of adjustment, as set forth.

3. The projecting arm p, on the side of the hopper
a, with a movable cover-, for receiving the valve or
cock, in combination with th»shaft r and arms s and
t, for the purposes and as specified.

4. The weiglit n. ring I' and wedge-bolt o, in com-
bination with the link k. for the purpose and as speci-
fied.

.5. The bolt 5, passing through a hole in the plate
c, in combination with the hopper a, having a notch,
into which said bolt passes, so that the parts can be
separated without detachiug the bolt 5 from the
plate c, substantially as set forth.

89,860.—Harry A. Crossley, Cleveland, Ohio.—Stave-Jointer.—May 11, 1869.

Claim-.—The hollow cylinder B, concave on its

outer surface, in combination with the knives D D,
when the latter are an'anged so as to cut in opposite
directions from the center of the stave, all the parts
being constructed and arranged to operate as set
forth.

89,881 William Doyle, Albany, :N". Y.—
Combined Stove Lid and Damper.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a stove-cover, having
a circular rim. A, attached to its under side, in com-
bination witli flue-strips C C and V>, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as herein shown and set forth.

89,862.—Jonathan G. Dyer, Chicago, 111.—
Self- indicating Weighing-Scale.—May 11,1869.
Claim. — 1. The balancing-lever D, having a

weighted end, E, a screw-rod, P, and ball, G, for ad-
justing the scale to a standard weiglit, and weight
H, made adjustable in the s4ot c, for fixing the start-
ing-point, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the balancing-lever D, hav-
ing arms .J, with beam 5, connecting-rcjd IS", mnlti-
plying-leve'r O, liaving a cogged segment, P, pinion,

Q, pivot, T, and indicator, 7, the Avhole being ar-
ranged and constructed as hereiu described.

89,863.—"William Hailes, Albany, IS". Y.—
Stove-Grate.—May 11, 1869-

Claim.— 1. A tripod or bipedal bearer for a circu-
lar grate, consisting of a grooved ring, G, perforated
at w, a central socket, g', and arms g d, made of one
piece, substantially as described and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The concentric ring B', formed on the plate B,
with the ring of a bearer, G, and with friction-roll-

ers or balls between them, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The manner, substantially as described and
shown, of combining a circular grate wtili a tripod
or bipedal bearing, anti-fi'ictiou rolling-bearings s s

s, aud divisions t, substantially as set forth.

89,864.

—

Alfred Hasbrouck, Ithaca, X. Y.

—

^lachine for Cleaning Hair from Hides.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—The above-described machine, with all

its parts, as arranged, combined, aud operating.

89,865.

—

John "W". Hewitt and Egbert Hew-
itt, Alleghenv City, Pa.

—

Lubricator.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plug A with the
passage A^. aperture A^, and crevice A'^, lid B, and
apertures B^ and B^, with the reservoir C, cock C^
and plug G^ when constructed, combined, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

89,866.—P. L. Htgley, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Ifa-
chinefor Molding Metal Di-'iks, liivets, <£c.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described machine for mold-
ing metal disks, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The movable plate G, perforated as described.
3. The double series of w ires O O, attached to the

stationary plate at one end, i)enetrating the molds,
serving as guides to the mold-plate, and acting as
cores for the iioles, or slots in the castings, substan-
tially as shown. '
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89,867.

—

Stephen Huix, Poughkeepsie, IST. Y.

—

Harvester-Rake.—May 11. 1869.

Claim.—1. The bev"el-v\heel M, constructed Tvitli

pins y. or their equivalents, extending up from the
top of the bevel-wheel, whereby tlie armed hub O
can be rigidly connected to the bevel-wlieel by sim-

ply setting it down upon said wheel, and also where-
by it can be disconnected therefrom by simply lifting

it up from said wheel, substantially as described.
2. T! e vibrating grain-compresser E, applied upon

a grain- platform, and operated by the rake during
the act of raking oil the grain, said compressor being
constructed to operate substantially as described.

3. The tubular journal-box P, constructed with
two bearings, i i, and adapted to serve the jjurposes

described.
4. Tlie construction of the shoe L, witli an arched

recess, L^, substantially as described.
5. The construction and arrangement of the guide-

plate G', of the cam-rail G, and the adjustable bear-

ing-pieces O' of the rake or reel-arms, all in the man-
ner and for joint operation substantially as described.

6. The rod D'^, extending backward and upward
from the rear of the outer divider D^, as described
and shown, arranged with a combined rake and reel,

which has arms of different lengths, so that the rake-
arms, during their revolution, will move clear of the
rod 1)2, and the reel-arms will be. lifted by said rod,

substantially as specified.

7. Eocking-shaft S, constructed, arranged, and ap-

plied substantially as described, and the devices p t

t^ t^, or the equivalents thereof, in combination with
the ordinary cam-rail G-, and with the independently
hinged rake and reel-arms of a combined revolving
rake and reel, for the purpose set forth.

8. Thesiipporting-beara C^, extended inward, and
suspended from the draught frame by means of an
adjustable connection, Y, said beam supporting the
platform and bearings of the finger-beam, and being
secured to the shoe L, substantially as described.

9. The arrangement and combination of the wash-
ers P', bub P, shaft I, bevel-^Aheel M, hui) 0, cam-
plate H, cam-rail G-, and independently hinged
rake and reel-arras, substautially in the manner
shown and described.

10. Tiie device p, or its equivalent, applied to the
crownwheel M, or hub of the rake antl reel, for au-

tomatically operating the device t, which suddenly
elevates the rake and reel-arms, substantially as de-

scribed.

89,868. — Leonard J. Johnson, asTorwich,

Conn., assignor to himself, Charles B. Stoddeu,
and Hauvey Chapman, same place

—

Invalid Bed-
stead.—May 11, 1869.

Glaim.—tlie combination and arrangement of the
operative spring r, screw n', and nut t, and the
clutches, as described, with the single crank o, and
tJie main and auxiliary shafts e and,g, combined with
the back-rest and leg-frame, by means of mechanism
for operating them, substantially as set forth.

89,86!>.—Egbert Kent, Brooklyn, IS]". Y., as-

signorto Tuaddeus Fowler, Seymour, Conn.

—

Die
for Drawing and Reducing Wire.—May 11, 1869.

Claivi.—the hereiu-described apparatus for re-

ducing wire, when constructed and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

89,870.—Gideon King, Eminence,Ky.

—

Clothes-

Brier.—May 11, 1869..

Claim.—The frames A A, rod c, bevels d d d d,

arms e e e e, plates h h h h, arras K, tube I, and
braces ii, when combined, arranged, and construct-

ed substautially as and for the puri)oso specitied.

89,871.-Edwaud M. Lang, Portland, Me.—
Lantern.— IShiy 11, 18{i9.

Claim.— I. TMk! combination of the annular air-

space formed l)y tlie base of the chimney, slightly ele-

vated above the disk e, theunpeilbratod disk e, the

two cones, with tiie flaring or wider slot of tlie outer
and the narrower slot of the inner, all as and for tlic

purposes desciibed.
2. In combination with the unperforated disk e, the

deflector and chinuuiy-liase, the outwardly pressing
spring-liooks, as and for the purposes described.

3. The unperioraLcd disk e, in combiuutiou with

the annular air-space, as and for the purposes set
forth.

4. The cap o, when provided with the conical piece
of metal q, and hiuged cap r, as and for the purposes
set forth.

89,872—H. B. Leach, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to E. C. Penfield, same place.

—

Combined
Suftpender and Shoulder-Brace.—May II, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combined shoulder-brace and sus-
pender, having a metallic buckle-plate. A, as repre-
sented in figs. 4 and 5 of the accompanying drawings,
constructed substautially as and lor the purpose
herein described.

2. The combination of the bent wire loops k k',

with the buckles c c', substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

89,873. — Geokge Leman and Geokge W.
Beals, Springfield, Mass.

—

Vegetable-Slicer.—May
11, 1869.

Claim.—The table B, with "the guide E thereon,
and the feed-bar C, operated in the guide D and ways
c, by means of tlie spring a and guide-block F, in
combination with tlie rotating-plate A, having the
adjustable knives a thereon, the whole constituting a
vegetable-slicer, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified and
described

.

89,874.—John McAuliffe, Ifew York, IST. Y.
—TJinbrella.-M&y 11, 1869.

Claivi.—An umbrella- frame, in which a loop at the
upper end of each rib works in a notch in the grooved
crown-plate, and is embraced by a ring in said
gpoove passing through the loops of all the ribs, and
in which umbrella the divided or bifurcated upper
end of tlie strftcher operates by means of an inter-
mediate lap l)etweeuit and the ribs, all substantially
as described.

89,875.-J. L. McAlemy, Memphis, Tenn.—
Tra.w.—May 11,1869.

Claim.—the combination of the cover D, elastic
cushion E, and pad C, constructed, arranged and
operating substantially as described.

89,876.-Hugh McDonald, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Manufacture of Steel-Faced Iron Plates.—^May 11,
1869.

Claim.—The hereinbefore-described mode of mak-
ing compound metallic plates, by welding together
two or more plates, sLibs, bars, or ingots of iron of
different relative capacities for taking carbon, or of
iron and a low quality of steel, and then subjecting
the face or faces of such compound plates to tUe pro-
cess of cementation, substantially as described.

89,877

—

Egbert E. McDonald, Syracuse, K".

Y.

—

Shoe-Knife and Gauge.—May 11, 18ii9.

Claim.—The knife-blade B, gauge C, screw D,
wedge E, aud thumb-screw F, when arranged sub-
stautially as aud for the purpose set forth.

89,878.-Joseph C. McKenzie, Adrian, Mich.
—Tile-Machine.— May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable moldE, surrounding the
core C, in combination with the screws F F F, op-
erating substantiallv as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. In combination with the tapering angular
trough A, the swing-boits H, operating jis and for

the purposes set fortli.

3. The combination of the tapering angular
trough A, the sluift B, when supplied with the
knives &, and screw b', and the screws F, aud
mold E, and core C, substantially as aud operating
in the manner set forth.

89,879 S. M. MEVEXiiBiiG, New York, N. Y.
— Veil- Holder.—Mi\y 11, I8(i».

Claim.—A self-fastening veil-holder, b, made of

sjiring material having its ends tei'niuuited liy eyes

or knobs, as described.

89,880.-Glenoy Moodv, Falmouth, Mo.—Kc-
volvim) Orate in Ileating-Stoiu-s.—May 11, If^tiH. ,

Claim.—The improved stove, mailo and to bo op-
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erated as herein described, and having the devices
herein shown, all as set forth.

89,881.—Curtis C. Cady Morgan, Auburn,!^.
T., assignor to hiuivself, Curtis C. Cady, and El-
liouE P. Koss.

—

Sheet-Metalfrom Lead and Zinc.—
May 11, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The new article of manufacture, com-
posed of lead and zinc, combined in the manner
substantially as above described.

2. The process of fusing and combining other
metals with zinc, by melting and fusing them wliile

in the molten state, and cooling the mixture in oil,

substantially as above described.

89,882.—William H. Nauman, Dayton, Ohio,
—Seed-Drill.—May 11, 1869; antedated April 13,

1869.
Claim..—1. A feed-wheel running in a cup under

the hopper and thiough the hopper-bottom, when
the quantity of seed i^s regulated by a slide, as de-

scribed, as and for th*e purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable slide B, placed in front of the
feed-wheel, in combiuatiou with the cup C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Tlie combination and arrangement of the feed-

-wheel A, slide B, and cup C, as described and shown.

89,883.-GeoroeTV. Nell, Philadelphia, Pa,—
Curtain- Fixture.—May 11, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the S-shaped hook B
with the toothed plate A, when the latter is pro-

vided with a longitudinal groove to receive the lib

<ir pin e, formed upon the hook for the purpose of

preventing the lateral play of the same, as hergin
shown and described.

89,884.—Eichard Korris, Jr., Baltimore, Md.—Hardening and Washing ^' Ransome Concrete
Stone.''—M-Aj 11, 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus having two compartments,
an open and a closed one, and with a packed and
controllable diapliragm between them, of which the
stone to be treated forms a part, for forcing, by ar-

tificial means, into or through what is known as tlie

" Kansome concrete stone," either or both chloride
of calcium of the proper strength to harden, or watei',

to dissolve and wash out the chloride of sodium
formed therein, substantially in the manner herein
described and represented.

89,885.-D. C. Owen, Adams County, El.—
Tump.—^-Aj 11, 1869.

Claim.—The stock-sockets C F, connecting-pipes
D D, cylinders A A, pistons G- G', combined with
the valves d d, e e, and chambers E E, all airanged
and opeiated substantially as and for the purpose
described.

89,88S.—Emery Parker, E"ew Britain, Conn.
—Eey.—Mi\j 11, 1869. .

Claim.—The improvement, which consists in

Tiniting the two parts, A and B, of the shank of a
folding-key, by means of a joint, which is constructed
"with a slotted hole for the joint-pin, in combination
with a fixed pin, g, and score, /, for locking such
joint, substantially as described.

89,887.—George M. Phelps, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Frinting-Telegraph.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. liotatiug the type-wheel by means of
a rotary magnetic motor, applied to a shaft that is

connected with the type-wheel, substantially as set

forth.

2. The governor and adjustable circuit-breaker,
substantially as set forth, in combination with the
electro-motor, substantially as set forth.

3. The mechanism, substantially as set forth, for

giving an impression upon the type-wheel by the
lever k', and type-wheel actuated by the revolution
of the shaft I.

4. The pawl 35, stops 39, collar 33, and ratchet 36.

substantially as set forth, for locking the type-wheel
during intervals in the transmission of words or sig-

nals.

5. The slides v, collar 33. and mechanism, sub-
stantially as set forth, for directing the current of
electricity-to the magnets o*, as set forth.

6. The combin.ation of the circuit-breaking lever
t with the locking-lever and type-wheel, substantially
as described.

89,888.—Jesse Reynolds, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Grate-Bar for Ftirnaees and Heaters.—May 11,1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

tapering or wedge-shaped piece e with the bearing-
bars d of the grate, and siidiiig-bars b, whereby the
bars may be pushed up to their places, substantially
as described.

89,889.- "Westley Eichards, Birmingham,
England.— Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the breech-lever and
its stopper (constructed to be turned upward and
forward to open the breech) with the hammer,
through the intermediate cocking-lever k, the combi-
nation being and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the breech-lever and its

stoppei' (constructed to be turned upward and for-

ward to open the breech) with the hammer, by
means of the intermediate leveis interposed between
the breech-lever and the hammei', the whole con-
structed to operate substantially as before set forth.

3. The combination of the breecli-lever and its

sliding-block with the plunger and the lever i, sub-
stantially as set forth, to draw back the plunger as

the breech opens, and thus prevent accidental ex-
plosions.

4. The combination of the lever i with the jointed
end h^ of the cocking-lever, as set forth.

89,890.—Charles G. Sargent,Westford, Mass.
— Cotton- Gin.—M.ay 11, 1869.

Clai'm.—1. The raw-hide or partially elastic work-
ing-edge of a stationary guard, in combination with
a ginning or cleaning cylinder, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The reciprocating comb or finger-bar, in com-
bination with a stationary guard and ginning or
cleaning cylinder, the whole constructed to operate
substantially as described.

3. The combination of one or more oscillating

rakes with a ginning or cleaning cylinder, substan-
tially as described.

89,891.—Charles G. Sargent, TTestford, and
Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.

—

Cotton-Gin.—
May 11, 1869.

Claim.—An elastic or partially elastic-surfaced
roll, in combination Avith a reciprocating guard-
plate, having a sei'rated or corrugated edge, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

89,892.

—

John Seebekger and Joseph See-
berger, West Troy, N. Y.

—

Pump.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving bottom D, furnished
with the valve V, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the fixed bed E, with one or more
pipe-holes h, all airanged and constructed as and for

the purpose specified.

2. T^e revolving bottom D, packed with the leather

g, as shown in fig. 6, and in combination with the
shaft i, and the miter-gears k and ?aj,, as and for the
purpose set forth and described.

3. The dial-face o, furnished with the numbered
lines 1, 2, 3, and short lines r, in combination Avith

the thumb-piece p, with its pointer s and miter-gears

m and k, all airanged and operated as and for the

purpose set forth and specified.

4. The eccentric W, worked by its thumb-pieceW,
in combination with the sto])per u, as and for the

purpose set fpith and described.

5. The vent Z, provided with the float Z', in com-
bination with the chamber G and nozzle y, as and
for the purpose speci lied.

6^ A pump constructed with the chamber A, plun-

ger B, in combination with a revolving bottom, D,
furnished with a valve, Y, and moving in the pierced

fixed bed E, by means of the shafts i and u' and the

miter-gears k and m, as and for the purpose set forth

and described.

89,893.—Henry S. Shisler, Manheim Town-
ship, I'a.-Gate-Fastoier.-M-aj 11, 18(i9.

i Claim.—The connecting link or plate B, in com-
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biuation with a spriug- rod or pole, A, and wire C,

\vheu applied subsstantially in the manner and for

the pui-pose specified.

89,894.—AnthoxyW. Smith, Birnaingham, Pa.
—F'arlor-Game.—May 11, 1869.

CLahn.—'J he combination of a series of games,
ai-ranged in a series of concentric cii'cles, so as to be
phij'ed by a single pointer or revolving hand at the

center, substantially as above set forth and described.

89,895.—Edwin J. Smith, Chicago, 111.—Re-
volving Bin.—May 11, 18Hy.

Claim.—1. The table E, provided with partitions

6, so as to form a series of compartments or bins,

and cones B and C, so constructed and arranged
that the table revolves on the apex of tlie cone C,

substiiutially as and for the purposes herein specified.

2. The combination of the liange A, series of balls,

or their eciuivaleat, and the cones C and D, wlien
constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and specified.

89,896 Charles E. Spaulping, Theresa, N.
Y.

—

Bee-Rive.—}A.ixj 11, .1869; antedated April 8,

18(i9.

Claim.—1. The shaft E /*, -in connection with the
removable upper chamber a, hive E, and lock &',

substantially as and for the pui'pose herein de-

scribed.
2. The revolving lioop /, in connection with bot-

tom C c n, for opening and closing the entrances to

tlie hive, substancially as set forth.

3. The Shalt H, revolving upper chamber a, boxes
D, revolving hoop /, and lower chamber E, having
a covering-tube, i, and double walls g'/, all construct-
ed, arranged, and operated as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

89,897.—Mautix Stiefenhofer, City Island,

N. Y..

—

Hocking-Chair and Rotary-Fan.—M.ay 11,

1869.

Claim.—The levers o and^, set upon the rockers
of the chair, in combination with the standard g,

hinged to the chair, so as to be adjusted, and the fan
A;, which is revolved by the cord, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

89,898.—J. E. Tapi.ey, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Samuel Bovvi-es, B. E. Bowles,
and Ci.AiiK. W. Bkyan, same place.

—

Faper-Fas-
tener.—Mi\j 11, 1869.

Claim,.—Securing or binding- sheets by a metal
plate, substantially as and for the purx)Oses herein
described.

89,899.—John E. Thomas, Ilion, ]Sr. Y.—ifay-

Sp reader.—M'AJ 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie stationary cams P], constructed
substantially as described, for giving the positions
and motions, as speciued, to forks /,. which turn
upon axes parallel to the axis of the reel or shaft D,
substantially as sliou'U and set forth.

2. The stationary gear-box li, tlie intermediate
pinion P, and. the central pinions N, constructed
and operating- as described, in couibination witli the
wheel C of the carriage, and witli the tedder-arms
and tines, for tlie purpose described.

3. The station;iry pawl s .v, in combination with
the tedder-arms and tines and tlie carriage-wheels of
the macliine, substantially as described.

4. Tlie coMibination of the arm or dog g, fork-tines

/, and cam E, constructed and operating substan-
tially as descrilied.

5. The ariangeracot of independently movable
forks or tines upon independent revolving- arms,
when the vilirating movtMncnts of the forks or tiiu s

aie con I rolled by a stationary cam, substantially as

described.

89,900.— A 8APH TrJOMl'SON, Hudson, Ohio.

—

Milk- Cooler.—May 11, 18(19.

Claim.—1. The two hollow boxes, with their nie-

tnllic surfaces M M', the knobs K K, <fcc., (h^prcs-

slouH I> 1)', and pci'foraLioiis, or their equivalents,
kjubstantially as sliown and set Ibrth.

2. Tlio conjbination and arrangemontof said boxes

with faucets, reservoirs, and packing, for the pur-
pose and substantially as herein set forth.

3. The mode of cooling milk and other liquids, by
causing a thin stratum thereof to so flow between
two metallic surfaces as to keep the cavity therefor
at all times full of the liquid to be cooled, while the
metallic surfaces are themselves kept cool by a
stratum of cooling- liquid, so flowing forward over
the upper sides of the one. and (the same stratum)
backward in full contact "with the under side of the
other, as to keep all the cavities at all times both fuU
and flowing, substantially as set forth.

89,903 .—Asaph Thompson, Huclson, and James
Darling, jS'orthfield Township, Ohio.—2Iilk- Cooler.
—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the horizontal
pipes P P, &c., for the cooling liquid to flow through,
with the floats E E, &c., or their equivalents, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth in the fore-

going specification.

2. Tlie mode of cooling liquids, by horizontal pipes,

or their equivalents, kept floating on or at any de-

sired deptii beneath the surface of the liquid to be
cooled, the pipes adju.sting themselves to tliO varying
height of the liquid to be cooled, and having con-
stantly flowing through them the cooling liquid,

substantially as herein set forJ.h.

89,f>0-2.—SiLVANUs Ereoerick Van Choate,
Boston, Mass.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.— May
11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The breech-frame &, as made with a
slot, having walls in vertical planes, a bottom eon-
centric with the bore of the barrel, and an open top,

one of the walls having a groove for reception of the
shell-extractor, the frame having also a recess at the
rear to receive the recoil-cam, which locks the breech-
piece in the breech-frame.

2. The breech-piece a, made to fill the slot in the
frame, and to have its top flush with the cylindrical

surface of the bi'eech-frame, and with provision- at

the rear for the recoil-cam and its turning-shaft, and
with the slot n for operating tlie cartridge-ejector,

and the mortise, described and shown, for admitting
the actuator of the firing-pin, and the sloe which
traverses pin k.

3. The shaft e, constructed at or near its end, as
described, so as to operate as a safety-device to pro-

tect the firiugpin from being struck while the breech-

piece is unlocked.
4. Combining with the shaft e a projection, z, as

and for the purposes describ^ul.

5. In fire-arms in which the breech-piece a can
be moved back and forth in the direefion of the
length of the barrel witliout turning traversing in a
slot in the breech-frame b, the emi^loymentof a cam,

/, arranged to slide with the breech-piece, and to bo
turned crosswise of said-piece, so as to luck into and
unlock from cross-cuts or recoil-seats made in the
opposite sides" of the breegh-frame b, as and for the

purposes described.

89,903.—Thomas B. WAi.icER.'Wakeficld, Mass.
— Cooki)ig->Store.—]^i\y 11, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the hot-air flues F,

H, and I, and the openings c e thereof, with the air-

heating chaml)er E. the fireplace A, the oven D,
and the smoke-flues over tiie top, in rear, and under-

neath tlio oven, the wltole being as set forth.

2. The combination of tlie chamber h (in the shelf

M) and its openings i /, the fire place A, the cham-
ber E, with the oven D and tlie .air and .smoko-

passages arranged about the same, in manner as do-

scribed.
3. The arrangement of the nir-fluea F, IT, and T,

and the oi)enings c e with the oven, in manner as set

forth, when such flings are employed witli a liro-phu-o

and air-heating chainber about the same, and with

smoke-flues, as specified.

4. Thearraiiizinientof the slielf-cliamber h and its

openings i /', \\ ith the «)veii D, and the air and

smoke flu(>s' about the sniiie, and combined with u

lire-place and air-heating chamber, as set lorth.

SJ>,90J.—Martin AVkavkii. East Earl Towu
sliip. Pa., assignor to himself and rnn.U' Foreman
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same place.

—

Feed-Regulator for Mills.—May 11,

1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

external cap A Mith its conductors a a a, central
eleTat(^d disk B, and curved beaters b b b, intei'nal
ring D, provided -nith flanges d d d d, and slotted
ears E e. all suspended witliin the eve of the runner
G, and opei'ated as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

89,S05

—

"William TTellixgtox, Eoekford, 111.— Yentiiator and liefrigerator.—Mav 11, ]8tiy.

Claim.—The refrigerator and ventilator above de-

scribed, consi.'^ting substantiallv of the refiigerator
A, in combination with the tiibes A^ and B, with
their slides a a^ a^, as and for the purpose set forth.

S3,e06.—William L. Williams, New York,
N. Y.— Wood-Sjjlitting Machine.—May 11. 1869.

Claim.—The stinging-arm I and pulley A-, ar-

rangt'd as specified, to can-y the feeding-chain for
moving the wood in the trough of a w ood-splittiug
machine, substantially as set forth.

89.907. —William H. Alllx and William
Stoddakd, Winona, Minn.

—

Flour-Bolt.—Mav 11,

1869.

Claim.—The external rapper, (one or more.) hav-
ing a shoulder, b, and the sl[)ring E, in combination
with cleats /, on the ribs a of a floui-bolt, substan-
tially as described.

8S,908 E. iSr. Allen- and L. W. Kimball,
Pittsford. Yt., assignors to themselves. Wjlliam H.
ilALLOKV. and Edwin L. Blttekfjeld, Xew York
City.—Car-Wheel—May 11, 186y.

Claim. — Car-wheels coi:structed of metal and
paper, substantially as herein described.

89,909. — JOHX A. Bailey. Detroit, Mich.—
Pneumatic Pump.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pneumatic pump, arranged as de-

scribed, to effect the elevation of the \\ater by the
direct action of the compressed air on the water,
and provided "nith its vaJve-mechani&m D C 5 7i/a,
substajitially as sliown, for changing the pres-suie
from one cliamber to another, to admit of alternately
filling the same, all as and for the purpose specified.

2. The vnlve (J, as arranged to be operated by
means of the compressed air, the same being admit-
ted to act thereon after having expelled the water
from the chamber E or G, through the medium of
the fioat-valves L K, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The vessel H. haTing the compartments E G,
the valve C, provided with passages, as described,
and its operating mechanism, the fioat-valves L K
and valves S, all arranged and combined substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

89,910.—Otto H. 13axdisch, Berlin, Prussia,
assignor to Ekederick Yolckmanx, Hoboken, N.
J.

—

Eccploaive Conipound.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The ex ;.iosive compound herein described-

89,911.-YiKGiL W. Blanxhard. Bridport, Yt.—Machine for Carving.—May 11, 1669.

Claim.— 1. The employment of the nuts G and H,
screw shafts _p^ and q'^, in combination witli the two
upright screw-shafts i^ and j^. and nuts X and O,
for the purpose of giving at the same time a long-
itudinal sliding motion to the pattern or co})y, and
the material furnished to be carved, &c,. and' a ris-

ing and falling vertical motion to the molding and
cuttiug or polishing points of the hithe or engine,
substantially as and in tiie manner set forth.

2. The employment of tlie sliding frames E and F.
and nuts H and G attached to said frames, in com-
bination with the screw-shafts j3^ and q^. having the
mechanism tor communicating motion to said shafts,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
3. The nuts X and O, in combination with the

screw-sliafts i^ and/, and guides T', T^, and T^ as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The shaft a'', carried in the nut X, with the nut
E and arm P, arranged and operating substantially
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

5. The arm b'', lever Q, and shaft S. carried by the
nu* O, arranged to operate substantially as descrihed.

6. The combination of the shaft «^,'carried in tlie

nut X, nut R. and arm P, with the arm 6^, lever Q,
and sliaft S, substantially as described.

7. The weighted lever Y, pivoted to the arm of
nut O and the sliding-frame S', in combination with
shaft S, arranged to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

8. The weight X, in combination with the lever
Q. arm b^. nut 0. and screw-shaft j^ arranged to op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The employment of the lathe-mechanism at-

tached to slidmg-frame E, consisting of the parts a
and B", in combination with said frame, substan-
tially as described.

10. Tlie employment of the mechanism mounted
on the slidiug-plate K K, in combination with the
bed-plate A A. ways r r, tooth-bar A^ and folding-
frames B B. v\hen all the parts are constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

11. The ratchet-wheel f^. pawl h"^. disconnecting
lever c^ and the shalt j^ arranged and operated sub-
stantially as set forth.

12. The adjustable feed-mechanism, consisting of
feed-bar 0~. the plate above it provided with a slot

or mortise, and a screw, to vary the length of the
stroke, substantially as and for the pur])ose set
forth.

13. The arrangement ofthe differential gear-Vheels
k^, b^, t^, and v.^, with the screw-shafts t^. p. p^, and
q^. and nuts X, O, H, and G, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

89,912.

—

Alonzo T. Boox and James H. Bell.
Galesburgh, J\\.—Bed- Bottom.—May 11, lB(-i9.

Claim.— i. The boxes A A. provided with rubber,
in combination witli arms C C, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The spool D. as arranged and operated sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose as de-

scribed.

89,91.3. — Albert Braxshavv, Eoud du Lac,
Wis.— C«r-Coi/y;iZuig.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The coml?ination and arrangement of the
draw-head A, gravitating-hook C, and pivoted device
D, substantially as described.

89 914.—Theodore W. Burger, Xew Tork,
X. X'.— Yevtfor Cans.—May 11, 18fi9.

Claim.—Tiie plug or cap C, fitting witbin the
socket B of the can, when provided \\ith the pend-
ant -nire stop D. as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

89,91-5.

—

Daniel C. Chester, Ogdensburgh, "N".

Y.

—

Braiding-Foot for ISeiving Machines.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. A braider-foot, constructed substan-
tially as descrilied, with elastic fingers b b. arranged
along either side of the foot, and bent at their ends,

to form a braid-passage, c, in liue with, and so that
it meets or appioxini^ates the needle-hole d, on the
under side or face of the foot, essentially as spec-
ified.

2. The combination of the cam e and screw/ with
the elastic fingers b b, constructed to form a braid-

passage, c, disposed, in relation to the needle-hole d,

substantially as siiecified.

89,916.—Jonathan M. Clark, Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Steam.- Generator.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow, angular
head B, tubulnr connecting-plug C, and flanged,
substantially as described.

89,9 ! 7.—BEXjAiHN E. Cloud, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Curtain-Fixture.—M&y 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the flanged jonrnals

a. hangers c. chords e i, rollers /, pulley j, friction-

wheel k% casing I. and the friction-spring, as herein

described, for the purpose specified.

89,93 8.—J. W. Cole, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—
Pvmp.—Mi\r 11, 1869.

Claim.—A metallic pump-bracket, held in place
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by lateral flanges, embracing an outer portion of the
piirap-stock,the inner flanges being fixed in a groove,
the bottom part of said bracket converging upon
the base of the slot, the pump-brake pivoted upon
bearings projecting about centrally from the biacket,
all an anged so as to permit the full sweep of the
handle, from a vertical position, when the piston is

elevated to an acute angle in the reverse position.

89,919.—Charles Cross, Louisville, Ky.

—

Foot-
Measure for Shoefnakers.—May 11, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the bed piece
A, provided with the side walls B and B', of the
measures C and C, when inlaid in the same, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the bed A, having the
side walls B and B', of the inlaid measures T> and
E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The slide E, ai'ranged in the adjustable part F
of the bed, substantially as and for the purpose de-*

scribed.
4. The combination, with the inlaid measures C

and C, of the toe-gauges G, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

89,920.— Frederick Ebert, Saxonburgh, Pa:
—Horse Hay-Fork.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement shown and described of
the sliding-block or plate D, and cross-tie or brace rr,

and lug a\ with relation to the bent rod A, link E,
lever F, sliding-rod C, and articulated arms B B', as
and for the purpose specified.

89,921 .—George Ewart, ISTew York, ^ST. Y.—
Needle-Wrapper.—Hiij 11, 1869.

Claim.—The needle-wrapper, which consists of
the paper sheets A B, the sheet B having the pro-
jecting flaps a b, by means of which the loop c is

formed, substantially as herein shown and described.

89,922.

—

Daniel Fasic, Eowsburgh, Ohio.—De-
vice for Seizing Animals.—May 11, 18H9.

Claim.— T\ni curved horns B and extensions d, in

combination with the handle A, plate &, links e, rod
/, loop A, and elastic strap C, all arranged as ue-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

89,923.—John Field, New York, N. Y.—JSan-
jo.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the drum of banjoes with a
frame. A, formed with the projections 3 3, and cross-
pieces 4 4, and ring B, substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein shown.

89,924.—Gaetano Formica, New York, N. Y.
—Bocking- Chair.—M!\y 11. 1869:

Claim.—1. Tlie levers E E, pivoted to the side
bars of the swinging-seat, and connected with the
rotary fan, as described, they being so hung tluit

they will swing in opposite directions, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the support A, which car-
ries tlie ])ivoted seat, with the springs e, levers E,
rods/, and jotary fan F, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

89,925 John S. Fray, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to iiimself and IIokace Pigg, same place.

—

Attachment to Boring-Brace.—May 11. I8t)9.

Claim.—The attachment B, provided with the
longitudinal groove, tlie lugs or ears C C, ai\d tlie

set-screws rf, arranged and opc^rating as described,
wliereby it is adapted to be api)lifd to a common
boring-brace, as lierein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

89,926.—C. E. Fritts, Onconta, N. Y.— Cur-
tain-Fixture.—May 11, 18()9.

Claim.—A wiiidow-slKuh; fixture, consisting of the
combination of the spriug-dium a, spring /;, arbors
c h, cord (/, recess(Hl pulley K, coi'd e, ratchet- wheel
n, pawl o, and spring-rod p, all combined and ojicr-

ating substantially as herein shown ajid dcscribt;d.

89,927 L. P. Gauneu, Ashland, Pa.— Coai-
5'cre«»t.—May 11, ]8()<).

Claim.— 1.' A coal-screen, composed of the circu-

lar grate-bars A. constructed as described, and ar-
ranged for rotation, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the said rotary screen,
of the roller B, provided with disks, working in the
spaces between the grates, and the sliding spring-
comb D, all substantially as specified.

89,928.

—

James Hervey Guest and Elwood
Faucett, jSTew Albany, Ind.

—

Memorandum Book.
—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Attaching the book B to the cover A by
means of the hinge C, slots/, and pins e, all arranged
as described, for the purpose specified.

89,929.-Valentine T. Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Locking-Device for Stop- Cocks.—May 11, 1869.
• Claim.—The collars, flanges, or lugs d e and g h,

formed upon the cock C. sleeve B, and pipe A, to
receive the padlocks, whereby either the cock is

locked to the sleeve, or the sleeve to the piije A, all

arranged as described, for the purpose specified.

89,930.—Valentine T. Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Locking- Case for Stop-Cocks.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The case or clasp C, provided with either
an interior hook-fastening, or with a hinge, or other
connection, and so constructed that a stop-cock or
connection may be secured and prevented from
being turned or removed, by applying a padlock to

the case, substantially as shown and described.

89,931.- J. Waytt Jones, Paducah, Ky.

—

Door-Lock.—May 11, 1869..

Clai^n.—The combination of the slides E and G
with the bolts B and F, and levers J, m, and n, ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described, for

the purposes set forth.

89,932.—T. D. Keith, Mayvilie, "Wis., assignor
to himself and E. J. Dahm, same place.

—

Operating-
Drill.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—A ratchet-swivel, placed between two
ropes, so constructed and arranged as to act and to

automatically tarn a drill, substantially as herein
shown and described.

89,933. — Theodor Landmann, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Coinposition for Floors, Sidewalks, dec.—
May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The compound for floors, sidewalks,
&c., herein described, when composed of the ingre-

dients substantially in tlie manner set forth.

2. Soaking the cement floor or walk with linseed

or other oil, after it is dry, to make it water-tight,

as specified.

89,934. — Israel Long, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Coffee- Roaster.—liny 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The compass-legs, in combination with
the screw-nut, when applied to a cottee-roaster, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. As an article of manufacture, the whole device
above described, consisting essentially of tho globe
A, handle i, legs e e e. compass-legs m m, screw-nut
n, crank b, shaft B, arm a, and obUque plate C, all

constructed, arranged, and adapted to operate sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

89,935.-F. X. LOUGIIKRY. Kelleysville, Pa.—
Warp- Beam for Loom for Weaving Skirts.—May
11, 1869.

Claim.-r-The conical yarn-beam B, provided with
the separating-.disk D, substantially as and for tha

purpose described.

89,930.—Charles T. Mason, Sumter, S. C—
Electric Alarm.—May 11, 18()9.

Claim.—The coiubinnlion of the eiiruit-wiro B,

springs 1), and arms F, with etieli oilier, substantially

as herein shown and described and lor the pur-

pose set for ill.

89,937.-^7. A. 'McDoXAi.P, ^lorrisania, N. Y.
—Mavliine for Cutting Moldings in ]Youd.—May
II, I si;;).

('l<(im.—\. The stamped or molded saw-hlado C,

when ibniieil Aviili tiio nMpusite lingular, i-urvod. or

iri'Ogulur cross-sect ion, and tapered toward ouo oiui,
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its teeth heincr on the taperinj? edge, as shown, oper-
ating as described, for the purpose spec-itied.

2. Arranging two molded tapering saw-blades C,
which are constructed as herein described, on one
machine, to cut ii;to tlie edge of a wooden plate, as
hei eiu set forth, for the purpose specified.

89,938.—Daxiel B. :N'eal, Monnt Gilead, Ohio,
assignor to himself. W. W. McCi.knackkx, and E.
C. Chase, same place

—

Home Hay-Fork.—jMaj 11,

1869.

Claim.—In a horse hay-fork, constructed as de-

scribed, tlie combination, witli tlie handle H". of the
.shaft a, disk D, bar A, and cord C, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially in the manner
specified.

8S,939. — Stewaut Xeill and Adam Pick,
Chillieothe, 111.

—

Extension End-Board for Wagons.
—May 11, ]8(i9.

Claim.—The combination of the pivot-blocks or
stops b with the triangular sides C, constructed iub-
stantiallj as described.

89,940.—Hexry L. Pratt, Beverly, Mass., ad-
ministrator of the estate of E. L. PitATT, deceased.
—Pen.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—A pen-fountain, having two foraminotis
fluted tongues a f, arranged to clasp upon the body
of a pen, and betweeu each of which and the adja-

cent surtace of the pen au iuk-holuing and nib-sup-
plying reservoir is formed, as described.

89,941 .—H. L. Pratt, Beverly. Mass., adminis-
trator of the estate of E. L. PrattJ deceased.

—

Eoil-
er-Hcraper.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
heads b, pieces c. with scraping-edges d, and ribs /
and g, and springs e, all operating together sub-
stantially as described.

89,942.— WILLIA3I Quayle, AA^arsaw, 111.—
Door- Fastener.—'M.aj 11, 1&69.

Claim.—The loose-spring pawls h, toe D, slotted

plate A, having the ratchet-teeth e formed upon it,

the bolt C, slotted back-plate B, sining J, and con-
necting-rod L, in combination witn the roller m, all

constructed, arranged, and operating as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specitied.

89,943 Thomas M. Bichards, Philadelphia,
Pa., assigncr to Johx H. Eatox, Burlington, is". J.

—Jroniny-Tahle.—Mv.j 11, 1869.

Claim.—The board A, and the folding-frame A',

constructed, arranged, and operating in combina-
tion, substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

89,944.—JoHX If. Roberts, Nashville, Tenn.

—

Hock-Drilling ^Lacldne.—May 11, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The couibination with. the trip-catch
E, arranged to operate the drill of the cam-driving
shaft, gear-wheel B, and balance-wheel, geared
thereto, when all arranged as specitied.

2. The tripeatch E, arranged to slide on its axis,

and provided with the friction-rollers I. spring K, and
combined with the lever H, substantially as specitied.

3. The combination, witii the lever H, of the
sprinjr-dog O, and notched guide M, substantially as
specified.

4. The combination, with the trip-catch, of the ad-
justing-spring S, substantially as specified.

5. The arrangement of tl;e rope-ease W on the
drill-rope post, substantially as sj)ecified.

89,945.-^Au5ERT Bohrbeck, New York, IST. T.—Apparatus for Utampinq Eace-Faper.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for stamping lace-paper,

consisting of the hammer A. slotted plate B. driv-

ing-shaft H, cylinder E, and springs G G, all ar-

ranged, combined, and opt-rating substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The plate B, having the bent slot, when com-
bined with the shaft H, wliieh has the fingers/ and
g, all arianged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. The jierlbrated plate c, formed on the bar E below

the springs G, in combination with the perforated
plate d, which is loose on the bar F, above the springs
G, both said plates have flanges e, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

89,946.—JoHX EoY, New Orleans, La.

—

Drain-
ing-Apparatus.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The draining-apparatns, so construct-
ed that it may be placed at any desired depth beneath
the water of t' e canal wiiile forcing out the water
against the outside head of water only, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the water-tight compart-
ment B, the compartments C, one or more, the pis-

ton-chambers F. and pistons G, with each other,
sulistantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposes set forth.

• 89,947.—GusTAV Schulz, Fort Madison, Iowa.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The lock, consisting of the fixed tube P,
movable cylinder G. rod I, needle H, and springs J,

K, and L,'the rod I having two shoulders, e and/,
and the springs K and L, the pins g and h. respect-
ively, all made and operating substantially as herein
sho^vn and described.

89.948.-Frederick H; Smith, Baltimore, Md.
—Bridge.—^A\ 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. Anchoring the tops of iron or steel
piers of bridges, by means of longitudinal diagonal
stays, or equivalent tension-members, to the feet or
pedestals of other piers or abutments, substantially
as herein described, so that the pier can be formed
of but two cokimns, or equivalent compression-mem-
bei's. and still have the great longitudinal base af-

forded by the spread of the longitudinal diagonal
stays, to give it stability under the action of temper-
ature or moving load.

2. In combination with the system of longitudinal
diagonal stays, specified iu the preceding clause,

iron or steel piers, stififened by means of up-and-
dow'n strut or tension rods, and cross-struts or ten-

siou-rods, at such point in the height of the pier as
will prevent flexure, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. Stiffening iron or steel bridge-piers, by means
of longitudinal rods or struts, anchored to or abut-
ting against masonry, and connecting therewith the
piers, and the piers' with other piers, at sitch point
in their heights as will prevent flexure, substautiallj
as described.

4. The combination of the iron and steel piers of
bridges with the longitudinal diagonal stays, the up-
and-down stiffening system, and the longitudinal
stiffening system, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

89,949.—N. L. Smith, Derby, Conn.—A?arm
Feed-Water Regulator for Boilers.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the yielding vessel

B, stand A. and jointed pipes D E, with reference to

the boiler F and whistle G, when constructed sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

89,950.—Erastus E. Spear and William E.
Spear, Orland. Ind.— Woj>c-i?rt/.-e.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The lever M, carrying the forked head L,

pivoted to and between the curved bars H, whose
lower ends embrace tlie finger or tooth K, upon the

rake-head, and whose upper ends are hung to the

frame of the machine, all arranged as described, for

the purpose specified.

89,951.

—

TTexry Stollar, Watertown, Ohio.

—

Evaporator.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—An improved evaporator, formed by the

combination of the main pan A, partitions a^, and
trough E with each other, said paits being con-

structed and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the inirposes set forth.

89,9.5'?.

—

.Tames Strattox, Philadelphia. Pa.,

assignor to W. W. Glexwokth. same place.—^p-
parntusfor Snpinying Air to Hydrocarbon- Burners.
-May II, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tapering-valve C, with its floats 6
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and rod c^; in combination witli the reservoir B and
pipes D and . H, arranged and operating' substan-
tially as decribed.

2. The reservoir B and tube E, in combination
with the fan-cvliuder A and pipe D, as and for the
purpose described.

89,953.—A. R. Swartz, Carlisle, Va.— Child's
Crib.—May 11, IStsy.

'

Claim..—Cribs for children, havir>g the bottoms
adjustable as to heig'ht, by means of the bi'ackets B,
arranged at different heights under the crib, as here-
in shown and described, for the purpose specified.

89,954.

—

-TohnH. Tkahl and Jacob C. Zimmer-
man, Eberly's Mills, Pa.

—

Sash-Holder.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—The drop E, constructed as described, in

combination with the drop D and pbtte C, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

89,955.—Louis B. Tiebel, Hudson City, N. J.,

assignor to himself and Charles MAXTEitN, same
place.

—

Breech-Loading Arm.—May 11, 18(i9.

Claim.—The sliding-block C, ^'hen arranged as
shown, and when connected with the hinged lever D,
spring E, needle i, and trigger F, all made and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described.

89,956.—Albert TscHOP and -Jacob Hartman
East Berlin, yii.—Horse-Jiahe.—Mixy 11, 18(j9.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
plate K, having the notched or roughened lower edge,
and the curved eccentric bar IST, screwed to said
plate at n, and having its lower end roughened or
notched ou the inner side, substantially as and for
the purpose desciibed.

2. In connection with the axle B, bar I, lever X,
and eccentric N, the hinge t, when arranged to oper-
ate as and for the purpose set forth.

89,95'5'«— Sara Tutton, Tunldiannock, Pa.

—

Presser-Footfor Setvlng-Machines.—May 11, 18u9.

Claim..—The combination, with tlie presser-foot a,

of the presser ?;/, and the spring c, all constructed
and arranged so that the part b may be turned away
from the part a, substantially as specified.

89,958.—Alexander R. "Wiggs, luka, Miss.—
Cotton-Fla7iter.—Mny U, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement and combination of the
harrow A, plow C, hopper B, scraper D, and handles
E, when constructed and operating as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.

89,959.—Ambrose G. Wilder, Cohoes, if. Y.—
Pipe- Cutter.—:Mi\y 11, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the knife or cut-
ting-tool C and the spring E, operated upon by tlie

screw-handle B, and in combination with the adjust-
able rollers H H, in tiie manner and foi- the purposes
substantially as lierein described and set ibrtli.

2. The employment of the self-adjusting knife or
tool or cutter C, arranged and oi)erating witliin the
frame A, and in combination with the adjustable roll-

ers H H. in the inanncr, by tlie means, and for tlie pur-
poscB substantially as herein described and set forth.

89, 900.—Benjamin ¥. Wilson, Geddes, N. Y— Velocipede.—May 11, 1869.
Claim.— [. Crossed piopelling-handlcs h' h", Fig.

2, engaging and releasing apparatus, as shown in
Fig. 4, when operating substantially in the manner
described.

2. The pivoted seat C, spring o, and slotted arm h,

when arranged and operating su!)stantially in the
manner set forth.

'^. The independent spring-brakes U l'^, Fig. 3, slots,

with pins 7i' -n'^, and spiiiigs ?«,' m'^, when arrang!'(l
and operating- substantially in the nnmner shown and
described.

4. The adjustable umbrella, awning, or parasol
brackets, wiien operating substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

89,9<J).

—

Daniel Woodard. Springiicld. Tenn.—Apparatus for Distiliiug and Fiirifyiug /Spirits.—
MaJ 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinders A B and perforated pipes
P, arranged in combination with a still, or boiler

and condenser, substantially as specified.

2. The case D, hopper E,' cylinder F, and rake H,,

combined with the cylinder B", substantially as sijeci-

fied.

.3. The cylinders B and C, provided with the pas-
sages G, K, and N", and their valves, and the rakes I
and M, all substantially as specified.

89, 962—R. B. Zwahlen, New^ York, N. Y.—
Till- Check.—May 11, 1869.

Clai'in.—The combination of the frame C, bar a,

and spring-bar E, with tlie frame A and the drawer
B, as.hereiu described, for the purpose specified.

89,963.—John T. Agner, Lexington,Ya.—jBo^t-
ing- Reel.—Mixy U. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bolting-cloth «

between the wire cloths g s, for the purpose of jiro-

tecting the cloth e from the ravages of insects, sub-
stantially as specified.

89,964.-John Allgaier, Philadelphia, Pa.—
yelncipede.—May 11, lb69.

Claim..—1. The driving-spindle d, arranged to turn
in a slide, e, controlled by a screw, /, when the said
slide is adapted to a frame, H'. arranged in respectto
the center of the axle I), and spindled, all substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The frame H', extending from the rear axle, and
provided at the upper end with an adjustable slide, e,

carrying a crank-sliaft holding a pulley, H, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The spindles I' P. with their arms -m, in combin-
ation with the lever M, the foot-lever q', and the in-

termediate devices, or any equivalent to the same^
by which the movementof the foot-lever may be com-
municated to the lever M.

4. Tlie combination of the guided spindles P P,
spring-bed J, spring Iv, and cross-bar J'.

.5. The arm P, adapted to a staple, •?«, in the spring-
bed, J, and hinged to the connecting-rod n, all sub-

stantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

89,965.

—

William Bacon, Montieello, Kans.

—

Breech-Loading Ordnance.—May 11. 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie gun, constructed of the central core
C, the wire w, the two disks B B', the f'-ont strap C,
and the side straps J) D', having tlie trunnions upon
which the gnu is supported in its cai riage, all said

parts being constructed and arranged substautiallj

as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the block E, pivoted between
the parts D D', the arras G G, the rods H H, and tho
blocks 1 1, guided by the parts D D', and carrying the
breech-block J, all said parts being constructed to

operate as and for the purpose desci'ibed.

3. In combina ion with the parts E, F, G, H, I, and
J, the screw-bolt M, operating as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. In combination v\ith the main barrel of the gnn,
the small barrel or tube m, adapted to tear and pene-
trate the gun-cartridge, and to discharge into it a
small cartridge, as herein described.
> 5. In coniliinaticm with the pivoted breech-block
J, the small tube m, rod R. and spring S, arranged
(all except the spring) within the block J, and oper-

ating substantially as described.
6 The arrangement of the rod R. stop o', link o",

spring p, levcn- ti, spring S, and cord iM', in conneo-
tion with each other, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

7. The adit e, when aiTanged in connection with
the breech-block J, an.d the parts contained tlieroiu.

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

89,966. -(iiLBEiJT L. ]?ailey, Portland, Mi\—
Sample- Holder.-May 11, ihU9.

Claim.—A metallic, sjiring san)iili>- holder, made
and operating substantially as and for the purpose

herein set forth and describeil.

89,967.—M. B. Battey, A\^'tshington, D. C—
Fatrninq J'or Collars:—May 11, ISi^it.

Claim^—AH an article of 'niannlaetiire, (ho fasten-

ing for collars abov(> described, consisting essentially

of the plate A, provided with the poiuteil projeoliou*
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a a and the irresrular opening o, adapted to receive
aud hold the stud in the manner described and
shown.

S9,96S

—

.Jacob H. Beam, Woodside, 111.— Corn-
Harvester.—:Slay U. 1869.

Claim.—1. A corn -harvester, constructed and ar-

ranged with the frame A, revolving-axle B. cogs C
e c, receiving-])lattbrra D, revolving-saws E, tumble
shaft F. upright shaft G, reel H. cogs I. and lever-
device K. substantially as herein described, aud for
the purposes set forth.

2. Tue lever-device K. as arranged and applied to
corn-hai'vesters, in the manner described.

S9.969 Asa M. Beard. HiU.^^borouch. X. BE.—
Head-Block for iiaiv-JIills.—Ma\ 11. It'ob'.

Claim.—1. In combination with the longitudinal
beam c. to which the log is secured, the sliding bar I,

(with its geai'-rack,) the stationary gear-racks or
rails a b. the pinions h h'. and auxiliary paiions kk'.
(the shafts of which turn in bearings fixed to and
moving with the beam c.) the whole being constructed
aud arranged to operate substantially as described.

•2. lu combination with the above, and with the
auxiliary pinion k' and shaft (j. the friction- wheel n
and spring-pawl^, sub.'stautially as and fur the pur-
pose set forth.

S9.970—J. '^. Bishop, Xew Haven. Conn.—
Picfi//e--Aai7.—Hay 11. 18d9.

Claim.—A cut-nail, the head of which, without
previous preparation or change of foi-m^ is covered
with a cap of metal, in the manner described aud
set forth, as an article of manufacture.

89,9/1.—George W.Brokaw. Lodi, X. Y.—
Apple Farer andHLicfi:—ilay 11, 1S(;9.

Claim.—1. The wheel or casing F, constructed as
described, with cogs on its inner edge, aud a worm
on its periphery. sul)siautially as and for the pm'-
poses herein set forth.

2. The combination of the shaft H, arm O, having
at its upper end a notched eccentric or cam-shaped
slot, the shaft H.'arm R, toothed wheel S. aud pin
T, all constructed as described, so as to give the
shaft H a rocking motion, substautially as'aud for
the purposes herein set forth.

3. In combination with the shaft H and a mechan-
ism for giving said shaft a rocking motion, the arm
I, with its bar M, each being provided with a cog-
wheel, as described, so as to be alternately thrown
in and out of gear with the cogs on the main wheel
]F, all substantially as aud for the purposes herein
set forth.

4. Tiie arrangement of the lever V. pivoted to the
standard E. and passing through a slot in the arm I,

its outer end supporting the rack-bar X. so that by
the motion of the said arm the rack-bar will be
thrown in and out of gear with the worm T on the
main wheel F. substautially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

5. The aiT.;ngement ofthe shaft d within the hol-

low standard Z. when said shaft carries or supports
the paiiug-knife, and receives its motion from a
worm on the outside of the main wheel F, by means
of a movable ruck-bar, X, and cog-wheel, c, substan-
tially as herein set forth

6. The arm /. carrying the paring-knife m, when
pivoted to the shaft d. and provided with an eccentric
against which the .spring g presses, so as to cause
the paring-knife to havean eiiual pressure on the ap-
p^e. at whatever angle said arm is placed—that is,

whether the apple is large or small, substantially as
herein set foi th.

7. Constructing an apple parer and slicer in such
a manner that tlie mechanism which operates the
parirtg-kuife wiU set the slicing-knife in proper posi-

tion and vice verf<a. substsjntially as herein set forth.

8. TheaiTanwment of the beut lever o, carrying
at one end the slicing-knifep, and at the other' end
connected by a pitman, .s. to the cog-wheel X.
whereby the slicing-kmfe obtains a drawing as well
as a cuttinir stroke, substantially as herein set forth.

9. The curved and slotted guide v. constructed as
descnbed. so as to guide the slicing-knife in a semi-
circular course, following the shape of the core, su))-

stantially as hereia set forth.

10. The knife-guide v. constructed as descnbed, its

j

inner end resting on a suitable pivot, and its outer
I end adjusted by means of the lever t. when combined
I aud arranged substantially as and for the purposes

j

herein set forth.

11. The arrangement of the notched latch F', bar
G', lever u\ which supports the inner end of the
knife-guide v. and spring H, or their equivalents,

\
whereby the slicing-knife'is made to cut the fii"st

j

piece thin, substautially as herein set forth.

I

12. The arrangement ofthe bent lever C, pawlD',
! and spring E', the lever worked by the head of the
!
pitman s. for the purpose of turning the apple while

I

slicing, substautially as herein set forth.

j
13. Providing the cog-wheel, through which mo-

' tion is communicated to the slicing-knife. with a
balance, substanticdiy as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

89,972.— Irvixe Carman, Sandwich, HL

—

Horse-Rake.—^^.Y 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The' hinged seat H, with supporting-
bars a a. connecting-bars b b. and the rake-roller L
all substantially as and for the pm'poses herein set

forth.

2. The rest J", supporting-bars d. d. connecting-
bars c c, aiul the rake-roller I. with teeth e e and
springs//, all arranged and operating substantiaUj
as aud for the purposes herein set forth.

89,973.—Grant T. Coolman and Charlks M.
YOLXG, Corry. Pa.— fTrrvTe-vfe?-.-May 11. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the chambered col-

lars fixed on the axle, the driving-wheel hub. inclos-

ing the collar, and the loose jamming-rollers, the
whole constructed as set forth, for joint operation.

2. The collar B, keyed fast on the axle, and con-
structed as described* with recessed chambers, hav-
ing sides curved tangentially to the axle, as set forth.

89,974.—TTiLLiAM G. Creamer. Brooklyn. X.
Y.—Railroad- Car Ventilator.—:Slax 11. 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a ventUating-register,
substautially as described, aud for the pm-poses men-
tioned.

89,975.

—

Jonathan L. Devol. Parkersburgh,
Vr. Ya.—:ia.^h-Fa.stener.—y[aj 11, 1869.

Claim.—The coustruction of the handle B and
i
lever C, and their arrangement with reference to

' the bell-crank lever D, substantially as shown aud
i described.

89.976.—James S. Diack. Aurora HI.—Car-
Seat.—^Laj 11, 1869.

Claim.—The foot-box E and hinged board F,
when constructed as herein specified, andwhen used
in combination with the adjustable car-seat herein
described.

89,977.—C. J. DOTT and Alfred S. Dickinson,
Washington, D. C.— Velocipede.—May 11, lSo9.

Ciaivi.—The arrangemeut of the crunks FF', con-
necting-rods G G^. and jointed lever H, with refer-

j
enee to the steering-apjiaratus, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

89,978 John W. Everhaji, Pittsgrove, B". J.—Gate-Hinge.—May 11. 1869.

Claim.—The pivots or knobs C, eyes or jaws E,
and latch D, in combination with each other, said
parts being constructed and operating in connection
with eachother. and in connection with the posts
and gate, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

89,979.—-lAiiES H. Fisher and Charles Hol-
COJIB, Mendota, 111.

—

Corn- Harvester.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with a corn-harvesting ma-
chine a corn-husker. having fluted or corrugated roll-

ers, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The within-described arrangement of the gear-
wheels C^ C, with reference to the wheel C^, pinion
B^. driving-wheel B-, and pinions X. on the husking-
roUers. substantially a^ shown, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The arrangement of the fly-wheels upon the
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©nds of the shafts ofthe huslcing-roUers, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combiuation of the inclined planes L L
with Iha huskinf2,--rollers.

5. The arrangement of the inclined planes L L,
with reference to the apron G^ G^ G^ substantially

as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

6. The arrangement of the apron G^ G'^ G^ eleva-

tor H HS and spout or delivery K, vith reference

to the receptacle I, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

7. The combination and arrangement of the husk-
ing-rollers X N, wheel Q, and endless belt or apron
E E,* E2, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

8. The arrangement of the wheel "V", with refer-

ence to the endless belt or apron E E^ E^, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

9. The arrangement of the cam or projection over
the driving-wheel, the bell-crauk lever V, and de-

positing-wheel V, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set foi'th.

10. The arrangement of the endless apron !F F^ F^
!F^ with reference to the cutters and inclined planes
L L, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

11. The construction and arrangement of the in-

clined planes L L and M, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

12. The arrangement of the inclines L and M,
with reference to the husking-rollers, substantially
as shown, and for the purpose of guiding the stalks

^6 the hu.skiiig-roUers.

89,980.—Carl FoGELBiyiG, New York, IST. Y.—Process of Freparing Zinc for Organ-Fipes and
for other Furposes.—May 11, 1869.

Clahn.—]. Impregnating M]ic with lead and tin,

either or lioth, substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set fortli.

2. The application of sal-ammoniac to the zinc,

preparatory to the application of the melted metal
or metals, substantially as herein set forth and de-
scribed.

89,981.

—

Thomas Gaukick, Providence, E. I.—
Laioii-Mower.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the trundle-roller
and its cams, and the finger-bar frame and hand-
shafts, hung upon the axis of the roller, as described,
of tlie cutter-bar and the vibratory levers, by which
it is operated, under the arrangement herein shown
and set forth.

89,982.—Joseph Gawi.kk, Washington, D. C.— Ti'oodcn BxrialCase.—May 11, 18()9.

Claim. — Tiie above-described improvement in
burial cases.

89,983.

—

Jamks Gould, Lexington. Mass.

—

Grass Renovator.—May 11. 1869.

Claim,.—1. Combining with a cultivator, otherwise
of ordinary or proper construction, one or more roll-

ers or di-ums, ])i'ovided with a seiies of projections or
teeth, essentially in manner and for tlio purpose as
before explained.

2. The construction of a cultivator, when provided
Trith tlie rollers above mentioned, whereby the teeth
of such cuKivator may be readily raised above the
surface of the ground, in mannc^r and to operate as
specilied.

89,984.

—

Eellville A. (Jrant, Loekport, III.—TIand- jS'pi7i7iing Machine.—May 11, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination and airaiigement of the
slidiug-har Y, swinging-frame a', feeding-bar K,
pinions i andn, and tlio pivoted bare, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for (,lie pui'uoses
specitied.

89,985.— Gokdon Y. Ghay, Niles, Mich.—
Crack-erAlncMne.—Mny 11, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The hollow cylimler C, liaving a seri(>s

of cutters mounted on its exterior surface, and liav-

ing openings througii the shell of the cylinder, in

the spaces between the cutters, to permit the snr-
pbiR dough to i)ass thrftugh into the interior of the
cylindin-, substantially as described.

2. The screw (J, located within said cylinder C,

and arranged to operate in connection therewith,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with cutting-cylinder C, of

the wires or cords H, when arranged to operate as
described, for the purpose of removing the crackers
rom the cutters, as set forth.

89,986.-C. B. Gregory, Beverly, N. J.—Fur-
nace for Steam a,nd other Enginery.—May 11, 1869.

Claiyn —1. The arrangement of channels and per-
forations in the walls of a fire-place, substantially aa
described.

2. The arrangement, substantially as described,
of steam-pipes and nozzles, by which jets of steam
aie directed on to the fire, in the course described,
for the purpose specified.

3 In combination with the subject-matter of the
second claim, the valves j above the air-passages,

for the purpose described.

89,987.—Lev. Griswold, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Saving-Machine.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sHatt I), arranged longitudinally
in the goose-neck crank O, rocker K, arms M P, ancl

connecting-links N Q, for operating t!ie needle-bar,

in combination with the crank-arm W, link V, and
driver T, for driving the shuttle, when all airanged
and operated in the manner and for the purpose here-

in specified.

2. The tii-armed friction-frame Y Y' Y^, Z, and
lever a, with its roller d, in eomlnnation with the
cam e and feed-wheel X, for the purposes substan-
tially as set forth and described.

89,088.-Eenry Grogax and Geor<;e T. Lapr.
New York, N. Y.

—

Distillation of Hydrocarbon-
Oils.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of cold hydrocarbon-
oils to a heated still," in such qurntities thar, the heat
in the still will suddenly evolve their avaihible pro-
ducts, or so much of them as may be desired, beliire

admitting a subsequent supply.
2. Combining the means of supplying the oils to

a still ^^ith a, vacuum-pump, so as to have the supply
of oils, and the exhaust of their evolved pioducts.
alternate substantially as and for the pui-pose hereia
specified.

3. Eegulating the time of admission, and the quan-
tity of oils admitted into the still, to its temperature,
so that the available products, or so much of them as
it maybe desired to evolve, may be evolved together,
and immediately drawn off by the vacuum-pump,
without materially affecting the temperature of the
still, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

4. Conducting the evolved products, first, througii
a ]:ot-water. condenser, then a cold-water condenser,
into a vacuum distillate-receiver, whence the lighter
or uncondensed vapors, remaining separated from
the heavier or condensed products, are removed by
the vacuum-pump, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

5. The combination of the means of supply with
a vacuum-still, and a hot-water and a cold-water
condenser, and vacuum distillate-receiver, and a
vacuum-pump, substantially as and for the purpose
herein .specified.

6. The combination of the means of supply with
a vacuum-still, and a hot-water and a cold-water
condenst-r, and a vacuum-pump, substantially as and
for the purpose lier(>in sjiccitied.

7. The combination of the means of supply with
a vacuum-still, and a cold-water condenser, and a
vacuum-])unip, substantially as ami for tiio purpose
herein specified.

8. The combination of a vacuum-still with a hot-

water and a. cold-water condenser, and a vacuum
distill.",to-rc('(>iver, and a vacuum-pump, substantially

as and foi- the purpose liereiu specified.

9. The combination of a vacuum-still with a hot-

water and a cold-water condenser, and a vaeumn-
IMimp, substantially as and for the purpose iieroia

specified.

89.9S9.—TlENitv r. lioss, Tillin, Ohio.— (7«>m-

binatio))- Loci;.—May 11. 18(ii».

Claim.— ]. T!h> coml'ination of tlie movable tum-
blers d {/, nu)vable center c, and stationary center K,
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all constructed and arransred substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the horizontal slots a; and
y "with a vertical connecting-slot in the back of the
lock-box E, for the purpose of moving the slide I,

inbstaiitiallj as herein set forth.

3. The curved projections X N, constructed and
an-anged to operate substantially as and tor the pur-
poses herein set forth.

4. The movable tumblers d d, movable center c,

fixed center K. slide I, and curved projections N X.
in combination with the bolt H, all constructed and
arranged as a whole, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

89,990. —E. P. Halstkd, TTorccster. Mass.,
assignor to K.. Ball &, Co.

—

Platiina-Machine.—
May 11, lSt39.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, herein
described, of the swinging feed-roll irauiejoiijt. con-
sisting of the recessed piece X. flanged head c. brack-
et 0, ajid cap d, operating as described, for the pm"-
pose speeitied. •

89,991 Thomas P. Haxdy and Chkistia:^ R-
Klejisacker. Etdtimore, Md.

—

Supplemental Horse-
shoe.—ilax 11, ISrty.

Clai'in.—1. In combination "with a supplemental
horseshoe, hinged at or near its front or toe-portion,
the stationary studs or clips at or near its real" or
heel- portion, to prevent it fi'om being pressed in-

ward, substantially as described.
2. In combination w ith a supplemental horseshoe,

having stationary studs or clips thereon, the mova-
ble flanges, controlled or worked by a screw, to hold
the supplemental and the ordinaiy shoe tight toge-
ther, sub.stantially as described.

3. In combination with a supplemental shoe, held
to an ordinary horseshoe by means of screws, the
locking-mechanism, to prevent said screws from
turning or the fastening- fi-om becoming loose, sub-
stantially as described.

89,99-2.—Thomas Harbottle. Erookhm, X. T.—Prfg-s-ure-Gauge for Hydroafatic Fre^ne^s.—^Mav
11, ibr;9.

Claim.—The pressure-indicating piston A, com-
bined with and operating the valve E. by means
substantially as described, when so applied that the
pressure and current of the escape liave a tendency
10 close said valve, as and for the purpose set

forth.

89,993.—THOStAS B. Hakkixs. Bristol. Pa.—
ToldiiurJSedstead.—^aj 11, 18^:9.

Claim.—The combination of the posts A A, the
side and end pieces consisting of two sections, each
hinged together and to the i^sts, as described, and
thebuttons k. hung to the posts, and adapted to in-

clined recesses in the sections. aU substautially as
set forth.

89.994.—EOL-ERT Hekmaxce, SchuvlersviUe, X.
Y.—Waahinn-Machine.—yiaj 11, 18fc9.

Claim.—1." The bor.rd or strip d, extending from
one^ndof the r:ick to the other, and made to pro-

ject below the bars a. when used in the maimer and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the board d, the semicir-

cular end-pieces B. boxes h b. bars a and e, and han-
dle c, when used in the maunei; and connection as

set forth.

89,995. —Increase S. Hill, Boston, and An-
drew BURXH.A.M, Xorth Chelsea. Mass.

—

Underpin-
yiing for JBuildings.—May 11, 1S69.

Claim.—The system of metal underpinning, con-
sisting of the straight and angular castings, arranged
and connected tog'ether substantially as described.

89,996.- J. H. HOBBS, TTheeling, TT. Ta.—
Pitcher.—yiaj 11, ittiy.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a pitcher,

having projections C C. to receive the sockets of

the handle, a portion of the cover a. formed of the

same material with the body, and a hinged cover,

B, attached thereto, substantially as set forth.

89,997 August Hof.n, Baltimore, Md.—ZritA-

ographic Fre^s.—May 11, 18(59.

Claim.—1. The oscillating cross-beam D, adapted
to support the scraper-holder E, and to apply pres-
sure to the stone at the proper time by the "opera-
tion of the arms G and dogs H. in conjunction with
the movement of the bed, substantially as and for
the purposes describetl.

2. In combination with the reciprocating bed of
a lithographic printing-press, an eccentric cylinder,

C. having its circumference equal to the distance
traversed by each movement of the bed. and so con-
structed and arranged as to support the bed during
its whole movement, and at one part of its move-
ment to raise it, and thereby produce pressure upon
the stone.

3. The driving-wheel L. with its double rim, on«
of said rims having the recess a, when employed in
a printing-press, iii combination with the shaft IS"

and pinion M, to produce a forward and backward
motion of the bed. substantially as described.

4. The combination of the hook E. lever «, and
iiiking-carriage V, when constructed to operate as
herein described.

5. In combination with said parts E. «, and T,
constructed to operate as described, the lever P.
shaft S', and arm S, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

6. In a printing-press, the combination of the
reciprocating-roller a. with the tilting distributing-

table Y, when constructed to operate substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

7. The register-frame E'. pivoted at e', having the
tail-piece/and the open slot g'. in combination Vith •

the bed B. having the .projection g, substantially as
and for the purposes set foith.

8. Supporting" the points o o. the register-frame e,

and the stone, upon one and the same bed or frame
B, for the purposes set forth.

89,998.—Albert H. Hook, New York, X. T.
assignor to Smith Gardner.—Apparatus for Free-
inn Petro'Leum and other Liquids from Gas.—Mar
ii!" isi;9.

Claim.—1. The dripping-chamber.
2. Passing a current of air up through the cham-

ber while the liquid is dripping down it.

3. Checking or reducing the force of the cmTent
of air as soon as it has passed through the dripping-
chamber, by means of the large chamber/, and thus
preventing it from carrying the liquid away with it.

4. The construction, combination, and aiTange-
ment of the dripping-chamber, the large chamber /,

and the flaegr. substantially in the manner described,

and for the purposes specified.

89.999 E. J. Horner, Wilmington, Del.—Car-
>Si)7-;"/».'/.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with one, two. or more
spiral springs, constructed as herein described, the
rubber-pin C. t.spering at its lower end, and resting
on the stationary pin B. substantially us and for the

purposes set forth.

90,000.

—

Abi.tah Hl^bell, Salisbury, Conn.,
assisrnor to himself, Geokge X. Capkox, and E. P.

H. C\VKo:s.—Turbine Wate.i'-Wheel -^Laj 11, lStl9.

Claim.— 1. A water-wheel, consisting of the plates

B, having the central notched opening, and having
the buckets a formed and arranged in relation there-

to, substantially as described.
2. The shaft "C, secured to the wheel by means of

the arms/, so as to leave an unobstructed opening
through the center of the wheel, substantially as de-

scribed.

90,001.—Abel L. Hurtt. MonticeUo, Ind.

—

Wat-hing-Mnchine.—'^^ixy 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the case A. pipes B,
plates C and E. springs D, arranged to operate sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

90,002 H. E. .James, West Alexandria, Pa.—
C/i ?/?•/!.—May 11, 1869.

C7«im.-^The combination and arrangement of

the ring B. with its set-screws, st'indards C andi.

shafts c and e, pinions d. and slotted arm, and pivot-
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ed dasher-handle s, wheu constructed and operating
snbstantially as and for the purposes specified.

90,003.—S. K. Jones and George H. Snow,
iNew Haven, Conn., assignors to S. K. Jones, A. A.
"Wilcox. Lysander Flagg, and Jesse Cudwokth,
Jr.

—

Machine for Making Cut Nails.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. in combination with the revolving
eylinder M^, movable cutters K K', and fixed cutters

L and L', constructed and arranged to operate in

the manner described, the transferring-die a. with
its spring-catch d, as and for the purpose si^ecified.

2. The combiuation of the movable cutter K, fixed

eutter L, transferring-die a, with its spring-catch

d, and the holding dies /and g, constructed and ar-

ranged so as to operate i)i the manner described.
3. In combination with the subject-matter of the

second clause of claim, the heading-dies, operating
as set forth.

90,004. —William H. Kai', Lemout, 111.—

Graini7ig-Apx>aratus.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie device shown in Fig. 1, construct-
ed and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The use of oil-cloth having apertures, as set

forth, in combination with the device shown in Fig.
I, for the purpose described.

90,005.—John E. Keyt, Louisville, Ky.—Feed-
Device for Saw-Mill.—M.nj 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cone-pulleys
K and L, friction-pulleys F and Gr, and gear-wheels
H, I, and J, lor feeding the carriage and log toward
the saw, substantially in the manner shown and de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement of friction-vheels E and F,

and gear-wheels H, I, and J, for gigging back the
carriage and the log, substantially as shown and de-

«cribed.

90,006.— William Kopp, Louisville, Ky.—
Method of Preparing and Embossing Wood.-»-M.aY
II, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The method of pi'essing wood into
certain shapes and forms, by i)ressing it with one,

.
sharp-edged sunli and one flat die, the former of
which cuts tlio pasteboard, while the latter forces it

into the cavities on tlie reversed side of the pressed
wood, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. Tlie metl)od of glueing pasteboard on the re-

verse side of wood to be pressed with such glue-
composition, that the pasteboard and glue, when
heated, cut, and pressed, will combine to form a
pulp, which fills the cavities on the reverse side of
the pressed wood, and dries during the oj)cration,

substantially as and for the puri)oses set forth.

90,007.—Charles Mackh, Elgin, 1\1.—Pocket-
Lantern.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie improved pocket-lamp and lan-

tern, consisting of the lamp C, tlie guard F, and
outer case A, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described, for tlie puri)oses specified.

2. The witliin-described pocket-lamp and lantern,
in combination with a match-box, arranged i?ubstau-

tially as shown and described, for the purposes
specified.

90,008.—Kavolkon Maisonneuve, Kankakee,
1\\.—Corn- IHanter.—Mny 11, 18()9.

Claim.—1. Tlie combined arrangement of the
lioaivi M, lever N, arms 'in m and O ()', and markcu-

Q, all arranged and operating substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose speciticul.

2. The arrangement of the tongue T, pivoted to
the upper side ol the frame A, jiassiiig bcitween the
uprights 'V and the foot-lever X and cord Y, all as
herein shown and described.

90,009.—-Toim Mai.try, Morrisania, N. Y.—
Automatic Fan.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and nrrangpinent of fan
B, balance-weight C, eeeeiitric wrist-pin c, iiotcilu^d

disk /(,, and spring-stop/, substantially us and for the
purpose described.

90,010.

—

ThomasMarkland, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Saw-Sharpening Device.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The construction and arrangement
herein described, of the cam cc, oscillating frame Q-
lever 'w>, and swivel-head P, for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement herein de-
scribed, of the segmental bed-plate N, and jointed
confining screw-bolt O, for the adjustment of th«
reversible bed B, to give the required lateral bevel
to the back edge of the teeth or cutters.

3. The construction and arrangement herein de-
scribed, of the clamping-board E, guide-board H,
rack K, pinion L, bed B,' standard C. in connection
with ^segmental bed-plate JST, and jointed confining
screw-bolt O, for the purpose set forth.

90,011.—HuFus S. Mitchell and George Z.
Kessinger, Elizabeth, Ind.

—

Flour-Bolt.—May 11,
1869.

Claim.—In combination with a bolting-reel, bar-
ing ratcbet-bands K K, placed on each eud, the ar-
rangement of the cord A, extending lengthwise th«
exterior of the bolt, and fastened to springs B B,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

90,013.—Edmon L. Mix; Eochester, N. Y.—
Carbureter.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The comlwnation and arrangement of
the carbureting-vessel A with the cistern B^ and

'

annular air-holder C, so that its sides and bottom are
surrounded with water, while its upper extremity is

open to the atmosphere, and accessible through the
central space of the air-holder, for inspection, and
the application of warming-agents, when required,
substantially as set forth.

2. A carbureting-apparatus, consisting of the con-
centric annular comiKirtmeuts B^ B-^ and interven-
ing air-space B^, the annular air hokler C C, and the
carbureting-vessel A, combined, arranged, and op-
erating substantially as shown and described.

3. Tlie arrangement, in combination with the cen-
tral carbureting-vessel A, of the annular air-space
B^, intervening between the two annular water-
chaiubers B^ and B^, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

©0,013.—George Murray, Waterloo, l!^. Y.—
Bag-Tie.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The avrangeraent of the plates A and C,
ears a a and c c, flange b, and pin e, airconstructed
as described, and operating substantially as and for

the ijurposes herein set forth.

90,014.—Byron W. Nichols, Canton. Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Cornelius Aultman, George H.
BucKiNs, Percy IS. Sowers, and A. Clark Ton-
ner, same place.

—

Compound for Hardening Cast
Iron.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The employment of the ingredients
herein named, or their chemical equivalents, when
compounded and used (eitlier in solid or liquid form)
about in the proportions, and substantially in th«
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of manganese and resin in the
process of hardening cast iron.

90,0 1 5.—Henry S. North and Thomas Thomi'-
SON, Middletowii,Conn., assignors to theinvselvesaud
Daniel K. Benham.— Water-Cock.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. An India rubber sleeve or nut, with a
hole through its center, and screw-threads on tho
outside, for the purpose of attaching a water-cock
filter, or couiiling a hose to a water-cock with a
smooth bib, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The filter C, constructed, as described, with the
tapeiingcliamber a at the upjier eiul, and an annu-
lar groove, (/, around tiH> ilis(.-liav;ie-hole at Die lower
end, in coinbination with tiie rubber sleeve or nut H,

for the purpose of attaching the filter to n water-
cock with smooth bib, substantially as herein sot

iortli.

90,016. — Ar.RAH am Ovekholt, Gardenvillo,
Pu.—Jioot-(h-i.nip.—Mny 11, 1869.

Claim.—T\w adju.stulile jaws A, provided with the
scnnv F, in combination \\ itli the Ibrin 1{, clam|)s 10,

and screw C, when all are arranged ami combiiiod iu

the man nor and lor the pur|)ose set forth.
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flanges e e . combiiietl with the ribbed bar B. con-
stracted as described, and the whjie adapted to the
ordinaiy rail A. substantially ai herein set forth. ^
90.024.—BnyjAiiry S. Pobbrts, United States

Army.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 11, 1869.
CUiim.—1. Arran^iig the hammer, the trigger,

and spring H. cer.trallyin the plane of the axis of
the piece, in combination with a doable main-spring,
acting directly on both the cock and trigger, to op-
erate substantially as described.

2. So arranging the hammer centrally, in relation
to the slot g bf the breech-plng lever C. that the act
of cocking the hammer wilf positively adjust the
breech-plc^ in position for tiring, substantially as
described.

^

3. The lever-catch J J', applied to the lever C, in
combination with a .spring. _;". which is applied be-
neath the tang B' of the frame B. sah^tantially as
described.

4. The eoBcavitv 6 at the rear of the cheeks a a.

90,01?.—JoH-X D. PAiiSOXS, Al'jany. X. Y.—
Adrertixing-Calendar.—May 11. 18(5^.

Claim.—The combiuatioaof a permnerr metallic
cap with a single-sheet calendar-table, containing
the days of the month, with separate slips of pajier
denoting the months and days of the week, sabstan-
iially as described and shown.

90.01 S.

—

^Fredrick Augtst Pauck. St. Mary's,
Ohic/.

—

Ll' /alined Carrier and Dresner jar lobcuxo.
—May 11. ItoU

Ciann.—1 . Combining with arotating knife or cut-
ter, for cutting tobacco, a series of fans or blowers,
for the purpose of carrying the tobacco to any de-
aired point, and dressinj^ il: during its transit,'sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2, The arrangement and combination of the wheel
C on the end of the shaft B. with the knife or cutter
E and fans and blowers I" F. all working inside of
the beveled dium T), sabstantially as aild fur the
purpose herein set forth.

;
receiving the rear end of a swinging breech-plug, C.

90,019 —Joseph B. Peduick. Columbus, Ind..
I
which is pivoted between said" ciieeks, aud which

asii^_or to hiniacif and Joseph F. Gest. same
\
carries on its forward end a self-adjosting recoil-

p-aoe.

—

Stearn-Fipe/or ^rerting Steani-Eagine^.—' plate, F. substantially as described.
May 11, 18<i>y.

i
-5. A swinging breech-ping, in combination with a

Claim.—The aiTSCgement of the valve-box e. the recoil-plate. F, on its forwarti end. aud a centrally
joint A, between the pipe 6 and the stem of the

J

amoiged nring-pin, substantially as described,
valve k. and the joiuis e, between the pipes g and the \ 6. A centraiiy aiTanged extractor. G, in combina-
stems of the valves in the valve-boxes d, j tion wath a spring, g'. formed on its opposite end.

{
substantially as and for the purposes described.

90.0-20 .JOHX G. Pebet, Eingston. li. F— ! • " The cam key pin r. about which the breech-plng

Han--.'ter. Miiv 11. 18b"y.
' s^^TQgs. when made with a spring-arm. p, and stud

Claim.—1. fnespiraliifting-sector. operating sub- I
i^-o^ ^^^ ^^«i thereof, in the manner and for the

stautially as described.
" purpose specmed.

2. The combiaatioa. substantially as set forth, '

"with a cutting-apparatus and an open or annuLir
;

driving-wheel, of a liitiug-sector outside the wheel. '

a rock-shaft passing through the opeu or annular \

driving-wheel and a ILtting-iever and detent inside
;

wheeL t

3- The combination, with the rock-shaft and hand- [

lever, of the tocking foot-lever and its swinging
|

pawl, for the purposes specified. "
""I

4. The eombination. with the coupling-arm, of the I
—Buckle.—May II. i8c9.

vertically moving depressing-lever and the horizon- i Claim.—^As a new article of manafacture. the clasp
tally moving stop-lever, operating as set forth, to

|
for securing harness or other straps, constructed

hold down tTie heel-end of the finger-beam.
;
substantially as specified and described.

5. The combination of the drag-bar. slotted
bracket, and loop, with the interposed spriag, to
hold down the bar, substantially as set forth. "^.

I ber-Drier.—^May 11, IbiS.

6. The combination of the removable foot-board
|

Claim.—^1. TTith the building and ftimace, the
and the tool-chest, airanged as set forth. ! heat-radiating pipes, arranged in combiuation with

7. The combination of the shipping-lever, eccen-
I

tank e and receptacle d, in the man ner and for the
trie and pendulum yoke, arrangeu on the tool-chest,

with the counter-shaft and siUding-clatch, as set

forth.
f

8. In a two-wheel harvester, the combination of [

90,0-2.5.—^ILU Ail H. EOBENSOX, Termont. IlL—Lereliny-Staf.—May 11, 18<Jy.

Claim.—A levelins-rod, having a traveling-band,
as described, moving around the same longitaoiuallj,
when said rod and band are graduated aud operate
substautially as and for the purposes specified. .

90.028 GeorgeTT. Eolaxd, Salem, Oregon.

90,027.—TT. C. Scott. Kichmond, Ind.—iixm-

t-he gToir.-plattorm. the finger-beam, and the open or
annular driving-wheeL arranged substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

9. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
an open or annular driving-wheel, a fineer-beam.
and a grain-platform, with a rakers seat supported
by the open axle, or on an arm passing thruugh the
open or annular driving-wheeL

90,021.—Joseph T. Pope, 3rew York. X. Y—
Lamp-Skade Ho.der.—^May 11, 186).

Claim.—The holder E, made of one continuous
piece of wire, and forming an open hook, F, for at-

taching to the lamp or gas-burner, and the combina-
tion of the same with the mirror-shade I. by the piv-
ots h h and brackets i i. on the back of the shade, tor [

springs i on plate B. with the notched rings C, sub-

purpose set forth.

2. The tank e, for the ^tirposes of extinguishing
sparks and supplying moisture to the lumber, as set
forth.

3. The receptacle d, with its top plate «, and per-
forated or reticulated sides, when arranged, \»ith

relation to pipe b, in the manner set forth.

90,02S.—W. S. Shoeiiaker. Towsontown. Md..
and E. H. Shoemaker, Lancaster. Ohio.

—

Hog-Bing
—May U. 18d9.

Claim.—A hog-ring. a. having a tongue a* a*,

formed by its ends b^nt as described, in combina-
tion with' a looped seal-plate, h. substantially as de-

scribed-

. 90,029.— Gesastj Stckei.s. Boston, Mass.—
Counting-Register.—^May 11, lc*)9.

Claim.—i. The comiunation and arrangement of

the purposes herein specified-

J.—90,022 ^Dan- Eeap, Kndson City, ^T.

Method rf Sfieathing ^ e^eU. db:.—May il, 18o9.

Claim.—Sheathins the huiis, sides, and decks of
vessels, and other surfaces of wood and of iron and
other metals, with gutta-percha, India mbber, and
allied gums and their vulcanizable and vulcanized
compounds, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

90.023.—SameEL J. Eeeves, Philadelphia, Pa- J

—Saihcay Bail.—Maj 11, lsfc9.

Claim.—The supporting clamp-bars D D. with tiie
|

stautially as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The segmental annular cams g, in combination
with riujs / on plate B, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of spring*
m, with rings C aud cams g, substautially as and for

the purpose described-

90.030.—MiCHAET. SiMOXS, Middletown, Conn.
—Cofee and Tea Pot.—^aj 11, 18b9.

Claim.—A spun or dished bettom. F, made of

Britannia-ware, waea attached permanently to a
tm top. E, as herein deseiibed, and for the purpose
set forth.

^
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90,031 .

—

George C. Smith, Matteawan, iSJ". Y.
—^o.ve.—May 11, 18fi9.

Claim.—Constructing suction-hose around a se-

ries of hard-rubber or orutta-percha rings, when snid

rings form the inside lining of the hose, and are con-

nected, substantially in tlie manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

90,032 Hugh Smith, l^ewark, N". J.— Veloci-

pede.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The cranks C and/, connected by rods

Q, in combination Avith the slotted hanger k, guide-

bars j j, and treadles P, the latter having a motion
in a vertical plane, while the rods Q move longi-

tudinally, substantially as described.
2. The guide-bars j, extending from the treadles

into the slotted hangers k, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The treadles P, in combination with the fric-

t-ion-roUers i, and rods Q, substantially as shown.

90,033.—Thomas S. Speakman, Camden, IST. J.—Stewm- Generator.—May 11, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the hollow shaft i, provided with openings j, fan I,

and hollow belt-Avheel J. as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the discharge-pipe/ below
the line of tiie openings h of fau-case H, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination with the boiler A and jacket
C of the chamber F, dampers d e. fan-case H, pipe H',

discharge-pii)e/, and fan I, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement of chamber F, fan-case H, and
connecting-pipe H', whereby to surround the fan-case
and pipe with water, so as to cool the same, and at
the same time absorb the carbonic acid of the pro-
ducts of combustion, substantially as described.

90,034.

—

Chari.es Spring, Hyde Park, and An-
drew Spring, Weston, Mass.— Velocipede.—M.?ij 11,

18(i9.

Claim,.—1. In combination with the leader-wheel,
the two follower or trailing wheels, the axis of each
of which is hung in bearings placed out of vertical
line with the shaft by which the wheel-frame is con-
nected to the carriage-frame.

2. In combination with each follower-wheel the
plates ,P, g"^ and friction-rolls h^, substantially as
shown and described.

3. Follower or trailing wheels, arranged as de-
scribed, and connected by a band or equivalent mech-
anism, substantially as described..

90,035.—James Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Benjamin Schofield, and Thomas
Buanson.— Washing and bulling Machine.—May
11, 18(J9.

Claim.—The combination of the vessel A and its

perforated lining \A-ith the vibrating beater or beat'n\s
F, the whole being arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

90,03S.—A lexander Turner, Newark, N. J.

—

Child's Tahle-Tray.-Mny 11, 18()9.

Claim.—The child's table-tray, formed with the
rims b b and c higher than the rim d, in combination
w th the stop-legs e, attached at the front edge of the
tray, as and for the purposes set forth.

90,037.—E. D. Weatherbee, Worcester, Mass.
—Cork Fastener.—May 11, ia()9.

Claim..—A cork-fastcncr, having a side-stop or
loop, d d e, and otherwise construct(!d, substantially
as shown and for the pui'poses described.

90,038—Bat.ah W. Weaver, Transitville, lud.—Stump- Extractor.—May 11, 18()9.

Claim.— J. The above-described arrangement of
the wheels G G, with r'cferencc to tlie frame of the
ma,chine, as a consequcmce of wiiicii it is rcnchu'ed
capable of being transported from one place to an-
other.

2. The arrangement of tlie nut D, screw C, tongue
F, and cluiin F, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the tongue E, screw C, nut
D, and staple 1, substantially as uud for the purpose
sot fortli.

90,039.—Jacob H. Wittmer, Manor, Pa., as-

signor to himself and William Siple, same place.

—

Power- Press for Hay, (&i.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—'Y\\G, arrangement of the removable box A,
placed upon the bed or bottom F, and having grooves
on the inside ends, central beam H, notched at the
ends, centrally provided with a catch-plate. I, and
top-boards 13 57 affixed, having bevel, sides for the
reception of the loose pieces 2 4 6, hooks J, ropes K,
passing under pxilleys O. and operated by ratchet-
wheels and pawls, supported by posts B B at both
ends of the press, all constructed and operated as
herein shown and described.

90,040.—Alonzo E. Young, Dorchester, Mass.,
assignor to Boston Silver-Glass Company.— G^Za.ss-

Ware Mold.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—A lathe-turned mold, for forming glass
dishes, said mold having a cavity and plunger, the
molding surface of each of which is oval in section,
substantially as described.

90,041.—C. W. Cotton, Portsnjonth, Ohio.—
31a chine for Forming Oval Tenons.—May 11, 1869.

Claim-.—The combination of the elliptic cam v, ou
shaft m, screw in arm t, and vibrating-frame g, with
the cutter-head d, cutter-head disks/, and the mech-
anism for giving motion to the cutter-hoad, cutter-
head disks, and shaft 7n, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

90,042.-Thomas H. De Motte, Woodford
County, III.— Washi7ig-Machine.—May 11, 1869.

Claim,.—In a washing-machine, tlie plunger C,
with sockets p, perforations a, reserve-chamber B,
sediment-receiver t, inclined bottom D, and tramway
//, stay-rod li. urip-cupsi i, handle e, and rods d d,

all constructed, arranged, and combined substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein
shown and set forth.

90,043.

—

A'Villiam Gardiner, Stoneborough,
Pa.

—

Saiving-Macldne.—May 11, 1869.» »

Claim.—In combination with the frame A and sill

B, provided with suitable gearing and pitmen, the
saw D and spring-pawls E, ^^\\G\\ all the parts are
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

90,044.—Joseph S. Gold, Springfield, 111.—
2Ieasuring-Ca7i for Liquids.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The iiangca receptacle A, provided with
perforations in its top, in combination with tho
pump C, reservoir B, tubes D D and N, lloat E, guide-
rods // and H, and graduated measure F, all con-
structed, arranged, and operated in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

9O,045.

—

Alexander Harroun, Jr.. Onondaga
County, N.Y.

—

Machine-Made Utitch.-May 11,18.69.

Claim.— The machine-made stitch, herein dc-
scribed and shown, formed by the three tiireads c d
e, when combined as and tor the purpose set forth.

90,046.—Beverly Kennon, New Orleans, La.

—

Center- /ionrd.—May 11, J869.

Claim.—The center-board herein described, con-
sisting of two distinct plates, E, F, H, K, and L, M,
N, K', when the same are constructed and united for

conjoint operation, substantially as heroin described,
for the purpose set forth,

90,047. — Paul Narcisse Joseph INIacabies,

Paris,- France.

—

Aaioinatio Boiler-Feeder.—May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the receivers with
the tnl)ular supporting-arms and up|)»'r lever, ar-

ranged to maintain said receivers at all times in a
vertical position, as set forth.

2. I'he arrangemcMit, ^ith respect to tlie receivers,

of the vibratory tubular aims for sui)porliiig tho

same, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination with tiie upper vibratorv lever,

to which the receivers are coiiiieeled, of the oscillat-

ing cyliiuler and its piston rod, arranged to prevent

the excessive movi'inent of said lever. subslaiUially

as .siiowii and set fortli.

4. Tho combination with tho receivers, tubular
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arms, and lever, of the vertical tubular column B,
serving as a coudeiisei- or steam-reservoir, as well as
a support for the diifereut organs of the apparatus,
substantially as herein shown and set forth.

5. The arrangement of the joints and distributing
cocks of the receivei'S and tubes, substantially iu the
manner herein shown aud specified.

00,048—Jamks H. McCartney, Dansville, N,
Y.—Tonic Bitters.—^ay 11, Ibby.

Claim.—A preparation, compounded substantially
in the manner aud for the purpose described.

90,049.—r. Henry Mokgax, Beverly, Mass.—
Method of Attaching to the Soles of Boots'and Shoes
Heels made of Yulcanized Wood.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. Introducing into molds for the forma-
tion of heels, when constructed as described, pieces
of metal or other maierial, by v\hich the heel can be
attaclied to the sote of a boot or shoe.

2. Introducing into molds for the formation of
heels, when constructed as described, pieces of metal,
or other material, for strengthening and giving
durability to the heels.

3. Introducing into molds for the formation of
heels, when constructed as described, a screw, or its

equivalent, to produce a matrix, by which to attach
them to the soles of boots or shoes.

4. Heels for boots and shoes, constructed as herein
described, as a new article of manufacture.

00,050—A. M. EODGEUS, Brooklyn, i::^. Y.—
Moi^qaito and Fly Net.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A, composed of detachable
radial arms, the inner ends of which are formed to
fit each other, and, so fitted, are secured, around a
common center, by means of adjustable clamping-
disks b b', carried upon a central screw, -s, which
also serves to secure the frame to the ceiling, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the lifting-cords g, and
their guide-rings, in connection with the weighred
skirt of a mosquito or fly net, iu combination with
the above-claimed devices, substantiaLly as and for
the pmpose herein set forth.

90,051 .—Z. Rogers, Chicago, 111.

—

Air-Inhaler.
—May 11, 1669.

CloArn.—1. The cylinder h and valve S, in combi-
nation with the mouth-piece A, arranged to operate
sub.stantially as herein described aud shown.

2. The combination of the cylinder h. valve S,

mouth-piece A, tube E, valve D, and cylinder B, the
whole oeing arranged and constructed substantially
as set forth.

90,052.—Mary Axx H. Saueiux, Philadelphia,
Vsi.—Book- Cxi rb.—:Sl&\ 11, 1869.

Claim.—A book-protector, consisting of a cord or
chain, B, adapted to be secured to the hacks of a
book, to prevent the book from being opened too far,

by means of the metallic clasps a, with slots d d,

tongues b b, aud point or holder i, as set forth.

90,053.—Jacob Scholer, Burlington, loAva.

—

Wi'-e and Cider Prt^s.—May 11, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The ai-raugement of bed H, movable
floor i, movable tub I, and movable platen -J, sup-
ported b}' standard K, strap L, and roller I, when
said pai'ts are employed in connection with a lever,

i\ substantially as aud for the purpose specified.

2. The within-described arrangement of weight-
frame G, link g^, lever F, platen J, aud cylinder I,

constructed and operated in the manner ami for the
pui'pose sp>ecified.

90,054.—Henry Searle, "Washingtou, D. C.

—

Mosquito-Bar Frame.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combiuatioi'i of three or more inter-

secting springs, A B 0, with a transverse adjusting-
cord, I, and with lateral cords. D. D, E, F." G, and
H, the whole constituting- an adju.«^table arched mos-
quito-bar frame, substantially as herein set forth.

90,055.—'W; S. Shoemaker, Towsontown, Md.,
and E. H. Shoemaker, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Clothes-
I/ine Clamp.—May 11, 1869.

Claim,.—A clothes-line clasp, consisting of a ring,

B, terminating, at its ends, in jaws a a. and stiffMied
by corrugating, substantially as described.

90,056.—William H, Ssiith, Xew Tork, If. T.—Graining-Machine.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The compound belt H h, formed with
a soft and ornamented outer surface, aud with a
tough and durable inner surface, and adapted to
operate substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. Traversing the ornaraenting-belt over a surface
of small I'adius. G, in combination with a larger
roller, C, and with an operating-frame, A a, or its

equivalent, so as to ornament thereby not only on
plain surfaces, but in recesses, or re-entering angles
in the work, substantially as and for the pui-poses
herein set foith.

90,057.—DA^^D Stewart, Port Penn, Del.—
Phosphate Fertilizing-Compound.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner of composting insoluble
substances containing silicates and phosphates with
caustic alkalies, subjt::ntially as de.-cribed.

2. The improved fertilizer' which I term "the per-
sicator," composed of the within-described ingredi-
ents, compounded in about the relative proportions
stated.

90,058.-1. E. TVeisiger, Danville, Kj.—Der-
matic Medicator.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The vessel A, constructed with an outer
and inner wall, and piovided with openinga a^ a^, b^

and &*, and cover B, constructed with the openiug C
and collar c, all arrauged and operated substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

90,059.—Marcus Bro'o^' Westhead, Man-
chester, and Charles Bartleet James. Kedditch,
England, assignors to Marcus Brown Westhead.—iSewiag-Package.—May 11, 1869.

Claim.—A winder or case, for holding twine,
needles, buttons, hooks and eyes, and pins, or either
two or more of these articles^ substantially as herein
shown and described.

90;060.—Daniel Fitzgerald, :N'ew York, E".

Y.—Railway-Car

.

—May 11, 1869.
Claim.—The railroad-car A, having double walls

or sides, floor, aud roof, one or more compartments.
K, and bui'glar-proof cases F C H 1, all suostantially
as shown and described.

90,061.—Henry H. T^'aters, Atlanta, Ga.—
Washing-Machine.—May 11, lfc69.

Claim.—1. The segmental presser. arranged and
uuiled to the connecting-rod E, and the balance-
v\heel F, by means of the hinged tray D, in such
manner that said presser may be supported and piv-

oted upon the tub when elevated therefrom, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The square tub A, in connection with an oscil-

lating presser, arranged as described, to allow the
tub to be turned, so as to present the clothes to the
presser at right angles to its former line of action,

as described.
3. The foot-lever R, and center pivot or support S,

in combination with a square tub, for the purpose of

lifting the latter, to enable it to be swiveled or turned
ninety degrees, for the purpose described.

4. The removable hood or cover P, when used in
connection with a segmental presser, a square tub,

and a wringer, iu the manner and for the purpose
described.

5. The removable hood or cover of the tub, in

combination with the oscillating presser, by which it

is removed and replaced upon its seat automatically,-
substantially as described.

T 90,062.—John F. Adams, Worcester, Mass.—
Goid-Leaf Conden~^er.—Ma.v 18, 1869.

Claim.—The "leaf-condenser, as a new article of

manufacture, when the same consists of the two
" workers" A B, made substautialiy as desciioed, and
for the purpose set forth.

90,063.—^JosEPn H. Atkinson, San Fraucisce,

Cal.

—

Combined Comb and Shears for Hair-(Jutting.

—May 18, 1869.
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Claim.—The clamping-device for adjustably secur-

ing a comb to a pair of scissors, consisting- of the
spring-clamps B B, D, screws A A, and nuts C C,

arranged substantiallj^ as shown and described.

90,064.—E. J. Balcear, Martinez, assignor to

Samuel Pillsbury, San Francisco, C&l.—Cleans-
ing-Liquid.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A washing or cleansing fluid, composed
of the ingredients named, prepared and mixed in the

manner and in about the proportions above specified.

90,065.—OsMER W. Baldwin, Greenfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Thomas F. Wright, same
}Ask(i%.—Potato-Digger.—M.&J 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the digger and
revolving slatted apron, the two rakes, operated by
the double-crank shaft, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the slotted rakes, worked
by a double-crank shaft, and supported by the frame
H, as described, the adjusting-nuts o, as and for the
purpose described.

3. In combiuation with the slotted rakes, worked
by the double-crank shaft, and the supporting-frame
H, the spiral springs i, on the pluuger-rods of the
rakes, substantially as and for the purpose described

4. In combiuation with the slotted rakes, double-
crank shaft, and supporting-frame H, the trunnions
or oscillating braces h, substantially as described.

90,066. — McHOLAS , Bal'Mann, Kalamazoo,
Mich., assignor to himself and W. B. Clark, same
place.

—

Process of Using TJmnashed Indian- Corn in
Brewing Beer, &c.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combiuation of the separate mash-tub
B, Fig. I. inclosing the spiral steam-pipe E E, Fig.
Ill, perforated with small holes on the inside; the
large]- mash-tub A, Fig. I ; the pipe C, provided with
stop-cock F, connecting the tubs, for the purpose of
discharging tlie contents of tlie tub B into the tub A,
with the steam-pipes E and D, provided with stop-

cocks for letting steam into or shutting it ofl' from
the tul)s A and B, for the pui-poses set forth and de-

scribed.

90,067.

—

Artemas Bigelow and James S.

Baldwin, Newark, IST. J., assignors to Henry Mar-
tin, Baltimore, lAd.—Purifying the Waste Gases
from Copper-Roasting Furnaces.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Kemoving the impurities lield in mechan-
ical suspension by the waste gases of copper-roast-
ing or calcining furnaces, by washing said gases or
reducing the speed of their flow, by the means sub-
stantially as described.

90,068.—John Adolph Bilz, Pleasanton, Cal.

—Plow-Clevis.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie vertical slotted bar E, secured to

the ends of the two arms A and B of a clevis, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The sliding-bar F, moving up and down through
slots in said arms A and B, and lield at the point de-

sired by means of a set-screw,..9, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The shackle Gr, attached by a swivel-joint to

the screw c, said screw being secured to the lower
end of the sliding-bar F, and moving up and down
in the vei-tical slot a, substantially as and for the
pui'iiosd described.

90,069.—Edward C. Blakeslee, Watcrbury,
Conn., assignor to "The Benedict aud Burnham
Manulacturing Company."

—

Lamp-Iiejiector.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a band, A, helical
spring, B, and reflector, C, constructed and operating
substantially as described, for the purposes set fortli.

90,070.—Theodore Blodgrtt, Boldiertown,
and AVahkkn' S. WKATHEUiiV, (h-anljy, assignors to
tliemsolves and Charles I). Clai'I', Amliorst, Mass.—Alarm for Pocket-Hooks.—Mwy 18, 18();).

Claim.—A pocket-book protector aud alarm, con-
struetcHl of tlie stock h,u\ combination witli muz-
zle ,(;, hammer t, sjjring v, plug m, lever j, trigger v/),

and catch w, the wliole arranged and operating sub-
stantially as specifled. A

13 P—II

90,071.

—

Hervey C. Boardman, MorrisviUe,
Vt.

—

Log-Sawing Machine.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The.combination of the obliquely ar-

ranged friction-roller P with the carriage A, and
wheels, a a, and flanged rails or guides i i, substaii-
tially in the manner described.

2 The combination of the oblique roller D and the
lever C, substantially as aud for the purpose de-
scribed.

3 The combination of the oblique roller D, bear-
ing E, and lever C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

90,072

—

Fredrick W. Born, Cleveland, Ohio.— Washing-Machine.—May 18. 1869.

Clai7n.—The combination of the radial-chambered
machine A, the perforated diaphragm E, tube H,
and valve (j, all constructed and arranged to operate
in the manner and for the puraose substantially as
described. •

90,073 H. W. Bradley, Binghamton, IST. Y.,
assignor to Charles M. Dickinson, same place.

—

Paint- Compound.—May 18, 1869.

Claim..—As a new article of manufacture, a paint
composed of the within-described ingredients, or
their equivalents, whereby oil and water are aflSned
or saponified in such a manner that the pigments
may be held in affinity, as herein described, for the
purposes set forth.

90,074 C. D. Brewer, Williamsport, Pa.—
(?«ie.—May 18, 1869 ; antedated May 10, 1869.

Claim.—The hook g and swinging hinge-bar A,
by means of which a swinging and sliding gate may
be so opened and closed as to rest, either at right
angles with or against the inside or outside of the
fence, when the same is constructed for the purposes
set forth and described.

90,075.—Henry Brooks, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pro-
ce.ss for Hardening Steel.—May I'i, 1869.

Claim.—The process of making and hardening
homogeneous castings, substantially as herein de-
scribed, when applied to the articles enumerated
herein.

90,076.—Edwin Lee Brown, Chicago, HI.—
£oo^Jfflc/c.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A double-ended and double-sided or re-

versible boot-jack, substantially as herein shown and
described, as a new article of manufacture.

90,077.

—

William H. Butterworth, Trenton,
N. J.—Hay-Spreader.—Mry 18, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the eccentric ring
E, or its equivalent, the revolving-head G G', and
the slotted arms K, or their equivalent, with the reel,

when the slotted arms K, or their equivalent, are
pivoted to the reel-head at a distance from its cen-
ter dilferent from the distance of the pins b from tlie

center of the revolving-head G G', and arranged to

operate in the manner described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. Operating the forks L L by mechanism, so con-
structed as to cause the tines of the forks to con-
stantly project downward while being carried around
a common center, and to assume a nearly vertical

position while passing under and over the center of
the reel, and to have a constantly varying outward
inclination while passing from \o\) to bottom, and
from bottom to top of the y^\, thereby gatliering

and discharging the hay, substantially in the milli-

ner set fortli.

- 3. The fork-head, constructed of the bars 1 1' and
cross-pieces J, with the slotted arms Iv, as herein
shown and described.

4. Fastening the teeth of a hay-tedder by n metal-

lic clasp, combined and arranged as herein set

forth.

5. Tlie arrangement of the rcvolving-hond G G-',

the cranks e e, and the slotted arms K, when used to

operate the forks oJ' a hay-tedder, or rake, substan-

tially as described.

90,07S.—"Wesley Chase, Buffalo, N. Y.—Set-

tec.— Mt\y 18, 1869.

Cirnjyi.—The combinalion of the bent legs and
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arms C C D. seat A, and gii-ts or ties E. when con-

structed and connected in the manner herein repre-

sented and described.

90,079. — George "VT. Clapper, Martinsville.

Ind.. assignor to himself, Thomas E. Dawsox, Joel
M. JoHNSOX. and A. S. Greggs.—Feed-Regulator
for Millstojics.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—The adjnstable funnel C, with its conduct-
ors E E. and perforated bottom c. Tvhen fixed within
the ere of the runner A. by means of set-screws D,
all constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90,080 "VTiLLTAM H. T. Clark. San Francisco,
Ci-il—Pump.—:SLaj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The 'an-angement of the partition^,
chamber E, valve-chambers C and D. and air-

cliambcr E, within the pai't A, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In combination with the above-named parts,

arranged as claimed, the valves c and c', provided
with the raised seats !, and radiating-guides r, sub-

stantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the parts Ji Ji and k' h'. in

relation to the "diaphragm e. and with reference to

the cylinder B. whereby said cylinder may be at-

tached to the part A, either in a vertical or horizon-

tal position, substantially as set forth.

4. The compound packing-ring M. fastened to the
interior flange _p. together with the elongated plunger
E, the whole constructed and ai'ranged substantially

as herein described.

90,081.—Leox CldsE, Chicago, Til.—Machine
for Hanging Wall- Paper.-'May 18, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination of the troughs I J H.
and "T G' G M. rollers BCD, transfer-roller E.
brush O P, friction-rollers H, and springs L, as de-

scribed.

90.082 Theodok De Xcip. Eorksville. Dl.—
Wagon-Seat.—'May 18. 1869.

Ciaim.—The combination and arrangement of the
wagon-seat A. wooden springs B. with their clutches

V. blocks a and c, aud screws s, substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

90,083.—Anthoxt Demarce, Eairfield, Iowa
—Steam- Generator.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangenaent of the bent tubes B.
with reference to the boiler A and smoke-box C,

ubstantially as herein set forth.

90,084.—Ji'Lirs Edml-xu Dotch and Edward
Duempelm.a:n', TTashington, D. C.

—

Composition for I

Pavements. Hoofing, and for other Purposes.—May
|

18. 1869. VI
Claim.—1. The improved method of treating pure

|

asphaltum, either ^lone or mixed with coal-tar.
|

brick-dust, or sand, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

j

2. The foundation for pavements, prepared sub-
]

stantially as herein described.
|

3. The method of fastening tiles to roofs, as herein
described.

90,085.— JOHX C. Dlxkworth, Pittsfield.

Mass,, assignor to Duckworth d: Soxs, same place.
—Power-Loom.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the jacks, ar-

ranged horizontally at the side of the loom, and pro-

jecting outward therefrom, the segment-wheels and
upright slidmgbars. connected with the leaves of
heddles, substantially as described.

2. The evener-rods. in combination with the arms
of the levers upon which they operate to close the
shed, when the eveners are nioved in the curve de-

scribed by the movement of that part of the arms of

the levers with which the eveners are in contact,

substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the short
crank-shaft with its two cranks and gear-wheel, with
the gear-wheel and crank carried by the projecting
endof the crank-shaft which drives the lay. whereby
motion from the crank-shaft is imparted to the link's

which drive the lifter aud depresser. and pattern-
mechanism of the harness-motion, and the pattern-

mechanism for selecting the shuttles, substantially
as described.

4. In combination with the main shipping-lever,
the rock- shaft, with its releasiug-arm. the second
lever, and connecting-rod. substiintially as described,
whereby the loom may be stopped or started from
either side, as set forth.

90,086.—G. L. DuLAXET. Mechanicsbiirgh,Pa.

—

Harvester-Cutter.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lock-bolt D. when constructed and
operated as shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The cutters a a a, constructed substantially as
shown aud described.

3. The combination of the bar B, constructed
with a groove. C. the lock-bolt D, and the cutters a
a a. when constructed and arranged as shown and
described.

90,087.-George B. Eltxt, Sing Sing, X. T.,
assignor to Moxtgomery Eork Company, Xew
York City.

—

Manure and May Foi-k.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—Supporting the tangs within a ronnd fer-

rule by the means of internal lugs b. with the aid
of hooks c or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

90.088 Chester D. Elyxt, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trunk.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. the cushion-form frames A and B,
made of steel strips, woven together, to form lattice-
work, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore described.

2. The combination of the angle-strips C C with
the strips a h. substantially in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combiuation of the angle-strips D with the
strips a h. whereby g-reat additional streugtli is given
to the lattice-work, substantially as described.

90,089.—Alfred Eaucal-t, Orleans, Frdnce.

—

Submarine-Telegraph Cable.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The construction of a telegraphic cable,

in the manner and lor the purpose herein described.
2. A conducting surface for indnetion-currents,

when applied to the outside of the insulating-coat-
ing of each group of conductors, in the manner and
for the purpose herein described.

3. A band, composed of linen, or analogous mate-
rial, saturated with a compound of cai-bouate of lead,
and lithai'ged or other oil. when arranged in a tele-
graphic cable, in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein described.

4. In a telegraphic cable, the consti'uction of the
coatiug-s, formed of gutta-percha or composition,
the metallic couducting-surface, the cotton thread,
the band saturated with mastic, aud the tiin-ed rope,
arranged in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. As an insulating material, used in the construc-
tion of telegTaphic cables, the composition, com-
posed of carbonate of lead or other similar sub-
stance, litharged or other oil, sawdust, or other
analogous fibrous substance, in the manner and for
the pm-pose herein described.

90,090.— TTarrex Gale, Peekskill, X. T.—
Straio-Cutter.-May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pressure-cylinder B, having its

flanges provided with convex faces, when used in
combination with the concavo-convex strip C. (with
or without stud c.) constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The concavo-convex strip C, provided with one
or more studs, c, and constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The flanged knife-shaft D, made with a shoul-
der, X. at eacii end, for the knife to rest on. when
tised in combination with a knife, or knives, secured
by screws or rivets, so that the knife, at the upper
part of its hole, shall rest upon the upper part of its

screw, the whole being- geared to and used in combi-
nation with a pressure-shaft provided with metal-
faced flanges, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The hinged bottom G of the antomatic mouth.
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in combination -with spring E, constructed and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes set forth,

when used in combination with the subject-matter

of the first claim, as above set forth.

5. The combination, with the knife-shaft D, of the

crank -arm x, when said arm is secured to the gear-

wheel, on the end of the shaft, by means of the pro-

jections 3 and 4 and recesses 1 and 2, substantially

as set forth.

90,091.—George P. GtOrdon, Eahway, IS". J.—
Pri7iti7ig-Press.—M.aj 18, 18t)9.

Claim.—1. In combination with a reciprocating
bed, operating an ink-distributing cylinder L^, such
ink-cylinder L^ hung upon vibrating arms N, so that

the cylinder may be vibrated or turned upward, and
away from the inking-rollers, when desired, thus
giving free access to said inking-rollers.

2. in combination with such cylinder, the arm R,
to cause the cylinder to bear heavily or lightly upon
tbe inking-rollers placed beneath it.

3. In combination with such cylinder and recipro-

cating bed, a revolving ink-distributing table, for

the purposes specified.

90,092.—Lucius D. Gould, Newark, N. J.

—

Window-Fastener.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The hook G, for holding the sash, in com-
Mnation with its adjustable bolt and plate F, all con-
structed, arranged, and ox)erating as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

90,093.—Edwin H. Grant, Washington, J). C.—Process of Te'inpering Metals.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of tempering metals by
the use of a jet or current of steam, as described.

2. The comWnation of the steam -chest, or inclos-

nre A, the induction-pipes B B, the valves or stock-
cocks C C, the steam-g'enerator D, and the eduction-
pipe or opening E, for the uses and purposes sub-
stantially as described.

90,094.—Charles Greenlee and "William H.
Hedfield, Belvidere, 111.

—

Apparatus for Cooling
Liquids.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—The tank, provided with apartments F G,
in combination with plate A', provided with grooves
T, and corrugated plate S, provided with troughs D
E, and gate L, as described.

90,005.—John Gwynn, Tiffin, Ohio.—Hot-Air
Furnace.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cast-iron frames I, J, K, L, and
M, and the radiators P P, connected, as described,
together with tlie front and rear plates marked H H,
and the peculiar form of the brick-work in which
they are built, for leading tlie fire and air in alter-

nating, horizontal, and ascending thin layers, at
right angles Avith each other.

2. The use of a plain sheet of iron, without bend,
seam, or rivet, connected to an iron frame by means
of grooves, as descri1)ed, for radiating-surface.

3. The construction of the iron frames I, J, and
K, with grooves, intended to receive the edges, and
allow tlie \^'ithdraAA'al and renewal of the radiators
P P P, and with orifices to form part of the fire-

flues.

4. The forming of a flue, or tube, by tlio manner
described of connecting the sheet-iron to frame, and
the manner of making the same flues continuous and
ascending, by their relative position with each other,
in connection with the brick-work or casting, which-
ever may be used.

5. The combination of the parts herein described,
for th« purposes Set forth.

90,096.—William Hall, Boston, Mass.—Per-
mutation-Lock.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable dog
M with the Avhecl L, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The coml)ination of the cam G G' with the
wheel L, sliding-lever C C, and liiteh 1) I)', all oper-
ating as described, and for tlie pur[)()sc set forth.

3. The cond)inati()n of the lever C C with the
latch I) D', arranged and operating substantially as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,097.

—

MelancthonHanford, Boston, Mass.—Apparatus for Purifying, Screening, and Cooling
Behurnt Bone-Black.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—As a device for elevating, cooling in
transition, and screening a mass of renewed char-
coal from sugar-refineries, the employment and ar-

rangement of an air-engine, a receiving, elevating,
and cooling chute, and screening and receiving
chests, the chute being connected witli the engine,
and proAided with the filling-hopper, or its equiva-
lent, and the receiving-chest with the apiculated de-
flector L and screen O, and connected with the re-

ceiving- chest Q by the conduit P, the latter being
provided v/itli means for admitting steam to its in-

terior, and the whole operating in manner and to
produce results substantially as before shown and
described.

90,098.

—

Samuel Z. Hawbecker, Upton, and
Abraham Thomas, St. Thomas, Pa.

—

Morse Hay-
Fork.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the geared rod and
barbs or tines, the arm D, levers E and /, and cord
h, for the purpose of holding, and for tripping the said
barbs or tines, as may be required, and as set forth.

90,099.— Moses H. Hawkins, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Artificial Leg and Foot.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the knee-cord B
and the leather sheath t, with the main spring C, ad-

justable bar a a, and fulcrum-pin g, when construct-
ed, arranged, and fitted substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

2. The combination of the cords d and e, with the
screws r and s, and the main-spring C, substantially
as herein described and set forth.

3. The combination of the devices which consti-

tute the doQble-acting ankle-joint I I and m, Fig. 5,

substantially as herein described and set forth.

90,100.—E. E. Hendrick, Carbondale, Pa.

—

Compound for the Manufacture of Lubricating Oils.

—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The use of the compound formed by a
union of lead with the oxide of lead, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as described.

90,101.

—

Edward N. Hillsgrove, Concord, N.
IL.—Ox-Yoke.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—A yoke constructed with the beam a a,

the hook-plate e, and the neck-pieces &&, and the dogs
k k, combined, arranged, and adjusted as described,
as and for the purposes described and set forth,

90,103.—Nelson H. Howard, Beloit, Wis.—
Stove-Pipe Shelf—Ma.j 18, 1869.

Claim.—The yoke B, provided with the arms G
and lips E, in combination with the bar D and screw
C, all arranged and operating si\Jjstantially as de-
scribed.

90,103.—S. K. HoxsiE, Philadelphia, 'Pa.—Coal
and Grain Boat Elevator.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the vertical trunks B with the wharves A A, for the
passage of the reciprocating tanks C, substantially
as described.

2. Tlie combination of the elevating platform D
and reciprocating tanks C, with the elevated water-
reservoirs G, the several parts being arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of tho brake-
shaft N, Aviieels T T, pulleys O O, O'^ 0-, chains P
P, swivels Q Q, and bars Iv 11, witii the platform D,
substiintially as described.

4. The combination and arrangoment of the

weightinl vessels S, chains D, and pulleys O' O', with
tho brake-shaft N", substantially in the manner and
for tlic jjurpose set forth.

5. The conilection of chains or ropes E of regular-

ly increased length, with the moval)le tanks C, for

givingan angle to the phitl'orni D, \\1um> in its ele-

vated position, substantially as d(>s('ribed.

6. 'J'hc I'onibination and nrningement of the rod

L, ropes N, and levers K, with the valves J, for op-

erating the latter, as nl)ove described.

7. The combination and arrauirement of the rod /),
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ropes "W and W, sheaves g g'^ g^, and -n-eiglit-shaft

/, with the valves V, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set Ibrth.

90,104.—Lucius H. Ives, Svracuse, jST. Y.—
Meat-Block.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A meat-block made in sections, and bolt-

ed and held t( gether and in x>lace substantially in

the manner above set forth.

90,105.—Bruce Iroxs, Columbus, Wis.—Car-
riage-Painters' Easel.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A machine by which a carria2:e-body may
be placed and sustained in any require;!, position, in

the manner and by the means herein described.

90,106 John L. Kidvtell, TTashington, D. C.—Compositionfor Paveinents, Eooflng, Drain-Pipes,
<£c.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The improved composition for pavements
and roofing, as above described and set forth.

90,107.-T. P. Kesiball, "Watertowii, ]Sr, Y.—
Cheese-Box.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Formino- the cover for the cheese-ends
of a paper dish or blank, the outer or projecting por-

tion of which is bent down over the end and upon
the sides of the cheese, and is there held, by means
of a metallic or other hoop, applied to said cover and
cheese, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The method of boxing cheese by the employ-
ment of a paper strip or band, to encircle the sides

of the cheese, in combination with the covers for

the ends, and the hoops for holding- the same, con-
structed and applied substantially as herein shown
and specified.

90,108.—Jacob B. Kixgmax, Dorchester, Mass.—Machine for Making Cut Xails.—May 18. 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the rebated griper M,
the vibrating griper C", and the fixed griper if, all

arranged and operating as specified.

90,109.—^Peter Lawson, Lowell, Mass.

—

Com-
position Dravjing or Roving Can for Use in the Man-
ufacture of Yarns.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—The improved composition-can for rov-
ings, made of paper-pulp or other fibrous materials,
united substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

90,110.—Daxiel Lee, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam-
Engine.—^ay 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Utilizing the exhaust-steam in a steam-
engine, by bringing it in communication with the
live steam, and j^roducing a cm-rent, by the me-
chanical devices substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The vacuum-chamber E, arranged substantially

as specified.

3. The pipe 6, in combination with the vacuum-
chamber E, pipe C. and valves c and d, substantially
as shown and described.

4. The receiving-chamber E, arranged substan-
tially as specified.

5. The weiglit J, tubular rod I, and piston H, in
combination with the valves c and d, substantially
as sho\vn and described.

90,111.—Charles S. Lyxch, Boston, Mass.—
Mode of Utilizing the Slag of a Rolling-Mill Furnace.
—May 18, 1869.

CZ«i»K— The employment of the furnace-slag or
cinder, as described, ^ith iron-ore alone, or Avith

such and a quantity of oxide of manganese, in the
manner, and under circumstances, and tor the pur-

poses substantially as hereinbefore explained.

90,112.—J. McIlvain, Hancock, 'HI.— Cultiva-
tor.—'M.ay 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The standard and brace L when at-

tached affront and rear as described, for thepm-pose
set forth.

2. The screw-hooks K, when arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

90,113.

—

William McKay and Charles E.
Bayley, ISTewburvport, Mass.

—

Sail-Hank.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—The imxiroved sail-hank, constructed as
represented and described, viz. with the two parts,

B B', of its frame hinged together at one extremity
of each, and provided with lap-hooks D D' at their
opposite ends, and also having the connection-screw
bolt of such parts B B' arranged and applied to them,
so as not only to hold them together, but serve, at

the same time, as a pivot or journal, to support the
friction-roller of the hank, as set forth.

90,1 J 4.—Theodore H. Mead, Boston, Mass.

—

Fly-Frame for Frinting-Presses.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The fingers E F, (fcc, Avhen the form

of their faces is modified by the application of the
rods W W, (fcc, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the adjustable gauge G-

with the fingers E E, &c., for the purpose described.

90,115.—Michael Meade, Boston, Mass.

—

Graduating Patternfor Boots and Shoes.—May 18,
1869. •

Claim.—The extension-pattern, when provided
with the gradnating-scales E and H, as described,
and for the pm-pose set forth.

90,116 ^Clark W. Mills, Brooklvn, iJ". Y.—
GraiJi-Bin.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—A grain-bin, formed with ranges of ven-
tilating- and supporting troughs, introduced substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

90,117.—Thomas ^evison, Mora:an, Ohio.

—

Portable Fence.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The braces D, standards C,in combina-
tion with the rails E. sills A, and rider E, when
constructed and arranged as herein described, and
for the purpose specified.

90,118.—ExocH Osgood, Boston. Mass.

—

Com-
pound to be Applied to Shoes and other AHicles.—
May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of rubber and emery,
or their equivalent, vulcanized together hard or
serai-hard, to horseshoes, or to boots and shoes for
ladies" and gents' wear, either with or without a base,
to prevent fheir slipping, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. A horseshoe made with compartments, to be
filled with a substance that will prevent horses and
other animals from slipping, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. The rubber and emery vulcanized compound,
applied to brakes or other surfaces, so as to prevent
slipping, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

90,119.—Oscar Paddock, "Watertown, JT. Y.—
Button.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A button or stud, having combined with
its head and shank a dished volute wire spring, ar-

ranged, with relation to the button-head, in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

90,120.—P. M. Papix, St. Louis, Mo.—Appa-
ratusfor Ageing Spirits.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the air-duct E with
its perforations and head /, coil E, vessel C, with
perforated cover C, spaces D, D^, and D^, dia-

phragm B, with vessel A and pipe G-, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

90,121.—Emery Parker, ISTew Britain, Conn.

—

Key.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.— The improvement, which consists in

uniting the two members A and B of the shank of

an extension-key, by means of the slot ft, terminated
by the reverse curved slot c d, formed in one mem-
ber, in combination with the fixed pins e e, in the
other member, the whole operating in the manner
substantially as described, for the purposes specified.

90.122 A. G. Perry, Clvde, Ohio.—Eaves-
Trough Supporter.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The strap A, with a jaw. B, in combina-
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tion with the upright shaft D, bolt C, with an eye,

K and bar, H, when used with the cross-bar F, all

arranged substantially as described, as and for the
purpose set forth.

90,123.—TowNSEND PoOKE, Scranton, Pa.

—

Fluid-Meter.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The loaded leyers P, applied to disk
E, or its equivalent, and so connected to valve g as

to shut this valve at the termination of the down-
strokes of said disk, substantially as described.

2. The loaded lever L, applied to disk E, or its

equivalent, and provided with a gravitating-catch,
M, and so connected to the valve gr, and loaded lever

P, as to oi^en this A'alve at the termination of the up-
strokes of the disk E, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

3. The combination of loaded levers L and P,
and their respective catches, with valve g, and re-

ciprocating disk E, said parts being so constructed
and arranged as to operate to shut valve (/, at the
termination of the down-stroke of disk E, and to

open and lock open the valve at the termination
of the up-stroke of said dislj, substantially as de-

scribed.
^

4. The combination of the gravitating latches and
catches Avith a reciprocating valve-disk, E, of a fluid-

meter, arranged and constructed so as to automati-
cally open and lock open tlie valve of said disk, at

the termination of its up-stroke, so that the valve
cannot casually shut while the disk is descending by
gravity, substantially as described.

90,124.—Ph. J. Pkobeck and John B. Corlett,
Newburgh, Ohio.

—

Invalid-Table arid Book-Holder.
—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the jointed frame or
book-holder I, pivotr-d arm-E, table D, tray H, and
adjustable standard C, all arranged and constructed
to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

90,125.—George E-obtnson and Harvet O.
Silver. Sodus, N. T.

—

Saw-Filing Machine.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable two-part stirrups C c,

C c, constructed as described, and suspended from
the weighted roller B, for altering the inclination of
the file, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The saw-filing apparatus, composed of the verti-

cal clamps D D and keys e e, for holding the saw,
and the two-part adjustable stirrups C c suspended
from the weighted roller B, for supporting the file

in difi"erent positions and at A^arious inclinations, all

constructed substantially as described, and arranged
within a suitable frame, to operate as set forth.

90,126.— George Lamb Scott, Manchester,
England.

—

Ax>paratus for Molding Pulleys.—May
18, 1869.

Claim:—1. For the purpose herein set forth, the
use of a trammel, cai'rying geari^ig and other parts,
substantially as described.

2. The use of the movable center of motion a b,

and constructing tlie molding-apparatus so as to con-
stitute a machine complete in itself, and capable of
being adapted to any part of the foundry.

90,127.—Thomas Shaav, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Water- Fleater.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of a Avoven tube, in tlie

manner and. for the purpose set forth.

90,128.—PiiiLAXDKR- Shaav, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Siiaav's Union Aiu-Engink Comi-anV,
same place.

—

Hot-Air Engine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The inlet-valve V, Avhen made liollow

and coni))ined Avith tlie eold-air pipe T", substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the inlet-vacuum valve V"
witli the ATorkiug-cylinder of the air-engine, sub-
stantially as descriljed.

90,129.—WirjJAM N". Siirllahaugek, Union,
Oh'w.—Folding Feed-Trough.—May J8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The folding feed-trough, constructed
substantially as described.

2. The construction of a hay-rack in connection
thereAvith, substantially as described.

90,130.—Simon P. Sleppt, Wilkesbarre, Pa.—
Sewing-Machine.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The elliptical cam 6 and its flange 6", in

combination with the main-shaft 2 and intermediate
gearing, all constructed and operating substantially
as herein described.

2. The compound cam 7, combined with the loop-
ing-arm 16, and constructed to operate substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The double-hooked spreader 10, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

4. The slotted lip 20, attached to front face of the
double-hooked spreader 10, constructed, arranged,
and operating- substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

5. The combination, as herein described, of the
feed-dog 17, friction-Avheel 17', and adjusting-screw
17'", Avith the cam 6 6", for imparting vertical and
longitudinal motion to the feed-dog 17.

6. The combination, with the aboA^e, of the arms
17" and their adjusting scrcAV or screws, and the cam
6', for giving lateral, vertical, and forAvard motion to
the cloth or feed, substantially as herein set forth.

7. The curved lever 16, having its long arm forked
or divided, and supported on and made adjustable by
the fulcrum-screw 15, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

8. The needle-bar C, when j^rovided with arm h for
carrying the rods / and g', and Avorking in the tube
a, attached to the front face of the stationary arm or
goose-neck B, all substantially in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.

9. The conical-headed screw, Eig. 7, in combination
Avith the needle-bar C, when used to secure the needle
in place, substantially as described.

10. The outer cylinder d' of tlie feed-wheel, with
its spring 7i, clutch/, rod/', and clamp/", Avhen com-
bined, constructed, and operating substantially as
set forth.

11. The inner cylinder e of the upper feed-wheel,
with its corrugated ends, Eig. 6, adjusting-screws it',

and clutch g, and rods g\ clamp g", and spring /i',

combined, constructed, and operating as set forth,

to give lateral motion to the feed-wheel.
12.. The combination of the outer feeding-cylinder

d and its appendages with the inner cylinder e and
its appendages, for giving lateral and forward or
retrograde motion to the cloth, as described.

13. The roller. Fig. 8, when used in combination
with the upper feed-apparatus, in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

14. The adjustable plate, Fig. 9, constructed as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth, in combination
Avith the upper and lower feeding-appai'atus, operat-

ing as and for the purpose herein set forth.

1.5. The looper-ueedle 31, eyed and pointed at one
end, and forked at the other, substantially as de-
scribed.

16. The combination, with the looper-needle 31, of
the notched plate 27, spring 28, pin 29, and screw 30,

for fastening and operating the looper-needle, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

17. The combination of the frame 33 and its arms
33' and 33" Avith the large A\iiecl 34 and small Avheel

3.5, for winding the tlnead on the bobbin 23 automatic-
ally, substantially as described.

18. The tension-spring 38, in combination with the
described winding-apparatus for regulating the ten-

sion of the thread in its passage from the spool to the
bobbin, as described.

19. In sewing-machines, where rotary hooks or
sjireaders are used to cany a lo(<p arounil a spool or

bobbin, or the spool or bobbin-case, the combination
of the rotary s|)reading-liook 10 with a lecHling-mo-

chanism, feeding the cloth or fabric toward the free

face of the hook or spieatler, and in a'plane at right

angles, or nearly so, to the plane of revohition of the

said hook or siu'cacler, to cause tlie loop just form-

ing to be caught with certainty by tho point of the

hook or sprcMuler.

20. The combination, in n spwing-maclnno, of two
feeding-de\ices, snbslanlially as lierein described,

when on(M)f llieni is (.•onstrnclcd to feeil (he uuiterial

in an opposite direction to tho other.

21. The combination, Avith u sewiugiuacliiuo, of
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two feediiig'-devices, coiistmcted substantially as
herein described, either one of which may be made
to perform alone all the requirements of a'feed-appa-
ratus, botli for zigzag and direct stitches.

22. The combination, with a sewing-machine, of
two feeding-devices, either of which maybe made to
perform, substantially as herein described, all the re-

quirements of a feed-apparatus for a direct stitch,

whilst the other Tibnites or oscillates latei'ally.

23. The combination, with a sewing-machine, of

two feeding-devices, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as herein described, so that both may have
aTibrating, oscillating, or zigzag motion, in like or
opposite directions at the same time, wliile the stitch-

ing 'coi\tinues in a uniform or direct line, thus form-
ing two connected lines of stitches.

24. The combination, with a sewing-machine, of a
cylindrical or spheroidal bobbin, a turning or revolv-
ing looper-hook, and a forked or barbed looper ATibra-

ting below the bed-plate, when constructed substan-
tiallly as herein described, so that it Avill be unneces-
sary to remove either of these elements or devices
therefrom to render the machine capable of making
either a single-loop or a back-stitch.

25. The combination, in a seA^iug-ma.chine, of me-
chanical devices, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein described, so as to operate efficiently

in rnaking not only a stitch or stitches with three
threads, but also in making a stitch or stitches with
either one or two threads, at option, without the re-

moval therefrom or the addition thereto of any me-
clianical device or part of the machine used in mak-
ing a stitch with three threads.

90,131.— William H. Staats and August C
ScHWANKE, La Prairie, and Lucas Stauler, Boweu,
111.—Land-l^oUer.—MaJ 18, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the frames a and 5,

lever c, roller d, wheels e, and brace /, ortheir equiva-
lents, when constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.

90,132.—G. Cakter Stamper, Osceola, Iowa.

—

Hut-Lock.—yLcij 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The riveted spring-plate A, having at

the ends holes a or flanges h, or teeth or pins c, in
combination with plate B and outer nuts d cZ, sub-
stantially as described.

2. Cap C, having flanges e e, and square hole Ic, in
combination with bolt D, having square part/, and
with nut /i, substantially as described.

90,133 Edward S. Stimpson, Milford, Mass.,
assignor to Dutcher Temple Company, same
place.— Lubricating Temple for Looms.—^May 18,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the oiling-passage E
in the projection b of the cap C of such temple, so
that oil, after having been poured into such passage,
shall be conveyed by it both to the spindle and to the
next adjacent end of the toothed roller, before going
through the bore of the roller, the whole being sub-
stantially as specified.

90,134.— Theodore E,. Timby, Saratoga
Springs, ISl. T.

—

TJmbrella-Faatening

.

—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—The ring c, attached to the stalf a of an
umbrella or parasol, by means of a staple, b, or other
suitable connection, in such a manner as to allow the
ring to pass over and beyond the ends of the ribs, to
secure the same, substantially as described.

90,135 -James S. Travis, ISTew York, L^. Y.,
assignor to Archer & Pancoast Manufactur-
ing Company, same place.

—

Lamp-Shade.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—The translucent disk C, made of a sepa-
rate piece from, but applied in connection Avith, the
shade of a gas or other burner, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

90,136.— William L. Trulaxd, Waterford,
K". Y.— Cutting-Flier.—Miij 18, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within-described pliers, constructed with cutting-
edges at the rear-ends of the jaws, and furnished
"with plates D D, substantially as set forth.

,90,137.—Alexander C. Twining, Xew Haven,
Conn.

—

Detachable Fixture for Casters.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of a plate or socket
with tlie elastic strip, wire, or branches traversing
or skirting the bore, and attached, substantially as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The knob k in the same combination.
3. The swell s of the shaft or pintle iu the same com-

binatiou.

90,138.—William V. Van Syckel, Joshua, 111.—Fence- Gauge.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The fence-gauge herein described, con-
sisting- of blocks C, arms E E, wedge D, strips B,
and roller E, when constructed and arranged as set
forth.

90,139.—William H. Wall, Boston, Mass.

—

Driving Feins and Bridle.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the driving-reins,
headstall, and bit, substantially in the manner as de-
scribed, each driving-rein, under such mode of com-
bining the parts, bein^ made with two branches con-
nected to the martingale and cheek-pieces of the head-
stall, and applied to one of the rings of the bit, sub-
stantially as and so as to operate therewith as de-
scribed.

2. In combination therewith, the application
of one of the branches each of the driving-reins to
the check-rein, substantially in manner and so as to
operate therewith, as hereinbefore explained.

90,140..

—

Isidor Walz and -John M. Pendle-
ton, Xew York, N". Y:

—

Manufacture of Carbonate
of Soda and Other Chemicals.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of steam iti connection with a
heated mass of carlionate of lime and nitrate of soda
in a highly heated vessel or retort, for the regenera-
tion of nitric acid, substantially as above described.

2. The production of a mass, consisting of quick-
lime and carbonate of soda, in exactly or nearly their
chemical proportions or equivalents, and forming a
mass applicable to the production of caustic-soda
lyes from carbonate of lime and nitrate of soda,
treated in the manner substantially as herein -de-

scribed.

90,141,

—

^David Wells, Lowell, Mass.

—

Coal-
Stove.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the auxiliary
chamber M, having the discharge-opening N, ar-

ranged iu the upper part of it, v\ith the fire-place B,
the smoke-consuming chamber G-, its vertical flues

H, and front flame-holes h, the Avhole being substan-
tially as described.

2. A stove as made not only with the smoke-con-
suming chamber €r, the A^eitical flues H, and fire-

place B, combined and arranged as set forth, but as
having a hole or opening, K, through the back of
the fire-place and front of the smoke consuming
chamber G, and a separate perforated plate, L, ar-

ranged to extend across such opening, as specified.
3." A vStove provided with a smoke-consuming

chamber, G-, arranged and combined witii its fire-

place by flues, and also communicating with the fire-

chamber by flame passages or holes h, tapered in
manner as set forth.

90,142.—Shepherd H. Wheeler and Lyman
V. Bouse, DoA\'agiac, Mich.

—

Fotato-Digger.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bars a, Avhen constructed, com-
bined, and arranged as set forth.

2. In combination with the bars a a a a., the beam
A, standard B, and share C, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

90,143.—Parker Wes'eman, Joliet, 111.

—

Pump.
May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal tube-section B, coated with
a vitreous substance, and constructed with flaring

ends, and receiving into said ends the lower termi-

nus of the wooden section A, and the upper terminus
of the lower wooden section B, all substantially as

described.
2. An annular grooved ring-piston D, constructed

with a raised valve-seat, v, and a forked stem, i c.
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in combination with the yalve g, substantially as de-

scribed.

90,144.—Atxyn E. Wolcott, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Isaac Simmons, Baltimore,

Md.

—

Carriage-Spring.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of two or more sets of

metallic springs B and D, and their attendant curved
bearings A and C, and connecting-rods E, when
ponstructed and arranged so as to operate substan-

tially as shown and specified.

90,145.—Allyn E. "Wolcott, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to liimself and Isaac Simmons, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Carriage-Spring.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the curved bear-

ings B, springs A, suspended adjusting-links C, and
connecting-bar D, when constructed and arranged
so as to operate substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination of the springs A A and the

curved bearings B B, arranged to operate substan-
tially as herein set forth, either Avith or without the
suspended links C C and connecting-bar D, or either

of them.

90,146.—ALLYN E. Wolcott, Chicago, BL, as-

signor to himself and Isaac Simmons, Baltimore,
Md.— Carriage-Spring.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. A straight metallic resilient plate or
spring, in combination with the auxiliary spring-
plate I, or its equivalent, and a curved bearing on
support, -when arranged so as to operate substantially
as described.

2. The combinntion of the adjusting links or arms
C, a metallic resilient plate or spring, and a curved
bearing, when constructed and arranged so as to

operate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. Thecouuectiug beam or bar D, adjusting-links,
or artns C, resilient plate or spring, and curved
bearing, when constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

4. The llanges L and projections O, when con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes shown and described.

5. The auxiliary ledges K and springs I, when
constructed and arranged substantially as shown and
specified.

90,147. — John Zeller, Stouchsburgh, Pa.—
Wagon-Jack.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. Lever C, in combination with the bail

/, bar B, and rod or cord g, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A liiting-jack, consisting of bar B, stock A,
lever C, bail/, cord or rod g, knee lever w, springs n
and I, and stop k, all combined, arrft,ngedf and oper-
ating substantially as and for tli* purpose described.

90,148.—Charles Anthony, Providence, E. I.—Jiigging for Gaff-Topsails.—May 18, 1869.

Claiyn.—The mode described of hanging and se-

curing the gaff topsail to the mast and gaff by means
of the pintles P T and the latch-link K, or their
equivalent, operated by halyards from the deck of
the vessel, substantially as specified.

90,149.—Daniel S. Bigler, Siddon.stown, Pa.
—Horse IIay-Fork.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The fork-head, constructed, as described,
of the curved side-pieces a a, united by llie cross-
piece b, tlie rocking ibrk-lieads e, carrying the tines
h, the slotted uinuglit d, rods/, slotted runner;/, and
spring-catcli i, all arranged and operating as de-
scribed, for tlie purpose specified.

90,1 50.—EnwARD Bloomeield and Dwic.ht P.
Otis, New York, N.Y.—Piano- Forte.—M:\y 18, 18(i9.

Claim.—The e(inii)iniiti()n of the heavy notched
bar F, screws E, and ai'ni (', with tlie liridgci 1), all

arranged and opei'ating substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

90,151.—William Bond and John AVkoatii,
Sandy Hill, N. Y .— Screw- Flatc—May 18, lH(i9.

Claim.—The arrangement, substantially as de-
scribed, of the stock A, i(>ver I),s('nur E, liaiulle F,
nud steadying-dies B B, for tlie purpose set forth.

90,152.

—

Addison P. Boren, Greensborough,
N. C—Baling-Press.-M&j 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamps H, having their parts
hinged together, in combination with the yokes I,

when arranged so as to be placed in the press before
filling, and so as to clamp and secure the bale a,uto-

matically the instant the compression is effected,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with clamps and yokes, aiTang-
ed as .above claimed, the grooves or guides a, where-
by the clamps are guided into the yokes while the
bale is being compressed, substantially as described.

90, 153.—George E. Buettell, Eochester, l^.Y.
—Mop-Head.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the jaws C C and D
with the cloth-bar B and screw E, nut e, and sleeve
A, when constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

90,154.—William Byron, N^ew York, N". Y.,
assignor to himself and George S. Bice, of same
place.— Combining Hard Rxibber with Jet and other
Substances to Produce Useful and Ornamental Ar-
ticles.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The method of combining hai'd rubber,
or vulcanite, with jet or other substances, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. 'As a new manxifacture, jewelry composed of
jet, mounted in or upon, or combined with hard rub-
ber, substantially as herein described.

90,155.—George W. Dalbey, Carrollton, Miss.
—Thread-Guard.—Mnj 18, 1869.

Claiyn.—The guard A, with the lips B and the
cutters C, arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.

90,156.—Eeuben Daniels, Woodstock, Vt.

—

Bearing for Shafts.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The journal-box A B, provided with the
supplementary bearing-plate C, adjustable by means
of the set-screw E, substantially in the manner
herein described, foi' the j)urpose specified.

90,157.

—

James H. Devirs and Daniel Gra-
vatt, Pleasantville, Pa.

—

Tube-Well Fump.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—The described arrangement and combina-
tion of the detachable inner barrel d, tube a', springs
e e, ring or collar c, and weight /, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

90,158.

—

Pierre A. Dormoy, Vienna, Austria.
—Apparatus and Machinery for Puddling Iron.—
May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of jinddling substantially as
hereinbefoi'C described ; that is to say, by means of
tools to which rotary motion on their axes is impart-
ed niechanically, wliile tliey are, at tlie same time,

directetl, by the jmddler, to any required part of the
furnace.

2. Constructing apparatus for imparting rotary
motion to puddling- tools, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described and represented in the accompanying
drawings.

3. Constructing tools to be employed in puddling,
with a handle, wliich will allow the tool-shaft to ro-

tate while the handle is held by the pudiller, sub.stan-

tially as hereinbefore described and represented iu

the accompanying drawings.
4. The enipioyincnt of hollow rotating tools, as a

means for injecting air, steam, or other gases into

the molten iron daring the pudilling, and the con-

structing of the same substantially as liereiiibeforo

described and represented in tiie aceoiupauying
drawings, whereby I would have it understotid that

Avliat I claim as my invention is not siinidy the iiijee-

tion of air. steam, or gases, by means of pnddling-

tools as already known, but tiie emplovmenl, for that

jiurpose, of tools rotating, as deserilied, simultane-

ously with the injection of air, steam, or other

gases.
.'i. The mode of romi)ressiiig and forming tho

blooms in the ])uddling-liirnMee liy means of oseil-

inting tools cooled l)y an iulenial .stream of water,

air, or steuui, substantially us lieninbefore iU>-
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scribed and represented in the accompanying draw-
ings.

6. The mode of compressing and forming the
blooms in the piiddliiig-furnace by means of tools

introduced into the furnace from al)ove, and rotat-

ing,- rising, and sinking, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described and represented in the accom]panying
drawings.

.

7. Constructing apparatus for imparting oscillat-

ing or rotating and rising and sinking motion to
tools for forming and compressing blooms in the
puddliug-t'urnace, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed and represented in the accompanying di'aw-

ings.

90,159.—W. C. C. Erskine, IS^ether Kinuedder
Dunfermline, Scotland.—Oo/e^-Pof.- May 18, 18{)9.

Claim.—The strainer, constructed as described,
of the cone B, provided with coarse perforations,
and the finely perforated tube C, extending verti-

cally through said cone, both arranged as described,
and adapted for attachment to the interior of the
case A, in the manner set forth, for the purpose
specified.

90,160.—Hugo Fleck, Dresden, Saxony, as-

signor to William A. Fleck, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Glue.—May 18, 1S69.

Claim.—The herein- described use of salt and its

solutions in the process of drying glue.

90,161.—George P. Fuller, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Eailway- Chair.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
railroad-chair A, having a slot, a, vertical wings D,
and flanges G, the plate- key E, and spring-key F,
with the rails B, substantially as described.

90,162.—Andrew Fultox, Albany, ]S". T.

—

Binder for Closing Gas-Retorts.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the retort, of the
arms C D, link F, levers G K, all arranged substan-
tially as specified.

90,163.— Thomas Gamble, Eichmoud, Va.

—

Saw-Grinding Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the housings B, boxes
A, blocks E, and wedges, connected by the adjusta-
ble yokes D, when arranged substantially as and for

the pm'pose described.

90,164.—Thomas D. Gibsox, Wilmington, Del.—Holloio Projectile for Fire-Amns.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A hollow projectile for fire-arms, com-
posed of the bars a a, arranged around the charge
A, when notched as described, for the pm'pose herein
shown.

90,165—J. Godfrey, ]Srew York, IST. Y.—Iron
Last—May 18, 1869.

Claim,.—Connecting the footB to the standard A,
by an adjustable joint, without other support, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

90,166.— Charles E. Gorgas, Eoughsburgh,
Ohio.—Pessary.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The iiiflating rubber pessary, havinga
conical pear-shaped body. A, cord B, and funnel-
mouth, C, substantially as shown and described.

2. The hard-rubber cannula D, for introducing the
pessary into the vagina, constructed as shown and
described.

3. The hollow stem E, answering the two-fold pur-
pose of introducing and inflating the pessary, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

90,167.— Thomas G. Hall, Beech Haren,
assignor to himself and Daniel F. Leybert, Salem,
Ta.— Water-Wheel.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. A seiies of perpendicular gates, con-
nected to a ring at the top, by the elevation ofwhich
ring they may be simultaneously raised, said gates
having a transverse double flange at the bottom, the
outward part of which flares, or curves upward, and
the inner part conducts the flow in a direct line to
the Ts heel, all substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

2. A turbine-wheel, having the two concentric
sets of buckets, I and G, aU substantially as de-
scribed.

90,168.—George Harrison, New York, IsT. Y.
—Pen-Holder.-May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Discharging the pen from the bai'rel A
by means of the \\-pfg, upon the divided discharge-
tube B. working within the slots C & of the barrel
A, all the parts being constructed and arranged as
herein shown and described.

90,169.—L. 0. Hayworth, ISTew Cumberland,
Ind.—Ha7id Corn-Planter.-May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dropping-plate D, spiral plate G,
and slotted stud PI, in combination with the seed-
box C, talile or plate F, frame A, and plunger B,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. An impioved corn-planter, formed by the com-
bination of the frame A, plunger B, seed-box C,
dropping'-plate D d', brush c. table F, spiral plate G,
hopper E, plate I, and spring-plate K, with each
other, said parts being constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. Constructing the dropping-plate D in such a
way that it may be held up against the bottom of the
seed-box C with an elastic pressure, to facilitate the
discharge of any stray kernels that may find their
way between the said plate and seed-box, substan-
tially as herein sho^vn and described.

90,170.—George W. Hobart, Silverton, Ore-
gon.

—

Machine for Stuffing Horse- Collars.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the crank-wheel
D, adjustable crank-pin d^, pitman E, sliding-block
or ci'osshead F, stufiing-rod G, feed-rack I, and
hopper L, either or both, tube J, slide K, and ad-
justable collar-board M, with each other and with
the frame A B, C^ C'^ C^ substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Adjustably pivoting the collar-board M to the
slide K, by means of the slotted and recessed plate

A;^ substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the rack k"^, gear-wheel N',

shaft O, rack V, pawl U, crank P, pulley Q, rope or
chain R, and weight T, with each other and with the
slide K, and beams or bars C C^ C^, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

90,171.—E. C. Holden and E. L. Brockett,
Owatouna, Minn.

—

Bed-Bottom.—May 18, 1869.

Claim. — The aFrangement of tlie two parallel

pieces a c, the curved piece b, the two blocks d d,

(me on each side of the center, and the hanging
cranks e e, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

90,172.—James Hollingsworth, Chicago, HI.

-Horse-Stall Floor.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The inclined floor e, slats//, and trough

g, all constructed, combined, and arranged in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

90,173. — Lawrence Holms, Paterson, ]S". J.

—Alarm-Bell.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In ringing alarm and other fixed bells,

the combination of the rotating-spindle c, with the
swinging-hammer, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as shown and described.
!J. in ringing alarm and other fixed bells, in com-

bination with a rotating-spindle and swinging-ham-
mer suspended therefrom, the sliding-sleeve k, feather

c', links i i, swivel-collar I, links m w, and forked
lever ri, substantially as and for the purposes shown
and described.

3.* In ringing' alarm and other fixed bells, and in

combination with a rotating-spindle and swinging-
hammer suspended therefrom, substantially as de-

scribed, the tangential or worm wheel q, worm r,

ratchet-wheel s, lever t, and pawl-link u, and lever

V, for the purpose of giving rotary motion to the

spindle c and hammer j, either together with, or in-
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depondently of, the ringing mechanism, substantially
as shown and described.

4. In combination with a bell-hammer, "the cross-

arms g g', and springs h h, substantially as and for

the purposes shown and described.
5. Making the striking-faces of a bell-hammer of

a curvature corresponding in reverse to that of the
sound-bow of the bell, substantially as and for the
purposes shown and described.

6. Arming a bell-hanjmer with hard wood, or
other semi-elastic material, substantially in the man-
ner shown and for the purposes described.

90,174. — Wesley Hull, Fort TVayne, Ind.—
Neck-Yoke.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The ferrules b b, constructed and secured
to the yoke A, as described, and provided with roll-

ers d d, as and for the purpose set forth.

90,175.
—

"W. Davidson Jones, Hagaman's
Mills, N. Y.—Gorn-Husker.—M.aj 18, 1869.
Claim.—The separator d d d d, made and con-

structed substantially as described and shown, hav-
ing beating or tripping edges, said beaters being-
provided with recesses eee e, operating substantially
as and for the ijurposes shown and set forth.

90,176.—James L. Judge, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—

Steam-Heater.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The steam-heater, constructed with
shell A, circulator E and F, flues G and H, and cor-
rugations K, all arranged substantially as described.

2. BaseB, with doors L, M, N, and O, and holes
to correspond with tlie flues G and H, arranged sub-
stantially as described.

3. Circulator E and F, flues G and A, corruga-
tions K, steam-chamber I, with shell A, constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

90,177 R. D. King, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Shutter
avid Awning Combined.—May 18, 1869.

Craim,.—The attaching, to the front of a building,
the upper ends of one or more shutters, by hinges
or joints, so that said shutters may be freely raised
and lowered, in combination with windlasses, or
their equivalent, one or more, arranged with chains
or cords, ]julleys, and suitable fastenings, whereby
the shutter or shutters are made to serve the double
purpose or use of an awning and shutters, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

90,178.—J. W. Lewis, Oregon City, Oregon.—
Gang-Plo'W.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A and draught-pol*E, with
the platform D for the driver's feet, and the seat F,
in combination with the toggle H, lever I, and the
rack Ix, all constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The pivoted bar J, guides L' Lx, pin (Z, lever
N, carrying the catch O e, the chain ax, and pulley

/, in combination with the axle L, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

90,179 James C. Lewis, Belfast, Mg.—Com-
pound for Treating Asthma and other Diseases.—
May 18, 1869.

dlainn.—The compounding of the above ingre-
dients and their preparation, as herein set forth.

90,180.—Melville E. Mead, Dnrien Depot,
Conn.

—

Automatic Ventilator.—May 18, 1869.
Claiin.—The automatic ventilator, consisting of

the two oppositely arranged series of pivoted slats,

connected t)y adjustable rods or bars, whereby they
' are adnptcd to operate substantially in the maniieV
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

90,181.—Thomas J. Mkll, Macon, Ga.^Rail-
road-Car Ventilator.—May IB, 18()9.

Claim,.—Tlio -\'entilator A, on tiio rod B, operat'Hl
by the cord, chain, or win! C, in combination with
the hood or cap I), the whole being set, arranged,
and operating in the manner ami for the purpose
substantially as herein shown and described.

90,182.—Dennis MicMAHi.a and John TI. Ckoh-
KEY, Ilopedalc, Oliio.— //«/'.v(;-7'oyr('/-.—May 18, L8(i9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of

the drum A, mounted upon the shaft Bin the fram-
ing, the notched ring E, sweep C, spring-latch D,
cord H, and stay ring I, as herein described, for the
IJurpose specified.

90,183.—David H. Nation, St. Louis, Mo.—
Folding -Seat.—M.'Ay 18, 1869.

Claim.—The method of uniting a folding-seat to
its standards by elliptical projections h b' and sockets
e e', with shoulders o o', and bolts passing through
them, in the manner shown and specified.

90,184

—

John Nichol, iSTew York, IsT. T.—
Shears for Cutting Iron.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arms F, one
or more, and friction-rollers H, with the movable
cutter-bar C and standards G, attached to the bed or
frame A, whether used with or without the adjusting-
plates I, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable clamp L M, constructed and ad-
justed substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The lever N w^ w^, constructed as described, in
combination with the adjustable clamp L M and
bed A, substantially as herein shown and described,:

and lor the purpose set forth.

90,185.—S. "W.'palmer and J. F. Palmer, Au-
burn, N. Y., assignors to S. W. Palmer and C. M.
Palmer, same place.

—

Clothes-Wringer.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—1. The upright flat springs, when em-
ployed on the ends of a wringer, substantially as
herein shown and described, to operate as set forth.

2i The pivoted arm g, attached to the sliding-plate

G, and carrying the pinion J, when provided with
the segmental edge j, for keeping the pinion in con-
stant gear, as set forth.

3. The combination of the axles E F and gear-
wheels K L, with the pinion J and pivoted arm g,
all combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The combination of the handled cams H with
the plate G and block d, for the purpose of removing
and putting on the pressure quickly and easily, when
arranged and made substantially as herein shown.

90,186.—Anson Peirce, Lake City, Minn.—
Wagon-Brake.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted levers K, having slotted

cross-heads k' formed upon their free ends, the plate

or bar L, and connecting-rods J, in combination with
each other and with the tongue-rod H, axle D, and
sliding-bar M, by which the brake-bar Pis operated,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

90,1 87 J. Deming Perkins, New York, N. Y.—Alarm Cash-Box.—May 18, 1869.

Clahn. — 1. Operating the alarm-mechanism
through the box- handle I, which is pi'ovided with
the coiled spring, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination of the curved arm ^f, having
the laterally projecting pin, with the cover of tin? box,
the spring-hammer L, and the bell Iv, arranged in

the end eompjirtment of the box, all openiting as de-

scribed, to sound the bell when the co-ver is raised,

as herein set (brth and shown.
3. The combination of the bells B G K, and their

ojjerating mechanism, with the cash-box and cover,

all arranged as described, for the purpose specified.

90, 1 88 Charles Perley, New York, N. Y.—
Saxh- Fastening.—Mny 18, 18()i).

Claim.—'nw pawl a, with its T-head. in combi-
nation witii the strap, setting over said \y,\\\\, and
provided with a mortise, for the pawl to pass througli,

constructed and arranged as and for the purposes

set forth.

90, 189.—Jacom Pkit/inckk, HulValo, N. Y.—
ElemiorBucket—Mivy 18, J8(i!t.

Claim.—T\\o renler-braee C', constnietcd and fas-

tened to the bnekot and bindingfnune. substantialir

in the manner and for the purposes lierein sia forth

and described.
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90,190.—Ansel Piiinney, Bainbrid^e, N. T.

—

Holder for Screw-Cutting Dies.—May 18, 18()9.

Claim.—The construction and arrang-emeut of the
die-phite A, having the dies and set-screw, and the
crotched shank B, terminatingin the end C, adapted
to fit in a bit-stock, therein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

90,191.—Merritt r. Potter, Kaneville, 111.

—

Abdominal Supporter.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. TJje India rubber bag B, combined
Tvith the tube C, iu the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The clasp J), in combination Trith the bag B.
3. The combination of tlie bag B and tube C with

a syringe for distending it in the manner and for the
pm-pose set forth.

4. The utero-abdominal compress, constructed and
combined as set forth, as a new article of manu-
facture.

90,192.—Mark H. Peescott, Ottawa, El.—
Seel for Boots and Shoes.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
the hollow heel A, having tbe bent flange D, and
the raised bottom B, upon -R'hich tbe wearing sur-

face C rests, secured to the plate E upon the boot or

shoe, by means of the screws F P„as herein described,

for the purpose sj)ecified.

90,193.—Edmond Prud'homme and Panta-
LEON Moses'Lepuohon, Ncw Tork, IST. Y.

—

Sliding-
X>oor.—May "l8, 1869.

Claim.—The rollers &, supported upon the springs
e, in the upper end of a sliding-door, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

90,194 B. M. QuiKT, St. Joseph, Mich.—J?i-

sect-Trap for Frotecting Fruit While Growing.—
May 18, 1869.

Claion.—An improved insect-trap, formed by the
combination of the two parallel bars A, open at one
end, cross-bar B, outer frame C, plank or brace D,
rubber-block E, and sheet F, with each other, sub-

stantially in the manner herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

90,195.—H. J. BiCKARD, Hochester, I^.Y.—Hol-
low Auger.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The head x, screws 7i, in combination
with the movable T-headed arms a, all being con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the sustaining-
bars j> and clamping-screws x-, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

90,196.—Philippe Picord and JohnP. Scat-
TERGOOU, Newark, N. J.

—

Fastening for Rorses.—
May If^, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring-catch or snap, consisting of
metallic clasp A, boltB, retractiug-barD, sockets E
and G, spring H, and ring I, constructed as
described, and for the purpose of enabling the re-

leasementoi a driving-rein, or its equivalent, by a
simple pull on the part of the driver, after having
mounted his carriage.

2. The combination of said snap with a driving-
rein, halter, ov its equivalent, and the peculiar man-
ner of attaching the same to a post, tree, or other
suitable object, without the use of fixed rings or
hooks, whereby the strain of the animal tied, when
pulling, comes directly on said post, and not, on the
snap, substantially as described.

90,197 "William PoGERS, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and O. S. Paine, same place.

—

Heating-Shoe.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A shoe, boot, or sock, provided with a
pocket or compartment for containing any heating-

material or substance, substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

90,198 Edward Sealt. Newark, N. J.—Felt-
ed Hat.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The inlaid hat, substantially as herein-

before described, having a body variegated by pat-

tern-threads inserted iu such body, and combined

with it by felting, the same being a new article of
manufacture.

90,199.—Norman B. Seeking, Matamora, Ohio.
—Bee-Hive.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-supjiorting railing g, with its

several inclined slats / /, &c., in combination with
the comb-supporting frames, in the manner set forth
and described.

2. The two perforated tin cutters T T, tray R,
grappers w^ and iv^, for the use and purposes herein
described.

90,'200.—Hugh Shepherd, Lee's Summit, Mo.,
assignor to himself and Georoe TV. Scott, same
place.—.Seed-PKiL—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement ofthe drill-tooth A,
its cutter A^, with the drag-bar B, by the bolt b,

and holes b', substantially as set forth.

2. The braces D and E, arranged adjustably by
the bolts d and e, and holes d' and e^ respectively, to

support and guide the roller C, in connection Avith

tlie tooth A, substantially as set forth.

90,201.—John Joseph Charles Smith, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., assignor to " The Metallic Com-
pression Casting Company," Boston, Mass.

—

Method of Casting Metal Pipes.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus adapted to receive the
molten metal at top, and discharge a portion of it at

bottom, substantially as herein described, for the
purposes stated.

2. In combination with the mold A, the lined res-

ervoir E and plug. G, constructed and arranged as
described, to provide for the instantaneous introduc-
tion of molten metal into the said mold.

3. The combination of the mold A, the unyielding
base or gate S, by which the bottom of the said mold
maybe opened or closed at pleasure, and a tempora-
ry bottom, ,9, of yielding and nou-condlicting mate-
rial, all being c(»nstructed and arranged to operate
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

90,202.—Andrew N. Staley, Waynesborough,
Pa., assiu-nor to himself and D. B. EussELL, same
pl'dce.—Hay-Knife.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within-described hay-knife, the blade of which being
formed .diamond-shape, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

90,203 P. P. Starbuck, Gallatin, Mo.—^ee-
Hive.—lAay 18, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable entrance-protector d', m
combination with the legs I and flaps h. as and for

the purpose sj)ecLfled.

90,204.—George C.Stevens, West Townsend,
and J. E. Stevens, Fitchburgh, Mass.

—

Turbine Wa-
ter-Wheel.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The top plate b and the annular bot-

tom plate c, constructed and arranged with the space
between them widening toward the center, all as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The stationary chutes E E, constructed as de-

scribed, and arranged, with relation to the buckets
d, plates b c, and the swinging-gates F, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

3. The gates F F of a water-wheel, connected with
two or more wheels, or rings, G H, so that they can
be separately or simultaneously opened or closed, as

set forth.

4. The wheels or rings G H, by which the gates

can be separately moved, with each other, connect-

ed by means of a screw, K, for the purpose of allow-

ing the simultaneous setting of the gates as set

forth.

90,205.— George W. Strong and "Walter
L. Strong, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Ore- Concentrator.

—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tbe vibrating-trough C, having the di-

vergent sides E E and inclined bottom N, said sides

gradually approaching each other, toward the upper
end of the trough, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
2. A trough, having divergent sides and an in-
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clined bottom, moving on a jiivot or standard, D,
adjustable bj means of the pin a at one end, and sus-

pended, by means of rods e e, at the opposite end,

said troug-h having communicated to it a shaking or

vibrating motion, substantially as and for the pur-

pose above described.

90,206

—

Charles E. Sweney, Genesee, HI.—
Thill- Coxipling.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—Thii clip A, with its projections B B, the
thill part D, Avith the block E, pivot pin J", and nut
H, constructed, arranged, combined, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

90,207.—Albert Thompson, Eidgeway, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Gilman T. Wheeler, same
place.

—

Saw-Filing Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Having the saw-filing machine on a
frame or other fixture, as described, so that it can
be SAVungto and adjusted on a circular saw, without
removing the saw from its arbor, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The plate J", carrying the filing-meclianism,
when supported by the central journal /c, and the
arm L, hang upon the shaft I, and adapted for turn-
ing the file to an angle other tban a right angle to

the saw, by means of the graduated disk M and
spring-catch lever ]Sr, all arranged and operating as

herein shown and described.
3. The laterally adjustable roll e, and the roll e',

having fixed bearings, when operated by means of
the gear-^^'heels g h, ratchet-\A'heel i, and pawl-lever

j, and arranged upon the plate d, suspended from
the frame B, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

4. lieversing and stopping the -file, and holding it in

any desired position, by means of the adjustable col-

lar a, arm z, and spring-bar b, as described.
5. In combination with the movable plate J, the

disk or index m, with the catcli-lever N, substantially
as and for the purposes herein shown and described.

90,208.—Hiram Van Meter. Macomb, 111.—
Cultivator.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plow-beams 1

1

with a cultivator-frame, constructed as shown and
described, with the plow-beams attached to the
frame, as set forth.

2. The sockets ex, arranged as described, upon
the cross-bar A, whereby the elastic bars D of tlie

seat are adapted to be held upon the frame, with
their centers resting upon the boxes c of the axles,
as herein set forth and shown.

90,209.—Lorenzo P. Waterman and Charles
H. Porter, Bridgeport, Conn., assignors to tliem-
selves and James M. Hunt, same pluoid.—Attaching
llo-'ieiifor Knobs to Doors.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Securing the two roses b}' means of the
tubular screws, (Fig. 2,) jiassing througli the door
and the two roses A and B, and the end secured in
the rose B bj the nut b. Pig. 3, substajitially as
herein described, and set forth in Pig. 1.

90,210 John ^Y. Webb, Cotton Valley, Ala.—
Cotton-Gin.—Miij IS, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a saw-cylinder
and brush of a cotton-gin, a woven-wire moat-board,
arranged and agitated substantially as descril)ed.

2. The movable vibrating ends ia tlus breast or
feed-box, pressed toward eacli otlier by spi'ings or
their ecpiivajents, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

90,211 0ns H. Weed, Boston, Mass.— Car-
pet-Swcej)er.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
driving-wheels A A with tlicir cogs, in combination
with th(! cog-wheel B and adjustable bearings 1) 1)

and (Jr G, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

90,212.

—

William Whitrsipe, Manaynnk,
P]iihid(!li)hia, assignor to Thomas Wood, Phi'ladel-
phia, Pa.

—

MeclMiiism for Operating Shuttle-lioxes
in Looms.—M.ay J 8, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the box-rod support-
ing-lever B, and star-cam C, the weighted lever D,
for retaining the same in position, substantially as
described.

90,213— H. 0. WiNSOR, Dusbury, Mass.—
Snatch-Block.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a tackle-block,

divided at the upper end, as described, of the hinged
transverse bar I), supporting the hook, and the
hinged catch C, substautially as specified.

90,214.—Priedrich Wohlgemuth, KewTork,
IST. T.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Combining, with a " break-doAvn " breech-
loading shot-gun, fitted with a barrel-lock, as shown,
a breech-loadiiig rifle-barrel, made with a small
flange on its rear end, and to fit the shot-barrel only
at its rear end, the rifle-barrel to be secured by the
said lock, and to be of any length less than the shot-

barrel.

90,215.

—

Joseph Bell Alexander, Washing,
ton, D. C—Siphon-Bottle.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The India-rubber piece, represented in
Pig. 6, with its lo\^'er tube K, its flanch or disk E,, and
its upper conical tube Z, in combination with the
glass tube L, having its upper end conical, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. "The combination of the two-part collar 1), and
its upper flanch a, and its groove g, and its lower
flanch /, and its holes V V, with the lip T, on the
neck of the bottle M, and the cement-filling N, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the cap C with its conical
tliroat S, and the draught-pipe E, and the India
rubber disk G, and the pipe-support P, and the
washer H, and the crown B, and the thumb-screw A,
in combination with the waslier I, rubber-piece K R
Z, glass tube L, collar P, lip T, on the mouth of bot-

tle M, and cement-filling IsT, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

90,216.—W. P. Anderson, IS^ew York, IST. T.—
Railway- Car Connection.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—Combining witli a car, for use upon rail-

ways, a device, consisting of cases B B', for contain-

ing springs, springs for receiring the shock in start-

ing the car, a rope or chain, P, a drum or pulley, D,
and a shaft, C, for communicating the propelling-

power to the springs, substautially as and for the
purpose specified.

90,217 B. H. Aylworth, Oxford, I^. Y.—
Yaginal Speculum.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.— 1. A vaginal speculum, made close or air-

tight, when in use,"by means of a glass or lens fitted

to its body in rear of the tube which enters the va-

gina, and provided with an attachment for blowing
or forcing in air to distend the vagina, substautially

as specified.

2. The combination of the inflatable collar E and
stitf back or collar D with the tube C, the body A,
the lens B, and the tube G, essentially as and for the

purposes herein set forth. ,

3. The combination, with a speculum, provided
witli an attachment for inflation of the vagina, of a

flexible tube, for tlu^ introduction of instruments
capable of manipulation therethrough, substantially

as described.

90,21 S.—Poi?ERT Bailey, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Center-Plate for Cooking-Stoves.—May 18. J8li9.

Claim.—1. The cro.ss-iilate or center-jiieco A. pro-

vided with one or more strengthoning-l)ars, substan-

tially as deseril)ed. in combination with luirrow slots

or rows of ii("rft)ratious for the admission of nir, iir-

ranged substantially as described.

2. In combination with two or nun-e fixed bars a
a, one or more separate bars, />, bolted, riveted, or

otiierwise held between them, sul)stantially as heroiu

described.

90,219.—Thomas F. Baker, Cincinnati, Ohi«.

—l'ri.son-C rating.—M-Ay 18, 1869.

('lf,i,),,—]. Tilt' mode of t'OMbtrui'ting a jail door

or grating witli steel or steel-faced Btiles and mils A
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B, rods D. and steel sleeves E, coantersuak into the
rails, as set forth.

2. The combination of the two concentric sleeves
E and G, substantiallj as and for the purposes set
forth.

90,2-iO.—Aevid 0. Balpwix and Charles H.
Miller, Lincoln, ill.— Velocipede.—^aj IS, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the springs D. with
one end in the hangers E, and with the other attached
to the cranks C, and provided with stirrup G-, sliding
in guide F, as described and shown.

90.2'21.—Lewis M. Ballard, Xew York, X.
X.—Locking- Cap for Bottles.—^aj 18. 1869.

Claim.—The locking-cap C, composed in part of
or provided with a series of notched internally flang-
ed rings, operating on the principle of a combination
or permutation lock, in combination with lugs on the
neck of a bottle or other vessel, or upon a coUfir
permanently attached thereto, substantiallj as and
for the purpose herein described.

90,'2-i2.

—

Grove S. BARXHOLOiiEW and Adel-
BERT JR. Chapman, Eeading, Mich.

—

Reoolmng-
Sarroic.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—A convertible harrow and cart, having
separator B. draught-bars C, journals c, arms,hinges,
and adjustable bands, as described, when construct-
ed and operated substantially as specified.

90,223 .—M. Bergxtr and Otto Xetzotv. Bal-
timore. Md.. assignors to themselves and Joseph
jACWT'E^siTF.iy.—Lubricator.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The consti'uction and arrangement of the
jotirnai-box, having the double-chambered oil-box E
E. with perforated partitions e e, between which
slides the wick-holder E. bearing the adjustable wick
/. the holder E being supported by the spring H, all

as shown and described.

90,224.—William Jones Berne, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

detachable Calk far Horseshoes.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable calk, composed of the
jaw B. spurred flange D D'. dovetailed shank E. nut
G, undercut groove I, steel bit J, jaw C c, gain E,
lip K, and screw H, constructed and combined to
operate substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. In combination with the detachable calk, the
pad L, for the purposes specified.

90,225.—LT3IAN H. Blake, Boston. Mass.

—

Manufacture of Boots and Shoes.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a narrow lasting-

sole, the rib e. acting as a guide to keep the lasting-
sole from lateral displacement, and as a brace to re-

tain said sole in form, substantially as described.
2. In combination with means for preventing lat-

eral displacement of the lasting-sole, a steady pin or
pins, g. for fixing the sole in position in the direction
of its leng-th. substantially as described.

3. In combination with a last upon which such
lasting-sole is used, the cUnching-bloeks I. attached
to the last* and acting to turn the points of the tacks
or nails driven tlirough tlie outer sole and lastin-g-

sole, substantially as described. "
.

4 In combination with the narrow rigid metal
lasting-sole, the lasting-thread, passing only through
the edges of the upper, without passing around or
being attached to pins extending above the surface
of said sole, as herein described.

5. The process of making a shoe without a perma-
nent or stitched inner sole, said process consisting
in first lasting the edges of the upper over a narrow
and rigid lasting-sole, (which sole fits upon the face
of the last, and is so held in place thereon that the
last can be slipped out from the shoe and ofi" fi'om

the lasting-sole, the lasting-stitches passing across
the last, and through and only through the edges of
the upper.) then temporarily fastening the outer sole

accurately in position, and then withdrawing the
last and uniting the outer sole and vamp, by a series

of stitches or other fastenings, passing through the
sole and vamp, outside of the edge of the lastinsr-

s jle, said latter sole being left free to be withdrawn
from the shoe bv di^awing oiit the lasting-tacks.

90,226.—Samuel Boden, Louisville, Kv.—5a/e-
fi/-raZi;e.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve-rod D, with its slotted link
r, adjustable connecting-nut g. spring p, set-screw
0, loose joint c. and valve G. constructed, combined,
and arranged substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the foregoing-stated ele-
ments with the lever h, adjustable bearing b, and
fulcrum-standard H, connecting link a and "stem d,
valve G', and weight P, substantially as herein set
forth.

90.227.—Rudolph Boehm, Chicago, JR.—Ore-
TTa-y/^e*-.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the table "W, screw-

rods O. suspended water-trough e, and sluices /, as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cam 2, shaft n. bumper
K, depending-plate h T-brackets E, screw-rod m,
spring r. table W, sluices /, and suspended trough
E, as'described.

90,228.— Eudolph Bohem, Chicac:o, lU.—
Smelting-Fu rnac^.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The peculiar constraction of the cap C,
"when operated in combination with the casement A,
fire-box S, pan E L, as described.

90-229.—Hen-ry D. Bolt. Elmira, X. X.—Brace
for apring-Beds.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—The brace D. clamped to the coil of the
spring at e. and secured to the upper and lower
frames, by means of rivets, or their ef|uivalent, pass-
ing through the eyes//, substantially as shown, for
the purpose set forth.

90.230 T)A.TTD Bookwalter, Gardner, HI.—
CornHusker.—'Mar 18, 1869.

Claim.—A hnsklng-machine, having husking-rol-
lers c, with their central shafts, flanches, spurs, and.

drums, constructed as described, in combination
with the rollers y and bent wires v. when constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as specified.

90,231.—George Bradshaw, Sandoval, HI.

—

Washing Machine.—May 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
box C, with ways /, open beater E. provided with
friction-rollers ^, performing the double function
described, rod a. lever E, and springs D, all con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the
pmpose set fonh.

90.232 T. E. C. BRiNLr, Louisville, Kv.—
PZoit'.-May 18. 1869.

Claim.—i. The frame C. constructed substantially
as and for the pui-pose set forth.

2. The combination of the shovel, the frame C,

constructed with a notched surface at c3. and the
notched plate E, and bolts E, substantially as set
forth.

3. The adjustable cutter G, when attached to the
beam by an adjustable plate, H, and arranged in
front of the share, to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

90,233.— ADAii S. Brown, Lebanon, Pa.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—:SLaj 18. 1869.

Claim.—A hay-fork, having tines A and B. strap
C. dog d, spring' a. catch i, trip a-, slotted arm 1). and
pulley B, constnicted. arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as specified.

90,234.— Henry Bullarp and Eobeet
Holmes. Middletown. Conn.

—

Hard-Metal Bottom
for Tea and Cofee Pof*-.—Miy 18. 1869.

Claim.—In a tea or coffee pot constructed with a
hard-metal bottom, coating the said hard-metal bot-

tom with porcelain, in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

90,235.—Edmu:nt) E. Burrows, Mvstic Eiver,

Conn.—Too^7i-^rus7i.—May 18. 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a tooth-

brush, composed of the parts A, B. and C, the part

B haVing the screws a and b cut upon it. and all con-

structed" and ari'anged. in relation to one another,

substantially as andforthe purpose set forth.
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90,236.—Michael K. Carfenter, Cincinnati,

'Oliio.

—

Hoisting-Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Ctoim.—The cams H H', slides E E', a a/, and
curved ways J J', in the described connection or

relation to each other, in the herein-described hoist-

ing-machine, and constructed and operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pm'pose speci-

fied.

90,237.—G-EORGE R. Carter, New York, N.T.
—Gang-Plow.—yLsij 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the plow-beams
or beam-frame, the tilting carriage-frame, substan-

tially as described.
2. With the tilting carriage-frame and the plow-

frame pivoted to the front end thereof, the Ion a- seat

extending from tlie axle to the rear of the carriage-

frame, substantially as shown and described.

3. A gang-plow, having the plow-beams or beam-
frame pivoted to the front end of the carriage-

frame, when the latter is arranged to tip relatively

to the draught-pole, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

90,238 J. A. Casey, Maysville, ILj.— Water
Purifier and Cooler.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

•devices herein described and shown, consisting
mainly of the urns A and B, basin E, sand-bag o,

tubes I, &•, and y, perforated cover d, and caps a' and
c', substantially as and for the purposes herein speci-

fied.

90,239.—Eben Simpson Chase, Eau Claire,

"Wis.

—

-Sawdust-Burner.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Utilizing the sawdust of a saw-mill,

by placing the same in contact with a steam or
blow-pipe or pipes, whereby the same is scattered
upon the furnace, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The hollow-flanges E E, provided with fixed

valves a a, and placed at suitable points in a furnace,

for the purpose of receiving and scattering the saw-
dust on the grates Avhen steam is admitted, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. In combination with a furnace, the flanges E E,
provided with valves a a, and conuected, by means
of one or more pipes, &, with the boiler, substaatialiy

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90,240.—John B. Cornell, ISTew York; IST. Y.
—Fire-Proof Skylight.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim:—Improved burglar-proof and fire-proof

curved or dome-shaped skylight, composed of curved
and rebated metallic rafters a a, thick plates of
curved glass c c, curved metallic caps d d, a ridge-

jDiece, b, and a double gutter-piece, ef, all combined
with each other, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

90,241.—Thomas Daly, Erie, Pa.

—

Railroad
Switch and Signal.—May 18, 1869.

Claim:—In combination with the rails B B' D D
C, and crank-shaft A, constructed and operating as
herein specified, the cranks K X' and their shaft,

the two signals I I' , the cords e e', and the sheaves h
h', all arranged and combined as shown, for the pur-
pose of operating the signals and switch simultane-
ously in the manner described.

90,242.—Henry C. Dart, ITew York", N. Y.—
Beer-Cooler.—May 18, 1869.

Claiin.—The corrugated cooler, having* its sides
inclined at their top, to form nn apex, in combina-
tion with a slotted disti'ibuter, made adjustable X'cla-

tively to said cooler, substantially as specified.

90,243.—Augustus Day, Detroit, Mich.—Jce-

Tongs.—Miij 18, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, tlie ico-

tongs A C, when constructed of one piece of metal,
so bent as to resemble the figure 8, witli tlie upper
portion A smaller tlian tlie lower portion C, at the
bottom of which tlio ends of the metal t(n-iiiiiiate

witli sliarp points, and secured from spr(;ading by
tlie ring I), wliich embraces it wliero it is crossed
betwo(Mi tli(5 upper portion A and tlie lower portion
C, as and for the i)urpose above described.

90,244.—Samuel B. Dean, Boston, Mass.

—

Bronze Ordnance.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—As a new manufacture, a bronze gun, in
which the metal immediately surrounding the bore
is put in the condition that is produced by the pro-
cess of condensation set forth.

90,245.—J. G. Dillaha, Waco, Texas.—JTorse-
Poiyer.-May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheels A and A", constructed
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of wheels A A" and pinion
E", arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of cross-bars B B" and bed-
piece C, when arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purpose described.

90,246 H. B. Durfee. Decatur, IW.—Plow.—
May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The forked standard F, with its branches
c e, the former attached to the beam, and the latter

to the beam and handle both, for securing the plow
to the beam, as well as the handle D to the beam and
standard, as and for the purposes herein described.

90,247.—Philip Dyer, Jr., TJnadilla, Mich., as-'

signer to Kobert P. Morden, same place.

—

Rar-
vester.—M.a.j 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable disk Z, supporting the
vibrating-lever J, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the main frame, the axle,

star-wheels 1 1, the disk Z, and the lever J, substan-
tially as described.

90,248.— G-EORGE A. Eyars, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to Wilbur E. Parker, same place.

—

Grate-
Barfor Boiler and other Furnaces.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.:—The construction of the grate-bars, with
one or both sides of either or both ends inclined, sub-
stantially as hei"ein specified.

90,249.—David Eynon, Eichmond, Va.

—

Ma-
chine for Removing the Burrs from Railroad-

'

Chairs.—Miij 18, 1869.

Claim.—l.'The combination of a cutter, D, formed
for burring the inside of railroad-chairs, and the
guide C, for holding the chair wliile being subjected
to the action of the cutter, substantially in the man-
ner and for the j)urpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the shaft
E, guide C, bracket B, and cutter D, substantially as
shown and described.

90,250.—John Fanning, Detroit, Mich.— TTas^-
ing-Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—In a rotary washing-machine, the triangu-
lar fiauges E, fianges G, in combination with cover
H, attached by clamp I and thumb-screw, tubular
journal C, and drip-tube E, when combined, as and
for the purpose set forth.

90,251.—Norman T. Erary and Ezra T. Sher-
wiN, Adrian, Mich.— Turbine Water- Wheel.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described direct and reaction
turbine water-wheel, consisting of the chamberA A,
provided with the chutes M N O, (including the an-
nular series,) and the wheel B, revolving on a verti-

cal axis, and provided witli the perpendicular buckets
m, n 0, (inchiding the annular series,) and oblitiue

issues o-n' n' o', (including the annular series,) the
whole constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as set forth and described.

90,252.

—

James A. French, Scenery ITill, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. D. Ulkuv, same place.

—

Sfioe-'Pattern.—Mny IS, 1869.

Claim.—The Hhoe-pattern A B of the configura-
tion, when constructed and arranged "as shown and
described.

90,253.—William FKKUi>ENAir, St. Louis. Mo.
—Process for Treating Corn, dr., in the Manufacture
of Flour and iMeal.—May 18, 1869.

Clai))i:—The method of treating corn or Indian
niai/e in the maniifaelun' of eoni-lioiii-, meal, ^c.by
Bopurutiiig and removing the germ from the grain
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before the corn is ground, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

90,254—E. E. FuRNBY, Chicopee, Mass.—Me-
chayiical Movement.—May 18. ]8H9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylinder, hav-
ing a concave gear, Gr, applied thereto, main-shaft D,
having one or more eccentric portions, I J K, and a
gear, A, B. or C, for each of such eccentrics, when
such gears are left free to follow the tlirust of their
respective eccentrics, but are prevented from revolv-
ing with the main-shaft b.v means of the sleeve and
annular keys, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. The construction of the annular keys 1, 2, 3, in
combination with the channeled rings 'A, B, or C,
carried upon eccentrics, and with the stationary
channeled disk or collar e, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

90,255 A. O. Gallup, Salem, and E.A.Hew-
itt, Grotou, Conn.

—

Churn.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The dasher B, constructed as described,

with the beaters C and C, serrated as shown.
2. In combination with the dasher B, with the arms

C and C, constructed as shown, the corrugated bot-
tom and sides, or either, as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the arms E, in the manner
shown and described, so that the flat side of one beater
shall follow the sharp edge of the other, as set forth.

4. In combination with the cylinder g, having the
right-angled stem S T, the blowing-wheel P, when
arranged on the outside of the churn, as and for the
purpose set forth.

90,256—J. A. Glenk, TTest Middlesex, Pa.—
Horse Ray Fork.—IsLaj 18, 1869.

Claim.—The curved hook D, pivoted upon the ex-
tremity of the bar A, and upon the side of the elon-

gated bar E, all constructed and operating substan-
i ally as set forth.

90,257.—Charles Grassee, Philadelphia, Pa.,
asignor to Metallic Compression Castixg Com-
pany, Boston, Mass.

—

Composition for Molds and
Cores for Casting Metals.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A composition of the specified materials,
in proportion about the same, or their chemical equiv-
alents, to be used for making molds and cores used in
casting metals.

90,258.—Charles Gkeex, Vincentown, ^. J.

—

Cooking-Stove.—May 18, 1869.

Claim..—1. The arrangement, with respect to the
ovens F and E', of a cooking-stove, of the within-
described passages or flues, for the purpose specified.

2. The diagonal partition i, arranged within the
flue a, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,259 C. C. Hare, E:ansas City, Mo.— (?a.s-

Ifac/iine.—May 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The revolving screw-cylinder, with its

sleeve I, when used in the construction of a pneu-
matic gas-machine, constructed substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The partially filling the spiral grooves of the cyl-

inder described with cotton, wool, or other porous or
fibrous material, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described.

3. The hollow shaft E, with its arms G, H, and E,
and stop p, when used in the construction of a pneu-
matic gas-machine, constructed substantially as and
for the purpose described.

4. The described revolving cylinder, in combina-
tion with the described hollow shaft E audits parts,

when used in the construction of a pneumatic gas-
machine, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

5. The outer vessel A A A A, with its stuffing-

boxes L and M, in combination with the described
revolving cylinder and its parts, and the described
hollow shaft E and its component parts, when used
in the construction of a pneumatic gas-machine, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

6. The friction -joint K, in combination with the
described cylinder and its component parts, and the
described outer vessel and its parts, and the de-

scribed hollow shaft and its component parts, when

used in the construction of a pneumatic gas-machine,
constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose described.

90,260 George E. Haklax, Elkton, Md.—
Grain-Separator

.

—May 18. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The inclined partition E, when ar-
ranged and operating substantially as shown and
described.

2. The vertical partitions D, when arranged and
operating substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the inclined partition E,
vertical partitions D, and gates c c, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The combination of the slide G and case C, sub-
stantially as and for the purxjose shown and de-
scribed.

90,261. — Henry P. Haskix, Eoscoe, HI.—
Gate.—M.ix.\ 18-, 1869.

Claim.—Broadly the arrangement and employ-
ment of the levers E. cords or chains and pulleys E
h and G H, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

90,262 TTiLLiAjr Hebdox, >^ew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself, Charles H. E. Ahrexs, and
Charles S. Baldwin, same pla;ce.

—

Cloth-Measur-
ing Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The tension-regulator d d, constructed as
specified, in combination with the measuring-cylin-
der b, and roller 4, whereby the cloth will be guided
as it passes along, and the proper tension applied
thereto, substantially as set forth.

90,263.—George P. Herthel, Jr., St. Louis,
Mo.

—

Truss-Bridge.—M.aj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In the construction of bridges, the
combination of the equally divided curved or poly-
gonal chords, with vertical posts, and horizontal
chords, and tie-rods, the whole arranged substan-
tialh' in the manner and for the pm-pose herein de-
scribed.

2. The construction of a post or strut, so as to
resist strains of both tension and compression, either
from a central rod, c, acting principally under ten-
sion, and trussing the same by compression-truss c^
or from a central column, d, acting solely under
compression, and trussed by rods d^, arranged to
sustain tension, and combining said parts with the
floor-beams G, or its seat g', and upper chord A, in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The end bolts a^, or their sleeves, in combina-
tion with their seats a^ and rollers a*, in the manner
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

4. The cro\A'u-pieces a*, in combination with the
king-bolts a^, or their sleeves, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

5. The floor-beam seat, resting upon or suspended
from the queen-bolt or queen-bolt sleeve, as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

6. The wind-strut E, when arched and braced by
the angle-bars e, as herein set forth.

7. The diagonal bands F or F', when formed con-
tinuously, and adjusted by the bolt/, when combined
with the wind-struts E, substantially in the manner
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

90,264.—Arva B. Hitchcock, Juneau, 'Wis.,

assignor to himself and Eichard Mertz, same place-.—Eailway- Switch.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the curved levers F, with the weighted levers H,
rods IT, and rock-shaft V, for unlocking the switch,
substantially as shown.

2. The levers G, when so curved and located that
the wheel J, in passing over in either direction, will
come in contact therewith, and unlock the switch,
before striking or operating the levers F, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the levers
F and G, weighted levers H, and rods T TT, with the
bent levers S, and rock-shafts V and V', substantial-
ly as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The catch I and n, in combination with the
head-blocks Q and slides E, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.
5. The rock-shaft V, when provided with thfr
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spring-catcli c, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

6. The pivoted connections a, in combination with
the rods T, U, and &, provided with heads /, sub-

stantially as described.
7. The collars K, in combination with the wheels

J and lever M, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

8. The operating-lever O, provided with the cross-

head O' and rods h, iu combination with the bell-

crank levers P, rods g, and lever M, provided with
the cross-bars IST and L, for adjusting- the wheels J,

substantially as specified.

90,^65.

—

JohnHoupt, SpringtOAvn, Vsi.—Steam-
JEngine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. A steam-reservoir, provided with inlet

and outlet pipes, h and i, communicating with a cyl-

inder, in which is a weighted piston, EC, and sur-

rounded by a casing or jacket, B, through which
heated products of combustion are arranged to

pass, all substantially as herein described.
2. A pipe, r, arranged, in respect to the cylinder

F and its piston, as specified.

90,5566.—John Houpt, Springfield, Va.— Con-
densing Steam-Engine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a single steam-cyl-
inder, a plurality of condensers, arranged to operate
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

90,267.—HoBEUT A. Hunter, Ionia, Mich.

—

Stove-Dru'tn.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The generator E, arranged with a
double or single chamber, as shown, and being ar-

ranged to set in the top of the stove A, and to con-
nect with the conductor O, and having flange C,
orifices E E, and smoke-hole D, substantially as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

2. Constructing the distributer P funnel-shaped,
as shown, and providing it with a conical-shaped
lid, T, sui)Stautially as shown, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. Connecting the pipe S, uithin the distributer P,
to the conductor O, and providing it with a damper,
"W, as and for the purpose herein specified.

4. As a combination, the means described for
ventilating the distributers and side-pipes, and ar-

ranging the latter between the ceiling and floor, to
connect the main conductor with other distributers,
and the arrangement of the conductor O within the
stove-pipe Z, and passing it out at the elbow Z',

when it is used to connect the generator B with the
distributer P, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

90,268.— Joseph Ingels, Milton, Ind.—Seed-
ing-Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the main-gear B,
the slotted plates C F, moviug around the same
center with said gear B, for the purpose of carrying
and controlling the intermediate changeable and re-

versible gears that drive the seed-wheels, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination witli tlie gears and the slotted
plates, the lever and seat g, for the reception and at-

tachment of a lever, by which they may be actuated,
substantially as herein described.

3. The seed-wheel, with its cogs or projections m,
and recesses o, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

4. In combination with the seed-wheel, and the
checks in tiio seed-boxes, the projecting or extend-
ing of the cogs or projections thereoa beyond the
body and cheeks, as shown at n, substantially as
described.

90,269.—FiiROKuicK G. Jenkins, Brooklyn, (E.
D.) N. Y., assignor to Joseph liECKKNUOKKEit, New
York City.

—

Manufacture of Lead-Pencils.—May
18, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The nu'tliod of shaping and polishing,
or both shaping and i)()ljshiug, polygonal ieadpencils,
and like articles, by the eniployinent of one or more
stationary dies, having tlie form rociuired for tlio

finished article, in wliich tlie stock is compressed
into the d(!sired shupe, or polished, after Ix'iiig pre-
viously shaped, or both com pressed and polisiied,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination of the stationary compressing
and polishing or burnishing die or dies, and one or
more sets of feed-rolls, or their equivalents, for carry-
ing forward and forcing the stock through said die
or dies, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

90,270.—Charles S. Jones, Albany, S". Y.—
Telegraphic Switch- Board.—May 18, 1869.

Claim..—1. The improved s^^itch-board, construct-
ed of strips of metal and wood, arranged transversely
to each other, in the manner and for the purpose as
set forth.

2. The upper and lower straps, insulated from each
other by the frame, combined Avith the metallic plug- ,

piu and spring, by which any two straps are locked
together, substantially as described.

90,271.

—

Isaac Kennedy, Binghamton, IST. Y.
—Plow.—Mixj 18, 1869.

Claiyn.—The supplementary mold-board A, at-

tached to the mold-board of the plow, by means of
the clamp D D and thumb screws, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as herein described, and as es-
sential for the purposes set forth.

90,272.

—

Matthew Kerb, New Florence, Pa.—
Railroad-Switch.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The flanges g of the switch-rod or bridle

G-, in combination with the locking-rod F, and arms
or flanges / /, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

90,273.—William A. Kirby, Auburn, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and David M. Osborne, same
place.

—

Harvester.—May 18, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Hinging the axle-frame of a harvest-
ing-machine, on whicli two driving-wheels are hung,
to bearings or bosses, through which the shaft car-

rying the pinions passes, and in which it turus, so
that the pinions and shaft may rise and fall in the
arc of a circle, of which the point of the pole,or
tongue is the center, and the pinions remain in gear
with the drive-wheels, as described and represented.

2. In combination with the two frames, hinged
together, and controlled in the extent of their mo-
tion by an adjustable stop arranged between said
frames, a hancl-lever, for raising or lowering, or for

rolling the finger-bar in tlie line of its advancing
movement, to raise or lower the points of the guards,
as and for the purpose described.

3. In combination -with the axle and the main
frames, and a tongue or pole hinged to each other,

the herein-described special devices, by which either

or all of said hinged joints may be made rigid or
flexible, as may be desired.

4. In combination with a two-wheeled harvesting-
machine, which has two frames, hinged to each oth-

er, a lever-seat, connected to both frames, and span-
ning the joint between, so that the driver in said
seat may, with the lever S, raise and lower the cut-

ting apparatus, as and for the |/Urpose described.
5. In conil)iuation with a pitman, a pittuan-con-

nection, which will drive the cutters when tliey are
in working position, and cease to di'ive the cutter
when the finger-bar is folded up for transportation,
while the pitman continues to work, substantially
as described.

6. In combination with a finger-bar, so hinged to
the inner slioe as that it maybe folded up against
and carried by the main frame, a caster-wheel, car-

ried by an armor support, independentof said shoe,

but so tliat its journal or turning-center shall bo iu

tiio line of the centers on wliich the finger-bar
swings, and in advance of said centers, so that while
thefinger-bar is free to be folded up, the caster-wheol
shall serve to roll down the grass in iidvanee of tlio

slioe, and ser\'e tiie purpose of a easier wiieel, when
the macliine is being turiHMt an)und, tlie wliole being
accomplislied by an arrangcMnent of devices, sucli as

herein described and represented. «

90,27'i.— FniiLDrNG L. Kiutlkv, Cieyborne, Tax-
iiH.— Combined Plow-Carrier and Cotton-Chopper.—
Mav 18, 18()9,

dlalm.—l. Tho combinatiou of tlio cotton-chop-
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per rri; m', n, and n', with the frame A and hangers
d e, as ami for the purpose described.

2. The slotted and swinging hangers d e, as and
for the purpose described.

3. TJie slotted swiugiug-hangers d e, in combina-
tion with the connecting-rod A; and lever I, as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The shaft in' of the cotton-chopper, in combina-
tion Avith the lifting-apparatus o r, and for the pur-
pose described.

5. The plow-beams h, each provided with two
plows, and made so as to be capable of being readily
shifted into or out of the hangers, as described.

90,275 Hexet Kummer, 'New York, if. Y.—
Computing- Tablet.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carrying-angles c d, in combina-
tion with the slots a b, in the tablet A, and with the
slides B, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of open slots h and holes i j,
in the slides B, as described.

3. The arrangement of open slots I in the slides

opposite the open slots k therein, substantially iu the
manner set forth.

90,276.—P. W. LAarBERT, IS^'ew York, IST. Y.—
Sewing-Case and Pocket-Book Combined.—May 18,

1869.

Claim,.—The tubular sewing-case B, containing
a needle-cushion, a spool, and a thimble, in combina-
tion with the pocket-book A, and secured to the same
in the manner shown and described.

90,277. — Silas P. Ltoxberger, St. Mary's
Township, 1\\.—Ground-Marker.—M.&.J 18, 1869.

Claim.—The marking-machine, consisting of the
frame A, having the shaft B, with the stationary
roller D. and the loose rollers C, all constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

90,278.

—

James Lixxard, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Fraxcis D. Wokley, and Wil-
liam S. Hasell, same place.

—

Safety-Valve.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever J, valve
^, and links connecting the lever to the valve, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the lever J, valve B. spring
D, and links d d, when arranged in respect to the
lever M, or its equivalent, substantially as speci-

fied.

90.279.-Jonx D. Ltkde, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Safety-Valve.—May 18, 1869.

Claim:.—1. The valve A, with its concave disk C,

ribs B, and guide-pin D, constructed and combined
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The disk C, combined witli the valve A, annular
passage G, and rim P, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
3. The combination and arrangement of the valve

A, disk C, ribs B, guide-pin D, guide-nut I, valve-
seat E, braces K, holder H, annular passage G, rim
P, spring N, bolts L, cross-head M, lever P, and
cover O, substantially as herein made known.

90,280.—PvOBERT McParlaxe, Dane, Wis.

—

JPencc—May 18, 1869.

Claim-.—Tlie method of constructing a portable
fence of lengths A, braces D, and stakes C, by unit-

ing them with pins a, for supporting the structure
upon and attaching it to the grotmd, substantially
as herein described.

90,281.

—

John Matheis, Ottawa, JM.—Machine
for Punching Leather JStrapsfoj- Fly-lSfets.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—1. The feeding-device, composed of the
combination of the adjustable crank H, the pitman
I, the lever J, the pitman L, the feed-bar M, the rod
iN", with eccentric P, and the gauge-bar Q, the same
only when applied to a machine for punching leather
straps, substantially as described.

2. The pressure-foot, consisting of the plate K,
the rod S, the support U, the lever T, and the spring
Y, the same only when applied to a machine for

punching leather straps, substantially as described.

90,282.— Theodore T. McGr^th, Detroit,
Mich.

—

Rever.nble Skate-Eunner.—lslaj 18, 1869.

Claim.— The toe-clips C, provided with the lock-
pin d, in connection with the apeiture b and slot c

of the runner, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth. •

90,283.

—

Martin Mackenzie, Maiden, Mass.

—

Key-Hole Guard.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—As new. the eccentric lever H I, secured
by the rivet C to the major part. T S, of the lock-
guard, arranged to pass through the key-hole, and be
secured by any suitable fastening device upon the
other side. (See Plate 6.)

90,284.

—

Joshua Merrill, Boston, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Deodorized Heavy Hydrocarbon
Oil.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described new manufacture
of deodorized heavy hydrocai'bon oils, suitable for
lubricating and other purposes, free from the char-
acteristic odors of hydrocarbon oils, and having a
slight smell like fatty oil, from heavy hydrocarbon
oils, by treating them substantially as hereinbefore
described.

2. In combination with a still suitable for distil-

ling oils, the superheating-coil, with its steam-pipe,
outlet-pipe, and return-pipe, and their stop-cocks, ar-

ranged substantially as described.

90,285.

—

George A. Metcalf, Maiden, Mass.—Brick-Press.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the reciprocating
mold and piston, the lever q, acting by a single
movement to first throw forward the mold and then
the piston, substantially as set forth.

90,286.—S. D. MiLAJi, Leoti, Jnd.—Horse-Rake.
—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the ends of a rake-head with
wheels flanged on the inner side, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the carriage A B C D, the
hinged or pivoted bars P P, rake-head G, teeth H H,
and wheels 1 1, all constructed and arranged to op-
erate substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The combination of the standard J, lever K,
hook c, and loop a, for the purpose of raising and
lowering and setting the rake, substantially as
herein set forth.

90,287.—Charles M. Mitchell, Waterbury,
Conn.

—

Lamp-Shade Holder.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described globe-holder, as an
article of manufactuie, consisting of the three
springs C, arranged and secm-ed to the base substan-
tially as described.

90,288.—W. T. Munger, ISTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to P. and F. Cohbin, same place.

—

Re-
ver.nhle Latch.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim..—The bent claw ,g, upon the inner end of
the sh'ank d of the latch, in combination with the
link/, and the swinging block-piece A-, whereby said
claw g becomes the connection between the latch-

shank and the link /, and also the stop, to take
against the blocking-piece k, as and for the purposes
specified.

90,289.—L. B. Mters, Elmore, Ohio.—Pencil-
Sharpener.—MaylS, 1869.

Claim.—The combined pencil-sharpener and eras-

er, constructed as described, of the conical metallic
sharpener A, having its apes removed, for the pas-

sage of the pencil-lead b, and provided with the base-
flange a, over which is fitted the India-rubber tube
B, whose outer end clasps the pencil, and holds the
eraser hereon,, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

90,290.—John F. ISTagel, Ligonier, Pa.—Car-
Coupling.—Max 18, 1869.

Claim.—The levers C D, constructed and pivoted
as described, the latter being bent, and provided
with a hole for the passage of the pin, and a ring to

rettiin the pin, in combination with the flange-headed
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pin, and operated by the link, as and for the purpose
set forth.

90,291.—Haekison Ogborn, Eichmond, Ind.—
Grain-Separator.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shackles e and e', so constructed
with pulley d and shoe as to give four Tibra-

tions to the shoe to each revolution of the pulley d,

substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The arrangement of the double bell-cranks, pro-

vided -with adjusting-holes, whereby a lateral vi-

brating motion is communicated to the shoe, which
motion may be so governed as to produce greater
rapidity at one end of the shoe than at the other,

substantially as set forth, and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The knocking-lever P, operated by cam r, in

combination with the screens of a grain'or seed sep-

arator, for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with hopper B, the gates or
levers t, the latter operating independently of each
other, as set forth.

90,293.—Spencer H. Ostrom, Schenectady, N.
Y.—Rand-Drill.—M.a.j 18, 1869.

Claim.—The spring /, in combination with the
strap e, head A, swivel-arm B, and handle C, substan-
tially as set forth.

90,293.—Peter Paradis, Kochester, N. T., as-

signor to Equitable Co-operative Foundry Com-
pany, same place.

—

Cooking- Stove.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cook-stove, having the hollow ribs

a, with the inlet-passage H, chamlDer h, and the side-

flues m, with pipes D, connecting said tines with the
oven, all constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement, within the smoke -flues of the
oven, of the front inclined plates I, with the deflect-

ing-plate G at the top, the rear inclined plates 1^,

with the valve K, and deflecting-j)lates S, as herein
set forth.

90,294.—James Parlane, Brooklyn, IT. Y.—
Steam,-JEngine Governor.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted radius
arms B B, the track D, and rollers E E, substantially
as specified.

90,295.—G-. Pedersen, Chicago, Jll.—Straiv
and Feed Cutter.—'Way 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the toothed feed-

cylinders G' H', toothed plates Z Z', cylinder box L,
and cutter-box K d N, constructed as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the feed-cylinders G-' H',
toothed plates Z Z', boxes L K cZ N, compound gear-
wheel E, slidiug-pinion K, and shaft C, as described.

90,296.—Bennet C. Perry, Bridgeport, Conn.—Polishing-Machine for Polishing Wood Moldings,
&c.—May 18, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the vulcanized India-
rubber circle, witli the two inflexible rims C C and
G G, when they are constructed, arranged, and fitted

for use, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

90,297 G. W. Perry and J.D. Bilungs, Wil-
mington, Del.

—

Itaihoay-Car Seat.—May 18, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The seat H, pivoted directly or indi-
rectly to the rod b of the frame, and having racks g
g adapted to tootlied cams M M', by the movement
of which, tlirougli the medium of the devices lierein

described, or any equivalent to the same, the said
seat H may be adjusted, as set forth.

2. The slidingyoke J, carrying tlio toothed cams
M and M', and controlled by tlie screw L, in com-
bination witli tlie racks g g beneath tlie seat 11, tlie

whole being ari'unged and o))erating substantially us
and for the purpose heroin set forth.

90,29S.—Prancis Peters and Geor(!E Clem,
Cinciiiiiali, Oliio.

—

Privy-Seat.—Mwy J8, 18(!9,

Claim.—One or more roUers, constituting a privy-
seat, substantially as and for the purpose desig-
nated.

14 c r—II

90,299.—Frank P. Pfleghar. ISTew Haven,
Conn.

—

Guide for Fitting Locks to Z>oor5'.—May 18,
1869.

Claim.—The combination ofthe block A B, clamps
E and F, chock e, and screw c d, when all the parts
are constructed and ai-iauged to operate as shown,
and for the pm-poses substantially as herein de-
scribed.

90,300.—David Philips, Cordova, HI.—Poria-
hle Fence.—M.SLJ 18, 1869.
Ctoim.-The portable fence, consisting ofthe posts

a, made of two pieces of board, nailed together, with
the blocks between them, in combination with the
bed-pieces h, braces c, and boards /", when said
parts are united and arranged as shown and de-
scribed.

90,301.—J. B. Posada, ISTew York, IS^. Y.—Pro-
cess of Treating Tobacco.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. Extracting the" nicotine from the to-
bacco-leaf by immersing the same in boiling water,
substantially as set forth and described.

2. Impregnating the tobacco-leaf with the aromatic
ingredients herein specified, and general treatment
thereof, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed and set forth.

90,302.—William H. Pacey, ]S"ev,' York, IST. Y.—Apparatus for Connecting Velocipedes.—Mhy 18
1869.

_

Claim.—1. Connecting two independent bicycles
together, to be used as one vehicle, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. As a coupling for bicycles or other velocipedes,
the clamps b b, connected by bars a a and braces d'
d, or their equivalents, substantially as set forth.

90,303—C. D. Read, Burlington, Yt.—Bed^
Bottom.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bottom A, conir
cal helical spring B, secured to said bottom by
means of a circular groove or recess, the slat C, strap
D, and hooks d d, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as shown and described.

90,304.—Frank W. Eeilly, Chicago, 111.—
Weight-Lifting Apparatus.—Maj 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. An arrangement, in connection with

weights to be lifted, by which a portiou of a given
amount of weight may be raised as desired, without
the necessity of displacing or replacing the remain-
der.

2. So constructing the weights of a series adapted
for use in a lifting-apparatus, that tliey shall always
return to their original relative positions.

3. The weight-plate C C C", when adapted to re-
ceive the pin or key F, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The weight-plate C C C", having the lugs G G
G and depressions H H H, as and for the purpose
described.

5. The weight-shaft D, perforated or slotted, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

6. Connecting the handle-rods of a lifting-appa-
ratus to tlie cross-bar, by means of the nut S, work-
ing in the box S', as shown and described, for the
purposes specified,

90,305.—Frank W. Eeilly, Chicago, 111.—
Handle for Weight-Lifting Apparatus.— May 18,
1869.

Claim.—The construction of handles or grasi>ing-
pieces with surfaces adapt etl to the entire palm of
the hand and fingers, at such an incliiiiitioii Irointho
line of traction as shall throw tlie greatest pirsMure
upon the upper fiesliy ousliions of tiie hands, and the
least upon the bony fingers, substantially as has
been described.

90,306.—George H. Eicii, Gwiova, 111.—J/a-
chine for Separating Cocklefrom Wheat.—May 18,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlio cylinder C, witli

cells <', as herein set forth, brush B, iiicliucs F, and
spout D, all us Lorciu specified.
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90,307.—Bernard Eiley, San Francigco, Cal.
—Pipe-Tongs.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A e:as-pipe tongrs, T\'itli the combined
parts arranged and constructed in the manner sub-
stun tiallj as herein described, and for the purposes
as above set forth.

90,308.—EvAXS HoBixsON, Fairport, N". Y.—
Medical Compound.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound composed of the
ingredients above described, and in the proportions
named, and compounded in the manner herein set

forth.

90,309.—Jacob S. Eoss Bloomington, HI.—
Washing-MacMne.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rcTolving cylinder B, constructed
"vrith the inner perforated shell B", partitioned annu-
lar space B'", and ribs or projections B"", adapted
o operate substantially as described, for the purpose
speciiied."

2. The combination of the cylinder B, constructed
as described and shown, with the boiler A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,310.—Francis Eouek, Erie, Fa.—Appara-
tus for Operating Yelocipedes and other Machines.
—May 18, 18(i9.

Cltt'i'vi.—The shaft E, the cranks D^ 'D\ C^ C^,
and A'^, the connecting-rods D^ D^, C^ C^, and A^,
and the levers D D, C C, and A, or their, equivalent,
wlien arranged and operated substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

90,311.—Jacob Eussell, Brooklyn, IST. Y., as-

signor to himself, Eddy, Eeynolds <fc Co., Milton
Holmes, and Jacob Chase.—Corn-Husker.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stripping-roUers D D', those of
•each pair being of ditfereut sizes, and having their
axes arranged in the same plane whereby the husk-
ing-trougbs are formed, substantially as "specified.

2. The endless aprons G and the lower rollers or
belt-carrieis E, in combination with the strippiug-
roUers of a corn-husker, substantially as and tor the
purpose herein set forth.

3. The friction-rollers /, forming one side of the
.husking-trough, in combination with the endless
apron &, for giving twisting motion to the ears of
the corn, substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the husking-roUers, as ar-

j'anged with their axes in the same plane, and the
lower rollers E, having adjustable boxes, whereby
one roller may be removed without disturbing the
utheis, and thereby the belts or aprons may be
tiglitened at pleasure, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

90,312.—Edward John Scott, Glasgow, Great
Britaiji.

—

Process of Ornainenting Boots and /Shoes.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The ornamenting of boots and shoes by
l)rinti]]g with varnish-colors in imitation of stitch-

Avork, substantially as hereinbefore described.

90,313.—William Anthony Shaw, l^ew York,
ZS^ Y.

—

Process of Converting TVrought-Iron Wire,
Eilhon, and Plates into Steel.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of converting wrought-
iron ribbon, wire, plates, or like articles into steel,

by the employment of a bath of cyanide of potassium
and charcoal, prepared substantially as described,
in which the metal to be converted is treated as
heroin set forth.

2. The process of converting the wrought iron
into steel, and of distributing or equalizing the con-
version by first treating the metal to be converted
in ;i bath of the character specified, and afterward
subjecting it, when taken from the bath, to a pro-
longed heating, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes described.

3. An apparatus for converting wrought iron into
xsteel, constructed substantially as herein shown and
set forth.

90,314.—William Anthony Shaw, Xew York,
if. Y.

—

Tempering Steel-Wire.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, with the heating-

furnace of the tempering-apparatus, of a muffle, con-
taining powders or powder, substantially such aa
herein specified, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The muffle, when formed of an iron tube, coated
externally and internally with a composition of plum-
bago and clay, and closed at its ends by plugs of
plumbago or asbestos fibers, as and for the purposes
specified.

3. The construction of the apparatus for contain-
ing the bath of oil or other tempering-liqnid, and
the jacket for containing the water to regulate the
temperature of such liquid, substantially as shown
and described.

4. The employment, with the tempering-apparatus
of griping-i'ollers, in combination with levers and
weights, or their mechanical equivalent, for regulat-
ing'the tension of the wii'e as it passes through th
apparatus.

5. The combination and arrangement of the heat-
ing-furnace and its muffle, the annealing-furnace,
the oil -bath and surrounding water-jacket, con-
structed as described, and the gripiug-rollers for
regulating the tension of the wire, substantially as
shown and set forth.

90,315.—Isaac Sherck, FlatEock, Ohio.— Jocifc

for Thrashing-Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The employment of an auxiUary or
intermediate device, receiving motion from a 'pri-

mary power, as a means for transmitting motion to
thrashing or other machinery, arranged in different
positions, with respect to the primary power and
auxiliary machine, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The adjustable frame L, shaft I, pulley M. and
coupliug X, arranged and operating substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination of the adjustable frame L and
annular platform K, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The bevel-wheel C, pinion D, bevel-wheel G,
and pinion H. in combination with the frame L and
annular plate K, when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as shown and described.

90,316.— William H. Simmons, Skaneateles,
N. Y.—Fire-Escape.—Jilaj 18, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The extension-ladder, formed of the
sections K. adapted to be locked into each other
automatically as they are raised, by means ot the
springs L and slide 0, and to be released by pressing
the ends of the springs L toward each other, as here-
in shown and described.

2. The combination of the crank- gear wheels E,
and their shaft-gear wheels F, and their shaft-con-
necting rods G, crank-wheels H, geai'-wheels 2^, and
their shaft I, with each other, with the hinged frame
D, and with the toothed racks M, of the sections K,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the guide and fulcrum rod
J with the slotted middle parts of the connecting-
rods G, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The adjustable belt B', made in sections, and
provided with buckets or shelves, in combination
with the sections K, hollow roller D', and crank-rol-
ler F', substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The double liooks W, pivoted to the upper end
of the upper section K, held in position by the rope
X, and adapted to be thrown forward through the
window, by the springs A', -n hen released by said

rope, as herein described, for the pm'pose specified.

90,31 7.—John D. Smith, SchuylervUle, JiT. Y.—
Axle.—Maj 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the axle A, havinga
metal plate, as shown and described, the plate I),

formed of two pieces, having clips c c and a square
opening, d, all substantially as set forth.

90,318.—John Joseph Charles Smith, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to the Metallic Compres-
sion Casting Cojipany, Boston, Mass.

—

Method of
Casting Metals Under Pressure.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of hinged
metallic mold-plates radially around the periphery
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of a revolving wheel or cylinder, so as to admit of

injecting- the fluid metal at the periphery of the
wheel, and discharging the castings automatically,
substantially as set forth.

2. The gates F', so constructed as to form between
them wedge-shaped partitions, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

3. The mouth-piece or guard-plate M, operating
substantiallv as described, in combination with the
series of molds F, passing in succession an injecting-

vessel, in the manner and for the purposes stated.

4. The combination of the separate injectiug-ves-

sel, having anon-conducting detachable lining, with
the series of molds F F F, passing in succession the
mouth or opening for the emission of fluid metal
from the said injecting-vessel, substantially in the
manner described.

90,319.— William Somers, Bridgeport, as-

signor to himself and George E. Somers, Water-
bury, Conn,

—

Garden Implement and Weeder.—May
18, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described instrument for gar-

deners' use, consisting of the two arms A, attached
together by a spring, B, at one end, and at the other
formed into pointed jaws, C, so as to operate in the
manner substantially as set forth.

90,320.—Peter H. Turner, Madison, Wis.—
Sawing-Machine.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment and arrangement of
the triangular clevis S, in connection with the rope
R, snatch-block Q, and whiffle-tree W, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement and employment of the guide-
standard P, grooved drum V, provided with spur-

gear X, and the shaft T, provided with the grooved
pulley IJ, pinion Y, and face-plate Z, substantially
as described and for the purposes specified.

3. The combinationof the above-named parts with
the connecting-rod 3, saw-pitman H, vertical guide
I. yoke J, hanger K, guide L, lifting-lever M, cord
N, sheave O, pendulum G-, platform A, frame B B,
standards C, 1), and F, transverse frame 5, roller 4,

drum 7. and feed-rope 6, in connection with any
proper drag-saw, when constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described and for

the pm'poses above set forth.

90,3^1.—John Van Slooten, New Orleans, La.
Railway-Car Axle.—May 18, 1869.

Claim,.—A car-axle, consisting of the solid axle
A, provided with the enlargements A" and collar (Z,

and having the wheel C rigidly attached, in combi-
nation with the tubular axle B, with the wheel C
rigidly attached, when constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described.

90,322.—Samuel Vanstone, Providence, K. I.,

assignor to himself and John W. Hoard, same
place.— Art of Making Metal Tubes.— May 18,

1869.

Claim,—The method herein described of forming-
tubes or pipes, by rolling each half of the blank with
corresponding flanges, and welding the said flanges
together, in the manner specified.

90,323.—JosiAH Vavasseur, Southwark, Eng-
land.

—

Lock for Ordnance.—May 18, 1869
;
patented

in England November 2, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the dovetailed
vent-piece with the horizontally moving cover, the
combination being and operating substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination, with the horizontally moving
cover, of the firing-pin and its spring, to prevent
accidental explosions, as set forth.

.3. Tlie combination of the vcnt-picce, capsule-
chamber, and its extractor, the comDination ueing
and operating as set forth.

4. Tlie combination of the vc);tically moving ham-
mer with the lioz-izoutally moving cover, both swing-
ing on a common axis, to clear the vent, as set
forth.

5. The combination of the cover, the hammer, the
spring, and the trigger, all mounted on the vent-
stopper, as sot forth.

90,324.—Antoinette Yidal, Paris, France.—
Porous Porcelain for Use in Filtering, <&c.—May 18,

1869.

Claim,.— 1. A compound for porous porcelain,
made of the ingredients herein described, and
mixed together substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

2. The process, substantially as described, for pro-
ducing a porous porcelain, by mixing gypsum and
kaoliue with charcoal or other analogous material,
and subjecting the mixture to heat, so as to burn out
the chai'coal or analogous material, as set forth.

90,325.—George J. Wardwell, Rutland, Yt.,
assignor to Steam Stone-Cutter Cojupany.— (Sto^ic-

Channeling Machinery.—May 18, 1869 ; antedated
January 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arms H H, links & &, and spring
h, or their equivalents, constructed, applied, and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. The combination of reciprocating gangs of
channeling or quarrying chisels, applied to opposite
sides of the carriage-bed A, a crank-shaft, the yield-

ing connecting-devices H H, & &, and h, and the
engine mounted upon the carriage-bed A, aU sub-
stantially as herein specified.

3. The forked standard guide or guides B, applied
to a stone-channeling machine, and adapted to serve
as guides for the chisels, substantially as described.

4. In combination with a reciprocating gang of
stone-channeling chisels, guided and supported sub-
stantially as described, the adjustable plate, carry-
ing the wrist-pin h^, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

5. The combination of the crank-shaft D, gangs of
chisels, cari'iage of the machine, worm-screw D^,
spur-wheel D^, longitudinal shaft e\ spur-wheel e,

shifting-gearing O^ O'-^, axle r, and trausporting-
Avheels S', substantially as herein specified.

6. The shifting-gearing O^ O'^, slide F^, and lock-
ing-bar F^, applied to a stone-channeling machine,
and adapted to operate substantially as and for the
purposes described.

7. The plates Y O, connected together by means
of bolts and interlocking horizontal serrations, in
combination with plate P, substantially as and Ibr
the purpose described.

90,326. — Darius Wilcox, Ansonia, Conn.

—

Body-Loop Head for Carriages.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described body-loop head, con-
sisting of the head A, shank B, and the two lugs C
and E, constructed in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as herein set forth as an ai'ticle of
manufacture.

90,327.—George F. Wilson, East Providence,
P.. I.

—

Manufacture of Black Pigment for Making
Shoe-Blacking,. cC-c-May 18, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The manufacture, substantially as
herein described, of black pigment.

2. The method of grinding and mixing the black-
ing or other compound, under pressure, by the em-
ployment of a hydrostatic mill, substantially as herein
specified.

3. Tlie use of the above-described pigment, for the
purposes herein specified.

90,328.—George F. Wilson, East Providence,
P. I.

—

Process of Treating Offal Gelatine and Scrap
for the Manufacture of Fertilizers.—May 18. 1869.

Clairn.—1. Tlie treatment of ofl'al gelatine and
scrap substantially as herein describee!, omploving
in such treatment the apparatus, or its equivalent,
descTil)ed in letters-patent numbered 75,327, and
dated March 10, 1868, as above specified.

2. Tlie application of tiie ab()\'e-descril)od acid
phospliate of lime, and of salt of iron, separate or
combined, as and for the purposes substantially aa
described.

3. The cmploymont, in combiiintion with tlie appa-
ratus, or its ("qnivaU'iit, relcrnHl to in the first clause

of claims, of the apparatus di,'vised and patented by
Charles J. E\(>ri'tt and C. E. (rray, also rel'errtnl to

in this sp(>oifK',ation, for the nurpose of utilizing

thereby the above-described irsiiumry proiUicts, wliieli

result "from the method described in their aforesaid
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patents, of rendering tallow and fats from the mate-
rials employed for the purpose, as therein speci-

fied.

4. The combined use of the apparatus refen-ed to

in the first clause of claim, and of the aforesaid acid
phosphate of lime and salt of iron, used separately or

together, for the purpose of treating the above-de-
scribed offal gelatine and scrap, ho\\ever obtained.

5. The use of the bone-sulphate of lime described in

my patent of August 11, 18b'3, and numbered 39,519,

with the aforesaid offal gelatine and scrap, either be-

fore or after its concentration, as above described.
6. The use of the aforesaid bone-sulphate of lime,

of dried peat, of gypsum, of clay, of marl, or their
equivalents, Avith the product resulting from the
treatment of offal gelatine and scrap, substantially
as herein described, for the purpose of rendering the
same less sticky and gummy, and easier of uniibrm
distribution in the soil.

7. The concentration of the aforesaid offal gela-

tine and scrap, "vehenever the aforesaid acid phos-
phate of lime and salt of iron are used separately or
together, vrhether the same be effected in my afore-

said patent apparatus, or otherwise, for the purposes
substantially as above described ; and also the use
of either of the bodies described in sixth clause of
claims, or their equivalent, either before or after the
concentration of the aforesaid offal gelatine and
scrap.

8. The fertilizer, produced by the treatment of offal

gelatine and scrap, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as herein described.

90,329.—H. S. Wing, Plattsburgh, T^.Y.—Bed-
stead-Fastener.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the plate C -with

prongs G G, notched on both sides, and the cam-
lever E, all arranged to operate substantially as set

forth.

90,330.—H. J. Walters, Salem, Mass.

—

Rever-
sible Hinge.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The hinge, consisting of the two closed
conical sockets B, and the double-conical pintle a a,

R'ith washer b, "when constructed to operate together
as described.

90,331.—Albert C. Corse, Troy, K". T.—CooA;-

ing-Stove.—May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reservoir or "water-tank A, con-
taining the air-chamber B, the exit-pipe C, arranged
and combined therewith, substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth, in combination with a cooking-
stove ba\ ing two vertical fluesm the rear end thereof,

in the manner and for the pui'pose substantially as
herein described and set forth.

2. The arrangement and employment of the flanges

or grooves E and E', wben used npon a cooking-
stove, substantially as herein described, and in com-
bination ^vith the projections F and F', upon the
reservoir or water-tank A, in the manner substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

3.' The chamber B, immediately below the reser-

Toir or water-tank A, when used in combination
with the exit-pipe C, and with a vertical ascending
and descending flue, in the rear end of a cooking-
stove, and communicating therewith, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein described
and set forth.

90,332.—Isaac Adaius, Jr., Boston, Mass.

—

Mode of Electro-Plating with Nickel.—May 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—The use of a solution of sulphite of nickel
in a solution of sulpliite or bisulphite of ammonia,
for depositing nickel.

90,333.—Egbert Andrews, Milwaukee, "Wis.—CompositiGn for Stuffing Leather.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of combining common or crude
pitch or tar, tallow, beeswax, linseed-oil, neat's-loot

oil, and oil of tar, in any proportion, and also for the
composition to be applied to leather, in any form,
either in its manufacture or for improving or pre-

serving it, or to any other article or thing for which
it can be used, disclaiming all other things, except
the composition as above tlescribed, and the method
of making it, which composition I will denominate
," tar leather-stuffing."'

90,334.—John Atavood, Jr., Provincetown,
Mass.

—

Process of Curing and Putting Up Fish.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The method or process of curing and
putting up fish, substantially as herein described.

90,335.—Joseph Beck. Trenton, IST. S.—Mode
of Coloring and Tinting Rubber Goods.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—^Forming sheets of India rubber of vari-

egated colors, in the maniicr as above set forth.

90,336.—John H. Bellamy, Charlestown, as-

signor to himself and L. M. Eaxon, Boston, Mass.—Raihvay-Hose Protector.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arch A, when secured to the track D
by means of the slotted clamps B and bolts C, all

constructed and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

90,337.—George B. Brayton, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to "The Kovelty Eyelet Company."
same place.

—

Alloy for Forming Eyelets.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—The use of a metal for eyelets, composed
of the elements and of the character substantially as
described.

90,338.—George E. Brettell, Eochester, K.
Y.—Chuck.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—In self-centering chuck, closed by mova-
ble inclines, the coustructiou and aiTangement of
the slotted jaws C, ferrules /, and springs *•, as and
for the purpose specified.

90,339.—T. J. Burke, Sand-nich, HX.—Brick-
Press.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, of the pivoted ti-ame e e and plunger B, con-
nected together and retained in their respective
places by means of the slots b' b' in the side-pieces a
a, as described.

2. The press, consisting of the frame A, provided
with side-pieces a a and slots 5' b', pivoted frame ee,

mold b, roller D, cap E, lever E, aud plunger B, all

combined, arrang-ed. and operating substantially iu
the maimer and for the pm'pose described.

90,340.— George E. Clejions, Springfield,

Mass.

—

Tuck-Creaser and Guide for Sewing-Ma-
chines.—May 25, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The employment, in a tuck-marker for

sewing-machines, of an adjustable knife-edge plate,

and a notched non-vibrating spring-pressure plate,

adapted together, substantially as set forth, for form-
ing creases for tuck-marks upon the cloth being
sewed, when used in combination with means which
produce automatically, suljstautially in the manner
set forth, the described counteracting cloth-guiding
action.

2. In a tuck-marker for sewing-machines, adapting
the device to form a crease on the cloth, and to g-uide

inward toward a gauge-face, while the cloth is being
sewed, by means of continuous automatic pressing
and crimping of the cloth over a knife-edge plate,

and also adapting the device to produce, simultane-

ously, an outward counteracting guiding of the cloth,

by means of automatic pressure upon it at another
point, at or near its inner edge, for the twofold pur-'

pose of tuck-marking the cloth and guiding it

straight through the sewing-machine ; and further,

in such devices, adapting them to give adjustable

and variable spring-pressure upon the cloth, at the
line of creasing, and at or near the inner edge of the

cloth, for the purposes set forth.

3. The notched adjustable pressure-plate i. adapted
both to crease and to guide the cloth, substantially

as set forth.

4. The adjustable knife-edge plate m, in combina-
tion with the notched creasing and guiding adjusta-

ble pressure-plate i, when adapted together for the

purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the adjustable knife-edge

plate m, stationary base-plate a, aud notched creas-

ing and guiding 'adjustable pressure-plate i, when
adapted together for the purposes set forth.

6. The adjustable knife-edge plate m, stationary

base-plate «, notched creasing and guiduig-plate i,
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adapted together for the purposes set forth, and com-
bined with a cloth-gauge, -when the latter is connect-
ed to the former by means which are adapted to give
the described adjustable and variable spring-pressure
to the creasing and guiding plate i, for the purposes
set foi'th.

7. The combined tuck-marker and cloth-guide,

consisting of the base-plate a, slotted gauge-shank b,

rigid plate d, gauge e, spring-plates g and h, creas-

ing and guiding plate i, set-screws j and k, and ad-

justable knife-edge plate m, all substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

8. The cloth-guide, consisting of the base-plate a,

slotted gauge-shank b, rigid plate cZ, gauge e, spring-
plates g and h, cloth-guiding plate i, and pressure
set-screws j and Jc, all substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

90,341 .—Ira Cooper, Middlefield, Ohio.—Poia-
to- Digger.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spades or shares E, as arranged
in relation to and in combination with the inclined
sieve, consisting of the bars G-, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The standards I, pivoted frame G, arms B, and
cross-bar A, when arranged and combined to operate
in the manner described.

»0,342.— Edmund J. Cridge, Troy, l^". T.—
Cooking-Stove.—May 2.5, 1869.

Clai'tn. —A removable water-reservoir, which is

inclosed within a flue-chamber formed between the
back wall of the stove and the back wall of the oven,
arid which is supported in svtch a chamber by ex-

tending the flue-plates, or their ecxuivalents, of the
stove beneath the bottom of this reservoir, and up
the front and rear sides thereof, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the pm'poses set forth.

90,343.—George T. Dalton, New York, N.
Y.—Faucet.—M.SLJ 25, 1869.

Clai'tn.—The hollow plug A, provided with the
flanged head B, and constructed so as to screw into
tlie shoulder C, so as that a tight joint may be pro-
duced, by means of the said flanged head and shoul-

der, placed the one on the inside and the other on
he outside of the vessel.

90,344.—George Dare, Auburn, F. Y.—Bag-
Holder.—M.aj 25, 1869,

Claim. — The horizontal sliding-bar B, provided
at its outer end with the ring or holder b, and fur-

nished on its lo-wer opposite side with the bar D,
acting as a pawl and lever, and spring-bar d, and
serrated bar or standard A, constructed, arranged,
and operated substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

90-,345.—Mark L. Deering, ^ew York, ]Sr. Y.—Sliding-Door Sheave. —May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and application of the
fiictiou-rollers 1 1, in combination with the sheave
D, and shaft G, frames A and E, and slides H, as
shown and described, for the purpose described.

90.346.— Cornelius H. De Lamater, New
York, K". Y.

—

Furnace for Steam andr other Fur-
po.ses.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—In furnaces, the within-described con-
struction and arrangement of the air -flues N, earthy
^\ali I), induetion-oiifices n, and dischurging-oritices

p, delivering the air thus heated into the inner cham-
bei" M, above the grate, as herein set forth.

90.347.— AsiiEL J. Denison, Paris, Mich.—
Compound for the Cure of Diphtheria, <£-c.— May
25, 1869.

Claim.—The composition of a remedy, called gold-
en oil, from the iugrodieiits iiained above, com-
pounded and prepared siibKtantially as and for the
purposes alx)vc set forth.

90.348. THi^x>DORre Dkschamps, Paris, France.—FQLHtening for Gloves.—May 2.5, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combiinUion of the eye Or hook a

or ft' of the clasp d, witli a crolcliet, I, and of tlie

ends b />' of tlie laee, siil)stuntially as liereiubefore
doKcribed, and represented in Figs, 1 and 2.

2. The combination of the button a'^of the clasp d,

with an aperture, l^, and of the two ends b &i of tlie

lace, substantially as hereinbefore described, and
represented in Figs. 8 and 9.

3. The combination of the button a^ of the clasp d,

and of the ring Z^^, movable between tlie two ends b
b^ of the lace, substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed, and represented in Fig. 12.

90,349.—William Dietrichsen. Newark, N. J.—Apparatus for Preserving Beer.—Alay 25, 1869.
Claim.—The construction of two chambers or

vessels, A and A', connected together by a pipe or
pipes, provided with suitable cocks, and provided
with escape-pipes F and F', the whole being com-
bined and arranged to turn on its axis B, and oper-
ating in the manner and for the purpose described.

90,350.—George C. Dobson and William Mc-
Donnell, Boston; Mass., assignors to G. C. Dobson.
—Ba7ijo.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the movable hoop
C, operated by screws e within a hoop. A, having- at
its upper edge a shoulder or flesh-rim, b, the skin-
hoop d, and the head B, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The removable blocks or brackets /, with their
screws e, in combination with the socket-plates i,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,351.—John L. Dolson, Charlotte, Mich.

—

Carriage.—May 25, 3 869.

Claim,.—1. In combination with the perch-pole A,
extension D, and brace F, the tube A, plate H,
braces h c, and loop/, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with a pivot-point, interposed
beween the spring and body of a vehicle, the sock-
ets 1 1, and pins or guides y'y, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

90,352.— G. L, Du Laney, Mechanicsburgh,
Pa.

—

Device for Attaching and DetacJung Horses.
—May 25, 1869.

Claitn.—A curved guide -plate, C, screwed fast to
the cross-piece, midway between the shafts, with
cam-shaped groove, in combination with the elbov/-

rods or bolts D, and stays O, when the outer end
of the said elbow-i'od is made to pass in and out be-
tween the end of the single-tree B and the stays O
O, and thus engage and disengage the traces, sub-
stantially as described.

90,353.~David H. Fanning, Worcester, Mass.
— Corset.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the end of the
bone or stilfener A, used in a corset, of a metal hold-
ing-device, consisting of the shield E and points a,

and the flanges 6, curved so as to hold the end of the
stiff'ener between them, and to prevent the splitting

or lateral working of the same, said device being
applied in the manner shown and described.

90,354.—Tallmadge O. Foot, Newburgh, 111.—Sewing-Atachine for Quilting.—May 25, 18()9.

Claim.—The reversible looper P and liooks p p. in
combination with traversing-framcB and stationary
serrated bars C, when constructed and arranged
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

90,355. — James Gorton, Cohocton, N. Y.

—

Road-Scraper.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The double revolving scraper E, pivoted
to the metallic frame A, at its center, said frame
being provided with horizontal lovers D D ;nul

springs e e, for securing the scraper, and Mllo\viii!j

the same to revolve, the whole being constructed,

arranged, and operating lus set forth.

90,356.—.TOMN W. Graham, Chillicotho, Ohio.

—Lamp- Post.—May 25, 18(i9.

Claim.— I. The ])lug. Fig. :i, provided with a short

pipe and stopcock, in conibination willi a lauip-

]»()st, eor.Hti-ucted in tlie manner herein deseribod,

Hubstintially as mid for the piirposi's spei'llicd.

2. The eularged reservoir (/, with closed bolioni a,
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to attach to the foot of iroD lamp-posts, constructed
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90,357. — William Hailes, Albany, IJJ". T.—
Base-Burning Stove.—May 25, 1869.
Claim.—I. The oven-chamber F, with its flue- plates

S S, divided as described, and held tog-ether by the
devices described, and all for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangemeut of the coUar-base g, flue-plates

S S, oven-chamber F G G', and collars h p', sub-
stantially in the manner shown and described, and
lor tl)e purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the single flat wall G',
plates G G, door i, and the plates S S, for the pur-
pose of forming an oven with a single flat wall, and
with a flue-space around two of its sides, all as
herein described and shown.

90,358.—TViLLiAM Hailes, Albany, N. T.—
Cooki7ig-Stove.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the flue-space D,
for receiving a portable water-reservoir, N, immedi-
ately in rear of the fire-place C, and between two
ovens, O O, substantially as described.

3. The draught-dampers h h and i i, arranged in
flue-spaces g g', between ovens and the top-plate
of the stove, in combination with the depressed
flue-space D, and a reservoir, X, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The extension D', arranged in rear of the space
D, when tlie latter is between ovens and separated
from the fire-chamber C by a single wall, "VV, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The warming-closet J, arranged beneath the
space T>. directly in retu' of the fire-place W, and be-
tween ovens, substantially as described.

90,359.—^Eberhaed Harrsch. I^Tew'Tork, N.
T.

—

Manufacture of Colorti.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The production of colors, by dissolving
the ores of zinc in nitric, nitro-muriatic, or muriatic
acids, and mixing the solution with soluble salts of
baryta or its equivalents, substantially in the man-
ner'and for the purpose described.

90,360.—HOBER Heneage, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Ice-

Preserver and Water- Cooler.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—As a cooler for water supplied to a faucet
an ice-holder, the walls of which consist of a closely-

laid coU of the supplying-pipe, when the whole is in-

closed within the double-walled vessel A, having the
air-spaces «, and provided with the cover C, where-
by the appai'atus serves the purposes both of an ice-

preserver and a refrigerator of the water supplied,
substantially as set forth.

90,361.—EichardM. Hoe, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Fire-Proof Building.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of constructing a fire-proof

building, substantially as described, consisting in
the employment of the non-conducting material, the
tarred paper, or equivalent therefor, and the metal
plate, combined with the beams or flooring, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with metal sheets, arranged as
shown, the interposed tarred paper, or like material,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,362.—James Hollingsworth, Chicago, HI.
—Horse-Bake.—lilay 25, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The eve-bolts d d d, in combination
with the nuts d' d' d' and flattened teeth / / /, for

the purpose of adjusting the teeth to smooth or rough
ground, substantially as specified.

2. Grooving the under side of forward piece a,

when said piece is used in combination with eye-
bolts d d d and teeth///, operating substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The strippers or cleaners B' B', in combination
with spiral spring x, substantially as described.

4. The combination of rocking-frame C, rake-teeth

f / /i eye-bolts d d d, and nuts d' d' d', with hand-
lever E' all combined, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

90,363.—Louisa L. Jackson, Eichmond, Ind.
— Guide for Measuring the Person and Cutting Out
Ladies' Bresaes.—May 25, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The several guides, shown in Figs.
1, 2, 3, and 4, when constructed with the configura-
tion, and perforated and marked with figures, as set
fortli, said parts being intended for use in combina-
tion with one another, in forming dress-patterns
from six measui'cments of the person, substantially
as described.

2. The back rule, shown in Fig. 1, having a row
of perforations, to determine the proper position of
the hooks and eyes on each side, substantially as de-
scribed.

90,364.-Edwin George Jellet, Pawtucket,
K. l.—Heddle for Looms.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A knitted heddle, made in the maimer
and for the purposes shown and specified.

90,365.—John M. Johnston, Mayfield, Cal.

—

Saw and Saw-Tooth.—'Mnj 25, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the wedge-shaped
recess D, cut in the base of the tooth, the wedge E,
consisting of two pieces, riveted together, and pro-
Added with beveled edges, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

90,366 A. H. Knapp, :N'ewton Centre, Mass.—Curtain-Fixture.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming the bracket-ease of two parts,

B C, one shutting and fitting over the other, and
both secured to a base-plate, A, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The lips c c and the indentations <? d, on the
base-plate A, formed and arranged in i-elation to and
in combination with the parts B C of the bracket-
case, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein
specified.

3. The catch a, struck up from the metal of the
base-plate A, and arranged in combination with the
spring D, and its free or unattached holder E, sub-
stantially as and for the puipose herein set forth.

4. The spring-holder E, constructed substantially

as described, in combination with the spring, and'
applied to the fixture, thereby serving the several
purposes, as herein set forth.

5. The knob I, when formed of sheet-metal into

a hollow or cup shape, with peripheral corrugations,
for the purpose herein set forth.

6. The left-hand bracket, having mounted in it the
slidingjournal N, spring r, and projecting thumb-
piece p, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

90,367.-William Lalor, TJtica, InT. Y.—Fer-
tilizer.—May 25, 1869.

Claim,.—The use of the said refuse for the uses and
purposes mentioned.

90,368.—Frederick A. Lane, Swanzey, N. H.,

assignor to himself and Luther S. Lane, same
^lace.-Sttiffing for Mattresses.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manulnctnre,
for stuflang-purposes, woolen-fiber, made from the
refuse of woolen goods, rags, &c., by bmiching and
curling as described.

90,369.—Minnie E. Lloyd, I:^ew York, IST. Y.—
Fndt-Brier.—May 25, 1869 ; antedated May 8, 1869.

Claim.—The chambers B, constructed as shown
and described, and provided with transverse bars or

spurs d, whereby a free upward as well as lateral

escape for the vapors is afi'orded, the whole arranged
within a chamber having free circulation between
said chambers B, for tlie passage and escape of

heated aii", substantially as set forth.

90,370.— A. LODEMAN and M. Deseneerg, Kal-
amazoo, Mich.

—

Maimer ^of Applying Boilers to

Bocking-Chairs.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The levers* A B and CD, connected by
the bar B D, and provided with the pins G and H,
for the purpose described, iu combination with the

disk T, springs P and Q, wu-es E and S, bolts X and
O, and stops 17 and V, as and for the purpose set

Ibrth.

90,371.—J. Augustus Lynch, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself, E, K. Huntoon, and C. S.
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Lynch, same place.

—

Steam-Engine Lubricator.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the grease-vessel B with the stop-valve 6,

its case a, and stem b, substantially as described,
such being so that steam, when in the said case,

may come into contact with and heat the said grease-
vessel.

2. The combination of the grease-vessel B, the
spray-duct C, "one or more passages m, and the aux-
iliary valve-seat k, with the slop-valve &, its case a,

and operative mechanism, and with the auxiliary
valve I, applied to the stem of the said stop-valves, as
explained, the whole being substantially as herein-
before described.

90,372.—William M. Lyon, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The mixing of solid carbon with iron-ore,

or other oxide, and melted pig-metal, in the forma-
tion of the conglomerate known as " pig-bloom," or
" pig-scrap," in such manner and in such proportion,
substantially as hereinbefore described, as to reduce
the excess of oxides in the conglomerate, and thus
lessen the foimation of cinder, and increase the
yield of malleable iron, in the process of treating the
conglomerate prei^aratory to roUing or hammering
the iron.

90,373.—William M. Lyon. Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Manufacture of Wrought Iron.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In the manufacture of wrought iron,

the production of a solid mixture or conglomerate of
cast iron and anthracite coal, charcoal, coke, or oth-

er like substances containing a large percentage of
carbon, by so uniting or intermixing the molten iron
and crushed or pulverized carbonaceous matter, that
such uniting or intermixing shall result in a solid pro-
duct, substantially as above described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a solid mix-
ture or conglomerate of cast iron and carbonaceous
matter, produced by uniting or intermixing with
cast iron, in a fluid state, crushed, pulverized, or
finely divided anthracite coal, charcoal, coke, or oth-
er like carbonaceous substances, in a solid state, in
such manner and relative proportions as to produce
a solid product.

90,374.—M. F. McIntyre, Girard, Fa.—Horse-
Collar Fastening.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-clasp C and bar B, in com-
bination with the caps A A', substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

90,375.—George H. Mittan, De Witt, HI.—
Springfor Wagon-Seats.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactiu-e, a spring
for carriage-seats, consisting of the cuiwed part I,

circular parts B D, bai's E, and hooks F, as set
forth.

90,376.—Willis E. Moore, Crawfordsville,
Ind.

—

Fender for Cultivator- Plows.—May 25, 1869.
Claim.—1. A guard or ck)d-fender for cultivators,

composed of tines b b', formed and pivoted to head
E and bar F, substantially as described.

2. A jointed fender, attached to arm a by means
of a pivot-joint, and provided with a stop, c, s.ub-

stantially us described.

90,377.—William Morehouse, Buflfalo, N. T.
—Locking-Nut.—May 25, 1869.

Claim,.—The within-doscribed spring-plate C, of
bowing form, and with corrugated or serrated pro-
jections b a', on its surface, the said spring and pro-
jection being united togetlier, and used in connection
with a screw-nut and bolt, all in the manner and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

90,378.—EusTis P. Morgan, Saco, and James
H. McMullax, Biddeford Me.

—

liovinj-Frame.—
May 25, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The system or scries of curved levers,
driven by a segmont-gear and pinion, or tlieir e([uiv-

alents, and liiiving tlie frjje or outer end of eiieli lever
of such a cnvveas will impart to llie bolster-rnil, and
tlie l)o)jbinH supported by it, a unifonn motion in all

positions of the lever

2. In combination with the system of levers or
arms, herein set forth, the spiral pulley X, and the
counterpoise Z, or their equivalents, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose specified.

90,379.—Peter Munzinger, Philadelphia, Pa.—Leveling Hydraulic Gas-Mains.—May 2-5, 1869.

Claim. — The use and application of leveling-
screws, either fixed or movable, substantially for the
pm'pose shown.

90,380.—Elijah Mybtck, Harvard, Mass.—
Chimney-Cap.—Maj 25, 1869.

Clai'm.—l. A chimney-cap, when constructed of
separate sections, held in position by means of
flanges, substantially as described.

2. A chimney-cap, constructed in sections, held to-

gether by means of lips, recesses, and starts, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

90,381.—J. D. S. Newell, Tensas Parish, as-

signor to himself, A. G. BuiCE, E. Tomatis, and
Thomas Pickles, New Orleans, La.

—

Breech-Load-
ing Fire-Arm.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The breech-piece A, when the same is

solid at its front extremity, and provided with the
wedge-like projection e on its front, and the angle
c at its rear end, and actuated by direct contact with
the jaw of the hammer, and the removable plate i,

when the same is combined with the hammer B, and
is actuated thereby, by means of the hooked bar C.

and is locked, at the moment of the explosion of the
charge, by the action of the angle d against the an-

gle c, as herein set forth.

90,382.—John S. Palmer, Providence, R. I.

—

Device for Setting Button-Hooks.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1, In combination with the jaws A A'
and fixed die-block A, the sliding-plate 13, for hold-

ing the button-hook, substantially as described.
2. The combination of the slicling-plate B witli

the jaw A and the gauge-plate d, substantially as de-

scribed.

96,383.—George O. Parkman, Lincolnville,

and John M. Trussell, Belfast, assignors to them-
selves and Ambrose Strout; Belfast, Me.—Filter.

—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of
perforated bottom-boards B C, the series of frames
A A' A", the layers a of sponge, and the clamp-
screws and nuts, the whole being sui)stantially as

and for the purpose hereinbefore specified.

90,384.—J. Franklin Peck, Springfield, Mass.
—Spring Bed-Bottom.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The application of the cushions to the
metal strips at each intersection of the same, and the
construction of the circular corner-pieces with slots,

in the manner set forth, and for the purpose!? de-

scribed.

90,385.—Walter Peck, Eockford, 111.— 7Fi?irf-

Wheel.—Mny 25, 18(i9.

Claim.—The fan H, standard G, stop L, chain I,

roller K, and weighted lever C, witli its connections,
when combined and arranged as and for the purpose
described.

90,386.—H. W. Persing, Chicago, Ill-Coffec-
Boaster.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A coifee- roaster, having perforated cor-

rugated bottom B B, wire-gauze inner bottom D I),

and stirrer E E, arranged and constructed to oporate
substantially as described.

90,387.-H. W. Persing and J. F. Pease, Ciii-

cago. 111.

—

Apparatus fur Making Tea and Coffee.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—T\\e combination of the pipe E, water-

distributer c, pereolator d, with the eotlVe-pot A.
having partition A', inner bottom a a, liavnig llangi'

b, with lioU^ <, all constructed and arrangi^il to ope-

rate in the manner and for the purpose described.

90,388.—W. R. Pomekov, ]\Iil]ersburgli, Ohio.—
Dental Inxtrume»t.—Ma\ 2.5, 18(i9.

Claim.—The adjusting-scrow a, yoke F, mm E,
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bracket A, mallet G, and plngger C, combined and
arranged to operate in the manner substantially as
described, and for the purpose specified.

90,389.-J'OHN L. Porter, Kirksville, Mo.—
Aidnminal Supporter.—May 25. 1869.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the

within-described abdominal supporter, consisting of
the body A, divided horizontally from either end, as
shown in the drawing, and provided with the straps
B B and D D, strip C, and openings b b, all construct-
ed and arranged to operate as and for the purpose
shown.

90,390.—Edward S. Poucher, ISTew York, ]Sr.

T.

—

Carpet- Cleaning Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a portable folding-
frame, A B, having beating-anns s. a brush, F, and
carpet-rollers D D' D^, arranged upon it, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the suction-device G G^ G^
with the carpet-cleaning machine, substantially as
described.

3. Tappet-carrying shafts E E, arranged so as to
be driven by roller C, and to operate upon beat-
ers, which are pivoted on opposite sides of frame A,
substantially as described.

4. The combination of the endless bands e e with
the beaters s s and carpet-rollers, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

5. In combination with the folding-frame A B,
the rollers D D^ D^, and the beating-ai'ms s s s, ar-

ranged substantially as described.

90,391.— Sa^iuel G. Kice, Albany, N. Y.—
Waiihing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a compresser, G g,
loosely within a slatted drum, so as to operate sub-
stantially as described.

2. The double-beveled and rounded-edge blades or
slats a, arranged around a swiveling blade, g, sub-
stantially as described.

90,392.—LuciEX M. Eice, Hartford, Conn., snd
SiDXEr E. Adams, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Apparatus
for Treating Hydrocarbon Oils.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
sprinkler C and itS pipe B with the pan A and pipe
1>, for the purpose of treating and refining hydro-
cai'bon oils, substantially as herein described.

90,393.—JOHXP. Eider, Brooklyn, N.Y.—Jfan-
xifacture of Flexible Hose, Tube, or Pipe for Convey-
ing Fluids Zander Pressure.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Eeinforcing the ends of the vulcanized
rubber hose to which the couplings are applied by
means of one or more extra plies of cloth, duck, or
equivalent material, coated with rubber, and applied
to and united with the body of the hose, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

90,394. —DAAnD Eoberge, Mooers, N. Y.—
Horseslioe.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A horseshoe, in which the weight of the
animal is taken upon a central support, in the man-
ner specified, so as to allow the hoof to conform to
the position required by the other parts of the leg, as
forth.

90,395.—ETexry Eouxdy, San Francisco, Cal.,

assiii-nor to Thomas M. Cash, same i^lace.

—

Paint
for Ships' Bottoms.—'M-aj 25, 1869.

Claim. — The above-described composition for

paint, made of tlie ingredients named, mixed or com-
pounded as enumerated, in about the proportions
specified.

90,396.—Gideon A. Eussell, Chicago, 111.—
Winduw.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the strips a b upon
window-sash, to operate within the grooves e, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the strips d upon the lower
sash, in the manner and for the ijurposes described.

3. The arrangement of the movable strip c, in com-
bination with the sash A, to operate in the manner
specified.

90,397.—Juxirs Schexck, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
2Ianufacture of Hose, Tubing, and other Rubber
Fabrics.—May 25, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The application of the preservative
compound herein mentioned, or their equivalents, to
hose, belting, and the like fabrics, so as to preserve
the same, substantially as described.

2. The improved hose, belting, packing, and other
fabrics, prepaj'ed by combining the substances herein
named with the fibrous material composing the same,
substantially as described.

90,398.- Stephen Scottox, Eichmond, Ind.—
Tree-Box.-lSlay 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slats B B with
the iron rod A. formed and secured substantially as
described, and for the purposes herein set forth.

90,399.—JoHx L. Shillito and William M.
"Walker, "Wellsville, Pa.

—

Rein-Holder.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the with-
in-described lino-holder, consisting of the bifurcated
frame A, clasp D, spring-catch a, detent d, and rub-

ber-pads c and d', substantially as and for the pur-

pose shown.

90,400.—A. D. Smith, Grafton, Ohio.—JfctoZ-
lic Door-Strip.—M.aj 25, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of the latch-stripA with
a latch-catch, C, when so arranged, in relation to

each other and to the adjoining parts, that by clos-

ing the door the latch-strip A is made to lise up trom
the inside on to the latch-catch C, and latch down on
the opposite and outside of it and the door B, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

90,401.—Henry Smith, Southington, Conn.

—

Flue- Stopper.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—The corabination of the socket d, spring
c. and register «, the whole combined and arranged
with a flue-stopper, substantially as described, and
for the purposes herein set forth.

90,403.— "Warren Smith, Alexandria, Ind.—
Fly-Trap.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the transparent
vessel D, the conduit C, and feed-chamber A, sub-

stantially as shown and described.
2. In combination with the feed-chamber A and

its cover B, the spring H, arranged substantially as

as and for the purpose described.

90,403.—William B. Snow and William A.
Elmendokf, Chicago, 111.— Truss-Rocker Beam.—
May 25, 18(i9.

(Jlaim.—1. A truss-rockerbeam for ear- trucks, con-
sisting of the diagonal bars D D and braces C C, con-

structed and arranged to brace the sills of a car, and
suppoi't its weight on the trucks, as and for the pur-

pose specified and shown.
2. The combination of the truss D C. center-plate

E, sills A, and draught-timbers 1 1, as specified.

90,404.—Simon Soules, Dowagiac, Mich.

—

Po-
tato-Digger.—May 25, 1869.

Claim-.—The bars a a, shovels a; a;, and the teeth

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. when constructed, combined,
and arranged as set forth.

90,405.—Thomas Stewart, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and William C. Stiles, same
place.

—

Filter.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.— The cylinder C, with its detachable
strainer F, the cylinder D, with its detachable or

changeable filtering-medium G, and outlet-tube I,

and the intermediate chamber E, with its outlet-tube

e', the said parts being combined together and ar-

ranged within a suitable chamber, at B, so as to op-

erate substantially in the manner described, for the
purpose specified.

90,406.—Charles E. Sweney, Geueseo, HI.—
Neck-Yoke.—'}Aaj 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lever J and spring
P, with the lever H, hook B, and plate D. and thumo-
key L, substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.
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90,407.—Warren Tanner, Chicago. 111., as-

signor to himself and Oliver Bascom, "Whitehall,
Vt.

—

Device for Sharpening the Cutters of Mowing-
Machines.—May 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described device for sharpen-
ing harvester and mowing-machines cutters, con-
sisting of tlie standards G^ G-'^, shaft D, grinding-
wheel A, driving-shJave or pulley E, clamp-washer
and nut B C, the whole arranged as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth..

90,408.—Henry H. Thomas, Titusville, Pa.—
Torpedo for Oil-Wells.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—The plunger k, fixed and movable rods g
and i, primers h h, and weight I, arranged to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

90,409.—James Thomson, Gibsonville, Cal.—
Amalgamator.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inside cylinder D, with its perfor-
ated cover E, confining-ring P, and clamp O, in
combination with the feed-pipe B, constructed and
oi)erating substantially as cfescribed.

2. The wooden bottom J, provided with a concave
surface-cover, I, in combination with the perforated
water-pipe C, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The heater K, adapted for steam or fuel, in com-
bination with the amalgamator, substantially as
herein described.

90,410.—Charles T>. Tisdale, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Joseph H. Clapp, same
place.— Railway-Car Wheel and Axle.—May 25,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the wedge-keys h h, the stop-piece c, and the grooves
a 0, in the wheel-hub and axle, the whole being ap-
plied to the wheel and axle in manner as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the helix-

coil or key e, with the stop-piece c, and the wedge-
keys b b. applied to the wheel and axle in manner as
explained.

90,411.—Lewis W. Turner, Yalesville, Conn,—Broom-Holder.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The holder, composed of the body A,
screw B, and spring clamps or clasps d and e, when
the whole is constructed, attached, and fitted for use,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

90,413.—T. H. Tyndale, Belleville, lU.—At-
taching Handles to Axes.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the handle B, band
C, and staple E, when all the parts are constructed
and arranged to operate as shown and described.

90,413.—Orsamus A. "White, Norwalk, Ohio.

—

Churn-Dasher.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the rigid radial
arms C, constructed with slanting sides, and pro-
vided witli a wire coil or series of rings, of the ad-
justal)le radial arras B, foimed also with slanting-
sides that incline in the direction opposite to that of
tlie sides of tlie rigid arms, said adjustable arms be-
ing also provided with the wii'C coil, or series of
rings specified.

90,414.—A. G. "Wilkins, G. IST. Crodle, and F.
L. NiNER, Cooperstown, Pa.

—

Churn.—May 25,
1869.

_

Claim.—1. The removable and reversible partition
r, perforated, provided with wings P P, and ar-

ranged within au oscillating churn- box, substantially
as described.

2. The construction of the dash-nrms C, of one
piece, of the curved form described, in combination
with the oscillating churn-box A A' and partition
r, su))stantially as and for the pui'poses described.

3. Tlie removable dasliro.d C, tlic removable par-
tition E, and tlie oscillating cliuni-box, combined
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

90,415.-Lewis John "Wolf, Port Richmond,
Pliiladelpiiia, Pa.

—

Ale, Beer, and Water Cooler.—
May 25, 186'!).

CYaim.—The coustructiou of the cooler A, with

its inside movable cooler C, sieve G, coiled pipe H,
branches K, L, and M, water-pipe N, and thermom-
eter B, when arranged and combined as herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

90,416.—J. B. "Woolsey, Bloomfield, Iowa.—
Washing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The construction and the arrangement,
with relation to each other and the heads of the
washing-cylinder, of the over-lapping metallic plates
which constitute the body of the said cylinder, as
herein shown and specified.

2. The arrangement, in connection with the eyl-
inder-heads and metallic plates, constructed and ap-
plied to each other as specified, of the bars J K, held
between the cylinder-heads, the former being placed
close to and extending across the center of the me-
tallic plates, or thereabouts, the latter being placed
at a distance from said plates and over the apertures
formed for the ingress and egress of the water, as
and for the purposes heifein shown and set forth.

90,417.— John Zengeler, Chicago, HI.—Ink
Powder and Dye from Aniline Colors.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—The preparation of an in'k or dye mate-
rial, in the form of a dry powder, the same being
piepared in the manner above described, or in any
equivalent manner.

' 90,418.—Sidney E. Allen, Company's Shops, N.
C.

—

Pocket- Case for Railroad-Schedules.—May 25,
1869.

Claim.—The case A. composed of several sections,
hinged together, and constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

90,419.—Y. M. Baker, Preston, Mavlh.—Tur-
bine- Wheel.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tube G, having a flange, g', upon
its lower end, to serve as a cap for the box C, in
combination ^vith the box C, ring-plate K, and shaft
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The gates J, constructed, arranged, -and oper-
ating in connection with the wheel H and chutes I,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth .

3. The long levers L. short or hook-levers M, and
ring-plate K, in combination with each other and
with the gates J and ca^e D, substantially as herein
shown and described, axid for the purpose set foith.

4. The buckets h^ h'^, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set foi'th.

5. The combination of the box C and adjustable
blocks E, with the grooved shaft A and case J),

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

90,420.—Charles L. Bates, ISTew York, X. Y.—Rose for Door-Knobs.—May 25, 18()9.

Claim.—The plate C,- provided with the hollow
j)rojeetions extending through the porcelain rose A
and the shank-socketB, liokling the plate C and rose
A together, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

90.421.—Ekancis C. Brown and Cyrus Allen,
Palmyra, N. Y.—Catc.—llaj 25, 18(i9.

Claim.—The double-braced triangular frame A B
C, caiTving the sliding-gato, when hir.ged by means
of tlie. hinges hh, directly to the innei' face of the

gate-post b', centrally of the same, as herein shown
and (lescribed, for the purpose specified.

90,422.—Arnout Cannon, Jr., Poughkeopsio,
N. Y.—Vwnh- Waiter.— Mn\- 2.5, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The conil)iiuition of the heavy or

woiglitcd puUov ISf with the imkUcss lioistiiig-ropc L
and hoistiiig-wiicel K, substantially as hiMvin sliow n

and described, tliat is to say, in sui'h a way that the

axis of the suspeiuUnl lieavy pulh>y N may be in tlio

same vertical iilaiu- \viih the axis of tlie hoisting-

wheel K, as aiul Cor the puri>oscs set forth.

2. Tlie eoinbinalion and airaiigciiu iil oi' tlie rojio

C, giiidc-pullcv 1>. hirue iailli>y JO, giiidopulleys G
and 11, and Vvcight J, ^^nh each oilier, \\illi.tho
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hoisting:-wheel K, and waiter B, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

90,433.— Peter Gary, Coeyraans, N. Y.—
Hoisting-Attachment for Portable Morse-Power.—
May 25, 18(i9.

Claim.—In combination with a horse-power, the
hoisting-attachrnent herein shown and described

;

that is to say, the shaft A, with ratchet B, bars F.
and ropes (x, with the pawls and lever connected
tlierewith, arranged and operating for the purpose
set forth.

90, 4'24.—Theodore A. Case, Ellington, N. T.—Crearn-Pwvp.—May 25. 1869.
Claim:—The arrrangement of the elevated vessel

A, having the spout B. the tubular pendent exten-
sion G, the removable cylinder d, cairying the
strainer a and valve e and the piston-rod C and
valve-bucket h, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

90,425. — Albert Clark, Cadiz. Ohio.—Hay
Baker and Loader.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The chute A, supported on the supple-
mentary axle, and connected to the wagon-rack by

, means of the bars B, arranged as specified.
2. The combination with the jointed fingers of the

rods E, crank-sliaft E, handles &, spring-braces and
rake-head Gr, all substantially as specified.

90,426.—John L. Clark, Providence, R. I.—
Corpse-Preserver.—May 25, 1869.
Claim.— 1. A corpse-preserver, so constructed

that the box is detachable from the bottom. A, so
that the body may be laid out on the perforated plate
E, which rests on the bottom, without requiring it

to be at once placed into the box, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the separate bottom A and
perforated plate E, with the box B,. surrounded by
felt, the cover C and roof-shaped partition D, the
latter having the air-pipes «, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.

90,427.—Charles A. Condii;, Indianapolis, Ind.—Governor Stop-Valve for Steam-Engines. — May
25,. 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and airangement of the
valve-seat B, valve D, and steam-chamber C, with
the ports or spaces i and j,; formed by a series of
rings, connected by ribs, substantially as herein
shown and described.

90,428. —Abel Crook, New York, If. Y.—
Lamp.—May 25, 1869,

Claim.—1. The passages /and g, tubes a a. plate
&, provided with the elliptical opening c, and lateral
opening d, and the cone made in sections, when
constructed, arranged, and combined as set forth.

2. The plate &, constructed and adapted for shap-
ijig the inflo^\ing air. as described, and combined
with the tubes a a and the bm-ner, substantially as
specified.

90,429.—Reuben Dantels, Woodstock, Yt.—
Vegetable- Crusher.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Two or more crushing-rollers of different
diameters, provided with an equal number of ribs,
and arranged and operated in such a manner that
they shall mnke the same number of revolutions, and
the respt ctive rilis scrape or clean the opposite
roller -n-hde tlie fruit or other sub.stance is being
crushed between said ribs, sabstautially as specified:

90,430.—F. W. Dean, Tremout, lU.—Harness-
Buckle.—Mi\y 25, 1869.

Claim.—The hai-ness-buckle, consisting of the
metallic loop B, pi'ovided with the semicircular case
6, formed centrally upon its side, to receive and in-

close the curved pivoted tonjjue d, whose free end
engages with the edge of the slot e, formed in the
lower plate of the loop, all constructed as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

90,431 Levi Dedertck, ISTew York, N. Y.—
Hay and Cotton Press.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the chains and
barsF, with reference to the inner ends of the point-
ed levers E, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The arrangement of the jointed or flexible con-
necting-bars or chains G- and levers E, with refer-
ence to each other and the frame A, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

90,432.—Patrick S. Devlan, Jersey City, N.
J.—Railway Car Truck.—May 25, 1869.
Claim.—The double-fianged wheel D, when secured

to the axle B, at about the middle thereof, in combi-
nation with the central rail F, as and for the pur-
pose specified,

90,433.—A. S. DiNSMORE, New York, N. Y.—
Needle-Sharpener.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The needle-sharjiener, constructed as de-
scribed, of the plates A B, secured together by
screws, and having their upper proximate edges
beveled and roughened, one of said plates being
formed with the shoulder a, fitting over the bevel
upon the opposite plate, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

90,434.—TY. G-. DowD, Scranton, Pa.

—

Miners'
Lamp.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The wire C, bent over the outer edge of
the wick-tube B, with its outer portion sliding in the
guide, and its inner portion bent to form an eye, e,

to which are hung the fork gr, and plate h, all' con-
structed as described, for the purpose specified.

90,435.—William V. Dubois, Covington, Ind.,
assignor to himself and W. A. and J. G. Sangster,
same place.

—

Knitting-Machine Register.—^May 25,

1869.

Claim.—The herein-described arrangement of the
disk A, provided with the ratchet-teeth, the scale, the
pointer G, and the pins H, the oval plate C, grooved
table B, slide F, spring-pawl E, and the alarm-mech-
anism, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

90,436.—C. F. Dunderdale, New York, N. Y.—Carbureter.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pipe B, heater
C, pipe D, carbureting- vessel E, and pipe F, to con-
duct the carbureted air to tlie burner, with each
other and with an ordinarv gas-fixture, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. An arrangement of mechanism, by means of
which tlie air to be carbureted is heated by the
flame which it is designed to feed, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

90,437.—JohnL. Ellithorp and Peter Sloan,
Canajoharie, N. Y.— Coal-Sciittle.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A coal-scuttle, provided with a pivoted
hood, B, which has side-plates, b b, extending into

the scuttle, to prevent the lateral discharge of the
contents, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The pivoted hood B, whose sides work in sheaths
of the scuttle, substantially as herein set forth and
described, to operate as specified.

3. The hinged cover C, when arranged iu combi-
nation with the scuttle A and hood B, substantially
as herein set forth and described.

90,438.—Alpheus C.Ford, Lynn, assignor to

himself and Robert B. Swisher, Springville, Pa.,

and William C. Lakzelair, Blairstown, N. J.

—

Composition for Cleaning Marble, Stone, &c.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—An improved composition for cleaning
marble, stone, &c., formed of the ingredients and iu

the proportions and manner substantially as herein
described and set forth.

90,439. — L. P. Garner, Ashlaod, 'Pa.—Ooal
Breaker a7id Separator.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the perforated
spiked curb C, grate G, and ledge H, with reference

to the spiked breaker A and rotary screen I, as

herein described, for the purpose specified.
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2, The combination, with the curb C and station-

ary or rotary screen I, of the grate Gr, when arranged
substantially as specified,

3, The combination with the breaker A, of the
b]'eaker K and screen I, when arranged substantial-

ly as specified.

4, The spikes arranged in the recesses L, and
secured by the bolts M, substantially^ as specified.

90,440 David H. Geiger, St. Clair, Pa.—
Apparatus for Collecting and Forcing Gases from
Blast, Puddling, and other Furnaces.—May '25, 1869.

Claim.—]. A fan-blower, constructed with hol-

low shaft, arms, and wings, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. Circulating the heated gases and products of
combustion of blast-furnaces, or furnaces used for

other purposes, by passing them through a water-
Ijrotected fan-blower, substantially as described.

90,441.—F. A. Geisler. Bristol, E. l.—Revolv-
itig Christmas-Tree.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
shaft A with the shelves A', the frame composed of
the rods or posts C, cap D, base B, and wind-wheel
r, substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

90,442.—Kingston Goddard, Richmond, IsT. T.
—Detachable Calks for Horseshoes.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The detachable calk B, constructed and
secured to the shoe A, substantially in the man-
ner shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

90,443.—Solomon Gradenwitz, New York, N.
Y., assignor to B. Ollendorff, same place.

—

Com-
position for Making Imitation Ivory ^ Wood, Horn,
tf-c—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—\. A composition for making imitation
ivory, wood, jet, horn, and other similar articles,

which is compounded of the materials, in oi- about
the proportions and substantially in the manner
herein set fortli.

2. Grinding sawdust to an impalpable powder,
and adding it to pasty substances, to make them ap-

pear like wood, as set forth.

90,444.—"William Albert Gray, New York,
N. Y., assignor to J. Howard Wainwright, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Distilling and Producing
Fresh, Potable Water.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
ressel A, chambers C D, cooler ~F, and filter R, with
the tubes and parts connected therewith, substan-
tially as and for the pui'poses herein shown and de-
scribed.

90,445.—J. W. Groat, Fremont, Ohio.— Gas-
Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the tank A of a gas-ma-
chine, by means of a pipe, F, with the carbureter,
so that the gas-holder, wlien raised, will cause air to
be drawn through the carbureter into the tank, and
to absorb enough gasoline during such passage
through the carbureter as to be converted into illu-

minating-gas, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. Arranging an annular vessel, I, around the car-
bureter, snbritantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

3. Providing the porous column H within the car-

bureter G, HO that the gasoline may be exposed to
the action of the air that is draAvn throngli tlie cni'-

bureter, substantially as herein shown and do-

scribed.
4. A gas-machine, consisting of the tank A, gas-

holder B, pipe F, carl)areter G, porous column H, or
its equivalent, and Avciglit E, or its eciuivalent, all

made, conil)ined, and operating substantially usjiore-
in shown and described.

90,446.—Stephen J. Halstead, Margarottvillo
N. Y.—2Iorse-liake.~Mny 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the swinging-bnr J
with the rock-sliaft F, arm e, rod /, and rakohead,
nil arranged and operating so that the height of the
teeth above the ground, wliilo ruldng, can be regu-

lated at will, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

90,447.—Thomas Hardcastle, of the Brad-
shaw Works, near Bolton, England.

—

Composition
Bowl for Mangles, Washing-Machines, dc.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—1. The application of cocoa-nut fiber, or
coir, or other fibers of palm-trees, to the maniifac-
ture of bowls for starching and other mangles, wash-
ing-machines, squeezers, calenders, and other pur-
poses.

2. As new articles of manufacture, bowls or roll-

ers for washing-machines, mangles, and other pur-
poses, when provided with a covering- made of co-

coa-nut fiber, coir, or other fiber of palm-trees, as
set forth.

90,448.—Nathan Harper, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—
Blank for Pake and Hoe Combined.—May 25, 1869.

Claim:—The method, herein described, of forming
a combined hoe and rake from one piece of metal,
for the purpose specified.

90,449.—Elihu Hoag, Coxsackie, N. Y.—Ad-
justable Bed-Bottom.—Mnj 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cams F, shaft G,
ratchet-wheel I, and lever-pawl J, with the movable
hinged part E of the bed- bottom, and with the side-

rails C of the bedstead, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,450.—James Howard and Edward Tenney
BousFiELD, Bedford, England.

—

Steatn- Generator.
—May 25, 1869.

Claim..—1. The construction and arrangement of
the veiiical and horizontal tubes, and the conical-

screwed nozzles E and F, substantially as described.
2. The zigzag pipes T>, arranged with reference to

each other and the upiier ends of the vertical tubes,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the supports a, of the tubes
A, and the division-plates G, arranged ^^•ith refer-

ence to the vertical pipes, substantially as herein
described.

90,451.—John E. Hunter, Mechanicsburgh, as-

signor to himself and T. Martin, Catawba, Ohio.

—

Corn-Shock Bi7ider.—M.a.y 25, 1869.

Claim.—The ratchet-wheel D, spring-bolt F, G,
and cap E, in combination with the pointed crank-
shaft A C, plate B, and cord H, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

90,452.—Enos B. Johnson, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Drawer for Furniture, die.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of tlie shaft C, gear-
wheels D, and toothed racks E, with the drawer B
and frame A, as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

90,453.—John Keane, New York, assignor to
himself and George H. Brown, Milbrook, Wash-
ington Hollow, N. Y.— Water-Closet Apparatus.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A supply water cock or valve, A, ope-
rated by means of a pinion or sector-rack, in com-
bination with a rotarding-cjlinder, arrang'od sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of tlie lovers F and K M'ith tho
projections t and u and latch v, and tho rctardiug-
cylinder .T, all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as herein shown and deseribed.

3. The corabinntion of the arm I)', slide R, and
latch V, substantially as and for tho pui-pose speci-

fied.

4. Tho combinati(m of the spring J, levers F and
K, pin D, sect(n'E, oylindor .T, with its piston and
rod y, and latch v, arranged and oiieniting substan-

tially as and for tho purposes set forth.

90,454.—-TosRiMi J. LovELL, Now York. N. Y.,

assignor to himself and Gfok'gk W. "Millar, same
\)hw\\—Eavcs-rrotvctor.—^VA\ 25, I8(!!i.

Claim.— \\\ adjusta))le esives protector, for hoist-

ing hose upon roofs, constructed su!istautial!y as

herein described.
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90,455.—Thomas E. Lutner, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—Crank-Axle for Wagons.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Cranked axles for Tragous, having the
vertical portions d thereof reduced ill the direction
of the length of the axle, and widened correspoud-
iuglv in tlie direction transversely to the said vertical
ibai'ts, substantially as and for the purpose described.

90,456.—XathAX P. Maker, Providence, E.. I.

—Drop-Press.—liLsiy 25, 1869.
Claim.—The bed for drops, trip-hammers, Sec,

consisting of the fixed base A, provided with the
semi-spherical cavity, and the plate C, provided vrith

the semi-sphei'ical projection D, and adjusted by
means of the set-screws a or b, in combination witii
the oscillating-fi-ame B. and the hammer, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

90,45r—G. B. Massey, Xew York, X. Y.—
Measuring-Funnel.—Max 25, 1869.
Claim.—In combination with a funnel, the per-

forated cylinder H. float I, valve B, and revolving-
wheel J, constructed, ai-ranged, and operated sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the pm-poses
set forth.

90,458.—Fraxcis Mills. Mount Vernon, Ind.—Device for Setting Wagon-Tires.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The table B, provided with the rollers F,
and arranged on the journals C, in the framing A,
the pin D^ adjustable in the block H, the segmental
block E. adjustable by means of the slotted bar B,
and tlie trough G-, connected to the projecting ends
of the sills of ti-ame A, as and for the purpose herein
described.

90,459. — J. A. MiN-ER and H. J. Torrey,
VTeUsvLlle, X. Y.

—

Stove-Fipe Shelf and Oven.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A stove-pipe shelf, composed of the
two parts A B, and provided with the.hooks C, lugs
D. and the central recesses, all substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination with a shelf, constructed as
described, of the cover I, substantially as specified.

3. The combination with the shelf, constructed as
described, of the sectional collars E, arranged as
specified.

90,460.—Abel Morrall, Studley, England.

—

Seu'ing-Xeedle.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
hand-sewing needle a, having the lower portion of
the eye b enlarged, the upper^lortion, c, reduced, and
the point of communication between b and c pro-
vided with a narrow neck, d, as herein described, for

the purpose specified.

90,461.—SAiiUEL Prettymax Mujeford and
John Walis, Greenwich, England.

—

Machine for
I>rcssing Millstones.—May 25, 1869.

Claim. — The improved millstone-dressing ma-
chine, composed of the vertical shaft b, arranged to

rotate in the vertical axis of the stone, and provided
wirh the arm C and sliding tool-holder, actuated as

set forth, all substantially as and for the pnrpose set
forth.

90,462.—Ira A. Xewhall, Crooked Creek, Pa.—Washing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the roller-fi-ames B,
pivoted, belott- their centerS. to the side of the box
A, the end strips C having their lower ends beveled,
and the frame D, provided with two rows of rollers

d^, all arranged and operating as described, for the
pui'pose specified.

90,463.—L. D. Pitcher, Pitcherville, Jll.—May
and 7\£anure Fork.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A hay and manm'e lork, consisting of the
sheet-metal tines, fitted over the cross-bar B and un-

der the head C, and of the handle A, fitted over the

head C and under the bars B, substantially as herein
shown and described, all arranged as specified.

90,464.—Fea>'CI3 Raith, Calumet, Mich. ; as-

signs one-third to Edmund F. Kkellwitz, same
place.

—

Coal-Stove.—May 25, 1669.

Claim.—The stove, consisting of the three com-
partments BCD, and provided with the pipes / E,
and spiral annular pipes F, and with the pipes (x. A,
and I, aU aiTanged, combined, and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

90.465.—"William C. Bice, Oquawka, HI.—
Paddle-Wheel.—yisij 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the eccentric hoop
a. eccentric ring &, arms D, and cranks d. with the
shaft A and wheel B E C, as herein described, for

the purpose specified.

90,466.—A^-DREW Sheline, Edon, Ohio.— TTagr-

on-Sea^-May 25, 1869.

Claim.—An improved seat, formed by the com-
bination of the upper part A, lower part B, slides or
bars C, levers D. and coiled springs E. with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

90,467. — J. M. Shlxk, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

Washing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The board E,' when pivoted at its tipper
end, and connected to the crank-shaft D at the same
point, by means of the pitman H, in combination
with the boai-d B, also connected to the crank-shaft
D, all operating as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

90,468 J. C. Smith, Mahanov, Pa.— TTater-

TT/iceL-May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Spiral buckets, whose bottom edges ex-
tend in radial lines ii-om the hub, about one-third
their lengths, and then change into curves as they
approach the periphery, and whose top edges are ra-

dial lines, the length of which exceeds the radial

length of the bottom edges, in proportion to the
thickness of the wedge-shaped piece cut from the in-

ner side of the outer rim, as described.

90,469.—TViLLLiM H. Snyder, Phelps, N. Y.—
Wo.ter-Wheel.—^aj 2o. 1869.

Claim.—The hollow bucket F, of triangular form,
the base whereof is in excess, so as to form an ex-

ternal lip or point on the periphery, all substantially

as described.

90,470.—L. H. SouLE, Mount Morris, N. T.—
Yelocipede.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the.re'ar wheels H H to piv-

oted levers J, that can be swung apart or together,

for the piu'pose of allowing the wheels to be brought
apai't or together, substantially as herein shown and
descril)ed.

2. The combination of the wheels H H with the
hinged plates I. bars J, braces K, and levers L, all

arranged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. Connecting the braces K by means of a pin, e,

which has a forked or slotted part, /'. that embraces
the reach D, as set forth, for the purpose of control-

ling the position of the rear wheels, as specified.

4. In combination with the foregoing, the rods F
F, provided with the foot-rests c c, and connected
with the pivoted steering-lever E. having projecting

handles, and with the cranks of the driving-axle, all

arranged and combined as herein described, for the

pm'pose specified.

90,471.—John Stark, Thomasville, Gsl.—Au-
tomatic Dough-Raiser.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The can B, when provided with an ad-

justable cover. D, which can he moved np and down
by means of or on a screw or rod, C, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The lug h and the rod or, having the head/, and
the spring i, for closing the" end of the pipe F or H,
when arranged in combination with the lever G, for

opening the said pipe, as set forth.

3. The automatic dough-raiser, cotisisting of the

pad A, can B, cover D, and screw or rod C. in com-
bination with the cover E, pipe F or H, sliding pipe-

compresser g, and lever Gr. all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The devise set forth in the foregoing clause, in

combination with the vessel I and siphon J, arranged
and operating as set forth.
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90,472.—Richard E.. Sylands, Millburn, N". J.,

assignor to himself and John S. Eeeve, same place.

Submerged Gentrifugal Pulp-Washer.—May 25,

1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with a paper or pulp en-

gine, the revolving sieve or perforated disk F, ar-

ranged in the bottom of the engine, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The washing-vessel B, in combination witb a

revolving sieve, arranged substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement shown and described, (or any
equivalent arrangement,) whereby a sieve or perfo-

rated disk or screen may be revolved, so as to dis-

charge the water and impurities from the bottom of

a puip-engine.

90,473.—J. Newton Thatcher, Martinsburgh,
W. Ya.— Carriage-Jack.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the stand A, hav-
ing an elongated foot, of the lever D, notched hold-

ing-bar Gr, and loop F, all substantially as specified.

90,474.—"William Veber, Jr., Shingle Creek,
N. Y.

—

Knife for Paring Vegetables, &c.—May 25,

1869.
Claim.—The vegetable-knife, constructed as de-

scribed, with the curved bits A B, of unequal lengths,

formed in continuation of the edge and back, as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

90,475. — Edward Wiard, Louisville, Ky.—
Plow.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The standard B, mold-board C, and re-

cessed landside-support D, all cast in one piece, in
combination with the landside E, when secured to

the recessed support D by means of the hook a and
single bolt b, all arranged as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

90,476.— Isaac Adams, Jr., Boston, Mass.

—

Mode of Melting, Casting, and Hardening Nickel.—
May 25, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combining of nickel with silica or
carbon, or botli, for the purpose of making it harder,
increasing its fusibility, and giving it qualities wbich
enable it to be used in casting.

90,477. —John B. Aikin, Somerton, Ohio.—
Boot- Crimper.—May 25, 1869.

Claim,,—1. The bent rod N, having the part ar-

ticulated to it, as shown at o, and adapted to be at

tached to the criraping-board by means of the pin m,
rack m', and hook P, substantially as and for the
j)urposes set forth.

2. In combination with slide F, wheels G g, and
crank o', the bent rod J, having the notch at its up-
per end, and adapted to operate in connection with
the stop t, attiiched to the crimping-board, substan-
tially as and for the ))urposes specified.

3. The combination of the spring-standard D with
the nut c, screw-rod C, and movable jaw B', when
employed in a boot crimper, substantially as aoad for
the ijurposes set forth.

90,478.- John Alexander, Greenpoint, and
Nathaniel J. Burchell, New Tork, N. Y.—Iron
Front for Buildings.—May 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—In the ornamentation and protection of
the walls of ))uildings, the plates A A, with their in-

ward-projecting flanges, bolted or riveted togetlier in
the manner described, and attached or fastened to
the walls by moans of the metnilic hooks or rods a,

and the eyes formed on the inner sides of the outer
plates, all c(»nstrueted and arranged substantially in

the manner and for the purpose herein described.

90,479.—Cyrus W. Baldwin, Boston, Mass.—
Fluid-Meter.—May 25, ] 869.

Claim.—1. In a liquid- motor, in which an elastic
diapliragin is oTti ployed for tlio purpose specified, tlie

improved constrnction of such meter, wlu^rohy nearly
the entire sni'races or area of sucli diapliragm are
covered, at each oxtromoof its niovomont, by a i)or-

tion or i)()rtions of tlie case of tlie instrnnicut, and
by a disk or grating, the same being for the i)nr-
poso of compelling a uniform action of tlie diaphragni,
under all (H)nditions, willi resulting Advantages be-
loro stated.

2. In combination with the elastic diaphragm of
a liquid-meter, of the class before alluded to. the fora-
minous disks cc', when connected with and operating
the valve or valves of such meter, and when also act-
ing as a stop or abutment to determine a uniform
operation of the diaphragm, for the purpose before
set forth and explained.

3. The levers d d', when pivoted to the case G, and
combined with the diaphragm C and disks c c', to
operate the valve Q, substantially in manner and for
the purpose as before explained.

4. The arrangement of the inlets, and the general
conduit or passage M, in connection with the valve
Q and the ports NOP, whereby a liquid-meter may
possess several points of ingress and departiu'e for
liquid, substantially as before premised.

90,480. — Edwin P. Ball, Chicopee, Mass.—
Steam-Engine. —May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The primary valve I, with the ports &,

&', and &2, the intennediate valve B^, with the ports
in the cylinder B, and the piston A', with the ports
a and a), said valves and piston operating to control
each other in their movements, substantially as here-
in described.

2. The primary valve I in connection with the ports
b, b^, and b^, and the port c'^, all operating to cause
the intermediate valve B* to perform two distinct

movements during its entire upward stroke, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The devices for regulating the passage of the
exhaust steam from out the ends of the cylinder B, so
that the intermediate valve B* may operate fast

or slow during each sti'oke, substantially as herein
described.

4. The exhaust-apertures x and x^, in the cylinder
B, in connection with small ports c"* and c^, for the
purpose of retaining the intermediate valve B^ in its

proper position while at rest, at each end of its stroke

,

substantially as herein described.
5. The primary valve I, with the ports b, b^, 6^ and

&*, the intermediate valve B*, with the ports c^ and c^,

and the piston A\ with the ports a and a', all con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

90,481.—Darius Banks, New York, N. Y.—
Friction- Clutch.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the loose pidley B,
provided with the friction-hub C, the shell L, ar-

ranged loosely on the pipes A, the clamping-levers E,
pivoted to said shaft, and the fjonical hub G, sliding

thereon and operated by the hand-lever H, all the
parts being constructed, arranged, and oj)erating as
set forth.

90,482.— Henry Barth, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Feed-Table for Printing-Presses.—May 25, ]8(>9.

Claim.—1. The provision of a finger or fingers, E,
bent or inclined upward from the delivery- edge of a
paper-feed board, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. A feed-board. A, having fingers E, and capa-
ble of being set to any desircct augie, substantially as

described.

90,483.—F. H. Bartholomew, New York, N.
Y.—Automatic Yalve.—May 25, 18()9.

Claim.—The lift-valve F' eonstruetod to operate
in connection Avith an iidot, 15, and outlets Cand D,
to the valve-box A, substantially as licreiu described,

whereby, on a valve («- faucet l)oing opened to estab-

lish a drain through the upjior oii'tl(>t D, supply of

the fluid is automatically cut otf ivom the lower out-

let C, substantially as specified.

90,484.—John F. Bartlrtt, Wiustcd, Conn.—
Lamp-Chimnoj.—'May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Tl:o chimney above doseribod. coiisistiiij;

substantially of the tube A, fraiiio-work B, and glass

sections C, substantially as described.

90,485.-8. T. Beach, Seymour, Conn.— 7;t7^

Awl.—Miw 25, 1869.

Claim.—A belt -awl. constrncttMl with a slittod

sliank-(>n(l, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.
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90,486.—Xelsox TV. Beckwtth, McDonouah,
X. Y.—Hot Closet for Stove-Pipei^.—^i^aj 25. 1869.

Claim.—A hot closet, constructed in sections, and
provided with clauiping--devices, for attachment to

a stove-pipe, substantially as herein described.

90,487.—"WiLLiAJi Bellows, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Lathe-Chuck.—:M.ay 25. 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
slidiug-bed. right and left hand screvr, and jaws A
and B, substantially in the manner specified, and for
the purposes set tbrth.

90,4S8.—Andrew C. Black, Kaukauna, "Wis.
—Plow-Clearer.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lever L. cord c, spring D, cord e. and stop B, in the
manner and for the purpose described.

90,489.—P. J. Boris, Boston, Mass.— Yeloci-
pede.-'^aj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the leader-wheel
of a velocipede, whose steering-wheel is in the rear,

the frame A', adjustable about its axis, and carrying
the foot-driven cranks, geared to the main axle,"sub-
tially as described.

2. In combination witli the adjusting-bar m, the
brake t, arranged to be operated substantially as de-
scribed.

90,490.—Branson Breeder, Lexington, Va.

—

Washing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The washing-machine herein described,
consisting essentially of the furnace H, rotary tub
A, cog-rim a. gear B, crank and shaft C C, peg-
ged or toothed cylinder C, beaters D. provided at

theii' upper ends with weights W W^ W^, the plate

G, and lever L, aU constructed and arranged in the
manner and for tlie purpose specified.

90,491.—Webb Broomhall, Circleville, Ohio,
assignor to. himself and Acker King, same place.

—

Coffin.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the flanged pieces
a a' with the flauiicd and slotted pieces bb', as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the foregoing with the hook
and eye d d', substantially as described,

90,49-2.—George "W. Brown, Galesburgh, 111.—Machine for Bending Metals Edgewise.—May 25,

1869.
Claim.—1. The turning-piece D, having its nar-

row chamber D^, and the provision, G, for securing
the material when in a straight form, with the con-
centric part A', and its groove B, arranged to

operate on straight, thin pieces of material, and to

bend them edgewise by the turning of the part D,
substantially and in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The thin grooved wheel H, an-anged, as repre-
sented, relatively to the thin chamber B in the part
A', and the thin chamber D^ in the part D, for the
purposes herein set forth.

3. The stop I, operated, as represented, and ar-

ranged to serve relatively to the cliamber D^, and to

the bender D and its connections, substantially in

the manner and for the pui'pose herein shown and
described.

90,493.—Hiram L. Brot\^' and Calvin P.
Bkown, Manchester, N. Y.

—

Machine for Distribut-
ing Guano.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a hopper, A, hav-
ing at the bottom orifices A', the fingers B^. and bar
B, ari'anged in relation to the hopper, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The jointed lever, constructed substantially as

shown and. described.

90,494. — John Burt, Detroit, Mich.—Manu-
facture of Iron.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of " cmde bloom,"
by mixing the molten or cast metal and oxidizing or
oai'bonizing agents emploved in a closed or open
crucible or mold, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. Maintaining the heat in the crucible during the

formation of the "crude bloom," by heating the
same externally, or by mixing suitalile heating-
agents with the mass within the crucible, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The employment, in the manufacture of the
"crude bloom,"' of a closed reversible ci'ucible or
mold, to effect the thorough mixture of the ingre-
dients placed within it, substantially as set forth

4. The mixture, within a closed or open crucible, of
the molten cast-metal with a mixture of oxides, fine

cast or wrought scrap and carbons, for the purpose
of increasing the quantity of the metal in the " crude
bloom," substantially as herein set forth.

90,495.—M. E. Burtless. Seneca Falls, N. Y.—Ditching-Machine.—May 25. 1869.

Claim. —A ditching-machine, composed of the
frame A, clevis-bar B. adjusting-wheels C, with
bearings D, screw E, scoop G, coulters 1 1, and ad-
justable mold-board K, the whole aiTauged as de-

scribed, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

90,496.—.J. 'W. Bters, Mechanicsburgh, Pa.—
Farm -Gate.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described gate, consisting of
the horizontal bars A A, (fcc, pivoted within the
uprights B. C, and D, and provided with the diago-
lal brace G, pivoted at its Wwer end to the lower
bar, and secm'ed at its upper end to upper bar, by
means of the pin g, substantially as shown, and for

the purpose set forth.

90,497.-"Wellington Campbell, Millburn, N.
J.

—

Composite Paper for Hangings and for other
Purposes.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A paper, having adjacent stamps of its

breadth of different strength, each strip of greater
strength being produced by combining, with the
damp sheet of paper material, a damp strip of paper
material of the required breadth, and by consolidat-

ing the whole by pressure, the article produced con-
stituting a new article of manufacture.

90,498.—Le\t Chapman, ]Srew York. X. Y.—
Handle for Umbrellas and Canes.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The handle, formed of a plastic compo-
sition, pressed to shape around a tubular metallic
socket, that receives the cane or stick, as and for

the purposes set forth.

90,499.—Edwin Chester:.l\n, Tremont, ^N". Y.—Insole for Boots and Shoes.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. An insole, made of leather, supported
on strips or bearings of rubber, constructed and
aiTanged in the maimer and for the purpose set

forth.
2. An insole, formed of a suitable material per-

vious to air and moisture, supported upon bearings
of a water proof or non-absorbent material, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as described, for

the purpose specified.

90,500.—Charles B. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Blind-Hinge.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The locking-tongue d, recess /. incline e'

and i, and oval hole g. arranged and combined to

operate as herein described.

90,501.— Francis Clausen, San Francisco,
Ca\.—Belt-Buckle.—May 25, Lti69.

Claim.—The projecting lip a, fixed relatively to

the plate of the buckle, and provided with short or

friction teeth, in combination with the smooth, vi-

brating, slotted bar b, arranged to press the ribbon
against said teeth, substantially as described.

90,502.—Benjamin P.. Cole, Buffalo, jS". Y.—
Water-Closet.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement,
with the side lever C, of the auxiliary lever I,

weighted connection M, and push-rod k, operated by
seat L, substantially as set forth.

2. The segment P, fulcrum-standard 'J, and lever

I. provided with slot n, and notches s, for rendering
the lever adiustable, and securing it in place, all

arranged and combined as set forth.
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90,503.—Geokge IST. CoivrPTON, Canton, Ohio.—
Spring-Whiffletree.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar arrangement of the cen-
ter-bar A A, end levers B B, and spring K, the sev-

eral parts being combined substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The center-bar A A, composed of the two parts

A A, constructed and united as shown, when said

parts form both the center-bar of the whiffletree and
a box which incloses tlie draught-spring K and inner
ends of levers B B, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

3. The scales N N, on the levers B B, when used
in combination -with pointers O on the center-bar
A A, for the purpose of indicating the amount of

draught applied to the whiffletree, substantially as

and for the purpose herein specified.

4. The stop-pins E E, when used in combination
with the levers B B and spring K, substantially as

and for the purpose herein specified.

5. The improved spring-whiffletree herein de-

scribed, composed of the center-bar A A, with cen-
ter-pin D, stop-pins E E, axial pins F F, points O,
and spring K, clevis C, draught-levers B B, with
scales N N, and trace-hooks H H, the several parts
being constructed, combined, and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

90,504.—John J. Cowell, Newark, N. J.

—

Hinge and Spring Combined.—May 25, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement, with the casing A, shaft

C, and spring D, of the arms E, and F, and rod or
link G, so as to form a combined hinge and spring,

or spring alone, substantially as herein set forth.

90,505.—John H. Crane and Chakles "W.
Ckane, Charlestown, Mass.— Process of Making
Ornamental Signs, &o.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The process described for the manufac-
ture of signs, (fee. and as a new mauufactui'e, signs,

&c., produced by the described process.

90,506.—Benjamin Crawford, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Steain- Generator.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A steam-generator, constructed of
nests of tubes, tlie ends of which are secured in boxes
or chests, such chests communicating directly with
one another, substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

2. Boxes or chests, each containing a plurality of
tubes, and constructed with removable doors, sub^
stantiallyin the manner herein described.

3. The water-reservoir I>r, connected with the
steam-drum S, or other part, in combination with
the inclined tubes of the generator, substantially as
described.

4. The diaphragm E, in combination with the in-

clined tubes, and the chimney D of the generator,
all arranged substantially as herein specified.

5. The combination of the mud-weU M, inclined
tubes G, chambers S and N , and boxes J e, substan-
tially as herein specified.

90,507.—C. O. Crosby, New Haven, Conn.—
Sewing-Machine for Making Boots and Shoes.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertical last-carrying spindle F^ in

the carriage F, and arranged to move in the swinging-
frame F', whereby a universal movement may be im-
parted to the said last, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the mechanism of the first

clause of claim, the former e, for coiiti'oUiug tiie

movement of the last-carrying spindle, substantially
as set fortli.

3. The reciprocating bar T', with one or more in-

clines, T, in combination with the la8t-sup]>ortiiig

spindle, carried in a swinging-frame, so as to holil

the said spindle in the required position vertically,
substantially as set fortli.

4. The aJjtistable stationary guide L, in combina-
tion with the niecihaiiism of tlie first cbuise of claim,
so as to govern tlie extent of tiie vertical movement
of the last-supporting spin(ll(\ carrying the boot or
shoe being sewed, substantially as set forth.

90,508.-C. O. CJrosuy, New Haven, Conn.—
Machine for Making Tatting.—Mi\y 25, 18G9.

Claim.—1. In a machine ior making tatting, the

eye-pointed needle, when provided with a reed-finger,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set ibrth.

2. The hook or looper, constructed as described,
with the notch 13 at its base, so as to operate in the
manner specified.

3. The combination of the needle and looper, both
constructed as described, and operating together
substantially as set forth.

4. The needle-operating devices, arranged and op-
erating as described, so that the needle may be
gradually depressed, and at the proper time be ope-
rated to beat up, substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

5. In combination with a needle and hook, operat-
ing in the manner described, the jaws L, arranged
and operated as specified, so as to grasp and hold the
work, substantially as set forth.

6. In combination with the needle and hook, op-
erating as described, the warp-thread carriers 1, 2, 3,

more or less in number, and arranged so as to pre-
sent the proper threads at the required instant, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

7. In combination with the needle and hook, op-
erating as described, the arrangement of mechanism
for letting off the warp-threads as required, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,509.— Joseph Davidson, Xenia, Ohio.

—

Dough-Mixing Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A dough-mixing machine, consisting
of the cylinder A. having a shaft, C, with radial

T-headed arms attached, and provided with an
opening, K, and slide, J, communicating with a con-
ical receiver, D, having a screw, E, tlierein, mount-
ed on a shaft, F, the whole constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the cylinder A and the con-
ical or tapering receiver D, with screw E mounted
therein, when arranged with a communicating open-
ing, K, provided with slide J, substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,510.—Miles B. Dodge, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Ore- Crusher.—May 25, ]869.

Claim.—The application of soft wrought-iron
faces to the rollers of a quartz-crusher, as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

90,511.—David Donalds, New York , N. Y.—
Sad-iron.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The scre-n- g and wheel h, in combination
with the jaw e, handle c, rib b, and iron a, the parts
being constructed as and for the purposes specified.

90,512.—Solomon H. Dwight, Decatur, 111.,

and Calvin "Wells, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Compound
Mold-Board for Plows.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A mold-board for plows, made of steel,

welded between two plates of iron, tiien properly
shaped and hardened, and afterward so ground as to

remove the iron from one side and expose a facing
of steel, all substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

90,513.—Zebina Eastman, Chicago, Jl\.—Run-
ning-Oear of Street-Cars.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—in combination with the reach a, and
crossed diagonal reaches & i), the center-bolt c, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,514. — Ernest Edwards, Firs "Willesden,

Great Britain.

—

Photographic Printing.—May 25,

1869.

Claim.—Gelatine, gum, albumen, fil)rino. andsucli
like organic; substances, prepared and rendered in-

Rolublc! substantially as herein deseriluMl, wlien em-
ployed for tlie purp"ose of receiving, daring the pro-

cess of washing, and ot subsequently permaiiontly

retaining, gelatine photographs.

90,515.—AiUAL Ei.LiOT, South Wolfborongh,
N. 11.— Construction of Ucverbcratori/ and Jlelting

Furnaces.—Mav 25, 18t>9.

Claim.— I. Tlie inaini(>r of arranging tlie hot-air

iiipes, for lieating tlie blast longitudinally in aehniu-

ber under tiie hearth, so as to reeeiv(>. and in thi.s

manner utilize, the whole wubto heat of the I'urimco
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through their entire length, and Tvhieh chamber
formsa part or continuation of the main flue, and
entirely incloses the heating-pipes.

2. The construction and arrangement of the two
parts a and c, combined with the coal-hopper or
reservoir, operating for the purpose and in the man-
ner substantially as described.

3. The construction of the auxiliary grate, ar-

ranged and combined with the bridge-wall b and the
main gTate a, so as to prepare the fuel, and also pnsh
it forward when required, and distribute it upon the
main grate, substantially as described.

4. The slotted plate and slide g g^ g^, by which
the separate chamber under a'rate c is provicled, and
by and through which the admission of the hot air

from the blast, under grate c, may be regulated, in
the manner and tor the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

90,516.—Matthew H. Eairchild, IsTewtown,
Conn.

—

Horn Comb.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—In the manufacture of horn combs, con-
structing the back with the tAvo parts a and d, of the
form described, with the groove c between, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

90,517.—Hexrt Felthoff and Lucas D.Tixg-
LEY, Prince TTilliam, Ind. — Ditching-Machine.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spade-wheel S, in combination
with standards C and M, slides F and L, and ad-
justing bolts and tops a', z, and c, and pins t, all sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The crant P and lever Q, in combination with
the scraper u, substantially in the manner and for
the pm-pose herein set forth.

90,518.—Charles E. Fisk, Xew York, jST.T.-
Printers' iSheais.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with printers' shears or
rule-cutter of otherwise ordinary construction, the
miter-cutter a, with corresponding indentation a',

and the gauge or holder b. substantially as described
and for the purposes specified.

90,519.—Henrt G.Fiske, Spring-field, Mass.—
Apparatus for Lighting Gas.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the electro-mag-
net, having the extension-poles C passing through a
non-magnetic substance, with the armatm-e operat-
ing within a chamber, in the manner substantially as
described.

2. An apparatus for letting on and lighting gas by
electricity, consisting of the two poles C of a horse-

shoe magnet, brought within a chamber and operat-

ing the valve, the insulator E', burner, and one or

more insulated lighting-wires b, all constructed and
operating substantially as herein described and speci-

fied.

90,520.—SA3ruEL Gaxtz, Beaver Creek, Md.

—

Mop-Read.—1A?L\ 25, 1869.

Claim.—The mop-head above described, consist-

ing essentially of the handle A, fixed jaw B, movable
jaw C, having a slot, m, slightly larger than the
handle A, auttrod D, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

90,521.—^Bexjamix George George, London,
Eualand.

—

Machinery for Bronzing Printed Work.
—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. Fitting to the distributing roller or
rollers or brush or brushes of broiizing-machines, a
spreader, for the purpose set forth.

2. Throwing the bronze-distribnters and the clear-

ing-brush and polisher out of action, in the manner
and for the pm'pose above described.

90,522.—TTashevGTOX L. Gilrot, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Implement for Cutting Green Corn from the

Cob.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—An implement consisting of the shell A
B, provided with a series of cutters, D, and a springy
bar, E. constructed and combined together, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

90,523.—JoHX H. Goodfellow, Troy, X. Y.—
Filtering-Funnel.—May 25, 1869.

Claim. — The filtering-funnel, provided with
springs C, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

90,524.^J0HX H. Goodfellow, Troy, N. Y.,
assienor to himself and E. S. Goodfellow, same
place.— Coal-Stove.—:iJiaj 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. The air-chamber formed in the upper
part of the stove by the combination of the perfo-
rated inverted conical plate X, dished plate M, and
pipe L, with each other, and with the top and sides

of the case C, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The plate E, in combination with the outer case
C, inner perforated case A, plate F, and base H of
the stove, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, to produce the arrangement of the flues D
G I, herein set forth.

3. The fire-box A, having the perforations a in its

side, and lined with the fire-brick B, perforated with
holes corresponding with those in the fire-box, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

90,525.—George "W. Gregory, Watertown, N.
Y.—Metal Pulley-Block.—^Haj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A ptilley-wheel, made or cast in two
parts, and having secui-ed between its parts strips of
lead, or equivalent material, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. A pulley-wheel, having attached thereto the

bearing-hubs, made hollow, and provided with inlet

and otitlet passages for oU. substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a divided frame and swivel,
consti-ucted as described, with a wheel having a
grooved lining, as described.

4. The combination of a divided ft-ame and swivel,
as described, with a wheel, and means tor lubricat-

ing and packing- the bearings of the same, substan-
tially as set forth.

90,526.—Henry Gross. Middletown, Pa.—Ma-
nui'e Hook or Drag.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. Locking tlie tine-shaft of a manure-
drag- by means of a trap-lever plate, Avhen the same
is hing'ed to the main beam, and works in a recess
formed in the upper surface of the same, substan-
tially as described, as and lor the purpose specified.

2.' The trap-lever plate C and handle E, when the
same are arranged in combination with a tine-shaft,

D, having ears d d, substantially as described, as and
for the purposes specified.

90,527.-Hexry Gross. Middletown, Pa.—ilfa-
nure Hook or Drag.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The yoke oi* staple B, having a recess,

b, when the same is in combination with the lever D,
spring E, and ratchet-arm F, sub.stantially as de-

scribed, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The tine-shaft H. having ears h' h', when the
same is in combination with the handles C C, hav-
ing recesses c' c', substantially as described, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

3. The combination of the handles C C, yoke or
staple B, lever D, spring E, arm F, and shaft H,
when the whole is so arranged as to operate sub-

stantially as described, as and for the pm-pose
specified.

90,528.—Julius Gutmaxx, Berlin, Prussia.

—

Se wing-Machine.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.— i. The rotai-y and vertically reciprocat-

ing needle-bar C. having two or more needles, sul>

stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the mechanism
for operating the bar a, substantially as set forth.

3. In combination with the tubular needle-bar C,'

the separating-finger/, for the two threads, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. 'The movable finger c, in combination with the
supporting-table, operating substantially 'as de-

scribed, so as to form a guide for the work.
5. In combination with the finger c, the lever T,

an-anged so as to ai-rest the feed, substantially as set

forth.

90,529.—Lewis A. Haen-es, "Wakefield, Md.—
Time-Lock.—May -2.5. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft 8 with
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the pinion F, pulley i, and springs, all constructed

and arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

2. The barn and rod I, arranged in relafciou to the

lever L, substantially as shown and described.

90,530.—William Hall, Jr., ISTortli Adams,
Mass.—Skati7ig Bod and /SiooZ.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The rod A, when constructed as de-

scribed, and provided with seat B, strap C, and foot

D, and operating substantially as and for the pur-

poses set ibrth.

90,531.—Daniel Halladay and Burton BT.

EUGGLES, Batavia, IW.—Iron Grinding-Plate.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—The method of constructing grinding-

plates with tlieir upper and under surfaces serrated,

substantially as described, and for the purposes here-

inbefore specified and set forth.

90,532. — John Hamilton, L. E. Hanson,
G-EOiiGE W. Hamilton, and Joseph Hamilton,
"Wheeling, W. Ya.—Ore-Crusher.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim,—The arrangement herein described of the

arms I, secured to the upright shaft, the braces KK,
extending out beyond the wheels, the rods L L on
the axle G-, and the detachable sleeves H H, for

keeping the wheels in place, all constructed and op-

erated in the manner set forth.

90,533.—"William Hauris, Washington, Mo.

—

Machine for Threading Hods, Bolts, c&c.—May 25,

1869.
Claim. -:-T\\e improved screw-cutting machine

herein described, having frames A and C, wheels D,
G, and H, and tbe txftadrangular opening s, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

herein specified.

90,534.—John J. Harris, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself, Eichard Morgan, and John
Gayso.—Saiving-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Connecting the two driving-wheels of a
sawing-machiue by a slotted pitman, which acts

upon and is guided by a shaft passing horizontally
through it, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

90,535.—Thomas C. Hargrave, Boston, Mass.
— Water-Meter.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A rolling or sliding counterbalance-
weight, G, in combination with the oscillating meas-
uring-chambers EC, operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. The measuring-chambers B C, balanced upon a
hollow tube or axis, D, provided with ports, through
which the liquid is received, in combination with" a
rolling or sliding counterbalance weight, G, and the
casing A, substantially as set forth.

3. The valves k, and stationary stops I, in com-
bination with the oscillating measuring-chambers B
C, and a rolling or sliding counterbalance-weight, G,
operatiug substantially as described.

90,538.—EussELL Hathaway, Jr., and Joel
D. Stetson, Fair Haven, Mass., assignors to the
American Tack Company, same place.

—

Machine
for Finishing Galvanized Tacks.—May 25, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. A machine so constructed tliat articles

that have been dipped in tin, lead, zinc, &.C., may
be freed from the superlluous metal adhering to
them, by being thrown violently against some sur-

face, substantially as herein set fortli.

2. The arrangeuKMit of the friune A, cylinder B,
vertical plate C, and inclined plates D and F, sub-
stantially as shown aiul described.

3. Tiie arrangement of the horizontal shaft I, mi-
ter-wheels H and J, vertical shaft L, disk M, and
hopper 0, all substantially as shown and described.

90,537—John H. Helm, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Coal-Stove.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie circidar, bottle-shaped shell A, with
openings B, extending around its base

;
guides C,

vertically moving doors I), snpporting-ringG, stand-
ards H, revolving basket-grate K, aiul concavo re-

ceptacle L ; the whole being constructed, combiuod,
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and arranged, with relation to each other, substan-
tially in the manner shown and described.

90,538.—Charles Herrmann, Evansville, Ind.
—Saio-Set.—M.aj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A saw-set, consisting of tbe stock A,
treadle D, vertical bar C, plate B, adjustable slide E,
and adjustable rest G, constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as herein described.

2. The treadle D, and vertical bar C, Avith head e,

in combination with the plate B, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described,
.and for tbe purpose set forth.

90,539.—John Heuermann, Davenport, Iowa.—Cover for Drinking- Vessel.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The cover described, consisting substan-
tially of the cover A, serrated flange a a', orifices B,
with the cover C, and its orifices c c, substantially as
described.

90,540.—EiCHARD A. Hill, Washington, D. C.
—Fire-Plug.—M.aj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The screw-nut c, in combination with
the hollow valve-stem a, and the wa^ste-water open-
ings, as described, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The case E, surmounted by a cap. and contain-
ing a plurality of plugs, as above described, andcon-
stitutiug a common receptacle for the leakage, all

substantially as described.
3. The combination of the parts A and E of the

case, with an intermediate plate, in which a plu-

rality of plugs is seated, substantially as described.

90,541.—E. A. Hill, Washington, D. C—
Branch Stop- Cock for Mains.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow plunger C, with its openings
D, the four-way branch, as described, the ratchet-

plate G, standard s, pinion m, and condueting-pipe
H, combined, arranged, and operatiug substantially

as set forth.

90,543.—John HouPT, Springtown, Pa.

—

Steam-
Engine Condenser.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A casing, into which project perfor-

ated tubes D, through which steam is discharged,
and perforated pipes F, communicating Avith the ex-

ternal air, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the compartments A and
A', perforated tubes D and F, and fan G, the whole
being constructed substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the compartments A and
A', tubes E and F, and inclined partition i, substan-
tially as berein described.

4. The valve C, operated by a bell-crank lever, r,

slotted eccentric rod s, aiid spring t, si^bstantially in

the manner set forth.

90,543.—JAMES L. Howard, Hartford, Conn.

—

Bracket-Basket for liallroad-Oars.—jNlay 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bracket-basket,
made substantially as described, with the cords de-

scribed, or their equivalents, tlie whole constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the ])urposes de-

scribed.

90,544.—James S. Huffman, Brownsburgh, Va.
—Churn.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a churning-apparatus, having the
upright slmft D and crank J, A\ith A\iiich to operate
the dasher B, making the stalf vertically adjustable in

a stand, C, by means of the set-screw d, or its eciuiva-

lent, snbstantially as and for the purpose siHH'ified.

2. The combination of the parts E E' c. when con-

structed with a recess to fit around tlu' side of the

cluirn, and adapted to receive and hold tlie latter,

in manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.

90,545.—AV. W. Hughes, Pliiladelphia, Pa.—
Process of Drying Mcdt.-Ma-^ 25, 1869.

Claim.—T\\e mode or proec^ss, substantially as

herein svi lorlh, of drying nniU ; that is to say, by

agitating and overturning the nndl in an air-tight

vessel, s'nbjected to heat, and coninumieating with a

condenser" and vacmuu-punip, or tlieir equivalents,

substantially in the nuiuner described.
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90,546—E1.0X Huntington, Kew York, X. T.
—Velocipede.—:Slax 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. In couibination with a body susppiided
beneath the axle, the means employed for actuating-
the wheels, consisting of the crank-shaft F, and -pvl-

Isys / / and G- Gr, connected by means of cords or
their equivalents, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination and arrangement of the col-

lars b b. and clutches a a, substantially as and for

the purpose shown.
3. The means employed for disengaging the

clutches from the collars, consisting of the bands H'
H. constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In combination with the disengaging deriees
above mentioned, the brake-shoes /i 7) ."constructed
substantially as described, and operated by the
brake-beam K and rods 1 1, as and for the piu'pose
shown.

90,54r.—G-EOKOE HUTCHTNS, ISTew Tork, X. T.
—Batchet-Drill.—:SLay 25. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
spring-pawls P' P'. in the bifurcated handle L, at
right angles to its longitudinal axis, and the com-
bination of those parts, so arranged with thetoothed
inner .surface of the gear-wheels TT TT', and with
the sleeve C, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

90,54S.—Sullivan Hutchinson. Bristol. X. H.—Propagating Trees ayid Shrubs.—May 25. 1S69.
Claim.—The grafting of roots or root-producing

scions d d. into limbs B B, previous to suiTounding
them with earth, for propagating trees and shrub.s,

substantiaEv as and for the pui^poses herein speci-

fied.

90,549.—GusTATUs A. Jasper, Cbarlestown,
'Ma$s.— Ap7}arafiis for Drying Sugar and Cooling
Charcoal rfc—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotary cylinder A. provided with
means for caiTying a current of air through it. sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose ot dryii^g the
sugar* and like articles, and cooling the charcoal and
like articles, by the action of the air.

2. The combination of the rotary cutter L and
rollers M M with a tunnel, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose described.

90,550.—TTiLLiAM Johnson, Milwaukee. "^Tis.—Cask- Washing Machine.—:Slax 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. A baiTcl-washing machine, construct-
ed with bed-frame A. standards B B B B, cylinder
D. cylinder-rod E. bevel-wheels P and G, driving-
shaft H. slides K K. cross-heads L L. pitman M, and
keepers O ani P. substantially as described.

2. Cask-holder Q. screws Ji. springs S S. operated
by cylinder-rod E. substantially as described.

3. Cylinder D. pipes T and V, sprinkler W. and
holes JT. in cylinder-rod E. for the purpose of sup-
jilying water, substantially as described.

90.551 .

—

"William Feederick 'Josbins, Xew
York, X. Y.—Boot and Shoe.—^aj 25, 1869.

Claim.— The sheet or cap D. provided with an
elastic shank, F. and secured betAveen the out^r and
the inner sole of a boot or shoe, and overlapping the
edges of said inner sole, substantially as shown" and
described.

90,552.—John' Thomas Jon^es. Xew York. X.
•Y.—Setring-Machine.—'Max 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the throat-plate
and the intermittent tension-nippers, to make tension
upon the shuttle-thread, the whole being- constructed
to operate upon the under thread, substantially as
before set forth.

2. The combination of the throat-plate, the spring-

nippers, the mechanism for adjusting the tension of
the spring that presses one jaw of the nippers to-

ward theother. the whole being constructed to op-

erate substantially as before set forth.

90.553.—BOBERT T. JoN-ES, Canton, Ohio.—ia-
dies' Work-Ba.sket.—:!daT 25. 1869.

Clai rn .^—The improved ladies' work-basket and
spool-stand, herein described, composed of the bas-

ket ABB. constructed as specified, and the stand-
ard C. with handle G, ring E, with pin or emery
ball F. and spool-arms D t), with spool-pins J, the
several x^fii'ts being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the i)m'pose specified.

90,554.— Fredet?ick J. Kaldenberg, Xew
York, X. Y.

—

SinoJcing-Pipe.—^ax 25. 1S69.
Claim.—1. The cup C. when constructed of meer-

schaum in its natural state, and applied to the bowl
of a meerschaum pipe, to operate substantially in the
manner described.

2. The cup C. when provided with a saucer, c, and
openings d, leading into the saucer, arranged to op-
erate as and for the pm-pose described.

90,555.—John Keller, Padueah. Kx., assignor
to himself F. J. Fairbank. and J. W. Cole, same
place.

—

BricJc- Machine.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. The series of plungers X, working radi-
ally to press the bricks between t\t-o series of ra-
dial slides. Q 17, which open and close the tops and
bottoms of the molds, in combination with the ver-
tical plunders M, for discharging the bricks upon
the table X. all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

2. The series of molds h. with the reciprocating
plungers X and slides Q T7. the rotating- table X, and
guide-bars B X, all constructed, aiTanged, and oper-
ating as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90, -556. — John F. Ejeller, Hagerstown, as-
signor to Hagerstown Agricultural Lsiplement
Manufacturing Company. Hagerstown, Md.

—

Combined Seed-Drill and Fertilizer.-^H&x 25, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cranks an^ shafts B B.'when con-

structed solid, as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The stationary bar s, when constructed as a
support and bearing for the solid crank-shafts B, to
keep the shafts in line and preserve theii' vertical
position, as herein described.

3. The slides K K, when constructed so as to open
fi'om the center, to gauge the quantity of grain, and
having their side-pieces at the openiugs'inclining
down "to a point between the rollers F and G-, for the
purpose of preventing any lateral discharge of the
grain, as herein described'.

90,557.—John S. Kendall. Xorthfield. Minn.,
assignor to himself, Balph Emerson, and William
A. Talcott, Bockford, T^.—Eailicay Stock-Car.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing a railway stock-car with a
water space or reservoir, B. stibstantially as de-
scribed, in which water can be transported*, for the
j)urpose of watering or sprinkling stock while in
transitu.

2. A railway stock-car, when constmcted with a
double top or roof, substantially as and for the pm:-
poses described.

3. Dividing a reservoir, for containing -water on
a railway stock-car. into connected apartments, by
placing divisions, partly or entirely, across said tank,
in sucii manner as to prevent or retard the surging
of water therein from end to end while the car is in
motion, the reservoir beiug located overhead, and
the partitions serving as supports to the roof, or as
transverse braces to the car.

90,558.—George King, Frederick, Md.—5asA-
ioci-.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—Loose metal dogs, working upon pendent
rods, and resting on the bottom or square of the slot

or mortise when the window is descending, as here-
inbefore described and set forth.

90,559.—BiCHARD EXott, Suisun City, Cal.

—

SUtke-Pidler.—^ax 25. 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the lever A. and its

fulcrum, the ring B. pivoted at one side to the end
of said lever substantially in the manner and for the
pm'pose set forth.

90,560—Stephen E. Knott, Chicago, HI.—
Door/or Grain- Cars.—Max 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plates A. having flanged guides a,

pivoted to the frame of the car-door, the cams B,
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and the trapezoidal door C, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. la corabinatiou with the above, the chains c,

rods d, brackets E, and latches D, or their equiva-

lent, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as described, and for the purposes speci-

fied.

90,501.—L. B. Latheop, San Jos6, Cal.—Ma
chine for Heaping and Thrashing Grain.—Mav 25"

1869.

Claim.—1. The device herein shown and described,

for raising and lowering- the sickle-bar, or rather tlie

whole front of the apparatus, said device consisting
of the upright screw b, nut c, on arm d, the latter be-

ing hinged to the tongue C, Avhile the screw b is

swiveled in the frame-work of the machine, the
tongue C being hinged, at its rear end, by a horizon-

tal bolt, ,p, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

2. The spring Z, attached by means of a link to the
off-end of the sickle-bar, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

3. The application of the fan d^ in the cylinder I',

immediately below the inner end of the apron Z, and
under and in front of the thrashing-cylinder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed,
4. .In combination with the roller S and thrash-

ing-cylinder D', the separator J', when operated
in an inclined box, M', by two or more eccentric
shafts, K', substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
5. The method herein shown and described, of

moving the endless apronC by means of two flexil)le

or rubber rollers, Q' and I', wliich bite the under side

of the apron, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
6. Lining the edges of the endless apron C with

cords or strings m^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

7. The manner herein shown and described, of reg-
ulating the blast of the fan n' in the cylinder 11', by
means of the sliding inclined plate P'," substantially
as set forth.

8. The application of a blast of air, which is cre-

ated by means of a fan, g'^, in a drum S', and tube I',

for the purpose of elevating grain to tlie hopper W,
substantially as herein shown and described.

9. The bag-holder, when consisting of the U-
shaped bar s', which is hinged to the side of the
frame of the machine, and which is combined with
the bar V and plates w' and re^, tlic latter being oper-
ated by a lever, e^, and all being made and operated
substantially as herein shown and described.

10. The combination with the above, of an up-
and-down adjustable board, W, substantially as set
forth..

11. The combined comb and rake, consisting of
the bar X, liinged rod m, tines T, revolving toothed
reel B', all made and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

90,562.—-TosEPii Law, 'Now York, i^.T.—iUo».
—May 25, 1809.

Claim.—A looped mop, as a new article of manu-
acture, consisting of the woven center AC and the
looped ends B, made and arranged as described.

90,56.'?.—Benjamin S. Laavsou, IsTew York, N.
Y.— Vclooiprda.—May 25, 1 S&J.

Claim.—The seat K, having a wedged-shfipe bot-
tom, held by a clasp upon tlic spring, and adjustal)le
on said spring by the wedge only, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

90,561—Tl. O. LOWRRY, Salem, ^, Y.—Com-
vosition/or liendfring Fabrics Water- liejjellent and
for Fixing tlufir Colors.—May 25, 18(;9.

Claim.— 1. The compound, 'coiisisting of the ingre-
dients herein mentioned, united in the manner and
proportions substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. Tlie process of ivnidering fabrics water-rejiel-
lent, and of lixing their colors, substantially as herein
descrilied, and for the i)urp()sf'H s(>t forth.

3. The i)rodnct, resulting from the ])i'oeess herein
described, as a new arliele of nianulaeture.

90,565.

—

William John LrxD, Golden City,
Col. Ter.

—

Process of Separating Iron and, other
Metals from Potters' Clay.—M.aj 25, 18C9.

Claiin.—1. The process of removing iron, copper,
and other discoloring matters from potters' clay and
other argillaceous substances, by subjecting the clay
when in solution to the action of one or more mag-
nets, in the manner and for the purposes set foi'th.

2. The method of precipitating the iron and other
discoloring matter in the clay solution, by passing
through the bath containing such solution a current
of electricity, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The mode of preparing potters' clay and like
substances from which discoloring matter is to be
removed, by subjecting such substance, in solution,
first to the action of a current of electricity, and af-

terward to magnetic action, in the manner and for
the purposes specified.

90,566.—Geoege E.Marshall, Louisville, Ky.—Preparation of Paper- Stoelc.—May 25, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The herein-described process of pre-
paring paper-stock, that is to say, cooking or treat-

ing fibrous material in an alkaline solution and in-

troducing superheated steam directlt into the ves-

sel in which said material is being cooked or treated,
substantially as described.

2. The combination of a boiler for generating
steam, a furnace for superheating the steam, and a
vessel for cooking the stock, when arranged to op-
erate substantially as described.

90,567.-HaeveyMcCown, Enon Yallcy, Pa.—
Yi(^.Loc^•,—May 25, 18(59.

Claim.—The washer D, for locking nuts, when
constructed substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

\

90,568.

—

Peter McIntyre, ISTorwich, Conn.

—

Bedstead-Fastening

.

—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A bedstead-fastener, consisting of amor-
tise and a notched tenon, secured by a latch, H, hav-
ing an armature, m, attached to its lever K, to take
against the outer lever !N", by which outer lever the
latch H is lifted and retained out of the notch G of
the tenon E, when required, constrncted, and opcj-at-

ing in the manner and for the purpose substantially
as described.

90,569.

—

John McLain and Jaeed Kelsey, St.

Mary's, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Snyder
FiLSON, same place.

—

Automatic Gar-Coupling.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The coupling-box B, constructed as de-

scribed, with hinged top a, and fiangcs//", forming
an inclined plane along its sides, substantially as
and for the purposes lierein set forth. •

2. The coupling-link E, constructed as described,
with V-shaped notches m m, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the coupling-bos B, plunger
D, link E, pin e, and top «, all constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

90,570.—Ellis Michael, LaPorto, Ind.—Fon-
ning-Mill.—May 25, 18f)9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grain-board K
and the adjustable board K' with the intervening
hinged board L, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the grain-boards K, L, and
K', in connection Avith the secondary grain-board X,
substantially as lun'ein descril)ed.

3. Tlie side-delivering spout O. in eonibinntiou

with the o])ening c, and adjustable boartl K', ar-

rang(>d to ojxTate substantially as deserib<Hl.

4. The grain-sieves./', Inning the meshes at their

front made smaller thim at (he rear, and having the

wires attached ioUw under side of the front bar and
to iho n])it(>r sid(> of the rear bar, as desi-iilu'd,

5. Suspfuding the shoe V at its front I'v means of

an arm, U, i)ivoted in front of tht^ front posts IV sub-

stantially as des('ril)ed.

(j. The spring-bar o, arranged to hold the slide AL

of the hopptn-, as set forth.

7. The slides 1), having the pivoted bar /( attaclied

as set forth.

8. The slides E, arranged ty slide iu tUo opening
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iu the side of the case A, and be flush therewith, as
described.

90,571.—Benjamin Moser, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Curtain-Fixture.—M.&j 25, 1869 ; antedated Maj 19,

1869.
Claim.—1. Tightening the pnlley-cord, by means

of the rotating screw-spindle, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The swinging-button B and the jam-nuts E, in

combination with the screw-spindle, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3. The pin F, in combination with nutH, for con-
cealing the fastening between plate D and section
A, iu combination with the screw-spindle, substan-
tially as described.

90,.572. — Carlton j^ewman, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Lainp-Extinguisher.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The short sliding tube E and the link
E, iu combination with the lid a, whether attached
directly to the lid or not, the whole constructed and
operating substantially as herein described.

2. The curved rod c c c' and the weight H, when
in combination with the link E and tube E, substan-
tially as herein described.

3. 'in combination with the tube E, link E, and lid

a, the curved rod c, and weight H, substantially as

described.

90,573. —"William B. Parsons, Short Tract,
K". Y.—Car-Coitpling.—^^ixj 25, 1869.

Claivi.—The car-coupling, consisting of the rotat-

ing spear-headed bolt C, with the Aveight E, attached,
in connection with the lever G, link H, spring-catch
I, and pin L, all substantially as described.

90,574.—0. S. Perkins and L. A. Grandall,
Kew Haven, Conn.

—

Corn-Husker.— 'M.?ij 25, 1869.

Claim.—The vertical slide C, cutter d, lever E,
with its handle E, in combination with the block G-

and treadle D, the whole constructed and arranged
so as to operate substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

90,575. — George "W. P. Pollock, Boston,
Mass.— Spring Burglar-Alarm for Doors.—May
25, 1869.

Claim..—The combined door spring and alarm,
constrncted and arranged as described, so as to

close the door Avith which it may be connected, and
to sound an alarm both in the opening and iu the
closing of the door.

90,578.— Andrew J. Pritchard, Liverpool,
Ohio.—Puini).—May 25, 1869.

Claim. — The herein-described pump-plunger,
Avhen constructed with a notch, E, wherein the valve
is inclined, substantially as and for the purj)ose
specified.

90,577.—Joseph Pepetti, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Cake^Maeliine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim

.

—1. The combination of the automatic stop-

ping-device, consisting of the finger I, rock-shaft i,

arras h and Ti', rod d, spring /' and stopper g, with
the plunger j, screw k, and pulleys a and a', or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

2. The combination of the upright shaft vi with
the projection r^, dough-box 10, with its hinged and
removable door 7, plunger J, and screw k.

3. The combination of the revolving cutter s'^ with
the dough-box 10, substantially as and for the pm"-
pose set forth in this specification.

4. The combination of the single non-revolving
screw k, with the plunger j, ratchet-wheel 1, pawl 2,

oscillating arm 3, and adjustable crank 4, substan-
tially as specified.

5. The combination of the loose or removable pins
or " combs " x, with the dough-box, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

6. The combination of the bevel-wheels 7 and 8,

and hand-wheel 9, with the non-revolving screw k,

revolving nut z, and plunger j, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

7. The combinationn of the slide 6 with the mova-

ble bottom t/2 an^ dough-box 10, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth in this specification.

8. The combination of the cutter, Eig. 6, com-
' posed of the wire i'^, frame s^, and shank s^, with a
revolving shaft, m, substantially as herein specified.

90,578.—"William S. Peyburn and Edmund
A. W. Hunter, Philadeli)hia, 'Pa..—Lightning-Bod
Coupling.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The lightning-rod coupling for connect-
ing angular lightning-rods, provided with the slots e

and cZ, and constructed substantially as and for the
purpose hereiu showa and described.

90,579. — James Peynolds, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and John J. Marshall, New
York City.— "TeZocipecZe.-May 25, 1869.
Olainn.—1. The arrangement of the seat C on the

independent rear frame D, carrying the steering-
wheel E, and pivoted, as at a, to the main frame,
which carries the driving-wheels E E, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the slotted hand-levers 1 1,
and treadles J J, relatively to each other and the
cranks k k and 1 1, substantially as specified.

90,580.— Maurice M. Peilt, N'ew Haven,
Co\m.— Ventilator.—Mdkj 25, 1869.

Claim.—In the basement of buildings, forming a
communication beneath the floors and around the
walls to flues, constructed so as to admit external
air, for the purpose of ventilation, substantially as.

set forth.

90,581.-Marcus "W. Piker and Daniel -T.
TORREY, Hastings, Mich., assignors by mesne as-

signments to Daniel T. Torrey.— Washing-Ma-
chine.—'May 25, 1869.

Claim.—i. The combination, in a washing-ma-
chine, of the brush g and rollers E E with the cyl-

inder a, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a washing-machine, of the
brush g and friction-roller h with the cylinder a, all

operating substantially as described.
3. The combination, iu a washing-machine, of the

following elements, namely, a revolving cylinder,
adapted to carry the clothes with it in its revolutions,
a series of rollers which shall press the clothes
against said cylinder, a brush for scouring the
clothes, and a rub-board.

90,582.—John L. Piter, Brownsville, Ind.

—

Grain-Drill.—May 25, 1869 ; antedated November
25, 1868.

Claim.—^1. The plates m m, in combination with
the seed-cells a a a and arms O O, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The slide D, in combination with the thumb-
screw c, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

90,583.—Henry P. Pobbins, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and J. J. Moran, same place.

—

Cooking-Range.—'M.^y 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertical chamber M, when formed
around the bulging front wall of a range or stove,
as shown and described, and provided with the ver-
tical slots u u, and with covers, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement, in a stove or range, of the
four chambers a a,", b b', the chamber b containing
a large grate, adapted for common use for cooking,
(fee, and the chamber b' containing a small grate,
&", at its center, and holes through its rear wall, by
means of which cold air may be admitted, all con-
structed to operate as and for the purposes set forth.

90,584.—John Poberts, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Step- Cover and Wheel-Fender for Carriages.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the flexi-

ble fender G, attached and strengthened at its upper
end, the guards or cushions I J, and step D E E. all

constructed to operate as and for the purposes set
forth.

90,585.—Philip C. Powe, Boston, Mass.—7e-
locipede.—May 25, 1869.
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Claim.—1. A velocipede, made with a body reach-

ing nearly to the ground, and pendent between two
supporting-wheels, one of which is arranged to be
turned either to the right or left, when provided with
steadying-wheels on either side pf the body, made
adjustable as to position, and operating substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the springs x with the
steering-wheel, when arranged to operate substan-

tially as described.
3. The combination, in one vehicle, of a central

leading and a central trailing-wheel, when one is ar-

ranged as a steering wheel, and when each Avheel is

provided with a pair of cranks, and each crank of
each pair is arranged at an angle of about one hun-
dred and eighty degrees with reference to its fellow,

and one pair is provided with means for being oper-

ated by the feet, and the other pair by the hands of

the rider.

4. The combination, with the steering-wheel, of
flexible connections and leaders therefor, arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,586.—John A. Eumsey, Seneca Falls, l!^. T.
-Non- Corrosive Gast-Iron Pump.—rMaj 25, 1869.

Claim.—A galvanized iron j)ump, as an article of

manufacture, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

90,587.—B. J. HussELL, "Wheeling, West Va.—
Skate.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring B C B,
the rest E F, the point Gr, the point on the toe D,
the T on the heel of the skate-runner, at A, all in
Fig. 4, and the heel-plate I H, in Fig. 1, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

90,588.—Francis S. Rutschman, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself, John Eutschman, and
"William Eutschjian, same i^Islgq.—Meat- Cutter.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A, shaft B, connecting-rod D,
sliding-bloek/, adjustable cutter-bar C, cutter-frame
E, knives F, revolving block G, can-ier H, and
track I, combined and arranged for operation, sub-
stantially as specified, whereby an efficient and con-
venient meat-cutter is obtained.

90,589.—David Saunderson, St. Lonis ; assigns
one-half his riglit to A. B. M. ThOiMPSON, Webster
Groves, Mo.—Metallic Roofing.—Maj 25, 1869.

Claim,.—The method, herein described, of laying
metallic rooiing, wlien the sheets A are provided
with slots for the nails, the strips or sheets being
nailed and bent so as to cover the nail-heads, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

90,590.—Christian Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Propeller.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A recess, /, on the under side of the
vessel, at the side of the Iceel, where the blades of
the propeller enter the water, as herein set forth, for

the purpose specified.

2. The propeller-sliaft, so arranf»;ed as to be lower
at the rear than in front, in combination with an iu-

eliiied propeller-wheel, having a limited dip in the
water, as set forth, for the jjurpose specified.

90,591.—Frederick Shickle, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Sihckoe, Harrison & Co., same place.—Apparatus for Molding Pipe.— M;\j 25, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Supporting tlio fiasks CC and pattern-
frame I) vertically, by lunges, upon bearings B B',

sul)stantia,lly as set fortli.

2. The half fiasks C C, and their terminal ribs F
F', combined with the movable patterns E, and the
devices for nio\ing tlie same into and from contact,
substaTitially as and for the pnrposes set fortli.

3. The tlawks C C, arranged with ojieniiigs c'-^, for

raniming the sand about bell-ends and similar pro-
jections, substantially as set forth.

90,592 A. J. SiiUNK, Millersburgh, Ohio—
Uome-Uake.—M-Ay 25, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlio combination and nrrangomont of
the crank a, bolt or catch b, and lever e, subHtan-
tially as sho^'ii and described.
2."Tho combination and an'uug'cment of crank a,

bolt or catch 6, and a lever, for tilting the rake, with
and in reference to the uprights K, hinges L, and
cross-bar I, all substantially as and for tiie purpose
set forth.

90,593. — George F. Simonds, Fitchburgh,
Mass., assignor to the Simonds Manufacturing
Company, same place.

—

Method of Making Serrated
Sickle-Sections.-May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved process of serrating
sickle-sections, by first cutting the groove on the
beveled surface upon a flat bed, next bending down
the whole edge of the bevel, and, finally, grinding
off the edge, substantially as described.

2. Sickle-sections made by the improved process
described.

90,594.—Joseph Sissons, Horncastle, England,—Ice- Cream Freezer.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
frame a, vessel m-, crank c, fly-wheel d, shaft b,

wheels ef, stationary shaft h, sleeve g, bracket I, ro-

tating cylinders n p, and stationary kui\es or
scrapers r r, when combined and opei'ating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90?595.—Joseph Simpson, IST^wark, Ohio.

—

Ye-
loci2)ede.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The treadles F, pivoted near their cen-
ters to the guide-pillar H, and connected to tlie

straps G, in combination with the pulleys C, flanges
D, axle B, and springs E, of a two-wheeled veloci-

pede, substantially as set forth.

90,596.

—

Samuel Simpson, Wallingford, Conn.,
assignor to Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co.

—

Die for
Raising and Trimming Metal.—May 25, 1869.

Claim..—A die for raising sheet-metals, construct-
ing the same in two parts, A and C, the part C re-

movable from the part A, for the purpose set forth.

. 90,597.—Alba F. Smith, ISTorwich, Conn.

—

Railway-Rail.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—In railroad-tracks, the rounded form of
the notches a a' in the rails A, arranged as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

90,598.—Charles P. Snow, Freeport, HI.—
Washing-Machine.—May 25, 1869.

Claim. — A rubbing-frame, consisting of the
curved levers L, hand-hold M, slats y y, and rollers

n, when constructed and arranged as shown, and
operating iu combination with the ways W and
spring-roller bed J J, Avith guides C, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set fortli and described.

90,599.—George K. Snow, Watertowu, Mass,
—Paper Cuff.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A wristband, containing two button-holes

of different shapes, substantially as and for the pm--
poses specified.

90,600.—Thomas S. Speakman, Camden, N. J.

-Chimncy-Coiol.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A cliininey-cowl, consisting of f^o hol-

low cones A A', in combination with a ring< C, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described.

90,601.—Charles Spring, Hyde Park, and An-
DitEW Spuing, A\''eston, Ma^^.— Velocipede.—May
25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a jointed perch, a grooved sleevo

or tube on one part and a tongued spindle on the

other, these parts being constructed substantially as

described, so that, when connected ready for use,

they shall bo self-locked by means of the tongue.
2^ The aliove, in comliination with the i^in and

slot, to allo^v a determined extent of rotative tipinng,

substantially as shown and set forth.

90,602.—John Stacker, West Winsted. Conn,,

assignor to Franklin Moore and Kdwawd ('laiMv.

same place.—3/«c/ane /or Pointing Boltn or liicetn.

—Mn\ 25, 18(!9.

Claim. — The gauge-rod T>, coustnieled as do-

scribed, when conil)iiiod wilh tht> haniiner K and
anvil-block B, iu the manner and for the purpose do-

Bcribfd.
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00,603. — George K. Stit.lm.vn', Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Iloller-Skate.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The strap or fastening-device F. -wtiieli

cncirelt's the foot of the skater, and attaches it to the
font-board A of a skate in such a maimer that the
rollers or runners will be turned or adjusted thereby,
so as tt) run the skate in a curved line, right or let^,

substantially as described.

9O,601.—OLE O. Storle, Xorway, ^Vis.—Plol'J-

P. //if.—May 25, 1869.

Claoii. — 1. Plow-point B, with its socket G, in
combination with plow-frame A, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. Adjustable plow-point B, substantially as de-

scribed.

90,605. — Levi SnrxER. Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

Band-Cutter for Thrashing - Machines. — May 25,

1869.

Claim.—1. A band-cutting apparatus, consisting
of the frame A, having the belts B arranged as de-

scribed, with a saw, I, located beneath the frame,
and having its periphery projecting through an open-
ing therein, all as herein shown and described.

2. The shafts D E, provided with arms a, and ar-

ranged to have a reciprocating transverse and rotaiy
morion combined, for separating or spreading the
bundle of grain, as set forth.

90,606.—JoHX TnoMPSox and Jajies George
IXGRAM, London, England; said Ixgram assigns
his right to Johx Thompsox.— Ca2) for Feeding-
Bottles for Infants and Invalids.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.—The forming caps of feeding-bottles, siib-

stautially as herein described, from vulcanizable In-
dia rubber compounds, molded to form in dies, by
pressm-e, and subsequently vulcanized or changed.

90,607.—TViLLiAM Tebbals, South Coventry,
Conn.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—May 2-5, 1869.

Claim.—The cup or reinforc'e B. when inserted'
within the flanged metallic case A. in such, a man-
ner as to cover and protect the flange, substantially
as described.

90. 60S. — Theodore E. Tiiiby, Saratoga
Springs. X. Y.—Toilet Pr/i-Cfl-se.—May 2.5, 1669.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
toilet pin-case herein described, consisting of a box,
B. with one or more covers, C. and one or more dia-

phragms, D, adapted to receive and hold the pins, in
the manner specifled.

90.609.—Xathaxiel Tufts, Boston, Mass.

—

Gas-Light Governor-Case.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A gas-light governor-case made in two
parts, and with "the conduits h and e, with flanges

about their adjacent ends, for reception of the yield-

1! g washer I, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The lower part of a gas-light governor-case,
when made with tlie flange b, projecting above the
joint flange a, substantially as and for the purpose
set forl^.

90,610.—William TJlrich and Charles Hach-
sieister, Xewark, IST. J.— Harness-Ornament.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.— The rosette, consisting of the metallic
base B, plate D, hard-rubber piece A, and bolt E, as
an improved article of manufacture, all JU'ranged
and co!istructed in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

90,611 .—George TTxger, Danville, Pa.

—

Fence-
Post Socket.—May 25, 1869.

Claivi.—Tlie construction and use of a post-socket,
formed of cast-iron plates, with sockets and flanges,

connected with rods, and arranged substantially for

the purpose as hereinbefore described.

90.612.—AdrtenTiredet, Glasgow, Kv.

—

Bri-
dle-Bit.—}sLaj 25, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A bridle-bit without a cross-bar, to
jjass through the mouth of the horse, constructed
sr.bstantialiy as described.

2. In combination with the frame A, the cheek-

plates B, flanges C, and short connecting-bars a,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

90,613.—Hugo Togel and Victor Vogel. St.

Louis, Mo., assicnors to Hugo Togel and Eraxk
JusTix.—Pi fl?io-6'fooL—May 25. 1869.

Claim.—1. The half-seats D and seats E, when
pivoted upon a rest-bracket. B, substantially in the
manner hereinbefore specified.

2. The seat-locks g d and g e, rods h, lever i. and
knob I, when combined with the seats D and E,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

90,614.

—

Frtedrich Ton Martixi, Erauenfeld'
Sv,"itzerland.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—May 25
1869..

Claim.—1. The tilting-lever and cocking-lever, in
combination with the hinged and vertically swing-
ing breech-block, under the arrangement and for

oi^eration as herein shown and set forth.

2. The combination, with the cocking-lever and
main tilting-lever. of the hinged and vertically

swinging breech, and the firing-pin, and its spring-,

arranged within the breech-block, and operated by
the lever which moves said block, substantially in
the manner and for the piu'poses set forth.

3. The combination, with the cocking-lever, con-
structed and connected with the hinged breech, and
firing-pin. and tilting-lever, as described, of the trig-

ger, by which said lever is caused to compress the
spring- of the firing-pin, and hold said pin in its

cocked position during the raising of the breech-
block,- substantiaUv in Ihe manner shown and speci-

fied.

4. The combination, with the swinging breech and
sliding firing-pins, of the indicator-pin, arranged in

the rear of the breech-receiver, and in juxtaposition
with the breech and firing-pin, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

90,615.—Luther E. "Wallace, Adrian, Mich.
—Steam-Boiler Fvrnace.—May 2-5. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the register S,

furnace or fire-chamber B, combustion-chambers T>

E, and flues /, substantially as represented and de-

scribed, for the pm'pose set forth.

2. The water-space A, between the fire-fui-nace B
and fire-bos E, sabstantiaUy as set forth and de-

scribed.
3. The oblique backs b and &', in combination with

the doors a and a', for the purposes set forth and de-

scribed.

90,616.—Carl Eriedrich Ludwig "Wax-del,
Waldau. near Bernburg, Xorth German Confed-
eration, assignor to E. 0. M-\tthiessex and W. A.
WiECHERS, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Refining Sugar.—
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The use of hydrate of magnesia or phos-
phate of magnesia, or both combined, as neutraliz-

ing and clarifying agents in the process of sugar-re-

fining, substantially"as specified.

90,617.-Carl Ertedrich LuD\^^G "Waxdel,
Waldau, near Bernburg, Xortfe German Confed-
eration, assignor to E. 6. Matthiessex and "W. A.
Wiechers, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Purification of Ani-
mal-Charcoal.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The use of the above-named salts, as oxi-

dizers, in the revivification of animal-chai-coal, sitb-

stantially as specified.

90,618.—George E. "Waters, Boston, Mass.—
Priining-Implement.—May 25. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a sawwitha pmning-
instrument, substantially as shown and described,

so that the saw may be brought into operative action

or confined point downward upon the handle, with-

out interfering with the position or action of the
cutter.

90. 6J 9«—JoHX Harvey Williams, Xew York,
X. Y.—Bird-Cage —^laj 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. A bird-cage, constructed of glass tubes
rt, with metal cores h, in combination with the top c,

annular base d, and guide-rings e, all as shown and
described.

2. The dish B, of a bii-d-cage, constructed of seg-
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ments/, of horn, secured in a metallic frame, g, as

shown and described.

90,620.— Charles "V. Woerd, "Vraltham, as-

sig-uor to American Watch Company, Boston,
Mass.

—

Lathe for Grinding and Polinhing Pivots of
Watch-WorJc—Maj 25, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. In combination witb the head-stock of

a lathe, a shaft or slide, I, provided with a back-cen-
ter bearing-piece, tn, and a guide, n, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as described.

2. The combination, with a lathe, of a swinging
frame or bearing, a polishing-wheel, and a grinding
lap or laps, arranged to operate substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination, with a polishing-wheel, of a

gauging- stop, arranged to operate substantially as

described.

90,621.—George W. IST. Yost, Corry, Pa., as-

signor to Corry Machine Company, saine place.

—

Harvester.—May 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a level-bar, S', with
a lever, X, floating-bar S, and finger-bar TJ, operating
as described, for grass and grain cutting machines.

90,622 John Young of C, Pair Yiew, andC.
I. Grumbine, Frederick, Md.

—

Machine for Boring
Posts and Pointing Jiails.—May 25, 1869.

Claim.— I. In combination with the slotted me-
tallic brackets I I^ P, set nuts and screws i i and
lever J', the vertically adjustable frame J, carrying
the boxes for the aug-^er-mandrels, and shaft M, all

constructed as shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the eccentric-headed lever
P, pav^i p, ratchet-plate K, block 0, and clamping-
box C, when the several parts are coustructet], to

operate in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The machine herein described, for boring posts
and sharpening rails, consisting essentially of the
disks K K', carrying the curved adjustable cutting-
blades T T, the caniage G, and the clamping-bos C,
and its appendages,' all constructed and arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purpose specified.

90,623.— Emanuel Andrews, Williamsport,
Pa.

—

Strap for Saws.—June 1, 1869 ; antedated May
21, 1869.

Claim.—The straps B, for the ends of reciprocat-
ing saws, formed of one lAace of metal, when made
and arranged as described, and for the purposes set
forth.

90,624.—Charles P. Annan, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to B. S. Binney, same -Qliice.—Paper-Bag
Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The segment-gear wheel C^, in com-
bination with a tucker-frame, P^ P^ P'', operating
substantially as described, and for the jpurpose set
forth.

2. The tucker-frame P'^P^ P"", in combination with
the pivoted sides P^ P^ and the guides P'' P^, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose setforth.

3. The tucker If"', in combination with the opener
T', operating substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the four
rollers S S' and U^ FJ, operating" together substan-
tially as described, and for tlie imrpose set forth.

5. Combining, Avith the rollers 11'^ K^ the device
consisting of the standard K', links K^K^, lever K',
and cam K, or its meclianical e(iuivalont, operating
as described, and for the ])u;-p<)se set forth.

6. The rollers S S'aud ll'>lv'', in combination with
the vertical tuckcn- II'' and horizontal tucker L'', op-
erating as described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,625.

—

Frankltn Babcock and Predertck
B.\15C0CK, Middletown, Cojui.— Bli)id-Fastener.—
June 1, 1!:'69.

Claim,.—1, Tlio projections on tlio Inner side of
the hollow screw-shell, whicli holds the hook in po-
sition, in c()n\l)ination with the spring C, for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The threaded single shell A A, with the pivot
D, in conibiiuition wif-li the liook h I), and spring C,
all coustrut'ted as and for tlie purpose iset forth.

90,626.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La.—Apparatus for Lighting Gas by Electricity.—June
1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of closing the cii'cuit in an
electrical gas-lighting apparatus, by means of the
pressure of the gas escaping to the burner, acting
upon a lever, key, or piston, or equivalent circuit,

closed, substantially as herein shown and specified.

2. The method of street-gas lighting, by the em-
ployment, in connection with each burner, in Avhieh
the flow of the gas is regulated by means of a reser-

voir of quicksilver or other suitable liquid, in com-
bination T\'ith the gas-induction pipe, as herein de-

scribed, of an independent battery, combined and
arranged to operate with the gas-lighting apparatus
over the burner, as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

3. Connecting the ends of the wires a a', by means
of an asbestos thread, carrying beads of platinum, or
its equivalent, and arranged above the orifice in the
tip of the gas-burner, as described.

90,627.—A. A. Barker, Lewiston, Me.—>S^fo^-

Motion for Loom,s.—Ju.ne 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the weft-fork,
pattern-cylinder, and shuttle-box operating-cam, of
the rods e, i, n, and q, and levers o m, for stopping
tlie pattern-cylinder and shuttle-box cam when the
weft fails, substantially as described.

90,628.—Caleb Bates, Xingston, Mass.

—

Ee-
volving Harroiv.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie paddle M, in combination with
the tooth K, working as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The bent knife L, in combination with the axle
H and tooth K', as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with the harrow, the bars N IST',

when arranged to operate substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

90,629.

—

Edwin E. Bean, Boston, Mass.

—

Ap-
paratus for Lighting and Extinguishing Gas by
Electricity.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described method of operat-
ing gas-valves, l)y means of a curreiit of electricity

passing alternately through separate wires, in com-
bination with the springs Ic s, and cam o, or equiva-
lent device, for automatically breaking the circuit

through the electro-magnet, and causing the current
to pass to the next apparatus, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. Breaking and closing the electric lighting cir-

cuit at any desired point, for th^fpurpose of produc-
ing the sparks to ignite the gas, by means of the
cam i', upon the shaft of the gas-cock, operating the
lever c', or their equivalents, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. In combination with the mechanism by which

the gas-valve is operated, the cam i', and lever c' or
equivalent device for breaking the electric lighting-

circuit, so arranged that, as the gas-valve is opened,
the sparks will be produced at the required point, to

ignite the gas, substantially as set forth.

90,630.—P. T>. Beckwith, Dowagiac, Mich.

—

Hot-Air Furnace.—June 1, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a stove having
outlets, F F, of zigzag descending-flues G G, hori-

zontal flue G', ami u]n'ight cscaiie-flnc L, arranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. Inclined deflectiiig-plates J J, applied to their

arras c c, to the outcu' Avail of a stove or furnace,- and
ari-anged between the same anil a casing, H, so as

to operate substantially as di^seribed.

3. The combination of dellectors J and zigzag
flues G G, arranged Avithin !i hot-air furnace, in the
inaiimn" substantially as described.

90,631.—JosKPii F, Blood, Provideiu'o, Iv. I.—
Button-Fastcninq.—<rune 1, 18(ii).

Claim.— \. The L-shaped shank B, Avith its cam-
shaped projections, secured to the back of tlu< stud

oi- button, in the manner and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. The improved shirt stud ov buttiui h«>rein do-

scribed, consisting of the Jrout A, sliiiuk J3, havini;
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caiu-shnped projections, and spriuo-.arm C, con-
structed and operatiug substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

90,632.—Claudius T. Boughtox, Titnsville,

Pa.

—

Safety-Attachment for Pockets.—June 1, 1809.

Clahn.—The combination of the hook A and
spriufrB -uith the cdamping-plates C E, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

90,633.—Harvey Bkisco and Job TT. Black-
ham, Brooklyn. N. T., assignors to themselves and
James H. Pkextice, same place.

—

Felting-HlacMne.
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The yielding covers H, arranged to op-
erate in connection with the shover or shovers D^
D^, and yieldiug casing B C, and with the mass M
to be felted, whereby the operation of felting is ac-

complished rapidly and advantageously, even upon
hats of delicate fiu', substantially as herein set forth

9(5,634.

—

Herbert BUFFEN'GTOX, South Coven-
try, Conn.

—

Gini-Capper.—June 1, 1869,

Claim.—A gun-capper, constructed substantially
as described, having the orifice a, for the reception
of caps, protected hy the spring s, and the two-forked
spring c, attached in the manner described, turning
at right angles c' c', all operating as described, for

the purposes described.

90,635.—TTilliam X. Cavett, Allegheny City,
Pa.; assigns one-half to James L. Axderson, same
place.

—

Steam-Engine Slide-Yalve.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The cap D, with the spring D^, set-screw
D-, in combination with the chamber Ab and base
A, metallic ring B, folloTi'cr C, and tube A e, when
constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

90,636.—H. D. Chaxce, Allentown, Ta.—Bur-
glar-Alarm.—Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The charged rack C, button E, and
spring-hammer B, all constructed, arranged, and
operating as specified and shown.

2. In combination with the above, theplateDand
block F, as and for the pm'pose set forth.

90,637.—Isaac H. Clark, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Paul P. Todi), same place.— Chemical
Fire-Engine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Adapting the air-chamber of a fire-en-

gine to the double purpose of an air-chamber and of
a recei^tacle for containing chemical ingredients of
such nature as to remain inert until acted upon by
the flames upon which they are thrown, for the pur-
pose substantially as before explained.

2. In combination with the air-chamber C. adapted
as before explained, the pipes e and d, provided with
the valve e, and operating as before set forth and
explained.

90,63S. — Hymen Clendenex, "Washington
County, Ohio.

—

iSaic-Set.—^une 1, 1869.

. Claim.—1. The rule A, with its temper-screw/, in

combination with the gumming-board C, with its

shoulders e e, substantially as and for the pm'pose
set forth.

2. The gauge B, with the screw c, in combination
with the rule A, with its temper-screw /, as and for

the purpose set forth.

90,639.—TTiLLiAM G. CoMSTOCK, East Hart-
ford. Conn.

—

Hand Cultivator and Tl'eeder.—June 1,

1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

slotted frame B and adjustable rakes A, all as con-
ructed and operated as described.

90,640.—Abel Lee Crow, Pennville, Ind.—
Corn-Planter.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the arms D, loose

baud E, and the hub, as shown and described.

90,641.—E. A. Ceowxhart, Bridgeport, X. Y.
—Trace-Buckle.—June 1, 1S69.

Claim.—The trace-buckle, consisting of the frame
C, curved up at the fi-ont, and cast with the broad,

flat bottom c, ears e e, and side loops, and the clamp-

ing-plate D hung on rod/, between the ears e e, and
having the projection d, "heel i, and part g, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

90,642.—Samuel B. Dodge, Eoslyn, assignor
to himself and Daniel D. "Wixaxt, Brooklyn, X. T.—Forging-Hammer.—June 1, 1809.

Claim.—The forging-hammer, provided with the
standard ?n, carrying the fulcrum, and adjustable,
as set forth, in combination with the revolving crank-
pin i, adjustable link r, spring s, hammer h, and an-
vil n, as and for the purposes specified.

90,043.—S.UIUEL DuxBAR, Xew York, N. Y.—
Steam-Fngine Cut-Off.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The yokes E and F, when constructed
substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the yokes E and E with the
toes G and H, when constructed substantially as
shown and described.

3. The cam I and yoke E, when constructed as
shown and described.'

4. The cam I and lever J, when constracted and
arranged to operate as shown and described.

90,644.—Cleavelaxd E. Duxderdale, Xew
York, X. Y.

—

Apparatus for Generating and Car-
bureting Gas.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of carburetedhydoro-
gen gas, by so placing the hydrocarbon liquid and
the diluted acid in different vessels or compartments,
not in contact with each other, but under the same
cover and near each other, as herein described and
set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the coyer
B, containing the innnel-shaped cylinder D, and an-
nular chamber E, nith pipes E, and outlets ?». The
chamber D as a regulator, conductor for the hydro-
gen gas, and supporter for thehvdrocarbon chamber
E, the tank A, water-chamber C, and feed-pipe H,
the whole being combined, in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

90,645.—B. W. Dl^-klee, Boston, Mass.—
Grate.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The fire-g-rate A B, constructed snbst.an-

tially as shown and described.

90,646.—Thomas A. Edisox, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Dewitt C. Egberts, same
place.

—

Electrographic Vote-Recorder.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a switch or
switches, e e', types and cylinder j9, with an electric

battery, connected and operated substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of switch e, strips o o', types,

and the separated and insulated rollers q q'. magnets
V v", armature, escapement, pointer, and dial-plate,

with the battery 6. connected and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose above described.

3. 'The combination of switch, types, cylinder py
rollers q q'. strips o o', and insulators j/, magnets v
v", armature Sec, constructed in the manner and for

the purpose above specified.

90,647.—Julius Elsox, Boston. iSlass.-^Attach-
ing Hands to Watches.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The sprral spring c, in combination with
the center-wheel and pinion C, and cup b, on spindle

a, as described.

90,648.—Berxhard Esch, Sandusky, Ohio.

—

Boot-Crimping Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application, to a crimping-boaxd,
A, of jointed bars B B^ and an adjusting-screw, D,
arranged so as to adjust both of these bars simulta-

neously, substantially as described.
2. Arranging the screw D and guides C C, in par-

allel lines, and applying these pans to the ci-imping-

board and stretching-bars, substantially as de-

sciibed.

90,649.-1. B. Eaequhar, Bloody Eun, assignor
to himself and J. W. LingejSEELTEU, Bedford, Pa.

—

Bee-Hive.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—'], The slotted honev-board T>, and rea-
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tilatingf and feeding chamber F, in combination with
eacli other and with the frames C, and semi-cylin-

drical hive A, substantially as hereia shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The supports B, and entrance-board b', in com-
bination with the pivoted semi-cylindrical hive A a^,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

90,650.—"William E. Fischek, Boston, Mass.,
assig-nor to himself and G-. H. Johnston, same
place.

—

Hand-Nailer for Lasting Boots and Shoes.—
June 1, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination of a stationary cut-

ter, a sliding- nail'-blank holder, and a sliding nail-

driver, when ai'ranged to operate substantially as
described.

2. A nail cutter and driver, in which the nail-blank

is composed of a series of shank-forming teeth, united
at top, each tooth being severed from the blank, (to

be driven,) substantially as described.
3. The feed-spring or pawl, operating to present

the end of the nail-blank to the action of the cutter,

substantially as described.

90,651.

—

William E. Fischer, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to American Lasting-Machine Company,
same place.

—

Toe-Piece for Lasting-Machine.—June
1, 1869. •

Claim,.—In combination with or for use upon a
lasting-machine, the tipping- socket or toe piece, hav-
ing provision for adjustment, substantially as de-
scribed.

90,652.—Cyrus P. Fisher, Leesville, Ohio.—
Rotary Harrow.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The revolving flesible harrow, con-
structed sul)stautially as described, and operating- as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the revolving flexible har-
row with a two-wheel carriage, constructed substan-
tially as described, and operating as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The manner herein described for raising and
lowering tlie harrow, constructed substantially as
described, and operating- as and for the purposes set

forth.

90,653.— John F. Fisher, Greencastle, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Daniel Breed, Washington,
D. C.

—

Guano-Attachment for Seed-Drills.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—T. The quarter-pinion F andreciprocating
rack-bar E, or their equivalents, placed under the
hopper, in combination with the swinging fingers or
stirrers inside of the hopper, substantially as set
forth.

2. In combination with the stirrers and quarter-
pinion, the reciprocatiug-bar E, the rod D, crank C.
pinion B, and gear-wheel A, substantially as set forth.

90,654.—William Fletcher, K'ew York, N.Y.
—BeU.—JxmG ], 1869.

Claim.—Forminii- that part of the inner circumfer-
ence of a bell agaiitst which the clapper strikes Avith

cross-grooves, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

90,655.—George Fowler, Philinont, !N". T,—
Apparatus for Adjusting Eccentrics to Connecting-
Hods.—Jwna I, 18()9.

Claim..—Attaching a connecting-rod to its cceen-
ti'ic by means of an elastic metallic strap, capable of
bcingEtightened or loosened atpleasure, substantially
in the manner as described.

90,656.—William Fuankel, Springfield, Ohio.— Velocipede.—Juno 1, ]8()9.

Claim.— 1.. Tlio arrangoraent of the guide-rods rr
with the T-head G on tl\o guido-fork F, tlio slotted
cross-levers m m, Avitli tlie coupling-bar J), connect-
ing-rods c c, and lovers S S, as shown and (lescribed,

2. Operating a tlireo-whecled voiocipedo by tlio

oscillating-sent motion and switching-seat attach-
meut, as sliown and descnlxHl.

3. Tlio comhination of the oHcillating-soat motion
with the lr('a(ll('-niov(*nu'nt and switchiug-attach-
meut, as slxowu and deacribed.

90,657.-Perry G-. Qardiner, :N'ew York, 'N.Y.—Air-Spring for JR.ailroad-Cars.—J'anG 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rubber cylinder A, having a closed
end. A', and flange a, whereby it is secured to the
plate B, having a cock, d h, said cylinder A being
encircled by a spring, in, and covered by a plate, ~D,

connected with the lower plate by rods 6', which
serve as guides, all substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination of the outer cylinder A A', a,

inner cylinder E, plates B D p, and spring m>, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

3. The combination of the cylinder A A' a, plates
li, w X u, supporting-springs J, and spring m, all

substantially as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

90,658.

—

David G-arrison, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Hall & G-arrison, same place.

—

De-
vice for Applying Gilding Preparations to Oval
Frames.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—Preparing "insides " for frames by revol-

ving them in an o'\^al or circular holder, that is re-

volved upon its edge, and without the use of a face-

plate, in combination with a scraper, operating sub-
stantially as described.

-Thomas S. G-ates and Alexander H.
Fritchey, Franklin County, assignors to themselves
and Thomas Ward, Columbus, Ohio.— Vapor-
Burner.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the main burner,
having the chambers B and G, of the vertical tube
E, connected thereto and communicating therewith,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,660.—A. F. Graves and T. J. Clark, Eed
Wing, Minn.

—

Coal-Stove.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the air-pipes B
with the cold-air chamber F, provided with the valve,
G-, with the fire-chamber of the stove, of the general
construction herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the damper-plate L and
damper K with the fire-chamber of the stove A, and
Avith the depressed middle part of the hot-air cham-
ber C, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pm-poses set forth.

90,661.—James L. Hall, Abingdon, Mass.

—

Bolt-Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The reciprocating lever H and toggles 7i

h', in combination with tlie holding-jaws A A',
knives B B', gauge E, and heading-plunger C, all

arranged and operating together, in the manner de-
scribed.

90,662.—Thomas C. Hargrave, Boston, Mass.— ']\'ater-Meter.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscillating measuring-chambers B
C, balanced upon a knife-edge, e, or its equivalent,
within a casing, A, in combination with a rolling or
sliding counterbalance-weight, H, and tlie pipes/r/,
partitioned box D, and inlet-pipe G, or equivalent
device for admitting the liquid alternately to the
measuring-chambers, substantially as described.

2. The air-chamber J, in combination with an air-

tight easing. A, and the mechanism contained
therein, as above recited, and the inlet and outlet
pipes G K, operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

90,663.—Bertrand JosErn Hoffackee, Mel-
rose, N. Y.

—

Envelope.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— The hookwiso combiuuliou of tho four
flaps, as set forth.

90,661.—Charles Holmes, Boston, INfnss., as-

signor to Chester Guild, Jr., same \)hwi\—Machine
for Scouring and Setting Out Leather.—Juno 1,

18()9.

Claim.—1. Tho combination of tho screw-nut or
block K, and tho arm F, pivoted together and con-

nected with tlie carriage, substantially as described,

with the tool-lift(»r rod, and its sennv, as .set lortli.

2. The combination of tlie liaiuUo 7, tlu« rod o, ami
tho notched slide-bar G, arranged, oouuoctcd, uud
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applied to the carriage, and to the series of arms F
P, of the lifter-rods, substantially as specified.

3. The combination and arrang-emeut of the spouts
or gutters c, and the oil-receiver B, with the lower
carriag-e-gnides b b.

4. The combination of the buflfers or dampers 7i,

•with the tool-carrier lifter-rods /, and the rocker-
plate D.

5. TVhen the spouts and drip-pan are employed
with the lower g-uides of the carriage, as described,
the arrangements of the heads of the screws T T be-
neath and'against the shelf q', such being as and for
the j)urpose set forth.

90,665.—Gatloed Joxes, Grand Eapids, Mich.,
assignor to himself and James C. Steavart, same
place.

—

Churn.—June 1, 18G9.
Claim.—1. The apparatus, consisting of the bel-

lows E F, operated by means of lever I) and arms A
B, valves G H I J, and funnel K, when operating to
churn cream in any vessel, independent o^ and sepa-
rate from the above apparatus, as and for the i^ur-
poses described.

2. In combination with the above, the perforated
cone M, substautiallv as and for the purposes set
forth.

90,666—J. Herva Jo^^:s, Eoekford, m.—Bar-
vester.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the gi'ain-re-

ceptacle, of a binding-table, on the inner or grain-
side, and at or near the front end of said receptacle.

2. The combination, with the grain -receptacle, of a
binding-table, on the inner or grain-side, and at or
near the rear end of said receptacle.

3. The combination of the binder's foot-board, on
the inner side of the grain-receptacle, with binding-
tables respectively attached to the front and rear* of
the graiu-receptable.

4. The combination of the elevating conveyer with
the curved bottom / of the grain-receptacle, as set
•forth.

90,667.—John TT. Kixgman, Xorth Bridge-
water, Mass.

—

Metallic Roofing.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—1. As an improvement in sheathing, a

surface with metallic plates, the arrangement of the
strips of hair-felt, saturated with oil-paint, or other
water-proof drying equivalent, with the jointed or
lapped plates, theii- fastening-nails, and the roof or
surface to which the same may be applied.

2. The arrangement of the auxiliary plate or strip

c, the strip of hair-felt, its saturating material or oil-

paint, the jointed or over-lapped plates, the fastening-
nails, and the roof or surface to which the same may
be applied, the whole being substantially as hereiii-

before set forth.

90,668.—Moses Kleejiax, Columbus, OMo.

—

Brad-Setter for Glaziers' Use.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the setter or driver
C, the spring D, and the opening or slot H, substan-
tially as and'for the pui'pose specified.

90,669—JOHX L. Xreider, Chestnut Level, Pa.—Appliance to Hames and Means of Hitching
Horses to Yeliides.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating barE and hook D, when
connected by the rods F and applied to hames of
substantially the described construction, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The hook D, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, when combined with the loop G, upon the
end of the shaft or pole, as and for the pui'pose set

forth.

3. The turning-bar TJ, constructed substantially as
described, when used in connection with the hook
D, as and for the purpose set forth.

90,670.-Samuee Lauchli, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself and Frederick Shickle, same
place.

—

Drilling-Apparatus.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

handles D and D', each having a collar, d, about the
flanges a, with the rollers C and cheek-nuts E. upon
the "stock A, substantially as and for the pui-poses

set forth.

90,671.—Jacob E. Lutz. East Cocalico Town
ship. Pa.

—

Horse-Poioer.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
loose cogged luib /, with its spur-wheel F, when on
the vertical shaft d of the master-wheel E, and on
the same horizontal j^lane, so that both act jointly

upon two pairs of pinions, g, on their shafts G G,
and impart motion to a piuion, H, on the pulley-shaft
h. substantially in the manner and tor the purpose
specified.

90,672.—Jacob Maerhoffer, Boonville, Mo.
— Cider-Press.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
nut F, provided with" rollers E, arms G, and hooks
I, in combination with the nm-se K and eyes J, all

constructed as and for the pm-pose set forth.

90,673.—Joseph Mater, Brooklyn, IST. T., as-

signor to himself and Julius Waterman', ;N"ew
York Citj.—Hoop-Skirt.—Jmie 1, 1869.

Claim.—A lady's skirt, formed of a woven or simi-

lar fabric, and provided witli holes, through which
the hoops are threaded, and for thepurposes set forth

90,674.—"Walter S. McMaxus and Eobert
S. Merryman, Brunswick, Me.

—

Churn.—June 1,

1869.
Claim-.—The macliiue herein described, composed

of all the described parts conjointly far operating
the chu]-n-dasher z, viz, base A, wheel p, crank j,
rod 7i, arm e, standard b, rod t, arm v, with its

hinged part a', clamps y y, and support w, as herein
set forth.

90,675.—Emily "W. Meyers, Lincoln, El.—
Comjiosition for the Production of Wax Flowers,
Fruit. <£-c.—June 1. 1869.

Claim.—The within-described compound, for the
production of artificial flowers, fi'uits, &c., substan-
tially as shown and described.

90,676.—James Montgomery, Xew York, IS!".

Y.

—

Cofee-Pot, Boiler, Digester, Oven, and Lamp.
—Junel, 1869.

Claim'.—1. The combination, with the outer ves-

sel, of an inner cylinder, arranged to move telescopic-

ally and automatically therein, substantially as and
tor the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the inner yessel, of a
rod, G, or its equivalent, to control or extinguish the
flame of the lamp, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
3. The employment, as an additional beating-sur-

face, of a tube extending upward through the liquid,

and serving also as a steadying post or guide for the
rising and falling cylinder," and a sheath for the ad-

justing-rod.
4. The means, substantially as described, for the

preliminary adjustment of tlie height to which the

inner vess'el shall ascend before diminishing the
flame of the lamp.

5. TTithiu the oil-chamber, a boat-like top floating

therein, and operating substantially as sot forth.

6. The combination of the perforated tubes de-

scending into the combustible matter, with the slid-

ing-sleeves, having metallic lips, and operating auto-

matically, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

7. In combination with the means, substantially

as described, of giving to the current of atmospheric
air a course downward, then underneath the lamjf,

and then upward along its inner sides, the covered
boat 4 serving to conflne the current, and direct its

exit only through the openings 6, surrounding the
wick-tubes.

8. A lamp, constructed and operating substan-

tially as set forth.

90,677.—Charles T7". Moore, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Peducing Sulphur-Ore.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The use of black oxide of manganese,
burnt lime, and charcoal, in combination or together,

as a desulphurizer, substantially in the proportion
and manner and for the pm'poses specified.

90,678.—George Kodxet Moore, Philadel-

phia, Ta.—Gas and Water Meter.—June 1, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The rocking-Talves e e, in combination
Tvith tlie water-Avays abed, operated by the parti-

tion D, substantially in the manner and for the puv-
pose herein set forth.

2. The pawls k and I, arrang-ed to hold the valves,
and to be operated by the partition D, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the rotating piston D, with
grooved edges, in combinatioi:i -with springs g and h
and rods j j, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

4. The flanges 1 1 and underlapping edges 2 2,

with a space between them, so as to allow a direc-

tion of current outward from D, or contrary to its

direction A^hen in motion, and thus constituting a
self-acting fluid-packing, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

90,679.—Charles Murdock, Hartford, Conn.—Barrel-Stave.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—The stave above described, when sawed

so as that the transverse curvature at the center or
bilge is on a longer radius than at the two ends, sub-
stantially as described.

90,680.—John H. ISTale, Decatur, 111., assignor
to himself and John 0. Sloan, same place.— Wagon-
Seat—JimelA869.

Clahn.—1. The combination and arrangement of
tbe spring-slats B B aiid C C, and the supports D D,
&c., witli the seat A, substantially as and for the
purpose shown and described.

2. The employment of tbe adjustable blocks D D,
«fec., in combination with the seat A and spring-
slats C C, Sec, for the purpose of increasing or les-

sening the tension of said springs, substantially as
herein described.

90,681.—John S. Palmer, Providence, E. I.—
Machine for Making Button-Hooks^—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the intermittent-
ly revolving table of a machine for forming button-
hooks and like articles, the employment of a sup-
plemental disk-plate, C, carrying a series of punches,
A, arranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The combination of the punch-bearing disk-
plate C and the concentric guide-plate H, or its

equivalent, substantially as described, for the pur-
poses specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the disk-
plate C, provided with a series of punches, as de-
scribed, tlie intermittently revolving table P, the
plunger D, and the guide-plate H, substantially as
herein set forth.

90,682.— Oliver E. Pillard, ITew Britain,
Conn., assignor to Prederick H. North, same
l^lace.

—

Comhination-Lock.—June 1, 1869.
CUmn.—1. The arrangement of the slot c in the

^tumbler A, in combination with the tumbler B, pin d,

slot d', and latch a, so that -\\hQ\\ the latch a falls

into the slot c, and allows the bolt D to withdraw,
the slot e slinll be on a line with the centers of the
tumblers A and B, substantially as and for the jhu'-

poscs descril)ed,

2. The combination of the sleeve P, shaft E, pijis

0, and grooves m and?i, substantially as described,
and for tlie x)urposes set forth.

90,683.- Oliver E. Pillard, New Britain,
Conn., assignor to Preueric'K H. North, same
place.

—

Feriirutatlon-Lock.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—Wliolly or partially removing an occa-

sional tootli, as at e e', of the tumbler A, tor tlie ]mr-
pose of making the backlash in tlie teeth of tunililers

A and B vniy at irregular distances, substantially as
described and for tiie jjurpose set forth.

90,684—Josevh P. Pond, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Chimney- Co'wl.—Jmm 1, 1869.
Claim. — 1. TliG curved overlapping revolving

Lood or sliield I), so iiicliiu'd and suppoiied by its

spindle C, upon tlie branclied step B, tliat i(s i()wer
edge will project below and beyond the top of tlie

pipe A, without toucliiiig any part thereof, us shown,
and for tlie puvjiosc set forth.

2. The branched slep 15, when conneeted with the
chimney or pipe A, in the liuo of its axis, us shown,

and with the hood D, by means of the spindle C,
socket V, and pin/, or their eqivalents, substantially
as shown, and for tbe purposes herein set forth and
described.

90,685.—"WiLLiAitt P. Potter, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignor to " Pittsburgh Forge and Ikon Com.-
FASY."—Nut-Lock.—J-QYie 1, 1869.

Claim.—The slot or slots in the plate or washer,
and the slot or. slots in the under side of the nut, and
a key or pin driven into these slots or grooves,
when matched or in line, which effectually prevents
the nut from turning, and without the necessity of
bending up the end or ends of the key, substantially
as described.

90,686.—LEV\as Preston, Elizabeth Port, N.
J.—Spri7ig-Butt.—J-ane 1, 1869.

Claim. — The rods D D, the shoulder C, and
notches n, when used in connection with tbe buttB
and spring E, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

90,687. -Henry Pathmakn and George H.
Johnson, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Yelocipide.-SmiQ. 1, 1869.

Claim.—In a two-wheel velocipede, the forwardly
projecting tiller N, cast or formed Avith the bifur-

cated bar L, arranged beneatli the seat, and pro-
vided with the foot-rest and steering-plate n', in
combination with the fi-ame B, carrying -fi'ame C,
and iJuUeys H I, and having said bar L jointed to
its rear, through the medium of spindle m, as de-
scribed.

90,688.—H. O. Peed and Joseph "W. Pottle,
Boston, Mass.

—

JDry-Earth Water- Closet.—3wa.Q 1,

1869.

Claim.—The apparatus described in Figs.l and 2,

including the application and combination of the
valves and valve-rod, inclosed in the conductor e, in
the manner and for the xmrjioses shown and set

forth.

90,689.— Isaac S. Poland, Eeadiug, Pa.—
Spoke-Lathe.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the carriage P' with
the chuck-carrier P, the rack-bar O, and the shaft P,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

2. The peculiar arrangement of parts for commu-
nicating the required lougitudiijal movements to the
carriage F', and the respective operqting-parts that
are combined thcrcAvith, viz, the \)ev el-wheel v,

secured to the loose pulley Q on the shaft P, and
gearing with the bevel-wheel u on the transverse
shaft a, the pinion d' on the shaft a, gearing with
the toothed wheel I on the transverse shaft t', the
sliding pinion tt' on the shaft (', whose teeth can. by
the action of the hand-lever g, be made to gear Avith

the teeth of the rack-bar O, all substantially in the
manner herein described.

3. The herein-described combination of parts by
which I am enabled to impart such a compound
series of movements to a spoke-blank, that a series

of rotating cutters, h b, is enabled to reduce said
blank to the desired spoke-shape, viz, ccmimcnciug
Avith a circular shape at tlie outer end of the spoke,
and changing from that to a gradually Avideuing'

oval shape toAvard the butt-end of the same, all sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

4. The herein-described combination of parts by
which I am enabled to impart the reciuisite move-
ments to the spoke to enalile the I'otating cutters b b

to give the desired shape to the butt-p(u"tion thereof,

(shown by Fig. 5*,) all substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

5. The c(unl)ination of the hand-lover J with the

weighted lever p, tlie shatt z. and the auxiliary

spoke-blank holder a' /', Fig. .3, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose herein set fortii.

90,690.—BEN.TAM1X D. Sanders. Wollsbiirgb,

"W. Yi\.—Man v/actu re of J> ;//)</.«.•.—Jane I, 18(i9.

Claim.—]. The nioile" of making bungs. ]>Iugs,

ta]is, and jar-covei's, by the means substantially as

hei'cnii slioAvn iiiul deseiibed.
2. 'I'wo longitiidiniiUy convorging grooved sur-

faces, made Avilh the boi'loni of the groo\ es beveled

or iucliued in opposite directions, so as to opcruto iu
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reducing, by compression, a cylindrical blank to a
taijer form, sul)stantially in the manner described.

3. A grooved segmental roUer-plate, A. adjustable
in a frame. B. substantially as described, so as to in-

crease or lessen tbe eccentricity of the grooved wheel
A' with reference thereto, for the purposes set forth.

4. A roller taper-bung, made substantially as de-
scribed, as a new article of manufactui'e.

90,691—F. Le Eor Sexouk, Eaton, Ohio.—
Combined Hoe and Rake.—June 1. 1869.
Claim.—1. The described construction ofthe rake,

in such manner that it will fold, as set forth.
2. The combination of a rake thus constructed

with a hoe, in the manner set forth.

90,692.—XicHOLAs Seubert, Syracuse, X. Y.—
Alarm-Lock.—.June 1. 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular camH, in combination
with the cams d d. or their equivalent, and the arm
G, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

2. The pivoted angular arm G-, operated upon by
both knob and bolt, "throuffb the cams b and g, or
their equivalents, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.

3. The within-described alarm, consisting of the
arm G-, cams b. d d. g, and H. hammer F, and bell
E, when applied to a lock, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

90,693—TH03IAS Shaw, PhiladelpMa, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Philip S. Justice.—Eiveting-
Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Ari-anging said combination of devices
in the manner described, in frame b a, and combin-
ing therewith the anvil post or block u, and the
screw and wedge s and r. for preventing lateral play
of the hammer, substantially as described.

2. In combination with' the combinations first

mentioned in the foregoing clause, the disk g. or an
equivalent puUey, thelricfion-belt x, and mechanism
which shall simultaneously tighten the driving-belt
and slacken the friction-belt, or slacken the driving-
belt and tighten the friction-belt, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

90,694.—Joel Shedd, TValtham, :xrass.— TTa^^-
Eoiler.—JuJie I, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
double cover E E, D D, with the drop-channels C C
and the tubes B B, substantially as described, and
for the pm'pos^ set forth.

90,695.—H. Julius S^nxH. Boston, Zilass., as-

signor to himself and E.ichakd SiiiTH.

—

Paper and
Phnt Roller.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactrore, and an
improvement in the arts of paper-making, cloth-print-
ing, and other analogous arts, the rollers made, as
hereinbefore specified, of nickle, or of metal coated
with nickel by electro-deposition or otherwise.

90,696.—William SinxH, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam-Eiigine Governor.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the weights G- G',
having inclines g and the springs H 'H, arranged
substantially in the manner and for the purpose "set

forth.

90,697.—Alvin Soule, Tarmouth, ile.—JTow-
ing-Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of wheel i. arms I o
m n, with crank-shaft q, and arms connecting it vrith

the cutters, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of wheels b. shaft a, gears de,
wheel i, arms I m n o, and crank- shaft q, as herein
described.

3. The ari'angement ofbrace c', and arm jointed at

g. to prevent the shoe from stiiking the wheel b'

when the cutters are raised, as herein illustrated and
described.

90,698.—M. ir. SprRs-kle, PLOchelle, Ta., as-

signor to himself and Eobekt C. Gaknett, same
place.

—

Corn-Planter and Fertilizer.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slide M, cpnstructed and operat-
ing, in connection with the part J, as and for the
pm-poses specified.

2. In combination with slide M and bottom J, the
levers L O. catch o. and cams k k, constructed and
operating as described.

3. The adjusting-plates r r, and screws s s. in com-
bination with the sliding-plate ]y;, and bottom J,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

90,699.—James J. Stetvaed, Big Prafrie, Ohio.—Locking-Burr.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base a, provided with projection
c and spring d, in combination with the grooved
screw b, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose describad.

2. The nut e. formed on its lower surface with steps

g g g, m combination with base a, provided with
prqjectioh c and spring d, and grooved screw b, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as described,

90,700.—Luke W. Taylor. AVeathersfield, Vt.—Automaton-Hoop.—June 1, 1869; antedated May
28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement as wel] as the com-
bination of the annulus A, the frame B, the driving-
wheel C, and its crank or crank-wheel I).

2. The arrangement of the automaton E, and its

supporting-frame B, with the annulus A, and tbe
driving-wheel C.

3. The combination for effecting the movements
of the body and legs of the automaton, such combi-
nation consisting of the posts or standards e e, the
sbatt E, with its four cranks, the crank-wheel I), or
its equivalent, and the branched connectina-rod, the
whole being applied to the body and legs of the au-
tomaton, as set forth.

4. The combination of the auxiliary arms I -with
the primary arms c, and the body and legs of the au-
tomaton, provided with mechanism as described, for
operating them, in manner as set forth.

90,701.-Daxiel E. Teal, Norwich, X. T.—
Spring Rocking-Chair. — Jiuie 1, 1869 ; antedated
May 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bos or mortise C, when used in
conneciion with the shaft D, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of spider B, bos or mortise
C, shaft D, and springs F F, as and for the purpose
herein described.

90,702.—SxEPHExD. Tucker. Xew Tork, K".

Y.

—

Litliographic Inking-Roller.—June 1. 1S69.

Claim.—A roller, for inking lithograpliic stones,

formed of a metal core. A, surrounded by a coating
of rubber, B, combined with an outer covering of
leather, C, or its equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed and specified.

90,703.—J. J. Tucker, Eugene, HI.—Hedge-
Planter.—June l.l^.C>9.

Claim.—1. Plow H, with plow-standai\l C and ad-

'

justable apparatus of levers E and K and spring h,

as above described, substantially as and for the pur-
pose aforesaid.

2. Hopper B, in connection with plowH and ad-

justable plow-standard C, as before set forth, sub-

stantially as and for the above-named purpose.
3. Earth-rollers D D. in combination «ith plow

H, adjustable i^low-standard C. and hopper B, all as
described, substantially as and for the purpose be-

fore mentioned.
4. Covering-shovels E E, adjustable laterally in

mortises //, by screws g g. in combination with
earth-rollers D*D, plowH, adjustable plow-standard
C, and hopper B, substantially as and for the pur-
pose before named.

5. The hedge-planter, herein described, consisting

of wagon-body A A, mounted upon wheels, with
plow H. adjustable plow-standard C. hopper B,
earth-roUers'D D, and covering-shovels E E, operat-

ed and constructed as aforesaid, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

90,704.—S. D. Tuxxle, Eaton, Ohio.— Cojre-'

bincd Punch and Screic- Driver.—June 1, 1859.

Claim.—The bar A. provided with rectangular
projections b b and screw-driver C, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.
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60,705.—C. VonBonhorst, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Dental MovM-Meter.—June 1, 1869 ; antedated May
15, 1869.

Claim.—1. An adjustable or spring month-meter,
adapted to be used in the process of inserting artifi-

cial teeth, substantially as described.

2. The mouth-meter, combining the spring and
index, made in one piece, substantially as de-

scribed.

90,706.—C. YonBonhoest, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Dental Articulating- Ciop.—June 1, 1869; antedated
May 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A dental articulating-cup, constructed
substantially as described, for obtaining tbe " bite

"

of the mouth.
2. The articulating-cup, provided -n'itli a graduated

scale, for indicating the length of the upper lip, and
of the teeth to be inserted, substantially as described.

90,707.— Almern B. Walters, Philadelphia
Ta.— Coffee-Pot—Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.—The application of the tube T, constructed
as set forth, to the lid L of coifee-pots, substantially

as and for the pui'pose specified.

90,708.— D. J. Waltz, H. A. Soliday, and
William Hamsher, Doylestown, Ohio.

—

Bailway-
Gate.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the connecting-rod C
and hinged links B, and weight G, when used to

operate gate A, by the means and in the manner sub-

stantially as described.

90,709.—George E. Waring, Jr., Newport, E.
L, assignor to the Earth-Closet Company, Hart-
ford, Conn.

—

Deodorizing Water- Closets.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—1. The movable platforms i and j, substan
tially as herein described.

2. The combination of the hopper g with the mova-
ble platforms i and j, for the purposes of an earth-

closet, substantially as specified.

3. The movable platform i, with its projection i\

for carrying forward the jjroper quantity of eartb, in

combination with the hopper g, substantially in the
manner herein described.

4. The platform j, at a given depth below the seat,

so that the earth may always be transferred to the
same place to cover the excrement, substantially as
specified.

90,710.—George H. White, Huntington, IST. T.—Ferrule for &hoe-Strings.—June 1, 1869 ; antedated
May 20, 1869.

Claim.—A metal binding for shoe-strings, and
other laces constructed of a blank, which is folded
in the manner shown, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

90,711.—Joseph W. White, Weymouth. Mass.—Machine for Manufacturing Webbing for Ladies^
Fans.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted roller
D with a cement-supplying roller, C, in a machine
for producing fan-webbing, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Tlie combination of calendering-rollers with a
roller, 1), whicli is slotted or grooved, substantially as
described.

3. In a machine adapted for producing fan-web-
bing, the i)rinting of one of the sheets with a cement-
ing- subijtance on its Avay to heated calendering-roll-
ers, substantially as described.

4. A roller, I), AA'hich is slotted or grooved, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose described.

90,712.— Daniel D. Whitney, Leominster,
Mi\m.-—Hlove-Shelf.—J\m(i 1, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination, with a stove-shelf, C,
of tlie spring-catcli D, for holding the same at the
di^sired lieight, by contact with a lu'ojection or
shoulder upon the supporting-standard, substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the shelf C, provided with n
spring-ciitch, 1), with the vertical standard A, liav-

iug hori/oiital grooves or recesses B, subatuntiully as
and for the purpose set forth.

90,713

—

Jacob P. Wile, Nashville, Mich.—
JEarrotv.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the extension-pole
C and attached seat S, with the carriage-axle and
wheels A B, and hinged harrow-sections D D, con-
structed, connected, and operated substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with a wheel-carriage and
hinged sectional harrow, the pulley E, crank n, and
chain G, when said pulley and crank are elevated in
front of the driver's seat, and the chain hooked to
the harrow-sections, substantially as and for the uses
set forth.

90,714.—Elbridge G. Woodside, San Eran-
ciseo, Cal.

—

Carriage-Wheel.—June 1, 1869.
Claim..—The elastic packing-rings B, with their

projections e and recesses g, and with or without
shoulders h b, f, applied to the eiuls of the bos C, in
combination with the hub A, the ends of the interior
of which are of a fonn corresponding to that of the
rings B, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

90,715.— Henry Adolph, Clint«n, Kansas.—
Medical Compound.—June 1, 1869.

Claitn.—The compound formed of the ingredients
(in about the proportions) herein named, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

90,716.—John Agate, Pittsford, N. Y.-Beer-
Cooler.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—1. The coupling C, constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The application of the faucet F, so constructed
and arranged, in connection with the pipes i, j, and I,

so as to operate in the manner and for the pm-poses
set forth.

.3. The arrangement of the beer-channels B within
the vat A, substantially as shown, so as to form the
circuitous water-spaces by the channels themselves,
for the purpose set forth,

4. The overflow-pipe p, an^anged and operating as
and for the purposes shown anifdescribed.

5. The arrangement of the induction beer-pipes i
and j, and exit-pipe P, in combination with the
inlet water-pipe y', and dischargepii)e8 /;, or their
equivalents, for the purpose of producing a double
counter-current of the two liquids.

90,717.-E. ISr. Allen, Pittsford, Yt— Water-
Meter.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The sleeve E, provided with ports or open-
ings, and the tubular shaft, having also ports or
openings, in combination with the vibrating box and
diai>liragm M, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

90,718.— John S. Appel, Kulpsville, Pa.—
Pumping-Lever.—June 1, 1869.

Claitn.—The arrangement of the adjustable clips
n, the removable levers m, the notched brake-beam
L and the iooi>ed rods C, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

90,719.—Margaret Armstrong, West Alex-
ander, Pa.

—

Cooking-Stove.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—1. The arrangement of tlie hearth H, fire-

cliaraber P, large oven C, smaller roar extension O',

pipe P, and ash-box E, extending from the front edge
of the hearth to the rear edge of the small ovou, as
and for the purposes specified.

2. In connection witli a strove, constructed substan-
tially as herein described, the detachable ornanuMital
pieces ABC, each having the Hat part a h c, and the
vertical llange or flanges a' b'^ c', a'^ b^ c'^, subatau-
tially as and for the purpose speeifieil.

90,720.—A. C. Bacon, Bergen, N, J.—Steam-
Heater.—Juno 1, 1869.

Claim.—\. Tlic arrangement of the heater A anil

water-reservoir B, with reference to the lire-pluco of
the lieater, when^by to produce stoam for Iieutiug

puriiosea, as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the steani-hont radiator E
,

aiul pipe a with the wuter-rcservoii' B, urvuugcd
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irithiu the Iieater, substantially as herein shown and
described.

3. The arrangement of the condensing-pipe c,

steam-heat radiator E, and Tvater-reservoii* B, as set

forth.

90,721.—Alfred Bailey, Os-n-ego, IT. Y.—Ro-
tary Steain-Engine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the devices -where-

by the steam is admitted to and exhausted from the
cylinder, substantially as herein described and
shown.

2. The construction of the abutments Gr, arranged
substantially as herein described.

90,72^.—:N"athan Breed, Jeffersonyiile, Ind.—
iJotton-Seed Planter.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable seed bos or boxes G,
constructed with an adjustable hinged bottom, L,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable sleeve or sleeves E. provided
•^dth arms or teeth X, in combinatiou with the seed
box or boxes G-, and axle or shaft, from which they
receive motioii. substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The scrapers O, in combination with the seed-

box Gr and arms X, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,723.—G-EORGE C. BuELL, j^ew Haven, Conn.
—Yelocvpede.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The application to velocipedes of either a
flat, spiral, or other kind of spring, of any shape or
form whatsoever, to the supports, rising from the
axle of either or botli wheels, for the purpose set

forth and described.

90,724.—JosiAH Burgess, Zanesville, Ohio,

—

Portable Soldering- Furnace.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The soldering-furnace, constructed as de-

scribed, of the case (', having its slotted bottom pro-

vided with lips D, the hood E, and the perforated
top H, arranged Mith the burner A and tube B, as

aerein set forth, for the purpose specihed.

90,725 D. S. Butler, Otterville, Mo.—Twa-
Buckle.—.Jxx\\e 1, 1869.

Claim.—An improved tng-buckle, formed by the
combination of the body A a^ a^^nd tongue-piece C
ci (fl with each other, said parts being constructed,
arranged, and operatiug substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,726c—Luke Chafmax, Collinsville, Conn.

—

Machine for Forming Bitti for Axes.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The bit-forming dies E C, made of
east iron, and eonstracted sthd arranged substan-
tially as specified.

2. The dies C. made in two parts, a, and secured
to the recesses in the support B, having the passages
D, by keys, as specified.

3. The combination of the feeding-tables H. arms
I, shaft K, arms L, oST, E,, hub O, spring P, and stud

Q, on the driving-wheel, all substantially as specified

90,727.—KORERT A. Chesebrough, iSTew York,
jS". Y.—Mode of Preventing Canals, <£c.,from being
Closed by Ice.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. One or more heating-pipes, a, arranged
in sections of convenient length, and connected with
boilers or furnaces located at suitable intervals along
the line of a canal or water-course, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. luclosiug locks or other portions of a canal or
water-course with a shelter, whose walls are trans-
parent, or in part transparent, and its ends movable
vertically, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

90,728.—Isaac Church, Jr., Xorwalt, Conn.

—

Steo.m-Engine Lubricator.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the two vertical
stem-valves I K, substantially as herein set forth.

90,729.—A. B. Cook, Manchester, Tenn., as-

signor to William S. Huggixs, same place.

—

Anti-
Friction Metal.—June 1, 1869.

Claim. — The metallic composition herein de-
scribed, to be used as an anti-friction bearing for
shafts, (fcc, as specified.

90,730.—John "W. Currier, Springfield, Mass.
Car- Coupling.—Jtme 1, 1869.

Claim.—The hunters A and B, provided with laps
H and H, and sockets Cr, when combined with the
link F, constructed with flange a. in the manner and
for the purpose shown and described.

90,731.—JoHx"W". Currier, Springfield. Mass.—Device for Molding Interfering-Bands in Place.—
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In combination witn the rubber band A,
the wire or metal hook B. constructed as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

90.732.—James Curtis, Chicago, 111.

—

Project-
ile.—Jm\e 1, 1869.

Claim.—The slots or cuts B and C, (more or less

in number,) in a musket-ball or elongated conical
shot, arranged and formed substantially as and for

the purposes described.

90,733<.—H. T. CusHMAsr, i^orth Bennini^toii,

Yt.

—

Composition Paper-Polisher.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described compound of mat-
ter, composed of the ingredients, mixed as specified,

and adapted for polishing paper, as set forth.

2. A paper-polishing implement, composed of a
handle, A, of ivory or other substance, and a mass, B,
of the compound herein specified.

90,734. — Samuel C. Dardex, ConnersviHe,
Miss.

—

Cotton-Cultivator. June 1, 1869.

Claim. —A convertible cottoncnllivator, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein shown
and described ; that is to say, with the driving or
traction-wheels B B', gear-wheel and pinion D and
F, shafts C and E, revolving teeth or harrow G, and
choppers H'', and triangular harrow I, arranged sub-

stantially as and for the poi'poses set forth.

90,735.—MiLLTXGTON Easlet, Hush. HI.—Bee-
HiGe.—June 1. 1869.

Claim.— The application to a bee-hive of the
cloth A, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

90,736.—Elias Evans, Montgomery, Ala.

—

Clevis.—Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.—The clevis herein described, consisting of
the shank S and curved body A, having the holes a
a, D, together with the bolts C C and nuts c, when
adapted to be employed in connection with a p)low-

beam having the gain b, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

90,737.—Charles H. Fixsox, Bangor, Me., as-

signor to himself and Joseph SEMPLE,"same j)lace.—Meat- Chopper.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. A meat-chopper, so constructed and
arranged that the dish and the blades may both be
rotated upon a common center, substantially in man-
ner as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combinatiou and arrangement of platform
A, with spindle a inserted therein, the tube i sliding

upon rod a, and having secured to A the handle J
and the cutting-blades and the chopping-dish, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially in manner as and for

the purposes specified.

90,738.—James Foster, Jr., Camden. N. J., as-

signor to himself and Xoah Hand, same place.

—

Boat-Detaching Apparatus.—June I, 1869.

Claim.—In a boat-detaching hook, the combina-
tion and an-angement of the levers C. D, and E, as
herein described and for the purpose set forth. '^

90,739.—Edw^a^rd P. Furloxg, Portland, Me.—Machine for Forming Shirt-Bosoms from Paper
and Cloth Combined.—JmiQ 1. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The. shafts a b, 'nith their peculiarly
constructed fixed and rotary trucks, as herein de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the said trucks with the
paste roll and shaft d, as described.
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3. The combination of the trucks on the said shafts

a h with the guide-racks, guide-rolls, paste-roU, and
shaft d, as described.

4. The smoothing-roll m, arranged as described,

and for the purpose set forth.

5. The adjustable table A, with its guides Tc, com-
bined and arranged as herein described.

90,740.—Carl G-unther, Berlin, Prussia, as-

signor to FiiEDEKiCK VoLKMAN, Hobokeu, N. J".

—

Mode of Coating Threads tuith Metals.—June 1, 18()9.

Claim. —As new articles of manufacture, flexible

threads, covered with metal foil, in imitation of gold

and silver tliveads, as herein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

90,741.—John TV. Goodale, Amherst, Mass.
—Fire-Arm.—June 1, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement, as shown and de-

scribed, of the firing-pin, nipple, and frame, pivoted
to tlie side, of the barrel of a fire-arm, so that they
can be swung off from the track of the hammer
when it is desirable to fire the rear charge.

90,742.

—

Reuben C. Grover and Charles "W.
Handall, Nev,'ton, Mass.

—

Attaching Picks to their

Handles.—June 1, 18(i9.

Claim. — An eyeless pick, with recesses d d,

secured to a slotted handle, C, by means of a strap,

B, wedge E passing through the handle C and sock-

et D, with its projections e e, the whole constructed
and operated substantially as set forth.

90,743.—Thomas S. Hall, Stamford, assignor
to Hall's Electric Bah^way-Switch and Draw-
bridge Signal Company, New Haven, Conn.

—

Con-
nection for Dra^vb ridge- Signals.—Juno 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Applying the key or M'edge of a draw-
bridge to operate automatically an electric or me-
chanicfd signal, as set forth.

2. The apparatus for closing circuits, to operate
signals iu the vicinity of drawbridges, consisting of

the key C and of tlie bos D, having the lugs / g,
slide-pin B, the shoulder h, and spring i, or their

respective equivalents, all arranged and opera,ting

substantially as herein shown and described.

90,744.—Thomas S. Hall, Stamford, assignor
to Hall's Electric Eailway-Switch and Draw-
bridge Signal Cojipany, IsTew Haven, Conn.

—

Switch-Alar']n Connection.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Coutlucting the lever I from the switch
into a movable ])ox, in which the device for estab-
lishing an electric current is contained, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. Attaching the cylinders C, that contain the
wire-connecting devices and their appendages, to a
movable sliding-plate, B, whicli is arranged in a box,
C, substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The combination of the cylinder C with the in-

sulated block D, metal plates 'E E', oscillating plug
G, lug a, levers H and I, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

90,745. — Charles A. Harris, Owego, K. T.—Railway- CJiair.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—Supporting the ends of rails, to prevent
their being crushed, by means of the base-casting
A, false side B, and dVopblock C, in coniI)ination
with tlie projections c c, for preventing the rails

from being driven out, substantially iu the manner
herein set forth and described.

90,746.—Charles J. Hartmann, London, Eng.
. land.

—

Looldng- Glass Attachment.—Juno 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie In-acketC, provided Mith the stud
D, limited in niovenKMit upon its lateral axis by
means of the stud E and projection E, and adapted
to support the extensioutubes C, l)y the jointed con-
nection, which is capable of oscillation or adjust-
ment luHMzontally and vertically, as iierciu shown
and descnibed, for the purpose specified.

2. The rellector A, supported Tipon tlie extension-
tubes C, by means of tlu^ oscillating adjnstahle stud
L. the stud M, and oscillating stud N, all coiistnu't-
ed and arranged as described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

90,747.—C. Hartzexl, St. Joseph, Mo.—PZoto.
—June 1. 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular, elongated, horizontal
cutting-blade or share a, attached to the landside of
a plow, for the purpose described.

2. The clevis, with a horizontal jaw, c, vertically
operating shanks /, horizontal draught-pin or bolt i,

and the set or regulating-screw I, in combination
with one another, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

90,748 T. W. Hawkins, 'New Haven, Conn,—Fan.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In a fan in which the two outer parts, on
the opening of the fau, form the handle, constructing
the said outer parts from sheet-metal, struck into
concavo-convex form, substantially as set forth,

90,749.—E. H. Hawley, Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Air Gun and Pistol.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner of covering- the disk / of
the puppet-valve with a skin of elastic rubber, for
the purposes above described and set forth.

2. So arranging the puppet-valve/ of an air-gun,
in relation to the stock and barrel thereof, that the
same may be operated by means of a spring, cock,
or hammer, outside of and uninclosed by tl\e stock,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

90,750.—E. C. Hickman, Washington, D. C—
Flour-Sifter.—Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.—The device above described, consisting'
essentially of the box B, the drawer D, the recipro-
cating-box C, having a sieve-bottom, E, the guides
iv tv, the detachable pitman P, the crank g, the shaft

G, the wheels -m. M, and crank K, the hinged cover
B', the hopper H, and the slide I, all constructed,
arranged, and combined to operate in connection
v/ith each otlier, as and for the purposes specified.

90,751.—Cornelius B,. Hight, Geneva, HI.

—

Portable Fence.—Jinie 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
whole as specified and set forth in the accompanying
specifications and drawings.

90,752.—S. B. Hockman, TJrbana, Ohio.—Hull-
ing-Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the sharpened radial
pins D with spirally fluted shaft C, and longitudinal-

ly grooved cylinder A, said pins being arranged in.

spiral lines, as shown, for the purpose specified.

90,753.—John Honecker, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Boot and Shoe Top.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, top-

pieces for boots and shoes, perforated by suitable
dies and machinery, to represent any desired figure,

and ornamented in the manner shown, by placing
under said perforations pieces of leather of the same
or different colors, and lining and stitching the wliolo

together, as described, and for the purpose set forth.

90,754.—M. L. Ivers, Oneco, and George L.
Cooley. Plainfield, Conn.

—

Compound for Cleaning
Stone, d-c-June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The composition herein set fortb for

cleaning stone.

90,755.—W. A. Ives, New Haven, Conn.—J. u-

ger-B it.—J\mel, 1809.

Claim.—In double-twist auger-bits, forming a
floor-lip, a, upon one twist, and the other twist tor-

minating in the spur-cutter d, and so as to form a re-

cess bet\^een the said spur and the center screw,
substantially as specified. »

90,756 William J. Keep, Troy, jST. Y.— Cook-

ing Stove.—June 1, I8()9.

Claim.—1. The sejiarating of the direct sheet-flno

from the return sheet-flue, by means of'thc arched di-

viding fliie-])lnte E, or any cqui\aleii( tlu>n'lbr, coii-

structed, arranged, and combined with said slieet-

iliies, ill theinMniicrand for the purpose substantially

as herein shown and d(>scribed.

2. The (li\ idiiig of the space between the liottom

oven and stove-])lntes, by means of the inclined and
arched divitUngflue-plati) E, or any equivulouL there-
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for, in the manner and for tlie purpose substantially
as lierein shown and described.

3. The slieet-flue division-plate E, haying a recess,

K, at each trout cornei' thereof, and a projection, H.
between such recesses, and with an arched or raised
center, extending- from the rear end to within a
short distance of the front end thereof, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

4. The employment of the i-aised or arched sheet-

flue diAasion-plate E, or any equivalent therefor, in

combination with the oven and oven-bottom flues, in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as

herein described and set forth.

5. The triangular opening G-, or its equivalent, in
and thi'ough tJie sheet-flue division -plate E, at or
near to the rear end of the return sheet-flue, substan-
tially as shown, and for the purpose specified.

90,757,—A. J. Langworthy, Milwaukee, Wis.—Shaft-Coupling.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling ABC, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

90,758.—SuRVETUS Leach, Wilbraham, Mass.
—C/nmi.—Juue 1, 1869.

Clawn.—The construction and arrangement of the
frame A, cross-pieces K andK, hinged pieces L and
L', and forming bearings for the shaft I, when used
in combination with the an-angement of sbafts G- and
I and dashersH and J", herein described and shown.

90,759.—H. C. Leavis, Esses, Corm.—Auger-
Bit.—Jvlyiq 1, 1869.

Claim.—A single-twist auger-bit, having the spur
forged solidly thereon, and in the relative position to

the cutter siiown and described, and in the manner
and for tbe purpose specified.

90,760.—Erancts Ludlow, Lake View, El.—
Horticultural Building.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double-walled horticultural build-

ing, having such construction of ventilators that the
interior may be ventilated without permitting the
escape of heat from between the walls, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. In combination with a double-walled horticul-
tural building, a door, H H, the walls of which in-

close a heating-chamber, and a slide, Gr, for admit-
ting air into said chamber when the door is shut, and
preventing air from escaping when the door is open,
as herein specified and shown.

90,763 .^Edward Thoias Maixwarixg, Tip-
ton, England.

—

Cotton-Bale Tie.—June 1, 1869,
Claim.—The bale-tie, consisting ofthe rectangular

slotted plate C, having one or more extended sides,

E, and applied to the deflected portion of the hoop A,
in the manner described, and secm-ed thereto by the
clip or clips D, as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

90,763.—Louis Joseph Erederic Marguer-
ITTE, Pai'is, France. — Extracting, Refining, and
Crystalizing Sugar.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—1. The working up of the molasses, to-

gether with 85= alcohol, acidulated with any energetic
acid, or variable proportions of alcohol at various
degrees or temperatures, and the filtering of this
mixture, substantially as specified.

2. Successive additions to the saccharine dissolu-
tion of various volumes of alcohol, at 95°, or more
concentrated, if possible, substantially as specified.

3. The setting in contact of the saccharine liquor
"with sugar crystals, or hemp skeins, fabrics, or any
supports previously covered with sugar crystals,
for the purpose of determining the crystalization of
the liquor, which otherwise would remain inert,
substantially as specified.

4. The crystalization of sugar amidst the alcoholic
liquor, and obtaining the same in the pure state, in
the presence of the eliminated acids, by sulphuric
acid, and all impurities contained in the molasses,
substantially as specified.

5. Purifying the wliite or raw sugars of trade by
means of alcohol more or less concentrated, substan-
tially as specified.

6. Agglomerating this so pulverized, purified su-

gar by a saccharine alcoholic dissolution of vai'iable

concentration, using, for these two operations, sph-it

of Avood, substantially as specified.

7. Using an aqueous saccharine decoloring mate-
rial for agglomerating and lumping the sugar crys
tals, washed by alcohol, substantially as specified.

8. Agglomerating the crystals, either with or Avith-

ont compression, in close appai'atus, substantially as
specified.

9. Preparing sugar-candy by the continuous in-

crease of the sugar crystals amidst the solution of

sugar into alcohol.

90,763.—Joseph Marshall, IfewTork, N. T.
-Bath-Brush.—JnuQ 1. 1869.

Claim.—The use of sponge, in combination with
bristles or hair, or the equivalents of bristles or hair,

in the construction of brushes, substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

90,764.—John McCaskey, Jr., Orville, Ohio.—Bevolving Clothes-Drier.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—A revolving clothes-frame, consisting of
the stem or standard 6, base a, cap c, formed -with,

slots (i d, ring e, arms fff, and sliding-button g, all

combined, arranged, and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

90,765.—John A. McClelland, Louisville, Ky.
—Dental Flate.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. A palate or base-plate, A. having an
upturned margin, a, and produced substantially as
described, as a new and improved article of manu-
facture.

2. Making the gums and attacliing them to the
prepared palate or base-plate at one and the same
operation of pressing, substantial!}" as described.

90,766.—John A. McClelland, Louisville, Ky.
—Machine for Treating Collodion and its Com-
pound-s.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The preparation of collodion and its

compounds in a vacuum, substantially as and for the
pm'poses described.

2. The combination of mixing-vessels, having pis-

tons working air-tight therein with reticulated or
finely perforated passages, through which the sub-

stances, while being treated, are compelled to pass,

substantially as and for the purposes described.

90,767.—John Alexander McKay, Auburn,
Ind.—Bridge.—J-ane 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combinatiou of the chords B B', the
single and double braces A A^ A^ each bolted to

thechords independently of all the others, and the
triangular blocks D, intervening between the ad-

jacent ends of the brakes, vrheu said parts are con-

structed and arranged substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

90,768.— Charles S. Meeker, ISTew Haven,
Conn., assignor to himself and T. B. Carpenter,
same place.

—

Adjustable Clamp.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the socket A and nut
B, eacb constructed with a loop, a, and provided
with the screw C, and combined with the band D,
attached to the said loops, the whole constructed
substantially as herein set forth.

90,769.-3. B. Middaugh, Mansfield, Pa.—
Spring-Hinge.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The coiled spring D, secured at one end
to the axle C, which carries the ratchet-wheel E, and
has its bearings in the brackets B B, formed upon
the leaf A of the hinge, and provided with the pawl
E, the free eudof saicl spring being adapted to catch
over the edge of the leaf of the hinge, secured to

tlie door in such a manner as to be released when
the door is swung open to its fullest extent, or nearly

so, as herein shown and described, for the pm'pose
specified.

90,770.—Oliver F. Momany, Dowagiac, Mich.—Boiler Grain-Drill.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the frame A and hopper C, in combination with the
wheels B, sliding-frames d, and lever W, as and for

the purposes specified.

2. In combination with frame A, wheels B, hop-
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per C, and the frames d, the construction and' ar-

rangement of slides/ and O, the bars i and 3, levers

N, and handle r, and the arrangement of the cover-

ers S, in combination with the pedestals T T, driv-

er's seat X, all as and for the purpose specified.

90,771.—Daniel Mooke, Davenport, Iowa.

—

Bake- Oven.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The inner oven B, having a bottom paved
Tvith bricli, and provided with doors D D, and ven-

tilating;-openings, with dampers d d, in combination
with an outer oven, A, chimneys C C, dampers e e,

flues with dampers c c, and fui'naces E E. having
flues ft 6 and openings S S, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose as described.

90,772.—David Morgan, HammondsvillcOhio.
—Machine for Desulphurizing Bihiminous Coal.—
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Desulphurizing bituminous coal by
washing with water, substantially in the manner
described. ^

2. The inclined troughs E, one or more, with the
cross-bars or cleats c, substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

3. In combination with the troughs B B, or either

of them, the spiral conveyer E, substantially as and
tor the purposes set forth.

90,773.—Edgar G. ISTichols, Beaufort, S. C—
Fence-Post—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The fence-post herein described, con-
structed of one or two bars, as shown in Eigs. 1

and 2, provided with braces which serve to support
the rails or wires, said post being formed wedge-
shaped at its lower extremity, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

90,774.-Alfred Nielsen, "Williamsbvirgh, ]Sr.

T.— Velocipede.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The double or slotted saddle-bar C, piv-

oted to the reach or connecting-bar A A', at the
angle of the same, provided at its front end with the
pivoted operating-stirrups H, and connected at its

rear end to the cranks F, by means of the connect-
ing-rods E, all arranged as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

90,775.—Charles G. Nye, Onondaga, N. Y.—
Tire-Heating Oven.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the furnace or
fire-box C, the annular heating-chamber, composed
of the wings and annular flanged plate B B A a and
the chimney/, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the furnace C, annular flue

H, dampers lijk, heating-chamber and chimney,
substantially as and for the purpose described,

3. The combination of the adjusting-hinges 6 with
the wings B B and annular flanged i)late A a, sub-
stantially as described.

90,776.—Thomas O'Keefe, Appleton, Wis.—
Bedstead-Fastening.—June 1, 1869.

Claim:—The improved bedstead-fastening plates
A, provided with hooks EC, and otherwise arranged
and applied, as specified.

90,777.—Almarin B. Paul, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Electro-Magnetic Amalgamator for Gold and
Silver.—Jnna 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the horizontal
rotating hollow-axled glass or earthen cylinder A,
for tiie purpose of amalgamating and separating
metals, Avhether precious or base. •

2. The introduction of electricity, through hollow
axles or trunnions, into glass or eartlien barrels, for
the purpose of preparing ores for amalgamation, and
for sej)aratiiig metals,

3. The introduction of magnets into glass or
earthen barrels, for the purpose of acting magneti-
cally upon ores dui'ing separation and amalgamation.

4. The amalgamation of pulverized ore, in a dry
or wet condition, with mercury, in glass or earthen
barrels or cylinders.

90,778.—T, C. Pennington, Patorson, N. J.—
Steam- Generator Furnace.—June 1, 1869.

16 P—II

Claim.—The arrangement of the air-pipes E, sup-
ported by the plates H C, with reference to the en-

larged flue D, chimney-flue H, boiler C, and fire box
and grate A B, as herein set forth and shown.

90,779.-W. H. H. Peters, Tuskegee, Ala.—
Medical Compound.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—A medical compound, composed of the
ingredients herein set forth.

90,780.-Calvin D. Purdy, La Porte, Ind.—
Bedstead-Fastening

.

—June 1, 1869,

Claim.—The socket for bedstead- fastening, con-
structed with the parallel perpendicular sides h h,

containing the inclined planes c cc c,\n combination
with the roimd-beveled end d, and the hollow bevel-
ed key-seat, respectively, constructed and arranged
substantially as set forth.

90,781.—Salmon W. Putnam, Jr,,Eitchburgh,
^ass.

—

Bearing for Spindles and Shafts.—June 1,

n869.
Claiin.—1. The shaft, having the bearing so in-

clining or curved that a longitudinal pressure ex-
erted in either direction will tend to retain it firmly
in place within its box in a true central line, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The box C, as constructed, and operating sub-
stantially in manner shown, box C being provided
with the central groove or oil-chamber i, substan-
tially as described,

90,782

—

George P, Eeed, Boston, Mass.—
Velocipede.—June 1, 1869.

• Claim.—A velocipede containing the characteris-
tics, arranged as before described, that is to say, the
combination and arrangement of the swiveled axle
c, provided with its independent wheels d d, and
steering-rod e, the perch a, with its di she or foot-
rest g, driver's seat &, and brake i, and ihe driving-
wheel, provided with the ratchet-wheels j j, and their
cranks and pawls, or equivalents, and connected
with the hand-leversm m', and foot-treadles s s', the
whole being substantially as before described.

90,783.—Charles H, Eiggs, "Windsor Locks,
Conn.

—

Auxiliary Jaiv for Planer-Chuck.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
plates A and B, with semi-cyliudrical jaAvs D, held
in place between projections E by tongues and
grooves, and operated by means of the viorms H,
the piirts being all combined together, substantially
as and for the purpose described,

90,784.—William Eoberts, Blue Hill, Me,—
Saw-File.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—The improved saw-file, made as described,
and combining tlie features herein set forth, for the
purposes specified.

90,785.— Obed Euggles, Franklin, Mass.—
Stove-Pipe Shelf.—Jxmo 1, 1869.

Claim.—A portable warming-shelf for stoves,
composed of the furcated bracket B, provided A\ith
the set-screws D D', and formed with the double
bearing surl'aces F and J, and the cars G G, in com-
bination with the shelf H, the wliole being so made
and combined as to be adapted to perpenclienlar or
horizontal pipes, iu manner and for the purpose as
before explained.

90,786.—L. M. EuMSEY and W. P. Smith, St.
Louis, Mo.

—

Pipe-Driver.—J\uw 1, 18(i9.

Claim.—The stirrup K, in combination with the
follower J and adjustable drive-head E, provided
with an intermd screw-tlircad, to receive the end of
the pipe F, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied,

90,787 L. M. EuMPKY and W. P. Smith, St.

Louis, ^lo.—Drill for Pock and Earth with At-
tached Tube.—,J\uw 1. 1869.

Clai7n.—1. The drill formed in one piooe. with
three or more cutling-eliisel edges, nidiatiug from iv

eomnion center, and arranged in sueli a nuiuner tliat

wedge-shaped grooves c are formed between each
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wedge-shaped chisel, terminating at the point /, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie tube B, grooved spirally, and perforated,

substantially as and for the purposes desci-ibed.

3. Fastening a screen on to a well-tube, by a wire,

which foT'ces the screen into a spiral groove of the
tube, so that the wire is depressed below the surface
of tlio screen, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
4. The combination of the tube B with the drill A,

or with any drill equivalent tliereto, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

90,^SS.—F. ScHULTZ, Hoboken, IT. J., and C.

Eenne, New York, N". Y.

—

Machine for Cutting
Files.—June 1, ISbO.

Claim.—1. The combination of the belts or chains
C, shaft D, and tootlied wheel E, with the disk d,

shaft F, ratchet-wheel H, pawl/, and springs G-, all

arranged and operating to impart the requisite feed-

motion to the sliding-bed B, substantially as herein
shown and described. •

2. The cutter-holder L, when provided with a
cross-slot and witli two set screws I, or their equiva-
lent, for the purpose of holding the cutter BZ in either
position, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. An improved file-cutting machine, consisting of

the frame A, movable bed B, belts or chains C, inter-

mittently rotating shaft D, shaft F, springs G, ratch-
et-wheel L H, pawl/, cam o. hammer N, spring cut-
ter-holder L, cutter K, a,ud rocking-support J, all

combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

90,78??. — James M. Seymour and Daniel,
AVhitlock, Newark, N. J.

—

Machine for Wiring
BUnd-SLats.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In a machine for wiring blind-slats, the
independent cut-off A, provided with the spiing h,

or its equivalent, when constructed and operated
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified and shown.

90,790.—Samuel Simpson, Wallingford, Conn.,
assignor to Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., same
place.

—

Tea and Coffee Pot.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In a pot. divided by the perforated divi-

sion F, tlie arrangement of the cover G, so as to close
either of the two divisions, in the manner substan-
tially' as herein set forth.

90,791.—Garner A. Smith, Bleecker, N. Y.—
Saw- Guide and Jointer.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The saw-guide and jointer herein de-
scribed, when all tlie parts are constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated as shown.

90,792.

—

"William Sydney Smoot, 'Washing-
ton, I). C, assignor to Thomas Poultney, Balti-

more, Md.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Ar^n.—June 1,

1869.

Claim,.—The plunger a, in combination with the
stud and notch ?i, when arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,793.

—

Frederick Suter, Williamsburgh, N.
Y.

—

Musical Instru7nent.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—The sonorous metallic disks B, hung in
inclined positions upon the arms a, and adapted to
be struck from below by any suitable mechanism, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

90,794.—Henry Taylor and Joseph M. Coale,
Baltimore, Md.— Steam-Generator Bafety-Valve.—
June 1, 1869.

Claion.—1. The intermediate or reciprocating valve
F, in combination -^^ith the steam-passage G and
perforations /, foi* the escape of steam, substantially
as set forth.

2. The valve H, as constructed, with the steam-
passage G I'unning through its center, and the per-

forations / through its top, subxStantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the valves E F H with each

other and with the st€am-passages, substantially aa
pescribed.

90,795. — H. Thielsen, Burlington, Iowa.—
Eaihoay-Car Truck.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The cross-beams H, composed of plates
arranged on fedge, stiffened by means of angles
along their upper and lower edges, aiul united at
their ends to head-pieces K, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The construction of head-piecesK for the cross-
beams, with flanges k k^ k^, and interior strength-
ening-wall /c'-^, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. A tubular swing-beam, C, for a railroad-car
truck, constructed substantially as described.

4. The construction upon a tubular swing-beam,
C, of a socket-bearing, B, and side-stays b, substan-
tially as described.

.5. The construction of one piece of metal of a
transom. A, with flanges a\ rib a, and bearings a^,

substantially as described.

90,79^.-Samuel Thomas and John Thomas,
Hokendaugau, Pa.

—

JEEot-Blast Oven for Iron-Fur-
naces.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In an oven, or apparatus for heating an
air-blast by the heated gases discharged from a fur-

nace, introducing such heated gases at the top of
the oven or heating-apparatus, substantially as
shown and described, and for the purposes set
forth.

90,797.—Henry Thompson, Mobile, Ala.— "Te-

locipede.—June 1, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination, with the lever D and
crotched connection with the front wheel, of the
ci'oss-head and rods H, connecting with the cranks,
substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the rest M, fulcrum E, and
lever D, with relation to each other and the frame
or reach, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

90,798

—

John H. Tomlinson, Chicago, 111.—
Bucket.—Jane 1, 1869.

Claim-.—In combination with a bailed vessel, the
handles C, arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.

I.—S. B. WlLKiNS, Milton, Va.—Steam-
Plow.—Jmie 1, 1869.

Claiin.—1. In combination with the cylinder E,
the frame N, plows W, and gauge- wheels S S, ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. The employment, in a steam-plow, of one or
more plows, arranged in line, with rows of teeth
upon a rotative cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose specified,

3. The combination of the plows "W with the
gauge-wheels S, stands T, and screw-rods TJ, pro-
vided with the hand-wheels V, substantially' as herein
described, for the purpose set- forth.

90,800.-John B. "Willett, "West Meriden,
Conn.— Vise.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The dovetail projection a, upon the base
and arm, and the corresponding recess b, in the jaws,
with the block d, the set-screws /, for forming a bear-
ing upon which the jaws will turn, substantially as
set forth.

90,801.—Daniel Willis, Jersey City, N.J.— .

Toy.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A toy-vehicle, provided with pivoted
representations of animals, which are set in motion
when the vehicle -is drawn ahead, substantially a«
herein shown and described.

2. Connecting the pivoted representations, D, of
animals, by means of the rods F, with the revolving
wheels or axles of toy-vehicles, so that they will be
oscillated when said axles or wheels are revolving",

pubstantiallj as herein shown and described.

90,802.-C.L. "Wuestenberg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Impression Dental Cup.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—An impression-cup, made of the material
herein set forth, said cup having a highly polished
exterior, while the inside is left rough or unpolished,
for the Durposes stated.
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90,803.—"William L. Tantis, Brownsville, Mo.
— Self-Adjusting Switch for Street-Cars.—June 1,

1869."

daim.—The pivoted switch-block D, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described, and pro-

Tided with a coiled or equivalent spring-, in combi-
nation with the rails of tlie main and switch tracks,

as and for the purpose set forth.

90,804.—Herrmann Ahrend, Brooklyn, IsT. Y.
—Trunk-Lock.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The slide-latcb d e, fitted into guide-ways

g, on the lock-plate, in combination with the spring-

platform 6, hasp A, and with an ordinary locking-

mechanism, all as shown and described.

90,805.—Herrmann Ahrend, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Lock for Piano, dkc.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The bolts B B', swinging on separate piv-

ots h b\ and connected by a pin, c, and slot d, in com-
bination with the tumbler C and stud /, all con-

structed and operating substantially in the manner
shown and described.

90,806.—Alexander Allen, Eochester, IST.Y.-
Automatic Fire-Alarm Apparatus.—June 1, 1809.

Claim.—1. The system of signals for tire-alarm tel-

egraphs herein shown, composed of a series of rapid
alarm-signals, and a series of box-siguals, when the
same are so used as that an alarm-signal is interposed
between any two successive box-signals, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2.' So arranging a series of pins or ;jotches on any
circuit-wheel, used in connection with a circuit-

breaker, for the purpose of breaking the circuit in a
magnetic fire-alarm telegraph, substantially as herein
shown, as that two or more revolutions of said cir-

cuit-wheel shall cause two or more alarm-signals, and
two or more box-signals, an alarm-signal being inter-

posed between any two successive box-signals sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

3. So constructing an automatic fire-alarm, and the
circuit-wheel connected thereto, as that said alarm
shall first sound a fire-signal, then a box-signal, then
repeat fire-signal, then repeat box-signal, and so on,
substantially in the manner and for thepurpose herein
specified.

4. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the segmental drive-wheel 13, stops 25 25, pinion 12,

shaft 37, and circuit-wheel 17, the several parts being
arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

5. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the crank 28, shaft 38, spring 27, segmental drive-

wheel 13, pinion 12, shaft 37, and circuit- wheel 17,

the several parts being arranged substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

6. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the spring 27, shaft 38, segmental drive-wheel 13,

pinion 12, shaft 37, with circuit-wheel 17, and ratchet-
wheel 14 thereon, gearwheel 11, with pall 15 and
spring 16, gear-train 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, and shaft 35, witli

regulator 33 thereon, the several parts being arranged
substantially and fortjie purpose specified.

7. The circuit- breaker 4, having the sliding-rod 21
arranged tiiei'ein, when used in corainnation with tlie

circuit-wheel 17, having pins 18, 19, 20, or their equiv-
alents, arranged thereon, tlie several parts being ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
' specififHl.

8. The peculiar arrangement and combination of
the standard 1, having one end of the main cii'cnit

attached tiiereto, tlie circuit- breaker 4 liaving the
otiier end of main circuit attached tiiereto, and the
slidingrod 21 arranged tlierein, the cirenit-wheel 17

with pins 18, li), 20, or their ecinivalents, arranged
thereon, tlio shaft 37, pinion 12, segnnnital drive-
wlieel 13, .shaft 38, and spring 27, the several i)artvS

being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

90,807.—.Toim F. ArrLEUY, Mazo Mnnio, ^Vh^.,
assignor to himself and \Vii>iJy\M TiiOMi'soN, same
place.

—

Grain-Binder.—JniH> 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie eombination-ainl ai'rangement of
arms T) g F, operating substantially as and for tlio

purposes set forth.

2. The arm D, when provided with a forked part,
E, one prong of which is again forked, to receive a
pulley,/, and pin x, as and for the purpo.se set forth.

3. The arm F, when pivoted on the arm g, and pro-
vided with hooked lower end, and projections h i, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The rope n, when arranged as described, and
operated by a spring, I, in combination with the arms
D F, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the rope n, spring I, and
arms D F, the brace K L, arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. In combination with the arm D, the guard Z,

when arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

7. The shuttle, when constructed with the hinged
lid P, and grooved standard 0, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

8. The spring-stop u. when arranged to operate in
the grooved standard O and hollow stem r, against
the grooves y, in T\heel IST of the shuttle, substan-
tially as shown and described.

9. The spiral end E of the shuttle, in combination
with the bar C, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

10. The toothed wheel IsT, of the shuttle, the flanges
of its disks being even with the ends of its teeth, and
provided with two grooves ?/ diagonally opposite each
other, in combination with the openings s' in the shut-
tle, which openings are of smaller diameter than the
wheel IST, for the purpose of seizing and holding the
two parts of the wire, and producing a short twist,
substantially as hei'eiii described.

11. The cutter j k' k. moving freely in projection i

of arm F, and operated by spring G- and plate B',

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

12. The cutter j k' k, when arranged to operate in
such a manner as to cut off' the long part of the wii'S

only, as and for the purposes described.
13. The combination of pin x, in the forked part E

of arm D, with the tongue J on arm F, for the pur-
pose of keeping the two parts of the wire under the
center of the shuttle during the operation of twisting,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

90,808.—Elkanah S. Atwood, Boston High-
lands, Mass., assignor to "Pkatt & Wentwokt'h,"
same place.

—

Hinging Tea-Kettle Covers.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—A kettle, having a hinged lid, the hinge
being formed substantially as described, to prevent
the water of condensation from escaping to or drop-
ping upon the outer sm'face of the kettle.

90,899. —Henry Beugstein, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Burglar- Alarm.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The lever A, spring b', and wire T),

when arranged as described, iui'clationtoa window-
sash, and combined with the alarm-device I H'/i' h^,

in the manner described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hand-slide M, signal-board L, wire k, and
lever K, when combined and arranged witli each
other, and with the alirm-device I H' /i' h'^, as de-

scribed, for the purpose set torth.

90,810.—Eugene Henri Bernier, Paris,
France.

—

Hoisting- Apparatus.—June 1, lr!H9.

Claim.— 1. An apparatus for raising and lowering
weights, consisting of a frame, C, iiaviug mounted
tliereon the hoisting-gear, constructed as ileseriited

;

a self-acting safety-device, consisting of the stoj)-

catehes A' A" A'" A'", and the parts connected
therewith for operating the same, constructed as de-

scribed ; a guide-stretcher for the hoisting-chain a,

composed of the grooved pnlley V and a sn.'^pendcMl

weight, X, and tlu^ safety-chain G', ])rovitk'd witli a
counter-weight, K', all constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and do-

scribed.
2. The self-acting safety-nppnrntus, consisting of

the stop-catches A' A" A"' A"", and tlie parts eon-

iiect(Hl therewith for operating the same, all eoii-

strueled, arranged, and operating substantially us

lieitMii sliown. ns ,set forth.

3. I'lie s^l•e^ehiIlg•guid(^ for the hoisting-chain a,

consisting of the grooved pulley V and tlie siisp(>iid-

ed weight X, coiistruetod and operating subslaiitinlly

ns described.
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90,S1J. — Abner G. Bevix, East Hampton,
Conn.—Bell—Jane 1, 1869.

Claim.—The spiral spring x, or its equivaleut,
placed upon the tongue B, between its pivot s and
the perforated stud c, for the purpose of giving a sud-
den "trip " to the tongue at both ends of its vibra-
tion or play, all arranged, constructed, and oper-
ated as described.

90,812.—Alonzo T, Boon and Lucien Mills,
Galesburgh, 111.

—

Halter-Hitch.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The slot or opening F, of a box or other
device, provided with a bolt or catch, E, in combi-
nation with the loop of a halter, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

90,813.—M. T. Boyd, Buffalo, IST. Y.— Compo-
sition for Drcssi7ig Harness and other Articles

Made of Leather.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie herein-described composition, com-
pounded of the ingredients specified, substantially in
the manner set forth.

90,814.—L. "W. Bkoadwell, New Orleans, La.—Gun- Carriage.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the wing-piece or
plate E, and elevating-screw G, with the trunnion-
piece D and revolving supportin^--piece E, essen-

tially as shown and descriloed.

2. The combination of the end-piece I, the travel-

ing nut or box J, with its operating-screw K, and
the revolving supporting-piece E, substantially as
specified.

90,815.—Edward Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Pyrometer.—June 1, 18G9.

Claim. — The detachable hand-pyrometer,' con-
structed with the tube A, open at each end for the
free passage of the hot blast, in combination with
the usual expansion-strip D, arranged therein, for

giving motion to the pointer of a dial, secured upon
the non-expanding bar E, substantially as described.

90,816. — Haydn Brown and Somerby 1^.

ICsToYES, "West Newbury, Mass., assignors to S. C.
NoYES & Co., same place.

—

Cotnh.—Junel, 1869.

Claim.—1. The new manufacture of comb-back,
made as described, viz, with the fastening-flange or
tenon, and the tooth-guard, arranged together as set
forth.

2. The improved manufacture or comb, in the back
of the body of which a brace of metal, for strength-
ening the same, is fitted and fastened, and so lapped
down on one side of the body as to form, between
the brace and the body, a recess or space for the're-

ception of the teeth or points of the teeth, of another
comb-body, when pivoted to and closed with the
first body, in manner as hereinbefore mentioned.

3. "When a metallic brace is applied to an ivory,
horn, shell, or hard-rubber comb-body, as described,
the formation of all the rivet-holes but one of such
brace, as slots, arranged so as to allow of the expan-
sion and contraction of the body, lengthwise thereof,
without hinderance from the "rivets going through
such slots, the same being to prevent breakage or
warping of the body.

90,817.—ErankBuckelew, SanPafael, Cal.—
Washing-Machine.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—Constructing the tub with the support-

ing-cleat D, and with inclined sides A B, against
which the fabric strikes as the wheel is turned, Avith

the radial arms G, provided with openings G', to
which the fabric to be washed is attached, as set
forth and shown, for the purpose specified.

90,818.—Hiram P. BuRDicK. Buffalo, N. T.—
Hay Raker and Loader.—June 1, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The hinged endless carrier G, in com-
bination with the hay-platform C, permanently sup-
ported by both the front and rear wheels of the wag-
on, by means of the forward extension of the side-

rails C, the whole arranged and operating as herein
set forth and described.

2. The arrangement for elevating the carrier E,
consisting of the drum M, hand-wheel M', dog p,
chains n n, and pulleys o o', substantially as set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the rod s,

spring t, chains q n, and endless carrier E, for au-
tomatically elevating the latter, as set forth.

4. Tlie rope u ti', for unloading, when applied and
operating in the manner specified.

90,819.—William J". Cochran, Baltimore. Md.— Construction of Betorts for the Manufacture of
Coal- Gas.—June 1,1869.

Claim..—A retort for the production of coal-gas,
or for other purposes, composed of iron and fire-brick,
or fire-clay, in combination with each other, in the
manner and by the means substantially as herein de-
scribed.

90,820.—John L. Cooper and Elias A. Mon-
roe, Elmira, N. T.

—

Spring Bed-Bottom.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—A spring bed-bottom, consisting of frame
A, parallel wires a a, longitudinal wires b b, diag-
onal braces D D, E E, and spiral springs B B, the
whole being constructed, combined, and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

90,821.—EOBERT P. Crane, Beloit, Wis., and
Ellery B. Crane, Worcester, Mass.

—

Automatic:
Eaihvay-Gate.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever G, the
hanger or lifter f/, provided M'ith the stud r, the lever-
catch H, the lever E, and its operating mechan-
ism, as described, the said lever E being applied to
the gate, and the said lever G being applied to the
tripper, by means substantially as specified.

2. In combination therewith, the auxiliary or
guard catch I, arranged and combined with the
main catcb H, in manner and for the purpose as ex-
plained.

30,822..-J. Thompson Cree, Worcester, Mass.
Stone-Dressing Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Tlie frame C, supported upon friction-

balls, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with the columns or stand-
ards B, and frame C, of the friction-balls b, sub-
stanti;illy as and for ihe purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the frame C, supported
upon friction- balls, of the operating-cranks d d, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination, with a lower stone-frame,
having a rotary reciprocating motion, of an upper
stone-frame, having a reciprocating motion, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The combination, with frames G and H, of the
friction-balls 1, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

6. The arrangement with the upper reciprocating-
frame H of two blocks of stone, to be ground and
polished, substantially as shown and described,
whereby a central longitudinal opening, s, is left be-
tween them, for the reception and more rapid and
even distribution of the grinding and polishing ma-
terial, substantially as described.

7. The combination, with the blocks of stone to be
ground and polished, arranged in reciprocatmg-
frames, the upper one of which is capable of rising,

for the purpose stated, of small pieces of buhrstone,
chilled iron, and steel, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

90,823.

—

Lewis Cutting, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Hoisting-Apparatus.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The brake-bar I, provided with the
angular shoulders K, in combination Avith the brake
D, horizontal brake M, and connecting-rod E, the
whole constructed and arranged to operate substan-

tially as described.
2. The slotted link L, for connecting the brake-

bar and horizontal brake, as described, and the pin
P, for arresting the downward movement of the
brake-bar, substantially as set forth.

90,824.-JohnDickenson, Bay Eidge, N. Y.

—

Preparation of Mineral Carbon for use in the Arts.

—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within- described process for form-
ing mineral carbons in any shape desired, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. As a new article or manufacture, mineral car-

bon, when formed in shape for making diills, cutters,
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or dressers, for drilling, cutting, or dressing stone,

metal, or other hard substances, substantially as

herein set forth.

90,825.—Julius Edmuxd Dotch and Edward
DuEMPKLMANN, Washington, D. C. — Composition
for Paving, Hoofing, and for other Purposes.—June

X 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie employment of the metallic ox-

ide, such as litharge, or finely divided metals, &c., to

combine with the superfluous sulphur, in the treat-

ment of hydrocarbons, for the purpose herein de-

scribed. •

2. The employment of chloride of sulphur, or the
combinations of sulphur, in the various bases, for

the treatment of hydrocarbons, as and for the pur-

poses described.
3. Tlie use of tungstate of baryta, in combination

Tvith drying oils, for coating the composition, as

herein described.
4. A concrete pavement, having its surface rough-

ened or indented, as herein described.
5. The corrugated roller, for indenting the surface

of pavements, herein described.

90,826.—HOBEET Dunbar, ButFalo, IST. Y.—Tur-
bine Water-Wheel.— JviWQl, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the guides / witk the
^ates D, rods g, and ring E, arranged and operating
as described.

90,827.—IsTathan Eisendrath, Chicago, 111.—
Treatment of Grain-Mashes, Worts, and Beer, after
Fermentation.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The treatment of grain-mashes, worts, or
beer, (produced by the patented process mentioned,)
after fermentation, and before distillation, with lime-
water, or equivalent carbonate solutions, in the man-
ner substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

90,828.—J. Austin Eldridge, Milford, Mass.—Boot-Crimping Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the clampiug-jaws
of a boot-crimping machine, whereby the vertical

parallelism of such jaws is maintained under all

conditions of movement, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
2. Operating the movable jaws of a boot-crimping

machine, by means of a right and left hand screw
<;ut upon the shaft, which passes through them,
whereby great simplicity and cheapness of construc-
tion and efl'ective operation are obtained, substan-
tially as before explained.

3. In order to maintain vertical parallelism of the
clamping-plates, the combination, with such plates,

and their actuatiug-device, of the toggle-arms e e

and springs h h, or" their equivalents, the whole be-

ing arranged and operating as explained.
4. Applying the clamping-jaws to a boot-crimping

machine, substantially in the manner described, so
as to secure horizontal adjustment of such jaws for
the purpose explained.

5. The combination, with the movable jaws, of a
boot-crim]fing machine and their actuating-sci-ews,
•of the swiveling-nuts d d, the same being applied
and operating in manner as before set fortli.

90,829.-William II. English and Stephen
HoGEUs, English Centre, Pa.— Wagon-Brake.—June
1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the perch-pole D,
levers F F, rods I I, brake-bar H, and bar J, in com-
bination with the box C, pin in, and lever n, with
the spring O, all constructed and operating* substan-
tially as herein speciiied.

2. The arrangement of the porch-pole T), plates or
bars a b d, pin e, arms //, tongue L, and slotted
hounds O O, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

90,830.-"Ben.iamin T>. Evans, Columbus, Ohio.
— Combined Yapor-Burner and Lamp-Post.—

J

uug
1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the generator E,
with its chimney inside the generatingbox B, with
the jet at Fig. (J, all constructed as hereinbeforo set
forth, as and for the purposes described.

. 2. The attachment of the pipe H with the chimney,
passing up through the outer pipe C, to the burner
K, whereby the gas is conveyed to the burner, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the burner K, the pipe R,
the generator E, pipe D, reservoir A, the outer pipe
C, and generator-box B, by which a lamp and lamp-
post are constructed and formed, all constructed and
arranged as set forth in the foregoing specification,
and in Figs. I, II, III of the drawings hereto at-

tached.

90,831—CoRYDON A. Fargo, Soquel, Cal., as-

signor to himself and Barber Darling. — Gang-
Plow.—June 1. 1869.

Claim.—1. The bent plates D D, attached to the
outer frame, as described, the vertical set-screws D'
D', which bear upon the said plates, for raising or
lowering the plow-beams, substantially as set forth.

2. The vertical ways E E, friction-rollers E' E',

operating in the said ways, and the transverse bar
F, to which the rollers are connected, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Connecting the two crank-axles H H by the rod
K', so that both of the said axles may be operated
by the upright levers L L', substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The set-screws J J, operating in the beams of
the plow-frame, and linked to the arms 1 1 of the
axles, in combination with the said axles, as and for

the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the levers L L', operating
in the double-rack M, the pawls R R, for unshipping
or releasing the levers alternately from the notches
P', substantially as and for the purpose specified.

6. The front-end cross-beam of the outer frame,
for attachment of the neap, or pole, axle, and crank-
axle of the driving-wheels, in combination with the
crank-axle S' and semicircular rack U, the whole
constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as specified.

90,832. — George F. Fessenden, Arlington,
Mass.

—

Caiitanet.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—Castanets or clappers composed of main
piece A and one or more auxiliary pieces attached
to main piece, substantially as shown and described.

90,833.—Chester D. Flynt, Philadelphia:, Pa.
—Life-Boat.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a boat,

the body of which is formed of interwoven strips or
iDands of steel, and a covering of canvas, oiled and
painted, or otherwise made impervious to water, the
canvas and steel strips being fastened to the gun-
wales and keel of the boat, all substantially as set

forth.

90,834 M. R. FORY, IS^ew York, IN". Y.—Appa-
ratus for Felling Trees.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—^\. The combination and arrangement of

the frame A, guides D D, and carriage F, holding a
series of augers, all as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of tlie adjustable arms I I,

having hooked ends, and hung to the guides D D, as

and for the purpose specified.

90,835.— Theodore F. Frank, Buffalo, N. Y,
—Tea and Coffee Pot.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—An oscillating colTee pot, of the general
construction herein shown, having the chambors I)

D', pipe I, and passage e, arrangeifas described, and
for the purpose shown.

90,836.—Washington L. Giluoy, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

—

Green-Corn Fork.—Juno 1, 1869.

Claim.—The application of cutting-edges to a ta-

ble-fork or spoon-fork, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

90,837.—TosEiMi Guild, Bulfalo, N. Y.— !>-

loripede.—Jnne 1, 1869.

Claim.— \. Tiio slotted pedals K K, cranks b. bont

lever N, and pitman p, all arranged and combined
as herein destn'ibed.

2. Hinging tiu^ liirurcated lover E to the frame C,

by tlu^ oye-bolt /, in combination with the rest j;,

turning-rod h, aiul bearing i, so that a lateral move-
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ment of the lever will cause it to turn on its axis and
tip the steering-wheel D, as and for the purpose set
forth.

90,838.—Edmund J. Hall, Cambridge, Mass.,
assignor to Orville Peckham, trustee, and said
trustee assigns to EuMUXu J. Hall and EuwiN A.
Hall.—Lonm-Ficker Shoe.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The loom-shoe G- a, having the friction-

roller c placed in a lubricatingreservoir, all con-
structed and operating sul)stantially as herein do-

scribed, for the purposes specified.

90,839.—Thomas F. Hall, Circleville, Ohio.—
Farm-Gate.—Jima 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The posts A, in combination with the
arch C and pulleys D and E, as specified.

2. The combination of tlie gate F with the posts
A, arch C, and pulleys D E, as specified.

3. The eouibinatiou of the catch G, gate F, and
springs H, as set forth.

4. In combination with the elements of these pre-
ceding clauses, the ropes K and L, and weight I, as
specified.

5. The arrangement of the springs H H, for the
purpose specified.

90,840.

—

"William Haworth, Canton, Ohio.

—

Spring Bed-Bottoin.—.June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the elastic wire
rim E, conical springs B B, A A, spring-sluts J J,

and cords p r, the several parts being constructed,
combined, and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

2. The improved spring-bed, herein described,
composed of the side-frame pieces G G, with notches
hh, upper-end frame-piece N, with heads of slats J
J secured thereto, cross-bar I, spring-slats J J. with
slots I therein, lower-end frame-piece H with pins k
k therein, edge springs B B, center springs A A,
elastic wire rim E E E, cording p p, r r, t t, elevat-

ing hinge-blocks a a, b h, hinges c c, head-frame K
L M K, with springs C C, D D, elastic rim F F.
cording u v, and frame-pawl O P O, with axial hinges
d d, the several parts being constructed, combined,
and arranged in the manner and for the puri^oses
herein specified.

' 90,841.—M. Hipp, ISTeufchatel, Switzerland.—
Electric Clqck.—June 1, 1869.

Claim. —• 1. The circuit closing and reversing
mechanism, adapted and employed to operate one or
more detached " dials," under the control of a cen-
tral regulator, substantially as described.

2. The series of circuit-closers -yi v^ v'^ ?;'•, arranged
to actuate the " dials " or sections of "dials " in suc-
cession, substantially as described.

3. The pallet F, operatiug in combination with the
notched plate I and key K, substantially as and for
the purposes described.

4. Tlie combination of the spring k' with the key
K, notched plate I, and pallet F, substantially as set
forth.

90,842.

—

Albert E. Herrington and John
D. KlCHAuns, Schoolcraft, Mich.

—

Portable Scajfuld.
—June 1, 1869.

CUiim.—The arrangement of the posts D, levers
L, ladders F, sills A and B, wheel C, catches N,
dogs I, and chains M, -n-hen all are combined, in the
manner and for the purposes described.

90,843. — Francis Hoyey and George F.
Hoyey, Kew York, if. Y.—Cider Mill and Press.—
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stationary sleeve /, attached to
the bottom of the hopper, projecting within the shaft
B, and surrounding the screw A, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The cutting-blades d. having one or more ribs

or corrugations upon their flat surfaces or sides,

whereby the apples are mashed after they are cut,

substantially as specified.

90,844.

—

Andrew Hunter, San Francisco,
Cal.— Grain-Separate r.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The formation of the chiite B and C,
"With screen W W, and perforated plates T Y Y T,

and inclining as shown in Fig. 1, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the uses and purposes as hereinbe-
fore set forth.

2. The combination, with the grain-separating
chutes, of the mechanism .substantially such as herein
described, for imparting a liorizontal vibratory, or
both horizontal and vertical vibratory movement
to the same, in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination of the cross bars 'N lit with
chutes B and C, set-screws O and M, and pulleys X
X, substantially as described, and for the uses and
purposes hereinbefore set forth. •

4. The combination of hopper E, feed-board I,

feed-roller F, eccentric-roller H, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the uses and purposes hereinbefore
set forth, said combination of hopper, feed-board,
and rollers to be attached to any machine for similar
uses.

90,845.—Daniel N. Hurlbut, Chicago, HI.

—

Adjustable Window-Screen.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cross-piece X
with the frames A and B, when arranged and oper-
ating in a window-screen, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
2 The combination of the pins O and set-screws

P and cross-piece I, when arranged in a window-
screen, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

90,840.

—

Francois Alphonse Jacquet, Paris,

France.

—

Gas Heating and Cooking Apparatus.—
June 1, 18G9.

Claim.—A portable apparatus for cooking or heat-
ing, or both cooking and heating by gas, in which
the air-deflector and the reflector are arranged, with
relation to tlie ga's-jet. so as to produce a double cur-
rent of air, substantially as shown and described.

90,847'.-George H. Johnson and -George
MiLSOM, Buffalo, 2sr. Y.— Grain-Drier. — June 1,

1869.

Claiin.—An apparatus for drying and renovating
grain, constructed of a chamber or bin, C, perme-
ated by a system of porous flues, F, communicating
with a furnace, B, below, and a chimney or escape-
vent, L, above, all substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

90,848.—Thomas "W. Johnson, l^ew York, IT.

Y., assignor to himself and Henry C. Johnson, Jr.—Apparattis for Making Extracts from Tan-Bark.
—June 1, 1869 ; antedated May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described process of making
extract from tan-bark, by exposing the same, in sue*
cession, to the disintegrating action of a grlnding-
mill, and then to the disintegrating action of crush-
ing-rollers, substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

90,849.—William V. Kay, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to S. S. Sakgeant, Newark, N. J.

—

Buckle.
—June 1, 1869. ,

Claim.—The lateral projections J K, arranged
upon the inner extremity of the wedge G, and so

proportioned to the loop F Z, that while they are
free to pass therethrough before the trace is insert-

ed, they prevent its possible loss, after the trace is

connected with the tug, substantially as set forth.

90,850 "W. J. Keep, Troy, N. Y.—Cooking-
Stove.—Jm\Q 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The employment and arrangement of
the flues M M, in combination with the heating
space or chamber K and shield-plate O, for the pur-

pose of supplying a continual current of highly
heated air to the oven, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The employment and arrangement of the shield-

plate O beneath and in rear of the fuel- chamber A,
and ash-tube C, for the purpose of protecting the
oven from the intense heat radiated from said fuel-

chamber and ash-tube, and alsjo in combination with
the hot-air chamber K and flues M M, to furnish
means whereby the air admitted to the oven through
said flues shall be compelled to pass over the front

and end plates of the fuel-chamber and the entire
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outer surface of the ash-tube, and become highly
heated by contact with the surfaces of said fuel-

chamber and ash-tube before entering the oven,
substantially as herein specified.

3. The employment and arrangement of the addi-

tional top-oven plate P, near the top of the oven B,
for the purpose of protecting said oven from the
heat radiated from the combustion-flue N, and to
prevent ashes from falling into said oven through
the air jets or passag-es n', substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The employment and arrangement of the addi-
tional back-oven plate E. within the back center-flue

S, for the purpose of preventing radiation of heat
from the oven B into said flue, and also, in combina-
tion with the double-top oven-plates n and P. and
openings t and t', through the back-oven plate h' and
openings n\ through the plate n, to furnish a flue

for the escape of air from said oven into the combus-
tion-flue N, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

5. Tlie employment and arrangement of the solid
raised hearth G-, which, in combination with the
solid front plates of the ash-tube c and fuel-chamber
a', prevents the entrance of air to said fuel-chamber
above said hearth, substantially as herein shown
and described.

6. The employment and arrangement of an open-
ing for the admission of air to the fuel-chamber be-
neath and in combination with the solid hearth G,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
herein set forth.

7. The employment and construction of a damper
or slide for the admission of air to the fuel-chamber,,
in which the openings are so arranged as that their
front or rear edges shall be at an angle with, instead
of parallel to, the front or rear edges of tlie corre-
sponding openings in the plate beneath said damper,
substantially as and for the purpose shown.

8. Dropping or offsetting the bottom-plate E at or
near the front of the stove, for the purpose of giving
increased dei)th to the ash-pit, which is situated
entirely or principally forward of the front plate
of said stove, substantially as herein shown and
described.

9. The combination and arrangement of the ex-
tended and dropped or offset bottom-plate E, extend-
ed side-plates F F, solid raised hearth G-, and front-

plate or door V, for the puri>ose of producing an ash-
pit, sulistantially as shown and specified.

10. The employment and arrangement of suitable
doors, communicating with the hot-air space K, in

front of the fuel-chamber A, in combination with
the high solid hearth Gr, substantially as herein
shown and for the purpose set forth.

90,851.—John S. Kendall, ISTorthfield, Minn.,
assignor to himself, Ralph Emekson. and William
A. Talcott, Eockford, 111.

—

Railway Stock-Car.—
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe E., arranged outside of the car,

so as to conduct the water I'rom the reservoir to the
troughs, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

2. Hinging said trough to the side or end of the
car, so tliat it can be turned down, out of the way,
when not in use, substantially as herein described.'

3. The combination of tlie feed-lward Y with the
car and trouglis, arranged substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

4. In a I'ailway stock-car, an elongated staple, T,
with chain TT, when constructed and arranged in

sucli a mann(!r as to prevc^nt the cattle eitlier

from lying down or from rearing, substantially as
set forth.

90,852.—Nathaniel Keyser, Newton, Iowa.— Coal- St,oim.—3una 1, 18fi9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the inclined tnper-
ing-pipe I), tnlx's E K, grate C, and ash-box B,
within the stove A, substantially iis set forth.

90,85:1.—Hiram Kimhall, Enndolph. Vt.

—

Lo^v-
Water Indicator for Boilorx.—June 1, IH()9.

Claim.—The c<)ml)ined ariangenient of tlio ele-

vated chamber B, buoyant cylinder F, valve (1,

and connecting-pipe P, substtmtiully as herein set
forth.

90,854.—"William Copp and William Wram-
PELMEiER, Louisville, Ky.

—

Mode of Treating Wood
to Resemble Carved Work.—June 1, 1809.

Claim..—1. The glue composition, when consisting
of the ingredients mentioned, and applied in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The filling composition, when consisting of the
ingredients mentioned, and applied in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, in the method of pressing
Avnod into shapes to resemble carvings, &c., of the
glue and filling compositions, when, applied as and
for the purpose described.

90,855.—Alphons Krizek, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself, Thomas Eichardson, and John
Neath, same place.

—

Tooth/pick.—JnwQ 1, 1869.

Claim:—A toothpick having a pointed hook, b, and
spoon-shaped projection, c, iox the purpose specified.

90,856.—Hugh Lee, Beloit, Wis.—Railway
Stock-Car.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable transverse portions, sub-
dividing the car-box into compartments, with their
attached spouts and f(jed or water troughs, substan-
tially as herein set forth and described, for the j)ur-

pose specified.

2. The movable hinged head, neck, and hip parti-

tions, subdividing the car or compartments into
stalls, according to the size of the animals or gauge
of the railroad, and connected to the transverse par-
titions, and to the ends oi' sides of the cars, substan-
tially as herein set forth and described.

90,857.—JosiAH Letchworth, Buffalo, N. T.
-Bridle-Bit.—Jlino 1, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a wrought-irou
mouth-piece of a biidle-bit, of the sleeves or mouth-
protectors C cast thereon, sabstautially as set forth.

90,858.—John Cameron Macdonald, Wad-
don, and JusiTH Calvehley, Albany Eoad, Cam-
berwell, England.

—

Printing-Press.—June 1, 1869
;

patented in England December 6, 1806.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dampening-
rollers, their box, and steam-pipe, with the printing
mechanism, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the driving cam, swing-
frame, tapes, and vibrating fingers, substantially as
described.

90,8591—William Maclean and James H.
Harris, Vermont, 1\\.—Buckle.—Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.—The loops c' d', formed at the rear end of
the buckle a, by means of the bar d. placed centrally
between the bars c and e, substantially^ as described.

90,860.—Henry C. March, Limerick Station,
Pa.— Base-Burning Stove.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The grate, consisting of the annular
grated portion G, arranged to turn beneath the fire-

pot, and a circular grated portion, G', hung to the
portion G, and turning with the latter, substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the hinged portion G of
the grate Avith tlie curved rod 11, and its stops <".

3. Tlie arrangement of tlie ring 1), and its mica-
covered openings, in respect to the annular portion
G' of the grate.

4. The said v'm^ D, in combination with the ring
T, when botli are controlled by tlie agitating-rod of
the grate G, substantially as specified.

ri. The doors A-, liingcd at tlie top to the ca.<iing L
of the stove, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

0. The making of the feeder or reservoir R in two
halves, a<lapted to eiieh other, and connected to-

gether, substaiitiiilly as described.
7. The scoop like" fiiel-rec(Mver V, and fhe lid V

of tlie siniie, wlieii tlu! two are coniuH'ted together,

and both are apjilied to tlio ciising ami feeder of the

stove, for operating substantially in tht> manner dc-

ipribed.

90,8«1.— EoMOND P. MoCAHTrrv. San I'^ran-

ciseo, ('al., nssigni)r to himself and John Grunt.

—

W(i;7<>n-Sj>n'ii<i.—June 1. Ih'(i9.

Claim.—T\\o bolt E, constructed with the head H',
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as described, so as to form a countersink above and
below it in the cushion, or spring, substantially as

sioecified.

90,862.—Feaxk H. j^Terrill, Cape Elizabeth,
Me.

—

Attaching Collars for Stove-Pipes.— June 1,

1869.
Claim.—The combination of the inner and outer

flanged rings, clamped tog-ether, without the employ-
ment of rivets, or equivalent fastening devices, sub-
stantially as described.

90,863. — HuFus S. Merrill and "William
Cahletoj;, Boston, Mass.

—

Lamp-Burner.—June 1,

18G9.

Claim.—In a lamp-burner, such as described, the
combination, with the cone and chimney-holder, of a
sleeve fitting the wick-tube, and provided with aper-
tures or air-passages, as herein shown and set forth.

so as to admit air to the flame when the said sleeve,

together with its cone and chimney-holder, is being
applied to or removed from the wick-tube, substan-
tially in the manner shown and specified.

90,864.—John T. Milligan, St. Louis, Mo.—
Boor-Lock.—3m\Q 1, 1869. •

Claim.—1. The detent K, arranged to be moved
out of engagement with the tumbler H, substantially
as set forth.

2. The tumbler H, pivoted at d', and arranged
with the end Ji^ operating to unlatch the tumbler G,
when combined with the bolt D, detent K, and
spring I, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

90,865. — Augustus Moore and Johk Ayl-
WERi), Mission of San Jose, Cal.

—

Device for Hold-
ing Horses attached to Carriages.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The ring C, to which is attached the strap
H, when used in connection with bent arm G, and
combined with connecting-rod E and T-shaped bar
E', as described, for the purpose set forth.

90,866.—D. "Wellixgton Oxderdonk, Albion,
]tSr. Y., assignor to himself, Philo A. Castle, and
Andrew S. Onderdonk, same place.

—

Thill- Coup-
ling.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged cap C, with its catch E, bolt
or rivet J, key-bolt E, with its spring H and rubber
a, all combined and arranged as herein shown and de-
scribed,

90,867.—George Palmer, Littlestown, Pa.—
Mit-LocJc.—June 1, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Locking a nut upon the bed or washer,
by forming a groove or cavity in the bed or washer,
and mashing the corners of the nut into the grooves
or cavities thus formed, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. Locking nuts when extending over the edge of
the surface, by mashing down the lower rim, or cut-
ting small projections upon the edge, so as to catch
upon the side, substantially as set forth and de-
scribed.

90,868.—Ebenezer Pierce, Hallowell, Me.—
Somb-Lance.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The independent fire-chamber D, hav-
ing no means of communication with the magazine,
except through the nipple and stationary fuse-tube,
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purposes specified.

2. The tail-piece C, consisting of the divided cyl-

indrical shaft, connected with the bomb, and ex-
panded, substantially m the manner and for the pm--
poses herein specified.

3. The bomb-lance herein described, consisting of
a lance-head and magazine, Viith or without the tail-

piece, provided with independent fire-chambers and
independent hammers, the whole constructed, ar-

ranged, aiul operating substantially as herein de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

90,869.—J. E. Piper, Boston, Mass.— Yeloci,

pede.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—In a velocipede propelled by the rocking
of the rider's chair or seat, and having its guide
Tvheel or wheels in the rear of the seat, the arrange-

ment of the seat-perch /, rock-lever Tc, and links g
and j, relatively to each other and to the Avheels,
substantially as shown and described.

90,870.-Wesley S. Poulson, Cadiz, Ohio.—
Book-Holder.—JmiQ 1, 1869.

Claim.—The book-holder, herein described and
shown, when constructed with board A, door B,
cross-bar a, pins c, coiled wire C, ratchet d, and
pawl s, arranged and operating substantially as
specified.

90,871.—Timothy J. Power, Xew York, i;r.

Y.. assignor to J. P. Fitch and -J. K. Van Vechten.—Priming Metallic Cartridges.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—Charging cartridge-cases with detonate,

by means of the centrifugal force generated by re-
volving the case on its own axis, substantially as de-
scribed.

90,872.—John Robertson, Brooklyn, :??. Y.—
Machinefor Making Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.—June 1,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The improved laterally swinging die-
holding ram E, having a countersink or cavity, m,
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the swinging lead ram E,
knives k I, and stationary frame H, in the manner
shown and described.

90,873.—James M. Eobnett, Centralia, 111.—
Bee-HiDC.—JunQ 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the inclined bot-
tom D, inclined board E, and triangular bar E,
forming a chamber outside of the entrance to the
main hive, substantially as shown and described.

2. The frame G, constructed as described, with
inclined beveled guide g, and inclined bar h, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. In combination with the main hive A and
frames G G, the frame H, containing the honey-
boxes I I, and glass frames J J, substantially as
shown and described.

90,874.—Thomas Eowe, K"ew York, ]Sr. Y.—
Safety-Yalve.—Jxnxe 1, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the piston A, lever
F, spring-balance J, lever K, and safety-valve K', all

constructed substantially as shown and described.

90,875.—Martin B. Buble, Mneveh, Ind.

—

Smiit-Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The trough J, operated in the manner
described, and having the transverse ridges m n,

opening Z, cockle and sand-screen o, and spouts k k,

all constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.

2. The arrangement of the trough J, suction-

spouts O P B S, vertical spout V, discharge-spout
W, cylinder E, inner slotted cylinder I. beater H /
/', fan G, and the intermediate conductors k k s^,
all constructed, arrang-ed, and operating substan-
tially as herein described.

90,876.— Theodore Budiger, Oberle's Corners,
Minn.

—

Belt- Coupling.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinge-plates B, provided with the
tapering bevel-edged slots «, when used in combina-
tion with the dovetail-headed pins ft, substantially

as herein shown and described, to operate as set

forth.

2. The pin C, for connecting the two ends of a
belt, when provided with one or more bent portions,

c. substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

90,877.—Salom Henry Salom, London, and
Thomas Fikld, AYestmiuster, Great Britain; said
TH03IAS Field assigns his right to said Salom.—
Apparatus for Clipping the Hair from Horses, dbc.

—June 1, 1869.

Claim. — Oscillating knife or cutter-blade /, in

combination with a' curved comb, and with a handle
pivoted to the comb-plate, to operate the said cutter,

substantially as herein described, for the purpose of
clipping and shearing the hair of horses and other
animals.
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90,878.—AhrahamT. Sargeant, Syracuse, N.
Y.—BiicJcle.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The buckle A, having its toug-ue/ carried
upon and combined -n-ith an eccentric, B, hinged or
pivoted upon the center-bar, in such manner that the
draught upon the tongue shall cause the eccentric to
bite upon the strap, substantially as herein shown
and described.

90,873.

—

John IST. Scranton, Bennington, Vt.,

and Henry H. Parsons, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

—

Dental Plugging- Instrument.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—i. The arrangement of the hollow case,

•with the tool-holder and tool sliding therein, and a
lever or system of levers, and a tripping-mechan-
ism connected therewith, by which the hammer is

raised and let fall, as herein described and repre-

sented.
2. The combination of the spring-catch J, inclined

plane, hammer, tool-holder, levers, and spring, when
the sarae are inclosed within the case.

3. The combination of the perforated disk M, and
ring B, with a spring-catch c, substantially as set

forth. .

4. The combination of the hammer and sprin<r 'N,

with the bearings X X, resting upon the rubber
stops P p.

90,880. — Albert P. Seymour, Jr., Hecla
"Works, N. Y.—Hinge.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the spurs c' on the portion Q, and the circumferential
ribs or flanches e', upon the portion D of the lower
hinge, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the lower hinge, con-
structed as described, the stud h" on the upper hinge,
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

90,881 .—Louis Theodor Simon, Now York,
1^.Y.—Clothes-Fin.—JnwQ 1, 1869.

Claim.—The coiled spring, having its two ends
projecting in opposite directions, and the jaws B C,
having recesses for said ends at corresponding
points, when the two parts are combined together to

operate as described.

90,882.— James Simpson, Libertyville, 111.—
OAurn.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the frame ABC,

platform "W, suspended with adjustable straps E,
spring D D, rods I, ears P, and adjustable bearings
F, as set forth.

2. The combination of the braces B, bearings K,
fan S, spring D D, churn G, and rod I, as set forth.

90,883.—Orren M. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—
TTmbrella-Runner.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—An umbrella notch or runner in which
the grooved or slotted flange is made of three sheet-
metal rings, formed and adapted to each other, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

90,884.—Wiloam G. Snook, Corning, N. Y.,
assignor to liimself, A. H. Gorton, and O. C. Patch-
ell, same place. — Steam-Engine Piston.—June 1,

1869.
Claim.—1. The construction of the hollow-stem-

med valves I, substantially as shown and described.
2. The combiuation and arrangement of the hol-

low-stemmed double-vented valves I, sections A A'
of the spider, and the spring K, substantially as
shown and described.

3. Tlie combination of the eccentric D, the ratchet-
wheel F, and movable section of piston C, substan-
tially as shown and described.

4. Tiie arrangement of the springs K, Avith refer-

ence to the valves I, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The arrangement of the apertures in the stems
of valves I, witli referenoe to tiie passages in the
sections of the spider, leading to tlio recesses a be-
neath the packing-rings, substantially as shown and
described.

90,885.—Gaylord S. Stanaru. Buffalo, N. Y.—Base-Burning Stove.—June 1, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. Tlie lateral openings c c, near the base

of the magazine, in combination with the air-supply
flue E, so as to give the draught an inward and
downward direction thi'ough the fire, as described.

2. The gas-escapes s s, communicating directly
with the flue E, so as to cause the return of the
gases to the fire, as described.

3. Suspending the magazine liy the flange a, at the
top, in connection with the guide-ring i'at the bot-
tom, so that it may be vibrated, substantially as
described.

90,886.—Ernst Gottlieb Starck, Chicago,
III—Still for Alcohol.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—An improvement in apparatus for distil-

ling alcohol, consisting of two or more pans, A and
B, with cold-water connecting-tubes n, each having
upper and loAver concave bottoms, b and d, with an.

intervening plate, c, provided with central tube e,

also with cups / and pipe g, the whole constructed
and arranged in connection with the pipes D, E, C,
and h, sulDstantially as herein shown and described,
for the purpose set forth.

90,887.

—

John D. Stewart, La Porte, Ind.

—

Steam-Balaneed SlidegYalve.—June 1, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The construction of the adjustable

upper valve-seat, with its projections and apertui-es,

arranged substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination of the adjustable valve-seat D,

section of steam or valve chest A, and valve C,
substantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the glands E E', packing
a a, and adjustable seat D, substantially aa shown
and described.

4. The arrangement of the stops or projections
F F upon the plate of section A of the steam-chest,
and at the ends of the adjustable valve-seat D, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

90,888.-Albert Stockwell, Providence, H.
I.

—

Loom.—June 1, 1869.
Claim.—The buffer vi, or its equivalent, secured

above the lathe-beam, to receive the stroke of the
picker h at or near the upper end of said picker,
substantially as Gescribed, for the purpose specified.

90.889.— George "W. Swett, Troy, N. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ribs h b, arranged in the case E,
that contains tlie water-reservoir, for the purpose of
guiding the heating-gases so that they cannot
escape witliout having entirely surrounded the wa-
ter-reservoir, said ribs 6 being arranged in combina-
tion with the rib p, or with the ribs q q, or with both,
substantially as described.

2. The apertures e and/, in the back of the stove,
when arranged in combination with the aperture i

or I, and with the ribs b, substantially as described,
all operating as set forth.

90.890.— William Trump, Louisville, Ohio.—
AttacJiment for Wagon-Pole.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The draught-bars E F, when used in

combination with the pole A, with slotted hole P,
bolt G, draught-pin H, and double-tree L, substan-
tially ns and for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie combination of the dranglit-bars E F, bolt

G, pole A, with slotted hole P, draught-i)iu H, cle-

vis K, spring M, and double-tree L, tiie several parts
being constructed, combined, aud arranged substan-
tially as aud for the purpose specified.

90,891 .—Hiram Tucker, l^ewton. Mass.—(7oa<-

ing Articles of Iron^^Vare.—June I, 1869.

Claim.—Outer-coaling Avitli oil-varnish articles

of iron bronzed or colored by the x)rocess, substan-
tially as described.

90,892.—Hiram Tucker, Nowton, 'Mnss.—Sur-
facing Articles of Ca-'it Metal.—June 1, lSti9.

Claim.—As a now inanufactnro, articles formed
witli raised and sunken surfaces, by castiug, coutod
substantially as described.

i)0,S93.—TIiRAM Tucker, Ts'ewton, 'Mni^^.—Elec-

tro-CiUUng lron.—J\\\w 1, 1S()9.

CVaw/i.— 1. The iinprovonu'ut in oleotrogilding
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iron surfaces by outer coating the gold-deposition,
substantially as described.

2. Article's of iron-ware so gilded by electro-depo-
sition, and outer-coated, substantially as described.

90,894.—Htram Tucker, jSTewton, Masfi.—Elec-
tro Plating and Gilding Ca>it Iron.^fune 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improvement in surfacing cast-iron

articles, by show coating them with a thin electro-

deposit, and Tarnishing the same, substantially as

described.
2. Cast-iron articles, having a thin show-coat of

deposited metal protected by varnish, substantially

as described.

90,895.—WiLLi.ur Harlow Tyler, Conneaut-
Tille, Pa.—PZoz'j.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a beam and land-

side, the separate and independent plow-points,
shares, and mold boards, arranged to vibrate on hor-

izontal axis or axes, substantially as described.
2. The sliding-bolt, arranged in or over the land-

side, in combination with the braces which connect
the vibrating points, shares, and mold-boards to the
land-side, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the vibrating mold-boards
and their appurtenances, the pronged lever Q, for

vibrating and locking the mold-boards, substantiidly
as described.

4. Making the revolving cutter or coulter jagged
or toothed, substantially as described.

5. The removable sub-coulter TV", described.

90,896.—PifEDERiCKTALEXTiXE, Buffalo, If.Y.,

assignor to "Pratt & Letchwokth," same place.

—

Snap-Hook.—Juue 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the recess and mortise a a', bearings vi. n, and e. flat

spring /. and lock-trigger b h\ as herein described,
and for the pui'pose set forth.

90,897.—Samuel Taxstoxe, Providence, P. I.,

assignor to himself and John "W". Hoard, same
place.

—

Xut-Bar.— June I. 1869.

Claim.—The compound nut-bar herein described,
to be afterward divided into nuts, substantially in
the manner described.

90,898.—Charles B. Tak Yalkexburgh, Tal;
atie, E". Y.

—

Machine for Making Faper.—June 1,

1869.

Claim.—1. Making pidp-paper of any kind, by con-
veying it from the vat A to the first drier witliout

first or second press-felts or row-cloth, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of forming-
cylinder B, coucher C, and press-rolls E E', substan-
tially in the manner and for the pui'pose herein de-
scribed.

3. Sloping or inclining the press-rolls E E' in rela-

tion to the pidp-vat A, and to each other, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.
4. The construction and arrangement of fra^e F

F F. &c., for the support of the rolls E E' and
coucher C, in the manner or substantially in the
manner set forth.

90,899.—JOKX Yiall, Somerville, Mass.—ioco-
motive Spark and Smoke Conductor.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. A smoke and .spark conductor, having
a downward draught, as described, and provided
with deflecting-tulDes, arranged to convey air from
the exterior down within the conductor, substan-
tially as sj^ecified.

2. The arrangement of the inlet. ff, the crown or
head 6, and the side or leg flues d d, with their de-
flecting tubes and bonnets, operating to establish a
downward draught, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with a smoke and spark-con-
ductor, provided with air-deflecting tubes, to create
a downward draught through it, as described, of a
lower screen or screens, arranged to swing or open
and close, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

90,900. — TTiLLlAM A. Werstee, YTestford,
Mass.— Wooden Shoe.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. A shoe formed of a hollow toe-piece
made of one piece of wood, and hinged to a shank-
piece, of which the sole and upper are formed of one
piece of wood.

2. A toe-piece, of which the upper and sole are one
piece of wood, when made for application to. or to
form part of a hinged or jointed shoe, substantially
as described.

3. The shank-piece, having its upper and sole one
piece of wood, to be hinged to the toe-piece, substan-
tially as shown and described, and whether such
shank-piece is made integral with the heel or quar-
ter or as a separate piece fastened thereto.

4. A quarter and heel made of one piece of wood,
(whether forming an integral part of the shank or
not,) when made for application to, or to form. part
of, a hinged or jointed shoe, substantially as de-

scribed.

90,901.—XormaxTVestcott, Morrisville, X.Y.
— Whijfictrce.—Jnne 1, 1869.

Claim.—A whifiietree, having apertures a, screws
with hooked heads thereto, as described, and staples
s, constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

90,902.— H. E. TTniDr.EX, South Abinsrton,
'Mai.s.—Shoe-Xail.— Jime 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An imjivoved cut shoe-nail, having a
round fi-usto-conical head, a tapering shank, and
serrated corners or edges, substautiaUy as shown, and
described. •

90,903.—A. M. TVhite. Thompsouville, assign-

or to American Brush Company, l^ew Haven,
Conn.

—

MacJdnefor Making Brushes.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The table C, arranged n])on a universal
joint on the spindle B, so as to be adjusted to present
the brush-back to the bit or tufting-apparatus, sub-

stautiallv in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The holder E, perforated or indented corre-

sponding- to the design of the brush to be produced, so

as to be adjusted u])on the point a. on the table, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,904.— A. S. Whittemoke, T7illimantic,

Conn.

—

Thraahing-Machine.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the shaft and flails,

with relation to the floor of the machine, and to the
support E, as that the thrashed straw, falling from
the latter, shall lie beyond the reach of said flails, as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The pivot-rods «, carrying the flails, arranged
relatively to each other, to the flails, and to the main
shaft, and in combination with the disks C, substan-
tially as herein described, to prevent the falling back
of the flails upon the shaft, and to protect the shaft
from the straw.

r 0,905 L. H. TTiLKiNSOX, Michigan City, Ind,
—Cultivator.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rod G-, in combination with the
lever Y, sheave-block and pulleys H. beams B B,
shovels L. standard X, and catch R, the whole being
constructed and an-anged substantiaUj as and for

tl e purpose set forth.

2 Tlie combination of the loop bolts C, beams B,
B, shovels L. and cross-pieces D E. the latter having
a series of holes tlirough them, for adjusting the
beams, substantially as herein described.

3. The combination of the frame A A, cross-pieces
D E, loop-bolts C, beams B B. shovels L, and axle-

tree arms F, said arms being adjustable on the frame,
and constructed as and for the purpose described.

90,906.—John Har^tey TVilliam.'^, ^ew York,
X. Y.

—

Rod for the Construction of Bird-Cages.—
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The non-corrosive rod for bird-cages, con-
sistiug of a glass tube having an internal flexible me-
tallic core, combined together as described, as anew
article of manufacture.

90,90y.— Seth Wilmarth, Maiden, Mass.

—

Planing-Machine.—Jun-e 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the cross-bar E,
the cross-heads L and O, standing at right angles to
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each other, and the tool-holders "W and N, substan-
tially as described.

2. The shaft K, with its beveled gearing i, and the
vertical shaft I, with its gearing- h k, in combination
with the screw H, for working either or both of the
cross-heads L and O, standiu{? atright angles to each
other, substantially as set forth.

90,908.—Solomon J". "Woland, Lincoln, El.

—

Corn-Marker.—June 1, 18G9.

Claiin.—A corn-marker having wheels B and H,
bolster C, sectional and pivoted axle E, plus g, and
curved reach D, constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as specified.

90,909.—Geoege W. IST. Yost, Corry, Pa.—
Harvester.—June 1, 18()9.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the bands r with
the cylinder E S of the cases of the body A and A',
as described, for grass and grain cutters.

2. The combination of the loops r', attached to the
floating-bar S, with the cylinders E, of the cases of
the body A and A', as described, for grass and grain
cutting machines.

90,910.-^ David Stuart and Lewis Bridge,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Ftre-I'la^e Stove.—June 1, 18S9.
Claim.—1. A fireplace stove, having at the base

a flange or hearth-plate, B, arranged substantially as
described.

2. The hearth-plate B, forming a continuation of
the bottom-plate of the stove, and having in front a
perforated flange, 6, to which air is admitted beneath
the said hearth-plate and bottom-plate, i\\\ substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. The hearth-plate B, arranged to rest with its

flange b on the floor, and so connected to the stove
as to be detachable therefrom, for the purpose speci-
fied.

4. A water-reservoir, g, placed within the hot air
chamber of a base-burning stove, which contains the
feeder, so as to communicate both with the lower and
with the upper chamber, for the purpose specified.

90,911.— Moses Adams, Chilmark, Mass.—
Seed-Flanter.—Jnna 8, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The grouud-wheel, provided with a
number of changeable pins, to regulate said, dis-

tances, in combination Avith elbow-lever P, spring
Or, driving-rod T, slide B, operating substantially as
set forth.

2. The adjustable seed-driver C, constructed and
operating as and for the purpose described.

3. The crank-agitator A, and driving-rod T, con-
structed and operating substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of vertical "slides E and D,
and screws L L, slide B, seed-driver G, crank-agi-
tator A, driving-]'(id T, elbow-lever P, spring G, with
the pins in the ground-wheel, constructed and oper-
ating as and for the purpose set forth.

90,912.—Thomas K. Andersox, Hornellsville,
N. Y.

—

Stove-Pipe Dainper.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the oval damper B,

connecting-rod P, slide E, or its eciuivalent, with the
compensating-strap D, as described, when arranged
to operate in the manner substautiallv as herein set
forth.

90,91 3.—HouART G. Arnold, Eochcster, IsT. Y.—Sash-Lock.—June 8, 18()9.

Claim.—Slot B, in combination witli pin n, point
0, and flange E, or their equivalent, substantially as
an improvement to my patent reissued December 31,

1867.

90,914.—Joseph H. Batrd, Oakville, Conn.—
Conveyer, to Transfer Blanks from a Funcldng-
I'ress.—,]\xuc. 8, 18fi9.

Claim.—The; improved conveyor, of the form dc-
scril)ed, coi;strueted, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes sot
forth.

90,9115.—Prank E. Barr, Albion, nssignor to
himself and Julius J. Baku. EliTa, N. Y.—Three-
Horse EqunUzrr.—June 8, 18()9.

Claim.—A three-horso cciualizcr, composed of the

grooved pulleys A and D, with their bands a and
guards c, the chain H, and clevises d, e, g, and A, to-

gether with the double-trees C, C, and C, combined
and arranged in t)ie manner shown, and for the pur-
poses herein set forth and described.

90,916.—William Barry, Carthage, K". Y.—
Measuring-Can for Liquids.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the measuring-
chamber, opening directly into the base or bottom,
and forming part of the can or other vessel Avith
which it is employed, substantially as and for the
purposes shown and set forth.

2. The combination, with the liquid-containing
vessel and measuring-chamber, arranged as specified
in preceding clause, of the plunger and valve located
beneath said plunger, together Avith the rods for ac-

tuating the same, having their common bearing in
the cover of said vessel, and arranged to operate as
herein shown and described.

90,917.

—

Eobert Briggs, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Mode of Forming the Connections of Gas-Burners.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The forming of inlet and outlet connec-
tions to gas-purifiers, Avith central and annular open-
ings, or in one casting, Avith passages, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

90,918.

—

Egbert Briggs and Peter Munt-
zinger, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Center-Yalve of Gas-
TForA-s.-June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the conical plug and
its seat with the valve-body and its appliances, sub-
stantially ae and for the purpose described.

90,919.—Elisha Broad, St. Anthony, Minn.

—

Attaching Augers to Handles.—^Jnne 8, 1869; ante-
dated June 3, 1869.

Claiin.—The plate A, when constructed as shown,
with the socket E, as herein described.

90,92©.—J. "W. Brooks, Boston, Mass.— Corset
Skirt- Supiiorter.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the supporter H I
J K Avith a corset. A, when said supporter is con-
structed and arranged to operate as herein dejscribed
and represented.

2. The combination of the contracting and ex-
panding springs H I and J K Avith the flexible but
non-elastic portion I J, between said springs, for
forming a removable and replaceable skirt-supporter,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

90,921.—John Bryan, Lebanon, Ti\.—Machine
for Flowing and Breaking Tip Ground.—Jime 8,
"1869.

CUmn.—1. The pivoted frame or hounds A A, in
combination with the plow-beams and main-frame J
J, as constructed and arranged.

2. The lever and link % i', in combination with the
hounds A A, and main-frame J, as shoAvu.

9:0,922.-Albert Carter. New York, l^r. Y.,
assignor to liimself and George K. Eyan, same
place.— Cord-Tightenerfor Curtain-Fixtures.—June
8, 1869.

Claim.—Clamping-buckle, formed by the cross-

piece d and frame c, in conibiuiition Avith the grooved
segment or wheel a, and the adjusting-strap, as and
for the purposes set forth.

90,923.—Benjamin Carter, Middlctown, Conn.—Bosom-Fad.—June 1, 1869.

Claim.—An adjustal)l(> spring-supjiorting frame
for bosom pads, con.sisling of tli<^ springs a, eves e,

and elastic cord D, combined substantially as de-

scribed and fur the purpose set forth.

90,924.—Thomas J. Chubb, Willinmsburgli, "N".

Y.—Furnace for the Manufacture of Iron and Steel.

—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing furnaces with n scries of

flues, to admit separate, continuous, and siuiul-

Vineous curr(>nts ol gases and air, to pass on-

ward, unniinglcd, to a jjlace of t'onibnstion, in which
said separat(\continnons, and siniullancous currents

of mingled gases and air are lieali'd at one and tho
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same time, by ttie product of their joint combustion,
escaping through another series of flues, divided
from the incoming gases "and air by thin walls or
partitions, through the medium of which the heat of

the outgoing gases is transmitted or imparted to

the incoming gases or air, on their way to the com-
bustion-chamber, when applied to this peculiar me-
chanical construction and arrangement of furnace.

2. Placing the flues or tubesin the heating and
intensifying chamber in sets or clusters, each set so
arranged with relation to the other as that the pro-
duct of combustion will pass through them alter-

nately, and in reverse direction.
3. Conducting the heated gases and air from the

heating and intensifying chambers through a series

of separate alternating flues, L M, arranged so as to

admit the gases and air to enter at one and the same
side of the furnace, by which the flame will be de-

flected upon the metal during the operation of melt-
ing and refining.

4. Setting the arch of the melting and refining
chamber at such an angle, with respect 1o the sup-

ply and exit flues, as that the current of flame will

be directed downward, and caused to impinge
against the metal during the operation of melting
and refining.

5. Dividing the melting-chamber into two or more
parts, by building up from the bed of the furuacer

one or more low partitions, so as to form a num-
ber of small melting-chambers within the body of
one furnace.

6. Arranging a number of small melting-cham-
bers witliin the body of one furnace, so that the
metal melted in one of these chambers will flow or
can be otherwise transferred directly to one of the
other chambers, as the process of melting and refln-

ing may require.
7. Constructing the melting and refining chambers

of different depths, and the bottom of each at . a
slight incline, so that the lowest part of the bottom
of the upper chamber will be on a level, or nearly
so, with the highest part of the bottom of the one
next it, and providing each chamber with a gate or
outlet at the lowest part of its bottom, communicat-
ing with the contiguous chamber, to facilitate the
transfer of metals from one to the other.

8. Placing at each end of the small melting and
refining chambers a door, leading from the outside
of the furnace thereinto, by which the interior of
each may be reached, and through which the mani-
pulation of metals may be carried on.

9. Making the top of the combustion-chamber or
the melting and refining chamber removable, by se-

curing the brick composing it within the gripe of a
strong iron clasp.

10. The valres or dampers q g', arranged for the
purposes set forth.

11. The construction, combination, and arrange-
ment of the several parts of this furnace and its

appendages, substantially in the manner herein
shown and set forth.

90,925.—Thomas J. Chubb, Williamsburgh, K
T.

—

Mode of Making Cast-Steel Castings.—June 8,

1869.

Claim.—1. Producing cast-steel castings by means
of or aid of highly heated gas or gases and heated
air, as herein described.

2. The process of converting or making cast steel

herein described, with the process of making cast-

steel castings.
3. The application and combination of a gas-pro-

ducer and an air-heating and gas-heating apparatus
or furnace, and a stationary melting and refining
vessel or chamber for melting and refining metal for
making cast-steel castings.

90,926.—Thomas J. Chubb, Williamsburgh,
IT. Y.—Process of Making Cast Steel.—Jmie 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Heducing crude cast or other carbu-
reted iron into cast steel, by means substantially as

described.
2. Submerging natured, malleable, or wrought

iron into a bath of cast iron, or into a mass of molten
carburet of iron, and converting and refining the
same into cast steel, substantially as described.

3. Submerging natured iron ore, or partly natured
iron ore, into a bath of cast iron or other molten

carburet of iron, and reducing, refining, and con-
verting the mass into cast steel, by means substan-
tially as described.

4. Heating air and heating gas, or reheating gas,

previously to ignition or combustion, and employing
them in the process of making steel, substantially
as described.

90,92r.—Thomas J. Chubb, Williamsbnrgh, IST.

Y.

—

Process of Melting and Refining Iron for Malle-
able Iron Castings.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of superheated gas and
highly heated air, for the purpose described.

2. The application and combination of a gas gen-
erator^ a gas and air heating furnace or apparatus,
and a melting and refining chamber, for the purpose
set forth.

3. The process described of refining crude iron
with the process of making malleable iron castings.

90,928.—Thomas J. Chubb, 'Williamsburgh, N.
Y.

—

Making Blooms of Steel and Wrought Iron.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making blooms of low steel, similar to
puddled steel, by the means herein described.

2. Making blooms of wrought iron, similar to pud-
dled iron, by the means herein described.

90,929.—S. H. Clapp, Maiden, Mass.—Brick
and Tile Kiln.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The kiln as shown, provided with end
fire-chambers D Di, chimney-stacks E Ei Eii, &c.,
with fire-places at their base-burning chambers C Ci
Cii Ciii, and flues O Oi Oil Oiii, all constructed and
arranged as and for the purposes herein set forth.

90,930.—Hugh Coll, Millville Borough, Pa.—
Steam- Operated Water-Ejector.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the pear-shaped
heads a and e with the injection-pipe c, arranged
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
set foi'th.

90,931.—EDwm Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Machinery for Cutting Cards.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. An open-bottom chute, composed of a
fixed plate, G, and an adjustable plate, G^, flanged
on their bottom edges, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. The arrangement of the adjustable chute G-',

so as to serve also as a gauge-plate for regulating
the widths of cards to be cut, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. Stiffening-plates E E', in combination with a

card-cutter, operating substantially as described.
4. The lip or offset n, formed on the yielding-plate

E, in combination with the movable shear-blade C^
and arranged to be acted upon by this blade, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The set-screw p, and spring o, applied to plates

E F', substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

6. The fixed guide e and yielding pressure-guides

//, arranged and operating in combination with
card-cutting mechanism, substantially as described.

7. Spring t, arranged and operating substantially

as and for the purpose described.

8. The frictional feed-belt D', or its equivalent,

in combination with card cutting and guiding ma-
chinery, constructed and operated substantially as
described.

90,932.—James J. Crowley, San Erancisco,
Cal.

—

Grain Separator and Mixer.—June 8, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The device for regulating the feed,

consisting of the hinged bottom a, the lug h, and.

plate c, operated by the screw d, substantially as
herein described.

2. The oscillating-fi'ame K, with the screens D, E,
G, and I, and the discharge-trough E and J, for

separating and conveying the different classes, sub-

stantially as herein described.
3. The mixing-cylinder H, .vith its stirrer P and

the overflow-trough h, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

4. Tn combination with the mixing-cylinder, the
tank R, with its adjustable gate S, for supplying the
solution, substantially as described.
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5. The vertically shaking screen W, with its oper-

ating-cam Y, for partially drying the grain and dis-

charging it, substantially as herein described.

90,933.—Edward M. Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignor to George R. Duncan, same place.—i^oZi-
ing- Apparatus.—June 8, 1869. '

Claim.—The groove e, extending spirally around
one or both of a pair of cylindrical metallic rolls, ar-

ranged as herein described, in combination with a
"cut-away," or deiu-essiou at the termination of the

groove, for the purpose of delivering the metal from
the machine.

90,934.—KOYAL E. Deane, Brooldyn, IST. Y.—
Draxight-Regulator for Heating-Apparatus.—June
8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a steam-chamber,
float, and door, connected to the float in any conve-

nient manner, when the same shall be constructed
and operate substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. Combining, with the float, the lever operating
the valve of the water-supply pipe, substantially as

and for the purpose set fortli.

3. The combination with the inner case C, of the

pipe S, connecting directly with a furnace, as and
for the purpose specified.

90,935.-1. A. Dewak, D. S. Smith, and E. A.
Brasher, Franklin, Pa.

—

Coupling for Fump-Eods.
—June 8, 1869.

Clai'in.—The rod A, socket B B, corrugations 1,

2, r?, 4, 5, and the wedge E, when constructed as de-

scribed, for the purposes set forth.

90,936.—EDViax P. Dickey, Eacine, Wis.—
Fanning-IIiU.—Jnne 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Adjustable rod/, in combination with
metal pieces W, when those luetal pieces project out
over the shoe, and the openings tor the rod / are

made open like hooks, substautially as and for the
purpose described.

2. Tail-board V, in combination with metal grooves
h and knobs g, when made and arranged substan-
tially as described.

3. Cover Z, in combination with sieve, attached to

spout LT, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. Cover Y, substantially as and for the purpose

described.
5. Adjustable grader and spout IST, substantially as

and for'tlie purpose described.
6. Adjustable grader i, which, when hauled for-

ward, lets tlie grain run out the back side of the
mill, substantially as described.

7. Hanging spout b on to the shoe, substantially

as described.
8. A hurdle, when made as shown by Fig. 6, with

meshes in squares, three and one-half in number to

the inch, each way, in combination with the stiles

at the head of the hurdle, of different widths, the
upper stile the narrowest, and the next a little wider,
and so on, for the purpose of cleaning oats from bar-

ley, substantially as described.

90,937.—James Duff, Peoria, 111., assignor to

himself and E. B. Pierce, same place.

—

Hanger for
JShafting.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie oil-box B, when cast with the bracket
A, and liaving therein center-bearings i i, in com-
bination witli the journal-box E, provided with the
rib Ic, projections 7ii m and q q, and wick-openings
n n on tlie side thereof, tlie whole constructed sub-

stantially as herein described and shown.

90,938.—John Eck, Medora, Ind.—Tug-Hook.
—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—'JL'he improved safety trace-hook herein
described, consisting of the parts A and B, con-

structed and operating substantially as set forth.

90,939.—Joseph Foltz, Valley Mills, Ind.—
Harrow.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The teeth 1), constructed as shoAvn, aiul

attached to the supplementary adjustable fnune E
F, nil arranged to operate substautially us and for

the i)urposo set forth.

90,940. — Isaac 1^. Forrester, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Pump —June 8, 1869.

Clai'in.—The combination of the piston, consisting
of the tubes / /, disk i i, and main tubes B and C,
with the main cylinder A A, when they are arranged
substantially as herein described and set forth.

90,941.—Clinton T. Frost, Medfield, Mass.—
Bedstead, Seat, <6c.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A device for constituting bed-bottoms,
spring-- seats, &e., composed of the cross-bars a a',

and a a',pivoted together,and provided with springs,
and supporting upon their upper and free extremities
the slatted frame d, such frame being fixed to one
extremity of each arm, and resting upon anti-friction
rollers applied to opposite ends thereof, the whole
being substantially in manner as before explained.

90.942. — George M. Granger, Memphis,
Mich.— Wash-Boiler.—Jnne 8, 1869.

Claitn.—The channels or tubes G, with openings
F and H, in combination with the cradle B and hook
I, and any suitable cover and boiler, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
aforesaid.

90.943. — Francis L. Hagadorn, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Pinking-Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The corrugated circular knife A, or its

equivalent, secured and adjusted substantially in
the manner hereinbefore described, and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

90,944.— Charles Havard and Manuel X.
Harmony, London, England.

—

Process of Preserv-
ing Meat, Fowl, Fish, <£c.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—To preserve meat, fowls, fish, fruit, <fec.,

by extracting therefrom the air, and when so, impreg-
nate it with the gelatine, as above described, using
for that purpose the aforesaid process and sub-
stances, or any others substantially the same, and
which will produce the intended effect.

90,945.—James E. Hills, Orange, Mass.—S'^y-
Fastener.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the screw B, the
duplex-clawed nut A, and the screw-sunporter C, the
whole to be employed with a key in manner and for
the purpose as set forth.

2. The screw-supporter, as made with the hook
and the concavo-convex projection, as specified.

90,946.—Moses Jerome, Dixon, J\l.—lfachine
for Scutching and Thrashing Flax.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of feed-rollers for
holding the material while being treated, and sloAvly
feeding if to its work, with yielding wings, or beat-
ing blades, substantially as described.

2. A grating or separator, G, or its equivalent,
with yielding wings or beaters, substautially as de-
scribed.

90,947.— Edgar A. Jones, Sturgis, Mich.^
Velocipede.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. The tiller G, curved for the purpose of
bringing its handle over and in front of the rider, iu
connection with the guiding- wheel F, substautially
as and for the purpose aforesaid.

2. In combination with the weighted stirrups I,

the heel-straps i, when constructed and operating
as above described.

3. In combination with the above-named tiller G,
guiding-wheel F, weighted stirrups I, and heolstraps
i, the arrangement of the wheels A, cranked axle B,

rotating in the bearings c of the bifurcated reach C,

hollow standard I), i)auis n, ratcliets o, and seat H,
when constructed and operating us and for the pur-

pose above sot forth.

90,948.-James G. Kenyon, Providence, E. I.

—<S7.urf..—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—Thv improved shirt-stud herein described,

consisliugof the front A, with its slotted sliank,

the hollow back- C, provided with a spring, and the

back-shank B, the whole arranged and operating

subbtautiully us described, for the purposes speci-

fied.
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90,949.—Theodore T. Kinsey, deceased. Phila-

delphia, Pa., (MATILDA H. KixsEY and James Gil-
KvsoN, administrators.)

—

Lightninq-Rod.—June 8,

1869.
Claim.—A lightning-conductor, the body of which

consists of two strips of sheet-metal folded longitud-
inally, riveted together through their angles, and
twisted into a spiral form, snbstantially as set forth.

90,950.—Henry E. M^archand, Louisville, Ky.,
assignor to Robert E. Cross,.same place.

—

Corset.

—J-une 8, 1869.

Claim,.—A corset provided with the elastic belt

A, covered plate B, buckle C, and diagonal elastic

bands I J, all constructed, arranged, and operated in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

90,951.—JosiAH V. Meigs, "Washington, D. C.—Metallic Cartridge.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, as set forth, of the bar-

anvil, with the square-edged depression on the bot-

tom of the cai'tx'idge-case, constructed, arranged,
and operating as and for the pui'pose set forth.

90,952.—Jori>r E. Murray, Provincetown, as-

signor to himself, Z. D. EiCH, Somerville, and
Joseph Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

—

Shifting- Cleats

or Ming-Bolts, (&c.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A shifting-cleat, ring-bolt, or hoolr, com-
posed of socket A, screw-plug B, burr or nut C, cleat

I), or ring-bolt E, all constructed, arranged, and
operated in tlie manner as and for the purposes set

forth.

90,953.

—

John J. I^Taylor, Brighton, Mich.

—

Seeder and Fertilizer.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of an apparatus com-
bining the wheels A, axles B, frame C, hopper D,
cylinder E, spurs F, shaft H, pulleys I and J, belts

K, gate M, conductor IsT, distributing-box O, cylin-

der P, conveyer K, ueared wheels T and V, pinion
U, shaft W, bearings X, belt Y, pulley Z, slide A",
and lever B", when arranged and operating sub-

stantiidly as and for the purposes herein set forth

and sliown.

90,95 4. —James ISTeale and Peter Beck,
Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Sexving-Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the loose stud a and
the straight needle h with the parallel or rectilinear

guide d, and needle-bar A, when they are construct-
ed, arranged, and fitted for use, substantially as

herein described and set forth.

90,955.—August E. W. Partz, Oakland, Cal.—Process of Collecting Gold and Silver from Ores.

—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Placing the positive eleetrocTe at the
bottom of the vessel containing the ore-pulp, and
imjDarting to the said vessel and electrode a swing-
ing or shaking motion, which will cause the heavier
particles of the ore to settle, and thus be brought
and kept in contact with the said electrode, substan-
tially in the manner and -for the purpose herein speci-
fied.'

Z. The use of metallic tubes as negative electrodes,
substantially as described.

90,956.—Horatio L. Peirce, Taunton, Mass.
Ring for Spinning-Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A spinning-ring, having a steel lining,
constructed and applied substantially as herein de-
scribed.

90,957

—

David S. Quimby, Jr., Brooklyn, N.
Y., assignor to David S. Quiiiby, same place.

—

Fire-
Flace Heater.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double dome e h, forming the top
of the cylinder d, and also a flue, that regulates the
escape of the products of combustion, substantially
as set forth.

2. The evaporating-pan, introduced into the air-

space at the side of the ash-pan. and below the base
b, as and for the purposes specified.

3. The hood s. extending ft-om the front of the
frame, and provided with the register jx. in combina-
tion with the heater-cylinder d and register I, as
and for the purposes specified.

90,95S.—George Eicitardsox, Lowell, Mass.

—

Step and Bearing for Vertical Shafts.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cavity E, in the step B, and upper
bearing A, for a vertical shaft ; that is, having the
upper portion of the sides of the cavity E contract-
ed or brought in toward the shaft, to form a top or
cover for the cavity ; also, having an elevated edge
or lip, G, raised from tlie bottom of the cavity, and
surrounding the shaft, all arranged substantially as
described, and for the purpcses set forth.

2. The ring or circle E, of felt, or other similar po-
rous material, placed within the cavity E, in combi-
nation with the shaft and steps A and B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

90,959.—"Warren Eichardson, Colfax, Cal.

—

Device for Turning Saw-Logs.—June 8, 1869.

Claim. — The blocks B B, sliding vertically in
mortises, and iiaving beveled tops, in combination
with the eccentrics 1 1 and shaft C, the whole being
constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

90,960.—Ezekiel EOOT, Parroa, Mich.

—

Miter-
Box.—June 8, lb69.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hollow saw-
guides M, connecting-brace L, laterally adjusting
screw E. and eccentric rings S, secured in place by
the jam-nut T, flanged sleeve P, and rod N, connect-
ed Avith it, spring O, and vertically adjusting screw-
nut Q, upon the lower threaded portion of said guide
M, when constructed and operating as and for the
purpose aforesaid.

2. In combination with the above-described guides,
and their several parts before mentioned, tlie cradles

J, adjusting-screw K, circular beds I, disk B, bed-
plate A, dogs E E, stop E, rest G, and movable
gauge H, constructed, arranged, and operating as
and for the purpose before set forth.

90,961.—Roger Sandiford, Joliet, 111.—Com-
bined Land-Roller^ Marker., and Harrow.—June 8,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The rocking coupling-box c, frame-
joint boxes e, and tongue-seat u. and brace-box x, in
combination with the round shaft b, arranged, oper-
ating, and constructed as set forth.

2. The metal seat u for the tongue, as set forth, in
combination with the round shaft 6, for the purpose
described.

3. The metal harrow-disk 7;, with projections or
flanges, as set forth, for the purpose described.

4. The crooked center-arm i. in combination with
the main frame and chains, as set foith.

5. The lever and ciooked bar r, with roller o, for

the purpose described.
6. The outer wheels n n, in combination with the

center wheel o and hari-ow-frame d, when arranged,
operating, and constructed as set forth.

90,962. — Oscar Scidmore, Albany, N. T.—
Medical Compound.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The composition above described, com-
pounded of the several medicinal substances naraed,
and in the proportions specified, substantially in the
manner set forth, for' the purpose specified.

90,963.—TYiLLiAM Seybold, McKee.'sport, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Samuel H. Hoff^lan, same
place.

—

Miners' Lamp.—June 8, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Extending the wick-tube upward,
within the lamp-chamber, nearly to the top of the
lamp, in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the interior upward ex-
tension of tlie wick -tube, extending the exterior por-
tion of the wick-tube above the top of the lamp.

3. The short burning-wick h, inserted into the end
of the wick-tube, in combination with the feeding-
wick g, and fibrous filling /, substantially. as and for
the purposes hereinbefore described.

90,964.—William "W. Sly, South Haven, Mich.—Snap- Hook.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the vibrating fork

B, provided with the prongs b and b' and the curved
slot d, and operated by spring D, in combination
with the recessed hook A, substantially as and for
the purpose above named.
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90,965.—Obediah Smith, Eloomington, 111., as-

signor to himself, Michael Y. G-ivler, and Wil-
liam H. RosER, same place.

—

Buggy-Top Bow-Set-
ter.—J\mQ 8, 1869.

Claim.—The loop c, in combination Avitli the cross-

bar b' and the vertical rest d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

90,966.

—

Hexry Soggs, Columbus, Pa.

—

Iron-
ing-Table.—Jmuq 8, 1869.

Claim.—The table a, with its groove c around its

edge, and notches /i, on the under side, in combiua-
tiou with the cross-legs d, bar g, and spring /, as

and for the purposes herein described.

90,967.—John S. Sommerville, Snow Shoe,
Pa.

—

Miners' Lamp.—June 8, 1869.

Claitn.—1. In combination with an exterior jacket
or shell, and tube or spout, an interior cylinder, E,
and interior wick-tube, F, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. In copibination with the exterior shell and tube,

and the interior shell and tube, the inverted and re-

movable cylinder G-, for containing the supply of
fluid, as herein described and represented.

90,988.—Thomas Spukbier, Sharon, Pa.

—

Car-
riage-Axle.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hard-metal wash-
ers B B^ B'^, provided with side-flanges 6, with the
axle A, having tapering or conical ends, when se-

cured thereon by set-screws C, or similar devices,
substantially as described, so as to be removed,
when worn, without injury to themselves or the axle,

as set forth.

90,969.—Thomas H. Stevens, Dover, IST. Y.—
Stone-Sawing Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combituition of the reciprocating
frame D, saws D' D', with the four guide-rollers C C
C C, all constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

90,970.— Enoch Thomas, Craigsville, Va.—
JSay and Cotton Press.—June 8, 1869.

Claitn.—Tlie ratchet- bars D, in combination with
the double-acting toggle-levers E E', when operated
by tlie coupling-bars Gr, connecting-rods J, eccen-
trics H, and driving-shaft I, all constructed and
arranged in the manner herein set forth.

90,971.—Charles W. Todd, Spring Arbor,
Mich.—Farm- Gate.—June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—ThQ crane G-, provided with supports I
and K, and rollers J and L, in connection with eye
E and step F, when employed for operating gates,
substantially as herein set forth.

90,97-2.—William Tucker, Philadelphia, as-

signor to himself and Prince A. Snell, Pittsburgh,
Pa —Saw-Filing Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the rotary file

M, the clamp-jaws B B', either with or without the
antifriction rollers on n, and the right and left liand
screws a a, i#r operating said jaws B B', substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The stationary screw-shaft C, forming a part of
the frame of the machine, and a support for the file-

carriage, as represented and described.
3. The traveling index-nut D, in combination with

tlie stationaiy screw- shaft C and tile-carriage E, con-
structed and operating substantially in the manner
described, for the purpose specilied.

4. The double countersunk circular file or cutter
M, held between tlie conical or beveled shoulder c*,

of the arl)or e, and the conical or beveled clamping-
nut N, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

5. In combination witli the rotary file or cutter
M, thesliding-frame II, provided w'itli the gauge-
screw t, and constructed and operated sui)stantially
in the manner and for tlie purposes specitied.

6.' The arrangement of the sliding-lVaine II, file

or cutter M, gearing/ y, shaft e', and crank A, all

constructed and operating substantially in tlio man-
ner d(iscril)ed.

7. The arrangement of tlio shouldorod arbor T,

clamping-nut j, ratohot-whecl K, lever J, catch k,

and studs L I, all constructed to operate substan-
tially in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

90,973.—C. G. Udell, Chicago, HI.—Step-Lad-
der.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The stiles IT, formed of single pieces of
material, slotted out at their central parts, and so
sprung outward as to form segments T T, as set

forth.

90,974.—George W. "Walker, Lowell, Mass.—Shoulder- Brace.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with the shoulder-strap
B, and the back-strap C, of the gusset A, as shown
and described, when arranged and applied in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

90,975.—Carl Weidling, :N'ew Yort, N. Y.—
Fire-Escape Ladder.—June 8, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination, with the said ladder
and. turn-table, of adjusting sere v\'S, by means of
which the elevating-frame, to which the ladder is

attached, may be leveled, and firmly supported, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

90,978.

—

Henry White, Chicago, 111., assignor
to himself and AYilliam F. Whitehouse, same
place.— Ventilator.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the air-chamber A
and the exhaust-flue H. and the application thereto
of a deodorizer or disinfectant. Fig. 8, in manner
and form substantially as shown and for the purposes
as set forth.

90,977.-0. D. Woodruff, Southiugtou,Conn—UailioayCar Coupling.—Jline 8, 1869.

Claim.— i. The pin C, provided with its beveled
end a, and projection c, in combination with the slot

D and slotted spring E, substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination and airangement of the rod
k, lever e, slotted spring E, and pin C, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

90,978.—Henry Albright, Cranesville, W.Va.—Grinding-Mill.—June 8, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the damsel a,

feedmg-cup h, and tubes h' b', all constructed in the
manner and to operate substantially as described.

2. The conducting-tube d, when constructed upon
and arranged to operate 'with the hoj)per D, in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as . set

forth.

90,979.

—

James Alcorn, Charlestown, Mass.,
assignor to James N. Melvin for one-third, and
Thomas Quinn for one-third, same place.

—

Clothes-

Jiack.—Jime 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the yoke A, support-
ing the arms B, with the bracket L, when jiivoted

thereto, and arranged for adjustment substantially
as specitied.

90,980.—A. W. Ball, Delaware Grove, Pa.—
Harroiv.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— The metallic harrow, constructed as
described, of two parts, A A, each composed of
bars a c, strengthened by the brace b, and iiiugedto
the central bar B, in sucli a manner as to operate
independently of each other, tlie bars a b being
provided with the metallic sockets e, for tlio teeth y,
all arranged as described, for the purpose specified.

90,9Sl.—STErHRN Ballard, Sr., Sullivan, Ind—Grain-Separator.—June 8, 18()9.

Claim.—A grain-separator, consisting of the box
C, sieve U, rockers A A, uprights d d, and lever E,

all constructed, arranged, and operating substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

90,9SiJ.—Dautus Banks, Jr., New York, N. Y.
—Friction Clutch and Ji rake.-Jnnt} 8, ]8i;9.

Claim.—T\w sliding loose puHevs A, provided
with the conical iiubH Hand uiiiiuiar grooves, ilio

frietion-anns C!, luil)s I), lixcd tubular bniUe F, hav-

ing auuuhir flanges II, and operating h'vers. when
combined and arranged substantially as s[)ei.ili(<d.
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90,983.—Otis B. Baetlett, Lewiston, Me.—
Stove-Cover.—Juue 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A stove-cover, when provided Tvith

mica, substantially as described.
2. Tlie cover A, of the form shown, when con-

structed substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

90,984 J. H. BASSLER.Pine Grore, Pa.—^^e-
Hive.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A side for a bee-hive, formed of straw-
mattiug, as described, covered with cement, and so

constructed that a dead-air space, F, is formed with-
in it, substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose
speciHed.

2. The composition for cement herein described.

90,985.—WiLLiAJi Berg and Mathias Ste-
PHAN, Canton, Ohio.

—

Baby-Jumper.—dune 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the base, bearer,

notched plate, lever, link, and spring, arranged and
operating together, substantially in tlie manner and
for the purpose herein described and represented.

90,986 ^William il. Bleakley, Yerplanck, N.
Y.—:StaU-Floor.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slats D D, that
can be raised or lowered, as specified, with the ditch

C under the floor, said ditch being provided with a
gutter, 6, as specified.

2. The combination of the pivoted slats D D, com-
posing the stall floor, with the hook E, pulley e, cross-

bar F, and rope G, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

3. A stall-floor, consisting of a series of slats, piv-

oted at their front ends, so that they can be swung
np separately or together, substantially as described,
for the pm'pose specified.

90,987.—John G. Bordex and "Walter Power,
Brewster Station, X. Y.

—

Soldering-Furnace.—June
8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The top-plate C of a stove or furnace,
provided with chambers B, D, H, and I, constructed
and arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.
' 2. The combination of the heads or centers J K,
and shafts L P, with the top-plate C, provided with
the chambers B, D, H, and i, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The soldering-tools E, in combination with the
chambers D of the top- plate C, and with the heads
or centers J K, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the xDurpose set forth.

4. Adjustably securing the soldering-tocls E, by
means of the rest E and set-screws G, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

5. The combination of the levers Q and S and
spring T, or their equivalent, with the sliaft O of
the center or head K, and with the standard P, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

90,988 Charles Bourgeois, Buffalo, IT. Y.—
Combined Steam, and Vacuum Gauge.—June 8, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination of the mechanism of a
steam-gauge and the mechanism of a vacuum-gauge
within a cylindrical inclosiug-case, so arranged as to
actuate concentric index-hands over the same dial-

plate, substantially as herein described.

90,989.—Dayid J. Brady, Greenwich Town-
ship, Ohio.

—

Coupling for Whiffletrees.—June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—A compound clevis, when used for unit-
ing double and single trees, constructed substan-
tially as has been shown and described.

90,990.—JOHX P^. Bragg, Williamsburgh, Mo.—Spring Saddle-Tree.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The co'^bination of the coiled springs B
and E, and sheet- n.^tal plates C, with the tree A and
leather D, substantially as heroin shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

90,991.—George E. Burt and Edwix A. Hil
DRETH, Harvard,-Mass.—Fork for Hay-Spreaders.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—1. In combination with a hay-tedder, a
spring-fork constructed of two separate pieces of
wire, when arranged to rock on the support J, and
connected firmly together by the bolt or pivot k, in
such a manner as to hold the pivot k in its proper po-
sition without any otber connection than the shanks
of tlie fork, between the pivot or bolt k and the bear-
ing upon which the coils of the fork are supported,
substantiaHy as described.

2. The bolt k and nut L, when provided with seats
for the shanks C and D, in combination with a hay-
tedder fork, substantially as described.

3. The nut L, when constructed with a boss, n,

provided with a seat, o', substantially as described,
in combination with a hay tedder fork.

4. The combination of the operating-arm K, turn-
ing upon the bolt k, the tedder-forks A and B, con-
structed of separate pieces of wire, and the bolt k,

with shoulders on each side of the operating-ai-m, to
keep it in position, substantially as described.

90,992—C. W. Cardot, Jamestown, Is^ Y.—
Friction- Clutch.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hub B, having
concave eccentric faces /, the concave grooved
sleeve C, and balls E E, as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

90,993. — Charles E. Carman, Hamburgh,
Iowa.

—

Carriage-Wheel.—June 8, 1869.

Claitn.—Connecting the spokes to the hubs in
pairs in each mortise, when the tenons and the mor-
tises are arranged substantially as specified.

90,994.—Paul Claretox, i^ew York, j^. Y.—
Meat-Chopper.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— In combination with the carriage A,
cam-shaft C, cutters E, and springs i, the rollers d,

and plates E, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the pm'pose specified.

90,995.—Lucas C. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.

—

Teapot-Handle.—June 8, lb69.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a skele-

ton or perforated teapot-handle, cast in a siugle
piece, substantially as described, and for the puri^ose
set forth.

90,996 ^William E. Clark, U'orth Adams,
Mass .— Let-off Mechanism for Looms.—June 8,

1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the levers D and
friction-straps, of the bell-cranks, having adjustable
slides, and operated substantially as specified.

90,997 Susan C. Currie, ISTew York, K". Y.—
PoQket-Book.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable elastic band-fastening
and the safety-pin, whether used in combination or
separately, when applied to a portmonnaie, wallet,

pocket-book, or other article of a similar nature, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with a portmonnaie, the safety-

chain K, arranged substantially as and Jbr the pur-
pose set forth.

90,998.—B. d'Heureuse, Xew York, X. Y.—
Cord-Holder for Picture-Frames, c£-c.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved cord attachment or hold-

er, formed by bending a rod upon itself, so as to form
an acute angle or angles to receive and hold the cord
or cords after passing around said rod, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. An improved cord attachment or holder, formed
by bending a rod upon itself, so as to form an acute
angle or angles, the sides forming the angles being
corrugated or roughened to receive and hold the
cord or cords after passing around said rod, substan-
tially as herein described and shown.

90,999. — Samuel Dunlap, Borne, Ga.— Bed-
Bottom.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a bedstead, of the
India-rubber straps a, rollers, ratchets, and pawls,
and either the bearing-plates or not, all substantially

I
as specified.
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J>1,000.—p. S. Devlan, Jersey City, N. J., as-

4-nor to liiraself and W. H. -Jewell, New York
ity.

—

Liib /Icating- Cushion for Railway-Car Jour-
uals.—Jwwe 8, 1869.

Claim. — A lahricating--cushion for car-journals,

formed by iiiclosiug patent elastic sponii'e. either

alone or in alternate layers, Avitli some suitable fibrous

material, in a suitable textile covering-, substantially

as herein shoAvn and described.

91,091.—William H. Elliot, iSTew York, as-

sig-nor of one-half to M. D. MYRUt;, Fraakfort, N. Y.
—Hay-Spreader.—June 8, 1809.

CZaim.—The tedder-fork head h, tines c, and set-

screw /, all being- consti'ucted and operating- sub-

stantially as herein described and showji.

91,002.—FiiiEDiiicK E. A. ENTCiELMAN. Check-
to\\'ag-a, JST. Y.

—

Seed- Planter.—Jxme 8, 1869.

Claim. — The general combination, with eacb
other, of the revolving droppers I I, having the ad-

justable cups a, of tlie laterally adjustable hopper-

frame K. and drop-bos L, and of the up-and-down
adjustable hollow shovel-standard, all arranged and
operating- substantially as hereiu showii and de-

scribed.

91,003.—F. rA.NNiNG, Atchison, Kans.— Co?'«,-

Sheller.-JmxG 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the interior tooth-

ed cyliuder E, exteiior drum K, cross-bars L, fingers

M, hinged plates 0, spriugs P, stop-bai's Q, and
arms R." with each other, and witii the gratings or

racks B D, case A, and cams or inclines S, whether
vsaid cams or inclines are movable or statiouary, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.
'2. The movable adjustable cams or inclines S, rid-

ing- upon the journals of the cylinder E, and con-

nected with the case A by the arms T, crossbar U,
•and bar V, in combination with the r.rnis R of the

hinged holding-plates O, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the purjwse set

forth.

91,004 E. A. FiSHEj;, Morganville, jST. Y.—
Ba.g- Holder.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.. — The frame I J. adjustable bar K. and
hinged board L, in combination with the hopper A
and jointed standard E, substantially as herein

shown and described, and .for the purpose set forth.

91,005.—AmaxderFoki), Toledo, Ohio.

—

Corn-
Harveater.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—i. The adjusting or expanding guides C
C, arranged to operate substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The knives I I, in combinatio)i with tV,e it:;-

pandingguide C C, substantially as and for the pur-

pose (l(!scribed.

3. The combination of stationary guides F F, with
expanding-guides C C, as and for tlie purpose speci

fied.

4. A corn-stalk cutter, consisting of toothed
Avhecils K K', circular knives R R, guides C C and
F F, bar W, rods X X, seniieircular guide a. and
stationary knives 1 1, all combined substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

91,006 E. P. FOKi), Shipman, J\\.— Weather-
Strip.—Tune 8, 1869.

Claim..—In coml)ination with a door, the strip H,
and the guide ami stop-jjlate </. e.onslructed, com-
bined, arranged, ami operating- suhstaniially as and
for the purpose lierein shown and dcscriljcd.

91,007.—Walter B. Fowler, Lawrence. Mass.
—Packithg in Cylinde/a for Dnjinq Paper.—June 8,

1869.

Claim..—Tiie combination of the pacldug-box A,

having tlie flange a and shoulder ft, with th(^ pip(> U,

having th(! flang(!s c d. and witii the |):u'king (' and
nut 1), all aiTanged and operating sni)stiuitially as

herein shown and descrilxMl.

91,00iS.

—

Samuel Fulton, (^ousholioeken. Pa.
—Manufaefure of (^ores.—,)un(^ 8, 1869.

Claim.— \\\ combiiuilion witli the central bar of a

17 P—II

core for casting- metal pipes, the forming-tube B,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

91,009 1). A. T. Gale. Poughkeepsie, I-T. Y.
—Nut and Coffee Roaster.—Jime 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spiral springs

I ^\'ith the strings j, cones k, and shaft H, all ar-

ranged xo automatically revolve the roasting-cyliu-

der. as specified.

2. In combination i;\-ith tlie roastiug-cylinder. the
burner J), constructed as described, of the boxes c

d, pipes e, and screen/, all arranged as set forth, for

the purpose specified.

91 ,010.—JoHX Gates, Portland, Oreg.—Steam-
Ejii]i)ie Plxton-Packijig.—Tune 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with tlie piston-head
A, made in one piece, of the segmental packing-ring,
having the interior arcs d, and the spring cj, substan-
tially as specified.

2.' Tlie combination, with the spring r/ and seg-
mental packing-ring, divided into two parts, a and &,

of the equalizing-rollers?., substantially as specified.

3. The combination with the segmental packin*;'-

ring, divided in two parts, a and b, of tlie springs i,

substajitially as specified.

4. The piston-head A, provided with the segmen-
tal wcbsc, and combined with the spring.(7. and seg-

mental packing ring, substantially as specified.

91 ,011.—Samuel R. Goodsell and John Quin-
CY Adams, Brooklyn, !>!". Y.

—

Knife-Scourer.—June
8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The block B, pro\-ided vrith one or
nnn-e sand-cavities, a, apertures b, brushes or rub-
bing-blocks 0, and end-blocks d. all arranged and op-

erating substantially as herein shown and described.
2. The combination of the box A with the recipro-

cating block B, which is provided with the cavities

a, rubbers e. and buffers d, all arranged and operat-

ing substantially as herein shown and described.

91,012. — Henry Havekor.st, Leavenworth
City, Kans.

—

Toilet and Nursery Table.—-June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the base D, having
the fixed post B, with the box-shaped or otherwise
constructed table-top A, ^\-]iich is provided with the
rack E, or its equivalent, and the hinged post C, all

arranged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

91,013.— Joseph Hawsh, Woleott, Yt.—Feed
Bore.—June 8, 1869.

Claim..—The box A, ]n-ovided Avith receptacles t

t. and pivoted feed-box B, arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner and for tlie purpose de-

scribed.

91,014 R. D. H.VY and J. M. Hill. Crooked
Creek, N. C—Gun- Lock.-^Ixma 8, 1869.

Claim.. — I. The combination, with the lock of a

fire-arm, of a nipple-guard, arranged and operating
substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the lever F, Ix^ll-erank G,
and link H, and guard A, all substantiallv as .speci-

fied.

91,015.—Ben.tamix W. Healev, Providence,
R. 1.— Center-Bearimj for Locomotives. — June 8,

1869.

Claim.. — The bidl and socket center-bearing for

locomotives, consisting of tlie concave part .V, con-

vex part C, and tlu; center-)un I), tlie cmiter aper-

tures of tli(> pai-ts A U being of conical form, as

herein described, for the purpose specified.

91,01 <».—E.vro\ Iln'ciicoriv, Sturbridge, >rass.

— r,7)?<r/i.—June 8,18(i9.

Claim.— T\u' arraugemeiU of th(> lmtfe^siuk Fj

and tabh^ 1). with reference to tln> cliuru-body .\, as

and for the purpose siiecilied.

91,017.- J. B. Holmes, Lawrence, Kaiis.

—

IH/Zr-)-- H7)rv7.—June 8. 18(i9.

Claim.— \. 'I'he buckets B, .supported on the chains

1), iind connei'led by the rods F, nrraiiged as luid for

the puipose specified.

2. I'lii^ siiafls C of the Imekels, provided with tli«
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roller G, and connected to the chnins D, the -nuys H,
and the gnide-wheels E, when all arranged as and
for the purpose speciiied.

91,018.—William F. Holske and B. T Bab-
bitt, New York, N. Y.— Velocipedu.—June 8, l^ijy.

Claim.—1. The application of reversible friction-

clutches, working against the edges of disliS or

wheels, as described, to projiel a velocipede, or other
vehicle, as specified.

2. The pivoted pfates G, carrjingthe friction-roll-

ers c c', in eccentric slots, as described, and so ar-

ranged as to be adjustable on the driving-axle, to re-

verse the taotion, as specified.

3. The levers H H, when arranged to adjust the
plates G on the axle A, substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose of reversing the mo-
tion of the vehicle, as specified.

91,019.—Bex.tamin W. Hoppeu, Astoria, N. Y.
—Bell-Lever I?o.t.—June 8, 18(iy.

Claim.—1. The close bell-lever box A, constructed
with sockets, to receive the spout B and pipe C,

either or both, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the plate E and block or

back G with the box A and with the socket or seat D,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,0-20 John Hoktox, New York, NT. Y.—
Shade for Gas and Lamp Burners.—June 8, 18^9.

Claim.—A transparent or semi-transparent shade,
A, for gas or lamp burners, construcrett with a bot-

tom, B, the shade and bottom being made entire, sub-

stantially as and for the i:)urposes herein set forth.

91,021.—David Howakth, Portland, Me.—i?e-

frigerator.—June 8, 18f-i9.

Claim.—A refrigerator, composed of the described
arrangement of the cylinder a, tlie ice-receptacle A,
with its shelf h, the jjooks d. and perforated cover j,

the said cylinder to be placed in an ordinary barrel,

and there held by the lip or flange on said cjlinder,

for the purposes specified.

91,022.—Charles N. Hott, Providence, R. I.

—

Apparatus for Parlor Games.—June 8, 1669.

Claim.—The apparatus, as described, composed of

one or more wheels, and a brake or stop, constructed
for operating as and for the uses aud purposes speci-

fied.

91,023.— David Joxes, Machen, Newport,
Wales.— Water-Elevator.—Jime 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a device for raising water by a va-
cuum formed by the condensation of steam, the ex-

pansible bag C, in combination v\'ith tlie air and wa-
ter tight chamber B, substantially as described, for

the purpose sijecified.

2. The steam-measuring vessel H, in combination
with an arrangement of devices for raising Avater by
a vacuum formed by the condensation of steam, or by
the discharge of steam, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

91,024.—Samuel G. Jones, Niautic, IW.—Har-
roxo.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The forward link C, adjustable link E,
and the central bar B, formed in two parts, hinged
together, in combination with the pi\oted toothed
arms A D, hinged together at their outer ends, all

arranged as described, for the purpose specified.

01,023.

—

John M. D. Keating and Thojias V.
"Waymou'th, New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Mak-
ing Paper Boxes.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the plunger I,

of the double die T. constructed with grooves aud in-

clines at both sides, as shown, so as to double-lap
and unite the previously cut and gummed blanks as

they are forced througli the die by the plunger, sub-
stantially as described and specified.

2. The employment and use of the receivi^-boxes
upon the endless belt, so constructed as to receive,
hold, and convey the paper boxes for the succesrsive

operations of gumming and sanding the ends of the
same> substantially as described and specified.

3. The combination, with the receiving-boxes and
endless belt, the gum-fountain, and sand-box. of the
lifter for forcing the sand into contact with the end
of each box, snlistantially as described and specified.

4 Constructing the sand-box of flexible ipaterial,

substantially as described and specified.

5. Tlie co'mbinJition, -nith the receiving-boxes and
endless belt, of the plunger, for automatically dis-

charging tl>e papcT' boxes from the receiving-boxes,
substantially as described and specified.

91,026.— Daniel Kidder, Eranklin, N. H.—
SInitter- Worker.—J une 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
shaft J, arm L, and pivoted bar M, with the blind C,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

9i,027.

—

John Chr. Klein, Birmingham, Pa.^
Pake.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A divided socket, in combination with
a rake, for securing the latter to its handle, Avhen the
socket is formed in two divisions, each consisting of
a strap-plate, b, carrying a.curved or semi-cylindrical
socket-piece, a, when the former is so wideued as to

partially embrace the latter, and is provided with a
curved or corrugated rim or bead, i, along its upper
edges on either side of the socket, to brace and
strengthen the s;ime, all substantially as herein set

forth.

2. Eivets e e, securing a rake-bar. A, to the metal-
lic socket receiving and securing its handle, when
said rivets are so extended as to constitute appropri-
ate central teeth^n the rake, substantially as Jierein

set forth.

91,028.-Charles Layton, ]!tatawan, N. J.

—

Car-Coupling.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the lever D, rig-id

arm F. block G. counecting-bar K, and bent lever L,
with each other, and with the coupling-pin C, and

'

bumper-liead A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of ti'.e pivoted arm H, friction-

wheel I, and coiled or equivalent spring J, "witii the
arm E, substantially as herein shoA^n and described,
and for tlie purpose set forth.

91,029.- Jacob Lenhard, New York, N. Y.—
Violin.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The cross-bai' D, arranged within the
box of a bow instrumeut, to serve as a guide for tiie

sound-post, which partly supports the bridge, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The bridge A and post B, m combination with
the cross-bar D, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

'91,030.-B. M. Leroy and Albert Strasser,
jVIouta-omerv, Ala.

—

Mosquito-Net Support.—June 8,

1869.
"

Claim: — 1. The combination of the folding-net
ring N n', straps o. pivoted button M, aud support-
ing-arm A a', arranged as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

2. lu coifibination with the above.'the socket-staff
D, hook-link E, key H, slotted adjustable arm J,

socket I, and adjustable clasp L, arranged as de-

scribed, for the piu'pose speciiied.

91,031.—Alfred John Lewis, Pittsburgh, Pa.
— Cultivator-Plow.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—]. The slides D, in ci>mbination with the
shovels D^ and D^, substantially as described.

2. The .slides D, with the rods E and E, pins G and
H, in combination with the stilts B and B^ substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The knife B^ rod B^. in combination with the
beam A, substantially as described.

4. Tlie shovel C. when attached to the beam A, by
means of clamps C-and C^, substantially as .set forth.

5. The combination of the abovemamed device.'^ia

the construction of a shovel-plow, whereby the shov-
els can be set at any position, by means ol the slides

and rods, substantially as described and set forth.

91,032.—Job G. Luscomb, Taunton, Mass.

—

Fly-Frame.—June 8, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The combination oi" the horizontal
shaft G and gear-wlieels d, e, h, i, and /c, for con-
necting the shafts F and H, the wheel K being re-

movable, to change the motion, as specified.

2. The combination of the weighted lever L, the
clutch-gear I, and the retaining-bar N, when con-
nected together, substantially^ as herein shown and
described, and operating-^as specified.

3. The rack-bar B, provided with a pin; r, for the
purpose of automatically raising the bar ]Sr and
clutch I, as set forth.

91,033.—Andrew Matson, Elizabeth, IST. J.—
Ironhig-Board.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—An improved ironing-board, formed by
the combination of the board A, pivoted suppoi'ting-

franie C, pivoted brace-bar or arm D, and pivoted
table or platform E, provided with the pivoted legs
E, with each other ; said parts being constructed
and arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

91,034.—Green B. McDonald, Louisville, Ky.
— Cotton-Bale Tie.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The link H, for cotton-bale ties, when its

parallel side-bars G are enlarged to form convex in-

ner bearing surfaces for the hoop, and their outer
edges hollowed out parallel to each other at F E, to
form projecting angles, o^er which the hoop is bent
by the expansion of the bale, as herein shown and
described.

91,035.— James W. McMillan, Greenville,
Ala.— Velocipede.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the two axles of a
velocipede, carrying the ratchet-wheels E, of the
herein-described spring-clicks, arms a a', rods b b,

levers H, and handles I, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

91,036 E. A. MOKLEY, Syracuse, 1^. Y.—Po-
tato-Digger.—June'8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The side-boards B B and cross-bars b,

as shown in Eig. 1, in conTTection with plow A, as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In connection with a screen, B b, and plow A,
the standing platforms / /, substantially as and for

the pur])ose set forth.

3. Attaching the screen B & to the plow A, by
means of pin d and slot e, as shown and described,
for the purpose set forth.

91,037.-Erederick E. ^Tearing, Brookficid,
assignor to himself and William H. Hubbell,
Danbury, Conn.— Combined Horse-Rake and Hay-
Spreader.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rake-head E, consisting of several
pieces, that are so connected that the teeth G v\'ill

be in line for a rake, or at suitable angles for a ted-
der, a.s specified.

2. The combination of the rake-head E, which is

made to revolve on the tedder, with the rod e, lever
E, and slotted bar-^, all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

3. The pivoted suppoi'ting-arnis H, adjustable in
the arms b b, by means of tlie curved racks o and
pins «, to prevent the revolving teeth from being in-

jured by contact with the ground, as herein shown
and described.

91,038.—PuiLiF O'Reilly, Hartford, Conn.—
Black FiAjment from Mineral Carbon.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A compound, formed of anthraciite and
bituminous coals, treated Avith mineral acid, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereiu described.

91,0.39.—William G. ]?niLii's, Newport, Del.—
Step-Ladder.—t^xmi:^ 8. 186!).

Claim.— 1. The step c, bolt 1), and sllding-sleeves
d, when combined witii each other and with the sec-
tions of a ladder, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The splice-bars F, having the stops i, wlici?
combined with the sliding-sleeve.; aiulAvith tiie sec-
tions of a ladder, substantially as described, for the
purpose speciQed.

91,040—A. P. Plant, Plantsville, Conn.—Too?
for Trimming Bolt-Heads.—June 8, 1669.

Glai'm.—The combination of the set-screws k k,ov
their equivalents, guides B B, with their rebates I I,

knives m to., set-screv>-s n n, and punch A, with its

parts c and d, the whole combined and arranged sub-
stantially as described, and for the x^urposes set
forth.

91,041— S. D. Rader, Williamsport, Pa.—
Brick and Sand Drier.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The drier A, provided with chambers B
B B, furnace E E, ventilatijig-holes cZ^ d^, double
tracks b b, and chimneys E E, when used in com-
bination with molds D D, and sand-boards C C, all

constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

91,04-2.- P. H. Eaiford, Houston, Texas.
Anchor for Animals.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the swiveled loop
C and pivoted loop B with each other, and with the
pin A, or its equivalent, substantially as hereiu
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. An improved anchor for animals, formed by the
combination of the pin A a^ a'^ a^, pivoted loop B,
and swiveled loop C, with each other, siibstantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

91,043. — Thomas Eeese and William L.
Eeese, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Fastening for Fire-Froof
Shutters.—June 8, 1869.

CUmn.—1. The combination of the pivoted bars
D, spring-catch E, and plate e^, with each other, and
with the shutters A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Connecting the bars B, \\hen more than one is

used, with a bar or link, C, so that the said bars
may all move together, substantially as herein shown
and described.

91,044.—ISTiCHOLAS Eefp, Waterloo, Iowa.

—

Nail- Clincher for HorsesJioes.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The improved implement, consisting of
the handles A B, provided with the side-cutters d d,

notched eccentric cliiicher c, formed in continuation
of the handle B, the file C, and either with or with-
out the hook b f, all arranged as described, for the
purposes specified.

91,045.—Almon Eoff, Southport, Conn.— Qp-
erating Ships' Pumps.—June 8, 1869.

Claim-. — 1. An automatic pump-attachment to
vessels, consisting of the removable paddle-wheel,
or its equivalent, arranged on the side of the vessel,

to operate the pump or pumps, substantially as here-
in shown and desci'ibed.

2. The sliding-shaft B, when arranged in a vessel,
so that it can receive a paddle-wheel, E, or its equiv-
alent, for the purpose of automatically operating the
pump or pumps, tis specified.

3. The grooved U-shaped plate D, when arranged
at the side of a vessel, opposite an aperture through
the same, substantially as hereiu shown and de-
scribed, for the pui'pose of supporting the hollow
shaft of the removable wheel E, or its equivalent,
substantially as herein sliown and described.

4. The Kpri)ig-plug/i, to be placed into the grooves
of the U-shaped plate 1), for the purpose of (^losing

the aperture through the side of the ship, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

5. Tlie vertical shaft F, having the crank j and
cross-head k, when arranged in combination with
the sliding-sliaft B, countersunk box G, and cover I,

all arranged and operating substantially as heroin
shown and described.

6. Tl\e sliding-shaft B, carrying the wheel E, or
its equivalent, and fitted tiirougli the box d. when
arranged to operate the pump shaft or shafts A,
substantially as herein shown and described.

91,046.-Jacob Scmermkkhokn, Daysvillo, N.
Y.— Vegetable-Gatherer.—Jinw 8, ISCD.

Claim.—The vegetable gatherer, consisting of the
arms C D, supported upon {\w axle and wheels, and
provided with the curved rake A, tiu'. riddle, and
the box, having a discharge-opening in its bottom,
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all ai-raiiged and operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

V 91,047.— James A. Sevey. Boston, Mass.—
'Tool for Splitting Whalebone.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie arrangement and combination of
the springs B D, and the screw E, with the stock Y
and the knife A.

2. The combination of the rotary bearings C C,
and their sockets a a, with the knife and its clamp-
screws, applied to the stock F, and to operate with
the springs E I), the whole being as set forth.

91,048.-Hexry Shutts. Oregon, Mo.—Jfe-

chanicnl Movement.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cam-wheel B.
cams C D and E F. slide G. when all combined and
arranged substantially as specified.

91,049 William Smith. Pine Hill, Wis.—
Stuynp' Extractor.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement upon the stump-extrac-
tor frame, attached to the wag-on-wheels, of the
winding-shaft rt, wheel J; pinion I, ratchet-wheel g,
and pawl h, the lever and the hook-pawl/ e, as here-
in set forth and shown, for the purpose specified.

91,050.-JOHX J. SwiTZER, Chelsea, assignor to
hiraseir and Ed\vix H. Fitts, iTortliborough," Mass.—Me'^hanispi for Stopping the Loom when a Warp
Break-'i.—Jnne 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. The batten C, when connected by
means of the crank G with the slide U, and by the
crank M with the slotted frame X, so as to impart
reciprocating motion to the same, as specified.

2. Tlie slotted frame X. when connected with
the spring iand with the batten C, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

3. The frame O, arm 7. lever k, and rod I, combined
with a rock-shaft to, which has the arm ?i, substan-
tially as described, so that by the motion of the
frame O the arm n will be moved toward and
against the hook 0, substantially as herein shown
and described.

91,051—Alois Thoma, I7ew York, jST. T.. as-

signor to the American. Zixc Company, same place.—Furnace for Extracting Zinc from its Ores.—
J"une 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. Producing zinc from ores that are
spread within a gas-burning furnace, substantially
as herein shown and described.

2. The furnace B. when constructed as described,
for the purpose of producing zinc from ore by means
of the burnins' gases that are the products of com-
bustion of suitable fuel, as set forth.

3. Providing the openings q q in the sides of the
furnace B. for the purpose of allowing the zinc ore
to be turned over to facilitate the process, as speci-
fied.

4. Arranging the blast-heating apparatus E as one
well of the furnace B, substantially as described, so
that the air is heated by the ascending gases, as set
forth.

.5. The application, to the air-heating apparatus, of
the slides m and n. for the purpose of at once regu-
lating the qiuviiti'-y and the pressure of the air con-
ducted to the- gases, substantially as herein shown
and described."

6. The dust detaining chamber 7i, Avhen arranged
between the s'rate a and the furnace B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

7. The condenser C, when provided with a 'series

of shelves, 1 1. which are perforated and provided
with, inclined upper surfaces, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of allowing
free passage for the gases, and of conducting the
zinc xo a certain receptable, as .specified.

8. The perforated plates 1 1, when inserted within
the condenser, for the purpose of facilitating the
process of condensation, as set forth.

9. So constructing the zinc-receptacle u that lead
may be collected at its bottom and separately re-

moved, as set forth.

10. A zinc furnace, consisting of the grate-cham-
ber A, for buraing the fuel; of the furnace B, for

evaporating- the zinc : and of the condenser C. for
separating the zinc from the gases, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

91,052.—Alois Thoma, N"ew York, IST. Y., as-
signor to the American Zinc Company, same place.—Zinc-Furnace.—-June 8. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the zinc gas-
furnace B, of an isolated gas- generator, for the pro-
duction of zinc in muflles, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the plates/', g", n", and
box I', to serve for putting the fuel into the gas-gen-
erator, substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The openings /i, for conducting the gases into
the mufiie-furnace, when such openings are com-
bined with the channels for admitting the blast,

substantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed, to operate as set forth.

4. Tlie mufiies t. when constructed as herein set
forth, with perforated horizontal partition, substan-
tially as specified, for the purpose described.

5. The arrangemeut of the channels k' I', for so
conducting the gases away from the chamber S that
they will serve to heat the side-chambers to', sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

6. Tlie chambers X'. under the muifles, when ar-.

rane-ed to receive the burnt matter from the same,
without injury to the attendants, substautially as
herein shown and descril'jed.

7. The herein-described means of and mechanism
for evenly heating and independently regulating the
draught in each part or half of the furnace, to ob-
tain even action of all parts, substantially as herein
specified.

8. Utilizina- the escaping flame the zinc-furnace
for the production of steam, to operate the blast

mechanism and other appendages of the furnace,
sirbstantially as herein shown and described.

91,053 P. W. Thomas, Waterbury, Yt.—Sad-
iron Heater.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The notched sides h b, in combination
n'ith the top B. provided at its edges with notches
a a a' a', substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the sliding-

doors C C, substantially as desci'ibed.

91,054—Friend Thrall. O.shkosh. Wis., as-

signor to himself and A. B. Thrall, same place.

—

Douqh-Kneader.—June 8, 1869.

Claivi.—1. A reversible sliding mold-board and
table-top,' B. as described, arranged relatively to
either kneadiny: or reducing rollers, the latter hav-
ing bearings in the supports A' A', and provided
with adjusting-screws fir.

gr. traverse-bearings k k. and
hinged box-caps i i. substantially as described, for
the purposes set forth.

2. The roller C, Fig. 6, provided Avith a crank, C,
and constructed substantially as described, when
arranged, relatively to the supports A' A' and
sliding mold-board B, iis and for the pui'poses set

forth.

3. The dredge-box D, arranged relatively to roller

C and mold-board B. as and for the purposes set

forth.

4. Box D, provided with button d' and arm /. ar-

i^anged relatively to a roller beneath, substantially
as and for the iDurposes set forth.

91,055.—Archibald Trolan. Xorwich. Conn.—Machine for Double-Seaming Sheet-Metal.—June
8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamping-plate F, when used in
corqbination with the folder C and frame A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The projectins: guide-part H. of frame A, when
used as a guide tor folder C and clamping-plate F,
substantially as described.

3. The removable plate I. when used in combina-
tion wifth rame A, folder C, and clamp-plate F, for

the purpose specified.

91,056.—James W. Truman, Macon, Ga.

—

Fen.
—June 8. 1869.

Claim. — A writing'-pen. consisting of the split
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or unsplit plate A, and of the adjustable wire or rod
C, substantially as described, to operate as specified.

91,057. — Stephen W. Adwen, Eocbester, N.
Y.

—

Baling Short- Cut Hay and Straw. — June 8,

1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a bale

of sliort-cut feed inclosed in paper B, and retained

in a compressed state by means of slats C and bind-

ers D, substantially as described.

91,058 FkvVNK H. Aiken, Franklin, N. H.—
Cartridge- Case Cleaner.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plunger, as made with the dis-

charpng-point and the circumscribing chamber, ar-

ranged witli respect to the adjacent end of the

plunger, in manner substantially as specified.

2. In combination -with the plunger so made, the

guide and cleansiug-tube, applied to it in manner
and so as to operate with it, substantially as de-

described.

91,059.—Thomas C. AlLDKIDGE, St. Louis, Mo.
—Fire-Place.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The grate A, back B, perforations b,

passages B.', perforations b^ and b'^, and ciumney E,
all arranged and acting substantially as set forth.

2. The back B' B^, flue-mouth C, aud flue C, when
arranged in the grate-fmme D, aud combined with
the chimney E, substantially as set forth.

3. The flue C C, frame D' and back-plate D', com-
bined with the back B^ JB"-^, substantially as set

fortli.

91,060.—Arthur M. Allen, New York, IST. Y.
— Valve-Gear.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The cif^riage e, guide h, and slide-bar i, in

combination Avitli the pin d, sliding in the link A,
aud transmitting its motion to the valve, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

91,061 AimiUH M. Allen, New York, N. Y.
Veloci'pede.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft a, provided with the cranks b b,

wheel A, and bracket C, in combination Avith the
toggles E G,, aud sloping foot-rests E E, all con-
structed, arranged, and operated in the manner and*
for tlie purpose set fortli

.

91,062.—Geokoe B. Ambler, Bridgeport, Conn.— Velocipede-Saddle.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a ve-
locipede-seat, or saddle-tree, substantially as herein
described, consisting of the seat A aud means of at-

tachment, alias shown aud specified.

91.063. — Israel Amies, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hatchway for Buildings.—June 8, 1869.

Clai)n.—In combination with the hatch E, pro-
vided witli the slot e' and guide-Avays e" e", as de-
scribed, the traversing-siide E, provided witli the
hinged blocks/"/" and the grooved friction-rollers
/' /', as described, the said parts being arranged to
opei'ate together in the manner and for^lie purpose
described.

91.064.— Ed(;ak John Amor, New York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and H. E. DoNOR., same
iAiwAi.^Tool-lIandle.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The iirriingement of the stop b and col-

lar rt, on tlie interior of the hollow metal handle, for
retaining the plug B, in the manner subslantially as
shown aud described.

91,065.—Alran (1. Axi)RI?;n, Gottenbnrg, Swe-
den.—-Fiax'.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the deeply recess-
ed stationary jaw A and screw-shaft C, of tile flange
protecting and sliding support 1), substiintially as
shown and described.

«

9J,066.—AvEitY Barhett and W. VV. Binnkv,
Auburn, N". Y.—Gas-Works for Ilaking Cval-Gas.—
June 8, 18»)9.

Claim.— 1. The charger and charging-rod, in com-
bination with the retort, as set forth.

2. The gas-tight coal-niagnzine, when constructed
witii valves, and opci-ated substanlially in the man-

ner and for the purpose described, in combination
with tlie retort.

3. The air-tight coke-magazine, when used as
above set forth, in combination with the retort.

4. So arranging the fire-brick case, iuelosing the
retort, that a portion of the same may be opened in
such manner that the retort may be repaired or re-

moved without relayiug the fire-'brick inclosing the
fire-chamber, substantially as above descMbed.

5. Depositing tlie spent coal or coke into an air-

tight chamber, directly trom the retort, said cham-
ber being so connected with the stand-pipe as to

allow the gas evolving therefrom to pass off through
that channel, for the purpose specified.

6. The receiver, when connected Avith the re-

tort, coke-magazine, aud stand-pipe.' substantially
in the manner and when used for the purpose set

forth.

7. The condenser, when constructed as above de-

scribed, that is to say, with open pipes, so arranged
that the gas. in its passage through it, shall niovvi in

a thin current, impinging upon the surfaces of said
open pipes, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

8. The charging-rod L, slide M, non-conducting
chambers Q aud P" A\'hen all are arranged and used
for tlie purpose above set forth.

91,06y.--C. E. Babcock, Chicago, IW.—Grain-
Sejiarator.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular screen H, placed in

front of the blast and under the upper screens, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement, on the screen J, of the round-
headed screw n, placed on the under side, at the front

end, in a countersink, and resting on the thumb-
screw 0, Avhich passes through a curved slot in the

frame A, sul^stantially as aud for the purposes here-

in set forth.

3. The perforated lever d, in combination Avith the

shaft e, arm/, rod g, cross-bar h, and shoe.F, Avhen
arrauged in the manner and operating for the pur-

I)ose set forth

.

4. In combination with the triangular screen H,
the under screen J, rods h aud k, corrugated bars i,

and arm in, when arranged aud operated n the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

91,068. — QuiMBY S. Backus, WiuchenJon,
Mass.— F'tic—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Th(! combination of the holloAv screw-
sliaft K, Avitli a disk, B, upon its top, scrcAv-rod M,
flanged head N, clamping-screw L, and scrcAV O,
Avith the grooved cylinder D, all substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The jaws E and C, screw-shaft F, tubes H aud
I, dog G, screw-rods K aud M, disk B, nuts L, and
thumlj-screi' O, when all are combined to form a

vise, substantially in the manner aud for the purpose
specified.

3. In combination Avith the stationary jaAv C, the
cylinder I), with a rounded upper surface, and Avith

an oblong slot in the bottom, leading into a semi-

circular recess, AAitliin which slides the heatl N,
A\hich is jn-evented from being disengaged by the

slioulder formed near the outer end of said cylinder,

substantially as set forth.

91,069 L. F. Bancroft, Worcester, Mass.—
Combined Steam- Generator and Stove. — June 8,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, Avith the reari)art of

the upper plate of the cooking-stove, of a steam-gen-
erator, D, and draught-flue.s G F, substantially as

set forth.

2. The combiiKiliou, Avith the stove A and boiler

D, of Avuter-chamber I, pipes II J, drum K, and
smoke or draught thus G ;uid F, provided w ith

dampers a b, said parts being arranged, in relation

to each other, sulistantially as set forth.

91,070.—J. W. Bates, St.Paul, Minn.—Po/is/i-

ing (Old Cleansing Powder.—June 8, I8(i9.

Claim.— I. The above-described process for ob-

taining a cleaning-powder from peat, substar.tially

as herein set forth.

2. rrejiaiing peat in such a maiiuer as to produce
a powder suitable for cleaning teeth, or any article
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needing- a fine polish, substantially as herein set

forth.

3. A cleaniug'-powder made from peat, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

91,071 A. Ely Beach, Stratford, Conn.—
Shield for Timncling.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. The shield A, made aud operating sub-
stantially as herein shoM'n and described.

2. The arranii'ement of the pushing-deAdees to

ATithdraw into the shield, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

3. Arming- the front of the shield with a cutting-
shoe, substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The combination of the ring, shoe, and staves,

substantially as shown and described.
5. The hood C, employed substantially as shown

and described.
6. Providing the shield with sliding-staves, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

'

7. The arrangement of the pushing-devices, so that
they Avill be carried by and supported upon the
sliield. substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

91,072 A. B. Bean, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Batehet-Feed.—JwnQ 8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fixed cam I
wdthin the double pawl E and F, and combined with
the head >7, so as to operate substantially in the
manner set forth.

91,073.—Henry E. Blemker, Evansville, Ind.—Stove-Drum.—June 8. 18()9.

Claim,.—As a new article of manufacture, the re-

movable attachment to ]ieatino--stoves, above de-
scribed, consisting essentially of the drums A B, pipes
C C D, opening a, flanp;e tx', a,nd cover «.-, all con-
structed, arranged, and adapted for use in eonneetion
with the stove, substantially as herein set forth, and
for the jmrposes specified.

9J ,074.—Albert Booth, Springfield, 111.—Ma-
chine for Turning Wagon-Axles.—June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The hollow mandrel for turning the
ends of axle-trees, when provided with the cutters a
a- and 6. adjusta.ble gauge d, and screws c c c, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

2. The carriage B, provided Avitli the adjustable
clamps G- G, claw-wedge 1, and vertically adjusta-
ble screws Jc Jc, substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

f>l,075.—Ebed. C. Borst and Philander Won-
SEY, Spencerpovt, jST. Y.—Mail-Bag.—Tune 8, 18fi9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the elliptic springs
a a c, hinged together as described, wh^u combined
w'ith the mouth of bag A, in the manner aud for the
purpose specified.

91 ,076

—

George S. Bosworth, Troy, IST. Y.—
Cooking -Stove.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The diAdng-flue E of the air-heatiug
chamber, having its receiving-opening I in front,

and its discliarge-opening E' beneath the rear side
of the grate, and communicating A\dth the ash-pit,

substan.tinlly as described.
2. The aif-heating chamber E, having perfora-

tions a, above the chamber B of combustion, aud a
discharge-opening, E', of greater discharging area,
beneath the grate, substantially as described.

3. The air-heating chamber E, communicating
AAdth the chambers above and beneath tlie grate, and
AAdth the hot-air fiue.C, above the oven, in the man-
ner hei-ein desci'ibed.

4. The air-heating chamber E, having a front re-

ceiving-opening, I, above the grate, and a rear dis-

charge-opening, E', beneath the grate, in combina-
tion Avith th.e single damper J, for regulating the
admission of air above and beneath the grate, as de-

scril)ed.

-Thomas W. Bracher, IS^ew York, ]N".

Y.

—

Gutting Hat-Tips. — June 8, 1869; antedated
May 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of preparing fabric, adapt-

ing it for being cut into tips for hats and caps, by
folding said fabric in continuous layers, with the in-

terposed perforated plates c, then removing said
plates, excepting the upper one, and through the per-
forations thereof uniting the entire series of folds,

and thereby form a completed pile, to be subjected
to the knives, as herein described.

2. For the purpose of the above mode of preparing
fabric as stated, the open-end box A, and the ele-

vated slotted arm C, combined and operating- as rep-
resented and described.

91,078. — Joseph Bradley, Eacine, "Wis.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—June 8, 1869.

Glavm..—The arrangement of the slotted and ex-
tended spear-bar A, hooked bars B B, arm C, ex-
tended lever D, and cord E, passing over the pulley,

all constructed aud operating as shoAvn and siJeci-

fied.

91,079.-Henry L. Brevoort, Brooklyn, ISJ". Y.—Device for Operating Throttle-Valves.—June 8,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the screw-rod D and
lever B, provided with a locking-device, E, wdth the
valve-stem C, or other analogous device, substan-
tially as set foi-th.

91, 080.

—

Leverett Brown, New Yoi-k, IST. Y.—Fastening for Topinasts and Top-gallant-Masts.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The method of fitting and securing the
topmasts and top-gallant-masts of vessels, in the
manner herein described, so that the mast above shall

rest upon and be directly supported by the mast
immediately below, instead of the trestle-trees of
such masts, as and for the purpos^ set forth.

91,081.-George Burgh, Newark, N. J.—
Manufacture of Bracelets.—June 8, 1869.

Claiin.— 1. The construction of bracelets, rings,
or similar forms from a single strip of metal, with
edges rounded inwardly, substantially in the manner
set forth.

2. The combination of the dies, constructed as' de-
scribed, with a case, A, or its equivalent, for the
purposes set forth.

91,083.-Francis Caffrey and John L. Net-
tleton, TV^est Cheshire, Conn.

—

Machine for Mill-

ing the Body of Keys.—June 8, 1869.

Glaim^.—ThQ combination of the tAvo mandrels B
and C, revolving together, and constructed so as to

receive and hold the key, with the mills I I, the
whole constructed and operating substantially in the
manner set forth.

91 ,083.—George J. Cafeavell, West Cheshire,
Conn., assignor to " Porter Brothers," Ncav York
City.

—

Securing Buttons to Fabrics.—June 8, 1869.

Glaim.—Closing iuAvardly the outer open end of
the tubular eyelet, heading the same, and corrugat-
ing the said head at one and the same time, and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied and set forth. ,

91,084 David F. Carr, East Union Town-
ship, Ohio.

—

Cultivator.—Pune 8, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination, with the axle B, of
the beams C, loops E, braces G, and shovels F, wheij
adjusted and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The lever M and link M', in combination Avith

the axle B, aud parts above claimed, as and for the
purpose set forth.

91,085.-Thomas Carr, Bristol, Great Britain.
—Machitie for Disintegrating 'Fertilizers and other
Articles of Manufacture.—June 8, 1869

;
patented in

England October 2, 1868.

Claim.—1. The mounting of both the solid and
hollow shafts of " disintegrator'imachines m separ-
ate bearings a^ and ?)', as herein set forth.

2. The mode of fixing a knife, d, in " disintegra-
tor"-raachines, by means of an additional short
staiidard, e^, from the base-plate or frame e, as herein
set forth.

3. The making of the cover c for the cages in
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"clisintegTator" -machines, so as to commence oulj'

at the outer edges of the outer cage, as herein set

forth.

91,086.—Stephen Chandler, New York, ISr.T.

:

—

Furniture-Caster.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The spherical caster-roller A, in corabi-

nation with the spriug^-firms G, and the anti-friction

wheels F, when the latter are arranged in pairs, with
their axes above the center of the caster-roller, sub-

stantially as described.

9i,0S7.—S. G. Cheeveu, Boston, Mass.—i7ar-

ne^fi.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A girth made with the devices shown,
or tiieir equivaleHts, at each end of the girth, to re-

ceive the saddle and shaft straps, substantially as

and for the purpose described.
2, A girth made as above claimed, and with the

soft edge or roll, for the purpose set forth.

91,OSS.

—

Peter CHinsTTANSEX.Eochester,Minn.
:

—

Sash- Balance.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pulley-block F,
toothed sheave E, spring-lever G, and cords or chains
i) and I, all constructed and arranged, with relation

to the frame and sashes, substantially as described
and shown.

91,089.- Wh.liam B. Cortes, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to Edwin Clinton and W. Harrison
EisENBKKY, same place, for three-fourths of the
inxinttion.-^ Hair-Dijeing Brush.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the brush \ with the
bottle C, all constructed and arranged as and for the

puri>ose specified.

91,090 WtxiAM CoMrTON, ISTew York, N". Y.
.

—

Com^po-dtion- Crayon.—Jnne 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The composition for crayons formed
of the materials, and as herein set forth.

2. To the crayon formed by i-olling the plastic mass
bet^reen t\\-o surfaces, to consolidate the same, as set

forth.

91,091.—Joseph Chookes, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to hi^mself and Joseph W. Branch, same
place.— Coi^fon Bale Tie.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie locking-piece B. arranged with car-

pieces B'-^, and riveted to the end A', when combined
with the joint-rivet C and the end A, substantially

as lierein set forth.

91,092.—John G. Cullmann, Cincinnati,Ohio.

—

Device to Prevent Injury to Liquor on Tap.—June
8, 18(;9.

Claim-.—1. The mode of preserving liquor on tap
from souring, by causing the enteringair to travei'se

a purifying liquid or material, substantially as set

forth.

2. The cup or ventilator D, having the valve-

guarded neck C, stand-pipe E, inverted cup F, and
faucet 11, or their equivalents, for the purposes ex-

plained.

&l,4i93.-Joseph Delaney, Ashland, Pa.

—

Ap-
paratus for liaising and Damping Coal.—June 8,

J 869.

Claim.—In combination Avith the slope-track B
and with rails c c, arranged outside of and forming a

'continuation of tlie sairie, a- car, H, the wheels of
which are so arranged, Avith respect to tlie said track
ajul rail o, that, after reaching the to|) of the slope,

the said car shall rest both on the rails I) and C, and
shall be autonuitically tilted, and its load discharged,

, all substantially as herein set forth.

91 ,094.—John Donavan Dennis, Gilroy. Cal.
.

—

(omposition for Destroying Ants.—June 8, 18(i9.

Clai/m.—The use <)f tlie abovenientioned conijx)-

sition of crystallized corrosive sublimate, pulverized
red (;ay(!nn(^ pnppei', and ])nl\'e]iz(!d guni-eami)iior,

in almuL the above-mentioned proporlions, for tlie

purjiost; of perfecitly and elfectually iioisoning, Ivill-

ing, and l)anishing'ants, prevcniting their iiarboring,

dwelling, or reninining in or about houses, cup-
boards, and pantries, or any other places or articles

wliatsocviir.

91,095.—Frank A. Desloge, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Clothes- Mangle.—JwwQ. 8. 1869.
Claim.— 1. The roller C, its orifices c, and sleeve-

journals F. when combined with the shaft D and its

perforations E, substantially as set forth.

2. The smoothing-roller C. when combined with
the comjiosite roller C, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

91,096.—H. A. Devendorf, Port Jackson, IsT.

Y.— Paper Box.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a paper
box, coastruotad by means of the strips A B, slit at

e e, and bent up and attached together, substantially-
in the manner specified.

91,097.—Jonathan D. Dkvol, Parkersburgh,
W. Va. — Combined Saio - Set, Gummer, Punch,
and Wire- Cutter.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The jaw A, constructed as shown'and
arranged, to receive the dies or plates D E F and
guide C, in combination with the jaw B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the jaws
A and B, set-punch G, gumming-plate H, round
punch I. cutting-punch K, guide C, and plates or
dies D, E, and F, substantially as shown, and for the
purposes specified.

9 S, 098.—Dexter Dill, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Peanut-Oven.—June 8. 1869.

Clai'm.-*-T\\Q herein-described oven, consisting of
the two cylinders C and D, with the space E between
them, the central tube F and top G, provided with a
door, H, the whole constructed and arranged so as to
operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

93.099.—Jacob Dourson, Columbus, Ohio.—
Extensi.on-TaUe.—3\mQ 8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the slides F F, which
are connected with the table-legs on opposite sides
of tlie blocks E, when the latter are attached to the
table-top A, and are connected Viith the parts F F
by means of the metallic slides i i, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

91,100.—jSTancy a. Downer, Canandaigua, as-

siunor to herself and David C. Chase, Clayton,
Mich.

—

Process of Reducing the Size of Plaster
Molds.—June 8,-1869.

Clai'ni.— The mode or process herein described for

tahing wax figures in alto relievo, from nature, down
to any desirable size or age, and retaining through-
out every feature of the original object.

91,10JI.—TViLLlAM DucHE-AHX, Bostou, Mass.,
assignor to Geokge B. Bigelow, trustee, same
])lace.

—

Sewing -Machine for Sewing Turned Shoes.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.— I. The needle-guard J*", constructed as
described, in combination of the needle Iv', when
operating together as descijibed, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The wedge Q Q\ in combination with the stand-
ard P'l, and the arm P P\ arranged and working
substantially as described, and tor the i^urpose set

forth.

3. The fingers F'' F'', or their equivalents, when
operattKl substantially as described, to seize the loop
and give it a quarter turn, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. Tiie thread-carrier J/', arranj^vd and workinii,
in combination with th<> fingers F' and V'', sul)stan-

tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

9 5,10-j;.—G. L. Du Lanky, Meehaniesburgh, Pa.
— IJarrester Cutter.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The sickle-bar D, as shown ami de-

scribed, and for the i)iirpose specilied.

2. The stay-loo]) V, as shown and descrilied. and
for tlie purpose set forth.

a. The beveled shot r>, draw-nut C. and slay-pin T,

w lien used in combination witli the sii'kle-t>ar D and
stay-loop V. as show n and described, and for the pur-
pose specified.
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9J, 103 W. \V. UuxciAX. Baltimore. McL. as-

signor to Mary I). Dungax, same jjlace.

—

Steam-
Generator S)iioke-Stack.—June 8, l^ffi).

Claim.—1. A smoke-pipe, consisting; of section.s.

arraii^^ed to slide one within the other, said sections
bein^- provided A\ith sheaves or pulleys, tor oper.i-

tiu,n the same, substantially as shown and described.
2. The arrangement of the nulleys or sheaves B B

aud ropes or chains E E and F F\ whereby to raise
the sections A^ and A'^ of the pipe, substantially as
shown aud described.

3. The arrangement Oi the shafts D D witli their
drums, for the reception of the ropes or chains, and
the ropes or chains F F, with reference to tlie sta-

tionary section A of the pipe, substantially as shown
aud described.

9X,104.—.JoHX E. Eakle, "aw Haven, Couu.

—

Tea and Coffee Fot.—June 8, iSti9.

Claim.—In combination with the perforated cylin-

der B, within the botly A, the arraug-emeut of the
material packing a between the cover aud A-essel.

substantiallv in the manner aud for the purpose set

forth.

91,105.—ZeoixaEastmAX, Chicago, El.

—

Slreet-

Ca/-.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A car composed of two or moreveitieal
cylinders, the axles of which are coincident with the
centers, arouiul which the ^\heels oscillate- in turu-
iug- curves, and an-anged to embrace stiid wheels,
substantially as shown aud described, and for the
purpose set forth.

91,106—JOHX H. Ekxest, Millerstowu, Pa.—
Corn-PlaiLte.r.—June 8, 18o9.

Claim.—1. The lever M, chain f/, aud hook /;, when
aiTauged and operating- substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. In combination -i^ith a planter having all the
parts herein described, the marker S, when con-
structed and operating as set forth.

91,3 07.—E. EiscHBECK, Chicago. Ill—Travel-
iny-Bag Frame.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A traveling-bag frame, having- the rim
A of the outer jaw. the protectors B. and fhe cross-

strip £, constructed aud airauged substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

2. Hinging- the inner jaw E to the ends of the strip

D, bent as herein shown aud described, or to the
l)rotectors B. substantially as set forth.

91. lOS.

—

Addisox C. Fletcher, Xew -York,
X. Y.—Fu.itage-mtamp, tf-c—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—A postage or revenue stam.p, having a
portion of its surface composed of thin or fragile pa-
per, or other suitable material, loosely attached, and
on which a portion of the design or other matter is

printed, substantially as and lor tlie purpose or pur-
poses set forth,

91,109.— Fraxcis M. Fraxklix,v Springfield,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Edwaud AI. Dotv,
same place.

—

Fluvj.—JNiue 8, 1869 : antedated ilav
24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The bent sheath C, constructed aud
used substantially ;is and tor the pui'poses as hereiu
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the beam A, sheath C bent
dranght-rod F, eye-bolt H, upright I. and handle B,
all substantially as shown and described.

3. The anangement of the handle B, upright I,

round L, forked brace J, thimbles d d, washers e e,

and uuts c and//, all substantially as herein set

forth.

91,110.—William D. Fkeemax. Tomales, Cal.—Jlachinefor Cleaning Oats.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—A riddle, as sliown and described, and to

be used as au oats-cleaner, and its operation in

thrashers and separators, for the purposes specitied.

9J ,111.—Samuel X. Frexch. Fitehburgh, Mass.
— Carpet-Fai<tener.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The carpet-fastener described, consisting
of the base A, jiaving the projections a a, and spur o',

and swinging-button B, the whole being fombiued

and operated in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

91,112.—Maggie E. Frextz, Xe-w Albany, Ind.—Corset-Fastening

.

—Juue 8, 1869.

Claim.—The device for lastening corsets, consist-

ing of the male and female clijis a b. provided with
lips to clasp the busk over its outer edge, aud with
perforated tongues to pass through slots iu the busk,
ijeing secured in position by means of a key-pin or
split ring, substantially as described, aud for the piu"-

pose set forth,

91,113. — SiciMOXD GOGE, Brooklyn. X. Y.—
Glove.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The glove, formed with the seams of the
second and third finger pieces couverging to the part
6 in tlie iialm. substantially a.s and for the purposes-

set forth. (

91,J14.—OLE Christian Greex. Copenhagen,
Denmark.— Compoundfor Making Friction- Matcheni
—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The compound formed of the iirgredieuts-

herein described, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

91,113.—Fredeiuck Grixxell, Meadville, Pa.,
assignor to X. C. Miller and S. It. Dummek, Xew
YorK Citv.

—

Axle-Box Cover.—Juue 8. 1869 ; ante-
dated December 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the oblong slot b
iu one end of the cover A, iu combination with the
open slot a iu the opposite end, aud with the screw-
bolts c c', substantially as aud for the purpose de-
sciibed. f

2. The projecting lip c. on the open slot a, iu com-
bination with the angular slot 6 in the cover A, and
with the sere -ix- bolts c c', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

91.116 -William W. Glild. Walpole, X". H.,
administrator of tiie estate of James W. Mellish,
deceased.

—

Guard for Donr-Knobs.—Juue 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. Cutting a notch or recess in the knob-
spindle, to receive apportion of the metal of the slid-

ing-gripe F, aud to prevent any movement of the
kirob-spindle endwise, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. In combination with a kuob-spiudle cut with a
notcli or recess, as described, the sliding-gripe F, the
movable cam-plate G, and the main plate E, all cdn-
structed and arranged to operate substantially in the
manner aud for the purposes set forth.

91,117.—XicHOLAS B. Hadlay, Providence, K.
I.

—

Machine for Threading Screw.s.—Jxxwe 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the notched arbor
B. spring-catch D, pulley C^ tripping-wedge F, tap-

pets G' G'-^. and retracting spring /. all arranged as

and for the purposes set forth.

2. The descriiied arrangement of the tripping-

piece F. pidley C^, and spriug-catch D, substantially

as set forth. •

3. The calms G^ G^ constructed as described, and
arranged as shown, upon the shaft G, in eombiua-
tion with the projection K' of wedge K, aud the

tool-carrier H aud spring J', whereby said wedge is

moved back aud forth, by a positive motion, under
all conditions, as set forth.

4. The lelative arrangement of the -wedge K,
wedge-bar L L', bearing-^bloek H'. and tool-carrier

H. substantially as hereiu set forth.
'

5. The shaft 'X. in combination with the cams O^
O-^ O^ wedge-bar L L'. and wedge K, the parts L'

X being connected by means of a pin working in a

slot, vi'hereby said wedge-bar L' is operated, both
lougitudiualiy and laterally, and the said motions are

rendered independent of each other, substantially as

herein described.

91,118.—EoiiEUT D. Haixes. Cambridge, as-

signor to the '-Bo-^TOx Silver-Glass Compaxy,"
Boston, Mass.

—

Sectional Mold for Glass- Ware.—
June 8, 1869.

Claini.— 1. In combination Avith the hinged or

clamping jaws, the sliding-mold blocks, diverging
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radially from the axis of the mold., suhstaiitially as
described.

2. In combination with tlie hinged jaws and the
seetiojial sliding- mold-blocks, the \'eitically sliding
pin u, substantially as described.

3. In combination with means for raising the
pressed article, the stationary cap-ring x, substan-
tially as described.

91,119.—EOBKRT D. Haines, Cambridge, as-

signor to the " Boston SiLVEii.-GLASs Company,"
Boston, Mass.

—

Solid Glaus-Ware Mold.—June 8,

1869.

Claim.—1. A solid glass-ware mold, having a se-

ries of peripheral matrices, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. In combinatioji -ndth such mold, the means for

bringing each matrix successively into position, and
for preventing movement of the mold during the ac-

tion of the plunger, substantially as described.

91,120—A. H. Hai.l and H. T.Lee, Marys-
- ville, Cal.

—

Steam-PacJcing.—June 8, 18(iH.

Claim.—The construction of the malleable metal
strips, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,121—E. R. Hal:., Syracuse, N. T., assignor
to himself. William H. Town, and Charles E.
Canuee, same phice.

—

Saiving- Machine.—June 8,

1869.

Claiin.^-l. The chains c, rollers g and m, shaft ii,

lever 29, and pinions on t!ie woriiing-shaft, and shaft
u, as described, when constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arms -s', t, and w, shaft n, rods y and a', and
guide b, when all the parts arc constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

3. The arms c' and e, spring d', and hinged block
/, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as ami tor the purposes herein, specified.

91,122.—William H. Hall. 'New Gloucester,
Me., assignor to liimBclf and John 11. CuFFOiiD,
Chelsea, Mass.

—

Elastic Heel-Guard for Horseis.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—As an articlt^ of manufacture, a heel-
guard of India ruliber, formed as described ; that is

to_ say, with the interior projections and rolls lined
Avith kersey, all as lierein shown and described.

91, 3 23.—William Smvim Hall, Quincy, Mass.
-Homomotive.—Jwne 8, 1869.
Claim.—1. A carriage constructed and arranged

to be driven by hand or foot, or hand and foot.'by
means of a system of ratchet and pawl clutch mecli-
auism and gearing, su))stantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The organization of meclianism for changing
the direction of rotation of the shaft of the actuated
caiTiage-wheels, substantially as shown and de-
scribed. X

3. The organization of meclKDiism for steering or
chtinging .the dii'ection of movement of the front
wheels, substantially a.s shown and descril)e(l.

4. In combination witli a carri:ige, wliieli may be
driven l)y hand or foot, or both, removal)le pedals;
substantially as described.

5. In ccmibination with a carriage, whicli nniy be
driven by hand or foot, or l)otli. liand-opcrated arms
or levers, whicli may be thiown into position to be
operated, or out of such position, substantiallv as d(!-

scribed.

9J,124.—Geouge Halstead, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Iron Trutis- Bridge.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.—], n'h'c. trnssblock J, with its lU'ojectioiis

K, when arranged and combined with tlie chords,
tie-rods, and columns, as and for the i)ur|)<)se set
forth.

2. 'J'he bolts H, when combined uitli the sepaiat-
ing-bloeks (J or G' and floor-beams I , in the man-
ner and for tlie purpose set forth.

9],12.'5.—GEoiUiE FTalsteai), I^ullalo, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Wrcuij lit- Iron doiuiii iis.—,]^^ s'

1869.

Claim.—The improved column or shaft herein de-
scribed and shoAvn, composed of the beaded and re-

bated segmental plates A and bead-like battens d,

joined one to the other, and united by rivets or bolts,

in the manner set forth.

91,126—C. C. Hare, Kansas City, Mo.—Ow-
rent- Changing Apparatti-s.—June 8, ]869.

Claim.— 1. The sliding-pipe B, in combination
with the outer pipe A and the tube H, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The liinged and pivoted lip C, in combination
with the sliding-pipe B, case A, and tube H, con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

91,127

—

John K. Harris. Springfield, Ohio.—
Harness.—,K\n<i 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the springs H,
thongs c c, and plate M, as described, the spring and
thongs extending from the end of the plate, so as not
to add to the lateial space required for it, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the side loop or hook 7n or
n with the plate M, w^eu tlie latter is employed in
connection with the springs H and thongs o, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Arranging the elastic apparatusM H c /i within
the body of the holdback, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

4. The combination of a thill-supporting hook or
eye with an elastic holdback, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

5. Attaching the thills to the harness by means of
thill-hoqks / / and harnes.s-eyes 'in ni, constructed
and arranged so as to pre\-ent disengaging- by an
upward pressure upon the thills, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

91,128 William Hawkins, Brooklyn, X. Y.,
assignor to himself aud F. W. BARNHAirr, same
place.

—

Separator for Meal, (&c.—June 8, J 869.

Claim..—The shaft a. M'ith the agitators o aud in-

clined conveyers p, arranged as set forth, in com-
bination with the adjustable bearings e f, case k I,

screen lit, hopper n, and delivery- spout r, as and for

the purposes set forth.

91,J29.—Jacob Heckendokn, Reading, Pa.

—

Plow.—Jime 8, 1869. •

Claim.— I. The oblique landside A, provided with
coulter «, shoulder b, aud round edge e, in combina-
tion with coulters d and moid-board H, substantially
as described.

2. [Standard B, curved so as to form a continuation
of the curve of the mold-board, the head being in-

clined over the mold-board, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The double point C, with coidtc^rs d d d d, the
noses //being made and chilled in a curved line, as
arranged, and held in position by lug i, in combina-
tion with the oblique round-edged landside, substari-
tially as described.

4. Tne bolt or stem E, so aiTanged ns to be ad-
justable; latej-ally without changing the position of
bejim in relation to tlie standard, substantially as and
foi' tlie purpose set forth.

5. Tlie standai-d bolt or stem E, with dovetail
iiead, tougued washer O, and screw-nut. corrugated
plate 11, witli transverse slot and transverse rorru-
g-ated groove m, constructed aud operating substan-
tially as di!scribed.

6. The adjusta,l)le cutter F, having a curved shank,
constructed substantially in the manner as de-
scribed.

9I,J;?«.— .\. B. llKXi.RVX, Ansonia, Conn.

—

Luuip-Slu.ide.—June 8. 18()9.

Claim.—A lamp-shade formed from a segment,
pi\()ted at the lower vd<!:{', aud tlu' upper edgi' eon-

strueled so as to slide, one part upon the otlier, and
proviib.'d witli the spring /, for the purpose of ad-

justing the shade, sulislantiallv in the manner set

forth.

91,l:n .1. IIici!!!, Carbondale, U\. — .\ niiiial-

Trap.—,]unv 8, 1869.

Claim.—IMie combination of the box .V, wire-reel
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B, and pulley-cord C. spring D, pivoted bottom G,
trcuph H, sprmg--rod I, trigoer K, guide L, and
ratchet E, all constructed and operated as liereiJi

set t'oitli.

91,132.—Charles H. Heusey and 'Walter E.
Haaves, Boston, Mass.. assignors to themselves and
E. C. Hersev, sanae place. — Glasa- \Va7-e Press.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—In a glass-vrare press, the combination,
•with the cross-head, to \vhich the i^laten is connect-
ed, of the links e, cross-tail d, toggles / g, links i,

and the rocker-lever, slial't, and jarm, arranged and
operating- as herein described.

91,133.— James Howard, West Manchester,
Pa.

—

Paper for Roofing.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.—The method, hereinbefore described, for

preparing paper for roofing purposes, to wit, by
passing tlie paper through liquid asphaltuui heated
to that degree wiiich will cause the paper and the
asphalthum on it to dry as last as it is (b'awn from
the rese^'voir of liquid asphaltum.

91,134.—George H. I^lrd, Memphis, Tenn.—
Rennlator for Vulcanizing - Apparatus. — June 8,

1869.

Claim.—The application of steam, when used in
regulating the flow of gas or heat, in the vulcanizing
of rubber, as herein described, using for that pur-
pose the aforesaid apparatus, or any other substan-
tially the same, and v\hich will produce the intended
effect.

91,135.

—

Charles E. Jacoesex, >^ew York, IsT.

Y.—Chandelier'—JWYiQ 8, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of two or more burn-

er-rings, B B', placed, the one above the other, with
the pipe or rod A and reflector D E G, substantially
as herein sho^wn and described, and for the purpose
set forth

.

2. The rings B B', when provided with the flanges
O O, to receive and support the glass pendants, as
herein shown and described, for the nurpose set
forth.

3. Eorming raised or sunken panels in the founda-
tion, or outer part D, of the reflector D E, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. CoveriDg the silver coating of the glass E with
a Avater and heat proof cement, when used in reflec-

tors, substantially as" herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

.5. The combination of the two canopies I and J,

provided with borders K and pendauts L, with tlie

rod or pipe A and double-cone reflector D E G, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement of the rod
or pipe A, rings B B', provided with burners, double-
cone reflector D E G, chains F, canopies I J, pro-
vided with raised borders K and pendants L. and
pendants X P Q. v.ith each other, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for" the
piu'pose set forth.

91,136.—Joseph L. Joyce, New Haven, Conn.—Machine, for Cutting Doiun Heels of Boots and
Shoes.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of tlie adjustable hold&r
B, -^^ith the cutter / and guide L, arranged upon
an adjustable carriage, C. "so as to operate in the
manner and for the purpose substantiallv as set
forth.

91,137.— Joseph Kay, New Haven, Conn.—
Tuyere.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, in the tuyere-plate A,
of the swinging-plate B, combined Avitli the twa
plates h and c, each constructed with coriesponding
openings, and so as to operate substantiaU}' in the
manner herein described.

91,13S.-^0HN J. Kexxa, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Machine for Polishing Shi7't-Bosoms.—June 8, 1869.
Clai'm.—The roll A, provided with the recess B,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,139.—L. W. Languon, Northampton, assign-
or to himself and J. G. Clark, Springfield, Mass.

—

Permutation-Lock.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the locking-bolt
of a permutation-lock, having studs set on the cylin-
drical part thereof, a series of revolving fei-rules,

having annular and longitudinal channels and dogs
upon the adjacent ends'thereof. when said ferrules
revolve on the locking-bolt, are arranged and iu:

closed withiii a easing, and are operated by means
of power applied to one of the ferrules, substantially
us herein described.

2. The combination and arrangetDent of the bolt
E, having projecting studs, the series of channeled
and revolving ferrules F, with projecting dogs / at
the adjacent ends thereof, beveled gears G G', driv-
ing-spindle H, dial M, and graduated knob K, hav-
ing a projecting pin, o, the whole applied to the lock-
body, and operating substantially as described.

91,140.—A. Z. LoxG, Serantou, Pa., assignor to
himself and W. G. DowD, same place.

—

Car-Coup-
ling.—June 8, 1869.

Clavin.—1. In connection with the hook B, jointed
to the car H, the curved plate E, provided with the
notches e e^ e-, as and for the purpose specified.

2. As a whole, the automatic car-coupling device,
consisting essentially of the jointed hook B, plate
E, having three or more notches, e e''- e^, and casting
C, liaving the slot c' ; the oblique curved walls c^ c^,

and the inclined bottom c, substantially as and for

the puix30se described. . \

91,141.—John C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lamjj-Burner.—June b, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The flange p, with its notches, at the
upper end of the perforated casing 7i, iu combination
with the outer cone A and its slot d, all as described.

2. The combination of the springs/, their fingers
i, and the set-screws Ji, all arrangetl on a boiner,
operating as set forth.

91,142.

—

Obadiah Marland, Boston, Mass.—
Hardening Steel.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pi-ocess for hardening steel, con-
sisting in subjecting the heated steel to the action hi
a cooling current, Mhich is maintained under pres-
sure in "a receptacle for the heated steel, through
which receptacle the cooling current flows, by-the
action of a head or pressure against a contracted
outlet, substantially as described.

2. A receptacle for the lieated steel article, ar-

ranged with an inlet and outlet for the cooling cur-
rent, when shaped to correspond to the form of the
piece to be hardened, and to permit a substantially
uniform flow of the cooling current past all the sur-

faces of said piece, substantially as described.
3. A receptacle for the piece to be hardened, when

provided with adjustable studs, arranged to clamp
and hold said piece in position for the action thereon
of the cooling current.

4. A receptacle for the piece to be hardened, when
provided with au inlet valve or gate, and a grid or
series of bars, c, arranged to allov,' deposit or drain-
age or leakage of the cooling medium, and to admit
the contact "of the cooling t3urre.it with the lower
surface of said piece.

5. The combination of the check-bars k with the
receptacle for the heated steel, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

G. The combination, with the receptacle for the hot
steel, of a cover or door, provided -^ith the means for

locking it v.hen closed, substantially as described.
7. The combination, with the receptacle for the hot

steel, of adjustable plares, airanged to contract the
area of the passage of the cooling-current, as it passes
from the inlet to the outlet, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

91,143.—E. G. Matthews, Newton, assignor
to F. F. HOLBROOK, Dorchester, Mass. — Seed-
Planter.—June 8, lt«69.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the markers J
and arms 1 1, of the pins e and/, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The conductor or opening-plow K, made sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with the hopper and conduc-
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tor, of the seed-dial plate, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. A seed-dial plate, constructed in the particular

manner above described, in combination with the
hopper, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

5. The stirrer D, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

6. The combination with the pieces A A and
handles K R, of the curved joint-pieces S S, as shown
and described.

91,144.—E. G. Matthews, Newton, Mass.

—

JSa7id- Cultivator.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, with the slotted
' frame A and adjustable wing-frameS D D, of the cen-

tral wheel B, substantially as described.
2. The combination, with frames A and D, of the

wheels B and F, substautially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The arrauijement of the teeth E, as respect.s the
wheels B and E, and each other, as shown and de-

scribed.
4. The plant-liftino- arms J J, substantially as and

for the purposes set forth.

91,145.— Ives W. McGaffey, Chicago, 111.—
jSiveeping-Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A machine, substantially such as is

herein described, having a rotating fan, arranged to

draw or suck a current of air, and with it the dust or
dirt from the floor, up into the machine, as set forth.

2. The combination of the case A with its fan, the
•conductor B, and mouth-piece C, when arranged to
operate as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of a fan for drawing or suck-
ing up the dirt, by a current of air, and a porous re-

ceptacle, which serves to retain the particles of dirt,

while permitting the air to escape.

91,146.—R. A. McKanna, Toui>g America, 111.

^Swivel Goclc-Eye.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.-r-'^ha grooved metal plate A, securing the
sides and ends of the leather B, and provided at its

end with a swivel cock-eye, D, all connected together
by bolts C, substautially as set forth.

91 ,147.—A. J. McKEE.and S. D. McXee, Bea-
ver Dam, Ohio.

—

Hay-Loader.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hay-gathorer. consisting of the frame
A, mounted on wheels, and having teeth E, arranged
to slide therein longitudinally, and also to have their
front ends elevated and lowered by the cords k, wind-
lass g, witli ratchets G. and levers H, provided witli

pawls Ji. all constructed find arranged to operate sub-
stautially as herein described.

2. The combination of the teeth E Avith the bail

K, provided with tiie arms L, for operating it, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. Tlie hook F. provided with the lever e, in com-
•bination with the teeth E, when constructed and ai'-

ranged to operate substantiall)' as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

91,14-S. — WiLUAM S. McN'ril, Springfield,
Mass., assignor to Amertcan CAii-HEATiNa CoM-
I'ANY, New York Citv.

—

Car Heater and Ventilator.
—June 8, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie employment, with the conduit for

conducting air from the exterior ol'tlii; car to the
heating-apparatus, of a slanting or inclined parti-
tion witiiiu such conduit, for receiving and deflect-

ing the cinders and other impui'ities tnitering with
the air, and a discliarge-oritice, located at or near
the lowest point of tlie i)artition, for the escape of
the cindcLS and other matter thus collected, substan-
tially as hennn set forth.

2. The c()ml)iinition M'ith the air-induction pipe,

and slanting partition, as above desci'ibed. of a sec-

ond pipe or conduit, leading to the heating-appara-
tus, and lixtending up through tlie said partition, so
as to receive air fi'om t]ie air-induction pipe, and pi'o-

vided with a conical or tapering screen, for delUuit-

iug upon the i)artition the impurities whieii enter
with thtiair, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

y. The combination, with the oleuioits mimed in

the preceding clause, of the Avater-cylinder or cham-
ber, within which the inclined partition and the pipe
passing through the same are arranged, as hereinbe-
fore shoAvn and specified.

4. The nir-purifying apparatus, constructed as

herein specified, in combination with the heating-
apparatus, substantially as sliown and set forth.

.5. The arrangement, in an ai)paratus such as de-

scribed, of the fire-box, the feed-hopper or magazine,
the upper heating-space, the two receiving and heat-
ing chambers, and the dome surmounting said pnrts,

substantially in the manner shown and specified.

6. The employment, in connection Avith the dome
and the hopper or feed-tube opening into the fire-

bos, as described, of a sliding screen-plate, covering
the hopper, and adapted to be locked or held in place
by the door carried by the dome, as and for the pur-

poses shown and set forth.

91,149.—Stephen W. Milt.er, Dundee, N. Y.—
Sewing- Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim-.—The combination, with belts G G, and
rollers E F, of the rotating disk I, arranged between
the belts, to raise the cloth from the pins in the belt,

as described.

91,15^.—S. G. MoNCE, Bristol, Comx.—Tool for
Cutting Glass.—3wwQ 8, 1869.

Claim:—1. The cnfter A, constructed snbstau-
tiallv as shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination of the cutter A. frame B, and
handle C, substautially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

91,151.

—

James A. Morrell, New York, IST. T.
—/-'(wnp.-June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The combrination of the piston-rod C,
cross-head D D, rods C C. and cylinder A, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

91,152.

—

Andreav J. Morse, Boston, Mass.

—

iSinip-fToc/c-Junes, 1869.

Claim.—The cylindrical elastic valve, the curved
surface of which impinges against the inner ,side of
the faucet-tube, aiul covers and uncovers the educ-
tion orifice, the elasticity of tlie valve permitting its

expansion, and enabling it to be suitably expanded,
at will, when worn, and the valve, when operated,

having an endwise and rotative movement, substan-

tially as described.

91,15*^.—Porter C. Moulton, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Neck-Tie Retainer.—June 8, 18()9.

Claim.—In combination with a laeck-tie. the re-

tainer, consisting of a supporting-phite, B, and a
sin'ing, C, between the outer eiuls of which the edges
of the collar are clasped, and the neck-tie held in po-

sition, substantially as shown and described.

91,1 54 Thomas 11. Neal, Allegheny, Va.—At-
tachinq Handles f.n /'/c/r.s'.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The pick-holder B and clamping-screw C,
when constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,155.—Isaac E. Newton,Waterbury, Conn.

—

Stone Cuttimr and Dre.^'sing Sa^n.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The hendn-described undhod of spftiug

diamoiuls in stone cutting or dressing instruments,
consisting of the two l)loeks B B, constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

91,15« O. R. Nrrscu, New York. N. Y.— F<t«..

—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of mannfaciure. a fun,

whose leaves are attached together and opened by a
spiral spring, attached to the outer leaf, subslnu-

tially as descril)ed.

91, !!57 Wu.MAM O'Nkjll. Pino Level Ala.—
riou'.—,] uuc.S, 1869 ; antedated May 28, L869.

Claim.—'l\w additiomil improv«Miient to my pat-

ent of September l:«, I8.')9, viz, the nunle of ailjiisting

the land-side .1 by the wedge K, as herein described,

and for the purpose set tbrtli.
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91.J'>JS.—JofEPi; F. Paul. Bostou. Mass.—
Wood Pavement.—Jnue 8, 186^.

Clahn.—A pavemeut composed of a series of ob-
long blocks of wood, united together br grooves and
a ioui;ne. extending entirely across the foundation,
^•hcn the tongue and grooves, by which they are
united, are of such nature as to admit of a single
block being driven directly upon the tongue, at any
point in its entire length, when each alternate row
of blocks thus connected is supported by a longitudi-
nal strip of plank, of such widtli as to' form "a sup-
port for the entile base of one row. and ledges for
the support of the two contiguous rows of blocks, the
same being substantially as before explained.

91.1 59.—Charles Peck. Xew Haven, Conn.

—

L'ifting-Device for Drvp-Presses and Hammers.—
June ^^, 16c9.

Claim.—1. The lock-bars D and E, in combina-
tion with the springs b and c. bolts e and /, and
frame A, subsiantiaTly as herein desci'ibed.

2. The slotted bolt F, in combination Avith the
sweep C, spring G, pawl a, and ratchet-wheel, ar-

ranged aud operated in the manner substantially as
herein described.

91.160 George C. Pekky. Ortonville, Mich.—Hovce Hay- Fork.—June 8, ]8H9.

Claim.—1. The straight tine B, when used in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The tine.s A and B, levers C, braces D and E,
and jaw F, when all are combined and operated sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,161.—O. M. Pond. Independence, Iowa.

—

Coiiibined Seeder and Cultivator.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.—A seeder and cultivator, consisting of

seed-box C. plates b b', screws a a^, plates ff^ a^lev-
ers d aud k, chain j, cultivators h' h' it', and bars ii',

all combined, arranged, aud opei atiug substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

91,162.-J0&3AH M. Bead. Boston. Mass.—
Boot- Urimper.—Jw\o fi. 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of attaching: the auxiliary
jaws D to or suspending them from the clasp B. by
means of the overlapping ears a a. or their equiva-
lents, which, while supporting said jaws, enables
them to be instantly removed from or applied to the
clasp, substantially as described.

2. The peculiar formation of spreader J, and its

combination and arrangement with the auxilip.ry

jav> s, so as to allow the jaws aud the clasp to be sup-
ported upon said spreader in the manner shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,163.—.ToHX Beisek, Trenton, :S'. J.—Voor-
Pulley.—.June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The thumb or set screw B, applied to the
weight A, when arranged, constructed, and com-
bined as herein shown and represented, for the pur-
poses set forth.

91,164.—Saxford Eiley. Xorthcutt's Store,
'K.\.—IShovel- Flo a-.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the re-
versible shovel, having diverse "(?nds F F^, and a
working-face, concave in its length fi-om point to
point, and convex in its width from side to side,
with a plurality of bolts E E. for seeming it to its

standard, B, as and for the pm-pose described.

91,16-5.—William D. Einehart, Pittsburgh,
Pa.— Machine for Making Horseshoes. — June 8,

1869.

Claim.—1. The lever c. bavin g its upper end rest-

ing in a recess in the lo'o er part of the die e. aud ar-

ranged to be operated by the cam-wheel X, on the
shaft D. substantially as described.

2. The holder I. constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and arranged to be operated by the lever h
and cam h\ as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the inclined die e. located
below the former T. to receive the blank as it is drop-
ped from the former., in combination a\ ith the corre-
spondingly inclined swage t. operated by the knuckle-
levers II' aud cam M, on the shaft D, substantially
as described.

91,166.—C. A. BoBERT?. West Meriden, Conn.—Attaching Pen-Racks to Inkstands.—June 8, 1869 ;

antedated .Xpril 27, 1869.

Claim.—A pen-rack, having the base constructed
with the projection a and set-screw d, .so as to be ar-

ranged upon and secured to the inkstand, in the man-
ner and as herein set forth.

91,167.—Ika J. PtYERSOX, Pierceton, Ind.

—

Gate-Hinge.—June 8, 1S69.

Claim.—The adjustable wing E, pivoted to the
plate D, and made to turn on the guide G, in com-
bination with the adjustable stop d7 substantially as
specified and shown.

91,168 MORITZ Sailsox, Troy. X. Y.—I>in-
ner-I^ail.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the pail A, of
the inner vessel B, provided with hinged bail E, as

herein shown and described.
2. The combination with the pail A, of the can-

teen F. provided with the flange b and ring I, and
removable standards or legs L. as herein .shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,169.—Friedrich Schmitt, Springfield, lU.

—

Telocipede.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within -described velocipede, con-
structed and arranged substantially as set forth, with
the revolving-axle A, rear-wheels B B, guide-wheel
G, and guideF, autl operated by means of the pin-

ion b. driving-wheel c. axle d, Vatchet-wheel e, up-
right vibratiug-lever /, connecting-bar h, seat-sup-

port and seat g, cross-piece i, jointed levers /; ^^ and
snai^pers I I, substantially as and for the purpose
shown.

2. In combination with the above, the collar-band

p. and catch n. substantially as and for tiie purpose
shown and described.

91.170.— Charles H. Scholle, Cincinnati.
Ohio.— Co/f-p-^oi7e?-.—June 8, 1869.

"*

Claim.—The arrangement of pot A, annulai' dia-

phragm B, removable percolator D, covered dis-

chai'giug-spout E G, and cm'ved injectors F F', for

the purpose set forth.

9J,171.—Fraxcis Schweizer. Green Point, X.
T.

—

Bolt-Heading Machine.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of cam-slides L L D
aud slides I K Jv B B' on the upper surface of the
bed A, cam-slide Q, and slide P on the under surface
of said bed, in combination with cams E, E, X X,
H, on the main shaft F, all as shown and described.

2. The niechauism for adjusting the header-gauge,
in combination with the device for adjusting the re-

tractiug-meehanism, arranged and operatiiig as de-
scribed.

91,172.—.lOHX F. Seiberlixg, Akron, Ohio.

—

Harve-ster.—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. In a tUting double platform, the front
edge of which rises from the finger-beam, arranging
the hinges which unite the two sections of the plat-

form and the hinges or pivots upon whicb the plat-

form tilts in or nearly in the same vertical plane,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

2. So pivoting and operating a dropping platSorm,
the front edge of which rises Irom the finger-beam,
tirat the forwaid edge of the same, as it rises, will

move forwaid in relation to the finger-beam, aud, as
it descends, will move backwai-cL substantially as
set forth.

3. Making the double platform extensible, by mov-
ing the rear section backward and forward on the
hinges that unite the two sections, substantially as
described.

4. In combination with the tilting platform, divid-
ing-boards, and cut-oft" rod or baiCthe hook I. Fig.
5, forming a hinge, ou which the bail is raised from
the front of the platform, when the latter is tilted,

substantially as described.
5. The slotted adjustable support p. or the equiva-

lent thereof, for adjusting the reai- end of the double
platform to the height required, for the pm"poses set

forth.

6. So constructiug and aiTanging a harvester that
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the rear section of the platform may "be folded up,

and tlie fina,-er-beam then swung- horizontally back-

ward, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

7. The combination anil arrangement of the drop-

ping or tilting platform, main frame, and raker's

stand, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses specified.

8. The combination of the crooked brace-bar H B,
the piece Y, and the shoe, substantially as described

91,173.—E. B. SiNTZENiCH, Eochester, K". Y.—
Steam-Generator.—June 8, 1869.

Glaivi.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the water-tubes abed with reference to each other,

and to tlie steam and water spaces of upright boil-

ers, substautially as described.

2. The steam-chamber C, with its corresponding
water-chamber C, communicating with the annular

steam and water spaces of upright boilers at oppo-
site sides, in combination with the -\^-ater-tubes a b c

d, substautially as set forth.

91,174. — Thomas Sr.AiGHT, Newark, TST.. J.

—

Knob-Lateh.—JmiQ 8, 1869.

Claim.—The spring F, and levers C E, in combi-
nation with the latch D, provided with the oblong
slot 6, all arranged to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the i)urpose set forth.

91,175.—David MgConnell Smyth, Orange,
^. J., assignor to Henry G-..Thompsox, IS'ew York
"City, and Rrune Marttn, Orange, IST. J. — Ma-
chinery for Sewing Books.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The series of needles, all of them pro-

vided with an eye, near the upper end, for holding
"the bands, and without hooks at their upper ends,

substantially as described, in combi nation with the
traveling-hook or thR equivalent tliereof, for carry-

ing the thread in front of the needles, as described.
>2. The combination of the following : The series

of needles, the hoolv, or equivalent, for laying the

thread in front of the needles, and tlie lifters, having
mode of operation substantially such as described, for

liftingthe sheet over the needles and forming the fold.

3. The combination of the series of needles and
the hook, or equivalent thereof, for laying the tliread

in front of the needles, the lifters for forming the
told, and the assistant folder, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the series of needles, the
hooks, or equivalent, for laying the thread in front
of the needles, the lifters for folding the slieets. and
the arms for operating tlie binding tliread s, substan-
tially as and foi- the purpose described

5. The combination of the receiving-tab Je with the
series of needles, tlie hook for laying the thread, and
the folder, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

91,17<i.

—

Ben.tamin F. Stephens. Bro*)klyn, "N",

Y.—Method of Preparing Beef tfic. — June 8, 18!)9.

Claim.—The preparation of animal substiinces by
grinding the same up into small piecQs previous to

drying, so as to render tlie drying more uniform and
rapid, and then grinding the same into a flour, as
and for the purposes set forth.

91 ,1 77.—Okuin Stone, Ionia, Mich.

—

Combined
Seeder and Soioer.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a cultivat(n--frame,

carried by and adjustable on an axle and wheels, by
means of the rack G, cogged segment U, lever e,

and dog or pawl d. arranged near the driver's se:it,

as herein described, aseed-bo.x; for carrying, and the
a))plianccs for distributing and sowing tlie seed
therein, said seed-box being arranged witli regard
to the cultivator and tongue, as lierein represented,
and for the pui-pose set forth.

91,178.—Joseph Stone, Keeseville, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, 0. S. Baum^ M. T. Co.>fUO, E. W.
Reynolds, and G. T. Thomas, same place.

—

Ma-
chine for Welding and Catting Railroad-RaiU.—
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement above described, con-
sisting Hu])stantially of the (jross-head c', with at-

tachments, eccentrics c c', rf'^[of*, cross-lu!ad(Z', rock-

iug-lever E^. connecting-rod E, and dies e^ e"-, as and
for the purpose set forth.

91,179.—Thomas B. Stout, Keyport, ^.^.—
Carpet- Stretcher

.

—June 8. 1869.

Claim.—1. The fulcrum B. arranged and operat-
ing, in combination ^vith the; claw C of a carpet-
stretcher, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. The dog D, attached to the handle A, and oper-
ating in combination with the claw C, pivoted upon
the fulcrum B, substantially as and for tlie purpose
herein set forth.

91,180.

—

Levi B. Swartz and .James M. Op-
DYCKE, Lumberville. Pa.—Door- BoZJ.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hollow frame A, divided into two
apartments, and slotted as described, in combina-
tion with the two slides C and I, and pin B, when
used in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

^2. The drum D, gi'ooved as set forth, in combina-
tion witli the notched bolt F, cam H, and spring G,
when used in the manner specified.

3. The arrangement of the frame A, slides C and
I, spring G, pin B, cam H, and notched bolt F, when
all are combined for the purpose set forth.

91,181.—BEX.JAMTN Tatham and Joseph Ste-
GEU, New York, IST. Y.— Railway-Car Brake.—June
8. 1869.

Claim.—1. Giving tq the friction plate or bar H a
double-wedge shape from the center toward its ends,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The friction plate or bar H, when the same is

arranged, in combination with IcA^ers to be pushed
and pulled, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The automatic take-up M, in combination with
the bufl^er or coupling N, and brake rope or chain
G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,182.-De Witt C. Thomas, Easton; N. Y.—
Potato-Digger.—Jnne 8. 1869.

Claim.—The separator D, in coral^ination with a
shovel, aud the operating parts of a ])otato-digger.
constructed substautially in the manner and for the
purposes above described,

91,183—J. L. W. Towxsend, Mount Blanco,
Ohio.— YoAre.-June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The key a, constructed as described, when
combined with the yoke A, in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

91,181

—

John E. Tucker, Laeonia. N. H.—
Door-Spring.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable door-ston, for holding the
door open in any dR.>ired position, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

91,185.-William P. UhlixCxKu, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Savnnq-Machine.—Inne 8, 1869.

Claim.—The radial levers i/, in connection witli a
crank or crank-pin, and segmental jiinion or roller,

and the jaws .s- and r, either tootlied or smootli. to
give a reeiiirocating motion, in a right or straight
line, to bands, for thi^ purpose of working saws, sub-
stantially as specified.

91.1S(».—RoisKRT B. Vakden', ITnionlown, Md.— CortZ- 5^0 (;e.—June 8, 1869.
Claim.— I. Tlie arrangement nnd construction of

tlie air-heating chaniliers in such niunnertliat while
' A acts as a fire-box and air-lieater. B.shall 1k^ envel-
oped by fiame nnd products of combustion tlirougb
its axis and on its outer periphery, substantially in

the maitner and for tlie pnri)os(> set fortli.

2. Th(> arrangement and construction o( drawers
c' c', as described.

91 . 187.—Charles Wetterhan, Fond Dii Lac,
Wis. — Rocker for Chains and Cradles.—June 8,

1869.
Claim.— .\ rockiiigeliair, consisting of llic rock-

ers K. frame C, nids 1), and locking-device I<\ all

(!(nistnicted and arrang'cd tooperate substantiiilly as
herein desi-ribcHl.
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91,188.— K. White, Meebanicsburgli, Pa.—
Lock-Nut—Jmm 8, 1869.

Claitii.— 1. Tlie single or double cap D, placed
over a nut or nuts, iipon the end of a bolt, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. The groove cut in the side of the nut B, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The pin E, when used to lock the safe D and
grooved nut B together, substantially as described.

4. The coaibination of the grooved nut B, bolt C,
safe D, and pin E, whp.n all are used in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

01,189.

—

David "Wilcox, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, W. H. Slocum, and W. A. Bkown,
same place.—ifat—June 8, 1869.

Glaiin.—A bat, whose body .is shaped into folds

H I C D, substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth,

91,190.—Alfred Wilkin, Lucus County, Ohio.

—

Fire-Flace.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The plate D, with its curve G and perfor-

ations H H and C C, in combination with the grate
B, and when constructed with refei'euce to the back
of an ordinary fire-place, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

93,191.—John K. Wright, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Printing-Press.—Juue 8, 1869.

GloAm.—1. The combination of a series of two or'

more printing-cylinders, the surface of each of which
is equally divided into equal alternate sections or
divisions of type space or spaces and blanket space
or spaces, or the combination of two or moie such
cylinders, with two or more plain blanket-cylinders,
for the purpose of printing both sides of a slieet of

jjaper at one oijeration, substantially as set forth.

y. The device, consisting or the endless flexible or
jointed frisket/t, with its projecting sha)'p points n.

or any mechanism for liolding the paper thereon, in

combination with the endless flexible side- belts k I,

attached to said frisket, for propelling it, substan-
tially as set foi th.

3. A removable sliding surface-plate, m^, in com-
bination with any printing-cylinder, to facilitate the
placing of the type-forms on such cylinder.'

4. The rollers p q s t u. endless belts or belt or
blanket v, roller r, with its springs or weights, in

combination with the paper-roller o, in the m.nner
and for the puipose substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

. 5. Giving the fly or flies of a printing-press a re-

volving motion, by attaching it or them at one of its

or their ends to a rotary or movable base, to effect

rapidity of discharge, substantially as set forth.

iy. The fly r/ w', with its serratetl knife ?y', the aux-
iliary fly z\ c^, and the following-fly /* .g'', in combi-
nation Avith the cylinder p^, projecting points s',

cams x\ /i^, .and cams cV^. by means whereof the
continuous strip of printed paper is cut into sheets
of the desired size, and discharged, substantially as
set forth.

91,192.—Henry C. Yerby, Leslie, Mich.—
Lantern.—-June 8, 1869.

Clain .—1. The cylinder 5', constructed with two
rows of holes, c' c', d' d', and jirovided with slide d,

in combination with the inner cylinder e, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The cylinder &', constructed us described, per-
forated slide d, and cylinder e, in combination -with

cylinders / and g, and slide g'^, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantiallv as and for the
purpose set foith.

91,193.

—

James Yost, White Deer Township,
Ta —Mevator.—Jnna 8. 1869.

Glaim.—1. The dumper / g. with crossed braces
h h, all constructed, arranged, and operated as here-
in described.

2. The pawls N "N", arranged as described, and op-
erated simultaneously, in combiiuition with the
drums I. on the sectional shafts G G', for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The removable sectional shafts G G, G' G',

joined together substantially in the manner de-

scribed, and provided with the detachable drums I^
all constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the sec-

tional removable shafting, detachable drums, pawls
N jST, and movable sliaft K, with drum J, and
lever M, all operating substantially as herein set

forth.

91,194.

—

James C. Young, Bloomington, Ind.—Car-Coupling.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling described, consisting of the
central pivoted bearing C, when combined A\'ith the
jaws B B and spring D, and operated, as described,

by means of the lever H, for the purpose set forth.

91,195.—Charles Zaiser, DS'ewark, ]N". J.—
Lamp.—June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The outer shell, when so constructed as

to inclose the entire oil-chamber, the space between
the two being filled with absorbent material, and so
made as to be partially opened Avhen desired, sub-

stantially as herein described.

91,196.—Anthony Zink, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Propelling-Ap)paraAus.—June 8, 1869.

Clai7n.—T\\Q adjustable arms D D, that protect
the i)addle on each side, as herein described, and for

the purposes set forth.

91,197 Samuel C. Adams, Buffalo, E". Y.—
Nut-Lock.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-metal plate C, slitted ate, and
sprung up at h. and perforated to allow the bolt B to

pass through it, when said plate constitutes in itself

a stop-pawl, and the stop-pawl h yields to the press-

ure of the nut at the time the nut is screwed upon
the bolt D, and afterward springs outside of the nut,

and prevents it from turning, all iu the manner
herein described and shown,

91,198.

—

Albekt B. Auer, Chicago, HI.

Ch&>:k-Book Clip.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—^The cutter B, with a suitable spring-fast-

ening, for fastening the same to the check-book,
when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the jmrposes specified.

93 ,199..—Noyes Baldwin, Buffalo,!^. Y.—Yise.
—Julie 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner of inserting the nut N in

the part E, as or substantially as set forth.

2. The chill C, as and for the purpose set forth.

91,20©. — AsHBEL P. Parlow, Kalamazoo,
Mich-^JSlide-Block for Muley-Saw Mills.—June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The slide-block for saw-mills above de-

scribed, when made of raw-hide, in the manner and
for the purxjoses substantially as described.

91,201.

—

William Barry, Chicago, 111.—Com-
pound Tool for Beaming and Squaring Pipes.—

-

June 15, 1869.

Glaim.—The^bit B, provided with the reamer n,

and cutting-edges C C, in combination with the

stock A, i)it E, and keys D J, the whole being con-

structed to operate as and for the purpose set forth,

91,202.—Charles L. Beamer, Cambria;, N. Y.
— Grain-Binder.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shell formed in two parts, A and
B, the grooved cog-wheel C, having cam k on its

outside, and cogo 3, 4, 5, &c., on a segment of its

inner side, in combination with the compressors E
E', arms g g', shaft /i, spring i, and frame j, con-

structed a!nd operating as herein set forth.

2. Three disks or twisters, t u v, beveled gear G,
and spur-gear H, in combination with tlie shell A B,
and cog-wheel C, arranged and operating as herein
described.

3. The nipper and cutter F, in combination with
the cog-wheel C, cam L, and brace M, as herein set

forth.

4. Tlio construction of the machine as a whole,
consisting of shell A B, braces a ab b, arms E E'

g g, cog-wheel C, provided with groove d, the twist-
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ers tuv, beveled and spur gears G H, and nipper
and cutter F, all arranged and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein specified.

91,203.—Hexry Berix, Petersburgh, Oliio.—
Bee- Hive.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—I. The frame or box F, provided Avitlithe

rollers/, and hinged support H, substantially as and
for the purpose shown.

2. The comb-frames G G-, &c., when provided with
the horizontal wooden cross-piece g" , and vertical

wires g'", substantially as herein set forth, and for

the purpose specified.

3. The insect-traps L L, when constructed and
attached to tlie hive, substantially as and for the

purpose shown.
4. The arrangement of the ledges K and O O, for

the purpose siiecified.

91,204.—Chaiiles "W. Bierbach, Milwaukee,
-Wis,.—Wagon-Wheel—J\me 15, 1869.

Claim.—The screw-clamps C, bolts B, and jam-
nuts D, in connection with a recessed tire, when ai*-

ranged and operating substantially as described, and
for the purposes specified.

91,205.

—

Albert J. Blakslee and Garner C.

Williams, Du Quoin, HI.—Injector.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The injector, consisting of the sockets A
A', the suction-pipe B, the steam-pipes C C, opening
into the chambers a a, the pipe D D', with contract-
ed openings d d', the outlet-pipe E, the stand-pipe
F, and the caps G G'. when constructed and ar-

ranged as above set forth.

91,206 A. ^Y. Brian, Ouachita Coimty, A];k.
— Cotton-Seed Planter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the plow F F' F",
when provided with the scraper wings or blades G
G', with a cylindrical seed recipient and planter, K,
and covering-drag W, wlien all these parts are con
strncted and arranged relatively to each other, and
operate substantially as herein described, for the
purpose set forth. '

^

91,207.

—

Leonard C. Briggs and Albert
Howard, Boston, Mass.

—

Let-Off Mechanism for
Loans.—June 15, 1869.

Claim:— The combination and arrangement of the
beam D, wheel W, frame //' F, levers L L', and
springs S S', as described, and for the pm-pose set
forth.

91,208—AuTHUR W. Browne, Brooklyn, IST.T.

assignor to Mary A. Van Alen, same "place.

—

Lamp-Burner.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—The lamp-burner, constructed with the
wick-tube b, air-tube g, and wick-raisers, in the man-
ner specified, so that the flat wick passes in a folded
condition through the wick-tube and Aviek-raisers,

and is then spread into a round form at the„argand
flame, as specified.

91,209. — Bradford Buckland, Plantsville,
Conn., assignor to S. Stow Manufacturing Com-
PANY,«same place.

—

Tinsmiths' Machine.—June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring ,9, rocker-
bearing or shaft K, and tJie shaft C, substantially as
describetl, and for the purposes set forth.

9 1 ,210.—C. I. Carter, Union City, Ind.-Clder-
Mi«.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The coinbinntion of two tiers of voi'tical

rollers, as described, \\i%\\ the belts E ¥ and trian-
gular slots e e. tiie whole being constructed to oper-
ate substantially iu the manner set forth.

91,211.—Plumkr Cheswell, Manchester,- N.
H.

—

Feed-Putnp for Locomotive-Engines.—June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
the valvo-seat B, substantially as described, and for
the purt)ose set forth.

91 ,212—B. M. Close, West Camden, N. Y.—
Cultivator.—3xmo J 5, 1869.

Cla.im.—1. The combination, with the cultivator-

frame, of the thills, pivoted to the same, substantial-

ly in the manner described, so as to be capable of
swinging or turning upon their pivot from side to

side, independently of the cultivator, for the pur-
poses set lorth.

2. The combination, with the pivoted thills and
cultivator-frame, of tlie segment and its loop or
guide, attached respectively to said thills and frame,
and arranged to operate in connection therewith,
substantially as and for the purposes shown and set

forth.

3. The combination, with the frame of the culti-

vator, of the thills, the hinged pivot or rod, on
which the same turns, and the segment, and its loop
or guide, under such an arrangement that the said
tiiill may be capable both of locking and of being-

turned or swung from side to side, substantially as
shown and set forth.

91,213 W. Bf. Covel, New York, ]^. Y.—
Carbureter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a case, C, filled

(or flowing through) with water or other desirable
fluid, with tank A and space B, with their appro-
priate connections.

2. Bestoring- the latent heat to a carbureting fluid,

by means of a stream of water, operating substan-
tially as set forth.

91,214.—Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, Wis.—Knitting- Machi7ie.-—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar C, arranged across the ma-
chine in a plane parallel to the needle-bed, and con-
structed as described, so that it may be turned or
moved back from the A\ork, to allow access to the
work, and also, when in working position, will pre-
vent the needle-latches from casually falling forward
upon the hooks of the-needles as the latter advance
to receive yarn from a distributer, G, substantiidly
as described.

2. The latch-holder C and the Avork-holder B, so
connected that tliey will both move together, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A latch-holder, C, so arranged that it will serve
as an auxiliary support for the arm F^ of the yarn-
carriei-, substantially as described.

4. The w.ork-liolder B, having teeth or guides s s

rising from its upper surface, said teeth being bevel-
ed or curved on their under front edges, and'formed
directly upon the bed, by grooving the same in such
a manner that the bases of the teeth are on a plane
with the baocs of the needle-grooves, all substantial-
ly as described.
'
5. The device g, for the purpose described.
6. Adjustable nut G^, applied to the vibrating arm

G'^ of the carriage G, and arranged within a flaring
opening, rK made in said carriage, or their respect-
ive equivalents, for regulating the throw of needles,
sulistantially as described.

7. The slide F of tiie yarn-carrier, constructed
with an opening in the one side, with the^iooks j j,
for receiving a tongue, v, on the cam-carriage, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The auxiliary tension-spring, applied to a bow-
spring, I, substantially as described.

9. The perforated, curved, and angular yarn-dis-
tributer, wholly arranged above the plane of the
hooked ends of the needles, and so arranged as to
allow the needle-latches to close graduall}' upon the
hooks during the act of distributing the yarn, sub-
stantially as described.

10. An upwardly acting tension-device, in com-
bination with a yarn-distributer. G, which is con-
structed substantially as described, to guide the
latches of the netidles, as set forth.

11. ThepawH and cam- lever t' on the eam-car-
riage G, in combination with a cam, S, on the
needle bed or frain(> A, said pai'ts being adapted for

communicating an intermittent rotary motion to the
counting-plate O, substantially as described.

12. Tlie vibrating arm G'^, fixed rod 11', and turu-
ing-sections H, combined with the cam-carrying
slide, substantially as described.

13. A vil)rating cam, A', in combination witli a
cam, k. which is rigidly lixod to tii(> caMiciirriage,

the cams being constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

14. The conical spool N, having ii flange, N^ a
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cross-bar, IST', and a thimble, N-, i]i eorabination-
witli the pill J, all constructed as and for the pur-
pose described.

15. The spurred scctioual roller D\ constructed
and applied so as to operate upon narro\\- knit work
in tlie same manner as it operates upon ^\ide ^^'ork,

substantiality as described.
1(). Tlie ari'an^ement of aswin{2;iiig--temple beneath

knittinji- devices, substantially as described.
17. The knit.ttiug--raachiue needle-mover H, con-

structed with a guide, w, and teeth w', as and for

the |)urpose set forth.

J*l5'2J5.

—

Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, Wis.—Knitting-M.achine and Knitted Fabric.—June 1 5,

1869.

Claim.—1. A fabric, consisting of tAvo separate
jarns or thi'cads, knit together, in the manner sub-
stantially as described.

2. Tlie morable needles of diiferent lengths, ap-
plied to a knitting-machine, and operated substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination of the two cam -carriages F M,
carrying cams Avhich are adapted for operating knit-
ting-needles of different lengths, substantially as de-

scribed.

•

91, '.il6.—Ferdinand Dickenson, Jr., Hartford,
Conn., assignor to himself and Jamks E. Coleman,
same place.— Composition to be Used in the Manu-
facture of Paints, Cements, Hard and Soft Rubber,
and the Like.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated June 4,

1869.

Claim.—A mineral substance, substantially as de-

scribed, with oil or oily material, or with gum-caout-
chouc, or other gums, as a new compound for rul>
ber goods, paint, putty, and other articles to which
it may be applicable.

91,217.—William Dixon, Boston, Mass.—iTie-

ater- Chair.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the back B, hinge
C, seat A, stop d, and shell F. constructed as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement and combiuation of the spring
D, ]"od or cord k, stand b, and hook a, -with the rear
slotted end of the seat, and with the column, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the re-

movable spittoon E with the base and shaft of .the
column, in the manner, by the means, and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

4. A theater-chair as described, all the parts of
A\'hich are constructed, combined, and arranged in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

91,2J 8.—Edward Douglass, Gorhara, Me.—
Composition to Destroy the Appetite for Tobacco.—
June 15, 1869.

Claiyn.—A medical compound, composed of the
ingredients -herein mentioned, combined substan-
tially in the manner and proportions herein set
forth.

9i,219.—Peter Farrell, Albany, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Fini-^hing Leather. Paper, dc.—June 15,

1869.

Claim.—Breaking instantaneously the contact of
the roller s, or its equivalent tool.with the hinged
spring-bed ?(-, by means of the hinged tumbler o, act-
ing in connection with the stop p, or its equivalent,
substantially as described, for the purjiose set forth.

91,220—W. E. Faurell, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Paper for the Manufacture of Paper Bags.—June
15, 1869 ; antedated June 4, 1869.

Claim:—Paper, in sheets or rolls, of nue(iual
widths, alternately fluted and calendered smooth, to

be used in the manufacture of funnel-mouthed bags.

91,221 .—Addison C. Fletcher, ITew York, JST.

Y.—Paddle-Wheel.—Jxme 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the floats or buckets
D and E, the latter of a double or reverse parabolic
curvature, the former of a single cm vature, with its

upper edge arranged to converge toward the mid-
depth of the former,.substantially as sijecified.

91,222.-0. Y. Flora, Madison, Intl., assignor
to A. Balding and J. C. Moore, same place.—Door-
Spring.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..— The projecting fulcrum E and frietion-
M'heel D, when arranged to operate in combination
with the spring and case B, and forked rod C, to form
a door-spring, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes as set forth.

91,223.—John Fullagar and Miles Byrne,
New York, N". Y.— Composition Cement for Setting
Slates, Making Gutters, (f-c—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The use of fine sand, lime, coal-tar, in com-
bination with fine coke-dust, carbon-dust, or sweep-
ings of fni'uaces and retort-benches, to form a
cement.

91 ,224.—William Fuzzard, Chelsea, Mass.

—

Steam- Engine.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.— I. The construction and arrangement of

the exhfiust-steam ports of an engine, whereby to be
enabled to admit the exhaust steam to one or both
sides of the piston, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the exhaust-passages b b',

stop-valves e e', passages//', and openings g'g, with
refei-ence to the cylinder A, sabstantially as set
forth.

91,225.—A. J. GriBSON, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to W. C. Davis and J. W. Garrison, same
place.— Bung-Cutter.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—The cutter-head A and cutters F, herein
described, consti'ucted, and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,226. — Robert E. Gleason, Libertyville,
111., assignor to himself and Edwin W. Parkhurst,
same place.

—

Oar.—June 15, 1869.

Claim:—1. The oar A B, when made in two parts,
and provided wdth the irons a b, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The oar A B, shaft and pivoting-pin H 7i. rod
C* slide D, and rods E F, combined and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

91,227.—Aaron Guinzburg, Boston, Mass.—
Household-Implement.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic implement as herein de-

scribed, with its wedge-formed points B B B B, slots

C C, and holes A A A. A, as shown, for the purpose
described.

91,228

—

John Gunn, Salem Township, 111.

—

Mode of Attaching Hubs to Axles.—June 15, 1869.

Claiyn.—The combination of the chamber Z, in the
hub S, with the burr A. the plate B, the collar C on
plate B, and the screw D on the axle. Fig. 4, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

91,229.—Charles F. Hadley, Chicopee, Mass.,
and EltshA Johnson, Wetherstteld, Conn.

—

Feeding-
Device for Machines for Combing Cotton, (&c.—June
1.5, 1869.

CMim.—1. The independent lap-carrying sliding-

table F, operated substantially as described, and car-

rying the roll of lapping to be fed to the jaws of a jaw
comijing-machiue, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the lap-cai-ryiug sliding-

table F, the feeding-rollers C C, the gill-comb D, and
compresser-bars E, substantially as before set forth.

91,230.—John A. HAMMON,Franconia,Minn.—
Whiffletree-Hook.-Jxmc, 15, 1869.

Claim.—The whiffletree-hook C, provided with the
vertical, lozenge-shaped knob or guard c, substan-
tially as shown and described. '

Qli ,231 .—W. P. Hepburn and William Reiner,
Clarinda, lo^Aa.

—

Stove-Drum.—June 15, 1869.

Cl^im:—A stove, havang arranged within its fire-

chamber, and between the fire-bed and the escape-
pipe for the products of combns'tion, a number of hol-^

low angular sections, B', united to vertical sections'

B B, and adapted to operate substantially as de-

scribed.
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91,232.— Sullivan Hill, Spencer, Mass., as-

signor to himself and E. A. Hill, same place.

—

Settee.^JwiQ 15, 1869.

Claim.—A settee, made of separate chairs, united
securely by proper connecting-rails, or strips, the
end chairs being provided -with single arms, C, as

shown and described.

91,333.—John W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, F. Y.—
Checker-Men.—JxmQ 15, 1869.

Claim.—A Avooden medallion-checker, as a new ar-

ticle of manufacture, produced substantially as de-

scribed.

91 ,234.—John "W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, K Y.—
Domino.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A domino, with the perforated plates H
and the embossed wooden back G-, constructed sub-

stantially as described.

91,235.—John W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N". Y.—
Manufacture of Dominos.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The embossed wooden domino, with the
enameled cavities B and C, and center-pin A, sub-
istautially as described.

91,236.— Jasper ITewton Jackson, Brookha-
ven. Miss.

—

Machine for Loading Locomotive-Ten-
ders.—JmxQ 15, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The supporting-frame A B C D and
the carrying turning-frame E G- J, in combination
with the hinged dumping-boxes LM IS]", constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as before de-
scribed.

2. The vertically pivoted turning-frame E G- J,

constructed with platforms Q, in combination with
hinged dumping-boxes, arranged substantially as
described.

91,237.— Joseph Jorey, ISTorth Manchester,
Conn.

—

Horseshoe- Calks.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..—The herein-described horseshoe-calk, with
steel point and core, constructed from the blank a, in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91 ,238.—Charles Lehman, Hartford, Conn.—
Machine for Peeling Fruit.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— The rough-surface cylinder a, with the
diaphragmm and operating-mechanism, constructed
and arranged substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

91,239.—Wilhelm Lehmann, ISTuremberg, Ger-
many, assignor to himself and Stehn & Wulfin'g,
New York City.

—

Hot-Air Engine.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—The air-heating cylinder or "hafD,

the cylinder A, with water-jacket W, in combination
with the displacement-cylinder G-, piston K, and con-
nections to the fly-wheel shalt, substantially in the
manner set forth.

91,240.—George Little, Hudson City, IN". J.,

assignor to himself and Marshall Lefferts, New
York City.

—

Apparatus for Perforatng Paper for
Telegraphing.—Smuq 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlio segments and lever c^, constructed
and applied substantially as specified, to give the
electrical pulsations for the respective characters by
the movement of the one lever, substantially as set
forth.

2. The lever c^, fitted to swing on the shaft h and
provided with a friction-clamp, to move the shaft b,

and effect the feed of the paper, when the lever c^ is

depressed to close the circuit, substantially as set

3. The punch i, set in the yoke w, upon the arms V,

in combination witli the vertical standard k, carrying
the die 7, substantially as set forth.

4. Tlie feeding-disks q, an-anged to act on each
^sido of the punch i, against the standard /c, substan-
tially as set forth.

_
5. The standard Ic, sustained in the tube h', and

fitted so that a slight end-movement can 1)c given to
the same, in combination with the feeding-disks q,
for tlie purposes set forth.

6. The magnets u and loose or self-adjusting ex-
tension-poles, forming a brake or stop, substantially
as sot forth.

18 P—II

• 7. The magnets u, and extension-poles v, in com-
bination with the feeding-mechanism, punch, and
circuit-closer w, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

8. A single punch, for perforating and embossing
paper for telegraphic communication, actuated by
the direct action of an electro-magnet, in combina-
tion with mechanism for giving motion to the paper
between the various perforations forming the letters
or characters, substantially as set forth.

91,241.—George Little, Hudson City, IST. J.,
assignor to Marshall Lefferts, New York City,
and Marshall Lefferts, assignor to himself and
George Little.—Apparatus for Perforating Paper
for Automatic Transmitters.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein specified of perfo-
rating or indenting paper, to be used in transmitting
a telegraphic message, by a magnet acting upon a
lever and punch, combined with a die, substantially
as set forth.

2. The aforesaid magnet, lever, punch, and die, in
combination with conducting and non-conducting
surfaces acting to give the pulsations of electricity
through the magnet, for composing a telegraphic
message, substantially as set forth.

3. The lever k, actuated by the armature and mag-
net, in combination with thfi punch and feeding-
mechanism, substantially as set forth, whereby the
movement of the paper is checked when the punch
is operating, substantially as specified.

4. The wheel d and roller /i', in combination with
the lever k and punch n, substantially as set forth,
for stopping the motion of the paper while being
punched or embossed, and bringing the feeding-mo-
tion into operation as the punch is released.

5. The non-conducting surface s and its pins or
conductors V, in combination with the clamp g^, lever
or key/, and spring ^, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

6. The lever or key/, jointed near one end of the
divided ring-clamp g, and provided with a roller, 3,

to act against the projection 24 upon the other end
of the clamp, for closing the same around the cylin-
der or disk, in combination with the adjusting-screws
4 and 5, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

7. The punehing-mechanism and the means for
moving the paper, in combination with the key /,
or its equivalent, that simultaneously controls the
action of the punch and the movement of the
paper.

91,242.—Abraham "W. Lozier, New York, N.
Y.

—

Hay-Loader.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the inclined de-

tachable derrick, of the perforated drum-wheel G-

and aetuating-lever K, for raising and lowering the
load upon the carriage, the ^hole constructed and
operating substantially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the in-

clined shaft B, the crane C, and link D, attached to
the spindle a, and the tripping-lever E, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed and specified.

3. The combination, with the drum-wheel G, of a
brake-lever, K, and stop o, for controlling the ma-
chine, substantially as described, and tor the pur-
poses specified.

4. The combination, with the brake K, of the
swivel P, whereby the brake-rope is always kept at
the center of the wheel, substantially as clescribed,
and for the pui'poses specified.

5. The combination and arrangement of the piece

Q, hoist-rope L, ring w, and tri])ping-ropo N, con-
structed and operated substantially us dcsicribed, and
for the purposes specified.

91,243.—ABRATfAM W. LoziEU, Now York, N.
Y.

—

Hay Raker and Loader.—Juno 15, J 8(59.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrnngomcnt of

the upright E, the beam F. ami Uio slioars 1) I), in

combination with tlie carriago, substantially as de-

scribed and for the pm-posos si)Ooiliod.

2. The combination, witli Iho rako or swoop W, of

the sweep-ropes i(^, for collocling (ho liay in bundles,

substantially as doscril)od and siiooifiod.

3. The combination, with the frame D B F, of tUo
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rake or sweep, and sweep-lines, substantially as de-
scribed and specified.

4. The open-eyed needle Y, for thrusting the bal-
ing ropes or sliug under the hay, constructed and
operating substantially as described and specified.

91,244.— Sebeus C. Maixe, Eoston, Mass.—
Cabinet-Bedstead.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. A folding or cabinet bedstead, operat-

ing automatically as to the casing, so constructed
that when the bedstead is extended^ no upright case
remains, substantially as described.

2. The wings D, operating in combination with
the arms IT, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the spring S, ease h, and
strap or cord m, as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

4. The combination of the spring-mechanism above
mentioned, -ndth shaft or roller G, and bed frame or
bottom A A', as set forth.

5. The combination of automatically operating
5helf a and door b, with the bed-fi-ame A A', as de-
scribed.

6. The combination of cord c, bed-fi'ame A, and
finish L, having supports L', substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The combination,of all the above-named parts
in an automatically or otherwise operating cabinet-
bedstead, in which the case is removed when the
bedstead is extended.

91,243.—H. Mallory, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Stove-
Damper.—June 15. 1S69.

Claim.—A damper, constructed substantially as
described.

91,246.—John P. Manny, Eockford, HI—Har-
vester.—June 15, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The lifting-lever, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, so as' to be adjustable to be
operated from either the driver's or raker's seat.

2. The combination of the rock-shaft, the locking-
plate, and the lifting-lever, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of the lifting-lever, the rock-
shaft and its pinion, a sector-rack and vibratiug'-arm,
all mounted on the main frame, with a finger-beam,
suspended by flexible connections fi'om said frame,
substantially as set forth.

.

4. The combination of the tumbling-shaft, the sta-

tionary shaft on the rake-standard, and the inter-

posed sliding-shaft and its clutch-coupling, arranged
and operating substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

rake and reel arms, revolving with a hub having its

gearing in diiferent vertical plaues, with driving-
pinions arranged eccentrically on their shaft, to pro-
duce a slow motion of the rake and reel while the
gavel is being swept from the platform.

6. The combination of a continuously rotating
rake, with bevel segment-gears, on a revolving liub,

at different distances from the center, with driring-
piaions likewise arranged at different distances from
the center, substantially as described.

7. The combination of the stationary disk, cariy-

ing the pinion-shaft, with the projecting rib or flange
overhanging the segment-gear, as set forth.

8. The combination of the rotating hub, the rake-
shaft turning axially hi its socket on the hub, and
the fixed cam-way inside the hub, with the guide
traversing in the cam-way to oschlate the rake : all

these parts being constructed for joint operation,
substantially as set forth.

9. The combination of the continuously rotating
rake, having an intermittent oscillating movement
with its rake-head, reciprocated longitudinally by
link-connections mounted on the rake-arm, and
connected with the reel-axle, substantially as set

forth.
10. The combination of the radially adjustable

reel-arms, and the longitudinally adjustable beaters,

with the oscillating socket S, substantially as set

forth.

91,247.—Carlile Mason, Chicago, HI.—Steam-
Generator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The plate.s A A, located witMn the boiler,

subs tantially as specified.

91,248.—John Mays and Eliphalet TV. Bliss,
Brooklyn, X. Y.

—

Machine forManufacturing Metal
Cans.—Jnne 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie construction and arrangement of
the sliding-cap E F, supported on the obhque stand-
ard C, in combination with the lever D, rod H, and
treadle G-, substantially as set forth.

2. The swinging-jaws J, made in the same piece
with the levers K, or firmly attached thereto by a
fixed joint, substantially as described.

3. The toggle-joint M, in combination with the
central piece or slide jST, the levers K, and swinging-
jaws J, substantially as specified.

91,249.—John E. McGinnis, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Cartridge-Box.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated June
2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, as set forth, of the re-
versible pivoted cartridge-receptacle with the re-

straining-ledge, for the purposes specified.

91,250.—Andrew McMullin, Paterson, iT. J.—Piston-Packing.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The piston-head C. the rings G-, and hold-
ers L, the Cjiannels E and K, and rod A, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

91,251.—Henry Merkijian, Bloomington, HI.—Mechanical Movement.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the clutches A and B, in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described.

2. The combination of the clutches A B with the
rods a b and treadle c, in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described. •

3. The means herein shown and described, by
whicli the clutches are adjusted to the shaft or axle,

for the purposes herein set forth.

91,252.

—

John Metzgar, Eancho Gap, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Bending Tire.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the adjustable
fi-ames D, D and E E, rollers E E, and screws H H,
substantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the lower rollers E E, mov-
able frames D D and E E, adjusting-screws H H,
upper rollers J, ratchet-wheel L, pivoted pawl M,
and lever ZST. the slotted housings C C. and ways B
B, aU operating substantially as herein shown,' and
ai'ranged upon a bed. A, for the purpose set forth.

91,253.—George H. Mhxer and John Jage-
LER, Binghamton, X. Y.

—

Ice-Velocipede.—June 15,

1869.

Claim:—The adjustable spring E and adjusting-
screw G, in combination with the box D, shaft and
pinion C. driving-Avheel E, toothed wheel B, and di-

recting-runuer K, all being constructed and operat-
ing asherein described and represented, for thepiu'-

pose set forth.

91,254.—Egbert B. Mitchell, Chicago, El.—
Steam-Generator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The steam-generator C, air-tight water-
reservoir A, connecting-pipe B, and air-vent tube
E, when constructed and arranged substantially as

specified.

91,255.—David M. Xichols, jSTcw York, Is". Y.
—Steam-Generator

.

—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the steam-jet with
a separator, for separating the steam from the wa-
ter which is mixed with it, substantially as before
set forth.

2. The combination of the steam-jet and separator
with a valve, to contract the passage for the escape
of the current of gases, substantially as befoi'e set

forth.
•

91,256.—Tho:mas IsTutting, GeorgiavUle, E. I.
—Fruit-Picker.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—The improved fruit-picker, as made, with
the brace-wires d d, connected, at their upper ends,

with the lateral hooked wires b b, and arranged and
combined with the annulus A and the remain-
ing hooked wires, iu manner substantially as de-

scribed.
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91,257. — George Oerlein, TJtica, Minn.

—

Thrashing-Machine.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. Stra-n'-carriers D, in combination with
the straw-Avhippers C, constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

2. Sieve I, in combination with the sliding-board

K, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Hinged board L, in combination Avith sieve I
and sliding-board K, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

91,25S.—George Paddington aud Walter E.
Crew, Waubeck, Iowa.

—

Sames-Strap.—June 15,

1869.

Claim.:—The arrangement of the plates A and C,

guides D, spring B, and cam-latch E, when com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

91,259.

—

Thomas Payne, Grand Eapids, Mich.,
assignor to "Walter "Wilkixs and Adelmer D.
Plumb, same place.

—

Bed-Bottom.—June 15, 1869.

Claiin.—ThQ combination of the end-springs C
and side-springs E with the cross-slats A and D,
and with the longitudinal slats B and E, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

91,260 John S. Perry, Albany, X. Y.—Mag-
azine CooJcing- Stove.—June 15, 1869.

Clawn.—A fuel-magazine and water-reservoir com-
bined, substantially as described.

91,261.—Charles P. Pierce, Providence, E.I.
— Safety-Attachment for Breast-Pins.— June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged shield d
with its slotted stud, and the tongue of a breast-pin,

or like article, operating substantially as described,
for the purposes specified.

93 ,262.—Peter Plamandan and Nathan A.
Maher, Atchison, Kans.

—

Grain-Sieve.—June 15,

1869.

Claim,.—A sieve-plate, perforated in the manner
described.

91,263.— George Pugh, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Lamp.—J-auG 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the single-wick tube
D, enlarged at itvS lower end, with the gas-tubes E
E, when constructed in the manner and arranged
with relation to the cap C, and to operate substan-
tially as set forth.

91,264.—John Edwin Pace and Hiram Whit-
ney, Chicago, 111.

—

Machine for Measuring and
Winding Cloth, d-c.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, "nith the frame ABC,
provided with the ribs D, the adjustable smoothing-
board E, and guides G, of the measuring-wheel IST,

the feed-whcelO, the arm J, the index-wlieel Q, and
the roller Y, with the hollow studs S and W, and
disk A', when constructed and operating as and for

the purpose above described.

91,265.—J. S. Eankin, Pittsburgh, Va.— Ute-
rine-Supporter.—June 15, 1869.

Ckmn.—Tlie construction of the pessary, as herein
described, that sliall, wlien inflated, entirely lill the
cavity of the vagina, holding the uterus in its normal
position, and furnishing a soft cushion to it and all

the adjoining parts, and havin|^ an opening through
it, of sufficient size to aHoAv of the free passage of all

uterine discharges, as herein described.

91,266.—Edmund B. Reppield, White's Cor-
oners, aiul E. C. Huubard. Water Yalley, i:^. Y.—
'Bee-Hive.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The front ])oard B and side board or
braces b, permanently attached to the bottom board
of the liive, and forming a frame, in Avliicii the comb-
frames are arranged and secin-od by wedges, or
equivalent, substantially as set forth.

2. Tlu; outer case C, Avith open front, combiued
and arranged with the board B, as set forth.

3. The corner-spaces j', formed by cutting off the

'beads j, so as to have a passage from one comb to the
other, substantially as shown and described.

4. The inner lining Q, in combination with the
honey-boxes O, made so as to be readily taken apart,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The mat E, applied in. the manner and for the
purpose specified.

,91,267.—Joseph Eepetti, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machine for Making Lead Shavings.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knife-box s,

rods r r, cross-head q, cord or chain o, and weighty,
with the head m, sheave-pulleys n n, and column h,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the compartments s^ s^, re-
cesses and knives uu u u, with the knife-box s,

.substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the stands 1 1 1 1, cones t^

t^ t^, adjusting-screws w, and fastening-screws w^,
with the knife-box s, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The cylindrical lead ingot c^, Pig. 1, with the
axial hole and screw-thread d, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

5. The use of shaved metallic lead, for the manu-
facture of white lead, and other useful purposes,
when the same has been produced by the machine,
and in the maimer substantially as described in this

specification.

91,268.—A. S. EiCHARDS, Montgomery County,
Md.— Paper-File.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described paper file and
binder, consisting of the binding-strips A A', cords
B B, needles b b, hooks c c, and rubber band d, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

2. The application of the rubber band d to the
cords B B, substantially as shown and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The needles b b, constructed, as described, with
an additional eye, in combination with the hooks c c

and rubber band d, or its equivalent, substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

91,269.— Charles Eichards and Willard
CuRTiss, Cleveland, OMo.

—

Cutter-Head.—June 15,
1869.

Claim.—The herein-described cutter-head, con-
sisting of the sections A and B, substantially in the
manner set forth, and for the purpose specified.

91,270.

—

Henry Eichmann, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Grain-Separator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the concave brush
G and convex perforated wire gauze H, AA^hen placed
in a horizontal or nearly horizontal position, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The mechanism set forth, for the purpose of
forming a passage-way, L, for the dust after it has
passed through the wire gauze, which passage-way
is independent of and has no connection with the
clean grain, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The mechanism set forth, for the purpose of
forming the independent chamber J, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The mechanism described, for the purpose of
equally and accurately adjusting the brushes G to
the Avire gauze on the cloth-Avheel H, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

5. The slide or door Y, substantially as and for
the purpose dcsci'ibcd.

6. The combination of the fan S and chambers J
and L.

7. The sliding curb U and stationary curb X
combined, substantially as and for tho purpose de-

scribed.
8. The combination of tho sliding curb F, sta-

tionary curl) X, and cluvmber J, substantially as and
for tlie i)m'iioso (lescri])ed.

9. The conihiiiallou of tho sliding curb U, sta-

tionary curb X. bruslies G, and Avire gauze on ch)t)i-

Avlioeril, all substantially as shown and (Icscribed.

10. Tlu^ combination of tlio scouring-apparatus,

composed of brushes G and Aviro gauze, Avilli the
Aviuitowing-ehamlx'rs O aud M, substautially as
shown and described.
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91,271.—XisTE Egbert, Worcester, Mass.—
Process for Recutting Files.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The process of renewing or recntting
files, bj sifting over the layer of files placed in the
bath, as described, a compound of pulverized or
crushed blue vitriol and borax, and then running oil

of vitriol over the surface of the files thus coated,
substantially in the manner set forth.

91,272.—AxTONio EOBIRA, Galveston, Tesas.«-
Syringefor Destroying Cotton-Plant Worms.—June
15, 1869.

Claim.—The instrument for destroying the cotton-
Avorm, consisting of the cylinder D, piston A, valve
h, passage g, and perforated plate A', all operating
substantially as and for the pm*pose herein set forth.

91,273.—M. E. EussELL, China, Me.—Meat-
Chopper.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of crank h, shaft m,
gear i, gear />;, shaft o, eccentrically attached link /,
adjustable beam c, rod d, and knives t, substantially
a^ herein described.

91,274.—Silas T. Savage, Greenbush, iST. T.,
assignor to himself and John S. Perry, executor
and trustee.— Co/ee-Pot—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable vessel A, constructed
with a flanged bottom, D, a pipe, E, rising from the
bottom, and perforations b through its side, in com-
bination with an external casing, B, substantially as
described.

2. The vessel A, provided with a cover. A', and
otherwise constructed substantially as set forth,

in combination with a chamber, P=^, formed as de-

scribed.

91,275.—Augusts Schwaxke, La Prairie, El.

—

Cooking-Stove.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The fire-box A, separated into two parts
by means of the fine-chamber I, when constructed
and arranged as described.

91,276.—Frederick: J. Seyjiour and Orson* a!f.

Perkins, Meriden, Conn.

—

Percussion- Cap Holder.
—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A percussion-cap holder, in which the
space between the inside of the cap or cover is ad-
justable, for the purposes and substantially as set

forth.
2. The lever/, with a cavity near the end, in com-

bination with the cap-holder, the parts being con-
structed and applied as set forth.

91,277.—C. Latham Sholes, Milwaukee, Wis.—Paging-Machine.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated June
4, 1869.

Claim.—1. Cam U, in combination with moving
dogs O and P, which, turning the unit-disks K, as
they rise from the bed-piece, after having printed,
so as to print other figures, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Stationary cam !N", between the disks, for carry-
ing and operating the dogs L and M, substantially
a*s described.

3. The dogs_ L and M, setting loosely in radial
slots in the disks, in combination with cam 'S, to
properly move the disks.

4. Unit-disks K, divided so as to contain, one the
even, the other the odd figures of the ten units, these
even and odd figures being repeated on the respect-
ive disks, and being moved by any suitable device,
and controlled by the dogs L and' M, or any other
suitable arraugeinent for moving the other disks,
substantially as and for the purpose described,

91,278.—Dexter Sjiith, Springfield, Mass.—
Metallic Cartridge.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of the cavity A, with
flaiiee C around it, in the rear central surface of the
shell-head, and small holes, a, extending through,
and the manner of holding the fulminate in place by
the means of the flange C being turned over, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

91,279.—W. Bell Sihth, Charleston, S. C—
Portable Furnace for Shrinking on and Pemoving
Tires.—June 15, 1869.

Claira.—The furnace E, adapted to be applied
circumferentially of the tire, and to remain attached
thereto during the entire operation of adjusting in
place or removing, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

91,280.—"William C. Sfaldikg and Carolus P.
Southv.ell, "Watertown, "Wis.

—

Thill- Coupling.—
June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The head A, clip B, with ears 6 6', and
side-piece C, having the lip c^, with or without the
spring D, when constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

91,281.—E. M. Stevens, Chelsea, Mass.—Ma-
chinefor Pounding up Boot and Shoe Soles.—June
15, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eor use in the stock a of a "rounding-
up" machine, the knife made with a cylindrical
pivot, b, grooved across, substantially as aiidfor the
purpose described.

2. The combination ofthe edge-cutting knife with
the stock a, by means of the groove in the knife-

pivot b and the cross-pin c, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

91,282.—OLE O. Storle, K'orway, assignor to
himself, J. G. Elint, Jr., and Mary M. Mason, Mil-
waukee, "Wis.

—

Grain-Binder.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. "Wheel O, pinions P andQ, head T,
knife E, and wheel I, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. Head Y, wheel I, and knife E, operating sub-
stantially as described.

3. Head Y and wheel Z, for the purpose ofholding
and twisting the wire, substantially as described.

4. Yoke "W, platform B, arm L, and pin e, operat-
ing together, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

5. Eake K, arms L L, handle E, wheels TJ U,
chain V, trucks D D, and pin cZ, all in combination,
substantially as described.

91,283.—Henry D. Stover, ISgv^ York,.]^. Y.—Hoisting-Apparatus.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated
June 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a boring-ma-
chine, B, or other machine having a rest-bed for

heavy bodies, of the vertical screw A, hand-wheel E,
and lifting and swinging nut D, when constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially in the manner
as shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

91,284.—Henry P. Straub, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Millstone-Pick.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. In millstone-picks, having divided and
clamping heads for holding the bits, points, or ctit-

ters, the projecting ends of one part over the other-
part, so as to avail of the leverage of the projecting
one for binding on said bits, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. In combination with sectional or divided clamp-

ing heads, for holding bits, points, or cutters, a se-

ries of recesses, i, on diff'erent planes, for the heels of
said bits, points, or cutters to take into, when griped
between said heads, substantially as described.

3. In combination with a socket on one ofthe parts
of the head, to receive the handle, a headed screw,
dropped into and through said socket, to receive and
hold the other part of said head to its mate or fellow,

and to tlie handle, substantially as described.

91,285.

—

Joseph B. Sulgrove, Indianapolis,

Ind.

—

Corder for Seroing-Machines.—-June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The corder, furnished with the curved
longitudinal grooves G and H, and guides B, C, D,
and E, constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

91,286.—John Tejiple, Tan Buren, Ohio.—Jn-
striime7it for Paring Horses' Hoofs.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—An instntment for paring horses' hoofs,

constructed and operating substantially as shown
and described.

91,287.-^JoHN M. Thatcher, Bergen, IS". J.—
Fire-Place Heater.—June 15, 1869.
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Claim.—In combination with tlie fij-e-pot an d feed-

er, the slicer, for holding up the coal, and a suitable

opening, to introduce the slicer, substantially as de-

scribed.

91,288.—Andrew S. Upson, TJnionville, Conn.—Machinefor Making Metallic Nuts.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the edge-swages,
crown-swage, punch, and shears, when so arranged,
substantially as described, in relation to each other,

as to act upon the blank lying in the same spot, Avhile

all the necessary operations upon it are performed.
2. In combination with the edge-swages, punch,

crown-swages, -".ud shears, arranged as described,

the aperture in the bed-plate or table, and the cam,
to give additional motion to one of the edge-swages,
so that it aerts as a transferrer to discharge the
nut.

91,289.—Fredeeick "Walton, Staines, Eng-
land.

—

2focle of Constructing Houses.—June 15, 1869;
patented in England December 11, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the planks or pieces
c, blocks d, and bolts e, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

91,290.—Isaiah "Webster, Bucksport, Me., as-

signor to James F. Moses, same place.

—

Jaw for
Booms.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a metallic jaw of
a boom or gaff, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, a series of friction-rollers, arranged and se-

cured therein, substantially as set forth.

2. The metallic jaw, constructed substanti ally as

described, when connected with the spar by its

shank k, tongue/, and slotted block c, substantially
as set forth.

91,291.—Eranz Eudolph TVegman, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to himself and Frederick C. Hy-
DEL, same place.

—

Pipe-Coupling.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A pipe-coupling of hard metal, having
one end or portion of it straight, and interiorly

screw-threaded, and the other end or portion some-
what conical or flaring, and interiorly screw-thread-
ed in an opposite direction.

91,292 G. W. TVells, "Washington, D. C—
Guide for Sewing-Machine.—June 15, 18()9.

Claim.—The combination of the guiding presser
or holder B, and the spring A, when constructed and
operating substantially as herein described.

91,293.—J. Burns, "West Geneseo, N. Y.—Ma.
chine for Cutting Rasps.—June 15, 1869

Claim.—1. The combination of the automatic feed-

mechanism witli the vibrating burring-tool, all the
parts being constructed for joint oijcration, as set

forth.

2. The combination of the automatic feed-mechan-
ism, vibrating cutters, and oscillating shaft, the
whole constructed for joiutj operation, substantially
as set forth.

3. The combination of the vibrating cutters with
the retracting springs and stops, the whole con-
structed for joint operation, as set forth.

91,294.—Isaac N. "Wilfong, Philadelphia, Pa.—Steam- Generator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ari'angement of a series of curvi-
linear tubes, connecting to parallel cylinder boilers,

substantially as described.
2. The passages gg', formed by the partitions h h

h, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the x^artitions h h h, pas-

sages g g', and flues/ and/ Avith the cylindrical boil-

ers a and a', substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of "the heater m, piper, "three-
way cock" n, branch s, and boilers a and a', sub-
stantially as specified.

91,295.—Alexander "W. "Winall, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Hanging Millstones.—June 15, 18(i9.

Claim.—Laterally adjusting jourin\l-bloeks IT, in-

closed by elastic blocks F, andiitted into a cavity in
the hopper-stool, apd limited in tlieir movement, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes do-
scribed.

91,296.—Francis M. "Woodbury, I^Tew York,
]Sr. Y., assignor to himself and John P. Bonnell,
same place.

—

Compound for Cleaning and Scouring
Wood., Metal, c6c.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated June 8,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the refuse material
from the sawing and grinding of marble, known as
marble-dust, in combination with crude guano and
soap of any kind, as before described, and for the
purpose specified.

91,297.—David Aaron, San Francisco, Cal.—
Automatic Fan.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Giving the fan E, pivoted at &, a quick
return-motion by means of the slotted bar G, wrist-
pin a, and disk D, driven by a spring and gears, or
other moving power, substantially as set forth.

91,298.-Lauren B. Arnold, Lansing, IsT. Y.—Mode of Preparing Rennet for Use in Making
Cheese.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of charcoal filters, made as de-
scribed, in combination with layers of charcoal, pre-
pared substantially as and forthe purposes set forth,

in clarifying rennet for use.

2. The purified and salted rennet, made and fitted

for use, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

91,299.—Thomas F. Baker, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Fire-Place.—June .15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A fire-place, whose back has the con-
vex middle and the oblique side portions surmount-
ed by an arched crown, as set forth.

2. Such a fire-back, when the crown projects for-

ward so as to contract the throat at its central por-
tion, as and for the purpose designated.

91,300.—Frederick Barnett, Paris, France.—Swimming-Apparatus.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the webbing, the
distending-strips, the finger-loops, and the wrist-
band for the hands, substantially as described.

2. The distensible sack, the strips, and the ankle-
strap, combined substantially as described, for sup-
porting the feet.

91,301.—Stephen M. Bayard, Ionia, Mich.—
Heating-Drum.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The diamond-shaped grates B, having
a diaphragm separating them into two triangular-
shaped chambers, as and for the purposes herein rep-
resented.

2. The arrangement of the air-supply pipe 6, with
relation to the smoke-pipe I' and stove, so that the
air shall pass tlirough the flue G' in the opposite di-

rection to that in which the products of combus-
tion pass around it, through the flue P, and thus be
more thoroughly heated, as and for the purpose set
forth.

91,302.—H. V. Belding, Oppenheim, IST. Y.—
Carriage-Hub.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The cases A, shaped as described, the
wood hub C, and the axle-boxes D, combined and
arranged substantially as specified.

91,303.-1. A. Benedict, West Springfield, Pa.— Cultivator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the cultivator-

plow A, of the plates D, when arranged as specified.

91,304.—John F. Boynton, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Extinguishing Fires.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the generator of

a fire-extinguisher, constructed to operate as de-

scribed, the hermetically sealed or securely closed
acid-bottle or capsule, arranged therein, substan-
tially as herein deseiibcd. . •

2. In combination with the acid-bottle or capsule,

the tube D, for holding the same, substantially as
described.

3. The method of liberating the acid, bv breaking
or piercing the acid-bottle or capsule, substantially

as describcnl.

4. Tlio employment of rubber bands, or equivalent

clastic substance and spring, in combination witli
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tlie acid-bottle or capsule, for tlie purpose herein
described.

5. As a iie'n' article of manufacture, the hermeti-
cally sealed capsule, containing- acid, as herein de-

scribed.

91,305.—Peter Brooks, Nctv Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and C. O. Crosby, same place.

—

Loom for IVeaving Hats.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. The "n-heel X, constructed \\-ith the re-

cesses f, and combined with the cam-Trheel M and
thread-guides c, so as to operate as specified.

2. The combination of the two wheels X and P,
each constructed with recesses t, and cam-wheel M,
with the thread-guides a and c, so as to operate sub-
stantially as specified.

3. In combination with the cam-wheels IST and P,
the pattern-wheel K, so as, at the proper time, to
turn either or both the said wheels, for the x)urpose
of introduci])g new warp-threads.

4. In combination with the thread-guides a and c,

the tension-bars 7?i, operating as described.
5. In combination with the shuttles and warp-

thread carriers, operated as described, the follower
S^, all arrauged so as to operate together substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,306.—THOiiAS S. Bro-v^-x. Boston, Mass., and
George TT. Gould, Camdeu, Me.

—

Tire-Cooler.—
June 15, 1869 ; antedated June 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
a wheel-supporter or platform. A, a tub, C, and
mechanism by "n-hich the tub is moved so as to im-
merse the platform, and a wheel, when laid on it,

in water, when contained in the tub, the whole bcin j;-

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement and combination of levers,
slider /, and guide g, as described, applied to the
tub and the platform-supporting frame, and for ef-

fecting the movements of the tub, and for guiding it

vertically, as described.
3. The arrangement and combination of the series

of arms, or the open hinges, with the frame B, the
platform, and the tub, provided with mechanism for
operating the latter, as set forth.

91,307.—LoREN D. Carpenter, Buffalo Grove,
Iowa.

—

Grain-Sieve.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. Grain-sieves, composed of "the angle-
plates B, plain plates C, and fi-ames A, arranged
substantially as specified.

2. Suspending the said sieves, by links E, from the
case C and shaits Y, for operation, substantially as
specified.

3. The combination, with cases D, adapted for ap-
plication to the shakiug-shoes of fanning-mills, of
sieves, constructed substantiallj as specified.

91,308.—Lucius C. Chase, Boston, Mass.—
Fastening for Hand-JRein.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described stud, when used
as a substitute for a buckle in fastening reins and
other parts of saddlery or harness, substantially as
set forth.

2. The stud C, in combination with the reins A B,
when constructed substantially as described.

91,309.—Otis Dean, Eichmond, Ya.—Vise and
Drill Combined.—Jime 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. The jaw-support A, connected to the

fixed bracket I, by means of the adjustable vertical
spindle H, and ball and socket joint, substantially as
specified.

2. The arrangement, in either the fixed or mova-
ble jaw of a vise, of a diill-mandi-el, substantially as
specified.

91,310.—Daniel I. De Groat, Xewburgh, IST.

Y.—Iron Fence.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with iron-fence sec-
tions, construcfbd with slotted openings at their in-

tersections, of the bolt B, provided with a head upon
one end and a cross-head upon the other, as set
forth.

91,311.—G. W. Dickerson, Prairieton, Ind.—
Water-Elevator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The band .or strap L, in combination

with the fixed wheel J, and the crank K, substan-
tially as herein* shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The crank K, in combination with the band or
strap L, shaft B, and loose wheel H, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. Connecting the bail d^ to the bucket D, by
means of the angular eyes d-, and augular pivots d^,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the pttrposes set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the pawl
I, ratchet-wheel h, loose wheel H, shaft B, fixed
wheel J, band or strap L, crank K, and spring M,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,312.—John Dickinson, Bay Bidge, IS". T.—
Tool for Holding Diamonds for Dressing Stone.—
June 15, 1869.

Claim.—An adjustable diamond or mineral-carbon
holder, consisting of the metallic block A, provided
^•ith fixed jaws B, and reversible jaws C, suitably
notched at their ends, and held in place by screws
D D, or their equivalents, all constructed as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

91,313.—Silas E. Dhtne, Xew York, ]Sr. T.—
Mode of Treating the Spent Oxide of Iron used for
Purifying Gas.—June 1.5, 1869.

Claim.—1. Volatilization or sublimation of sulphur
by means of superheated steam.

2. The revivification of hydrated peroxide of iron,
which has been nsed for the decomposition of sul-

phide of hydrogen, by means of superheated steam.
3. The recovery of the sulphur, by deliA'ery into

water, or by condensing the steam aiid sulphur, by
any of the tnown methods.

91,314.—T7. IT. Dudley, Port Eichmond, ]S".

Y.—Back for Brushes.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—As a new article of manul'acture, the toi-

let-brush, having the back B and the body A, carry-
ing the bristles a', secured together by means of the
struck-up metallic band C, hinged together at- one
end, and with its tangs c' adapted to screw into the
handle F at the opposite end, as herein shown and
described, for the jjm'pose specified.

91,315.

—

John C. Durborow, Ellicott's City,
Md.

—

Harvester-Eake.— June 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. The inclined plate J, provided with

the flange e and curved bai- /, in combination with
the movable gears A A and fixed segment C, when
constructed and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the piu'pose as herein described.

2. The movable gears, provided with the pins k k,

in combination with the guide L, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The rake-arms, provided with forked heads g,
when pivoted or hinged to the backs of the gears, in
combination with the flange and curved bar, sub-
stantially as set forth.

91 ,316.—Jajies Eaton, Bridgeport, lU.

—

Steam-
Generator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination wit'i steam-boilers of
an elevated water-chamber aud an internal steam-
chamber, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the elevated water-
chamber, of the perforated plates, substantially as
specified.

3. The combination, with the water-chamber F
and steam-chamber D, of the pipe H, substantially
as specified.

4. The combination with the steam-boUer and the
elevated water-chamber of the steam-pipe K, sub-
stantially as specified.

5. The combination, with the steam-chamber D,
inclosed within the shell of the boiler, of the pipe L,
substantially as specified.

6. The couibiuation, with a steam-cliamber adapt-
ed for deUveriug the steam from near the bottom of
a delivery-pipe, "M, ai-ranged for receiving the steam
therefrom, substantially as specified.

91.317.—AuGUSTiN Ellis and Olh'er Albert-
son, Salem, Ind.

—

Hoe and Make.—June 15, 1669.
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Claim.—The hoe or rake head, jvhen provided
with the curved taBg C and the metal socket E,
secured to the handle D, -when provided ^vith the
curved mortise b, corresponding to the curvature of

the tang, and with the end set-screw F, adapted to

engage Avith the ou.ter convex side of the tang, by
means of the recesses formed therein, as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

91,318.—Myron J. Feeren, Stoneham, Mass.,
assignor to himself aud William J. Battles, same
•plaoe.-^Seiuing-MacJime.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The oscillating lever d, and rock-shaft e,

in combination with the needle b, and shuttle-race c,

arranged and operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

91,319.—James J. Tifield, East Boston, Mass.—Pipe- Coupling.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two screw-nuts, and the two wedge-rings, Avith the
duplex bell-moutlied coupling-pipe C, applied or to

be applied to the two pipes A B, the same being sub-
stantially as and for the purpose of effecting the
coupling of snch pipes A B, as set forth.

91,320.—Joseph H. Einch, Eochester, IT. T.—
Tea and Coffee Pof.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The inwardly curved top of the pot A,
haviu A' notches d, when em])loyed in connection with
the partly-iiiclo.sed and projecting receptacle B, hav-
ing bead (/ and lug/, whereby, when the parts are
locked, the bead rests on the upper edge of the
curved top, Avith the lugs / beneath it, for the pur-
pose and in the manner described.

91,321.—John E. Einley, Enon, Ohio.—^Bee-
Eive.—June 15. 1869.

Claim,.— 1. The remoA^able comb-frame B, con-
structed with the sharpened edges g g g, as shown
and specified.

2. In combination with said' frames when they are
constructed as set forth, tlie liive herein described,
Avith ventilator, entrances, and honey-boxes.

91,322.— Daniel P. Elint, Xueces County,
Texas.— Velocipede.—JnnG 15, 1869.

Claiin.—rl. The treadle-levers E, when the same
are connected with the cranks a a' by means of the
slots c c', and are provided Avith adjustable vibrating-
fulcra E, substantially as herein described, for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination of a steering or guiding rod,
N, and its ])inion (7, with a circle, I, when tlie latter
connects a^ ith pinion g, by a cog-periphery, and is

secured to aud rests on a spring, K, that is fixed on
the axle B, in the manner and by the means substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm^poses set
forth.

3. The above combination, in combination with a
rider's seat, P, Avlien all the parts are constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described, for
the purpose set forth.

91,323.—Daniel P. Elint, Nueces County,
Texas.

—

Velocipede.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of crank-arms a a', pro-
vided Avitli slots c c', Avitli a pitman or link, h, and
a lever-treadle, ?, Avhcn the latter is provided Avitli an
adjustable fulcrum, by means of a slotted pendent
arm, 7/1, and the several parts are constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated substantially as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

91,324.— J. Lee Eloyd, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie use of Iluor-spar and liorso-nianure, or
their respective clieiflieal eciiiivalcnits, and Avood and
carbon, in the niaiincr, and in tlie (luantities, and in

the combinations, and for tlic purposes sul)stantially
as alK)ve set forth, for the smelting of ii'on, gold,
silver, and copiter ores, and other ores, and in the
manufacture of iron, steel, and brass.

91,325.— Jim B. Eullkr, NorAvich, Conn.—
Lamp.—J\\m\ 15, 1869.

Claim.—'i'he tu))e8 c, d, e, and /, the projecitions g
and e', the chimney-holder h, Avith the anus /t', auii

collar X, the deflector i, tbe check-plate /', the annu-
lar spaces 2 and 4, the reservoir a, the plug" m, and
the stand j, or its equivalent, the whole being con-
structed, arranged, and operated substantially as
shown and described, and for the purposes specified.

91,326.—John G. Gabel, Lebanon, Ta.—Sash-
Cord Fastening.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described fastening for sash-
cords, the same being a recess made in the Avood or
sash itself, so as to receive and hold the cord, by
seizing the knot, substantially in tbe manner set
forth.

91,327.—Caroline Garcin and TJ. Adam, Col-
mar, Erance.

—

Mechanism for Driving Sewing-Ma-
chines.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, as berein described, of
the shafts ab c, with their barrels C, springs g, cog-
wheels and pinions, the shaft d, with its pulley I and
worm-Avheel m, the worm-shaft n, and lever I, for the
purpose set forth.

91,328.—S. T. Godfrey, Seaville, IS. J.—Plow.
—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1, The combination of the pivoted knife I,

connecting-rod G, lever F, and AA^heel E, having pins,

e', projecting from its side, with the plow A B C D,
substantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the spring-guide K with the
plow A B C D, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

91,329.—Benjamin J. Greely, Boston, Mass.

—

J.s/i-.S'*/(er.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The ash-sifter herein described, composed
of the box A, removable sieve B, and piece C, Avhen
constructed and arranged together substantially as
described.

91 ,330.—Arthur Greenman, East Kendall, N".

Y.

—

Fruit-Stand.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— The improved stand, composed of the
parts ABC, constructed and arranged as described,
aud operating in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

91,331.—G. P. Hachenberg, Hudson, IsT. T.—
Envelope.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the en-
velope herein described, provided \\\t\\ the fold A,
substantially as set forth, for the purpose specified.

91,332.—Eloyd Hamblin, Madrid Springs, K.
Y.

—

Extension-Table.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, AA'itli the table A, hav-
ing hinged leaves B C, of the extension-arms E and
legs G, carrying Iiinged leaves H, provided AA'itli the
braces K, and all arranged substantially as speci •

fied.

91,333.—Gregor Heiss and Martin Schmidt,
Houston, Tex.

—

Coffee and Tea Pot.—June J 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. A coffee or tea pot, consisting of the
cylinder A, internal ])ermaneut strainer C, and dis-

charge-pipe J, all coml)ined and operating substan-
tinlly as herein sliown and descril)ed.

2. Tlie spiral stirrer-plate E, A\hen suspended from
the tube E, that is, swiveled in the cover of the pot,

so that it can bo freely revoh'ed, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. Tlie sliding-ciip II, Avhen arranged in connec-
tion with the permanent strainer C, so that it can bo
let doAvn to close the perforations of tlie same, sub-
stantialh' as herein shown and described.

4. The tubular shank I, of the adjustable cap H,
Avhen arranged to serve as a liiindle and steain-i's-

cape piiie, substantially as herein shown ami ile-

seribed.
5. Tlie double perforated cover D G, having the

ritn /), and snpiiorting theswivel-tuboE, substantially

as iierein shown and described.
6. Tlie conibinntiou of the vessel A, strainer C,

pil)e ,1. and donlile perlbraled cover D (J, with llio

si)iral stirrer E, swivel-tube E, liaiulU' ./', adjustiiblo

cap II, and tubular liaiullc 1, nil arranged and oner-

atiny; substantially us herein shown aud described.
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91,334. — J. C. HEiiPEL, Baltimore, Md.—
Diaper.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the dia-
per, formed of the main piece a and gore b, the latter
being 8ev\'ed to the flaps c c, -n-herebv edges e e are
formed, to "tvhich the inclosing-flaps d d are adapted
to be b^lttoned, substantially" as described and for
the purposes specified.

91,335.— Thomas Holmes. TVilliamsbm-gh, K.
T.

—

ilevolving Dough-Mixer.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The revolving cylindrical vessel E,
made in tvro unequal parts, and provided with knives
J K L. and operating substantialiv as herein, shown
and described, and for the pui'pose set forth.

2. The combination of the bar G. keepers H. and
catches or brackets I, with the cyliudi-ical vessel B
and frame A. substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable transverse
partition X. constructed with the lateral arms, with
the cvLindi-ical vessel B, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,336.—Eeastus "^. Hopkins, Oneonta, K". Y.
—Milkinn- Stool.—^\me 15. lSc9.

Claim.—The combination, with the seat arranged
to balance on the legs B, of the shding-leg C and arm
D, when aiTanged substantially as specified.

91,337.—VilliamH. Howlajstd. San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Steam-Engine Stop-Talve.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the above-deseril^ed valve, with reference to the case
A. provided with the recess E, and the portsX and J,

substantially as specified.

2. The soft-metal packing c, when' arranged lon-

gitudinally through the face of the arms F, substan-
tially as described.

91,338.—BODXET HrxT. Orange. IMass., assign-
or to himself. Ja:>.ies B. TVaite. anQDA^"ID B. x li>;t,

same place.— Water-Wheel.—Jmie 1.5. 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheel, made as described, viz, with
the direct and reaction sets of buckets, arranged and
communicating together, as set forth, and with the
inner and outer rims of the lower set of buckets, and
with inner vents to the upper set, and an internal
chamber, as explained.

2. The arrangement of the gate and its cap with
the wheel, made as specified," and with the series

of inducts, provided with a draught-bos, as de-

scribed.

91,339.— JoHx S. Hu>-tek, Lowellville. Ohio.—
Manufacture of Bailxcay EaiU.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—The improved forms or shapes herein de-

scribed and illustrated of the iron portion of the rail

and of the steel cap-piece, said parts producing, when
welded together, in the main, as described, a finished
rail, of the character substantially as iUustxated in
Fig. 3 of the di-awings.

91,340.—Caelos S. Hutchixs, Canton, Conn.—
Line-Holder.—June 1.5. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the holder a with the
pad b and plate c, having openings d. for a line-

holder, substantially as shown and described.

91.341.—JOKN- W. Hyatt, Jr.. Albanr. X. T.>
and ISAiAE S. Hyatt, Eockford.W.—Method ofMak-
ing Solid Collodian.—.June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. Dissolving pyi'osyline under pressure,
substantially as described.'

2. Dissolving pyrosyline under pressure, when
combined with ivoiy-dust or other mateilal, substan-
tially as described.

91.342.- Geoege H. Ibelaxd, SomervUle.
'M.as^s.—Burglar-Proof Safe.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. The filhng for walls, consisting of the
tubes A A. that are an'anged in layers, and com-
bined with the plates B, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The rods C, having the springs a, when ar-

ranged within the tubes" of a wall-filling, substan-
tialiv as herein shown and described.

91,343.

—

Axdeew P. Jacksox, Memphis, Ind-—Hominy-MilT Burr.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—The shaft A, in combination with the

screws c c c, knives d d d, and fans gg g. aH arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

91,344.—Daxeel 'W. Keefee, Leechburgh, Pa.—Field-Fence.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A field-fence, when its panels have ob-
long pieces cut out of their exifemi'ties, the cornei-s
of the same being beveled, so as to bear against the
faces of coiTCsponding panels of other sections of
fencing, and interlocked in such a manner that the
extremities of said panels will bear against the ver-
tical bars B, substantially as described and set forth.

91,345.—J. E. EJELso. Freedom, ]JJo., assignor
to himself and Ekxest Quast, same place.

—

Gun-
Carriage.—June 15. 1869.
Claim. — The carriage, swiveled or otherwise

mounted upon supports at each end. arranged to
traverse in gi'ooves or upon ways at right angles to
each other, substantially as specified.

91,346.—SoLOMOX EJEPXER. Pottstown, Pa., as-

signor to JOHX E. Meistee and Joux F. Evaxs,
same place.

—

Axjparatu-s for Detaching Morsesfrom
Carriages.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bos C, and collars d d, in combi-
nation with the single-tree D. substantially as and
for the purpose shown and described.

2. The bolt and double loop E, secured to the
single-tree, and connected with the rubber band F,
and the srrap for operating said single-tree, substan-
tially as shown, and for the purpose specified.

3. The guards H H. secured to and forming a part
of the ferrules upon the ends of tlie single-tree, in
combination with the hooks G G. and single-tree
D, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

4. The rubber band F. secured to the cross-bar B
aiid loop E. and operating through said loop upon
the single-tree D. substantially as shown, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,347.—JOHX EIeeshaw, Kent, Ohio.

—

Har-
vester.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. The an-angement and combination of
the wheel B. case C, and door or top M', for the
purpbse set forth.

2. The staple b, bar d. and block/, in combination
with the hooks c, pitman and cutter-bar. constructed
and arranged in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The ball and socket joint a. pivoted lug or wrist
b', in combination with the shoe O and coupling-
brace P, constmcted and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The rack E, wheel S, ratchet and pawl D' G^,
and levers B' E'. all arranged and combined to oper-
ate in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

91,34S. — John Ejllefee, "West Elchfield,

Ohio.

—

Machine for Threading Bolts and ^uts.—
June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cutters B, set-

screws b c. and jam-nuts d. in the holder A, all fitted

together in the manner described, for the. purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the mechanism, (for auto-
matically opening and closing the jaws,) with the
bolt-holding mechanism and the thread-catting dies,

all arrangecl and operating together as described.

3. The" arrangement of the several parts of the
shipping-mechanism with the cone Q and the lever
die-holders, as herein shown and described.

4. The combination ot the spring-clutch D'. har-
ing the set-screw H'. and recess P, the hoUow shaft

A'" and the guard G', with the mechanism for hold-
ing andadvancing the nut, substantially as described,

for the purpose specified.

91,349.—F. XuTSCHER, Xew Haven, Conn.

—

Bottle-Stopper.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the plate B, having
the cone a formed upon its under side, and eombiuea
with the plug A. so that the said cone serves to ex-

pand the plug, as and for the purpose specified.
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91,350.—James Lee, New Tork, N. Y.—Child's

Chair and Carriage.—June 15, 1859.

Claim.—An imi:)roved combined child's chair and
carriage, formed by the combination of the bars A
and B, rounds C D E F, four or more, wheels H,
flexible seat and back Gr, arms I, and stops J, with
each other, said parts being arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown, and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,351.—John M. Lemon, Polk City, Iowa.—
Conveyer-'' Flight.'''—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie " flight "A, constructed as described,
to be applied to a conTcyer-shaft, for the purposes
set forth.

91,353.—Samuel Lewis, "Williamsburgh, IST.Y.

—Bock-Brill.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the eccentrics H
H, drill G, sliding rotating-tube ¥, collar E, cam C,
and disk J, as and for the purpose specified.

•2. The revolving disk J, in combination with the
eccentrics H, attached to the sliding and rotating
tube E, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

91,353.—Charles Lockwood, Haverstraw, IN".

Y.—Sand-Screen.—June 15, 1869.

Claim:—1. An improved screen, formed by the
combination of the side-bars A, cross-bars B, longi-
tudinal wires C, and plates D, with each other, and
with the detachable wooden frame E, substantially
as herein shown and described, and tor the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the stake G, cross-bar H,
springs I, and detachable rod J, with each other
and with the screen A B C D E, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

91,354.-^081AH Long, Leavenworth, Ind.—
Plow.—Jane 15, 1869.

Claim.—The plow-standards D, constructed, ar-
ranged, and secured to the i^ldAv-beam A, substan-
tially in the manner herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

91,355.—Jesse Mallett, Catherine, N. Y.—
Wool-Table.-Jnne 15, 1869.
Claim.—A wool-tying table, consisting of the bed

A, with the slotted end-pieces B and the hinged
sides C, having the notches h formed therein, to
receive the windlass E, attached to the straps 1), all

constructed and arranged to operate as herein
described.

91,356.—Charles Marcher, Ifew Tork, N. Y.—Spittoon-FooUtool.—.June 15, 1869.
Claim.—The bent spring F, arranged and operat-

ing as described, for the purpose specified.

91,357.—George Mayer, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Cooking-Stove.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination Avith the ash-pit A, hav-
ing an aperhu'c, B, lugs J), and flanges II H, ar-
ranged substantially as herein described, of tlio grat-
ings C D, removable handle F, and the removable
asli-pan Gr, constructed, arranged, and employed
substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

91,358.—John Mayer, Eondout, IST. Y.—Brick-
Truck—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the spiing E and its

adjusting-nut F with the casterA B, screw-threaded
stem C,_ frame D, and the front end of the iilatforui
of a 1)rick-truclv, whose rear end is snpporti'd upon
the wlieels Gr H, arranged as herein shown and
described.

91,359.—John II. Mokpe, Peoria, 111., assignor
to Iiimsolf and JiiCNiiY \V. A7ells, same place.—i'er-
mntation-Lock.—Jmie 15, 1869 : antedated May 28.
1869.

^

Claim.—J. Tlie changeable wheel A, with its rim
L, core J>, and screw m, in combinaHoa Avitli tlie ruh-
ber-tiiod Iriction-wluHd A, lug n, all arriinged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The frictiou-whecl h, in combination with the

crooked lever J and bolt K, arranged substantially
as and for the purpose described.

'

91,360.—J. L. Nettleton, West Cheshire,
Conn., assignor to himself and F. Caffkey, same
place.

—

Churn.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.— 1. A churn-dash, consisting of the bar A

and the two legs B B, bent from a single piece of ma-
terial, and constructed so as to be attached to the
spindle E, substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The arrangement of the beaters, formed as de-
scribed, and combined with the spindle E, column F,
wheels H and I, and cover Gr, all in the manner as
herein set forth.

91,361.—T. Campbell Oakman, Paterson, IST.

J.—Cotton-Bale Tie.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The bale-tie or fastening, consisting of
the cam-lever A, provided with the journals B, flat-

tened on one side, and having their bearings H in
the angles of the bent side-bars of the frame C, all

constructed and operating as set forth.

91,362.—Samuel P. Parmly, New Orleans, La.—Bag-Fastener.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A bag- fastener, consisting of tlie knotted
string D, star-shaped, perforated, or notched plate B,
and wire-hook C, all arranged, combined, and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described.

91,363.—Henry Pattis.ON, Duck Creek, 111.—
Animal-Trap.—June 15, 1 869.

Claim.—The combination of the weighted wheel
C, lever F, trigger G, stop H, wing or flange I, and
partition B, with each other, and with the trap A
and entrance D, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the pui-pose set forth.

91,364. —Shadrach H. Pearce, Boston, Mass.—Mosaic Covering for Floors.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A covering for floors, &c., composed of
a series of elastic blocks, sections, or tiles, substan-
tially as described.

91,365.—M. Perl, lB.ouston,Texas.—Apparatus
for Destroying TFonns on Cotton-Plants.—June 15,

1869 ; antedated June 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of wagon A, with gas-
generator B, blower E, cog-Avheels e e', crank/, and
hose G', constructed, arranged, and operated sub-
stantially as described.

91, 366.—Lawrence M. Platt, Chicago, 111.

—

Mailway- Car Duster.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
a railway-car "safety platform or bridge," in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

2. The combination ofthe piece B, adjustable slide

C, and platform A, in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described.

91,367 J. C. Richardson, Ilion, N. Y.-Fork-
Blank.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. In the manufacture of a fork-blank,
substantially such as described, crowding tlie metal
which occupied the space a into tliat part of the
blank constituting the head, in the manner sjiecified,

so as to condense the metal of said head, and thereby
strengthen the Shoulder at its junction A\ith the tang
B, all substantially as described.

2. The improved new article of manufacture lierc-

iu dcscril)ed, to wit, the fork-blank, with the metal
which occupied the space a, forced into the head of
the blank, at the junction of the head with the tang
B, all as set forth.

91,368 F. EocHOW, New Tork, N. Y.—Talve
and Oj}ening for Steaiii-Fnghies.—June 15, 18()9.

Claim.— l". "Thearrangeni'eiit of the valve L, cylin-

ders K'aiul K"-', and clianncls 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, sub-
stantially in thenmnner set Ibrtli.

2. The induction and edai'tion slide-vnlvo L,
constructed and arranged as described, in connpo-
tion Avith the passages 3 and '1, Avhereby \o admit
live steam directly from tlie steam-chest into either

one of the auxiliary cylinders, and exhaust it from
the oppositu cud "of the auxiliary cylinder, ns do-

scribed.
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3. The combination of a slido-Talve Trith a vovr of
openings in The cylinder of an engine, -when this slide-

valve is matle adjustable, so as to uncover only one
or any other desired number of these openings, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination and construction of valve TJ,

valve Y, and stem "W, and openings 8, 9, 10, 11, and
12. substantially as herein set forth.

5. The valve-chest. J ,-\vith its chambers ri, in com-
bination with the rows of holes 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12,

valves U and V, and the channels 5 and 6, substan-
tially as described.

91,369.—J. B. Saegekt. Xew Haven, Conn.—
*

Cabinet-JSook.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie herein-described hook, struck up

from sheet-metal, so as to form a double convex sur-
face, as and for the purpose specified, as an improved
article of manufacture.

91,370.—jAsrES A. Sevey, Boston. Mass.

—

Ma-
chine for Rounding Whalebone for Corsets.—^June
15. 1809.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the blades a a, of
the two gauge-cutters A A, viz. so as to stand with
their convexities in opposite directions, and with
their backs at an acute angle with each other, as
specified.

2. The an'angement of the blade of each cutter,
with respect to its furcated shank, tlie blade, tmder
such arrangement, having its back at an acute angle
with the axis of the shank, and one side of the shank
disposed on or about on a line with the axis of the
blade, as set forth.

3. The combination of the two knives A A, ar-

ranged and provided with operative meclianism. sub-
stantially as described, with the bed-wheel G-. the
gauge K, and the rack H, disposed with and applied
to the bench C, as set forth.

91,371.-11. IT. Seldis, Xew York, X. Y., as-

sia'nor to Hyer Stekx, stune place.

—

Fur Collar.—
June 15, 18u9.

Claim.—A fur collar, provided with ear-flaps B B.
pockets C C, sustaiuing-cord b. and lapels D D, ar-

ranged substantially as described.

91,3r'2. — J. C. Sherwood. T^est Cornwall,
Conn.—Ifi?t-Coo?cr.—June 15, 1S69.

Claim.—The milk-cooler, consisting of the box A,
perforated cover B, vessel E, pipe d. strainer e, per-
forated trough D, and cooling-pan C, the latter hav-
ing the inclined bottom b, and the perforated trans-
verse plates c c, all combined and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

91,373.—TTiLLiAJM CA^rEEOX SiLLAK, Mathe-
EAX Sydenham Hill. Eobekt Geokge Sillar, 7

Cintra Park, Upper ZS'orwood, and George TTilllam
T^iGXER. Grove Lane, Camberwell, Great Britain.

—

Mode of Purifying and Deodorizing Sewage, die.

—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mixture of chemical substances
above described, for the purpose of purifying sew-
age or water impregnated with sewage. "

'

2. The right of using the mud precipitated from
sewage, as above described, for the purpose of puri-
fying a further quantity of sewage.

3. The addition of an acid to the mud, in order to
retain the ammonia, and fit it for sale as a manure.

91,374.—J. Plumer SjnxH, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Liqv.id-2Leter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination ofthe valve I and cham-
ber H, as arranged in relation to and with the nee-
dle-valve L, and operating conjointly therewith, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,375.—Saxuel p. Snead, Louisville, Ky.

—

Fire-Proof Ceiling.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—The ornamented plates B, supported upon
the flanges of the beams A, when provided with the
arched ribs b. constructed as described, for the ptu'-

pose specified.

91,376.—Joseph H. Snow, Providence, E. I.—
Automatic Gas-Megulator for Blow-Pipes.—June 15,

1869.

Claiyn.—The combination of the blow-pipe A,
flexible tube B, and automatic valve D, operating
substantially as described.

91,377.

—

Daxiel Spill, Paradise Terrace,
Hackney, England.

—

Campound Containing Xylol-
dine.—June lo. 1869.
Claim.—The manufacture and production of com-

pounds containing xyloidine, in coi-.junction with
oils, camphor, paraiiine. and gutta-percha, or other
similar substances, by the employment of non-vola-
tile solvents, such solvents becoming and remaining
a part of the resulting compound.

91,378.

—

Daxiel Spill, Paradise Terrace,
Hackney. England.

—

Mode of Protecting Insulated
Telegraph- Wire.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—The coating and protecting of telegraph-
ic wires, which have been previously coated or cov-
ered with an insulating-material, with any of the
compounds or combinations hereinbefore referred to,

or with other similar compounds, they having, as
parts of their constituents, xyloidine or gun-cotton,
in conjunction with a non-volatile solvent, and they
being applied in a manner as hereinbefore described.

91,379.

—

Fisher A. Spoffohd and ]UL\tthe'vt

G. Baffixgton, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Telocipede. —
June 15. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lever H with the
rods h h, toothed segments G G, pinions e e, spring-
pawls / /, ratchet-wheels d d. and axle B, ail ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

91,380.-AJBRAHA3I Staffer and Peter Staf-
fer, Salt Creek, Lid.— Savj-Gummer.— June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever E, the
screw H, nut I. and cutter D, in combination with
the block A, all the parts being constructed as de-

scribed, and for the purposes setfoith.

91,381.—Ai3RAHA3r Staffer and Peter Staf-
fer. Salt Creek. Ind.

—

Flour- Cooler.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the floors D E P,
having openings alternately at the center and per-
iphery, and the arms h i j k, having the wings o, in-

clined in opposite directions alternately, the arms i

k. having eud-'nings ti, aU operating as described, to
discharge the flour from one floor to another through
the openings q r s t, for the purpose specified.

91,382.-AlTER Sterx and B. M. Seldis. Xew
York, X. Y.—Muf.—J\me 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A muif which is adapted to be spread
out. and closed in cylindrical form, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. A sui)porting-frame. B, provided with a lock-

ing-device, whereby a divided muff is adapted to be
spread flat and secured together in cylindrical form,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

91,383.—Lixus Stewart, San Francisco, Cal.
—Steam-Ploiv.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The an-angement of the reyolvinff ent-

ters within a supplementary frame, all in the same
line, at right angles to the line of travel, and so
placed that the curves described by the arms or
blades fli a^ may intersect each other, substantially

as described.
2. The horizontal connecting-shaft G, united to

the shafts a and a-, by universal joints 6 &, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3. 'The segmental racks e' e', attached to the sup-

plementary ti'ame. and engaging Avith the pinions e

e, on the shaft H, said shaft being operated by an
endless screw, i. engaging with a pinion, /, on the
shaft H, substantially"as"aud for the purpose de-

scribed.

91,384. -Samuel Sykes. Chippewa Falls,

"SVis., assignor to himself and AIichael Gorlant),
same place.

—

Sawdust-Feeder for Furnaces.—June
15, 1869.

Claim.—]. The hoppers D. constructed as de-

scribed, and aiTanged within the furnace above the

gi-ate B, with, its" discharge-orifices between the
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boilers A, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The hoppers T>, arranged within the furnace
above the grates, having their discharge-orifices be-

tween the boilers, in conabination with the flies F,
upon the vertical shaft G, resting upon the shelves
E above the grate, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

91,385.—M. J. Trowbridge, Cazenovia, N". T.—Center-Sqitare.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A center-square, consisting of the jointed
arms A A C C, of the reversible swivel sockets B D,
which hold and slide on the tongue F, and of the
squariug-pins E, arranged in the sockets c d of the
arms, all arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

91,386.—Egbert B. Tunstall, Norfolk, Ya.—
Seeder.—3\me 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the seed-wheel A
with the wheel B and supporting-frame, all substan-
tially as specified.

2. The seed-wheel A, constructed as described,
and provided with the detachable plates E, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The combination, with the wheel A, arranged
and operated as described, of the chain and roller,

arranged substantially as specified.

91,387.—A. Yaughan, Chicago, 111.—Post-Au-
ger.—JmiQ, 15, 1869.

Claiin.—In the construction of post-augers, the
point E, which is provided with recesses on its op-
posite sides ; conical holes 1 1, communicating with
the tubular shank, and ribs J J, protecting the holes
from earth, and also with arms D D, for the sup-
port of the lips B B, as set forth and shown.

91 ,388.-Arthur Wadsworth, ISTewark, IsT. J.—Attachment of Main-Springs to Watch-Barrels,
<gc.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated December 15, 1868.
Claim.—Tha pivoted segment d, fitted in the per-

iphery or side, &, of the barrel A, with the pivots,
which are at one end of the segment, working in the
fixed bearings in the barrel, and the opposite or free
end of the segment, attached, to the outer end of the
spring C, all arranged substantially as and for the
pui'pose herein set forth.

91,389.—John H. Weeden, "WaterbiTry, Conn.,
assignor to himself and L. G-. Arnold, same place.
Head-Rest for Church-Pews.—June 15, 1869.

Claiyn.—An improved bead-rest or cushion, for
attachment to church-pews, formed by the combina-
.tion of the stufiing A, covering B, plate C, band D,
base-plate E, and springs E, with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

91,390.— Jacob Welker, Attica, IST. Y.—
Trace-Buckle.—June 15, 1869.

Claim-—A trace buclde, consisting essentially of
the bent frame A, \\'ith cross-plate c and disconnected
side-bars a a, and of a tongue-frame, D, hinged to
the ends of said side-bars, and provided within ex-
tension, g, the Avholc constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating as set forth.

91,391.—John Wettstein, Lynchburgh, Ya.

—

Boiling Tobacco.—Juna 15, 1869.
Claim.— ^ . The feed-rollers E and E', and feeding-

belt, in combination witli the feeding-table C, when
constructed and ojjcrated substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. Tlic combination, Avith the feed-rollers and belt,
of the means arranged, substantially as described,
for stopping the feed, as and for the purpose set
fortii.

3. The combination, with the feed-rollers and belt,
of the cutters, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. The combination, with tlio feed-rolls and belt,
of tlie means for automatically setting them into
gear with tlie driving-nieclianism, substantially as
and fortlic purpose dcsci'ibed.

5. Tlie eonibinntion, witli tlie said means for set-
ting the feed-rolls into gear with the dri\ing-ino-

chanism, of the sliding-cutter frame, substantially
as and for the purpose described. '

6. The forming-rolls e and e^, and forming-belt e^,

arranged for joint operation, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
7. The combination of the same with the driving-

roll e~, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
8. The combination, with the same, of the adjusta-

ble roller e^, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

9. The forming-roller e^, arranged in oscillating

beai'ings, substantially as and for the purpose de-
'scribed.

JO. The combination, with the forming-rolls and
belt, of the means, substantially as described, for con-
necting and disconnecting the said rolls and belt

with the driving-mechanism, as and for the pui'pose
specified.

11. The combination, with the forming rolls and
belt, of the wrapping-plate h, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

12. The combination, with the forming-mechan-
ism, of tlie feeding-mechanism, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

91,392.—Elonzo S. TVheeler, Westport, Conn.—Carpet Stretcher and Nailer.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The lever A, combined with the spindle
D, the lever arranged for stretching the carpet, and
the spindle, provided with a claspiug-device to hold
the tack, the whole constructed and arranged to
operate in the manner herein set forth.

91,393.—Edward Orange Wildman "White-
house, Stoke Newington, England.

—

Mode of Pro-
tecting Instdated Telegrap>h- Wires.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The coating and protecting of telegrapliic

wires, which have been previously coated or cover-
ed with an insulating material, Avith any of the com-
pounds or combination hereinbefore referred to, or
with other similar compounds, they having, as part
of their constituents, xyloidine or gun-cotton, in
conjunction with a violatile solvent, and they being
applied in a manner as hereinbefore described.

91,394.

—

Andrew E. "Whiting, Greenville,
Conn.

—

Knob-Latch.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dog or catch
C, lever or dog E, tumblers G G', and sliding-bolt B,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the tumbler G', the lever
E, disks D, and bolt B, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The arrangement of the incline on bolt B, with
reference to lever E, disks D, and tumbler G', sub-
stantially as and for the ljurpose set forth.

91,395.—H. Whittingham, IS^ew York, N". Y.—Steam- Gene7'ator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sectional steam-generator, in which
each section consists of a scries of horizontal tubes,
A, connected in front and rear by vertical tubes B
C, and in the middle by a tube or tul)cs, D, and pro-
vided with smoke-fines E, that pass througli tlio

tubes A, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. Tlie ribs e e, formed on the sides of the vertical
pipes of each section, to form transvei'se partitions,
substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The ears d d, formed on the tulios A, B, and C,
\;'hen arranged as dcscril)ed, to admit bolts c, for

securely connecting tlie tubes of one section, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

91,396.—Elavius Jj. Wickitaim, Tavilion, III.

— Washiug-2lachine.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—I. Therubl)er, formed by tlio combination
of tlie rubber-strip I, curved rublier-board li, bars or
levers J, shaft L, pivoted bars M, and cross-bar or
luuidlo JST, constructed and oi)erating substantiivlly

as iicreiu shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. Tlio adjustable board G, in combination with
tlie detaeliaLle washing-board I"), rubber II I J K L
M N, and box A, snbstauliiiUy as herein shown aud
described, and for tho purpose set forth.
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91,397.—Chakles P. TTing, Lyonsville, HI.—
Tahle-Leaf Support.—Jvme 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the jointed brace-bar
D, vrithtlie catch E and cordF, substantially as and
lor the purpose set forth.

91,398.—JOHX C. WiRTZ, Xew York, :N'. T.—
Yelocipcde.—June 15, 1869.
Claim:— 1. The combination of the protecting-

case or bos F with the fi'ame, consisting of the
cross-bar a, converging-bars b b, and front-reach c,

with the seat E, and with the driving-mechanism,
that consists of the foot-board D, rod's i, wheels /,
and pinions e, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the hood I with the en-
larged front-reach and with the steering-cords m-,

beam I, wheel kj. and post H, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

91 ,399.—George H. "Wood, Cambridge City,
Ind.

—

Corn-Planter.—June 15. 1869.
Claim.—1. The endless toothed belt or chain, ar-

ranged as described, for operating the dropping-de-
viee of a corn-planter, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The combination of the-toothed belt or chain J,

polygonal wheels D E, axles E G, pins or projec-
tions K, and springs M, with the platform or frame
C, and dropping-slides L, of the seed-hoppers N,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the pivot-
ed cmwed arms S, arms or levers T, pivoted connect-
ing-bars U and V, arms W, aud'^shaft X, provided
with a lever or handle, Y, with each other and with
the runners A, and platform or iTame C, substantial-

ly as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,400.—JoHX "Weight, Middleport, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and J. W. Wells, same place.

—

Punch.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the right and left

threaded operating-screw, sleeve siipporting the
punch, sci-ewed lug C, lug D, and ratchet and pawl,
when arranged substantially as specified.

2. The double pawl K, provided with the lip M,
s>iding-spring]Sr, ratchet-lever, and wheel, combined
and arranged substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the sleeve G, double hollow
nut H. and punch, all substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the right and left threaded
screw E, sleeve G, punch-lugs C and D, and hand-
crant, all substantially as specified.

91,401.

—

Abeam Adajis, Boston Station, Ky.

—

Sarvester-Eake.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the crank-shaft D, crank a, beam E, slotted arm G,
standard H, slotted bar I, angular bar or bos d, rake-
handle J, and rake K, all substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The aiTangement of the rake K, rods e e,

bars//, and inclined railing h, all constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The aiTangement of the rods ee, bars//, spring
i, and pin m, on the rake K, all constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here-
in set forth.

91,402.—Hexrt W. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa.
AjJparatus for Tanning Hides.—Jnne 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a close vat. con-
taining tanning-liquor, a reciprocating plunger, in

which the hides are confined in horizontal parallel

planes, and caused to move in the direction of their

edges through the liquor by the application of a suita-

ble force, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the vat, the reciprocating
plunger, the cover, and a clamping-device, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. 'The combination, in the plunger, of the hides
and cords, or equivalents, for holding the hides in

parallel horizontal planes, substantially as set forth.

91,403.—JoHX H. Adams, Martinsville, Ind.—
Device for Carrying Ltimberfrom the Satv in Circu-
lar-Saw 2fi7Zs.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Attaching the oif-bearing truck or car
J) to the forward end of the log-carriage, and oper-
ating the same in the manner substantially as herein
described.

91,404.—Arthur M. Allen, ISTew York, IN". Y.—Raihoay- Car Brake.—June 15, 1869. •

Claim.—1. The toggle-levers G, arms&, and cross-
head H, and lever I,In combination with the wind-
lass J, and rising and falling brake-shoes E, con-
structed and operating substantially as shown and
described.

2. The elastic cushions g, in combination with the
blocks/, of rising and falling brake-shoes E, substan-
tially as set forth.

91,405.—JoHX Bachelder, E'orwich, Conn.—
Neck-Tie.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the clamp a and sup-
porting-plate b, whereby the parts of the bow are
secured together, the supporting-j)late beina: provided
with means for attachment to the shank or head of
a shirt-stud, substantially as described.

91,408.—JoHX Bachelder, I«J"orwich, Conn.

—

Fastening for Neck-Tie.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The fastening for neck-tie.s, consisting of
the plates a and b and stud h, the plate a being pro-

vided with an enlarged entering-eye, i, and a seenr-

ing-eye, the two connected by a slot or neck, and the
latter countersunk, to conform to the convex head
of the stud, and retain it in a fixed position, all ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.

91,407.—Haydx II. Baker, Washington, D. C.
—Process of Cleaning Cotton and Woolen Waste
from Oils, Grease, d-c.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The use of soluble alkaline oleates,

margarates, and stearates, (known in the market as
soaps,) either in the anhydrous or hydi-ated state, for

the removal of oils, gums, resins, (tc, fi'om fibrous

substances.
2. The process, herein described, for the separa»tion

and recovery of the soaps and oils.

91,408.—Hatdx M. Baker, Washington, D. C.
—Process for Cleaning Plate-Printers' Cloths, <£e.—
June 15, 1859.

Claim.—The use of soluble alkaline oleates, mar
garates, and stearates, for the purpose of removing
printers' ink from plate-printers' cloths, in the man-
ner substantially as herein described, for the purpose
set forth.

91,409.—William E.Beames, New York, ^N". Y.
—Cabinet for Dressing-Bureau.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the side-acting

hinges e and e' Avith the tilting-arrangement, in con-

nection with the cabinet-case, when constructed sub-

stantially as described.

2. The bolt /, having the combined action of a bolt,

when the front is closed, and pivot, on which it may
be tilted when used for that purpose, the same being
described and set forth.

91,410.—Mtrox T. Boult, Battle Creek, Mich.
—Machine for Carving and Ornamenting TTood-

ITorA:.—June 15,1869.
Claim.— The arrangement of the cntter-head C

with one or more angular or curved cutters, D, ad-

justable gauge-plate F, and adjustable table G, with
its arms H H! H, roller I, and spring J, or the equiv-

alents, all constructed substantially as shown and
described.

91,411.—JOHX E. Boyntox, Syracuse, l!f. Y.

—

Fire-Extinguisher.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of a cylinder of compressed air

or gases, placed within another cylinder filled with
fluids, and so arranged that, by opening the cylinder

of compressed gases, they will" eject the liquids from
the superior cvlinder by'their expanding force.

2. The application of a cylinder of condensed gases

or air to the outside of a larger cylinder, for expel-
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ling liquids from the same, by the expansive force of

the compressed gases.

91,413.— Abram Bukkholder, Cornelius
BURKHOLDER, and Henry K. Burkholber, Clear

Spring, Pa.

—

Orain-Separator.—Jane 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the scoops or scrap-

ers upon the board E, with the four rakes L, Y, P, and
O, when they arc used in the manner and for the pm*-

pose set forth.

2. The grooved roller K, when provided with
cranks for operating the shoe I, and regulating the

feed to the blast, in"the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The shaker-board Gr, when provided with three

rakes, above, below, and upon one end, in combination
with the rake F, pitman x, and shoe I, when arranged
and operated in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The fan M, in combination with the adjustable

covers and weight N, when used in th.e manner and
for the purpose set forth.

91,413.— Charles Burley, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Safety-Yalve.—J\m& 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in combination with
the vessel D and pipe C, of the connecting-pipe C,
inclined while in a state of rest, as shown.

2. The tube E., inclosed within the vessel D, so as
to leave the pipes C C free for the circulation of steam
and water, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the loose valve P, gasket Gr,

and collar c, with the pipes C C and vessel D, sub-
stantially as shown and esplained.

4. The arrangement of the counterbalance P, to

act in connection with the pipe C and vessel D,
substantially as described.

91,414.—James "W. Campbell and "William J.

Miller, New York, N. T.

—

Oluing-Uopper.—June
15, 1869.

Claim.—The gluing-hoppcr A, having attached to

its bottom tlie combined guide-strip and regulator
a, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

91,415.

—

Horace Carrier, Kirtland, Ohic-^-
Potato-Digger.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The shovel K, endless belt T T, separator
Gr, levers I and J, and drag-fork K, combined, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the pui'ijose set
forth.

91,416.—ALANSON Cary, ISTew York, IST. Y.,
assignor to the American Compound Telegraph-
Wire Company, same place.— Telegraph-Wire.—
June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A telegraph-wire, constructed as herein
described, that is to say, having the steel core, and
the strip or strips of copper, or other good eJectric

conductor, applied thereto, and soldered in place by
means of a bath of tin, substantially as set forth.

91,417. —Alanson Cary, -^qv^ York, IT. Y.,
assignor to the American Compound Telegraph-
Wire Company, same place.

—

Machine for Making
Compound Telegraph-Wire.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the device for fold-

ing the sheathing upon the wire Avith tlie device for
drawing the compound wire, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In a machine for simultaneously grooving and
twisting shofithing upon wire, the employment, in
combination -with the rotating device P, of die-wlioels
IST N', or otlior ecpuvalent device, substantially in the
manner and for the puri)ose set forth.

3. The method of making telegraph-wire by twist-
ing about tlie common wire a slieatliing of metallic
ribbon, and drawing them both through a suitable
die, in the manner specified a d own.

9J ,418.—John P. Chase, Augusta, Mo.—Eoop-
Slcirt.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—Ah a new article of manufacture, the

lierein-described iioop-skirt, consisting of the lower
or main skirt A, having no hoops at its upper i)art,
and the upper or flounce skirt H, the skirts A V, lio-

ing connected together only at tho waiat-band, and

the skirt A being made adjustable by hooks and eye-
lets, substantially as described.

91,419.—Pelix Chillingworth, Springfield,

Mass.

—

Cartridge-Box.'—June 15, 1869.

Claim.-^l. A cartridge-bos, having two compart-
ments, C and H, one above another, the lower one
of which is hinged at A, and operated by means of
the strap D, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

2. A cartridge-box, containing the compartments
C H, the lower being hinged at A, the strap D, but-

tons E Gr, flap-lining L, and openings P Q, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein set

forth.

91,420.—Milton Clark, Oakley, m.—Corn-
Stalk Cutter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a revolving slotted

cylinder, a reciprocating knife or cutter, arranged
and operated in the interior of said cylinder, and so

as to strike through the slots or openings therein,

substantially in the manner and for the- pm'pose de-

scribed and represented.

-LouGHLiN CoNROY, ISTew York, !N". Y.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—June 15, 1869.

Claim,.— 1. The cartridge-shell estractor, con-
structed as described, and applied to work on a pivot
in ajecess in one side of the breech-receiver, and
operated with a motion accelerated, with respect to

that of the breech-block, by an attached pawl, H,
and spring /, and a projection, /i, on tlie breech-op-
erating lever or breech-block, substantially as herein
specified.

2. The combination of the tenons m n and shoul-

ders 16, on the breech-operating lever, the swinging
breech-block, the recoil-block, and the spring q, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The spring-case L, containing^the main-spring,
and applied to the fire-arm, substantially as herein
described.

4. The sere, applied within the spring-case, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

91,432.—Henry T. Cooper, ISTew York, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and AVilliam Pitman, same
place.

—

Curtain-Fixture.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The bracket A, carrying-roller a, slotted

at e, and having hook h, in connection with pin d
and spring e, said pin guiding the bracket, and sup-
porting one end of the spring, when the parts are
constructed to operate together, substantially as de-

scribed.

93 ,423.—E. Hall Covell, ITew York, 17. Y.—
Apparatus for Making Light from Hydrocarbon-
Liquids.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. In an apparatus for generating gas or
vapor from hydrocarbon-liquids for a liead-light, a
tank or vessel for holding the liquid, which is in-

closed in a jacket containing non-condensing mate-
rial, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The employment of the shut-off cock C, with
gauging stop-screw a, in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The conical valve D, arranged in combination
with and in relation to the supply-pipe C, generator
d, and steam-cluunber E, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the conical valve D with
the gauged set-cock C, for regulating accurately the
influx of the liquid into the vaporizer, substantially

as set forth.

5. The combination, with the valve D and cham-
ber d, of the piston e, for varying the ca])ncit.y of the
generating-chamber by the movements of the valve,

substantially as set fortli.

6. In combination witli the generator d, and the

burner or burners, of the intermediate roservo-cham-
ber H, for tlie gas or vajior, substantially as set fortli.

7. The arrangoinent, in combination with the re-

serve-chamlxn-ir, of the steam-pipe (r, for maintain-

ing tho iHMiuisito t(uiiperaturc of tlie gas or vapor,

substantially as set forth.

8. The equali/ing-device, consisting of the dia-

phragm i i, in the pipe I, provided with grnduatod
openings, diminishing in size as thoy approach tho

burner, substantially as set forth.
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91,434.—Daniel M. Cummings, Enfield, N. H.,
assignor to himself, Francis H. Wells, and Sal-
mon H. GODFREX.—Baihvmj-Car Axle.— June 15,

1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the wheel- carrying sleeve d
to the tapering axle-end b, by means of the inwardly
screw cut and flanged tubular coupler c, which acts
conjointly Avith the screw-threads on the periphery
of said sleeA^e, and with the radial flange e, on the
car-asle, when the said wheel-carrying'sleeve d ex-
tends outside the car-wheel, aud forms the journal-
bearing sin-face at that end of the axle, all substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2.' The journal-sleeve g, when the inner end of said
sleeve extends only partially through the hub of the
wheel, on that end of my improved car-axle, and is

retained in its position by the severe pressure of
the inner periphery of said hub upon jiortions of the
axle and the sleeve, substantially as herein repre-
sented and described.

91,425.—J. S. H. Dickinson, Jackson, Pa.—
Harness-Tug.—June 15, 1869.

Clai'in.—Tlie perforated metallic plates c c, pro-
vided with oblique slots o o, bent arm d, having a
projection, ?», at its forward end, and secured to "the

trace C, in combination with the loop D, all arranged,
constructed, and operated in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

91,426.—John Fanning-, Brooklyn, 'N. Y., as-

signor to Thomas Otis Le Eoy & Co., New York
City.

—

Mold for Oasting Solder.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Forming the bottom of the mold with the
recess for receiving the movable bottom, that is

slipped into place as set forth, and contains the let-

ters or characters to be formed in casting upon the
ingot or bar, substantially as set forth.

91,427.—A. C. Flandeks, Owatonna, Minn.—
Aniinal-Trap.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the incline C, arm
F, spring S, staple n, cord R, and catch-apparatus e

E D, wlien said parts are eonstrncted to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

91,428.—Joseph Flint, Eochester, 3^. Y.—
Saw-JIandle.—June 15, 1869.

Claim,.—The saw-handle, formed by combining
the handle A, ferrule D, slotted boltB, with its nut/,
when all the parts are constructed and arranged as

shown and described.

91,429.—Nelson E. Foerest, Auburn, N. Y.

—

Match-Boxing Machine.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the sliding-gate

M, scraper H, and plunger W, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bent arm v<. cross-bar
z, arms a^ a\ and evener c^, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The slotted carriage A', provided with spring-

boxes B' B' and dividers k' k', or their equivalents,

in combination with the arm Jt^ and the inclined U,

substantially as described.
4. The combination of the plungers z^ 2;^ handles a^

a^, cross-bar b^, sliding-bars c^ c^, inclined bar Z^, and
slotted hinged cover E', all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

5. The hinged rack F^, or its equivalent, con-
structed so as to receive the boxes of matches, when
packed, and carry them to the place where the cov-
ers are to be placed on the same, substantially as
herein set forth.

6. The combination of the frame J', rack F^, and
plungers a^, with the spring-boxes I' I' on said frame,

all constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as aud for the purposes herein set forth.

7. The sliding-carriage Gr' and sliding-plungers d^

d^, constructed and arranged to operate substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

8. The arrangement of the shaft B, pulley C,
weight D', chains a;'^ 2/^ and carriage A', all con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth.

91,430.

—

Theodore M. Fuller, Hainesville,
]Sr. J.—Turbine Water-Wheel—June 15, 1869.

Claim.^-1. The bucket a, with the rounded back
and nearly tangential and vertical face, but the
lower part thereof curved outward and downward,
as herein set forth.

2. The ari-angement of the wheel o, plates I and h,

in their relation to the outer end of the gates i, and
for operating said gates, as herein recited.

91,431.—John F. Gebhart, New Albany, Ind,—Harness- Operating Mechanism for Looms.—June
15, 1869.

Clai'in.—1, The combination of the eccentric cama
C C and levers J J , constructed and arranged as
described, and mounted upon one end of the main
frame A, and above the heddle-frames K, so as to
free the same from the falling dirt and dust, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the cross-sliaft F with
miter-wheel F", vertical shaft H, with wheels G' I,

stand B, cross-shaft D, with wheels E, cams C, lev-
ers J, and frames K, all constructed aud arranged
upon the frame A, Avith its pulleys, and operating
substantially as set forth.

91,432.—A. G. Good, Eeading, V(\,.—Devicefor
Raising and Kneading Bread.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A bread kneading and raising apparatus,
having lining A, shaft C, Avith its beaters, wedge E,
stoppers G, and pan H, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as specified.

91,433.— Charles H. Goss, Troy, N. Y.—
Laundry-Heater.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A laundry-heater, with a sloping top,
constructed in the form of a jpolygon, with concave
faces or sides e e, substantially as hereinbefore de -

scribed and specified.

2. The said sloping top, constructed in the form
of a polygon, with a partition, /, placed in the center
of each of the concave sides or faces e e thereof,
substantially as hereinbefore described and speci-
fied.

3. The said sloping top, constructed in the form of
a polygon, with concave sides or faces e e, in combi-
nation with the reflectiug-coUar G, substantially as
hereinbefore described and specified.

91,434.

—

John D. Coxw^ell, Gibson, Ga.

—

Guano-Distributer.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..—The machine, constructed and operating
substantially as herein described ; that is to say,

having the Avheel C, belt J, shaft L, agitator G, with
arms e e, hopper A, and handles E E, all arranged
and combined as and for tlie purpose set forth.

-J. Ashton Greene, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Mode ofAttaching Rubber Tires to Wheels.—-JvaiQ 15,

1869.

Claim,.—The employment, in combination with
the grooved felloe and rubber tire, of a metallic
auxiliary tire or tires, covering the peripliery of the
felloe, on each side of the groove, and pinching or
compressing laterally the rubber, substaatially as
and for the purpose shown and set forth.

91,436.—Daniel Gusaveiler, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Jacob Hoffner, samejplace.
—Hot-Air Furnace.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the fire-pot A, the
air-distributer D, and diaphragm E, all constructed
and arranged to operate as described.

2. The arrangement of the combustion or heat
chambers G, H, and H', and the air-chambers I, I',

and M', with the perforated base C, all as herein
shown and described.

91,437.

—

Cordelia C. Hall, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.

—

Miniature liink.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— The stellated box or chamber A, the mir-
rors B B, the revolving disk or table C, and the open
crown a, all constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

91,438.—C. A. Harper, New York, N. Y.—
Velocipede.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the jointed levers
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I, arms or levers H, slides P, springs a, connecting-

rod K, levers L, and ratchet-Avheels Gr, for convert-

ing the reciprocating motion into a continuous
rotary motion, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the swinging portion b of

the levers L, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth,

9J.,439.—Levi M. Hahvet, Albany, 1;^. Y.—
SJdrt-Board and Ironing-Table.—Jun.Gl5, 1869; ante-

dated June 4, 1869.

Claim.—The standards b b, curved as and for the

piu'pose described, in combination with the hinged
cross-bars c c, board a a, and stalls d d, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

91,440.—Thomas D. Hav^^ley, Detroit, Mich.—
Apparatus for Shoveling Grain.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—In apparatus for shoveling and conveying
malt or grain, the combination of the scoop G, rope
F, and clutched drum C, with the clutch c', rotated

by a shaft, A, and the guiding-posts H, Avhen con-

structed, arranged, and operating substantially as

and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

91,441.—Charles Washinqton Hill, 'Sasv

York, IST. Y.

—

Cornice for Curtains.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A cornice composed of a backing. A, of

wood or metal, and of a facing, B, of leather, mus-
lin, or paper, as shown and described.

91,442.—A. C. HOBBS, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Cartridge- Case Charger.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cartridge-loader, consisting of the

body or piston A, for slioviug in the wads or charge,
and a sliding-rod, with its pin or point c, for re-

moving the cap from the shell, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The projection I, constructed substantially as

described, for inserting the caps in the recess in the

head of the shell, as set forth.

91,443.—John Houton, ISTew York:, IST. Y.—
Extension-Slide for Gas-Fixtures.—June 15, 1869.

Claim..—A gas-slide or extension -joint, composed
of the outer cylinder A, inner cylinder B, slot c,

washers a a, screw-plugs D D, and stem or pipe C,
_

when used in combination with oil, or other oleagm-

"

ous substance, as and for the purposes hereinbefore
described.

91,444.

—

William B. Hubakd, Arrington D.e-

pot, Va.

—

Corn-Harvester.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
vei'tical beveled reciprocating knives m, with like

stationaiy knives ?^, ijevel gear-wheel h, bevel-pinion

g, shaft F, disk G, pin i, slotted standard Ic, recipro-

cating knife-bar H, reels I, provided with arras o,

grooves jp, baTids or ropes q, vertical grooved pulleys

r, and grooved wheel J, on axle A, all arranged to

operate as herein described.

91,445.

—

Leavitt Hunt, TVcathersfield, Vt.—
Plato.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of a vertically adjust-

able plow- wheel, located between the mold-board
and landside, when the same is mounted in bear-
ings suspended from or attached to tlie plow-beam,
6ul)stantially as and for the purposes descri1)ed.

2. Tlie combination, with the mold-board and land-
side of an adjnstal)lc plow-wheel, located between
said parts, and one or more upright friction-rolls,

mounted on tlie landside, in the manner and for the
purposes deK(;ribed.

4. The detachable and adjustable skeleton land-
side, carrying one or more friction-rolls, and applied
to the share, substantially in the manner shown aud
specified.

4. Tlie adjustable wheel on forward part of plow-
beam, in coinbinatkui witli its two u])riglitsui)]iort-

ing-bars, vertical plate-sockets, and sockot-lVamo,
extending beneath plow-l)(!am and bolt, or 0(iuiva-

lent means for fixing said bars in tlie desired posi-

tion in tlieir K()cl<n(s, as sliown and describtnl.

5. Tlio combination of the adjustable wlicel bc-

twceu the mold-board and landside, and the adjusta-

ble wheel forward on the plow-beam, for the purpose
of raising the plow when going to or returning from
the field, and of supporting plow and regulating
depth of furrow while the work is in progress.

6. The combination and relative arrangement of
the adjustable plow-wheel, the landside friction-roll-

ers, and the adjustable wheel forward on the plow-
beam, substantially as herein shown, and set forth.

91,446.—JosiAH B. Kendall, Boston, assignor
to himself and James O. Safforu, Salem, Mass.

—

Oil for Curriers^ Use.—Juue 15, 1869.

Claim.—An oil or " stuffing " for curriers' use, con-
sisting of oleaginous and resinous substances, in
combination wfth an alkaline solution, prepared in
the manner substantially as set forth.

91,447.

—

James J. Johnston, Allegheny City,
assignor to John T. Tyler, A. R. Hurst, Henry
M. Myers, and David M. Armor, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Apparatus for Distilling Hydrocarbon.—June 15,

1869 ; antedated June 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Evolving hydrocarbon-oil into a vapor,
by causing it to flow through a series of layers of
ciiarcoal, placed on inclined ways, arranged in a
chamber, substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. Separating the lighter part of hydrocarbon-oil
from the heavy part, by causing it to flovr through a
series of layers of charcoal, placed on a series of in-

clined ways, arranged in a chamber, provided with
suitable means for drawing off the heavy part of the
hydrocarbon-oil, substantially as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The evaporator D, provided with inclined ways
2, and j)ipes /, e, and 1, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.

91,448.—James J. Johnston, Allegheny City,
assignor to John T. Tyler, A. E.. Hurst, Henry
M. Myers, and David M. Armor, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Apparatus for Distilling Hydrocarbon-Oils.—
June 15, 1869 ; antedated June 10, 1869. •

Claim.—1. Distilling hydrocarbon-oil by distribut-
ing it, through the medium of a pipe, in small jets

or streams, against the inner surface of a revolving
still, in which is placed a revolving shaft, armed
with a spiral flange, so arranged that it ^\ill force
the vapor evolved from the hydrocarbon from tl^e

still, into the condenser, as hereinbefore described.
2. Tlie combination and arrangements of the still

g, pi'ovided with the hollow trunnions D and D'. the
shaft h, provided with flange or wings ^, and tlie

pipe h, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the piu'pose
set forth

91,449.—Horace K. Jones, Kensington, Conn.—Method of Making Carpenters' Squares.—June 15.

1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein described of gra-
duating squares by means of a die, sunk into a
recess in a block, to preserve the shape of the
scxuare.

2. As an improved method of making squares, cut-
ting the blank out whole from the plate, grinding it

upon a revolving grindstone, and stamping tlie gra-
duations upon it, by means of a recessed die, for

preserving the shape of the edges, substantially as
herein described.

3. The ])artieular form, herein described and
shown, of the plate from which the blanks are cut.

91 ,450.—Andrew J.Kennedy, St. Louis, ]\Io.—
Sad-Iron Heater.—Tune 15, 1869.

Claim.—The sad-iron heater, when constructed
with the shell A, having a])ertuirs <•, ])artition C,
having apertures «, and chamber D, with the gas-

tube IE, coil, and two or more burners, /) and h', all-

arranged in the manner and for tho purpose set forth,

91,151. — D. A. Kennedy, Boloit, "Wis., ns"

signer to hiiuself, "W'u.liam Wauswortu, and E. D.
Murray.-0(v)?.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— ]. The combination, with the rota'ing-

table A, of tho hand-wheel A', shaft B, wheels C aud
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D, braces H, and supports E, when all arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination, -with the rotating-table and
the oven, of the Avater-tube K, when arranged to
form a track for the table, as herein described, for
the jturpose specified,

3. Impregnating bread or other articles, while
baking, with aromatic or other flavor, by means of
acqueous vapor or steam generated in the presence of
flavoring substances, substantially as specified.

91,452.— "WiTxiAM KxAUS, Otterville, Mo.—
Nail-Extractor.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The implement herein described, consist-

ing of the fulcrum-plate B, the hook C, and lever A,
all coustrueted and arranged as set forth.

9J,453.—George Kxell, Moorestown, IsT. J.

—

Comhination of Rocker, Sled, and iivjing.—June 15,

1869 ; antedated June 8, 1869.

Claim,—1. A frame, consisting of side-pieces A
and A', and of cross-pieces B and'B', so constructed
and arranged as to form, when properly adjusted, a

rocker, a sled, or the base of a swing, substantially
as herein described.

2. In combination with the above, the seat F, liav-

ing hinged arms i i, arranged to be fastened toge-
ther, and a xjrojectiou, a, on its under side, for at-

tachment to the cross-piece B, or to a swing, sub-
stantially as and for the purxjose described.

91,454. — GoTTLEiB Lange, East Saginaw,
Mich.

—

Chum-Dasher.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—In churn-dashers, the tubes B, in con-
nection witli the disks A and handle C, when con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

91,455.—C. TV. Langworthy, Bergen, i:!^. J.

—

Hoofing-Paint.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The composition herein described, when
compounded of the ingredients substantially in the
manner herein specified.

91,456.—TViLLiAM Lauver, Peru Mills, Pa.

—

Horse-iPowcr.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The counterbalanceK or K', applied in

connection with a sun and planet wheel, substantial^
ly as shown- and desci'ibed,

2. The combination and arrangement of the hori-

zontal wheel A, vertical miter-wheels E H, sun and
planet wheels E J L, and E e N n, shafts G m Q,
and arms I M, all constructed, combined, and adapt-
ed to operate in connection with each other, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

91,457.—Thobias S. Lines, Newcastle, Ind.

—

Wind-Wheel.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A B C D, with cross-beams
E E, cross-heads G, rod O, axle H, balance-wheel
Z, supported by rods M M' M" M'". when combined
and used witli wind-AvheelWW W" W", substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth,

2. The guides Q Q' Q" Q'", in combination with
the frame AB C 1), and the other parts of said ma-
chine, when used in combination Avith wind-wheelWWW W", substantially as and for the pui--

poses set forth.

91,458.-K. 0. LOAVREY, Salem, K Y.—Fabric
from Fibrous Sheets and Hard Rubber.—June 15,

1869.

Claitn. — Covering and iiniting paper, woven
fabrics, Avood, and similar materials, with a hard-
rnbber compound, and submitting them to the vul-
canizing process, substantially as herein described,
and for the pui'i^ose set forth.

91,459.—S. C. Maine, Boston, IslLaBS.—Fire-Ex-
tinguisher.—Jnne 15, 1869.

dlaim.—1. The self opening and closing valve v,

constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of chambers A, B, C, D, and
E, and valves v v' v" v'", as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the chambers ABC D E,

valves V v' v" v'", cocks H I J G, and pipes E and
E', substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of chambers A, B, C, D, and
E, with covers aa'b c d e,OT their equivalent, valves
V v' V" v'", cocksHUG and K M X L, induction-
pipe F, with branch-pipe E', pipe S', cock P, outlet
E, Avith cock IV, and air-chamber Z, all constructed
and operating relatiA-ely to each other, substantia ]} a

as and for the purpose set forth.

91,460.—M. "W. Marshall, Hudson, Mich.—
Skate.—Jnne 15, 1869.
- Claim.—1. The shaft D, which has one or more
slots in its end, a screw-thread and ratchet upon its

surface, and one end so formed as to be used as a
thumb-screw, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The screw-shaft D and strap C, constructed and
arranged as described, for the purpose of fastening
the skate to the foot, substantially as herein set forth.

3. In combination with the screw-shaft D and
strap C, the clamp B, working on the same shaft,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

91,461.—"William Martin, Bay City, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Hiram B. Everett, "Washing-'
ton, D. C.

—

Sawing-Machine.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the curved feed-
spring L, provided with a loop or slide, K, at its for-

ward end, to which the saw-frame I is attached, arm
J, levers E E", and crank C, all constructed and op-
erated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,463.

—

Arnold P. Mason, Gowanda, IST, Y., as-

signor to himself and Zalmon Hanford, same
place.

—

Horse-Fetter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the nose-band a, mar-
tingale b, shear d, cord e, and boots I, as and for the
purpose set forth.

91,463.—A. P. Mason, Gowanda. IST. T., as-
signor to himself and Zalmon Eanford, same
place.

—

Bridle-Bit.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bit A, provided
with one round and one angular side, with the
double rings B, as and for the purpose described.

91,464.—A., B. Mattoon, Auburn, If. T.—
Co2ilter-Cleaner.—Jnne 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the clearing-ann D
and Avheel B, wlien constructed and arranged to op-
erate substantially as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

.91,465.—W. W. Maughlin, Baltimore, Md.—
Sash-Fastener.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sash-fastener, adapted to move hor-
izontally, and furnished with clamping-lugs, to hold
the sash independently of the beads.

2. The latch or fastener B, provided with the
holding-lugs or ears b^ b^, and slotted boss or head
B', constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

91 ,466.—Eerdinand E. Mayer, "New Tort, ]^.

Y.

—

Manufactxire of White Lead.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Producing pyroligneous acid for the man-
ufacture of white lead, by treating pyroligneous
acetates with phosphoric acid, or phospliates having
an acid reaction, substantially as described.

91,467.—David McCurdy, Ottawa, Ohio.—
Churn-Power.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—In churn-powers, the combination of the
semi-circular recessed clip L, i)rovided with a thumb-
screw, I, with the connecting-rod K, wrist J, slotted
balance-wheel H, pinion G, internally geared wheel
E, crank e', standard D, tripod A, A', and B, cross-
tie C, notched latch c, button c', and dash-rod M,
when constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
described, and for the purpose specified.

91,468.—Thomas McEaven, Chicago, EI.—JBo-
tary Steam-Engine.—June 15, 1869.
Claim.—A rotary steam-engine, consisting of the .

cas e, Avith the chamber D, the disk c, with the pis
ton or wing b, and the sliding-head E, operated by-
the elbow-lever J, yoke I, and cam H, all arranged
substantially as described.
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91 ,469.—Albert K. McMurray, Utica, N. Y.
—liocking-Chair.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

rererse rockers A andB, the springs U D, and the

part E, when the latter is arranged to turn down for

use as a footstool, or to turn up, and form a rest for

tlie front edge of the chair-seat, and prevent the same
from rocking, substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

9 J,470.—O. H. Melendy, Delhi, Iowa.—Re-
volving Shovj-Gase.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie outer case A, which has its top
formed with separated glass sections, G- G, and a
hinged door, C, in combination -o'ith the inner revolv-

ing-box B, which is divided into separate chambers,
and with the spindle E, which extends up through
the top of case A, and serves as a means by which
to turn box B, all in the manner and for the purjjose

described.

91,471.—A. D. MicHENER and J. W. Steig-
MEVER, Attica, Ohio.

—

Corn-Plovj.—June 15, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Adjusting the movable side-beams of
a plow, by means of the handles, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the adjustable side-beam
D, plate G-, ears h b, and handle H, all substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement on the under side of the han-
dle H of the pawl c, spring d, rod e, and thumb-
piece /, all substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The combination of the center-beam A, side-

beams D D, i^lates F and Gr, and handles H H, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

91,472.-William D. Miller, Enon, Ohio.—
Plow.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A plow mold-board, constructed upon
the principle and in the manner substantially as set

forth.

2. Tlie lugM and groove IST, in combination with
the cutter L' and post E, as set forth.

91,473

—

Fjsk Mills, Washington D. C, as-

signor to hiinself, Marcus P. jSToktox, Troy, IST.

Y., and George H. Penfield, Hartford, Conn.

—

Postal- Currency Envelope.—June 15, 1869.
Claim,.— 1. A postage-stamp envelope currency,

constructed, arranged, and combined in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

2. A postage-stamp, folded into an envelope of the
requisite size to receive letters for mailing, and hav-
ing the postage-stamp so printed, and impi-essed, and
arranged tliereon, that it shall be canceled in the
manner aiul by the means substantially as herein de-
scribed aud set forth.

91 ,474.—Henry Moule, Eordington, and Hen-
ry John Girdlestonk, London, Eng'land.

—

Deodor-
izing-Apparatus for Vi'ater- Closets.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— ] . Tlie oscillating hopper A, the chucker
C, upon the oscillating shaft D, the shelf C, pivoted
lever P, and handle G, combined to operate witliin
the case, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The oscillating hopper A, the chncker C, upon
tlio oscilliiling shaft E, and the weighted levers, in
combination with (sacli other, and the hinged seat,
substantuUIy as described, for the puriwso specified.

91,475.—Anton Mijller, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Construction of Jlot-Water 7>oi7cr.9.—June 1.5, ]8()9.

Claim.—The anvingement of an inwardly ])rojeet-
ing flange, a, and Ix'ad 6, at the ends of the body A,
in combiiKitioii Avith the head B, substantially as
shown aiul described.

91 ,476. -John Muri'IIY and Albert H. Hook,
New York, N. Y.—Machine fur Making Rubber
JIo.se, (fie—June ]5, 1869.

Claim,.— \ . A nnichine for malting hose and sirai-
Iiir articles, constructed and combined substantially
a8des(!ril)(((l.

2, Polling the mandrel and cloth between two sur-
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fac"es, one or both of which are covered with elastic

material.

91,477.—Henry M. Myers, Allegheny City,
Fa.— Method of Coating Hinges with Tin.—JirnelS,
1869.

Claim.—Coating hinges with tin, as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

91,478.—Isaiah Nutt, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Refitting Conical Valves.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the adjustable
center C, and stationary concave B, constructed
smooth on its interior, to form a rest and guide for

the valve of the sliding-cutter E, arranged to pro-

ject through a slot, a, in the concave, substantially
as specified.

91,479.

—

Anton Ochsner, New Haven, Conn.—
Combined Latch and Lock.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring-jilate Q, pivoted on the
bolt A, in combination with the two-armed nut E,
substantially as described.

2. The combination ofthe sliding-bolt A H H with
lips G- G', the nut E, with arms F"P, on the spindle
D, the pivoted spring-tumblers L, Avith notch T and
stops O O', the stop N, and pivoted spring-plate Q,
all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed, to operate either as a night-lock, a knob-
door-ldteh, or as a positive, or dead-lock, as set

forth.

91,4S0.—John Pickles, Wigan, England.—
Manufacture of Paper.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of i^aper-pulp from the
materials and by the process substantially as herein
described.

91 ,481.

—

Merritt F. Potter, Kaneville, HI.-
Milk-Cooler.—J\mel5, 1869.

Claim,—1. The air-tight spreading-chamber and-
feeding and discharging pipes P G-, the whole operat-
ing as a siphon,, for conducting the cooling-liquid
thi'ough and discharging it from the can or other
vessel containing the liquid, to be cooled automat-
ically.

2. The spreading-chamber, in combination with
the tube B and milk can or vessel, as set forth.

91,482.-George Pye, Boston, Mass.—Har-
vester.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A mowing-machine, having a cam-
wheel, E, attached to one of the driving-wheels, in

combination with the roeking-lever I, elbow-lever G,
rod H, and lever I, all constructed and arranged as
herein described.

'

2, Tlie drag-bar J, hinged to the main frame, and
having the lever I, that operates the sickle, iiivoti'd

thereon, and the finger-bar L hinged thereto, as here-
in set forth

3. T)ie slotted plate E, set at an angle on the frame
A, and held in place by the lug g and bolt /) , for hold-
ing and adjusting the rocking-lever I, as herein de-
scribed.

91,483.-Peter Kegitz, Chicago, 111.

—

Hopper-
Cock.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the shell A, gTOund
valve P, stem E, washers G and H, nut J, lever M,
Aveight N, and standard and projection L, Avhen ar-

ranged and operating substantiajly as and for the
purposes herein set forth and shown.

91,484.—George Pehfuss, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to the Amicrican Button-] Iolk Ovkk-
Skamlng and Sewing-Machine Comtanv, same
place.

—

Sewing-Machine Work-1'late.—,Jnno 15, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The detachable work-plate 15, liaviiig

two ips one catching beneath a projection on Die
base-plate of the nmciiine, and the otiier adai)ted to

u projection on a pin,/, turning in the bnseplrtto,

and provided at the lower end witli a handle or its

e(iuivalent, substiuitially as and for the purpose do-

scribed.
2. The plate B, with its lip e', bent and adapted

to a jn-ojection ou the base-plate, for tUo purpose
specified.
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91,485.—Dexter Heyxolds, Albany, X. X.

—

EvajiOi-ating-ApiJCiratus.—dune 15, 1869.
*

Claim.—1. The stnq^s a and sockets c, vrith their
removable pins i. for the purpose of joining- two
boxes together, and ofseparating them, a\ hen desired,
substaiitiallv in the manner des'ci'ibed.

2. Tlie evaporating- bos or boxes, with their p^pes,
cases, tubes, or receptacles for steam, when con-
structed and adjusted as herein described, so as to
utilize the heat of the steam from a liquid in a pri-

mary vessel or vessels subjected to heat, for the pur-
pose of heating in such box or boxes, or concentrat-
ing by evaporation further liquid of the same or
similar character, in combination with any suitalile

mechanical device for raising- it or them vertically,

or removing it or them horizontally from such pri-

mary vessel or vessels, in order to have accesg to
such primary vessel or vessels, or theii- surroundings,
for any puipose whatever.

3. The evaporating- box or boxes, with their pipes,
cases, tubes, or receptacles for steam, when con-
structed and adjusted substantially as described, so as
to utilize the heat of the steam from liquid in a prima-
ry vessel or vessels subjected to heat, for the purpose
of heating in such box or boxes, or concentrating by
evaporation further liquid of the same or sirSilar

character, when such box or boxes are placed vertical-

ly over, or under, or diagonally from a primary ves-
sel or vessels subjected to heat,* in combination -nith

a cover or covers to such primary vessel or vessels,

or such parts thereof not covered by such box or
boxes, opening or removable, or both, so as to have
access to such i>rimary vessel or vessels, and its or
their sun'oundings, for any purpose whatever, with
a communication, by pipes or otherwise, for the pas-
sage of steam from imder such cover or covers, either
through, back, under, or aside from it or them, to
one end or any part of the pipes, cases, tubes, or re-

ceptacles for steam in such bos or boxes, through
which heat is to be .transmitted to the liquid sur-

rounding it or them, substantially in the manner and
f(H.' th-e purposes set forth.

91,486.—Perceval Egberts, Philadelphia, Pa.—Method of Constructing Piles for Forming Axles,
c6c.—JunelS, 1869.

Claim.—A pile or fagot, (tor axles and shafting,)
composed of flat hars and layers of square bars, ar-
ranged alternately, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

91 ,487.—Jajies Egberts, TThite Pigeon, Mich.—Potato-Digger.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The intermittent rotating rim-wheels
P, provided with the grated scoops Q, main shaft E,
ratchets O, rocker-arms X, and pin M, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

2. The oscillating grated drum S, provided with
the internal grated drum TJ, door T, and pallet X,
when ai'ranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The standards G, main journals F, adjusting-
sere-ns H, and pawls I and J, as and for the piujpose
set forth.

4. The "s-lbrating grated apron "W and cam-lever
T, when arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

5. The slotted connecting-rods L, cranks X. ratch-
ets E, and pawls D, substantially as and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

6. The combination and ai'rangement of the above-
named parts with the frame A, wheels C and B, ex-
cavator Z, shaft 2, lever 3, and quadrant 4, when
operating and used substantially as herein described
and for the purpose described.

'

91,488.—'William S. Eyersgx, Xew York, X.
T., assignor to himself, Aiios L. Tkipp, and
Charles Cha:mbers, same place.

—

Boat-Detaching
Apparatus.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—The slings a a. connected together, so as

to be hung fi-om the blocks or fall, in combination
Tvith the shaft e. hooked ends e', and lever Jc, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

91,489.—Hexky C. Shafer, Petersburgh, Ind.—Corn-Planter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the fi'ame A, wheels
E and C C, seed-boxes D, lever E, spring F, slides
Gr G, and slotted scrapers H, ail substantially as
specified.

91,490.—Christian- Sholl, Mount Jov, Pa.—
Sash -Holder.—Jnv.e 15. 1869.
Claim

.

—A metallic box, D, with or without its side
flange. E, having a V-shaped guide, G, at top. and
pin H below, that holds the spring J and angular
plate K, which has its V-shaped notch at top, work-
ing on the guide G and pin-lock C at one end, and
button M on the other end, all arranged and operated
substantially as described and set forth.

91,491—De TTitt Stevexs, Xewark, X. J.—
Ash-Si/ter.—June 15. 1869.

Claim.—A reversible inclined sieve, with inclosed
spaces above and below the screen, with guide and
central dust-proof vent, substantially as constructed,
for the purposes set forth.

91,493.—Sglojiox Stevexs, Terre Coupee, Ind.—Bee-Hive.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The base, constructed as" described,
with an opening for the admission of robbers, in the
front, and a passage through ; tlie bottom being
closed with a slide, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination and aiTaiigement of the base,
constructed as described, with a bee-hiA-e, having
openings u and chambers /i, when constructed sub-
stantially as specified.

91,493—Charles H. Swaix, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Smelting-Furnace.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the retorts in the
sides of the furnace, with pipes leading from them,
and conveying the vaporized fluid to the inside of the ^

fiu-nace, or under the bottom of the same, and mixing
it with the oxygen of the air through the openings at
G' G', and driving the combined gas and oxygen into
and up through the ores to be smelted.

91,494.—AxTDREW J. Tatlgr, Manchester, Ind.—Potato and Corn Planter.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The machine described, consisting of
the frame A, standards B B', platform C, rock-shaft
D, and slides F and H, when combined and arranged
as and for the purpose described.

2. The slide F, constructed and aiTanged as de-
scj'ibed, in combination with perpendicular knife C^
and springs C^, as described.

3. The above-described arrangement, in combina-
tion with slides H, and knife H^', and hopper I, sub-
stantially as and lor the purpose set forth.

91,495.—Hexry H. Tiet, Mystic, Conn.—5a/-
ing -Press.—Jime 15, 1869.

Claim.—In an upright toggle-lever baling-press,
the trunnions or bearings c, pr-ojecting from the nuts
F F of the right and left hand screw G, in combina-
tion with the g'uides I, on which the trunnions or
bearings c rest, all being aiTanged to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,496.—L. Trgwbridge and 'W. H. Trow-
bridge, ^ew York, X. Y.

—

Gas-Stove.— June 15,
1869.

Claim:—1. The combination of the tube or section
C and rod e, between the point B, or the pointA and
the point D, at the outside of the frame-work, for the
purpose of removing the packing-cap D and thumb-
piece E beyond the reach of the heat, substantially
as and for the pm-pose described.

2. The combination and arrangement of burner A,
pipe C, packing-cap D, and thumb-piece E. substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The ducts L L, the convexity for ignition z z,

and escape-opening o, in combination with the rim
M, substantially in the manner and for the pui'pose
described.

91,497.—Seth G. Tufts, Maiueville, Ohio.—
Reversible Cultivator.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a hand or other culti-

vator, of the double-ended sheth or standard C, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses designated.
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2. In combination witli a double-ended sheth, the

reA'ersible-handle E, substantially as set forth.

3. The cross-bar Gr, checks g, and' bolt I, or their

equivalents, in the described combination ^vith the

reversible handle E.

91,498.—JOHN TuRNEE, ISTorwich, Conn.—Afa"
chinefor Making Covered Cord.—Jjiine 15, 1869

Claim.—1. The combination, in a machine for mak-
ing covered cord, of two or more strand-carrying-

devices, which do not twist tlie strands, eovering--

devices for each strand, and laying-devices, whereby
the strands are covered, and all subsequently laid

into cord, substantially as herein described.

2. The strand-carrying- bobbins, in combination
with tlie laying-spindle, and with the sinndles E E,
occupying a fixed relation to the laying-spindle, and
arranged in line with the axis of the coA'ering-spiu-

dles, substantially as herein specified.

91,499. — John T. Tyler, Pittsburgh, and
jAJfES J. Johnston, Allegheny City, assignors to

John T. Tyler, A. R. Hurst, Henry M. Myers,
and DavId M. Armor, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Apparatus
for Making Gasfrom Hydrocarbons.—June 15,1869;
antedated June 12, 1869.

Claim.—1 . Making a fixed gas from the lighter pro-

ducts of hydrocarbon-oil, by causing- it to flow tlirough

a series of layers of charcoal, placed on inclined ways,
arranged in a gas-generating chamber, provided with
a supply and exit pipe, said chamber being sub-
jected to heat, substantially as herein described, and
for the xjurpose set forth.

2. A series of layers of wood-charcoal, or its equiv-
alent, when used in combination with the inclined
ways 2, or their equivalent, arranged within the gas-
generating chamber D, as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,500—Alexander Vail, Henry, lYL.—WMf-
Jietree.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The double-tree E', single-trees E E, pul-

ley E, and chain D, in combination with the pivoted
lever B, provided witli adjustal^le hooks h b, and sin-

gle-tree C, all constructed, arranged, and operated in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,501.—"William J. Wallls and William E.
Huttmann, Chicago, 111.

—

Harvester.—June 15, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the pivoted rake E,
operated by the shaft A and cam Gr, with the circu-
lar incline E and endless belt D, all constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. Tlie hinged platform H, attached to the main
platform, and supporting the binding-table K, and
binders' seats s, as arranged and described.

91,503.—Joseph Weizenecker, St. Louis, Mo.
— Wine and Cider Press.—June 15, 1869.

Claivn.—The pressure-head E, formed of the parts
e, e\ e^, e^, e*, and e^, when combined with the box
D, formed with sides rf, perforated as sliown at
d\ and beveled slats d^, substantially as set forth.

91,503.—Cornelius Whitehouse, Bridgetown,
near Cannock, England.—Proves.? /or Making Au-
gers and Boring-Bits.—June 15, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of. augers, boring-bits,
and otlier similar tools by the process or combina-
tion of processes hereinbefore described, and illus

trated in tlie accompanying drawing ; that is to say,
making the said augers, boring-bits," and other simi-
lar tools, by first easting them of steel or iron, and
subse(iuently softening or annealing the same, bend-
ing and shaping into the required form such parts as
could not be conveniently cast of the rocpurcd form,
and finally hardening and finishing the said tools,
substantially as described and illustrated.

91,504.—Hiram L. Wilcox, Percival, Towa.—
Process of Tanning Hides.—June 15, ]8()9.

Claim.—Tha above-described ]n-ocess for tanning-
hides, substantially as herein set forth.

91,505.—James R. Wood, Providonco, P. I.,
assignor to Chaiilks G. Taft, Jr., same place.-
Butchers'' iSieeL-Juno 15, 1869.

Claim,.—The improved butchers' steel, herein de-
scribed, with its cross-cut teeth, manufactured in
the manner and for the purposes specified.

91,506. — Benjamin C. Atkinson, ISTewbury-
port, Mass.

—

Steam-Condenser.—June 22, 1869 : an-
tedated June 8, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of the hot well B, pipes
b and d, exhaust-pipe E, and pump H, with refer-
ence to the condenser A, and pipes C and D, sub-
stantially as described and specihed.

91,507.—Lloyd E. Baldwin, Windham, Conn.,
assignor to the Connecticut Eiver Quarry Com-
pany.—Stone-iSatcing Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable bed or carriage, run-
ning upon the tracks i i, being a combination of the
truck-wheels ft' (x\ beams b' b', cross-beams c' c',

with the duplicate racks z z' attached thereto, and
gearing into the gear-wheels y y', tracks o^ o^, truck-
wheels e' e', beams x^ x^, fixed toji-beams vi^ m'-, and
sliding top-beams m"^ m^, containing one or more lev-
eling-screws, i^, the whole constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described, and applied to a ma-
chine for sawing stone or other material.

2. The combination of machinery herein described,
for producing an adjustable feed-motion of the ad-
justable bed, consisting of the cone-pulleys g and j,
with the connecting-belt /, shaft v, worm p upon
shaft n, the worm-Avheel I, reversiug-clutch s', loose
wheel E, shaft vi, worm p, worm-wheel r, shaft ?i,

pinion w, and its duplicate gear-wheels y and?/', and
the racks z and z', all constructed and operating
su.bstantially as described, for the purposes de-
scribed." .

.

3. The combination of the parts mentioned in the
first and second claims, Avith the shaft n, belt-wheel
0, belt e, belt-pulley d, shaft a, and a saw,B, com-
posed of an iron or steel plate, with or without teeth,
or of copper or other suitable material, with dia-
monds or other hard precious stones imbedded in
the edge, and acting as teeth, the whole constructed
and operating substantially as described, and applied
to sawing- stone or other mateiials.

4. The leveling-screws i^, more or less in number,
in combination Avith the adjustable bed, constructed
and operating as described, for the purposes de-
scribed,

5. The combination of the adjustable bed and the
several devices for producing feed-motion in a stone-
sawing machine, as specified in claim second, sub-
stituting, if desirable, a screw and bevel-gear wheel
in lieu of the rack and pinion on shaft n, substan-
tially as described.

91,508.-J. H. Bean, Marietta, Ohio, assignor
to himself, Abram Pratt, and James A. Tenney
—Heel- Cutter.—JnuQ. 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. The bent lever E, with its slot b, va

combination Avith set-screw b' and shaft C, as and
for the purpose described.

2. The lever E, when provided Avith the hina-ed
tongue e^, substantially as described.

91,509.—Chauncey N. Bennett, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and A. T. Bennett.— C-ort ?-

Stove.—Jiwe 22, 1869.

Claim.—I. The register D', substantiallv as and
for tlui purpose described.

2. The register 1), substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The combination of registers B and D', sub-
stantially as and for. the purpose described.

4. The ccnnbinatiou of register D' and foot-rest A.
substantially as and for the purpose doscribod.

_
5. The combination of registers B and 1)', and

foot-rest A, substantially us "and for the purjiose do-
scribed.

91,5 10.—George Bergner, Wasliinu-lon, Mo.—
Velocipede.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—A velocipede, combining <li(> wiieels E, K',

andP, jiinions oo', cogs 1, 2, 3, \i'., adjustable stir-
rups A- k\ concentric wheels A and B. provided with
frictit)n-rolI(>rs a (/' a'^ «', and scut II, all construct-
ed, arranged, and operated substantially us and for
the purpose shown and specilied.
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91,oil.

—

Hexsy EluxL'ELL and Jo-HX McWil-
U.vii5. P^o^-idence. E. I.

—

Sereic-Pr&ss.—June 22,

Claim.—1. Forraing an anti-Metion female sere"w-

or nut of a screw-press, by i>ouring' the melted alloy

or anrl-friction metal around the sereTT, and into a
cliamber inclosing it, formed ir the manner de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the plunger E. slides D D,
and frame J, sabstantiaUj as described.

91,512.—^Egbert Brig<js, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machine for Shearinri JLetaU.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—^1. Combining, -with the plain and spleened
shaft and the euttei"S. the screw-threaded sleeves,

for the purpose of adjusting said cuttere, substan-
tiallr as described.

2. The gTiard-roUers. or their equiralent. back of
tie cutters of shears, such as are tised for slitting or
trimming plates, in combination with elevating-
gcards. to cany the contiguous strips or shearings
alx>Te the rollers, for the" purpose of causing the
plate to pass straight through the shears, substan-
tially as described.

91,513.

—

Albert Bbtsba^sx. 2s"?w York, X. T.—Pi'iev.inatic Title for Trans-porting Goods.—June
22. lSo9 : antedated June 11. 1669.

Claim.—The combination of hollow spheres and
cyliiiders with pnetunatic tubes, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

91.514.—THOitAS "^. Erowx. Beading, Pa.—
Griwistotu-Joxirnal Box.—June 22, Isdy.

Claim.—The improved manufacture ofgrindstone-
journal bos, as made with the Mction-wheel bearings
and jotimals and journal-abutments arranged whol-
ly nithin the oH-receptacle. and with the"bearings
projecting inward from its opposite sides, in eomfii-
nation with the cover, arranged and constructed so
as. when shut down upon the oil-receptacle, it shall

close it. and extend over the wheels, their bearings,
journals, and journal-abtitments. in manner substan-
tirdly as above described, and as represented in the
aceompanTing drawings.

91.515.—Hexrt I. BKrx-XTip., Xazareth. Pa.—
B'iur-Ftider.—June 22. 1S63.

Claim.— The arrangement of the transversely
poi-forated valve E, ia relation to the supply-pipe P
and pipes C and D, respectively communicating
with the steam and water spaces of the boiler A,
substantially as herein speeiiied.

91,516.—Abxzr H. Betaxt, PhUadelphia, Pa. .—Pocket for Egg-Carriers.—Jtme 22. 1869; ante-
dated June 8, \i^.

Claim.—^A pocket, constructed in the manner
herein described and shown, to accompany and be
used with devices for transporting eggs.

91,5ir—^W^KLL^Ai ir. BrsH and Thomas B.
ElCHARDS, Cincinnati. Ohio.

—

Base-Burning Stove.—
June 22, 1>69.

Claim.—\. The register X. passage X. formed by
the magazine A ana stem D. in combination with
the series of holes L, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

' 2. The combination of a perforated door, G, with
an outer door. P. containing a mica panel, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. The passage X. formed by the magazine A and
drum D. in combination with the serie^ of holes L
and plate V, substantially as shown and described.

4. The combination of the magazine A and the se-
ries of holes B, all as shown and described.

5. The exit-flue H. placed in pipe E', in any i>osi-

tion between the chambers S and T, as and for the
purx)ose described.

6. The damper I. arranged in pipe E' relative to
exit-flue H. as and for the purpose described.

91. 51S Joseph BussER. Troy, OMo.—Wooden
Wall for Buildings.—June 22. Ie69.
Claim.—1. The construction of the inner surfaee

of a plank wall, which has its planks laid flatwise of

tenons b. and crussing-strips c. substandaliy as and
for the ptirpose described.

2. The beveled and grooved planks A., in combina-
tion with the interposed strips B B' and horizontal
chambers C, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

91,519. — ^. E. Can-edt. '^auconda, HI.—
Store-Pipe Shelf and Drier.—June 22. 1869.
Claim.—The corabir.ation of a rotating shelf. B,

provided with a hinged leaf. B. with the drying-oven
D. provided with a grated bottom. J, and "thepivot-
ed support K. provided with slots /. for support-
ing arms P. and so cut away on the side g as to allow
the leafB to fall down, when the support is turned
on its pivot I, as set forth.

91,520.

—

Addis E. Ghamberladt and J. B.
Cro^vlet. Cincinnati Ohio, assigmors to Addis E.
Chamberlaix. O.X. BrsH. and Fraxklis V. Cham-
BERLAIX.

—

C-ool-ing-Store.—June 22. 186^.

Claim.—1. The combination of the standards V
V and pendants C C, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The forked pieces G G, with the pins H H, as
and for the purpose described.

3. The adjusting of the grates A and B, so that

both will be operated, as described, by the same mo-
tion.

4. The pan E, containing the grate A, reversible
in the stove, as and for the purpose described.

-5. The chamber O' and the series of holes O Oj as
and for the ptirpose described.

6. The combination of the plate O and box X,'as
and for the purpose described.

7. The verti<^ partition B', as and for the pur-
pose described.

8. The pan S. as and for the purpose described.
9. The shoulders//, at risrht angles to each other

on the handle Jy, as an^^ for "the purp<»e de-

scribed.

91.521.
.ih-.^ift-:r.-

-JosEPH Chiseolm, Boston. Mass
-June 22. 18o9.

Claim.—^1. Controlling the action of the yiel-Iinc

supplementary side I, of the hopper H, by the us-: o:

the spring J. arranged and operating stibstantiaiiy

as described.
2. The general arrangement and combination of

the movable inclined sieve D. receptacles B and C.
inclosed in the case A, and the hopper H, provided
with the yielding supplementary side I, substantiafly

as described.

91,.522.—JoHX F. CoLLixs, Xctt York. X. Y.—
Ziquor-TJiief.— 'JvLae 22. 186?.

Claim.—^An instrranent for sampling fluids, con-
sisting of the tube A. ring E. rod F. perforated plug
G. valve H, combined, constructed, and operated
substantially as described and set forth.

91,523.—Patrick H. Cotle. Xewark. X. J.—
Steora-Gcntrator Flue-Brushes.—June 22, 18o9.

Claim.—The combinarion, with the boiier-fiue

brushes, of a guard to guide the brush back int > the
flue after having been pushed through, substantially

as set forth.

91,524.—Achibaed C. Craet. Ftica. X. T.—
Steam Devicefor Warming Bailroad-Curs, artdother

Purposes.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the steam-car, and the enginery pertaining thereto,

when constructed substaniiallT as herein set forth.

2. The steam-genefttor and its mechanical de-

yices, when disconnected from the locomotive, and
constructed substantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the eccentric and its im-
mediate devices, whereby to operate the pump ofthe
steam-generator, substantially as herein described.

91,525.—Isaac Crcm, ^est Chester, Ohio.—
Harroic.—Jtme 22. 1869 : antedated June 8. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sections A B C,

for transportation from place to place, by reversing

the jK>sition of the harrow upon the ground, and fold-

in? the sections, in the manner described.
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91,526.—James G-. Divoll, Sonora, Cal.

—

Meat-
Cutting Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ecceutric eliopping-knives B B,
revolving in opposite directions upon the parallel

shafts a a', and operated by gearing- connected witli

the driving-wheel E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The chopping-caso L, moving from end to end
of the frame, andhavin^ the eccentric choppiug-
knives B B revolving and cutting from side to side,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.
3. The combination of tlie endless screw h, toothed

wheels H and K, and connecting-rod m, or an equiv-
alent device, receiving their motion from the driving-
wheel E, substantially as and for the purpose above
described.

91,527.—Thomas A. Edison, Boston, assignor
to Joel H. Hills and William E. Plummer, New-
ton, Mass.

—

Printing-Telegraph.—June 22, 1869.
Claim. — The two electro-magnets B E, placed

within the same circuit, one for operating the type-
wheel, the other for operating the printing-haminer,
in combination with a "jiolarized relay," which
forms an automatic switch, whereby either one of
the electro-magnets may be brought into action, and
the other cut out of the circuit by the reversal of the
cun-ent, substantially as and tor the purpose de-
scribed.

91,528.—Stephen Elliott, Hichmond, Ind.—
Door-Spring.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The stationary circular rod E, attached
at both ends, with its supporter D, when used to con-
tract the spring, in combination with spring D and
plates E F, as constructed and shown, for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,529.—William H. Emekson, Dixon, 111.—
I>6>/i- TF«6'fter.—June 22, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The rotating cylinder B F C^, provided
with doors D, in combination with removable dish-
holders L M G H I, and S 6 T, as set forth.

2. The combination of the cylinder B F C^, carry-
ing the dish-holders, with the case A, as and for the
purpose described.

3. In combination with the cylinder B F C, the
buckets E, for conducting currents of water on to
the dishes in the holders, as described.

91,530.— Henry "W. Farley, Oswego, HI.—
Lightning-Bod.—JmiG, 22, 1869.

Claim.—The application of one or more wires or
strips of copper or other metal possessing superior
qualities as conductors of electricity, within the
angles or grooves of a corrugated iron rod, substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown.

91,531.—Michael Feigel, ISTew Utrecht, K".
Y.—Mortising- Chisel—June 22, 1869.

Claim. — The mortising-chisel A, provided with
the cutting-blade E, projecting obliquely from near
the middle of the back thereof, and operating as and
for tlie purjjose herein specified.

91,532.—Henry J. Ferguson, Manchester, E".
J.—Compound Railroad-Rail.—3\n\Q 22, 1869: an-
tedated June 7, 1 809.
Claim.—1. The compound rail, consisting of the

longitudinally divided web A, flanged base-plate B,
and flfinged and dovetailed head C, the Avhole aon-
structed, arranged, and combined substantially as
herein shown and described.

1 2. The dovetailed toifgne g, and flanges c c, on the
under side of the bond C, in coml)ina'tion \\\i]i tlie
channels in the web A, serving to unite the head
Avitli the web, by filling tlio cavity around the tongue
g Avith molten metal, substantially as shown and'de-
scriljed.

3. Combining the head and web of a raih'oad-rail,
by means of molten metal poured in and around a
dovetiiilcd tongue a)id groove, substantially as de-
scribed.

91,533. — Loriis Fischer, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
VaporBurner.—^\\\w, 22, ] 869.

Claim,. — The wcieen or perforated guard K, in
conil)iiiation with the air-passnges F F, Avhen cm-

ployed on vapor-burners, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth,

91,534.—L. B. Flanders, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Velocipede.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with the said seat or

saddle, a spring, /, carrying a roller, h, adapted to
the edge of the opening" in the annular wheel, siab-

stantially as described.
2. In combination with the said saddle, the elastic

straps i i, each having a stirrup carrying a roller, as
set forth.

91,535.—Allen Greene and Elisha Dyer,
Providence, li. I.

—

Velocipede.—June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The spheroidal wheel D, having but
one rim, with double set of spokes, with separate
hubs for each set, between which, within the wheel,
is the pendent seat E, in combination with the crank
and treadle movement, arranged and operating in
the manner substantially as shown and deseril^ed.

2. In combination with a single wheel of the char-
acter described, the forked lateral support J, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

91,536.—Joseph C. Henderson, Troy, K". Y,—
Base-Burning Stove.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The continuous supply cylinder or
magazine C, in combination with the front aperture
or opening D, constructed as described, substantial-
ly as hereinbefore set forth and specified.

2. The continuous supply-cylinder C, and front
opening, D, in combination with the gas-combustion
chamber A and exit-passage E, substantially as
hereinbefore specified.

3. The combination of the chamber A, exit-pas-
sage E, flue I, and upper chamber B, substantially
as and for the purposes hereinbefore specified.

4. The combination of the chamber A, exit-pas-
sage E, flue I, oven F. and chamber B, substantially
as and for the i)urposes hereinbefore specified.

5. The combination of the chamber A, exit-pas-,
sage E, flue I, boiler-seat G, and chamber B. sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore speci-
fied.

6. Constructing an oven, F, or boiler-seat, G, in
such a manner that the oven or boiler may be heated
by the passage of the products of combustion from
the lower to the upper portion of the stove, through
an exterior flue or flues, I, substantially as herein-
before specifled.

7. The damper L, in combination with the lower
chamber A and the upper chamber B of the stove.,

substanticilly as hereinbefore specified.

8. The annular air-chamber H, and apertures a a,

in combination with the continuous supply-eyliuder
C, substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
specified.

91,537.—Edward Heylyn, Eochester, IsT. Y.—
Cement for Calking Ships, and other Purpioses.—
June 22, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie cement or composition aboA^e de-
scribed, for the purpose of calking tlie seams and
bolt-heads and other openings in the decks of ves-
sels, and for coating and lining wooden vessels, and
other similar purposes.

91,538.-Ephratm C. Hodge, Oneonta, and De-
Los H. Mann, Delhi, N. Y.— Carriage-Spring.—
June 22, 1869.

Claim.—In combination Avith a Avheelcd veliicle,

the reaches A, arched pieces B, springs C, cross-
pieces F, and springs D, the Avholc being combined,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
purposes sot forth in the above specification.

91,539.—Alpheus S. Hunter, 'N'owburgh, N.
Y.—Skate.—Jnno 22, IPGy ; antedated June 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of fasti'iiiiig or unfastening
skates to the boot or shoe by Ihe conibiued action of
lever H, lever G S c, rod' T T K, double-acting
Mcdgc K K, with plates P'Q* and P'-* QS and anglo-
plate F, as specified.

2. The manner of adjussting the slvate to the boot
by means of the I'od 'I'T K, nuts L and .M, doublo-
aeting Avedge K K, and the correspomling grooves
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in the angle-plates Pi Qi and P^ Q2, for the foot-plate,

and by itieans of movable aug-le-plate F for the heel,

as specified.

!)1,540.—Thomas C. Jenks, Philadelphia, Pa.—
lialsed-Lettercd Signs, Show- Cards, and the Like
Articles, from Fapier-Mache.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of either block or
flat letters or figures from ijapier-mache, substantial-
ly as described.

2. The manufacture of a complete sig-n or show-
card, ^ith raised letters or figures, with or without
frame, said letters or figures, frame, and ground,
being of one and the same piece, made of papier-
viaclie, substantially as described.

3. Stamping a frame around the edge of t\\epapier-
onache show-card, of one and the same piece with
the letters or figures and ground, substantially as
described.

91,541.

—

Jonathan Johnson, Lowell, Mass.—
Pad for Horses' Hoofs.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. The spring A, constructed, applied, and

arranged in the manner and for the purpose shown
and described.

2. The sandal-pad B, constructed, applied, and
arranged in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the strap C, spring A, pad
B, and absorbent D, all constructed, combined, and
arranged as and for the purpose described.

91,542.—D. P. Kayner, Erie, Pa.

—

Cooking-
Stove.—^Juue 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of a cook-attachment
for stoves, Avhen the same is constructed substantial-
ly in the manner and form set forth.

2. The construction of a cook-attachment for
stoves, with a direct flue.

3. A cook- attachment for parlor or sitting-room
stoves, with an oven in combination therewith,
when constructed substantially as set forth.

4. The oven-attachment, herein described.

91,543

—

James M. Keep, 'Ne^v York, N. T.—
Ofice Indicator and Register.—June 22, 1869 ; ante-
dated June 8, 1869.

Claim.—Tlae combination and arrangement of the
numbered knob, pointer, dial, and super-indicator,
constructed and operating as described.

91,544.— Isaac Kellek, Bandolph, Ohio.

—

Wood-Sawing Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliaft B, loose
bevel-gear wheels O O, sliding clutch-collar IST, bevel-
gear wheel M, shaft R, gear S T, universal joiuts U
and "W, rod V, and feed-roller X, the several parts
being arranged as and for the purpose herein speci-
fied.

2. The arrangement of the connecting-rod L,
slides Y Y, (united, by a neck, at their centers, as
shown,) saw-bar Z, oscillating guides q q, and post v,

when the several parts are constructed, arranged,
and operated in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

3. The arrangement of the lever / of the third
order, provided with brad g and ratchet i, the con-
necting and adjusting iron I, the working-lever k,

v>ith catch z and the carriage-way A^, when the sev-

eral parts are constructed and operated in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

91,545.—Ira C. Kelley, Monticello, Ind.—i2o-
sctte-Holder.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—An improved rosette-holder, consisting
of the base A, over which the fabric is .stretclied,

and the clamp d, which secures it thereon, and the
screw-stud b, by which the device is attached, the
whole arranged substantially as desciibed.

91,546.— Peter Kltne, Johnsville, Ohio.

—

Morse-Tower.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the draught-levers
D with the slotted guide-beams C E and brackets B,

all the parts being constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating substantially as described; for the purpose
specified.

91,547.— WiLUAJr Leathe, Woburn, Mass.,
assignor to himself, Stoughton B. Holden, and
Luther L. Holuen.—^ooi! and Shoe.—June 22,
1869.

Claim.—The device A BDm m, as shown in Fig.
1, for the leg of a boot, as herein described.

91,548.—"William A. Lewis, Joliet, lYl.—Horse-
liake.—JmiQ 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement of the tubular rake-
head a with the teeth e, as shown and described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the tubu-
lar rake-head a, wheels b, and lever o. the whole
operating substantially as shown and described.

91,549.—"William A. Lewis, Joliet lll.-Grain-
Clea7ier.—Jimo 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shield i, over the sieves, for the
purposes described.

2. The regulator p and radial arms o o, on the
shaft 2, in combination with the hopper n, arranged,
operating, and constructed as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. A machine, constructed, operating, and ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

91,550.

—

John Lund, Milwaukee, Wis.— Veloci-

pede.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Seat I, cranks N ]!f iST, foot-rests

K K, bands G G, in combination with pulleys F and
H, and shafts D D, and wheel A, substantially as

described.
2. Wheel A, spokesB, hubs C, and shafts D, in com-

bination with hanger 0, and cranks E, constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

3. Foot-rests K K and seat I, resting on cranks l!^

,

with long feet, substantially as described.

91,551.

—

Benjamin G-. Luther, Providence, R.
I.

—

Folding Wagon- Cover Frame.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two outer bows
with the toggle-levers B' B' and B B, secured to the
middle bow I) by appropriate clasps, substantially

as described.

91,552.—Azel Storrs Lyman, ISTe-vr York, 17.

Y., assignor to himself and David Lyman, Middle-
field, Conn.

—

Curing and Preserving Meat, &c.—
June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of preparing meat for

I)reservation, by placing it in a vacuum-chamber
while yet warm, and exhausting the air from said
chamber, substantially as described, and keeping the

meat in such vacuum until properly cooled, all sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the meat-chamber and
pump, of a condenser or absorbent, located between
said pump and chamber, operating substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3. As a new manufacture, fresh meat, prepared
substantially as herein specified-that is to say, fresh

meat that has been placed in a vacuum so perfect

that water will boil in it below blood-heat, and has
there been deprived of its ammonia and some other

products of the normal waste, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

4. As a new article of merchandise, fi'csh meat,
treated as herein described, and packed in cans or

other suitable receptacles, and then introduced into

a vacuum-chamber, the air exhausted, and its place

supplied with nitrogen and carbonic oxide, or other

innoxious gas, and the receptacle closed while in the

vacuum-chamber, in the manner and for the j)urposes

substantially as specified. ,

5. Eemoving the products of the normal waste,

roasting and drying the meat, as herein specified,

grinding or otlierwise reducing it, or a part of it, and
finally f paling it up in air-tight cans, substantially as

and for the purposes described.
6. As a new manufacture, concentrated roast beef,

mutton, fish, or other meat, prepared and preserved
substantially as specified.

7. Preserving meat by roasting and drying it at

one and the same time, such roasting and drying
being eff"ected by passing a current of warm air

through the meat, substantially as set forth.
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91,553.—Charles Mackh, Elgin, lU.— Coffee-

Boaster.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlio revolving cylinrler E, or its equiva-
lent, mounted upon a balanced frame, composed of

the levers C and D, or their equivalents, in combi-
nation with a suitable weighing-device, in the man-
ner substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

2. The heat- directors B, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

3. The combination of the rag-wheels, endless

chain, and crank-shaft, or its equivalent, with a
colfee-roasting apparatus, when arranged and oper-

ating substantially as described, for the purposes
specified.

^

91,554.—C. K. Marshall, 'New Orleans, La.

—

Sweet-Potato Flour.—June 22, 1869 ; antedated June
8, 1869.

Claiin.—As a new article of commerce and manu-
facture, the reducing of desiccated sweet potatoes
or yams to a fine flour or powder, substantially as
described.

91,555.—Thomas A. Mitchell, 'Washington,
D. C.

—

Device for Converting Motion.— June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The guide-rods, forming a slot, resting
on the shaft, for supporting and directing the racks.

2. Introducing a block in the slot, or between
the guide-bars, hung on the shaft, to reduce fric-

tion and cause a more smooth and even motion of
the racks.

3. In combination with the above, the elastic

buffers at each end of the rack-frame, for fireventing
undue strain on the teeth of either racks or pinions,

at the end of stroke.

91,556.—Cyrus Q-. Moore and Levi S. Gam-
bold, Coatesville, Ind. — Brush-Head.— June 22,

1869,
Claim.—Constructing the brush-head in two cone-

shaped halves, secured together by the clamps C C,
and, in combination therewith, the cone-shaped point
E, on tlic end of tlie screw F, all arranged to operate
in the manner substantially as set forth.

91,55t.—E. E. :isroRNY, McDonough, Del.—Pro-
cess for Preserving Fruit.—Juno 22, 18G9 ; antedated
June 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The preparatory process, by which the
fruits are i)rGscrved in jars, substantially in the
manner liereinbefore described.

2. The giaiiing and finishing process, substantially
as and for the purpose above set forth.

91,558.— James H. Nouthcott, Mechanics-
burgh, l\\.—Steam-Plow.—Jwwi^^, 1869.

Claim..—1. As new in steam-plowing, the working-
shaft, and the combination and arrangement by
which said sliaft is placed in position to receive the
power direct from the engine, with the friction of a
single axle between the engine and the main work
of moving earth.

2. The frame C, and the mode of raising and low-
ering tlie working machiueiy as desired, by said
frame and the sci^w H.

91,559.—Joseph E. Oshoun, Chicago, IW.—IIat
and Coat liacic—

J

uug 22, 18(;9.

Claim,.—The combination of the bod-picco a, the
arm b, the brace c, the shafts dij, the hnt and coat
hooks descril)ed, and the looking-glass g, substan-
tially as set forth.

91,560—-TOHN S. Perry, Albany, N. Y.-Hot-
Air Furnace.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—So constructing a furnace caBing or \\:\\l,

and tlie furnace to be fitted tliereto, and mounting
the latter upon wheels or rollers, tliat an air-tight hot-
air cliauilxu' will ]h) secured, and the furnace nuule ca-
pable of l)(;iug readily removed, without rciiuii'ing to

be taken apart itself, or its casing or wall to bo dis-

turbed, substantially as dcscribeu.

91 ,561.—C. T. PiULLii's, Jordan, N. Y.—Grain-
Separator.—Juno 22, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The blast-fan A, chamber C K, hang-
ing partition m, valve-openings n d, spouts D D, and
chutes e e, and vibrating screen F /, all construct-
ed and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

2. The series of vertical spouts D D^ D^ D^ D^,
connected together by means of the chutes e e^ e^ e^,

when said spouts are made to communicate with a
common fan-chamber, C, in the manner substantially
as herein described, whereby a single fan is render-
ed sufiicient for the entire series of spouts.

3. The combination and arrangement of the verti-

cal spouts D Di D'D^, connected together by chutes,
the common chamber C, fan A a, and the swinging-
frame with screens F/, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as described.

91,56-3.— A. M. Powell, Collinsville, lib, as-

signor to himself, William J. Matthews, andHEz-
EKiA-H E. Johnson, same place.—CAurn.-June 22,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the dashers d d',

valves h h', and connecting-rods e e', arranged as
shown and specified, and constructed substantially
as hereinbefore described.

91,563.—S. H. Kansom, Albany, IST. Y.— Cook-
ing-Stove.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Such an arrangement in an extension-
top cook-stove as will allow all that portion of
the chamber formed by the rear extension of the np-
p$r part of the stove to receive the heated products
before they enter the flues below the top plate of the
oven, whether the direct-draught damper be closed
or open, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the free space a, extend-
ing horizontally from the fire-chamber into the cham-
ber formed by a rear extension, E, a damper, h, or its

equivalent, arranged below said space a, but above
the escape-passage h', substantially as described.

3. Flue-plates C C, terminating at their upper ends
on a level, or nearly so, with the top plate of oven E,
in combination with flues a' a' and 6, and a damper,
arranged substantially as described.

4. The portable elbow-extousion F, arranged be-

low the extension-chamber E, and secm'cd by a hook,

/, and a screw-fastening, g, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The relative arrangement of a, E, F, 7i, and C,

substantially as described.

' 91,564.

—

Edmund EiCE, United States Army.—
Spade-Bayonet.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spade B, Avhen provided with a
socket. A, and shank A', as described, adapted to and.

combined with the muzzle of a musket, as set forth.

2. The finger-guard F, connected at one end with
the shank A' by means of the swivel E, as described.

3. The finger-guard F, connected at one end Avitli

the shank A', and at the other end with the spade
B, as described.

4. The tompion G-, connected with shank A' by
Bwivel E or finger-guard F, substantitdly as set forth

and described.

91,565.—Horace T. Eobbins, Boston, Mass.—
TJmhrella-Runner.—Juno 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. An urabrella-runnor, provided with an
inner sliding or revolving uulockiug-tube, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the runner a and sliding-

tubc c, substantially as described and for the pui'iiose

spccillod.

3. The chamber h, in combination with the runner
a and sliding-ttibe c, sulistantially as described, and
for tho purpose sx)ccified.

91,566.—John Eorinson, Plainiield, assignor
to Aaron S.nell and .Vrthur T. I). Austin, Will
County, IW.—Sidky-Cidtlvator.—Jww 22, 18(>9.

Claim.— i. The combination of the slott(>d motnl
seat .v, post c, and swi\ el-bracM' t, with I lie shovi'l-

b(\'vni (i, arranged, oix'rating, and constructed as and
for the purpo.ses set forth.

2. The general combination of all tlie parts de-

scribcHl and shown, as and for tho purpo.ses set

fortli.
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91,567.—George W. Rothrock, Mifflin. Pa.—
Foot- Comforter.—June 22, 1869; antedated May 25,

1S60. *

« Claim.—A foot-comforter or shoe, having folding
soles h b', and insulators d cV, one or more on each
half sole, substantially as and for the uses above set

forth.

91,56S.—Xewtok 2?^. EuGG, Geneva, 111.—Bag-
Holder.—JvLwa 22, 1869.

Claim.—III combination with the spont M, the el-

bov(--levers D E, having jaws K. said levers being
hinged to lugs G on the side of the spout, and oper-
ated by the pivoted bail A, all arranged as herein
shown and described.

91,569.—"Watsox Saxford, Brooklyn. IST. Y.—
Mot-Air Furnace.—JvLUG 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. A center feed, arranged relatively to

and in connection Avith a series of side flues, and the
horizontal top flues connected to the latter, when
such side flues are exterior to and ojien horizontally
into the fire-pot, substantially as described.

2. A horizontal flue or flues, constructed with a
division-plate, in combination -ndth side flues, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A horizontal flue or flues, constructed with a
division-plate, in combination T^ith a valve or valves,
substantially as described.

4. The arrangement, in coml)ination with a hori-
zontal flue or flues, constructed with a division-plate,
of a valve or valves, substantially as described.

5. The center-feed b, attached to the dome by
means of the projections h ef, and button g, in mari-
ner shown and described.

6. The arrangement of lugs or projections upon
the grate-bar support o, in connection with spurs or
projections upon either the inner ring of the hori-

- zontal grate or upon the collar of tlie center-pin. or
botli, when constructed and operating substantially
as described.

91.570.— Alfred L. Sewell, Chicago, HI.

—

Bool:- Cover Protector.—J\me 22, 1869.
Claim.—A metallic protector for book-corners,

constructed substantially as herein described, for
tlie purpose of clasping the opposite corners of the
book-covers, and covering the corners of the leaves
intervening, and also for the purpose of being at-

tached and removed when desii-ed, as set forth.

91.571. — Harrisox SinXH, Sandyville, and
JOHX H. EVAXS, EoUvar, Ohio.

—

Horseshoe.—June
22. 1869.

Claim.—^A horseshoe, composed of the shoe A,
toe-calks B andC, and heel-calks D E, with stems b

c, and d e, having right^or left handed threads cut on
each, respectively, as herein shown, the severn.1 parts
being arranged and combined substantially' in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

91,573.—J. P. Smith, Hummelstown, Pa.—
Corn-Shcller.—June 22. 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of th^ drum C, rube

c, and concave D, arranged and operating in connec-
tion with the long teeth, h h, of the shelling- wheel,
substantially and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The notches i, in the end of the tube c, for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the projecting bar d. on the
concave D, aud the adjustable g-uide- standard/, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

91,573—J. V. C. SiriTH, :N'ew York, If. Y.—
Carpet-Fastener.—Jnne 22. 1869.

Claim.—The carpet-fastening device, composed
of the elastic metallic strip, bent and shaped in the
manner described, and furnished -n-ith the .points or
studs a, tlie holding-studs b, openings c. and nail-

holes/, all arranged and operating in the manner
herein set forth.

91,574—W. SiRTH, San Francisco. Cal.— TTa-
ter- Closet Valve.—Jxme 22. 1869.

Claim.—The sliding-tube D, having ports K K
and recess M, in combination with the stem K', hav-
ing a head, a. fitted to slide in the recess M, to form
a slip -joint, substantitdly as described.

91,575.—D. M. Smyth, Orange. X. J., assignor
toD. Appi.etox (fc COMPAXY, Xew York City.

—

Fn-
velope-Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A swinging-shear, placed diagonally to
the feeding-mechanism, "and formed witli a bend" so
as to separate the paper diagonally of the strip, and
simultaneously form one of the gores of the envel-
ope-blank, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement herein set forth, of a series of
swinging-shears, for cutting out the gores of the en-
velope-blank, in combination with mechanism for
feeding in the strip of paper, and for folding the en-
velope, substantially as set forth.

3 The pusher W.'an-auged and operating substan-
tially as set forth, in combination with the followers
S and T, and folders TJ, for folding and delivering
the envelope, as set forth.

4. The rollers 25 and 30, placed so as to raise the
rear portions of the envelopes, as they are delivered
fi'om the folder, in combination with the pusher "W,
that passes the envelope beneath those previously
delivered, and the belt Z, that conveys the envelopes
away, substantially as set forth.

91,576. —Hiram G. Solxes, Syracuse, X. Y.—
Boofing-Compound.—June 22, 1869'.

Claim.—A roofing-compound, composed of the
within ingi-edients, in. about the proportions men-
tioned.

91,577.—HiRAii G. SouLES, Syracuse, X. Y.—
Machine for Manufactunng Hoofing.—June 22,
1869.

Claim,.—The roofing-machine herein described,
consisting of the open frame, with its jointed side b'

g^, and fastening h, the detachable roller B, and
sand-hopper C, having the shield i and the pivoted
gate c. operated by means of lever/, the fi-ame being
provided with a suitable handle, and all the parts
constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as herein described, for the purpose of preparing
roofing, as set forth.

91,578—TVilliamE.Tascott, Cleveland, Ohio.—Paint-Oil Compound.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The compound for paint-oil. when com-
posed of ingredients substantially as set forth.

91,579—Ja:mes ^. Teft, Buffalo, X. Y.—Slide
for Extention-Tables.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The stops c and c', in combination with
the cross and stop x, and the double cross d, and the
pin V, ai-ranged aud used substantially as described.

91,580.—Theodore E. Timet, Saratoga, X. Y.—Turbine Water-Wheel.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. The buckets, constructed with radial

or nearly radial impact faces G, concentric or tan-
gential lips H, to prevent slip, and curved inner walls
I, to permit the free passage of the spent water in-

ward to its discharge, substantially as set forth.

2. The segmental checks H J, in combination with
the eccentric flume or casing, as explained.

3. The central plate, in connection with the buck-
ets G H I and discharge-apertures K L, arranged
as shown.

91,581.-Phixeas H. ToMPKixsandELZADou-
GAL, Yan Buren. Iowa.

—

Ground-Roller and Stock-
Cutter.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement ofthe
roUer a, wheel B, shaft x, with its coUars. the dogD,
springs Z, wheels C, knives H, guides J, sashes P P,
all wfien constructed and used substantially as and
for the pm-poses above set forth.

91,582 ^William H. TVaed, Auburn, X. Y.—
Harvester-Eake.—Jxme 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as set forth, of the
revolving radially-slotted dome with the independ-
ently pivoted arms.

2.' The combination, as set forth, of the radially-

slotted dome, the independently pivoted anns, and
the guide-rails E, E, and G.

3. The combination, as set forth, of the revolving
dome, the pivoted arms, and the gTiide-rails, with
the switch-latches, operating as described.
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91,583.—T'REDERICK WiTTRAM, San Francisco,
Ctil.—Letter-Box.—JimQ 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lid or cover B,

rods C, disk or ledge D, ^-ith the box A, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

91,584.—W. M. Wood, Owing-'s Mills, Md.—
Boat-Detailing Apparatus.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The projections c, the block F, and tlic

hooks 5, in combination with the bar A and lever I,

arranged and operated for the purpose substantially

as described.

91,585.—Cykus Abbott, Iowa City, Iowa.

—

Farm^-Fence.—JuxiG 22, 1869.

Claim.—An improved fence, formed by the com-
bination of the posts or A^ertical bars A, boards or
longitudinal bars E, ties or cross-bars C, and in-

clined brace or supporting-bars D, T^ith each other,

substantially in the manner herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the pm^pose set forth.

91,586.—John S. ALEXA>n)ER, Philadelphia,Pa.—Spade-Bayonet.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—the blade A, constructed as described,
and adapted to be attached to a bayonet, in the man-
ner herein set forth, for the i3urx30se sxjccified.

91,587.

—

Joseph Alloxas, Mansfield, Ohio, as-

signor to Cornelius Aultiian and Henry H. Tay-
lor,—Thrashing- Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The through-shaft p, provided with
cams, or their equivalent, for simultaneously adjust-
ing the two ends or sides of the concave.

2. The adjustable Ijearing plate or frame, in which
the bevel-wlieel shaft is mounted, in combination
with means for adjusting the same, to compensate for

wear.

91,588.

—

Eo]!ERT Alsop, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Hanvfacturing Illuminating- Qas.—
June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The closed gas-g'cnerator d, provided
with the circuhxr diaphragms g, radiating perforated
diaphragms/, and pipes h ei, all arranged as and for
the purpose specified.

2. The Avithin-described aiTangement of the gas-
generator d and k, with relation to each other and to
the g-asometer a b, as and for the purpose specified.

91,589.—Sajiuel Anderson, IsTew Orleans, La.
— Velocipjede:—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1.—The application to a two-wheel veloci-
pede of the supplemental powcr-wlieel H, when the
same is combined with a ratchet-wheel, c, pawl d,

spring e, a pulley for the cord g, a vibrating saddle-
frame, i, and a spring, h, substantially in the manner
herein described.

2. The al}ove combination and arrangement, in
combination with pedals M and N, wlien' tlie latter
are constructed and operate substantially as herein
described.

3. Tiie combination of a power-wheel, H, and its

operating-appliances, with the double straddling con-
necting-bar (J, wlien all tlie parts are constructed and
operate substantially as herein descril)ed.

4. Tlie above combination, in comljination with a
hand-lever, y, pitman u, and a crank, t, wlien these
latter parts are constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination of a power-wheel, H, and its

0])crative appliances, with a pulley, P, on the axis
of the driving-wheel, and a belt, p, substantially as
herein described,

91,590.—Lewis J. ATvyooD, "Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to hiuiself and Holmes, Booth & Hay-
dens, samii place.

—

Lamp.—June 22, lfiC9.

Clahn.— 1. A perforated air-distributer, sustained
around the wick-tube by the closed cap, containing
th(>, wick-rais(;r, but removal)le therefrom, in coml)i-
natiou with a draught-plate, couuccted with said
air-distril)uter, aiul i)assing up into tlio glass eliini-

ney, sul)stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. A draught-plate, supported \\'iihin the ehinimw
and above the wiek-tu])e, and a chimney-holder,
made removable from the burner, in combiuatiou

with the wick-tube and a closed I'atchet-cap,- upon
which tlie movable parts are supported, substantially
as set forth.

3. The chimney-holder, made removable, with the
draught-plate, that is supported within the chimney,
in combination with an internal spring or spi-ings,

to clarax) the chimney, substantially as specified.
4. The closed cap around the wick-tube and over

the wick-raiser, in combination with the removable
air-distributer, supported by said- cap, and with a
spring chimney-holder, substantially as specified.

91,591.—J. D. Ayers, East G-reensborough, Vt.— Curtain-Fixture,—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The curtain-fixture, consisting of the
right-angular brackets C, having the spring i, when
supported upon the sash by means of the supports D,
arranged as described, for the pm-pose sx^ecified.

91,592.—J. ]!^. Ayres, Stamford, Conn., assignor
to the Stillwater Company, same place.

—

Ma-
chine for Bending Wire for Rake-Teeth.—^June 22,

1869.
Claiin.—The construction and arrangement of th-e

grooved former A, perforated holding-plate C, and
supports B B, in the manner described, andfor the
purpose set forth.

91,593.

—

ISTathan ay. Baker, Lynn, Mass.

—

Tying- Up Aiol.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The awl A, having recess c, scarfed at i,

substantially as set forth.

91,594.

—

Phinehas Ball, Worcester, Mass.

—

Clamps for Joining Cement-Lined Water-Fipes.—
June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamping-pieces C G, made with
flanged recesses, to receive and retain the packing-,

while at the same time properly supporting- the
cement-filling, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination, with the ends of tiie pipes, of
the packing-rings a a and clamping-pieces C G-, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The' combination, with the ends of the pipe and
clam ping-j)ieces, C G-, of the rubber packing-rings
a a, and packing-pieces c c, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the clamping-pieces C G,
of the auxiliary pieces M N, substantially as- and for

the purposes set forth.

91,595.

—

George Banister, Hartford, Vt.

—

Seed-Flanter

.

—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft g and
adjustable friction-wheel 7i, A\'ith the driving-wlieel
A, box D, and tlie adjustable slide within tbe box,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The disk-wheel j, with its pin ^, sliding-ringL,
with its loose dogs m in, in combination with a seed-
planter, arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

3. The Y)\ow p, Avith its wings q q, and the gaug-c
E., arranged substantially as described, in combi-
nation with a sced-ijlanter, and for the imrposeg set
forth.

91,596.

—

Andrew Bennett, Brooklyn, ]^. Y.

—

Range-Boiler.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—Securing the top A and body B of the
boiler to each other, by means of the beading- a',

formed around the lower edge of said top, and tlio

tongues h' cut out and struck up from the solid metal
of tlie said body 15, to give the solder a linn hold
U])oii botii of said parts, substantially as herein
shown and described.

91,597.—Leopold Bertsche, Jr., Alleglicuy
City, Vix.—Fire-Flace (?m«(?.—June 22, 18(i;».

Clai)ii.—The grate-bars I), construetetl withcross-
heads d', in combination with the upjier bar A, lower
bar C, and detachable sidebar B, said i)arts b»ing-

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

91,598. — Elliaii W. r>i(;ici.ow, AVoree,st<M',

Mass.

—

Stove Top and Cover.—•]\vn^ 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and reJutive arraugo-
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mcnt, -witli the top plate A and rim b, of the hinged
cover C. with outer flange c, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination, with the hinged or swinging
cover C, ol' tlic liiiiged ornamental top F, substan-
tially as and for tlie purposes set forth.

3. The combination, with tlic hinged cover C and
hiuged ornamental top F, of a i^rojection, o, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

91,599.

—

James Brahn, Jersey City, I>5". J., as-

signor to himself and G. E. Cutter.—Low-Water
Indicator.—Juno 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box A, when provided with the
small valve on top, to counteract the pressure on the
larger valve in the bottom, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The water-indicator, consisting of the box A,
having the lever F and the valves^D E, which are
kept closed, by pressure on D, as long as the water
is high in the boiler, while they Avill be opened when
there is not eiiongh water in the boiler, substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The lever F, provided with an adjustable pivot,

/, substantially as herein shown and described.
4. The lever F, when arranged in a bos, A, be-

tween two valves of different size, substantially as
herein shown and described.

91,600.—Henry Bruggeman, Petersburgh.Ind.
—Fanning-MiU.—June 22, 18(39.

Claim.—1. The smut-roller L, constructed as de-
scribed, and perforated adjustable concave 0, in
combination with the shoe E and frame A of a fan-
mill, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. Adjusting the lower screen of the slioe E, by
means of the set-screws J, substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. The combination of the flanged plate K with
the adju.sting-screws J, and lower screen of the shoe
E, of the fan-mill, substantially as herein shown ajid
described, and for the pui'pose set forth,

91,601.—Leander Burdick, H. J. Chase, F.
P. Ishekwood, and W. S. Ishekwood, Toledo,
Ohio.

—

Tobacco-Drier.—-June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method or process of sweating
and curing tobacco, substantially as described.

2. In the process of sweating and curing tobacco,
the employment of an apparatus consisting of a
chest, B, inclosed by a case, A, so as to leave a
steam-space, a, pipes F Gr, and escape-pipe E, sub-
stantially as described.

- Abxer L. Butterfield, Brattle-
borouijh, "Vt.

—

Velocipede.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—1. The springs A, constitnting the outer
ends of the spokes, and supporting the tires, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the axles I I, which carry
the loose pulleys e and the sliding-clutches /, with
the pulleys g formed on the wheels E, substantially
as herein shown and described, to provide a com-
bined driving and steering mechanism, as specified.

3. The briike-levers J J, when arranged in com-
bination ^\ii:]\ the springs _;, chains K, and vertical
pins I, substantially as herein shown and described,
to operate as set forth.

91,603—G. E. Clarke and Edwin P. Dickey,
E,acine, Wis.

—

Lubricating-.Jonrnal.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—Standard B, bolt C, hollow axle D, nut E,
packing F, holes H and I, and flange L, constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

91,604-.—AniEL Codding, Jr., IN'orth Attlebor-
ousrh, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Enameled Bracelets.
—June 22, 1809.

Claim.—The enameled bracelet, formed by the
sheet-metal base-iilate a, having longitudinal flanges
c c, and the enameled concavo-convex plate d, adapt-
ed to fit between, and to be secured in place by the
flanges c, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

91,605.— LORING CoES, Worcester, Mass.—
Wrench-Bar Heading- Machine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination, -vvith the stationary
bed B and base A, of the auxiliary rcmoA-able bed
D, substantially as and for tlie purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the parts D' D', consti-
tuting the auxiliary bed D, of adjusting-\\-edges F
and Gr, substantially as and for the pur])oses set
forth.

3. The combination, with the parts D' D', consti-
tuting the auxiliary bed D, and wedges F, of thin
strips d, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the bed which supports
the anvil-block, of a clearing hole or holes, g, sub-
stantially as described.

91,606.—CoRNELious Collins, "Warren, Ind.—
Machine for Turning Boot-Legs.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wire g, arranged in the upper ends
of the semi-cylindrical plates C I), substantially as
herein shown and described, for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

2. The slide c, operated by the screw e, and carry- /

ing the adjustable semi-cylinder C, substantially as
herein shown and described, to operate as specified.

91,607.— William J. Connell, West TJnitv,
Ohio.—Flood-Roller.-^ime 22, 18G9.

Claim,.—The al)ove-described octagon or polygon
roller, in combination with the slotted posts,' sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

91,608

—

Abel D. Cook, New Madrid, Mo.—
Stove-Pipe.—June 22, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the angular or el-

bow part D and plate C with the horizontal part B
and vertical part A of the pipe or elbow, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The section E and bag or receptacle F, when
used in connection with the plate C and pipesA and
B, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the pm-pose set forth.

91,609. — John J. Crooke, Southfield, and
Lewis Crooke and Henry S. Crooke, yew York,
iST. Y.—Hinge.—Jiv.iG 22, 1869.

Claiin.— 1.—A hinge, constructed with a boss,
head, or shoulder, F, upon the end of the joint-pin
or outside thereof, sunk in a recess formed in the end
of the hinge, and the metal of the joint swaged
down upon or closed over said head, boss, or shoul-
der, snbstantifdly as hereinbefore set forth.

2. The combination, wifh the wings of the hinge
and the joint-pin or pintle, of the bosses, slioulders,

or heads, F, made separate from the axis of the
hinge, or upon parts of a divided pintle, and secured
in place by swaging down the metal of the hinge
upon the SEiid bosses, shoulders, or heads, substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

91,010 Addison Crosby, Westfield, I>r. Y.—
Padlock.—J}me 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rising and falling bow or shackle
B, in connection with the dogs C C, the tumblers
E, provided with the slots e, and the arras F, having
the bars ris attached, all arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The key G, provided with two prongs, //, hav-
ing lateral bits g a, when used in connection with
the tumblers E and dogs C, nil a.rranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93.611 Addison Crosby, Westfield, IS". Y.—
Burial- Case.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1, A burial-case, composed of a frame
constructed of sheet-iron strips, rolled, folded, or
swaged in angle-form, and covered with sheet-lead

or sheet-lead and tin, or ^ther metal, rolled out, in

contact with eacli other, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Securing the piecesBC of the frame to the rims
A J) by slitting the pieces B C longitudinally at their

ends, and inserting one part of said pieces formed
by the slits in perforations in A D, or in tlie fold of

the same, and the other part lapping over one side of
the same, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
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3. The diagonal, inclined, or oblique stays or

brace-rods 1 1, when applied to or combined with a

frame, constructed of sheet-metal strips, folded,

rolled, or swaged in angle-form, substantially as

shown and described, and'for the purpose specified.

4. Joining the edges of the parts of the burial-

case, comprising the covering, by stitching the
edges with fine wire, and then soldering the same,
and either with or without the tubular cap L.

5. The securing of the lining P in the case by
means of the rods h, fitted in the hems in the lining,

and secured in the eyes j, substantially as shown
and described.

91,613.—Henry Cutlek, Ashland, Mass., as-

signor to S. iT. Cutlek & CoMrANX, same place.

—Flour-Mill.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe P, leading to the shoe S, and
discharging directly under the opening of the hop-
l)er B, all arranged as described, for the purpose of
regulating a uniform supply of grain and tailings to
the miU, substantially as set forth.

2. The drying-cliamber E, in combination with
mill A, elevator D, sieve E, box H, pipe P, and
draught c c', all arranged and operated substantially
as herein described.

91.613. — Mexworth D. Drake, Scitnate, as-

signor to W. E. Barrett, Providence, 11. I.

—

Pit-
m-en.—June 22, 1809.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the parts C and
H, and means for holding said parts together, of the
rawhide bearing- pieces E G, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

•2. The combination, with the parts named in the
preceding clause, of the metal pieces a and c, set-

screw M, and set-nut O, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

91.614.— Prosper Eruard and Ameije Er-
HARD, ISTew York, N. Y.

—

Fabric for the Manufac-
ture of Hats, Bonnets, and Various Articles for Use
and Ornament.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The use of the bast of the bass-wood, or
linden, or other vegetable "basts," in the produc-
tion of a fabric applied to the manufacture of hats,
boniiets, dress-trimmings, and other useful and orna-
mental articles, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.

91,615.—Joel A. H. Ellis, Spring-field, Yt.,
assignor to Ellis, Britton & Eaton, same place.— Children's Carriage.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—Tlje arrangement of tlie child's carriage

upon tlie four independent springs E, supported
upon the two parallel springs C, Avhich form the
reach and sole connection between the front and
rear axles, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

9J,616. — Lewis T. Fairbanks, Worcester,
Mix^R.-—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—Jnne 22, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The ari'angoment, in a break-down
breech-loading fire-arm, euch as described, of the
toothed shell-oxtractor, held and sliding in the rear
ond of the hinged barrel, with the stationary cog-
projection g, to wliich the barrel is hinged, and by
wliieh tJie extractor is operated, when the barrel is

tilted, substantially as shown and set forth.
2. The arrangement, in tlie rear end of the hinged

barrel, and Avith respect to the recoil or locking-
piece, of tlic catch-piece E, springs 8 8, and stop m,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. The conjbination, in the rear end of the hinged
barrel, of the sliell-oxtraetor, and the sliding catch-
I)iece, an'angnd uiuh^rnciath, so as to support tlio

rear ond of said extractor, substantially as shown
tuid set forth.

4. The construction and arrangement of the hinged
piece B, supporting-arm G, sliell-extractor 1), and
piece /i, provided with cog-projections, substantially
as and for the purposes sliown' and set I'oi-th.

91,617.—31. 11. Fenneu, ITrbana, lU.—Stubble
and Siib.wll Flow—June 22, 18()9.

Claim.—\. The combination of the shaft D', bed-
plate E, standiird ]), eye e, with Ihe landsido of a
plow, for the purpose of raising or low ciing the beam,

substantially in the manner herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the guide-plate Gr, threaded

rod g, and plate H, for the purpose of giving tlie

beam a lateral motion, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

91,618

—

David F. Fetter, iJfew York, :N'. Y.—
Bush for Barrels, cCc.—June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—The bush or lining A a, provided at its

lower edge with the downward-projcctiug lugs b,

which are adai^ted to be bent outward against the
inner surface of the stave, to retain the bushing in
place; as herein shown and described.

91,619.—George "Weeden Francis, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to himself Edwin Garfield, and
Jeremy W. Bliss, assignors to themselves and
George "W. Williams, same place.

—

Process and
Apparatus for Making Sheet Iron.—June 22, 1869.

Clairri.—1. The process for producing a polished
or enameled surface upon sheet-iron, substantially
as herein described.

2. A series of automatically operated hammers,
acting directly ui)on the pack of inclosed sheets, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A series of automatically operated hammers,
having, in addition, a traveling motion over the face
of the material to be treated, substantially as set

forth.

4. A traveling frame, for supporting the hammers,
arranged to be automatically traversed forward or
backward, at will, substantially as set forth.

5. As a container for the sheets to be treated, a

metal box, with removable bottom, or bottom and top,

arranged to be fastened or clamped thereto, substan-
tially as set forth.

6. In combination with the hammers and the sheex-

containing box, the slotted cover, arranged to per-

mit the traversing movements during the hammering,
substantially as set forth.

-David Gore, Carlinville, 111.

—

Machine
for Plashing Hedges.—June 22, 1869. *

/ Claim.—1. The arrangement and use of two or
more rollers, placed at different heights, and con-
nected to a proper frame, which is moved over the
hedge, for depressing and interweaving the plants,

substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement and use of two or more in-

clined lateral rollers, to laterally compress the hedge,
operating in the plasher-fi'amo, substantially as set

forth.

3. The guide-prong K, roller H. rollers M, and
roller I, combined and operating in the frame F, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The frame F, connected to the timbers E. and
hinged to the timbers D, to allow the plcislicrframe
to be turned back, and rest upon the wagon-frame,
substantially as set forth.

91,6*^1.-William H. Goss, Boston, Mass.

—

Beverage.—^xmc 22, 1869.

Claim.—Thi^ within-described effervescent bever-
age, made of the ingredients set ibrth, mixed and
prepared, substantially as described.

91,623.—De Witt C. Hall, Barnes's Corners.
N. Y.-Curd-Agitator.—Jm\(!. 22. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vat A, screen
B, and rotary and sliding beating-arms G, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination of the sliding and rotating
beating-arms G, and scrapers II, snbstant ;;Jly as

specified.

91,623 F. W. Harlow, Hannibal, Mo.— /To//

liaker and Loader.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The arning(>nient of the truck A and ele-

vator-frame 1), supported upon the axle C, bearing the
wluH^ls B, the hinged rako FCJ, ilio rake-elevator and
carrier, the trough M, guards ]M', and the endless
carrier N, us herein described, for the purpose spe-

cified.

91,621.—-John Adam IlKCKEXiLvrii. Mayville,
AVis.

—

Breech- Ijoading Fire-Arm.—.June 22, i869.

Claim.—The spring-catch II, constructed as do-
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scribed, and operated by the trigger I, in combina-
tion nith the breech-projection d, for locking the
swinging and sliding bai'rel E, as herein shovrn and
described.

91,625. — KOBERT Hexdkrsox, Thomaston,
Conn.

—

Planer-Chuck for Holding Bodies of Dijer-
ent Shai)c.—.Jnae 2-2, 1S69.

Claim.—The operating-screw D, combined with
the-parallel B and the adjustable jaw C, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

91,626—Hexht Hexlet, Shoals Station, Ind.
—Fruit-Drier.—J-auQ 22, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A. provided with plates B C,

the upper surface of the latter being made concave,
as described, in combination with the pipe D and
boiler E. all constructed, ai-ranged, and operated
substantially as set forth.

91,627.—WiLLiAir G-. Heslep and Thojias A.
CoCHRAXE, Jamestown. Cal.

—

Ore Washer and Con-
centrator.—.June 22, 18b9.

Claim.—1. The inclined troughs DD. having amal-
gamated bottoms, and having the section cZ moving
in ways so as to form an opening, tlirough which the
sidphiu'Cts may pass to the ti-oughs below, the whole
arranged subs'tautiaUy as described.

2. The perpendicular spouts G G-, for carrying off

the surplus water and refuse matter, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

3. The tank C. hollow posts E E. and pipes e e, for

ictroducing water to the heads of the troughs, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described."

91,628.— Martix Heusy. Burlington, Ohio.

—

Device for Cleaning Sausage Cases.—June 22, 1S69.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a device
for cleaning sausage-cases, made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

91 .629.—HexTvT Hickjiax. Omaha. Xebr.

—

Pic-
ture-Xail—Jxme 22, 1869.
Claim.—Forming the head of picture-nails in two

parts, hinged to each other, and so formed that the
cord may pass around a groove in the upper part,

and be clamped between the two parts in .such, a way
as to project at the outer ends of the two parts, sub-
stantijilly as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,630.—BEexrt HicitMAX, Omaha. Xebr.

—

Trunk.—June 22, 1869.

Ciaim.—The rubber packing-strips, B D, in com-
bination with the inner part A and the outer pai-t C
of the trunk, aU an-anged as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

91,631.—Daniel H. Hill. TTnion Springs. Ala.
—Ploic.—.J\me 22, 1869.

Claim.—The curved slottedbarD, constructed and
arranged in combination with the beam A, upright
E. and standard E, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,632.—JOHX Q. Hill, "Worcester, :Mass.—
Confection.—June 22. 1869.

I Claim.—The use of elm-bark in a composition for
a eonfectioa, substantially as above set fortb and
described, under whatever name it may be used or
sold.

91,633.—J. W. Hill, Jefferson, Iowa.—Pro-
jeciiU.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—iTlie projectile herein described, consist-
ing of the loaded shells A and D. placed one within
the other, tiie inner shell being closed by tbe cap G,
as herein set forth and shown.

91,634.—"William Hofer, Xew Haven, Conn.—^crew-Driver.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the handle A. of
the ring a', spirally slotted tube B, springs D andE,
cap F, and bit C c, provided with the" pin c', by
which said bit is adapted to be rotated, and also to
be locked at the respective ends of the tube in the
notches b-, all constructed, arranged, and operating
as set forth.

91,63-5.—Thomas Holt, Brooklyn. X. Y.. as-

signor to himself and Abram T. Meravd*, same
place.

—

Grooving-Jilachine.^June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscillating standard L. arms K
X, carrying the pulleys I' P, and the .slides F. for

carrying the cutter, in combination with the s^\'in^-

ing-frame. all arranged and operating as described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustable standard and guide-pulleys B R'
in combination with the oscillating standard L, pul-
ley P, main driving-belt, and the "di-iving-pulley Q,
all arranged and operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

91,636.—JOHX HoRTOX, Bocbester, X. Y.—
Tuyere-Arch for Blast-Fur}iaces.—^une 22, 1869.

Claim.—The water-tuyere arch, or its equivalent,
surrounding the tuyere of a blast-furnace, when con-
structed substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses specified.

91,637.—JoHX Edward Ixsley. Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to James Fallows and Johx Pfeifeu,
same place.

—

Curry-Comb.—Jime 22, 1869; ante-
dated June 11, 1869.

Claim.—The loop C and plate D, in combination
with the back A B of a curry-comb, the said pai-ts

being constructed and arranged to operate together,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

91,638.—Orlaxdo Jexxtxgs, Xorth Sau Juan,
Cal.

—

Mining-Sluice for Saving Sulphurcis.—June
22, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sluice, having the channels h i' b",

and parallel riffles e e e, either diagonal in one direc-

tion, or diverging from or converging to the center,
and leading into the longitudinal channel or chan-
nels g, on one or both sides, or in the center of the
sluice, substantially as and for the piu^ose described.

2. Coimectingthe section of a sluice, B, so that the
side d will "oe between the two sides of the sluic6 A,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

91.639.—"WiLLiAit EJELLT, Sarauac, Mich.

—

An-
imal-Poke.—-Tune 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar, constmcted with prongs a a,

and provided with the movable bar d, substanrially
as and for the pm*pose set forth.

2. The movable staple /, arranged to operate sub-
stantially for the purpose specified.

3. The staple /. attached to the spring g. in com-
bination with yoke B, movable bar d, and bar A,
substantially as set forth.

91,640.— "Watsox Ejxg, Springfield, HI.

—

Horse-Rake.—June 22. 1869.

Claim-.—1. The combined axle and rake-head A,
provided with a series of transverse mortises, for the
reception of the rake-teeth, and with a longitudinal
groove intersecting said mortises, for the reception
of the ends of saidleeth, substantially as and for the
jiurpose specified.

2. The combination of the teeth D, provided with
the angular end d', mortise a, groove a', and wedge
d, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

3. The devices for revolving the rake-head, con-
sisting of the ratchet-wheel E, ratchet-bar F, lever

Gr, shaft H. and handle I, and, in combination there-

with, the tooth e upon the flange of the ratchet-

wheel, stops / and /, upon the ratchet-bar. and rod
a*, substantially as shown, and for the pui-pose de-

scribed.
4. Combining the draught of the machine with the

devices F G- BL and I. for revolving the rake-head,

30 that the power applied to move said machine shall

operate said rake-head, substantially as and for the

purpose shown.

91,641.—S. B. Krox^", Xew York, X. Y.—Ore-

Crusher.—Juue 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the driving-shaft

E, in journals on the vibrating end of ona of the

jaws A, and operating the other jawjjy means of ec-

centrics H. connecting-rods J, and diagonal links C
so as to dispense with the usual fixed piUar-blocks,

substantiallv as shown and described.

2. The braces M, arranged in relation to the hol-

low or skeleton jaws A A', whereby a reduction of
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weight, with increased strength in said jaws, is ob-

tained, substantially as specified.

91,642.—-J. M. Lekt, Schuyler's Lake, N. Y.—
Pattern for Measuring and Cutting Out Dress-
Waists.—J\mG 22, 1869.

Claim.—The patterns and rule-scales, Figs. 1. 2,

3, 4, ,3, shaped and graduated as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

91,643.—J. W. Lewis, Oregon City, Oreg.—
Gang-Flo^v.—jM-ne 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hoisting-lever G- of a gang-plow,
arranged for operation, in connection witTi the hand-
lever H, for raising the plows, substantially as here-

in described.
2. The curved extremities or arms / /', in combi-

nation with the hand-lever H, and hoisting-lever G-,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The swingmg-frame, and roller e', in combina-
tion with the beams E and lever G, substantially as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

91,644.—J. "W. Lewis, Oregon City, Oreg.—
Roller-Cutter for Ploivs.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—A roller-cutter for plows, consisting of a
roller. A, arms B B, swivel-joint b, and braces C C,
substantially as herein described.

91,645.—Landon Limerick and A. H. E. Stein,
Louisville, Ky., assignors to James T. Haiii and 0.
W. EiCHARUSON.

—

Advertising-Attachment to Ta-
bles, (£'C.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a table, A B B',

fixed sliaft C, and revolving-frame E D D', the lat-

ter being provided with grooves or clips F, for the
reception of the transparent slides G, and also of the
business cards, in the manner described and repre-
sented.

91,646.—Thomas A. Lyle, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Fan-Attachment for Sewing-Machine. — June 22,
1869.

Claim.—The combination with the needle-arm of
a sewing-machine, of a fan support, detachably con-
nected to the said arm, substantially as specified.

91,647.—McHOLAs LuMst)EN and Frank Less-
man, Oakland, Cal.

—

Compound for Salve.—June
22, 1869.

Clairn.—The within-described medicine, made of
the ingredients enumerated, mi5:ed, or compounded,
in about the i^roportions herein specified.

91,648.—Francis A. Mack, Mies, Mich.—
Double-Acting Pump.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The body B, consisting of a scries of
wooden layers, /, and spi-ovided with an internal
space, g, the metallic chambers D E, wooden plat-
form C, and metallic cylinders A A', combined to-

gether in the manner and for the purpose described.
2. The sub-platfoim K, between which and the

I>latforra C is a free space, as arranged in relation
to the other paiis of the described pump, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

91,649.—Thomas C. Marshall and H. W.
Hawkin.s, Akron, Ohio.— Wheel-Making Machine.—
June2'2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlic arrangement of the rim &, which
supports and guides the chuck-dogs d, the hooks c',

and top-rim e, provided with curved e'ribs, and han-
dle/, wlieii said parts are constructed and operated
substajitially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with tlie self-centering chuck,
of the spindles C E, with tlieir cutter-heads I) «;,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
3. The combination, with the spindles C E, of the

levers F a, treadle Gr, rod ?/, spring /,•, and fork i, sub-
stantially as and for the purjiose set forth.

4. The combination, with lever a and spindle C,
of the step «/ and bolt 23, substantially as and for tlie

purposes set forth.

f). The (!()uil)i)uition, with S[)indle C E, of lever a
F, treadle (>, rod //,and shaft H, provided with pul-
leys r, said parts being urrang(>d, in j'clation to each
other, Hubstantially as and for the i)uri)()S('H set forth.

6. The combiuatiou, with the platform P, of the

slotted table M, provided with hub-supporting de-
vice or devices, as stated, of the swinging-frame R,
with the saw S, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

7. The combination, with the platform P, of the
hub-supporting device, sliding holloAV augur T, and
SAviveled hand -lever P', substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

8. The combination, with the sliding-arbor T', of
the swinging-frame E,i and lever V, provided with
a flanged plate, w, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

9. The combination, with the arbor T', hollow au-
gur T, and lever V, of the collars t v' and gj)ring 7,

arranged and operating as and for the purposes
stated.

10. The employment, in connection with the self-

centering chuck, of the flanged and concave block
D', provided with a base, E'-^, as and for the purposes
set forth.

11. The combination, with the flange 17, on block
D', of the gauges 19, 20, 21, as and for the purposes
set forth.

12. Tlie combination, with the arbor K', cutter-
head W, and doAveling-bit 10, of the gauges 11, 12,
and 13, or either, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

13. The combination, with the swinging-frame E.^

and swing-table L', of the arbor X', cvitter-head W,
doweling-bit 10, and gauges 11, 12, and 13, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

14. A machine for facilitating the manufacture of
wheels for carriages, and other purposes, the parts
of whicli are constructed and arranged in relation to
eacli other, and operating substantially as shown and
described.

91,650.-William IsT. Martin, Providence, E,
I.

—

Self- Clearing Watch-Key.—-June 22, 1869; ante-
dated June 10, 1869.

Claim.—The dirt-excluding key-core b c cd, when
operated in conjunction v/ith the* spring/, the core-
pin e, and the notched or T-headedslit i k, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

91,651.—Peter McCollubi, Fayette, Mo.—
Portable Fence.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The panels A C, joined by brackets
B, and the sliding-key J), substantially as set forth.

2. The bars a; battens b and 6', when combined
with the bars c, and battens d and d^, and the brack-
ets B, substantially as set forth.

91,653.—James McFarland, Louisville, Ky.—
Device for Preventing Padiation of Meat from
Steam-Pip)es.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the surrounding ex-
haust-pipe B, elbow C, and tube G, with the steam-
pipe A, counectitig the boiler and steam-chest, as
herein shown and described.

91,653.—James McItsitire, Hopewell Cotton
Works, assignor to W. C. Dickev, Oxford, Pa.

—

Machine for Making Twine, tC-c-Juito 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement of the scries of posts

around the path of the wheels M MM, when
said posts arc employed to support the flexible ad-
justable belt O, and hold it in relation to the said
wheeh), as hei-ein shown and described.

2. The guides K N, when constructed with the
two loops and the bent arm, and arranged in relation
to the bobbins, in the manner described and shown,
and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the bolt O, wheels M M M
and K, bo))bius C C' C, shafts 1) I) D and I, gaides
N N, and arms P P P, substantially as described.

91,654.—THORtAsE. Meruick, Cleveland, Ohio.—Luhricating-Oil from Petroleum.—June 22, 18(i!).

Claim.—1. The process of first removing by dis-

tillation the lighter products of crude petroleum oil,

until the gi-avity is reduced to any gravity between
tliirtv-five (3.')) and t\\tMity-five ("i')) Hiuuno, and then
treating it with sulphurie" acid, hot Avater, alkali of
C!Uistie-soda or soda-asli, and water, in tlu* propor-
tions and manner substantially as described.
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2. The oil produced by said process, as a new ar-

ticle oi" manufacture.

91, 635.—John B. Mdcer, Groton. Conn.

—

Seed-
Planter.—Jmuq 22, 18C59.

Claim.—1. In combination -n-itli a seed-planter,
the wings J, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes described.

•2. The combination of the pivoted lever ?«, con-
necting-rod O. and piToted\roller-arms X with the
tongue K, platform 0, belt F, and seed-droppers G.
all iirrauged as described, whereby the seed-th-oppers

are thrown in or out of operation, and the plows
raised or lott'ored simultaneously, substantially as

described, for the pm-pose specified.

91,656.—jAiNrES Montgomery, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

^lachine-Belting

.

—June 22, 1869 ; antedated
June IS, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing leather-belting for ma-
cbdnery with folded edges, substantially as and for

the pm'poses set forth.

2. Thickening the ends of the belting, to compen-
sate for material punched out to receive the lacings,

or other fastenings.

91,657.—Ja^ies W. Murfee, Havanna. Ala.

—

SubsoU-Floxo.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wedge-.shaped share herein de-

scribed, the upper surface being composed oftwo or
three inclined planes, the under sirrface being hol-

lowed out (arched) and beveled, so as to form wedge-
edges below, upon the sides and front, substantially
as specified.

2. Tlie reversed truncated wedge-shaped heel, ele-

vated toward the rear, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the coulter-shank, in rear
of the greatest transverse diameter of the wedge,
and acutely thereto, so that the power is applied, as
near as practicable, in the dii'ection of the axis of
the point, substantially as specified.

4. The aiTangement of the standard of the frame
in a line with the coulter-shank and the handles,
parallel to a line, which, in direction, is a mean be-
tween the line of the shank and point, or nearly so,

substantially as specified.

91,658.—JOHX XiCHOLS, Battle Creek, Mich.—Thrashing-Machine Co7icave.—June 22. 1869.

Claim.—1. A concave, composed of removable
sections, for the purpose set forth.

2. The removable blank section of the concave,
adapted to be transposed relative to the toothed sec-

tions, supported at their ends in grooved or flanged
side pieces, substantially as and for the ptirpose set
forth.

3. A concave, composed ofthe removable sections
adapted to be transposed, as set forth, in combina-
tion with a removable apron.

91,659.—Patrick O'Hallorax, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Liniment for Horses, (£c.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—The. improved compound, substantially

as herein described.

91,660—James S. Ostra^tder, Albany, X. Y.—Apparatus for Winding Maps, Songs, Curtains.
etc.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving wrench or key D, in
combination with the pulley C, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set'forth.

2. The pulleys B and C, and cord F, in combina-
tion with the staffA, substantially as described.

91.661.—E. B. Parks and J. E. Parks, Xepon-
set, in.— Cultivator.—Jmhq 22, 1669.

Claim.—1. The suspended beams I I, with plow '

or share standards J attached, in combination with -

the levers K, connected by the rack X and lever 0, '

all arranged and combined to operate in the manner
j

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
|

2. Secui-iiig the frame A to the asle-bar B, by i

means of the clamps C, constructed and arranged as
i

shown, so as to admit of the ready adjustmentof the
frame A, in a more forward or backwai'd direction,

\

as may be required.
j

3. The sector-rack 2^ and lever 0, in combination ;

with a cultivator, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

91,662.—George M. Phelps, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Priiiting-Tclegraph.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a magnet, double
wedge-acting pallets, pallet-wheel, type-wheel, and
printing-mechanism, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

2. The combination of two electro-magnets, /, g,
with the armatures 10. 11, lever h. pallets, wheel I,

and type-vvheel A-, substantially as set forth.

3. The pneumatic circuit-changer, constructed
substantially as specified, and combined with a mag-
net or magnets, for giving or allowing a gradual
movement when the vibration of the magnet ceases,
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the spring 18 with the im-
pression-roller «2, swinging-arm n', and electro-mag-
net operating the same, in the manner and for the
Ijurposes substantially as set forth.

5. A double-acting relay magnet, in combination
with the magnets/ and <7, and type-wheel k, the parts
being connected and oi^erating' substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

91,663.—Daxiel Pike, Xew Orleans. La., as-
signor to himself, Joshua E. Tose, and TT. J. Mc-
CuLLOii, same place.

—

Raihcay-Switching Aijpara-
tu-s.-^lmie 22. 1869.

Claim.—The bracket A, when supported by the
cross-braces B B', in combination with the rod C,
when constructed as herein described, and provided
with the flanched wlieel D, and sustained at its

highest point of elevation by the spring E, substan-
tially as and for the pm'i^ose herein set forth.

91,664 C. L. Proutt, Worcester, Mass.—
Wire Broiler and To., ster.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The main or .skeleton frame, made of
V-shaped wire, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the main frame, made
of grooved V-shaped wire, as shown, of the fiiling-

bai's B, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

91.665.—John H. Ealxh, Xew York. X. Y.—
Pencil- Case.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The tnbe B, having the right and left

spiral slots G D, in combination with'^the tube E,
having the straight groove G and fixed stud H, the
rotating stock E, and the pencil A, having the stud
I, all arranged to operate in the manner "described,
for the purpose specified.

91,666.—James L. Eeber, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Paper Box.—June 22, 1869.

C7ai7;i.—Paper boxes, formed of blanks, consist-
ing of one piece, shaped and folded substantially as
herein specified.

91,66r.—E. C. Eenxer, Ladiesburgh, '}J.i\.—Fer-
tilizer.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The compound, substantially as and for
the purpose above described.

91,668. — TTestley Eichards, Birmingham,
England.

—

Breech-Loading Firc-Ar77i. — June 22,

1869 : patented in England Jime 12, 1868.
Claim.—1. As respects this part of my invention

in fire-anns, in whicli the breech is closed by a block
turning on a horizontal axis at its breech-end, the
combination of the vibrating tumbler and recipro-
cating striker, the combination being and operating
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the vibrating breech-block,
vibrating tumbler, and reciprocating striker, the
combination being and operating substantially as set

forth.

3. In such fire-arms, the mounting the tumbler
within the body or frame on the same axis v.ith the
breech-block, and the an-anging the hand-lever which
actuates the breech-block so as also, in opening the
breech, to draw down the tumbler, and cause the
striker to recede.

4. The connection of the stock with the barrel of

the fire arm, by means of the frame, trigger-guard,
screws, and lue, as described.
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91,669. — Fkancis B, Eichardson, Boston,
Mass.

—

Casting Jug-Tops.—June 22, 1869.

Claim:—111 jug--tops, in which one i^ortion of the
hinjre which Iiolds the cover is located upon a shelf,

projecting from the rim of the tubular neck, and
forming- the prolongation of the hinged cover, cast-

ing said shelf and hinge in one and the same piffce

vrith the tubular neck, substantially as and for the

purposes herein shown and specified.

91,6'? 0.—L. HoBiNSOJf, L. Conine, ~S. F. Hyatt,
and D. "W. Hyatt, Matteawan, N. Y.

—

Felting-Ma-
chine.—J\n\G 22, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement in a felting-machine, of

the formersA C, of the shape shown and described,

with tlie jiggers E, for the purpose of felting the tips

and bodies'of hats at separate successive operations,

substantially as herein shown and described.

91,671.—Samuel D. Eogers and Prancis C.
Selby, Allegan, Mich.

—

Fruit-Drier.— June 22,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of an apparatus for dry-

ing fruit, consisting ofa number of shelves, which are
combined to a system, in such a Avay that they al-

ways remain in a horizontal position, although they
may change their relative position to each other.

91,673.—Charles C. Scaife, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Metallic Roofing.—June 22, 1869 ; antedated June 10,

1869.

Claim-.—Sheet-metal, lined with felting, or its

equivalent, substantially as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

91,673.—Georges Schneider, Buffalo, IST. Y.—
Picture-Frame.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—A gilt beading or molding, B, orC, orP,
either around the inner edge of the wooden frame A,
or of the paper mat h, or around the outside, as
shown in Pigs. IV and V, when spun thereon from
a flat metal band, for the purpose substantially as

herein described.

91,674.—P. Le Roy Senour and H. L. Trapha-
GAN, Eaton,' Ohio; said Traphagan assigns his right
to said Sexour.—Fastening Together the Soles and
Uppers of Boots and Shoes.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a leather sole with
metal plate, when the uppers are secured by means
of screws, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

91,675.—Henry C. Sergeant, ISTew York, I^. Y.
— Water-Meter.—Jwa.Q 22, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A reciprocating piston and independ-
ent reciprocating valve, having passages connecting
their respective cylinders or cases and water-ways
in the piston, in connection with suitable inlet and
outlet passages, so arranged that the valve and pis-

ton are made to control each otlier by the direct ac-

tion of the fluid passing through the meter, without
the aid of valve-gear or other intervening mechan-
ical de\'ices, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the piston C, cylinder A,
and hollow heads or caps B B', -with the valve J,
having heads e d d', and cylinder P, provided with
passages H H', connecting the valve cylinder with
the main cylinder, and main inlet and outlet pas-
sages I and E, essentially as shown and described.

3. The valve J, so constructed and arranged rela-

tively to the cxliaust-port l)\ whicli it controls, and
inlet-passages c c', as that while said valve overlaps
the exliaust-port in passing it, ingress is established
for the impclling-fluid through the passages c c' to
the valve and opposite ends of the main" cylinder,
substantially as described.

4. Tlie combination, with the piston C, of one or
more eyes or loops, /(, and guide-rods Ji, arranged
Avitliin the main cylinder or its heads, substantially
as shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

91,676.—Henry C. Sergeant, New York, N.
Y.—Sfeam-Famp.—tTuno 22, 18(19 ; ajiteduted June
17, 1869.

Claim.—I. The cylindors A A', in oombination
Avith tiu! condensers (> G' and outlets J J', substan-
tially us described.

2. The arrangement of the pipe D, valves P P',
steam-passages e e' and / /', with reference to the
pistons B B', substantially as specified.

91,677.—L. W. Sibley, Ames, Iowa.

—

Gate.—
June 22, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The curved tilting-track P G, con-
structed and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the grooved •oheel H, tilt-

ing-track P G, ropes or chains I, pulleys or wheels
J,,eccentric wheels K, and cranks M, with each
other and with the gate A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set
forth.

91,678.—William H. Silberhorn, New York,
N. Y.—Curing Meat.—June 22, 1869.

Claim..—The herein-described process for curing
or preserving meat, by depositing within the same
solid saltpeter, salt, or other preservative substances,
substantially in the manner specified.

91,679.—Lucius A. Sinclair, Bellevue, Ohio.—
Velocipede.—June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The rear axle D of a three-wheeled
velocipede, when provided with a projecting tongue,
a, which is in front pivoted by a pin, &, dnd when
supported in the slotted frame A, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The steering-post P, when connected by the
jointed levers e g, Avith the pivoted rear axle D, to
operate the same on the frame A, substantially as
herein shown and described.

91,680 C. B. Skiff, Jersey City, N. J.—Com-
pound for Extracting Oils, Faint, Grease, and the
Like, from Clothes.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The chemical composition, formed of the
ingredients, in the proportions and manner substan-
tially as herein set forth and described.

91,681. — Andrew Smith, Dayton, Oreg.

—

Ellipsograph.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—In connection with the standards A A

and arm B, the combination and arrangement of the
staff C, block E, arm P, pattern D, guide H, springs
t s, slide I, screw J, and pencil-holder, all construct-
ed to operate substantially as and for the purpose*
specified.

91,682.

—

Charles H. Smith and George D.
"Walker, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Velocipede.—June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The spring m, around the rod k, in
combination with said rod k, formed at its upper end
so as to recive the handle c, and the steering-post,
fitted to receive said rod k, as set fortli.

2. A spring, placed bet\A'een the steering-arm of
a velocipede and the steering-post, for the iDurposes
and substantially as set forth.

3. The perch /(, formed with the flange o, forks e,

foi'med with the flange o', spring q, and steering-post

g, combined' and arranged substantially as set forth.
4. The perch h, sockets s, and spi'ings 7, all com-

bined and arranged substantiall}- as set forth.

91,683.—George W. Spaulding and George
E. Smith, Svracuse, N. Y.

—

Bracket- Clamp.—Juna
22, 1869.

Claim.—The jaws A A, hinged at B, the lower
jaw being serrated and wedge-shaped at one cxtrem-
\ty, and projecting beyond the upper jaw, in combi-
nation Avith the cam-lcA"er 1), all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated iu the manner and for the p ur-

pose set forth.

91*684.-Greenleap Stackpole, New York
N. Y., assignor to Stacki'OLE Sicvving-ALachtne
Comtany, Boston, M;iss.—J/r'//iO(/ of Attaching
Needles in Sewing- Machines.—June 22, ]8ti9; ante-

dated June 19, 1869.

Claim.—The Avithin-descriluMl mode of stH-uring

the needle N to the needle-bar A. by means of jiiii

B, nuts E H, and spring F, all as deserihed, and so

t/^at tlie needle can be thrown out ol' work Avithout

d etaching it from the ucedlc-bar, for the purposes
above set forth.
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91,6S5.—Stephen G. Sturges and ^illia.ai
E. STUJiGES. ZS'e\A-ark, X. J.

—

Combined Buckle and
Snap.—June 2-3. 1869.

Claim.—The spring-hook A, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination with a buckle, when hinged
to the cross-bar of the same, as shottm, and for "the
purpose set forth.

91,6S6.—SxiiEON Taylor, "Worcester, Mass.—
Organ and Melodeon.—June 22. 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the arms, bywhicli

the A'olume oftone-regulating mechanism is operated,
between the rear- parts of the keys, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with one or more ralves, E,
of a bell-crank lever, J, stands h. and connections
/ m and e, substantially as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

3. The combination and relative arrangement,
with the valves E E, beU-cranks J J, stancls H h,

and ai-ms I. of the pieces / /. and coimections m in
and e e, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

'
'^.

4. The arrangement of the mechanism for opening
and closing the valves or stops, by which the volume
and power of the organ or melodeon is regulated,
under the keys and above the reed-frame, substan-
tially as'shown and described.

91,68r.—Simeon Taylor, Worcester, Mass.—
Combination Organ and Book- Case.—June 22, 1S69.

Claim. — 1. A combined organ and library or
book-case, made substantially as herein described.

2. The arrangement, with respect to the organ-
case A and book-case E, of the sliding-cover B"C D
and stand c, substantially as shoA^m and described.

91,6SS.—Daatid Tuefry, Boston, Mass.—B«-
reau-Bedstead.—June 22, 1669.

Claim.—The wingD and doors E F'. in combina-
tion Avith retaining-pieces b c c' and btireau-bed-
stead, in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as specified.

91,6S9. — Charles Truesdale, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to William Eesor & Co., same
place.

—

Lining for Fire-Places.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the fire-chambers of grates.
stOA-es, &c.. Avith a lining, consisting of a metallic
frame, which is adapted to receive removable blocks
of soapstone, fire-clay, or other refractory sub-
stances.

2. Providing the fire-chambers of grates, stoves,
&c.. with a lining consisting of a metallic frame,
which is adapted to receive^ removable blocks of
soapstone, fire-clay, or other refractory substances,
said frame or blocks, or both, being either perforated,
slotted, or otherwise arranged, so as to admit air into
the fire-chambej- proper, substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

3. The metallic frame ABC. having openings D
and prornberances &. when used in connection with
the removable blocks E. for the piu-pose of admit-
ting air, as aboAC explained.

4^ The combination, substantially as described, of
the metallic frame ABC, rearwaidly flaring open-
ings D. protuberances b. tapering blocks E, and one
or more binders, E, or its equivalents, for the object
stated.

5. Projecting the blocks E in fi'ont of the exposed
face of the nictallic fi-ame ABC, as herein set

forth.

91,690—SiLA-ESTER J. Tucker, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to J. Adam Push, same place, for one-
half his riiiht.— Writing-Desk Calendar.—June 22,

1869.

Claim.—In combination with the fastening-deTice
of a writing-desk, the calendar-mechanism herein
described, consisting of the pivoted lever e and
pawls / g, operated by means of an arm on the
' square" c, whereby the unlocking of the desk Arill

move the pointers of the calendar-, in the manner
and for the purpose-set forth.

91,691. — J. ^W. rpHAji. Worcester, Mass.—
Tiirbim Waier-Wheel.—JnuG -22. 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable inner v.ater-guide pieces

G. in combination with the stationary water-gttide
pieces E, substantially as and for the' pm-poses set
forth.

91,692.— William Yogel, XorA\-ich, Conn.—
Ash-Sifter.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rod D. when arranged and oper-
ated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. In addition to the above, the eccentric G,
springs F and I, in combination with the sifter B
and rod D. arranged and operated substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,693.—Addison G-. Waterhouse, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.—PocJl-(?f-^ni>.-^une 22. 1869.

Claim.—The forming of two blades on one piece
of steel or metal, with their edges upon opposite
sides, so that the back of one will fonn a leverage
for the other, and the mode of sliding the said blades
out of the ends of the handle, in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as above set forth.

91,694.— Arthur McXutt Wier and Mar-
shall Arthur Wier. Elm Lodge, XeA\'ton Eoad,
Bayswater. Great Britain.

—

Pneumatic Telegraph.—
June 22, 1869

;
patented in England August "29, 1867.

Claim.—The application and arrang'ement of the
air-chambers, in combination Avith the racks, pinions,
and other mechanical parts, as described and illus-

trated, whereby the expansive and contractive action
of the said air-chambers is made to impart motion
to an index or dial, either to the right or left, as de-
scribed.

91,695.—William E. Wilcox. Peoria, assicrnor

to himself and T. H. Willis, Beardstown, III.—
Anti-Friction Poller for Shafting.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The four sectional endless plates E, at

each end, with their respective rollers C and journals
G. operating in the oblong slots H of each section,

when oj-ranged as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

91.696.—Ira YEAMA^-s, Brooklyn, X. Y:—Cof-
fee-Pot.—^une 22, 1869.

Claim.—Coffee-pots and other similar vessels, sus-

pended on horizontal tm-n-tables and vertically os-

cillating triuinions, substantially as specified.

91.697 Henri Zachgo, Sonth Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Cidinary T'e-s-seJ.—June 22, 1S69.

Claim.— The culinai-y vessel, constructed as de-

scribed, of the double walls A B, of dilierent lengths,
separate at their lower edges and connected together
at theii" upper edges, the loAver part of the annular

j

space between said walls opening directly into the
I fire, and the upper paii communicating with the

I

upper part of the interior vessel, by means of the
openings a^. formed in tlie inner wall A, between

I the coA^ers C D, all arranged as herein shown and

j

described, for the purpose specified.

I
91,69S.—John H. Ada^is, Martinsville, Ind.—

Fruit Picker.—Smic 22, 1869.

Claim.— The curved shears D, arranged to be
operated by means of the toggle-bars E, wire or cord
F, and spiral spring H, in combination with the cir-

cular ring forming the mouth of tlie flexible basket
or hose, abutment-piece J, and hand-liold K, all at-

tached to the pole A, and aiTanged substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

91,699.—PeUben Adams and J. i5aatd Sheetz,
Heidelberg Townslnp, Pa.

—

Hay-Spreader.—Jime
22, 1869 ; antedated December 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the beam Tv with
metal bars e e. arms/ and /i, shank i, and spring m,
aU as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the levers J and pins x,

collars c, and pinions b, with the two crank-shafts

G H, and their forks or spreaders L. aU constructed
and operated substantially as set forth.

91,700.—LuiES Armstrong. Bucyrus. Ohio.

—

Feed-Water Heaters for Steam-Engine. — June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The chamber A and receiver F, when
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coiistructod and arrauged substantially as shown
and descri!)ed.

2. Tlie pans B B', "n-hen constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

91,701 James D. Bacon, Isew York, 'N. Y.—
Shell-Fuse.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the central tube of

a paper-case fuse-stock, that is covered or surround-

ed by plaster or other non-conductor, an exterior

papei' covering for said tube, substantially as de-

scribed.

91,703.—John C. Beaumont, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
— Yelodjjede.—Jime 22, 1869.

Claim.— The swivel-axle, furnished -with friction-

X)lates, for the purpose of unitiug or disconnecting

the motions of the two parts of said axle, and so as

. to both giiide and propel said improved velocipede

at the same time by means of the two cranks, as

hereinbefore set forth.

91,703.— L. "W. Bekchee, "Westville, Conn.—
Match-Box.—Ju^G 22, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described box, as an article of

manufacture, consisting of the bottom B. two-sides

A and C, in one and the same piece, with the two
ends E, in which the grooves a are formed so as to

receive and secure the two sides, as set forth.

91,704.—Amelia S. Birr, Buflfalo, InT. Y., as-

sifinor to herself and Peter Peugeot, same place.
—Steam and other Whistles.—June 22, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The whistle, consisting of stem A,
sounding-box B, reed /, and side-i)ieces g h, com-
bined and operating sulistantially as specified.

2. The whistle, consisting of stem A, reed /, and
open-ended sounding-box B] combined and operating
substantially as specified.

91,705.—William Boate, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ilose-Carriage.—June 22. 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of hose-carriage as con-

structed, in combination with the horizontal reel,

with perpendicular shaft, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

91,706.—Charles Edvard Boman, San Pran-
cirico, Cal.

—

Step-Ladder.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The bar c, iiaving the joint c', when used
in connection with the catch c and spring g, and
tlie hook h, in manner described, for the purpose
set forth.

J5l,707.—C. P. Bowman and Stephen Slyker,
AVilkesbarrc, Pa. — Pneuinatic Device for Forcing
lyiqidds.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The aerometer A, in combination witli

the chamber B, airvalvee, escape c, tubes C, h, and
f:, constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.

01,708.— Amos H. Boyd, Eockville. Mass.—
JSraiding-Attachment for Seiving-Machines.—J une
22. 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the -slide B, actuated
by the needle-mechanism, the spring-latciies J J, tlie

spring-guides L L, the rocking-lever I, the connect-
ing-rods P^ G'"^, with tiic arms P and Cx, constructed
ai'.d operating substantially as described.

91,709.—Z. Breed, Weare, N. U.—Fire-Fxtin-
gui-sher.—June 22, 18()9.

Claim.— 1.- Igniting the charge in a fire-extin-

guislier after the can or vessel has been closed, sub-
stantially as set fortli.

2. The dart D, or its e(iuivalent, operated from the
outside, yet acting ui)on tiie inside of the fire-extin-

giusher, for igniting the cluirgc or fulminate, sub-
stantially as described.

3. Supporting or liolding the charge by means of

the charge-liolder A, or its equivalent, and dropping
tlie same after the can or vessel is closed, substau-
thdly as set forth.

91,710.— John Bihghtiull, Lebanon, Pa.—
Grain-Separator.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in one macaiue, of the

20 c r—

u

toothed cylinder C, rakes G- G-, board or screen E,
fan T, board IST, and screen O, all constructed, con-
nected, and operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

91,711.—James P. BuRviLLE, Springfield, Ohio.
—Hydrostatic Scalefor Weighing Cargoes.—June 22,

1869.

Claiin.—The apparatus for weighing or indicating
the loads of vessels, consisting of a case or tube, A,
open at its bottom or side, for theentry of the Avater,

the float P, and spiral rod B, with the index and dial,

arranged to operate as described.

91,713.— G-EORGE Calvert, TJpperville, Ya.

—

Bee-Rive.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The entrances or cut-offs 0, constructed
substantially as described, in combination with two
or more alternating hives, substantially as and for the
purpose set foith.

2. The liives D E, alternating and connecting with
each other, as described, constructed and arrauged
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of tlie front and rear hives D
H, each with the other, and both with the other parts
of the bee-house, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The store or supply boxes H, coustruoted and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

5. The combined arrangement, in a bee-house, of
the hives D E H I, and honey-boxes I' I", provided
with connecting-i)assages G K H' H" 1'" I"" I'"",

and adapted to be isolated, when desired, by means
of slides S S', substantially as herein represented and
described, for the purposes set forth. ^

6. In combination Avith the hives D E H I, con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein
described, the ventilator "W, arranged relatively to
said hives, as represented and described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

7. The slides Q, constructed with inwardly flaring
passages q q, and employed and operating substan-
tially in the manner described, for the purposes set
forth.

91,713.—Lewis G-. Care, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and A. M. AValkeu. same place.

—

Pipe and Tobacco-Box.—June 22, 18()9.

Claiin.—1. The box A, with its lid B, covering a,

.

compartment 6, open at the top, and compartment b',

provided with a lid, /, all as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hinged serrated plate
h, in the lid of the box, as described.

91,714.— Isaac H. Chappell, Decatur, El.—
Wagon-Seat—JmiG 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the springs C C D D,
with tapering ends, cross-pieces B H. and hooks E,
when constructed and arranged to operate as herein.
descril}ed and shown.

91,715.—James W. Cheney and Brown In-
galls, Shelbyville, 111.

—

Churn-Dasher.— June 22,.
1869.

Claim.—The combination of the vertical shaft A,
circular perforated plates B B' B", and movable per-
])endicular dashers C C, all constructed andaiTangod
substantially as and for the jjurposes herein set forth.

91,716.—"William Clemson, IMiddlctown, N. Y.—Handle for Cross-cut Saws.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted screw-
shank E, inclined slotted block D, ferrule C, handle
B, when constructed and arranged to operate to-

gether, in the manner and for the piu'pose described.

91,717. — Adrian Cornell, Newtown, Pn..—
Combined Thrasher, Separator, and Cloiwr-Huller..
—June 22, 1869.

Claim.— I. The combination of the thrashing-cyl-
inder D, screens E, hulling-cylinder F, fan H, and
shaking-shoe G, thecH)nibination being ami operating
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the huUingoylinder D
and screens E, of tlu* reversible caiU-bonnl /', sub-
stantially as set I'orth.

3. The combination with the screens K, of the ra-
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diu8-bars e^ and adjustable eye-bolts e^ as and for the
purpose described.

4. The combination, -witli the elevator K, of the
vertically slotted post, and adjustable bag-holder
L. constructed and operating substantialh' as set

forth.

91,718.— EOBEET D. Graft, La Porte, Ind.—
Cultivator.—JmxG 22, 1869.

Claim.—The side-rails A A, cross-pieces BB, C C,
tongue D. shovels E E E E, rods b, braces c c, brace
Gr, and adjuster e, respectively constructed and ar-

ranged, substantially as set forth.

91,719.—JAMES E. Craxstox, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself, T. A. Curtis, and J. W. Labu-
REE, same place.

—

Hail for Railway.—June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. A compound continuous rail for rail-

Tvays, consisting of longitudinal portions or halves of

a rail or rails, secured together, and having- a longitu-
xlinal groove or channel in the upper part, in which are
placed blocks of wood, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
2. The connecting-rail A', having the wood B

therein, and with the sockets or chairs D thereon,
the whole operating in connection with the main rail,

and constructed substantially as herein described.

91,720.—C. 0. Crosby, :K'ew Haven, Conn.—
Last.—Jime 22, 1869.

Claim.—In a last for the making of boots and
shoes, forming the edge or bottom of the sole of
equal width, or broader than that portion directly

above, subatautially as shown and described.

91,721.—"William H. Cummikgs and Horace
L. Childs, Barnsborough, Iowa.

—

Plow.—June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the bar E, braces
E E, rods C C, beams D I), and rods L L, all sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The shields or guards G, when used to protect
the plow-beams, substantially as set forth and de-

scribed.

3. The combination of the plow-beams D, rods C
and L, shields G-, braces E, and plate I, when all are
used in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,722.—Anthont G. Davis,Watertown,Conn.,
. Mouse-Trap.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—In a mouse-trap, of essentially the de-

scribed construction, the partitions C, secured by the
grooved center-post A aud flanges c, substantially as

described.

91,723.—Levi S. Deming, IS'ewington. Conn.

—

Gate.-^imc 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a self-acting gate, the vibratory
shaft a, swinging-weight j, arranged and operating
substantially as aud for the purpose described.

2. The arm or notch-wheel I, eccentric lever o, con-
nection o', gate-fastening 2^, arranged and operating
substantially as aud for the purpose described.

91,724.—Levi L. Deweese, Cauton, Ohio.

—

Xiit-Lock.—June 22, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of the longitudinally
grooved bolt A, washer B, tongue 6, and nut c, ail

. substantially as shown aud described.

91,725.— S. B. Dougherty, South Bergen, N.
J.—Safety-Yalve.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow tapering valve C. having its

outer bearing-surfaces in line, as described, in com-
bination with the cylinders A and B, arranged as

specified, and having the valve-seats a and b disposed
to lie in the same conical line or figure, substantially

as herein set forth.

91,726.—Hexry S. Draper, Rochester, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and JoHX A. JoRDox, same
place.

—

Fruit-Jar.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—A Iruit-jar, having its neck and cover so
constructed as to be held together by a rubber band,
and having its cover provided with a vent, c, and
.depression, g, all as herein shown and described.

91 ,727.—William A. Drydex, Monmouth, 111.,

assignor to himself and J. M. Turxbull.— Culti-
vator-Joint.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
plates E and K, with their respective projections H
and s, and tongue e, -^-^ith the eye-bolt C, nut D,
grooved jourual-spiiulle A, and beam-plate J, sub-
stantiallv as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

91,728.-William E. Eastmax. Derby Line,
Yt.—Fhotographic Card- Holder.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. A holder for cards, photographic and
other pictures, (fcc, provided with two or more open-
ings, for the reception of t-«'o or more cards or pic-
tures, and made in one and the same sheet, folded in
its middle, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with the above, the slit b, as
and for the purpose set forth.

91 ,729.—EUDOLPH Eickemeter, Yonkers, IST.Y,—Felting-Macliine.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. In jiggeriug-machines, wherein the

fabric is carried, by a carrying cloth or conductor,
between a platen and a flat-surfaced jigger, which
operates upon the fabric during uuiform'periods of
time, regulated by the machine, and is then released
from it, giving the carrying-cloth an intermittent
progressive motion for a short distance at a time, as
compared with the width of the jiggering-surface,
by mechanism combined with the meclianism for
regulating the periods of action of the jigger, sub-
stantially as described, so that the jiggei" pi'ogres-
sively repeats its action upon portions of the fabric
previously acted upon, in order to insure regular
and uniform felting of the fabric, substantially as
described.

2. In combination with the platen, carrying-cloth,
and flat-surfaced jigger, a system of rotating cams
and weighted levers, connected with the jigger, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described, whereby the
jiggering-surface is pressed upon the fabric with a
determinate pressure during regular periods of time,
and released from the fabric at regular intervals, in
order to jjermit of the intermittent progressive
movement of the carrying-cloth.

91,730.—EUDOLPH EiCKEMEYER, Youkers, ]!T.

Y., assignor to Eickemeyer H.\tBlockixg Ma-
chine CoMPAXY, same place.

—

Hat-Stretching Ma-
chine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making the two series of supporting-
ribs, Avhich respectively support the tip and brim of
the hat-body, adjustable relatively to each other, so
as to conform to diiferent heights' of croAvns of hat-
bodies to be stretched, substantially as described.

2. Making the ribs of the lower series of support-
ing-ribs which support the brim coiiically adjustable
at diiferent angles of iuclinatio]i. to conform to the
variations of conical forms of hat-ljodies, by hinging
them to a central support, and providing them with
a means of expansion and support beneath, substan-
tially as described.

3. Making the supporting-ribs which support the
tip and brim of the hat-body adjustable, so as to
conform both to variations of heights of crowns aud
variations of conical forms of hat-bodies, substan-
tially as described.

4. In combination with the series of stretching-
devices which act upon the exteri(jr of the brim of
the hat-body, the adjustable hinged supporting-ribs,
which support the brim of the hat-body, in con-
tradistinction to fixed supporting-ribs," for sup-
porting the brim of the hat-body, "substantially as
described.

5. In combination with a series of supporting-ribs
and a series of stretching-devices, o])erating to
stretch a hat-body between them, substantially as
described, a steam-pipe or conduit within the limits

of the supporting-ribs, wherel)y steam is applied
directly to the haf-body placed thereon, substantially
as described.

6. In combination with the supporting-ribs and
stretching-devices, the steam-chest, the reciprocat-
ing-pipe, and hollow lifting-rod, with its discharge-
apertures, whereby steam is applied to the hat-
bodies during the operation of stretching, and cut
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off when the hat-bodies are put on or taken off the
supportiug-ribs.

91,731. — CALvm H. Faknham, Canterbury,
Conn.—Feather-Renovator.—June 22, 18G9.

Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement of the arms a a a,

Trith flanges c c c, in a spiral around the main cylin-

der H, substantially as shown and described.
2. In combination wiih the drying-cylinder, con-

structed as described, the jacket A, ^vith sifter at

the bottom, when used in connection with the pipes
E and E', with branch-pipes E E, <fec.

3. The constru tion of the traps J and K, with
hooks p^, &c., around their openings, substantially

as and for the purpose shown.

91,732.—Daniel Eitzgerald, I'Tew York, IST.T.—l^ignai and Switch for Raihoaysi.—June 22, 1869.

Ciaim.— 1. In combination with telegraph wires
ar.d conductors, arranged as above described, an
electro-magnet, to close a switch by an electric cur-
rent, communicated to said magnet from an ap-
proaching train, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the switch-rails B B, bar
C, arm D, weight E, and levers E E and G-, all sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the hollow posts K and L,
plunger d, connectiug-cord e, and weight IST, con-
structed and combined with a switch, as described,
so as to signal to an approaching train whether the
switch is open or not, all substantially as herein set
forth.

4. In combination with the switch-rails B B, bar
C, arm D, weiglit E, and levers E E and G-, the
alarm M, so constructed and connected with the
bar C, that it will be sounded or set in motion
Avhen the switch is misplaced, substantially as herein
set forth.

5. Tlie arrangement of the telegraph-wires a a
and adjustable conductors b b, provided with friction-
rollers, all substantially as and tor the purposes
herein set forth.

91,733.— Edwin P. Eowler, Brooklyn, and
CiiAULES J. ClEiMENTS, Mott Haven, IST. Y!^—Door-
Lock.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The box/, fitted to swing upon the hubs
fc, in combination with the tumblers g, fitted to be
acted upon directly by the key, at opposite sides of
the fulcrum, when the key is introduced from either
side of the lock through either key-hole I, in the re-
spective hubs, substantially as set forth.

91,734.—J. Eraser and Jonathan Austin,
New York, N. Y.— Velocipede.—Juue 22, 1869.
Claim.—I. A unicycle, formed by the combination

of a single narrow tread and a broad rim, the latter
being supported on the former, tln-ough tlie medium
of divergiug spolies, constituting a triangular
frame, to bear the double track, substantially as
set forth.

2. The unicycle, constructed with double tracks,
supported on a closed winged apartment, forming an
annular trunk, which terminates m a keel, substan-
tially as and for tlic purpose described.

3. The guiding-device, consisting of the adjust-
able weight or ball, operating substantially as set
forth.

4. A unicycle, consisting of an annular wheel, hav-
ing a double bearingiim, B, propelling-car, witli
hand and foot levers, and a guiding-device, when
constructed and operating as described.

91,73.5.— David Erazeur and William D.
Cocklin, iSidonsburgh, Fa.—Farm- Gate.-Juno 22.
1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein shown and de-
scribed, of tlie rails D, the upper rail only being piv-
oted In tlie central gate-bar, and the lower rail liav-
iug pin-holes s adai)ted to the pin-lioie ?/ and pin,
as described, when constructed and optirating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specitiod.

91,736—John EiiiTZ and Eohert IT. Sayrk,
Bethlehem, Vi\..—Railway-RailJoint.—,]\u\e 22, 18(;9'.

Cluim.—l. The splicing-bar B', iiaving a fiat sur-
iHce, y, uud projecting rib m, for tJje purpose de-
scribed.

2. The within-described waves, made in one or
both of the splicing-bars of a rail-joint, where the
bolts occur, as and for the purpose set forth.

91,737.—Edward F. Gilbert, Lyons, N. Y.—
Alphabetical Instruction- Piizzle.—June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—The case A, divided into parallel grooves,
by the partitions a a, the latter being provided with
caps bb on their upper edges, and iu connection
with the caps bb on the sides of the case, and the
strips c c' c", secured to its bottom, and fitting into
corresponding grooves in the bases of the lettered
blocks, prevent said blocks from falling out of the
case, or becoming inverted therein, substantially as
set forth.

91,738.—Robert A. Goodyear, Binghamton,
N". Y.—Spring Bed-Botfom.—June 22, 1869.

Claim,.—The parallel links c c, hinged at their
ends to the top slat b and bottom slat a, in combina-
tion with the spring or springs, intervening between
said slats, as and for the purpose set forth.

91,739.—David Henry Gould, Troy. N. Y.—
Water-Wheel.—Jnne 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The guide or chute A A, constructed,
arranged, and combined in a water-wheel, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
described and set forth.

2. The bucket B B, constructed, arranged, and
combined iu a water-wheel, and with water-guides
or chutes A A, in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

3. The guide or chute A and the bucket B for wa-
ter-wheels, each being constructed hollow, or -nith a

suitable chamber in the same, at or near the upper
end thereof, whereby additional strength is given
tliereto, as well as economy in the use of the water
when applied to the wheel, and thus and thereby ren-
dering the application of the water more effective,

and giving greater power to the Avater-wheel, in the
manner substantially as herein described and set
forth.

91,740.—George Halstead, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Iron-Roof Purlin.—Juue 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. An iron purlin for roofs, having its

flange oblique to the web, and arranged, in relation
to the rafter, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The iron purlin B, constructed as described,
with an overlapping flange, C, tenon/, and fitted to
the rafter, substantially as described.

91,741.—Frederic I. Hart, IS'ew Haven, Conn.—Hand-Stamp.—June 22, 1869.

Oiaiin.—The combination of one or more wheels,
A, upon a fixed axis, and one or more wheels, 1),

upon an axis movable, so that the two may be
brought into proper relative position, the one; wheel
having upon its periphery a projection or reli{>f-fig-

ure, the other a corresponding impression iu intag-
lio, to constitute an embossing-stamp, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

91,742.—Jonathan Hatch, South Windliara,
Conn.

—

Paper-Cutting Machinery.—Juno 22, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination "of the bed- knife J,
arranged to reciprocate in direction of tli(^ feed or
run of tlie paper, with the revolving-lcnife S, having
in addition to rotation around its axis, a like recip-
rocating movement, and so that, in effecting tlie cut,
both knives travel with the paper at the speed of the
latter, substantially as specified.

2. The revolving knife-cylmder or stock C, hung
in swinging bearings or arms D D, and driven bv
pinions H and I, the one of which has a fixed axis
of lotation concentric witli tiiat of the swinging-
bearings, while the other is free to move aroiuul the
first, that operates as a driver, in combination with
a counter-knife orbed, essentially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. Tlie covnbiiiation of the bed-kiiifo J and revolv-
ing-knife S, with tlie swinging-arms I) D and pin-
ions II and I, arranged r(>latively to tlui shaft K, sub-
stantially as speeilied.

4. The conibinafion with the feediiig-iii rolls A
and I> and knives S aiul -f, bung to operate as do-
scribed, of the cams N N and levers O O, counocted
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in an atljiistablo maimer, with the swingring-arms D
D, to regiilate the fall of the knives to the speed of

the paper, essentially as herein set foi'tli.
!

91. -743.—Lewis Hayser, Clifton Park, X. Y.— .

Coal-Bucket.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—A coal pail or bucket for filling self-feed-

ing coal-lpai'uers, having its bottom 1) hinged, and
ai'ranged to be supported by a spring-catch, F. and

i

to be operated by a chain, or other suitable device. G, I

all constructed substantiaEy as herein described.
j

91,744.—Charles Hexert, "Washington, D. C. i

—Animal-Trap.—June 22, 1869. I

Claim.—The perforated cage A, the shell B, and '

bait-hook C, in combination with the weapon T> E. >

or its equivalent, substantially as described. !

91.745.—Joseph G-. Hexszet, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Bridge.—Jxwe 22, 1869. !

Claim.—1. The upper chord, consisting of the
fianged bars a and a', with or without the bar d. and
transverse rods e, arranged and secui'ed together,

substantially in the manner and for the pui'pose de- ;

scribed. !

2. In combination with the above, the suspension-
,

rods D. and longitudinal bars E E ofthe lower chord, i

91,746. — Charles "Washixgtox Hill, >rew
Tork. X. Y.

—

Cornice for Window- Curtains.—June I

22, 1869. I

Claim.—A cornice, composed ofa backing, a. and
a facing of flexible material, b', with, the interposed

!

ribs I, as herein set forth.
|

91,747.—John Hughes, Xewark. X. J.—Har-
j

ness-Pad.—June 22. 1869.
;

Claim.—1. The plate B. formed with an apertm-e
for the passage of the shank of hook a. and having
an extension, D. which enters a recess in the plate

E, whereby, in connection with screw E and nut e.

the hook a is secured to the plate B. and the latter

is secured to plate E. substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The construction of plate E. with depressions
in its upper and under sides, for the reception of the
plate B and nut G, and the provision of apertures L
L in said plate E. substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth. I

3. The removable plate K, constrnetcd and arrang-
\

ed substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth and shown. 1

91,74S.

—

Abiezer Jamesox, Trenton, X. J.— 1

Paper Bag and Material Therefor.—.June 52, 1869. I

Claim.—A bag consisting of the material made by
'

imbedding fibrous strands in paper while the latter
'

is in a pulpy condition, as described. i

91,749.—D. H. JE^'^-IXGS and James Bouxds,
i

Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Bed.-<tead.—June 22, 1869.
j

Claim.—The combination of shafts m g, wheel X. I

pinion h. arm F, cords e e, and lever D, when aUare !

arranged to operate as described.
j

91,750—"Walter F. Joxes, Svi-acuse, X. Y.— !

Pump.—Jjxne 22. 1869.
'

!

Claim.—The piston or plunger B. provided with a
!

wedge or cone-shaped point, and used in combiua- i

tion with a force-pump, substantially as shown and
j

described.

91,751 .—"William Xatsox Jordan, Cambridge,
assignor to JOEX A. Baldwix and George B. "Wa-
TEEMAX. Boston. Mass.

—

Medical Compound.—June
22. 1869.

Claim.—The compound or medicine composed of
the above ingredients, in the proportions above indi- '

cared. i

I

- 91,75*3.—J. C. JORDOX, "Watertown. and Ellis
:,

Doty. JanesviUe, assignors to Doty iLiXLTACTUR-
j

IXG COMPAXY, Janesville, "Wis.

—

Machine for Tp-
setting. Punching, and Cutting Tires.—June 22. 1869. !

Claim.—1. The machine, consisting of the frame
|

or body A. cast hollow or slotted, to receive the cam- '

lever E and pinion F, with the stationary heads B
C, and the sliding-head D, witli the shear-blades and

1

punch applied thereto, and all constructed and ar-
ranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The detachable wedge-shaped blocks S, re-

cessed to receive the detachable jaws I, and provided
with lugs, to hold them in place upon the heads B
and D, substantially as and for the purpose set forth,

3. The adjustable rest r, secured to the head B,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth,

91,753—JOHX H. La Bau, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Striking-Movement for Clocks.—Jime 22," 1669.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever 7rt and
latch I. with each other, and with the pins o of the
wheel A, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the latch ?, lever "W, and
toothed disk 3, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

3. The ribbon- spring i and gearing j j', in combi-
nation with the wheels A A', for the transmission of
motion ti-om the one to the other, substantially as
specified.

91,754.—Xathax Lawrexce, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Heed &; Bartox, same place.

—

Coffee-

Pot^—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. in a coffee or tea pot made of the ordi-

nary soft metal, fusible at low temperatures, the ap-
pheation of the ring r. of refi-actory material, when
constnicted in the form and attached in the manner
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a coffee or tea pot, making the bottom con-
cave on the under side, and providing it with a
series of circular concentric corrugations, a a, as de-

scribed, and for the purpose specified.

91,755.—Eric Lixt5H0L3L Brooklvn, X. Y.

—

Guide-Polling Hoop.—Jnue 22. 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the gtiide B, with
cui'ved spring-clasp D, having free openings d d at

the ends, while the elastic middle portion thereof
retains the hoop in the guide, substantially as hereia
specified.

91,756. — Cyrus Lojiax. PaoU, Ind.

—

Boot-
Crimp.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The cap B, provided with ribs a a, in
combination with the aajustable springs C C C, ar-

ranged to operate in connection -n-ith the crimping-
"Doard A. substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

91,757.—George G. Lymax. Independence,
Iowa, assig-nor to himself and JoHX F. Lymax,
same place.

—

Harvester.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the vibrating lev-

ers G G' and pivoted connecting link or bar M, hav-
ing a circular projection, n, with a recess on each
side, in which the levers operate, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the vi-

brating levers & G-', lever/, caniage I, forked lever

g, andarm A, all substantially as and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

3. The aiTangement of two wheels on the axle of
the machine, with rollers on the inside of said

wheels, to operate the "vibrating levers, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the eccentric lever tZ. lever

c, and chain a. working on the main frame A, for the
purpose of raising the sickle-bars, substantially as
herein set forth.

91,75S.—^Philaxder ^Llcy. Bochester, X. Y.

—

Toy Steam-Ennine.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the boiler A and steam-cylinder B. with reference

to the induction and eduction passages, valve, and
valve-box, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the boiler A. passages x y
z, valve a. channel a', cylinder B, support d, beam
D, and connecting valve-rod 6', aU constructed snb-
staiitially as herein set forth.

91,759.—^lOHX McCoLLUM and Joseph Park,
Xew York. X. Y.

—

Machine for Making Ginger-
Snapsa.nd Crackers.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The intermittent progressive motion
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of the follower, in combination with the intermittent
reciprocating motion of the knives, and the inter-

mittent progressive motion of the apron, when said

motions are derived from and are timed by a rotat-

ing shaft or first mover, connected with the follower,

the frame of knives, and the carrying-apron by me-
clianical devices, substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
2. The intermittent progressive motion of the fol-

lower, in combination with the iiitermittent pro-

gressive motion of the carrying-apron, Avhen said

motions are derived from and are timed by a rotat-

ing sliaft or first mover, connected with the follower
and carrying-apron by mechanical devices, substan-
tially as described.

3. "in combination with the main driving-shaft or
firsT. mover, and the frame of knives, the eccentric,

v.ath its strap and rod, the four-toothed ratchet-

wheel and its pawl, and the short crank-shaft and
crank-connections, whereby the knives are made to

move forward and back during one-half a revolution
of the machine, and to remain at rest during the
other half revolution, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

4, The regulating mechanism, substantially as

hereinbefore described, in combination with the
mechanism for moving the follower downward in

the dough-box, whereby the pressure of the ibllower

upon the dough is regulated, substantially as herein-

before described.
5. The mechanism for preventing breakage, sub-

stantially as herein described, in combination with
the follower and its actuating mechanism, whereby
the follower is relieved from the action of its actu-

ating mechanism when it has descended to near
the bottom of the dough-box, substantially as de-

scribed.

91,760.—LoRiNG Moody, Maiden, Mass.—Pro-
pelling-Apparatus.—Jiiue 22, 1869.

Claim.—The described arrangement of paddles,
and their levers or shanks, with cranks operating
downward through openings in the deck, which
serve as fulcra, in the manner set forth.

91,761.—G-EORGE E. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lever for Operating Water-Closet Fans and
Valves.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve-barrel A, cast in one with its

head and projection E, the cap I, fitting over said

Ijrojection E, the packing P inclosed by the projec-

tion E and cap I, when used in combination with
the valve-stem B, to both guide and pack the same,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The pivoted nutE, combined with the lever A
A and the pull-rod C, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

91,763.—Hiram W, Moore, Jersey City, IST. J.

—Car-Wheel.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a car-wheel, with
wood interposed between its Aveb and rim, t]ie dove-
tailed groove in the perimeter of the web, filled with
solid dovetailed sections of wood, through an open-
ing in the side of the groove, and keyed and ijound
therein, substantially as herein described and repre-
sented.

91,763.—Andrew J. Morse, Boston, Mass.

—

Braught-CocJc—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—A soda-wtiter draught-cock, having a
main valve, cl, and an" auxiliary valve, o, controlling
finestreara and main-stream orifices, both operated
by one screw-spindle, when the parts are so con-
structed and arranged that, rotation of the screw-
spindle having ope-ncid communication with the fine-

stream orifice, continued rotation thereof shuts oft"

such communication, and opens coniniunication
with tin; large-stream orifices y y, substantially as
described.

91,764—Asa ISTewell, Jordan, N. Y.—Shingle-
Machine.—Jmo 22, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The I'roes B h', acting in concert with
each other, and upon opposite ends of the bolt, when
operated by tlus means a,nd in the manner described.

2. The arrangement herein described of the i'roe

B, sjiaving-kuives c c, and feed-rollers 1> 1)', v.iieu

all the parts are constructed to opera!te as herein
set forth.

3. In a shingle-machine, the arrangement of the
table A, with the fixed wedges a, and the connected
sliding wedges 1 1 1 i, when operated automatically
by means of the reciprocating carrier J, all operat-

.

ing substantially as herein set forth.

4. The arrangment of the fixed stop H, construct-
ed as described, with relation to the frees B &', and
automatically adjustable table A, all as herein set

forth.

5. The arrangement of the arms g g Gr Gr, gear-
wheels N E E, S f , connections/ r, and shaft E, with
relation to the frees B h, feed-rollers, and shaving-
knives, substantially as herein described.

91,765.—John North, iJ^Tew York, B". Y., as-

signor to himself and William T. Holt, same place.—Rock-Drilling Apparatus.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The drill-frame D, adjustable at any
point upon the upright frame A A, by means of the
nut g, when said frame is used in combination with
the swivel-head E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The swivel drill-head E, supporting a sleeve-

gear and drill-rod, Avhen used in combination with a
drill-frame, whether adjustable or otherwise, and
secured thereto by the hollow shaft I and the nut X,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The hollow screw-shaft li, when used in com-
bination with the swivel drill-head, sleeve gear, and
feed-nut, or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

4. The release-gear X, when used in combination
with the driving and sleeve gear, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

5. The adjustable steady-guide, when used in com-
bination with the drill-head, screw-shaft, and boring-
bar, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

6. The straight and continuous driving- shaft L,
passing through the crank-arm TV, clamp H, hollow
shaft J, nuts g and K, and drill-head E, substantial-

ly as and for the purposes specified.

91,766.—James S. Ostrandee, Albany, :N'. T.
—Roller- Case for Maps and Charts.—Jiine22. 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the rollers B, the
feathered spindles c, stops e, and slotted bearings S,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

91,767.—Darius Parkhurst, St. Louis, Mo.—
Head-Block for Sato-Mills.—Jime 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pawl I, arranged on the pivot i,

having the bearing-surfaces iH^i^, (or either there-

of,) and conibined'with the spring K. substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The method of controlling the movement of the

shaft E and its dial N, by the spring-lever n. stop p,
and guard P, said guard being arranged with divi-

sion-marks, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The gear-wheel G-, cam L, and weighted lever
L\ W'hen operating substantially as set forth.

4. The coupling C', formed of ridged disk c c', con-
nected by a set-screw c^ to allow for adjustment of
the parts of the shaft thereby connected, substan-
tially as set forth.

91,768. — Hugh Pool, Montgomery County,
Tenn.

—

Medical Compound.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the ingredients
aforesaid, in the quantities aforesaid, and to be used
in the treatment of said disease known as " hog
cholera."

91,769.—Edward D. Pkitchard, New York,
N. Y.

—

Low-Water Indicator.—June 22, 18(i!l.

Claim.—1. The plunger a and valve m, conned cd
together by rodsp, m combination -with the spheri-

cal fioat w,'an(l gauge-tube A, substantially as siiov>n

and described.
2. The sto])-cock c, ]n'ovided with channels ef. as

described, in combination with the plunger rt. fioat

V, valve m, and gauge-tube A, substantially as set

forth.

3. Tiie ccnnbination of the steam-gauge C, lo tho
upper part of the gauge-tube or tlic upper bniokotB',
as descj'ibed.
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4. The valve s, iu combination ^vith tlie tubniar
spindle of the steam-whistle D, and Avith a rod, u,
substantially as set forth.

91,770.—Franklin Kansom, Buffalo, IsT. Y.—
Steam-Engine Condenser.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a siphon and pump
vrith a coudeusiug-chamber, substantially as herein
described.

91,771.—TVycoff Eobbins, Hancock County,
111—Ditcher.—June 22, 1869.
Claim

.

—1. The frame A A, when constructed with
flanges B and C, and secured by a hinge,//, all

operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the frame A A, flanges B
C, connecting-bars D D, hinge //, clevis-holes I I.

hitching-holes i i, Avhen the same are constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

91,772.—Herman Koyer, San Francisco, Cal.
—Device for Treating Hides.—Jime 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. Converting rawhides into leather, by
twisting them spirally in either direction alternate-
ly, substantially as described.

2. The device, consisting of a reversing-apparatus,
the reversible shaft I, and the weighted sliding-bar
L, with tlie stationary shaft I', the whole construct-
ed substantially as herein described.

91,773.— Egbert Euston, Eockville, Ind.—
Gauge for Dressing Alillstones.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.— 1. A gauge for use in dressing millstones,

combining in its construction a bed or principal por-
tion, A, a movable or adjustable portion, B, and ad-
justing-screws E E and E E, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable square, consisting of the parts
G, H, and I, constructed and arranged for use, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,774.—Isaac ]^. C. Satille, Worcester. Mass.
—Last.—Jime 22, 1869; antedated March 3, 1869.

Claim.—The guard A, firmly embedded in and
secured to the last by the prongs, or their equiva-
lents, embracing a portion of the wood, to prevent
splitting, when constructed and operating as set
forth and described.

91,775.-George Scott, Louisville, 'Kj.—Ele-
vator.—JmiQ 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clami^ing-levers F, and their com-
bination with the uprights C^ and the upright por-
tions of the frame A, constructed substantially as
shown and described.

2. The comlnnatiou of the lever E and the clamp-
ing-lever F, substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the lever E, cord or chain
El. and balance-weight E^, substantially as shown
and described.

4. The arrangement of the band D and strap D*,
with reference to the clamping-levers F, substan-
tially as shown and described.

91.776. — Frederick S. Sears, Charlestown,
Mass.—Butter-Chest.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the chest a, con-
structed substantially as described, "with the ice-

containing chamber e, series of dripping-shelves i,

and trough j.

91.777. — George Seeger, James W. Love-
less, and Joseph 'W. Throp, Clark's Hill, Ind.—
Clod-Fender.—Jime 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A, with cross-bars a a, and
lug.s a' a-, forming the fender, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the frame A, bar B, with
arms 6' and b^, and clip C, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

91,778.—Frederick Shaller, Hudson, IST. Y.,
assignor to himself and John B. Longley, same
place.

—

Larnp-Burner.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved elastic bearing-straps//,
in combination with the double feed-rollers m m,

substantiallv as and for the pm-pose herein set
forth.

2. The elastic chimney-holder D, constructed as
described, for the purpose herein set forth.

91 ,779.—Samuel S. Simmons, Watsouville, Cal.
—Seat for Vehicle.—Jxme 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a seat for vehi-
cles, the oscillating-frame E, upright standards D
D', springs c c and i i, together with the rods e e, the
whole arranged substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the frame E, arranged as
described, the device, consisting of the dog TL and
link k, for holding the same when required, substau^
tially as described.

91,780.-EiCHARD Smith, Sherbrook, Canada.—2[achine for Finishing Paper Boxes.—June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for imparting a finishing-

Ijressure to boxes and hollow articles made from
paper-pulp, by receiving them on a form, and sub-
jecting them to lateral and vertical compression, ap-
plied by means of jaws and a plunger, substantially
in the manner described.

2. The jaws A B C D, with their respective tog-
gles and levers, arraniicdand operating as specified.

3. The slide L, with its spring-pluuger xu, con-
structed, arranged, and operating as described.

4. The form E, arranged for conjoint operation
with the jaws A B C D and the plunger w, in the
manner set forth.

5. The clearer v, constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

91,781.—A. J. Smith, Canal Dover, Ohio.—
Lasting-Iron.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The main jaws A A, pivoted together,
and held apart by the spring C. in combination with
the smaller jaws B B, pivoted in slots on the main
jaws, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the jaws A A, B B. and
spring C, the screw-rod D, ferrule E. connecting-
rods a a, and handle G, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

91, 78!^ Henry E. Smyser. Philadelphia, Pa.,

assiu-nor to "Weikel & Smith Spice Company.—
S2nce-Box.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The flange 6, arranged on the perforated
disk C, when the latter is adapted to an internal rib

,

a', iu the box A, as specified.

91 ,783.—Jeremiah Snell, Evans's Mills, N. Y.
—Gate.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The grooved rail i of the gate, in combi-
nation with the rollers G G', the latter being ar-

ranged on a swinging-frame, D E F, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

91,784.—Greenleaf Stackpole, iSTew York,
N. Y., assignor to himself and H. C. Covert, same
place.

—

Machine for Seiving Brooms.— June 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pressing-jaws C C, in combina-
tion with the shuttle B and needle a, for sewing
brooms, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the pressing-jaws C C, in
such manner that each revolution of the cam o!^, or
its equivalent, will cause them to rise and fall alter-

nately with the motion of the needle and the shuttle,

substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

91,785.—M, A. Stevens, Hartford, Conn.--
Bath-Tub.—Jnne 22, 1869.

Claim.—The rim b, sacking-bottom d. with the
tub a, substantially as described, as an improved
article of manufacture.

91,786.—Jacob M. Stoxer, Greenville Lodge,
Pa.

—

Corn Fertilizer and Planter.—-lune 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box F, divided, by means of parti-

tions a a, into three chambers, a corn-receptacle, 6,

fertilizer-receptacle c, and depositing-chamber d,

having a tube or spout, e, leading downA\ard into the
ground, substantially as shown and described.
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2. The arrangement within the box F, con-

structed as described, of the rollers H and J on the

respectire shafts G and I, so as to deposit the corn
and fertilizer at the same time, substantially as

herein set forth.

3. The arrang-cmeut of the shafts G- and I, cog-

AYheels K and L, and cog-wheel M, on the hub of

the driving-wheel, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
4. The arrangement of the frame E, boxes F F,

with their appurtenances, and the lever IST, substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

91,787.—Thomas B. Stout and Joseph Stout,
Keyport, IST. J. — Coffee and Tea Pot.— June 22,

1869.

Claim.—The oblique receptacle B, arranged in

the pot A, in relation to its spout, and secured
therein, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

9J ,788.—Henuy D. Stover, irew York, IST. Y.—Lathe for Finishing the Driving-Wheels of Loco-
motives.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the boring-man-
drel H Avith the double-face plate-lathe, as described,
ill the manner substantially as shown.

2. The combination of the tool-rests K and Owith
the double face-i^late lathe, substantially iu the man-
ner described.

3. In combination with such lathes, the tool-rest

]N", mandrel X, and screw n, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the tool-rest O, between
the face-plate G and the wheel to be operated on, iu

the manner aud for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

5. In combination with the double-face plate-lathe,
the brackets I V and stud or stops t V, substantially
as described.

6. In combination with the double-face plate-lathe,
the rests K and W and the slotting and boring de-
vice thereon, substantially as described.

7. The adjustable stud or bolt i and the adjustable
bracket R, wlieu combined with the double-face plate-
lathe, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

8. The adjustable sleeve g and the boring-tool H,
in combination ^'ith the tail face-plate of the lathe,
substantially as described, and for the purposes set
Ibrth.

91,789

—

Otto Tackmann, Yonkers, IST. Y.—
Thill- Coupling

.

—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—A shaft-coupling, composed of a hook. A,

and looped goose-neck D, in combination with the
envelope C, stuffing E, and straps F F', all con-
structed and operating substantially as shown and
described.

91,790.—Joseph A. Talpey, Somerville, Mass,—Hay-Spreader.—June 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the revolving

fork-head and the series of i)ivoted or swinging
forks -wliich it carries, of a corresponding series of
tilting-pins, or their equivalent, under the arrange-
ment described, so that the tines of each fork shall,

as they take up the hay, be elevated by said tilting-

device, and after having tossed the hay, shall, by the
disengagement of the fork from the tilting-device,
be free to drop, substantially as aud for the purposes
set forth.

2. Tlie construction of the forks in the form herein
shown and specilied.

3. The combination, with the revolving axle and
fork-head, and pinions A\'hich it carries, of Avhecls
mounted on said axle, and eccentric gears pivottid to
said wlieels, under the arraugemont, and lor opera-
tion, as set fortli.

4. The combination, Avith the driving-gear, mount-
ed eccentrically on the fae(M)f tlie Avhecl, and ratcliet
connected Avitli the samt^ of the pivoted pawl, niul
its siipi)orting-rod, fitting upon the axis of the gear,
and supported in tlui franio of the machine, as and
for tlie [jurposi's speeilied.

.'i. 'JMie combination of the combined axle and I'oil;-

head, the frame Avith Avhicli it is couuected, the piv-

oted forks and their tilting-pins, and the mechanism
for rotating said axle, under the arrangement and for

operation as set forth.

91,791.—Stephen P. M. Tasker, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Method of Manufacturing Welded Wrought-
Metal Tubing.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The method of manufacturing Avrought-
metal welded tubing from skelps, previously prepared
hy bending, as hereinbefore described.

91,792.—Samuel Teachout, Troy, N. Y.—Wa-
ter- Wheel.—June 22, 1869.

Claim. —1. The intermediate stationary guide A,
between the guides B B, its terminations being in

line therewith, as arranged in relation to the water-
wheel, in the manner substantially as aud for the •

purposes herein described and set forth.

2. The combination of the intermediate guides A,
as specified in the foregoing claim, with the water-
gate C, when the same are arranged between the
guides B B, in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

91,793 Eobert Themar, Sheboygan, Wis.—
Mosquito- Guard.—June 22_, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the above-

described device, consisting substantially of the

parts a c e i m n, covered as described, and con-

structed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

91,794.—Bjarne 0. Thompson, Chicago, 111.—

Clothes Wringer and Mangle.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the rollers, a portion

of each being constructed of India rubber, for a

wringer, and a portion oi" Avood or other hard mate-
rial, for a mangle, in combination with the frame
and other devices, as arranged and shown.

91,795.—Frederick M. Untiedt, East Orange,
assignor to himself and William Martin, Newark,
N.J.

—

Hand- Chopping Knife.—June 22, 1869.

Claim:—As a ncAV article of manufacture, the chop-
piug-knife. Fig. 1, when its parts are formed and con-

bined, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose shown and described.

91,796.—William W. Vanderbilt, New York
N. Y.— Yenlilator for Ships.—Jxme 22, 1869.

Claim.—The partitioned passages H H, open at

their ends, and situated between the ceilings of the

upper state-rooms and the hurricane-deck, in combi-
nation Avitli the registers C and conduits E, all con-

structed, arranged, and operated in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

91 ,797.—W. T. Yann, Msicomh, 111.—Horseshoe-
Nail Pointer.—Jm^c 22, 1869.

Claim.—The machine described, consisting essen-

tially of the swage A, Avith projection a, SAvage E,
with face e and head e', and the adjustable lever B,

the whole being constructed in the manner described,

for the purpo.se not forth.

91,798.-Lansing Van Wie, Bethlehem, N. Y.
—Potato-Planter.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The machine above described, for drop-

ping, cutting, covering, and rolling potatoes, at one
continuous operation, constructed substantially as

described.

91,799.— Teunis Yreeland, Wataga, El.—
Sced-So'iver.—June 22_, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

])latform A, hopper W, disti'ibnter P, hooks B, pin-

ion O, shaft E, bearings D I), and pulleys F and J.

substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

91,800 A. J. Waruen and T). W. Wilson.
Wi>!st ICau (Claire, ^Vii^.—Sti•a m-Orncrator for Com-
bustion.—.June 22, 18()9.

Claim.—Tho apitaratus for consuming saAvdust

lu'rein described, having gns-tnbo (', boiler A, dome
d, lire-places B, siionts JO, anil valves V, constructed
ancl arrnngetl substantially as speeilied.
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91,801.—John TVebster, Chelsea, England.—
Device for Preventing Incrustation in Steam-Gcner-
ators.-^ime 22, 1869.

Claim.—The perforated pipe I, filled with fibrous

material, in combination with the tube E, connected
with a steam-boiler, A, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

91,802.—"W. J. "Wells, Sidney, assignor to

himself and H. W. ISTeal, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Cultivator.

—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the shovels or
blades E, W, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the shovels E and E' and
E. and E,', substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the plows R E.' and E E',

levers I I and L, and ratchet-bar g', all arranged
substantially in the manner set forth.

91,803.—HiitAM Whitxet, Chicago, 111.—De-
tachable Stove-Pqye Clothes- Drier.—June 22, 1889.

Claim.—In the construction of detachable stove-

pipe clothes-drier, the two-part clamp A B, provided
with an interlocking joint or hinge, F G-, a rim, C,

slots J I, in combination Avith rod K and arms P,

as and for the purpose specified.

91,804.—'William E. Wilcox, Peoria, assignor
to himself and T. H. Wills. Beardstown, 111.—

Railivay- Car Axle-Box.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the anti-friction roll-

ers D, operating in links E, that revolve in the
grooves G- of the concave bos E, with the wedge-
plate H at top, when arranged and opeiating as

herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

91,805.—S. M. WiRTS and L. Swift, Hudson,
Mich.— Grain-Separator.—June 22, 1859.

Claim-.—1. The combination of the slotted arm or

lever H, having its fulcrum in the center of the sta-

tionary bar I, and obtaining its motion from the
crank" & in the center of the fan-shaft C, with the
arms c c', and connecting-rods fZ, d\ and e, whereby
motion is contributed to the shoe E, screen E, and
rocking spout and screen J, directly in the center of

the machine, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The semicircular rocking screen and spout J,

constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3.* The arrangement of the adjustable bar I and
wind-board K, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

91,806. —l^ATHAN Woodbury, Woodstock, Vt.— Centering-AvjI.—June 22, 1869 ; antedated May 28,

1869.

Claim.—1. The reversible centering and beveled
nut I, when constructed as described, and used upon
the extremity of a centering-awl, substantially as set
foi-th.

2. In combination with the nut I, the sliding-tube
C, with flange f>, fixed tube B,'with shoulder «, awl
E, spring d, flanged screw E D, and handle A, all

the parts being constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as specified.

91,807.—Alvah Worster, Hannibal, ]N". T.—
Trace-Buckle.—.Jnne 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the frame C, swing-
ing-link E, and plate or bar F /, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

91,808.-Alvah Worster, Syracuse, IST. Y.—
Trace-BucJcle.—JmiG 22, 1869.

Claim.—A buckle having a central bar or body,
C c, in connection with the s-ninging-loop D, as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

91,809.—Alvah Worster, Hannibal, In". T.—
Harness-Loop.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the liar-

ness-loop g c e f, when arranged and constructed as
. described, and adapted to be fastened to tlie strap at

one point only, by a single rivet, jjassing throiigh the

opening o, said rivet also securing the buckle, as
herein shown and described.

91,810.—Jeremiah Quinlax, Xew York, Is^. Y.
— Combined Drawer Pull and Label.—June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The drawer-pull and label-holder A, hav-
ing an opening, C, to receive the label D, ears E, to
form its rear and end supports, a bead, to sustain it

vertically, and an arched flange or boss, B. the
whole constructed, arranged, and cast in one piece,
substantially as before described.

91,811.

—

John P. Allensworth, Mackinaw,
HI.

—

Extension Wagon- Coupling.—June 29, 1869.
Claim.—1. The inclosing-staple F, with its bolt a

and nut or equivalent fastening, whether attached to
either the forward or rear reach, but embracing both
within it.

2. In combination with the above, and working to-

gether, the revolving or swivel staple or eye E, at-

taclied to the rear reach, within the recess g, the rear
reach B, with the claw-plate e, for adjustment in
either of the recesses/, in the surface of the contigu-
ous reach, the forward reach A, with its grooves or
recesses/', for the reception of the claw-plate e, and
the socket i, cut in the rear axle, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth : and the
above devices for couiiling wagons, whether the sta-

ples (fixed and rotary) and clamp or hook e are fas-

tened to the forward or to tlie rear reach, or the sta-

ples respectively on a separate reach.

91,813.—J. M. Aubrey, Portage City, Wis.—
Lamp-Light Extinguisher.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The application of an apparatus or ex-
tension, made of metal, or anything substantially the
same, as before described, which, bj- blowing against,
or forcing air against, will turn it (the air) down
the chimney, producing the desired eflect.

91,813.—Herman Baeuerli; Xew York, N .Y.—2lode of Constructing Architectural Ornaments of
Sheet Metal.—Jimc 29, 1869.

Claim.—The manner of making metallic orna-
ments in one pair of molds, by first striking three or
four metal plates into a .shape approximating that
which is desired, by dint of repeated heavy blows of
the drop upon the combined mass of plates, and then,
by separating the plates and striking each again sep-

arately, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

91,814 Harry J. Bailey, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Machine for Preparing Bar Lead.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1 The cutter i and guide e, in combination
with a pair of cylindrical metallic roll-?, one of which
is mortised for "the insertion of removable type, die
or dies, and at least one of which is grooved, sub-
stantially as above described.

2. The siiiyject-matter of the above claim, in com-
bination with the removable die or type g, for the
purpose specified.

3. The subject-matter of the first foregoing claim,
in combination with the straighteuing-guide m, as
set forth.

4. The subject-matter of thedast foregoing claim,

in combination with the feed-rolls //', all arranged
in the manner substantially as shown and described.

S1,S15.—Harry J. Bailey, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Machine for Making Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. An adjustable double core, a a', with or
without a stem, a", arranged in and along the axial

line of the machine, substantially as andfor the uses
set forth.

2. The cylinder A, piston C, ingot-mold I), and
double core a a', with or without a stem a", in com-
bination with keys g g', or th.e mechanical equiva-

lents thereof, allan-anged and operated substantially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

93,Slfi.

—

James Baughman, Suffield Township,
Ohio.—i^«r3??-(?«ie.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The special arrangement of the vibratory
standards B and C, attached to each side of the gate,

at tlie top, -n'hereas the lower ends are pivoted near
the ground independently of the fence or posts, in '
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combination witii the counterbalance D, substan-

tially as and for the j)urpose set forth.

91,Siy.~'W"iLLiAM E. Beman, Portland, Me.—
Oar-Lock.—JimG 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the oar-lock, ofthe

pivoted collar e, slide m n I, slotted piece j, and re-

cess or mortise b, as herein set forth.

91,818.—Edward Mounter Boxer, Eoyal Ar-
senal, Woolwich, England.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—
June 29, 1869

;
patented in England October 13, 1866.

Glaiin.—1. Constructing- the anvil to cartridges
for breech-loading fire-arms with shoulders or pro-

jections, so formed as to abut against the edge of the
percussion-cap, and thus to prevent its entering the
cap to such an extent as to cause the ignition of the
fulminate, except when the cap is acted upon by the
striker of the gun, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed with reference to Fig. 1 on the accompany-
ing drawing.

2. The separate flanged cap-chamber E, so made
as to inclose the cap and anvil, or other means of

ignition, and, at the same time, by compression of a
wad, Gr, around the same, to secure the body of ths
cartridge-case to a solid metallic disk, C, -^vitli or
without the intervention of the base cup D, substan-
tially as liereinbefore set forth.

3. Interposing one or more pieces of coiled metal
or cups between the base cup and tlie cartridge-case,
which coiled metal or cups extend beyond the edge
of the base cup, substantially as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described with reference to Figs. 10 to
3 3 on the accompanying drawing.

91,819.—T7ILLIA1I Bradbury, ITewton, Mass.—Machinery for liaising and Lowering Goods.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The machine for lowering goods, con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

2. An apparatus ibr lowering goods, operated by
the descending load, raising the empty carriage
again, after its load has been discharged, by accu-
mulated poM'cr generated by the descent of the load,

by means of a fly-wheel, or an equivalent device con-
nected therewith, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the carriage with the in-

clined ways H', which supply the load to the same,
substantially a.s described.

4. In combination with the carriage and inclined
ways H', Avhich supply the goods to the carriage,
the stop-bars or deteuts K and K', for releasing the
load to tlie carriage, and arresting the supply, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The method of releasing the brake from the fly-

wheel, Avliich permits the load to descend, by operat-
ing the releasing meclianism by the weight of the
load, substantially as described.

6. The method of applying the brake to the fly-

wheel by the ascent of the emx)ty carriage, so as to
bring the carriage to a stand-still at the proper place
to receive another load, substantially as described.

7. The within-described device for applying tlie

brake to the fly-wheel during a portion of the do-
scent of the load, to retard its motion, and to release
it again at tlio proper time, substantially as de-
scribed.

8. The combination of the hoisting-carriage, the
loading-ways A^, and the devices sliown, or their
equivalents, for releasing aiul retaining the goods
to be loaded, all constituting a self-loading apparatus
to bo used in hoisting goods, substantially as do-
scribed.

9. The combination of the hoisting-carriage, and
the yielding-st()[), and inclined wa^'s, for discluirging
the load from the carriage in hoisting, substantially
as described.

91,820.—WiujAM Cx. Brady, Lowell, Mass.—-
Door-l'late and Jiell-Alartn.—Jniie 29, 1869.

Claim.—T]iealarm-d(!vicc, constructed as herein
described, the iiivoied d()o]'-j)late, arranginl to cover
or uncover a letter-cluito made through the door,
each i)art arranged to operate in connection witii

the other, as d(jsci'ibed and shown.

91,821.—MosEH Bkken, Troy, N. Y.
Stove.—Juno 21), 1869.

Coal-

Claim.—1. The outer cylinder or heating-chamber
B, in combination with the inner cylinder c and c',

chamber of combustion F, and the fire-pot K, all

arranged, combined, and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purposes herein described
and set forth.

2. The pipes or tubes E E', or their equivalents,

in combination with the fire-pot K and chamber
of combustion F, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein described and specified.

3. The fire-pot K, constructed substantially as
herein described, in combination with the inner
cylinder C C', in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

4. The outer chamber B, inner combustion-cham-
ber F, pipes or tubes E E', and fire-pot K, all ar-

ranged, combined, and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein fully de-

scribed and set forth.

91,822.—WilltamH. Browx, Lowell, Mass.—
Macliine-Indicator for Clotli-Maniifacturing, d;c.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The replacable dial-gear /, in combina-
tion with the elongated pinion 7c, when arranged for

the purposes herein described and specified.

91,823.—Francis M. Buckles, Altona, 111., as-

signor to himself and John A. Stuckey, same jflace.

—Eaves-Trough Attachm.ent.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
band B with the tongues S and V, pin E, and gutter
A, in the manner and for the purposes herein set

forth and described.

91,824. -De "Witt C. Chipman, ISToblesville,

Ind.—Bailroad-Car Heater.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the funnel-mouths D,
with wide flanges at their extremities, in combina-
tion with the detachable connecting-pipe F, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

91,825.—Henry CnuRcniiAN, Horsham, Eng-
land.

—

Boot- Blacking Apparatus.—June 29, 1869
;

patented in England August 6, 1868 .

Claim.—Constructing and using rotary concave
brushes, wherein the bottom surface is formed round-
ed and widens out up to a certain point, from which
point tlie concave brush-surface is contracted to-

ward the rim of the brush, so as to overhang the

lower part, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. Combining with such concave rotary brush,

constructed as aforesaid, a brush for applying the

blacking, arranged and operating substantially as

hereinbefore described, with reference to Figs. 1 to 3,

on the accompanying drawings.

91,826.

—

Walter K. Close, Bangor, Me., as-

signor to himself and Thomas N. Egery, same place.
—Shingle-Machine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the adjustable
gear-wheels d g i h, slotted crank k, pitman J, lever

Gr, and weighted lever I, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Tlie above, in combination with the jointing-

saw b, ])laced ui>on the same shaft with the sbingle-

saAV, and driven by the same pulley, all substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

91 ,S27.

—

James 11. Creigiiton, Boston, Mass.—
Speaklng-Tahe Signal.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The construciion and arrangement of the

tilting-arm ry, with its knob t, the rorker-shat't?), with
its ti])per (i and linger A:, and tlio oscillating lover c,

the latter being actuated by the spring, and disposed

ill connection with the rocker-shaft and an ahirui

mechanism, and the whole being arrangiMl and oper-

ating substantially as hereinbetbre explained.

91 ,S2S Thomas Dark, IbiiValo, N. Y.—Scwcr.
—Juno 29, 1^69.

Claim..—\. The reservoir A, pivoted to the up-

rights II, and ju'ovided with th(^ space m at its

closed end, as and for the ]mrposes si>t tbrtli.

2. The rcHt'i'voir A, tliisliingpipi' C. luovidcd with

an enlargcHl niontli, 15, \aidt 1), and drain K, all oou-
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sn-iiereil. arranut'd, and operated iu the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

91,8-29

—

T. G. DiLLAHA. TTaco, Texas.— FeZoci-
'

pede.—Juno 29. 18(19.

Claim.—The couiliination of rim A, crank-wlieel J

E. rims B B'. and C, and sheave-wheels d d d. the '

whole arranged to operate together, substantially in
;

the manner and for the pui-poses set forth.
j

91,830—HEXUY^r. Eastmax, Baltimore, Md. I—Dres-rlng-Cciise.—June ~9, 18H9.
j

Claim.—The " dressiug--case," combining the cab-
;

iuet. wash-stand, and blacking-case, substantially as
herein described, tlie whole "operating together in

1

the manner and for the purposes specified.

91,833 .—J. B. Eatox, Erreburgh. ile.—^oZd-
hack for ThUl.—Inuo -29. ]8b"9.

"
I

Claim.— The anr.ngement of the whole contri- :

yance, the plate A, spring B, and catch D. as con-
i

structed and combined, as and for the purpose
]

hei'cin specified.
'

91, 83-2.

—

Jacob Edsox. Boston, Mass.

—

Rocking
and Reclining Chair.—Jvmc 29, 1S09.

Claim.—1. Connecting the rockers d d to the
fi-ame a a, by means of bolts e e, springs h Ji. and
nuts g g, as and for the purpose herein described.

2. In combination with the aboye. the adjustable
screws A; k and the corners c c, for the purpose set
forth.

91,833.—JoHX Era-ELDixG and William E.
nuTT.MAXX. Chicago, EI.

—

Pocket-Lamp.—June 29,
1869; antedated June 15. 1869.

Claim.—A pocket-lamp, consisting ofa lamp-case,
I. and an outer ease, a. united, as shown, so as to
leave an annular cliamber. ?, between them, for the
reception of matches, substantially as lierein de-
scribed.

2. The reflector c, located in the top of the cover
6, and arranged to operate as described.

91,83-4—BL\MPTOX 'VT. Evaa'S. PMladelphia.
Pa.

—

Stcam-Eadiator.—June 29, 1869.
Claim.—1. The coustrnctioa of the radiator in one

or more sections, whose steam-passages aie formed
of inclined zigzag surfaces across the sections, sub-
stantially as st-t forth.

2. The combination and aiTangemcnt of the spring
D. plate F. and cap G-, with the bolt B and nut E,
substantially in the manner above speciiied.

91,83-5.—AxDCE-iv J. EoRBES and AYii.liam
G. Eletcheh. Boston, Alass. — iFaZi or Bracket
Caster.—June 29. 1S69.
Claim.—As a new article ofmanufacture, a caster-

frame for restaurants. &c.. constructed substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

91,836

—

James M. Eoep, Brooklyn. X. T.—
Windoic-PitUeii.—Jima 29. 1869.
Claim.—TJie combination of the tubular case A.

and the pulley-wheels e e. inserted therein, the same
being constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.-

91.837.—Alfred Ereema>.-, Peoria, Hl.^Push-
ing-Jack.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The V shaped jaw h, having the arms
thereof file-faced, substantially as described.

2. In a pushing and hoisting jack for cars, eon-
sistiug of two levers, A and B^the combination of
the jaw k. adjustable joint a b, depression g. with
hooked ledge or serrated claw n, and chain i, the
whole constructed substantially as described and
shown.

91,838.—Thomas Gabrick, Providence. E. I.—
Trr<;»c7i.—Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—A swivel, or self-adjusting jaw, operating
laterally in a curved socket, substantially as de-
scribed.

91,839.—TH03IAS Gakrick, Providence. E. I.—
Household-Implement.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—A combination adjustable wrench, nut-

cracker, scraper, hammer, screw- driver, stove-cover,
lifter, tack-puller, and gas-burner tongs ; and also
the combination of a rack or teeth upon one leg,

nith a slot in the other, for the purpose of holding
the wrencli-jaws at any point where they may be set,

substantially as described.

91,840.-George Goewey, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Apparatus for Treating and Ageing Spirituous Liq-
uom.—Jnne 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The iirocess of bringing alcoholic liq-

uors into thorough and intimate contact with atmos-
pheric air. by causing the liquors, at a temperatnre
of from 11.5^ to 165^ Eahreuheit, to come into conflu-
ence with a forced cmxeut of air, at a temperature
not exceeding 100=> Fahrenheit : or vice versa, by
causing the liquors, at a temperature not exceeding
100^ i'ahrenlieit. to come into confluence with a
forced cuiTcnt of air, at a temperature of from 115=
to 16-5= Fahrenheit, the all' carrying the Uquors into a
finely perforated pipe or other vessel, and forcing
the liquors to pass, together with the aii". through the
perforatious of the pipe or vessel, iu the form of fine
spray or yapor, into a receiver, substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination of the pans a «i a- a^ a*, pipes

i) J^ J' P- perforated air-pipes i i^ i^ i^, air -chest 7i,

and fan-blower g, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

91,841.— George A. Gray, dr., Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor by mesne assignment to himself and
ALEXAXUER GbRD0>'.— Xut-JIandrcl.— June 29,
1869.

Claim.—The construction and an-angement, Tvith
reference to each other, in the tool herein described,
of the threaded portion a, spherical shoulder a", and
v.asher B, as and for the purpose specified.

91,842.—EiCHARD C. Harris, Harrisville, X. J.—2Iachine for Making Paper.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ari'angement of the roller E with
the coucher a. Fig. 1, when the periphery of the
roller E is made of wire cloth, or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

2. The combination of the roUer E, roller F, gut-
ter G. and spouts G' Gr', with the apron/, and couch-
er a. .substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the vertical agitators p p,
with a '• double-cylinder machine," Fig. 1, substan-
tially as and for the pui-pose set forth in this specifi-

cation.

91,843.

—

Hexry M. Hartshoex, Maiden, Mass.
—Instrument for Testing the Injlammahility of Il-

luminating-Oils.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—I. The tight vessel, filled with water or
otiier fluid.

2. The cavity or depression. Fig. 1, B, holding the
oil, forming the top of the vessel.

3. The mass of metal, forming the top of the ves-

sel, and the bottom of the cavity holding the oil.

4. The eoml)ination of the stem of tlie thermome-
ter Avith the tube, for the purpose of forming the
handle.

91,844.— Gilbert Hawkes, Lynn, Mass.

—

JIauufaeture of Boots and Shoes.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a shoe, the
sole and heel of which is of a textile fabric, when
stiffened and applied in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described.

91,845.

—

Jaiies 0. Heyworth, Chicago, 111.

—

Propeller.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The propeller-wheel ABC, with similar

blades C, of the general shape of the outline of a
frustum of a right cone, with their inner sides se-

cured, in a line with the shaft A, to the conical hub
B its entii'e length, the apex of which hub is toward
the vessel, as and for the purpose above set forth.

91,846.—Leat S. Hicks. Peoria County, HI.—
Tenoning-Machine.—June 29. 1869.

Clai^n.—In a tenouing-machine. the movable bed-

plate A', carrying the presser-box H. the chain-feed

G. provided with'adjustable lugs a, in combination
with the stationary bed-plate C, having like devices,
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when all the parts are coustrncted, arraiift-cd, and
operated substantially iu the manner described and
for the pnrpose set forth.

91,847.—E. S. Huff, Zanesville, Ohio.—Plow-
Cultivator.—Jimc -29, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of the metal plate A,
constructed with the 'bars or projections c c, sup-

plied with the pivoted arms h h, in combination with
the handles of a cultivator, and arranged substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,848 David "^. Hunt, San Francisco. Cal.
—Machine for Kyanizing Wood.—June 29, 1869;
antedated June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base or bed-plate A, with the dish
or depression B, flange a a, and the whole or open-
ing C in the bottom of the bed-plate, for forcing the
substance into the wood, substantially as described.

2. The upper plate E, screw E, corrugated and
grooved cup C, for pressing the timber down upon
the flange, and allowing the air and sap to escape as

it is forced upward, substantially as described.

91,849.

—

Edward A. Hyde, Ann Arbor, Mich.—Pneumatic Dental Plugger.—June 29. 1869.
• Claim.—1. The tool handle or cylinder carrying
the piston or hammer, connected by means of a flexi-

ble pii)e with the condensing and rarefying cylinder
and its piston, the said last cylinder and piston oper-
ating a column of air, without the use of a valve or
spring, to produce reciprocation of the hammer, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The plugging-tool, provided with a lug for secur-

ing it iu the socket, and to prevent its rotation, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The' elastic cusluon G-, by which an elastic

blow is secured, and the tool carried back to its nor-
mal position, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the cylinder A and the
flexible pi^^e TJ, the swivel-joint K, substantially as
described, and ibr the purpose set forth.

5. The recessed socket C and the slotted cap D,
the latter provided with the groove X, the said parts
being adapted to secure the tool B within the handle,
and lock the same m fixed position, substantially as
described.

6. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first claim, the pedal-apparatus, arranged as shown,
Avhereby a rapid and regular reciprocation is given
to the piston or hammer, all substantially as herein-
before set forth.

91,850.—GusTAvus A. Jasper, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Sitgar-Sifter.-Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—A succession of sieves, combined with
channels, set up at such angles, with respect to each
other, that sugar or similar articles will slide freely

from one end to the other of each sieve and channel,
and be sifted and discharged, substantially as herein
described.

91,851.—William H. Johnson, Troy, N. T.—
Reservoir Cooking-Stove.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cooking-stove, having a water-res-
ervoir, G, in rear of descending and ascending fire-

flues I) E, back of the oven, when tlie rear side k of
the reservoir is naked, and heating-chambers L Lex-
tend along the ends j j of the reservoir, ami have
communication with the fire-flues of the stove by
apertures mm, substantially as shown and described.

2. In a, cooking-stove, a Abater-reservoir, arranged
with its front side h directly against the rear casing
i, of descending and ascending fire-flues, along the
upright r(!ar sicUi/of tlie oven, wlum heating-pock-
ets or cliambei'.s L L, having communication l)y jias-

sagcs?;i7;), Mith tlie fire-flues of tlie stove, extend
along tlie ends of the reservoir, as herein shown and
descril)ed.

'.]. In a cooking-stove, a water-reservoir, arranged
witli its front side against tli(i rctw casing i of de-
scending and as(!ending fire-llues, ah)ng the rear
sichi of the oven, Avlien tlie bacik side k of the reser-
voir is iialced, and lieating-]>o('kets or chainl)ersL L,
having commiinieatioii witli thefire-lluo or fire-flues
of the stove, extend aknig the ends j j of the reser-
voir, as Iierein set i'orth.

4. In a cooking-stove having a water-reservoir ar-

ranged back of descending and ascending fire-flues,

along the rear side of the oven, the heating-pockets
or chamber L L, extending along the ends of the res-

ervoir, and bagging out or projecting laterally be-

yond the sides of the oven, and'liaving communica-
tion with the fire-flues of the stove, by passages
through or in laterally projecting parts n n of the
side-plates o o of the stove, substantially as herein
described and shown by Eigs. 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7.

91,853.—Samuel H. Jones, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to S. D. & H. W. Smith, same place.-J?c?-
lowsfor Reed-Organs.—June 29, 18o9.

Claim.—1. In combination Avith an organ-bellows,
as represented, a mechanism for latching or estop-

ping the movement of the bottom board, at one end
thereof, while the upper or exhausting board of the
bellows may be in operation, the same being to pro-

duce an effect or cff"ects, as set forth.

2. The combination of the springs / /, and the
cammed lever E, Avith the belloAvs A, and its latch-

ing apparatus, consisting of the stud B, the lever-

latch C, the connectimg-bar D, and the lever E, the
Avhole being substantially as described.

91.853.—William P. Kilgore, Hampden, Me.
—Cant-Rook.—3\mG 29, 1869.

Claim.—A cant-hook, with a bill, concave on its

inner side, and straight on its outer side, substan-

tially as described.

91,854.—John L, Kreider, Drumore ToAvnship,
Pa.

—

Mode of Hitching Horses.—Juno 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stiff pad d. attacl^edto thehames,
with its central pin in combination Avith the vibra-

ting-barj, or their equivalents, and the projections

h, in combination Avith the vibrating-arras?> and con-
nections and hooks /, or their equivalents, as set

forth and described.
2. A lock-hook,/, Avith its lever m, cateliii, spring

0, and cords g, attached to the vibratint;--arm& h or
elbowed levers Z, substantially as described.

91,855.—Peter S. Luther, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to the Earth-Closet ('ompany, same place.
—Deodorizi7%g-Apparatus for Water-Closets.— June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding and tilting platform E, as

arranged in relation to the pipe or other receptacle

for receiving the excrement, the Avhole constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the sliding and tilting plat-

form F, with the platform E and hopper D, for the
purpose of an earth-closet, substantially as herein
described.

91,856.—Henry Maurer, ITcw Tork, Iv". Y.—
Machine for Re-Pressing Bricks.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The perforations x, through tlic sta-

tionary side or sides of the mold-box B, proA'ided

with pistons n, acted upon by suitiible springs «, and
operating in conjunction Avith the solid plungers C
I), in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.

2. The combination of the mold-box B, platens C
and E, block or table K, provided A\itli cavity w, and
slide N, when arranged and operated in tlie manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

91,857.—Oscar E. "Mayheav, Indianapolis, Ind.
-^.Coal Stove.—,lim(i 29, 1869; antedated June 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Sujiplying fresh air in a manner to be
commingled and concentrated Avith the carbon and
gases Avhile in the condilion of hot flame, as they
escape from the fuel and puss tlirough the tliroat <^

Avhcn said tliroat is situated, in relation to the incan-

desce;; t fuel, substantially as and ibr the purpose set

forth.

2. The damper T. for shutting ofi' or regulating the

sui)ply of air to the flame and gases betAveen tlio

fuel n'nd throat d, substantially as and for the pur-

pose vet Ibrtli.

:^ The defiecting-iilato E. Avitli iis opening (/,

either Avith or Avilhout the diiniiier V, in coinbina-

lion Avith the tliroat tZ, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.
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91,858. — Egbert "W. McClelland, Spring-
field, Hl.—Rorse-Rake.—JiiuG 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
tlie_ rake-liead / and wooden pieces g g with the
spring-bars h h and adjusting-screwi i, in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the rake-liead /, with tbe
foot-lock Q, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of the four
pieces 1, 2, 3, 4, either of wood or metal, forming the
hub and spokes of the wheel b, substantially as here-
in described and for the purposes set forth.

4. These foi;r pieces, 1, 2, 3, 4, constructed and
joined together, as described, with the flanges S S,

as and for the purposes set forth.

91,859.—Egbert W. McClelland, Springfield,

111—Carriage-Wheel—Jnne 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The butt-disk B, provided with the in-

side flange E, pressing against the wooden center
A, substantially as shown and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The within-described hub, consisting of the
Avooden center A, butt-disk B, with its inside flange
E, face-disk B', and point-band D, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the pnrpose
shovrn.

91,SS0 J. M. McMaster, Kochester, L^. Y.—
Grain-Binder.—June 29, 1869.
Claim.—1. The two twisting automatic hands, op-

erating conjointly, for the purpose of making the
band out of two lengths of straw.

2. The collecting-arms 17 and 22, in combination
with the t'u'isting automatic hands, as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The springs 34, in combination with the jaws of
the hands 33, for the purpose set forth.

4. The rods 37 and levers 35, in combination with
hands 33, for the ijurpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

5. The inclined planes 38, 84, 40, and 85, in combi-
nation with rods 37 and levers 35, for the purpose
set forth.

6. Spring 91, notch 36, rod 37, in combination
with catch 90, for the purpose of holding the hands
33 closed.

7. The cam 6, arms 56 and 53, shaft 55, rod 54, seg-
ment and pinion 49 and 48, wings 43, and hand-rods
27, substantially as shown.

8. The movable catches 46 and springs a, in com-
bination with the disks- 41, as and for the purpose
set forth.

9. The movable catches 46, springs a, and disks
41, in combination with plates 50 and rods 47.

10. Providing levers 25 with an independent axis,

on hub 31, as aiid for the purpose set forth.
11. The spur-wheel 66, pinion 65, cam 3, arm 64,

shaft 32, hub 31, in combination with levers 25 and
attachments, for the purpose set forth.

12. The arm 60 and connecting-rod 62, in combi-
nation with arm 82, hub 31, and levers 25, for the
puri^ose of giving the oscillating motion to the twist-
ing-devices on the front of the machine.

13. The cam 4, crank 12, shaft 11, arm 24, and con-
necting-rod 26, in combination with the levers 25,

as and for the purx^ose set forth.
14. The arm 19, connecting-rod 29, in combination

with arm 20, shaft 21, and its arm 24, connecting-rod
26, to give motion to levers 25, on the front side of
the binder.

15. The cam d, crank 68, shaft 67, arm 70, and con-
necting-rod c, in combination with arm 71 and twist-
ing-pinions 69, constructed as herein shown, and for
the purpose set forth.

16. The cam 4, crank 12, shaft 11, and arm 14, in
combination with lever 15 and collecting-arm 17, as
and for the purpose set forth.

17. The cam 6, crank 56, rear shaft 55, arm 57, and
connecting-rod 79, in combination with frame 92 and
receiving-arms 59, as herein shown, and for the iDur-

pose set forth.

18. The arm 80, front shaft 55, and arms 53, in
combination with cam 6, crank 56, rear shaft -55, ai-m
57, connecting-rod 79, frame 92, and receiving-arms
59, acting conjointly, for twisting the band.

19. The spiral rod 105 and pin 110, in combination

with the tying twisting-pincers 69, for the purpose
set forth.

20. The spi'ing 117, in combination with the jaws
of the tying-pincers 69, as and for the purposes set
forth.

21. The movable pin 108, in combination with the
pivoted jaw of the tjdng -pincers 69, as and for the
purpose set forth.

22. The slide 74, bar 112, spring 104, and pins 115
and 116, in combination witli the movable pin 108
and pivoted jaw of the tying-pincers 69, as and for
the purposes set forth.

23. The arm 113, in combination with the pivoted
jaAV of the tying-pincers, for the purpose set forth.

24. The pivoted receiving-arms 59, guides 101 and
102, and springs 106, constructed and operating as
herein shown, and for the purpose set forth.

25. The pivoted discharging-arm 104, rod 103, in
combination with the bearing 97, of the receiving-
arms 59, as and for the purposes set forth.

26. The chain-wheels 138 and 136, and chain-band
137, in combination with the rake 7, cam 1, segment
124, and pinion 123, arranged and operating as and
for the purposes set forth.

27. The cam 2, in combination with the segment
131 and pinion 134, for the purpose described.

28. The cam 1, segment 124, and pinion 123, in
combination with the arm 119, arranged and operat-
ing conjointly, as and for the purposes set forth.

29. In combinatioir with the binder, the receiving-
box 142, when provided with a self-adjusting trip-

bottom, arranged and oj)erated as and for the XDur-

poses shown and described.

91,861.

—

Alexander Miller, Chicago, 111.

—

Wood-Pavement.—-June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of all these, in manner
and form as hereinbefore specified, and for the pur-
pose indicated.

91,862.—Charles TV. Mgore, San Francisco'
Cal.

—

Flux for Smelting Ores of Gold, Silver, and
other A[etals.—Jm\e 29, 1869.

Claim.—The application and use of fluor-spar,

black oxide of manganese, chloride of sodium, and
limestone, or dolomite, in combination, as a flux,

using for that purpose the combination of said in-

gredients above set forth, and any other substan-
tially the same, and substantially in the manner and
for the purposes above set forth.

91,863.

—

William Owen, Hubbard, assignor
to himself, Daniel B. Stajibaugh, same place, and
Daniel Smith, Girard, Ohio.— Self-Oiling Car-
Wheel.—Sima 29, 1869.

Claim.—A car or other w4ieel, running loosely on
its axle, provided with one or more chambers, A,
with concave' ends B, diaphragms C, with passages
to spaces D, and passages E, all arranged substan-
tially as specified.

91,864.-William Palliser, Pall Mall, Eng-
land.

—

Ordnance.—June 29, 1869
;
patented in Eng-

land September 10, 1867.

Claim.—1. Cousti-ucting the barrels introduced at

the muzzles of converted cast-iron guns, of two tubes

at the breech-end, of whicli the inner or A tube is

made comparatively thin, substantially as and for

the pui'poses hereinbefore set forth.

2. Combining, with the inner tube of a double-

tubular lining, of a converted cast-iron gun, a cham-
ber-lining, A', substantially as described.

3. Conkructing the barrels of converted cast-iron

guns with an outer or B tube' at the breecli-end, of

larger external diameter than the muzzle-end of the

inner orA tube, and placing upon such muzzle-end
of the A tube, cylinders of equal diameter with the

B tube, substantially as and for the purposes herein-

before set forth with reference to Pigs. 2 and 3 on
the accompanying drawings.

4. Eorminga helical chamber between the inner

and outer tubes, at the breech-end of thobarrel of

converted guns, in communication with an indicator

passing through the breech of the gun, substantially

as and for the'parposes described.

5. In combination with a bush extending along

the entire length of the veiit, and held in place by a
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acreTT-thread, a platinum lining on the inside of its

inner or lower end, substantially as described.
6. The improved system of rifling guns, hereinbe-

. fore set forth, in which the groove commences at a
distance from the breech -end of the bove, proceeds
with a very slow, uniform, or unaccelerated twist,

to within about two feet, more or less, of the muzzle
of the gun, from which point it becomes accelerated,
substantially as above described.

91,865.—Herman G. Pein, Peoria, 111.

—

Com-
bined Latch and Lock.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
hook C, latch D, bolt E, and revolving button F,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose as

herein shown and set forth.

91,866.—William F. Pratt, East Bridgewater,
Mass., assignor to E. Carver Company, same place.—Machine for Removing Lint from Cotton-Seed.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the roller H, con-
structed as described, with the saws and hopper
working substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,867.— George H. Eeister, "Washington,
Iowa.

—

Seed-Sower.—June 29, 1869 ; antedated June
15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the seed-box,
toothed cylinder, clearing-fingers, and divided roll-

ers, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the levers q, bars d, and
arms c, in their relation to each other, and to the
toothed cylinder, as herein recited.

3. The forming of the joint of the ends of the
arm c and bar d, and supporting the fulcrum-plate p
by the shaft of the toothed cylinder, as described.

91,868.— George H. Keister, Washington,
Iowa.— Wind-Wheel.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The system of movable guides, as de-
scribed, when arranged to cover only a segment of
a circle.

91,863.—William K. Ehodes, Portland, Me.—Steam-Oenerator.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the diaphragms e e

e, in relation to tlie tubes and the steam and water
spaces of the boiler, constructed substantially as
described.

9J,870

—

Edward E. Einehart,Pittsburgh,Pa"—Manufacture of Roasted Cofee.—June 29, 1869.
Claim.—The mode of coating or glazing roasted

coffee, hereinbefore described, by intermixing there-
wit]!, before cooling, a mucilaginous or other suit-

able substance, substantially as described.

91,871.—Daniel C. PtiPLEY, Pittsbm-gh, Pa.—
Means for Attaching Covers to Glass Jars.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Fitting a metallic jar-cover tightly to
the neck of a glass jar, and securing a close and
firm union between the two by pressing the metal of
the cover into close contact with the uneveii glass
surface of the jiir-neck, substantially as described.

2. In the manufacture of ewer-mouthed metallic-
capped glass jars, making the glass neck of the jar
Avith a groove or grooves, a', and with or without a
projection, c, into which or against which to press
the metal of the jar-cover, so as to make a tight
joint, substantially as described.

3. An oval-moulhed glass jar, with grooved neck,
made substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set fortli.

91,872.—Adam G. Eitz, Elizabethtown, and
John B. Cartrii, Heartsville, Ivid.—Shingle-Ma-
chine.—Juna 29, 186S).

Claim.— 1. The adjustable stirrups W X Y, and
adjustable spring-stirrup Z, herein described, when
constructed and operated substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The inclined planes 1 1', &c., when constructed
as described, and operated in combination Avith the
spriug-stirrup Z, substantially us set fortli.

91,873.—T. L. EiVERS, St. Louis, Mo.— Caster.
—June 29, 1869 ; antedated June 22, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the plates B E A,
with the center D and shoulders E E, with the caster,
as constructed and described.

91,874.—Eezin Eobins and Albert S. Eobins,
Dundas, El.

—

Sulky Corn Planter and Plow Com-
bined.—JmxQ 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the axle B, con-
structed in two overlapping or scarfed parts, of the
grooves b b, bolt a, supporting-plate IT, and tongue
C, arranged substantially as represented and de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the rods or levers T T,
the connecting-bar T', the bent lever T", provided
with the pedals t"* and the catch T'^ t*, all construct-
ed, arranged, and operating as described, to dodge
the inner plows, or hold the same in their proper
normal position, as set forth.

3. In combination with the shovels or plows O O',
and devices E E', for operating said plows separate-
ly, the levers S'", rock-shaft S" S, and catch s'^, for
raising said plows simultaneously, and holding them
in an elevated position, substantially as described.

4. The combination, with the dropping-slide I, of
the spring K, the rock-lever M, chain or rod M',
lever or treadle M", and catch n, all arranged to op-
erate substantially in the manner described, for the
purpose specified.

5. In combination with the dropping-slide I, op-
erating substantially as herein described, the thim-
ble i^, as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement of the plows
O O', adapted to be separately and simultaneously
elevated, and the former to be dodged ; the seed-
boxes G G, the dropping-slide I, adapted to drop the
seed in variable quantity, and to be operated from
the ground-wheels of the machine, or by the foot of
the driver, or locked from movement; the valves P
P, arranged in the knees of the furrowing-plows and
operated by the dropping-slide, and the covering
rollers Q Q, adapted to be elevated when desired, all

substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

91,875.—J. J. Savage, Troy, K". T.— Cooking-
Stove.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1; The air-draught passage-way a, in
combination with the movable door orcover G F of
the fuel-aperture or door-way P, of extended fire-box
B, located su.bstantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the air-draught passage-
way a. directly over the extended fire-box B, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In combination with the extended fire-box B,
located as described, the front plate N and fire-box
A, the combined sliding and lifting doors G F and
G' F' thereof, substantially as and operating for the
purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the extended fire-box B,
the air-draught passage-way a, thereover, and-cover-
plate G, the perforated air- draught plate F, arranged
to operate at or over the top of said fire-box, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The arrangement of the hot-air draught pas-
sage-way K b b', under the extended fire-box B, in
combination therewith, and with the fire-grate D,
and ash-space E, substantiallj'^ as and for'^the pur-
pose described.

6. The combination with each other of the extend-
ed fire-box B, the hot-air draught passage-way a
thereover, and the hot-air drauglit passage-way K b
b' thereunder, when res]iectively and rolative'ly ar-

ranged with the fire-grate D, ashspace E, tire-box
A, and flame- chamber C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

7. The combination of the series of lieroin-do-

scribed break-joint-arranged ribs or flanges /( /; h,

with the scries of apertures or slots (/ (j. an'Miigod in

altenmte succession, and combined with tlie firo-box

lining-plates of stoves, substaiitially as described.
8. The arrangement of tli(> shcU'-pl.'ites L L, above

and forward of the fire-grate D, in comhiuation with
the fuel doorway P, its door or co\'er F. and thero-
un(ler-(>xt(^nded fire-box B, substantially as de-
scribed.
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9. The combination of the close ungratecl bottom
iiro-box B, and aii'-draught chamber a thereover, or

its equivalent, with the grated-bottom fire-box A,
substantially as and operating for the purpose de-

scribed.

91,S7t».—Alexander Shaw, Monmouth, 111.—
CulUmtor.—Jm\Q 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie construction, arrangement, and
combination of the frame-piece B, spindle H, pivot
V, pivot-joint M, and brace W, as shown and for the
purpose described.

2. In combination Avith the above devices, the
braces C D, tongue A, plates L L, and plows K K,
arranged as shown and for the purpose described.

9l,S77.—W. S. Shoemaker, Towsontown, Md.,
and E. H. Shoemakek, Lancaster, Ohio.

—

Baihvay-
Rail Splice.—June 29, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The construction of the cheek-piece C,

in the manner substantially as described.
2. The manner of securing the splice-bar B and

cheek-piece C to the rail-sections, by means of trans-

verse bolts, and one or more oblique bolts, substan-
tially as described.

91,878.—George Stevens, San Francisco, Cab
—Amalgamator-.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of rubber, leather, or other plia-

ble material, as shoes, or rubbers, or strips, running
on copper, for tlie purposes of amalgamating with
mercury, and for precipitating and gathering the
same and metals.

2. The use of a tub or other vessel, arranged so as

to make a galvanic battery, by the introduction of

copper and zinc plates, with frictional mullers act-

ing upon the copper plates, and by the pulp, contain-
ing the mercury and ores, acting as the exciting
liquid, for purposes specified.

91,879. -W. H. Stewart and J. H. Tilley,
Orion, Wis.— Coffee-Boiler.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a coffee-boiler, with
the parts A., B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I, arranged
substantially as described, and operating for the
purposes-set forth.

91,880.

—

John D. Stillman, Memphis, Tenn.—
Cotton-Seed Hiiller.—June 29, 1869.

Claim:.—The cottonseed huller, as shown, com-
posed of the cylinder A, with its bars D and grooves
C, drum B, with bars E and grooves G, and the bolt

J, and propeller- shaped fan K, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

91,881.—isTathan Stockwell, "Windsor, l^f. T.—Device for Feeding Swine.— Jvmq 29, 1869.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of the
shaft E, lever F, and cams G G, swinging-gate C,
wedge H, trough A, projections J) D, all being con-
structed and operating as herein described and rep-
resented, for the purpose set forth.

91,882.—Peter Sweeny, New York, IST, Y.—
Tuyere.—Jm\Q 29, 18(J9.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the annular receiving-chamber C, the circulating-
pipes E H, and foot-box F, the valve-plate K, tube
I, and diseharging-pipe D, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The removable packing-ring or case P, fitted
to the top of the tube B, and combined with the
hearth, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the tubes B D I and re-

movable diaphragm K, substantially as described.

91,883.—Eli Thayer, ~Sqw York, N. Y., as-

signor to Paul P. Todd, Boston, Mass.

—

Com-
pound for Extinguishing Fires.—June 29, 1869

;

antedated June 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. A solution of muriate of ammonia, in
combination with carbonate or bicarbonate of soda,
or their equivalent, for the extinguishing of fire, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. A solution of sal ammoniac, in combination
with nitrate or phosphate of soda, for extinguishing
fire, substantially as set forth.

3. A. mixture of water, carbonate of lime, and mu-
riate of soda, for extinguishing fire, substantially as
set forth.

91,884.—"William Thompson, Dublin, Ireland.—Packing- Case for Bottles and Jars.—June 29, 1869

;

patented in England November 19, 1869.

Claim.—In a bottle and jar packing-case, a series
of springs, C, two or more, in combination with one
or more partitions or diaphragms, E E', and lid F,
arranged substaiitially as described, so as to secure
the battles or jars from both lateral or longitudinal
motion in the case.

91,88-5.—David G. Watt, Lawrence, Kans.
—Bee-Hive.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The hive A, honey-boxes C C, comb-
frames D D, openings F, caps or stops G G, and tube
I, all constructed and combined in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

91,886.

—

William Weber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Medical Compound.—June 29, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The essence of celery, when com-
pounded of the ingredients and in the proportions
substantially as described.

2. The celery-cordial, when compounded of the in-

gredients and in the proportions substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The celery-bitters, when compounded of the in-

gredients and in the proportions substantially as de-

scribed.

91 ,887.—Charles B. Weeks, Galesburgh 111.,

assignor to himself and F. H. Ferris, same place.

—

Hog-Trap.—Jane 29, 1869.

Claim.—A hog-trap, consisting of the panels A
A and Y, shade-board B, lever C, and curved neck-
block D, when constructed, combined, and arranged
as shown, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth and described.

91,888.—Benjamin F. Whitcomb, Claremont^
]Sr. H.

—

Reed for Looms.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—A weaver's reed, with metallic darts, hav-
ing oval faces meeting at the opposite edges, and
with bosses on one or both si i es of the dart, with
shoulders as indicated, all constructed and arranged
as and for the purposes specified.

91,889.—James B. Williams, Glastenbury, as-

signor to the Hartford SoRGHrM-MACHiNE Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn.— Metal- Corrugating Ma-
chine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The crimping-bar d, arranged between
the guide-ways 6, in combination with the osxiillating

comi)ressing-"bars i, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described.

91,890.—Jajies B. Williams, Glastenbury, as-

signor to the Hartford Sorghum-Machine Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn.

—

Evaporation-Pan.—June
29, 1869.

Claim..—1. Forming grooves k, formed in the
sides d, in combination with a corrugated bottom,
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

2. The set-off bolts h, in combination with a cor-

rugated bottom 6', and sides d, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The caps e, constructed as described, in combi-
nation with the corrugated bottom d' and sides (Z,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. Forming a union of the faucet with the cor-

rugated pan througli the side d, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

91,891.-Henry Willis and George Eice,
W(n'cester, England.

—

Machinefor Winding Thread,
c6c.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the guide and
tension jilate, and the frame or arm to which the
same is attached, of the elliptical and 8-shaped gear-

wheels, as described, connected with said slotted

frame or arm by a crank-pin, so as to commu-
nicate to the frame a reciprocating movement
and receiving motion from the shaft of the winder,
substantially in the manner and by the means herein
specified.
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2. The device for arresting automatically the rota.-

tion of the spool, in combination with the vi'inder-

apindle and its driving-pulley, arranged aud con-

nected together, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

91,893.—Charles 'Winterbottom:, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignor to W. S. Winterbottom, same
plaee.—Combined Try-Square and Bevel.—Sxma 29,

1869.
Claim.—A square, with the stock A cut at an

angle, x, at the top, near the left side, down toward
the right side a, for the purpose specified.

91,893.—E. H. WooDSUM andF. H. Whitjian,
Harrison, Me. ; said Woodsum assigns his right to

said Whitman.— Raihoay-Sleeper.—June 29, 1869.

Olaim.—Thii improved railway-sleeper, construct-

ed as described, to wit,with the transverse cuts there-

in, and the blocks of hard wood inserted therein, as

herein described.

91,894.—J. A. Woodward, S. S. Woodward,
and Thomas Mason, Sandwich, 111.

—

Cultivator.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the clamps Z Z,

pins V, frame S T U, and beams J, as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the sockets //, handles d,

plates _p, and beams J, said plates being arranged to

clamp the handles to the beams, as set forth.

3. The inclined standards D, in combination with
segments F, ratchets E, levers and springs G- H,
beams J, chains t, clamps Z, and frame-S T U, as

shown and specified.

91,895.—William Zierath and Charles J.

Sjutii, Sheboygan, Wis.

—

Scrubbing and Mopping
Machine.—Jwna 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The brushes G- and the mop-jaw I,

when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the above-named parts,

the frame A, gear-wheels D and F, the frame H. the

water-tank L, mounted upon suitable traction-

wheels, when operating substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth and shown.

91,896.—Arthur M. Allen, New York, N. T.
—Yelocipede.-JxmQ 29, 1869.

Claim.— I. A velocipede-wheel, haiang its bear-

ing-surface or tread of bristles, as a new article of

manufacture, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The strap/, bent at both ends, in combination
with pivots e e aud standards d d, substantially as

and for the purpose described.
3. The roller-brace F, in combination with the

mortise of the reach, and capable of being turned
out in either direction, and of being raised and sus-

pended in a central position, or in line with the

driving-wheel, substantially as set forth.

9J,897.—William Andrews, Watson, :N". T.—
Potato-Digger.—Juiw 29, 1869.

Claim:— 1 . The shafts F, for holding the vine-pull-

ing blocks G, when supported in rear by a pivoted
plate, /, and in front by laterally adjustable ])lates gg,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The plates g g, for supporting the front ends of
• the .shafts F, when arranged laterally adjustalile on
a vertically adjustable plate, i, aud held forced to-

gether by si)ri)igs k, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. The ])late i, for supporting the laterally adjust-

able rotating cones G, when wol'king in tlie grooved
pendants h, and suspended, from the shafts H, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. Tlu! vine-gnides M, Avhen arranged in combi-
nation witli the rotating adjustable vine-i)ulling

coiwa G, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
5. The shaft H, carrying the loose sleeve w, when

connected willi the levers I and L, and with the
frame J and shafts F, so that eitlier the frame or
shafts, or !)()tli, can be elevated to a suitable height,
sut)stantiuily as herein shown and dcscrilx'd.

6. The pawls q and z, when arranged in combina-

tion with the shaft H and sleeve w respectively, to

operate substantially as herein shown and described,
so as to automatically lock the vine-pullers or the
potato-gatlierer at a desired height, as specified.

91,898—W. B. Bartram, Danbiiry, Conn.—
Umbroidering-A ttachment for Seioing- Machines.—
June 29, 1869 ; antedated June 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination -with the foot A, the
swinging braid-carrier C, constructed substantially
as described, aud for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the braid carrier C, oper-
ated by the needle-arm in its reciprocation, and the
plate F, provided with the slot G, and notches H H',
the looped -^'ire I, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,899.—Joseph I. Beaumont, St. Paul, Minn.—Funnel.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The funnel, having the outer surface of
the neck B, and the lower part of the body A, pro-
vided with a series of wires or strips, C, arranged as
described, for the purpose specified.

91,900.—James M. Blackstock, Tarentum,
Pa.— Scroll-Sa^ving Machine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the saw D, saw-
frame C, aud its drivingmechanisni, with the frame
A and the braces E, when all the parts are con-
structed substantially as set foith, aud for the pur-
pose described.

91,901 Thomas S. Blair, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Apparatus for the Manufacture of Pig-Bloom:—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The moving table, with or without
partitions and side-pieces, in combination with a
spout for delivering the molten metal, and a spout
fur delivering the pulverized oxide or oxides simul-
taneously upon the surface, or into the trough of the
moving table, for the manufacture of pig-bloom or
I)ig-scrap, substantially as described.

2. A circular table, having reraoval)le outer pieces,
or curb and partitions, constructed substantially as
described, for the pui'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the moving table with one
or more regulators, p, for receiving and delivering
the molten iron on the moving table, in a regular and
uniform stream, substantially as aud for the purpose
hereinbefore described.

4. In combination Avith the moving table and regu-
lator or regulators, the reservoir r, fcu' receiving the
molten metal from the blast-fui'uaee or cupola, and
pouring it into the regulator, so as more easily to

control its flow upon the moving table, substantially
as hereinbefore described.

91,903.—William M. Blkakley, Yerplank,
N. Y.—Can- Opener.—JvLMQ 29, lS(i9.

Claim.—The can-opener, consisting of the bar D,
s\\'ivelcd in the end of the slotted lever A, and pro-
vided with the handle d, and the head E, having the
points a b, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

91,903 A. C. BuowNELL, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Construcdoa of Shc'ct-2[etal Boilers.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The improved water-boiler, with both
heads dome-shaped, double-seamed, brazed or riveted
to the ends of its body, either with or without bead-
ing, substantially as herem shown and described, for

the purpose specified.

2. The body of a hot-water boiler, made in two
parts, double-seamed to each other, ami double-
seamed, brazed or riveted to the dome-heads, sub-

stantially as herein shown and deserilied, for tho
purpose specified.

3. Tho heavy wheel or band C. whether made
with or Avitliout spokes orcross-h'U-s, in combination
with the l)0(ly A of the boiler, at the jioiiits wIhu'O

the parts of said ))ody are seamed tt) each other,

substantially as herein shown and dcscrilHHl, and for

the purpose set forth.

4. Beading sheet-metal boih-rs, and oilier nrtii'les,

longitudinally with tlu' double sc.inis. iiudnding the

sanie, by wliii'h tlie parts of saul articles are secured

to each" oth(M-, siii)slaiitiaily in the nuinner herein

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth
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91,904.—George TT. Bunker. St. Authonr,
Minn., assignor to himself and DaviD Trateb, BoV
toii, Mass.

—

Corn-Planter.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable pivoted bars P. when
proTided with the condnctor-spouts F, rakes B', and
pivoted rollers C, all arranged as described, for the
ptu'pose specified.

2. The combination of the sliding-plates H, levers
I, constnicted as described, ai-ms^K, rock-shaft L,
broad arm M, and radial pins X, with each other,
and with the conductor-spouts F, axle A, and fi-anie

C, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth

3. The rakes B' and rollers C, when both are ar-

ranged upon the pivoted arms P, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

91,905.— CHRisTorHER Bruxschwiler, Xew
York. X. Y.

—

Commercial-Account Indicator.—June
29, 1869.

Cla im

.

—The indicating frame or tablet A, pro-
vided with receiving-grooves B, and with appropri-
ate columns for the names of mercantile firms or
correspondents, for the several kinds of property or
values involved, and for balances, sepai'ated by the
partitions D. in combination with replaceable blocks
bearing names, words, letters, and figui'es. to give
the indications or accomits desired, the whole being
arranged in the manner and for the purpose hereiiii

shown and deseffbed.

91.908.—Levt B. Burdox. Providence. P.. I.—
Button.—Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—The improved shirt stud or button, herein
described, consisting of the front, with its post A
tapered inwardly from its outer end, with or without
the spring-slot described, in combination with the
back, having its hollow spring-socket B inversely
tapered, substantially as described, for the pm-pose's
specified.

91,907.—ilAKSHALL Bl"R>t:tt, Boston, Mass.—
Broom.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the expansive holder B. as described, with the stock
A and its biading-wire rn, or the equivalent thereof,

and with the handle C and its screw D, to operate
with such holder, as described.

2. The expansive broom-stock holder, substantially
as specified.

3. The combination of the expansive broom-stock
holder with the handle and its screw, arranged to
operate with such holder, as set forth.

91.90S Peter H. Caemax, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Air-Keating Furnace.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sockets or
thimbles ?!. with the grate-bars and gear-wheels g.

arranged and operated substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

2. The drum E, provided with the vertical tapered
tubes P. and arranged within the oven I, with refer-

ence to the hot-air chamber A, flues G- and K, and
apertures J, as and for the pm'pose herein shown and
described.

91.909 E. D. Cha^-dler, Fairhaven, X. J.—
Anvil and Ti.'^c Combined.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The anvil and vise, constructed, com-
bined, and ai-ranged as herein described and shown.

91.910.—Charles S. Clark, Providence. P. I.

—Lathe.—.Time 29, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the poppet-bloct A,

tool-rest B, wedges C C, and screw D, or their
equivalents, as set forth, all constructed, ai-ranged,
and fitted together substantially in the manner" de-
scribed.

91,911.—JoiLS- Cody, Xew York, X', Y.—Plat-
form for Sulimarine Drilling.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the exterior tube G,
interior tube H, ring-packing piston I. piston-rods
J, adjustable collars M, crossbar X, bolts L, and
uuts X. with each other, said parts being construct-
ed and aiTanged substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the pm'poses set forth.

91,912.-^0HXC0DT, Xew York, X*. Y.-JRock-
Drilling Apparatus.—June 29, 1869,

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the pawls G', sliding cross-bar a'~. spring H. with
the vertical shaft or stock E. to which the^ drill C is

attached, and with the racks F' attached to the
frame A, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the pulley J, screw K, com-
bined gear-wheel and screw-nut'A', shaft C, and
conepuUey D', with the hoisting-strap I. substan-
tiaUv as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the driving-shaft X, crank-
shaft L M, ny-wheel O. pawl P, and ratchet-wheel
Q, with each other, and with the hoisting-strap I,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the jiurpose set forth.

91,913.—JAiiES Collins, Grand Eapids, Mich.—iSpring Bed-Bottom.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—An improved spring bed-bottom, formed
by the combination of the cross-bars A, longitudinal
bars B, inclined or flaring end boards or bars C, an-
gle-block 13, hoop-iron strap E, cross-bars F, and
coHed springs G, with each other, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

91,914.

—

Teomas B. Collins. Xoank, Conn.

—

Sarrow.—Jmiti 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved han'ow, formed by hing-
ing two or more diamond-shaped parts B to the dia-

mond-shaped central or forward part A. said parts
being constructed, connected, and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
pm'pose set fonh,

2. The combination of the lever H and wheel or
wheels J, with the forward or central part A of the
haiTow, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the detachable wheels and
axles D E with the forward or central part A of the
harrow, substantially in the manner herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,915.—Charles A. Conde, Indianapolis, Ind.—Steam-Engine Governor.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a governor, the
adjustable sleeve B, constructed and anauged. in re-

lation to the stand A and head C, substantially as
shown and described, and for the piirxioses set forth.

2. The adjustable head C, with the cross G, and
bars H, and ball-arms, arranged in connection there-

with, substantially as shown and described.

91 ,916.—A. J. Culver. White Hall, Jl\.—Sang-
ing Sliding-Door.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.-^The door-bracket E, formed with two
arms, each having a grooved wheel, F, adapted to
run on the double rails D, suspended from the brack-
ets C. which are bolted between said rails, aU ar-

ranged to operate as herein set forth and shown, for

the purpose specified.

91,917 ^V. P. CuJonNGS, McCntchanville,
Ind.—Harroio and Cultivator Combined.—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the harrow-
beams A, united by the elevated beams B, of the
cultivators C, all ai-ranged substantially as specified.

2, The aiTdugementof the beams A and E, as
specified.

91.918.—P. ^>A^^s. XewpoitXews, Ya.

—

Fence,
-^xma 29, 1869.

Claim. —The fence, constructed as described, of
the palings B, inserted at their upper ends between
the wires a a, which are stretched between the posts
E E, their lower ends being coated with tar, and
di'iven into the ground, as herein set forth, for the
purpose specified.

91,919.—Willis Davis, Elizabethport, andCRO-
well Macax, Pahwar, X. J.

—

Railway-Car Axle-
Box.—JviW 29. 1869,

Claim.—1. In combination with a car-axle box-cap,
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the fiuger C, substfiutially as ai|d for the purposes
herein shoTvu and desciibed.

2. In coinbiiiation with a car-axle bos-cap, the

key E, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

91,920.—Jonathan L. Devol, Parkersburgh,

W. Yii.—Boot and Shoe Stretcher.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the wedge B with
the -screw-bolt D, the hinged portions A and A', and
nut C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91,93jI.—Jonathan L. Devol, Parkersburgh,
W. Va.

—

Ironing-Table and Clothes-Drier.—June 29,

1869.

Claim-.—1. In combination with a table having a

moTuble top, the racks C C, attached to the table,

substantially in the manner set forth.

2. In combination with the first section ofthe side

rack D, the second rack D', constructed with slot-

ted end pieces, and arranged in relation to the first

rack, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

91j922.—A. S. DiNSMORE, New York. 1^. Y.—
Tucking-Attachment for Setuing-Machine.^. — June
29, 1869.

Claim.—The tucking-attachment secured to the

presser-foot, when constructed as described, of the

rectangular plate C, having the narrow rib formed
upon its inner side, along its inner edge, through
which the needle passes, whereby the rib is adapted

to i)ress upon and hold the fold of rthe cloth, while

the remaining portion moves over the folds already

formed, without bearing on it, as herein described,

for the purpose specified.

91,933.—Le Grand Dodge, Sj'raeuse, jN". Y.—
Curtain-Fixture.—June 29, 1869.

Claitn.—As a ne^^^ article of manufacture, the

spring loop or clasp D, constructed as herein de-

scribed, to receive and hold the window cord or tape,

by a side movement thereof, for the purpose speci-

fied.

91 ,924.—Andrew^ T. Dunshee, Pittsburgh, Pa.
— Water- Filter.—Jm\(i 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the air-tight space D,
and the single opening x, when used in combination
with a water-filter, provided with disks c and /, and
filtering media, the whole being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as hereinbefore
described, and for the purpose set forth.

91,925.—David Evans, Xewton, Iowa.— Com-
bined Grain-Drill, Seed-Sower, and Corn- Planter.—
Jiuie 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hopper C and
lever C, with the cams and the rods deriving motion
therefrom, when so arranged that the rods may be
thrown out of gear by the action of the lever, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the feed-bar D, sieve E, and
trough F', and tubes F, substantially as set fortli.

:5. Tlie combination of the cutters I, tubes F, and
revolving liarroAv L, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the double revolving har-

row and the bar L^, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

5. The combination of the parts L, L', L^, and L^,

arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

91,926.—Henry B. Feunald, Dedhara, Mass.
—Car- Wheel.—June 29, 1869 ; antedated June 19,

1869.

Claim.—1. The hub F, constructed with a trans-

verse mortise for the key-blocks (}, in coml)iuation
witli the key-blocks G, the sc^uunul journal a a a a
of tiie axle A, the sci-cw-bolts S, and nuts '/)-, Avith or
\\itliout the tires Y Y Y, substunlially as herein de-

scribed.
2. The wheel C, in combination Avitli the hub II,

constructed with a transverse Tuortisc for the key-
blocks J, the key-blocks J, the squared journal e e c

c, and the ecrew-bolts o, substantially as herein set
foith.

'.I. Tlie hub N, constructed with a transverse mor
tise for the key-blocks V, in comljination witli tlie

key-blocks V, the round journal </ g, and the screw-
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bolts P, and nuts^, all arranged and ai)plied to the
axle-box, substantially as and for the purposes here-

in specified.

4. The combined guide-camagesKK, constructed
as herein specified, and in combination with the
anti-lriction rollers L, and radial anti-friction wheels
I, the whole being held in place, substantially as
herein described.

5.. The wheel B, in combination with the collars

E, the radial anti-friction wheels I, the anti-friction

rollers L, the guide-carriages K, and the hub F, the
whole constructed and secured upon the axle A, as
herein described, substantially as herein set forth.

91,937.—George A. Ford, Oswego, N. Y.—
Furling Gaff-Topsails.—June 29, ] 869.

Claim.—1. The grooved guide N n', constructed
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the metallic socket and
strengthening-piece K, detachable catch L, and
hoisting-rope M, with the sail E and guide-groove
N, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the rope J, spool I, gear-
wheels H G, and roller F, with each other, and with
the gaff or arm D and sail E, substantiallj^ as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. Transferring the sail from one side of the rope
to the other, by means of the detachable catch L,

socket P, and rope Q, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

91,928.—Hurus D. Gardner, Watertown, IS.

Y.—Milk- Cooler.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pans B and C,
when the latter is hinged to the edge of the former,
and adapted to swing up and be supported in a raised
position by the pivoted bar G; as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the funnels D
E, when arranged with relation to the pans B C and
vat A, as described, for the purpose of directing the
milk between the pans and the cooling-liquid around
the outer pan, as herein set forth and shown.

91,929.—Adin Gauntt, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Changing Speed in Machinery.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the shaft A, disk
C, sleeve F, and pinion thereon, sliding-arms O, pin-
ions M, intermediate wheels, and fixed wheel S, when
arranged for communicating a slow motion to the
shaft A from the said sleeve F, or pulleys thereon,
substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the arms 0, arms P, and
oscillating spirally grooved ring T, substantially as
specified.

3. The arrangement of the sliding-arms 0, pinions
M, studs N, and recessed cone-pulleys, all substan-
tially as specified.

91.930—Myron Gore, Shelby, Mich.—Lathe.—
June 29, 18(;9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the levers L M
and wheel E, with the pulleys G' G' and mandrels
G G, all the parts being constructed and arranged
in the manner described and for the purpose speci-
hed.

2. The arrangement of the cord B', shaft V, pul-

leys W Y, lever Z, and treadle Z', lever C, and
treadle C", and wheel F, with the cutter-bar O, in

the manner desciibed, wlien all the jKiits are con-
structed as and for the purpose specified.

91,931.—F.C. Hagen, Cuba, N. Y.-Bcd-Bot-
tom.—June 29. I8(i9.

Claim.—The bed bottom, constructed, as described,
of the frame A, divided into three compartuH>nts by
the transverse (Mul partitions CI (>, tlu' eential coin-

l)aitnienf, containing the springs 1>, being covered
l)y the hinged cushion D, and the two end conipait-
nients by the removable head and Iboteusliions E F,

all arranged as described, for tlie purpose specilied.

91,932. — NATitAMicr, ITahkiek, Mtiscatiue,
Iowa.

—

G((tr.—rJnue 29, 18()9.

,

Claim.—The combination of the caster-wheel D,
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rail E, bars F, and tilple crank-shafts G-, with each
other and with the gate C, said parts being con-
structed, aiTauged. and operating substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

91,933.—Edgak K. Hayxes, Boston. Mass., as-

sifrnor to William Cauletox, same place.

—

Lamp.
—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a lamp-burner
of otherwise ordinary or suitable construction, but
in which the globe and its draught-nozzle are em-
ployed in lieu of the chimney, "of an imperforate
globe-rest, under such an arrangement that all the
air required for the flame shall pass to the same
through the burner, and not through said globe-rest,

as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The mode of suspending the draught-nozzle
wholly or partly within the globe, by means of hooked
arms, which catch over the upper end or mouth of
the globe, substantially as shown and set forth.

3. The combination of the imperforate globe-rest,

arranged so that the air required to feed the fiame
shall pass through the burner, as before specified, and
eariwing the globe and draught-nozzle employed in

lieu of the chimney, with a removable sleeve, fitting

or supported upon the lower part of the burner,
under the arrangement and for operation as set

forth.

91,934.—M. C. Heptinstall, Enfield, X. C—
La inp-Extinguisher.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring- concave
extinguishers L L and revolving thumb-shaft P, with
its wire yoke X. for closing the extinguishers, when
constructed and operated as herein described.

91,935.—M. C. Heptinstall, Enfield, X. C—
Alarm-Gun.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tube G-, spindle
F, arms H I, and trij)ping-i)ins E, all substantially
as specified.

91,936—M. C. HeptdsSTall, Enfield, X. C—
Mustache- Guard.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—A detachable mustache-guai-d, A, for

drinking-cups, provided with a mouth-piece, B, and
groove, C, substantially as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

91,937.—Lyjiax E. Hodge, Poughkeepsie, X.
Y.— Velocipede.—Jnne 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The thumb levers g g. in combination
with the steering-bar of a velocipede, substantially

as and for the purposes described.
2. An adjustable box or bush in the socket of the

steering-post of a velocipede, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

3. In combination with the bar D, the loop-lever
h, for the brake-strap E, substantially as described.

91,938 H. X. HouGHTOX, Brattleborough, Yt.—Spoke-Fastener.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a wheel for highway
Tvehicles. the parts D and E, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

91,939.—L. B. Hyatt, Elemington. Ta.—Straw-
Cuttcr.—Jnne 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate A, provided with the hollow
axial pin D, annular collar E, and yielding-gnide G-,

substantially as specified.

2. The cutter-arm C, provided with the projection
H, and combined with the plate A, when the latter

is arranged substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the vibrating cutter-

ann, of a yielding bearing, G, substantially as speci-

fied.

91,940. — Thomas Jefferts, Council Blufi"s,

Iowa.

—

Heating-Drum.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, withiu the heating-

drum, of the perforated beat-distributing plates K.
Mith relation to the air-flues, and heat supply and
discharge pipes A A', substantially as described,

for the purpose specified.

91,941 .

—

William K. Johxstox, Cordova, HI.,
assignor to himself. Edith E. Wyxkoop, and Dan-
iel Zimmeumax, same place.— Wagon-Brake.—JxLne
29, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The locking-device D. applied to the
segment E. or it« equivalent, and receiving through it

the lever C. substantially as described.
2. The lever C, loosely attached at its lower end,

and applied to a box-slide. D, which is upon a bar,
E. and to which the brake chain or rod is connected,
substantially as described.

91,942.—Hexry J. Klixgexberg and JoHX J.
Mau, Davenport, Iowa.

—

Apvaratus for Operating
Churns.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The spring a, confined within the metal
disks B, shaft 6. ratchet 6', cog-wheel A, pinion c,

bevel-gear D e, shaft E, escapement E. and brake I,

when constructed and arranged as described, for
the purpose set forth.

91,943.—Christian Hexry Kock, Davenport,
Iowa.— Water-Llevator.—Jane 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder A, spi-
ral springs B, separated by the loose disks C, the
piston D. ball-valve E, and' its seat E, the metali'c
ribbon H, the windlass, the supply-pipe L, having
the ball-valve m, and the discharge-pipe X, all ar-

ranged and operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

91,944.—Philip Leoxard, Sharon, Pa.

—

Ma-
chine for Turning and Scraping Grindstones.—June
29, ]869.

Claim. —A machine for turning and scraping
grindstones, consisting of the pivoted frame, carry-
ing the longitudinally adjustable frame C, on which
tiie transversely adjustable frameB is arranged, and
of the tool A. the frame D being adjustable by means
of screws F, and provided with a fender, J, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

91.945 B. B. Lewis, Xew York, X. Y.—Sash-
Holder.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The bracket A, provided with shoid-
ders c c, in combination with the projecting-bar D,
and the eccentric B. having the rubber band C, all

constructed and arranged to operate in the manner
described, for the purpose specified.

2. Tiie combination of the eccentric or cam B,
with the bracket A, when the oftset or shoulder as.

of the latter is made to form a stop for the former,
substantially as set forth.

91,946.—Jeax Baptists Lrote, Paris, France,
assignor to Se'well Hexky Fessexdp:x, Boston,
Mass.

—

Mold for Glass from Gas-Carhon or Graph-
ite.—June 29, 18G9.

Claim.—1. iEanufactiiring the molds, as herein-

before described, from the graphite, or material
which is formed in the interior of gas-retorts.

2. Manufacturing the molds by pulverizing the
graphite, and then agglomerating it by a binding
material, as hereinbefore described.

3. Manufacturing the molds by cutting and
working the graphite, in its natural' state, into the
required forru, as hereinbefore described, without
pulverizing and agglomerating it.

4. Manufacturing the molds, especially when re-

quired to be of large size, by joining or connecting
several pieces of the graphite, as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

5. As a new manufacture, molds made of the
graphite, or material which is formed in th.e interior

of gas-retorts, either in its natural state or agglom-
erated, substantially as specified.

91,947.—J. P. O. LowxsDALE. Portland, Oreg.
—Bust-Dcfiector for Railroad-Cars.—June 29, lSc9.

Claim.—The metallic dust-deflector for cars, con-
sisting of the funnel-shaped case A, inclosing the
inner triangular-shaped projection, both placed up-
on the plate E, in reverse positions with relation to

each other, substantially as described, for the pur-

pose specified.

91,948.—JoHX Macxair, Xew York, X. Y.—
Paper-Folding Machine.—June 29, 1869.
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Claim..—1. In combiuation -^ith the rollers B B'
C C. &c., the boxes or vacuum-chambers KK', and
pistons L Li, when constructed to operate substuu-

tiallv as and for the purposes set forth.
2. 'The combination of the rollers B B', chambers

K K', piston L, sprinft- J, shaft M, cams m m, and
gear & b s, all constructed to operate substantially as

and for the purposes described.
3. In a machine for folding paper or other fabrics,

the employment of a current of air or sirajjly atmos-
pheric pressure, to assist in forcing the material be-

tween the rollers, substantially as herein described.

01,949.—James Maiioney, Newport, R. I.—
Steam- Generator Grate-Bar.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the rectangular cor-

rugated frame, with corrugated cross-bars and sur-

rounding corrugated margin, as herein specified.

91,9-50.—Henry Markthaler, Elizabeth, IST.

J.—Chimney-Top.—June 29, 1869.

Cla.im..—A chimney-top, consisting of the body A,
cap B, flange &, inner annular plate C, and inverted
cup D, all combined and arranged substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described,

91,951.—Samuel Mattix and James McP her-
eon, Clinton County, Ind.

—

Tile-Machine.—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—1. The box A, hoppers B B, shafts E E,
cog-wheels « a, knives ec, and cut-offs oc, in com-
biuation with shaft H, Avith its cog-'n-heel 6, toothed
plunger C, segment of cog-wheel R, and die-plates

K K, with their cores I I, all constructed and ope-
rated substantially as described..

2. The tootlied plunger C, and segment of cog-
wheel II, in combination with the die-plntes K K,
with their cores 1 1, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

91,952.—BenJAMix Franklin Mayhew, Car-
mel, Me.

—

Shingle-Machine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the series of shingle-

bolt carriages upon the sides of the radial arms pro-

jecting from the horizontal revolving-shaft, all the
parts being constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

91,953.—Francis McCarty, Smith's Ferry, Pa.—Distillation of Rydrocarhon-Olls.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Causing the oil in the still to move in

a continuously returning current or flow, by means
of a jet of steam, and a funnel inserted in the steam-
pipe back of the discharging aperture, substantially
ais described.

2. Feeding a jet of oil and a jet of steam continu-
ously into a still through a common pipe, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. A funnel d, inserted in a steam-pipe, a, inside
the still, and back of the discharging aperture, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

91,954.—W. L. McCoRD, Abbeville, S. C—
Medical Compound.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound, composed of the
ingredients herein named, and in about the propor-
tions specified, substantially as and for the purxioses
described.

91,955.—Jim H. McElroy, Warwick, N. T.—
Self-Closing 'Telegraph-Key.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the contact-spring
h, depressed by the insulated thumb-piece i, in con-
nection \\'itli the key A, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

91,956 John M. McGehu, Milton, Fla.-
Railway-Car TrKcL—Jutw 29, 18()9.

Claim.—Tiie railroad-car, consisting of the two
two-wheeled trucks A and B, each piovided with the
swinging bolster 1), the forward truck A being sup-
ported on the cone-shajjod wheels C C, arranged
with their bases toward the central line of the car,
and the rear truck B provided with tlic wheels C C,
having concave peripheries, all constructed as de-
Bcribcul, wheniby the ear is adapted for use on tracks
of ii'rcgular gauge, for the purpose specified.

91,95r.—J. Miles and E. P. Miles, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio.— Plow-Cleaner.-^xme 29, 1869.

Claim-.— The combination, with a plow, of the
curved sliding cleaning-bar A, when arranged to be
adjusted vertically, and from side to side of the
beam, substantially as specified.

91 ,958.—Stephen Moore and Homer Rogers,
Sudbury, Mass.

—

Portable Straining-Press.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the bail and toggle applied to the bottom of the
expressing-vessel, with the stepped projection ap-
plied to the follower.

2. The arrangement and combination of the han-
dle with the expressing-vessel, and the bail, toggle,
and stepped projection applied to the said vessel and
the follovver, in manner and so as to operate there-
with, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement and combination of the pro-
jection e with the handle d, the expressing-vessel,
and the bail, toggle, and stepped projection," applied
to the expressing-vessel and follower, in manner and
so as to oi)erate therewith, as explained.

91,959.—F. L. Morrison, New Albany, Ind.—
Hay- Fork.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable shoulder-rest E, ar-
ranged on the handle of a fork, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The jointed prong B, consisting of the parts b c,

when arranged on a hand-fork, to operate substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

3. The hand hay-fork, consisting of the handle A,
fixed prongs B, detachable prongs C or D, v\'hich may
be jointed, as described, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

91,960.—Andrew J. Morse, Boston, Mass.—
Sirup- Holder for Soda-Foxintain.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—For use in soda-water apparatus, a glass
sirup-holder, formed rectangular and oblong, in hori-
zontal ci'oss-section, and having an open top and an
outlet at its bottom, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

91,961.—S. Y. Orr, Morning Sun, Iowa, assign-
or to himself and J. M. Virgin, same place;

—

Corn-
Planter.—June 29, 1869 ; antedated June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use or employment of a smooth
wire or cord, S, wound upon the reels R, in combi-
nation with the friction-disks P P, Avitli rubber or
elastic washers Q Q', and nut y, with the cams E E',
or their mechanical equivalent, for the purpose of
operating the seed-distributing mechanism, as the
machine is drawn along, when constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2."' The rod T, provided with the anchor V, and
hook i, in connection with the eyes j, attached to the
A\'ires S, for the purpose of connecting the wires to
the anchor V and rod T, when so constructed that,
in combination Avith the small eye Bx, on the front
end of the machine, the Avire Avill be automatically
unhooked Irom rod T, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the wii^es S, reels R, on axle
D, cams E E', lever F, and seed-dropping mechan-
ism, all arranged to operate substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

4. The toothed rim L, latch Ax, spring rtx, pinion
7i, in the ring M, attached to the lever N, and the
wheel O, between friction-disks P P, on the axle 1),
all ai'rauged to operate substantially as set forth, and
for the purpose specified.

91,962—D.D. Parmklee, New York, N. Y.—
Mode of Utilizing Tin-1'late Ct(tting.s- in the Manu-
facture of Iron and Steel.—June 29, 'l8()9.

Claim.— 1. The process herein described, of utiliz-
ing the waste cuttings or scriii)s of tin plat(>, bv form-
ing tlie same into ingots, substantially as described,
and subjecting such ingots to the n'u-lling or puil-
dliug process in any suitable furnace, as herein set
forth.

2. The formation of interlaced nnisses of tin-
scraps, i)rei)arat()ry to their being dipped in or mixed
Avith molten east iron, substantially as set forth.

3. The production of ingots composed of Avasto
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tiu-scraps and cast iron, substantially as herein set

forth.

4. The method of and means herein described, for

producing skeleton ingots of waste tin plate. '

91,963.—F. L. Pekuy, Canandaigua, I^. T.—
CuUivator.—June 29, 18(iy.

Claim.—1. The attacliing of the teeth E to the
beams A, by having the front prongs c of the teeth
pass tliroug'h the front ends of ])lates d, and the rear
prongs/ fitted in the rear parts of tlie plates, in com-
bination Avitii tlie arms g of the plates, the arms of
each pair of plates being fitted together, and all cou-
strucTed and arianged substantially as shoT^m and
described, to admit of the turning or adjusting of the
teeth as the beams A A are expanded or contracted,
as set forth.

•2. The adjusting of the clevis-plates Jc Jc, by means
of the bolt m, fitted in any of a series of holes, I, in

said plates, in connection Avith the spring-catch G-,

all constructed and arranged to admit of the adjust-

ment of the gauge-wheel C, substantially as ami for

the purpose set forth.

91,964.—John Poffenberger and Ira ]!^. Pof-
FEN'BERGER, Urbaua, Ohio.

—

Corn-Harvester.—June
29, 18ti9.

Claim.—1. The inclined board X, when supported
parallel to the endless apron E and inclined bars V,
by means of the curved spiings Y, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The wheel I^ adjusted upon the lower end of

the frame TT, by means of the toothed post J', pawl
K', and rod L', all arranged as described, for the
purpose of steadying the machine, when the filled

box IS"' is operated, as herein shown and described.
3. The receiving-box N', constincted, arranged,

and operating in combination Avith tlie crane M',
ji)inted catch-lever O', stationary end board or plate
.R.', and endless apron E,, substantially as here-
in shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the wheel
E', sliding post or standard W, and rod G', with
each other and with tlie platform F', substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose' set

forth.

91,965.—Treat T. Prosser. Chicago, El.—
MacJdne for Forming Threads on Screws.—Jime 29,

1869.
Claim.—^1 . The combination of a pair of circular

disks, each with a lateral surface, upor^ which is

formed an annular die, composed of a series of con-
centric screw-forming projections, lying in the same
plane, arranged so that their contiguous and opera-
tive faces shall be somewhat inclined to one another,
and at diff"erent elevations, or axes lying in different

vertical and horizontal planes, substantially as set

forth.

2. An improved screw-forming machine, con-
structed substantially as herein described, in which
the spiral thread is formed upon a bar or rod, by the
compression of two disks or cups, each having on its

face concentric projections and grooves, the edges
of said projections l)eiug, on each disk, on the same
plane, and the faces of said disks being set at an
angle to each other, and said disks revolving in op-
posite directions, upon axes in different vertical and
horizontal planes, equidistant above and below the
axis of the rod or bar subjected to their action, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. In combination with the screw-threading disks
F F, constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as set forth, the guide G-, having an internal
thread at G', substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination of the screw-threading disks,

the tubular guide, and the adjustable rod placed in

the latter, for regulating the length of the thread to
be cut. substantially as set forth.

5. The arrangement of the screws K K', handle
or lever H, and the rods, which are secured to the
ends of the shafts carrying the thread-forming disks,

in viitue of which said disks are equally and simul-

taneously actuated, both in approaching toward and
receding from each other, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

91,966.—Joseph TV. Y. Rawlins and Samuel
Stephe^^s, Houghton, Mich.

—

Ore- Concentrator.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the receiver B,
spout A, guttered table C. revolving table F, and
r<?ceiving trough G, aU arranged substantially as
specified.

2. The combination, with the tables C and F, of
the brushes H and scraper M, all arranged substan-
tially as specified.

3. The combination, with the receiver B, guttered
table C, table F, and scraper M, of, the receiver L,
spout K, and pipe N, substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the re\ olving-table F. fixed
table C. support X, projection W, bearing and guid-
ing rollers, and operating mechanism, substantially
as specified.

93,967.— J. H. EiCKRTT, West Dover, Yt.—
Clothes- Boiler.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. My improved arrangement of the an-
nular chamber or space C, the clothes-chamber and
basket of the vessel A. the said annular space com-
municating at top and bottom with such clothes-
chamber as described, and the basket, under such
arrangement, being separate from the walls or sides
of the clothes-chamber, and extended up witliiu
and below them, in manner substantially as repre-
sented and described.

2. The combiimtiou and arrangement ofthe fi-arae

E with the educts//, the vessel A, the annular space
C, and its upper series of educts.

91 ,968.—Francis Hitchir, Troy, assignor to S.

S. Jewett, Buffalo. X. Y.

—

Cooking-Stove.—Jmie
29, 1869 ; antedated June 15. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a cooking-stove,
of an oven, A, having the lower part c of the por-
tion furthest from the fire-chamber extended rear-

ward beyond the upper part d, with a water-reser-
voir E, extended below tlie level of the top of the
oven and over the rearwardly extended lower por-

tion thereof, as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the flues X, 0, P P, Q Q,
II, S, exit-passage T, and valve or damper E, in com-
bination with the fire-chamber oven, having the
lower portion extended rearward beyond the upper
part, and water-reservoir extended below the level

of the top of the oven, and over the rearwardly ex-

tended lower portion thereof, as herein described.
3. In a cooking-stove, a hot-water reservoir, ar-

ranged in the upper rear portion of the stove, and
extended below the level of the top of the oven,
when the rear upright side i of the reservoir is even
with or in substantially the same plane as the up-
right outer rear fiue-plate g of the stove, as herein
set forth.

91,969.—Joseph Saxtox, Washington,©. C.

—

Folding Opera-Glass.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The connecting of the eye-glass a to a
hinged and adjustable plate, b. which, when shut
down, foi'ms a part of the case or cover, substan-
tially as described.

2. In addition to the pivoting of the large glass to
the frame, to swing it in and out of the case, the
hinge for allowing it to be turned at right angles to
the plane on which it so swings in and out, substan-
tially as described.

3. 'a folding opera-glass, which swings into a case
or cover, forming a part of the instrument, and
which is opened out and arranged for use, substan-
tially as described and represented.

91,970.—Socrates Scholfield, Providence, K.
I.

—

Braiding-MacJiine.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a handle, D, stop-

rim B, spring L, and spring C, operating substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the spool P, revolving up-
right arms or ribs h h, tension-weight I, and spring
K. operating substantially as described.

3. The combination of a tension-weight, I, spring
K, sliding-thirable Q. and guide-wire S, arranged
upon a carrier, substantially as described.

4. The combination of a spring. K, s iding-thimble

Q, stationary collar E, guide-wire S, and tension

I
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weiglit I, aiTanged upon a canier, substantially as
described.

91.971.— GOTTMED SCHWARZWALPER, PittS-
biir^-li, Pa.

—

Machine for Cutting Vermicelli.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box E, having' the inclined bottom
G, cover E, and guides e e, when constructed sub-
stantially as and used for the purpose speciiied.

2. The knife-frame S, held in position by the swing-
ing-arm T, and crank U, by wliicli the knife is oper-
ated, wlieu the parts are arranged and operated sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the knife, supported as de-

scribed, and of tlie feed-i'ollers, operating as de-

scribed, with the box G, constructed as described,
forming- a machine used for the purpose set forth.

91.972. — JosiAH Si-iEPAKD, JSTcwport, Me.

—

Plow.—June 29, 18G9.

Claim.—An improved plow, provided Avith a long
roller, D, and horizontal roller or wlieel F, and hnv-
ing the rear lower part of the landside cut away, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

91,973.—JOSTAH Shepard, ][srewport, Me.

—

Cul-
tivator.—Jane 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two small plows
A, bars B, supports D, wlieels C, central bar F, and
central plow G, having fingers formed upon the rear
edges of its rings, Avith each other, subslantialh^ as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The pivoted tilting-beara H, pivoted lever K,
and staples h^ h^, arranged upoji tlie frame B E E,
bearing the wheels C, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

91,974.

—

John Stmensen, Hermon, 1S3". Y., as-

signor to himself and Otis Eaul, same place.

—

Ux-
tensio?i-Tahle.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—A dining or extension table, arranged to
assume a curved form around a space at the axis of
the curvature, when extended, substantially as here-
in specified.

91,975—T. D. SiMONTON. St. Paul, Minn.—
Pocket- Stereoscope.—June 29, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A stereoscope instrument, consisting
of the case or box A, adjustable slide C, and flexible
partition E, all arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The folding partition E, arranged to slide upon
the bottom of the case A, and to be supported wlien
in use by the cover B, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

91,976

—

Thomas D. Simonton, St. Paul, Minn,—Pocket-Stereoscope.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The pocket-stereoscope, consisting of the
lens-piece A, having the slots D D, or their cquivai
lents, and the slide and view-holder E, having tlie

slots G H, or tlicir c([uivalents, all constructed as de-
scribed, and adapted to be applied to the card E, sub-
stantially as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

91 ,977.—Yalentin SiPi'i^^iagara.City, N. Y—Harrow.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The setting of the rails^^Wittle wider
apart at and toward the rear, the bars ^/vNJanting
in opposite directions across tlie front cuds of tlie

rails 0, lieginning tlie teetli at unequal distances from
the ends of tlie T'aiLs, and all tliese features in com-
bination with the sliding-hingc, draw-bar ?>, and ring
e, when the whole are constructed, arranged, and
operated, in the harrow described, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

91,978.— Otto Sliker, Lincoln, 111.—Door-
JloWcr.-June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The expanding springs B B', when pro-
vided with convex or seniisphc-ilcnl projectionH C,
in combination with plate E, ])rovided with hole e,

as shown, and for the purpose descrilied.

2. In combination with the above, the ring or band
I> and cushion G, as shown, for tlie purpose do-
scribod.

91,979.—Otto Sliker, Lincoln, 111.

—

Extension-
TreMe.—Svme 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in an
extension-trestle, of sliding-legs A A.', B B', sliding
cross-beams C C', screw-bolts d d', thnmb-nuts e e',

bands ct a', b h', c c', sheaves //', ropes g g', slots h,

ears i i', bars k k\ pins 1 1', and holes m 'in', all ar-
ranged and operating as described and shown.

91,980.—Benjamin E. Smith, New Orleans, La.
—Pipe for Water, Gas, cCc—June 29,1869.

Claiin.—1. The use of American swamp-cane, as
abase for water, gas, and .other conduit-pipes, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The process, substantially as herein described,
of preparing American swamp-cane for use as water,
gas, and other conduit-pipes.

91,981. — William Snook, Pleasant Plain,
Iowa.— Cidtivator.—Jwna 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bent yoke K L,
bent lever 0, curved plates I, and the adjustable con--
necting-bars MN of tlie cultivator-beams, arranged,
in theii' relation to the jilows, as herein set forth.

91,982.—Frederic H. Snyder, Jersey City,

N. J.

—

Composition for Covering Steam- Generators.
—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described composition, con-
sisting of the ingredients named, and in substan-
tially the specified proportions.

91,983.— Joseph Spooner and Ebenezer
Spooner, New York, N. Y.

—

Paper-Box Machine.
—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The expanding head E, in combina-
tion with the cone &', when used in connection with
the operating mechanism of a paper-box machine,
substantially as herein sliown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the expanding head E, cone
b', shaft B, and hand-nuts G, with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and descriijed, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the shaft M, sleeve K, lever
spring-catch L, and plates N and O, with each other,

substrtutially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the shaft M, sleeve IC,

spring lever-catch L, plates N and O, springs K and
S, and spring-cateli P Q, with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the expanding head E, cone
b', shaft B, hand-nut G,,plates N and O, shaft M,
sleeve K, lever spring-catch L, springs K S, and
spring-catch P Q, with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

foi'th.

91,984.—George Stackhouse, Mount "Wash-
ington, Pa.

—

Attachenentfor Comb.—June 29, 1869.

Clai7n.—A comb-attachment, consisting of tlie

swinging-trough B, substantially as herein shown
and described, to operate as set iorth.

91,985.-W. H. Tappey, W. C. Lumsden, and
Alexander Steel, Petersburgh, Ya.— Tobacco-
Press.—Jww2{), 1869.

Claim.—The compressing device, consisting of
the band C, provided at eacli of its ends with the
heads I) E, operated by a riglit and left hand screw F,
Avitli nuts g, cog-wheel U, pawl I, and ])awl-haiidlo

J, all combiuedi and arritnged substantially as herein
set torth.

91,986.—Clinton W. Trrpenino, Geneseo. 111.

—Harness-Tug or Trace-Supporter.— Juno 29, 1869.

Claim.—As a new artich^ of mamiracture, tho

trace-siipportcr, consisting of the case A, spring C,
and hook D, constructed as described, and arranged
to operate in tho manner herein shown and sot forth.

91 ,987 HtiiiTiARD W. Tilton, Walpolo, Muss.
—,'la-i:<f.—June29, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the groovo-envity a,

within one of tho ours, C or D, of tho sleeve or jour-

uul-box.
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91,988.—M. TJmstadteu, Xorfolk, Ya.—Type
SetHng and Dlstrihutinq Machine.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The distributing of type, by shoving
the same, through the medium of keys Q, "and suita-
ble mechanism connected therewith, ti-ansrerselr
upon a bar. O, moving the type on said bar by means
of the carriers on thtTbelt L, composed of the spring-
plates X. with prongs c c attached, and drawing tlie

type into the proper'chambers R by the hooked^ rods
or bars A', all arranged to operate in tlie manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth

•2. The plate G', connected with the bar F', opera-
ted by the arm B', arranged substantially as shown,
for the purpose of rendering the carriers inoperative,
wiien necessary, as Iiereinafter set forth.

3. The racks S. Avith pins dxx at their lower ends,
in connection with the pinions T, ratchets Y, and
the pawls AY, connected with the keys Q. all arranged
to operate substantially in the manner as and for
the purpose specided.

4. The setting up of the type, by forcing them
from the bottoms of the chambers' H transversly
upon a bar. L', on which they are propelled along to
a stick, X', by means of carriers attached.to an end-
less belt. G, and composed of springs M'. provided
with prongs o o, all arranged substantially as shown,
and described.

5. The spring-bars K', operated upon by the arms
J , and arranged, in relation with the spnngs M' of
the carriers, on belt G, so as torender thecarriers
inoperative, when necessarv, substantially as set
forth.

6. The herein-described aiTangement of the keys
Q H', for the i)urpose specified.

T. The combination of the two sets of keys Q H',
with tlieir concomitant parts, the chambersE, with
their racks S, and the endless bells and carriers, all

snanged substantially as shown, to admit of the
distributing and setting up ottype being performed
on one and the same machine, as set forth.

91,989.—J. E. Yax Deusex, Xew York, X. Y-
—Fluid-Meter.—June -29, lsXi9.

Claim.—1. A water-meter, composed of the fol-

lowing elements combined, viz:

(1.) Two D-valve cylinders or pistons, each pro-
vided with a D-carity and two vaive-ports leading
out of the cyliuder, water under pressure having ac-
cess at all times to the inside of said cyliuder, "sub-
stantially in the manner herein set fortli.

'2.) Two water-cylinders, within which the D-
Talve cylinders are to operate as speciiied. said wa-
ter-cylinders being of sufficiently greater length than
the D-valve cylinders, to provide a water-chnmber
at each end of water-cylinners, substantially as de-
scribed.

(3.) A ralve-seat piece, forming part of the two
water-cylinders, having two seats, one the seat of one
D-valve cylinder, and the other the .stat of the oth-
er D-valve cylinder, said seats having each, at cen-
ter of length, a discharge-port, and said seat i)iece
having four passages through it, viz. one fi'om each
water-chamber of the one water-cylinder, leading to
and opening into the seat of the D-valve of the other
water cyliuder, so that the D-valve cylinder of one
water-cylinder is at all times sui:)plying water under
pressui-e to the one chamber, and taking water from
the other cliamber of the opposite water-cylinder,
continuous reciprocating movements of the tw-o D-
valve cylinders being thus produced, substantially in
the manner set forth.

2. The valve-cylinders or pistons, constracted
with a centra] cavity, and a valve opening on each
side of said cavity, bearing the relation to the chair-

nel-ports and discharge-opening in each water cylin-
der, substantially as herein shown and set forth.

3. The combination, with the two water-cylinders
and central discharge-openings, of the inlet or bot-
tom sediment-chamber, and the outlet or discharge-
chamber, substantially as shown and specified.

4. The combination, with the reciprocating valve
cylinders or pistons, of the cranks and shaft, for

actuating the register and regulating the length of

stroke of said valve-cylinders, substantially as shown
and described.

o. The formation of the cylindrical valve-pistons,

of brass or other sheet metal, substantially as and
for the purposes &et forth.

91,990.—Paul Yiccellio, Xew Orleans, La.—
Wood-Plane.—June 29. 18159.

Claim.—The above-described plane, when com-
posed of the combination of the'bit c, Avcdge b, cap a,
and its adjusting devices, with the stock A, all con-
structed to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose substaniially as described,

91,991.—PRAXZ ^AGXER. Xew York, if. Y.,
assiirnor to himself and Joseph Metzxer, same
lA&cn.—Fluid- Meter.—Jmie 29, 18ti9.

Claim.—The construction andan-angeraent of the
meter-case A A', the two cylinders B B', with four
valve-ports and delivery-chambers I I', and four
chambers or passages intermediate between the two
cylinders, with intervening partitions i j, substan-
tially as and lor the purposes shown and set fortli.

91,992—Joseph B. Wilkixsox, Troy, N. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—June 29, 1809.

Claim.—1. The employment of the back oven-
plate of a cooking-stove as a support for a reservoir,
Avarming-oven, or any equivalent thereto, as herein
descri!>ed.

2. Constructing the back oven-plate of a cooking-
stove with abend backward, and extension covering
the back flues of the stove and the back plate of the
stove, and extending to any di^ance beyond the
back plate of the stove, so that it can be used as a
shelf or support for a reservoii'. warming-closet, or
any other article, the said plate having apertures
over the back flues of the stove for the passage of
hot air, smoke, &c., with or without dampers, as de-
sirable.

3. The boxing or encasing of the middle back flue,

by the bent back piet;e or plate K and the side pieces
j' in manner and for the purpose substantially as
described and set forth.

91.993.—Joseph B. "Wilkixsox, Trov, IS". Y.—
Conking-Stove.—June 29, 1869.

Claihi.—1. The extension of the top oven-plate of

a cook-stove beyond the back plate of the oven, over
the back flues of the stove, to the back i)late of the
stove, covering the said back flues of the stove, and
reaching or extending to any point or distance be-

yond the said back plate of the stove, in the manuei"
and for the piu"pose substantially as described.

2. Curving or bending the said top oven-plate of a
cooking-stove, at any suitable point in the exteusiou
or extended part thereof, beyond the back of the up-
per back corner of the oven, for the purpose and iu
the manner substantially as described and set forth.

3. The apertures F. in"the said top oven-plate, with
or without dampers, and in combination therewith,
temporarily covering the same, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described and set

forth.

4. The employment of a water-reservoir or tank,

or any equivalent therefor, iu combination with the
extended top oven-plate of a cooking-stove, resting

upon or cast as a part of the said top oven-plate.

5. The division pieces S, or any equivalent there-

for, in combination with the said extended top overt-

plate, in the manner and for the purpose substau-

tiallv ns described and set forth.

6. The curved plate L, with or without apertures,

and with or without dampers, substantially in the

manner and for the pmpose as described and set

forth.

7. The covers T. with the pivots 17, for the pur-

pose and in the maimer substantially as described
and set forth.

91,994.—James Williams. New York, X. Y.—
Ecveri<ible Para.<<ol.—June 29. 1SH9.

Claim.—1. The arms or stretchers A, braces C,

cover and runnei'S B E, arranged for maintaining
the pai-asol, when extended, in the form of a flat disk,

with a central conical projection, substantially as

specified.

2. The arrangement of the runners, braces,

sti-etchers. and holding-.springs. whereby the cover
or top is made detachable from the handle, for re-

versing the position thereof, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

3. A parasol-frame, arranged for folding or spread-

ing the same by a movement of the runner, carrying
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either the braees or arms in either direction on the
stock, substantially as specified.

91,995.—Louts Gabriel Yon, Paris, France.

—

Rope, Cord, d-c—June 29, 1869.

Claim,.—As a new article of manufacture, ropes
or cables, constructed as described, of the straight
inner threads a, bound together by the outer -woven
layer of thread &, as herein described, for the pur-

pose specified.

91,996.—Albert A. York, De Lancey, N. Y.—Horseshoe.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The lips F, and the removable elastic, an-

gular clasps E, in combination with the slioc A,
A\ liereby the shell of the horse's hoof is adapted to

rest npon the shoe, between the lip and clasps, to

prevent it from being bent inward and broken, as
herein shown and described.

91,997.—John Francis Adams, New York, N.
Y.

—

Stereoscope-Instrument.—June 29, 1869.

Clai'm.—1. In combination with a stereoscope, the
use of magnets, substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

2. The metallic binding m, or its equivalent, on
the ends of stereoscopic or photograpliic pictures,

substantially *s and for the purposes described.
3. The buttons J, in combination with a stereo-

scope, for delivering the pictures singly from the
pack, when constructed, revolved, and operating
substantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

4. Tlie method of discharging tlie pictui'es from
the magnets, substantially as described.

91,998.-Benjamin F. Alexander, Glen Hope,
Pa.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—June 29, 18f)9.

Claim.—The slide B', pi'ovided with the pointed
head B, handles b b, and shoulder 7i, m combination
with the fixed part A, having the arms c c and shoul-

der m, the arms c' c', articulated to the head B, the
arms c c, articulated to the parts A and c' &, and the
eccentric lever o, pivoted in a slot in the part A, and
operating against tlie inner face of the part B', all

constructed, arranged, and operating together sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

91,999.—Benjamin T. Babbitt, ]!«J'ew York, 'N.

Y.

—

Grate for Steam- Generator and other Furnaces.
—June 29, 1859.

Claim.—1. The construction of the grate, consist-
ing of the hollow main bar A, provided with suita-

ble inlet and outlet passages, for establishing flow
of water through the grate and hollow side or branch
bars B, left free or disconnected from each other at
their outer ends, and in communication with the
main bar at their inner ones, substaxitially as speci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the hollow main and
branch bars A and B, constructed and aiTanged
substantially as specified, of the bent tubes a, made
of more flexible metal than the bars, substantially as
specified.

92,000.—Benjamin T. Babbitt, New York, N.
Y.

—

Steatn- Generator.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, with the main pipes
or body of the structure, of the drum D, and connect-
ed witii tlic same by means of bent pipes a a, where-
by to secure an independent flexibility to such con-
nections, ujid tlierel')y to provide for tlie expansion
and contraction of tlie main pipes, as herein set
forth.

2. The combination, with the main pipet? B B and
branch pipes C C, of the tubular connections b b, of
flexible cliaracter, as described, and arranged to con-
nect the brancfli pi[)es ^-itli each other, and with the
drum, substantially as specified.

92,001.—Edwin A. Barton, Boonville, Ind.—
Combined Seed-Sower, Harrow, and Holler.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the roller-fi-nine

A A and harrow-tVaivie J J, constructed as shown
and described, the i)eculiarly sliaped l)earings P (i,

tlie belts II 11, and wiulges M M, all operating sub-
stuntiully as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A. combined seed-sower, harrow, and roller, ca-
pable of conversion by means ofthe peculiarly shaped
bearings P Q, belts K R, and Avedges M M, as and
for the purpose hereinbefore specified.

3. In combination with the harrow-frame J J,
when connected with the roller-frame A A, by means
of the bearings P Q, belts K K, Avedges M* M, the
screen O, constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

92,002.—Isidore Bezenah, St. Martin's, Ohio.
Stump -Extractor.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the axle A and
wheels B, the grapnel-chain J j, block I, chain H,
blocks E E' IST, lever M, and chain or chains Q E r,

the lever or hounds D C, as and for the purpose
stated.

2. In combination with the elements A B C D M,
the lever-frame S T U, for the double purpose of
drawing back the lever M, and of raising the loosened
stump clear of the ground, as set forth. *

3. The provision, in the lever-frame S T U "W, of
the removable portion T U W, as and for the pur-
pose stated.

92,003. — Ira Bicknell, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Fuel.—3\me 29, 1869.

Claim.—A fire-kindling, composed of wood satu-

rated with petroleum, or its equivalents, and sized

or coated witli rosin or pitch, beeswax, andparaffine,
to prevent its CA'aporation, or any other substantially

the same, and Avili produce the same eflfeet.

92,004.—F. C. A. Bock, Copenhagen, Denmark.
—Manufacture of Stearic Acid.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The pj'ocess of manufaetuiiiig stearic

acid, employing sulphuric acid as an active agent,
and avoiding the dangerous operation of distillation,

by proceeding, for the elimination of the black sub-
stances, in the manner herein described.

92,00-5.—N. P. Bradish, Jersevville, IW.—Rock-
DrilL—June 29, 1869 ; antedated June 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cams C C, constructed and ar-

ranged as described, in combination Avith grooved
arms D and arm E, constructed and arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The arms J) and E, when connected by means
of the ball and socket joint, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The clasp H, tooth-arm h, and bar h', Avhen con-
structed as described, and operated as and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The drilling-machine described, consisting of
the cams C, arms D E, clasp H, drills F, and frame
I, the Avhole being constructed, combined, and ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

92,006. — Barnerd Branon and George H.
Baldavin, Sharon, Pa.— Apparatus for Collecting

the Waste Gases of Smeiting-Furnaces.—June 29,

1869.

Claiin.—The furnace A, in combination Avith the
pipes B and E, when said pipes are furnished with
sliding-valves, constructed as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

92,007.—JosRrn Sykes Bromiiead, Peekham,
England.

—

Rcqulator for Gas-Burncr.—June 29,

1869
;
patentoil in England July 23, 1868.

Claim.—The coinbiiiation of'a series of pei'forntod

disks of metal, Avitli a screw-tlireiuled rod, to permit
of their ready adjustment, at -suitable distances apart,

according to tlie pressure of tlie gas, substantially as

herein sot forth.

92,OOS.—William Frank Broavne, Now York,
N. Y.—R roller.—,]\uW2[). 1869.

Claim— 1. A broiler, having the Corni, and provid-

ed with the conical jirojections a a. Avitb lateral ap-

ertures at tlicir base, "sulistantially as and for tho

purposes licrcin spccilied.

2. A ])r()ilcr-c()ver. B, so formed as to servo tho

double pnri)ose of a close cover for tlie broiler and ti

Bciiarato oooking-utensil, substantially as herein set

forth.
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92,009.— 'WiLMAM Bruckxeu, Central, Col.
Ter.

—

Process of Roasting Auriferous Sulphurets.—
June 29, 18(;9.

Claim.—The use and application of these mate-
rials in a particular manner, and for special purposes,
substiiutiallyas set forth in the foreg-oiug specitica-
tiou.

92,010—David E. Bruton-, Thomasville, X. C.—Animal-Trap.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tube e, the rack d,

the star-beam/, and fall- doors, substautially as de-

scribed above.

92,011.—George H. Buckius, Canton. Ohio, as-

signor to himself, C. Aultjiax. A C. ToxxEU, and
P. S. Sowers, same place.

—

Karness-Tug Buckle.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim-—1. The buckle-frame C E B B A, herein
described, having the tongue-base A. arranged "vrith

respect to the tongue-axleE and the portion C of tlie

fi-ame, substantially as and for the purpose specitied.

2. The buckle-tongue D, constructed as described,
Tvhen used in combination -nith the buckle-frame C
E A, constructed as specified, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

3. So constructing and aiTanging the fi-ame C,
tongue-asie E, tongue D, and buckle-strap F, -vrith

respect to each other, as that the tongue D shall pre-
vent the trace H from sliding back sufficiently to al-

low the tongue to free itself from the trace, except
Tvhen the frame C and trace H are made to assume
an angle with each other, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

92,012—Aarox H. Burgess, Philadelphia, Pa.—Window-Shade Fixture.—June 29. 1869.
Claim.—1. The tongues a « of the pulley F, and

disk F', adapted to the grooves b and b' of tlie roller

C, for the purpose of attaching the cm-tain H and
the said pulley and disk to the" roller, substantially
at herein ser fortli.

2. The fixtm-es B and B', arranged to support the
pulley F and disk F', and adapted' for ready attach-
niont to a window-frame, substantiallv as herein set

forth.

92,013.— Bethel Burton, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
JBreech-Loader.—-June -29, 1859.

Cl-adm.—1. Constructing the trigger K with an
arm. k, to operate the carrier, substantially as shown
and described.

2. The spring J, in comblQation witb the triggerK.
arm k. and carrier T, substautially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The longitudinal rib ^ N', or its equivalent,
constructed and operating substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

4. Fluting the breech-pin F. hammer L. and steady-
pin I. or the under side of the strap C. substantially
as shown and described, for the purpose specified.

5. The lateral hook h. on the finger H. and its

combination Avith the rib X X', in the slot of the
breech-pin F, substantially as shown and described.

92,014—George F. Case, Xew York, X, Y.—
JRock-Drill.—Jnne 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the drill-rod 6 with
the sleeve or collar x, nut d, and friction-band E, sub-
stantially as shown.

2. The friction-band E, lever F. standard G, and
nut h, with connections, in combination with the
friction-wheel d. when arranged substantially as
shown and for the purpose specified.

3. The shaft z, in combination with the sleeve x
and drill-rod b, and friction-wheel or band, as and
for the purpose specified.

4. The loose collar C, with or without grooves.
•when placed upon the drill-head, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

92,015.—James "W. Chapmax, Madison, Ind.—
Soda-Fountain.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, herein shown, of the
treadles a^ a-, with the bent pump-rod c, tube y.

and pump C. of a soda-fountain, when the said parts

ai-e arranged to operate substautially in the manner
and for tlie purpose set fortlx.

92,016.—Luke Chafmax, CoUinsville, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Collins Cosii'axy, same
place.

—

Gang-Plow.—June -29, ,1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame of the
gang-plow, with the cranked axle and wheels, by
means of a rider, slotted as described, the Avhole
constructed to operate substantially as before set
forth.

2. The rider a, slotted substantially as described,
for the purpose described.

3. The wlieel-lever I. jointed in the manner de-
scribed, to the crank-arm j, and pivoted at its lower
extremity to the axle of the furrow-wheel a.

4. The combination of the jointed wheel-lever, the
crauk-ai-m j. and the rack m. the whole constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

5. The posts r and z, attached, the former to the
frame d, in the manner described, and the latter to
the axle of the land-wlieel. in the manner described,
connected at the top by the jointed cross-bar Q.

6. The combination of the frame of the gang-plow,
the cranked axle s', tlie lifting-frame, the dilfereu-
tial pulleys, and the chain therefor, the whole cou-
strticted to operate substantially as before set forth.

7. The combination of the frame of the gang-
plow, tlie rider, the cranked axle, the lifting-frame,
the seat, the jointed wlieel-lever. the hand-lever, and
racks, tlie wliole constructed to operate substautially
as set forth.

92,017.—Gardxer Cox. Pierrepont, X. Y.—
Water-Wheel.—Jwne 29, 1869.

Claim.—The plates A. B. and G. gates C, chutes
F, and pijiion K. when constructed and arrang-etl

to operate substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

92.018.—Josefh Croxer. Cross Creek Tillage,
Vo..—Bee-Rive.—JwwG -29, 1869.

Claim.—A bee-hive, having box A. Avith bed-plate
as described, frames c. rods n. tubes -s. and hooks u.

constructed and arranged to operate substautially as
described.

92.019 F. B. Crothers, Sparta, ~ni.—Gang-
PZoii'.-^June 29. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The adjustment-plates I. and brackets
K. arranged to permit a lateral and vertical adjust-
ment of the plow-beams L L', substautially as set
forth.

2. The beams L and L', and the brace X, and link
O, -when arranged adjustably, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The fout-lever P, its attachment q, and chains
Q. acting to raise the bciims L and L', and combined
with the detent E, for holding the plows out of
ground, substantially as set forth.

4. The axle A, and the adjustable sub-axle C. and
fi-ame G, Avhen combined with the beams L and L',

by attachment devices, allowing each of said beams
an independent vertical adjustment, substautially as
set forth.

92,020.—Jaiies F. Dacey, Charlestown, Mass.
—Stench-Trap.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A stench trap, constructed with the
partitions h and i, outlet a. outlet p. aud screw-plug

q, relatively arranged, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The combination, with partitions h and i, when
arranged as above set fortli. of the overflow-pipe /,
arranged as shown and described.

92,021.—George Edward Dertxg. Lockleys,
near Welwyn, England.— Eaihcay-Rail Spli'^e. —
June 29, 1869; patented in England Xovember 23,

1860.

Claim.—Eailway-fastenings of permanently elas-

tic metal, (either steel-te-mpered. or wrought-irou
case, or surface-hardened,) such fastenings constitut-

ing u new manufacture,

92,022.—Jerome C. Dietrich and Charles I.

HuMPHREV, Eochester, X. Y.

—

Plastering-Troicel.—
June 29. 1869.

Claim.—The standard C. formed with depressions

g, and curved wings/, with or without the recess e,

as liercin shown and described.
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92,023. — John Dunlap, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Fruit- Can Label.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—As a now article of manufacture, provid-

ing- each one of the constant series of labels, noAV in

use upon the top of a fruit-can, -n'ith a correspond-
ing indicator, consisting of an indentation to receive

and retain a drop of the sealiug-cenientor other ma-
terial, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,024.— Egbert Dunlap, 1st, South Lyons,
Mich.

—

Potato-Digger.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The cutters or shares and points E and
G, provided with rods I and slats J, wlien said cut-

ters are arranged relatively to each other, in connec-
tion with suitfible frame A, and operating substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,025.—David Eaton, Eochester, Yt— Wag-
on-Brake.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie arrangement of the bolster C,

stop H, lever h, and upper part of re9;Ch E, operat-
ing as set forth.

2. The combination of the reach E, brake E, bols-

ter C, stop H, and lever h, all arranged and operat-
ing substantially as shown and described.

92,026.

—

"Wesley Eaerington, Morrisania, IST.

Y.—Mat and Scraper.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plate B, pivoted
to the standards A A, and having scraper C, brush
or mat D, and foot-attachment E, constructed as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

92,027.—Albert Eickett, Eochester, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and Charles T. Moore, same
place.

—

Process of Preparing Wood for Paper-Stock.
—June 29, 1869.

Claim:—1. As an improvement in the preparation
of wood lor the manufacture of paper-stock, the
process of separating the fiber by pressure applied
longitudinally with the grain, for the purposes set
forth.

2. The process of producing paper-stock from wood,
substantially as herein described.

92,028.—Thomas E. Eielus, Louisville, Ky.—
Stenciling-Axjparatus.—June 29, 1869.

Claim:—1. The described stencil-plate A, in com-
bination with the described folding-leaf B, con-
structed and arranged and operated substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The described cuneiform rod F, in combination
with the described graduated staples a a' a", con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

'6. The described stencil- plate A, in combination
with the described folding-leaf B, when botli are
used in combination with the described cuneiform
rod F and staples a a' a", in combination with each
other, and constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

92,029 E. E. Foote, Chicago, 1\\.—Spray-
Dampener.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pipe C, when pro-
vided with the wings b b, with the pipe B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

92,030.—Frederic J. Forsyth, Au Sable,
Mk'A\.— Wi7idmill.—Juuc 29, 1869.

Clai'in.—The arrangement of the wings L the
vanes K, the arms H, tlie braces J, the lovers IST and
Q, the pins L and M, the links O, and the llanges G,
in combination witli the shaft C, witli its step D,
collar E, and rollers a, and anti-friction bearing F,
in connection with frame A and ])lntform B, when
constructed and operating as aforesaid.

92,031.—James A. Foster, Detroit, Mich.—
Artificial Leg.—] una 2[), 18(i9.

claim.— 1. Tlie bolt A, in connection Avith plates
or straps B and C, hollow nut b. wooden box or bear-
ing D, eyc-l)olt E, and sniijiort F, and thi^li and infe-

rior leg, wlien (ionstructed and ojierating substan-
tially as and for tiie jiurposes set fcu'tli.

2. Tlie screw H, jirovided witli liead L init K,
and slot i, in connection with springs J, wIumi
constructed, arranged, and ojiorating substantially
as and for the purposes specilicd.

92,032.

—

Joseph rowj,ER, Saugatuck, Mich.

—

Copying-Preim.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a combined printing
and letter-copying press, with the parts A, B, C, D,
E. F, G, H, I, J, k, a. b, and d, or their equivalents,

arranged and operating substantially as herein set

forth.

92,033.—William H. Foye, San Francisco, Cal.
—Submarine Foundation.—June 29, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The ground frame, consisting of the
rods F and girders a. in combination with tlie guide-
rods c, connected and arranged substantially as here-
in set forth.

2. In combination with the rods c, the blocks K,
provided witli holes to receive said rods, substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with the above-claimed frame
and rods, the top frame, consisting of the timbers A
and B, and the cross-pieces I, provided M'ith the sta-

ples i i, substantially as deseril3ed.

4. In combination with the rods c, the binders/,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

92,034.—Joseph Frey and Wendell Ederle,
Battle Creek, Mich.— Scrubbing-Tool.— June 29,

1869.

Claim.—As a new, cheap, and eifeetive article of

manufacture, the " cleaner and scourer" described,

with a scouring-edgo of India rubber, in whicli
sand or emeiy has been combined in. suitable pro-

portions.

92,035.—G. W. Fulton, Fulton, Ta^.—Appa-
ratua for Slaxtghtering and Curing Meat.—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the slaughter-

house A, cooling and carrying way B, packing-house
C, all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the rails E, cars F, and
cutting-table G, substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the cooling-apparatus I,

cooling-chamber B, slaughter-house A. and packing-
house C, when all arranged substantially as speci-

fied.

92,036.—John Gale and Moses B. Ames,
Lawrence, Mass.

—

Carriage- Seat.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the body and jump,
or shifting rear seat of a carriage, the bent arms C,
partition'or covering H, when combined and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner as and for the
purposes set forth.

92,037.—Alpheus C. Gallahue, Eiverdale, IST.

Y.

—

Shoe-Pegging Machine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim:—1. The frame A, pivoted centrally, and
provided with curved rack E, in combination with
pinion I, all constructed and arranged to operate as
herein described.

2. The combination of the wheel G, provided with
the spiing h, and piu n, with sliding-bolt o wheel H,
and spring I, all arranged to operate as herein set
forth.

3. In combination with the pivoted standard C,
tlie slotted arm m and spring-catch r, arranged to

operate in connection with the pin t, substantially as
herein set forth.

92,038.—Jacob Getz, Buffalo, IST. Y., assignor
to himself and Samuel Wilson, same place.

—

Smut-
Machine.—Junv. 29, 1869.

Claim.—A smut-machine, consisting of the sec-

tional concaves b b, with raised edges c, and beaters
«, with edges d, eombinod and |>rovidcd with the
emery filling, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

92,039.—Charles M. Grannts, Morrisvillo, N.
Y.—Stove-Pipe Shd/.—rJ\mo 29. 1869.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of the
rings A and B, sockets c, arms ,s', shelf C. and jaws
ami fianches, as herein shown and described, for

tlio purposes specified.

92,0 10 W. N. Craves, St. Louis. Mo., as-

signor to himself uud E. C. Stkulimj, same phit'O.

—
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MachiTie for Preparing Clay for Brick-Mahing.—
June 29, 1669.

Claim.—The disk A, -n-lien supported by notches
r aud bolts G, aud arranged as describeil, for the
purpose set forth.

9'^,041.—Orlando M. Gkimes, Xewark, X. J.
—Lathe.—J-axiQ 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of hollow tapered
aud slotted mandrel A, sleeve C, and lever E, as and
for the purpose set torth.

2. The combination of the tool-holders I and H,
lever J, gauges K and X, as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The aiTangement of the drill 0, cutters P and
Q, and stock E, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,049—JOHX T. Hageuty, Camp Point, 111.—
Sclf-Adjiuti)ig Equalizer for Plows, cf-c—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—The construction of the double rack D
aud C. in front of the double or whiffle tree B. in com-
bination with the hammer-strap J, guard M, and
pole A, when constructed, arranged, and operating
so as to equalize the strain on'the doubletree, as
herein described, and for the pui'pose set forth.

92,043.—William Hailes, Albany, :N". T.—
Coal-Stove.—June 29, 1SC9.

Clai7n.—1. A fire-pot, having a depressed basket-
gi'ate extending into the ash-pit section of the stove,
m combination with an air heating chamber, a, sur-
rounding said lii-epot, and having passages s leading
from it into the ash-pit, substantially as'described.

2. A double-actiug damper, J, or its equivalent,
applied at the base of a chamber, o, surrounding a
fire-pot, substantially as and for the pirrposes de-
scribed.

3. The annular chamber a, perforated at four
points, b s c d, substantially as described.

4. The relative arrangement of the annular de-
flector D, with the au--jet passages d, aud a lire-pot
having an air-heating chamber around it, substan-
tially as described.

5. In a stove which has a depressed basket-grate,
a heat-deflector, D, arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The annular flue-space g, and chamber /, ar-

ranged below the oven-plate k, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The heat-concentrating plate e. in combination
with the oven G, and exit-flue h, substantially as de-
scribed.

92,044.—H. F. T. Hale, East Saginaw, Mich.— Velocipede.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The steadying- support C, consisting of
the slotted prongs^:) p. operated by the sliding bifur-

cated rod/, and arm e. in combination with a veloci-
pede, substantially as herein set forth.

92,045.—Joseph Hall andDAXiEL Hall, Chi-
cago. 111.

—

Paihray Pail ajid Splice.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—A double-headed rail. A H, provided with
flanges B. in combination with couplings E, provided
with flanges D, said couplings being arranged to fit

in gains in the ties, and the flanges to provide a solid

seat for the rails, as set forth.

92.046. — Calvin Hart, Famiington. HI.-
Farm-Gate.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—The pate C. as constructed, in combina-
tion with roller E and clasp J. provided with upper
aud lower rollers M and X. all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,047.—C. E. Herrick, Independence, Iowa.
—Door-Latch.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted lever I, when so arranged
as to tilt forward and catch the arm G of the latch
F, in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the latcli E. jn-ovided with
the arm G. lever I, bolt C. slotted plate d, and door-
plate A. when all are combined in the manner and for

the pm'pose set forth.

92,048.-Mathias J. Hixdex, Detroit, Mich.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The safety-gnard I, provided with slide
K, in connection with tliecylinderD, aud the needle-
stock G, when ananged and operating for the pur-
pose aforesaid.

92,049—G. TV. Hinman, Paducah, 'Ky.—Fire-
place Grate.—June 29. 1869.

Claim.—1. A coal-grate, constructed in sections,
as described, and having lugs i. notches v, and ex-
tended side bars, as shown, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

2. In combiuation with a coal-grate, constructed
as described, the lugs s and hooks w, arranged in the
chimnev, substantially as and for the ptirposes set
forth.

92,0-50.-EicHARD M. Hoe and Stephen D.
Tucker, 2s'ew York, X. Y.

—

Printing-Press.—June
29, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination and arrangement, in
a printing-machine, of two series of rollers, consist-
ing of two printing-cylinders and one impression-
cylinder, with two impression-cylinders aud one
printing-cylinder, with the requisite inking ma-
chinery, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes set forth and specified.

2. Arranging the endless blankets for the impres-
sion-cylinders, as shown, whereby the same are made
to perform the twofold duty of blankets and sheet-
conveyers, thus dispensing entirely with the use of
tapes for conveying the sheets, substantially as de-
scribed and specified.

3. The mechanism for sustaining the cylinder for
changing the form or blanket, consisting "of the rod
aud bar k, substantially as described.

92,051.—William H. Howland, SanErancis.
CO, Cal.

—

Stearn-Pngine Governor.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the springs a, the
weights F, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the springs and weights
above claimed, the case A

,
j)rovided with the sliding-

collar E, containing the valve-stem H, substantially
as described.

3. In combination with the coEar E, the adjusting-
nuts i i, cap 1, and cup m, substantially as described.

92,052.—"William H. Howland. San Francis-
co, Cal.

—

Steara-Engine Yalve.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve-chambers C C, having the
passages G. H. and J, together with rotating valves
fl, v\ith their arras a', when constructed substantially
as herein described.

2. The reversing mechanism, consisting of the
movable shafts E, with the oblique slots d, and the
pins e. substantially as herein described.

3. The construction and arrangement of the valves
a and passages c c, substantially as described.

92,053.—Thomas A. Hunter and John Blew-
ITT, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Lamp-Bracket.—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—1. The clips/' fitted to receive the lower
part of the lamp reservoir, in combination with the
rib or projection upon said reservoir, as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The bracket or socket k. formed with two holes
at right angles to each other, for receiving the pivot
7(, and ijrovided with the clamping-screw I, as and
for the pm-poses set forth.

92,0.54.—Jacob Jameson, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Flux for 2!aynifacturing Steel.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described composition, as a
flux, for the manufacture of steel.

92,055.—Benjasilx F. Johnson, Trov, X. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Thebackof a cooking-stove, construct-

ed with rests and recesses, as described and shown,
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of a water-tank with such re-

cessed back of said stove, in the manner and tor the
purpose above described.

3. The division of the upper part of the flue by
means of the plate e, or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with damper 6, for the purpose above described.
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4. The division of the said flue by the plate e, in

Fig. H, iu combination with the flue/^ in the tank A,
Fi.i?. 2, tor the purpose hereia described.

5. The t^^'o parts of the back plate of the stove d
and e, in combination with the fliie-openiug between
them, for the purposes herein described.

6. Said several parts ofthe back plate ofa cooking-
stove, aud the flue-opening between the same, iu

combination with the water-tank A, constructed and
arranged in the manner aud for the purposes herein
described.

7. The plate e^, to complete the stove, without the

combination of the water-tank, substantially as de-

scribed.
8. Tlie damper &, in combination with the plates

d and e, substantially as described.

92,0.'>6.— John Jordan, Eed "Wing, Minn.—
Corn-Sheller.—Jm\e 29, 18G9.

Glatm.—A corn-sheller of concave form, as shown
and described, and having teeth a and c attached
thereto, constructed and arranged to operate sub-

stantially as specified.

92,057.—Ague Judson and Stephen A. Eak-
KINGTON, Newark, N. J.

—

Hydraulic-Press.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-acting levers, having the swell

and hook, or their equivalents, thereon, the swell

having a prominence exceeding that of the hook,
when the lever is used iu combination with a plate,

D, substautially as shown and described.
2. A series of disconnected plates, combined with

a series of self-acting hook-levei's, constructed sub-

stantially as described.

92,058.-William "W. Kingsbury, Kalamazoo,
Mich.

—

Harvester-Rake.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie pivoted rake-head E', provided
wutli the screen J, as described, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The rake-arm F, with rake-head F', crank-arm
H, carrier rod I, and disk C, when combined and ar-

ranged as and for the purpose described.

92,059.—Joseph Klinkharut, St. Louis, Mo.
—Brick-Machine.—Jxmfi 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mold D', arranged with a movable
bottom plate, Gr, supported on the standard H, and
pressed up by the cam I, aud its operating devices,
substautially as set forth.

2. The bar M, and its forks tn', operated in com-
bination with the plate G-, substantially as set forth.

3. The plunger q', aud its operating devices, act-

ing to tilt the brick on the plate G, substautially as

set forth.

4. The plunger B, S S', T T', when constructed as
described, in combination with the cross-bead U, in-

tervening clastic connection u, or its equivalejit,

and set-screws V, substautially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

92,060.—S. M. Knapp and Joseph Switter,
Massillou, Q^aio.—Shovel-Handle Tops.—June 29,

1869.

Claim.—The improved shovel-handle top herein
described, composed ot the socket A, arms B E, B
E, provided Avitli lips D D, cross-bar C, with end
notches k k, aud retaiuing-screws F F, or tlieir

equivalents, the several parts being constructed,
combined, and arranged substautially as aud for tlie

l)ui'pose herein specified.

92,0«1 .—TV. C. Knox, Jacksonville, 111—Grain-
Separator and Scourer.—June 29, ]8()9.

Claim.— 1. A grain-scourer, constructed of perfo-

rated sheet-iron or other metal, iu segments of a s))i-

ral («• iiKtlint'd-plaiu* shape, and so formed that, by
opening or closing the outer or inuc^' edges, tlit; grain
may be directed at tlie Avish of the operator, sub-
stautially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the circulni- receptacle C,

tube ft, sliiink 1), with its (laj) E, having a circular
flange b, and waslier c, ail substantially as shown
and described.

I). Fii ('ouil)iiiMtion with the perforated lining or
jacket/, tiie segmental scourers A h, secured to arms

g g on the vertical shaft F, all siibstantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the tube k, lever I, screw-
rod n, ears o o, and nut p, for the purpose of gradu-
ating the distance between the cap E and tube i,

substantially as shown and described.
5. The arrangemejit of the suction-chambers O P,

spout J, fan K, partition t, and opening s, all sub-
stantially as shown aud described.

92,062. — "Wenzel Kotzum, Aurora, Ind.

—

Draw-Bar.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the draw-bar B, hav-
ing shoulders ee, the cross-bars C C, springs « a, and
flat bolt b, all constructed and arranged substantial-
ly as aud for the ijui'poses herein set forth.

92,063.—Thomas Langston, Brooklyn, K". Y.—
Lantern.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the base A, with a
shoulder on its top, catch C, flange B, slide E, and
loop D,' all constructed to operate substantially as
set forth.

92,064.—Thomas Langston, Brooklyn, :M. T.—
Lantern.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the base A, rim B,
and catch C, the hinge D, and lug E, when all are
arranged and combined to form a fastening for lan-

terns,"substautially iu the manner and for the pur-

pose described.

92,065.—Eeuben Lighthall, Brooklyn, IsT. Y,
—Compound to be Used in the Cure of Rheamatism,
—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— The appliances for the cure of rheuma-
tism, and other diseases of similar nature, by the
materials set forth.

92,066.—Lanuy Tunstall Lindsey, Jackson,
Tenn.

—

Electro-Magnetic Motor.—Juue 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the levers L L',

suspended over or between the magnets M M' M"
M'", and striking alternately upon the adjusting-

screws i i' i" i"\ of the posts P P' P" P'", substan-
tially as hereinbefore described, and for the purpose
of obtaining an unintermittiug, reciprocating, au-
tomatic motion, as set forth.

2. The mechanical combination and arrangement
of magnets M M', lever L, stand S, posts P P', con-
stituting set No. 1 ; aud of magnets M" M'", lever

L', stand S', posts P" P'", constituting set No. 2, the
two sets taken together forming the iustrumeut, the
levers of each set actuated and controlled automati-
cally by electro-maguetism, substautially in the
manner set forth.

3. Extending the wires 3, magnet M and 5, mag-
net M', of set .No. 1, to aud connecting tliem with
posts P'" P", respectively, of set No. 2 ; uniting the
wires 4, magnet M and 6, magnet M', of set No. 1,

and extending them by a couuectiug-wire leading-

fnnn their junction to aud conuectiug with stand S'

of set No. 2 ; extending the wires 7, magnet M" and
9, magnet M'" of set No. 2, to aud connecting them
with posts P P', respectively, of set No. 1 ; uniting
tlie wires 8, magnet M" and" 10, magnet M'", of set

No. 2, and extending them by a couuectiug-wire
leading from tlieir junction to and connecting Avith

stand S of set No. 1, attacliiug or inserting tiie bat-

teries, ns hereinbefore described and set forth.

4. The employment of either of the sets as a gov-
ernor, to regulate and control the rapidity of motion
of the other set, substantially as set fortli.

92,067.— Zephaniah Lockwood, Saratoga
Spi'ings, N. Y.— Water-Elevator.—JWW 29, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The lazy-tongs, or comnound lever for

elevating water, Avheii the links and tlie lever are

made in Die sliapc^ sliown, and iiivoted in sueli a
manner that tlie chain shall gather fasti'r from the

bottom tlian from tlie top.

2. l:i combiualiim with the above, the spring C,

when arranged to operate as shown and described.

92,06S. — DAMif.L Macimierson, Edinburgh,
North Hritaiu.—>V/rM(</-.l/(/c/ii/)(\—June 29, I8»i9.

Claim.—I. The conical shuttle, haviug a lip, F, ro-
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cess D, and central pin E, for supporting a detacha-
ble spool, all constructed as described.

2. The combination, ^vith the conical shuttle, of
the hinged phites (/ q', Avith their curved V-shaped
edges adapted to the recess, h, ot the shuttle, as and
for the purpose specified.

3. The combination, -with the conical shuttle, con-
structed as described, of the spring E. and set-screw
S, when the spring is arranged and bears upon the
shuttle, so as to first detain and then release the
loose loop of thread, as set forth.

92,069—ViLLiAir ITaguire, Ealtimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and Francis B. Loney, same
place.

—

Railroad Platform -Scale.—tTune 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructiug the frame of rail-wav and
similar scales in two piuts. the lower part being sup-
ported by the weighing devices or mechanism, and
the upper part supporfing tlie platform or track, and
so arranged as to rest on independent supports while
the load is being run on or otr, and so connected to

the lower part., that the weight can be transferred
from the independent supports to the lower part of
the fiame, and thereby to the weighiug-mechaniem,
substantially as described.

2. The Irames A and B, united by the bars F and
plates I, arranged to operate as described, for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the rock-shaft 0, bars Gl-

and F. and plates or bars I, when an-auged to oper-
ate in connection with the frames A and B, substan-
tially set forth.

92.070.— John Mallix, Chicago, 111.—Flour-
Bolt Feeder.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The agitator I, ribbed or cleated roller D,
as arranged to operate, conjointly, in combination
with the adjustable supjilementary side G-. and case,

consisting of sections A B, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner substantially as de-

scribed and for the pui'pose set forth.

92,0M M. E. Marcell, Dansville, X. T., as-

signor to himself and Hiuaji Culver, same place.—Harrow.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the jointed har-
row C C-, elevating-levers E E' E-. and wheel-fi'ame
E. of the double set of draught-chains D D', radiat-
ing fi-om the pole B', whereby one chain, D, holds the
harrow in place, as it straightens back, and the
other, D', bfilances it A>hen elevated, as herein set

forth.

92,072 Isaac ^r. ITaktix, Goodville, Pa.—
Thrashing-Maddne.—Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the contiguous per-

forated slidiug-slats D. when connected with a
hinged piece. F, or its equivalent, and to whicli the
toothed rod G is also hinged, by a pivot or other-
wise, both jointly moving in grooved or other
guides. E, affixed so as to be stationary, in combina-
tion with the crank C, to operate the combined
toothed rod, sliding-hinge, and slat, substantially in
the manner and for the pui'pose specified.

93,073.—Frederick TT. Mase, TTaukan, Wis.— Cockle-Separating Machine.—June 29. 1869.
Claim.—1. As new, a revolving cylinder, B, with

the inner periphery provided with cavities 3, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The cylinder B. provided with cavities 3, in
combination with xibratory receiver C and hopper
D. substantially as described, for the purposes set

forth.

3. The cylinder B, when provided with collars 2 2,

bearings h' h', and gear-wheel g, as and for the pui'-

'poses set forth.

4. The shaft M. provided Avith a driving pul-

ley or crank at ^, pinion g', bevel gear-wheel /i, bev-
el-pinion and shaft i, crank 7.-. connection I, when
used in combination with and for operating cylinder

B. and receiver C, substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

92,074.—Abel M.ATSOX.Blockville. X. Y.—Bed-
Bottom.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the bottom of a bed in

two portions, which can be used to elevate the head,

or shift the body from one side to the other, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The slotted lever L, and tilting-lever M. shaft
G, head and side piece B and C, anil wheels H and
I. wiien all are combined to form a bed-bottom, sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

92,075.—^Tames S. McCurdv. Xew York, :S".

Y., assignor to G. L. and J. B. Keltv &, Co.. same
place.—Bedstead and So/a or Chair.—,June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The connections or links g, extending
from the upper parts of the arms c to the legs /, above
the pivots i, in combination with the back d and
bottom b, so that said links g form guai'ds, as set
forth.

2. The top rail k, attached to the leg-s/, in combi-
nation with tlie back d and connecting-links g, sub-
stiintially as set forth.

92,076.— JOHX McDoxalu, Portville, X. Y.—
Saiv-Swage.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding punch C, whose bevel-face h
is in contact with the gauge-face a, in combination
with spring d, substantially as and for the purposes
set foith.

92,077. —Edwarp X. McKimm and Howard
W. Bexder, BenderviUe, Pa. —Fertilizing Com-
pound.—June 29, 1869.

Claim. — The above fertilizing compound, com-
posed of the ingredients mentioned above, in about
the proportions named, substantially as and for the
purijoses set forth.

92,078.—Hexry Metcalf, Washington, D. C.—Speed-Indicator for Yessels.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of
the compensatorv tube B, extending down through
the vessel, and having its mouth flush with the bot-

tom, with the force-jiipe A, pai'allel with the tubeB.
and with its mouth at right angles with the axis of
the vessel, substantially as set iorth.

2. The combination and arrangement ofthe indi-

cating-scale D E, with the tube B and pipe A. and
connectetl by the flexible tubes C C, ail substantially
as specified.

92,079.—Charles F. W. Meyer, Oconomowoc,
yi'iA.—Skating-Shoe.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—A skate, or " skating-overshoe," A, con-
structed and arranged, as described, of a metallic
runner, K, securedlo a runner-plate or sole-piece, b,

carrying a flexible upper or covering-piece, c, and a
stitt" heel-counter or l3and, e, fastened together and
fii-mly united thereto, when said upper c and counter
e are'so formed and combined with the runner-plat«
b and with the spiing-catch X as to readily receive,

closely embrace, and seem'cly hold the ordinai'y boot
or shoe of a skater, all as herein set forth.

92,080.—Edward Miall, Jr., London, Eng-
land.—-b'at/j.-^une 29. 1869.

Claim.—A reciprocating saw, having portions of
its cutting-edge occupying diflerent planes, for the

purpose set forth.

92,081.—J-A.MES H. MoFFETT, Peading, :Mjch.—
Carriage-Axle.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The grooved nut C and flanch D, con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as
and tor the pm-posesTsiJecified.

92,082.—Charles Moore, Xew York,X. Y.—
Fluid-Meter.—Jane 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the following.de-

vices : first, the swinging-pistons k I, actuated by a
portion of the fluid : second, the gate 6, that is opened
in proportion to the flow of water ; third, the indica-

tor that IS connected to the gate, substantially as

set forth, so that the movement of the gate causes
the indicator to act in proportion to the flow of wa-
ter, as specified.

2. The sv.inging-pistons k I, in the chambers 7t i,

in combination with the rotary valve p, inlet and
eduction ports 9, 10, 11, 12, and cranks 4, .5, and 8,

arranged and acting in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

3. The IcA er-link s, between the crank r and clamp
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that operates the -n'heel vJ of the indicator, in com-
bination with the arm d and fnlcnnn-pin u, operated
by the moTcraent of the gate &, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

4. The indicator, formed of the wheel u\ pinion

20, rack v, and wheel rv, in combination with the
actnating-clamp 16 and levers moving the same, as

set forth.

93,083.—Thomas Moretsox, Cincinnati, Ohio.
— Weighing-Aj)2}aratns.—-June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement ofthe
detachable section F G gf, and stop IST ti, with the ele-

vated rail-track, as and for the purpose described.

92,084. — G-EORGE W. Movers, Gordonsville,

Va.

—

Corn- Planter.—•Time 29, 18fi9.

Claivi.—1. In combination with the box M and
concavo-convex bottom s. the cylinder T, when the
latter is provided with ol)lique pockets, and all ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the pockets t t', so that
they arrive at the edge of the feed-openings at dif-

ferent times, when employed in connection with the
curved i)late r, as and for the purposes specified.

92,085.—]!^. Q. Hunger, Casco, and G. B. Pom-
EKOY, South Haven, Mich.

—

Instmm ent for Jieliev-

ing Choke and Bloat in Cattle.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The piston D, in combination with art

instrument for the relief of choke and bloat, it con-
sisting of a tube, B, with flaring open end C, and
peribrated egg-shaped end A, constructed and ope-

rating as above described.

92,086.

—

William B. Myers, Frenchtown, IST.

J.

—

Medical Compound.—June 29, 1868.

Claim.—The medical compound above described,
compounded of the materials, of the proportions and
in the manner substantially as specified.

92,08^.

—

James IsTeavman, Portland, Mich.

—

Turbine Water - Wheel.--^\mQ2'd, 1869.

Claiin.— 1. The bucket E, above described, in

combination witli the cyliudei'ical hub F, and flange
G, when constructed and operating as above set

forth.

2. The band-gate O, standards P, arms Q, sleeve
S. lifting-braces E,, and lever U, when arranged and
ope3-ating substantially as set forth, shown, and de-

scribed.

92,088—J. S. Park, Montondon, Va.—Hoist-
ing-^lachine.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spool B, provided with collars c

and d, and wheel C, having ribs e e, all substantially
as sliown and described.

2. Tlie combination of the lever G, arm /, brake
h, and arm E, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. In combination with the spool B, and wheel C,
with its ribs e e, the shaft a, wheel D, ai'm E, lever
G, and brake /i, all constructed and arranged to op-
erate substautiallj^ as and for tlie purposes herein set
fortli.

92,089.

—

Orlando Patee, Tpsilanti, Micb.

—

Machine for Upsetting Tires, Axle-Trees, d-c.—June
29, ]8(i9.

Claim.—1. The combination of platforms E F with
bar I, Avedges -m n, eccentric sluift CJ, lever L, and
liooks h h, all constructed to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Connecting the wedge m to the platform F, by
means of the slot o and tlu; spur of tlie platform pro-
jecting into it, Avlien the parts referred to are con-
structed and operated as and for tiie purpose set

• fortli,

3. Operating simultaneously all the eccentrics I)
1)1 j)2 1)3 (jC j),i upsetting-machine, l)y means of tlie

parts Q S 11 T, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

4. I'lie hooked link or bar O, Avhen consti'ucted to
operate in 'Connection Avith platlbrin F, bar I, beam
a', and cam i, substantially as uud for tlie pur])os(!s

described.
f). The combination of Avciglitod treadle M, with

weighted levers K K, chains k k, Avedges m »i, and

weights W W, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

6. In combination with the parts M K K A; A; m w
W "W"', the bent levers ]!Sr IST, constructed to operate
in connection Avith platform F, as described.

92,090.-—James B. Peake and James A.Lusby,
Washington, D. C.— Cofee-Iioaster.—June 29, 1869;

antedated June 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A coffee-roaster, constructed with a
flange, a, and a double-damper, C I), substantially

as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement in a coffee-roaster, haviug a
revolving cylinder, of three or more roAvs of Avire,

set parallel to its pheriphery, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with the revolving coffee-

roasting cylinder, of an oil-cup, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

4. In a coffee-roaster, the trying dcAdce, consisting
of slotted tube J, rod K, and' piston, t, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

92,091.—Eli.jah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to the National Scueav Cojipany, same
place.

—

Mechanism for Converting Motion.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The armed wheel L, with the imping-
ing faces of the arms I V-

1'^ P l'^, made as described,

in combination with the drive-pin k, all constructed
and oiiei-ating as and for the purposes described.

2. The spring s, in combination with the armed
wheel h, when arranged and operating in the maimer
described.

3. The combination of the armed wheel L, with
the index-Avheel C, by means of the pins m and n,

and the spring s, the AA^hole constructed and operat-
ing as and for the piu'ijoses described.

4. The combination of the shaft b. cam c, drive-

Avlieel D, drive-pin k, sliding-pin d, short arm e,

shaft g, paAvl h, spring o, armed Avheel L, spring s,

pins m and n, index- wheel C, and "shaft a, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
I)oses described.

92,092.—Henry G. Porter, Grand Eapids,
Mich.—Mevafor.—JimG 29, 1869.

Oktim.—1. The arrangement, in the carriage B,
of the pulley a, bent lever b, slotted slide e, pins e"

e'", and arm d, Avith its prongs d', all substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination Avith the above, the plate o, for

the purpose of dumping or tripping the hay-fork,
substantially as herein set forth.

3. The ''stop arrangement," consisting of the bars
i i, roller r, pointed arm s, and roller t, all construct-
ed and operating substantially as and fur the pur-
poses herein set forth.

92,093.

—

^Benjamin F. Power, Morgan County,
Ohio.

—

'Carriage-Spring.—June 29, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The spring, A, in combination Avitli

flexible bars B B and leaves b b, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. Tlie single flexible bars B B, in combination
Avith the leaves b b, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The leaves b b, constructed substantially as and
for the purijose set fortli.

92,094.—K.B. Pkindlr, Norwich, N. Y.—Car-.
tain- Fixture.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The Avithin-descTibed curtain-fixture,

consisting of the spool C, ratcliot-Avheel I), or its

ecimvalent, pivot E, bracket F, provided Avitli the
curved slot ./', and- detent x'. and the lever G. lu-o-

vided Avitli the slot 17. all constrncted and arranged
substantially as and lor the purpose herein shown
and described.

2. The bracket F, provided Avith the curved slot/",

in combination Avith tlH> lever G, containing the

vertical slot </, and pivoted above said slot, substan-

tially as herein shoAvii and sjiecilied.

92,095.—Francois IvAVmond, AVoodhavcn, N
Y.— Fnamcled Jidl'.—Jww 29, 18(i9.

Claim.—A gong or bell, conslmu'ted of shoot iron,

stamped or A\iouglit into the rciiuirod form, aud
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enameled with porcekiiu or vitreous euamel, sub-
stantially as herein described.

92,096.—John C. Rhodks, Chicago. 11].—Device
to Operate the T'dting-Floors of Malt-Kilns.—June
29, 18fi9.

Claim-.—The device, consisting of the endless
chain O, catch or catches K, and guide M, all ar-

ranged and operating- substantially as herein set
Ibi-th and specified.

92,097—J. TV. Rice, Spring-field, I^asb.— Rail-
way-Car Brake.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the drum a^ and
cap a^ ratchet «^ and slee\e n^. shaft a^. with its

pawl o', the shaft n^, pawls L and L', and levers h-

b^, as a means of applying and i-elcasing the brakes
of a railway-car automatically, all constructed and
operating substantially as herein described.

2. The swinging-block e, wheu itsed in connection
with the winding-sliaft a\ having a socket in its

lower end, and the spindle n, as a means of chang-
ing the vertical position of said shaft «.\ with its

pinion «.^, sul)stantially as described.
3. In a self-acting car-brake, the levers h^ b^ piv-

oted at o\ in combination with the pawls L and L',

all constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The cords &* and b^, passing down between two

pulleys, and through a loop or ring in the rods b and
h^. as a means of applying and releasing- the brakes
of a train or series of railway-cars simultaneously,
substantially as described.

5. The combination of the chains/, cA, and./^, with
the equalizing-lever O, whereby the iiand-brake staff

c- and self-actiag brake-drum may be used in apply-
ing the brakes of a car, either separately or together,
substantially as described.

6. The combination of the chains ,/^, f^, and /^,

with the equalizing-levers h^ and O, as a moans of
applying the brakes of two or more cars at tlie same
time, by the operation of one hand-brake staff, r,

substantially as herein described.
7. A brake-lever, O, having a series of holes near

each end, for the purpose of changing the leverage-
power of the brake wheu desirable, constructed
substantially as herein described.

92,098—Edwint T. Eice, K'ew York, IS". T.—
Process of Treating Vegetable Fibers.— June 29,

1869.

Claim.—The method herein specified of treating
flax, hemp, and similar vegetable fibers, by an acid
solution, at a temperature of more than 100-" Fahren-
heit, and less than the boiling-point, for the purposes
and as set forth.

92,099 "William B. Rice, Oakland, Oreg.—
Gang-Plow.—Jnne 29, 1869.

Clai>n.—Tlie temper-holes A, in combination with
the uprights B, hinges C, plates D, slot E, plate E,
uprights for rollers &, screw H, lever b, leverage c,

hinges d d. chain e, wheel /, all substantially a's set
forth and described.

92,100.— William Richard, Clyde, Ohio.—
Pruning-Knife.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The link D, formed at its upper end with
a knife or hook, d. in combination with the shank
A, and arranged to operate as and for the purpose
set forth.

92,101—T. M. Richardson, Stockton, Me.—
Tobacco- Cutter.—J nne 29, 1869.

Claim.— A tobacco-cutting apparatus, having
cylinder A, cutters c, and boxes B and D. con-
structed, combined, and arranged substantially as
specified.

92,102.—Charles H. Robinson, Greenwich,
N. Y.

—

Combined Dratver-PuU and Label.—June
29, 1869.

Claim..—1. The slotted plate C, when used as a
protection for the label, substantially as set forth aud
described.

2. The plates A and C. and label B, when com-
bined so as to form a combined di'aAver-iJuU and label,

substantially as specified.

92,103.—James M. Ross, Linden Hall, Pa.—
Corn-Sheller.—Jime 29. 1869.
Claim.—A corn-sheller, having cylinder D, knives

d, fan A, shaft H, and conduit K, constructed and
arrano-ed to operate substantially as specified.

92,104.—

E

lip IIALET S. Scripture, Brooklyn,
iST. Y., and John H. Darragh, Aurora, lU.

—

Hail-
way-Car Brake.—rJune 29, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described brake, consisting
of the beams B B, levers C C, and rod D, Avhen so
constructed and arranged as that the friction-sur-

faces of or upon said beams shall press directly
against the inner faces of the truck-wheels, substan-
tially as shofl'u, and for the purpose set forth.

92,105.— Charles A. Seely, ISew York, DS".

Y.

—

Manufacture of Vapor-Gas.—June 29, 1869;
antedated April 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mixing of air with my vapor-gas,
in tlie manner and for the iDurposes described.

2. Tlie automatic adjustment or regulation of the
fiow of vapor-gas and air, and mixtuies of them, in.

the manner and for the purposes described.
3. The combination of the mixing devices with the

generator of the vapor-gas, in the manner desci'ibed.

4. The comlfin ition of the regulatiug-de vices with
the generator aud the mixing-apparatus, as de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the regulating-devices with
the generator, when the mixer is uot employed.

92,106.—D. S. Shanabrook, Greencastle, Pa.—Hand-Carriage.—June 29, 1869.

Clabn.—1. The gear-wheels a b' c.H H^ H^, ar-

ranged to operate iu connection witli pinions a' oJ n^

?i\ substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

2. The slide upon which the wheels n^ tO^ work, in
combination with the couplers or projections a' n^,

and lever n, arranged to operate as and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the gear-
wheels and pinions with levers d and ?i, slide n*,

couplers n^, a', and lever p', all operating substan-
tially in the manner aud for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of foot-levers h /t^, with rods
h^ h^, pawls f f. and ratciiet-wheels i' g, all ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose specified.

5. The wheel o, provided with pawl o^ and spring
o', arranged to operate in connection with wheel
B, when furnished with ratchet-wheels, substantially

as described.

92,107.—John Shapley and A. D. Hutchin-
son. Rosefield, IU.

—

Medicine or Cordial.—June 29,

1869.

Claim-—The alteratii'e and invigorating cordial,

lirepared aud compounded and to be used substan-

tially as described.

92,108.—Erederick Shickle, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Core-Bar for Molds Used in Casting Metal.—June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A core-barrel, expanded at a single

line, by wedge or other devices, against its own elas-

ticity, and arranged to collapse with the aid of its

elasticity, and -n-ith or without contracting devices,

substantially^ as set forth.

2. The intermediate supports G and levers H,
wlien combined with the levers E andB', to support
the axle F, substantially as set forth.

92,109.—Henry Siiirey and Jesse M. Furman,
Fond du Lac, Wis.

—

Stove-Pipe Shelf and Sad-iron
Holder.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the clamp B, pro-

vided with lugs 33 and set-screw C, and made in two
sections, hinged together with the shelf A, provided
witii projections E, legs d, and handles F, when con-

structed and operating as and for the purpose above
described.

92,110.

—

Edward G. Shortt, Carthage, N. T.
—Apparatus for Aleastiring Fkdds.—Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hollow plug m
with the hook and coupling n, attached to the trun-

nion-arms c, for supporting the measuring-vessel,
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ami the flexible tube /, for connectini? it witti the

barrel, all substantially as herein set forth.

92,111.—"W. Edgar Simonds, Hartford, Cdnn.
—Telegraph-Insulator.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.~l. As a new article of manufacture, a

telegraph-wire insulator, having an insulating sub-

stance, s, interposed, in the manner described, be-

tween the insulator proper, a, and the cup d, the

whole being arranged and constructed as described,

for the purpose described.
2. The combination, herein described, of the insu-

lator proper, a, constructed as described, the insu-

lating substance s, and the cup d, the whole con-

structed, arranged, and operating as described, for

the purpose described.

93,113.—Nicholas H. Sirketxe, Baltimore,

Md., assignor to Martin Burxell and Wilijam
Tas.sil Tassil.—Bottle- Washing Machine.— June
29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hollow man-
drel C, stationary pipe L, nozzle IST, and brush o, ar-

ranged and operating as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the thimble-valve p and
spiral spring t, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The apparatus as a whole, constructed and ar-

rauged as described. ,

93,113.—A. J. Smith, Decorah, Iowa.—Fntit-'

Drier.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wooden frame A,
with screens on top, bottom, and sides, screen-dooi's,

B B, ledges A A, and screen-trays D D, forming a
fruit- diier, as specified.

92,114.—Charles D. F. Smith, Geneva, HI.—
Stovs-Pipe Drum.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the inclined plane, forming
the spiral flue, around a central air-di'um or cylinder,
wholly or in part in sections, susceptible of being ad-

justed to form a continuous circuitous spiral flue, or
to open vertically and permit a direct vertical
draught, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth and described.

92,115 C. J. Smith, Norfolk, Ya.—Safety-
Stove for Railroad-Cars.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chamber A, fire-pot B, each cone-
shaped in form, and united by flanges b c, and cap-
t)Iate A2, ash-chamber Ai. fafse-bottom G-, openings
a a', and wire-guard F, when the same are so corii-

bined and arranged as to form a safety-stove, sub-
stantially as described.

2. Securing the door by casing, bolt, and weighted
handle, 'niicn the same is so arranged as to operate
substantially as described, as and for the purpose
specified.

92,ll«l.—Diton Sxedeker, Lockport, N. T.—
Combined Cleat and Capstan.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Arranging the Avindlas-smechanism
within the frame A, tlie top plate of which projects
beyond the ends, so that tiie frame, as a whole, has
the form and performs the functions of a cleat, as
herein shown and described.

2. The construction and arrangement, with a boat-
cleat, of tlie ring-bearing d, recess or hole »», tlic

shaft C, and windlass B, for rendcjring tlie latter
readily removable, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,117.—Lars Albert Leonard Soderstiiom,
Paris, France—JEToi-Air Engine.—-lune 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of devices for dis-

tributing the air throughout tlie apparatus, and for
heating tlie same, consisting of main pistons Z, pis-

ton-valves X Y, valves q r, and annular chambers x
x'^, substantially as described.

_
2. Tliearrangement of the furnace, with its pecu-

liar closing-piece (7, its vaulted roof iv, and ascend-
ing platform c, sulistantially as set Ibrtli.

3. The arrangement of the valve (7, for regulating
the pressure, and of tlie double conduit a; m, for the
passage of the compressed air, substantially as set
forth.

4. The escapement air-pipe B, arranged in a spiral
around the furnace, in combination witii chimney c,

provided with the junction-piece, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

5. The combination and arrangement of the vari-

ous devices constituting the apparatus, substantially

as hereinbefore fully set forth and illustrated in the
accompanying drawings.

92,138.-Frank F. Sommer, Detroit, Mich.—
J'crice.-June 29, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The construction of a fence, composed
of pickets C and D, their lower ends being secured
to the rail B, the upper ends of the pickets C secured
to the rail A by the plates G, as described, and the
upper ends of the pickets D secured to the pickets C
by the plates F, thereby avoiding the employment of
an intermediate longitudinal rail.

2. The foundation-post H, provided with sen-a-

tions/ and slot g, the clamp-plnte L provided with
serrations h, and secured to the post by the bolt i,

the whole attached to and forming an adjustable
support for the lower rail of the fence.

3. The brace J, provided with serrated head o, en-

gaging with the serrations I in the i^rqjection k of
the clamp-plate K, and secured thereto by the bolt n
passing through the slot m in said projection, said
clamp-plate being seemed to the upper rail of the
fence by the bolt 7, the whole forming an adjustable
brace for securing the upper part of the fence in its

proper position.

4. The pedestal M, provided with groove q and
projections 2?, the clamp IST and its recess r, and the
bolt s, in connection with a similar groove and pro-
jections in the bottom of the sectional post L, for se-

curing said post to its foundation.
5. In sectional posts, securing the cap to the same,

by means of a bolt, t, provided with an elongated nut,

S"! entering the post tiirough a transverse slot, T, and
engaging with the longitudinal ribs w, substantially
as described.

92,11 9.—K. H. Springsteed, Yandalia, Mich.^-
Stove- Pipe Shelf—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the corrugated stove-
pipe collar, the toothed bars B, and the sharpened
edges e e, with the slotted ears b b, and curved braces
c c, in connection A^'ith the sectional shelf A A, as
and for the purpose before mentioned.

92,120.—George STAMM,Pittsburgh, Ta.—Oxy-
genaiing-Furnace.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An oxygenating-furup-ce, constructed
substantially as above descrilied—that is to say, hav-
ing the two chambers a a arranged on each side of
thefii'C, the chambers b d back of it, the chamber c

front of it, and the hollow grate-bars e e beneath it,

and communicating with and connecting the parts
c d, substantially as and lor the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the parts ab c de, all con-
structed and arranged as described, the jacket b',

water-space r, and pipes io. arranged and operating
as and for the purposes set fortli.

3. The arrangement of the inclined tray h, waste-
pipe p, and jet k, in connection witli the chambers a
a, as and for the purposes specified.

4. The deseribcd construction of the parts a a. a^

a', b b', when said parts are sliaped and connected
togetlier as shown and specified, and for the pui'poses

set forth.

92,121.—S. T. F. Stkrick, "Washington, D. C.—Hub for Carriage- Wheels.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hub for wagons and other vehicles,

combining in its construction a pii)e or socket, A,
for the axle of the can inge to iiass rlirougli, having •

U]ion it a fixed disk or flange, B, a loose sliding-disk,

B', ])rovided with inwardly projecting flanges and a
tightening nut or nuts, C D, all constructed and ar-

ranged as and for tlie ])iirpose set forth.

2. Tlie pi'ojecling rim niion the disks B B', such
rims projecting beyond the sockets for the spokes,

substantially as and lor the purpose set forth.

92,122. — Joshua C. Stoddaud, AVorcoster,

Mass.— 7/'a;(/--S'/))rrt(i(('.>-.—,I line 29, ]8(i9.

Claim.— i. Tlie combination, with a hay-spreader,

of a rake, rotating on an axis tniius\erse to the main
nxle, the combination being and operating substau- •

tial\j' as set forth.
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2. The combination, substantially as set forth, in

a hay-spreader, of a shaft rotating transrersely to

tlie main axle, with teeth radially adjustable rela-

tively to their axis of rotation.
3. The combination, in a hay-spreader, of independ-

ently adjustable radial rake-teeth, with independent
parallel shafts transverse to the main axle, the combi-
nation being and operating substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
hay-spreader, of a draught-frame, vibrating on the
main axle, and a geai-ing-frame, vibrating on the
same axle, and adjnstablerelatively to the draught-
fi'ame. with rakes rotating on shafts transverse to
tlie main axle. •

•5. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
hay-spreader, of two wheels mounted on crank-axles,
and a draught-frame connecting said axles below the
axis of the wheels, with an adjustable gear-frame,
pivoted in the line of the axles of the Avheels above
the draught-fi'ame.

6. The combination, substantially as set forth, in

a hay-spreader, of rakes rotating transversely to the
main axle, in rear thereof, with a cotmtershaft in

front of said axle.

92,123.—J". Si-jniERS, Winchester. Ya.—Safetj/-
Pocket for Attachment to Suspenders.—June 29, 1669.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
safety suspender-pocket herein described, cont^isting

essentially of the part A, having the front flap 6,

adapted to button to the back part by means of the
button c, the button c adapted to button the flap, and
also to connect the pocket to the lower end of the
suspender, the straps D D fixed to the lower corners
of the pocket, and adapted to be attached to the
pantaloons, and the interlaced chains e e, covering
and protecting the pocket, said parts being coustruef-

ed and arranged as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

92,124.—JOHX P. vSoncEBS, TiflSn, Ohio.—Saw-
ing-Machine.—Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—Tiie aiTaugcment, upon the frame A, of
the shaft AI. spring-bearing X. pinions O P, wheels
X L, jointed pitman D. guides E E, bar H. slide I,

and lever G-. all constriuted and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,125.—GREfiOR Trixks, Is"ew Tork, X. Y.—
Folding Chair.—Jtme 29, 1859.

Claim.—The leg /:, hinged to leg c. with the sleeve

e. on their axial rod a. and extended into thetongued
segment I m. in combination with the grooved arm-
rest n. the hinged seat g. and pins i, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

92,126.—J"ame.s Turxbuel, Edinburgh, Scot-
laud.

—

Eaihvay-Car Coirpling.—June 29, l?^o9.

Claim.—1. The weighted levers, with their re-

cesses and hooks, in combination with the draw-bars,
having elongated inclined slots for the reception of
the furcrum-pins of the said levers, all substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the above, the shaft g, its

arms/and h. and the pin i, or its eqtiivalent, for the
purpose set forth.

92.127.—Pv. ToRis, Oneida. IlL, a.ssignor to
The Westekx Xeck-Yoke CoiiPAxr.

—

Xeck-Yoke.
—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—In neck-yotes. having leather holdbacks,
the clasp C C, made either in o!ie or two pieces, and
secured to the yoke substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

92,128.—JoTix F. AVallace. Birmingham, Pa.
— Steam-Engine Slide-Balance Valve. — June 29,

1S69.
Claim.—1. The construction in detail of the slide-

valve balancing-plunger, with the interposed loose
rollers, all arranged substantially as described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the cover
g', as shown in Fig. 2. with an elastic packing, bal-

anced plunger, slide-valve, and loose rollers, sub-

stantially as set forth.

92,129.—WiLLTAM G. TTard, Xew York, X. Y.
—Breech-Loadcp.—Jxme 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the arm A, which is ope-
rated by the trigger B and spring C, of one piece,
separate from the trigger, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The divided spring C, in combination with the
arm A and trigger B, when arrauged and opei-ating
substantially as" shown and described, for the pur-
pose specified.

3. Holdiiig the arm A and the carrier J) down by
means of tlie trip E, orits equivalent device, until
after the discharged cartridge-shell shall have been
ejected by the backward movement of the breech-
pin F, and the releasing said parts by the prolonga-
tion of tlie same movement in time lor the new cart-
ridge to be presented ready for insertion by the for-

^\al•d movement of the breech-pin, substantially as
sliown and described.

4. Preventing the remaining cartridge in the feed-
tube G from interfering with the free'movement of
the carrier D, after the release of the first cartridge,
by means of the magazine-stop H, when it is oper-
ated by the arm A or carrier D, substantially as
shown and described.

5. Pestricting the movement of the arm A and
carrier D. by means of the movable stop J, or its

equivalent, substantially as shown and described.

92,130.—Almox F. Warrex, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Buor- Bolt.—^uue 29, 1869.

Claim.—The elastic sleeve C, in combination with
the bolt and the tubular socket B, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

92,131.

—

Gardx-er Waters, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Lubricator.—-June 29. 1869.

Claim.—An automatic lubricator, in which the
bulb and the tube for holding tlie feed-stem are
tiuited, by means of a guard of fusible or soft metal
or alloy, cast aroimd the neck of the bulb, provided,
upon its exterior, with corrugations or equivalent
means, forming a holding suriace for the metal, or
both around and within the bulb, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

92,132.—Frederick TTe-stphal, Jersey City,
X, J., assignor to himself, JoHX Y. P. Spexc'er. and
Alexaxder Beakes, same place. — Telocipede.—
June 29, 1869.

Claim.— The steering-yoke G, constructed to al-

low of the rotation of the operating cranks within
and beneath it, and forming bearings d d, to the axle
E. outside of said cranks, in combination with the
vertical steering-spindle JS, having a bearing in the
pole C, and upper bearing/, connected with the pole
by braces g g, essentially as shown and described.

92,133.

—

Charles A. "VTiEDEiiAX-x, Xew York,
X. Y.—Folding-chair.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seat A. hinged to the legs C C,
so as to be capable of either a folding or extending
motion, and provided with hooks or notches a a. in
combination with the leg and back pieces B B, and
studs a' a', substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the seat A and hinged

piece b', of the combined back and bottom h b', the
hook j, and recess j'. substantially as and for the
purpose herein set foith.

92,134.—Moses G. Wilper, West ITeriden,
Conn., assignor to Xathax F. Griswold and
George F.'Searles. same place.— Machine for
Bending Tubes.—June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two grooved
dies, constructed to roll upon the tube, and the bridle

for liohling the tube to one of the dies, substantially
as before set forth.

2. The combination of the said grooved dies and
bridle with cog-wheels, by which one die is caused
to roll upon the other, substantrallv as before set

forth.

3. The combination of the said grooved dies, bri-

dle, and cog-wheels, with shafts, substantially as be-

fore set forth.

4. The combination of said grooved dies and bri-

dle A^ith a lever, by which the dies are pressed to-

gether, substantially as befoi'c set forth.

5. The combination of the said grooved dies and
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iM-idle witli a lever, by which the dies can be caused

to oxert a rolling- action upon the tube, sub.stantially

as before set forth,

6. The combination of the said g-rooved dies and
bridle with two levers, one for pressing- the dies to-

.i^-ethcr, and the other for causiui^ them to exert a

rolling action, substantially as betore set forth.

92,135 ISTathantel Wilson, St. Louis, Mich.
—Sulky-Cultivator.—Jm\Q 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The barsB, secured to tbo frame A,
as described, and operated by the treadles J, ropes

or chains m, ar.d pulley n', substantially as set forth.

2. The rock-shaft G-* arms h, ropes or chains i,

pulleys K, lever H, and quadrant I, in combiriatiou

with 'the longitudinal bars a and B, provided with
standards C, and cultivator-teeth g, operating as and
for the purposes descrilwd.

3, The arrangement of the parts A, E, C. D, E, F,

Gr, H, I, J, K. L, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. i, k\ m, n,

and 0, or their equivalents, when combined and ope-

rating substantially as and for the puri)oscs herein
set forth.

92,136.—David Williahsox, Xew Tork, IST.

Y.

—

Manufacture of Metallic Cartridge- Case.—June
2[i, 1869.

Claim. —A sheet metal cartridge-ease, formed
Avith a teat, the metal of wliich is soft, and with cy-

liuderical sides, the metal of which is hardened l)y

the action of the dies, as and for the purposes set

forth.

92, 1 37.—Raxsoji F. Rakkin, Columbus, Ohio.
—Advertising-Device.—June 29, 18fi9i

Claim..—The strip A, roller B, frame C, wheels D
and E, and spring G, in combination : but this I
claim only when said parts are arranged within a
tubular slotted case, I, and used as a device for ad-

vertising, substantially as set forth.

92,138.—JOHX Q. Adams, North Brookfield,

Mass.

—

ISctving-Macldne.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, v/itli the projections

E F on the needle-carrier, of tlie cam C, composed
of parts of an eccentric circle c c' c" c'", and concen-
tric circles a a' h b', when constructed and operat-

ing su])stantiiilly as set forth and described.
2. Tlie combination of the cam N, arms ')n n,

Tlvrcad-carrier P, stem M, and the slide A, or its

eiinivalent, when constructed and operating iu the
maimer and for the purposes set forth.

92,139.—William Addleton, Mottville, IS". Y,
—Harrow and Marker Combined.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A flexible harrow-body, comi)osed of
chain or link b c c', with teeth attached, substantial-

ly as and for the purpose lierein described.

2. The removalilc stretcher-bars B B, made elastic

or flexible, when constructed, arranged, and applied
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

:j. The bar C C, with markers I), when achipted to

be detaclicd, in combination with a hariow-framc
composed of chain-links, substantially as herein de-

scribed,

92.140. — Francis M, Alleuton, Alliance,
Ohio.—Horse- J^rt/.-e.—July 6, 1869,

Claim.—1, In combination with the rake-head,
the arms e, witli their stops c', and the shaft i, with
its arms h, the whole operating as and for the pur-

pose descril)ed.

2. In combination Avith the rake-head, tlie bars b,

shaft i, lever k, hinged bars c, and arms c, tlie whole
o))erating substantially as described,

92.141. — William A. Amijuug, Chicago, 111.

— Paper- Clip.—J u\y 6, 1869,

Claim.—A paper holder, file, and binder, wheli
constructed and operating subslantially as described,

and in a convenient form for indexing and binding,
substantially as set forth,

92,142.—John Anderson, Brooklyn, IST, Y.—
Shield for Protect ing Horses from Sunstroke.—eTuly

6, 1869,

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
sliicld or horSe-bonnct C, provided with apertures

22 c p—11

E, as shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

92,143.— William J. Arrington, Jefferson
County, Ga.—Ploiv.—J\i]j 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The flange A of the landside, substan-
tially as shOA^'n and herein specified.

2. 'The combination of flange A, standard S, and
brace C, (with its attachment to handles,) the whole
constructed substantially as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described.

92,144. — William J. Arrington, Jefferson
County, Ga.

—

Cotton-^ecd Planter and Drill.—July
6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable portals g, and doors a,

in a revolving cotton-seed drill or seed-planter, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The triangular buttons C, constructed in tlie

manner and for the purpose above set forth.

3. The drums I) D, with the separating-wheel B,
made and applied substantially as herein shown and
specified.

92,145.—Silas M. Barrett, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Method of Bending Chair-Rims, d-c.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, chair
backs or rims, constructed as described.

93,146. — Dana Bickford, Boston, Mass.

—

Knitting-Machine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a revolving
cam, grooved substantially as described, of a thread-
carrier, so held by friction on the cam-plate or ring
as to be carried by it, and yet permit the latter to
continue its motions after the carrier is at rest, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In combination with above last-named devices,
adjustable pins and a seiies of holes in the frame of
the machiae, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. Stops, or their equivalents, and projections on
the cylinder, for determining the extent of traverse-
in either direction of the cani-eylinder of a rotary
knitting-machine.

4. A needle ling or plate, the tops of whose walls
or ridges, between the needle-grooves, are rounded
off, substantially as and for tlic purposes set forth.

5. The continuously grooved cylinder, having spa-
cious rebates P, two similar needle-elevating cams,
and two automatic spring-switches, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

92,147.—Edward Bierstadt, Jersey City, :N".

J., assignor to himself and James M. Tower, same
place.

—

Hand Dating- Stamps.—July 6, 1869.

Clai^n— 1. The employment, in hand-stamps, of
parallel frames arranged side by side on a plane, to
receive the type, when made adjustable, so that any
word or number may be brought into position for
printing or retired therefrom, at will, substantially
as herein set forth.

2. In combination with said adjustable type-
frames, the cam or wedge D, and dog-lever C and
wedge D, or their equivalent, arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. Tlie arrangement ofthe type, forming the words
or numliers which compose tlie inscription of the
stamp, in sliding-cases, wliich are moved in or out of
range of the ribbon, by means of the exteiusion h h,
and the rack or pinion, or other suitable means, sub-
stantially as set Ibrtli.

4. In combination with the sliding type eases or
i'orms the indicating-device, consisting of the exten-
sions h h, having cliaracters marked ihereon, which
c()rresi)ond witli tliose of tlie type, wliieli are con-
cealed by tlie ritibon, and tlie register I, for gauging
the position of the type, substuutially us herein set
forth,

92,148.- JosKi'ii BiRKKTT, Ta/owcll Couiilv,
J\].—Axle- Gauge.—Jn\\ 6, 1869,

Claim:—An instrument for finding the proper
angles for setting thimble-skeins, iron or wooden
axles, and consisting of three movable gauges, A 11

C, with scales or inches marked thereon, ailjusted
one upon the other by means of slots and thumb-
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screws, or their ec[uiYalents, as and for the purposes
described.

93,149.—A. r. Bishop and John H. Aiken,
ISTorwalk, Conn., and John M. Pendleton and A.
"W. G-ATES, New York, N. Y.—Card-Clothing.—July
6, 1H69.

Claim.—1. The compound vnlcanized fabric, having
the central clotli, the enveloping softer fiber, the gum
vulcanized in place among the fibers, and the cover-
ing fabric or fabrics, combined and arranged as spe-

cified, and so as to possess the qualities substantially
as herein set forth.

2. The abo\'e-defined backing-material, in combi-
nation with the card-teeth, as specified.

92,150.—Etienne Boileau and Charles Mes-
NIER, St. Louis, Mo.—Hinge.—Jviij 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the notches C C with
the cams D D', Fig. 3, so arranged that by reversing
the upper part, B, the hinge may be used either right
or left, and the shutter fastened both open and closed,

all as shown and described.

92,151.—Asa T. Brooks, ISTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to Eussell & Erwin Manufacturing

. Company, same place.

—

Knob-Latch.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the latch-bolt

A, of the latch-plate B b, and the locking-plate E,
. constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the main-latch or latch-

bolt A, of the lockiug-iolate E, with its notch r, ar-

Tanged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the locking-plate E, or its

-equivalent, with the knob-lever G, A\'hen so arranged,
that, as the latter is moved backward, it v;ill raise
the former, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

4. The arrangement of the slot t, or its equivalent,
in the latch-plate a, in relation to the pin s, on the
knob-lever, so as to permit the said lever to have a
backward movement (to operate the locking-bar E)
before acting on the main latch.

5. The combination of the latch-bolt, knob-lever,
and locking-plate, so constructed and arranged that
the knob-lever, or its equivalent, will adjust the lock-
ing-mechanism before actuating the latch.

6. The combination, with the locking-plate E, or
its equivalent, of the key-bar n, with or without the
key-hole guard I, acting upon such loekiug-bar
through the medium of the knob-lever, as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

7. In combination with the latch-bolt A, locking-
plate E, and knob-lever G, the construction and ar-

rangement of the divided hub J, substantially as and
, for the purposes sot forth.

92,152.—Asa T. Brooks, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to Kussell & Erwin Manufacturing
CoirPANY, same place.

—

Knob-Latch.—July 6, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination, with the latch-bolt

A and latch-bar c c', arranged as described, of the
locking-plate B, the several parts being constructed
and operating substantially as described.

9. The arrangement of the projection g on the lock-

bolt A, and the projections //on the locking-plate
B, substantially as aud for the purposes described.
, 3. The comliination, with the latch-bolt A, supple-
mental latch-bar c c' and locking-plate B, constructed
and arranged as described, of the knob-lever and
key-bar q, substantially as and for the purposes set

' forth.

4. In combination with the latch-bolt A, having
within it the supplemental latch-bar c c', the ar-

rangement of a striking- plate, with a right-angled
lip, I, or its eciuivaleut, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

5. In comlnnation with the latch-bolt A, and sup-

plemental latch-bar c c', locking-plate B, and knob-
IcA'er E, the construction and arrangement of the

divided hub H, substantially as and for the purposes

»et forth.

92,153.—Asa T. Brooks, New Britain, Conn.,

assignor to E,ussell & Erwin Manufacturing
Company, same place.

—

Knob-Latch.—July 6, L869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the main latch A,
supplemental latch-plate A', lockiug bar or plate B,
and divided knob-lever, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the main latch A, locking
bar or plate B, and divided knob-lever, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the main latch A, locking-
bar or plate B, divided knob-lever, and key-bar i, or
its equivalent, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

92,154.—George W. Broavn, Providence, E.
I.

—

Scrubbing-Brush.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plate a a, provided
with teeth d d d, handle-socket and handle e f, held
together by bolts b and thumb-screws c, as shown,
for the purpose of using waste broom-corn, or parts
of brooms worn out in ordinary use, as shown and
described.

92,155.

—

Francis M. Buckles, Alton a, 111., as-

signor to himself and John A. Stuckey, same place.—Tivo-Way Rain-Water Conductor.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The movable joint C C" C", with collars
H and D, when combined and operating with the
joint B, the elbows B B" B'" and J J", for changing
the direction of the discharge from eaves, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

92,156.—Daniel Bull, Amboy, 111.

—

Horse
Bake.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—i. The coml)ination of the rake-head A and
small wheels or rollers H, when so constructed and
arranged that the wheels support the rake-head, but
are raised from the ground, and carried over with
the rake-head when the rake is revolved.

2. Tlie combination of the rake-head A, spindles
C, draught-rod E, and wheels H, when constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. The combination of the rake-head A, spindle C,
and piece D, pawl I, wheel H, draught-arm E, and
anti-friction-wheel L, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied'^,

4. Tlie combination of the handle H', with the rod
Z and stop S, -nhen so constructed and arranged
that, by turning tlie said handle, the stop is relieved,

so as to allow the rake to revolve, substantially as
described and shown.

92,157.—John 0. Burch, Bufi"alo, N. Y.— Car-
riage-Jack.—July 6, 1869.

Claim...—The standard A, having the ratchet-teeth
shown, and the prongs or projections C, with the ad-
justable lever D, having notches F, hook H, and the
adjustable pawl E, all constructed, arranged, and
operated as described, for the uses aud purposes set

forth.

92,158.-John Burnham, Batavia, 111.

—

Truss.
—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A truss-pad, the adjustment of which to

the wearer is governed by a slotted plate attached to

the truss-spring by a hinge-joint, and moving upon
the pad-lever, and holding the same in the position

desired, by pressure agaiust it, produced by a set-

screw, substantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

92,159.—Walter Caldwell, Bryan, Ohio.—
Corn-Planter.—July 6, 1869.

Claim:—1. The cams M, when constructed and
arranged to operate in combination witli the swing-
bar I, in the manner substantially as described and
for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the roller

IT, rake C, shares c and D, and shoe H, in the man-
ner substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

3. The winged Avheels A, cams M, swing-bar I,

cultivators P, and corn-droppers, when constructed,
arranged, and combined to operate aud co-operate in

relation to each other, substantially as described, and
for the xmrpose set forth.

92,160.-E. "W. Campbell, Spurgeon, Ind.—
Wheat-Drill.—July 6, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The adjustable guides E^, in combina-
tiou with coulters D' and drills c^, or their equiva-

lents, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The above-described arrangement for elevating

the drills, constructed substantially of the sliding-

tongue b^, lever c^, pivot c, treadle c', connecting-rod
b, curved rod B^, rod B, with arm B^ B^, &c., ar-

ranged and operated substantially as described.

92,161.—Wellington Campbell, Millburn, iST.

J.

—

Machinery for Manufaaturing Coinposite Paper.
—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—l.The combination of the moving per-

vious surface for forming the sheet of paper-pulp,

the narrow moving pervious surface for forming the
strips, and the pressing-rolls, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the said moving pervious
surface for forming the sheet of paper-pulp, the nar-

I'ow moving pervious surface, the pressing-rolls, and
the separate vats for the two pervious surfaces, the
whole constructed to operate substantially as before
set forth.

3. The combination of the press-rolls and folding-

guide, substantially as before set forth.

4. The combination of the press-rolls, folding-

guide, and moving pervious surface for forming the
sheet, the whole constructed to operate substantially

as before set forth.

5. The combination of the press-rolls and thread-
guide, substantially as before set forth.

6. The combination of the press-rolls, the thread-
guide, and the folding-guide, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

93,163.—Sanford Cartmel, Henry.IU.

—

Band-
Cutter for Thrashing-Machines.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft C, with knives D, when ar-

ranged transversely with and below the chute A, the
knives D operating through the slots H H, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,163.—Frederick Catlin, New York, N. Y.—Safety-Attachment for Breast- Pins.—-Tulj" 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slidiug-bolt b with
the milled disk g, slotted movable tube J, and fixed
tube F, arranged as described, for the purpose of
locking the tubes together, as herein described, for

the purpose specified.

93,164.—John I. Cheatham, Athens, assignor
to Cicero A. Mitchell and Eufus W. Smith,
Greensborough, Ga.

—

Churn.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
crank-wheel D, with its adjustable crank-pin h, the
intermediate sliding-gate J, and dasher-rod M, ad-

justable to ditferent heights on the gate, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

93,165.—D. D. Chittenden, Baldwinsville, l^T.

Y.—Milking- Stool—y\\\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—i; In combination with the stool A, the
pail-rest B b, hinged to the slotted standard E, in
such manner as to bo adjustable and capable of fold-

ing up, wlien said parts are constructed and arranged
substantially as herein showii and described.

2. Tlie clamping-lever D d, in connection with the
standard C and milldng-stool A, all constructed and
operated as and for the puri)ose lierciu set forth.

92,166.—Daniel B. Cleiment, Brighton, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Uuane H. ISTash, JS'ow York
City.

—

Hay-Spreader.—July 6, T869.

Claim.—1. Tlie revolving head c', set upon the side-

pieces d\ and revolved by tlic cones of pulleys g h in
comljination with tlie shafts n, lunged to the pieces
d', and the axle h, of the wheels a, as and for the
l)urposes set forth.

2. The spring clearing-rods in, supported by the
bar ?, in combination Avith the revolving-head e and
spring- teetli /, as set fortli.

3. The lever o, in combination with the shafts n,
revolving rake-Iiead e, axle b, and side-pieces d', as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. Tiie caster-wheels q, applied below the side-
pieces d', in combination witli the revolving'-licad e
and teeth/, as and for the purposes specified.

93,167.—Charles G. Cole, Bennington, Vt.,
assignor to Dana Bickford, Boston, Mass.

—

Circu-
lar Knitting-Machine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cloth-raiser k, applied in substan-
tially the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The cylinder 'in, and slot 3, in combination with
the cloth-raiser k, and gearing connecting the same
with the cam-ring e, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

93,168.—Leander T. Conant, New Lisbon,
Ohio.— TTafi/oii-I^raX-e.-July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lock-bars A A, rubber-blocks B B, lever-shafts P P,
wheels C C, M M, and straps and D D, substan-
tially as described.

-Jacob Cooke, Muncy, Pa.

—

Brick-
Machine.—Jwlj 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in the
peculiar manner herein shown, of the pug-mill B,
molds m m m, and strike-off knife b, when said
knife b is supported upon and operated by the rails

c c, that communicate motion to the molds m m, m,
m, for the purpose herein described.

-Eobert Avis Copeland, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

—

Oil and Tallow Cup.—July 6, 1869 ; ante-
dated June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. An oil or tallow cup, with a tapering
plug or key, similar to those used in corks, being
fitted tightly by the ordinary method, and secured
on the inside by means of a nut and washer, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The thimble or ferrule &, the plug D, the cover
J, handle and spring K, air-cock H, provided with
the bowl i, openings E E and G G, and the base or
stem-piece c, in combination with an oil or tallow
cup, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,171.—Charles M. Cornell, Ionia, Mich.

—

Combined Seed Planter, Dropper, and Cidtivator.—
July 6, 1869.

Claim'.—1. The arrangement of the two frames H
I, and their independently hinged connection with
the main frame, so that the rising and lowering of
tlie frame H may correspondingly raise and lower
the frame I, as described and represented, and for

the purpose described.
2. In combination with the main frame and the

plow-frame, the lever k, cords or chains j I, and piv-

oted foot-brace in, for the purpose of raising and
lowering the plow and harrov/ frames, or holding
them down, as herein described and represented.

3. In combination with the main frame and the
plow and harrow frames, the lever, cords, aud brace,
Avith a locking-lever, J, arranged to act in connec-
tion with the raising-lever k, as and for the purpose
herein described and represented.

4. In combination with a main frame and with a
plow and harrow frame, arranged and operating as
lierein described, a seed-hopper or box, and seediug-
mechanism connected thereto, and operating as
lierein stated, so that seed sowing, cultivating, or
harrowing may be done by one and the same'ma-
chine, as set forth.

5. In combination with the outer teeth lo, the
guards or fenders v, extending from the lower parts
of said teeth up, and connected to the frame, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

93,173.—David B. Cox and Alt?ert Brown,
Troy, N. Y.— Coal-Stove.—J\\\j G, 1869, '

Claim.—1. In a heating-stove, having both a
downward and upright draught, the construe I ion of
the combustion-chamber B, enlarged laterally out-

ward and upward below the fuel-chamber A, audits
outer surface or Avail s, having an inclination in-

ward from a horizontal plane only suliicient to pro-

perly deliver the ashes anil cinders to the grate, in

order to radiate the heat downward as imu'h as

practicable, out.side of the base of the stove, substan-

tially as herein specified.
2. 'The revolving hollow damper F, Avitli holloAV

trunnions //. Avhen arranged in the upper part of

the fuol-eh'amber A, and const lueted and operating
as uud for the purpose heroin set ibrth.
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92,173.—Joseph Cox, Philadelphia, Ta.—Plate
for Parlor Stoves.—JxAj 6, 1869.

Claim.—Aw illuminating parlor oven-stove, hav-
ing each of the vertical outside plates or walls of
both the oven and the illuminating portion of the
said stove cast or constructed in one and the same
piece, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

92,174.—"William G. Creameu, Brooklyn, 1^.

T.

—

Baslcet-Rack for Railroad-Cars.—July 6, 1869.

Claim. — Covering the edges of the wire-work
racks, for railroad-cars, with a slotted tubular cover-
ing, as shown and described.

92,175 "William E. Derrick, Jordan, JS". Y.,
assignor to himself and George B. G-ARRisoif, same
place.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—In connection witli the curved tines A'
A, the swinging-arm B, one end of said arm being
pivoted to tine A', and its opposite end sliding

vertically on the opposite tine A, with a cam-lever,
E, for securing the arm upon the tine A, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

92,176.—Eeitz ExGLEHORX, August Clemm,
Heinricii Cako, and Carl Clemm, Manbeim. Ger-
many. Method of Obtaining Benzole and its Homo-
locjucxi from Coal-Gas.—July 6, 1869.

Claim. The production" of the benzole, and its

homologues, from the coal-gas, and other gaseous
products capable of supplying light, by iirst absorb-
ing, and subsequently separating them, as herein
described, using for that purpose the above-men-
tioned liquid compounds, or any other substantially

the same, and which will i^roduce the intended
effect.

92,177.—George Exole, Patch Grove, Wis.—
Lumber-Sled.—Jiily 6, 1869.

Claim—1. The construction and arrangement of

the cross-bars K E! K' K', playing in staples L L L'
L'; so as to secure an independent flexibility of each
ranner, as and for the purpose set forth above.

2. The combination and arrangement of the rock-

ers G G', roclier-bar I, cross-bars K K K' K', reach
H, swivel O, with its rod P and linch-pin, and rails

D D', in connection with sleds A and B, when con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

92,178.- John Earrell, Isqvt York, ]!^. Y.—
Construction of Safes.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Interposing bet^^een the several layers of

steel and wrought-iron plates, composing the shell

of burglar-proof safes, and other like structures, any
non-conducting material or evaporating substance,
as and for tne purpose described.

92,179.—AuGUSTE Fau and Eugene Eau, Cas-
tres, Erance.

—

Mode of Cleaning Sheep and other
Skins for Tanning..—Jidy 6, 1869.

• Claim.—The use of jets of water, under pressure,
as we have above desciibed, for washing, freeing
from burs, and rmhairiug woolly skins.

92,180.— Elias T. Eord, Stillwater, L"". Y.—
Packing Pi'.mp-Pistons.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—In the plunger J, having the expanding-
diskD, the metal casing C, with tongue b and socket
c. when airanged as described, for the purpose set

forth

92,181.—"William A. Eoskett and Henry B-
Tyler, ^ew Haven. Conn.

—

Machine for Mamfac-
tv.nng Brushes.—July G, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double-incline blocks D and E, in

combination with the punch B, for the purpose of

varying the sti'oke of the said punch, substantially

as shown and described.

2. Consvructing the fonner E separate from the
drivifag-lever G, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement and construction of the di-

vider-slide H and cam I, to operate independently
of the fingers, as shown and described.

4. The construction and arrangement of the slide

K, in combination with the table J, for elevating-
and depressing the same, substantially as shown and
described.

5. The combination of the index-plate M and arm
iST with the table J, to give any required angle, in
the manner substantially as shown and described.

6. The arrangement of the bristle-feed table, in
connection with the other parts of the machine, in
order that the bristles ma}- be fed from th.e same end
of the machine at which the wire is fed, which ren-
ders the machine more compact, as shown and de-
scribed.

7. Locking the fingers S S apart, for the first per
tion of their backward movement, by the cam.
shaped or incline slot T, in combination with the
pin e and slide B, as shown and described.

8. The cam /(. in combination with the projection
gf, upon the slide/, to allow for the varying thick-
ness bet^veen the two ends of the bnnchof bristles,

substantially as shown and described.
9. The slide A', in combination with the slide /

and fingers S S, for the purpose of separating the
bristles, fingers, &c., substantially as shown and
described.

10. In combination with the table J and its de-
vices, tlie center-pin L, for holding the plate in posi-
tion under the punch, substantially as shown and
described.

92,182.-Perry G. Gardiner, ISTew York, IST.

Y.

—

Railicay-Car Spring.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with an India-rabber
hollow cylinder, surrounded by a spiral spring, of an
elastic substance or substances, such as wool, cot-

ton, hair, sponge, cork, or equivalent fibrous mate-
rial, either single or several of them combined,
forced under pressure, into the central hollow space
of the India rubber tube, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as specified.

92,183.—Perry G. Gardiner, isTew York, N.
Y.

—

Raihoay-Car Spring.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of an India-rubber ring
or belt, B, with or without an internal metal spring
G, the bottom-plate A, and cover C, provided with
an external bell-monthed ring E, and an intei-nal

cylindrical ring D, arranged and operating in the
manner and for the pm'pose substantially as de-
scribed.

92,184.-P. P. Gardner, Stoneborougb, Pa.—
Combined Corn-Dropjjer and Cultivator.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—1. The slide p, lever Q, springs Q^ Q^,
arm R. shaft K, arranged and operated by suitable
gearing and driving-wheels, substantiallj- as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The roller H, harrow G, arms YF', cam D', and
driving-wlieels D, in combination with the elements
of first claim, and V-shaped cultivator, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the fi'ame E and the shaft

K, the beveled block tn, with screw m', as and for

the purpose specified.

4. In combination with the rollers H, harrow G,
arms E E'. cam D', and driving wheels D, the ad-
justable teeth or shears A^, substantially as specified.

92,185.

—

Tfiomas Garrick, Providence, E. I.—MacJiine for Making JEyelets.^Fulj 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
a set of eyelet-forming instruments, which move
and operate simultaneously upon both sides of a strip

of metal,- with a stationary slotted block to guide
the metal, and prevent its removal by the with-
drawal of the instruments, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement, in an or-

ganized machine, of a number of sets of eyelet-

forming instruments, with their guides, as described,
in such a manner that the consecutive operations of
raising, shaping, cutting out, and delivering eyelets

in a complete form, may be performed in rapid suc-

cession, substantially as specified.

3. Combining, in an organized machine for making
eyelets fi'om a strip of metal, by a number of me-
chanical devices, operating consecutively, substan-
tially as described, a heating-apparatus and a cooling-
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apparatus or device, for the purpose of annealing
the strip of metal at any suitable stage of the oper-

ation, so that the successive operations may be per-

formed uninterruptedly, and for the purpose of de-

livering the eyelets from the machine completely an-
nealed and ready for use.

92,186. — William S. Grover, Oconomowoc,
Wis.— Coinbmed Seeder, Holier, and Cultivator. —
July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described agricultural im-
plement, consisting ofthe frame A A, B and JB, cros:?-

bar C, rollers E E, cultivatqr shares and supports /
and F, Ixir G-, lever H, chain g, catch K, for raising
said cultivator-shares, hopper M, -(vith its false bot-

tom, shaft iSr, provided with the arms n n, corruj^'at-

ed ring O, arm P, and rod p, for actuating said false

bottom, spouts E E, lever S, and catch x, all com-
bined and arranged substantially as and far the pur-
pose specified,

2. The vertical shaft 1?T, provided with the arms n
n, in combination with the corrugated ring O, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown.

92,187.—James Hann, Ereuchtown, N. J.

—

Ma-
chinery for Bending Wood.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the former upon
which the wood is bent, and a set or pair of vibra-
tory toothed sectors, at each end of the former, car-
rying the forming or bending rolls, and actuated to

move around the ends of the former, said parts being-

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
. and for the purjioses set forth.

2. The toothed sectors and bearings, in which tlieir

tubular journals are held, in combination with the
former-box and pins or rods passing through the
former-box, and into or through the tubular journals
of the sectors, arranged to operate substantially as
described, whereby tide box can be released, by re-

moving the pins, Avithout disturbing the position of
the sectors.

3. The emj)loyment, for the purpose of supporting
the toothed sectors, of movable bearings or frames,
capable of being adjusted longitudinally, so as to con-
form to the size of the former-bos, substantially as
shown and described.

4. The sectional former box or frame, constructed
and arranged substantially as shown and dei:cribed,

so as to be extended or contracted, to conform to the
size of the article to be bent, as set forth.

.5. The combination of the vibratory sectors, their
adjustable frames or bearings, and the sectional form-
er-box, arranged to be contracted or extended, as
herein described, under the arrangement substan-
tially as specified.

6. The arrangement in the adjustable or movable
frames or bearings, which support the toothed sec-

tors, of the driving-gear, by which such sectors are
actuated, substantially as set fortli.

7. Supporting the metal plates m, by moans of
straps or arms, which hang from a bar arranged iu

or ixpon the former-box, so as to be raised or lowercu,
and thereby hold or release the end of tlie said metal
plates, substantially as shown and described.

92,188 G. M. Harniscii, Chicago, 1\\.—Har-
ness.—Jidy 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the strap 1 1', sweat-
leatlier A, haracs-tug B, tug C, nut E, buckle M N
L J (jT K P, arranged as described, and for tlie pur-
pose set forth.

92,189 Cyrus Harris, Eiver Point, E. I.—
Skewerfor Speeder-Bohhins.—July 6, 1869.

Claitn.—The skewer, constructed as herein de-

scribed and shown, and provided with a shoulder, B,
near its top, to afford a support for the bobbin or
spool, for the purpose specilied.

92,190.—Charles Harrison, ISTew York, N. Y.
—Self-Closing Cock for Water-Closets.—Jxily 6, 1869.

Claim.—A watex'-closet cock, iu which the leakage
water-way i, between the variable chambtu' n and tlie

outlet k, is regulated Irom outside the cock, as and
for the purposes set forth.

92,191.—.I.E. norFMAN, Fort Wayne, Iiid.—
Saiu-MilL—Ju\y 6,,1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft-support
c with the adjusting-block a', slots g', and screw g,
constructed and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

2. The combination of the shaft-support c with the
sliding keeper or box b, and adjusting key b', all con-
structed and arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as described.

3. The guide E', constructed in the manner and
for the purpose described.

92,192.—James M. Johnson, K'orthcutfs Store,
Ky.

—

Mechanical Movcment.-^SuXj 6, 18G9.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
barrels E and Q, diverse trains of gears"/i r, fly-whee 1

shaft I, crank-shaft M, and screw-threaded arm X

,

as and for the purpose described.

92,193.—Garret G. Jones, Eushsylvania, Ohio.—Locomotive Steam-Engine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bars C, D, and G, connected by a
chain, as described, with shaft H, arranged substan-
tially as specified.

2. In combination with the lifting devices herein
described and shown, the slotted bearings, (Fig. 4,)

for the front wheels of the tender, substantially as
specified.

3. In combination with the shaft H, pinion i, bars
C, D, and G, the lever n, dog o, and pawl s, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

92,194.—H. Kasier and A. Easier, Columbus,
Ohio.

—

Sprinkling-Can.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlie force-pump E,
permanently attached to the inside of the can A,
witli the valves k and h, all combined and arranged
as set forth.

91,195.—Archibald Kelly, Sliarpsburgh, Pa.
—Shredding-Auger for Barrels.—July 6, 1869 ; ante-

dated June 19, 1869.

Claim.—The shredding-auger herein described,
consisting of .shank A, cutting-head B, spring e,

when all are constructed and arranged to operate as

set forth.

92,196 W. P. Lathrop, West Winsted, Conn.
—Knife-Handle Bolster.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bolster B, having the slot b"^, lips

d d, mortise c, and side-plates b, connected by tiie

hub b^, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the handle C,
with its tenon c', substantially as described.

92,197.—J. D. Leach, Penobscot, Me., assignor

to himself, Sabin Hutchings, and Sewell Leach,
same place.

—

Navigator's Bearing Indicator.—Jul}''

6, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Combining with the mariner's compass
a mechanical device, which,when sighted or brought
to bear upon any object, shall indicate upon the com-
pass the direction or bearing of such object.

2. The indicator, substantially as described and
shown, and for the purposes specified.

92,198.- Alfred E. Lyman, Xorthami^tou,
Mass.

—

Transplanting and Weeding Machine.—July

6, 1869.

Claim.—The three-sided angular pieces A and B,
with edges on the sides, shutting within each other
so closely as to retain itself in any desired position,

the same being held firmly by suitable bolts (or riv-

ets) of any required length best adapted therefor, the

stay E to be only iittlie option of the operator, (used

when desired,) the handle C D being operated at will,

adjusting tlie parts A. and B as they turn on the han-

dle or hinge F, so as to produce the intended ett'eci.

92,199 John Mair, Philadelphia, Pa., assign-

or to himselfand JIa/.i.icton W. Ckamkk, same place.-

—Metallic Grommet.—July 6, 1809 ;
antedated June

22, 1869.

Claim.—Tha application of the metallic ring E to

the fianges F or F', so that when the tube part ofono
is inserted into the other,the canvas will pass between
the tube and the ring K, and thus liohl tlie gronunet
jjrmly in the canvas or cloth when pressed or rivei-

od togethor.
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93,200. — T7ILLIAM H. McCoRincK, Muncie,
Ind.— Corn-Planter.— July 6, 1669.

Claim.—1. The covered seed-cells C'C, consisting
of the slides h h, passages &, d', and 6'", and brush B,
substantially as described.

2. The perforated stop h'. in combination with the
brush B and openings in the hollo-n* plunger T, con-
sti'ucted and operated substantially as described.

3. The hoUovr plunger T. in combination vriih the
gate and spring s, substantially as described.
"

4. The hollow plunger T, in combination with the
plunger u. working therein, constructed and operated
substantially as described.

5. The slotted cam a. in combination with the
curved arms 6 b', aud friction-rollers t r m, on the
plungers u and Y. substantially as described.

6. The cross-piece z, working in the slot y. arm fl^,

and foot-lever a^, in combination with the rock-shaft
a', arm a^", and cross-piece m^, working in the slot a',

as and for the purpose set fortii.

7. The cross-bar m^, lever n-, and spring m^, in
combination with the clutch-lever ?n', and grooA"ed
pulley ou the main asle. substantially as described.

S. The combination of the foot-lever a^. rock-shaft
K, arm Z, aud friction-roller ra', substantially as de-

scribed.
9. In combination with the cross-bar vi^"^, the di-iv-

er's seat K, and rods p p, substantially as described.

92,201.—Saml'el B.McCULLOrGH. Eock Spring,
Md., and Jo\\s E.TTest, Lancaster County. Pa.:
said TTest assigns to said ilcCuLLOUGH.

—

Cheese-
Press.—J^alj 6, i369.

Claim.—The an-angement of the cog gr-nr-vr;.erl

K, pinion k, drum L, cord or rope m. and weight M,
when combined with the rotating-frame F, "whose
center is a right and left hand screw, all constructed
to operate in the manner herein set forth and shown.

92,202. — S. A. iTcFARLA^-E. Grand Eapids,
Mich.

—

Pruning-Shear.—July 6, 1869.
Claim.—Toggle-levers A B, terminating in shear-

blades & &' at their outer ends, and in spiked shanks
i i, at their opposite ends, and otherwise constructed
and adapted to operate, substantially as described.

92,203.—Hexrt Miller, Cranston, assignor to
liimseii and George O. Miller. Johnston, E. I.

—

Metallic Flower Stand and Hoider.~J\Aj 6, 1869;
antedated January 6, 1869.

Claiin.—The combined cast-metal basket and close-

fitting dish, constructed substantially as herein de-
scribed, as a new article of manufacture.

92,204.—Joshua Moxeoe. Kew York, X. Y.—
Ships' Berth.—July 6, 1S69.

Claim.—1. A folding-frame, composed of a series
of shelves arranged one above the other, and con-
nected together by means of common supports, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The combination ofthe bottoms A. vertical strips
B. and corner-supports C, all arranged substantially
as described, and forming a folding-frame.

3. In combination n-ith'the bottoms A. strips B, and
corner-supports C. the hinged boards D. which serve
to give rigidity to the frame, substantially as herein
set forth.

4. In combination with the folding-frame or series
of berths, constructed and arranged substantially as
described, the coupling-pieces £ F, and detachable
feet G, substantially as described.

92,205.—Alfred B. Mullett and Bartholo-
jiEvr Oertlv, AVashington, D. C—Metallic Boor or
Shutter.—July 6, 1869: antedated June 30. 1869.

Claim.—A metallic door or shutter, made by rivet-
ing or bolting two sheets of metal to rigid bars B and
iDraces D, laid between them without welding, all

substantially as and for the purposes herein speci-

fied.

92,206.—Hakrisox Ogboex, Eichmond, "
as-

signor to S^ML-EL ^ATSOX, LewisA-ille, Ind.

—

Clothes-Line Holder.—JxHy 6. 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the earn L and lever
K. connecting-bar F and pulley TT. when used for
the purposes and ia the mauuer'set forth.

92,207.—William P. Pattox, Harrisburgh. Pa.
-Irmiing-Table.—Julv 6, 1869 : antedated June 26,
1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the connecting-piece & to the
upright supports a a'', of the frame A, "in such a man-
ner as to allow of the entire or partial revolution of
both of said supports, substantially in the manner and
for the pm'pose herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of a hinged or
folding bracket, o, Avith the devices of the first daim,
substantially as shown, and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the ironing-board B with a
supporting-frame. A, when said frame is constructed
and operated in conjunction with said ironing-board,
substantially as herein described.

92,208.—"William F. Pratt. East Bridgewater,
Mass., assie-nor to the E. Carver Compaxt, same
place.— Co«'on-G^i?i.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application, to a cotton-gin, of fan
chambers, an-anged at the ends of the brush-cylinder,
and connecting, by flues, directly with the lint-room,
so that the air-currents produced by the fans do not
pass through the brush-chamber, but flow directly
into the lint-room, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

2. The wings H. on the ends of the brush-cylinder
G, in combination with the casings J. forming, with
the ceiling of the gin, fan-chambers at the ena of the
brush-cylinder, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

92.209.—Mart H. Eaiisal-e, Liacolnton, if. C.
—Medical Compound.—J\Ay 6. 1869.

Claim.—The above-described compound, prepared
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,:310.—George Eichardsox, Lowell, Mass.

—

Machine for Drying Yarn. d-c.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—The trunk C, conducting'a blast of heated
air, said trunk being provided with ribs or deflectors

E K K, placed transversely and arranged alternately,

as shown, all combined and operating for the purpose
of rapidly and economically drying yarns, twines, or
other fabrics of fibrous materiaT, 'substantially as
herein described and set forth.

92,211.—P. S. Eyax, Cincinnati, mno.—JBoUer-
Flue Brush.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—The cfamping- plates C C, and the bolts E,
when the same are constructed and arranged sub-

stantially in the manner herein shown and specified.

92,212.—J. Mtltox Saxders, Xew York. X. Y.
—Furnace for Generating Steam-Gas.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—^An apparatus for generating steam-gas,
consisting of a furnace, air and steam inlets, intro-

duced through a close chamber under said furnace,

and gas outlets, controlled by stop-cocks or cut-ofts,

and the whole arranged to operate as herein de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

92.213.— M. J. Saxford, Fredonia, K". Y.—
Washing-Machine.—July 6. 18G9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

adjustable rests E E', rods G G, and catches H H,
with the bar A. when the said parts are employed in

connection with the depending rollers C D D, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

92,2] 4.—Samuel S. Shekmax and JERE>nAH G.
Sherm.ax, McHenry. TH.-Post-Auger.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—A post-auger, with each bit or cutting-

edge made in two or more parts, substantially as and
for the pm-poses specified.

92,215.—Thomas E. Sixclaire, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Apparitri^ for Filtcrtiig Liquids under Pres-

sure.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.^. The combination of the safety or load-

ed valve C, or its equivalent, and the vessel A, con-

taining the rectifying or clarifying medium, when
the fluid to be operated upon is forced, under press-

ure, through the rectifying or clarilyiDg medium, for

the purpose set forth.

2. Tlfe two check- valves H H, in the supply-pipe

E, in combination with the pipe G, when said parts

aie aiTanged a-s shown, and usee, in connection with
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or applied to a rectifyin.2: or clarifyirif!: apparatus,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

92,316.—Cornelius T. Smith, Nyack, N. Y.—
Hoofing.—Jn\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—The within-descvibed arrang-ementof the
intermediate fastening'-pieces B, the hollow-based
covering'-pieces E, and the hollow-topped main
boards C, substantially as and for the purposes heiein
set forth.

92,217.—David E. Smith, Bronxyille, K Y.—
Pocket-Cutlenj.—Jnlj 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tiie knife-handle, with the back, sides,

and projection 2 cast in one piece, In combination
with the folded sprint?.-, applied in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

92,2] S

—

Geouge S. Smith, Eozrahviile, Conn.—Yarn-Evener.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable needles E E. in combina-
tion with the adjustable trimmers E' E'. in a spool-

ing'-mechanisra, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,219.—William M. Smith, Augusta, Ga.—
Railway-Car Truck.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—I. Arraiiging the Avheels upon one side
of a truck-frame in movable bars C C, while those
on the other side are arranged in stationary bars B
B, and mounting said wlieels on their o'wn indepen-
dent axles, so that tlic movable ones may be shifted

to or from the stationary ones, to adapt the car to
roads of wider or narrower gauges, substantially as
described.

2. In combination witli shifting-wheels on one side
of a car or truck, a shifting bolster-beam, that brings
tbe weight of the car-body into a i)osition central
between the wheels, A\'hatever gauge said wheels
may be set for, substantially as deseri])ed.

3. The combination of the screw-shaft q and nuts
u u, with the cogged or racked plates./ r, and cogged
rollers n n, as and for the purpose described and
represented.

4. In combination wdth a car-body and a bolster-'

beam, the cut) w, with the circular racks and cogged
rolls X, for allowing the trucks to freely turn under
the body, or the bodyon the trucks, substantially as
described.

5. Securing tbe oil or lubricating-boxes to their
resj)ective journals, by means of the recesses in said
boxes and journals, and a "Babbit-metal" joint,

substantially as described and represented.
6. In combination Avith the truck-frame and car-

body, the safety-beams G. suspended to the former,
and so as to catch and hold tlie latter in case of break-
age of the axles or wheels, substantially as described.

7. The pulley-cylinders N, arranged above one or
more of the wheel's of the truck, Avith a cord connect-
ing one of tliem Avith an alarm, so that if the body
of the car, by any casualty, shoidd drop, said pulley-

cylinder Avould come in contact Avitli the wlieel and
be rotated thereby, and, by Avindiug up the cord,

sound an alarm, substantially as described.

92,220.—James E. Speek, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Process of Treating Cast Iron for the Manufacture
of Horseshoes and other Articles.—July 6, 1869 ; ante-
dated June 26, 1869.

Claiin.—Tbe method hereinbefore described for

making malleable cast-iron or steel horseshoes, &c.

92,223 .—James R. Speeij, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Mode of Treating Pig-iron for Making Steel and
Malleable Cast Iron.—July 6, 1869; antedated June
26, 1869.

Claiyn.—Treating melted pig-iron with the ingre-
dients lierein named, said ingredients being used in

about the propoitions and manner herein specified,

and ibr tlie purpose set forth.

92,222.—MoNUOE Stannard. Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to Pratt, Whitney & Co., same place.

—

Water-2Leter.—^\\\y 6, 18(i9.

Claiin.—1. Tlie combination A\itli tlio ]n'ineii)al

measurement cylinder 10, of a smaller secondary (cyl-

inder. M, and piston N, tlie lattiu' connected to aiid

operating the main vulvcK of tlie principal cylindor,

when both cylinders are arranged wdthin a case, to
which the water to be measured is admitted, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the channel-plate A, for
supporting the working parts of the meter, and con-
taining the inlet and outlet passages B and C, and
the channels of communication H^ and H^, with the
measuring cylinder and with the box-like cover D,
when tills is' arranged substantially as described, to
facilitate uncovering the working parts.

3. The caps E^and E^, with their openings G^ and
G^, in c'ombination with the tubular part E of the
main measuring cylinder.

4. The combination of the bolts / and / and the
set-screws g^ and g- with the caps E' and E-, and
the tubular part E of the main cylinder, as described,
for the purpose specified.

5. The combination of the two lever-arms T and
T^ lying Avithin the measuring cylinder or its caps,
one at each end of the cylinder, Avith the two lever-
arms W and B^ lyiug outside of the cylinder, and
connected Avith the valve 0, for the purpose herein-
"before set forth.

6. The combination of the bushings t^, with the
self-packing hubs upon the top of the valve-driving
rock-shafts S^ S'^, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of the registering-pawl with
the secondary valve O, substantially as described, so
that the required movement of the pawl shall be pro-
duced by that portion of the movement of the valve
necessary to overcome the " lap " of the valve, for

the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

8. The combination, AA'ith the register-pawl arm V
and the mechanism by A^iiich it is moved, of a fric-

tional coupling, and of positive stops x^ and a;-, for the
purpose hereinbefore explained.

92,223.—George TV. Swett, Troy, IS!". Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—July 6, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Tlie tubular grate I, consisting of two
plates, e e, substantially as described, so that it will
form longitudinal and ti'ansA^erse tubes, Avith open
sides, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described,

2. Extending the central pipe h of the grate beyond
the ends of the same, to form the hollow open-ended
trunnions, upon Avhich the grate can be reversed, as
herein shown and described.

3. The openings / in the fire-box, communicating
with the open ends of the long tubes of the grate, in
combination with the short tubes g in the sides of the
stOA'e, to operate as specified.

4. The openings c and t, in the side of the stove,

arranged Avith relation to the top of the fire-box, and
the air-passage b between the front plate a. of the
oven, the back of the fire-box, and the perforated
plate r, for the purpose of permitting a regulated
supply of air to be biought to the fire-box from tl;e

sides of the stove, as herein sho\\"n an.d described.
5. The damper jST, in combination Avith the fire-box

G, arranged above said fire-box across the smoke-pas-
sage M, for the purpose of throA\ing the smoke doAVU
througli the grate, as specified.

6. The plate r, perforated at its curved front end
interposed betAveen the bottom of the stove and the
oven H, for the purpose of forming the smoke-pas-
sage M, and the air-passage s, in Avhich. air is,

througli openings in the sides of the stove, carried to
the back and bottom of the fire-box, as specified.

7. The draught-chamber I. tbrmed under the
hearth plate, and in front of the fire-place, by means
of the perforated ]ilate w, sid)stantial]y as herein
shoAvn and di scribed.

8. The cliannels I and s, Avhen carried so far under
the grate as to produce a narroAV air-entrance under
the same, substantially as herein shoAvn and de-

scribed.
9. The pipes w w, extending from the hot-Avalor

reservoir to tlio fire-place of a stove, or near to tho

said fire-place, substantiallv as and for tho purposo
herein shown and described.

10. The iK'rlbrated shield v, arranged in tho ovou
II, to prodm'e circuhition. by eansiiig the heated air

to traverse behind the shield from tiuMipper to tlio

lower side of the oven, as hen>in shown and de-

scribed, for the i)urj)()se specilii^d,

11. The horizontal i)artitioii .f, arrangod in tlie

case S, Avith relation to tlie reservoir and openings
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a and h'. in the \inc\ plate E of tlie stove, ivhereby
the products of combustion are directed from the
flue AT, throug'h tlie opening a', into the lo->\er cham-
ber z, and around the back of the boiler to the upper
cliamber y, escaping- into the iiue M through the
opening- b', as herein described, for the purpose sj)eci-

fied.

V2. The suspended draught-plate K, pivoted to
tlie iiearth-plate. and airangetl in and across the
ash pan, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

13. The hinged perforated plate p, arranged with-
in the front oven L. substantially as hei'cin shown
and described, so that it can be swung out of tlic

•way, as specified.
lA. The pei'forated damper TJ, arranged in the

back smoke-passage, opposite the opening a' to the
chamber z, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, to operate as specified.

1-5. The combination of the dampersU andV with
the openings a' h\ chambers z audy, and horizontal
partition x, all arranged aiid operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

16. The plate w, arranged in rear of the ash-pan,
for the purpose of conducting the downward-pass-
ing smoke to the channel aI, as set forth.

92,224.—.TOHX Tf. Swickard, Galva, assignor
to himself and William H. Howell, Altona, 111.

—

Excavator.—July 6, l&'tiy.

Claim.—1. The longitudinally curved shovel P,
when suspended by oscillating arras S from the
axle D, and combined with the dirt-box M, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of bars H,
guards K, wheels F, and shovel P, for caiTying up
the dirt, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of lever T, arm S", slide a.

with clutches b h aud n" a , and notches c and e,

spring W, and axle D. substantially as described
and for the jiurpose set forth.

92,225.—l!fiCHOLAS Charles Szerelmey. Bel-
grave road, Pimlico, assignor to "William 3exry
Yalpy, Xo. S Craig's Court, Charing Cross, Eng-
land.

—

Manufacture of Tarpaulins.—July 6, 1869;
patented in England January 29. 1869.

Claim.—The improvements in making tarpaulins,
and in treating- sail-cloth and other fabrics, substan-
tially as above described.

92,226.—Gilbert E. Taylor, Xew York, X". Y.
— Carpet-Svjeeper.—July 6, 1866.

Claiin .— The combination of the two toothed
wheels or gears C D. the upper one C, on the axis of
the vibrating brush, being permanently keyed, or
otherwise secured on the shaft a of the rotating
brush B, and the other wheel D being attached to

or cast with a friction or traction wheel E, when
said gears are placed, one directly over the other,
and with the axis of the rotating brush iii tiie same
axial plane, having a vertical or nearly vertical po-
sition, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

92,227—Enoch Thomas. Craigsville. Ta.—Re-
tainer for Tobacco-Pre-ises.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of "the slotted sections
C C' with the follower C, aud uprights B B, the
said sections being connected Avith the follower by
means of the joints b b. and straps E. the several
parts being arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

92,22S.—^WiLLiAir TnoMsax, Glasgow College,
Scotland.

—

Reflecting Galvanometer.—July 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The reflector M. magnet X, coils or

helix C, source of light A, and scale or equivalent
receiving surface D, combined and arranged as de-

scribed, and adapted to serve, relatively to each
other and to a telegraphic conductor, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The method, herein described, of rendering visi-

ble rapidly succeeding changes in weak currents,
through long telegraphic conductors, by causing the
Mime to deflect a ray of light, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

92,229.—Bex.jamin C. Tilghmax, Philadelphia.
Pa.

—

Process of Treating Vegetable Substances to Ob-
tain Fiber.—July 6, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The process oftreating vegetable sub-
stances which contain fibers with a solution of sul-

phurous acid in water, either with or without the
addition of sulphites, heated, under u piessurc Jiot

exceeding that of the atmosphere, to a temperature
sufficient to cause it to dissolve the intercellular or
inerusting matter of said vegetable substances, .so

as to leave the undissolved portion in a fibrous state,

applicable to the manufacture of fibers for spinning,
or of paper-pulp, or of cellulose, or to other pur-
poses, according to the nature of the material em-
ployed.

2. The use and application of sulphites, or other
salts of equivalent chemical propei'ties, as above de-

scribed, in combination with a solution of sulphurous
acid in water, as an agent in treating vegetable sub-

stances which contain fibers, Avhen heated therewith
at a pressure not exceeding that of the atmosphere,
to a temperature sufricieut to cause said acid solu-

tion to dissolve the intercellular or cementing mat-
ter of said vegetable substances.

92,230.—Erederick Towx.send, Albany, X. Y.
—Railv:ay-Car JBrakc—Jnlj 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. A laterally movable screw-shaft, pro-

vided "nith couplings on its extremities, and adapted
for operating railroad-car brakes, substantially as

described.
2. A double-acting lever, D, or its equivalent, in-

terposed between a traveling nut, on a rotary-screw
shaft. G, and a .system of brakes, substantially as
described.

3. Lever D, constructed Avith forked arms h k.

and combined with a traveling-nut and a system of

brakes, substantially as described.
4. The manner of suspending the lever D from a

car-bed. so that it \\\\\ accommodate itself to the

motions of the shaft G, and car-trucks, substantially

as described.

92,231.—Charles W. Tre.maix, Chicago, 111.—

Balance Piston-Valve for Steam-Ungines.—Juij 6.

1S69.

Claivi.—l. The steam-chest K. provided with re-

cesses, G. in its bottom, and the bolts I. for securing
said chest to the cvlinder. arranged as herein set

forth.

2. The construction of the annular valve-seat I).

with reference to the cylindrical steam-chest, sub-

stantially as described.
3. The construction ofthe recessed tlouble-wedge

P. and its arrangement with the set-screws S, for

expanding the outer packing-rings of piston-valves,

substantially as herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the peep-holes O in the an-

nular steam-passage A, in reference to the valve E.

substantially as herein set forth.

92,232.—D. J. True and E. Eairfield, Port'
land. -Me.— Wa-ihing-A[achine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The rubber lip n. as herein set forth, at-

tached as described.

92,233.—JoxATHAX B. Turner. Jacksonville.

111., assignor to himself and Bronsox Murray,
Xew York City.

—

Clod Breaker and Pulverizer.—
Julv 6, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The use of parallel chains, attached at

right angles, or less than i-ight angles, to parallel

bars, the" whole forming a drag, for the purpose of

destroying clods or lumps of earth by attrition.

when clrawn over the same.
2. The use of angular bars of metal, secured so as

to be drawn over the ground, with an edge or angle
downward, and in contact there v^ith, for pulverizing

the surface of the ground, as and for the purposes
hereinbeftn'e described.

3. Uniting the bars B^ to B^ by links, so as to al-

low independent lateral and vertical motion, substan-

tially as and for the purposes liereinbefore described.
4. 'The angular bars B' toB^, box E, and bearers

A A, chains e e e, and loops d d, all arranged and
combined substantially as and for the purposes Lere-

inbefore described.
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92,234. — MoRKis L. Utter, Eockford, III.

—

Seeder.—J-alj 6, 1869.

Claim.—The sfied-wheel, with journals A A, con-

structed as described, the iiartition B B and square
shaft C, the wliole being- combined aiid arranged as

described, for the purpose set forth.

93,235.—Samuel W. Yalentine, Bristol, Conn.—Fruit-Ficker.—July 6, 18(iy.

Glaim.—The, combination of the knife k with the
beveled jaws i and j, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified,

92,236.—George 'Weaver and H. ISTelson Al-
len, Boston, Mass., assignors to themselves and E.
H. Cheney, same place.

—

liuhber Spring.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—The hollow rubber spring or packing A,
constructed with a cylindrical exterior, one or more
apertures, B, and an internal cavity, C, increasing in

diameter from the ends toward the center, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

92,237.— Phineas D. Wesson, Providence, as-

signor to himself and James Phillips, Central Falls,

E,. I;

—

Loiu-Water Indicator for Boilers.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shell B, the ex-

pansible tube I, and the diaphragm r/i, follou-er E,
stem Z, lever T, and whistle 1), substantially as spe-
cified.

92,238

—

James W. Weston, New York, N. Y.— Carriage-Hub.—July 6, 18f)9.

Claim.—A wheel-hub made of laminte of wood,
in the manner specified, and for the purposes set
forth.

92,239.—Jamks B. Wheeden, Baltimore, Md.
— Window-Awning

.

—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the awning and
frames B C, slides E, and cords D a, in the manner
substantially as specified.

92,240.—Gottlieb H. Wilue, Aurora, 111.—
Apjyle-Parer.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Combination of guide C, pins E, and
blade A, wlien constructed and arranged so as to op-
erate substantially as and for the purposes specified.

92,241.—William H. AVilliams, Canton, Ohio.—Nut-Locking WasJier.—Jidy 6, 1869.

Claim.—The nut-locking washer herein described,
the same being constructed of malleable metal, with
arms or depressions a a, arranged around the bolt-

hole &, and fitting into slots or indentations / /, in
the nut-plate, and being caused to lock tlie nut by
the turning of its edge over a side face of tlie nut,
substantially in the manner and i'or the purpose here-
in specified.

92,242.—Charles E. Wilson, Boston, Mass.—
Truing Grindstones.—July 6, 18fi9; antedated June
19, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the grindstones BB,
in sucli a manner upon the frame A, tliat tlieir peri-
pheries will touch, so tliat when they are revolved
at unequal speed, they will mutually level each oth-
er's faces, the same being adjusted substantially as
herein set forth.

92,243 n. C. Alexander, New York, N. Y.
—Toy-Veloci2jede.—Ju\y 6, 1869.

Claim.—An improved toy-velocipede, constructed
and operating substantially as shown and described.

92,244.—E. F. Anderson, Mansfield, Conn.—
Teacher's Toy.—July 6, 1 869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, upon a revolving
plate, B, of several blocks ui)on spindles, so as to
turn each ))l()ek iudeixMulent of tlie otiu;r and of the
table, substantially as described.

U. The arrangement, upon a i-evolving table, B, of
two (U" more; series oC blocks, F and G, eacii series re-

volving in(h'i)emlcnt o( tlie ollu',1' scries, and each
block independent of the other block of the stimo sc-

ries, substantially as described.

92,245. — Henry K. Aveihll, New Oregon,
Iowa.

—

Thrashing-Machine.—July 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. So constructing tlie thrashing-machine,

that the cylinder and endless carrier are adapted to
be driven either by the wind--n'heels or a tumbling-
rod and horse-power, or both combined, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the carrier D', closed bot-
toms F and F', and the shaking-device K, all sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the carrier, of the win-
nower G, constructed and arranged substantially as
specified.

92,246.

—

Joseph F. Baldwin, Provincetown,
Mass. — Freserving Animal and Vegetable Suste-
nances on Shiji-Board.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described arrangement of
the main deck and hull and the ice-receptacle, with
the cargo-receptacles and the air-spaces between
and about the cargc-receptacles.

2. The arrangement of the water-tight flooring and
the ballast-receptacles in the hull, with tlie cargo and
ice receptacles and air-spaces disposed tggether,
and with respect to the main deck and hull, in man-
ner substantially as set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the poop
P, with the main deck, the ice and cargo receptacles
and their air-spaces disposed together and within
the hull, substantially as specified.

93,247 Harvey Ball, Walpole, N. '3..—Bil-

liard- Counter.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The latch n and stop /, arranged in
connection with the slide o' and toothed wheel B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The pawl n<^, constructed and operated in con-
nection with pin Qi^, and slide o', substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The ijivoted levers p''- _p\ arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the levers p' x)\ slide o\ and
pawl m, substantially as and for the puri)ose de-

scribed.
5. The toothed Avheel B, provided with stop/ and

pin i^, in combination A^ith latch 7i and dog e^, oper-
ating as and lor the purpose set forth.

6. The pawls g and/^. operating conjointly or in-

dependently, for either setting back one or more
points, substantially in tlie luauncr described.

7. The combination of the lever /i', pawls c/and/^,
and toothed wheels B, all operating substantially as
and for the purpsosa set forth.

8. The combination of the pawl./'^ with lever r/ and
toothed wheel B, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

92,248 Simon S. Baroer, Golconda, 111.—
Medical Compound for Treating Hog-Cholera.—Julv
(), 1869. .

Claim.—The application of a compound for the
prevention of hog-cholera, composed of the ingredi-
ents as herein designated.

92,249. — Iv. F. Baughn, Lexington, Miss.

—

Car-Conpling.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The parts A. B, Avith the springs G, con-
structed, arranged, and operating sul)stantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and describecl.

92,250.—John Beattie, Cliicago, 111., assignor
to William Baker, same \A\xqq.—Hoisting-Appa-
ratus.—July 6, 18()9.

Claim.—i. The improved method of gearing and
ungearing the clutch F and drum A, by nnviiis of
the di'ums (! and I), actuated as described, tlie tap-

pet-wheel N, and (!atch M, chain H, and ueiglited

cord I, all substantially as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

2. Tlie eombiiiailoii Avith the drum A', hell-crnnk,

and clutch, of tln> linim C, wciglited cord O, tappet-

wheel N, latch M, and wuightod cord I.

92,251.—Bernard J. Bkcic. Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Paper Flic or Jlliidcr.—July 6. 18(i',t.

Claim.—'Vhv. string or cord (', a\ litui the same is

provided with a needle, E, having a double cutting-
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ednre, e e, and eye, e' e', and is fastened br a clamp-
ing-buckle. D. each feature being coRsti"ncted and
secui-ed as shown, and the vrhole l>eing combined
and arranged so as to operate substantially as de-

scribed, as and for the purpose specified.

92,'2.5'2.—Stf.phex A. Bell. Xetrtown. Ohio.

—

Turbine Watcr-Whcel.-^xilT G. 1S60.
Claim.—1. The provision of the pit K, and con-

necting-couduits L, in the stationary cover, con-
structed and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

*2. In the described combination, with the elements
of the preceding clause, the bucket-extension H and
flange I. for the purpose described.

92.'2o3.

—

Eteexxe Boileau. St. Louis. Mo.

—

Fire-Plate for Stoves.—Jnly 6, 1869.
Claim.—The Tvithin-described back or fire plate

A. consisting principally of the triangxdar bars B B.
joined together at their upper and lower ends, and
containing the annular openings c c, near the upper
edge thereof, substantially as Imd ior the purpose
shown.

92.'254. — Horace C. Bradford, Providence,
E. l.—Eyclct-l[ahing Macfnne.—Jxilj 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the dies E and F,
or their equivalents, vrith the revolving cutter G-. or
its equivalent, arranged relatively to each other, sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purposes speci-
fied. ' •

2. The revolving cutter G, with its open center
constructed to operate substantially as described, for
the purposes specified.

9'2.-2.55.—TTilliam Brady and Christ. H. Bra-
dy. Mount Joy, Pa., assignors to themselves and H.
A. Bkady, same jtlace.—Lijtinfj-jGck.—July 6. 1S69.

Claim.—1. The bed-piece A. constructed"substan-
tially in the bent form herein described, and pro-
vided with a perpendicular slotted standard. B, as
shown and described.

2. In combination with the bed-piec« A and slot-

ted standard B, the toothed and flanged bar D. block
C, and clamp or jaw E. all consmicted and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the ears c e on tbe bed-
piece A. the lever F, loop h. and book m. or their
equivalents, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

92.-2.56

—

Homer Brooke, Xew York. X. T.—
Ijamp- Chimney.—July 6. 1S69.

Claim.—A chimney for gas or lamp burners, con-
structed with an external rib or projections, for
support of the shade, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

92.*2.5'?.—James F. Brook?, Stafibrd Springs,
Conn.—Apparatus for Operating Scrapers.—-Jvlr 6,

1869.
Claim.—The combination, with the scraper A B,

of the vehicle herein described, when aiTanged and
attached to the scraper, as herein set forth and
shown, for the purpose speciE.ed.

9*2."23S.—Sasil-el D. Brooks, Baltimore. Md.—
Process for Soldering the Joints and Seams of Me-
tallic Vessels.—Jxily'6. 1869.
Claim.—The inaproved method, herein substan-

tially described, of producing a soldered .ioint or
seain in a metallic vessel, viz :" by fii-st dipping, into
a bath of molten metal or alloy, one or both ^f the
edges or surfaces which are to form the desired joint
or seam, so as to coat them with fusible metal before
they are brought together.- and. secondly, applying
heat, in any suitable manner, to the joint or seam
obtained, by px'operly placing and holding these
coated edges in contact. Avith or without flux, all

substantiall:,- as herein set forth.

92.209.—P. F. Burke. Worcester, assignor to
Thomas Doolet. Boston, Ma.ss.

—

Die for Making
Horseshoe Toe Off?i-^-.—.July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. For punching ilies for toe-ealks, the

offset arrangement of the punches and the openings
in the die, substantially as shown and described.

2. The non-integral' structure, consisting of the
carrier c d. sepainte pnnching-cntters a b. a b, clamp-
ing-plates e e, and lK)lts / /, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

3. The bridge h. combined with the die g, and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

92.260.—JOHX &. Butler. Xew York, X. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Alarm.—Julv 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The connection of one end of the
electro-wiie directly with the armature-spring, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the spring G-with the wire
0. set-serew L, and armature F, carrying the bell-

hammer, substautiidly as described, for the purpose
specified.

3. Connecting the electric wire with any portion
of the beU-hanamer armature, as herein described,
.for the purpose specified.

92.261.—Pv. P. Buttles. Mansfield. Pa.— Co?ni-

tersink.—J^T 6. 1869.

Claim.—A countersink:, having a tubular stem,
A, with the burr E formed on its lower end. and ar-

ranged to be used in connection with a bit or bor-
ing'tool. substantially as described.

92.262.—JoffifE. BuxTOX. Owatonna, Minn.—
Combined Drill and Seeder.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The tilting-sponts D and rod C, in
combination with the perforated bottom of the hop-
per B. with the frame A. and with the spouts E and
G. substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set fonh.

2. Providing a seeder with two sets of spouts. E
and G. to adapt it for use as a drill or broadcast-
seeder, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the lever H and catch-bar
1. with the bar C and tilting-sponts D. substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the pm-pose
set forth.

92,263.

—

^Daxtel Campbell. Elizabeth. X. -J..

assignor to Charles Parker. Meriden. Conn.

—

Poicer-Press.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—In a power-press, inwhichi tbe vertical
slide is arranged so as to be operated by a revolving
shaft extending back from the said slide, combining
with such slide and shaft a mechanism substantially
such as described.

92,264 ^E. D. Cra3IBERLaix, S'ewTork. X. Y.—Hand-Stamp.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—The set card F. composed of the rows or
figures X X', in combination with the frame of a
hand-stamp, employing revolving printing-disks C,
substantiaUy as and for the purpose set forth.

92.265.—TTiLLiAM Latta Cha>[bers. Pleasant
TTnity. ^a.—Atmospheric Cai'-Brale.—Jnly 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinder B, operated as described,
the brake-cylinder F, and brake F'. arranged rela-

tively to each other, os lierein described.
2. The valve-box G. valve o', and safety-valves g*

g^. in combination with the reservoir C, pipes & G^,
and brake-cylinders F, the whole constructed sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The brate-cylinder F. piston /, arm F'. and
brake-shoes H, with the chains f^. pulleys ./*, and
spring J', the whole arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The boxes K, and pivoted doors K'. in combi-
nation with the flexible pipes I' L, and air-pipes G^
and I, constructed substantially as described.

5. The shaft b^. and gear-wheel b^. in {combination
with the shipper 6'-. spring 6-^. and pivoted lever.b'^,

the whole arranged substantially as described.

92,268.— Charles P. Case, Troy, Pa.—iSaw-
Filing Machine.—Jidy 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame D. ratchet-wheel E, pawls
n. levers h and k. set screw I. spring i, and arm v,

when constructed and arrangetl to"operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.
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2. In combination with the foreg'oing devices, the
frame P, with its double saws, as described, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as specified.

3."The frame E, with its rollers c', slotted x^lates

S, thumb-nuts a', pins d', crank and screw T, and
beveled gear, as described, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

4. The above-described machine for tiling saws,
both on the upper and lower side of a tooth, at one
operation.

92,267 J. W. CocHRA>r, ]^ew York, IST. T.—
Hailway-Car Spring.—-July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a metallic spi-

ral spring, and surrounding rubber one, of a tele-

scopic tube or sleeves, arranged to surround the spi-

ral spring, and within the eye of the rubber sijring,

substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with a metallic spiral spring,
and surrounding rubber one, of a telescopic tube or
sleeves, arranged to support the spiral spring on its

interior, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of inside and outside tele-

scopic tubes or sleeves to a metallic spiral spring,
with an outside or surrounding rubber spring, sub-
stantially as specified,

4. The combination, with an inner metallic spiral
spring, and surrounding rubber one, of a telescopic
tube or case, arranged to freely surround, on its out-
side, or inclose the rubber spring, substantially as
described.

92,268.—Cornelius A. Coggeshall, Bridge-
port, Conn., assignor to himself, Eohert T. Clarke,
and Salathial T. Nickerson.—Ifac/ime/or Bend-
ing and Hardening Springs.—July (i, 1869.

Claim.—1, A " former," B, either hollow or solid,

made capable of axial adjustment or rotation, and
constructed so as to present forming-faces a a of dii-

ferent curvatures, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the adjuster D, gauges e,

and supporting-former B, operating together sub-
stantially as described.

3. The construction and arrangement of mechan-
ism, by which the adjuster D and pressors C are
simultaneously operated, substantially as set forth.

92,269

—

Dan. A. Connor, Milford, Conn., as-

signor to himself, Charles Eouer, and Eobert E.
WiKSCHiNG, same Y'^Vice..—Water-Proof Fabric for
the Manufacture of Hats and other Articles.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—Coating the surface of articles with a
compound, prepared and applied substantially as set
forth.

92,270.—Alfred E. Cooke, Philadelphia, Pa
—Brick-Machine.—J\\\\ G, 1869.

Claim.—1. The griuding-roUs A and B, made ad-
justable in relation to each other, and automatic as
regards the stoppage of the feed on an obstacle pass-
ing in between them, by means of the rising and fall-

ing hangers C C to the one roll, and falling stops or
props D D, substantially as specified.

2. _Tlie combination of tlie toothed pulverizing roll
G witla the screen-back and rilibed concave H, con-
structed essentially as shown and described.

3. The reciprocating screen-separator I. in combi-
nation with the tootlied pulvcrizing-roll G and its

concave H, constructed substantially as specified.
4. The combination of the loose 'sleeves 1 1, with

the chargers n n' or o o' of the fecd-tiible or tables
K N^, for operation on ov over tlie face of the mold-
bed, substantially as deseril)ed.

5. The hinged leaves 8 S', attached to tlic ends of
either feed-table N N', and arranged to rise and fall

during the reciprocating action of said table or tables,
essentially as and for the purpose or purposes heroin
«et fortii.

6. Tiie combination of the cam-wheels K"'^ K^ or K^
K^ and rocking segment or segments I'' I'', with pin-
ions and racks for operation of the feed ta])le or
tal)les, substantially as described.

7. The combination, with the lower followers E or
11', of th(! adjustable levers M'^ for gauging the depth
.of the nh)l(ls open for rcce])tion of clay, essentially as
lierein set forth.

8. The combination, with the lower followers E E',
or pins or projections z, carried by the blocks or
tables thereof, of the beams iv w, and clamps v v, for
adjustment and grip of the off-bearing boards T T,
substantially as specified.

9. A brick-machine, made up of intermittently
reciprocating feed-tables, provided with sleeves i,

mold-beds, with molds therein, and upper and lower
folloAvers, all arranged, and the several working
parts being operated, substantially as specified.

92,271 .—John C. Cottingham. Philadelphia,
Fa.—Gaf- Chock for Vessels.—Julj 6, 1869; ante-
dated June 24, 1869.

Claim.—Arranging the yokes Y and Y' in the
stock S of the gaff G, the said yokes being construct-
ed as shown, and provided Avith sockets, for the pur-
pose of holding the friction-rollers, substantially as
specified.

92,272 David B. Cox, Troy, IST. Y.— Cooking-
Stove.—3\x\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—The raised hearth-plate A, constructed
and applied to the hearth of a cooking-stove, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

92,273.—Benjamin P. Crandall, ITew York,
]Sr. Y.— Velocipede.—Jw\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the steering-

wheels, of the hand-lever G, arranged at the sides of
the seat D, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

2. The slot H, to allow vibration of the steering-

wheels, Avithout disturbing the hand-levers, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a fised wheel on the

crank-asle, of a similar wheel, mounted loosely there-

on, for the purpose described.
4. The reach C, forming an auxiliary bearing for

the crank-axle, as set forth.

5. The standard L, rising from the reach, and sup-

porting the rear of the seat, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
6. The pedals T, suspended from the reach, and

arranged in relation to the parallel rods E, as herein
described.

7. The hand-levers G, at the sides of the seat, sub-

stantially as set forth.

92,274.—Jason Crane, Bloomfield, K". J.—Pre-
serving Fttrs; Clothes, and the Like Articles from,
Injury by Moths, d:c.—July 6, 1869.

Clahn.—l. The herein-descrilied mode of preserv-

ing furs, clothes, and other articles, tlie same consist-

ing in filling suitably formed spaces within boxes or

packing-cases with cedar shavings, cedar sawdust,

or other equivalent preservative material, substan-

tially as herein described.

2. The new article of manufacture, boxes for pre-

serving furs, clothes, and the like, having spaces

for preservative agents, substantially as described.

92,275.—Moses G. Crane, Newton, and Edwin
EoGERS, Boston, Ma^s.—Automatic Signal-Box for
Fire-Alarni Telegra2')hs.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with an automatic
signal-box. of a circuit-wheel, operated by a Aveight

or sprijig, through the means of a reciprocating gear-

sector, the teetirof A\hich sector engage Avitli a, pin-

ion, which rotates loosely upon the circuit-Avheel

shaft, or a shaft geared thereto, in one direction, and
drives said shaft Avhen rotating in the opposite direc-

tion, substantially as deseril)ed.

2. In combination with tlio Aveighted loA-er, and
the gear-train oi)ernted by tlie lever, a spring, or

series of springs, interposed l)etweeu tlio weight and
the rotating gears, substantially as described.

3. In combination Avith the gear-train, and an

escapement and i)allet connected thereto, a recipro-

cating fly, placed directly on the pallet -sluift, sub-

stantially as deseril)ed.

4. In eonihiuation Avitli the setting-lover a'K and
the slot tlirongh Aviiicli tlie finger-pieco of tlie lover

trav(>rses, the" stationary guard-plato g'K snbstau-

tiallv as described.
r-,.'\\\ combination Avitli the lever rt«, the swinging

or spring-lifter c^, substantially as shown ami do-

8cril)ed.
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6. In combination Avith the "weifrhted lever, the
slide-pin b'^, so arranged that while it mar be actu-
ated bv the lifter w.henever the signal is not being
transmitted, it cannot be operated •R-hile the signal
is in course of transmission.

9'2,'276.—JOHX Craw-lfa', Brooklyn. X. Y., as-

signor to YiCTOU E.Mauger. Xew York City.

—

Lithographic Press.—July 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The water-reservoir A, when provided

with apertures for receiving the screw-valves C. and
with the converging sheets of absorbing material,
substantially as herein shown and described, to op-
erate as set forth.

2. The screw-valves C, applied to the moistening
attachment herein described, when grooved or flat,

tened, substantially as and for the purpose specified^

9*2,377.—A. G. Cummixs and J. E. CuimrN^s,
McKinney, Tex.— PZoK'.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The plow-beam A, formed with the front
end B enlarged horizontally, and perforated for the
'purpose specified, the same being likewise provided
with the seat E, longitudinally adjustable thereon,
by means of the bolt / and holes g, and the adjusta-
ble staudai'ds D D and adjusting braces d, as herein
set forth.

9-2,278 SusA>,- C. Currie, Xew York, X. Y.—
Medicine-Spoon and Bottle-Stopper Combined.—Julv
6, 1869.

Claim.—^A medicine-spoon, provided with a pro-
jection npon its under side, by which it is adapted to
be applied to the cork of a medicine-bottle, substan-
tially as specified.

92,279. — Israel J. Curedee and Joseph
Hawse, Wolcott,Vt.—Potato- TTas/ic?-.—July 6, 1669.

Claim.—A potato-washer, consisting of the bucket
A, crank-shaft B, stirrer C, revolving bottom 6, with
diagonal strips, and cross-bars or rods a' a' a', all

combined, arranged, and operating- substantially in
the manner and for the pui'pose set forth.

92,280.—Joseph 0. Cueryee and TTiLLiAii C.
YouxG, Thorntown, Ind.

—

Door-Latch.— Julv 6,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
plate a with its slot s, catches c and u. and guard v,

when constructed substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

'

i

92,281.—Hexry Curtxer, Anna, Qi\Ao.—Saus-
agc-Stuffer.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sector-shaped
chamber D, door a, follower F, cylindrical or sec-

tional plates H I. and lever if, substantially as and
for the purpose stated.

92,282.—AIark Axthoxy Cushixg, Aurora,
HI.—Rot-Air Furnace.—Jm\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The furnace A. in combination with a
chamber for receiving the heated products of com-
bustion, having within it an escape-pipe, -nith an
adjustable mouth or escape-opening, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose above described.'

2. A chamber for receiving the products of com-
bustion, separate from the combustion-chamber, hav-
ing within itself an escape-pipe for the products of
combustion, with an adjustable mouth or escape-
opening, which may be elevated or depressed, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose above
described.

3. An adjustable escape-pipe for passing off the
products of combustion, by means of which the
escape-di'aught may be made dii-ect or revertible at

the pleasure of the operator.

92,283.—Hexry A. Daniels, Thomaston, Conn.
—Lnbncator.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—The conical valve D, constructed as de-

scribed, upon the iipper end of the stem c, in combi-
nation with the adjustable shank B, carrying the oil-

cup, whereby, when the shank B is sufficiently ele-

vated above the journal bos, the valve is seated and
the supply of oil cut off, substantially as herein
shoAvn and described.

92,284.—T^HiLiASi Edward Davis, Jersey City,
X.J.

—

Telegraph-Sounder.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The hollow sounding-column A, when
made of hard rubber, and covered by a metallic cap,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the perforated base C and
steel bolt E with the hollow rubber column A, cap
D. and armature-lever E, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

3 The stud or standard h, carrying the pin. ;/.

when provided with double slots i and j, substan-
tially a.s and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

92,285.—William Edward Davis, Jersey City.
X. J.

—

Telegraph-Key.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The bent lever & and spring i, in combi-
nation with the spring-lever C. slotted standard B,
contact points c k, and the insulated point of the ad-

justing screw e, all arranged as described, for the
purpose specified.

92,286 Jose E. De Xavarro, Xew York, X

.

Y., assignor to Emery Sotary Machine Company.
same place.

—

Rotary Steam- Engine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of the loose ring I. op-
erating in central slots d. in the pistons D, said pis-

tons having a radial motion in grooves on the inner
sides of the heads E E of the" eccentric revolving
drum C, substantially as shown and described.

92,287.-^. E. De Xavarro. Xew York. X. Y..
assignor to Emery Kotary Machine Company,
same place.

—

Measuring-Faucet.—July 6, 1869.

Claim

.

—The arrangement, in relation to a measur-
ing faucet and its revolving operating shaft E, of the
screw G-, tiie worm-wheell. and revolving dial K.
with its index M, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

92,288.—TfiLLiAM H. Dobson, Medina, X. Y..

assignor to himself and Homer Belding, same
place.

—

Scroll-Saicing Machine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable bar E, adjustable rollers

H, springs J, and cord K, supporting the upper end
of the saw, constructed and arranged as described,
for the purpose specified.

2. The sliding cross-head or plate X, constracted
substantially asherein shown and described, in com-
bination with the ways and saw M, as and for the
pui"pose set forth.

92,289 ^TVilliamB. Dunntng, Geneva. X.Y.—
Shaft-Coupling.—July 6. 1669.

Claim.—The key a and shaft A and B, in combi-
nation with the annular wedge h, shell C. and screw-
cap D. constructed to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

92,290 J.'W. Durham. Biplev, Tenn.—Match-
Safe.—J\\\\ 6. 1669.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
match-boxes, provided with pins B and catches D,
substantially as specified.

92,291.-BUFUS M. Eastman, Boston. Mass..
assignor to himself and Ekancis L. Boyd, same
place.

—

Automatic Tongs.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The automatic tongs, composed of devices

A. B, H, /. and c, combined and aiTanged sub.stau-

tiaEy as specified.

92,292.—Henry Y. Edmont), Xorwich, Conn.

—

Composition for Staining Glass.—JvilT6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The compound or preparation herein-

before described, for coloring or staining glass.

2. The use of gelatine as the base, in combination
with aniline or ^oal-oil dye. in the production of a

compound for coloring or staining glass, substan-
tially as described.

3. The employment of glycerine, in combinatio7i

with gelatine aiid aniline, or any kind of color, in a

liquid form, in the production of stained or colored

glass, substantially as described.
4. Stained or colored glass, produced as hereinbe-

fore described, as a new article of manufacture.
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92,'293.

—

John Elbertson, Kirksville, Mo.—
Mailvmy-Car Coupling.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar C, with its pin d and hook c,

as described, when constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. The sliding-bars Gr, with their lips and pins, as

described, in combination with the lever D and its

pins, when the same are constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

.3. lu combination with the levers B and D, ,the

A-ertiealrods a' and c'c, and the dogd, when the same
are constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as and for the purposes described.

92,294.—George S. Ellard, Westerly, E. I.—
Harvester.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie wheel A, constructed as described,

with the ratchet C and corrugated flange upon oppo-
site sides, in combination -nith the driving-wheel B,
pa«'l D, and sleeve F, carrying the lever E, all ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

92,205. — Elihu Field, Geneseo, 111.— Corn-
Susker.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The improved corn-husker, constructed as

described, of the straight shank A, having a slightly

curved point, and bent at B to form a loop, (J, for

the reception of the three lingers, exclusive of the
indes-fiugers, as herein shown and described.

92,296.—Frederick Fisher, Kockland, Me.—
Marline-Spike.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A marline-spike. A, made hollow for a
portion or the whole of its length, and provided or
not with a removable head, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

92,297.—Robert Forman. Normal, IW.—Corn
Planter.—3\\\\ 6, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. The combUuition of the partition k^,

dropping-device k- k^, and shaft J, with the conduc-
tor-spout K, and plate H of the dropping-device G H
I, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the connecting-bar L, con-
necting-rod M, lever IST, connecting-rod G-, lever P,
and hub-enlargement or wheel b', having a zigzag-

groove formed in it, with each other, with the plates

11 of the" dropping-device G H I, and with the frames
E, frame A, and wheel B, substantially as herein
shovv'n and described, and for the purpose set forth.

92,29Si— Samuel "Ward Franqis, ISTew York,
N. Y.

—

India Rubber Tooth-Brush.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A tooth-brush, madeof vuleanized-rubber
sponge, substantially as heiein described.

92,299.—John W. Fry, Elizabeth, l!f. S.—Tele-
graph-Insulator.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. An insulator for telegrapli-wires,

formed to hold tlic wire by the compression of a sur-

rounding cushion of India rubber, or other non-con-
ducting and elastic substance, substantially as set

forth.

2. An insulator, consisting of the spindle A, jaws
b c, and India rubber/, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,300.—Fredkrick Gardner, Hamilton, Can-
ada.

—

Knitting Machine.—July (i, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, witli tlie cam-eases G
or G' and the stationary cams H, of tlie movable cams
H', provided with lugs a, and the scr(>w-ring I or I',

l)rovided M'ith the groove c, all constructed and oper-
ating substantially as described.

2. The grooved gates P, constructed as described,
aud operating in connection witli the zigzag grooves,
and the groove p, substantially as and for the pur-
posio set forth.

3. Tlie latch-opener J, constructed with a single
eye, t, and two Avings, u u, and arranged iu relation
to tiic upper and lower carriers D E, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

92,301.— Alfred Charles Gakratt, Boston,
Mass.

—

Physiological Battery.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of buttons a a, c c, of

dissimilar metals, upon a flexible non-conducting
base. A, insulated from the back B, the buttons con-
nected by wires d d, the whole forming a single-ele-

ment pliysiologicai battery, substantially as herein
set forth.

^

92,302.— Domenico Giambastiani, "Washing-
ton, D. C.

—

Armor-Plating for Vessels.—July 6,

1869.

Claim:—1. A defensive armor for ships or batter-
ies, consisting of many distinct blocks or plates of
steel, with beveled, pointed facfjs, as described, in
combination with the elliptic springs, as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement, as described,
of the blocks C, B^, and elliptic springs D, for the
purpose si)ecified.

92,303 G. F. Goetze, IStew York, IS". Y.—
Pajyicr-Mache Gompotind.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A compound for petrified papier-mache,
made of the ingredients herein specified, and mixed
together substantially in the-manuer and about in the
proportion described. .»

92,304 Isaac C. Groom, Albany, IN". Y.—
Potato-Digger.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The endless band of digging-forks, con-
sisting of the tines z, bar x, flat metal links V, ob-
long links O, arranged substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The vibrating sieve L, in combination with the
receiving-basket M, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The lever W, rod IT, spring T, standard "W,
catch "W", in combination with the main frame D
and the front axle Q, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

4. The levers P, pivots /, connecting-links h, and
buttons r, in combination with the shaft g, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,305.

—

"William Hall, North Adams, Mass.—Let-Off Mechanism for Looms.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted lever e, provided with press-
plate e', and projection/, in combination with sliding-

plate b", guide b'", levers a a, and bands d d, all

arranged as and for the purpose described.

92,306.—Thomas A. HIres, New York, N. Y.—Apparatus for Propelling Carriages.—July G,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in a carriage, of two
spring clock-work devices, entirely independent of
each other, and wound up by independent cranks, F,
or their equivalent, one apparatus and crank being
on one side, and the other on the other side of the
carriage, and so constructed and operating that,
while either is running down and propelling tlie car-
riage forward, the other may be winding up, substan-
tially and for the purpose herein .set forth.

2. In a carriage having two spring clock-work de-
vices winding independently of each other, as and
for the i)urpose specified, and in combination with
said devices, the clutch i, pinion H, and teeth e e,

operating substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of the two
disks c^ c^, one above and one below the projecting
end of .the prow, said parts being rigidlj' connected
by the standard b',to the axle of the forward wheels,
the upper disk having a crown-wheel cogrim. and
being connected with tlie pinion c', horizontal shaft
c, and its Imnd-wheel, in the manner described, and
fertile jjurposes lun-ein specified.

4. Tiie form and construction of the carriage,
herein shown, in order to adapt it to tho use of tho
motive-power above described.

92,307.—Abraham W. Harris, Providence, R.
1.— Lubricator.—,]n]y (>', 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. Constriieting tho stem of tho regulu-

ting-valve 1), of an oil-cup, A, with an oxpansiblo
disk-rim head. E, substantially us described, for tho

purpos(>s specified.

2. Tiie combination of tho oil-cup A, rognlating-

valve 1), expansible rim I<], and tapering plug h, or
eciuivalcut device, substantially as described.
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92.308.—B. X. Hakris. Talbotton, Ga.—Churn.
—July (5, 1869.

Claim.—The dashers L, adjustable disks M X,
shaft G. pulley H, and hinged arm C, all constructed
and arranged to operate as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

92,309.—John B. Hastixgs, Ironton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Loveaed T. De.Os, same
place.

—

Cleaning and Polishing Attachment to Sheet-
Metal Rolls.-^uij 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision upon the periphery of a
roll for making sheet-metal, of one or more pressure-
rollers, substantially as set forth.

•2. The arrangement of the pressure-rollers D E,
jom'ualed in levers F G-, having adjustable weights,
or springs H or J, lor the pui'pose indicated.

92,310.—TTiLLiAM E. Henry, Joliet, JR.—Iiail-
u-ay-Eail Splice.—July 6, 186i).

Claim.—The railway-rail splice, consisting of the
"bar d, grooved bar a, elastic strip b, continuous
Tvasher c, and connecting-bolts, all consti'ucted and
a^^anged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

92,311.—James M. Hill and Hexrt C. Hill,
Tail-field Post Office, Jil.—Wi'ndmiU.—July 6, 1S69.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cranks c, arms d. wheels H and n, ratchet o, pawl s,

handle a, and springs u and b, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

92,312.—ISToAH William House, Adrian, Mich.
—hope Molding Machine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A macliine for cutting rope-molding,
provided with a face-plate, B, die-plate C, nose-piece

D. oblique knives a b, and spiral grooves e, arranged,
connected, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

2. The face-plate B. die-plate C, and nose-piece D,
in combination with the clutches S T, slots h i, and
projections and depressions 1, 2, 3, 4, substantially

as described.

92,313.—Christian" Hughes, ]S"iles, Ohio.—Jn-
jecto/-.—Jidy 6, 1869.

Claim.—i. The construction and arrangement of
the enlarged extension E, of the steam-pipe D, as

' specified.

2. The arrangement of the T-pipe connections,
substantially as described.

3. The combination, with the steam-valve K and
steam-tube D, of the spirally-fluted extension, sub-

stantially as specified.

92,314.—O. H. Jones, Grand Hapids. Mich.,
assignor to himself and Henry L. AVise, same place.
—Eailivay-Car Truck.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the tread-wheels
C C, of the intermediate set of double wheels D D,
projecting lower than the tread-wheels, to embrace
the rails, and having tread-sm'faces, d, d, to strike

upon the rails and elevate the ordinary wheels above
the track in replacing, as herein, set forth.

92,31.5.—HERiiANN Kaejipf, S"ewark. X. J.

—

Dog-Muzzle.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The flat spring B, in combination with
the wire ring C and the bent wires a, b, c, d, e, /. g,
and h, when said spring extends from the nose to the
ring C, conforming to the curvature of the head, aU
arranged as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

92,.316—EDVi-ARD G. Kelley, Xew York, X.
T.

—

Oil-Can from Paper-Stuff.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A can for containing oil ot hydrocarbon
liquids, when made of paper or paper-pulp, and when
coated on the inside with a substance impervious to

oil, and on the outside with water-proof material,
substantially as herein shown and described.

92,317.—Patrick Kelly, Dayton, Ohio.— G^as-

Generator.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus for carbureting air, com-
bining in its construction the following groups of
elements

:

1. A gasometer for pumping air with induction-
valve and eduction-pipe

;

2. A storing-gasometer, with an induction-Talve
and eduction-pipe

:

3. A series of carbureting-chambers, containing
tlie chemicals, connected by pipes aiTanged to carry
the air through such chemicals ; and •

4. A gas-pipe, through which the gas is carried
for use, and having a branch-pipe with gas-jet,
arranged to heat the air in the pipe D. said parts
being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

92,318.—Eeuben A. Kelly, Hope, Ind.— C7o(Z-

Fsnderfor Plows.—J\\\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A combination of a runner, plow-
beam, clamp, and spring, aiTanged to hold the^run-
ner upon the ground with a yielding force, substan-
tially as specified.

2. A combination of a clod-feeder, runner, clod-
discharging wing, and reinforcing springs, when
adjustably connected together, substantially as
specified.

92,319.

—

Willl\m Xen^nedy, Xew London, Pa.
—Shaft- Coupling.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A shaft-coupling, formed of t^'o parts or
halves, drawn together upon the shafts by means of
tongues and mortises, secured by gibs and keys pass'-

ing through the parts, substantially as set forth.

92,320.

—

Jay Knickerbocker, T)mini ng, Pa.

—

Harroic.—July 6. 1869.

Claim.—An adjustable harrow, consisting of the
triangles A B and bars C D, the triangles being
pivoted together, and one or both of the bars being
hinged to the triangles, substantially as herein shown
anddescribed.

92,321.—Henry F. Lavtrence, YaUejo, CaL—
Funnel—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A 'funnel, in which are combined and ar-

ranged the jointed rod h. operated as described, the
guide-pipe g, the ball-valve /, the tube b, and the
jacket e, all as and for the purpose described.

92.322.—H. Y. Lazear and J. L. Sharp, Xew
York, X. Y.—GasSeater.—Jnly 6, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The expansion or commingling cham-
ber c above the end of the tube, and between it and
the perforated diaphragm e, as herein recited.

2. The perforated dfaphragm or plate e, in com-
bination with the chamber c and plate d, as herein
set forth.

92,323.—Charles M. Leland. Central City,
Colorado Territory.

—

Machine for Washing Dishes,
Knives and Forks, <£c.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The kettle A, crate C, and perforated
cylinder D, when combined, aiTanged, and operated
as and for the purpose specified.

92,324.—SAinJEL Lewis, Williamsburgh, X. Y.—Portable and Convertible Coffer-Dam.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—^1. The portable and extensible coffer-dam,

constructed of double walls, laid oif into the water-
tight and air-tight compartments, furnished with the
tiibes and valves, and braced and timbered as shown,
all constructed and arranged as specified, and for

the object set forth.

2. The adjustable supports 17, for supporting the
upper sections of the portable and extensible coffer-

dam, said sections being- adapted to slide one within
the other, as herein described, for the purpose
si^ecified.

3. The removable side, with its special compart-
ments, tubes, and valves, with the objects and for

the purposes explained.
4. The cam. constructed and arranged,- in its sev-

eral parts as herein shown and described, tor the
purpose specified.

92,325.— Samuel Levtis.—^WilHamsbnrgh, X.
Y.—Ice-Planer.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted lever D, constrticted with
toothed segmental ends in combination with the in-

clined racks b', formed upon the runners B, arranged
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and operating as describee!, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The combination of the gauge-ract bar E,
levers D, and runners B, Tvith each other, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

3. The combination of the gauge-bars F, and ad-

justable stops/' Avith the brakes M, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The draught-attachment L, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the frame of an ice-

plauer, substantially as herein shown and described,

aud for the purpose set forth.

5. Arranging the vertical cotters K, with their

curved edges forward, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

9^,326.—Samuel H. Lintan, Burrows, Ind.

—

Clover and Flax Thrashing Machine.—Jnlj 6,1869.
Claim.—The combination, with the cylinder aud

inclined ways d, of the perforated shaker and the
endless scraper or carrier e, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

92,327.—Daniel LOEFFEL, Mount Vernon, Ind.—Revolving Screen for Cleaning Grain.—July 6,

1869.

Claim:—An improved grain-screen, formed by the
combination of the feed-hopper J K L M IST, spur-
wheel O, screen I, shaft C, pipe E, tapering screen
B b^ i»2 ^3^ Ijqx ^^ rj^-^ discharge-spouts D and E,
with, each other, said parts being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

92,328.—Thomas L. Luders, Olney, 111.—De-
vice for Holding Thread While Doffing in Spinning-
Machine.—July 6, 18(;9.

Claim.—1. The hooks d d, in combination with
the casec, spring e, base m, and support ?i, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the wires or rods g g, spring
/, base m, and support n, substantially as described.

92,329.— Christian Mack, Leipsic, Ohio.—
Gate.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the horizontal pivoted arms F E', the vertically-
pivoted bars J J', and their connecting-rods, with a
swinging gate, substantially as before described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the piv-
oted latch-lifter P P', the crank-locking arm E. 11',

the horizontal pivoted arms E E', and their connect-
ing-rods, with the slotted connection a b, with the
gate, substantially as described.

92,330.—L. J. Marcy, Newport, E. 1.—Magic-
Lantern.—.July 6, 18()9.

Claim.—1. Tlie outer case A, Avhen provided with
an opening through the top, to allow the insertion of
the chimney B, and with projecting flanges a, that
are fastened to the chimney, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

2. The deflector-plates c d, formed on the chimney,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth
and described.

3. Tlie inner case of a magic-lantern, when so at-
tached tliat it is in no metallic conjiection witli the
outer case, above the flame, except at the connec-
tions b, as specified.

4. Tlie plate E, having the slot e and struck-up
parts/, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set fortliand described.

5. A magic-lantern, when provided with a lamp
which lias no cone formed on it, so that the lamp
can be moved in or out from the side or end, as spec-
ified.

6. Tlie tube J, when provided with the projecting
loop i and Iiook ;/, to be fastened to the pins k I, siib-

stantiallj as herein set I'ortli and described.

92,331.—A. Z. Mason, Adrian, Mich.—Fm'.-
July 6, 1869.

Claim.—T\io combination of the parts E, !>, and
C, when the same are constructed aud arranged to
operate as described, and for the purpose set mrtli.

92,332.—John K.Mayo, Williamsburgh, 'N. Y.
—Process and Apparatus for Manufacturing Com,-
position Pipes, Tabes, Parrels, <f-c.—-July 6, 1869.

Claiin.—The process and apparatus, substantially
as above described, for producing barrels, pipes, and
other hollow articles of laminated wood.

92,333.—C. McElroy, IS^ew Baltimore, Mich.—
Devicefor Detaching Horses from Carriages.—Jidy
6, 1869.

Claim:—1. The arm D, constructed substantially
in the manner herein shown and described, that is

to say, having its forward end slotted, notched, aud
rounded, or beveled off, as and for the ijurpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the spring-bolt H E with
the arm D and thill A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The trigger or catch-lever E, constructed sub-
stantially in the manner herein shown and described,
in combination with the arm D and spring-bolt H
E, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,334.—James McKee, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
—Fence.—Jnlj 6, 1869.

Claim.—The rails B B, secured to iron post A by
miter-joints c, and bolts b, Avith screw-nuts, in com-
bination with brace-rods C, so arranged with the
posts and bottom rails as to give greater strength to

the fence, substantially as described.

92,335.-J. M. McMaster, Eochester, IT. Y.—
Car-Brake and Starter.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the gearing B C E
and/ and G, spring H, ratchet-wheels b and b', in
combination with the sliding-disks h and h', and
hand-levers p and p', for connecting and disconnect-
ing the pawls a and a', in the manner shown, and
for the purposes described.

92,336.—Eobekt McVeen, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Ruling-Pen.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The tube A, constructed as described, in
combination with the handle B, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

92,337.— Samuel C.Moore, Boston, Mass.—
Nickle-Lined Culinary Vessels.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A vessel for culinary purposes, having a
lining of nickle, applied by electro-deposition or
otherwise.

92,338.—Stephen Moore, Sudbury, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Homer KoGEiiS, same place.

—

Pipe-Leak Stopper.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The leak-stopper, substantially as de-
scribed, that is, as composed of the tubular seg-
ment, the two flanges or pairs of inclined planes,
and the clamps, arranged in manner and so as to
operate together, as and for the purpose as specified.

92,339.—C. H. Mosey, Mansfield, Ohio.—Horse
Rake.—J\\\j (J, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding rock-shaft M, arranged in
boxes b b, and provided with the head E, hand-lever
Q, and foot-lever IST, when used in combination
with the I'cvolving-rake T S T, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The spring P, when used in combination with
the ai'in O, on the rock-shaft M, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

3. The combination of the sliding rock-shaft M,
provided with tlie hand-lever Q, and guard-piece r,

ratchet-wheel ir, and revolving liay-rake T S T, the
several parts being constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

92,340.—Gkoroe Munro, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hat-Vcntilator.—.]\\\\ (i, 18(i9.

C7rtt?«.—.Tlie adju.sfabh> Aviugs E F, arranged Avith-

iii a hat, substantially iu the manner and for the pur-

pose specilied.

92,341.—William Musuasii aud Cuari.ks E.
Smith, Middh>town, ^.Y.—Chii»ncii.—A\\\\^K 18ii9.

Claim. — The chiiiim\Ytop, eonstruclcil as de-

scribed, of the inclined beveled plates E E', secured
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to the cap D and E. and base A' B, by means of the
recesses in the former, the curved flanges ,7 upon the

latter, and the central bolt C, passing- through both,

all arranged as herein shown and described, for the

l)urpose specified.

93,342 F. B. :Xewtox. Bouckville, X. Y.—
Straw-Cuttcr.—July 6, 1^69.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the balance wheel
A, relatively to the end of the trough, and the attach-

ment to the arms thereof of the cutters, by means of
the brackets, all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the shaft B, detachable pin-

ions r, wheel (x, on the feed-roller shaft, all substau-
tially as specified.

3. The presser-block B", shaft I, links L, slotted

bearings K, crank-shaft X, and springs O, all ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

92,343.—^MosES H. Xichols, Hancock, X. T.—Device for Seciirin/j Covers to Jars for Traiispor-

tation.—July G, 18f;9.

Claim.—The combination, with the jar A, of the

right and left hand screw-rods D D, and the top and
bottom pieces B B, as herein described, for the pm--

pose specified.

92,344.—Oscar Xicholson, Xew York, X.Y.—Locking Wardrobe-Hook.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the parts A and B,
constracted substantially as described, toothed arm
b'-, pawl C. spring D. and guard E, with each other,

substantiiilly as herein shown and described, and for

the purposeset forth.

92,345.—PviCTiARD XoRRT?, Jr.. Baltimore, 'Md.—2Iode of Hardening and Working ''Ilansome Con-
crete Stone.^'—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Forcing chloride of calcium to harden, or
water to wash out the chloride of sodium, in the man-
ufacture of the "Kansome cencrete stone." so

known, into and through the material, by artificial

means and force, ai^plied in a close chamber, sub-

stantially in the manner herein described and reiu'C-

scated.

92,346 BEXJAinx Xott, Albany, X. Y.—Illu-
ruinator for Stoves, Ranges, c£c. —JulyG, 1869.

Claim.—1. The solid glass cylinders, prisms, or
pieces of glass, sitbstantially as set forth.

2. The solid glass cylinders, prisms, or pieces of

glass, in combination with the frame, substantially

as and for the purposes as set forth.

92,347.—Asa J. Olxet, YanBuren. Ind.—Bag-
Filler.—J\ilj 6, 1869.

Claim.—The bag-filler, consisting of the remova-
ble box D and of the supporting-frame F, -which is

suspended from springs, and which carries the fast-

ening pins or hooks /, all arranged and operating
substantiallj- as herein shown and described.

92,348.—Joseph A. Paddock and jEiiEiiiAH
S. ESTEP, Cass County, 111.—^ee-S- re.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The selfadjustingbrace, formed by the
combination of the horizontal bar C and ela.stic bands
a g, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable brace C with
the triangular guides a a, as described and repre-
sented.

92,349.--'^iLLiAM Parlix, Canton. III.—PZafe
for Plowshare Blanks.—Jaly 6, 1869.

Claim.—A rolled plate of metal, for plowshare-
blanks, of the shape lierein described aud shown,
that is to say. with the raised or thickened portion
extending obliquely across it, of sufficient breadth to

yield a thickened portion to two plowshares when
divided centrally, as set forth.

92,350.—D. H. Paul, De "Witt, lovra.— Culti-

vator.—Jaly 6, 1869.

Claim.—^The application of reciprocating saws to

a cultivator, in the manner substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose of cutting or severing
weeds or trash, which may adhere to the plow or
share standards, and stripping it from the latter,

as set forth.

92,351.— Benjamin F. Penny and James
Jones, Eochester, X. Y.—Grate-Bar.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The box-grate A, with openings b, in
combination with the auxiliary grate B, coustructed
and arranged substantially as described.

92,352.—John Perham, Beloit, Yfis.—Reversi-
ble Siove-Pipe Shelf—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A rever.sible collar for stove-pipe
shelves, adjustable to diflferent-sized stove-pipes, sub-
stautially as and for the purpose herein set foith.

2. A reversible and adjustable collar for stove-
pipe shelves, so constructed with sliding-ways, C C,
as to allow the shelf to be moved around and extend
in any direction, substantially as described.

3. An extension and revolving shelf, in combina-
tion with a reversible and adjustable collar, con-
structed substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
4. An extension and revolving shelf, provided with

vertical loops, g, at or under its periphery, to receive
arms extending radially and in a line even with the
surface of the shelf, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth, in combination with the adjustable
and reversible collar.

.5. The combination with an adjustable and rever-
sible stove-pipe collar, of a warming-closet or cham-
ber, substantially as described.

6. A reversible aud adjustable stove-pipe collar',

so formed that its parts b b^, uotincii-clingthe stove-

pipe, will form supports for warming closets or cham-
bers, substantially as described.

6. In combination with a revolving stove-pipe shelf

and adjustable and reversible stove-pipe collar, the
drier-ams h, and warming closet or chamber F,
substantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

92,353.—Edw^ardL. Perry and Charles Man-
heim, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Rubber or Gutta-Percha
Hose.—June 6, 1869.

Claim.—Hermetically inclosing the canvas part of
India-rubber or gutta-percha hose at the ends, either

by folding over the said ends extensions of the
lining or exterior covering, or by the employment of
rubber or gutta-percha -\vashers, the said inclosing

parts being uuited in the process of vulcanizing, all

substantially as specified.

92,354.—F. P. PFLEGHAR,Xew Haven, Conn.

—

Reversible Knob-Latch.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the latch-bolt G. in

the socket F, so as to be reversed in the manner de-

scribed, and held in position by the spring-catch a,

in the tad-piece of the bolt, as and for the pui pos
set forth.

92,355.—Arton M. Polsey, Boston. Mass., as-

signor to F. H. Fuller.—Method of Making Horse-
shoe-Xails.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A nail made by punching or cutting, from
hot-rolled ribbed bars of metal a headed blank, sub-
stantially as described, and by elongating, hard-
ening, and compressing the shanks of .such blanks

by ebld-rnlliug, from the head to the point, thereby
giving all parts of the nail so produced the peculiar

qualities specified.

92,356 XiELS Poulson, Xew York, X. Y.—
Stairs.—Jxily 6, 1869.

Claim.—A hollow casing or receptacle, into which
any suitable material or composition of matter may
be placed, serving as treads or platforms for stairs,

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

92,357.—"William E. Prall, Washington, D.C assiornor to himself and A. C. Hand, Xew York
City.—keajn. Water-Llevator.—Jnly 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the reservoir A,
the generator A^, and the connecting-pipe A', con-
structed aud ai-ranged substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the reservoir A, the pipe
T), and the pipe or conduit A^, substantially as

shown and described.
3. The combination of pipe D, generator A^. and

the pjj3e E, substantially as shown and described.
4. The combination and arrangement of the dis-
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charge-pipe C, jet-pipe F, and pipe D, substantially

as shown and described.

92,358.—A. QuESNOT, Bloomington, 111—Arti-
ficial Stone.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—In the manufacture of artificial stone, the

composition above described and set forth.

93,359 Charles W. Reeder, Trenton, Mo.
—Farm-Fence.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The parallel bars a a, in combination with
the supports A A, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

92,360.—W. A. Ehoades, Lincolnville, Pa.—
Chvrni7ig-Machine.—July 6, 18fi9.

Claim.— 1. The rodC, the semicircular perforated
plates or disks D, and circular plate E, in combina-
tion with the cylindrical pivoted clmrn B, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and tor the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the branched connecting-
rod r, two crank-wheels G, shaft H, pulley I, band
K, pulley J, shaft L, and heavy crank-wheel M, with
each otlier, and with the churn B, C, D, E, substan-
tially as lierein shown and described, and for the
pui'pose set forth.

92,361.—T. C. EiCHARDS. New York, :N'. Y.—
Head for Screws.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A rounded sheet-metal cap, provided
with a depression or notch, a, formed to receive the
screw-driver without cutting or breaking the metal
for that purpose, and attached to a fiat-headed

screw, substantially as and for the purpose setfoi'th.

92,362.—E. D. Hiciiardson, Chardon, Ohio.—
Yard-Mark and Knife.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a
combined yard-mark and cutter, made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

92,363. — F. C. Etcher, Gilmer, Tex.— Oscii-

latinq Steain-Engine.—July G, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the oscillating cylin-

der A, the pipes E F, ports h, hollow bed d, steam-
chest Gr, valve H, and pumps I and J, all arranged
substantially as herein shown and described.

92,364.—John P. Eider, Brooklyn, If. Y.—
Portable Bath- Tub.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A portable bath, composed of a pliable

and water-proof body, in combination with support-
ing-arms, \^'iuch, while upholding said body, arc inde-

pendent of and have no direct connection with one
another, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The series of pockets upon the sides of the bath-
tub or basin, to receive the ends of the supporting-
arms, by which the bath is upheld, substantially as
shown and desciibed.

3. The combination of the divided and hinged sup-

porting-arras with the pliable and water-proof body
of the tul), to which said arms ai'e applied and held,

substantially in the manner shown and set forth.

92,365.—James Eiley, Chicago, lU.—Eailway-
Car Coupling.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The draw-bars A B, bumpers P, ,jaws F,
elongated catch L M, lever T, bar V, and lugs IT,

when constructed, combined, and arranged as de-

scribed.

92,366.—Chart.es Eobinson, Cambridge, Mass.—Toy-Game.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—Tiic construction and arrangement of the
board A, with support B, pegs I), and bull G, with
cord F, the parts being all coml)incd togetlier, and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

92,367.—Horace A. Eorison, Cleveland, Ohio.
— Weather-Strip.—Ju\y 6, 1869.

Claim.—The weather-strip herein described, con-
sisting of the molding A, M'ith the two inclined i)lane
sides A' and A", and having in its thick edge the
wide, shallow groove a, deep, inirrow groove c, ]r,\r-

allel ^\ith side A', and containing the rubber-strip b,

23 p—•n

all constructed and arranged in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

92,368.—Thomas A. Eobinson, Boston, Mass.
—Apparatus for Cutting and Shearing Metal.—July
6, 1869.

Claim..—The improved hydraulic metal-cutter,
constructed and operating in the manner described.

92,369.—Nathan Eose, Belmont, N. Y.—Mill-
Pick Handle.—July 6, 1869.

Claita.—The handle A, provided with mortise a,

in combination with the pivoted triangular block b,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

92,370.—Nathan Eose, Belmont, N. Y.—Picks.
-July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The holder A, constructed as described,
and provided with the hinged clamp D, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. A pick-holder, consisting of the holder A, pro-
vided with mortises b b b' and pick E, all construct-
ed, arranged, and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

92,371.—George W. Eussell, Eockford, HI.—
Plow.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—^^1. A stubble-folding attachment to a
plow, composed of the parts d, h, and k, in combina-
tion with ihe bolts c c' and plates a a', the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Constructing the parts a, d, and h as herein de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

92,372.—Anthony Scharff, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Whip.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A whip, consisting of an outer wrapper,
inclosing a strip of rattan, within which a wire is

secured, as specified.

92,373.—Christian Schmidt, Eock Island, HI.—Ptiinp.—July 6, 1869.

Claun.—The combination and arrangement of
chambers 1, 2, and 3, 4, with partitions IJ U and S
S'-^, induction and eduction pipes E E^ and Sx St,

combined and operating substantially as described.

92,374.—Carl Schortau, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and A. L. Bogart, same place.

—

FLuting-Machine.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described devices for raising
the roller and adjusting the tension, consisting of tlie

rods E E, bar F, eccentric lever G, nuts H H, and
springs 1 1, in combination with the boxes D D, roll-

ers C C, and frame A, B, and B', substantially as
shown, and for the purpose specified.

92,375. — D. A. Scott, Cincinnati, Ohio.-
Spring Bed-Bottom.—July 6, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of the slats or disks A,
and the twisted wire-cord B, when arranged as here-

.

in shown and described.

92,376.—Samuel B. Shaw, West Eandolph,
Mass.

—

Beverage.—July 6, 1869.

Claim..—1. The composition, or "citronale," as
above specified.

2. The composition or yeast, as hereinbefore de-
scribed, as (iugaged in the making of such beverage.

92,377.—S. W. Sheller, Mount Carroll, 111.—
Fly-String Cutter and Pounder.—July 6', 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the blocks A B,
hinged together, vertical knives c o, wedges d d, set-

screw C, and rounder I), all constructed and oiTunged
to operate substantially as set forth.

92,378.-Andrew M. Shoenfelt and JosKVii
M. SnoEM-'ELT, Waterside, l*a.— Oiling- Device.—
July (J, 1869.

Claim:—]. The inclined plate B, provided with a
point, b, arranged substantialb' as and for the pur-

])ose set forth.

2. The oiliug-deviee, consistingof tlio box \, idato

B, point b, spout C, wick D, and lid E, arranged to
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operate substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

93,379.—Charles Sixgek, SontTi Bend, Ind.—
J^.<,-ckiaj- Chair.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—L The stand A, having rails B, the seat
c', and rockers C, fitted to the said rails, and the
elastic bauds M, combined aud arranged substan-
tially as specified.

2. The coml)ination of the adjustable back I, seat

c'. provided -«ith the rockers C, the stand A, having
the rails B, the bellows D, and its pipe E, and the
bars F aud G, all arranged substantially as herein
shofl'u and described, and for the purpose set forth.

92,380.—Franklin H. Siiith and AVilliam T.

"Wood, Xorth Hebrou, X. Y.—Invalid-Bedstead:—
Julr 6, 1369.

Claim.—The sleeve E, having the crank a, when
adapted to turn loosely upon the shaft C, or to be
locked rigidly to it by the pin b, in combination with
the loose roller d, shaft C, bands or cords c e f g,

jointed frame F, pawls aud ratchets j k, aud the

bedstead, all arranged as described, whereby both
ends of the frame F are adapted to be raised to-

gether, or one end only at a time, for the purpose
si)ecified.

93,381.-G-EORGE C. Smith, Matteawan, ISJ". T.—Process of Making Suotion liuhber-Hose.—Julv 6,

1869.
Claim.—1. The above-described process for mak-

ing suction-hose, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

2. Vulcanizing rubber or gutta-percha compounds,
of diifereut degrees of hardness, in and at the same
heat, thereby "making of it, as it vrere, one piece,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.
3. Suction-hose, formed as described, of strips of

Lard rubber or gutta-percha, of different degrees of

harduess, wound either spirally or in a ring, com-
bined with the usual mateiial for making hose, and
all vulcanized at one time, substantially as aud for

the purposes herein set forth.

92,382.—John Burns Smith, Colioes, N. T.—
Mule for Spinning.—-July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bifurcated

faller B with the vibrating faller u. and the rods u',

Bi B', ail constructed to operate in connection with
each other, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

2. Tlie series of adjusting holes e e e. when ar-

ranged in the outer fork of the building-faller B, in

connection with the wu-es B^ u' B^, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

92,383 J". C. Smith, Stoughstown, 'Pa.—Hail-
vjay-Car Coupling.—July G, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangeineut of the cam-lererH, with,

ri'lation to tlie coupling-bars A B, which are secured
to the cars by the loops C and bolts D, said lever

being pivoted to the slotted end of the bar A, by
means of the pin F, in such a manner that the pro-

jection I is adapted to be pressed down upou the
beveled end of the spring-hook G-, to disengage the
coupling, as herein shov.m and described, for the
purpose specified.

92,384.—Vernon E. Smith, Lancaster, ZST. H.

—

Water-Gate.—Jvi\Y 6, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the friction- rollers e

f, with relation to the gate B, operated by the rack
BE and pinion I, the guide-face C of the discharge-
spout D, aud the bottom guide-bar g, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

92,385.—"William B. Smith, Clayton, 111., as-

signor to himself, Eeid "Wallace, and Cyrus Fin-
ley, same place.

—

Grain- Cleaner.—July 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of the blowers,
screeu.s, aud scoui-ing-apparatus, substantially as

specihed.
2. The arrangement of the chutes H, fan B, and

screens, substantially as specified.

3. The spouts F G, apron S, fan A, and sconrer V,
all substantially as specified.

92,386.—D. G. W. Snyder, "Williamsport, Md,—Bailway-Car Coupling.—July 6, 1869.
Claim..—1. The bent and slotted bar H, attached

to a car, for maintaining the coupling-link in a
horizoutal position, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The springs D F, made of flat bars of metal,
bent into the form described, whereby additional
strength is obtained, and the pressure is exerted ou
tlie slide C and on the coupling-pin, which is secured
to the spring F, all constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substantially as herein described.

92.387. — Enos Snyder, Providence, Pa.—
Raihvay-Car Replacer.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie movalile and adjustable replacers
C C, constructed as described, and attached to a
railroad-track, substantially in the manner aud for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the replacers C, loops d d,

pins i i, and bars E E, having flanges or hooks e e,

all constructed and arranged to operate substantial-
ly in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

92.388. — Samuel Snytder, Delaware, Ohio.—
Device for Turning and Loading Logs.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A portable log-turner, con.sisting of
the frame A, drum B, le.ver C, pawls h aud e, and
rope or chain D, all arranged and operating, in com-
bination with the standards E, substantially as here-
in shown and descril)ed.

2. A portable log-loader, consisting of the frame
A, drum B, lever C, spring-paA^ls d, e, and rope or
chain D, all arranged and operating, in combination
with the standards E and cross-bar G, substantially
as herein shown and described.

92,389.—A. V. M. Sprague and E. F. Osgood,
Eochester, X. T.

—

Cotton-Seed Planter.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the comb K and
inclosing-cyliuder E, -with the seetl-roller D, said
parts being so arranged that an annidar chamber is

left between the periphery of the roller and the cyl-
inder, for the retention of the seed, and the comb-
teeth project from the outside of the cylinder,
through the discharge-opening at the bottom, aud
rest against the roller, aslierein set forth.

2. The aiTangemeut of the cylinders E, seed-roll-

ers D, combs K, drill-teeth I, aud covering-rollers L,
when the said iparts are capable of lateral adjust-
ment, in the tyanner and for the purpose specified.

92,390.—Harvey'B. Steele, "Winchester, Conn.—Concrete Pavement.—-July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pavement, composed of the in-

gredients set forth, when prepared and laid in the
manner substantially as described.

2. The binders, or diagonally placed strips of wood,
when used in combination with a concrete pavement,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
described.

92,391.—John H. Steiner, St. Louis* Mo.—
Apparatus for Generating and Carbureting Gas for
Lighting Railroad-Cars.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. A gas-generating apparatus, consist-

ing of a cylindrical vessel, containing a gas holder
and generator, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the cylinder A and gas-
holder D, the air-chamber aboA-e the gas-holder, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination A\ith the cyliuder A, containing
a generator aud gas-holder, the carbaretiug-cham-
ber C, substantially as herein described.

4. In combination with the carbureter, the con-
denser G, as and for the purpose described.

.5. The combination of the cylindrical vessel A,
the cylindrical vessel B, and gas-holder D, with the
carbureter C, and condenser G, substantially as
herein described.

92,392.—George Stevenson, Zionsville, Ind.

—

Harvester-Dropper.—Jidy 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gates c c, hinged to the dropper-
fingers b b, as and for the purpose set forth.
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2. The hinged gates c c, in combination with the
pins e e, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The g-rooves m m, made in the lo^\-er faces of

the hinged gates c c, substantially as described.
4. The inclined outer fingers h' b', as and for tbe

purpose set forth.

5. The fingers b b, having their under surfaces
beveled or made V-sliaped, as and for the purpose
set fortli.

6. The combination of the bar.a, fingers b b, b' b',

hinged gates c c, provided with grooves m m and
pins e e, substantially as described.

92,393.—JOHX T. Stoakes, Charaplaiu, N. Y.
— Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—July 6, 1869; aute-

dated June 29, 18'()'9.

Claim.— 1. The spring r;, with the hook h, attached
to the hammer, with the pin i, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The safety-catch J, substantially as and for the
purposes shown and specified.

3. The described arrangement, with relation to

each other, of the forked wing j), upon the hammer
E, the pin v in the stock, the pin v in the breech-
piece C, and the eccentric retractor S, for the pur-

pose of fully cocking the hammer aud retracting the
cartridge-shell, by the downward movement of the
breech-piece, as herein shown and described.

92,394.—John R. Steicklaxd, Sayville, IST. Y.— Coynijound for Cure of Dropsy.—July 6, 18G9.

Ciaim.—The aforesaid compound, prepared in the
manner set forth, aud for the purposes specified.

92,395.—Charles Carrol Strong, Defiance,
Ohio.— Boring-Tool.—July 6, 18(;9.

Claim.—Tlie loose collar C, having a smooth peri-

phery, Avhcn applied to tlio boring-tool A, between
the cutter E and shoulder &, as herein described, for
the purpose specified.

92,396.—M. SuLZBACHER, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Folding- Mattress.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—A series of mattresses, consisting of
frames A, composed of corner blocks D, webbing E
C E F, and springs G H, and upholstered at top, and
flat at the bottom, and alternately hinged to each
other above and below, whereby the sections may be
folded uniformly on each other, and extended as con-
tiguous mattress, and all i)arts are constructed and
arranged to operate as described.

92,397.—TViLLiAM Allen Sutton, I^Tew York,
N. Y., and Eugene CitowELL, San Francisco, Cab—Railway.—July 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the metallic
sleeves b and collars or protuberances c with the
rope C, when applied so as to entirely incase said
rope without destroyiug its flexibility, substantially
as specified.

2. The combination, -^'ith the sprocket-wheel E, of
the griper and depresser I, to the endless rope or
chain, constructed and arranged for operation sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The automatic take-off or shifter J, to the
endless rope or chain, for operation in relation
to the sprocket-wheel E, essentially as herein set
forth.

4. The combination of the switch or swinging-rail
section A' with tlie crane L, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

92,398.—JoiL\ Talbott, Albany, Ga.—Gwn-
Car;.—July 6, 1869.

'Claim.—A gun-cap, having a recess, D, and ring
c, constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as specified.

92,399 Hugh Tiioaias, New York, N. Y.—
Lubricator.—July (i, ]8()9.

Claim:—Tlui combination, Avith the oil can or
reservoir, of the fixed iiaiidlo for lioldiiig tbe reser-
voir, the cylinder, ;ind ])liiiiger, for ell'ceting com-
pression of the air within the reservoir, and the
plunger-rod, piussiiig tlirongli Mie fixed handle, and
lurnisiicd witii a, niovabh^ iiniidle outside of the fixed
one, substantially as herein described.

92,400.

—

Hugh Thomas and Robert"Wallace,
IS^ew York, IsT. Y.— Clothes-Hack.—July 6, 18G9.

Claim.—A clothes-rack, consisting of a strip, A,
carrying-hooks a, and having outwardly projecting
ends D D', one or both of which is made adjustable
in direction of the length of said strip, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

92,401.—J. G. Thompson, Stockton, N. Y.—
Seed-Sower.—July 6, 1869.

Claim. — An improved seed-sowing machine,
formed by the combination of the box A, adjustable
slide B, having two or more sets or series of differ-

ent-sized holes formed in it, spirally-looped wire D,
suspended bar C, and lever 1, with each other, said
parts beiu^- constructed and operating substantial^
as herein shown and described, and tor the.purpolP
set forth.

92,402.—William J. Thompson, Normal, HI.—
Potato Digger and Picker.—July 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement, with tlie frame A,

of the slotted standards 1 1, shaft K, and belt F, all

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The shafts E and K, provided with collars, in
combination with the endless belt F, constructed as
described, aud guides H, when used substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the cutter P, scoop R, and
belt F, the slotted receptacle G, upon the rear end
of the frame A, as set fortli.

4. In combination Avith the frame L, the cutter P
and scoop R, when both are provided with the slotted
standards, so that they can be regulated at Avill,

substantially as specified.

5. The frame L, cutter P, and scoop R, in combi-
nation with the belt F, guides H, shafts E and K,
slotted standards I, and wheel D, when all are ar-
ranged to form a potato-digger, as described.

92,403.—William Henry Towers, Boston,
Mass.— Coating Hoop-Skirt TT^tre.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Coating or covering hoop-skirt wire
with compositions, substantially such as herein de-
scribed, so as to dispense with'the necessity of fib-

rous coA'ering.

2. The improved skirt Avire 9r spring, formed by
painting, enameling, japanning, or other\A-ise coat-
ing, substantially as described.

3. The process, herein described, of forming hoop-
skirt Avire by coating, and the j)assing between
rollers, so as to imitate a woven fabric, such as here-
in described.

92,404.—Marshall Turly and J. D. Bayliss,
Council Bluffs, loAva.—/S'fot;e-Z)nnn.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The stove-drum, constructed as'described,
of the chambers C D, connected by the tubes A,
Avhich contain the spiral wires D, aud'aresmrounded
by the tubes G, in such a manner as to form annular
air-passages, all arranged as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

92,405.—Carl Wandel, Waldau, near Bern-
burg, North German Confederation, assignor to F.
O. Matthiessen and W. A. Wiecheks, Ncav York
Citv. —Manufacture of Hydrate of Magnesia.—July
6, 1869.

Claim:—The manufacture of hydrate of magnesia
from sea-water, by the use of lime, substantially as
described.

92,406.—Carl Wandel, Waldau, near Bern-
burg, North German Confederation, assignor to F.
O. Matthiessen and W. A. AViecueks, :Ncm' York
City.

—

Manufacttire of Granulated Sugar.—Ji\]y G,

1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of granulated sugar,
Avhile in the centrifugal machine, by tlie injection of
a current or currents of superheated steam or hot
air against the AA'all of sugar therein, substantially
as specified.

92,'107.—R. A. Warner, Columbus, Ga.— "rt'in-

dow-Sash lialaiwc.— -July (i, J8()9.

Claim.—The eombinafion, Avith thosasli and frnmo
of the endless cords A, pulleys C 1>, and tlu^ guidcy

pulleys E, so arranged that the cord pusses bctwocu
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the sash and the casing, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

92.408. — George "Watt, Eichmond, Ya.
Flow.—J\i\\ 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The coulter-edged mold-board B B',

coustructed and operating as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The sole C, constructed as and for the purposes
specified.

3. The arrangement of the landside-bar Y, the
point E, and share D, by means of -^-hich the sole C
is securely protected from wear.

4. The combination of the frame A, supplied with
the rounded throat A', with the coulter mold-board
E B', the sole C, the point E, and share D, all sub-

Sbntially as and for the purposes described.

92.409. — George Watt, Hichmond, Va.

—

Clevis-Attachment for Plows.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The block M, provided with vertical

pivots O 0. and a vertical series of perforatious, oST

if, substantially as described, for the purposes set

forth.

2. In combination with the clevis L M. construct-

ed substantially as described, the plates G G, bolts

H H', and whiffietree-loop P, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as aud tor the pur-
pose specified.

3. In combination -with the clevis L M. construct-

ed substantially as described, whiffletroe-loop P,
holts H H', and coupling G G', the bolt I, aud wash-
ers K, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92.410.— Theophilus TVeaver, Harrisburgh,
Vai.—Corn-Sheller.—3\i\j 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a hand-sheller jaw, of two blades !N

N', the central semi-elliptical spiral cut Z, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. A sheller-ja\A', provided with blades X X', trans-

verse blades B B', strikes h h', guides O O', bent shaft

P, all constructed and arranged substantially as

herein set forth.

3. Constructing- and arranging the tines L L', sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. Constructing the sections of the sheller-caseW
Q, and combining them with each other and with
the handle-chair A M H, as herein specified.

5. The combination and arrangement ofjaw N X'
P, with tines L L', and case W Q, as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

92,411.—Daxiel "Widmaye, Lansing, Mich.

—

Churn.—Jq]j 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tub A, standard
B, chamber a, frame D, wheels o aud r, and belt m-.

all coustructed and arranged to operate substantially
as aud for the purposes specified.

92,412.— Albert Oliver "Willcox, Jr., Port
Hichmoud, IST. Y.

—

Velocipede.—.July 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame, cousistiug of the perch aud
bars D aud E, combined and arrau'ged substantially
as described and shown.

2. Connecting the part E, of the frame, which in-

closes the wheel B, to the perch by swivel-joints, so
that it can turn on the perch, substantially as set
forth.

3. The baggage-receptacle X, combined with the
perch of a velocipede, substantially as shown.

4. Combining, Avith a velocipede, a saddle-seat,
whose surface is elastic and yielding, substantially
as set forth,

92,413.—R. WiLSOX, Eees Corners, Md.—ice-

volving Dining-Tahle.—July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the detachable sta-

tionary leaves G, circular central revolving-top C,
drawers F. or equivalent, and pivoted or hinged
arms H. with each other and with the frame ATB,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

92,414.—Jajies A. "Wisxer and Monson Hott,
East Saginaw, Mifch.

—

Lockfor Handcuffs.—July 6,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
conical screw-bolt 6, bars c, catch-springs d, and

notched arm A, all constructed and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

^ 92,415.—Emery Andrews and William Tuck-
er, Portland, Me.—Jr«<c?i-lfac//me.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wedges or bars v, attached to the
cross-head, and operating as and for the purposes
described.

2. The arrangement of the ratchet-wheel z, cam-
bar D, and clutch 5J, as herein described.

92,416.—BOBERT Andrews, MilwaukecTTis.

—

Finishing and Dressing Sheep-Skins for Leather.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of dressing, finishing,

making, and preparing sheep-skins, of whatever
description, with the aid and assistance of the ma-
terials herein named, compounded as herein de-

scribed.
2. The leather that is made out of such skins by

such a method, and with such materials so com-
pounded, disclaiming all other things but the leather,

and the method of making it with the materials com-
pounded as herein described.

92,417.—Albert D. Angell, Coldwater, Mich.
— Uterine Supporter.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable funnel-formed pessary
O P, supported loosely on the tripod N m, over the
outlet of the sink K, from which depends the narrow-
necked sac or pouch M, substantially as described,

and for the purposes aforesaid.

2. In combination Avith the above-named parts, the
devices whereby the pessary is made adjustable in

height and direction, consisting of the strap E., shift-

ing-bar u, stud e, and catch Q, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. In combination with the strap E, the shiftable

and ventilated rubber bag T, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose before explained.

92,418.—Arthur Barbarix. ISTew Orleans, La.
—Railway-Car Seat.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted straight

bars A with a railroad-car seat, when the two are
conjoined, as herein described, and the former is sup-

ported by the guide-brackets E e e', aud the latter is

pi'ovided with the strips C, and all the parts are
constructed and operate substantially as herein de-

scribed.

92,419.— Hamilton Bates and Daniel L.
Bates, Dayton. Ohio.—X>n7L—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—^1. Tlae improved automatic feed-devices,

consisting of the ring 0, lever P, pawl K, and pro-
jection or cam k, upon the bevel-gear K, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

2. The within-described improved driU-press, con-

sisting of the frame A, B, C. aud H, mandrels I) and
E, barance-wheel E, hand-wheel X, shaft I, gear aud
pinion K aud L, and crank M, in combination with.

the automatic feed-devices hereinbefore described,

substantially as aud for the purpose specified.

92,420.—L. A. Bringier, Ascension Parish,

aud X. B. Trist, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Cane-Scraper.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The scraper herein described, when
provided with a bracket, d d' d", in combination
with the vertical standard G aud the lever H, when
these several parts are coustructed, and arranged,
aud operate substantially as herein described, for the

pm'pose set forth.

2. The above combination, in combination with a
suitable frame, to which the parts are secured, sub-

stantially as herein described,

92,421.—Edwin J. Brow^% Carroll Parish, La.
—Machine for Making Levees.—tTuly 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a rotating cutter,

provided with radiating knives G, with an excavat-
ing and throwing-up wheel, provided with i-adiating

arms F, to which are connected shovels b. and cov-

ered by a casing, J, when these parts are constructed
substantially as herein described, and are operated

by the means specified, for the piu'poses set forth.

liifc
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93,422.—Myron B. Champion, Sturgis, Mich.—
Rotary Harrow.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—In. a barrow that is convertible from a
truck to a harrow, and. vice versa, the combination of

the hinged journal-heads B, carrying the harrow-
wheels, the swivel-pins e, and drag-bars D, so that in

either of its conditions, of truck or harrow, the drag-
bars will maintain a uniform position in the line of

draught or resistance, as described and represented,

92,423.—Jonas Claek, Lowell, Mass.—Cit^ar-

r?j9.—Jiily 13, 1869.

Ctoim.—The cigar-tip herein described, construct-
ed in the manner^nd of the materials substantially
as specified.

92,424.—James B. Cleveland and Henry C.

GuiLDEKSLEix, Hackensack, N. J. — Machine for
Setting, Fitting, and Tempering Spring-Flatea.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable double former A and A^,
Figs. 1, 3, 4, having an open back or space, B, and
flanges, r, in combination with an adjustable convex
bed, constructed in two parts. A' and A", all ar-

ranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as above set forth.

92,425.—William Compton. Newark, ]^r. J.

—

Means for Itefresidng Morses while in Harness.-^
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hollow perfoiatedbit, combined with
a flexible tube, for conveying water to the bit, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The flexible tube, having perforations in its

side, combined Avith a bridle-bit or other portion of
the harness, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

92,426.—John G. Conlon, New Orleans, La.

—

Dumping-Car.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The mechanism herein described, in con-
nection witli a dumping car, in which there are two
distinct compartments, by reason of the construc-
tion, as herein described, and the floors of these
compartments vibrate, and are supported on axes,
as set forth, that are placed underneath, and at or
about the centers of the same, for the purpose set
forth.

92,427.—P. M. CoNSUEGRA and Eamon Antt-
guedau, New York, N. Y.

—

Manufacture of Tobac-
co Paper.—.July 13, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie within-described process of treat-

ment of tobacco for tlie production of paper, the
same consisting in the direct introduction of the dry
tobacco into a carefully strained and actively boiling
solution of lime in water, with the subsequent wash-
ing and pulping, the wliole being conducted in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

92,428.—John Crandell and P. "W, Smith,
Chicopee, Mass.

—

Curtain-Fixture.—July 13, 1869.

. Claim:— As a new article^ of manufacture, the
brace b, constructed as herein described, and for the
purpose specified.

92,429.—Henry C Dart, New York, N. Y.—
Beer-Cooler.—J n\Y 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie series of horizontal coiTUgated
chambers, placed one above tlie other, in combina-
tion with the inlet pipes and cocks, and outlet-pipes,

arranged in the maimer and for the purposes set
forth.

1. The hooks i and eyes e, united to the interior
surfaces of tlie corrugated metallic sheets, and set
together, as and ibr the purposesj set forth.

3. The' trough k. fitted witli horizontal pipe within
it, having a longitudinal incision, to eciualizo tlie

flow of tlio beer, which run.s over the edge of tlie

trough, substantially as specified.

92,430.—Ben.iamin F. Dickey, Marshall, Mich.
—Automatic Grttc—July 13, 18G<).

Claim.—Th<! arnuigeinent and conibinntion of the
rocking-Khaft and step -plnte K V, loucr liiiige ])iv()t-

sti'iip (/', and ui»per stationary center liinge d e, Avitli

a gate, H, and lianging-post A, and witli t lie coniKH't-
ing-rods (J, and wheel-irons D, the several pai'ts being-

operated in connection with or without the staple-
iron i, and studs j, and arranged relatively with each
other, and with the gate and post, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

92,431.—Henry Dodge, Washington Mills, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Grinding the Cutters of Mowing-
Machines.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted semicircular base C c, as
and for the purpose herein described.

2. The double-jawed clamp m m, worked by a sin-
gle screw at the center, and having releasing-springs
0, as and for the purpose herein described.

3. The hinged sickle-holder F m n, adjustable
standards H H, traversely adjustable base Dde, and
semicircular base C c, all constructed and arranged
as and for the purpose described.

92.432.—Michael F. Doran, Philadelphia, Pa«
—S2)Ool.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A winding or unwinding spool, marked
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

92,433.—J. J. Doughty, Lake City, Minn.—
Spring for Steadying the Motion of Millstoiies.—July
13, ]8'69.

Claim.—1. The combination with the pinion, or
wheel and shaft upon which it is mounted, as de-
scribed, of the arms / and the rubber springs and
boxes in which the same are held, coustructod, and
arranged, upon the exterior of the said wheel, in the
manner and for the purposes herein shown and spe-
cified.

2. In combination with the parts claimed in the
preceding clause, the clutches k, for preventing the
bacliward movement of the pinion, under the ar-

rangement and for operation as herein shown and
set forth.

92.434.—John A. Eberly and Henry Wech-
TER, Reamstown Station, Pa.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
arms A A' with their respective hooks or combined
tines F F' or B B', operated by the links and collar

DDE, hook arrangement Gr, and pulley O, all con-
nected and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

92,435.—Ezra Emmert, Franklin Grove, 111.—
Harvester.—J \\\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as set forth, with the
flexible endless apron, of the transverse metal strips

li^, bent up into hooks, at their front ends only, to
carry forward the butts of the grain, as described.

4. The combination, as set forth, with the elevat-
ing conveyer, of the elastic oscillating grating, con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
poses specified.

3. Tlie combination, substantially as set forth, of
a continuously moving carrier, witli an oscillating
stop-rake, to intermit the delivery of the grain to the
binders.

4. The combination of a continuously moving car-
rier, an elastic grating, and a stop-rake vibrating
between the bars of the grating, substantially as spe-
cified.

5. The combination of a continuouslv moving car-
rier witli a stoprake, antoinatieally and intermittent-
ly operated, for the purpose specified.

(). The combination, as set forth, of the elevating
carrier, with the binders' stands so arranged both in

front and i-ear thereof, that the binders work with
their fVices toward the stubble.

7. The combination, as set forth, of the conveyor,
with the binders' stands, so arranged both in front

and rear of the conveyer and of the diiviiig-wheels,

that tlie binders M'orli with their faces toward tho

stubble.
8. The combination, substantially as sot forth, of

an elevated frani(>, and a conveyer .suspend(>d below
said frame, with binders' stands also siispi-iided bo-

low said franu\ on each aide of trie conveyer.

9. The combination of a siiiiporting roller with ft

binder'.s fciot-board llexibly suspended from tlie rnaiu

frame, subslnntiallv in (he inaniievileseiibed.-

10. Tho combination, substanlially as set forth,
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•with the binders' stands, of the pockets to carry the
bands.

11. The combination, substantially as set forth,

"vrith binders' stands, of a reciprocating receptacle.
12. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a conveyer discharging the grain laterally to the
path of the machine of a receptacle reciprocating
transversely to the conveyer.

13. The combination, substantially as set forth,
"with the receptacle which delivers a gavel to each
binder in succession, of the binders' stands, located
in front and rear of the conveyer, and on the grain-
side of the receptacle.

14. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a binder's stand with a reciprocating binding-table.

15. The arrangement of a receptacle to transverse
over the pockets for the bands, substantially in the
manner described.

16. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
an intermittently reciprocating receptacle and a
stop-rake, automatically operated by the receptacle,
to intermit the discharge from the conveyer into the
receptacle.

17. The combination, with binders' stands, of a
dumping-cradle, oscillating on an axis parallel to the
path of the machine, with the binders" stands so ar.

ranged that the binders face the cradle.
18. The combination, substantially as set forth, o^

a reciprocating receptacle, with a dumping-cradle
oscillating- on an axis parallel with the line of move-
ment of the conveyer.

19. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a dumping-cradle and binders' stands, with a recep-
tacle reciprocating between the stands and cradle.

9'.3,436.—IIE^^lY Tairbanks, St. Johnsbury, Vt.—Automatic Grai/i-Weighinn Scale.—Jnh" 13. 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The arm or e'xteusion E','with the
cross-pin b'. or an equivalent laterally extended sur-

face near the top, adapted to alternately lift the
notched lever D, and to depress the rocking-lever
E', and its connections, at each weighing operation,
suijstantially as and ibrthexmrposes herein set forth,

2. The weighted lever E E^ E^, and the connected
weight or constant force E^, arranged to be set by
the depression of the beam B, to be held by the lever
D, and ultimately released by the rising of the beam
B, and to turn forcibly on such release, substantially
as and for the pnrpos'es herein set forth,

3. The spring C, arranged as represented, and
adapted to carry np the scale-beam to the position
for wei^-hiug correctly, and also to hold do-nm the
notched lever D, with a force graduated in accord-
ance with the amount of depression of the scale-

beam, as and for the purpose described.
4. The thrusting-piece G gr^ g"^, with its cross-bar

G^, or its equivarent. constructed and arranged as
represented, and adapted to operate relatively'to the
arms ?i^ n^. which operate the grain-spout X, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the piu'pose herein
set forth.

5. The cdmbination and the arrangement of the
thrusting part g^ g^, deflecting or tilting ridge A^,
arms n^ n-, with the notched lever D d'. rocking-
lever E El E2, and scale-beam B b', all adapted for
joint operation, substantially in the manner and with
the effect herein set forth.

6. The spring-catches H^ h^ H^ h^. arranged rela-
tively to the arms n^ n^, and to the forks g'^ g-, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

92,43r—Elias T. Eord, Stillwater, !!}. Y.—
Potato-Digger.—Svilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1, The digging and separating cylinder
of tines K, formed by a continuation or lengthening
of the arms or tines K K, as they radiate fi-om the
hub C in a cyUndrically spiral form or shape, with
the branches v v and tabe or sleeve L, as de-
scribed.

2. The separating-cylinder of bars, formed by a
continuation or lengthening of the same, as they
radiate from the hub C, and surrounding their fi-ont

extremities with the cutting circular plate i i. armed
with teeth or shears, and its intermediate bars v v.

extending to the rear in a cylindricaUy spiral incli-

nation or form.
3. The central draught-bar E, with oval tube Q,

shaft T>, rear tube t, with frame or yoke H C, ratch-

et-standard R, with springs d, lever M, withfulcram-
standnrd X. and brace-bar m.

4. Tiie combination of the foni'-wheel truck, as
the base of adjustmerit and operation of the several
parts, by the use of the lever M, together with the
draught-bar E, shaft D, tube t. witli yoke A C, yoke
or bar X, arms P P, sections F F. knives z z, 'with
plane or sickle edges, the auxiliary jjIows C C, with
double edges, and yoke or arms s 6* as described and
for the ijurpose specified.

9-2,438 Eltas T. Ford, Stillwater, N". T.—
Carriage-Wrench.—Jijly 13, 1869.
Claim.—1. The socket J), cross-bar FT, arms F,

and screw J, arranged and operated as described,
and for the nm-pose set forth.

2. The frame, composed of the guide-arms F F,
and cross-head C, when nsed in connection with the
double socket D, cross-bar A, and sci-ew J, the
whole constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

92.439. — AxDREW Goetzixger, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Bung-C utter.—,JuIt 13, 1869.

Claiiu.—1. The cutters B and C, whose holders, E
and F, slide in oblique ways, J, in a fixed stock, as
and for the purpose stated.*

2. The arrangement of the converging cutters E
C, sliding and obliciue bars E F, oblique ways J J,
links K L, sleeve M, and handle E, substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

3. In combination with the parts B C, E F, J J,
M, and E, the spindle Gg g' p', pin P, and tail-screw,

as set forth.

4. In combination with the cutters B C. holders E
F, guide !, sleeve il, and handle E. the bung-hold-
ing devices T U, substantially as represented.

92.440.— E. J. GoRPOX, Greenville, Mich.—
Pla.^ter-Soicer.—Jnlx 13, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described combined roller and
plaster- so"wer, consisting of the roller C C, support-
ing the frame A A and B B. the hopper E, with its

adjustable bottom e. the vibrating-bar F, levers G
and I, and corrugated ring H, all constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

92.441.— .JoHX M. Griswold, Auburndale,
Mass.

—

Mosquito-Screen.—.July 13, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved insect screen or guard,
the device above described, consisting of the two
frames g h, covered with a sidtable netting, when
the same are provided with the studs i i. and com-
bined v.-ith the channels//, made within the fac-

ings d d, or independent strips secured thereto, the
arrangement and operation of the whole being as

before explained.

92,442.—H. A. Groter, X'orth Cohocton, ^^T.

Y.—Fence.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the posts A and
rails B, of the intermediate blocks a a, battens C,
loops c c, and keys d d, the whole operatiug as here-

in set forth.

92,443.=— Edsox Hartwell, Hubbardston,
:SLass.—J!ocking-Chair.—J\ilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The forked standards B, when made
and combined with the chair, as shown and de-

scribed.

2. The combination of the pieces E, E, and F,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the side projections / with
the rounds g, substantially as described.

92,444.—"WILLIA5I H. Hex-dersox and TTiLLiAii

H. SxiDEU, Lena. El.

—

Feed-Iiack for Addressing-
Machines.—July 13, 1869,

Claim.—Thecombination, with the galley, of the
detachable perforated feed-bar, constructed and ap-

plied as set forth.

92,445. — Gardxer^Herrick, Albion, Mich.—
Sad-iron Heater.—JwXj 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

base A, deflector D, radiator C. and slotted shield-

cover E, with each other, and with a suitable central

f
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burner, B, when said burner is fed from a reservoir
connected therewith, and its flame directed and ap-

plied substantially in the manner and for the uses
set forth.

92,446.

—

Joseph M. Hoadley, Derby, assii^nor

to "Weed Sewing-Machine Company, of Hartford,
Coun.

—

Needle-Setter for Seiving-Machine.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.—The needle-adjuster herein shown and de-

scribed, and formed of a single piece of wire, having
a point, ffl, notch c, and bent

_
portion &, the latter

serving as a means for adjusting the distance be-

tween the point and the notch, and also as a handle.

92,447. — Chakles HoEFiNGnoFF, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself, Charles C. Win'Chell,
and John T. Sargent, same place. — Coal-Box.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cast-iron coal-bos, A B D, with lid

F and hinged cover C, for admitting and removing
the coal, substantially as shown.

2. The combination of the rack or stand G with
the coal-box, either with or without casters, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

92,448 J. L. Hood, Eloyd County, Ga., as-
signor to himself, J. F. Maktin, and J. S. Black.
—Double-Footed Plow- Stock.—J\\\j 13,1869. «

Claim.—1. The within-described plo'n'-stock, con-
sisting of the draught-beam A, the side-beams C and
C, the bolts cc, and blocks B D, &c., the plow-feet
E E, and support-rods G G, all constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for tlie purpose shown.

2. Tlie side-beams C and C, in combination with
the bolts c c and c, and blocks D D, (fee, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

92,449.—Benjamin F. Hokn, Boston, Mass.—
Ash- Sifter.-July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie drum-shaft, as made, with the
transverse groove, (arranged near one end of the
drum,) and with the long journal and head to ex-
tend beyond the other end of such drum, as set
forth, the same being as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of devices
for holding the mouth-piece or door of the sifting-
drum in place on tlie mouth of tlie drum, such de-
vices consisting of the two hooked lugs, the stud,
and the two turn-buttons, the whole being to oper-
ate as specified.

92,450.—James M. Hotchkin, Prattsburgh, X.
Y.—Potato- Digger.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
digger B, rods D, chains E, and balls F, when used
in combination, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,451.—Elijah Humphreys, Samsville, HI.—
Fence- Gate Post—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The brace D, provided with the gauge-
holes i i, and auxiliary brace E, in combination with
the post A, substantially as and fbr the purposes de-
scribed and set forth.

2. The brace D, provided with the pin g, in combi-
nation Avith the blocks or posts h h, and keys m m,
as and for the purposes specified.

92,452.—John W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N. Y.—
Process for Coating and Beautifying the Surface of
Billiard-Balls, Knife-Handles, rf-c—July 13, "l869.

Claim..— I. A ball or otiier obj(iet, which is coated
with collodion, substantially as described.

2. The process of applying a coating of collodion
to balls and other objects, consisting in ilrst prim-
ing the object to be coated witli an adh(>sive sub-
stance, and then dipping or molding the object, sub-
stantially as described.

3. Tlie application of heat and pressure to an ol)-

ject coated with collodion, for the puri)ose and sub-
stantially as described.

92,453.—W. T. Jaquith and Robert Calhoun,
Allegheny, rn.—Sash-Cord Sheave.—July 13,' 1869.

Claim.—A cylindrical, perforated, and grooved
sheave, having exterior longitudinal corrugations,
substantially as described, as a new article of mauu-
i'auturo.

92,454. —Lemuel P. Jenks, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to H. A. Hall, same place, and Joseph A,
MiNOTT, New York City.— Curry- Co7nb.—July 13,
1869.

Claim.—In curry-combs, the metallic teeth shown,
when the same are in combination wirli and held by
an elastic front, and are provided with heads, held
immovably between the front and the back of the
comb, all substantially as described.

92,455.—Thomas W. Johnson, New York, N.
Y.

—

Apparatusfor Concentratiyig Extracts of Bark
and other Liquids.—July 13, 1869; antedated June
26, 1869.

Claim:—The open drum C, constructed of disks
a, and traverses b, in combination with the tank A,
substantially as shown and described,

92,456.—Julius H. Jones, Charlton, Mass.—
Scroll-Gatefor Water- Wheels.—July 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The gate A, with its flaring end
shield or guard, and covered inner end, and ways a
a, substantially as described.

2. The described gates, spring-connections, and
operating-mechanism, substantially as set forth.

92,457.-Isaac Keith, West Sandwich, Mass.,
assignor to himself, Hiram Keith, and Isaac IsT.

Keith, same place.

—

Damping- Car.—-July 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination and arrangement of
a platform, a, and its two trucks, b b, (composing a
long car,) with one or more tip-cart bodies, B, and
with supporting-wheels d and runners <?, guide rails I

and studs k, or their equivalents, arranged substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the four holding chains fn,

or theii' equivalent, 'U'ith each tip cart body, tlie long
car-platform, and their supporting runners, wheels,
guides, and studs, as set forth.

92,458. — August Kindermann, Cleveland,
Ohio.— C/iMTO.—July 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The rotary dasher a, when construct-
ed as described, with arms e. e, and e', floats d, said
arms e' and floats being provided with breakers b,

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with tlie dasher, constructed as
described, the breakers b, arranged as described.

92,459.—C. H. Knox, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—
Washing-Machine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the washer H Avith

the clamp G, journal E, nut K, and pinion D, said
clamp and nut being arranged to turn on right and
left hand screws, and clamp the Avasher between
them, as specified and shown.

92,460.—Henry Laurence, Xcav Orleans, La.
— Velocipede.—July 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The adjustable auxiliary wheels or
casters A. and A^, mounted on the vibrating-anns B
and B'^, attached to and connected Avith tlie veloci-

jiede, substtuitially in the manner and for the purpose
above described.

2. Tlie device and mechanical contrivance for ac-

tuating the pivoted vibrating arms B and B-, and
the Avheels A and A^, by means of the vibrating
steering-handle s s, Avith the bent levers or beli-

cranks.y u ?;, and s u'^ v'^, mounted on and connected
with the forked standard H, substantially in the
manner and for tlie purpose above set forth, and con-
nected Avitli the vibratingarius 15 and l\\ by means
of tlie flexilile band or chain i/, tlie vibrating-arin (;'•,

the cross-pin 9>t, the sheave or pulley x, and the con-

necting-rods and o'^, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose above set forth.

92,461.—Alfred Lawton, Pluladelpliia, Pa.,

assignor to Francis N. Laaa'ion, same iilaee.—-l/J-

paratus for Raising Coal.—July 13, I8(i9.

Claim.—\. The raising of comI or otlii>r gramdar
material by means of a bucketor other suitable ves-

sel, arraiig'ed to slide in a shaft, or its (>i|uivaliMit,

Avhieli extends so far below the ground or platform,

on whicii is dcjiosited a mass of coal or otlier mater-

ial to be raised, tiiat the latter will of itself pass into

the bucket, all snlistaiitially as set forth.

2. In combination with the said shaft, or itscquiv-
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alent, the opeuiug e, in the same, the inclined plane
/, and movable door h, arranged in respect to the
gi'ound or platform on which the coal is deposited,
substantially as and tor the purpose specified.

93,462.—Peter Mayo, Richmond, Va.—Ifa-
cMnefor Making Plug Tobacco.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving- endless trough C, con-
structed TAith sides, adapted to open or be pressed
a])art to release the strip or bar, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the revolving endless
trough C, and compressing-i'oller D, the scrapers
L L' L", and brush M, employed and operating sub-
stantially as set forth, for the' purposes named.

3. In combination -with the revolving endless
trough C, the table G, and the steam or spray pipe 0.
arranged and operating as described, for the'purpose
specified.

4. In combination with the revolving-trough C,
constructed in sections, with sides adapted to open
or be pressed apart, as described, the tables a and.g,
and flanges or guides E, F, g, arranged substantially
as represented and described, for the purposes speci-
fied.

5. In combination with the revolving-trough C,
the gearing c'", H, K, for connecting said trough
with the driving-shaft J. and imparting a positive
motion thereto from said shaft, as described.

6. The tongue or wedge P, arranged and operat-
ing substantially as described, to free the strip or
bar from the bottom of the revolving-trougli, and
cause it to pass on to a stationary table, as set forth.

7. The tongue or wedge P, constructed tapering
in width to adapt it to force apart the sides of the
revolving-trough, to release the bar or strip, substan-
tially as described.

8. The rotary knives V, one or more, mounted ec-
centrically in a slotted drum, T, and operated by
said drum, thereby causing them, in their rotation,
to protrude at the proper moment to sever the plug
or lump, and then withdraw within said drum, so as
to be protected thereby, and to cleanse themselves.

9. The spriug-scrayers T, arranged within the
drum T, and employed to cleanse the knives V, as
they are drawn into said drum, substantially as de-
scribed.

10. The knives V, mounted loosely and separately
on their shaft, and employed, in combination with
a drum. T. provided with'a plurality of slots, t. for
their reception, as described, for the purpose of adapt-
ing tlie apparatus to be adjusted to cut different
lengths of plug or lump.

11. In combination with the stud-shaft W of the
knives, the standard X, slotted as described, to adapt
said knives to project a greater or less distance, as
desired.

12. The cutting-apparatus E TY, connected with
the forniingmechanism by gearing S U, as repre-
sented and described, for the purpose specified.

93,463.—G-EORGE L. McCahan, Baltimore, Md.
—Saiv-mil.—J\\\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertically movable journal-box P,
constructed to operate in connection with lever
L and spring Q, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. .The combination of the vertically movable
journal-box P, with shaft G. gTOOved friction-wheels
E E, lever L. belt K, and pulleys E. M jST, when con-
structed to operate as and for the purposes set
forth.

92,464. —James H. McConnell, ^STewcastle,
Pa., assignor to himself and J. E. Eichardsox.—
Cooking Stove.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a cooking-stove,
the pan A, constructed as described, and provided

. with an extension, B, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the panA and extension
B, the plate C, constructed as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the pan A, extension B, and
cover D, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The combination of the pan A, extension B,
and boiler E, substantially as shown and described.

92,46o.—William Xeedham and James Kite,
Yauxhall, England. —Apparatus for Depurating
Liquids.—July 1 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing filtering'-paper from break-
age under high pressure, by the use of plane dia-
phragms and textile fabrics, applied substantially as
herein set forth.

2. Forming continuous supply and discharge con-
duits, by simple contact of the frames, substantially
as described and shown.

92.466.—JoHX Orm, Paducah, Kx.—Circular

•

Saw Mill—July 13. 1869.

Claim.—The device herein described, for guiding
and controlling the lateral motion of a circular-saw
mill-carriage, consisting of the parts m-, n, E, P P,
in combiuation with the feeding guide-bar F, when
the same are constructed to opei-a^te substantially in
thejnanner and for the purpose set forth.

92,467.—Amos T. Peirce, Fair Haven, Mass.—Boivling-Alley.—July 13, 1869.
Claim.—1. The construction of a bowling- table or

alley with a pit, B. having an inclined bottom lead-
ing into an inclined trough, E, which trough is pro-
vided at its depressed end with a spring-stop, E. and
an elevator, X, whereby balls which have been
bowled at the pins will return toward the front end
of the table or alley, and may be raised and deiiosited
into a receptacle, C, substantially as described.

2. The spnug-stop E, constructed with a ledge, r,

and applied to the depressed end of a ball-trough or
conveyor, E. in combination with an elevator, X,
snbstautiallj as described, and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The elevated receiving-trough C, provided with,
a tUting-lip, c, in combination with a ball-elevating
box, X, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

4. The vertically movable suspension-board G,
having the pins a connected to it by cords fc, and
springs h', in combination with the vertically mova-
able perforated centering-board H, said boarcls being
suspended, guided, and operated substantially as
and for the purposes described.

5. The combiuation of setting-up devices, con-
structed so as to operate substantially as described,
with ball returning and lifting devices ; said j)arts

being connected to a pulley, q, or its equivalent, in
such manner that the two operations of setting up
the pins a and lifting the balls can be effected at
one and the same time, substantially as desci-ibed.

6. Pins a, which are hung- from a setting-up board,
G, in combination with a vertically movable perfor-

ated centering-board, H, substantially as described.

93,468.—BexjAMix D. Eeed, Westfield, Mass.
—Butter-Knife TZesi.-July 13, 1869.

Ckmn.—The combination of the upright forked
i-est A and shank B, with spring-tongue C, the parts
being arranged and constructed so that the forked
I'cst A can be turned horizontally, when the device
is set upon a plate or dish, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

93,469.—Jacob Eeese, Pittsburgh. Va.—Method
of Making Bands for Shingle-Bundles.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.—^1. A machine cut and punched shingle-'

strip or bale-fastening, made substantially in the
manner described, from sheet as distinguished from
hoop iron.

2. The combination, substantially as described, of
the vibratory cutter n, gauge n', and adjustable
punches s s, with the stationary cutter b' . provided
with holes s' s', for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

93,470.—Joshua Eegester, Baltimore, Md.

—

Rotating Bell and Bell-Wheel.—^vl\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Fastening the bell to its yoke by means
of the keys c c, substantially as described, and for

the piirpose set forth.

2. The groove in the hub of the bell, in combina-
tion with the groove in the yoke, and with the keys
c c, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the metal hub, having sock-
ets, the Avooden spokes, and the overlapping socket-
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ed flanged felloes, the same constituting an im-
proved bell-wheel, as set forth.

92,471 .—George L. Eichardson and James C.
Moody, Brunswick, Me. — Picker- Cushion for
Looms—Ju\j 13, 18C9.

Claim.—The ring- A, with flange a, nails c, and
projections d, also having nails, Avhen applied to a
picker-cushion, as herein set forth.

92,472.—Horace T. Eohbins, Boston, Mass.—
TJmhrella-Frame.—,]n\j 13. 1869.

Claim.—The supports i, in combination with the
ribs g, and stretchers/, for the purpose of strength-
ening the frames of umbrellas and parasols, sub-
stantially as described.

92,473.—Cyrus EoBERTs and John A. Throp,
Three Rivers, Mich.

—

Horse-Povjer.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the grease-plate E
upon the bedplate, between the upper gears and
bevel-wheels, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the frame, the bed-plate, the
bevel-wheel, and the hangers, with the longitudinal
line-shaft and its pinion, all constructed and arranged
as set forth, for joint operation.

3. The ])ivoted boxes d, in combination with the
line-shaft D and bevel-wheels C d^, subsiantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination, as set forth, of the bed-plate,
the! open-bottomed hangers, and the pivoted boxes,
with line-shaft, all these parts being constructed for

joint operation, as described.
5. The combination of the thrust-brace F, the

tension -brace G, and the holding-down brace H, in-

tersecting the thrust-brace, all constructed for joint

operation, substantially as set forth.

92,474.—Cyrus Eoberts and John A. Throp,
Three Rivers, Mich.—iTorsfj-Powe)-.-July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A line-shaft, extending outward at the
rear of a horse-power, supported in a box or bearing
below the bed-plate, and a bearing on the rear axle
substantially as described, and for the purpose of en-

abling the shaft to be hung at any desired angle, as
set forth.

2. A hinged rear frame, carrying a tumbling-rod,
connected with the line-shaft by a pivoted coupling,
substantially as described, and for the purpose of
enabling the angle of the tumbling-rod and line-shaft

to be varied, as set forth.

3. The combination of the frame, the bed-plate,
and the diagonal braces C^, connecting the frame
and bed-plate, all constructed for joint operation,
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the frame, the thrust-brace
H, the tension-rod Hi, the chain H-^ and the fasten-

ing-stakes K^ h'*, all constructed for joint operation,
substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
a rigid thrust-brace and a flexible tension-brace.

92,475.—Cyrus Roberts and John A. Throp,
Three Rivers, Mich.

—

Horse-Power.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame, the
longitudinal line-shaft, and the inclined bed-plate, all

constructed and arranged substantially as set forth,

for joint operation.
2. The combination, with the bevel-wh^el, of the

adjustable friction-roller, arranged above the bevel-
pinion and linesliaft, and the adjustable side-roller,

as constructed and arranged for joint operation, as
set forth.

3. The combination, with the bevelw^heel E, of
the vibrating friction-roller e'^, and adjustable stop,
assetfortii.

4. The combination of the hinged frame F, rod /,
and catch/, with the frame of a, four-wheeled horse-
power, so arranged as to rest upon two wheels when
m op(!ratiou, substantially as set forth.

5. The n(ljusta!)le -transverse braces G G', for so-

curing tin; machine in jmsition when in operation,
substantially as described, constructed,* and ar-
ranged.

92,476.—Samuel S. Roberts, Elizabeth, Pa.-
Coal-Loading A2>x>araVus—J uly 13, lb61).

Claim.—1. A dumping frame or tipple, a, adjusta-
ble so as automatically to dump the coal from the car
at any desirable elevation, and provided with hooks,
c, which, engaging a fixed part of the frame, pre-
vent the tipple and car from swinging forward, and
also provided with a hoisting-apparatus, substantial-
ly as described.

2. A chute or screen, d, adjustable so as to be
raised or lowered at either end separately, or at both
ends together, in combination with a tipple, a", con-
structed and operated substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

92,477.—William Robson and George W.
ROBSON, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Still for Alcoholic Spir-
its.—Ju\j 13, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The described double distillation, first,

with the ordinary steam-distillery, and, secondly,
with the finishing-still L, of copper, heated by fire,

or by fire and steam combined.
2. The close low-wine tank or reservoir I, between

the steam-distilling worm-tub and the copper or fin-

ishing still, to receive the low-wine from the steam
or other primary distillation, and to deliver the same
into the said finishing-still.

3. "While disclaiming the general principle of in-

troducing purifying or flavoring matters between
the still and condenser, we claim the construction
and arrangement of the drum K, and removable col-

anders k k, as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

4. The low-wine worm E, reservoir I, finishing-

still L, high-wine worm P', tester or separator Q,
and low and high Wine receivers S and T, with their
described or equivalent accessories, the whole being
combined and operating substantially as set forth.

92,478.—Henderson Ross and David E. Ag-
NEW, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Furnace for Manufacturing
Iron and Steel.—Jvlj 13, 1869 ; antedated June 30,
1869.

Claim.— The extension of the water-chamber
above the water-level, said water-chamber being con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein described and
set forth.

92,479.— Charles B. Saw^yer, Eitchburgh,
Mass., assignor to himself and Erank G. Allen,
Providence. R. I.

—

Dough-Kneader.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The improved kneading-machine herein
described, consisting of the revolving-pan H, the
mixers E and G, and the crank-shaft D, with the
necessary frame-work and supports, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth, for

the purposes specified.

92,480.-Thomas S?iaw, Philadelphia, Vs,.—Ap-
paratus for Shotting Metals.—July 13, 1869 ; ante-
dated April 30, 1869.

Claim.—The blowing of molten metals in a foun-
tain into the air, whereby they are shotted, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as set
forth.

92,481 .—Joseph Shearer and M. B. Arm-
strong. Timbersville, 111.

—

Cotton-Seed Planter.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the adjustable
bed-piece or frame A, two ridgingplows, arranged
in front of the drill-tooth, and a seed distril)utcr.

2. The rake F, in combination witii the ridging-
plows C C and drill-tooth D, substantially as set

forth.

3. In combination with a device for drilling or
planting seed, an adjustable scraper or rako, sup-

ported by means of clastic or yiektiug rods, or their

equivalents.
4. In combination Avith a device for drilling or

l)lanting seed, a rako or scraper, for covering tho

seed, nuide adjustable, and located botweon tho drill-

tootii and roller.

.'). Supporiing the rako or scraper of n sood-drill

against backward strain by connecting it with tho

shanks of tlie ridgingplows.
(i. Tluu'on\binafiou, in a seed-drill, of two ridging-

plows, a drill-tooth, a rako, and a roller.
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93,482.—CoRELLi W. Simpson, Bangor, Me.—
Book-Holder.—,Jn\Y 13, 1869.

Clahn.—A book-holder, constructed with bar A,
spriug'-ehisiis B B, witli the holding-device as con-
structed, with the lever 6, spriii<i;s c, and arms / g,
and arranged to operate substantially in manner as
and for the purposes speciiied.

92,483.—Albert Sinclair, West Waterville,
Me.—i?/-oo;/?..—July 13, 1869.

Claim:—The rubber cylinder a, when applied to a
broom, substantially as and for the jjurposes herein
described.

92,484.-Christian Smith, Bellaire, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, August Briel, and Godfrey
KuscK.

—

Process of Tanning Skins.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described process for tanning
leather, substantially as set forth.

92,485.—William H. Smith, Newport, E. I.—
Yelpcipede.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Clutch-pulleys a a, applied to the axle
A' of the driving-wheel A, and ojierated by means
of cords and i)ulleys, and reciprocating treadles,

which are applied to adjustable guides b, substan-
tially as described.

2. The adjustable treadle-guides 6 b, pivoted to

axle A', at their lower ends, and connected at their

upper ends by a slide, d, and screw d', to a segment,
D, substantially as described.

3. Spring g, applied to the steering-lever, substan-
tially as described.

4. The spring t, applied between the reach E and
pivoted standard H, substantially as set forth.

92,486.

—

Enos Stimson, Montpelier, Vt.

—

Door-
Spring.—Jnij 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

slotted ratchet D, spring E, hook F, and link G, in

manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
set forth and described.

2. The combination and arrangement of slotted

ratchet D, spring E, hooks i i, and crank-bar H, sub-
stantially as herein set forth, and described.

92,487.—Paul Emil Louis Wilhelm Stock-
MANN, Keppel street, Russell Square, England.

—

Tent.—July 13, 1869
;
patented in England Septem-

ber 21, 1868.

Claim.—1. The tent-frame, composed of feet c d^,

uprights a d, longitudinal tubes or rods b c, and
stretchers or braces /r^, combined and arranged sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. The tent covering, composed of the double roof
i j and separate sides k k, combined and arranged
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The feet c d^, constructed as shown and de-

scribed, in combination with the posts or uprights
a d of a tent-frame, as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The side covers k^ partially covering the verti-

cal walls of the tent, and suspended by hooks F F,
or their equivalent, substantially as herein shown
and described.

5. The combined arrangement of the fastenings
A;^, i'*, and j', with the side coverings k, outer cover-
ing i, and under covering j, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

92,488.—David M. Strain, Jr., Des Moines,
Iowa.—CZo^/ies-Pin.-July 13, 1869.

Claim..—The tapered pin A, with a hole, B, in the
small end, and a slot, C, in the large end, to be used
in connection with the ring D, and a line, wire, or
rod, for the purposes specified.

92,489.-B. F. Sturtevant, Boston, Mass.—
Pressure-Bloiver.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A central outlet-blower, having its de-

flecting-plates extended over tlie ends of the fan-

wheel blades, and between them and the blower-case,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. A compounded blower, made up of one or more
blowers, having central inlet and delivery passages,

diaphragms, and deflecting-plates, extending over

the end* of the fan-wheel blades, combined with
a tangential delivery-blower, substantially as de-
scribed.

92,490.—BEN.TAMIN F. Sturtevant, "West Rox"
bury, Mass.

—

Blast-Apparatus.—J uly 13, 1 869.

Claim.—An air-blast apparatus, consisting of the
combination, with a rotary blower, of the heater or
cooler, constructed and. arranged for mutual opera-
tion together, substantially as described.

92,491.—RoiJERT F. Tompkins. Ifew York, IST.

Y.

—

Machine for Cutting Bead-Miters.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.—The knife or cutter D, adjustable fences
li h, with the angular guides or slides 'm m, frame B,
guide-plates I I, when all are constructed and ar-

ranged to operate for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth and described.

92,492.-WilliamF. Tkautman, Llewellyn, Pa.—Extension-Ladder

.

—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted frame I and ropes R R',

arranged and operating substantially as described,
for the purpose of bracing the ladder when extended,
as set forth.

2. The catches T and springs r, in combination
with the upper section A and ropes R R', for the
purpose of preventing end motion of the ladder when
placed in position, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the sockets S S', straps F
F', pins N N', and sections A B, Avhen arranged to

operate substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose of forming a step-ladder, in the manner set

forth.

92,493.—Elbridge G-. Turner, New Bedford,
Mass.

—

Signal-Lantern.—July 13, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of lantern A', red light

B', sliding-eye C, screw-hooks D' D', sockets E' E',

handles F' F', lamp Gc'^, and screw-cap H^, all oper-

ating as and for the purpose set forth.

92,494.

—

William Van Anden, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Making liailroad- Chairs.—July
13, 1869.

Claim.—The pins c c, when formed of unequal
length, and arranged as described, for the double
purpose of keeping the spike-holes open during the
process of swaging, and for forming a i-ecess in the
solid metal, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,495.

—

John M. Walker, Rossville, Pa., as-

signor to himself and John C. Hollinger, same
place.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The within described hay-fork, consisting
of the tines A, shank B, ears C, bar E, catch G-, and
dowel L, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

92,496.-6-. A. Watkins, Cavendish, Yt.—Ma-
chine for Pressing the Seats and Backs of Chairs and
Settees into their Frames.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rising and falling or reciprocating
table B, operated by the screw C, or an equivalent
means, in connection with the adjustable lid or top
G- of the frame A, all constructed and arranged to

admit of the inserting or pressing the frame E with-
in the frame D, and, simultaneously thei'ewith, of the
clamping and straining of the seat-fabric F between
the said frames, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The yielding guide-pins a e, when arranged and

used in connection with the j^arts above described,

for the purpose specified.

3. The movable clamps H, or their equivalents, at-

tached to the lid or top G, and arranged, in relation

with the opening d, for holding the inner frame E to

the under surface of the lid or top G, substantially as
set forth.

4. The combination of the lid or top G, rising and
falling table B, movable clamps H, and the guide-

pins a e, all arranged to operate in. the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

92,497.—J. Bertram Webstkr, Stockton, Cal.,

assignor to himself, W. E. Greene, and Henry E.
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"WiNSLOW, same place.

—

Composition for Tobacco-

Substitute.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The composition above describecl, for the
purpose set forth.

92,498.—George Wells, Bethel, Conn.— TTor/t-

Table Implement and Spool of Thread Combined.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, Avith a thread-cutter
composed of a plate or stock provided with one or
more cutting-edges, of a reversible spring-, whereby
the same is adapted to be secured to a spool of thread,
substautially as herein desci'ibed and shown.

2. The combination, vi'ith a thread-cutfcer and re-

versible spring, adapted to be attaclied to a spool, of
a cutting-blade, similar to the blade of a knife, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described and
shown.

3. The combination, -with a thread-cutter, adapted
to be secured to a spool, of a thread-retainer, a, sub-
stantially as described and shown.

4. The combination, Avith a thread- cutter, of a pro-
jecting-plate, P, formed as an ear-spoon or stiletto,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.
5. The combination, with a tliread-cutter adapted

to be secured to a spool, of a worsted needle-threader,
s, substantially as described and shown.

6. The combination, in one implement, of the blade
B, projecting plate P, reversible spring H, and stock
C, the latter provided with the cutting-edges c c c' c',

thread-retainer d, and needle-tlireader s, substan-
tially as herein described.

92,499.—G-REENLEAF A. "Wilbur, Skowhegan,
Me.

—

Car-Starter.—July 13, 1869 ; antedated Decem-
ber 4, 1868.

Claim.—The sectional cog-wheels, carrying double
pawls of described construction and operation, and
T.'hich gear into double ratchet-wheels on the axis,
the whole being moved by the sliding-frame, with its

ratchet-bars and a.ttachments, substantially as de-
scribed, aiid for the purpose set forth.

92,500 D. H. WiLGUS and S. M. Denxy, Har-
veysburgh, Ohio.

—

Harvester.—July 13, 1869.
Claim,.—The treadle-lever E, arm p. rod j, shipper

h, and clutch c, arranged and operating in combina-
tion with deliverer M and apron H, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

92,501.—Joseph "Wither, Niagara, assignor to
himself and Tobias "Wither, "Wiliiamsville, N. Y.
—Trestle.—Jn\y 13, 1869.

Clai^n.—1 . Tlie hoops D, arranged below the beam
A, and encircling tiie upper ends of the diverging
legs B, with the beam A between them, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the beam
A and the legs B B with the hoops D D, and braces
C C, and the tenon or iron ring or clasp c, and the key
e, for the purposes substautially as herein set forth.

92,502.—Thomas B. Worrell, Frankford, Pa.
—Door-Lock.—J\\\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—Two or more interlocking bars, J, having
recesses /t, in combination Avith tlie locking-bolts B,
the said bars and bolts being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, and operating in
relation to each other as above set forth.

92,503.—Elias M. Wright, Castile, N. Y., as-
signor for one-half to Gardner Hkrrick, Albion,
Mich.

—

Three-Horse Equalizer.—July 13, 1869.
Claim.—Tlic pivoted cam-bar A,'liaving equaliz-

ing curves, i, in combination with tlie connecting
clevis C, and draught-chains D and D', when con-
structed, ari-anged, and used in connection Avith a
tliree-horsc team, and Avitli a plow or otiier object to
be draAvn, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

92,504.—James Armstrong, Bucyrus, Ohio.

—

Post-Aucjer—July V3, ]Bi>\).

Claim..— I. Tlie machine for boring post-holes, pro-
vid(Hl Avitli tlio mechanism for transporting it over tlie

ground, and the mechanism for giving it rotary mo-
tion, all arranged as described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The post-hole auger, constructed of the parts /
and/', and hinged together, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the auger constructed as
described, of the sleeve Q, handle r, and slide q' for
operating the slide, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. In combination with the auger, constructed as
described, the ratchets and pawls d e, rack O, toothed
wheel P, sleeve Q, angular slide q', and hand-lever r,

all arranged and operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

5. The combination, with the wheels B, of the
spring-bolts b\ spring-catches h-, and pins &^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

6. The guiding-Avheel C, constiucted as described,
in combination with tlie toothed Avheel E and frame
A, substantially as and for the purpose described.

7. The SAveep u, provided witli the joint w, with
means for connecting the horse to the frame for draw-
ing the machine over the gound, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

8. The table I, provided with means, as described,
for connecting it to frame A. and for adjusting it so

as to present the auger in a vertical position, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

92,505.—George Atkins, Sharon, Pa.

—

Blast-
Furnace.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A blast-furnace, provided with gas-pipes
B, which lead from its upper part into tuyeres «, at the
lower part of the furnace, and Avith the blast-pipes C,
all arranged substantially as described, to utilize the
gases that escape from the ore or fuel, as set forth.

92,506.

—

Samuel Ault, Bridgetown, near Can-
nock, England.

—

Plastering-Trowel.—July 13, 1869
;

patented in England November 2. ]868.

Claitn.—The improvements in plastering-trowels,
hereinbefore described, and illustrated in the accom-
panying draAving ; that is to say, making, on the bot-

tom of the holder of plastering-trowels, a tapering
dovetail or connecting plate, and making, on the up-
per side of the plate of the said trowels, a correspond-
ingly tapering hollow doA^etail or seat, to receive the
said dovetail or connecting-plate, for the purpose of
enabling the holder to be readily connected to or dis-

connected from the troA\'el-plate, substantially as
described and illustrated.

92,507.— Henry Axtell, Yreka, Cal.

—

Wire-
Cutter.—J\\\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—The improved wire-cutter, constructed as
described, of the pivoted partsA B, provided respect-

ively Avith the cutting-edges d e, arranged eccentric-
ally to each other, and on a line Avith the side of the
tool, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

92,508.—John A. Bailey, Detroit, Mich.—.Ba;-

cavating-Machine.— J-a\y 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the scoop with the
pistons, working in cylinders by means of water or
other fluids, Avhen directly connected thereto, for

efi'ecting the to and fro movement of the scoop, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the cylinders C, of the
guides E, and arm on slides D, Avheu arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The combination of the cylinders, arms, and
slides, Avith the Avalking-beam, substantially as speci-

fied.

4. The combination of the Avalking-beam, support-
ing the scoop audits operating devices, Avith the cyl-

inders L and L', or tlieir equivalents, arranged to

impart the vertical movements thereto, supp(»rt tho

Aveight of the same and the operating mecimuisni,
and for tlie axis of oscillation of the wliole, substan-

tially as ri;.ccified.

5. Th-e combination, with the scoop and slide D, of
the lever b d, arm c, catch /, and adjustable stud h,

all substantially as specified.

92,509. — Thomas Barnes, Wayne, Mich.—
Fence.—J n\y 13, 18(i9.

(^;,f,„,._'riie panels, provided Avith tho inchnod

slots G, in the transverse strips, coiiibined Avith tho

posts having tho studs U, as specified.
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92,510.—^Terejiiah Barney, Perry's Mills, K".

Y.—Turbine Water- Wheel—Ja\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.— L.Tlie buckets D, constructed as de-
scribed, with their upper portions vertical and their
lower portions extending- spirally downward, the
former projecting- beyond the latter, and all arranged
and operating- as described, for the purpose specified.

2. An improved water-Avheel, formed by the com-
bination of the wheel B, casing C, provided with an
outwardly prdjecting flange upon its upper edge,
buckets Jb, spout E, and stationary casing- F, with
each other, substantially as hei'cin shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

92,511.—Isaac J. Baxter, Peekskill, K Y.—
Coal-Stove.—Julr 13, 18b'9.

Claim.—1. In'combination with a stove, for heat-
ing tailors' '• irons," the corrug;ated plates I, more or
less in number, arranged substantially as described.

2. The construction, arrangement, aud combina-
tion of the ash-pit B, fire-box D, top E, and oven E.
substantially as aud for the purpose herein shown aud
described.

92.512.— JoHX T. Bennett. Lenora, Minn.

—

Wagon-Brake.—J u\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—The plate n, riugz, grooved pulley o, cord
m, rods h and i, band j, sliding on the reach k, piv-

oted levers p p, rods q q. brake-bar a, brake-shoes b,

guide-plates d. springs e, and rods g g, all combined,
arranged, and operating as set forth and sho^^'n.

92,513. — John Carey, Yietoria, Mo.-Spring-
Fan Attachment.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the fan B, with the
duplicate propelling- or clock mechanism, the stock
A, (fcc, aud clamp D, arranged substantially as speci-
fied.

92,514.—Erastus H. Clark, Appleton, "Wis.

—

Saw-Buck.—Jvi\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—The saw-buck A, when provided with the
jaw C and clamps G H, all the parts being con-
structed. aiTanged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes described.

92,515.—P. J. Clark, "West Meriden, Conn.—
Lantern.—J\\\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—The guard- .vires of the lantern, when
formed in pairs, each pair beiug composed of one
wire, bent at the center b, to form shoulders c, to
which the cap or canopy is secured, by means of the
hooks a, fitting under said shoulders, whereby the
pairs of guards are adapted to be expanded, to accom-
modate lantern globes of different diameters, as here-
in set forth andshown.

92,516.—Edward Clarkson, Carbondale, Pa.—
Pipe- Cit^e/-.—July 13, 1869.

, Claim.—The arrangement of the threaded tubular
extension C, the thumbnut E, and cutter I, with
relation to the parts A B of the stock, and the feed-
ing-screw G, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

92,517.—E. H. Clinton, Iowa City, Iowa.—
G-rain-Binder.—J\x\j 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the shaft C, wheel
D. pins rfi d^. slides E and F, drop-pins c^ f, inclines
e^ /\ three-armed plate H, pivoted stops /i^, and

. springs /i^, Avith each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of giving mo-
tion to the various parts of the apparatus at the
proper times, as set fortli.

2. The combination of the connecting-bar I, gear-
wheel J, gear--n-heel L, forked arm M," forked block
T, short crank U, connecting bar Y, hooked arm TV",

and spring-plate Y, with each other, and with the
vertical plates K and X, and needle S, for the pur-
pose of forming the loops of the knot, substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The combination of the connecting-bar F'. gear-
wheels D' E', crank B', connecting-bar A', and hook
Z, with each other, and with the gear-wheel J, hooked
block T, and spring-plate Y, m connection with the
needle S, for forming- the bow of the knot, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

4/The combination of the connecting-bar G',

crank H', shaft I', coiled spring J', crank K', con-
necting-bar L'. aud knife M. with each other, and
with the slide F, for the purpose of cutting off the
twine at the proper time, substantially as herein
shown and described.

5. The combination of the connecting-bar 0', con-
necting-iron P', and slotted plate Q', having a pro-
jecting pin attached to its forward end. with each
other, and with the crank K', substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of'detaching
the bow of the knot from the hook Z.

92,51 S.—Y^. Y^. Cole and T. McGhee, Eudora,
TLmis,.—Potato-Digger.—SxAy 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plow E e', con-
structed as described, frame F. and adjustable con-
necting-rods G, with each other and with the axle B,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the knives P and knife-bar
E, with the frame F and revolving fingers or arms L,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable standard S,

lever E., and long loop or staple T, with each other,
and with the axle B and frame F, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the i>m'pos'e set
forth.

92,519.—JOREPH H. Davis, Chilicothe, Mo.—
Adjustable Bracket.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. An adjnstable bracket, A, pivoted to
the strip B, so that it can be transversely aud longi-
tudinally adjusted, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The combination of the bracket A, cam g, and
cams j k, with the strip B. screw C. notched pin F,
and nut h. all combined and operating substantially
as herein shown and described.

92,520.—M. E. Daws, Folsom, €al., adminis-
tratrix of the estate of M. C. Davis, deceased.

—

Can-
Opener.—Ji\\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the radial arm A,
having the center-pin B, with the handle D, support-
ting the cutter E. and adjustably arranged thereon,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The cutter E, arranged to be thrust through the
metal in a direction perpendicular thereto, aud ad-

justed to the inclined position relatively to the same
when cutting, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

92,521.—Edward Dorr, Eockford, JM.—Horse-
Rake. —July 13, 1869.

Claim.—i. The combination of the hinged rake-
teeth, constructed as described, with the pivoted
spring-shoes, constructed and operating as de-

scribed.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
spring-shoes and hinged rake-teeth with elevating-
belts,"working between and vibrating withthe teeth.

3. The co-aibiuation of hiuged rake-teeth and
elevating-belts with the elevating-mechanism oper-
ated by the driver, as set forth.

4. The combination of the elevating-belts with
sprocket-wheels, acting on then- under surfaces be
tween their supporting-pulley,s, substantially as set

forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the driving-wheels, the main frame, and the hinged
teeth, and carrying-belts in front of the fi-ame, with
the rigid tongue or perch, the steering-wheel, the
driver's stand, and the lifting-lever in rear of the
main frame, for the purposes specified.

6. The combination ofinclined gathering-teeth and
endless belts or conveyers with a main frame, mount-
ed on wheels and propelled from behind, substantially

as set forth, to discharge the gathered crop, simply
by backing the machine.

92,522.—Samuel A. Fite, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and John Mansur, same place.

-Kecktie-Eetainer.-Julj 13. 1869.

Claim.—The necktie or collar holder, constructed
as described, of the curved wire ABC, the curved
spring-wires F F, and the curved spring G, both
ends of G and the outer ends of F being connected
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to the spring parts C of the -^vire A, by means of the

hoods E, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

93,523.— William Gadd and John Mooke,
Manchester, Great Britain.

—

Loom—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1.—The combination of the shell-cams,

the bowls e g, and the radius-link h, with the main
shaft a, and the lay, for the purpose of operating the

latter, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the ratchet-wheeli, pawl I,

pulleys j, straps A; k, springs hh e e, and cords d d,

with'the warp-beam b, substantially as described,

for the purpose specified.

92,534.—William H. Goodale, Colton, IST. T.
—G=a/e.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bar F with the
grooved under side of the top bar b', of the gate B,
and with the pulley E, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bar H with the bar F,
pulley E, and projecting end of the bar b\ substan-
tially' as herein shown and described, and I'or the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the weight I with the pro-

jecting end of the bar b', with the pullej' E, and with
the bar F, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the pulley D with the bar
F, post C, and top bar b' of the gate, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

92,525.—George E.. Groot, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Carriage-Spring.—July 13, 1869.

Claira.—The combination of the saddle-clips E.
and half-elliptic spi'ing F, with the side or parallel

springs D and body or bos C of a three-spring car-

nage, whether said saddle-clips E be placed above
or below the upper parts or halves of the said side-

springs D, and whether the ends of the said spring
F be made with or without scrolls, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

92,526.

—

Homer Hamilton, Youngstown, Ohio.—Blast-Heating Furnace—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The air-heating apparatus, consisting
of the divided base-pipe H, and of the upright pipes
C and G, all arranged in such manner that the air

will puss from one compartment of the base-pipe,
through all the vertical pipes, into tlie other com-
partment of the base-pipe, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. Forming the rounded enlargement on the upper
end of each pipe, G, to prevent friction of the air,

as specified.

3. So constructing an air-heating apparatus that
the air is, in a thin slieet, exposed to the heated sur-

face of a pipe, as specified, the said air surrounding
the pipe or tube in which it was conducted to the
upper end of the heated pipe, as set forth.

92,527.-H. T. Hartman, ISTorAvood, Ysi.—Fire-
Escape Ladder.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tiie combination and arrangement ot

the frame H, supporting-braces L, extension parts B
and C of the ladder and supporting-braces IS, Avith

each other, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the crank-
shafts E and M, ropes F and P, pulleys G and K,
and bail I, witii the supporting-frame H, and with
the lower section B of the ladder, substantially as
lierein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The combination of the life-car TJ, constructed
as described, the rope V, and roller (u- ])ulley W, with
the extension parts B ahd C, of the ladder, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

92,528.-lliciiAHi) C. Hemmings, New Haven,
Conn.— Vclocijx'de.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—1. In coni))ination Avith a single-whei^l
velocipede, the niiieii C, -w itli its guide puiicys c c,

and tniverse-wheel B, arranged subslautiallv as anil

for the imrposes liereiu shown and described.

2. The combination of the traction-wheel A with,

the traverse-wheel B, substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

92,529

—

Isaiah Hextox, Shelbyville, Ill.-«

Cultivator.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted levers P,
pivoted cross-bar K, and chains Q, with each other
and with the pivoted bars I and plow-beams E, sub-
stantially as hereiu shown and describe/1, and for the
purpose set forth.

92,530 M. C. Heptixstall, Enfield, IsT, C—
Fire-Tong.—Jn]j 13, 1869.

Claim.— The combination with tongs having the
recess b in one prong, and the projection c on the
other, of the plate d, Avhen secured tliereto by the
pivot-bolt / and a screw, e, substantially as speci-
fied.

92,531.—Henry 0. Hooper, Diamond Springs,
Ca\.—BoorClamp.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the clamps C C, car-
rying the wheels F, and connected with the support-
ing bed-pieces B B. by means of the tongues and
grooves, the right and left screw-rod D, the worm-
wheels E, and the screws c c, formed on the central
shafts F, all operating in the manner described, for
the purpose specified.

92,532.

—

Jabez Jexkins, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Batchet.—Jwlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—The hatchet, when constructed as herein
shown and described, as a new article of manu-
facture.

92,533.

—

William H. Joeckel, IsTew York, N.
Y.—Black Board.—

J

m\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—An endless black-board, consisting of the
prepared belt D, fitted around rollers, substantially
as described.

92,534.—F. JoxES, Burlington, Iowa.

—

Com-
bined Collar and Hames.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The groove ot recess a, formed on the
under side and along the inner edges of the hames
B B, one side of the collar A being secured therein,
and the other attached to the flat under surface of
said hames, as and for the purpose speeified.

92,535.—J. E. Jones, Wiretown, K". 3.—Elastic
Tackle-Block.—3Vi\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—The tackle-block, haA'ing its cheeks, above
the journal B, slotted to receive the elastic cushions
E, Avhich are adapted to be compressed between
the arms a of the strap D, and the upper end of
the slot, all arranged as described, for the purpose
set forth.

92,536 J. E. McAlister, Heuvelton, K". Y.—
Carnage—J\\\j 13, 18(i9.

Clavtn.—1. Suspending the front part of the box,
body, or bed of a vehicle, by means of braces, and
rings or straps attached to the upper part of the
front spring, all substantially as and for the purpose
shown and described.

2. The stay-rod d, in combination with the spring
braces and rings, substantially as and for the purpose
shown and described.

92,537.—Joseph Melick, K"ew Germantown,
N. J.— Vapor-Burner.—ti\\]y 13, lb()9.

Claim.—The upward or downward projecting cap
c, formed on the vapor-burner, substantially as de-
scribed, to close eifectually over oriuto the wick-tube,
as set forth.

92,538.-Enwix IS^ORton, Brooklyn, IST. Y., as-

sigiu)r to himself and (). W. Norton, same v)laco.

—

^SpiceCa^l.—July 13, 18()9.

Claim.—'Die "combination, Avith tlie body A and
Iierforated removable cap J>, of paper disks C, or
disks of other similar substance, when arranged
substantially as specified.

92,539.—Thomas O'Neill, New York,N. Y.—
Outliaul for Jiooms.—iJnly 13, 18(i9.

Ciaiv/t..—Connecting the sliding-dog B of the ont«
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haul, on the outoi- end of the boom, by means of a

rope or chain, F, Avith a sliding dog-, D, arranged on
tlie inner part of the boom, at tlie nnder side of the
same, so that the outhaul can be operated from deck,

as specified.

92,540.—Moses A. Page, La Crosse, Wis.—
Washing-Machine.—.July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tub A, with its

revolving upi;ight rollers B, arranged around the in-

terior circumference, Avitli the frame C carrying the
pendent rubbers H, arranged to operate with rela-

tion to the rollers B, as herein shown and described.

92,541.-S. T. Peat, Florence, N. J.—Auger-
Handle.—Jn\j 13, 18t;i).

Claim.—Tlie metallic holder A, cast in one piece,

with the horizontal hole a, for the passage of the
auger-handle, tlie vertical passage b, for tlie recep-
tion of the auger-shank, and with the iiiterior angu-
lar grooves d e, adapted to receive the trunnions/
of tiie adjustable jaw C, all constructed, arranged,
and operating as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

92,542.—"William P. Pough, Esopus, ]Sr. T.—
Ice-Flaner.—Jnlj 13, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the frame A,
of the cutters C, -niien arranged in sets of two or
more, and otherwise, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the cutters C, slides D,
and adjusting-screws E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The cutters, connected to the sliding-blocks D,
as described, aud maintained in the said connec-
tion by the cross-bars B, uniting the runners, sub-
stantially as specified.

62,543.— George E. Reinhakdt, Lincoln, El.
'

—

Combined Drum and Oven.—July 13, 18()9.

Claim-.—1. In combination Avith a heati)ig-drnm,
the oven D, constructed AA'ith the apertures F and
G, substantially as shown and described.

2. Passing the smoke and products of combustion
through the oven, substanrtally as desci'ibed.

3. The arrangement of the pipes E', N, and 'S', in

combination Avith a combined oven and heating-
drum, substantially as set forth.

©2,544.—Louis Pixgler, ISTew York, IJ". T.—
Ironing-Machine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. An irouing-m.aehine, consisting of the
hollow cylinders B C, one revolving in a fixed posi-

tion or bearings, aud the other having a lateral mo-j
tion at one end in the slotted frame, by means of a

cord, d, lever E, and spring c, substantially as herein
shown and described, to operate as set forth.

2. The seam-ironing attachment, consisting of the

collar e, vrhich has the projecting- lug /, adjustable

to a fixed position on the cylinder C, by means of
the set-scrcAV g, substantially as herein shovrn and
described, to operate as set ibrth.

92,545.—C. C. Roavell and John Belkxap,
St. Johnsburv, Yt.— Watch-Makers' Lathe.—J\\\\ IZ,

1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the nut i and jaw A,
with a ball and socket joint, substantially as and for

the purposes herein shown and described.

92,546.—Morris Saulsox, Troy, N. Y.—Coal-
Scuttle.—Jwly 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the removable cover
H, Avith the body A of tlie scuttle, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

92,547.—Joel E. Simrsox, Maiden Bridge, IST.

Y.—Car-Coupling.—Jnlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie connecting-links E, provided with
the enlarged pointed and slotted ends and the pivot-

ed T-heads, and combined Avith {he spring-jaAvs E,
substantially as specified.

2. The right-angular spring-jaws E. arranged
within the caps C, as described, to slide on the in-

terior surfaces of the same, so that the drawing-
force upon the links shall be mostly or Avholly sus-

tained By said caps, as herein shown and described.

93,548.—Eelix Siais, Pidgeville, assignor to
himself and James ^N". TEiAIPLEu, Portland, Ind.—
Feed-Cutter.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The feed-cutter, constructed as described,
of the feed-l)ox B, Avhen its bottom, b', is inclined
laterally from one side to the other, the pivoted con-
cave knife C, attached to the handle D, and held in
contact Avith the sharpening-plate E, and the mouth
of tlie feed-box, by means of tlie spring E bearing
against said handle, all arranged as described, for
the purpose set forth.

92,549. — William Staxfield, Elora, El.—
Sash-Balance. --J\x\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—In raising windows, substituting for the
single-polley wheel "the shafts e e', arranged as de-
scribed, and furnished each with one pulley within
the window-frame and one witliout the same, to
which the sash-operating cords are attached, so as
to allow the line of direction of the weight of the
sash and the jjower applied thereto to be in a direct
line, as herein shown and described, for the pm-pose
specified.

92,550.—W. B. C. Stirlixg, Batavia, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Dale O. Cowex, same place.—Recording Desk or Table.—July 13, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the right and left

screw G, and nuts E E, AA'ith the hinged adjustable
tables C, and frame A of the table or desk, all con-
structed substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

92,551.—Lelaxd D. Vekmilya, Dayton, Ohio,
and William S. Reybuux and Edmoxij A. W.
HuxTEK, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Lightning-Bod.—3nXj
13, 1869.

Claim.—The lightning-rod A, consisting of the
core a, of angle iron, incased by the copper strip b

applied thereto, and twisted with, it at the same
operation, so as to fi.t perfectly every portion of the
surface of said core, and form a tight joint at the
contiguous edges of the copper, as herein set forth,
as a new article of manufacture..

92,552.—Charles G. Wilson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Cork-Extractor.—July 13, 1869.
Claim. — An improved machine for extracting

corks, formed by tiie combination of the series of
spring-plates C 1) E, barbed bar H I, rack or racks
/', toothed lever J K, guides G,^nd support F, hav-
ing a conical opening formed in it, with each other,
substantially as Jierein shoAvnand described, aud for
the purpose' set forth.

93,553.—William Wilson, Jr., Eaymond, Ell.

-Portable Field-Fence.—J\\\j 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An improved portable fence, formed
by the combination of the panels A, sup])orting-
braces G, coupling - boards B, Avhether rigid or
hinged, p»ius C, and keys D and E, with each other,
said jiarts being constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein shown aud described, and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The fence, Avhen any desired panel is adapted
to be converted into a gate, by means of the hinged
coup;ing-bars B, latch-board I, catch A, pins C, and
keys D and E, substantially in the manner herein
shoAvn and described.

92.554.—Hexry Wolfkill, Mill Creek post-
ofiice. Vn.-Yelocipede.-Jvilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The large and small pulleys e f, c d,

and g h, arranged as described, on the shafts HG
and a.xle C, to receive the chains I J, and permit
their adjustment, in the manner herein set forth, for

the purpose specified.

2. The steering-levers E, pivoted to the front axle
B, when notched, as showy, to engage with the
guide-shafts b, arranged as herein set forth, for the
purpose specified.

92,555.

—

Hexry York, Smith's Landing, IST. J.—Steering-Apparatus.—July 13, 1869.

Clcmn.—The arrangement, upon the tiller D, of the
uprights C C, tiller-blocks//, and drums B B, carry-
ing the cog-Avheels d d, adapted to engage Avith the
pinion b, upon the shaft a of the steering-wheel, also
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haying its bearings in the uprights, whereby a trav-

eling steering-gear is produced, as herein shown and
described.

92,556.—Wilson Ager, "Washington, D. C—
Grain- Cleaner.^J-alj 13, 18()9.

Claim.—I. The combination of the stones, the
screen, and the grain-elevators F, or the equivalents
of said devices, "substantially as set forth.

2. The stones, the screen, and the grain-elevators,

or their equivalents, in combination with a blast of

air, substantially as set forth.

3. So arranging the machine that the weight of
the grain kept irt'ithin the screen will regulate the
amount of scouring, or the extent to which the ker-

nels are decorticated, substantially as set forth.

4. The adjustable slides, or their equivalents, for

the purpose of discharging the graiu at -a greater
or less distance fi"om the shaft, substantially as
specllied.

5. The continuous self-feed and discharge, in con-
nection with the cylindrical screen revolving on a
horizontal shaft, sul)stantially as set forth.

6. Passing the grain and the blast in opposite di-

rections through the horizontal cylindrical screen,
substantially as s et forth.

92,557.

—

William P. Alcokn, ISTew Wilming-
ton, Ta.— Wagon-BraJ^e.—3\i\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The le-ser F, in combination with the
tooth-segment/ and tooth-bar d, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. The plate d'. provided with tooth-projection e, in

combination with lever F, cog-segment/, and tooth-
bar cZ', all arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. A wagon-brake, consisting of tlie lever F, cog-
segment /, tooth-bar d', rods b' b", lever c, cross-
bars E, provided with stops a a and cross-rod «', all

combined, arranged, and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

92,558.

—

Edwin Allen, IsTorwich, Conn.

—

En-
velope- Gwinmer.—July 13, 18{J9 ; antedated July 3,

18(J9.

Claim.—The arrangement of a soft and elastic or
flexible paclciug around the outside of the spout to
the gum-box or liopper, and so as to ijroject below it,

substantially as specified, and for the purpose herein
set forth.

92,559.— S. W. Andrews and L. Godfrey,
Greene\'ille, Tenn.— Cockle - Separator.— July 13,

18G9.

Claim..—1. The arrangement of the incline I,

hinged bale e, hopper G, and roller's C D, for the pur-
pose of rendering the " feed " adjustable, substan-
tially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the rollers

C D, cog-rim o, sci'cen F, and arm/, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

92,5G0. — Cornelius Aultman and JosErn
Allonah, Mansfield, Ohio, assignors to C. Aultman
and H. PI. Taylor, same place.

—

Horse-Power.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the wedge-shaped
plate k, the standard d', provided with a wedge-
shaped face, /c', and the bolt P, substantially as and
for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The coml)ination of an elastic or yielding con-
necting rod or sluift with the horse-power, for the
purpose Kct forth.

3. Tlie conil)ination of the sheath M with the tor-

sion rod or sliaft M', lor the purpose set foith.

4. Tlio combination, with the universal joint of tlie

dilving-shaft, of tlie removal)le ribbed tiiiml)le L,

whi(!h serves to connect tlie two parts of the joint
witli the pivots iiit(!rsecting each other, and also to

prevent straw and otlier substances becoming en-

tangled with said joint, us described.

92,561 William R. Axe, llockton. 111., as-

signor to Samuel J. Goouavix, Beloit, Wis.—i'«iu<-

MiU.—hi]y 13, 186<).

Claim.—Tu a grinding-mnchine, having the hop-
per II, Avifh corrugattMl has(! flange h, and cross-bar
I, the described constructiou and airangemcut of

the concavo-convex lower disk G, having the grooved
surface g, the shaft c, fixed to the cross -l)ar I, and
rotating the hopper, the hollow shaft D, fixed to and
rotating the disk G. the motive-apparatus a a* a^ B,
the detachable step M, held at one end by the hook
m,, adjustable at the other by the screw n, and sup-
porting, in an open socket, r, at or near its center,
the shaft C, T,'hich is cut away to fit the socket, to-

gether with the supporting-frame A b. all combined
and adapted to operate in connection with each other,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,562.—Isaac R. Barbour, deceased, Hanni-
bal, Mo. ; William G. Barbour, administrator.

—

Furnace-Grate.—July 13, 1869.

Claiiii.—1. The combination of the cut-off grate C
and main grate B, sul)stantially as set forth.

2. The slotted I)earings g, of the gudgeon.s of the
main grate, substantiallv as and for the purposes set
forth.

92,563.—Stephen Y. Barns, Whitney's Point,
N. Y., assignor to himself and Isaac G Bundore,
same place.

—

Siding- Gauge.—July 13, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the graduated bar A

with a stationary pointed leg, B, at one extremity,
and the movable pointed leg C and set screw T> at
the other extremity, and -n-ith the bailE between, all

as herein shown and described.

92,564.—Frederick S. Barus, ISTew York, ]^.

Y.

—

Low-Water Indicator.—duly 13, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and' arrangement of the

bucket g. vessel H, and weights E, wherel)y to oper-
ate the cock ]Sr, by means substantially as shown and
described, and in the manner set fortli.

92,565.—Benjamin F. Bee, Harwich, Mass.,
assignor to ISTew York Tap and Die Company.—
Macliine for Cutting Milling Tools.—July 13, 1869 •

antedated July 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combiiiation, in one machine, of
the following instrumentalities, viz : the mandrel, to
hold the blank, the pitch-wheel and index, the re-
volving cutting-arbor, the cutter-carriage, the pro-
file-guide, and the directing-iustrument, the whole
constructed to operate substantially as before set
fortli.

2. The combination of the above-specified combi-
nation with adjusting-mechanism for varying tlie

position of the mandrel relatively to the cutter-arbor,
substantially as before set fortli, the -whole construct-
ed to operate substantially as described.

3. The combination of the combination recited in
the first claim, -n'ith adjusting-screws, to vary the
position of the mandrel laterally to tlie cutter-car-
riage, sul^stantially as before set forth, the wliole
being constructed to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The combination of the.combination recited in
the first claim, witli mechanism for turning the blank-
mandrel, substantially as before set forth', tlie whole
constructed to operate substantially as ilescribcd.

5. The combination of the combination recited in
the first claim, Avith mechanism for causing the index
to move laterally Avlicn it is moved lonu'itudinally,
sulistantially as before set fortli, t!io whole construct-
ed to operate substantially as described.

6. The combination of the said blank-mandrel,
pitch-wheel, and index, revolving cutter-arbor,
cuttcT carriage, and directing-instniment, Avith a
profile-guide of larger dimensions than the prolileof
tlie blank, the whole constructed to operate substan-
tially as liefore set forth.

7. Tlie combination of the said cutter-arbor, cut-
ter-carriage, prolile-guitl(\ and direct ing-mstruinent,
Avith meciianism to move the direetiiig-instruinent
automatically over the said guide, the Avhole con-
structed to ojierate substantially as before set forth.

8. Tlie conibi nation of the direct ing-instrunuMit
and the inechanisni for moving it aulv)inaliciilly, by
means of a flexible connection guided by puUevs, tho
A\'h()le constructed to operate substantially as before
set Ibrtli.

92,566.—('iiaklks H. Bekaiax and Edwin G.
Bkkaian, North Fairfax, yt.—.Chuni.—,\n\y 13, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tho arraugomcut of tlio churu C, Avilh
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partition D, lid F, bars E E, cross-bar G, button H,
and staples c and b, all upon the standards B B. pro-

Tided with the hooks a a, substantially as set forth.

92,567.—Alexis Belaieff, St. Petersburgh.
Kussia.

—

Die for Forming Threads on Holts.—July
13, 18«9.

Claim.—Forming the threadinir-dies & c of an oval
shape in cross-section, substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

92,568.—Edwix Bexxett, Baltimore, Md., as-

siu-nor to himself and William T. Gillexdek, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

—

Machine for Cleaning Sand.—Julv
13, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The horizontally arranged washing-
trongh A, provided -with a screen, C, and a washing-
device, in combination witli the horizontally ar-

ranged trough E, provided with a conveyer, F, and
a screen-bottom cliute, D. substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the iniiux-spout g, and the
efflux-spout g'. in combination with the horizontal
trougli E, a couvej-er, F. and a screen-bottom chute,

D, substantially as described.
3. The tube G, or its equivalent, applied to the

conveyer F, arranged horizontally, and combined
with a sand-washing machine, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The receiving-chamber e, in combination with

a tube, Gr, or its equivalent, a trough, E, and a con-
veyer, F, substantially as described.

5. The inclined plane e', over which the sand is dis-

charged from the trougii E, having its highest point
above the axis of the conveyer E, substantially as
described.

92,569.—S. L. Bigxall, Chicago, 111.—Tube-
Well.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A tube-well, A, provided with a point, G,
and Avings C, said wings being provided with lips

E, for loosening the earth, and with flanges D, for

packing the walls of the hole, as set forth.

92,570.—AxDREW C. Black, Kaukauna, Wis.—Lamp-Crane.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp-crane, consisting of an arm or
lever suspended from the ceiling of a room by a
swivel-joint, so as to be capable of movement around
an entire circle, and having a wheel on one end to
facilitate its motion, and supporting the lamp at any
desired point on the other end, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

92,571 George "W. Blake, l^ew York, IST. T.—Air Trap for Steatn and other Enginery.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the three-leaved
buckling-springB. air-sbaft A, valve U, and opening-
spring e, all constructed and arranged substantially
as shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The valve-box or plug D, resting by its flange/
against the outer end of the nozzle E. and screwing
at its inner end g into the hook of the nozzle, in com-
bination with the cavity m, formed around the hol-

low portion of said plug, aud openings /i, made in the
sides of the latter, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

92,572.—James M. Blaxchard, Washington.
D. C.

—

iSteam- Gauge for Heat and Fressitre.—July
13, 1869.

Claim. —A steam-gauge or pressure-indicator,
combining in its construction the following elements,
viz : A steam-chamber, B, arranged outside of but
communicating with the steam-space of the genera-
tor ; a close chamber. C, containing air or other gas-
eous substance, which does not liquify in cooling,
placed within said chamber B, and a bent pipe, E F,
of glass or of metal and glass, containing mercury
or any suitable liquid to indicate the expansion of
the air or gas ; and a scale, to show the pressure,
substantially as set forth.

92,573.—L. P. Bradley. 'Sew Haven, Conn.—
Tape-JIeasn re.—Ju]y 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring-cylinder B,
within a case. A, combined with the Icnob D, ar-

ranged through the bearing of the cylinder, so as to

operate the bar/, the whole operating in the manner
herein set forth. '

92,574 JOHX Braux. Philadelphia, Va.—Meth-
od nf Propelling Sleds.—JnW 13, 13o9.

Claim.—1. The vibrating frame or chair C, hung
to a sled, and having its seat above the axis on which
it vibrates, in combination with pointed rods 1 1, op-
erated by the movement of the seat, as specified.

2. Tlie curved and pointed propelling-rods I andl',
when hung loosely to the cranked portions h, of rock-
spindles F and F', for the purpose described.

3. The combination, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of the rocking-frame B, T\'ith the crank-spin-
dles F and F', for the purpose specified.

4. The arms m, of the propelling-rods P, for the
purpose set forth.

5. The arms K, hinged at their lower ends to the
sled, and having handles at their upper ends, in com-
bination with the pointed rods J, hung to the arms,
all as set forth.

92,575.—AlexAXDER G, Brawxer, Frankfort,
Ky.— Lc7;ee.—July 13, 1869.

Claijn.—The described levee, consisting of an im-
penetrable partition set in a trench, such trench be-
ing filled and the partition embanked by suitable
material when the posts of the central core extend
above the embankments, and form' the supports for

a fence upon the same, all substantially as described

92,576.—^Peter Buckf.ey,Vienna, ]S'. J., assign-
or to himself and Edwix Bulgix, same place.

—

Chair.—July 13, 1869.

Claim. The method of forming the loop, and con-
structing the seat and back of tlie chair with rattan
or other material, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the ])urposes set forth.

92,577.—Edmuxd F. Burrows. Mystic Kiver,
Coim.—MastSoop.—Jn]y 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the saddle A', with
reference to the gaff-jaws, and the rope C, for aiding
in raising the hoops, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the eye-bolts, to which the
upper ends of the suspending-ropes are attached, with
reference to the pivot-bolt upon wliich the saddle
turns, substantially as shown, aud for the i)urpose
set forth.

92,578.—George Bursox, East Palestine, Ohio.—Method of Betarding the Growth of Strawberry-
Vines.—Jy\\y 13. 1869.

"

Claim. The herein-described treatment of straw-
berry plants, for the purpose set forth.

92,579 Clark T. Bush, Middleburgh, IST. T.
—Iron-Fence.—.July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
post A, (provided with recess,) rails r r, aud metal
links L L. as shown and described.

2. The kerfed rails r r. band B, and key k. when
said several parts are arranged as shown and speci-

fied.

3. The combination.and arrangement of the here-

in-described posts A A, rails r r. pickets P P, and
braces b, substantially as described.

92,580.— JoHX S. Butler and Andrew J.

Stucker, Silver City, Idaho T.— Reciprocating-
Bellow'S.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the chamber A,
provided with the reservoir D, of the alteruately-acfe»

ing pumps or bellows E E, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The arrangement, with reference to each other,

of the several parts of the improved blowing appar-
atus above described, sbstantially as set forth.

92,581.-Philaxder Byrxs, Mindoro, Wis.

—

Kand Garden-Cultivator.—July 13. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the barrow A, pivot-

ed frame B, cultivators c c c. water-tank D, provided
with sliding door d. lever a,^, pipes B' B'. and .sprink-

ler E, all combined, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.
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92,5^2.

—

John Caek, EmeraldPost Office, Ohio.

—Fence.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A portable fence, having braces A, cross-

bar B, bottom-board C, rails D, and pivot-pins «. Con-

structed and ari'anged substantially as specified.

92,583. — Danford Chaffee, Kome, Pa.—
mraiv-Ctitter.-Jvilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bar H, levers J
Ji J-, and bar K, carrying- the cutting-knife L, all

constructed as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

2. Tnc combination and arrangement of the stan-

dards A A, bos C, hinged part E of bottom, spring
F, inclined roof G, inclined bar B[, couuecting-levers
J J\ and J^, cutting-knife L, guide N, and Avith or
"without the stationary knife L, all constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes here-

in set forth.

93,584 Jules A. Cheron, New York, IsT. Y.
—Ponable-Pump.—Ja]j 13, 1869.

Claim,.—The pump h and pipe m, within the air-

vessel I, and fitted with the valves i Jc n o, as speci-

fied, in combination with the suction-pipe/, delivery-
pipe s, and tank d, with the opening e, the apparatus
being set on wheels, so as to be portable, as set forth.

93,585.

—

William Coggeshall, Springfield,
Ohio, and John TV. Stanlev, Chicago, 111.

—

Puluer-
izing and Mixing- Cylinder.—July 13, 1869.

Claiin.—The cylinder D, provided with annular
flanges Gr, stationary rods or bars H, flights A, rollers

F, all arranged to operate substantially as described,
and for the purposes specified.

92,586.

—

Albert A. Davis and Benjamin F.
"Walked, Lowell, Mass., assignors to B. F. Walker
andM. R. Favoe.—Lubricating-Devicefor Spindles.
—July 13, 1869.

Claivi.—A separate and independent oiling-device
with each spindle of a speeder or other roving-frame,
when constructed and arranged to operate as and
for the purpose specified.

92,587.—Stephen S. Davis, Edgerton, Wis.—
Co'inpound for Curing Piles.—July 13, 1869 ; ante-
dated June 30, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described compound, when
made of the ingredients and substantially in the pro-
portions herein set forth.

92,588.-HerveyB. Denny, Washington, D. C.
•-Co2)y-Holder.—Ju\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The holder consisting of the frame C c,

rollers A B, spiinj.^ or springs D, and handle or han-
dles a b, adapted to operate substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The wire of bar E, or its equivalent, arranged
substantially as described, for the ]3urpose set forth.

3. The rod or arm F, connected to the holder in

any desired manner, and to the base or fastening by
a horizontal hinge, g, as represented and described,
for the puipose stated.

4. The chimp H, consisting of a pair of hinged
jaws, provided, on tlieir opposing faces, at their
lower end, with spurs h', and pressed apart above
tlieir hinge by a spring It,", in combination with the
base-plate G, as and for the purposes specified.

92,589.—CoELLESTiN Dirringer and Morris
LiNUAMANN, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Auto'matie Fan.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with suitable mechanism
for imparting motion to the fan, the balance-wheel
F, adjustable wincii or crank C, connectiagarin V,
with adjustable nuts N^ and I'an-irame G, having a
governor or adjiistal)le weight, 10, and slitling

weights F, for regulating t!i(; motion of the fan,
wlien all the parts are arranged lo operate substan-
tially in the manner as herein describtid.

92,590.—John Dooley, St. Paul, Minn.— 0«r«-
bined rioiv, Cultivator, and Marker.—-July 13, 18()9.

Glurm.— 1. An adjustable plow, cultivator, and
maricer, havingcnltivatoi's,v, [)lo\vsliiire n, and mariv-
or 15, con.stmeted aatl arranged aubstautially as uud
for the purposes specitied.

24 c p—
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2. In combination with an adjustable plow and cul-

tivator, nut and screw H, when working in the slot-

ted standard, as described, and the perforated rods u,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

92,591.—John B.Dougherty, Eochester, l^f. T.—Shingle-Machine.—July 13, 1869 ; antedated June
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swinging-frame C,with carriage-
ways r, and having tlie head-block or carriage G
sliding thereon, all constructed to operate in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of friction-rollers B and i, jaws
J, and carriage G, with the rails or ways r, in the
manner substantially as described.

92,592.—BOBERT Dutch, Jersey City, N. J.—
Railway-Gar Axle.—July 13, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement of the
divided axles A A, each Avith two flanges c d, in
combination with the coupling-tubes F F, huAdug
heads k k, substantially as and for the purpose here-
in specified.

92,593.

—

John Earle and Alfred B. Steel,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Printing lievenue-Stam.ps, die,

in Tivo or More Golor.'i.—July 13, 1869.

Claitn.—In combination Avith two or more en-
graved plates, made and fitted together as described,
and from Avhich printing is to be done, by a single
impression, in two or more colors, the separately ink-
ing of said plates by means of " forms," to prevent
their A'ertical sides or Avails from being covered Avith'

the ink, or causing blurred impressions, substantial-
ly as set forth.

92,594.

—

William B. Eltonhead, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Gold-Washing Alacliine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving shaft
B, having arms or agitators B^ and scraper or rako
B"-^, with the vessel A, cither singly or in series,

having the auxiliary bottom A^, and the door A'-^,

all constructed to operate in tlie manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

92,595.

—

John Farrel, New York, N. Y.

—

Door of Burglar-proof Safes.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—Packiiig the joints at the junction of the
door Avith its frame, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

92,596.—Elias T. Ford, Stillwater, N. Y.—
Paper-Making Machine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie forming a vacuum inside of the
perforated cylinder B, by means of tlie air-chamber
W g, as described in the above speciiii'ation.

2. The pei'foratcd cylinder B, with interior suc-

tion-box W, carrying the Avire-clotii A without fric-

tion and wear, in the manufacture of paper, as de-

scribed, and iliustrated in the drawings.
3. The intermediate couch-roll D c, for the purpose

specified.

4. The rubber packing z z and recesses b z, b z,

the metallic plates 1 1, and plunger-packing G, Avith

their metallic caps V V.
5. The combination of the perforated cylinder B

Avith the inside seetion-b^xW g, plungers C C, mo-
tallic caps V V, Avith their interior packing G ; also

the side rubber packing z z, with tlie metallic caps
1 1, and the double couch-rolls 1) e 1), as heroin set

forth and described, substantially as ami for the pur-

pose specified.

92,597.—J. G. Foster, Nashua. N. IT.—Coun-
terpoise <Jun- Carriage.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the traverse-car-

riage Aand the gun-<;arriage C, the two being eoii-

ncctod by the parallel anus I, by which the gun is

made to move in the arc of a circle, substuntially aa

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The counterpoise-sliaft D, arranged to sujiport

the chassis B, and passing through Iho cenlVr of

motion of the traversing-earriage A, wiieivby tho

gun can be IVeely traversed in any ilirei'liun, u liethor

in or out of balterv, substantially as descrUiod.

3. The con)biiui"lion of the chassis H, Iraverse-rar-

riugo A, and guu-carriuge C, with tho piu'allel arms
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I, when aiTanged to operate substantially as herein
described.

4. The combination of the chassis B, rotating
shaft D, mounted in a sliding step, V, and the coun-
terbalance or "n-eights W, -nlien constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as desci'ibcd.

5. So arranging the counterbalance--sveights that
they shall come into operation, and be taken up, suc-
cessively, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

6. The application of the brake O, or its equiva-
lent, to the counterpoise-shaft D, for the j)urpose of
regulating the movement of the gun, as set forth.

93,598.—J. B. Fraxtz. Cleveland, Ohio.—Tele-
graph Fire-Alarm.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described circuit-breaker, con-
sisting of the insulating plate A, insulated notched
arc B, lever E, and point c, as constructed and ar-

I'auged in combination viith the mechanism H. and
operated thereby, in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

92,599.—D. E. Fkasee, Chicago, HI., assignor
to himself and P. W. Gates, same place.

—

BaUmce
Slide- \"alvcfGr Steam-Encjines.—July 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-adjusting device D D^ Tvith
its other parts, constructed and adapted for sus-

taining the valve E, in the manner substantially as
described.

2. The construction of the valve so that it may be
suspended upon rollers arranged upon external
tianges D^, in the manner substantially as described.
3."The combination and arrangement of the anti-

friction rollers g', jaws G, on valve E, shelves D'^,

and disk D, substantially as described.
4. The combination, with the slide-valve E, of the

counter])alancing-device D and anti-friction rollers

g', all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

92,000.—J. G. Gastox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Pa-
per-Perforator.—July 13, 1859.

Claim,.—The metallic blades or iDlates A, having
their teeth B constructed in form and shape sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, for the
Ijurpose of perforating sheets of postage-stamps and
similar articles, as set forth.

92,601.—"William H. Gibbs, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Bottle-Stopper.—Jxilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
rubber A, or its equivalent, frame B C c, wire F, and
holding-ring G H, substantially as described.

92,602.—David Goke. Carlinville, m.-Saivfor
Cutting Hedge for Plashing.—July 13, 1869.

Ckmn.—The saw B, connected to the handle A,
tins being curved to the form indicated in the draw-
ings, and having a grip, C, substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

92,603.—ilAHLOX Gregg, Eochester, IST. T.—
Turbine Tifater- Wheel.—Jvi\j 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The gate E, applied directly to the
exit-ports of a water-wheel, in combination' with an
inlet-gate, for the purpose set forth.

2. The gate B, having its edge formed in the shape
of two or more inclined planes, resting on suita-

ble bearings, and having a screw-gear in the edge of
one or more of them, in combination with the screvr
ft', as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The annular gate B, when placed between the
directio!i-chutes and the water-wheel C, substantial-
ly as described.

4. The curved buckets of central-discharge wheels,
toward the center downward, whereby the water,
after entering- horizontally, passes through and leaves
them in a natural curve.

92,604.—George T. Griffith, Fort T7ayne,
Ind.

—

Machine for Bending Plow -Handles. —July
13,1669.

Claim.—The combination of the lever B with the
pressure-roller gr, by means of the radial arms/, piv-

oted in the lever B, and with the formers A, all con-
structed and aiTanged to operate suljstantiaUy in the
manner described.

92,605.—Edwaud Hale, Jr., St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to himself and Joshua Alexander, same
place.

—

Means of Attaching Artificial Teeth to their
Base-Plates.—Jwlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—A base for artificial teetli, provided with
a channel, a, and perforations /;, for the reception of
the vulcanite, by whicli theteeth and plate are united,
substantially as described.

92,606.—David Ham, Iowa City, Iowa.—Jfode
of Attaching Rubber Tires to Carriage- Wheels.—Jnlv
13, 1SG9.

Claim.—The application of an elastic and movable
band A to the rim F of a velocipede-wheel, B, Avhen
secured by lacers C and eyelets D, or their equiva-
lents, so as to be easily attached to the wheel and
quickly removed, when required, as herein described
and for the purposes set forth.

92,607.—Thomas H. Haotltox and Hendrick
H. Hajiiltox, Panama, IN". Y.—Device for Propel-
ling Carriages.—July 13, 1S69.
Claim.—1. Springs C, cog-wheel D, provided with

pawl and ratchet, beveled gear E, in combination
with the pinion F and dog H, when all are used sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The cog-wheel I when used to connect the two
springs, and to imxiart motion to the wheel K, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The wheels K and L, in combination with the
shafting-axle M and slides P, v.-hen used substan-
tially as described.

4. The lever ]Sr, whose arm or rod O is used to
throw the wheels L in and out of gear, for the pur-
pose of reversing the motion, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The slides P, when used to hold the wheels L
in gear, substantially as specified.

6. The springs C, wheels D, E, F, K. and L, slides
P, lever N, and rod O, and cog-wheel I, when jir-

ranged and combined so as to form a mechanism for
propelling vehicles, substantially as set forth.

92,608.- Edmuxtd A. Har^-et, TVilmington,
Tial.-Thill-CoupUng.—Jwlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted or oblong lioles in each of
the lugs or jaws of the ordinary clip, each hole ter-

minating, at one or both ends," with a bevel or in-

clined plane, for the purpose described.
2. The bolt, with or without an inclined plane in-

side the head, in combination with a key or keys,
with or without washers attached.

3. The clip and bolt, with keys, as described, in
combination with a gum or metallic spring, as and
for the purposes described.

92,609.—Jasies Hatch, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Variety Molding-Machine.—July 13, 1859.

Claim.— 1. Constructing the guards of variety
molding-machines with the socket / and bonnet o,

substantiallv in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The clamp herein set forth, provided with the
shoe I, Fig. 4, when all the parts are constructed to

operat-e substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

3. The guides A and B. constructed and arranged
relative to the cutter, substantially as set forth.

92,610.—Axdrew George Hutchinsox, Sto-

neyeroft, near Liverpool. Great Britain, assignor to

TiiojrAS EowLAXD and Hexry Eowlaxd.—Burg-
lar-Alarm.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted lever

D, catch a, and alarm, all substantiallj- in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

2. The button b\ in coriibination with the catch «.

lever D D', and the alarm, all substantially as herein
specified.

3. A portable burglar's alarm, constructed substan-
tially in the manner and for the piu-pose described.

92,611.—Joiix TT. Jarboe, Green Point, 2T. Y.—Composition IVagoa-Body.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A wagon or vehicle-body, having its sides,

back, and dash-board made of paper, treated with
water-proof material, substantially as specified.
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93,613.—Barton H. Jexks, Bridesburgh, Pa.—
Shuttle-Box-Operating Lever for Looms.—July 13,

1869.

Claim..—The box-lever D, or its equivalent, pro-
vided witli the yielding- extension D^, acted npon by
the counterbalancing- Tveight B, applied upon the
arras D^ of said extension, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

93,613.—Charles A. Judd, Milwaukee, "Wis.-
Weather-atrip.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—The -u-eather-strip for doors and windovrs,
formed of the rubber strip B and metal strip A, -n'hen

the same are arranged as described, and the united
strip folded upon itself, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

92,614.— Albert Kane and IJsTelson Kane,
Newport, N. Y.—Harrow.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. lu combination with a hai-row-frame,
the runners, so hinged to it that when it is to be
conveyed to or from the place where it is to be used,
said runners can be lowered to the ground, and, at
the same time, and by the same mechanism and
operation, the harrow is raised; and when the har-
row is to be used, said runners can be raised and the
harrow lowered, by the same mechanism and opera-
tion, substantially as herein described and repre-
sented.

2. In combination with the barrow-frame and the
runners, the hinges in the runners, and the guides
on the frame, so that the front or curved parts of
the runners shall be turned backward from the front
of the harrow when they are raised, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the frame and runners, the
crank-rods or axles, and the lever, for raising- or
lowering- one upon the other, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In combination with the lever and crank-rods,
for raising- or lowering- one part upon the otlier, the
hook and catch, and their equivalents, for holding
the runners up upon the frame, substantially as da-
scribed.

5. The combination of drag-bar and rail with the
mechanism by which th.ey ai-e made adjustable, sub-
stantially as described.

92,615.—John E. Kauffelt,Shrewsbury, Pa.—
Atmoapkeric Tanning-Apparatus

.

—Jul.y 13, 1869.
Claim.—The described combination and arrange-

ment of an apparatus, C, for forcing atmospheric
air. the coiled, convoluted, or folded pipe cl, the cyl-
inder D, inclosing the pipe d, and connected with
the exhaust-pipe of a steam-boiler ; the pipes e, e', e",
and the vats and leaches A B, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

92,616.—John L. Kreider, Chestnut Level,
Pa.

—

Autom,atic Check-How Corn-Planter.—July 13,
1869.

Claim.—1 . The pulley-wheel 5, or its equivalent,
on the outer rim of a wheel or spoke, to adjust and
regulate the same to the seeding or dropping- aj)pii-

ratus, by means of a mark or farrow, for checker-
planting in or between tlie furrows.

2. The arrangement of the box-liul) 6 with its sleeve
10, with or without tlie notched ring 7, for extending-
tbe radius of the spokes 4 5, in combination with the
pulley-wheols, constructed substantially in the man-
ner and for tlie purpose spcicified.

3. The arrangement of the drum X, with its douI)lo
row of pins x.. in coniljinatiou witli the half-circular
cam J, with its lever-ariu / aiul connecting-rod K, to
operate tlie single or tlonblc i)aii' of slide-valves

(J,
in the manner and for tlie purpose set forth.

4. The star-cam L, in combination Avith the click
M, springs ?« n, and valve P, with its tongue an(l
lip 0])erated by the joint action of the combined
valves Q, at certain fixed intervals, in the manner
and for the purpose described.

5. The levei--guide pole F, wlion connected to the
end of an ordinary rigid polo E, sul)stantially in the
manner and for tlie purposes specilied.

92,617.—I?0UERT ir. Lecky, Allegheny City.
Pa.

—

Exliaiist Dcoicc. for Locomotlne Si'noke-iitacks.
-nJiily 13, 1869 ; antedated Juno 29, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the sleeveA with V^iQ

inverted cone B, said sleeve and cone being- con-
structed and ari-anged with relation to each other
substantially as herein described.

92,618.—John iSr. Leonard, Eockville, Conn.—
Spool Show- Case.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—The suspended trays F, in combination.
with revolving-beam A, cover J, and hollow shaft K,
operated and arranged substantially as described.

92,619.—John 'N. Leonard, Kockville, Conn.—
Apparaiiis for Displaying Spools of Silk, Cotton, <£c.

—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of hollow columns A A
with spur-wheels C C, with the revolving base B,
cap D, column G, and base J, all as described.

92,620.—Leon Lindquest, Pittsbm-gh, Pa.—
C/iCtir.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the chair and rocking-
chair, when arranged with the adjustable backs A
aud B, writing-table M, springs L, on the logs E,
and revolving-seat D, all portable, as herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

92,621.—Samuel T. Lount, Eathbone, "West
Va.

—

Pump for Continuous Discharge.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.—1. A pump having but one water-passage,
in which are combined three or more pistons, E Y'^

F^, with valves, when so constructed that the inter-

mediate one operates in a direction opposite to that
of the two extreme oiies, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination aud arrangement of the sBaft

S, cam-wheel C, rods B B^ B^, cylinders A A^ A2,
pistons F F^ E-. and valves a a^ a'^, when constructed
to operate substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

92,622 'William B. Mack, Detroit, Mich.—
Steam. Water-Heater.—Jnly 13, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
tapering corrugated pipe E, embouchure-nozzle G-,

and check-valve C, with the steam-casing E, and
steam aud water casings D A, when the same are
connected with steam and v;ater supply-pipes P H,
substantially in the manner set forth.

92,623.—Charles Maguire, Chicago, El.—
Cooking-Stove.—J-aly 13, 1869.

Claim.—The dome A, provided with hinged leayes
B, an opening 11, to allow the stove-pipe E to pass
through, and Avith pipes G- F, to conduct odor and
smoke into a chimney, the pipe G being arranged to

slide in the vertical p'art of pipe F, and the dome to

raise and lo-«'cr by means of the looped rod EC', pul-

ley 31, and chain or rope L, as described.

92,624.—W. Mallerd, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to himself and John Bark, same place.

—

Mop.—July 13, 18(;9.

Claim.—In combination with the scrubber E and
drier L. with tlie lioUler A and C, formed in two
parts, the scraper d, as shown and described.

92,625.—John F. Malltnckrodt, St. LouiS;
^o.—lirick-Mnchi.ne.—J\\\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pinion h, spur-wheel C, provided
with cam-groove c- and tappet c^ the rollers D,
guide G, and hojiper E, when provided witii a .sand-

l)ox, F, at each .side, and all constructed, arranged,

and operating substantially as and for tho purposes

set fortli.

2. The flier H, with its head-board /(' and ribs ft«,

viliratiug on the shaft /?, and operating to tlirow the

clav into tho mold, substantially as set fortli.

a". The cam-groove c\ pin /.;, rod K, rai^k k', when
couibinod witli the pinion /i^ and ili.'r-s'i':i!l /;, sub-

stantially as set forth.

92,626 Jeremiah A. Marpex, Iniston, as-

signor to Chaulk.s E. and John H. A luiorr. Mai-

den, Mas,s.—."n,sY),-i.7»*«r.—.Tilly 13, ISiV.

C/(n')/i.—Tlio iron pii.'oub^ir, cDnstruotod as de-

scribed, and for tlie piuposo soL forth.
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OSjCSy.—Jajies E. Maxwell and Ezra Cops,
Cinciimati, Ohio.

—

Steam-Lift and Force-Picmp.—
July 13, 1869.

Ctlaim.—1. The separate t"hrott!e or regulating
valves b b', arranged to control tiio flo'.r and quan-
tity of steam admitted throuH;h separate passages to

each end cf the steam-cylinder, substantially as de-
scribed.

S. The cylindrical slide-valve C, with passages x y,
to convey the steam to opposite ends of the steaui-

cyliuder, substantially as described.
3. The valve C, with the oijcnings 1 1, constructed

and arranged with reference to the chainber C, and
the induction and eduction ports thereof, substan-
tially as described.

4. The arrangement of the piston-head and pump-
ram, and the mciin steam-valve, moved direct by
pressures of steam, admitted through sepai'ate pas-
sages into each end of the steam-cylinder, and con-
trolled by separate throttle or regulating valves,
substantially as vspecilied.

5. The arrangement of the i^umping-engine A B,
the pump aud ram O M, the base I^, and pump F,
Avlth reference to each other, substantially as de-
scribed.

92,628.—"William K. Miller, Canton, Ohio.—
Pitman- Connectio a.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the conical bearing
and journal, and through screw-bolt, for drawing
and holding them together, a scalloped or turreted
nut, and a key for preventing said nut from turning
on said screw-bolt, substantially as described.

9-2,629.—"William K, Miller, Canton, Ohio.—
Grain-Separator.—July 13, 1889.

'Claim.—1. The arrangement and location of the
secondary fan-blower, in relation to the grain-board
b and the shoe C, so that the blast from said fan shall

strike the grain, chaff, &c., as it falls from said
grain-lDoard into the shoe or upon the riddles, as and
for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the laterally-vibrating

shoe, the vertically-reciprocating shoe-rake i, as and
for the purpose herein (lescribed and represented.

3. In combination v\'ith the vibrating-shoe and re-

ciprocating shoe-rake, the revolving shoe-rake j,

acting in connection therewith, as aud for the jjur-

pose substantially as described.

92,630.—J. Gr. MiLLHOLLAND, Harrisburgh, Pa.—Balanced Cylindrical Slide-Valve.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1, The construction and arrangement of
the longitudinally sliding cylindrical valve I, cir-

cumferential groove t, and the two bearing-surfaces
i i', as described.

2. The arrangement of the series of ports D D', E,
on all sides of"the valve chamber, substantially as
specified.

92,631.—Levi Moore, Bai-aboo, "Wis.

—

Animal-
Irap.—^\\\y 13, 18(;9.

Claim. — 1. In animal-traps, the tilting-floor B,
post L, springs C, lever D, rock-shaft E, cord F,
drum G , and pawl H, arranged aud operating sub-
stantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

2. The door I, latch J, in connection with the post
L, or other tripping-device, attached to the tilting-

floor, when arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

92,632. — Albert More, Moresville, M", Y.—
Mand Seed-Planter.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the double-cham-
bered seed-rod, or slide D, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the seed-
boxes A^ and A^, and the double-chambered slide D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combin.ation of the plunger E, lips C^ and
C^ of the drill C, and elastic band, or spring c', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the partitions a^ and a^,

with reference to the inclined bottoms of the seed-

boxes and the double-chambered slide D, substan-
tially as shown and described.

5. The arrangement of the scraper a, with refer-

ence to the double- chambered slide D, substantially
as aud for the purpose set forth.

C. Tlie combination and arrangement of the seed-
boxes Ai and A^, double-chambered slide D, and
spout B, substantially as and for the purjjose set
forth.

92,633.— Edmund L. Morse, St. Louis, Mo.—
Apparatus for Ageing Spirits.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of air-pump B, pipe
b, vessel C, pipe c, heater D, having tiie coil-pipe
inclosed, with pipe d, and still A, and coil A', when
used for purifying liquors, in the manner substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of the air-pump, B, pipe H,
and tube Gr, for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

92,634. — "Walter Murray, Chicago, 111.—
Boots and Shoes.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring C, having its rear end at-

tached rigidly to the heel, and having its front end
secured to the sole by means of the spur / and the
slot tZ, substautiaily as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The inner heel A, constructed and applied, as
shown and described, for the purpose of giving
greater curve to the sole, as set forth.

92,635.—"William J. INTichols, Buffalo, I!T. Y.—
Carbureter for air and Gas.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, within the case A,
of a series of incline plates, Avhich are covered with
cloth, or other suitable material, said plates open at
one end, and provided with receptacles, x, at the op-
po.'rite ends, substantially as shown and described.

2. Passing the liquid through the reservoir in a
pipe, the lower end of which is open, and which ex-
tejids down near the receptacles in the upper inclined
plate, so as to form a liquid seal, and an automatic-
feed of the liquid over the plate, substantially as
herein set forth.

92,636.—"Walker Olds, Albany, 111.

—

Brick-
Machine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pug-mill shaft
B, segmental head D, and adjustable segmental heads
E E, for giving an oscillating rotation to the shaft E',

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The reciprocating molds Gr, in combination with
the oscilliating-segments F, and plungers N and jN^,

substantially as described.
3. In combination with the press-heads K, and

arms K^, the lever L, rods L^, and knife JJ, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In combination with the knife L^, rods L^, and
lever L, the wooden pins L^, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the shaft B and press-
heads N, the cam ]N, beams O, arms O', spiings 0^,

and wrist-pins M\ and bosses M^, substantially as
set forth.

6. In combination with the reciprocatiug-molds G,
the slotted vertical posts A^, aud set-screw G^, sub-
stantially as described.

7. The combination of the reciprocating-molds G,
and press-heads N, and plungers K^, arranged to

operate substantially as set forth.

8. The reciprocatiug-molds G, when so arranged
as to receive the clay in the center of the machine,
and to discharge the bricks alternately on each side of
the press, as set forth.

9. The combination of the press-heads N and Q,
and parts Q^, Q', Q^ and Q^, substantially as herein
set forth.

10. In combination with the reciprocating-molds
G, and plungers N^, the boards K, reciprocating-
points Il\ and oscillating-arms E.^, substantially as
set forth.

92,637.

—

Frank Osborne, South Hanson, as-

signor to himself and "W. Herbert Keene, East
Bridgewater, Mass. —Instrutnent for Cutting Pegs
from Boots, die.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—I. An instrument for cutting pegs from
boots or shoes, provided with a removable knife, E,
substantially as described.

2. The slotted-socket C, and block D, in combina-
tion with the knife E, and rod A, with its screw-
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thread a, operating: substantially as described, for

the purpose set forth.

92,"638.—Natitaniel Otis, Charles City, Iowa.—Lightning- Hod. —Jnlj 13, 18(i9.

Claim.—Constructing- a lightning-rod of a single
oblong strip of copper, Vith a point upon its end, by
forming said pointed strip into a hollow tube, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

92,639.—William S. Paddock, Albany, ISf. T.—Elastic Tip for Furniture, c&c.—July 13, 1869.

Claim,.—The centrally-perforated elastic coA^er or
cap A, in combination with a centrally-perforated
metallic washer B, and au iudei)eudent screw, e, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

92,640.—C. C. PARSO?;rs, ISTew York, 1^. T.—
Process of Purifying Alcohol and other Spirits.—
July 13, 1869.

ClaiYih.—1. The use of paraffine in the purification
of alcohol or other distilled spirits, substantially as
set forth.

_
2. The process of purifying alcohol or other dis-

tilled spirits, by treating the same in the manner and
by the means herein described ; that is to say, first

forming at the requisite temperature an intimate
mixture or solution of the paraffinc and alcohol, then
reducing the strengtli of the alcohol with Avater at
the same- temperature, and then reducing the tem-
perature of the alcohol, and agitating it to separate
and agglomerate the particles of the paraffine, and
filtering it, substantially as set forth.

92,641.—R.F. Patton, Quincy, Ohio.— Corn
and Cotton Cultivator.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The draught-beam A, provided with
the lugs or eyes a a, &c., both in front and in rear,
in combination with the cross-bar B, substantially
as and for the purpose shown.

2. The cultivator or IiarroAv-bars C and E E,
when so constructed as to permit of their being piv-
oted at their center to the cross-bar B, and attached
at either end to the eyes or lugs a a, &c., upon the
draught-beam A, substantially as shoAvn and for tlie

purpose specified.

3. The handles F F, brace/, quadrant G, and set-

screw g, all comlnned and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

4. The within-described agricultural implement,
consisting of the draught-beam A, provided with the
eyes or lugs a a, &c., cross-bar B, harrow or culti-

vator bars C C and E E, handles F F, brace /,
quadrant G, and set-screw g, all constructed a.nd ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

92,642. — Oliveb L. Payne, Batavia, HI.—
Clamp.—Ju\y 13, 1869.

Claim.—TJie machine or press herein described
and shown, and having upon its bed or frame the
graduated and tabular scale, substantially as speci-
fied.

92,643.—J. E. Pencillb, Lockport, N. Y.—Bed-
stead.—Ju\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—The removable nuts g, formed each with
an internal longitudinal screw-thread, and made
plain on the outside, Avlien used in connection with
the cross-i)ieccs k 8, and screws of, and so fitted as to
adai)t themselves to the position of the screws, as
herein set forth.

92,644.—T^OAH PoMRROY, Hartford, Conn.—
Dcad-lieat Verge for CZoc/>;s.—July 13, 18(;9.

Claim.—A dead-beat verge, constructod substan-
tiall}^ as described, and for the purpose specified.

92,645.—"WiujAM OscAU Reim, Springfield,
0\\w.—Ship's Cargo-Indicator.—.Tuly 13, 18(59.

Claim..—A gauge so constructod as, when placed
on a ship's side, to admit water to indicate the dis-
placement etfeeted by the cargo, and to retain its

water and continue a reliabh^ indicator Avhen re-
moved from the ship's side and carried to any con-
venient place for observation, substantially iis do-
Bcribed.

92,646.—"WooDSOX Eice, London, Ohio.

—

Shock-
Tier.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The corn-compress described, consisting
of the stakes A B, and strap C, when combined as
described, and operated in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

92,647. — Isaac P. Hiciiards, "WTiitinsviUe,
Mass.

—

Spindle-Bolster.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The improvementln bolsters, which con-
sists in constructing- the wall of the oil-reserA'oir, B,
next to the bearing, Avith its face a a inclined to the
axis of the spindle, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

92,648 John B. Eoot, ISTew York, N. Y.—
Direct-Acting Engiiie Valve-Gear.—July 13, 1869;
antedated July 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
sliding- bar J, lever I, and beams H, Avith the valves
G- and G-', for operating said valves by the travel of
the piston B, substantially as set forth.

92,649.—Clement Eussell, Massillon, Ohio.

—

Shaft- Coupling.—Jixlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—A " tubling-rod" coupling, composed of
the two bearing-plates and two journaled sockets or
heads united together, as represented, so as to have
a yielding motion, and the journals thereof covered,
in the manner and for the purpose described.

92,650.

—

Clement Eussell, Thomas H. Eus-
SELL, and William K. Millek, Massillon, Ohio.

—

Thrashing-Machine.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ratchet-lever
and dog, Avith the shaft and cam-arras Avorkinj:; in
connection with the hinged coneaAe, for raising,

lowering, adjusting, and holding said concave, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The" shield or cover c, for shielding the joint in
the coupling-rod, as set forth.

3. The three hitching-points &, a, and i, in combi-
nation Avith the driving-gear, arranged and sup-
ported substantially as herein described and repre-
sented.

92,651.—George Sanger, Beloifc, Wis.—Ger-
man Erasive Soap.—Svlj 13. 1869.

Claim.—The soap, consisting of the above-enu-
merated ingredients, in about the proportions set

forth, and prepared substantially in the manner
herein described and specified.

92,652 George Sanger, Beloit, Wi^.—Chem-
ical Olive- Soap.—July 13, 1869.

Claim..—The soap, consisting of the above-enu-
merated ingrcdiciits, in about the proportions set

forth, and prepared substantially in the manner
herein described and specified.

92,653.—George Sanger, Beloit, Wis.

—

Com-
bined Scouring and Fulling Soap.—July 13, 18<)9,

Claim.—The combined scouring and fulling soap,
consisting of the above-enumerated ingredients, ia
about the proportions specified, and prepared sub-
stantially in the manner herein described and set

forth.

92,654.—George Sanger, Beloit, ^Yis.—Deter-
sive Soap.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The soap, consisting of the above-enu-
nierated ingredients, in about the proportions set

forth, and prejiarcd substantially in the manner
herein described and specified.

y

92,655 George Sanger, Beloit, Wis.—Full-
ing-Soap.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The" soap, consisting of the above-enu-
merated ingredients, in about the proportions set

forth, and prepared substantially iu the manner
heroin described and specified.

92,656 Geokge Sanger. Boloit, Wis.—Pro-
cess for l{c^ii)i)ig Talloio.—J uly 13. 1869.

0/fM'j«.— I'lK^'herein-descrilHHl process of refining

tallow, substantially as and for the purpose spool-

fiod.
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93,657.—Leonhakd Schmidt and Fred. E.
Held, Chicago, 111.

—

Stenciling-Apparatus.—July
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A steBcil-apparatus, consisting of the
frame A, made np of the oblong hinged frames a, b,

s.vA c, box e, and detachable handle p, v/hen con-
structed and arranged substantially as described, for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combiuatio]! of the frame A with the bos
B, iirovided with the compartments r, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as and lor the
purpose set forth.

92,65S.—^Peter J. Schmitt, Carlinrille, HI., as-

signor to SiEGEL, ScHiiiTT & Co., Same place.

—

Grain-Drill.—Juij 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the flukes to the drill-frame,

in such wise that those flukes which move in the
direction to which they are impelled by the soil-

resistance shall cause the other flukes to move in the
opposite direction, to produce a zigzag from a right
line getting, or a right line from' a zigzag setting,

substantially as described.
2. Connecting the flukes to the bars H^ and H-,

the alternate flukes being connected Avith the same
bar, or any similar attachment, by which, in operat-
ing the flukes to a right or zigzag line, those flukes
moving against the resistance of the soil rqay be
raised out of ground, substantially as and for the
pui'poses set forth.

3. The manner of locking the bar E and the flukes
in their setting by the lever I, slide K, and spring-
lever L, substantially as set forth.

4. The attachment of the pole C, or other draught-
device, to operate the flukes, siibstantially as set

forth.

5. The rock-b&r E, formed of a wooden body, E',

metallic jom-nals e^, and arranged with staples e-,

substantially as set forth.

92,6-59.—JAiiES Selbt. Peoria. Jil.—Corn-Plajit-
er.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seed-tube E, with the partition/,
and its rear inclined plate G, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The lever or valve E, pivoted upon the outside
of the seed-tube, and having its lower end bent to
adapt it to the inclined face of the plate G, and ai--

ranged to oi^erate substantially as described.
3. The combination of the "tube E, valve E, and

Slide C, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as described.

93,660.—"William G-. Semple, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cooking-Stove.—July 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The convertible four and six hole cook-
stove, substantially as set forth.

2. The elevated and open-bottomed addition P,
to replace the rear top-plate B of an ordinary four-
hole cook-stove, in the manner described.

3. The skeleton-plate O, boxed or elevated plate
P, flue-strips E. Q', deflecting-piate I, and damper
K, the whole being- arranged and operating as set
forth.

4. The ari-angement of hinged damper-handle TJ,

and rack Y, for the objects herein designated.
5. In combination -nlth the strips E E', and E TJ,

or their eouivalents, the deflector I and damper K,
formed and arranged as and for the pm'pos'es set
forch.

93,661.-John W. Shehan, San Erancisco,
Gal.-iamj9.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a double lamp-
globe, arranged to contain a fluid, the supply-pipe C,
substantially as herein desciibed.

2. In combination with the double-globe B, the
safety-tube E and cup F, substantially as and for
the pui'poses set forth.

92,663.—John D. Shepard and Eichard "W.
English, Buffalo, K".Y., assignors to JoHX D. Shep-
AKD.

—

Hinge.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—A hinge, having its leaves provided with
the two projections or inclines Ji, and the two shoul-
ders c/, arranged to rock against the rear edges of
the "flanges a, substantially as described, whereby

the hinge is rendered automatically double-locking,
as set forth.

93,663.—Daniel Sherwood, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Woods, Sherwood, & Co.

—

Toast-Rack.
—July 13, 1869. /

Claim.—As anew and improved article of manu-
factm-e, a toast-rack, constructed of twisted wire,
substantially in the mJinner described and specified.

93

j

664.—Charles J. Shuttleworth, Spring-
vilie, IS". Y.—Horse-Poiver.—Jvilj 13, 1869.

Claim.—The general arrangement of the bevel-
gear v\'heels H H, wheel and pinion E E', and pinion
I, with the gear-frame, axis C, and said driving-
gear, substantially as set forth.

93,665 Elihu Smith, Albany,' IST. Y.— Cook-
ing-Stove.—3\\\\ 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a movable boiler
upon the top of the stove, constructed and used in
the manner and for the pm-poses substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The elevated bo^er upon the extended aad
cross-flues, having the cross-fine k, as a part and
support of the same, constructed substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth.

3. The superficial oven, constructed substantially
as above described, in combination with the upright
and cross flues, above represented and described.

4. The extension- top plate B, in combination with
my movable boUer and railway, substantially as
above described.

93,666.—Gilbert H. Sjiitsox, Eipley, Ohio.—
Artificial, Honey.—July 13, 1869.

Clavin.—The within-described process for mcmu-
facturing artificial honey, when composed of the in-

gredients and substantially in the proportions herein
set forth.

93,667.—David Stewart, Kittanning, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron.—July 13, 1S69.

Claim. —1. Partially purifying and partially con-
verting, and intensely heating molten cast iron
whU8 it is subdivided into small particles or glob-
ules, prior to the mixing of the same with a metallic
oxide, for the imrpose of forming a " concrete bloom"
or ingot by a .single ojjeration, as herein described.

2. The tubes or pipes A B, block C, blast-pipes/,
chutes e, and receiving-vessel D, in combination
with bloom or ingot molds, the whole operating sub-
stantially as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

93,668.—Daniel SwAN'K, IsTewton, Iowa.—^p-
paraius for FropelUng Carriages.—Jul.v 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The crank- axle B, in combiuation with
the plates C, when attached in the manner described,
forked arms D, and rods E, when used in the man-
ner specified.

2. The forked arms D, when their prongs are cut
like screws upon their ends, and made to secure the
plates C, as set forth, and have their end slotted, so
as to receive the connecting rods E, in the manner
and for the pm'poses described.

3. Tlie double levers F, and double slotted-rod H,
in combiuation with the handles H and braces or
supports I, when used in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The crank-axle B. forked arms D, plates C,
rods E and H, levers F, and handles H, when all

are arranged and operated in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

93,669.—James M. Tatlor, Lexington, Xy.,
assignor to Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.

—

Cartridge-Loader.—July 13. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow rammer
B in its support C upon the base A, the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as set forth.

93,670 H. IThrt, Ifew Tork, if. Y.—Stair-

Bod.—J\\\\ 13, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The combination of the hollow button
B, screw-eye T, and rod A, constructed and arranged
as shown.

2. The hollow button C, having a glass top or
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face, for the purpose of seeing tlie screw-eye wlien
it is iuserted therein.

92,671 H. UiiiiY, ]Srew York, 1^. Y.—Stair-
Eod.—J^x\y 13, 1809.

Claim. —The combination of the cap B, pin P,
and screw-eye T, witli tlie rod A, arranged and ope-
rating in the manner set forth and shon'n.

92,673.—H. TTiiRY, l^ew York, IT. Y—Stair-

Hod.—Jnlj 13, 1869.

Glaiin.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
rod A, scrcAved eye T, and thimble B, operating as
shown, and for the purpose set forth.

92,673.—Zdeuko Kitter Von Wessely, DSTew
York, ]sr. Y., assignor to Providence Tool Com-
pany, Providence, E,. I.

—

Breech-Loader.—July 13,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the vibrating
breech-block with the "\'ibrating hand-lever and the
vibrating hammer, the two latter Avorhing on a com-
mon pivot, the combination being and operating
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the hammer, ofthe eccentrically recessed vibra-
ting breech-block, which recess causes the cocking
of thehammcr to be completed by the opening of the
breech.

3. The combination of the breech-block, hammer,
hand-lever, main-spring, and sere, the combination
being and operating substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the slilling striker, recoil-

spring, recessed breech-block, vibrating hammer,
main-spring, and baud-lever, the combination being
and operating substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the hand-lever, main-spring,
and hammer, with the collar g, and solid pin/, as
set forth.

6. The combination of the breech-block, striker,
and recoil-sprijig, with the hammer, the main-spring,
and its adjustable stop h, as^set forth.

7. The combination of tlie trigger with the stop-
wedge, operating as set forth, to prevent accidental
explosions.

92,674.—Samuel D. Yose, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Stove- Cover.—July 13, 18G9.

Claim.—The method of constructing a cover for
stoves by making the outer part B in the form of a
ring, and the inner part in tlie form of a separate
circular plate, capable ofexpanding and contracting
by itself, these parts being riveted or connected so
as to form, when finished, a portable cover, as herein
described.

92,675.—Jacob Walbron, Is^orth Creek, N. Y.
—Milk-Safe.—Ji\]j 13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the octagon frame B
6 c, with wire screen on sides and bottom, a series
of shelving, d cf, su])porting-tubes e e, and rods ii,
with the braces C C, and pivoted shelf A, all as
shown and described.

[92,676.—ISrATTTANWASHiiURN, Worcester, Mass.—3fode of Repairing Flumhago Crucibles tised in
Melting Steel.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of a composition, as set
forth, or its equivalent, in the form of a mortar, and
plastering it on the injured crucible, aiid working it

when thereon, so as to expel tl:e air from the said
repairing medium, and bring tlie crucible to its nor
mal or required thickness, and impart to it a smooth
outer surface, as specified.

92,677.—Adam Wkaber, Philadclpbia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Making Molds for Metal Castinqs.—
July 13, 1869.

Claim..—I. Moving at one and the same time both
the sand and tlie pattern to the flaslc l)y the forward
motion of the piston, Avhen tlie said' pattern is at-
taclied iothe piston-head, so as to be withdrawn
from tlie sand by tlic direct return-strokii of the said
piston, all the said parts lieing constructed and ar-
ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses specilied and set forth.

2. In eomblnation Avith the case E and platform A,
aiTauged as described, the two rucks e' e', the piniou

e", the crank e'", and the clutch-blocks e^, the said
parts being arranged and combined to operate to-

gether, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The sijring-extension O of the treadle O', in
combination with the clutch IN", and hand-lever P,
construetecl and arranged substantially as described,
for the purpose of enabling the attendant to inter-
lock the said clutch IST vs'ith the pinion M, as occa-
sion may require, as described.

4. The construction and relative arrangement of
the clutch N, spring O, treadle 0', and piston-rod D',
whereby the said piston-rod, as it reaches its lowest
position, presses the said treadle dowuAvard, and thus
causes the said spring to draw the said clutch out of
connection with the rotating pinion M, substantially
as described.

92,678.—TViLLiAM Weusthoff, Dayton, Ohio.
—Grain-Drill.~Jvi\j 13, 1869.

Claim.—The circular rack E and pinion E, in
combination with tlie wheel-shaft A, substantially
as and for the purpose shown.

92,679.—William Weustiiofp, Dayton, Ohio.
— Grain-Drill.—Jnlj 13, 1869.

Claim.—Suspending the funnel B or its equiva-
lent upon or from the seed-Avheel shaft A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

92,680.—William Weusthofe and Charles
Schmidt, Dayton. Ohio.

—

Seed-Wheel for Grain-
Drill.—J\\\j 13, 1869.

Clavin.— The within-described expansible seed-
wheel, consisting of the sections b b, b', and b', and
disks C and C, all constructed and arranged to ope-
rate substantially as and for the purpose shoAA'u.

92,681.

—

William Weusthoff and Charles
Schmidt, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Seed-Wheel for Seeding-
Machines.—JvAy 13, 1669.

Claim.—1. The cmployinent of the sheet-metal
casing C upon the corrugated surface of the seed-
wheel, substantially as ami for the iiurpose shown.

2. The within- described seed-wheel, consisting of
the grooved wheel and collar B and b, casing and
drum C and D, cylindrical piece E, or its equiva-
lent, and the casing F, all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as shown, and for the pur-
pose described.

92,682.- William C.Whipple, ISTcw Haven,
Conn.

—

Drilling-Madline.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. In combination Avith the threaded
mandrel C and its fixed pulley D, the open nut a, and
its pulley E, of a larg-er diameter than the pulley D,
so as to operate substantially as set forth.

2. In combination Avith the above, the sliding-rod
L, with its trip P, so as to operate the latch H,"sub-
stantially as set forth.

92,683.—Jesse Windward, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Manufacture of Gluefrom the Pith of Horns.
July 13, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The Avithin-described process of pre-
paring the piths of horns, substantial]}- as and for

the purpose described.
2. As ancAv article of manufacture, glue prepared

from the piths of horns, substantially as set forth.

92,684.—Michael Winter, Ncav York, N. Y.—Tobacco- Cutting Machine.— 3\\\\ 13, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie roller G, arrangeu in relation to the
throat-piece E, endless cliain B, and its driver JC,

sulistantially as and for the purpose or i)urposes
hereiu set forth.

92,685.—LUDAVIG Wolff, Cliieago, 111.— /Ij^-

paratus for Rectifying and Flavoring Siilrits.—July
13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A device for flavoring spirits, consist-

ing of u hollow column or cylimlor. A, provided Avith.

a closely fitting cover, E, ami one oi- more jiorfor-

ated baskets I, Avhen constructed and iirr.'ingod to

be operated in connection Avilh a still, substautiully

as herein described.
2. A device for flavoring and refilling spirits, cou-
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sistin£? of a hollow column or cylinder, A, provided
with a closely littiug cover, E, and one or more per-

tbrated baskets I, and one or more rectifying: bas-

kets J, when constructed and arrang-ed to be oper-
ated in connection with a still, substantially as hereiji

described.

92,686.—John P. Zeller, South Bend, Ind.—
Ctdtivator.—Jxilj 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie arrangement of the bar A, sta-

tionary buttons B B, and movable buttons C C, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrang:ement of the bar A, vertical pins a
a, and beams I) D, the latter having: the plow-beams
E E, plows F F, and braces G G-, all substantially as
shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the beams D D, brackets
b &, bars H H, and chain I, all substa^ntially as shown
aud described.

4. The arrang-ement of the brackets c c, bar J,

handle K, arn^s L L, and chains d d, all substantially
as shown and described.

5. Tiie combination of the bar A, buttons B C,

beams D D, plows FF, connecting--barsB[, brackets
cc, bar J, handle K, arms L L, and chains d d, all

constructed and arranged as described, on an ad-

justable carriage, so tliat said carriage may be used
with any other agricultural implement, if properly
constructed, substantially as herein set forth.

92,687.—EODNEY M. Whipple and Augustix
I. Aji])LER, Chicago, 111.

—

Steam Petroleum-Gas
Generating-Apparatus.—July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oil-chamber A, piston C, and steam
space B, so arranged as to use steam for the com-
bined purpose of lieat and pressure, in the manufac-
ture of gas from petroleum, substantially as shown.

2. The generator, as constructed, with a steam
space round the cylinder, when combined "O'ith per-

forated plates and porous substances, substantially
as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The follower C, when nsed Avith a cylinder con-
structed substantially as shown, and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The receiver K, the follower and rod, with the
weights and guides, when used in combination with
a gas-generator, substantially as shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

92,688.—Marcus P. jSTortox, Troy, IST. Y.—
Sand-Staynp.—JvilY 13, 1869 ; antedated June 10,

1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the central frame-

piece A, constructed in one piece, and containing
the recesses G- and D and H, substantially as de-

scribed, with the post-marking device F, and with
the postage-stamp c^nceling-device G, in the man-
ner and for the purposes substantially as herein de-

scribed and set foiih.

2. The arrangement and combination of the oper-

ating-handle B with the central part or piece A, con-
taining the post-marking device F and the postage-
stamp"canceling-die G, iSy means of the connecting-
piece E and ferrule c, substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

3. The arrangement of the post-marking device F
and the postag^e-stamp or caueeliug die G upon the
face or lower part of the central frame-piece A, con-
structed as described, in the manner ajid for the pur-
pose substantially as described and set forth.

92,689.—Daxiel "W. Athertoj^, Detroit, Mich.
— Yelocipede.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the axle A, wheels B
and M, frame C, brake-wheel D. standards E, I, Z,

and m, countershaft F, liullejs G, H, and /, cranks
J, belts g and J, boxes «, reach &, hollow standard c,

brake d, seat e, crank-shaft /i, saddle L, sinlng ^•,

foot-cranks N, guiding-lever ?i, mud-shield O, stepP,
and bar-rest p, when constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as herein described, and so as to be oper-

ated by" one or two persons at the same time, as

herein set forth.

92,690.—Charles S.Bailey, IS'ew York, K". Y.
—Centrifugal Hidling-Mill.—JwXy 20, 1869.

Claim.—I. The huliing-knives or cutters F', con-

strncted with shoulders upon their ends, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and secured ia
radial grooves in the faces of the disks A' B' by the
ring-plates G', substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set fortli.

2. The combination of the shaft iT and magnetic
bars or arms with tlie hopper I, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The revolving cai'rier P Q, constmcted as de-

scribed, in combination with the hopper I, revolving-

tube or cylinder TJ, revolving sliaft B, and disks A'
and B', as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the scraper E' and inter-

nally grooved rimC, with the disks A' B', construct-
ed as herein shown and described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

92,691.—PHI^^;HAS Ball and Bexatah Fitts,
Worcester, Mass.—^ZwicZ-J/efc)-.-July 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The rotating valve H, with its charge
and discharge ports and bevel-gear, substantially as
described.

2. The valve-seat, with its ports w zv, v v, and pas-

sages x^ X- x^ ic*, in combination with the valve H,
and operating substantially as set forth and de-

scribed.
3. The cap m, secnred by soft metal and other

packing, and by cap n and set-screw i, all combined
and arranged and operating as set forth.

4. The disks G G, having projecting pins, in com-
bination with the slotted "connecting-rods F /, the
slots being so formed as to give to the piston
a varying velocity, in proportion to the opening
through the ports, substantially as described.

5. in combination with the cylinders and their

Xnstons, piston-rods, and disks, substantially as
shown, the rotary shaft, so constructed as to receive
its motion from the piston-rods, communicating it to

the valve, substantially as shown and described.

92,692.—Hexry C. Bartlesox, Toledo, Ohio.—
Hemyner for Sewing-MacMnes.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A, provided with the orifice

a, lips h b, toe c, graduated bar f?, elastic spring-

guide I, and the stationary convolute k, attached to

the said graduated bar d, when arranged and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

2. The combination of the foregoing named parts,

consisting of the frame A. with its attachments
sliding within and upon the frame B and its attach-

ments, when arranged and operating substantially

in the manner described, set forth, and shown.

92,693.—Sat^iuelK.Bassett, Galesburgh, 111.

—

Mechanism for Startin'f/ Sewing-Machines.—July 20,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of

slide H, piece F, lever E, arm D, springs R and L,

and plate A, substantially as described, and for the

purpose set forth.

92,694.—C. J. BiLLiXGHURST, McArthnr, Ohio.
—Mounting Pictures.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The block C and the rabbeted frame
D, in combination Avith the adjustable hooks /, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

2. Imparting to the hook / a vertical and a lateral

motion simultliueously, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

3. The wires g. block h, thumb-piece i, and the

vertical piece j, in combination with a machine for

mounting photograph pictm'es, arranged substan-

tially as described.

92,695.—EbexezerBlackmax, ISTorwalk, Conn.
—Lamp-Burner.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The slidiuo;.plate E, provided with athin

piece of leather, and the spring-lever G, when ar-

ranged to operate as herein described, and for the.

Xmrpose set forth.

92,696.—George IsT. Bowmax, Pottsville, Pa.
—Bydrant—JwU 20, 1860.

claim.—1. A hydrant, consisting of a casing, B
C ; a stock, D D', constructed in separable sections,

and provided with a screw-thread, for connection
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with the supply pipe or main ; a valve-chamber, G-,

at the point of connection of its sections ; a screw-
cap, E, a discliarg'C-nozzle, F, and a waste- aperture,
d, a buoyant elastic main valve, H, a waste-slide, M,
and a rod, I. for opening- the main valve and operat-
ing the waste-slide ; all constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the buoyant valve H, the
rod I, constructed with the disk I and stop i, the
button J, spring K, and catch j I, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
pui'pose described.

93,697 Hexry C. Briggs, Kshersville, N. H.,
assignor to D. Authur Brown & Co., same place.

—

Wind-Wheel—Jnlj 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wings, connected with the gov-
ernor, through the medium of the sliding-shaft F,
arranged within the sliaft A, and connected to the
vanes by the adjustable rods E, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with the shaft F and vanes of
the adjustable rods E. substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of 'the vanes C, arms D,
fl.anged head B, and hoop I, substantially as speci-
fied.

92,698.—T. E. C. Brinly, Louisville, Ky.—
PZow.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—^1. The construction of the share or point
E, with its groove or recess e, substantially as and

' for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie helve or standard C, and the mold-boards
D, when so arranged as to be capable of being used
as a furrow-turning xdIow, or as a subsoil-plow, sub-
stantially as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The construction of the mold-board and share,
shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 8, they having- the prolon-
g-ations thereon, as shown, and the thickened por-
tions extending- along the under and upper surface
thereof, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,699.

—

Austin Burt, Detroit, Mich.—Com-
position Core or Form for Making Castings.—July
20, 1869.

Claim..—The employment of lime, in any of its

known forms, as one of the ingredients 'from which
to make cores or forms, for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

92,700. — Trio:MAS B. Carroll, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Fruit and Clothes Brier.—Juij 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cones K K and L L, when con-

structed with the partitions M and the cover Y Z,
and otherwise made and used substantially as here-
in set forth.

2. The revolving dampers a to to b, A^'hen construct-
ed and used substautially as lierein set forth.

3. The combination of the said conesK K and LL,
and the cover Y Z, aiixl the revolving dampers a w
w b, in one device for the purpose, in the way sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

92,701.—Ezra Caswell, Lyons, KY., assignor
to himself and Philip Gakse, Jr., same place.—I'ii&.

—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination Avith the tub A, rab-
beted on its upper edge, the cover B, provided with
the flange b', the rod 13, the eye-bolt E, and its nut,
the supports C, eye-bolt F, nut I, and the bar H, all

ari-anged substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The toggle-bars L N, in combination with the
frame J K M and cover B of the tub, substantially
as and for the ])urpose set forth.

92,702.—W. V. Cecil, Monmouth, 111—Brick-
Kihi.—Ju\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—The, car I, when formed of the two plates
C and D, with cold air space between thorn, in com-
bination with openings a, ledges b, hivers V, and
rodsX, all constructed and arranged as and lor the
purpose herein set forth.

92,703.— Hannah F. Chase, Boston, Mass.—
Tcpetable-MasI<er.—,]u]y 20, 18(i9.

(jlaira.—l. The urrailgcmout of the ribs and the

supporting-disk with the vessel A or the foraminons
bottom thereof, in manner as specified.

2. The bottom supporter, made as described, viz,
of the disk and peripheral and parallel ribs, disposed
as specified, such being for use with the vessel A,
having strainer foraminons bottom, and for use with
an expresser and a masher, or either, as set forth.

92,704.—Edward S. Cheney and George P.
Perry, Providence, H. I.

—

Enameled Hat.—July
20, 18G9.

Claiin.—The improvement in the manufacture of
hats, which consists in the application of a coating
of enameling-compound, substantially as described,
upon a suitable foundation, and developing such
composition by heat, as herein set forth, for the pur-
poses specified.

92,705.—"William Cltssold, Dudbridge "Works
near Stroud. England.

—

Machine for Feeding Wool
<&c., to Carding and other Machines.—July 29, 1869.

'

Claim.—1. The bars B, forming the bottom of the
bos, when moved both longitudinally a,nd vertically,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose here-
in shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the transverse-
ly sliding toothed plate IST, as and for the j)urpose
set forth.

3. The rotating comb H, in combination with a
fixed grid, I, and roller K, and with the moving bars
B, all made and operating substantially as and for
the purpose above set forth.

4. The aiTangeraent of the stripper L and curved
shield I*, with reference to the rotating Isomb H,
and grid I, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

5. The combination of the box A, bars B, toothed,
drum H, grid I, stripper L, roller K, and plates M
N Gr, all arranged and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

92,706.—Ezra Cole, Fairfield, 'M\q\.—Attach-
tncnt for the Ends of Sioingle- Trees.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The cock-eye or hook, when constructed
in the manner and for the j)urposes set forth.

92,707.—EOBERT Conarroe, Camden, Ohio, as-
signor to himself, Howard Young, William Ken-
worthy, Jesse Jacoby, and David J. T. Smyers,
same place.

—

Ditching-Machine.—July 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the caster-wheel,
elevators, driving-wheels, and framing, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the journals of the chain-
wheel &, and suspending-frame in elongated bear-
ings, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the suspending'-arras 7i, k,

trough, and shaft, i, all substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the draught-rod Z with the
tongue, substantially as specified.

92,708.

—

Egbert P. Croasdat.e and Peter
Rink, Reaville, oST. J.

—

Adjustable Step-Ladder.—
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable step-ladder, which con-
sists of the steps A A, of which each has two pairs
of tenons, of the double side-bars B C, slotted brace-
frame I), up and down adjustable cross-bar b, and
connecting-rod E, all combined and arranged sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

92,709.—Elon C. Denio and Georoe K. Bab-
cock, New Hartford, N. Y.

—

Construction of /Spa-

ding and other Forks.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The raised pi'ojection upon the back or
resisting part of a forlc or hook, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

92,710.—John Doyle, Uoboken, N. J.—Cur-
tain-Fixture.—July 2{), 18()9.

Claim.—The shell or case A, provided with the

two parallel fianchos b b, having tlio space or open-
ing c between them, and pvoAidod with inelin(>d

outer edges, in combination with tlio slide ]i, titled

within tlie shell or cas(\ the caj) h, and the sennv </,

all arranged ti> operate substanlially in the miuiuer
as and for the purpose sot forth.
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92,711—C. K. Edwauds, New Tork, ]Sr. Y —
Bange.—Jnly 20, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the fire-pot A, for
adjustment relatively to tlie front and rear of the
range, and tiie adjustable damx^ers B C, all substan-
tialir as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the cooking-range here-
in described, of the radiators G H and heating-cham-
bers I K, all substantially as specified.

92,712.-—Hexrt Faujier, Pontiac, Mich.—Po-
tato-JDigger.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rake-head T,
pivoted in the endless chains TJ, -with the guides Y,
and hinged gnide-rods W, -norking on suitable drums,
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination -with the above, the shaft P,
rotated by the traction-wheel, through its ratchet c,.

engaging Tvith the pawl h of the spur-wheel O, rota-
ting the pinion p of said shaft, through the interme-
diate gear^', hung in the forked lever q, the shaft E
rotating in the vibratiug-frame S, and cariwing the
di-ums r, rotated by the endless chains TJ, from the
drums Q, on the shaft P, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

3. The arrangement of the rock-shaft !F, the arms
/, the axles G, the gauge-Avheels H, the lever I, and
the quadrant i, as'and for the purpose above de-
scribed.

4. The combination and aiTangement ofthe tongue
J, the chain k, the hounds K, tlie drum L, the siraft

M, the pawl -lever ]Sr. the ratchet I, and the spring-
pawl m, as and for the purpose above mentioned.

5. In combination with the foregoing parts, the
frame A, axle E, traction-wheels C, seat-fi-ame D,
and grated shovel E, whe.n constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein described, luid
for the x^urposes specified.

92,713.—jr. E,. EiXLEY. Deli^hi.lnd.—Harvester-
Eake.—Jnlj 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotating band A, with the upright
studs F, in combination with the bell-crank H, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The bell-crank or elbow lever H, in combina-
tion with the gaveling-attachment L, with its slot-

ted crank K and axis-bar M.

92,714.—T7ILLTAM J. FuxK, Portland, Oreg.,
assignor to himself and Hakrisox B. Oatmax, same
I>lace.

—

Coriibined Harroio and Cultivator.—Jvlj 20,
1869.

Claim.—1. The cultivator and harrow frame B. as
constructed and arranged, in combination with the
main frame A.

2. The toggles ~K, in combination with crank E,
levers E and E, and rods J J.

3. In combination with the cultivator and harrow
frame, cultivator and harrow teeth, the latches P,
for the purposes specified.

4. In combination, the frame B, frame A, toggles
K, crank-rods E, levers E and F, rods J J, lever H,
rod J', and latches P, aU as constructed and ar-
ranged.

92,715.— Peter Gardner. Gloucestershu-e,
England, assignor to himself, D. E. Athertox, and
E. A. VAX Cise. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.— C'Zoi/jes

Pin or Clamp.—Jnlr 20, 1869.
Claim.—The conical tubular slotted clothes fast-

ener or pin, constructed, applied, and operated as
herein described.

92,716.—-.Iames Gargett, Alma, 'M.ich.—MetJwd
of Hanging Beciprocating-Saios.—duly 20, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable radins-bars 'H, herein de-
scribed, in combination with the rock-shaft I and
slotted pitman E, when all these parts are aiTanged,
constructed, and operating as and for the pm'xjose
above set forth.

92,717.—George D. Gillett, Meridian, X. Y.
—Harness Saddle-Tree.-July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The herein described saddle-tree for har-
ness, composed of the x^art A, cast with lugs a a, a'

a', the crupper-loop T>, and check-rein hook C. hav-
ing dovetailed shanks, and the pait B, all seem-ed to-

gether by means of screws e e, and constructed and
arranged substantially as shown and described.

92,718.-George W. Glass, E'ew Brighton,
Pa.—iyecior.-.July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pipes b and c,

so arranged as to be used for the purpose of forcing,
blowins:, or ejecting liquids from wells, ships, or
other place, as herein described and set forth.

2. The ejector, composed of the pipes h and c, the
lower end of pipe b entering within the coniformed
mouth of the pipe c, substantially as herein de-
sciibed.

3. The construction and combination for immers-
ing in oil or water, in weUs or other place, the lower
end of pipes arranged so that, by the use of steam or
air forced down one pipe, liquids will be forced up
the other, substantially upon the princix)le as herein
described and set forth.

92,719.—E. A. GoODES, Philadelphia, assignor
to himself, S. F. Mathews, and W. Mathews,"Me-
chaniesburgh, Pa.

—

Harroio.—July 20. 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the bars A B and

truck, when aiTanged substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the bars A B, of the
hooks H and clamping-bar G, when arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

92,720.—Lewis Graxger and Luke PniLLirs,
Memphis, Mich.

—

Have-Trough Former.—•July 20,

1869.

Claim.—The adjustable plate or bar F, in combi-
nation with the dies B and D and header C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

92,721.—Thoiias Hagax. Eochester, Ta.—Lock-
Nut.—July 20,1869.

Claim.—A screw-nut, provided with recesses or
chambers for keys, said recesses or chambers and
keys being so arranged with relation to the openings
of the nut as to secure it on the bolt through the
medium of keys, as herein described.

92,722.

—

Charles Heptoxstall, Providence,
E. I., assignor to Orville PECKHAii. trustee ; and
Orville Peckham, trustee, assiguor to C. Heptox-
stall, Pardox M. Stoxe, and Joxathax Botb,
same place.

—

Loom for Weaving Irregular Fabrics.
—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with "take-up" roll-

ers I and J, and vibrating pawl-levers X, of the
intermediate worm-gears a, aiTt^nged and operating
substantially as described.

2. The combination, substantially as specified, of
the warp-weighted "let-off"' apparatus with the
"take-up" apparatus, constructed and operating as
described, whereby the two mechanisms are made
to work in more complete harmony with each other
'in the organized loom.

92,723.—L. B. HoiT, Cedar Falls, Iowa, and
Matthew Laflix, Chicago, 111., said Hoit having
assi»-ned his right to said Lafldv.—Harvester.—July
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscillating shoe C, constructed
with partitions H H and recess K. and provided
with the curved rods D and braces E E, substantially

in the manner and for the purx^ose set forth.

2. The connecting lock-joint formed by the cylin-

drical pin I, and hooked end of finger-bar J, con-

structed to operate in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

3. Giving a reciprocating motion to the sickle

while in diiierent positions, by means of the combi-
nation of the cam or eccentric wheel A, pivoted lever

F, rod L, jointed to lever F. in the manner described,

and connected to the sickle-bar by the head N, sub-

stantially in the manner described.

92,724.—William J. Hortox, Ifewburgh, as-

signor to himself and JoPix S. Xapier, Mount Hope,
Ala.—Cotton-Gin Eib.—Jnly 20, 1869.

Claim.—The cotton-gin rib, provided with a plate,

B. wliich has a recess, b, on each side, substantially

as and for the pm-pose herein shown and described.
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92,725.—GrARDNER HowLAND, Brunswick, and
Elias T. Foku, Stillwater, N. Y.—Faucet-Plug.—
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a plug
for a faucet, consisting of a loop, C, oi wrought metal,
and part B, of cast metal, both constructed as de-

scribed, when the laart B is cast upon said loop, as

set forth.

92,726. — Daniel Husset, Lowell, Mass.

—

Method of JJa-nging Shafting.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rail g, in combination with the
shaft p, when arranged substantially as described,
and for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the rail g, the stands c c,

arranged and operating as described and specified.

3. The arrangement and construction of the slid-

ing hanger i, -when used in connection with the rail

g, as described and specified.

4. In combination with the sliding hanger g^ the
movable foot h, when operating as "described and
specified.

92,727 George W. C. Jarvis and Charles
Graves, Lapeer, Mich.— Portable Picket-Fence.—
July 20, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the rails A, inclin-
ing toward each other in each panel, the pickets B,
nailed to said rails, the connecting-pins C, and the
supporting-stakes t), constructed and operating as
above described.

92,728

—

John B. Johnson, Eock Island, 111.—
Corn-Planter.—J\\\j 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The slide g, having the jJlates 7i, t, and

u attached thereto, and arranged to operate in con-
nection with the plate j, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the treadles c, rock-shaft
d, with the arms d', and pendants or levers /attach-
ed, and the seed-slides g, all arranged to operate as
herein set fortli.

3. The combination of the remoA'able plate j, held
in position by the lugs p, and the detachable hox)pers
n, secured by the hooks o, whereby all the parts may
be readily detached or replaced, as set forth.

92,729.—August Wilhelm Kientopf, Oak-
land, Ga\.— Watch-Wheel iToJrfer.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved tool herein described, its

constituent parts beijig constructed and fitted to-

gether as and for the purpose specified.

92,730.—Marcus D. Kirk and William H.
Belknap, Sturgis, Miiih.—Fishing-Jack.—J \x\j 20,
1869.

Claim.—The burner, consisting of the plates 1 1',

cylinder V, spring P, and nut JST, in combination
with the pipes D JS E C, stop-cock G, and reservoir
A, as described.

92,731.— William Koch and George Koch,
Cass, Ph.—Shelving for Stores.—Jn\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the shelving in section C,
provided with friction-wheels D and E, either or
both, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

92,732.—Joseph B. Koon, Aurclius, assignor
to Alden & Co.. assignors to Geokge J. Lejcm-
WOKTII, Aubnrn, "N". Y.—Jlorse-Ilake.—July 20, 18()9.

Claim,.—The relative arrangemciit of the guard-
board C to the teeth and axle of the rake, and tlio

method for fastening the same, as represented and
described.

92,733.—George B. Lothrop, Boston, Mass.—
Door-Knob.—J\i\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie improved door-handle, as made with
its head B and shank A, arranged as set forth, and
with the recess c in the head, and tlie passage b in
the shank for the reception of tho metal <?, when cast
iuto them, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,734.—David Lown, Poughkcepsie, N. Y —
Butter-Tuh.—J\\\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie fastening for the lid D. comjiosed of
tUo two parts B C, OJic of said parts, B, having two

fixed lips, 6 c, the former of which, &, projects out-
ward, and the other, c, inward over the lid, the part
C also having a fised outwardly projecting lip, h',

and a latch/, with a pivoted button, h\ underneatli

;

the above-named parts being arranged and combined
with a butter-tub and its licl, substantially as hereiu
shoAvn and described.

92.735.— Stephen Mapes, Buffalo, IsT. T.—
Thrashing-Machine.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The segments H H', and racks E E',

.or their equivalents, when arranged and connected
together so as to be simultaneously actuated by a
single lever, for adjusting the concave, substantially
as set forth.

2. In combination with the two pairs of segments
H H', and shafts 1 1', the arm J, lever K, and con-
necting-rod L, operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The manner of adjusting the connecting-rod L,
so as to enable the concave to be eccentrically ad-
justed by a movement of the lever K, substantially
as set forth.

4. Hinging the grain-rack P, and connecting it

with the adjustable concave by means of the rod and
roller r, and slotted bars t, as herein set forth.

5. Making the sides of the teeth of the cylinder
and concave with a uniform taper, when combined
and operating with an adjustable concave, in the
manner and for the purpose sho^^-n and described.

6. Constructing the feed-table T^itli the curve or
bend x, as sliown, and so arrange.d as to cause the
grain, before it reaches the cylinder, to assume the
proper inclination for passing between it and the
concave, as herein set forth.

92.736. — T. M. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to the Anthracite Euel Manufacturing
Company, Philadelphia. — Process and Apparatus
for Tjtilizing the Waste Coal of Mines.—July 20,
1869.

Claim.—The process described, the same consist-

ing in intimately mixing tlie purified waste coal and
the agglutinating or resinous matter together iu a
hot state, condensing the same into solid lumps, and
finally depriving the said lamps of their volatile and
odorous matter, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

92.737. — T.M. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to the Anthracite Fuel Manufa.cturing
Company, Philadelphia.

—

Drying and Baking Ap-
paratus for Preparing Fuelfrom Waste Coal.—July
20, 1869."

Claim.—1. The heat-generating furnaces A A',
the hot-air and gas-consuming chamber B, and tho
drying and baking ovens E E', the said parts being
constructed, arranged, and inclosed together within
suitable walls, D D, and operating togetiiey, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. TVlien used in connection with a drying and
baking oven, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose described, a
railway-car, E, having its containing body and its

platforms made of perforated plate-iron or coarse
woven wire, substantially as and for the purpose do-
scribed.

92,738.—T. M. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to the Anthuacite Fuel Manufactur-
ing Company, Pliiladelphia.— Mixing-Apparatus
for Preparing Waste Coal for Fuel.— July 20,

1869.

Claim.—1. The mixing-vessel B, in combination
with a surrounding steaiu-jacket. A, opening into
tho vessel B, tlirough tlie series of smtill p/crforations

3 3, in tho sides of tlio said vessels, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. In oombination Avitli the vossel B, and the

steam-jacket A, comimmicatiiig therewitli, as do-

scribe(l, tho series of armed shafts C C C C, arranged
and operating together simultaneously, as and for

tho purpose described.
3. In conibination with tho anUvS e' c' of tho rotary

shafts C C, tlie pointed. Hat, and vortical projections

or fingers 2 2, arranged to operate substuutiaUy aa
and for tho purpose describod.
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92, '?^39.—Robert Moore, Oswego, IS. Y.—Ar-
tificial Leg.—Ju.\x 20, 1869.

" Claim.—The lever I, with the spiral spring H,
and circular spring E., and "wheel J, and hinge L,
when connected with the foot, as stated, and com-
bined and connected together substantially as stated,
and for the purpose described.

92,740.—George W. Morrill, Sterling, HI.—
Spring Bed-Bottom.—July -20, 1869.

Claim,. — Improved elastic, flexible, and adjust-
able bed-bottom, composed of slats C C, united in
pairs by central blocks D, carrying elastic loops or
rings, to receive the movable ends of the short
levers F, whose fidcrmii ends rest upon the bedstead-
frame, and by intermediate bearing-blocks E, bear-
ing upon said levers, when these "double slats are
united in a series, by transverse flexible bands G,
secured thereto and to the bedstead-frame, all sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

92,741.—Howell Mulford, Philadelphia, Pa.—Propelling-Apparatus.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
oonnectiug-rod D. the double-crank gearings B and
E, witli the paddle-shafts I and K, provided with
gaddles s s, the whole operated as and for the pur-
poses substantially as described.

92,742 T. Prod. Myers, Palatine, "W. Va.—
Stock Shed and RacJc.—J\i\\ 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted roof-
pilates G G with the wall- plates H H, cords i and I,

all arranged and operating as described, to be ad-
justed as specified.

2. The sheep-rack, supported on a head. A, which
is, by means of inclined bars a a, connected with the
runners B B, as described, and which carries the
troughs E, as specified, aU made and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

92,743.—tT-OiES H. ISTewtox, Holyoke, Mass.

—

Imitation Fabric of Paper Cloth.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—As a new article of manufacture, a paper-
cloth material, in which the cloth surface is stamped
in imitation of linen or other woven material, sub-
stantially in the manner herein described.

92,744.—Joshua G.-iI^ickerson, Boston, Mass.
—Fertilizer from Sea-Weed.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The process, as described, of prepar-
ing the algae or sea-weed for being mixed with "one
oj" more other fertilizers.

2. The mixing of it, so prepared, with one or more
animal, mineral, or vegetable matters, known as
fertilizers, and subsequently grinding the whole to-
gether in a grinding-miil, the whole being productive
of an improved article of manufacture, for use as a
fertilizer.

.3. The new manufacture or fertilizer, as made, in
Eianjier as set forth.

92,745.—"William I. Page, Boston, Mass.

—

Water- Closet—July 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the hooked or bent arm ./T and the weight and arm or
weighted arm e, with the valve-stem d, the cock of
the supply-conduit of a water-closet, and with the
seat hinged to the body supporter or frame, as de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement and combination of the two
stops h i, with the hooked and bent arm /, and the
weight and arm, or weighted arm e. when applied to
the valve of the cock of a water-closet supply-pipe,
and arranged with the seat B, hingedtoits"frame A,
as described.

92,746.—ZadockPangborn, Algonac, assignor
to George Clark, ^illia^i P. Campbell, and^Ax-
drew H. Mills, Detroit, Mich.

—

Alarm, for Sailing-
Vessels.—July 20, 1S69.
Claim.^-The arrangement of the bellows A, head

B, ears C, pitmen D, arms E, rock-shaft E. lever G,
guide-s H, fixed cylinder I, frame J, flexible reser-

voir K, pipes L, head M, ears IST, guiding-rods O,
toRow-standanls P, and coil-springs B, or their

eq.uivalents, with any .suitable whistles or horns, the

whole combined and operating substantially as
shown and for the purposes described.

92,747.—Charles Parkix and Sa^iuel Treth-
evvey, Allcffhenv County, Pa.

—

Tempering Steel
Cat:ti-ags.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. In tempering rolls or other articles

made of steel, inclosing the iDart or parts to be pre-
served from the action of the tempering agent by a
metallic cap placed on each, so as to make a water-
tight join.t at its base, substantially as above set

forth.

2. In the process of tempering the body of a steel

roll, the use of caps c, having outwardly projecting
flanges c^ and so made that their bases can be drawn
tiglitly against the ends of the body a of the roll,

with or without interposed packing, substantially as
above set forth.

92,748.—Thomas Eamsden, Allegheny City,

and Henry M. Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Valve-Cock.
—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Guiding-ribs e, in any desirable num-
ber, on the sides of a loose disk-valve, or on the sides

of that part of the valve-shell through which the
valve plays, substantially as and for the purposes
above set forth.

2. The arrangement of long screw-threads on the
center-piece, and in the valve-shell of a disk-valve,

in connection witii threads on the stem and in the
center-piece, so combined that, by a partial unscrew-
ing of the center-x)iece out of the shell, the stem-
thread may be screwed out of the center-piece, and
the valve be rotated freely, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth

.

3. A head, n, on the end of the valve-stem, in com-
bination with a correspondingly shaped recess in the

bottom of the valve-cup, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. A valve, a', attached by a lock:-nut. o, to a stem,
cZ, having the rim m, projecting above the upper face

of the lock-nut o, and groun'd, so as to operate, in

connection with the center-piece, to form a steam-
tight joint, substantially m the manner and for the
piu"pose8 set forth.

92,749.—Bexjamen Eeajier and Corxelius
Yax Derzee, Albany, IsT. Y.—Potato-iyigger.—July
20, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the frame of a potato-

digger, consisting of the front side-pieces or levers

G,"with their arms G', and whose center of motion
is in the center of the axle P. in combination with
links E, H, and I, and levers F and K. substantially

as and for the pm'poses herein shown and described.

92,750.—Lymax Robin^sox, Matteawan, IsT. Y.,

assignor to Johx Falcoxer, same place.

—

Machine
for Crossing Fibers in Forming Bats for Felting.—
julv 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The improved method of crossing the

fiber of felts, bats, &c., by means of laying-rollers,

arranged to work to and fro across the main portion

of the fabric, moving perpendicularly to the move-
ment of the said rollers, over a ta.ble, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with a table, B, of the laying-

rollers E and E', arranged to have a to and fro mo-
tion over the same, and to change their po-sitions at

the end of each movement, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the laying-rollers, pivot-

ed to the slides F^, of the stops K and K', substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.
4. 'The combination, with the slides F, carrying

the laying-rollers, of the rack F^ and the system of

chang-e-gearing, and the means for changing it, sub-

stantiaUy as and for the purpose described.

92,751.—Johx Eogers and Laurexce Ekid,

Brooklvn, IST. Y.

—

Treating and Pevivifying Bone-
Blaek.-^uly 20, 1869 ;

patented in England April 1,

1869.
Claim.—1. The process herein described of neu-

tralizing the excess of lime in bone-black resulting

from its previous use in the refining of sirups and
sugar, bv first digesting or steeping it in a solution

of superphosphate of lime or phosphoric acid, as do-
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. scribed, and afterward subjecting it to the process of

calcination, for the purposes set forth.

2. The process herein described of removing- ex-

cess of organic matters in bone-black, resulting from
its previous use in the refining of sirups and sugar,

by steeping it in a solution of nitrate of ammonia,
as described, and afterward subjecting it to the pro-

cess of calcination, for the purposes set forth.

3. The combined processes herein described,

whereby previously exhausted bone-black is ren-

dered capable of again neutralizing and absorbing
both the free lime and organic matters contained
in but foreign to the raw sugars and sirups being
refined, or in the matters used for theii- defecation,

as set forth.

93,752.—Mitchell A. Salomons, Boston, Mass.
—Boiler-Flue Scrajyer.—Jnly 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the jaws a h with
their enlargement 5 6, and lips or flanges c c, ar-

ranged substantially as described.
2. The combination of the circular plate or washer

g and rod /, with tlie jaws a b and flanges c c, sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,753.—Cyrus Sanborn, Chichester, IST. H.,
assignor to himself and Benjamin F. Leavitt, same
place.

—

Railroad- Car Heater.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—An improved stove, divided into two
compartments, A and B, by the double-walled par-

tition C, and provided with a water-reservoir, D, and
the pivoted plates or valves E G, said parts being
constructed and operating in connection with each
other substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

93,754.—P. A. ScHANCK, Matawan, N. J. as-

signor to himself and E,. L. Merritt, Boston, Mass.
—Dtist-Pan.—Julj 20, 1869.

Claim.—The strengthening-plateA B, in combiria-
tiou with plate C and lugs C, as shown and de-
scjibed.

93,755.—Bronson Schoonmaker, Plainwell,
Mich.—Ladder.—Ju\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ladders BB, pro-
vided with brace-bars F F and bands g g, witli the
platform A, pi'ovided with standards C C, lever D,
and arms e e, an-anged and operating as above spe-
cified.

93,756.—Lyman Sherv^ood, Springfield, 111.—
Spading-Maddne.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spading-macliine, constructed and
an'anged with the revolving-cylinder A, stationary
shaft B, frame C, spades 1), shank and toggles a,

fingers h. studs c, grooved wheel E, studs d, slots ee,

substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The stationary grooved wheels E, constructed
and arranged with the studs d and slots e e, substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination of the spades D, shank and
toggles a, with the revolving cylinder A, arranged
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. The combination of the shank and toggles a,

fingers b, and studs c, with the grooved wheel E,
studs d, and slots e e, for the purpose of creating the
semi-revolution of the spades D, substantially in the
manner herein described.

93,757.— Korert Sim, 'Ra])lGS.—Co7nposition
for Freventing the Fouling of Shijjs' Bottoms.—July
20, 1869

;
patented in England August 12, 1868.

Claim.. — I. The combination, in such composi-
tions, of compouinls or mixtures of iodine and mer-
cury, by preference, the red iodide of mercury, as
herein described.

2. The compound, consisting of red iodide of mer-
cury, rod lead, boiled linseed-oil, and turpentine, as
herein described.

93,758.—nAULow C. Smith, Washington, D. C.—Spring-Cliair.—J K\\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—In coralunatioii Avith the f(u-e-fect of a.

chair, the Bprings B, liinged substantially us set forth.

93,759.—J. B. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.—Shoul
der-Support.—July 20, 1869.

Claiin. — 1. A shoulder-support, made substan-
tially as described.

2. A shoulder-support, with the abdominal sup-
porter E, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

93,760.—Adam Storck, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Or-
g ayi-Action.—Jiilj 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A melodeon or organ action, provided.
with tvt'o reeds or pipes for each key, and separate
connections E G-, so adjustable that either one of
them may be actod on by the key to which they be-
long, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The cam-cylinder I/, constructed and operat-
ing in combination with the frames H, substantially
as described, for the purpose stated.

3. The frames H. employed to hold the valve-rods
E G-, of two sets of reeds, in the requisite positions,
and bring either one into connection with its key, B,
as described, by the action of a cam-cylinder, I, or
any other suitable mechanism.

4. The combination of the ring K, spring g, and
treadle, with the ring M, springs i, and disk J, of
theroher I, all arrang-ed and operating substantially
as herein shown and'deseribed.

5. The valve-rods F and G-, of an organ or melo-
deon action, v.'hen supported, in pairs, by adjustable
frames, substantially as lierein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

93,761.—Stephen P. M. Tasker and Egbert
BuiGGS, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Apparatusfor Drawing
Tube-Skelps.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jjermanent or fixed mandrel, in
combination with two penuanent and fixed dies,

whose upper edges are sei^arated longitudinally, so
that the tongs can be passed along and between
them, to lay hold upon the skelp, substantially as
described.

2. The slot or groove along the mandrel, in which
the lower bit or jaw of the tongs can pass, while the
end of the skelp, to which the tongs are attached, is

passing the dies, substantialiy asdesciibed.
3. The pin or carrrier for supporting the nose or

end of the tongs while passing along the dies, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The flanges or sliding surfaces F F, formed
upon the dies or independent of them, upon which
the pin, or its equivalent mechanical device, can be
made to move, substantially as described.

03,763.—John F. Thomas, Eion, K. Y.—Horse
iJay-l^or/c—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. So arranging the tri])ping-bar in re-

lation to the locking-lever, that the trip may bo
thrown over the locking-lever before the fork is

closed, substantialiy asandfor the purpose specified.
2. The combination of guard o with trip i and

tripping-bar d, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the divided tine a, toggle-
joint b and c, tripping-bar d, locking lever b', and
trip i, substantially as and for the purpose hereia
specified.

93,763.— John H. Tuttle, East Hampton,
Mass.

—

Manufacture ofBxibber Balls.—July 20, 1869.
Claim.—As anew article of manufacture, rubber

balls made Irom pulverized rubber Waste, without
the necessity of admixture with pure rubber or gutta-
percha, by introducing said waste niulor pressure
into molds, which are afterward subjected to heat,
as specified.

93,764.— John H. Tuttle, East Hampton,
Mass. — Froce.iS of Treating Vulcanized liubhcr-
Thread TFa.vie.—July 20, ]8f.9.

Claim. —The application of ground vulcanized
rubber-thread waste, without the necessity of being
mixed with purerubl)eror gutta-perelia, totlioinnnu-
I'acture of molded and other articles, by subjecting tho
said ground waste to pressure and licat, as specified.

93,765 Jonathan Walton. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
assignor to Victor E. Mauceij, Now York City.—
Lithographic Fress.—July 20, 1669.
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Claim.—1. The slotted or perforated tubes D C B,
arranged one within the other, and made adjustable,

to reii'nlate the flovr of water through them, substan-
stantialh' as herein sliown and described.

2. Tlio tube B, when provided Vv'itli slots or rows
of apertures, which have V-shaped sides, substan-
tially as lierein shown and described, to adjust the
flow of water to the length of stone, as set forth.

3. The handles a b of the tubes C I), when ar-

ranged to serve as pointers, and also to lock the
tubes iu the various positions, substantially as here-
in shown and described.

92,780.—Abel Whitlock, Danbury, Conn.-
JvamiP- C/iimne?/.—July 20,18G9.

Claim... —A lamp-chimney, constructed substan-
tially as herein described and shown, and for the
purposes set forth.

9S,7G7.—Abel Whitlock, Danburv, Conn.—
Saw-Fmmc.—J\\\j 20, 1869.

Claim:— The saw-frame A, provided with the
hinge H and tension-arms K K, where all the parts
are constructed and arranged to operate as described.

92,768 William WOELEY, Newark, W. Ya.—
Implement.—July 20, 1860.

Clcbhn.—The improved implement, consisting of
the large nail-elaw B, recess B', plat<^--lifter C, ham-
mer D, tack-claw E, and pot-lifting hook J?, all con-
structed and arranged as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

92,769. — James M. Toungblood, St. Louis,

Mo., assignor for one-half to A. J. P. Gakesche.—
Stomach-Pump.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The pump A, its perforated tube B, and
the covering-tube C, with its attaching-brauches(7,g',

combined substantially as and for the i^urpose set

forth.

93,770.—Hexuy "W. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Brick-Kiln.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The arrangement in a brick-kiln, of
furnaces, with jets of steam discharging into the fur-

naces, both above and below the fires, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the furnaces C C, arrang-
ed iu tiers in front of the several burning compart-
ments B B^ B-, &.C. , the furnaces H, placed in the
sides of the kiln, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The kiln, when constructed with the side walls
E', converging- from front to rear, and also with a
rear pigeon-hole wall, substantially as set forth.

4. The wall F, when constructed of a tight parti-

tion, F^, and a series of perforated walls, F^ F^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The construction and arrangement, with rela-

vtiou to each other, of the walls F^ and F^, so that the
solid portions of each shall stand opposite to the per-
forations of the other, substantially in the manner
set forth.

6. The arrangement ofthe compartments B, B^ B^,
and B^, and flues I, P, and flues under theheartii K,
as shown, and dainpers !N", N^, &c., and O 0', sub-
stantially as set forth.

7. The combiuatiou of a kiln or kilns, and hearth
K, under which the draught is made to pass, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set Ibrth.

8. The chimneys M M', constructed as described,
arranged to serve not only as uptakes for the kilns,
but also to form bulklieads between the furnaces, and
also bntti-esses, to support the inner walls A, substan-
tially as set forth.

9. 'The arrangement within the flue, imder the
hearth, of steam'jets G^ and Gr*^, to discharge jets of
steam in either direction, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

10. The combination of a series of kilns with inter-
communicating flues, and a series of steam jets, for
carrying the surplus heat from one kiln into "another
for utilization, substantially in the manner set forth.

11. The combination, in a kiln, substantially as de-
scribed, of a burning-chamber, as shown, 'and a
draught-chamber formed in rear thereof, between the
solid wall F^ and pigeon-hole wall pi, sul)Siantially

n the manner and for the purpose set forth.

12. The pigeon-hole wall A^ and partitions A^, ar-
ranged in relation to the front wall and furnaces, sub-
stantially as set forth.

13. The arrangement, in connection with the fur-

naces of a kiln, of a steam-generator, so that the same
fire which burns the brick shall generate the steam,
vdien combined with the series of pipes to conduct
the steam from said generator, and discharge it into
the series of furnaces and flues, substantially in the
manner set forth.

14. In combination with two tiers or sets of fur-

naces, as herein shown, the interposed partitions A^,
to form subdivisions of the draught-chamber, to pre-
vent the interference of one furnace or set of fur-

naces with another, substantially as set forth.

1.5. The burning-chambers of' a kiln, constructed
with converging side-walls, and having also commu-
nicating flues, through which the beat is conducted
from the rear of one chamber, passing thence into the
rear of another burning-chanabcr, to escape at the
combustion-end of said last-named chamber, substan-
tially as set forth.

16. The rear partition wall or walls, constructed
with pigeon-holes, increasing in diameter, in series,

from bottom to top, substantially as and for the pur-
XDOse set forth.

92,771.—Thomas Adams, Hudson City, 1!^. J.,

assignor to Mauy A. Van Alen, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Lamp-Burner

.

—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dividing-plate /i, introduced with-
in the Avick-tube, and acting to separate and guide
the wick or wicks, substantially as set forth.

.

2. The chimney-holder g and tapering sleeve g', in
combination with the cone k, to allow the chimney
and holder to be removed from the argand burner,
substantially as set forth.

92,772.—John Aheaux, Baltimore, M.^.—Flant-
Protector Attachment to Plows.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. As an article of manufacture, an inde-

pendent plant-guard. A, connected to a socket, B,
which can be fastened upon the edge of a plo"^' mold-
board, substantiallv as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the parts A B, s, h, C, c o,

constructed to oi^erate in connection Avith each other,

substantially in the manner and foi- the purposes
specified.
"3. In a dcAdce having a guard-plate. A, and a
socket, B, for the purposes referred to, making the
guard-j)late adjustable toward and from the mold-
board, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

92,773.—F. A. Akchibald, Concord, x^. C—
Land Level and Pleasure.—July 20, 1869 ; antedated
July 15, 1869.

Claim-.—The hinged legs AB, provided with feet

G- (t, pivoted- theret'b, in combination with the pivot-

ed cross-bars D F and slotted piece IT, having the

scale S on its outer surface, aF arran,ged, construct-

ed, and operated m the manne.' and for the purpose
set forth.

92,774.—Joshua AsHTON, Red Wing, Minn.—
Fanning-Mill.—Jwly 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the opening and
the adjusting slide on the part G of tlie hopper, the

shoe H, and distributing-board I, all substantially as

specified.

2. The sieve-shoe, suspended by the elastic metal-

lic bands K, when arranged substantially as speci-

fied.

3. The improved sheet-metal sieves, provided with
orifices L, formed substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the shoe in two parts, M
and I:T, when the part IST is hinged an.d suspended by
thumb-screw P, substantially as specified.

5. Tlie adjustable slide TJ, arranged between the

final sieve and the upper sieves, substantially as and
for the pm'pose specifir 1.

92,775.—James L. Baldavix, Troy, Ta.—Ploio-
Beam Clevis-Attachment.- July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a rubber block, B, or

equivalent, Avith the mortised forward part of the

plow-beam, to sustain the draught of the clevis-pin

or bolt, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose set forth.
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9'2,77G.—0. W. Bean, rarmin,2;ton, Texas.—
Machine for Breaking and Scouring Rides.—July 20,

1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination of tlie endless belt B,
roller.s C and G, beater-roller E, and apron H, all

substantially as specified.

93,777.

—

Timothy Beaudky, Levis, Canada,—
Saw-Mill.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie method herein described of oper-

ating a series or gang of saws, without the use of

gates or devices for straining them.
2. The chain-carriage v, in combination with the

pressure-rollers t and s, vpben. constructed and ar-

ranged to ojierate substantially as described, and for

the purpose specified.

3. The buckle &, to which saws a are attached, in

combination with ihe cross-head i and pitman c, when
constructed to operate as described, and for the pui--

Xiose specified.

4. The strengthening-rod u, attached to the bar
D, in combination with the gauge r, when used as

and for the purpose set forth.

92,778 S. "W. Bennett, Jr., Monroe, La.—
Srick-Maclnne.—Jn\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—The brick-press, with the gearing E E,
shaft Gr, crank H, and slides I and L, constructed
and arranged as described, and to operate in combi-
nation with the roller J and scraper JL, in tlie manner
and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

93,779.—Geokge Benns, Eockford, 111.

—

Camp-
Stove.- July 20, 1869.

Claim:—The stove described, consisting of the
cylinder A, constructed as described, grate B, and
funnel C, the -^vhole being combined and arranged as
and for the purpose set forth.

92,780.—H. C. Eeshler, Berrysburgh, Pa.—
Corn- Planter.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dropping-cylinders H, when made
adjustaljle upon the axle B, and provided near one
end with a continuous row of recesses, and near the
opposite end with groups of recesses, wherel)y said

cylinders are adapted to drop the seeds from the
hoppers, either in hills or in continuous rows, as

herein set forth and shown.
2. An improved corn-planter, formed by the com-

bination of the wheels A, axle B, dropping-cylinders
H, hopjier E, spouts I, conductor-tubes J, hollow
standards K, double mold-board plows L, hinged
covering-plows M ')ii', plow-beams ]Sr, adjustable
braces O, and rod P, provided with the loops P' and
lever Q, said parts being constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

92,781.—Bentley C. Bibb, Baltimore, Md.—
Fire-Flace Heater.—July 20, 1869.

Claim. — A movable cvaporating-vessel and a
movable screen, combined and applied to the top of

a heater, substantially as described.

93,782.—EoMiNicus L. Bollerman and Eicii-

Auu J^)OrjJCimAN, l^few York, JST. Y.

—

Device for
Cloning Bottles and Pipes.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The com])ination of the side tube E, cap
E, and slidiag-plunger E, with the fixed socket 15

and its flexible lining A, all constructed and ar-

ranged as shown and described.

92,783.—James B. Bowen, Charles A. AViie-

LAN, and Cleantiius \. Heed, Madison, Wis.—
Ilarvester-Uake.—J\\\y 20, 1869.

Claim,.—!. The teeth E E E E, or their equivalent,
"working up and down at the discharge-edge of the
harvester-platform, in the mlinuer and for the pur-
poses stated.

2. The teeth E E E E, the lever B, tlic rod C, and
the spring 1), combined in tao manner and for the
purpose stated.

92.781.—William II. Boydrn, llockland, Ti.

1.—Machine for Dressing Warp-I'hreads.—July 20,
1869.

Claim—1. The racks TT, bars T, and rod J, or any
of thcin, when receiving a rociprocutiug movemcjrt

from a power independent of that -which works the
thread, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the rocking-frame G, with
the racks H, bars I, rods J, cords j k, and springs
or weights K, substantially as and for the piu-pose
set forth.

3. The racks H and bars I, hung in the manner
described, so that they can be slid apart, to allow
them, or eitlier of them, to be turned doAvn on their
side, substantially as described, and for the purposes
specified.

4. The racks H, constructed witli a removable
top-piece, i, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

93,785.—Thomas W. Bracher, IsTew York, IST.

Y.—Kat- Ventilator.-July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The dust-valve D, in combination Tvith
the corrugated strips C and hat A, substantially as
set forth.

93,786.— John A. Bradshaw, William H.
BiiOAVN, and Darius Writhed, Lowell, Mass.—
Mechanism for Driving Setuing-Machines.—July 20,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of the segment-
gears e' and/, ratchets k and k', pa^vls.; and j'. and
rods /' and g, substantially as herein described and
specified.

2. The caster-plates or rods r and o, with casters
2)', q q', and r, when arranged in reference with each
otlier, and operated substantially as herein described
and specified.

3. The adjustable slide o' o' and p p, in combina-
tion with the caster-plates n' and o, for the purposes
as specified.

93,787.—Charles Bradavay', Maquoketa, Iowa.
—Bed-Bottom.—3\\\y 20, ] 869.

Claim.—1. The cross-slats G, in combination with
the side-bars E, the suspendiug-spriugs C, and the
intermediate springs J.

2. Suspending the cross-slats G, by their notched
ends H, to the stirrup-ends E of the spiral-spring
stem C, as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

92,788.—William W. Brigg, Home, Tenn.—
0/M(m.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hollow shaft B, when the same is

so placed that it works in suitable bearings on the
opposite sides of the tub, and is provided "with two
or more tubes, E D D' D', and blades, c c, the latter
being so attached as to run in angular directions,
the whole being combined and arranged in such a
manner that when motion is imparted to the dasher
it will work on the principle of the screw, substan-
tially as described.

2. Pinion-wheel E, having a hollow neck, E', cen-
ter opening /, hollow tube B, step &, and when the
same are arranged and operate as described, as and
for the purpose specified.

92,789. — S. W. Broadwell, Logan, Iowa.—
Water-Motor.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The weighted A^alves T, provided Avith

adjustable nuts Y, in combination with the slotted
levers L, depending gate-rods K, oscillating Avalking-
bcam I E, provided Avith tics h, and buckets G, as
described.

2. Tlie buckets G, provided Avith valves S, attach-
ed to rods J, Avhich are made to discharge Avater by
striking bumpers Z', in the bottom of the race, and
provided Avitli plates N, A\lii(!h project down into
them, to ])r(ivent Avater from being sjjlashed over
their edges, and Avitli plates d, Avliich project doAvu
to form suitable bearings, as set forth.

92,790.

—

Lester B. Brown, Petroleum Centre,
Pa.

—

Jioiler-Fiue Scraper.—July 20, 1869.

Claim:—Tlie combination of 'tlio yi(>lding s]n-ing-

scrapers i> P> Avith tlio cone-slido I), "adjusting-rod d,

and tul)e-handle A, avIumi constructed and arninged
to operate substantially in tlio mannor as heroin do-

scribed and set forth,

92,791. — Gnour.R W. Buuavkll, Zonesville
Q\\w.~Mcasu.rc-lIoldcr.—tiwly 20, ItlOi).
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Claim.—An improved lueasure-hokler, A a' B C
E, constructed substantially as heroin shown and
described, and for the pui'pose set forth.

92,793.—T). P. Butler, Boston, Mass.—Lifting-
JBar.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improvement in surfacino; handles,
substantially as and tor the purpose specified.

93,793.-1). P. Butler, Boston, Mass.

—

Spring
Lifting-Avjxi-rcitus.—July 20, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. A spring rifting--apparatus, in which
tlie muscular force is exerted against a series of
springs, substantially as described.

2. In combination^with the series of lifter-springs

g h, the side and center lifter-rods, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the lifter-rods, lifter-plate,

and springs h i. the platform c, supported upon
springs, substantially as described.

92,794. -Cyrus Carrier, Oswego, 1^. T.

—

Clothes-Drier.—July 20, 1869.

Claim:— 1. The plate F, provided with lugs C
and D, in combination with the pivoted bars of a
clothes-drier, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the arms 1, 2, and 3, and
plates P, constructed as described, the dogs or but-

tons A and B, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,795. — Jules Joseph Chaudun, Paris,
Prance, assignor to himself, Jeax Jeax Dexant,
and Alfred" Bern vitu.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—July
20, 1869

;
patented in Prance ilarch 31, 186-5.

Claim.—The anvil, substantially as shown and
described, which serves to receive the blow from the
hammer or firing-pin to explode the cap, and to re-

move the same after being fired, or before, hy press-

ing upon the end of the s'tem of the anvil, as herein
described.

92,796.— H. Clarke, Baltimore, Md.—Door-
iocA;.—July 20, 1S69.

Claim.—The herein-described ai'rangement, with
reference to each other, of the flanged case H, slot-

ted key-hole phite E, knob and stem C, bolt B. hav-
ing the notched and recessed end cZ, the spring e,

and slotted spring-tumblers a b c, for the piu'pose
specified.

92,797.—Edward P. Clark, MiJlburv, Mass.—
Clothes-Drier.-July 20, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement on a clothes-drier,

the stand A, spindles U, ears or plate C, sockets B,
and arms E, all constructed, combined, and arranged
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

92,798.—George S. Curtis and Hexrt Cur-
tis, Chicago. 1\\.—Draii:cr-Guide.—Jw\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—The drawer-guides E, arianged as de-

scribed, in combination with the slot a in the
drawer-back, as and for the purposes hereinbefore
set forth.

92,799.—L. T. Delassize, STew Orleans, La.—
Breech-Loader.—Jn\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the forked bar M,
having the liooks o', the spring x, and pin p, with
the slotted sliding-bar K, and iiammer q, all arranged
and operating as described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

92,800.—John Dennison, Hillsborough, N. H.
—Carrent-Wheel.—J\\\y 20, 1869.

CloAm.—The combination, with the shaft A, of the
fixed arms D, adjustable buckets C, sliding-collai- H,
connecting-rods G, and sliifting-lever I, when all

constructed and ai-rauged substantially as speci-

fied.

92,801.—"W. Edso\ DoOLiTTLE, "^^est Haven.
Conn.

—

Mode of Attaching Screws to Knobs.—July
20, 1869.

Claim.—The knob, when secured to the screw and
shell or cap B, by means of corrugations or holes,
and the material forced into tlie cap when in a limpid
or plastic state, as shown and described.

92,802.-"William H. Eckert and James A.
Black, Dayton. Ohio.

—

Station-Indicator for Mail-
road- Cars.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—Tlic "combination of the rollers B B'
and belt P, when the tension of the belt is regulated
by springs O, arranged between the boxes in which
the journals of the rollers move, such boxes moving
in grooves formed in the sides of the ease, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,803 A. X. Edwards, Greenville, Ala.—
Ploio.— July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The T-shaped bolt D. when arranged
to clamp the notched plow or shovel-share C to the
perforated standard, having the projecting rib a, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The brace E, when arranged in combination
with the notched share C. T-shaped bolt D, and
standard A, having the fib a, all combined and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

92,804.—J. M. Elliott, "Winnsborough, S. C.
—Cotton-Seed Planter.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.— I. The arrangement of the plow E rela-

tively to the wheel A, and for adjustment by means
of the slide P, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement in the hopper, having the pas-
sage K, shaped as described, of the bent rotating
fingers L, and fixed fingei'S, aU substantially as
specified.

92,805.- Thomas Ellison, Abingdon, El.—
Sliding Farm-Gate.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In a sliding-gate, the construction,
combination, and arrangement of the post.sA andB,
tracks C C, and guard-rails E, in the manner shown,
and tor the purposes described.

2. The gate D, with its top rail projecting as

shown, and provided with the iDulleys c and c', for the
purposes herein set forth.

3. The cap G of the post B, provided with the
pulley-wheels cV, d'^, d^, and d^, arranged as shown,
and for the purposes described.

4. The arrangement of the operating chains g and
h, as herein shown, and for the purpose described.

92,806.— Philip Palker, Lanesville, Ind.

—

Plow.—July 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the clevis E, bar
D, and box F, which "is regulated to slide freely

over the clevis, and is controlled by the screw G, as

specified.

2. In combination with the box P, clevis E, and
bar D, the bar C, when connected to a loop, which
passes from the under side of the beam over the top
thereof, and passes back down through the beam and
connected to the upright, as shown and described.

92,807. —David J. Parmer, "Wheeling, W.
"Va.

—

Land and Water Velocipede.—July 20, r869.

Claim.—1. The floats J J J', arranged substan-
tially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. 'The floats J J J', adapted to be adjusted as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

3. The float J', constructed with the cavity or
recess I, as reiiresented and described, for the pur-

pose set forth.

4. In combination with the removable floats J J
J', arranged as described, the combined draught and
paddle-wheels P F, constructed as represented and
described, for the purpose set forth.

92,808.- David J. Parmer, Wheeling, W.
Va.— Velocipede.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheels G G, when constructed in

the form of a hollow cylinder, having the circumfer-

ential flanges g g ani the radial flanges g' g', sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A float, M, arranged in relation to the standai'd

C and the rear-wheels"G G of a velocipede, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set fortli.

3. The combination of a rubber, E, with float M,
and treadles or cross-head c, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The ai'rangement of the rudder B, wheel vi,
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float M, standard C, socket s. and ropes o o, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

5. The combination of the flont M, Avheel m, stand-

ard C, reach B, levers D, rods E, cranks and gear-

wheels F e' I, axle A, and wheels G G, when con-

structed to operate together, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

92,809.—John Ferguson, Fall Eiver, Mass.—
Grain-Cleaner and Smut-Machine.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the series of foraminous troughs and the series of

brushes of the hollow cylinder with the rotary stone,

all constructed as herein described, and so disposed

within a case, provided with a fan-blower, as to

operate therewith, substantially as hereinbefore

specified.

2. The series of deflectors within the foraminous
troughs and the series of brushes of the hollow cylin-

der, all constructed as herein shown, and combined
with a rotary stone, as described, the Avhole being-

arranged to operate together within the case E-, pro-

vided with a fan-blower, substantially as set forth.
• 3. The arrangement and combination of the con-

duit S2, (Fig. 2.) with the case E2, the fan-blower .f,

the stone o^, and the hollow cylinder B'^, furnished

with brushes and foraminous troughs, with their de-

flectors, all constructed and operating as herein
specified.

92,810.—Eandall Fish, Washington, D. C—
Fertilizer.—S\\\j 20, 1869.

Claim.— The fertilizer herein described, com-
pounded of the ingredients named, substantially as

specified.

92,81 1 .

—

Edward Fleischer, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—Hoop-Skirt—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved skirt herein described,

provided with upper and lower hooped sections C
and D. suspenders B, and knee band or tape F, ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

92,812 J. "W. Foard, San Francisco, Cal.—
Curtain-Fixture.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curtain-fastening, consisting of

the sheave c, supported upon a movable frame, E,
the screw-clamp H, for fixing the sheave at any re-

quired height, and the connecting-cord F, that ex-

tends from the sheave to the screw-clamp, all con-

structed to operate together, sul)Rtantially in the
manner and for the puri)ose set forth.

2. The construction of the pulley or sheave c, as

herein described, and for the purpose specified.

92,813.—I. IST. Forrester, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Yalve-Gear for Actuating Steam and other Engine-
ry.—Jn]j 20, 1869.

Clairn.—The arrangement of the I'od i, provided
with the adjustable collar I and springs m, and tbe

setting adjustable arm j, with relation to each other,

and the beam L, valve K, piston H, valve C, and
piston D, constructed substantially as herein shown
and described.

92,814.—Samuel Foster, Jr., Des Moines,
lowii.—Fanning-Mill.—J \\\j 20, 1869.

Claim:—The arrangement of the fan B, crank C,

pitman B, levers E and Gr, arm F, rods H and K,
screens I, M, and N, frame L, springs O, box S, and
arm T, all constructed as described, and combined
to operate in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

92,815.—Orrin B. Gallup, Summit, K. I.—
Round Oom&.—July 20, ]8()9.

Claim.—A round comb, having a joint at or near
its center, substantially as and for the jiurposes

herein described.

• 92,816.—Isaac M. Gattman, New York, 1^. Y.
—Manufacture of White Lead.—J n]y 20, 18()9.

Claim,.— I. Manufacturing white lead in a pure
amor pilous form, by subjecting metallic lead to a

blast of air, carbonic and acetic acid under sujierat-

niospheric pressure, by means of a hydrostatic col-

umn, substantially as set forth, whereby the same

26 C P—II

gaseous elements are kept constantly in contact with
the metal, with unvarying pressure, from the begin-
ning to the end of the process.

2. Equalizing the pressure by means of the hydro-
static column, as described.

3. Condensing the surplus acetic-acid vapors in the
hydrostatic column, substantially as set forth.

4. Preventing the escape of Avhite-lead dust in the
room by watery vapor, substantially as described.

5. Exposing metallic lead to the simultaneous ac-
tion of the gases and vapors under a higher than
atmospheric pressure.

6. Subjecting atmospheric hot air to metallic lead,
in combination with currents of aeetic and carbonic-
acid gas.

7. The combination of acetic and carbonic-acid
gas Avith a blast of atmospheric air.

8. The manufacture of pure amorphous white lead
by the corroding process, substantially as described.

92,817.—Peter Geiser. "Waynesborough, Pa.

—

Gatige for Making Axles.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The described templet or gauge for mark-
ing the timbers, and also at the same time centering
the spindles of axles, substantially as set forth.

92,818.—POBERT Glore, Nashville, Teun.

—

Machine for Dressing Feathers.—July 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the valve-tubes G,

valves H, springs I, bell-cranks L, and rods K, all

substantially as specified.

2. Tlie arrangement of the valve-boxesM and rods
K with the central tube B, as specified.

92,819.—Albert J. Goodrich, Wolcotville,
Conn., assignor to Turner, Seymour &. Judds,
same Yilace.—Twine-Holder.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—1. The weight / and socket e, in combi-
nation with the shell of the twine-holder, as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. Tlie lever-arm g, with an eye at the end, in com-
bination with the weight /, socket e, and twine-
holder, as and for the purposes set forth.

92,820

—

John P. Haines, New York, N. Y.—
Oil- Cup.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
pocket oil-can, when the shank a of its nozzle B is

provided^with the left-hand screw-thread fitting into
a corresponding female-screw thread in the mouth of
the body A, and with a right-hand screw-thread, 6,

adapted to receive the cap C, in which a similar
female-screw thread is formed, all operating as de-
scribed, for the j)m'pose specified.

92,821.—Benjamin F. Harrison, Newark, N,
J.—Thill- Coupling.—July 20, 1869; antedated July
15, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the screw-cap s t

with the collar-packing V, constructed and arranged
in the manner and for the purpose shown.

92,822.—Orange N. Hart, Winona, Minn.—
Hot-Air Furnace.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable gas-burner M and plates
J and J', arranged as described, for the purpose of
adapting the furnace to the use of various sizes and
kinds of fuel, as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the furnace or fire-chamber,
instructed as hei'ein described, with the air-heatinjrconstr P

devices, consisting of the drums D E, flues B and
B', with the stationary diaphragm D and deflector
L, all constructed and arranged"substantially as de-
scribed.

92,823.-Daniel Harwood, Dntch Flat, Ciil.,
assignor to himself and Skth White, same place.—
Animal-lrap.—July 20, 18()9.

Claim.—The combination of the spring A, tlie
jaws B I?, the blades C C, when the ti-ap is'op(>rated
by the sliding-bar H, inclined iirojection J, and catch-
spring K, and its projections S.'iiold by the projec-
tion T on tlic bait-pan, substantially as" and for "the
purpose set forth.

92,824.—M. C. Heptinstall, Enfield, N. C—
Rein-Holder.-July 20, 18()9.

Cirttm. —l\cin-lu»ldcrs A, cither provided with the
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clamps B and turn-buttons C, or the annular grooves
I), and applied to driTiug-reins, substantially as

specified.

93,825.—J. E. HiGGiNS, Charles Mrrriam,
and Curtis O.Luce, Brandon, Yt.

—

Hand-Stamp.—
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spiing-catch s, in combination
-with the recessed type-wheel and cap A or plate t,

coustructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the wheels
a, 6, c, d, and e, plate t t, springs s s s, cap P, and
case A, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

92,826.—Albert Hodgson and Edwin Hodg-
son, El Paso, 111.—Corn-Planter.—J\i\j 20
Claim—1. The appliance Gr, composed of the

curved plate g, hinge g^, and spring g'^, substan-
tially as described.

2. The said appliance Gr, in combination with the
runner A.

3. The device P, composed of the hook p' and the
springs", when arranged and applied as herein set
forth, for the purpose of holding the runners above
the ground in turning.

92,827.—T. S. Howard, Savannah, Mo.—Ma-
chinefor Catting Stone and Marble.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The saw D, constructed as described,
having a movable rim made in sections, and con-
sisting of center-piece a and side-pieces b b, all ar-

ranged and combined substantially as shown and
described.

2. The arrangement of the wheels, belts, and pul-
leys herein described, for the purpose of imparting
the necessary degree of rotary motion to the shaft
S, and pinion T, whereby the main carriage A' is

moved either to or from the saw, substantially as
herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the carriage C with its

graduated plates h h, provided with series of holes,
pins i i, pointers k k, slotted bar n, bolt vi, and screw
o, all substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

4. The combination of the carriage D', turning
upon its center-pin p, and rollers r r, and having set-

screAvs s s, with the brace E', substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The combination of the carriages A', C, and
D', all constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the piu'poses set forth.

92,828.—ISTathan Hunt, Salem, Ohio.—^ead-
Mock.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bracket A,
nut C, screwed rod E, and bracket H, when ar-

ranged for operation, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the above, of the swing-
ing-dogs K, substantially as specified.

92,829. — George A. Huntley, Quincy, 111.—
Coal-Stove.—iivlj 20, 1869.

Claiin.—The arrangement, in a stove, of the hori-
zontal partitions Ti h and vertical partitions I I, in
connec^on with the walls A G and small passages
a «', as described, whereby the air is made to circu-
late slowly around the fire-pot in the large horizon-
tal passages H H' H", escaping rapidly from one
passage to another through the small holes a a, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses specified.

92,830.—Eugene Huret and Eran^ois L. De-
BRUYN, Condctte, Pas-de-Calais, France.

—

Device
for Stopping the Revolution of Spindles in Spin-
ning-Machines, <£c.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the driving-mechan-
ism herein described, the spindles A, and the plates
K, provided with slots L L, and bent ends, all cou-
structed and arranged for adjustment on the frame
of a spinning-machine, as specified.

92,831.—GusTAV L. Jaeger, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Paper Box. — July 20, 1869 ; antedated June 7,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of an outwardly pro-

jecting flange, a, on the body A of a papfer box, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

92,832.— George Henry James and Josiah
James, London, England.— Card-Case.— July 20,

1869.

Claim.—The halves A A^, combined, as shown,
Avith the receptacles a a, spring C, and cover B, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,833.—Granville E. Jarvib, Grafton, W.
Ya.— Raihoay-RailJoint.—Jn\y 20, 1869.

Claim..—As an article of manufacture, a railroad-

track brace made from a flat plate of iron, and hav-
ing the bent-up tongues e e\ tiie spurs c c, the long
shank c"-^, and the spike-holes, all arranged and con-

structed substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

92,834.— James G. Johnson, Carthage, HI.—
Cultivator and Stalk- Cutter.—J\\\j 20, lf-:69.

Claim.—The construction of the machine herein
described, consisting of the combination outer frame
A, hinged frame C, roller L, cutters MM, and prongS

O, whereby I am enabled to furnish, in one ma-
chine, a corn-stalk cutter, which, by a slight inter-

change of parts, as set forth, may be used as a mea-
dow-cultivator, substantially as specified.

92,835.—C. H. Johnson, Morristown, IST. J.

—

Cultivator.—Jw]j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The attachable and removable curved
teeth a, constructed and applied for operating sub-

stantially as herein described.
2. The attachable and removable scrapers a', with

horizontal cutting-edges, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

3. The combination of the rollers C C and knives
&, as applied to a cultivator, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

92.836.— John Eobert Johnson, London,
England.

—

Manufacture of Photographic Pictures.

—J uly 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of shellac and its analogues,
used in the way described, for the purpose of receiv-

ing and mounting the pigment picture-film upon its

permanent support.
2. The mode of mounting and developing the pig-

ment picture-film upon a temporary support, by
means of the intervening surface of a solid, fatty, or
resinous body, infusible at the temperature of de-

velopment, and retaining the picture during that

process, but which allows of the removal of the
picture, when cemented, to its permanent support.

92.837.— M. J. Kavanagh, Joliet, and M.
Gregg, Chicago, 111.— Combined Corn-Planter and
Cultivator.—3 \x\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grooved cams
H, hollow spokes D, hollow hubs E, dropping-slide G,
provided with chambers X, and lugs Z, eccentrics

N, and springs J Y, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the beams P, standards Q,
and slotted plates T, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,838 Lawson P. Keach, Baltimore, Md.—
Blacking-Cabinet.—3vl\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Arranging the foot-rest upon the bot-

tom of a bos, whose sides and ends open outwardly
on either side, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a box thus constructed,
the blacking' receptacles and covers, constructed as
described.

3^ Making the foot-rest in sections, to serve as a
receptacle lor the brush-handle, as described.

92,839.—Orson Kelsey, Commerce, Mich.

—

Bailway-Car Coupling.—July 20, 1869.

Clavm.—The car- coupler, herein described and
shown, having shafts C and D, rollers E, cylinders

G, H, and K, plates a, pulleys s, disk P, cord n, and
link Y, constructed and arranged substantially as

specified.

92,840.— D. A. Kennedy, Darien, "Wis., as-

signor to himself, "William "Wadsworth, and E. D.
Murray, same place.

—

Rotary Oven.—July 20, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The stationary prooved collar D, fric-

tion-balls F, revolving- grooved collar E, radial arms
G-, rim H, and plate I, in combination with each
other, and with the stationary central shaft C and
shoulder a\ of the wall A, substantially as herein
shown and desciibed and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of tlie friction wheels or roll-

ers B, with the arras G- and rim H, either or both,

and shoulder a^ of the wall A, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

92,841.—S. Kepner, Pottstown, Vs..—Window-
Sash.—J\x\\ 20, 1869.

Claim. — The casing or beading-strip F, when
raised or increased in height, as shown, in combina-
tion with the self-balanced sash D and D', substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

92,842.—A. H. Kxapp, IsTeedham, Mass.—i?o-

tary-Pump.—J\\\x 20, 1869 ; antedated July 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two piston-wheels H I, of unequal
size, and constructed as described, and arranged and
operating in combination, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

2. The combination of the projecting bearing _p p,
outside of the water-chambers G- T, and the close

tubes M '«, extending through the said water-cham-
bers, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,843.— Isaac W. Lamp>, Salem, Mich..—Stove-
pipe JPfl.s-feue?-.—July 20, 1869.

Claim. — Securing the pieces of pipe together
by means of the fasteners m, entering suitable .open-

ings a a\ made through the pipe, substantially as and
for the purpose herein explained.

92,844.—Isaac W. Lamb, Salem, Mich.—Com-
hinaUon-Lock.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the dial E, with the
tube W", drive-wheel W, and spindle S, substantially

as and for the purpose herein explained.

92,845 William M. Lanhan, ISToblesville,
• Ind.—PZoirj.-July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie cross-piece H, formed of a metal
plate, in combination with the plow G-, and beams A,
when used to change the plow into a harrow, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The pronged bar F, in combination with the
plates D, for hinging the beams A together, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set fortli.

3. The ijlates D, bar E, plow C and Gr, cross-pieces
E and H, and brace I, Avhen all .are arranged a)ul

combined in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

92,846.—Henry A. Lanman, Columbus, Ohio,
assignor to himself and James Ohlen, same place.
—>S'att^.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The clearers d d, separated below their
beveled top sides / /, down to a point which will he
intersecteil by a curved or straight line, extending
from the corners or lowest ends of one pair of tlie

teeth to the corners or lowest ends of another pair of

teeth, substantially as described.

92,847.—James S. Lester, Knoxville, Tenn.,
assignor to himself and L. C. ShepaRD.—Elevator.—
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable elevating-apparatus, so

constructed that wlien one receptacle moves up
another moves down, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The adjustable elevating-apparatus, so con-
structed that when the hoisting-rope is movc^l in one
direction, one end is raised, and Avlien moved in the
opposite direction, the other end is raised, lowering
the opposite side each time, substantially as herein

set fortli.

3. The combination of the horizontal beam A,
brace-bars B B, pivoted frame D, and couuterbalauc-
iug-lever F, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set fortli.

4. In combination with the pivoted frame D, on
the outer end of the horizontal lieain A, the jinlleys

a a, puUeybloitkH /; c, rope d, and receptacles E E,
all construeted and arrniiged to operate substantially
in tho manner and for the purposes herein set fortli.

92,848.—Joseph F. Lotellier, Grand Kapids,
Mich.

—

Steam-Engine Governor.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the sleeve T, with
its projecting arm or socket, O, for the reception of
the shaft P, and the inclined planes upon its lower
surface, substantially as set forth.

2. The construction of the cap L L', upon the up-
per end of the spindle D', substantially as shown and
described.

3. The combination of the stationary inclined
plane I', or its equivalent, with the movable inclinos
upon the socket I, substantially as and lor the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The stop E, when constructed and arranged sub-
tantially as set forth.

5. The construction of the hangers Ic, having the
swinging-arms V, subvStantially as shown and de-
scribed.

6. The an-angement of the hangers Ic and pulleys h,

with reference to the pulley Q of the governor, sub-
stantiallv as set forth.

92,849.—Henry C. Lezott, Osage, Iowa.

—

Har-
roty.—July 20, 1869.

Claim..—Tha yoke E, supported and connected to

the harrow, as described, and levers I K, also con-

nected to tlie harrow, combined therewith and with
the truck, substantially as specified.

92,850.—Edward A. Locke and "William N.
Weeden, Boston, Mass.

—

Paper-Collar Box.—July
20, 1869.

Clahn.—A box adapted for containing paper col-

lars or other articles, and having an eye-glass or ap-
erture at one end, and an object-glass, or transpar-
ent or semi-transparent medium at the opposite end,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,851 .—William E. Lockwood, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Fabric whereof to make Collars, Cuffs, Bosoms,
and other Articles of Wearing Apparel.—July 20.
1869.

Claim.—1. Improved fabrics, to be used in the
manufacture of seamless shirt-collars and similar ar-

ticles, prepared substantially as and for the purpose
above described.

2. Shirt-collars, cuffs, bosoms, and similar articles,

made out of either of the above-described improved
fabrics, as new articles of manufacture.

92,852.—James W. LovELESs.Clark's Hill, Ind.
—Clod-Fe7ider.—Ji\\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Thfe clip C, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the fender
A, forked bar B, and clip C, with reference to a plow,
substantially as shown and described.

92,853

—

William A. Ludden, Brooklvn, N. T.
—Pe?ici^-Crt.?e.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The tubes h and c, slotted in the manner
described, in combination with the extension-case d
and point h, with their respective pins 2 and .5, and
the inclosing-case a, as and for the purposes set forth.

92,854. — Samuel William Maquay, Foots-
cray, near Melbourne, Victoria.

—

Device for liais-
ing Sunken Vessels.—July 20. 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus for producing hydrogon-
gas under water, and conveying it to the gas-receiv-
ers or balloons, consisting of the case A, acid-jar D,
rod E, and pipe H, snbstuntially as spoeiflod.

2. The gas-generating ajipara'tus, herein describcxl,
in combination with the balloon II, provided with
the link M and toggle N, as set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

92,855

—

Felicie F. X. Marias, New York, N".
Y.— Washing and Cleansing Fhdd.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The washing and"cleansing fiuid, substau-
tially as herein specified.

92,856.—.lOHN Marsden, Halifax, England,
assignor to -IounCrossley and Sir FitAXCMS Cuoss
LEY, samoi)lace.

—

Ijoomfor Weaving Carpets.—.Itily

20, 1869
;
patented iu Eiighuid Sopteniher 9, 18()7.

Claim.— 1. Tho combination of tho b.-itteu of tho
loom with tho slotted cpni,iecting-rod, Iho o&cillntiug
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fijmde, and the crank, substantially as before set

forth.

2. The combination ofthe series oftraversing shut-

tle-boxes, Avith the rack and pinion, the change-
wheel, and the reciprocating catch-levers, for moving
the change-wheel, according to the indications of the
pattern-mechanism, all constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

3. The combination of the catch-levers, the slotted
slidiug-frame A\hich carries them, the crank, and tlie

spring clutch-box, substantially as before set forth.

4. The combination of the said catch-levers, the
slotted-sliding frame, the craiik, the spring clutch-
box, and the stop-motion, substantially as before set
forth.

5. The combination of the two catch levers, the
conpliug-rod connectiug them, the recessed curved
arc, and the spring-catch that engages in the re-

cesses of said arc, to hold the levers in the positions
determined by the pattern-mechanism, substantially
as before set forth.

6. The combination of the catch-levers with the
pattern-mechanism, through the intervention of di-

vided connecting-rods, the parts of which are held
together by a spring, substantially as before set forth.

7. The combination of the series of slmttle-boxes
with the stop for locking said series in the required
position, and with the cam, to control said locking,
substantially as before set forth.

8. The combination of the instruments for moving
the traversing series of shuttle-boxes, with the crank-
shaft, through the intervention of the spring-clutch,
so as to preyent breakage, in case a shuttle fails to
box properly, substantially as before set foith.

9. The combination of the instruments for moving
the traversing series of shuttle-boxes, the shaft, for
imparting n otion to them, the spring-clutch, and the
T-shaped lever connected with the stop-motion of
the loom, substantially as before set forth.

10. The combination of the picker-staff, the pick-
ing-shaft, the clutch, and the pattern-mechanism,
operating said clutch for the pui'pose of controlling
the throwing of the shuttle, substantially as before
set forth.

11. The combination of the picker-staff, the pick-
ing-shaft, and the spring-clutch, which yields and
pi'events breakage when the picker-stalf strikes

the end of a shuttle-box, substantially as before set
forth.

12. The combination of the batten of the loom,
the stop-rod, the vibratable frog, the spring, and the
rod connected with the disengaging--mechanism of
the loom, so as to stop the loom in case the shuttle
fails to box, substantially as before set forth.

13. The combination of the warp-beam, the brake-
pulley, the curved arms, the vibrating brake-lever,
and the whip-roller, substantially as before set
forth.

92,857.—Franz O. Matthiessex, Jersey City,
1?. J.—Globe-Valve.—3 Mly 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted socket B, having a gradu-
ated scale, /, and the sliding indicator C, having a
pointer, c, and a yoke, &, combined for operation in
connection with the fixed case A, and the hand-
wheel G, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement of the socket
B and indicator C c, in relation to the valve-case A,
and hand-wheel G, substantially as set forth.

92,858.— E. M. Mayo, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hanger for Shafting.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—A hanger for shafting, consisting of the
frame A, having grooves, b, formed therein, and the
slidiug-box C, with set-screw B, constructed and
ai-ranged substantially as described.

92,859.—Thomas Mayor, Providence, H. I.,

assignor to Orville Peckham, trustee ; and said
ti-ustee assigns to said Mayor and George Chat-
TERTOX, same place.

—

Speeder for Spinning and
Tivisting Roving.—July 20, 1869.

Glaiin.—1. The method, substantially as herein
specified, of driving and steadying a bobbin, by com-
bining the bobbin J with the driving-spindle C, and
the stationary bolster G, so that while the bobbin is

driven by the former, it shall, in all positions, be

steadied by the latter, as herein set forth and de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the neck L of the flier,

Avhere such neck is constructed with two lateral

orifices, for the passage of the roving, as described,
the employment of a slit, g, connecting the axial hole
in the neck of tlie flier with the lower one of such
lateral orifices, as herein described, for the purpose
of breaking the yarn, whenever the roving has not
been properly led to the flier.

3. The arrangement, with reference to the long
bolster G and ^tep-rail D, of an intermediate apin-

dle-bearing, attached to the same yoke or frame
which supports the bolster G, for the purpose of fur-

nishing a rest for the bevel driving-gear K', and also
the arrangement of the fellow bevel-gear K with
such driving-g-ear K' and intermediate ))earing, sub-
stantially as shown, whereby the height of tlie ma-
chine and the length of the spindle are enabled to be
reduced, as herein set forth.

92,860.

—

"William S. McKixnet, Cincinnati,
0\x\o.—Shaft-Coupling.—Julj 20, 1869.

Claim.—The cylindrical split-bushing C, in the
described combination with the sleeve E and keys B
D, oonstructed and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

92,861.—William McLucAS,ReinersTille, Ohio,
—Corn-Planter.—Jyilj 20, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The lever D, rods E E' e, and ful-

crum bolt or pin c^, when the same are so combined
and arranged as to act as a clamping-brake for the
wheel B, substantially as described, as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The lever D, rods E E' e, upright C, and caster-

wheel C, Avhen the same are so combined and ar-

ranged that simply by raising the lever the wheel B,
by a simultaneous" movement, shall bC' elevated and
clamped, substantially as described.

3. The wheel B, and guide-post &^ when the same
are so combined and arranged as to operate substan-
tially as described, as and for the purpose specified.

4. The curved elbows KK, when the same are so
arranged as to furnish bearings for the adjustable arm
I and the axle to which the roller-wheels K' K' are
attaclied, substantially as described, as and for the
purpose specified.

92,862.

—

Eerdixaxd Mehrmaxx, Eountain
City, Wis.— Water- Wheel.—J\x\j 20, 1869.

Claim.— The core of the wiieel. formed by the
spool-shaped block B, and the rimC, supported from
the upper flange of the block, the annular space be-

tween the block and rim being provided with the
buckets D, of the form shown in Fig. 3, all operating
as described, for the purpose specified.

93,833.—Serexo T. Merrill, Beloit, Wis.—
Straio-Board.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The continuous sheets of straw-boards,
rolled for handling or transportation, substantially

as specified, as an improved article of manufacture.

92,864.— Jacques Meyer, Williamsburgh, E".

Y.— Horse- Collar.—J\\\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—The horse-collar, consisting ofthe wooden
frame a, lined with the cushion C, and faced with the

metal plates 5 &, hinged together at their upper ends,

the whole being covered with leather, and adapted to

receive at the'lower end the removable V-shaped
block B, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

92,865.

—

Zephaniah Miller, Canal Fulton,

Ohio.— Machine for Thrashing and Hulling Clover-

Seed.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The can'ier-belt D, formed by eecentric-

all.v pivoting the ends of the notched slats d^ to the

endless chain of hinged blocks or links d'^, in combi-
nation with the toothed or thrashing cylinder C, of a
clover-seed machine, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hopper J, in combination with the thrash-

ing-cylinder C and hnlling-cylinder H, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose

set forth.

3. The combination of the elevator I with the hull

mm
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ing-cyliuderH of a clover-seed raacbine, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the thrash-

ing-cylinder C, endless belt or canier D, construct-

ed as' described, huUing-eylinder H, elevator I, and
hopper J, with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

92, S61>.—Isaac N. Mitchell, Arcanum, Ohio.
—Car-Coupling.—Jn\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clevis E, constructed as described,

so as to surround the draw-bar and be pivoted to the
same, and having a slot on one side to pivot the
coupling-link, and another slot on the other side to

receive the head of the link, substaiitially as herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the clevis E, and coupling-
'link F, constructed as described, and arranged on the
draw-bar of a railroad-car, substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3. In combination with the clevis E and coupling-
link F, the link or chain i, arm h, and shaft/, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the shaft F, notched wheel
k, and slotted slide tn, substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein set forth.

5. In combination with the shaft/, notched wheel
k, and slotted slide m, the draw-bar B, provided with
a wire, o, or its equivalent, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

92,867o—Otis M. Mitchell, Marathon, N. Y.—
Culinary Vessel.—SxAj 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved culinary vessel herein
described, provided with a perforated hinged bot-
tom, C, and the bar or catch D, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as shown and specified, for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the culinary vessel herein
described, ])rovided with a perforated hinged bottom,
C, and the bar or catch D, the steamer JE, arranged
and operating substantially as shown and described,
for the puii^oses specified.

92,868.—Otis M. Mitchell, Marathon, ]N'. Y.—
Washing-Machine.—July 20, 1869.
Claim.—The improved washing-machine herein

described, consisting of the cover D, provided with
the cleats d, the radial arms or spokes C, and the
standard B, combined with and operated by the
crankshaft E, "substantially in the manner and for
the purposes specified.

92,869.—David M. Moore, Windsor, Vt.—Car
Brake and Starter.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the gear-^\'heels C C and 1), drum D^, and spring E,
and axle B, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the gear-
wheel D, drum L>', and vertical shaft I)^, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Supporting the vertical shaft D^ in a bearing
formed upon the axle B, of the car, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the pawl ci and spring tZ',

with reference to the drum D^ and gear-wheel D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. Tlic arrangement of the tube F, which incloses
the spring, witli reference to the druniD^, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

92,870. —Charles II. Morgan, Worcester,
Mass

—

Machine for Making Wire Jiope.—July 20,
1869.

_

Claim.—1. The combination of the mechanism
herein descrilx'd, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. Tlie spool-carrier, with its adjustable brake, con-
structed and operating to produce uniform tension
on the wire, substantially us described.

92,871.—David Morris, Bartlelt, assignor to
himsclfaiid Aakon P. Diovvkks, rennsville, Oliio.

—

Mining-Machine.—,l\i]y 20, 18(;9.

Claim.— 1. In a nniciiine for the purpose indicated,
having a pivoted arm, C, carrying two saws at its

forward end, the endless chain E, provided with the
teeth e e, and operating as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement of lever L, pawls i i, wheels
N N, each having a cog-rim, O, and bevel cog-rim
n, pinion m, shaft a, and spindle T, when Uvsed for

the purpose of rotating an endless chain, E, in a
machine constructed and operating as above de-
scribed.

92,872.—Charles A. Mortox, Biddeford, Me.
—Oiler for Machinery.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The portable hand-oiler, consisting of the
vessel A, pump B, and the vertical discharge and di-

recting tubes, the pump being arranged -within the
vessel, upon the perforated convex disk C, 'o'ith its

piston-rod extending through the screw-plng E in
the top of the A^essel, and with its lateral pipe com-
municating with the discharge-tube upon the side
of the vessel, all as herein described, whereby the
oiler is adapted to be held and the pump operated by
one hand, while the directing-tube D is guided by
the other, as herein set forth and shown, for the pur-
pose specified.

92,873.

—

Fritz Mueller and Hermann Koel-
LER, New York, N. Y.

—

Tailors' Measuring-Appa-
ratus.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding and adjustable blade or plum-
met F, in combination with the graduated strip or
blade A', and the two sliding and adjustable frames
C C, in the manner and for the purpose herein de-

scribed and represented.

92,874.—AY. C. Cockburx Muir, Westminster,
England.

—

Eailway.— July 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The Avithin-dcscribed sleeper, curved
at the upper portion, having vertical sides and a hor-

izontal flange, D, above the vertical portions, as set?

forth.

2. The two ledges a a, arranged on the upper por-
tion of the sleeper, beneath and parallel to the edges
of the lower flanges of a rail, as set forth.

3. .Tliepiece C, in combination with the jaw d,

the rail, and the wedge/, when the said piece is con-
structed as described.

4. The clip c, with its projection h, in combination
with the sleeper, recessed to allow the passage of the
projection h. and with the bar g notched to receive
the said projection.

5. The sleeper, with its recess for the reception
of the detachable block i, in combination with the
tie-rod g, notched and adapted for the recex^tion of
the block, as described.

92,875.—Byron W. Nichols, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, C. AultiMan, George H. Buck-
lus, P. S. Sowers, and A. Clark Toxner, same
place.

—

Composition of Matter to he Used in the

Process of Restoring Steel.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of manganese and
resin in the process of restoring or refining and im-
proving steel.

2. The employment of the ingredients herein
named, when compounded and used about in the pro-

portions and substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

92,876.—Byron W. Nichols, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Cornelius Aultman, Geougii;
H. ]5u('Kius, Percy S. Sowers, and A. Clark Ton-
ner, same place.

—

Coyiverting Articles of Cast Iron
into Steel.—July 20, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The use of the ingredients herein
named, when compounded and used in tlie nnmner
and in about the proportions herein described, and
for tlui i'iuri)ose set fortii.

2. Tlui (Muploymont of iron oxides, or their elionii-

cal equivalents, as a iiacking in the process of con-

verting into ste(>l articles of iron wliii'li have previ-

ously been cast into tlie desired form for use.

92,877.—John D. Parsons, YoJikors, N. Y.—
Ilat-nnt.shin;/ ]\Iarhiii<:—,T uly 20, 18(i!>.

Claim.—TUo described arrangenuMit upon the

frame, and witli reflation to eai'h oth<>r, ofllu' revolv-

ing mandrel and cap af, and the sliding-sl.al't (/.car-

rying llie rovolving-eap g, all i)perating, as sot forth,
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to hold and revolve a hat in such a manner as to

leave both sides of its brim exposed above the frame
and operating'-mechanism for brushing and cleaus-

iufi;, as herein described and shown.

92,878. — Byron Partello, Detroit, Mich.—
Bed-Bottom.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The posts E E', when combined with
the wire F in sucli a manner as to hold the latter

ji>early in a horizontal line, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The combination and arrangement of the frames

A B, slats C, springs c, and wire E, in the manner
and for the purpose described.

©2,879.—Charles B. Payne, Clinton, 111.—
Check-Ho ok.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The flat plate A, with shoulder a, loopC,
and tongue E, wliicli projects above the surface of
the leather B, and with hook D, all connected to the
parts of the leather by the rivets, as herein shown
and described.

92,880.—E. B. Pratt, Monroe, Wis.— Cu^^i-

va.tor-Teeth.—Jvi\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—A donble-winged harrow-tooth, construct-
ed with an inclined cutting-edge, extendiug in a
direct or straight line from top to base, and having
the entii'e upper portion of each wing bent at riglit

angles, thus giving additional strength to the tooth,
and also enabling it to be more securely attached to
the under side of the frame, substantially as de-

scribed.

92,881.-1^. P. Quick, Carmel, :N". Y.—Smiths'
Anvil- Clain23 for Holding Tires while being Upset by
Hand-Forging.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved tire-clamp for attach-
ment to anvils, formed by the combination of tlie

plate C, arm D, arms E, arms F, ja'R'S Gr, arms H,
bail or connecting-bar I, connecting-bar J, treadle
K, and springs L, wdth each other, substantially as
herein sho-^'n and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the tire-clamp with the anvil
A and block B, when arranged as herein shown and
described.

92,882.

—

Jonathan Hader, Daleville, Ind.

—

Corn-Flanter.—Jn\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the drill D with
stfindard D', substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the scrapers E, bars e, Avith

connecting-rod E and lever G, arranged to operate
substantially as set forth.

92,883 Henry E. Eead, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Water-Meter.—July 20, 1869; antedated Jnly 13,.

1869.

Claim.—1. The sleeve or shield M, having the two
radial fl-anges 1 1, and the flange r, on the opposite
side, and slot m, constructed substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

2. The endless screw H, the driving-wheel J, and
the wheel-house E, in combination \\dth the shield
M, Avhen used together, in the construction of a
water-meter, and all constructed substantially as and
for the purpose described.

92,884.—Henry F. Pead, Brooklyn, IN". T.—
Molding Fropeller for Water-Meters.-J\\\y 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hollow cylindrical metallic mold,
formed by spiral segments G- G, and leaving spiral
openings E' E' between said segments, constructed
s-ubstantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The collars J and J', in combination wdth the
spiral segments G G, and the screws / /, whereby
said parts are securely fastened in position, con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The opening E' E' between the segments, in
which the wings of the propeller are molded, when
constructed substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The cap H, holding the body of the mold, and
securely covering the several spiral segments and
openings, constructed substantially as and for the
purpose described.

5. So forming the mold for casting spiral propellers
that, by removing the cap at one end, the thing cast
may be dra-^'n from the mold by being turned upon
the same spiral pitch, as shown in Fig. 7, substan-
tially as described.

6. The caps A and A', in combination with the
plungers K and K', for holding the mandrel and
shaft in position, and forcing the material to be
molded into every part of the mold, constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

7. The steel mandrel I, with its male-screw thread,
upon which is formed the female-screw p', in the
body of the iiropeller, in combination with the
plungers X K', and collars J J', as set forth.

8. The screw-propeller, as shown in Fig. 6, when
made in metallic molds, substantially as described,
and for the x)urpose set forth, as a new article of
manufacture.

92,885.—George Eighter, Padnor, Pa., as-

signor to himself, George Eighter, Jr., and J. G.
M'axwell.—Barrel-Head.—July 20, 1869.

Claiin.—Forming the head of a barrel of a single

disk of wood, in the manner described.

92,886.—John Eiordan, Six Mile, Ind.—Fence.
—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The forked brace B', pivoted, as at x, to
the ground-sill B, and provided with adjusting holes
c, and pins i i, for supporting the end posts of two
adjacent panels, A, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

92,887.—Marvin Owen Koyce, Boston, Mass.
—2riter-Box.—Ju]y 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The traversing guiding-bar U, pro-
vided with clamping screws, substantially as de-

scribed, for straightening, stiifeuing, holding, and
guiding the saw, either with or Avithout the groove in
the bar.

2. The guiding-bar TJ, in combination with the
guiding-stand S, when arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

92,888.

—

Peter Schmitt, Stewartsville, Mo.

—

Sulky Land-Roller.—July 20, 1809.

Claim.—The ground-rolling aDjiaratus herein de-

scribed, having rollers A and B connected with the
cross-head, substantially in the manner specified.

92,889.

—

Amos Shellabarger, Miami County,
Ohio.

—

Corn Flanter.-Jwly 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the grain wheel or
disk G, with its projecting lips or spaces i i, and pin-

wheel P, with set-screw S, for regulating the sizes of
discharge-holes//, with slot S', for adjusting the
same, as shown and described.

2. The lever a, with springs b and c, arranged for
operating the rotating wheel or disk P, the valve V,
and punch M together, as shown and described.

3. The combination of levers Z X L, cam J, and
lever a, witli springs b and c, for operating the drop-
ping-mechanism, as shown and described.

4. Tlie arrangement of the punch M, brush g, and
disks G and P, as shown and described.

92,890.-Joseph Slaipson, Millburv, Mass.—
Tem2)le for ioom.—July 20, 1869.

Clai'rn.—1. The wedge-shaped piece d' and bolt d,

in combination with the guide c, piece c', spring C,

and shank B, arranged and operated substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with a temple, constructed as

described, of tlie hinged shank E, with its slotted

portions, in combination with the plate F and spring

/, as and for the purpose described.

92,891.—Samuel W. Slocumb, Albany, HI.—
Wagon-Axle.-JmIj 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The projections a a^ a^ and b &i b^,

formed upon the outer surfaces of axle-skeins or axles

themselves, eccentrically thereto, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The packing B, in combination with the skein
A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,892.—Byron Sloper, St. Louis, Mo.—Hy-
drogen Generator and Carbureter.—July 20, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The arrangement of the gas-holder so

as to be adjusted in accordance with the accumula-
tion of salt and sediment thereunder, substantially as

set forth.

2. The arrangement of the gas-holder to be rotated

with its tray, and thus wash the metal on the latter,

substantially as set forth.

3. The gauge a, arranged on the vessel A, acting
with the fluid and stationary gas-holder, to indicate

the acid action in generating- gas, substantially as

set forth.

4. The vessel A, gauge a, adjustable holder C, con-

nected tray B, carbureter E, pipe F, service-pipe G-,

and its safety-stuffing, when combined and arranged
substantially as set forth.

92,893.—Charles D. Smith, Drytown, Cal.—
Ore- Concentrator and Endless Sluice-Blanket.—July
20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving endless belt B, having
the sides constructed of the blocks e e, so as to form
amoving sluice, and having the bottom of this mov-
ing sluice covered with alternate strips of blanket,
h b, and amalgamated metal i^lates c c, each over-
lapping the other, so as to form a surface for collect-

ing both the sulphurets and gold, quicksilver, and
amalgam, in the manner substantially as described.

2. The adjustable roller E, both for the purpose of
regulating the tension of the belt and for supporting
the belt while passing between the drums B and C,
substantially as described.

3. The chamber N, having the elongated orifices

n and n', and the short hose-pipe o, for directing a
stream or streams of water upon the belt, substan-
tiall}^ as and for the purpose described.

4. The hammers 1 1, attached to the shaft F', and
operated by means of the cams K K, placed on the
jiarallel shaft F, so as to strike the moving belt B,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. The blanket-adjuster S, arranged so as to bear
upon the belt, and place the blankets in a proper po-
sition to receive the ore, substantially as above de-
scribed.

92,894.—Georoe Hand Smith, 'Saw York, Is^

Y.

—

Maymfacture of Wrought Iron and Steel Direct
from the Ore.—July 20, 18«9.

Claim.—Heating tbe ore to a white heat, by what
I have herein described as neutral heat, and, while
the ore is in that state, applying to it the required
charge of carbon, in the gaseous form, from a source
separate from the heating-fire, to effect the con^'er-
sion of the ore, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

92,895.—T. J. SouTHVvroRTH, Kochester, IST. Y.
—Tag.—July 20, 1809.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
a label-tag, composed of paper having an increased
thickness of material across one end, Avhich increase
is formed in the manufacture of the paper, as set
forth.

92,896.- Lewis Sperry, East Windsor Hill,
and Lester KoBiNSON, New Haven, Conn., assignors
to Lewis Sl'erky and Adelia Sperry.—Cradle.—
July 20, 18()y.

Claim.—I. The disk K, provided Avitli a crank-pin
and clock-work, H, in comljinntion ^\itli the plate
G, when used for rocking-cradles, substantially as
sliown.

2. The frame A, standards C, pins D, plate G, and
clock-M'ork H, and cradle B, when all are combined,
substantially as described.

92,897.— William M. Springer, Springfield,
111.—Legislative Voting-Appai'atus.—Jnly 20, 1809.

O^a-M/v.—TlKJCombiaatiou of tlie vertically acting
catchcK d and ])ivoted keys a, controlled b}'" spi'ings

/, connected to the L-shaped standards /;,, all ar-
rang(;d upon a suitable frame, and operated by cords
or their equivalents, for recording the \()tes o"f a leg-
islative or other body by Aveiglit, substantially as
specified.

92,898.—Henry Stem, Mifflinburgh, Va.—Plow.
—July 20, 1809. •

Claim.—1. Tlio metal plates E and F, when used

to attach the beam D to the share, in combination
with the slotted plate G, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

2. So constructing the top of the frame H, with a
groove formed upon its landside, that two kinds of
beams can be used, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The combination of the frame H, share a, mold-
board A, handles B B, plate G, and the beams D or

C, when the several parts are constructed to operate
substantially as set forth.

92,899.—Jacob Steuer, Albany, IST. Y.—Car-
riage-Jack.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The rack B, rollers g g, pinions c e, gear-
wheel d, ratchet-wheel D, pawl K, and stock A, all

constructed, combined, and arranged as and for the
Ijurpose described.

92,900. — Enoch P. Terrel, West Liberty,
Ohio.

—

Mechanism for Operating the Picking-Staff
in Looms.—Jnlj 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the disks F, their

cut-out section being arrangedin opposite directions,

with treadles G, springs I i, ropes or bands g, and
rollers h, arranged to operate the picker-staves, sub-
stantially as described and shown.

2. In combination with the above, the pawl ^' and
ratchet-wheel J, on shaft H, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

92,901.

—

Macklot Thompson, St. Louis, Mo.—Mashing Grain for Distillation.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The method, herein described, of prepar-
ing or mashing grain for distillation, by grinding or
pulping the same after it has been boiled or mashed,
and before it is subjected to the action of the malt or
other saccharifying agent, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

92,902 W. C. Tilton, Spring Place, Ga.—
Railumy-Car Coupling.—July 20, 1809.

Claim. — The coupling-link, constructed as de-

scribed, of the slotted wedge-shaped extension A,
cast upon one end of the link B, whereby, wlien ad-

justed in the sockets of the buffers, the weighted end
A will overbalance the link B, and maintain it in a
horii5ontal position, as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

92,903.—Giles A. Titus, Mantorville, assignor
to himself and Samuel B. Pinney, St. Cloud, Minn.
—Machine for Sowing and Drilling Graiii.—July
20, 1809.

Claim..—1. The double feed-rollers B, triangular
cup or bucket, in combination with the triangular
hopper A and openings C, when constructed and
operating as described.

2. The drill-tubes, and the method herein described
for attaching the tube-receiver N to turrow-opener
H, when constructed and operating as described.

3. Li combination with the tubes N, the pivoted
furrow-opener H and spring i, when secured by a
bolt passing through a rubber roll.

4. The gra,in-coiuluctor and the device m, for
changing from drilling to broadcast-sowing, and
vice versa, when constructed and operating as de-
scribed.

5. The double lover used to regulate the amount of
grain sown per acre, Avhen constructed and operat-
ing as described.

0. In connection with two draught-wheel*, the
solid hub, cast witli a journal upon tlie iuner end or
side thereof, having the bearings upou the frame of
the machine, and terminating in the clutch on the
end of the journals, and fitted to receive the clutch
and the rod upon which the feed-rollers B are rigid-

1}^ attached.
7. The construction, arrangement, and ojioratiou

of the rollers L, sei)arately and together, in raising
the drag-bars of the machine, when constructed and
operating as described.

92,901.-Giles A. Trrus, Mantorville, assignor
to liiniscK and Samukl B. riNXiov, St. Cloud, Minn.
— Distributer for Soivinif and Drillinn Grain.—<Iulv

20, ]8(i9.

Claim.—1. The cylinder, with slots, and the slides
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or buckets h, contractiupr and extending to and
ti'om the center of said cylinder.

2. The cone a, for the purpose of extending the
said slides or buckets b.

3. Tlie rubber rings c, for the purpose of contract-
ing, and the withdrawing of said slides or buckets b

toward the center of said cylinder, and whenever
applied to drills or broadcast seeders, using for that
purpose the aforesaid fjlinder, slides, or' buckets,
rubber ring, and cone, or any other substantially the
same, which will produce the intended effect.

92,905—Lewis A. Towxe, La Crosse, TVis.—
Clothes-Brier.—Jnlj 20, 1869. -

Claim.—A clothes-rack, consisting of standard
A, bar 6, pitman e, lever g, plate n. pinion 2:>. hookd,
and rack B, all combined, arranged, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

92,906. — Charles Tkuesdale, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and William Kesor & Co..
same t^Iacq.—Stove- Grate.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. In the described combination, with a
series of pendent front bars, D, the series of inter-
posed bottom bars E, upon the rock-shaft F, sub-
atantiaUy as set forth.

2. In combination with the elements of the preced-
ing clause, the upturned fingers e of the movable bars
E, for the purpose designated.

3. The arrangement of pendent bars D, rock-shaft
P, movable bars E, and rests H.

4. In this connection, the provision of the guard I,

as and for the purpose explained.

92,907.—Charles Lafayette Tucker, Chica-
go, 111.— Manufacture of Chipped Beef—July 20,
1869.

Claim.—1. The mode herein described of preserv-
ing dried or smoked beef, by chipping or slicing, and
compressing such slices into a compact form, and in-

closing such packages in air-tight integuments, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. As a new article of manufacture, smoked or
dried beef, when sliced or chipped ready for use, and
inclosed in any close-fitting integument, substan-
tially as and for the purposes sj)ecined.

92,908.—Charles M. Tyler, Indianapolis, Ind.—Combined Lamp-Wick Trimmer, Chimney- Clean-
er, and Lifter.—July 20, 1869.
Claim.—A combined lamp-wick trimmer, chimney-

cleaner, and lifter, having sections A and B, pincers
C, knives D and E, and fingers G and H, construct-
ed and arranged substantially as specified.

92,909.—John P. Tyler, Penn Tan, :N". T.—
Saio.^J\\\j 20, 1869.

Claim.—A saw. formed with a space between the
pairs, B C, of fleam-teeth, and with pairs of taper-
ing clearing-teeth A A, having larger spaces be-
tween the fleam-teeth and the clearing-teeth than be-
tween the clearing-teeth in each pair, as and for the
purposes set forth,

92,910.—Bex.tamin Tan Braeklix, Le Poy, ^S"

T.

—

Cultivator-Teeth.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—A tooth, having its shanlc. A, provided
with one or more spurs e, for the purpose of securing
it in position, substantially as described.

9^,911—Thomas B. Tax Peit, Westport, Mo.
—A7iimal-Trap.—July -20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the wings B B, the disk-wheels J J', triggers m. m',
sector-levers g g, with their pinions //, and the pan
3i, operated by either a spring or weight, or by
both combined, substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the cage 'W,
when said cage is provided with the drop X, engag-
ing with the trigger m', whereby the animal enter-
ing the cage raises the drop, to operate the trigger
and set the trap, as herein shown and describedT

92,912.—Friedrich Tetter, ]Srew Tork, IS.Y.—Seioing-Machine for Sewing Turned Shoes.—Julv
20,1869.

Claim.—1. The frame D, constructed as described,
in combination Avith the sewing-mechanism, when
made longitudinally adjustable, to suit shoes of differ-
ent width, by means of the toothed bar d and spring-
pawl c, as set forth.

2. The combination of the curved needle J and
thrcad-gitide L with the hooks M X, sole support K
S. and feed-pinion z, all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

92,913.—Simon Treeland, Cuba, X. Y.—Bee-
Hive.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The manner of supporting a series of
comb-racks, a a a, on the projecting ends of the noid-

dle bars b b, so as to provide for the circulation of air

between the outer and inner case, for the purposes
herein described.

92,914.—Simon Treeland, Cuba, IST.T.

—

Farm-
Gate.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The flanged friction-roller hinge G, as
constructed, in combination with the pin i, to lock
into it, the steadying-hook b and stationary flanged
roller d, all arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

92,915.—Simon Treeland, Cuba, ^. T.

—

Car-
riage-JS heel—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal hub, as constructed, with a
wrought-irou cylinder, C, whose ends are beveled off

to fit into V-shaped grooves, c c, in the flanges b and
D', in combination with the pipe-box B. screw-cap
D. holding-caps d d, secureci by set-screws i i, and
collar a, on the axle A, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. In combination with the metal hub, as above de-

scribed, the metal spokes E E, as constructed, they
being the largest at the ends, tapering toward the
center, and are provided with square heads, e e, elas-

tic washers//, they being inserted and secured iu
the cyliuder C, as herein described.

92,916.—James TValton, Poseburgh, Oreg.

—

Fleece-Bundling Apparatus.—Jul}' 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the permanent
sides of a case, of the hinged side E and pronged
cover, when arranged substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the same of a movable
bottom and pivoted hooks, when arranged for dis-

charging the cork by the movement of the bottom,
substantially as specified.

3. The foregoing combination of devices, forming
a machine whereby fleeces of wool or other compres-
sible substances may be compressed and tied, sub-
stantially as specified.

92.917 John L. Wellen-gton, Dansville, If.

Y.—Fence.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—A portable fence, consisting of the panels
A, having rails b, front strips c, top pieces d, and
bars or uprights a. provided with holes e and posts
B, provided with projections /and holes 7i, construct-
ed and arranged as herein described, so that the pan-
els may be attached or detached from the posts by
pins g, a& set forth.

92,918.—PR-a:n'kltn Wesson, Worcester, Mass.
—Combined Pistol and Birk.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a dirk-knife, provid-
ed with a spring- catch, c, with a two or more barrel
revolver, and arranged within a central sheath, sub-
stantially as described.

92,919.—M. AllisonWheeler, San Francisco,
Cal.—Sleeping-Car.—July 20. 1869.

Claim.—l.'The seats B of the car, provided with
backs composed of two parts, C C, connected to

branched arms D, constructed and applied to the
side rails of the seats, to admit of said parts C being
adjusted, in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The fi-ame or boards E, suspended from the side

and top of the car by means of the hooks ^, the joint-

ed arms F, the pendent loop G, substantially as here-

in shown and described.

92,920...-J'oseph B. Wilkinson, Troy, X. T.- .

Cooking-Stove.—July 20, 1669.
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Claim.—1. The employment of a self-feed, made in

two parts, so as to close up telescopically, construct-

ed and located substantially as described and set

forth.
2. A front-plate of a cooking-stove, having a por-

tion removed at the top, to permit a self-feed to pass
through and in combination therewith, in manner
and for the purpose as described and set forth.

3. The employment of the chambers i and I, divid-

ed by the division-plate h, with the apertures n and
dampered apertures m, constructed substantially in

manner and for the jmrpose as described and set

forth.

4. The employment of the chambers q and r, di-

vided by the division-plate s, with the apertures w,

and dampered apertures v, constructed and located
in manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed and set forth.

93,921.—Eltas "Woodward, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Neck Tie and Bow.—JmIj 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tongue e, and straps 5 and 6, in
combination with the metal cravat-frame, as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The hook 3, on the portion 2 of the frame a, in
combination with the tongue e, for connecting the
bow to the metal frame a, as set forth.

93,922.—John M. Woolwin, Mechanicsburgh,
Ohio.

—

Tinners' Gutter-Trough.—July 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of rod r, lever E, and
loops, cranks, or levers 1 1, for operating the clamp,
as shown and described. .

2. The arrangement of the dowel-pin t, entering-
sJupport B, in combination with the semi- cylindrical
sliding ends e e of trough A, for holding the same in
position while clamping the gutter-plates, as shown
and described.

3. The segments or forms C 0, and springs S S, in
the clamp-fratne F, with rod r, semicircular lever E,
boxes h h, and loops or levers I I, M'ben the same are
used in combination, as shown and described, as and
for the puri^ose specified.

92,923.—Alfred J. Works, Eair Haven, Conn.
—Brick-Kiln.—Ju]y 90, 1869.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement here-
in described of the drying-chamber A^, burning-
chamber A', with valves or damper D, the perforat-
ed movable platform or car C, with abeatdistributing
reservoii", consisting of chamber / and pipe g, and
furnaces B^ and B^, all constructed and operating
substantially as set forth.

92,924.—William K. Wyckoff, Eipon, Wis.—
Compound Oil far Coating Leather and Metals.—
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The improved water-proof oil -preserva-
tive for leather and metals, with the ingredients
combined in about the proportions herein named,
with the addition of the specific oil mentioned, and
not heretofore used, the whole prepared substantially
as set forth.

92,925 P. W. Deriiam, Brooklyn, K Y.—Pa-
per-File.—3\x\Y 20, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination, in a banker's file, of the
leaves E, made of stMT brown paper, cut and number-
ed from one to thirty-one; the intermediate guards
or strips A, Avith the stiifened ligatures B, and tlie

elastic baud C, tlie whole arranged and made as de-
scribed, and forming a banker's file, in which may
be arranged and secured all the notes, bills, &C., ma-
turing during the month.

92,926.— Marcia Adkins, Oswego, IST. T.—
Hair-Ctirling Apparatus.—July 27, 18()9.

Claim.—Tiie combination, witii tlie lieating and
winding mandrel A, of tlie spiral band C, spring-
pad D, comb E, and guide-pin F, substantially us
specified.

92,927.—Arthur Amohy, New Tork, N. T.—
Guide-Attachment for Boring-Instruments. — July
27, 1869.

Claim.—The guide-attachment for boring instru-
ments, eoiisi.sting of tlui adjustable clamp A, con-
structed as described, the spirit-levels B C, ono of

which is pivoted, and the scale F, all arranged
with reference to each other and the clamp, and
adapted for attachment to the shank of a boring-
tool, in the manner described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

92,928.—Solomon Andrews, Perth A.mboy, N".

J.— Velocipede.—Julj 27, 1869.

Claim.—In the velocipede having a single driving-
wheel in the rear, and two guide-wheels in front, the
arrangement of the several parts which constitute
the velocipede, as and for the purpose set forth.

92,929.—J. B. Baker, Syracuse, IST. T., assignor
to himself, Hikam B. Olmstead, and Eichard' W.
Jones, same place.

—

Carpet- Siveeper.—July 27, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The adjustable collar, carrying the

driving-pulley, when constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose of tightening
the belt.'

2. The combination of the dust-bos A, rotary
brush B, frame C, handle D, adjustable driving-pul-
ley e, and band /, all constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described.

92,930 G-eorge H. Bliss, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Tobacco-Box.—Jvdy 27, 1869.

Claiin.—The sliding-rammer e, sustained in guides
within the tobacco-box, and provided with a ring or
head by Avhich to move the same, in combination
with the said box a, and the socket c, as set forth.

92,931 A. L. BOGART, 1Sq\^ York, jST. Y.— Gas-
Heater.—J\Aj 27, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within-described gas-stove burner A, with its mix-
ing-chamber B, the whole device constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose shown.

92,932.—Martial Bonnin and Charles Escu-
DiER, New Iberia, La.

—

Sugar-Boiling Apparatus.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The setting of square kettles in a
graduated scale and position, as shown, with the ex-
panding flue corresponding, for the purpose of
evaporating cane-juice or other product substantially
the same ; also, the two methods of setting the same.

2. The pivot-damper, as here constructed and ap-
plied, in sugar or other evaporating apparatus, the
whole operating and being substantially the same.

92,933.—John W. Bowers, Newton, Mass.—
Manufacture of Braid.—-July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The braid herein described, composed
of two kinds of single yarns, prepared lor the braid-
ing-machine in spinning, substantially as described.

2. The method, herein described, of making single-

yarn braids, consisting in preparing the yarns for
braiding by spinning them with two different de-
grees of twist adapted to the operations of the
braiding-machine, and which are spun and wound
respectively upon two sets of braiding-bobbins, and
which yarns, in the condition in which they are
spun and wound, are formed into braid on a braiding-
machine, all substantially as described.

92r,.934.— Edwin D. Brainard, Albany, N. Y.—Method of Preserving the Aromatic Frinciple of
Hops.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The improved mode of preserving tho
aromatic principle of hops, as herein described.

92,935.—Potto Brown, Houghton and Bate-
man BuowN, Huntingdon, England.—J/f^rs' StaiT.

—July 27, 1869
;
patented in England Juno 23, 1868.

Clclim.—The skeleton millers' stall", horoinboforo
described, the same being composed substantially of
two straightedges rigidly connected togellior, so as

to form a skeleton frame, with a plane surface, for

the reception of the coating of color, which is to bo
transferred to the high parts of the millstone.

92,936.—George Bkownlee, Princeton, lud.—
Pcdecycle.—Jn\y 27, 18()9.

Claim.— \. A ]KHl('cycle, made and operating sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

2, A vehicle in which the weight to bo convoyed
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is suspended from the top of the "n-heel or wheel;
substantiallr as herein shown and described.

3. The brakes j g, applied aatomatieallT to the
bearing-roller a. to prerent either backTvard or for-
ward motion of the hoop, substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The pivoted tube C, containing thebaU h, to
oi)erate the brakes / g automaticallj, substantially
as herein shown and described.

9*2.937.—TeoiiAS J. Butchek. ^enona Sta-
tion. Tl.—il^.iical Compound.—JxAj 27. 1569.

Claim.—The medical compoutid "composed of the
ingredients above mentioned, in about the propor-
tioas named, and prepared substantially as de-
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

92,93S.—Jajces D. Butler. Lancaster, Mass.

—

JSraiding-iLachine.—.Jalv 27, isgg.

Claim.—1. The hooked traveler-tops, substantially
as described.

2. The combination of the hooked traveler-tops
with the upper table, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the spool-catch with its

weight, substantially as described.
4. The means for operating the spool-catch by the

thread, undisturbed by the jmnpiiig of the weight,
sobstantiaUy as described-

92,939.—"^luxoi r. CoLL-~3. "VToreester
Mass.

—

Corn-Popper.—July 27. 1?:'.

Claim.—^1. The clam- '? :" r h
:"

':- r "hr ri— ':: 17
wires, andhandle, subs: . .- :

2. The making the Li::_ :.: :_ : : :_: :.

appUed in the manner siio :_ : , r : '

both holding the parts togerl : - :_:- i:.-i:_- .i. ~

or hinge for the cover.

92.940.^JoHN H. Ceowell. Prrori!--:- P. I—Bobbin for Spinning.— July 27, l;c: l: ..-^

July -23, 1S69.

Claim.—The spiral spring C, i:: : ti : ~:

:

the chambered bobbinA B.as an 1 :;::;_:.;;
set forth.

dese:
cans
forth.

?y B or its shaft, all substantially as
- so that the breaking of the thread
' engage and stop the machine, as set

92.941 T. .J. DEA2C. St. Louis, Mo.— C;,.::.,i.:;,-

for Stills.—JnlT 27. 186^.

Claim.—1. A condenser for stills, havins tlie va-
por delivered into a condensing-ebaniber, s.::: r _

series of tubes, through which a enrrenr :

:

water is passing, substantially as described.
2. The combination of the chamber A ar 1 :

with the water-chamber D, tubes F, chii~..ci C.
and overflow E, all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as described.

"'

3. The supplementary chamber A, for the con-
densation of tie fiasel-oU, so arranged that the vapor
must pass through it, on its way ftom the heater to
the condensLQg-chamber, as set forth.

92.942

—

Vr. V. Duplet. Xe^ Tort, assignor
to Limseii and Lawrence "W. Clark. BrooklTi X.
X.—B'and-JfiVror.—July27, 13o9.

ijlaiin.—A hand or portable toflet-mirror, con-
stnicted substantially as described, of a '?-:i?'=-pi<^?^

B, with its handle-extension piece or 5::±rLr:
glass A, and outer back and handle D. n:. :t :: :. 7
suitable composition or cement, substantially as
specified-

92.943.—CLEAVELA^iT) F. Du>-nEEDALE. Xew
York, Zs. Y.

—

iLaehine for Generating and Carbu-
reting Gas.—JuiT 27. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of valves a and tc with
the hydrocarbon-chamber and pipes, the flanch. or
skirt X", snrrounding the perforated compartments
of the cbamber D, and the wire-cloth x on the inside
of said chamber, the screw-cap, or man-hole W,
and the condensing-receptacle M, arranged and
combined and used in connecrion with a gas-gener-
ator, substantially as herein specified and Seseribed,
and for the purpose set forth.

92,944.—P. DirxHAM, Leeds, Mass.—Sfojj-Jfo-

tion for Silk Stretching and Winding Machine.—
Jnly'27, 1869.

Claim.—^The arrangement of the lever L with
hook-arm k, upon the frame, and the sprlng-catcb

92,945.— JosEPHUS Easterdat, Frederick
Countv. Md., and J. B. CeoWELL, Greencastle, Pa.
—Grain-Drill—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device n, when constructed as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The bar G-. when famished with staple K, in
combination with device n. pulleys m. h. and ft',

cords.) and d, and bar H, the whole constmcted,
arranged, and operating substantially as described.

92,946.—JOHX ErBERWEiSEE, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assisnor to himself and Frederick Geoese, same
place.—Fodder- Cutter.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—^1. The described construction and ar-
rangement ofknife H, whose wrists h occupy eyes 1
in bolts 2, which pass horizontallythroagh the fiiee

ends of the vibrating arms F F', In the manner set
forth.

2. The described arrangement of adjustable apron
and weighted pressure-roUer, whose operating-handle
is provided with a notch and button, as and for the
purpose explained-

92,947.—HiRAJf FiLSOX. Monongahela Citr, Pa.
—Bee Hire.—Txilj 27, 1869.

Claim.—^The construetioa of the removable side
"- ^,

'
':' T 7 -

T
-. : -pper and lower sections, (either
- inner that said slide and half top,

: r rigidly or by a hinged connec-
::„ :: 7 _ i^.ved together, subsfantially as
: : :_ - _ " _ .-_ . l:-scribed, and for the purpose set

9-2,94S A Fp^ZT ? :-

Gearfor Wngorn.— . ^7 -^ -

Cairn.—1. The Ci: 11 :_ :
"

axle, and curved bar D. 01 tiic

specified.

;. The tongue, constTT ;: 1 ;

: L~ ected to the hounds : r

b^vl: G and braces I -1: : : _

3. The arransem ; :

M. and fixed boltL , :_ ; : _

"ridge, Ind.

—

Front

::h the hounds, the
C'CiT A. arranged as

;' :~: -arts E. and
; ; esses bv the

: :. ;^?ei£ed.
-rer'K. sand-board

: Civ as soecified.

92.949. — Jeremiah Fisk. Ausnsta, Me.

—

\ i/7-£ed.-^JGly 27, 1869.

. 7.7tni.—A compound spring, made up of a series

_; i;;rings formed fitjm wire coiled and arranged to
be united by rods or ties b, substantially as des(»lbed.

92.9.50.
—

"YTiLT TA^i S. Foster, Montsomerv.
Ala.—S7c.;e.?.—July 27. 1869.

Claim.—The extension of the uppers or quarters,
or both, in boots or shoes, and uniting them at the
bottom, so that the shank of the sole will be dis-

pensed with, substantially as described.

92,951.—Dasikl D. Fbasextx. Flora, HL, as-

signor to himself and JoHX S. Fxderwood, same
-1-ee.—Com and Seed Planter.—Jxiij 27, 1S89.

'lim.—1. In combination with the driver's or
T- /-Iter's seat, supported by the furrowing-teeth, the
spring L interposed between t#e seat and the furrow-
ing-teeth, substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination with the arrangemeEt covered
by the first claim, hanging the axle of the center
carrying-wheel D, so that the wheel can vibrate ver-

tieaiiy, and adapt itself to uneven ground, substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with the devices for setting the
forrowing-teeth nearer together or farther apart,

the devices for adjusting the covering-wheels to fol-

low the track of the forrowing-teeth.
4. The devices for setting the lower ends of the

planting-tubes forward and backward, to plant the
rows obliquely, substantially as described.

5. The grid* or rack L over the traversing seed-

bar, or between the bar and brush.

92,952.—Charles HI FRAXKLrv. jr.. XewTort,
X. T.—Steam-Generator.—Jnlj 27. 1869.

Claim.—^A steam-boiler having a third combus-
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tion-chamber, E, the same being set in the boiler in

the manner substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

92,953.

—

Samuel H. Fuederick, Matteson,
Mich.—Three-Horse Clevis.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The hook marked 1, slotted at one end,

to receive the hook 2 and hook 3, slotted at the re'ar

end, to receive the upper end of hook 2, in combi-
nation with hook 2, all constructed and arranged as
described and shown:

92,954.—John H. G-eorge, IsTewark, K". J.

—

Hose-Coupling.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hose-coupling, constructed with
the male and female sections B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The tube C, or its equivalent, in combination
with the coupling B D, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

92,955.—John GiBBS, Brooklyn, E. D., N". T.,
assiy-nor to himself and Calvin H. Carter, Water-
bury, Conn.—il/afc7i-,S'«/e.—July 27, 1869.

Claim:—The tubular match-holder, formed of a
strip of slieet-metal, rolled up and closed at the end,
as set foith, in combination with-the ring or band c,

that keeps the joint of the tube from opening, and
forms the base for the tubular cap d, as set forth.

92,956.—Thomas Gill, Waltham, Mass., as-

signor to himself, John Stark, and John Stark,
jr., same place.

—

Governor for Sfeam and other En-
ginery.—July 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The clock-escapement mechanism,
substantially such as herein described, to regulate
or govern the speed of the engine or other motor
with which it is connected, substantially in the man-
ner shown and set forth.

2. The combination with the aforesaid escapement-
governing mechanism, for regulating the speed of
the engine or other motor, of the friction-sleeve or de-

vice which connects the same with the driving-shaft,

substantially as herein shown and set forth.

3. The arrangement, with the escapement-mechan-
ism and fi'iction-brake or sleeve, of the gears r s t,

toothed wheel g, lever w, and sectoral rack h ', for

transmitting power from the escapement to the en-

gine.

92,957.—EoscOE J. Gould, ISTewark, IT. J.

—

Steam-Pumping Engine.—July 27, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination of the springs C with
steam -pumps, as shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings, or
in any other mechanically-equivalent way to produce
the same elfect.

92,958.-C. J. Greene, Olneyville, R. l.—Mule
for Spinning.—July 27, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination with the quadrant-
wheel I, of the rocker-shaft, with the gear E, for

operating the friction-shaft to back off the yarn
from the spindles, substantially as described.

2. The combination with the shipper-lover K and
the friction- clutch, of the gearing-mechanism, con-
sisting of the bell-crank O Q and connecting-appa-
ratus, substantially as described, for the j)urpose spe-
cified.

3. The combination, with the bell-crank O Q, of
the lever 11, actuated by a pin on the Avheel E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The com))iiiation with the fricton-shaft A, of the
drum i, when arranged relatively to each other, and
to the main rack, aiul provided with actuating mech-
anism, substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. The combinatiou, Avith the clutch-pinion «, of
the shifting-lever d, arranged to be actuated by the
return movement of the rocker-shaft, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

92,959. — lliciiARi) Groom, Albany, N. Y.—
Device for Cleaning Ploics.—July 27, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The shear-blade A, in combination
with colter B, substantially ns herein shown and
described.

2. The horizontal shear-blade C, and the two-edged
movable shear-bluilo A, in combinatiou Avith an up-

right blade or colter, B, substantially as herein
shown and set forth.

92,960.—William Guest, London, assignor to
James Buckingham, Walworth, England. — Ma-
chine for Making Cord.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A circular woven cord or rope with a
solid center, made by weaving the threads or strands
together across the center of the cord or rope, sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

2. The combination of the spindles b with the
plates c, d, and e, when said parts are all constructed,
arranged, and made to operate conjointly, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set
forth.

3. The conductors g and h, when combined with
the spindles b, and with the levers grx and hx, and so
arranged as to select automatically the desired num-
ber of spindles from the central plates c, and guide
them into the recesses dx ex, in the peripheries of
the plates d and e, while the other spindles are car-

ried round with the said central plate, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The spindles b, plates c, d, and e, the conduct-
ors or tappets ,g and/i, and central hollow axis c^, com-
bined and operating together, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

92,961.

—

John H. Holbert, Ottawa, 111., as-

signor to himself, Elias P. Read, and T. W. Mc-
Farland, same place.

—

Hedge-Setter.—July 27, 1869

;

antedated July 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The trench-opener, when constructed
of a frout-cutter, D, and two vertical wings D' D',

at the rear thereof, forming a space between , entirely

open and unobstructed at the top and rear, so that the
plants may be put down through the top, and fixed

in the ground, without being displaced by the on-
ward progress of the machine, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. So attaching and connecting said trench-opener
D D' to the frame of the machine that the same may
be moved upon its pivoted attachment, in the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

3. In combinatiou with said trench-opener, the bar
S and lever F, arranged and operating as and for the
purpose shown and described.

4. In combination with said trench-opener D D',

the arrangement of the vertical curved runner R,
in such a manner as to move the soil laterally toward
the row of plants, and press the soil close against the
said plauts, in the manner herein shown and specified.

5. In combin ation with said trench-opener and run-
ner E, the beveled rollers M, arranged and operating
as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The belt H, when provided with a series of pin-

cers or plant-holders, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

7. The gripe J, in combination A\'ith a crank, K,
and inclined block, L, in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

8. The combination of the shaft K, and gearing
connecting the same, with the pulley G and belt H,
with pincers I, in the manner set forth.

92,962.—James P. Hall, New York, I^T. Y.—
Compoundfor Cutting and Polishing.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.— A compound for cutting and polishing
purposes, having the within-named ingredients thor-

oughly mixed, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

92,963 Israel C. Hall, Sanborntou, N. H.—
Whifftetree.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of tho
spring C, the hook a, "and the lever I), with thowhif-
fletreo A and its hitching-head B, as set forth.

92,961.—John C. Ham, Now York, N. Y.—Car-
r(V„;,.._Ji,lv27, 1869.

Claim.—T\\G top D and seat B, oxlonded in line

with each other, in combination with the curved
front C, substantially as described, for tho purpose
specified,

92,965.—Alexander Harijoun, Jr., Onondaga,
N. Y.-Scwimj-Machine for Working Button-Holes.
—July 27, 1869
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Claim.—The rotary reciprocating hook &, in com-
bination -svith the holding-points i and k, for laying
the tlu'ead, substantially as and for the purpose set
orth..

92,966.—Otto Hexxtg. Chicairo, TH..—Street-Re-
flector for W^ndo^l:s.—J\A\ -21 , 1869!

Claim. — The arrangement and combination of
binges E F H I. rod P C G-, socket B, thumb-screws
L J K and frames o o'. when made and operated sub-
stantiallj as and for the pui'pose set forth.

.92,967.-^Bexjamin B. Hill and JoHX E. Hill,
Worcester, iSLa.^?,.—Corn-Popper.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—Forming the guard, the eye or loop S,
making the hinge for thereover and the handle or
tang 01 one and the same continuous piece of wire,
Tvben constructed and operating in the manner and
for the purposes above set forth'and described.

92,968. — Labax Holloway, San Francisco,
Cal.—(?«H(7-P/0M'.—-July 27, 1869.
Claim.—I. The mora'ble arms C C, pivoted to the

sides of the frame, and the treadle-le-\-er J attached
to the pole, so that by theii* simultaneous movements
the plovr-frame can be raised and lowered, substan-
tially as described.

2. The slotted stops H at each side of the di-iver's

seat, and the strap or bar L. beneath the frame,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

92,969.—Hexry A. House, Bridgeport, Conn.
•

—

Screw-Wrench.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—1. A screw-wi'ench, having its sliding

jaw held back by a spring connecting it with the
fixed portion 6, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the spiral
spring C, the hollow screw B, and the sliding jaw
A, substantially as herein described.

92,970.—Leonard D. Howard, St. Johnsburv
Yt.—Shutter-Fastener.—Jw\\ 27, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted levers / g, when provided
with the lateral-operating prongs I: k, arranged. \^ith
relation to each other, in the manner herein shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

92,971.—TTilliam C. Howard, BeUe Plaine,
Iowa.

—

G-rain-Eegister.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—The adjustable block, carrying the pulley

X,'in combination with the box B 2 3 4, and spring-
pawl Q E., for holding the half-bushel, and operating
a registering device, as set forth.

92,972. — Thomas Huckaxs, Xew Baltimore,
and J. Wesley Carhart, Troy, X. Y.

—

Xeedle-Pro-
teetor for Seicing-ilachine.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The needle-guard, constructed as de-
scribed, consisting of the bar B. secured at a a to
the needle-bar A, and provided with bearings b b. for
the reception of the movable guard-rod C, adjusted
by the collar I, and surrounded by the spiral spring
G-, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

92,973.—J'ames I^^ES, IVToimt Carmel, Conn.—
Harness-Bii.ckle.—July 27, 1869.

Claim..—1. The buckle, consisting of the frame C
E D, tongue b and pivot a, aU arranged, combined,
and operating substantially as described.

2. The reduced arcted p'ortion D of the buckle, in
combination Avith the tongue b b' and pivot a a, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.'

92,974.—"WiLLiAii H. Jackson, Xew York, l!f.

Y.— Ornamental Back for Fire-Place.— July 27,
1869. /

Claim.—An ornamental back and sides for open
fire-places, consisting of a cast-metal frame, enam-
eled on its face with diamond or other shaped spaces
filled with tUe of various colors, the said back and
sides locking together in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein set forth, shown, and
described.

92,97.5—Thomas C. Xelly, West Libertv, Pa.
—Horse Hay-Fork.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The tines A, head B, jointed arm C,
sheave D, spring-catch, and cords H and I, all com-
bined and arranged substantially as specified.

92,976.— JoHX Lauer, Chicago, JH.-Yeloci-
pede.—July 27. 1669.

Claitn.—The combination of the wheelsA B, reach
E; connecting-rod M. lever P, disk O. standard F
F, spring-standards K, spring-seat plate J, and seat
I, all combined, arranged, and operating as herein
shown and described.

92,977.—James Lee, Xew York, X". Y.

—

Chair.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The seat-frame D, hinged board E, straps
or webbing F. springs G, and upholstering or cloth
back H, in combination with each other and with
the chair-fi-ame A. secured together by the screw-
bolts B and nuts C. substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

92,978.—JohaxLixnemaxx, Copenhagen, Den-
mark.

—

Turretfor Yessels.—July 27, 1869.
"

Claim.—A turret, so supported as to permit its

elevation and depression, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

92,979.—David Lithgow, Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Water-Gauge.—Jwlj 27. 1869.

Claim.—The chamber G. tube H. and glass gauge-
tube E, in combination, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

•

92,980.—George S. Lo^'ell and Mary F. Lov-
ELL. Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Probang, or Instrument for
Treating Diseased Orifices.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the handle A, of
the elastic supporting and retaining cap C. retained
thereon by means of the stem B, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

92,981.- TTiLLiAM JoHX Lynd. Golden City,
Colorado Ter. — Method of Extracting Iron and
other O.zides from Clay, Porcelain-Earth, c&c.—Julv
27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The method of removing iron and
other discoloring matters and impurities from pot-
ters' clay, and other argillaceous substances, sub-
stantially in the manner and by the means herein de-

scribed, "that is to say, by the employment of unmag-
netized plates of iron or steel, immersed or placed
in a solution of the clay to be purified, substantially
as set forth.

2. The employment, with the unmagnetized iron
or steel plates, immersed in the bath of clay to be
purified, of electricity, substantially in the manner
specified, whereby the action of said plates may be
rendered more energetic.

3. The use in combination with unmagnetized
steel plates, whether the action of the same be aided
or not by electricity, of artificial or natural perma-
nent magnets, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

92,982.- Hexry G. Mack, Oswego, X. Y.—
Clothes-Drier.—July 27, 1869.

Claim. — The standards a. with side-pieces b,

hinged at the top and the bottom, in combination
with the metallic braces c, when constructed and
used substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

92,983.-William C. Marr. Peru, Wis.—Com-
bined Drill and Saic-Gummer.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar or frame A a^, drill-shaft B,
screw-sleeve D d', jaws a'^, and set-screws E, in com-
bination with each other, substantitdly as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the fiange plates G. screws
H, bar I, and nuts J, with each other and with the
jaws a^ of the frame or bar A a^, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The oilerK L, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the bar or fi-ame A of the machine,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose"set forth,

I

I
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92,984.—Daniel McCullough, Oxford Town-
ship, Ontario, Canada, assif^norto himself, William
J. Scott, Jr., and Patrick Harty.— Corn-Planter.
—July '27, 1869.

Ctaim.—1. In connection with the hopper-bottom
E, haA'inft- the seed-passage e, the alternately-recip-

rocating- slides F F', arranged above and below the

bottom E, and operated by means of the spring-arms
H H', and pins I J, or their mechanical equivalent,

all said parts being constructed to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The parts M M, when arranged upon the rim
of a wheel, as and for the purposes described, said

parts consisting essentially of the fixed plates r}i ta

n, pivoted plates O n', rod r, and spring s, con-
structed to operate together, substantially in the
manner specified.

3. The combination of the partsM M, constructed
to operate as described, with the wheel B, pins I
J, arms H H', levers or bars G- G, slides F F', and
hopper-bottom E, all operating together substan-
tially as described and for the purposes specified.

92,985.—Thomas McKinlky, New York, ]Sr.

Y.—Plastering-MacJiine.—Ju]j 27, 1869.

Claim.—The box A, piston C, tulje O, and delivery-

tubejR, arranged to operate substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose specified.

92,986.—George V. Metzel, Baltimore, Md.—
Card- Case.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—The false bottom B, furnished with springs

//, in combination witli press-plate g and case A, all

combined to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

92,987.—Elie Moneuse and Louis Dupar-
QUET, New York, N. Y.— Co/ee-Po«.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cover /, with the flange sitting
down inside the cylinder of the urn, in combination
with the flange e and water-ring c, as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The urn for coffee or tea, formed of sheet-cop-
per, with a lining of sheet-tin fitted and attached to
the inside of the copper vessel, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

92,988.—Daniel Moo?r and Edwin Moore,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Filtering-Tube.—J \x\j 21, 1869.

Claim.—The tubular case b, formed with segmental
springs, in combination with the clamping-band c,

and filtering diaphragm d e, as and for the purposes
set forth.

92,989.—Edwin Moore, Brooklyn, E. D., N.Y.—Hay and Manure Fork.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—The movable tines, with shanks that are

wider at their back end than toward the front part
of the shanks, so as to be retained within the metal
socket by the handle, in the manner set forth.

92,990.—Samuel Moore, Pi-ovidence, E. I.—
Throttle- Valve Gear.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the stem and oper-
ating-lever of a throttle-valve, of a segment, B, a
friction-pinion and a friction-device, substantially as
specified.

92,991.—Thomas N. Morse, Fairhaven, Mass.
—Velocipede.—July 27, 1869.

Claim,.—The frame A of a velocipede, when made
of one single piece, by bending the side-bars h and
the front extension c, on the plate a, substantially as
herein shown and described.

92,992—Wilson No ijle, New Haven, Conn.—
Pio?^.-July 27, J 869 ; antedated July 3, 1869.

O^rtwt.—Tlie wheel I), constructed Avith a corru-
gated surface, in combination with the plowshare,
Bubstautially as and for the purpose set forth.

92,993.—George Oakley, Qiiinoy, T[\.—Compo-
sition for Curing Corns.—.July 27, 1869.
Claim.—T\\(i within-described composition or tinc-

ture, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

92,994.—George Osr.oitN, Lakevillo, Mass.,
assignor to himself, Fueukuick Lkonauu, and Jo-

seph C. OsBORN, same place.

—

Nail-Machine.—July
27, 1869.

Claim,—The arrangement and combination of the
movable gauge-guards r r, provided with mechanism
for operating them as described, with the iuterme;
diate guard E, the two series of cutters A F B Gj
and the vibratory nail-plate carrier I, the whole being
essentially as set forth,

92,995.—George Osborn, Brooklyn, -assignor
to Abraham G. Jennings, New York, N. Y.

—

Lace-
Making Machine.—.July 27, 1869.

Claim-—In combination with the needles B, the
sinkers C and the slotted frame D, the bar or strap
E. arranged to slide upon the pins a, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

92,996.—EicHARD A. Parsons, Clinton, Iowa,
assignor to himself and Ten Brock & Noyes, same
place.

—

Guide for Gang-Saio Gates.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
fender-posts A A. the adjustable inclined pieces B B
B B, the armsPPPPPPPPPPPP, supporting
and fixing the guide-bars C C C C, when constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

92,997.—George H. Pbabody, New York, N.
Y.— Cotton-Seed Huller.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The concave receptacles e, in combina-
tion with the adjustable and fixed knives c and D D,
substantially in the manner and. for the purpose as
herein set forth.

92,998.—John H. Peake, Washington, D.C.—
Zi7icing-Iron.—July 27, 1869.

Claiin.—A composition of saturated solution of
chloride of ammonium, hydrochloric acid, and me-
tallic zinc, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, with the
addition of chloride of potassium, in the proportions
stated, or equivalent proportions, for the purpose
specified.

92,999.—J. J. Pemberton, Oakland, El.

—

Ven-
tilator for Chim,ney.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—Metallic ventilating-arches A B, con-
structed and arranged for application to the chim-
neys, substantially as specified.

93,000—Timothy G-. Phelps, Belmont, Cal.—
Scraper.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The scraper, consisting essentially of the
carriage A, draught-bar G, semicircular turn-plate
E, and scraper C, the whole being combined substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

93,001.—Herman Pietsch, New York. N. Y.—
Pitcher for Cooling Liquid.—July 27, 18f)9.

Claim.—An improved cooling-pitcher, formed by
the combination of the double walls A B, interior
wall D, flanged bottom P G, bottoms C H, pipe or
pipes K, tube L, tube N, spout P, and air-holes o',

with each other, said parts being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein shoAvn
and desc^-ibed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,002.—Joel Putnam, Banvers, Mass.

—

Fin-
ishing Sp)lit Leather.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described method of prepar-
ing the surface of split leather, the same consisting
in applying thereto a composition substantially as
set fortii, and glassing and boarding it.

2. The improved manufacture of split leather as so
made or treated.

93,003.—Henry F. Read, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Mold for Casting the C>/linder and Dial-Box of
Water-Mctcr.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The 'mold for the cylinder and dial-

box, composed of parts C and F, an^l \\\o nuindrel 1),

with its removable collar (/, when constructed sub-

stantiallv as and for the purpose desi-rilxnl.

2. Tlu' mold for the cap of the dial-liox, ccnnposod
of the parts L, Q, aiul K. constructed substantially as

and for Ww jiurpose described.

3. The cylinder A and the dial-box H and cap P
when cast" in metallic molds, constructed subst-au-
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tially as described, and substantially in the manner
described, as a new article of manufacture.

93,004.—Xelsox Eead, "Wincliendon, Mass.—
Mechanical Movement.—July 27, 18fi9.

Claim.—The transmitting of motion from a driv-
ing-shaft, C, to two counter-shafts, A B, through the
medium of the bent or curved connecting-rod D,
made in one inece, and cranks or crank-pulleys A'
B' C, arranged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as shown and described.

93,005.—Jacob Eebhun, Xew York, X. Y.—
Clarionet.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The B-key B, connected with tlie lever
C, which has the ear rZ.'to actuate the C-key D, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The lever 'F of the C-sharp key E, when pro-
vided with the ear e. to close the key D. as set forth.

3. The lever J, pivoted between the levers C and
F, to act at once on tlie keys D anJ G, substantial-
ly as herein shown and described.

4. The plate I, pivoted to the clarionet, to close the
key G, and to produce the B-C-sharp trill, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

5. The application, to a clarionet, of a second C-
sharp key G, to operate substantially as herein shown
and described.

6. The application, to a clarionet, of a second E-
flatkey L, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

7. The combination of the secondary E-flat key L
with the key X and levers M, substantially ashei'ein
shown and "described.

8. The keys P and Q. or either, provided, together
with the G-sharp keys, to produce A and the G-
sharp and A trill, substantially as herein shown and
d scribed.

93,006.—E. L. Egberts, Brooklvn, X. Y.—Bolt.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the doorC, of the
holts E, A, and D, when the bolt A is arranged to
he thrown out when the said bolts E A are" with-
drawn, and vice versa, and when the bolt D is ar-

ranged to permit the bolt E to be shot and the bolt
A to be V'.ithdrawn, whether the said bolt D falls

into its notch or not, substantially as specified.

93,00r.—E. L. Egberts, Brooklyn, K", Y.—Yen-
tilating-Apparatus

.

—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of cold and hot airpas-

sages, heater, and valve-devices for opening the one
passage and closing the other, and vice versa, simul-
taneously, by one and the same movement of the
valve-apparatus, substantially as specified.

93,00S.—MarkL. Egberts, Xew Brunswick,
jS". J.

—

Knittincf-Machine—July 27. 1S69.
Claim.—1. The combination of the needle-guide

Q and needle -board opener and yarn-guide P, when
all are constructed and arranged substantially as aiid
for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the same with the needles
and the needle-cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The adjustable cylinder E, arranged to he
geared with the spiral flange G, or ungeared there-
from, substantially as described, to be'operated hy
the shaft H, for the purpose set forth.

4. The needle-cylinder E and needles, combined
in one machine with the two sets of needle-operating
mechanisms herein described, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. The combination, with the needle-cylinder and
its needles, of the slide B, made adjustable in the
supports C C, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

93,009.—Gegrge A. Egbixsox, ITount Pulaski,
III.—Bee-Hive.—Jwly 27, 1869.

.

Claim..—The construction and arrangement of
the moth-box A, the platform B, the bee-orifice I,

and the slide E, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

93,010.—AxxA P. Eggers. Quincy, HI.—Guide
for Sewing-Machine.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the recessed portion
C of the gauge-plate, and the curved adjustable
spring E, with the concave pad E. all arranged and
operating as described, whereby all lateral movement
of the pad is prevented, and 'its pressure upon the
cloth adjusted, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

93,011.—G. D. Eowell, Menomonee Falls,
Wi-s.

—

Adjustable Mold-Board and Colter.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—A colter and mold-board, consisting of
colter A, mold-board B, slots C, and bolts D, sub-
stantiallj as described.

93,012.—Eraxcis Schleifer, San Francisco,
Cal., assignor to himself and Fkaxcis Cutting.—
Method ofMamtfacturing Vinegar.—J\x\^ 27,1869;
antedated July 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. Mingling oxygen with a vaporintended

to be acetified before the same is condensed, by in-
jecting atmoj;phericair, or the prepared gas, into the
Tesselor comparrmeut in which the vapor is gener-
ated, substantially as described.

2. The generator F'. consisting of the compart-
ment A, provided with the air-injection pipe h', and
the compartment B, divided by the perforated plate
F. and provided with the pipe D and cap E, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with the generator F', the
aeetifier H. one or more, for compledug the process
of acetitication, substantially as described.

93,013.—William A. Sharpe, Syracuse. X. Y.
—Harvester.—Jwlj 27,1869: antedated July 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the box 33 and link
C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the box and link, the rack
or racks G and pinion-wheel F, substantially as and
for the purposes mentioned.

3. Pivoting the link c, and swiveling the same,
substantially as herein specified.

4. The entire combination of parts forming a cas-
ter-wheel for a reaping-machine, consisting of the
wheel A and the box B, link C, adjustable pivoting-
plate D, rack G, and pinion F, as and for the pur-
poses described.

93,014.—Wesley Sherman and Giles Bishop,
Middletown, Conn.

—

Stop for Preventing Retro-
grade Motion in Seioing-Machines.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The self-acting hanging pawl or stop-
lever A in two parts, constructed and operatingsub-
stantially as hereinbefore described, when applied
to sewing machines, as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

93,015.—John Sherwood, Ottumwa, Iowa.—
Potato-Digger.—July 27, 1869.

Claim..— 1. An improved potato-digger, formed
by the combination of the plow or shovel A, curved
bars B, rods D. cross-bar E, hinged cross-bar F,
rods G, and handles H I, with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The apron F G, constructed as herein described,
and provided with the lever K, working in the keeper
h', when arranged with reference to the rods D,
curved bars B, and handle H, as set forth and shown.

93,016.—DA^ao E. Smth. San Francisco. Cal.,

assignor to himself and Xorbert Landry.— Yeloci-

pede.—Julj 27, 1869.

Claim.—In the velocipede as constructed, and in
combination therewith, the friction-clutch J J, spur.s

L L, arms K K, cross-bar M M, cam !J>r, guide-
wheel T, with hollow rim E' and axle X, arranged
and operated substantiallj' as described.

93.017.—"Walter Sjiith, Boonville, Ind.—Cul-
tivator.—Jvi\t 27, 1869.

Claim.—The fi'ame B. the wheels C L. the gauge
H, the gauge-lever I and gauge-spring J, the slides

E, the "regulators G, and the setter-screws O, and
their application to, and co-operation with the plows,
handles, and clevis.
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93,018.—Hiram Staples, ITashua, K". H., as-

signor to himself aud Elhridge M. Dudley, same
place.

—

Coinposition for Favements, Hoofing, dkc.—
July 27, 18(J9.

Claim.—1. The employment of bitumen and coal-

tai* in or about in the proportions stated, with
g-ravel, or its equivalent, and wood sawdust, in the
formation of a composition for the fabrication of a
pavement or I'oof-coveriug.

2. The combination of a finishing-layer of pulver-
ized granite or comminuted stone with tlie compo-
sition made, as explained, of bitumen, coal-tar,

gravel, and wood sawdust.

93,019.

—

Francis Stein and Henry Haering,
]N"ew York, jN'. Y.

—

Adjustable-Scaffold.—July 27,

1869.

Claim. —1. The friction-wheels L L, arranged
with relation to the post C and case A, as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The metallic Avheel or ring F, supporting the
socket B, combined with the platform A, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The combination, yith the ratcliet-wheel. pin-
ion N, and rack O, of the pawls, brake, and lever,

when arranged substantially as specified.

93,020.—EiCHARD Straubel, Williamsburgh,
N. Y.—Eye- Glass.—3\\\j 27, 1869.

Claiin.—The nose-pieces B', suspended from the
spring B, and pivoted to the glass frames A by
means of the lugs a h, inclosing the spring cZ, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

93,021.—John Blake Tarr, Fairhaven, Mass.—Stea7n- Generator Feed-Device.—July 27, 1869 ; an-
tedated July 12, 3869.

Claim.—1. The feed-water receiver D, arranged
upon the feed-pipe E, leading into the boiler, the
steam-pipe C leading to the steam-space in the boiler,

the blow-ofi" cock c, and the feed-water pipe s, said
liipes being provided with cocks, and said parts be-
ing combined and adapted to operate substantially
as described.

2. The feed-pipe E, leading from tank D into the
boiler, and beueath the water-line therein, in com-
bination ^vit]l the feed-water apparatus, as herein
described.

93,022.—CebraL. Taylor, ^STorwich, Conn.—
Toy-Hoop.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the furcated handle A, the hoop or wheel B, the toy-
engine L, and the mechanism applied thereto, and
to the hoop or wheel, for the purpose of transmitting
motion to the engine from the hoop or wheel, Avhile
being trundled or revolved, as explained.

2. The combination of the cross K, or crosses K
1^, with the furcated handle A, the hoop B, the toy-
engine L, and the mechanism for operating the en-
gine, by means of the hoop B, while being revolved,
as specified.

93,023.—George H. Todd, Montgomery, Ala.,
assignor to himself and C. W. Kennedy, same place.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the catch Tc, trig-

ger J, and spring g, wlien arranged within the
breech, as and for the purpose described.

2. Tlie vib 1), substantially in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

93,024.—William R. Walker, Concord, N. H.
— Fountain-Pcn.—July 27, 1869.

Claim,.—Tlie cora])ination and arrangement of the
air-passage through the valve e, and its stem B, with
such valve and stem, tlie spring E, the fiexible or
clastic membrane or head /i, and the reservoir ?', of
the pciii-liandle A, the whole being to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,025. — Elias Werden, Tittsfield, Mass.—
Clothe.sJf.ack.—J n\y 27, J 869.

,

Claim.—A clothca-rack, cbnsietiug of the posts
A, whicli have the shoulders a a, and of the pivoted
swinging l)ars I), Avhicli arc arranged in s(!ctions, sub-
stantially as heroin shown and described.

93,026.—Andrew E. Whitmore, Boston, Mass.
—Sliding Caliper.—July 27, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement of the
swiveling or socket-screw, and sectional saddle-nut
h, with the movable jaw of a beam caliper, substan-
tially as and for the purposes shown and set forth.

93,027.—Maximilian S. G.Wilde, Somerville,
assignor to himself and James H. Noble, of Pitts-
field, Mass.— (raie.—July 27, 1869 ; antedated July
15, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The sliding bar C, in combination with
a s^\ing-gate or door, for the pm'pose as above speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the sliding bar C with a
strap and -R-eight, K, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

93,028.—IRVIN WiLLiTS, Deer Plain, 111.—Wag-
on-Brake.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The brake-bar A, carrying the pivoted
shoes E, hinged at its forward edge to the upper side
of the tongue, and attached to tlie loose double-tree
bolt by means of the adjustable link E, whereby,
when the draught of the team ceases, the brake-bar
falls, by its own gravity, to carry the shoes F against
the periphery of the forward wheels, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

93,029.—John W. Williams, Syi-acuse, N. Y.—
Detachable Foot-Valve and Seat for Fumps.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—The conical attachment C, containing
the conical valve D, such attachment being secured
to any ordinary pump, all substantially as herein
shown and described.

93,030.—Simon Wortmann, New York, IST. Y.
— Yelocipede.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with each other, of
the frame A, wheels B C, steering-post D, shafts F
I J, pinions e d f, lever g, fly-wheel K, pitmen e,

levers H, and seats E and G, all arraiiged and oper-
ating substantially as herein sho^\'n and described.

2. The fly-wheel Ix, mounted on a separate sliaft,

J, the sliding pinion /, in combination with the
lever g, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

93,031.— Lorenzo Zimmerman, Waukeshraa,
Mich.— Gii.ndi7igFdge-Tooh.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.— In combination with a grindstone, the
bar C, socket D, lever G, and jaw I, constructed, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein shown
aud described, for the purposes set forth.

93,032.—John L. Agnew, Negannee, Mich.

—

Appendage to Blast-Fipes of Blast-Furnaces.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—An air-tight plug and cylinder, with sub-
stantially the arrangement and combination of holes
and glass or glasses in same, as is above particularly
s^t forth, and for the purpose herein described.

93.033.— John M. Allison, Saliua, Pa.—
Broom-Read.—July 27, 1869.

Claim%.—Tlie broom-forming apparatus herein de-
scribed, having shank B, former D, and clamp E,
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
specified.

93.034. — J. B. Andrews, Bridgeton Centre,
Ma.—Saw-ITorse.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangtnncnt of pedal e, rod /;, V-
spring/aiul toothed arm k, on a saw-horse, in con-
necstion with tlie fixed teeth -;(, and rest o, for the
l^urpose of easily holding the saw and wood to bo
sawed, tlie Avhole operating us herein sot I'ortli.

93.035.— John Baker, Fairburv, 111.— (7mi'u-
Bindcr.—^uly 27, ]8(i9.

Claim.—l.'Tho combination of tlu'^ gatherers V> B
B B with the troughs a a, A A, the treadle K, as and
for the purpose specified.

2. Ju combination with the gatherers B B B B and
troughs a a, A A, the trough U and elevator G,
when arranged in tho luauuor and for the purpose
specified.
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93,036.—John Ball, Canton, Ohio.— Plow.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A plow-beam, constructed of two or
more bars of iron or steel, when used in combination
with a cast metallic standard, constructed as herein
described, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. The plow-standard herein described, the same
being composed of tbe standard A, with flanges a a,

share-seat B, shoe-bar C, landside-bar b, post D,
standard E, and corrugated segment F, and the said
parts being so arranged as that the whole can be
cast in a single casting, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. So constructing and arranging the landside of

a plow as that the ends of said landside shall extend
to the front of the plowshare and form the plow-
cutter, and also, so that said landside can be turned
end for end, so as to bring either of its cutter-edges
into action, substantially as is herein specified.

4. The combined point and shoe herein described,
composed of the bar M, with pointed ends x x, and
flukes r s, when the same is used in combination
witli the plow-standard, landside, and movable share-

piece, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

5. The spring K, when used in combination with
the plow-standard A D and draught-rod or chain L.
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

6. Providing the lower ends and inner-facesof the
plow-handles with corrugated irons, pivoting said
handles by means of a pivot-bolt to the plow-standard,
and securing tliem at any desired angle with the
beam, by clamping the corrugated irons against a cor-

rugated segment on the plow-standard, by a clamp-
ing-bolt placed above the pivot-bolt, and passing
through holes in the handles and a slot in the plow-
standard, substantially as is herein specified.

93,037.-8. H. Barnes, Lanesborough, Pa.—
Water- Wheel—Jaly 27, 1869.

Claim:—!. The plano-convex gates E, arranged in

the mouths of the chutes, and geared with the wheel
H, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the hollow convex bearing
Ii upon the case o.r other support, about the wheel,
and the concave bearing K, substantially as speci-

fied.

93,038 B. P. Barney, Pontiac, 111.— Combined
Harroiv and Marker.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
sectional hai'row C, marking-frame D, and levers a
and s, constructed and operating substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

93,039.—Thomas Barrett, Charlestown, Mass.—Tool for Forming Lips on the JS^ecks of Bottles.—
July 27, 1869.

Glaiin.—1. The combination of a neck-shaping and
lip-forming tool, substantially as shown.

2. The retractile lip-former and lip-forming recess
in the die, substantially as shown, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

93,040—RUFUS E. Bean, Pranklin, :N". B..—De-
vice for Suspending Picture-Frames and Mirrors.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The corrugated wireB, when used in con-
nection with the frame A and cord C, substantiaJly
as described and shown, for the purpose set forth.

93,041.—Udney IST. Bearusley, Lawton, Mich.—Dumping- Wagon.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the frame A, boxes
B C, board G-, and stirrups H H, all constructed
and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The stirrup? H, when used to secure the bed to
the wagon, and to dispense with the continuous
reach, substantially as described.

93,043.—Hiram Benedict, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Allen Chaney, same place.

—

Cultivator and Harroxu Combined.—July 27, 1869
;

antedated July 16, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Tlie center bar A, the side bars D, and
other bars Gr, when pivoted together and arranged
relative to each other, as shown, for the piu'pose of
expanding the implement.

2. The harrow-teeth M, in connection with the bars
D and G, and the cultivator-teeth K and L, when ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth, described, and shown.

93,043.—George W. Benson and Prank F. Do-
land, Sacramento, Cal.

—

Sawing-Machine.—Julv 27,
1869.

Claim.—In combination with the sliding block I,

the spring R, when secured to the block, so as to rise

and fall with it, substantially as set forth.

93,044.—Benjamin Best, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Com-
pound for Destroying Insects.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A composition compounded of the above-
named ingredients, and applied for the protection of
trees and vines, substantially as set forth.

93,045.— James W. Brady, Catonsville, as-
signor to M. W. Brady% Baltimore, Md.

—

Coffee-
Cleaner and Polisher.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oblique deflecting-plates e e, ar-

ranged upon the inner surface of the perforated metal
plates C, in combination with the polishing-plates m,
of leather, or equivalent material, substantially as
descriljed, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie polishing-plates m m, of leather or equiva-
lent material, arranged alternately with the perfor-
ated metal plates C, substantially as described, for
the liurpose specified.

3. A cylinder constructed with solid longitudinal
plates c c, lined with the rubbers m, of leather, or
equivalent material, alternating with plates, c' c', of
foraminated boiler-plate iron, or other equivalent
plate-metal, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

93,046.—Edwin D. Brainard, Albany, IN". T.—
Pefrigerator.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A refrigerator, having the frame or body
constructed with double side casings a and b, end
casings c and d, and bottom casings e and g, inclos-

ing dead-air chambers 1, 2, and 3, when said frame
or'body is sheathed both externally and internally

with a continuous and hermetically sealed sheet-

metal wrapper, s, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

93,047. — Benjamin P. Brewster, l^Torwich,

Conn;

—

Bitting-Harness.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spring holding-
case D, on the crupper-strap C, in combination with
the girth B, bridle A, and reins a a a, substantially

as shown and described.

93,048.—Joshua "W. Brooks and Henry Ru-
DOFF, Ashley, 111.

—

Drier.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A fruit-drier, having reflecting roof A,
reflecting doors B, fire-place D, and pipe E, construct-

ed and arranged substantially as specified.

93,049.—Prancis M. Buckles, Altona, 111., as-

signor to himself and John A. Stuckey, same place
—Harvester-Rake.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangeinent of

the lever D, shaft H, pitman J, shaft K, rod L, lev-

ers M, P, and R, for giving motion to the chain of

levers S S S S S S S, and operating in combination
with the said chain of levers, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the .purpose set forth.

2. The link T, combined with the chain of levers

S S S S S S S, and rake- head U, and rods V V, sub-

stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,050.—John M. Burke, Dansville, IS. T,

—

Potato-Digger.—Jvilj 27, 1869.

Claim.— I. The above- described machine, for dig-

ging potatoes and freeing them from dirt at one con-

tinuous operation.

2. The pivoted grate P, in combination with the

plow E, spike-wheels, axle, and pins, as described,

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

as specified.

93,051. — Charles BurleiCtH, Pitchburgh,

Mass.

—

Steam and Air Engine.—July 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of cranks which
make entire rotations, substamially as herein speci-
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fied, in the combination of a steam-engine "with sin-

gle-acting air-compressing pumps.
2. Devices for iutroduction ot water into vertical

air-compressing pumps, arranged to deliver the wa-
ter between tlie tops of the pump-pistons and the

pump delivery-valves, substantially as herein speci-

fied.

93,053.—John Burnham, Batavia, 111.— Water-
Tank for Iiailroads.—Ju.\j 27, 1869.

Claim.—ThG water-tank for railway-stations, here-

in described, having chambers C, man-holes and
trap-doors v, pipes E aiid J^\ and conduit G, when
constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

93,053.—W. H. Carr, ISTew York, 'N. T.—
Steam-Engine.—July 27, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the reciprocating
cylinder B with the piston H, arranged to have a
stationary position in relation to the reciprocating
cylinder, and both free to oscillate on or in connec-
tion with a rock-sliaft, K, to which the piston-rod is

attached at its outer end, or beyond the one end of
the cylinder, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of tlie valve I, by which the
admission and discharge of the steam to and from
the working-cylinder are controlled within the pis-

ton, for operation in connection with tlie ports or
passages a and b b, essentially as described.

3. The arrangement, with relation to the main
valve and ports, of the hollow piston-rod J, con-
structed with diaphragm c, forming inlet and es-

haust passages d c, and terminating in a hollow oscil-

lating bearing, substantially as shown and described.

93,054.—George "W. Chandler, ritchburgh,
assignor to himself and John G. Folsom, Winchen-
don, Mlx&s.—Balance-Scale.—J alj 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knife-edged
lever N with the smooth-faced lever Q, for varyiug
the leverage of a balance-scale, substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination, with rods F and G. and frame
A, of the joint-pieces a b and pin d, substantially as
and for the pui-poses set forth.

93,055.—William H. H. Clark, Burlington,
Iowa.

—

Car- Coupling

.

—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie draw-bars A, attached to the springs
B, when provided with the curved edges in rear of
the walls h, in coml)ination with the guide-bar C,
having a corres]>ondiugly curved end, tlie bar C, and
the spring D, all arranged and operating as de-

scribed, whereby the draw-bars are permitted
greater lateral play at their front ends, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

93,056.—Milton TV. Clark, "Worcester, Mass.
—Cutter-Head.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The cutter-head herein described, having
one stationary and two laterally adjusting- sections,
substantially as shown in the drawings, and for the
purposes set forth.

93,057.—Lew^is T. Clement, Smyrna, Tenn.—
3Iachinefor Ginning and Cleaning Cotton.—July
27, 1869.

Claim..—1. The rotary brush D, having a con-
tinuous surface, in combination with the saws C and
carding-cyiinder A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.

2. The coral)ination, with the above, of the cara-
di.sk d, operating in a fixed guide, secured to tlie

frame, for communicating a reciprocating motion to
the rotni-y brush L), as set forth.

'.\. The combination, v.'ith the saws of a cotton-
ginning machine, of revolving, beating, or combing
phites /, having slotted outer edges, whereby motes
and other extraneous matter may bo separated
from the lint, while it is being carried upon the saws,
substantially as herein described.

4. The rotary brush I), having a reciprocating
motion in direction of its axis, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

93,058.—Calvin Cole, Ithaca, "S.Y.—Hinge.
-^uly 27, 1869.

20 c r—II

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the slot d, in the knuckle, and shoulder e, in the pin,

substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The construction of the pin C, with swells c c c',

fitting the bore of the knuckle, and reduced interme-
diateportions, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

93,059.—James A. Cole, Adams, N. Y.—Car
Brake and Starter.—July 27, 186!).

Claim..—1. The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, with the axle Band spring-shaft D E, of
the gears F F', sliding on said axle D, the disti-nding-
spring G, forks H H', and levers 1 1', all arranged
to operate in the manner described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The supplementary lever L, operated automat-
ically by the spring-shaft, substantially in the man-
ner described, in combination with said spring-
shaft D E, the gear F', and axle B, substantially as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The traversing-nut M, operated by means of
the screw d on the spring-shaft D E, and provided
with the cam surface m, in combination with the
lever L, gear F', and shaft B, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

93,060.—Ezra Coleman, San Francisco, Cal.,
assignor to himself and Almond F. Cooper, same
place.

—

Sluice and Blanket for Collecting Gold and
Silver.—JmIj 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming the bottom of the sluice into
transverse depressions C C, for the purpose of re-

ceiving and being filled with quicksilvei', substan-
tially as described.

2. Passing the pulp or tailings over an extended
sheet of quicksilver, or over successive bodies of
quicksilver, said sheet or bodies being contained in
transverse depressions in the bottom of the sluice,
substantially as described.
3. The blanket 1), secured or arranged so as to
weep or impinge upon the surface of the moving
pulp or stream, for the purpose of arresting and de-
taining fine particles of float-gold, substantially as
above specified.

4. The descending graduated concentrating-
troughs, either with or without the adjustable false

bottoms F, constructed and arranged substautiiUly
as and for the purpose described.

93,061.—John A. Cozad, Mercer, 'Fa..—Churn.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim..—The angular self-locking slotted bars e e,

in combination with the frame 1) D' and shafts a a,

when constructed and 0]Derated substantially as
shown and described.

93,062.—E. D. Crawford, ISTorth Star, Pa.—
Sheep-Tagging Box.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sheep-tagging box, having the bars
E, beveled sides A, and neck-rest in the forward
end. all substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with the box A, the hook F, or
equivalent, arranged as and for the purpose sijeci-

fied.

93,063.—Job A. DA\as, Watertown, N. Y.—
Ga thering-Attachment for Seioing-Machines.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the reciprocating
gatherer, springs, to give a downward pressure and
a forward movement to the gatherer, and a lever for

imparting to it backward movement, and which re-

ceives its motion directly from the descending neodle-
bar, substantially as sIiom'u and described.

2. The combination of the inclined surfaced slide

with the lever and its friction-roller, on the short
arm of the lever, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination, vcith the reciprocating gath-
erer, of the adjustable gauge IM, for varying tho
size or length of the gatherer, substantially as shown
and descrilied.

4. The combination, with tho reciprocating gath-
ering-edge I), of the plate K, adapted to be pressed
down upon the under piece of fabric, and the spring
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Q, which hears it down, and which also hears upon
the upper piece of fabric interposed between the
spring- and phite. both these devices being located

in real' of and out of reach of the gathering-edg-e.
5. The combination, with the V'lthering edge D,

of the lever P and upright P', to lift the gathering-
edge from the fabric, and draw it back out of opera-
tive action, for the purpose set forth.

6. The spring-piece S, arranged to be interposed
between the ordinary presser-foot of a sewing-ma
chine and the fabric, to keep the work smooth after

it is sewed, and prevent the tightening of the stitch

fi-om dra^^ing it back.
7. The described gathering-mechanism as a whole,

constructed and operating as shown and described.

93,064.—Joe A. DA^^s, "Watertown, I^T. T.—
Tuck-Creasing Attachment for Sewing-Machines.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination, with a tuck-creasing
device, which presses upon the cloth, of devices
which impart to such ereaser a positive motion, for-

ward and backward, substantiallv for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination, with the arm which supports
or carries the upper creastng-device, of a lever, to

carry back the arm and then lift the ereaser from
the cloth, snch lever being operated by the needle-

bar of the sewing-machine, substantially as shown
and described.

3. The combination, with the creasing-mechanism,
of the spring-smoother, projecting under the presser-

Ibot, and having an upright part thereon, hooking
over the presscr-foot. as and for the purpose set forth.

4. Combined with a piece or block, H, the arrange-
ment, shown and described, of the spring-smoother
and lifting-lever, so that, under all adjustments of the
other parts, the lever and smoother may always pre-

serve the same relative positions to each other and
to the needle.

93,0« 5.—Job A. Davis, TTatertown, ]Sr. T.—
Seivi-ng-JIachine.—J\\\r 27, 1869.

Claim—1. Tlie combination of the needle-bar with
the helper-bar, by means of a projection on the one
and a recess on the other, a spring serving to force

the two in opposite vertical dii-ections, -uhen the
helper-bar is arranged between the presser-bar and
needle-bar, and its metallic acting surface is in im-
mediate proximity to the needle, substantially as and
for the purj)ose described.

2. The combination of the shuttle-driving lever H,
vibrating in oiie plane, with its motor-lever K, vi-

brating in another plane, and hung, so as to be free

to move in a plane transverse of the plane of its vi-

bration, when such levers are connected together by
a ball and socket joint, as shown and set forth.

93,066.—rJoB A. Davis, TTatertown, X. Y.—
Aiyparatus and Process for the JUanvfacture of Salt.

—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process, substantially as described,
of pui-iiying and evaporating, by supplying the evap-
orating-kettles Avith the liquid,' already heated and'
pmified. by means of the same heater which heats
such kettles.

2. An evaporating-kettle, so constructed and ap-
plied as to serve also as a fire-back to the fire-cham-
ber, substantially as described.

3. An evaporating kettle, constructed with longi-
tudinal corrugations or hollow ribs, for receiving
heat, and corresponding 'ones for containing the
liquid to be evaporated, substantially as described.

4. A purifying-kettle, having corrugations or ribs,

as last named, and communicating- channels, to give
a long route or passage fi-om the first to the last
chamber thereof, and a discharging-outlet, substan-
tially as described.
S.The combination of the fixed grating/with the

movable grate-bars, arranged to receive a rock-
ing motion in their bearings, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The combination of the adjustable heat-deflect-
ors Gr with the corrugated troughs, substantially as
described.

7. The construction, in an evaporating-apparatus,
of the fire-chnmber and its feed-chamber, so that the
fuel may be supplied without opening any door di-

rectly admitting cold air to the ignited fuel, substan-
tially as described.

93,06r D. P. DAvas, Xew York, 1^. Y., as-

signor to himself, "SVilliaji J. Coombs, and Geoegb
H. Gakdxer.—Carriage-Wheel.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The spokes b b. formed with forked ends,
in combination with the two rims, connected with,
and sustained, at the desired distance apart, by said
forked spokes, as specified.

93,068.-Fra>-cis E. Dat, Xew York, :sr. Y., as-

signor to himself and Lymax H. Day, same place.

—

Covered Clasp for JSoop-SHrts.—July 27. 1869.

Claim.—A covered fastening, for securing the
hoops to the tabs and tapes, in the manufacture of
hoop-skii-ts, substantially as herein specified.

93,069.—rRED. Dengler, Iforth Vernon, Ind.—Duynping-Cart.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The catch D, when constructed and ar-

ranged as described, and released by means of the
roller/, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

2. The shaft E, provided with tlie arm F and rol-

ler/, and operated by means of the crank G, in com-
bination with the catch D, and curved block H, sub-
stantially as shown, and for the purpose specified.

3. The within-described devices for locking, re-

leasing, and tilting the box of a dumping-cart, con-
sisting of the catch D, provided with the arm d and
spring X, tfie shaft E, actuated by means of the shaft

G, and provided with the arm E, and roller/ which
operate upon the curved block H, all constructed and
arranged substantiallv as and for the poi-pose speci-

fied.

93,070.—Joxathax Dillon, 2v"ew York, X. Y.— Center-Board for Tessels.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The laterally folding center-board B, com-
posed of one or more folding leaves, having sockets
c, the removable locking-rod /, the fixed socket a,

and the guy e, combined for operation, substantially
as herein described,

93,071 .—J. S. Elkixs, Marquette, y^i3.—Sash-
Holder.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tapering cap or
housing H, open at its upper end, with the spool G,
when constructed to operate substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

93,072.—Le-st S, Eales, ISTew York, X. Y.—Ap-
paratns for Evaporating Ammoniacal and other
Liquids.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The evaporating-apparatus, composed of
the superposed intercommunicating evaporating-
chambers B^ B- B^ B^ B^ B°, interposed steam-pas-
sages C^ C^ C^C^ C', steam-pipes g, oveifiow-pipes e,

and vapor-conducting pipes/, the whole combined to

operate substantially as herein described.

93,073.—Joseph Bevekley Eexsy, Birming-
ham, England.— Talve for Hydraulic Press.—July
27, 1869; patented in England October 30. 1867.

Claim.—The improvements in valves for hydraulic
presses, and for other purposes hereinbefore de-
scribed, and illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings, that is to say. the said valves, constructed of a
hollow cylinder and a piston or plunger working
therein, the said hollow cylinder and piston or plung-
er being packed, and the parts connected therewith
being constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed and illustrated, whetherthe valve be worked
by the direct motion of the piston or plunger, or by a
small supplementary valve of similar construction,

93,074.—"WilliAM C.Frederick, Chicago, HI.—
Coal- Sifter.—Jn]j 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
grate B, handle H. spring-cover Xo. 2. incline col-

lars D D, bottom slide E, in combination with the
hod, as shown and described.

93,075.—Joseph Fey, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Man-
vfacture from Bananas and Plantains.—July 27,

1869.

Claim.—^1. The process herein described for desic-
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eating bananas and plantains, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. Desiccated bananas and plantains, as a new ar-

ticle of food and commei'ce.

93,076.—William B. G-age, Saratoga Springs,

and William H. Staats, Crescent, N. Y.

—

Bail-
way-Frog.—J-a\j 27, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described construction'>and
arrangement of the plates B B, as a consequence
of which thej' are made capable of being reversed,

and so changed in position as to present their upper
and lower surfaces alternately to the wearing-action
of the wheels, as and for the purpose specified.

93,077. — Charles F. Gat, Albany, Oreg.—
Gang-Flow.—Jwly 27, 186'9.

Claim.—The cultivator herein described, haying
beam A, rods d, levers D, G, and P, ratchet H, chain
h, curved arm n, and attachment Y, constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

93,078.—E. L. Gaylokd, Terrysville, Conn.—
Hasp-Lock.—J\i\j 27, 1869.

Claim.—The lock-bolt d and thumb-bolt f g, con-
structed substantially as described, when so arranged
that the spring e presses directly against the former,
and, through it, exerts pressure on the latter, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,079.—Lewis Gibbs, Canton, Ohio.— Sash-
Holder.—Jn\j 27, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the circular sash-

case B and retaining-shell F, when said retaiuing-
shell is so constructed as that its back shall fit the
inner face of the sash-case, and its movement shall

be effected by its sliding-withiu the sash-case, instead
of rolling therein, or turning on an axle-piu, sub-
stantially as is herein specified.

2. The sliding-bolt A, when used in combination
with the retaining-shell F, which is fitted to the
sash-case B, and slides on the inner face thereof, in-

stead of rolliuG." thereon or turning on an axle-pin,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

3. The fiange d, on the sliding-bolt A, wlieu used
in combination ^^\t\\ the slot D in the case B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The case B, provided Avith the raised plate C,

when used in combination with the retaining-shell
F and sliding-bolt A, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

5. The impi'oved sash supporter and lock herein
described, consisting of the case B, with flanges /
and raised plate C, with slot D, retaining-shell F, and
sliding-bolt A, with flange d, the sevei'al parts being
constructed, combined, and operating substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

93,080 J. H. Gill, Mount Pleasant, Ohio.—
(
Hand- Cultivator.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A liand-cultivator, Avith detachable hoes,
when secured to the handle by means of a collar and
key, substantially as shown and described.

93,081.—Miller Graham, Coshocton, Ohio.

—

Bee- Hioe.—Ju]y 27, 1809.

Claim. —1. The frame F, in combination with box
G and perforated cover g, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The hive above described, consisting substan-
tially of the sections A A A', &.c., bottom piece C,
Iranae F. feedi)ig-box G, with lid g, and perforated
pieces B, as and for the purpose set forth.

93,082.—T. B. Greene and C.Greene, Abing-
ton, Ind.

—

Scroll-Saiving Machine.—July 27, 1869.

Claim,.— 1. The arrangement of the saw-frarao TI,

adjustal)le rod M, dog N, and ^^'orm K, on the ad-
justable shaft P, all substantially as herein set fortli.

2. Tlie arrangement of tlie segmental rack-bar S
upon tlie under part of the tabi« A, and provided
with a pin wliicli projects up tlirougli a slot in the
table, for operating tlie carriage T upon tlie uj)per
surface of thetal)le, all substantially as specified.

'.). The arrangement of the carrige T, composed of
two adjustable i)ivoled arms and one central straight
perforated arm, provided Avith a gauge or slide, V,

and secured to the table by a pin, all constructed to
operate substantially as specified.

93,083.—jS'elsonC. Gridley, Milwaukee, Wis.—Manufacture of Sheet and Plate Iron.—July 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. The process of removing the scale and
slag from and at the same time hardening the sur-
faces of sheet and plate iron by means of one or
more soft steel rollers, or their equivalents, substan-
tially in the manner described.

2. In the process of manufacturing sheet and plate
iron, the use of one or more soft steel rollers, or their
equivalents, for removing the scale and slag, and at
the same time making a uniform hardened surface,
preparatory to its receiving the desired finish and
color, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
I)ose described.

93,084.—JosiAH S. Haley and Samuel Wor-
rell, jSTew York, N. Y.

—

Stench-Trap. — July 27,

1869.

Claim.—The diagonally arranged partitions a a',

joined to the shell "X, the p^i't a descending below
the level of the continuous pipe, so as to dip into the
water held in the globular enlargement, and pro-
vided with a. valve-seat and valve, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

93,085.—William Hill, Pottsville, Va.—Me-
tallic Kegs.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—Uniting the heads B to the body of the
powder-keg by means of th^ joints and bearings a,

b\ c, d, and /, as herein shown and described.

93,086.—Asa Hill, ISTorwalk, Conn.

—

Compo-
sition Dental PZafc—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A dental plate, formed of cotton, wool-
en, silk, linen, paper, or any similar textile or fibrous

material, combined Avith collodion, substantially as
described.

2. Tlie use of perforated metal plates or wire
gauze, substantially in the manner herein described.

3. The method of securing teeth to the plate, by
means of cofrodion, as herein described. •

93,087.—George Hillegass, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamp- Burner.—July 27, 1869; antedated July 21,'

1869.

Claim.—The movable and perforated air-distribu-

ter H, with the deflector T at top, and springs V
and regulating-screws S and M at the sides, con-
structed as herein described, and arranged, in rela-

tion to the cone F and burner A, substantially as
shown, and for the purj)oses set forth.

93,088.

—

Ervin Homrighous, Shelbyville. 111.

—

Calendar Movement for Time-Pieces —July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wheel B, having on its outer face
the months of four years in succession, and pins e,

arranged on the periphery parallel therewith, in the
manner described, for the purpose of controlling the
varying lengths of the mouths, substantially as set
forth.

'

2. The 'wheel C, having on its face the days of the
montli, the pins r, and the notches S, arranged in

relation to the Avlieel D, substantially as described.
3. Tlie slide G, having springs (/, for engagement

Avith pins r and e of the AA'heels C and B, substantial-
ly as described.

4. The dogs i and I, pivoted at h k\ and arranged
to operate in connection with slide G and detent-
pawl J, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
5. The combination of the actuating-pawl a,

wheels B. C, and D, arranged in relation to each
other, and Avith the slide, check, and si)rings, sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,089.—B. B. HOTCHKiss, New York, N. Y.—
Prnjertiles for Ordnance.—July 27, 18(59 ; antedated
July 20, 1869.

Claim.— ^ . So constructing the exnandingbuttons
TV, and so mounting them in the Avedge-shnped cavi-

ties b, supportiMl by the ridges «', as represented
,

tiiat the buttons sliall expand strongly, but slightly

by moving forward to a definitely limited extout iu
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the act of firing, substantially as and for the purposes
lierein set forth.

2. Tlie cavity b, under the packing at the rear, in
combiuation vvithtbe wedging-grooves a, full cylin-

drical surfaces a\ and buttons B', adapted to move
forward, and be expanded by such motion, all as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The provision a^ jn combination •with grooves
a and expanding-buttons B', for receiving and lock-
ing portions of the said buttons B', as herein speci-
tied.

4. A projectile, having a packing formed in a
single ])iece, and having the following several quali-

ties in combination: First, an expauding-plate or
disk, B, adapted to receive the force of the discharge
over the whole rear of the projectile; second, a cen-
tral locking or fastening thereof; and third, the
segmental wedges or buttons B', directly supported
against ^\ringing by the projections a, on the ex-

terior of the body A, all constructed, combined, and
arranged as and "for the purposes herein set forth.

93,090.—Thosias S. Hudsox, East Cambridge,
Muss.—Hand-Stamp.—.July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate I, with an indicator, L, in
combination with the printing-wheels of a hand-
stamp, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. A calendar-plate, K, in combination with the

plate I, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

93,091.—Jabez Jenkins, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Jiazor-Strop.-Julj 27, 1869.

Claim.—A razor-strop, with a cork surface, when
coated v,-ith the composition described, as a new ar-

ticle of manufacture.

93,093.—William E. Jenkins, Auburn, IS.Y.—
Oil- Ca7i.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—An oil-can, consisting of top A, tube B,
spiral spring a, rod b, and cork d, all combined, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

93,093.— "William T. Johnston, Ottumwa,
Iowa.

—

Em^broidering-Attachment for Sexoing-Ma-
cAine.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The rod A, provided with the stud or cam
C, arms D and E, and grooved plate B, in combina-
tion with the posts F, nuts N, and springs L, when
all are constructed, arranged, and operated in the
manner and for the purpose described.

93,094.—August Klein, New York, N.Y.—
Meat- Cutter.—J-a\y 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combiuation of the series of curved
knives N, beams M m', curved uprights or guides 0,
connecting-rods L, cranks or crank-wheels K. shafts

J, and gear-wheels I, with each other, with the re-

volving-block B, and with the crank gear-wheel G F,
from which the block B is revolved, substantially as
lierein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

93,095.—John M. Klingenmeier, Buffalo, N.
Y., assignor to John H. Miller, same place.

—

Spit-
toon.—ixAy 27, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with box A and post C,
the cover B and rod F, the whole to operate for the
purpose substantially as described.

93,096.—Alois Kneppler, :^ast ]^ew York,
]Sr. Y.—spring Bed-Bottom.—Jw\y 27, 1869.

Claim.—The conical springs C, in combination
with the interwoven spiral springs B, cross-rods a,
hook or eye bolts B, and frame A, substantially as
S3t forth.

93,097.-Frederick H. Laforge and George
E. SOMEKS, "Waterbury, assignors to themselves and
if. A. Baldwin, Milford, Conn.

—

Screw-Press.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cross-bar F, so
as to move up and down with the screw, and sup-
porting the driving-pulleys and friction-wheels, sub-
stantiallv as set forth.

93,098.—Perley Laflin, "Warren, assignor to
himself and Z. E. Gary, "West Brookfield, Mass.

—

Detachable Horseshoe-Calk.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—I. The combination, with clamp-plate B

and set-screw C, of the swiveled plate e, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The detachable calk B, constructed and secured
to the shoe in the naanner and for the purposes set
forth.

93,099.—Herman Lerner, Pomeroy, Ohio, as-

signor of three-fourths of said invention to August
Mayer, George Bauer, and Hexky Eectanus,
same place.

—

Apparatus for Making Bromine.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of tile for the material of a
bromine- still.

2. Making a bromine-still of tile, all in one piece,
witliout joints.

3. The arrangement of the stills E E, with the
flues C C, D, by which the evaporating-pan and
stills are heated by one fire, or the products of com-
bustion may be conducted past the stills without
heating them, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

93,100—^William B.Lodge, Danbury, Conn.—
Fulling-Mill.—Ju.\j 27, 1869; antedated July 23,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the steam-chest E
and the showering-pipe c c', with the chamber B, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The perforated draining-chamber G, arranged
all across the trough, substantiaUy as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

93,101.—John C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Silas Fuller, same place.

—

Attachment for Gas-Burner.—July 27, 1869.

Claim-.—The within-described holder, consisting
of the perforated casing D, outer flanged casing E,
and openings x x, between the casings, when the
whole is combined with an ordinary gas-burner, sub-
stantially in the manner described."

93,102.—R. O. LOWREY, Salem, N. Y.—Com-
pound for Rendering Fabrics Water-Repellent.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A repellent fluid or composition made
of the ingredients and in the manner substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The treatment of fibrous and porous substances,
whether in a raw, felted, or textile state, as well as
of articles made therefrom, by the application of the
repellent fluid herein described, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The repellent materials or articles, when so
made by the application of my repellent fluid or com-
position, as herein described.

93,103.—John Macintosh and "William Bog-
gett, London, Great Britain.

—

Boots and Shoes.—
July 27, 1869; antedated July 22, 1869.

Claim.—A shoe or gaiter, having elastic bands or
fillets applied to and connecting the opposite sides of
the "vamp" or " upper," so as to be concealed when
the edges of the said sides are in contact, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

93,104.—Hugh L. McAvoy, Baltimore, Md.—
Hot- Water Apparatus.—Jnlj 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a hot-water or
other heating apparatus, of the isolated chamber B,
provided with the tubes C D, the diaphragm-piston
F, or its equivalent, and the lever G, arranged to
operate substantially in the manner described, for

the .purpose specified.

93,105.—Edmond p. McCarthy, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Hydrocarbon-Burner.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the adjustable
steam-pipe E, in combination with the bell-mouthed
pipe A, whereby said pipe E forms a plug to regu-
late the quantity of air admitted to mingle with the
steam, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the double
bell-mouthed pipes A and 1, for contracting and al-
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lowing to expand again the mingled currents of air

and steam, whereby the air, steam, and oil are more
thoroughly mixed before entering the furnace, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

93,106.—Thomas Meikle, Louisville, Ky.

—

Apparatus for Bending Clevis-Blanks.—July 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the double rack B,
and its socket and bolt h^, with the die C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the double rack B and die

C, with spur-wheels D I)', and recessed rollers E E',

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the double
rack B, die C, spur-wheels D D', recessed rollers E
E', bed A, rock-shaft F, and connecting rod G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,107.-^7. D. Mendenhall, Earmington, 111.—Press for Operating, Bending, and Shaping Dies.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a press for shaping
the mold-boards or plates of plows, and for l)euding
similar metal plates, &c., the lever a, with its handle
H, rod or rods?> &, Avith their bolts or connections,
the vertical bar or shaft E, with its shoe or head at
its lower end, the fulcrum or support/, of the lever
a, and the guides or platforms B and 1), all substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the above, and working
with them, the adjustable platform C, with its bolts

<7
gr gr $r, or equivalent means for adjustment of this

platform to the upper one, to suit mold-boards of any
thickness to the full power ofthe lever, substantially
as described and for the purposes set forth.

93,1 08.—George W. Miller, "Woonsocket, E.
1.— Drill- Chuck.—Jn\j 27, 1869.

Claim.—A chuck for holding drills, having cylin-
der A, ring D, chucks *, springs v, and shaft B, con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

93,109.—Edward Morgan, "Washington, D. C.— Galley-Rest.—July 27, 1869.
Claim.—The slotted arms C and staples c, or their

equivalents, when used in connection with the shelf
B, as described, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

93,110.—William R. Morris, Cincinnati, Ohio'
—Roller- Skate.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The roller-frame G, provided with tenon
H, and iuclined planes M, in the described combina-
tion, with the projections E F' and jaws D D', the
whole being constructed and operating substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

93,111.—F. B. Morse, 'New Haven, Conn.—
Trace-Fastener.—^July 27, 1869.

Cairn,.—In combination with the stud or whiffle-
tree-end B, the loop C, arranged so as to operate
substantially in the manner specified.

93,112.—Jacob Mosher, Mendota, 111.—Door-
Latch.—July 27,1869; antedated July 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cam-plate D, knob E, with lugs
E', and plate G, constructed as set forth, and ar-
ranged to regulate the movement of the plate D,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The "Janus-faced" latch-bolt B, in combination
•with tlie catch F, spring C, and cam-plate D, sub-
stantially as desci'ibed.

93,113.—George M. MowimAY, Titusville, Pa-—Method of Exploding Nitro-Glyceri7ie.—July 27
1869.

_

Claim.—An electrical fuse for discharging nitro-
glycerine, composed of tlie priming composition
specified, or its equivalent, for inclosing the circuit-
wires at tlieir point of interruption, in conil)iuatiou
with an intermediate priming-cliarge of fulminate
of mercury, or its eqiiivfdcnt, all inclosed in cylinder
O, and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

93,11-1.—.Tames ^Y. Nathan, Chicago, HI.—
Skate.—Ju]y 27, 1869.

Claim:—The movable heel-plate E, having lugs
F F and pins B D, in combination with the slots C
C in the runner A, as and for the purpose set forth,

93,115.—Andrew A. ISTuquist, Oneida, 111.

—

Harrow.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A d'ouble zigzag harrow, form.ed of a series
of separate bars, A B C D, flat braces G A, and
teeth E, secured by nuts F through tbe zigzag aiid
cross-bars, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

93,116.—John T. Patton, TiflSn, Ohio.—Com-
Planter.—Ju\y 27, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slide E, lever
F, and spring H, all constructed and arranged to
operate substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the seed-
boxes D D, slide E, plo^vs B B, scrapers C, levers F
and I, vibrating-bar G,and the cams upon the driving-
wheel, all constructed and operating substantialJy
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

93,117.—John M. Perkins, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Lamp-Burncr.—July 27, 1869.

Claim..—1. In a burner, provided with the exten-
sible filling-tube C and wicktube B, the tubes h and
i, all constructed and arranged to operate as herein
described and shown.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ex-
tensible filling-tube C and wick-tube B with the
burner A, as and for the purpose set forth.

93,118.—James Potter, Portland, M.e.—Spring
Bcd-Bottovi.—July 27, 18(i9.

Claim.—TJie combination andari'angement of the
springs/, constructed as shown, with flexible con-
nections A, the reversible fastenings D, B, and
rods e, secured by the metal clamps h, for the pui'-

poses described.

93,119.—A. J. Prescott, Catawissa, Pa.

—

Reamer.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A ball or taper-reamer, having a cutting-
edge, c, and blank or smooth edge, d, and the con-
ca\e sides e, substantially in the mani;er and for the
purpose set forth.

93,120.—Louis Pritchard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Slaie.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted cross-piece D, when provided
with a rod-like projection upon its end, so as to

catch in the flat spring E, substantially as set

forth.

93.121.— Benjamin B. Eedfield, Pontiac
Midi.

—

Filtering and Ventilating Apparatus for
Wells and Cisterns.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the filter B, perfor-
ated pipe C, and ventilating-pipe I), all constructed
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

93.122.— Nathan Pichardson, Gloucester
Mass., assignor to himself and Eli F. Stacky, same
place.

—

Steering-Apparatus.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The rubber blocks or equivalent elastic
material, interposed between the ends of tlie shafts

g g and frame, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the boxes i i on one side
of the frame, of tiie connecting-arms o o and hub t',

tlie parts operating as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The comliination of the wedges Mt<. and their

nuts, with the boxes i i, as and for the purposo de-

scribed.

93.123. — John Rogers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Railway- Car Wheel.—July -27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plates A"A', each having a fiUot, a",

on its periphery, and a section of a recess at or near
the point where they come in contact, for the recep-

tion of the lugs />, upon the tread li, substantially as
and for the ])uri)ose set forth.

2. The ribbed or tongned tread B, in conibijuitiou

with the plates A A', substantially us and for tho

purposo set forth.
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93,124.—Thomas Eose, Oxton, and Egbert E.
GiBSOX, Xew Brig-hton, England.

—

Machinery for
Breaking Cotton-Seed.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The shallow notched rolls and hopper, as

specified, combined, and arranged, relatively to each
other and to the clearing-brushes E E', as herein, set

forth.

93, 135.— C. E. Rymes, Somerville, Mass.

—

Stearii-Engine]Yalve-Oear.—July 27, 1869.

Claim. —An engine ralve-gear, in "which the
valves are arranged to turn constantly iu one dii'ec-

tion, substantiidly as described.

93.136.—J". B. Sawyer, East Templeton, Mass.
—Rattan- Cutter.—Ju\j 27, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combiuatlou. with a many-sided rat-

tan-cutter, of separating-fins or cutting-spurs a, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,127.

—

Eraxcis Schleifer, San Erancisco,
Cal., assignor to himself and Francis Cutting, same
place.

—

Proceas of Furifying and Refining Alcoholic
Liquids.—J a\\ 27, 1869.

Glaitn.—The introduction of atmospheric air into
the still, below the surface of the lic[uor, iu sutKcieut
quantities to produce, by the presence of the oxygeu
in the said air, a chemical decomposition of the fusel-

oils of alcoholia liquids, iu the manner substantially
as described, for the purposes set forth.

93,128 S. E. ScoGGiNS, Baltimore, Md.—J2e-

frigerator.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—A refrigerator, constructed substantially
as above described, that is to say, having the wood-
en inclosing-bos A A^ A^, the inclosed metallic bos
B, perforated at e e e, the vertical pipe C, the door
D, the lid E. and the door opening through the wall
A into box B, all constructed and combined substan-
tially as and for the pui'poses herein set forth.

93,129. — E. C. Semeleoth, Logansport, Ind.

—

Par /-(i.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The mixture of the above-named mate-
rials in proportions mentioned, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

93,130 James Sherlock, :N'ew York,]^. T.—
Knapsack-Attachment.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cartridge-box,

divided cartridge-box strap, and connecting rings,

with the knapsack, knapsack-straps, and supporting-
liooks. under the arrangement shown and specified.

2. The two haversacks, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and connected with each other, and with the
straps from which they are suspended, substantially
in the manner shown and set forth.

3. The arrangement, upon the person of the wear-
er, and with relation to each other, of the knapsack,
cartridge-box, canteen or canteens, and haversacks,
and straps or attachments, whereby the same are
held in place, substantially as herein shown and spe-

cified.

93,131.—John E. Siebel, Chicago, 1\\.—Prepa-
ration of Iron for Medical Purposes.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of producing '" dialized
iron," substantiallj' as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The substance termed " dialized iron," when
produced substantially as herein described, for me-
dicinal purposes, either alone or in combiuation with
other substances.

93,132. —Henrt B. Snyder, Cherry Grove,
Ohio.—-S'rts7i-i^a.sfene/-.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-key K, arranged to operate
directly upon spring-pawl I, in combination with
ratchet-wheel H and rubber tired roller E, arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

93,133.—Antoine Steber, TJtica, :N". Y.—Bal-
ance Slide- Valve.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow slide-valve E, with ports I m
i k, seat D, and steam-chest B, constructed and ar-

ranged ^vith reference to each other, substantially as

described.

93,134.—David Strollum, Union City, Tnd.,
assignor to himself, William A. Skellen, and E.
Milton Glick, Shelby County, Ohio.—Sack-Holder.
—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the box A, notched
bar B, prop C, loop D, and clasp E, all constructed
and operating substantially as specified.

93,135.—C. W. STROUTand Amos Wilder, Hal-
lowell. Me. — Machine for Varnishing Floor Oil-

Cloth.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of applying varnish to oil-cloth

or other fabrics, by means of horizontal, rotary, and
cylindrical brushes, separately or in combination,
substantially as described and"set forth.

93,136.— BENJAiiiN J. Talbott, Iowa Ealls,

lowd.— Water- Wheel.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hollow cylinder B, and the gate C,
in combination with the shaft and wheel, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. A turbine-wheel, consisting- of the wheel A, the
registering interior and exterior cylinders B and C,
with the register-operating mechanism c' c^ c^, the
projecting covers F E, and the shaft A', stepped upon
the spider I, all combined, arranged, and operating
substantially as set forth.

93,137 Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C.—Alloy for Sabot of Projectile.—July 27, 1869; ante-
dated July 15, 1869.

Claim.—An alloy or composition of metals for

metallic sabots for projectiles, composed of cojjper,

tin, and lead, in all proportions.

93,138. — Alexander Thompson and Zera
Waters. Bloomington, 111.

—

Gig Sawing-Machine.
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the arms P, head 0,
block jST, spring M, bar K. disk I, pulley E, and lev-

er H, when all are combined in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

93,139.—John Trageser, ISTew York, K". Y.—
Construction of Hot-Water Boilers.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The double-folded seam, uniting the head
and cylinder of the boiler, combined with the grooves
and solder, employed iu the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

93,140.—W. E. Tl^^'ard, East Baton Eouge
Parish, 1.0..— Corn-Planter.—Jvdj 27, 1869.

Clayim.—1. The x^itmau E, provided with a pin, 1,

which works in a slot in a fixed plate-standard, G,
in combiuation with a seed-di-ojjpiug drum or cylin-

der C and regulating sliding-covers D D', when
those several parts are constructed, arranged,
and operate substantially as herein described, for

the pui-pose set forth.

2. The above combination, in combination with a
trench-opening shoe, E, and a covering-fluke, J, sub-
stantially as herein described, for the pui-pose set

forth.

93,141.—Amos H. Tyler, Toledo, Ohio.— O^ew-
ing-Gum Compound.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and use of the ingredi-

ents, as herein described, when prepared and used
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

93,142.—A. YanCoip, Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and M. M. Hodgeman, St. Louis,
Mo. — Concrete Pavement.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. Crushed or pulverized rock, gravel, &c.,

when the same is used as an ingredient in the forma-
tion of concrete pavements, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A concrete pavement, when the same is com-

posed of the materials stated, substantially as de-

scribed, as and for the purpose specified.

3. Forming the blocks in the metallic molds A,
when the same are of the form stated, and are laid

with or without the molds in sand, substantially as
described, as and for the purpose specified.

4. Laying the concrete pavement, when the same
is composed of crushed rock or gravel and asphal-

tum, by means of hot rollers, substantially as de-

scrii>ed.
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93,143.—William H. "Wallack, Corunna, Ind.

—Lini7nent.—J-aly 27, 1869.

Claim.—A medical compound or liniment, com-
posed of the ing-redients substantially as herein de-

scribed, as a remedy for rheumatism, sprains, burns,

&c., as set forth.

93,144. --Zera "Waters, Bloomington, 111.—

Combined Abdominal and Uterine Supporter.—July
27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinged clamp P, controlled by a

set-screw, wlioreljy the pads C C are adjusted later-

ally, and at different angles of inclination, in fixed

positions, upon the longitudinal bar B, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the cup I with a dependent
hollow screw, within the tube M, cap I, arm D, and
ball a. substantially in the manner set forth.

3. The springs A A. pads G- G-, pivots F F, hinged
clamps E E, bars B B, and pads C C, all arranged
substantially in the manner set forth.

93,145.— "W. C. Wedge, Chicopee, Mass.—
Oven.—Ju\j 27. 1869.

Claim,.—i. The construction of the oven herein
shown, in which the baking-space G- is contained
between the inner and outer walls A and B, in

which the revolving baking-pan H is also arranged
in the manner substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the walls A and B, chim-
neys C and D, flues E, and pipe ]N'. the chimneys
being arranged with dampers, and the parts being
all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In combination with the oven herein shown,
the circular rotating baking-pan H, working upon
friction-wheels, and operated by rack and pinion,
substantially as shown.

4. In combination with the baking-pan H. the
bonnet M, arranged as and for the purpose set forth,

93,146.—Asi-IREL "Welch, Lambertville, IS^. J.
—liaihvay-Car TrucJc.—Jnlj 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extension of the swinging-frame
beyond the outside of the truck-frame, when used
for the purpose specified.

2. The extended bolster, used for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the swinging frame so ex-
tended, the elliptic springs placed longitudinally out-
side of the truck-frame, as well as inside, and the
extended bolster, arranged and combined substan-
tially in the manner and for tlie purposes specified.

4. The combination of the swinging-frame and
springs, before described, with the shorter bolster
and cross-bars, arranged and combined substantially
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

93,147.

—

Washington Wendell, Milwaukee,
Wis.

—

Bindlng-A ttachmentfor Seiving -Machines.—
July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The presser-foot a, grooved presser-pad
/, tongue d, needle-hole c, finger e, and fluke 6, all

constructed, combined, and arranged as described,
and in one and the same piece.

93,148.—G-. F. White, Aurora, Oregon.—^SAw-
gle-Machine.—,Tn\j 27, ] 869.

Claim.—1. The' river, consisting of the rim D,
knives b b, plates &', and springs c, together with the
adjustable gauge-saws e e' and tlie self-retracting
rest g, all arranged substantially as described, and
operating as and for tlie purpose set forth.

2^ The feeder, com])osed of tlie plates I K, rollers

L, springs M, or their equivalent, and bar N, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.
3. Tlio lotating planer G G', with its adjustable

knives I and rollers m, in coinbiuation with the
feeder I K L M IST, as hereinbefore specified, tor the
purpose set forth.

4. Tiio combination of the width-gauging devices
e e' g, with tlie feeder above mentioned, substantially
as set forth, and for tiie purx)oso described.

93,149. —Eli Whitney, C. Gernrr, and F.
Th<;sin(j, New Ifaveii, Conn., said Gehner and
TiEsiNcs assignors to Eli Whitney.—Breech-Load-
ing Fire-Arm.—Jaly 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The retractor-rod c, in combination
witli the spring ?i, provided with the hook i, or its

equivalent, arranged to operate as described, where-
by the retractor is operated by tipping the barrels,

and returned to its place automatically, substantially
as herein described.

2. The arrangement of the barrels B, witli the ret-

ractor applied and operated as described, and the
lock-bolt E, all as herein set forth.

93,150.—William E. Wilcox, Peoria, 111., as-

signor to liimself and Thomas H. Wills, same
place.

—

Itailway-Car Axle-Box.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cylinders E, with their sectional roUers H, operat-
ing on the upper side of the journal of the axle B,
ami secured by the shoulder C and flange D, as here-
in described, and for the purposes set forth.

93,151.—William E. Wilcox, Peoria, and T.
H. Wills, Beardstown, 111.— liailway-Car Axle-
Bearing.—Jxily 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the car-axle B Avith

the revolving hollow cylinders C above, liaving anti-

friction rollers E on the inside, revolving on sec-

tional rings F around the stationary axles B, with
beveled Avashers H at the ends, when arranged
and operating as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

93,152. — G-arret Williams, West Middle-
burgh, Ohio.

—

Rain-Water Spouting.—July 27, 1869.

Claim..—1. The brackets C C c', employed in com-
bination Avith the trough A, and attaching plates or
lugs a a, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The combined arrangement of the chamber B"
and strainers B'" b", with the spout B"", for the
pm'pose specified.

93,153.—P. B. WiLLOUGHBY and H. G.Phelps,
Judd, Wis.—Cofee-PoL—July 27, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of tliC perforated tube
C, tlie lower end of which forms a strainer, the
covers B and D, and pot A, Avheu arranged sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

93,154.—H. B. Smith, Tremout, 111.

—

Combined
Plow, Cultivator, and Potato-Digger.—July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tongue L, roller

K, bar N, clevis or clevises 0, frame E, lever A', and
catch-bar B', with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hinged bar Y, and pendent swinging-bar
T, Avhen arranged with relation to the frame E and
the plow-beams, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the roller X, catch-lever

W, and stirrup-rod Z, Avith the frame E, substantial-

ly as herein shown and described, and for the pnr-
Ijose set forth.

4. The combination of the lever D, to which tlie

spindle of the furrow-wheel C is attach.ed, lever G-,

keeper F, and lever-pawl H, Avitli each other and
with tlie frame E, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,155.—James J. Johnston, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—July 27, 18()9.

Claiin. — 1. As a new article of manufactnre,
plates or bars of wrought iron, produced by bring-
ing cast iron into its most fluid condition, and then
purifying and refining it, by mixing Avithit a metal-
lic oxide, and then pouring it, Avhile fluid, into molds,
as hereinbefore described.

2. The production of wrought iron from cast iron,

bj^ mixing with the latter, Avhile in a fluid condition,

a sullieiciit amount of oxides to purify and refuio it,

and thou pouring tlie purified and refined metal into
molds, as hereinbefore described.

3. The employment of detersive agents, by mixing
tliem with pulverized iron ore, to bo usimI in the pro-

cess hereinbefore described, for the production of
Avrought iron.

4. T1h5 omploymtMit, in the process hereinbofora
described, of metallic molds, coated with a pasty
material, consisting of pulverized ii'ou oro and
water.
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93,156.—S. A. B. Abbott, Boston, Mass., and
E. F. Fields, Lewiston, Me.

—

Flierfor Spinning.—
Au^^ust 3, 1SG9.

Claim.— Tlie combination, -with the flier, of the
presser-cavvying rod B, and the Aveight C, when the
rod and weight are secured together, iu ttie manner
and for the purpose set forth.

OSjlSy.

—

Isaac Adams, Jr., Boston, Mass.

—

Electro-Deposition of Nickel.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The eh^ctro-depositiou of uicliel by
means of a solution of the double sulphate of nickel

and ammonia, or a solution of the double cliloride of

nickel and ammonia, prepared and used in such a

manner as to be free from the presence of potash,
soda, alumina, lime, or nitric acid, or from any acid or
alkaline reaction.

•2. The use, for the anode of a depositing-cell, of
nickel combined with iron, to prevent the copper and
ai'scnic which may be present from being deposited
with the nickel, or from injuring the solution.

3. The methods, herein described, for preparing
the solution of the double sulphate of nickel and
ammonia, and the double chloride of nickel and am-
monia.

4. The electro-plating of metals with a coating of

compact, coherent, tenacious, flexible nickel, of .suffi-

cient thickness to protect the metal upon which the
deposit is made from the action of corrosive agents
with which the article may be brought in contact.

5. The deposition of electrotype plates of nickel, to

be removed from the surface on -which the deposit is

made, and used separately therefrom.

93,158.—Ira E. Amsden, Buffalo, jST. Y.—Hy-
drostatic Scale for Tonnage of Vessels.—August 3,

1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinder or case A, connected
with the outside water through the boat or vessel,

aud divided into two separate chambers, A and J,

when the same or other eqnivaleut device is com-
bined with the float B, graduated strap C, aud
counter-weight E, in such a manner as to separate
said float and weight, and allow each a free and in-

dependent action, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The cylinder A, divided into two chambers, one
of which. A, opens into the water through the bot-
tom of the boat, aud the other chamber, J, is en-
tirely free from contact A^'ith water, either inside or
outside of the boat, and said cylinder receives a
float, B, and counter-weight, E, which are separated
from each other, but connected by the graduated
strap C, and aU adapted to operate as set forth.

3. In combination with two or more scales, set on
opposite sides of the dend-center, the employment of
a single scale at the dead-center, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

4. In combination Avith the float B and counter-
weight E, the friction rollers b b, arranged and oper-
ating as and for the pm-pose described.

93,159.

—

John Abel Aspixwall and Charles
Montague Pekky, New Utrecht, jST. Y.— Velocipede.
—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the frame of a veloci-

pede with a supplementary wheel, and an arm sus-

taining said wheel at one side of said frame, so as to

run upon one rail of a railway-track, while the run-
ning-wheels of the velocipede run uj)ou the other
rail, substantially as befoie set forth.

2. The combination of the supplementary wheel
and arm, constituting a velocipede attachment, suit-

able to be applied to and to operate iu connection
with a velocipede, as before set forth.

93,160.—PARDO>f Austin. Medina, Wis.

—

Fan-
ning-2lill Attachment.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with relation to the
fanning-mill, the elevator E, and shaft K, of the cord
B aud adjustable bar H, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

93,161.—"William F. Auxier, Mason City, HI.

—Flood-Fence.—Xw'^Vi^t 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the base A, trans-

verse planks B, posts C, anchors D, transverse

beams E, posts F, and t)races I, when all arranged
substantially as specified.

93,162.—Henry Barxes, Franklin Township,
Iowa.

—

Plate for Making Blanks for Mold-Boards
and Shares for Ploivs.—August 3, 1869.

Clai}n.—The herein-desciibed improved plates for
the manufacture of blanks for mold-boards and
shares for plows, substantially as specified.

93,163.— J. C. Bates, TTarrensburgh, Mo.—
Head- Block for Carriage.'^.—Augusts, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combinr.tion with each other of
the malleable iron head-block A, beariiig B, lower
bar E, and side bars F F, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein showii and described.

2. The metallic head-block A, Avhen provided with,
lips a, for retaining the spring, with mortisss for the
side braces F, aud Avith a backward-extendino- bar,
E, substantially as herein shown and described.

3. The hinge-ears b b, formed on the rear ends of
the side barsF, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

93,164.—Barzillai B. Beckwith, Eockville,
Conn.

—

Washing-Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie movable side pieces s s, having the
bearings c c. c^ c\ c^ c^, the washer b, iu combination
with said side pieces, the roller-frame m, containing
the rollers x x x x x x, and the moAable bottom o, all

constructed substantially as described, and operating
for the purpose described.

93,165.

—

Jacob Behel, Hockford, HI.

—

Grain-
Binder.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ring-carriei'

and stationary band-securing instrument with the
same driving-shaft, by means of connecting and dis-

connecting mechanism, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the transmitting mechan-
ism betAveen the driving-shaft, the ring-carrier, and
the band-securing mechanism, in such manner that
the said shaft may be reA'olved in the same direction,
Avhether operating the ring-carrier or the baud-
securing mechanism, substantially as set forth.

3. The ring-carrier, composed of an internal
flange aud an external toothed I'ing, combined
by means of radial studs, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the detachable strap-holder
with a detent, arranged to move to and fro in a cir-

cular direction upon the ring-carrier, substantially
as set forth.

5. The combination of the ring-carrier and curved
belt-guard for the compression belt, substantially as
set forth.

6. The combination of the ring-carrier with a
curved belt-guard composed of tAvo members, separ-
ated by a gate-Avay, for the insertion of the belt-head,
substantially as set forth

7. The arrangement of the curved belt-guard, de-
tachable strap-holder, and ring-carrier, so that the
Ijelt-head may be held by the said guard within the
range or track of the strap-holder, substantially as
set forth.

8. The cord-holder, composed oftAvojaAVS, provided
A\'ith serrated ribs, one of v.hich jaws is constructed
to move to and fro relatively to the other, substan-
tially as set forth.

9. 'The combination of the serrated jaws of the
cord-holder with a finger for pushing the binding
material into the gripe of said jaAvs, substantially as

set forth.

10. The combination of the cord-holder, composed
of jaws, one of which moA-esto and fro, as above set

forth, with a knife for severing the binding material
after it is in the gripe of said jaws, substantially as
set forth.

11. The combination of the cord-holder, composed
ofjaws, one of which moves to and fro, withabelay-
hook, substantially as set forth.

12. The combination of the cord-holder, composed
of jaws, one of which moves to and fro, with a finger

and a belay-hook, substantially as set forth.

13. The combination of both the movable jaw of

the cord-holder and the detent-stops ofthe strap-hold-

er with one slide, substantially as set forth.

14. The combination of the ring-carrier, movable
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jaw of the cord-holder, and movable shear-blade with
rotatins cams, substantially as set forth.

15. The combination of the stationary band-secur-

ing instrument, ring -carrier, slide, and cams, sub-

stantially as set forth.

16. Tlie combination of the band securing instru-

ment, revolving-shaft, crank, slotted connecting-
rod, segment, and pinion, substantially as set

forth.

17. The combination of the swinging-stock of the
band-securing instrument, stud, and stop, substan-
tially as set forth.

18. The combination of the swinging-stock of the

band-securing instrument and separate swinging
band-finger, substantially as set forth.

19. The combination of the swinging-frame of the

spool with the disk-head that is separate li'om the
spool, substantially as set forth.

20. The combination of the swinging spool-frame,
removable shaft, and shaft-holder, substantially as

set forth.

21. The combination of the stop for the ring-carri-

er and the band-securing instrument, substantially

as set forth.

22. The combination of the swinging spool-frame,

removable spool-shaft, shaft-holder, and spring, sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,166.—l^ToRBORNE Berkeley, Aldie, Va.

—

Railway-Car Brake—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The self-acting brake-operating device,
consisting of the buffer L, pivoted frame E, pulleys

E H, belt Gr, and chain-drum D, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating subs:tantiaJly as represented
and described.

2. The combination with the pulley E and chain-
drum D, employed and operating substantially as de-

scribed, of the clutch d e, as and for the purpose set

forth.

93,167.—Henry C. Bowen, 'New York, N. Y.—Screw-Press.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The diiferential screw E E' E^, in com-
bination with the movable nut H, adapted to be
turned at will, with suitable operating means for

turning tlie screw and the nut so as to operate the
press, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The within-described press, in its entire combi-
nation and arrangement, having the tie-rods a, serv-
ing as guides for the platen C, the hand-wheel I, as
a means of operating the turning-nut H, the latter

being mounted in a boss in the platen, as represented,
and the differential sci*ew E E^^ E^ being operated by
an independent lever and pawl in both directions,
obtaining the two degrees of advantage, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein represented and
described.

93,168.—Lucien E. Bruce, Bridgeport, Conn.
—Alarm- Bell.—August 3, 18G9.

Claim.—1. An alarm, pivoted with two hammers,
that strike in different time against asingiebell, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The lever J, sliding-plate H, spring _;', and pins
k I, all arranged as described, to operate an alarm-
bell, in the manner specified.

3. The secondary lever L, when arranged in com-
bination with the' setting-lever J, substantially as
herein shown and described, for the purpose set

forth.

4. The lever J, when provided with the elbow-slot
0, to receive the pin n, so that it will not be relocked
by the closing of a door as specified.

93,169-—Henry Buck, Chardon, Ohio.— Whif-
/etrec—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Hook A, band B, and staple/, substan-
tially as and for tlio purposes specified.

2. Spring-latch J, or its equivalent, in combination
with hook C, l>and D, and staple /i, for the purposes
substantially as described.

93,170.—-Tames Aukrcromrie Burden, Troy,
N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Making i'ig-Blootns in the

Manufacture of Iron.—August 3, IHiiy.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spout for de-

livering the molten iron, with a series of removable
box-molds and a turn-table, substantially as before
set forth.

2. The combination of the box-mold with a bridge
piece, substantially as before set forth.

93,171.

—

John M. Burghartt, Great Barring-
ton, Mass.

—

Milk- Can Stopper.—August 3, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the i»iston D, provid-
ed with the packing E H, the spring F, and tube G-,

with the case or neck A of a milk-can, all arranged
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

93,172.

—

John Campbell, London, Obio.—
Combined Corn Planter and Cultivator.—August 3,

1869.

Claim: — 1. The shovel-standards D D', rigid
braces d' d', and sliding-brace E, when combined
substantially as and for the purpose described,

2. The brace E, with its connections, when com-
bined with the rod / and catch g, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
3. The catch gr, when combined with the brace E,

and spring H, as and for the purpose set forth,

4. The spring H, provided with the regulating-
screw h, as and for the purpose described.

5. The standards D D', constructed as desci'ibed,

when combined with the levers I, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

6. The standards D D', constructed as described,
when combined with the levers I, chains k, and lev-

er K, as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The seed-planting device, consisting of the
frame L, hopper M, tube N, cylinder m, cords o p,
spring p', and foot-lever O, the whole being com-
bined as described.

8. The arrangement of the beam a^ and bars a^, in
connection with the cords j and foot-levers J J, as
and for the purpose described.

9. The arrangement of the parts A A, and cross-

bars C C, as and for the purpose described.
10. The machine described, consisting of the frame

A A, planting-devices, L M N m o 0, and shovel-de-

vices B D', d' d',^ f g H, when combined as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,173.

—

Heman Carter, Greene, 'N.Y.— Wash-
ing- Machi7ie.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of roller and bottom
of the machine, by which the edges of the rubber are
brought iu'contact with the article to be washed, as
shown and described in washing-machines.

93,174.—William C. Chamberlain, Dubuque,
Iowa.—OAttrn.—August 3, 1869,

Claim.—1. The combination of tlie churn-dasher,
D, which has eccentrically-hinged blades d' d', and
the balance-driving wheel if, all in such manner as
described, that the said eccentrically-hinged wings
are caused to positively maintain their proper open
and closed positions while churning the milk or
cream, and working the butter, as set forth.

2. The churning arrangement, consisting of the
dasher D d', gears J K, and balance-wheel N, as
and for the purpose described.

93,175.—John Chase. Paterson. N. J.

—

Turbine
Water- Wheel.—Axig:nst 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. A turbine water-wheel, with varying
diameter, diminishing from bottom to top, of form
and construction substantially as above described,
and for the purposes set foith.

2. The combination of the upper drum with dimin-
ishing diameter from bottom to tup, markeil rfi tin
the clrawings, witli the lower or annular drum,
muTked v v\n the drawings, and Mith the continuous
vanes winding spirall\^ from the lower around the

upper drum, substantially as above described, and
for the purposes set forth.

93,176.—Egbert A. Chesebrough, NovrYork,
N. Y.—Steain-Qenerator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The coiled pipes or worm 11 H, stoam-

rcceiver E, and the heating couipartmonts a fc c rf,

constructed and arranged, relatively to each other,

substantially us described.
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93,177.—Anthony Conarro and Zak. Gem-
mill, Warren, Pa.

—

Safety-Switch for Railways.—
Aua-ust 3, 1899.

Claim.—1. The spring-rails D D, operating by
their own elasticity, and controlled in their range of
motion by the stops q q, when said rails are used in

combination witli switch-mechanism, constructed,
arranged, and operating as described and shown.

2. The combination and arangement of the lipped
metallic chair, or bed-plate ft, wooden plate k, and
top metallic plate vi, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

93,178.—Charles L. Coombs, 'Washington, D.
C, and John A. Bassett, Salem, Mass., assignors
to Joseph J. Coombs, Washington, D. C.

—

Method
of Producing Ccdciuiii-Light.—August 3, 1869.

Claim. —The method of producing a strong and
brilliant light, by bloAviug a mixture of atmospheric
air and hydrocarbon spirits (or the vapor tliereot)

upon a piece of Ume. or its equivalent, and burning
said mixture in contact with the lime, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as set forth and described.

93,179.—E. Grain, Shaffer Farm, Dennison
Post-Office. Pa.—Pj>e-ro«,95.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stationary cir-

cular toothed jaw C, the sliding circular toothed
jawD, stationary handle A, movable invoted handle
B, band or socket E, and bar or lever P, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the pui-pose set forth.

93.ISO John C. Curran, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Tilting Barrels.—An^u^t 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of
the parts B. J, E, an(f C, with its screw F, head-
supporter H, and points h, and hand-wheel G, in
combination witli the cask A, as shown and de-
scribed.

93,181.-Daxiel Cushing, Lowell. Mass.. as-

signor to himself. George W. Smith, and Franklin
Sjiith.—Machine for Curving and Shaping Sheet-
Metal.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofrings or washers a
with the sectional dies of forming-rolls, constructed
and operating together, substantially as and for the
purpose speciiied.

2. The combination of the forming-rolls, con-
structed and operating as herein descrii5ed, with the
supplementary rolls, all adjusted, arranged, and
operated substantially in the manner described.

3. The combination of elongated ways C^, slides D,
stands D^, clamps e, bed F, and rods g\ or their
equivalents, with the forming- rolls, all constructed
and operating as shown and set forth.

4. The combination of the slotted arms D^, swiv-
eled on beam D^, and clampiug-device, with the
forming-i'olls, aU arranged and operating together as
described.

93,182.—P. D'Heureuse, Is"ew York, IS". Y.—
Mode of Preserving Liquid and other Substances.—
August 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode ofpreserving and improving
fluid or semi-fluid organic substances, by impelling
air from below through the same, and thus inducing
an oxidation of the nitrogenous parts.

2. The mode of arresting or preventing putrefac-
tion or decay in fluid or solid organic substance,
by artiflcial cm-rents of air in connection with sul-

piiiu-ous vapors or other gases through said sub-
stances from below, substantially as hereinbefore
described and set forth.

93,183.—Julius Edmuntj Dotch, Washington,
D. C.

—

Preserving Meats, Poultry, Fish, <£c.—August
3, 1869 ; antedated February 3, 1869.

Claim.—The preserving* of meats, oysters, fish,

&c., by the use of the hiixtures of glycerine with the
above-named antiseptic salts, in connection with
aldehyde, formic ether or acid, the solution of them
in carbonic acid, water, and glycerine, the covering
with wrapping or parchment paper, saturated with
these solutions : the sprinkling with wood-ashes :

the introduction of carbon ate-of ammonia vapors,
turpentine vapors, oxysidphide of carbon, gas, or

ozone, and the use of parafline and stearine, mixed
with tannin, to kill the animal with electricity, and
to keep up in the barrels or vessels a contiuuoua
electric or galvanic current, (constant battery.)

93,184.—John S. Drake, :^evr York, I^. Y.,
assignor to himself and William H. Burton, same
place.

—

Carriage and Sleigh Combined.—August 3,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the axles and
wheels of a vehicle, of the bob-runners A, when
jourualed on the said axles, curved at the rear ends
and arranged relatively to the wheels, substantially
as specified.

2. The combination, with the said " bob"-runners,
of tbe lever G, reach K, and a locking-device for the
said lever, substantially as specified.

93,185.—Melvin W. Drake, Owasso, Mich.

—

Animal-Trajy.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The said grapple-hooks H, and upright
fulcrum-post E, or their equivalents, in combination
with the spring A A', tlie catch-bar M, and upright
bait-standard IS, substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

93,186.-WiLLiA3r H. Elliot, Xew York, X. Y.
Bedstead.-Fastening.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the post a, side-
rail h, and double tenon c and c', with its shoulders i

audi', when the surfaces of the tenon and side rail

are fastened together, substantially as described.
2. Curving the diagonal shoulders e and e' of a self-

tightening -v\'ooden bedstead fastening, substantially
as shown, and for the purpose specified.

3. So constructing a mortise, cut in the solid ma-
terial of a bed-post, and a tenon attached to the end
of side-rail, that the tenon shall enter by a horizon-
tal movement, and then complete its passage into
the mortise by a direct do-miward and upward move-
ment, substantially as set forth.

93,187.—William A. Estes, China, assignor to
P. M. MansUr, Augusta, Me.

—

Harrow and Culti-
vator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular-pointed teeth, when
provided with a shank or" perforated plate, for inde-
pendent attachment to the barrow-ftame, as speci-
fied.

2. The harrow herein described, composed of the
frame B B' C, detachable teeth, Fig. 2 or 4, and the
di-aught-bar D, all as set forth.

93,188.—Peter Falardo, Danbury, Conn.

—

Clothes- Wringer.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the rolls A and B of
a wringing-machine, the endless apron H, con-
structed with edges d, and arranged upon the ad-
justable cylinder F, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

93,189.—Isaac E. Fisher, Peading, Pa.

—

Gas-
Burner.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a gas-burner, the
cap F. arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

93,190.—William F. Foley, Albany, X. Y.—
Sled-Bralce.—Augu&t 3, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a hand-sled, the
brake D and spring e, constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

93,191.—Charles J. Fortin and David H.
Drake, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Eagle
White Lead Company.— White Lead and Packing-
Cans.—Augusts, 1869.

Claim.—The combined aiTangement, in a white-
lead can and packing-can, of the flange B. flare C,

and the flange A, as'and for the purposes described.

93,192.—David C. Frazeur and Peter Gix-
ter. Siddonsburgh, Pa.

—

Stump-Extractor.—Augtist
3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

posts A A, platform B, sliding-beani C, lever D,
blocks E F, links e f, lever G, and chains g m, aU.
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coustnicted and adapted to operate together, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein

set forth.

93,193.—John "W. Gillam, I^ewton, IsT. J.—
Braid-Guide for Seiving-Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The sewing-machine gauge, constructed
as described, of the slotted plates C D, provided re-

gpectively ^vith the bars o and^, and 7i, and adapted
for adjustment longitudinally and transversely, as

herein set forth, for the purpose speciiied.

93,194.—Isaac Grim, Polo, HI., assignor to him-
self and William Gukgory, same place.

—

Tinners'
JBending-Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The lever G, link M, flange I, slots K,
studs L, jaws D and E. gauge ]^, handle 0, former A,
having teeth C at each end, and the end supports B,
all constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
shown and described, ibr tlie purpose speciiied.

93,195 David E. Hall, Detroit, Mich.—Life
Preserving Mattress.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The slats A B^ springs C, and floats E,
when combined and arranged, in relation to each
other, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

93,196.—HemAN B. Hammon, BristoMlle, Ohio.—Blacking-Box Holder.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the key-hole S and
key B, in combination with the holder G and slotted

foi'ked slide Q, as and for the purpose described.

93,197.—John T. Hancock, Jamaica Plain,
Mass.

—

Steam-Blower.—August 3, 1869 ; antedated
July 22, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus described, in combination
"with mixing-chamber S, as described and specified.

93,198.—Thomas Harrison, LaEayette, Wis.—Fence.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fence-panel, constructed as de-

scribed, of vertical battens and woven horizontal
rails.

2. The alternate arrangement of the extension of
the rails of one panel, in combination with the adja-
cent post of the next panel, as shown.

3. In combination with a fence-panel, constructed
as set forth in the first claim, the braces C c, con-
structed substantially as described.

93,1 99.-AndREv\^ Hartupee, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Steam-Engine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—In a double-cylinder steam-engine, the
cross-ports h h', in combination with the valves e e',

and steam-chest d, constructed substantially as here-
inbefore set forth.

93,200.—Henry Hayward, New York, jST.T.-
Stiffening-Cord for Skirts.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The new manufactureof covered or wrap-
ped horse-hair yarns, herein described, having half
the hairs reversed in position relatively to the others,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

93,201 .—Justin H. Hill and Homer C. Hill,
Clinton, 111.

—

Trace Support and BxLckle.—August 3,

1869.

Claim:—1. The trace-support A, provided with a
long eye, a, to receive the trace-loops h b, to era-

brace the hip-strap, and a bent pivoted tongue, C,
to secure it in position thereon, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A buckle, consti'ucted as described, with a shank
or blade, E, as and for the purpose set forth.

93,202.

—

Walter H. Hotchkiss, Bridgeport,
Coan., assignor to Howe Machine Comi'any.—
Binding- Guide for Sewing-Machines.—August 3,

1869.

Clahn.—The combination of the plato A with the
upper and lower guides ?>andrf, with their n^spcetive
nuts or screws, / and B, and adjusting-nut n, ar-

ranged and operating together as uud for the purpose
specified.

93,203.

—

Samuel Huber, Danville, Pa.

—

Com-
hined Plow and Cultivator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate B, provided with several sets

of holes, for the adjustable attachment of the plow-
standards, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable plow-stand-
ards E with the plate B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The plows E, constructed as described, in com-
bination v.ith the adjustable standards E and i^late

B, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the double mold-board plow
I with the adjustable standards E and plate B, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the fingers J with the mold-
boards of the double mold-board plow I, adjustable
standards E, and plate B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,204.—W. H. Hull, Warren, Ohio.—Steam-
Yalve Device.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The steam-chest A, with the cap B, the
valve C, and channel in, constructed and arranged
substantially as shoAvn and described.

93,205.—Reuben Hubd, Morrison, HI.

—

Wagon.
—August 3, 1869.

Claim:—The combination, with the sway-bar of a
wagon, of the notched plate A, catch-lever B, handle
C, notched plate E, and link D, all arranged sub-

stantially as specified.

93,206.—A. M. Johnston and H. H. Avrit,
Clarksville, Tenn.

—

Hog- Cholera Remedy.—August
3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the above ingredients
and the proportions used.

93,207.—William Kegg, Lassellsville, K". Y.—
Churn-Dasher.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dasher A, constructed as de-

scribed, with the inclined wings d and V-shaped re-

cesses e, said dasher being attached to the tubular
shaft B, having the valve C at its upper end, as

herein set forth and shown, for the purpose specified.

2. Introducing air into the cream through the
tubular dasher-shaft B, by means of the pipe attach-

ed to the upper end of said dasher, and communi-
cating with a water-tank, through which the air

passes, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

93,208. — EuGEN Langen, Cologne, Prussia.

—

Apparatus for Emptying the Cooling-Tubes of Bone-
Black Furnaces.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus for removing animal char-

coal from the cooling-tubes, the said apparatus be-

ing composed ol' the plate C, with apertures D and
compartments E, and operating in combination with
the reciprocating plate E, which is provided with
apei'tures J, substantially in the manner herein set

forth, all arranged as specified.

93,209.

—

Joseph Llad6, New Orleans, La.

—

Medical Compound or Bitters.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound, made of the seve-

ral ingredients, mixed together in or about the pro-

portions substantially as described.

93,210.—Samuel Long, Ogle County, 111.—Jm-
plement for Taming and Marking Hogs.—August
3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jaws A' B', having grooves d d^

d^ d^, and the slot in the jaw A', arranged substan-
tially in the manner shown and descrilied.

2. The shear-blades D I)', having projections e c',

in combination with the jaws A' B', as shown and
described.

3. The conical convex doublo-bladed punch F, as

constructed and shown.
4. The arrangement of the sliding-plato G, having

apertures, as shown ami described.
5. The sliding-plates L and H, in combiuatiou

with the jaws A' B', substantially as and for the

purpose described.
6. Tiu! i)unch or die K, capable of the various

modifications, us described, iu combiuatiou with tho
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ja-w A' and plates G or H, attached thereto, in the
manner shown and described.

93,211.—Luther Loxglet, Leominster, Mass.— Yoke for Standards for Stove-Shelf. — August 3,

1S69.
Claim.—A Toke. for securing stove-shelf stands

or rods to stoves, constructed in the manner herein
shown and described.

93,23 2—Albert J. Lutz and H. Eeiss. Xew
York. X. Y.—2i:iling Tool—August 3. 1S69.
Claim. — The improved milling-tool herein de-

scribed, as an article of manufacture.

93,213.—Lesley Malick. Erie, 'Pa.—Machine
for 2[aking Chain.—August 3. lSfi9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the former or fin-

ger 0, clamps Z Z, ram Y, and friction-rollers e I, all

arranged and operating together as set forth.

2. The combination of the concave dies E and E,
shaped as described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The construction and aiTangement of the reci-

procating yoke G, sectors C D, circular frame K,
and adjusting-screw .J, as shown and described.

4. The reciprocating finger-bar c, hollowed out on
its under side for the passage of the blank bar, and
provided with the former o upon its end, aU substan-
tially as shown and described.

5. The arrangement of the shears h i, respectively,
on the reciprocating stirrup G-. and vibrating sector
Gr, as and for the purposes specified.

93,214.—George "W. Maxsox, Jersey City, X.
J., assignor to himself, JoHX A. Kxoeller. and
iliCHAEL BowE. same place.

—

Mechanism for Driv-
ing Seicing-Machines.—August 3, lf69.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, with
relation to the stand and the machine to be driven,
of the train of toothed gear and pulleys, actuated by
Bpring-power. as described, and the brake, its rock-
shaft, and handle, for regulating the speed or arrest-

ing the motion of said gear, in the manner herein
shown and "specified.

93,215.—JoHX McTViLLiAMS, Providence. E. L
—Die-Holder for Screa'-Pre.sses.—August 3, 18fi9.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted frame B,
sliding-piece A, and central screw C. the latter being
coimeeted to the jaw A, in the manner substantially
as described.

93,216—JoTtx IT. MUEPHT. Oivmpia. "VTash.

Tei\—Printers' Galley-Eest.-August 3. 1869. f

CZau/?.—In combination with the stand and case
A B. the adjustable galley-rest C, arranged and
operating substantially as' herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purposes set forth.

93,217.— David Xevdc, Boulder Citv, Colo.
Ter.—Fiooring-Clamp.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The flooring-clamp, constructed as de-
scribed, of the right-angular stock ABC, having
the set-screw D and pivoted tongue or guard E, the
right-angular pivoted lever E, the adjustable lever
I, the rack H. and pawl K, all arranged and operat-
ing as described, for the purpose spe<;ified.

93.218.— Edwin Xortox, Toledo, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, 0. "VT. Xortox. and Altox H.
'FxsCHER.—Trans-portation-Case.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— The improved packing-case for trans-
portation, its nozzle and cover being constructed
and located, as shown and described.

93.219. — Thomas S. I^uttee, Harrisburgh,
Ohio.— C/iur?!.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. The dasher M X Q, herein described,
composed of the shaft M, upper and lower slats X
Q, with arms of triangular cross-section, and two or
more central slats, O P, with arms of diamond cross-

section, when said slats are so arranged as to bring
the upper and lower edges of the arms of any two
contiguous slats into the same horizontal plane, the
several parts being constructed and combined sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The combination of the churn-box A, with ex-

tended sides B B, provided with slots E E, the slides

Gr G, gearing-frame 7i H 7i, drivirtg-shaft 1, with
crank E. bevel-gears J K. dasher-shaft L M. with
pinned connection a, and beai-ing-spindle E, and
dasher X O P Q, the several parts being constructed
and arranged with respect to each other substan-
tially as is herein specified.

93,220.— Eobert T. Osgood. Orland, Me.—
Fishijig-Liiie -Sinker.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chambered Une-sinker A, having
the shape of an ^gg, with a concavity. B, in the
larger end, in combination with the huk L, as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the rod G. sliding- thimble
X. and spring H, with the swinging-pawl E, as and
for the purpo'se described.

3. The pin P, spring E, and lever E, in combina-
tion with the sti'ap S, as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

4. The arrangement, within the sinker A, of the
spring H. sliding-thimble >«, and sliding-rod G, as
and for the purpose specified.

93,221.—Joseph Edltx Outridge, Xewport,
England.

—

Steam-Yalve Devices.—August 3, 1869;
patented in England August 1, 1868.

Claim.—1. The valve-seat c. ports g hi. valve d,

the valve-rod and weight -levers x, constructed and
arranged relatively to the ports e f m oi the cyUn-
der a. substantially as described.

2. In combination therewith, the bands », as here-
in set forth.

93,222.—S. TT. PAL31ER and J. E. Palmer. Au-
burn, X. Y., assignors to the Metropolitax Wash-
ixg-Machixe Compaxt, Middlefield, Conn.

—

Fan-
cct.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the valve, and the
valve stem and stud, and thumb-piece, mounted on
the same, as described, with the tubular bearing for
supporting said stem, having its outer end so con-
structed as to form an incline, upon which said stud,
when rotated, will move so as to cause the opening
or closing of the valve, substantially as shown and
set forth.

2. The combination, with the valve and devices
for operating the same, hereinbefore recited, of the
tubular bearing for the valve-stem, and the discharge-
pipe, with which said bearing is connected, said
parts being constmcted and operating snbstantiallj
as set forth.

3. The combination, with the valve and valve-
operatins devices, as hereinbefore described, of a
spring, arranged, substantially as set forth, so as to
hold the valve open against the pressm'C of water
passing through the faucet.

4. a"faucet for washing-machines and other pur-
poses, aU pans of which are constructed and ar-

ransed for operation, as herein shown and set

forth.

93,223.—Edward L. Perry and Charles Max-
helm. Xew York, X. Y.— Wringing-Macfune.—Au-
gust 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bearings A and
H with the bolts G and springs K. arranged upon
both sides of the rollers, the bolts extending through
the lower bearing A, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The brackets B, when extended at F to sup-
port the bearings for the lower roller, and to receive
the outer bolt G. which connects the two bearings
together, substantially as and for the pui-pose de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the brackets B, -with their

extensions F. the bearingsA and H. bolts G. springs
K. and rollers O and P. ail arranged substantially as
and for the purpose described.

93.224.—Johx Phelps. Owego, X. Y., assignor

to himself and C. TV. Merchant, same place.—
Lamp.—August 3, 1869,

Clciim.—1. The combination, with the neck of a
lamp having a filling-orifice. C, of a spring-closing
band, A. substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the above, of the projec-

tion G, arranged substantially as specified.
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93,225.—John Phillips, Jr., Chicago, El.—
Dovetailing-Machme.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cutting-head E,
with its knives F and G, slidiug-keeper K, sliding-

way N, gauge O, stop P, stop M, and set-screw L,
and sliding-way S, and stop K, -when constructed to

operate substantially as described.

93,226.—"William Pouter, Sr., and William
PoRTEK, Jr., Ifew York, N. Y.

—

Lantern.—August
3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The eye a, formed on the upper end of
the upright guard-wire A, above the ujjper guard-
ring D, to be fitted through the cap, and locked to

the same, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
2. The upper guard-ring D, when made of sheet-

metal, in form of a trough, substantially as herein
shown and described.

93,227.

—

Joseph Potts, Harrisburgh, Pa.

—

Building!-.—August 3, 1869.

Claim,.—In the construction of buildings, laying
up the bricks B upon the side of the wooden frame
A, with the laths C or D imbedded in the mortar be-
tween each course, and nailed to the frame, as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

93,22S.—P. C. EiCHER, Gilmer, T^x.—Lamp.
—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The oil-reservoir A, provided with the
long tubular neck B, when the latter is adapted to
receive, in the manner described, either the conical
candle-liolder P or the burner C, conical case D, and
long wick-tube E, as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

93,229.—Almox Eoff, Southport, Conn.—iocA;-
iV^Ttt—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The set-screw C, fitted eccentrically in
the end of the bolt A, its head a resting partly on
the surface of the nut B and partlv on the end of
the bolt, the latter and said screw having threads cut
in opposite directions, as and for the purpose herein
set fortli.

93,230.—Henry Eosamyer, Eochester, Pa.—
iocfc-iVM«.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A screw-nut for bolts, when said nut is

recessed as herein described, and provided with
springs for catching in recesses in the bolt, and
thereby preventing any back movement of the nut.

93,231.—Joshua A. Eosbeck, Herman, N. Y.—Grain-Measure.—August 3, 1869.

Claim,.—The removable bottom or partition A and
sliding-piece B, in combination with a grain-measure
having the slots C C and guide-ways D I), for the
purpose of making a variable measure, substantially
as described.

93,232.—Silas C. Salisbury, l^ew York, N. Y.— Steam.- Generator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. TJie arrangement, in combination with
the maia water-chamber of a boiler, of an inner
water-chamber, forming the shell of the fire-chamber,
such inner and outer water-chambers being con-
nected together, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement, in combination with such an
inner water-chamber, forming the fire-chamber, of
tlie fire-tubes e e, passing through such water-cham-
ber, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the portion of the water-
chamber of a boiler within the furnace-chamber, or
between that part of tlie furnace where the coal is

bui-ned and that part where the gases and products
of combustion are consumed, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The combination, with a boiler, consisting of
two water-chambers, an inner and an outer, con-
nected together, of a furnace, having two, or a pre-
paring and combustion chamber, when the inner
water-chamber is between tlio preparing and com-
bustion chaml)ers of the furnace, and combustion-
chamber of the furnace is between the inner and
outer water-chambers, substantially as herein set
forth.

93,233.—F. M. Schaeffer, Blooming Grove,
Kans.

—

Extension-Hame.—August 3, 1869.
Claiin.—1. The parts A, B, and C, constructed,

combined, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and described.

2. The adjustable staple E and sleeve C, carrying
the ring h, or either of them, in combination with an
extension-ham e, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

93,234.—Benoni C. Scott, Paxton, J\\.—Feed-
ing-Door for Animal-Pens.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The feed-doors for animal-pens, above de-
scribed, consisting of the door C, suspended from its

top, and working in the frame B, and the spring E,
with its stop e, to regulate and control the move-
ments of said door, when used in connection with
the troughs D and the pens A, as and for the pur-
pose above set forth.

93,235.—L. Sears, Perrysville, Ohio.

—

Straw-
Cutter.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cross-bar "W", provided with the
slots V V and crank-pin X, when used in combina-
tion with the pinion I, for the purpose of adjusting
the length of cut for the straw, substantially as is

herein specified.

2. The combination of tbe ratchet-boxes P and Q,
links r and s, and connecting-rod g, cross-bar W,
with crank-pin X, and slots v v, and pinion T, the
several parts being arranged substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

3. The standard o, with pivoted arm u, when used
in combination with the side-piece A, and connect-
ing-rod g, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

4. The sliding feed-roller box b, provided with an
arm, d, when used in combination with the rod O, '

provided with jam-nuts at its lower end, and the
spring IST on the side-piece A, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

5. The cutter-bar E, when constructed with the
double T cross-section herein shown, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

6. The presser- block/, provided with the tighten-
ing-nut h, when used in combination with the arm g
and end of cutter-bar E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

7. The combination of the cutter-bar E, provided
with tlie slots e e and clamping bolts y y, side-plates
D D, provided with the arras g g, side-pieces A A,
and pressure-block//, with the tightening-nuts h h,

the several parts being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

8. The combination of the shaft I, having the cut-
ting-knife K and gear-wheel S secured thereon,
pinion T, provided with adjustable cross-bar W, con-
necting-rod q, with links r s, ratchet-boxes P Q,
feed-rollers J TJ, and cutter-bar E, with pressure-
blocks / /, the several parts being constructed and
arranged, with respect to each other, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

93,236.

—

Samuel B. Secrtst and Isaac Seys-
TER, Ogle County, 111.

—

Hay -Elevator.—August 3,

1869.

Claim.—1. The double catcb G, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the cone I, tackle H, levers

E, springs e, latches F, and double catch G, substan-
tially as "and for the purpose set forth.

93,237.—Peter Shellenberger, Millerstown,
Pa.

—

CornFlanter.—August 3, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the plows C D, con-
structed as d(;scribed, and drag N O, with the frame
A, spout E, dropping-device F G H I J K L, and
wheel M, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,238.-Bredr E. Sivrrtsen, Pittsburgh, Pa.
—notary Spade.—August :), 1869.

Claim.—An improved rotary spader, consistingof

the several parts specified, all combined, construct-

ed, and arranged as described.

93,2.39.-1). B. Skelly, Lockport, N. Y.—Rail-

way-Chair.—August 3, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination, vrith the chairs having
the recesses A and mortises B, of the elastic beds F,
and the blocks Gr, having the projections H and
elevated ridges I, when arranged and keyed toge-
ther and against the rails, all substantially as speci-

tied.

93,340. —HiUAM B. Sjhth and J. V. Stevens,
Pomeroy. Ohio.

—

iSteam- Generator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The tubes A, and chamber or head B,
formed in one piece, as herein shown and described,

2. The hollow bridge C, mud-chamber D, and
tubes A, combined and arranged substantially as
specified.

3. The combination of the tubes A and drums I,

when arranged and united substantially as specified.

93,241. —Peleg Staples, Stockton, Me.

—

Clamp for Planking SJiips.—August 3, 18d'9.

Claim.—I. The apparatus, consisting essentially

of the T-piece h, provided with prongs and with the
swiveling-eye h', the hooked and bent bar h", the
screw-bott h'", and the braces k, combined and
operating as and for the purpose described.

2. The clamp or holder, made up of the bar e, pro-
vided with prongs, the bar e', projecting from the for-

mer at right angles, and the T-pieee e", all arranged
to operate as explained.

3. Attaching the windlass 6 to the ribs of the ship
by means of the brackets z z and suitable wedges, as
and for the piu-pose specified.

93,343 -J. ir. Starr. Jr., Pond du Lac, TTis..

assignor to himself and George D. Tromblv, same
place.— Waiiliing- Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The rollers H, in combination with the
double-ended beaters C, the curved longitudinal
ribs B, in the tub or box, and the false bottom I, all

arranged and operating as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

93,243.

—

Prank J. STEixnAUSER. Lancaster,
Pa.

—

Balancing the Keys of Fianos, dc.—Aua'ust
3, 18C9.

Claim.—The application of the weighted screw or
adjusting-balance B 6, when employed on the keys
of musical instruments, in the manner and for the
piu-pose specified.

93,244—ED^\^x P. Stil-well. Payton, Ohio.—
Water-Heating Device.—August 3, 1869.
Claim.—1. Corrugated or plain-faced shelves C,

constructed and arranged substantially as described.
2. The door A', applied to shell A, by means of the

adjustable bars c c, and bolts and nuts, substautiully
as described.

3. The filtering-chamber D, constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as described.

4. The mud-well G-', aixauged below a filtering-

chamber, D, in combination with the shelves and
steam-inlets, substantially as described.

93,245.—Lucius S. Stimsox, Lowell, Mass.. as-
signor to liimself and Xelsox F. Libby, same place.—Composition for Rooring.—August 3, 1869.

CloAm.—The composition of soapstoue, resin, and
petroleum, substantially in the proportions and in
the manner herein specified.

93,246.—William O. Sujener, Brootlvn, E. P..
K". Y.—Safety Watch-Pockct.—A.\\gui% 3, 1869.

Claim..—The pocket watch-safe, constructed as
described, of the parts A B, hinged together at C.
and jirovided with the pivoted" notched latch E,
spring G, pins K K X, and notched spring-plate L.
all constructed and aiTanged as described, for the
purpose specified.

93,347.—ToHN P. Thomas, Eion, X. Y.— G^ra^?-
pZe.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— Pivoting the connecting-bar h to the
hooks a and a', between the points o"and o', and the
joints e and e', substantially as set forth.

93,248

—

William B. Treadwell, Albany, X.
Y.

—

Base-Burner.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the front of my combustion-chamber and revertible
fiues, in such a manner, relativelv. as to increase
the radiation and illuminating surface of the front
of the stove, in the manner set forth and de-
scribed.

2. Portable mouth to my magazine, in combination
with tlie enlarged mica door or opening iu front, for
the pui-pose of permitting the portable mouth to be
removed or adjusted through said door.

3. Improved feed-cylinder, constructed with the
dissipating-fiue J. substantially in the manner and
for tlie purpose above described.

4. The universal bitll and socket joint, constructed
in the manner and for the purpose above described.

5. The relative shape and position of the fire-

chamber, feed-cylinder, portable mouth, and rever-
tible flues, substantially as described.

6. The aii'-chamber "JH. in combination with my
combustion-chamber and revertible flues, substan-
tially as described.

93,349.—Henry Trebe, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

sisi-nor to himself and Frederick Klaue. — Toy-
£oZL—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a return-ball, B, with
spherical concavo-convex cup A, when the two are
strung upon the end of an elastic string, S, as shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

93.250 J. J. Tucker, Albia, Iowa.—Bed^re-
Planter.—Xxigwst 3, 1869.

Claim.—Th^ within-described devices for sowing
hedge-seed, consisting of the hopper I. funnel K,
cylinder L. provided with the pins 1 1, shaft M, pul-
leys X and rn, and slide O, in combination witix the
body A, wheels B 33, standard P, i)low P. rollers P
F, and covering-shovels G G, all constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the
piu-pose specified.

93,251.—P. W. Tail, Xewark, X. J.—Eat—
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A hat or cap, the crown of which is form-
ed with a shelf or shoulder, a. perforated, to admit
air, as herein above specified and shown.

93,252.—J. B. Vannan and X. P. Cramer, Car-
bondale, Pa.

—

Sheave-Pulley.—August 3, 1869.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, a
sheave-puUey, having the bottom only of the groove
chilled, substantially as set forth.

93,353.—C. H. Van Orstrant), X~ew York, X.
Y.

—

iCachine for Cutting and Slicing Yeaetables.—
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cutter-plate D,
and the series of cutters C C C", with the driving-
gears F and G. the hopper H, and the cutting-plate

I, all arranged and located as and for the purposes
set forth.

93,354.—AsEL M. Wade, Lawrence, Mass.

—

Machine for Spooling Thread.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved spooiing-machine, as
constructed, with the celled bar E arranged as de-

scribed. «ith the series of guides and the spooling
bobbins and spindles, or the equivalent thereof, to
operate as and for the purpose described.

2. The bar as made, with each cell open at its front
end, closed at its rear end, and provided with a slot

through its top, as explained.

93,355.-Charles F. Walker, Benford's Store
Posl-Oflice. Pa. — Washing-Machine. — August 3,

1869.

Claim.—In a washing-machine of the described
construction, the handle F, rope E. and bar K, in

combination with the lever C and its attachments,
as and for the purpose set forth.

93,356.

—

James C. Warr, Wareham, Mass.

—

Straightening-Machine.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
adjustable rollers /, with the bed A. and with the
platen G, substantially in manner as represented, and
so as to operate therewith, as and for the purpose
described.
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93,2f5'?'.—Zadock Washburx, Hopeclale, Mass.
—Castmg Hollow Metal Rollers with Shafts.—Au-
gust 3, 1869.

Claim.—I. The employment ofthe shaft in the two
parts B C, socketed and tenoned, and arrang-ed in

the core and mold, as described, the whole being as

and for the purpose specified.

2. The shaft, as made in two or more parts, sock-

eted and tenoned together as described, and provided
with cavities, for the metal of the heads to flow into,

when cast upon the shaft, as described.

3. The new or improved manufacture of metallic

roller, as made with its shaft constructed in two or

more parts, socketed and tenoned, and arranged as

described, and with the metal of the heads cast into

cavities of the shaft, or upon projections from such

shaft, the whole being as explained.

93,2-58.—Edward WhiteLEY, Cambridge, Mass.
— Grease-Trai).—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The within -described grease-trap, con-

sisting of the tank A, in combination with the sink-

pipe &, and the siphon B, connected with the pipe

leading to the drain or sewer, all arranged to operate
substantially as described.

93,259.—James M. Whiting, Providence, E. I.

—Carriage-Hub.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The packing-nut on the end of the bos,

in combination with the metallic center-piece, the
wooden sleeve, and the elastic collars.

93,260.—Julius "Wilcke, Chicaf:^o, ll\.—Har-
vestcr-Ealce.—August 3, 1869 ; antedated July 23,

1869.
Claim.—1. The post I, bracketed standard A A',

with its geared segment J, and inclined plane T, the
shaft S, and driving-pulley H, crank D, fitted with
lug d, and recesses e e on its hub. and guide-holes x
X on its wrist-end, in connection with the bars v v',

stop-pin y, lift-pin z, and springs s s, the pinion B,

pinion-shaft P, crank C, and crank-sleeve it, substan-
tially as descriljcd, and for the purposes set forth.

2.' The guide-sleeve M, provided with spiral groove
m, the rake K, and rake-rod E, provided with spring
w, pin r, and bell-crank levers a and b. and liak c, iu

connection with the flange of the sleeve M, or its

equivalent, operating in the manner described, and
for the purposes specified.

3. The double clutch IS", provided with flange /,
ribs e e, and recess n\ in connection with the pin n,

the sectional clutch E F, provided with semicircular
coupling-studs g, and recesses d', clutch-spring 0, and
clutch-lever G, or their equivalents, substantially as

described, and operating for the purposes specified.

93,261.—Dauius "Wilcox, Birmingham, assign-
or to himself and Wakken "Wilcox, Ansonia, Conn.—Fifth Wheel for Carriages.—Au"-ust3, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The tubular spring a, arranged withiji

the head E of the yoke D, with the hartlenod steel

plate b, bearing upon the fifth wheel C, as set foi-th.

2. In combination witli the above, the adjusting-
screw F, with its plate C, substantially as described.

93,262.—Ezra Wilder, South Hingham'^, Mass.—Horse Collar and Hamcs.—August 3, 'I8(i9.

Claim.—1. A horse-collar, made in two parts, fas-

tened to tlie two bars of the hames, said hames-baivs
being jointed at top, and being connected at bottom
by an adjustable connector, substantially as shown
and described.

2. In combination with hames-bars constructed as
described, collar-pieces, made of wood.

3. In combination Avith acollaror hames, the nock-
piece t?, arranged to vibrate with a universal niove-
ment, substantially as described.

4. In combination with the collar or hames, the ad-
justable neck-piece n, substantially as described.

5 Ii' combination with the tug-pieces i, the remov-
able cr screw-spindle caps I, substantially as de-
scribe].

93,263.—PvOimiiT Wilson, Burdett, N. Y.—
Wai^-htng-Machine.—August 3. 1869.
Claim.—The within-descu'ibed wasbing-machiuo,

consisi^ing of the box B B, C, D, and E, standards F
F, cro.5H-bar G, rubber H, and handle I, iu combina-

tion with the roller L and shaft M, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

93,264.— Egbert Wilson, Eees Corners, Md.
—Churn.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The churn, composed of the outer wood-
en body or case A, the metallic strainer B, x^rovided
with the handle b', dasher rod and dasher G H J I,

small gear-wheel F, bevel gear-wheel E, supporting
metallic frame D, and cover C, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner herein shown
and" described,

93,265.—George T. Wright, K'ew Preston,
Conn., assignor to himself and Walter Burnham,
same place. — Cord-Making Machine. — August 3

,

1868.

Claim.—The arrangement of the spindle A, pulley
C, hollow platform D, sleeve E, pulley G, gear-wheels
F I, disks J, horizontal bobbins K, eyes m, and bent
wires n, all constructed as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

93,266.—H. C. Young, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to the Howe Machine Coui'AKY.—IEinbroid-
eri7ig-Attachment for Sewi7ig-Machine.—August 3,

1869.

Claim.—The thread-carrying arms C D, (one or
more, or both,) arranged so as to vibrate across the
path of the needle, and combined with the spring-rod
E, loop H, and needle-bar B, all constructed so as to
operate substantially in the manner herein set forth.

93,267.—J. F. Barker, Springfield, Mass., and
C. ]N". Gilbert, New York, 'N. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Carbureting Air.—August 3, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The carbureter, having the reservoir
D xflaced therein, and used in connection with the'
pipes for the circulating heating-fluid, all construct-
ed and operating substantially as herein desci'ibed

and set forth.

2. The arrangement of the tube L, with a carbur-
eter, wherein the apertures opening from the lower
part of each chamber of the carbureter into said
tube are opened and closed by valves, said tube with
its valves, operating to draw the contents of any
upper chamber into any lower one, or to draw said
contents of any one, or of all of said chambers, en-
tirely away from the carbureter, substantially as here-

in described and specified.

3. A gauge, composed of two or more compart-
ments, andhaving one or more partitions, o, therein,

the same being made in one piece, with a correspond-
ing front plate, s, also made in one i)iece, the whole
constituting a series of gauges, and all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein described and set forth.

93,268.—J. F. Barker, Springfield, Mass., and
C. IST. Gilbert, New York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Carbureting Air.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the carbureter
with a meter-wheel, said wheel being driven by a
descending weight, or other equivalent mechanical
poAACr, applied to force the air through the carbu-
reter to the burners, said carbnrcler Ixnug ])laced

within a vault by itself, separate Irom the building
to be lighted, the whole arranged and conneeted
with pipes, substantially as herein described and set

forth.

2. The heating-coil P and pipes E E', connected
with a carbureter, said carbureter being placed
within a vault by itself, while tlie coil is])!aciHl with-
in the cellar or building to be lighted, the whole ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose specified.

93,269.—Stephen V. Barns, Triangle, N. Y.—
Hop-Pole Sharpener.—August 3, 18()9.

Claim:—The arrangennnit. upon a suitable frame,

of the hollow cone-shaped cyliiuicr (7, anil its inte-

rior projecting blade by saw d, sliding grooved frame
and lever a, all the parts being constructed as do-

scribed.

93.270.—Alfred Baumoautkx, New York. N.
Y., assignor to himself and Charles VY. Walter,
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same place.

—

Receivers or Carboys for the Manu-
facture of Muriatic and other Acids.—August 3,

1869 ; autedated August 2, 18G9.

Claim.— 1. The carboys of condensation for acids,

made substantially iu the mauner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The.tubes and stoppers, applied to and combined
with the said carboys of condensation, iu the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

93,271.—J. H. EictELOW, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Corn- Popper.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combinotion, T^-ith the corn-popper,
of tlie doubled wire D, having a portion of its length
bent or twisted, substantially as described, so as to

form a socket for the reception of tlie handle.
2. The combination, with the corn-popper audits

handle, of the doubled Avire D, its socket b, and the
staple-retaining wire e m. h, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with the popping-box B, cover
Gr, and handle A, of the wire socket b aud wires D
E, as shown and described.

93,273.—W. E. Bond, Cleveland, Ohio.—Mode
of Constructing Billiard and other Game Tables.—
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eorming the beds of billiard and other
gaming tables of cement, substantially as herein
described.

2. A billiard or other gaming table, the bed of
which is composed of cement, inclosed in a suitable

frame-work, substantially as herein set forth.

93,273.—TViLLiAM E,. Brown, Bath, N". T.—
Piston-Spring.—August 3, 18G9.

Claim.—The construction of a piston-spring, con-
sisting of two parts, A and B, made of flat bar or
ribbon steel, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as herein shown and described.

93,27-1. —Daniel Bull, Amboy, El.

—

Sash-
Fastener.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar or stop O, when so constructed
aud arranged in a sash-fastener, that it vibrates
upon its center to x)roject either end thereof, sub-

stantially as described, to lock the sash up or down,
as may be desired.

2. The combination of the vibrating bar or stop
O, and thumb-piece H, when so constructed and ar-

ranged that one end of the thumb-piece rests upon
the" bar iu such a Avay that the bar or stop is

vibrated by it when it is moved, substantially as and
for the purposes shown and specified.

3. The combination of the bar or stop O, thumb-
piece H, and spring J, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

93,275.—G-EOKGE P. Clarke, Marmont B. Ed-
son, and Jarvis B. Edsox, ISTew York, N. Y., as-

signors to the Recording Steam-Gauge Company
same place. — Self- Recording Pressure- Gauge.—
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the spriug pressure-gauge, carrying a spring record-
ing-pencil and parallel guide, S, with the spriug
ratchet-barrel H, for giving an intermittent rotary
movement to the drum B, so that the pencil will
trace vertical lines during the increase of pressure
and oblique lines during the decrease of pressure, for
the purposes and iu the manner substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The slot K"^ in drum B, in combination with the
spring D^ and the inclined hook c^, for the purposes
described.

3. The arrangement of the barrel H, containing
the coiled spring E^ iu one side and the pawls H^ iu
the other side, in combination with the toothed or
ratchet wheel I, secured to the revolving spindle K,
which passes through the bracket L, and is secm'ed
to the drum paper-holder B, operating in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

93,276.—L. H. Colborne, Albion, N. Y.—
Steam-Generator.—August 3, 1869.

Claim. —1. The receiver C, combined as herein

set forth, whereby the saturated and superheated
steam is commingled, as above set forth.

2. The pipe D, superheater B, aud intermediate
devices, in combination with the receiver C, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the devices whereby to
exhaust steam iiito the receiver C, as set forth.

93,277.—G. W. Cole, Farmington, m.—Gar-
den-Plow.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The garden-plow described, consisting of
the handles A A, wheel B, U-shaped rod C, and slot-

ted standard D, rod E, cone-shaped blocks E E, and
braces G, when constructed substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,278.-John B. Cox, James O'Connor, and
Michael Cahalan, Columbus, Ga. — Railway-
Switch.—Angui^t 3, 1869.

Claim.—1.' The main track A, sliding-track A',
when arranged, with relation to the switch-track A",
iu the manner and for the purpose substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the switch-track A" A",
connecting-bars B", stop-chairs B', in curved lines,

with the connecting-rod C and lever a, in the man-
ner and for the pnrpose substantially as set forth.

3. The removable connecting-bar B'', when con-
structed in the manner and for the jjurpose substan-
tially as described.

93,279

—

Gustav Cramer and Julius Gross,
St. Louis, Mo.

—

Photographic Head-Rest.—August
3, 1869.

Claim.—The rest-prongs B, arranged with the
slots B', and combined with the fulcrum-arm A, sub-
stantially as herein set forth, to form a head-rest,

the prongs whereof have a longitudinal as well as
lateral movement, independent of each other.

93,280.—Henry L. Cranford, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Composition-Pavement.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combined stone and composition
pavement, prepared and laid substantially as set

forth.

2. The wedge-shaped filling of composition, intro-

duced between the stones, as and for the purposes
set forth.

93,281.-Joel H. Ealbey, Springfield, Ohio.—
Earth-Scraper.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the scraper A, with
blocks E E, and grabs p p, handles B B, spring-
bolts onm; bars n n, loops o, and lever I, the several
parts being constructed and operating substantially
as specified.

93,282.—Andrew B. Davis, Catahoula Parish,
La.

—

Street-Car Starter.—August 3. 1869
Claim.—The guiding-bar A, when the same is pro-

vided with a reciprocating-bar, C, a cross-head, B,
and a spring, D, iu combination Avith a lever, J, and
a chain, H, the whole being attached to a city rail-

road-car, and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,283.-Andrew B. Davis, Catahoula Parish,
La.

—

Car-Starter.—August 3, 1869..

Claim.—The lever B, spring C, and clutch J, in
combination with bars G and H, the springs L and
M, and the ratchet E, when these several parts are
constructed, arranged, and operate substantially as
described, for the purposes set forth.

93,284.-Andrew B. Davis, Catahoula Parish,
La —Plow.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—Covering plows on their front faces and
on their landsides with a series of thin steel, or
hardened iron plates A and C, sul^stantially as here-

in described, for the purpose set forth.

93,285.—A. B. Dean, Louisville, X.j.—Churn-
—Au§-ust 3, 1869.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the churn herein de-

scribed, with the chamber E, blocks G and P, but-

ton c, slat H, and spring a, substantially as speci-

fied.
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93,286.—Louts Amabt.e De Ltme, St. Louis.

j^o. — Apparatus for Purifying Whisky and other

Alcoholic Spirits.—Aw^wat 3, 1869.

Claiyn. — An apparatus for refining whisky and
other alcoholic productions, composed of tubs A, B,

C, D, E. and F, provided Avith false bottoms cover-

ed with blankets, and a filtering substance, as shown
and described, and connected the one with the other,

by pipes and tabes, in the manner shown and stated,

so that the liq-aid may pass from one to the other, in

its passage, forcing the confined air through the

liquid, and all arranged for joint operation, and con-

Btructed and operating substantially as and for the

purpose shown, and specified.

93,287.—Thomas H. Denison, Baltimore, Md.
—Portable Clawp for ScJiool-Books.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the ex-

tensible clasp for school-books, herein described,

consisting of the divided sides A A, constructed

with ears G- and longitudinal slots c, the rivets D D,
clamping-screws C H C H, straps B B, and buckles

F F F', combined and arranged to operate substan-

tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

93,288.-Geokge B. Dyer, New York, IsT. Y.—
Gas- Carbureter.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The carbnreter herein described, having
reservoir B, compartments C D E F, arranged as

passages for gas, perpendicular plates //, tabes /i

k m, pipes with stop-cocks c' d' e', pipes b' jST G,
opening and screw cap a, openings and screw-stop-
pers vwxyz, and gauge s, constructed and ari:anged

substantially as specified.

93,289 D. Elliot and E. Seelt, IST. Y., as-

signors to themselves and John A. Holmes.—Car-
riage-Jack.—Augu^t 3, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The ratchet-sector h, lever k, and
pawl-plate /, in combination Avith the lever c of the
carriage-jack, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the link g,

legs a and b, and bolt d, as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The India-rubber bearing-surface n, combined
with the lever of a carriage-jack, as and for the

purposes set forth.

93,290.—H. C. Eves, Orangeville, Ta..—Seed
Planter, Fertilizer, and Plow Combined.—August 3,

1869.
Claim.—Tlie double secding-slide, screw-fertilizer,

and adjustable plow, when constructed, combined,
and operating as herein described, and tor the pur-
poses set forth.

93,291.—Charles A. Fenn, Edavard P. Fenn,
and Isaac Cook, St. Louis, Mo., assignors to
Charles A. Fenn.—Machine for Mortising Blind-
Stiles.—Aw^w^i 3, 1869.

Claim.— \. The parts 0' C^ g^ and the slides E',

combined Avith the bar G, frame h H, the ways I,

rod 1 I, and direction-bar I 2, and operated by the
bar K and ]inl< /i', substantially as set forth.

2. The frame E E', slide-bars G, frame h H, link

h^, and bar K, Avhen ai'ranged in combination with
and adjusted by the extension-piece k, its slot k^, and
set-scrcAV P, substanfially as set forth.

3. The operating-sliaft L, and the cam-plate P,
pivoted at p, and adjusted at p', combined and ar-

ranged with the lever Q and bar K, substantially as
set forth.

93,292.— Fredrrtc G. Ford, ISTcav York, N.
Y.—Ca.sier.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A caster, tlic top of which is provided
with a transverse cylindrical head, D, and a m;ck,
d, for fitting in a horizontal hole and slot made in

the side of the foot of tlu; article to Aviiich it is de-
signed to be attached, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

93,293. —Jacoi? Foster, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Z)eco?/-Z>t/,cA:.—August 3, ]8(i9.

Claim.—A decoy-duck for sporting purposes, com-
posed of India rnl)l)er, an<l provided witli lugs L and
L', and air- valve A, substantially us heroiu set forth.

27 P—-U

93,294—C. H. Frisbie, Chicago, TW.—Exhaust-
Nozzle for Steam-Engine.—Augusts, 1869.

Claiin.—The construction and arrangement of the
exhaust-valve, consisting of the cap A, hinged cover
D, projection E, extension H, and spring G-, sub-
stantially as described.

93,295.—John Gardner, New York, N. Y.—
Capstan.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The plate c, carrying the gears cZ d',

and fitted with the paAvl e, in combination with the
capstan-barrel g, internal gear i. gear/, and shaft &,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the hand-
spike head h, and paAvls, or equivalent device for

connecting the same with the barrel, for the purposes
specified.

93,296.—William H. Gibbs, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Bottle-Stopper.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the button A, shank
D d, rubber gasket E, cork F, and pin G, or their

equivalents, for the purpose stated.

93,297.—W. W. GOFF, Avoca, N. Y.-Flour-
Cooler.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— I. The bloAAcr H, in combination with
curv'ed plates e e, when constructed, arranged, and
operated as desci'ibed.

2. Cylinders A and C, when combined with blower
H, cm-ved plates e e, and conduits h and n, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as described.

93,298.—Charles Greenman, Scott Township,
Pa.

—

Itailiuay-Sivitch.—August 3, ] 869.

Claim.—The pieces G, secured to the sides of the
movable rails C, in combination with the said rails,

springs E, guides H, and plates D, Avhen arranged
and operating substantially as shown.

93,299.—Frederick Hale and William Man-
ley, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

—

Drawer-Knob Label.—Au-
gust 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the holloAV knob A
with the glass plate c and the detachable annular
flange d, all arranged as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

93,300. — Willis C. Hall and Colatres
MOOKE, California, Mo.— Eye-Sirup. — August 3,

1869.

Claim.—1. The use of analine compounds, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The use of the several ingredients, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

93,301.—S. E. Hathorn, Worcester, Mass.

—

Slate and Metal Hoofing.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, Avith the slates B, of
the metallic strips D, provided Avitii liooks e, sub-
stantially in the manner described and for the pur-
poses stated.

2. The metal joint strips D, formed with side
flanges /and top hooks e, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

93,302.—JosErii Hindemyeu and Charles C.
Saveky, Philadelphia, Pa.— Water-Cooler and Re-
frigerator.—August 3, 18()9.

Claim.—The ice-chamber A, annular space C, and
surrounding air-space K, in combination with a re-

frigeratiug-chamber, I, the Avhoie relatively arranged,
and operating as and for the purposes described.

93,303. — Benjamin H. Hussey, Portsmonth,
N. IL—Anti-Friction 2fast- TJoop.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of rollers placed on the
mast-hoop, between shoulders, as aforesaid, and tlio

mast-hoop, made with shoulders, to keep the rollers

in place, and a m()val)le staple, made as lieirin de-

8cril)ed, or substantially the same, wliiidi will pro-

duce substantially the same efl'ect.

93,301.—Carleton B. Hutciiixs, Ann Arbor,
Midi. — Composition for Roofing and Paint.—
August 3, 186!).

Claim. — The compounding of ingredients, as
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herein described, to make a composition for roofing
and piiint.

93,305.— Haxfoki) IxGKAHAM, ^STaples, X. T.
—Bedstead.—Angust 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plates A A.
and pivot screws or bolts a and b, -nith tlie posts B
B, and rails C C, substantially as described.

2. The flat steel springs D, as arranged and con-
nected -with the slats d and cross-bars c. when said
cross-bars are suspended from springs E, arranged
and attached to bracket-plates e, substantially as
described.

93,306.—John Jat and Joel Coppock, Jones-
borougb, Ind.

—

Harrow.—August 3, ISfiy.

Claim.—1. The levers F F, and M. and the wheels
I, I, and X, in combination v.ith a harrovr, so con-
nected and arranged that the harrovr may be raised
from the ground, "either in whole or in part, substan-
tially as shown and described.

2.' The combination of the lever 777 , rock-bar L,
pivot-belt j3, arm O, and wheel X, with tl'.e harrow,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the pm'pose specified.

93,307.—]V[osF.sJOHXSox, Three Elvers, Mich.—Potato-Difjgcr and Cultivator Combined.—August
3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The disks E, when constructed, ap-

plied, and operating as described, for the purposes
specified. _*

2. In combination vrith the disks E, the scrapers
d, apron G, plows H, and roller C, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

3. In combination with the foregoing devices,

the attachable-beam K, cross-bar X, disks K,
scrapers /?, and springs v, constructed and arranged
substantially as specified.

93,308 JosEE JOHXSOX, Xew York, X. T.,
assignor to himself and William H.JoHXSOX, same
place.— WasJiiiig-AIachine.—August 3. 1FH9.

Claim.—1. Hanging the tub of a washing-machine
loosely on the same shaft with which the beatersare
connected, and from which they receive their motion,
substantially as a.nd for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the tub B, shaft a, curved
arms E E, and beaters II. all constructed as de-

scribed, and arranged to operate substantially in. the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

93,309.—JosEE JoHXSOX, Xew York, X. Y.,'

assignor to liiraself and TTilliaii H. Joh:.?ox, same
place.— Vi'a.fliing-Machine.—August 3, 18i.9.

Claim.—1. The reciprocating-box E, provided
with roMs of pins a a, in combination with the pit-

man H H, and fly-wheels I I, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the table A. box C, and
reciprocati]ig-box E, all constructed substantiaUy
as described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the table
A, box C, track D, box E, wheefs F F. fly-wheels I
I, pitmen H H, and guard K, all constructed and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
ptirposes herein set forth.

93,310.—TrESLEY L. Jukes, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself, Fuedekick McLewee, Pkex-
TlCE H. PuTXA>r, and Johxsox Muruav, same place.

—Gas- Birr?«?/-.—August 3, 1869.

Claim. —1. The revolving gas-burner, with the
tube «, arms b, and pivot-beaiing c. all made in
cue piece of glass, as and for the purposes specified.

2. The tube d. with pivot e at its end, and the open-
ing i, in combination with the cup/ and revolving
burner, when the cup /and tube d are of glass, and
united by cement, as set forth.

3. Tlie' rubber tnbe m, in combination with the
glass tube d. cup /, and revolving gas-burner, for

connecting tiie paits with facility, and without risk

of injuring the glass, as set forth.

93,311.— William H. Kartcofe, Harrison-
burch, Ya.

—

Corn Harvester and Shocker.—^August 3,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The •' stacker" C, constructed sub-
stantially as shown and described, and for the piu'-

poses set forth.

2. The rotating-beam B', provided with two rows
of arms, //, and a handle or arm, g, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The crooked levers h h. spring r. and hook k, or
their equivalents, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set foi-th.

4. The rotating-beam B', provided with two rows
of arms, //. handle or arm g, and crooked levers h
/i, all constructed and arianged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes iierein set forth.

5. The combination of the crooked arms d d,

guide-board A', rotating-beam B, arms//, and
levers h h, all constructed as described, and ai'-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

6. The arrangement of the platform M, reel T Y.
arms d d, guide-board A', rotating-beam B', arms/
/. and levers h h, all constructed and operating
substautiallv as and for the pm-i^oses herein set

forth.

93,31'2. — aIichael Keefek, ITashingtou
Connty. ^Ld.—Slaw Cutter.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A machine for cutting cabbages, having
crank and pinion-gearing as described, shaft B,
wheel E, knives s, removable bar c, bent wires g.

and chute G, constructed and ai'ranged to operate
substanliaHj' as specified.

93,313.—"VTiLLiAM G. Kexton, YTakefield, E. I.

—Hay-S2}reader.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the circular plates

G G, having the flanges vjioq, projections z z on
them, with the cross-pieces g g g. and teeth- bars n n
n, substantially as herein described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

93,314.— Martix Laxpexbeuoer, Jr., Phila-

delphia. Pa., assiu-nor to Maktix LaXDExbeegee
& Co.—Knitted Frti;/-ic.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A. knitted fabric, h\ which flattened wire,

silvered, gilt, or otherwise polished, is interlooped
with fibrous threads, as set forth, for the pm-pose
specified.

93,315.—JatLathuop, Lapeer, X. Y.

—

Wagon-
Brake.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—17 Tlie combination of the T-shaped bar
G, slotted lever H. and connecting-rods I I. all con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the

pm'poses herein set forth.

2. The combination of the sliding-tongne C,
hounds D D, T-shaped arm G, slotted lever H. con-

necting-rods 1 1, brake-bar J, and brake-locks K K,
all substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

93,316.—Daxtel F. Leach, Forsyth, 111.—
Farm-Locomotive.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fitth-w heel apparatus as shown in

Figs. 4 and 5, consisting essentially of tlie parts M
M', m m'. n w ir. X. P, 1 1, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

2. The wheel rim or tread. cQjistructed as shown
in Fig. 3, consisting essentially of the parts a, u, r,

substantially as set forth.

93,31*.—JOHX E. Lewis, Eittery, ^e.—Coffee

Pof.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The duplex coffee-pot, as made with the

two compartments, the communicating passage, and
the gate thereof, the two noses ordischarging-spouts,

and one or more handles, the whole being substan-

tially as set forth.

93,31S.—JoHX J. LiXDLY, Lebanon,Ill.— Gan(7-

Piow.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the bars G Gr^,

with the plow-bars H, and relative to the frame A C,

and the draught-attachment X, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The crank-bar L. its lever V, and straps M, ar-

ranged to raise the plow-bars H, substantially as set

iorth.
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93,3J9.—Hakvey A. Link. Columbus, Ohio.—
Harvester-Cutter.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The plates C, having the projection o

theroin, and fitted in the recess e of the finger, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

93,32©.— Seth Lowen, Teraperanceville, Pa.,

assig-nor to himself and 0. D. Lewis.—Fianging-Ma-
chine.—August 3, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

adjustable centering-piece, consisting of the parts g,

f, and e, slide B, disks h and J, and adjustable fric-

tion-rollers k, the whole being constructed and op-

erating substantially as herein described,, aud for the
purpose set forth.

93,321.—James H. Lyon, Wilson Ager, Dan-
iel Breed, and Wjlliam H. Seaman, Washington,
J). C.

—

Portable Summer-Furnace.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement in summer- furnaces,

the construction, arrangement, and combination of
the furnace A B, vertically adjustable rings C, aud
smoke-hood F, substantially as set forth.

93,322.

—

John F. Madison and Hexry Mc-
Laughlin, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Street-Car.—August 3,

1869.

Claim:—1. The gate A, its loops a, the rail B. the
prongs fti a"^, and the rod D, with its kerf d. when ar-

ranged with the platform F aud dash-board E, sub-
stautiall}' as set forth.

2. The gate A, its loops a, and the rail B, the
prong «.•, aud catch g, and guard II. all combined
and arranged substantially as set forth.

93,323.—Henry B. Malbone, Geneva, IST. T.,

assignor to himself. D. E. Moore, and William J.
Morse.— Convertible Ladder.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A sectional ladder, the sections of which
are connected by the rounds of the ladder passing
through slotted holes, the ends being provided with
open slots, and the upper section with a notch or
stop, in such a manner that the sections may form
a continuous or step ladder, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

93,324.—Emmons Manley, Marion, IST. T.

—

X>oor-Z/ff(c/i.—August 3, 1869.

Ctaim.— The arrangement and combination of the
handles A and levers C, (pivoted respectively to the
rosettes B,) witli the horns D of the latch-bolt, sub-
stantially as described.

93,325.—J. L. McL\TOSH, Brooklyn, IT. Y.—
Sun-Shade for Horses.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wire frame A, covered Avith can-
vas or other suitable material, and adapted to fit

upon a horse's head, substantially as herein shown
aud described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tiie combination of the sponue D Avith the bon-
net A B, substantially as lierein showu and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

93,326.—A. H. Mendell, Adams, IST. T., as-

signorto himself and William H. II Taylor, same
place.— Wire Fence.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—]. P]oviding a A\'ii'e fence with a top rail,

when the same is constructed in sections, said sec-

tions being united by lap-joints, supported and con-
nected substantially as desciibed.

2. The posts A A', wires E E, bar e, plate F, and
Bcre^\'s//. when the saine are so combined and ar-

ranged as to render the wires capable of adjustment,
substantially as described.

93,327.—Solomon Mickley, Dover Township,
and Samuel LEATiiEiiY, Warrington Township, Pa
—Seed- Drill.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaCt T, provided Avith the spiral
gear X, and chains V, and lever W, Avhen usc<l to

raise the plows, and throw the wheel C out of gear
by the same motion, substantially as set forth and
described.

2. The slotted lever G, operated by the spiral gear
X, in coinbination with tlici movable collar 1), wheels
C and R, drmns K. brushes N", and seed-boxes L,
when used substantially as specified.

3. The axle A, wheels C and 11, movable collar D,

lever G, drums K, brushes IST, seed-boxes L, shaft T,
provided with spiral gear X, hand-lever W, chains
N, and plows O, when used and combined substan-
tially as described.

93,328.—William Miller, Bloomington, Ind.
—Corn-Sheller.—A ugust 3, 1869.

Claim:—The cornsheller described, consisting of
the frame A, spring-board B, board C, cylinder D,
fan E, and cover K. the whole being combined and
arranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

93,329.—A.C. Mills, OaUown,lnd.—Fly-Trap.
—Augusts, 1869.

Claim.—A fly-trap, consisting of case A, provided
Tvith flange and glass h, sliding-door c', drawer d,

opening c. perforated plate e', chamber D, and plate

g, all combined, arranged, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

9.3,330.—William Morgenstern, New York,
N. Y.. assignor to himself and Hkkman Fuxke.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—l.The angle or point c, on the forwai'd
edge of the extractor, substantially as and for the
purpose descrilied.

2. The sight e, constructed Avith beveled teeth,

about its hub, h. in eorabination vrith a spring-dcteut
or equivalent holding-device, substantially as showu
and described.

3. The device for locking the sere or sere-plate to
the breech- l)lock. consisting of a slot or recess in the
bottom of said block, seen at li, Fig I, a notch, seen
in Fig. 4, in the edge of the gas-plug, and the lag P,
on the sere-plate, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The nut or collar N, on the combined firing-pla
and hammer, substautially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. The shoulder H, in the interior of the hoIloAV
breech-block, to act in conjunction Avith the nut or
collar N, as a stop to the backward movement of the
hammer during the operation of raising the breech-
block up out of the receiver, substantially as shown
aud described.

93,331 .—Charles iST. Morris, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Printers' Pule.—August 3, 1869 ; antedated July
29, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The printers' rule A, formed Avith
catches (U* flanges a', single or double, upon its ends,
whether said catches be angular or curved, substan-
tially as herein showu and described, and for the
purposes set foi'th.

2. The combination of the rule oi- brace B with the
rule A, ha\'ing flanges or catches a' formed upon its

ends, substantially as hei-ein shown aud described
and for the purpose set forth.

93,332.—Isaac J. Morrow, Everton, Ind.

—

Fence.—Awixn^it 3, 1869.

Claim.—in combination with the posts A and
panels B, tiie pieces C, Avith the pins D therein,
Avherel)y the panels are supported, substautially as
shown and described.

93,333.—F. Neidhardt, East SaginaAV, Mich.

—

Poojing-Compositidn.—August 3, 1869.
Claim.—A rooting made up of a composition, con-

sisting of the ingredients herein named, in or about
the propcH'tions specified, and applied as a coating to
felt, as a \)ase or covering to the roof, substantial!}- as
described.

93,331.

—

Addison TSTorman, Kochestor, N. Y.

—

Lwnch-Box.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinged sides h and d. and lugs a:, in
combination with the cover C and hooks i, and the
flask, for the i)urposes set forth.

2. In combiuation witli the above, the liquid-flask

A, substantially as shown and described, aud for iho
purposes set foi th.

93,335 C. M. O'Hara, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Opening i>o;r<?4\— August 3, 1869 ; an-
tedated duly 30, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tiie implement for opening boxes, con-
sisting of the lever K, the link G, carrying tho hooks
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H H, the falcrum-beam L, bands C C, and adjustable
arms D D, provided Avitli the feet E E, all the parts
beiug constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
described.

93,336.-3. A. PAL^rER, Rochester, X. Y.—
Coal- Scoop.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
scoop herein described, the same consisting of a
bod}-, A. having a curved back, o, gradually sloping
sides, c, of disliing form, and a flaring mouth, a, when
perforated throughout and constructed of cast steel,

as set forth.

93,337.—Joseph Paradis, Brooklyn, 2>?". T.—
Propelling-Apparatus.—August 3, 1S69.

Claim.—1. Tiie air-vesset m, safety-valve n. and
inlet-valve o, applied to the inner end of the propel-
ler-cylinder b. and combined with the piston c, in the
manner and for the purposes set fortli.

2. In combination with the said air-vessel, valves,
piston, and piopeller-cylinder b, the steam-cylinder
/, and steam--\-alve, arranged in the manner speci-
fied, so as only to admit steam to act in the same
direction as the air of the air-cushion, for projecting
the water from the cylinder b, as set fortli.

3. The return nozzle s, fitted as specified, so as to
be swung to coincide witli the end of the cylinder b,

as and for the purposes set forth>

93,338.—fiKORGE J. Parha:m, Harrodsburgh,
Iud.—^ra?t-Pu'y.-cr.—August 3, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The hand or stem A, provided with
metal bands, and thumb-scre'n' b, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. A fruit-picker, consisting of stem A, thumb-
screw 6, basket B, pulley d, cord c, and hook a. all

combined, arranged, and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose sef forth.

93,339.—J. D. Parrot. Morristown, iST. J., as-

signor to himself and Henry McCaulet, same
place.

—

Filter.—^August 3, 18o9 ; antedated J uly 30,

1869.

Claim.—The water-filter, composed of the case A,
having the central partition B and the perforated
diaphragm E, arranged as described and shown, to
produce the chamber F, having perforated walls, the
fidtering-chambers C D, and the clear-water chamber
Gr, having the dischai'ge-tube H, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

93.340.—EiCH2>ioxD Pearson, Appieton,Tris.

—

Bee-Hive.—Axigust 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. A bee-hive, formed mainly of the wire
skeleton-frame, covered with paper, arranged to in-

close air-spaces between the interior and exterior
air-tight walls, substantiallj- as specified.

2. The part B of the hive, formed of paper straps,
secured at the top and bottom only, to form air-tight
interirjr and exterior walks, as specified,

3. The combination, with the part B, of the honey-
board, having the bars E, and arranged substan-
tiallj as specified.

93.341.—A. C. Penny and Minor Spicer, TJna-
dilla Forks, X. Y.Switch-Holder.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the stool A, with
hinged legs d d d, the switch-holder, consisting of
the post D, toothed cam C, block E. and rod m, all

aiTauged to operate as herein shown and described.

93,342.—George M. Phelps, Brooklvn, X. Y.,
and EOBERT Stewart, Bordentown, '^~ J.—Elec-
trical Railroad- Signal.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. A motor, operated by electricity, and
fitted substantially as specified, to remove and re-

tain the danger-signal while the circuit is closed, and
to allow said signal to be shown when the circuit is

broken, substantially as set forth.

2. The cii'cuit-breaker, formed of the springs n o,

lever 6;, block r, and spring t, in combination with
the switch-level I, substantially as and for the pui--

poses specified.

93,343.—Charles J. Philleo, Kenyonville, N.
Y.— Carriage-Jack.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

ratchets C and.D, the pin G, pawl H, and lever I,

with the lever E and standard A, substantially as
shown and described.

93,344.—Morris Pollak, New York, K Y.—
Safety-Attachment for Watch-Chain.— August 3,

18G9.

Claim.—The watch-protector, formed of the slide
c, points e, and case a, in combination with the chaia
or guard, as and for the purposes set forth.

93,34-5.—John A. A. Post, Ifew York, N. Y.—
Hand Stamp.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A letter canceling-stamp, in which the
stamp a, cross-piece b, tang c, and cork-carrier, are
all formed of one piece of metal, in the manner shown,
so as to insure strength and lightness, and to allow
the hole i to be inserted, in the manner specified.

93,346.—John Eingen, St. Louis, Mo.— TfaiTi-

ij-ig-Machine.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—The device E and C, for sustaining the
stopper A, when elevated, in combination 'O'ith a
washing-machine, as shown and described.

93,347.—Henry E. Eobbins, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and J. J. Mokan, same place.

—

Tobacco and Grain Gurer.—Augusts, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the doulde walls,
having the space a between them, with the flues E E,
chimney C, furnace D, having a water-space or
boiler e, and pipes G g g' , when constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. In connection with the furnace D, and arranged
within a tobacco-curing house, A A^, the employ-
ment of the tanks I H, and pipes A J K, arranged
substantially as described, so as to be adapted to "the
purposes herein specified.

93,348—Oi3Y EOBIRDS, St. Louis, Mo.—RaiZ-
vKiy-Car Axle Journal and Box.—August 3, 1869.

Clavni.—The journal, increased in size as the inner
collar D is approached, by reinforcements, which are
separated by V-shaped collars E and F, or such
thereof as may be deemed necessary, substantially as
and for the pm'poses set forth.

93,349.—William EoBJOHN, E'ew York, N.Y.—
Organ.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rock-shafts G, G^, &c., connected
with the pneumatic levers, and provided with pro-
jecting .stops e e, so that they may be worked by the
slides F F\ &c., substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The slides F^, F^, &c., for operating the pneu-
matic levers, when connected with the reverse
slides I I, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

3. The slides F, F^, &c., when slotted and pro-
vided with two sets of pins, d' g\ to operate dri-ectly

the pneumatic levers, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The valve J, of the pneumatic lever, when held
against its seat by a spring, j. and when adjustable
on the seat by the screw I, substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and described.
5. The reversible coupler, consisting of the lever

m, wedge n, slide L, lever M, and bar X, all com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

6. The tremolo pneumatic lever D^, provided with
the anchor f, rod X, spring y. and arm u, on the
valve, all arranged and operating substantially aa
herein shown and described.

93,350.

—

Thomas Eossiter. ^N'ew Haven, Conn.,
assignor of one-half interest to EuFUS H. Sandford
and Frank Prescott, same place.

—

Adding-Ma^
chine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the index-wheel C,
hollow-shaft b, registering disks D and E, actuated
by the pin c, contained within the case A, construct-
ed as shown and described.

93,351.—SiL.\s C. Salisbury, Xew York, N". Y.—Hot-Air Furnace.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application and use, in combina-
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tion with suitable air chambers and pipes for lieat-

iug air ibr dwellings, &c., of a heatiug--furnace, con-
sisting of au inner jBre or preparation chamber,
and au outer or combustioa chamber constructed
and arranged substantially as described, wherel)y
atmosplieric air can be applied to both such
chambers, and be heated in passing thereto, such
inner cliamber being also covered by or separated
from the outer one by a perforated arch or top. and
such chambers being arranged with respect to each
other, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. Ponuing the jjipes, or chamber that receives the
air, and in which it is heated, of fire-cla.y, and, in

combination with such pipes or chamber, the use of
asbestos cloth or fiber A\'ithiu the same, for the pur-
poses mentioned.

3. An apparatus for heating air for warming
dwellings. <fec., constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as described.

93, 35'-^.—William S. Sampson, "Nevi- York, 'N.

T.—Gram- Bin.—August 3, L869.

Claim. — 1. The grain-bin, constructed of wire-
cloth, substantially as herein described.

2. The longitudinal battens or rits G, applied to
the bin-cylinders, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The congregation of equal cylindrical wire-
cloth bins and intervening triangular spaces, to con-
stitute a grain-storehouse, when arranged as shown
and described.

93,353.—Joseph F. Saroent, Melrose, assignor
to Elmeu Townsend, Boston, Mass.— Eyeleting-
Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In combiimtion with a reciprocating
eyelet-set, orclinching-tool, and with a reciprocating
eyelet- chute, an eyelet box or liopper, which not
only moves with the chute, but Avhich also has an
intermittent rotative movement, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with a rotating-hopper, actuated
by a ratchet and pav/1, such au arrangement of the
ratchet and pawl mechanism as to cause the hopper
to have a positive rotative movement in one direc-
tion, and a friction or slipping movement in the
other direction, substantially as described.

93,354.—MoKiTZ Saulson, Troy, N. Y.—Kettle-
Spout Attnchinent.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The attachment A, provided with the
raised flange a, as herein shown aud described, and
for the purpose set forth.

93,355.—Joseph M. Shank, Dayton, Ohio.—
Wire Ear for Metal BHcJcets.—Axi<s:nst 3. 1869.
Claim.—A wire ear, the portions b of which are

bent and crossed, in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

93,35fj.—D. P. Shaw, Elkhart, 1ml.—Apparatus
for Chalking Billiard- Cues.—Augusts, 1869.

'Claim.—Chalking a cue by means of a train of
driven gears, when said gears are set in motion by
pressing the cue against the chalk or its holder, and
stopped by removiug the pressure, substantially as
described.

93,357.-Samuel S. Sherman aud Silas D*
Pu'Ett, West Eau Claire, 'Win.— Carriage- Wheel—
Augusts, 1869.

Claim:—1. The oil-chamber C, consisting of an
elongated tube, one end of which is closed by pack-
ing, and which lias a number of openings made
through its inside surface, substantially as set forth.

2. Securing two or more spokes by a single burr
inside of the hub, substantially as described.

3. The hul) A, provided with the two sections B,
in com!)ination with the oil chamber C, burrs r, and
spokes I), when arranged substantially as set forth.

93,358.-Ben.tamin Slusser, Sidney, Ohio.—
Sulky- I'lo IV.—August 3, 1869.

Claim,.—]. In connection with suoli crank-axle,
the lug L, constructed and arranged as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In connecliou with such axle, the movable plate
or rest C, capable of shifting position so as to re-

main horizontal, whether the cnuik bo raised or

lowered, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the plow-
beam^, axle A, part C, having the straps cc, and
brace B. all constructed to operate substantially as
aud for the purposes specified.

4. The weiglited treadle N, in combination with
the lever M, rack K, catch o, and crank a a> a"*, all

constructed to operate substantially as and for the
purposes described.

5. The.jointed tongue T, in combination with the
slotted piate u. cross-bar V, and arm e, all operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes indicated.

93,359.— Patrick Smith, Newport, Ky.

—

Door-Spring.—August 3, 1869.

Claiin.—in combination with the spring C and
gasket D, the four-sided adjustable bracket E, con-
structed with notches J J', and two screw-holes, H
H', substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

93,360.—"Willard H. Smith, New York, N. Y.
— Yapor-Burner.—August 3, 1869.

Claim,. —1. In vapor-burners, the employment of
heater-wings, constructed and arranged in sucii a
manner that a flame will protrude above and betov?-

them, heating both sides at the same time, without
ol3Structing the liglit, substantially in eff"ect and for

the purpose herein stated.

2. The employment of the plug K. when construct-

ed aud arranged aud operating in combination with
the air-tube A, substantially as aud for the purpose
herein described.

93,363.—"William M. Sjhth, Augusta, G-a

—

Street-Ji'ailivay.—August 3, 1869.

Claim—1. An endless elevated rriilway, consisting
of two separate rails or wire cables, properly sup-
ported by elevated frame-work, and carrying the car-

riages G, which are adapted to be connected to the
car running or. the track below, the carriages being
connected by a cable, and propelled by stationary
engine or engines, all arranged and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The peculiar construction of the carriages G,
with upper aud lower wheels, with a suitable pro-

jection above foi' the attachment of the cable and the
arm which connects with the car, all constructed
and arranged to operate as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. In this described railway, the endless driving-

chain, arranged to operate as described, and adajited

to the peculiar construction of the cable-carriages,

as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The hanger Y, clamp C, and key E, constructed
aud applied substantially as and for "the purposes set

forth.

5. The clamp Z, formed and attached to the ca-

bles, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. One or more spring-extension draw-bars, ar-

ranged to act in connection with the carriages G-, as

and for the pui'poses set foilh,

7. In combination with the extension draw-bars,
when arranged on the platform of the car, the ex-

tension-spring Q, as and for the purposes set forth.

8. The extension-spring- ring O, operating in con-
nection with the carriages (r and car, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The wheel K, ratchet-wheel L, and pawl m,
substantially as aud for the pnri)oses set forth.

10. In the described railway, the guide-drum S,

adapted to the carriages and cable, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,31i-:i.—Hugh B. Spedpen, Baltimore. l\rd.,

assigiKu- to himself, William H. Baltzkl, and (>.

A. MoOKE, same place.

—

Flow-Oauge.—August 3,

1869.

Claim.—The slotted plate G, connected with the

plow-beam bv the rods C (', aud adjusted hori/ont al-

ly and vertically by the nuts n n, iii the nuuuier and
for the purpose described.

93,363.— B. E. Sperry, Aurora, 111. — /Sot^a

Fouiitidn.—AwixuM 3, 1869.

Claim. — A lieverage-drawing apparatus, hftving

pumjis A and (', doors 1', S, and H, fnlsi> bottom H,
and Btirup-compartmcuts, as described, nil incased or
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forminir parts of one box, and arranged and operat-
ing substantially as specified.

93.364.— Louis SxEuyE. London, England.—
Driving Brit and Band of Eubber and Metal—Au-
gust 3. '1869 : patented in Eng'lund June 2, 18(i8.

Claim.—A driving belt, band, or strap, made of
India rul)ber and metal strips, united or joined
tojiether duiing- the process of vulcanization, sub-
stantially as specified.

93.365. — Alfred Stevexs, Georgetown, as-

signor to JosiAH Starling, Mnnheiaan, Me.

—

Seam-Puttying Machine.—August 3. lSti9.

Clai'in.— 1. The presser-blocks C C, and adjusta-
ble plates c e, in combination \\ ith a frame or block,
A, having a recess tor holding the putty, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
herein described.

2. A seam-puttying machine, composed of the
fi-ame A, having a recess, B. the presser-blocks C C.
their levers D D, and springs c c. tlie blocks E E,
and plates e e, the gauge J. the refuse-box G-, the
scraper gr, and smoothers H I, combined, when ar-

ranged as set forth.

93,366.—John Storer, Xew York. X. T.—
Sot-Blast Pre^Ktire-Gaiige.—August 3, 18fi9.

Claim.—"I. The protecting-tubfs / a. fitting and
sliding within each other, in combination with the
case A, piston B, cross e, and spring d, substantial!}'

as and for tlie purpose described.
2. In combination therewitli, tlie secondary piston

D, elevated above piston B, guiding the latter, and
carrying the index a, as set forth, for the purpose
described.

93.3Sy John- H. Teahl, Eberly's ilill, Pa.—
Sailway-Itail Chair.—August 3, 18S9.

Claim.— A railroad-rail, constructed with two
bearing surfaces, said sur aces being at right angles
to each other, and formed with a concavity on the
under side of that portion of the rail whicli rests on
the sills, iu combination with a convex chair, or a
convex bed-piece, constructed as described, operat-
ng substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,368.— JoHX H. Thosias and Phixeas P.
Mast. Springfield. Ohio.

—

MadLine for Distributing
Fertilizers.—August 3, 1869.

Clai'rn.—1. Tlie stirrers or plates C, having their
periphery serrated, and otherwise constructed sub-
stantially as described.

2. The shaft B, having the plates C and arras or
rods D attached, and all arranged to rotate within a
hopper, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

93,369—JoHx H. Thomas. Phixeas P. Mast,
and Charles O. Gaudixer, Springfield, Ohio, as-

signors to John H. Tho.mas and Phineas P. Mast.
—Grain-Drill.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the eccentric R,
lifting-bar B. and the swinging-plate G. for the pur-
pose of throwing the driving-wheels in and out of
gear by the act of raising or lowering the drill-tubes,
substantially as described.

2. The spring-arm I, attached to the swinging-
plate G, and arranged to operate substantially as
described, to prevent injury to the teeth of' the
wheels when thrown into gear.

3. The combination of "the eccentric H, slotted
stirrup H. and spring-arm I, with the swinging-plate
G, as set forth.

4. The sliding-bars C and D, having the drag-bars
"W attached thereto, and an-anged to operate as de-
scribed.

5. The guard or lip g, arranged, in relation to the
wheels p and /V, substantially as described.

6. The cups J, provided with the internal ledge or
projection e, substantialiv as aud for the purpose set
forth.

7. The conductors K, constructed substantially as
described, in two parts, and held together by the pin
K. as set forth.

8. A conductor, K, pivoted to the cups which con-
tain the feed-rollers, substantially as aud for the
pui'poses set forth.

9. The plates IT, provided with grooves or re-

cesses, for receiving, holding, and guiding the cross-
bai's C D, as shown and described.

10. The combination of the rock-shaft E with its

arms o. connecting-rods c and c', cross-bars C D, and
le^er 0, with rod n, arranged to operate substantial-
ly as described.

11. The combination, iu a grain-sowing machine,
substantially such as is herein described, of the de-

vices for sowing grain in drills, and also sowing it

bi'oadcast between the drills simultaneously, sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,370 John H. Thomas. Phineas P. Mast,
and Charles 0. Gakuiner, Springfield, Ohio, as-

siirnors to John H. Thomas and Phineas P. Mast.
—GrainDrill.—Avis:\\^t 3, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The fixed bar H and the sliding-bar G,
each haviug a portion of the drag bars attached
thereto, and all arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. Tlie conductor C, constructed substantially as
described, and pivoted to the under side of the hop-
per, or to a stationary spout. D. secured to the under
side of the hopper, s'ubstantially as herein set forth.

3. The plates n. secured to the front part of the
frame, and arranged to secure tiie sliding-bar G,
with its drill-teeth, in place, substantially as set forth.

93,371.

—

James E. Thomson and James Til-
LiNGHAbX, Buffalo, N. T.— Seal-Lock.—August 3,

1869.

Claim.—The combining, with the locking-bar B,
a series of significant seals, lb, 2a, &c., applied sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

93,372 EuGGLES S. Torrey, Bangor, Me.—
Bee- Hive.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—A bee-hive, consisting of the sections B
B', comb-frames b b b, with troughs i i i, glass C, top
D, and bottom E. provided with wire-netting d, all

combined, arranged, aud ox^erating substantially ia
the manner aud for the j)arpose described.

93,373. — Pieter van Dvk, The Hague, Hol-
land.— Water-Elevator.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tipping-buckets
for lifting water, in" combination with the man-
engine, substantially as specified.

93,374.

—

Henry "Wadsworth, Duxbury, Mass.
— Cultivator.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—The cultiA'ator G fir H, connected to the
axle A by the single universally turning eye K and
vertical sliding-belt C. adjustable by means of the
nut C or its equivalent, and provided with the
handles I, or their equivalents, Avhereby it may be
manipulated, all sub-stantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

93,375 WiLLiAii V. Wallace. New York, :N".

Y.— h'ailvmy-Car Coupling.—August 3, 1369.

Claim.—1. A car-coupling for raihvay-cars, when
constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

2. The construction and combination of the link
B, hook A, with tlie draw-head or biunper D, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

3. In a car-coupling, the arrangement and adjust-

ment of the link and hook upon the same rod or bolt,

within the bumjier or draw-head, in the manner
herein described.

4. The arrangement herein shown and described,
so that the link may be either raised above or de-

pressed below the bumper or draw-head, when not
iu use.

93,376.— Daniel Weaver, Davton, Ohio.

—

Fifth- Wheel for Carriages.—Axif:nst 3, 1869.

Claim.—The within-desciibed fifth-wheel or circle-

iron, when constructed as described, with the axle

pivot-hub d'. and corresponding recessed boss 6, and
with the radial arm G, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

93,377.—-John Wells, Baltimore, 'Md.-Steam-
Generator.—August 3. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the return-pipe or
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pipes K, with the cylinders ABC, pipRs P F, and
jacket N, when said-pr.rts are constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described and shown, and
the return-pipes are made to connect the bottom of

cylinder B with the lower end of cylinder A, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

93,378.

—

Richard "Wells, Bloomington, 111.

—

Railway- Car Coxipling.—Aujiust 3, 1869.

Claim.— I. The combination of the cross-bar C
with the pin Q or R, and the posts IST and springs O,
substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the cross-bar C, provided
with one or more link-pins, and suitable return-
springs 0, with the cords or chains I and J, and pul-

leys L and K, Avhen constructed and operating sub-

stantially as shown and described.

93,379.—GusTAVUs Weklich, "Watertown.'Wis.—Blasting- Charge.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The plug A, shaped as described, and in-

serted in the drill-hole, with its beveled or inclined
side immediately in contact with the blasting-charge,
whereby it is caused to assume the same form as the
plug, a packing of sand or other suitable material
being placed above the latter, as herein set forth
and shown, for the purpose specified.

93,380.—Edward "WniTELEY, Cambridge, Mass.—Portable Steatn-Apparatus for Greenhouses.—Au-
gust 3, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The boiler E, consisting of the hollow
dome j, with its flues o and the hollow ring or base i,

connected by a scries of pipes, k. and surrounded
with a easing, in combination with the "flow" a)id
" return" pipes N O, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described.

2. The removable top phnte L, with its flanges t v,

in. combination witli the casing C, provided with a
groove, s, substantiidly as set ibrth.

3. The smoke-casing I, supported upon a flange,

n, in coml)ination with tlie boiler B and the top plate
L, substantially as set forth.

93,381.—Orin M. Whitman, ITorth Haverhill,
!N". H.

—

Raihoay-Car Coupling.—August -3, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
auxiliary pin-supporter and its operative spring with
the main pin-supporter and tlie link-holder, applied
to the draw-bar, substantially in the manner and so
as to operate therein as set forth.

93,383.—AnETUs A.Wilder and John Wilder,
Detroit, Mich.— Washing-Machine.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in a washing-machine,
of the cylindrical case A, \\\t\\ door E, turning ec-

centrically upon journals, and provided with wedge-
shaped ribs I, hollow journal F, drip-pipe H, and
handle G, all arranged and operating as herein de-
scribed.

93,383. — James D. Willoughby, Shippens-
burgh, Pa.

—

Staam-Enginc.—August 3, 1869.

Olaitn.—1. The construction of tlie induction and
eduction valve H^, with packing upon its surfaces,
which serves to prevent tlie passage of steam from
one of its ends to the other, substantially as shown
and d(;scribed.

2. Tlie construction of the cutoff valve H^, sub-
stantially as and for the puri)ose described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the valves
H^ H'* and induction-ports i i', substantially as shown
and desci'ilK'd.

4. The construction of the link L^, substantially as
shown and described.

5. The combination of the link L', eccentric rods
G'^ and Ct'\ and eccentrics F^ and F^, substantially as
shown ami descrilDcd.

6. Tlie comliination of the link L', vnlve-rod TT',

valve H''', which it moves, substantially as shown and
described.

93,381.—Charles Wolff, Washington, D.C,
PropcUiiig-Apparatus.—August 3, 1S()9.

Claim.—Tlic grooves a, l)i()ck c, and setacrewsn,
in combination with cliaiu K, its buckets, as de
scribed, wheels B, C, and 1), when tho same are con-

structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

93,3S5.—HenryBrook Woodcock, Low Moor,
England.

—

Low-Grade Steel for Axles, Tires, (6c.—
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of manufacturing metal possessing the quali-
ties hereinbefore described, by mixing steel with
crude iron in the process of puddling, substantially
as herein described.

93,386.—George W. IST. Yost, Cony, Pa.—
Railroad- Car Wheel.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a main -^heel, disk,

and main tire, A, B, and C, when made Avith a cir-

cular, oval, or diamonded groove, c c' x, between
them, substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. Tlie combination of an elastic felloe, D, when
made to fit the said groove c c' x, \\\t\\ the said wheel,
disk, and tire A, B, and C, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

93,387 David D. Young, Dayton, Ohio.—
Pessary.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved pessary, constructed sub-

stantially as described.

2. The hinged adjustment, composed of the hinges
c c, nut n. and rod o, constructed aud arranged sub-

stantially as described, aud for the purposes specified.

93,388.—Peter Zimmerman, Sylvan, Va.—Ash-
Eopper.—August 3, 1869.

Claim.—An ash-hopper, having frame A, sides B,
and lock-bars s and v, when all the parts are con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

93,389 F. W. ZocHERT, Watertown, Wis.—
Coff'ee- Roaster.—An^w^t 3, 18(9.

Claim.—The cap D, having the doors E E, when
combined with the supporting-ring C and roasting-
cylinder A. all arranged and operating substantially

as herein shown and described.

93,390 R. L. JONKS, Sacramento City, Cal.—
Ladies' Chemise.—August 3, 1869.

Claim..—A chemise, so constructed as to prevent
the bulky folding of the chemise beneath the corsets,

by connecting the wahst and skirt portions tliereof by
means of a band, belt, tapes, or strings, substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,391.—Edward A. Locke, Boston, Mass.—
Revenue-Stamp for Barrels.—Augusts. 1869.

Claim.—A stamp, the body of which is made of

paper or other suitable material, and having a re-

movable slip of metal or other material, displaying
thereon a serial number or otlier specific identifying
mark, corresponding with a similar mark upoa the
stub, and so attached that the removal of such slip

must mutilate or destroy the stamp.
2. Ill a paper revenue-stamp hu" indicating the

contents of a cask, and having tliereon a number
designating the number of gallons or otlier measure,
providing the stamp, and also its stub or check-
piece, \\'\i\\ corresponding digital numbers, to be
punched out to indicate the units, substantially aa
described.

3. Ill combination with a paper stamp, having a
check-piece or stul), from which it is dot.iched when
applied tor use, a coupon slip, whose coupons are to

be secured to tlie face of the stamp, as and for tho

purpose described.

93,392 ^P.W.Yarrell, Littleton, ]Sr. C— Tide-

Water Wheel.—A\\<j:u^t 3, 1869.

Claim.— \. Tlie wh(>(>l G, constructed of the buckets
J, of the curv(Ml form, as stated, and having tlioir

lower ends beneath each other, substauthdiy as and
for the pui'itoses described.

2. The lu'ovision for operating a water-wheel in

the same direction, by the rise aud fall of tides, sub-

tantiallv as described.

93,393.

—

Thomas J. Ad.vms, Portsmouth, Ohio.
— Rnihoay-IiailSpiire and C/un'r.— .\ngust 10, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved luticlo of manufacture,
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the fish-plate B, ha^-ing the base-plate a, and the toe-

piece or cliitcli b. all rollod or made of one piece, as

set forth, and to l)e applied substantially as herein
shown and described.

93,394.—Benjamin Arnold, East Greenwich,
E,. I.

—

Machine for Mending Stockings.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—1. The baud C, in combination with the
block Q. and phite x, or its equivalent, substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hook p, or its eciuivaleut, operating to catch
a stitch in a row of stitches previously made, and
spread and hold it so that the needle shall pass
through it, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of mechanism for producing a
rotary feed-motion to form a row of stitches, with
mechanism for producing a vertical feed-motion,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. Mending or filling up a hole iu a stocking or

other fabric, by making successive rows of chain-
stitches around the opening, the outer row being
taken in the edge of the fabric, and the rows joined
together, substantially as herein set forth.

93.395.

—

Thojias Atkinson, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Bee-Hive.—Angust 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable comb-frames B B and
C C, made with liinges R E. and clasps S S, when
aiTanged and operated as described, and for the pur-
po.se specified.

2. The combination of the sliding-doors E and F
with the removable comb-frame B B, the whole ar-

ranged as described, and for the purpose sjDecified.

93,393.—"^^^iLLiAMW. Attebeery, Chesterfield,

m.—C ei;i<.—August 10, 18(59.

Claim.—An improved plow-clevis, formed by the
combination of the main clevis A, adjusting-gauge
D, double tree clevis G. having a hook, K, formed
upon the forwaid end of its upper arm, and connect-
ing-clevis H, with each other, said parts being con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described, and for tlie purpose set forth.

93,397 Daniel B. Ayres, Brooklyn, Mich.—
i^e?ice.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination ofthe posts A, the wires
B, the piciiets C, and the subsidiary wire «, vrhen
constructed, arranged, and operating as and for the
purposes aforesaid.

93,398 W. C. Barber, VanTTert, Ga —Flood-
Fence.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.
—"An improved water-fence, formed by

st;ringing the outer ends of the poles or rails A upon
wires or rods B, supported at top and bottom with suit-

able supports, leaving the inner ends of said poles

or rails A free to be laid crosswise upon each other,

in the manner of a worm-fence, substantially as here-
in shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

93,399

—

Frances Lee Barnes, for herself, and
as executrix of the estate ofS. H. Barnes, deceased,
New York, X. Y.— Curset-Steels.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the cor-
set-spring, made thicker in the middle, as shown, and
tapering gradually from the middle toward both ends,
as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

93,400—D. C. Battey and Carl L. Svensson,
Topeka, Kans.

—

Cldmney-Cowl.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—The chimney A. provided with the collar

K and perforations a in its lower end, combined
with the pipe J and rotating-elbow B, having the
V-shaped vane H and tube F G, the latter being
extended across beyond the vertical portion of the
elbow B, all constructed and arranged as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

93,401.

—

Spencer Bentley, Green Oak, Mich.—Ditching-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hoe D. and stops E and F, and
crank G, iu connection with driving-pulley H, belt I,

and driving-wheel A, when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The machine described, consisting essentially
of the frame C, shovel M, conveyer N T B, hoe D,
and bearing-wheels K L, the whole being combined
and operated as and for the purpose set forth.

93,402.—Amos S. Blake, TVaterbury, Conn.—
Telescopic Quadrant-Hi t^ge.—Angu.st 10, 1869.

Claim. — An improved hinge, made in parts, so
constructed as to slide upon each other, in the man-
ner of a telescope, for the purpose set forth.

93,403.—John D. Blaker, ISTewtown, Pa.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the parts a 6 of
the barrel, hinged as described, of the catcli c, spring-
catch e, and disconnectiug-lever/, Avhen arranged
substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the parts a & of the bar-
rel, hinged together as described, of the discharging
spring-iiook/i, substantially as specified.

3. Tlie combination, Avith the hammer and parts
of the barrel, when hinged as described, of the cord
k, an-anged as specified.

4. Tlie arrangement, with the part 6 of the barrel,

when hinged to the part a. as described, of device
for simultaneously disconnecting the catches e c,

discharging- the shell and cocking the hammer, sub-
stantially as specified.

93,404.

—

Albert Booth. Springfield, HI., as-

signor to A. Booth, Son & Co.. same place.

—

Coup-
ling/or Carriages.—August 10. 1869.

tlaim.—1. The disk C. provided with the lugs cc,

and hub x, in combination with the plate E, pro-

vided with the flange e. lags e' e'. and flanged arms
K K. all constrneted and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of tlie axle A, the head-block
or bolster B, the disk C, provided with the lugs c c

and hub x ,- the flanged plate E, provided v.'ith the
flanged arms K K; tlie spring F. the bolts D, G,
and I. the clamps d and H, the stretchers L L, and
the forked brace M, substantially as herein set forth,

and for the purpose specified.

93,405.—TV. A. Bowyer, "Helen Furnace, Pa.

—

Lifting-Jack.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lifting-jack, consisting ofthe stand
A, notched slide B. lever D, rod E, spring b, and
click c, all combined and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the L-.shaped frame F and
sliding-hook G, with a lifting-jack, constructed and
arranged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

93,406.—Edward Brady, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Iron.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—Mingling or mixing and manipulating, by
common mechanical processes, iron or iron-ore which
may be crushed, or any molten iron or metal, with
sulphate of potassa, sulphate of calcia, sulphate of
soda, and sulphate of alamina. or with any sulphates

of the metals of the alkalies, earths, or alkaline earths,

pulverized, and both may be dried or roasted, or may
have been assimilated to about equal degrees of tem-
peiature, and the smelting and a fusion and decom-
position of the iron-ore or melted iron and dried sul-

phates being effected by the usual methods in any
ordinary furnace or vessels, the chemical changes
and results consequent thereupon separating, evolv-

ing, and combining and depositing the impurities of

carbon, phosphorus, silica, sulphur, &c., and leaving
the molten iron pure, and it may be converted into

malleable iron and steel, substantially as above de-

scribed and set forth.

93,407.—Henry F. Breneman, Bapho Town-
shiji, assignor to himself aiul Martin L. Greider,
Lancaster Countv, Pa.

—

Railway-Car Coupling.—
August 10, 1869.

*

Ciaitn.—The combination and arrangement of a
vibrating and adjustable hook- stem, on a pivot, P,
within a case, A, said stem terminated by a hook-
end, H. and open guard, G, resting on the rounded
notched lip of the shield or bumper B, all constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
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93,408.—F. E. Brown, Springville, Iowa.

—

Shutter-Woyker.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
guide-rod B, provided at one end with a handle, a,

and set-screw, D, for securing it in any position, and
the pivoted arm c jointed as described, and hinged
to the blind, as and for the purposes above set forth.

93,409.—James H. Bruce, ISTashville, Tenn.

—

Ruling-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. An independent clamp for each exten-
sion-pen, substantially as and for the pui'pose set

forth.

2. The clamp D, constructed as described, in com-
bination Avith the strip A and beam B of a ruling-
machine.

93,410.

—

John Burnham, Batavia, 111.—Insu-
lator for Lightning- Roda.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The housings D C, provided with pipes I,

iu combination with the staples J L, glass H, and
rod Gr, as and for the purpose set forth.

93,411o—John Butler, New York, IST. T.—
Compound Oil for Producing Gas.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—An improved gas-oil, compounded of the
ingredients, and in about the proportions and man-
ner substantially as herein described and set forth.

93,412.—ISTathan Buttler, Otterville, Mo., as-

signor to himself and D. S. Butler, same place.

—

Cultivator.—Awgw^t 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bolster E,>4iingedto the axle B,
and beveled upon its rear loA\'er edge, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the rearwardly projecting
arms J, sliding-seat L, and foot-rest or platform M,
with the hinged bolster E and axle B, substantially
as herein showJi and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The "notched plow-standards G, adjustably se-

cured to the hinged bolster E by means of the detach-
able loops H, iu combination with the said hinged
bolster E and axle B, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. An improved cultivator, formed by the combi-
nation of the wheel A, axle B, tongue C, hinged
bolster E, arras J, sliding-seat L, foot-rest or plat-
form M, and plow-standards Gr, with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposes set forth.

93,413.—A. "W. Calder, San Francisco, Cal.—
Mode of Making Corundum- Wheels.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—The metallic center, placed in the co-
rundum or emery wheel, in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as above set forth.

93,414.—WiLLTAM C. Champlin, Allegheny
City, Pa.

—

Steam- Engine.—August 10, 1869 ; ante-
dated August 3, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The adjustable cutoff, in which the
pawl c', at the end of each lifter, c, shall operate
against the ends of the segmental head d" and wing
o', the latter being adjustable, and all arranged sub-
stantially as sot forth.

2. The frame e, mortised or slotted to receive the
sliding-blocks o, and hung on the shaft d, and con-
nected to an indci)endently operating shaft, /, ar-

ranged substantially as hereinbefore .set forth.

3. "J'he sliding-guide i, with inclined slots s, and
the bolts .s'', for adjusting the wings o' through the
blocks o, and furnished with a screw, e", all con-
structed and arranged substantially in the manner
above set forth.

93,415.—L. IT. CoKus, Montgomery, Ala.—
Sewing-Machiae.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with i\\G neodlo-arra B
and crank-])in A, or oscilhiting nc(?dh'-postC, of the
plates D and J)', or E and E', and their udjusting-
Bcrows and nuts, substautially as described.

93,41 O.—Tra ConswKLL, Jr., La Salle, 111.—
Fuv!.— August 10, :]H(i9.

Claim.—The combination of tho adjustable con-

nection of the jaws with the support A. the adjusta-
ble connection of the holder A with the holder F,
and the adjustable connection of the holder E with,

the permanent holder K, all substantially as specified.

93,417.— Hudson W. Conkling, Tecumseh,
Mich.—/S'aw;-i!'fi«.—August 10, 1869.

Claim:.— 1. The combination of the slides D, the
guide-bars C, provided with horizontal slots c, em-
bracing the studs B, and the cross-head d. when con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
poses aibove described.

2. The levers F, the links E and Gr, the rocker-arm
H, the rock-shaft I, the bearings g, and the hand-
lever K, when arranged and operating as and for the
purposes aforesaid.

93,418.—Samuel B. Cranford, Upper Marl-
borough, Md.— Bee-Hive.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the slides M, in
the doors a' a', of the wire gauze I, in the front of
the hiving-box, substautially as and for the purpose
specified. •

2. The combination of the inclined cleats IST, with
the lower side edges of the hiving-box H, and with
the sliding-bdttom C, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,419.

—

"Wilson Crawford, Streator, 111.

—

Ditching-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

ClainH^—l. The combination and arrangement of
the front cross-bar A, longitudinal bars E F, short
cross-bar Gr, rear cross-bar K. and wheels D and H,
with each other, substantially as hei'ein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the detachable longitudinal
bar I and elevator M with the axle C. of the wheel
D, and with the frame K G E F A, substantially aa
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The combination of the band P, pulley O, guide
and tension-pulley Q R, guide-pulley S. drive-pulley
T, shaft U, and bevel-gear wheels V W, -^^'ith each
other, with the shaft N^ of the drive wheel H, and
with the elevator M, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the plow A' B' and bar or
rod C, with the front cross-bar A, detaehalile lon-

gitudinal bar I, and elevator M, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

5. The combination of the i^lows A' B' and F' G',

and rods or bars E' and H', with each other, and
with the front cross-bar A and seat-franie Y, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the levers L', lever spring,

catches M', cuived catch-bars N', and chains !',•

with each other, with the seat-frame Y, and with,

the plows A' B' and F' G', whether one or both of
said plows are used, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,420.— William Dashner, Point Pleasant,
W. Va.—(?^«^-ioc^^—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The improved gun-lock herein described,
when all tlie parts are constructed and arranged
substantially as specified.

93,421.—James D. Davies, East Xew Yorlc,

N. Y.

—

Sad-iron Polisher and Glosser.—August 10,

1869.

Claim. — The improved polishing and glossing
implement A, provided with the polishingsurfaees
B and C, and the glossing-saek for holding sper-

maceti or other similar substances, all substautially

aa specified.

93,422.—Alexander Dr Puy, T^ow York, jS".

Y.— Printers' Galleii.—Auguiit H), 1869.

Claim.—A printers' galley, provided with tabular

ribs B n B, filled with wooil, 1) D. or composition,

ai'ranged and constructed as described, lor tho pur-

poses set Ibrth.

93,423. — "William Perr, Tilliu, Ohio.—iray-
i:ievator.—August 10, 1869.

Claim,—Thii master- wheel A, working iu pinion
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B, turning shaft C, in combination Trith loose spool
D and rat^chet-wheels E H, lever F, sprinjr G, and
rope M, arranged and operated substantially as de-

scribed.

93,424.— Jacob Dingee, Downington, Pa.

—

Milk-fJooler. -An.^-ust 10, 1869.

Claim.—A milk-cooler, consisting of the vessels
A, B, and F, the vessel B, having the vertical pipe
C, the inverted conical cover a, and the supply-pipe
D, Ti'hile the vessel F is perforated near the rim, all

substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

93,425.

—

Sajiuel Easter, Charlesto-wn, Mass.
—Sash-Lock.—Auixmt 10. 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
flaring recess e. the bolt-bar c, the shaft h, pallet g,

by means of which the bolts a b are actuated and
secured in position either when projected or with-
drawn.

93,4'26.—John M. Eaton, Charlestown, Mass.— Compo.^ing-SticJc.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The formation of a longitudinal groove
upon the inner face of the hiiok, fitted to i-eceive the
head of a clamping-ljolt, in such a manner that the
gauge may be set at any desired point by slightly

slacking the holding-nut,' substantially as described.
2. In corabinatiou with the groove E.ilie use of

the clamping-bolt F, and thetbumb-nut Gr, arranged
and applied substantially as described.

93,4'2T.— John- Fleming, Erie, Pa.— CooHnr/-
/S'ioue.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie registers D, as shown and described,
in combination v\'ith the tubes E and A, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

93,428.— Jacob Augustus Folsom, South
Bend? Ind.

—

Spursfor Excelsior Machines.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—The circular knives C, in connection with
the arbor A, when constructed as described, and
operating as spurs in machines employed in the
manufacture of excelsior, substantially as set fortb.

93,429.—Cyrus G-. French, Springfield, 111.—
Flasks for Yulca-idzing liubber Plates for Setting
Teef/i.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described flask, consisting
of the rings or sections A and B, secured together
by means of the spring-strips C, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose specified.

2. The spring-strips C. provided with the catches
or detents c, when applied to the rings or sections
A and B, or to said sections and the detachable
cover A', substantially as shown and described.

93,430.—J. W. Gilliam, Elkton, K.j.—Plow.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved plow-si;pporting frame,
constructed and arranged for adjusting the plows,
substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the said plow-snpport-
ing frame, of the plows E, provided with the branch-
ed shanks and hinged braces, substantially as speci-
fied.

93,431.— 'WiLLTAJi GowEN, Bartlett, Tenn.—
Band- Ph- 10.—Xwgw^t 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable frame B, constrticted
as described, in combination with the beam A, as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the detachable shovel-plow
C with the adjustable plow-frame B and beam A,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the detachable turn-plow
D, with the adjustable plow-frame B and beam A,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

4. Tlie combination of the detachable scraper E
with tlie adjustable frame Band beam A, substan-
tially as hei'cin shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

93,432.—Georges Gro.s, Bordeaux, France.

—

Pocket-Box for Percussion- Gaps, cf-c.—August 10,
1869.

Claim. — The within-described metallic sliding-
box, withottt binges, formed in parts, adapted to be
operated by the thumb and finger of one hand, and
consisting of the body B, cover A, spring E, and
stops 7n and b, constructed and arranged for joint
operation, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set sorth.

93,433.—C. B. Guy, Postville, Iowa.— FeZoci-
pedp.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. A velocipede, consi.sting of a reach,
which has the semicircular extensions a 6, in which
the crank-shafts B have their bearings, and of the
wheels C C and E, the wheels C being laterally ad-
justable, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

2. The saucer-shaped wheels C C, placed with.
their faces opposite, and adjustable substantially as
herein shown and described, for the purpose as set
forth.

93,434.

—

John G. Ham, ITewnan, Grix.—Seed
and Mamire Dropper.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The saws G, arranged as described, in
coml)ination witli the fingers X, adjustable gates F,
and hopper A, as specified.

93,435.—J. Henry Hayward, Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Portable Gasometer.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable piston-head or corapress-
er, with its several parts, employed for tlie purpose
of containing, hermetically retaining, compi-essing,
and expelling the gas, in a uniform manner, by spring-
power or its equivalent, substantially as described.

2. The center-rod and its several iiarts, applied
for the purpose of guiding and supporting the mova-
ble piston-head squarely up and down tlie retort,

without external friction ; also, as it is applied, as a
means of ingress and egress for the contents of the
retort, through its center, at the top or botttomends,
essentially as set forth.

3. The sleeve-cup, and its several parts, employed
for the purpose of preventing tlie closing of tlie vent-
holes at the bottom of the rod, by the rublier sleeve-
collar, for the purpose and by the means as substan-
tially described.

4. The center-rod sleeve and its several parts, as
applied in Fig. No. 1, and shown in detail in Fig. Nq.
5, used for the purpose of securing a movable gas-
tight joint on the rod, without friction, in lieu of
the ordinary methods of packing and stufiing,

which may also be here employed, as herein set forth.

5. The second method of securing a movable gas-
tight joint on the rod, with its several parts, as shown
in Fig. No. 4, essentially as herein specified.

6. The peculiar metiiod of uniting the lining or
packing, with the head and bottom of sheet -metal,

and thus securing a gas-tight joint between the two
substances, as shown in Fig. No. 3, and herein fully

described.
7. The method of suspending and fastening the

swinging-apparatus, by the bottom cross-bars, to a
moving body, essentially as set forth.

93,436.

—

Henry Hebbard, New York, N. Y.

—

Finger-Ouard for Holding Hot Corn.—August 10,

1869.

Claiin.—As my invention, the shield or guards B,
with the handle A and points C, constructed sub-

stantially as shown and described, for the pui-pose

of holding ears of corn.

93,437.—George H. Henkel, Hartford City,

Ind.

—

Cab and Cradle.—August 3, 1859.

Claim.—The combination of the extension-pieces

H H, the adjusting transverse pieces I, the prop G,
lever F, rocker D, and posts E. the whole con-

structed and operating as described.

93,438.

—

John Heuermann, Davenport, Iowa.
—Horse-Poiuer.—August 10. 1869.

Claim. — 1. The sliding-shaft D, provided with
four pinions, fZ, and coupling-ears D', at each end,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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2. In combination "with tlie above, the stops E E,
substantially as desciibed.

93,439. — jSTewkll Hinman, Sparta, Mich.—
Sorse Ray-Fork.—A\\y;ufit 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tines A and B,
and tlie locking'-dog- F, "when the said tines A con-
stitute a bifurcated shank, C, and all aiTauged sub-
stantially as specified.

93,440.—John P. Hislet, Syracuse, I"^". T.—
.Buckle.—Avgnfit 10, 1869.

Claim.—a" buckle, composed of frame A, c c, ser-

rated cam 6, and sliding tongue-plate D d, all con-
structed and operating as aud for the purpose herein
set forth.

93,441.—GrEORGE H. Holmes, New Brunswick,
N. J.—Take-JJp for Looms.—Angnst 10, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted lever J, pavrl k. ratchet-wheel
J, gear-wheel G, the rod L, spring O, nut p, and
arm m, tlie " lay" B, and cloth-beam F, of the loom,
when arranged, with reference to each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

93,442.

—

Julius Hubbard, Montgomery, Ohio.—Lamp-Biirrier.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the top A, the bot-
tom C. the chamber B, and any proper wick passing
throuch these ])arts into the oil of a lamp, aud sur-

rounded with salt in the chamber B.

93,443.—Robert Humphrey, Albany, IT. T.'
assignor to himself and R. C. Blackall, same place-
—Railway Break-Block.—Angmt 10, 1859.

Claiin.—The metallic wedge C, having its lower
edge concave, and carryiiig the elastic block, ar-
ranged as described, tor holdinc,- the rectangular link
B in the transver.se shit formed in the upper edge of
the brake-shoe A, the wedge being held "with its lower
edge in contact with the lower bar of the link, by
means of the bolt D, passing tlirough the brake,
wedge, and link, as lierein set forth and shown, for
the purpose specified.

93,444.—Thomas E. Hunt, La Fayette, Ind.—
Sewing-Machine Table.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie device C, for extending and forming
a part of a sewiug-machine table, as herein shown
and described.

93,445.—Anthony Iske, Lancaster, Pa.—jRe-

clining- Chair.—August 10, 1869.
Claivi.— 1. The arrangement of the flange D, hooks

E, open slots «, on the hinged pieces A^, A^, A^, and
A'^, in coraliination with the headed pins b and
plates X, on the several parts B, F, C, and P, sub-
stantially in the manner sho"\\-n, and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. In combination with the said arrangement of
the parts aforesaid, the peribrated disk/, on part A^
of the hinged frame, with the disk L, on tiie adjust-
able table-support I J K, Avith its binding-screw M,
whei\ constructed and applied in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

93,446.-0. S. Jenkins, Landsdale, Pa.— TTind-
m-iH.—August 10, 1869. ,

Claimu—1. The wind-wheel, formed by the com-
bination of the wheels D and wings E, with each
other and ^\ith tlie shaft A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hub c' c- of the wheel 0, foTuied in two
parts, substantially as herein shown aud described,
and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The det.-ichaldy ]>ivoted wings E, to the hubc^
c\ and to the rims c^ d'^ of the wheels D, substan-
tially as luirein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The combination of the two-armed lever or
shaft N, connecting-rod P, and Ibrked h^ver O, with
each otluir and,A\i1h the vei'tical shaft H and hub d'
of the Avheel D, substantially as hei'ciu shown and
described, aud for the purpose set forth.

93,44 7.-P. C. Johnson, CeutralCity, Colo.
—Uorsci/ioe.—August 10, lbG9.

Claion.—The lugs d, when formed by the incisions
in the side of the sliding-calks, and bent down into
recesses in the raised portions, a. of the shoe, to
form a locking-device, in combination with the dove-
tail connections a a c, all constructed, arranged,
and operated as described.

93,448.—Benjajiin Johnson, Carrollton, and
Wn.LiAM Johnson, Hanover, Ohio.

—

Cutter-Barfor
Harvesters.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—1. The stationary ciittei-s P. havirg their

forward ends concave, the bar B, provided vvith the
adjustable part h\ the cutters C, sickle-bar E, when
all combined and arranged with the guai'ds A, as
herein shown and described, for the puri^o.>-e specified.

2. The cutters or sickles 0, extended in the rear
of the sickle-bar E, in combination with the adjiista-

able part b' of the bar B, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

93,449.—Horace K. Jones, Hartford, assignor
to the Hakt Manufacturing Company, Kensing-
ton, Conn.

—

Machine for Graduating Carpenters^
Squares.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe cams G- and bar
F with the tool-holders H and tools I, when the
parts are constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described.

2. The combination of the bar F, spring ,", tool-

holder H, and gauge K, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.
3. The construction of the tool and socket, so

that the edge of a tool fits into a V-sha])ed recess,
the angle of which is in line with the working-point
of the tool, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

4. The arrangement of the several sets of tool-

holders aud tools upon the successive bars F. in the
manner described, so that only one line is cut by the
same graver, and the several lines of graduation are
cut by successive tools, at certain distance to the
right or left, substantially as herein described.

5. Regulating the length of the graduated lines, by
means of the ends of the bars F acting upon the
cams G, substantiallj^ in the manner described.

93,450.—EbenezerL. Xrlly, Reading, Mich.

—

Grain-Separator aud Clover- Cleaning Machine.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vibrating-bar A
with the cords F, sheaves G, friction rollers H, and
sieve 0, in any grain separator or clover-cleaning
machine, when operating substantially as aud for

the purposes hereiu described.

93,451 .—J. A. KiRKPATRiCK and G. W. Horn-
by, Evansville, Ind.

—

Apparatus for Drilling Metal.
—August 10. 1869.'

Claim.—1. The combination of the ratchet-feed
wheel 0, pawl L, lever F, and operating pins I, in the
driving-wheel, when all arranged as specified.

2. The combination, with the feeding-screw, ratch-
et-wheel, and pawl, of the rod jST, block M. yoke Q,
tripping-arm P, spring-holding plate O, and spring
U, all substantially as specified.

93,452.—Jacob .J. Kiser, Sulphur Springs, Ind.—Apparatus for Utilizing Wells as Refrigerators.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pump, in con-
nection with a well-refrigerator, in sucli a miniuer
that the pump will serve the purpose of a guide to
the sjiclving C. a support to the central ii.Kcd guide-
rod D, a support for the windlass F, aud a i>top to

arrest the ascent of the shelving, substantially as
before described.

2. The conical hood H of the shelving, constructed
and arranged in such manner that the ascent of tho
shelving will open tho hinged covers G of tho well
automatically, and maintain them in a jjosition to bo
closed automatically by the descent of the shelving,
substantially as l)cfore described.

3. The punip B, located as described, in combina-
tion with the refrigerator siielving C, the conical
opening hood II, the stop a, to limit the ascent of tho
shelving, and the windlass F, for raising and lower-
ing the shelving into the well, arranged and con-

structed substantially as before doscribod.
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93,453.—P. G. Kr-EiNPETER, Plaquemine, La.—
Cane and Stubble Shaver.—Aug-ust 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A cane-stubble shaver, consisting of
tlie horizontal knife A, and vertical shank B. to be
attached to the landside of a plow, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The rake D, attached to the outer end of the
stubble-sliaver, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

93,454.—James Larkin, Detroit, Mich.— Vise.
—Aug-n.st 10, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the jaws A B, actuating-screw D, provided with an-
nular shoulders X O, and the sheath E, formed -n-ith

a circular collar at one end, aU fitted together, sub-
stantially as described.

•2. The combination of the screws D I, operated as
described, to maintain the parallelism of the jaws,
"with the sheath ?;. for turning off chips, dirt, and re-

fuse and falling material, as set forth.

93,455.—William D. Leavitt, ISTew Orleans,
'La.—Corn-Sheller.—Awgust 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Terminating the shells by a series of
fingers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so disposing these fingers
as that they shall pass between and interlock each
other, substantially as shown and described, for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the shells A, -when they ter-

minate in fingers 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, with a short upper
jaw. D, and a flat spring, E, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,456.

—

James E. Lixes, Bryan, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and John W". Smith, same place.—
Clothes-Pin.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—A clothes-pin, formed of a single piece of
wire, with one arm turned or twisted once or more
around the other arm, and the ends flattened and
resting against each other, substantially as shown
and described, for the purpose specified.

93,457.

—

William LoxG,"West Troy, and James
Garand, Trov, X. Y.-^unf;.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The cast-metal bush B, for bungs, having
the flange/, recess g. screw-thread s, and projections
e, when all the parts are constructed as described,
for the purpose specified.

93,458.—"William Lottridge, Charles City,
Iowa.

—

(rrain- Binder.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the receiver E,
griping or condensing jaws F F', twister G, and
tucker L, as herein described, for the purpose spe-
cified.

2. The discharger M, constructed as described, in

combination with the spring M^, loose crank M^,
pin M^. on the wheel M^ and'the -slotted receiver E,
substantially as described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. The arrangement of the griping-jaws F F^ with
relation to each other, and the lever F^, yoke F'',

crank F*, grooved supports, and slotted and fixed
bearings, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the twister G- G-', with ref-

erence to the griping-jaws F F^ and tucker L,
whereby it is adapted to operate in the manner de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,459.—T. A. Macaulay. aSTorthampton, Mass.—Tension-Device for Seiving-Machine.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, -with the disk a, of the
disk b, having the covering rim, with the plate d, as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with a tension mechanism,
constructed substantially as described, of the spring
e and guard d\ substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

93,460.—T. A. Macaulat, ^JTortharapton, Mass.—Xeedle-Holding Block for Sewing-Machines.—Au-
gust 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the needle-bar, of
the needle-block a, having the slot d^. and set-screw,

by which it is attached to the needle-bar, and also

provided with au opening and set-screw, for con-
fining the needle, substantially as described.

93,46J.— William C. Marshall, Hartford,
Conn.

—

Bell-Itope Supporter.—August 10, 18()9.

Claim.—The construction of a bell-ro]3e supporter,
substantially as shown and described, as an im-
proved article of manufacture.

93,462,—James McElroy, Allegheny City, Pa.
—C/a«r;i.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clip o, having a loose or remora-
ble jaw, X, adjustable by a stem, t, in a sleeve or
socket, 7i, the latter being attached to a sliding-bos,
I, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In a churn-attachment, the sliding-box I and
shaft k, adjustable in a rotating arm, h. in combina-
tion with a frame, c, so made as to be attached by a
bracket, b, to the barrel of the churn, substantially
as described.

93,463.-11. S. Mershon, Zanesviile, Ohio.—
Bobbin for Seiving-Machine Shuttles.—August 10,
1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a shuttle-
bobbin, having one of its projecting journals sta-
tionary, and the other arranged to move longitudi-
nally in the bobbin, a spring to ])ress on the movable
journal, and a pin or projection in the bobbin, enter-
ing a groove in the movable spindle, to prevent its

falling out, all constructed as described.

93,464.—M. MicKELSOX, Ashland Mills, Oreg.

—

Truck-Plow.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The" arrangement, together with the
tongue and the frame, of the pivot-bolt D. yoke E,
and set-screws F, all substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the frame and axle, ofthe
bent rod H, lever I, and levers M O, when arranged
substantially as specified.

3. The axle, constructed in two parts, hinged to-

gether, and otherwise arranged as specified, for gov-
erxiing the plane of the truck, as described.

93,465.—C.'W'. MoNSON, ITpton, Iowa.—Leather-
Rolling Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rollers A D,
fixed housings B, movable housings E, and foot-

treadle, when all arranged as specitied.

93,466.— Augustus Moore and Joiix Ayl-
WERU, San Jose Mission, Cal.— Carriage Pole and
Shafts Combined.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The device described, consisting of the
thills a a, uniting to lorm the pole B. evener /,
braces c c, and cap g, the whole being constructed,
arranged, and operated in the manner described, for
the purj)ose set forth.

93,467.—D. Gr. Morris, Catasauqua, Tr.—Ma-
chine for Bending Car-Hooks.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the former B, the
straight forked lever G, and the roller I, which per-
forms the double function of bending: the turn of the
hook and clasping ejids thereof, successively, with
the pair of retaining brackets D E, arranged out of
line with the space between the said former and roll.

93,468.

—

Franz Morth, Vienna, Austria.

—

Combined Furnace and Steam- Generator.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the boilers a b c. with each other and with the fur-

nace thereof, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hot-air space or cham-
ber with the upper surface of the boilers a and c,

with i"eference to each other and the hot-water
boiler b. when constructed substantially as herein
described.

93,469.

—

Egbert Daatd Xapier, Birkenhead,
England.

—

Brake for Machinery.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described arrangement of the
pins or joints e/g', relatively to each other, and to

the lever c, brake-band 6, and wheel a. so that as

the end joined to g is tightened, the endjoinedto/is
slackened, but to a less extent, for the purposes
herein set forth.
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93,470.—A. Onslow, Jersey Citj,'S. J.—Ex-
liaust-Nozzle Valve Device.—August 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination -n-itli a yalve for

ciosinj;: the exhaust-nozzle of a steam-engine, the
auxiliary cylinder F, "nith its piston K, and -tt-ith

the mechanism connected therewith for operating
tlie valve, substantially as shown and described.

2. The cylinder F and piston K, in combination
with the passage L, thereby to open and close auto-

matically the exhaust-nozzle of a steam-engine, sub-

stantially as lierein described.

93,471.—D. K. OvERHiSER, "Williamsport, Pa.

—

Churn-Daaher.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The tubes D andE, fitted one within the
other, and provided with the holes d e and pin E'-^,

or its equivalent, combined and arranged as repre-

sented, relatively to each other, and the parts A and
A' of the rod, or handle of the cliurn-dasher, as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

93,473.—P. C.Perkins, Mishawaka, Ind.—
Windmill.—August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A windmill, so constructed and ar-

ranged that the wind-wheel may, by turning upon
its vertical axis, have its face brought into a parallel

or nearly parallel line with the sides of the vane or
rudder, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Arranging the wind-wheel, or wind-receiving
surface, upon the arms or frame H, at one side of
the center of its vertical axis, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the rudder, with reference
to the socket F and frame or support E', substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement ofthe socket
F, frame or arm H, lever G, and cam c, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination and arrangement ofthe rudder
C, rope or chain K, pulleys b and &', and rodK', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

6. The combination of the eye-bolts e, pipe I', and
the frame A, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

93,473.—Charles A. Peterson, ISTew Tork, E".

Y.—Piano-Forte.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The plates I, having the supporting-studs
c, formed on then- under sides, and provided on their
upper surface ^'ith the agraffes J and central block
or wire rest K, all constructed and arranged as
lierein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

93,474.—W. Gray Phillips, Brooklyn, IT. Y.—Police-Nipper.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—An improved police-nippers, formed by
the combination of thi^. two parts A B, and spring-
catch C, with each other, said parts being con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

93,475.—L. C. Prinble, Chicago, lil.—N'eivs-
paper-File.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The band-clasp B, when constructed
and operating in a lilcr, substantially as and for the
jjurposes specified.

2. The A\ire E, -o'hen constructed and operating
in a filer, substantially as and for the purposes shown
and described.

93,476. —C. H. Proessi)01!F and E. Bauch,
Boston Iligliland, Mass.— Woven Hose for Water,
cfic—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
woven hose or watei'-pipe, made water-tight by the
compound herein set forth.

93,477 William J. Rand, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y. — Process' of Preparing Iceland and Irish
Mossfor Use in Food.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. BoUi Iceland moss and carrageen,
gi'onnd. powdered, cut uj), shredded, or in any man-
ner disintc^grated or dissolved, and in-e])ared'cith('r
in its ]i!itural state, or mixed with sugar, or any
otiier edible substance or substances suitable for tlie

piu'pose set forth, unci put up iu packages, for the

convenience of the consumer and the trade, as a
neAV commercial article.

2. The above-described processes, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

93,478.—"William J. Hand, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y.

—

Manufacture from Iceland Moss and Car-
rageen.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Iceland moss and carrageen, cleansed
and put up in suitable packages or boxes for the con-
sumer and the trade, as a new commercial article.

83,479.—George W. Eooers, New York, N".

Y.—>S'fa{r-i2od.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—As an improved article of manufacture,
the combination of the pins 6, firmly inserted in the
inner ends of the recesses a, with the pins c, having
eyes to receive the pins h, as herein described, for

the purpose specifiecf.

93,48©.

—

Israel M. Eose, West Hampton, IN".

Y.

—

Embroidering-Attachment for Sewing-Machine.
—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The embroidery-attachmentto sewing-
machines, when composed of the vibrating-aim E,
oscilating pinion C, hook c, and rim a, all arranged
in connection vi'ith the ])resser foot, or its equivalent,
substantially as described, and operating as set

forth'.

2. The combination of the swinging-plate E, with
the reciprocating needle-can ier, the former being
arranged with reference to the latter, and being
operated thereby, substantially in the manner speci-

fied, to vibrate, directly or indirectly, an annular
ring, pinion, or hub, provided with a hook thereon,
as set forth.

93,481. —Augustus Ruoff, Detroit, Mich.

—

Metallic Bung with Aictomatic Tent.—August 10
1869.

Claim.—As anew, cheap, and superior article of
manufacture, the metallic bung with automatic vent,
herein described, consisting of the annular ring A,
the bung D, provided with vent-hole F, and valve H.

93,482.— Samuel I. Eussell and James H.
Cole, Chicago, 111.

—

Hoofing Composition.—August
10, 1869.

Claim..—A roofing composition, composed of tho
substances herein specified, and prepared substan-
tially as described.

93,483.—Thomas Eyan, Scott Bar, Cal.—Pro-
cess for Forming the Hub and Spokes of Wrought-
Iron jy heels.—August 10, 1869.

Claim. — Constructing the hubs and spokes of
wheels of a single piece of metal, by substantially
the method described.

93,484.—John F. Seaman, Cortlandville, N". Y.
— Carriage-Jack.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of a
wagon-jack, consisting of the lever B, having the
slot D, witli a shoulder beveled from tlie upper side,

and a cavity or depression on the under side, at the
inner terminus of the slot, the step C, and the taper-
ing double-notched standard-board A, all arranged
as and for the purpose set forth.

93,485. — Henry F. Shaw, West Eoxbury,
M.ass.—Mechanical Movement.—August 10, 1869.

Claiyn. — As a new mechanical movement, the
series of cams C C C", actuating a corresponding
fluted bar or compound wheel, substantially as do-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,480. —Henry F. Shaw, West Eoxbury,
Mass. — Clutch.— August 10, 1869 ; antedated Au-
gust 5. 1869,

Claim.—The eccentric L, operating substantially

as described, and for the purpose set fortli.

93,487.—John Shaw, Clayton, \M.— Weather-
strip.—Awixust 10, 18(i9.

Claim.—The hinged llapF, adapted to bo thrown
up by tlie threshold' D, when the door is swung open,
and "held against the sliicld K by means of tlie liook

formed upon tho slidiug-spriug rodU, catching under
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the plate /?, attached to said flap, as herein shown
and described.

93,488

—

Gilbert Smith, Hi^-hland Falls, IST.T.

—Clothe-^-Wrincfer.—August 10, IBGD.

Claim..— 1. In a twisting wringer, the hollow
sliding -ring D, adapted to receive the ch)thing
through its interiur into the net-work M m, as
herein specified.

2. In combination with a twisting wringer, the
inclined ti'oniih B, jaws B\ and set-screws C,
adapted to support the parts B B^ B^, M in, and
twisting means E G H, all combined and arranged
as and ibr the purposes lierein set forth.

93,489 Marie T. Smith, New York, N. Y.—
Cornet- Fastening.—Angu-st 10, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie hooked-shaped clip for corsets, con-
structed as described, and arranged to protrude
through the seam formed upon the edge of the
corset and extend back over the busk, in the man-
ner herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

93,490.

—

William M. Smith, Augusta, Ga.—
Moiatiiig-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the differential

pulley-blocks A B and C D, and the peculiar ar-

rangement of tlie endless ropes KandL, with operat-
ing de\ices, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

'2. In combination with the above, the driving-
pulleys T and W, driving-wheel H, gear-wheels Z
and rf, substantially as described.

3. Tlie spring-clamps, represented by Figs. 4 and 5,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

'.i,*s#x.—ISTicoLOUs Soderstrom, Chicago, 111.

—i/a/w/Ze.— August 10, 1869.

Claim..—Tlie combination of the roller J, provided
with bearings K, sliding-block L, spiral springs IST,

stationary block M, block 0, screw S, India-rubber
springs x, block P, and friction-wheels K, with the
roUt'i' G, provided at either end with crank-handles
H, and rotating upon friction-wheels F, and with the
roller D pivoted in bearings, Avhich support friction-

wheels F, and rest upon spiral springs E, which in

turn rest upon a suitable block, and rotr.ting upon
friction-wheels C pivoted upon a suit'd)lo block,
resting upon India-rubber springs B, which in turn
rest upon a suitable block, and with the hinged
table-leaves T, all in connection with frame A, con-
structed and arranged as and for the purposes above
set forth.

93,492.—Isaac H. Spencer, ISTorth Providence,
E. L, assignor to Albert N. Bullock, Alva C.
Bullock, and Edwin K. Clark.—Turning-Lathe.
—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The semicircular cutter D, in com-
biiiatiou with the cutter- bed C and the veitical car-
riage B, or their equivalents, when constructed and
operating substantially as described.

2. The auxiliary cutters E, in combination with
the cutter D, when arranged to operate substantially
as described, for the purposes specified.

93,493.— Lucas Stabler, Bowen, and Wil-
liam H. Staats and August C. Schwanke, Le
Prairie, lAlStnlk- Cutter.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—1. The shaft E, jorovided with cutters F
and arms G, in connection with the drag-teeth D,
frame C, truck A, pulleys B and H, and the belts II,

Avlien arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the above-named parts,
the bars L and M, caster-wheel N, and lever O, when
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purposes described.

93,494.—Anrew Jackson Stevens, San Fran-
cisco, (^a\.— Steam- Cultivator

.

—August 10, 1869.
Oiaitn.—1. The revolving plow-cylinder, having

the plows secured thei'eon, and adjustable in the
pedestals, and the system of gearing transmitting
motion between the engines, the plow-cylinder, and
the driving-wheels, in combination therewith, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purposes
as set forth.

2. The adjustable frame of knives, (set in rear of
l)low-cylinder,) which slides up and down on the
guide-bars, constructed substantialy as herein de-
scribed, and for the purposes as set forth.

93,495.—James B. Storey and Isaac N. Koss,
Butler, Pa.— 5'Zed-J:?ra/:e.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—The adjustable dogs 5, pivoted to the
cranks or elbows 4 of the rock-shaft 3. which has
also a center-crank or elbow, to which is pivoted
the connecting-rod 9, jointed to the el!)ow 7, on the
sliding-roller 2, all constructed, combined, and ar-
ranged as herein shown and described.

93,496.—Daniel B. Strong and William Bus-
kikk, AVinchester, Mo.

—

Shingle Machine.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—The gauge-plate L, in combination with
the spindle &, slots //, set-screws c c, and temper-
screws d d dd, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

93,497. — William H. Sweetland, Marble-
head, Mass.

—

Pegging-Jack.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The disk C, ratchet K,, and dog s, when
appllied to a pegging-jack, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

93,498.—IST. A. Thornton, Conikee, Ala., as-
signcu' to himself and Miles L. Thornton, Lump-
kin, Ga.

—

Tanning Composition.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—In a tanning liquor, the combination of

catechu, common salt, and sulphuric acid, in the pro-
portions and manner herein described.

93,499.—Theodore E. Timby, Saratoga, 1!^. T.—Toilet Fin-Case.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The toilet pin-case herein described, con-
sisting of a box or receptacle, B, a diaphragm, D, to
receive the pins, and a sliding-bottom, F, to elevate
or support them, substantially in the manner set
forth, either with or withoixt tlie cover C.

93,500.—William Townsenp, Seneca Falls, 15".

Y.-i^oo?/),.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—1. The governors F and G, constructed as
described, and acting in combination directly with
the harness-frames, substantially as herein set forth,
for the purpose specified.

2. The slidiug-plate ic, and the parts connected
therewith, and marked a' e' & v z x, in combination
with the harness or heddle-frames of a loom, ar-
ranged substantially as described, for the puri)oses
specified.

3. The friction-plate /' and spring h', in combina-
tion with the heddle-frames, arranged substantially
as and for the purposes described.

4. The combination of the bar D and rock-bars h
h with the governors F G, arranged as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

93,501.—John E. Treat, Oxford, Mich.—Per-
iraitation-Fadlock.—August 10, 18()9.

Claim.—1. In combination locks, the grooved lip

iST and the hasp A, when provided Avith the flange O,
arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the lock-bar B,
provided with studs H, the slotted bolt C, and pin c,

collars D, G, and E, and bolt-stud d, the tumblers F,
provided with the recesses I, slots J, and feathers
L, aud the combination rings K, with their slots M,
when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein shown and
specified.

93,503.—Calvin G. Fdell, Chicago, 1\\.—Ex-
tension-Ladder.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ladders A and D,
the strip C, and pieces K, for the purpose of locking
the tops of the ladders together, when used as a step-

ladder, when constructed and operating substantially
as herein set forth,

93,503.—Thomas W. Van Tassel, Washing-
ton, D. C, assignor to himself and William Bea-
MAN, same place.

—

Bird-Bath.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—Constructing a bird-bath of glass, wood,
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and isiiifylass, consistinfi^ of the frame A. B C D, filled

with ^lass and isinglass, with an aperture therein for

the eiitrunce of the bird, and a door in the roof
thereof, for supplying- the bath -u'ith water, substan-
tially as and in t!ie manner described.

93;504.—JoHX H. VicKERS, Norwich, Conn.,
assignor to NoiiWiCH Lock Company.—Combined
Knob Latch and Lock.—August 10, 1869.

CZaiTn.—Pivoting the tumblers of a tumbler-lock
upon the hub C of a knob-latch, mechanism com-
bined tliere\Yith to facilitate the manufacture and the

compactness of the combined mechanism, as hei'ein

set forth.

93,505.—John A. TVells, Holly Springs, Miss.—Can-Opener.—August 10, 18(39.

Claim.—The frame A, adjustable holding-lever D,
sci'ew B, and cutter C, constructed, arranged, and
operating in combination with eacli other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purposes
set forth.

93,506.

—

Chakles A. "Wentworth, Boston,
Mass.. assignor to Alvix C. ISTohcross, same place.—Key Iting and Check.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—An improved key-ring, formed by the
combiuation of the open ring A and Avashers B and
C with each other, said parts being constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,50'?'.

—

Edward TViard, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to B. F. Avery, same place.

—

Expanding
Double-Shovel Ploiu.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Adjustably connecting the plow-stand-
ards to the plow-beam, by means of sockets, formed
in the upper ends of said standards, and the hollow
spindles E, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The plow-standards C, made of a thin plate,

with a llange upon both sides of its forward edge,
substantially as liereiu shown and described, and for
tlie purpose set forth.

3. The slotted brace-rods E and posts or arms G,
in combination with the standards C and beam A,
whetlier said braces be placed in front or rear- of said
standards, siibstaiitially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. An improved expanding double-shovel plow,
formed by the combination of the plows D, standards
C, hollow spindles E, brace-bars F, posts or arras G,
beam A, and handles B, with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
XJurposes set forth.

93,508.—H. C. Wilcox, West Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to the Meridkn Britannia Company, same
place.— Casket- Handle.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The thiu metal tube, combined with the
levers 6, each having a boss, b', and with the screw-
bolt e and nuts /, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The casket-handle, as shown and described,
and consisting of the parts enumerated in the pre-
ceding claim, and combined with the plates a, for re-

ceiving the fulcrum-pins, as a new article of manu-
facture.

93,509.—William H. Woods, San Fi-ancisco,
Cal.— Device for Operating Cocks o)* Steain- Cylinders.
—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—The inclined bars D. slotted arms C C,
set-screws G G, and valves F F, arranged as de-
scribed, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set fortii.

93,510.—Aaron G. Aikin, Somerton, Ohio.

—

Combined Corn-Planter and Cultivator.— August
10, 1869.

Claim.—1. In connection with the shaft E, slide

K, lever Q, and rock-siiaft T, constructed to operate
as dcseril)e(l, the upright bent arm u, when made
vcrtic-ally adjnstal)le, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. TIh! (hn'ici! for raising and depressing the plows,
seed-box, &c., tin* same consisting of the roclc-bar (),

lover L, and eccentrics i i, the lutler beiuf^ so con-

structed as that, when the lever L is thrown down
against the ".xle, the bearing-point of the eccentrics
runs forward of the vertical line of its upper end,
and forms a lock, as and for the purpose specified.

3. In connection with a seed-planter, and for the
purpose of operating as a covering-plow, the plows
J J, when constructed with the parts v v^ v'^, and
supported by the part n, all constructed and ar-
ranged substantial!}' as described.

93,511.—J. F. Andrews, Lancaster, Pa.—^tt;-
ing-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. The combination, with the needle-bar
E, of the portions d'^, d^, d*, and the sliding-socket
d\ for operating the needle-bar, substautially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The tension-spring F, with its adjusting screw
F^ and projection F^, in comDination with take-up/*
and pivoted arm f\ all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

3. The shuttle-operating shaft D^ having tlie ad-
justable nut d'', in combination with socket d\ as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The needles e'^ and e*, in combination with the
looper e-, and with its arms, e, e', e^ and adjusting-
screws e^ Avith clutch E, constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as descriLied

5. The needle-bar E^, the portions d^ d^ d\ rod D\
arm D^, shuttle-carrier D", and rods d d, A\iien com-
bined and arranged as and for the i^urpose de-
scribed.

93,512.—James B. Ausbourne, Milwaukee,
Wis., assignor to himself and Hiram Mallory,
same place.

—

Lifting-Jack.—August 10, 1869; ante-
dated August 5, 1869.

Claim.—A lirting-jack, consisting of fulcrum-post
A, lifting-beam B, lever C, and cheek D, Avhon con-
structed to operate substantially as described.

03,513.—Armand Banare, Paris, France.

—

Speed-Indicator for Ships.—August 10, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The arrangemejit of the revolving
helix and air-cylinder, with which it is combined, in a
frame connected with the vessel in the m.anuer spe-
cified, and consisting of guards and blades, con-
structed and arranged as herein described, so that
the apparatus, while floating independently of the
vessel, and following in its wake, may be maintained
iu proper position to communicate accurate move-
ment to the register, as shown and set forth.

The combination, with the submei-ged air-cylin-

der, of the brass casing for the same, constructed
as described, so as to protect the cylinder from the
force of the water, at the same time that the water
is admitted around the cylinder, as and for the pur-
poses stated.

93,514.—John Beal, Port Gibson, ^S'. Y.—Im-
plement for Slitting and Joining Jiagsfor Carpets.
—August 10, 1869. *

Claim.—The implement for slitting and looping
the ends of rags, herein described, comj)osed of the
knife D, the rest E, and the post or stem F, com-
bined and constructed substantially as set forth.

93,515.—Willis S. Bronson, Hartford, Conn.—Base-Burning Stove.—August 1!), 1869.

Claim:—1. Tlie horizontal radiating flues d d^ d\
more or less in number, constructed substantially as
described, in combination with a fuel-magazine, b,

air-passage i, condueting-tubes /, substautially as
set forth.

2. The combination of the system of horizontal
radiating flues d, rf', and d^. and pipe /), AVith a
direct-draught pipe, h^, arranged to operate sub-
stautially as set forth.

93,516.—Willis S. Bronson. Hartford, Conn.
—Ba.'telhirning Cook-Stove.—August 10, 1S()9.

Claim.—1. The magazine rf, elongated, and shelv-

ing at its bottom sid)staMtially as set forth.

2. The arrungenuMit of a water-r(>servoir, j. be-

neath the oven, and buck of the tiro- pot, substautially

as set forth.

3. A hot-closet, k, arranged back of the wntcr-rcs-

ervoirj, and beneath the oven, substantially asset
forth.
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4. The arrangrement of the fire-pot e. fuel-magnzine
d, oven h'~. reservoir j, and hot-closet k, substantially

as set forth.

5. The flues h^, arranged substantially as shown
and set forth.

93,5ir.—MartE. Capex. Aurora. Hl.—Stove-
Attnchm^nt.—August 10, 1869 ; antedated August
3, 1869.

Claim.—The stove-attachment shown, consisting
of the brackets C, set-screw g. one or more perfora-
tions. /. and one ormore projections, d. all constructed
substantially as set forth, and for the purpose de-
scribed.

93,518

—

TTilliamH. T. Clakk, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Sti'Jing-JBox.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—The movable cylinder D, with the in-

closed disks b b. rings d. ami the elastic disks h,

substantially as herein described.

93,519.—-ToHX' J. Clark and Thomas Clark,
Elgin, Tl\.—Jiabbeti:v7-MMM.ne.—Angn<t 10, 1869.

Claim.—The laterally adjnstable cutter-heads E
E-, in combination with the hinged table L. curved
spring-frame P. and guide m. when all the parts are
constructed and operated as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

93,5'-10.

—

Fraxcis Cramer. Chess Springs, Pa.
Hor.se HavFork.—Augu&t 10. 1869.

Claim..—Ahorse hay-lork. consisting of the tines
A A, with handles B B, having rings G G. the lugs
C C, toggle-levers E E, link F. clevis D, and cords
H H. when all are constructed, arrang-ed, and operat-
incr as described.

93,521. — LoRTxa Coes. "Worcester, Mass.

—

Mo-nkey- French.—Aagast 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the thrust-bearing of
the screw, the tongue, the nut at the end ofthe tongue,
the stiTit. ^interposed between the thrust-bearing
and the nut,) and the handle, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

93, 5-2-2.—Isaac F Davts, Eockford, JR.—Xail-
Extractor.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—The implement described, consisting of
the shanks A A', having the jaws I) D' and head
C, when arranged to operate as and for the pnrpose
set forth.

93,523.

—

Jonathan I>e>'nts. Jr.. TTashington.
D. C.

—

DistiUing Alcoholic Sjjirit.^ and Liquors.—
August 10. 1869 : antedated Feljruary 10. 1869.

Claim.—1. Injecting andinij.ing or mingling at-

mospheric air or gas with the" alcoholic vapor
while it is in an aeriform or gaseous state, and
before it is condensed, for the pui-pose of neutraliz-
ing or destroying the fu.«:ii-oil and other deleter-
ious oils and gases, and giving the liqnor so distilled
the quality technically termed" age by liqnor-dealers.

2. Inserting a pipeinto the goose-neck of the still,

or into the pipe that cor-nects the still or retort with
the worm or condenser, to conduct air or gas into
the vapor or gaseous products of distillation, by the
suction of the vapor from the still, or to convev the
air from an air-pump, bellows, or other air-propelling
device, into the vapor distilled, before it is con-
densed.

3. Arranging the mouth of the pipe that conducts
the air into the goose-neck or pipe, from the still or
retort to the worm or condenser, so that the blast
of air blo-nn in shall propel the vapor forward in the
gooseneck or pipe, toward and through the worm
or condenser, substantially as described.

4. Introdncing the air or gas into the vapor, at
such a temperature as will render it the most availa-
ble in acting on the vapor from the retort, to pro-
duce the greatest benefit to the product of distil-

lation.

5. Utilizing the air or gas blown in, or introduced
into the vapor, to improve the product of distillation,
by using it to propel the vapor or products of distil-

lation forward into and through the worm, or
through the worm or condenser, substantially as
described.

6. In combination with the introduction of air or

gas into the alcoholic vapor orproducts of distillation,
the application and use of an air-pump. fan. or other
pneumatic device, to di-aw the vapor from therretort,

and force it into or through the worm or condenser.
7. Airangiug an ice-box at the end of the con-

denser, to condense whatever may remain in the
vapor or air flouing from the water-condenser that
is capable of being condensed at the temperature ot

the ice-box.

93,524.

—

Charles DoLD, Mason. Ohio.

—

Wagon-
Brake.—JLivj:u:it 10, 1869.

Claim. — in a wagon-brake, constructed as de
scribed, the spring D, lever A a. and spring-pawl
Gr g' g H. constructed, arranged, and corabiued sub
stantiallj in the manner and for the purpose set forth

93,525.—l^iLLiAJi B. Eltoxhead. Philadelphia
Pa.

—

Match-Machine.—August 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The screw-siiafts K K and K', gear-

wheels K'", nnts H'". knife-table H', knives I, in
combination with shaft C. having grooved cams J
J. rock shafts J' J', with their arms, pawls, and
ratchet-wheels 1 1, constructed and arranged to ope-
rate together, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as described.
The combination of the main-shaft C, gear-wheel

C, shaft D, sliding grooved cam E, rock-sliaft G-,

and its arms, screw-shaft H, nut H'. knife-table H",
and knives I. consti'ucted and an-anged to operate
together, in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.
3. Slot X, in the rim of revolving-wheel B, having

spring-plates b b and screw-bolt" 6' b'. arranged to

operate in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tially as specified.

4.*The combination of screw-shafts L L. nuts L'
L', push-rods L" L". and ratchet-wheels Q Q. when
constructed to operate in the manner aud for the
pm'pose substantially as described.

93,526.—^JERE>nAH Fisher, Eeading, Pa.

—

Treating Clay and. Dri/irig Bricks.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein descnbed, of the
two-storied strucnu'e. as shown, provided with the
clay-pit C, pug-mill D, truck L, elevator E, with its

turn-table M and hoist F, hot-air cap G, with its

fans I J, and traveling-windlass H, upon its tracks
c c, all constructed and operated substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

93,527.—George Gibbons, Meriden, Conn.

—

Addre-i-siyig-Machine.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The mode "of mailing or directing

newspapers or periodicals simultaneously ^ith the
printir,g of the same, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as herein set forth and de-

scribed.
2. The hinged links a a a. each bearing a sub-

seiiber's Jianie. in combination with the block E
and feedin_'--device F. when applied to any hand
cylinder, or revolving-type printing-machine, in the

manner and for the purpose substantially as herein

described.

93,52S.— Tho5L\s S. Gilbert, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to himself and George F. Bush-
NELL. same place.

—

Corset.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.— 1. A corset, formed of a series of tapes,

provided with pockets for siays. connected together

with gore-pieces, substantially as described.

2. in combination therewith, a zone, provided
with vertical pockets, for the reception of the corset-

stays, substantially as described.

93,529 M. L. Gorha^i, Eockford, JH.—Seed-
ing-Machiae.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—1. A seed-distributing wheel, B, with that

portion of its periphery between the seed-cups

beveled upon one side, for the pui-pose set forth.

2. A seeding-wheel, B. constructed with hub-ends
clutched, to receive clutched stin-ers, secured to

shaft b. as and for the ptirpose set forth.

3. Spout E. and trough h, in combinationwith
seed-distributing wheel B, as and for the purjwse
set forth.

4. The hood I and pin O, in spout E, as and for

the purpose set forth.
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93.530.—E. S. Gregory, Lockport, N. Y.—
Cultivator.—A-as:nst 10, 18G9.

Claim.—The slotted metal plate D, constructed as
described, in combination with the clarap-screw /,

and bars g g, ari'anj^'ed to operate substantially in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

93,531.

—

John Cornell Hackett, Sacramento,
Cal.

—

Passenger and Station Register.—August 10,

1869.

Claiin.—The combination with the station-indi-

cator C, of the registering-device, consisting- of the
perforated rim D, and springs L and K, operated by
the eccentrics M and N, connected with the car-

seats, the whole being constructed and arranged
isubstantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

93,532.

—

Ivory C. Ham, Charlestown, Mass.—
Device for Attaching Traces to Vehicles.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—The hollow bolt A, with its shoulders h

b, and its nut C_, in combination witli the bar D, pro-
vided with a 1 -shaped hook, h, and the spring c,

when, the same are constructed and arranged, in
reference to each other, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

93,533.— G-EORGE Haneline, Akron, Ohio.

—

Animal-Trap.—August 10, 18(i9.

Claim.—The jaws B B' and trip E, as arranged,
in combination Avith the ring A, and operated by
the spring C, in the manner substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,534.— Carl Hinz, San Francisco, Cal.—
Mortising- Chisel.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with amortising-chisel,
A, of an adjustable cliisel, I), the parts being con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

93,535.

—

John Hughes, Buchanan, Pa.

—

Lan-
tei-n.—Augmt 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the external spring-catch G- G-', the hinge b, the
base-ring a of tiie guard-frame, and the removable or
loose globe A, the whole being constructed as de-
scribed, and so operating that, by a pressure ot the
thumb upon the spring in an outward direction, the
globe-guard will be uncatched from tlie oil-reservoir
stand, and can be turned over on its hinge a full

half-circle, and the globe removed for cleaning, and
then, by tm-ning it back, the outvrard pressure of the
base-ring upon the spring-catcli will force said catch
out of the way, and said ring fall below the hook of
the catch, and be caught and retained thereby in a
firm manner, all as set forth.

2. The combination of the base-ring a, which is

straightened at the point wliere it is hinged to the
flange e, witli the said flange, which is constructed
to support said ring at all points, and also tlie

portion g of the glass globe, and with the external
spring catch G- G', all arranged, constructed, and
0])erated in the manner herein described and shown.

93,536.—James M. Keep, New York, N". Y.—
Copying- Press.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Surrounding the screws D D with cas-
ings D' ~D', as and for tlie purpose specified.

2. Providing the platen B with lifting-stays E E
E, as and for the purpose set forth.

93,537.—Luke Kellogg, Leon Centre, IST. Y.—
Pump.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The box i, provided with the valve k, in
combination witli the connecting-rod h, the said box
and rod being arranged to ojjcrate in a horizontal
direction, and with the lever e, connecting-rod d,

handle &', pump b, and passages a' a, the latter
passage being turned in a lu)riz()i)tai direction, so
as to receive the box i aiul rod h, and fit the whole
apparatus for use in shallow water, substantially as
d(!.scribed.

93,538.—J. BwiGHT Kellogg, Jr., Northamp-
ton, Mass.

—

Portable Cooking-Furnace.—August 10,

1869.

Claim..—Tlie combination of the cylinder A, firo-

pot «., and pedestal c, as and for the purpose Kpecified.

28 c r—II

93,539.—Jacob Kemper, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Method of Weaving Galloon.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The method herein descril^ed of weaving
galloon, and raising thereon pile- loops, formed by
laying the weft-threads around strands of horse-hair,
or equivalent material, substantially as set forth.

93,540.—John Thomas Jones, New York, N
Y., assignor to the Singer Manufacturing ComI
PANY, same place.

—

Baster- Guide for SeioingMa
chines.—August 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The baster-guide, hereinbefore de-
scribed, consisting substantially of the combination
of a set of traveling-points with a holding- plate, to
maintain the engagement of the cloth Avitb the
points, substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the said set of traveling-
points and holding-plate with a gauge, to determine
the position of the cloth as it enters the implement,
substantially as before set forth.

3. The combination of the said set of traveling-
points and holding-plate with a gauge, to determine
the position of the cloth as it leaves the imj)lement,
substantially as before set ff)rth.

4. The combination of the said set of traveling-
points to holding- plate, and the swinging-fi-ame,
substantially as before set forth.

93,541.—George G. Joyce, Baltimore, Md.—
Carl- Opener.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The guards or guides C C, when used in
combination Avith the cutting-blades A B, substan-
tially in the manner and for the ijurposes described.

93,542.

—

Alicia Lynch and Mary L. Moffat,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Slate-Frame.—Au<^u&t 10, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie Avasliers c c', secured by the springs
a a, in combination with the slate-fra'me, sul)stan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

93,543.—B. F. McCarty, J. W. Orr, and R. J.
Orr, Florence, Ga.

—

Combination-Plotu. — August
10, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of beams A D F,
spreaders I J, bolts N m, plow-standards EGO,
bolt r. braces H H, standard C, and handles B B, all

constructed to operate together, substautially in tho
manner and for the i^urposes set forth.

93,544.—Clark S. Merriman, Afton, Iowa.

—

Submarine Clothing.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

a submarine suit of clothing, Avith spaces intervening
between the inner and outer liuings tliereof, and
tubes connected with such spaces, so that the suit of
clothing, or the several parts thereof, may be inflated,
in the manner and for the pui'poso herein' described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the jacket
and pantaloons of a submarine suit of clothing, so
that the lower portion of the jacket and tlie upper
portion or waist-band of the pautaloons shall have
firmly attached to them elastic pieces of India rubber,
Avhen the same is comliined Avitli a metallic band,
Avith outwardly projecting flanges thereupon, sur-
rounding the waist of the wenrer, into which band
the elastic rubber is fitted and adjusted, and secured
therein by a belt or strap, in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

3. Tlie supplemeutal head-piece F, in combination
with a suit of submarine clothing, when the same is

constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

93,545.—Isaac M. Milrank, Greenfield Hill,
Comi.—Metallic Cartridge.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metallic disk e, having a cavity
for the fulminate, in combinatiou witirthe slieot-

metal cartridge-case, Avlieii the said disk and case
are united around the edges of tiie cavity, for the
purposes and as set foi tli.

2. The disk, Avitli a cup-shaped edge, when secured
Avithin the sheet-metal cartridge-case by sohler or
other adhesive material, as sjiecified.

93,546.—Isaac M. Milrank, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.—Metallic Cartridge.— Auixust 10, I8()9.

Claim.—1. A slieet-nu'tal eaiiridge-ease, in which
tliojAi ^ is strongtheued and slifieucd by tho metal
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itself, that is melted to cause it to flow into intimate
contact with the sheet-metal of said case, as set

forth.

2. A tubular socket for the fulralaatc or cap,
extending- inward from the center of the slieet-iuetal

base of the case, when combined with the metal
melted around such socket and Avitliiu the base of
the metallic case, for the purposes set forth.

93,547.—George E. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa-— Valves for Water- Closet Pipes.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the solid-lieaded
valve-barrel A. projection E, packing- P, cap I, aud
"valve-steni B, substantially as aud fur the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The aperture o aud yjlug-screw d, combined and
arj-auged, in relation to the chamber c aud discharge-
pipe Gr, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

3. The groove or enlargement a, constructed and
arranged, in relation to the chamber c aud packing
b, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

93,548.—McHOLAS V. MORELLE and Louis J.

MORELLE, Newark, 'Wis,.— Stump-Extractor and
Press Combined.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a combined stump-
IKiUer aiid press, the arrangement and emploj'ment
•of the shaft E, rope or chin H, pulley I, pivoted
frame c^ pulley k, hook h, frame m, tub and plunger
L, the frame, consisting of the parts A B C D, a &,

and arms e, when the whole is constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth,

to operate as specified.

93,549.—H. W. Neal, Sidney, Ohio, assignor
to Jason McVay, same place.

—

Ploiv.—August 10,

1869.
Claim,.—1. In combination with the swinging-

beam E, lever h', operating substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The foot-lever g', pulley G, chain H, and swing-
ing-beam E, all combined to operate substantially as

•and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of foot-lever h', with pivoted
pawl h thereto, ratchet-wheels e' /', pulley G, and
pawl e'^, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

93,550.—James L. ISTelson, Lewisburgh, TV.
Va.—O/iwj^i.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the balance-wheel C,

shaft B, adjustable crank D, slotted lever G, and
spring h, -with the bench A, all arranged to operate
substantially as herein shown and described.

93,551.—Theodore Oakley, Booneville, N. Y.— Clothes-Brier.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The device described, consisting of the
post a a b b, rivets c, bars d, steady-bar e, and cross-

bar/, when the parts are arranged in such connec-
ition with each other that they may be folded into
small space, as and for the purpose desci'ibed.

93,553.—A. W. Owen and James Barnes, East
Canton, Pa.

—

Screw-Plate.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing screw-cutting dies a a on
'the enlarged extremities of the spring-forks b b, pro-

jecting from, but in one piece with, the stock A, and
combining therewith the clamp d and set-screw c,

substantially as described.

93,553.—Hiram Plummer, Brooklyn, N". T., as-

signor to himself and TVilliam E. Doubleday &
Co., New York City.

—

Seioing-^Machine.—August 10,

1869.
Claim.—1. The feeding-clamp herein described,

consisting of the upper spring-arm d, connected
with the slotted sliding-platect', supporting the lower
feeding-surface c, when all are constructed, arranged,
and operated as described.

2. The gauge I, for the edge of the material, com-
bined with the reciprocating feed, having two
moving and pressing surfaces, one on each side of

the material, substantially as set forth.

3. The gauge o aud auxiliary presser p, in com-

bination with the spring-clamping surfaces c and d
as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The guide-slot .s- aud pi u r, in combination with
the feeding-mechanism aforesaid, for the purposes
set forth.

5. The feeding-mechanism, fitted to swing upon
the pin that passes through the center of the coil of
braid to be se^-ed, substantially as aud for the pur-
poses set forth.

93,554.—H. B. Quick, Horicon, "Wis., assignor
to himselfand Hiram Bauheu, same place.

—

Device
for Regulating the Feed in Seeding-Machines.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—The arraugemeiit of the guide-pins and
agitators 1 1, in connection with the slots in the
metal-strip E, and the reciprocating-board C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose si)ecified.

93,555.

—

"William Riddle, 10 Larkhall Lane,
England.

—

Packing-Device.—August 10, 1869.
Claiin.—The combination of tlie flat band, having

its ends formed into loops, without slitting, with a
spear inserted through the loops, as described.

93,556.—Daniel T. Robinson, Boston, assignor
to "William B. "Wickes, Sharon, Mass.— C'aftmef-
Bedstead.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. In bureau-bedsteads, in which the bed-
bottom consists of ^two portions hinged together, a
spring, or the equivalent thereof, so applied and ar-
ranged as to contract and elevate the hinged portions,
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the door
or cover c and leaf cZ, hinged together, and provided
with the links//, slotted ears i i. and the catch-bars
k k, and socket

;y 7, or their equivalents, in manner
and for the purjjose before explained.

93,557.—Daniel T. Robinson. Boston, assignor
to William B. "Wickes, Sliaron, Mass.

—

Extension
Dining- Table.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the movable auxili-

ary leaves of an extension dining-tabie, with its pri-

mary leaves or end-portions, in such manner that by
turning of a shaft in one direction, such auxiliary
leaves shall be automatically elevated into a plane
horizontal with the said primary leaves and end-por-
tion, and, when the shaft is turned in an opposite
direction, shall be lowered beneath the closing pri-

mary leaves, in the manner substantially as herein
described

.

2. As a means of effecting the elevation of the aux-
iliary leaves, the duplicate series of lifting-grades,
the traversing of such grades being eftected by the
racks n and pinions 1 1', or their equivalent devices,
the whole being in mauner and for the purpose sub-
stautially as before explained.

3. In combination with the auxiliary leaves e e',

aud the primary leaves a a' and b b', and their oper-
ating-mechanism, the spring-catches //', and 51 (?',

operating in manner as explained.

93,558.—John Runyon, Marshall Township,
and George Ingbrsoll, Marshall, Mich.

—

Plow.—
August 10, 1869.

Claiyn.—In combination v^'ith a plow, the coulter
C, having its cutting-end e bent to land, at a suita-

ble angle, and arranged relatively with the plow,
substantially in the manner aud for the purpose set
forth.

93,559.—James E. Russell, Franklin, Ohio.—
Grain- Separator.—^August 10, 1869; antedated Au-
gust 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of fans
M B, in relation to concave b, aprons/ gr, shoe n, and
carriers C E, in the manner and for the purjpose sub-
stantially as described.

93,560.—"William Sanderson, New York, N.
Y.— Cutlery.—A\\gu?.t 10, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture or formation of handles
of a suitable core of composition, enveloped by a
casing or covering, and the two united or connected
and formed around the tang by compression, sub-
stantially as set forth.
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93,561.—EuwAED Sauter, Hartford, Conn.—
Double Faucets.—August 10, 1869.

' Claim.—A. double faucet, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein described.

93,562.—Ph. I. Schopp. Louisville, 'Kj.—Device
for Holding Lids to Cups, c£-c.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Tha device for attachiug- the cover, by
means of the jointed ring A, rubber-packing- B, and
connecting-link C, when arranged to operate as

herein described.

93,563.— H. Julius Smith, Boston, Mass.

—

Electrical Machine.—Angwst 10, 1869.

Claim. — I. A generating plate and a flat con-

denser, placed parallel to each other within the same
casing, substantially as described.

2. A Leyden jar or condenser, constructed of vul-

canized rubber and metallic plates, substantially as

described.
3. So arranging the jar or condenser that the for-

ward motion of the crank, to generate electricity

and charge the jar, moves the jar forward through
a small arc, whereby its terminals are moved away
from the discharging-knobs.

4. The device for discharging the jar by the re-

trograde motion of the crank, bringing the posts 1

and 2 into contact with the projections from knobs
V and W.

5. Placing the firing-points of the condenser at a
distance from the collecting-points, substantially as

described.
6. The stop X, limiting the forward movement of

the jar, substantially as described.
7. The combination of a generating-plate, a con-

denser, and a casing, made air-tight, as described,

by packing or a rubber band, togetlier with knobs in

the casing, and their projections, by which the con-

denser is discharged, substantially as described.

93, 564.—Henry E. Stager, Milwaukee, Wis.—Automatic Boiler-Feeder.—August 10, 1869 ; ante-

dated July 31, 1869.

Claim.—J. Valve H, diaphragms L and M, and
ring I, arranged substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the valve H with the yoke,
resting on stem E,, fulcrum E, and lever C, substan-
tially as descrilied.

S.'^Pipes F and G-, in combination with valve H,
sheets A and B, and ring I, whereby to increase and
diminish pressure by alternations of steam and
water, substantially as described.

93,565.—William H. Terpenixg and Clinton
W. Teiipe.ning, Genesee, 111.

—

Lamp-Extinguisher.
—Angust 10, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within-described extinguisher, consisting of the sec-

tions C and C, stems candc', star-wheel D, and shaft

d, all constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown.

93,566.— Jonas Tramblie, Sandwich, 111.—
Washing-Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claivi.—The beater D, having the holes m rn and
the ribs e e, when hung on swinging-arras d d, pro-
vided with a handle, H, and arranged in a tub,

A, liaving vertical ribs c c, arranged with relation to
the ribs e e and holes m m, as shown, for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

93,567.—W. W. Undekhill, Boston, Mass.—
Copying- Press.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlic combination and arrangement of

Slaten 1), tal)le A, standtirds E E, s])rings S S,

rawer-wedge H, and lever K, in a letter -press,
substantially as described.

2. Tlie drawer-wedge II, serving as a drawer and
a wedge, as herein Bet forth.

93,568.—Hiuam Veazey, East Hampton, Conn.
—Sleigh- Hell-Auiyut^i 10, 186;).

Claim.—Tlie coml)iniition of the bell a, the pillar

«, and the spurs//, all constructed and arranged as
described, for the purpose dcscrioed.

93,569.—HiuAM Veazey, East Hampton, Conn.—SUigh-JSdl Fastening.—August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The washer e, made as described, and
interposed in the manner described between the bell
and the belt, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of tlie teated bell a, the rivet
d, the washer e, and the belt c, the whole constructed
and arranged as described, for the purpose de-
scribed.

93,570.

—

Job A. Warden, Minnesota Junction,
Wis. — Knee- Clasp for Horses, &c. — August 10,
1869.

Claim.—The link A A A, in combination with
clasp or hinge B, for the purposes set forth, substan-
tially as described.

93,571.—James White, Cleveland, Ohio.—Ap-
paratus for Holding Hat-Blocks.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable head or table D, in
combination with the notched flange E, and rod F,
when arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The clamps G-, adjustable head or table D, in
combination with the notched flange E, rod F, and
standards C, in the manner substantially as de-
scribed, aud for the purpose set forth.

93,572.

—

Kollin White, Loivell, Mass.

—

Be-
volving Fire-Arm.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination wits a revolving cyl-

inder aud a cartridge-ejector, consisting of a central
sliding-rod, with radial teeth, or equivalent projec-
tions, to seize and carry out the cartridge-cases, a
ratchet, to revolve the cylinder, made on or attached
to the cylinder, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. In combination with a plunger and ejector, un-
connected, as described, a lever td operate the
plunger, substantially as described.

3. A spring, interposed between the plunger and
the ejector, whether the same are connected by a
swivel -joint or unconnected, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the cartridge-ejector E,
the serrated or roughened teeth i i, substantially as
aud for the purpose described.

93,573. — John Whitehead and John Mc-
Keeveh, New York, N. Y. — Hoop-Skirt—August
10, 1869.

Claim:—1. The apron d, removably attached at
the sides of the open space, which extends from the
top to the bottom of the skirt, and covering said
space, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

2. A skirt, formed with an open front extending
throughout its length, and provided with a remova-
ble apron, d, and a removable bottom part, a, which
does not continue entirely around the skirt, but is

attached to tlie tapes at the sides of the opening, in
the front of the skirt, substantially as aud for the
purposes herein shown aud described.

93,574.—David H. AVhittemore, Worcester,
Mass.— A2;^ie Parer and Slicer.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combiiuitiou of the carriage with
its holder and the screw, operating substantially as
above set forth.

2. The combination of the projection J on the
screw with the holder K aud its stud i, substuutiaJly
as described.

3. The airangement and combination of the hold
ing device, consisting of the fork and its shaft, with
the paring and slicing device, consisting of the car-
riage, knives, holder, and slide-rod, the screw-shaft
or (Iriving-apparatus, and the solid frame, when con-
structed and operating iu the manner and for the
purposes above set forth and described.

93,575.—JoirN P. Adams, New York, assignor
to himself, IIenkyS. Chandleu, and jMakcus Oums-
i!EE, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Revolving Ice-Pitcher atid
Oq/A'fJ-Z'o/;.-Angust 10, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The combination of a slop-howl with a
vessel arranged to tilt, revolve, or both, adapted to
table use, and arranged to operate substantially oa
herein shown aud described.

2. Tiu^ iniproveuuMit in revolving vossel.s of tho
character herein described, wliich consists iu mount*
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iug the revolving: member upon a spindle, so ar-

ranged, relatively to its socket, that friction only
results from the contact of the surfaces between the
under side of such member and the upper side of the
base, adjacent to the ceuter. and between the verti-

cal sides of the spindle and the inner side of the
socket, substantially as shown and described.

93,576.—William Altick, Dayton, Ohio.—Jfa-
cliine for Driving Posts.—Aup'ust 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for driving- fence-posts,
the construction and arraniiemeutof the post Cram
or hammer D, guides E E, pulleys K and J", tripping-
hook I, stop-pin T, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The adjustable arms H H, secured to the mova-
ble cross-bar G-, by means of a bolt or key, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

93,577.

—

Joshua E. Ambrose, Lombard, 111.—
Lantern.—Avgn^i 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing- the globe A with a dome,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. Combining with a globe, constructed substan-
tially as described, a deflecting surface, for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination, with the band G, of the plates
of mica, or some equivalent material, as and for the
purposes described.

93,578.—Joseph Anthony and Thomas B.
PuEVES, Greenbush, N. Y.

—

Fiston-Packing.—Au-
gust 10, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
the self-setting packing-ring E, having holes H, and
grooves I and J, with the uncut or steam-tight in-
side ring D, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

93,579.—T. H. Arnold, Troy, 'Ba.—Hay-Hie-
vator.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The locking-dog a, so constructed and
connected with the carrier B as to perform the
double purpose of retaining the carrier in position
while elevatiug the load, and of preventing the
descent of the fork during the return motion of said
cai-rier, substantially as specified.

2. In combination with the carrier, having its

locking hook and dog operating as above, the sta-
tionary piece &, whereby the carrier is retained and
the rope liberated simultaneously, in the manner sub-
stantially as shown and described.

93,580.

—

Joseph R. BAiLET,'Woonsocket, B. I.,

assignor to himself and Srlden A. Bailey, same
place.—Tooi-iToWer.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The shank, with its angular groove, the
strap, with its angular groove, the gib C,"and key C,
in combination with a cutting-tool, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

93,581.—Joseph E. Bailey, Woonsocket, E.I.,
assignor to himself, Selden F. Bailey, and Oein
Freeman.—Jffa?/-ioac?<?r.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the roller B with

the endless rake E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination of the truck A, adjustable
after-rake G, adjustable apron E, adjustable fi-ame C,
arched bars C^ clearing-rake C^, endless rake E, and
roller B, substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the truck
A, adjustable fi'ame C, arched bars C^. endless rake
E, and adjustable apron F, Avith slotted bars /, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

93,582.—Anna E. Baldwin, Ifewark, N. J.—
Milk-Separator.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—The milk-separating apparatus, consist-

ing of the vessel A, provided with perforated remov-
able shelves C, lid B 6, and straining-faucets Bed,
all arranged to operate substantially as herein de-
scribed.

93,583.—Anna E. Baldvtin, l^ewart, K". J.—
Milk- Cooler.—Aufcnst 10, 1869.
Claim.—The milk-cooling apparatus, consisting of

vessel A, tube B, lid a b, when provided with pad-

dles C D, and handle E, and faucets e e', substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

93,584.-David S. Beals, Adrian, Mich.—
Baihvay Dravj-Bar.— Awgwsi 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The draw-headE, constructed with the
enlargements or shoulders e e', as represented and
descril)ed, for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the draw-headE, shoulders
e e', draw-bar F, disks G H, pin I, spring J, and sills

B C, constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

93,585.—Jacob H. Beidler, Adrian, Mich.

—

J.a;.—August 10, 1869.

Claim..—The ax herein described, having a series

of grooves on one or both surfaces, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

93,586.—Charles A. Bikle, Hagerstown, Md.,
assignor to himself and John "W. Garner, same
place.

—

Grain- Separator.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— I. The pivoted sectors C, provided with
barsD, and the slots E, or their equivalent devices,
for regulating the register and blast, substantially as
set forth.

2. The above, in combination with the board F
and weighted arms of the sectors, or bar G, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The peculiar construction of the toothed roller

I, for separating the chaif, substantially as de-

scribed.

93,5S7.-E. Blunt, Jr., l^ew York, N. Y.—
Cofee-Pot—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The "within-described new combination
and arrangement, to wit, the cold-water vessel C,
with the conical plug E e, for letting down its con-
tents at A\ill, and the Avhistle I, mounted outside on
the independent tube H, all substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

93,588.—Joseph Bond, Jr., Newark, N. J.

—

Seiuing-2Iachine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spool-case, constructed substantially
as described, and retained by, and having the within-
described motion imparted to it, in a stationaTj
spool-case holder, in combination with a rotating
hook, for seizing the loop of needle-thread and carry-
ing it round the said spool-case.

2. The combination of the said revolving hook
with a roller, q, or any equivalent device, for impart-
ing the within-described motion to the spool-case,

and thereby maintaining between the latter and the
spool-case holder an unobstructed opening for the
free passage of the thread.

3. The rib o^, on the spool-case, adapted to the
groove in the periphery of the roller q, as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

4. The hook tn, in its shoulders x and x^, and
notch x^, the whole being constructed and arranged
for operating on the loop, substantially as described.

5. The eccentric on the shaft H, the strap h', and
rod j, arranged to slide in the said needle-arm, all

combined and operating substantially as set forth.

6. The foot D, with its slot and set-screw, in com-
bination with the presser-bar C, and its dovetailed
triaiigular projection / fitted loosely to the slot, as
and for the purpose described.

7. The combination of the recessed conical end of

the bolt F, and the plate C, adapted to the end of
the needle-arm E, and arranged for the reception
and removal of the needle, substantially as set forth.

8. The box, forming a part of the frame of the ma-
chine, inclosing the working-parts below tlie work-
plate, aird having at one side a hinged portion, B',

as set forth.

93,589.—Seth D. Bowker, Kansas City, Mo.
—Miter-Box.—August 10, 1869.

Claim—The arrangement of the table A, back-
rests B, and slide-rests G G', with the sector C,

radius-plate E, and saw-guides F, when constructed
to operate substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

93,590.—J. H. Brinton, Thornbury, Va.—Grap-
ple.-August 10, 1869 ; antedated August 6, 1869.
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Claim.—A cord, F, connected to the ja\fs A A' of
grapple, and having a ring or eye, k, :it its outer

end, for the passage of the operating-rope, all sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

93,591.—Homer Brooke, New York, N. T.—
Glass-Mold.—Aii^nst 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A "glass-mold, for forming articles

having one or' more depressions in theni, made in

sections, as described, so that the one section which
has a rising and falliJig motion Avill leave the de-

pressions free from contact with the mold, while the
outer surrounding portion to such cavity or cavities

remains embedded in, and continues supported on,

the mold, substantially as and for the purpose or
purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination, with sectional mold, con-
structed to operate substantially as described, of a
clearance cliannel, or passage or passages, arranged
in relation to the joint established for play of the
one mold-section through the other, to pro\'ide for

the escape of dirt and oil, essentially as specified.

3. The sectional mold A B, constructed substan-
tially as shown and described.

93,592.

—

Heman P. Brooks, Waterbury, Conn.—Buckle or Slide for Hoop-Skirt Bands.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—In the frame of a slide or buckle, the
space/, formed in one side, for the introduction or
removal of the free end of the baud, combined with
the bar h, fixed or hung to the said frame, substan-
tially as set forth.

93,593.—TVillari) P. Brooks, Bloomington,
m.

—

Three-Horse Equalizer.—August 10, Ls()9.

Claim.—A draught-equalizer, having plate A,
hook B, chain C, and clevis D, constructed and ar-

arranged substantially as specified.

93,594.—0. B. Brown, Maiden, M.ass.— Optical
Instrument.—August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An instrument combining the princi-

ples of the plienakistoscope and magic-lanterji, so
constructed that it may be used either as an attach-

ment to an ordinary magic-lantern, or as a separate
and independent instrument, substantially as shown
and described.

2. So combining detachable transparent plates
"with the slider of a magic-lantern or similar instru-

ment as to represent moving figures upon a wall or
screen, substantially as shott'u and described.

3. The combination of the polygonal plates with
the annular gear-wheel, substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose specified.

4. Imparting an intermittent rotary motion to the
transparent plates when inserted in place in the
slid(;r, by the means substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. llepresenting the figures upon a wall or screen
as an-anged in a semicircle or less tliau a semicircle,

by the means substantially as shown and described.
6. The revolving perforated disk, for alternately

cutting olf and admitting the light, in combination
witli the mechanism for imparting an intermittent
rotary motion to the transparent plates,' substan-
tially as shown and described.

93,595.—Thomas Carr, Bristol, Great Britain.—Machine for Disintegratiwj, Dlspei",^ing, and
Mixing Fertilizers and other Materials.—August 10,

1869
;
patented in England October 22, IB()8.

Claim.—The mountiag of each of the two sets of
cages upon the end of a separate shaft, the two
shafts being ])laeed end to end, and in pedestals or
plumber-bloeivs, sulxstantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed, and illustrated by the drawings.

03,590.—WiLT.iAM Carter, Columbus, Ind.—
Device for Applying Steam to Wool, <&c.—August
10, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of in-

duction-pipe A, tlic surrounding perforated pipes (u-

jaek(!ts C and K, foi'ming the clianibc.rs H and I),

and head J, with fianges, to which the jaciafts are
Bcrewod, and the edtietion-pipcs F, (}, niul 11, Tar-

nished witli stop-cocks, and coiincctiiig the iiuhie-

tion-pipo A and chaiubera JL> and 1) willi the waste-

pipe I, all combined and arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as set forth.

93,59y.—Charles CnixxocK, Brooklyn, ]^. Y.—Injector for Insect-Po^vder.^.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—The disk A. constructed or provided with

air-vents b, in combination with the nozzle E, back
disk B, flexible jacket C, and spiral spring D, es-

sentially as and for the purpose or purposes herein
set forth.

93,598.— Thomas J. Clark and George M.
Clark, Higganum, Conn.— Mechanical Movement.
—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combmation of the lever A, with its

two rods C D, guides E E, and operated by the
jointed conecting-rods E H, so as to produce the
movement herein described.

93,599.

—

Thomas J. Coulston, Springville, as-

signor to E. S. Shantz and Joseph tJoHis^soN,

Eoyer's Ford, Pa.

—

Fnel-Iiescrvoir or Base-Burning
Stove.—August 10, 1869 ; antedated May 25, 1869.

Claim-.—1. Adjustably securing the two parts A
and A' of the reservoir together by means of the in-

terlocking projections 3 4, or their equivalents, con-
structed and operating together substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The employment ot the catches, each consist-
ing of the parts b" and 7, in combination with the
flange B and reservoir A A', the same being con-
structed and applied substantially ^s and for the
purposes specified.

3. In combination with the reservoir A A', con-
structed as described, the bail C, applied and operat-
ing substantially as and lor the purpose desci'ibed.

93,699.—Thomas J. Coulston, Springville, as-

signor to E. S. Shantz and Joseph Johnson,
Hover's Eord, Pa.

—

Hinge for Stove-Lid. — August
10, "1869 ; antedated May 25, 1869.

Claim.—A hinge, consisting of the two parts a'

b', cast simultaneously with the respective plates,

and the hinge completed, by simply adjusting the
two parts together, substantially as set forth and
described.

93,60t.

—

Edward J. Creasey, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Refrigerator.—August 10, 186"9.

Claim.—1. The provision-chamber E, having an
arched or peaked roof, a, in combination with the
surrounding casing B, forming an iec-reservoir

above, and a water-reservoir around the chamber E,
substantiailj' as set forth.

2. The arrangement described, in respect to the
provision-chamber E, and ice-receptacle H, of the
tubes J audi'.

93.60'2.—James M. A. Dew, Chicago, 111,, as-

signor to himselfand Oswell A. Bogkn, same place.
— Railroad-Lamp. — August 10, 1869; antedated
April 6, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The solid metallic part or ring «, of
the lamp-supporting ring A, provided on the inside
vs'ith several projections or lips, b, b, for the purpose of
effecting a coupling with lugs //of the lamp, in the
manner substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.
2. The solid metallic part or ring E, made on the

lamp L, and provided with the sections of rings or
lugs//, arranged and operating, in connection with
the lips b b of the ring «, in the manner substantialh'
as set forth and described.

3. The combination of the ring a, provided with
the projections b. stop b', and catcii or sci'cw c. with
the ring E, provided with the projections /and holes

0, all constnuited and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described.

4.' The link It, of any desirable shape, provided
with two or th.ree spurs, r /•' r", and used to connect
arms of the railroad-lamp brackets, in the manner
substantially as set forth.

93,003.— Panikl Doukity, Pont-.Vndemor,
Erance, assignor to Kaurki.l Dorkiiv, New Vork
City. N. Y.—rrintor.s' Quoin.— Any:i\si 10, ij^C;).

Claim.—Tlie conibinalion, witli tlH> Iiilendly ad-

justable face plate or plates, of the iuwanlty project-
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ing fixed screws connected therewith, the hollow
female-threaded screw-oears, arranged to gear with
or operate the fixed screws, and having their axes
parallel and the intermediate screw-wlieel having
its axis at right-angles to the screw-gears, and serv-

ing to drive the latter, substantially as specified.

93,604.— Geouge D. Emeksox, Calumet, Mich.—Friction- Clutch.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The cam-rollers D, consisting of the cy-
lindrical parts 7*. h, on which one end ot the links ii

are mounted, the angular parts o. to whicli the
levers I are secured, and the eccentric journals /, in

combination with the triction-segnieiit C C, the
webs 6 b. and bearings k k, to wliich the other ends
of the links ii are jointed, when the parts are con-
structed and operate together substantially as de-

scribed.

93,605.— "WilliA3I Ejlmoxs and Da\tt) A.
"Wells, Sandwich, 111.

—

Corn-Cultivator. —^August
10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame A, axle

C, and pivoted bars D D, all substantially asset forth.

2. The lever L, in combination with the earns, or
their equivalents, Avhen used to elevate both beams
at once, substantially as specified.

3. Securing the handles to the beams, by means of

a thumbscrew, so that they can be regulated at will,

substantiallv as set forth.

4. The levers L, M. and X, rod 0, pawl P, and
ratchet H, whep. arranged to operate substantially

as set forth.

5. In combination with the above, the beam I, bars
E, chains K, frame A. metal plates D, and shoes H,
when all are combined, as set forth.

93,606.—Perry Pixlet, lUTemphis, Tenn.—En-
ameling Wood and other Solid Materials with Hard
Euhber.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Subjecting India rubber or gutta-percha,
in solution, and applied as an enamel or coating, and
mixed with sulphur, whether with Or without other
ingredients, to the curing action of heat, for the pur-

pose of affecting its qualities or properties, as de-

scribed.

93,607.—Eaxtdall Fish, Washington, T>, C—
De<>(Iurizing-Coirpou7id.—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—The deodorizer, herein described, com-
pounded in the manner and of the ingredients sub-
stantially as described.

93,eOS.

—

Charles H. Piske. Lowell, Mass.

—

ShuttU for ioom.—August 10, 1869.

Claim. —1. The conii^ination of the stationary
clamp h and movable clamp e, when held in position
by a positive locking-device, substantially as and for

the purposes herein sj^ecified.

2. The locking-device, as described, consisting of
the lateral latch j', lip k, bed-piece h, and spring I. in

©ombination with the movable clamp e, as specified.

93,609.—David A. Poot and Avery Chad-
wick, Wiuona, Minn.

—

Lightning-Eod.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—1. Ahollow, star-shaped copper lightning-
rod, provided at its lower end with a solid copper
discharging-point, plated with silver, and its tipper
end with one or more receiviug-xioints. the whole
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described.

2. The combination of the former A, die D, and
metallic rod g, constructed substantially as herein
described, for the purpose of drawing stai' or similar
shaped lightning-rods, as set forth.

93,610.—John G. Poster and George W.
TowxsEND, Boston, Mass.

—

Submarine Rock-Drill-
ing Alarhine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved snpporting-frameof our
drilling-apparatus, the said frame being composed of
double-platform plates, upper columnar supports,
and oblique adjustable legs, arranged with each
other. sui)stantially in the manner hei-ein represented
and described.

2. The connection of the upper platform-plate/ (7 of
our improved di-iUiug-apparatus with the lower plat-

form-plate of said apparatus, by means ofhinges and
a clamp or clamps, or the equivalents thereof, seb-
stantiallj in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

3. Operating the drill by means of the forked and
slotted clutch m n, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the winding guide r with the
lifting-clutch m n, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth. e

5. Our peculiar mode of applying power to th
lifting-clutch vi n, from a rotating or reciprocating
first .mover, located in a suitable floating vessel, to
Avit, by means of the connection of the said first

mover above, with the liftiug'-clutch below, by means
of the readily adjustable line z, the direct-lifting

chain or line 0. and the pulley-block u, substantiaEy
in the manner herein set forth.

6. When a drill is operated by means of a lifting-

clutch, substantially iu the manner herein set forth,

combining a ratchet-wheel with the drill-shaft, and
a spring-detent for said v\heel, with one of the plat-

forms 6t the supporting-frame of the ttrilling-appa-

ratus, or other suitable"support, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose herein represented and
described.

93,611.—Daxiel D. Praxklix, Plora, HI., as-

sianor to himself and J. S. Pxdekwooi), same place.

—Cultivator.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of
the draught-bar A', bent-rods C, fastened to the
lower ends of the standards E. so as to vibrate freely,

and permit the driver on his seat to rock the machine
and raise the cultivator-teeth, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. Hinging the cultivator-l>eams TI and ^N", and the

pivots of the'rods C'. in tlie standards E, so near the

axles of the carrying-wheels that the machiue can
vibrate fi-eely on the pivots of tlie caiTying-wheels,

while in motion, substantially as descrii>ed.

3. In combination with the stock and removahle
share, the lip on the stock, for covering and holding

the point of the share, substantially as described.

93,612.—HexryS. Golightly and Charles S
Twitchell, Xew Haven, Conn., assignor toXE%y
Havex Poldixg-Chair Compaxy, same place.

—

jBending-2Iac]iinc.—August 10, 1860.

Claim.—The apparatus herein de.=!cribed, consist-

ing of the back A and ends B, with the strap C,

constructed so as to be bound together, and operate

in the process of bending, substantially as herein set

forth.

93,613.—James E. Graxxtss, Xew York. K". Y.
—ilachine for Making Bullets.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rollers e, /, and

g, and adjustable segmental grooved dies h, k, and I,

in the manner specified, so as to reduce the slug by
successive stages into a globular form, substantially

as set forth.

93,614.—Chakles HA:>nioxD, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Cleaven.—August 10. 1669.

Claim.—T\\Q ferrule D, having a socket for receiv-

ing the handle A, to which the fen'ule is secured,

and wings//, arranged to grip the blade of a cleaver

or othei"li"ke instrument, and riveted or otherwise

secured to the latter, all substantially as and for the

purpose herein set forth.

93.615.—AxxA Haxcock, I^Tew York, !N^. Y.

—

SevAng Mo ^hine.-AugxVit 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the needle-bars d
and e, of the disk D. operating as a crank through a

wrist-pin. c, to the one needle-bar, d. and can-yingor
having formed on it an eccentric, P, to actuate the

other ner die-bar. e. from the same side of the main
frame, and overhanging end of the 'driving-shaft,

substantially as specified.

93,616.—Hexry Hayward, Xew York, X. Y.—
flat—August 10. 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacttire. a head-

covering, composed of a layer of open-worked hair-

cloth, secured by felting to one. or between two layers

of felting-matefial, substantiallv as described.
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93,617.—Georges Felix, IIexry, Ivar Axel
Eerdinand Bang, FRANgois'liocii Charles Mo-
XESTiER, and Jean Pierre Albin Figuier, Paris,

France.

—

Material for Lubricating Wool and other

Animal Fibers.— August 10, 18G9.

Claim.—Einplojing solutions of eliloricle of cal-

cium, chloride of magnesiiun, chloride of ziuc, or
other suitable liygroscopic deliquescent salts, or com-
binations of them, witii or without the addition of
ammonia, or other suitable alkaline bodies, for the
lubrication of sheep's or other wool, or othei' similar
animal textile fibrous materials, -u-hen the said mate-
rials are to be submitted to combing, carding, spin-

ning-, or other similar operations.

93,6iS.—Philtpp Herbert, St. Louis, Mo.—
aang-Ploio.—August 10, 1B69.

Claim.—1. The axle-bar a, tree-journal B, and
sector and ])awl devices for connecting the wheel A^
with the axle A, substantially as set forth.

2; The fi'oritbofird F', pivot g, link h, and pole (x,

connected adjustably by the slot/ and set-screws/',
substantially as set "forth.

3. The standard I, lever L^, bar L^, fulcrum K,
links I, and cross-bar I', arranged in combination
with the plow-beams M, substantially as set forth.

4. The lever O, crank OMink P, and roller P, sup-
porting and operating the front end of the beams M,
substantially as constructed and arranged.

5., Tlie ploAvs jST, standards n, pins n', arms ?ii, and
pivot n"^, when operatiug substantially as set forth.

93,619.—L. HiLLMAN. Newton, N. J.

—

Measur-
ing and Folding Cloth.—August 10, 18G9.

Claim.—The combination und arrangement, upon
the frame B, of the standards D D, slides E E, clasps
Gr G-, disks P P. guides O, rollers H K, indicator
L, and wheels S, T, and TJ, all substantially as
shown and described.

93,620.—Amos Hornor, Eoss, Jud.— Clothes
Back and Drier.—August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—The standards A and E, staples c, pins n,
lugs a and s, windlass D, frame H, bars u, caps y,
and cords v and v', when constructed and arranged
to operate as shown and described.

93,621. — C. C. JoHNso^^ Springfield, Yt—
TFa<7on.—August 10, 18G9.
Claim.—1. The wagon or cart, having a quadran-

gular body composed of side-boards, end-boards, and
bottom-board, connected by means of the four pairs
of grooves k I, top bars h i,\ind bolts n, substantially
as described.

2. lu combination A^-ith the body, the pole g, inter-
locked with tbe axle e by means of a notch in each,
substantially as described.

93,622.—Frederick Kalteyer, San Antonio,
Tex.

—

Compound for Destroying Yerinin in Cat-
tle.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—A liniment, Qomposed of the ingredients,
in the projjortions substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

93,623.—Cyrus M. Kelsey, Mount Vernon,
Ohio.^^Vulcanizing Rubber for Dental Flates and
for other Furposes.—August 10, 18()9.

Claim.—1. As an improvement in the metliod of
vulcanizing India rubber, tlie use of a sand-bath, com-
bined with a flask, in the manner above substan-
tially set forth.

2. In combination with a sand-bath and flask, for
vulcanizing India rublxir, the employment of a ther-
mometer, sul)staiitially in tlie manner described.

.3. In combin.'ition witli a sand-l)ath and flask, for
vulcanizing India i'u))l)er, tlio employment of a try-
piece, substantially in the manncn' above set forth.

4. In combi)uition witli a sand bath and flask, for
vulcanizing Iiuliu, rubl)er, tlie employment of a try-
piece and thermometer, substantially in the manner
set forth.

93,621.—George Kennedy, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and F. R. IIarraugh, same
place.— iVof•^•-7Vei•.—August 10, l;^ii9.

Claim.—1. A tie, or imitation tie, adapted for
being secured iu front of a collar by a button or stud,

in combination with an adjustable clasp, applied so
as to cover and conceal the button or stud, substan-
tially as described.

2. The concealing clasp, and its button-hole,
adapted for attaehmeut to a collar or tie, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The clasp, slotted at one end, and having at
the oiiposite end a button-hole, substantially as
specified.

93,625.—Jerome Kidder, ISTew York, N. Y.

—

Electro-Magnetic Machine.—August 10, 1869.
Claim.—1. An additional helix, introduced into the

primary cii'cuit of an electro-magnetic machine, op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the relation of the vibrating
hammer E vrith a fixed magnet, J), so that iu its os-

cillations the hammer will not strike said magnet,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The additional i)oint of fixture of the spring to
be free or fixed, at option, as at H, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

93,626.

—

William B. Kimball, Peterborough,
Is!". B..— Clothes Rack and Stand.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
stand b, with pivoted legs c c, the revolving head d,

with holes e e therein, the arms//, with links g g and
staples h h, and the removable top i, substantially as
and for tbe purposes herein specified.

93,627.-1. Lancaster, Baltimore, Md.—Har-
venter.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.— l". The draught-pole, combined and ar-

ranged Avitli the driver's seat D, the slotted bearing
b, and the clevis E. substantially as described.

2. The angle-bar K, arranoed and operating sub-
stantially as herein explained.

3. The fulcrum-plate O, actuated by the lever R,
and held in position by the spring F, in conabiuatiou
with the lever P, subs'tnntially as described.

4. The studs u, friction-rollers S, bolt x, nut y.
partition -piece W, and washer, combined and ar-

ranged substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

93,628.

—

Michael Lehman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Cutter-Head.-August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cutter-head A, in combination
with the l)its B B, and caps C C, and steel plates E
E, constructed and arranged with reference to each
other, and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2. The bits B B, in combination with the adjust-
ing-screws b b and caps C C, when the same are
constructed substantially as and for the j)urpose de-
scribed.

3. The adjusting-screws b b and-their plates e e, iu
combination with the notches nn. Avhen all the parts
are constructed substantially as described.

93,629.—William J. Lynd, Golden City, Colo.
Ter.

—

Process of Preparing Cokefrom Colorado and
other Goals.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of making coke from coals, such as are herein
referred to.

93,630.—TViLLiam Maguire, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and Francis B. Loney, samo
place.

—

Platform-Scale.—August 1'*, 1 81)9.

Claim.— 1. The method of compensating for the
wear of the knife-edges or steel points on the levers
of platfoi'm or similar scales, by means of an adjust-
able Avedge, K, and adjustable block, I, Avith their

set-sci'cws g and ?(., constructed ami arranged to

operate substantiallv as Inu'eiii described.
2. The i)l:ite L, having rigidly attached to it a

post, F, Avith a second lever, E, mounted tlieroin,

and loosely connected to a stationary pin. I, for tlio

puri)oso of preserving the accuracy of the scales,

Avhile allowing the position of the point of eonnee-
tion of the rods IL with tbe scale-beams lo be varied

or changed, substantially as herein dest'nbed.

3. The platen L, sceoud lever E, ami adjustable

bloi'k L ^vith their eonneetious. iu eouibination,

Avhen so arranged that tlu' knife-edges of llie levers,

und the point about whioh the plaio L moves, shall
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all be in the same vcitical plane, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,631.—GOTTLIEH Maulick, Trenton, iST. J.,

assiji-nor to himself and Thomas P. Marshall, same
place.

—

Planing-Tceth for Saws.—August 10, 1869;
antedated August 6, 18C9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the planers B upon
a saw-blade, as herein described.

93, 63'2.—Alexander McBpjde and William
P. McBkide, Lowell, ilich.

—

Bed-Bottom.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—The airangemeut of the frame A, cross-

pieces D and T. rubber bands e and o, nuts n, and
spiings C and G, v.iien all are combined to form a
bed-bottom, substantially as set forth.

93,633.

—

Alexander McFarlaxd and Charles
TV. Peck, Paterson, j^. J.

—

Si^indle and Bobhin-
Tuhea for Spinning-2[acMne.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. All inner spindle-tube. C, with pulleys
C and foot c', in coml)ination with an outer spiudle-
tube. D. pulley D', and foot d\ spindle « , and oil-cup
E, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combin.'ition with an inner spindle-tube, D,
outer spindle-tube C, spindle «, and drum B, the
cord e' e', arranged as shown and described.

93,634.—JoHX C. Miller, Danville, 'Kx.—Side-
Saddle.—AvLgwat 10, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a side-sad-
dle, constructed in the manner as herein shown and
described.

93,635.—L. F. Muhlinghaus, Brooklyn, E. D.,
i?". T.— Waahing-Maciiine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
tub A, having it.-? bottom of a single piece of metal,
witli internal corrugated sides, and braced by the
longitudinal strips .'?, to v.bich the handles and gud-
geons a are secured, in connection with rolls g g a.

arranged in relation to the curved bottom, with a
space between them, combined for the purpose de-
scribed.

93,636.—Bobert ISTewtox, Jerseyville, 111.—
Eolling- Cutter for Ploics.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—In a revolving culter. the wooden bush-
ing D, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

93,637.

—

Archibald ;N'immo. Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Thomas Morax, same place.—jLecJtanism for Operating Shuttle-Boxes of Looms.
—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two or more levers, M M', in combina-
tion with a wheel, G, having as many sets of pegs or
openings as there are levers, each set being devoted
to one lever, Avhen the levers are rendered operative
and inoperative by the mechanism heiein described,
or any equivalent to the same, and when the lever
which operates is caused to control the pattern-
chain, all suijstantially as set forth.

2. In combination witli the wheel G, the lever-
controlling wheel K, operating substantially as
specified.

93,638.-Charles H. Parker, Boston, Mass.
—Bridge.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of two distinct systems
of bridging, composed of a cantilever or cantilevers,
Avith a Avholly or partially fixed anchorage, free to
expand at its unsupported end or ceutei'of a span,
where two meet, with a system of independent
gii'der, supported at botli ends, and covering the
same clear span as the cantilever, and free to expand
tov.ard the abutments or points of support, the
chord or chords of one system l)eing distinct and
separate i'rom tlie chord or chords of "the other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and set forth.

93,639.

—

Hugh Quixx, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Elastic Trace- Connectfion.—August 10, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the box A, abut-
ment d. pivot e. helical spring C, and the movable
arm B, provided "nith the trace-button, as explained.

2. The combination and arrangement of the spring-

guard D with the radial arm E, the helical spring C,
the abutment d, and^lie box A, and the slot c there-
of, the whole beiug substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

93,040.—Julio H. Rae and Thomas T. Davi.-j,

Syracuse, N. Y.

—

2Iodc of Desulphurizing Aurifer-
ous Fi/rites and other Sulpliuret-Ores.—August 10.

1869.

Clai7n.—1. Desulphurizing auriferous pyrites, and
other sulphuret-ores, by means of peat, or other
equivalent fuel, in the mode substantially as above
described.

2. Mixing the ores of metals combined with sul-

phm-, arsenic, antimony, or other refractory matter,
with wet or gi een peat, or equivalent fuel, and after-

ward drying and burning the mixture, substantially
as and for the x)urpose described.

93,641.—Cleaxthus A. Heed, Madison, and
James M. Cajivbell, Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

Har-
vester.—August 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the tread or
bearing wheel B, loose v.'heel C, i>rovided with the
pins e, clutch L. and crank-rod T, all constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

2. The rake H. jointed to the pivoted rod J, sup-

ported on the guide-rod O, and guided in its move-
ments b.y the stop iw, and guide ,9, or their equiA^a-

lents, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the A\heel E, shaft X, with
its arms a and E, and rod b, for operating the sake,

as herein shown and described.

93,642. — Artemas Eogers, Panesville, 111.—

Extension-Ladder.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The hook M, vrith its shield I^, in com-
bination with the rope I, and rollers D, and the

roller D', with the circular slot H', arranged and
constructed substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

93,643.—James M. Eohrer and Johx H. Bass-
ler. Pine Grove, Pa.

—

Kiln for Roasting Ores.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The water-boxes c, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pui'poses de-

scribed.

2. The escape-pipes d, in combination with the

water-boxes c. when arranged and operating as

herein specified

3. The lifting-pans u and s, in combination with
the boxes in wiiich they sit, and the lilting and dump-
ing apparatus therewith connected, when con-

structed and operating substanti;illy as described.

4. The process herein shown and described for

saturating ores witii salt water, and coating them
with clay, for the uses and purposes specified.

93,644.—Johx P. Schmucker, Lattasburgk.

Ohio. — Ti7Z-iocA-. — August 10, 1869; antedated
August 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the follower E,

provided with projection d, spring c and e. shaft F,

corrugated v.'heel G, rack D, and spring 6, all sub-

stantildly as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the knob H, shait F, pin I,

with its spiral spring and rod i, and plate C, all sub-

tantially as 'and for the puiposes herein set forth.

3. A lock so constructed that, to open the same,

it shall be necessary to press the knob and spindle of

the lock downward"^and sideways before the latch or

i3olt can be reached and moved thereby, substan-

tially as herein set forth.

93,645.—Thomas Sim, Baltimore, lEd.

—

Process

and Apparatus for Extracting Oil from Vegetable

and other Matters.—August 10, 18(j9.

Claim.—1. Tlie ]n'ocess and apparatus for separa-

ting oil from vegetable and other matter, substan-

tially as lierein set forth.
2. 'The filter or perforated diaphragm C, employed

at the upper part of the vat A, to retain the solid

matter and allow the overflow of oil and bisidphide,

as described.
3. The inclined annular trough I, and the spring

pins or holders D, each in co'mbination with the

filter C, for the pm-poses stated.
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4. The gate, consisting: of the vat-bottom E, and
receiver-cover S, arranged to operate in combination,
substantially as and for tlie pnrposes set forth.

5. The receiver or drying' chamber T provided
with the a£>itators W, arranged to operate in any
manner substantially as set forth.

6. The combination of the slides S', ways s', cover
S, vat-bottom K, and connecting screw P, substan-
tially as described.

93,64(».—Havilah M. Smith and William C.
Smith. 'New York, N. Y.—Floor for Buildings.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim:—1. The strips d, upon the beams a, com-
bined with the lire-proof material, introduced at /,

above the deafening ?> or c, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The double lathing k n, with the intervening plas-

tering I and furring m, in combination with the plas-

tering of the ceiling, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

3. The combination of the double lathing and plas-
tering of tlie ceiling with the deafening and fire-

proof material belou' the floor-boards, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

93,647.—Theodore Steinv^ay, 'New York, 1^.

Y.

—

Piano-Forte Action.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of wedges F, under
the standards D, of the metallic action-frame, sub-
stantially as sho\vu and described.

2. The arrangement of a rounded foot on the bot-
tom end of a " pilot," c, in combination with a con-
cave socket in the bearing piece D, attached to
each key, substantially as and for the j)urpose set
forth.

3. The screws h, passing loosely through holes in
the top bars of the metallic standards 1), and being-
retained by transverse pins ])asiiing through grooves
in their shanks, in combination with the key-rail I,

substantially as described.
4. The arms k, on the metallic standards D, in

combination witli the hammer-rail J, provided with
slots to admit the screws I, substantially as set
forth.

93,648.—Nathan E. Tyler, "Warren, Ohio.—
Sato-Set—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two jaws, B and
C, having their set-screws J, X, and I, adjusting-
gauge D, and hammer-set I\ when constructed and
arranged together, to form a saw-set, substantially
as described.

93,649.—Edward Tax Winkle, Paterson, N.
J.

—

Friction-Brake for Cotton-Lapping Machine.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the elbow-lever H
and its adjustable weiglit I, in combination with the
male and tcmale cones F G, substantially as shown
and described, for the j)urpose set forth.

93,650.—George J. Waudwell, Eutland, Vt.,
assignor to tlie Steam Stoxe-C utter COMrANY,
No.w York Citj.—FlnstiG ritmaiifor Stone-Chan-
neling Machine.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Jointed levers C C, provided with links
h h on their longest anus, and with a spring arranged
above their fulcrum, sul)stantially as set forth, imd
for the purposes described.

93,651.—HniAM J. Wattles, Eockford, 111.—
Cultivator.—August 10, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The Irame C, wlicn constructed sub-
stantially as described, for tlie purpose set forth.

2. The arms F l\ when piovided with tlie pulleys

//, and used in connection witli the lifting-lovers E
E, as and for the purpose described.

:i. The slotted wedge h^, when used in combina-
tion witli the bars /t, as described, for the purpose
set forth.

4. The cvoner K, having the clevises k k, wlu^n
combined witli thedrauglit-bars A;' k\ inthomanuer
and for the piii'pose (h^scribed.

.'). The culti\iitor described, consisting substan-
tially of the IVanie C, liltliig-(l('\ ices E E, beams U,
standards I, and dnuiglildcviecs Iv /.:, when com-
bined and used us untl for the purpose described.

93,652.—Dwight M. Welch, Middle Haddam,
Conn.

—

Attaching Bells to Stra2)S.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—Attaching bells to straps by means of
solder, in the mauner and for the purpose substan-
tially as above described.

93,653.— Eollin White, Lowell, Mass.—Re-
volving Fire-Arv%.—August 10, 1869.

CloAm.—1. In combination Avith a reA^olving many-
chambered cylinder, and a cartridge-ejector revolv-
ing therewith, and moved by a reciprocating non-
rotating carrier, iv, a swivel-joint, to allow the
ejector to turn independently of the carrier, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The cartridge- ejector and many-chambered cyl-

inder, in combination with a lever to oijerate the
ejector, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the many-chambered cyl-

inder and cartridge-ejector, a projecting flanch, t,

around or partially aiouud the end of each chamber,
substantially as described, to prevent the cartridge-
case from binding in the ejector, as set forth.

4. In combination with the revolving cylinder and
ejector, the tube i, substantially as and. for the pur-
pose described.

93,654. —Edward Whitehead, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Removable Calks for Horseshoes.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shiftalile and double-lipped clip B
6 &', C, whenused in connection with the detach-
able and scrcAV-threaded calk D d, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set foi'th.

2. In combination with the elements of the pre-
ceding clause, the extended lip e and set -screw /,
substantially as set forth.

93,655.—A. B. Wilcox, Lowell, Mass.—;S^ms-

penders.—August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the elastic straps A
A, leather piece B, lining E, looped buckle C, and
straps D D, all substantially as set forth.

93,656.—Omar Wilson, Sandusky City, Ohio.

—

Device for Adjusting and Butt07iing Neek-Ties.—
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a combined
neck-tie fastener and buttoner, formed of oneineccof
wire, and operated substantially as set forth.

93,657.—Orin E. Woodford, Chicago, El., as-

signor to James E. Milled, same place.

—

Stop-
Cock Box for Water and Oas Mains.—August 10,

1869.

Claim.—The tube D, attached to the shell B of the
stop-cock, or to the supply pipe, in such a mauner as
to form a water-tight case extending up to the sur-

face, and inclosing the stop-cock A, as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

93,658.- Michael Zwieuel, Pottsville. Pa.—
Hydrant—Augnat 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with the post A,
casing B, cap C, bottom plate D, and nipple E, the
stop F, screwed into the nipple E, and provided
with gliiss seat d, the elbow G, pipe tl, and nozzle I,

all constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
foregoing clause, the key L, wrench K, and rod J,

having handle M and collar i, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,659.—Abraham McKeon, Eutherford Park,
IST. J.

—

Composition Cementfor Favemeyits.—August
10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the said materials,

pine tar and rosin, and the eonibiuationof (liesetwo
materials with brinistoae. wlien found ni>eessary, as

and for a cement, to be usimI and employed with sand,

gravel, and other haril substaiuH's of sinnll size, as

above described, in the nniking of eoucroto pave-
ments, naggings, walks, roofs, and lloors.

93,660.—T. C. Tiikakeu. Bridgeport, Ohio.—
Railwaii-Car ,V,;a^— .\ugusl 10, 186;).

Claii)i.—\. In the dosi-riliedohair, the suppovtinc?-

frame, composed of tho siile piocos A A', rod h. and
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brace c, sabstantially as and for the purposes sbo\rn
and described.

2. The segEoent D, pinion W, and hancrer or
snpportiug-i'rame C, all substantially as and for the
purposes set forth and described.

3. Th'_' combination of the shaft F, scrsTr or worm-
piiiion F'. wheel E'. pinion D', and se.sraent D, all

substantiallj- as and lor the purposes set forth.
4. Thfc- regulating slide jnec-es /;, substantially as

set forth, in combination v.ith the slide g. or its

equivalent, substantitdly as and for the piu'poses set
forth.

.5. The combination of the arms A-. slides h, and g,
ail substantially as shown and described.

6. The combination of the knob or crant/, shaft
r, screw-pinion F', pinion E, pinion D'. and cog-
segment D, all substantially as set forth, and for the
purpose of oscillating the chair-seat.

93.661.—Joshua E. Ajibrose, Lombard. El.—
Yapor-Burner.—August 17. lSn9.
Claim.—1. Combin'ing with the deflector and pack-

ing-tube, the inner tube, provided with the notches,
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the tube, constmeted as
shown in Fig. 2. with a deflector, provided with a
lx>trom, D, arranged as shown and specified, for the
purposes set forth.

93,6G'2.—EOBERT ^Y. Archer, Hochester, N.
Y.—Ilead-Iiest for DentisU and Barbers Chairs.—
August 17, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The an-angeraent, with the bearing B
and slotted plate C, as' described, of the packing-
strips ii and screw D. provided with the cross-arm
g and head c, the whole operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the screw G-, nut I. and conuect:ng-arm "?«,

for producing the vortical adjustment, substautiallv
as described.

935663. —Egbert Babcock and Thomas B.
Faukell. Laurens. 1^.Y.—Tool-Hrdder for Holdina
Tools lohile being Ground.—Axiiiust 17. 1869.

^
Claim.—1. The bar A, provided at one end with

the pin a, whereby the same may be fixed in a wall,
at any desired point, thus allowing free movement of
the broad slotted end in eveiw direction, as set
forth.

2. In combination with the bar A and pivoted
plates c, the catch/, substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

93,664.—William B. EExyEXx. Providence. E.
I-

—

Mode ofMounting Ornamental Crosses.—^August
17, 1669.

Claim.— The improvement in the mounting of
ornamental crosses, composed ofjet. glass, shell. "&c.,

which consists in the construction of the four cup-
shaped tips, from or in a single piece of sheet-metal,
solid at the back, or soldered, cut, bent, and applied
substanti-dly iii the manner described, for the pur-
poses specified.

93,665. — Herm-AJnt BERXHEniER and Eenrt
IS'EWMAX, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Buckle.—August 17,

1869.
Claim.—The combination of the tube C with the

buckle herein described and shown, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

93,666.—Charles Blair, CoUinsville, Conn.,
a ssignor to the Coi.i.ixs Company, same place.

—

Mamifacture of Ax-Blt.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The method herein described of elongat-
ing the lips of ax-bit blanks, for the purpose specified.

93,667.—John Bowles, Augusta, GcL.—Fruit-
(rathcrer.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—1. The guards F, secured, at top, to the
standards D, and adapted to yield at their lower
parts, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The annular knift; A «, in c )mbin'ition with
guards F. to prevent the contact of the fruit there-
with, substantially as set forth.

3. The yoke E, hinged to the ring A, substantially

as described, so that the latter may be presented to
the fruit at any proper angle.

93,668.—D.\xiEL Brasill and D. A. Mlxlake,
Xew Orleans, La.

—

Bone-Black Equalizer.—^August
17. 1869.

Claim.—The cylinders A A', when provided with,
the circumferential ciirh-s of saw-like teeth B E', so
adjusted as to create the zigzag opening a between the
cylinders, and the machine as otherwise constructed
and arranged, substantially as herein described, for

the pm"pose set forth.

93,669.—Joseph Buchtel, Portland, Oreg.

—

Photographic Plate-Holder.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The two movable upiight pieces E E',

with their dovetail-grooves X X',the four spriuirs

J J J' J'. and two springs 1 1', the vials F F', at-

tached to springs Gr G-', these vials and springs made
of India rubber, glass, or other material, incorrupti-
ble by nitrous silver, t'le ways D D', the supporting-
points L L', H H'. witli the adju-sting-screws K K
K' K', made as described, and for the pm-poses set

forth.

93,670.-E. L. BucKLT. Stapleton, IsT. Y.—JZeel
for Winding Yarn.—August 17, 18d9.

Claim.—The combination of the guide-bar F,
oseiliating stops/" jr. sh)tted rod d, and wheel C, con-
structed as described, for the purpose specified.

93,671.-Hemax D. Burghardt, Pittsfield,

Mass., assignor to liimself and George S. "Willis,
Jr., same place.

—

llailioay-Car Axle.—August 17,

1869.

Claivi.—The arrangement and combination of the
duplex boxes a a. the indt'pendent axles B' C, their
external boxes D D. the support-bars E E. and the
truck-fi'ame A, the whole being substantially as
specified.

93,672.—M. E. BuRLiXGAiiE, "WHlett, IS". T.—
Clothes-Pin.—Angiir^t 17. 1S69.

Claim.—The coiled-wire spring, in one piece, in
form as shown, C B A P, guide-hook b, and catch or
holder d, a, and e, as slio wn and described.

93,673.—ABAii Chambers, TJnionville, :!Sr. Y.—
Manger.—August 17. 18(59.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pivoted catch-
wire/, weighted rod »'. and cords I I, provided with
pins n n', when combined with the doors b z, and
weighted cords 20 w, lu the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

93,674. — Lasslo Chaxbor, St. Petersburg,
Hussia. assignor to Cassius M. Clay.—Yapor-
Burner.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the wick-tube A,
having the enlargemeat a, and either with or with-

out the tube H, the cap C. when constructed as

shown, wherebv it is adapted to be adjusted to regu-

late the discharge of gasbetween itself and the tube
A to the flame at the top. substantially as specified.

2. The eombinatii-n. with the flanged cap C, and
tube A, of the perforated non-conducting tube E,

when arranged substantially as specified.

93,675.—Joseph E. Chapman, Cannon Falls,

Minn.

—

Hoi-Air Furnace.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—1. Protecting the walls C of a hot-air

furnace and the casing A by a coating of plaster of

Paris, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the

purposes described.
2. The combination, in a hot-air furnace, of the

fire-box F, with its tulles I and the radiator G, with
its tubes m and n, arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

93.676.—^Lewis S. Chichester, Xew York, X.
Y.—Coal-Blevator.—AuguHt 17, 1869.

Claim. — An apparatus for transferring coal or

similar material from one vessel to another, the same
consisting in the frame c, supported 1)y the float c,

and carrying the chute /. in combination with the

swinging-buckets g. suspended by the bail h, and
operated'by the rope or chain i, and drum d, substan-

tially as set forth.
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93.677.— Lewis S. Chichester, Erooklyn, N.
Y.—Apparatus for Elevating and Weighing Goal,

de.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated August 5, 18fi9.

Claim.—The windlass or l)arrei e, mounted upon
the scale -be am, in combination with tlie revolving
wheel k, and bucket, to contain the material to be
elevated, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

93.678. — John Churchill, Bristol, Conn.

—

Trunk and other Handles.—August 17, ItibQ.

Claim.—The combination of the haiuUe B and
plates A A, when combined and arrau<ied so as to

form a connection by a quarter turn of the plates A
A, as described.

93,679.—"William T. Clement and Edward V,
FosTEK, Northami^ton, Mass.

—

Machine for Rolling
Mac-Blanks.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated August 4,

1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with revolving rolls B

C, the construction of the projecting dies B' C, to-

gether with their arrangement on the projecting or
overhanging portions of the revolving rolls, as de-

scribed, said dies being adapted for .spreading the
blanks laterally in the manner described.

2. In combination with revolving rolls B C, the
construction of tlie projecting dies B'-^ b, together
with their arrangement on the revolving rolls, as de-

scribed, said dies being adapted for drawing the
blank, and giving form to the central rib on the sur-

face of the hoe, in the manner described.
6. The combination and arrangement of the dies

B^, C, B^, and h, on the continuously revolving rolls

B C, to form a machine adapted to perform all the
several operations required simultaneously or suc-
cessively, substantially as herein set forth.

93,680.- Peter Conrath, Freeburgh, 111.

—

Gang-Plow.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The taps and bolts /, beam F, and
guide E, when constructed and operating substan-
tiiiilj' in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. A self-adjusting carriage gaug-plow. with plows
P, levers H, spring-catches k and chains G-, sliuing-

rods 2^, and grooved boxes 0, lever.^ L and M, and
taps and bolts/, beam F, and guides E, constrneted
and operating substantially in the manner and for
the iiurposes set forth.

93,681.-Charles Crenshaw, Bartlstt, Tenn.
— Vine- Cutter.—Ausxnat 17, 1869.

Claim. — Tiie vine-cutter, constructed, as de-
scribed, of the laterally adjustable parallel bars A,
when beveled upon their lower inner edges, and pro-
vided at their rear ends, upon the beveled sides,

with the inclined angular cutters C, and upon their
upper sides u'ith the laterally adjustable handles and
braces D E, all arranged and operating as described,
for the i^orposc specified.

93,683.—Conrad J. CROimsE, Clarksville, 'N.

Y.— Wagon-Brake.—Aup;mt 17, 18ti9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the levers m m,
draw-rods//, with tiie fulciuni-bar e, when the said
fulcrum is attached to the polo in the manner sub-
stantially as described, for tlie purpose set fortii.

2. The sliding-socket C, working on the end of the
pole B, and the backing-bar gr, in comljination with
the levers m., draw-rods//, and brake-bar c, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,683. — G. W. Dalbey, Carrollton, Miss.—
Machine for Upsetting Tiren.—August 17, ]8(i9.

Claim.— I. A tire and band shrinker, consisting
of the bars B C, of which one is pivoted, of the
levers D E F, links b c, and chunpiiigplates/r/, all

arranged and oi)eratiug substantially as li'erein

shoAvn and descril)ed.
2. The levers E F, when pivoted together and to

the bars B, as shown, whereby tiiey are adajited to
be swung up for tlie jiurposc of operating iw clamps,
in connection with tlie plates //, as set fortli.

3. The levers E F, wlien tanerod in fiont of their
pivotB e e, ;iii(l curved toward each otlier, substan-
tinlly as hei'ein shown and described, to be accom-
modated to small rings, a.s set forth.

4. The slotted plutc G, whou used as a guide, and

in combination with the einmp h, as a retainer for

the movable bar C, as set forth.

93,684.—Charlton H. Davis, San Francisco,
Cal.—Rock- Drill Fonit—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—Eock-drill points, jirovided with one or
more notches or recesses, b, substantialij' as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

03,685.— F. W. Dean, Treraont, IW.—Door-
Latch.—August 17, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of plate C, weighted
latch b, and levers e D. constructed and arrang'ed iu
the manner showii and described.

2. The combination of cover or pull B with the
several parts aforesaid, when arranged as desci'ibed.

93,686.—John G. Dillaha, TFaco. Tex., as-

signor to himself, KOBF.RT M. Boone, and Xathan
D. Bailey, Chicago, Hi.

—

Power-Apparatus for
Vehicles.—August 17, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The two rims A A, having the inside
flange and teeth, or the equivalent tliereof, in com-
bination with the crank-shaft, pinions, and the
frame of the vehicle, substantially as herein set i"orth

and described.
2. The combination of the two rims A, the truck,

frame, crank-shaft, and pinions, with one or more
guide-rollers, G, or the eciuivaleuts of said devices,
substantially as set forth.

3. The last, in combination with the asle I and
wheels M, substantially as set forth.

93,687.—Moses W. Dillingham, Amsterdam,
K". Y.

—

Pencil- Sharpener.—August 17, 1869.

Claim..—1. The parts A and B, jointed together,
and so formed that they may be converted into
either a cone or a tube, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. The coml)ination of a pencil-sharpener with a
pen-holder, substantially as described.

93,688—TViLLiAM H. Downing, Pioneer, Pa.—
Pipe-Wrench

.

—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The pipe-v\ rench. consisting of the plate
A, toothed disk B, lever C, swivel-pins d e, and
connecting-screw D, all ai-ranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

'i>,wj5».— A. E. DuPAS, ISTew Orleans, La.

—

Electro-Magnetic Engine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—i. The tri-pole magnet, having its central
pole B formed with a curved top, while the side
poles B B" are provided \\\X\\ corresponding curved
but more extended heads D D, in the manner and
for the purpose as described.

2. The rotating hollow cylindrical armature C,
provided witli a central axis. F, or its equivalent,
for the purposes herein described.

3. The combination of tlie tri-polc magnet B B' B"
with the oscillating frame E E, and the rotf.ting hol-

low cylindiical armature C, as herein stated, to oj)-

erate as described.
4. The above combination, in corabination with

pitman H, crank J, fly-wheel G, doulile eccentric K,
and commutators L and M, when these parts are
constructed, arranged, and operate substantially as
set forth.

5. The electro-magnetic machine, as herein de-
scribed, as a Avholc, in combination with a sewing--
machine, when the two a)c united in tlie manner and
by the means substantially as lienin described, and
the motion of the needle is controlled by nnvms of a
friction arm or brake, W", operated by a treadle-lever,

X, as set forth.

93,690.—Jei'thA Dyson, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Hand Seed-Planter.—August 17, 1869- antedated
August 4, 1869.

Claim:—1. Covering-plates D^, applied to the
sheath D, beneath a ilr.nge or guard-plnto 1)', said
sheath being constnuit'Hl with a perforated bottom
plate, E, to receive through it tlie pistoiics or plungers
b on the main body of the iiui)K'nient, substantially as
deseril)e(l,

2. Sheath D, applied upon the lower end of n tubu-
lar stock, A, and coiistnicted to oiicnito substan-
lially as dcsonbcd, iu combination with a rod, C, a,
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spirally fiang-cd driim. C, and oscillating distribut-
ing-plate F, the latter being applied to the bottom of
the hopper, substantially as described.

3. Fitting the osscillating plate F within a fixed
ring, S, njion a perforated hot torn .plate, g. in combi-
nation Avith a holding-down bridge, t. applied within
tlie hopper, substantially as described.

4. The combination of' oscillating distributer F and
spirally flai!ged drum C. vrith a spring-bridge, t,

which latter serves to hold said distributer down in
place and also as a cut-olFor striker, and pieces HH,
applied Avithin the hopper B, and operating substan-
tially as described.

5. The barrel <J, interposed between the bridges t

and k, and containing a spring, j, ajjplied so as to
operate upon the rodC, substantially as described.

6. Beveled overhanging fillers /', applied to dis-

tributer F, substantially as described.
7. Divihion-plates a. applied in a chamber at the

base of the hopper B, in combination with distribut-
ing-plate F, substantially as described.

8. The perforated foot plate E, ribbed on its upper
side, and made with a downward flaring cavicy in
the center of its bottom side, substantially as de-

scribed.

93,691.—James B.Eacs, St. Louis, Mo.—Gxcn-
Carriage.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved device above described,
or its equivalent, for utilizing the recoil of heavy
guns, consisting of the vibratiug-frame B, shafts C,
gears I I, springs K K, pinions b b, shaft J,
ratchet d, and pawl e, all substantially as shown and
set forth.

2. The above device, in combination with the
spring-cushions H H, arranged on the frame D, as
and for the purpose specified.

93,692 FzRA Emjiert, Frantlin G-rove, HI.—
Ctdtivator and Rarroiv Combined.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vertically

swinging tooth, its notched shank, and its locking-
^detfent, all constructed as set forth, for joint operation.
' '

2. The combination of the pivoted beams A A, piv-
oted cross-pit'ce D. and brace c, with the pivoted link
C, all constructed and operating as described, for the
purpose specified.

3. The combination of the triangular frames, the
pivoted brace a, connecting their rear ends, the
front connecting pivoted braces c c, the pivoted
linlis C C, and the draught-beam B, all these parts
being constructed for joint operation, substantially
as set forth

93,693.—George M. Fexley, Medora, Ind.—
Fruit-Crate.—Kugwat 17, 1869.

Claim..—The Avedge-shaped slide H and spring-
catches I and F, combined with the cover or cap E,
and hinged parts A A' and B and B of a fruit- box, all

constructed and arranged to operate as set forth.

93,694.

—

^Edward FLEiimo, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
assignor for one-half to G-. A. Pease, same place.

—

Main-Water Oai-O/.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The flexible adjustable elbow, consisting
of the tubes C and D, with joint and slide, all sub-
stantially as described.

93,695.—Hexrt F. French. Boston, Mass.

—

Teeth for Cultivators.—Xws^u&t 17, 1869.

Claim.—The cul.ivator-tooth, foimed from a
square bar, and pointed, and curved at the point
diagonally, as shown and described.

93,696.—L. P. Garner, Ashlaud, 'Pa.-Steam-
Pumj9.—August 17, 1869.

Claim:—Th.e engine A, pumps C and D, connect-
ing-rods B F, wheels E, weighted forked lever L,
link H, and tappet and valve-rod G, all arranged
substantitdly as specified,

93,697.—L. P. Garner, Ashland, Ta.—Steam-
Engine Flston- Packing.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arriingement of the wedges C C
and spring H, as specified.

2. The construction and arrangement of the pis-

ton, solid in the center, two adjustable followers,

one at each end, and both open to admit the steam

to pass through to the rings and jointed bars, as set
forth.

93,69S.—Thomas S. Gates and Alexander H.
Fritchey, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Vapor-Burner.—Au-
gust 17, 1869.

Claim.—In a vapor-burner, provided with an aux-
iliary vertical tube, open at both ends, and with an
orifice, serving "as an auxiliary jet for heating, the
making of such orifice so as to communicate directly
from the generating-cliamber G to the vertical tube,
as and for the purpose described.

93,699 John Gearing, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Con-
ductor for Rolling-2LilU.—August 17, 1869.

Gkiivi.— The improved conductor above described,
consisting essentially of the several parts specified,

all constructed and fitted together, as and for the
purpose set forth.

93,700 William Gee, ISTew York, N. T.—
Soda-Fountain.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The tube A, having an exterior screw-
thread on its outer, and a flange, C, on its inner
end. the cap I, screw-nut H, bush D, and packing
G. whereby the exterior and interior walls of the
vessel are embraced, all constructed, arranged, and
operating together, as and for the purpose specified.

93,701.—William Gerhard, Jr., Florence.
Jlvxi^-i.-Floor for Jilali-Kilns.—Angmt 17, 1869.

Claim.—The malt-kiln floor, consisting of the
wires B B, which are wound around the cross-bars A.
to form a smooth upper surface, substantially as
herein shown and described.

93,702.-Edwin GiLLis, Battle Creek, Mich.—
Washing-JLacldne.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement on tubes or other re-

ceptacles, to be secured at and from the periphery
of an open washing-n:iachine cylinder, the triangular
troughs e, constructed substantially as herein de-

scribed, and arranged and operated as and for tlie

purpose set forth.

93,703.—J. W. GiLiiER and W. H. De Yalin,
Sacramento, Cal.— Carriage-Spring.—August 17,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the double
wooden C-springs, of a Avooden spring-bar, for sup-

porting the body of the carriage or other A'ehicle.

extending bet'.A'een and connected Avith said springs
by means of links, substantially as and for the pm'-

poses specified.

2. A wooden spring, constructed of two or more
layers or strips, and covered Avith hide or its equiva-

lent, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses described.
3. The covering of the wooden C-springs and

spring-bar, Avhich support the vehicle, as specified,

with "hide or its equivalent, as aforesaid, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

93,704.—James Glober, Omaha City, 2sebr.

—

Machine for Double-Seaming Skeet-Metal.—Avignst
17. 1869.

Claim-.—The combination of the leA'ers s, r.-and

t, posts u, and long box o, with the main frame a,

arranged, operating, and constructed as and for the

purposes set forth.

93,705.—James Glober, Omaha City, ^STebr.—

Machine for Turning the Edges of Sheet-Metal.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The frame a, wheels b c, conical rollers d
d, grooved rollers e e, handles i, rollers 1, 2, 3. 4,

(the rollers 1 and 4 being adjustable by means of the

movable boxes m m.) and tiiumb- screw n ?<, all con-

structed and arranged to operate as and for the

pui'poses set forth.

93,706.—James G-lober, Omaha City, l^ebr.—
Machine for Pressing Down the Seams in Sheet-

Metal-August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The rollers c n, table I. with guides d d,

in combination Avith the grooved rollers e e, and
roller g, constructed to operate as and for the par-

pose set forth.
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03,?^07. — John Qrabach, Clyde, Ohio.—Car-
riage-Axle.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The spindle A, pT'ovidecl with the oil-re-

servoir c behind its shoulder b, with the adjustable

slide B in the reservoir, and with the spiral gi'oove

or grooves g in front of the shoulder, all arranged,
combined, and operating substantially as herein

shown and described.

93,708.—"W. S. Graves, Kansas City, Mo., and
A. S. Cafron, Grass Lake, Mich.

—

Clothes-Dner.—
August 17, 18G9.

Claim.—A clothes-drier, consisting of a double
bottom. E K, cylinder G, standards C, hoops D,
flange 13, and cylinder H, operated by shaft JP and
gearing N P, as set forth.

93,709.-Henry P. Gregory, Plattsburgh, 1^.

Y.

—

Registering-Apparatus for Spinning-Mules.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the wheel E and
pivoted lever E', with the gear-wheel G, gearing H
SJ, and the drawing-rollers or drum-shaft, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the bar A, sliding catch-
bar c, pivoted lever E', weight L, and pin I, with
the wheel E, for gearing and ungearing with the
rollers, substantially as herein shown and de-

scril)ed.

3. The combination, with the bar A, sliding catcli-

bar c, the wheel G, and the gearing H H', of the
weighted wheel E and lever E', substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

93,710.

—

George T. Griffith, Port TVaync'
Ind.

—

Machinefor Forming Flow-Handles.—August
17, 1869.

Claim. — The vertically reciprocating frame B,
combiued with the horizontally reciprocating frame
C, and constructed and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

93,711.— James Madison Hale, Georgia
Plains, Vt.

—

Sash-Frame and Fastener.—August 17,

1869 ; antedated August 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the grooved sashes
B B, and their notched plates, with the double guide-
plates C C, bolts d d, lugs e e, and spring g, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

93,713.—KOBERT Ham, Troy, IST. Y. — Grate.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eorming the central part of the fire-

grate surface, with and by means of the detached
pivot D, operating as set fortli, and provided with
arms c c' and b b', substantially as described.

2. Arranging and supporting the fire-grate A A
on a loose or detached center pivot, D, forming parts
of its fire surface, and movable m horizontal direc-
tions with said lire-grate, but immovable when sup-
porting said grate, so as to dump on a line with its

shank F at any point of its range of vibratory move-
ment, substantially as described.

93,713.—James Henderson, New York, N. Y.—Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—August 17, 1869;
antedated August 4, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of applying, for decarbonizing crude mol-
ten iron by means of boxes or like vessels, closed at
top and opened at the bottom, to contain the decar-
bonizing sul)stanceH, the said boxes, or equivalent,
being introduced in the molten metal substantially
.OS and for the purpose specified.

93,714.—J. M. Henrie, Vaudalia, Iowa.—i2af-
jTrap.—August 17, 18(;9.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the hinged partF
with the cover E, stop M, and spring O, substantially
as specified.

2. Tlie combination with the cover and weighted
cord, of llie lo(5king-bar V and dog W, substantially
as specified.

:}. Tlie improved trap, above described, all its

parts being construtited and arranged, Avith refei'-

cnoo to each other, us shown aud set forth.

93,715.—John Hill, Charlotte, Miih., assignor
to himself and William Adams.—Ben;h-Siiears.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—In the construction of bench shears, the
combination of a circular disk, inclose 1 by or at-

tached to one of the shear-blades, and c >nnected to

the other blade by a stirrup or otlier equivalent
device, pivoted eccentrically to said disk aud mech-
anism, by means of which said disk may be rotated,
the combination being and operating substantially as
described.

93,716.

—

Isaac Holliday, South Brooklyn, N.
Y., assignor to himself and J. S. DeaN, same place.—Guard for Circ^dar Saws.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The hood D. pivoted to the upright C,
when said hood embraces the upper portion of the
saw, and is adapted for adjustment v/ith relation
thereto, by means of the supporting bar E, ail ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

93,717.—Henry Jacobs, Eayetteville, Tenn.—
Remedy for Murrain in Cattle.—August 17, 1859.

Claim..—The murrain-remedy herein described,
composed of the ingredients set forth.

93,718.-Thomas Jordan, Brooklyn, N". Y.—
Carpet-Beater.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—The chains s, attached to bar B, in com-
bination with cords aud pulleys P' P P", adjustable
geariug 1, 2, 3, rollers r r, and revolving brushes n,

as herein described, for the i)urpose set Ibrth.

93,719—E. G. Xelley, New York, N. Y.—
Lamp.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The improved lamp above described as
an article of manufacture, formed by the combina-
tion of the vessel A, having perforated and gauzed
screw-cap a fitted therein, with the curved wick-
tube B closed by the wire gauze c and burner C, all

shaped and arranged, with reference to each other,
as shown and set forth.

93,720

—

Robert B. Kefner, Philadelphia, Pa.—Combining a Letter-Balance a,nd a Pen Holder.—
August 17, 1869 ; antedated A ugust 12, 1S69.

Claim.—1. A pen-holder, so constructed as to form
a lever-balance, graduated, and pi-u\ idcd Avith an
adjustable counterbalance, and AA'ith a clip or other
device for securing a letter to the holder, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose des(n-ibed.

2. The tube or rod C, witli its clevises b b', the
whole being adapted to the tube A, substantially as
described.

3. The combination of the tube C, its clevises b b',

and openings c c', and the slitling tube or rod E, and
its fingers i i, all substantially as and lor the -puv-

pose described.
4. The plate L, having knife-edges n n', and bent

and otherwise constructed as specified.
5. The projections e e on the clevis b', for the pur-

pose set forth.

93,721.—T.B. Kirkwood, Dublin, lud.—Fan-
7iing-Mill.—Augmt 17, 1869.

Claim.^—1. The screens M. Avhen arranged to slide
at their forward ends on pins N, set in tlie casing or
Avail B, and attached at tlieir opposite ends to tlie

vertical reciprocating bars I, liy means of liooks or
catches L K, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the bars H and springs G,
with the armed Avheels E of the sliatt E, when ar-
ranged substantially as shoAvn and d<>seril)ed, for the
purpose of agitating the screens M, as set fortli.

3. The combination of tlie armed Avlieels E, springs
G, bars H, vertical bars I, giiide-]Mns .), luH)ks and
pins K L, screens M, and guides or supports N, Avith

each other, and Avith the fan-.slialt K. casing H,
and frame A of the mill, subslantiaily as henin
shoAvn and described, and for tiio purpose set forth.

93.722.—.7. M. W. Kitchen, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Side- Wall 7iVf;i.s-«t'r.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a loot-rest with a
side-Avall register, Aviietlier said loot rest be pivoted
or sliding, or Avlu'tlu'r it. b*^ pcrmnm-nlly or di-taeh-

ably couuecled with said register, substantially uit
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herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

93,723.—Jonx D. Kuxkel, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assio-nor to himself, Fuedcrics Stockkone, and C.
F. iiouXBEKGEK.

—

Flue-Brush.—Aujiust 17, 1869.

Claim. —The coustniction and combination of
rings A, heads B B', bolts C, and Manila grass or
jnte, as shown and described.

93,724.—C. Leffingv/ell, Clarksbnrgh, Ohio.

—

Head Block for Saw-Mills.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device for preventing a casual ret-

rograde movement of the knees K, to wit, tlie bent
or right-angular levers X, with sockets k and the
bars O, which pass tlirough tlie sockets, all being-

arranged and axiplied substantially as shown and
described.

2. The pawls L, one or more, in combination with
the sliding or reciprocnting racks J, the eccentric
or crank-shafts /i, fixed stops h\ and the adjustable
stops n, the whole constructed, arranged, and operat-

ing substantially as and for the purpose specified.

93,725.—Alfred John Le Graxd, Boonton,
iST. J.—I^«7er.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The cylinder A, vertical tubes B, return-
tuh.es ODE, and hot-water tubes F G-, all combined
and arranged substantially as specified.

93,726.—Henry Link, Little Falls, X. T.—
5u«o/i.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—Ti&e fiat notched plate c, and the flat

curved spring e. constructed as described, and ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the flat-backed
batton and the arms h of the shank, in the manner
herein described, for the pui-pose specified.

93,727.— Hakvey Mann, BeEefonte, Pa.—
Grinding Axes.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a lever seat whereon
the gTiuder sits, and a stone whereby axes are
ground on top, in the usual way, a rest, tongs, and
holding-lever, at the end or front of the stone, for

grinding- axes also, so that the irregular wear of the
top-gTintling may be corrected by the end grinding,
and tlie stone tiius kept true, by which time and
economy of stone are both availed of, the construc-
tion and operation being substantially as described.

93,728.—JA^rES H. McElroy, Warwick, X. T.—Self- Closing Telegrajyh-Key.—Aug-u.stl7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with "the key C', and
spring C of the cut-out a, arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

93,729. — A. TV. McKay, Elkhart, InA.—Ma-
chine for Sovnng Plaster, Grass-Seed, and Grain.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim:—1. The aiTangement of the buttons or
Talves v' in relation to the openings v, for closing or
enlarging the latter, as specified.

2. The'bars m, and pins P, in combination with
the cylinder A, openings v, and valves v', as speci-

fied,

93,730

—

Xeal McKay, Columbia, Mo.— Cwi-
tivator-Plou'.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The combination and an-angement ofthe
rear plows D, fastened to the main frame, the inner
and front plows C, adjustably secured upon the rock-
shaft B, the hand-lever G, pivot g, and chains F F
to the inner plows, and the hand-lever H, with its

four-armed rock-shaft, and chainshhhh for lifting

tlie fom- plows, secured by the catch I, with the
adjustable seat K.

93,731.—Daniel Mills, New York, assignor to
Charles Goodyear, Jr., New Eochelle, N. T.—
Sewing-Machine.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of an awl-stock and a
needle-stock, mounted independently of each other,

the one in stationary, the other in movable bearings,
both being operated independently of each other by
one or more cam-disks, mounted on one and the
same shaft, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

2. The needle and awl stocks, having motions im-
parted to them in the manner and by the means
herein described, that is to say, through the inter-
mediary of segmented cog-gears on both said stocks,
and upon levers actuated by cam-disks, as herein
shown and set forth.

3. In combination with a lever, forming the bear-
ing for the pivot of the needle-stock, and effecting its

back-and-forth movement, the lever actuating the
rotary movement of the needle-stock, when both
needles oscillate upon one and the same axis, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. In combination with the needle-stock, having a
compound rotary movement, as described, the lock-
ing-lever, and its actuating cam-disk, so arranged,
in relation to the lever forming the bearing of the
needle-stock, as to hold the said needle-stock sta-
tionary while the stitch is being made, substantially
as herein shown and set forth.

5. The combination of the thread carrier or looper,
with mechanism, substantially as herein described,
to impart to it the movement "in relation to those of
the needle, as herein shown and specified.

6. The thread carrier or looper, niouuted upon a
transversely sliding rod, which forms its pivot, in
combination with "cams, or their equivalents, for
effecting the compound vibratory movement, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

7. The combination with the rotary needle and
awl, of a guard or barb-coverer, when the same is

mounted in and partakes of the movement of the awl-
stock, to operate iu connection with the needle, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

8. In combination with the rotary barbed needle,
the loop-check or retractor, operating substantially
as herein descrilied.

9. The comiunation, with the sewing-mechanism,
substantially as herein described, of two gauges, one
to guide the work by the channel cut into it, the
other to press against or hold the work to the for-

mer gauge, substanti;dly as set forth.
10. The arrangement of two gauges, substantially

as herein described, in such manner that, while the
one is stationary or fixed, the other shall yield to the
sinuosities of the work, as set forth.

11. The spring-gauge, mounted upon the axis of the
awl, so that it shall "yield concentrically with the
awl, substantially as set forth.

12. The combination ofa stop-mechanism with the
driving-shaft and swinging-mechanism, under the
arrangement, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, so that the machine can be stopped only
when the needle and awl are out of the work, and
thus allow of the ready removal and introduction of
the work.

13. The feed-dog, mounted upon an up-and-down
vibratory lever, in combination with a laterally vibra-
ting lever ofthe first order, and the means herein de-
scribed, or the equivalent thereof, for adjtisting the
length of said lever, whereby an adjustable ^our-
motion top-feed is obtained, sabstautially as and
for the purposes set forth.

14. A last-holder, composed of a tilting-plate, com-
bined with spring-latches and adjustable stops, in
such manner that, by releasing said latches at proper
intervals, the work is adjusted by the action of the
feed-dog, and the last.holder becomes locked at the
proper time for the turning of the work.

15. The arrangement of the station<ary tube located
in and passing through the lower part of the main
supporting-frame, and exposed to the action of a
flame, within the cavity in the interior of said frame
or standard, for the purpose of heating the waxed
thread as it passes to the sewing-mechanism, as set

forth.

93,733.—H. MiTHOFF, Columbus, Ohio.—Ourr?/-
Oom 6.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—An improved curry-comb, the body of
which is formed by combining' a number of single-

flanged strips. B, with a single double-flanged strip,

A, the several parts being secured together by bend-
ing the flanges b' of each strip B over the ends of the
preceding strip, substantially as herein shown and
described.

93,733.—Cyrus T.Moore, Gilmanton, N. H.—
Safety-Guard for Gun-Nipple.—Ajign^t 17, 1869.
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Claim.—1. In combination with the safety-guard

H and the hammer and tuiubler of a fire-arm lock,

the 8tad e, the slotted connecting-rod c, and the

spring /, or their meclianicnl eqtiivalents, the whole
being substantially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination ofthe spring

/, the slotted connecting-rod c, and the stud e, as

applied to the lock-plate A, the guard H, and the
tumbler E of the hammer B, such guard being pivoted
to the lock-plate, so as to operate with the nipple

and hammer, in manner substantially as explained.

93,734.—Beknard Moratian, Brooklyn, IST. Y.
—Ice-Fitcher.—August 17, 1S(J9.

Olaiin.—An ice pitcher, having a covering or
guard covering a portion of the nose or spout of the

same, the inner edge of which extends inwardly be-

yond the inner walls of the pitcher, when said cover-

ing or guard is an integral part of the pitcher, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,735.—James Nardil, Locle, Switzerland, as-

signor to V. T. Magki^', Guedin & Co., JSTew

York, N. Y. — Stem- Winding Watcfi.—August 17,

1869.

Glaion.—1. The arrangement of the slide B rela-

tively to the bezel A, cover D, and the part K of the
case, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the slide B with the case
and the bow E, having the collar E, substantially as
specified.

3. The arrangement, with the part K of the case,

the slide H, and the co\er D, of the spring-pin I,

substantially as specified.

93,736.—Andrew jS^onnamaker, Circleville,

Ohio.

—

Scoop.—August 17, 1809.

Glaiin.—A scoop, pro\'ided with a slide, for clear-

ing it of its contents, substantially as described.

93,737.— George Oerllein, Utica, Minn.—
Horse-Power.—August 17, lbG9.

Claim.—1. The sweeps C, hinged loosely in the
irons G, and resting in the open sockets E, substan-
tially as described.

2. Rubbers I, in combination with bows D and
draught-iron K, substantially as described.

3. Box H, arranged so as to slip on to the end of
shaft N, substantially as described.

4. Shaft N, piiiion O, shaft S, and sliding-pinions
P and Q, constructed sul)8tantially as described.

5. Sliding-pinions Q and P, wheel E, and shaft S,

constructed substantially as described.
6. Erame A, ratchet-wlieel T, dog U, rope V, and

shaft W, constructed and arranged sulastantially as
described.

93,738.— George Oerllein, TJtica, Minn.—
Horse-Fower.—August 17, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. A two-wheeled horse-power, with a
square frame, constructed substantially as described.

2. Master-wheel B, with jointed sweeps C, and
braces D, constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

3. Master-wheel B, with trucks E and P, to keep it

securely in position, substantially as described.
4. A horse-po\Aer, arranged \\ith the large wheel

in rear of the axle, so that tlie axle can run through
the whole width of the power without obstruction,
constructed substantially as described.

93,739.-0. CriAUNCEY Parsons, New York, N.
Y.

—

Process for Purifying FaraMne.—August 17,

1869.

Claim.—1. Melting the paraffine with naphtha, and
cooling the same Avhile continnally agitating it, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purposes described.

2. Wasliingtlie paratiiiic by passing cold naphtha
up through it, stirring or agitating tlie mixture at the
same time, so as to expose, as nearly as j)ossible, all

the paraffine to the naphtha, substantially as hci'cin

sot forth.

3. Separating paraffine of a lower raelting-point
from that of a liighei" melting point, by varying tiio

temperature of tlujnaplitlia witii which the iiarafflne
is treated, substantially as set forth.

4. Tlie process for jjurifyiug piu'affiue, substan-
tiully as herein iloscribed.

93,740.—C, Chauncey Parsons, New York,
jST. Y.— TreacZZe.—August 17, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The arrangement, in a sewing or
other machine, of a pendulous or swinging treadle,

whether to hold one foot or both feet, "substantially
in the manner described, so that its axis or center of
motion shall coincide as nearly as may be desirable
Avith the knee-joint of the person operating said
treadle.

2. The combination, with a swinging treadle,
whose center of motion is located as specified, of a
foot-rest, capable of being adjusted to conform with
the length of limb of the operator, substantially as
described.

3. The combination, with the foot-rest, of the
means for supporting the same at or near the instep,
and for upholding the front end of the same, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

4. The employment, with the foot-rest, of one or
more springs, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose described.
5. The combination, with the swinging treadle-

arms and crankshaft, of the links for connecting said
parts, the same being constructed substantially in
the manner shown and set forth.

93,741.—S. lY. Perkins, Geneseo, 1]!.—Thill-
Coupling.—August 17, 1869.

Claim'.—The improved hinge-coupling above de-

scribed, its several parts being constructed and fitted

together in the manner shovrn and described.

93,742.—Jacob S. Platt, Philadelphia, Pa,—
Coal- Stove.—Avgu&t 17, 1869.

Claim:—1. The fire-clay cylinder B, having a
bulge or projection, for partially supporting the
burning fuel, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. Tlie clearing-door D, above the fire-grate, hav-
ing its bottom on a line, or nearly on a line, with the
top of said grate, substantially as described.

3. The receiving-draw E, with two sections, for

receiving the cindei'S and ashes, respectively, sub-

stantially as descril)cd.

4. The combination of a stove or furnace cylinder,

a throttled or contracted passage, a grate below said

throttled passage, and an opening on a level or above
the grate.

93,743.—William Preiss, New York, N. Y.—
Tuck-Creasing Attachment for Serving-Machines.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.— 1, The combination and arrangement of
the clamp-block a, rod &, rockinglever c, with its

jointed arm and screw, provided with a groove, and
the projection on the bar j, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described and specified.

2. The combination, with the parts above de-

scribed, of the gauge i, for adjusting the apparatus
upou the sewing-machine, substantially as described
and specified.

93,744.—Perry Prettyman, Paradise Spring
Earm, Oreg.

—

Lamp-Burncr.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with i elation to the
wick-tube, of jthe conical iiniicrforate tube B, per-

forated funnel C, and air-detlector D, provided with
the wings E E, as herein set forth and shown, for

the purpose si^ecitied.

93,745.—Jonathan Quirp and Pouert Law,
Buliaio, N. Y.

—

Steam- Generator.—August 17, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The improved mode herein dcvscribod,

of generating steam by a system of primary and
secondary boilers, arranged to concentrate the heat
of the fire upon the primary boilers, and to dis-

char ge the steam generated therein into the lioating'-

spaceof the secondaiy boilers, for generatuig steam
therein for use, subs tan titdly as specified.

2. The arrangemont of tlu^ pipes E and E, with
relation to the primary and sccondtuy boilers, as
herein shown and described.

93,740.-Ellkuy P. EALrn and James IT.vn-

NAN, Gallipolis, 0\\\o.—Tinsmiths' Shears.—Xwt^w^i
17, 18(i9.

Claim.—In combiuatiou with tho shear B, the
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stationaiy die a, having adjustable gauges h and c,

and moyable die d, constructed to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

93,747.— l^iCHOLAS Eeed, Otisville, IS". Y.—
Combi/iation-Lock.—August 17, 18S9.

Claim.—The combination, with the dovetail pro-
jection Q and the grooved disks, of the slide X, sub-
stantially as specified.

93,748.—JoHX L. Eemlixger, Providence. E.
I.

—

Button.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated Auirust 12.

1669.
Claim.—The automatic button-fastening, consist-

ing of the L-shaped plates B C, one being rigidly
fastened to the button, and the other hinged to the
side of the first, below the under surface of the bnt-
ton. and either provided with a slot, as herein shovv'n
and described, for the jiurpose specified.

93,749—JOHX J". EosE, Elmwood, m.— Culti-
vator.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The right-angle hinges Xi L, in com-
bination with the beams E E, ploVs X X, shovelsM M, and chains 1 1', of a riding cultivator, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
.scribed.

'

2. The spring U. chains I', when combined with
the cross-beam or axle-beam G of a cultivator, and
the plow-beams E, aU substantially as shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,750, — John- TN^. Eoe, Lewisburgh, Pa.—
Horse Say-Fork.—August 17, 1869.
Claim. — The arrangement of the double-tripod

arms D E with their respective stems, in combina-
tion with the lever C, antl fingers E, and ring-eateh
B, ail operated and combined substantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

93,751.—S. H. Sawhill, Cambridge, Ohio.—
Ye^ocipede.—Angust 17. 1669.

Claira.—l. The steering-post C, constructed, as
described, of the two parallel bars a a, hung upon
the crank-axle B, and connected by the plat^es h d,

between which the end of the reach J) is pivoted,
said post being provided at its upper end with the
crana-shaft J.'and near its lower end with the foot-

rests I, as herein described, for the pm'pose speci-
fied.

2. The arrangement of the extension-plates G-,

carrying the handles g. and adjustable upon the
wrist-pins of the crank-axle J, the connecting-rods
/, steering-post C, and crank-axle B, as herein, de-
.sci'ibed. for the purpose specified.

3. The extension-plates G-. can-ying the handles g.

when slotted and adjustable on the wrist-pins of the
crank-shaft J, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

93,752.

—

Taliaferro P. Shajffxer, Louisville,
Ky.

—

Explosive Compound for Use in Firc-Arms,
Blasting, d-c.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The mixing of nitroleum or nitro-giycer-
ine with plaster of Paris, or equivalent substances,
in such manner as ^ill make or produce an explo-
sive compound, or mixture, in the maimer and sub-
stantially as herein described.

93,753.

—

Taliaferro P. Shaffxer, Louisville,
"Ky.—Explosive Compound.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. A compound, composed of a mixture
of nitro-glyceriue with sponge or other vegetable
fiber, in the manner and substantially as hereinbefore
described.

2. The mixture of plaster of Paris or any alka-
line substance with the above named and described
compound, substantially in the manner and for the
pui'poses hereinbefore described.

93,754.—Taliaferro P. Shaffneb. LouisTille,
Ky.

—

Explosive Compound.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. A compound, composed of a mixture

©f nitro-glycerine, with metallic powder or atoms,
however formed or produced, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

2. The mixture of plaster of Paiis, or any alkaline
substance, with the above-desciibed compound, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pmposes herein
before described.

93,755.—Taliaferro P. Sraffxer, Louisville
'Ky.—Blasting Fuse.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The placing, upon a blasting or other
fuse, gun-cotton, or other substance of more rapid
combustion than gunpowder, for the pui-pose of
spreading the fire throughout the charge of a blast,
cannon, torpedo, bomb^ or shell, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

93,756.

—

Taliaferro P. Shaffxer, Louisville,
Kv.

—

Manufacture of Nitro-Glycerine.—August 17,
1869.

Claim.—1. The use of an outer tank. E, to cool
the inner tank A, by means of ice or cold water con-
tained therein, in combination as mentioned, "sub-

stantially as and for tlie purposes described.
2. The ag-itator, being composed of a rod, having

fixed upon its fianges, so bent and curved as. when
revolved, will force the liquid from and to all points
of the tank A, substantially as and for the pui-poses
desciibed.

93,757.—Taliaferro P. Shaffxee, Louisville,
Ky.

—

Method, of Blasting ivith Gunpov:der and other
Explosive Substances.—August 17, 1869.

Clai'in.—The interposition of non or partial ex-
plosive materials between the fibers of gun-cotton,
the grains of gunpowder, or other kinds of powder
or nitrated or explosive mateiials, calculated to
spread the action of the gases evolved by the ex-
plosion of gun-cotton, gunpo\rder, or other explosive
substances, over a greater cubic space than"would
be realized by the said gun-cotton, gunpowder, or
other explosive substances, when not" mixed, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein-
before described.

93,758.

—

Charles "^illlvm Siemexs, West-
minster, England.

—

Malcing Cast Steel.—Auffust 17,

1869.

Claim.—1. The method, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described, of producing cast steel from the ore,

such consisting in causing iron ore, in small pieces
or in powder, to pass through and be treated by one
or more horizontal or slightly inclined revolving
cylinders, (acting as hereinbefore explained,) and
next causing sneh ore to fall or pass into a bath of
pig-metal or carbon (previously prepared) on the
open hearth of a fui'nace, and thereby be melted or
otherwise treated, and changed more or less into
malleable cast steel by the addition of one or more
refining agents, substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

2. Eor the reduction of iron ore in manner as set
forth, an apparatus, consisting of a revolving cylin-
der and drum, as described," provided with outer
channels, arranged substantially as specified,

through which, vrhen in use. the gases resulting ij-om
the reduction of the ore within the drum may l>e

caused to pass, and be consumed in connection with
air introduced into and heated within certain of such
channels, as described.

3. The combination and aiTangement, as set forth,

of one or more rotative cylinders or di'ums, as ex-
plained, with a fiu'nace, as described, (or its equiva-
lent.) for the production of cast steel direct from the
ore, as set forth ; the whole being substantially as
described.

93,759.—TV. B. Slutter. TTarsaw, Ind.—D^-
vicefor Shifting Buggy-Tops.—August 17, 1369.

Claim.—^The combination of the"rails (J B. lug or
rest e, spring-lever E, and claw-hooks D, arranged
to operate in relation to each otlier, for the purpose
of attaching the calash to the seat A, substantially in
the manner'as herein described.

93,760.—Thomas E. Sparks, Norwich, Conn.—
To?/-Top.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tubular top-stem B, or its equiva-
lent, for holding the spindle, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The independent spindle C, having its lower
end forked, and the upper end pointed, for the top-
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stem to turn upon, or its equivalent, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the tubular stem B, or its

equivalent, with the forked spindle C, or its equiv-

alent, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

93,761.—William A. Spring, Titusville, Pa.—
Adjustable Clutch for Lifting Well-Tubing.—August
17, 1869.

Claim.—An adjustable tubing-clutch, with hinged
jaws a a, hinge 5, links d d, and central bolt c, all

combined and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

93,762.—John Stakk, Thomasville, Ga.—Seed-
ing-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable seed-slides I I, con-
structed as described, operating upon the graduated
scales 'm, in combination with the perforated plate

k, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The oscillating^plate n, for closing the seed-
apertures, when opiated by means of the lever o,

substantially as herein shown and described.
3. The application to a seed-planter of the rotating

upright shaft F, on which the separating disk i,

having the arms j, is mounted, for separating cotton-
seed and for breaking up the lumps of fertilizing

material, substantially as described.
4. The apparatus for operating the reciprocating

slide r, consisting of the oscillating arbor s, having
the cam t of the spring «, toothed disk x, and gear-
wheels w, all made and operating substantially as
described.

5. The combination, with the seed-slide r and sup-
porting-wheel C, of the spring u, cam t, rock-shafts,
gear-wheels w v, and the cam x, operating substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

6. The combination, in a seed-planter, of the hop-
per G, plates 1 1 and n, shaft F, disk i, having tlie

arms j, with the hopper H and box I, all made and
opei'ating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

93,763.—Isaac H. Stoddard, Amenia, assignor
to E. and H. T. Anthony & Co., New York, N. Y.—Camera-Stand.—August 17,1869; antedated Au-
gust 12, 1869.

Claim.—The double inclines b b, fitted so as to be
moA^ed endwise upon the bed a, in combination with
the table or camera-rest k, attached to the bearings
e e, so as to be tipped or inclined in either direction,
substantially as set forth.

93,764.—Friedrick Sulter, St. Paul. Minn.—
Furnace for Steam-Generators.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The crank-shafts G G, chains H H, and
regulator J, when constructed, arranged, and opera-
ting in the smoke-charaber F, as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

93,765.—LoRENS Swenson, North Cape, Wis.—
Harvester.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Axle C, wheel H, pinion I, jointed
shaft K, pinions L and M, shaft O, pulley N, pulley

/, band g, and reel T, arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Axle C, wheel H, pinion I, jointed shaft K,
pinions L and M, shaft O, hollow shaft P, cam Q,
crane I, plate z, lug x, rake S, clutch E, shoe a, and
rod b, constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

3. Lever c, pulley d, rope e, post o, rod q, swing-
bar p, and rod r, in combination Avitli platform IJ,

arranged as shown and described.

93,766.-0. W. Swift, New Haven, Conn.—
Fastenerfor Whip- Sockets.—Awpw^t 11, 1869.
Claim.—T\\(i socket D, attached to the fastenings

F d, constructed as described, to tlie piece C, in
combination with the metal support 1>, all arranged,
constructed, and operated as described.

93,767.—S. B. Taylor, Hazleton, Pa.— TVa/cr-
TF/i(?e?.—August 17, J 869.

OZairH.—The arrangement of the chutes A, Avith
relation to each other and to the buckets li, snicl

clmtes forming funnels, leading to the buckets,
whereby the water is directed to the outer ends only
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of the latter, in the manner described, for the pur-
pose specified.

93,768. — C. W. Terpening, Geneseo, 111.—
Curd- Grinder.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the longitudinally

adjustable disk C, oscillating disk E, hopper F,
flange h, and spring g, with the frame A, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

93,769 W. Pv. Thomas, Catasauqua, Pa.—
Car -TF/ieeZ.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—An improved car-wheel, with a hollow
center, formed by the combination of the rim A,
plate B, plate C, and arms E, and brackets D, either
or both, and whether the brackets D are made hollow
or solid, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purposes set forth.

93,770.—James E. Tibbetts, Trenton, N. J.—
Trussfor Connecting Booms to Masts.—August 17,

1869.

CUmn.—The improved device for connecting the
mast- truss aikl boom-straps of a ship, formed by the
combination of the shank of the bolt D, with an
L -shaped head d'^, circular flange d'^, nut d\ and
spring-key, all constructed and co-operating to-

gether, as and for the purpose specified.

93,771.—Joel Tiffany, Albany, N. Y.—Co7n-
bined Water-Tank and Warming-Closet.—August
17, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A water-tank and warming-closet,
with a jacket surrounding the former, in combina-
tion with the chamber between the tank and closet,

constructed so as to be attached to or detached from
the outside of a stove or furnace, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The water-tank A, the Avarming-closet B, space
C, the flues/ a/, when constructed as and for the
purpose described.

93,773.—Christopher C. Tracy, New York,
N. Y., assignor to himself and James E. Grannis,
same place.

—

Oiler for the Slides of Steam-Engines.
—August 17, 1869.

Claim. — The elastic absorbent "oil-holding"
rollers, supported in yielding bearings, and applied
in substantially the manner specified, to spread the
lubricating-materials on the slides or journals of
engines and other machines, for the purposes speci-
fied.

93,773.—Abigail W. Yiles, Elkhorn, Wis.—
Chair, Table, and Stand Combined.—August 17,

1869.
Claim.—The combination of the chair A, with the

table D and stand C, substantially as specified.

93,774 P. H. Wait, Sandy Hill, N. Y.— Watcr-
Wheel.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. A water-wheel bucket, provided with

a lever upper and inclined lower edge, substantially
as herein sliown and described.

2. A water-wheel bucket, having the upper four-
tenths of its face, or thereabout, made nearly straight,
while the other parts are curved, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. A Avater-wheel bucket, whose upper and lower
edges, Avhen continued toward the shaft of the wheel,
are in a vertical line on the axis of said shaft, while
the outer end of the lower edge is forward of tliat of
the upper edge, substantially as herein shown and
described.

93,775.—J. Wesley Webber, New York, N. Y.—Kindling-Wood.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—The accompanying or fasttMiing one ov

more firelighters, A, to or with the bundle of the
common article of manuracture known as bundle or
kindling wood, the lini-ligbter to be suitably molded
or pressed, and to be made of a combustible mate-
rial, such as rosin or tar, tlie ingredii-nts of a\ bicli I
do not claim, my invention consisting -w luilly of no-
conii)iinying or (listening a lireligliter, A, to or with
the buniUe, or at the string J> of the bundle, of the
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common article of mauiifacture known as bundle or
kindling wood.

93,776.—-John Weems and "W^illiam TVeems,
Johnstone, Great Britain.

—

Manufacture of Floor
Oil- Cloth.—Angn>it 17, 18(i9.

Claim.—The manufacture and treatment of floor

anci other oil-cloths and coverings, with printed or
plain surfaces, in the improved modes of treatment
by currents of steam, or other heated air, and ar-

rangement and apparatus for moving the cloths, and
in apparatus for the production of the currents of
steam-heated air, either separately or combined to-

gether, substantially as described.

93,777 Thomas J. West, Alfred Centre, X.Y.—Horse-Rake.—August 17, 1869.

Clairii.—The draw-bars B, connected to the sulky,

and the handles of the rake connected to the lever i\
hinged to the axle, and arranged for manipulating
the rake, and for engaging with the hook I, for sup-
porting the rake for transportation, all substantially

as specified.

93,'? 78.—Charles P. "Williamson. Louisville,

Ky.

—

Korseshoe-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved detachable dies A, die-

carriers B, die-block Q, and reciprocating former a^,

combined, constructed, and arranged substantially
as specified.

2. The combination, with the dies A, of the former
N and die-block Q. when arranged and operated sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the reciprocating former 1^

and discharger X, substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the stock of the pressing-
die S, cam T, and cam U, for oijeration in the order
specified.

93,779.—JoHX A. "WiLSOX, Altoona, Va.—Bail-
loay Stop- Chair.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A railroad stop-cliair, consisting of parts
c (i e, as herein set forth.

93,780.—Charles G. Wilsox, Brooklyn, N. T.
—Pen-Holder.—Angyiiit 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved pen-holder, in which the
pen-socket is connected with the fen'ule or handle
by a ball and socket joint, or equivalent connection,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The conabiuation of the handle A and slitted

ferrule B, whether made in one piece or separately,

the pen-socket C c', and screw-band or nut D, -with

each other, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

93,781.—George A. Wd^g, Albany, E". Y.—
Stove and Furnace Grate.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a stove or furnace
gi'ate, consisting of a series of rotating grates, in
combination with toothed wheels F and G. or their
equivalents, whereby the series of grates C may be
rotated simnltaneouslv, substantially as herein set

forth.

93,782—George A. Wing, Albany, ]S^. Y.—
Sah-e-Burning Stove.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of iliumiuating-cham-
ber C, with covers P and Q, or their equivalents,
whereby all light from tlie combustion-chamber,
within tire-pot A, may be excluded at pleasure.

2. The combination of direct draught-flue L and
reservoir B, with illuminating-chamber C, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of reservoir B and fire-pot A,
with illuminating-chamber C, substantially as and
for the purjjose herein set forth.

4. The combination of elevated oven M, withflues
K K and L, reservoir B, and fire-pot A, as herein
shown and described.

5. The combination of register I, with ascending-
flue 2, in the manner herein shown.

93,783.—Samuel Wixg, Mnnson, Mass.

—

JETat-

Shaping Aiachine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—An elastic and flexible hat-pressing bag,

A. provided with metallic angle-rings, E, substan-
tiaUy as specified.

93,784.-George C. Winters, Winfield, Mich,,
assignor to himself and Edwin Miller, same place.—Qailting-Frarne.—Augjust 17, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustaWe end-pieces A B, provided
with the set-screws e, in combination with the rollers

C C, hooks or pins d, ratchet c h, and hinged legs D,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

93,785.— Eeruinand Wolf, South Boston,
]Srass., assignor to himself and Henry IIanf, same
l^lace.— Pepper-Caster.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
perforated plate D, with its rod E, spring G, and
knob H, in combination with perforated plate B and
the caster, of such foi'm as may be suitable for the
purpose herein described.

93,788.—Joseph E. Woll, Allegheny City, Pa.—Carriage-Jack.—August 17, 1899.

Claim.—The bent lever d, operating against the
lower end of an upright, b, and having bearings
which operate in toothed racks c c, in combination
with a ratchet-rack, i, and catch h, arranged substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

93,787.—HoLLis Woodward, Milwaukee,Wis.—Satving-Machine.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated Au-
gust 5, 1869.

Claim.— A sawing-machine, consisting of the
wheel D, slide-grooves E, cross-head F, saw H, saw-
frame I, hung by its inner end, and provided with
the movable weight S, constructed and arranged to
operate as described.

93,788.—Lyndon Worster, Syracuse, JT. Y.

—

Cock-Eye for Harness.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A cock-eye, composed of frame B h' c,

and spring-hook or eye D d, substantially as herein
described.

93,789.—John E. Worth, Brooklyn, "N. Y.—
Flexible Wainscot.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The flexible wainscot, constructed, as de-

scribed, of the boards A, hung upou the wires B,
passed through them from edge to edge, whei-eby
said boards are adapted to be moved together to
compensate for shrinkage, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

93,790.—Peter C. Wortman, Meadville, Pa.—
Feed- Water Heater.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pipes D and E
with the dome B and the tank C, constructed as de-

scribed and set forth.

93,791.—BENJAunN F. Adams, Bangor, Me.

—

Carriage.—August 17, 1869.

Claim:—The frame C, as made with the reversed
arcli c, arranged as set forth, and with the bearing-
plate d, combined therewith, in combination with
the two springs B B, applied to such frame and the
carriage-body A, and arranged therewith, in manner
substantially as described.

93,792.—Theodore Bailey, Fairfax County,
Ya., and .Howard H. Young, Washington, D. C.
—Buckle.—Augutit 17, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The dovetail recess D, in combina-
tion with the curved rear end of a snap-hook spring,

F, substantially as and for the poi'pose herein set

forth.

2. The dovetail recess D, in combination with the
projection b and transverse slot c, when constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

3. The dovetail recess D, in combination Avith the
lugs a a, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

93,793.—William D. Baker, East Abington,
Mass.

—

Chain-Stopper.—August 17, 1869.

Claim..—1. The shaft A, as made with the helix-

groove d extending around it, and with the passage
c leading from such groove through one end of the

shaft, as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the guide-
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block B, and its supporting--bar i, with the chain-

stopper shaft A, made with the helix-groove, and the

passage leading therefrom, as explained.

3. In combination with the movable chain-guide B,

and chain-stopper shaft A, made Avith a helix-groove,

d, and a passage, c, leading therefrom, in manner
as set forth, a mechanism substantially as described,

or its equivalent, for revolving the shaft, and main-
taining it in position as explained, such mechanism
being the ratchet, the lever, and pawls, applied as

described.

93,794.—A. Baldixg, Memphis, Tenii.—Pttm^.
—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The pipe A, chamber B, piston C, and
valve D, all combined and arranged substantially in

the manner shown, to form a double-acting plunger,

for the purposes set forth.

93,795.—J. F. Barker, Springfield, Mass., and
C. N. Gilbert, New York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Carbureting Air.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the helical spring

a with 'the ring c and shaft h or ring n, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein described and specified.

2. A meter-wheel, having a shaft, /i, in combina-
tion with the toothed drum B, wheel s^, with its

pawls s^ and s^ the rings c c' and m' n, and spring a.

all constructed antl operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified and described.

93,796.-3. H. Beard, deceased, Priar's Point,

Miss., ("W. J. St. John, administrator.)

—

Excavator.
—August 17, 1869.

Claim. — The frame-work E', made in sections
articulated together, and provided with the apron E,
in combination with the frame-work C, provided
with the apron C, and with the plows D 3) placed
with respect to each other, as described, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth.

93,797.—Moses Bernheim, ISTew York, K". Y.—Metallic Remedy for Rheumatism. — August 17,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of copper, zinc, and
woolen cloth, and applied in the manner, form, and
place, as herein set forth, to attain the cure of rheu-
matism, nervous, and other kindred diseases.

93,798.—Erastus B. Bigelow, Boston, Mass-—Friction-Clutch.—August 17, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the wedge-formed
bar g, operating in a central hole in the driving-shaft,
the i'riction-arms d, springs i, and arms e, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

93,799.—Erastus B. Bigelow, Boston, Mass.—
Harness- Operating Mechanism for Looms.—August
17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of mechanism herein
described, for governing the order in which the
leaves of heddlcs are raised and depressed, to form
the shed, consisting of a pattern-surface, having a
continuous rotary movement, latcli-levers, which en-
gage interchangeably with lifting-bars, to form the
shed, and balance-levers, which transmit the govern-
ing-action of the pattern-surface to the latch-levers
by contact thercAvith, Avlien their changes are effect-

ed, and are separated therefrom while the shed is

formed, suljstautially as specified.
2. In combination with the latch-levers, latch-

hooks, or their equivalents, for preventing an un-
timely escape of the latch-levers from the lifting-

bars, substantially as specified.
3. Tlie combination of mechanism herein de-

scribed, for operating tlio lifting-bars, consisting of
a doul)le-faced cam, producing two reciprocating mo-
tions in opposite directions, oscillating lover-arms,
and tAvo coiuiecting-rods, 1)y Avhicli the two recipro-
cating motions ot the cam are communicated to
their respective lifting-bars, substantially us speci-
fied.

93,800.-Erastus B. Bioei.ow, Boston, Mass.—roivcr-Loom for Weaving riled Fabrics.—AuQ-ust
17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the withdraw-

ing-hook, which draws the pile-wires from the cloth,

of a supporting-bed or its equivalent, and a latch-

guard, by which the pile-wire heads are prevented
from escaping from the withdrawing-hook while the
pile-wires are being drawn out, substantially as
specified.

2. In combination with the Avithdrawing-mechan-
ism herein described, an inserting-carrier, which re-

ceives the pile-wire heads from the withdrawing
mechanism, and inserts the pile-wire in the shed,

when said inserting carrier is operated by a vibrat-
ing-staff, having imparted to it a parallel motion,
and maintained in a proper position while moving
toward and from the clotli, substantially as specified.

93,801.—James Brodte, San EranciscO, Cal.

—

Steady-Rest for Lathes.—August 17, 1869.

Claim. — The dogs C C and C C, arranged and
operated as described, in combination with the re-

volving-plate B, substantially as described.

93,802.- J. R. Broavn, New Haven, Conn.—
Soda- Water Apparatus.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the water-vessel
A, gas-generating chamber B, tubes D and E. con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the supply L, in the manner substantially
as set forth.

93,803. — Christopher C. Burnham, East
Hartford, Conn., assignor to himself and Leavis H.
Rogers, same place.

—

Machine for Cutting Leather
into Round Bands.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the springs nn n
n, and the cutter h.

2. The combination of the springs n n n n, the
cutter h, and the knife i. the Avhole being construct-
ed and arranged as described, for the purpose set

forth.

93,804.—Eben S. Burns, Portland, Me.—Paint.
—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The described composition of ingredients,
when compounded in the manner,^proportions, and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

93,805:—A. H. Caryl, Groton, Mass.—JBTay-
Tedder.—August 17, 1869.

Claitn.—1. A tedder-machine, so organized that

the tedder-teeth are positively held back under ten-

sion between their tips and the stocks to which they
are affixed, while their stocks move forward, and are

then released, thereby imparting a jerking move-
ment to fiirt the hay, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the slotted sliding-stocks d,

spring-teeth e, springs g, and rods h, and rocker-
shafts i, arranged and operating together, substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with the spring-teeth e and tho
mechanism for imparting their positive movements,
the hooks u or equivalent devices, operating to first

hold back and then release the tedder-springs, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination with the carriage-wheel of
the incline and its spring, for actuating the hook-
plate, and the arms I l'^, and pinions, for actuating
the rocker-shafts, substantially as described.

93,806.—Jacob E. Chandler,, Concord, N. H.,
assignor to himself and Abneh E. Durgin, same
place.

—

Hay Raker and Loader.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arnuigenient of the
endless apron A,|springs E, and^inclines E E, to ope-
rate as mid for the purpose set forth.

93,807.- William A. Clark, Woodbridgc,
Conn.

—

Countersink and Bit.—August 17, 1869.

Claim. — In combination Avith the eounterboro,
made adjustable in a bit, the plug-cutter L, formect

in one and the same iiiece Avith the eounterboro, and
so as to bo applied to the bit, substantially as set

forth.

93,80S. — William A. Clakk. Woodbridgo,
Conn.

—

lIoUoiv Aiiticr.—August 17, i8ii9.

Claim.—In combination with the cutters D, tbo
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clamp E, constnicted so as to grasp the head of the

auger and edge of tlie cutter, substantially in the

manner and for the piu"p"ose herein set forth.

93,S0f).—H. H. DouBix. XcTV Britain, Conn.—
Paper i?oa;.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—As a" new article of manufacture, the

paper bos, with its sides a a' and ends a a made
from one piece, and the bottom c and top b of another,

and held by the upright or extra side c', arranged
and connected as shown and described.

93,S10.—E. V. Grouse, Westminster, Md.—
Pu»!i).—August 17, 1SG9.

Claim.—A pump-plunger, constructed of the guide
T, valre I, ring E, disk M. yoke 7), and standard o

o', combined and arranged as herein described, and
for the purposes set forth.

93,S 11.—Horace Daniels, Pawtucket, E. I.—
Ileehanism for OperaLing the Xippers of Combing
Machines.—August 17, 1859.

Claim.—lu combination with a pair of nippers
that move in the arc of a circle, for taking and carry-

ing the material to be combed fi'om the feeding-point
to the carrying- or working cylinder, the tappet, cam,
and spring, all constructed and operating to open
and close the hinged jaw of the pair, substantially

in the manner herein described and represented.

93, Sl*-2.—"David C. Delixger, Decatur, Ohio.—
Washing-lLachine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
two vessels A F, frame I, standard H, lever C, rod
F, piston E, rod B, movable washer T, and fixed
washer I', each constructed as described and shown,
with the bent pipe il extending under said vessels
A T, from the bottom of one to that of the other,

and provided at its lower angle with a stopper K,
the several parts being constructed to operate in
connection with each other, and combined .with the
wringer herein described, as and for the purposes
specified.

93.S13.— JOHX B. Passett, Irasburgh, Yt.—
Horse- Pou-er.—A-agwst 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of platform B, friction-

wheel D, constructed and placed as set forth, gears
X and K', driving or crank wheel E, with crank and
-arm, as shown, and friction-rollers p p, the whole
iirranged and operating as an improved horse-po,wer,
substantially as described.

93,814.-Eraxk T. Feegusox, Boston, Mass.

—

Shoe.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the de-

scribed imitation of an English over-gaiter and shoe,
made in the manner set forth.

93,815.—Chester D. Fltxt, Philadelphia, Pa.—Spring- Cushio7i.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A spring seat or support, of cushion form,
con\posed of interwoven steel strips d, which are
passed over the rounded rim, and fastened to the
lower edge of the frame a, so as to leave a space be-
tween them and the upper rounded edge, with or
without the auxiliary springs/, the whole being con-
structed and aiTauged as described.

93,816.—EuGEXE Fontaine, Fort Wayne, Ind.—Electric Fire and Burglar Alarm.—August 17,

1869.
Claim.—1. So weighting and arranging the bell-

hammer G H, that it may drop away from the bell C
after each stroke, by its own weight, substantially

a3 herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the teys X, having cross-

heads ?i', formed upon the inner ends of their stems,

metal bar O, non-conducting bar Q, and springs P,

with the wires of the circuit, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the thermometer-bulb and
stem E S, platinum wires U and Y, sliding-bar X,
having a screw-thread and scale formed upon its

lower"end, and swiveled nut Y, with each other,

and with the circuit of an electric alarm, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

93,817.—Leonard D. Gale, TTashington, D.
C, and Isaac M. Gattman, Xew York. X. Y.

—

Manufacture of Sugar of Lead and Acetic Acid.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of sugar of lead, by
the process of corroding the metal by vapors of vine-
gar mixed with atmospheric air, substantially as
described.

2. Applying the surplus heat from the steam of
vinegar, and the chemical action of the acid on the
lead,''for concentrating the solution of sugar of lead,

and for other purposes.
3. Concentrating the vapors of malt or whisky-

vinegar by means of common salt, substantially as
described.
4. Bleaching the solutions of sugar of lead by means

of sulphureted hydrogen, substantially in the man-
ner herein set forth.

5. Acidifying the basic solution of sugar of lead,

substantially in the manner herein described.
6. Draining and drying sugar of lead, by centrifu-

gal action, substantially as described, as an im-
provement on the mode now used of drying on
shelves.

7. The use of the double trumpet-blowing pipes or
their equivaleut, for mixing the vinegai'-vapors with
air, substantially as described.

8. Washing down the corroded lead by means of
the rotary sprinklers, or their equivalents, as herein
set forth.'

9. Generating acetic acid, free from pyroligneous
odor and color, by simple distillation of acetate of
lime with sulphmlc acid, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

93,818.— TT. L. Gordon, Dalton, Ga.—Churn.
—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The shaft B, provided with the balance-
wheel b, and combined with the cross-head c and
treadle e, substantially in the manner described.

93,819.—J. DuKELL Green'e, Cambridge, Mass.—Life-Preserving Mattress.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A life-preserving mattress, having a con-
struction substantially as described.

93,820. — Charles A. Gregory, Stratford,
Conn., assignor to himself and Allen Gregory,
same place.

—

Fruit-Jar.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the auxiliary head E

with the principal head or cover B, united' together
so as to be held in position, substantially in the man-
ner herein set forth.

93,S21.—Luther W. Harwood, Troy, X. Y.—
Base-Burning Stove.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The constru"ction of the hoUow-base
B of fuel-reservoir A with an upper side, G, con-
nected to and projecting fi'om the body or cylinder
of the reservoir nearits'base. and with one or more
air-pipe pockets and openings, D, substantially as
before set forth, for the purpose described.

2. The employment of one or more distinct air-

pipes, D, when attached to the aforesaid-constructed
hollow base B of reservoir A of base-burning stoves,
and conducting hot air therefrom, in a distinct cur-
rent or curi ents, without contact with or smTound-
ing the body of the fuel-reservoir A above its hoUow
base B, substantially as described.

3. The combination and arrangement of one or
more distinct air-conducting pipes, D, with the afore-

said constructed hollow base B of fuel-reservou* A,
combustion-chamber E, and fire-pot C, of base-burn-
ing stoves, arranged and operating separately from
that part of the fuel-reservoir above its base B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The enlargement of the top part of the air-

conductmg pipe or pipes D, or equivalent part K,
iu the top plate F, where connecting therewith,
in combination with the perforated guard-plate J
thereon, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

93,822.—B. B.HoTCHKiss, Xew York, N. Y.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—August 17, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The njeans herein described for cock-

ing the piece C,in combination with the single com-
pound movement of the j)iece B, as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

2. The Avithin-described* arrangement of the re-

cesses n n^ n'^y and of the half-cock notch n^, rela-

tively to each other and to the bolt B, rear part C,

and the internal projection c^, as and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

93,823.—Samuel D. Hovey, Brooklyn, N. T.—
liuhlter-Eraaer.—August 17, ]8()9.

Claim..—A pocket'craser, consisting of the case
A, -with the rubber 11, arranged to "slide therein,

substantially as described, as a new article of mauu-
factui'e.

93,824.—"William Humphreys, "Waterford, ]Sr.

Y.

—

CompovMd Tool for Water and Gas Pipes.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A combined drill, reamer, and tap, of the
form and construction herein set forth.

93,825.—Israel Kinney, Woodstock, Canada.—Carriage-Seat.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—In the first place, making the sides and
back of the seat of one piece of cast metal ; second,
making the curtain in the same manner and of the
same materials as the sides and back, this, curtain
being in one piece with the seat, as desired.

93,826.—Thomas Lovelidge and JohnGkind-
KOD, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Auto'matic Boiler-Feeding
Apparatus.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The float G, arranged in the vessel A,
interposed between a steam-boiler and water-reser-
voir, and communicating with the steam and water
spaces of the boiler, substantially as described.

2. The combination, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of the float-rod i, lever /i, connecting-rod /c,

aud.A'alveH.
3. The valve-casings D and D', each having seat's

adapted for the reception of two valves, I and Z', ar-

ranged substantiail,v in the manner described.
4. The Aailves D 1)', arranged A\ithin the reservoir

A, and opei'ated from a single rod, H, substantially
as specified.

5. The arrangement, in respect to the reserA'^oir A,
and its valves I) and D', of the pipes B, C, and E,
and the branch T', substantially as set forth.

93,827 Addison Moe, Plainfield, IST. J.—
Churn.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The splash-catcher ?i, and arms o, formed
with slanting ends, and revolved A\ith and by the
spindle d, in combination Avith the cap I, and Aviugs
rn, as and for the purposes set forth.

93,828.—Cyrus T.Moore, Gilmanton, N". H.—
Dumping-Wagon.— Awguat 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the chains h h, the grooved wheels g g, the arms M
M, the shaft K, and the hand-lever L, api)lied to the
wagon-body A, and its doors C D.

2. The arrangement and combination of the mid-
dle bar B Avitli the Avagon-body A, its doors C 1),

and the mechanism, as described, for raising the
said do(n'S.

3. The combination of the latching and locking
mechanism, as specified, Avith the Avagon-body, its

doors, and the mechanism, as explained, for raising
the said doors.

93,829 Daniel B. N'kal, ISfonnt Gilead, Ohio.—Ilorse llay-]\ake.—August 17, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The slides S S looped to the rake-head
11, as described, and serving to raise and loAver it, in
the manner K])ecified.

2. The coml)ination and arrangement of the foot-

board B, levers L, hung in stiriu])s A, a\ ith (lie

slotted slides S, iu the manner and for the purpose
set lortli.

3. The combination of the thills T, posts P, and
mtft'tised ca]) C, witli tlie slides S, in the manner and
for the jnirpose described.

4. The hitching-lever I, Avifh its bolts m n, in com-
bination Avitli eiii)S and slides S, all coiistruclcd,
arranged, and operating as specified.

93,830.—Solomon ]^ILL and Daniel Nill, Co-
vington, Ohio.

—

Tile-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rake g, operated by shaft r, and
provided with cross-bar o, in combination with
springs h b, all arranged for the purpose of clean-
ing the meshes of the screen h, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement described of cams e k. on shaft
a, for operating follower P and i)lunger W, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth."

93,831 .—Charles E. Palmer, Boston, Mass.—
Scissors-Sharpener.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the rotary grinder-
wheel, the inclined gidde h, and its lip l, substan-
tially as described.

93,832.-Alfred S. Patterson, Westfield, JS".

Y.

—

Burial-Case.—August 17, 1869; antedated Au-
gust 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A metallic burial-ease, composed of a
series of sections, a, connected together by lock-

joints, formed of two tongues, h b, and a sleeve, c,

the latter being either separate or detached, or
formed by a proper curvature of one of the tongues,
and usedin connection with a suitable solder or ce-

ment, substantially as described.
2. The securing of the lining-fabric h g within

the burial-case by means of the plates //', fastened,

by screws or otherwise, to the upper parts of the
inner surfaces of the sections a, substantially as set

forth.

3. The rebate k, in the upper parts of the inner
surfaces of the sections a, in combination with the
plates //' and the pendent cleat I, to admit of the
cover or top being fitted air-tight on the case.

93,833.

—

Adam Purvis, Louisville, Xy.

—

Ice-

Yelocipede.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—I. The crank-shaft xf, with its arm S,

gum spring T, screw U, cranks O, and hoUoAV
axles P P.

2. The levers Y Y, pitmen W W. handles z z,

cranks Q, cranks O, Avith holloAV axles P, crank-shaft
iST, with arm S, spring T, scrcAV U, and nut, all ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, aiid oper-

ated by hand, in combination with each other, Avith

the botly of the sleigh, and Avith the drive-Avheels, as

set forth.

3. In combination with the parts named in the
last claim, the clutches J and fastening-nuts, as set

forth.

93,834 William S. Reyburn and F. J. Mar-
tin, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machine for Covering Light-
ning-Jiods tvitJi Sheet-Metal.—August 17, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The die a. provided Avith tlie orifice a',

and the slot a", in combination Avith the tapering-
channel a'", constructed and operating substantially

as described.
2. The die c, provided with the bent horns c', c^,

and the subsiditiry prong c'", arranged and operating
substantially as described.

3. I'he die d, in combination with the subsidiary
prong d" and the spring d*, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

4. The combination of the dies a, b. c, and d, ar-

ranged and operating as explained.

93,83/5.—Jean Elie Piciiard, Columbia, S. C.—Apparatus for Frinting FJiotographic Vignettes.

—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box C, for inclosing and protect-

ing the Avithin-describcd apparatus, provided Avith

tubes B and D, for the transmission of light, and
Avith slides B' 1)', as and for the pur])ose set ibrtli.

2. The combination of an apparatus for printing

pliotograi)hs, Avitli a clock, Avhen the same uiechan-

ism operates botli the clock and the printing-appa-

ratus, subtftantiallv as described.
3. The combination of the .slotted plate c"" Avith

the tongue 0", provided Avitli the i)iv(il c and Avlieel

c."\ all arranged and operating in tiie niaiuu'r sot

forth.

4. The conibina(i(Mi of the lever c, fiu-nished with

the sU)t e". Avitli tlie serrated lever <', proviileil with
tlie slidiiigstud c'", and sjiring-iilMte ;r, arranged and
operating substantially as described.
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5. The combination of the levers e e\ connecting-
rods h h', annular frame a', all arranged and oper-
ating as explained.
6."The annular frame a', provided with the sockets

a" and button a'", substantially as described.
7. The combination of the curtain A with the

wings b, as and for the purpose specified.

8. The combination of the scale-beam Jc, counter-
weight i, annular frame a, and connecting-rods h h',

all arranged and operating substantially as de-
-scribed.

9. The spring-plate on, provided with the prongs
m m\ in combination with the grooved standard V
and box C, as and for the purpose specified.

93,836.—JOHX C. EiCHARDSOX, Newark, X. J.,

assignor to himself and James H. Pjrentice, Brook-
Ivn, 1^. y.

—

Machine for Pouncing HaU.—August
17, 1869 ; antedated August 5, 1869.

Claim.—The wheels M and N, revolved in oppo-
site directions, and acting in positions opposite each
other,' as shown, in combination with the feed-rolls

C D, all arranged for joint operation as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

93,837.—WiLLiAAi O. EOBBiNS, ISTew York, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Charles W. Stafford,
same place.— Wood-Paveinent.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The dovetailed flanged base, receiving
the paving-blocks, and forming a section that is sup-
ported by the sills or sleepers a, and kept apart, the
one section from the other, by the flanged base, as
and for the purposes set forth.

93,838.— A. P. EouTT, Liberty Mills, Va.—
Combined Seeder and Hay-Rake.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A combined seeding-machine and horse
hay-rake, substantially as described—that is to say, a
machine having rake-teeth b b, attached by means of
the strips a a and the metallic band h, a seeder, B,
and the distributing-apparatus, consistiug of the
corrugated rim c, spring d, roller c^, rod c^, lever e,

and catch e", when said parts are so constructed and
arranged that the teeth b h may be used to scratch
in the grain sown by the seeder, or may be used inde-
pendently of the seeder-aj)paratus, for the purpose
of raking hay.

93,839.—Thomas Scanlax, Birmingham, Pa.—
Glass-House Pot.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—In a pot or crucible for making glass,

having the body A made of fire-clay and provided
with a concave roof, I, and mouth e, of usual form
and construction, the additional mouth e', formed
immediately under the mouth e, and above the mid-
dle line of the side-wall, substantially as described.

93,840.—JoHX J. ScHiLLiXGER, IsTew York, jST.

Y.

—

Cooling and Yentilating Apparatus. — August
17, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus for the purpose described,
consisting of tubes C C, projecting into chamber B,
and communicating with chamber D, in connection
with a coil, J, for running-water, discharge-pipe E,
and iuclosing-chamber F, whereby the blast enters
chamber B, passes through tubes C C, in contact
with water trickling through them, thence through
the water in chamber D,"into the exit E, a large
cooling-surface being thereby gained, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

93,841.—Erancts H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to Eraxcis H. Smith, Jr., 'New York City.—Process of Preserving Vegetables. — August 17,
1869.

Claim.—1. The process of preparing vegetables,
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
l^oses specified.

2. The article of prepared potato, when prepared
by my improved process, as described herein.

3. The article of prepared sweet potato, when pre-
pared by my improved in'ocess, as described herein.

4. The article of prepared onion, when prepared
by my improved process, as described herein.

93,842. — Carlos Stebbixs, Pike, iST. Y.—
Treadle.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A hanging and s'n-inging treadle, ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the manner
herein specified and set forth.

93,843.—Jacob Straus, St. Louis, l!lo.—Side-
Saddle Tree.—August 17, 1869.

Claitn.—As an article of manufacture, a side-sad-
dle tree, formed with a complete seat, the continuous
rail B, C C, D, and the extension spring D', the
whole covered with hide or other equivalent material,
and shaped, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.

93,844.—Chester W. Stkes, Suffield, Conn.—
Carving-Dish.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated August
13, 1869.

Claim:—The points or other projecting surfaces
upon the inner surface of a carving-dish, to retain,
in the deaired position, meats and other articles

while being carved.

93,845.—James C. "Wade, Boston, Mass.

—

ShiU-
tlefor Sevjing-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a sewing-machine shuttle, adapted
for having the tension of its thread adjusted through
an opening in its upper side, the screw-threaded
spindle A, having no endwise movement, the thread
of which actuates and controls the pressure of a
spring thread-brake, substantially as described.

2. The combination, with a shuttle, of the grooved
and threaded spindle A, and its detaining-sciew E
and spring B", arranged and applied substantially as
shown and described, and so that the screw- stock
shall neither advance nor recede during its revolu-
tion.

3. The combination, substantially as described, of
a swinging tension-spring, B, with a fulcrum which
is a screw-thread, so that the fulcrumed end shall be
positively confined between the threads of the screw,
and be free to turn thereon, A\'hile the adjustment of

the screw shall vary the pressure of the free end of

the spring against the wall of the shuttle.

93,846.— George ^.IValker, Lowell, Mass.—
Boot and Shoe.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of one or more thick-

nesses of textile fabric on the inner surface of a
leather-board, or other similar inner sole of a sewed
boot or shoe, in the mauuer and for the purpose set

forth.

93,847.—Aloxzo "Whitcomb, Worcester. Mass.
—Machine for Planing Metal.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The ftictiou- clutch, consisting of the parts
E E and the lever I, with the spring /i, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

93,848.

—

Erederick "Wittram, San Erancisco,
Q,a\.—Screw-Propellcr.—A\vy\\&t 17, 1869.

Claim

.

—The propeller A, when constructed in two
or more sections, and so ananged, in connection with
the bolt e or its equivalent, that the sections can be
secured together upon the shaft d, forming a com-
plete whole, or in a line with each otlier, substantial-

ly as described, for tlie purpose of decreasing the
area of resistance to the water, as set forth.

93,849. — Elizur "Wright, Medford, Mass.

—

Computing-Apparatus.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with suitable pointing-

mechanism, two cylinders or disks, on the same
shaft, and operated by tlie same driver, one being
driven by frictional contact with the other, and both
having logarithmic divisions, marked upon coiled or

helical lines drawn upon their- surfaces, substantially

as shown and described.

2. In combination Avith cylinders, so an'anged,

lined, and divided, the stationary bar g, and the

pointer-slides n o, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
3. In combination with the cylinders, both oper-

ated from the same common driver, devices for

effecting the rotation of both together, or of only one,

at option, substantially as shown and described.

93,850.—Egbert X. Andrews, South Yalley,

jS". Y.—Paihvay-Car Coupling.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—I. The draught-bolt B. constructed as de-

scribed, with a cut-out and beveled center, and pro
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vided -with guides a a, substantially as and for tJie

purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the draught-bolt B, guides

a a, bumper A, bale D, lever E, and spring C, all

constructed as described, and arranged to operate

substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

93,851.—Francis Armstkong, Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Device for Relieving Steam-Generators of Foreign
Substances.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the tubes P and c, whereby to produce a vortex, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the said tubes with the

stop-cock A, the mud-drum, and the Doiler-flues, as

described.

93,852.—G. W. Baird, Engineer Corps, TJnited

States Navy.

—

Apparatus for Aerating and Cooling
Distilled Tl^a?er.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus herein described, for

mixing air with condensible vapors, consisting of the
pipe A, in combination with the nozzle B, and the
device to adjust tlie same, as substantially set forth,

and for the purpose specified.

2. The fluted plug P or disk, in combination with
the nozzle D and bell-mouthed pipe B, as described,

93,853.—ErHRAiM Ball, Jr., Canton, Ohio.—
PZow.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. So constructing a metal plow-beam as
that it is made the basis of attachment for all the
other parts of tlie plow, and tliat these parts, when
so attached, are indeijendeut of each other, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The plow-beam A, constructed as described,
and provided with flanges a and b, shoulder or ofl'set

c, raised surface or shoulder /, curved slot m,, and
projections n n, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

93,854.—John S. Brooks, Kochester, K". Y.—
Hot-Water Boiler for Stove.—August 17, 1869.

Claiin.—A boiler, provided witli a perforated ear,

lug, or hook-hiuge, in such a manner that it can be
attached to tlie back J part of the top of a stove, for

heaiing water, or can be easily detached and used on
the front of the stove for a ham -boiler, or other culi-

nary use, as shown, and for the purposes specified.

93,855.—William Brown, St. Louis, Mo.—
Machine for Making Barrels.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft C'', arranged with a sliding
gear-wheel, C^, to rotate the ring C^ when the lat-

ter is in yokes C, and arranged for a simultaneous
movement upon tables B B, substantially as set
forth.

2. The arrangement of the shaft H, operating the
bar G, bearings F, and arboi'S E, the latter adapted
to carry a cutter-disk, substantially as set forth.

93,856.—Arthur W. Browne, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y., assignor to himself and Andrew Breasted,
New York City.

—

Safety-Attachtnent for Pockets.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The plate a and spiing &, united by the
hinge c, in combination with the slide d and latch e,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth

;

and, in conil)ination with the foregoing, the dog o,

applied in the manner and for the puri)oses set
forth.

93,857.—James Arercromtue Buiuien, Troy,
!N. Y.

—

A'pparatus for the Manvfacture of Fig-
Blooms from Cast Iron.—August ]7, 18()9.

Claim.—]. The combination of the spout for the
molten metal, the traversing series of molds, and
the apparatus lor delivering the mixing material in
regulated (Juantities, substantially as before set
fortli.

2. The combination of the spout for delivering the
raoken nietid, the traversing series of molds, tlie ap-
pariitus for (Uilivering the mixing matcriiil in regu-
lated (luantities, nnd a device for varying the rela
tive speed of tlie said delivery apparatus', substan
tially as bel'ore set forth.

9.3,858.—William CAmpbell, Clinton, Iowa.—
Failway-Car Axle-tiox.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The cover, having the teat cast on it, in

combination with the lug cast on the box, when all

these parts are constructed, arranged, and operate as

shown and described.

•93,859.—JUDD M. Cobb, Beloit. Wis.—Jfanw-
facture of Ready-Prepared Roofiyig. — August 17,

1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the machine, as herein described, by which cement
and sand or gravel may be applied to a roofing-paper
or material. ,

2. The combination and arrangement of the vat
G, cylinders A B, pressure-rollers C D, and drum or
roller E, with the sand or gravel box H, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

3. The cbmbination of the sand or gravel box H
with the cam a, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

4. As a new article of manufacture, " ready-made
prepared roofing," when constructed in the manner
and for the purpose herein described.

5. The combination of the machine for coating
with cement and graveling or sanding dry or tarred
paper or board, with a machine for tarring paper-

board or roofing-material, so that the tarring, coat-

ing, and graveling or sanding process can be done
and elfected by one continuous operation, as herein
described.

93,860.—James M. Crull, Noblesville, Ind.—
Zmce.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal cap B, constructed as de-

scribed, for the purpose of securing the fence-panels

A A, whether said cap is perforated or not, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the fence-panels A A and
caps B B, constructed as described, and for the pur-

poses specified.

9.3,861.-Theodore E. Deniston, George C.

Prosser, and Johnson J. Deniston, Torrey, N. Y,
— Cider and Wine Mill.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The cider and wine mill herein described,

consisting of the frame ab c d e, hopper x, with its

feeder m, and grinding-cylinder k, endless apron q,
crushing-rollers 2 2, the upper one having a bearing
adjustable by set-screw t, and pulley 1, adjusted by
nut and screw v w, all constructed, arranged, and
operated as and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,862.—Jacob J. Diehl, York, Pa.—Kitchen-
77ic7i.vi^.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable cutter D, having a
shank, a, which passes through the handle A, and is

seciu'cd by a nut, said cutter being prevented from
lateral movement by fitting into a space between the
teeth of plate C, as herein described.

2. The kitchen-implement herein described, con-
sisting of the vegetable-masher B, with handle A,
the toothed metallic plate or pounder C, and the de-

tachable cutter D, all constructed and arranged as

set forth.

93,863.—Henry DissTON and Jonathan Mars-
den, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Hknry Diss-
TON.

—

Casting Steel Ingots.—^August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The methodof contracting steel ingots
by meuns of a wedge or wedges, applied during the
cooling of the ingot, between the latter and the mold,
all substantially as set forth.

2. The within-described wedges, made flat on one
side, and rounding to comparatively sliarp edges on
the opposite side, and lanering in Avidtli and thick-

ness, -when the said A\-eages are a]>i)lied to a mold
for easting steel ingots, all substantially as speci-

fied.

93,864.—J. J. DoEi'KEN, Lima. Ohio.—2[eat-
Saf'for Batchers and Othrrs.—Aujxnsi 17, 18(i9.

Claim.—The caseA, with coniparlnieiits (' D, sep-

arated by doulile slu'et-ni(>tal w alls !> ]>, and pro-

vided \y\ih iee-drawers G II, having double luittoms

a I), and rollers I J, constructed and arraiigod as
herein described.
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93,865.—JOHX Otto Donner, Jersey City, N.
J.

—

Mode of Treating Bone-Black for Filtering
Sirups, (£c.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The treatment of boue-black for augment-
ing its decolorizing power or property by subject-

ing it to the action of, or saturating it with, clilorine-

gas, or exposing it to Avater charged witli said gas,
substantially as sx^ecified.

93,866.—Jajies Dugax, ISTew York, K". T.—
Bottle-Lock.—August 17, 1869^ antedated August
12, 1869.

Claim.—The cap B, opening yertically, and pro-

Tided with lugs b and flange c, -whereby it may be
secm'^d to the neck of a bottle by an independent
lock, to inclose the stopper, and prevent access there-

to, as shown and described.

93,867.—JoHX East, Eomeo, Mich.

—

Alachine
for Dressing Millstones.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tilting-arms H, moving back and
forth on the bar G, and provided with the carved
arms E, in combination with the shifting-lever E,
substantially as specilied.

2. The rubber spring M, by means of which the
strokes of the picks are lightened, or the picks
raised clear of the stones, substantially as set forth.

3. The shaft C, isrovided with the disk V, cams
D, and moving endwise in its bearings, substantially

as described.
4. The movable bearings c, coiled spring cZ,and reg-

ulating thumb-screw b, wheu used substantially as

siJecified.

5. The movable bearings R, placed in the sides B,
when used to regulate the tilting-arms H, for either

long or short i^icks, substantially as described.
6. The slide P, when used to regulate the cutting-

edges of the picks, substantially as set forth.

7. The levers T and X, aim U, and spring "W,
when used to operate the toothed bar S, substantially
as specified.

8. The stirrup Z. regulated by the thumb-screw r,

when used to control tlie speed of the frame, substan-
tially as described.

9. The toothed bar S, when used to operate the
wheel Y, substantially as described.
- 10. The double-acting dog /.;, spring I, and wheel
Y, when all are used to propel the frame forward
or back, substantially as set forth.

11. The screw shaft ^v, provided with the ratchet
t and support y, -n'hen used substantially as de-

scribed.

93,888 Primus E.meksox, Carondelet, Mo.—
Marine Railway.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chains D, disks E, shaft e, screw-
wheel H, and worm I, operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The bevel-wheel K and pinions L L', operated,
in combination with the power-shaft M, by a clutch-
device, 9/1 m', substantially as and for the pui'poses
set forth.

3. The attachment of the draught-chains E to the
main chains D, andtheii- connection with the cradle,
in such manner as to equalize the di-aught on the
cradle, substantially as set forth.

4. The slides C, arranged on the cradles, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The cradles B, supported upon rollers b, and
guided by roUers b^, in combination with the
drauo-ht-chains F and equalizing- sheaves G, sub-
stantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

93,869—JohnH. Foster, Charlottesville, Ya.—Cultivator-Hoe.—August 17, 1869.

Claim^—A convertiljle hoe and fork, constructed
with the independent tine-pieces T T^, &:c., the
slotted head H', the block B, and the wedges tv, all

combined to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

93,870.— George Frauenbeuoer, Boehester,
N. Y.

—

Manufacture of Oyster-Kegs.—Auuust 17,

1869.
Claim.—A keg made from slabs, shaped, grooved,

steamed, bent, and fitted witli heads and hoops, sub-
stnntiallv ns herdn shown and described, as a new
article of manufacture.

93,871.-Joseph Funk, Tompkinsville, X. Y.—
Lamj).—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement within the separated
oil-chamber B, of the tubular float C, suspended from
rod d, which carries a valve,/, playing in a chamber,
g, and operating relatively to ciiambers h i, the parts
being combined substantially and for the pui'pose as
described.

2. The arrangement of notches or grooves in the
valve and its stem, in combination with the bridges
le, float C, and channel h, substantially as set forth.

93,872.—Charles Gates, Burlington, Ind., as-
signor to George Burkhardt, Joseph Shiffer,
and James W. Geeex.—Dumping-Car.—Angnatll,
1869.

Claim.—The dumping-car herein described, when
the same is constructed, in its said several parts, as
aforesaid, with the jointed platform B B, the levers
G G' and G" G''', the rack AI M', and the pinion N,
and the bevel-wheels N' and P, and used for the pur-
pose and in the way substantially as herein set forth.

93,873.—Adolphe Gaudrox, Detroit, Mich.—
Saiving-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The appai-atus by which the saws are
raised when the cutting is done, constructed and
operating as herein set forth.

2. The connecting rod G, in combination with the
saws H H', theii' frames J J', the different pieces
on the plates P and L, connecting-rod T, the bell-

crank U, the bars Y, -with their springs X, all con-
structed substantially as herein set forth.

3. The dog a, in combination wuth the pieces c d
and efg h, constructed in the manner herein shown
and described.

93,874.—Edward Green, "Wakefield, England.
Boiler-Tube Scraping Device.—August 17, 1869; pat-
ented in England August 2.5, 1866.

Claim.—1. The clutch-box c, bevel pinions d e,

bevel-wheel/, constructed and arranged to operate
as described.

2. The worm-wheel i, mounted loosely on shaft of
pulley k, in combination with said pulley, set-screws
m, and slots n, substantially as described.

3. The arms u, in combination with the knock-
over lever ^o, and clutch-box c, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The slot V and set-screw, in combination with
the arms u u, substantially as described.

5. The combination of a reversing or reciprocating
motion, of two or more pulleys, set-screws, and slots,

and disconnecting-wheels, substantially as herein-
before described, and represented in the accom-
panying drawings.

93,875.—John Gregory, Lisbon, Portugal.

—

Raihoay Chair and Sleeper.—August 17, 1869
;
pat-

ented in England October 28, 1868.

Claim.—1. The method of fastening or securing
the rails to the sleepers or chairs, by driving wood-
en wedges of any suitable form beneath the rails, in
such manner that they form an elastic support tor

the rail, and bind and hold together the rails, sleep-

ers, and other parts, or rails, chairs, and other parts,

forming the permanent way, as and for the purpose
described.

2. The railway-sleeper, or sleeper and chair com-
bined, constructed substantially as herein shown and
described.

3. In combination with the sleeper or sleepers and
chairs, as constructed, the double-hooked dogs d,

operating substantially as set forth.

93,876 Stephen G. Gregory, Albany, :N'. Y.—Artificial Leg.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—1. The knee-joint s, in combination with
the instep-bearing m e, toe-joint g, toe fc, strap P,
and pulley a, constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Also, the elastic strap P, in combination with
the joint &, and instep-bearing in e. as and for the
purpose herein described.

3. Also, the said elastic strap P, in combination
with the joint s, cushions e /, and joint m c, as and
for the purpose herein described.

4. Also, the elastic strap P, in combination with
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the pulley a and the holding-points & d, substantially

as described, for united action.

93,877.—D. F. Haasz, Philadelphia, Va..—Fire-
Ladder.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. A fire-ladder, consisting of sets of bars
BCD, (fee, crossed and connected together, sub-

stantially as described, arranged to be quickly ele-

vated or depressed, and to be securely braced when
elevated, and having a series of short ladders
arranged in a line with each other, constructed sub-

stantially as specified, and reaching entirely to the
top of the structure, Avith intermediate landings or
platfiormsp.

2. The braces E,, in combination with the ratchets
and pawls, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The platforms p, attached to the cross-rods /,
and supi^orted in a horizontal position by the ladders
upon one side, and by bracing-straps r,r upon the
opposite side, all substantially as herein set forth.

93,878.—William Horatio Harfield. Lon-
don, England.— Windlass.—August 17, 1869; pat-
ented in England, February 18, 1867.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
compressor, purchase-wheel B, nut g, and screw /i,

to form a windlass and brake, and by means of Avhich
the chain-Avheel can be employed indei:>endently of
the other, substantially as described.

93,879.-Samuel Harper, Lawrence, Kan.

—

07mr?i.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vessels T and 6, or equivalent
means described, in combination A\dth the hollow
shafts C and H, and connecting-pipe U, constructed
and arranged as specified.

2. In combiuatioii with the above, the pipes E E,
and beaters E E, arranged and operating as de-

scribed.

93,8S© Orrin L. Hart, Millville, "Wis.—
Washing-Mackine.—August 17, 1869.'

Claim.—A Avashiug-machiue, having tub A, beat-
ers B, wedges a, and bars c, adapted to the slotted
sectional cover, arms e, shaft G, staples n, levers K,,

and treadles s, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as specified.

93,881.—H. C. Heckendorn, Beading, Pa.—
Sewing-Madvviie.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shuttle-driving arm C, constructed
as described, having a serpentine slot, & c', and a
feed-operating eccentric, E, in combination with the
shuttle-driver G-, pitman b', needle-carrying arm D,
having a serpentine slot, d' d\ face-cam B, on shaft
a', feeder L, and spring rr', all constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the needle-carrying-arm,
of the adjustable centers V V, secured to the shaft

S, substantially as specified.

93,882.—Horace L. Hervey, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

lieflecting Lamp- Chimney.—August 17, 18()9.

Claim.—A reflecting lamp-chimney, composed of
metal and glass, one Avholc side or less made of metal,
which serves as the reflector, and secured to the
glass by means of beading d, and grooved catclies e,

or lugs b, or hooks c, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.

93,883.—Coleman Hicks, Lancaster, Ky.

—

Weather-Strip.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The described weather-strip, operated
by the spring I, and adjusted by means of tlie catch-
spring b, witli its i)in c, all constructed, arranged,
and iJi combination, substantially as and for the i)ur-

pose desciibed.
2. The descrilicd weather-strip, spring I, catch-

spring b, ])in c, in combinatiou with carpet-sill com-
posed of sectio)is C and C, wlien all nre constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.

93,884.—William HonGSOX, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Steam- Water- Gattge Indicator for Boilers.—Au-
gust 17, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The combination of the air-chamber D
and pipe J, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the cylinder B and air-

chamber D, when connected by the pipe H, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination of the cylinder C and air-

chamber D, when connected by the pipe E, substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination of the cylinders A and B,
when connected by the pipe E, substantially as
described.

93,885.

—

Israel Hogelakd, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Fruit-Drier.—Awgwat 17, 1869.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
rings A and-B, arms c, buttons h, cane strips v, and
e-^x& y, constructed to operate substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

93,886.—John W. Hoit, Lebanon, 'm.— Wash-
5oiier.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the vessel A, hav-
ing a rounded diaphragm, B, with perforations b

therein, and raised guards b' thereon, and combined
with the tubes C, substantially as set forth.

2. The side-plates E, arranged to form the heat-
ing'-chambers E' and combined with the tubes C,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

93,887 Charles D. House, Lake Village,
DIsT. H.

—

Fork for Peach-Parers.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The two forks A A, hinged to the spindle
B, and pressed toward each other by a spring or
springs, e, substantially as and for the i)urpose
herein specified.

93,888 David W. Hughes, Palmyra, Mo.—
Attaching Plow-Colters.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Providing the hubs of the colter or
wheel B with conical journals c, and bearings &, as
and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the conical journals c, the
lock-plate d, constructed and operating substantially
ag described.

3. The hexagonal sleeve e, as and for the purpose
set forth.

93,889.—William Johnson, Lambertville, IsT.'J.
—Steam-Cylinder-Piston Packing.—August 17, 1869.

Claim:—The packing-rings O, having one edge
beveled, in combination with the circular sjiring-

Xilates E B, having corresponding beveled edges,

when combined and arranged in the manner sub-

stantially as described and set forth.

93,890.—NORRIS Jones, Centreville, Ind.—
Brick Drain-Tile.—Ans:\ist 17, 3869.

Claim.—A brick, having a semicircular groove in

one side, and formed Avith concave and convex ends,
substantially as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

93,891.-Balthasar Kueischer, ISTew York,
!N. Y.

—

Burning-Kiln.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bottom flue B, with its branches
m m, in combination Avith a burning-chamber A', of

a kiln, and Avith the upright flue C, top fine E, and
dampers g d-, substantially in the manner shown and
described.

2. The openings F F at the top of each burning-
chamber, in combination Avith tiie top flue E and
dampers o g, substantially as set fcu'th.

3. The return-flue 11, A\'ith opening Cr and dampers
p in combination Avilh flue M and dami)er ,>>•, and with
a series of ,burning-chambers A' A" A'",- substan-

tially as described.
4. Tlu3 apertures e and r, in combination Avitli lines

C and B, and clianiu^ls m, heading into the burning-^

chamber of a kiln, to provide for a circuhition of

cold air tln-ough the material in the kiln, substan-

tially as set Ibrth.
5. "The arrangements of pipes or channols h I, ox-

tending through under tlio Imltom of the burning-

chamber, and into the ash-]>it, to in-ovent radiation

of lieat into the ground, nnd to suiq)ly the tire with

a current of h(>!ited air, substantially as desi'vibed.

C). The tiupplemcnlary urcli n antl air-channol/, in
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combination with the main arch q of the fire-place

of a kiln, substantially in the manner set forth.

93,892—Jacques Laurext. iSTew York, X. Y.—Machine for Turning fVatch-Cases.—August 17,

1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the swinging head-

stock B, the mantlrel-spring H, roll/, and'revolving
eccentric or cam I, essentially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable wedge-
shaped or tapering bearing I^, the screw L, the
worm K, the eccentric I, the screw J, and the roller

/, with the swinging head-stock B, substantially as
specified.

3. The cutters E E, aiTanged in sockets i i, hung
or supported on vertical pivots, and made capable of
adjustment by screws r r, to spread them more or
less apart, essentially as described.

93,893. — John Lemmax, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Machine for Molding Chair-Backs. — August 17,

1869.
Claim.—1. The sliding and swiveling cutter-frame

A' B', and cutter-spiudle M X, constructed and op-
erating substantially in the manner described, in

combination with the "form" P, for the pm-pose
specified.

2. The coiled spring U, in combination with the
projection T of the cutter-frame, when constructed
and an-anged substantially in the manner and for the
purpose explained.

3. The arrangement of the sliding frame H, form
P, made adjustable by screws m m and slots rn' m',
cutter-frame A' B', spindle M X, spring U, and pi'o-

jection T, all being constructed and arranged to op-

erate as described.

93,894.—Alexantder :6^aLE Letorey, Rouen,
Prance.

—

Machine for Cutting and Reducing Loaf-
Sugar.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the horizontally-
reciprocatincr saws J, the circular saw Q, and the
reciprocating knife S, for successively reducing the
loaf into slabs, sticks, and lumps, substantially as

specified.

2. The combination, with the saws J, of the in-

cline guides C and C C', the latter of said guides C
C having a sliding or feediug motion given them, to
allow of the descent of the loaf to and thi'ough be-
tween the saws, essentially as described.

3. The combination, with the reciprocating knife
S, of the vertical box E, partitioned ofl: into cham-
bers t, as specified, and arranged, in relation to the
knife, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination of the screen il with the re-

ciprocating saws J. the circular saw Q. and the re-

ciprocating knife S, essentiallj^ as and for the pur-
poses described.

93,89-5. — James H. Logan. Allegheny, Pa.

—

Single Microscope.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—A simple microscope, having the base A,
standard B, mirror C, attached to the standard by
the arm d, and capable of being tni'ned by the head
D, arm E, having the aperture e, nut X,'serew-rod
M, arm I, lens-holder G, bars a a, springs s s, and
globule-lens v, when aU said parts, except mirror C,
springs s s, and lens v, are made of wood, and all are
constructed, arranged, and combined in the manner
substantially as described.

93,896. — Sidney S. Marques. Mason, 111.

—

Knife for Seeding Stone-Fruit.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—The blade C, cm-ved in the middle, and
sharpened on each edge, and attached to a handle,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,897.—David Matteson, Pittsfield, Mich.—
Hay-Rack.—Xuguit 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the several parts A,
S S, C, 6 &, and d, when each is constructed as de-

scribed, and the whole are united and arranged as
specified.

93,898.—Eichard Morgan, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself and Henry Tirrel, same place.

—

Stone-Sawing Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The screw-rods B Bl, when they are

supported by and work between stationary bearings
h &\ screw-blocks B'^ B^, sliding bars C C, shafts E
F, and their connecting pinions, Avhen the same are
combined and arranged so as to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. The shaft P, when the same is proA-ided with a
toothed wheel G-, and stationary pulley /i, said wheel
and pulley being so arranged that by a pawl, g, and
endless belt M', the shaft can be made to operate
in either direction, the power that is transmitted
through intermediate mechanism, from the driving-
shaft, when applied to the wheel, lowering the saw-
fi-ame, and, when applied to the pulley, elevating the
same, substantially as described.

3. The toothed wheel G, pawl g, and wheel G'.
when the latter has a slot, x, whereby the bearing of
the pawl may be adjusted, substantially as described.

4. The saw-frame D, block L, socket-bearing L^,

screw I, and pitman X, when the same are so com-
bined and ajTanged as to operate substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose specified.

93,899.—An-drew L. Xolf and rRAN(;ois L. A.
PiocHE, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Process of Treating
Ores vjith Copper Amalgam by means of Electric
Currents.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The'simultaneons application of electric-

ity and copper-amalgam, for the decomposition of
silver-ores, substantially as and in the manner as
herein specified.

93,900.—Alfred Paraf, Xew York, X. Y.—
Material for Dyeing and Printing, obtained from
Madder.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture herein-

before described, and denominated tiuctorine.

93,901.—JohnW. Perry, Perrysburgh, X. Y.—
Feather-Renovator.—Angu;>t 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the fire-place

E, of the boilers G and H, arranged substantially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The knees- or partitions c, when applied to a
feather-renovator, constructed and arranged to op-

erate substantially as described.
3. The feather-renovator herein set forth, having

cylinder A, shaft D, blades h, fire-place E, boilers G
and H, and funnel v. constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as specified.

93,902.—Frederick P. Pike, Xew York, X. Y.
—Propelling-Apparatus.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The vessel-propeUihg apparatus herein
described, having connecting-rod A. lever W, cylin-

ders D, plungers^E, pistons H. rods F, and gudgeons
C, when constructed and ai'ranged to operate sub-

stantially as specified.

93,903.—Francis A. Pratt, Hartford. Conn.

—

Machine for Planing Metal.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the swinging dog d
upon the sliding block g, in combination with the

bed k'. stops e, ]3in /, cam a', upon the shaft b, gear-

connection b', and guide-arms c. to connect and dis-

connect the shipper from the bed k', substantially as

set forth.

93,904.—Thomas L. PvANKIN, Peru. IM.—Re-
frigerator.—August 17, 1669.

Claim.—1. Attaching an ice-box to the door of a
refrigerator, so as to. have it over the top of the

chamber, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the ice-box G, the trip-plate

X. tube H, trough K, and tube L, when used to caiTy

off the waste ice-water, substantially as shown.
3. The frame A, doors B and D, ice-box G, trip-

sheet X, tubes H and L, trough K, and chamber C,

when all are combined to form a refi-igerator, sub-

stantially as sdt forth and described.

93,90-5.—V. PvEiFSNiDER. Chicago, IM.— Clothes-

pin jH'okZfir.-August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The within-described holder for clothes-

pins, consisting of the body A, provided with the

slats h b. standai-d or handle C, provided Avith the

slot c, lever D. and spring x, or its equivalent, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the piu'pose specified.
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93,906.—EzKA Ripley, Troy, IST. T., assignor
to himself and Geo urtE S. Pkindle, Aurora, lil.

—

Tool-Holder.—A-agnst 17, 1869.

Claim.—A tool-stock, to AThich the handle C is

secured by means of the thimbles a and b, attached
to the upper ends of the sections A and JB, and fit-

ting over the tapered ends of said handle, when all

of the par is are constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as herein shown and described.

93,907.—A. E. EOBEKTS, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Sehool-Besk.—August 17, 18ti9.

Claim.—1. In combination with a school-desk
frame, constructed as described, a pivoted book-case,
"Which forms a desk on its upper surface, and folds

inwardly from the pivots to the seat-back, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with an extended frame, A, and
a pivoted inwardly-folding book-case and desk, as
described, the spring-catches h b, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as set forth.

93,908.

—

Charles Eobinson, Boston, Mass.—
Arrow-Gun.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

open-grooved stock A, arrow B, elastic cord C, and
elastic band D, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

93,909 John C. Eupp, Newark, Del.—J^a^-
way-Iiail Splice.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The tapering side-supports C C, provided
"U'ith the elongated slots c c, by means of which said
supports can be driven up or tightened without re-

moving the bolts D, in combination with the base-
plate B, having angular flanges a b a.t the Sides, all

arranged, constructed, and operated in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

93,910.—Nathan C. Eussell, Gloversville, N.
Y.

—

Frocess of Treating JLeatJier no as to liender it

Suitable for the Manufacture of Gloves, die.—August
17, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of treating burk-tauned iamb or sheep-skin,
by means of a compound composed and applied es-

sentially as specihed.

93,911.—Charles Seaule, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
AjJparatus for liemoving Axle-Boxes fro in Carriage-
Hubs.—Auguat 17, 1869.

Clai'rn.—1. The rod or shaft A, provided with the
collar b, for the purposes herein set forth, and sub-
stantially as described.
* 2. The cross-bar Gr, provided with the mortise a,

which serves the purpose of a Avrench, to prevent
the rod from turning, also as a guide while the screw
is being operated, substantially as herein described,
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The frame E, in combination with the rod or
shaft A and screw-nut, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

93,912.—D. P. Shaw and J. S. Clark, Elkhart,
Ind.— Wasking-Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claitn.—The buckets E, placed facing each other,
in combiuation with the break-waters E placed be-
tween them, the cylinder C, and washing-box A, as
set forth.

93j913. — Henry Shaw, Cincinnati, Oliio.

—

6ri7iding-Mill.—August 17, 1809.

Claim.—An iron grinding-mill, having tlie pro-
jections C and C between the grinding and back-
plates, for the purpose described.

93,914.—William E. Sheffield, St. Joseph,
Mo.

—

Hay and Cotton Press.—August 17, 18()9.

Claim.—1. 'Tiie combination and arrangement of
the intermediate nuts M, the screw-shaft 1, and the
connecting-cliaius L, witli the follower C, and aux-
iliary nuts 1*, substantially as before described.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the gaug-
ing-slides Q, witli tlie follower of a press, for the jnir-

poHO of ascertaining and regulating tlie ascent and
descent of tlie follower alike at both ends, substan-
tiuUy as before described.

3. The gauging-slides C^, arranged so as to form

the sides of the opening N, in which the follower
moves, while, at the same time, they are li-ee to rise
and fall with the follower, as before described.

4. The means herein described and represented for
determining, automatically, in a press, the weight
of the bale, according to its degree of compression,
substantially as before described.

5. The gauging-boards Q, provided with scales, for
determining both the degree of compression and the
weight of the bale, according to any degree of com-
j)ression, as herein described,

93,915.—Louis Th. Simon, New York, N. Y.—
Velocipede.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie Stoulder-rest G, arranged in com-

bination with the adjustable foot-pieces e, upon rod
c, so as to form a point of support to enable the rider
to,apply his full power in propelling the velocipede,
as set forth.

2. The hand-lever h and cog-wheels i j kfm n,
and clutch g, in combination with the driving-wheel
B and crank-axle A, all constructed and operating
substantially in the manner shown and described.

93,916 Louis Th. Simon, New York, N. Y.—
Rocking-Chair Fan.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—rTh.Q single clamp I, supporting the arms
H, in combination with the suspended fan D, as ap-
plied to the back of the rocking-chair, substantially
as and for the piirxDOse described.

93,917.—C. Shaler Smith, Baltimore, Md., as-
signor to Smith, Latrobe, & Co., same place.

—

Chord for Bridges.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A chord, for deck and other bridges, com-
posed of a sectional tubular column divided longitu-
dinally by an l-beam, or a beam composed of two
or more I -beams united, with which the sections of
said tubular column are combined, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

93,918.— Henry E. Snyder and George S.

Snyder, Williamsport, and Antes Snyder, Blairs-

ville. Pa.— OiW'an/fc.—August 17, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. The locking-means m,, in combination
with the cap L, attachments 1 1', easting B, and valve
G, and arranged to operate therewith, substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

2. The tank A, valve G G*, rod E, screw-thread
e, and stirrup or yoke D, combined and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The hollow interior of the valve G, extended
downward, and \A'ith it the bearing-point g, for the
operating-rod E, below the bearing-surface or seat

g, substantially in the manner and for the i^urposes
herein set forth.

4. The within-described construction and arrange-
ment of tlie yoke or stirrup D, and casting B, with
their attachments, so that those parts may be in-

serted and removed together, as and for the purposes
herein specified.

5. The enlarged head E' on the rod E, inclosed in

the casting H"H\ combined and arranged with the
tank A, and valve G G'^", to secure the contents still

further against imj)roper meddling, substantially in

the manner and for tlie purposes herein set forth.

6. The top cap I, spring J, and loose connection
K, constructed and arranged as representod, rela-

tively to the casting H H', head E', rod E, valve
G G"^', and tank A, for the purposes herein set forth.

93,919 W. Horace Soper, Baltimore, Md.—
School Desk and Seat.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved lovers nim, of the scat D,
Avitli grooves divided into sections by the transverse
bars 11 n n, to receive the ends of the slats .v s .><' *',

substantially as described, and for the pui'posc

herein set forth.

2. The combination of the curved scatD with the

standards "A A, rod x, the back Ji, tlie top T, and
the book-shelf E, as described.

93,920.—John B. SroDDAun, Baltimore, Md.

—

Ship-Building.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—]. Tlie co'mliination of the transverse and
longitudinal metul bars C I, extending ontiroly

aromul tlu^ vessel at about riglit angles to oaoh
oUu'i', Willi inner ami outer ceiling J) E, arranged
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respeetivelT inside and outside thereof, and bolted
tog-ether, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the inner and outer ceiling
D E, breakiue: joints, and bolted together as de-

scribed, with the planting G, secured to the outer
ceiling E, Tritbout through-bolts, and with tarred
canvas or other suitable material impervious to

water, E, interposed between the planking and ceil-

ing, all substantially as and for the objects stated.

93,921.—Xesbitt B. Sioors, Philadelphia, Pa.,

and JoHX J. Sibley, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Seioing-
Machine.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the needle, op-
I erated by the heart-shaped cam, of the shuttle,

operated hy the trammel-mechanism, all constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with the plate K, connected
with the presser-rod, as described, of the needle-bar
and thread-controlling disks, to release the thread as

the eye of the needle reaches the cloth, as described.
3. The combination of the shuttle and its trammel-

device, the needle, operated by the heart-shaped
earner, and the thread-controlling disks,- governed
as to their- time of operation by the presser-rod, when
all act together, substantially' as described.

93,922.—JOHX A. Straight, Albion, IST. Y.—
Boiler-Furnace.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The opening E in the bridge-wall D, in

connection with the passage G- E, constructed and
arranged, in relation to the furnace B, substantially

as set forth.

93,923.—TicTOK A^NfEDiSE Tagant, Mulhonse,
Erauce, and Peter Schuler, Bienne, Svi-itzerlaud.— " Salt-Stone" for Salting Cattle and other Ani-
mals.—August i7, 1809.

Claim.—The herein-described alolith. composed
of the ingredients, in the manner and for the pur-
pose as above set forth.

93,924.—A. M. Todd and J. P. Todd, Des
!!Moines, Iowa.

—

Composition-Letter for Signs, <£-c.

—

August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described mode of manu-
facturing letters from earthenware, concrete, or
plastic material, substantially as specified.

2. As a new article ol' manufacture, letters made
of earthenwai-e, concrete, or ijlastic material, sub-
stantially as set forth.

93,925.-Thomas Tompkixsox, Philadelphia,
Pa.—G/'afe.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The hook X, fiont section of the fixed

grate A, and the front of the di'op-grate B, made,
_ arranged, and operating substantially in the manner

described, and for the pm'pose specified.

93,926.—James P. Tostevix, Eacine, Wis.,
assignor to himself and JoHX H. Texspolde, same
place.

—

Grain-Separator

.

—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing one of the boxes of the
crank-shaft with a circular recess 6, or its equiva-
lent, when provided wixh a groove (/', to introduce a
pin _p, substantially as herein set forth, and for the
purposes specified.

2. Also, constructing the eccentric on the fan-

shaft of the two plates E and F, one having a shoul-

der, to receive the stx'ap G, and the other being-

removable, as desired, in the manner and for the
pm-poses specified.

3. Also, securing the pitman I to the flange H,
upon the strap G, by means of a screw, «, substan-
tially as shown and for the purposes set forth.

4. 'Also, constructing the shaking-elbow J E, with
a vertical connectiug^arm K, as'and for the pur-

poses described and specified.

5. Also, the combination of the rod M, the socket

?!, and spring d, with the sides of the shoe, in the
manner andlor the purposes described.

6. Also, the combination of the imperforated plate

P with the screen Q, as and for the purposes speci-

fied and set forth.

93,927.—ETiRAM Tucker, ^STewton, Mass.—
Extension- Chandelier.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—In combination with an extension-chande-

lier, the supporting-springs d d. and the gripe or
check-lever k, arranged to operate substantially as
described.

93,928.—William Tuttle, Boston, Mass.—
Turn-Outfor Street-Bailways.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
wheel-tread -lifter G, made as described, with the
tui-n-out and main rail-junction piece D, as explained.

93,929 Nicholas S. Tedder, Troy, X. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—August 17, 1669 ; antedated July 13,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the partition-plates

J and j2^ within the rearward extension H, forming-
horizontal flues, and in relation to the water-reser-
voir I, directing the heated air over and under the
said plates into" the return- flue, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

93,930.—Amos Westcott, Syracuse, X. Y.

—

Shutter-Fastening

.

—August 17, 18i>9.

Claim.—The combination of the lever E, having
the projections E G H. when pivoted upon the pro-

jection G cast upon the plate A, and spring K, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

93,931.—Amos "Westcott, Syracuse, X. Y.

—

Copij Holder.—Au^Vi?,t 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the base A and the

horseshoe-magnet B, arranged as and for the pui'-

poses above specified.

93,932.—William Whartox, Jr.. Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Mechanism for Operating Switches.—August
17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted lever D, arranged for

operating switch-rails, and for beiirg- operated by
the same, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose described.
2. In combination with the said slotted operating-

lever, the weighted arms C and C.
3. The lever D and weighted arms C C, all hung

to the pin h, and operating together and with the

stop X. substantially as specified.

4. The fingers m m, arranged on the plate B, for

the reception of the weighted aims C and C, as set

forth.

93,933.—WilliamWhartox. Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

lUdlroad-Svsitch.—August 17. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the switch-rails B
and 13', with the overlapping guard-rails D and D',

when aiTanged in respect to each other, and to the

permanent rails, substantially as and for the pm--

pose set forth.

93,934.—Jacob W. Wheeler. Xorth Erbaua,
X. Y.—Shutter-Worker.—Aw^^Mit 17, 1869.

Claim.—The bar D, with an arm. e, when so held

to the sill as to be capable of longitudinal, lateral,

and rolling motion, for forcing open the shutters,

and operating the blind-slats by means of the pro-

jections/, without raising the s'ash, in the manner
substantially as described.

93,935.—George C. White, Jr., Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Metallic Base for Glass and other Vessels.—
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. A metallic base to glass and other

fraeile vessels, made in sections, the one of which is

fitted on to or around^ the vessel, at or near its bot-

tom, while the other section, that forms the base

proper, is connected with the first or inner section

with a screw-thread or threads, substantially as spec-

ified.

2. The combination of the soft packing D with

the outer section C of the metahic base, and the

inner section B,- fitted to suiTound the lower portion

of the vessel, and having a screw-thread, «, upon its

exterior, to receive on or over it the outer section,

all for operation in connection with the bottom of

the vessel, and to more effectually protect the same,

and to prevent jamming or injury otthe screw-thread

a, essentiallv as herein set forth. •
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93,936.—James A. Whitney, New York, IsT. T.—Dairy-Apparatus.—Auj^ust 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, witli a milk-cooler, of
an elevated reservoir for cooling-liquid, and an ele-

vated milk-holder, suitably arranged and organized
for the milk and the cooling-liquid to flow simulta-
neously through the cooler, substantially as herein
described.

93,937.—Daniel A. Wilcox, Woodstock, Tt.—Centering-Awl.—August 17, 1869 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The beveled head of the tube B C,
which incloses the puncturing-point of the shank D
E, and is so arranged therewith as to serve the pur-
pose of guiding the said point through the centers of
countersink-but apertures in the hanging of doors,
&c., and thereby insuring the starting of each screw
in the center of each of said apertures, substantially
as herein set forth.

2. The combinatton of the tubular and pointed me-
tallic portions of tlie said improved carpenters' tool
with a suitable wooden handle, substantially as here-
in set forth.

93,938.—"William F. Williams, East Bii-ming-

'

ham. Pa.

—

Cooking- Stove.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. Constructing extension-plates in such

a manner as they may be attached to and detached
from the top plates of cookiiig-stoves or ranges,
sul)stantially as described.

2. The extension-plates B, socket B*, lug B^, and
flange B^, in combination with the stove A, slots A\
and flange A^, when constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

93,939.—Walter Samuel Withers, Atlanta,
Ga.

—

Fire-Place Grate.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the standards A

A, bottom B, and front C, constructed and arranged
as described, and connected together, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. The combination of the standards A A, having
grooved lugs a a', and b b', bottom B, front C, and
adjustable back E, all constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

93,940.—George W. Wright, Washington, D.
C, assignor to Erancis Wright, same place.

—

Steam-JEngine.—August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the movable disks C and C, at each end of the cyl-
inders, cylinders B, and boiler A, substantially 'as
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the steam-cylinders, disks
C and C, gear-wheels D and D', whereby to actuate
the disks for the ingress, cutting off, and egress of
steam, substantially upon the principle and in the
manner as herein set forth. _^^

' 93,941.—David Yottng, Kokomo, Ini.—Com-
positio7i for Plastering Walls.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A plaster for plastering walls, &c., com-
posed of the ingredients herein stated, and substan-
tially in the proportions set forth.

93.942.— Eriedrich Brinck, Chester, 111.

—

Washing-Machine.—A.\xg\\fit 17, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of

drum A, provided with buckets a, having notclies b,

cog-wlieels D E, crank E, and fraino B, as described
and shown.

93.943. — Frederick Oakley, Toronto, Can-
ada.

—

Lock-Nat.—August 17, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie coml)inatioii of the bolt A, flattened
on one side, with tlio waslior B, witli opening of cor-
responding sliapo, constructed substantially as de-
scribed.

93,944.—SMrru D. Arnold, Pittsflold, Mass.—
Manufacture of Bricks.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—Sinootliing the faces of molded bricks by
grinding, attei' tiio saino have been burned, to pro-
Uuce sniootlimolded, in iniitatiou of pressed bricks.

as new articles of manufacture, substantially as set

forth.

93,945.—JosiAH Ashenfelder, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Truck for Street-Gars.—August 24, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The peculiar combination of truss-baud
or piece C C E with draught-pieces E E, and bolts I
I, when constructed in the manner and for the pur-
pose above set forth and described.

2. The combination of pieces E E, truss-band C
C F, bolts 1 1, with bearing-piece H, and its perma-
nent car-boxes D D, and springs B B, when the
whole is combined, constructed, and operated in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth and de-
scribed.

3. The combination of bottom A of car with
springs B B, truss-piece C, and bearing H, draught-
pieces E E, and their bolts 1 1, car-boxes D D, &c.,
when the whole is constructed and arranged in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth and de-
scribed.

93,946.—Harris W. Axford, Eichmond, Ind.
—Picker for Wool, tfic—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The improved upholsterers' picker, con-
sisting of the frameA «. a, toothed cylinder C, guard-
plates J, feed-rollers D D, spring-attachmeut e, in-

clined bottom E, hood F, fly-wheel G, shafts H and
B, and the driving-pulleys, all arranged and oper-
ating together, as herein shown and described.

93,947.—William F. Banks, Brookfield, Conn.—Rock-Drilling Apparatus.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the inclined arm
O, inclined shaft S, block E, gearing T U, shaft J^,

disk Y, hammers A', sliding bar D, drill I, and
hinged frame B, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the lever M, lever-pawl L,
trip-lever N, ratchet-wheel J, crank or hand-wheel
K, shaft G, gear-wheels H, rack-bars I, sliding bar
or cap D, eye-bolts F, and lever-clamps E with each
other and with the slotted hinged frame B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The lever-cams E, in combination with the
sliding frame D and hinged frame B, to hold the drill

and its operating-mechanism at any desired height
U])on the frame B, as herein shown and described.

4. Eotating the drill P, by means of the collar Q,
attached to said drill, and the angular block E, oper-
ated from the driving-shaft V by the gear-wheels U
T and shaft S, to which said angular block is at-

tached, substantially as herein shown and described.
5. The combination of the hammers A', arms Z 2',

spring-stops B', and disk or wheel Y with the shaft
V, supported from the sliding bar or cap D, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

93,948.—M. R. Barr and William T. Black,
Erie, Pa.

—

Base-Burning Stove.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a base-burning
stove, of an oven-attachment arranged therewith, so
that the connecting side of the oven forms a part of
the shell of the stove, and having a flue, C, leading
directly from the top of the fire, or one side tliereot,

to the bottom of the said oven ; also having a hole,

H, in the inner wall of the bottom, and a double-act-
ing damper, G, all substantially as specified.

93,949.—John F. Bartleit, Wiuchester, Conn—Scythe.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The parts described, consisting sub-

stantially of tlio heel B, wedge D, and blacie A,
when combined and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The scythe-blado A, constructed as described.

93,930.—Myron IT. Brckwokth, Camden, N.
Y.—Bustle.—A\iy;mt 24, 1869.

Claim.—The ladies' bustle, formed of a fabric, into

wliioh tlio springs c are introduced, in combinntioix
witli tlie tightener or cord/, passing throngli eyes at

the ends of the springs, and through eyelets near
tlio other ends of the springs, as set forth, and for

the purposes speciLicd.
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93,951. — Hexky M. Beecher, Plantsville,
Coim., assignor to H. D. Smith axd Company.—I>ie
for Forming Carriage-Shaft Shackles.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the bending-guidcs I I, and the arm-dies g g, with the
bed-plate A and the drop-die B.

2. The combination and ai-i-angement of the upset-
tiug-dies i i, "^ith the drop- die B, and "nith the arm-
dies g g, bendiug-guides 1 1, and die-plate A of the
bed-block.

3. The combination of the head-dies d d', -with the
die-plate A, the drop-die B, the arm-dies g g, the
bending-guides 1 1, and the upsetting-dies i i.

4. The combination and arrangenient of the shank-
dies n p. the head-dies d d', the arm-dies g g. the up-
setting-dies i i, and the bending-guides 1 1, the whole
being applied to the bed-block and the drop-die sub-
stantially iu manner and so as to operate as and for

the piu'pose or pm-poses hereinbefore specified.

93,952.—H. J. Berg, Butler, Va.—Apparattis
for Removing Benzinefrom Sydrocarbons.-Augu&t
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein desciibed for re-

moTing the benzine and other yolatile matters from
crude petroleum, that is to sav, by causing the crude
oil to flow gradually in a thin stream over a heated
plate, whereby the volatile principles will all be
evaporated with great certainty and rapidity.

2. The injproved machine above described for car-
rying out my process, consisting of vessel A, pro-
vided with inlet for the crude oil, and steam-chamber
C, having steam-induction and eduction pipes, in
combination with intermediate plate B, which sub-
jects the criide oil to a temperature to evaporate the
volatile parts, and conducts the refined oil into its

proper receptacle, all as shown aud described.

93,953.—XoRBORXE Berkeley, Aldie, Va.

—

Device for Supporting Wagon-Beds.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the sills a, stand-
ards b, and bed c, of a wagon, and springs d, ap-
plied around said standards b, the brackets e, at-

tached to the bed c, and adapted to be held in sockets
//, at different points in the height of the bed, so as
to rest on or be supported off of said springs, sub-
stantially as represented and described, for the pui"-

pose set forth.

2. In the described combination, the adjustable
brackets e e, adapted to longitudinally aud laterally
support or secure the bed, substautially as described.

93,954.—George M. Bohlexder, Peoria, HI.

—

Washing-Jfachine.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the inclined half disks

or hmettes k k, upright partitions h, and ledges 6 6,

with the conical-shaped cylinder A, constructed as
described.

\.

93,955.—JoHx B. Bolixgek, Detroit, Mich.—
Treadle.—Avigwiit 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a treadle and
belt, of a spring H, arranged on a different side of
the loose pulley, aud diameti'ically opposite to tlie

treadle, so that the action and reaction of the foot-
power and spring will be entirely utUized, in the
manner set forth.

2. The combination of a fast pulley, recessed on
one of its side-faces, aud driven by a friction-lever,
with the loose pulley D, having one concentric and
one eccentric wall, whereby the'said friction-lever is
operated, as and for the inirpose specified.

93,956.—Samuel Bradbury. Dresden, Mo.—
Combined Harrow, Roller, and Drill.—Auf>-ust 24
1869.

Claim.—1. The haiTow-teoth H and draught-bars
I, in combination with the roller E F and frame A,
substantially as herein shown and described, and fo,r

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the chains K, rollers L,
levers M, and catches X, -nith the harrow H I and
frame A, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the harrow H I. rollers E

F, and drUling-device O P V, with each other, and
with the frame A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

4. The adjustable roller D E F, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the chains "W, rollers X,
crank Y, connecting-rod Z, lever A', and catch B',
with the drilling-standards P, draught-bars V, and
frame A, substantially in the manner lierein shown
and described, aud for the purpose set forth.

93,957.-Peter H. Bradley, Portland, Me.—
J. f/2e.—August 24, 1869 ; antedated August 7, 1869.

Claim.—An adze, composed of the head or socket
A, flange D, slot C, and key F, constructed to oper-
ate substantially as and for the purpose specified.

93,958—Edmuxd A. Brimsox, Xew York, X
T.

—

Cork-Cutting Machine.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.—1. The improved arrangement of the

sharpeuing-stones a and straightening-collar c, with
reference to the " circular cutter" C, as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The parts mentioned in first clause, in combi-
nation with the adjustable frame I and feed-frame
T, having set-screws X X, the same being all ar-
ranged and operating together as set forth.

93,959.—THOiiAS Saxds Brown and Thomas
Archer Browx. Brooklyn, Cal.—iTarrotc-August
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bars C, having the arms D, said
arms being provided with a head, a, substantially as
and for the purpose above described.

2. In combination with the bars C above claimed,
the bars C, provided with the loops E, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Connecting the two haiTows A and B together
by means of loops and arms, substantially as liereiu
described.

93,960. — George F. Brown, TVinchendon,
Mass.— Wvndoio-Bead Fastening.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—TJie tube or socket A, provided with a
spring-catch B, in combination with the pin C, hav-
ing- a series of notches, e e e, and a thumb-screw
head, D, all constructed to be applied and operate
substantially in the manner herein described, for the
pm-poses set forth.

93,961.—T^^illts L. Brown, Shelburne Falls,
Mass., assignor to himself and Samuel W. Bowen.
same place.—Heater for Kerosene-Lamps.—August
24. 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
water-heater herein described, consisting of the
holder A, with its conical depression, the tapering
passage for the flame and products of combustion,
with its water-jacket d d, and openings cc, adapted
for use in connection with a kerosene-lamp, as set
forth.

93,962.—Joshua H. Butteravorth, Dover, X.
J.

—

Seu'ing-Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The described combination of devices
for imparting reciprocating motion to the shuttle-
carrier, the same consisting- of the wrist-pin on the
main shaft, pitman J, ball or knuckle-joint i, arm/,
vertical rock-shaft I, and arm j, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The described arrangement of the lever M, ful-

crumed at I, and operated by the cam N on the main
shaft, against the force of the spring p, sustained
upon its supporting-rod.

3. The combination, with the take-up lever M, of
the disk or aim s, on the main shaft of the cam N,
slotted, as shown, and the pin r, all substantially as
set forth.

4. The combination, within the shuttle, of the
spring-guide rod c, free at one end, and tension-
spring plate 10, the latter being adjustable by means
of a fastening-screw, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

93,963.—C. A. Calaw^A-Y', Madison, Ohio.

—

Washing-Machine.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the case A. concave
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bed B, rollers D, suspending-arms F, bearings E,
oscillating shaft G, supports H, guides O and P,
treadle it, and spring I, -\vben all constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

93,964.—Horace Call, Concord, :N'. H., as-

signor to himself and J. B. Eand, same place.

—

Appciratus for Transmitting Poiver by the Medium
of Ai/.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combiiuition and arrangement of a
wheel, A, having curved or inclined buckets on its

periphery, with an inclosing case, B, and an air-sup-

plying tube E, descending to or entering near its

lower part when in position, said wheel having suit-

able attachments for connecting it with other ma-
chinery it is to operate, all substantially as shown
and described.

93,965.—William L. Carter, Marietta, Pa.—
Apparatus for Washiivj Ores.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of

the ring G- with its radiating arms I, fixed in a cen-

tral socket-collar, H, and provided with the discharge-

shovels V, rake-teeth X, and central shovels W, to-

gether with the adjustable crushing-rollers M L,

shovels U, supporting-rods E, and pivot-rods r, the

whole mounted on rollers a, over a concave basin, B,
with its flange b, substantially in the manner shown
and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with my revolving ring Gr and
its appendages, the concave or conic basin B, with
its central discharging-cylinder C surrounding the
shaft E, the straining-chamber h &, discharge-pipe
E, from the cylinder and spout Y, from upper por-

tion of the concave, supported on frame-work A, in

the manner and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The cross-grooved plate Q, for the purpose of

adjusting the shovels o by reversing their position,

in the manner and for the purpose described.

93,966.—Andrew M. Cheeseman, Trenton, IST.

J.

—

Machine for Making Pottery.—August 24, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The mold-carrying spindle K, its

wheel J, and the disk-wheel I, of what is known as

a Scotch jigger, in combination with the forming-
tool m, and the bar M, cam IST, rod P, or equivalent
devices, whereby the said forming-tool is caused to

co-operate with the wheel J", in producing the effect

described.
2. Also, the combination of the internal cam, slid-

ing bar M, wiiich carries the forming-plate, and
which has a rod, P, adapted to the wheel J of the
mold-carrying spindle K, the whole being arranged
and operating substantially as an(4 for the purpose
her(iin set forth.

93,967.—A. Combs, Helena, Montana Territory.
— Velocipede.—August 24, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The catch-treadle E, provided with a
finger, e, and iiivoted to the working-crank E, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, to operate
as set forth.

2. The crank E, carrying the catch-treadle F, when
combined with the toothed wheel h and sjiring d, all

combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. The combination of the rear axle G- with the pin
I, slotted tubular post J, frame A, and spring g, all

arranged and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

93,968.-TIowARO CowicK, Albert Lea, Minn.—Hprse-Collar and Haines.—August 24, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the parts A, B,an(fl

D, wlien arranged substantially as s[)ecified.

2. The mode of adjustably attaching the tug-links
H by the uud(jr-cut brackets K and bolts L, arranged
substantially as specified.

3. Securing tlie lower liamcs-strap buckles by
melius of tlu! detachable clamps M, constructed and
ai)plied substantially in the manner described.

93,969. — Thomas M. Corhktt, Milwaukee
AVis., assignor to himself and John I. IIekuick,
same place.

—

Seeding-Alachine.—August 24, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. A feeding-apparatus, consisting of tlie

shaft A, fixed part of clutch B, loose ])art oi" clutch

C, and feeder or conveyor E, constructed substan-
tially as described.

2. A. B, C, D, and E, arranged substantiall}' as de-
scribed.

93,970. — DARwm E. Crosby and Sarah E.
Strickland, South Vineland, IST. J. ; said Sarah E.
Strickland assigns her right to said Darwin E.
Crosby.— Clothes-Drier.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extension-arms E, Avhether sliding
or hinged, in combination with the top cross-bar and
side-bars of a cl»thes-frame, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pivoted or folding side-arms Gr, in combi-
nation with the extension-arms E, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combination of the extension-arms E, straps
or keepers E, folding side-arms Gr, plates H, and pins
or knobs J, with each other, and with the folding
clothes-frame A B C D, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

93,971.-6-. K. Dearborn, Smithfield, assignor
to himself and O. A. Tanner, North Providence,
K. I.

—

Stopping-Mechanismf07' Looms.—August 24,

1869.
Claim.—1. The bent lever B D, when provided

with the hook B', and working in combination with
the protecting-finger A, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hook B' of the bent lever B D, in combina-
tion with the bunter E, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The compound spring S, acting in combination
with the bunter E and bent lever B D, substantially
as described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

93,972.—Silas R. Divine, K"ew York, IsT. Y.—
Cooling Soap, and Forming the same into liars.—
August 24, 1869 ; antedated August 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Cooling soap, in the form of bars, in
tubes of metal.

2. Cooling the soap by means of water surround-
ing the tubes.

3. Forcing the soap from the tubes by pneumatic,
hydrostatic, or piston pressure, or by displacement
with hot soap, introduced by pump or otherwise.

4. Switching from one tube to another, substan-
tially as described.

93,973.—.Jacob Dodder, "Washington, Iowa.

—

TFar/on-Tire.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—A tire-band for wheels of carriages and
other vehicles, having both the outer and inner sur-

faces concave, as and for the purposes set forth.

93,974. — Joseph W. Douglas, Middletown,
Conn., assignor to W. B. Douglas, same place.

—

Knapsack-Engine.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.. — The reservoir A, armed with foot-

pieces D D and bolts E E, in combination with the
force-pump B and pipe C, arranged and operated sub-
stantially in the manner "and for the purpose herein
set forth.

93,975.—J". S. Du Bois, St. Louis, Mo.—i^rtiJ-

road-Car Spittoon.—August 24, 1869.

Claim:—J. A railroad-car spittoon, consisting of
the shell B, perforated bottom E, and screen F, all

arranged so that li([uid matter can always escape,
while solid articles are detained by the screen, sub-
stantially as herein shown and describof^

2. The springs C, I), and /i, and pins c?, in com-
biiuition Avith the liiuged bottom E, pivoted screen
F, and flanged shell 15, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

93,976.—Douglas W. Eaton, North Eidgo,
N. Y.

—

Device for Tightening Wire i'Vucc—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—The device for straining wire fences,

heroin described, consisting of the shank a, with
conical point d, and cross-arm c, the whole arranged
as described, and operating in the luaiiner and for

the purpose specified.
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93.977.—Stephex Elliott, Eiclimontl, Ind.

—

Gate.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The joiuted rod E, in combination Tvitli

the gate C, guide-arm F, and spring E', substantially

as shown and described.
2. The combiuatio n and arrangement of the gate

C, the ropes or chains P, roller H, and lever G, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The' arrangement of the levers G- G', ropes I P,
and latch D, substantially as and for tbe purpose
specified.

93,978. — William , Evaxs, tlureka, T7is. —
Spring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, -with the spring E,
of the set-screw I, sliding bolt H, and lever E, vrhen
arranged substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the spring E, case A, set-

screw I, sliding bolt H, brackets C, boltD, and lever

E, all arranged as specified.

93,979.—Alfred Everiss, Ne-w York, K". T.

—

Gathering-AttachmentforSewing-MacMne.—August
:J4, 1869.

Claim.—A gathering-attachment for sewing-ma-
chines, constructed, arranged, and operated auto-

matically from the presser-foot, in tlie manner sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

93,980.—BER^^HARDT EiNCKE, Brooklyn. X. Y.,

assignor toE. Gustavus Eincke, same place.

—

Pro-
cess of Preparing Homeopathic Medicines.—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. Effecting potentation by the peculiar
mode of dilution called fluxion, substantially as here-

inbefore set forth.

2. The pi'ocess of potentiating by carrying the
vehicle to the bottom of the vial, by means of a tube
or jet, substantially as herein described.

3. Producing infinitesimal gi-adual dilution in one
vial, by continuous motion of the vehicle.

4. Measuring the potentiatiug-vehicle before it en-

ters the vial, or other receptacle of the material to

be potentiated, for the purpose of ascertaining the
degree of potentiation, as set forth.

5. Measuring the potentiating-vehicle by measur-
ing the liquid which flows away from the vial, or
other receptacle of the material to be potentiated,

to ascertain the degree of potentiation, as specified.

93,981.-0. P. Fraxtz and E. Broad, St. An-
thony, Minn.

—

Cant-Hook.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The tapering socket A, provided with
the projection B, with its ears b, the slot 6', and ring
C, arranged and operating as described, for tlie

purpose set forth.

93,982.—Erancis Frisiaxi, Xew York, ]^. Y.—
Medical Com-pound for Treating the Organs of Voice,

—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The medical preparation hereinbefore
described, and which I call vocalina, the same con-
sisting of an alcoholic solution of the resin called
jatoba, with or without the addition of the other
tinctures named, or either of them, said medicine
being intended for use in affections of the throat and
vocal organs, as set forth.

93,983—Perry G. Gardiner, ISTew York, K'.Y.
* —Railway-Car Spring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. A ii-ame or case, in which the parts
are constructed, arranged, and combined together
in the manner and for the purposes substantially a-s

described, for carrying and securing the steel

spirally-coiled springs, singly or in groups, so that
the lower portions of the springs wiirbe uninclosed,
and accessible for cleaning and inspection without
removing the case, and at the same time the coils

are protected and secured against bending or being-
thrown out of line by the ii-regular pressure or sui-g-

ingofthecar.
2. The form and construction of the central

standard e, whether used in combination with the
cap or base singly, or with both in the same frame,
and in part surrounding and sliding upon the cen-
tral tube d, operating substantially in the manner
and for the purposes described.

93,984.—Perry G. Gardiner, ISTew York, 15".Y.—liaihvay-Car Spring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The device of the central hollow stud or
tube E, combined \\ith the rubber cylinder-spring B,
and the spirally-coiled steel springs C and A,
aiTanged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose described.

93,985 ^1^. E. GiLMAN, Eochester, Minn.—
Grain-Binder.—August 24, 1669.

Claim.—1. The pitman L, connecting the crank
K with the bar or lever P, carrying the rake-head,
when arranged to play tip and down within tbe irer-

tical slot of the upright bar M, as herein described,

for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the rod S and cord T with
the hinged rake-head H, lever P, and bar or lever

Q, subsrantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The adjustable hook C^, bar or lever E', and
hook F', constructed and operating in combination
with the vertical pivoted bar M, m' m^, and lever

O, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The arms 17, shaft V, arm W, connecting-rod
X, and springs Y and Z, in combination with the
pitman L and rake R, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. Binding grain in a series of connected bundles,

by a continuous looped cord, substantially as herein
sbown and described.

93,986 William Graysox and C. D. Hyxd-
MAX, Odell, 111.

—

Lamp-Extinguiaher.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a lamp-burner,
the springs E E, with the tees J J, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

2. Extinguishing a lamp-wick, by pinching it be-

tween two movable metallic plates, substantially as

described.

93,987.— "William H. Gregg and William
Bowe, Wilmington, Del.

—

Adjustable Carriage-Seat.
—August 24, 1869.

Claiin.—The arrangement, in a double-seated car-

riage, of four stops on the back and two on the front

sea"t, with hooks G G in the forward part thereof,

all as shown and described.

93,988.—John E. Griffex, K'ew York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Rosin and Spirits of Turpentine.—
August 24, 1869.

.

Claim.—1. As a new process for the manufacture
of turpentine and rosin, subjecting a given charge of

crude material to the action of heat from steam-
heated surfaces, within a still, while constantly
agitated within said still, substantially as herein-
before set forth.

2. In an apparatus for carrying on the described
process, first, the combination of a steam-heated
still with a steam-heated agitator, as and for the
purposes set forth; secondly, the combination, with
the still, of perforated steam-pipes o, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as and for the purposes set forth

;

thirdly, the screw feeder i, in combination with the
agitator ; fourthly, the use of a series of lifters or
buckets, m, in combination with the heating-agita-

j;Or, substantially as and for the pmpose set forth.

93,989. —JOHX D. Harrison, Middletown,
Ohio.

—

Seeding-Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the gearing-sockets o

with the bars E G and drag-bars E, constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as and for the
purpose described.

93,990.—M. C. Hawkins, Edinborough, Pa.—
P!«H_p.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The portable pumping-apparatus herein
described, consisting of the platform A, pump-stand
B, valve-section C, and tubing D, with valve h h,

the stone barrel E, piston E, rod G, and brake-lever
H, all constructed and arranged as herein shown
and described.
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93,991.—James H. Haynes, Union County,
Axk.— Velocipede.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The pinion E, shaft F, and driving-wheel

K, in combination with a disk, C, wlien the several

parts are constructed, arrang-ed, and operated sub-

stantially as herein described, for the purpose set

forth.

93,992.—HE?fRY Hempstead, Greenport, ]^.T.
—Oar-Lock.—An^ast 24, 1869.

Claim.—The yoke or oar-socket B, when provided
with friction-rollers C C, and arranged so as to

oscillate in the manner described, in combination
with the steru A of a boat, substantially in the man-
ner as and for the purpose herein set forth.

93,993.—George B. Hicks, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Electro-Magnetie Signal-Apparatus. — August 24,

1869,

Claim.—1. The arrangement of tlie magnet E and
spool, in combination with the bell JF, and operated
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The application of the magnet E and single

spool, in counectiou with a battery, for giving sig-

nals upon a bell, as set forth.

93,994.—LeaviTT Hunt, Weathersfield, Yt.—
PZoiy.—August 24, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, substantially as

herein described, with the hinged plow-beam and
sulky-frame, of a stiif or rigid gauge-bar to regulate
the depth of furrow, and to cause the plow-point to

bite or enter the ground at the instant the machine
is moved forward.

2. The combination, with the plow beam, of ai-ms
hinged to the sulky-frame, and connected with the
beam, and with the lever for elevating the same, as
herein described, so that said arms shall serve both
to stiffen or brace, and, in couiiection with the
lever, to raise or depress the plow.

3. The combination, with the slotted plow-beam
and whiffletree, held in a slot in the sulky-frame or
pole, and connected with the beam by a draught-
chain, or equivalent device, of the hinged bracing-
arms, the lever for actuating tlie same, and the rigid
or stiff gauge-bar, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement, substan-
tially as herein specified, of the plow-beam with the
hand-lever for raising or lowering the same, and an
auxiliary foot-lever, independent of, and having no
connection with, the hand-lever, but cmmected with
the beam, and adapted to act in conjunction with the
hand-lever when required.

5. The combination, with the hand-lever and seg-
mental rack, of the sliding catch-bar, and device for
operating the same, said bar being held to the lever
and forked so as to straddle the rack, as and for the
purposes shov,-n and set forth.

6. Tlie combination, A\'ith the forward part of the
beam of a plow of otlierwise ordinary or suitable
construction, of a pendent arm, carrying the roller,

and pivoted or hinged to the plow-beam, and a
cui'ved and slotted branch-arm connected with botli

the plow-beam and tiie roller-arm, in the manner and
for tiie purposes substantially as described.

93,995.—Samuel "W. Huntixgton, Augusta,
M.Q.—Sash-Balance.-Aui^nat 24, 18.';9.

Claim-—The construction and arrangement of the
grooved sash iamb, the weighted balance-racks re-

ceived in such jamb, and the metallic strips, for
holding said racks in place, and forming Avays, in
which the projecting portions of the racks 'move
and are guided, in combination with the wiudow-
sasli, its racks, and intermediato pinion, as herein
set forth.

93,996—B. A. Jenkins, La Crosse, ^Yiii.—Me-
tallic irt7uifo?y-,S7Mt/!«er.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Constructing tiie uprights of a hollow
metallic shutter- frame of ])lates A A, fastened at
their edges to a stiffening and spacing-bar, G, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

2. Tlie construction of a hollow sliit B, of a plate
of metal, lieut substantially as described, and hav-
ing end-pieces b^ bK for receiving rod b'^, formed on
it, substantially as set forth.

30 r—II

3. The ears b b, formed on the hollow metallic slat

B, substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

93,99^.-Grpgory Jennings, West Cairo, Ohio.—Shovel-Flow.—August 24, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The bent or curved arm E, having
guard-fingers G attached to its lov,'er part and ad-
justably connected with the beam A, substantially
as herein shown and described, whether used with
orAvithout the draught-rod H, as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the recessed shovel D with
the curved arm E, both constructed and operating
together as set forth.

93,998.—TTiULiAM Johnson, Lambertville, 'S.

J.

—

Bolt-Threading Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The main die-casting E, toothed rims
G G, pinion-wheels TV W TV, screws S S S, die-

blocks 0, cutting-dies D D D, stops P T X,
pressure-band F, and plate N, combined and arranged
as descril^ed, and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the friction-bands L L,
rock-shaft I, and lever H, or their equivalents, ar-

ranged and combined in the manner and for the pur-

pose substantially as described and set forth.

93,999.

—

Luther 'N. Johnson and Benton Sil-
LOAVAY, Montpelier, Vt.

—

Clothes-Drier.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—1. The bolt e, in connection with the
arms C and D D, for the purposes as explained.

2. The arm C, in combination with tlie arras D D
and hinges d d, the slide B and hinge d, the pulley
E and cord g and lines //, as described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the rack
or frame, consisting of the arms, hinges, lines, and
bolt, as described, Avith the slide B, pulley E, cord g,
case A, and slide-holder c, and grooves b b, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described and
set forth.

94,009.—]S"athaniel Jones, Lockport, Ind.

—

Quadrant-Hinge.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The wing G, provided with curved arms
C and lug E, in combination with the wing K, pro-

vided with lug D and recess e, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,001.—John TV. Jones, Thomson, 111., as-

signor to himself and S. H. Beckwith, same place.
—Reversible Plow.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The mold-board, formed in two tri-

angular parts, B C, and comlnned together, and
with the posts E D, and turning and supporting-
frame I, Avhcn all arranged substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The combination of the two parts B C of the
mold-board and the locking-slides O, when arranged
and operatiu'g substantially as specified.

94,00'3.—Louis A. Kettle, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Button-Hole and Buckle.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming a spring wire liutton-holc and
prongs of one and the same continuous piece, hav-
ing a frame. A, as in ligs. 1, 2, and 3, or Avithout

said frame, as in fig. 4, substantially as described.

2. Forming a spring- v.'ire button- hole, B, strap-

loop D, and prongs of one and the same continuous
piece, having a frame. A, (tig. 3,) substantiall}' as

described.

94,003.—Charles A. King, Springfield, Mass.
—Revolving Fire-Arm.—August 24, L869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the movable gear
or pinion G, in the joint H, and tlie rack D, on the

front end of the extractor, in such a manner that

they engage with Citeh other, and operate the ox-

tractor," by the throwing forward of t!ie barrel, sub-

stantially as herein shown and set lorth.

2. 1 do not clnini connecting tlie ejector and
plunger by a swivil-joint ; but what I do claim is the

combination of the rack I), i)inion G, and extractor

A, the parts being all arranged ami coniiceted, sub-

stantially as herein described.
3. The construction and iirrangomont o( the pawl
in suoli a nuuinor that when the hammer is at
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hnlf-coek the point of the pawl is thrown back ont
of a line with the face of the ratchet, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

94,004

—

Jerome B. King, Xew York, IS". T.—
yfafthing-Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The washing-machine, constructed as de-

sci'ibed, of the segmental sections C, one of which
forms a cover, lield to the rotating cylinder B by
means of the elastic bands E. and resting at their
outer ends upon the end disks D, bearing the guards
H, each segment C being provided with end seg-
ments JP, whieli are adapted to fit between the ends
of the cylinder B and the disks D, all arranged as
described, for the purpose specified.

94,09.5.

—

Alexaxdeii King and George H.
King, Painesville, Ohio.— Washing-Machine.—Au-
gust 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The circular plate D E, attached to the
end of a vertical shaft, C, passing out throngli the
stufiing-box S T, and operated by the bevel-gearing
G H, and shaft I, attached to the brackets F and J",

in combination with the ribbed body or tub A, all

constructed and arranged to operate as herein de-
scribed and shown.

2. In combination with the devices of aboA'e
clause, the crank O, cranks or crank-wheels M K,
connecting-bar L, pin P. and slotted bar Q, when ar-

ranged substantially a.s herein shown and described,
iind for tlie purpose specified.

94,009 John W. King, New York, jS". Y.—
GurtaAn-Fixture.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a cord-pulley
and disk, or the journal E and ears B, all fitted to-

geth-er, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The subject-matter of above clause, in combi-
nation with the roller A, the ears B, disk C, and
pivot B, arranged on the other end of the roller, as
shown and described.

94,007.—D. E,. Knight, Akron, Ohio.—Driving
Well-Tubes.—Xws^w^K. 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie recesses or chambers C, oblique
gT-ooves D, and inclined tapering grooves e, com-
bined and arranged, in relation to the tubes A and
B, substantliMy as and for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie spirai slot G, as arranged in relation to and
in combin.-.tion vvdth the tubes A and B, in the man-
ner as and for the purpose set forth.

94,008.—A n-ONis Labauve, Convent, La.

—

Ap-
paratus for Clarifying Cane-Jidce by Means of Sul-
phurous-Acid Gas.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with relation to tlie

pump A, containing the piston and valves, of the
juice-passage «', gas-passage F «", and the compart-
ment H, containing the perforated shelves I, as here-
in described, for the purpose specified.

94,009.

—

Jacob Lagowitz, Newark, N". J.

—

Wooden Trunk.—August 24, 1869.

Claim..—1. Tlie herein-described method of mak-
ing wooden trunks, by covering the boards separately
with leather, or its equivalent, and ornamenting or
creasing the same preparatory to putting the same
together, substantially as specified.

2. Covering and ornamenting the boards for a
curved trunk-cover, previous to the bending of the
same, substantially as herein shown and described.

94.010.—George "W. Lamb, Cobalt, Conn.—
Sleigh-Bell.—Ang:ast 24. 1869.

Claim.—The collar B. long and narrow shank D,
screw E, and nut F, in combination with the body
A of the bell, sulistantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose of securely connecting the
said bell with the strap upon which it is strung.

94,011.—John M. Lemon, Polk City, Iowa.

—

Floor- Catch for Table-Legs.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—Securing the legs of tables, and other
furniture, to the floor by means of catch-plates E,
Tvhen fitted in recesses, so as to be flush with the
upper surface of said floor, and adapted to engage
with the headed rivets D, or the notches K of the

housings of casters, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

94,912.—George TV. Ross, Lewin, Hochester,
N. Y.—Device for Folding Letters, cfic—August 24,
1869 ; antedated August 7, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described instrument for fold-
ing, more rajiidly, letters, bills, &c., to a uniform
width, consisting of a single metallic plate or other
substance folded upon itself, forming two leaves of
unequal widths.

94,013.—T. S. Lewis, Portland, Mo.—Machine
for Removing Green Corn from the Cob.—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding carriage B, composed of
the parts ef, and carrying the follower /i and'plunger
g. in connection with the cutters n p, as herein de-
scril)ed.

2. The cutting-frame x, -with its adjustable cutter

p, in combination with the adjustable scraping-de-
vices t u, constructed and arranged to operate as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

3. The sli<ling carriage B / e, witli the follower and
plunger, in connection with the adjustable scrapers t

u, as lierein described.
4. The hopper I:, in combination v/ith the sliding

carriage B/ e, follower /i, plunger .c?, knives n p, con-
structed and arranged as herein described, for the
purpose specified. ,

94,014.—DiEUDONNE FuANgois Joseph Lontin
and Eardley Louis Charles d'Ivernois, Paris,
France.— Magneto-Electric Machine. — August 24,

1869
;
patented in France, December 14, 1868.

Claim.—A magneto-electric engine, consisting of

the bibranched electro-magnetic armatures, radially
disposed upon the rotating shaft, in combination
with the stationary magnets, wliich are initially

magnetized, wlien arranged in such a manner that
the current generated in one series of rotating arma
tares is conveyed to the fixed magnets, and then, on
the rotation of the shaft, excites a current in another
series of rotating magnets, which can be utilized at

will, in the manner and for the purpose as described.

94,015.

—

James R. Maxwell and Ezra Coi'K,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Steam-Engine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rock-shaft E, parallel to the cylin-

der, actuated by contact of oblique surfaces of the
arms M M' thereon, and the piston within the cylin-

der, constructed, combined, and arranged as herein
set forth.

2. The rock-shaft E and the valve C, having a
diagonal groove, O, in combination with their inter-

vening gear, substantially as described.
3. The rock-shaft G and the finger IST, in combi-

nation with the diagonal groove O, substantially as
described.

4. The valve C, with the steam-supply openings I
I', exhaust-openings h' 7t", constructed and arranged,
with reference to the chamber C C" and tlie induc-
tion and eduction ports thereof, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The steam-cylinder A, in combination with the

two separate throttle or regulating valves b b,

arranged to control the floAv and quantity of steam
admitted through separate passages, respectively, to
each end of the steam-cylinder, substantially as de-

scribed.

94,016.—Noah Mayo and Eben S. Morse,
Bath, Me.

—

Show- Case for Counters.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—A counter show-case, constructed sub-
stantially in the manner as herein described.

94,017.—Thomas McCreary, Matteawan, N.
Y., assignor to himself, George M. Sullivan, and
John McCreary, same place.— Umbrella.—August
24. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the holding-rings b,

provided with radially-projecting pins, the braces
and ribs provided witli eyes for connection to the

said pins, and the guard-rings c, either permanently
or detachably connected to the holding-rings, sub-

stantially as specified.
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94,018.

—

William: McKay, ISTewburyport,

Mass.—Sail-ITank.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, as described, of tlie

metallic guard D and rivets b b, with the roller-spin-

dle C and the wooden bow A, the sanae being pro-

ductive of an improved manufacture of sail-hank,

provided with a friction-roller, as set forth.

94,019.—Antoine E. McISTair, 'New York, :N".

T.—Wood Pavement.—Angnst 24, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
stretchers C C, chamfer-shouldered bridge pieces or
supports E E, and recessed or chamfer-shouldered
paving-blocks G- G-, secured to the said stretchers

"by vertical, and to the supports by horizontal tree-

nails, substantially as herein specified.

94,020. — Joseph Moore, Tarentum, Pa.

—

Spring-Bed-Bottcnn.—August 24, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the longitudinal
spring-bars A, transverse bars B, spring-followers

C, straps E, and Mction-rollers E, substantially as
specified.

94,0^1.

—

David G. Mokkis, Catasauqua, Pa.

—

Machine for Heading Bolts.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement,
with relation to each other, and the cam I on the
shaft K, of the adjustable die-holders A and B, and
the carrier E, sliding on tongues or ways formed on
the bracket H, and provided with set-screws a. for

adjusting the cutter S relative to the cutter E", as
herein shov/n and described.

2. The arrangement of the eccentric T, arms U,
and set-screws Y, with relation to the squared por-
tion X of the shaft L, as set forth and shown.

94,03'2.—JoxAH l!^EWTOX, IsTew York, IST. Y.—
Savj-Teeth.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combiaation of the segmental
tooth A and holding-spring B or S with a circular
recess of a saw-plate or disk, either with or without
the bolsters I, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as lierein shown and described.

2. The improved spring-retracting instrument, con-
structed and operating substantially as above de-
scribed.

94,02.3.—George Oldi-iam, TTestfield, E". Y.—
Clothes- Drier.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The clothes-frame, composed of the post
A, supported on pivoted legs G, having cam-ends
and shoulders g', the pivoted arms B C, crossing
each other and pivoted together, and connected by
cords E, and tlie sliding hub D, supported on spring
E, when said parts are all constructed and arranged
as herein described and shown.

94",024.—S. H. Partridge, Peterborough, IST.

'K.—Slcd.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The seat a, runner &, platform c, and run-
ners d. combined and arranged in the manner
above described, and for the purgBoses herein set
forth.

94, 02.3.—Edward Perry, Hopkinton, Mass.—
Spring-Bed Bottom.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
two scries of " V-shaped springs" with the slats
D, the frame A, and the two series of serpentine
springs C, arranged together as set forth.

94,026

—

John S. Perry, Albany, :[sr. Y.—Port-
able Heating-Attachment for Stoves.—August 24,
1869.

Claim.. — I. A portable warming-attachment for
stoves, consisting of a chest, A, a reservoir, D, and
inlet and outlet-passages, adapted to operate sub-
stantially as described.

2. A portable warming-attachment for stoves,
combining the following elements, to wit, a chest, A,
an outlet-line, C'^ a warming-closet, G, and an inlet-
orifice, C, substantially as (lescril)ed.

3. The dir(!ct flue C^, provided Avith a damper, g,
and arranged, in the relation described, to the inlet-
orifice C, for tlie purpose described.

4. The descending fine C C^ passing through the
reservoir 1), and extending down nearly to the bot-

tom of the portable chest A, within which such res-

ervoir is arranged, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described. *

94,027.-Charles Powell, Birmingham, Eng-
land.

—

Pump.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tube J, rodK,
having stopper j and lid k thereon, tube I, and hol-

low stock A, all being connected and constructed as
set forth, to cause the escape of water within the
pump before it can freeze, in the manner described.

2. The combination of the chair-shaped wooden
stock A, with air-chamber B and piston E, as and
for the purpose specified. y

3. The improved pump, the same consisting of the
devices named and described.

94,028.—George Price, Peoria County, 111.

—

Saw-Sharpener.—August 24, 1859.

Claim.—1. The vertical shaft E, having an arm,
d, provided with a blade, in combination with
the slots of the semicircular guide yy; and the mov-
able saw-bed D, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable block 7c k
and set-screw with the vertical shaft E, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

3. The treadle G, lever a, and vertical shaft E,
with spring/;., in combination with the movable saw-
bed D, substantially as described.

4. Providing the movable saw-bed D with a feed-
device, m, for feeding the teeth of the saw to the file

q, substantially as described.
5. The levers i, k, I, m, n, and o, spring//, verti-

cal bar h, and vertical arm b b, so constructed and
operating as to give the required feeding-movement
to the feed-device or bar m, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The arm e and vertical bar b, in combination
with the shaft F, semicircular guide y y, and lever i,

substantially as described.
7. The movable saw- bed D, with slide D', and block

g g, having the feed-device or bar m j)ivoted to a
post thereon, in combination with the circular bed-
plate H and shaft E, when constructed, and oper-
ating substantially as described.

8. The bed-plate K, trough C, with arms x, spur-
wheel V, and pinion, balance-wheel, crank W, and
arm u, connecting with file-frame, all constructed
and arranged as herein described,

9. The combination of the set-screws 1 1 iwith the
guide h h, so that the required i>itch or inclination
may be given to the forward end of file, substantially
as described.

10. The adjustable file-clamps m m and bar S,

working in jpendent slots from the arms x of the
trough C, in combination with the arm u constructed
and operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as set forth.

11. The combination of the gauges e e e e, as ar-
ranged on the rod, M'ithtthe saw-clamps E E, substan-
tially as described.

94,029.—Alvin D. Puffer, Somerville, Mass.—Application of Carbonated Waters in Medicine
and Surgery.—August 24, 1869.

Claim:—The attachment of the flexible hose C to
the lancet B, in combination with the nozzle or
sprinkler D aiul the vessel A, substantially and in
manner as before described and explained.

94,030.— James Restein, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fabric for the Manufacture of Collars, Cu(f's, (Co.—
August 24, 18()9 ; antedated August 9, 18t)9".

Claim.—Tlio witliindescribed fabric, composed
of tlie parts A and B, with tlie part A coated with a
white enamel, C, or not, as desired.

94,031.— John Picun-, Fort Howard, AYis.—
Lamp- Lighter.—August 24, 1869.'

Claim.—1. The combination with a clock-dial and
hour-hand, of the spring arm S, ixn-forutcil disk K,
arm (^, slide P, when all arranged substantially as
spi'cilied.

2. Tlu^ combination of lover-.slido P, having trig-

ger-catch O upon one end, with the rod N, wi'igiit

M, flexible conucctiou K, lover A, and retainer Ji,
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all togelher constituting the device for holding and
releasing the spring-disk B, as described.

3. The combination of the t^ro devices me»tioned
in above clauses of claim, with the spring- disk B,

match-holder C, and wick-holder D, all connected
and operating together as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

94,032.— John Egberts, Greenfield, Ind.—
Corn-Roiv Jlarker.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the frame

B C K X, axle-tree A, wheels E E, driver's seat F,

shovels or markers K. rods or links I, bar J, treadle

or lever L, and pivoted handles M, substantially as

lierein set fortli, for the purpose specified.

94,033.—Davexport Sogers, Mount Gilead,

Ohio.—Butter-Machine.—Awixnst 24, 1869.

ClavTii.—l. The combination, with a hollow cylin-

der, haviugteeth g, and a revolving shaft, D. having

the beveled teeth b spirally arranged thereon, of

the hopper and power-plunger, all arranged, with re-

spect to each other, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

2. The improved hollow cylinder B, having re-

movable top a. inlet-hopper d., and outlet-aperture

e, all constructed and formed in one piece, as and for

the purposes specified.

94,034.—TT. E.. Saxtley, ^STew London, Ohio.—
Wagon-Beach and Hound.—August 24, 1869.

CZawn.—Forming the reach and the hounds of a

wagon or can-iage from a single piece of wood,

sub'stantially as shown, aud described.

94,035.—F. ScHEXCK, San Antonio, Texas.

—

Hair-Trigger.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—ThQ hair-trigger attachment to the guard

E, consisting of the hair-trigger B. the hair-trigger

catch C, the handle-catch D, and the spring F,^all

constructed and operating substantially as and*for

the purpose described.

94,036.—F. ScHEXCK, San Antonio, Texas.—
Hair-Trigger.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. The application, to the main trigger A,
of the spring a, for the purpose of obtaining "a yield-

ing point of contact for the action of the haiptrig-

ger mechanism.
2. The joint, consisting of the hair-trigger B, and

of the hair-trigger catch" C, wlien arranged on the

guard of a gun or pistol, as set forth.

3. The spring-case F, with the arc g and the handle

h, constructed and operating substantially as and
for tlie purpose described.

4. The combination, with the main trigger A. of

the spring a, lever F, hair-trigger B, and catch C,

all arranged and operating substantially as herein

shown and described.
5. The spring c, when arranged on the hair-trigger

and guard, substantially as and for the pui'pose herein

shown and described.

.
94,037.—Fraxklix Scott, Brooklyn, N. Y.—

insulator.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the insulator, pro-

vided with the slot F, jaws C C, and ribs 1 1, with
the slotted collar B, in the manner and for the pur-

pose as set forth.

94,038.—Peter Shults, Eockwood, X. Y.

—

Cant- Hook.—Aug-ast 24, 1869.

Claim —The cant-hook, consisting of the stock or
lever A, having the plated point B beveled on its

upper side, the hook C, attached thereto by the bolt

I) and screw-nut E, and provided with the arm F
and upwartUy-pi-ojecting point a, the angular spring

G, secured to the stock by screw-bolts H and I), all

constructed, arranged, and operated as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose specified.

94,039.—Xatier Simox, Akron, Ohio.

—

Yeloci-

pedc—Angnst 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the crank-axle-tree A', jointed links E, jointed axle-

tree .C', levers J, and actuating-rods F, in the man-

ner substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

2. The stud N, stay O, movable blocks L, axle-tree
A', and box A, all combined and arranged to oper-
ate in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

94,040—Sniox F. Stanton Manchester, [J-T. H.,
aud OuviLLE EiPLET. Charlestown, Mass.

—

Steam-
Cylinder 0(7cr.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the reservoir A,
the cylinder B, outlet-chamber P, and conducting-
pipes E E, when constructed in the manner herein
described.

2. The arrangement of the cylinders B, valve H,
and cylinder-head "W, when constructed as shown
and described.

3. The tubular piston-rod when constructed as
described, with a partition, D, to regulate the move-
ments of the valve H and connecting-rod E.

94,041.

—

David A. Stubblefield and TTill-
IJAJI H. LusE, Yazoo County, Miss.

—

Plow.—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling-bars A, B, and C, standards
D, beams E. and doubletree L. cuff-irons F, and
bolts g, when the whole is combined, arranged, and
operated substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

94,©42.—Stephen G. Sturges and "William E.
Sturges, Xewark, X. J.

—

Clix)forAttaching Buckles.
—Au^-ust 24. 1869.

Claim.—The clip described, when constructed and
combined with a strap, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

94,043. — Cornelius Stvartwout, Troy, IN".

Y., assignor to himself. Joseph Foxell, Thomas
Jones, dud Edward W. Millard, same place.

—

TFff.'^e-Z/'O'/j..—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The handle M, with the connecting-rod
N, or its equivalent, and the device P, or its equivar
lent, arranged so as to loop or hook over the lug S,

or any equivalent thereto, and forming rivets through
the ears K and L, substantially in the manner and
for the pm'poses as described and set forth.

94,044.—Fenton Y. Tavenner, John W. Gal-
BRAiTH, and Alfred Smith, Sedalia, Mo.—Harrow.
—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the teeth, the
framing, and the metallic bars A, of the levers C, D,
and E, substantially as specified.

94,045.—X. O. J. TiSDALE, Xew Orleans, La.—
Machine for Charging Gas-Retorts.— August 24,
1869.

Claim.—1. The guide-way B, when constructed
substantially as herein described, for the pm*pose set
foith.

2. The charger C, when provided with the revers-
ible bottom or apron D. and constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

3. The combination of the guide-way B and the
charger C. when these parts are constructed, ar-

ranged, and conjointh' operate substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

94.046.— Sidney S. Turner, "Westborongh,
Mass., assignor to himself and Willard Corney,
same place.

—

Seiving-Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the needle E^, and hook C^, operating substantially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The tension-spring F-, in combination with the
fixed cams F^ F^, working substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

94,047 S. F. Van Choate. Boston, Mass.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a firing-pin and a
trigger of a fire-arm, whereby the latter actuates the
former directly without the aid of other lock-mechan-
ism for the purpose of exploding tlie cartridge by
direct pressure rather than hj the ordinary system,
of percussiou.

2. As a positive mechanical movement, the em-
ployment of the cam-grade of the I'od I, in combina-
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tion with the studs e' /', on the firing-pin e, for the

purpose before explained.
3. The combination and arrangement of the cam-

block k and the rod I, the latter being prevented
from revolving within the former, and provided with
means of varying the friction or hold between it and
the breech-bolt, for the purpose substantially as here-

in explained.
4. An improved fire-arm, composed of a breech-

bolt, provided with a fixed or unyielding cartridge-

retractor, a receiver, furnished with the permanent
or immovable stop a', and a recoil-cam-block, pro-

vided with a variable friction-device to regulate the
degree of friction between the two, the whole being
combined substantially in manner set forth.

94,048.—Henry C. Vaknum, Hartford, Yt.—
Horsse-Rake and Hav-Spreader Combined.—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving spreader D, in combina-
tion with the jointed side-bars of the frame C, and
with the drive-wheel A, whether used with or with-
out the rake J K L, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. An improved hay-rake, formed by the combina-
tion of the rake J K L, rotating spreader D, jointed
side-bars of the frame C, axleB, and drive-wheels A,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. Jointing the side-bars of the frame C, when used
in connection with the small wheels N, to adapt the
machine for use upon inclined or uneven ground,
substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The combination of the detachable cross-bar S
with the gear-wheel F of the spreader D, and with
the drive-wheel A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the lever I, shaft H, lever
or crank-arm G, connecting-rod T, and sliding bear-
ings E, with the frame C and shaft d' of the spreader
D, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

94,049.— Jacob Stilenger "Wayne, Quiney,
HI.—^U(75'2/-To^.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rear bows A
and braces B with the remaining parts of a buggy-
top, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The construction and arrangement together, in
the manner specified, of the reax bows A E and
braces E, as set forth.

94,050.—Theophilus Weaver, Harrisburgh,
Va.— Corn-Sheller.—August 24, 1869.
Claim 1.—In a sheller-jaw of two blades, N^ N^,

the shuttle Y L and the crooked rear guide g, ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the shut-
tle-wings Y L with benches W' and rests T, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. Constructing the base of cone a with spring-
rests T, benches W' C, and cuts D, all arranged as
herein set forth.

4. The sliding clamp A^ P^ Y2Si w^n^and stand-
ard B^ m2 I', constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the pui'pose herein shown
and described.

5. Constructing frame 0^ B* M flf S*, as and for
the purpose specified.

6. Constructing case-body E." p/ ^i K^ H, as and
for tlie purpose specified.

7. The cduction-cob-rack X^ Y^ X T A^ and trip-
slide T' F h I, arranged to operate substantially as
herein described.

_
8. The locking-swivel-connection of mitor-gcar-

nng m, with case-body, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

9. The combination and ai-rangomont of miter-gearm with feed-cone r., and with liand-miter-wlieel n,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

94,051.-M. Y. B. WniTE, Ballston, N. Y.—
Sash-atop.—A uguHt 24, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie rack-bars J) D', when provided

with flange d, as and for the purpose described.
2. The lack- bars D D', coustructod us described.

when used in connection with the catches c c, and
operated by any suitable lever-device, to work both
sashes, as and for the purpose described.

3. The device described, consisting of the rack-
bars D D', stops c, and key B, the whole being con-
structed and arranged as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

94,053.— Darius Wilcox, Chariton, Iowa.

—

tanning-Mill and Grain-Separator.— August 24,

1869.

Claim.— I. The fans, ISTos. 1, 2, and 3, when ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The mill described, consisting essentially of the
hopper a, riddles h c, grain boards /; d, and fans 1, 2,

3, when combined and arranged as and for the pur-
pose described.

94,053.—James Wilson, Jr., ^^Tew York, as-

signor to himself and AVilliam Quail, Williams-
burgh, N. Y.

—

Printers' Galley.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination oi an adjustable arm
with an ordinary printers' galley, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The arm B 6*, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and provided with a thumb-screw, b^, in
combination with the flange a', of an ordinary print-
ers' galley, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The gauge C, constructed substantially as herein
shown and described, and provided with a tliumb-
screw, c', in combination with the galley A and ad-
justable arm B, as and for the purpose set forth.

94,054.—J. F. Wilson, Athens, Ga.— Hoe.—
August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the blade of a hoe to the bar
C, or its ecxuivaleut, by means of. a dovetail groove
in the bar, and a dovetail on the back edge of the
blade, substantially in the manner described.

2. Attaching the blade to the bar or eye of a hoe
by means of a groove, in such a manner that no other
fastening than th,e friction produced by the blade (or

by any device attached thereto) shall be sufiicient to
hold it in place, substantially as described, whether
such groove be dovetailing or not.

3. In combination with a blade thus attached, the
opening I>, substantially as described.

94,055.— Arthur M. Allen, Is'ew York, X.
Y.— Velocipede.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The " foot-ratchets " and ratchet-arms,
in combination with the driving-wheel of a veloci-
pede, substantially as described.

2. The cranks d and connecting-rods c, in com-
bination with the "foot-ratchets," and with the driv-
ing-wheel of a velocipede, substantially as set forth.

3. The bell-crank-levers g h, rods i, and springs/,
in combination with the ratchet-arms E and foot-

lever F, substantially as described.
4. The notched blocks a, in combination with the

ratchet-arms E and ratchet-concs 1), substantially
as set forth.

5. The bracket k and shaft I, in combination with
the pivot ^, standard H, and wheel I, thereby giving
to the standard H a double motion, viz, a swivel mo-
tion and a laterally-swinging motion, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

6. Steering or balancing a velocipede by the rest
n, connected to the standard of the steering-wheel,
substantially in the manner described.

7. The combination of the hand-lever i- with the
swinging-saddle X and reach E, substantially as de-
scribed.

8. Tlie brake-shoes v, arranged to bear on the sides

of the driving-wheel, instead of on its circumfer-
ence, as set forth.

9. A wheel, having its tire constructed of end-

grain sections w, fastened to the felly of the wheel
by square-shouldered screws x, as described.

94,056.— Arthur M.Allen, jS'cav York, N.
Y.— Velocipede.—August 24, 18(i9.

Claim.— \. A velocipede, luiving its front and hind
Avhhiels coniHH'ted togetlior by nicnns of crosscorda
or chains, tliroiigh ll\e luodiuni «if imlleys </./', of dif-

ferent diameters, so that the wheels will turn in the
same direction, but at dillerout angles, so as to de-
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scribe different circles, for the purpose of steering,

as set forth.

2. The sleeve b, in combination -with the pivot a
of the front-wheel-standard C. and with the pulleys
d f and hind-wheel-standard E, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The sockets I- and I. in combination with the
sleeve b. pivot a. pulley d. and standards C E of a
velocipede, substantially as set forth.

4. The guide-rollers g. in combination with the
ropes or chains e, reach D. and pulleys d f. on the
front and hind-wheel-standards of a velocipede, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The angular bow H. attached to the standard
of the front wheel of a velocipede, so as to tnrn with
the latter in its various directions, as and for the
purpose described.

94,057.— Arthur ZVI. Allex, Xew York, X.
X.— Velocipede.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—The rigid reach C. pulleys or levers G H,
cross-rods or cords b. the removable yoke I. the ad-
justable braces K. standard D. and wheels E A. ar-

rimged together to form an improved velocipede,
substantially as described.

94,05S A. M. Allen-. Xew Tork, X. Y.- Me-
chanical Yelocipede.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—In a toy-velocipede, operated as described,
the two-part reach a b. pivot c. nut d. and spring-
washer, combined and adapted for the purpose de-

scribed.

94,059.—"NrA TTHF.w AxDKEW, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia.

—

Pipe- Coupling.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. A capsule-tap. consisting of the cap
or cover b. the adjustable tube c, and outer tube or
socket d. the said tubes being provided with cork or
other suitable lining or packing, and with holes or
apertures arranged'to be opened and closed by the
adjustment of the tube c, which is formed and ar-

ranged to leave no part projecting beyond the cover
b. and is secured by a thin plate or sheet of metal, e,

all substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. A can or vessel for containing oil or other liquid,

provided with one of the capsule-taps, substantially
as set forth.

94,060. — DixsMORE ArsTix, Sheldon, Tt.—
Foot-Warmer.—Auerust 24. 1S69 ; antedated August
17, 1869.

Claim.—The box A. with glass sides and end, and
door B, lantern C. plates E and D, with hot-air
chamber between them, perforated roof F, with V-
shaped plates b b, all constructed and aiTanged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

94.061.— "WiLLiAii V. Ballakd, Elmira, X.
Y.

—

JIachine for Saiving Faving-Blocks.—August
24, 1869.

Claim.—The feed-table M, when made adjustable,
as herein described, for the pm-pose of cutting blocks
for street-pavements at any desired angle.

94.06-^.-^ILLIA3I TT. Ballabd, Elmira, X. Y.,
and Bl'UEX B. ^addell, Memphis. Tenn. ; Burex
B. Wadpell assigns Ms right to 'Wtlliaii W. Bal-
lard.— JVood Pavement.—August 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture, wedge-
shaped blocks, having the grain running paraUerto
one and oblique to the other of their beveled sides,

and produced substantially in the manner referred to.

2. A wooden street-pavement, constructea. sub
stantiaUy as hereinbefore described, of wedge-shaped
blocks, with the grain running, and produced in the
manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

94.063.—TTiLLLiM W. Ballard. Elmira. X. Y..
and BuREX B. ATaddell, Memphis, Tenn. : Burex
B. ^addell assigns all his right to "William "VT.

Ballard.— Mode of Cutting^ Blocks for Wood
Pavement.—August 24. 1869-

Claim.—X'QQ herein-described method of cutting
blocks for wooden pavement, so as to form, by two
cuts, or one cut and one splitting, two finished blocks,
with the top and bottom level, or in parallel planes,

and the sides beveled, one side being inclined with

the fiber, and vrithout waste of material, substantially
as set forth.

94,064.—JoHX Barclay. Attleborough. Mass.—
Manufacture of Plated-Metal Bracelets. — August
24, 1869.

Claim.— The improved manufacture of plated-
metal bracelets, as made with the turned parts or
beads E E. arranged, with respect to the plates C D
and their platings p p'. in manner substantially as
represented and described.

94,065.—LORKXZO Bartlett. Cardington, Ohio.—Combined Seeding-Machine and Cultivator.—
August 24. 1869.

Claim.—The plows B'. shaft m. chains E', supple-
mentflry bottom &. shield M; and valve e. all con-
strncted. and arranged. and,combined to operate as
and for the purpose substantially as described.

94,066.—Albert Bettelet. Boston, Mass.

—

Wood Pavement.—Ausust 24. 1869.

Claim.—A pavement composed of blocks, the face
of each one of which is rhombic, or rhomboidal, and
the four sides of which incline to the bed of the road,
each being held down at two adjacent sides by its

adjoining blocks, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

"

94,067.— A. C. Brixseb, Middletown, Pa.—
Cultirator.—Angust ^4. 1869.

Claira.—1. The combination of the platform E
and Gr and seat H, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

2. The axle A A' in combination with the curved
arms C and E, when constructed substantially as
shown and described.

94,06S.— A. TT. Browxe. Brooklyn. X. Y.,
assignor to himself and the Xew York Toy-M!anu-
facturiug Companv.

—

Mechanical Movement.—Au-
gust 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanical movement, constructed
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the tubular shaft G- and the
axle or shaft E. when arranged to clutch together
for the purpose of winding up the spring, substan-
tially as described.

94,069 J. E. Browx. Xew Haven. Conn.—
Pipe-Coupling.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the socket B with the
connection D. formed as described, with the flanged
cylinder A. yoke E, and set-screw I, as and for the
purpose specified.

94,070.—J. H. H. Buell. Oriskanv, Xew York.
—Trace-Buckle.—Av.gM&t 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. The weclge C. having the two flanges
formed on its top. as described, and provided with
the two projections a and g. substantially as shown.

2. The frame A. provided with the loops B and
inclined planes o. in combination with the wedge C,

when used to form a trace-buckle, substantially as

specified.

94.071.—Eraxk BurXs. Tpper Gilmanton, X.
H.

—

Ky-iitting-Machine.—^August 24. 1869.

Claim.—The " needle-profector "' E. formed and
arranged upon a knitting-machine, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

94.072.—Xel-sox Burr, Batavia, HI.

—

Grind
fn<7-Ji<7Z.—August 24. 1869.

"claim.—The combination of the two similar grind-

ing-disks. here shown, each provided with the long
ridges a and d. and the intervening shorter ridges

b and c, all constructed and arranged as herein set

forth.

94,073 "W. T. Bush. Obion County, Tenn.—
Manufacture of Soap.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the said ingredients,

when the same are manufactured into soap, substan-

tially as set forth.

94,074.—JosiAH BuzBT, Crosswicks, X. J.

—

TTafer-TFTieeZ.-August 24. 1869.
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Claim.— 1. The turbine water-wheel, having' ar-

ranged around the periphery thereof a series of
pivoted vibrating chutes E and stops c, whereby the
said chutes are rendered adjustable.and yielding to

the passage of any unusual substance, without break-
age or injury to any of the parts, and yet without
possibility of coming in contact with the buckets,
all as described.

2. The said chutes, with their discharge- ends
dra-'.vn to a sharp edge, and arranged in close prox-
imity to the backets, while the plane of the chute-
face" ivS at right angles, or nearly so, to that of the
bucket-face, thus causing the current of water to

impinge with all its natural force, substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination, with the described chutes E,
of the swinging gates F E, with packing-strips,
aiTanged as described, so as to regulate the ingress
of water, or to shut it off entirely, in the mqiUner
specified.

94,075.—William H. Carpenter, 'New York,
]Sr. Y.—Basket.—Awnat 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the arched wicker
bottom B, and the flat solid bottom B', with each
other, and with the -sides of the basket, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

94,076.—A. J. Chambers and Thomas Jack-
son, New Washington, Ohio.

—

Hog-Elevator.—Au.
gust 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The beam A, pivoted on the sills B and
supported by the collar D and braces C, and having
the wheel E secured to its top, in the periphery of
which are placed the hooks V, substantially as set
forth.

2. The arm L, provided with a pulley at each end.
in combination with the pulley-block G-, when used
substantially as set forth.

3. "Wheel E, provided with the hooks V, arm L,
pulley-block G-, windlass P, provided with a pawl
and ratchet, braces C, collar D, ground-sills B, rope
H, and hook T, when all are combined to form an
elevating-machine, substantially as set forth.

94,077. —J. BuRCHAUD Chapman, Morrison,
HL— Co -n-Ptonfer.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the axle B with
the shaft B', being arranged, with reference to the
frame and seed-boxes, so as to operate substantially
as shown and described.

2. The combination, in a seed-bos. of the seed-slide
E with the dropper E', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the rock-shaft E, having
the levers E> and F^ with the seed- slides E, and
droppers E', substantially as shown and described.

4. The combination of the rock-shaft F and lever
F^, having a counterweight, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the shoe G- with the lever
F^, of the rock-shaft F, and the chain H, or its equiv-
alent, arranged to operate substantially as shown
and described.

6. The stake I, constructed substantially as shown
and described.

94,078.—James Clayton, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Valve for Z-'M?n?Js.—August 24, 18(i9.

Claim.-^The arrangement of the cap C and spring
b, on the stem c of the valve B, in coml)ination with
the seat A, substantially as shown and described.

94,079.—Charles L. Coombs, Washington, D.
t.—Composition for Gumming Postage and Reve-
nue ;S7r«»p*.—August 24, 1869.'

Claim.— i. The method or process of forming mu-
cilago lor stamps, envelopes, and siniilar articles, bv
compounding tannin and gelatine, with or without
albumen, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. As a now manufaoturo for coating stamps, on-
vol<)i)es, and similar articles, a ujueilago formed by
oompouudiug gelatine and tannin, with or witiiout
albumen, substautially in tho manner herein de-
scribed.

3. As a new article of manufacture, stamps, en-
velopes, and similar articles, coated Avith a mucilage
formed by compounding tannin and gelatine, with or
without albumen, substautially as herein described.

94,080.—Charles L. Coombs, Washington, D.
C.

—

Co7npo'sition of Matter for Various Uses ia the
Arts.—August 24, 1869.

Glaiyn.—1. The soluble compound of tannin and
gelatine, herein described.

2. The compound of tannin, gelatine, and albu-
men, herein described.

3. The use of tai}nin, or the mineral tanning-
agents, such as alum, the salts of iron, zinc, lead, or
their equivalents, for rendering articles, when treated
with my composition, insoluble, as herein described.

4. The use of carbolic acid, creosote, or their
equivalents, for hardening or rendering insoluble
articles treated with my compound, as herein de-
scribed.

94,081.— Edwin Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Railroad- Conductors'' Ticket-Box and Fare-Detector.
—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. A portable cellular ticket case, A A'
B, provided with an arm-ring, C, and a handle, D E,
constructed substantially as described.

2. The arrangement, within a case, A, having a
slotted face, A', and a hinged or movable back, B, of
a number of ticket-cells, each one of which contains
a ticket-extractor, J, and a stop, c, substautially as
described.

3. A cellular ticket-case, consti^ucted with a slot-

ted face, A', and with a space, N, between the rear
ends of the cells and a ribbed back, B, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of a cellular ticket-case with a
punch and receptacle for the punchiugs, substantially
as described.

5. A canceling-punch, H, applied to springhead
F, in com1)ination with a receptacle, E, and a lock-
ing-device therefor, substantially as described.

6. A canceling-punch. H, and dating-types n, ap-
plied to a spring-head, F, and combined with a re-

ceptacle, E, and a locking-device, substantially as
described.

7. The division-slide cZ^, in combination with a
punching-device and a receptacle for the punchiugs,
substantially as described.

8. An extractor, J, constructed with tines upon its

front end, substantial!}" as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

9. Notching the hooked ends of the extractors, sub-
stantially as and for the purpo.ses described.

10. The stops E, upon the bottoms of the ticket-
cells, in combination with extractors having tines
formed on their front ends, substautially as described.

94,08'-^.—PniLTPP Cramer, Bnrrington, R. I.

—

Clothes- Wringer.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in a clothes-Avring*,
of the upper operating-roller A ^ith a central elastic
roller, C, with its supporting-roller D and a lower
roller, B, with an elastic adjustable bearing, spring-
frame or carrier, with elastic spring and thumb-
screw, arranged as shown and described.

94,083

—

Jay M. Crosby, Marathon, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, William Ballard, and Frank
Livingston. — Raihvay • Car-Brake. — August 24,
1869.

Clairn.—l. A car-brake, the power to which is ap-
plied by means of the false bumpier W g g f, by tlic

pressure thereon occasioned by stop])ing tlie engine,
or other means of locomotion attached to the car, in
connection with the roils or chinna p 'p'

, q q' , r r'

,

springs /(, coils 2, and level's i, k, I, m. n, and o, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set foi'th.

2. The united arm.; and lovers i and k, in connec-
tion with the chiuus ,s- and t, and post or standard :r,

and the rods, bars, levers, chains, coils, and sjirings

mentioned in tho first cluiui, as lioreiu described, and
ibr the i)uri)ose set fortlu

3. Th(* self-adjusting blocks or brake-pads d, in

connection with tlio parts above moutionvd and
claimed as herein described, and for the purpose sot
forth.
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94,084.—TTiLUAM B. Davis, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Compoaition for Covering Stea^n-Boilers, Pipes, and
other Articles.—August 24, 1;^69.

Claim.—The new composition, substantially as

above described, and its use as a coating or covering
for metallic articles.

94,085.—A. B. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and William C. Ewing, same
place.

—

Duplex WrcncJi.—August 24, 1809.

Claim.—A duplex \\rencb, consisting of the scre^\'-

shank A. its permanent serrated jaw B, the slotted

serrated jaw B', its arms//', and yoke D, inclosing
the nut ¥ and the spring i, the whole being arranged
and operating as herein described.

94,086.

—

Mauixus De Gkaff, Chicago, HI.

—

Street- Car.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rack-shaft E and
"wheel g with the pinion d, spur-wheels c and b,

ratchet-wheel a, and double-actiiig pawl /, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

94,087 SOLOX Dike, ISTew York, IST. Y., as-

signor to himself and John A. Phillips, same place.—Combined Supporter.—August 24, 18()9.

Claim:—1. The back-piece A, shoulder-pieces BB,
and straps C C, when the latter are adjusted, b3'one
buckle, in the center of the back-piece, to foiun an
adjustable shoulder-brace, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. A body-brace, ^\hen formed of the combination
of a shoulder-brace, spinal brace, abdominal brace,
rupture-brace, and removable uterine brace, all con-
structed and connected substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

94,088.—Charles E. Doaxe, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y.— Lahel-Fastencr.—Axigu&t 24, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described label-fastener, con-
sisting of the plate A, having partially cut therefrom
the diagonally-pointed strips a and a, so as to leave
in the center thereof the opening B, substantially as
and for the purpose shown.

94,089.—Bexjamin Dobsox and William Sla-
ter, Bolton, England.

—

Lifting Flats in Self-Strip-
ping Carding-Engines.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanical combination and ar-

rangement of the parts marked G-, H, and I, the
slides X, and the springs X^, for lifting and drawing-
down the tox) flats.

2. In combination with the above, the wheel Y
and the catch Z, or their equivalents, to prevent the

I cross-driving-shaft being driven in the wrong direc-

tion.

94,090.— Alfred M. Dormax, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Hames-Fastener.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Connecting the two parts, B and C, to-

gether, by means of a hinge-joint, having its tongue
h'", on the part B, and its jaws c" c" and slot c'", on
the part C, and the width of the parts B and C
thereat alike, substantially as described and shown,
for the purpose specified.

2. The fixed projection &', across the outer or un-
der side of B, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The loop or slot a", on the edge of bar A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. In combination with the bar B, the loose ring
6", applied so as to operate substantially in the man-
ner described, for the purpose specified.

94,091.—C. DucLOS, ISTew Harmony, Ind.—
Steam-Engine Governor.—August 24, 1869.

Claim..—The vertically-slotted tube B, slide G,
and rod J, in combination with the balls D D and
liorh^ontal arms C, with springs E and nuts L, when
said slide is connected to the balls by means of the
arms F, which are hinged to the balls and to the
shde. substantially as set forth.

94,092.—JoHx H. Elward, Palo, III.— Wash-
Boiler.—Anguat 24, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the partition D,
spreader C, and tube B, substantially as herein
shown and described.

94,093.—James G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Oil-Can.—A-agnst 24, 1869.

Claim.—An oil-can provided with an eduction-
tube, A, on the inside of the can, in connection with
a recess, C, below the general surface of the bottom
of the can, and an air-tube, B, for admitting air

through the bottom of tlie can, and conducting the
same to the top of the can, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

94,094.—Michel G.Fagax, Troy, ]Sr. Y.—Coal-
Shovel.—Angust 24, 1869.

Claim-.—As a new article of manufacture, the
within- described coal-shovel, consisting of the cast
neck A, sheet-metal body B, and shank C, provided
with the ribs E E, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

94,095.—D. J. Earmer, Wheeling, West Va

—

Machine for Making Horseshoe-Nails.—August 24,

1869 ; antedated August 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the four recipro-
cating wedge-shaped arms, constructed to operate
as described, and the dies and the head-block E, the
blocks H, and adjusting-screws K, for the jmrpose
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the several parts of the
main apparatus, as above described ; that is to say.

the block D, the four long arms M N, each having
the shoulder 7n n, the circular disk or head E, hav-
ing the central aperture E, the four dies, the springs
* s working in a recess in the side of the dies, the
blocks H, the adjusting-screws K, the crank C, and
the shaft B, all constructed, connected, and oper-
ating together, in the manner herein set forth.

, 94,096.—Maurice Fitzgibbons, ISTew York,
N. Y.

—

Bureau-Drawer.—-August 24, 1869.

Claim.—A bureau-drawer, lined with Spanish ce-

dar, of the construction mentioned, and having a
cover V, lid s, and gummed strips, as described, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

94,097.

—

Joseph P. Erizell, Keokuk, Iowa,

—

Stone-Drilling Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The an-an^ement and combination of

the friction jaws j j, with the valve-rod, its valves,

and operative mechanism applied to it, and the cyl-

inder and piston, as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the elas-

tic retainer r, and cammed bar E, with the cylinder,

and the ratchet of the piston, and drill-shaft, as set

forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the bent
lever, pawl I, the spring t^, and the stationary gear i,

with the crank K. its shaft h, and the pinion /, and
the rack g, for effecting the longitudinal movement
of the steam-engine within the frame of the ma-
chine.

94,098.—George W. Fry, Hxhridge, Mass.

—

Interfering-Pad.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elastic strap, or its equivalent, for

the purposes described.

2. The metal strip and hook, when used as and for

the purposes described.
3. The elastic strap, in combination with the

metal strip and hook, or their equivalent, when ap-

plied substantially as specified, for the purposes de-

scribed.

94,099.—EuGEXE G. Gaillic, Eastport, Me.

—

Apparatus for Furling Sails.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the buntliues, rollers, ring, and track, herein de-

scribed, when operated to haul a sail, substantially

as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the top-

sail halyards h, top- sail braces a, buntline j, earing-

outhauls i, and rings and track, as described, when
operated, as specified, to reef a sail, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the bunt-
irfg-gasket line k, buntline j, reef-tackle d, top-sail

braces a, ring q, with its downhaul, top-sail sheet c,

top-sail halyards h, and earing outhauls i, when the
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same are operated to set a sail, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The combiuation and arrangement of the top-

sail halyards A, topsail sheet e, clew-line c, buntliue

j, bunting-gasket line k, and ring q, Avhen operated
to furl a sail, substantially as specified.

5. The sheaves o and n, and the ring p, when com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

6. In combination with the sail-furling and taut-

ening-apparatus herein specified, the clews attached
to the center of the yard, that hold the sail and
roller to the track, and to which the middle of the
sail is bent, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

94,100.

—

Perry G. G-ardiner, 'New York, IST. Y.—Car-Spring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a casing, A, con-
structed with a circular channel, B, either with par-
allel or tapering sides or walls, in combination with
a number of India-rubber columns, C ,

placed therein
Bide by side, and acted upon by a suitable cover or
plunger, F. or its equivalent, the vphole being ar-

ranged and combined in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

2. In combination with the above, a spiral metal
spring. Gr, arranged inside of the circular channel in
the casing, and operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

94,101.—Perry G. Gardiner, New York, N. Y.—Railway-Car Spring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a cork cylinder sur-
rounded by a spiral metallic spring, constructed and
combined substantially in the manner and for the
pui-pose described.

94,102.—Charles L. Garfield, Albany, I^. Y.—Snow-Plotos for Baihvays.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the incline plane
a a, the horizontal plane &, the guide or director d d,

and the wheel c c c, for united action, substantially
as described.

2. The supporting-wheels w xo, and conneeting-
/ axle it s, at the front of the incline plane a a, in com-

bination with such incline plane, horizontal plane b,

director d d, and wheel ccc, for united action.
3. The front wings e e, in combination with the

incline plane a a, the horizontal plane b, director d d,

and wheel ccc, substantially as described.
4. The case o o o o,m combination with the turbi-

nated wheel ccc, and the truck, pulley, wheels r r,

p p', substantially as described.
5. The outer casing k e, in combination with the

incline plane, the hoi'izontal plane, the director, and
the wheel ccc, for united action, as described.

6. The incline plane, the horizontal plane, and tur-
binated wheel, in combination.

94,103.—Robert Gill, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Elliott P. Gleason, same place.— (?as-
Burner.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slot a and the con-
ducting-grooves s s in the burner-tip, substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

94,104.—Levi Griswold, Portland, and George
Caul,_ York, Wis.

—

Steam- Engine.—August 24, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The combination of the induction-

valves of a steam-engine with a crank placed upon
tlie shaft thereof, when so constructed and arranged
that such valves may be used to carry the crank of
tlie working or main cylinder past or away from the
dead-centers or points, substantially as shown and
described.

2. Tlie arrangement of tlie valves or pistons upon,
rod F, witli rciference to cranlcs k and /.•', upon Ihe
main sliaft of an engine, it being such tJiat tlie

pressure aiiplied to the ends of such pistons may be
used to carry the crank.s of the main or working-
cylinders past or away from tlio dead-centers, in its

rov4)lutiou, substantially as shown and described.

94,105.— George Hall, Morj;antown, "West
Yn.—Uand Seed-Smrcr.—Anfrn^t 24^]SG9.

Claim,.— \. The distributing rod or bar K, provided
with diamond-shaped recesses b b, and vertical

grooves e e, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the distributing-rod or bar
K, having the recesses b b and notches e e, the seed-
box A, having perforated bottom B, and a suitable
device for operating the rod, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

94,106.—KiCHARD Haney and James S. Estes,
Peoria, 111.

—

Cultivator.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The axle I, with flanges t' and z', sub-

stantially as shown and described.
2. In combination with a plow-beam, the plates-

e e, Avith flanges, bolt d, box b b, and journals a a,

substantially as shown and for the purposes speci-
fied.

3. In combination with an axle I, and flange z', the
box b b, journals a a, plates e e, and bolt d, as shown,
and for the purposes specified.

4. In combination with an axle I, having flange t',

and cap 2), having flange v' encircling and covering
the tapering ends of the hub, the wheel L, as shown
and described.

5. In combination with the bars M M, and ad-
justable connecting-rods m' m', the cross-beam A,
standai'ds B B B B, pole D, with branches E E and
braces ccc' c', substantially as shown, and for the
purposes specified.

94,107.

—

Michael Hastings, Brooklyti, N. Y.

—

Pipe-}\rench.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— The combination, with the outer jaw or
claw A, pivoted to the lever-handle B, of the inner
jaw or tooth C, fitted to freely slide on the shank of
the outer jaw, the freely-sliding supporting-collar or
stop D, and the nut E, arranged to fit a screw-
thread on the forward end of the lever-handle, sub-
stantially as specified.

94,108.—George Herrick, Waverly, N. Y.—
Musical Instrument.—August 24, 1869.

Claim:—The musical instrument herein described,
having keys d, studs s, dogs h, pawls h, drums a,

with teeth b, ratchet-wlieeH, springs x, y, and z, and
comb c.

94,109.—Christian Hesse, Champaign, HI.

—

Safety-Door for Buildings.—August 24, 1869.

Claim,.—The cam-lever C, with handle c and bolts
c', when arranged on the edge of the casing of a
safety-door, of the described construction, in such
manner as to conceal all but the handle, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

94,110. —Philip Higdon, Lewisport, Ky.—
Baling-Press.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. In tlie described combination with a
"press-box," A B C C, elevating-mechanism g 1. J,
and a suitable tripping-device, the percussion-fol-
lower E G, constructed and arranged to operate as
herein represented and described, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The tripping-mechanism K L /, operating in
combination with the follower E, pinion I, and rack
g, substantially as described.

94,111.—Otis J. Hodge, North Adams, Mass.

—

Water-Wheel.—A.ug\\%i 24, I869.

Claim.—1. The wheel D, furnished with buckets
i i, arranged substantially as and for the pur].X)se set
forth.

2. The movable frames G G, constmcted and
operated substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The chutes H, constructed as and for the pur-
jiose specified.

4. The sliding gates NN, constructed and operating
substantially as set forth.

5. The conibination of the chutes H H and tho
sliding gates N N, substantially as set forth.

6. Tho combination, substantially as herein sot

forth, of the wluu'l 1), movable frames G G, ohutes
n 11, and gates N N.

94,112.—George W. Hoffman, Hick's Mills,

lU.—Seiving-J\fachine.—A\\iX\\i^t-2l, 1F(!0.

Claim.—I. Tlui above-di'serilxMl arrangement for

operating tho shuttle and feed-devices, consisting
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substantially of the connectinji'-bar b"^. adjustable
bell-crank h^, and rods C and C, in combination with
the needle-arm B^ an-auged and operated as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The feedin jj-dop: T> and reciprocatinj^-rod C, for
operating: it, in combination with the adjustable
arm E, for varving- its movement laterally, and, con-
sequently, the feeding-motion, substantially as set
forth.

94,113.—Thomas S. Hudson, East Cambridge,
Mass.— Manufacture of Inkstands. — August 24,

1869.

Claim.—Forming the bottom of a glass ink or
mucilage-stand by first shaping into flaps its ex-
tended side or sides, and then closing in these flaps,

substantially as described.

94,114.—W. AY. Hughes. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Malt-Kiln and Malt-House.—August 24, 1869.

Claiyn 1.—The dryiug-chambers D D^ D^, &;c..

arranged one above another, and having perforated
floors, on a level, or thereabout, with the floors of
an adjacent malt-house, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The partitions d of the said chambers, inclined
upward from the hot-air-flues n, substantially in the
manner described.

3. The dampers i, so arranged between the fur-

naces, or In the flues of the same, that they can be
used to direct the heated air into any or all of the
drying-chambers, as may be required.

4. The slatted valves Jc, arranged at the back of
each fire-place, for the purpose of regulating the
direction of currents of cokl air into the same, sub-
stantially in. the manner described.

94,115.— Michael T. Hynes, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Patrick J. TV^heltox, same
place.—ye»ii7«for.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The casing B. with its apertures d, in
combination with the pipe A, extending up within
it to a level with the center of said apeitures, vrhen
constructed and arranged substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

94,116—H. M. IR^^TS', Charlotte, IN". C.—Con-
struction of Houses.—August 24, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A building hesag'onal in form, when
its entire interior area is divided by partitions D E
into hexagonal and lozenge-shapedrooms, said rooms
all communicating with each other through open-
ings e e, substantially as described, and" for the
purpose specified.

2. The chimney-stack G, arranged at the junction
of the partitions D D of the hexagonal room's B B B,
when the same is provided with flues communicatmg
with the fire-places g g g, substantially as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

94,117.—"William: H. Ivexs and William E.
Brooke, Trenton, X. J.—Machine for Punching
and Shearing Metal.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the eccentric elliptic gears n n' and p p', and their
cams g q', with the elbow-levers r r', or their equiva-
lents, for operating the punching or shearing-heads
B B', substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the rotating punch-holder
V' and adjustable disk E, of the stripper D, with the
adjustable die w, substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the' cam d' and retaining-
lever c' with the stripper D, provided with suitable
adjustments a" and a'", substantiallv as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the driving-gears g hJcl
and operating-gears p p' n n', and their c:ims q q',

above and between the cutting and punching heads,
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,118.—Daniel Johnston, Sulphur Springs,
Ohio.—Hand-Rake.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the head A and

teeth B B with the clamp C and socket D, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

94,119«—JoHJf P. Kirk, Brooklyn, E. D., N. T.

—Tov-Pis^oL—August 24, 1869 ; antedated August
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The toy-pistol or gun, airanged and
operated as described, as a new article of manufac-
ture.

2. The use of a close-fitting piston arranged in
front of a spring, for the purpose of compressing the
air in the barrel of a pistol or gun, as set forth and
described.

3. The arrangement for compressing a spring by
means of a cord, pulley, and lever, or their equiva-
lents, for the purpose of compressing the air in the
barrel of a pistol or gun.

4. Closing air-tight the barrel of a pistol or gun,
at or near its front end, and compressing the^ air

behind it by means of releasing a compressed or
stretched spring.

94,120.—George S. Knapp, Winona, Minn.

—

Photographic-Camera Stand.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame C, provided with the ball i,

bearing in the socket .?' of post G, and having the
hinged segments e and/, arranged as described.

2. The detachable and adjustable frame D, pro-
vided with the picture-holder y, having the clamps
/' and a' , arranged as described.

3. The combination of the sliding bar 39, with its

clamp A-', cam-lever t, and spring m, all aiTauged to
operate in connection with the points i, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of the cupboard A, adjustable
standard B, and frame C, when aiTanged as set

forth.

5. The bar y, made adjustable both vertically and
laterally on the frame D, and cariyiugthe stationary
head/' and adjustable head a', aU arranged to oper-
ate as described.

94,131.—Jacob E. Manny, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Allen C. Selleck, same
place.

—

Diaphragm for Wash-Boilers.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—The diaphragm or false bottom C, when
provided with the water-passages D and openings
E, to furnish sufficient water for the tube, and leave
a thin film of water between such passages, for rapid
conversion into steam, substantially as specified.

94,122. — Merrick D. Marcy, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Machine for Making Bolt-Heads.—August
24. 1869.

Claifa.—1. In combination with the bed A, the
bolt-holder H, the upsetter G, and the series of ham-
mers 1 1, K K, provided with mechanism for oper-
ating them, as explained, a mechanism for gradually
raising the bed while the bolt is being headed, such
mechanism consisting of the wedge B, and the rack
A-, and pinion i', or the equivalent thereof, for mov-
ing such wedge underneath the bed.

2. Also, in combination with the bed A. the bolt-

holder H, the upsetter G.tbe hammers 1 1, KK, and
the wedge, or mechanism for raising the bed. as and
for the purpose described, a mechanism for causing
the sudden depression of the bed, immediately after

the heading of the bolt may have taken place, such
mechanism being not only a weight, v. connected to

the bed by a line, t, going over a pulley, u. but a
clutch %u, or means of engaging and disengaging the
di-iving-puUey g of the pinion-shaft h with such shaft,

as described.

94,123.—Solomon Metzger, IS'ewberry, Pa.

—

Vegetable- Cutter.—August 24, 1869.

Claim. — The within-described vegetable-cutter,
consisting of the frame A A, B and B, the hopper
C. the cutter-head D, provided with the slot d and
double cutter E, the crank-shaft E, the pitman G,
the pinion H, and gear-wheel I, all constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the
pm'pose specified.

94,124. — William A. Middletox, Harris-
burgh, Pa.

—

Fence-Post.—August 24, 1869. ,

Claim.—A metallic socket, provided with the soil

or skeleton-screw b d e, constructed as described,
and used in combination with the wooden fence-post
B, substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.
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94,125.—Henry Miller, Koadside, Ya.

—

Gar-
den-Implemeyit.—AiTgust 24, 3869.

Claim.—The combiuation of the stock A with the
implements herein described, in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

94,126.

—

James H. Moffett, Reading, Mich.—
Wagon- Reach.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—An extension-reach for wagons, having
arms, A, reach B, bolts s, and springs v, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as specified.

94,127.—William H. Oatley, Rochester, JST.T.,

assignor to himself, E. H. Scranton, and L. G-.

Wetmore, same place.— Card-Holder.—August 24,

1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a sta-

tionery-case, or rack, constructed of Avire, substan-
tially as described.

94,128.—-Tairus Osgood, Blue Hill, Mq.—Ma-
chine for Making Sod Fence.—August 24, 1869.

ClaiiTj..—1. The combination of the cutters G- G H,
Tvith the incline B, the laterally-swinging platform I,

and the delivering-part K, arranged and connected
so as to adapt them to cut out the sod, and deposit
it at the side of the track made by the machine, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the parts I K K', con-
structed and operating as above set forth, the guide-
sled L, as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the adjustable rollers s I

with the guide-sled L, as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination of the incline B or K, with the
laterally-swinging platform I, the vertically-swing-
ing connecting-piece B' or K', and the joints b a, or
k i, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

94,129.—Nathaniel Parks, Mohawk, N. Y.—
Wash-Boiler.—Auq:ust 24, 1869.

Claim.—The bridge or curved strips D D D, in
combination with the diaphragm B and boiler A,
and the device for fastening, C C, F F F, and E E
E, as shown and described.

94,130.—Paul Pryibil, iSTew York, N. Y.—
Machine for Turning Ovals.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The balance-slide F, connected to the
movable face-plate D of a lathe for turning ovals, by
a lever, /, substantially in the manner shown and
described.

2. The additional weights a, in combination with
the balance-slide F, lever /, and face-plate D, sub-
stantially as set forth.

94,131.— John B. Read, Tuscaloosa, Ala.—
Manufacture of Paper.—August 24, 1869 ; ante-
dated August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The applicability of the stalks of the
different species of the cotton-plant, (Gossypium,)
including the fibrous, the ligneous portion, and the
pith of the entire plant, to the manufacture of paper,
papier-mache^ and its compounds, the whole to be
crushed, boiled, and beaten together, and made into
paper or paper-pulp, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

94,132.— Thomas D. Rkad and Lewis M.
Ellis, Aberdeen, Ind.— Water-Meter.—August 24,
1869.

Claim.—1. The discharge-pipe B, connected with
the inlet-pipeA andmain pipe C, and having a valve-
seat, a, in each end, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. In com1)ination with the discharge-pipe B, and
its valve-seats a, a, the double valve-lieadi), vv'ithits

rod or plunger E, constructed as described and for
the purposes set forth.

13. The arrangement of the discharge-pipo B, valve
D, plunger E, collar F, and coiled spring G, all sub-
stantially as and for the purposes lierein sot Ibrtii.

4. Tlie si)rings II II, when provided with hooks or
shoulders b b, and used substantially in the manner
and for the purpases lierein set forth.

_
5. The arrang(nnent of the wheel M, with projec-

tions e e, crunk Y, hinged bai- I, and spring K, all

substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.
6. The arrangement of the elbow P, pipe IST, wheel

O, valve R, and suitable gearing to operate an in-
dicator, substantiaUy as shown and described.

94,133. — Freeman F. Reynolds, Bethany,
G-a.

—

Gang-Plow.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the movable beams
I J, with the pivoted cross-bars K L, the fixed beam
A, the curved plate M, and the adjusting-bolt m,
adapted to be set in different holes in the curved
plate, when the several parts referred to are con-
structed to operate together substantially in the
manner and for the pui'poses described.

94,134.—Everett P. Richardson, Lawrence,
Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Sewing-Machine.—August 24,
1869.

Claim.— 1. The hook J, passing around the edge
of the sole, and employed, in connection with a
clamp or bearing on the outside, to gripe the sole
transversely, or in the direction of its thickness.

2. In combination with means, substantially as
described, for sewing, the hook J, passing around the
edge of the sole, and employed, in connection with a
clamp or bearing on the outside, to gripe the sole
transversely, or in the direction of its thickness.

3. The combination of the foot H and thegriping-
devices I J, substantially as set forth.

4. The throat-plate P, adapted to assume a position
regulated by the thickness of the work, and afford
an unyielding support against the thrust of the
needle or piercing-instrument.

5. The combination of a spring, U, and a movable
throat plate, P, when the former is made to act on
the latter, through the medium of an inclined or
wedge-shaped connection, so as to support it at any
position which it may automatically assume.

6. The detachable connecting-rod, or any substan-
tially equivalent device, for stopping the needle
while it is out of the work, when used in combination
with the griping-mechanism, the continued move-
ment of which Avill automatically release the work,
so that the same may be removed or inserted, as set
forth.

7. The adjustable connecting-rod G and set-screw
V, constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

8. The last c, with a groove or cavity, c^ in its

edge or margin, Avhen used in combination with the
hook J, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.
9. The last c, provided with a groove, c^, for the

purpose of removing the hook J, as described.

94,135.—Sylvester H. Roper, Boston, Mass.

—

Knitting-Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Tlic combination of a system of sepa-
rately-moving latch-needles with a system of sepa-
rately-moving sinkers co-operating therewith, in
the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The combination, with such systems of latch-
needles and sinkers, of mechanism for adjusting
simultaneously the depth of descent of all the
sinkers.

3. An automatically-rotating and traveling wing
or arm, operating to bring the needles into action
for widening, substantially as set forth.

4. The means, substantially as described, for ar-

resting the forward movement of the needles,
wliilst the loop is on the latch, to insure the keeping
open of the hook to receive yarn for the next stitch,

and then advancing them to the full extent of their

forward movement.
5. The combination, Avith stationary stops on tho

frame, of the sliding carriage of the tliroad-carrior,

tlie sinker-cam carriage, and the double-acting pinion
and raclfs, or their equivalents, tho whole operating
substantially as shown and set forth.

6. The combination, Avith the nuiiu and nuxiliaiy
tension-springs 19 and 20, of a friction-pad on tho
former, so arranged and located that a sliglit strain

upon tlie yarn shall cause tho eyes of the fi])rings to

coincide! in lino with tlie strMightcned thread, and
relieves the same from tlit* pad.

7. The conibination, Avith tho tension-springs, of
tho lover 14 and its adjustable spring 16.
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9-4,136. — D. E. Satterlee, Xew Haveu,
Conn.

—

Machine for Making Slate-Pencils.—August
24, 1S69.

Claim.—1. A series of cutters, constructed as de-

scribed, so that the largest quantity of material is

first cut. and diminished at each successive cut,
substantially- in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The adjusting-bar a, arranged in the cutter-
holder, for the adj ustment of a whole series of cutters,
substantially in the manner described.

3. The combination of the holder I with the
series of cutters arranged thereon, when the said
holder is constructed so as to reraoTC all the cutters
from the machine without detaching them from the
holder, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. In combination witii a carriage of several
holders D or D' the dust-carrying pans L, in the
manner substantially as set forth.

94,137.—XicholasSeubert, Syracuse, X. Y.

—

Alarm-Lock.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The'hollow slotted barrel I, provided
with the arm i. in combination with the angular
arm F, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above-described de-
vices, the triangular cam E and stud D. the latter
secured to, and operated with the latch B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

94,138.—LE^^^s "W. Shaeffer. "Union Town-
ship, Ohio.

—

SmokeSouse.—Augtist 24, 1669.
Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of

the drawer or furnace K, the suspended fire-box m,
and the perforated metallic plate X, substantially as
described.

2. The arrangement of the ventilators H and I,

and cap M, in relation to the two compartments
formed by the plate X, substantiallv as herein set
forth.

94,139.—S. Sherwood. Independence, Iowa.—
"FFfl^er-TT/ice^-August24, 1869.
Claim.—1. The gate F, provided with the arms

H, in combination with the lever I. !^•hen used in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The wheel C. in combination with the box B,
gate F, lever I. and shaft D. when all are constructed
and operated substantially in the manner described.

94,140.—William H. Sible, Harrisbtirgh. Pa.

—

Mortising and Tenoning Machine.—August 24. 1669.
Claim.—The tenon and mortising machine herein

described, having adjustable sliding block K. with
its set-screws v and s, the adjustable guide y, channel
7i, gate B, chisel D. clamping-bars h and i, rod G.
braces E, and treadle T, when constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

94,141.—T7ILLIAM H. H. SisuM, Cherry VaUey,
U". Y . —Harvester.—Xng-nit 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the endless chainM m, casing E, inclosing the same and allowing the
cutters to protrude, the frame-work D, gear-wheels
H and B', and the hinged joint C c, so arranged that
the chain of cutters and their connections "mny be
turned upon the axis C c, and thus raised out of con-
tact with the ground, for convenient traveling,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Constructing the endless chain of harvesting-
cutters M m, with the cutters m mounted centrally
in the thickness of the chain M, and beveled in
opposite directions on the opposite cutting-ederes, so
that the chain may be reversed in position and both
edges made available, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

94,142.—Sbiox Slack. Dowagiac, Mich., as-
signor to himself and E. G. Salisrusy.—Hor&e Hay-
Fork.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The eii-cular arms E E. latch x, spring H,
and keeper L, in combination with the cross-head B,
and forks A A, when constructed and arranged as
set forth.

94,143.—George T. Sxtder, Wilmington, Del.,
assignor to himself and George "W. Airet, Balti-
more, ^d.—Itotary Steam- VesseL—Angxist 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pilot-house F, when supported up-
on and by means of the cross-beam L, posts K K,
and central shaft E, as set forth.

2. The central hollow shaft E. in combination with
the tube or smoke-stack C. as herein described.

3. The combination of the segmental car D "with
the central suspending-shaft E and a revolving ves-
sel, A. as and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the internal gear-wheels 6'

h' and pinions e e, when said pinions are suspended
by the car D, as specified.

94,144.—WiLLiAii Spexcer. Winslow, Ind.—
Grain-Separator.—August 24, 1869.
Claim.—1. The frame A, having two or more

boxes formed in its bottom, when said frame is made
adjustable by means of the lever K and its strap,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the adjustable frame A,
having two or more boxes foiTued in its bottom, the
revolving cylinder or drum B, hopper D, spout H,
and lever K, all substantially as shown and described.

94,145.—Welcojie Sprague, Farnham. X. T.—Combined Straw -Cutter, Corn-Sheller, and G-rind-
ing Mill.—Augnat 24, 1869.
Claim.—1. The wheel C, formed with the depressed

face b and cutters c, and acting as a driving-wheel,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The ai-rangement with the above of the grinder
G g, and the sheller F /, the disk/ of which forms the
balance-wheel of the machine, the whole receiving
motion by one action, as set forth.

94,146.—Melv-in Stephens, Brooklyn, 2s". Y.,
assignor to himself and Xathax Stephen's, same
]^l!xce.—Joint for Cement Pipes.—Aiignst 24. 1869.

Claim.—1. A ring, applied within and between the
ends of cement or other pipes, to sustain the cement
or other material introduced to make a joint between
such pipes, substantially as set forth.

2. The rings Z and z,' constructed and applied in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The concave ring e, fitted so as to be opened,
and provided with means for drawing the ends to-
gether and securing the same, so as to confijie and
consolidate the cement and hold the ends of the
pipes, as set forth.

94,147.—B. K. Taylor, Harrisburgh, Pa,

—

Tuyere.—August 24, 1869.

Claini.— The plug D, provided with the flat or
concave surfaces d and ribs d', in combination with
the plate B, when constructed and operating as here-
in shown and described.

94, 14S.—Michael TROiiLY, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and "W. L. BIasbrouck, same
place.— Clock-Etscapement.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two jaws, con-
structed, pivoted, and operating as herein described,
with the rods B S, or their mechanical equivalents,
whereby the rods are connected to each other and to
the pendulum, substantially as described.

94,149.—Charles Truesdale. Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and William Besor and Com-
pany, same place.

—

Top Plate of Cooking-Stoves.—
August 24. 1869.

Claim.—The provision, in a divided stove-top, of
he spring or yielding joint, substantially as set forth.

94,150.—JoHX J. "UxswoRTH, Washington, D.
C.

—

Support for Elliptic Spiring.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The longitudinal spring C, provided with
clutch d and d', for gi'asping the elliptic spring A,
and the metallic standard S, provided with an aper-

ture, and rubber located therein, the whole being
constructed, applied, and arranged to operate in con-
junction with elliptic springs, substantially as speci-

fied.

94,151.—John C. Taxpelt, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Refrigerator.—Atigust 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upper chamber E, communicating
with the interior room or closet h, and having a ther-

mometer, F, and double window G G', as and for the
purpose set forth.
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2. The refriserator herein represented and de-

scribed, having' the walls of its preserving-room b

composed of metallic shells A B, forming- a reirig-

eratinff-jacket, a, having funnels C for the introduc-

tion of the cooling-medium thereto, and a discharge-

pipe, D, and provided with an upper chamber, E,

communicating with the room or closet b, and inclos-

ing a thermometer, F, as set forth, for the purposes

shown,

94,152.—Elijah "Ware, Southford, Conn.—Jn-
jector for Steaw.-Generator.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

valvular regulating-cone F, formed ^Aith a longitu-

dinal central aperture, /, and side openings e, for

passage of water through, as well aa around or out-

vside of it, the outer cone E, around which steam is

admitted, and the conical portion G- of the shell A,
substautiaily as specified.

94,153.—Eli G. Warner, Union Township,
Ohio.—Harrow.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The constructiouof a harrow, with curved

teeth passing through a perforated board, B, said

teeth to be raised singly, by means of a lever, C, and
collectively, by means of a liftiug-bar, G-, which, by
raising or depressing, will also regulate the depth of

the teeth in the ground.

94,154.— William Watson, Danville, HI.

—

Scraper.—Auguat 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the scraper A, beam
B, and handles J J, platform H, on the axle G-, chains

1 1, and small platform L, all substantially as shown
and described.

94,155. — Charles Weber, West Meriden,
Conn.— WhistUng-TGy.—August 24, 1S69.

O^aim.-The air-supply pipe A and air-discharge

pipe B, in combination with a whistle and with a

revolving orjumping toy, substantially as shown and
described.

94,156.

—

Jacob Weimer, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
—FerTnutation-Lock.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cam-tumblers E
and G, the gate-tumblers H IJ, and lever-catch L,

all constructed and operating substantially as set

forth.

94,157.—Charles G. Wheeler, Chicago, 111.—

Generating Gasfor Motive-Povjer, for Extinguishing
Fires, and for other Purposes.—August 24, L869.

Claim.—1. The reservoir A, when provided with
the chamber B, having a check-valve, D, and stop-

cock G, substantially as specified.

2. The composition herein described, consisting of

niter, charcoal, and bicarbonate of soda, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

94,158.-Sidney S. Wheeler, Danbury, Conn.,
assignor to Edward A. Nichols, Yonkers, iST. Y.

—

JELat-Pouncing Machine.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The employment of tlie horizontal
double-hinged and swiveled arm or 'frame, which
carries the rotating pouncing cylinder or cone, in

combination with a horisiontal rotating hat-block and
the pouncing cylinder or cone, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. In combination with theliinged arm and pounc-

ing-cylinder, a counterbalancing weight, or its equiv-
alent, substantially as described.

S>4,159.—John P. Whiprle, Woonsocket, K,
1.—Turning-Tool—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the stock A, of
the pivoted clamp B, arranged within a slot made
through the stock, and controlled by a set-screw, I),

to effect its hold on or release of the cutter C, sub-
stantially as specified.

94,1 (JO.—George A. Whitcomr. Morrison, 111.

—Milk- Cooler.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the detachable fm\-

ncl-shapt'd strainer E, the jacket d, and circumfer-
ential fiango a, reservoirs A C, cooler B, and pipes
D F, all constructed and operating as set forth.

94,161.—William A. Wilson, Savannah, Mo.—
Wrench.—August 24, 1869.

Claim. — The head-block h, combined with the
wrench herein described, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

94,162.—Abraham IS'. Wolf, Mill Creek Town-
ship, and Joel Haag, Bernville, 'Pa,.— Water-Wheel.
—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valves C C, in combination with
gates B B, operating together, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

guards D B, valves C C, and gates B B.
3. The slides h h, in combination with valves C C,

when said valves are pivoted to the gates B B, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In combination with valves C C, the slides h h,

rods g g, and grooved wheel E, all arranged to oper-

ate substantially as described.

5. The wheel F, in combination with gates B B,
guards D D, and valves C C, all combined as and for

the purpose set forth.

94,163.— J. T. Woolsey, Sandusky, Ohio.—
Machine for Polishing Spokes.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cam M, which
is adjusted upon t]:ie di-iving-arbor that revolves the
spoke D', the pivoted adjustable stay K, and frame
vibrating upon rock-shaft H, and treadle B', with
the revolving endless polishing-apron E, all con-
structed to operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

2. The adjustable yielding center ]Sr, in combina-
tion with the pivoted stay K, constructed to operate
substantially as described.

3. The adjustable central supporting-roller C,
when arranged with relation to rollers B and C, end-

less apron E, and spoke D', for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

94,164. — J. V. Woolsey, Sandusky, Ohio.—
Spoke-Tenoning Machine.—August 24, 1869.

,

Claim,.—1. The combination of the cutter-headsD
E, having adjustable cutter G H, and arranged up-
on revolving shaft B, with tlie cutter-heads D' E',

having cutter G' H', and arranged upon a revolving
shaft in the adjustable frame J, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

^
2. The combination'of the adjustable center T, ad-

justable inclined bearings S S, and binder A', with
the sliding frame E., for the purpose substantially as
described.

94,165.—Elias M. Wright. Castile, IsT. Y.
;

assigns one-half to Gardner Herrick, Albion,
Mich.

—

Wash-Boiler.-August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
middle steam-chamber A, the end-chambers with
concave bottoms B B, the circulating-holes E F G,
and the two covers with the outside chamber D,
all substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

94,166.— Andre Avery, Worcester, Mass.

—

Cloth Tentering and Drying Machine.—August 24,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the disks L,
and perforated cylinder which carries tlie same, of
the screws O O and spiders N N, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The rotating perforated cylinder K, the adjust-
able disks L, and central supporting-wheel M, ar-

ranged, relatively to each other, substantially as and
for tlie purposes set forth.

3. The relative arrangement, with frames for sup-
porting the cloth, of the heaters, and devices for

forcing the air through the cloth, substantially as
set forth.

4. The adjustable feed-cylinder or device D D',

comi)os(>d of the t^o overlapping soi-tious, con-

structed with cam-sliaped ends, substantially as and
for th(> purposes set Ibrlii.

."S. The combination, with the feed-cvlinder or do-

vice 1) I)', of the slotted feed-bar C and guide-levers

a, sulistantially as ami for the purposes sot forth.

6. The combination of the teutering or strelching
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blocks/ with the feed-cylinder D D', constructed
substantially as shown and described.

7. The combination, with the feed-rolls E, of the
stop- plates G and tentering-blocks/, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

8. The combination of the feed-cylinder D D', ten-

tering-blocks/. intermediate feed-roll E', with points
aiTauged radially, and cloth-disks L, substantially
as shown and described.

9. The combination, with the feed-rolls E E', feed-
cylinder D D', and stretcher-blocks/, of the guides
d d, all constructed substantially as and for the pur-
Xjoses set forth.

10. A drying and tent3ring machine, the parts of
which are all constructed and combined together for

joint operation, substantially in the manner shown
and described.

94,167.—Alzirus Browx, Worcester, Mass.—
Harvester.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. A connecting-rod for mowing and reap-
ing machines, having a projection e, substantially as
and for the purpose set fortli.

•2. The combination, witli the connecting-rod, heel-

end of the cutter-bar, and the shoe which supports
the heel of the finger-beam, of a projection e and
flange d. substantially as and for the pm'pose set
forth.

3. The combination, with the connecting-rod H,
cutter-bar F, flange d. and projection e, of the sup-
porting or guard rod I, substantially as and for tlie

pm'poses set forth.

94,168.-D. D. Foley, Washington, D. C—
Yehicle for Carrying Mail.—August 24, 1669.

Claim.—A horse-carriage, for "the purpose of col-

lecting mail-matter from street letter-boxes, consist-
ing of entrance A. tilting doors D D, as shown and
described, and projecting roof F, with receptacle B.
or its equivalent device, substantially as shown and
described.

94,169.—Clark Jillsox, Worcester, Mass.

—

Propagating-Box for Plants.—August 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the plant-box,
of a solar-heat-retaining box, partially filled with
stones, or the equivalent thereof^ substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

% The arrangement of the perforated solar-heat-
retaining box, perforated plant-box, and slatted
earth-supporting frame, substantially as set forth,

whereby a constant circulation of heated air is kept
up, as and for the purposes described.

3. The combination, with the plant-box, con-
structed as described, of the double-bailed slatted
eai'th-frame C, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

4. A plant-propagating box, composed of the plant-
box A, solar-heat-retaiuing box B, slatted earth-
frame C, supporting-legs I, and water-box E, said
parts being constructed and arranged in relation to
each other, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

94,170.—George Abel and John Peddler.
Temperanceville, Pa.

—

Ingot-Mold.—August 31,1869.
Claim.—A two-part ingot-mold, having a tongued

and grooved joint, and exterior corrugations c c,"sub-

stantially as described.

94,1 71.—SoLOMOx A. Alexander and Edward
Duxx, Sunbury, Pa. — Rest for Locomotive Cross-
Heads.—Aug ast 31, 1869.

Claim. — i. The rest itself, with either T or L
ends, perforated for an adjustable pin, or a series of
stationary pins, as shown in accompanying draw-
ings, and described in accompanying specincation,
or with notches or teeth placed at intervals, to sup-
ply the place of said pin or pins on the rest

2. In combination with the rest the adjustable
bridle, for the purpose of attaching the rest to the
engine, (on which the machine is to be used,) sub-
stantialk' as described.

3. The bar. as herein described, for the purpose of
moving cross-heads, or any portion of the rest, as
described.

94,172.—James H. Allex and John Schwab,

Louisville, Ky.

—

Combined Latch and Lock.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Clahn.—1. The bolt C, in combination with the
cross-bar B, springs E I, and a casing, having key
holes J J. when constructed and arranged to" serve
both as a lock-bolt and as a knob-bolt, and operated
substantially as herein described.

2. The cross-bar B and the steel spring E, with
the catches F F and the key-holes J J, in combina-
tion with the key D, the bolt C, tumbler G, and the
knob H. and the steel spring I, when arranged, con-
structed, operated, and used in the manner set forth.

94,173

—

James W. Bagby. ]Srorthcutt's Store,
'Ky.—Animal-Trap.—XuiTM^t 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of plate A, stem B
6, spring-coil D, catches E F, hooks G, and triggers
H, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the described elements of
the preceding clause, the set-screw I, for the pur-
pose herein explained.

94,174. — William D. Ballard. Davisburg,
Midi.

—

Horse HayFork.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In horse iiay-forks the unloading-de-

vice herein described, consisting of the rotating
forked bolt C, pulley D, forked guide E, provided
with eye <?. the levers H, clevis Land trippling-line
J, arranged and operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the forks F, pivoted to each
other as described, the links B, and the cle^•is A,
when constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

94,17.5.—Mexzo M. Benster, Detroit, Mich.

—

Guide for Seioing-2Iachine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The parts B D, constructed as described,
arrauged on the presser, and adjustable to either side
of the needle-hole.

94,176.—George Berkstresser, Bedford, Pa.
—C/mrn.-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The dasher A, when constructed with
spiral beaters c, as slrown and described, in combi-
nation with the opposite spirally-curved stationary
beaters D and churn-body, all arranged as described.

94,177 A. G. Bill, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.—
Flax-Brake.-August 31, 1669.

Claim.—1. The rollers B C and D E, when ar-

ranged in relation to each other, and operating con-
iointly, in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.'

2. The pivoted hangers F and springs I, in com-
bination viith tlie rollers B C and D E, when con-
structed and arranged to operate in relation to each
other, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The pinions L and wheels M, in combination
with the rollers B C and D E. in the manner substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.

94,178 John Blackie, Xew York, X. T.—
Printing-Telegraph.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie seg-mental-formed detent S, upon
the arm a, operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose as set forth.

. 2. The stop-arm a'", upon the arbor of the fly/', in
combination with the segmental hook or detent S, as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the segmental-formed de-

tent S, arm a. detaining-stop C, and fly/, operating
substantially as set fortli.

4. The combination of the arms a' and a"", pivoted
at the point n\ and operating as and for the purposes
described.

5. In combination with the printing-surface, the
striking-apparatus, consisting of the lever St, arm
A', and hammer h.

6. In combination with the striking-apparatus, the
cam m, or its equivalent, and the spring Sp"", op-
erating as and for the purposes set forth.

7. The stop-arm a", pivoted at n, so as to act in
the manner and for the purposes named.

94,179.—J. Dean Bonntly, Pembroke, Mass.

—

iipring-Seat for Chairs, Cars, Carriages, (£c.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim.—The improved spring-seat or bed-bottom
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before described, consisting of the two frames A A'
united by the springs a a, &c., and provided with the

cushion "C and band D, as explained, and with the

stays d d, &c., as accessories to the band, the whole
being arranged and operating essentially in manner

hereinbefore set forth.

94,180.—M. V. BiilGHAM, Mannsville, N. T.—
Reel and Hwift.—August 3L, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie within-described device, consisting of

the bed-piece A, the screw C, the standard D, pro-

vided with the journal d, the nut E, the standard F,

the horizontal shaft G, provided with the screw g,

the grooved wheel K, the spindle I, provided witli

the grooved pulley K, the arras L and L, provided
with the studs M, the arm N, the worm-wheel O,
provided with the stud o and the spring n, all con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

94,181.—Jacob Bump, Hartford, ISf. Y.— Vege-
table- IFas/ter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A vegetable-washer, consisting of the ro-

tating case A, provided with the internally-project-

ing pins B, said pins beiug of such a length, and so

arranged, as to cause the contents of the case to pass
between them as it is revolved, substantially as de-

scribed.

94, 182.—Frederick R. Butler, Boel^y Hill,

Conn., assignor to himself and Leonard E.
Welles.— Clothes- Drier.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The hollow hub a', clips c c', rivets h',

with the rods d and cord c, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

94,183.-^roiTX B. Carter, Hartsville, Ind.—
Button or Stud.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the cuff

or collar-button, constructed \^'ith an elongated
neck N, plates F S, one or both convex or conical,
head H, and projecting shoulders t', in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

94,184.—S. P. Castle, Urbana, Ohio, assignor
to O. H. Castle, same place.

—

Skate.—August 31,

1869 ; antedated August 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The constructing the body A of a
skate, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The attaching runner B to body A, substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes set fortli.

3. Shoe-upper O, in conibinatiou with guard or
border C, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. Clasp Or, substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

94,185. —Oliver H. Catey, Williamsbnrgh,
Ind.

—

Marker for Corn-Ground.—August 31, 18()9.

Claim.—The adjustable wings I' P, &c., in com-
bination with the runners A B, &c., T\'henthe differ-

ent parts are constructed and operated substantially
as herein shown and described.

94,186.— David Collom, Tallmadgc, Ohio.—
^ee-JIiue.-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—In the construction of a hive, with the
four hiving-boxes as described, in combination with
the cap A, tlic cleats s s, for the purpose sofc forth.

94,187.-lo;? A. Davis, Watertown, N. Y,—
SewingMachine.—AugUKt 31, 1869.

Claim.—]. The combination, with the vertical
stationary race of a rotating slinttle, of a swell or
take-ui), N, constructed and located on tlic race, sub-
stantially as shown, and operating upon the shuttle-
thread as shown and described.

2. Tiie combination, with the revolving shuttle-
carrier, of the arch(Ml swell or rib H, located upon
and extending diametrically across tlie carrier, and
having a fixcul central liook thereon, and oiierating
upon the shuttle-thread, as shown and descrilxMl.

3. Tlie combination of tlie arched rib or swell II

on th(! carrier witii the swell N on the race, the two
conjointly operating upon the shuttle-thread, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with tho rib H and swell JST,

of the hook centrally located upon the shuttle-driver,

and opei'ating conjointly upon the shuttle-thread,

substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the lever X, of the press-
er-bar and the top-feeding lever, arranged and oper-
ated substantially as described, so that one of the
latter shall always be lifted from the cloth while the
other bears upon it, substantially as shown and set

forth.

6. The combination of the slotted lever T, con-
structed and operating substantially as described,
with the needle-bar, feed-bar, and presser-bar.

7. Tlie combination, with the groove or projection
on the needle-bar, of the spring-thread clamp 10 and
its pin 13, and the tension-device, attached to and
moving with the needle-bar, substantially as set
forth.

94,188.—Edward C. Dean, Henry Hamilton,
George P. Tenney, and Albert T. Putnam, De-
troit, Mich.

—

Kilnt; for Drying Bricks.—August 31,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The building or oven A, provided with
non-conducting floors e and H, flues g, and valve h,

when constructed and arranged to operate as above
set forth.

2. In connection with the above, the combination
of the carrier, or endless belt C, the drums B, the
wheels d, and the tracks D and E, when constructed
and arranged to operate as above described.

3. In connection Avith said building, or oven A,
constructed and provided as aforesaid, with the parts
c, H, g, and /i, the combination of the steam-pipes F
and the pei'forated liot-air-pipe I, constructed and
operating as and for the purposes aforesaid.

94,189.

—

Francois de Bowens, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Machinery for Cutting Match-Sticks.—August
31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the splint-blocks
C upon the table A, in combination with the cutting

-

knife D, operated substantially as herein shown and
described. *

2. The arrangement of the knives D D' in dupli-
cate, one close behind the other, so that each follow-
ing knife cuts out the ridge left by the precedintj
knife, substantially as shown, fig. 5, and described
herein.

3. Depositing the match-sticks in the frames S as
they leave the knives D, in the manner herein shown
and described.

94,190.—Alexander Dixon, Aurora, 111., as-

signor to himself and James Johnson Hall.—
Pump.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The peculiar arrangement of the two cyl-

inders A, bed-phite B, stuffing-boxes a, side-pipes b,

valve-chambers C, suction-pipe D, discliarge-pipe E,
air-chamber F, piston-rod c, bearings d, rack e, seg-
mental-cogged wlieel /, sockets G, and hub g, or
their equivalents, when constructed, combined, and
operating, substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

94,191.— Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.— iS'««-

-Dra,g.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A ship's drag, with four wings, in com-
bination with the levers I and ?i, the hook, with its

cones and apertures, combined with hinges at tho
lower end and bolts and staples at the upper cud, as
fully set fortii and described.

91,19-3.—Isaac N. Elwell, Flint, Midi.— C?rts-

/Stoye.-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrauc:ement of tho
parts A, n, C C, D, E, F, G, 11, I, J," K, L. a, b b',

e,jj', and 1 1', when constructed and oi)erating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes liereiu set forth,

shown, and described.

94,193. — Michel G. Fagan, Troy. N. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.— August 31, lS(i9.

Claim. — A diviiig-Uuo cooking stove, having ft

straiglit top. A, witli <'luimbor 11 in back pan, un-
derneath said toj), and above the oven, in coinbiua-
tion with tlu^ exit-pipe G ami damper M, for the pur-
l)oscs described and set forth.
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94,194 David J. Farmer, Wheeling, "West
Va.

—

Machine for Making Cut iiails.—August 31,

1869.
Claim.— 1. The improved machine herein de-

scribed, constructed and iirranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The knives or cutters K L, K' L', <fce., arranged
alternately oblique and straiglit, and the successive
pairs thereof brought further front, as represented
and described, for the purpose set forth.

3. The griping-jaws or dies N IST', <fcc., arranged
and operating substantially as described, in com-
bination with the cutters K /,; L, &c., and the head-
ers P, for the purpose specified.

4. The headers P, constructed Tvith the double
faces 2> P^ find so arranged and operated as to form
the heads on two nails or tacks at one revolution of
the machine, substantially as described.

5. The combination, with the feeding-rollers B B'
of the crank-wheel R^, connecting-rod S, rock-shaft
T Ti T^, rod U K, lever V Y', pawl v v' and ratchet-
wheel b b', all arranged to operate suostautially in
the manner described, for the purpose set forth.

6. In the described combination with tlie feeding-
devices, the oscillating arm T-, constructed with a
hinge-joint, t, as described, for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination, with the cutters K k L, K' k'

L', &c., and the longitudinal feeding-rollers B B', of
the gauges or stops "E, and pressei--bar F, arranged
to operate substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

94,195.—Daxiel Fisher, Fair Haven, Ohio.

—

Fence-Pob-t.—A^ugust 31, 1809.

Claim.—The wedge-shaped metal socket, provided
with the side flanges, as set fortli.

94,196

—

Louis A. G-igxac, Troy, IST. Y.—Ma-
chine for Boarding and Graining Leather.—August
3i, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the suspension-
arm M, controlling-arm P, roeking-arm R, slotted-
arm S, links T, and rubber-board G-, with each other,
and the actuadng-rod IST, or its eq^uivalent, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.
-2. The combination of the rubber-board Gr, the

reciprocating moving rubber-table E, and the bol-

ster-table F, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the reciprocating moving
rubber-table E between the rubber-board G and the
bolster-table F, substantially as shown and set forth.

4. The combination of the rails k k and wheels c,

with the movable rubber-table E, the bolster-table
F, the aetuating-rod J, and its eccentric wheel or
crank K, in manner substantially as shown and for
the purpose specified.

5. The combination of the cross-pieces 1 1, longi-
tudinal pieces H H, adjusting and supporting screws
and nuts g, springs and guide-rodfs h and /, with the
bolster-table F, wheels e, rails k k, and the moving
rubber-table E, substantially as shown and for the
purpose set forth.

94,197

—

Louis A. Gigxac, Troy, jS^. Y., as-
signor to himself and P. Pollock, same place.

—

Curriers' iT/iiye.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—An improved currying-knife, having at

cue end of its removalile jaw B a tongue, F, to fit

into a hook-like socket, E, at one end of the perma-
nent jaw A, while the other end G- fits into a socket,
a, in the cross-shank 1 1 of said jaw A, and having
the cross-handle C secured thereto, by means of said'
cross-shank and rivets b b, combined with blades J J
and tighteniug-serews c, in manner substantially as
described, for the purposes set forth.

94,198.— YTebster G-illett, Ypsilanti, Ifich.—Electro-Magnetic Alarm for Jiailroad-Oars.—Au-
gust 31, 18b"9.

Claim.—1. The transverse actuating-levers G,
stem J, and sprin.g a, as arranged in combination
with the circuit-breakers L, in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The transverse actuating-levers G, circuit-
breakers L, as arranged in relation to and in com-

bination with the battery C and signaling-apparatus
O, in manner substantially as described, and for the
purpose specified.

94,199.—--James Godfrey, AUeghcnv City, Pa.
—Fence.—Awjaat 31. 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing each panel of a fence with
a post, b, which is triangular iu form, when viewed
in cross-section, and pivoting the rails f f to the
posts a and t>, the whole being constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In connection with the above, the brace h and
bolt d, constructed, arranged, and operating as
herein desci'ibed, and for the purpose set forth.

94,200.—Andrew Goodyear, Albion, Mich.—
Lathe for Turning Hubs.—August 31. 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever-guide U, with or without a
friction-roller, in connection with the fulcrum T, for

steadying the hub while being turned, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In a hub-turning machine, of substantially the
described construction, the curved, inclined, and
beveled-edged knives, in combination with the guide
U, and fulcrum T, as described, for the pui'pose set
forth.

94,'.J01.

—

Andrew Goodyear, Albion, Mich.

—

Machine for Shaping Hubs.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The machine described, consisting essen-
tially of the wheel D, with arras E G, and knives F
H, the carriage L, and mandrel M, with spur V,
support T, gearing N O, and stop Z, the whole be-

ing combined, arranged, 8nd operated in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

94,203.—Gustaf Gustafsox, Oakland, Gal.—
Shrub and Floiver Box.—August 31. 1869.

Claim.—1. A flower, shrub, or tree box, formed of
the sides B, hinged upon the bottom A, and secured
together at the Tfop by bent hooks D, or other equiv-
alent devics, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the hinged sides B, the
loose or false bottom E, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

94,203.—George Hayes, New York, IST. Y.—
Ventilator.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic flange F, the frame G, the
grating J. the slide K, and the cap L, constructed
and arranged substantially as shown and described,
for the purposes set forth.

94,304»—Theodore William Heinemanx, New
York, N. Y.

—

Method of Seasoning and Preserving
TFood.—August 31, 1869 ; antedated August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Generating steam bv heating alcohol,

or other volatile liquids, solely, or in combination
with water, substantially in the manner described,
and for the purpose mentioned.

2. Impregnating wood, or other porous materials,

by infusing in the pores thereof imprognating-sub-
stances, by means of the pressure of steam gen-
erated from volatile liquids, solely, or in combina-
tion with water, substantially in the manner de-

scribed, and for the purpose mentioned.
3. Saturating wood, or other porous materials, with

impregnating-substances, by means of steam-press-
ure attained at a temperature lower than 290^ Fah-
renheit.

V,94,205.—Egbert Hexeage and Albert Sto-
res, Bufl'rtlo, N. Y.

—

Machine for Bounding the

Corners of Slate-Frames.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted bars CD, v,-ith their pivots
b c f. table B, hand-lever F, and connecting-arm G,
when the parts are coustructed, arranged, and oper-

ated substantially as described, and for the purpose
specified.

94,206.—Peter Hexry Hixk and Herrmann
Kaack. Moline, 1\\.—Mangle.—Ajngxxst 31. 1869.

Claiyn.—The combination of the standards A B
with the stationary roller C, and the adjustable roll-

ers D and E, weight G, hinged table K, and hinged
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leg a, all constructed and arranged to operate as

lierein shown and described.

94,207.—C. Hogeboom:, M.Bogeboom, and L.
Van Vleck, Winslovr, 111.

—

Spring-Bed Bottom.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fluked bolt A, when used for the
purpose of fastening bed-springs as described herein.

2. The double right-handed and double left-handed
spring-s, when combined and arranged as herein set

forth.

3. The slotted bar H, in combination with the
spring-bed bottom herein described.

94,308.—C. Hopkins, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Appa-
ratus for Rejeweling Watches.—^August 31, 1869

;

antedated August 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
spring center and the centering-needle I, with the
reaming and cutting-pieces M, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated together, substantially in the
manner described.

2. The burnisher herein described, constructed
with two prongs beveled inward at their ends, sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The improved rejeweling-apparatus herein de-

scribed, its constituent pai'ts operating together as
set forth.

94,309.—GrEORGE M. Hopkins and John A.
Straight, Albion, IST. T.

—

Water-Indicator.—Au-
gust 31, 1869 ; antedated August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

pipe D, valve G, fusible plug L, rod F, stop-cock C,
and pipe B, substantially as above set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the fusi-

ble-motal nut L, valve Gr, and lead packing H, as
shown and described.

3. The gauge-cock P, in combination with the
above devices, as set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the
wrench Q, stop-cock C, and accompanying devices,
as shown and described.

*

94,310 B. B. HoTCHKiss, New York, N. Y.—
Metallic Cartridge.—August 31, 1869.

Claim:—The internally re-enforced recapping-car-
tridge herein desci'ibed, drawn or struck from sheet-
metal, with the solid rim B^, the rounded ccumer B^,
the hole e', in the center of the back, and the cavity
e, for the fulminate, all combined and ai'ranged as
aud for the purposes herein set forth.

94,311.—George E. Houghton, Flint, Mich.—
Apparatus for Fluting and Quilling.—August 31,
186<\

Claim.—The combination of the table or bed A,
slide B, screws o, bridges C, rods h, thumb-nut and
screws c, and blocks I), when arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose described.

94,313.—Edmund Howard, Flushing, and W.
H. Jackson, Brooklyn, JST. Y.—Setving-Machine for
Working Button-Holes.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The lever C, arranged to carry the

shuttle-thread and draw the loops of the needle-thread
to the edge of the cloth', and lock them there, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The vibrating liook F, in combination with the
elbow-levers D and E, constructed and arranged to
operate as described, whereby the hook is made to
carry the shuttle-thread up over the edge of the fab-
ric to an^&^Q with the needle-tliread, and then move
out of the way of tlie needle, as set forth.

3. In combination with the lever C and the hook
F, with its operating- levers, the ])latc A, provided
with its cams a, b, b', and k, for operating the levers
C, D, and E, with hook F, substantially as herein
described.

_
4. The pivoted wedge-shaped piece T, in combina-

tion with the rocking-arm I, for varying the extent
of the feed-motion, substantially as herein described.

94,313.—Jarvis Howe, Milford, Mass.—Crimp-
in<7-Ifra/ce.—August 31, 1869 ; antedated August 21,
1869.

_

Claim.—1. The outer jaw, constructed aud opor-
atiug substantidly as and for the purpose specified.
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2. The outer jaws, when connected together by a
screw-bolt, substantially as and for the purpose
Specified.

3. The piece K, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the outer and inner jaws,
by means of suitable mechanism, substEintially such
as is herein described.

5. The combination of the slides D D', piece K,
nut E', and inclines a a', and c c', substantially as
described.

94,314. — Otto Jacobi, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of Carbonate of Lead, Acetate of Cop-
per, and Acetate of Iron.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus for making carbonate
of lead, acetate of copper, and acetate of oxide of
iron, consisting of tub A, provided with two false

perforated bottoms B and I), air-pipe h, T-shaped
distributing-pipe C, air-holes o o o o o o and nnnn,
and layers of charcoal, efg, or their equivalents, all

arranged and operating as specified.

2. The process of making carbonate of lead, acetate
of copper, and acetate of oxide of iron by means of
said apparatus, substantially as described.

3. The use of a solution of carbonate of soda or
potash, inside and outside of said apparatus, for the
purpose of completing the conversion of the acetate
of lead into carbonate of lead.

4. The mode of producing vapors of acetic acid
and bringing them in contact with metallic lead,

copper, or iron, substantially and for the purpose as
set forth.

94,315.—S. H. Jennings, Deep Kiver, Conn.

—

Velocipede.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The devices kerein described for guid-
ing the vehicle, when arranged and operated as set

forth, consisting of the clevis N, with its handle Q,
the clevis E, with its slotted arm T, and the foot-

guide V, attached to the elbow-arm S.

2. The foot-lever E, with the foot-rests G pivoted
thereto, in combination with the connecting-rod D,
and crank C, when arranged and operated substan-
tially as describe^.

3. The arrangement of the hand-levers K, connect-
ing-rods M, foot-levers E, connecting-rod D, and
crank C, when operated as herein substantially de-
scribed.

4. The balance-wheels W, with their axle X, com-
bined and arranged with the axle A, connected
together by gearing, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

94,310.—John Jones, Chesnut House, Strat-
ford, and Samuel Parker Bidder, Jr., Hdlfield,

Mitcham, England.

—

Coal-Breaking Machine.—Au-
gust 31, 1869

;
patented in England, November 17.

1868.

Claim.—1. The construction and employment of
apparatus for breaking down coal, slate, stone, and
other minerals, wherein two or more wedges arc
caused to be driven consecutively, by hydraulic or
screw power, between the surfaces of the material
to be broken down, in such manner that the pressure
exerted at one and the same point can thereby be
increased at will, substantially as hereinbefore set

forth.

2. Constructing apparatus for breakinj^ down
coal, slate, stone, and other minerals, consisting of
two tension-bars A, detachable from the hydraulic
press D, and acting in combination with the press-
ing-blocks F and wedge or wedges G, with or witli-

out the clearance-box E, substantially as aud for the
purposes set forth.

94,317.—John A. Kausst.er and IIouack B.
('OOK, White Pigeon, M.iti\\.—Slump-E.ttractor.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie clamp L, when constructed and
oi)oratiug substantially us aud for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. UMio rock-shaft E, cams e, compound lever F,

and pins/, or tlioir equivalents, in connection with
the frame A, standards C, aud wheels 1), whea
arranged and operating substantially us aud for tho
purposes heroin specified.

3. The arrongemout of tho parts A, B, C, D, E, F,
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- G, H, I, J, K, L, a, b, c, d, c, /, g, h, i, j, k, I, tn, n,

and o, or their known equivalents, when combined,
constructed, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth and shown.

94,218.—John Kennedy, Claverack, :N". Y.—
Stopping-Mechanism for Knitting-Machine.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Glairn.—The combination of the slotted tripping-
lever F, spring C, beveled gear-wheels D D', ratchet
B, drop-hook ft, spring c, spur a, and forked lever g,
when all are constructed and aiTanged and operated
as, or substantially as and for the purpose herein
described. >

94,31 9.—Joshua Kidd, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus and Process for Obtaining Light from
Gas and Oil.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—Uniting the flames from a kerosene or
other oil or spirit lamp with a gas flame, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

94,220.— Camille Krejci, Scranton, Pa.—
Printers' Ink.—August 31, 1869.

Claire.—1. An ink for printing purposes, produced
by combining coal-tar with wood charcoal and nitric

acid, or their equivalents, in the manner substantially

as herein described, as a new article of manufacture.
2. Combining coal-tar with wood charcoal and

nitric acid, or their equivalents, as herein described,

and for the purpose set forth.

94,321.—Daniel Leibert, Washington, D. C—
Jjotion for the Destruction of Insects.—August 31,

1869.
Claim.—The compound, compesed of the ingre-

dients, and in the quantities herein specified, for the
deetruetion of vermin upon trees, vines, shrubs, &c.

©4,322.

—

John C. Leistner, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Alarm-Attachmentfor Stills.—August 31, 1859.

Claim,.—The provision of the alarm- whistle J to

the tail-pipe of a still-worm, for the purposes desig-

nated.

94,223.—Moses "W. LESTER,Chicago, TH.—Base-
Burning Stove.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inclined air- pipes L and tubes M
in connectiDn with the annidar plate D, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The annular plate D, provided with flange d
and studs d', arranged and operating substantially
as described.

3. In anthracite-furnaces, the combustion-ring E,
provided with wings e, in combination with the an-
nular plate D, when arranged and operating for the
purpose set foi'th.

54,224.—Moses W. Lester, Chicago, HI.

—

Hot-
Air Furnace.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. In air-heating furnaces, the combina-
tion of the combustion-chamber O with the annuhir
air-chambers M and N, the ])ipes P, and the tubes
Q, when constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The gas-ring D, provided with studs d and
wings d', and the combustion-ring E, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The rock-shaft T, provided with arm c and the
grate S, when pivoted to said arm and supported by
the bolt g, the whole arranged and operatmg sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein
specified and shown.

94,225.—"William W. Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Machine for Making Horseshoes. — August 31
1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a fixed former,
two revolving bending-arms, adjustable as to the ex-
tent of their projection from their axis of revolution,
arranged to operate conjointly on the heated blank,
in the manner substantially as described.

2. The combination of the adjustable revolving
anas with the movable former and blank-holder, and
with the stationary former, substantially as described.

3. The reciprocating device K, constructed sub-

stantially as described, and operating, in relation to
the blank, in the threefold capacity of supporter,
carrier, and former, in combination with the station-
ary former.

4. The combination, substantially as described, of
the sliding yoke L, vibrating arm 0, formers K and
X, and the blank-holder.

5. The lever E, with the gauges or supporters A,
on one end, and the cams I on the other, or the
equivalent thereof, in combination with revolving
rollers F, or their equivalent, for operation in eon-
junction with the cams, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

6. The combination of the cam N, arm O, and re-

ciprocating device K, substantially as described.

94,226.— Herman. TV. Luders, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Steatn-Generator.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inclined generating-tubes B, the
vertical pillar-tubes H, the transverse tubes m, and
n, aud the drums K K and L, combined and ai--

ranged substantially as herein shown and described.
2. The arrangement of the steam-generating tubes,

whereby any one may be removed, exchanged for
another, turned over, or changed end for end, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In combination with a tubular boiler, the end-
tubes m, Tttith inclined upper surfaces, and the sec-
tional end-tubes n, connected by ball-and-socket
oiuts, substantially as described.

94,227.—Harriet S. Maltby, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Pastry-Roller.-Axx^u^t 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the reversible apron
A with the guide G-, the rollers H, the frame F, and
the jaw J, ail arranged as and for tlie purpose Speci-
fied.

94,22S.—G-EORGE E. Marshall, Laurel, Ind.

—

Process of Preparing Wood-Fiber fo)' Pape^'-Stock.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described process of treating-
wood for preparing paper-stock ; that is to say, first

subjecting it to the action of steam, in a closed ves-
sel, then rinsing it with water to remove the dis-
solved gum and acids, and then cooking it in an al-

kaline solution, all without removing it from the
boiler, substantially as herein set forth.

94,229.—John H. Martin, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Trace- Buckle.—Augjist 31, 1869.

Claim,.—A slide, E, applied to the buckle-frame D,
and constructed with a tongue, g, in combination
with a cross-bar, J, substantially as described.

94,230.—J. T. McDiviT, Fayett«ville, Ohio.—
Hames-Fastener.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The threaded hook B" and screw-nut C",
in combination with a chain D" attached to the ends
of hames, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

94,231.

—

Joseph D. Moon and John T. Fos-
ter. Jersey City, N. J.

—

St^am-Engine Valve.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim,.—The packing d, or its equivalent, in com-
bination —llL the hinge-joint, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as herein set forth.

94,232

—

^Henry D. Morris, Baldwinsville, N.
Y.

—

Machinery for Making Axes.—August 31, 1869,
Claim,.—1. jointly, the method of and mechanism

for forging and shaping axes, substantially as herein
described.

2. The arrangement, in one machine, of the sev-
eral sets of dies and the shearing-device hei'eiu before
described.

3. The cOjistrnction and arrangement of the dies
B B and C C, substantially as described.

94,233

—

Mary Ann S. Mullin, Osgood, Ind.—
Back for Sugar, Cream, Salt, <£c.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The semicircular rack A, provided with
receptacles d d d, aud ring C, in which is attached
the alarm-bell D, all constructed to operate substaii-
tially as specified.
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94,234.—George L. ]SrEWHALL and John F,
CUMMINGS, Chelmsford, Mass.

—

Flying-Horse Ma-
chine.—Au^st 31, 1869.

Olaim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spindle a, the shell-shaft d, the annular-grooved shell,

and balls c, the drivers m and n, and crank-shafts p,
the arms/, braces h, trass-rods g, suspension-rods C,

and the horses, all aiTanged and 6peratiug in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

94,235.— Charles Nida, Greenville, ^N". J.—
Liquid-Meter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The perforated cylinders surrounding
the chambers G G', and the expanding chambers G
G', provided with hoops e and elastic bands/, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and aiTangement of the cham-
bers G G', beam J, ai'm M, with plates p p, shaft K,
four-armed lever j Jell, with slot n, and friction-

rollers s s, on shaft L, springs o o, all inclosed in a
casing. A, and the valve E, in chamber D, commu-
nicating with the chambers G G', and provided with
induction and eduction pipes, Hll constructed to op-
erate substantially as described.

94,236.—Thomas G. Otterson, Camden, N. J.—Preserve-Jar.—August 31, 1869.

Olaim.—1. The cover C, having a recess, r, in its

outer lower edge, for the purpose specified, and a
shoulder, n, for contact with rubber gasket, as herein
set forth.

'2. A spring, (for securing and holding the covers
of fraitjars,) constructed as shown in Fig. 3, and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

94,237.—William H. Pierce, Bangor, Me.—
Mincing-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Olaim.—1. Combining with the dish B, an oval
rotary cutter, C, substantially in manner as and for

the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the revolving dish B, oval
cutter C, adjustable bracket h, adjustable spring e,

or its equivalent, and platform A, substantiaUy as
and for the purposes specified.

94,238.—Salmon M. Prentice, Aurora, 111.—
J^ence,—August 31, 1869.-

Olaim.—1. The panels B A, when supported and
secured to the earth by the braces u I and the wedge
y, or their equivalents, and connected, by the mid-
dle rail X and the wire staples, with hooked ends j,
linked or connected with the hooked ends s of the
wires/, constructed and arranged as herein shown
and described.

2. The mode of connecting fence-panels by wire
staples with hooked ends j, crossed and linked or
connected with the wires/ at their hooked ends s, as
herein substantially specified.

3. The braces ic I with hooked ends t, used in con-
nection with the wedge y, or their equivalents, when
used as a means of supporting and securing fences
to the earth, as herein substantially specified.

94,239.—John Rich, Painesville, Ohio.—Lathe-
Chuck.—Augmt 31, 1869.
Olaim.—1. Constructing a lathe-chuck, with the

collar A, the shaft E', with its convex center E, the
screw-plug C, with concave center F, the shaft E'
secured in the tube or collar A by shellac cement,
for the purpose as described.

2. The combination of the tube or collar A, shaft
E', screw-plug C, head B, and vise-jaws U, the whole
combined as described.

94,24 0.-*-HouACE T. KOBBiNS, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Ellis, Knavi' & Co., New York City.-*-
UmfcreMa.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The additional locking-spring g, in

combination with the ruiuier a, chamber 6, sliding
tube c, and key o, substantially in the manner and for
tlio purpose specified.

2. The knob h, in combination with the locking-
spring g,,t\iQ runner a, chamber h, sliding tube c,

and key o, Bubstantially as and for the purpowe speci-
fied.

94,241.— Amikewh Kobep, Somerville, luid

John C, Chapman, Cambridgeport, Mass.—Pipe-
Wrench and Pipe-Cutter.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. The tool k, within the hollow screw d

and block b, rendered adjustable, with reference to
said screw and block, by means of the sleeve-nut g,
nut n, and plug I, substantially as shown and set
forth.

2. The within-described' combined wrench and
pipe-cutter, consisting of the frame A, adjustable
jaw or block b, hollow screw d, handle h, jamb-nut
m* rod and cutter c, sleeve-nut jr, nut n, and plug I,

all constructed and arranared substantiallv as speci-
fied.

94,242 William D. PtOBiNsox, Buffalo, N. Y.—Ships^ Fenders.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The fender within described, consisting
of side pieces A A' and end blocks 'a a', with the
longitudinal space b between the sides, the whole
arranged and operating as herein set forth.

94,243.—Otis E. Sanford, La Porte, Ind.-Fx-
tension-Table Slide.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The extension sections AAA, the metal-
lie main slides B B, stop- slides C C, secured by and
playing in the double-grooved dovetails b b b b,

operating in the manner and for the purpose herein
shown and described, substantially as set forth.

94,214.—John Georg Scrwarz, Indianapolis
Ind., assignorto himself and John George Brand—Oroiit- Cutter.—August 31, 1869. •

Claim.—1. The sliding gate E F G H, when con
structed with the knives 1 1 and the nuts K K, sub
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of gearing
P, shaft O, crank M, cross-head m', slide L, and
knife-gate E F G H, substantially as described.

3. The whole device, considered as a whole, when
constructed and operated substantially as set forth.

94,245.—W. T. Sears and William Edson,
Boston, Mass., assignor to W. T. Sears.— Ventila-
tor.—August 31, 1869.

Olaim.—The air-boxA B, in combination with, the
window W and the heating-surface D D' D", sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,246.—Charles A. Seely, New York, N. Y.—Process for Extracting Oils, <£c.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of extracting oils, fats,

and resins, herein described.
2. The use of volatile hydrocarbon solvents, in the

manner and for the purpose as described.

94,247.—BoBERT H. Seymour, New York, N.
Y., assignor to Henry Seymour and Company,
same place.

—

Shear.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—The shears consisting of the blade A,

with pintle a, cast with or forming part thereof, and
the blade B, all constructed as herein described.

94,248.—Henry E. Shaffer, Eochester, N. Y.
—J<^nn«-Jar.—August 31, 1869.

Olaim.—The combination of the spring-bar E anxd
guide-pins d d, with the clamp C and screw D, the
whole arranged substantially as described, and oper-
ating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

94,249.—Adam W. Shidler, South Bend, Ind.—Evaporator.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The cellular trough D, tubes E, pro-

vided with the plugs F and cock G , substantially as
described, aiul operating for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the tank C, pan
B, and arch A, wliou constructed, arranged, and op-
erating substantially as and for the purposes heroin
set forth.

94.250. — Daniel S.mallwood, Middlotowu,
Ohio,— Wa^shing-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The gate H, pivoted to swing with tlio

corrugated roller I, in combination with heaters G
and other devices in a washing-machine, as co'i-

sti'uctcd and shown.

94.251. — James S. Smith aud John Codj.i;,
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Swanton. Ohio. — Harvester- Cutter. — August 31,

1869.
Claim.—1. The metallic shoe C, with the uprights

or guides, extended arms c, and the anti-friction balls

or roller-beariugs K, when constructed and oijerating
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the double
cutters or knives A, finger-bai- B, metallic shoes C,
with uprights or guides, extended ai-ms c, and the
anti-friction ball or roller-bearings 6, when con-
structed and operating substantially as herein »t
forth.

94,232.—John P. Smucker, Ashland, assignor
to himself and Eussel S. Owen, Eryan, Ohio.

—

Husk
Mat —August 31, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, husk
mats, constructed, substantially as herein described,
with a metallic or wooden base. A, as set forth.

94,253.—John Blake Take, Fairhaven, Mass.—Press for Casting Metal.—August 31, 1869 ; ante-
dated August 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The follower A. attached to a screw,
(t, which works through a pivoted nut, H, in com-
bination with a mold, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination, in a press, of a follower A, and
its screw G, and guide-rods J J, with a laterally-ad-

justable nut H, substantially as described.

94,254.—Hugh Thomas, Ifew York, X. Y.—
Lubricator for Ventilator.—August 31, 1869; ante-
dated August 18, 1869.

'

I

Claim.—The^cups c c', and b, in comhination with
j

the hollow spindle a, ari'anged for lubricating the i

upper and lower bearings of said spindle, sub-
;

stantially as shown and described. !

i

94,255.— Charles E. To>n?KiNS, Eochester,

!

N. Y.

—

Hanging Circular Saics.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft c, when seciired at either
end to square blocks p, for the purpose of preventing
it fi'om turning, while at the same time admitting of
the adjustment of said shaft in the manner and for
the purpose before described. i

2. The swiuging-fi-ame i, the fixed shaft c, the
loose pulleys f g h, and the sciuare-flang'ed locking-
biocks p, of a cut-off saw, constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
before described.

94,25}}.— Fkedeuick To'sv'nsend, Albany, X-
Y.— Stone-Channeling Machine.—Aiigust 31,1869

Glaiin.—1. One or more chisels, applied to a rotaiy
shaft, and opermed upon by springs, or other blow-
j^'iA'ing power, substantially as described.

2. One or more cams, or the equivalents thereof,
adapted for retracting chisels which are applied to a
rotary shaft, and which are acted upon by springs,
substantially as described.

3. Providing for adjustment one or more chisel-
retracting cams, so as to cause rotating chisels to
strike at different angles of inclination, substantially
as described.

4. EadiaUy-reciprocating chisels, which are acted
upon by springs, and ^hich are applied to a wheel,
composed of circillar plates and guides, substantially
as described.

94,257.—^IsAAC H. Trabue, Livingston County,
Ky.—Pre.s.s.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in the
press herein shown, of the fixed pulleys G-, rope K,
movable pulleys I, j)lunger H, and Vope L, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

94,258.-W. A. Tan Brunt, Horicon, Wis.—
Heeding-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plate H, with lug h and set-screw
li', when used in combination with drag-bar and
tooth, as described.

2. The boxes M M, when constructed of the two
parts m, m', inclosing between them the disk, as
clescribed, each of said parts in m' being cast in a
.single piece, substantially as set forth.

94,259.—Henry A^an De Water, Attica, N.
X.— Water- Wheel.—Axxgu&t 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The relative an-angement of the rect-
angular valve-gates G, stepped upon the valve-seat
"W", revolving upon a central piv6t, h, and operated
by the gate-rods L, with the guide-plates E and stay-
plates K, substantially as described.

2. A water-wheel of that class known as the
Jonval turbine, formed by the combination and ar-

rangement of the valve-gates G, the valve-seat W,
the gate-rods L, the guide-plates E, the stay-plates
K, and the buckets B" substantially as described.

94,260.—Charles Ward, Detroit, Mich.—De.
vice for Filling Steam- Generators.—August 31, 1869.

Claiin.—The arrangement of the pipe C, the cheek-
valve D, and cock B, with the boiler A, substantially
as described.

94,261.—Walter'Ward, Mount HoUy, is". J.—
TFrenc/i.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The handle A, with its tooth b, engaging
in the ratchet on bar D, of jaw C, and operating
substantially as described.

94,262.—Thomas Westerman, Clinton Town-
ship, Pa.—J'ence.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—^Providing the rails 1 with notches 3, one •

notch being in the upper edge and the other notch
in the lower edge of the rails, and used, in combina-
tion with the braces C and D, for bracing the panels
A and B, as herein described.

94,263.— Amos P. Willard, Battle Creek,
Mich.

—

Means for Putting Up and TTsing Powders.—
Aug-ust 31, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the cup
A and handle B, when both are worked from one
piece of timber, and provided with the muslin cover
C to the cup. substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

94,264.—Henderson Willard, Grand Eapids,
Mich., assignor to himself and Joseph Walker,
same place.

—

Mode of Peinoving Stumps.—August
31, 1869.

Claim.—The holes A and B made in a stump, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purposes
fully set forth.

94,265. — Chauncey D. Woodruff, Toledo,
Ohio, assignor to himself and William Krauss,

:
same place.

—

Grain-Bin.—August 31, 1869.
' Claim.—The grain-bin A, in combination with the
tubes B within ,said bin, and extending from the

\
bottom thereof, when constructed, arranged, and

I operating as and for the pm-pose aforesaid.

I

I

94,266. — Dantel Wright, Jr., Waltham,
Mass.

—

Clamp-Screw for Calipers, dkc.—August 31,

1869.

Claim.—1. A handle or nut, made in two parts,

connected with a spring, and tapped for the recep-

! tion of a screw, for the purpose set forth.

1 2. The conical end D" of the divided nut D, in

combination with the hollow conical washer E, or
- the conically-shaped recess in the part operated
i upon, substantially as shown and described.

1 94,267.—T. H. Andress, Sparta, IN". J., assignor

\

to himself and John Decker, same place.—T^.i'tt-

Coupling.—AMgasi 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted plate D.
; flanged at one end, with the coupling C, bar B,
\ and axle A, substantially as herein shoih'n and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

94,268.-Daniel AppLEGATE,lsoblesville,lud.—

i

CZocZ-i^ender.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the side of a plow
\
or cultivator beam. A, of the slotted plate B and
curved rods C C, all constructed substantially as

\

specified.

j

94,269.— WiLLiAjyi Aurich, Chicago, HI.—
Yapor-Burner.—August 31, 1869.

I
Claim.—A.S, a new article of manufacture, a vapor-

j
burner, consisting of the solidly-capped tube A. pro-
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vided mth holes g and apertures a, tlie swinging
doors/, rigidly connected by the rod h and the plug
C, all constructed and arranged for operating, as

herein shown and described.

94,270.—Samuel Ayres, T)axiY\\\Q,'Kj.—Fasten-
ing for Breastpins.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted lever
h and spring d and hook B a, the said parts being
each constructed and arranged, with reference to

one another, as shown and described.
2. The combination of the said lever, spring, and

hook with the stay/ and eye e, on the breastpin, as

and for the purpose specified.

94,271.—Samuel Ayres, Danville, Ky.

—

Bain-
Water Strainer and Cut-Off.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the movable trough
B, bail d, and pipe A, as and for the purpose specified.

2. The construction and arrangement, with ref-

erence to each other, of the bail d, pipe A, and
flange/, for the purpose set forth.

94,272.—Calvin Baker, St. Joseph, Mo.—
Bridge.—AvLgnst 31, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the inclined thrust-
ing-beams a a, connected at a point, /, above the
floor, and extending below the floor, the sockets S
S, resting on suitable bearings directly against the
banks of the stream, and employed to receive and
support the lower ends of the beams, substantially
as desciibed.

94,273.—Joseph Bamgan, Woonsoeket, E. I.,

assignor to the Woonsocket Eubber Company.—
Apparatus for Pressing and Yulcanizing India
ieti&6er.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Using two or more molds or plates in
a steam-tight heater, operated from the outside
thereof, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the yokes C C, bolts D D,
and screwed spindle E, for the purpose of relieving
the heater from pressure, as set forth.

3. The swinging crane F, and swivel/, and roller

on the top of crane, for facilitating the securing and
removal of the door, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the collars e^ ande^, clip e,

and lever E^, arranged and operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

94,274. — Tracy Beadle and William P.
Yates, Elmira, IsT. Y. — Perinutation-Padlock.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the revolving
notched disks I with the swinging plate E, carrying
spring-latch C, when arranged to operate together,
and respectively constructed, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The spring-lever T, in combination with the
- notched disks I, graduated disk M, and notched lug
V, to change the combination, substantially as herein
shown and described.

3. The numbered ring X, attached to the lock in
the manner described, for the purpose of numbering
the same, as herein set forth and shown.

94,275.—Jacob I. Bear, Decatur, JW.—Spring-
Wagon Seat.—AMgnst 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. The staples D D, passing through and

securing together the spring-slats C C, &c., in com-
bination with said slats, substantially as and for the
purpose shown.

2. The lever-supports E E, when made adjustable
by means of the screws and slots, substantially as
herein shown and described.

94,276. — George C. Bell, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Method of Making Square-Necked Bolts.—August 31

,

1869.

Claim.—The method herein described of forming
square hecks on bolts from rods having one diameter
less than the otlier, without upsetting, by first re-

ducing the same, by moans of rollers, to form the
body, and then Rquaring the neck by compressing it

between swaging-dies.

. .94,277.—E._W. BiiowN, Cambridge, 1)1— Furl-
vhg and Reefing Sailti.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the roller A, with
reference to the mast and spars, as herein set forth
and shown.

2. The combination of the cords B, the sails,

rollers, guide-pulleys C, and binding-shafts, all sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the cords B, sails and
spars, of the guide-pulleys M X, when arranged as
specified.

4. The combination, with the rollers A, grooved
in the upper end, as described, of the guide I and
guide-pulleys thereon, substantially as specified.

94,278.—William H. Brothers, Winooski,
Vt., assignor to himself and Elisha Allen, same
place.

—

Jack for Spinning.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slide- plate o^, carrying the inter-
mediate gearing for the forward-moving scroll y as
set forth, when combined with the slide P, as de-
scribed, so that it will be elevated out of gear when
the forward motion of the carriage is completed.

2. The slide bar P, operated by a lug, s^, of the
carriage, to throw the forward-moving scroll out of
gear, as set forth.

3. The hook Z, for holding the slide-plate o^

elevated, when arranged so that it will automatically
drop into a notch of the slide-plate when the same is

elevated, while it will be thrown out of the notch by
a stop on the carriage, to lower the plate o\ sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. The slide-bar T, connected with the bell-crank
S, so as to be operated by the arm q and roller r of
the carriage, substantially as herein shown and
described.

5. The slide-bar T, when provided with the
shoulders d'^, e^, and /-, and with the spring g'^, as
described, so as to actuate the rocking- shippers IT

and V, substantially as herein shown and described.
6. The shipper-lever W, when connected both

with the rock-shaft V and with the slide-bar X, to
operate the loose Avheel h^, substantially as herein
shown and described.

7. The slide-plate B', when connected, by a bell-

crank C, with the sliding shipper-bar X, so as to
operate the belt g^, the loose wheel 6\ and the
toothed clutch-wheel Y, by its motion, substantially
as herein shown and described.

8. The hollow cone y'^, arranged on the shaft K",

in combination with the loose toothed clutch-wheel
Y and intermediate gearing, substantially as de-
scribed, to operate the shaft N from the shaft O, for

the purpose of imparting a slower motion to the
carriage.

9. The rock-shaft TT, carrying the arms c^, i'^, and
p, substantially as described, so as to receive motion
from the slide-bar T, and to impart it to the wheel
V and bar X, substantially as herein shown and
described.

10. The faller D, when counterbalanced by the
weight h, and connected by the strap j with the loose
pulley K on the shaft E, <b regulate the building of
the cop, substantially as herein shown and described.

11. The carriage C, when provided with the stops
or projections q r s' y'^, and v'^ vf^, substantially as
described, so that it will automatically set the
various parts of the driving-machinery to regulate
•its own motion, as specified.

94,279. — CHAifLES BUNGE, G-eneva, IST. Y.—
Revolving Spring-Toy Can.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination "of the perforated
revolving feed-plate E with the stationary reservoir-
plate, which has the chambers h and the bore g, in

line with the barrel, all arranged and operating sub-

stantially as herein shown antl described.
2. The separated breoch-end E of the barrel, when

forced by a spring, i, against the reservoir-plate F,

substantially .as and for the purpose heroin shown
and described.

94,280.—S. "N". Chapix, New Britain, Conu.—
Ferrule.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A s a uew article of raanufacluro, a ferrule,

a, when provided with one or more points c, bent
inward, so as to enter (lie end of (he handle A, sub-

stantially a.s and for the puri»osc set fortJi.

J> 1,281.—ToSTlUA E. CllAPMAN, Wost Roudiug,
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Conn.—Turbirie Water- Wheel. — August 31, 1869

;

antedated August 19, 18C9.

Claim.—Tne spiral form and arrangement of tlie

buckets D, shaft C, curb B, and conductor or forebay
A, all as shown and described, for the purposes set

forth.

94,2S2.—Jonathan L. Cheston, South Easton,
Pa.

—

Fire and Burglar Alarm.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, within the box A, of
the gTOoved and notched drum C, provided with
hammers B B, and operated by means of the cord G
and weight H, with the bell D, lever K, spring L,
weight M, with its dovetail resting in the slotted
end of the spring P, cord N, and pulley O, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

94,3S3.—-J. N. Collins, Menasha, Wis.—Bag-
Holder.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the arms G- Gr, cross-

pieces F P, bars E E, with ratchet-teeth on one end,
stop-plate L, cleat K, block C, thumb-screw d, and
pillar A, constructed, arranged, and operating- sub-
stantially as shoAsu and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

94,284. — Chakles Ceozat Conveiise, Brook-
lyn, ^. Y., assignor to Samuel S. Greeley. —
Wooden Pavement.—August 31, 1869.

Clavm. — A pavement, constructed of rows of
blocks, of rectangular form, arranged in rows, with
the grain vertical, and haying between the rows
strips of wood of a width equal to the length of the
blocks, and arranged longitudinally with the grain,

the longitudinal strips forming an even surface with
the surface of the blocks.

94,285.—John Coyne, Allegheny City, Pa.

—

Machine for Gutting Nails.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted lever-

head A and adjustable rubber B, arranged, with ref-

erence to the other parts of the machine, as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the above device with the
cams a and b, arranged as set forth, and co-acting to

govern and regulate the relative movements of the
nipper-rod and griper-lever, as specified.

94,286.— John Coyne, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Apparatus for the Mamifacture of Pig-Bloom.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim—1. The molds, hinged at the outer ends to

the bolts H, connected to the spring-supports I, and
all combined with the table A, and arranged as speci-

fied.

2. The an-angement of the beveled projections M,
on the molds, and the spring-supports, substantially
as specified.

3. The flange D and hoop E, combined with the
table A and stand C, substautially as specified.

4. The combination, with the molds G, of the T-
shaped guards, substantially as specified.

94,287. — Herrmann Carmer, Souora, Cal,

—

Washing-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Clavm.—The heater G, and the gi'ooved hollow
and slotted cylinder A, arranged in the tub B, and
provided with the operating-wheels C D, and hand-
lever E, aU substantially as specified.

94,288. — James M. Crose, Lebanon, lud. —
Tank-Iiegidator.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tank A, escape-
pipes and valve D, tilting lever and buckets thereon,
having escape-valves, air-passage valves I, weight
G, rods P' Q, levers and float C, when arranged for
operation by the water 'for opening and closing said
air-passage, substantially as specified.

94,289.—James A. Currie, Xenia, Ohio.

—

Com-
bined Planter and Cultivator.—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.— 1. The combination of the plow-beams
E, arranged in pairs, the fi'ont plow-standards E,
whether placed between or at the side of the pair of
plow-beams E, rear plow-standards H, whether one
or both axe used, and seed-hoppers J, with each other,
and with the frame C and axle B, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the pivoted perforated drop-
ping-plate K, perforated supporting-plate L, jointed
connecting-bars S, and foot-lever M, Avith each other,
and with the perforated bottoms of the seed-hoppers
J, substautially as herein shown and described^ and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the jointed connecting-bars
P, shaft O, lever Q, and adjusting-post E,, with each
other, and with the pairs of plow-beams E and frame
C, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the pm-poses set forth.

94,290.—E. Davison, TiiGhmonclYa.—Kail-Ma-
chine.—August 31, 1869.

Claini.-if-l. The arrangement of the inclined vi-

brating feed-box A, of the inclined shelf H, and anti-

friction rollers C, substantially as specified.
2. The arrangement of the curved block M, swiv-

eled straps, and vibrating bar B, substantially as
specified, for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the bifurcated bent carrier
Is", recessed die P, spring-nipper Q, and guides Q',

substantially as specified.

94,291—J. Harvey Day, Walla-Walla, Wash-
ington Territory.

—

liock- Crushing Mill.—August 31,

1869.

Claim.—1. A crusher for ores, consisting of weight
H, having a continuous grindingrshoe at its periph-
ery, and moving about a universal joint at the lower
side, substantially as herein described. •

2. The disks, either consisting of the central cone
E and the rim E, or made in any other shape, and all

united together, as described, either for crushing or
amalgamating, and having discharge-openings, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. A crusher, or a crusher and amalgamator, con-
sisting of a series of disks, one above another, in
combination with the weight H, the whole united by
universaljoints, and operating substantially as herein
described.

94,292. — John Decker, Sparta, assignor to
himself and E. De Camp, Boontou, N. J.

—

Combined
Weighing and Measuring Scale.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The beam A, weight B, balance C, ful-

crum E, and hook E, arranged and combined sub-
stantially as described^ for the purpose set forth.

94,293.—Clarence Delafield, Castleton, and
Erank G. Johnson, Northfield, N.Y.

—

Railway- Car
Wheel—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.—The disks A B, when provided with the
projections E, in combination with the wood strips

E, as herein described for the purpose specified.

94,294.—Jules Marie de la Eue, Nogent sur
Marne, near Paris, Erance.

—

Floating Velocipede.—
August 31, 1869

;
patented in Erance, December 14,

1868.

Claim.—The herein-described nautical velocipede,

consisting of the fioats A A', united by the cross-

bars gr, the paddle-wheel H, inclosed in box O, spring-
supports M M', for the saddle N, the forks O O', bal-

ance-rudder K, and tiller-ropes L L', all combined,
arranged, and constructed as shown.

94,295.—James M. A. Dew, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself and Oswell A. Bogue, same place.—Lamp.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. A kerosene-oil lamp, consisting of the
body E, chamber E, and burner B, with tube C at-

tached, all constructed and arranged as herein shown
and described.

2. The chamber E, in combination with the body
of a lamp, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. Tinning the interior surface of the body or cham-
ber of brass lamps, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,296.—Thomas Dow, Yorktown, JW.-Plow-
Clevis.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The concave plate A, provided with holes

X, and lugs C and D, in combination with the two-

.

part roUer G G, clevis J J, provided with shank L
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P, flange N, and spring-bolt T, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

94,297.— Cleavelaxd F. Dunderdale, New
Tork, N. T.

—

Manufacture of TUu7ninating-Gas.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The vessels A B andH I, the flexible pipe
F, coiled tube Gr, pipe m, and boiler L, all combined
and arranged as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

94,298.

—

William Bancroft Espent, Spanish
Town, Jamaica.

—

Apparatus for Purifying Saccha-
rine Liquids, and for Curing, Drying, and Treating
Sugar and other Materials.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extraction of fluids from substances
containing them, by placing the substance to be op-

erated on upon a surface of wire-gauze or other open
material, forming the bottom of a chamber, which,
when the substance has been introduced, is closed
air-tight by a cover. Beneath this chamber there is

a space in which vacuum being formed by any means,
the air above the substance being expanded, forces
its way down through the substance into the vac-
uum- space, and in so doing carries with it the moist-
ure from the substance.

2. The filtering of raw and fermentable juices and
fluids by causing the juice or fluid to be driven rap-
idly through filtering-substances l)y the force of the
atmosphere in its endeavor to restore equilibrium in

the vacuum-space within, or in the inner side of the
filtering-substance.

94,299.—John O. Fairbaikn, Milwaukee, Wis.—Ruffling-Attachment for Sewing-Machines.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim.—A ruflBler for sewing-machines, consisting
of the plates B, C, and D, with the guide E con-
nected to the plate B, and serving to guide the ma-
terial by bearing against the seam, all arranged as
herein described.

94,300.—Amos P. Foster and Daniel B. H.
Bartlett, Lowell, Mass., assignors to themselves
and Charles F. Howe, same place.

—

Focket-Lamp.
^—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and construction of
the lamp a, with or without the chimney g, case h,

match-tube i, with cap k, when operating as de-
scribed and specified.

2. In combination with the lamp a, the match j,

with ease h, when arranged as described.

94,301.—John G-. B. Gill, Chesnut Grove, S.

C.

—

Cotton-Seed and Corn Planter.—August 31, 1869.
Claim,.—The combination of the planting or drill

wheel, provided with grooves and iron spikes upon
its periphery, with the slide, to regulate the supply
of seed, as and for the purpose specified.

94,302.—Kingston GoBDARD, Riclimond, ]Sr. T
—Peat-Mold.—Axx^nsi 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the grooved frames
B C, beveled posts D, with the metal plates A, ar-

ranged substantially as described, so that said frames
can be drawn together, so as to press closely the
said plates.

94,303 David Gore, Carlinville, ll\.—Diteh-
Qauge Scoop.—Angust 31, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The gauge A a' B C D, constructed

aud operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bars and sights I J,
with the beam A of the gauge A a' B G D, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The scoop E F G, constructed and operating
in connection witli the gauge A a' B C D, substaii'-

tially as herein sliown and described, and for the pur-

l)08e set forth.

94,304.—Geouoe W. Grader, Memphis. Tonn.,
assignor to himself and William B. Wigos, same
plaoe.

—

Machine for Jdnting and Relinting Cotton-
Seeds and Motes.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination and arrangement of
two ginning-cylinders B B' aud their acces-^ories, the

first for removing tbe long lint or fiber, and the
second to complete the cleaning of the seed and
motes, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the two sets of devices for

successively treating the seed and motes for the re-

moval of the lint or fiber, as described, the separate
lint or fiber discharges, arranged and employed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The breast E', constructed with the rasp-face,
composed of zigzag teeth or projections, e', as de-

scribed, for the purpose explained.
4. In combination with the breast E', the shaft K,

mounted in vertically-sliding boxes, as described, the
crank-disk O, connecting-rod N, links Q, slotted pro-
jection R, and stud S, arranged and adapted to oper-
ate substantially as described.

5. In combination with the ginning-cylinder B

,

the shield or fender G', constructed and arranged,
relatively to said cylinder B', and its vibrating
breast E', substantially as represented and described,
for the purpose set forth.

6. In the described combination withi the ginning-
cylinders B B', the rollers C C, for throwing back
the seed when the lint or fiber is separated, when
mounted in sliding boxes F, so as to be capable of
adjustment relatively to said ginning-cylinders, as
and for the purposes set forth.

7. The boxes F of the rollers C C, adapted to
slide transversely on their supports, and constructed
with down-turned ends or lugs, traversed by adjust-

able set- screws / /, bearing against the ends or
sides of their supports, as shown and described, to

adjust them on said supports, as set forth.

8. The brush-cylinders D D', having their heads
constructed for tlie reception of the strips or brushes,
with radial shoulders or supports on their periph-
eries, and on their inner sides with radially-slotted

lugs or llanges d, and the strips or brushes secured
by transverse bolts d' passing through the slots iu
the lugs' or flanges d, as shown and described, for

the purposes set forth.

94,305.—A. D. Granger, Talbotton, Q&.—Self-
Watsring Scrubber.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the water-box of
a scrubbing-brush, a bottom composed of two or
more perforated strips, B. and projecting rubber
pieces C, arranged alternately in the manner shown
and described, and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the perforated
cover a^, conical sides, clamps a a^ D, and handle
F, constructed as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

94,306.—William Griffith, Jr.,Pottsville, Pa.,

assignor to himself, Joseph S. Pati'erbon, and
Thomas C. Zulick, same place.

—

Furnace for Pro-
ducing Iron Direct frotn the Ore.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The deoxidizing-chamber B, contain-
ing the retorts D D, when arranged above or in con-
n ction with a welding-furnace, substantially as de-

scribed, so that the retorts will be heated by the
gases escaping from the welding-furnace, as de-

scribed.
2. The retorts D D, when made substantially aa

described, of conical form, aud molded, as specified.

3. The steam-generator F, when arranged within
the deoxidizing-chamber, to supply steam to the fire-

box, as set forth.

4. The funnel H, when arranged in combination
with the furnace A, having the cap or valve I, and
with the retorts D, having the movable bottoms E,
all arranged, combined, and operating substantially
as herein shown aud described.

94,307 J. C. Gross, Goslien Hill, S. C—Com-
bined Turn and Subsoil Plow.—Aigust 31, 1869.

Claim.—Tlu) combination of the curved or semi-
circular bar 1), staples F, and screw-nuts G, witli

the standards E J aud beam A of tlm plow, as

herein sliown and described, for the puriwso speci-

fied.

94,308.-Kkmig Gkotz, Chicago, III—Grain-
Drier.—Augut^fM, 1869.

Claim.— I. The revolving screw C, having a pipe,

B, arranged to convey hoaUnl air or stoam througU
its center, substantially as described.
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2. The rods I I, provided witli beaters i i, ar-

ranged and operating as set forth.

3. The driving of the cold blast through a mass of
heated malt, grain, &c., into the fire of the furnace,
substantially as and in the manner set forth, or in
other equivalent manner.

4. The application of steam-pipes B', m, m, and n
n to the herein-described drying-apparatus, in the
manner substantially as herein set forth and speci-
fied, or in any other equivalent manner.

94,309.—Stinsox Hagaji^in, "Weissport, Pa.—
Slate-Polishing Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. So constructing a machine for grind-
ing and polishing school-slates that the slates are
revolved around the axis of the shafts on which they
are held, and around the axis of a central shaft, 15,

substantially as herein shown and described.
2. The annular track E, springs F, and friction-

rollers &, when arranged in combination with the
revolving disks C and shafts D, substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

3. The stationary segment H, when provided with
internal gear, in combination with the pinions c, on
the shafts D, and with the central shaft B and disks
C, substantially as and for the ijm'pose herein shown
and described.

4. The nuts g, and sleeves e, when arranged on the
shafts D, in combination with the springs F, disks C,
and grinding-wheels J, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

94,310.—Stinsox Hagaman, "Weissport, Pa.—
Slate-Polishing Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In a slate-polishing machine, the
combination of the horizontal grinding-wheel C
with the mortised disks P, shafts E, either station-

ary or revolving, gauges b, and levers G-, whereby
the said disks E are elevated or depressed, all con-
structed and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The construction and arrangement in the frame
A, upon each side of the center shaft B, of horizon-
tal mortised disks E upon the vertical shafts E,
either revolving or stationary, provided with the
adjustable gauges b, and elevated or dei^ressed by
means of the levers G-, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. The construction and arrangement of the ver-
tical shaft B, supporting the horizontally-revolving
wheel C, the mortised disks E, upon the shafts E,
pressing the slate to be ground against the under
surface of the grinding-wheel C, as herein shown
and described.

4. The construction and arrangement of the le-

vers Gr, pivoted in the frame A, and supporting upon
their inner ends the vertical shafts E, substantially
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

94,311.—J. A. Ham and "W. Cakpexter, Jr.,

Barry, Mo.

—

Churn.—August 31, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The combination of the wheels H LM K E, and the shafts on which they rotate, with

the top N of the churn, the three first mentioned
of said wheels being arranged above, and the re-
maining two below the said top, in the manner
shown and described.

2. The subject-matter of the above clause, in com-
bination with the double dasher, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

94,312.—Jacob A. Hanger, Staunton, Va.—
Churn.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cross-bar M, provided with arms
n, when vertically movable upon the rotary dasher-
shaft J, within the rotating tub E, in combination
with the arms c, fixed to the bottom of the churn,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The cover G, turned in a solid piece, and pro-
vided with the cross-piece H, the ends of which
project and rest in recesses in the churn body, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

94,313.— William Hawkins, Oregon, Mo.

—

Ice-Cream Freezer.—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.—The cream-holder A, provided with the
exterior longitudinal ribs C, and the irregularly-

formed dashers 'N, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

94,314.—Jacob Hepperly, Peoria, m.— Water

-

TT/ieei.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the screen or grating

h, sliding hatch "W, adjustable circle O, with box
embracing shaft/, induction-pipe U, and opening V,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes as
herein described.

94,315.*— Britain Holmes, Buffalo, IS". Y.—
Dumping-Wagon.—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.—1. In combination with the forward bol-
ster and axle, the socket B and pivot-post C.

2. The rubber spring e, and bearing-block «', iu
combination with the said socket ana pivot-post,
substantially as set forth.

3. The ribbed and tubular cast-iron axles, when
constructed substantially as described.

4. The oil-reservoir h, apertiu'e j, and gi'oove i,

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The two pivoted sections E, R of the bottom ar-
ranged so as to dump the load at the center, substan-
tially as set forth.

6. The arm u of the bolster D, combined and ar-
ranged with the brace V and axle-rod r, as shown
and described.

94,316.—Charles L. Inslee, New York, N. Y.,
and William H. Inslee, Newark, N. J.—Steam-
Engine Yalve-Gear.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of valves E G- and
valve-seats a b, with reference to chambers B C and
ports D E, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement, with respect
to each other, of the rod O, slide P, screw Q, and
yoke L, for the purpose of adjusting the throw of
the valves F Gr, as set forth. -

94,317.—Luther A. Johnson, H. W. Collen-
DEE, and James E. Boyle, New York, N. Y., as-

signors to Michael Phelan, H. W. Collendek,
and James E. Boyle, same place.

—

Cue-Leather
Trimmer.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cue-leather trimmer, composed of a
hand-tube or holder and a cutting-blade or blades,
adapted to both shave off the periphery of and round
over or chamfer off the leather, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Making the holder A with a slot or slit, so that
its parts may be sprung together, to bring the cue
up to the stationary cutting-mechanism, substan-
tially as described.

94,318.—Alden H. Jumper, Sunmau, lud.

—

Ax.—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.—An ax, formed with a sx)lit or open poll,

substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purijose set forth.

94,319. — Nathan W. Kjngsley, Swansea,
Mass.

—

Horse Huy-Fork.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the lifting-arm
E, handle A, and pawl I, the holding-tine G-, oper-
ated by the link-connection H, substantially as shown
and described, for the purposes specified.

2. The improved horse hay-fork herein described,
consisting of the handle A, shank B, lifting -tines E,
holding-tine G, link-connection H, lifting-arm E, and
pawl I, provided with any suitable tripping-deAdoe,
and arranged to operate substantially as shown and,

described, for the purposes specified.

94,320.— Philip Klotz, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor toBENTLEY C. Bibb, same place.

—

Base-Burn-
ing Fire-Place Heater.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A double-legged fuel-feed, substan-
tially as described.

2. The chamber F^, at the upper termini of the two
feed-legs E^ E', substantially as described.

3. The fuel-feeders pi, inclined backward and
laterally, and supported wholly or in part at points

above the fire-brick lining, substantially as described.

4. The horizontal flue-section C, in a fire-place

heater, which is organized substantially as described..
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94,321.—John Laird, Canton, Ohio.—Bridge.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the cast sections A A, con-

structed as described, and forminp^ a continuous
arch, from shoe to shoe, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The cast section A, constructed as described,

the end-pieces projecting above and below, so as to

secure the upper and lower bars of the arch, sub-

stantially as herein set forth!

3. Connecting*the arch of a bridge with the shoes

by means of the blocks B B, substantially as herein

set forth.

4. The combination of the shoes C C, blocks B B,

cast sections A A, and bars a and h, all constructed

as described, and connected substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

94,322.—John Laird and G-. F. Laird, Canton,
Ohio.—-Bridge.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the channeled
beams & &, plate-iron d, outside-supporting blocks
c c, inside-supporting blocks / /, and bolts e e, all

constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and described.

2. The arrangement of the beams h h, iron d,

blocks c c and//, shoes B B, spans C C, and bars
a a, all as herein shown and described.

94,323.— Samuel Lawrence. Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Ambrose Lawrence, same
place.

—

Flask for Casting Dental Plate.—August
31, 1869.

Claim,.—The flask, constructed as described, with
the parts combined aud arranged in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

94,324.— Samuel Lawrence, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Ambrose Lawrence, same
place. — Com,position for Molds and Models in
Casting Dental Plates and other Articles.—August
31, 1869 ; antedated August 24, 1869.

Cfatm.-The composition of the herein-described
ingredients, in the portions specified, for the purpose
and in the manner described.

94,325.—Obed Look, Bridgeport, Conn.—Car-
riage-Wheel.—A.VigVi?,t 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The continuous rods, or spokes j j,
connected from the opposite sides of rim h h, in com-
bination with disks a and rim h, for the purpose
specified and set forth.

2. The disk-hub a, nut &, ears/, screw C, rods^' j,
rim h, arranged as specified. •

94,326. — Isaac Low, East Fairfield, Ohio.—
Harrow.—August 31, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The within-described harrow, consist-
ing of the frame C, D D, F, and F, braces G- G, &c.,
rod H, sections 1 1, levers K K and L, I and V, rods
M, cross-bars O and R, and rubber band or chain P,
all constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose shown.

2. The means employed for raising and lower-
ing the harrow-sections, consisting of the levers
K. K and L, I and I', and rods M, substantially as and
for the purpose shown.

3. The employment of the rubber chain or bands
P P, for increasing the pressure upon the harrow-
sections, substantially as herein shown, and for the
purpose specified.

94,327

—

Charles McClain, Carlyle, 1\\.—Cook-
ing-Stove.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The plate B, cast with a rim or flange, h^,

and with a flue or long pipe-collar b'^, in combination
with the top ])late A of a cooking-stove, said top
plate being made without a pipe-collar, substantially
as herein shown and described, aud for tlie purpose
set forth.

94,328.—James F.M:cMiLLEN,Mansfield,Ohio.—
Syringe.—Aw^u^i 31, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a plunger-syringe,
the reservoir A, the tubular ])lunger-rou 15, and rod
D, with the valve </, and spring /(, arranged and

operating substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

94,329.—Charles T. Moore, White Sulphur
Springs, West Ya.

—

Printing-Telegraph.—August
31, 1869.

Clahn.—1. The combination, with a set of keys
or other instruments, arranged substantially as de-
scribed, for closing the circuit of a breaking toothed
cylinder and a printing-cylinder, arranged to be op-
erated simultaneously with, and relat^ely to the
breaking-cylinder, by means substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination, with a set of keys, arranged
to open the circuit, as described, of a toothed break-
ing-cylinder, and a set of weighted actuating'-gears
d"^, substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with a set of keys, arranged
to open the circuit, as described, of a toothed break-
ing-cylinder, and a spring or weight-actuated indi-
cating-apparatus, arranged for operation simul-
taneously with, and relatively to the said breaking-
cylinder, substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the bars c aud c^, for
opening and breaking the circuit,of the keys &, catch-
levers c^, pawl d*, vibrating bar d'', and breaking

-

cylinder d, all substantially as specified

.

5. The combination, with the type-cylinder e, ar-

ranged for rotation, as described, of the pressing-
levers /i, toothed cylinder /''_, and armature, when
arranged substantially as specified.

3. The cut-out i, arranged for engaging with the
wheel f^, to prevent the movement of the type-
cylinder, substantially as specified.

94,330.

—

William A. Morgan, Brooklyn, and
Thompson B. Mosher, New York, N". Y.

—

Hot-
Corn Holder.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A spring holder for corn-ears, made of
one continuous wire, substantially as herein shown
and described.

94,331.

—

Stephen, Earl of Mount Cashell,
Moore Park, Ireland.

—

Double Window.—August
31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the outside sashes
B and C, the inside or winter-sashes h, and the
screen-sashes L, with the frame A, substantially as
shown and described.

2. In combination with the ordinary window, the
inner or winter-window, when the sashes are made
in three or more parts, with their rails tongued and
grooved together, substantially as described,

94,332.—J. W. Myers, Lyons,Iowa.— TFas/mij;-

Jfac/ime.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of rubbers B C,
agitators MM, tub A, shaft F, and driving-gears-
I K, as shown and described.

2. The combination, with a rotating rubber, of one
or more agitators M, as and for the purpose specified.

94,333.—J.Wellington Nesmith,Black Hawk,
Colorado Territory.

—

Machine for P\t,nching Metal
Screens.—August 31, 1869.

Claim:—1. The combination of the punching-
roller, grooved roller, eccentric bearings K, and
operating-levers M, when arranged substantially as
specified.

2. The combination of the punching -I'oller,

grooved roller, eccentric bearings, levers, and
eccentric stops, when arranged substantially as
si>ecified.

3. The combination, with the shaft A, having a
fixed collar and clamping-nut, of the radially-slotted

rings B, and punches D, wlien all arranged sub-

stantially as specified.

4. The combination of the puncliing roller, grooved
roller, and laterally and vertically adjustable bt>ar-

iugs Gr, when aU arranged as specified.

94,334.—S. W. Oi>Ki-L,Ouachita Parish, assignor

to himself and John Nixon, Now Orleans, L.-i.

—

Cotton-Check.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic spring-check A, when con-

structed and stamped with numbevs sUono, or with
uunibers and letters, substantially i\s horeii) do-

scribed, for the purpose set fovtli.
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94,335.—Harrison Ogborn, Richmond, Ind.,

assignor to Aaron Chandler, Davenport, Iowa.

—

Seat for Schooh, Halls. Churches, d-c.—August 31,

1669.
Claim.—Tlic standard K and arm A. wlien pro-

Tided with the lugs C C, G &, and spring L, and
connect^ed together by a rivet or bolt, M, constructed
and arranged to operate as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

94,336.—P. A. Peer. KalfMna;{oo, Mich.—,S'^•a^e-

Hvnner.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a skate-runner, hav-
ing a round point at both toe and heel, said round
points to be hollowed or bored out, as shown, and
•operating substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

94,33'?.

—

-Julius Frederick Moore Pollock,
Manchester, Enaiand.

—

Brick-Machiiie.—August 31,

1869,

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the driving-shaft
E, "cams Y, cross-head X, valve-stem "W, steam

-

chest V, steam-cylinder TJ, piston-rod T, cross-head
S, rods Q, cross-head or bar P, dies O Z, and bed or

,

<iie-plate E, substantially as herein described, for the
'

purpose specified. ;

"2. The described arrangement, with relation to
'

the cam gear-wheels D, the dies O Z, and bed-plate
S, of the crank Kl, pitman M, and feeder N, the shaft
F, gear-wheels E & H, and endless can-ier J, for the
purpose specified. i

t

94,33S.—Albert X. Putnasi, Antrim. X. H.— !

Pj//?!j?.—August 31, 1869.
'

Claim.—The combination and arrangement ofthe
!

arm o, shaft k, with packing I. and brake n, when t

used in connection with the pump-body o, as herein
:

described and set forth.

94,339.—T7ILLIAM PvECK, Mendota, in..—Plmc-
\

Coupling.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A plow-coupling, consisting of the two
!

rods A B, and of the clamp C, which has two screws
d e. substantially as herein shown and described, to
operate as set forth.

94,340.

—

George Pichards, Pichland Centi-e,

'VTii.—Wagon-Standard.—A.VLg\i%t 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Pivoting the stake of a wagon-bolster
to a bolt which is itself pivoted in a cap on the end
of said holster, allowing the stake to be lowered in
any direction desired, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. Securing the stake P in an upright position to
the cap P on the end of the bolster A, by means of
the bolt G, having projections h h, and operated by
"the spring a, all substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The ari'angement of the cap B, having the slot

c and recesses e e, with the bolt C, ear E, stake F,
bolt G, spring «, and projections d d, all substan-
tially as and lor the purposes herein set forth.

94,341.

—

John Jajvies Pidge, St. Johns, South-
wark, England.

—

Process and Apparatus for Treat-
ing Flour, Meal, and other Farinaceous Substances.
-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described improved process
for the treatment and prepai-ation of farinaceous
substances, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the vessel A, having a per-
forated top. the vessel B, provided with the pipes
E and E, and airranged for treating either by fire,

gas, or steam, and the plates G, substantially as
specified.

94,342.—J. B. POBINSON. Duncansville, Pa.—
Puddling Furnace.—August 3] , 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with a puddling or
boiling furnace, the bottom A, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown,and described.
2. In combination with a puddling or boiling fur-

nace, the flue B and bridge-wall E, aiTanged sub-
stantially as described.

94,343. — Thomas Scantlin and James M.

! ScAi^LiN, EvansvUle, Ind.—Fvaporator for Sugar
! a?id other Liquids.—August 31, 1869.

I

Claim.—1. The open boxes C C, arranged on the
outside of the pan, to connect with the compart-
ments of the same, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The gates i, ai'ranged in the boxes C, on the
outside of the evaporating-jian, substantially as

' herein shown and described.
3. The ashpit, in combination Avith a portable fm--

- nace, for the purpose of regulating the heat, as set

;

forth.
I 4. The flanges j j, formed on the upper edges of
the furnace, to produce open air-passages k k, for
cooling the upper part of the furnace, substantially
as herein shown and described.

94,344.—George Shatswell. TTaukegan, as-

signor to himself, PAttNELL Munson, and Charles
i
L. SA3IPS0N, Chicago. 111.— Windoiv.—Ausust 31,

I
1869.

! Claim.—^In combination with the tongned stop G',
' the sash C, arranged to sn-ing and slide, as and for
the purpose set forth.

94,345.—XOAH Sham-, T^est Eau Claire, AVis..
; assignor to himself, James F. Moore, William W.
Lee. and Alvin B. Alden.—Hollouj Grate-Bar.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The pump C, pipe G, hollow bars D D,
with' their continuations H K, and check-valve L,

I

when arranged with reference to boiler B, substan-
t tially as specified.

94,346.—Ellas Shopbell, Ashland, Ohio.

—

Ma-
chine for JJvsctting Tire.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the seirated slid-

ing frame A, stationary seiTated frame B, serrated
blocks h h', and serrated eccentrics a a, substantially
as described.

2. In combination with the above, eccentric lever
d, substantially as described.

94,347.—JoTLN Simpson, Chester, S. C.—Hay
and Cotton Press.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cords K, when so arranged as to

be wound automatically upon the shaft H as the fol-

lowers are moved apart, as hsffein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The ari'angement of the followers A and B,
racks D. pinions E, spur-wheels E, shaft H, and its

pinions G, ratchets L. and pawls M, all aiTanged to

operate together substantially as herein shown and
described.

94,34S.—ZachariahB. Sims, Bonham, Texas.—
Clevis.—AMgwst 31, 1869.

Claim.—The clevis D, and screw eye-bolt B, com-
bined to operate together as described.

94,349.—Zachariah B. Sims, Bonham, Texas.
—Cotton-Plow and Planter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim..—1. Thefi'ame, consisting of the plow-beam
A and radial pieces B, bolted together, and the cross-

bar C, and provided with a series of openings, Q,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The handles D, supported on the cross-bar C,
and made adjustable by means of screw-rods E, in
connection with the series of jam-nuts a a, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

3. "The marker, consisting of a weight and cord or

chain, in connection with the adjustable hooks b.

4. The removable valve-plates J, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

5. The valve K, secured to the spring- strip L, and
operating as and for the purpose described.

6. The mode of seeming the plows to the stand-

ards, by means of the loops k and the notch n, as

described.
7. The plow-standards, havtug a plate, P, welded

or riveted thereto, and made adjustable, as de-

scribed.

i 94,330.—Zachariah B. Sims, Bonham, Texas.
I -r.Cotton-Plou\—AMgn^t 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved flanges a a, in combination
with the plows E E, all constructed and operated as

I described.
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2. The flanged protector d, in combination with
the carved flanges a a, as and for the purpose set

ibrth.

3. The plows F F, in combination with the curved
flanges a a and protector d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The plow-tooth I, in combination with the plows
F F, all constructed, arranged, and operated iji the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

94,351.—ZAcpAKiAH B. Sims, Eonham, Texas.
—Gotton-Floio.—AMgwsi 31, 1869.

Claim.—The reversible plows b h', in combination
with the plows c d, for breaking up the soil and lay-

ing off seed-furrows, as and for the purpose set forth.

94,352.—Zachariah B. Sims, Bonham, Texas.—Gotton-Ficker and Gleaner.—August 31, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The rotary breakers or teeth g g, in

combination with the fixed breakers d d, and in-

clined way b, substantially as described.
2. The breakers g g, d d, and inclined way b, in

combination with the inclined cylinder m, spirally-

arranged teeth I I, wire grating n, and cloth, sub-

stantially as described.

94,353.—Zachariah B. Sims, Bonham, Texas.—Cotton-Hoe.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The back A, provided at its lower part
with the arches o o' o", in comtinatiou with the cut-

ters a c, and removable cutter b, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The handle H, consisting of the straight por-

tions e I, and the. angular part s", substantially as
described.

3. The handle H, constructed as described, in
combination with the curved projections k, substan-
tially as described.

94,354.

—

Zachahiah B. Sims, Eonham, Texas.—Stalk and Cane Puller.—August 31, 1869.

Claim. —The conabination, with the handle A and
prongs E, of the fulcrum C, made adjustable ver-
tically and longitudinally, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

94,355.

—

Zachariah B. Sims, Bonham, Texas,—Three-Horse Equalizer.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The single-trees B J?, jointed eccentric-
ally to the double-tree A, the latter being provided
with the stretcher-loops C C, arranged eccentrically
thereon, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

94,35t».—H. M. Smith, Long Branch, IS". J.—
Potato-I)iggcr.—August 31, 1869.

Claim:—1. The revolving cylindrical screen K,
formed by the combination of the tubular side bars
k^, bands or rims P k^, and shaft J, when used in
connection with the frame and gearing of a potato-
digger, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the buckets k^ with the in-

terior surface of the flanged band or rim k^, at the
rear end of the revolving screen K, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combination of the spout or chute L with
the buckets A;^, rear end of the revolving screen K,
and frame A, substantially as herein shown and de-
.scribed, and for tho purpose set forth.

4. The tubular screen, back-head, and loose front
head, constructed and arranged together as de-
scribed, to allow the latter to be slipped back from
the revolving cylinder or screen.

.5. The arrangement, in relation to tlie other parts,
of the inside elevator, for the purpose of raising the
potatoes in the manner set forth.

6. The arrangement of the ad,justable hinge at tho
back end of the plow, for the purpose of raising or
lowering it, to suit the mouth of tho revolving screen.

7. The adjustable scraper T, constructed and oper-
ating Hul)HtantiaIly as herein shown and described,
in combjnalion witli tho plow-plate N and frame A,
as and for tho ])urpo8e sot forth.

8. Tho coml)ination of tlie curved toothed plate X,
and key or stop Y, with eacli other and witli the
tongue V and frame A, substantially as herein
.sliown and described, and for the jiurposo sot forth.

94,357.

—

Joseph E. Smith, Chicago, HI.

—

Motlt-

Proof Lining.—August 31, 1869.

Claim,.—A new article of manufacture, made by
uniting a veneer of red-cedar, camphor, or similar
wood, with paper or cloth, as herein described, for

the purpose of lining boxes, trunks, drawers, Sec,
as set forth.

94,358. — Joseph Spoomer and Ebenezer
Spooner, Is'ew York, ^N". Y.

—

Tubular Paper-Box
Cutter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a set of paper-
cutters, arranged, at suitable intervals, on a revolv-
ing shaft, of a roller, L, swinging around on a pivot
at one end, to receive the paper tube, and rotating in
its bearing, so as to bring the said tube into contact
with the cutters, all as shown and described.

2. Swiveling one end of the roller, upon which
the paper roll is placed to be cut, to its supporting-
standard, in such a way that its other end may be
swung outward, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved machine for cutting paper boxes,
formed by the combination of the adjustable plates

B and C, adjustable knife-platcE, adjustable knife-

standards G-, adjusting-blocks J , circular revolving-

knives F, and swiveled roller L, with each other,

and with the bed-plate A and standards O, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

94,359.—T. Chalkley TMlor, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Mode of Bleaching Granulated Sugar.—August
31, 1869 ; antedated August 20, 1869.

Claim.—The method herein described of bleaching
granulated sugar.

94,360.

—

Oakes Tirrill, Boston, Mass.— Ap-
2oaratus for Carburetting Air and Gas.—August 31,

1869.

Claim.—1. The method of increasing the pressure

of the gas, or the quantity of such gas supplied to

the burner, in proportion to the decrease in the vol-

ume of the hydrocarbon-vapor with respect to that

of air or coal or other gas with which it is mingled,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The employment of a tapering spool or its

equivalent, connected with the air or gas pumping
devices, substantially as described, so as to steadily

increase the pressure of gas in the machine while
the same is in operation, for the purpose specified.

3. The use of the tapering spool, hereinbefore de-

scribed, with machines for carburetting coal and
other gases, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes described.

94,3J»1.

—

James S. Totiex, Lebanon, Ohio.—
Shaft and Pole-Holder.—Aut;nst 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combinations, with the spring-bar C
of a carriage and the shaft-bar B, of holding-traps

D, looped or buckled around the one, and adapted for

buttoning to the other, substantially as specified.

94,362.—T. B. Townsend, Worcester, Mass.—
Floating Velocipede.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a boat or deck, sup-

ported upon long, hollow, water-tight cylinders, tho

paddle-wheel extending across the boat or through*
the deck, from cylinder to cylinder, or approximate^
thereto, such paddle-wheel being connected to and
driven by a cranked shaft, placed forward of the

wheel-house, and having pedal-cranks actuated as

described, and the rudder being connected to a tiller

placed forward of the cranked axle, and so that its

handles are in position to be grasped by the pei-son

who drives the axle-cranks with his feet, the combi-
nation and arrangement of the mechanism being
substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the paddle-

wheel shaft, made adjustable, as to heiglit, sulvstan-

tially as described.

94,363. — Bkn.(amin- D. AVAStimiKN. Bostou,

Mass.

—

Shutter-Fastening.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—I. In window-blind fastenings, tho pi-o-

joctions X X, upon cither or both ends of tho shell

or case, when such tips or projections contaiu tlio
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slots d d, in the manner and for tlie purpose herein
described.

2. The combination ofthe hook A, shell B, tips x x,

and slots d d, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

94,364.—William Wassal, Wellsville, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Turning Heavy Clay Pipes.—August
31, 1869.

Claim. — A concave pipe-holder, pi'ovided with
rockers, or other equivalent means, for taruiiig- pipes,
substantially as specified.

94,365.—Nicholas TV"HiTEHALL,I?fewtowu, Ind.—Planter and Cultivator.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of truck-connecting
bars F, plow-stocks A, tongue I, and latch M, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the connecting-bars F,
side-supports G, and short axles for reversing their
positions, and the positions of the wheels, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The detachable seed-box and slide-support E,
plow-stocks A, blocks Q, and valve-slide, ail com-
bined and arranged substantially as specified.

4. The vibrating plows A', yoke C, treadles H,
rods F', and vibrating levers, all arranged substan-
tially as specified.

5. The combination, with tlie narrow wheels G, of
the broad wheels N, when arranged and applied sub-
stantially as specifieiil.

94,366.—Edward Wiaud, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to B. F. Avery, same place.

—

Plow.—August
31, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The adjustable exchangeable seats D,
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with the
standard C and with the plow-plates E, F, G, H, or
either of them, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the circular adjustable cut-

ter I, with the skeleton standard-frame C, when
\ised in connection with the seats D and plow-plates
E, F, G, H, or either of them, substautially as herein
shown and described, and for tiie purpose set forth.

94,367.—Edward Wiard, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to B. F. Avery, same place.—PZo^y.— August
31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cast standard-skeleton D, con-
structed substantially in the manner herein shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The point F and arm /', constructed and at-

tached to the skeleton D, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

3. The brace -bar G, constructed with lugs gr^ g~,

and secured to the mold-board E and land-side of
the skeleton D, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,368.—James M. "Willbur, Cleveland, Ohio.-—Dmbossing-Press

.

—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in an embossing-
press, in connection with the hinged arm C, carry-
ing the die, of the toggles f g, link h, and cam-lever
I, all constructed and arranged substantially as herein
described, whereby an increasing and continuing
pressure is applied to the arm C, thus making a per-
fect impression.

2. In combination with the hinged arm C, carry-
ing the die of an embossing-press, the pin P aiid

spring k, the toggles /gr, link h, and cam-lever I, and
the regulating-screw E, all constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the several
purposes herein specified.

3. The described arrangement in an embossing-
press of the hinged arm C, carrying the die, the
rooking platen D b, pin P, and spring K, tlie toggles

f g, link h, and cam-lever I, and the regulating-screw
E, all mounted in a frame, A B, and constructed to

operate substantially as herein set forth.

94,369.—Archibald Williscroft, Wilming-
ton, Del.

—

Hose-Pipe Nozzle.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding plate C,
having two or more different- sized holes formed
through it. and the ring-plate B, ^\dth each other

and the nozzle-pipe A, substantially as herein'shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth, r

2. The pin D, provided with the spring E and
thumb-piece F, when constructed and arranged, with
reference to the inclined projection G-, and sliding
plate C, as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

94,370 George W. Wilson, Tolono, 111., as-
signor to himself and Horace Francisco, same
place.

—

Millstone-Balance.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—The weights D, provided with horizontal

grooves, whereby they are adapted to be adjusted
both vertically and horizontally upon the open ring
B, as herein shown and described, for the pm-pose
specified.

94,371.-liiCHARD Witty, Chicago. 111.—Steam-
Engine Piston.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—Tiie construction and arrangement of the
valve-seats a a', spindles b b, valves d d, nuts e c,

and springs i i, with reference to the piston A and
follower B, all substantially as shown and described.

94,372.—A. S. Woodward, Pepperell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and H. A. Parkek, same place.—Carriage-Hub.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic hub A, cast in one piece,

with the chamber B extending from end to end

I

thereof, and communicating with the openings for
the spokes through the outer shell, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

94,373.—John Agate, Pittsford, N. Y.—Ap-
paratusfor Cooling and Refrigerating.—August 31,

\ 1869.

I Claim.—The cold-water tub B, in combination
j

with the refrigeratiug-chamber A, provided with a
i

Avorm, C, or its equivalent, when the parts are ar-

!
ranged to operate substantially as described.

i 94,374.—Henry Aitken, Falkirk, Scotland.

—

I

.Roasting and Treating Iron-Ores.—August 31, 1869.

I

Claim.— 1. The treating of iron-ores or iron-stones
' by cooling down, in any of the modes hez'ein set

j

fort]i, after they are coked, that is, as soon as the
whole or nearly the whole of the volatile matters
are driven off, so as to prevent, as much as possible,
the destruction or waste of the fixed carbon.

2. The direct employment, in blast or other I'e-

ducing furnaces, ofthe coked iron-ores or iron-stones,
in the heated state, as soon as the whole or nearly
the whole of tlie volatile matters are driven off.

94,375.—Erastus W. Ayer and Melville C.
Ay'ER, South Waterford, Me.

—

Article of Foodfroin
Pumpkin and Squash.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process herein described for pre-

paring pumpkin and squash, as new articles of food,

substantially as specified.

2. Pumpkin, prepared as herein specified, as a new
article of food, substantially as described

.

94,376.— W. F. Bacon, Skowhegii.n. Me.—
C/wic/c-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable bed-piece A, rib B, bolt

C, with nut F and washer G, the screw E, sliding

jaw D, substantially as shown and described.

94,377. — A. C. Baker, Westfield, Mass.—
Stea^n- Heater.—ATjgiiBt 31, 1869.

Claim.—The steam-heater herein shown, consist-

ing of the upright castings A A, &c., constructed
and arranged together as shown, each casting being
formed with steam and water space within, and half

flues at each side, substantially as herein set forth

and described.

94,378'. — Oren Baldavin, Keokuk. Iowa.

—

Wash-Boiler.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box B, constructed ^vit\i an up-
wardly-tapered oblong spout, C, having a discharge-
opening, e, and an overhanging defiecting-lip, c, sub-

'

stantially as described.
2. The corrugated strip a, forming arched water-

passages leading to the passages g, in combination
with the spout (^ and box B, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
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94,379.—James M. Barrett, Plymoutli, N. C—
Liniment.—August 31, 1869,

Claim.—The liniment or medical compound herein

described, compounded of tlie ingredients and in the

proportions herein specified.

94.380. — Orson Bartlit and George D.
Edson, Kockford, 111.—Glove.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A mitten, constructed ol" the four parts
A, B, C, D, shaped as shown, and so united that no
seam is formed at the folding-point between the
thumb and hand-portion or straining-point of the
article, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

94.381. — ISr. S. Barton, ManusviUe, N. Y.—
O/mm.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The driving-wheels F ¥, gear-wheels
G Gr, pinion-wheels B B, and shaft C, when the same
are so combined and arranged that a double reverse
motion is obtained by the revolution of the wheels
P F, so that dashers that are attached to the shaft
are caused to travel in opposite directions, substan-
tially as described.

2. The dashers D and E, when the former is per-

manently connected to the shaft C, and the latter to

the tube-neck b, and both in such manner that,

through the wheels B, E, G, they are caused to travel
> and work in opposite circuits, substantially as de-
scribed.

94, 3S"-2;.—George Beatty, Cleveland, Ohio,—
Toe-Plate for Boots and Shoes.—August 31, 1869.

Claim,.—The metallic tip, or guard-plate A, when
the same is provided with a series of sharp project-
ing pins, or spikes, a a, substantially as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

94,383.—-James C. Bell, Lebanon, Ind.—Plow.
—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
clod-fender E, bar h, clip 7n, beam A, and fulcrum-
rod/, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

94,384.—-Joseph B. Blaj^chakd, Boston, Mass.—Needle for Seiving-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A sewing-machine needle, provided with
a lateral opening, c, into the eye thereof, constructed
with, burr-like points d d, looking inward, or so as to
admit the ready passage of the thread to the eye, but
preventing the escape of the thread therefrom, and
with the corners b b of said lateral opening c rounded,
so as to prevent injury to the material in the passage
of the needle.

94,385.—Charles A. Blessing, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Bath-Tub.—August 31, 1869; antedated August
27, 1869.

Claim.—The tub A, having a female-screw flange,
a, screw connecting-pipe C, Avhen the same is pro-
vided with screw-threads c c' and opening C', and
the pipe B, with its curved or elbow-ends &' b^, when
the same are so combined and arranged as to operate
substantially as heroin described, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

94,38ti.—Ernst A. Bomne, Brookhavcn, Miss.

—

Raihoay-Car Coupling.-Angw^t 31, 1869.
Claim.—The coupler herein described, having buf-

fer-head A, slotted block B, spring^', with block P,
chain c', liook H, iiiu C. with stud n, and helical
spring V), constructed and arranged substautially as
specified.

94,387.—Joshua Biuggs, l^eterborough, N. H.—Piano- Forte Stool.—August 31, ]869.
Clairii.—1. The removable socket-piece/, having

a tongue, g, cast integral tlierowltli, substantially as
and for tlio pur])()se set forth.

2. The r'!mova))le back, M'hose posts nro fitted iu
metal sockets/, of tongues g, tlio huter being adapted
to enter and be heM by metal loops /i, secured to the
bottom of the seat, as shown.

94,388.—Joshua Briocjs, Peterborough, N. II.
— Otfmnan Piano-Stool.—August 31 , 1869.

Claim,. — In an ottoman-stool for piano-fortes,
M'hose seat is adjustable iu lieight, settinj>; tiie

hinges upon the inclined top edge of the frame b, con-
cealing them by drftwing under them the top-cov^-
ing cloth, and sinking the seat beneath the smface
of the frame, substantially as set forth.

94,389.—John H. Bromtn, T7atertown, Mass.,
assignor to Moses K. Moody, New Yoi'k Ci ty.

—

'

Sewing-Machine for Seiving Boots and Shoes,—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the stationary rack
and revolving gears, for operating the looper, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with the traversing and rock-
ing head, and a needle-feed, a releasing and holding-
mechanism, constructed and operating as describecT,

to hold the shoe whilst the needle is traversed.
3. The gauge or holder m, hung on an eccentric,

in eombiaation with an operating lever and catch
for adjusting said gauge in relation to the sewing-
line, substantially as described.

94,390.—Otto BRiJCK, ^STew York, N. Y.—Fan.
—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of springs c e, with the
tubes b d and fan A, and with a catch capable of re-

taining the fan when drawn in, substantially as set
forth.

94,391. — Edwin L. Brundage, Middletown,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Horseshoe-Nails.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the moving cylin-

der G, steam-chest H, steam-ports 6 b, exhaust-port
e, steam-passages c and d, through the stationary
piston-rod J and valve I, the whole being constructecl
and operating as described.

2. The combination of the steam-hammer G with
the anvil D, the graduated dies, the point-cutters,
and the revolving and progressive grippers, to manu-
facture horseshoe-nails, the whole constructed and
operating in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially the same as described.

3. The arrangement of the cams IsT and O, lever
M, and valve-rod L, all constructed and operating-
together, as and for the purpose substantially the
same as described.

4. The arrangement of the cam-slot Q in the ham-
mer, the lever R, and pawls p and t, all operating to
give motion and stop to the carriage E, as and for
the purpose described.

5. The combination of the series of cams d' d' d',

cutter-holder U, rock-shaft V, and the adjustable
spring/', all constructed and operating as and for
the purpose substantially the same as described.

6. The arrangement of the hammer-point cuttei'

b", spring g", guide e", and anvil-cutter y', the same
being constructed and operating in the manner and
for the purpose substantially the same as described.

7. The combination of the gripper k k, fulcrum-pin
t", ring o', spring p", and opener Y, constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner and for the
piu'pose set forth.

8. The arrangement of spring to", follower q", the
spring p", or an eciuivalent bearing, and the grippers
k k, as and for the piu-pose set forth.

9. The combination of the stationary cam Z.

opener Y, pinion-socket I, and spring-grippers k k,

with the gripper-carriage F and rack in, in the man-
ner ami for the purpose described.

10. Tlie combination of the dies m' n' and cutters
a' d , all arran"-ed and operating- to nick the rod and
sever th(i blank, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially the same as described.

94,393.—George .Vnthony, Buchanan, Telford
Station, Pa.

—

Shaft- Coupling.—August 31, 1869.

Claim,.—Tlie section b of a carriage-shaft or pole
A, jointed to tlie axle, and having at its end a recess,

in combination with a tongue, c, adapted to the re-

cess in tiie section b, and with a, spring, h, provided
with a key,/, adapted to openings in the section t»

and tongue c, as set forth.

94,393.—J. vS. BURCH and J. O. BuucH, BuffiUo.

N. Y.— Window-Curtain /^^/(/rr.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the elastic rollers C C
with tape or cord B and curtainroller A, when con-
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stmcted and operated as and for the use and pur-
pose set fortli.

"

94,394.—Hexry Blrt, Newark, X. J., assignor
to himself and Lo\^AS D. Towsley, same place.

—

—Globe-Valve.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double or split haud--wheel 5, com-
hined with the compound stems 4 and 6, as specified
and shown.

2. The spring E, in combination with the split or
double wheel 5, and the compound stem 4 and 6. for

the object set forth.

94,395.—Hexry Burt, Newark, X. J., assignor
to himself and Lovias D. Towsley, same place.

—

Sailer-Feeder.—August 31, 1869.

Clairri.—The construction and arrangement of the
cylinder a, pipes /i and ra, chests i and c, pipe n,

chamber y. the valves Z, p, and e, and cocks r and s,

substantially as hereinbefore described-

94,396.—Charles TV. Cahoon, Portland, Me.—
Jjocomotive-Eiiyine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable friction driving-wheels
connected to the locomotive, as set forth, and
capable of an intermittent or continuous operation,
as herein described.

2. The cylinder c, bell-crank a, and connecting-rods
with erank-shalt C, driving wheels D. and supple-
mentary adjustable driving-wheels E E, when con-
structed and arranged as described.

94,397.—E. N. Caepexter, Mount Jackson,
Virginia.

—

Yehicle.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable fiiction-roUers a", com-
bined with the coupling-bar A, in the manner and
for the purpose described.

2. The flexible l)aud a', combined with the link c

ajid hooked lever &, as and for the purpose specified. ^

94,398.—Jesse T. CLYiiEK, Gallon, Ohio.—
Stove-Pipe Drum. — August 31, 1869 ; antedated
August 25, 1869.

Claim.—]. The foraminated valve G-, when the
same has its seat in the inverted cone E, and is

operated by means of the rods H and K. levers I and
J, and thumb-screw L, substantially as described.

2. The foraminated valve G, when the same is op-
erated as shown, and is used in combination with
a series of cones, E E' E^, and axial rod D, when the
"whole is so united, combined, and arranged, as to
operate substantially as described, as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The conical sections A and A', foraminated
valve G, rod D, cones E E^ E^, and ventilators X O,
having valves n o, vrhen the whole is so combined
and arranged as to form a drum, substantially as
described, as and for the purpose specified.

94,399.—Philip S. P. Coxxer, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Pressure-Adhesive Gv.m J'or Envelopes, dc.—
August 31, 1869.

Clmrn.—An adhesive composition, consisting of
the ingredients described, for the purjwse specified.

94,400.—Charles H. Ceaxdall, Stonington,
Cowa..—Sail for y(fSieZs.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—Constructir^g sails so that the seams shall
radiate from the clews, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

94,401. — George Crompton, "Worcester,
Mass.—iooTT?.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In combination with the harness-

frames, horizontal harness-levers, hooked jacks, in-

clined cording and pattern-mechanism, arranged
substantially as described, the angular lifter, de-
pressor, and' eveners, when each evener (actuated by
a connecting-rod from the crank-shaft, and pivoted
at or near the cloth-making Line) is connected to and
actuates its lifter or depressor, (which aie not so
pivoted,) having guides thereon, by means of parallel
links or pairs of links, (or when 'the lifter and de-
pi"esEor are so pivoted and are connected to sliding
unpivoted eveners.) substantially as described.

2, In combination with the shipper-lever, the long
slide-bar /^ and incline A-^, lor knocking oflT the
shipper-lever, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the slide-bar f^, bent lever
h.^, hook «,2, and latch-bar c^, for throwing on the
shipper-lever, substantially as described.

94,402.—S.vmuel Curtis, Lynn, Mass.—5ea-
Brag.—August 31, 1869.

Claim. —A sea-drag, composed of the wooden
base and raised portion /, constructed and united
together by a system of metallic straps, radiating
from the center of the drag, as described, in coni-
bination with the central eye-bolt, c, for receiving
the end of the cable, said bolt being connected with
the other parts of the di-ag, and .stiffened in the
manner shown, and specified.

94,403.—CoRX-ELius H. De Lamatee, Xew
, York, X. Y. — Uteam-Engine Condensing-Ajppa-
' ratus.—August 31, 1869.
'' Claim.—The construction and arrangement of
the valves 1 and 2, in relation to the piston K, con-
denser M, hot-well O, and chamber X, as herein set

I

forth.

I 94,404.—George "\Y. Dickinson, Charleston,
! 111.

—

Coni-Pkinter and Grain-DriU. — August 31,

; 1S69.

I

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
corrugated wheel B, pivoted lever a, cross-head c,

sliding bar D, lever d, strap s, roller t, cam y, and
ratchet v, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

94,405.—George W. Doty, TVooster, Ohio.

—

• Comvound to be Applied to Fruit-Jars for Beceiviiig

Written ia&eZ-i-.-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The preparation of a wash to be applied
' to the surface of glass or metallic sui'faces, the said

i wash being compounded substantially as described,

and for the pui'pose set forth.

94,406.—SAiirELM. Eirey, Clear Spring, Md.—
Seeder and Fertilizer Combined.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with short axles DD,
the diagonal beams A^, of the frame A, arranged
above the axles, substantially as before described.

2. The combination of the' short axles D D, the di-

agonal beams A'^, and the frame A, with the horizon-

tal brace-rod E, arranged beneath and connected
with the axles D, substantially as before described.

3. The elastic or yielding 'seeding-cyUnder, sub-

stantially as before described.

4. An" elastic and inelastic seeding-eylinder, con-

structed substantially as before described.

5. An elastic seeding-eyUnder, having a fixed axis,

and constructed with encircling ii-ou bands and ribs,

,
substantially as before described.

6. The addition, to the gum tube, of a flaring

,
hopper-shaped mouth, also of gum, thus forming a
pliable and yielding hopper, and facilitating the

i
transmission of grain to the tube, substantially as

I before described,
i 7. The funnel or flaring mouth of the conducting-

tube, secured to the case of the seeding-cyiiuder by-

means of a clasp, so that the tube may be removed
1 at pleasure, substantially as before described.

j
8. The combination oi a couducting-tube and fuu-

:
nel with the case of the seeding-eylinder and the

hinged securing-clasp, constructed and arranged
substantiaUv as before described.

f
9. The do'uble drag-bars, hinged, separately and

' directly, to the di'illin"g-tube, and to the frame, there-
' by doubling the strength of the drag-bars, while two
of them also serve as the tripping-levers of the drili-

tube, substantially as descrilDed.

10. The adjusta'ble notched carriage i^, of the inner

drag-bar I', in combination with the adjustable seat

i', of the spring h, secured thereon, as described.

11. The stin-up i, capable of adjustment horizon-

tally on the outer drag-bar P, to which it is also

locked vertically, in coinbmation with the adjusta-

ble carnage iK and the adjustable seat T-', substan-

tially as described.
12. The rock-shaft of the fertilizing-hopper, se-

cured in oscillating seats or boxes, so as to allow it

I

to be removed, with its aims, at pleasure, substan-

I tisUv as described.
!

13' The vibrating feeding-anus'?/?, divided, so that

j
each aim will foim a pair,"?/!", and vibrated, so that
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each arm of the pair will only pass over one-half of

the opening, to feed the fertilizer, substantially as
described.

14. The combination of the removable rock-shaft
m^ and its oscillating boxes m^ with the feeding-
arms w, constructed and arranged substantially as

described.
15. The fertilizing-arms m, operated by means of

the elliptical groove or cam q^, in connection with
the radial arm q and the segment-pinions o and p, as

herein described.
16. The slides of the fertilizing-hopper, operated,

so as to increase or diminish the feed of the fertilizer,

by means of the eccentricaUy-grooved pivoted plate,

as h^ein described.
17. The expansible and contractible pulley con-

structed and operating substantially as described.
18. The expansible and contractible pulley, con-

structed in sections, in combination with the anns,
to which they are hinged, substantially as described.

19. The sectional pulley, expanded and contracted,
automatically, by means of a pendulous weight, or
its ec[uivalent, substantially as described.

20. In combination with a sectional pulley and its

automatically-operating weight, the cam and the
pivoted arms, arranged and operating substantially
as before 'described.

21. The pendulous weight, made acljustable, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

22. The expanding and contracting pulley M, in
combination with the toothed wheels O and P,
opei"ating substantially as before described.

23. The combination of a hopper, for feeding con-
tinuously, with receiving-chambers, for discharging
the corn at intervals, according to horizontal dis-

tance, substantially as before described.
24. The intermittently-feeding corn-chambers, sus-

pended by means of a horizontal hinged bar, sub-
stantially as before described.

25. The combination of the intennittently-feeding
wings of the corn-chambers with the toothed wheels
O P and the sectional pulley, substantially as before
described.

26. The sides of the intermittently-feeding cham-
bers, hinged, so as to form a yielding side thereto,
for the purpose of preventing the choking of the
chambers, substantially as herein described.

27. The combination of an expansible and con-
tractible pulley with a fixed case or guiding-plates
and flexible supporting-arms, substantially as de-
scribed.

28. The combination of the pendulous weiglit T,
cam z, expansible and contractible pulley M, with the
foot-lever 19, for the purpose described.

94,407.— George B. Fittz, Louisville, Ky.—
Sorghum-Pan Ski'inmer.—August 31, 1869.

Olaim.— l. The combination of skimmers M, ad-
justable arms L L, and shaft I, adapted to be moved
back and forth over the pan, substantially as de-
scribed, all constructed and arranged to operate as
«et forth.

2. In combination with a pan, A, shaft I, arms L,
and skimmers M, the slides C, shaft E, cranks G- J,
and connecting-rods H H, all constructed, arranged,
and operated substantially in the manner described.

3. The pivoted anus N N, arranged and operating
Kubstantially as described, in combination with the
reciprocating skimmers M, having slotted lugs S V,
by which they are hung to the arms L, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

94,408.—GiiEooKY Gerdom, Albany, IST. Y.—
Fastening Metal Tubes to Glass Oups or Vessels.—
August 31, 1869,

Claim.—A fastening for metal tubes to glass ves-
sels, consisting of the cup-shaped socket b secured
to the tube B, and capable of receiving the neck a
of the glass vessel, the end of the tube B being made
to project through said neck, and turned out over its

edge or shoulder, all as shown and described.

94,409. — Henry Guogan, Flatbush, N. Y.—
Still.—AujTUHt 31, 1869.

Ojktim.—l. The lu)t-water condenser G, in combi-
nation with the suspended drum C, pipe K, and the
gooHO-ueck of the still, whereby the water in said
comlenscr is heated by uicaiiH of the Kteam discliavg<Hl

from the drum, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The distillate-separator L, combined, substan-
tially as described, with a siphon for discharging the
liquids therefrom, and also combined with a vapor-
discharge pipe, E,, operating in conjunction with a
steam -let, T, substantiedly as above set forth and de-
scribed.

3. The combination, with a condenser, of an over-
flow-pipe, "V, for carrying off the surplus water from
the tank of the condenser, and a vapor-discharge
pipe, Y, whose discharge-end is inserted in the mouth
of the overflow-pipe Y, substantially as and for the
pui'poses above described.

94,410.— Friedrig GObser, Newport, Ky.

—

Railway-Frog.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The switching-frog, constructed with the
rails or tracks A and B, the former provided with
the depression a and the elevated channel C, ar-
ranged and adapted to operate as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

94,411.—John T. Harris, Tyngsborough, Mass.—Mode of Obtaining Fiber and other Products fror^^
the Maize-Plant.—Angnst 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cuttiug-fi'ame, fixed or revolving,
or other frames or arms, either of plain or grooves
faces, and whetlier a portion of a circle or a whole
circle, either horizontal, vertical, or at any angle, a.-^

and for the purposes herein described.
2. The blades orcotting-arms, revolving as shown,

or fixed, and other arms or frames, revolving in' con-
tact with them, either horizontal, vertical, or at any
angle, as and for the purposes herein described.

3. The relievingscrew, in combination with the
shaft at one or both ends, as and for the purposes
herein described.

4. The combination of the whole machine, sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purposes here-
inbefore stated.

5. The apparatus, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, aiid 3,

plate 3, to operate as herein described, and for the
purposes set forth.

6. The apparatus, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, plate
4, to operate as herein described, and for the pui-
poses set forth.

7. The arrangement of the central pipe a', as in
Figs. 1 and 2, plate 4, Avith its steam-jet and cone,
to operate substantially as and for the pm-poses here-
in set forth.

8. The apparatus in the form shown in Figs. 3 and
4, plate 4, with its central tube, steam-jet and cone,
and with or without the air-cone, and with its col-

lectors, scum-ring, &c., substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

9. The collectors e" h", Figs. 3 and 4, plate 4, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein described.

10. The arrangement of the scum-ring, i". Figs. 3
and 4, plate 4, substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

11. The cover with its escape-pipe «. and water-
lute or joint v, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, plate 3,

and Fig. 4, plate 4, combined, ai'ranged, and to oper-
ate as herein set forth.

12. The creating of a forced upward current or
circulation in the liquid, by means of the steam-jet
and cone, in one central, or any convenient numlku"
of tubes, either within or without the boiler or ves-
sel, substantially as and for the pui'poses herein de-
scribed.

13. Creating a forced downward cuiTent, by means
of the steam-jet and cone, as herein shown in Figs.
2, 3, and 4, plate 4, and either with or without the
air-cone, in one central, or any number of tubt^s,

substantially as and for the purposes herein do-

scribed.
14. Treating the maize or Indian-corn plant so as

to extract, fii-st, the glutinous and saccharine mat-
ter, and thou the silica, substantially as and for tlie

purposes herein described.
1.5. Treating the fibers from the haid plant with

alkali, after tlie said fiber has bo<Mi scpai-atod from
the gluten and saccharino matter, siibstautiaJly as
heroin sot forth.

9'J,41tJ.— Ira Hart, Clarksburg, West Va.—
Po.st-Holc Auger.—August 31, 18<)9.
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Claim.—The bowl B. provided with detachable
cutters C, as shown and described, for the pui-pose

specified.

94,413.—James T. Harvey, Murrjsville, Pa.—
Vegetable- Cutter and Feed- Grinding Machine.—Au-
gust 31, 1869.

Claim.—The feed-preparing machine herein de-

scribed, having cylinder C, knives K, band F, guides
D, plate A, boiT-stone I, and plate H, constructed
and aiTanged substantially as specified.

94,414.—Feank Hudxer, iSTew York, If. T.—
Car- Wheel and Axle.—August 31, 1869,

Claim.—1. The jam-nut G, arranged as described,
in combmation with the screw-collar and wheel C,
with threaded hub-extension E, for the purpose set

forth.
2. The sleeve D, when made separate from the

axle, substantially as herein described, in combina-
tion with the axle A, wheel C, and screw-collar F.

3. The washers i i, interposed between the wheel
C and sleeve D, for the purpose set forth.

94,415.—D. W. Jajiesox, "Warren, Ohio.—JlTa-

chiae far Grinding the Cutters of Mowing-Machines.
—August 31, 1869.

Clai7n.— The rod A, fastened to the top of the
standards C C, and the manner of attaching the
frame G, by means of slots in the ai-ms B B, and
operating conjointly, as and for the purpose substan-
tially as set forth.

94,416.—]SlEi,YixJiNCKS, "Wallace, If. Y.—Plug
Cutter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the b^it-stock A, bit

h, adjustable guide B, and cutter D, all constructed
and arranged substantially as shown and described.

94,417.—James A. Johnson, Pendleton, Ind.—
Corn-Planter.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
ttie supporting-frame A, and hinged frame F, car-

rying the seed-boxes and bevel-wheels, for drop-
plug the corn, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the hinged frame F with
the seed-boxes F' and seed-wheels G-, substantially
as described.

3. The combination of the hinged fi-ame F with
the flexible tubes g' and diill-teeth K, substantially
as shown and described.

94,418.—John Henry Keller, Boalsbm-gh,
Pa.

—

Heelfor Reaping-Machine.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The reel for reaping-machmes, herein de-

scribed, suspended fi-om the swinging fi'ame C, and
having band-wheels a, d, and c, bands n and s,

ratchet-bar u, lever y, with its flanch v, and con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

'94,419.—Henry. F. King, New York, IS". Y.—
Self- Closing Faucet.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—A faucet having a hollow rod, A, carry-
ing a valve, beai'ing upward against its seat, iu con-
nection with the elastic packing e, which closes the
valve with the assistance of the water, said rod act-

ing as a handle, and forming a chamber for entrance
of water when the supply is cut ofl", as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

94,420.—Benjamin S. Lawson, K"ew York, as-

signor to Augustus M. Miller, Brooklyn, X. Y.,
and Alfred Gill, Orange, isT. J.

—

Sash-Solder.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim. — The window-sash adjuster herein de-
scribed, having elastic wedge a and roller c arranged
in a slot, as described, substantially as specified."

94,421.—John C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Holmes, Booth, and Haydens, Water-
bury, Conn.

—

Lamp-Biirner.^August 31, 1869.

Claim,.—The deflector F, with a flame-slot ex-
tending to the vertical portion of said deflector, or
nearly so, in combination with the plates or dome J,
to direct the air upon the sides of the flame, the de-

flector F setting closely around the dome J, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

94,423. — William E. Ludlow, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to Henry C. Metcalfe, same place.—Basket-Pest for Ladders.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The removable rest or platform A B B'.

94,423. — William E. Ludlow, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to Henry C. Metcalfe, same place.—Step and Extension Ladder.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The parts C c D, composing a sliding
joint for a step and extension ladder, as set forth.

94,424.—John Matthews, Jr., New York, X.
Y.—Tumhler-Washer.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A tumbler-washing apparatus, con-
structed to operate as a pump on elevating and de-
pressing the support which carries the tumbler, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination of the stationary hollow ram
G, the vertically-reciprocating barrel H; with their
valves F I, the perforated distributing cap K, and
the tumbler-guide and rest J J, essentially as de-

scribed.
3. The tumbler-guide and rest J J, constructed to

operate as an outside washer, in combination Avith

the distributing-cap K, forming an inside washer to

the tumbler, the pumping-barrel H, and the station-

ary hoUow ram G, with their valves I and F, essen-
tially as specified.

4. The combination, with the pumping-barrel H,
and hollow ram G, of the column D, constructed
and arranged for operation in connection with the
tumbler-rest and inside and outside spr-inklers or
washers, essentially as described, and whereby the
water to be used in washing and as fouled by wash-
ing is passed within aud tlu-ough or under cover of
said operating column, substantially as herein set

forth.

5. The combination of the spring M with the re-

ciprocating barrel H, and stationary hollow ram G,
essentially as specified.

94,425.—William Matthews, Yiaton, Ohio.—
Horse Hay-Pake.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The post c, with foot-piece e\ when
constructed as described, and arranged to operate
in connection with the rake, in the manner set forth.

2. The frame B, rockers a, and foot-piece c^, when
combined and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

94,426.—George McFeely, Steubenville, Ohio.
—Steam-Pump.—August 31, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The tapering steam-pipe B, in com-
bination with the cm-ved pipes A A, joined at their

upper and lower ends, for connecting with the suc-

tion-pipe and discharge-pipe, when arranged as

shown and described.
2. The bush C, constructed and arranged substan-

tially as shown and described.

94,427.— William McLucas, Wood Grove,
0\no.—Sad-L-on Heater-Oven.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The uprights or standards A A, when
they are provided with a series of staples, 6' b', plate

B, and reflector C, when the latter is provided with
a hinged back, C, with or without the openings or

slots D D and doors D' D', substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The uprights or standards A A, having staples

b' b\ plate B, stationary reflector C, and movable re-

flector E, when the same are so combined and ar-

ranged as to operate substantially as described.

94,428.—Anson C. McMahan, Lincoln, HI.

—

Compound fur Ctinng Cholera in Hogs and Chick-

ens.-August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound herein described,

compounded in the proportions and in the manner
substantially as specified.

94,429. — J. Yaughan Merrick aud W. H.
Merrick, Philadelphia, Ta.—Hoisting-Apparatus.
—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—Duplex hoisting-apparatus, inclined or

vertical, in which one car or hoisting-cage is caused,

by the mechanism herein described, or any equiva-

lent to the same, to arrest the other car or cage,
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should the hoisting-rope of the latter break, all sub-
stantially as herein, set forth.

94,430.—James A. Metcalf, Lawrence, Mass.
—Oiler.—Ansust 31, 1869.

Claim.—An attachment to oil-can tubes, or simi-

lar tubes of other vessels, consisting of a metallic

plug, with a vent-hole, such plug forming, or in-

serted in the wide lower end of such tubes, siibstau-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,431.

—

J. A. Morgan, Bloomfield, Iowa.

—

Parlor-Bedstead.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The bedstead herein described, having
case A, bedstead B, rods c, plus *• and a, cranks y,

and braces v, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

94,432.—Robert ]S'eale, Brooklyn, E. D., :N'.

Y.

—

Transfer Engraving.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The metliod, herein specified, of engrav-
ing, by transfer, names and other lines of characters,
by means of separate types mounted in a roller, fit-

ted to clamp and hold the same, substantially as set

forth.

94,433.—John H. N'oakes, :N'ew York, ][Sr. Y.—
Skate.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The central support d, provided with the
key hole slot m n, in combination with the clamps
b b, moving in dovetail grooves, and right and left

screw s, with a groove g, at its center, all arranged,
constructed, and operated in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

94,434.

—

Washington F. Pagett and Silas H.
GrAKD, Springfield, Ohio. — Garden-Plow.—August
31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The foundation-plate C, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement and combination of the
foundation C with beam A, plow P, scraper D, arm
E, chafer F, and wheels W E., substantially as and
for the i)urpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the cross-bar I and nibs
H H, in connection with the standard or beam A'
when used in connection with a plow, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

4. The combination of parts i, i^, i"^, i^, t s, c, E,,

constructed as described, and as specifically shown
in Fig. 3, and for the purpose set forth.

94,435.—George 1^. Palmer, Greene, K. Y.—
Churn.—August 31, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The scraper g, substantially in the
manner and for tlie purpose described.

2. The perforated tulles M M, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

3. The lid D, provided with tube E, and perforated
tubes M M, in coralfiuation with the cluiru, sub-
stantially in the manner and lor the purpose de-
scribed.

4. A churn, consisting of inner and outer cases
A B, lid D, tubes M M and E, and dasher F, all

combined, arranged, and operating substantially as
set forth.

94,436.— L. F. Parker, Davenport, Iowa.—
Grain- Binder.—Angni^t 31, 1869.
Claim.—] . Tlie irregular spur-wheclB, constructed

and operating substantially as and for the purposes
<lescril)ed.

2. Spur-wheel S, constructed substantinlly as de-
scnbed, in combination with spur-wheel B, for pur-
poses set forth.

3. Hollow rolling-shaft X, of spur-wheel S, when
used for j)as8age of vibrating shaft of grain-holdiug
concav(! E.

4. The shaft C, provided with arms a and b, op-
crating substantially as and for the purposes dc-
BClilXMl.

5. The vibrating concaves E and F, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

6. Support T, for vibrating coucave E, operating
fiubstiiiitiidly as and for the |)uvpose set Ibvtii:

7. Shaft (J, arm b, rod y, crank e, pitman /«, cranks
«,/, and q, on shaft g, pitman i, crank/, and spring

32 c P—II

Q, or their equivalents, arranged substantially as and
for the purposes described,

8. Arm K, revolving around concave E, sab-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

9. Spring P and strap I, when attached perma-
nently to revolving arm K, or their equivalent, when
used for clamping grain for binding, substantially as
described.

10. Stop IN" and spring s, or their equivalent, when
used to sustain arm on binder, substantially as de-
scribed.

11. Guard 12, or its equivalent, over knot-tyer, to
protect it from the concave F, and grain.

12. The twine-holding nipple I, s[K)oI 10, and ten-
sion-spring 11, against its end, when aiTanged sub-
stantially as shown and described.

13. The looper 2, constructed substantially as and
for the purposes described.

14. The spring 16, on face of hook on looper 2, or
its equivalent, to hold ends of twine while loop is

being drawn over them into knot, substantially as
described.

15. The circle 1, with outward and forward pro-
jecting points 7, to receive and conduct twine- slot 8,
for looper 2, shaft 4, vertical groove on its periphery,
and slot through projecting points 7, in which to re-
ceive cutter 14, and to assist in cutting olf twine,
substantially as described.

16. The looper 2 rolling shaft 4, and circle 1, roll-

ing-shaft 3, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

17. Stationary cutter 14, when operating in gToove
of circle 1, substantially as described.

18. The sliding rack P, when used to actuate
knot-tying apparatus by cogs mesliiug into top and
bottom of pinions 5 and 6, and the rod d, rock-lever
C, and rock-lever O, used to slide rack P forward
and back, when combined substantially as described.

__94,43'y.— ZiBA Parkhurst, Milford, Mass.

—

Machine for Burring and Cleaning Wool.—August
31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the rotary trans-
ferrer C with the burr-box c, the feed-rollers b b, and
the receiving-cylinder B.

2. The arrangement of the beater D, the receiving-
cylinder B, the feed-rollers b b, the burr-box c, and
the transferrer C.

3. The combination and arrangement of a series of
oblique ribs, (as shown at h or /i', and as above do-
scribed,) with the receiving-cylinder B and the tum-
bler F, or with the card-cylinder H and doffer K, the
whole being substantially as and to operate as speci-
fied.

4. The combination and arrangement, as described,
of either or both the rotary drums L M, with the
card-cylinders F I H, and the two series of oblique
ribs, the feed-rollers, burr-box c, and receiving-card
cylinder B, substantially as specified.

94,438.—Cyrus Phelon, East Granville, Mass.
—Oa;-roA;e.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the blocks D and D',

with ledges a and a', and the levers or crotis-arras
H and H', and links I, the parts all being arranged
and constructed as herein set forth, and for tlio pur-
pose shown.

94,439

—

David E. Quick, ISTcav York, N. Y.—
Journal.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangera:Mit of the jounuil-box and
shaft herein described, consisting of the sections a
and c, openings s and v, rings ?/, "washer h, and nut
n, with reference to the shai't, substantially as speci-
fied.

94.440. — George IT. Reistkk. AVashington,
Iowa.

—

I-f<Xkp for Ila'-vestcr.'^.—August 31, lSo9.

Claim.—The combination ami nrraugemcnt of the
raker-bar c, spring e, cord /;, and lover </, as and for
the purposes herein recited.

94.441. — IIexry Reynolds, Anroi-a, N. Y.

—

ApparaiUH for Welding Chain-Linkn.—Augiist 31,
18(i9.

Claim.—The combination of the hammer J and its

dies a, with the anvil P and its dies c, whoa op-
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eratiEg together, substantially as herein described,

for welding and finishing welded links, as set t'oith.

94,442.—Alexander K. Riuer, Elizabeth. IST.

J., assignor to C. H. De Lamater, ^gw York
City.

—

Molding Screio-Fropellers.—Augu.st 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eormingthe parts E and^Gin sections
or steps, adjustable one upon tlic other, so as to
Tary the length and pitch of the screw within wide
limits, in the manner herein set Ibrth.

2. In such adjustable frames E and G, making each
lowermost step broader than those above it, so as to

make the frame self-supporting, as set forth.

3. The self-supporting frames E, with their broad
bases, as specified, formed separately, and applied
together, to complete the mold, in combination with
the supporting-ring a and hub ft', adapted to support
the section, both vertically and radially, as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

4. In combination with the provisions for molding
screw-blades on frames E and G, as specified, the
small striker C"^, serving, in combination with the
main striker C, to produce the surfaces for molding
the hub with spiral joints, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

94,443.~Thomas Eobjohn, l^ewTork, N. Y.—
Pavers' Z?rt?jiwe/-.—August 31, 1P69.

Claim.—1. Tlie adjustable or sliding frame G, in

combination with the frame A. the lifting-arms D,
and the rammers C. substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the frame A, of the plat-

form/, having a hinged leaf./', substantially as and
for the purpose hei ein specified.

3. The combination, with the frame A and the
rammers C. of the pivoted support I and the studs d,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

4. The supporting-tumblers p p, pivoted locking-

hooks q q, and tripping-rods r r, combined for opera-

tion in connection with the notches o o and projec-

tions d d of the I'ammcrs, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specifi.ed.

94,444.— Samuel P. Eoss, Pittsburgh, and
IsTiKLAUS Hat.ler, Allegheny City, Pa. — Corn-
£heller.—Au.<:nst 31, 1869. '

^

Claim.— 1. Tlie " curved spring " C C.
2. The slot C* in the stems g and g', through

which the pin C^ passes.

3. The serrating of the oblique flanges in the "cob-
jaws," that is, serrating one or more of the flanges

with one or more teeth.

4. We do not claim the interlocking of the shell-

ing-fingers, but we do claim terminating them in a
pointed hooked form.

94,445 Clixtox H. Sage, Fulton, N. Y.—
Duv)ping- Gar.—August 31, 1869.

Claivi.— 1. The combined construction and ar-

rangement of the revolving balanced frame B, cov-
ering and shielding the curved track A, on the car-

truck, and the two counterbalancing car-boxes E E,
substantially as herein specified.

2. The inclined journals on the axles D D, ar-

ranged, in relatii>n to the conical friction-wheels C C
and level track A, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose specified.

3. The fixed supporting-standards H H, arranged
in combination with the car-boxes E F and brace-
irons K K, on which the tail-boards M M are
mounted, so as to raise said tail-boards as the car-

boxes are tilted, and vice versa, substantially as set

forth.

4. The employment of the pivot-shaft I, around
wliich the car-frame B turns, for the additional pur-

pose of a brake-rod or shaft, as specified.

94,446.—J". TV. Shagrard. SamuelBryax, and
Howard Hunt. Janesville, Wis.

—

Corn-Harvester.
—August 31, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the guard F, at-

tached, at its front end, to the thills, in the manner
shown and described.

2. The knife-holders o, provided with a series of
slots, for adjusting the knives at dififerent heights,
substantially as described.

3. The spring-guards G, having their fi-ee arm pro-

vided with a knife-edge, and arranged at a reverse
angle to the knives E, as set forth.

4. In combination with the frame A of a corn-
stalk harvester, the crane J, when arranged substan-
tially as shown and described.

.5. The combination of the adjustable knives E,
spring-guards G, stationary guards F, and inclined
reels H, all constructed and ai-ranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

94,447.—JosErH Sherjian, Burlington, ]Sr. J.—
ExtensiGn-Table.—AwgwHt 31, 1869.

CLaitn.—1. An extension-table, in which adjusta-
ble leaves are hinged together, and are arranged to
slide over guides, and assume either a horizontal or
a vertical position, substantially as described.

2. The leaves k, hinged together and to opposite
sides of the central portion B, and independent of
the adjustable ends, substantially as specified.

3. The rounded surfaces p of the frame of the
table, arranged, with respect to the extension-leaves
k, substantially as specified.

4. The leaves i i, with their notches x, ari'anged
with respect to the extension-leaves and to the guid-
ing-surfaces p, substantially as herein set forth.

94,448.—SiGMUXD SiMOXSON, Bridgeport, Conn.— Pocket for Railway-Car Seats. — August 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the back of a

railway-car seat, of a pocket, which may be inverted
when the back of the seat is reversed, substantially
as herein described.

2. Tiie combination, with the frame C, and with
the back of the seat, of hinges grgf and spring-latches

//, whereby provision is made for the inversion oi"

the pocket when the back has been reversed, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The combination, with the pocket, of a spring-
clamp or clamps D, for holding the traveling-ticket,
substantially as sx^ecified.

94,449.

—

Samuel Steoxg, Washing-ton, D. C.

—

Letter-Boz.—August 31. 1869.

Claim.—The shaft C, with the blades E and F,
cover G and handle D, all attached to said shaft, iu
combination with the aperture H, and a weight or
weights to turn the said blades and cover back to
their places automatically, as described, all being
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
set forth.

94,450.—A. H. Tait, l\"ew York, N. Y.—2[ode
of Cooling and Freezing Liquids and other Sub-
stances.—August 31, 1869 ; antedated August 24, 1869.

Claim,.—The Txithin-described process of cooling
by the action of sulphurous acid, which is succes-
sively compressed into a liquid state, cooled, and then
allowed to expand into a gaseous state, substantially
in the manner set forth.

94,451.

—

Alvix Taplix and H. D. Bradley,
Forestville, assignors to " The Bristol Brass axd
Clock Compaxi'," Bristol, Conn.

—

Lamp-Burner.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wick-tubes A and B, constructed
and arranged to overlap each other, at their edges,
on opposite sides of the burner, for a portion of their
length fi'om the bottom of the latter, aud shaped or
bent above to form an annular wick-course, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination, with the wick-tubes A ancTB,
constrncted substantially as described, and arranged
to overlap each other on opposite sides of the burner,
with an opening. /, in between them, of the single
lifter E, set obliquely, as specified, iu relation to said
wick-tubes, and pro\'ided with feeders g g aud h, for
direct hold on the Ariel. s at or near their edges, and
for steadying grip or hold on the same in between
such portions, essentially as hereiu set forth.

94,452.—WiLLLur S. Thompsox, Eoehester, iX.

Y.—Fruit-Jar.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the flanged glass

top B.C, of the threaded metal lining D, applied to
the internal face of the flange C, and adapted to oper-
ate substantially as and for the purpose described.

94,453 William T. Tibbals and Lvmax B.
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TiBBALS, Cobalt, Conu.

—

Manufacture of Cow-Bell.

—August 31, 1869. .

Claim.—The process of uniting- or soldering' the

joints, while in the act of coating or galvanizing- the

bell, substantially as and for the purpose described.

94,454.—E. B. Ttlee, Baltimore, Md.

—

Marine
;Sfa/e.—Auo'ust 31, 1869.

Claim.—T\iQ safe A, constructed as described, and
provided at its upper end with the pins or projections

H H, in combination with the buoy F and chain Gr,

substantially as described.

94,455.—Ajibuose I. TJpson, isTew York, IS". T.,

assignor to Watekbury Bkass Company, Water-
bury, Conn.

—

Tin-Coated Eyelet.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
tinned non-corrosive eyelets, substantially as herein
specified.

94,456.

—

Elisha Walker and Josiak J. Piatt,
La Porte,- Ind.

—

Cultivator.—August 31, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The mode of elevating and lowering
the plows by the self-acting double eccentric M, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The mode of turning the shovels e^ in or out by
the double adjusters N N and single adjusters O O,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the tongue D, posts L L,
braces a a, knuckle joints J J, hinges E E, bars b &,

self-acting double eccentric M, double adjusters IST

K, and single adjusters O O, respectively, constructed
and arranged substantially as set forth.

94,457.—Edemon "Wakd, Urbana, Ohio.

—

Fruit-
Ficker.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.—In a fruit-picker, constructed substantially
as shown and described, the combination of the
frames A B, spring c, stop C, and socket D, all ar-

ranged to operate as set forth.

94,458.—W. G. Ward, New York, N. Y.—
Breech-Loading Fire Arm.—August 31, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie stops b b' on the breech-pin, when
constructed and operated substantially as au-d for
the purpose sho-wn and described. s

2. The combination of the recoil-block and fluted
trigger-bolt, substantially as shown and described.

94,459.—William H. Welch, Bloomington,
111.

—

Rotary Waslmig-Machine.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. A cylinder for washing-machines, con-

structed, as herein described, of the heads a a,

troughs d d, and perforated tubes e e and //, all

substantially as and for the purposes herein set i'orth.

2. In combination with a wash-boiler, a revolving
cylinder, wlien constructed substantially in the man-
ner desciibed, and for the pui'poses set forth.

94,460.—Dennison Willard, Jr., Pittsford, 1ST.

Y.

—

Mode of Cleaning Munty Beer and other Caska.—
August 31, 1869.

Claim:—As an improvement in the process of
cleansing musty beer and other casks, the employ-
ment of the ma"^terial herein set I'orth.

94,461. — Joseph Page Woodbury, Boston,
Mass.—Ji'aihwt'?/ Freight- Car.—Axxgxxat 31, 1869.
Claim.—\. The cab N, when used in connection

with the ear A B and dray C D for the tranKporta-
tion of freight, substantially as set fortli.

2. The flanged wheels K K, &c., in connection
with the car-platform, substantially as described and
for the ])ur]U)se set fortli.

3. The flanged Avhccls K K. &c., in connection
with the d)ay-])latform, substantially as described,
juid for the pui'pose set forth.

4. The conil)iniilion of the windlass P and its rope
Avith the sheave It, for the purpose of <lra-«'iug the
oab on to the diay, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the windlass P with the
sheave Tv\ ibr the puri)ose of drawing the cab from
the dniy to tin; cur, substantially as set forth.

(). The combimition of the dogs M M M, &c., or
their mechanical eciuivjileiits, with the platlorui of
the dray or cur, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the hooks L L', or their

mechanical equivalents, with the platform, sukstan-
tially as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

94,403.—William H. Cowl, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Ventilator for Windows.—August 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. An improved ventilator for windows,

formed by the combination of the metallic frame B,
constructed as described, the glass panes C, station-
ary perforated plate D, and sliding perforated plate
E, with each other, said parts being constructed and
connected with the window-sash, substantially as
hei'cin shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. Projecting one end of a glass window-pane out-
ward or inward from the plane of the sash, for the
purpose of obtaining an upward draught, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

94,463.—Adolphe Aubert, ISTogent-Le-Eotrou,
France.

—

Fropeller for Vessels.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement, with

relation to each other, of the propeller-shaft, the
helix or blade arranged thereon, and constructed in
the manner specified, and the cylinder, with a diam-
eter equal to its length, fixed to and incasing the
blade, as and for the pm*poses shown and set forth.

94,464.—Eranklin P. Baker, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and James E. Lowe, same
place.

—

Animal-Trap. — September 7, 1869; ante-
dated September 4, 1869.

Claim.—An animal-trap, formed by the combina-
tion of boards A and D, constructed as shown, open-
ing B, spits a a a, frame m, spring E, and bait and
trip hook g, substantially as set forth and described,

94,465.—James Baker, Ijamsville, Md.—Com-
position for Whitewashing.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the within-named in-
gredients for the purpose specified.

94,466.— Moses Becker, Philadelphia, Pa.—
SU>m,ach-Bitters.—?ie\)te,mhev 7, 1869.

Claim. — The within-described, my stomach-bit-
ters, compounded of the ingredients, and in about
the proportions, as described.

94,46'?'.—N. P. Bradisii, Jerseyville, 11\.—Sew-
ing-Machine.—Septembcir 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pitman D, with stud d, in combi-
nation with the slotted bar /' of the bar E, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The sewing-machine described, con.slsting of
the table A, standard A', arm B, needle-bar C, pit-

man I), shaft E, bar F, needle-bar I. adjustable tbrk
J, and slotted armK, when connected and combined
as descril)ed, and operated in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

94.468. — Erederick E". Brinkkotter, Calla-
han's Ranch, Ca\.— Spoke-Tenoning Machine.—Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ari'angement, between the sides A,
of the blocks B B' and d, provided with spaces to
receive the spokes, and with set-screws e' and bolts
a, to operate them, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above-claimed device,
the bar D, operated by the screws (/, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the ring
E, block F, AA'edges h, and screws i, substantially as
and for the purpose set fort h.

4. The arrangement of the block K, provided with
axles jj, bearing in the sci'ew-plates ,s', and traversing
in the slot z, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of the sliding
block L, clamps w, and si)ring w, substantiall}- as and
for the purposes described.

6. The cup P, attached to the end of the spoke to
guide the auger, substantially as described,

94.469.— Henry L. BnowN, Adrian, Mich.—
Hand- Car for FaHroads.—Sry>tcmhcv 7, I8()9.

Claim. — The avrangemont of the double clutch
W, ])inions U and V, cr.'Uik .shaft II, and pinion.>* S
and T, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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94,470.— Elisha S. Burungame, TJxbridge,
Mass.

—

Mechanism for Holding Bolsters in Spin-
nini]-Machines.—September 7, ld69.

Claim.—The combination, with the bolster-rail,

of the grooved bolster A and spring-collar B, when
both are cousti'uctecl and applied substantially as and
for the purpose herein described.

94,471.—Jonx Burt, Detroit, Mich.

—

Manufac-
ture of Fig Iron.—September 7. liCr.i.

Claim.—1. The method of lining or spreading over
the pig-bed or mold with oxidizing or carbonizing-
agents. or a mixture of both, substaiitiaily as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The employment, with a series of non-communi-
cating pig-molds, of a trough, whether movable or
not, aiTanged to communicate with and conduct the
molten metal to each mold separately, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The arrangement of the pig-molds in a vertical
or inclined position, the same being tilled by means
of the trough, which is located above, and commu-
nicates with them, substautialiy as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. The mixture, with the molten metal, of cast or
wrought iron scrap, borings, or turnings, placed in
or spread over the bottom of the mold, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

5. The mode of cooling the iron and preventing
the molds from burning, by passing water or other
suitable liquid through one or more pipes inserted in
or extending through the pig-bed or molds, from end
to end. or by surrounding the molds wholly or partly
with water, substantially as herein set loith.

94,472.—Henrt W. Carew, iforwich, Conn.

—

Weather- Strip.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The elevator d, and the groove gr, in com-
bination with the plate c. the molding e, with its re-

cess e'. and the door a. all constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

94,473.—Aarox Chaxdler, Davenport, Iowa-—School-Desk and Seat.—September 7, 1S69.
Claim.—1. The standards S S. provided with the

slotted or wedge-shaped lugsC, in combination with
the arms B of the seat H, constructed as herein de-
scribed, for the purposes specified.

2. The automatic locking-device !N", when used in
combination with the book-box A and slotted stand-
ard S, constructed and ai'ranged to operate as herein
described, for the purposes specified.

94.474.— E. C. CHAPMA>f, Eacon, 111.—^tore-
Pipe Thimble.—September 7. 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinder A, provided with springs
c c to receive the stove-pipe in place, substantially
in the manner described.

2. A stove-pipe thimble, consisting of cylinder A,
springs c c, caps D D', and levers e, all combined,
arranged, and operating substantially in the manner
and for the poi'pose described.;

94,475.—Charles H. Colt.ixs and TT. B. Mc-
Clure. Alexandria, Va.

—

Apparatus for Emptying
Su-gar Kettles —September 7, lc69.

Clai'ni.—A dipping-kettle, provided with a valve,
operated by a lever, when used in connection with a
boiling-kettle, substantially as and for th3 purpose
described.

94,476.—Joseph W. Cremn. IS'ewTork, S". Y.—Gas Burner.—September 7. 1869.
Claim. — Asa new article of manufacture, the

burner A. pi'ovided with horizontal slots a 6 c d, as
and for the purpose described.

94,477.—Euther C. Crowei.l, "West Dennis,
Mass.

—

Stove- Polishing Brush.—September 7, IS69 :

antedated August 25. 1869.

Claim. — As an article of manufacture, a stove-
polishing brush, composed of one or more body-pieces
1 2, in combination with polishing-suriace P"P or its

equivalent, covering A, and sleeve B, substantially
as described, for the pur^joses specified.

94.475. — In. C. Dawson. Steele's Post-Omce,
Ind.

—

Seeding-Machine.—September 7, 1869.

I Claim.—The hinged beams C C. famished with

I

standards G-, in combination with seed-boxes H. bar
' E, slides m. lever j, rod k, and springs s, the whole
constructed, ai-ranged, and operated substantially as
described.

94,479.

—

Fra>-k "W. De SrESSRorRG, Province
^
of Xormandy, France.

—

Process of Preparing Grain
for Mashing.—September 7, 1869.

' Claim. — The use of chlorine-gas, or any of its

'equivalents, the hypochlorites (commercially called
chloiides) of lime, soda, potash, and magnesia, in
whatever way produced, for the purpose of prepar-
ing (disintegrating) corn (maize) meal, or the meal
of any other grainT by soaking it in an aqueous solu-

tion of any one of the above-said substances, pre-

paratory to boHing it in the mash-tub : or. Avithout
previously soaking it, by treating the grain with any
one of the said substances at a higher temperature
in the mash-tub, while heating and boiling it, as
above specified.

94.480.— XORMAX Eaton, Volxim, Mass.

—

Hay- Spreaders.—September 7, 1869 ; antedated April
14, 1869.

GlaAm.—1. The combination, in a hay tedder, of
the tbllowing parts, viz : a stripper, revolving on a

;

fixed center, the forks, when projected and retracted
' through said stripper, and springs so arranged as to
allow'the forks to yield when tney come in contact
with obstacles, operating substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The fork-bar/, when arranged to turn in bear-
ings near its ends, and held in position by a spring,

' connected to it in such a manner as to allow the bar
to tmrn to its bearings, but lending to bring it back
to its working position, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, in a hay-tedder, of a revolr-
ing head or arms, to carry the fork-bars, the fork-

bars/, for supporting the forks i i, and a spring, so
arranged as to hold the bar in proper working-posi-

, tion, allowing it to yield or turn, to prevent the forks
fi'om breaking when they come in contact with rigid
obstacles, and returning the arm from any angle to
which it woidd be bent^by the obstacle to its proper

; working position, substantially as described, and for

;

the purpose set forth.
i 4. The bars //, when arranged to approach and
; recede from the circumference ofthe head D, in com-
bination Avith the forks i" i. and springs, aiTanged to

allow the teeth to yield, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The folks i i. so arranged as to yield when they
come in contact with rigid obstacles," in combination
with the revolving stripper-bars E, through which
the forks operate, the fork-bars/, arranged to play in

j

slots u M, the conectiug-arms k Ar, and the eccentric-

I

shaft e, operating substantially as described, and for

the pnrpose set forth.
i 6. The combination, in a hay-tedder, of the forks
! i' i' with a coil-spring at or near their base, the coU
and forks being' constructed of separate pieces of
wire, so that the forks may be readily removed, sub-

i stantially as described.

I

7. The coil-springs on the bars/, so arranged that
i a single spring may hold several forks in position,

substantially as described, and for the purpose set

, forth.

i 94,481 EmileExete. Catahoula Parish, La.—
j
Cotton- Cultivator.—September 7. 1869.

i Claim.—The combinatioii of the ban-ing-off plows

I

E E', and the cutter or knifo K, with the covcring-
i plows Y Y'. when these parts are constructed, ax-

j

rauged, and operate substantially as described, for

I the purpose set forth.

i

94,482 ^TTiLLlAM A. Estes, South China, Me.
j

—Pevolring Cultivator.—September 7, 1869.

i Claim.—The l.-^riierctdtivntor herein described, in
'/combination with the smaller cultivators, placed en-

1

tirely within the larger one, all arranged substan-

tially as described.

94.483.

—

Jacob S. Evaxs. Berkeley, Mass.

—

I>umping-Tub.—September 7, 1869.

Claim"—!. The combination and arrangement of
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the bolt S with its tail R, rod C, and link T, con-

stnicted and arranged to operate substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The nnlockinj:? or releasing the dumping-pan or

tub, by means of the rope or guy used to steady the
pan or tub out or in, substantially as described.

94,484.—JABIES A. FLEMiJrG, Shamberg, Pa.—
Wrenches for Elevating Pump-Tubes.—September 7,

1869.

Olaim.—A swinging'-^vrench head, having a slotted

apertui'e foi' the reception of a coupling-rod or tube,

in combination with a lug, e, for closing such aper-

ture and holding the rod in place while being raised
or uujointed, substantially as above set forth.

94,485.— David S. Gabuner, Bristol, Md.—
Du7nping- Wagon.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The construction of the rails G-, of
wood, for dumping-wagons, with sides partially

covered with sheet-metal, as described above, for the
purpose of affording channels for friction-rollers, as
above set forth.

2. The arrangement of the friction-rollers P, as
constructed, and operating in channels in the rails

' G, and in the slots O, for the purpose above men-
tioned.

3. The aiTangement of the friction-rollers H, as
constructed, upon shaft Q, and operating in channels
at the rear end of the rails G-, for the j)urpose afore-

tsaid.

4. The aiTangement of the hooks E, as constructed,
and for the purpose before named.

5. The arrangement of the shaft L, the lever M,
and tripping-lugs N", as for the purpose aforesaid.

6. The arrangement of the metallic straps I, con-
structed and operating as above described.

7. The arrangement of the upper rails A, the
guides C, and the ears F, as and for the purpose
aforesaid.

8. The combination of the upper frame A B, pro-
vided with the guides C, hooks E, and ears F, with
the lower frame G H, provided with the friction-

rollers P and R, shaft Q, metallic straps I, shaft L,
lever M, and trippiug-lugg l!^, in combination with
suitable running-gear of a wagon, and operating as
before mentioned.

94,488 S. J. Genung, Waterloo, N. Y.—JEx-
tension-Table Slide.—September 7, 1869.

Claitn,—1. The construction of the slides B B',

with the central tongues /, or equivalent, for sepa-
rating the bars, and the dovetailed or wedging lugs (7,

for attaching the slides to the wood, substantially as
described.

2. In combination with the outside slides B B'
the central connection a. 6, substantially as described.

94,487.—Edward H.' Graves, Chicago, HI.—
Folding Baggage- Check.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The folding check-ease A A, arranged to
Bwing open parallel with its liat sides, on tlie pivot
F, and provided with grooves for the opposite edges
of the slides to shut into, with a chamber inside for
receiving a check, and openings for showing the
letters marked on the check, and with an opening-
through which a strap, fastened by the pivot F, is

put to hold the check in the case, as set forth.

94,488.—Ben.tamin D. Gullett, Amite City,
La.

—

Cotton-Gin.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. Combining, with a cotton-gin,'a drawer

hinged and secui'ed as shown, for the purposes herein
fully set fortli.

2. In combination with the shaft supporting tho
«ame, the boxes, slidiiig plates, provided Avith tho
wedges, set-screws, aiul plates of metal, constructed
and op(n-uting substantially as and for the purposes
Bet forth.

94,489. — LEvy^is Guthrie, Waterloo, lud.—
Corn-Floiv.—September 7, 18()9.

Clai'in.—Tiie curved support.s C C, provided with
slots G G, in couil)inatiou with tlie handles B li, the
beam A, the slunitii 1), and tlio brace J, when tho
said sheath D is so constructed as to carry an(l oper-
ate plows or moles of dilferont forms of construction,
Kubstuutlally in tiic manner and for the purposes
herein sot Ibrtli.

94,490.— Lewis Guthrie, Waterloo, Ind.

—

Double Corn-Plow.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— I. The head-block H, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination of the head-block H, the sub-
beams D D, and the posts C C, with the sheaths 1 1,
the reversible plows E E. and guards G G, in the
manner and for the purposes herein specified.

3. Tiie combination of the posts G C, sub-beams D
D, and handles B B, substantially as set forth.

94,493.— Frank A. Hilt., Marysville, Cal.—
Qanq-Plotv.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the extended arms
I) of the crank, and connecting-bars I, the bent
shaft G, turning in boxes F F, said shaft being
rotated by a sweep, K, substantially as and for the
purpose above described.

2. The Avrought-iron vertical standards, dovetailed
into the landside of the plow, substantially as and
for the purpose above described.

3. Securing the timbers E and pole P to the cross-

bar C, by means of the iron bar g and bolts i, so that
they may be adjustable, substantially as set forth.

94,492.—George James Hinde, Wolverhamp-
ton, England.

—

Coating Iron or Steel with Copper
or JBrass, or other Alloys of Copper.—September 7,

1869 ; patented in England, February 26, 1869.

Claim. — L. The improvements hereinbefore de-
scribed in coating iron or steel with copper or brass
or other alloys of copper, that is to say, coating iron or
steel with copper or brass, by giving to the said iron or
steel a coating of an alloy of copper and zinc, the pro-
portion of zinc in the said alloy being so great that
the said alloy differs but little in fusibility and other
physical characteristics from zinc, and afterward
volatilizing, by heat, the zinc of the said alloy, either
wholly or in part, and thereby leaving upon the said
iron or steel a coating of copper or brass, substan-
tially as described.

2. The modifications described with reference to
the coating of iron or steel, previously coated with
tin or terne metal, and the modifications described,
when it is wished that the final coating shall contain,
in addition to copper or copper and zinc, tin or terne
metal.

3. The use of a film of powdered calcined flint or
other finely-divided substance, for protecting the
alloy-coated iron or steel from injury and oxidation
during the volatilization of the zinc or other volatile
metal contained in the coating.

94,493. — Benjamin HiNKtEY, Troy, N. T.

—

Poofing-Material.—September 7, 1869.

Oiaiin.—The improved roofing-material, made and
applied as herein described.

94,494.—EgbertHitchcock, Springfield, Mass.—Car-Ventilator.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The ventilator-case A, formed with
opening D, communicating with the car, center-piece
F, and eduction-openings EandE, and with or with-
out the curved piece G, the parts being constructed
and arranged together substantially as hereiu set
forth, and for the purpose described.

2. A car-ventilator for the sides of a car or raised
roof, in which the only eduction-ports tu'e placed at
the bottom of the case, substantially as showu.

94,495.—George Edward Hopkins, Harwich,
Mass.

—

Plastic Cement.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The cement or compound formed by tlie

combination of tlie several ingredients herein speci-

fied, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

94,496.—John Hughson, Butlalo, N. Y.—Ani-
mal-Trap.—Sei)tembor 7, J8(>9.

Claim.—The combiniUion of the perpendicularly-
suspended trap-door or doors A A, horizontal trap-

doors B B, and letting-out and killing arningomont
13, the same to be constructed aiul to operate as
and for purpose set forth.

94,497.—John Lukth.—Kankakee, ni—CuUi-
vator.—Septemb(>r 7, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The wcdge-sliap«Hl plate I, provided
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Avitli grooves 7? k, in combinatioa with tlie grooved
i
shafts, their pinions, and the open-sided pinion-

back-plate 71, shovel H, bolt 7)4, and standard G', as
i
boxes, all constructed as set forth, for joint oper-

set forth. ation.

2. The reversil)le stirrups F, provided Tvith pivots 3. The combination of the concentric dasher-shafts
b b', placed at one side of their center, in eoinbina- rotating in opposite directions, the casing and the
tion with the beams G, standards G', shovels H, i

pinion E, from which both shafts are suspljnded. all
depending standards B. and vertical parts B' of the I these parts being constructed as set forth for joint
elevated axle, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

|
operation.

94,498—Adix T. Maxly, Bnflalo, X. Y.—
Steam-erfor Agricultural and other Farposes.—Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the
corrugated fii-e-box H with the fiUiag-tube E and
conducting-pipe D, arranged substantially as herein
described.

i

94,499.—Moses S. Marshall. Somerville, as-

signer to Johx T. and John S. Folsom. Boston,
\

Mass.

—

Washing-JIachine.—September 7. 1369. :

Claim 1.—The constnietion of the hollow journal, i

with its aperture x, and cap or valve X, in eombina- '

tion with the angular pipe I, andtheoperating-cylin- •

der A. as shown^ and for the purpose specified.
j

2. The combination of the pipe I, box K, coUar M.
and nut X, with the heads H and O, as shown and
for the pm-pose set forth. i

3. The general construction and arrangement of
:

the hereinbefore-described device, consisting of the :

cylinder A, provided with the opening- B, the slide i

C, the heads D and H, the journals E, the boxes F
;

and K, the pipe I. the false and perforated heads L <

and O, the collar M, the valve X, the corrugated ribs
\

P, and the crank K, substantially as and for the par-
pose specified.

'

!

94,-300.—Daniel Mooue and Edwcn Moore,
;

Bi'ooklyn, E. D..2S. T.

—

Saw-Fram^.—September 7, i

1869.
I

Claim.—The stretcher /, formed as an arch, and
united to the inverted arched sti-etcher g, in combi- i

nation with the frames a b, and tight-ener rf, as and
j

for the purposes set forth.
'

i

94,501.—Berxard Morahax, Brooklvn, X.Y.— ;

Wash-Tub.—September 7, 1869.
'

j

Claim.—The ceramic wash-tub herein described,
[

having the front side inclined and ridged, and
;

adapted to serve as a wash-board, as set forth.

94,502 .

—

DanielXewtox.—Southington, Conn.—Animal-Tedder.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder A. arm
B, box D, and groo^"td collar E, aU constructed and
ai-ranged to operate in the manner shown, and for

the purpose set forth.

94,503.—William T. Xicholsox. Providence,
B. I., assignor to the Xicholsox File Compajs'Y,
same place.

—

Easp.—September 7, 1869.

_
Claim.—The improvement in rasps, which con-

sists in making the cutting-edges of the several
teeth thereof in the form and of the character sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purpose of
enabling each of such teeth to exert a shearing-cut,
when applied to use as set forth.

94,504.—Arthur F. Xotes and X. D. Bee-
'

CROFT, Baneror, Me.

—

Hand-Weeder.—September 7,
\

1869.

Claim.—The hand-weeder, when consti'ucted and
;

an-anged to operate substantially as described and
shown.

'

j

94,505.—Hekry C. Overman, Chicago, Dl., as-

signor to him.self and John Q. A. Crossby, same .

place.

—

Sleigh-Shoe.—September 7, 1869.
\

Claim.—A sleigh-shoe, constructedwith the recess
;

A, for the purpose of fastening the same to the
sleigh-runner, substantially as specified and shown.

94,506. —PvOBERT D. OzBURN, Lena, IH.—
Churn.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, as set forth, of the
concentric dasher-shafts, the casing, the driving-

,

pinions, and the interposed driving-wTieel momited
,

on an arm projecting fiom the easing.
2. The arran£jeaient of the concentric dasher-

94,507.—.Joel Patrick, Pitt County, X. C—
Furnp.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The squai-e piston C, (ha^-ing a tapering'
seat for valve g,) when made adjustable expansively
by means of pieces i, their slots and set-screws, as
shown and described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

94,508.—JosiAH S. PmLLirs, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Apparatus for Assaying and Testing Ores and
Metals.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stand, consisting of the pedestal
A, hollow connecting-vessel D, box C, and plate E,
substantially as above described.

2. The boxes B B, secured in the pedestal A, for
the pm-pose of containing the' various fluxes re-
quired during the assay, substantiaily as herein
described.

3. The diagonal pipe I. with its valve J, in com-
bination with the tube K, for introducing air into
the water in the chamber D, substantially as and for
the purpose above described.

4. The flat spring L', in combination with the
pointed ridge L, for compressing the tube, and pre-
venting the return of the air or water, substantially
as herein set forth.

5. The conical cup X. with its inverted siphon X',
when placed in the chamber D, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein set forth.

6. The column or cylinder F, when used either
with the bottom G-, with its upward-lifting valve H,
as a receiver of the water when it is forced upward
by the air introduced in the chamber, and the small
hole a', for permitting it to flow back more equally
to produce a pressiu-e, or when used in combination
with the sieve m. for mixing and sizing the pulver-
ized ore. substantially as herein set forth.

7. The metal plate X, with its three or more up-
ward-projecting wick-holders a a a, said plate being
movable by means of a lever, O, by which the wicks
are shifted so as to produce a reducing or oxidizing-
flame at pleasure, substantially as herein described.

8. The three or more tuyeres or nozzles P P P,
communicating -with the interior of the chamber D.
and through which the air is forced against the
flames fbr'the purpose of propelling them against
and upon the assay, substantiaily as described.

9. The assaying'-cnp Q, with its long stem Q', the
lower end of said stem being formed into a screw,
substantially as and for the pmpose herein described.

10. The upper and lower sets of universal joints,

consisting of the arms E, circular plate S, gimbals
T, or other equivalent joint-rings U. and elevating
and depressing springs Y, the whole constructed
and an-anged substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein described.

11. The fingers ^ 6, attached to the end of the
band Z, for suspending a piece or pieces of charcoal
or other required material, above the assay, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose herein described.

12. Suspending a piece or pieces of charcoal, d,

above the assay."for the purpose of intensifying and
equalizing the heat on the assay, substantiaily as
described.

13. The weighing-device, consisting of the long
scoop-shaped lever/, balanced by means of weights,
upon shaj-p bearings, for the purpose of weighing
the ore, and the button after the assay, sabstantially

as set forth.

14. In combination with the beam /of a weighing-
device, a scale or series of scales, each scale corre-

sponding with weights h, whereby the number of
dollars per ton the ore from which the button was
taken Avill yield, can be read from the scale by
merely balancing the button on the beam, substan-
tially as herein described.

1.5'. In combination with the apparatus herein-

before claimed, for producing a blast, the bellows i,

operated either by the foot or hand, substantially as
and for the jjurpose herein described.
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16. The cupelling'-tube n, with its recessed rims,

said tube being iilled with bone-ash concaved at both
ends, substantially as and for the purpose described.

17. The metal plate p, having the graduated holes
r, each hole being marked to represent tlie ounces
or money-value, per ton, the ore will yield, said value
being found by passing the button through the hole,

substantially as described.
18. The diverging strips of metal v, placed on a

bed-plate, y, and graduated to the dollar or ounce
value per ton, or other coin-value, substantially as
herein described.

19. A portable automatic assaying-apparatus, con-
structed and arranged to fold within the space
herein specified.

94,509. — John Pickles, "Wigan, England.

—

Process of Concentrating and Granulating Saccha-
rine Liquids.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The process of placing saccharine liquids
in the proper position, and then allowing them to
fall through a strainer, &c., through the proper
height, wherein the atmosphere has been previously
properly heated, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

94,510o—Daviu Pierce, "Woodstock, Yt.— Con-
struction of Ships.—September 7, 1869.

Claim:—The construction of an air-tight apart-
ment, one or more, next above the water, in place of
what is commonly called the hold in ships, to be so
made as to admit or exclude water and air, either or
both, and control them by means of divisions in the
air-tight apartment, so constructed as to admit of
being wholly or partially filled with air, by a forcing-
air-pump, through stop-cocks inserted through the
deck.

94,511. — J. P. PuLTZ, Plautsville, Conn.—
Paper-Bag Machine.—September 7, 1869 ; antedated
September 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the former A,
guides a a, paste-dish h, former B, inclined plane C,
guides e e, float D, guides h, weight E, feed-rollers
F F, float Gr, shear-blades Ki K^, fingers vv v, con-
Teyor w, table Y, pasting-trough O, plate TJ, recess

J

W, and folder A', substantially as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the former A, guides a a,

paste-dish b, former B, guides e e, inclined plane C,
float D, guides h, weight E, feed-i'ollers F F, float
G-, and shear-blades K^ K^, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the conveyor w, table Y,
pasting-trough O, plate U, recess W, and folder A',

N^iubstantially as and for the purpose described.
4. The combination of the float G and a cutting-

off device, substantially as described, and for the
I)U7'poses set forth.

5. The combination of the pasting-trough O, plate
TJ, table Y, and recess "VY, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes described.

94,512*—George W. Eawson, Cambridgeport,
assignor to himself and Michael Hittinger, Som-
crville, Mass. — Davice for Aiding Combustion iu
Steam- Generators.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The air-blast wheel and its case, d, as ar-

ranged outside of and separate from the furnace, and
connected tlierewith by means of a conduit,/, open-
ing into the ash-chamber g, and also by a conduit,
c, opening out of the cliimney or discluirge-fluc of
the furnace, as set foi'th.

94,513

—

Tames Y. E. PvKmken, Now York. N.
Y.—jynet- /v'iZw.—September 7, 1869; antedated Au-
gust 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of a
series of chambers around a central fii'o, so that the
operation of cluvrging, burning, and removing tlie

bricks or other articles can bi; performed successively,
subitantially as specified.

94,514. — William IliciiAnn, Clyde, Oliio.—
Pruning-Shears.—Sei)t(Mnber 7, 18(i9.

CiriMrt.—'J'lie slotted blade A, pivoted to the blade
B, and provided wUli hook E, in combination with

lever D and handles P and F, snljstantially in th«
manner and for the purpose described.

94,515.—M. A. HiCHARDSON, Sherman, N. Y.—
Washing-Machine.—September 7, 1869.
CTftim.—The combination of the frame B, Rtand-

ards B^ B^ rollers C and E, springs D D\ facing &*,

knob d, journal c, slots b^ b^, staple b^, and cleats F
G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,516.—Benjamin Eobinson, Boston, Mass.

—

Railivay-Rail Splice.—September 7, 1869 ; antedated
August 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The railroad-rail, formed at the end
witb a lateral bevel, as shown xy y' x', with mor-
tises and tenons on the beveled side, when arranged
to keep the inclined planes y y' in contact with each
other, by means of compensating inclined planes g
h, substantially as described.

2. The railroad-rail, formed at the end with a
lateral bevel, when a mortise or tenon, or both, are
arranged upon the beveled side, to lock with a cor-
responding mortise or tenon, or both, in the abut-
ting rail, substantially as described.

94,517.—Lyman M. Severance, Dixon, 111.

—

Ptotform-/8'ca/e.—September 7, 1869.

claim.—The combination of the connecting-pieces
C, levers A and B, and rod E, when constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed and set forth.

94,518.

—

Jasper Hamet Singer, ITew York, K.
Y.

—

Treadles for Machinery.—September 7, 1869.
• Claim.—The combination of the stand, rotating
cranked treadle-shaft, and belt-pulley, the whole con-
structed to operate substantially as before set forth.

94,519.

—

Joel E. Slegel and Eli Slegel, Bead-
ing, assignors to themselves and John K. Herts,
Lancaster County, Pa. — Stay and Guide-Bar for
Elliptic Springs for Vehicles.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—A stay and guide-bar, G, disconnected
from the head-block E, and provided with open foot-

clamps g of one piece, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose shown and set forth.

945530.—Charles E. Smith, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Brad-Setter.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A case for carrying a stock of glaziers'

"brads" or "points," constructed so as to be at-

tachable and removable from the brad-driving ap-
pai'atus, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the rfemovable case P, the
tube M and its pressing-devices, and the locking-
piece R, substantially as shown and set forth.

94,531. — Timothy R. Smith, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Carriage- Wheel.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the parts forming the hub, namely, the flanged side
B, cap D, segments g', and the flanged segments g,
provided Avith recesses to form openings for the
spokes, all secured together by the bolts K, substan-
tially as described.

2, In combination with the above-claimed hnb, the
packing-rings i and i', arranged substtuitially as de-
scribed.

3. The elastic washer formed of the ring G, having
projections n, the elastic! ring i", and tiie cap I, ar-

ranged and api)lied substantially as described.

94,533.

—

Henry Spillmann, New Orleans, La.—Truss.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — The racitallic frame A, when provided
with the notched levers C C, and otherwise fittoil

and constructed as herein described, in (lombiuation

with an elastic body-band or belt, to Avhieh the plates
D 1)' are secured, when tlicso jjlates arc provided
with the pins b b' nn([ t\w elongated a perl arcs c &
substantially as herein described, for tlie i)urpose

set forth.

94,533.—Peticr A. Stewart, Lucesco, Pa.

—

Governing- Demcefor Steam- Engines.—Soptoiubor 7,

1869.

Claim.—The steam-chamber B and piston C, in
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combiuatioii with the steam-chest A, for opei-ating a
goveruor-valve iu the steam-supply pipe, as herein
described.

94,524. — "W. H. SuT.LEyBERGER, Hariisbiire-h.

Pa.

—

Combined Knob-Latch and Lock.—September
7, 1R69 ; antedated August 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The escutcheon lever C H E E', wheu
pivoted at D ajid made to vibrate between the pro-
jections a a', substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

2. The latch Y, provided with recesses 3 4. notches
1 2, and tooth p. in combination with lug F. pin m,
and irnard o, all aiTanged to operate substantially as

,

and for the purpose set forth. i

3. The escutcheon E E' n of the lever C H, in
combination with key-bit L. arranged to operate sub- ;

Btantially as and for "the piu-pose set forth.

94,525.—JoHxTV. Swales, San Francisco, Cal.

'

—Baihvay-Car Brake

.

—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. The sliding frame D. operated by the

lerer E, and spring a, and carrying the pulley a and
pinion d upon the shaft b, substantially as and for
the purpose above described.

2. In combination with the sliding ft-ame D, car-
rying the pulley a and pinion d. the arrangement of
the endless chain/, upon the pulleys a and e, "where-
by said chain is tightened at the same time that the
pinion d is thrown into gear, substantially as de-
scribed.

94,526.—ZaPvA Tousey Sweet, Davisville, Cal.—Mail-Bag.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cover B, encircling wire a. and lock D, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth and described.

94,52r.—Albert L. Taylor, Springfield, Tt.—
Clothes-Drier.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—A clothes-horse or frame, with the mova-

ble sides or wings A A, uprights B B. and end-braces
//, when arranged to operate as and in the manner
described.

I

94,528.—A. B. Tho^ipson, Owego, ^.^Y.—Rnil-
way-Rail Chair.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hook-key A and ;

the pin D, aiTanged, in relation to the chair and raUs,
in the manner and fo> the pm'pose herein specified.

i

94,529.—William P. Trowbridge, Xewtown, i

N. T.—-Br£'(?5re.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The construction of bridges substantially

:

in the manner and for the pm-poses herein shown
aad specified.

94,530.—IXGLis "Walker, Lj-nn, Mass., as-
signor to himself and "VTilliasi It.' Barxard. same
place.

—

Baihvay- Car Brake.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. The bar D. in combination wdth shaft E,

having drum H, toothed gears g and o, and wheel h,
and spring E, as means" of setting the brakes of a
car, operating substantially as set torth.

2. The combination of tlie above devices with cord
S, pulley t, and the brakes of a car, substantially as
described.

94,531.—Addison G. Waterhouse, San Eran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Overshoe.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The elastic opening in the heel of the

overshoe, and the flange, made for the purpose of
clasping tightly around the heel of the boot or shoe
npon wliich the overshoe is worn, for the purposes
and in the manner substantially as above set forth.

94,532.—JAiiES Webster, Bii-mingham, Great
Britain.

—

Met-allic Alloy for Filtering Oils, and for
the Manufacture of Paints^ Cements, &c.—September
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of producing the improved
metallic alloy.

2. Its application, in a solid or pulveiized form, as
a filtering-medinm, for refiniug oils and spirits.

3. Its use and application as a cement or coating,
for preserving wood, stone, and other materials.

4. Its application for preventing the oxidation of

iron surfaces, when ground and mixed with oleagi-
nous matter, as herein described.

94,533.—John Hubbard TTeedex. TTaterbury,
Conn., assignor to Scovii.le ilANiFACTrKiNG C03i-
PAN'Y.

—

Lamp-Burner.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in a lamp-burner of
otherwise ordinary or suitable construction, of a
series of chimney-holding hooks, with a stitiening-

ring united with and connecting said hooks, sub-
ttaitially as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination, with the deflector, and the air-

distributor supporting said deflector, and fitting upon
the base of the burner, of a series of chimney-holding
spring hooks, attached to and hanging from said
deflector, and a ring encircling the burner and
united with said hoots, substantially as shown and
described.

94,534.—Alexander TTeide, Chicago, HI.

—

Bridge-Gate.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grooved angu-
lar bar E with a vertically-reciprocating gate C D,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the

: purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with said gate C D and angular,
grooved bar E, the shaft J, pinions m m, and racks
n n, arranged to operate substantially in the man-
ner and foi^the purposes set forth and shown.

3. In combination with the gate C D, the lever I,

with its latch i, the spring H, and a suitable socket,

X. for the purpose of securing the gate in position
when elevated until the bridge closes, substantially
in the manner and for th? purposes specified.

4. Providing the ends of the bridge with remova-
ble pins or projections d, to operate the gate, as and
for the purposes set forth.

94,535.—William Westlake, Chicago, 111.

—

Lantern.—September 7, 1869.

C'lmm.—The loose band E. provided with the suj)-

porting-ledge or shoulder c, in combination with the
band S, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

94,536.—William Westlake, Chicago, 111.

—

Lantern.—September 7. 1869.

Claim.—1. The air-chamber formed by the plates
or disks D and D', and located between the doma
and base of the lantern, in relation to the globe, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the band E and disk D,
with the baud P and disk D', when constructed and
operating substantially as described.

3. The deflector D','forming the lower disk of the
air-chamber D', in combination with the open base
A', when so aiTanged as to concentrate the light

directly beneath the base of the lantern, substantially

as specified.

4. The permanent wick-ratchet support d. when
attached to the oH-pot, and so located as to cover or
stop the opening in the band A, substantially as
specified.

5. The combination and ari'angement of the bands
E and P, disks D and D', with the tubes C and base
A, substantially as described.

94,537.-D. X. Allard, Chester Hill, Ohio —
Attachment for Cooking-Stoves.—September 7. 1869.

Claim.—I'niting cooking-vessels or other imple-

ments to cooking-stoves, by means of a headed pin,

and an elongated dovetail or guiding slot or recess,

so that said vessel may be moved backward or for-

:
ward fi-om or over the pot-hole, or be swung arotmd
the pin as a center, substantially as described.

94,538.—^BoYD Allen, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and S. C. Pratt, same place. — Gas-
Heater.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—A gas-heater tube or burner, having the
air-chamber e. chimney ft, and orifices/, all arranged,
relatively to the jet-tube, substantially as shown and
described.

94,539.—Iames S. Anderson and James B.
COOLEY, Clark's Hill, Ind.

—

Ditchin^j-Macldne.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved ditching-machine, formed
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I)y the combination of the beams or sills A, adjust-

ably connected by the screw-rods and nuts B, lifter

or plow C, adjustable cutters E, guard-plates F,

mold-board G, guai'd H, and apron I, Avhether pro-

vided with the fiuard-runner J or not, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,

aud for the purpose set forth.

2. The combiuation of the axle K, wheels L, bars
or rods M, and cross -head lever N n', with the rear
parts of the sills or beams A, substantially as herein
shown aud described, and for the purposes set forth.

94,540.—Charles S. Bailey, New York, IST.

Y.

—

Hullinp-Bfill.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The end jilates A, slotted radially in con-
tinuation of the slots in the concave E, whereby the
knives are enabled to be removed singly thi'oughthe
end plates, said knives being held in place by the
removable annular plates J, all arranged as shown
and described, and for the purpose specified.

94,541.—Hugh Baines, Manchester, England.

—

Railway- Crossing for Cone- Wheels.— September 7,

1869.

Claim.—A railway-crossing, adapted to the use of
eone-wheels, for tracks of different gauges, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

94,543.—Job McNamrb Bakee, Eayetteville,
Texas.

—

Cultivator.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The blades or plows E, F, and G, ar-

ranged and operated substantially as and for tlie

purposes herein shown and described.
2. A combined cultivating, ridging, planting-, and

rolling machine, arranged and operating substau-
^ally as described.

3. In combination with a cultivator, the stalk-

cotter S, substantially as described.
4. The method of adjusting the beams H, with tlie

Wades, substantially as described.
5. The method of operating the slide of the planter,

in combination with the' rollers K, substantially as
described.

94,543.—J. W. Barrox, Hillsborough, 111.—
Tuyere.—^eijtember 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the poker with the
weighted valve I, each serving as a guide for the
other, and co-acting to relieve the fire and aii- chamber
of refuse-matter, in the manner set forth.

94,544.— John "W, Bartlett and David P.
BoswoRTH, Harmar, Ohio.— Machine for Making
Railroad-Spikes.—September 7, 1869.

Claim:— 1. The combination of the swaging-dies
D D', and reciprocating pawl E^, with the discharg-
ing-wheel E, respectively constructed aud arranged
in I'clation to each other substautially as set forth.

2. The combination of mechanism for operating
the movable swage D, constructed and operating
substantially as described, so as to operate the mova-
ble die, first by percussion, and then by compression.

3. The combination of the dies I) l3', with tlie re-

oiprocatiug header E', and gauge E^, substautially as
aud for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the reciprocating plunger
C*, elbow-lever F, and beading-roll F', constructed
and arranged, in relation to the dies, substantially as
described, Avith mechanism wliich shall cause such
heading-roll, F', in its reciprocations, to bear upon
and traverse twice along the head of the spike, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

5. The coml)i nation of tlie roller F', oscillating
arm F, eccentric-rod C^, and reciprocating track C,
80 arranged in relation to each other as to oi)erate
Bubstantiully as and for the i)uri)ose set ibrth.

6. The coni))inMtion, substantially us desci'ibed, of
the following ohMuents, yxz, dies to foiui the shank
of tlie spike, a header reei[)rooatingin a line perpen-
dicular to the axis of the spike, and a diseharging-
wheel, all operated by eccentrics or cams, substun-
tiaily as setfoith.

7. 'iMie combination of the lover TT, rod C, and ec-
eeutric H-*, arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

94,545.— WlUJAM W. Batcheldkk, .Boston,

Mass.

—

Apparatus for I/ighting Gas by Electricity
—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the friction elec
trieal generator, current-devices M O. and insulators
E N, substautially as desci-ibed, with the lever I, the
gas-burner H, gas-cock X, aud conduit K, as set
forth.

2. The combination of a flexible gas-conduit, or
hose, L, with vlie gas-burner H, gas-cock friction
electrical machine, or generator, and broken circuit,

as explained.
3. The combination of the gas-cock, gas-burner H,

and conduit L, and broken electrical cii'cuit. with the
electrical exciter orbeil C. so as to be movable with
it from and to the vulcanite frustum A, or its equiv-
alent, when the latter is stationary in position.

94,546.

—

Henry Baughman, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Corn-Planter.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The construction aud arrangement of the
handles A A, beam B, wheel C,cross-barsD E, drag-
bars F F, scrapers F' F', standards G G, and springs
H H, in connection with a seed-box, I, slide n, aud
plow li, substantially as shown and described.

94,547 E. "W. Baylor, l^orfolk, Ya.—Rail-
way- Gar Coupling.—September 7, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The draw-head A, when the same is

provided with a hinged bottom. A', plate D, and rod
E, when the whole is so combined and arranged as
to operate substantially as described.

2. The bottom A', having a recess, B, and pivoted
catch or pin C, when the same are so formed, com-
bined, and arranged that they will operate substan-
tially as described, as aud for the purpose specified.

3. 'The rod E, ratchet E', having pins//', spring-
^awl e, and beveled plate e', wheu the same are so
combined and arranged that they can be operated by
a key, F, substantially as described.

4. The compound link G, when the same is con-
structed substantially as described.

94,54S.—A. Belchambers, Eipley.Ohio.—Ta&Ze
Leaf Support.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a table, the bracket
D and sprkig J, constructed, arranged, aud operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes shown and
described.

94,549.—G. W. S. Bell, Tallula, 111., assignor
to himself and H. C. Bell, same place.

—

Corn-Har-
vester.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The armed belts or chains Q R, con-
nected with and driven from the drive-wheels A, by
suitable gearing, in combiuation with the cutting-
device aud tilting platform, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the piu-pose set forth.

2. The rotating knives I, connected* Avith aud
driven from the drive-Avheels A, by suitable gearing,
in combination Avith the pointed or inclined guides
K, armed belts or chains Q 11, and tilting platform
S T, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The pivoted armed shafts S T, in combiuation
with the cutting-device UK and endless armed
belts or chains Q li, substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purpose of liolding the cut
coru-stalks and droppiug them iu bundles upon the
ground.

4. The combination of the cranks V, slottcfd bar Z,

connecting-bar W, bent lever X, counceting-bar A',
and lever B', with each other and Avith the armed
shafts S T, substantiall}' as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose of holding antl revolving the
armed shafts S T, to hold aud drop tho bundles of
stalks u])ou the ground*

5. The combination of the piA'oted posts 0', wheels
H', cross-heads I', and connecting-bar,]', Avith cacli

other and A^ith the frames E' Y, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for tho purpose set

forth.

9'1,550.— William Bellamy, Newark, N. J.

—

Zee- 7^y<c/ier.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— la eonihination with an iee-pitchcr, ii sus-

pended porous recei)tael(\ of felt or other lil)rous ma-
terial, through Aviiich lluids will percolate, for tho
purpose lierein specilied.
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94,551 .

—

"William Bellus and C. Bowers, Fre-
donia, Ohio.

—

Wash-Board.—Septerubor 7. 18G9.

Glaira.—The wash-board, constructed with a wood
base, A. and a sheet-metal plate, B. riveted by tacks
C. having large round or oval heads, and arranged as
specified.

94,552.—^H. H. Bigelow, "Worcester, Mass.—
Blanic Boot-Heels.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A compressed blank heel for boots
and shoes, composed of pieces of leather laid up in
layers, and then snbjectedto compression on all sides,

substantiaDr as and for the purposes described.
2. A compressed blank heel, the nail-holes of which

are punched while the blank heel is subjected to
pressure upon aU sides, substantiaUv as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. A compressed blank heel, in which the nail-holes
are punched and the nails partially inserted while
the heel is subjected to pressui-e upon all sides, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth,

94,553.—OsMORE A. Brs'GHAir, Gardner, Mass.— Chair-ifeat.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two cnsjiion cor-
erings. a b. the grooved frame A. and the strip or
frame C, substantially in manner as above specified.

94,554.

—

Abeam Boles, Kinder, Jjid.—Plow.—
' September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Hinging the beveled forward ends ofthe
plow-beams ^ to each other by means of the eye or
hinge- plates B, and clevis C J), substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose" set forth.

2. Adjustably connecting the rear parts of the
plow-beams A to each other by the adjustable over-
lapping hinged bars G, uprights H, and overlapping
adjustable hinged bars I. substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the springs K and pro-
jections L, with the plow-beams A and adjustable
OTcrlapping hinged bars G. substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,555.—Nicholas H. Boegfeldt. Xew Tork,
N. T.

—

ilacfdnefor Breaking the Leaves and Stems
-of Tobacco.—September 7, 18n9. *

Claim.—The hinged frame F, in combination with
the rollers C D, when the bearing-points of the
frame are at a greater distance than'the bearings of
the rollers, substantially as described.

94,556.—"W. ClayBowees, "Wheatland. Iowa.—Self-Cloh-ing TelegrapJi-Kei/s.—Se^temher 7, 18t39.

Claim.—1. Bevclving knob D, with pin d and lug
e, in combination with connecting-rod F.' spirtti

spring Gr, and auxiliary lever E, with platinum "nip-
ple j>, to operate substantially as described and for
the purposes set forth.

2. Platinum nipple n' on the side of anvil, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Shoing button I, to operate substantially as de-
scribed and for the pm-pose set forth.

94,55r—M. "^. BRTGHA3I, Mannsvilie. X. T.—
Clamp.—September 7, 1S69.
Claim.—The within-described clamp, consisting

of the piece A. provided with the pointed screws B,
and used either with or without the piece F. the
lever C. the pawl D, and the rack E. all constructed
and aiTanged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

94,558.-MORGAX VT. Hnoyss, Xew Tork, X.
Y.— Mode of Closing Paper Bags. -^Septemhev 7,

1869.
Claim.—^A paper bag, having its top softened, and

leaving the body in its original state, substcintiaHy
as described, as a new article of manufacture.

94,559 LE'iWS D. Bvyy. Morristown, i^. J.—
Floating Velocipede.—September 7. lSo9.

Claim.—The floating velocipede, consisting of the
floats A A, platform B. raihug a. paddle-wheel D,
the rudders K H. connected by the bar c. the steer-

ing-ropes d d, steering-lever I, and the seats F G,
said parts being combined, constructed, and ar-
ranged as and for the purpose shown and described.

j
94,560.—Santoud S. Burr. Dedham, and Lett

j
Pierce, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Wardrobe-Bedstead.
j
—September 7. 1869.

1 Claim.— L. The combiuation, with the bed-bottota

j

and the case, of the spriogs g, and rod or rods upon
which the same are mounted, arranged, substantiaUj

I

as described, so as to constitute tiie hinge around
j
which the bed-bottom moves.

I
2. The combination and arranorement of the legs

; 1 1' and the turn-buttons o o', with respect to each
i other, and to the footboard /, essentially, and in
; manner, and for the ptu"pose as herein shown and
!
described.

I
3. As an improvement in secretary-bedstead,

opening from the rear, a case or structure contain-
i ing thebed-bottom, and provided with apertures or
; openings at front, for purposes of ventilation and con-
' vpnienee, as described, such apertures being fur-

nished with doors hinged to the structure at their in-

ner edges, whether such doors be provided or not
i •VN'ith mirrors, the whole being as before set forth.

' 94,561.—David Btarp, Sharon, Pa.—Gfrote-

;

Bar for Boilers.—September 7. 1869.

Claim.—1. The consti'uction and arrangement of
the grate as herein set forth, whereby motion may
be given thereto, for the pm-pose of cleaning and al-

' lowing the heated parts of the grate to cool at in-

tervals.

2. The construction and arrangement of the rin»
or section, Fig. 2. with its lug-s d"d d. opening n, and
notches g g g. substantially as represented.

I 3. The construction and arrangement of the center-
pieces. Fig. 5. with their bearings k k i-.with reference
to the bearing-bars. Fig. 4. and shaft. Fig. 6, and its

depressions at &. whereby to "be able to remove th»
: sections when broken, substantiahy as herein set
' forth.

i

I
94,562.

—

^Edward Carter. Kensselaer, INT. T.

—

' Clothes-Drier.—September 7, 1869.

j
Claim.—1. The endless c'aain E and the sheare-

) wheel .J, as arranged and constructed, for elevating
'. and loweiing the" inner or non-rerolying hub B, as
: shown and described.
i 2. The catch-bars M M. secured to the hub B, for
i operating the lower reel B B, as shown and described-

I

94,563.— -TOHX C. Chapmax, Cambridgeport,
j
Mass.

—

Stop-Cock.—September 7, 1869.

j
Claim.— The tapering plug B, apphed to and

' shding within the shell A, in combination with the
Babbit or soft metal seats or packing/, at the inlet

and outlet openings d e, substantially as described.

' 94,564.—Charles CHiyxocK, Brooklyn. X. Y..
assignor to F Little Hti>e, Xew York City.

—

OU-
Can.— September 7, 1869; antedated August 27,

; 1869.

i
Claim.—1. The chamber A, arranged in combina-

tion with the tubes B B' nozzle a, and reservoir E,
of an oil-can, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed,
; 2. The combination of the valve e with the reser-

i voir E, tnbe B B', and chamber A, substantially as

;
and for the purpose specified.

i

!

94,565.—"WiLLL,i3i B. Clark, "Whitefield, Me.—
; Velocipede.—September 7. 1869.

I

Claim.—1. The combination of the seat and the foot-

! brace with the hand-cart, as described, that is, as
r composed of the ti'ame A. and the two separate
' axles and their wheels, arranged together and har-

;
ing cranks to the axles, as set forth.

' 2. The combination and aiTangement of the third

wheel and its supporters with the seat, the foot-

brace, the hand-frame A, and its cranked axles and
' their wheels, airanged together substantially in man-
ner and so as to operate as set forth.

94,586.-Daniel Collins, Girard, Als..—Bal-

i
anced Valves.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the lift-valves B
C, having longitudinal passages M. of the steam-

; ways E D, admitting the steam to surround them,
! and the phambers I, all substantially as specified.
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94,307.—T.C. Collins, Little Hockiiig, Ohio.—
Clothes-Brier.—SeptQiaheT 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A clothes-drier, formed by connecting-

with a stand one or more series or sets of adjustable

frames G, (-n-ith or without the support F,) arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the stands B B and cap-

piece C, the bars C, (more or less in number,) ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

3. The combination of the bars C and the frames
G- with the base A A, stands B B, and ca^D C, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

94,568.— Thomas Cope and George Cope,
Liverpool, England.

—

Machine for Pressing Tobacco.
—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— I. The employment, in combination, of
the reciprocating slicing presser h, with tlie rotating-
mold-table r, and fixed table q, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The separate discharge-piece j, in combination
with the rotating mold-table r, presser h, and fixed

table q, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The tooth k and trundle-wheel I, in combination
with the reciprocating presser h and mold-table r,

substantially as set forth.

94,.569.—L J. Craig, Knoxville. Teim.—Fly-
Tra^.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie fly-trap above described, composed
of the rods B and D, the brace C, the rings F, and
the bag G, in connection with a partially-opened
window, when constructed, arranged, and opei'ating
as and for the purpose aforesaid.

94,570.

—

-Joseph W. Cremen, Xew York, IST. Y.—Reflector for Street-Lamps.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — The reflector, as herein described and
shown, having; the form of the inverted frustum of a
pyramid, with the draughts at the sides, and the ap-
erture through the center.

94,571.—George Crompton, Worcester, Mass.—Loom.—September 7, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Lifter, depressor, and evener levers,
which are pivoted to reciprocating bars, attached to
the slide-rods, and which arc brought into alter-

nately angular and horizontal positions, by their
connection together and with a workLng-beam actu-
ated by the crank-shaft, all substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the sjvstem of lifter, de-
pressor, and evener levers, arranged and operated
as above set forth, devices for adjustment of the
links connecting the working-beam with said le-

vers, substantially as described.
3. In combination with the shipper-fork, the

treadle or treadle-frame, arranged and connected
with the shipper-fork, substantially as described, to
effect the shifting of tlie belt in either direction,
substantially as doscriljed. •*

4. In combination witli the shipper rod, the crank
operated so as to shift the fork and retain it in posi-

tion on or off the fast pulley, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the shipper-rod, crank-
wheel, pawl-wheel, andpavil, ])awl-lever, and treadle,
or their equivalents, connected, combined, and oper-
ated together, substantially as described.

94,572—I). E. Crosuy, South Yincland, N. J.—
//•omnrj-J^ard.—September 7, J 869.

Claim.—]. In combinution with ata])le, the board
B, attaclied l)y t!io hook D, and adjustable slidn E,
substantially as sliown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of tlie boards B and K, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

94, 57.'?.—Tames S. Cunnixgham, New York,
N. Y., assignor to liiinsolfnnd Gkokge LkCuoncick,
same \)\iWii.—l'ropeUing-Apparatus. — Soptembor 7,

1869.

Claim.—Tlie coinbi nation of tlio cliaius A. vokcs*

B C, buckets D, and connecting-rods G, when
arranged substantially as specified.

94,574.

—

Henry Cutler, Ashland, Mass., as-
signor to S. N. Cutler & Co., same place.

—

Meai
and Flour Brier.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A steam-drier, composed of cylinder
A, within which are arranged pipes, c c c, between
hollow heads E and E', peripheric floats F, and false

heads a a, revolving as a cylinder upon hollow jour-
nals D D'. substantially as set forth.

2. The hollow head E, constructed with compart-
ments, substantially as set foi'th.

3. The combination of all the above-named parts
in a steam-drier, substantially as specified.

94,575.— Anthony G. Davis and Charles
W. Blakeslee, Watertown, and Ebenezek B.
Beecher, New Haven, Conn.

—

Knitted /Stocking.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A stocking having a heel knitted in
the manner described.

2. A machine-made seamless stocking, fashioned
complete for wear, upon the machine, from a continu-

ous yarn, 'and with a heel made in the manner shown
and described.

3. The process herein described of forming the
heel of a stocking.

4. The process herein described of knitting a stock-
ing upon'a machine employing two straight rows of
needles.

94,576.—Daniel R. Day, Eindge, N. H., and
John G. Folsom, Wincheudon, Mass.

—

Jack-Spool.'
—September 7, ] 869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a jack-
spool, constructed as herein described.

94,577.

—

Faustino Valdes Diaz, New York,
N. Y.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm,.—September 7,

1869.

Claim.—1. The spring-lever H, carrying the mova-
ble recoil-shield and the firing-pin, in combination
with the trigger, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. Tlie spring-catch h, in combination with the
lever H and the arm i, substantially as described.

3. The detachable magazine I, as arranged with
the plunger, the trigger, and the lever H, all con-
structed and operating substantially as shown and
described.

4. The bolt k, in combination with the catch h,

lever H, and arm i, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of supple-
mentary magazine J, main magazine I, the plunger,
the trigger, and the lever H, all constructed and
operating substantially sis set forth.

94,578.-Loyal M. DoDDRiDiiE, New Mount
Pleasant, Ind.— Weed- Oatherer for Flotos.—Septem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim:—In combination with a plow, a device for
turning down and burying Aveeds, &c., consisting of
the hinged frame A, sliding-bar B, and clevis C,
substantially as shown and described.

94,57fl>.—Thomas B. Dora, Mattoou, 111.— Kaii-
way-Car Coupling.—September 7, 18()9.

Claim:—1. Tlie combination of the levers h h',

caps a a', tunijjling-blocks d d', constructed and
operated in the manner and for the purpose heroin
set forth.

2. Tiie quadrangular or other formed clasp-ring/,
constructed in the manner and for the purpose as
described.

94,580.-Hrlmuth Dcjeberg. Baltimore, Md.—
Progressive Kiln.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In an ojjen-top progressive kiln, the
arrangement of bridges 15, provided witli I'eod-holos

a, substantially as dcserilKHl.

2. The tubular furuaces C, in combinution with
the burning-chambers A, substiintinlly as set forth.

3. The tubular furn.icos C, in combination with
the bridg(>s B, extending across the open-top kiln,

substantially as described.

Ol.-lSl F. S. DuMONT, New York, N. Y.—
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Compound to be Used as a Mordant in Dyeing and
Printing.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein described of pro-

tlucinj? mordant from blood, as set forth.

2. The composition herein specified, consisting: of
the ingredients set forth, and to be used for the pur-
poses described.

94,5S2.—D. A. DuKHAM, Pilatka, ma,.— Water
i?i6?;a<07\—September 7, 18(;9.

Claim.—The improved "water-elevator" herein
described, consisting of a single pipe or tube. A,
provided on its under side with a transverse incis-

ion, to allow the shell of the same to be bent inward
ut that point to form a steam- passage, D, and also a
water-passage, C, as and for the purpose specified.

94.583. — Homer M. Dunham and Bishop
Addington, Ceutreville, Ind.

—

Bee-Hive.—Septem-
ber 7, 18(J9.

Claim.—1. The truncated box D, when con-
etructed and arranged as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the upper chamber B, cover
C, main chamber C, and truncated bo^ D, all

tUTanged as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with a bee-hive constructed
substantially as shown and described, the frame A,
when constructed substantially as set forth.

94.584. — Charles K. Dutton, New Berne,
If. C.—<S'«iZZ.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1, Passing steam, or its equivalent,
through one or more series of perpendicular pipes
inside of a still, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. Providing a still with hollow drums connected
by perpendicular pipes, for the purpose of applying
the heat internally, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the hollow drum C, perpen-
dicular pipes a a and b b, and drums D and E, all

substantially as and for the pm-poses herein set
forth.

4. In combination with the outer casing A, the
dnim C D E, perpendicular pipes a a and b b, inlet-

pipe c, and exhaust-pipe d, aU constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth,

94,585.—W. P. EwiNG and ISaac S. De Eord,
Elkton, Md.—£ocA;-iVMt—September 7, 1869.

Claim,.—The spanner G-, with jaws e andgr, having
beveled edges, in combination with screw-nuts E
and F, having similar edges, substantially as de-
scribed.

94,586.

—

Miles Eisk, Adrian, Mich.

—

Churn-
Dasher.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The improved dasher above described, its

radial wings being shaped and arranged with re-
spect to each other in the manner specified.

94,587.—John Eogarty, Brooklyn, If. Y.—
Safety-Attachment for Street-Bailway Cars.—Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The guards E, hinged to the shoes or
bar of an ordinary brake, and resting, when in work-
ing-position, against the lower parts of the brake-
shoes, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the cross-bar G-, connecting-
bar H, bent lever I, connecting-bar J, bent lever K,
rod L, and stop or catchM with each other and with
the guards E, hinged to the brake D E, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the hooked rod l;f with the
cross-bar G- and guards E, substantiaUy as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,588. — "William Erankel, Springfield,
Ohio.— Floating Yelocipede.—September 7, 1809.

Claim.—1. The propelling-wheel W, with treadle-
pins, or i)rojections w n, in combination with the
oscillating-seat movement, as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the seat-pieces 6 b and b' 6',

with pivots e e, in the oscillating-seat movement, in
combination with the propelling-wheel W, and

treadle-pins, or projections n n, as shown and de-
scribed.

94,589.— W. H. H. Erye, :North Eryeburg,
Me.

—

Sulky-Harrow.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The sulky-haiTow herein described, hav-
ing sulky A, harrow B, wheel D, lever N, pitman h,
chain c, and c', and r, block P, brace S, staple e,

spring V, keeper Z, and adjustable seat K, arranged
to operate substantially as set forth and described.

94,59®.

—

John Gage, Henniker, IT. H.

—

Cutter-
Head.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The cutter-head, as made with the series

of annular projections arranged on its face, and
with reference to the cutting-edges of its knives, in

manner substantially as specified.

94,591. — JOHN' Gage, Henniker, jST. H. —
Machine for Forming Shells for Dry Measures.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the clamp I and the wedge D with the body-parts A
B, constructed, arranged, and hinged together, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The combination of the guard E and its screws

r u, arranged at each end of the machine, with the
body-parts A B, the clamp I, and wedge D, applied
and arranged together, substantially in the manner
and so as to operate as and for the purpose explained.

3. The combination of the clamp-adjusting screws
Ic I with such clamp, the body-parts A B, and the
wedge D, arranged together, as set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the
springs J? with the wedge, the clamp, and the body-
parts A B, arranged and applied together, substan-

tially in manner and so as to operate as set forth.

5. The arrangement of the shoulder o with the

clamp I and the periphery of the machine or parts

A thereof. ^

94,592.—Peter Geiser, Waynesborough, Pa.

—

Sa%ving-Machine.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hinged leaf A',

rack-bar E, pinions E^, shaft E*, notched plate E^,

and spring-lever E^, arranged to operate substan-

tially as set forth.

2. In combination with the top A, frame C, and
crank D, for elevating one end of the top. the hinged
leaf A', and the mechanism for adjusting it, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. The frame E, for supporting the gau^e, when
constructed in the form of a triangle, and used in

combination with *a hinged leaf, substantially as set

forth.

4. The combination of the oscillating arm G, brace
Gi, extension-arm G^, and hinged stops g, with the

slotted frame E, substantially as set forth.

5. The frame E, constructed with concentric seg-

mental slots H, in combination with elastic spring
prick-points H^, arranged to operate substantially as

set forth.

6. In combination with the oscillating arm G, the

arched guide I, constructed and arranged substan-

tially as set forth.

7. In combination with the frame K, the oscillating

slotted arm L and slotted brace L*, arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

8. The last above-recited parts K, L, and L^, in

combination with the adjustable extension-arm L"^

and stop L^, substantially as set forth.

94,593.—John H. Goodfellow, Troy, IS.Y.—
Parlor-Stove.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fire-pot, having a grate in its bot-

tom, through which air is admitted to support the

combustion in the lower part of the fire- pot, and
with lateral onenings through the fire-pot, just above
the grate, anci in communication with the smoke or

draught pipe, (for burning and discharging the

gases at the lower part of the fire-pot,) in combina-
tion with the chamber arranged above the fire-pot,

supplied with air, and in communication with the

smoke or draught pipe for burning and discharging
the otherwise accumulating gases from the top of
the fire-pot, all substantially as shown.

2. In combination with the above, the damper, for

regulating and controlling the sui)ply of air to the
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chamber or ash-pit uader the grate in the bottom of
the fire-box.

3. In combination with the subject of the first

claim, the damper in the passage leading from the
combustion-chamber, over the firepot, into the
draught-pipe, which receives the products of com-
bustion that escape through the lower part of the
fire-pot.

4. In combination with the subject of the first

claim, that damper in the smoke- pipe which regu-
lates and controls the escape of the gases of com-
bustion from the lower part of the fire-pot, without
altering or coutroUing the discharge of the gases
from the combustion-chamber above the fire-pot.

5. The upper and lower hollow rings and inter-

mediate perforated standards, which together form
the lower part of the fire-pot, and which have com-
munication with the air outside of the stove, and
tMth the lower part of interior of the tire-pot, or the
passages through which the burning gases escape
laterally from the lower part of the fire-pot.

6. The dampered aperture, by which the admission
of air to the hollow rings and" perforated standards
of the lower part of the fire-pot is controlled and
regulated, in combination with the grate in the bot-
tom of the fire-pot, and the air-chamber under the
oTate, to which the admission of air is regulated and
controlled by a separate dampered aperture, all sub-
stantially as shown.

7. In ' combination with the perforated door or
illuminating-casing, the fire-chamber over the fire-

pot, having passages for the gases to burn along or
opposite to the perforations in the casing.

8. The plate e, provided with the notches h, as and
for the purpose specified.

94,594.—Edwin H. Grant, Washington, D.
C.

—

Compressed Air Engine.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. An engine, combining in its construc-
tion the following elements, namely, a cylinder in
which compressed air is used as a motive-agent, a
reservoir for such air, and a galvanic or electric
battery or batteries for producing a current of elec-

tricity to be conducted to said cylinder, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

2. The combination of the cylinder B, air-pump A',
reservoir C, connecting-pipes B^ B^, batteries D\
and conducting-wires or connections, substantially
as set forth and shown.

3. The combination of an air-receiver, a working-
cylinder, and a galvanic or electric battery, substan-
tially as shown and described.

94,595.—Andeew Harbison, Newcastle, Pa.,
assignor to himself and EsLi N. HouK, same place.— Clothes-Drier.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extending and contracting length-
wise, by means of metallic clasps a, or their equiva-
lent, on each separate slat A or B, so constructed as
to make a sliding or extension-joint, when the slats
are in two or more sections each.

2. The opening sidewise, from either end, by
means of double-acting pivot-hinges E,80 constructed
that the pivots e e turn when the rack is opened for
common use, and then by removing the pin at either
end and hooking in hasp F into a staple at the op])o-
site end, the rack opens sidewise and turns on hinges
E and hasps F, which form complete hinges for the
purposes specified.

3. The attachment of the wings TSTo. 3 and No. 4,

by means of plates c' d', loosely "articulated at each
end, the lever woriving on the pivots in combination
with the foot-rosts o o o, which admit of the wings
being raised or lowered, or adjusted to any desired
angle.

94,596

—

George W. Haurts, Elis^abeth, N. J.,
and Henry IIo[.i)1MC1)GE, New York, N. Y.—Manu-
facture of Illuminatincji-Oafi.—^iipU'mhvr 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use nnd api)lication of a clay re-
tort for decomposing Huporheated steam, for tlie'pur-
posos set forth, in conibiniition witli a steam-receiv-
iiigand distr'ibuting tile I),substantially as described.

2, The steam-i'ecoiving nnd distributing tile 1),

oonstructod with ,sl,eam-passiigOH botweon its top and
bottom surfaces, an(l having its upper' surface per-
forHtcd, sui>stantiully as and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination of a clay docoraposing-retort
A, fitted with a steam-receiving and distributing tile

or bottom, with one or more bituminous- coal retorts,

for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the decomposing-retort A,
fitted with a suitable steam-receiving and distrib-

uting tile or bottom, and steam-superheater E, and
steam-drier E, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. Connecting the decomposing-retort with the
several bituminous-coal retorts by means of separate
pipes h h, fitted with valves or ' cocks 3 3, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The combination and arrangement, for the pur-
pose of producing illuminating-gas, or gas for
heating-purposes, of the mechanism or apparatus
described, its several parts combined and operating
substantially as set forth.

7. The mode or process of malcing illuminating-gas,
by first depriving steam of its superabundant moist-
ure by means of a drier, and then highly superheat-
ing such dx'ied steam, and afterward decomposing
such steam by means of incandescent anthracite coal
or other suitable material ; the steam being distrib-

uted in fine jets or currents through such decompos-
ing-materiai, and then mixing or uniting the gases
produced from such decomposition of the superheated
steam with the gases or vapors eliminated in sepa-
rate retorts from bituminous coal or other suitable
gas-yielding substance.

94,597.—"William B. Hayden, Columbus, Ohio.—Breast-Loopfor Hatnes.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—A quadrangular breast-loop for hames,

constructed and applied to an eye, D, as herein set
forth.

94,598.— T. M. Heath, Morristown, Vt.

—

Clothes- Rack.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted supports
A, bars C and H, arms D, G, and K, and braces a,

when arranged to operate as herein described, and
for the purposes specified.

94,599.—Stephen Hebron, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Window-Blind.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Outside blinds, having the slats jour-
naled therein, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination, with window-biinds, con-
structed as herein specified, of mosquito-bars, detach-
ably connected thereto, as described.

94,600.—K. Hemenway, New Cassel, Wis.

—

Vegetable- Cutter.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the bench A and
hopper C, of the sliding ciatters D E, fixed cutters E,
and stops G, all substantially as specified.

94,601.—C. L. Heywood, Boston, Mass.—Bail-
tvay Spike.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A screw-spike, having a lip or flange
cut away on one side, and having an inclined under
or beariiig surface, wlien such lip or flange gradually
increases in width, substantially as shown and do-
scribed.

2. A screw-spike, haviug all the features specified
in the preceding claim, and having, also, a wrench-
applying head, substantially as shown and described.

94,602.—J. J. Hines, Evergreen, Ala.— Cotton
and Hay iVe.s\'?.—September 7, 18()9.

Claim,.—1. In a toggle-joint lever-press, the em-
ployment of the levers bent at e, in connection with
the friction -rollers r r, tlie coneavc track a a a a,

and tlie curved track m m, for the journals i i, sub-
stantially as described, and for thtfpiirpose specified.

2. Tlie arrangement of the siiaft G so as to corao
opposite tlie joints c c, wiien tlie lovers are drawn to-

getlier, in connection witii tlu* cords F F, bent arms
e' e', rollers r r, guide m in, stop u ?;, and concave
track a a a, Rubstautially as dosoribod, and lor tho
purposes specified.

91,603.—Grorok HorsoN and Joseph IT. Ma-
son, Bridge])ort, (^mxn.— l^pring.—Septonibcr 7. 1869.

Claim.—Tho withinil(^Hc.rihed iniprovomonts in

leaf-springs, having the beads ou tiio distended sido,
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and the depressions on the compressed side of each
eaf, all as and for the pui'poses herein set forth.

94,604.—James J. Jackson, Cnrwinsvi]le, Pa.—Burglar-A larrn.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— Tlie bolt A, having notch ^, in combina-
tion with the bar B, having step 7i, ^ orking on pin
2r,and pivoted to pawl E. controlling, through ratchet-
wheel m, the clock-work of the alarm G-.

94,605.

—

Jacob Jameson. Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Composition-Flux for JIanvfacmre of Iroji and i

;S'f^e^.—September 7, 1869.
|

Claim.—The herein-described composition, as a
flux for the manufacture of iron and steel. :

94,606.

—

"William Johnston, Cincinnati, Ohio. !—Hinge.—September 7, 1869.
|

Claim.—1. A hinge, one plate of which is extended
j

beyond the joint, and in the plane thei'eof, as shown I

at 1 3, and so as to lap upon the other plate, and
adapted to be clamped thereto, substantially as shown

|

and described.
I

2. In combination with a hinge, having such an
extension, a spring-bolt, as shown in I'igs. 3 and 4,

or eqnivalent locking-device.
3. The combination, with the spring-bolt and its

thumb-piece, of the handle F, these parts being ar-

ranged and operating, in connection with a hinge,
substantially as shown and described.

4. The combination of the plate D, having ears for
securing the bolt, with the bolt C. shouldered as de-

scribed,"when used for locking a hinge.

94,60'?'.—William Johnston, Havelock, Pa.

—

Eailway-IiailJoint.—September 7, 1869.

Claivi.—The steel cap B, in combination with the
j

rails A A', when constructed and arranged as herein i

shown and described.
I

I

94,60S.—J. Herva Jones and Miles S. Pren-
;

TICE, Pockford, III.

—

Harvester- Guard.—^Q'^tembev i

7, 18G9.
!

Claim.—1. The guards, secured to the finger-beam
j

by bending the shanks of the gnards doT^nward, at
'

an angle of about ten degrees, and driving them into
j

holes bored into the linger- beam, at an aigie of cor-
responding inclination, "as set forth. !

2. The sway- bar, constructed with a split head and
j

an expansible plug, as set forth, to secure an aecu-
j

rate fit of the sway-bar head in the loop of the cutter-
]

bar, as described.

"

j

94,609,—A. C. JuDSON, Grand Papids, Ohio, as-
j

eignor to himself and E. O. dUDSON, same place.—
I

Ptow.—September 7, 1869.
\

Claim.—The an-augement of the beam in two
\

parts D, stock E, bolt P, block G, wheel H. draw-
j

plates K, clevis L, and bearing-plates I, all substan-
\

tiaUy as specified. •

j

94,610.—Peter M. Kafer, Trenton, jS^. J.— I

Force-Fump having Concentric Fistonts. — Septem-
ber 7, 1869.

1

Claim.—1. Two or more concentric pistons, when
operated throughout the length of the cylinder, as
herein described.

2. The an-angement and combination of the valve-
chambers i i, w ith relation to the snpply and ex-
haust, substantially as specified and set forth. .

94,611.—GoTTi.OB Kaiser, XewTork, X. Y.—
Apparatus for Distilling and Rectifying Spirits.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The washing-cells or compartments B
C D, &c., aiTanged in seiies side by side, one series
above another, in any desired number, substantially
as and for tlie purpose herein specified.

2. The perforations z in the wash-partitions a- a^
a^, &c., substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

3. The construction of a dephlegmator of straight
tubes, all as and for the purpose as herein set forth.

4. The peculiar construction and arrangement of
back-fall tubes I m, n, substantially as and for the
pni'poae specified.

94,613. — Isaiah Kingman, "Waltham, Me.—
Joint Standard- Sled.—September 7, 1669. --"•^.

Claim.—The sled herein described, having mn-
ners A and B, knees a, rods c, arms e and n, brafces

i. staples h, and blocks o, constructed and arranged
substantially as specified.

94,613.—W. P. KiSTLER, Cincinnati. Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Joseph L. Hall, same place.

—

Fermutation Lock.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Mounting the tumblers I on the sta-

tionary annular disks or washers J, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described, and then arranging
them on the spindle K, as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The anchor M, consisting of the arms 1, 2, 3,

and 4, constructed and arr4,nged to operate substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The arm P, with its point c and its pin b, in
combination vrith the anchor M. consisting of arms
1, 2. 3, and 4, when constructed and arranged to-

operate substantially as herein described, and for

the purposes set forth.

4. The pendent check-bar U, in combination with
the anchor M, when constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as and for the pnrpose set
forth.

5. The arm P, anchor M, tumblers I, arm P, lever
S, block t, and lock bolt T, when constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

94,614.—P. H. Lamey and A. J. Beachell,
Port Treverton, Pa. ; P. H. Lamey assigns to
George Kuhn and P. K. Knights.—Turbine Water-
TTAceL—September 7, 1869. •

Claim.—1. The hinged part a', in combination
with the rigid part a of the bucket, sulSstantiaUj as
described.

"

2. The horizontal triangular surface &, in combina-
tion with the part ft', substantially as described.

94,61 5.—Frederick Willia^i Lange, Chicago,
111.

—

E.ztension- Chair.—September 7, 1869.

Claivi.—The sliding frame D, jointed at its sides,

with the hinged foot-rest E, provided with the
hinged supports /, all constructed and arranged to
operate in connection with the sliding bottom and
back, as set forth.

94,616.—DA^^D Langell. Apple Creek, Ohio.

—

Medical Compound.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-named article, or its equiva-
lent, in combination with the two ingredients as
herein specified.

94,61 y.—Charles Ph. Lenz, Ponghkeepsie, IT.

Y.

—

Extension-Table.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of rails A A, metallic
giooves B B, and tongue, with slidnig extension-
frame, hinged detachable leaves, and tlie receptacle
for said leaves, all of said parts being arranged, with
respect to each other, in the manner specified.

94,818.—E. J. Leyburn, Lexington, Ta.

—

Ap-
varatus for Fropelling Machinery.— September 7,

1869.

Claim.—1. A table for supporting the machine to
be operated, and an operator's seat or support, both
mounted upon a vibrating fiame, B, or its equivalent,
and provided with such means as will transmit mo-
tion from said frame to said machine, substantially
as described.

2. The adjustable seat F, on rocking frame B, sub-
stantially as described.

3. Spring or springs applied between the frames
A B, substantially as described.

4. The footsrand c'. applied to the frame B, sub-
stantially as described.

5. The toe-rest c, applied to frame A, substan-
tially as described.

94,619.—A. Lloyd, MiUersbm-gh, 111.—CTztm.
—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable plate J, interlocking the
plate S, in combination with pinion D, drive-wheel

j
C, box A B, and dasher F H, the latter being held
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m the box by means of the thumb-screw b, as and
tor the purpose set forth.

94,63©.—H. D. LocKWOOD, Charlestown, Mass.
—Syringe.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—In combination -with an elastic syringe-

bulb, having an orifice at each end, pieces c and ft,

provided each with screw and nut-threads adapted
to receive tlie coupling-pieces d and e, the plug i,

and the pipe j, substantially as described.

2. The combination, with the valves and valve-

boxes of a syringe, of the wires o, applied within
the screw-thread, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

94,631.—Augustus Lodeman and Meyer De-
6ENBEKG, Kalamazoo, Mich.— Fire-Kindler.— Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A B C L Z, in combination
with the ring I), provided "nith two flaps E E, for

the purpose of receiving the cranked axle G, one
exti'emity of which is bent into a right angle, to
serve as a lever at which the hour-hand of a clock
may work, while a conncctiug-rod, I, connects the
crank with the thread K, for the purpose above ex-
plained.

2. The curved rod O N Q, with a weight S, and
the friction-plate P, attached to the part A of the
frame, all for the pui'pose set forth in the above de-
scription.

94,623.—John Ludeke, Griffin's Corners, N.
T., assignor to himself au<l Jacob BiEHLEli, same
place.— Wagon-Brake.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of tlie worm-shaft a,

sector-rack b, and pitman/', all arranged in the same
vertical plane, on the side of tlie wagon, with the
vibrating shaft B, and rubbers C C, arranged and
operating as shown and described.

94,633.—E I)vv^ARD P. Lynch and Henry R.
Raff, Davenport, Iowa.— Walking- Cultivator

.

—Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The curved frame A and the adjust-
able axles B, constructed and arranged as herein de-
scribed,

2. The curved cast-iron frame A, with the forked
or V-shaped tongue H secured thereto, by means of
the flanges or lugs thereon, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The pieces C, formed with the grooves in their
sides, and the series of holes for receiving, holding,
and permitting the adjustment of the beams D, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination of the piece C, boxes a and c,

and clip-bolt h, with the axle B, all arranged as de-
scribed.

5. The shoulder-piece or block I, secured to the
axle B, substantially as described.

6. The shovels Y, provided with the grooves and
recessed block h, and secured to the Ijeam by the
T-headed bolts u and strap v, as set forth.

7. The piece n, in combination with the grooved
block h, for the purpose of adjusting the inclination
of the shovels, substantially as described.

R. The pif^ee 0, cast witii its arms w at the front,
said arms having holes therein to receive and hold
the journals of the boxes a and c, as herein de-
scribed.

94,624. — Ambrose I.' Maxwell, Morrison,
El.— Wind- IF/teei.—September 7, 186S.

Claim.—The disk D, provided with radial slots d
tf, lever D', cranks c'^ c^. and doors or clnites C C, in
ooinbination witli the Aviiul-wlieel B, when tlio do6r!s

or chutes are pivoted at their inner edges, and wlieii

the parts aroconsti-uctcd and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

94,625.—Horatio I). MoGeorge, Rochester,
N. Y.— Co«i-^'«o«c.—Septeml)er 7, 1869.

Claim.— I. In coad)inntion with the hot-air cluim-
bcr C and flue F, the dumper P, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the puriwses shown
ttJid described.

2. Ttie compound annular rotary gralo G, eon-
sti'ucted and operating substuniially in the manner
and for the purposes shown and described.

94,636.— Antoine R. McISTaik, ISevf York, N.
Y.

—

Preserving Wood from Decay and Mildew.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—Conducting the process in' two or more
cylinders or vessels, so constructed and arranged
that the antiseptic aud preservative materials are
transferred from the containing to the treating cyl-
inder or vessel, and the surplus leturned to the"con-
taiuing-cylinder or vessel, without exposure to the
atmosphere, substantially as herein specified.

2. A containiug-vessel or vessels, in which the an-
tiseptic material, to be applied in the form of vapor,
is kept separate from the preservative material, to-

be applied in the liquid form, and from the steam em-
ployed, as herein set forth.

3. Applying the antiseptic vapors free, as far as
practicable, from steam, aud the vapor of naphtha,
and of other substances which vaporize at a much
lower temperature than the antiseptic used for the
purpose herein set forth.

4. The process herein described, as a whole, for
treating wood aud timber, to preserve tlie same
from mold and decay, when conducted in transfer-
ring-vessels, without exposure to the atmosphere,
and in the order as specified, namely, first, coagu-
lating the vegetable albumen of the wood, and ex-
tracting the deleterious substances therefrom by
steam, and the subsequent condensation of the steam
to i^roduce a vacuum, aud the removal of the ex-
tracted and condensed substances from the vessel

;

second, impregnating the wood with the simple an-
tiseptic vapors of creosote or carbolic acid, and the
subsequent lowering of the temperature of the same,
to produce a jiartial condensation thereof in the
wood ; third, sealing tlie pores of the wood by a
resinous preservative substance while in a liquid
state, and while retained at a high tomperatm-e, sub-
stantially as set forth.

94,637.—John Moran, "Washington, D. C—
/Sfowe-CrJ-ttte.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The jacket h^, arranged upon the shaft
B, and surrounding the rack-bar a^, in the manner
aud for the purpose described.

94,63S.

—

Aaron Morehouse and Alfred E.
Heath, Danbury, Conn.

—

Plaiting-Attachment for
Sewing- Machines.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring c', having the arms c^ and
ears c" thereon, constructed aud operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified,

2. An elevator, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, aud arranged Avith the cloth plate of a sew--
iug-machine, so as to be always in a horizontal
position, and adjustable to any desirable heiglit from
said cloth-plate, substantially as herein described
and set forth.

3. The combination of the bar ?>?, having the
sharp edge o thereon, with the spring-presser d g,
operating substautially as herein described and
specified.

4. The combination of the elevator n, with tho
spring c' and beat arm a, having the guide or shoulder
i tiiereon, all operating substautially as herein do-
sci'ibed and set fortli.

5. The combiimtion of the atljustable borizoutal
elevator n aud bent arm a, all constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes heroin
specified and described.

94,639.—0. "William Morley. Tarrytown, N.
Y.— Edging-Tool for Marnenti-Makers.—September
7, U6).

Claim.—1. In coml)inat.ion with an edging-tool for

harness-makers, and for "edging" leatiier generally,

making tho cutting-knife removable, substautially as
and for the purposes d;'seribed.

2. Tlie ailjustablo guides i and C, for gauging tho
width and depth of the cut of tlie kiufe. wlieii ar-

ranged and operating sul)stanlially as described,

and for the purposes set fortli.

3. In combiaution witli an edging-tool, one or two
adjustable guides or gauges, for governing either

(lie deptli or width of tiio cut of tlm knife, substau-
tially us deacribed.

91,li30.— h". 1'. Mou^K, rinntsville, Conu.—7)tV
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for Forging Frerush Clips for Carriages.—Septem-
ber 7. Isti9.

Claim.—The die for forging "Freneli carriage-
clips/' coustructed substauiially as described, so as
to lorge the clip wiciiout beudiiig.

94,631.— Stephex Moultox. Bradfordon-
Atou, Eugland.

—

Printers' lakiug-RoUerfrom Rub-
ber Sponge.—September 7, 18d9

;
pateuted in Eng-

land May 9, ISdS.

Claim.—1. Treating Tixlcauizad or cured India
rubber siibstauriaHj- iu the manner hereinbelbre de-
scribed, ia order to obtain a substauce of a mossy
nature suitable for the purposes aforesaid.

2. Tiie application of India rubber, in a mossy or
spongy furoi, to the manufacture of printers' iuKing-
roUers, as set forth.

3. An iuking-roUer, tlie body of which is composed
of India rubber iu the form of a mossy or spoUijy
substance, and the external surface of a coating or
skin of solid rubber, either yulcanized or nor, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. Also, the combination of India rubber of a
spongy or mossy nature, with a surface or tilameut
of ordinary sheet-rubber, either vuicauized or not,

or of fibrous or textile material alone, or combined
Tvlth rubber, substantially as set forth.

94,632.

—

Albert A. Mcrfet, ilontviile, as-

signor to himself and JN'athax D. Mohgax, iSTor-

wich. Conn.

—

Picture-Frar/ie.—September 7, iSoa.

Claim

.

—1. The combination oftne star with thread
wound on its points, so as to form a i)oiygonal open-
ing, -^vith a polygonal and star-pointed border en-
compassing such ox^ening, as set forth, the said open-
ing being for the reception of a picture.

2. The combination of a pane of glass, or the
same and a picrure-mat, witn the star and thread
wound and arranged thereon, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the thread- guides or
bridges b b with the opening or mouth a of the star
A, or with it and thread wound on such star, and
against the said guides, in manner and for the pur-
pose of making a border on the star, as set forth.

4. The combination of the edge-coverings s with
the star and the thread wound thereon, as set forth.

94,633.-0. K. XrrscH, Xew York, X. Y,—
F«/'4.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a fan,

whose leaves are attached to one another, and piv-

oted at their inner ends, the outer leaves being rig-

idly attached to the said pivot, and operated to
spread the fan by means of a pniley and cord, sub-
stantially as described.

94,634.—Henry Xolte, Lincoln, HI.

—

Plow.—
September 7, 18d9.

Claim.—The arrangement, with reference to the
beam A and mold-boards C. of the pivoted rods F,
and screw-rod E, provided with tne crank G, all

combined and operating as and for the purpose set
tbrth.

94,635.—JAirEs Xormax. 'New Orle-ans, La,

—

Grain-MiU.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—1, Attaching inclined planes, or support-

ing arms with inclined bearing-faces to the upper or
non-re vol ving stone of grain grinding mills, or to
the casing thereof, substantially as herein described,
for the purpose set forth.

2. Mounting the upper stones of grain-grindiag
mills on friction-i oilers a. a', that ai-e si:stained in
adjustable journal- Ijoxes b b', which are secured to
inclined standards ii, when thu sause is done by
means of suppurting-anas I 1', that have reveised
inclinations to the inclinations of s.iid standards, sub-
stantially as herein described, f^r the purpose set
forth.

3. Attaching the enveloping easing of the lower or
revolving stone to the upper stone or its casing, so
as to give the same an imdulatory motion, substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose set forth.

94,636.-0. OsBORN, Tramansburg, 2f. Y.—
Plow.—September 7, liio9.

Claim.—I. Therack-barG, in combination Yfith the

slotted guide B and cam H. when used to raise and
lower the plow, substantially as set forth and de-
scribed.

2. The spring M, when used to hold the bar G
down, substantially as shown.

3. The plow D, rack-bar G, guide B, cam H, han-
dle K, stop L, and spring M, when used and com-

,
bined substantiaUv as sef forth.

i 94,637.-"Washington- F. Pagett, Springfield.
Ohio.

—

Plow.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—I. Tiie manner of attaching the mold-

' board to the beam, by means of the plate D, substan-
' tially as shown and described.
' 2. The combined bolt, key, washer, and tap or nnt,

j
in all applications of the device, substantially the
satne as the present, not only as a means of bringing
and holding the parts together firmly, but as a pro-
vision agaiust lateral strains, the head of the bolt on
one side, and the washer on the other, overlapping

I the joint or point of contact of the parts, substan-
tially as described.

3. The scroll or internal spiral recess wa.sher, in
any or all different combinations, and in aU cases

, where it may be used individually.

94,63S.—Eraxcis Parker. Cato, X. Y.—Cir-
coMr-Saw JfiZi.-September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The belt K, pulley L, shaft M. pinion N,
i
rack 0, and slide Q, constructed and arranged t«
operate substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specihed.

94,639.—X. Pexre, Xew York, X. Y.—Do^r-
Lock.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a loct-bolt, the ee-
. centric and hub therein, for operating in connection
with a pin-key and spring-pin, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

94,640.

—

JeaxJo.seph Jules Pierrard. Eeims,
France.

—

Spindle and Flier.—September 7, 1869.
' Claim.—Spindles and fliere constructed and oper-

,
atiag substantially as shown and described.

94,641.—VTiLLTAJi il. Piper. Blue Earth City,
' Minn.

—

Wind-Whe^l.—September 7. 1^69.

Claim.—The blades A- A-. gates B B. plates C C,
rods b' b', segmental rack c, and pinion-wheel c'. when
the same are so connected with the governor by a
system of leverage as to be rendered self-adjusting,

and thus be enabled, through its own operating mech-
: anism, to regtdate the amount of wind that is to be
' admitted to the wheel, the whole being so combined
; and arranged as to operate substantially as described,
' as and for the purpose specified.
I

94,642.—Clark Pollet. Shelbyrille, Tenn.—
.
A'niinal-Trap.—^September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The animal-trap above described, consist-
ing of the standard A, curved arm B, spur C. lever

; X, shoulders m n, and spring e. all constructed, ar-

I

ranged, and combined to operate together, substan-
;
tialiy as and for the purposes set forth.

94,643.—Clakissa Prestox, Wheeling, W. Va.—Ocen.—September 7, 1869.

Clai7n.-^he gi-at3 D, having it? side edges bent
: to hook ov^ the flinges F, and furnish bearings for

the same to move on the rollers G, all arranged sub-
'[ stantialiy as herein shown and described.

' 94,644. — Emaxuel Eaber, Boanoke, Ind. —
^
Horse Hay-Fork.—September 7, 1869.

j
Claim.—Pivoting the tines to the hea^l A, to whioh

the lock-lever is also pivoted, the tines aiid lever be-
ing operated by cords, substantially as described.

j
94,645.—JoHX L. Eessler, Eamsburgh, Pa.

—

i Churn.—September 7, ISoD.
Claim.—The combination of the box A, cover B,

j
tube C, cleats D D, reels E E', ci-ank F, slide G. per-

,
forated fans H hf, and tiugers II, all constructed, ar-

j

rauge<l, and conildned to operate substantially in the
i manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

! 94,646. — Edward Eeyxolds, Omro, Wis. —
Churn.—September 7, 18d9.
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Claim.—1. The scraper D, aiTanged to operate in

connection with a churn, substantially as described.
2. The combination of the scraper D and ring G,

attached to the lid by an arm, i, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The scraper E, when constructed and arranged
to operate in connection with a churn, substantially

as herein described.

94,647.—John D. Eichards, Muscatine, Iowa.
—Projectile.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—A projectile, having cylinder A, cap B,
rod C, and cap H, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

94,648.—Everett P. Eichardson, Lawrence,
Mass.

—

Manufacture of Boots and Shoes.—Septem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The notched, grooved, or channeled
welt B, employed in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the welt B, applied to the
front portion of the sole A, with the channel a in the
rear portion thereof, substantially as described.

94,649.—VilliAM I. Eisedorph, Albany, K". T.— Clutch.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—A clutch, consisting of a disk A, provided
with locking-bolts c, working in the chambers a, in

combination with the ratchet-wheel D, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

94,650.— D. B. EiTTER, Glasgow, X.j.—Mill-
etone- Driver.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, witli the rigid driversA
and the spindle, of the pivoted arms I) and sliding

block C, substantially as set forth.

94,651.—Daniel T. Eobtnson, Boston, Mass.

—

Ash-Sifter.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—An ash-sifter, composed of the disk a,with
its apertures b and c, hopper d, in combination Avith

the sieve e, the shaft i, and its wipers j j, the levers

k k, and projections m m and ti n, or their equiva-
lents, the A\ hole being and operating as described.

94,653.—Alexander E. B. Eocke andWilliam
H. McLeod, Jersey City, JST. J.

—

Railway-Signal.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The semi-elliptical springs D E, levers G
E, rods I L, arms K E, and stop S, all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the x:)urposes de-

scribed and set forth.

t
94,653.—Joseph F. Sargent, Melrose, assignor

to Elmeu Townsend, Boston, Mass.—-Ifac/ime for
Nailing the Soles to the Uppers of Hoots and Shoes.—
September 7, 1869 ;

patented in England, November
5, 1868.

'Claim:—1. In combination with the vertically-mov-
ing shoe-supporting horn or arm, and the shoe-feeding
and wire-cutting, and nail-carrying and nail-driving
mechanism hei'cin desci'ibed,the mechanism by which
the vertical movements of the horn (pi oduced by the
varying thickness of the shoe-sole) operate to change
the extent of rotative movement of the wire-feed
ratchet-wheel, so as to cause each nail to be auto-
matically cut to a length corresponding to the thick-
ness of that part of the sole held between the nail-

tube foot and tlie top of the work-supporting arm.
2. So com))ining the work-supporting horn or arm

with tlie mechanism for gauging the length of the
wire, that the depression of the arm, to enable tlie

shoe to be placed ui)on the arm or removed tlierefrom,
can be iu excess of the movement of tlie mechanism
wliich connects the arm with the wire-feed mechan-
ism, substantially as described.

3. In com])ination with the wire-feeding wheels,
cutters which sever the nail previously to its trans-
fer to the nail-driving point, when tliesc cutters are
so formcid us to cut tlie point of each nail to a V-
shai)e, and the head of each nail flat, substantially
as described.

4 In combination with feed-wheels, a movable
cutter and a statiomiry cutter, ai'raiiged to cut \\w
wire prior to its transfer, to bo driven .substantially
as described.

5. In combination with the cutters y z, the recip-
rocating sliding carrier d^, operating to transfer the
nail received from the cutters, substantially as de-
scribed

6. The combination of the awl, the laterally-mov-
ing feed and nail-tube foot, and the vertically-mov-
ing detainer-foot, by which, after each nail is driven,
the feed-foot first moves forward with the shoe ; the
detainer then descends, and moves the shoe away
from the feed-foot, the awl then descending at the
side of the feed-foot, jjiercing the hole for the recep-
tion of the nail, and rising from the shoe ; the feed-
foot nest moves back over the sole, bringing the
nail-driver tube over the hole pierced by the awl,
and the driver then descends and drives the nail,
simultaneous to which movement of the driver, or
just previous thereto, the detainer rises to let the sole
up against the nail-tube foot.

94,654.—Joseph F. Sargent, Melrose, assignor
to Elmer Townsend, Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for
Nailing and Pegging Boots and Shoes.—September
7, 1869

;
patented in England, JSTovember 5, 1868.

Claim.— 1 In combination with the wire-feeding
and nail-driving mechanism, a cutter having a rota-
tive movement to sever the nail, substantially as de-
scribed, when the cutter is a separate instrument
from the wire-feeding and nail-driving mechanism,
and acts to sever the nail before it is driven.

2. In combination with such cutter, an independ-
ent vibrating or reciprocating carrier, which re-
ceives the end of the wire and transfers it, when cut,
from its inclined position to vertical position over
the peg- driver tube, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the wire-feed mechanism,
a mechanism for enabling the extent of feed of the
wire to be varied by the foot of the operator, substan-
tially as described, such mechanism being independ-
ent of the shoe-supporting mechanism.

4. In combination with the feed-ratchet, the
mechanism for limiting and adjusting the extent
of feed-movement of the ratchet, substantially as
descril)ed.

5. In combination with the shoe-feed foot, having
up and down, forward, and back movements, as de-
scribed, the stationary driver-tube or detainer-foot,
substantially as described.

6. The construction and arrangement of the jack-
supporting mechanism, by whieii the shoe may not
only be tipped freely by the operator in all directions
necessary for its proper presentation, but is held by
the stress of the lever- weigiit toward its proper posi-
tion, substantially as described.

94,655.—Fritz Schaller, Mattoon, Td.—Milk-
House.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of the double-walled
sides B, ends E, frame D, weights and cords, and
posts H, all substantially as specified.

94,656.—Adam Schwaai?, 'New York, ]^. T.—
Sofa-Bedstead.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1 The sofa-back A, fitted to the frame B,
and jointed upon arms D, arranged for folding it into
the said frame or down in front of the seat, and rela-

tively thereto, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the arms D, of the shaft
E and back-rail L, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement, with tlie back A. of the hinged
legs G and the arms D, when the said arms rest on
the rail 0, to support tlie inner part of the bottom,
all substantially as specified.

94,657 E015ERT Scott. La Porte, Ind.— Gar-
den-Ploio.—September 7, 1869.

Clahn.—1. The arrangement, herein described, of
the handles A A. the head-block C, or the substitu-

tion tlierefor of the bent handles abo\'e described,
the post F with its braces K K, and tlie regulating
slot II, or the substitution therefor of the iioles X
N N, or the slot indicated by the dotted liye in

Fig. 3.

2. The wheel D, with a single shovel following
after it, and the general wheolbarrow-like arrange-
ment, wlu'voby the plow is made easy to handle and
push in a straiglit lino, and wlieivby it may be rnis«>d

or lowered by tii(? handles so as to ]»low deep or light

as occasion rciinires.

'So r -II
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94,65S. — Jacob H. Shear, Albany, N. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—In a cooking-stove, of the general con-
struction and arrangement described, the cham-
bered door, grate, flues, dampers eand/, and exit-

pipe, under the combination substantially as repre-
sented.

94,659. — John W. Smith and Heinrich
Griesa, K'orth Cohocton, N. Y.

—

Grain-Measurer.
—September 7, 1809.

Claim..—1. The strike H, with sides// and but-

tons or stops g g, in combination with the box or
measure, constructed substantially as described.

2. The box A, with opening B, and hooks &, to hold
the bag, slide G-, and lever d, sockets c c c, with legs
P r P, constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.
,

94,660.—EOBERT R. Spedden and E. Clifford
Speduen, Astoria, Oregon.— Devi.ce for Pumping
by the Motion of the Oars.—September 7, 1869.

Ciavtn.—1. A sliding row-lock, connected with a
. pumping-apparatus, so that it may, during the op-
eration of rowing", serve to operate the pumping-
apparatus, substantially as herein shown and. de-
scribed.

2. The row-lock C, whien fastened to a sliding
plate, D, which is, by a pin a, connected with the
piston-rod of a pump, substantially as herein shown
and described, to operate as set forth.

3. The spring e, when connected with the sliding
row-lock, for tlie purpose of partly counteracting the
forward motion of the row-lock, and for returning
the pump-piston, substantially as herein shown and
described.

4. The hinged plate/, or its equivalent, when ar-

ranged to lock the sliding row-lock, substantially as
herein shown and described, for the purpose of ar-

resting the pumping operation, as specified.

94,661.

—

James L. Sprague, Hermon, 'N. Y.

—

Cheese-Hoop.—September 7, 1869.

Clavin.—As a new article of manufacture, a cast-

iron cheese-hoop, enameled upon the inner surface,

as herein described, for the purpose specified.

94.662. — Lucas Stabler, Bowensburgh, El.

—

CornSarvester.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and an-angement of
the wheel o, shafts s and v, pinions m, t, and r<,'hook

r, arm k, knives w, rollers g and I, and belts n, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. A corn-stalk cutter, having wheel o, shafts s

and V, pinions in, t, and ?«, hook r, rollers g and I,

and belts n, in combination with the derrick E, and
cord and book therewith connected, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as specified.

94,663.—James Stephens, Agency City, Iowa.
—PZow.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— In combination with the frame, con-
structed as described, two shovels, arranged as speci-
fied, the right-hand one being removable, and so
twisted as to throw all the dirt to the right or left,

as may be desired.

94,664.—E. C. Stone, Galesburgh, 111.—Ifode o/
Fastening Artificial Teeth.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The staples B for attaching the teeth D
to the metal plate A, when said staples are con-
structed as described, by passing the wire through
the plate from the inner side, and bending its ends
over in opposite directions, to form eyes upon the
outer side of said plate, as herein set forth and
shown.

94.663.— John Storer, IS^ew York, ISJ". Y.—
Direct-Acting Engine.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slide/ and lever 6, in combination
with the tappet-rod c, and T^'ith the slide-valve of an
auxiliary cylinder J, controlling the valve-motion of
a direct"-actiug engine, substantially as shown and
described.

2. The friction-disks h j, in combination -n-ith the
slide /, lever b, tappet-rod c, and slide-valve K, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

3. The arrangement of a double exhaust in the
auxiliary cylinder J, controlling the valve-motion of
a direct-acting engine, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the air-cushion cylinder K",

,

with reference to the valves F, rod H, and valve K,
substantially as described.

5. The gauge, in combination with the cylinder-
head and pistou, substantially as described.

94,666.—James Stuart, San Francisco, Cal.—
Steam- Generator.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — The fire-spaces A, arranged centrally,
and extending the whole length of the boiler, the
lateral tubes B, the spaces C, and return-tubes D,
leading into the space E, aU arranged substantially
as specified.

94,667.—Moses Tessier, Cairo, 111—Plow,—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the frame A to the beam Bby
means of the lugs a^ a'^, bolts C D, clevis and bar
E F, and slotted wedge G-, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The double and double-pointed mold-board I,

constructed substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and secured in place by means of the pointed
forward end of the frame A and arm K, to which it

is bolted, as and for the purpose set forth.

94,668.—HiRAsr Thompson, ^Yorcester, Mass.,
assignor to Hichard Ball and E. P. Halsteu,
same, place.

—

Savjing-Machine.—September 7, 1869.
Claim..—1. The combination, with the feed-rolls

C C C C and roll-shafts L, of the gear-shafts K and
pins n, passing through both said shafts, sub-
stantially as shown in the drawings, and herein de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the upper ends of the-

feed-rolls C C, of the roll-supporting adjustable
frame H, forked so as to hold each pair of rolls, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the slotted forked frame H
with the flanged standard E, provided with the pro-
jection 1, substantially as and for the purxjoses set
forth.

4. The combination, with the adjustable roll-sup-

porting frame H, of a scale and index, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination, Avith the slotted forked frame
H and flanged standard E, of the adjusting-screw

g, substantially as shown and described.
6. The combination, with the sliding frame-plates'

D D, of the rack-bars W X, cog-wheel Y, and shaft
T, the parts being constructed and arranged iijrela-

tion to each other, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

7. The combination, with the rackW and slide-

plate D, of the screw 4, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

8. The combination, with the adjustable carriage
B, of the sliding frame-plates D D, connected with
and held upon said caniage, substantially as shown
and described.

9. The combination, with the adjustable carriage
B, of the clamping-screws c c and adjusting-screw 6,

substantially as and for the purposes set foi'th.

10. The combination, with the sliding frame-plate

D, of a swinging top device, A', v, as shown and de-

scribed.
11. The combination, with the saw D', of the

divided shield M' and dust-pipe Is^', when constructed
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

12. The combination, with the main frame A and
laterally-moving frame G-', pivoted and adjusted as
described, of the grooved bearing 0^, bearing OV and
elevated ways F', said bearings being capable of lon-

gitudinal adjustment, as shown and described.

13. A machine for resa^wing lumber, the parts of

which are constructed, arranged, and combined to-

gether, substantially as shown and described.

94,669.—Denison Tisdale, Des Moines, Iowa.
—Gold-Digging Apparatus.—September 7, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement, with the cylindrical

frame A, of the valves E, and two or more reser-

voirs, as described, riflles H, cutters D C, and curb
B, all operated by the shaft F, with its collar N, and
rings O, substantially as specified.
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94,670.—E.W. Tucker, Lowell, Mich.—^pringf
for Upholstery. Ohair, Car, and other Seats.—Sep-

tember?, 1869/
OLaim.—The arrangement, under the fabric B, of

the spring D, with eud-loops a a, coiled around the

cii'ciilar bars C C, and the iutervening loops 5, all asl^

herein set forth.

94,671.—W. 'F. TUNNARD, East Baton Eouge
Parish, La., assignor to Fred. D. Tunnard, same
place.

—

Ootton-Seed Planter.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The conuecting-rocls D D', when both
are secured to the crank d, the double-slotted stand-
ard E, pins i i in the connecting-rods D D', in com-
bination with the discharging-wheel B and stirrer 3,

when all are connected and arranged as specified.

2. In combination with the elements of the fore-

going claim, the flute G, as set forth.

94,672. — A. E. Turnbull, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.

—

Camera-Stand.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The slides C C, E E, and E, the sliding

brace Gr G- and its connections, the screws V Y V,
and extension-leg H, connected as described, or the
whole of the devices explained, to operate separately
or in connection with each other, for producing the
results, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described, the whole to operate substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

94,673.—B. "W. TuTHiLL, Oregon City, Oregon.—Hand-Truck.—September 7, 1869.

CtawJi.—Constructing the framing of hand-trucks
of metallic tubes, A B, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

94,674.—D. C. Van Brunt, G. ^Y. Tan Brunt,
and Hiram Barber, Horicon, Wis.

—

Seeding-Ma-
chine.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a seeding-machine, the construction
and arrangement of the tongueM and brace-beams
N N, in connection with tiie two parallel cross-

beams A A', substantially as and for the purposes
Bet forth.

2. In connection with the described arrangement
oftongue, cross-beams, and braces IST N, in a seeding-
machine, the arrangement of the standards O O,
which support the lifting-chains and lever, upon the
rear end of the braces, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

3. The means herein described for fastening the
teeth G, viz, the wedge w, operating between the
front edge of the forward shank of the tooth and tlie

front end of the slot in the drag-bar, substantially
as and for the purposes indicated.

94,675.—Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy, oST. T.—
Cooking- Stove.—September 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The heating-chamber or chambers
against the front side of the reservoir, above the.

top-plate of the stove, in combination with a heating-
chamber or chambers, between the front side of the
reservoir, below the top-plate of the stove and the
back-plate of the stove, substantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore set forth.

2. The heating-chamber or chambers against the
front side of the upper portion of the reservoir, in
eorammiicatiou with the descending oven-heating
flue or flues, in combination with the chamber or
chambers along the front side of the lower portion
of the reservoir, and in communication with rear
ascending or exit flue.

3. Ill combination with the above, the dampers,
arranged and operating as and for the purpose here-
inbefore set tbrth.

94,676. — Nathan S. Warner, Bridgeport,
Conn.— 7'o;v-y«?oci2?ed<3.—September 7, 1869.

Clo/im.—Tlie universal joint a b', constructed as
shown, when forming a part of a toy-velocipede.

94,677.—Albin Wartii, Stapleton, N. T., as-
signor to himself and Eiieriiard Faher, New York
City.

—

Sewing- Machine.—Sept(!mber 7, 1869.
dlaim.— J . The raised eye / on the shuttle S, in

combination Avith the raised rim g, so as to bring
Che shuttle-tliread in tlie proper position for tlie

cast-off" hooks r r, substantially^ as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The shoulders o, on the shuttle, being situated
on a level with the 'middle line of the height of the
spool, secured in [the shuttle substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The projecting rims g and i, on the back of the
shuttle, in combination with a circular groove in
the vertical shuttle-race, and, with the noses of the
shi;ttle-driver, serving to sui^port the v/eight of the
shuttle, so as to allow the needle-thread to pass
freely through between the shuttle and the noses of
the shuttle-driver, substantially as set forth.

4. A sewing-mechanism, composed of an eye-
pointed needle, recei^'ing its motion from a smooth
eccentric, and a shuttle traveling in a circular race,
when constructed substantially as described, to
operate together in the manner set forth.

5. The shoulders I I on the cii'cular rim in the
shuttle-race E, in combination with a shuttle travel-

ing in a cii-cular race, and provided with depres-
sions k in its rim, substantially as set forth.

6. The annular depression j, in the shuttle-race E,
in combination with hooks pj9 of thfe shuttle-driver,

as described.
7. The cast-off hooks r r, in the shuttle-race, in

combination with the noses p p of the shuttle-driver,

substantially as set forth.

8. The radial depression t, in the circular shuttle-

race E, substantially as described.
9. The double cam x x on the shuttle-driver, in

combination with the feed-mechanism, substantially
as set forth.

10. The self-adjusting cams o^ and a^, in combina-
tion with the reciprocating needle ?i, the lever z,

rising and falling throat-plate y, and with the double-
pointed shuttle, moving in a circular race in either
direction, substantially as set forth.

11. The slotted hub of the cam «', which actuates
the take-up, in combination with the stop t^, on the
slotted hub o^, of the eccentric Z", and with the stop
gi, substantially as described.

12. The braka y^, in combination with the slotted
hub of the cam u^, and .with the spring w^, substan-
tially as set forth.

13. The combination of a cam-wheel, L, witli the
presser-foot and cloth-plate e^, substantially as set
forth.

14. The swivel-plate z^, under the preSser-foot ?/^,

in combination with the guide-rod c^, substantially
as set forth.

15. The combination of the additional throat-
plate e^ with the presser-foot and caui-whael L,
substantially as described.

16. The flange /^, on the throat-plate e^ in com-
bination with the feed-dog e\ substantially as set
forth.

17. The double edge-gauge r^, on the throat-plate
0^, in combination with the oscillating presser-foot
2/2 z^, substantially as described.

18. The guiding-screw g^, secm'ed in the presser-
foot, in combination with the lip r^ of the thi-oat-

plate 0^, substantially as set forth.

19. The arrangemeiit of the hinged sjiring lever t'^,

provided with a set-scre%v', and with a projectiou,
which acts on the cajn- wheel L, in combiuation with
the rod m^,. and presser-foot E, substantially as de-
scribed.

20. The center-point m^, in combination with the
additional throat-plate e^ and oscillating presser-foot
y'^ z\ substantially as set fortli.

21. The embroidery-attachment, consisting of a
cam-wheel, K, operated by a pawl from the iicodlc-

bar or needle-lever, and actuating the rods /t^, hav-
ing obli(iue thread-guides K^, all constructed substan-
tially as set forth.

22. The adjustable edgo-gango n?, in combiuation
with the additional plate e^ and movable presser-foot
y'^ z^ substantially us describcil.

94,67S.— E. ^r. Washhuun, Burlington, Iowa.—Scroll-Sa IV ing Madiine.—Soptomber 7. I8t)9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hinged top B,
shaft M, wheel I, crank o, pitman d, bar c, and saw
/, all being constructed to operate substantially U3
and for the purposes herein set forth.
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94,679.—William B. Watkixs, Jersey City,
N. J.

—

Boiler or Stetv-Pan.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The coinbinatioa of the hangers D with a
boiler-cover of less area than the area of the boiler,

for the purpose of suspending the cover loosely
within the boiler, that the ovei"flowing water through
the vent-holes E may readily find its way back to the
body of water iu the boiler, and thus prevent the
water running over the edges of the boiler.

94,680.—Eeltbex "Wells, Jeffersonville, Ind.

—

Railway Car-Body Elevator.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a railroad-

track, of vertically-moving elevators, levers, and
hydraulic elevator, when arranged for elevating
car-bodies from the trucks, for the removal of the
latter and substitution of others, and lowering the
bodies again, substantially as specified.

2. The elevators B, coinl)ined with the track, and
provided with jacks, adjustable, substantially as

tepecified.

3. The arrangement of the tracks, centrally, be-

tween the elevaljDrs B, substantially as specified. ^

94,681..—i^r. r. WiCKERSHAM, Springfield, 111.,

assignor to himself, Thomas Eckardt, H. F.
Eldked, J. G. Law, T. HutchcsSOX, C. B. Huru,
C. Dresser, and D. Sherman.—Dumping-Cart.—
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—A dumping-cai't, having its body hung
upon the axle, as described, and adapted to be
dumped forward by the gravity of the load, substan-
tially as herein set forth, for the purpose sjDecified.

94,683.—Charles a. Wilson, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Furniture-Caster.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The improved furniture-caster, above de-

scribed, formed by the combination of a solid sphere,
rolling freely in 'its socket, a caster-body, provided
with a hemispherical concavity and suitable cap,

and a series of ti-ietional balls arranged around the
surface of the said sphere, and freely moving over
the entire upper surface of the caster-ball, when
brought in frictional contact with the same, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

94,683.-11. E. WOLCOTT, Clareraont, X. H.—
Muley-Sato Mill.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— i. The arrangement of the guides A A,
as herein shown and described, for the purx^ose
specified.

2. The sliding bar C, provided with the rack E and
the cross-head F, supporting the adjustable bars G-,

carrying the adjustable guides H, all arranged to

operate as and for the purpose specified.

3. The concave rag-wheel I, friction-wheels M M',
springing-shaft K, and shifting-lever P, all arranged
substantially as specified.

94,684.—JOHX E. WooLLEY, Pleasant Bidge,
Ohio.

—

Rotary Clod-Fender.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement, in
a rotary clod-fender for plows, of two or more annu-
lar plates L, ai-ranged iu the same plane, and straight
radial arms K k, substantially as described.
'2. The adjustable frame B C D E E/G-, substan-

tially as and for the purpose stated.

94,685 John P. Zeller. South Bend, Ind.—
Hiib for Vehicles.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of hub A, provided with
an annular recess on each side, with the circum-
fereutially-flanged thimbles C C which are fitted

into said recesses, and secured by the bolts i i, as

shown and described.

94,686.—John P. Zeller. South Bend, Ind.—
Forced Feed-Gearing in Secd-Drills.—September 7,

1869.

Claim.—1. The seed-box 0, constructed as de-

scribed, with its bottom made in sections, each alter-

nate section containing a shoe and seed-agitator,

substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the seed-box 0, constructed
as described, with the movable perforated board X,
through which the flexible conducting-tubes pass,

and the holes or driUs K R, all substantially as and
for the piirposes herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the seed-box 0, perforated
board N, hoes B E, and bar T, when all are con-
structed as described, and placed on an adjustable
caiTiage, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

94,68y.—John P. Zeller, South Bend. Ind.—
Device for Marking and Flantinq Corn.—September
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The an-angement of the bar A, blocks
E B, and movable buttons C C, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Tke arrangement of the bar a, ears& h, connect-
ing-bar F, marking-plow G-. and plow-beam H, all
substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the bars
D D, roller E, connecting-bar E, marking-plow G,
and plow-beam H, all constructed as described, and
connected to the bar A, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.'

4. The arrangement, upon the movable frame I, of
the grain-boxes J J, agitators e e, tubes K K, slides
L L, springs//, and shafts c and h, said shafts being-
provided with suitable gearing for operating the agi-
tators and slides, substantially as and for the pm--
poses herein set forth.

5. The arrangement of the cogged wheels g and i,

shaft /t, three-armed levers m m, projections u n,
slides L L, and springs p p, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

6. The combination of the bars D D, roller E,
marking-plow G-, grain-boxes J J, tubes K K, and
slides L L, aU constructed and arranged as described,
on an adjustable carriage, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

94,688.-Edward Gray, Oldtown, Me.—Imple-
ment for Carpenters' Use.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The implement constructed as herein
represented and described, and made capable of being
used either as an adze or a plane.

2. The double-branched opening or socket C, formed
in the head B of the cutting-blade A, for the recep-
tion of handles D E, inclining in opposite directions,
to adapt the tool to use either as au adze or a plane,
substantially as before described.

94,689 Eosert X. Kille, Mount Holly, IST. J.—Slate-Roofing.—September 7, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the metal sti'ips and

projections with a water-pi'oof cement covering, sub-
stantially in tl^e manner and for the jDurpose set forth.

94,690.

—

Oscar I. Harrington and Elijah
Weaver, Wood's Eun, Pa.

—

Leather Cord or Rope.
—September 7, 1869.

Claim..—1. Leather or skin cording, the strands of
which are provided with cotton or hemp filling, as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Leather or skin cording, the strands of whiek
are provided with cotton or'hemp filling, and inter-
woven with wire, in the manner herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

94,691 .

—

Thomas H. Bradley, Saint Louis, Mo.—Siiutter- Worker.—September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The grooved disk, furnished with 'a
flange or base for fastening it at a right angle to the
plane of the shutter, and independent of the hinges,
as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the above, the operating-
lever, furnished with the spring-catch, that fastens
in the holes in the interior plate, all as and for the
purpose described.

94,692.—Jules Eoch, Eochester, IST. Y.

—

Brace
for Covers of Trunks, Fianos, d;c.— September 7,

1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of .the shield and
g\;idiug-case B, having a stop-lip, the segmental-
notched supporting-plate A, having a stop-pin, h, the
horizontal sliding-bolt a. with its spring e and guides
b, so that the several parts will be located and con-
cealed within the trunk, and thus protected from
being broken off, or otherwise rendered inoxjerative,

as described.

94,693.—Ct. W. Adams and John E. Hopper,
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Eoohester, IST. Y.—Potato-Bigger.— SeTptemlieT 14,

1869.

Claim.—I. The laterally-tilting bottom i, of the

box I, whereby the potatoes may be delivered iipon

either side of the machine, as set forth.

2. The adjustable dividing-plows J, in combination
with the shovel E and frame D.

3. The adjustable gauge-wheels K, in combination
with the auxiliary frame D and shovel E, for the pur-

poses specified.

4. The obliquely bent sides d of the shovel E, as

and for the purpose set forth.

5. The riddle Gr, provided with the discharge-spout
I, and having a parallel lateral shake, for the pur-

poses set forth.

. 6. In combination with the revolving endless apron
b, the vibrating cutter _p, for the piu'poses set forth.

94,694.—Xavier Amoun, Sidney, Ohio.—Rain-
Water Cut-Offs for Cisterns.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spout B, float G,
rod F, valve E, and spout D, when arranged and ap-

plied in connection with a cistern or other water-
receptacle, substantially as specified.

94,6955.—ERAxgois Aroud, Lyons, Erance.

—

Sweetmeat.— Se'ptember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The incorporation of extract of meat in

a sweetmeat, substantially as herein set forth.

94,696.—Caleb Bartholomew, ^tna, IST. Y.—
Ditching-Machine.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar arrangement of the five

teeth, when formed as described, that is, the three
forward teeth of the one form, and the two rear teeth
of the other, for the purpose of cutting the sides of

the ditch and breaking np the earth withiii it.

2. The pivoted handles/, pivoted standard i, ad-

justable bearing-wheels d, in combination ^ith the
frame A and teeth c, when arranged as and for the
purpose described.

94,697.—Christian Bates, Conestoga, Pa.

—

Leather-Holder.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a
leather-holder, when constructed with a horizontal-

sliding block, E D, and vertically-sliding piece F,
provided with a set-screw, K, guides g, and the
hinged holder C c, together with the grooved support
B, all operating substantially in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

94,698.— Joseph Beakden, Bath, 111.— Corn-
Marker.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the central wheel E,
pivoted upon the frame D, and adjustable vertically

by means of the standard/, the lever F, and the cliaiii

d, and secured in an elevated position by the hook a,

in combination with the arrangement of the wheels
B, the axle A, the hounds C, and the driver's seat,

when constructed and operating as aforesaid.

94,699.—William IST. Berkeley, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

—

iSled-Runner.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—1. The brace-rod E, when passing through

a hole in the runner, substantially as described, and
fastened at each end to the sled-beam, so as to be
tightened or loosened, and brace the sled-runner and
beam, substantially as specified and shown.

2. The combination of the cast-iron runner and
post, in combination with the braces Fand H, when
arranged and operating substantially as specified.

'J. Tlie combination of the roller I, ferrule J, screw
L, washer V, and runners, wlien arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

94,700.-Bhntlry C. Biiin, Baltimore, Md.—
Bane-Burning Fire-Flace Heater.— September 14,
1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie double-inclined fuolmngazine G,
applied to a fire-place heater, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The discharge-opening g', entering the firo-

thambor C, through tlie wall inclosing this chamber,
in combination with an inclined fuel-magazine, sub-
stantially as desciibed.

3. The dust-valve h, applied to the wall which in-

closes the ash-pit a, substantially as described.
4. The vertical passage P, formed as described, in

combination with air-inlets and outlets o, substan-
tially as described.

94,701.—Henri E. Bissell, Hartford, Conn.—
Spring-Bed Bottom..—September 14, 1869.

Clai'm.—The webbing-bottom, made in sections,

laced together as described, in combination with the
strainers k k k, the movable head-piece b, with its

sockets, springs, and bars, and the cam i, the whole
arranged and constructed as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,702. —B. Blackstone, Warren, la.— Saw-
Clamp.— September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the fixed standards A,
jaws I J, elbow-arms CFG, and cross-trees E H,
said arms being pivoted to the inside of the standards

,

all constructed and arranged and ox^erating as de-

scribed.

94.703. — Joseph M. Blake, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Clothes-Drier.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable or independent brackets
B B', in combination with bars A A, axis I), and ad-
justing stay-i)in c, arranged and operating in the man-
ner herein set forth.

2. Adjustable stay-pin c, operating against the
lower or upper bar, in combination with the hole or
boles d d\u the brackets B B', arranged and oper-
ating as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The bars A A, when provided with the slots or
holes a a and pins bbh, arranged and operated in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

4. A clothes-drier, consisting of the brackets B B',

bars A A, with pins bh b, slots a a, and axis D, when
combined and operating as herein sijecified.

94.704.— YiRGiL W. Blanchard, Bridport,Yt.—Mode of Preserving Wood.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The perforations of the wood, for the
purpose set forth.

2. The incorporation of coal-tar and pulverized
stone, or any suitable granular or mineral substance,
into and beneath the surface of the wood, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the seiies of holes i^unctiu'ed
in the surface of the Avood, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

94,705.—Henry Bonholtzer and Jacob S.

Shopp, Cumberland County, T'd.—Harvester- Cut-
ter.-SeT^temheT 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and mode of applying
the cutters A, nith beveled narrower ends «, notch
j, and holes i, in combination with the recess h and
spring-plate 1), and cells formed in the cutter-bar B,
in the manner and for the pui-pose shown and speci-

fied.

94,706.—James Boyce, Wooster, Ohio.

—

Flax-
Brake.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. — The combination with the breaking-
rollers, having an intermittent forward and back
movement, of a feeding-table, inclining downward
toA^ard them, and feeding-rollers at the higher end of
the said table, substantially as specified.

94,707. — Edward D. Boyd, Helena, Ark.—
Lamp- Wick.—September 14, 1869.

Claim,.—A perpetual wick or burner, consisting
essentially of the tube A, having a strainer, B, and
an opening or openings, a a, and partially or wholly
filled with ground or pulverized mineral substance,
(t, substantially as and for the pui'poses herein set

forth.

94, 70S. — Julius Branch, Mooers, N. Y.

—

Animal-Trap.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A trap, consisting of tlie box A, with tlio

spout or passage-way B, having the drop C, trigger

g, rock-shaft k, with' its arm d, and gate D, ^^ ith its

arm e, all constructed and ai-rangecl to opei'ate 8\ib-

stantially as described.

94,709.—David ('ajii-i'.i.i.l, -losKrii Campbell
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and Seymour Eaymoxd, Middletowu, IBa..—Hot-
Blast Oven.—September 14, lS(i9.

Claim.—1. In connection with the pipes A A' and
coiiductovs B, avrauged as shown, the arranft-enient
and combination of the longitudinal partitions b and
transverse partitions e, when constructed and em-
ployed as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The pipes A A, formed of two parallel branches,
connected at one end and open at the other, and
having a cross-section in the form of the numeral 8,

substantiaUj as and for the purposes set forth.

94,710.—Luke Ciiapmax, Collinsville, Conn.,
assignor to the Collixs Compaxy, same place.

—

Wrench.—September 14, 1869.
Olaim.—The movable jaw e, ])rovided with the

pai'ts e' e', in combination .with the bar h and nut (/,

when constructed as described, for the purpose set
forth.

94,711.—George H. Chixxock, ISTew York,.i!s".

Y.

—

Toilet-Mirror.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—A toilet-mirror, adjustable by means of

the projecting arm a of tlie cap A, having a swivel-
motion on the post of the stand, in combin'ation Avith
projections d d of plate C and spring E, substan-
tially as described.

94,712.—George H. Chixxock, Xew York, Z^J".

Y.

—

Toilet-Mirror.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The toilet-mirror, adjustable by means of
springs C C, in combination with the projecting arm
of the cap A, having a swivel-motion on the post of
the stand, sulDStantially as described.

94,713.—J, E. Cluxtox, Eussellville, assignor
to himself and 'ThOiMas W. Gordox, Georgetown,
Ohio.

—

Melodeon.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—1. The key K, provided with the elonga-

tion K', in combination with the key "W, provided
with the recess w, as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of keys K AY with levers L L,
and valves J J, when the parts are constructed to
operate in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The stop H, when operating- in connection with
the valve F that admits the air to the reeds, sub-
sttmtially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the valve
F, guides c c, spring s, stop H, and actuating-rod G,
when operating in the manner and for the purpose
described.

94,714.--JoHX CocHRAXE, l^ew York, Is^. Y.—
Composite Gas-Eetort.—September 14, 1869,
Claim.—1. A retort, for the production of coal-

gas, or other ptirpose, having its interior portion of
iron, and its exterior portion of fire-clay or lire-bi'ick,

or other refractory substance of analogous character,
in which the iron lining and fire-clay covering are
combined with each other, in the manner aud by the
means substantially as described.

2. The hemisp)herical bosses, or their equivalents,
in combination with the anchors or clamps aud the
i;iterior casting, constructed in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

94,715. — M. E. CoLvix. Worcester, Mass.—
G^Zo&e-Ya^i-e.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement, in the

bridge or separating-piece d, of the notched auxiliary
metal valve-seat E, substantially as herein described.

94,716.

—

Isaac Cook, Saint Louis. Mo., assignor
to himself and Hexry S. Hall, same place.

—

Tapor-
JSurner.—Sei^tember 14, 1859.

Claim.—1. The stem E and adjustable nipple/',
when combined with the plates / and g, substantially
as set forth.

2. The cover-plate g, when perforated at g', sub-
stantially as set forth.

94,717.—Alfred B. CouiCH. Worcester, Mass.—
Chttchfor Hydraulic Wheel-Presses.—September 14,

1869.
Claim.—1. The combination, with the projecting

end of the top rod E, of the wheels G and F, substan-
tially as ajid for the ijurposes stated.

2. The combination, with puUev or wheel G, of
the clutch-'n'heel F and tubular bearing-part/, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

94,718. —'Giles Cramton, Marshall, Mich.—
Three-Horse Equalizer.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.;—1. A draught-chain sheave, A, made in the

form of a scroll, with an equalizing-groove for the
chains, extending from the point of greatest radius,
in one unbroken diminishing curve, around the eye
of the seroU, whereby the whole of a much- increased
extent of chain-bearing is utilized, giving much
larger vibrations, and allowing the team free play to
come and go without "fetching up" or shirking
duty, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the scroll-sheave A, con:
structed substantially as described, the clevis D,
with guards a b, to' keep the chains in place, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The equalizer herein described, composed essen-
tially of the scroll-sheave A, draught-chains C C,
and clevis D, with guards a b, all constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

94,719.—JOHX E. Cryer, Green Point, :N'. Y.—
Blind-Fastening.—September 14, lSo9.

Claim.—1. A fastening-latch, passed through from
the rear of the hinge, and secured thereto by a head,
to form a joint.

2. In combination with a latch, an-anged as de-
scribed, the oft'set or shoulder c"-, to resist any back-
ward motion of the latch.

3. In combination with the above, the notch c^ ia
the latch, to hold the blind in ^ partially closed posi-
tion.

94,720.— George Daysprixg and Edward
FiTZKi, Washington, D. C. — Cloth-Sponging Ma-
chin-e.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—In cloth-sponging machines, the' combi-
nation and arrangement of the supporting-stand A,
perforated cylinder e, boiler C, and connecting
steam-pipe ^,'as and for the purpose set forth.

94,731.—E. Mortimer Deey, Xew York.^NT. Y.—Mode of Transporting Ships over Land.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Supporting the ship or vessel in the tank
K, by the sustaining ropes or chains S S, attached to
stretchers T T, or theii" equivalent, and acting to-

gether with the elastic braces P P, in connection
with the water in the tank, or in its stead, in case of
its leakage or evaporation therefrom, substantially as
herein specified.

2. The spring-seats O, on which the keel of the
ship or vessel rests in the tank, for the purpose speci-
fied.

94,722.

—

Joseph E. De Mahy, l^ew Orleans,
La.

—

Yapor-Burner.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A gas-buruer, in which the sections A
and B are made in a single piece, by one casting,
and which is provided withr an aperture, «, for the
admission of atmospheric aii", and a regulating key,
C, in combination with a removable tip, D, whea
each part is constructed as herein described, for the
purpose set forth.

94,723.—Ly'max E. Dexter, Lancaster, X. H.—
Sled-Clamp.—Se-ptemher 14, 1869.

Claim.—The clamping together of the runners and
frames of sleds, by means of the braces B, uprights

j j, in combination witli the sole-plate « and cap or
plate k, all as aud for the purpose hereinbefore de-

scribed.

94,724.—J. J. Doepkex, Lima, -Ohio.

—

Refriger-
ator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The case A B, provided with provisioa-

chamber C, ice-boxes D, compai'tment E, having in-

clined frames G and water-drawer H, when con-
structed and arranged as herein described, for the
pm-pose specified.

94,725.—William A. Drydex and J. M. Turn-
bull, Monmouth, El.

—

Cultivator. — September 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of
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the shovel B, plate C, and cutter E, substantially as

described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of tlie shovelB, and the cutter

E, in its rear, as and for the purpose described.

94,726.—A. K. Eaton, Piermont, N. Y.—Manio-
facture of Crucibles.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—Manufacturing crucibles, chemical porce-
lain ware, bricks, tiles, and other refractory articles

which are to be subjected to a hig-h heat in melting,
emeltiug, or reducing ores or metals, or for other pur-

poses, in whole or in part of pure alumina, substan-
tially as described.

94,727.—Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.—Tubular
FeH.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A strainer, when made by winding wire
around a channeled or corrugated supporting-core,
said wire being nicked, as herein described and
shown.

2. The core N of the strainer, when the core has a
central chamber, and is provided with alternating-
pyramidal recesses, communicating with said cham-
ber, in the manner arranged and described.

3. The point K', projecting upward from the lower
box, when said point acts, in conjunction with the
countersink K, for adjusting and forcing the lower
box into place, as lierein desciibed and shown.

4. Constructing the upper box of two parts, G and
H, when said parts are arranged in the mrinner herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,728.—D. Elliot, ISTew Tork,ISr. T., assignor
to himself, E. Seely, and John A. Holmes, same
pla-ce.

—

Broom and Scraper.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The combined broom and scraper, formed,

with tlie scraper attached to the head of the broom,
combined with the handle inserted into the head, as
set forth.

94.729. — Michel G. Eagan, Troy, N. Y.—
Lunch-Box. — September 14, 1869 ,- antedated Sep-
tember 4, 1869.

Claitn.—The perforated cases I and H, in connec-
tion with the openings s s and d d cl and partition-
openings P, or their equivalent, for the purposes set
forth in this specification.

94.730.— Loyal e. Eield, Galesburgh, III.—
Mashing-Machine.—September 14, 1889.

Claim.—The tub A, shaft C, arms D D", jets J J",
pulley H, pipe E, and chamber P, combined and ar-
ranged as described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,731.—Luther W. Field, Camden, III., as-
signor to himself and David H. Dinsmoke, Potter,
N. Y.—C/mir-/S'ea«.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a chair-seat, herein
described, witli slats D, transverse wires E, loop E,
and washers a, in connection witli the rounds A and
B, and legs C, of a chair, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

94,732.—Henry Elad, Saint Louis, M.O.—Hy-
draulic Elevator.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The force-pump D, when arranged to re-

ceive water under pressure and be actuated thereby,
and by auy auxiliarv power, and rc-euforeing the
pressure in the cylinder A, substantially as set forth.

94,733.—LuDWiG Ottmar Euanke, Baltimore,
Md.—<S'pMi?un(7-rop.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—I. Tlio sliding spindle B, in combination

with the interior disks or wheels S, as and for the
purpose described.

2. Tlie arrangement of spindle B, disks and wheels
S, cup-shaped top A, and spinniug- device E E D,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

94,734. — IIrnuy L. Euanklin and Eugene
Clauk, Niishua, N. 11.—Broom or Mop-Uolder.—
Septeml)er 14, J8()9.

Claim.—The combination of arras BB, constructed
substantially as sliown,and bracket A A', slotted at
d e, tlio wliole forming a universal l)room or mop-
holder, substantially as herein set fortli.

94,735.—Owen Gallagher, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Andrew Bell, same place.

—

Door-Bolt for Safes, c6c.—Septembei* 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arm K^, slide

H, flanges or washers C- C^, with the lx)lts C C,
and bar M, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the segment spur-wheel K
with the spur-gear L', bar M, wheels M'M^^ ^nd bolts
C Cl, substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

94,736.—Henry A. Garvey, Memphis, Tenn.—
Artificial Marble or Plastic Material.—September 14,

1869.

Claim.—The within-described method of making
artificial marble, hardening and causing it to be de-
livered from the molds with j)olished surface, for the
objects described, and for the purposes specified.

94,737.

—

John T. Gathright and John C.
Freeman, Louisville, Ky., assignors to John T.
Gathright,—Side-Saddle.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—The combination, with the side-bai'S A,
of a seat, B C D E G, pressed into the form shown
and described.

94,738.—Daniel Haldeman, Mahanoy City, Pa.—Baihoay-Switch.—September 14, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of the
plate P, standards S and S', segmental gear S G, pin-
ion N, rod D, provided with a rack, strap T, si)riug

G, and lever A, so as to operate substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

94,739 Edward S. Hardy, Buffalo, K Y., as-

signor to himself and John L. Lay", same i^lace.

—

Material for Covering Steam-Boilers, Pipes, do.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture or preparation of a com-
pound of the ingredients, in the proportions and for
the iDurposes substantially as set forth.

94,740.

—

Luke Heery-, Hinsdale, Mass.

—

S&w-
ing-Machine.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—] . One or more supplementary bars a' a",
in combination with the primary bar a, supports, c c',

and hooks t V, substantially as specified.

2. Tke supports c c', and connections m m' , n n'

,

arranged and combined with the bars a' a" and
hooks 1 1', substantially as specified.

3. In combination with driver 15 and shaft 21, the
parts 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as specified.

4. The spring 31, in combination with one or more
parts n n', connections m in', bars a' a", and hooks
1 1', substantially as specified.

5. The disk 27, provided with one or more series
of cams u u', &c., in combination with one or more
bars a' a", hooks t U, and with parts 26, 28, 29, 30,

34, and 41, all arranged and operating substantially
as specified.

94,741. — John Heuermann, Davenport,
Iowa.

—

Tumbling-Rod Cover.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of

tumbli]ig-rod cover, as shown on drawings, and de-
scribed in specifications.

94,742.—Henry E. Hildebrand, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Air-Escape Funnel.—September 14, 18t)9.

Claim..—The attachment B, witli external supports
C C C C, and internal wires or ridges D, all substan-
tially as shown and described.

94,743.—A. C. HOBBS, Bridgeport, Co\m.—Per-
cussion-Cap.—September 14, 18()9.

Claim.—A percussion-cap for guns, having its

fulminate inclosed between varnisiied surfaces, sub-
stantially as described.

94,744.—A. C. HOHBS, Bridgeport, Conn.—ilfa-

chinefor Forming External Jiecesses in the Heads of
Cartridge-Shells.—Shpicmhor 14, 18(i9.

Claim.—The sliding plate C, urrangiHl to movo
with the banter, in combination with the sK>p-piua
D, or their e([uividonts, substantially as described.

94,745.—A. C. nouns and Thomas V. Boydkn,
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Biidgeport, Conn., assignors to the ITxiox Metal-
lic-Cartridge Company, same place.—J/ac/j in e /or
Forming Cartridge- ShelU.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring-arms B, or their equiva-
lents, for holding the shells securely in an upright
position, substantially as described, and fur the pui"-

pose set forth.

2. The spring-washer C, when arranged in com-
bination with I'otating disk A, for the" purpose of
regulating the fiictiou or pressure thereon, substan-
tially as described.

94,746.—BiRDSiLL Holly, Lockport, X. T.

—

System of Water-Supplies for Cities.—September
14. 1869.

Claim.—1. The described .system, which, while it

will supply a city with water, distributed for or-

dinary pui'poses, without the use of a reservoir or
stand-pipe, or enlarg-ed container of any kind, will,

by the concentration of its currents, serve as an ap-
paratus for extinguisliing fia-es, substantially in the
manner herein described.

2. In the above-described apparatus, the combina-
tion of the force-pumps A A' and connecting-pipe
D^, with engines applied so as to operate either one
or both of said pumps, at pleasure, substaurially as

described.

94,747.—Birdsill Holly, Lockport, X. Y.

—

Safety-Yalve for Water-pipes.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A water-chamber B, having a piston, G-.

working therein, combined with a safety-valve, so

as to operate substantially as and for the purpose
described.

94,748.—BiRDSiLL Holly, Lockport, X. T.—
Automatic JRegidating-Yalve.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shell or case A, constructed with
a diaphragm, P, and provided with a spring box, B,
in combination with the flexible diaphragm J, a
valve; G, and a connecting stem g, substantially as

descfibed.
2. The diaphragm J and valve G, connected to-

gether by a stem g, and joint i, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

3. The adjusting- screw c, spring C, diaphragm J,

psatition P. and valve G, constructed and combined
substantially as described.

94,749.—BIRDSILL Holly, Lockport, X. Y.

—

Hydrant.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lining «, to the seat of the main
valve, adapted to serve the double purpose of a seat,

and also a packing at the joint between the jilpe E
and the foot D, in combination with the external
casing A, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the leather ring t, between
the valve g and the lower end of the valve-box G, in
combination with the pipe E and external casing- A,
substantially as described.

3. The combination of the parts A B D E. sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The' cap C, applied on top of the hydrant, and
supported upon posts c, in combination with key-
rod E and central orifice t, substantially as and ibr

the purpose described.

94,750.—Joseph TV. Hopkins, Brooklyn, E. D.,
X. Y., assignor to himself and William H.'M. Pye,
same place.

—

Valve for Stea^n-Ungines.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—The secondary valve i, actuated by the
rock-shaft I. in combination with the cylinder p>, pis-

ton o, rod q, and arm r, for operating the valve of
the main engine in the manner specified.

94,751.—WiLLiA3r Hl'nter and Daniel M.
Hunter, Meadville, Pa.

—

Soil-Tiller.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the head-piece C,
with the beveled edge at s, in combination with the
tines or teeth, constructed as described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

94,752.—OLr\-ER P. Husset, Xashua, X. H.—
Dravnng-Frarne.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the yam-guides,
the draught-rollei-s, and the weight or device for

pressing down the upper of such rollers at its mid-
dle, mechanism, substantially such as described, for
moving the yarn-gnides with equal velocities and
simidtaneously, first toward, and next away from
each othez", and the center of the upper "or top
roller of the draught-rollers, the whole being substan-
tially in manner and for the purpose as set forth.

2. Eor eftecting the movements of the yarn-guides,
the combination of the slides H I, the two sets oi
studs a b. the lever IJ, the arms K X, the slide-rod
L, the studs k I, and the eccentric or cam P, the
whole being arranged and applied to the guides F
G and the frame of the rollers, substantially in man-
ner and so as to operate as explained.

94,753.—ViLLiAM C. Kemp, Palmyra, Mo.—
C/a/ /"/I.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wings a', hung upon pivots at the
sides of the dasher, so as to whirl to and tio, substan-
tially as and lor the purpose described.

2. 'The block £, combined with the windlass D, in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

94,754.—"WiLEY KjENTON,Crawfordsville, Ind.—
Photographic Head-Best.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The rod-guide represented in Fig. 1 by
E', and the parts as represented in Fig. 2 by A, and
also the slide represented in Fig. 3 by E and D, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified, not limiting myself to any definite

size of same.

94,755.—liODNEY G. Kimball, Albany, X. Y.—
Bent-Lever Balance.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The levers D and F, in combination with
the shaft C, quadrants A A and H, and hook K', sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,756.—Jefferson KiNDLEBERGER and "Will-
iam Augustus ,4rnold, San Francisco, assignors
to "The In^-entors' Association of San Fran-
cisco. Cal."—Reversible Bat.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elliptic washer D, -nith its semi-
circular projection /. and supplemental pintle e, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose herein described.

2. Eeversing a door-but or hinge so that it wil]

open from either side, by means of a stationary and
a movable pintle entering two holes in an elliptical

lug on the reversing-leaf, substantially as above
sxjecified.

94,757.— Chester King and S. P. Johnson.
Cleveland, Ohio : said Johnson assigns his right to

said King.—Flat Chain.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described chain, the links of

which aj-e provided with lugs a, and form the hooks
for connecting the links together, in"the manner sub-

stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

94,75S. — John H. Kingsland, Xew York,
X. Y.. assignor to James O. Kingsland and John
W. KiiLSEY, same place.

—

Automatic Boat-Detach-
ing Ap2yaratus.—September 14, 1869.

"Claim.—1. The combination ofthe curved metallic

hooks a a, loosely pivoted to the post A, at the point

b, ^^ith the balanced weight-rod c, working in a slot

of said post, in the manner described.

2. The combination, with a post, and the hooks
thereto pivoted, of the sliding sleeve D, ser-\-ing to

lock the link .and hooks together, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

94,759.—Alfred S. Lineback, Stockton, Utah
Temtory.

—

Water-Power.—September 14, 1869.

Claim'.—1. The combination of the buckets J M,
oscillating frame H I, apron L. and a regulator-

valve, i, all operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. In combination with- the above, the lever P,
piece O, and link j, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

94,760.—Olr-er D. Lojibard, Lowell, Mass.

—

Picking-Mechanism for Looms.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the picking-lever

and stafl", of the cord k, cap p, slide I, toothed cap m.
and eye-bolt ./, all constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating as described.
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94,761.—"William McFakland, Brooklyn, E.
D., N.Y.—Burglar-Proof Safe.—Se-ptemherU, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hardened-steel triangular bars or

ribs a a a, in combination with the outer shell or
case A and the inner shell B, as herein described.

2. The serrated rings or flanges D D, so arranged
and secured within the outer and inner plates or
cases to overlap other ribs and the joints of safes, as

herein set forth.

94,762.— Robert McMueray, Washington, D.
C.— Bolt for Trunk-Trays.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The boxC, with bauds D D, formed from
one piece of sheet-metal for inclosing spiral spring
d, and for fastening bolt B to plate A, substantially

as described.
2. The plate A, with button or headed pin !F, and

bolt, with fastener E and lip «, formed at the upper
end of slot, ia combination witli box C, constructed
substantially as described.

94,763.—George E. Morse, Portland, Me.—
Stea/m Safety-Yalve.—Sei)tember 14, 1869.

Claim-.—The annular safety-valve cf, Rith annular
opening h, for steam escape, constructed as herein
described.

94,764.—Gersiiom Mott, Joshua Morris, Jr.,

and David Lurtox, Big Kun, Ohio.

—

Gate.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

1

Claim.—The gates B I), plates h b, and rods d d,

all constructed, arranged,and operating substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

94,765. — Moses l>rELSON, Taunton, Mass.—
Warp- Dressing Machine.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—1. The improved arrangement, substan-

tially as hereinbefore described, and as represented
in the drawings, of the delivery and receiving
rollers and their sets or guides, the sizing-mechanism,
and the drjing-apparatus, the whole being so that
the delivery and receiving rollers, and their guides,
may be in close proximity, with the passage O be-
tween them, and with the'drying-apparatus disposed
so as not to come between the said receiving and de-
livery rollers and their sets of guides, so as to pre-
vent access to either by a person when standing be-
tween them.

2. The arrangement and combination of the two
steam-pipe-suppoi'ting bridges P P, with the two
frames A I, the series of giiides a b, the passage C,
and the sizing and drying mechanism, and the series
of guide, delivery, and receiving rollers arranged on
such fi-ames, substantially as described.

94,766.—William Patton and B. C. English,
Springfileld, Mass.

—

Combined Watch-Kej and Key-
Ring.—Sei^tembcr 14, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a com-
bined watch-key and key-ring, formed of one piece
of metal, substantially as shown and described.

94,767. — Leonard Phleoer, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Steam-Generator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of tlie curved tubes
A, in combination with horizontal and inclined tubes
B B B B, substantiidly as and for the purpose spoci-
lied.

2. The construction and arrangement of the caps
or water-ways C, C, C'^ and C"-, placed over the ends
of the tubes A, and secured to the tube-sheets S, SS
and S^ ; also, tlie arrangement of tli(^ plates p and p*
for the purpose of allowing the cap C^ and tube-sheet
S^ to slide in and out, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. Tlie construction and arrangement of tlie return-
bend K P, stand-pijtes S P and S P', tiibe-sheist S",

with openings O and O', steam drum D, Avitli shelves
L aad L', and necks P and P', so as to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

94,768.—AViLLiAM ir. PiLouiM, Allegheny City,
Pa.—;S'a.s7i-iifflZan.c<;.—Se])teraber 14, 1869i

Oiaim. — Suspending wiiulow-sasli, through the
menlia of cords I), pulleyH e, and cams g, inserted in
the frame, all constructed, arranged, and operating
so tluit tlio cords are liidden in tiio frame, substan-

tially as herein described, and for the purpose set

forth.

94,769.— William Potter and Leonard J.

Labounty, Lowell, Mass.

—

Let- Off Mechanism foT
Looms.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the racks I' and^',
pinions n' and o', and cones c' and d', when ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, and for the-

purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the clutches i and k, and
gears (/and g', with the stop-motion rod j', when used
in connection with the cones c' and d', for the pur-

poses herein described and specified.

94,770.—Canceled.

94,771.—Joseph W. Y. Kawlins and Samuel
Stephens, Houghton, Mich. — Ore-Grinder. — Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the mortar A,
having the detachable bottom B, of the revolving'

crushers HI, suspended adjustably from the revolv-
ing shaft E,when arranged sul)stantially as specified,

2. The arrangement of the hopper P, spouts S and
S', feeding-arms Q, and mortar A, all substantially
as specified.

3. The combination, with the mortar and crushers,
of the weights M, detachably connected to the plate
F, all substantially as specified.

94,772.—John Hermann Rudolph Peffelt,
Hobokeu, l!f . J.

—

Calculating-Machine.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—The turning disk A, arranged between the
stationary plutes B C, attached to the frame D by
means of "the cross-bars E, Avhen the same is provided
with the dotted outer part, the t^'o adding and sul)-

tracting circles on one side, and the multiplying and.

dividing circles on the otlier side, as herein, shown
and described, for the purpose set forth.

94,773.

—

William S. Reyburn and J. F. Mar-
tin, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Lightning-Hod.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a section
of lightning-rod, made of one piece of sheet-metal
doubled upon itself in ribs, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

94,774.

—

J.Reynolds, Crystal Springs, Miss.—
Combined Flovj and Scraper.—September 14, 18G9.

Claim:—1. The concave mold-board scraper D,
constructed as described, that is to say, nith its-

landside end projecting substantially as specified,

"ft'hen used in combination with the plow C c*, for
the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable brace-rod E, in combination with
the beam A, standard C c^, and mold-board scraper
I), substantially as lierein shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

94,775.

—

Hiram Richmond, West Meriden, as-
signor to Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.

—

Match-
Safe.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A match-box, forme(> of the cast-metal
back A, front D, and weighted door K, wlion all con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

94,776.—William F. Rippon and George A.
Johnson, Providence, R. I.

—

Lamp-Burner.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, in a Avick-tubo of a
keroseiTc or other oil lamp, of a spring, A, and ft'ic-

tiou-roller D, acting in conjunction with the ratchet
and the wick-tube below, wlien tlio said spring and
the part of the tube Avith •\\hiclt it acts are corru-
gated, and all constructed and arranged substantially
as specified.

94,777.

—

Reuben R. Rover, Ephrnta, I'a.

—

Water- IV/u'c;.-September 14, 1869.

Claim,.—The lUTaugeineiitaud eonstruclion of the
slotted plates E E' on tiie periphery of a movablo
ring, C, with intermediate side openings, in combi-
nation with the stationary or inner ring or case A,
rack and i)inioii P K, operating in tlie manner anct
for tiie purpose speciliod.
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94,rrS Edward Savage, Chicago, E-l.—
Vapor-JBurner.—September ] 4, 1869.

Claim.—A vapor-buruer, consisting of the pipes
A and E, in com'oination with the pkite G- and ring
D, all constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described.

94,yr9.—^iLLiAjr B. SCAIFE. Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Steam- Generator for Kitchen and other Furposes.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a kitchen circulating-

water steam-generator, as hereinbefore described.

94,780.— Nicholas Seibert, Xeyada, Cal.

—

Lubricator.—September 14, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The arrangement of the cylinder A,

provided with a piston, JB, rod C, and scale D, with
reference to the cup E and cock H, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arraugemeut of the cock G-, provided with
passages c, a, and d, with reference to the cylinder
A, whereby steam may be admitted to or water and
eteam dischaxged ft'om said cylinder, substantially
as described.

94,7S1. — Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam- Generator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
described boiler, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

94,782.—AxDREW Shelint;, Edon. 0"aio.—Kay-
Raker and Loader.—September 14, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The rake B D, elevator E,, and carriers
I, arranged as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the rake-head B, forming
the axle of the truck, the fi'ame A, and the operating
lever E, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the guards M, rake-fingers
D, and troughs 1^", substantially as specified.

^94,783.—Edwin P. Shepard, Scranton, Pa.

—

Railway-Rail Fastening.—September 14, 1869; ante-
dated August 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elliptic sirring H, in combination
with the key-bolt and gib.

2. The forked wedge-washer, whether corrugated
upon one face, and concaved upon the other, or flat

upon one or both of its faces, and oijerating sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The circular bolt A, provided upon one side
with a flat or grooved key-seat extending the entire
length of said bolt, substantially as set foith.

4^ In combination with a compound rail, the ellip-

tic spring L, bolt M, and nut X.

94,784.— Lewis H. Shular, Crawfordsville,
Ind.—Clod-Fendsr for Grovjing Plants.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—The parts, as represented and described
herein, and shown by parts A B, B', C, D, E, E, a
a', and b, b', substantially as herein set forth.

94,785.—John- W. SinxH, "Washington, D. C,
assignor to himself and JoHX J. Sullivan.—Com-
position for Faving.—September 14, 1869; antedated
July 31, 1869.

Claim.— The combining, with coal-tar or pitch,
the deodorizing and hardening-compound above de-
scribed, composed of sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic
acids, of the proportions above named ; and also the
combining with the coal-tar or pitch, thus prepared,
the compound of clay, gravel, sand, and water-lime,
of the proportions above named and described, using
said mixture in making concrete, for the p)urpose"s

above named and specified.

94,786. — Justus SsnTH, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Washing-Machi-ne.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plunger E, moved
on ways E' by the rod C C', crank b', and crank-
shaft B, the parts being joined to said plunger by
the strap D and spring c^, combined with the board
F, having rockers / and spring /, substantially as
€et forth.

94,787 Oscar F. Stedmax, "Westfield, X. T.
—Oo/ee-Po(.—September 14, 1669.

Claim.—The combination, with the tube C and
enlarged chamber or mouth-piece D, of the exterior
jacket or chamber E, the said chamlDers being both,
steam-chambers, and one inclosing the other, the
whole aiTanged as described, and operating, in con-
nection witii the cup B, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

94,788.-Seymour G. STeyes, Ashville, X. Y
—Scroll TFafer-TFTteeZ.-Septemb>er 14, 1869.

Claim.—The partition-wall I, whereby the flame
is divided into channels G H, and filling H K, in
combination with the pivoted oblique buckets / of
the wheel, in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

94,789 T. J. Sullivan, Albany, X. Y.—Per-
mutation-Lock.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.— The combination, with the bolt B and
dog-lever C, of the rock-arm E, arranged as de-
scribed, and operating iu the manner and for the
liui'pose specified.

94,790.— Eenry Sutliff, Waverly, X. Y.—
Post-Sole Excavator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The rod and nut C c, arranged and oper-
ating with the partially- cylindrical portion A and
slide D, substantially as set forth.

94,791.—Francis Terwilleger and John P.
Isdell, TTvanet, Id.

—

Hay-Raker and Loa,der.—
September i4, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the springs with
the fi'ame B, toothed roller A, and carrier L l^ P,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

94,79-3.—James K. Thompson, Chicago, HI.—
Street-Scraper.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The scraper-board, when made in sepa-
rately-adjustable and independent sections C C, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. Connecting the scraper-frame loosely to the
carrying-frame by means of the rod d and eyes e,

substantially as shown.

94,793. — Matthew Tildesley and Ja>ies
Bird, Willeuh'all, England.

—

Furnace for Steam-
Generators.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the castings b and standards &', with the incUned
fi'ont and arch, as described.

2. The arrangement of the jambs V, side gratings
d, inclined front gratings, bottom grates g, back end
grate e, all constructed and fitted together as de-

scribed.

94,794.—SylVENUS Walker, Xew York, X. Y.—Stove- Cover Lifter.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The described "union stove-compan-
ion," constructed with claws A B C, in combination
with hook E at one end, the other end being pro-
longed into a handle, H, in the manner and for the
purposes specified, as a new article of manufacture
in design and figure.

2. A stove-companion, with a square opening or
wrench, D, for operating the grate, with claws A B
C aiid hook E, for lifting heated plates, bowls, ket-

tles, pots, and stove-covers, combined and arranged
substantiallv in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

94,795.—Oscar J. G. Wardrum, Chicago, m.—
^tnfe.-September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the stops or openings 1 to 10, inclusive, so as to gire
an equal vent to each tone and semitone, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the keys
a, b, c, d, e, and/, with their respective stops, sub-

stantially as and for the i)urposes described.

94,796. — Sylvester W. "Warren, Bostoa,
Mass., assignor to himself, George B. Parrott,
and George G. De^mazes.—Lamp-Burner.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination, with the two cones

G K", of the check-plate C, located at the base of the

internal cone, to admit air into tlie chamber P, in

connection with air-passages o, for chamber E,
skeleton frame A, and wick-tube D, when the parts

are arranged and adapted to operate together, as

described.

94,797.—Zenas Crane TVakrkn and Hexey
Carleton Hulbert, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors to

Henry Carleton Hulbert.—Sizing for Paper-
Manufacturers and Others.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The improved preparation of composite
sizing liereiubefore described, consisting of starch-

material and nitrate of potash.

94,798.—G-EORGE "Wattis, ITew York, IST. Y.—
Toilet-Mirror.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—Making the casing of a toilet-mirror, in-

cluding the handle b, of thin sheet-metal, and in two
parts, d and e, which are soldered together, as de-

scribed, as a new and improA'od article of manufac-
ture.

94,799.—H. Webster, New York, IST. Y.—Pro-
cess of Rectifying and JRefining Whisky and other
<Spmi.s.— September 14, 1869.

Claim.—In rectifying and refining whisky or
crude liquor, tbe use' of artificial beat and agitation
of the liquor and charcoal during rectification, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,800.

—

Marcus Brown Westhead and Rob-
ert Smith, Manchester, Great Britain.

—

Tension-
Attach'ment for Spools.—September 14, 1869

;
pat-

ented in England December 15, 1868.

Claim. — The attachment to spools, above de-

scribed, and shown in Eig. 8 of drawing, consist-

ing of disk b b, plate e e, springs c c, i i, pin I g, and
ears //, all arranged and operating together in tbe
manner specified.

94,801.—John E. TViggtn, Stoneham. Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Machine.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The rubbers H and H', in combina-
tion with the rubbing-arm F and crank-disk E, oper-
ated substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the sup-
porting-lever K, spring p p, and pressure-lever M,
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

94,802 J.H. WiLDASTN and J. A. Peek, Saint
Charles, Iowa.

—

CMtrn.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the case A of a
churn, of the auxiliary case C, having a perforated
bottom, when the case A is arranged for drawing
off the buttermilk, substantially as specified.

94,803.—John C. TVilson, Adam "Walker, and
John Foster, I^ew York, N. Y.—Clipping-Shears.
—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The double-toothed lever M, ' spring-heel
plate G, set-screw I, circular opening L, bolts D, and
plate E, constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described and set

forth.

94,804.—Wn.LiAM Winchester, Portland, Me.,
assignor to himself, George F. McLellan, and
James T. Benedict, Washington, D. C.

—

Purchase
for Hoisting a7id Lowering Top-Masts of Vessels.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bolt d, inserted through cap D at

Elace indicated, combined witli block E, rope F,
(jA^eled mortises a;id sheaves I)' I)' in top-mast B,

blocks G and H, and rope I, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set fortli and desci'ibed.

2. The block E, with two or more sheaves, the
sheaves being inserted on bovol, as represented.

94,80.'*.—TitA Wood, Woodstock, Yt.—Com.po-
eition of Liquids for Tanning.—Septombcr 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tauning-li(iui(l made of tlui loaves of
tbe trees of the ditrcrent varieties of alder, sycamore,
elm, basswood, cliostuut, Avaluut, hickory, apple,

peach, poplar, and birch, hereinbefore described,
used separately, or combined one with another, or
two, or more, or all, in equal or any proportions, for
the pm'pose and in the manner above set forth.

2. A tanning-liquid made of the leaves of the
different varieties of alder, sycamore, elm, basswood,
chestnut, walnut, hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and
birch trees, used separately, or two, or more, or all

together, in combination with the leaves of the
different varieties of oak, maple, willow, and beeck
trees, the leaves of the four last-mentioned varieties
of trees being used separately, or two, or more, or
all, in making the liquid, all the said varieties of
leaves being mixed in equal or any proportions, for
the purpose and in the manner above set forth.

3. A tanning-liquid made of the different varieties
of the alder, sycamore, elm, basswood, chestnut,
walnut, hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and birch
trees, used sepa,rately, or two, or more, or all of them
together, in combination with alum, Glauber's salts,

and nitric or sulphuric acid, in about the propor-
tions above specified, and for the purpose and in the
mannerabove set forth.

4. A tanning-liquid made of the leaves of the
different varieties of the alder, sycamore, elm, bass-
wood, chestnut, walnut, hickory, apple, peach, pop-
lar, birch, oak, ma];)le, willow, and beech trees, in
combination with alum, Glauber's salts, and nitric

or sulphuric acid, in about the proportions above
specified, and for the pui'pose and in the manner
above set forth.

5. A tanning-liquid made of the leaves of the
differeut varieties of the oak, maple, willow, beech,
alder, sycamore, elm, basswood, chestnut, walnut,
hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and birch trees, used
seiiarately, or two, or more, or all of them together,
in combination with a liquid made of hemlock-bark,
or oak-bark, or cutch, or other tanning-liquid used in
the manufacture of leather, in equal or any propor-
tions, for the purpose and in the manner above set

forth.

6. The employment of my improved tanuing-Iiq-
nids, made of the leaves of the differeut varieties of
the oak, maple, willow, beech, alder, sycamore, elm,
basswood, chestnut, walnut, hickory, apple, peach,
poplar, and birch trees, one or more, or all together,
in finishing leather tanned by tbe use of other liquids
or processes.

94,806.

—

Joseph P. Woodbury, Portland, Me.—Method of Hanging Top-Sail Yards.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swinging crane a, applied, con-
structed, and operating as herein described.

2. The ci'ane a, in combination with ring h- and
chain i, as herein described.

94,807.—W, H. Young and Charles J. Young,
Cambridge, Mass.

—

Printers'' Copy-Holder.— Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and ai'rangement of tho
roll a, with its rubber cylinder b, and bar c, the sides
e, bars g, and forks /, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

94,808.—Abraham Briggs, Hai-rison, Ohio.

—

Qrinding-Mill.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. A lower-runner millstone, adjustably
but rigidly attached to the spindle, substautitilly as

set forth.

2. The means of sustaining the upper millstone by
set-screws I, resting in open sockets h, as described,
for the purpose set fortli.

3. Making one or both of the meeting-surfaces of
the spindle-head B and bush C convex, aiul connect-
ing them by sot-screws D, as and for the purpose
stated.

4. Tn combination with the convex surfaces of tho
head B and bush C, or either of them, tho driving-

lugs M and bolts L, as described.

94,809.—William Z. W. Chai'M.w, Now York,
N. Y.—Apptaratus for Propelling Machinery.—Si}\i-

tembev 14, 1869.

Claim.—Tho employraoiit of an accolerator, sub-

stantially as ]len^in d(>scribed, \viMi a tly-wlioel,which
drives tlie said fiy-wluH>l, and from time to time ao-

celerato« its motion, as described, and, mIiou ut rest,
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permits the said fly-wheel to continue its motion in-

dependent of and unretarded by said accelerator, sub-

stantially as and lor the purposes set forth.

94,810.—Adolf Cohn, Louisville, Ky.

—

Coffee-

Roaster.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A coffee or malt roaster, consisting of the
furnace E, fixed cylinder D, sliding frame C, shaft

B, roasting-cylinder A, and doors F, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, so that the frame C can. with the roasting-
cylinder, be drawn out of the cylinder D, when the

doors ai'e opened, as set forth.

94,811. — James E. Cole, Demopolis, Ala.

—

Lamp-Burner.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp-burner constructed with the di-

xided wick-tube A A', the plates B C, the latter be-

ing air-tight, the two tubes I J, of different lengths,

the foraminated ring Gr, the cap F, the ratchet-wheel
E, the posts D D, the hinge c, and the catch c', all

arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purposes described.

94,812.—Francisco B. Coxtessa, Xew York,
N. Y.

—

Presser-Foot for Seiving-Machines.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with the presser-foot of
the plate e, having the flanged wrist / thereon, and
the soft revolving band c, all arranged and fitted to-

gether, as shown and described.

94,813.—James Dickey, Venango City, Pa.

—

Torpedo for OiJ-TTe^Zs.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A torpedo having the space between its

inner and outer cases charged Avith compressed oxy-
gen, substantially as described, lor the purpose spe-
cified.

94,814.—Joel Fales,Cambridge, Mass.—Floor-
Gavge.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A floor-gauge, composed of pieces d d,

having shoulders or clasps B B, rod A, and try-

gauges c c, or substitute shown in Fig. 3, and set-

screws a a, all eonstructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as described and set forth.

2. the combination of rod.s A' A', pieces d d, hav-
ing shoulders or clasps B, supports B' B', set-screws
a a, and try-gauges c c, or substitute shown in Fig-.

3, the whole making a floor-gauge, constrncted, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as shown and
described, as and for the purposes set forth.

94.815.— Charles H. Frasklix, Jersey City,
N. J.— Wrought-Iron Mold for Vulcanizing Rub-
ber Car-Springs.—September 14, 1669.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, the
irrought-ii'ou cylinder or tube A, for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

94.816. — PmxEAs Frost, Medfleld, Mass.

—

Grinding-Plate for Paper-Pulp Engines.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A "bed-plate," so called, for paper-
pulp engines, composed of two series of upright bars
and their movable knives or blades, when the latter
are placed entirely above the eoafining-bolts of the
d.evice, and when the foundation of such knives is a
concave surface transversely, essentially in manner
and for the jjurpose as explained.

2. The body or foundation of a "bed-plate" for
paper-pulp engines, composed of two series of bars,
TR-hen the upper edges of such bars, in aggregate,
compose concave surfaces transversely of their
ieagth, substantially in manner and for the purpose
kereinbefore described and shown.

94,817.—Ebexezer G-. Green, East Gloucester,
Mass.

—

Hoisting-Apparatus.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The employment of a movable shoe, or of

several shoes, arranged to support the foot of the
koom, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,818.—G. Haberlaxd, Pontiac, JM.—Float-
ing Velocipede.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The described construction and arrange-
ment of the double crank-shaft c d, standards s s,

steering-wheel w, supported by a sleeve, inclosing

the shaft c c', ropes r >•', and rudder T, when com-
bined in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

94,SJ9.-J0HX L. S. Hall, Wheeling, Wes?
Va.

—

Coinpound for Curing Corns, Bunions, <£c.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The application of nitric acid, in combi-
nation with the herein-described compound, in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

94,820.—George A. Harley, Xew York, N. Y.
—Hair- Ciitter.—SeT^temhev 14, 1869.

Claim.—A hair-cutter, formed of a comb in one
piece, and a knife inserted in a longitudinal aperture
made therein for the purpose.

94,821.—Joseph Hathaavay, Woodstock, Yt.—
TTafer-TF/ied.-September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chutes E and cam-posts h, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes shown and described.

2. The levers I, and the plate K, with the rolls in,

combined, arranged, and operating substantially as
described, for the purposes set forth.

3. In combination with the chutes E, arranged and
operating as described, the lips S, on the buckets K.
substantially as and for the pui'poses set forth.

94,822 Martix E. Heliker, Norwalk, Ohio.
assignor to PacHAUD G. Elliott.—Clothes-Brier.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hubs B C, arms
&, braces c, jointed post A, blocks E E', and cords
h &^, all constructed and arranged to operate as set
forth.

94,823.

—

James B. Hexdricks, Clayton, El.—
Axle-Box.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with the spindle, which
has the double screw-thread, of the bearings C C'',

which have grooved flanges d, to receive the ends
of the axle-box, substantially as herein shown and
described.

94,824.—H. X. Hill, Pontiac, Mich.— Pici'^^
Fence.—September 14. 1889.

Claim.—The improved fence, formed of sections,

consisting of rails B, and the pickets A, having
prismatic central portions, and cylindrical ends,
said sections being connected by the coupling-rails
C C, fitted on three of the pickets of one section and
one of the other, or on two pickets of each, as herein
shown and described, for the piu'poses specified.

94,825.-YiTALls HiMMER, Brooklyn, N". Y.—
Stem- Winding and Setting Attachment to Watches.
—September 14, J 869.

Claim.—1. The jointed plate G I, acted upon by
the pin m, of the mainspring-drum, for throwing
the winding-attachment out of geai', substantially

as herein shown and described.
2. The plate G, when slotted and fitted around the

swiveled plate p, which rests on a cross-bar, r, of the
plate G, so that the latter can be turned horizontally

and vertically, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

94,826.—Canceled.

94,827.— Levi S. Ives, Pittsburgh, Fa..—Steam-
Generator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a steam-boiler,

of the pan C, constructed as described, and arranged
to receive the feed-water, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the- boiler and the said
pan, of either or both sets of blow-oflT pipes, D E F
or H J, substantially as specified.

94,828.

—

Charles E. Johnson, San Franciecc',

Cal.

—

Portable Fence.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the key C, con-
structed as described, with reference to the fence

-

panels, whereby the same are firmly held by said key
when brought into line, substantially as specified.

2. The brace, consisting of the pieces of timber E
and F, blocks / and g, and opening e, constructed
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and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
iiierein described.

3. The brace D and coupling C, in combination
with the panels of a fence, the whole constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
iierein described.

94,829. —Jacob G-. Jones, Baltimore, Md.—
Sash-Balance.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The sash-balance herein described, con-

sisting essentially of the adjustable shaft /, gear-

wheel g, spring k, shaft d, pinion e, and puUeys h, all

constFucted, furanged, and operating in the manner
and for the purpose speci/fled.

94.830. — James King, Suckasunny, ]K". J.

—

Churn.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The square or rectangular churn, com-
posed of the flanged bottom A. sides B, flanged top
rim or plate C, cover H, and dasher D, made m two
equal parts, and provided with the crank E and
socket r, all constructed and arranged as herein
shown and described, whereby the parts may be
readily joined together or detached from each other,

and packed for transportation or otherwise, as set

forth.

2. Forming the dasher D, formed in two parts, de-

tachably cofinected to each other at right angles by
means of transverse notches in the centers of their
adjacent edges, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the dasher, constructed as
described, the semi-cylindrical block or socket F,
adapted to be inserted in the recess in the end of the
dasher, to receive the square or angular end of the
crank-shaft E, all as herein shown and described.

94.831.— Edouard Larssen, Stavanger, ISTor-

wav-

—

Tobacco-Fipe Stem,.—September 14, 1869.

dlaiiin.—1. In combination with the cylinder B,
adapted to contain water, the interior bent tabes c d,

plugs /, and caps or short tubes C D, substantially
as herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied,

2. In combination with the cylinder B, and caps
or short tubes C D, the elastic packing-rings h or s,

substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

3. In combination with the cylinder B, interior
bent tubes c d, and short tube D, the valve m, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

94,833 Pv. O. LOWREY, Salem, "N". Y.— Oom-
pound of Hard Rubber and Fibrous Material.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Mixing, uniting, or incorporating the
fibers or any fibrous material v.ith hard-rubber com-
pound, and then submitting the mixture to the pro-
cess of vulcanization, in the manner substantially
as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. Tlie products resulting from the process herein
described, in whatever form or shape they may be
produced, as new articles of manufacture.

94,833.

—

WUjIAAm A. Madara, Spang's Mills,
Pa.

—

Smelting-Furnace.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The double-cone regulator A, constructed
as described, in combination with the suspension-
chain or bar B, cross bar C, guide-bar D, and lo-wer
cross-bar E, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

94,834.—Modest Merk, Eochoster, N. Y.—
Carriage-Axle Gauge.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—1. TIio bevel-gauge A, composed of tongue

a, arm a', and pivoted blade B, substantially as and
for the pur|)oses set fortli.

2. The axle gauge C, when used in combination
with the bevolgange A, for the purposes set fortli.

3. The fixed i)r<)j('ction i on the face of the bar C,
in combination witli the spurs x on the templets, for
the purpose specified.

94,835.—A. J. MrsKNliiMER, Oskaloosa, 111.—
Planter and CnUivator.—i^ppU^mhev 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the seed-boxes G,
axle A, crotched braces T, and hooks L, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the seed-boxes Gr, connect-
ing-rods N, cranked axle O, wheels N', connecting-
rod Q, oscillating-rod K, and valves S, all arranged
substantially as specified.

3. The described arrangement of the vibrating
fulcrum Y, oscillating seat-support or lever "W, yoke
U, cross-bar T, rods N, and wheel N'. with refer-

ence to each other, as set forth and shown.

94,836.—Canceled.

94,837.- Charles H. IvTye, Yineland, :N'. J.—
Boat-Detaching Apparatus.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the rods d, recessed

levers &, shoulder-bolts a, lever/, Ings j, stanchions e,

and bifurcated braces k. Avith reference to each
other, wh n-eby levers b are moved simultaneously in.

the same direction, to lock or unlock the bolts a, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

94,838.—A. J. OCKIXGTON, Stratford Hollow,
N. H.

—

Machinery for Making Clothes-Pins.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the inclined hop-
per B, recessed blask-holder and transferrer C, and
guide E, arranged as described, so that the first will
feed the blanks by gravity to the second, which
shall transfer and hold them to the saw, as set forth.

2. The carrier-wheel E", provided with the hooked
fingers O and sliding spring-fingers P, combined
with the carrier I, and arranged to present the blanks
to a saw, W, all substantially as specified.

3. The combination of rotating-wheel N, provided
with spring-holding fingers P, as shown, with the
perforated gear S, spring K, and spiral guide T, all

arranged and operating together, as described.

94,839.

—

John A. Eeed, New Market, IST* J.—
Carriage-Wheel.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A wheel, formed with metal spokes that
extend in radial lines, or nearly so, and are bent into
a trough-shape near their outer portions, where they
curve around, and are" attached upon the inside of
the tire or felly, as and for the purposes set forth.

94,840.-Pierre Riuypeyrou, San Francisco.
Cal.—Too^/i-TFaiTi.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A tooth- wash, compounded of the above-
named ingredients, prepared in the manner substan-
tially as above described.

94,841.—ISTathatvIEL Robixsox, Patchogue, X.
Y.—P?o(y.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the double beam
G- G' and colter I, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

2. In connection Avith the double beam G G', cross-
bar E, and plow ABC, the vertical screw-standard
H, and adjusting-nuts m tn', constructed to operate
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

94,843.-M. L. PtOOi), Denver, Colorado Terri-
tory.

—

Velocijifide.—September 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The frame A B, made of two parts,
the front part having its rear end supported on the
segmental plate c, of the rear part, while the front
upright arm a of the rear piece connects the two
parts, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the jointed frame and steci'-

ing-devico, with respect to the driving-mechanism,
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The brake, consisting of the Gothic-shaped
frame L, operated l)y a lever, f, and arranged sub-
stantially as heroin shoA\-n and descrilied.

4. The combination of the rods If, stirrups h i,

cranks g, and shaft C, with the handles J. levers m,
and rods n, all connected to form tlio propelling:-

mechanism, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

94,843.

—

Pelkg Hose, I^orwieh, Cmin.—Paper-
Fujp Engine.—September 14, IHiiO.

claim.— 1. Constructing the bnckfall of a papor-
engine with a top carving back from the cvlindor,
as seen at g, and with a curved back slope, as seen at
h, substantially as described.

2. Constructing^ the corners of the tub and mid-
follow of a i^apor-engino curved instead of angular,
substantially as and for the purposes described.
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94,S44.—T. Salisbury, Albion, Ta.—Arrange-
ment of Gearing for Driving Agricultural Ma-
chinery.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, Tvitli sleeves J J, rotat-
ing loosely upon the same continuous axle B, of a
spur-di'iving- gear, C, fastened fixedly thereon, the
intermediate parts being substantially as shown and
described.

94,S45.—Egbert Scorer, Troy, :N". Y.— Cook-
ing-Stove.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a three-tiued and Trater-reserroir
cooking- stove, the arrangement of the expanded
and contracted parts F and E, forming the rising
fiue thereof, together as shown, and in'the rear of
the descending flues H and H', so as to overlap tbe
same, substantially as described.

2. In a three-flued and water-reservoir cooking-
stove, the combination of the expanded lower pai-t

P, and the contracted upper part E of the rising-

fine thereof, "with each other and with the diving-
flues H and H', airanged substantially as described.

3. In a three-flued cooking-stove, the aforesaid en-
larged and contracted rising flue thereof, ai-ranged
in the rear, and overlapping tl^ diving-flues H and
H', substantially as described.

4. The extension G- of the oven of a three-flued
ciookiug-stove to the rear plate A of the same, be-
tween the diving-flues H and EL' thereof, substan-
tially as described.

5. The construction of the water-tank or reser-
voir D of a cooking- stove, at its front side, where
adjoining the rear end of the stove, with a recessed
contracted flue, E, therein, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

6. The combination, -with each other, of the water-
reservoir D, its recessed contracted rising flue-part
E, the expanded rising flue-part F, the diving-flues
H and H', and the damper a, all constructed and
relatively arranged, substantially as and for the pra"-

pose described.

94,846.—J. G-. Sehorx, Iowa City, Iowa.—Ray-
Loader.—September 14. 1869.

Claim.—Tbe adjustable chain-brace I, swiveled
band or sleeve E G-, and rotating bar F, in combina-
tion with each other and with the bar H, post A,
cross-bar B, adjusting stop-pin K, and rope L, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

94,847.—Taliaferro P. Shaffxer, Louisville,
Ky.

—

Cartridge for Artillery and Blasting.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The application of intestine, membrana-
ceous, or cutaneous matter, for sacks or bags, to be
used as artUlery or blasting- cartridges, substantially
in the manner and for the ijurposes hereinbefore de-
scribed.

94,S4S

—

Ores- Skeel, Winslow, JW.—lVashing
and Wringing Machine.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the tub, the spring-

supported frame E, rollers D, hinged frame F, and
the rollers X, when arranged with tlie shaft of the
driving-gear for the rollers'X, and the table P, of the
wringer-roller Pl, and the roller S supported in ad-
justable spring-bearings T, aH substantially as speci-
fied, with theVindlass, as shown.

94,849

—

Thomas J. Slo.\x, XewTork, X. Y.—
Porcelain-Knob Machine.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in combination with
a feeder or hopper. A^, for supplying the material, a
perforated rotary disk, U, for receiving the chai-ges,
and a stationary bottom-plate, "W, and packing-
plunger z, of suitable dies G- and Sad, for com-
pressing tbe material into shape within the perfo-
rated disk, the whole constructed to operate sub-
stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with a die and
perforated holder, or disk, of another compound die,

adapted to fonn the shank-cavity and back side of
the knob, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination", with the feeder A^, moldina:-
disk U, and dies G and S ra d, and packing-plate TV,
and plunger z, of an ejector, i, and receivlug-apron,
the whole arranged to operate as specified, ¥or the
purpose set forth.

4. The employment, in combination with the face
of a die, of a cleaning and lubricating brush, or its

equivalent, which is arranged to revolve against the
face of the die in the manner described.

.5. Hanging either of the dies, or die-frames, on a
yielding fulcrum, substantially as described, so that
in the event of an overcharge fi-om " claming," or
other obstruction to the movements of the die, any
breakage or overstraining of the machine or its

parts will be avoided, as set forth.

94,850.—"William H. SxEARREXT^Wilmington,
Del.

—

Dumping- Wagon.—Sei)tember 14, 1869.
*

Claim.—1. The combination of the springs E and
the turning axle C, to whieli they are sectu-ed, with
the horizontal supporting and locking plates F, for

the wagon-body, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

2. The horizontal plates F, having supporting-
rollers a at each end, and slots h h', by which the
body is both supported upon and connected with the
plates, by the locking-pins c, in the manner described.

3. The curved connecting rods H, secm*ed to the
fi'ont truck-frame, and hinged to a rear turning axle,

C, in the manner described.

94,851.

—

^William A. Tarbution, ^arrisburgh,
Pa.

—

Machine for Forming Sheet-Metal Pans.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bed and bendiag-plates A B. pro-
vided with the elongated slots b b b b,m combina-
tion with the " corner-formers" D D and adjustable
" clamp pivot-blocks"' a a, substantially as set forth.

2. The corner-formers D' D', in combination with
angnlar blocks d d, adjustable in elongated slots, sub-

stantially as set forth.

94,852.

—

Horace Tho3ipsox, Concord, X. H.

—

Beefsteak- Crusher

.

—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—In a beefsteak-crusher, the combination
of a hinged and recessed compressor, B, provided
with a series of chambers for the reception of the
detachable cutter-stocks C, all as shown and de-

scribed.

94,853.—Thomas C. TValter, San Francisco,
Cal.—ThUl-Coupling.—Se-ptembev 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts of
the above-described device, when the movable pai't

of the eye D is hinged directly to the other part C,

while the prolongation E of the former is secured in
the recess at a by the band or slide F, held by the
spring b, substantially as described.

94,854.—JoHX !il. TVhartxabv, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to himself and Sa3IUEL P. Fauxce,
same place, assignors to said TVhartxaby and
Fraxcis Schxechter.—^i2ocA;-DriK.—September 14,

1869.

Claim.—A rock-drill, having an inclined end, and
an inclined or vertical cutting-edge, substantially

as and for the pm-pose described,

94,855.—JAiiES H. "WiLLiAiiis, TontzviDe, Kan
sas.

—

Sarroiv.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the angular head-
piece B, section C, pivot-bolts, links D, and stay-bar

£, -when all arranged substantially as specified.

94,856.—Charles G. TVilsox, Brooklyn, X. Y.
—Railioay.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two wooden
rails B, the two flanged iron plates C, and the cen-

tral steel rail D with each other and with the longi-

tudinal sleepers or timbers A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the tie-bars E, graduated
washers F, and spring or wedge keys G-. with the

compound rails B C D C B of the"track, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

94,857.

—

Joseph Alloxas, Mansfield, Ohio,
assignor to C. Aultman and H. H. Taylor, same
place.

—

Machine for Punching Metal.—September
14, 1869.

Cairn. — 1. In combination with a machine for

pimching metals, the adjustable guide-bar D, pro-
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videcl -ndth a perforated extension and the sliding

gauge E, operating substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with a machine for punching
metals, the adjustable guide-bar D, provided Avitli a
perforated extension, the sliding gauge E, and the
tongue E'.

3! The combination of the bed-plate A, lugs E',

levers E, cammed lever G g, lugs G', and guide-

bar D.

94,858.— Lauritz ^NDERSO>r, Chicago, El.—
Hobby-Eorse.—September 14, 1869.

Clahn. — The improvements in a rocking-horse
herein described, consisting of the plate B, frame C,

pulley c, spring D, and elastic cord H, constnicted
and arranged to operate substantially as specified.

94,859.—Charles H. Bagley and Chaej^es E.
Mason, Elgin, Hi.

—

Stove-Fipe Shelf. — September
14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The shelf A, when provided with a
heating-chamber beneath it, constructed substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The device m, for holding drying-bars, in com-
bination with a hollow warming shelf, constructed
substantially as described.

3. The deflector C, when provided with the curved
wings d, in combination with the register n, platesA
B, and side D, of a warming-shelf, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

4. The warming-shelf herein described, when pro-

vided with the damper or register «, placed in the
deflator C, and the circular damper r, inclosing the
damper n, substantially as and for the purposes spec-

ified.

94,860.-11. A. Belden and E. H. Cutler, 'New
Haven, Conn.

—

Machine for Planing Metals.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The longitudinal bar E, combined with
the transverse bar L and pinion I, so that the move-
ment of the planer-table B will force the transvei^se

bar out and in to ship the belt, substantially in the
manner described.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the pinion R, to operate the cross-head P,
to work the feeding-device of a plauing-machiue, sub-
stantially as set forth.

94,861.

—

Adolph Bernd, Gustav Bernd, and
Abnek White, Macon, Ga., assignors to Adolph
Bernd and Gustav Bernd.—Harness-Fastening.—
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—In a harness the combination of the metol
plate B, having slots b in its raised portion, with the
hook C, provided with a transverse flange c, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,862.— David P. Bird, Eichwood, Ohio.—
Key-Hole Gnard.—September ] 4, 1869.

Claim.—The key-liole slide or protector, in com-
bination with guides and spring, arranged as de-

scribed, so that the slide may be released without
any manipulation of the spring, as set forth.

94,863 John Bird, Philadelphia Pa.—Press
for Molding Glassware.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—i. Extending the lower portion of each
of the bearings b' b' downward through and beyond
the spring-piate E, substantially in the manner de-

scribed and set fortli, for the purpose specified.

2. Tlie concentric projections 4 4, and the flanges
3 3, on the inner ends of the bearings b' b", in com-
bination •s^ith the corresponding concentric seats
around in the holes in the ends of the cross-liead, as
and for the ])urposc doHcribed, tlie said bearings and
cross-head being adjustably secured together by
means of screw-bolts or otherwise.

94,864.—Thomas Boyd, Cambridge, Mass.—
Chimney-To'p.—Sei)tomber 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrnngemcnt of
the pipe or fni^icl C, casing B, and cap E, substan-
tially fis and for the purpose set fortli.

2. Tlie combination of the funnel C, casing T?, and
coiled pipe E, Bubstautially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The corabiuation of tlic chimnoy-top, consisting

of the funnel C, casing B, and cap E, with the flue or
chimney A, substantially as and for the puri)Ose set
forth.

94,865.—C. J. Brackebush and C. E. Merri-
field, Indianapolis, Ind. — Harvester.—September
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a harvester, the combination of the
platform A, toothed endless belts C, false platform
E, and grain-box E, when arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The mechanism herein described for simulta-
neously operating the bottom of the grain-box and
the false platform, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,866. — Jabez Burns, IS^ew York, IJ. T.

—

Window-Shade Fixture.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The triangular wedge-shaped cams e, con-
tained in the recesses k, of the cam-case I, and acting
against the flat surfaces of the pin c, which forms the
journal for one end of the rollei- A, all combined and
arranged as hei'cin shoAvn and described.

94,867.-11. IS'. Burr, Mount Gilead, Ohio.

—

Combination-Square.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame A, arb©?
C, head B, and blade D, in the manner and for the
purposes described.

2. The combination of the frame A and feet E E,
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. The spacing-arm K, arranged for conjoint oper-
ation with the blade D, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

4. The angle-arni L, in combination with the in-

strument constructed as described, for the purpose
stated.

94,868.

—

John Chase, Paterson, IT. J.—Turbine
TFa«er-T7/i(?eZ.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with a horizonta
water-wheel, of a gate to control the discharge from
or through its buckets, arranged to rotate in common
with said wheel, substantially as specified.

2. The independent throttle-valves E E to the dis-

charging-mouths of the buckets, made to operate as
additional buckets and revolving with the wheel,
also being collectively adjustable to stop or stai-t 0?
regulate Ihe speed of the wheel, essentially as de-
scribed.

3. The adjustment of the gate which controls the
dischaige-openings from the wheel, and rotates with
the latter, from or t.hroug-h the center of the wheel,
essentially as specified.

94,869.—E. W. Clark, Hartford, Conn.— Solu-
tion for the Treatment of Wood.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The solution for the preservation of wood,
composed of the ingredients specified, in or about in
the proportions set forth.

94,870. — 'William A. Clark, Woodbridge,
Conn.— Washer- Cutter.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the annular spring-
borne center C and its stock A, of the cutter-aiin B,
constructed as desci-ibed, of a main branch, on, and
clamping-plate n, formed Mith dovetailed inner edges,
to hold tlie adjustable cutterrf K K, in between them,
us shown and described.

94,871.— James M. Connel, Newark, Ohio.

—

Harvester.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. An endless chain, with cutters attached,
so constructed and arranged tliat it may be made to
move to the riglit or left, at the option of the driver,
substantially as shown and described.

2. Tlio liiiks of the endless chain, Avhen formed
with depressions on the upper sides for the reception
of the cutters, and depressions on the lower sides
for engagement with the pulleys, substantially as
shown and described.

;{. Tlie chain-cutters, formed in sections, Avitli two
knives to each section, aiulNVith the anguhir shoulders,

substantially as shown and described.
4. The finger-bar U, ^^'ith the rectangular depres-

sion «*, the groove t/, and the beveled front edge,
whc'ti lutule as shown and described, for the purpose
specilled.
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5. The lever Z. in combination -with the horizontal
shaft C. pinion D, and bevel-wheels c c', for starting,

stopping, and chang-ing the motion of the chain-cut-
ters, when arranged and operating as herein shown
and described.

6. The vertical shaft F and bevel-wheel/, in com-
bination with the bevel-wheels c c'. when an-anged
and operating as herein shown and described.

7. ^he divider T, Avith its rounded projection t,

and the vertical guard-plate E', in combination with
the chain-cutters, when made and operating as shown
and described.

94.872. — William G. Creakier. Brooklyn, ]S".

Y.—Hot-Air Eegister.—Seiptemhev 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a register for the dis-

charge of hot air. in such a way that the valves may
be adjusted and fixed at any desired point, substau.
tially as described, and for the purposes mentioned

94,873.—GeoPvGE CROiiPTOy, Worcester, ilass.—Loom.—September 14, 1669.

Claim.—1. Lifter, depressor, and evener-bars. con-
nected by the slide-rods and links, and actuated from
the crank-shaft, by means of levers p and connectors
r s, combined, arranged, and operating substantially
as described.

2. The combination, with the connectors r s. of the
levers p, provided with the slots t u, by which the
relative movements of the opposite ends of the bars,
.ointed to the lever by these connectors, may be ad-
justed, substantially as described.

94,874.—Laxcelot Da^tdsox, Brantford, Can-
ada.

—

Changeable-Gauge Railway-Car Truck.—Sep-
tember 14, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The combination of eases P, boxes E,
axles C. and forks G-, when arranged substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The packing a on the outer ends of the axles C.
when arranged to slide in the boxes D. together Vvith

the axles C, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The forks a G, adapted to lock the wheels B

and their axles C in suitable positions to fit the car
-or truck to a suitable gauge, as specified.

4. The non-flanged broad wheels I. when arranged
in combination vrith the shifting wheels B of a
changeable-gauge railroad-track, substantially as and
for the purpose nerein shown and described.

94,875.—Loyal M. Doddridge, Xew Mount
Pleasant. Ind.

—

Rotary Clod-Fender.—September 14,

1S69.

Claim.—^1. In combination with a plow or culti-

vator, a reversible revolving concave clod-fender.

2. The combination of the c\v^ C, when constructed
and attached to plow-beam, as shown, and havinsr
the stop C, with the crank-shaft B B', and dishecl

frame A, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. In the above combination, the dished dirt-pan
A', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The construction of the frame A, substantially
j

as described. I

I

94,876.—Francis B. Dunx, Xew York, :N. Y.—
Steam- Generator.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tu-rangement of the feed-pump B,
steam-generating tubes C, and steam-drum G. pro-
vided with connecting-pipe I, substantially as set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the collars F within the
feed-head E opposite or in line with the tubes C, and
each provided with a small orifice, m, for the equal
distribution of water or other fluid to said tubes,

substantially as specified.

94,877.—Le^t S. Enos, Almond, ^^. Y.—Sheet-

Metal for Roofing and for other Purpose-s.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture, a metallic

roofing, composed of block-tin, lead, and bismuth, or
lead and bismuth alone, substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The process above described, for manufacturing
metallic roofing, substantiallv as herein set forth.

94,878.—Da\tdEvaxs, Eureka, Cal.— Circular-
Saw Mill—Septemher 14. 1869.

Claim.—The saws A. A', A-. and C, when arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

94,879.—Eliiiu Evaxs, Denver City, Colorado
Teiritory.

—

Section -Roller and Marker Combined.—
September 14. 1869.

Claim. — The section-roller and marker for irri-

gating purposes, substantially as above described,
having the frame A, draught-pole B, short independ-
ent roUs K E, and interposed markers M M. rotating
independently of each other and of the roUs, when
constructed in the manner herein set forth, and for
the purposes specified.

94,880.— -Joseph FiRirEXiCH, Buffalo. X.Y.

—

Mani^'axture of Beer, Ale, and other Fermented
Liquors.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The manufacture of ale, beer, porter,
and other similar fermented liquors direct fi'om grain,
by the starch and saccharine process, either alone or
combined with malt, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the several processes herein
described, lor crushing the grain, separating the
husk and non-starchy material, the saccharification
of the starch, and conversion of the same into ale,

beer, porter, or other simdar fermented liquors, all

substantially as herein described.

94,881. — THOiiAS Jefferson Flagg, Xew
York, X. Y., assignor to FiSK, Clark and FikAGG,
same place.

—

Suspender-Ends.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The composite felt suspender-end, herein-
before described, composed of felt, combined with a
strengthening-material, the same being a new article

of manufacture.

94,88'2.— William A. French, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Comijoundfor Coating the Surfaces of Steam-
Boilers, die.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. —A non-conducting coatinsr or cement,
'composed of the ingredients herein described.

94.883.— William A. French, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Compound for Coating the Surfaces of Stcara-
Boilers, dtc.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. —A plastic non-conducting-coating, com-
posed of the ingredients substantially as described.

94.884.— Henry Grogan. Flatbush, X. Y.—
Yacuuui-Still.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The conical steam-jacket D, in the in-

terior of the still, and over the mouth of the dis-

charge-pipe, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement and combination of the still

A, jacket D, discharge-pipe E, and condenser G,
snbstantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the still A,
jacket D. discharge-pipe E, residuum-tank L, pipes
1 1, and condenser G, all as substantially shown and
described.

94.885.- Manasseh Gkover, Clyde, Ohio.

—

Xut-Fa-<tencr.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The nut-fastener A, ai-ranged and op-
erating substantially for the purpose hereinbefore set

forth.

2. Tte nut T. or its equivalent, an-anged and op-

erating substantially for the purpose hereinbefore
set forth.

94,886.—C. L. Hammond, Java, X. Y.—Medi-
cal Compound.—September 14. 1669.

Claim.—The above-described medical compound,
made substantially in the manner and for the ptir-

poses herein set forth.

94.887. — A. B. Hitchcock. Juneau, Wis.—
Comhined Rake and Reel for Harvesters.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arm m of the rfke, when con-
structed as described, in combination with the cylin-

der F.
2. The collar g, in combination with the collars v

and/, Tihen constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purposes specified.
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3. The lever I, iu combination with the sliding

collar g and stationary collars v and /, substantially

as described.
4. The arm o, in combination Avith the cams a and

w, for operating- and turning- tlie rake, substantially

as specilied.

5. The cam h, in combination Trith the spring d,

for locking and unlocking the rake, substantially as
described.

6. The post-collar v, when provided with teeth t

and projection il, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

7. Connecting the separate arms H of the reel-

bars I) to the shaft by mortise and set-screw, or bolt

I, so that tlie diameter of the reel can be regulated,

and the reel laterally adjusted, substantially as speci-

fied.

94.888. — C. Hoi^LLER, Cincinnati, Obio.—Jce-
Creeper.—September 14, 18(J9.

Claim.— The frame A, the bridge A', provided
with a series of knife-edges, the bosses h, armed -^'ith

steel points, the cushion rt, and eccentric knife-edges
B, or their equivalent, when the same are constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

94.889. — Jesse Hudson, Charleston, 111. —
Horse-Rake.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arms C C, so arranged as to oper-
ate the prongs of the hay-rake over obstructions,
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the elongated axle A with
the projecting tines, and the pivoted arms C C, all

substantially as set forth.

94.890. — Thomas M. Hustin, Orange, Ind.—
Machine for Filing Saws.—September 14, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The block Y, provided Avith a burr, so
that the file can be lowered or raised, and working
on the screw-rod W, iu combination with the file-

bar/, screw g, and set-screA\' i, constructed to oper-
ate as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The slide L, moving back and forth in the frame
K, and provided with the clamps M, brace P, and
spring, and so constructed that it can be moved by
means of the screw-rod jST, so as to adjust the saw
without loosening the clamps, substantially as shown.

3. Providing the heel of the file with grooves, so
that it can move up and down, for the purpose of
giving elasticity to the file, substantially as set
forth.

4. The set-screw i, bearing upon the arm C, so as
to raise the file upward iu its backward motion, in
combination with the screw g, having a spiral spring
around its surface, arranged to operate for the pur-
pose described.

5. The cylinder o, in which the ends of the file are
secured, in combinatiou Avith the segment n, when
used substantially as specified.

6. The segment «, having openings in its top, so
that it can be secured at any desired point for giv-
ing a suitable pitch to the file, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. Levers H and S, spring Y, and cam-wheel F,
when used to move the slide forward, in combination
with the screw U and slide L, Avhen constructed as
described, and oi)erated by the screw-rod I?J, sub-
stantially as shown,

8. The file-holder, when composed of the file-bar/,
grooved wheel d, block k, segment n, and cylinders
0, when combined substantially as described.

94,_S91.—Thomas L. Jonks, Natchez, Miss.—
Combined High and Low Fressure Engines.—Sep-
tember 14, 18ti9.

Claim.—1. The combination of pipe 0, valve-chest
M, valve n, and pipe C^, when the latter is arranged
at the side of the valve-chest, Avith an air-chamber
above it, substantially as set forth.

2. The cross-head T, in combination with the
valve-stem ?i', fixed to it by a set-screw, the valve-
stem m' sliding loosely through it, and the stop y, to
regulate? the distan(;e which tiierod ih' slides tlirougli
tile cross-head, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the valvo-
chests M N, valves m /«' n u', passage P, pipes (J

34 c r—II

R, cross-head T, and springs m"^ n~, substantially as
described.

94,893. —Edaiund Keith, Buffalo, N. Y.. as-

signor to himself, Bela H. Colegkoa'e, andCHAUN-
CEY B. HuTCHixs, same place.- Water-Meter Adapted
for liotary Fumps.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, with the case A and
paddles C, of the inclosing piston-head B, Avith the
flange i, inclosing the operating-parts, consisting of
the cam-Avays / /' and cross-arms ?h m', the whole
operating in the manner and for the purj)ose sj)eci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the case A and paddles
C, of the fiat extended butraent d, on one side of the
case, aiid serving the double purpose of a stop to the
Avater and a guide to the paddles, as described.

94,893.—FnANCis Kemlo, Boston, MasH.—Fish-
^ooA;.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stem A, sliding
hook B, and lock C, arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

94,894.-FrancisKemlo, Boston, Mass.—Fish-
Hook.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A fish-hook, constructed with a long barb-
end, and provided with a spring-lock, for retaining
a fish after it has been hooked, substantially as shown
and described.

94,895. —Francis Kesilo, Boston, Mass.—Fish-
Hook.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stem A, plate B,
springs hh^ h'^, graxjpling hooks C, plate D, and bait-

hooks E, all arranged to operate substantially in the
manner set forth.

94, 896. — James T. Ketchledge, Burns,
Mich.—ii'Zeyfttor.—September 14, 1869.

Glainn.—1. The center-pole A, provided with the
slide C and sleeve H, in combination Avith the braces
D and leg B, when used to form an elevating-ap-
paratus, substautially as described.

2. The pivot E and lever E, provided with three
pulleys, in combination Avith the cord Gr and sleeve
H, substantially as described.

3. The platform I, attached to the elevating-appa-
ratus and provided with a device for holding a A'essel

of water, substantially as set forth.

4. The trestle 0, when constructed in the manner,
and used substantially as described.

5. The platform I, slide C, cord G, pivot E, braces
D, and legs B, Avhen all are used to form an ele-

vating-apparatus, as specified.

94,897.—JUDSON IS^. Knapp, Syracuse, IST. Y.—
Blacking for Harness-Leather , djc.—September 14,

lt<69.

Claim.—A blacking-compound, composed of the
Avithin ingredients, in about the proportions men-
tioned, substantially as set forth.

94,898.—Jules Francois Lafrogne, Paris,
France.

—

Apparatus for Carhxiretting Air.—Sep-
teml)er 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The noA-el application to the carbon-
izing-apparatus of a motor actuated by a calorific

supply obtained from the; gas produced, the Avhieh
motor ma}' be A^'orked by air, gas, or steam ; and I

(jlaim ])articularly the use of Laubereau's motor, be-
fore mentioned, in conjunction Avith my invention.

2. The I'chcatingof the hydrocarbon essential oils

or li(|uids by the use of a jacket attached to the
motor, iu A\hich said jacket water is caused to cir-

culate.

3. The employment of a series of belloAvs with con-
tinuous action worked by the motor, and serving for

drawing in and (^xp(>lUng air, and of a reservoir for

accumulating the air and regulating its How.
4. Tlio reheating of the air before its admission

into the earboni/er.
ft. T\w employment of the mass of Avool and shav-

ings, moistened by capillary attraction, and also bj
an injection of liiiuid by tho motor.

91,899.—ISTounKUT Landry, San Frauoisco,.

Cal.— ]'t'i()C(>t-t?t'.—September 14, 1869.
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Claim.—A velocipede, constructed substantially as

described, consisting of four Avheels, one fast and
one loose, upon the double crank-axle I, the treadles
H, supporting-braces E J J, spring F, and guidiug--

rod M M, with upright arms or handles X X, as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

94,900.—William Leonard, Orleans, Ind.—
Ga^e.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft b, arm c, spring d, and hook e,

in combination with gate C and posfA, aiTanged as
herein described.

94,901 .—Xathaxiel B. Lewis, Hopewell, X.
"5l.—Ditdiing-Machine.—September 14. 1869.

Claim.—The scoop D, rollers H and K, traveling-
platform E, apron T, adjustable handles JJ, and
driving-wheel and pinion, as described, when con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as

and for the pm'poses specified.

94.902. — Walter A. Lo\'elace, Eichmond,
Mass.

—

Interfering-Pad.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. An interfering-pad, provided with
wire or elastic metal clamps, constructed substan-
tially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the elastic metal clamps,
the pad, or pad-frame, constructed of elastic wire,

in a convolute form, substantially as specified.

94.903. — Edward P. Lynch, Davenport,
Iowa.

—

Cultivator.—Se-ptembev 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A walking cultivator, having the cen-

tral or fifth shovel applied thereto, substantially as

described.
2. The combination of the bars C and the beam D,

the latter being curved, as shown, and secm'ed to

the former by the bolt o and pin e, as set forth.

3. Sectiring the beam D to the bar B, by means of

the bolt and clip a, ^\ith the pin e. as described.

4. Constructing the beams of cultivators of

wrought-iron bars, made thicker on their lower
edges, as herein shown and described.

94,904.—J. McCuxE, Auburn, Ind.—Knitting-
Macftr/je.—September 14, 1869.

Clarm.—1. A rotary knitting-machine, having a
tapering needle-cylinder, grooved at both ends, so

that the needles caa be used at either end for the
purpose of knitting different sizes of fabrics on the
same machine, the parts being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set torth.
2." The combination of the tapering and reversible

needle-cylinder B with the tapering and reversible

shell C, haA'ing the cam-grooves C^ and C^ all con-
structed and operating as described, so that a fabric

may be knit at both ends of the needle- cylinder,
sulDStantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

94,905.—John McXe^-en. Xew York, X. Y.—
Fresh-Air Apparatus.—September 1 4, 1869.

Claim.—The cap A, provided ^\itli one or more
air-tubes. B, having inlet and outlet-valves, with a
suitable fastening to hold it in position when ap-
plied to the face, substantially in the manner and
for the pm-poses herein shown and described, com-
bined with the elastic packing, as set forth.

94,906.—Lewis H. Mitchell and Levi Stoxe,
Moimt Yernon, Ohio.

—

Rotary Steara-Engiae.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The construction and arrangement of
the revolving arm E, with reference to passages c

and d. substantially as described.
2. The construction and arrangement of the valves

C. /, and n, with reference to the openings c and d,

substantially as specified.

94,907.—-LoiES 0. Morse, Englewood, X. J.,

and Gardner D. Hiscox, Brooklym X. Y.

—

Kettle
for Boiling by Steam.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, for the purpose of
forming a kettle for boUing by steam, of a hollow
cast bottom, fitted to receive and contain steam,
with a body or sides of sheet-metal, or other thin
metal, formed separately, and fitted and put together,
substantially as herein described.

2. The combinatioji, for a like purpose, of such a

hollow cast bottom, having its upper surface tinned,
or otherwise protected against corrosion by the chem-
ical action of the contents of the vessel, with a body
or sides formed of sheet-metal, or other material, of
a kind not Liable to be so corroded.

94,908.—E. E. XORNT, McDonough. Del., as-
signor to himself and Amos Carlisle, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Preserving Animal and Vegetable Substances
in Transit.—September 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the valve I with the compartment A, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the vessel F, bracket E.
elevated open bottom B, gate G, and valve I, in re-

lation to each other, and the compartment A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

94,909.—J. A. Park, Lansing. Mich., as.signor

to himself and Williaji Woodhouse, same place.

—

B'«)/-i^(»-A;.—September 14, 1869.

Claim 1.—Providing the fork with a shield, C, se-

cured to one side of it. when constructed and made
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination and aiTangement of the shield

C, prongs B and B', lever L, and the ear or socket
E, when all constructed substantially as and for the
pui'pose set forth.

94,910. — W. S. Pelham. Kirkville, Iowa.—
Hand Corn-Planter.—September 14. 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
seed-slide C, scatterer E. and flexible partitiou F.
substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

94,911.—William Quax-x, Philadelphia, Pa..
assignor to himself Charles C. Lathrope, and A.
E. WiTiiER.

—

Furnaxe for Reducing Gold, Silver,

Copper, and other Refractory Ores.—September 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. A furnace, A, having a roof d, and bed
a, inclined toward each other, substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with a cupola. C, of the form
or approximatiug to the form described and illus-

trated.

2. The charging-holes j and j', arranged, with re-

spect to the cupola C and furnace A, substantially in
the manner descri1)ed.

3. The combination, with the furnace A and cupola
C, of an oven, F, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the fur-

nace A, cupola C, oven F, passages k and /:', tank
G. and chimney H, Avhen the whole are arranged for

I joint operation, substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
.5. The chamber g"^ and guard g-, arranged, with

respect to the fire-place B and door g of a furnace,

substantially as herein set forth.

94,912.—Barxet E. Eapp, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself, E. Laxe, and J. Gordon Max-
I

WELL, same place.

—

ThiU-Coupling.—September 14;

1869.

Claim..—1. The shaft, hung at its end X to a sta-

tionary pin, C, the block of rubber H. adapted to

the rounded end of the shaft, and adjustable to and
from the same, and the cam-lever F, bearing -nith

its inner end against a plate. I, beneath the block
H, tlie whole being arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The arrangement, on the cam-lever F, of the

arms //, all substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

94,913.—JoxAS Eauch, Selin's Grove, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Frederick Apr, same i)lace.

—Scafold for Painters.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The post A, with hinged brace-frame
D. foundation-fi-ame C, platform E, carriage B. with
lifting-appai-atus. and spring and lever I, substau-

tially as shown and described.
2. 'in combination with the frame F of the de-

scribed scaffold, the roller IT, an-anged as specified-

94,914.—JOHxEOBBixs. Centralia, VH.—Clotlies-

Line iToZrfe/-.-September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The device herein described, having jaws
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A and B, loops H and I, and rivets or pins c c, con-
structed, arranged, and operated substantially as

specified.

94,915.—Daniel G; Eollin, K'ew York, IsT. Y.
^Bustle.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A bustle, composed of hoop-skirt wires,

united together in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described and represented.

2. The bustle, in combination Avith a hoop-skirt,

when provided with the means of raising or lower-
ing the forward ends of the bustle, to give greater
or less prominence to the latter, substantially as de-

scribed.

94,916.—Titus H. Russell, Northfleld, Yt.—
Water- W/iceL—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The threaded shaft D and check-nuts
d} <P, in combination with the shaft B^, bearing d,

step c, and stationary shaft C, the whole constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The pivoted collars F E', in combination with
the tubular shaft B, stationary shaft C, and tubular
bearing E', substantially as set forth.

3. The rings h h^, gates H, and movable chutes
H2, in combination with the case E and stationary
chutes H', constructed and operating substantially
as described.

4. A fi'iction-roller or gear-wheel, within the bear-
ing of the countershaft G-, and pressed up to the
latter by a spring for the purpose of supplying oil to

the bearings, substantially as described.

94,917.—A. C. Sawyer, Canton, N. Y.—JButter-
Ttt?>.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie mode of securing the covers to but-
ter-tubs by the use of two short levers meeting in

the center and secured by the use of the concave or
inverted U-shaped button, with its flange or flanges
S, operating for the purxJose and in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

94,918.—Henry E. Shaw, West Hoxbury, as-

signor to James A. Woodbury, Boston, Mass.

—

Harvester-Cutter.—^ciXemhev 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with the divided cutter-bar
of a mowing-machine, the clearing-hook K K', or
its equivalent, operating for the purpose set forth.

2. The finger P P' P", made substantially as de-
scribed, in combination with the clearing-hook K
K', as and for the purpose set forth.

94,919.—George H. Shearer, Bay City, Mich*
—<Saw--M'iiL—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the jambs or ways,
or both, of a saw-mill, in such manner that access
may be had to the bearing-ends of the nodal-pin or
cross-head without removing or loosening said
nodal, or either side of the ways in which it moves.

2. The jambs or ways of a sa^v'-mill, provided with
mortises or perforations, for the purpose set forth.

3. The removable back D, in combination with
the sides C C, operating as set forth.

4. The cap B, in combination with the jamb A.

94,920.—i^OAH C. Sjiith, Berlin, assignor to the
ItOYS & Wnxox COMPAKY, East Berlin, Conn.

—

Uie fur Manvjacturing Spring-Calipers.—Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim.—The dies A A', constructed and oper-
ating to form spring-ealiper and divider-blanks, sub-
stantially as specified.

94.921 . — James G. Stephenson, Bucyrus,
Ohio.—iJorsc-Pfnt'pr.—September 14, 1869.
Claim.— \. The t)ii> E and pivoted bar D, or their

equivalents, for thiowing tlie parts in and out of
gear, substantially as shown and described.

2. The brake G and lever I, Avhen arranged and
operated as shoMU and described.

94.922.— BoBERT N. Stewart, Philadoli)liia,
Pa.

—

Attachment for Oas-Burners.—September 14,

1869.

Claim.—Tlio heater B, the same being constructed
substantially as and for tlic purpose hereinbefore set
forth.

94,923.—John P. Summers, Tiffin, Ohio.—JJocA;-
Z)n7Z.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The miter-wheel C, provided with the
hinged doors G G, all constructed and used substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. 'The auger Y, when provided with the movable
bottom cZ, and valves c, and adjustable bits or drills

m, when used in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The arrangement of the tilting-frame T T. disks
N N, rock-shaft W, and arm X, with the drill I, all

connected and operated substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The arm H, in combination with the auger Y,
when used in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

5. The combination of the lever P and shaft with
wheels L and M and the wheel K, all operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The arrangement of the wheels L, M, I, K, C,
E, and disks ivT l^J", all substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

7. The arrangement of the wheels 0, S, and r. reel

g, tilting-frame T, and derrick X, when combined
for the purpose set forth.

94,924.

—

Hannah G. Suplee, San Erancisco^
Cal.

—

iSewing-Machine Needle.—September 14, 1869,
Claim.—The within-described needle for sewing-

machines, having a slot or opening. A, from the eye,

with points c d and projection 6, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

94.925. — William E. Sweet, Jackson, Pa.—
IncUcatina-A ttachment to Weighing-Scales. —Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application, to the sway-beam of a
scale, of a book, substantially as described, in such
a manner that the weight, -niien the scales are bal-

anced, shall indicate the cost of the article weighed at
a specified price per pound.

2. The removable frame IST, applied to the sway-
beam of a scale, for supporting the table or book /;,

substantially as herein described and shown.
3. The combination of the removable fi-ames IST and

p, for supporting a book, h, and retaining it in an
open position, substantially as described.

4. The removable balance-beam D, constructed
substantially as desciibed, and caj)able of applica-

tion to any scale of the kind specified, for balancing
the scales with a vessel thereon, which A'essel is to
contain the article purchased, before weighing the
latter.

94.926. — James H.Tracy, Mayville, Mich.—
^ooA-.—September 14, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of hook B with shield A, constructed and
operating as set forth.

94,927.—Charles M. Tyler, Indianapolis, Ind.— Yelncipede.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The cover or awning herein described,
arranged for operation In^ the cords v and y and the
hook h, substantially as specified.

2. The head-rest H and spindles x and z. when ar-

ranged, witli reference to a velocipede, substantially

as specified.

94,928.—William P. IThlixgek, Philadelphia,

Pa.— /i'«sfic/S'e««'.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.— ] . Tlie eccentric lock I, when ari'anged to

oi)erate Avith reference to the slanting- pins e, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. Tlie eccentric lock I, wlien arranged to operate
Avith reference to the lugs /and screws (7, substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.
3. 'The brace-lock c, wJieu arranged to operate Avith

the slanting pin e, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

4. Tlie brace-lock c, Avhen arranged to operate Avith

tlie lugs/ and screws g, substantially us and for tho

purposes set lortli.

."). In eombiuation Avith the rustic settee herein de-

scribed, the slanting pin c, and the moailieations /
and g. constructed aud arranged substantially as

specilied.
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94,939—John Is^. Wells, Brooklyn, Is^. T., as-

sig-nor to himself, John S. Hull, and Jekome B.
Brvant, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Burglm'-Alann.—Sep-
tember 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable sprin2:-seat L, for the
armature E, substantiallj' as herein specified.

2. The arrangement of the adjusting-support I,

arm H, screw I, and of the key" G, in connection
therewith, as set forth.

3. The coiled wire n, to connect the key witli the
ham.mer and armature-lever, for the purpose speci-

fied.

4. Making the peripheral band u of the base A,
part of the circuit, as herein specified.

5. The construction and arrangement of the indi-

cating-knobs M M, with notclicd shafts or equiva-
lent thereof, the springs s s, and spring-clamp con-
nections iST X, together constituting the indicating-
device, substantially as herein speciiied.

6. Placing tlie indicator upon, or attaching it to

the same base A that supports the magnets and bell.

94,930. — PHiLipr "Wenzel, Mayence-on-the-
Ehine, Germany, assignor to Ignatius Hahn, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

—

Rest for Lathes for Turning Spheres.
—September 14, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement, herein described, of
the carriage B, its pillars c c, and plate D ; the coni-

cal stem F, its Avorm-wheel G-, and armH ; the worm
e, rest J, stem r, tool M, and screw &, all constructed
as set forth.

94,931—LeviH. Whitney, Washington, D. C.
— Clothes-Boiler.—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the body or shell A
of the boiler, the false bottom E, and heating-pipes
E, or their equivalents, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

94, 93'2.-—Joseph B. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Eleanor Wilson, same place, and
Henry M. Pile, Wilmington, Del.

—

Carriage-Axle.
—September 14, 1869.

Claim.—A hollow axle, cast, annealed, and hard-
ened, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

94,933.— William W. T. Geeenway, Balti-

more, Md.

—

Thill for Carriages. — September 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. The use, in connection with vehicles,

ofthe shafts or thills 2, separately hinged and braced
thereto, so tliat each may move A^ertically, independ-
ent of the other, and be rigidly braced laterally, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with the said brace and shaft,

a suitable trace-fastening, substantially as set forth.

94,934.— Anson Atwood, New Tork, IST. Y.

—

BeveJiue-Stamps for Cigars. — Sei)tember 21, 1869;
antedated September 13, 1869.

Claim..—The several parts of the device, for the
purposes set forth and described, and the combina-
tion of the same, for the purijoses and in the manner
herein described.

94,935.- John S. Barden, Providence, P. I. —
Alloyfor Tubing.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—Tubing made from metal composed of the
elements and possessing the characteristics substan-
tially as described.

94,936.— John S. Barden, Providence, P. I.—
Alloyfor Making TTaier-lfeiers.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A water-meter, made from metal com-
posed of the elements and possessing the character-
istics substantially as described.

94,937. —John S. Babden, Providence, P. I.—
Boiler-Feed-Water Eegulator.— September 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the chamber B,
tube D, link H, bell-crank lever K, rod L, and piston
N, the whole constructed and arranged substantially

as described.
2. The combination of the weight E, bell-crank

lever K', rod L, and piston N, the whole constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

3. The combination of the cylinder 0, piston IS", in

connection with the parts M and M.' and tube P, the
whole constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

94,938—George W. Benton, East Pike, 1^. Y.— Washing-Machine.—September 21, 1869.
Claim. — The arrangement, Avith the concave D,

ribbed cylinder C, frame E, and tub A, of the adjust-
ing-screw 0, rod Z, spiral si)rings s g, and guide-pins
rf, as herein set forth.

94,939-—Job W. Blackham, Brooklyn, ]Sr. Y.,
assignor to himself and James H. Prentice, same
place.

—

Felting-Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with one or more rolls

D D, the stop or stops T, and reciprocating-presser
I, combined and arranged for joint operation, rela-

tively to each other aud to the means for wetting,
heating, &c., in a feltiug'-machine, substantially as
and for the jjurposes herein set forth.

2. The lever M, the arms M', the slides O, and
wheels P, in combination with the reciprocating-
presser I of a hat-felting machine, and arranged to
operate therewith in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

94,940. — Charles Boeckh, Buffalo, N. Y.—
JB/'Hs/i.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the brush-head A
and handle C, of the metallic plug D, entered re-

versely from the bottom, thereby expanding the
handle in its socket, and provided with a head, a,

thereby securing the bristles in place, the Avhole ar-

ranged as described, and operating in manner and
for the purxjose specified.

94,941.—Samuel BHillinger, Clarence Center,
N. Y.—-Bnt.s7!.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the conical screw B, and expanding-nut a a, as herein
described, the said screw screwing directly into the
sectional nut, without the interposition or agency of
other parts, as specified.

2. In combination with the sectional iiut a a, the
defenders o c, arranged as described, and operating
ill the manner aud for the purpose specified.

94,942.—M. S. Bringier, Ascension Parish, La.
—Apparatiis for Evaporating Cane-Juice.—Septem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of evaporation herein described,
when the same is effected by the means and in the
manner substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

94,943.—John Buistow, Detroit, Mich.

—

Axle-
Box Lid.—September 21, 1869 ; antedated September
6, 1869.

Claim.—A removable car-axle oU-box cap, having
a central opening, closed by a tapering slide, with
gap, stop, and projection underneath, the slide re-

tained in any desired position by side s])ring or
springs, substantially as set forth, and for the pur-

pose described.

94,944.—Erastus Caswell and Herman Lach-
MANN, Chicago, 111.

—

Signs for Street-Lamps.—Sep-

tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—Suspending or hanging the letters desig-

nating the names of streets on street-lamps by the
hinged bar a, for the purpose and in the manner sub-

stantially as described.

94.945. — Charles B. Clark, Buffalo, N'. Y.

—

^ff.s7i-Pi(ZZey.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— The overlapping ears A A of the cap,

combined and -operating Avith the corresponding por-

tions B B of the base-portion, substantially as set

forth.

94.946.— Charles E. Clum, Troy, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Moses C. Haskell, same
place.

—

Scrubber.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner of securing the scrubbing-

strips by means of the clamps E E, as herein shoAvn
and described.

2. In combination with the toggle-jointed clamps,

the pins G G, and openings B B, as and for the pur-

pose specified.
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3. Holding the sponge I on the same side with and
between the scrubbing-strips, and the manner of se-

curing the same, as herein set forth.

94.947.— E. T. Covell, Brooklyn, iN". Y.— Ma-
chine for Closing the Seams of Metallic Vessels.—'S>&^-

tember 21, 1869 ; antedated September 10, 18(i9.

Claim.'. — 1. One or more movable or stationary,

notched or grooved "anvil" or bed plates, in com-
bination with one or more opposite and correspond-
ingly-notched or grooved "drop-plates," and with in-

termediate fixed or movable " supporting-plates "

or mandrel, when said compressing "anvil" and
" di'op " plates are arranged in pairs to meet, em-
brace, and close upon opposite points on the sides, or
upon the edges or angles of a metallic vessel sus-

tained by said intermediate supporting-plates or

mandrel, so as to compress and close the seams of the
vessel, all substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with compressing "auvir' and
" drop " plates, arranged and operating to close the
joints at the ends of a metallic vessel, an elastically-

yielding*, grooved, or notched central sniiporting-
plate, M, substantially as herein described.

3. In combination Avith compressing " anvil " and
" drop " plates, operating substantially as herein de-

scribed, to close the encl joints of metallic vessels,

elastically-yielding sustaining or sux)porting plates
L L', arranged at right angles thereto, to receive and
support the projecting edges of the joints at the ends
of the vessel, and to be removed therefrom at
pleasure, substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

4. In combination with " anvil " and " drop " plates
operating to close the side seams or seam of a me-
tallic vessel, substantially as herein described, a
central, inner-supporting block or mandrel, pivoted
and supported at right angles thereto, upon elas-

tically-yielding supports to receive and sustain
the metallic A'essel under the operation of said plates,

substantially as herein set forth.

94.948. — "William P. Davis and Samuel
Elwell, Jr., Gloucester, Mass.

—

Protectorfor Stems
of jBoafe.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

elastic bead B, as described, with the bow or cut-
water of a boat, A, the said elastic head being for
the purposes or objects as set forth.

94,949.—Eeederick Dodge, Syracuse, if. Y.—
Door- Spring.—September 21, 1869.

Claim,.—In a door-spring, constructed substan-
tially as described, attaching the spring-plate, or its

equivalent, to the door, by means of tlie extended
socket and the pivoted crank-shaft, as and lor the
purpose described.

94,950.—John J. Emery, Owl's Head, Me.—
Surge-Jieliever for Cables.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cliain-cable pawl A, the bridge B, the spring or
springs S S, and their suppcu'ting-rods a a, or
mechanism, the whole to operate substantially as
set forth.

94,951.— Franklin Field, Troy, N. Y.—Xeck-
tie.-September 21, 18G9.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a neck-tie,

consisting of two parts, A and A', joined together,
as above described, and adapted to be attsielied to
one end of a collar, suljstantially as hereinbefore
specified and set forth.

94,952.—Morrison Foster, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Gfmidi?ir/-Jf*7i.—September 21, 1869.

Claitn.—Tiie reducing-disks, Avliich are arranged
and constructed to -work together, with their axes
oblique to each other, in combination with a central
feed-passage, C. substantially as herein described.

94,953—ISTewton J. Glover, Waveland, Ind.—
Portable Fence. — September 21, 1869; antedated
August 31, lH(i9.

Claim..—In combination Avith the brace A, ])ro-

vided with cleats c, \\w notched blocks o, constructeil
and arranged as described.

94,954. — J. T. Greenwood, Beloit, Wis. —
Washing-Machine.—September 21. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the levers C C, in
combination with the covered rollers B and D D,
guide-rollers E E, and springs d d, when constructed
and connected as shown and described.

94,955.—jST. B. Hadley and R. J". Costain,
Kortharapton, Mass.

—

Compound for Emery-Wheels
and Oil-Stones.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The compound for emery-wheels and oil-

stones, substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

94,956.—John B. Harris, Ottawa, JW.—Ma-
chine for Dressing Millstones.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The armE, in combination with eccen-
tric or cam-shaft Q, and guide-bar C, so that the arm
may be moved from side to side, without disturbing
its vibrations, substantially as set forth.

2. The bar J, in combination with the grooved,
shaft K, for moving the frame B upon the base-frame^
substantially as specified.

3. The shaft or roller K, when provided with the-

spiral groove b and the longitudinal groove c, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

4. The adjustable stop or rest/", in combination
with the lever M, pawl N", and ratchet-wheel L, for
adjusting the movement of the frame B, substan-
tially as specified.

5. The adjustable stop G, provided with the set-

screw I, in combination with the pick I, provided,
with the set-screw j and the arm E F, for adjusting;
the exact distance for the pick to enter the stone,,

substantially as specified.

6. The combination and arrangement of the frames-
A and B, arms E F, shaft Q, guide C, arm or rod Jr
and roller K, with the ratchet- wlieel L and driving-
mechanism, substantially as set forth.

94,957. — William A. Hastings, Thorndike,
Mass.

—

Mounting Lease-Rods for Looms, etc.—Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claitn.—An elastic warp-index, consisting of one
or more rods a, to eacli end of which is attached the
spring b, secured to a convenient place upon the
loom, all constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein described and set forth.

94,958.—Simeon Hawkins, Carmel, Ind.—Tile-

Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The reciprocating plungers B B, con-
nected by bars X, and operated by crank J and
toggle-bars H, turning upon semicircular bearings I,

in combination with double cut-off K K and cam L,
when said parts are constructed and arranged to
operate, with relation to each other, as and for the
j)urpose herein set forth.

94,959.—L. S. Hereford, West Baton Eouge
Parish, La. — Apparatus for Evaporating Cane-
Juice.—September 21, 1869.

Claim. — The two elongated serai-cylindrical or
elliptical boilers A, when provided with flues B B'
B" B'", and the dampers E, in combination with the
troughs G and the recipient H, when the latter is

provided with the pipes 5, 6, and 7, in M'hich are
placed stop-cocks, and all the parts are constructed,
arranged, and operate substantially as described, for
the purpose set forth.

94,9(»0.—Amos A. Hotchkiss. Hannibal, Mo.,
assignor to himsi^lf and William J. (Jualey, same
Xilace.

—

Brake-Shoe.—September 2t, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The spring-catch b, working in a socket
in the brake-shoe, for the puri)ose of liolding tlie sole

in place, constructed and operating substantially as
herein described and shown.

2. The sole B, with its lugs, shoe A, spring o, and
catch b, all arranged, constructed, and operating
substantially as and for the purpose shown and
specified.

94,961. — Andrew B. Howland, Titusvillc,

Pa.— .1 rgand Lamp.—Sei)teuib('r 21 , 1 S69.

Claiin.—As a new arti<'le of nmnnfacturo, a glaSvS

lamp, with a, central glass tube, concentric with the
burner, opening at tlu' top, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.
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94,962.—Thomas F. Kiff, Havana. ]S^. Y., as-

signor to Elijah A. Simmons, Chatsworth, 111.—
Ejnldhac'k for Carriages.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bracket A. lever
B, spiing D, and rivet C, substantially a.s herein
shov.^u and described, and tor the pui-i)ose set forth.

94,903.-Edwin King, Dunkirk, X. Y.—Field-
Fence.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The posts A E, clips E, in combination
Tvitb the fence-bars b, secured by means of bolts, or
their equivalent, as and for the purpose substantially
as set forth.

94,964.—John- Kinhart. Atbeus, m..—Adjust-
able Harrow.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. An adjustable liaa-row, consisting of
two parts A A', united by a hinge and connected by
a I'od, E, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown and specified.

2. A double adjustable harrow, com]iosed of the
devices above specified, avA the parts B B', with the
guiding-yoke D. all relatively arranged and con-
structed and operated substantially as and for the
purpose shown and specified.

94,965.

—

Jeremiah K. Little, Jamaica Plains,
Mass.

—

Metallic Button-Hole or Claip.—September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The button-clasp, as made of elastic

wire, or its equivalent, bent or curved so as to form
an expansive eye or button-hole, c, to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. A buttou-clasp, as made of elastic "wire, or its

equivalent, bent or curved so as to form an expan-
sive eye or button-hole, c, to operate substantially as
set forth, and a loop or eye, a, for connecting the
article to a strap.

94,966 Charles E. Masox, Elgin, IW.—Har-
vester.—September 21. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of
the two cross-heads D. shafts a. and pitmen b. 'with

the double sickle c and d. substantially as specified.

2. The lever j, provided v\-ith the heel ra and pro-
jection A-, in combination with the axle B, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The projection or hub k, provided with the set-

screw I and plug 0, when constructed and operating
substantially as set forth.

94,967.—Oscar E. Mathew, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Z)rier.—September 21, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The heating-apparatus, composed of
the chambers C, E, and E, and pipe D, case J K,
and perforated floor M, all constructed and aiTanged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The drying-chamber, constructed with the
double ends and top, constituting the vertiduct O,
arranged for dowu-nai'd ventilation, when said ver-
tiduct is connected by pipe I. with the heated cham-
ber formed by surrounding the smoke-pipe G- with a
jacket, H, and combined with the heating-device
specified in the first claim, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

94,96S.—G-EORGE TV. Moore, Worcester, Mass.—Gauge for Turning -B(?i,•e^s•.— September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. A blank bevel-gauging device, com-

posed of the beam A, the projecting'bolts or stand-
ards B, secured to and adjustable upon said beam,
and the gauge-blades C, adjustable upon and secured
to said bolts or standards, and having their outer
ends either obliquely cut, for the purpose stated, or
not, as xn'eferred. the parts being arranged substan-
tially as described, so that the gaugiug-blades can
be applied to the center of the blank bevel, without
necessitating the removal of the latter from the
arbor on which it is mounted, as herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the slotted supporting
beam A, of the slotted ganging-blades C C, bushing's
B' B', and bolts B B, together'Tvith means, substan-
tially such as herein described, for tightening said
bolts and holding said gaugiug-blades in the desired
position, substantiallv as and for the purposes set

forth.

94,969.—George M. Mowbray, Titus ville. Pa.

—Method of Purifying Xitric Acid.—September 21,
1869.

Claim. — The process of separating nitrous-acid
gas from nitric acid or other acids that may be mixed
therewith, substantially as described.

94.970.-James Patterson, Horaellsville, N.
Y.

—

liaihcag-Frog.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The part C^, extending from the broad
end of the frog-point, and matching to the adjacent
rail-ends, so as to aid in supporting tlie same later-
ally and vertically, and to form an attachment for
the holding-down lug C^ as herein shown.

2. The webs C^ C^, extending along the base of
the frog-point and beyond the end of the working
portion thereof, and serving the double function,
first, of aiding to support the wings, both vertically

and laterally, and, second, of forming a junction foi"

the lug C^.. as and for the purposes herein shown and
described.

94,971 VTilliamH. Plumb, Xew York. X. Y.—Archimedean- ScreiL' Water-Elevator.— September
21, 1869 ; antedated September 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tub «. attached to the lower end
of the inclined screw-cylinder k, and revolving with
the same, in combination with the spout b for dis-

chai'giugthe water into said tub a, so as to keep the
step or joui'ual m free fiom water and gritty sub-

stances, as specified.

2. The wing a', in combination with the tub a and
screw-cyliudei- k. as and for the purposes specified.

3. The discharge-box I. formed with the rim i, and
inclosing the upper end of the inclined screw-cylin-
der A', in combination with the flange g and pendent
rim h. as and for the purposes specifled.

4. The conical support 3, surrounding the screw-
cylinder k. in combination with the conical support
2' upon the shaft of the pulley .f. so as to steady and
sustain the inclined screw-cylinder while being re-

volved, substantially as set forth.

94,972.

—

^Peter Poutois, San Erancisco, Cal.—
Chimney.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The chimney, consisting of the galvan-
ized iron or copper, or other metallic tubes or flues,

surrounded by the concretion C, composed of clay
and broken bricks, or their equivalents, the whole
inclosed in the wooden box or frame-work B, all

substantiallv in the manner and for the pm'poses set

forth.

94,973.—Elting Post, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam-
Engine Valve.—September 21. 1869.

Claim.—The combination aud arrangement of the

auxiliary exhaust-passages p p' q q', and the main
exhaust-passages n n' with the passages rn m' and
with the valve D, as constructed, with the cham-
bers b c aud the passages d f, and /, and passages e

e\ substantially as specified.

94,974.—David H. Priest, TVatertown, and
John K. Hoavard, Charlestown, Mass.— Weighing-

Scoop.—September 21, 1869.

(jLaim.—Th.Q combination and arrangement of the

handle B, the spring c. the rod e. and the platform/.

with the scoop A, said handle B being rigidly fast-

ened to the scoop, aud the whole being constructed

substantially as and for the piu'pose set forth.

94.975.—William X. Peed, "Washington, D. C
—A /i'i»! rtZ-r;-«i;.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—T\x(: toothed spring-post lock, in combi-

nation with the mainspring, to prevent the prema-
tm'e opening of the trap, as herein described.

94,976 T. S. Eeeve, C. D. SinxH, and H. L.

SwARTWOUT, Chicago, 111.: said Smith and Eeeve
assign their right to "said Swartwout.—/S'eiciJi^r-Jfa-

chine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The twisted needle G, constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. The combination of the needle G, needle-bar

A, thread-bar C, and guide-loop E, as and for the

purpose set forth.

94,977.—Peter C. Penters. Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Basket for Grinding Tt7ei.—September 21, 1869.
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Claim.—1. A tiie-grinding basket, consisting of

a frame, a, two or nioi'e pressure-l)locks, d, and to

each a nut, c', on a screw, o, and with or without an
interposed spring-, e, the parts specified being so ar-

ranged as to hold the tile or slabs vertically while
their edges are being ground, substantially as de-
scribed.

2, The inclined rests in, adjustable as described,
in combination with the frame a, bars in, and adjust-

ing and holding devices, for the purposes set forth.

94,978. — S. T. KussELL. Springfield, Ohio.—
Steam- Generater.—Heinemhov -21, ]8()9.

Claim.—The pump C, in combination with a single

continuous coiled tube or pipe, steam-generator A,
and the receiver B, constructed substantially as de-

scribed and set forth.

94,979 Samuel S. Suhions, Watsouville, Cal.—S2iring-Seat for Vehicles.—September 21, 18(i9.

Claim.— Making grooves, for the reception of
elastic disks, in the two parts A and B of the seat-

supports, with longer and shorter flanges, a and h, on
the opposite sides of the grooves, and so arranged
that the long flanges of the supports of the two ends
of the seat shall together limit or restrain its motion,
either Avay, in the direction of its length, without
other guides, substantially as shown and described.

94,980. — CoKELLi W. Simpson, Bangor, Me.—
Needle-Threader.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining, with a needle-threader, re-

ceptacles for retaining and holding ready the wax, in
manner substantially as described and shown.

2. Combining, with a needle-threader, a needle-
sharpener, substantially in manner as described and
shown.

3. Combining, with a needle-threader, a cutting-
blade, substantially in manner as and for the purposes
specifi ed.

4. Combining, with a needle-threader, a cleansing-
point,;i, substantially]as and for the purposes set forth.

5. Combining a needle-threader, needle-sharpener,
eye-cleaner, and thread-cutter, and thread-waxer,
substantially as described and shown.

94,981.—Alfred E. Smith, Bronxville, N. Y.—
Carriage-Spring. — September 21, 1869; antedated
September 15, 1869.

Claim,. ~1. The combination of the bolt D, having
a T or similar-shaped longitudinal slot in it, with the
ribs of a skeleton, or leaves of a flat elliptic spring,
as a means of locking their ends together, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

2. The combination of upper and lower parallel
rows of independent and opposing ribs or strips of
metal A, with the clip B, and washers E, arranged
and operating substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

94,982.— Andkew B. Spang and Daniel F.
ScHEAF, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Gas-AIachine.—September
21, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. So arranging the heating-coil of a gas-
machine that it will receive its requisite supply of
fuel fi'ora the heavier part of the gasoline, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the pipe A and branch-
pipe and burner B, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

94,983.- Oruin J. Stickles, Canton, N. Y. —
C7o^/<e.s-PoMHder.—Septem))er 21, 1869.

C'to'/.w,—Tlie metallic ring D, in combination with
theprojectioiis B, pounder A, and handle E, as sliown
and described.

94,984. — James C. Strong and Lutiieh C.
McNeal, Buffalo, N. Y. ; said Lutiieu C. McNkal
assigns his right to said James C. Strong.—Fire-
PZa;e.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tiie fire-i)lace A, with its slo])ing per-
forated back, in combination witli tlu; inclined cor-
rugated top, constructed and arranged substantially
as describ(Hl.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of tlie

foregoing claim, tlie air-inlet passages D and F and
•Allium l)er E.

94,985.—C. W. Stiiout and Amos Wilder,
Hallowell, Me. —Machine for Paiiiting Floor Oil-
Cloths.—SGY>temhov 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the frame A and ad-

justable frame B, by means of sliding-bar K and pin
L, or their equivalents, whereby a rocking motion is

produced, in order to bring the frame B to any de-
sired angle, that its relation to rack W may be
changed at pleasure.

94,986. — Isaac Van Hagen, Chicago, El.

—

Stove-Pipe Damp>er.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The sheet-metal disk H, provided with a

recess inside of the holes I, to receive the knob G,
in combination with tlie spur F, handle D, damper
B, and damper-rod C, the latter being provided with
a knob, E, to hold it in the pipe A, and the whole
being constructed and arranged as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

94,987.-John H. "Weeden, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor for one-half to George C. Tiiom"^as, same
place.

—

Bag and Shoe-String Fastener.—September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sleeve s and
sliding wedge ^v, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. The combination of the sleeve s and sliding
wedge v) with the hook h and sliank A;, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the sleeve s and sliding
wedge V) with the hook h, shank /r, and strings, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

94,988.-F. Hancock Williams, Washington,
D. C.

—

Dumping-Cart.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cam or wiper F, arm F", and chain
or cord g, Avhen combined with the body of a cart,
and arranged and operated substantially as and for
thQ purpose set forth.

2. The cam F, arm F', chains or cords/ e, and rock-
bar and lever H I, in comljination with the tail-board
of a dumping-cart, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The hinged partition K, secured by the rod %

and nut k, or their equivalent, when combined with
the body of a dumping-cart, as specified.

94,989.—George Alexander, Bomney, lud.

—

Wagon-Tongue Support.—September 21, 186*9.

Claim:—The curved bars D, hinged or pivoted rod
E, adjustable cross-head G, rubber-spiiug H, and
collar I, whether rigid or adjustable, in combination
-ftith each other, and with the axle A, hounds B, and
tongue C, siibstantially as hereiji shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

94,990.—A. Armando, New York, N. Y.—Jiock-
ing-Carriage.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bolts d on the wheels C of a rock-
ing-carriage, when provided to lock said wheels to
the axle, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The frame A, constructed as herein shown and
described, crank-axle B, and wheels C, with the piv-
oted carriage-body I, springs F, steei'ing-wheel D,
and tiller G , all arranged and operating substautiallj'
as herein shown and described.

94,991.—John M. Baker, Marshfield, Ohio.—
Curry-Comh.—September 21, 18()9.

Claim.—1. A curry-comb, so constructed that the
handle and comb-])late may be reversed in position
relatively to each other, substantially as shown and
descril)ed.

2. The combination of the comb-plate A, the two
holes ecpially distant from tlie rivet I), the liandle B
having its front end beveled, and the set-si-rew E and
hooked rivet 1), all constructed, arranged, and oper-

ating as and for the purpose set forth.

94,992.- EoiiEUT J. Baur, Philadelphia, Pa.—
l>Z(>o/;)<'(/<\—September 21, 186!),

CldiiH.—L The arrangenuMit of the revolving nxlo
A, chain-wheel W, supports S and S', sliafts TandT',
chain-wheels W' and VV'^, cranks N, N', N^ and N»,
endle.sH eliains (,' and (V, bearings B and IV, and
brains F, isul)staii(iallv as and for tlie purpose sot

forth.
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2. The nrraiifrenient of the reach H, seat I. plate
P, rim M, bolt E, shaft T^ cranks G aud G', rods H
imd H', straps J and J', axle A', lever L, elutcli IT,

and rack D, as aud for the purpose set forth.

94,993.— Charles J. Eeasley, Petersburgh,
Va., assignor to himself aud Taitey, Lumsden <fe

Co., same jilace.

—

Cotton-Press.—September-21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with reciprocating-
rods Jj and a follower, K, of a shaft, which turns iu

its bearings above the trame, to allow ingress to the
cotton, in the manner described.

2. Tlie combination of a lever, having a fixed ful-

crum, with an arm, H, and movable grasper D, to
pull the reciprocating rods B downward, iu the man-
ner described.

3. The combination, with the depressing-device
mentioned in second clause, of a stationary guide
and fiictioual detainer E, arranged as set forth, •

94,994.—Hexry Bessejier, London, England.—Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—September 21,

1869; patented iu England, December 31, 1867.

Claim.—1. The treating molten crude or cast iron
with nitrate of soda or other solid oxygeu-yieldiug
substance iu a vessel mounted on trunnions, such
vessel being provided at one end with a chamber or

case, to contain the nitrate or other substance, and
at the other end with a mouth, serving to receive
and deliver the iron, aud also as an exit for the gases
passing- away during the conversion, the arrauge-
meut being also such that the vessel may have the
metal poured into it at the mouth without coming iu

contact with the nitrate or other substance, aud may
then be tipped so as to carry the nitrate or substance
below the molten metal, and finally, when the con-
version is complete, may be again tipped to pour out
the metal attbe mouth.

'

2. In treating molten crude or cast iron, the pour-
ing the nitrate of soda or otlier fusible oxygen-yield-
ing substance, iu a melted state, into the case or
chamber, in which it is used, allowing it to become
solid in the said case or chamber, and form a mass,
the surface only of which can be attacked l)y the
molten iron.

3. In treating molten crude or cast iron, the clos-

ing the top of the case or cliamber iu which the ni-

trate or other substance is contained beneath the
molten iron, with a perforated fire-tile, or a slab of
refractory stone.

4. The treating molten crude or cast iron with ni-

trate of soda or other fusible oxygen-yielding sub-
stance, by forcing- the litiuid nitrate or substance in

jets into and amongst the molten metal.
5. The forcing lieated air or steam through the

same tuyeres or orifices by which the liquid nitrate
or other substance is forced into the metal, so as,

before the nitrate is supplied, to heat the said ttiyeres

or orifices, aud to exclude tlie metal from them both
before aud after the application of the liquid nitrate
or substance.

6. In the treatment of molten crude or cast iron,

and iu the manufacture of malleable iron and steel,

the use of apparatus, arranged as is represented in
Eigs. 2 and 3 of tlie drawings.

7. The treating- molten crude or cast iron by carry-
ing nitrate of soda or other oxygen-yielding sub-
stance, in a powdered state, into and' amongst the
said metal, by means of a jet or jets of carbonic-acid
gas, or otber gas incapable of yielding oxygen to the
molten metal.

94,995.—Hexry Bessemer, London, England.—Manufacture of Iron and Steel. — September 21,

1869; patented in England, March 21, 1868.
Claiin.—The forcing or injecting downward into

molten crude iron, or remelted pig or other carburet
of iron, streams or jets of fused or liquid nitrate of
soda, or nitrate of potash, or other fused or liquid
substances whicb contain or are capable of evolv-
ing oxygen, when brought in contact with liquid
iron.

94,996.—Henry Bessemer, Loudon. England.—Manufacture of Iron and Steel.— September 21,

1869; patented in England, March 21, 1868.

Claim. — 1. The treatment and purification of
molten pig or other carburet of ii-ou in a convert-

ing-vessel, by means of currents of air and steam,
used separately or combined, and applied in such
manner that the metal shall thereby be rendered
semi-fluid, pasty, or granular, and become mechan-
ically mixed with the slags or cinder formed iu the
process, and subsequently'the admixture therewith,
iu the same vessel, of a further portion of molten
pig or other carburet of iron, aud the effecting the
complete fusion of such metallic mixture into fluid
malleable iron or steel, by forcing- air in sufficient
quantities upward thi'ough it.

2. The employment of nitrates of soda or nitrates
of potash, to act on and purify molten pig or other
carburet of iron in a converting-vessel," and the
subsequent admixture, in the same vessel, of the
iron so treated with another portion of pig or other
carbin-et of iron, and the conversion of such mix-
ture into fluid steel or malleable iron, by means of
currents of air forced upward through the metal.

3. The construction and employment, iu the man-
ufacture of malleable iron and steel, of converting-
vessels having two hearths or cavities, aud separate
tuyere-lioxes, as herein described.

4. In the coustructiou of furnaces suitable for fus-

ing malleable iron or steel, on the hearths thereof,
the use of hollow fire-bricks, arranged to form flues

or passages, through which currents ot air may be
caused to pass, as described.

5. The fusion of malleable iron or steel, or other
partially-decarl}onized puddled or purified iron, on
the sole or hearth of a g-as or other reverberatory
furnace, by adding to the materials to be fused a por-
tion of pig-iron or carburet of iron, and forcing air

into it, so as to cause heat to be generated, which
heat, acting iu conjunction with the heat of the fur-

nace, aud by joint action therewith, fuses the solid

liortions of the metal, aud, blending the mixtures,
converts the whole into fluid malleable iron or steel.

94,997.

—

Henry Bessemer, London. England.—Manufacture of Iron and Steel. — September 21,

1869 : patented in England, March 31, 1868.

Claim.— 1. The fusion of solid pieces of malleable
iron or steel, or of iron which has been more or less

decarbonised or rendered partially malleable, mixed
with pig- or other carburet of iron, iu a molten or
solid state, by means of a jet or jets of flame and
heated products arising from the combustion of
coke, coal, or other solid fuel, when such jet or jet*
of flame and products of combustiou are made to
enter among the said metal up through such portion
of the metal as is molten or becomes molten during
the operation.

2. The fusion of solid pieces of malleable iron or
steel, or of iron whicli has been more or less decar-
bonized or rendered partially malleable, mixed with
pig or other carburet of iron, in a molten or solid
state, by means of a compound or combining jet or
jets of gaseous or fluid fuel and air, or a jet or jets of
flame and heated products arising from the combus-
tiou of gaseous or fluid fuel, wlien such jet or jets

are made to enter among the said metal up through
such portion of the metal as is molten or becomes
molten during the operation.

3. The manufacture of cast steel or cast malleable
iron, by fusing- malleable iron or steel, or iron which
has been more or less decarl)ouized, or rendered par-
tially malleable, mixed with pig or other carburet of
iron, by means of a jet or jets of flame, or of gas-

eous or fluid fuel and air. when such jets are made
to enter among the metal up through such portion
of the metal as is molten or becomes molten during
the operation.

4. The treating and raising the temperature of

molten iron or steel, by means of a jet or jets of

flame, or of a compound or combining-jet or jets of
gaseous or fluid fuel and air, wlien such jet or jets

are forced into the iron or steel at the bottom of the
containing-vessel, and rise up through the molten
metal.

5. The fusion of solid pieces of malleable iron or
steel, or of iron which has been more or less decar-

bonized or rendered partiallj^ malleable, mixed with
pig or other carbiu-et of iron, by the use, in the same-
vessel, of a jet or iets of flame, or of a compound or
combining jet or jets of gaseous or fluid fuel and air,

and a jet or jets of air alone, or without fuel, such
jet or jets of air alone, or without fuel, being applied
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either before or after the flame or compound or com-
bining jet or jets, or simultaneously therewith, and
the several jets being made to enter among tlie metal
up through such portion of the metal as is molten or
becomes molten during the operation.

6. The melting of pig or other cast iron, by means
of a jet or jets of flames and heated products of com-
bustion, from solid fuel or gaseous fuel and atmos-
pheric air, or by means of compound or combining
jets of fluid or gaseous fuel and air, when such jets

are forced up among the pig or other cast iron, so avS

to rise up through the molten portions thereof as the
fusion progresses. Such gaseous matters so iii-

jectedmay have an oxidizing, carbonizing, or neutral
flame, as desired.

7. The employment of a jet or jets of flame and
heated i)roducts of combustion, arising from solid,

fluid, or gaseous fuel and atmospheric air, or of com-
pound or combining jets of fluid or gaseous fuel and
air, when such jets are forced upward through fluid

iron or steel, contained in a gas or other reverbera-
tory furnace.

8. The employment of melting or converting ves-
sels, mounted on axes, and having a fire or fuel-

chamber attached thereto, for the purposes herein-
before described.

9. The employment of melting or converting ves-
sels, having a combustion-chamber or tuyere-box,
arranged for tlie combustion or conveyance into the
metal of liquid or gaseous combustible matters and
atmospheric air, as hereinbefore described.

10. The fusion of pig-iron or other carburet of iron,
or of malleable iron or steel, or iron in a more or less
decarbonized or malleable state, in furnaces or ap-
paratus in which flame and products of combustion
are passed beneath an inverted fire-bridge or parti-
tion, and thence upward among the pieces of metal
to be fused, or upward and among tlie particles of
any fluid metal arising from the fusion of such pieces
of metal, or of any molten pig-iron that may be
employed in addition thereto.

94,998— A.. Brinckmaxn, IS^ew York, N.Y.—
Self- Closing FrtMcet—September 21, 1869.

Claim. — The faucet, constructed as described,
Avith the spring a, shoulder b, adjustable screw-cap
C, notched plate c, provided with a screw-thread
upon its edge, tlie set-screw e, and weighted handle
E, all arranged substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

94,999. — James Gate, Rumsey, K.j.— Wool-
Picking MacMne.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The bed or concave of a wool-picker,
made in two or more sections, which are constructed
and arranged substantially as described, so that they
are susceptible of a longitudinal motion for cleaning
the bars.

95,000.—R. W. Churchill, Bridgeport, Conn.-
Lamp-Shade.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.. — The improved expanding lamp-shade,
above described, formed by the combination of
hexagonal wire support A, hinged adjustable shade-
sections B, tongue C, and semi-elliptical springs D,
all being arranged with respect to each other, and
fitted together, substantially as shown and described.

95,001.—Geokge Conuou, 'New York, N. Y.—
Water- Clo.set.—SoptGniber 21, 1869; antethited Sep-
tember 8, 1809.
Claim.—1. The arrangement of the bowl, reservoir,

and valve-chamber, substantially as shown, and for
the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement of the pipe D, braneli I)',

globe-valve I, iilunger G, arm /', pivot /', float F,
bowl A, and reservoir B, substantially as and for the
purposes s])ecified.

3. Th(! arrangement of tlie waste-pipes K, L, and
O, substantially as and for the purpose described.

95,002.—William A. Coventhy, Paterson, N.
J. — Self- Winding Line-Machine. — September 2

1

,

1869.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of tlie

back ciis(; C ^itli tl:e so(dv(d.-n('ek 1), i)ivot l)ase A,
spring E, gear-wheels Fand T, jiinions I and K, and
pulley G, eonstruetiul ar.d ojierating substantially as
Hhown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

95,003. — Joseph P. Cukry, Vincennes, Ind.,
assignor to S. S. Burnet, same place.—^xtensioa-
Ta6Ze.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slide G H witb
the cords C C and D, and shaft A, substantially as-
and for the purpose specified.

95,004.—Charles H. Davis, Syracuse, X. Y.—
Box-Loop for Carriage-Top,^.—September 21, 1869.

Claim. — Tlie box-loop A, when formed as de-
scribed, with the lugs or spurs H upon its edges, anc?
applied to a carriage-top, by jyassing said lugs.-

through the same, and through the metal plate C,
and then bending them down upon the surface of
said plate, substantially as described, for the -pnr-
pose specified.

95,005. — William J. Dawsox, BrookSeM,.
Mo.

—

Revolving Plow.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. An improved revolving jilow, formed

by the combination of the plow or shovel-plates K.,
arms J, shaft I, pivoted adjustable frame F, hori-
zontal frame C, axle B, gear-wheels L M, and wheels
A, with each othei-, and arranged to operate as
herein shown and described, and lor the purpose set-

forth.

2. The combination of the long bolts G and pivotec?

lever H with the adjustable frame F and stationary
frame C, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the puri^ose set Ibrth.

95.006.— John Dennis, Oswego, N.Y.—Uai^
and Grain ^tojator.—September 21, 1869.

Claim..— ] . A machine, whose mode of operaiioo
is substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of the bars E, ropes or dbairis/

F, shaft or drum G, gear-wheel J, gear-wheel K,
pulley N, band O, and pulley P, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose st-i

forth.

3. The combination of the sliding frame or plate M^
brake Q, and lever R, with the gear-wheel J, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for-

the purpose set forth.

95,007.—M. L. Dr.\ke. Bockford, IW.—Harmsr-
Fa^tener.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The device described, consisting of the*

parts A B, lever-hook C, and button «2, the whole
being constructed as and for the purpose set fortb..

95.008. — Charles L. Drury, EockiughacB..
Vt.

—

Horse-Power.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inclined shaft B, carrying the
wheel C. in combination with the steps a and sliding-

guide D, substantially as herein shown and de--

scribed.
2. The swinging bars e. carrying the wheels d\,

and arranged in combination with the shaft E an^
rollers c, sul^stantially as and for the purpose hereiir
shown and described.

3. The frame A, having the bars h h, the s:iiiej,

and the Avhiffletree i, or its equivalent, hung to it. iir

combination with the inclined shaft B and wheel C,
substantially as specified.

95.009. — Lewis C. Encland, Philadelphur,
Pa. — Method of TIeating Tan-Bark Leaches hii

Steam.—September 21, 1869.

Claim..—1. Large tube or hollow log, a, placeu'
over or near the top of the leach-vats.

2. Discharge-pi])?s h b, with stop-cocks c c, thronglr
which tlie condensed or i)ai'tially eondeiised steain is-'

admitted into the desired leacli, or tlieir etiuivaleuts.
3. Conveying the condensed ov partially con-

densed steam through the large tube a, and dis-

charge-pipes 6 ?>, as herein set forth.

95,01 0.—William P. Evvinc, Fancy Hill, \n.—
JIor.se iM.?/-/»'aA-^.—September 21, 18()9.

'

Claim.— ]. The handles G, rod 1, suppoHs- TI,.

stop-bars L, rod N, springs Q, and st(>ps M, and rako-
head, all combined and arranged substantially Uit

specili(>d.

2. The combination, with the handles, of the-

treadle K, when all are arranged as speeitied.

3. Tiie eouibiuation, with the arms, of the support*-
H and hook S, substantially as specified.
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4. The arrang-ement of the arras G-, supports H,
(treadle, spriug-stops 11, aud rake-head, substautially

as specified.

95,011.—T. Vr. Fay, Camdeu, X. S.—Stum]?-
JBztractor.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A machine, wliose mode of operation is

isubstautially as shown aud described.
2. The combination, with g-rappling-device and

liolder F, of a Terticallj-ieciprocating- and non-ro-
tating screw D, and actuating-, revolving nut E, all

•co-operating to lift the stump in a perpendicular
.line, and without rotation of the carrying-screw.

3. The combination of revolving nut E and re-

•cessed plate B of the friction-balls d d, freely mov-
ing around with said plate, for the purpose of pro-
'ducing rolling instead of sliding friction, thereby
greatly lessening the resistance to be overcome by
the power applied.

4. The combination, with the legs A, shoes c, and
5)late B. of double eye-bolts affixed thereto, for the
purpose of forming au expanding frame, which nill

accommodate itself to any unevenness of ground, in

'sthe manner set forth.

95,012—E. J. Fexx, Medina, Ohio. — .H'or.se

Hay-Fork.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The lever F, in combination with the

-connecting-plates I aud slotted plate H, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
•described.

2. The comliination of the lever F, the bar B,
-slotted plate H, tlie connecting-ijlatps I, and the
•tines C D, with the shaft A, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as aud for the purposes
<iescribed.

95,013.—David Flaneut, Xew Orleans, La.

—

Telegraph-Apparatus.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, in a ijortable bos or

<jase, C D, of a local battery, relay, magnet, key,
and sounder, when arranged for inclosing the same,
.and to form a writing-case when open, substantially
as specified.

95,014.—Joseph J. B. Frey, l^ew York, N.
Y.— Self- Closing Telegraph-Key.— September 21

.

1869.
Claim.—The key A. constructed as described,

with the convolute spring B, in combination with
i;he platina point b, and insulated poiul; a, all ar-
ranged and operating as described, for the purpose
•.specified.

95,015.—James Gallo-\vay, Chetopah, Kan-
•sas.

—

Coffee-Roaster.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The browning and obtaining the extract

-of coffee by subjecting the raw colfee-berry'to heat
when immersed in water, substantially in the man-
aer described.

95,016.—F. A. Geisler, Bristol, R.I.—T/ira-s/i-

Ing-Machine.—Seiitemhev 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The vibrating-bar O, and the method

-of shaking the sieves, and screen, and the straw-
apron, substantially as herein shown and described,
for the purposes set forth.

2. The bars S S, in combination with a thrashing-
machine, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. Giving motion to the sieves of a thrashing-ma-
chine by means of a crank on the di-iving-shaft, sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,017.—JOHX D. GiiEY, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-
signor to himself and JoHX Lippincott, same
place.

—

Manufacture of Galvanized Iron.—Septem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The improved process herein de-
scribed, of preparing iron for galvanizing, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. As an improved article of manufacture, gal-

vanized iron, when prepared in the manner herein
.-specified.

95,018. — Charles C. Harris, La Favotte,
mi.— Windmill —September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The buckets D, journaled in the sides

A B, as described, and provided with the studs F
G, for limiting their axial motion, substantially as
specified.

2. The axial projections H of the buckets, shaped
as described, and combined with the weighted and
pivoted arras I, having the segmental arms M, all

substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the shaft Q, the inclines R,
shaft C, aud roller S, all arranged substantially as
specified.

95,019—M. C. H:A^^'KI^-s, Edinboiough, Pa.—
Sciving-Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the needle-bar
F and take-up bar G, the shaft C, crank-pin K, pit-

man E, crank g, crank-wheels e and i, and arm h,

all arranged and operating together, as set forth and
shown.

2. The combination of the needle-bar F, having
the inclined slot n. -with the take-up bar G, which
has the angular slot ?i, as described, and with the
crank-pin K, on the shaft C, all arrauffed and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described.

95,020.—'William E. Hill, Pvenovo, Pa.—
Water-Wheel.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The buckets, composed of the fixed
and movable parts, and the latter provided with
springs, all substantially as specified.

2. The gates/ (7, arranged aud combined with the
wheel, having buckets arranged substantially as
herein specified.

3. In combination with the wheel and scroll, the
V -grooves lined with India rubber, and arranged
with the V -projections of the wheel, as specified.

95,031.—Thomas Holmes, "Williamsburgh, IST.

Y.

—

Revolving Dough-Mixer.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The loose diagonal bar or knife I, in
combination with the revolving cylindrical vessel B,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the buttons G (one or more)
and catches or open keepers H with the frame A
arid revolving cylindrical vessel B, provided with
the adjustable partition J aud bar I, all constructed
and arranged as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

95,022.—G. H. Kamxachek, Columbus, Ohio.—
Hoisting-Apparatus.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a chain-wheel, or
chain aud carriages, all aiTanged as described, of
the ropes H H, attached to the bottom of the said
carriages, and operated alternately in the manner
set forth.

95,023 TTiLLiAM Xegg, Lasellsville, :ilsr. Y.—
Operating Chihrn-Dasher.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The stand D, with the circle K, in com-
biuation with the vibrating fulcrum G and the lever

C, constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

95,024.—Jeremiah J. King, New York, X.
Y.

—

Door-Ji-nob.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The knob formed with a central cavity,

E. and inclined channels F F, into which the prongs
D D of the socket A are raade to enter by pressure
on the socket, without the aid of separate wedges,
as herein shown and described, for tbe j)urpose

specified.

95,025.—J. M. TT. KiTCHEX, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Fruit-Jar.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The recessed cover B, having the par-

allel rings b^ b* between its inclined upper and its

straight lower portions, in combination with the in-

clined mouth «!, vertical necks a^, continuous lugs

a^, rubber packing C. and spriugfastening, all ar-

ranged as herein shown aud described, for the pur-

pose specified.

95,026.—JosiAH E. Klixe, Wheeling, West
Ya.

—

Railroad-Car Heater.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted grate D, suspended within
the furnace of a car-heater, to remain in a perpen-
dicular position during the motion of the car, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
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•2. The semi-oval grate D, when ai-ranged in the
furnace of a railroad-car heater, substantially as

herein shown and described, to better retain the
fuel by its turned-up sides.

3. The safe B, arranged under a car-floor, to sur-

round the furnace C, substantially as herein shown
and described, and to form au air-chamber, b, as
specified.

4. The door T, of the fire-safe, Avhen pi'ovided
with a funnel, G, which has doors at both ends, as
set forth.

5. The feed -apparatus, consisting of the tube H,
sliding plate o, box I, and cover jj, all combined and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
6. The apertures 1 1, formed in the sides of the fire-

safe B, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown aTid described.

7. The combination of chamber B, having a single
shut-off valve, with the tube J, provided with
numerous valves, all as shown and described.

8. The water-reservoir M, when arranged above a
car-heater, substantially as and for the purpose here-

in shown and described.
9. The chamber K, formed above the furnace, to

conduct the products of combustion from the furnace
into the chimney, substantially as herein shown and
described.

95,027. — He>iry Long, Kittanning, Pa.

—

Lamp.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The oil-reservoir A, water-reservoir D,
passage E, elevated dividing-wall Gr, and nozzle F,
all combined and arranged substantially as specified.

95,028.—John Longmaid, 'New York, IST. Y.

—

Process for Preserving Egg>i.—September 21, 1869.

Claiin.—The above-described process for preserv-
ing eggs, substantially as set forth.

95,029.—Samuel, D. Lucas, AYinterpock, Va.

—

C/iw 71.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
churns P, bench A, bed B, posts C and J, bar K,
guide L, connecting-rod H, fly-wheel G-, small gear-
wheel F, large gear-v/heel D, crank E, the lever I,

sockets M, and dasher-rods R, as herein sliOM'n and
described.

95,030.— E. D. McDonald, Jersey City, IT.

J.

—

Fire-Place.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
flues B D E, and openings A C, in a fii-eplace heater,
made of cast or sheet-metal, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

95,031.—John McLeish, Chicago, HI.—Com-
Harvester.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stalk-grasping device H, con-
structed and operating in connection with the lifters

E, slotted platform a', cutters G, and endless apron
I, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the endless apron I with
the grasping-device H, rollers J K, frame A, and
rollers S T, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the guides Q or equivalent
Avith the endless apron I, frame A, and grasping-
device H, sul)stantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.
4. The combination of the rollers S T with the

fi-ame A, endless apron I, and liopper or spout X,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

5. The spout or hopper X, operated from the
carrier by means of a crank and pitman, in combiiui-
tion witli the rollei's S T, frame A, and ciirricr Y
Z A', sul)stantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

95,032—C. C. Mkuuiman, Brigliton, N. Y.—
Traction-Engine.—September 2J, 1869.

Claim.— J . The feet, as described, wlien arranged
in any manner to operate in conil)inati<)n witli o)ie

or more driving-wlieels, for tlie purpose of produc-
ing traction.

2. The feet C, when combined witli the wheel A,

and actuated by any kind of a spring or elastic
material, substantially as specified.

3. The method of increasing or diminishing the
traction by altering the hue of di-aught, substan-
tially as described.

4. The arrangement of the draught-chain L,
relatively to the rear end of the engine, for increas-
ing the pressure on the driving-wheels, substantially
as specified.

95,033.—Henry Millard, :^rew York. IST. Y.—
Machine for Grinding Mower and Reaper Knives.—
September 21, 1869.

Claim..—The slotted branched adjustable arm J,
roller-bar and arms L M, and holder-frame N O,
arranged in relation to each otljcr, and to the grind-
stone C and frame A, substantially as herein shown
and described.

95,034.—Eranklin H. Mokrill, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Machine for Winding Bobbins.—September 21,
1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of the heart-shaped
gear H G, arm A, and pinions l!f and N^, for the
purpose of giving a variable rotary motion to the
bobbins B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

95,035.—Isaac J. Morrow, Everton, Ind.

—

Cultivator.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable standard G, so con-
structed that the plow H may always work at a
higher level than the plow C of the rear standard B,
in combination with the beam A and rear standard
B, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable pivoted lever K and fender J, in
combination with the adjustable standard G, beam
A, and rear standard B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

95,036. —Jean Marie Muterse and Henri
GuiBERT De Valory, Guerandc, France. — Com-
position for Use in Fire-Extinguishers.—September
21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The within-described fire-extinguish-

ing compound, in the form of a dry powder, adapted
for ready diffusion and quick solution in water, com-
posed of the combination of ingredients and in
about the i^roportions herein set forth.

2. The cartridge, herein described, composed of
the within-described antiphlogistic powder, or its

equivalent.

95,037.—Henry H. ISTichols, Keeseville, N. Y.,

assignor to P. S. Whitcomb, same place.

—

Machine
for Binding Wood.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bent piece d^,

spring d^, rope E, and treadle e, as and for the pur-
pose described.

2. The combination of the parts described, con-
sisting of the beams A A^, carriage B^, screw-shaft
B, pulleys b b^ b^, platform C, arms C^, strip D',
form C\ and cross-head H, arranged and operated
substantially as described.

95,038.—August NirriNGER, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Meat-Cutting Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the upright U, tri-

angular-shaped guides G, GS G'-^, and G^ spring-
catches K, K', and K^, and plate L, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

95,039.—Alfred Paraf, Nqw York, X. Y.,
assignor to Edward Saiunr IIenwick, trustee.-
Extract of Madder for Dyeing and Printing.—Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—The beforc-descril)ed compound extract
of madder, lieing a composition of tlic coloring-mat-
ter of madder and the compound of tlie alkalino base
and volatile acid, substantially as before described,
the same being a new article of manufacture.

95,010 Ai-FKKD Pauaf, Tiew York, X. Y.,

assignor to Edwakd Saiunk Kknwu'K, trustee.

—

Process for Printing Colors on Tcrtilc M((tcrials.—
September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The process, horoinbefore described, of
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printing colors upon a textile material, by printing
it -with the coloring-material, applying a compound
of an alkali and volatile acid to it, and steaming it,

substantially as before described.

95,041.— D. C. Pierce, Washington, D. C—
Railway liail-Chair. — September SC 18<>9; ante-
dated September 8, 1869.

Clavin.—1. A railway-chair, having inner convex
surfaces, and chocks with corresponding con-
cavities, all constructed and operating together
substantially as described, and for the purposes set
forth.

2. In combination with snch chair, a bearing-plate,
applied and operating substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

3. In like combination, elastic packing applied and
operating substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,042.— J. H. Preston, Jefferson City, Mo.

—

Machine for Bending IFood.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, with the foundation A,

of the block B, form H, adjustable angle-irons I,

bending-lever C, flanged roller G-, adjusting-straps
E, band ]^, rod P, lever O, rack-bar K, key M, and
clamp L, when constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

95,043.—Perry Prettyman, Paradise Spring
Parm, Oregon.

—

Railway-Car Truck.—September 21,
1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the wheels D upon
axles attached to each side of the car-truck, in the
position and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the guard-rollers G upon
the truck, at the points specified, for the purpose of
limiting the lateral movement of the car.

3. The combination, with tha auxiliary wheels D,
of the chute H, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

95,044.—John J. Ray and James R. Young,
New Orleans, La.

—

Gultivating-Hoe.—September 21,
1869.

Claim.—The blades A, connected and supported
by posts, braces, and transverse beams, in the angu-
lar arrangement described, and provided with weed-
cutters and wheels, all substantially as specified.

95,045.— Charles A. H. Rice and A. J. Van
Deren, Central City, Colorado Territory.— Gwirfe
for Stamp -Mills.Se^temhcT 21, 1869.

_
Claim.—An adjustable guide for stamp-mills, con-

sisting of the sectional support A, boxes B, screws
D, gibs E, and wooden guides F, the screws having
the shoulders c and the concave lower ends, when
all these parts are arranged together as herein shown
and described, for operation as set forth.

95,046.—A. C. RODGERS, Fort "Washington, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Lewis Shaffer, same place.—Railroad-Station Indicator.—September 21, 1869.

eloign.—The wheels C, having tAvo sets of teeth a
6 on its two faces, and notches c in its edge, in com-
bination with the levers F H H', bars 1 1' and J J',

levers E E', and rod D, all arranged and operating
as described, for the purpose specified.

95,047.— John H. Ryland, Baltimore, Md.—
Straiv-Ciotter.—Septemhev 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
gear-wheel C, the knife-wheel D, the cirrved knives
K, the arm I, and the roller R, when constructed as
and for the purpose set forth.

95,048.—"William H. Schwalbe. New York, N.
Y.—Sofa and Bedstead.—September 21, 1869.

Claim..— 1. The frame K. made in two parts,
hinged to each other, and to the parts C of the sofa
and bed, in combination with the hinged ijarts A C
of the said sofa and bed, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The hinged frame E, in combination with hinged
and folding parts C A, and with the vertical back H,
whether said back be made solid with or separate
from the partition or wall of the room, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The hinges F and G, constructed as described,
in combination with the hinged frame E and groovetl
back H, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,049.—Lewis Scott, Sinking Spring, Ohio.

—

Pan and Furnace for Evaporating.—September 21,

1869; antedated September 10, 1869.

Claim.—The furnace A, constructed as shown and
described, with the pans B, C, and J', in combina-
tion therewith, when the same are constructed and
arranged as herein set forth, for the purposes spec-
ified.

95,050.—Joshua Seip and Henry J. Schmeyer,
Macungie, Pa.

—

Combined Threshing-Machine and
Separator.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a threshing-ma-
chine, the separating-floor D, formed of the aprons
F and G, with the strips H, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the slide o beneath the cyl-

inder of the cleaner, to regulate the outflow of air

and diminish the blast, in the manner specifled.

95,051.—George V. Sheffield and James F.
Coburn, Hopkintou, Mass.

—

Railway.—September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The angle -rail B, supplementary rail C,
and the wheel D, in combination, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the angle-rail B and the tie

A, arranged as described, and for the x^urposjes set
forth.

95,052. — Joseph H. Smith and Eli.tah G.
Peckham, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Saiv.—September 21,1869.
Claim.—The saw-blade, which combines in its con-

struction pairs of teeth, separated below their cut-

ting or sharpening-bevel, and an intermediate single
clearing-tooth, which has an angle, i, on each of its

sides, substantially as described.

95,053.—Luther L. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Nickel-Faced Type.—September 21, 1869.

"

Claim.— 1. The electro-plating of metallic type
and of electrotype or stereotype-plates made from
movable type with nickel, and thus producing an im-
proved type or plate.

2. A metallic type, electro-plated -^'ith nickel, or a
stereotype-plate made from movable type and electro-

plated with nickel, as a new article of manufacture.

95,054.—W. Smith, San Francisco, Ca\.—Slow-
Closing Yalve for Water-Closets. — September 21,

1869.

Claim..—1. A valve for water-closets, having its

sus]3ending-chambers partitioned off from, and hav-
ing no communication with the water-passages, sub-
stantially as shown and described and for the pur-
poses specifled.

2. Li combination with the plunger H, the chamber
N, gland r, and tube I), the spindles C and G, valve

/, packing or valve-face q, and packing e, aj'ranged
substantially as shown and described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,055.—Louis Triplett, Columbia, Ky.

—

Side-
saddle Tree.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved sheet-metal blanks A B,
constructed, shaped, and adapted as herein described,
for emijloymeut in the construction of side-saddle
trees, substantially as specified.

2. Side-saddle trees, composed of the sheet-metal
parts A B and pads N, when shaped, connected, and
arranged substantially as specified.

95,056,—Hermann Yon Holten, Hoboken, N.
j._C'o/ee-Po^.—September 21, 1869.

Claim..—An improved coffee-pot formed by the
combination of the partition B, tube C, rod F, ves-

sel D, shield H, filter I, and skeleton-plate J, whether
the flannel fllter be used or not, with each other and
with the vessel A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.
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95,057.—Addison G. "Watehhouse, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Rotary Mechanical Power.—September
21, 1869.

Claitn.—1. In combination with the inner circu-

lating- cof^-wheel, actuated by an eccentric or crank,
as described, and the outer revolving cog-wlieel, a
sliding ring or cross-arm, having independent sliding

bearings on opposite sides, and sliding bearings at

right angles therewith, for the circulating wheel or
plate, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the circulating cog-wheel,
the circulating plate, with an adjustable clutch to at-

tach and detach said plate to and from the circulating
wheel, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the circulating and revolv-
ing cog-wheels and sliding ring or cross-arm, the
revolving shaft B, the hollow stationary shaft C, and
the stationary disk H, with sliding bearings thereon
for the I'ing or cross-arm, substantially as described.

95,058.—Joseph P. "White, Savannah, Ga.—
Combination-Lock.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The tumblers D, auxiliary tumblers E,

spring-dogs D'^, and bolt A, arranged substantially
as specified.

2. The combination of the tumblers D, auxiliary
tumblers E, and eccentric disks E, substantially as
specified.

95,059.—Joseph P. White, Savannah, Ga.—
(Sa/e.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A safe made with strong interior shell B,
and thin exterior shell A, arranged with a space be-
tween them, filled with explosive powder, and a
rough substance, which, by frictional contact with a
burglar's tool, will ignite the powder, substantially
as described.

95,060.—Jacob Winkelhouse, ISTew York, IST.

T.—i?i«-JToZrfer.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The socket A and bit-shank E, each pro-
Abided with a corresponding recess, as shown and de-

scribed, with a notched bolt B, and spring D, all ar-

ranged and operating as a bit-holding device, in the
manner set forth.

95,061. — Hiram Wolf, Saint Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself and AbramD. "VYolf, same jjlace.

—Afminf/-P'«iftp.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, above each other,
of any desired number of sections, as herein de-
scribed, each section containing one reservoir and
two pumps, the discharge-orifices of which pumps
are level with or above the top part of the reservoir,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pumps I, when pivoted in such a manner
that they may be brought from a vertical to a hori-

zontal position, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The combination of the pumps I, flanges O P,
nut R, and screws S s, substantially as and for the
l)urposes set forth.

4. The combination of the pumps I, reservoirs J,

and pipes K aiul L, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,062.—A. H. WOOTTOX, Bartow, Gri\..—Com-
binecl Corn and Cotton Planter.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eorminga recess in the thickened side
of the hopper B, to receive the upper part of the
drive- wheel C, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination and arrangement of the axle
D, drive-whcol C, and dropping-Avhcel F/', or II,

with the slotted beam A and hopper B h', substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the
slotted beam A, hopper B h', axle D, drive-Avheol C,
droi)])ing-whoel E /, or II, furrowing-plow I J K,
Kcruper 11, covcring-])low L M N, and handles O P
Q, with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

95,063.— Wesley A. Wright, Liberty, Yn.,
assignor to himself and William C. Tkow^huidge,
same [jlace.— Compound for lientoring Damaged
Tobacco.—Sei)tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described composition for re-
storing damaged tobacco, consisting of the ingre-
dients substantially as specified.

95,064.—John Alexander, Green Point, IST. Y.— Coating Iron for the Fronts of Buildings, and for
other Purposes.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— The within-described imitation brown-
stone, having a foundation of iron and a coating of
stony particles bedded in a layer of semi-fluid ma-
terial, and permanently affixed to the iron by baking,
all substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

95,065.—David L. Allen, Williamsport, Pa.

—

Expanding-Mandrel.—September 21, 1869.
Glai')n..—The screw-nut C, cone B, and chucks A,

constructed and combined as herein described, in
combination with the solid mandrel, recessed at each
end, and with screw-thi'ead extremities E, substan-
tially as set forth.

95.066. — Edvi^in Allen, ISTorwich, Conn. —
Hearse.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rollers F, in combination with the
floor of a hearse or other vehicle, to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

2. The arrangement of the rollers E, axles C C,
and wedge-formed slide d, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

95.067. — George Armstrong, Elmira, HI.—
Marker for Seeding-Machines.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A marker-pole, A, which is provided
on one end with a compound pivot-Joint, and on the
opposite or free end with a marking-runner, substan-
tially as described.

2. The rod C, applied to the reversible marking-
runner B, and provided with a draught-ring, D, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The reversible or curved marking-runner B, so
constructed and apjjlied, as herein set forth, as to
admit of its being drawn by either one of its ends.

95,068.—James Armstrong, Jr., Elmira, 111.

—

Corn-Planter.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wings o o, upon the oscillating
valve i, substantially as described.

2. The A^alve i, with or without wings o, when
provided with a notch or recess, e, substantially as
described.

3. A double- channeled or twin seed-distributing
tube, G, open at its back, and in combination with a
winged valve, J, or the equivalent thereof, substan-
tially as described.

4. The laterally-adjustable dropper's seat E', sub-
stantially as described.

95,069. — James B. Ayer, Elizabeth, X. J.—
Motive-Poiver for Sewing and othUr Machines.—Sej)-

tember 21, 1869 ; antedated September 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The noiseless power lor driving sew-
ing-machines, consisting of the combination, with
the spring E, of a series of large and small friction-

wheels with straight peripheries, arranged above
and below each other on shafts C O P, to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a sewing-machine, for the purpose of trans-
mitting and accelerating motion, one or more series
of large and small friction-wheels h H i 1, with
straight peripheries, Avliich are covered with India-
rubber, or its equivalent, and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described.

3. The vertically-oblong bearings a a', of the shaft

C, in the pieces A A', substantially as and for the
puri^oses set forth.

95,070.—J. L. BARTLETTand J. B. L. Bautlett,
North Jay, Mo.

—

Uorse-liake Teeth.—September 21,

18(J9.

Claim.—The rake-tooth lu^rein described, having
coil A, bent portions B and C, lateral brace E, and
hooks D, constructed and urrauged us specified.

95,071.—Giacinto Bautolomki, Chicago, 111.

—Composition for Pooling and Paving.—Soptombor
21, 1869.
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Claim. — The manufactnre or preparation of a
compound, herein described, of the ingredients, in

the proportions and for the pni'poses set forth.

95,072.—Charles Bettinger, South Dansville,
N. Y.

—

Device for Preventing Cattlefrom Jumping.
—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device for the purpose described,
consisting of the suspended frame A, springs E F,
inwardly-projecting pins H, outwardly-projecting
pins G, and blinds J, arranged together for the pur-
pose described.

2. The spring E, spring E, pins H H, and frame
A, constructed and operated substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The combination, with the suspended frame A,

of the spring E at its upper end, and the spring E at

its lower end, operating in relation to each other,

substantially as described.
4. The blinds J, as applied to the suspended frame,

for the purpose as described and set forth.

95,0'5 3.

—

Hiram Blunt and Robert C. Blunt,
Bath, 111., byHiKAM Blunt, for himself, and Hiram
Blunt and Mary Jane Bf>UNT, executors of Egb-
ert C. Blunt, deceased.

—

Wheat-Drill.—September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seed-box A and feed-boxes E E',

when arranged with slides e and the feed-screws /,
substantially as set forth.

2. The hinged support given to the driver upon
the roller-frame, and the "foot-rest connected with
the seed-box frame when combined to be operated
substantially as set forth.

95,074—Thomas "W. Bracher, Xew York, IST.

Y.— Hat-Yentilator.—September 21, 1869.

Clavm.—A hat-ventilator, consisting of the metal
pieces c b, arranged ^'ertically, one above the other,
and braided together, to form a fabricated connec-
tion between them, through which the stitches pass,

to connect the same to the hat, substantially as de-

scribed.

95,075 S. E. Bradley, ]Srew York, X. Y.—
Manufacture of White-Lead.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as described,
of treating the pulp with oil, to effoet the separation
of the water by the act of combining the oil with
the pigment, set forth.

95,076.—James L. Bkander, Boston, Mass.

—

Table and Bedstead.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A combined table and bedstead, in

which the upright head and foot boards serve as the
top and leaves of the table, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination, with the center-piece a b, of

the hinged box-frames c d, and the pieces i m, as
shown and described.

95,077.—John Broughton, Xew York, IST. Y.

—

Faucet—SevtemhoY 21, 1869.
Claim.—The valve D, formed with a lower disk,

e, in combination ^^'ith the enlarged chamber/, in or
to the body of the faucet, and the shaft E, Avitli its

eccentric lifting-bar g, flanges h, and packing-rings
i, essentially as shown and described.

95,078.—A. L. Brouse and ITrtas "Weidman,
Lake, Ohio.

—

Sausage-Stuffer.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie stuffer-box B, provided with the

extejided side C, having the slots O and P cut
therein, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The plunger D E, provided with the arm E,
with cross-pin a, when used in combination with the
stufter-box B, provided with the extended side C,
having the slots O and P cut therein, substantially
as and' for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of the platform A, stuffer-box
B, with extended side C, having slots O and P cut
therein; plunger D E with arm E and eross-pin a,

pressure-lever H, connecting-link I, and standard
K, the several parts being arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

4. The discharge-tube ]^, provided with the groove
e and collar g, when used in combination with the

clamp M and platform A, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

5. The flexible valve G on the plunger E, pro-
vided with hole s, opening downward, as shown,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

95,079.—David E. Brown, Champaign, 111.,

and Elijah C. Brown, Crawfordsville, Jnd.

—

Shield
for Corn-Ploivs.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar A, with rod E and teeth B B,
when constructed as described, and used substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bar C, screw-rod D,
and taps or nuts a b, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

3. The combination of the bar A, teeth B B. bar
C, screw-rod D, taps a b, and rod E, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,080.— S. B. BusHFiELD, Jr., Parkersbnrgh,
West Va.

—

Folding-Umbrella.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
handle A, bisected ribs B B, braces G G, cylinder-
D, springs H K, and metal cap M, with its annular
recess or oj)ening N, all substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

95,081.—Canceled.

95,08S. — Bobert Carson, Meredosia, 111.

—

Gang-Ploiv.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The i^lows A, connected by the bent ad-
justable bars b, in combination with the intermedi-
ate plows C, when arranged as herein described.

95,083.—Isaac A. Clark, Marion, IST. Y.— Gate.
—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged bar or
brace d with the rollers b &, in the manner described,
and for the purpose specified.

95,084, —"W. A. Clark, Boston, Mass.— Bi7-
Uard and Bagatelle Table.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A table-top, constructed in sections,
in combination with a suitable frame-work or under-
support, when the connection between the two is

such that they can be relatively adjusted, by sliding

the one uiwn the other, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

2. A table-top, made in sections, and each section
so constructed as, when opened, to leave a raised
beaiing around its interior surface, substantially as
described, ibr the purpose set forth.

3. A table-top, constructed in sections, with one
hinged to the under supporting-frame, Avheu the lat-

ter is arranged for adjustment under the former, or
table-top, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. A table-top, constructed in sections, with their

interior surface provided with sockets for the re-

ception of plugs, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

.5. The plugs R, for the sockets of the table, when
so constructed as to be susceptible of adjustment in
length, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

6. The plugs E., when made smooth at one end
and concave at the other, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
7. The two-part plug, secured together for adjust-

ment in length, substantially as and for the puipose-
set forth.

95,085.—Ja5[ES S. Coen, Attica, Ind.—Oom-
P^ajife/-.-September 21, 1 869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the shaft I and
boxes H H, the cut-otf h, of rubber or other pliable

material, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bar D, runners E E,
and connecting-bar E, substantially as shown and
described.

3. The spring-rod/, constructed as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement, with the bar D and axle A,
of the bars M M and platform N, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The rod O, with hook m, and slide P and hook
n, constructed as described, and for the purposes set

forth.
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95,086.—William W. Colley and "William H.
Deitkick, Philadelphia, Pa. — Signal-Holder for
Railway- Cars.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted bars C and E, jointed at G-,

and containing the claws 1 1, and the expanding and
contracting band L L, whether made expansible or
not, as arranged and combined, in the manner and
for the purposes substantially as herein described
and set forth.

2. The claw I, and spiral or other spring J, and
set-screw K, arranged and combined and moving in

the slot H, and on the surface of the bar C, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
described and set forth.

3. The expanding and contracting band L L, in

combination with the jointed bar or rod M and joint

a, each being constructed, arranged, and operated
in the manner and for the purposes substantially as
herein described and set forth.

95,087.—Henry Cordtz, Chicago, 111.—Heel/or
Boots and Shoes.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic heel D, provided with the
projections b, for securing the leather lifts C,. when
constructed and arranged substantially as herein
shown and described.

95,088.—Charles A. Cowbell, ISTewark, IST. J.—Pump.—September21, 1869 ; antedated September
13, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow shaft a
and its valve b, interior working-rod c, and its valve
d, with the cylinder/, stock A, with exhaust g, and
lever, with pitman on each side of the fulcrum e, tor
alternately operating the rods a c, all substantially
as herein set forth,

95,089.—L. H. Cowley, Silver Creek, X. Y.—
Device for Collecting Petroleum from the Sttrface of
Water- Courses.—September 21 , 1869.
Claim.—The sunken reservoir D D', divided by

partition and dam B, and arranged in the bed of a
creek, so as to operate substantially as set forth.

95,090—Waldo P. Craig, M.iltou,Kj.—Levee.
—September 21, 1869.

GUmn.—1. The combined arrangement of guide-
inles A A, walings B B, and sheet-piling C, sub-
stantially as herein described, the sheet-piling being
flanked on either side by the guide-piles and Avalings,
and all constructed and applied substantially in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The piles H, attached to the lower side ofhinged
or jointed sections G, so as to be driven in the act of
lowering said sections, as and for the j)urpose speci-
fied,

3. The combination, with the subject of the last
preceding clause, of the sneet-piliag C', and con-
crete or rubble-tilling J, as and for the purpose set
forth,

95,091.—Luther O. Crocker, Braintree, Mass.
'

—

Ticket- Cutter.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the stripper A; with

the die-jaws, substantially in manner and so as to
operate therewitli, and witli the dies, as specified,
the stripper under such a combiimtiou having its

inner end jointed to the lower jaw, and its other end
supported against one or more springs, and provided
with stops, as set forth.

2. The wire /, as made, with the finger-bend or
recess g.

3. Tlio arrangement and combination of the wire
/, and the finger-recess thereof, witli the spring h,
and the two jaw-levers provided Mdth cutting-dies,
or the same, and a strippei-, as explained.

4. In combination with the stripper-plate Ic, the
inclination of tlie cutting-face of the die i, longitu-
dinally or laterally, or in botli directions, rclativelv
to the lower face of tlui said stripper-plate, so that
the stripper-plate, wlienin the act of clearing a card
from the die, may effect tlie same in a gradual man-
ner from end to end or side to side, or in both ways,
of the cut made by the die,

95,092.—GeorgrCrompton, Worcester, Mass.
—Loom.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— \. In combination with a box-indicatintr

pattern-mechanism at one end of the loom, and witbi
two tappet-wheels and their ratchets at the same ent!.

of the loom, and loose upon the tappet-shaft, the-
two other ratchet-wheels on the same end of the-
shaft, and the two tappet-wheels at the opposite end.
of the shaft, one of said last ratchet-wheels and its

tappet being fast to the shaft, and the other of said
ratchet-wheels being loose upon the shaft, and im-
parting movement to its tappet-wheel through tbe-
auxiliary shaft geared to said last-named ratchet-
wheel and tappet-wheel, substantially as shown and
described.

2. In combination with the shipper-lever /^ and
rocker-shaft i^, the arm V^, depending from such lever,
and operated by the fingern^, on the end of the lever-
ed, substantially as described,

95,093.—Phineas D, Crosby, Danbury, Conn„—Thill- Covplinq. — September 21, 1869; antedated
September 11, 1869.

Claim.—A carriage- shackle, in which the bolt I>'

is constructed with a groove or notch, a, in combi-
nation with the packing d and screw E, the whole-
constructed, arranged, and operating substautiallTr

in the manner specified.

95,094.—Ernest Dams, l^ewark, jST. J.—Full-
ing-Mill.—September 21, 1869 ; antedated Septem-
ber 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, within the troBgb
B, of removable frames E, for carrying the rollers a,.

substantially as and for the purpose herein set fortb^
2. The steam-chamber m, covered by a perforatec^

plate, n, arranged with relation to and in combina-
tion with the rolls a, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

95,095.—CONSTANTINE De Bodisco, Saint Pe-
tersburg, Russia, and Pedro Diez De Eivera,,
Madrid, Spain.

—

Artificial Sliding-Hill.—September-
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The structure A, consisting of a tower,,
B, an inclined plane at the side of the latter, a plat-
form at the top and a staircase leading fi'om the-

ground to the said x^lfvtform, the whole being con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the-

l^urposes described.
2. The combination, with the structure above de-

scribed, of an elevating-apparatus, for the purposess
set forth, togetlier with the endless belt or strap F,
having the hooks e, arranged and operating in the~

tower B, as specified,

95,096.—Aa^ery Denison, Woodville, Ohio, as-
signor to himself and William Keil, same place.

—

Apparatusfor Making Butter.—Hciitem'bev 21. 1869-

Claim.—i. The arrangement of the tvs'o parts of
tlie cylinder B, projections a a a, governors or clamps-
b b b, upper orifice c', lower orifice c', opening d, the
grooves or furrows in its inner surface, plane sur-

face around the opening d, when consti'ucted and'
operating substantially as herein set Ibrth.

2. The arrangement of the cylindrical wheel C,
l^lane surface of the same, c', around the opening or-

eore made to receive the shaft g, with the arrange-
ment of the grooves or furrows, as shown in the-

drawings, when constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein described.

3. Tlie geared wheel D, gudgeon e, pin e'. handle-

/, piniou-whccl E, shaft g, box H, wlieu constriu'ted,.

arranged, and operating substantially as herein speci-

fied.

4. The combination and use of the table A, cylin-

der B, cylindrical wheel C, geared wheel D, pinion-

wheel E, box II, with their attacliments, as licrein

specified, when constructed, arranged, and oiterating

substantially as and for the purposes mentioned,

95,097. — Charles W. Dwelle. Saint Louis,

Mo.—Jlanufacture of ^YhitcLead.— i^^'\nv\nWr 2L
18()9.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of a fan, or other

suction and forcing device, in conneclion witli tho
separating-reels and hopivrs, or siniihir cU'viccs. anil

the conU)inati(>n tlierewith of bag receivers or cis-

terns, substaiitiallv asset fortli.

2. The cistern <;", its pan (i', and ring 17, when rt-
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ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The hopper B', its trough and conveyer, eom-
3>ined with the spout H, rollers I, spout K, and sec-

ond se2)arator-dcvicc L M il', when acting substau-
•tiallj as and for the purposes set forth.

95,098 "W. P. Elaji, Petersburgh. 111.— C'ar-

fi'iage- Wheel.—Heinomher 21, 1869.

Claim.—A box for wagon-hubs, consisting of the
case C, having the flanges c and the plate I, both
having an annular groove, e, on their inner face, vrith

fthe journaled rollers a mounted therein, all cou-
-strueted and arranged as set forth.

95,099 David Eyxox, Eichmond, Ta.—File
J'or Rdilroad- Chal rs.—September 21, 18tl9.

Claim.—A pile composed of rails arranged with
i;heir most prominent parts in contact, as set forth.

95,100—H. H. Flick, Lavansville, V&.—Bee-
.Hive.—September 21,1869; antedated Septembers,
.1869.

Claim.—1. The double honey-frame P, when con-
structed and arranged as herein shown and described.

2. Tlie combination of the moth-trap E with the
base B, having the door B', when arranged in the
rmanner and for the pm*pose herein shown and de-

s3cribed.

95,101.—TTiLLiAM T. Fkeligh, Jersey City, X.
3.—Hinge for Blinds.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged hook k, sustained by the pin o

•upon the eye r/, but allowed to drop and take the
/:atch I, when the notch s comes below said pin o, as
43et forth.

95,109.—Aloxzo Pkexcu, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Instrument Jbr Tighteninn and Loosening Screic-

"fJaps of Fruit-Jars.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described instrument, consist-
ing of two handled jaws, hinged together, and hav-
'Ing in their inner sides a screw-thread, adapted to
>^hat of a screw-ring for fruit-jars, all substantially as

-set forth.

95,103.—Ru.ssEL Pkisbie, Cromwell, Conn., as-

.-signor to J. and E. Stephens and Company, same
jjlace.

—

Hinge for Boxes.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The sheet-metal ears C C, united in or by
.the process of casting, as described, with the one
-.section or j)ortion of the box, for attachment of the
two sections or portions, consisting of a body. A,
and lid, B, by beudiug said ears so as to receive,

through holes b h formed in them, hinge-pins or studs
a a provided on the other section or portion, substan-
.^:ially as speciiied.

95,104.—Charles E. Goodhue, Maiden, Mass.—TJrn-Stand.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A stand for coffee-pots and similar ves-
•sels, consisting of the frame A and the tilting bottom
D, provided with the ledge d, pivoted eccentrically,
and arranged to rest on the bar or stop C, substan-
tially as shown and described.

95,105.—George C. Grut, Milwaukee, TTis.-
'&pring-Bed Bottom.—September 21, 1869.
. Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
slotted braces C, rubber springs D, spiral springs
-supporting the bed, and the bed-pieces A and B, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.
95,106.-1. A. Hammer, Xewton, Iowa.—^ate-

TO«en.— September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dampers L, islaced in the bottom
of the ovens, so that the heat can always be readily
•controlled, and so as to cause a current of heated aii"

•apward, substantially as set forth.

2. The dampers L, in combination with the flue-

dampers O, when so arranged that the heat from the
/Oven can be turned up the flue, and vice versa, sub-
stantially as shown.

3. The pulleys K, V, and W, endless rope or chain
X, shaft Z, and chain H, when used to lower and
3.'aise the shelves, substantially as specified.

4. The adjustable slide S, provided with a hook, T,
or its equivalent, when used substantially as set forth.

5. The depression or recess M, forced in the back

of the furnace, for the purpose of receiving an ash-'

pan, substantially as described.
6. The chambers C, shelves G, dampers L and O,

furnace D, chains H and X, pulleys K. W, and V,
slide S, hook T, and flue X, when all are combined to
form an oven, substantially as specified.

95,107. — JoHX Hazeltixk, Melrose, and
Chakles L. Wheeler, Cambridge, Mass.; said
Hazeltixe assigns his half to said Wheeler.—
Elastic Cushion for Horses' Feet.—September 21,
1S69.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with an elastic or
flexible rubber cushion, constructed substantially in
the form as shown and described, of a metal spring,
E, ^\-hen the said spring is applied to the cushion in
the manner, by the means, and for the purpose spec-
ified.

2. The combination, with an elastic or flexible rub-
ber cushion, formed, constructed, and provided with
a spring, as described, of catches (/, when said catches
are aijplied to the cushion in the manner, by the
means, and for the purpose specified.

95,108.—C. V. Hemexway, Xew London, Ohio,
assignor to himself and A. A. Powers, same place.—Brick-2IacMne.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable side E' and spring G',
as arranged in combination with the press-box E, in
the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rock-shaft P, arms O Q, and spring D',
when constructed and arranged to operate by means
of the sweep X, in the manner as described, and for
the purpose specified.

95.109.—Alexaxder W. Hexdrick, Batavia,
111.— C'oj/iu.-September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described coffin-lid, composed
of two transverse sections, and secm-ed in place by
means of the spring-catches and dowel-pins, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

95,110.—Colemax Hicks, Lancaster, Ky.

—

Sash-
Holder.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The clutch-nut E, with its toothed
flange and square shaft, constructed substantially as
described, in combination with the pinion d and
spring k, as a device for locking and unlocking a
window-sash, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The flanged cylinder D, the pinion d, the rack e,

spring ^^ clutch-niU E, all constructed and arranged
substantially as described, when in combination, as

parts of a sash-lock, as above set forth.

95,111.—Louis Hillebraxd, Philadelphia, Pa.—Trunk-Hasp.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A hasp constructed of spring-metal, sub-
stantially as described.

95,112.—Willia>[ J. HoRSTMAXX, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Let- Off and Tension-Device for Spools of Braid-
ing-Machines.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pawl G on the
ratchet-bobbin spindle B, in respect to the guide E,
having a slot, e, opening y, and weight E, as de-

scribed.

95,113.—Thomas Houghtox, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Machine for Forming Screw-Threads on Sheet-

Metal CrtiJS.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of swaging threads on sheet-

metal ware, ti'om the inside thereof, substantially as

described.
2. The rollers D, chuct C, and sectional die E D",

combined and operating substantially as described.
3. The blank-holder E, in combination with the

die, substantially as described.
4. The hollow mandrel B, with screw-threads h'

and groove 6, and the wheel B', operating together
substantially as described.

5. The tripping-mechanism for the lever M, con-
sisting of the collar K', pin L', lever H', and spring
H", or equivalent, substantially as described.

6. The forked lever K, in combination with the
collar X' and lever M, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
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. 7. The means for throwing the pulleys R E' in and
out of gear, consisting of the conical pulley or clutch

Q, the hollow shaft O, and the sliding rod N', sub-

stantially as described.

8. The eccentric bushings for the rods bearing the

swaging-rollers D, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
9. The sectional die, consisting t>f the stationary

part D', and the hinged part E', in combination with
the advancing and receding chuck C, substantially

as described.
'

10. The combination of the various parts, sub-

stantially as described, for the purposes specified.

9-5,114. — Berxabd Kughes and PA>fiEL
Hughes, Eochester, N. T.

—

Dredging-Apparatus.
—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with, a dredging-appa-
ratus, a detachable lighter, F, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.

2. Providing the lighter F with on'e or more turn-

tables, for the purposes set forth.

3. Providing the outer turn-table P with a suitable

elevating-device, as and for the purposes specified.

4. The elevating-tramway n, arranged substan-
tially as described, in combination with the lighter

F, for the purpose set forth.

95,115.—Egbert Hutton, 'Williamsburgh, IST.

T,, assignor to himself and Joseph T. G-. Middle-
ton, same i?lace.

—

Attachmentfor Lamp-Burners.—
September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp-burner attachraent composed of

the part B, with arms b b, all made in one piece, as

a new article of manufacture, when it forms no part
of the burner proper, but is separately applicable, as
and for the purpose herein described.

95,116.

—

John C. Jewett and Jorm Vogt,
Buffalo, X. Y. ; said Vogt assigns his right to said
JEWEIT.—B'ird-Oage.—September 21, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The sliding guard e, arranged and
operating with the hook b, provided with stem 6',

substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. In combination therewith, the ledge and notch
i and i', arranged and oi)eratingf as set forth.

95,117.—Clakk Jillson, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Machine for Turning Tapers.—September 21, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination, with the tool-oper-
ating screw and pendent arm h, of a guide-screw,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the pendent arm, of two
adjustable guide-screws m m, arranged relatively, to
each other, as shown in the drawings, and for the
purposes set forth.

95,118.—Edw^ard M. Judd, Wolcottville, Conn.
^Twine-Holder.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.— The twine-holder, formed of two half
shells, to the bottom one of which the downward-
projecting stud e is connected, in combination with
the socket /, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

95,119.—Henry Lighty, Attica, Infi.— Wash-
ing-Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tub A, movable
bottom B, beater D, rollers G Gr, arms H H, rods L
L, cross-shaft N, and standards M M, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

95,120.—Martin H. Lineback, Greenfield, Ind.—Clothes-Line Fastener.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The tabic or flange A, 1, 2, 3, 4, and the
tlog B, .5, 6, 7, 8, constructed as shown and described,
adapted for attachment to a post or other support,
])y means of sci'cws C C D, and to operate in com-
bination, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

95, 1 *21 .—H. C. Looke, Somervillc, Tenn.—/Seed-
Ptonter.—September 21, 1S()9.

Claim.— ] . Tlie atiindard 1), constructed as shown,
in combinatiou with the separate shovel or plow C,
aa described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the colter
'E, curved backward, as described, the shovel C, and
standard D.

\
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3. The wedge L, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the standard D and shovel 0, as and
for the pui*pose described.

4. The combination and arrangement, in a seed-
planter, of the seed-hopper F, with its dropping-de-
vice, the standard D, shovel C, and colter E.

95,132.—IS'ATHAN C. Lombard, Cambridge, as
signor to James A. Woodbury, Winchester, Mass-—Railway-Car and L>riving- WJieel.—September 21,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a double-beveled
tire with a bevel-faced wheel and binding ring, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combinatiou of a double-beveled tire with
a wheel-body and a binding-ring, which are recessed,
as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of an inner double-beveled
flanged tire with a bevel-faced fastening or binding-
ring, and with the body of the wheel, when the
tread portion of said tire is over or around said
binding-ring, and the flanged portion over or around
the solid portion of the body of the wheel, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth..

95,123.—Clark Losee, Perrysburgh, IT. Y.—
Fence-Fost.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—An iron fence-post, consisting of the up-
rights A A, braces c c, and connecting base-rod b,

bent from a single rod and secured in the ground,
substantially as shown and described.

95,124. — Patrick J. Manning, Troy, 111.—
Churn.—September 21, 1869.

Claim'.—The rod D, having spiral grooves, com-
bined with the rollers c^ c'^, the socket D^ dasher-rod
E, and dashers e, and actuated by the lever F, sub-
stantially as and for the purj)oses set forth.

95,125.—James Martin, Chesterfield, Ohio.—
/SZed.-September 21, 1869.

Claiin.—The socket-joint c, in combination with
the bar A and brace B, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes specified.

95,126.—G. McDonald, Athens, Ga.—Dentists
Impression- Cup.—September 21, 1869.

Claiin.—1. In an impression-cup, the employment
of a movable flap, for the purpose described.

2. In an impression-cup, the employment of mova-
ble sides, for the purpose described.

3. The flap C, having the spring-bar or ratchet c,

when combined with the base A, as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. The cup described, consisting substantially of
the base A, sides B, and flap C, the whole being
combined and aiTanged as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

95,127.—George E. More, Eoyalton, Wis.—
Shingle Binder.—September 21, 1869.

Claim,.—A shingle-binding machine, consisting of
the frame A, with the end-pieces L and H, the
stakes K, and levers B C, provided with the cross-
pieces a b, and operated by the rock-shaft G, and
curved hooks e f, all constructed and ai'ranged to
operate substantially as described.

95,128. — Charles S. Moseley, Elgin, HI.—
TFaicft.-September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bridge C, pro-
vided with the lip c and the strips a, when arranged
substantially as described.

2. Providing the plates A B with grooves h b\
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. I'he metallic strips a a, in combination with
the plates A B, having the grooves b b', substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

95,129.—Artiihr O. Neal, Ilydo Park, Mass.
—Mortising-Machine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The double-lip scrow-auger a, in combi-
nation with cutters d d' and circular saws e e\ wheu
constructed in tlie Tunuuer and for the purpose sub-

stantially as described.

95,130.—Charles Horack Noyks, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Chads' Hound Co7u«>.—September 21, I86y.

Claim.—T\iQ combinatiou of the head-baud, siUe
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comb, and detachable fastening, substantially as
before set forth.

95,131.—Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.—
Cracker and Grinding Mill.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—In a box-mill, in which the runners F

and I are set the one above the other, forming the
stud a upon one and projections d (Z upon the other,
so that while the lower is driven by the turning of
the upper, the upper forms the bearing for and holds
the lower in its central position, substantially as set
forth.

95,132.—R. F. Patton, Quincy, Ohio.—Corn-
jDnJZ.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The slide IsT, provided with an opening,

n, made adjustable by means of a block, n', and
screw O, in combination with the box M and hopper
Tj, substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The means employed for securing to the frame,
and rendering adjustable laterally, the outside
hoppers and dropping-devices, consisting of the
lugs m', m', and m", secured to and projecting
downward from the box M, and the spring /
secured to the lug m", and provided with a pin, /',

which engages with a series of holes in the lower
side of the strip F, substantially as shoTS'n and
speciiied.

3. The means employed for securing to the framo,
and rendering adjustable thereon laterally, the drill

E. and spout P, consisting of the bolt r, provided
with the ring-shaped head, and working through the
slot e', in the bar E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. The means employed for connecting the drills

and dropping-devices with the main frame, and
rendering them adjustable vertically, consisting of
the guides D, secured to the rear ends of the bars
C and C, the sleeves or thimbles e, attached to the
strip E, the shaft I, jonrnaled within the standards
H, and provided with the arms i and connected to
the adjustable frame by means of the links </, the

• lever K, the notched bar k, and the spring k', sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

5. The means employed for operating the drop-
ping-devices, consisting of the shaft S, provided
with the arms T, s, and s', the pin s", the rods TJ,

the bar V, the band b, provided with the studs &', the
clntch c, and the curved spring c', all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
.specified.

6. The marker T, operated by means of the lever
Z and cam-arm z, suustantially as shown, and for
the puri)ose set forth.

' §5,133.—Charles Peillaed, Eranee.—^orse-
sftoe.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The horseshoe herein described, consist-
ing of the two parts a b of eqaai lenjith, the o»e
having a circular projection, a', fitting a corre-
sponding recess in the other, thereby forming a joint
at the toe, as and for the purpose set forth.

95,134.— G. W. Perry, Wilmington, Del.—
Car-Windovj.—Se-ptemheT 21, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The adjustable sash F, sliding in

guides between the outer and inner sashes of a car-
window, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The bent strips b, arranged between the outer
and inner sashes of a car-window, and guiding an
intermediate sash E, substantially as specified.

95,135.—Hexry Petrie, Chicago, El.— Coffee
and Spice Mill.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The hoppers AAA, cast in one piece,

snbstantially as here!* described.
2. In combination with the hoppers AAA, wken

cast in one piece, the bed-plate B and grinding-
cylinders C, substantially as herein described.

3. The box E and drawers E, in combination with
the bed-plate B and grinding-eylinders C, substan-
tially as herein described.

Q5,136.—J"oelE. PI.UM, near Greencastle, Pa.—
Grain-Separator.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of tha stacker C, apron

D, pulleys a. a, b, d, c.f, and 7i, and their connect-
ing-cords, with the separator E, all substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

95,137. — Abiather E. Potter, San Eran-
Cisco, Cal.—Projccti/e.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. A projectile, provided with wings B B

and an elastic cushion, E, between the head and the
explosive charge, substantially as described.

2. The sectional elastic packing E, arranged be-
tween the wings in front of the explosive charge,
and behind the head of the projectile, substantially
as described.

95,13S.—J. C. Price, IsTew Philadelphia, Ohio.—
Sash-Rope Pulley.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The bisected sash-box B, provided with

the alternate projections b and e, on the upper and
lower surfaces, and supporting the pidley A, all sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,139.— Wilson S. Purdey, Butler, Ind.—
Corn-Pla7iter.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft D, combined with the levers c

e e, anct slides a' a', substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

95,140.—Ezra Rhodes, Erie, Ta.—Machine for
Satving Fellies.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The saws D E, in combination with

the adjustable mandrel and oscillating carriage,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

2. The recessed collars E, G-, and H, constructed
as described, and applied to the saws D E, in the
manner set forth for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the carriage K L, adjusta-
ble carriage- support M N, shaft P, and worm-gear-s
Q B, all operated substantially as specified.

95,141.—Henry B. Bobbins, Baltimore, Md.—
PZy-i/rwsft.-September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the main dram
a, of the coiled spring a', and the cord and weight
b b', arranged and operating as set forth.

2. The winding-mechanism, consisting of the
slotted pawl e, ratchet a", and spiral spring k, all

arranged to operate in the manner explained.

95,142.

—

James H. Bobinson, Selma, Ala,—
Corn and Cation Cultivator.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching draught-pole by means of
two pivots, substantially for the purposes described.

2. The construction and combination of draught-
pole K, rock-shaft B, and hand-operating lever J, so
as to form a joint, through which universal leverage
may be conducted, by means of a single hand-oper-
ating lever, for the purposes substantially as de-
scribed.

3. Mode of arranging the plows in front and rear
of rods D and c, and having plates of different
length, and projecting to the front and rear, the
rods passing through them for the purposes de-
scribed.

4. Bock-shaft B; arms C, rods J) and c, arranged
to counteract each other under pressure, and to

move the plows up and down at a nniform angle, for

the purposes desci'ibed.

5. The treadles H, and their application to rod c,

for the purposes described.
6. The combination of the rock-shaft B, arms C,

rod D, plates E E', standards E E', rod c. treadle H,
and hand-lever J, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

7. So arranging the plows as that they wfll

operate in the ground parallel with or "nearly

opposite to the axis of the draught-pole and hand-
operating lever, for the purpose described.

8. Mode of securing standards by means of hooks
and cross-chains, for the purposes described.

95,143.

—

John B. Bose and Jerom B, Brown,
'New London, Wis.

—

Upset, Punch, and Shears.—
September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The improved machine herein described,
consisting of beams A A', cross-braceB, projections

a c g, adjustable plate d, keys b h e, levers T and H',

and shears N, all arranged and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.
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95,144.—John B. E.ose and Jerom B. Brown,
NeAV London, "Wis.

—

Upset, Punch, and Shears.—
September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The movable upset G-, connected, by the
plate H, to the lever B, and traveling with the same,
Bubstantially as herein set forth.

95,145.—George Eoth, IsTew York, ^N'. T., as-

signor to Heinemann and SiLBERMANNjSame place.

—

Loom for Making Fringe.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hook i, mounted upon the lay b

and slide m, in combination with the mechanism,
substantially as speciiied, for revolving said hook,
and stopping the same in position for tlie bullion to

be unhooked, substantially as set forth.

2. The ti)7ger r. mounted upon the bent lever 29,

and actuated by the movement of the lay, substan-
tially as set forth.

95,146.—D. C. Sage, Middletown, Conn.—/S7iit«-

fer-HooA;.—September 21, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The construction of the hook-bearing
B of the inside shutter-fastening herein described
with a screw-threaded stem b"^, and with a central
orifice for the reception of the pivot of the hook,
substantially as herein described and shown.

2. The combination of the hook A with the shut-
ter-hook bearing B, which has a screw-threaded
stem, by means of a pivot which forms a part of the
hook, and enters through the face of the plate b, and
is riveted, substantially in the manner shown and
describett.

3. The inside shutter-fastening herein described,
consisting, first, of the bearing B, with screw-
threaded stem b'^ and plate b ; second, of the hook A
with the rivet-pivot b^ ; and, third, the button C, with
screw-threaded stem c^, nut-bearings c^, neck c^, and
head c, all for use together, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

95,147.—Charles "VV. Sanborn, Morrill, Me.—
Horse-Rake.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rollers or pulleys around which
the teeth are wound, substantially as described.

2. The rollers N, teeth-bars A, and lifting-lever C,
the whole arranged aiid operating as described.

95,148.—John G. Schiller, iSTew Middletown,
Ohio.

—

Sawing-Machine.—September 21, 1869.
Claim-.—The hereinbefore-described device, when

constructed and operated substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

95,149. — Andreas Schopf, Belleville, lil.—
Seed-Feeding Device for Grain-Brills, c&c. — Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—The distributing-wheel C, arranged with
continuous groove, and combined with the regu-
lating-slide I), substantially as set forth.

95,150.—Christian Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Propeller.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination vt'ith an inclined pro-
p(Sler-shaft, A, a roller, k, for resisting the strain
imparted to the said shaft, as set forth.

2. A blade, D, composed of three plates, con-
nected together, and secured to a flange on the hub,
as set forth.

3. The hollow hub B, with its hollow projections b..

95,151.— Erasmus N. Shedd, Three Oaks,
M\Gh.—Jiee-nioe.—Septombor 21, 1869.

Claiin.— The sliding-oap D, provided with the
central compartment g, having a grated opening j,
arranged and operating substantially as and for tlie

purposes specified.

95,152

—

James Smeedy, is^ew York, IST. Y.—
A tomlzer for Administeri7ig Medici^ics.—^optemhGY
21, 1869.

Claim.—In an atomi/er or spray-apparatus of the
character described, the combination of the cock K,
(X)nstructed substantially as specified, witli the out-
let I), from the generator to the jet- pipe, and with
the luterul escape-passoj>-e or pipe M, from the seat
L of said cock, essentially as and for the pmposes
herein set forth.

05,153.—John P. Sherwood, Fort Edward, X;
Y.

—

Cylinder Paper-Machine.—September 21, 1869;
antedated September 10, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arms 6', beveled off upon their

lower edges, in combination with the induction-
openings through the partition B, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2.- The combination of the sliding or vibrating
frame F, and curved rods or bars H, whether round
or flattened, with the cylinder J), substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

3. Operating the sliding or vibrating frame E by
means of the tongues G- adjustably attached to the
said frame F, and the notches or teeth formed in or
upon the ends of the cyliuder^ D, substantially as
herein shown and described.

4. The series of curved spouts K, in combination
with the cylinder I, slotted partition J, and sliding
or vibrating frame F, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

95,154.

—

Tom Shrewsbury, IvTew York, Is". Y.—
,Screw.- Cutting Die-Plate.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the pinion e, an-
nular cam D, shoulders c c', and reciprocating screw
C, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, in the same screw-cutting
die-plate, of the device above described, for opening •

and closing the threaders, and. the swiveled screw
C, pinions /, rack g, and set-screw h, for adjusting
th« throw of the cutters to bolts of different size, all

constructed and arranged together in the manner
described. -

95,155. — Gerard Sickles, Boston, Mass.—
Yalve for Steam and other Enginery. — September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The balance-valve E, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The valve E, in combination with sliding block
D and valve-chest A, substantially as described.

3. The valve E, block D, chest A, in combination
with lever L and valve-stem G, substantially as
above specified.

95,156.

—

John Smith, East Liverpool, Ohio.—
Butter-Jar.—September 21, 1869; antedated May
26, 1869.

Claim.—A butter-jar, consisting of the earthen-
ware body, and its iuternal-fiane-ed rim a, which is

arranged below the top of the body, the earthenware
cover b, leaving a space c, in combination with the
sealing-substance, as set forth, and the auxiliary pa-
per covering e, when all parts are constructed and
adapted to operate together as described.

95,15*.— Louis P. Smith, Middletown, Pa.—
Lifting-Jack.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever E, constructed with cogs d
and ratchet-teeth c, in combination Avith the lifting-

bar B, having rack-teeth b, and with the detent E,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The construction and arrangement of the stand-
ard A, with the working-parts of the lever 1), and
detent E incased therein, and the' lifting-bar B with
its long side-wings sliding in grooves thereof, sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,158.-Otis Snow, Burlington, Xt.—Jiuttet-
Tfo/-Z-<?/-.—September 21, 1869.
Cledm.—The box A, perforated, to admit the pivot

of the standard C, roller F, ears E E. handle P.
hinged, at a, to the standard C, and said standard
pivoted tlirough the bottom of box A, when all tl\o

parts are constructed and arranged, snbstanli-illy ;;«

heroin set forth.

95,159.—Palmer Spalding, Chicago. Ml., as-

signor to himself, William Spalding, andTuuMAN
D. Spalding.—7'm(;/t-ii«r.—September 21, 18(i9.

Claim.—A pinch-bar, liaving its sliort arm with a

fixed convex face, and its heel or fnlornm formed
with tootli, as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.
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9-5,160.—John Stevens, Mount Vernon, X. Y.
j
vided, whereby the box can be compactly folded in—Playing- Cards.—September 21, 1869.

j

three layers, the sides falling in between the cleats

Claim:— The combination of the several cards,
j

of the top and bottom, and the end pieces folding
above described, to form a pack, substantially as set

j

over, and meeting on either the top or bottom, sub
forth.

'

!
stantially as described.

95,161.—Joseph J. Stout, Sanford J. Eus-
j

SELL, and XoAH Mendenhall, Greensburgh, lud.—
\

Combined Oven and Drum.—September 21, 1869.
|

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
I

drum A, formed, as described, of t^\-o cylinders c d, i

one or more tubes D, doors B, window C. grating G,
!

and hook H, all substantially as shown and described,
j

93,162.—MosHER A. Sutherland, ^v'ew York, I

]Sr. Y.

—

Rubber Co7?7_pow?id.—September 21, 1869. i

Claim:— A compound, composed of the iugTC-
j

dieuts, in the proportions and prepared in. snbstan- i

tiaUy the manner herein set forth.
i

95,163.—Abel Teague, Madisonville, Ky. — i

Pior«.—September 21, 1869 ; antedated Septembex 10,
j

1869. I

Claim.—1. The metallic standard P, constructed
I

substantially as and for the purpose described.
\

2. The bar, or sole D, constructed substantially asi
and for the purpose described.

3. The bar, or sole-brace E, when used in combina-
;

tion with the bar, or sole D, constructed substan-

tially as described.
,

4. The metallic frame-work of a plow, composed
of the standard F, and the bar, or sole D, wheu cast

in one single piece, constructed substantially as de-

scribed.

95,164.—Parker A. Thayer, Theresa, X. Y.
—Eorse-Iiake.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination of the frame A, rake
B, and handles C with the springs H, pitman D, and
extension rods G, when the same are all constructed
and arranged to be adjustable, and operate in the
manner substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. Providing the rods G with the nuts j and k, to

adjust the length of the rods, and to regulat-e their

longitudinal movement, substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The adjustable slotted iron A, when constructed
and arranged as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

95, 165.—Hugh Thomas and Kobert "Wallace,
New York, l!7. Y.

—

Mechanical Movonent.—Septem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the wheel A, of
the case B, having a radial extension, B', provided
with grooves //V', the rod or lever C, fitting to the
said socket, and having a beveled inner end, and a
feather, e, to fit the grooves in the socket, and the
spring D, the whole arranged substantially as herein
described.

95,166— C. W. Tschumy, Fremont, Ohio.

—

Gauge for Saws.—September 21, 1S69.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the grooved gauge
A, of the slide B with its pivoted marker E, plate C,
and thumb-screw B.

95,167.—Stephen S. TJlrey, IsTorth Manches-
ter, lud.

—

Churn.—September 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable sup-

port G, standard C, lever A, dashers B L', and bar-
rel K J, constructed and arranged to operate as de-
scribed.

I

95,16S

—

James S. Upton, Battle Creek, Mich. '

—Horse-Power.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bed A. swinging
frames C C, levers D D, and braces E E, all con-

|

structed, arranged, and combined substantially in the
!

manner and for the purposes herein set forth.
j

i

95,169.

—

Erank H. Tan Dake, Jackson, Miss.
;—Fruit- Crate.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The top A and bottom A', each having 1

cleats a a, ^ide pieces B B', and end pieces E E,
|

when the same are so connected together, by loops i

formed in the brace-bands, that hinged joints are pro-
^

95,170.—XiCHOLAS S. Tedder, Troy, X. Y.—
Cooking- Stove.—September 21, 1869.
Claim:—1. The flues b cb, above the top-plate of the

stove, and in line with the oven-heating and draught-
flues B C B, against- the upper part of the front side

[

of the reservoir H, in combination with theheating-
I

flues tn n m, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The ascending and descending flues m m, ia
combination witli the ascending and descending
oven-heating flues B C B, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The water-reservoir, having its back and ends
naked or uncovered, and its front covered by the flues
ni n m, when the said flues are in conneetiou with
the oven-heating flues, as hereinbefore described, for
the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the stove and reservoir,
when constructed and arranged as described, the
dampers E and G, operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

95,171.—C. A. TosBURGH, Memphis, Tenn., as-

signor to himself and Mekkiam, Boyd and Company,
same place.— PiiMing-Attachment for Sewing-Ma-
chines.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—A rufliing and gathering attachment for
sewing-machines, composed of the plates A and B,
with arms n and H, and the slotted guide-plate D,
with its clasping-arm o, all arranged for joint oper-
ation, and constructed substantially as and for the
purpose shofln and specified.

95,172.—Michael TTalpole, Milford, Mass.—
Shoemakers' Tool.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable fulcrum D, arranged ia
combination with pincers A, in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

95,173.— John Ward, Evansville, Ind.—Med-
ical Compound.—September 21, 1869; antedated Sep-
tember 13, 1869.

Claim.—A preparation, compounded substantially
in the manner and for the purposes described.

95,174.—James C. "Wells, "Warren, Pa.—-Ec-

centric.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the eccentric wheel
A, eccentric ring B, strap CCS find, bolts D, aU ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the eccentric wheel A,
eccentric ring B, strap C C^, bolts D, and set-screw
a, operating substantially as set forth.

95,175.

—

James "Wheeler, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Potato-Digger.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the bow or hoop A,
with its shares D D in one piece, as and for the pm*-
poses set forth.

2. In combination with the hoop A and shares D
D, the screen, composed of the rods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10,

(or any suitable number,) the shaft E, cam-wheels a
a., handles B B, braces H H, and bail C, when con-
structed, arranged, and combined as set forth.

95,176.—M. F. WiCKEKSHAM, Springfield, HI.,

assignor to himself. Thomas Eckardt, H. E. El- .

DRED, J. G. Law, T. Hutchinson, C. B. Hurd, C.
Dresser, and D. ^iiEKyiA^.—Dumping-Cart.—Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—The body of a dumping-cart, hung upon
the axle in such a manner as to be^ dumped at either
end, and arranged substantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose specified.

95,177.—M. F. WiCKERSHAM, Spring-field, HI.,

assignor to himself, Thomas Eckaedt, H. F. El-
DRED, J. G. Law, T. Hutchinson, C. B. Hurd, C.
Dresser, and D. Sherman.—Street-Sweeping Ma-
chine.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable brush F, arranged as
described, to discharge the dirt, in the process of
sweeping, beneath the front platform H, directly
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into a separate dumping-cart withont the employ-
ment of an endless chain of buckets, substantially

as herein shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the brush F, the lever-bail

d, aiTanged as described, wher8])y the brush is

brought in contact with the ground or raised above
the same, sul)Stantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the pivoted, lever L and
clutch K, with relation to the shaft of the brush, the
racks j and the loose gear-wheel J, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

4. The loose pivoted curved apron M, in combina-
tion Avith the frame A, drum E, and brush B, ar-

ranged to operate in connection with a detachable
cart, substantially as herein shown and described,

for the purpose specified.

5. The frame A, constructed as described, with
the front platform H and central transverse drum E,
and mounted upon the axle B and swiveled truck D,
as herein set forth, for the purpose si)ecified.

95,17S.—M. K. BUTTEEFIELD, Eddyvllle, IST. Y.—Fence-Post.—September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The fence- post herein described, in com-
bination with the pins c and wedges d, when the
sara.e are constructed and arranged substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

95,179.—Heuben A. Adams, Cambridge, Mass.
'

—

Freservincf Fish.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The use of saltpeter and alum in tlie pro-
cess of euTing fish, in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as described.

"' 95,180.—Orson Armstroxg, Oshkosh, Wis.

—

Sash-Balance.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The ratchet d and pav/l E, when at-

tached to the side of the sash, and used, in combina-
tion with the snsh A A and cord k, as and for the
purposes set fortli.

95.181 . — Theophilus A. Auberlin, Detroit,
Mich.

—

Permt(tatio7i-Lock.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The bolt C, provided with tumbler d,

stump c, key-stump d', and stud c', ,on which is

sleeved the dog D, arranged and operating iu the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with said bolt, the slide E, pro-
vided with studs e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose .ipecified.

3. The annular tumblers E', each provided with a
slot, g, notch i, and stud j, the tumbler-carriers F
and clamps/, arranged and operating iu the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

95.182. — KoDMAN Backus, Albany, IS. Y.—
Base-Burning Stove.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the fuel-magazine,
a fire-pot whose fire-brick lining is aiTanged within
a skeleton frame, and a perforated casing located
beneath illuminatiug-windows, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A prismatic or many-sided fire-pot, capped by
a removable guard-ring, 1), and arranged beneath a
fuel-magazine, substantially as described.

3. Hemovable fire-bricks d, movable ring D', and
doors h, hinged substantially as described.

95,183.—Burroughs Beach, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to John K. Pease, same place—J?rt?>«/-

Jumper and 7tocA;er.—September 28, 1869.
Claim— I. The combination of the lever C, pro-

vided with a suitable seat for the child, with the
two rockers A and a soring betweeu the tM'o, sub-
stantially as herein set iorth.

2. In combination with tlie above, the adjusting-
arm B, Avitli the set-screw a, as and for the purpose
specified,

95, IS't.—N'icoLAs Louis Brauetlb and Jacques
Rkxkoth, Pai'is, VrwuiM.—Miners' iiafety-Lanterns.
—September 28, lH(i9.

CUum.—1. The cctmbination of leather Vnsher A-,

springblados I, and notched washer w, with the disk
B, arranged ns described, to form an air-tight rest
for the cylinder F.

2. The combination of tube G M and gratings H
JST O with the circumjacent cylinder E, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

3. The combination of the sliding cap I with a
lamp and chimney, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

4. In combi<uation with the rod L and tube E', the
spring-pin d and bayonet lock h j, all arranged a.s

described, to connect or disconnect the lanip and
safety- apparatus.

5. In combination with the thumb-screw K J", its

threaded nut, and the supports E, the cap I, all

operating together in the manner set forth.

95,185.—L, TV. Beechek, Westville, Conn.—
J?ffs^-e«.—September 28, 1869.

Clai7n.—In the construction of baskets, the splints
diagonally scored and folded at the lower ends, so as
to be secured to the bottom, substantially as and for
the pui'pose specified.

95,186.-Hermann Berger, Marthalen, Swit-
zerland. — Emhroidering-Machine.— September 28,
1869.

Claim.—1. A multiple embroidering-machine, sub-
stantially such as described, provided with one or
more pairs of hooks and needles working from above
and below the cloth, in order to apply the same de-
sign in reverse order to two or more pieces of fab-

ric, substantially as herein shown and described.
2. The combination with each other of the two

embroidering-hooks H H' attached to the rod I, so
as to move simultaneously below and above sheets of
fabric, as set forth.

S5,tS7.

—

James Birch, Corry, Via.— Harvester

-

Guards.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A skeleton-guard, provided with the
central stud or post, or equivalent device, forming
a support for the heel-end of the stationary cutter,
substantially as described.

2. A guard or finger, provided with the stud or
post A' and angular slioulder c of wings C, for se-

curing the stationary cutters D in place, substan-
tially as described.

95,188.—OLriTA Bonney, Jr., San Efancisco,
Cal.—ifa^Tcs-fer.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The knee c, interposed between the beam
b and the spring i, in combination with the bar d
and sjjring i, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

95,180.

—

John A. Bradshaw and William H.
Brown, Lowell, Mass., assignors to themselves and
Darius Whithead, same place.

—

Liquid-Meter.—
September 28, 18(i9.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the
case a, cover c, plates e and/, strainer h. conductor
i, with one or more spouts j j, regulating-valve i',

and wheel I, with buckets k k, all when combined
and operating as described and specified.

95,190.—Reuben Brady, 'Sew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Fastening Bottoms to Cans.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869.

Clai'm.— 1. The combination of a yielding beveled
can-support, B, with slides C C and actuaUng-ring
E, all arranged and operating as set forth.

2. The arrangement, on tlie bed A, of the aetu-
ating-ring E and the levers d, swinging on movable
fulcra, and impelling tlie slotted slides C, in tlie man-
ner described.

95,191 . — TiTOMAs S. Brown, Poughkeepsie,
X. Y.

—

llarvcster-Rake.—September 28, 18()9.

Claim.—\. The sliding or drop boKs or latches,

attached to the rake-arms for operating the cam-
switch or gate, substantially aa described.

2. The ratchet-wheels or counters, in combination
with the slide or bolt on the rake-arms, for regulat-

ing th(* fr<H|ueiiey of discharge of the gavels, sub-

stantially as described.
3. The inclined track w, in combination with the

slide or di'op bolts, for carrying the latter past the

switcli-levcr without operating the switch, as set

forth.

4. The rotatin!:'-disk. in combination Avith ratchet-
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wheels or counters, or tlieir ciiuivalcnt, for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. The spring-pin or bolt, or an equivalent device
far holding the disk K and counters L at the de-
sired point of adjustment, as set forth.

G. The shield M, in combination with the disk and
counters, for protecting them from the falling grain,
as set forth.

7. The combination of disk K, counters L, slide-

bolt O, inclined way m, and sn'itch-lever H, lor
operating the rake and reel-arms, as described.

95,192. — David M. Bye, Koauoke, Ind.,
assignor to himself and H. Bash, same place.— 1

Bed-Bottom.—September 28, 1869:
j

Claim.—The combination of the cross-bars EG,
cleats H I, and adjusting-screws J J, all constructed
as described, witli the ordinary hooked slats D and
ropes E, to form a bed-bottom, as described.

95,193.—W.E.Cameron and A. A.Dettlaff.
Green Island, K". Y.; said Camekox assignor to said
Dettlafe.—Mach inefur Miterinn Printers' Rules.—
September 28, 18(i9.

Claim.. — 1. The arrangement, in the machine
herein described, of the guide G, rotating and re-

ciprocating sleeve H, and knives L L, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and specified.

2. The combination of the parts above specified,

all constructed and operating substantially as set
forth, with the rotating disk B and thumb screw P,
substantially as herein described and set forth.

3. The arrangement of the reciprocating rest-

plates li E in grooves in the face ot' the sill of the
frame, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-
scribed.

95,194. — Edwin A. Chubd, Ionia, Mich.—
Plotv- Wheel.—September 23, 18011).

Claim.— 1. The slotted shank E, provided with
slot n and hood vi, substantially as described, for the
purposes specified.

2. The cap C, in connection with the channel or
recess a in the hub B, for the i)urposes set forth.

3. The arrangement of the wheel A, hub B, cap
C, bolt D, shank E, sleeve o, recess d, and hood m,
when constructed and operating substantially as
herein described.

95,195.—CharlesA. Cole, Saint Louis, Mich.,
assignor to himself and John L. Evans.— Vise.—
September 28, 1869.

Claim..—The improved construction and arrange-
ment of the several parts of the vise, as herein
shov\'n and described.

95.196.—J. B. Collin, Altoona, Va,.—Railway
Car-Journal Box.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-plate C, pivoted to the lid B
of a journal-bos, and provided with corrugated ends
to lock under the hooks c d, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described!

95,197.—David M. Collins, Lowell, Mass.

—

Let- Off Mechanism for Looms.—September 28, 1869.

Claim..—1. The tension-bar A, in combination
with the adjustable arm B, and spring A, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the tension-bar A, arm B,
spring h. and the beam-gear M, as described, tlie

cam-lever E, pawl C, ratcbet-whieel D, gears I and
K, worm L, cam II, and the friction-device, all ar-
ranged and operatiug in the manner and for the pur-
pose -set forth.

3. The method, substantially as described, of con-
trolling or regulating the action of the pa-wl C on
the ratchet-wheel D, to operate the " let-otf," for the
uniform delivery of warp from the yarn-beam, by
means of tlie adjustable ai'm B and the tension-bar
A, constructed and arranged as shown and de-
scribed, and acted on by the unwinding warp, which
gradually draws the portion E downward, and as
gradually carries the end e of the arm away from the
pivoted head of the pawl, or widens the distance
between the two last-named parts, and increases .the

action of the latter Tjroportionate to the amount of
warp on the beam.

95,198. — Alfred B. Corby, Providence, R.
I.

—

Loom-Harness.—September 28. 1869.
Claim. — The improved loom-harness, as made

with either twine wound with one coil and a half a
coil about the loop of the other at the lower part of
the warp-thread eye, the whole being substantially
as described.

95,199.—W. E. C. Cox, Reading, 'Pa.—Method
of Constructing Piles for Railroad-Rails.—Seiitem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.— Constructing the upper portion of the
pile of broad and narrow steel bars, arranged altea--

uately on edge, and side by side, and combining them
with iron bars, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

95,200. — John Crandell, Chieopee Falls,
Mass. — Yarn-Tension Device for Knitting-Ma-
chines.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the tension-
spring T of a tahe-up, a fixed loop or guide, L,
having an angle, I, formed therein, substantially a^s

described.
2. The frame a & c, constructed and arranged as

described, and supporting the angular loop L and
the cylinder A, in combination with the adjusting-
screw S, mandrel B, and the tension-spring T,
applied thereto, substantially as specified.

95,291.—James Cuddy, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Jifaim-
facture of White-Lead.—September 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The apparatus above described, for
showering viuegar over the sheets of lead, as aaid
for the purposes described.

2. The apparatus above described, or its equiva-
lent, for showering vinegar over the sheets of lead,
in combination with round casks or chambers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The improved form of slat for the shelves, by
which nearly all the under surfaces of the sheets of
lead are exposed to the action of the gases within
the cask or round chamber, for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The application of carbonic-acid gas, at a
temperature ranging from 85"^ to 100° (eighty-five to
one hundred degrees) of Fahrenheit's thermometer,
as and for the purpose described.

95.202.— J. A. Dandridce, Buffalo, K". Y.

—

Burial- Case.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a burial-

case of wood, electroplated and ornamented, as set

forth in specification.

95.203.— Erancis E. Day, JJ"e\v York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and Lyman H. Day, same place.

assignors to Jason B. Loomis for one-half their

right.— Hoop-Skirt Fastening.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the hoop or wire
and the tape of a hoop-skirt, when said tape is pro-
vided with a pocket or loop of lesser width than
such tape, of a metallic clasp or fastening, of such
length that when its lips are clasped around said
hoop or wire, it wiU not be practically visible when
looking at the face or outside of the tape, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

95,204.

—

John DE^VE, Toronto, Canada.

—

Seal
Lock for Bags.—September 28, 1669.

Claim.—A lock, consisting of the part E, having
the tube e', plate e, and snaps m m, in combination
with the rivet I, having a stem, head, fragile neck,
and side notches H H, and strap B, substantially as

and for the purposes herein specified.

95,205.— Eugene F. Dewey, San Erancisco,
Cal.—Oa?i-Opeue/-.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the knife or cutter C to the
pointed bat A, by means of the slots h h and spring
E, substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.
'

<

2. The angularly-pointed bar A, provided with
the supplementary knife F, substantially as de-

scribed.
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95,a06.—PacHARD S. Dillon, Detroit, Mich.—
Coal-Stx)ve.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the annular air-

ehamber C, provided with registers c, the conical de-

flector-flange D, air-tubes G-, and gas-ring H, with
or without the perforated diaphragm E, substan-

tially as herein specified, and for the purpose men-
tioned.

2. The flue F, provided at its top with the' out-

ward-projecting flange / and tlie reverberatory
chamber I, provided with an internal flange, i, ar-

ranged within a radiator, J, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the foregoing-named parts

witli the body A of a stove or furnace, having a con-

tracted neck A', when constructed, combined, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

95,207. —Jacob Dobbins, Litchfield, Mich.—
Lath-Machine.— SeTptemhev 28, 188S*.

Olai'in.—The rotating rest S, and in combination
therevi'ith the vibrating lever T, constructed and
operating as and for the purpose aforesaid.

95,208.—A. A. Dow, Glenhara, K Y.—Feed-
ing-Metihaniam for Carding-Engines. — September
28,1869.

Claim.—1. The combination,with the short-toothed
belt A of the diagonal feeding-mechanism herein
described, of the geared pulleys B E, intermediate
wheel H, and slotted support Gr, all arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The arran,^ement, with the laying-traveler, of
the toothed rollers K, toothed rack M, and giiard-

p^te O; all substantially as specified.

95,209 Henry S. Draper, Eochestcr, IST. T.—Medical Extract.—September 28, 1869 ; antedated
September 13, 1869.

Glai7n.—The within-described extract, as a new
and useful medicine for the puriK)ses set forth.

95,210.-Charles S. Dunbrack, Swampscott,
Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe.—Sei^tember 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. An outer sole, as made with the upper-
receiving groove or channel e, arranged in that face
or side of the sole which is to abut against the upper
leather to be joined to the sole.

2. An outer sole, as made with the sewing or stitch-

groove d in its outer face, and with the upper-receiv-
ing groov^ee, in its inner or upper face, such grooves
being arranged relatively or opposite to each other
in manner as represented.

95,211.—Charles S. Dunbrack, Swampscott,
Mass.

—

Manvfacture of Shoes.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The last, as made with the recess a, to
receive and support the false inner sole b.

2. The false inner sole b, made with sole-punctur-
ing and holding spurs or pointed projections, so ar-

ranged as to hold the upper and receive and hold
the outer sole when forced upon them by blows of
a hammer, all constructed substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the false inner sole &, set-

ting wholly or partially within a recess, a, made in
the bottom of the last, such arrangement being that
the sole shall be supported against the periphery or
edges of such recess a, in a manner to bo kept in
place in the last thereby, wliether widtln\'ise or
lengthwise, or both widthwisc and lengthwise of the
last.

'

4. The mode of confining the upper to the false
inner sole, viz, by hitching the upper on the spurs c,

of the false inner sole, and afterward driving the
outer sole upon such spurs and the overlapping parts
of the upper, as set forth.

95,212. — lloBRRT Elarton and WiLr.fAM J.
Elauto.v, Hillsborough, Iowa.—- C/iur/),.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869 ; anteduted September 16, 1R()9.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of tlic vessels C C
for containing water, with reference to the dasher
B, 8ui)Htantiaily as shown and described.

2. The arnm'gcment of cam-wheel E, shaft C, and
daaher B, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

95,213.—E. S. Elliott, Saint Louis, Mo.—Hyf^
draulie Dredgijig-Machiiie.—SepteuihGT 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes B D E and
nozzle H, all substantially as specified.

95,214. —Edward L Eno, Springfield, 111.

—

Corn- Harvester.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The fingers or pickers F, resting upon

the fulCrum-pivot x', and operated by means of the
eccentrics h, connected to said fingers by the strap
h', substantially as herein shown and ibr the puri)03e
specified.

2. The finger-guards or gatherers E and E', in
combination with the fingers or pickers F, said
pickers being constructed and operated substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The shaft P, provided with the radial saw-plates
E,, and operated by means of the shaft H, in combi-
nation with the above-described gathering and pick-
ing devices, substantially as and for the purpose
shown.

4. In combination with said gathering and pick-
ing devices, the endless belt M, operated by means
of the rollers L and JST, shaft H, and pulleys n and
O, substantially as shown and for the purpose speci-
fied,

95,215.

—

"William A. Farley, Saint Andrew'.s
Bay, Fia.

—

Construction of Vessels.—Seotember 28,
1869.

Claitn.—1. The herein -described mode of produc-
ing patterns for shaping the timbers of vessels, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The improved mode of producing the form re-
quired for tlie vessel, at any part, by means of the
improved pattern herein shown and described.

«

95.2115.—J. Ward Fifield, Franklin. N. H.—
J2fti-2Vrti?.—September 28, 1869.

Claiin. — Tlie combination of the double walls,

swinging doors, covered pins, and suitable conduct-
ing-ways, as and for the purpose specified.

95,217.— Ira Flanders, Paw Paw, Mick.—
Stump-Extractor.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding fulcrum o, with cogged rails

g g, crank k, plates//, roller x, and cogged wheels,
on shaft s, as combined and operated, for the use and
purpose as specified.

2. Tlie crank-shafts L L, ratchet-wheels and pawls
Jc k, pulleys h h, and ropes j j, as combined and op-

erated, for the use and purpose herein specified and
set forth.

3. A stump-extractor, as constructed, combined,
and operated, for the use and purpose as specified

and herein set forth.

95,218 George P. Fuller, Philadelphia, Pa.— Curtain-Fixture.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the spur-wheel G, roller E, and rack H, with the
sash C, for maintaining the proper height of tho
lower end of the shade, substantially as described.

2. Tlie arrangement of the pinion I, sheave K,
shaft J, and cord L, in relation to the spur-wheel G,
substantially as shown and specified.

3. The arrangement of tlie gum rollers M, on tho
brackets F, substantially as described.

95,219.—Geohc.e P. Fuller, Philadelphia, Pa.—Mode of Hanging Window-Shades.— September
28, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement of tho
bands F F, staples c, brackets 6, and slut «, with tho
shade D, sash C, and frame A, substantially in tho
manner above described.

95,220.—David W. George, Minnesota City,

(town of Ivollingstono,) Minn.

—

Awicr- Handle. —
Sei)tember 28, 186;) ; antedated September 18, 1869.

Claim.—An improved uuger-h'indle, formed by
the combination of tlie handle A, miide in twoiKirts,
tube or band B, cylindrical block C, and band or
tube K, with oacli otlicr, said parts being constructed
and operating substantially as h(>roin .shown aud de-
scribed, and for tlie purpose set fortli.
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95,221.—A, r. GiBBONEY. BelleTille, Pa.—STar-
ness-Mechanism for Looms.—September 28, 1869. i

Claim.—The levers J J', double latches K K. pat-
j

tern-cylinder F, horizontal levers I I', cams D D,
jand shaft B, all constructed and arranged as and for I

the purpose specified.

95,223.—Chalkley Grtscom, Lewis Griscom, !

and John P. G kiscom, Mahauoj Plane, Pa. —
jPump.—September 28, 1869.

'

1

Claim.—1. The yoke K, to -svhich the steam-pis-
j

ton rod and the pump-plunger rod I are secured, i

when provided with the lips a, fitting around the
;

upper and lower edges of the stationary guide L,
|

and adapted to receive the crank-pins of the fiy-wheei

!

shaft M, all arranged as described, for the purpose
j

specified.
\

2. The arrangement and combination, with each '

other, of the fly-wheel shaft M, crank-pins b, grooved
sliding yokes K, stationary guides L, piston-rods H
H, and plunger-rods 1 1, all arranged and operating '

substantially as herein shown and'described, for the
purpose specified.

3. A mining-pump, consisting of two steam-cylin-
ders A B, of two pump-cylinders C D, which, have
clack-chambers E, with X-shaped partitions, both
clack-chambers communicating with the suction and
discharge pipes, as set forth, the piston and plunger-
rods being connected by means of sliding-grooved
yokes K, "which drive tbe fly-wheel shaft M, the
cranks c of which stand at' right angles to each
other, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified,

95,223.—Jo?TES Harding, Detroit, Mich.

—

Bed-
stead.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The frame A, when provided with the
longitudinal rods I? and C, and diagonal rods-E, the
supports D, and hook-braces G, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as described, and for the purposes
specified.

2. The combination and arrangemerit of the frame
A, longitudinal rods B and C, supports D, diagonal
rods E, books F, diagonal hook-braces G, spring-
supports H and I, liead and foot boards J J', side-

rails L L', and arch-rods M M', when constructed
and operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purposes specified.

95,234.

—

Joachim Fkiedrich Hartmann, Rich-
mond, Ind., assignor to himself, HeixRich W. Mokn-
iNGSTAR. and Eugene Movel. — Head-Block for
Saio-Mills.—September 28, 1869.

Claim..—1. The conical couplings, formed of the
pinions E and cones U, in combination with the
wheel E, pinion G, rack T, and lever E, with its sup-

port S.

2. The cones IT TJ, when arranged to slide on the
shaft Z, in combination with the screws I I and
wheels 2 2.

3. The arrangement of the wheel E, vibrating
piece I, pinion' G, shaft P, pinions H H, and rack T.

95,225. — "William B. Hayden, Columbus,
Ohio. — Direct-Acting Steam-Engine. — September
28, 1869.

Claim:—1. A balanced slide-valve, E, constructed
with stems E E upon it, and arranged to operate in

combination with independent plugs or pistons D
D, substantially as described.

2. The ports "O O, for admitting steam on the outer
ends of the plugs D, in combination -n-ith ports P
P, for admitting steam on the opposite sides of
these plugs, arranged substantially as described.

3. The hollow piston E,, provided with inwardly-
opening valves L L. and with slots T, and adapted
to operate a balanced side-valve, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. Steam - spaces C C, as enlargements of the

steam-chamber K, communicating with the ports X
and I, substantially as described.

5. The ports O P, leading into the chambers K,
containing the plugs D, substantially as described.

6. Chamber K, containing valve E, chambers H
H, containing plugs D D, in combination with ports
leading from said chambers into the steam-cylinder
T. and with a chambered piston, E. substantially as
described.

95,226.—George Heim, Naperville, HI.—Oom-
potcnd for Building-Purposes.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The above-described com pound, com-
posed of the ingredients substantially as and in the
projjortions specified.

2. In combination with the above compound, the
preparation composed of the ingredients substan-
tially as specified, to form a coating, as described.

95,227. — Gottfried August H. Hertzer,
"Waterford. Mich.

—

Railway-Rail Chair.—Septem-
ber 28, 1879.

Claim,.—The chair B B', provided with the stud E,'

in combination with the clamp I, provided with the
stud H, and with the bolts D and G, provided with
nuts d and g, and with the lock-plates F and J, and
keys e and;/, when the several parts are constructed
and arranged to operate as ajid for the pui'i^oses

above set forth.

95,22S.—TT.e. Hill, Manchester, N.H.— THn;??-

/SocA-ei.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a whip-socket, of
a clasp-lock B C E, when arranged for application
to the dasher or other part of the carriage, in con-
nection with the socket, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the parts B C, grooved
as described, of leather or other similar guards E,
for the protection of the whip, substantially as speci-
fied.

05,229.—Horace E. Huie, Haywards, assignor
to Leonard L. Theadwell and George E. Car-
ter, San Eraneisco, Cal.

—

Gang-Plo'io.—September
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the rear end of the plow-
beam D to the rear end of the plow-frame, by means
of a link, H, substantially as herein described.

2. The metal plate C, or equivalent device, se-

cured to the axle B and pole t), in the manner above
described, for the purpose set forth.

I

95,230 Suspended.

I 95,231.— Henry M. Jones, West Meriden,
, Conn.

—

Door-Fastener.—September 28, 1869.

1
Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the hercin-

I

described door-fastener, consisting of the two legs

1 A and B, their inner edges inclined to each other,

! and formed upon a single base, substantially as and
\ for the pui'pose herein set forth.

i

i
95,232. — Edward M. Judd, Wolcottville,

Conn.

—

Spring Curtain-Roller.— Se^ternheTQS, 1869;

j
antedated September 11, 1869.

j

Claim.—1. The disk h and cap J, receiving be-
i tween them the cam or ratchet i of the axle 3, as and
! for the purposes specified.

2. The metal block e, with its projecting points 2,

for connecting the inner end of the spring to the
roller, as set forth.

95,233.—Austin Kelley, Brooklyn, ^N". T.

—

Riifoe.—September 28, 1869 ; antedated September
16, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a ma-
chine-shirred, crimped, or gathered rufile, whether
provided v>ith a band or not. having a selvage-edge

formed from a fabric, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

95,234.—J. B. Helley, Brandon, Yt.—JSay-
Tecider.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The revolving frames or beads A a andB
,
&, geared to the carriage-wheels W W, and carrying

i the teeth ttt.in combination with the adjustable

eccentric shaft s s, carrying the curved arms cc c,

and held in position by "the clamp-box D, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as herein set

forth.

I
95,235.—J. Ejierson Kent, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to "Webster J. Everett, same place.

—

Shoulder-Brace.—Heptemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the parts A and B,

provided with plates or pads P and P', shoulder-pads

E aadE', straps S acd S^ breast-plate B P, and straps
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S^, S^; S^, and S^, for the purpose of supporting the
intercostal mnscles ofrthe chest, and causing a press-

ure in-R-ard of the lower or protruding portion of the
stiapula?, substantially as specified.

95,336.—Salem T. Lamb and George A. Ean-
KiN, New Albany, Ind.

—

Peddlers'' Wagon.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of

the wagon-body, tIz, of the three sections or mem-
bers, with their shelves and apartments protected,

and accessible by means of hinged doors at the sides

and ends, substantially as aud for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the driver's seat, a rising-

and falling top that is connected through toggle-le-

vers and bars to lifting-levers in convenient position

to the oecupa^it of said seat, so that said occupant
may raise and hold up or let down said top at pleas-

ure, substantially as described.
3. Hanging the doors E to the body of the wagon

by hinges having curved leaves, so that said doors
may swing close into the frame when shut, and en-

tirely out of the way of the sliding drawers when
opened, as set forth and explained.

4. In combination with the body of the wagon, the
swinging counter, connected and suspended thereto,

as and for the purpose described.
.5. In combination with the body of the wagon and

with a fold-up bench, the case or cage, or its equiv-
alent for containing and carrying said hinged or fold-

up bench, as and for the purpose described.
6. In connection with the seat and top, the apart-

ment under or at I, for clothes, as described.

95.237.— James Lawtox, Glenham, X. Y.

—

Feeding-Attachment for Carding-Engine.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement upon the Apperly and
Clissola feed for carding-machines, the combination
of the pronged rollers D, arranged on the same level,

the toothed wheels h b, pinions c c, aud shield E, all

operating to move the roving to the card- cylinder, as
and for the pm-pose specified.

95.238. — T. H. Leavitt, Eoston, Mass. —Ma-
chine for Dressing Stone.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for dressing stone, hav-
ing a reciprocating work-supporting table or car-
riage, a horizontally-axled grindingcylinder, the
grinding-surface of which is composed of a series of
peripheral segments bolted together and confined
between the cylinder-heads, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. A horizontal disli-grindcr, composed of sectoral

bloeks fastened to the lower face of a rotary head
fixed to the foot of a vertical shaft, the sectors being
so confined in position that any one or more may be
removed for repairs or replacement.

3. In a grinding-machine, having a reciprocating
work-supporting table or carriage, the combination
of a cyhnder-giinder, rotating on a horizontal axis,

with a disk-grinder at the foot of a rotary vertical
shaft, substantially as shown and described.

4. In a stone-dressing macliine, a reciprocating
carriage, having long side troughs for receiving the
liquid and semi-liquid matter escaping from the stone,
the troughs being fixed to or forming part of the
table.

5. In combination with the sand-receiving hopper,
a chute or conductor, so constructed and arranged as
to convey the sand to the whole length of the grind-
ing-cylinder, and having provision for controlling
and regulating the feed of tiie sand.

6. In combination with a reciprocating work-sup-
porting table or bed, mounting the bed txpon curved
rails or ways for lateral curvilinear movement, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

95,239.—GEoncE A.Letgh, Springfield, assignor
to himsilf and Samuel E. Leigh, Bloomington, 111.

— Tro-v/rmgr-il/rtc/iine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described washing-machine,
consisting of the box A, the cover B, the screen C,
tlic rubbers D and K, operated by means of the lever
E, pitman E, crank G. shaft II, and rod N, the cliaiii

L, the springs M and M, and tlio levers O and P, all

constructed and arranged sabstantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. In combination with the cover B, the devices,
used for raising and securing the lid in place, consist-
ing of the lever O, the rod P, and the toothed rack
II, substantially as herein specified.

95,240.— Bernard Levy, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself and William H. Slocum, same
place.—If-w/.-Septeraber 'ZQ, 1869.

Claim.—A lady's mitlf, when the interior is divided
into two compartments, substantially as shown and
for the purpose set forth.

95,241.—John S. Lewis, Elkader, Iowa.—5'eecZ-

Planter.—September. 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A seeding-machine, consisting of a long
tubular box A, provided with apertures B B', (either
or both.) covered by slides C C, and with discharge-
perforations &, adapted for suspension from the per-
son of the operator by straps E, and provided with
handles E, by which to vibrate it, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. In combination with seed-box A, constructed
otherwise, and adapted to operate substantially as
herein set forth, the partitions D, as and for the pur-
pose explained.

3. The partitioned seed-box A D, composed of
tapering sections a;, as represented and described, for

the pm'pose set forth.

95,242.—Daniel Locke, Geneva, Wis.

—

Potato-
Digger.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular shaft g, provided with
notches upon its corners, spirally arranged, and with
curved teeth h, spirally arranged thereon, in con-
nection with the rods D, sleeved or pivoted to the
stationary shaft d, when constructed, arranged, and
operating as above shown and described.

2. In combination with the above, the slotted scoop,
composed of the pointed slats C, secured to the axle
B, and the transverse bar c, as herein specified.

3. The combination of the rotating shaft E, pro-
vided with curved teeth F, spirally arranged thereon,
in connection with the scoop C, with the triangular
shaft .7, provided with notches and teeth, as above
described, and with the grate B, and the cog-wheels-
e, /, and G, when constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating as above set forth.

4. In combination with the scoop C, the arrange-
ment of the sliding standard H, provided with caster-

wheels I, tooth- rack i, cogged pinion J, shaft.?, hand-
lever K, and spring-dog k, when constructed and
operating as above mentioned.

5. The arrangement of the wheels A, the axle B,
the scoop C, the rods D, the shafts E and g, the
cogged wheels e, /, and G, the standards H, the-

caster-wheels I, rack i, cogged pinions J,shaft j, hand-
lever K, and dog k, when constructed and oi)erating

as and for the purposes herein set forth, shown,and de-
scribed.

95,2-43.—John Mair, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor
to himself and Hazleton W. Cranmer, same i)lace.—Sail-Latchet.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The application to sails of the curved
hooks C H, providedwitheyese and e', in combination
with rope II, openings O, and rope E, for the purpose
of readily fastening and releasing the bonnets ofjibs
and other sails, substantially as specified.

95,244.—Joseph Marshall, ISTew York, N. Y.
^Cloth and Hat Brtmh.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—A cloth or hat brush, containing a cushion,
B, which is entirely or partly surrounded by bristles,

substantially as aud for the purpose hereiu shown
and described.

95.245.— G. B. Massev, New York, N. Y.—
Low- Water Detector for BoiUrs. — September 28,

1869.

Claim..—The float E and valve E, consh'uctod and
arranged, with reference to the wliistle 1), cylinder

C, and pipe B, substantially ashei'cin shown uiul de-

scribed.

95.246. — G. B. Massky, New York, N. Y.—
Tlujh and Low-Water 7ndj'ca«or. — September 2b,

18(i9.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a water-indicator,
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A, of the float E, falve H, and pipes B, F, and G-,

all arranged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The turned-up pipe G-, arranged -n'ithin the float-

ing valve-cai-rier of a water-indicator, substantially
as herein shown and described.

95,347.—German J. Matsox, Alma, Mich., as-

signor to himself and Samuel F. Judd, same place.
— Washing-Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
gate G-, the slides F, tlie spring I, the thumb-screw
J, the treadle L, the ribs C, the rub-boards D and E,
the connecting-rods E, the levers Q, the shaft O, the
lever P, and the brackets N, in connection with the
box A, provided with a sloping bottom and an out-
let, S, when constructed and operating as aforesaid.

95,248.—Hiram S. Maxim and James Eadley,
:New York, K". T.— Head-Light. — September 28,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vaporizer with
a steam or hot-water chamber or passage, in such
wise as to vaporize a small coutinuous stream of the
carbon-oil, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. The combiuation of the vaporizer with the
steam-boiler of a locomotive for the purpose of mak-
ing and supplying an illuraiuating-gas from gasoline
or other hydrocarbon oils or fluids, for the head-light
of such locomotive, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The combination of the induction and eduction
pipes with the heating-chamber, around or at the
vaporizer, by passing the induction through the re-

turn-pipe, substantially as herein described.
4. The combination of the heater and vaporizer

with the air-trunk, which carries the chimney of a
locomotive head-light, so as to secure sufiicient heat
to the vapor to maintain its gaseous form in its pas-
sage from the vaporizer to the burner, in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as herein de-
scribed.

.5. The combination of the mixer with the gas-pipe
and its contracted vent and air-holes, constructed
and operating substantially as herein described.

95,249.—W. J. McDrrmott, Covington, Tenn.
—Press.—September 28, 1869-

Claim.'—The combination, with the screw and fol-

lower, of the wheel E, having a screwed hub and
two sets of teeth, F G, the wheels H K, and their
shafts, all arranged substantially as specified.

95,250.—J". B. Mcintosh, Erie, T&,.—Grate for
Stoves and Furnaces.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tlie star-center E, fixed in mortise C.
2. The coEStruction of a grate, in a manner that

the openings J may be enlarged, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

95.251.— J. C. McYuTT and A. B. Furman,
Strattonville, Pa.—Piow.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—Forming a groove, c', in the part of the
mold-board that is covered with the plow-point,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

95.252.— Charles Metzer and G. E.. Roka-
BACK, De Soto, Mo. — jlfiH-PicA;. — September 28,
1869 ; antedated September 17, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the holder-
plates A B of a millstone-pick, of a band, E, having
a threaded boss, a, and the coupling-nut F, working
thereon, to actuate the part b of the shank G- against
the plate B, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The spring-conned ion D, when employed in
combination with holder-plates A B of a millstone-
pick, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

3. The employment of a wedge-block e, located
within a recess in the inner face of one of the holder-
plates of a millstone-pick, to prevent tlie bit from
slipping in the holder-plates, substantially as herein
shown and described.

4. The recess in the hotder-plate B of a millstone-

pick, for the reception of the end of the i^art b, in

combination with the said part, for tke purpose of
preventing the said plate from slipping in the band
E, substantially as herein shown and described.

95,253.—Charles C. Morgan, New York, N.
Y.

—

Mode of Fastening Buttons on Shoes, <6c.—Sep-
tember 28, 1859.

Claim.—The combined use of a strap and washer
for uniting buttons to cloth, leather, or other ma-
terial, when the ends of said strap are brought out,
over, or on top of said washer, and between it and
the cloth, leather, or other material, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described and rep-
resented.

95,254. — Amos Morkly, Addison, Mich. —
Horseshoe-Nail CTr/ic/; er.—September 28, 1869.

Claim..— As a new article of manufactui'C, the
horseshoe-nail clincher, above described, con-
structed, arranged, and operating as set forth.

95,255.—Charles L. Osborx, New York, N. Y.—Fernery.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. An airtight fernery, comprised of two
main parts or divisions, with a water-joint at the
line of separation, and a close- shutting lid.

2. In combination with an air-tight fernery, the
ventilating-apertures, having valves to shut off or
admit the air to the interior as required.

3. In combination with an air-tight fernery, an
earth-box, having a perforated bottom.

4. In combination with such earth-box, the space
beneath it for fertilizers, or other purposes.

5. The perforations 7, in the sides of the earth-box,"
to allow the percolation of the water from the water-
space, and the watering of the earth by overflow.

6. In combination with the water-spaces within
the base, the application of the water-ways to the
outside of the base communicating with the water-
space at the bottom.

95,256. — A. L. Ckris, Normal IW. — Hot-Air
Pwrnace.—September 28. 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the hot-air pas-
sage D, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the side wails, of the
plates F, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the V-shaped flue and air-

supplying pipe K, substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the grate I, as specified.

95,257.—John S. Palmer, Providence, R. I.—
Instrument for Setting Button-Hooks.—September
28, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the jaws and handles
of a pair of forceps, as described, a pair or set of
jaws or gripers for holding the said button-hook, and
a punch E, and sliding shell G, as described, the
said devices co-operating as and for the purpose
specified.

95,258.—Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.

—

Yise.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The auxiliary jaws A and B, provided
respectively with the cheeks C and D, all constructed
and applied to the jaws of a vise, substantially as
described and in the manner set forth.

95,259.—H. C. Parsons, Dexter, Me.—ilfop-

ffeffld.-September 28, 1869,

Claim.—The combination of the toothed jaws B
F, tubular parts h i, and double cartn G, all con-
structed and arranged to operate as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

95,260.—John Paterson, Troy, N. Y.—Stop-
Yalve.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cam-block, adapted to be oscillated

by an arm or lever, and arranged in combination
with valves having cam-projections on theii- backs,
su"bstautial!y as specified.

2. The combination of the valves C and sockets b

with pins a and sleeve K, substantially as set forth

and shown.
3. The combination of the valves C, cam-stems

D, block F, arm H, pins a, sockets b, sleeve K, and
stem L, v.'hen constructed and arranged substan-
tially as set forth and shown.
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95,261.—Horatio L. Peirce, Taunton, Mass.
—Traveler for Spinning-Ring.—September 28, 18b'9.

Gldim.—The rounded formation, in a ring-traveler

made of a flat metal strip, as described, of the bent
ends, which hold the traveler upon the ringc, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes shown and set

forth.

95,262.—Thomas M. Pelham, New York, N".

Y.—Hod-Elevator.—^e]}\em\iev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hod-elevating platform, arranged to

support the hods by the shanks at the edges on the

bottom or floor, and by leaning tlie under side of the

top and the upper part of the shanks against notched
bars D or D', substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the bars D D', and the
lioldiug-devices'for the lower ends of the shanks of

the opposite sides in the order described ; that is to

say, the bowls of the row on one side above those of
the other, with the shanks passing between the lower
ones, subetautialiy as specified.

95,263.

—

Joseph Phillips and Davis Keeley,
Pboenixviile, Pa. — Furnace-Boor. — September 28,

1869.

Claim.—Producing a circulation of water through
a furnace-door, by means of the partition A, sub-
stantially as described.

95,264.—George W. Plumb, Milford, Conn.

—

Iinplement for Sighting Bailroad-Tracks.—Septem-,
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of a
hinged mirror, adapted, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for application to the rails of railroads, for
sighting the same for truing and adjusting, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

95,265.— P. r. Randolph, -Jerseyville, 111.—
Polishing-Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The Avheel A, consisting of the inflated
tube a, rim a^, projection a-, and clamps A^, in com-
bination with the belt E, driving-wheel B, aiid pul-
leys C. ai-ranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

95,266.—ThOxMAS W. H. Eayner, L^ew York,
1^. Y.— Wash-Boiler 5'it6e.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A detached wash-boiler tube, having
an internal tube, B, combined with an external tube.
A, and a base, C, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The sliding cap D, in combination with the
tubes A and B, arranged and operating as herein de-
scribed.

95,267.—Henry E.edlich, Chicago, HL— Win-
dow.—September 28, 1869 ; antedated September 22,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the wedge-shaped
strips E G-, faced with elastic material, stops BCD,
and sash H, the latter having grooves I I, corre-
sponding to the form of said strips, as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the wedge-shaped strip K,
•strips J L, lever m, connecting-rod P, and sash H,
as described and shown.

95,268. — Martin C. Remington, Weedsport,
K. Y.—Horse ffay-iJa/ce.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie adjut'table guards, consisting of
-one or more fingers, ii d, as arranged and combined
with tlie cap-fianges C C, substantially as and for
the purposes herein specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the cap-
flanges C C, constrncted as desci-ibed, notched stand-
ards E E, and the end cross-pieces G G, for adjust-
ing the height of the rake-head F, as herein de-
scribed.

'A. Tlie combination of the oblique braces 1 1, gath-
ering-fingers or rake-teeth j, slotted standard k;

spring m, and top button n, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

95,269. — James Rood, Beaver Dam, Wis
Grain- Cleaning ifac/i'me.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The operative combination of the fans

cc cc, with the screens D and F, the sieve E, tlie

side spout C, and the gauged wind-board K, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The manner of constructing and arranging t^e
sieve E and the screen E with part-way bottoms,
and in combination with the detached adjustable
screen D, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

3. The operative combination of the spout C with
the screens D and E and the sieve E, substantially
in the ;nanner and for the purposes described.

4. The operative combination of the index-gauged
wind-board K with the fans c c c c, for tlie purpose
of gauging with uniform certainty the exact diepth

and elevation of wind- current for the best results in

each different kind of Avork to be done, and sub-

stantially in the manner described.

95,270.—John Rosencranz, Boston, Mass.—
Hat-Founcing Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of one or more sets

of conical rollers, a reciprocating brush-carrier, F,
and a grooved table, when arranged for pouncing
the brims of hats, substantially in the manner herein
described.

2. A hat-finishing blt)ck, M, arranged for rotation
alternately in opposite directioiK, and adapted for

pouncing'hats, substantially in the manner herein
described.

95,271. — Theodore O. L. Schrader, New
York, N. Y.

—

Thread-Guide for /Spools.-September
28, 1869 ; antedated September 15, 1869.

Claim.—The spool-thread guide, when constructed
substantially as described, and shown in Figs, la
and 1&.

05,272.—Albert Schuneman and Theodore
SCHUNEMAN, Detroit, Mich.— "' Plug-Tobacco" Cut-
ter.—Septemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metallic hollow tube B and the
metal cylinders C C, connected by the knife E and
adjustable bar D, the same being constructed aad
arranged together in the manner and for the pui'-

poses set forth and described.
2. The application of the lever-power to the semi-

rotary movement of the knife within the inner
chamber, in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

95,273.—Edmund Schwledter, Hoboken, N. J.— Coal-Stove.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie vertical grate E, arranged in a
heater above the main grate C, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The heater, provided with the apertures a, b,

and e, and containing the grates C and E, and the
doors a, c. and/, all arranged substantially as hcreiu
shown and described.

95,274 S. B. Sexton, Baltimore, Md.—Base-
Burning Fire-Flace Stove.— September 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. One or more segmental circularly-

sliding covers, c. applied permanently to the top P,
substantially as described.

2. Lips f/i g^ on the top P, in combination with one
or more covers c, a feed-passage, and a doot, s, sub-

stantially as described.

95,275. — Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Condenser.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the described con-
denser on high-pressure engines, in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,276.

—

Charles J. Shepakd, l^rooklyn, N. Y.
—Laundry-Stove and Heating-Furnace.— Septem-
ber 28, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The grate and bed-plate, centrally sit-

uated, placed so as to allow the flame and gases to

pass over and under tlio bed-plate and fuel, for the
yurposes sjjeeified.

2. The flue under the bed-plato, s» nrrnngod as to

eft'octually heat the outer surtaco of the iieatcr.

:i. Taking tlie proiluots of combustion from the
flue, at one or more iioiuts, for the purposi* of dis-

tributing the heat move beneficially.
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95,277.— Edwaed G. Shortt, Cartliaare, ]^.

Y.—Sha/t-Cov.pli7i(j.—Se-ptembor 28, 1869.

Claim.— The combinatiou, with the shafts pro-
Yided with the pins E, of the eccentrically-bored
wedges A and set-screws D, substantially as speci-

fied.

95,27S.—Hexry Edward Ski^v'XER, Loudon',
England, assignor to William Hopckaft, same
place.

—

Steering-Apparatus.—September 28, 1869,

Claim.—1. The combination of a cylinder with in-

ternal flanges d, perforated rest to support the
swiveled screw E, and removable cap B, all cou-
sta'ucted to receive the operative-mechanism iu the
manner shown and described,

2. The combination, with swiveled vertical screw-
logged nut, and corresponding spirally-grooved
cylinder, of the gears e e, horizontal shaft F, and
steering-wheel G, all arranged to facilitate the
management and control of the rudder, as set forth.

3. The combination of the rotating cylinder C.

having couplings b b appended to its base, with the
couplings c c, as and for the purpose specified.

95,279.—Thomas S. Sleeper, Einghamton, 'N.

T.—J:a;Ze-,S'A-cm.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—An asle-skein, the socket of which is in-

creased in diameter at a uniform angle from the
enter end B to the collar C, and is expanded on two
or more sides of its axial center, at an increased
angle ii-om the collar C to the mouth D, substan-
tially as and lor the pm'pose set forth.

95,280.-Charles E. Seauldixg, Theresa. 1?",

Y.

—

Feed-Measure for Stock.—September 28, 1S69.

Clavm.—rThe flanged feed-measure A a B, in con-
nection with cleats D cZ, D d, substantially as and
for the purpose described,

95,281.—B, F, Sti:rtevaxt. Jamaica Plains,

Mass,

—

Hot-Air Furnace.—September 28. 1869.

Claim.—The process of utilizing' heat by a forced
and repeated circuit of the heated air of an apart-
ment thiough a heater, substantially as described.

95,282.—Hexrt Sutcliffe, Brooklyn, N. T.

—

Kumbering-Machine. — September 28, 1869 ; ante-
dated September 16, 1869.

Claim.—1, A numbering-machine, in which the
table, frame, and numbering-wheels are arranged
and applied in the manner specified, so that the
sheets of paper on which the impression is being
made can hang down between the table and the
frame supporting the numbering-mechanism.

2, The revolving ink-distributing table v, set npon
the axis 19, so that tke same may be rocked by the
contact of the inking-rollers ^ and g, as they swing,
said table being fitted with ratchet-teeth, and acted
upon by a pawl and sprint, substantiaUv as set
forth.

95.283. — John B, Sutherland, Detroit,
Mich,

—

Eaihcay-Car Seat.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The compound levers, formed by the

arms C and D, pivoted together at a, and the latter
provided with slot b and pins h, in connection with
seat-back B and seat-fi-ame A, and seat E, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. In seat-frames, the pins l\ when engaged with
the curved guides F, which are attached to the seat
E and the lugs or rests m., when arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
specifled,

3, The arrangement of the seat-frame A, seat-
back B, arms C and D, seat E, guides F, slot &, pins
d, fi, and 1% and lugs or rests m, when combined,
constructed, and operating substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth and shown^

95.284. — TVnxTAM A. Sweet, Syracuse, X.
T.

—

Roll for Splitting Railroad-Rails.—September
28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rolls B and B',

constructed and arrang-ed as described, brasses e e,

set-sercAvs o o, spur-wheels C C, pinion and hand-
wheel D, substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth. '

95,285. — "William A. Sweet. Syracuse, X.
Y.

—

Steavi-Valne.—September 28, 1869.

Claim:—The supplemental bearings or saddles C,
substantially as described and set forth.

95,286. — G. L. Swett and B. F. Drake,
Leominster, Mass.— Apple- Carer. — September 2a,

1869.

I

Claim.—The apple-corer B C D E F, made sub-

j

stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

I

i
95,287. — Alexander B. Thornton, Berlin,

I

m.—Corn-Ploio Fender. —September 28, 1869.

j

Claim.—The fender E, when constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the slotted standard D
i and D', or its equivalent, I and K, shown in Fig. 2,
' substantially as and for the pui-pose specified.

95,288. — B.W. TuTHiLL, Oregon City, Ore-
gon.— Wheelbarroio.—September 28, 1869.

I

Claim. — AVheelbarrows having metallic tubular
I
frames, and sheet-metal boxes or trays, when con-

[

structed and aiTanged substantially as specified.

j
95,289. — Oscar Van Tassell, Xaperville,

1 El.

—

Bolt-Feeder.—September 28, 1869,

}

Claim.—1. The wings or semicircular disks G-

i
and shaft C, in combination with the cylinder or
spout, through which the flour or meal is conducted

I to the bolt, when said parts are constructed and
! operated substantially as herein shown and de-

r scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever H, sliding collar

I

I, connecting-rods J, pivoted wings or semicircular
I disks G, and shaft C, with each other, and with the

I

cylinder or spout, through which the flour or meal
is conducted to the bolt, substantially a.s herein
shown and described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

95,290.—AdolphTelguth, Milwaukee,Wis.

—

Jffinf/e.- September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The swinging stop C, pivoted to the leaf

of a hinge, as and for the purpose described.

95,291.—H. B. Wakefield, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself, James F. Chambeklaix, and E.
B. Haskell, same place.

—

Brazier.—September 28,

1869.

Claim.—A brazier, consisting of the shell A, hav-
ing the openings i. d, and m, therein, and partially

lined with the fire-brick b, or its equivalent, the
grate C, back-board c, and the movable rim B having
the curtain h thereon, all constructed and operating
substantially as herein described and set forth

.

95,292. — C. B. Walsh, Wanpacca, Wis.—
Turbine Watcr-Wheel.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The constraction and arrangemdtit of the
hoops B C, concave flanges E F, rim A, and buckets
H I and H J, as set forth.

95,293.—John E. Weaver, lifether Providence
Township, Pa. — Bran-Duster for Flour-Mills.—
September 28, 1869.

Claim:—The brushes herein described, when ar-

ranged upon the cone, at an angle vrith the line of
the^haft, as and for the purposes speciied.

95,294. — John A. Wells, Holly Sj)rings,

Miss.

—

Machine for Cutting Sheet-Metal.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—The frame, composed of the stands A B
and cross-piece C, the screw G, with its cranks J
and K, the cutter L, the bed D, and the lever E, the
whole constructed, arranged, combined, and operat-

ing substantially as described.

95,295.— James D, Whelpley and Jacob J.

Storer, Boston, Mass, — Process of Obtaining
Wrought Iron Directlyfrom the Ore.—September 28,

1869 ; antedated September 16, 1869,

Claim.—The process of obtaining wrought ii"on and
its alloys directly from the ore, in the manner, and
with the manipulations, and order of manipulation,

substantially as described.

95,296.—Daniel H. WnrrNEY, Black Rock, N.
Y., assignor to Ira P. Hathaway, Augustus F.
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Eartlett, and Geohge Morris, Eost Saginaw,
Mich.

—

Machinefor Making Shingle-Boltb:—Sei)tem'

Ler es, 1869.

Claim.—1. Ill combination with the sash H, the

racks and the feed-mechanism, consisting of coun-
ter-shaft C, pulleys E and K, belts S and P, shafts Q
and U, friction-wheel T, disk V, provided with
fi-iction-hub v and flange v', tlie sliding box g, lever a,

rod 5, and the pinions w', the whole arranged and
operating la ihe manner and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. In combination with the foregoing parts, as

herein described, the standards A, shaft F, pulleys

Cr, N, K, and D, saw-table W, spindle X, andtread"le

Y, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,297. —ErHRAiM S. Williams, Cambridge,
Mass.— Chuck.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The chuck-screw, when provided with a
slot, e/or I in, substantially as described andfor the

imrpose set forth.

95,298.

—

Eli "Wills, Winslow, N. J., assignor
to himself and Charles P. Westcott, same place.
—Medical Compound.—September 28, 1869; ante-

dated September 13, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound herein described.

95,299.—Charles W. Wilson, Norfolk, Ya.—
Miter- Viae.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The right-angled slide D and ribs E, in

combination with the screw F, nut C, slot B, and bed
A, substantially as described and l<>r the purpose
specified.

95,300.—William E. Worthen, New York, and
Tobias New, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Mode of Protecting
Plastered Walls against Dampness.—September 28,

1869.

Claim.—The incorporating into these above mix-
tures, when applied as a coat to the surface of walls,

of gravel, sawdust, chips, bagging, or like substances,
for the purpose of roughening the surface sufficiently

for the retention of plaster or mastic.

95,301. — Nicholas Allstatter, Hamilton,
Ohio.

—

Harvester.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A bevel-wheel C, constructed as de-

scribed, and combined with the pinion A', in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pinion A', constructed with a long sleeve,

as described, to form a bearing within it for the end
of the pinion-shaft Q.

3. The arrangement of the pinion-shaft Q, with its

bearing in the sleeve of the pinion A', and the stop-
screw h set into an annular channel in said shaft, as
described.

4. In combination with the clutch-lever A;, the lever
n, link o, and notch 6', in the rim of the wheel C, op-
erating together to prevent the rake from being-

thrown out of gear, except at a certain \}ohii of its

circuit.

5. The combination of the clutch-collar N', clutch-
lever A;, stop-device n o s, and pinion A', constructed
Avith a sleeve and clutcih-teeth at the end thereof, as
described.

G. Tiie yoke G', constructed with the arm I' and
guide r, in cprabination with the rake E'.

7. In combination with the yoke G' and rake E',
fhe spring M and pin L', for the purpose set forth.

95,302.—Casimir Amsler, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Sawing- Machine.Saiiteiaher 28, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie i)itman I, arranged with a sliding
head, i, and combined with a rock-bar, K, substan-
tially as set fortli.

95,303.—ToiiN E. Andkuson, Boiling Springs,
Va.—Grain-Screen.—iicjitomlwr 28, 18f)9.

Claim.—1. The hood 1), constructed substantially
as and for tlie ])urpo^e speciHod.

2. Tlie combination of tiio conduit C, the hood 1),

and cxliaust-i)assagc a, aubatantially as and for tlie

purpose specified.

3. Tiio arrangement of the rods D' I)', with refer-
ence to tlie hood I) and aperture a, substantially us
aud for the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the apertures / / in the
screen C, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

5. The arrangement of a crank, connecting-rod,
and rock-shaft, for giving the compound motion to

the screen, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

95,304.—John Barnes, Eockford, 111. — Har-
vester.—Septemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the main frame,
driving-wheel, oscillating yoke-frame F, and links g,
all constructed and operating as set forth.

2. The combination of the grain-wheel and its

spindle with gears and a rack, substantiallv as set
forth.

3. The combination of the vertically-moving grain

-

wheel yoke with the adjusting-bolt on the spindle, as
set forth.

95,305.—W. G. Beckwith, Lowndesborough,
Ala.

—

Ox-Toke Boiv.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The bows B B, so consti'ucted that their
lower portion will swing open, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

95,306.—W. G. Beckwith, Lowndesborough,
Ala.—jHoe.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The hoe A, when constructed with a con-
tracting or expanding eye, substantially as and for

the purpose described,

95,307.—Artemas Bigelow, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to Henry Martin, Baltimore, Md.

—

Process
for Utilizing the Sulphur Fumes from Copper-Ores.
— September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The process herein described of utilizing,

for the production of sulphur or sulphuric acid, the
sulphurous-acid gas evolved from pyritous copper-
ores during the process of converting the same into
copper or copper matt, or copper regains, whereby
the two several products, suli)hnr or sulphuric acid
and copper, are manufactured in a commercial con-
dition, substantially as described.

95,308.—T. Erigham Bishop, New York, N. Y.—Measuring-Faucet.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The devices employed for operating the

plug H, consisting of the arm I, fitted loosely upon
the rod E, the cord or chain K, the pulleys L and $f

,

and the segment 0, or their equivalents, shown iu
Figs. 4, 5, aud 6,substantially as shown and described.

2. The within-described measuring-faucet, consist-
ing of the cylinder A, the head B, the three-way cock
C, provided' with the branches F and G and the plug
H, the piston or plunger D, the rod E, provided with
the handle e, in combination with the above-de-
scribed devices Ibr operating the plug H, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

95,309.

—

John H. Blake, Westbrook, assignor
to himself and J. M. Todu, Portland, Me.

—

Meat-
Choppcr.—September 28, 1869.

Claim. — The described arrangement of gears a
and b, shaft c, wheel d, projection o, rod e, joint y,
toothed wheel Z, parts t and v, arm i, spring j, pro-
jection h, on the shaft c, upon the frame A, as herein
described.

95,310.—Leverett Buaduey, Jersey City, N.
J.—Electric CVocfc.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.— l. The combination of one or more rotat-

ing circuit-closers D with the conical pendulum Bof
the primary or governing-clock A, substantially as
speciiied.

2. The combination, with the wlieel J and arma-
ture H, carrying the operating-pawl I, of the pawls
L K and spring m, essentially us and for the pur-
pose or purposes herein set forth.

95,31 1.—William M. Buayton, lv«ehcstor, N.
Y., assignor to himself, William S. Tuomi'sox, aud
K. S. Mackik, same phico. -'rhill-CoupUng.—Sep-
tember 28, 18(!9; antedated Soptomber 17, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the snring B aud
wedge E with tliojack or thill-strap 1), operating
conjointly for the purposes sot forth.
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95,312.—EvEKETTE R. Breed, Farmington, 111.

— Soap or Detergent-Compoxind. — September 28,

1869.

Claim.—The cheinical composition, or detergent-
soap, prepared and compounded, and to be used,
substantially as described, or of ingredients substan-
tially the same, and which will produce the required
result.

95,313.

—

Adolphtts Bkown and Felix Brown,
New York, N. T.

—

Luhribator for Journal-Boxes.—
September 28, 1869.

Claim.: — 1. The inclined channel E, contained
feom the journal-bos A, extending inwardly and up-
wardly, and beyond the jonrnal-box and the groove
a of the collar E, in order to convey the spread oil

back to the reservoir C, in the manner substantially
as described.

2. The mud-receptacle G-, in combination with the
oil-reservoir, lifting-chain, and journal-box, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The waste-channel E, in combination with the
Gil-reservoir C, lifting-chain D, journal-box A, and
shaft B, substantially as described.

4. The depression or cavity a, in the collar F, in
combination with the waste-channel E, oil-reservoir
G, lifting-chain D, journal-box A, and shaft B, sub-
stantially as described.

95,314.—William Henry Burns, Grafton, as-

signor to Jonathan Luther, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Holler-Jaw Temple for Looms.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the jaws A B, of
the grooved rollers C D, the latter arranged to re-

ciprocate laterally on its journal, and toothed lip G
ef the jaw B, when constructed as and for the pur-
pose described.

©5,315.—F. M. BucKMASTER, Galesburgh, El.
—JTorse-jKaSie.-September 28, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The lever Y, with pawl "W and catch
]

X, in combination with pawl Y and catch O, con-

1

ytructed and operating substantially as described. '

2. The combination of lever Y, pawl W, and catch
X, pawl Y and catch O, pawl P and catch E,, con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

3. The combination and arrangement of lever H,
rods S and L, pawls P and Y, lever Y, with pawl
W, arms A A", and revolving rake-head B, with
catches R, X, and O, substantially as described.

95,316.— Daniel Bull, Amboy, T[\.—Clotlies-
Line Holder.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,. — The pulley-wheel A, notched as at «,
combined with the hanger B, as and for the purpose
above specified.

95,317.—Hugh Burgess, P.«yer"s Ford, Pa.—
Extract of ^o^?*.-September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. Thenew product or extract from hops,

herein described.
2. Treating hops in the mode and with the mater-

ial substantially as si>ecified.

95,318. -Sanford S.. Burr, Dedham, Mass.—
J5'a;te«sion-C'n&.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. A child's crib, in which the divided

crib-frame proper is combined with the tongued and
grooved side rails c c', substantially as and for the
purposes lierein described.

2. In a crib or bedstead, made as herein explained,
combining therewith the bed-bottom, substantially
in the manner described, so that the bed-bottom
shall automatically accommodate itself to the varia-
tions in length of'such crib or bed, for the purposes
essentially herein set forth.

95,31©.—Cornelius L. Campbell. Binghamton,
IT. Y., assig-nor to Washington W. Wheaton,
same place.— Device for Fitting Axle- Spindles to
.S'/fcei'n-s.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The guide-plate L, constructed and oper-
ating as herein shown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

95,32©.—William Carpenter, Fairbnry, HI.

—

Button-Holing Attachment for Sewing-Machines.—
September 28, 1869.

Claim-. — 1. The grooved sliding bar H, moving
from side to side on the bar C, and provided with
projections c, cam d, and spring F, all substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The plate J, constructed as described, with a
vertical groove or recess on the rear side, and slid-

ing on the presser-foot connecting-plate H, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The movable cam/, forked rod e, and reversible
finger K, all constructed and combined with the plate
J, to operate in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The adjustable bar L, constructed as described,
on the sliding plate J, to regulate the backward and
forward motion of the needle, substantially as herein
set forth.

5. The sliding plate J, connecting with the presser-
foot connecting-plate H by means of a spring, h, so
as to hold the said plate J up to the head of the ma-
chine, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

95,321.—Hugh C. Carrigan, :N'ew York, IS". Y.—Portable Fire-Escape.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the reels C D,

either or both, shaft B, sliding bolts E, ratchet-
wheels F, and pawls G, with each other and with the
frame A, said parts being constructed and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The ladder M N O, provided with the weight
P, iron basket Q, and the straps P S, either or both,
in combination with the reel C, shaft B, and frame
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the chain I, provided with
the ring J and hook K, with the reel D, shaft B,
and frame A, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The ring or eye-bolt Y and chain Z, when used
in connection with the frame A, to which the oper-
ating-mechanism of the fire-escape is attached, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

5. The extension-frame T IT Y W, constructed as
described, in combination with the frame A, ladder
M N O, and chain I J K, either or both, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
Ijurpose set forth.

6. An improved portable fire-escape, constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set for^h.

95,322. — Edwin Carter, j^orwalk, Conn.

—

Fasteningfor Attaching the Ends ofBands, Clamps,
<6c.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the slotted
coupling-plates A A, studs D D, handle F, and con-
necting-screw E, in the manner substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

95,323.

—

William Chesley, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Steam-Gauge.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The construction of the spring-disk of
a steam-pressure gauge with the circumferential
rim or flange F, for the purpose set forth.

2. The oscillating segment-rack whose jointed con-
nection with the spring-disk or diaphragm is made
adjustable by means of the vibratable plate P, and
conical-necked setting-screws, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

95,324.—John Cochran, .Purdy's Station, j^.

Y.—Milk- Can.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The bottom of the can, having its edge
extended between the lower eige of the body A and
the top of the external ring C, in connection with
the internal ring D, secured to said external ring,

and supporting the bottom, substantially as de-

scribed.

95,325.—William H. Coleman, New Orleans,
La.— Velocipede.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The wheels K, or their equivalents, the
segments L, the levers N, pawls d, and springs O,
in combination with the loose driving-pinions D,
when the latter are provided with projections E,
fitting into recesses in the hulrof the driving-wheel
A of "a velocipede, pawls b to take into clutches a.
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and all the parts are constructed, arranged, and
operate substantially as described, for the purpose
s^t forth.

95,326.—Daniel CoMrxoN, ISTewport, "N. J.—
Ice-Breaking Boat.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the saws 1 1, upon
the paddles J, with the ice-breakers E F Gr, arrajiged

upon the under part of the hull H, and all con-

structed to operate substantially as set forth.

95,337.-8. A. Cummins and A. J. Cummins,
Yienna, N. J.— Sled-Brake.—Se\)tembeT 28, 1869

;

antedated September 18, 1860.

Claim.—1. The combination of the angular levers^

D, pivoted to the runners, and provided with dogs i

and projections h, the cross-bar C, the slotted tongue
B, and the rock-bar, with hounds a, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the swinging dogs F, clevis

G, pivoted plates E, cross-bar C, the slotted tongue
B, and the rock-bar, with hounds a, all constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

95,328.—Joseph K. Davis, Monticello, S. C.—
Cotton and May Press.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The bars m^ n^, combined with the
hooked rods J J, metallic plates 1 1, and end flanges
i i, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hinged cover 0, in combination with the re-

movable bars W W, confined at one end, when in
use, by the pins and staples w w, and at the other
end by the cross-bar A^, substantially as and for

the object set forth.

95,329. — John Decamp. Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Bed-Bottom.—SG\)temher J8, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the slats A D, the
spring B, screw C, and dish-formed or concave nut
E e, provided Avith wings e', all constructed and ar-

ranged as and for the purpose set forth.

95,330 ]Sr. T. Drake, ffigh Point, ]^. C—
Medical Compound.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode of compounding the several
ingredients into a liniment, and applying and ad-
ministering the same as described above.

2. The medical compound produced by combining
carbolic acid with an essential oil and one or more
tinctures, such as above named, or their medicinal
equivalents.

95,331.—William Duesler, Saint Joseph, Mo.—THp-RaTnmer Saw-Set.Septemher 28, 1869.
Claim,. —Tlie machine for setting saws herein de-

scribed, having frame A, blocks B and K', hammer
D, trip Gr, and spi'ing F, an hen constructed and ar-

itinged substantially as specified.

95,332.—Edgar F. Eaton, l^orthford, Conn.—
Buckle.—September 28, 1869 ; antedated September
17, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A, loop B, and tongues a a,

all constructed and united, as herein set forth.

95,333.—Primus Emerson, Carondelct, Mo.—
Feathering Paddle- Wheels.—SaptemhcT 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The circular segments E, arranged to
support the paddles D, and to allow the feathering
thereof in the wheel-rims C, substantially as set
lorth.

2. The segments E, their journals e, and the ec-
centric F / F', when combined witli the bearing G
and rollers h, substantially as set forth,

95,334.-Jerome Fassler, Springfield, Ohio.—
Blank /or Harvester- Ouard jPiwge-r*.—September 28,
1869.

Ctoifl?..—Shearing or punching blanks from solid
plates or bars of iron or steel, subataiitially as shown
111 Fig, 1, whereby the forging or forming of hnr-
veatcr-guard fingers is greatly facilitated in their
iuaumiactuve, as herein set forth.

95,335.—Colin T. Finlayson, Albany, Oregon,

assignor to himself and At,fred C. Lond, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Propellei'-Wheel.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The method, herein described, of pro-

pelling ships and raising water by means of the
direct action of side currents, drawn by a vacuum,
upon the buckets of a wheel working within an
inclosing case, and the reaction of the dense outside
water upon the volumes thrown out of such case by
the wheel, substantially as described.

2. The radial buckets c, inclined across the periph-
ery of the wheel, and provided with concave front
and rear faces, and side cutting-edge, as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,336—C. C. Foster, Odessa, Del.—Fertilizer-
Attachment.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement, upon an adjustable
shaft under the bottom of the hopper of a fertilizer-

attachment, of one or a series of rollers of any suita-

ble shape and material, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

95,337.—George W. Goulden, "Waverly, N.
Y.—Ctomj?.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.— The clamping-device herein described
and shown, having platform A, with cylindrical
mortises B and screw-posts D, with clamp-screws
E and cylindrical tenons C, all constructed substan-
tially as specified.

95,338.—Thomas J. Hall, Bryan, Texas. —
Cultivator.—September 28, 1869.

*

Claim. — 1. The cultivator-beams A, arranged
either singly or in pairs, and suspended, by the ad-
jUvStable rods B, from the levers C, vibrating later-

ally, and arranged to be operated by the feet, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination of the levers C, transverse
beam I, and springs H, when arranged substantially
as specified.

95,339.—William Hallam, Cheltenham, Mo.—
J5rxcA;-^iZn.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bridge-wall B, arranged with dis-

tributing-flues b, and combined with the furnaces D
D', substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of flues, furnaces, and bridge-
wall in such manner that the heated gases shall rise
in the annular chamber, withoKt the bridge-wall,
then pass down the center of the kiln to the base
thereof, to be cari'ied to the circumference, and rise

to the chamber between the double crown, and from
there pass to the chimney, substantially as described.

3. The steam-passages I, arranged at the base of
the kiln, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

95,340.—KOBERT Ham, Troy, If. Y., assignor to
Philo p. Stewart, same place. — Stove - Pipe
Da7nper.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The damper B, having cast or otherwise
attached thereto the pivots c and c', so constructed
as to permit of their insertion into the pivot-holes
from within the pipe, and provided with shoulders
or their equivalents, against Avliich the inside of said
pipe shall press, substantially as and for the' i^urpose
herein shown and described.

95,341.—Henry W. Harper, Berlinsville, Pa.— Machine for Grinding and Polishing School-
Slates.—Septemher 28, 1869; antedated Mai'ch 29,
1869.

Claim.—1. The two horizontal grinding-disks J
and H, revolving in contrary directions, in combina-
tion with the bars d, or their equivalents.

. 2. The disk H, and its band d, in combination
with the movable disk J and its slots/.

3. The revolving wheel K or M, constructed sub-
stantially as described, for holding tlie slates, in com-
biiuition with a grinding or polishing wheel or disk.

4. The wheel K, its band, the split ring p, and
bolt r.

^. The combination of a revolving wheel, K or M,
for holding the slates, with one or more horizontal
revolving, polishing, or grinding disks, arranged ti»

overlap tlie said wheel, as sot fortli.

6. The combination of the two vertical polishing
wheels T and JR. with the bar V, for the purpose
specified.
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95,342.

—

Hknuy W. Harper, Berlinsville, Pa.—Machine for Grinding and Polishing Slate.—Sep-
tember 28, 1869 ; antedated March 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The screw t/i, arranged on the machine
substantially as described, for regulating the extent
of the reduction of the slates.

2. The combination of the said screw with a
pointer and graduated plate, for the xJui'P^se speci-

fied.

95,343.—Henry TV. Harper, Berlinsville, Pa.—Machine for Grinding Slate, Stone, Marble, c£-c.

—

September 28, 1869 ; antedated March 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving disk H, or its equiva-
lent, to which are secured a number of grinding or
polishing blocks, an-anged apart from each other, in

combination with a rotating disk or reciprocating
bed for containing the object to be ground or pol-

ished.

2. Kendering the said blocks adjustable to and
from the center of the disk H, or its equivalent, by
means of slots / / in the latter for the reception of
the stems of the blocks, as set forth.

95,344.—B. B.Hill; Springfield, Mass.—Method
ofManufacturing Type- Wheels.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an improvement in the method of

forming, by compression, the letters or figures on
the periphery of type-wheels, and to avoid thicken-

ing or displacement of the metal dui'ing such com-
passion, except along the angles which separate the
circumferential surface from the lateral surfaces,

tightly compressing said wheel between two circu-

lar plates or disks, which completely cover and com-
press the two lateral surfaces of said wheel, except-
ing only a narrow rim or margin thereof, allowed
for lateral extension under the action of the die, sub-
stantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a type-wh^el,
having characters or figures formed or produced
upon its periphery by the process substantially as
herein described.

95,345.—Martin T. B. Hill, Bridgeport, Conn.—Cartridge-Loading Machine.—September 28, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the spur-wheels
A, B, and C, the spring c, and the pin a, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

2. The combination of the ratchet-wheel h, the
pawl V, the arm i, the spring x, the connecting-rod

q, the pin w, and the cam z, substantially as and for

the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination of the pawl v, the "wires o and
/, the angle-lever s, and the knob e, substantially as

and for the puri)ose hereinbefore set forth.

95,346.—M. T. Hitc|PCOCK, Springfield, Ma
-Eduction-Ventilator for "Railroad-Cars.—Septe

Mass.
tem-

ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—An eduction-ventilator for railroad-cars,

composed of the shell A, draught-opening D, and
angular portions C and C', and the base B, for at-

taching the ventilator to the car, the whole con-
structed, arranged, and applied substantially as set

forth.

95,347.—D. L. Holden, New Orleans, La.

—

Ice-

Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The well K, provided with a space be-

low the inlet-pipe J, having a cock, K, through
which to draw olf the impurities, and also provided
"with a strainer, n, between the ends of pipes J and
L, w«hen arranged in an ice-machine, to operate in

the manner and for the ptirpose specified,

2. The arrangement of the sprayers G-, in con-
nection with the plugs a a, pipe E, and tubes C C,
or tubular connections, with the chambers B B, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

95,348.

—

William R. Hollingsworth, Mount
Pleasant, Iowa.

—

Harrow.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metallic harrow-head, herein de-'

scribed, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination of the metallic head B and
"wedges c', when arranged to operate substantially

as and for the purpose described.

95,349.— George B. Holzach, New Orleans,
La.— Window-Shade Fixture.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The means herein describ<^d, consisting
of an endless cord, /, in connection with its attach-
ment to the roller C and the cord b c. and its coa-
nection with the crossbar B, for winding and un-
winding the shade upon its roller, simultaneously
with the raising and lowering of the supporting and
carrying bar, substantially as before described.

95.350.— E. B. HuGUNiN, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Sash-Holder.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of tbe elastic roller D
and D', combined with the smaller roller F, com-
pressed into the elastic covering of the former, and
secured in that position between the i)lates A B, &c.,
substantially as described herein.

95.351. — TViLLiAM Hull and Charles W.
Hammond, Baltimore, Md, — Grain-Drier. — Sep-
tember 28, 1869.

Claim.—The screen c, combined with the inclos-

ing-cylinder B, dirt-space e, and spiral flanges &,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,352.— Almon Hunt, Macomb, HI.— Ci'Jii-

vfltor.— September 28, 1869.

Claitn.—The cultivator herein described, having
frames C, bars D, equalizing-bars K, clamps P, and
plates c, arranged, with reference to the beams O, as
described, constructed and arranged substantially
as set forth.

95,353.

—

Jakob Husnik, Tabor, Austria, as-

signor to Heinricm Pollack and Albert Edwin
Schmidt, Hamburg, Germany.

—

Rotating Hook for
Sew i7ig-Machines.—September 28, 1869.

Claim. — The tail or projection T, upon the ro-

tating hook of a sewing-machine, constructed and
adapted to operate substantially as herein set forth.

95,354 J. J. Kendall, Troy's Store; N. C—
Washing-Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The boxes or pressers B B, provided witb
the slats i, in combination with the perforated
plates D D, as and for the purpose set forth.

95,355.

—

-Jefferson Kintjleberger and Will-
iam Augustus Arnold, San Erancisco, Cal., as-

signors to " The Inventors' Association of San
EkAN CISCO, California." — Machine for Wiring
5Zind.?.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The above -described rod-wiring de-
vice, consisting of the conductor O, with the guard
E., and the sliding-bar N, lever M, and sliding-bar
L, operated by the lever B, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the above-claimed device,

the pawl E, pivoted upon the bent lever B, for feed-

ing forward the rods, substantially^as described.
3. The combination, with the rod-wiring device

above claimed, of the device for wti'ing the blind-

slats to the rods, substantially as herein set forth.

95,356.—Philip Kneipp, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to James S. Earle & Sons, same place.

—

Ornamental Transfer.—September 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The decorating of siu-faces by the pro-

cess substantially as herein set forth.

95,357.— Carl KUnstler, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Blacking-Fount.—^e^temhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—The blacking-fount A, provided with the

necks B and D, the latter being made so as to admit
a sponge E, covered or not covered, and the neck B
to admit the blacking, in combination with the
caps C and F, constructed and operated substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,358.

—

Louis La Breche-Viger, Montreal,
Canada, assignor to William Woods Avekell,
Bath, N. Y.

—

Manufacture of Cast Steel.—Septem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the admixture of plumbago
and iron-ores, iron-saad, wrought iron, iron scraps,

shavings, chips, and sponge, in a clay crucible or

other non-melting pot, substantially as set forth, to

produce cas t steel at one operation.
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2. The use of the said admixture of plumbago and
iron-ores, iron-sand, wrought iron, iron scraps,
sliavings, chips, and sponge, in a reverberatory
furnace, the said mixture covered with a flux of
glass or blast-furnace cinders, or with glass-making
materials, or with thin slabs of soapstone, or with
those substances combined during reduction, car-

burizatiou, and fusion, to produce cast steel at one
operation.

3. The use of the admixture of powdered charcoal,
•compressed or not with iron -ores, iron-sand,
wrought iron, ii'on scraps, shavings, chips, and
sponge, in a reverberatory furnace, the said mixture
covered with a flux of glass, or glass-making
materials, or blast-furnace cinders, or thin slabs of
soapstone, or with those substances combined, to
make cast steel at one operation.

95,359.—Salem T. Lamb, New Albany, Ind.—
Pitman-Joint for Harvesters.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. ^Forming a pitman-joint by means of
tlie eye D E, and hook G-, in connection with a
pressure-block, J M, or its equivalent, to compensate
for wear and take up lost motion, as described.

2. The nut 1, constructed with a sleeve and spring-
;pa\vl L, substantially as described, in combination
with the ratchet K, on the end of the pressure-block
J, as and for the purpose set forth.

95,360.—John Larimoke and J. M. "Williams,
Coimersville, Ind.— Railway- Var Coupling. — Sep-
tember 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bumper A, provided with pivoted
jaws B B, having shoulders i i, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the pivoted jaws B B, stop
E, and springs D D, all substantially as and for the
purj)ose set forth.

3. The stop E, constructed substantially as de-
scsibed, and for the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with the bumper A, the slotted
tube G and cap I, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose set forth.

5. The combination of the bumper A, pivoted
jaws B B, sin-ings D D, coupling-bolt C, projection
¥, slotted tul>e Gr, and cap I, all constructed and
operating substantially as and foi- the purposes
lierein set forth.

95,361.—Andrew S. Lazier, North Parma, N.
Y.—Horse-Rake.—Septamber 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement of the
pendant/, stirrup g, and oscillating bar e, having
staples or levers n, and rods h h', substantially as
and for the pui-pose set forth.

95,362. — David R. Lewis, Manchester,
Iowa. — Cloth-Holding Guide for Sewing-Ma-
chines.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the guide-bar A
and stand B, of the spring clamijing-bars F and H,
having long arms F' and I, when all are constructed
and arranged to operate as set forth.

95,363.—Tyler C. Lord, Chicago, 1\\.—Hinge
for i^Hwds.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—When forming a part of a window-blind
hinge, the circular plate B, when provided with a
C(^utral pivoting-pin D, cogs or teeth C, and lips or
fljiiige F, in combination with the support E and
l)evel-wheel H, -when all are constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

95,364.—Henry C. March, Limerick Station,
Vii.—Base-Burning *Sfoi;e.—September 28, 1869.

Claim..— 1. A moval)le grate and fire-pot, com-
bined substantially in tlib manner described.

2. A coal-r(!s(!rvoir or feeder, consisting of two
cylinders, K and K', one of which is so arranged to
hVuW, on or to be adjnsted upon the other, that the
length of the n^servoir can be iucroased or dirain-
isliod as iHHinirod.

3. The spiral rilxs or threads e and c', formed on
Ihe two sections of the reservoir, and adapted to
each other substantially as heroin set forth.

4. The throttle-valve L, when arraujjod in the
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lower adjustable portion of the reservoir, as de-
scribed.

5. The combination of the scoop M, and its lug or
lugs h, with the hinged lid M', and its rod or rods
h', all substantially as herein set forth.

6. The arrangement of dampers I and I', in com-
bination with the scoop M, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The combination, with the corrugated or chan-
neled ledge a, of the movable perforated fire-pot F

,

all substantially as herein set forth.

95,365.—George E. Marshall, Laurel, Ind.

—

Bleaching Paper-Stock.—September 28, 1869.
Claim,.—1. Gathering the escaping gases evolved

from the bleaching-solutiou, and conveying them
away by an inflowing current of air, produced by a
fan or equivalent means, substantially as described.

2. The utilization of said gases, by returning them
to the tub or reservoir, substantially as described.

3. The combination of a bleaching-tub or reservoir,
a receiver or cover, and a fan or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The adjustable delivery-pipes a, arranged to
receive and deliver the gas, either within or above
the fluid or solution, as set forth.

95,366. — George Martz, Pottsville, Pa.—
Hoisting and Dumping Apparatus.—September 28,
1869.

Claim,.—1. The center-drop d, in combination
with the curved recesses a and the catch a", in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. In a hoisting-apparatus for mines, the combina-
tion of a water-bucket and coal-car holder, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The dumping-apparatus, consisting of the
quadrantal side-pieces CV provided with means for

thci retention of a car, and with trunnions or other
axial devices, in combination with the concave
deflectors D, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the counterweight H' with
the bucket C and slotted guide-ways H, arranged
and operating in the manner explained.

5. The guard F", in combination with the side-

pieces F', arranged and operating substantially as
specified.

95,367. — Le Eoy McWhinney, "Winterset,
Iowa.

—

Hand-Ploiv.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a hand-
plow, composed of parts A, B, and C, constructed
substantially as set forth.

95,368.—Henry D.Mears, New York, N. Y.—
Sealing Boxes, die.—September 28, 1869.

Claim. — Cording and sealing boxes, and other
similar articles to be transported, by means of a
metal cord, or wire, passing" through said article,

and securing the ends thereof by a metallic seal, as
and for the purpose herein described and repre-
sented.

95,369.— John Moessinger, New York, N.
Y.-Reading-Desk.—Septemher 28, 1869.

Claiin.— 1. The reading-desk G, constructed of
two parts, united by a balance-lever, H, substan-
tially as sliown and described.

2. Tiie end slides /', carrying the cover-holders j
and friction leaf-holders k, either or both, in combi-
nation with the desk G, substantially as set forth.

3. The lateral slides n, carrying the surface leaf-

holders I, in combination with "the adjustable cover

-

holders j, and with tlie desk G, substantially as de-
scribed.

95,370.-William F. Moody, Auburn, N. Y.—
Carriage- Wheel.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A cap and oil box or chamber on the

point of the hub, and screwed to tlio journal-box, as

and for the purpose licn^in described andreprosontod.
2. In combination with an oil-box or chamber on

tlie end of tlie hub, and a journal-box, and journal

projecting tlierein, the division-plate in tlic chamber,
and the hole or holes through the jonrnnl-box, tor di-

recting and passing the orfl or other lubricator from
tlie chamber to the iouvnal, as and lor tlio purpose
described.
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3. Securing the hub or -wheel to the axle or journal,

!

by the combined use of the groove and split ring, and
the nut or lbllo"wer bearing against said ring, as and
for the pui'pcse described.

95,371.— Ja^iesO. Moese, EngieTvood, X. J.—
Screv:-Cutting Die.—September 28, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The improved screw-cutting die herein
described, consisting essentially of the rim or frame
A, solid and in one'piece, and thread-cutting dies,

abutting against the inner surface of said rim, and
held firmly in such position by screws, or other equiv-
alent meaiis. substantially as described.

2. In combination witii the rim or fi-ame A, the
cutters C, constructed substantially as described, that

is, with a body-portion, a, by means of which the
cutter is fitted to its seat, and a spindle, ft, and nut ?!,

.

or other equivalent and easily-removable fastening
;

by means of which it is secui'ed in its place upon the
;

frame.
'

i

95,372.—FrederickXishwitz, Brooklyn, X. Y. I

—Harvester.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1, The combination of a gear-frame, vi-

;

brating on the main axle, a tongue, or di'aught-frame, .

vibrating on the gear-frame, iinger-beani hinged to
'

the tongue, or draught-frame, and a lifting-lever,

connected with the rear end of the tongue by a link. •

•which allows the finger-beam to rise, but limits its

descent below a given point, substantially as set

forth. :

2. The combination of a main frame vibrating on

}

the driving-axle, and a tongue, or draught-frame

,

vibrating on the gear-frame, with a cutting-appara-

tus hinged to the tongue, or draught-li'ame, by one

;

end only, substantially as set forth. :

3. The combination of a vibrating gear-fi*ame and
'

a vibrating tongue, or draught-fiame, with a down-
hanger attached to the tongue, and to which the

,

finger-beam is hinged, substantially as set forth. * j

4. The combination of a gear-fi'ame, vibrating
about the main axle, witn a tongue, or draught-fi-ame
vibrating on an axis coincident with that of one of

the down-hangers or coupling-arms to which the
finger-beam is pivoted.

;

o. The arrangement, as set forth, of the Tibrating
gear-frame, vibrating draught -fi'ame, or tongue,;
finger-beam hinged to the tongue, and the pitman,
airanged nearlyIn line of the joint of the tongue, to

allow the cutting-apparatus to vibrate without inju-

riously disturbing the relation of the cutters to the
guards.

6. The combination of the hinged cntting-appara-

tns with the vibrating tongue-j)late, in the manner
described.

7. The combination of a hinged cutting-apparatus,

pivoted to down-hangers, vibrating with the tongue,
or draught-fi'ame, with a brace secured to the tongue,
or draught-fi-ame, and forming the pivot of the hinge,

substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, with a hinged finger-beam and
tongue, or draught-fi'ame. vibrating in unison, of a

thrust-link, and'a lever, moimted on the tongue, or
draught-frame, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

9. The combination of the hinged finger-beam with
the tilting-lever pivoted on the fi'out coupling-ai'm,

and connected with the shoe by a link, to lift the lli-

vider-end of the finser-beam, substantially as set

forth.

10. The combination, with the hinged finger-beam,
of the tilting-lever. mounted on the tongue, or
draught-fi-ame, with the restraining-cord or chain
secured to the gear-fiame. as set forth.

11. The combination of the pivoted shoe and its
'

link with the tilting-lever and fi-ictiou-roller, for the
purpose specified.

12. The combination, with the shoe to which the
finger-beam is fastened, ofthe supplementary spring-

shoe, pivoted concentrically with the supporting-shoe
in front, and adjustable at its heel-end. as set'forth.

13. The arrangement, as set forth, of the vibrating
gear-frame, vibrating tongue, or draughtframe, and
hinged finger-beam, with the down-hangers and long
shoe.

14. The combination of the gear-frame, tongue, and '

driver's seat, all vibrating on parallel pivots, w-ith a
'

link connecting the driver's seat and tongue, or '

draught-frame, "substantially as set fort*.
,

95,373.— Frederick NiSHwaTZ, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Harvester.—Se-ptemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the main frame
and removable shafts, of gear-wheels revoh-ing
loosely on the shafts, all constructed as described, to
permit the gearing to be removed or replaced v\"ith-

out removing any portion of the frame.
2. The combination of the spur-wheel on the main

axle, the loose spur-gears on the counter-shaft, the
loose spur-gears on the shaft /', the bevel-wheel on
the same, and the crank- shaft crossing the main axle,

all constructed and aiTanged for joint operation, as
set forth.

3. The combination of the shipping-lever, con-
structed as described, and operated by a foot-lever-

sliding on the rod which connects the tongue and
driver's seat, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement on the counter-shaft, as de-
scribed, of the gear-wheels, the shipping-lever, and
the platform-cover.

5. The combination, -with the shoe, of the pivoted
spring-stop, operating, as described, to prevent the
cutter from dropping out when the divider-end of the
finger-beam is elevated.

fa^ The combined foot-board and gear-cover, ar-

ranged to vibrate about the counter- shaft, as set forth.

95,374.—G. E. II^otes, 'Washington, D. C, as-
signor to himself and E. ^sT. Gray, same -place. —
Clay-Tempering Machine.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the pinion D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,375.—Henry D. Palmer. Tolena To-wnship,
Mich.

—

Combined Grain-Drill and Land-Roller.—
September 28, 1869 : antedated September 22, 1869.

Claim.—In a combined land-roller, grain-drill, seed
and plaster sower, the construction and arrangement
of the reciprocating bar C, in combination with the
spring S, pins 3, 3, 3, and grooved feed-bars a; a; cc, as
specified.

95,376.— JOHX Pool, Hermon, 'S.Y. — Com-
pound for the Cure of Cholera-Morbus.—September
28, 1869.

Claim.—The compounding of roots of blackl>erry,

golden jewel, buckthorn-brake, crane's-bill, wander-
ing milk-weed, water-nettle, and sumach, with the
barks of green ozier and choke-cherry, substantially
in the manner as above specified.

95,377 "W. P. PuGH, High Point, X. C.—2Ied-
icated Soap.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The foregoing combination as a whole,
and its applicarion, in said combination, to the cure
of disease in man or beast, and to the destruction of
parasitic: insects or vegetables on man or beast.

95,378.-EvA^-DER TV. Eanxy, Xew York, X.
T,

—

Composition for Hoofing, Pavements, dc—Sep-
tember 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of these materials and
their use, for the purposes and in the manner su'b-

stantially as set forth.

95,379.— T. M. Eicharpsox, Stockton, Me.—
Auger.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The method herein described for attach-
ing a removable lip and screw to the body of an au-
ger, consisting of the dovetail-groove and recess cin
said body, and the dovetail-form of the lip, with the
projection therein adapted to said recess, substan-
tially as specified.

95,380.—John EOBSOX, Chicago, TLl.—Xewspa-
per-File.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the
bar* A, the rod or bar B, with the pivotal sliding

bolt 6, springs, and fastening d, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

95,381.— Edv^-ard P. Poche, Bath, Me., as-

signor of one-half to E. A. Potter, same place.

—

Channg-Iron for Wagons.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.— A chafing-rdiler, applied to the body of a
vehicle in such a manner as to present its axis of
revolution at right angles to the plane of revolution
of the wheel at the point of incidence of the two.
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•when combined with the anti-friction halls d d, the
spring'/, and the bar a, as and for the purijoses herein
described.

95,382.—Ferdinand Eochow, New York, ]^.

Y.

—

Safety- Val oe for Steam- Generators.—September
28, 1869.

Ciaim.—1. A valve-box of a safety-valve, having
an interior cylinder, Ai, which is, at its upper end,

in direct and unobstructed communication with the
opening in the valve-seat D-, and, at its lower end,

in permanent free communication with the interior

of the boiler only, while the escape-opening, with
which its upper end communicates, is also in free

and unobstructed communication with the interior

of the boiler, when the valve is made to form a pis-

ton, closed at its lower end, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as before described.
2. The combination of the annular sleeve E with

the cylindrical portion D* of the valve, and the in-

ner cylinder A^ of the valve-box, substantially as
before described.

3. The inner cap L, constructed with a left-hand
screw-thread, Y, and the inclosing-chest P, with a
right-hand screw-thread, W, in combination with
the forked lever K, whereby the said cap and chest
are securely locked together, substantially as before
described.

4. The inner inclosing-cap L, constructed with
legs//, and an annular screw-ring, L^, in combina-
tion with the lever R, constructed so as to embrace
one of the said legs, thus constituting the lock, sub-
stantially as before described.

5. The inner cap L, for inclosing the spring G-,

and the outer chest P, for inclosing said cap, con-
structed and arranged substantially as before de-

scribed.
6. The inner caj) L, for inclosing the spring G,

constructed with a cylindrical hollow guide, I, pro-

jecting within the spring, so as to form a guide for

the spindle K, substantially as before described.
7. The guard d, arranged above the bottom of the

cap L, and with reference to the exterior of said
cap, and the escape-pipe Q, so that, in connection
with the cap, a double protection is afforded to the
adjusting-devices of the spring, substantially as be-
fore described.

8. The construction and arrangement of the chest
P, forked lever E,, bolt S, eye-splint i, and flange M,
with the cap L, valve-box A, and valve D, con-
structed and arranged substantially as before de-
scribed.

95,383.—Isaac S. Kussell, N'ew Market, Md.,
and Henry H. Kussell, "Woodbury, IST. S.-^Gaster-
Wheelfor Harvesters.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the bracket F, having a cam, a, with the swinging
caster-bai- D, substantially as and for the pui'pose
set forth.

2. The bracket F, having cam a, and supporting
the swinging caster-bar J), in combination with the
vibrating axle of the caster-wheel C, substantially
as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the stop or projection h, in
combination with the vibrating axle of tlie caster-
wheel C, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

95,384.— Milton Satterlee, Foreston, 111.

—

Wagon-Brake.—September 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A "shoe" for wagons, composed of
two or more plates, P, Q, &c., joined together, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In "connection with a shoe constructed of two
or more joined plates, the spur-wheels n n, applied
in the manner and for the purpose set foi'th.

3. The combination of hub-brake e' \\ith a shoe,

G, by means of a curved supporting-arm E, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the lever L, suppoi'ts I? D
D', shaft A, rod or chain F, arm E, and shoe G,
when the several parts arc constructed and apijlied
in connection witli each other, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

95,385.—Francis Scheris, San Francisco, Cal.—Spring-Wayon.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reaches C C, in combination with
the cross-bars E E and bent wooden jacks D, the
whole arranged substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the split strap-bolt H and
shoulder I, for securing the ends and regulating the
tension of the thoroughbraces, substantiaUy as de-
scribed.

95,386.— Henry Selick, Lewistown, Pa.—
PZott;.-September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slots or holes e e', arranged in the
rear end of the mold-board and landside of a plow,
in the arc of a circle described from the pivoted
point a, at which the handles are attached, as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

2. The attachment of the handles D to the mold-
board and landside of a plow, in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

95,387.—:N"oAH Shaw, Eau Claire,Wis.—^feam-
G^nerator.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Passing a continuous current of water
through suitable devices, from a steam-boiler under
and at the side of the fire, converting it into steam,
and returning the steam and water into the boiler,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. Passing a continuous current of water through
suitable devices from a steam-boiler, between the
bridge-wall and said boiler, converting it into steam,
and returning the steam and water into the boiler,
substantially as herein set forth.

3. Providing the fire-box of a steam-boiler with
hollow grate-bars on the bottom and sides, and the
space between the bridge-wall and the boiler with a
tortuous pipe, all connected with the boiler, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. The auxiliary grate-bar d, provided Tvdth ribs e

e, constructed substantially as herein set forth.
' 5. Providing the fire-box B with one tortuous
pipe, or several pipes connected together, so as to
form the bottom inclined upward from the center
toward the sides, and extendin'g up the sides, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

6. The combination of the boiler A with pipes C
and D, connecting said boiler with the inclined pipe
or pipes running along the bottom and sides of the
fire-box B, substantially as herein set forth.

7. One or more tortuous pipes connected together
in an inclined position in the space between the
bridge-wall and the boiler, substantially as herein
set forth.

8. The combination of the boiler A, and the pipes
E E connecting said boiler, with the inclined pipe
or pipes running back and forth in the space betweeji
the bridge-wall and the boiler, substantially as herein
set forth.

95,388.—Frederick Shickle, Saint Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Shickle, Harrison and Company.—
Molding-Pipe.—September 28, 1869.

Claiyn. — 1. The flask L L', supported vertically
upon sliding tables M M', substantially as set forth.

2. Supporting the pattern-frame Q by the center-
plate O and spindle P, substantially as set forth.

95,389.— Gerard Sickels, Boston, Mass.

—

Counting-Register.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
springs i on plate B, with the notched rings C, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'poses set forth.

2. The segmental annular cams gr, in combination
with rims/ on plate B, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of springs tn

with rings C and cams g, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

95,390.— John Siddons, Eochestor, N. Y.—
Metallic Hoof.—Septmubcr 28, 18(i9.

Claim,—In combination with the ribs B, sheets a,

and a', and double-locked seam b, tlio libriuis pack-
ing r, as shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

95,391.—Wn-i.iAM S. Si'RATT, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Apparatus for l^harpcnlng and Qumming Hawn.—
September 28, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The swinging frivme J, sliding Cram
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H, and swiTeling adjustable frame C, constructed
;md arrauged substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination of the adjustable gauge TJ
with the cutter A, sliding spindle D, and retracting-
.spring F, substantially as shown and described.

©5,393. — W. X. Stevexs, East Brookfield,
U'ass.— TXse.—xSeptember 28, 18G9.
Claim.—The combination of the vise and shank,

substantially as described, for the purposes specified.

©5,393.—T05? SwTBET, Decatur, Mich.—Hm^re
for Gaff's.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—A. gate, constructed with a rod-hinge, the

lower end of which is made in a spiral form, and
o)>eratiug in a slotted plate, as and for the purpose
set forth.

95,394

—

Hexhy T. Taplix, South Xew Mar-
ket, IST. H.

—

Combined Rotary Cultivator and Rar-
rovj.—September 28, 1869.

Olaim.-!-l. The combined cultiTator and haiTow-
teeth M m', constructed vsubstantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pm-pose set forth.

2. The reversible teeth M and adjustable radial
arms L, in combination with the revolving-plate k,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purposeset forth.

3. The combination of the teeth M, adjustable
arms L, revolving-plate k, shafts H and i\ gear-
wheels E and D, axle B, wheels A, and frame C,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the detachable circular cut-
ter N n' with the shaft H, plate k, adjustable arms
L, and teeth M, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the bent lever and lever
Q with the shaft H, plate k, adjustable arms L, and
teeth M, sabstantiaUr as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

95,395.—A. L. Varney, TTatertown, assignor
to A. B. Ely, jSTewton, Mass.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-
Arm.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the parts, substantially as described, by «'hich the
breech is opened, the shell extracted, and the ham-
mer cocked by the same operation, substantially as
set forth.

a. The swinging breech-block, and opening and
closing-vod or lever, constructed, arranged, operated,
and operating in combination with and in relation
to each otlier, substantially as described.

.3. The breech-block and hammer, constructed and
arranged, in relation to and in combination with
each other, substantially as described.

4. The breech-biock. opening and closing and cock-
ing-rod or lev<-r and hammer, constructed and ar-

ranged, in rc'latiun to and in combination with each
other, substftutiully as described.

5. The sw-inging*breech-block, opening and closing-
rod or lever, and extractor, constructed, arranged,
operated, and operating in combination with and in
]'elation to eaeh other, substantially as described.

6. The combination and arrangement of handle,
cocking-rod or lever, and hammer, substantially as
and for the pui-poses described.

7. The breech-blocks, constructed, as to thefr sev-
eral parts, substantially as described, and arranged
and operated substantially as set forth.

8. The hammers, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described, and manipulated substan-
tially as set forth.

9. The combination of breech-block, j&ring-pin,

opening, cocking, and closing-rod or lever, hammer,
_^

liHndle, and ejeotor, when the several parts are con-'
stvucted and arranged substantially as and for the
purnoses described.

10. The combination of sliding gnaa-d, pendent
liook or lever, with swinging breech-block, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses described.

95,396.—TiATiD TTeimer, Gettysburg, Ohio.—
Giinding-MilL—September 28, 1869.

Giaitn.—1. The springs E, and their arrangement,
with reference to the spring-head D, spindle C, and

pinion H, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The spring-adjusting device, composed of the
baud F, block Gr, and arranged, in connection -^ith
the spring E, substantially as and for the pmpose
described.

95,397.—William iST. Whitely, Springfield,
Oliio.

—

Harvester-Dropper.—Se^iemhev 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The independent hinged dropper-slats

G G, sitbstantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.
2. The plate E, hinged to the finger-bar B, and

provided with lugs C C, in combination with the in-
dependent dropper-slats G G, for the purpose of
raising said slats simultaneously, and supporting
them, as set forth and described.

3. The shield-plate K, to cover the joint between
the finger-bar and dropper, as set forth.

4. In combination with the sliding head T and
reel-shaft box P, the L-hook screw-rod S, as and for
the purpose set forth.

95,398.—William TViLLiiiDE, Fetterman, "West
Va.—2'ire-i?ender.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
levers C G, having the cams and pins, with the sup-
porting-frame A B, when the several parts are con-
structed to operate together, substantially as and
for the pm-poses specified.

95,399.—Samuel H. Williams, Baltimore, Md.—Coal-Stove.—Se^tevaber 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the coal-chamber

F, elliptical case or body B, and base A, all con-
structed and aiTanged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The base A, when constructed with the upright
flanges D and plate K K', to form an ash-pit and
flues, for directing the draught to the flue L, when
the damper H' is closed, substantially as shown and
described.

95,400.—L. E. Withekell, Galesburgh, HI., as-

signor to himself and Charles F. Calkins, same
place. — Dish- Washing Machine. — September 28,
1869.

Claim.—The stationary rack L, constructed as
described, in combination with box A, wings XX",
spout "W, crank T, and frame H, I, and K, when ar-
ranged to operate, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

95,401.—Travis P. York, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Churn-Dasher.—September 28, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the metallic conical-

shaped open plate C with the solid metallic inverted
dished-shaped plate B, placed directly on the open
space of the top of the plate C, by means of the three
standards D D, all an-anged substantially as shown
and described.

95.402. — Edvtard William Youno, 'Revr
Street, Spring Gardens, Great Britain.

—

Bridge.—
September 28, 1869

;
patented in England, February

19, 1868.

Claim,.—A bridge having two cantilever portions,
and an intermediate suspended portion, aU con-
structed substantially as described.

95.403.— Jajies GorLD, Lexington, Mass.

—

Paint- Compoimd.—September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The improved composite material, com-
pounded of ingredients and under the process here-
inbefore set forth and explained.

95,404.—Canceled.

^95,405.—Egbert A. Adams, New York, K". Y.— Composition for Making Types for Printing Wall-
Paper, Oil-Cloth, and other Fabrics.—Octobers, 1869

Claim.—1. The employment of flock as an element
in a composition for printing surfaces, in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The employment of g'um -camphor in a compo-
sition for printing surfaces, in the manner and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3. The compound for printing surfaces composed
of flock, camphor, shellac, alcohol, and benzoin, in

"
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about the proportions, and applied substantially in

the manner herein described.
4. The employment of fine cork, in combination

with gummy material, for a composition for printing
surfaces, as herein set forth.

95,406.—W. A. Allen, Baltimore, Md.— Saw-
ing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claitn.—1. In a sawing-machine having the table
B, carriers C C, and knees K K, in connection with
a set of saws F F^ arranged in two converging lines,

the dividing-saw E^, arranged at the open end of the
triangle formed by the two converging lines, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a sawing-machine having the table B, car-

riers C C, and knees K K, the arrangement of the
saws F Fi, in two converging lines, with no two
saws laterally opiiosite to each other, but each saw
on one side of the table so disposed that it will cut
into the log just after or just before a saw on the op-
posite side of the table, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. In a sawing-machine having the table B, car-
riers C C, and knees K K, the arrangement of the
saws in two converging lines, each pair of sa^^'S

being obliquely disposed, as hereinabove set forth,

together with the single saw F^ at the open end of
The converging lines, being the precise arrangement
shown in Fig. 2, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

95,407.— Joseph Ambbose, ISTashville, Tenn.—
Medical Compound or Cordial.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The nuanufacture or preparation of a com-
pound, which I denominate as Ambrose Cordial, of
the ingredients, in the proportions, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,408.—Isaac Anderson, Poland, Ohio.—ffay-
Loader.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The wheel Gr and trip H, as arranged, in
combination with yoke M, block B, and block I, sub-

stantially as and lor the purpose set.forth.

95,409.—E. F. Angell, Chicago, 1\\.—Binding-
Guide for Sewing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The bar G-, recessed in plate B, the bar
E, the plate I J, fastened to the bed-plate, projecting
upward, and serving as a guide lor the plate A, the
plates A B, and the screw-bolt H, and nuts E S, for

operating the binding-guides D D', and loops C C,

when all are constructed and arranged as described.

95,410.—Hartiison "W. Austin and Edwin C.
Perry, Portage Township ; Edwin C. Perry, as-

signor to Guy T. Nash, Ealaijaazoo, Mich.

—

Rames-
Fastener.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The bar C, provided with the ridge m,
when so arranged as to shut into the slotted bar B,
and, in connection with the latter, to swing its inner
end through the bar A, and, moving inside the line of
draught, thus make itself self-locking, tlie whole being
constructed and arranged as described,

95,411.—Augustine Baldwin, l^ew York, N.
Y.

—

Cotton-Press.—October 5, 1869 ; antedated Sep-
tember 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The external rods E E, when provided
with the toggle-joint y y, or its equivalent, the slot,

connected with tlie lower platen B, for the pur])ose
of securing the co-operation of said lower platen
toward the conclusion of the operation of compres-
sion, substantially as set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the jointed or slotted rod
E E with an upright shaft, liaving a removable
threaded collar, and with segments, having remov-
able threaded faces, encircling said threaded collar,

tbo Avhole being constructed substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

3. The halv(!s"or V-shnpod groove and tenon, for

the purpose of guiding tlie segments in the line of
the threaded shaft, substantially as above set forth.

95,412.—Arthur Bauuarin, New Orleans, La.—Apparatus for Carbureting Air and Gas.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim. — ]. The rod H, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein de
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

2. The pipes H and T, in combination with each
other, and with a receiver. A, and a tank, B, and a
carbureter, K, that is enveloped by a vessel. iS, when
the parts are constructed, arrangecl, and operate sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purpose set
forth.

3. The above combination, in combination with
the rod E and its indicating-appliances, substa,n-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,41.3. — Solomon Barber, South Coventry,
Conn.— Device for JSteaming Eovings.— OotoheT 5,
1869.

Clairn.—The reservoir C and damper D, combined
with the inclined roofed chamber E througli which
the roving passes, the roof deflecting the steam on
the roving, substantially as described.

95,414.—"Wesley C. Barr and Edgar J. Hun-
kins, Macon City, Mo. ; said Kunkins assignor to
said Barr for Ms fight.

—

Band- Cutter.—^^October D,

1869 ; antedated September 22, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tbe combination, in a band-cutting

machine, of the carrierD and elliptical cutting- disks
Gr, one or more, an-anged across and over the carrier,

substantially as described, with the vibrating tines (i

n n n', arranged to operate as described, and the ac-
cessory belts and pulleys for driving the same, ail as
set forth.

2. The combination, in a band-cutting machine, of
the inclined chute E, having sloping sides c c, snO-
stantially as described, with the carrier 1) and cut-
ting-disks Gr, all as set forth.

3. Vibrating tines n n n n', arranged to operate
substantially as described, in combination with the
carrier D of a band-cutting machine.

4. The combination of the frame A, side-boards C,
carrier D, and cutting-disks G, either plane or heli-

cal, when, operating together, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The adjustable bearing-plates /, substantially
as described, for adjusting the height of the cutting-
disks over the carrier D, all as set forth.

6. A band-cutting machine, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as shown and described, and lor
the purpose set forth. •

IJ5,415. — Brunson B. Beers and Nathan
Couch, New Fairfield, Conn.

—

Washing-Machine.—
October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of
the standards B B, rollers C, H, and I, yokes G Gr,

side and cam E, working between the rollers F F,
all substantially as described for the jpurpose set forth.

95,416.

—

'John Berkeley, "Washington, Texas.—Hay and Cotton Press.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sweep-shaft N,
drum N', shaft O, spirally-grooved drum 0-, and fol-

lower, when arranged substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the spirally-grooved drum
O^, shaft O, and guide K, all substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the sweep N, loose drum
N', button N^, withdrawing^ordQ, and follower M,
all as specified.

95,417. — Albert Betteley, Boston, Mass.—
Shaft- Coupling for Carriages.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—Shaft-connections for vehicles, made with
spherical pieces, to be fixed to the shafts, and split

screw-threaded bolts, ]n'ovided with open spherical

jaws, made capable of pinching said spherical pieces,

by means of nuts, substantially as described.

95,41S.— John G. Borden. Brewster Station,

N. Y.

—

Machine for /Soldering Tin Ca/ii-.^Octobcr

5, 1869.

Claim.— [. In combination with the hcating-stovo

A and tlio reservoir B, the pivoted soldering-iron

and rod 1), all arranged and operating substantiiiUy

as described.
2. The bent levers II, grooved collar p, or its equiv-

alent, the collar m, thcrod o, and tlie collar r, com-
bined, arranged, and operating substantially us do-

scribed.
3. In combination with the mechunism dosoribod,
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for holding and rerolving the can or other article to

be soldered, the soldering-iron C, whereby solder is

melted on the inside of the can, substantially as de-

scribed_

93,419.—Edwakd Brady, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Purifying Iran and Steel, or other Metal.—October
5, 1869.

Claim.—Mixing the sulphates of the alkalies or
alkaline earths, (fcc., and calcium, in the form of lime,

or other available form, with melted iron, or any
other metal or mineral, whereby the impurities of
sulpliur, silicon, phosphorus, &c., are set free, sub-
stantialiy as above described and set forth.

95,420. — J. S. Bkittox, Painesville, Ohio.—
S,im-Press and Tire-Heater.—October 5, 1869.

Claim..—A combined heating and expanding ap-

paratus, consisting of the former A, cap B, cam-
pins C, clamps E, slots E and G-, Ihrnace H, or its

equivalent, and pins I, all constructed as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

95,421.—Aaron Browee, Eochester, X. Y., as-

signor to himself and C. S. Hall, same place.

—

Ta-
hte-Slide.—October 5, 1869 ; antedated September 18,

1309.
Claim.— An extension-slide, A, when provided

"with the groove B and roller C, when constructed
with or without a flange, as and for the purpose set

forth.

95,422.— Isaac W. Burch, Eayette, Miss.—
Cotton-Thinning Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the frame A,
axle and wheels C, of the vibrating frame H, rotary
shaft Gr, operated as desci'ibed, and the disk L, either
arranged for the application of rotary cutters W, or
vibrating cutters, all substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the frame E and shaft
G, of the block or frame E, posts E', bai* N, arm O,
cutter-stock and guiding-block M, all substantially as
specified.

3. The combination, with the arm O, disk L, and
grooved block M, of the cutter-stock and cutters,

substantially as specified.

95,423.—Duncan* Campbell, Indian Town, El.—Thrashing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The hinged or pivoted gatherer E,
when provided with a revolving apron, G-, and oper-
ating independently of the thrashing-cylinder" or
straw-carrier, substantially as specified.

2. The platform P, in combination with a thrash-
ing-machine, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. The arms j and lever L, when secured to a shaft,
and aiTanged and operating substantially as specified.

4. The fingers I and rod m, in combination with
the lever H or weight v:, for depositing the straw in
heaps, as described.

95,424.—Erederick Catlix, Xew Tork, 1^. y— Safety-Fin for Securing Clothing. — October 5,

1869.

Claim.—1. The tuhufer back A, studs B B', spring
Z:, spring-bolt A, slotted tube D, slotted knob E, and
pin C, combined and operating substantially as de-
scribed, for the piu'poses set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the pin L, sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

95,425.-31. Chamrexois, Xew York, If. Y.—
Dyers' r««.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.— The new article of manufacture, of a
dyers' vat, made substantially as herein specified;
tnat is to say, the combination, with the interior sur-
face of the body of a dyers' vat, made of plastic
earth, of an incorrodible coating or enamel, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

95,426—S. L". Chapix, Xew Britain, Conn.—
Attachment for Windovj-Sask Cords.—October 5,

1869.
Claim.—The button A of the bars a a and «', of

malleable metal, arranged so that the bar a' may be
forced down upon the cord, to retain it, without the

use of a knot, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

95,427.—Daniel S. Chapman, Conneaut, Ohio—Stump-Extractor.—October 5, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The perpendicular lever A and yoke

B, in combination with stump-chain C and guy-chain
D, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The perpendicular lever A, as described, with
yoke B, handles E, staples e e', or their equivalent,
in combination with stump-chain C, guy-chain D,
and anchor-chains E E', purchase-blocks and tackle
a a' a", lulf-blocks and tackle b b' b", and running-
block and tackle c c', substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The construction and operation of the appara-
tus as a whole, in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.

95,428.—A. J. Chase, Boston, Mass., assignor
to B. E. Horn, same place.

—

Refrigerator.—October
5, 1869.

Claim.—An "air-tight" refiigerator, so called,
composed of the two chamber?/ (7, separated by the
partition 6, and communicating with each other
through the cold-air aperture h, and the conduit e

for the ascent of the warm air, the latter passing up
through the non-conducting material which forms
the walls of the re&igerator, and the whole being
arranged for joint operation, as herein shown and
described.

95,429.—Benjamin: E. Clement, Saint Louis,
Mo., assignor to Charles H. Buck and "Wiley S.
"Wright, same place.— Cooking-Stove.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of a hollow perforated
bridge, E, with the two passages, a and 6, arranged,
with respect to the oven G, fire-chamber B, and ash-
pit A, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

95,430. — J. Clendening, Eockford, 111,—
Ham es-Fa.itener.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — A hames -fastening, composed of the
parts A, B, and C, when the parts A and C are
secured to the hames, as herein described, and the
latch-lever B is hinged to the piece A, and provided
with the adjusting-hooks a' a" a'", the whole con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,431.

—

Michael Connelly. Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and Henry "W. Eogers, same
place.

—

JRailway-Car Coupling.— Octohev 5, 1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with the two pawls C

D, the lever L, having the double cam-head G- G\
the. latter being arranged to operate dii'ectly upon
the pav^is, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the lower pawl D. having
the spur s, the weighted and slotted plate 'W,
pivoted at w, when the several parts referred to are
constructed to operate in connection with each
other, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,432. — DA'ao J. Cooper, Xew Orleans,
Ea.

—

Hernia Truss.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. A continuous spring of a hernia-truss,
having its ends crossed and locked by a fastening,
in such manner as to prevent pivotal motion of the
joint, and readily admit of the separation of the
parts, while at the same time maintaining the pads
at equal and uniform distances apart, substantially
as before described.

2. The enlarged opening b in the overlapping end
of the spring A, in combination with the locking-
pin c and pivoted spring-toothed locking-arm C, sub-
stantially as before described.

95,433.

—

David J. Cooper, Xew Orleans,
La.

—

Truss and Supijorter.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A veutilated supporting and protect-
ing strap aiTanged beneath the spring of a truss,
substantially as before described.

2. Making the connections between the ventilated
supporting - band and abdominal supporter, by
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means of the compound connections G and H, sub-

stantially as before described.
3. The combination of a continuous spring-truss,

the ventilated supporting and protecting strap E,
the perforated abdominal supporter F, Avith the
compound connecting-straps G K and the inelastic

strap K, substantially as before described.

95,434.—'William Cottrell, Bordentown, N.
J., assignor to himself and Fkeuerick G. Wiese,
same place.— Railway-Car Coupling. — October 5,

1869
Claim.—As an improvement upon car-couplings,

the recessed draw-head A and spring E, in combi-
nation Avitli the spring-slide E, all operating to-

getlier to drop the pin and retain the link in a hori-

zontal position, in the manner shown and described.

95,435.

—

George N". Creamer, Trenton, IT.

J.

—

Lathing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the frame, of
the clamping-dogs H S, operating as set forth.

2. The combination of the parallel sliding bars
with pins to clamp the edges of the lath, as set
forth.

3. The combination, with the frame, of the slid-

ing bars A B, levers C, and link-rod D, and its

sirring, the combination being and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the laterally-adjustable
frame and adjustable bridge with the grasping-hooks
and their lever mounted on the bridge, as set forth.

5. An adjustable clamping and holding frame for

applying laths to the joists or studding of buildings,
substantially as described.

6. The combination, with the clamping and hold-
ing-frame, of the guides for adjusting the parallel

bars, substantially as and for the purpose described.

95,436.—L. H. Critchfield, Shreeve, Ohio.

—

Bee-Hive.—Oatobav 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two or more hives, A A, united by
means of hinges and hooks, and provided with re-

movable partitions B' B', and sash K, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the inclined bottoms D D,
with two or mere hinged hives, A A, provided with
removable partitions aad sashes, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

95,437.—H. P". Dalton, Pacheco, Cal.

—

Spring
for Gang-Ploios.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of a coiled or other
spring with the axle and frame of a gang-plow, sub-
stantially as hereia shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

95,438. —Asa B. Davis, Pleasantville, Pa.—
IFr«nc/i.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The lower jaw B, limb G, hinge E, and
spring F, in combination with the hinged jaw A and
the handle K, constructed substantially as above set
forth.

95,439. — Winfield Denton, Iowa City,
lo\vix.—Hay-Derrick.~OctoheY 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the base A and
standard B, tlie beam E, rod G, pulleys J and K, and
rope M, whereby, by means of the iioisting-rope H
and rod G, the derrick is made self-supporting and
self-adjusting, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. In combination with the hay-derrick, con-
structed as described, the hoisting-rope, tlie guide-
rope M, and tlie arrangement of tlie self-adjusting
pulleys J and K, substantially as described.

95,440. —JosErii Diffendal and Samuel
Hughes, Westminster, Md.

—

Horse-Power.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in the horse-power
frame lierein described, of tlie wlioels H C, and the
short hollow sliaft a and solid shaft B, with n^hition
to each otlie-r, as shown, whereby tlu;y arc adapted
to rotate togctiicr in the same direction, for the
purpose speci(i(Ml.

2. Thedescril)()d arrangement of the wheels C II,

hub G, pinions E E, and spur-wiieels F F, wliercby

the journals of the latter have an even bearing, as
and for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the frame A of the con-
struction shown, the short tubular shaft a, solid
shaft B, large spur-wheel C, large bevel-gear wheel
B and its hub G, the large spur-wheels F F, an^
pinions E E, all constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing together, as herein described.

95,441. — Joseph Dill and Edward E,ice,
Grand Eapids, Mich. — Method of Forming Mold-
ings.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, straight
moldings for picture and other frames, &c., formed
of two or more strips, in the manner and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

95,442.—David Dryburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bandfor Booms and Gaffs.—October 5, 1869 ; ante-
dated September 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
parts A and B, saddle D, provided with lugs I and I',

keys k and k', and clew C, a"o as to oijerate substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

95,443.—P. J. Dv^yer^ Elizabethport, ]Sr. J.—
Railroad-Spike.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The railroad-spike, constructed as de-
scribed with the extended head ABC, having the
ledges G, and the short, inflexible stud E, formed
upon the underside, in such a manner as to enter the
wood at some distance from the shank D, whereby
two separate openings are made in the wood, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

95,444.

—

James William Ebert and Eli C.
McCloy, Zanesville, Ohio.

—

Boiler-Feeder Alarm-
Device.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the balanced valves
C C, water-supply pipe h /, floats, and float-lever,

substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the balanced valves C C,
water-supply pipe b /, valves C C, steam-pipe and
floats, and float-lever, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the link N, screw-rod M,
screwed extension E' of the lower valve C, and rod
H', all substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the extension M' or the
steam-chest L', cap K', and rod H', all substantially
as specified.

95,445.

—

Albert Eckstein, Vienna, Austria,
assignor to " Zdenks Eitter Von Wessely," same
place.

—

Apparatus for Evaporating and Decompos-
ing Liquids.—October 5, 1869,

Claim.—An apparatus for evaporating and con-
centrating liquids of the means described, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown.

95,446.—Lloyd W. Emmart and Edward D.
Griffith, Washington City, D. G.—Tarn-Tahle.—
October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as described, of the
hinged locking-lever, and its hinged support, both
revolving with the table, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as described, of

a locking-lever revolving with the turn-table, a
liinged support attached to the lever, a fixed trip-

ping-block, and a locking-catch, whereby the table
is automatically locked by its own revolution, and
securely held from moving in cither direction when
the rails are in line Avith the track.

95,447.—Charles J. Emmett, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Baling-Pre.9s.—October .'i, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The end screws D' D^, and the over-
hanging parts B' B"^ on the follower B. arranged to

operate I'clatively to each otlun- and the casing or
framing A, and to the ratchets rf' d'^ and operating-
means N' N^ substantially iu the manner and for

tiic purposes herein set forth.

2. The long lever M, connections 7h» m^, sub-levers

N' N^, changeable pawls u' n\ aiul ratchets d^ <<*,

arranged as re[)resented, in combination with the
screws D^ D"'', and the movable foUower B, having
the overhanging parts ]*>' IV', and press-framing A.

3. The nu'ans represented for nu)ving tlio follower

and its coniu'ctions out of the wt>y ; that is to say
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the screws D^ D^, to turn on their lower ends and
assume an inclined position, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

95,448.—William Eppelshedier, San Fran-
oisco, Cal., assignor to himself and Edward A-
Trapp, same place.

—

Hoisting-Machine.—October 5.

1869.

Claim.—The system of gearing, as shown, in com-
bination witli the brakes and brake-wheels, and the
shafts and levers connected therewith, for the pui--

pose of operating a hoisting-reel.

95,449.—Charles L. Ericzon, SaltLake, Utah
Territory.

—

Snoiv-Plotv.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The snow-plow above described, consist-

ing substantially of the inclined plane A"*, plow B,
dumping-platform a^, with their attachments, verti-

cal cutters h^, wings b^, connecting-rod C, cord c,

and pulleys c^, shaft D, and pulleys c^ c^, arranged
and operated substantially as described, and for the
purjpose set forth.

95,450.—Morgan Z. Evaxs, Orrasby, Pa.—^ia;-
ing Puddling and Boiling Furnaces. — October 5,

1869 ; antedated October 1, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a i^uddling or boil-

ing fm'nace, the curved plates A A, substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and described.

95,451.—Kewtox Earlow and John A. Haji,
Sullivan, 111.

—

Sag Raker and Loader.—October 5,

1869.

Claim,. — 1. The combination of the gathering-
rake D, guards O, revolving rakes P, and discharger
S, when all arranged substantially as specified.

2. The aiTangement of the rake D, runners E,
rollers H, arm"]^, connecting-rod M, lever K, and
chains G-, all substantially as specified.

3. Thedischarging-teeth S, hinged to the platfoim,
and provided with the yielding rollers .11, and com-
bined with the finger P, substantially as specified.

4. The gravitating-dogs Q, pivoted to the wheels,
and arranged for action upon the studs K in the
axle,' substantially as specified.

95,452. — EuBix Fink and Peubex Daveler,
Lancaster, Pa.

—

Device for Supporting the Shafts of
Fe/iicZes.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
elbowed lever L E, fulcra A B, springs S, and rod I,

when attached to the shafts of vehicles, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

95,453.—Samuel Eisher, Hightstown, jST. J.

—

Wheeled Cultivator and Plow.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a main axle, a pair
of carrying-wheels, and a main frame that can be
Avidened or narrowed, and adjnstable beams and
plows thereon, the hub, pulley, lever, and chain, and
thpir appliances, for raising or lowering, or holding
the plows pv cultivators on the main frame or axle,
substantially as described.

95,454.—'Charles Eorschxer. K'ew York, IvT.

Y.—Sausage-Stuffer.—OetoheT 5, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

frame D with the cylinder A, by means of its bolt a
and catch tv, in combination with the projection tn,

on the cylinder, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

95,455.—Henry Eoulkes, Utica, K". Y.—Toy-
Top.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—A toy-top, with a hook, A", or pin E E,
on its Tipper surface, also the ring B", or the loops
G Gr on the operating-stiing, said hook and ring or
loops and pin to be so arranged that when the top
is set whirling, and placed on the floor, said ring or
loops win be thrown olf by their centrifugal force,

and thus leave the top to revolve freely, the whole
to be constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed.

95,456. — Jim B. Euller, Norwich, Conn.

—

Bearing for Spindles in Spinning-Machines.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869 ; antedated September 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the tube & and

step bearing /, serving as an upper and lower bear-
ing for the spindle, of the case c, when constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the above, the whirr d,

having its lower side made to conform to the top of
the case, as and for the purpose set fortli.

95,457.—Joseph "W. Gardner, Shelburne Ealls,
ZLlass., assignor to "Lamson and Goodnoav Man-
ufacturing Company," same place. — Attc^ching
Handles to Cutlery.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—Holding or uniting handles to cutlery, by
extending one of the bolsters to and around the rear
of said handle, as and for the purx^oses herein de-
scribed and represented.

95,458.—^EAAaD L. Garver, Hart Township
Mich.

—

Harroio.—October .5, 1869.
Claim.—The circular-shaped harrow-tootli d, con-

structed and used in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.

95,459.—TTiLLiAM Gibson, Cambridge, Mass.—
Manufacture of Coal- Gas.—October .5, 1869.

Claim.—A gas-apparatus, in which dip-pipes are
dispensed with, and the retorts operated, without
pressure, by the introduction of one or more valves,
or cut-offs, at any convenient point between the gas-
l^roducing material in the retort and the liquid con-
tents of the hydraulic main, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

95,4(50.

—

Edward L. Gilman, Somerville.Mass.,
assignor to himself andE. Houghton, same place.

—

Lamp- Burner.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the deflector D, hav-
ing openings d', the bonnets E, and perforated plate

C, with the wick-tube A and opening b' in the base
B, all constructed and arranged as herein shown and
described, for the purpose siiecified.

95,461. — Baetholojiew GoMiiENGiNGER and
Charles W. Trotter, Rochester, ^. Y.—Hot-Air
Furnace.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The double bottom a a, space or flue d,

communicating with perforated flue c c c by two
perpendicular air-chambers //, in the manner and
for the purpose herein specified and set forth.

95,462.—John Good, Brooklyn, E. D., jS^ T.—
Machine for Draiving Flax, tCc—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two or more end-
less belts of combing or heckling pins, arranged one
before the other, and running at difl'erent velocities

with the mechanism, substantially as herein de-

scribed, for presenting their operating-points in or
nearly in a plane, substantially as herein specified,

95,463.—E. A. Goodes, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to the Philadelphia Patent and ]Jv0VELTy
Company, same place.

—

Knife-Guard.—October 5,

1869.

Claim:—The wire guard A C D E, constructed as

described, whereby it may be adjusted laterally fi'om

the knife B, as herein shown, for the x^urpose 'speci-

fied.

95,464.—S. A. Goodwin, Buffalo, N. Y.—Wash-
Boiler.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—A corrugated false bottom, in combina-
tion with a wash-boiler, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

95,465. — Charles Graeb, Erankfort on the

Main, and Charles Liebermann, Berlin, Prussia.
—Process of Preparing Alizariiie.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—T\\e within-described process for the pro-

duction of alizarine, by first x^reparing bibroman-
thrakiuon or bichloranthrakinon, and then convert-

ing these substances into alizarine, substantially as

above set forth.

95,466.—Simon P. Graham, Columbus, Ohio.—
Carriage-Seat.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carriage-seat herein described, as

an article of manufacture, composed of the metal
back and sides E, bottom E, handle and angle-iron
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G, flange H, and fillet I, all constructed in the man-
ner substantially as described.

2. The fillet I, in combination with the rim H of

the seat-back, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combined handle and double-corner iron Gr,

constructed with or without a groove, e, as and for

the purpose set forth.

95,467. —P. S. Graves and P. B. Parceh,
Ashmore, 111.

—

Harrovj.—October 5, 18S9.

Claim.—The combination of a triangular frame,

A, and two converging continuous rods, D, with a

series of pivoted shifting-lever teeth, arranged at

any angle thereto, as shown and described.

9-5,468.—John Tyndale Greenfield, Dover,
England.

—

Cleaning-Brush for Ordnance.—October
5, 1869.

Claim.—A cylindrical brush for cleaning ordnance-
bores, in which the bristles are set helically into a
central support, with a uniform inclination, not only
slightly rearward, but also inclined to the axis of

the central support, substantially as herein set forth.

95,469. — Louis H. Gunnerman, Pittsburgh,
Pa., assignor to himself and Williasi G. Hoover,
.same place.— Ruffdng Attachment for Seiving-Ma-
chines.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The two plates A B, the former having
slots b b, e e, d, and needle-notches// therein, and
the latter upwardly-projecting lugs a a c thereon,
when the said j)lates are constructed and ai-ranged,

with respect to each other, and operated as and for

the purpose specified.

95,470.—M. E. Hall, Spring, Ta.—Shoe-Knife.
—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The triangular slot H in head B, in com-
bination with knife E and arc C, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

95,471.— David Harrison, Payette, Miss.

—

Railway.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the raised rails I,

grooved longitudinally upon their lower sides, with
the ordinary ti'ack of the railroad, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pm'pose set
forth.

2. The wheels F, attached to the engine or cars,

when used in connection with the rails I, substan-
tially as herein shown, and for the purposes set
forth.

3. The combination of the toothed rails J, with
the rails I, grooved longitudinally upon their lower
sides, and with the ordinary track E of a railroad,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

4. The toothed wheels K, attached to the engine
or cars, when used in connection with the toothed
rails J, grooved rails 1, wheels F, and the ordinary
track of«the railroad, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The wires L and levers M, arranged and oper-
ating in connection with the wheels F, grooved rails
I, and the ordinary track of the railroad, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

95,472.—Daniel Franklin Hawkes, Timbuc-
too,i^aX.^Apparatusfor Separating Goldfrom, Sand.
—October 5, 1869.
Claim.—1. The tank B, with the adjustable slid-

ing gate 0, having its lower edge rounded or bev-
eled, and standing beneath the surface of tlie mer-
cury, the whole constructed and arranged substan-
tially as herein described..

2. In combination with the quicksilver-tank B,
^d the beveled adjustable gate C, tlie curved adjust-
able discharge-pipe F, for regulating and maintain-
ing the heiglit of the mercury, substantially as de-
scribed.

95,473. — Theodore W. Heinemann, New
York, N. Y.—Process of Seasoning Tfbod.—October
5, 1869.

Claim,.—Extracting the sap from the green tim-
ber, and tlien 8u))mitting it to the usual and uatiu-al
drying-process, as described.

95,474.—Theo. W. Heinemann, New York, N.
Y.

—

Process and Apparatus for Preserving Wood.—
October 5, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Exhausting the sap from the wood
within a suitable tank, and then warming the wood
and opening the pores by the application of steam
and steam-heat, substantially as described.

2. Then exhausting the steam, (while the heat is

maintained,) and supplying the melted rosin fi-om an
auxiliary chamber to the sap-exhausted and heated
wood, substantially as described.

3. As new, the employment, in the apparatus, in
connection with a suitable steam- sui)plier, of a
series of jacketed tanks or chambers, so connected
and provided with the means for exhausting each,
that the sap-exhausting, wood-heating, rosin-melting,
and the saturating operations, may be successively
carried on, in the manner substantially as hereinbe-
fore explained.

95,475.—Alexander W. Hendrick, Batavia
111.—Pressfor Making Coffin-Tops.—OctohcT 5, 1869*

Claim.—The within-described press, for making
cofiin-lids, consisting of the frame A, the horizontal
pieces E, the T-shaped bolts E', the vise-jaws F,
the screws G, and the former-boards H and K, all
constructed and arranged substantially as shown,
and for the purpose specified.

95,476.—Edmund'H. Hewins, Boston, Mass.—
Valve-Device for Steam and other JEnqinen/.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two valves j and g, with their re-
spective openings, ingress and egress passages per-
taining thereto, with the co- ordinate elements thereof,
constructed, combined, and arranged substantially
as above made known.

2. The combination and arrangement of the two
valves j and g, when combined with suitable ports of
entry and discharge for steam 6v other fluid, and
with a proper actuating-mechanism, substantially as
explained.

3. The duplex arrangement of the valves j and </,

and the ports 1 1', and passages d d', and ports h h'.
4. The valves j and g, as suspended from a point

above the ape.x of the former, as represented, by
which means one or both are retained upon the port
closed by them until the roller rhas passed over and
beyond such apex, when the valve is suddenly shifted,
the quantity of fluid which escapes in the interim
being very slight, and of practically like amount un-
der all conditions. .

5. In combination with the above-described ar-
rangement of valves and ports, a spring for eifecting
the reciprocations of the two valves j and g, for the
ptirpose explained.

95,477.—William Hinman, Elkhart, Ind.—Milk
and Provision Safe.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding doors A, provided with the
guard-arms E, in combination with the standard,
having elastic packing F, all constructed and ar-
ranged to operate as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

t

95,478.—John C. Hintz, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Ci-
gar-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the forming-roller
0, O', O", with band N and the platform K, 'all con-
structed and operating as shown and described, for
the purpose set forth,

2. Operating the feeding-belt b", by means of tho
friction-lever B'", hinged to the swinging arm b, iu
combination with the "pulley b', spring b"", and b'",

all arranged as shown and described.
3. Alternately loosening and tightening tho band

N, by the combined operation of tho crank-arm <f,

roller a'", spring a", and piu x, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

4. Reciprocating tho platform K, by means of tho
cam C, lover J', arras J" and J'", and stop j, all com-
bined as and for the ])ui'poscs set fortli.

5. Tho combination of tiio pressor i i Avith the
knife R, when operated as set forth, for tho purposes
described. -y i

6. Tlu) combination of the gnt(> i iii, carrying tlie

crib Q' witli the slide (' iiii, carrying tlio cover i i',

when operated as and for tho purposes set forth.
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7. The arrangement of the several gates or frames
carrying the presser-bar, knife, crib, and its cover,

with their operating-cams, levers, and springs, as

shown, for the purposes described.
8. The crib Q', operating by means of the pinion

Q and the rack Q", as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The crib Q', in combination with the detached
cover i i', constructed as described, for the purposes
stated.

10. Operating the hinged cover i i', by means of
the slide i iii, cam-shaped lever k, pin k", and spring-

it', as and for the purposes described.
ill The sliding bed H L L', constructed as shown,

in combination with the cam C, platform K, band N,
crib Q', and forming-roller O, when operated as de-

scribed, for the purposes specified.

12. The feeding-device P, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operated as shown and described, for

the purpose set forth. ^
-•

13. The apparatus for cutting wi'appers, consist-
ing, essentially, of frame Ax, knife JBx, block Ex,
roller Fx, bar Dx, and spring Cx, all combined, ar-

ranged, and operating as shown and described.
14. The cigar-machine above described, as a whole,

when its parts are all combined, arranged, and oper-
ated as shown and described.

95.479.— George Jacksotc, Albany, K". Y.

—

Tile-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The laterally-sliding shaftK and driving-

pinion e, in combination with shaft Gr, pinion c, spur-

gear b, shaft IT, pillion a, and rack E, all arranged
and operating as set forth, to reciprocate the piston
in the manner described.

95.480.— Clark Jillsox, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting Tapers.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for turning tapers, the
employment, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, of a divi^d spindle, the front or removable
l)ortion of which constitutes not only the pattern
after which the blank is to be shaped, but also the
support in which said blank is held duiing the
turning-operation, as set forth.

2. The combination of the longitudinally-moving
divided pattern-spindle and the rest or eye 7, upon
the prolongation of the axis of said spindle, with the
arms N and Q, capable of vibrating upon a common
fulcrum, and cai-ryiug the cutting-toolM and friction-

roll Gr, for operation, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. The combination of mechanism, constructed as
described, for moving the spindle longitudinally with
the devices for holding the cutting-tool and du-ect-

ing its motions, substantially as herein described, as
shown in the accompanying drawings.

95,481.-William Johannes Xesselmeyer and
Charles Augustus Kesselmeyer, Manchester,
England, and Emil Hermann Nacke, Als-Schoen-
feld, Saxony. — Governor for Steam and other Un-
ginery.— OGtohev 5, 1869.'

Claim.—The combination, with a governor, of the
vessel F, which communicates with a reservoir, G-,

so as to be emptied or tilled, as it rises and falls, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

95,482.

—

Albert W. Johnson, E"ew York, 'N
Y.— Whip-Holder.—Octoher -5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The web k, having the curved slots o,

one on each side, when used, arranged, constructed,
and applied as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the slotted web k, having
the curved slots o o, one on each side, with the arms
»/i m, the whole being arranged, constructed, and
operating as described, for the purpose set forth.

3. The band-fastening 5, whose rivet, or its equiva-
lent, pierces the leather of the dash, when con-
structed, arranged, and applied as set forth.

4. The combination of the band-fastening b, con-
structed and arranged as set forth in the preceding
clause, with the barrel/, the whole being constructed,
as set forth, for the purpose set forth.

95,483.— William J. Johnson, Ifewton, and
George Tainter, Watertown, Mass.

—

Boring-Tool.
—October 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The boring-tool, constructed and ar-

ranged, as to its several parts, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The screw-tube, constructed substantially as set
forth, in combination with the screw-nut and case,
when constructed and arranged substantially as
shown and described.

3. The screw-tube, with its screw-nut, spiral spring,
and borer or bit, severally constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as shown and described.

4. The screw-tube, nut, spiral spring, and guide-
rod, severally constructed and arranged to operate
in combination, substantially as shown, and for the
pm'poses described.

95,484.-EicHARD Jones, Mount Holly, N. J.—
Manufacture of White Oxide of Zinc.—October 5,

1869,

Claim. — Introducing atmospheric air into the
gaseous products of the furnaces after complete ox-
idation has taken place, and before such products
enter the collecting-chambers, for the purpose of cool-

ing said products, substantially as set forth.

95,485.— Charles H. Keniston, SomervUle,
and J. H. Sawyer, Boston, assignors to John T.
Prlnce, Boston, Mass.

—

Hulling-Machine.—October
5, 1869.

Claiin.—The adjustably-journaled serrated wheel
c, in combination with the yielding and adjustable
segmental stripper-plates /, provided with metal
teeth, substantially as described, and arranged to-

gether and operated as' and for the purpose herein
set forth.

95,486.—Alden Kilby, Boston, Mass.

—

Steam-
Engine.—October 5, 1864.

Claim.—1. A duplicated piston, constructed sub-

stantially as above described, thereby securiag
double the power for the same-sized cylinder.

2. The manner of operating the valve, by means
of the pin F, through the piston-shaft or journal H.

3. The device L, in Fig. 4, for reversing the valve.

95,487.— Henry Killam, Mendon, Mich.

—

PZo-io.-October 5, 1869,

Claim:—1. The combination of the wing L, the

point I, and the flange D, when all are constructed
and arranged as and for the purposes aforesaid.

2. The combination of the beam A, mold-board
B, landside C, handle E, washer G, point I, and
wing L, when constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.

95,488.—John W. Kingsbury^ N'ew Bedford.
Mass.

—

Carriage-Axle Connection.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The ai'rangement of the helical spring J)

and its cap-nut E with the king-bolt C, its check-nut
F, the axle A, and the spring-block B, as specified.

95,489. — Martin Kintzback, Philadelphia.

Pa.—jDoH.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The "fastening the leather arm to the
porcelain hand, by means substantially as shown
and described."

95,490.—Robert M. Lafferty, Three Elvers,
Mich., assignor to himself and J. E. & J. P. Prutz-
MAN, same place,— Satoing-Machine.— October 5,

1869.

Claim.—1, The method herein described of trans-

ferring motion from one part of a machine to

another part of the same machine, 'by the use of a
loose pulley upon an independent shaft.

2. The arrangement of the saws G, and thei

arbors F, upon the drum B, rotating upon fixed shaft

b, in connection with pn.lley H upon an independ-

ent shaft, when constructed and operating as and
for the purposes above set forth.

3. The arrangement of the pulleyH upon the inde-

pendent shaft, provided with cutter-head g, the

pulley I. and the belt T, in connection with the saw-

shafts F, whea constructed and operating as and for

the purposes above set forth.

4. The arrangement of the thimble C, the cog-

wheel L, the worm-screw e, the shaft D, and the

crank E, in connection with the belt T, when con-

structed as described, and operating to tighten said

belt T, as above set forth.
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5. The combination and arrangement of tlie parts
A, a, B, fc, C, c, D, d, E, e, F,/, G-, g, H, h, I, i, J, j,

K, fc, L, Z, M, m, N, n, O, o, P, p, E,, r, S, s, and T,
as and for the purposes herein set forth, sho\rn, and
described.

95,491. — Allen^ Lapham, Paterson, ~S. J.

—

CTmir.—October 5, 1864. .

Claim. —An improved chair, the parts of the
frame of which are connected to each other by
tenons and mortises, dovetailed upon one side, and
locked together by wedges driven in upon the other
or straight side of said tenon and mortise, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
j)urpose set forth.

95,492. — L. F. Leger, ISTew York, ]^. Y.—
Chocolate-Paste.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The chocolate-paste, made substantially
in the manner and of the ingredients herein speci-

fied.

95,493.—J. C. Leonaud, S. B. Holcomb, and
W. B. WiilGHT, Clinton, Mo. — Kay-Baker and
Loader.—October 5, 1869,

Claim. — The combination of the hinged ralce,

elevator, spring-dischargers, and guide C, Avhen
arranged upon a truck, substantially as specified.

95,494.-— William H. Lewis, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and John B. Folger, same
place.

—

Marine Paint.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—1, The employment of a solution of caout-
chouc or gutta-percha, in tar-naphtha, or other
naphtha containing benzole and its cogeners, as a
basis in the production of a marine paint.

2. As a new manufacture, or composition of mat-
ter, an improved marine paint, composed of a solu-
tion of caoutchouc or gutta-percha, in tar-naphtha,
or other naphtha containing benzole and its

cogeners, in combination with oxide of copper, or
other poisonous mineral substance, which is slowly
soluble in water, containing alkaline chlorides in
solution.

95,495.—William J. Linton, Detroit, Mich.—
Combined Try-Square, Caliper, <&g. — October 5,

1869 ; antedated September 20, 1869.
Claitn.—The combination of a try-square, rule,

caliper, and instrument for determining the angles
of six-sided work, into one tool, constructed as
herein substantially shown and described.

95,498. — Louis Joseph Frederic Mar-
GUERITTE, Paris, France.

—

Manufacture and liefin-
ing of Suaar.—October 5, 1869

;
patented in France,

October 16, 1867.

Claim.—1. The direct dissolution (without the aid
of any acid) of the molasses by the aid of wood-
spirit, together with the washing and purification of
raw sugars by the same agent.

2. The treatment of any saccharine matter (a mass
concreted by coction, of either sugar-cane or beet-
root, as resulting from Fryer's coucretor,) by the aid
of non-acidulated wood-spirit, for the purpose of
oI)tainliig- a supersaturated sugar-solution, and de-
termining the crystallization of the latter by the
addition of sugar-crystals, if the undissolved sugar
will not suffice for effectiug such crystallization.

o. Adding sulphuric acid, either previously or not,
to the wood-spirit, for the ])urpo3e of decomposing
the molasses, properly so called, in the nianulacture
and refining of sugar, for the purpose of separating
tlie sugar and allowing it to crystallize.

_
4. The treatment of dried l)eet or any concentrated

sirups by means of wood-spirit, either acidulated or
not, for tlie purpose of extracting tlie sugar con-
tained in a free state, as well as that from molasses,
as also the employment of sugar for effecting the
desupersaturation of the licpior, as above described.

5. Tlie following combination of operations : First.
The washing of raw and impure sugars, by means of
wood-spirit, (methyl.) Second. Adding sulpliuric
acid to the solution of mohisses resulting from the
above treatment, for the purpose of afterwards ex-
tracting the sugar l)y crystallization by the addition
of 8ugiu--crystal,s or powder.

I

95,497.— James E. Mathews, ITew London,
Conn.

—

Car-Spring.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—A spring, formed of radially-corragated
plates B B Bx, having their top and bottom surfaces
of contact parallel to each other, and arranged
alternately with plain, flat plates A A Ax, substan-
tially as herein described.

95,498.—Hiram S. Maxim and James Eadley,
New York, N. Y.

—

Loco^notive Head-Zdght.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the elevated tank
with the steam gas-generator and the burner of the
lamp, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the perforated metallic
conducting-plate F, between the generating-cham-
ber Gr and the superheating-chamber Q, substan-
tially as described.

3. The lining R E, which incases the stem of the
valve D, in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

4. Inclosing the regulator-chamber or case C and
the carbureter B within the pipe S S, so as to heat
the atmospheric air in the passage thus formed,
which goes to the carbureter B, and to support the
combustion of the gas at the burner A, substan-
tially as described.

5. The tangential arrangement of the steam and
exhaust pipes with the steam-jacket, by which a
rotary motion of the steam is produced within the
steam-jacket, around the superheating-chamber and
the conducting-plate of the generator, substantially
as described.

6. The arrangement of the return-pipe o with the
tank and pipe H, below the cock n, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

7. The combination of the steam-valve IS" and
spring I, with the eduction-pipe L and waste-pipe
O, in the manner and for the pm-pose substantially
as described.

8. The combination of the sliding tube / and its

spiral spring and sliding rod e, with the diaphragm
g g, in the manner and for the purpose substantially

as described.

95,499.—Thomas L. Melone, Mount Gilead,
Ohio.

—

Sewing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The wheel E', arranged about the
needle-bar and supporting the feed-foot, when pro-
vided with pins y, for the purpose of operating auto-
matically the pawl w, and reversing the direction of
rotation of that wheel, as specified.

2. The combination of the friction -cap D' with
the wheel E', rod B^, and slotted arm A', on shaft/,
all constructed and operating as and for the piu"pose
set forth.

3. The mechanism described, for effecting the feed,

by having the cloth at all times between a rough and.

a smooth surface, said surfaces being in contact al-

ternately with the upper and lower surface of the
cloth, and operating alternately to free the cloth
while being fed, and to fix it while the stitch is being-

made, and the feed-foot retracted, preparatory to a
renewed impulse, in the manner specified.

4. The vertically-reciprocating, smooth, cii'cular

tablet K, operated as described, in combination with
the circle of stationary points i, and the reciprocat-
ing feed-foot t, arranged and operating as set forth.

5. T)ie comljination of one or more braid-spools
with the revolving feod-mechanism, for the purpose
of mt'iintaiuing the proper relation between the
braid-supply and the braiders, during the revolutiou
of the I'eed, as specified.

6. The combination of the cam Gr', lever II', collar

I', and rod n, in the manner described, for the pur-

pose of operating the braiders o p, as set forth.

95,500 F. C. Mende and T. F. Mexde, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. — Manufacturing Gcrnufn lland-
C'/if^i.sr.—October 5, 186!).

Claim.— 1. I'lie withiu-doscribed process of man-
ufacturing what we term "German hand-cheese,"
by subjecting the milk and cunl to tlio various suc-
cessive manipulations alH)V0 set forth.

2. The product obtained by subjecting milk to the
various successive manipidations heroin specilied,

as a new article of mamifacture.
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95,501.—Bernard H. Mexke, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cooking-Stove.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. A stove-plate with a crack or opening,
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the collar-piece C Tvith the
plate "A A, for the purpose set forth.

95, 505J:.—Suspended.

95,503.

—

George Murray, Jr., Cambridgeport,
Mass.— Water-Gauge.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The glass tube D, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination with the iiipe E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The socket A, provided with the stuffing-bos
pud gland, in combination with the tubeD and pipes
E and E, substantially as shown and for the purpose
described.

3. The within-described water-gauge, consisting
of the socket A, provided with the stuffing-box and
gland, the glass tube T>, and the pipes E and F, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the pui'pose set forth.

95,504.—J. O.E. Murray and J). A. Mullaxe,
Xew Orleans, La.

—

Device for Holding Together the

Different Parts of DureoAis and other Articles of
Fxirniture.—Oeto'oer 5, 1869.

"

Claim.— The fastening-device, herein described,
consisting of the elbow-bracket A, the pin B, and
the key C, when these parts are constructed and
conjointly operate, substantially as and for the jjiu'-

pose hereinbefore set forth.

^5,505.—A. S. Perrigo, Sandwich, 111.

—

Culti-
vator.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two-part clevises Q, pivoted to the
beams A', and to the clips M, and provided with
slotted ends T, for adjusting the depth which the
shovels are to run in the ground, as set forth.

2. The combination of the clevises Q, clips M, and
standards K, as described.

3. The combination of the -clevises Q, standards
K, clips M, and rods B' E, as and for the purpose
set forth.

4. The combination of the rods d c, standards Y,
shovels TJ, and cam e, for holding the shovels the re-

quired distance apart, as specified.

5. The two-part clamp Y Y, in combination with
the standard V, bolt and nut Z X, angular bar 0,
and shovel IT, for holding and adjusting'said shovel,
as described.

95.506.— ]Sr. Petre, T^ew York, jST. Y.—Com-
bined Latch and Lock.—October 5, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination of the bolt A, its at-

tachment C, and arm or arms E, with the hub D and
eccentric E, when -so arranged as that the bolt may
have motion longitudinally, independent of the part
C or arm E, one or both, to prevent the cramping of
said bolt in the frame, substantially as herein de-

scribed and represented.

95.507.— ]Sr. Petre, Xew York, K. Y.—Com-
oined Latch and Lock.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bolt and knob-
levers, with a raising-mechanism, operated by a key
from the exterior of the lock, so that the raising of

the bolt-lever shall disconnect it from the knob-lever,
and move the latter out of the reach of the tappets
on the hub that the knob-shank passes through, sub-
gtantially as and for the pui'pose described.

2. The combination of the stop E with the open
or slotted bolt-lever, and the cam-opening E leading
therefrom, so that the raising up of the bolt-lever

shall project the bolt further fiom the lock-case than
it is when simply acting as a latch, substantially as

described.

95,508.—:N'. Petre, Xew York, X. Y.—Latch.
—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with. a bolt, yoke, and
eccentric, when so arranged as that the bolt moves
directly toward and from the eccentric, and operated
from the exterior by a knob or key, and controlled
by a spring, a recess, i, in the fi'ont of said bolt, that
allows it to be forced into the lock, as in the act of

shutting the door to pass over, without moving the
eccentric, as and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the spindle H and its re-

cess c, the key-ban-el L and its spring b, so that the
insertion of the key shall form a connection between
said spindle and barrel, and cause them to move to-
gether by the turning of the key, to move the bolt,

substantially as described.

95,509 X. Petre, Xew York, X. Y.—Lock.—
October 5, 18G9.

Claim.—The combination of the yoked bolt and
eccentric, with its barrel, containing the movable
and immovable parts h h and/e, through Avhich the
key must pass to press down the Iqpking-pins, and
turn said eccentric, when arranged aad operating
substantially as described.

95,510.—Hugh- M. Phesxey. Cambridge, Mass.—Hot-Air liegister.—October 5, 1869.

Clo/im.—In combination with a hot-air register,

the wheel or lever o, when applied to the outer side

of the plate a, and in a plane parallel therewith, to
operate the valve-actuating slide, substEintially as
described.

95,513.— AxTi-TOXY PiRZ and Makuel Pirz,
East Xew York, X. Y.—Wiiulo'LO-BUnd.—Octo\iQi^
5, 1669.

Claim. — 1. The internal shutter or panel C,
mounted within the main shutter A, and adapted to

swing outward therefrom, as specified.

2. The triple frames or parts A, B, and C, when
the part A forms the main li-ame or body of the shut-

ter, the part B foiTns a sub-frame, swinging on a
vertical axis, outward, and covering only a portion
of the surface of the main frame, and the part C
forms an internal shutter or panel for the second
frame B, all the parts being combined and arranged
for joint operation, as and for the purposes herein

set forth.

95,512.-James W. Prbxdergast, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Air-Pressure Tiater-Reservoir.—October 5,

1869.

Claim:—The cylinder A, gauge-tube B, and ball-

valve e, together with admission and discharge
pipes C I), combined and arranged siibstantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described.

95,513. — W. E. QuiXBY, Wilmington, Del.—
Flying-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The side wings A, provided with the

upper system of stay-cords, and supported from the

shoulder and the arms, substantially as specified.

2. The side wings A, provided with the lower sys-

tem of stay-cords, and connected to the ring L^,

when the latter is suspended fi-om the belt and con-

nected to the feet, substantially as specified.

3. The dorsal wing, hinged to the waist, supported

fi-om the points of the shoulders, and connected to

the feet, substantially as specified.

4. The cuirass, coustructed and adapted for sup-

porting the wings and protecting the body, substan-

tiallv as specified.

5. 'The combination, with the rods B and the cui-

rass, of the double hinge I, swiveled to the said cui-

rass, substantially as specified.

6. The rods C and X, hinged to the long rods, and
provided with the slides E P, and connecting-rods,

and arranged for spreading the wings, substantially

as specified.

95,514.—GustayKadbruch, B^oboken, X. J.—
Churn-Dasher.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—ThQ dasher herein described, conaisting

of the central shaft C, arms b 6, and straight tubes

D, the latter being inclined inwai-dly, from bottom
to top, and having an elbow formed at theii* lower

ends, as and for the purpose specified.

95,515.—John Beixhart, Xew York, X. Y.,

assignor to Axdeew Christian, same place.—Fe-

locipede.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the cranked

axle of a velocipede, of the levers H H', constructed,
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arranged, and oi)erating substantially as herein
specitied.

2. The combination, to produce an improved ve-

locipede, of the frame A, seat G, steering-mechan-
ism JD a fe c E, and actuating-mechanism C C D I H
K\ constructed, arranged, and operating substan-

tially as herein specified.

95,516.—John W. Eichaudsoij, South Brain-

tree, Mass.

—

Machine for Making and Wrapping
Webbing Boot-Straps.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. —1. The combination of mechanism for

feeding the paper with mechanism for feeding the

webbing and wrapping it Avith the paper, substan-

tially as described.
2. In combination with the feeding and wrapping

mechanism, the mechanism for cutting the paper
and the meclianism for cutting the webbing, sub-

stantially as described.
3. In combination with the mechanism for feed-

ing, cuttir^g, and \yrapping the webbing, mechanism
for folding the strap, substantially as described.

4. In combination with the mechanism for feeding,

cutting, and wrapping the webbing, mechanism for

applying cement to the ends of the strap, substan-
tially as described.

5. The details of construction and arrangement of

the feed-rolls b c, a^ h, and a^ 6^, the paper-folding
plate 0, the mechanism for working the paste-brush,
and the folding-tongue r^ and mechanism for work-
iig it, substantially as described.

95,517.

—

John Eiley and Charles "W. Eissell,
Troy, N. Y., assignors to Charles W. Bissell,,
Teurance TtiLET, and Mary C. Fkazer.—Compo-
sition for Covering Stewm-Boilers, <£e.—October 5,

1869.
Claim.—1. A composition or cement composed of

"lime-putty," combined, as described, with the in-

gredients herein named, or their equivalents, when
used for the purposes specified.

2. A composition or cement composed of "paper-
pulp," made in the manner set forth, combined, as
described, with the ingredients herein named, or
their equivalents, when used for the purposes speci-

fied.

95,518.—Smith Riley, Kenton, Ohio.—Fence.
—October 5, 1869.

Claitn.—The I'ails A, pickets E, and connecting-
links D, combined and arranged substantial!}'- as
specified.

95,51 9.

—

Washington B. Eoss, Keene, IST. H.

—

Staging for Roofs.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of staging B, (in one or
more pieces, jointed, as described,) braces c' c', hav-
iujj- arms c c and pins d d, pulleys F F, and cords E
E, all arranged and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

95,520.—Sidney A, Sabine, Pecatonica, 111.

—

Ctdtivator.—OctohGr 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding attachment described, by
means of which the lifting-chains and the shovel-
beams are united, consisting essentially of the clev-
ises j and irons K, or their equivalents, as and for
tUc purpose described.

2. The sbield P, liaving the arms p p, in combina-
tion with the bar pi, as and for the purpose described.

i. The machine described, consisting essentially
of the frame B B C D, lifting-devices h h^ h'^ h^ I,

clevis j, irons K, Ijeams L, bar M, standards N, and
slii(4da P, the whole being combined and arranged
as described.

95,521—Theodokk Skaring, New York, N. Y.
—Sleigh-Attachment for Velocipedes. — October 5,

1869.

Claim.—I. The combination, with the wheels of a
velocipede, of the runners A, clamps C, and brakes
F, when all constructed and arranged substantially
as spucified.

2. The (jombination, Avith a velocipede provided
with runncr-attachmonts, of tlio vibrating propeUers
G H, arranged for attachment to the orank-pins I,

kBUlwtantially as specitied.
3. Tlic oorabinatioii, with the vibrating propellers

G- H, of the segmental spiked bars O, links P, heels

Q, and springs S, substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the driving-whee!» of. a
velocipede, of vibrating propeller-arms Gr, when ar-

ranged for adjustment as to height, by shifting the
wheel on the runner, substantially as specified.

95,522.—Allen Sherwood, Auburn, 'N. Y.—
Harvester.—October 5, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the coupling-ann
with the hinged supporting-piece F, whereby said
coupling-arm can swing with, and also roll inde-
pendent of said supporting-piece, as and for the piu'-

pose described.
2. The combination of the clutch-plates K with

the hubs of their respective wheels, when united
thereto by recesses 1 and projections 2, and when
said plates form one of the inclosing ends of the
spring-pawl and ratchet-chambers, as described and
represented.

95,523.

—

AbsamH. Shock and Harrison Eock
Shirk, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Manure-Drag.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the hooks 1, 2, and 3, in combination with the cen-

tral beam A and brace or fulcrum E, operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

2. In combination with the central hook A^, with
its head h and flange/, also the lever L, with its foot

or toe i!, and rounded heel, when constructed and
operating in the manner jointly and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The mode of constructing the handle-supports
s s, so that their lower ends come in contact with the
sides of the hooks 1, 2, and 3, as side-bearings, in
combination with the brace or fulcrum-rod E, made
and applied in the manner and for the purpose shown
and described.

95,524. — Daniel Shockey, Wavnesborough,
'Pa.—Farm- Gate.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the slotted iron plate T on tlie side of the rear post,

the single post B, and the lower rail J lying against
the side of post B, and provided with a lateral-headed
pin w, which projects through the slot t in the plate,

but not through the post, when said parts are
adapted to operate in connection with each other, as

and for the purposes specified.

2. The latch M, having the hook m, vertical shank
n and nearly horizontal shank n^, and pivoted to the
gate at g, when arranged and employed in connec-
tion with the cords N JS", spring o, and notch r, sub-

stantially in the manner and lor the purposes de-

scribed.

95,525.

—

John Sims, Liverpool Eoad, England,
assignor to AVilliam Sparks Thomson.—Mode of
Attaching Trimming to Articles of Dress.—October
5, 1869.

Claim.—The process above described for attaching
trimmings to dresses or other garments, by a com-
bination of the three steps specified.

95,526.

—

William D. Slack, Lewisburgh, Pa.—
Harvester.—October 5, 1869.

Claim:—1. The arrangement of the lever I, roller

j, pawl-lever M, and rack o, for raising, lowering,
and holding at any suitably-adjusted height the frame
Gr, to wiiich the drag-bar that carries the finger-bar

and cutters is attaclied, substantially as «lcsoribed.

2. In combination Avith the rake-ilriving head L,
and the pinion-supporting spring-bearer y, a bent
and pivoted lever, M, for throwing the pinion out of

gear with said head, wliile it is thrown in by a spring,

substantially as described.
3. In combination with the somi-clutchps 2 3, one

on the drive-wheel and the otlier on the main axle,

the clutch-bar or rod p, constructed ami oiHn-iitin|>; as

described, and connected therewith, and extending
to near the driver's scat, so tluit tlio driver from his

seat may clutch and iinclutch tlie driviugcouiiection,

jis and for tiie purpose described.

95,527. — Lkiiukus W. SMvni, Boston, M;vaa.

—

Manufacture of .Soap for Medicinal and for »tker
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Pw'poses.—October 5, 1869; antedated September
16, 1869.

Claim..—The composition as made of the mineral
oxide and soap, as described.

95,528.—Thomas Smith, Baltimore, 'Md.—Fipe-
Coupling.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valves C, seated by means of the
springs P, and provided -vrith the projecting stems
<y, in combination -vrith the pipe-coupling A B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The' combination of the sections or members A
B, constructed respectively with the hollow tenon or
arm A' and socket B', and the clamping-screw T,
substantially as and for the pui'pose described.

3. The adjustable bars D. in combination with the
valves C c c' and springs E, as and for the purpose
specified.

4. The combination, in the coupling A B, of the
stems a b, passages a' a" b" b', valve-seats a'" b'",

bearings I) D, valves C c c', C c c\ springs E E, the
tenon or arm A', socket B', clamping- screw E, and
plate G, all constructed, arranged, and operating as
represented and described, for the purposes set forth.

95,529.— Asa Snyder, Eichmond, Ya.

—

Fire-
place.—OetGher 5, 1869.

Clavm.—The described arrangement of the basket-
grate A, concave i^erforated radiator E, and damper
E, with relation to each other and the chimney C,
jambs B, as and for the pm'pose specified.

95,530.—Augustus Spiegel, Indianapolis. Ind.
—Cradle.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The hook C and metal stop G, in com-
bination with the rocking part and base of the cradle,

substantially as and for the pui'pose herein set forth.

95,531.—EiSHER A. Spofford and Matthew
G. Eaffingtox, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Water-Yelocix)ede.
—October 5, 1869.

Claim. —A water-velocipede, consisting of the
lever G, rods c, segments E, pinions D, pawls b.

ratchet-wheels a. and paddle-shaft B, all combined
and operating substantiaDy as herein shown and de-

scribed.

95,532.—Samuel Stanton, iSTewburgh, X. T.

—

Steum,- Generator.—October .5, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the serpentine pipe
C in the rear part of the furnace, below the boiler,

its upper straight and perforated portion entering the
rear end of said boiler in an inclined direction"^ be-
low the water-level, as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

95,533.—Leopolb Steigeet, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Boiler Water-Regulator and Alarm.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, with the shaft c^, pro-
vided with the wipers h h, of the whistle-valve G,
lever H, and set-screws a and g', substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of the water-plug I, connect-
ing-arm E, and shaft c^, substantially as and for the
pui'pose described.

95,534.—Eobeet S. Stenton, Xew York, X. Y.—Mamifacture of Pigments far Paints.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—^1. The use of the aforesaid black magnetic
oxide of iron-ore or other primitive formations of
iron-ore, either alone or in combination with other
suitable substances, for the manufacture of pigments
for paint, substantially as set forth.

2. The use, either alone or in conjunction with
other suitable substances, for the manufacture of
pigments for paint, of the aforesaid iron or steel

scales, the same being an oxide of iion, produced
substantially as herein set forth.

95,535.—S. Stow, East Enterprise, lud.—Seed-
J^r^«.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The straps m and n, in combination
with wheel E, when constructed and arranged as and
for the purpose described.

2. The straps m and n, in combination with wheel
E. rods / and h, adjustable block e, and slide g, the

whole constructed and arranged substantially as
specified.

3. The plow A, in combination with seed-box D,
slide g, seed-stop A, lever I, rest j, rods/ and h, ad-
justable block e, wheel E, and straps m and n, the
whole being arranged as and for the pm-pose substan-
tially as described.

95,536. — Simeon Taylor, 'Worcester, Mass.

—

Organ and Melodeon.—October 5, 1869.
Claim: — 1. The combination, with the hinged

coupler-bar E, pf the crank H and coupUng-lever E,
said parts being constructed and aiTanged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the coupling-lever E, of
the upright slotted key-rods a, subs^ntially as and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The construction and arrangement of the draw-
stop valve-levers M M' and their respective hinged
ai'ms or levers I and J, provided with the projections
2 and 3, substantiallv as and for the purposes set
forth.

95,537.-T. H. Taylor, Jeffersonville, III.—
JSarve-ster.— October 5, 1S69.

Claim..—1. The combination of the driving-wheel,
having the projections arranged as described, with
the connecting-rods, suspended relatively thereto,
substantially as specified.

2. The cutter-bar supports, formed of two parts,
grooved for the reception of the cutter-bars, and
united, substantially as described.

95,538.-Henry Thojipson, Mobile.Ala,—i(/e-
^oa«.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the levers, crank-
shaft, and propelling-wheels, when arranged on a
bed-plate. A, substantially as specified.

2. The shaft-levers and pumps, combined and ar-

ranged upon a bed-plate, A, all substantially as speci-
fied.

3. The wheel-houses or guards L, detachably con-
nected to the boat, and adapted to be disconnected
for rolling over the ground, substantially as specified.

4. The herein-described improved life, surf, or
pleasm-e boat, provided with propelling and pump-
ing devices, air-cells, and detachable ^\"h eel-guards,
when all arranged substantially as specified.

95,539.-1. X. Thompson and "WiLLiAii Ken-
ADY, Belpassi, assignors to D. AV. Erary, Portland,
Oregon.

—

Gang-Plovj.— October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The levers A aiid B, the swivel-joint D,
nut and screw E, link E, fulcrum G, beam H, and
hook I, together with the adjusting-keys J, or their
equivalents, subst-antiaUy as described, and for the
pm-pose set forth.

95,540 Hen-ry H. Trenor, Xew York, :N'. Y.—Automatic Passenger-Pegister.—October 5, 18<59.

Claim.—1. In combination ^vith a step or platform,
so constructed as to descend by pressure upon it,

and ascend or move back when the pressure is re-

moved, the arrangement of the perforating-points c

c', one or more, and of the paper or other ribbon, to
receive the perforations, when combined and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purposes set foith.

2. In combination with a yielding step or platfoim
and perforating-mechanism, as described in the last

claim, the arrangement of the incliued slotted plate
E, or its equivalent, and the anchor-pallets and
escapement-wheel, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,543 .—Charles Immanuel Yoigt, West Sa-
lem, 111.—Double- Shovel P^ow-.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The beam A, brace or gauge-rods I,

standards B. round D, bolt or rtmnd f , handles E,
keepers or staples G, and bolt H, in combination
with each other, when said parts are coi>6tructed

and arranged substantially as herein sho^\n and de-
scribed, and for the ptu'poses set forth.

2. The cutters J, constructed and adjustably se-

cured to the standards B, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The fender K, constructed as described, and
adjustably connected to the plow-beam A and stand-

ards B, by means of the long bolt H, washers X,
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hook and links L, and adjustable slide M, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

95,542.—William H. Walton, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Bath-Tub Eduction-Tube.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bath-tub A with
the socket H secured to it, as shown, and fitting

upon the spigot E, secured to the floor B, and out-

let pipe D, nut K, and stop M, all constructed and
operating substantially as shown and described.

95,543.—William WiCKERSHAM, Boston, Mass.
—Steam-Engine Governor.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the valve O with
the time-keeper and shaft h, whereby the valve-move-
ment shall be regulated by the time of the time-
keeper, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the valve O, slide P, and
time-keeper, whereby the movement of the valve
shall be controlled by the time-keeper, while the
movement of the cut-off slide may be controlled by
the main shaft of the engine, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of the slide /, pin e, and groove
j, substantially as herein described.

4. The construction and arrangement of the fan
and its immediate co-operative parts, as herein set

forth, whereby the effective surface of the fan shall

automatically vary in accordance with the unequal
expansion of the^ metallic bars, as herein made
known.

5. The construction and arrangement of the fans
and their co-ordinate devices, whereby the respective
leaves of the fans may occupy more or less of the
spaces, and thereby increase or diminish the effect-

ive surface, substantially as herein described.
6. The combination of the ring w with the spring

0, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

95,544.—John T. Wightman, Charleston, S.

C.— Chair, Cradle, Cot, <&c.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—T^he convertible article of furniture here-
inbefore described, capable of being used as a chair,

cradle, cot, or shelter-tent, by altering the relative
positions of the rockers A, braces B C, and sacking
D, in the manner described and shown.

95,545.—J. W. Wheeler, Cleveland, Ohio.— .

Water-Elevator.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tilting-bar M and roller O, in com-
bination with the rib D and shoulder b around the
inner edge of the bucket, in the manner as and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The roller O, in combination with the bucket I,

arranged and operating in relation to each other, in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of the pawl and wheel G- D,
brake H, pin a, and wheel E, arranged to operate
conjointly in the manner as and for the purpose
specified.

95,546.—Joseph C. Wilson, Appleton, Wis.—
Railway-Car Coupling.—Octobers, 1869.

Claim,.—Tha draw-head A, with its cheeks or fill-

ing C, constructed with the incline G-, and having
the tumbler F e fitted to it, and confined loosely in
proper relation to the coupling-pin, so as to operate
as set forth, all substantially as described.

95,547.—Charles V. Woerd, Waltham, Mass.
— Watch.—Octohav 5, 1869.

Claim. — LA watch-plate or movement-frame
made of a single solid plate, i"occsscd, to contain the
running-mechanism, and having a wall formed from
such plate, and surrounding such mechanism, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A pivot-bridge having a steady-jjin struck
up from its under surface, substantially as described.

3. Tlie described arrangement of tlie barrel,

ratchot-pawlor click, and click-si)riiig, all witliin the
same cavity in the l)ed-plutc, i\w click and spring
lying in recesses in the Ijottom of tlio cavity, and tlie

barrel covering them, substantially as set forth.

95,548.—Rupus C. Woou, Le Eoy, Kansas.—
Pitman- Connection for Jlarvcutcrs.—October 5, 1 8()9.

Claim.—The seat C c^ c^, constructed as described
loop D, and screw E, in combination with the sickle-

bar A a' and pitman b', substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the pxu-poses set forth.

95,549.—Daniel Woodbury, Eochester, N. Y.—Horse-Poiver. —OctoheY 5, 1869.
Claitn.—1. The arrangement of the main frame A

B C, shaft i, and tumbling-rod o, with reference to
the carrying-axle and leveling- bar, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. ,,The arrangement of the supporting-box n,
within or upon the leveliug-bar E, for the purposes
set forth.

3. Providing the leveling-bar E with a detachable
extension G-, in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

4. The angle-arms s, having the spur v, con-
structed substantially as shown, for the purpose set
forth.

5. The within-described arrangement of the hooks
j and sockets p upon the gallows-frame and bridge-^
tree b, whereby the strain upon these latter is com-
municated directly to the outrigs.

6. Providing the gallows-frame with the extensions
c, to which the braces / are attached, whereby the
strain upon the former is communicated directly to
the leveling-bar E,

95,550.—David H. Young, Manchester, K". H,—Furnace-Door Frame.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device A, having hinge-ears E E
and E' E', and latches L and L', for the face of a
furnace-door frame, substantially as described.

2. The box D, having flanges E, E', and E", as an
improved setting-box to a furnace-door frame, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of box A, constructed as do-
scribed, and face A, constructed as shown, substan-
tially as set forth.

95,551.—William Allchin, ItsTewburgh, N. Y.—Stove-Drtcm.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The smoke-flue A, constructed of ellip-

tical-shaped elbows, and arranged within a drum,
having parallel sides, so that the greatest diameter
of said smoke-flue shall be close to the sides of the
drum, and, in combination with the partition Gr, form
zigzag air-passages E E, as shown and described.

95,553.—Daniel Arndt, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Wash-
ing-Machvae and Table.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a washing-ma-
chine, the stationai'y plate G and adjustable plate I,

constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

2. In combination with the stationary plate G and
adjustable plate I, the rubber rings K K, and hooks
L L, all substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. In combination with the stationary plate G-, ad-
justable plate I, rings K K, and hooks L L, the
roller E, made in sections, with longitudinal corrn-
gations along its entire surface, the end-plates E E,
and journals//, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

4. The combination of the box A with a hinged
and extended cover, C, legs B D, roller E, plates E,
journals /, rings K, plates G I, and lever M, all as
herein shown and described.

95,553.—Lyman M. Bates, Jackson, Mich.—
Spring for Bed- Bottoms.-OQiohov 5, 18()9.

Claim.—The spring B, constructed A\'ith a quail-

rangular base, when used in combination with tlie

disk E, substantially as described.

95,554. — Silas Barker, Hartford, Conn.

—

Manufacture of JShcet- Iron.—OctoWv 5, 1669.

Claiin.— 1. The process, lierein set forth, of mak-
ing imitation "Russia" slieet-iron.

2. The rolls, nuule by the iiroeess and in tho man-
ner described, and used for the purj^ose set I'ortli.

3. The oven, made as deseribed, with the sliding

rods, or their eiiiiivalents, and used for the purpose
set forth.
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95,555.— Robert C. Blackall, Albany, N.
Y.

—

Raihoay-Bail Chair.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The joint-chair e, formed with the lips 2
^ and flanges 3 3, in combination with the bridge-
plank h, substantially as set forth,

95,556.—"William Blakey, Baltimore, Md.—
Go-am-Drier.—Octoher 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The feeding-hopper A, constructed of
tapering form, and provided with the space a^, and
perforated lining a^ to admit of the passage of
vSteam or dry heat to the coflFee or grain in its pas-
sage therethrough, to deodorize or dry it, sxibstan-
tiully as described, in combination with the self-

feeding- and self-discharging cleaning and polishing
.cylinder B, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the cylinder B, of the
loug-itudinal strips H and flaps I, substantially as
described, for the purpose set forth.

95,557. — RiGHTER "W. BowMAX, Orangeville,
Pa.

—

Crinding-Mill.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The disk or spreader d, secured at or
upon the top of the spindle C, and provided Avith

])ost or stirrer e, all arranged in the manner and for

the purpose described.
2. The arrangement, herein described, of the

loUer m,, rods or arms h, tube g, and funnel G, in
<'ombinatiou with the disk d, having post e, all con-
structed and o,perating as set forth.

95,558.—Asa Bkooks, Tolland, Conn.

—

Cide)--

Press.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pillar-gear h,

the gear-wheels i^ i^ i^ i*, the screws z z z z, and the
.sliding platform k, the whole being arranged, con-
.structed, and operated as described, for the pur-
])03e set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable cog-wheel b,

the swinging cog-wheel n, the cog-wheel c, the bevel-

gear wheels e and/, and the parts specified in the
preceding clause, the whole being arranged, con-
structed, and operated as described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,559.—Oelaxdo F. Bryaxt, Carver, Minn.

—

Wagon-Tongue Holder.'—Octoher 5, 1869.

Claitn.—The arrangement of the frame A, with
flanges g K, socket h, braces df, loop p, and tongue
X, all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the porposes set forth.

95,560.—Fraxcis Burdick, South East, IST. Y.,
&\i(\ LoDOV^^iCK Burdick, Lockhaven, Pa. —
Churn.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cylinder F, beaters E, wire-gauze dashers or wings
C', and standards G, constructed and operated in the
auanner and for the purposes above set forth.

95.561.— Jesse Burgess, Richmond, Ina.

—

Coinhi)ied Straw-Cutter and Feed-Box.—October 5,

1869.
Claim:—1. The knife C, having an arm, c, extend-

ing in a direction at right angles to the blade, when
baid arm is about eq«al in length to the cutting-
Mge of the blade, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination of the cutter-box A, feed-box
B, and knife C, when constructed and operated sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

95.562.— MoeganBurtow, Darhngton, Pa.

—

Refrigerator.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the vessels A B, with
intervening space between, pipes a a, spigot D, and
hollow cover C, aU substantially as and for the pm'-

l>oses set forth.

95.563. — C. A. Caldwell, Concord, IJ". C —
0->tto-n-Pyes.9.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The improved arrangement, in the cot-

ton-press above described, of the parts herein shown,
consisting of the frames A B, gates M, adjustable

bars N, press-beam G, screws H H, bearings g g,

friction-rollers 2, and nuts jj, when said parts ai'e

constructed and arranged to operate} in the manner
and for the purpose described.

95,564.—Charles L. Chadeayne, Yonkers, X.
Y.—Spring-Bed Bottojn.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the slats F, the
transverse flat springs E, and the spiral springs C,
arranged in relation to each other as described, of
the spirally-grooved lower clamping-disk D, and
upper disk 1)', with their intervening packing or
packings d d', substantially as and for the purpose
or purposes herein set forth.

95,565.—E. Hall Covel, N"ew York, ]Sr. Y.—
Washing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with the shaft D, disk

E, and inclined dashers F, the stationary sleeve o,

substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the dashers F F and disk
E, the funnel-shaped thimbles, substantially a/S

shown and described.

95.566. — Z. S. Craceait, Laeon, HI.

—

Post-
Auger.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The plate B, constructed as described, in
combination with the stem A, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

95.567. — JoHX Crajiptox and "William H.
Pangborn, Plainfield, JST. J.—Washing-Machine.—
October 5, 1869.
Claim.—The tub, contracted at the top, and re

ceiving the removable fi-ame of vertical adjustable
squeezing-slats set in grooves, as specified, in com-
bination with the swinging dasher of vertical slats,

constructed and operating as specified.

95.568.— K'ORMAN Cutter, Cincinnati, Ohio.
and Elliot Savage, West Meriden, Conn.

—

Manu-
facture of Iron and Steel.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Aji alloy of iron, manganese, and
potassium or sodium, or both of the latter, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. The manufactui'e of such an alloy as we have
described from iron, the oxides of manganese, fusible
compounds containing cyanogen, combined with one
or more metals, and one or more compounds of so-

dium or potassium, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

3. Deoxidizing, purifying, and improving iron or
steel, by treating it in a molten state, substantially
as specified, with an alloy such as herein described.

95,569.—Charltox H. Davis, San Francisco,
Cal.—Rock-Drill.—OctoheT 5. 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the sliding frame
A, bed B, operating-wheels D, shafts C F, and ro-

tating and feeding shafts T T', substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The combination of tl:ie spring L, arranged as
specified, for adding or removing leaves or plates for

varying the power ; the clamp N, adjusting-sci'ew
and the drill-rod, all substantially as specified,

3. The ratchet-wheel W, lever X, pawl J, and
spring Z,when constructed and airanged as described,
with reference to the cam V, all operating together,

as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The an-angement of the pawl-levers X X', rela-

tively to the ratchet-wheels, the springs 1 1', and pawls
j j', whereby the said springs have the eifect to keep
the pawls in contact with the wheels, and to restore

the pawl-levers, subst££ntially as specified.

5. The arrangement, with the ratchet-wheel "W'
and feed-screw, of the jaws r and springs, substan-
tially as specified.

95,570.—Calvin R. Dexsmore and Jacob A.
Yrooemax, Oil City, Pa.— Car- CowpZing'.—October
5, 1869.

Claim.—T'he combination of the springs F and G
with the hook H A and draw-heads B C, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as described, as

and for the purposes described.

95,571 .—AuGUSTE Destouy, Xew York, N. Y.,

assignor to Charles Goodyear, Jr., same place.

—

Sevring-Machine for Boots and Shoes.—October 5,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The last-holder, adjusta-ble by ths
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means and in the manner substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The needle, having a movement away from its

center of motion, after it has been drawn out of the
work, substantially as herein shown and set forth.

3. In combination with the device for drawing out
the loop, or for producing the movement of the needle
away from its center of motion, a shield or needle-
guard, operating concentrically with said needle,
substantially as herein shown and described.

95,57'^ Henry A. Dirkbs, ISTew York, N. T.—
Table- Caster.—Octohev 5, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, within the bow of the
handle of a caster, of the gong A and its operating-
lever, whereby the latter are entirely exposed to view,
removed from the bottles, and adapted to be operated
without I'otating the caster, as and lor the purposes
set forth.

95,573.—Charles T. Dodge, New York, IST. Y.—Washing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the box or barrel
D of the machine, and cross-bar B, of the thumb-
screws/'/', arranged to enter from above, and made
to fit boxes or nuts connected with said bar, substan-
tially as shown and described.

95,574.

—

Joshua Ellingv^ood, Owensborough,
Ky.

—

Process of Distilling Spirits.—October 5, 1869.
Claivi. — 1. The introduction and use of water-

slaked lime in the wort or beer during fermentation,
at the stage of that process, in the proportions and
for the purposes substantially as described and set
forth.

2. The introduction and use of muriate of ammo-
nia, in the wort or beer during fermentation, at the
stage of that process, in the proportions and for the
purposes set forth, and substantially as described.

_
3. In combination with the use of water-slaked

lime and mimate of ammonia, each in the manner
and for the purpose described, the introduction of
hydrogen, by any suitable mechanical means, in
quantity sufficient to unite with and take up any sur-
plus carbon and oxygen evolved, which might other-
wise escape during alcoholic fermentation, and thus
form alcohol, substantially as described and set forth.

4. The introduction and use of carbonate of potassa
in the singlings during the process of distilling alco-
holic liquors, at the stage, in the proportions, and for
the purpose set forth, substantially as described.

5. The described process of conducting alcoholic
fermentation and distillation as a whole, substan-
tially as described and set for^h.

95,575. — Charles W. Emerson, Hartford'
Conn., assignor to himself and John C. Abbott.
same place.

—

Lamv-Shade Supporter.—OaiobQi: 5,

1869.
_

Claim.—Securiug the arms h to the spring-clasp
band a by means of the rivet c, as an improved man-
ufacture of lami)-shade supporters.

95,576.—Benjamin E. Field, Beloit, Wis., and
KOBERT D. O. Smith, Washingtou, D. C, assignors
to Benjamin E. Field.—Fabric for Hoofing and for
other Purposes.—October 5, 1869.
Claim.—A fabric, suitable for roofing, sheathing,

and other purposes, saturated Avith a compound of
bituminous matter and solution of silica, substan-
tially as described.

95,577

—

David Foster, Slieffield, England.—
Manufacture of Anvils, and the Top and Bottom
Parts of Hammers, tf-c—October 5, 1869

;
patented

in England, June 14, 1H68.

Clat'm.-Vormmg the wearing or resisting surfaces
of parts of anvils, hammers, projectiles, railway-
crossings, dies, or other articles, of the combination
or mixture of metal herein described, when such ar-
ticles are cast partly in iron and partly in steel,
substantially as herein shown and described.

95,578.—Arthur L. Eueeman, Soutli ]?oston,
'Mma.—Apparatus for Transmitting Power.—Oeto
bcr 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the frame B,
arranged to swing on or in horizontal bearings, of
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the weight E, in radial connection with a cross-shaft,

C, hung to freely rotate within said swinging frame,
and to intersect the axial line of the same, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination of the shaft Gr, in gear with
the cross-shaft C, the weight E, carried by the latter,

and the swinging frame B, essentially as herein set
forth.

3. The combination of the shaftK with the swing-
ing frame B and weight E, in radial connection with
the cross-shaft C, carried by said frame, substantially
as specified.

4. Tiie catch-lever E, in combination with the lever

Q, connected to the swinging frame B and shaft K,
in gear by crank or cranks with the latter, essen-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

5. The combination, with the independently-rotat-
ing shaft C and weight E, carried by the swinging
frame B, of a brake to arrest the motion of said
weight at any desired point, and irrespective of the
motion of the swinging frame, substantially as de-
scribed.

95,579.— Joseph Gilmer, Monticello, Ela.

—

Platform for Railway-Car.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of one or more auxiliaiy
platforms with a railroad-car, so as to form a gang-
way for aid in entering or leaving the car, substan-
tially as described.

95,580.—John G-oulding, tVorcester, Mass.

—

Machine for Dratving and Spinning Wool, d:c.,frQm
the Cardijig-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a carding-cylin-
der or main card, and with draw-rolls, and twister-
tubes, and main twisting-fliers, the mechanism or
devices for intermittently griping the roving between
the two sets of draw-rolls, so as to uniformly stretch
or draw and spin the yarn, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the bobbin-frame, the mech-
anism for producing the rise and descent of the
frame, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the bobbin-frame, the
mechanism for varying the movement of the bob-
bins while they are filling at the heads, substan-
tially as described.

4. In combination with the bobbin-frame, the
mechanism for gradually effecting the descent of the
bobbin- frame to fill the bobbins evenly, substan-
tially as described.

95,581.

—

Joshua Gray, New York, N. Y.-
Sewing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double-faced wheel on the shaft
C, provided with two cams, H a', in combination
with the looper and take-up bars E and I, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The reciprocating feed-operating bar G, in
combination with the pivoted looper-bar E, pin o,

and cam a', substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

95,582.

—

"William P. Hale, Ionia, Mich.—Ifa-
chinefor Saioing Lath.—October 5, 1869.
Claim.—1. The hollow colors d d d, when con-

structed as and for the purpose substantially de-
scribed.

2. The collars d d d, in combin.ation with saws c c

c, when the said saws are so constructed as to ad-
mit of a free circulation of air betAveeu their iimer
edge and the shaft B, substantially as set fortli.

3. The platform P, when provided Avith springs

p jj, in the manner substantially as described.

95,583.-Ira Hayford and Joseph E. Pai^l,
Boston, Mass.

—

Process of Treating Wood, to Pre-
serve, Season, and Give it a Better Surface.—October,
5, 1869.

CMim.—1. Treating wood by impregnating- and
filling its pores and tissues Avith llie combined va-
pors of parailino or palm-oil and Avater, and then
checking the evapoiation of such materia^i, tiie re-

sult being the depositing of a thin lilm Avithin and
about the pores and tissues of tlie Avood.

2. In combination Avith a material for preserving
Avood by injection into its pores, the use of sciliate

of soda, and of carbonate of tuuuionia, for the pur-
pose before stated.
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95,584.—William Hebdon, ITew Yopk, IsT. Y,—Machine for Steaining and Shrinking Cloth.—Oc-
tober 5, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the steam-pipe i,

plates I, rollers b and c, table n, and receptacle m,
substantially as and for tlie purposes specified.

95,585.—George W. Heckakt, New Lisbon,
Ohio.

—

Machine for Bending Fifth-Wheels.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the circular bed A, bars B B, base C, dial H, cap I,

and screw J, all constructed and connected as de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the collar K, shaft L,
standard M, and lever N, with the screw J and base
C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the split wheel h, revolv-
ing on the pin /, and made adjustable by means of
said pin, and the posts d S E, and the spring g, with
dhe bar B, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

95,586. — "William M. Henderson, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

—

Mechanical Movement.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a spur-wheel, B, with
teeth of a triangular form, in combination with two
frogs C C, which, by a rectilinear motion of the
frogs, or of the wheel in line Avith its axis, will im-
part an intermittent rotary motion to the wheel, or
to the frogs, at a point intermediate from the ends
of the stroke, where it shall be rigidly held from
turning by the combined action of the teeth of the
wheel, the inclined faces of the frogs, and their par-

allel contini^ations, as set forth.

95,587.—Suspended.

95,588.—Simon Ingersoll, Brooklyn, K". T.

—

Spring-Scale.—October .5, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The lever G, in combination with rack-
bar h, pinion 7n, spiral spring s, and lever d, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
2. A scale, consisting of base A, upright B, beam

C, rod /, levers d and G-, rack-bar h, pinion m, and
spring s, dial-plate D and bail E, the whole arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

95,589.—Hans Iverson and Daniel Acker,
New York, N. Y.—Stair-Bod.—Octohev 5, 1869.

Claim.—The transverse-sliding bolt i. in combina-
tion with the stair-rod socket b and attachment c, as
and for the purposes set forth.

95,590. — Melvin Jincks, Wallace, N. Y.—
Wagon-Seat.—October 5, 186S.

Claim.—1. The hooked plates e e, in combination
with springs h h, when said plates and spriugs are
connected by means of metal links s s, and each
part constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose described.

2. The seat A, in combination with metal plates

e e, frames B B', springs h h, metal links s s, and
slotted plates n n, when all are constructed and ar-

ranged as and for the purpose set forth.

95,591.—Hans Knudsen, North Windsor, Wis.—Steam-Engine Slide-Yalve.— October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement of the valve H, hav-
ing the journal I, the plate Hi, and straps Hii, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the valve
C and its seat B, in relation to the induction and
eduction pipes E and E', and the valve H of the cyl-

inder A, substantially as described.

95,593 James S. Kuder and Willoughby
Seiple, Tiffin, 0\no.—Sash-Holder.—Octoher 5, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the toothed wheel D,
and perforated strip C, arm E, spring E, shaft G,
and thumb-piece H, or their equivalents, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,593.—Dennis Lane, Montpelier, Yt.— TFafer-

TVAeeL—October 5, 1869.^!

Claim.—1. The exterior case, forming a gate for

the chutes, with its serrated flanges, all substan-
tially as described.

2. The case and gate for water-wheels herein de-
scribed, having guides a, forming the chutes, case
B, cylinder D, sleeve E, arms H, and rods s and v,

constructed and arranged substantially as specified.

95,594.—Daniel P. Leach, Eranklin, Ind.—
Hen's Nest.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The box A, provided with movable
gratings B B on the sides, and hiuged door or grat-
ing D at the front side, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. The serrated arm, in combination with the
weight J, when used substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the lever H, notched arm
I, movable weight J, and strings h and c, connected,
as described, with the door or grating D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,595.—L. L. Lee, Milwaukee, Wis.—Low-
Water Indicator,—October 5, 1869.
Claim. — 1. Safety-valve D, whistle C, yoke I,.

valve S, indicator-dials B B, and shell A, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

2. Duplicate dials B B, rod P, adjustable joints H,^
so arranged in any part of the building as to show
the height of water, in combination with the water-
indicator, substantially as described.

3. Ground joint E, dial B, yoke I, valve S, lever
K, and shell A, arranged substantially as described.

4. Shell A, dial B, whistle C, safety-valve D,
safety-rod E, weight E, hand G, joints H, rods P,
yoke I, and valve S, all combined substantially as
described.

95,590.—William Mallary, Bucyrus, Ohio.—
i^mce.—October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The post A, when the same is provided
with stirrups or clasps B' B and stump B', and is
secured to the block A' by rods a a, all being con-
structed and arranged substantially as described.

2. The compoimd brace E, when the same is ar-
ranged and applied substantially as described.

3. The double adjustable brace E, when the same
is secured to the block G and applied to the fence,
substantially as described. -ii* >,

4. Introducing, niidway the panel, an intermediate
suppoi''t H, when the same is arranged so as to op-
erate substantially as described.

5. A fence, consisting of panels C C, connected
by coupling-bars D D', post A, braces E E, and in-
termediate support H, when the whole is so com-
bined and arranged, substantially as described.

95,597.—William E. Marsh, Jr., Plainfield,
N. J.— Water- Closet for Railroad- Gars.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—The hinged lid c, and cam i, in combina-
tion with the hopper a, pan e, and cam tail-piece I,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,598.— William J. Miller and James W.
Campbell, New York, N. Y.

—

Moldings of Wood.
—October 5, 1869.

Claiin.—A molding, constructed substantially as
herein specified.

95,599. —Elie Moneuse and Louis Dupar-
QUET, New York, N. Y. — Co/ee-PoL—October 5,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The movable foraminous coffee-holding
piston, formed with the botton n, lidsjp, sides o, and
provided with a handle, in combination with the cof-

fee-holding cylinder h, into which said piston fits, as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The thermometer k, glass tube I, and divisions
applied to and combined with the coffee-holding cyl-

inder b, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

95,600. — Charles Muhl, Bloomington, HI.

—

Washing-Machine.—October 5, 1869.

Claim:—1. A cylinder for washing-machines, con-
structed as herein described, of the heads a a and
troughs e e and i i, the said troughs opening alter-

nately into and outward trom the cylinder, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with a wash-boiler, a revolving
cylinder, when constructed substantially in the man-
ner described, and for the purposes set forth.
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95,601.—Gordon Hall :N'ott, Boston, Mass.—
Boiler-Furnace.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
protective walls e and//, all facing the fire, with
their concave sides before the tube-sheet in the fur-

naces of boilers, for the purpose as fully set forth and
described.

95,602.—W. B. ISTOYES, Manchester, X. H., as-

signor to himself and C. S. Baker, same place.

—

Saw-Teeth.—Octoher 5, 186'9.

Claim.—A saw provided with a steel dovetail point

6, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

95,603.—Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.—
Screw-Feeding Apparatus.—October .5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the springs e e,

sliding bar c, and conductor a, constructed and op-

erated as described, for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination . of the conductor a, shield a',

sliding bar c, with its springs d, and the springs e e,

the whole constructed, arranged, and operating as
described, for the purposes described.

3. The plunger i, moved as described, in combina-
tion with the conductor a, both parts being con-
structed as described, for the purpose described.

4. The combination of all the parts mentioned in

the preceding claims, the whole being constructed
and operating as described, for the purpose de-

scribed.

95,604.— John B. Bead, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

—

Construction of Ordnance.—October 5, 1869; ante-
dated September 27, 1869.

Claim.—In the construction of ordnance, shafts,

axles, cylinders, and the like, of concentric coils or
cylinders, applied to a central tube or core, in the
manner described, providing channels or spaces for

the introduction of the melted metal or alloy between
the several coils or cylinders by previously grooving
or corrugating the surface or surfaces of the plates
to be coiled, or of the cylinders to be applied ; or by
holding the successive coils or cylinders apart from
each other by the interposition between them of
stnds or points, as described, and then filling said
grooves, channels, or spaces, as well as all other in-

terstices, with melted metal or alloy, in the manner
substantially as set forth, whereby the full strength
and tension of the metal composing the enveloping-
coils or cylinders may be secured while the whole
mass is firmly consolidated by bronze or other alloy.

95,605.- Victor Billet, Hoboken, IN". J.

—

Siriip Jor Flavoring Beverages, dtc.—October 5, 1869.
Claim.—The within-described sirup, made of the

ingredients, and compounded substantially as de-
scribed.

95,606.—Henry E. Bogers, South Manchester,
Conn.

—

Calendering-Machine.— October 5, 1869.
Claim,—1. Tiierotaiy arms or cylinder d, secured

upon the shaft d', having the calender-rolls x ar-

ranged thereon in combination with the cylinder
formation b and plate h', substantially as set torlh.

2. The tecd-iollers h h, constructed as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. An elastic or rubber pad, g"^, in combination
with rotary aims or cylinder d, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

95,607.-1. R. BUDE, S. B. Bude, and G. W.
BuLE, Liberty, Ind.—Gram 2>nH.— October .5, 1869.

Claim.—]. The seed-wlieels, so constructed that
the beatings come on shalt h, in the center of seed-
wheels, for the puipose substnntially as described.

2. The countershaft TO, receiving motion from the
driving-wheel H, by means of wheels N K and
chain-l)elt L, substantially as set forth.

3. Tlie Ktandiirdsr, furnished with shovels or hoes,
and brjiced with rods x, when constructed substan-
tially as des(!iibed.

4. The counter-sliaft w., in combination with bang-
ers o o, as and for the purpose specified.

5. The haiigcis o o, airanged for accommodating
the gearing in the manner described.

6. The counter-ahaftm, in combination with wheels

p, j, and w, and lever t, when arranged in the man-
ner set forth.

7. Cases i, the seed-wheels n, pinions j and^, the
chain L, toothed wheels k and N, and driving-wheel
H, the whole combined and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,608. -John Schaffer and Emanuel Sto-
NER, Westminster, Md.

—

Cider-Press.—October 5,
1869.

Claim.—1. The beam e", combined with the hook
e'", link d', follower-beam C, and guide-bar a, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The eye e, links c d, hook e', lever D, guide-bar
a, and follower-beam C, all combined as and for the
purpose exj)lained.

95,609.—Edward M. Shield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Snag Boat—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a snag-boat, of one
or more steam-engines, adapted to operate the hoist
independently of the main propelling-engines of the
boat, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pair of drag-chain booms B, having the
oblique sheaves b, as and for the purpose designed.

3. The provision, in a snag-boat of a series of cross -

cut-saws, U, at suitable intervals along one of the
nearer or adjacent sides of the hulls, and each oper-
ated by an independent engine, as set forth.

4. The provision, in this connection, of the derrick
or shears 5, for the purpose stated.

5. The sheaves 1 2, arranged and located as and for

the purpose stated.

6. The arrangement of rollers H and inclined
planes I, as described.

95.610.— Warren P. Sigsby, Delta, Ohio.—
Compound for Curing Toothache.—October 5, 1869.

Claim. — The paste or pellets herein described,
compounded of the ingredients and in the manner
substantially as herein specified.

95.611. — Anthony Smith, Shellsbtirgb, Pa.—
Hay-Elevator.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement within the mow, of the
blocks C E, hoisting-rope D, guide-rope G, shifting-

rope H, and staples a a, all substantially as shown
and described.

95,612.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—Refrigerator, Sideboard, and Room- Cooler.—Octo-
ber 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable shutter A^ or its equiva-
lent, and pipe A^, in combination with the circulat-

ing-spaces A' and openings H', as set forth.

2. The combination of the ice-chest B, liquid-cham-
bers D, and sideboard-shelf D^, as set forth.

3. Befrigerating-compartmeuts, with circulating-
spaces between them, cooled by means of air or
water surrounding them, and having air from the
ice-box excluded from within them, substantiaUy as
described.

4. Separate air-tight compartments, surrounded by
cooled air on all sides but the front, substantially as
described.

.5. The ice-box, water-tank, liquid-cells, refriger-

ating - chambers and drawers, circulating-spaces,
ventilatiug-pipes and tubes, registers, and dampers,
or their equivalents, in combination, substaiitially

as described, and for the purpose set forth.

6. Ventilating-tubes and flues, shutters A^, ven-
tilating-pipes A-*, and ice-box B, all arranged as de-

scribed.

95,613.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.
—A ir-Pump.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—The delivery-valve E, eduction-valve C,
nozzle A', stuffing-box, and piston-rod B' in combina-
tion with the cylinder A and piston B, substantially

as described.

95,614.—Boheut Si'EAR, Now Haven, Conn.—
Apparatus for Transmitting Power bg J\l('ans of a,

Fluid I'assed through a Pipe or Tube.—October 5,

1869.

Claim.—I. The within-described improveinont in

transmitting power by niouus of a lluid passed
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tbrougii a tube or tubes, with, dimiuislied counection, ,
whole beiug so arranged as to operate substantially

substantially as described.
j

as described.
2. The pipe or pipes through which a fluid is trans-

|

95,623.—Henry E. Eobbins, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and J. J. Morax.—Boiler for
Cooking-Stoves.— October 5, 1869; antedated Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—In connection with an oblong boiler, A,
consti'ucted and adapted to occupy the rear end of
the stove, as described, the pipes *C D, the cock F,
the water-back B, and the glass pipe E, when said
parts are each constructed and employed in the man-
ner set forth, the whole forming a single boiling-ap-
pai'atus for cooking-stoves, substantially as described.

95,624.—"William Thorpe, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Mode of Applying Inks of Different Characters, so
as to Print Safety., Revenue., and other Stamps.^Oo-
tober 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. In the printing of stamps for internal-

revenue, postal, and other purposes, the combination
of the two iuks described, or of any other two inks,
of whatever ingredients and j)roportions thereof
composed, provided that one of the inks shall have
sntlieient affinity for the acids, whUe the other shall

have a like affinity for the alkalies, and the two shall
produce substantially the results described, substan-
tially in the manner described.

2. The using of any two inks of decidedly differ-

ent colors and of materially different chemical
affinities, one for the acids and the other for the
alkalies, so that while one of them will be destroyed
by the action of the acids, the other wiU be de-
stroyed by the action of the alkalies, and the im-
printing the ground color upon the stamp with one
ink, and by another operation imprinting the letters,

vignette, or other devices with the other ink over
and upon the first impression, so as to commingle
the tints and colors of the two upon the face of the
stamp, for the j)urpose of preventing the removal of
the ink used in canceling, without also destroying
at least one of the inks used in printing the stamp,
and as a means of increasing the difficulties ot
counterfeiting the same, when used and done sub-
stantially in the manner described.

3. In combination with the described mode of ink-
ing or coloring the paper of the stamp, paper sized

[

with any material which is delicately sensitive to the
action of chemical solvents, so that an attempt to

!
remove the ink used in canceling, by the use of
either an acid or an alkali, will result in the de-

: struction of the sizing, as well as one of the inks of
the engraving, substantially as set forth.

1 4. The described stamp for internal-revenue,
postal, and other purposes, made substantially as

' described and set forth, as a new article of manu-
; facture.

95,625.—K. McEae, Xe\r York, X. Y.Soop-
Skirt.—Octohev 5, 1869.

j

Claim.—The combination of a skii't-tape, A B,
:
formed with jiockets, with the hoop C and clasp D
d, as described, when the latter is inserted within
the said pocket or pockets, between the hoop and the
front, side of the tape, thus concealing its body,
while" its prongs grasp the hoop at each end of the
said pocket, substantially as before described.

i
95,626. — Thomas Axtisell, TVashington, D.

, C. — Ink for Printing Eevenue. Postage, and other
! Stamps, so as to Secure Greater Safety and Prevent
• Frauds.—October 5, 1869.

I

Claim.—1. An ink, composed as described, having
' for its basis a salt of copper, or other metal acting
i
similarly, as set forth.

j
2. An ink, having for its basis a sensitive vegeta-

ble color, acting in the manner and for the pui'pbses

: set forth.

j

3. The combination of a vegetable-color ink, as
described, with the metallic ink, set forth, on the

' same print by successive application.

iV 95,627. — Alexantder Allax, Xew York, K".

95,622 J?". S. Whipple, Detroit, Mich. — Y.—Boring-Tool.—OetoheT 12, 1869.
Spring for Beds, Berths, Car-Seats, (£c. — October; Claim.—1. The triangular tool H, with the pyram-
5, 1869. '••

idal point working in the guide Gr, with the neces-
Claim.—The combination of the springs B B, the

j

sary eccentricity to reach the angles of the guide, as
continuous wire C, or independent wires D D, the

^
described.

mitted from an engine or power-source to the ma-
chinery designed to be operated upon, or to the de-

sired terminus with any form of engine, when said
pipe or pipes are united with diminished connec-
tions, or provided with contractions, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth,

95,615.—Joseph Steixhauser, Lancaster, Pa.—Sleeves for Overcoats, t£-c.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—A coat having one or both sleeves pro-
vided with a pocket, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, and for the.piu'pose specified.

95,616.—Sidney M. Stevens, Elwood, 111.

—

Grain-Brier.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tubes S and S" and T, in combination
with fans/ and/", arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Heater A, constructed as described, in combina-
tion with tubes S S" and T, fans / and/", the whole
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

95,617.—Charles M. Strauss, Memphis, Tenn.—Process of Forming Letters, Characters, and Or-
naments on Glass.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described process of form-
ing letters, characters, or ornaments on glass.

2. The use of movable type, characters, figures, or
designs of any kind, in combination with paraffiue or

any equivalent material, for the production on glass

of "letters, characters, or ornaments, in the manner
substantially as herein described.

95.618. — James A. Strong, Xorth TVolcott,
Yt.—Bish-Wa.^fter.—Ocloher 5, 1869.

Claim.—The duplex, concentric, soft packing I J,

arranged, as represented, relatively to the shaft C
audits connections, and to the fixed ring E, on the
vessel M, as and for the pui'iDOses herein described.

95.619.— William H. Trimmer, Sound Hill,

Pa.

—

Grain-Drill.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hinged frame A', provided with
pins V V, wheels k k, and coverers w to, in combina-
tion with the main frame A, all arranged to operate
substantially as described.

2. A seeder and cultivator constructed with seed-

boxes d d, g g, slides C C, adjustable frame A', wheels
k, casters L L, shoA^els n, forked hoes vj, the whole
combined and operated substantially as set forth.

95,620.—Lucius J. Tansands, Chicago, 111.—
Hotel-Annunciator.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cams X, so constructed that they
begin to act upon the pins O as soon as the wires
begin to draw, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The rods E, having one end bent at right an-
gles, and having the slotted plates P secured to them,
in combination with the pins O and lever Y, when
used substantially as specified.

3. The levers B, V, and L, bell ~K, hammer C, rods
E, slotted plates P, cams X , arm X, pins O, handle
AT", springs Gr and H, and D, when arranged and
combined to form a hotel-annunciator, substantially
as described.

95,621. — Augustus AYeyerman-n, Saint Gall,
Switzerland.

—

Pipe- Connection.—October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe a, provided with segmental
lips, or flanges, in combination with the removable
collar b and bolts d.

2. The pipe a, provided with segmental lips, or
flanges, in combination with the collar b, connect-
ing-piece e', and bolts d.

3. The pipe a, provided with segmental lips, in
combination with, the collar b, connecting-piece c,

intermediate piece g, and bolts d
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2. The combination and arrangement of the clamp-
ing-box B, hollow standard E, tool-stock I, and tool

H, in the manner and for the purpose described.

3. A tool, constructed as described, for boring rect-

angular and other angular holes, by having an eccen-
tric movement or "play" communicated to it by the
operator, in the manner set forth.

95,628. — Henry Andes, Wilkesbarre, Pa.—
Pneumatic Apparatus for Drawing Ale.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the air-compressing
vessel number one with its inlet and outlet cocks, I
and A, the perpendicular tube or cylinder with the
cock S, and enlargement number three, the cock N,
and the cocks E and O, and connecting-pipes, all

substantially as shown and described.

95,829>— Solomon Andrews, Perth Amboy,
N. J.— Velocipede.—OGtotier 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two wheels A A, of equal diameters,
arranged in a right line, the one forward of the
other, and connected together by a connecting-rod,
B, on each side, attached to crank-pins C, on the
spokes of the wheels, to which connecting-rod the
power is to be apj)lied for driving the machine.

2. The combination, with the connecting-rods B
B, of the cranks E and the standard G-, substan-
tially as hereiiibefore set forth.

3. The combination of two driving-wheels, of
equal diameter, fore and aft of each other, with two
wheels, one on each side, in a cruciform plan, which
will make it a four-wheel machine, and whicli side
wheels, being depressed, will make it run on three
wheels, so as to turn it around, and when they are
elevated, making it ran on two wheels, like a bicycle.

95,630 V. M. Baker, Preston, Minn.— TFa^er-

Wheel—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The compound buckets F G, formed by
the combination of the long double-curved buckets
F and the short buckets G- with each other and with
the body of the wheel, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The gates J, formed with curved inner ends
and Avith the projecting arms K, connected with the
hoisting-ring L, by means of the rods M, whether
the connecting-bars 1^ be used or not, substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The straight chute-i^lates H, in combination
with the gates J and case E, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The rim a^ of the wheel A, wlien constructed
!

as herein shown and described, that is to say, with
|

an incline or flare from the upper curve of the long
]

buckets F, to the top of the wheel, substantially as
|

herein sho^^'n and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

i

95,631. — William C. Banks, Como Depot,
Miss.

—

Hay and Cotton Press.—October 12, 1869.

Claim—The arrangement of the four levers L L
L L, two at each end of the beam G, pivoted, at
their upper end, to tlie frame of the press, and con-
nected, by chains g g, or equivalent device, to the
ends of said beam, substantially as and for tlie pur-
poses specified,

95,632.— .Tames H. Barker, TTashington, D.
|

C.—/iVf;L—October 12, 1869. I

Claim,.—The combination, witli the arms B, of the
|

slides I), the folding claws C, and the siu-iugs E, all !

arranged and operating substantially in tlie manner
j

and for tlie purpose set fortii.

95,633. — Arai) Barroavs, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bath-Tuh.—Oiiiolwv 12, 1869.

Claim.—An intcnlorly-eiuvmeled cast-iron vessel,
having the curved surfaces adapted to receive and
retain the enamel, and the vertical -projection or
tongue g to fit tlie grooved case, for tlie purposes and
substantially as herein specified.

95,634.— Dantel P. Bautlett and Alfkei>
Adamb, Chagrin Falls, Ohio. — Ji'oojiruj-FabrU: —
October 12, 18()9.

Claim. — 1. The combination of shcUiu'-eouted

paper, or felt, with an oleaginous paint and cement,
or either of them, substantially as set forth.

2. The application of shellac to paper, elotb, or
felt, singly therewith, preparatory to' the applica-
tion of a coating of oleaginous paint, or in combi-
nation with said paint, substantially as described
and for the purpose specified.

95,635.—Carl August Baumgart, Allegheny
City, Pa.

—

Lubricator.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of a strainer, C, located

between the cap and body of the cup, to arrest the
impurities of the oil as it flows into the vessel, with
a cup, A, to serve as a reservoir, to retain the oil

while it is being fed to the object intended, and the
tubes df, to graduate the discharge of the said oil

with greater or less rapidity, all being arranged,
with respect to each other, as shown and described.

95,636.— PoBERT Batting, Albany, 1^. Y.—
Base-Burning Stove.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the convex cap R
with the upper end of the pipe F, to distribute the
coal as it passes from the reservoir K, substantially
as herein shown and described.

95,637.— William Baxter, oSTewark, X. J.,

assignor to William D. Russell, same place.

—

Steam-Engine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with each of two or
more steam-cylinders, which operate at different

pressure, and exhaust one into the other, as specified,

of a boiler which shall generate steam at a pressure
corresponding with that at which its cylinders are to
work, substantially as herein described.

2. The combination, with a series of two or more
engines, working at different pressures, and united
so that each cylinder shall exhaust into the cylinder
having the next lower pressure, of a series of two
or more boilers, arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed, whereby the fire, and other products of
combustion, shall pass from one boiler to the other,
and produce in said boilers pressures corresponding
with those in their respective cylinders, substantially
as set forth.

3. In a series of two or more engines, combined
with two or more boilers, operating at different

pressures, as described, driving the piston of the sec-

ond or subsequent cylinder by means of steam gen-
erated in that boiler having a corresponding pressure
with said cylinder, in conjunction Avith the exhaust
steam from the cylinder immediately preceding, the
one supply of steam being auxiliary to and comple-
mentary of the other, as set forth.

4. Feeding the water to a series of two or more
boilers, generating steam at different pi'essures, and
united, as described, by causing the water to first en-
ter the lowest-pressure boiler, and feeding it thence
to the higher-pressm*e boilers, substantially as herein
specified.

5. The herein-described arrangement of the higli

and low pressure engines, and their corresponding-
boilers or steam-generators, the same being con-
structed and connected together, substantially as
shown and set forth.

95,638 EdgarM. Birdsall. Pcnn Yan, N. T.
—Harvester- Cutter.—Octohev 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the cutters of a reaping or
mowing machine to the cutter-bar, substantially iu

the manner shown and described ; that is to say, by
means of the plate B, orifice 1)', rivet F, and hooks
C, or either of their equivalents, substantially as
herein described.

2. The button, having a depression upon the under
side of its head, engaging with a corresponding pro-

jection upon the top" of the cutter, to prevent the
turning of the button when the niaehine is iu use,

substantially as herein shown and described.

95,639.—Byron Bisbee. North Wnterford, Me.
—Orindstone- Frame.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The described arrangeinont of the sto««
B, gear a, gear d, f.liaft c, fiietion-roUers / </, and
water-receptacle //, A\ith its vahe and spout, as and
for the purposes herein described.

95,640.—John StrickehBkauvord, Xow York,
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X. Y.—Ore- Concentrator and Amalgamator.—Oc-
tober 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and form of concen-
trator and amalgamator, in the combination of all

their parts, and in the combination of the two as one
machine, either being convertible into the other, as
before described in this specification.

2. The wheel-arms, in their alternating sections,

constructed alike for both concentration and amal-
gamation purposes.

3. The concentrating-chamber.
4. The waste, as arranged at h and g.
5. The water-discharge, as at w.
6. The valve-discharge, as at x, in the amalga-

mator, all constructed substantially as herejn de-
scribed, and for the pm'pose set forth, but not con-
fining myself to absolute dimensions or materials, or
relative positions of the points of feed or discharge

95,641.—James B. Brewster, Elushing, 1^. Y-—Draught-Bar for Vehicles.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The whiflletrees, evener-bars, and other
draught- bars of vehicles, made of wood, with metal
plates inserted in the wood, between the layers or
cheeks of the same, substantially as lierein shown
and described.

95,642.—James B. Brewster, Flushing, IST. Y,—Supporting-Bars for Vehicles.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The aslebeds and other supporting-bars
of wheeled vehicles or sleighs, provided with metal
plates 6, which are interposed vertically between
two layers or cheets of wood, substantially as herein
shown and described.

95,643.—James Bridger, IsTewark, N. Y.—Bail-
way Rail Chair.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A symmetrical railroad-chair, constructed
substantially as herein set forth ; that is to say, of
two plates, a a^h b^, each having a flat base and one
lateral flange, formed as described and shown, and
the lower plate provided with a recess or socket, e,

. to receive the edge 'in of the upper plate, when em-
ployed in couneciion with spikes driven through
holes c c, arranged as described, the whole constitut-
ing a chair to receive and securely hold the rail, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

95,644.—Warren Brown, Sandusky, Ohio.

—

Heat-Eadiator.—OetoheT 12, 1869.
Claim.—1. The star b b b h b, Pig. 1, as described,

j

2. The star g g g g, 'Fig. 2, and g, Fig. 4, as de-
j

scribed.
!

3. The bottom c c, and the surrounding side aa a \

a, the pipe d d d, the plate E, and the cover I, in !

combination with the star bb b bh, and with each
|and every other member of this combination, as de-

scribed.
4. The bottom//, and the surrounding side////,

|

and the pipe h, and the cover K, in combination
with the star g g g g, Fig. 2, and g, Fig. 4, and with '

each and every member of this combination, as de-

1

scribed.
5. The combination of the combination with the

star-fe b bb, with the combination with the star g g
g g, Fig. 2, and g. Fig. 4, as described.

6. The pipes j j j, Fig. 2, and j j, Fig. 4, in this
combination, substantially as described, and for the
purposes herein set forth.

95,645.—J. Brunner, jS^ew York, N. Y.— Cast-
ing Hollow Articles.—OetoliGr 12. 1869.

Claiin.—Making hollow castings by inserting in
molten metal a chill-mold, A, haviug an air-passage
or passages, c, in its upper side, and passage or pas-
sages B in its lower side, and then withdrawing the
same when the shell is formed, to allow the central
or nnchilled portion of metal to escape, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

95,646.—William Bunton, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignor to himself and George W. JorE, same
place.

—

Blank for Ax-Polls.—October 12, 1869.
Claim,.—As a new article of manufacture, a bar of

,

iron, rolled to the shape of a continuous undivided
series of blanks for " ax-heads," the fiber of the
metal running lengthwise of the bar and ax-poll, as

'

herein described.

95,647.—Hiram M. Buruick, nioii, j^. Y.—
Hay-Tedder.—Ootoher 12, 1869 ; antedated May 19,
1869.

Claim.—In combination with the rocking fork-
rod D, the continuous double-flanged cam r, roller s,

bar J, and crank t, constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

95,648.—Victor H. Buschman, Baltimore, Md.— Velocipede.—October 12, 1869 ; antedated Septem-
ber 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the seat-frame E,
suspended beneath a cranked axle, C, of transport-
ing-wheels A A, and sustained at a point in rear of
seat S, upon supporting-wheel F, substantially as
described.

2. The tubular hand-slides h h on cranks C C of
axle C, in combination with pawls ax^plied to these
cranks, and ratchets applied to the wheels A A, and
a rider's seat, suspended beneath said axle, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

3. The treadle or vibrating foot-board G-, and con-
necting-rod J, in combination with the cranked axle
C of two transporting-wheels, and a support for the
rider, beneath this axle, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

4. The flanged collars n n, applied to the hubs of
wheels A A, and adapted to ssu've as ratchets for
pawls bb on cranks C C, and also as a means for
suspending the front part of seat-frame E beneath
the axle C, substantially as described.

95,649. — C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Stove-Pipe Thiinble.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A ring, head, or cylinder for stove-pipe
holes, composed of an upper and an under cast-ii'on

rim, with openings through them, as and for the
purpose described, the upper rim flat and flanged,
the under one conical or flaring, and the two held
together and sustained by the outer band C and the
inner band D, as described and represented, and for

the purposes and objects set forth.

95,650.—C. A. Buttles and Dennis Murphy,
Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Machine for Bending Sheet-Metai
for Cornices, die.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for bending sheet-metal
cornice, the combination of the bed, clamp, and
hinged wings or sides D E, arranged and operating
in the manner herein described and represented.

2. In combination with the bed, clamp, and
hinged wings or side-pieces, the removable and re-

placeable pattern-pieces g h, or their substitutes, for

forming the smaller members of cornice, substan-

tially as herein described.

95,651.—H. B. Cage, Madison Station, Miss.—
Cotton- Chopper and Scraper.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A ttaching the chopper K, and its shaft

J, to an ordinary plow-beam, by means of the bent
arms M M' and screw-nuts o o, the several parts be-

ing combined and arranged substftntially as and for

the purposes specified.

2. Attaching the scraper ][:f to the standard C by
a shank or landside, N', and a bolt, ri, arranged sa
set forth, so that by means of a vertical rod, P, and
screw-nut, p, operating iu connection with said

parts, as described, the inclination of the scraper
can be adjusted at pleasure.

3. The device as a whole, consisting of the beam
A, plate G, wheel H, rim I, shaft J, chopper K, arms
M M', scraper IST, post C, rod P, brace D, handles B
B, and round E, all constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

95,653 A. H. Clark, Otisville, Mich.— C«r-

CoupUng.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—I. In combination with the draw-head of

a railroad- coupling, the block B. operating on in-

clines in the chamber E, substantially as shown and
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the block B and chamber
E, in combination with a railroad-coupling, substan-

tially as shown and described.

95,653.—William H. T. Clark, San Francisco,

Cal.

—

Steam-Engine.—Oetohev 12, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The elongated piston I, and the sta-

tionary packing-rings L, substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.
2. The interior linings or cylinders H, madelarger

than the piston, and the false heads F F, substan-
tially as herein described.

3. Forming the packing of one or more series of
rings, placed loosely withia a case which is station-

ary in the cylinder, substantially as herein described.
4. Constructing the piston so that steam can be

admitted at any point in the cylinder within its

stroke, and allowed to circulate around the piston,

substantially as herein described.
.'5. The valve C, having the double walls O 0, sub-

stantially as herein described.

95>654.—S. Clough, Monmouth, Me. — Soo/-
Bmcket.—OctohQY 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Tlie compound vertical upright C,
formed by a combination of bar D, slotted adjustable
bar E, and clamping-screw and nut E, as set forth.

2. The combination, with a rigid metallic strap,
H, of a hinged base-plate, G, centrally perforated
claw I, and binding- screw J, all operating as de-
.scribod, to fasten a wooden bar, horizontally or ver-
tically, to a shingle roof.

3. In combination with a roof-bracket, the adjust-
able hinge-connection, as seen at X, substantially as
'described.

4. A right-angled roof-bracket, consisting of the
rigid horizontal bar B. slotted near one end, and pro-
vided at the other with a fastening-device, and an
upright, C, perpendicular thereto, and adjustable in
altitude, all as specified.

05,65'5.

—

George L. Coburn, Hartford, Conn.—
' Calendar.—Octohiiv 12, 1669.

Claim.—The removable calendar-card C, in com-
bination with the permanent back B, and clips I mn
•0, when the several parts are arranged and con-
structed, with reference to each other, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

95,656.—J". K. Collins, Hartford, Yt.—Ray-
Tedder.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the crank-shaft,
arms, fork-handles, pivoted rings, swiveled brackets,
and tiltiug-frame, all operating together in the man-
ner described.

2. The combination of the bent lever J, connect-
ing-bar K, and curved rack or catch-bar L, with the
frame F, and tilting-frame H, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the lever E' and bent lever
A' with the spur-^^vlieel Y and frame F, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

Sf!5,657.—IsTatjian Cope, 'Kew Waterford, Ohio.—Fruit-Ifouse.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—A fruit house, constructed, as hereiube-

lore described, with bius, the walls of wliich are
formed of movable slats, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as set forth.

• 95,658.—James Cow^dkn, La Prairie Centre,
and Daniel Ekovvn, Ala-on, HI—Uxcavator.—Oc-
tober 12, 1869.

Claim.— I. Broadly, the guides D, constructed as
described, to give direction to the earth wlien pass-
ing through elevators B, as herein specified.

2. Tiie combination of elevators B, rim V, and
scrapcsr C, witli guide 1), substantially as set forth.

3. Making the guide D adjustable, s'ubstantially as
hereiji set forth.

95,«59.-E. M. CuANUAL, Alton, HI. — //em^;-
Jire'i/c—October 12, 18ii9.

Claim. — 1. Tlvo opei-ating of Iicmp-breaks, by
means of a pitman or its eciuiVnlent device, vviieroin
the motion is made a yieltling one, by means of the
spring c, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination ol' tlus donl)lc-acting break a',

its rock-shalt 11 arm B', and springs c', substan-
tially as and for tlic i)urposes set forth.

95,600.—.Tamks M. Crookett, Newborn, Va.—
jPire-2-*/a(;c.—October 12, 1869.

Claim:—The arrangement of the side-plates B B,
the air-chamber E, cold-air pipe G, box H, with its

upper and lower dampers J and K, when constructed
and arranged as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95,661.—Edward Davidson, Boston, Mass.—
Water-Tuyere.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the tujere A, pipe-section E, section G, tank and
tightening-nut K, substantially as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the tuyere
A, pipe-section E, cap M, and nut K, when the said
cap is arranged for the attachment of water-pipes P,
substantially as specified.

95,662.—Job A. Davis, Watertown, N. Y.—
Steam Cheese Fai.-October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process, herein described, of ap-
plying the controlling steam for heating the milk-
pans of cheese-vats, the same consisting in passing
it through a textile, fibrous, or equivalent material,
placed between the steam-chamber and the bottom,
of the pan.

2. In combination with a cheese-vat, a finely-per-

forated metal tube or diaphragm beneath the milk-
pan, and covered with a textile or equivalent ma-
terial, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. In combination with the steam-chamber of a
cheese-making apparatus, an open-mouthed bent
tube, substantially as and for the purposes described.

95,663.— Otis Dean, Eichmond, Ya..—Vise.—
October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1 . Forming a hole for the handle in the
butt-ends of the screw, and extending said ends be-
yond the jaws, so as to apply the lever to either end,
substantially as described.

2. The combination, with the vise-jaws, of the sock-
eted bracket C, grooved shank A, and set-screw E,
as and for the purpose set forth.

95,664.—John De Frain, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and William Callahan, same
place.

—

Cooking-Stove.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertical sliding door G, combined
and arranged with the front plate F, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein described.

2. The construction of the fines 1 1 and I', with
vertical side-plates//, in connection with the hori-
zontal plates e, for gaining additional heating-sm--
face, as above specified.

3. The curved plates h h on the bottom A, arranged
and operating, in relation to the flues I I and I', as
above described.

95,665.—Thomas S. Dickerson, Chicago, HI.,
assignor for one-half his right to Hodney M. Whip-
I'LE, same cilace.

—

Manufacture and Application of
Gas from Petroleum, d-c.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. The generator, composed of steam-
space E E, tubes A, A, oil-space b b, steam-pipe D,
wiien used for the manufacture of gas from petro-
leum and any other oleaginous substance, substan-
tially as shown, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The receiver K, with piston and rod to com-
press the gas, substantially as shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The gas-holder, when combined with the use of
elastic sponges, substantially as shown, and for the
purpose set forth.

4. In the apparatus herein described, the introduc-
tion of superheated steam directly into the oil, for

tlie purpose of Ibrcing out the gas as fast as gener-
ated, and to prevent the carbonizing in the pipes,

substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

5. The use ami application of pewoleum, or other
oleaginous substance, lor generating steam, and for

heating and illuminating purposes, by tho combinu-
tion and process herein described, sul)stantially os

shown, and for the purpose set forth.

95,666.—Martial Dimock, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to Samuel S. Baunauv and David Millauu.—Apparatus for Exhibiting Fhotographs.—October
12, 18(J9.

Claim.—The connection of tho cylinders h and c,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
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hereinaboTe set forth, and tlie tension-spring in tlie

cylinder, -vrlien used in combination therewith.

95,667.—Edward Dithridge, Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Lamp-Chimney.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described lamp-chimney, its

lower end or base being turned over and welted, sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,668.

—

"William James Dodge, Syracuse, 1^.

Y.

—

Evaporating Salt Water, c£-c.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The use of currents of air forced into and
discharged through the liquid to be evaporated, in
connection with or as auxiliary to the ordinary boil-

ing or solar-evaporation methods, substantially as

described.

95,669. — John "W. Doud, Ward's Corners,
Iowa.

—

Combined Seed-Sotver and Cultivator.—Oc-
tober 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the vibrating
stirrer-arm K with the hopper A', the latter being
constructed and adjusted, in a]l its parts, as shown
and described.

2. The combination of the above parts, constitut-

ing the seeder, with the axle B and inclined bars J,

as and for the purpose specified.

95,670.—Henry Douglas and James Douglas,
Glasgow, Scotland.

—

MachineforMaking Cop-Tiibes.

—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the mandrel H,
adjustable arm I, and braciet K, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. The combination of a mandrel, H, and support-

ing-roU G-, with a pair of folding-rolls, L M, con-

structed as described, and arranged respectively,

with reference to the narrow and wide flaps of the

tube-blanh, and to operate upon each, to fold one end
of the material under the other, in the manner de-

scribed.
3. The combination, with the preliminary and fin-

ishing folders L, M, IST, O, and mandrel H, ail oper-

ating together as described, of a brushing-roller, P,
acting upon the tube at an angle to its line of move-
ment, and causing the contiguous pasted faces of the

flap edges to coincide and adhere at every point, as

set forth.

95,671.—John S. Dunham and James Green,
Saint Louis, Mo.— Oven.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The arrangement of the passages C
and D', extending under the full width of the oven-

floors, with flues G or D', and the passage H, ex-

tending over the full width of the oven-crown, for

distributing and equalizing the heat above the oven,

substantially as set forth.

2. The side flues ]N", with dampers n, to carry
heated air into the baking-chamber, in combination
with the flues M' and dampers m', to carry oif the
heated air, -when necessarv, substantially as set

forth.

3. The air-ducts O, controlled by proper slides,

combined with the passage C, flues D, and passage
E', ard side flues N, to carry air into the baking-
chamber, substantially as set forth.

95.672.— W. C. Edenfield, Savannah, Mo.—
Stone-Brill.—October 12, 1869 ; antedated September
27, 1869.

Claim.—The eyes G G, constructed as described,
with the screw-shanks d, and the internal friction-

rollers e, and adapted for adjustment laterally in the
horizontal grooved bars c, as herein described, for

the purpose specified.

95.673. — EussELL Eisk, New York, N. T.—
Compound for Pavements, Roadtvays, cfic— October
12,1869.

Claim.—1. The improved compound, consisting of
the ingredients above stated, mixed in the propor-
tions as described, either in whole, or with the ex-

ceptions stated as to the oils, tar, and pitch, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination of the herein-described im-
proved compound with sand, gravel, broken stone,
cinders, and other like matters, in the construction

of solid pavement, artificial stone, tile, and brick,
substantially as specified.

95,674.—E. E,. Eoster, Brandon, Wifi.—Grain-
Separator.—October 12, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The method herein described of sep-
arating wheat from oats, or other substances of
lighter specific gravity.

2. The coffin-shaped perforated trough, constructed
as described, for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the spout, the deflectors,
and the trough, all constructed as set forth, for the
pm-pose specified.

4. Constructing the screen with a diminishing
number of holes toward tlie lower end, as and for
the purpose set forth.

95,675.—E. "W. Gale, Monroeton, Pa., assignor
to himself and J. G. Gale, same place.

—

Horse Cant-
^oofc.— October 12, 1869.

Claim..—The herein-described horse-power cant-
hook, consisting of an upright. A, with hooks D D'
at different elevations, the chain E with hook E, the
hook B, and fulcrum-block .C, when the latter has a
straight base, and the chain E is made adjustable in
its attachment to the upright, all as herein set forth,
and for the purpose specified.

95,676.—Erancis M. Gardner, Brown Town-
ship, Ohio.—OZod-i^en(7er.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of constructing and manner of
attaching a guard or clod-fender to a plow or culti-

vator, as shown and described.

95,677.—S. B. Gardner, Ereaport, El., assignor
to himself and Abraham H. Leedy.—Itailway- Gar-
Brake Shoe.—Octohax 12, 1869.

Claim..—1. In combination with the friction-plate
C and block A, the plate D P, for preventing the
block from taking fire, as set forth.

2. In combination with the friction-plate C and
plate D P, the thimbles L, put around the bolts J J,
as and for the purpose set forth.

95,678.- John L. Griffin, Eidding, Conn.—
Goal-Ash Sifter.—October 12, 1869.
Claim. — The arrangement of the self-feeding

bottom L, in combination with the endless screw G,
pulley and gear H I, chain N, rod and catch M O,
and spring P, in the manner substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

95,679. — Hiram L. Guldin, Eobeson Town-
ship, Pa.—>S'oap.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—The manufacture of a new and improved
soap, of the ingredients, in the proportions, and for

i

the purposes set forth.

j

j

95,680.- Charles P. Hall, Calhoun, Ky.—
I

Hay-Loader.—October 12, 1869.

j
Claim. — 1. The arrangement of the ratchet-

wheels I, and pawls, with the wheels P, the cords
M, swinging arms 'N, pulleys Y X, loop V, and rake,
all substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the detachable rack H,
of the looped cords TJ, block V, shaft W, blocks "X
Y, and trip-lever Z, when all arranged substantially
as specified.

95,681.

—

Jacob J. Harpel, Lebanon, Pa.

—

Cifrn-Planter.-October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cut-off B with
the wheel A, so arranged as to stop the discharge of
seed when the slide or cut-off is at rest, and during
its stroke to let the seed pass through the slot B', by
the operation of the seed-wheel A, substantially as
set forth.

2. The wheels R and short axle fastened to the
front of the boot, substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the
pulleys O, chains L andlST, lever M, boot T, and gum
spring E, all constructed and operated substantially
as set forth.

95,682.— Braddock E. Hathaway, Mormon
Island, Cal.—itey-(?tfar(Z.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—The "key-keeper," composed of the plate
A and hooks h b, to place over the bend or rim of
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the key, the cam D for fastening it, and the spring
and hook for securing it to the door.

95,6S3.— E. W. Haven, Brandon, Yt.— Hand
Corn-Flanter.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gauge a and screw r, in combina-
tion with the slide-valve A, sxibstantially as shown.

2. The arrangement and combination of the lever
C, slide-valves A and E, springs D and E, gauge a,

tube H, hopper Ji, and levers G- L, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

95,684.— Henky Hayward, IsTew York, IST.

T.—;S'Hr«.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a skirt

composed of a fabi'ic whose warp and weft, one or
both, are partially composed of spun horse-hair yarn,
substantially as described.

95,683.—Joseph C. Henderson, Troy, N". Y.—
Base-Burning Stove.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The supply-cylinder or magazine C,

constructed with double walls, inclosing the air-

chamber a a, with the apertures b b, the perforated
annular tube or air-chamber F, and the air-flues E
and Gr, all arranged and combined substantially as
hereinbefore specified

.

2, The oven D, in combination with the cylinder
C, air-chamber a a, and air-flue or passage E, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore de-

scribed and specified.

3. The said oven D, cylinder C, air chamber a a,

cover H. apertures g g, and damper I, all arranged
and combined substantially as hereinbefore specified
and set forth.

95.686. — Samuel A. Hill and Charles F.
Thumm, Oil City, assignors to themselves and
Oliver P. Scaife, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Apparatus for
Heating Puddling-Furnaces.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An apparatus for burning gaseous fuel

or matter, said apparatus consisting of chambers A
and B, pipes C and D, and air-inlets e and/, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, a gas or ex-
halating furnace or apparatus, for supplying the
chambers A and B with gaseous fuel or matter for
burning, as herein described.

3. Drawing the gaseous fuel or matter from a
furnace or other apparatus, and then forcing it into
chambers A and B, through tho medium of com-
pressed air, as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.

95.687. — Samuel A. Hill and Charles F.
Thumm, Oil City, assignors to themselves and
Oliver P. Scaife, Pittsburgh, ^a,.—Devicefor Gen-
erating Steam in Steam- Generators.— October 12,

1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the hereinbefore-described devices, for commingling
in chambers A and B heated hydrocarbon, heated
air and superheated steam, so as to form a gaseous
or vaporous admixtme for burning, substantially as
herein described.

2. The combination of the pipes e,f, g, and h, and
chambers A and B, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described.

95,688.- Samuel A. Hill and Charles F.
Thumm, Oil City, assignors to themselves and
Oliver P. Scaife, Pittsburgh, Tii. — Appara,tusfor
Generating Steam in Boilers.—October 12, 18()9.

Claim. — The apparatus herein desciibod for
generating steam by consuming hydrocarbon and
other matter susceptible of evolution or vapori/.ation,
by commingling it, in chambers A and B, with an
active current of steam or air. or active cunents of
stea-ra and air combined, substantially as herein
described.

95,689. — James Howahd, West Manchester,
Pa.

—

Machinefor Tarring Paperfor Boojing.—Octo-
ber 12, 1869.

Claim.. — The arrangement of the reservoir A,
windlasses P>and C, ad,ju^ table rollers 1), scrapers *'

and h, and rollers e and/, constructed, arranged.

and operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

95,690.—'Lymon Howe, "Worcester, assignor to
himself, Jonathan Luther, same place, and Moses
W. Wheeler, Millbury, Mass. — Road-Scraper. —
October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A road-scraper consisting of the shaft
attached to the scraper-board at E, the arc A,
pivoted also to the board, and having holes to allow
the shaft or thills to be turned aside, the ratchet-bar
B and round C, turning in the handles, all con-
structed and arranged to operate as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with such a scraper, the ears
D D, as and for the purpose set forth.

95,691.—William M. Howland and George
L. Ho.wLAND, Topsham, Me.— Hoisting-Ap>para-
tus.—Octohev 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the leg A,
either permanently or detachably connected to the
legs B, and arranged for supporting the chain shaft
E in the parts D of the divided shank of the con-
necting-hook, as described, of the chain-shaft,
ratchet-wheels, pawls, pawl-aroas, pawl-lever, and
connecting-rods, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the pawl L, of the trip-

ping sliding spring N 0, substantially as specified.

95,692. — George E. Johnson, Wilmington,
Del.

—

Station-Indicator.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the four (4) toothed

ratchet (/, pawl i, and spring _;, with the rollers c c'

and apron d, when the names of the same stations
are arranged on both sides of said apron in contrary
series, with intervening spaces, which vary in width
to compensate for the increase in the diameter of
the taking-up roll, all substantially as set forth.

95,693.

—

Edward Kaylor, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Drop-Hammer

.

—October 12, 1869.

ClaAm.—One or more pins o o', projecting from a
revolving disk or arms, on the end of a horizontal
shaft, 7i, in combination with a vertical drop-shaft e,

and its bracket, m, so arranged that the pin or pins,
in revolving to raise the drop-shaft, shall operate
during one-half of its revolution, substantially as
and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

95,694.—James KiEVLAN, Chicago, EL, assignor
to himself and William Wisdom, same place.

—

ia^Ae.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stationary rest W, provided with
a series of slotted studs, 1, 2, and 3, for sustaining
and operating the cutters h, when constructed and
operating as described.

2. The tool-holder X, provided with cutter h,

thumbj, and steady-rest k, in connection with spring
i, attached to stationaiy rest W, when constructed
and oiierating as and for the purposes specified.

3. The arrangement of the several devices of the
head spindle F, consisting of the chuck IST, the spring
O, the pin m, and the recess/, when constructed and
operating as shown and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. The combination of the several devices of the
tail- spindle G-, consisting of the chuck N', the spring
O', the key-way g, the "pin e, and the guide-pin P,
•when constructed and opei'ating as and for the pur-
poses described.

95,695.—John King, Warren County, Ohio.—
Liniment and Medical Compound. — October 12,

18()9.

Ctoim.—The preparation of a medical compound,
which 1 denominate " King's Magic Oliio Lininiont,"

of the ingredients, in tho proportion, and for tho

purposes set forth.

95,696.—EmilKunzendork, New York, X. Y.
—Fire Proof Paint.—Ociolwr 12, 18(i9.

Claim.—The fire-proof paint, composed of the in-

gredients substantially as heroin described.

95,697.- M. C. Lawless, Montana, Iowa.

—

Bailway-Car.—Ociobvv 12, I8(i9.

Ci«('»i.—Clamping thi> timbers B io the stringiM-s
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A by detachable clamps, substantially as herein
shown and described.

95,698.—George A. Lloyd aud Charles A.
Stewart, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Anchor.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—In combination Tvith anchors having' mov-
able arms, flukes, or palms, the barb, beak, or pro-
iectious a a, substantially as described.

95,699.— TViLLiAM W. Loomis, "Wilkesbarre,
Pa.

—

Eaihvay-Brake.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The revolving brake-wheels A, A', or
A", at either or both ends of a raUroad-car, mounted
upon the adjustable axle-tree B, to operate upon the
car-wheels 1', 2, by means of the slots u or u', suit-

able springs s -s",' wire ropes or chains c c c, or by
any other suitable devices employed for working car-
brakes.

95,700.—Ellls Luther, ^est Troy, IST. Y.—
Machine for Wiring Hinges.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement to-

gether, in the manner described, of the jaws K L,
discharging-foUower e, and the mechanism by which
the movable jaw L is advanced and retracted.

2. The combination of holding-jaws K L, with
block J", slatted side P, recessed rotating cylinder
O, hopper M, and reciprocating plunger I, all con-
structed and aiTanged as set forth.

3. The receiving-plate J and movable jaw L, in
combination with the slatted side P, the recessed
rotatiag blank-feeder O, and hopper M, all con-
structed and arranged as specified.

4. The construction and arrangement, with the
reciprocating plunger I, of movable rest-blocks g,
and chains n, as and for the purpose specified.

95,701.—Peter Lutteke, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Vehicle Propelled by Hand.—Octoher 12, 1869.

Claim.. — The hand-lever I, combined with the
vibrator L and X by the toggle-links i i^ i^ i^, the
fulcrum K, and rods L' and X', coUar M and crank
B'. operating substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

95,702.—Bexjasun P. M.OfX, Oakland, Ctil.—
Cltimney.—October 12, 1869.
Claim. — The combination, -with two or more

metallic chimney-flues, E and F, of a base-section,
A, provided with a removable partition, consisting
of the vertical plate G, the horizontal plate g, hav-
ing openings h, and the cross-plate i, the same being
coustructedand arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

95,703.— TTiLLiAM P. Martin-, Millersburgh,
Ky.

—

Apparatus for Impartviig Age to Whisky and
other Spirits.—OetoheT 12, 1889.

Claim.—The swinging-fi-ame A, in combination
with shaft D and crank-asle E, the whole operated
as described.

95,704.—"WiLLiAJl C. Masox, Beaver Palls, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. H. Nichols, same place.
—Lock-Xut.—Oetohev 12, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the right and left-

hand nuts C B, and the bolt A, the washer D. sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

95,705.— Mark McCa^ndiox, Chicago, Til.-
Railway- Car-Axle -Bo.^.— October 12, 1869."

Claim. — 1. The combination of the inclined
notched block G and the adjustable notched wedge
H, either with or without "the strips ij, with the
shell A and jom-nal box P, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

2. Adjusting the lateral movement of the axle to
regulate the motion of the cars from side to side,
substantially as herein shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

3. In combination with the shell A and axle E,
the coUar B, gasket C, and adjustable flanged collar
D, substantially as herein shown and described, for
the pui-pose specified.

4. In combination with the shell A, the convex
projection M and convex guides IST, substantially as
herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

5. In combination with the shell A, the passage
or channel K, in which the oUy residuum from the
shell is received, and fi'om which it is discharged,
substantially as herein shown and described.

95,706.—Y.K. McElhexy, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Ernest Prank, and John B.
Adt.—Combined Fipe-Tongs and Wrench.—October
12, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the main stem a with

the movable jaw e, oblique slot g, pawl h, band h,

and lever c, substantially as described.

95, 70 r. — James A. McGillr^rae and C. O.
Wheeler, Matteson, 111., assignors to C. O.
Wheeler, same place. — Hay and Cotton Press.—
October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a vertically- sliding
entrance-door, L, hinged upper and lower doors O P,
to admit of a quick and easy discharge of the pressed
bale, and the yielding end walls, all constructed and
fitted together as described, to form an improved
bale-pressing box.

2. The subject-matter of first clause, in combina-
tion with an oblong rectangular case or box, A, and
a horizontal plunger, all as'shown and described.

3. The arrangement, with the case A, of the yield-

ing end walls V, substantially as specified.

95,708.—Albert G. Mead, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Charles J. Addy, and George
H. Wood, assignors to Albert G.Mead, Charles
J. Addy, and Milton A. EIent, same place.

—

Lacing-Eye.—October 12, 1869 ; antedated Septem-
ber 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A transverse eye, H, and plate c, as de-
scribed, which serve a double purpose, as a stay for

the leather and for holding a loop or bight for the
lacing.

2. A double lacing-eye, /, and plate c, constructed
and applied in the manner and for the pui-pose sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the transverse eye H and
plate c, with eyelets a, when applied to the leather

by plate c, for the purpose and substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The combination of transverse eye G with eye-

lets a, substantially as described.
5. The combination of transverse eye G and H

with eyelets a, for the ptirpose and substantially as

described.

95,709.—Ejhl p. Meyer, Brooklyn, K". Y.—
Mode of Preparing Ornamental Transparent Letters

for Signs, d-c.—October 12, 1869 ; antedated October
o, 1869.

Claitn.—The device and mating of transparent
writing or painting, combining the beauty and use-

fulness of opaque and transparent painting, as here-

tofore described, using for the purpose the aforesaid

ingredients and mode of process, or any other, and
other material, for the same, and which AviH produce
the intended effect.

95,710. — Elie Moneuse and Louis Dupar-
QUET, Xew York, jST. Y.— Cojfee-Pot—October 12,

1869.

Claim.—The coffee-pot or hold^\ with the cocks
m and n, introduced, the one higher up than the

other, for the purposes and as specified.

. 94,711.—Jajies a. Morrison, Brady's Bend,
Pa.— Railway- Car Coupling.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rods H and K,
levers I and J, and rod L, with each other and with
the bumper B, pivoted plates E, and springs G, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the

purpose set forth.

95.712.— William P. Moore and Jacob A.
Bowers, Channahon, 111. — Wagon-Box.— October
12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the metal ends B,
metal plates A, thumb-catches E, end-boards C, and
side-boards D, arranged and constructed as and for

the purposes set forth.

95.713.— Porter C. Moulton, New Haren,
Conn.—Xeek-Tie-Eetainer.—Octohev 12, 1869.
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Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a neck-
tie-retainer, consisting of a metallic plate, with two
tongues struck therefrom, and in one and the same
piece therewith, as shown and described.

95,714.—J. H. MuDGETT, Camanche, Iowa.

—

Qrain-Binder.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a reaper-attach-
ment, of the carrier E, elevator G-. arms F, and stop

or discharger L', all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the carrier E, bridge T,
elevator G, spring-shifter treadle L, driving- shaft I,

and pulleys for operating the elevators G-, all sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The combination, with arm F on elevator G-, of
stop L, arranged to operate as set forth.

4. The rack O, arranged to swing over to and rest

on the frame, as specified.

95,715.—George H. Munroe, New York, ISf.

Y.—Preserving Meatfor Pastry-Purposes.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—1 . Preserving meat for pastry-purposes,
by the use of saccharine sirup, substantially in man-
ner as described.

2. Meat for pastry purposes, prepared for preser-

vation, shipment, and use, substantially as described.

95,716.—Samuel Nash, Boston, Mass,, assignor
to himself and John M. Duncan, same place.

—

Mode
of Lubricating Journals.—Octohev 12, 1869.

Clai^n.—The combination, with the hollow journal
perforated at g, and the retaining-nut d, with its

corresponding perforation 7i. of the pin or screw i,

whick is inserted in said perforation, and serves not
only as a plug to close the lubricating-chamber, but
also as a stop to hold the nut in its jjroper position,
as herein shown and set forth.

95,717. — Peter Noling, Woodsido, Wis.

—

Wheelbarro'w.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the frame A, drive-
wheel C, axle D, adjustable bearings E F, balancing-
wheels G, double inclined bottom JS, stationary ends
I, and pivoted sides J, with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the pm'pose
set forth.

2. The ratchet O and pivoted pawl P, combined
and arranged with the levers L, N, and K. as shown,
whereby the sides J of the wheelbarrow may be ad-
justed and held open at the desired angle, to permit
the discharge of the load from the car.

95,71S.-'T0HN D. O'Callahan, Calhoun, Ga,.—
Combined Wheelbarrow and Garden-Plotv.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein -described combination of
the plow A E and wheelbarrow D G, as specified.

2. The herein-described manner of attaching the
I)Iow to the handles of the frame of the barrow, by
means of the cross-piece d, leather strap e, link /,
and braces a a, as shown and described.

95,719.—Alexandeu Osborn. Eagleville, Ohio.—Milk-Cooler and Deodorizer.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the blower B, chute J, perforated or not perforated,
and vat H, in tl\e manner substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The ice-box F, when arranged in relation to the
blower J3, and in combination therewith, in tiic man-
ner as and for the purpose described.

;5. An arrangement of devices, consisting of the
wind-cunent generators, and a chute or cliutes, as
will produce a blast or current of air upon falling

milk, as specified.

95,720.—J. W. PEAiisON, Watertown. assignor
to Alfred B. Ely, Newton, M.i\6i.— Gas- Check for
Ordnance.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A gas-clieck for ordnance, constructed to
operate substantially as described.

?}'5,7'^1.—Gkorgk S. Peck, Towanda, Pa., as-

signor io hiaiself and William H. Morgan, same
place.

—

Machine for Making Sheet-Metal Pans.—
October 12, 18(i9.

Clai'in.— J . Jn combination with a male and female

die for swaging sheet-metal plates into pans, each
pan being made entire out of one piece, the pulley
IT and sleeve N, provided respectively with the teeth
k k' to form a clutch, the cam P on the sleeve N, the
notch or recess n in the cross-frame J, and the spring
O, all being constructed and arranged to operate in
the manner substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. Having two opposite sides or cleats C C of the
female die applied m such a manner that they may
be adjusted to vary the width of the spaces at the
angles or corners of the female die, when said ad-
justable cleats are used in combination with a male
die, F, arranged to operate (rise and fall) automati-
cally, substantially as set forth.

3. The stops o o, on the pulley H, in combination,
with the buffers p p, substantially as set forth.

95,732 Julius R. Pond, New Hartford, Conn.
—Milk- Cooler.—Ootoher 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement o f

the within-described milk-cooler, consisting of the
inner and outer reservoirs A and B, inlet-pipe, for

water, C, openings D and E, overflow-pipe F, centra
reservoir G, inlet and outlet pipes H and I, and
spirals. Figs. 3 and 4, substantially as and for the
puri)ose shown.

2. The Combination of a movable spiral with one
or more reservoirs or coolers, substantially as shown,
and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement' of the pipes
C and F and openings D and E with the reservoirs
A, B, and G, substantially as shown and described.

95,723.—Julius E. Pond, New Hartford, Conn.
—MiIk-House.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the double walls
A and D, air-space E, openings a a, &c., and x x,

&c., and ventilators H, for the purpose of ventilat-

iiig a milk-room, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The chamber I, rendered as nearly air-tight as
practicable, by the rise of double or other non-con-
ducting walls, in combination with the mechanism
for controlling the temperature of said room, con-
sisting- of the pipes k k' and I, all constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose shown.

3. The within-described milk-house, consisting of
the double walls A and D, with openings a and x,

roofs B and C, ceiling- G, and ventilator H, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

95,724. — Henry Hausch, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Hydrant Stop-Cock i^od.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie cast-iron head A, constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, that is to

say, recessed upon its lower edge to receive the
Shoulder of the valve-stem, and with an enlargement
or projection, a', upon its upper edge to receive the
squared lower end of tlie rod B, substantially as and
for the purpose set fortlu

95,725.—F. S. Eeefy and S. M. Zkxt, Roanoke,
Ind.

—

Baking and Drying hiove.—Octobei- 12, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The radiating-drum B, provided with
the return-flue, and arranged, relatively to the stove,

and witli the air-openings C C, all substantially as
specified.

2. Tlie arrangement, Avith the stove and oven F,
of the iucliued sides H, when provided v.ith tlie air-

passnges I, and valves, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement, in tlicside-A\';ills, between the
zinc lining G and tlie exterior slioet-motal, of the
wood filling, substantially as specified.

95,726.—J. R. Kenkin, Hillsdale, Pa., assignor
to himself and M. M. Grumrlinc;, same place.—AV-
versible Axle for Carriages.—October 12, \>:^(\\'^.

Claim,.—Providing the reversible spindle e f with
the projections 1), as herein described, and for tlic

purpose set forlli.

95,727.— EuAViN L. liomuxs, Owego, N. T.—
Fire-Box for Steam -Generators.—Octolu'r 12, 18(i!>.,

Claim.—Tluu'onstruetiou and arrangement of tlie

tubular circulating cast-iron lining for fire-boxes and
fiii'iiiiees. witUpipos B and B, sulistantially as heroin

described.
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95,728.—L. M. EOBY, Leesville, Ohio.—Foot or
Bed Warmer.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described of the
metallic heat-radiator A, with its projection E, and
the cloth-covered nou conducting crliudrical cham-
ber, Avith its cap I and phig D, when applied as
herein set forth.

95,729.—Thomas J. Kockwood, Saint Johns-
bnrv, Vt.

—

Machine for Milling the Knife-Edges of
Scale-Beams.—Ociohev 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The notched supports//, mounted in
vertical guides in the blocks pi, so that they may
yield vertically downward to any required extent,
being pressed upward by the action of the springs
!F^, or their equivalents, the several parts being-
adapted to serve, relatively to each other and to the
ciitting-mechanism of a milling-machine, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2. The cams y, and theii' operating-means, in com-
bination with the yielding supports//, all adapted
to serve, in relation to each other and to the clamp-
ing and cutting mechanism in a knife-edge milling-
machine, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The springs X^, arranged, relatively to the
clamps or cross-pieces H and to the supports G of a
milling-machine, substantially as herein described.

4. The blocks Z^, mounted, "^as represented, on the
screws Z^, and adapted to serve as represented, rel-

atively to each other and to the cutting-mechanism
of a miUing-machine, for the purposes herein set
forth.

95,730—William H. Eogers, ]S""ew York, iST,

Y.—Fnction-Match.—OctohQr 12, 1R69.
Claim:—A friction- match, with an inflammable

coating applied below the ignitible end thereof, as
and for the purpose specified.

95,731.- Sidney TT. Eowell, Eutland, Tt.—
Screw-PropelUr.—October 12. 1869.

Claim.—The reciprocating propelling-screw, with
attachments to hold it rigidly when moving in one
direction, and to allow it to rotate freelv when
moving in the opposite direction, substantially as
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

95,732—'Fraa-klyn Eoys, East Berlin, Conn.—Metallic Eoofi-ng.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—A roof of sheet-metal, one edge, or both,

of the plates, of which is nailed through the project-
ing edge d, outside of the bent portion c, which forms
the joint, and is connected to the adjacent sheet, as
shown and described, to cover the nailed edge, sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,733.— J. Saxtox and B. Saxton, Sumner,
'ni.—Process of Preparing Woolfor Manufacture.—
October 12, 1869.
Claim.—The improved process for mannfacturins

wools into all kinds of colors and goods without the
nse of oil or grease in carding and spinnmg, substan-
tially as herein set forth and'described.

95,734.—Ph. I. Schopp, Louisville. ^j.—Hot-
Air Furnace.—October 12, 1869.

Ctoi?/i.—Connecting the pan A with the furnace
B, cylinder G-, forebay C, and reservoir D, in combi-
nation with float E and valve F, when arranged to
operate as herein described.

95,735.—Ph. I. Schopp, Louisville, Kj.—Boiler
for Hydrating the Atmosphere of Apartments:—Oc-
tober 12, 1869.

Claim..—1. Connecting the reservoir A with the
air-chamber E, forebay C, and steam-chamber B, in
combination with float E and valve V, when ar-
ranged to operate as herein described.

2. Connecting the apparatus in a permanent wav
with the top or sides of a stove, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

95,736.—Charles Shea, Xewark, N. J.—Com-
pensating or Equilibrium Spring.—October 12. 1869.

,
Claim.—The spring E, when connected with the

axle by straps F, and with the bearing-springs B by
a rod, D, all arranged and operating as described.

95,737.—S. M. Sherman, Fort Dodge, Iowa.—
Windoio-BUnd.— October 12, 1869.
Claim.—1. The sliding-shaft c, provided with pin-

ion h^ and knob C, iu combination with rack-seg-
ments &2 and C, arranged and operated substantially
as described.

2. The slats «^ constructed of sheet-metal and
provided with the angular edges a^ aud a'*, as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The slats a^, with the bars h and c, and connect-
ing-rods h^ and c^, in combination with rack-seg-
ments &2 andC, arranged and operated substantialiy
as described.

95, 73S.—AM0S Smith, Sprinefield. Ohio.—Har-
westo-.-October 12, 1869 ; antedated April 12, 1869.
Claim.—1. The bed-plate X, constructed with a

curve, to admit of the passage and free play of the
tongue, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of seat-support J, adjustable
connecting-rod E, crank G-, and hand-lever H, ar-
ranged and operating to raise the tongue and cut-
ting-apparatus attached thereto, substantially as
shown and described.

3. The combination of hand-lever H. segment S,
crank G-, guide-way L, and presser-foot K. operating
substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. The supporting-bar O, attached flexibly, at one
end to the collar of the box of the crank-shaft, and,
at the other end, rigidly to the rear of the tongue
and lug-plate B, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

5. The lifting-mechanism, consisting of seat-sup-
port J, adjustable connecting-rod F, crank Gr, seg-
ment S, hand- lever H, and bearing-chains c ajid c',

for raising and lowering the tongue and its attach-
ments, by the weight of the driver and hand-lever
combined, substantially as shown and described.

6. The draught-rod k, connecting the front of the
frame with thie rear of the tongue, (and its attach-
ments,) to hold the same in position, as shown and
described.

95,739 Daxiel Sxell, Little Falls, X. Y.—
Permutation- Lock.—October 12, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the plates a 6 c, of
which a c are the lock -plates, and b is the bolt, for
constituting a lock which may serve as a door also,

when said bolt is arranged to ocupy the entire space
between the outer plates, to resist the introduction
of powder, substantially as described.

2. In combination A\ith the side-plates and the
bolt occupying the entire space between said plates,

the openings r s t t'in said bolt, as herein explained,
the two knobs and their shanks and tumblers each
forming a locking and unlocking mechanism, in con-
nection with the sliding-boli, one of said knobs turn-
ing and sliding, the other turning only, as and for
the purpose substantially as described.

'

3. In combination with Ihe plates, bolt, and knobs,
or their shanks, constructed and arranged as herein
described, the tumblers h, composed of the hubs i

and flanges j, and their openings, x, w, and I, real
and false, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. In combination, the cheek-plates a c and the
bolt b, capable of fitting and filling the space, and
sliding between them, the knobs and shanks acting
both as knobs and keys, tumblers, in which there
are real and false openings, x iv I, and set by permu-
tation, the whole being ari'anged as and for consti-
tuting a vault or safe-lock without springs, or a re-

movable key, substantially as described.

95,740.—Frank Soxier, Springfield. 111.—Xh'.?-
tiUing-Apparatus for Spirits.—October 12. 1869.

Clai'm.—1. Combining two or more stills with a
steam-boiler, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. Combinijig two or more stills with a doubler, H,
and mash heater D, so as to permit said stills to be
alternately charged and worked off through each
other and through the doubler, substantially as
shown, and for the purpose specified.

3. Combining one or more stills. B or C. with the
doublerH and boHer A, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The combination of the boiler A. one or more
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stills B or C, and the mash-heater D, substantially

as and for the x^urpose specified.

5. The combination of the stills B and C, and pipes

G and G', substantially as shown and described.

6. The combination of the stills B and C, the pipes
I, i, K, and k, and the doubler H, substantially as

described, and for the purpose shown.
7. The combination of the pipes E and / with the

boiler A and stills B and C, substantially as shown,
and for the purpose specified.

8. The combination of the doubler H and pipe L
with the mash-heater D and condenser M, substan-
tially as and for the purpose shown.

9. The general combination of the various parts
of the apparatus, substantially as shown and for the

purpose set forth.

95,741.

—

John Stainthorp, ISTew York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Mixing Soap, Paint, Paste, and other

Similar Materials.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A mixing-vessel of spheroidal shape,
rotating on its center, in combination and arrange-
ment with two or more mixing-wheels, revolving in

like or opposite dii'cctions, and in vertical planes,

the whole working and operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. The pipe B and valve V, in combination with
the kettle or vessel A, as set forth.

3. The wheel J', or its equivalent, that is to say, a
stirring-wheel, formed of thin rims, mounted so as
to present a dishing-shape, as represented and set

forth.

95,743.—Newell D. Stevens, Westbrook, Me.,
assignor to himself and O. A. HiLL, same place.

—

PZate.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a por-
celain, or other frangible plate, with a metal band,
rim, or clamp spun upon the flange thereof, as herein
described.

95,743.— David P. Stewart, Spruce Creek,
Pa.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the straight shank
A, having the point B slotted, as described, the
straight slides D, resting against said shank, and
provided at their lower ends with the curved hooks
C, crossing each other in the slot of the point B, and
attached at their upper ends to the cross-head F,
having the branching hooks E, the connecting-rod
H, pivoted to the cross-head, and the operating-
lever G, pivoted to the rod H and shank A, all as
Jierein described and shown, for the purpose speci-
fied,

95,744. — Daniel C. Stillson, Charlestown,
Mass.— TFrevic/i.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The within described wrench, consist-
ing of the shanks A and D, the jaws B and E, the
frame C, the nut E, and the spring G, substantially
as herein shown and specified.

2. The frame C, pivoted to or upon the shank A,
a,nd provided with the slotted part c, inclosing the
shanks A and D, by means of which the jaws B and
E are permitted to close upon but not crush a pipe,
substantially as herein specified.

95,745. — Samuel Stone, North Manchester,
Conn.

—

Funning Horseshoe-Calks.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie dies for swaging the calk, and shap-

ing tlie bar, and cutting the calk therefrom, substan-
tially as set forth.

95,746.— Samuel Stone, North Manchester,
Conn.—Metallic ii«r.—October 12, 18()9.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
a bar of iron, having a center core of steel tlirough
its entire length, substantially as aliown and set
forth.

95,747

—

Tames W. Sykes, Chicago, 111—Bail-
road Grain-Trans/errer.—October 12, 1869.
Otoim.—Arranging, on a car, elevating-bolts, and

a scale or scales, in such a manner that, by tlio ap-
paratus, giam can betaken from a oar, woiglied, and
thrown into another car, or warehouse, substantially
as sliown and described.

95,748.—Samuel Taylor, Georgetown, N. J.

—

Shaft-Tug.—Octoher 12, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The roller E, when applied to a shaft-

tug and adapted to operate substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. As an article of manufacture, the shaft-tug

above described, consisting essentially of the curved
rod A, leather cover I, buckle b, iron rod r, and roller

E, covered with rubber or other soft material, e', all

constructed, arranged, and adapted to operate in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

95,749. — Stephen P.Thayer, Baldwinsville,
N. Y.—Centrifugal Pump.—Octohev 12, 1869.

Claim,.— 1. The peripheral-discharge centrifugal
pump, having wings K K, inclined forward toward
the induction opening of the pump, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

2. In combination with the centrifugal wheel, con-
structed as above described, the two tangential
discharge-openings in the case, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

95,750.

—

John E. Treadwell, Brooklyn, N. Y.
— Oyen.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the "reel-oven," a
steam-flue or series of steam-flues, when arranged
above the mouth and below the top, substantially as
described, whereby a proper steam- level is main-
tained to protect the face of the crackers when car-
ried to the upper part of the oven, and the steam
prevented from accumulating below said level, to in-

terfere with drying out the crackers properly, sub-
stantially as described.

95,751.—John Weichart, San Erancisco, Cal.—Machine for Grinding Harvester- Cutters.—Octo-
ber 12, 1869.

Claim.—The clamp or holder, consisting of the
plates E and G, and set-screws H, in combinatioa
with the gauge I, slotted bar L, lever N, set screw
P, and movable plate C, substantially as set forth.

95,752.—Otto Wuth, Pittsburgh, 'Pa.—Manu-
facture of Crystal Glass.—October 12, 1869.

Glai')n.—The use, together with lime and sand, or
other ingredients, in preparing the batch or mix for

making glass, of the monohydrate of carbonate of
soda, (or the anhydrous carbonate of soda,) prepared
as hereinbefore described.

95,753.— McClintock Young, Erederick, Md.
—Yelocipede.—OQ,to\)Q,x 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The V-shaped reach, composed of two
bars A A, and provided with the upward-projecting
diagonal braces E E, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The steering-post, consisting of the bars d d,

crossbars E/, and braces g h, all combined substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

3. The saddle, so constructed that its pommel and
cantel are connected by springs, webbing, and cov-

ering, substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The bag R, constructed as described, Avhen ar-

ranged between the webbing m and covering «, us

specified.

5. The brake I, in combination with two independ-
ent cords O and levers y, all so arranged that when
one cord breaks, the other will serve to operate the

brake, as set forth.

95,754.—Ered. T. Angers, Canastota, N. Y.—
Sculling- Oar.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A sculling-oar, having grooved liandlo A,

blade B, rod C, plate D, and staple c, coustnictcii

and arranged substantially as shown and described.

95,755.—Ered. T. Angers, Canastota, N. Y.—
Fish-Hook.—OotobGY 12, lSi)9.

Clai7n.—ThG arrangement heroin described of the

hooks h h, liingod to the slotted tube A, rod c, and
sn-ing D, constructed to operate substantially as

specified.

!0,

sistiug of

95,75(».—John vVrmstroxg, Jr., San Francisoi

Ciil.—Heating-Apparatus.—Ootohoi' 12, 1869.

Claim.—Tho appanitus described, cousistiug (
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the case A, perforated, at top and bottom, as shown,
and radiator D, the whole being supported upon legs,

as and for the pui'pose described.

95,757.—George H. Babcock, Joseph P. Man-
ton, and Jonathan Boyd, Providence, E. l.—AIeans
for Preventing Backlash in Machines Driven by Gear-
ing.—October 12, 1869

;
patented in England, May 8,

1868.

Claim.—1. The double gears E and E, in combina-
tion with the wedge-acting key G, substantially as

described, for the purposes specified.

2. The double gears E and E, mo^^nted upon Ihe
hollow sleeve, in combination with the wedge-acting
key Gr, arranged in such a manner that the gear E
may be paitially rotated upon the sleeve by means of

the worm a b, the several parts forming one com-
plete adjustable gear, whicli may be attached to and
removed from the mandrel of the roller as one piece,

substantially as herein shown.

95,758.—George S. Barton, Worcester, Mass.
—Machine for Printing Paper, Cloth, <t:c.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the divided gear
D, of the holding-bolts// and the adjusting wedge-

• bolt E, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

95,759.—Alphonse V. Bekoit, IvTew York, IN".

Y.

—

Draughtsmen''s Square and Triangle.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of suitable leather with
adjustable steel plates, for manufacturing T-square
blades and triangles, in the manner substantially as
herein described.

95,760.—William H. Berger, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Graining-Machine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Arranging the printing-roller, with the
apparatus for supplying it with coloring-matter, in a
li-ame. and then swiveling this frame on a vibrating
or rocking post, so that it may have rotatory and vi-

bratory motion, substantially as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The adjustable metallic plate K, provided with
a cloth facing, m, in combination with the distribut-

ing-roller J, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as herein described, and for the pui-pose
'set forth.

3. The post E and bar B, when constructed and
arranged so as fo be adjusted laterally, substantially
as herein described, for the purpose of adapting the
machine for grainirg different-sized articles, as set

orth.

f

95,761.—Alfred Eixby, Lansing, Mich.— Car-
riage-Clip.— OiiXo\ieT:l% 1869.

Claim.—A thill-coupling, consisting of the iron b,

with the cioss-head or lugs C and the hook A, hav-
ing the rubber a inserted in the bottom thereof, as
shown and described.

95,762. — Jeremiah Eohan, ITew Hartford,
loy^a.— Cultivator.— OQiohf^Y 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The evener E, pivoted upright B, me-
tallic straps c, and sweep E, when constructed and
arranged substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The braces h, having their lower ends connected
to the shovel-beams H, by means of gauge-nuts t, for
adjusting the beams lalerally, and their upper ends
hooked or journaled to the frame to allow them to
swing, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The bent aims g, in combination wtihthe block
!N, lever K, and sweep E, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, for the pur-
pose of spreading the shovels, as set forth.

4. The lever K, in combination with the sweep E,
cross-piece O, shovel-beams G and H, and cord k,

when constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

.5. The treadle-hook L, and spring j?, in combina-
tion with the lever K, cross-piece 0, and sweep E,
when constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the sweep E, and the de-
vices for operating the shovels, the block I, having

friction-rollers therein, when constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The shield M, and slotted braces P, when con-
structed and arranged substantiallv as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,763.—David Bookwalter, Gardner, 111.

—

Revolving Prow for Vessels.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cylindrical rotating prow P, con-

structed and operating substantially as set forth, and
for the piu'poses herein specified.

2. In combination Avith the above, the cylindrical
fore end of the hull H, substantially as set forth.

95,764.—Otto Bruck, 'New York, IT. Y.—Fan.
—October 12, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination, with the head a, slotted
arms d, and fan A, of the spring h and rod I, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

95,765.— Solomon Brunswick, Saint Louis,
'M.O.—Revolving Billiard-Table.—Ocioher 12, 1869.

Claim.—The table-frame A, formed of side-rails
securely joined, (in the usual manner,) arranged and
combined with a plate, B. revolving entirely within
saidfi-ame, said plate having the billiard-cushions b
secured to one face thereof, and, when in position,
being supported by lock-latches D, secured in the
rails of the frame A, siibstantially as set forth.

95,766. — Hubert Burgess, San Erancisco,
Cal:—Paper-File.- OcXobev 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pair of clamping-bars or jaws, A
and D, held parallel or nearly parallel, by their
flanges or angle-pieces B and C, and by the bolts E,
that draw them together, and so arranged as to
clamp and hold the edges of papers, music-sheets,
&c., -R-ithout perforating them, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the clamping-bars, con-
structed as described, a portfolio, provided with a
rigid back, G, to serve as a means of connecting the
clamping-bars of the file to the portfolio, substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with the clamping-bars of a
paper-file and portfolio, the bar K, fitted to notches
in the clam]3ing-bars to hold the portfolio open and
spread the music-sheets, <fec., whether applied as a
wrench or otherwise, substantially as set forth.

95,767.—James S. Casey, Voluntown, Conn.

—

Stop-Motion for Drawing-Fram,e. — October 12,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the eccentrics B
and C, or their equivalents, the spur-wheel a', se-

cured to the extended shaft of the top roll A, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The eccentrics B and C, partially toothed and
weighted, so as to present their smooth and lank
sides automatically to the geared end of the top roll,

substantially as specified.

3. In combination with the eccentrics B and C,
the fork H, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as specified.

4. The stop-motion herein described, having slid-

ing standard G, adjustable support D. with hinged
an"d adjustable jaws d d, eccentrics B C, balanced
fork H, spur-wheel a', shaft K, and spiral spring k,

all constructed and arranged to operate with the
belt-shifter, substantially as specified.

95,76S.—L. A. Chichester, Poughkeepsie, X.
Y.— Crib or Cradle.—October 12, 1869.

Claim..—A cradle composed of the body formed of
the bars E and slats E, provided Avith the end-
pieces A A, extended above the -body, as shown,
and each formed of one piece of bent wood, having
rockers B attached, and provided with the cross-

bars C and slats D, as act forth, for the purpose speci-

fied.

95,769. — Thomas J. Clark and George M.
Clark, Higs-anum, Conn. — Mowing-Machine. —
October 12, 1869. ^-

Claim. — 1. In combination with the cutter-bar

and its connecting-rod, the lever 1, with the rods 4,

5, 6, 7, jointed together, and so as to operate as set

forth.
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2. In. combination Trith the reciprocating cutters

of a mowing-machine, the arrangement of the

springs 11 12, to act at the extremes of movement,
sabstantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the frame A^ and finger-

bar pivoted thereto, the lever H, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as described.

95,770. — S. P. Clemons, Dansville, l^T. Y.

—

MilUng-Stool.—Ocidb&v 12, 1869.

Claim..—The milking-stool herein described, hav-
ing receptacle for pail, and conduit-pipe M, con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as

specified.

95,771.—Geokge Coxeot, Mendocino County,
Cal., assignor to Egbert A. Smith, same place.

—

Medicine for Rheumatism.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The medicine for the cure of rheumatism,
prepared of the materials herein described.

95,772.—KoswELL T. Cook and John Fobbs
Post, Potsdam, N. Y.; said Cook assignor to said
Post.— TTooci-Ttie.-October 12, 1869.

Claim,. — The pawl O and lever E, being formed
from the same piece of metal, and provided with
point m., spring k, braces P, spring D, roller I, and
ratchet H, when constructed, combined, and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described.

95,773. — A. M. Corbit, Bethlehem, Iowa.—
Weather-strip.—OctobQv 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The strip Gr, pivoted by means of a rod,

i, extending under the strip from side to side, in the
two plates H H, one of which is stationary and the
other movable, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the strip G-, rod i, and
plates H H, the lever e, strip B, and plate c, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,774.-11. A. Ceossley, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Stave-Jointer.—October 12, 1869.

Claim. — The swinging frame C, provided with
clamps D a, D a, operated by means of the rock-
stalt H, J J, and treadle G, through the medium of
the connection a a', and when provided with springs
h b, whereby the clamps are rendered self-releasing,

all arranged substantially as herein described.

95.775. — Thomas Ceossley, Bridgeport,
Conn.— Carpci.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, carpeting
having a back of paper, or other suitable material,
corrugated and attached thereto by an adhesive
substance, as set forth.

95.776. — Thomas Ceossley, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Felted Carpet-Fairic—Octoher 12, 1869.

Claim. —A fabric composed of a foundation of
©oarse jute, cotton, linen, or equivalent fabric, to

one or both sides of which is applied a layer of wool
or other felting-material, and the two united by
felting, and the surface finished by printing or em-
bossing, one or botli, substantially as described.

95.777. — Thomas Ceossley, Bridgeport
Coxm.—Machine for Frinting Carpets.—October 12,

1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for printing carpets, and
other fabrics, combining in ils construction a table
or platform, upon whicli the fabric is to be spread
while receiving the impressions of the blocks; a
lever or other equivalent mechanism, for raising tlic

blocks
;
guides ior determining the exact position of

such blocks while makiiig its impression ; and mech-
anism for removing the blocks from the positions
which they occupy when making their impressions,
to that which they occupy Avhen receiving the Ink or
coloring matter, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination and nrrangoment of the table
A, block or form B, sector-lever C, device D, crane
E, and car E, substantially as iuid for the purpose
set forth.

3. The an-angomont of Ihe car E and crane E,
with reference to the table or platform A, sub stun
tial ly as and for the j)urpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the levers
or rods E*, screws F^, car E, and platen Gr, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose stt forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of the platen
Gr, toggle-levers G-i, connecting-rods Gr^, and treadle-
levers G^, substantially as and for the purpose set.

forth.

95,778. — Henry Cunningham, Albany, ]N'..

Y.

—

Grinding Curriers' Knives.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.—The di^k B, provided with the slot^ c,

dogs e, or their equivalents, and the vertical shaft a,

all in combination with the stone C, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

95,779.

—

Henry Cunningham, Albany, K". Y.

—

Mode of Softening Leather.—October 12, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In a leather-softening machine, the

elastic rubber piece g within the roll of leather G,
as an internal reacting power, subttantially as set
forth.

2. Softening leather between three or more corru-
gated rollers B, C, and D, constructed, arranged,
and operated substantially as set lorth, for the pur-
pose specified.

3. In a leather-softening machine, operated by cor-

rugated rollers, the roller D, hung in the vibrating
frame d, in combination with the cams or wiper-
wheels e, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth

.

4. The hinged bars b', and wiper-wheels e, in com-
bination with the roller D, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

95,780.—Heney Cunningham, Albany, IST. Y.

—

Machine for Splitting Leather.—October 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In a leather-splitting machine, the
elastic bearing roller E, in combination with the
knife B, and pressing-roller D, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a leather-splitting machine,
the stretching-roller G, constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the stretching-roller G, the
supplementary roller H, or equivalent weight, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. Reversing the order of the elastic roller E and
solid pressing-roller D, from that shown in Eig. 2 to
that shown in Eig. 5, the screw G then being out of
Contact with the elastic roller, the whole substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

95,781.—Daniel S. Cuettss, Washington, D.
C.

—

Milk-Pail and Strainer.—Octoher 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of a valve, opening in-

ward upon or within ihe cover of a pail, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The employment of the diaphragm D, upon or
within the cover B, substantially as shown and for

the purpose specified.

3. The valve E, constructed as described, and pro-

vided with the spring guides and supports e, sub-

stantially as shown and for the purpose specified.

4. The herein described device, consisting of the
cover B, provided with the rim C and flange G, the

diaphragm D, and the valve E, provided with the

strips e, substantially as and for the purpose shown,

95,782. — Eeank Douglas, ISTorwich Tgwn.
Conn.—Planing Machine.— Qctohav 12, 18C9.

Claim.—1. The compound lever L L', having a

movable fulcrum, and provided with the adjustable

weight L^, and connecting bar l'\ when constructed

and arranged substantially as dcticribed.

2. The sliding frame J, provided with verticallv-

sliding Voxes for the support of the upper feed -roll-

ers, and combined with tlie spindle K, cylinder w\
cross-shaft M, nut k, and crank m'^, all arranged to

operate substantinlly as desciilied.

3. In combination with the pivoted arms G, the

frame H, and pivoted presser-biu- 1, substautiully as

and for the purposes desciibcd.

4. The combination of tlie sliding boxes, screw-

rod «', crank slinlt s\ platform V, set si'rew v, triune

B', inclined bod 6, arm i, rod t, and handle t\ all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as

described.
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95,7S3.—Patrick J. Dwyer, Elizabeth Port,
2\r. J.—Coal-Ash Sifter and Table.—Octoherl2. 1S69.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the doors D and I with the chamber A and ash-re-

ceptacle G, substantially as shown and described,
for the pm-pose set forth.

2. The hod H. constructed with a pivoted bottom,
d. and hinged cover e, and adapted for use in con-
nection vrith the sifter, as shown and described.

3. The rod h, having projections m n, to form a
detachable connection with the sieve J, as and for

the pui'pose set forth.

4. The chest A. fitted internally with a recipro-
cating sieve -J. hopper E. and receptacle G-, and pro-
vided with hinged leaves L and brackets p. sub-
stantially as shown aud described, for the purpose
set forth.

9.5r7S4.—James B. Eads and Hexey Elad,
Saint Louis, ilo.

—

Arched Bridge.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The arches A A', connected by a joint-

piece, and supported by rollers on the piers C, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

95,785.—Geokge A. Fall, Hoboken, X. J".—
Water-Locomotive.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of fom- paddle-floats,

with inclined surfaces, sustaining the braced plat-

form, in combination with the bands and driving-
pulleys, and the cranks and slip-pipe, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

95,7S6.—Hexey Elad, Saint Louis, Mo., as-

signor to James B. Eads, same place.

—

Pile-Driver.
—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a frame, C, and
platform C, movable vertically, when said move-
ment is controlled from the platform, substantially
as set forth.

2. The ram. raised by Mction-wheels i, substan-
tially as set forth.

3.' The lever X and links oi, operating to clutch
the wheels i against the ram-shank, substantially as
set forth.

95,7S7.—Geoege Eowlee, Claverack, X. Y.—
IRaihcay-Track Clearer.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
beam B, shovels C C, springs e e e, &c., in the man-
ner, or substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

2. The employment, in combination with the above,
of the flanges or springs D D, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. Attaching the above-described several parts
and devices, when combined and arranged substan-
tially as set forth, to the rear end of a railway-truck
or car, siibstantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

95,7SS.— Sexry a. Gastox, Stockton, Cal.

—

JRotary Harrov;.—October 12, 18d0.
Claim.—1. The central right and left disks, with

their projections (right an^ left) and their central
cylindrical projections, when constructed substan-
tially as above described.

2. 'The right-angled triangular frame, provided
with the hooks h^ and Ti^, constructed substantially
as and for the pm-pose above described.

3. A rotary harrow, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as above described.

95,789.— Kexry A. Gastox, Stockton, Cal.—
Combined Seeder and Crain-Drill.—October 12, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The oscillating or rotating shafts,

when constructed and operated substantially as and
for the purposes above described.

2. The comb C, combined with the divided shaft
31 3- in such manner that the teeth of the former
may pass centrally thi'ongh the fingers of the latter,

as and for the purpose described.
3. The frame C ED, in combination with the lever

Z, arms y. head-bars S, and fluke-levers b, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth.
4." The governing-levers I. and their ai-ms y, at-

tached to the head-pieces S. substantially as and for
the purpose above described.

5. The sharp-edged fluke /, with its internal pro-

jection X, and also its foot-like projection i, and its

stop k, constructed substantially as above described.
6. The fluke /, provided with the foot-like aud

slotted j)rojection 0, and angidar depression g, and
combined with the x^oint P"in the manner and for
the ptirpose specified.

7. A grain drill, constructed and operated sub-
stantially as above described.

95,790.—OscAE L. Gayloru, Plainfield, EL—
Sulky- Cultivator.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the main frame a,

diagonal axles c c. cross-bar b, double-tree I, sti'aps

2-, pulleys 3^, and suspended arms 4^, aiTanged to
operate as and for the purposes set forth.

95,791.—E. A. Goodes, Philadelphia. Pa., as-
signor to THLEPniLALELPHIAPATEXTAXD XOVELTY
CoiiPAXY, same place.

—

Table and Cradle Combined.
—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
divided table-top A B, semi-elliptical legs C, and
circular brace or support D, made in two parts, and
hinged together substantially as specified.

95,792.—BexJA^nx E. Gott. Brooklvn, E. D..
X. T.— TFrt.s/i- .Board.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A wash-board, formed with a back com-
posed of cylindrical sections d d, in combination
with the ordinary fluted metallic surface c, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

95,793.—EiiiLE Graxies, Paris, Erance.

—

Com-
bined Tool.—October 12. 1869; patented in Erance,
May 9, 1868.

Claim.— The combined tool, constructed aa de-

scribed, and for the purposes herein set forth,

95,794.—Isaac H. Graves, Sacramento City
Cal.

—

Spark-Arrester.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the inner casing
A, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the flange E with the upper
and lower net-work C C', substantially as described.

3. Ln combination with the lower and upper sys-

tem of net-work, the centrad diaphragm E, substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.

95.795.— "William Greex, Snyder Township,
Pa.

—

Cast-Metal Chimney-Cap.—October 12. 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the cast
metallic cover, constructed as herein described, that
is to say. with an arch, B, open at both ends, and
overhanging the cbimney-openiug, and the slant
roof rt, projecting beyond "the sides of the chimney,
and the two parts operated together as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

95.796.— JOHX H. Gl-est, Brooklyn, X. T.—
Electrical Fire-Alarni Thermometer. — October 12,

1869.

Claim. — An electrical fire-alarm thermometer,
formed with the expansion-tube bent at an angle to

the bulb, so as to be inserted in the ceiling, and
fitted -with the platina conducting- wires, as and for

the purposes set forth.

95.797.—ErederickHeiles. Xew York, X. Y.
—Pocket-Book.—Octoher 12, 1869.

Claim.—The locket, consisting of the raised por-

tion E, the serrations e, the top plate B, and the
locking slide I, when the parts are constructed sao-

stantiiSly as herein described.

95,798.—Alexander Herbst, Moscow, Russia.
—Apparatus for Drying Sugar.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The process, substantially as herein
described, of drying the loaves, by forcing or draw-
ing currents of heated air through them, while in

their molds or formers, as herein set forth.

2. The apparatus, substantially as herein described,

for holding and supporting the loaves while in their

molds or formers, and passing currents of heated air

through the loaves, from their apex to their base, to

effect'the drying of the sugar within the formers, es-

sentially as specified.

95,799.—D. Hitchcock and D. S. Trout, Ai--

coia, 111.

—

Door-Sill.—October 12, 1S69.
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Claim.—1. The arrangement of the frame L and
sliding cover Gr, over the gutter B, said gutter being
provided with a channel, C, having the weighted
<loor D, all substantially as shosvQ and described.

2. The sliding cover G, in combination with the

springs K K and rabbet a on the door H, all con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially in

the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,800.—John Holzberger, l^ewark, N. J.—
Machine for Wimig Blind-Rods.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1, The two detaining-plates, G- and H,
when arranged on a J)lind-wiring machine, to sep-

arately arrest the staples, substantially aa herein

shown and described.
2. The adjustable feeding device, consisting of the

l>ell-crank; JD, carrying the working pawl, and con-

nected by a rod, e, with the slotted oscillating lever

C, substantially as herein shown and described.

95,801.—C. M. HUCKTNS, East Topsham, Yt.—
Bridie-Bit-OGtoher 12, 1869.

Claim,.— The toggle-levers B B, arranged on the
arms of a jointed bit, substantially aa herein shown
and described, for che purpose specified.

95,802.— C. D. Hunt, Fairhaven, Ma.ss.-N'ail-
Cutting Machine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Connecting the vibrating arm of a
nail-feeding devioe to the frame supporting it, by
one or more flexible metallic straps, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as herein set

forth.

2. The combination of the reciprocating rod O,
barrel box V, vibrating arm K, bar P, link and
spring h, and arm g, substantially as set forth.

3. The construction of the barrel-box V and its

connections to the vibrating arm K, substantially as

specified.

4. The arrangement, substantially as described, of
the shafts C and J, miter-wheels H I, toothed seg-

ment L, and barrel-wheel M, in relation to the vi-

brating arm K and bai'rel-box V.
5. The combinatioQ of the friction-disks N ]N",

ratchet-wheel /, pawl i, and arm g, with the bar P
and the link and spring h, substantially as set forth,

aad for the purposes specified.

95,803.— W. A. Ives, New Haven, Conn.—
Auger.—OGtoher 12, 1869.

Claim,. — In auger-bits, the combination of the
gouge floor-lips C C, with their ri3=ipective side or
vertical cutters a a, coiiiieeted and arrauged sub-
stantially as shown aud described.

95,804.

—

James Jervis, Baltimore, Md.

—

File-
Gutting Machine.— OotoheT 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanism here described,whereby
the movement otthe regulator on "the shape " is

made to change the angle of the chisel, so as to
maintain the sliarpness of the tooth the same in
every part of tlie file.

2. The combination of a cross-head, having a ro-

tating motion, substantially as described, with a
chisel and regulator, whose agency, besides steady-
ing "the shape," is to impart a movement to the
cross-head correspondiug to the taper of the shape.

95,805.— Amos S. Kelly, Haverhill, Mass.—
*S7).o«.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— The new or improved manufacture of
aht>e, as made with the slits and gores arranged on
the \'amp, and with the instep-part of the vamp bent
U) an angle with the front portion of tlie said vatnp,
in manner as and for the purpose specified.

95,808.—John S. Kelly, New York, N. Y.—
Fea,t-Machine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie detachable double-convex circu-

lar, revolving cutters C, and tubular wasliers or roll-

el's D, in combination with the shaft B aud frame
A, substantially as herein shown and described, imd
for tlio purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the frame E F and scrapers
G, with the frame A, cutters C, and tubular washers
or rolhjrs D, substantially as lierein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the rollers H, frame A,

38 <s p—
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shaft B, cutters 0, tubular washers D, frame E F,
and scrapers G, with each other, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

95,807 William G. Kenyon, Wakefield, K. I.—Mowing-Machine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The segmental gear o', in combination
with the cutter-bar x and the connecting-bar g, as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The chain w, in combination with the shoe E
and auxiliary frame G, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The cover Y, in combination with the parts
that move the knife-bar, substantially as specified,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The guard-finger, in combination with the
ledger-blades, constructed substantially as described,
and for the purpose specified.

95,808.—Henry Killam, New Haven, Conn.

—

Singe for Carriage-Tops.—October 12, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The hinge for carriage-tops, consisting
of the two parts, C and D, upon one of which is

fixed the lip a, so as to cover the joint and form the
angle between the bow B and post A, substantially
as set forth.

2. The outer surface of the lip a, eccentric to the
pintle d, substantially as aud for the purpose speci-

fied.

95,809. — Jefferson Kindleberger and
William Augustus Arnold, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignors to "The Inventors' AseOciATiON, San
Francisco, Cal." — Cutter-Head. — October 12,

1869.

Claiyn. — The cylinder A, provided with "wedge-
shaped slots, H H, in combination with the plates E '

E and wedge-shaped plates c c, constructed and
arrauged to operate substantially as described.

95,8X0. — Jefferson Kindleberger and
WiLLiAivi Augustus Arnold, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignors to "The Inventors' Association, San
Francisco, Cal."— Machine for Tenoning Blind-
Slats.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the cutters F F,
the slotted pinions E E, turned, and at the same time
traversed by the cam -gears D, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the flanges on the gears D
and pinions E, aud the link g, with its friction-

wheels i, for keeping the gears and pinions properly
connected while revolving, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. In combination with the lug I, on the table R.

the arrangement of the lever J, acting on t le wheel
C, for stopping the machine on the completion of
each slat, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the hinged table R, the
lever e, operated by the wheel C, and the spring M.
fin- discharging the finished slat and returning the
table to its place, substantially as described.,

95,Sll.—Julius G. Kluge, New York, N. Y.

—

Bakers' Oven.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The fire-pot A, provided with a flanged
rim to receive tlie covering plates b. aud with an
outwai'dly-inclined side, c, to give ready access to

the fire, in combination with tlie hearth of a baker's

oven, all constructed and arranged substantially in

the manner shown and described.

95,832. — L. F. Lakey and W. IJ. Havtk,
Quincy, Ul.— Grate-Bar.—Ootobor 12, iHii;).

Claim.—The eoustruetiou and arrangement of the
bars A A and lUDvablo plate B', with the air-chamber
B, substantially as shown and described.

95,Si;?.— Philander P. Lane and Ei)Waki»
Mywrs, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Lanr ^<:

BoPLEY, same place.

—

Hanger.— OctobiH- 12, 1869.

Claim.— [. The arranir'nuent, in the mold, ot

core, ccrebiir, or mandrel, A, provided with th<'

necessary nuts, in propc^r position and adapted to be
witJiOrawn from the finishi'd casting leaving said

nuts therein, substjintially as descriluHl.

2. The combination, with the core, core-bur, or
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mandrel A, of the conyex-spherical chill E. sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,S14.—Suspended.

95.515. — ZsToAH LovF.LL. Adrian. Mich., as-

signor to himself and ErwAED "W. Mixer, same
piece.

—

Scafold-£racl:et.—Octo\;ev 10. Ifct 9.

Clahti.—The combination of the strap m, clasp g,
and sciCTv T, -with the bracket A and -wedge W,
eonstnicted in the manner and for the pnrposes set
forth and described.

95.516.— R. O. LOWEEY. Salem. I^. Y.— Locl-

for Mail-Bags.— October 12, 1569.

Claim. — 1. A lock, havicg its ease A prorided
with a guard. 7?, extending from the entire edge of
the key -hole iuTvardly, anS rigidly attached thtreto,
all constructed and arranged substantially as heiein
described.

2. The bolt B. coi3sisting»of the frame a. stem d.

catch e, and cross-piece /, "when constructed and
arranged to be operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,Sir Pt. 0. LowEET. Salem, X. Y.—.Ifat7-

^«gr.— October 12, 18f9.

Claim.—1. A bag, having its body constructed of
fibrons or textile fabrics and India riibber combined,
in the manner substantially as herein described, for

the transportation of mail or other matter, as set

forth.

2. The metallic plates B and C, when constructed
and arranged for operation, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the plates B and C, -with

the button D, -when constructed and arranged to
operate substantiallv as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination of the bag A ar d rubber pack-
ing E with the metallic plates B and C, and button
D, all constructed and airanged substantially as and
for the purjose set forth.

95.S18.—E. O. LowBEY, Salem, [VT. Y.—Mail-
Bog I'cstencr.—Oetoler 12. 1869.

Claim.—1. A mail-bag fastening, consisting of the
plates A and B, the studs D, and the linked sliding

bolts E, or their equivalents, "when constrncted and
arranged substantially as herein destrib-ed.

2. The combination of the linked sliding-bolts E
and stncs D, or their equivalent-, vrhen corstructed
and arranged to operate substantially as herein de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The sliding-bolts E and studs D, v>hen con-
structed and arranged for receiving the locking-
dcTice H, substantially as heiein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

95,819. — "William TT. Ltmax, Meriden,
Conn.— i'/ia'f-.Jf.r.— October 12, lSc9.

Claim. — In a fruit-jar, the combination of the
cover, constructed so as to pass down over the pack-
ing d, with a clamping-device, operating so that
while the said clamping-device draws the cover
down on the neck, it will, at the same time, impart
a rotating movement to the cover, substantially as
herein set forth.

95,S20. — John Maekley, Bucyras, Ohio. —
Fence.—October 12, 18b'9.

Ciavin.—A fence, in which the panels are secured
together by clasps and screw-bolts, and supported
above the ground by inclined stakes, when con-
structed and arranged as herein shown and de-

scribed.

95,821.—GoBroN Allen May, Chicago, HL—
Gatejor I>rau--Bridges.—GcXoheT 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The gate or fence C, consisting of
pickets provided with rollers to run upon, and the
lips or prcjectiors, to keep the same on the tracks,
said pickets connected by suitable loose joints, so as

to make the gate pliable, and adapted as a barriei
for diaw-biicges and other structures, sabstantiaUv
as herein set Toith and specified.

2. In comtinationwith the aboxe, the bars, plates,
cr tracks E E, and pins, catches, stops, or other

suitable projecting firiures E E, substantially as-
and for the purposes herein set forth and specified.

95,822

—

Hamilton J. May. Brooklyn, X. T.,.

assignor to himself and John S Thornton, Jersey
City, 2n'. J.—Ioy-Eofp.—Ocxoher 12, 1&69.

Claim.—The wheel, constructed substantially as-

herein shown and described, in combii atiun with
the stick or rod D, as and for the purposes set forth.

95,823. — John K. Merrick. Odell. DL —
Dentists Grinding and Foli-shing Whcd.—October
12, 1869.

Claim. — Glass dental grinding and polishing-
wheels, securedupon a mandi-el. as herein dcscribed,.
as an improTed article of naanufaettire.

95,824.—E. C. Merrill and A. "W. TVillabd,
Charlestown, Tt.. assignors to E. C. Merrill.—
Composition for Emery- Wheels and other Abradivg-
Impler/ents.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. An abrading-wheel. ortoolmadeofem-
ery, artificially united of combined with a softer
abrading-powder, having sharp cutting points, sub-
stantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a grinder-
wheel or other tool, formed of abrasive powder,
united by an oxide-of zinc and a chloride-of-^nc so-
lution, formed and compressed in a mold, substan-
tially as described.

95,825.

—

John S. Moore, Jr.. and Charles H.
Eeinolls, Brooklyn, E. D., X. T.— Washing-Ma-
cAi/ie.— October 12,' 1869.

Claim.—The beaters, connected to their points ot

suspension, that they can swing or yield toward or
from their center of motion, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

95 .826.—G eorgeW.Motees, Gordonsville,Ya^
—Eorse-Poicer.—OetoheT 12. 1869.

Claim.—1. Adjusting the line- shaft to the power-
wheel, substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The connection of the power-wheel bridge C^
with the sills A A, by means of the turned-up end-
pieces d, as and for the purpose described.

95,827.—"William ;Newell, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machine for Polishing and Cleaning Coffee.—Octo-
ber 12, 1869,

Claim.—A cylinder composed ot wood, for clean-

ing and polishing coffee by the friction and attrition

of the giains among themselves and the bulk of
coffee with the -wood of the cylinder, when said cyl-

inder is strengthened, as described, fun ished with
openings covered by screens, and internal ribs, and
is revolved upon journals secured to the wooden
heads, as and lor the purpose herein described and
represented.

95,828 J. H. Oemsby. Dixon, in.— Carriage-
Body Brace.— OcXolx^T 12, 1869.

Claim.— The carriage-body brace, composed or

the pieces D and E, the"brace-rod E, and pieces H.
when the brace-rod E is connected by a journal or
wrist joint, and the pieces are otherwise constrncted
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specitied.

95,829.—George Parker, Poughkeepsie, :i7.T>
—Feed for &rinding-MilU.—Ovio\)'eT 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cone-shaped valve G, spirally cut^

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The chamber C. provided . viith any suitable

valve arrangement, in combination with the cham-
ber D, having the conveyers E, as and for the piu-

pose described.
3. The machine described, consisting of the base

A. shaft B, chambers C and D, center piece E, con-

veyers F, valve G. lever H. and stirrers I. when
combined and arranged as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

95,83®.—Thomas Paekee, Shelby, Ohio.—^a«-
sage S-.vffer.— <jQXo\,(rT 12. 1869.

Clain'.—The combination of the part A. having a
rounded bottom, its interior divided, by partitions 6,

into spaces a^ a^ a^ a*, the cover C, hopper C', spout
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d, ring j, latch k, slotted roller B, sliding plates D,
tbe gearing/ h, and crank i, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as herein described.

95,831.—John C. Pearl, Mendota, Jl\.— Culti-

vator.—Oiito\)ei- 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The standards D, with sleeves D',

when constructed and arranged substantially as

shown and described,' for the purpose set forth.

2. The axles C, "wheu. constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

3. The clevises F, when constructed as shown and
described, in combination with the plates F', both
aiTanged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination, with the whillietree, of the

thimble, whereby the former may be raised or low-

ered, as set forth.

95,832.—James Pexfield and David F.Wool-
8EY, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Coach-Door:—October 12,

1869.

Claim.—The inside handle herein described, hav-
ing operating-lever C, pitman b, and lever D, in com-
bination with the .'ipindle E, of the tumbler of the
lock of a coach- door, constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as specified.

95,833.-Thomas Thompson Ponsonby, Liver-
pool, England, assignor to John Anderson, same
place.

—

Machine for Surfacing and Ornamenting
Tfood.- October 12, 1869; patented in England, Sep-
tember 5, 1865.

Claim.—1. Mounting the engraved cylinder d upon
the disk bearing e, fitted into the end of said cylin-

der, in such a manner that the latter may turn freely

upon its axis, as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The cylinder d, disk-bea,ring e, with its sleeve

and ring /, fastened by set- screw /', together With
shaft c, when the parts are constructed for the pur-

poses specified, as described.

3. The an-angeraent, of the driving-gear, consist-

ing of cone- pulleys b^, screw-pinion &^, gear-wieel
c^ shaft c, and gearing A;', in connection with brace
b, when the parts are constructed and operated as
described, for the purpose set forth.

4. The spirally-grooved and serrated rollers d d,

in combination with the table C, operating as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

95,834.—John H. Price, Boston, Mass.—Oom-
bined Fliers and Scissors.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described instrument, consist-

ing of a pair of jaws, A B, provided with cui ting-

edges, and a pair of jaws d d', flattened at its ex-

tremities, for performing the respective function of

scissors and pliers, when constructed substantially

as described.

95,835. — Walker V. Pulliam, Kansas City,

M«.

—

llaihvay-Car Coupling.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an improvement in selt-adjusting

oar-couplers, the double plates D D, pivoted on either

side of a metallic block or support, A, at one end,

and secured to an interposed wedge-shaped head, B,
at the other, substantially as heiein described.

2. The combination of the spring G, or its equip--

alent, with the supporting-block A and cross-bar F
of the plates D B, carryii]g the coupling head of my
improved car -coupler, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

3. The combinatipn of the bent lever K, pivoted
to or upon tlie platform of a car, with the rod L i)iv-

oted to one of the plates D of an automatic car-
coupler, constructed substantially as herein de-

scribed.

95,836.—George W. Eawson, Cnmbridgeport,
assignor to himself and Michael Hittingek, Sora
ervUle, Mass.

—

Stone- Crushing Machine. — October
12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of the surjilus-re-

ceiver F, with the stationary and lateral jaw-plates
B E E, as described, viz, so as to extend" over, and
serve as a cup 1o such plates, and a means of aiding
in Loldiiig them in position when they are resting on
the Htuds or projections a a, by which they are snp-
l>orted.

2. The arrangement of the wedge-keys b b, and
their screws d d, and nuts e e, with the* jaw C, and
its carrier H, applied together as set fortli.

95,837—W. B. Beanet, Chester, Pa.—B'oise-
ing-Apparatus.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A hoisting-maching, in which are com-
bined the following elements, namely : first, a shaft,
to be revolved continuously in one direction ; sec-
ond, a barrel, loose on the said shaft ; third, a brak-
ing-device, revolving with the shaft, and arranged to
control the barrel, or release the same; and fourth,
a braking-device for retarding and stopping the bar-
rel, all arranged substantially as set fortli.

2. The i)late F, secured to the shaft a, and oarry-
ing the sliding sockets G G*, in combination with
the links j and Ic, connected together by a rod, H,
passing through a slot in the shaft, and with a rod, n,
passing through the shaft, all substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The rod n, connected to the inner braking de-
vice, and the rods /i, connected to the outer braking-
device, in combination with the cross-jjiece M, for
the purpose described.

4. The combination of the braking-device herein
described, the cross-piece M, and the lever N, for the
purpose set forth.

95,838.—John B. Root, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Cut- Off Gear for Steam-Engines.—October 12, 1869

;

antedated October 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination or gear of the driv-
ing-pulley of the governor with the main shaft ofthe
engine, in such manner as that a reduced and mini-
mum velocity is imparted to the governor at or about
the commencement of each piston-stroke of the en-
gine, at all speeds of the latter, substantially as
specified.

2. The combination, with the main or crank-shaft
A, of the engine and governor-driving pulley C, of
the double-scroll gears E and F, essentially as herein
set forth.

95,839.— James J. Boss, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signor to Sarah Boss, same place.

—

Fishing- Reel.—
October 12, 1869.

Claim..—1. The arrangement and construction of
the barrel or reel B, as described, and for the use and
purpose set forth.

2. The combination of A', barrel or reel B, and ec-
centric, C, to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

95,840.—Enno Sander, Saint Louis, 'M.o.—De-
vice for Extinguishing Fires.— Octdhev 12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The jar B, provided with thie inverted
cone-shaped valve D, the same opening upward, as
described.

2. The feed-spout x with its cap, when arranged
and operated substantially as described.

95,841.—Canceled.

95.842.— Theodore O. L. Schrader, N'ew
York, N. Y.

—

Spool and Thread- Protector.—October
12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a spool-thread pro-
tector, of the rim or ring d with the convex head a,

and arms or projections c, substantially as and for

the pui'poses set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the ring/, pro-

vided with points q, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

95.843. — Charles "William Siemens, "West-

minster, England.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.

—October 12, 1869
;
patented in England, September

20, 1866.

Claim..—!. The above described process of rank-

ing cast steel upon the open heaitli of a furnace,

such process being liy cflecting, simiiltaneously, the

reduction of iionores, in one oi' more heated hop-

pers, and tiie solution of the reduced nuHiil, (with-

out exposing it to the flanio,) in a batlt of motiU,

proviiied in" the furnace, substantially ^i*^ horcinbo-

fore descril)ed.

2. The Tuodo of mnkiug cast steel npon the open
hearth of a furnace, t)io same consisting in cuualti.a:
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wroTiglit iron, steel, or Trhite cast iron, to descend
upon''iBclined planes, or through hoppers, (vrhere

the metal becomes gradually; heated,) and into a fluid

bath of cast iron, under the influence of very intense

heat, tlie metal being dissolved in such bath, and
converted into cast steel, substantially as described.

3. The employment of a regenerative gas-furnace,

with a bath of metal, and one or more hoppers used
as described, during aaid by the process of mating
steel thereby, as explained.

95,844. — JOHX SiLSBT, ISTew York, IS". T.—
Sou--<e- Connection for Sewer, Water, and Gas Pipes.

—October 12. 1869.'

Claim.—The tubular cases E, extending from the

houses on the opposite sides of a street, under said

street, and into the sides of the tunnel A, to form
permanent channels, through which the house-con-
nections of gas, water, and sewer pipes, either or

all, can be introduced, without disturbing the street

or sidewalk, as shown and described.

95,845.—G-EOHGE E. S»nTH, Middleport, X. T.
—Hoop- Bending Machine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described device, consisting

of the frame A A, B, and C, the rollers D D, F and
Ii, the adjustable sUdes G-, bolts H, and nuts h, the
belt I. and the adjustable frame K, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

95,846.—S. A. Smith, Xew Haven, assignor to
The Cextke Brook M

a

^'ufactures'g Company,
Centre Brook, Conn.

—

Combined Bit and Tap.—Oc-
tober 12, 1869.

Claim. — The bit and tap. constructed and com-
bined in one and the same piece, as shown and de-

scribed, as an improved article of manufacture.

95,847. — Dajmel McLean Soiiers, Brooklyn,
X. T.

—

Device for Securing Buttons to Fabrics.—
October 12, 1869.

Claim..—The combination, with the riveting-die
E, and stud-supporting and centering die E, of the
rubber spring Gr, arranged around the^xterior of the
riveting-die for action on the button, in concert with
said die, essentially as herein set forth.

95,848.—Daniel E. Sojies, 'Washington, D. C,—Bed and Cushion Spring.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A series of elastic tubes, one- within
another, as springs for bed, sofa, and chair bottoms
and cushions, substantially as set forth.

2. A spring-bottom for beds, sofas, chairs, &c.,

composed of a series of elastic tubes, arranged in

one or more horizontal layers, and either longitu-

dinally or transversely, or both, substantially as set

forth.

3. Cii'culating waiTa or cold water, or air, through
or between a series of elastic tubes of a bed-bottom,
by the devices substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. Perforated tubes, or their eq^uivalents, so ar-

ranged as to admit and distribute aii-, substantially

in tlie manner described, for the purpose of warm-
ing or cooling and ventilating beds.

5. Ventilating-ljeds by forcing air into them, and
allowing it to escape thi'ough small perforations, in

the manner described.

95,849.— B. F. Sturtea'ant, Jamaica Plains,

lA.asi%.—Apparatus for Utilizing Seat.—October 12.

1&69.

Claim. — Eor utilizing the heat escaping in cur-

rents of volatile products of combustion, an incased
series of tubes, provided with inlet and outlet pipes

for said volatile products, and with an air inlet and
an £ir-outlet entering and proceeding from the in-

closed space around the tubes, when combined with
a rotary blower, by which air is passed rapidly

throagh'said air-passages, and is forced from the out-

let cf the blower in a heated condition, substantially

as d-?5cribetL

95,830.—Benjamin Tathati, Kew York, N. Y.
—I>ie f&r Manufacturing Lead Pipe.—Octobei 12,

1869.

Claim.—ThQ combination of a loose core with a

cylinder and ram, for the manufacture of pipes, sub-
stantially as herein described.

95.851.— Jacob Taylor, Beloit, Ohio.— Car-
riage-Body Brace.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The brace F, guide G-, and fulcrum-loop
H. in combination with the spring G and reach A,
substantially as and for the purpose shown.

95,852. —James Thompson, Bridgeport, HI.—
Horse-Rake.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangemeut of the frame A, plat-

form B, seat C, braces D D, runners E E, and wheel
F, all substantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the frame A, with runners
E, pivoted arms G G, rake H, handle J, spring-bars
a a, and lugs b b, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The combination of the handle J, frame K, and
forked rod L, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,853.—Joseph Thorne, 'New York, X. Y.—
Type-Setting Ma<:hine.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pair of paral-
lel series of type-holders with the type-race arranged
between the pair, and with type-diivers traver.sing
said type-race, and constructed to push the types
along the same, substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of two series of type-holders,
arranged endwise to each other, with a type-race ex-

tending along both, and with type-drivers traversing
said type-race in opposite directions, so as to deliver

the types at a central point, substantially as before
set forth.

3. The combination of two type-holders, arKuged
at opposite sides of a type race, with a type-race di-

vided into two courses, one course for the types
ejected from each series of type-holders, substau-
tially as before set forth.

4. The coaabination of a type-holder with an eject-

ing finger, a key to select said finger, and a recipro-

cating'carrier, operated by power separately from
the key, to meve said finger when it is selected, sub-
stantially as before set fo^th.

5. The combination of two series of type-holders

with two series of ejecting-fingers and recipro3ating
carriers, opprated in alternate succession, substan-

tially as before set forth.
6. 'The combination of two series of ejecting-fin-

gers with reciprocating type-carriers, operated in

alternate succession, and with keys arranged in two
gangs, one for each hand of an operator, substan-
tially as before set forth.

7. The combination of the series of type-holders,

type-race, and type-driver, with a reciprocating type-

transferrer, to transfer the types from the type-race,

the whole constructed to operate substantially as be-

fore set forth.

8. The combination of the series of type-holders

with the type-race, type-transferrer, type channel,

and reciprocating type'-setter, the whole constructed

to operate substantiallv as before set forth.

9. The combination of the type-channel with a re-

ciprocating type-setter and spring-presser pawl, the

whole constructed to operate substantially as before

set forth.

10. The combination of a type-race and type-driver

with a movable gauge, substantially as before set

forth.

11. The combination of the ejecting-fingers with a
fnction-driver for the shaft, which imparts motion

to said fingers by connecting-mechanism, the whole

constructed to operate subs'tantiaUy as before set

forth.

12. The combination of the reciprocating type-

driver with a friction-driver for the shaft, which im-

parts motion to said type-driver by connecting-

mechanism, the whole constructed to operate sub-

stantiallv as before set forth.

13. The combination of the type-driver and mova-
ble gauge with a friction-driver for the shaft, that

imparts motion to said movable gauge by connecting-

mechanism, the whole constructed' to operate sub-

stantially Sbi before set forth.

14. The combination of the reciprocating type-

transferrer with a friction-driver for the shaft that

imparts motion to said type-transferrer by connect-
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ing-mechanism.tlie whole constructed to operate sub-

stantially as before set forth.

15. The combination of the reciprocating type-

setter -with a friction driver for the shaft that imparts
motion to the said type setter by connecting-mechan-
ism, the whole consti ucted to operate substantially

as before set forth.

95,S54.—Matthew TiLDESLEY.'Willenhall, Eng-
land.— Cotton Bale Fastening.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The double tie, clip, or fastening, obtained
by the combination of the two parts a a, when con-
structed and applied to each other, and to the sur-

rounding band, as herein specified.

95,853.—A. J. Tompkins and J. M. Wegand,
Clarksville, Iowa. — Hames-Fastener.— October 12,

1869.

Claim. — The casings B and c^, formed respect-

ively on the socket A and perforated strap C, the
socket B being adapted to receive and inclose the
tube D, containing the spring-pin E, all arranged as

described, for the purpose specified.

95,856.—E. W. Vaill, "Worcester, M.ass.—Fold-
ing Chair.— October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a folding chair, the attachment of
rigid arms to a rigid seat, having two slots in its side,

as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the legs A B, arm D, rigid
seat C, slots c, pin b, and braces a, substantially as
described.

95,857.—Charles E. Van Osdel, Chicago, HI.
—Stirrup.—Obtoher 12, 18G9.

Claim.—1. A stiiTup consisting of the sole and
heel plates A and C, and provided with the toe-cap
B, and with a counter, b, substantially as herein
sbown and described.

2. Making the stirrup extensible, to adapt it to feet
of different length, as set forth, by arranging the
heel-plate adjustably on the sole plate, as specified.

3. The riLg G- and pin /. formed on the stirrup,

when arranged on the stiiTup, to allow the same to
be swiveled in the straps D E, of which one has the
ring F to fit on G-, substantially as herein shown and
described.

95,858.—Louis Walther, IsTew York, IST. Y.—
Medicated Cigar.—Oetohev 12, 1869.

Claim,.—Asa new article of menufacture, medi-
cated cigars, made from tobacco-leaves treated in an
infusion of the substances herein described, substan-
tially as specified.

95,859.—Edward G. Ward, Hoboken, N. J.—
Slate Pencil Holder.—Octobav 12, 1869.

Claim.—Attaching the pencil to the slate by means
of the elastic band a, passing through a mortise in

the slate-frame, and beneath which, in the groove,
formed in the edge of the frame, the pencil is placed,
as herein shown and desciibed.

95,860.- George J. "Wardwell. Eutland, Vt.,
assignor to Sieam Stone-Cutteu Company, New
York City.

—

Stone-Channeling Machine.— October
12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A stone-channeling machine, having
its cutter- standard J applied to a base, T, which is

adjustable upon the carriage A, substantially as de-
scribed, and ibr the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of a hinged cutter-carrying
standard, J, and an adjustable base T, with the car
riage A, substantially as described, and lor the pui--

pose set fortli.

3. The adjustable sub base D, on carriage A, hav-
ing a steam-boiler mounted upon it by trunnions, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The air-chamber above the piston b"^, in cylinder
M, and air-cock t, in combination withreciprocatjnji
cutters, and a support or standard, J, substantial!.'^

as described.
5. The air chamber below piston &', in eylindei

M' and air- cock t\ adapted to operate substuutiallj
us described.

95,S(M.—Edward Weissenkorn, Hudson City,
N. J.—PencilAttachment.— Qiiti.\\)i:v 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pencil-clasp or stock, with compass-
leg jointed thereto, for use, in connection with a
pencil, as the scribing-lfg and handle of the compass,
substantially as specified.

2. The compass-leg C, constructed to form a knife-
blade. /, and jointed to the pencil clasp or stock A,
essentially as described.

3. A pencil-attachment, constructed to combine the
threefold purposes or uses of a compass leg, a knife,
and a pencil-point protector, essentially as herein set
forth.

95,882. — Milton D. Whipple, Cambridge,
Mass., assignor to James T. Sanford, ISTew York
City. — Machinery for the Manufacture of Felt.—
October 12, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The mode of fulling or contracting and

softening cloth by rubbing and bending or looping it

back upon itself, by means of the bed M, rubbing-
plate M', and the feed- wheel or drum K, or their
equivalents, operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the pawls L' and I' witb
the ratchet-wheel K' and drum X, for giving to the
latter an intermittent feed-movement, and at the
same time preventing the fabric from being drawn
too tightly over the edge of the bed M, as set forth.

3. The pawls L' and I', slide L, and cam h^, or its

equivalent, for operating the ratchet-wheel K', and
drum K, as set forth.

4. A regulator-rod, P, or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the mechanism for operating the feed-
drum K, for taking up the slack of the cloth and
regulating the feed thereof, as set forth.

95,863. — Milton T>. Whipple, Cambridge,
Mass., assignor to James T. Sanford, I'Tew York
City.

—

Machine for the Manufacture of Felt.—Octo-
ber 12, 1869.

Claim: — 1. Automatically lifting the rubbing-
plate D', to permit the feed of the cloth or bat to the
bed D, by means substantially as described.

2. The intermittently-operating feed-rolls j f, in
combination with the intermittently-lifting rubbing-
plate D', substantially as described.

3. The combination of devices for simultaneously
operatitg the intermittently-lifting rubbing-plate D',

and intermittently-rotating feed-rolls j f, as de-
scribed.

4. The combination of the levers E E^ rock-shaft
E^, and cam h, for lifting the vibrating rubbing- plate
D', Avithont interfering with its vibratory feiove-

ment.

C5,8S4. — HiCHARD M.Williams, Eockville,
Md.—Harvester.—OQtohGT 12, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The platforms D D and finger-bars,
placed opposite each other, and arranged so as to
rotate, with their sickle-bars, in a horizontal plane,
about a common center, substantially as and lor the
purposes explained.

2. In combination with the revolving platforms
and the finger-bars, the beam H, carrying the
graded series of fingers I', arranged to operate in the
manner and to the end set forth.

3. In combination with the revolving platforms
and finger-bars, the beam G, carrying the adjusta-
ble rake, k, arranged to act as described, and with
the extent specified.

95,865.—Silas N. Brooks, Bernardston, Mass.,
administrator of tli^- estate of Linus Y'ale, Jr., de-

ceased.— Z/oc^•.—October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the turning-slide,
lock-bolt, and stop, all constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the turning-slide, bolt, stop,

and detent, all constructed to operate substantially

as before set forth,

95,SfH5. — Hugh Young. Middlotowu, Conn.,
and Jamks L. Young, Now York, N. Y.—C^rbon-
Tooi.—October 12, 18(;9.

Claim.—The improved mode of inserting mineral
carbons, or other hard stones, in tools for cutting

stones, metals, or other substances, from the (Vout

••ido B of tlie lilock A, instead of inserting the same
irorn the top part, or that part of the block tlirough

which the (utlinj^':-noint is to projoot, as i.-; now done.
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and this we claim for any shape or size of mineral
cai'bon, or other hard stones, when done substan-
tially iu the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.

95,867.—Louis Braver, "Washington, D. C.

—

Car-Axle Bearing. —October 12, 18o'9.

Claim.—1. The hollow vibrating box or case, pro-

vided with the side-rollers D D' and large roller B,
and with the shoulders H H and springs P P resting
thereon, all constructed and arranged to operate as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the box carrying the de-

scribed arrangement of wheels and springs, the
stationary frame E, constructed and apphed to the
car, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,86S. — John- F. Allen, Tremon*;, X. Y.—
Steam-Engine Slide-Talve.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A perforated slide valve, constructed
as shown, whereby to admit the steam by four
courses, allowing it to pass through the body'of the
valve, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. A perforated slide- valve, having the cross bars n
and eonnectirg tube or tubes t,to admit or ex-

haust the steam by four diffei'ent passages, as speci-

fied.

3. The cap F, arranged in the steam-chest, above
,
the perforated slide-valve, and provided with one or
two grooves, or recesses, to admit the steam above
the valve, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

95,869. —Emaxltel An^drews, "Williamsport,
Pa.—>S'air->S'K'a(7e.—October 19, 185'9.

Claim.—1. The adjustable hexagonal anvil A, con-
structed and operating as described, and for the pur-
pose aforesaid.

2. The saw-swage C, constructed and operating as
above shown, and for the purpose above set forth.

3. The combination, arrangement, and employ-
ment of the saw-swage C, adjustable hexagonal an-
vil A, screws E E, and supports D D, in connection
with a sui'able frame, when constructed and oper-
ating as above mentioned.

95,870.—IIen"RT il. Beidler, Philadelphia, Pa.—Larnp-Burner.—October 19, 1869.

Claim. — The bell-shaped case A, with its broad
open or perforated bottom, in combination with the
inner hf at-coaducting case C, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,871. — Henry C. Bell, Emporia, Kans.—
Saw- Filing Machine.—October '19, 18fa'9; antedated
October 13, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
slotted angular clamp F, the slotted angular plate E
adjustable upon the clamp F. and the slotted guide
D, adjustable upon the plate E, as herein shown and
described.

95,872.—LoLis Black, Detroit, Mich.

—

Spnng
Eye- Glass:—Oetoher 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the springs of spring eye-
glasses to the eye-glass frame by clamps a b', when
arranged to be secured by wedge-formed devices, or
their equivalents, subst intially as specified.

2. In combination with the said clamp s, the bent
projections at the ends of the springs, or their equiv-
alents, substantially as specified.

95,873.-"WiLLiAir M. Bleaklet, Terplant, Is".

Y.— Can-Ope-ner.—Oetohev 19, 1869.

Claim.—A can-opener, composed of the levers A
and B, which are pivoted together by a hook, and
which cany respectively the adjustable cutter D
and the adjustable prong C, substantially as herein
shown and described.

95.874.-Henry E. Bodwell, Jr.. South ISTor-

walk, iJonn.

—

Tuckiaa Attachment for Sewing-Ma-
c/n"-rte.s.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable fliding-plate A, the hinged
folding-plate D, the forming-plate E, and regulating-
guide L, all constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose specified.

95,875.— Milton Bovvker, Newark, 17. J.—
Hay-Spreader.—October 19, 1869; antedated Octo-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cylinders, pistons and springs,
constructed, combined, and arranged upon a kay-
spreader, substantially as specified and shown.

2. The sleeves d, when constructed with the sock-
ets e and set-screws/, in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein described.
3. The adjusting plate g, when used in combina-

tion with the cylinders, pistons, and springs, and the
sleeves d, in constructing a machine to <pread hay.

4. The combination of the connecting-rod g, the
sleeve d, and the tines and set-screws /, substan-
tially as specified and shown.

95,876.

—

Benjamin B. Brown, Delaware, Ohio.
—Adding-2Iachine.—Octo\)eT 19, 1869. .

Claim.—The combination of plate L ratchet n, de-
tent-pawl q, actuating-pawl m, chain p p, flide b,

(having lug C and spring-pins d, thereon.) scroll-pin

g, frame k, and face-plate, all constructed and ar-

ringed as and for the purpose specified.

95,877.—Daniel S. Brown, Astoria. Oregon.—
Boat-Detaching Apparatus.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combiriation of the stationary jaws
B and pivoted jaws C, with the rods b b , bar D,
lever E, rod d. and catc'i F, all arranged and oper-

ating substantially as herein shown and described.

95,878.—ArGUSTUS Oliver Bruiimel, Mem-
phis, Tenn.—Driven-Well Points.—Oetohev 19. 1869.

Claim.—1. The point C B, made m two sections,

with the air-passages a a a a, in combination with
b b, as described alx)ve, for the purpose there stated
and described.

^
2. The point C B, in combination with the pipes

A D, constructed as above described, and for the
purpose therein contained and stated.

95,879 T. X. Bunnell, Eevnolds, Ind.—Say-
Stacker.-Octoher 19, 1869.

Claim.—The frame-work A, combined with the
pivoted bar B, the lever C, rope D, and stay d', in

the manner and for the purpose set foith.

95,880.— "W". Xewton Cook, Grand Eapids,
Mich.—Spring-Bed Bottom.—0~:toher 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the guide-bar C and
frames A and B, bolts and thimbles D, spiings a a
a rt, and canvas b, when constructed and used sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

95,881.—Albert Cooper, Harrisburgh, Pa.—
Clothes- Line Bolder.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a line-holder, the
dou ole-incline plane disk-wheels E and D, and the

center C with the collar B. constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-

poses set forth.

95,882.—John Corson, T\"ashington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and Daniel Breed, same place.

—

Manufacture and Preservation of Metals.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described mode of manufac-
turing, working, tempering, storing, and preserving
metats iu a state of insulation from earth currents of

electricity, in order to produce and preserve a supe-

rior fibrous condition of the metal, and to prevent or

retard the crystallization and deterioration of the

same, using the aforesaid means, or their equiva-

lents, involving the same principles, substantially as

set forth.

95,883.—E. D. Cramer, Hackettstown, K". J".—

Stable Horse- Tie.-October 19, 1869.

Claim.—An improved stable horse-tie, formed by
the combination of staple B. strap C. and elastic

block D, the said parts operating together, substan-

tially as shown and described.

95,884.—Hermann Crajier, Sonora, Cal.—jS^aio.

—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—A saw, whose back edge is provided with
a graduated scale, and whose blade is perforated, ia

combination with the square-edged handle B, spirit-
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levels d e, and pivoted bar or plate /, all arranged
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

-scribed.

95,885.—Mitchell E. Dand, Philadelphia, Pa.—Car-Spring.—October 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The spring, made substantially as

.shown and described, from the blank A, with the
'Coils b, straight part a, and inclined portions c d, for

the purposes specified.
2. The grooved plate B, in combination with the

spring, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

95,8S6.—Hiram Dodge, Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

.Slmft-Coupling.—Oatohev 19, 1869.

Claim.—The head A, provided with arms E, in-

'ternal ratchet////, in combination with the nut M,
provided with pawls J, cylindrical head F, provided
with friction-rollers, the shafts C D, and shell B, as
and for the purpose set forth.

95,887.—Wilson Elder, Mill Hall, Va,.—Straw-
Gutter.—OctohQi 19, 1869.

Claim.—T\\Q enlarged part B of the lever C, elas-

tic bearing-ribs H JEE, annular groove I, plate A,
end bolt C, all combined, constricted, and arranged
as specified.

95,888.

—

Ervin H. Ewell, Saint Louis, Mich.

—

Machine for Saiving Lath.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The, devices by which the gang of saws
M is adjustable' vertically above and below the sur-

face of the saw-table C,' consisting of the mandrel
L, the frame K, the slides /, the lever O, and the
treadle P, when constructed and arranged as above
set forth.

95,889.—William M. Ferky, Grand Haven,
M.\(i\\.— Circular Saw Mill.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The head-block D, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described, and provided at its

lower edge with stationary dogs d, as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The dogs G, recessed in the vertical guides E in
the face of the head- block, which dogs engage, of
their own weight, with a cant, as herein specified.

3. In combination with the dogs Gr, the racks h,

'operated by pinions P, gears J J', and lever K, or
other suitable mechanism for raising said racks, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The employment of the springs C, on the log-

si'de of the carriage, to arrest the "throw" of the
head-block, when the cant has become light.

5. The inclined-plane bearings b, on the back side
of the saw-carriage, in which play the journals of
the traction- wheels a', so that while feeding up to

out, the carriage shall stand level, and, in gigging
back, the back side will drop, causing the log-side of
the carriage to diverge from the saw, as and for the
•purpose set forth.

6. The dial-wheel Q, perforated on its periphery
with pin-holes, in parallel rows, the holes of each
a'ow being placed at equal distances from each other,
in combination with a feed -pinion, N, of such diam-
eter at its pitch-line as will accurately space off the
various thicknesses of merchantable lumber, and
come out even on the last cut of the cant, substan-
tially as described.

95,890.—J. Hyde Fisher, Chicago, llL—mu-
JyOcA;.—October 19, 1869 ; antedated April 19, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the nut D and screw
H, a waslicr, C, which is so formed to have pro-
jections d b fitting into corresponding depressions d'

b' in its seat, as set forth.

95,891 .—tTohn J. Flansbukgh, Berne, ]Sr. Y.—
Sanmge-Stuffer. —October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlio stufFiug-cylinder F, provided with
the eloping moutli/, and the trunnions g g, arranged
so as to swing its mouth over a side of tlio machine,
substantially as desciil)od, for tlie purpose set fortli.

2. In a sausagc-stuffer, in combination with the
screw C and hand-wheel D, or its c(iuivalont, the
frame B, v/ith the ]tluugor E, attached, and working
in the frame A., provided with the guides a a, and
all arranged and operated substantially iu the man-
Jicr specitied, for the purpose set fortli.

95,892.—Egbert Guy Fowx, Baltimore, Md.—
Photographic Printing.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of t «vo or more nega-
tives, fQr the purpose of producing photographic
prints, substantially as described, and for the par-
pose set forth.

95,893.—Calvin G. Frushour, La Gro, Ind.—
Animal-Trap.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the notched flanges
or wings e, with the spring-treadle L, constructed as
herein shown and described.

95,894.—Horace W. George, Danvers, Mass.,
assignor to John H. Young and John A. Greene.—Box-Toe for Boots and Shoes.— Oatob&v 19, 1869.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, a
molded box-toe for boots and shoes, made of vulcan-
ized rubber, with or without an intermixture of
fibrous material, or of any suitable material capable
of being formed or shaped in molds, substantially as
described.

95,895.—Algernon Gilliam, Pittsburgh, Pa
Harness-Saddle.—October 19, 1869.

Clafm.—The tree A, with its upward-projecting
flanges B, strengthened by means of the loop M, at
each end of the same, and connecting said flanges,

in combination with the patent-leather top piece D,
housing K, and pad I, in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

95,896.—Dennis Gorman, Hornellsville, N. Y.
—Potato-Digger.—Octoher 19, 1869.

Claim.—The digging-fork scoops D D D as con-
structed and arranged on the revolving disk C for

adjusting their depth, in combination with the screen
E, operating in the manner substantially as herein
described, for the purposes set forth.

95,897.—Merritt W. Griswold, New York,
N. Y.—iocA;-iVMt.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spiral spring, F, or H, combined
with the edges or periphery of either end of a free

screw-bolt, or of a free screw-nut upon a fixed bolt,

to lock and tighten the same, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. An interposed spring, when extended between
and secured to the edges or peripheries of two or
more nuts B B, or of two or more free bolts G, pass-
ing into fixed or secured nuts or threaded apertures,
so as to lock and tighten the same, substantially as
herein set forth.

95.898.— Joseph D. Hall, Trenton, N. J.—
Buler.—OctohQv 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ruler and blot-

ting-pad with the frame which holds the blotting-
pad, and the manner of attaching them, substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes hereinbe-
fore set forth.

95.899. — William Hall, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Samuel Peck and Company,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Base for Door-Knobs.—Octo-
ber 19, 1869.

Claim. — The molded composition washer C, in
which the metallic part D E is molded into the non-
metallic part, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

95.900.— John Harvey, Mai-tinsvillo, Ind.—
Fruit-Drier.—Octohev 19, 1869. .

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the case A B, the
flue E, F, G, M, dividing the case into compart-
ments, the A'cntilating-passages Q, and dampers R,
all substantially as specified.

2. The improved fruit-drawers or shelves, con-
structed and arranged m specified.

95,901 .—John Hinr, Cockermouth, England.—
Machine for Dre'ising Millstones.—October 19, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The guide B. fastened to the plato J,

which is pivoted tn the radial arm A, substantiaUy
as described, so that the position of the guide oaii

be raried at will, as speoifioil.

2. The lever E, pivoted to the raili:\l arm, to movo
the cutter block aud the ratchets, which impart in-
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termittent rotary motion to the entire apparatus, as
specified.

3. The radial arm A, toothed disk C, and-n'orm H,
in combiBation -with the lever E, ratchet-bar I, cut-

ter-block r, and holder M, all arranged and oper-
ating substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The diamond holder M, having the split conical
end, the collar V, and nut m, all arranged as de-

scribed, to clamp the diamond between the segments
of the cone, as specified.

95,S02. — David H. Horker, Eattle Ground,
Indi.— Weather-strip.— QQiohex 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a door and door-
frame, of the under-cut bracket B, strip A, springs
C and D, when all constructed and arranged as

specified.

95,003. — J. W. EowAED, Greenville, Ala.—
Slack-Belt Attachmentfor Machinery.—October 19,

1869.

Claim,.—The combination of loosely-pivoted lever
E and pin G with the post C, having a series of

holes arranged thereon, in the arc of a circle, as and
for the purpose specified.

S5,904.

—

Joseph Hubbell, Zanesville, Ohio.

—

Head-Block of Saw-Mills.—OctoheT 19, 18G9.

Claim.. — 1. The combination of the vibrating
hand-lever, the reciprocating pitman, the spring-

clutches linked to and operated by the pitman, the
ratchet- teeth on the driving-wheels, the pinion, the
worm-shaft, and the jacks, all these parts being con-
structed as set forth.

2. The combination of the driving-wheels, the re-

ciprocating pawls moving parallel to the face of the
wheels, the springs, and the vibrating pawl-holders,
all constructed as set forth.

3. The combination ofthe pawl-holders, the spring-

pawls, each having a short projection or foot, l^, and
the retractor k, aU constructed as set forth.

4. The combination of the reciprocating sUding
bar, pawls, or spring-clutches, connected by links

with the bar, cogged driving-wheels, having internal
ratchet teeth, screw or worm shafts, secured in the
head-blocks, and carrying pinions corresponding
with and driven by the cogged wheels, screw-socket
or nuts, in which the shalts turn, and feeding-jacks,

sliding in the head blocks, and to which the sockets
or nuts are secured, the combination being and op-
erating substantially as set forth.

95,9Gr%. — A. J. Jack and D. E. Brajstd, Des
]^oires, Iowa.— l^a/er-TFTieeZ.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The buckets D, each pivoted at the be
ginning of the curved outer termination, thence to

the inntr end being plane, as shown and described.
2. The buckets D, having the form shown, the

rods E, and bell-cranks E, pivoted at their angles to
the notched disk G, fixed on the shaft H, all arranged
as specified.

95,906.—Jesse JekkijvS, Andrew County, Mo.,
assignor for one-half to Abram Dobes, same place.—Corn-Planter and Cultivator.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the seed-box a,

slide a', shaft 6', with the pivoted standard c", spring
c'", and slotted gnide-frame c', all aiTanged and op-
erating substantially as described.

2. The combination, with the seeder-frame, of the
lever h, rod h", and handle h'", in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of shaft and roUer D D' with
the shafts and shovels C C r, controlling-shaft B,
planter-apparatus a a', crank-shaft &', disconr ecting-
apparatus c c' c" c^, and brake-mechanism h' h" h^,

all arranged and operating in the manner explained.

95,S07. — C. H. Johnson, Chelsea, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Charles Libkey, "Whitefield,

U. H.

—

Sleigh and Sled Hunner.— October 19, 1663.

Claim.—In a sled or sleigh runner, the combina-
tion of the head-piece B, the elastic runner-iron D.
the springs C^ C^ and body A, made and, connected
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

95,908.—"William H. Johnson, Philadelphia,

Pa.— Wash-Pave Key-Handle.— October 19, 1869 ;

antedated October 5, 1869.

Claim. — The construction of a wash pave key,
with the handle of any irregular shape, whereby the
hose is kept in position, substantially as described.

95,909.!— "WiLLiiiM J- JoiiypoN, Newton, and.
Henry A. JHildreth, Lowell, Mass. — i?roiZer.

—

October 19, 1869.
Claim.—1. The hinged or pivoted drop-hooks, at-

tached to the frame or body of a wire broiler, as and
for the purposes specified.

2. Handles formed and attached to the frame or
body of a wire broiler, as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

95,910.—John J. Kimball, ifaperville, 111.—
Water- Tf/ieeZ.-October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the case A,
having the chutes B, of the ring D, and vertical
wedge-shaped projections E, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination, with the wheel, composed ot
the rings G G', vertical arms H, and buckets I,

having vertical and inclined faces, of the tubular
extension C of the case, substantially as specified.

95,911.—Charles A. KhnG, Springfield, Mass.—Luhricator for Loone Pulleys.— Octoher 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A valve for pulley-lubricators, con-
structed and arranged as described, so as to open
and close the passage communicating between the
reservoir and the pnlley-bearing, by its own weight,
as the pulley revolves.

2. The combination of the slide-valve A, with ad-
justing-screws H and I, and hole G, and the reser-
voir C, with hole E, constructed and arranged as
and for the purpose shown.

95,912.—Charles A. King, Springfield, Mass.—Luhricator for Loose Pulleys.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A valve for pulley-lubricators, operated
by the centrifugal force obtained from the revolution
of the pulley, said valve opening and shutting a pas-
sage communicating with the pulley-beaiing.

2. The combination of the supply-chamber A, oil^

ing tube B, valve E, and spring 1, the parts being
constructed and arranged substantially as herein set
forth.

3. The independent annular oil-chamber A. con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

95,913.

—

William E. Knight, Shrewsbury, as-
signor to Dakius a. Martin, Mount Holly, Yt.-
Rotary Vegetable-Grater.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving disk-

grater Z, with a sliding carriage, E, for feeding the
vegetable up to the grater, by means of the weight
W, cord S, pulleys a' and b\ or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the pm'poses specified.

95,914.

—

Ereberick KoHLERand A. J. Alsing,
jSTew York, N. Y.—Swing Pounding and Chopping
Block.—OctohcT 19, 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus for reducing and diminish-
ing the shocks and noise of machinery and of pound
ing-instruments, consisting of the box-shaped sup-
port A, the spring or springs B, and the block C^.

substantially as herein shown and described.

95,915.—EranzEriederich Kullrich, Berlin,
Prussia.

—

Picture- Case.—October 19, 1869.

Clai'in. — 1. The endless band I, carrying the
pictures, in combination with the drum A of a
music-box, all aiTanged so that the band is moved^
when the music is in action, as set forth.

2. The roller G, held by springs d away from the
music-drum A, for the purpose of keeping the band
tense, as specified.

3. The case or box J, containing a music-box and
picture-belt, and provided with an aperture, through
which the pictures are displayed successively while
the music is in action, as set forth.

95,910.—WiLLi^AM Leighty, Ebensburgh, Pa.

—

Washing-Machine.—OcioheT 19, 1869.

Claim. — In combination with the triangular

bracket E, the sliding stop-plate K, as and for the
purpose described.
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95,917.—J. C. Longshore, Mansfield, Ohio.

—

Clothes-Drier.—Ootohev 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the parallel

extension-frame A, united by the bars B, of the
frame C, constructed as described.

2. The combination, with the parallel extension-

frames A, nnited as described, and the frame C, of

the posts E, all arranged as specified.

95,918.—Henry 0. Lothrop, Milford, Mass.

—

Machine for MaJdiig Wire Ferrules. — October 19,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of instrumentalities

herein described, for making a soidered-wire ferrule,

all substantially as set forth.

2. In coiling'mai^rels the combination of a taper-

ing form and grooves //, with a groove e, all ar-

ranged and operating together in the manner de-

scribed.
3. The combination and arrangement of mechan-

ism by which the arbor and knife are respectively
operated at the time and in the manner set forth.

A. In combination with the mandrel I, the beater
a, formed as described, actuated in any suitable

manner, and operating as explained.
5. As a new manufacture, a ferrule made of coiled

and soldered wire, having each fold of the coil

formed with an offset, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

95.919. — Thomas Mahek, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Core-Box for Car- Wheels.—Oclohev 19, 1869.

Claim.—The core-box A, cover C, and sweep D,
constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

95.920. — JoKL Manchester, K"ew Yort, IsT.

Y.

—

AniwMl-Trap.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever G-, with the projections o o',

and S, on the inner surface of the slot and end of the
lever, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The bait- box P, constructed as described, when
attached, by means of the wires q, to the bait-bar F,
and arranged as herein set forth and shown, for the
purposes specified.

95,921.—Horace A. Mears, Pecatonica, 111.

—

Stove-Pi'pe.—OoiohQT 19, 1869.

Claim. — The supplemental open joint B, with
beads cod., plates e e, and prominences / /, when
operated by meais of the wedge A, and used in con-
nection with the pipe A A, as and for the purpose
described.

95,922.—George A. Milani, Frankfort, Ind.—
Propelling Vessel.—October 19, 1869.

Claiin. — 1. The combination of a centrally-ful-

crumed lever, having a seat at each end, with two
pairs of pawls and ratchet-wheels, arranged as de-

scribed, to rotate two aligned shafts, D D, simul-
taneously and with equal velocity, as set forth.

2. The arrangement, on a boat, of two aligned
shafts, D D, rotating with equal velocity, spur-
wheels E E, pinions a a, and shafts B B, to propel
the paddle-wheels C C, in the manner described.

3. The arrangement, upon the paddle-driving
shaft D D of a boat, of lo.ose equalizing spring spur-
wheels E E, for the purpose of giving a uniform
motion to the paddle-wheels.

4. The arrangement, near the bottom of the boat,
of a lever, H, fulcrumed and shaped as described,
for the purpose jof removing Ihe pawls from the
ratchets, in the manner specified.

95,923.—Edward Milner, Marquette, Mich.—
TTa^on-zS'toAre.-October 19, 1869.
Claim.—The stake A, when provided with the eye

B and lug D, in connection with the bolster C, sub-
stantially as herein described.

95,924.—TiTUS MOLINIER, New Orleans. La.—
Apparatus for Decanting Liquids.— October 19,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the divided and
hinged decanting-tube or conduit, of the funnel,
fixed to the free end of said tulwi, and arranged to

receive the liquid and conduct it to the tube, sub-
stantially as uud for the purposes set fortli.

2. The combination, with the decanting-tube or
conduit, of a handle, connected with the free end of
said conduit, and adapted to eifect the elevation or
depression of the receiving-funnel or orifice, and to
hold it at any desbced height, substantially as set
forth.

3. The combination of the hinged conduit, the re-
ceiving-funnel or orifice, the handle, for elevating
and depressing the same, and the hinged fioat, sur-
rounding the mouth of said funnel, substantially as
set forth.

4. The arrangement, at the point where the two
sections of the conduit are hinged together, of
leather, India rubber, or other suitable pliable
material, which will unite the two sections in one
continuous tube, and yet allow the upper or movable
section to be swung up or down on its hinge, as set
forth.

5. The combination, substantially as described,
with the flexible or pliable material, connecting the
two sections of the conduit, of props or supports,
arranged within the conduit, so as to sustain the
said pliable material, and prevent it from impeding
the passage of the liquid through the conduit, when
the upper section is elevated.

95,925.

—

Albert Moore and Eetederich
Wendel, Chillicothe, Ohio. — Combined Flow and
ifarrow.—October 19, 18()9.

Claim. — The combination of the harrow G-,

draught-rods H and I, and jointed catch-rod J, with
the plow A B C D E E, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth..

95,926. — Charles S. Murphy and Donald
McGregor, Detroit, Mioh. — 8oap- Cutting Ma-
chine.—Octohav 19, 1869. .

Claim.—1. The vibrating frame D, provided with
cutting-wires o, table E, and handle L, in combina-
tion with the frame C, when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as herein specified.

2. In combination with the above-named parts,
the slides F, table G, and cutting-wires m, -o'heu
arranged relatively to each other, and operating as
herein set forth.

3. In combination with the frames C, D, and G,
provided with the various parts herein mentioned,
the frame A, provided with cuttinu-wires «, and the
ways B, when constracted, combined, and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

95,927.-John McLeod Murpky, New York,
N.Y., assignor to James Lorimer Graham, same
plaGe.-Cut-Off Nozzle for Cans.—Octohev 19, 1869.

Claim.— Packing-cans, for oils and other fiuids,

provided with nozzles A, having the lateral holes D
E, and screw or other caps B. and the cutoff rings
E and spouts G, all substantially as specified.

95,928.—Frederick Nicklin, Troy, N. Y., as-
signor to himself and Keuben Willis, same place.—Faihvay-Jlail Chair.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—A railroad-chair in two parts, whose in-
ternal faces are shaped as described, in combination
with two keys, with reversed inclination on their co-
incident sides, the said elements being fitted together,
as and for the purpose specified.

95,929.—Jorge Oyarzabal, Malaga, Spain.-
Ice-Cream /Server.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The implement or ice-cream server, sub-
stantially as described, that is, as composed of tiio

knife A, blade B, and spring-bow C, arranged as set

fortli.

95,930 L. D. PARSONS.Tremont, X. Y.-Wvnd-
Wheel i'u?«p.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of a rociproonting
weight, P, with a pump-rod, K, having an eye at the
top and another at Ij, whereby, as the weight strikes

the top g, the rod is raised, and when it strikes the
bottom one, it is depro.ssed, all as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of a winding spindle, G, loose
upon its shaft, and alternately kKikod and unlocked,
with a cord, O, and weight P, whereby the rod K is
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raised, by mechanical power, but depressed by grav-
ity, in the manner set forth.

3. The combination of the rod K, reciprocating
weight P, and lever M, arranged and operated as de-

scribed, to ship and unship the clutch-sleeve G-, in the
manner described.

4.. The combination of the shaft F, clutch-collar H,
clutch-sleeve G, lever M, cord O, and weight P, with
the lugged rod K, to displace the water and cause
its elevation, as set forth.

.5. The combination of the shaft F with a wind-
driver, whose wings T face inward, as specified,

whereby a vane is rendered unnecessary.
6. The subject-matter of fourth clause, in combi-

nation with the wind- driver, as and for the purpose
specified.

95,931.—Almakes' B. Paul, San Francisco, and
J. L. "Wood, Independence, Cal.

—

Process for Amal-
gamating Gold and Silver.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the simple horizon-
tal rotating hollow or perforated-axled cylinder A,
with a furnace, f«r the purpose of drying and venti-
lating materials to be amalgamated.

2. The process of drying and ventilating metal-
liferous ores, and amalgamating the same, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The amalgamating of pulverized ores in a dry
condition, with mercury, in metallic or wooden bai*-

rels or cylinders, without the use of artificial heat.

95,932.— Jajies iST. Pease, Panama, IN". Y.

—

Fence-Stake.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The sill C, in combination with the
cross-cleats B and stakes A, when constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose herein substantially
described.

2. The combination and an'angement of the cap
E, stakes A, en ^ss-cleats B, and sill C, substantially
as described.

95,933. — John Player, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. As a preparatory step in the conver-
sion of crude iron into steel or malleable iron, me-
chanically dividing cast iron into pieces, flakes,

grains, or powder, by running it, in a fluid state,

either alone or mixed with other substances, between
roUei-s or other suitable moving and crushing siu'-

faces, substantially as and for the purposes described.
2. The process of converting crude iron into steel,

or malleable iron, by subjecting it to the puddling-
process or any other suitable treatment, iron which
has first been reduced in themanner above described,
from a melted state, either alone or together with
other substances, to pieces, flakes, grains, or powder,
and then mixed, in this solid state, with oxides or
other ingredients or agents, also in a solid state,

either before being placed in the puddling or other
furnace, or in such furnace before any considerable
portion of them is melted, substantially as and for
the purposes s6t forth.

95,934.—"WiLLiAJi J. Eeed, West Middlesex,
assignor to himself, John M. Clapp, and "Warner
Peakson, Newcastle, Pa.

—

Steam- Generatm\—Octo-
ber 19, 1869.

Claim.—ThroAving jets of steam into the flame,
just above and clear of the fuel, by devices con-
structed and arranged with specific reference thereto,
as herein set forth.

95,935.—Andrew Jackso'n Hoberts, Boston.
Mass.

—

Machine for Making Horseshoes.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The train of mechanism by which the
formers Q Q' are opened and closed, its several parts
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially in the manner described.

2. Constructing, arranoing:, and fitting together,
ripon the head-block, the sliding bars It Y and levers
V Y', substantially in the tnanner specified.

3. The train of mechanism by which the sliding
bars E Y are actuated, its several parts being ar-

ranged and operated as set forth.

4. The combination of the anvil-plate, the pressure-
plate u, and bar r, acting together a^ a holding-de-
vice, with the dies a' and p\ all being constructed
and arranged as shown and described.

5. The subject-matter of the preceding clause, in
combination with the formers Q Q', all the elements
of said combination being arranged and operating
together as and for the purpose specified.

6. The subject-matter of the prececling clause, in
combination with tlie punches p p, all the elements
operating together to make a complete shoe, as set
forth.

7. The combination of the bending, punching, face-
forming, calk- forming, and dischai-giug devices, all

arranged and operating together as and for the pur-
pose specified.

8. The arrangement of the punch-carrier E, the
orifice H', the feeding-carriage g^, and the herein-de
scribed mechanism for reciprocating the same, sub
stantially as and for the purposff set fjrth.

95,936.—Edward P. Roche, Bath, Me.—Hooks
and Eyes.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—As a new manufacture, hooks and eyes,
formed from continuous strips of spring or tempered
wire, bent into the shape substantially such as herein
shown and described.

95,937.—Theodore "W. E,tding, Tully, N. Y.—
Butter-Package.— ^tobei- 19, 18G9.

Claitn.—The improved butter-package, herein de-
scribed, as a new article of manufacture, the same
consisting of a tub. A, with packing groove a, the
cover B, cross-piece C screws D, riveted to the tub
and to the hoop e of the tub, and nuts d d, when the
cross-piece has its ends cut away, so that the screws
and nuts do not project, all the parts being con-
stracted and airauged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

.95,938.—Albert G. Safford, Boston, Mass.-
liailroad-Car Ventilator.—October 19, 1869,

Claiyn.—The arrangement and combination of the
ball D and the stops b c with the valve A, its pivots,

and the opening B, for reception of the valve, the
whole being substantially as set forth.

95,939.—George TT. Scollay, Saint Louis, Mo.—Preserving Dead Bodies.—October 19, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. Preserving the body or carcass, by com-
bining, in the arterial or vascular system thereof, the
antiseptic, or preserving qualities or influence of a
fluid or fluids and a gas or gases, so made, mixed, and
compounded as to exert an antiseptic influence upon
the body, when united therein, whether the gas or
gases and fluid or fluids are antiseptic in themselves
or not, or whether they would exert an antiseptic
influetice or not upon the body, when separately ap-
plied thereto.

2. Restoring and preserving the life-like color of
the venous blood, and the consequent life-like ap-
pearance of the corpse or flesh of the carcass, by
meay.s of a combination of gases which are antisep-

tic and color- restoring in their influence, when
united in the vascular and arterial system of the
body, substantially as described.

3. Subjecting tlie body or carcass to an antiseptic

influence, in the form of a fluid, introduced into the
arterial and vascular system, and to an antiseptic

influence in the form of a gas, introduced into the
blood and tissues either through the lungs, the pores
of the skin, or through the arterial and venous sys-

tem, so as to cause the two influences to combine in

the body, for the purpose of preserving the same,
substantially as deicribed.

95,940.—"Warren Shumard, Richmond, Ind.
—Soil- Pulverizer.—October 18, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 5, 1869.

Claim. — The toothed ft-arae A, in combination
with the movable toothed frame B, the teeth of which
latter are passed, with a reciprocating or oscillating

movement, between those of the frame A, substan-

tially as described.

95,941. — Benjaiiin Silliman, Ifew Haven,
Conn.

—

Manufacture of Illum,inating Gas.—Octo-
ber 19, 1869.

Claim:—The use and application of the material
or mineral hydrocarbon called WoUongonoite, pos-

sessing the attributes and qualities substantially as
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•above described, either by itself or mixed witli other
gas-prodaciug substances, for the purpose of making
gas for illamluating or heating purposes.

95,942. — E. H. Sipks and D. Defibaugh,
Bloody Run, Pa.—FmiM>/'ier.—October 19, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The combination, witfh the case A, of
•the tube G, sliding fire-pot H, fitted thereto, the flues

K, radiator L, and flue M, when the said case is pro-

vided with suitable air-passages and regulating-
valves at top and bottom.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
above, the posts P, brackets O, and pans N, all sub-

• st^autially as specified.

95,943.—Anthony Sr-UTHOiN, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Pwmp.—October 19, 1869.

* Glaim.—1. The lever L, provided with the hub X,
the slotted stuffing-box M, glands O, and any suit-

able packing, in connection with the air-chamber of
a double-cylinder pump, substantially as and for the
-purposes set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the shell

A, covers B, lugs b', rods b, cylinder C. air-chamber
D, valves E, suction G-, piston-rod H, perforated
^pistons I, followers K, lever L, stuffing-box M,
.glands O, diaphragm P, and discharge Q, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and set forth.

95.944.— Joseph E. Smith, Chicago, 111., as-

.si«:nor to Cornelius Walsh, JS'ewark, N. J.—Trav-
eling ^agf.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The band A, having its ends a a bent
iiround the hinge-corners of the frame, and con-
nected by a separate strip or brace, B, of greater
-strength or stiffness, substantially as represented
•and described, for the purposes set forth.

2. The band A, having its ends a a bent arourid
the hinge-corners of the frame, and united by a sep-

arate stiff strip or brace, B, in combination with the
corner-shields or protectors F, applied externally of
the cover, as represented and described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

95.945.— W. C. Smith, "Wiarrensburgh, Mo.

—

Bed Bottom.—OctdbQV 19, 1869.

Glaim.—In combination with a bed-bottom, the
rollers or pulleys a, resting upon the strips g, the
girths d and the slats c, rounded on the under side,

all constructed as described, and for the purposes set
forth,

95.946. — David T. Snelbaker, Cincinnati,
'Ohio, assignor to Alexander Delokac, same place.— Wagon-Brake.—October 19, 1869.

Glaim.—The pawl F, with limb /and spring G-, or
its equivalent, in combination with the ratchet B

, aud levers H and C, arranged and operating sub-
;stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,947.—Eugene Spedden, Astoria, Oregon.—
Milking-Apparatus.—October 19, 1869.

Glaitn.—1. The combination of the pail, tube, fun-
nel, and elastic wristlets D, substantially as specified.

2. The elastic wristlets D, ring a", and hooks E,
in combination with the funnel C, when said parts
are constructed and arranged to operate as shown
,aud described.

95,948.—Henry"W. Staples, Saco, Ma.—Lamp-
Filler.—Octohav 19, 1869.

Glaim.—The tube C, attached at one end to the
discharge-nozjile B, and at the other to thw top of
the can A, at a point farthest, or neirly so, from the
angle of said nozzle, substantially as herein sliown
and described, for the purpose specified.

95,949.—H. Stickney, Cleveland, Ohio.— Coai-
vS'/o?;e.—October 19, 1869.

Claim,.— I. The arrangement, in a heater and
about the magazine, of the radiator N, surrouuding
tho reservoir P, ani formed of two conical frusta,
but having tli(i rcispective bases thereof reversed, all

as shown and described.
2. The coMil)ination of a fire-pot, M, and stirrer

d, with a magazine, P, having a self-adjusting valve,
ill operating togetlier, to supply, contain, and stir
iLho fuel, as set forth.

3. The combination, with the grate-lever H, of the
rod I and operating lever L, when arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

4. The combination of the draught-door V, maga-
zine-door X, catch W, and connecting-rod U, when
arranged for causing the draught-door to be discon-
uected from the suspending catch, for closing the
same by the action of the rnagazine-door, when
opened, all substantially as specified.

95,950.— Joel Y. Strait, Litchfield, Ohio.—
Mo wing-Machine.—October 19, 1869.

Glaim.—The combination of wheel B, having the
concentric gears C D E thereon, and arranged ou
shaft A , with the pawled fast collar J, ratchet spur-
gear G-, and clutch and gears U K I, arranged on
the shaft F, all operating together, in the manner set

forth.

95,951.—William Swarts, Pent Water, Miich.

—Boot-Pattern.—Octobev 19, 1869.

Glaim.—Cutting the foot of a boot or slioe-paek in
one piece, of the form specifically shown in Fig. 3 of
the drawing, and the use of the same for boot-packs,
in combination with a leg cut in one piece.

95.952.—Lewis Tavts and John M. Haetman,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Lewis Taws and
John M. Hartman, same place.

—

Air-Roist.—Octo-
ber 19, 1869.

Glaim. — 1. An air-hoist, constructed with one
double-acting pneumatic cylinder, substantially as
shown.

2. The ropes a. twisted in contrary directions, the
hollow piston B, and the cylinder A, substantially
as shown aud described.

3. The cylinder A, piston B, ropes a, oblique or
transverse pulleys D', balance-ring D, pawls C, and
the racks M, substantially as shown and described.

4. The upper and lower three-way cocks H H,
levers V W, and the ropes or rods k, as shown and
described.

5. The cylinder A, in combination with the tracks
or guides G, racks M, platforms E, with framings,
guide-wheels F, balance-ring D, hanger N, pin O,
and the pawls C, substantially as shown.

95,953.—L. Taylor, Jordan, and J. C. HiOH-
akdson, Prairie du Chien, Wis.— Water-Elevator.—
October 19, 1869.

Glaim,.—1. The combination of the double-grooved
winding-wheel I, cord L, cars G H, track D, and
balanced track E, when arranged and operating sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination of the cars G or H, buckets
P, spring-pins S, valves E,, and guides T T', when
arranged and operating substantially as specified,

3. The combination of the track C, Fig. 3, car d,

weighted roller a, bar b, aud cord c^, when arranged
and operating substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the car d, having a ledge,
d', stem k. aud hinged catch-plate w, when arranged
substantially as specified.

5. The combination of the car d, spring-levers t\

with their pins, stem k, and contracting- olocks n',

when arranged and operating substantially as speci-

fied.

6. The combination, with the car d and bucket P',

of the watering-trough A, and tilting disharger B*,
substantially as specified,

95,954.—Jose Tort, Mexico, Mexico.

—

Water-
Wheel—OctohQV 19, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The combination of the w^heel A and
eccentric plate C with the wheel B, when the latter

is arianged to inclose the former, substantially as

shown and described.
2. The combination of the fixed buckets/, hinged

buckets e', springs ,7, and eccentric plate C, when ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

3, The toothed hub a, of tlie wheel B, the wheels
c /, and shaft of the wheel A, all combinod and ar-

ranged as specified.

95,955.—Frederick TowNSEND. Albany, N. Y.
—Stone- Cutting ilffflo/ti/ic-October 19, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie tmgentiail^'- arranged cliisols E, ap-

plied to a rotary lio'ad, and operated substantially n«
and for the purpose described.
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95,956.—THEODOKTJEHLI^"G, Logan, Xebrasta
—Rotating Gultivator.—Qciobcr 19, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The cultivator A, coastructed and op-

erated substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth,

2. In combination with a rotating cultivator, the
slide E, arranged and operated substantially as
shown and described, for the purposes specified.

95,957.

—

Henry C. Va:s Giesox, Paterson, X-
J.—Sox-- Opene/'.—October 19, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. A bos-opener, provided with an angle-
iron, E, to form a rigid fulcrum against the box itself,

in the manner described.
2. A box-opener, provided with a recess, g, and

corresponding projection on the respective jaws, as
and for the purpose specified.

95,958.—Keuben Wakefield, Hardwick, Vt.
— Apparatus fur Evaporating Liquids to Obtain
Sugar, cf-c-October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the evaporatiug-
pan B, tubular grate A', and feed-pipes C C', aU ar-

ranged and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the panB, tubular grate A',
feed-pipes C C, and stop-cock c, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

95,959.— Seth V. WAR^-ER, Buffalo, N. Y.—
CoffeePot.- October 19, 1869.

Olaira.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the inner jar B, provided with feet a a and lugs h h,

with the outer metal ease A and circnlating-Vater
space c c, all operating in the manner and for the
pm'pose herein specified.

2. The combined tunnel and strainerD E, arranged
as described, in combination with the jar B and
outer case A, the whole opera.ting in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

95,960. — William E. West, TJtica, Wis.—
PJoMJ.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— The combination, with a plow, of the
anti-fi'iction-rollers F, shaped and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

95,961.—B. EOEEHT WehisEE, Mankato, Minn.
—^a:cara£cr.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The central frame B, made vertically
adjustable, so as to excavate a ditch with a plane
bottom, and to any depth, and also so arranged,
with reference to the truck A, as to be capable of
being turned down horizontally for convenience in
transportation, substantially as described.

2. Providing an exeavating-machinewith side-ent-
ting apparatus, so arranged and made adjustable as
to form a ditch with sides of any required slope, as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with an excavating-machine
having side-cutting apparatus, capable of receiving
greater or less inclination, an extensible rear axle,
ai-ranged as and for the purpose explained.

4. Providing an excavating-machine with side-
cutting apparatus, having a reciprocating motion,
substantially as set forth.

95,962.—John Whiteford, PondCity. Kansas.
—Brick-Machine.—October 19, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pressure-roller or
rollers H, mold-cylinder D d', interior loose roller I,

and side-wheels E with each other and with the
frame A and hopper E, said parts being constructed,
arranged, and operated substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

95,963.—Henry Wicker, Olean, ]^. Y.—Fence.
—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The metal ring D, and hooks c c, as ar-
ranged, in combination with the stakes B B, latch
C, and the connecting bar E, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

95,964.—J. S. Zeebe, Delaware, Ohio.—ComM-
nation-Tool— Octoh^T 19, 1669.
Claim.—The compound tool-stock and receptacle

above described, its several parts being constructed
and arranged in the manner set forth.

95,965.— Henry Aiken, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Mode of Hanging Window-Curtains.—October 19,
1869.

Claim.—1. Arranging a window-curtain, in con-
nection with rollers and pulleys, with two endless
cords, whereby it may be lowered from the top, or
raised from the bottom, and two fixed cords for
rotating the rolls as they are moved vertically, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the rolls B B', fixed cords
C C, endless cords D D', and pulleys E, all arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

95,966.

—

Joseph !Sr. Aronsox, jSTcw York, ]Sr.

Y.—Reflector for Street-Lamp.—Octoher 19, 1869.

CUmn.—The aiTangement of oppositely-situated
lens-reflectors C C, mounted by means of band-

*

sockets E E, on forked arms E E, which project
from a collar, H. provided with a set-screw, K, so
that the whole may be applied to and adjusted on
the ordinary burner of a street-lamp, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

95,96y.—JAjrEsM. Baker, Aurora, 111.

—

Stove.
Pipe Damper.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dit-k B, provided with the corru-
gated sections b and with the fixed pivot C in com-
bination with the removable pivot D, provided with
the enlanged and flattened portion d, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The means employed for adjusting the damper
to and securing it in position, consisting of the
quadrant E, provided with the notches e, and with
the inclined slot G, and the pivot D, provided with
the crank-handle E, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

95,968.-William Ball, Wilmington, Ohio-
Railioay-Moving Machine.—October 1971869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the wheel A, the
compound lever P, spring g, and i-atchet-wheel B,
substantially as set forth.

2. The moving-machine, herein described, having
ratchet-wheels B B, compound levers P P, forked
double lever M M', braces 2^ "N", coupling D. forked
levers FE, and toothed rinjs E, constructed and ai'-

langed to operate substantially as specified.

95,969.—Charles B. Barlow, Portsmouth, I^.

H.—G«me.—October 19, 1869.

Claim. — The implements herein described, for
playing the game "le circle," when constructed,
colored, and arranged substantially as specified.

95,970.—Frederick Baumann, Chicago, 111.

—

Composition for Cleaning .Stone.—October "l9, 1869.
Claim.—The application of the bioxalate of po-

tassa in aqueous solution, whether mixed or not with
sulphuric acid or its equivalent, to the surfaces of
stone, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

95,971.—BENJAiiiN Bellair, Paris, France.—
Safety-Tackle.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement in the block, and with
relation to the pulley and ratchet-wheel fixed to the
same, of the pawl o suspended above the ratchet-
wheel, and pivoted to the rear end of the brake q,
which vibrates upon an axis over the pulley, and is

actuated by said pawl, as herein shovrn and speci-
fied.

i

95,97-2.—Jacob Benner, Pittsburgh, 'Ps..—Fire-
Place hove.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—A water-chamber, in combination with
the inclined front flue-plate 1, constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

95,973.— Henry L. Bennett, Geneva, 111.

—

Feed-Mechanism for Grinding-MiUs.—October 19,

1869.

Claim.—In combination with the runner of a pair
of grinding-stones or burrs, which is suspended to
or by a hollow spindle, supported and driven from
above said runner, a feed-mechanism arranged and
operating in connection with said hollow spindle,
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substantially as hereia described and represented,

and for the purpose set forth.

95,974.—Russell O. Be\ton, Buffalo, I^T. T.—
Apparatus for Applying Hoofing - Composition to

Felt.—OQtohGV 19, 1869.

Claim.—T\\Q combination of the removable bed

B with the ways A A and hoppers E F, either or

'both, substantially as and for the purposes hereinbe-

fore set forth.

95,975.—John- "William Bowker, Sacramento
€ity, C&l.—Spark-Arreister.—OctohQv 19, 1869.

Ciaim.—The perforated plates F G H, provided

with short tubes a a a, constructed and arranged

substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

95,976.—Thomas Bracher, Eahway, M". J".—

Sectional Cofer-Dam.—Oatober 19, 1869.

Claim.—A sectional coffer-dam, constructed of a

series of curved sections formed of metal plates A,
riveted together and to cross-bars B, and provided

with interlocking devices, whereby a series of sec-

tions can be interlocked together, substantially as

described and specified.

95,977.—Joel Brenton, Pittston, Pa., assignor

to himself, Frederick C. Epting, Alpheus Cat-
leu, James L. GtIddings, and E-ichard Brenton,
same place.

—

Paint and Figment.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manner, herein described, of pre-

paring a material to be used in making black paint

out of the above-described black mineral, substan-
tially as set forth.

2." The manner, herein described, of making a
black paint out of a newly-discovered " black min-
eral." substantially as set forth, and for the purposes
specified.

3. A black paint or pigment, made of the mineral
herein described, as set forth.

95,978.—E. W. Brettell, Elizabeth, IJ". J.—
Door-Lateh.—October 19, 1869 ; antedated October
9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the tail-piece a,

with its hole &, arm /, pin gr, and slot e, with the latch

A, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The lever h and shaft j, with its projection n,

constructed, arranged, and operated as above de-
scribed and shown.

3. The combination of the shaft j and lever h with
tlie tail-piece a and latch A, in the manner and for

the purpose herein specified and shown.

95,979.— F. T. Brown. ITew York, N. Y.—
Shutter- Faiitener.—October 19, 1839.

Claim.—The bolt B within the blind, operating
the dog c, in combination with the spring G-, sub-

stantially and for the purposes set forth.

9-5,9S0. — Reubex F. Brown, Provincetown,
Mass.

—

Compositionfor Beverage.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The compositioa composed of gum-ara-
bic and other ingredients, as hei'einbefore sot forth.

95,9SIrf—Thomas Brown, Chicago, III.

—

Steam
and Air Whittle.—OatohGV 19, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie construction of whistles with the
flattened end of a pipe, and with an opeuiug in the
side of the cylindrical box, so constructed and com -

bined withthe pipethatthedistaiico between the aper
ture from which the air or steam issues, and the edge
upon which it strikes, may be increased or dimiu-
iabed, whereby to vary the quality of the sound, all

arranged as heroin made known.

95,983. -J. S. BURCH, Buffalo, N. Y.—Fence.—
October 19, IHii!).

Claim,.—The construction and arrangement of the
post A, the supports B B, and the joint C, all con-
structed in combination as described, and for the
par^wses and uses set forth.

95,983. — Jonathan E. Burooe, Cincinnati.
Ohio.

—

Automatic Boiler-Feeder.—October 19, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In. connection with the wator-supj)Iy

pipe E and pipes F F', communicating with the in-

terior of the steam-boiler, the double-headed piston
G, chamber H, and ports B C D of cylinder A, the
parts being constructed and arranged, and the whole
operated, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

2. In combination with an automatic boiler-feeder,

which embodies a water-chamber, or feed-pocket,
which is brought into alternate communication with
the water-supply and the boiler, the feedpipe F',

communicating with the boiler, when the same ter-

minates inside the boiler, at the point corresponding
with the required water-line or level, as set forth.

3. In the described connection with the elements
of the clause preceding, the pipe F, when the same
terminates inside the boiler, at or near the water-
line, as set forth.

4. In the described combination with the feeding-
mechanism embodied in the first clause of claim, the
side-passages or pipes J J', and cylinder-heads a a',

for the purpose of adapting the feeding-mechanism
for direct operation by steam, in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

95,984.—Edwin L. Bushnell, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

—

Spring-Mattress.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring A, having the eyes a formed
thereon at each, end, as set forth.

2. A spring mattress, consisting of a series of
springs. A, with eyes e, united by cords c and /, as
described.

95,985.— Eben Simpson Chase, Eau Claire,

Wis.

—

Device for Burning Sawdust in Steam-Gen-
erator Furnaces.—October 19, 1869.

Claim..—1. The arrangement of the pipe E, with
valves b and e, for conveying the steam from the
dome B to the supsrheating-pipes D D, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination wdth the superheating - pipes
D D, the elbows or nozzles a a, when constructed
and used substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

3. The spouts G and F F, provided with valves d
d, and slides ii, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the boiler

A, dome B, furnace C, superheating-pipes D D, con-
ducting-pipes E, with its valves b e, and the spouts
F F and G, with their valves d d and slides i i, all sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

95,986. —Ebenezer Clark, Eusbville, III.

—

Hand- Cultivator.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The metal shanks B B, being adjusted by
fhe rod D, and the attaching and detaching of the
shanks B B, to and from the handle C, by the bolt« F
F, as shown and described.

95,987.—D. E. Clem, Edinburgh, Ya.—Mami-
facturing Flour.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of graded
bolts, elevators, conveyers, and spouts, wlicreby the
second grade of flour from the first bolt, and the first

grade from the second bolt, are both returned to tho
iifst bolt, and so on continuously, with any desired
number of bolts, substantially as described.^

2. The combination of the elevators J K, 'dressing

-

machines B C, and the conveyers D E F and G H I,

provided with the gates or slides a b, wlien coji-

struoted and arranged with connecting-tubes, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose set

forth.

95,988.— A.URY G. Coes, Worcester, Mass.—Ifrr-

chine for Grinding Cylindrical-Fluted Cutters.—Oc-
tober'l9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination, with tho sharponiiig-

Avhecl and reciprocating carriage, of tho cuttor-hold-

ing mandrel, arranged in or parallel with t!ic plan >

of rotation of the wliecl, and supported in imlepend-
ently-adjnstablc bearings, substantially as described,

so that the mandrel may be adjusted at either end to

bring it into proper position to receive the tapi>ring

or other-shaped fluted cutter to bo acted upon by the
Avheel.

2. In combination with the shnrponing-wheel and
sliding or rociprooitiiig carriage, and cnttor-hohliiiff

mandrel, arranged in or parallel witli the plane tyt
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rotation of said Trheel, as described, the emploTment
of a guiLMag-plate or stop, affixed to the stationary
part cf the machine, and arranged to engage vrith

the cutter-teeth during the reciprocations of the car-
riage, as set forth.

3. The combination of the sharpeniag-wheel and
cam, for imparting an endwise motion "to its shaft,

with the leeiprocating cnnlage and critter-holding

mandi'cl. i.rraugeu to move in or parallel with the
plane of rotation of said \4heel, substantiallj" as
shown and set forth.

4. A machine for grinding and sharper.ing fluted

cutters, in which the TertieaUv-adjastable recipro-
cating carriage, the cutter-supporting mandrel and
its adjustable end bearings.the revolving sharpening-
wheei and cam for imparting an endwise motion to
the san^e, and the guiding-plate or stop for holding
in position the cutter-teeth, are combined and ar-

ranged, with relation to each other, and for joint
operation, as herein shown and described.

95,9S9 -John TT. Coed, Pleasant Hili. Ind.—
Wa-ihuig Machine.—Oc-iober 19. 1869.

Claim.—The rocker &. with its bars 6 & and screws
c c, in combination with the bottoms C and D, and
the hea.d-block 1 1, all arranged and operated as and
for the purpose set lortli.

95,990

—

.Job B. Ckowxet. Middletown. Conn.,
assignor to Mmseli' and Ma^ndsg. Bowman and
CoMPANT. same place.

—

2letallic Roonng.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, metallic
roofing, coated upon one or both sides, with porce-
lain, or other ritreous material, substantiallv as set
forth.

93,991.— J. M. Crull, Harrisburgh. Pa,, as-

signor to himself, A. C. McCulley, "W. A.Muidle-
Tos. and Jacob Walters, same place.

—

Locomotive
-St^iai-Zi^Tz?.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of adjustable signal-
lights or reflectors to locomotives, steamboats.&c.
when placed in snch a position as to ilinmiuate a
portion or section of the smote or steam issuing from
the smoke-stack. substantiaOv as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The two oblique faces AB. in combination with
the reflector F, pnllevs C G, and post A' C, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

95,992.— John Cutheekt. Glenham. X. Y.—
notary jLngine.—October 19. 1869.

Claim.—^The swinging abutments p and q. and
screws 1 1', in combination writh the revolving piston
e, Taive e. and its actnating-mechanism, substantially
as set forth.

95,993.

—

Alfezd S. Dickinson. Xew York, X.
T.— Curtain-Fixture.—October 19. 1869.

Claim.—A curtain-fixture, combining in its con-
struction a frame. A. and one or more semicircular
glass sheaves, B, constructed and arranged, in re-

lation to each other, as shown and described.

9 5.99-i.—Alfred S. Dickinson. Xew York, X.
Y.— Ci.irtainFixiure Device Jor JUtcj^ing the Motion
of Corcfs-.—October 19, 1869.
Claim

.

—A device for sioppingthe motion of a cord
or rope, consisting of a tul^e, A. pivoted at its upper
end to ary suitable frame, and having a taptring slit

©r slits, A', as set forth.

S5,9S5

—

William E^ving, Columbia. I^a.—Ma
chine for I)e*treying Wormsjrom Cotton-Plants.—
October 19. 1869.

Claim.—A machine or apparatus, cons^tructed sub-
stantiallj as herein recited, for thepurposes set forth.

95.9S6. — Hensy L. Prankltn and Eugene
Claek. >Cashca. ]S^. H.

—

jiad-Iicn Solder and
Clcthe^-Dricr.— Oc^oher 19. 1869.

Claim.—1. The ccmbination of sad-iron holder C
and frame A. lorrcing, with arms 1, 2, 3, &c , a
clothes drier, substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of sadiron holder C, clothes-
drier described, and lock B D. substantially as shown
and set forth.

95,997.—WiLLiAJt J. Funk, Portland, Oregon.—Gang-Ploic.—OQtoheT 19, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the rock shaft M. tbe-

eye-piece F. links C and D. clevis E, roller I. incline'
L, and check J. on tongue K. when applied to a uang-
plow as desciibed andior the purposes set forth.

9-5,998.

—

William Golcher, Saint Paul, Minn-—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—October 19, 1869.
Claim.—The snap-catch for fire-arms, as above de-

scribed, consisting essentially of the slide-latch C,
the stem B, having a head. d. that slides m contact
with the under edges of the slot in the supporting-
plate through which the stem extends, the inclined
lever E, working in a vertical plane against the stem
D, above the head d. and provided with an eccentric
end, m. against which the spring n presses vertic-
ally, when said parts are cnnstmcted an i arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

I

95,999.—YiCiOR M. Griswold, PeekskUl, l!f. T_
I —Photographers' Plate-Tiie.—October 19, 1869 : ante-
' dated October 7, 1S69.

j

Claim.—1, The combination, with the frame and
the sliding adjustable bar D, of the jaw E and the

j
independently-adjustable jaw F, substantially as

1 hereinbefore "se« forth.

i 2. The combination, with the frame and the sliding

j

adjustable bar B. of the journals or handles C C, or
j
their equivalents, substantially as hereinabove set

I
forth.

3. The combination, with the jaw F and bar D, or
the screw a, nut &, and rods c, substantially as sjjeei-

fied.

4. The combination, with the sliding bar D and
the frame, of the pins/and holes g, substantially aa^

set forth.

5. The revolving or reversible frame A A' B B*,
combined with the'jaws E and F, and the adjustable
bar D. substantially as set forth.j^a

96.000.—William M. Hlamilton, JacksonTiDe,
111.- Pur/Ji?.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pipe A. flange B,
sectional tapeiing cylinder E, tapering pipeF. ring*
G G and H H, and the flange or burr I. all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially in the-

manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

96,001.— David Eargee, Des Moines, lova.

—

Furnace jor htearn and other Devices.—October 19^
1869.

Claim..—The pipe A, constructed, as described,
with box-apertures a a. or a slotted aperture, o, "w^itb.

partitions e e, substantially as herein set forth.

96.002. —Jesse Hjlrpsteb, Clyde. Ohio.

—

Gafe.—October 19, 1 869,

Claim.—The conibitation and arrangement of the-

gateposts A A', gate B, spring C, curved plate a,.

shoulders 6 &, hook c, eye d. and^ubber-lined strip e,

all constructed and operating substantially as shovrn.

and described.

Se,003. — Trohas Harrison, Detroit, and
WILL1A3I HoLLMAN and WiLLiAii Chaet, Three
Rivers, ilich.— Chalk for Vse at JBUliard-Tailes.—
October 19, lSo9.

Claim.—The compound herein described, of the
materials mentioned, for the uses and pm-poses speci-
fied.

' 96,004. — Fran-klis- B. Hunt, Eiehmond,
Jjxd.^Straic-Cutier.- Octoher 19, 1869.

Claim

.

—1. Securing the adjustable cutter-bar D to
the bearing-bar C, by means of bolts E E, the heads
of which are lotted in the elongated slots G G, »»
and for the purf.oses described.

2. The adjusting-keys a a. or their equivalents, in

combkiatlon with the adjustable bar D, provided
with vertical bolts, to hold it to it* bed or bearings,

substantiallv as and for tte p'jrjose shown and set

forth,

S6,G05. — J. G. HuNTrrcGTCN, Atkinson, s.s-

sigiiOT to himself and F. E. Wilson, 2:sorth 3^d-
lord, Mc—HoTie Hav-EGle.—Octcher 19. ler.9.

_.
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Claim.—1. Tie attachment of each tooth directly

to the axle, by coiling it partially around a cylindri-

cal frroove or guide thereon, and leaving the end of

the bend or coil free and unsecured, thus permitting
a separate and independent rising aud falling motion
to each tooth, and without any strain tliereon, as

shown and described.
2. The arrangement of the frame G- E E' P upon

the axle, and in relation to the loosely-hung teeth,

turning on the axle as described, and so that the
center of motion of the teeth shall not coincide with
that of the frame.

3. The combination of the axle A, lorsely-bung
teeth H H, lever-frame sectors J and K, and lever'

M, when these parts are arranged and operate as

described,

96.006.— Austin H. Jackson, Eear Yalley,
assignor to John C. Garland, Sacramento, Cal.

—

Snow-Flow.—OciohGY 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The constmction and arrangement of
a snow-plow, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

2. The peculiar canstruction of the wheel B, with
its wings C enlarged at their base and convex sides,

and combined with the concave bottom of the
chamber D, in the manner and for the purpose here-
in described.

^

3. The combination of the wheel E with the con-
cave chamber, within which it revolves, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

4. The combination of the wheels B and E, con-
structed as described, revolving at right angles to
each other, and within the concave chambers D and
E, in the manner and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

6. The sliding doors I, with their extended racks
J, operated by the gear-wheels K, substantially as
above set forth.

6. The triangular wings N, secured to the sides of
the car, and operated by means of levers a and h,

substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed,

96.007. — Moses Johnson, Three Elvers,
Mich.

—

Potato-Bigger and Cultivator.—OdohQr 19,
1869.

Claim. — 1. The concave wheels K, -n'ith their
hooks a, staples S, and scrapers v, screws C, and
nuts n, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as specified.

2. The shields Y, in combination with the wheels
K and );eom A.

3. The potato-digger herein described, having ad
jnstable concave wheels K, plow H, staples S, shidd-
T, and caster P, (onstructed and arranged to
operate substantially as specified.

96.008. — Net.fon Johnson, Jasper, N. Y.

—

Saw-Gnmmer.—Ocioher 19, 1869.
Claim.—1. The chain E, wlicn used with the dogs,

for the purpose of holding the saw against the cutter,
substantially as set forth and described.

2. The dog G, consisting of a grooved metal block,
provided with loops, substantially as specified.

3. The dogB, when formed like a hinge, with its
rough and sharp projections, so as to prevent the saw
from slipping, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement, upon the inner upper ends of
the slotted frame A, of the two fiat plates C C,
placed at right angles with the frame, and provided
with the central screw B and end screws 1) 1), sub-
stantially as shown and described,

96,009. —:Nei.son Johnson, Jasper, N. Y,—
)S'flto-/S''M.cr (/(?.— October 19, 1869.
Claim.—1. The adjustable gauge E, upon the end

of tlie sv.'age-i)in, for tlie purjjose of regulating the
pitcli of the teeth, substantially as set forth.

2. The kc}' 1), when used to hold the -n ciige C in
its place, substantially as set forth and described.

3. The firruiigemeiit of the block A, with a slot in
its end and side, pin B, wedge C, and key 1), the
seveial parts constructed and operated as specified.

fl6,0J0.—E. A. Eaimehkr, Greentown, Ohio.—
Shovel-J'low.- (J(.'ti}\)vv 19, 18ti9.

Claim.— 1, A shovel-plow, provided with one d

and two movable shovels, when so constructed as
that the movable shovels may be readily turned, so
as to assume any required angle with the plow-
beam, and may be set at any desired distance from
said beam, and, also, so that said movable shovels
may l)e readily moved into, or nearly into line with
said fixed shovel, substantially as is herein set forth.

2. The arm M, rigidly attached to the shovel-
standard G, and held by a bolt, P, working in a slot,

a, in the plow-beam A, when said arm serves botk
to bold the shovel-standard G at the required dis-
tance from the plow-beam A, and, also, to regulate
the angular position of said standard, with respect
to said plow-beam, substantially as is herein speci-
fied.

3. Pivoting the standards G, of The side-shovels
L, of a shovel-plow to the side beams F, by means of
a hinge-pivot joint, H I K, and brace W, having a
loose joint, /, with the standard G-, substantially as
is herein specified.

96,011. — George Karrmann, Ansonia, as-
signor to himself and Charles Alvord, Wolcott-
ville. Conn.

—

Machine for Making Needles for Sew-
ing-Machines.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of a clamp or blank-
holder with the tools r' s', arranged, in respect to
each other and to the needle-blank, substantially as
shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the tools r' s' and t with
the rotary clamp 6, all arranged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

96,013. — William M. Kimrer, Sacramento
City, Cal. — Tarnish for Plastered Walls and for
Coating other Surfaces.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—A finish or varnish for covering and pro-
tecting walls and painted surfaces, composed of the
ingredients herein enumerated, mixed and com-
pounded in about the proportions and in the manner
specified, substantially as and for tlio purpose above
set forth,

96.013. — Stephen E,. Kirby, New York, X.
Y.—Canal-Tug.—OQ.io\)Qv 19, 1869.

Claim.—The towing-chock, consisting essentially
of the guide B and slide B', in combination with the
ropes c and blocks d, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

96.014. — Eredbrick Hartt Knevitt and
Henry Herbert Hazard, Loudon, England, as-

signors to Erederick Hartt E-nevitt,— TTmdoiw-
Shutter and Blind.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two parallel-grooved parts, &' and
b^, constructed and operating together as herein de-

scribed, in combination wiih the laths or slats of the
revolving shutter or blind A, the said laths or slats

having plus or studs fitted to work in the grooves of
said parts, all substantially as herein set forth.

2. Effecting the separation and appioximation ot

the two parts, b^ b'^, of the compound groove by the
segment g, arranged and operating in combination
with the said parts, and provided with a cord or
other means of adjustment, substantially as set forth,

96,015.— Daniel P. Leach, Eranl'din, Ind.—
Corn- Planter, Seed-Sower, and Cultivator.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The arrangement of the knives B B'
and teeth C C, on the front end of the bed A, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the adjustable and change-
able T>low-beams H H and changeable plows J J,

constructed substantially as described, and for the

purposes set forth.

3. The arrangement of the adjustable strap r. con-
necting the bar h with the handle K, substantially as
and for the jiurposcs herein set forth.

4. The valve i, constructed as described, and for

the i)nrposes set forth.
.'5. The airangeiuent of the handles K K, connect-

ing-bar I, and bars L L, for the purpose of adjust-

ing the handles in any suitable ntanner, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

6. "The arrangenient of tlu^ bod A Avilh handles K
K, pivoted platform M. with roller N, wheel 11, bur
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h, slide d, in box O, and devices for operating said
slide, rod D, beam E, and teeth a a, all the parts be-

ing constructed and operating as specified.

96,016.—Joseph Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Breast-Strap Attachment for Harness.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—The breast-strap attachment A, as a ne^v
article of manufacture, cast of malleable iron, with
fingers c c and transverse corrugation i, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

96,017.—Hexry Lomax, Over Darwen, Great
Britain.

—

Feeding-Mechanism for Serving Machines.
—October 19, 18b9.

Claim,.—1. The combination, with the bars carry-
ing the feet D F, of levers B d^, operated by a cam,
A, or its equivalent, so that one foot shall be de-

pressed, and the other simultaneously elevated, by
the movement of the levers, substantially as set forth.

2. The feet E D, rods C E, and lever G, in com-
bination with the levers B d\ cam A, and set-screw
H, or their equivalents.

96,018.—"W. TV. Love, Athens, 0\n.o.—Metallic
Double-Shovel Plow.—October 19, iS69.

Claim.—The adjustable pivoted knees C C, com-
bined with the double extended draught-beam A A'
of a double-shovel plow or cultivator, constructed
substantially as herein set forth.

96,019.—jAifES J. Lyox, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Catch-Basin for Sewers.—October 19, 1869.

Claim,.—In connection with a sewer "catch-ba-
sin," constructed substantially as described, the pro-
vision and attachment of the pipe F/, arranged and
operating as and for the purpose described.

96,020.—J. C. Lyoxs, ITew York, N. Y.—Man-
ufacture of HoUow-Bubber Goods.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A chamber of elastic gum, irregular
in shape, and witb walls of uniform thickness, and
formed over a collapsible core.

2. A core for the above named purpose, made of
canvas or other suitable material, and filled with
sharp, dry sand, or its equivalent.

3. The' combination of the tube A and sand-bag
B to form a hot core for vulcanizing irregular-shaped
rubber chambers.

4. The tube A, provided with the feeding-tube D,
in combination with the sand-bag B and ferrules F.

5. The herein-desci'ibed process of forming rub-
ber hollo 5V ware, viz, by placing the raw-rubber
blank upon a hollow sand-core, and then swalking
the whole with strips of canvas, or other material, as
set forth.

6. Curing of rubber ware by the transmission of
heat through a saud-bath applied to one or more sur-

faces of the same.

96,021.—John Lyth, Buffalo, N. Y.—Manufac-
ture of Sewer-Pipe.—October 19, 1869.

Claim,.—Forming and welding a socket to an al-

ready formed clay pipe, by applying a quantity of
clay, and then subjecting it, within a mold, A B, to
the pressure of the follower C, provided with flanges
d and d', substantially in the manner and for the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

96,023.—Thomas J. McGeary, I^'ewark, N. J.—Plasterers' Hawk.—October 19, 1869.
Claim.—A plasterers' hawk, having its upper

plate. A, made of steel, and attached to the handle
by means of the arms C C, as and for the purpose
set forth.

96,023.-John H. Moffitt, Chelsea, Mass.—
Heel-Stiffener.-^QtohcT 19, 1869.

Claim..—A boot-heel stiffener, made of coai'se tex-
tile fabric, molded into form by means of and in con-
nection with a composition filling between the fab-
rics, substantially as described.

96,024.—F. B. Morse, Plantsville, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Plants Manufacturing Com-
pany, same place.

—

Stump-Joint for Carriages.—
October 19, 1869.

Claim.—In a stump-joint for carriages, the exten-

sion/of the ear upon one part, and the correspond-
ing recess in the ear of the other part, substantially
as herein set forth.

96,025.—F. B. Morse, Plantsville. Conn., as-
signor to himself and Plants Manufacturing Com-
pany, same place.

—

Stump-Joint for Carriages.—
October 19, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the herein-
described joint, consisting of the two stumps A and
B, with their ears a and d, constructed and united
in the manner herein set forth.

96,026.—A. E. Nettleton, Unionville, Conn.

—

Music-Stand.—Oetoher 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the sheet-holder A,
standard d, hub a, and legs b, substantially as set

forth.

96,027. — Philip D. Northcraft, Thurston
County, Washington Territory.—Shingle-Machine.
—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The drag-lifter M, secured to the car-
riage-frame, by staples S, and traveling with the car-
riage, the lever N, and drao-s U, Y, and o, arranged
as described, and operated by the groove c, lever W,
and stop-frame S, and its pin x, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The upper rails B, provided with the slots a 6,

constructed as described, in combination with the
gate or block 0, with its vertically-moving head Q,
provided with pins, to travel in groove 6, and right-
angled clamps z, rod P, and loops 1 1, all arranged
and operating in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The stop-frame S, provided with the stop a and
pin X, performing the double duty of arresting the
shingle, and lifting the drags, automatically, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the above, the knife k and
roller J, as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The carriage-frame, moving inside of the ways,
and provided on their exterior sides with the grooves
i, so constructed that one end shall move over and
raise and lower the lower shaving-knife /, and the
other travel over the pin x, on the stop-frame, rais-

ing and lowering it automatically, and with refer-

ence to the movement of the knife /, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

96,028.—James O'Connor, Jackson, Mo.

—

Car-
riage-Hub Shell—Octohev 19. 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a shell

A A', of metal formed with flanges e e, spoke-re-
cesses, and the beads b b, when made substantiaHy
as herein shown and described.

96,029.—John S. Oliver and Edward Harris,
New York, N. Y. — Distilling Whisky arid other
Spirits.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of distilling whiskies and
other spirituous liquors in vacuo, by means of an or-

dinary still, heated by fire, or a steam coil-pipe, a
worm or condenser, an exhaust-pump, and a vacuum-
receiving chamber, substantially as herein specified.

2. The combination, with the worm or condens-
ing-tubes, of a still, and with said vacuum-chamber,
of one or more shelves, arranged within the said

chamber, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

3. The combination of the stUl, its worm or con-
densing-tubes, the receiving-chamber, and the ex-

haust-pump, arranged and operating in substantially

the manner herein described.

96,030.—Charles T. Palmer, Norwich, Conn.
—Coffee-Boaster.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A coffee roaster, as made with the sta-

tionary head, provided with the retainingarm and
the tap-hole, as set forth.

2. A coffee-roaster, as so constructed, with the sta-

tionary head and the retaining-arm, as explained,

and as having the set of stationary parallel rails e e,

or the equivalent thereof, applied to or arranged
with the same, as set forth.

96,031.—Johx'EjngsTxEY Palmer, Cambridge,
Mass.— Water-Proof Coating or Paint for Wood and
other Materials.—October 19, 1869. «.
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Claim.—The application of a solation of bichro-

mate of potash to solutions of gelatine, in which pig-

ments are mixed, substantially as anil for the pur-

pose describefl.

96,032.— William P. Pattox, Harrisburgh,

Pa., assignoi' to himself and Alfiieu Bomgakdineu,
same ])\dce.—Spool-Eack.—October 19, 1869.

Claim. —The combination of the elastic spring

spool-supports a a a a, &c.. with the frame o< a

spool-rack, constructed and operating substantially

as herein set forth.

96,033.—Charles Perkes, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Co7npres!iion-Gock.—OGtoher 19, 1869.

Claiiri.—The combination of the spherical elastic

loose-ball valve witli the oblate-spheroidal sent and
oblate-spheroidal comprcssiugeup, substantially as

described.

96,034.—Trumax C. Phia'ney and Charles E.

BANCitoFT, Moutpelier, Vt.

—

Spouted Can.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—The can herein described, having spout

E, tubes. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, constructed with open-

ings A and B respectively, and arranged as and for

the purpose specitied.

96,035. — A. J. Prescott, Catawissa, Pa.—
i2eamer.- October 19, 1869.

Claim,.—An outside ball or taper-reamer, having
a hollow head, H, one or more cutting-sides C, one
or more blank or smooth sides D, with cutting-edges

G, «)pen spaces 1, 2, 3. 4, and boles i i, ail substan-

tially as and for tiie purposes herein set forth.

96,036.—Leonard Quetsch, TJrbana. 1\\.—Ap-
paratus for Administering Medicated or Pure Steam
to Brute.<i.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—Tbe arrangement of the boiler A, furnace
B, thermometer C, and flexil)le pipe D, all substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,037. — John B. Root, New York, N. T.—
Art of Making 3IetaUic Tubes.—October 19, 1869

;

antedated October 13, 1869.

Claim..—The improved method, herein described,
of making tubes by rolling the skeip with longitu-

dinal ridges and furrows, on its alternate edge-faces,
and lapping the same in a spiral direction to form a
lock in the manner specified.

96,038.—Frederick Schaeffee, Philadelphia,
Pa

—

Apparatus /or Dividing Powders.—October 19'

1869.

Claim..— 1. The box A, open at one side, and hav-
ing a bottom, back, and side pieces, a, b, and c, the
latter being furnished with horizontal and vertical
grooves / and /;, adapted to receive slides B and i,

all substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the said box A with the
slide B, when the latter is furnished with wedge-
shaped blocks w, arranged at regular distances
apart, substantially as herein set forth.

96,039.—Edmund A. Seeley, Scotch Plains, IST.

J. ^Attachment to Rolls for Calendering taper-
Boards.—October 19, 1869.
Claim.—The small perforated metal pipes E and

E, wlien used in cimibination with the calenders for
finishing paper-boajxls, in the manner herein speci-
fied.

96,010. — Thomas Sharp, Carlisle, Vi\. — Ma-
chine for Cutting and Dressing Stone.—October 19,
1869.

Claim.—1. A series of cutting chisels L, arranged
in a sliding stock, J, in combination witii a lianinior
which operates said chisels simultaneously, substan-
tially as diiscribod.

2. A scries of i)laningchisels P, arranged in a
sliding stock O, in combination witliarani, V, wiiieh
operates t-nid cliihcls simultaneously, substantially as
described.

3. 'J'iie sliding stocks carrying the cutting-chisels,
and op 'rating as deseril)ed.

4. The adjustable guides, supporting the sliding
t^ol-stocks, substantially as described.

39 c P—II

96,041 .—Daniel Sheets, Suisun, Cn\.— Gate-
Latch.— October 19, 1869.

Claim..—The projecting' box g, on the lock-plate,

as a protection to the end of the latch, to prevent its

being bent or otherwise injured.

96,042.—John B. Sherlock, Port Byron, 111.—
Corn-stalk Cutter.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lever ^, connected to the frame b, and tbe cord e, at-

tached to the drag-bars d, whereby both the stalk-

cutter and the drag-bars are raised or lowered si-

multaneously, as set forth.

96,043.—Alfred E. SxMITh, Bronxville, E". Y.—
Carriage-Axle.—October 19, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the case-hardened
malleable iron ferrules, C and D, with and secured
upon the spindle B, substantially as described, made
and operating substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

96,044.—Eltas Smith, Normal, Jll.-Galvanie
Apparatus.—October 19, 1869.

Clai^n.—1. The coil A, constructed as described,
for the purpose of conducting a current of electricity

around the whole or a part of the human body, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The method herein described of combining the
primary and secondary currents of a galvanic or
electric battery, for inducing magnetism in the liv-

ing human body, by means of the coil A, battery B,
helix C, and electrodes I) and E, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and combined substantially as herein set

forth.

96.045. — H. Julius Smith, Boston, Mass.

—

Mode of Attaching Diamonds for Stoiie- Drilling.—
October 19, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. A diamond-drill, or other tool, in which
one or more diamonds are attached to tlie metallic
head or stock, by casting the metal, under pressure,

upon or around the diamonds, so that they shall be
firmly embedded and held in the metal, as deseribed.

2. A drill, or other tool, formed by setting or em-
bedding single diamonds in separate plugs or set-

tings of mit'il in the manner desciibed, and screw-
ing or otherwise inserting and fixing such plugs in
the drill-head, or tool, substantially as specified.

96.046. — Wright Smith, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Superheating-De nicefor Steam and other Generators.
—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The furnace B, hot-air pipe H, super-
heater r, and its tubes /, and the return-pipe I,

combined substantially as set forth.

2. The return-pipe I, arranged to deliver the air

to the furnace B, in the direction of the dr;>nght of
the hot gases in said furnaces, substantially as set
forth,

96,047.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—Mode of Ventilating and Cooling.—October 19,
1869.
Claim—1. Cooling the air which is supplied to a

buikling, by passing it through ducts or channels
containing a series of pipes, through ^hich cool
water is circulated, substantially as described, iu
combination with the shower-bath d'.

2. The air-pipes c', at the tops of the series C, pro-
vided witli stopcocks or open tubes, in combination
with an air-duct, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the supply pipes B, series
of pipes C C 1), and cock c, with the air-ducts A A,
substantially as described.

4. The dampers a'^, air - ducts, pipes, registers,
valves a\ or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth. i

5. Inclined boards E, air-ducts, shower-bath, and
Avater pipes, in combination with the ivgisters a,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

96,0 IS.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—J'roies.s and Apparatusfor Cooling and I'rcsirving
Perishable A rttcLes.—Oci'obcv 19, 18(i9.

Claim.— J. 'i"he air-dnet I', with w aterpipos jind
shower bath and valves i). in conibinntion with ven-
tilators IV B", registers K, and the devices herein
deseribed, tor cooling or iree/ing,

2. The chambers S. and apparatus for cooling the
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sarap, -n-hen arranged in a market-house or store-

house, as described, in combiiiation with a raib'oad-

track. as and for the pun'oses set forth.

3. The combination of tlie devices herein shown,
whereby air and liqinds may be cooled by several

processes, successively applied, as described.

4. The combination of devices whereby the tem-
perature of several apartments of a building-, car, or

vessel may be reguhited at will, as described.
5. The coinl)inatiou of devices described, whereby

air in several adjoining apartments may be cooled,

dried, or pui'ilied, separately or together, as de-

scribed.

96,049. — William E. Spakks, ISTew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Saugent & Co., same place.

—

Meversible Latch. —Oetoher 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the latch-holt C
and yoke D, the hub E and follower L. the said fol-

lower constructed with a stud,/, upon its inside, and
so as to enter, through a corresponding opening in

the hub, into the spindle seai, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

96,050. -^ AuousT Staudinger, Saint Louis,
Mo.—Fly-Trap.—Octoher 19, 1869.

Claim.—The trap formed of the wooden frame A,
metal trough B, with its walls curved to a return at

b, and a glass cover arranged to slide in or out, sub-
stantially as set forth.

96,051.—Stephen E. Stinakd, Paterson, K". J.—Jiailway-Car Brake.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the rods D, J)',

and G, sway-bars E, and levers F, with the brake-
beams of a railroad-car, substantially as hereinbe-
fore shown and described, for the purpose specified.

•2. In combination witn rods D, D', and G, sway-
bara E, and levers F, the mechanism seen at C, sub-
stantially as hereinliefore shown and described.

3. In combination with the elements of the second
claim, the brake-staff chain, as specified.

96,05-^.—E. G. Storke. Auburn, N. Y.—Plane.
—October 19, 1H69.

Claim.—A metallic plane, having the face grooved
in lines pirallel to the sides, in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

96,053.—Michael Sweeney, Wheeling, "West
Va., assignor to Sweeney, Bull & Co., same place.—Xantern- 'jrlube.—October 19, 1669.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a glass
lantern-ghd)e, constructed with four, more or less,

eoncavo - convex refiectors, said reflectors being
blown in the globe while being formed, substantially
as set forth.

98,05 4.—Stacy W. Thompson, Otsego, Ohio,
assigi.or to himsiilf, William L. Waku, and Will-
iam 1). Whitecak, Pniladelpliia, Pa.

—

Cotton-Seed
Sejyarator and Planter. — October 19,1869; ante
dated October 16, 1869.

Claim.— L. The combination, with the hopper F,
having an opening r, of an agitator, G. and curved
guide K, arianged within the said hopper, and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie spring catches k k. arranged, with respect
to each otlier and to the opening i of the hopper,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the spring-catches k k with
the pins m. of a revolving wheel J, all as herein sel

forth, for the purpose specified.

98,055.—Charles J. Tripp. Wallingford, Conn.
—FlourSlfte.r.—Octohev 19, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the case A with it?

cover B and receptacle I, iiiuer box C. with tlu

crank-sbaft E, arranged with a crank and coancct-
ing-rod F upon the inside of the case, attached t<

the box C, and the crank N outside, all constructed
and arranged in the manner herein set forth.

9?3,05^.

—

Eeubkn Daniel Turner, 'New Yorl?.
N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Igeing Spirituous Liquors.—
October 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the air pipes c

and liquid-pipes d, aJi'iaaged radially around the

chamber A, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the strainer G with the
spray-chamber A, and arranged abofve the spray-
tubes c d, for the separation of the spray from the
escaping air, substantially as soi forth.

3. The combination of the liquid- channel B, air-

channel C, and tiieir pipes c d, with the chamber A,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4.' The combination of the condenser H with the
tank A and its spray-pipes or tubes c d, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. The combination of the coil I with the tank A
and its spray-pipes or tubes, essentially as and for

the purpose specified.

96,057.—Flavius J. Underwood, Eock Island,

111—Rotary Colter.—Oatohav 19, 1869.

Claim.—A rotary colter, having a hub, composed
of the two parts Band C, constructed so as to screw
together and clasp the blade A between them, sub-
stantially as described.

96,058.—William Vanscoyoc. Oxford, Ohio.—
Tail-Board for Wagons.—October 19, 1869.

Glaitn.— 1. In connection with a wagon bed hav-
ing a hinged tail-board, the quadrantal wings D D',

connected to the tail board for the purpose specified.

2. In the described combination with the quadran-
tal wings D D' and hinged tail board B, the staples

C, hooked bars or straps d d'. projections d", and
guides G G', aranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose stated.

96,059.—William V. Wallace, New York, IS".

Y.

—

Railway-Car Coupling.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A car-coupling, constructed and ar-

ranged in the manner herein described.
2. The combination, within the draw-head, of the

coupler C and D, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

3. The combination of the metallic plate d with
the coupler C D, and the coupling-bar B, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

96,080.—William Y. Wallace, New York, N.
Y.—,-pa-e.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a spike, forrailroad
or other purposes, containing upon its shank, above
the wedge-shaped point, grooves running to the top
or head thereof, with a double-pronged clincher, con-
taining a rib or ribs to fit into the aforesaid grooves,
in the manner and for the purposes herein d'escrii)ed.

2. The combination of the spike a, and its cap and
double-pronged clincher b, as and for the purposes
herein described.

96,061.—jETHuo W. Warner, Dover, N. H.—
Laiiting-Hayniuer.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—A lasting-hammer, provided at one end
with an a-rtl or awl chuck, and at the other with a
spacing-wheel, as herein shown and described.

96,062.

—

Gardner Warren, Boston, Mass.

—

Laying Street- Favement.—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The process, hereinbefore explained, of
laying street-pavements, the same consisting, in

brief, of iirst grading the road-bed, next puddling the
mass of soil, and, after depositing the pavement
thereupon, packing the interstices between the blocks

of the latter, by means of sand aud \\'ater.

96,063.—William Wefsthoff, Dayton, Ohio.

—Seed-Wheel for Grain-Drills.—October 19. 1869.

Claim.— The within described expansible seed-

wheel, consisting of the sections C and D secured
to the disks E and F, substantially as and for the

pm'pose specified.

96,064.—W.WEygTHOFF and Charlrs Schmidt,
Dayton, Oiiio'.—(?yain-Z>n7L—October 19, 1869.

Claim.—The slide (t, provided with the lug H, in

combination with tlie opening iu the hopper-bottom
.1, and with the seed-wheel C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

96,085.—John M. Wheeler and Charles W.
Oh.\se. Ba'cavia, Iowa.—Car C'ow^im^'.—October 19,

1869.
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Claim.—1. The combination and arrang-emeiit of

the coupling-hook C and spring- F. and the buffer A,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the coupling-hook C and
spring G, with reference to the projection upoii. the
interior of tiie buffer, as a consequence of which the
longitudinal movement of the coupling-hook is ar-

rested, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

98,066.—Earl A. White, Eock Island, 111., as-

signor to himself and Basil D. iiuFOUu and Com-
pany, -same place.

—

Devicefor Grinding Metal Plates.

—October 19, 1H69.

Claim.— ]. The lever C, mounted on a fulcrum, in

the manner described, so that it may be turned or
adjusted at any desirable angle, laterally or vertic-

ally, and arranged to be operated by the attendant,
substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the lever C, the hinged
holding-block, substantially as described.

3. The hand-lever E. in combination with the hold-
ing-blocks D T, as set forth.

4. The holdiugbloek T, provided with the pin v
and roller n, substantially as set foi-th. .

5. The adjustable fulcrum E, having a ball or spher-
ical head mounted in the rest L, and arranged to op-
erate as herein described.

96,067.—S. Lloyd Wiegand, Philadelphia, Pa.—Steam- Generator—October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The tank B, constructed as shown and
described.

2, The feed-pipe F, when combined and connected
with the tanks, substantially as shown and described,

y. The separate supporting pieces K for the circu-
lating-tubes, in combination with the caps, as shown
and described.

4. The ch uuber Y, with the deflector T, arranged
substantially as shown and described.

96,068.—Joseph E. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Washing-Machine.—October 19, 18fc>9.

Claim.— 1. A washing-machine, in which are com-
bined, as described, the shaft E, vertical reciprocat-
ing beaters E, bevel-wheels/ and h, shaft G, pulley i,

and tube H, all operating as set forth.

2. The combination, with the tub and beaters, of
a strip of elastic mateiial, substantially as specified.

98,069.—John F. Worth, Brooklyn, N". T., as-

signor to himself, Ira W. Gregory, and Alfred
Gregory, same place.

—

Tessellated Floor.—October
19, 1869.

Claim.—The angular metal tongues, in combina-
tion witii the blocks or slabs of wooden tessellated
pavement, substantially as described, for the purpose
set forth.

96,070.—J. S. Meutuken, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and William Colto.v, same place.—Railway-Car Coupling.—October 19, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The coupling pin D, provided with a
collar, 6, and ])assing through a tube or bushing, rf,

in the top of tlie bumper, suljstautially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The coupling-link B. constructed as described,
with its rear end rounded, and provided with springs
C C, and its front end forked, and provided with
hooks a a, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The block H, constructed as described, and
screwed on to the coupling-piu G, substantially as
and for tlie ])urposes herein set forth.

4. The coupling-pin G, passing through the bush-
ing F. and having a screw-wheel I at its upper end,
and the block U screwed on at or near its middle,
substantially as and fortlic purposes herein set forth.

5. The set-screw .J' ami lever L. arranged as de-
8cribed, and operating hubstantially in the manner
and lor the pui-poses herein set fwrth.

I 96,071.—A. Ai.nER, Worcester, Mass.— ZTeat-
.Radio-^o/-.—October 2(), 18(59.

Cinitn.—'I'lu! comliination of the radiator A and
the (idjiist^iblc slu If E, iirrang* d substantially as de
scribed, for the purposes sot forth.

06,072.—Mason C. Ames, Hartford, Conn., tis-

signor to himself and W. Edgak Simonds, same
place.—NtiZi.—October 26, 1869.
Claim.— I. The foot-rest B and the clamp-link C,

when constructed as described for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the foot-rest B and clamp-
link C, when constructed and arranged as described
for the puri)0se described.

3. The combination of the foot-rest B, clamp link
C, and stick A. when constructed and arranged a.s

described for the purpose described.

96,073.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans. La.—Machine for Carbureting Atmospheric Air.—Octo-
ber 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the supplementary
tube K, stopcock I, and perforations q q q, as do-
scribed, and stop-cock M, with a metal air or ordinary
gas-holder. A', and its water-tank A, in the manner
herein stated, and for the purposes set forth, wdiether
said stop-cocks I and M, or equivalents, be used in
conjunction with each other, or separately, as speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the pipe v', provided with
the perforated end w, the post V, provided with
chamber v", and the burner x', arranged and operat-
ing substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the funnel shaped opening
J of the pipe H, with an air or gas holder, as shown
upon the drawings, lor the purpose set forth.

4. The combinatiou of the pipes H and K, cocks
h and I, carbureter Y, air-holder A', and tank A,
operating as set forth.

5. In combination with an apparatus for carburet-
ing atmospheric air, the pipe H V, connected by in-

termediate pipes K, heated by burners S', substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The divisioiml pipes K, to connect the main pipe
H to its continuation U, upon any part of the same,
between the air-holder and the carburtter, for the
purposes set foi th.

7. The combination of vapor or other burners S',

with the divisional pipes K of the main pipe H, and
continuation U, as herein described, for the purposes
set forth.

8. The peculiar-3haped eccentric or cams 10', Fig. 4.

96,074.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La.,
and Antoine Ernest Dutas, Paris, France.

—

Ap-
paratusfor Carbureting Air.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The revolving feeding-wheel B, when
constructed and mounted as described, in combina-
tion with a box-recipient, A, therefor, in which is

employed a water or other suitable liquid packing, as
specified, when all the parts are an-anged and oper-
ate substantially as described, for the purposes set

forth.

2. The receiver F, when provided with two (2) ap-

ertures I and TO, and surrounded by the outer vessel

G, and this latter is connected with the box A l)y a
pipe, k, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The combination of the receiver F and its ad-

juncts with the subject of our first claim, by meanu
of a pipe e, and its elbow e', substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

4. The above ccmhinations in combinatiou with an
indicator, L, provided with a gauge, n, substantially
as anil for the purpose described.

5. The carbureter N, when the same is divided
into the gas and hydrocarbon chambers 1 and 2, and
the latter is enveloped by the water-containing
spaces 3 4, by means of an outer vessel, P, with a

tiler >uo-sii)lion, S, in which there is a globe-section,

S', when these paits arc arranged, relatively to each
other, as set forth, for tlie purpose specified.

6. The above combination in combination with tlio

subjects of our first, secoufi, third, and fourth elaiins.

in<l a pJMP, M. substantially as described, for the pur-

pose act forth.

7. Tlic caroureter N, when provided with the ad-

juncts herein specified, in combination with a reser-

voir, li, when the hydrocarbon is automntie;i ly fed

I'rom the hitter, by nicans of pressure from the gas
that passes therein from the lormer, in the inaniu'r

herein described.

96,075.-Thomas Brll, Bellport, N. Y.— /Vo-

^eWcr.—October 26, 1869.
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Claim.—Making the shank of a paddle or blade,
used for prupelling-pnrpnses. so that it will act as a
torsioii-spriug, substantially as and Igr the purposes
set forth.

96,0r6.—tJ. p. Bexoit, Detroit, Mich.—Pi'ec/i-

ing Barrel.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— As an attat^hment,to a pitching furnace,
a system of pipes, E F I, and valves G- H, arranged,
Avith lespeet tiereto, in the manner shown and de-

scribed, and for the pui'pose specified.

96,077.—B. Blackstoxe, "Warren, 111.— Com-
Mned Haw Set, Clcnnp, ayid Vi.^e.—October 2fi, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the set R P, provided
"with projections c c c. <fec., with the wedge-shaped
gauge 2^. jaws J K and L' M, and standards A B, as

and for the purpose set forth.

66,078.—Levi X.BOREM, Xennard. Ohio.—xVa-

efdne for Sharpening Saivs.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
frame B. wich its openings t.xi, and v. for the re-

ception of the clamp in whicli tlie saw to be filed is

secured, with the saw-plane C, its clasp y, and file-

holders w and X, when constructed substautiLdly as
herein described.

96,079.-11. A. BofLWARE. Doniphan, Kans.

—

SU(lk-Cutter.—Octohi:;T -26. L869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rerolving frame
F, carrying the cutters £, the roller D, guide-rods B.

and pivoted lever G, with its caster or roller K, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

96,080.-Abrahaji ^. Brexemax, Lancaster,
Pa.

—

Samples for Shoe-Dealers.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The exact similitude or sample of the cut
trimmings, and ornamentation of shoes, gaiters,

bootees, &c., on a flat surface, made in the manner
and for the pui'pose specified.

96,081. — M, S. Brixgier, Ascension Parish,
La.

—

Apparahis for Evaporating Cane Juice.—Oc
tobcr 26. 1869.

Claim.—1. Applying the heat from the furnace of

the bcilers of .•ugar-mills to the evaporation of cane-
juice. wl;en the same is done by the means of the
pans C B A. and in the manner snb.-stantially as here-
in described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of pipes b, within evaporat-
ing-pans, constiticted. arranged, and operating as
herein described, tor the pm-po.se set forth.

3. The pans ABC, when provided with pipes a.

and otherwise constructed as herein described, in

combination with the furnace of the .sugar-mill, or
an independent furnace, in lien thereof, substantially

as herein described, for the purpose set forth.

96,082. — T, P. BuRGERT, Crestline, Ohio.

—

Lantern.—Oct('bt r 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the ears 6. notches
a, and spring/, with the top D, and rim C. when
constructed to operate in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

2. The spring frill /i, and removable cap G. in com-
bination with the top D, when constructed to be
applied and to operate in the manner substantially
as described.

96,083. — D. S. Butler, OtterviHe, Mo. —
^wcWe.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A buckle, having a tongne-plate, B,
"with teeth d on its swinging end, combined uith a
bar, c, having corresponding teeth affixed thereto,

as set forth.

2. A jnvoted tongue-plate, B, having teeth d, and
two pins. /jr. in combination with frame A. having
toothed bar c, and the recesses and perforations,

shown and described.

96,084.—Jacob Closs, Decatur, lad.—Portable
Fence.—OctobeT 26, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. In combination with a fence, the
braces D, ho"ked stakes E. and donlde iron clevises

F, combinea ; nd arranged substautiidly as described,
jind lor the pi.rpose set forth,

2. Making each brace in two parts, and spreading

the parts so as to admit a stake between them, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

96,985. — Frederick Cole, Kankakee, 111, —
Pallet and Brush for Graining —October 26. 1869.
Claim.—Distributing various colors on to a brush,

S, provided with sections P. in combination with a
pallet, ABC, provided with compartments I^ to
hold various colored paints, as set forth.

96,086. — AusTix B. Culver, Westfield, N.
Y.—Ticket- Clip.—October 26, 1869. >

Claim.—The method above described of prevent-
ing fraudulent voting, namely, by inclosing the
ticket of each elector, as soon as presented, with a
clip of soft metal, substantially as specified.

96,087. —C. D. CuTTlXG, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and "William J. Keefe, same
place.

—

Surge- Hcliever.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscill iting disk B. m combination
with the lower or fixed disk A and springs, ar-

ranged substantially as described, and for the pur-
X)ose set forth.

2. The disk B. in combination with the springs V
V. diaiDhragm H. and springs S, working substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

96,088.—AxthoxyDemarce, Fairfield, Iowa,

—

Sugar- Cane If?7Z.—October 26. 1869.

Claim. — A cane-mill, consisting of the frame,
constructed substantially as described, with the ad-
justable cross-bars E and rods /, and having the
rollers F and (x, and bed-plate J. all constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

98,089.— iRXOLD F. DucKwrrz, Xew York, N.
Y.

—

Aerated 2£edieinal Beoerage.—October 26, 1869.
Claim.—The medical compound herein described,

made as set forth.

96,090.— Charles Duraxt, .Jersey City, ]S'.

J.

—

Telegraph-Apparatus —Octol)er 26, 1869.
Claim.—1, So combining a relay-machine, and one

or more batteries, or other electrical supply, with a
telegraph-in.struraent, that when, by the operation of
the insti'umeut, the main telegraph-circuit is opened,
and closed, another circuit, communicating with the
same relay machine, will be correspondently closed
and opened, and the attractive power developed in
thertlay-magnet be thereby modified, substantially
as described.

2. The conducting-spring E, or its equivalent, in
combination with a telegraph-instrument, for the
purpo.'^e described.

3. The lever-button Q. operating as described.
4. The combination of the screw J with the levfr-

key D and spring I, substantially as described.
5. The employment of the insulated adjusting-

screw S', in comlnnation with the spring E, sub-
stantially as described.

96,091.—Charltox Edex. Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Machine for Making Rope-Moldings. — October 26,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the rest K. the
guide T, the bearing K K, the shaft O. and tlie pulley
P, when the same are combined and used for the
purpose of cutting rope-molding, substantially as
hei ein set forth.

2. The combination of the rest P and gnide T
with the cutter Q. s-ubstantialiy as herein set foi-th.

3., The combination of the rest R, the slide S, and
the guide T, substantially as herein set forth.

96,092.—Gilbert Eguillox. Paris, France.

—

Method of Hanging Beds.—October 26, 1869; ante-

dated October 16, 1869.

Claim.—The system of suspended and oscillating

levers for hanging bells, in the manner heivin set

Ibrth, and illustrated by the accompany iug di'aw-

ings.

96.093. — Fraxk J, Eisexmax, Chicago, IlL—
Egg- Detector.—Oatober 26, 1869.

Claim.—As a new aiticleof manufacture, the egg-
detector, constructed as described, of the cylinder A,
having the side opening a ^ano armuiar rim F. the
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drum B havinsc the funnel shaped opening C and the
inclined reflectors D E, nil arranjred as herein set

forth and shown, for the purpose specified.

96,094.—William H. Emmons, 'New York, N
T., and Franklin Kissam, Newark, IST. J.

—

Burg-
lar- Alarm.—October 2^,, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. An inner casing of glass, to which the

alarm is connected by cords or AA'ires secured to it,

so that upon the breaking of the glass, the alarm is

sounded, and protected by the outer case, as shown
and described.

2. In combination with the above, the hollow shaft,

protected by the pipe, passing through a safe, and
connecting the alarm with the d'oor-lock or sides of

the sate, and allowing the alarm to be wound up
from the inside of the safe, or vault, or room, to

which it may be attached.

96,095.— James J. Essex, Newport, E.. I.

—

Uterine Syringe.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—An improved syringe, as specified, con-

sisting of the l)ulb C, elastic neck E, body A, and
rigid discharge-tube B, each of said parts being con-
structed as hereinbefore described.

96,096.—Samuel E. Estell. Richmond, Ind.—
Folding School-Desk.—October 26, 1809.

Claim.—1. The book-box A, provided with slots

B, in combination with pins G, and pivoted braces
I, constructed and arranged to operate as herein
•described, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the automatic
locking-device C, when arranged to operate as here-
in described, for the purpose specified.

3. The friction-plate D, arms E, and lugs R, for

the purpose specified, in combination with a school-

desk, constructed and arranged to operate as herein
described.

96,097.—A LONZO Earrar, Longwood, Mass.—
Process of Obtaining Useful Oil from the Acid Re
siduvm of Petroleum .—Octohev 26, 1869.

Claim,.—1. My new process, substantially as de-

sciibed, for treating the oily residuum obtained in

the purification of the spent acid, as abo\'e m-en-

tioned.
2. As a new or improved manufacture, the deodor-

ized oily ])roduct lesulting from the employment of
such process, in manner as set forth.

96,098.—Eugene De B. Ereer, Lima Centre,
Midi.

—

Railv ay-Car Brake.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rack and conp-
ing bar a with the clutch and pinion, e and h, spring
i, M'indlass c, longitudinal bar /, and coupling g, ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

96,099.— Alfonzo D. Gates, Surrey, Wis.—
Pump- -October 26. 1869.

Claim,.—1. The hollow plunger B, united directly

to the valve Q of the pump, by means of a yielding
connection, for the jiurpose substantially as before
described.

2. Tiie lower valve-stem "D, having a stop, c, for
arresting the ascent of the valve, substantially as
described, in combination with the yielding connec-
tion of the valve and plunger, substantially as be-
fore described.

3. A valve, Q, having a notched or toothed bar, P,
connected witu the plunger, and a stem, I), con-
nected with the seat of the valve, in tlie manner and
for the purpose substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

96,100.—H. E. GiLLET, Oswego, N.Y.—Fold-
ing iMsk and Sent.— i)iiU}\un'2('). 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The imjjroved fnction-joint for the
scat arms, consisting of tlie hub L, of the end sup-
ports, whereon the arms are suspended, tiic melallic
washers O and 1', the yielding washer Y, and the
bolt M. (ill arranged as and for the purpose s))ec',i(ied.

2. The cutnl)inatioM. witli tlie braces O and tlie

end suppmts A, of tlie crank-shait V, having the
tapp(!ts \V, as and for the purpose specified.

96,J0J.—LouLS M. GoLDsnoROUcai, Washing-

ton. D.C.

—

Refrigerator and Water and Wine Cooler.
—October 26, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The consti-uction and arrangement (in
one piece) of a series of coils of pipes, two or more,
within a refrigerator, in such a manner that they
may be connected with tie supjily pipes through
which water is convey d through and into a house
or building, in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.

2. The combination of the coiled water-supply
pipes in a refrigerator, and the waste-pipes of the
same, with the supply and wa-ste pipes of the house,
or building, in the manner and for the purpose herein

'

described.
3. In combination with the above, the shelf E,

with the refrigerator A, and the supply-pipe G, and
the waste-pipes H H', m the manner and for the
purpose herein described.

96,102.—Aaron G godspeed, Granville, N. Y.—Apparatus for Retnoving Electricity from, Wool in
Roving Machines.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the standards E E,
the straight wires D, attached to adjustabl,; arms,
and the conducting-wire G. Avith the condensers of
a roving-machine, all constructed and arraiiged as
described, for the purpose specified.

96,103.—H. C. Grube, Plaquemine, La.—iSo/a-

Attachment.—Oatohav 26, 1869.

Claim.—The lounge or sofa, provided centrally
with the drawer K, at one end with the bureau I,

and at the opposite end with the sliding wash-stand
E, toilet drawers H, and sliding, hinged, and folding
table A, having the spring B, and the si)ring-catch
0, operated by the catch E, all arranged as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

96,104.— Henry G. Haedrich, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Combined Horseshoe and Boot.—October 26,
1869.

Claim,.—The combined horseshoe and boot, com-
posed of parts A, D, and C, with or without projec-
tions B, as described.

96,105.—William Hamilton, Toronto, Canada,
assignor to himself and Hiram Kimball, Randolph,
YI.—Flu-id-Meter.-Oiitohav 26, 1869.

Claim.— ]. The combination and arrangement,
substantially as described, of the balanced recipro-
cating piston A C C, and balanced valves G G, con-
structed and operated substantially in the manner
described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the valves G G, mounted
on a common rod, G', of the oscillating " arms " F
E F', constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

'

3. In combination with th6 piston A and the os-
cillating shaft O, actuated by said piston, tlie weight
E E' and arms F F F', constructed and operating
substantially in the manner described, for the pur-
pose of instantaneously shifting the valves at the
ends of the strokes of the piston, as set forth.

4. In combination with the reciprocating rack M,
actuated by the piston, as described, the pawls m m,
and ratcliet-wheel'N, employed and operating sub-
stantially as aud for the purpose set forth. ,

96.106. — Reuben Hatch, Jr., Traverse City,
Mich.—G«<e.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bar F, having
notches on each side, with the button J and the gate
herein described, substantially as and for the j)ur-

pose hereinbefore set forth, whereby the gate may
be fastened either oj)en or shut, and'when the gate
is being opened, the bar F is selfacting.

96.107. — James Hatkikld, Sparta, AVis.

—

Cloth('s-Rack.—0('Aoh(}VZ('\ 186!).

Claim.—The coini)inatioii and arrangement of the

foot-braces K, arnibrae(>s I), head-plntes F, iind jonr-

uili)ox,J, when constructed and arranged sub.vtan-

tiiilly as shown and described, ami oper.iting in the

manner aud for the purpose set forth.

96,1 OS.—GKOur.K M. HENnuTCKSON, Albany, N.
Y.^I'i/pcr />'«,i;.—Octnl)i'r 26, 1869.

Claim.—In combination w itli sciuare paper boxes,
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the pieces B, of woven fabric, leather, or other sheet-
mnteiial. manipuhited and applied substantially as
described, lor the puipose set forth.

96,109.— George Hexslek, Kankakee, 111.—
Liine-Kiln.—Octuher 2fi, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie rotating valve J N, operated by pin-

ion b and ratchet-lever d e, in coinbinatiou with
chamljer B, cupola D G F G, and kiln, as described.

96.110.—Gforgr W. Herkick, Stuyvesanfc, iN".

.T.

—

Base- tivrning Stove.—October 26, 1869.

Ckiim.-rThe shell A, provided with the apertures
« c, in combination with the draught cylinder D,
which has the apertures a a, all arranged substan-
tially as described, to facilitate the combustion of
the gases, and to constitute au illuminating-stove, as
set forth.

96,111. — Selah Hiler, New York, 2^. Y.—
Stair-Rod.—October 26, 1869.

Cialm.—An eJiameled stair-rod, as a new manu-
facture, when made substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

96,112.—E. D. Hat and .T, M. Hill, Crooked
Creek, N. C.

—

Nipple- Cruards for Fire-Arms.—Octo-

her 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the barrel and the
nipple-guard cap A, of a raised projection, B, sub-

stantially as specified.

96,113.—Philip Hinklr, San Francisco. Cal.

—

Imple)nent for Laying Wood Pavement.—October
26, 1869.

Claim.—The gauge described, consisting of the
vertical strip A, bent plate B, lugs C C, and posts

E E, when arranged and adapted to the tamping bar,

as described, for the purpose set forth.

96,13 4.—EOBT^RT Hitchcock, Springfield, Mass.
Eailroad-Car Ventilator.—October 26, 1869.

Claim..—1. A car ventilator, having the case A,
formed with the direct passage B through it, and
the double walls, and having the opening G through
the top.of the passage B, througb which air is forced,

so as to pass around through the hollow sides, and
through the supply-pipe, the parts being arranged
substantially as shown.

2. In combination with the above, the balance-
doors E and F, arranged with stojjs a a, <fce., sub-
stantially as herein shown.

96,115.—Edmund Holdex, Hartford, Mich.—
Filtering- (sections for Tube- Wells.—Octohev 2Q, 1869.

Claim.—A filter, constructed of t\Vo concentric
tubes" of copper, brass, galvanized iron, or other
metal not liable to corrode, the inner tube being
easily removable for cleansing, all substantially as
shown and described.

96,116. — "Victor Amedee Houdaille, Paris,
rrance.—i??<nf7.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The system of metallic hung hereinbefore
described, and illustration of the accompanying-
drawings.

96,117.—Isr. W. Hubbard, Xew York, N. Y.—
Parlor s^kate.-Octobav 26, 1869.

Claim.—A skate, having its three wheels arranged
relatively to the fooD-piece, sul)stantially as shown
and described.

98,118.-James P. Jones, Bloomfield, IST. J., as-

signor to Jason Craxe, same place.

—

Muffand Col-
lar Box.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—A rectangular paper or pasteboard box A.
having within it a rectangul ir apartment, B, and
cylindrical apartment C as described.

96,119 Philip P. Josef, Bufi'alo, :!ir. Y., as-

signor to hi nself and Wallace Johnson, same
place.

—

Egg-Carrier —October 26, 1869.

Claim.—A slatted support for the cells or pockets
of eg^ carriers, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,120. — Samuel Keen, East Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Heel- Cutting Jlachine.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reciprocating knife H^ operated
by the cam D. or its equivalent, substantially as de-
scribed, and tVn- the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangeaient of the cam
K2, the knife H', and the guard K', substantially as-

desci'ibed and for the purpose set forth.
3. The combination of the adjusting cam X' with

the jacking device L L' L^, substantially as de-
scribed, and tor the purpose set forth.

96.121. — J. "W. Larimore, Chicago, 111., as-
signor to himself and Alonzo Marks, same place.
— ngn for Strei t-Lamps.—Octohev 26, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 12, 1 869.

Claim. — The arrangement of the frame B, oil
which the names of the streets are painted, inclined
forward at a suitable angle, and provided with the
springs or other fastenings I) D, in connection witb
an ordinary street-lamp. A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pui-poses set forth.

96.122.— James A. Lawson, Troy, N. Y.—
Handle for Pans cmd other Cooking-Uterudls.—Ooto-
ber 26, 1869 ; antedated October 9, 1869.

Claim.—An ear or handle for pans or other simi-
lar or cooking-utensils, constructed from wrought or
malleable cast iron, and stamped, cast, or pressed in
the form or shape sabstautiaily as herein described
and set forth.

96,1 23.—Fabius H. Lawton, Fhivanna, }!T. Y.,
assignor to himself, David W. Pkosser, and Joshua
Cheney, same place.— Washing-Machine.—October
26, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, in an oscillating
presser, of unyielding adjustable rubbing-bars L,,

with a series of intermediate rollers D, operating as
described.

2. The combination of the vertically adjustable,
unyielding rubbing-bars L, with the eccentric roller
N and springs e, operating to either project the baus-
below the surface of the rollers, or to retract them,
as described.

3. In combination with the above, the concave
bed of rollers C, with the braking brands or straps r,

operating as described.
4. The arrangement of the armed pulley I, in com-

bination with the stirrup c. strap J, and tlie verti-
cally adjustable rubber frame G, as described.

98,124.—Edward A. Lewis, Saint Charles, Mo.
—Yelocipede.-OctohoT 26, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding crank E, having the guide-
pins a, in combination with the fixed eccentric ring
or track D, to operate substantially as herein shown
and described.

96,125.—William Liddell, Boston, Mass., as-,

signor to himself and B. S. Binney, same place.

—

Machine for Making Tags.— Octoher 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the glue-feeding
device F^ F^ with the glue-roll F^, operating substau-^
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the eye-
leting-punchers O^ H'' and the compressing-jaws H^
H^, working substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The bar K'. in combination with the levers L^
L^ when used for passing the string .S forwaid into-

the fold of tlie tag, operating sub.stantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The string carrier E''E^ operating substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

9P,126.—James H.LocKiE Humphrey, N. Y.—
Cultivator.—October 26, 1869 ; antedated October 16,

1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the central beam-.

A, of the outer beams B B, when the same are con-
structed, as described, and connected by the three-

armed piece C, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

96,127.—Baron Ludwig Lo Presti, Vienna,
Austria. — Railway-Track.—October 26, 1869

;
pat-

ented in England, October 22, 1868.

Claim.—1. A raihvay-traek, consisting of beams-
A, railt,D, and supports B, constructed and arranged
as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.
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2. The combinntion of A'^ertical double-coned keys
c, Avith tlie tranverse bolts d, to unite the longitu-

dinal halves of a beam, in the manner shown and
described.

3. The application of the rollers e, between the

suppoi-tin^-beain and trestle, for the purpose of al-

lowing slight lateral motion to the track, substan-

tially as herein shovTn and described.

96,12S.—George Lowdex, Brooklyn, 1^". Y.—
Velocipede.—Octoher 26, 186'9.

Claim.—1. In combination with a velocipede, the

ratchet-wheel E. pawls/ and g, and yokes h and J,

arranged and operating on the axle A, substantially

as described.
2. In combination -with the ratchet-wheel E and

-weighted yokes h and J, the reach M, post O, brake
S, and rods r, arranged substantially as described,

for the purposes set forth.

96,129. — Daniel "Lucas and James Lucas,
Green Bay. Wis.— TFas/i-JBoiier.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a wash-boiler, the

oonical false bottom A, tubular stands B B, and per-

forated tube'C, constructed arranged, and operating
substantially as described, for the pm-poses speci-

fied.

96,130.

—

John Marstox, Saratoga Springs, K.
T.

—

Railway- (Mr Coupling.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the stock A, links D
E and springs K, when the link D is jointed to the
stock, and all arranged substantially as specified.

96, 131.—Louis Martaresche, Pittsburgh, Pa.
—Molding and Casting Pipe.—October 26, 18t)9.

Claim.—1. Providing the flask A with curved feet

e, so pivoted to the table B as to admit of the flask be-

ing opened substantially in the maujier shown and
set forth.

2. Providing the swinging door S, of the flask A,
with a circular flange or rim, n, on its face or upper
side, for the purpose of holding in place the small
flask T, as shown and described.

3. In combination with the swinging door S, the
use of the small flask T, for holding sand to give
form, to the lower end of the pipe, as described.

4. The bulb or enlargement C, on the lower end of
the core bar K, in combination with the flask A,
provided with a swinging door, S, for the purposes
hereinbefore set forth.

5. The use iH' a stove, D, placed in a vertical line

beneath the flask A. when so attached thereto, by
means of the table B and its legs g g, as to be moved
with the flask A, as described.

96,132.

—

John A. McClelland, Louisville, Ky.—Mode of Producing Usefiil Articles frorn Collodion
and its Compounds.— October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The prodnction of useful and ornamental
wares or ol)jects, of compounds as liei'oin described,

by the application thereto of heat, substantially as

described.

96, t 33.—TJohert McKenzie, New Orleans, La.—Tool for Expanding Boiler- 'I\ibes.—October 26,

1869.

Claim. — The annular and slotted plates A A',
screw-bolts and nuts B C,'constituting a frame, sub-
stantially as described, in comljinution witli a senes
of sets of rolls of difl'erent sizes, each with one jour-

nal only, tlie in'ojectiiig pins H, lever I, and tapered
mandrel E, all constructed aud arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

96,131:.

—

Tames McMorries, Columbus, Miss.— Co'iiibined Knife and Fork.—Octol)er 26, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the circular revolv-

ing blade F, operated toward the liinged fork-shank
M, of Fig. 1, and the arrangement of tlie circular
revolving bladcj F, ojjerated ])arall('l with or along-
side tlie pivoted fork K, of Fig. 2, sulistantially as
figured and described, aud for the purposes sot fortli.

96,135.—John McNkioiit, Wakefield, Mass.—
Coal-Stove.—()iiU>\nn- 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gas-mixing cliamber, formed by
gas-ring c and plate P, with dumpers 1) U, substan-
tially us set forth.

2. The combination of gas-mixing chamber, de-
scribed, with gas-ring c, as set forth.

3. The combination of gas-mixing chamher, de-
scribed, fire-box B, and gas-ring c, substantially as
herein set forth.

4. The combination of fire-box B, ring c. gas-mix-
ing chamber, described, cold-air passages E E and K.
K, and draught-passages i i, as herein set forth.

5. The comliination of dumpers D D and D' with
fire-box B and plate P, as herein described.

6. A gas-utilizing stove, formed by the combina-
tion of all the varts named above, arranged and op-
ei'ating substantially as specified.

96,136.

—

Thomas Metzlrr, "Wooster, Ohio.

—

Pu/rtp.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the pump A, of
the squeezers D, arranged for operation substan-
tially as specified.

2. The platforms C and H, connected by braces or
supports I K, and combined with the pump aiid

operating-devices, substantially as specified.

96,137.—Alfred A. Mixer, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Pedals for Pianos, (tc.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An auxiliary adjustable pedal for piano-
fortes, organs, &c., constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes desciibed.

2. The combination of the loop B, angular bar A,
and adjustable part I) H, applied and used in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

96,138. — Monroe Morse and Charles H.
Mokse, Franklin, Mass.

—

Qrate-Bar for Steam and
other Enginery.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a grate-bar, the false

bar or rider C, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as aud for the purposes described.

96,139.—J. NicoLAi and J. Ph. Kinn, Boston,
Mass.

—

Folding Chair.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combinat'Ou of tlie loops P Q P' Q'
with the seat C, rung L M, and legs A A', substan-
tially as described, and lor the purpose set foith.

96,140.—A. P. Odholm, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Spirit- Level.—October 26,1869; antedated October
16, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
spirit-level and plumb, constructed, as described, of
the hard-rubber box B, (which contains the alcohol,)

shrunk upon the glass plates c e, one of Avhich is pio-

vitied with the disk g, in the manner described, for

the purpose specified.

96,141 .—PiCHARD Orfoud, Dowagiac, Mich.

—

Saccharine Evaporator. — October 26, 18ii9 ; ante-
dated October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
furnace B, with its oars H, rivets j, damper> E and
F, brackets S, and bar G, with the pau A of a sac-

charine evaporator.

96,142.—Henry 0. Peaisody, Boston. IMass.—
Centrifugal Machine for Extracting Honey from
the Comb.—Octoher -26. I&69.

Claim.—1. So constructing a centrifugal machine
that a single revolving vessel .shall serve tlie purpose
of both the revolving basket and stationary tub, as
lieretofore constructed, substantially as ilesciined.

2. The use, in centrifugal machinis, of the porta-
ble Aviregauze franieo I, or their equivalents, cou-
sti'ucted and applied substantially as described, for

the puriiose speeitied.

3. The comliiiiation, Avith the revolving vessel E,
of the central opening L, tlu^ annular groove B, and
tlie discharge - orifices C C, substantially as de-

scribed.

96,143.—A. E. Pkck, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Fire-
C/'ftcArr 7/«W<'r -October 26, 1869.

Claim.— An iniiuovoi era-ker holder, formed ia

two sections A B, suiistantinlly as specilied.

96, 144.—Benjamin W. Putnam, Bo^^ton, Mass.
— Flower- Pot.— ()^iXo\w\• 26, 1869.

Claim.—A flower pot eonslructedsubslantiiUy us
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described, that is to say, Avith a centrally-airanged
water-reservoir, and one or more earth vessels, situ-

ated concentric thereto, the wall intervening between
the reservoir and earth-vessel or vessels being of
porous material to admit of the percolation of the
water through the same, for the purpose specified.

96,145.—WILT.TAM QuATL, ISTew York, N. T.—
Printers' (ralln).—October 26, 18(J9.

Claitn.—1. Q'he parallel bars I D, connected with
each other by the arms J, and combined vi ith the
side and end of an ordinary printers' galley, in such
a way that the longitudinal mo^emeut of the bar D
may give a lateral movement to the bar I, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the spring pawl F H and
rack-bar G with the sliding bar D and side B of the
galley, substantially as herein shown and described,
and tor the purpose set forth.

96,146.—Matthew Quinn, Wataga, IW.—Iiail-
wayCur OowpUng.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The detachable incline a', in combina-
tion with the bumper-head A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the conpling-pirs or catches
B and slides C with each other, and with the bum-
per-head A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the coupling-pins or catches
B,-slidesC, bars E, connecting-bar F, and guide-bar
or pin G- provided with a spring-catch, H, witii each
other, and with the bumper-head A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

96,147.—F. M. Ranons, Little Shasta Yallev,
Cal.- Gate-Latch.—Ociohev 26, 1869.

Claim..—The catch E, constructed as described, in
combination with the hooked slide- latch A, and
springs U and G, all arranged and operating sub-
stautially us lierein shown and described, for the pur-
pose specified.

96,148.—Christian S. E,auh, Boston, Mass.

—

Compound for Making Water-Proof Paper.—Octo-
ber 26, 1869.

Claim.—The application and use of the above in-

gredients, or their equivalents, when compounded
substantially in or about the proportions set forth,

and in the manner and for the purpose described.

96,149.—ErastusW. Scott, Wauregan, Conn.—Shutter- Worker.—October 26, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement ofthe
sleeve D, slotted and recessed, as described, with the
knob E, the spindle C, the stud c, the arm g, the slot-

ted plate t, and the spring latch F, to operate with
catches I K, applied to the window-frameA and the
building, as explained.

2. The arrangement of the latch F, the pawl G,
the arms n p, and the two springs o g, applied to the
said arms, latch, and pawl, as set forth.

3. The combination of the spindle C, its arm g,
and the slotted plate i, with the pawl G, the spring
q. ratchet H, arm v, and bar i, the whole being ap-
plied to the blind and the window-frame, substan-
tially in manner and for the purposes as set forth.

98,15IJ.—Louis A. Seward, New Orleans, La.—Key-Face for Concertina.—October 26, J869.

Claim.—The mailing of the outward faces of the
key boards of concertinas in the way herein described
and shown o;i the drawing.

96,151.—Louis A. Seward, New Orleans, La.—Apparatus for Teaching Music, <£-c.—October 26,

1869.

Ccaim.—1. The combination of an upright supple-
mental key board, with tiie ordinary horizontal key-
board of piano-fortes or other like instruments, when
the former is used in connection with vertical
standards, C C, on which are fixed transverse bars
1) E F G II, and front elastic strips d efg h, pro-

Tided with mechanical appliances for attaching re-

movable notes, rests. &c., and means of connection
with the horizontal keys of the instrument, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. The combination of an npright key-board with
the bars D E F G H, with or without tiie front strips
d efg h, when these parts are constructed substan-
tially as herein described, and applied to the purposes
specified.

96,152.— William C. Shiphekd, Willoughby,
Ohio.—<S7<oe-La.s-i.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of an instep-plate, B,
formed with a hollow recess, G, extending through
to the outer end. with the eccentric-notched plate A
and spring-catch E, arranged as shown and de-
scribed.

96,153.—Joseph J. Singley, La Fayette, Ind.—
Potato-Uigger.—(Jctohar 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the plow and
j)low-beams, of the reciprocating cutters M, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination, with the carrier- screen, of the
earth- receiving plate R and discharger S, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The arrangement of the plow-beam H, cords I,

adjusting-shaft K, and cords L together, and with
the frame, substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the carrier-screen, of the
revolving brush V, Avhen arranged substantially as
specified.

5. The combination, with the carrier-screen, of the
fixed cutter X, substantially as specified.

96,154.—K. H. Sipes, Bloody Eun, Pa.— TFasA-
ing-Machme.—October 26, 1869.

'

Claim.—Fluted roller-crank c, small rollers N,
spring K, pendent hook H, cheeks F, hooks o, slits

E, and screw P, when combined and arranged as
described.

96,155.—Evan Skelly, Plaqueraine, La.

—

Ma-
chine for Bleaching Cane-Juice.—October 26, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Combination, with the furnace A, of
the air-conductor C, valve D, arranged for operating
to vary the supply, the hopper H, and revolving
recessed feeding-valve I, all substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combinatipn, with the fmmace A, and the
distributing-wheel and trough, of a gas-cooler, ar-

I'anged substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with a closed agitating trough
arranged for passing the liquid through it, of a re-

volving agitating- wheel, arranged for receiving the
gas from a turn ace, or over or through water, and
for exhausting the air from the said agitating cham-
ber, and delivering the gas to the liquid therein, sub-
stantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the trough, of the pendent
plates C, and float-valves E', substantially as speci-

fied.

5. The combination, with the air-valves D, of the
valve F', when connected and arranged substan-
tially as described.

6. The combination, with the agitating-trough and
wheel X, of the perforated plate A', substantially as
specified.

7. The mode of increasing or diminishing the ca-

pacity or area of t le burning-surface, l)y the employ-
ment, in combination with the said furnace, of pans
B, in which to burn the sulphur, substantially as
specified.

96,156.—H. Sloat, \Yatertown, N. Y.—Saw-
/Sei.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. A saw-set, consisting of the shank B,
fixed jaw C, movable jaw E, levers D H, and punch
F, all combined and operating substantially as lierein

shown and described.
2. The notched plates I, arranged in combination

with the movable jaws E and punch F of a saw-set,

substantially as herein shown and described.

96,157.—Edward Smeeth, Chicaaro, El.

—

Con-
denser for Alcohol Stills.—October 26, 1860.

Claim.—One or more oveiflow-pipes applied to a

still, in such manner as to retain part of the liquid

resulting from condensation of vapor in the lower
portions of such condenser, and allow the surplus

li([uid to escape back into the still, substantially as

described.
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96, 1 58.—A. D. Smith, Grafton, Ohio.—Faucet.
—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the block E with
the gate B and body of the faucet A, for the purpose
set foi'th.

2. The combination of the screw D with the body
of the faucet A, when so arrang-ed, in relation to

their adjoining parts, that, by turning in the screw
D. the gate B i< pressed against the opposite side of
the aperture C from the screw I), for the purpose set

forth.

96,159.—D. ISr. Smith, San Bernardino, Cal.—
Gopher- Trap.—Ootober 26, 1869.

(Jlaim.—A gopher-trap, consisting of the tube A,
lever C, slides D E, pin i, trigger-pin F, and springs
c, all arranged and operating substantially as liereiu

shown and described.

96,160.—Eaele Harry Smith, Bergen, N. J.

—

Sewing-Machine.—October 26, 1869 ; antedated Octo-
ber 13, 1869. -

Claim.—The combination of the looper, thebrnsh-
returner, or its equivalent, and the take up, the whole
operating together substantially as described.

96,161.—George Smith, Providence, R. I., as-

signor to himself and J. C. De Lang, Detroit, Mich.—Apparatus for Unloading Hay.—October 26, 1869.
Claim..—1. A centrnl-discharging hay-sling, com-

posed of two detachable flexible sectitms, when the
sections are arranged as shown, and connected to-

gether by one of their respective ends, and the free
end of one of the sections is provided with a pulley or
its equivalent, and the free end of the other section is

provided with a ring or eye, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. An attaching and a releasingdevice, consisting
of spring-jaws, a locking and tripping-dog, or its

equivalent, and a bur a', with headed fingers applied
to it, combined substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. The combination, with a sectional or central-dis-
charge hay-sling, of loop U, ring C, and a detachable
fastening dud compressing rope, S, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

4. The arrangement of the traveling pulley-block
K, fixed pulley-blocks J ,], and elevating and cora-
pressing-rope S, in combination with the sling T T',
which opens and^lischarges at the center, substan-
tially as described.

96,162.—E. Hale Smith. Springfield, Mass.—
Hand-Stamp.—Oatoh^v 26, 1869.

Claim.—The application of indicating-characters
to the front side of two or more printing-wheels,
when said wheels ai'e so constructed that each has
its own bearing upon the centi-al shaft or axis, in
comi)ination with radial openings through the tront
wheel or wheels, for the purpose of exposing to view
that portion of each wheel which bears the said in-

dicating-characters.

96,163.—August Steinbok, New York, K Y.
—Match-Safe.—OatohiiY 2(), 1869.

Claim.—The selfigniting wick B, in combination
with the closed case A, having tiie sliding cover C,
ratchet a, and ailjastable candle-liohier E, all ar-
ranged as described, for the purpose specified.

96,164. — E. H. Stewart, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Halter Clasp.—OcAoho.r '26, 1869.

Claim.—A lialter-clasj), when constructed and op-
erated in tlie manner and for the purpose above set
forth and described.

98,165.— Augusta N. Thompson, Holyoko,
MiiHH.— lUaching- Brush.—OotohoT 26, 1869.
Claim. — An inii)roverneiit in " soveblacking

bvusli," tlic arrangement and connection of the
8i)oiige witiiits stiiplea, knob h. in combination with
brush B, as shown and described.

96,HH5—TriEonouR R. Timby, Saratoga, N. Y.
—Tlrunble.—{)i\UA)OY-26, 1H69.

Cliim. — As a new aiticle of mannfnctnro, the
thinihlo herein desciibed, provided with grooves or

corrugations a c and apertures d, combined and ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

96,167.—Dudley W. Travis, Enfield, N. Y.—
Corn-Cultivator.—OvtoheT 26, 1869 ; antedated Octo-
ber 12, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the adjustable
plows G and H frame D F ¥', and rods 0, substan-
tially as described.

2. The arrangement of the lever L, in combination
with the plows, frame, rods, and carriage, as set
forth.

3. The construction of the spring K, in combina-
tion with a carriage plow frame, as set forth.

4. The combination of the whole, made by the two-
wheeled carriage A, cross-bar B, rods C, longitu-
dinal pieces D, posts E. adjustable plows G and H,
seat 1, spring K, and lever L, arranged and oper-
ating together, substantially as set forth.

96,168.— B. W. Tuttle, Galena, IM.— Water-
Wheel.—Octoher 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The penstock C and tubular extension
B, provided with the lateral openings E, and extend-
ing above the water, when arranged as specified.

2. The combination, with the wheel A, of a tubu-
lar extension, when provided with an air ch-imber,
and arranged as and for the purpose specified.

3. The air-chamber D, formed in the bottom of the
wheel, substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the buckets, of the shaft

I, disk -sleeve K', worm-shaft N, shaft O, gearing
with the shaft I, all substantially as specified.

^

5. The detachable rings Q, let into the top and
bottom plates of the wheel, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

6. The penstock C and tubular extension B, when
arranged substantially as represented.

7. The combination, with the wheel A, of the fixed
wheel R, substantially as specified.

8. Tlie combination, with the wheel A, of the
secondary buckets T, substantially as specified.

9. The atrangement of the packing- rings UandV,
tulndar extension B, and penstock C, all substan-
tially as specified.

96,169.—William E. Tan Schaick, Delavau,
Wi^.

—

Sleigh-Coupling.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the roller on the front

of rear bob with adjustable chains, adjustable reach,
swiveled at each end, and connecting-staples on
front bob, as and for the purpose specified.

90,170.—John P. Tan Sickle, Geneva, N. Y.
—Harvester.—Oiitoher 26, J869.

Claim.—1. The main frame C, of harvesters, when
so constructed that a portion cairying the counter-
shaft c is elevated above the rear part, and the por-
tion to which the tongue is attached is still further
elevated, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Suspending the bar L, by the hanger K, from
the main frame C, and from the angle-lever r, by the
vertically moving connecting-rod x, pivoted eye- bolt

u, and yoke y, as herein described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The hinged finger-bar P, and pivoted arm d',

in combination with the handle R, when said handle
is adjustable longitudinally and transversely to the
nuicliine, as and for tlie purpose set forth.

4. Tlie vertiofiUy adjustable arm m^, pivoted foot-

rest ?(.^ in combination with the horij^ontal adjusta-
ble seat r^, as herein shown and for the purpose set
forth.

5. The seat r^, in combination with the springs <]'^,

constructed as herein shown, and for the purpose
set forth.

6. The pivoted track-cloaner c^ in combination
with the adjustable siioe a^, as herein shown and do-
scribed.

96,171.— AnoLiMi Yki-guth, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Bti-nd- 1 1 i iigc. —Oc\o])vv 26, Ks(i9.

Claim. -^ A blind fastening hinge, whrn con-
structed with fasUMiing-biir C, witii a joint at E,
witli projection K, so arranged, that when closed,

that pait o' the fnstener (J, inside of the juint E,
hooks on over K, and fastens tliehingetogetlier, aiid,

when oprn, tliat ))'irt of fnstoniM- V,, at II, sliall hook
o.er projection F, and keep it open, subhtanliaily
as desenbt'd.
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9 i,172.—Moses N. Ward, Bangor, Me.—Car-
Sla-ter.— Oc.toher2G. 18fi9.

Claim.— ]. The combination and arrangement of
the two ratchets, E E, the dra«'-pa\vls G- G-, the
main levers F F. the cross-lever N". and the pedals I

I, the whole beiai? eoiinected together and applied
to the carriage-axle and body, so as to operate as set
forth.

!

2. The combination of the hand-lever K and its

pitman or rods L L with tlie pedals G G. the levers
F F, the cross-lever N, the draw-pawls G G. and the
ratchets E E, the whole being applied to the car-
riage in manner and so as to operate as hereinbefore
explained.

3. The combination of the draw-pawllifting mech-
anism as described, with the ratchets and with
the draw-pawls, provided with mechanism, as set
forth, for operating them, so as to effect the rotary
movements of the ratchets.

96,173.—Chauxcey E. Warxer, Svracnse, is".

Y —Rome Hay-Fork.—Octohei- 26, 1869'; antedated
October 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In connection with the curved tines A
A', the toothed segments a a' and vertically-sliding

loop C c d d, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein shown, and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the curved tines A A', the

toothed segments a a', fixed to said tines, and ar-

ranged concentrically with the main pivot b, and
used in ctmnectiou with a suitable device for engag-
ing or disengaging them at will, for the pui-pose
specified.

96,174.—A. W. "White, Boston, and Johx J.

"Watson, Gloucester, Mass.

—

Chin-Rest for Yiolin.
—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
screw e with the handle c attached, combined and
arranged with tiie holds or shields d and/, for the
pui'pose of tightening and loosening a chin-rest for

the violin and viola.

96,175.— Theophilus Weaver, Harrisburgh,
Pa., assignor to J. W. Moffitt, same place.

—

Com-
bined Latch and Lock.—October 26, 186jt.

Claim.—1. The trav^rsiIlg spring-retaining vote
Ij !N Y, when made to operate substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. In the swinging lever A M, the loop B F, pin a,

and notch O, all aiTauged as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of yoke L X Y. with lever-

arm A B F. when arranged to support the spring in

the chord- line E S lo.

4. The adjustable keeper, consisting of the plates
H and I, constructed and arranged as herein set

forth.

96, 17-6.—Homer "Wright. Pittsburgh, Pa., as-
signor to himself, Henry H. Collins, and Ben.ia-
MiN F. Collins, same place.

—

Mean-s of Attaching
Tops to Jug.<i, Cruets, d:c.—October 26, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 9, 1869.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, at-

taching tops to jngs and cruets by the use of the
flange A, in combination with the groove or convex
E, ring, or flaring mouth or lip B. on the jug or
cruet, when attached t<Jgether, substantially as de-
scribed.

96,179.— C. C. "Williams, Brooklyn, >?. Y.—
Apparatus for Preserving i^/-Ui«.— October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An improved boiler-apparatus, con-
si«;ting of boiler properA and steam -chest D, screwed
thereon, and having a perforated bottom, as shown
and described.

2. The removable steam-chest D, with apertured
bottom, in combination with a series of pipes, F H,
and air-excluding sleeves G, as and for the purpose
specified.

^

96,180.-Enoch S. Yentzer, Ottawa. HI.—A«-
tachmentfor Sew iiig-Machines.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. An instrument for producing the seam
herein described, consisting of parts' A, a', B. D, d,

and it\ constructed so as to operate substantially as
set forth.

2. The adjustable lapping-hook d and turner or
guide C. combined witla a gauge, s', substantially as
described.

3. The lapping-hook d, the turner or guide C, the
guide t. and the follower-plate B, constructed and
combined substantially as described.

96,181.—L. J. Apams, Hoosick Falls, X. Y., as-
signor to himself, WilliAxM Hyland, and A. B.

NliLLER, same place.

—

Clothes-Brier.—October 26,
1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the panel or frame,
composed of the posts A B and bars C, arranged in
pairs, of the frames, consisting of the posts D and
bars C. when the said bars I) are pivoted between
the bars C. either to bolts F or the posts A, substan-
tially as specified.

96,182.—J. S. Anderson, Oconomowoc, "Wis.

—

I
TTafer-TT/ieei.-October 26, 1869.

: Claim.—The combination of a supply-chute, B,
i and the wheel D. mounted in an»seillatiag frame,
C. so arranged as to adjust the wheel in relation to

'. the chute, substantially as described.

;

96,183.

—

John Andrews, Xew Bedford, Mass.
i

— Clothes-Line Supporter.—October 26, 1869.

I

Claim.—The combination of legs A^, points E',
i brace C, and hinge B^, as herein described, for the
, purpose specified.

96,176.-0". B. "Webber, Chicago, lU.— Weather- <

Strip.—Oatohev 26. 1869. i

Claim.—The slotted springs J, attached to the
i

edges of the door T, in combination with the strip :

A, provided with a frictiou plate, L, elbow-lever E
;

G, rod H, plate P, and adjustable set-screw I, the :

latter being used to regulate the distance which the
\

strip A is to project from the bottom of the door T, ,

as and for the piu-pose set forth. i

96,177—Frank A. "Wells, Memphis, Tenn.—
}

Cotton- Seed HuUing-Machine.—October 26, 1869. j

Claim. — 1. The cylinder A, having knives B,
i

shaped and applied as specified, in combination with
;

the cori'esponding knives C, of the concave shell, all
!

operating togetlier, substantially in the manner de- i

scribed. I

2. The combination of revolving knives B with
cutters C, arranged at a pitch below the center of

'

the cylinder, and having an independent radial ad- :

justm'ent. by means of set-screws or theii* eciuiva-
i

lents. substantially as set forth.
i

3. The im|)roved concave clamp E, provided with '

means for the separate adjustment of eaeli square-
\

ended tool, with its cuttiug-edge at a pitch below a ;

radial line, and removable at the extremities of the !

concave, ail as shown and described.

96,181 Olney Arnold. Pawtucket. B. I.—
Machine for Cutting Cork.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie movable frames A A' and cutter-

shafts B B\ in combination with the m,ovable parts
E E' and cutter-blades e e^. when constructed to
operate substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. The combination of roek-shnfts M and X, crank

0. slide Q. levers L J, rod J', and adjustable stop r,

when adapted to operate together, in tire manner de-
scribed, and for the purposes specified.

3. Tlie arrangement of tlie cutters e e, heads 5 h,

shafts B B', C C', D, and adjustable gearing c, c^ c^,

c^, c*, c^ d, d\ when constructed and adapted to
operate together as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The arrangement of the cntter-shafts B B' with
the movable boxes i i. blocks H H, and screws G G,
substantially as and for the purposes indicated.

5. The cutter-blades e e, of the form shown in Fig.

4, when employed in connection with the heads b b

and parts E E', in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

6. The adjustable table T', in combination with
the rocking-frame T and screws 1 1 T" T'", substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

96,185.- X. M. Barnes and A. T. Barnes,
Tiffin, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Tiffln Ao-
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HICULTURAL 'Works, same place. — Machine for
Driving Bake-Teetfi.—October 26, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The hammer F', provided with a
socket in its face to fit the end of a rake-tooth, when
used as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the p:uide-rests H and I,

placed just far enough apart to permit the rake-teeth
to pass between them, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3. The spring- plate J, combined with the lugs i i,

and ananged and operating, with respect to tlie rake-

head, substantially as set forth.

96,186.—Hen iiY "W. Bartol, Philadelphia, Pa.—Centrifugal Sugar-Draininq Machine. — October
»'26, 18fi9.

Claim.—1. The segmental bearing D, and cap C,
in combination with the pulley P, shaft S, and nuts
N N', when constructed and arranged substantially
as and lV)r the purpose set forth.

2. A cone or cylinder, K, in combination with a
gate, G, Avhen constructed and opt rated substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

96,187. — A. Ely Beach, Stratford, Conn.—
Method of Transporting Letters and Parcels.—Oc-
tober 26, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The transportation of letters and par-
cels, by submitting the same to the direct action
of air-currents within conveying-tubes, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2. Tlie combination, with the air-tubes, of a
mechanism for depositing the letters or parcels
within the air-tubes, so operating as to prevent air-

escape, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the air-tubes, of a mech-
anism which will collect or arrest the contents of
the tubes without interrupting the flow of the air-

current, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with the air-tubes, of a dis-

charging-mechanisra, so operating as to prevent air-

escape, substantially as set forth.

5. Operating the movable portions of the air-tube
by electricity, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

6. Ktfecting the return-signals, substantially as
set forth.

96,188. — Aaron Beardsley, Mount Zion,
Iowa.

—

Shoto Counter.—October 26, 1869.

Claim,.—The store-counter, constructed substan
tially as herein described, with apei'tures D, through
which articles placed in suitable receptacles under
or withm the counter may be viewed, as set forth.

96,189.—J. D. Beck, Liberty, Pa.— Fis(?.—Octo-
ber 26, 1869.

Claitn.— l. The combination of the jaw B with its

groove and slot C, as described, the pivot-bolt a, bolt
a, auxiliary jaw L, and bar D, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the slotted bar H, auxiliary
jaw K, bolt n, latch K, and plate I, arranged, with
reference to the extension-bar D and jaw A, sub-
stantially as described.

96.190. — Calvin G. Beitel, Easton, Pa.

—

^S^mm-Gencra/or.—October 26, 1869.
Claim. — The constrnction of the boiler, of sec-

tions or boxes A A and B B, of less length than the
dimension of the boiler, where they are applied, so
that two or more lengths thereof are required to
reach the extent of the l)oiler, and in arranging the
said short sections, so that the contiguous courses or
layers hip by each other alteriuitely, and connect
with different opi)osite sections in i)art, substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

96.191.— R. N. Bennett, Union Mills, Ind.—
Harrow.—Ociohcr 26, 18()9.

Claim. — The combination of the land-lovor B,
chiiin.s C C. or tlieir e(|uivalents, with a double har-
row, substantially us shown and described.

96,192.—"William N. Berkeley, Cedar Rapids,
lo\Vi\.~ Iforse /'owcr.— October 2(>. 1869.
Claim.— 1. Th(! revolving \\\wv\ or frame F, the

shaft J), the drive-wheel I, crank-shnped bearing Q,

and wheel K, when construcited, combined, and
operating with a rack A, and cog wheel J, (or

equivalents,) as a horse-power, substantially as sot
forth.

2. The wheel or frame F, shaft D, crank-shaped
bearing Q, Avheel K, and crank T, when constructed,
combined, and operating with a rack. A, and cog-
wheel J, (or equivalents,) as a man-power, substan-
tially as described and shown.

3. The brace-strap O, provided with a bearing for
the shaft D, and constructed and arranged so as to
operate substantially as described and shown.

96,193. — Joel Bowman and John B. Over-
MYEK, Reading, Ohio.

—

liailway Cattle-Gate.— Oc-
tober 26, 1869.

Claim,.—1. In combination with the rails of a rail-

road-track and the gates H b, the parallel bars C,
pivoted levers c d, and the weighted levers G, or
their equivalent, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The blocks J, in combination with the rails A
and the bars C, having their upper surfaces de-
pressed near the center, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The hooked bars 6, arranged, as described,
upon the oscillating shafts D, when their proximate
edges are sharpened, for the purpose specified.

4. In combination with the rails of a railroad-

track, the bars C, pivoted levers c d, blocks J, gate
H b, pulleys H, and weighted levers G, all arranged
as described, for the purpose specified.

96,194.—John F. Boynton, Syracuse, N.Y.-
Lightning-Rod Point.—October 26, 1869.

Claivi.— 1. A lightning-rod point, with compound
corrugations, andconstcucted as above described.

2. The compound corrugated point, combined with
a swaged ferrule or tube, lor connecting it with the
rod.

96,195.—Edmund Brown, Burlington, Yt., as-

signor to himself and Autemus Prouty, same
place.

—

Boot and Shoe.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stilfening-frame B, composed of
the bars or plates aa b, when arranged on a gaiter-
boot or shoe, as herein described, lor the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of the plates e e with the frame
B, having the bars a a b, all arranged as herein de-
scribed, to be applied to a gaiter-boot or shoe, leav-
ing the instep elastic, for the purpose specified.

•

96,196.—Sanford S. Burr, Dedham, Mass.-
Cahi net-Bedstead.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cabinet or secretary bedstead, com-
posed of a case or structure. A, and a divided bed-
frame, which, while hinged to said case so as to be
turned bodily up or down upon its pivot, is also capa-
ble of longitudinal expansion and contraction, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

2. A bed-bottom for cabinet or secretary bed-
steads, composed of two end-frames, united by a
tongued rail, as explained, or its equivalent, and
provided with the transverse slats e, secured to-

gether by the elastic cords/, and provided witii the
springs i, overlaid by the sacking j, sul)stantially as
and for t!ie purposes herein slu)\\'n and tlescribed.

3. The combination of the pivoted shelf I with the
hinged and divided bed-frame and the case A. in the
manner and for the purjjoses shown and set forth.

96,197.—Charles A. Bi'sh, New London, as-

signor, for one-quarter of his right to Hemjv P.
O.sTiiUM, New JJaven, Conn.

—

Mode of Cleaning das-
liefort.'i.—Oelohi.n- 26, 18(i9.

Claim.— I. The combination of salt and sliells. and
of salt, sulphur, and shells, lor the purpose set forth.

2. The eoinbination of salt, sulphur, and lime-
stone, for the purpose set forth.

96,1 9S.—Charles A. Bush, New Loudon, nj;-

sign(u*, lor two tliinls of his right, to IIknkv P.
OsTUUM and T. ('lu'Koud Hism, >.'ew Haven,
Conn.

—

Iiisalaior for 'J'clegraph- Huvs,—October 26,
1869.

Claim.—1. The rubber cap or covering for the
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bracket or pintle, substantially as and tor the pur-
pose hereinbefore set forth.

2. The ru')!7er liiiia^ for glass, porcelain, or other
non-coail acting subst mce. substantially as and for
tSie purpose hereinbefore set forth..

96.199. — Jeax Armaxd Callaud, Xantes,
France. — (ralvjiiic Bjttery. — October 26, 18dy;
patented in France. May 19, 1853.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the jar A. zinc B. hooks b' b', rod c. rubber tubing
E. and sheet-copper D. in the manner and for the
purpose lierein described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the
devices above mentioned, in the form and propor-
tions herein described.

96,209—George H. CRiyxocK. Xe^r York. :?s'.

Y., assignor to Xew LAMP-CniMXEr CoMPAxr,
same place.

—

LampBurner.—October 26. 1869.

Claim. — The mjvable cone h, surrounding the
draught-plate e, in combination with said draught-
plate e, and a perforated air-distributer and chimney-
holder, remor ible from the ratchet-cap d. as and for
the purposes set forth.

93,-SOI.—George Clark, BaSf do, X. Y.— Du^-
tUliiig and Ireatiaj Alcoholic Spirits.—October ^Q,
1869.

Claim.—1. In the ti-eatment of the rarions kinds
of liquors, the combiied application of a current of
air and an exhaust, su jstantiallj in the manner and
for the purposes set fuith.

2. In a distilling or ageing apparatus, consisting
of two or more receivers, the combination of an air-

exhaust, applied to the extremity of the -worm, or
equivalent part, with a current of "air admitted into
the first receiver, at the bottom, substantially as de-
scribed.

96,-203.—Lewis T. Clemext. Smyrna. Tenn.—
Machia-ifor Cleaning Cotton.—October 26, 1869.

Cl'iim.—The combination and arransement of the
feed-table G. feed-apeitnre a. and di.>charge-spout a',

with the rev-olvina: screen B. and revolvi'iig shaft C.
'

provided with beaters e, substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

96.303. — LORIXG COES, Worcester, Mass.—
Wrench.—Octo'ier 26. 1869.

Clciim.—i. The combmation and arrangement of
the wrench-jaws, shanks thereof, and right and left- '

handed screfvs extending transversely to the lengths
of the sh\nks, so that both the said jaws and shanks
are caused to separate and approach by turning the
said screws, as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the

'

"wrench-jaws. shanks thereof, right^ind left-handed
screws, and guide, as described.

98,204—B. E. COLLEV, Boston, Mass.—Ptono- ',

Forte Action.—October 26. JS69.
Claim.—In the class of piano-actions above de-

scribed, a detached connection between a hammer-
head, through its stem or part attached thereto, ar-
ranged, or located inside of the point of motion and
escape of the jack, and the jack-frame, or any suita-
ble part thereof, for operation, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

96.20.5.—Mtrtfllus A. Cravath and Isaac
M. Ckavath, Bloomington. 111.

—

Snow Plow.—Oc-
tuber 26. 1;69 ; antedated October 16. 1^69.

Claim.—1. The cousti'nrti m and arrangement of
mold-boards, with hinged joints near the point, and
with rack and pinion for operating the same, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described. i

2. The construction and arrangement of plows i

with horizontal arms H and I. uprfgbt shaft E, jour-
nal boxes a a. worm-pin G, and horizontal screw F.
for operating the same, in the manner and for the
ptirpose herein described.

peratnre of one or each of the ends of the rotary re-

tining-chamber of puddling-furnaces, with which the
collar is in contact.

2. The water, steam, or air pipe -J. located in the
arch of the passage from the grate a to the refining-
chamber A, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

'3. The water, steam, or air casing I, constructed
substantially in the manner and lor the purpose
herein shown and described.

4. The annular water, steam, or air pipe I. located
in the edge of the shiftahle piece K. which is in im-
mediate contact with the mouth of the refining-

chamber when a heat is on, as and for the purpose
specified.

5. The water, steam, or air chamber Ar. located
upon the outside face of the shiftable piece K, as and
for the purpose hei-ein set forth.

6. The annular metallic facings L, secured to the
conical ends of the rotary refiaing-chamber A, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

98,207.—H. M. Darltxg. Bridgeport, Conn.—
Lathe-Chmk.—Ocuiher 26. 1869.

Claim.— In combination with the radial jaws a,

their respective screws B. with toothed heads b. ar-

ranged relativelv to the jaw. and the internally-

threaded lung C. operating in the teeth of the screw-
head so as to more the jaws, substantially in the
manner as herein set forth.

96,208 Charles E. Daytox, Meriden, Conn.—Telocipedf.^-Ociober 26. 1869.

Claim.—The bell crank levers C C, provided with
the adjustable foot-rests e e, pivoted at their angles
to the sides of the reach A. and at their upper ends
a connected to the crank-axle by the rods b. all ar-

ranged in such a manner, that both arms, a d. o\ the

bell-cranks, swing round the pivot, whereby the foot-

rests are adapted to operate with an up and down
movement, as herein described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

98,209.—Jacob Docbsox. Columbus. Ohio, as-

signor t-o himself and F. A. COMsTOCK, same place.

—£xtemion Tibbie.—0^tobeT 26. 1869.

Claim.—1. The metal roller-slides G, consisting
of the casting.s a. and one or more rollers, c, when
constructed substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The cross-pieces C, having a groove formed in

each side, and provided with a roller slide. G. upon
opposite sides and end, and upon which the slides

D are made to open and close, substantially as set

forth and described.
3, The cross-pieces C. slides D. roller-slides G,

frames H. and rods K, when all are arranged and com-
bined so as to form an extension-table, substantially

as described. ,

96,210.—MiLTOX L. Drake. Eockford, HI.—
Shaft and Couplina-Shidd.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The box A, shield B. box U, and shield

C, with hinge c and hook d, when combined and ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

96,211.—JAifES E. Emersox, Trenton, X. J.—
Rocking-Chair.—October 26. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivot-pieces or

supports C with the steps e, for forming a rocking
connection between the upper and under portions of

the chair, as described and represented.

2 The combination of the pivot-pieces, steps, and
spring, with the oscillating seat and stationary un-

der poitiou, as and for the ptu-pose herein described

and represented.
3. In combination with the pivot-pieces and steps,

the concentric slot and set-screw, for admitting of

the rocking motion of the npper upon the under por-

tion, without allowing them to separate when being

lifted or carried, as set foxth.

96,206.—Saml-el D.axks. Cmcinnati. Ohio.— ! 96,212.—Lewis C. Exglaxd, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rotary Huddlinj-Furnace.— OctobeT 26, 1869. \

—Ty.n-Bark Leach.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The an nnlar water, steam, or air collar Claim.—1. The lower perforated tubes T, T*. &*.,

6, constructed substantially as herein shown and and upper perforated tnl^es C and C, arranged and
described, for the purpose of preserving a low tern- operating as herein specified.
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2. The arrangement of the outside tube B, upright

or side tubes S, SS &c., connecting-pipes 1>, and
pings P and P', as and for the purpose specified.

3. The a]Tangement of the steao) pipe E, placed

in the bottom of the vats, and on top of the per ( r-

ated tubes T, T', &c., as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

96,21 3.—WiLUAM E. English and Jasox Mc-
Cluke, English Centre, Pa.— Wagon-Seat.—October

26, 1 > 69.

CZaiw.—The combination, -with the grooved bot-

tom of the seat B, of the upper and lower wood-
springs A C, -sedges D D, metal cross-pieces E E,

and bolts a a, all constructed, arranged, and operat-

ing substantially as set forth.

96,214.—Samuel Epley, McGrawsville, Ind.

—

2Vt/erc.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the air-passage D
D' having the tubes d'^ and d^, and annular passage

d"*, sulistantially as and for the.purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the flanged ring C, and an-

nular air passage c?^, with reference to the cylinder

B, substantially"as shown and described.

96,215.—James M. Ferguson, Summit, Miss.
— Medical Cortipound for the Cure of Fever and
Ague.—OiiioheT 26, 1869.

Claim.—The several ingredients- forming the com-
pound for the cure of ague anil chills and fevers, as

herein specified.

96,216.—E. R. Ferry, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and P. Fehky, same place. —
Spring Perch for Carriages.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the side-springs E
E of a carriage, the tw o arms F ¥ of the perch, ex-

tending from the axle to the socket H, the exten-

sion G passing through the socket H, and provided
with a spring, to operate upon the said extension, as

described.

96,217.—Kasson Frazer, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Mode of Plating, Coating^ and Ornameniing Arti-

cles of Iron and Steel.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The herein-described method of plating

and coating articles made as herein described, the
said process consisting in first coating or varnish-

ing, then removing the coating or varnish from the
parts to be plated, and afterward plating the same,
substantially as described.

2. The new article of manufacture made by the
process herein described.

96,21 8.—P. L. Gibes, i)unleith, 111.—Lock-Xut.
—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The nuts D, having a rebate around their

inner face, in combination with the waslier E, hav-
ing an angular opening to fit said rebate for opei ation

in connection with the grooved plates B B', as shown
and described.

96,219.— Samuel Girson, Safe Harbor, Pa.—
Scrubbing Brush.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the brush A, L-shaped
bar^B. socket P, and one or more rubber strips C,
connected to tlie brush-body by tlie screws «, all con-
structed and arranged as shown and described.

96,220.—Nathan Godpard, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to hiiuself ami D. B Saunders, same place.—Machine for Splitting Whalebone. — October 26,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The rectangidar clamp B, provided
with the screws a a and b b, in combination with the
knives /r k and rollers d d, all the parts constrticted
substantially as desciibed and for the i)uri)ose si)eci-

fied.

2. In combination Avith the above, the ])resser-

roller I, constructed and operated us shown and do-
scribed.

96,221.—E. A. Goodes, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to FiiA.NciH M. Wood, Hknuv V. IIavs Sam-
uel AlI.KN, .JOHKl'H S. Hi;0\VN, TllEOUOKK K.
Wkidkuhmikm, and Thomas S. Kkvseu, same phice.—Treadle Motion.— Ociobi.-r 26, lb69.

Claim.—The combinatifln of the pendulum A, disk
B, or its equivalent, pivot-bolt C, treadle C, connect-
ing-rod F, and a holding-device, E, substantially as
specified.

96,222.— Solomon H. Greenbaum, New York,
N. Y.-Hat-Tip.—Oetoln'T 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1' A hat, or other article of head-dress,
in the interior of which is formed or arranged a
closet or box, closed by a door, sulistantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

2. A hat tip, furnished with a closet or box, closed
by a door, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

96,223.—John Grimm, Saint Louis, Mo.—Air-
Blast Engine.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus for forcing air and heating
the same, composed of the cylinders B, operated by
a beam, E, and connecting with the diaphragms H,
pipes I, the heater K, and blast-tube L, when ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

96,224.— J. P. Grosvenor, Lowell, Mass.

—

Method of Adjusting Circular Saws.—October 26,
1869.

Claim.—The described construction and combina-
tion of the swinging plate E, capable ot being fixed
by means of the slot e' e' and pin n, the plate D, hav-
ing the projection D', as described and shown, the
mandrel M, the saw S, and the frames C D, all con-
structed and operating together in the manner and
for the purpose berein set forth.

96,225.

—

John A. Hafner, Commerce, Mo.

—

HorsePower Connection.— October 26. 1869.

Claim.—1. The casing A. constructed as described,
with a dome-shaped piojection, B, in the center, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The clutch C, constiucted as described, so as to
fit over and turn freely on the dome B. substantially
as and for the purposes herein set lorth.

3. The cover G, having a recess, /, and stops g g,
in combination with the lug or stop h, on the clutch
C, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

4. The combination of the casing A, dome B,
clutch C. spring F, and cover G, all constructed as
described, and operating sul)stantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,226.—Peter L. Hains, Freeburgh, Ta.—Fx-
tension-Scaffold.— (JctohoY 26, 1869.

Claim.—The upright shafts 6, extension
_/,

pulleys
i, h, g, and/, ropes tn and n, and j latform d, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

96,227.—John Hale, Scrantou, Ta.—I>rillivg-
JiacAine.—October 26, 1869.

Claiin.—The ariangenient of the frame A, the
drill-spindle B, extension-bar C, set-screw D, casing
E, plunger b, spiial spring c, and faceplate d, all

substantially as &bown and desciibed.

96,228. — Albert Hallowell and Abel T.
Atueuton, Lowell, Mass.

—

Uas Flat-iron.—October
26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a hollow flat-iron,

as described, of a series of g!\sburners, constructed,
arranged, and applied, substantially in the manner
and tor the purpose specified.

96,229.— Cornelius A. Haring, Peoria, 111.—
i^(Tr7-/''a,sfc7iY'r.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—An improvement in bag-ties, consisting
of the segments A B, when provided on their ct>n-

cave surfaces w ilh spurs c, and united together by
link d, said parts being eoiistrueted andarrnuged to-

gether, as and for the purposes herein shown and set

foi th.

96,230.—A. V. HAinwRt.L, Chicago, 111.—ioci
for CarJ)oor.—OvAo\n'v 6, I8ti9.

Claim.— [. The bolt 1'', i .sirted through a hole in

the Avail, and secured ticcrein by a spring hitch on
llu! inside, said bolt bearing against, ot being hicaled

in rear of tlie sliding <loor of a car, subslautially as

described.
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2. In combination with aaidbolt, the pivoted latch
B, with its incliiie n. the sliding- bur C, with its g-uard

a, and the tumblers D, ail constructed and arranged
within a case, A, substantially as described.

96,231.—Georoe W. Hatfield. Dayton, Ohio.—Manufacture of Putty.—October 2(S, 18(59.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, putty com-
pounded from the ing-redients named, and as set

forth.

96,232.—"ViRaiL Hayes, Tekonsha, and Lewis
CUATT. Eckford, Mich.

—

Pruning-Shears.—October
26, 18d9.

Claim.— The prnning'-shears, herein described,
consisting of the hook B, pivoted blade C, link E,
lever D, rod F, curved baud-lever L, pole A, and
bent handle H, with guard G-, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as set forth.

96,233.—John A. Hemberger, Heading, Ohio.

—Cutterfor Boo r-Sill— OctuX-)er 2ti, 18o9.

Claim.—1. The provision of the gutter C and flap

or deflector E to a door-sill, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the door-stll gutter C, hinged
flap or deflector E, lever ¥, and bole or other pro-

jection G, substantially as set forth.

3. In the described combination with the elements
C, E, and F, the b'dt G and slot H, or their equiva-
lents, for the objects designated.

96,23 4.—Tames Higoixs and John W. Htggins,
Orth, Ind.—Plow Clod-Fender.—October 2tt, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie clod-fender herein described, having
wooden beam and bent plate, as specified, together
with the bent teeth v, chain D, and adjustable bar E,
coustructed and arranged as set forth.

96,235.—George M. Hoffman and Peter Her-
MA.S, Jr., K.ibway, N. J.— Wind and Tide Alarm.—
October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the alarm A, of
the locking and tripping lever b, arranged for oper-
ation, as described, in connection with the connect-
ing-cord/ and the sinker H, whereby the said alarm
is released by the drifting or chauge of position of
the boat, substantially as set forth.

96,236. — Thomas Hunt, New York, N. T. —
Traveling-Trunk.— Oetoher 26, 1869.

Claim.—Hanging the lower portion of the section

e to the front of the trunlc at/, and applying the lock
or hasp at the upper portion, so as to be covered by
the ltd w, when the trunk is closed, substantially as
set forth, and, in combinationjtherewith, the drawer
I and sliding cover i. arranged in the manner and for

the purposes specified.

96,237.—John Johnson, Brooklyn, E. D.. 1S^ Y.—Jtubber Compound for Packing.—()ctober 26, 1869.

Claim.—A compound composed of the ingredients
and made in substantially the manner herein speci-
fled.

^

96,238.-Abraham Jones, Clinton, VH.Sand-
Lonm.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever B, connecting-bar C, arm D,
main shaft E, and fly-wheels K K. all constructed
as described, and arranged to operate the lay, sub-
stantially in the mauner herein set forth.

2. The main shaft E and pulley F, connected by a
'cross-belt to the ratehet-puUey G on the tre-adle-shaft

I, constructed and arranged as shown, to operate the
treadle-shaft.

96,239. — Vincent E. Keegan. Boston High-
lands. Mas>< —Process of Rfdaeing Wood and Woody
Fibers for Paper-Pulp.—October 26, 1869 ; antedated
October 20, 1869-

Claim.—The process for reducing wood and woody
fibers, for t'he manufacture of paper-pulp, with alka-
lies, in the manner of the process as described, or
its substantial equivalent.

96,240.—JAC0T5 J. KiSER, Middlctowu, Ind.—
Palhoay-Car Brake.—October 26, 1869.

Claim-.— 1. Tlie combination of a hand-lever, L,
with a foot-lever, P, when arranged to operate si-

multaneously, to rotate the shaft J, substantially as
before described.

2. A haud-lever. L, arranged to move in the arc of
a circle, and a foot-lev^er, P, arranged to move vertic-
atly, when the latter is connected, by the intermedi-
ate lever N, with the double-cranked rock shaft J,
substantially as before described.

3. The foot-lever P, when arranged to operate the
hand lever L, so as to bring the latter toward the
lever P, and within the grasp of the attendant, in
brakjng the cars, substantially as before described.

4. The combination and arrangement of the double-
crank rock-shaft J, with the single toggle-joint g,
when the latter is located between the central timber
E of the truck and the body of the car, and con-
nected to the braking-bars by the double-cranked
studs 6, substantially as before described.

5. The combination of the double-cranked rock-
shaft J, the single toggle-joint (7, with its connecting-
rod/, and the hand and foot levers L P, constiucted,
arranged, and operating substantially as before de-
scribed.

6. The arrangement of the hand-lever L, in con-
nection with the double cranked rock-shaft J, in
stich manner, that when the brake is released, the
weight of the hand-lever L. and its inclined posi-

tion, will not only keep the brakes from the wheels,
but the foot-lever P elevated, ready for action, sub-
stantially as before described.

98,241.—William Koehler, Norwalk, Conn.,
assignor to John M. Pendleton.— Method of Re-
covering Greasefrom Waste Soap-Liquor.—October
26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of a solution of alkali and salt

as an agent in assisting to recover grease from waste
soap-liquors.

2. The pressing of the jelly-like mass, which is ob-
tained from soap-liquors, wliile im^raersed in boiling
w iter, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

96,242. — Charles Lauth, Paris, France. —
Coloring Material for Dyeing and Printing.—Octo-
ber 26, 1869.

Claim,.—The process herein described for dyeing
animal and vegetable fibers or fabrics, aniline black.

96,213.—C. Edwards Lester, New York, N.
Y.

—

Fuel for Metallurgic Purposes. — October 26,

1869.

Claim.— 1. Desulphtirizing and dephosphorizing
coal or its refuse, when placed in union with any
other substance or substances, for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. The production of a solid hydrocarbon. subsJ^an-

tially as herein set forth, that is'to say. by the union
of hydrogenous and carbonaceous substances, when
said sub.stances are treated chemically and mechan-
ically, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses described.

96,214.—John S. Lewis, Elkader, lo^a.—Har-
row.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The colter H, arranged and employed
substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the colter H, the handle
I, as and for the purpose described.

3. The combination, in a harrow, of a frame, A B
B D E F G. teeth C, colter H, handle I, and clevis

K, constructed and arranged as herein represented
and described, for the purposes set forth.

96,245.—"William R. Lount, Austin, Texas.—
Compotmdfor Treating the Human Hair.—October
26, ] 869.

Claim. — The compound, substantially as herein
described prepnreil by combining the oil of the wild
cucumber, (or Acuminata.) with either or all of the
other materials hereia named, or their equivalent.

96,246.—Egbert Macy, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Safe.
—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A safe, having its depositing-charaber
coustructed within or incased by a combination- lock,
substantially as specified.

2. The chamber A and the lid B, provided with
notched locking-bars 0, in combination with lock-
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in^-rin^s, arranged around tlie exterior of the safe,

substautiallj as set forth.

96,247.—S. T. McDouGAT L, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Wash vug Mai'hine.— f )ctober 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and ari'angement of the
connecting-rod F, levers (> and K, pounders H, and
pushers J, with the shaft \V and box A, when con-

structed as and for the purpose set forth.

96,248. — TViLUAM Mills, New York, N. T.,
assignor to himself, G-. A. Lili.ienuahl, and J. J.

DicTWiLLRU, same place.

—

Explosive Compound.—
October 26, 18H9.

Claim.— I. In the formation of an explosive com-
pound, the combination of carbolic acid, nitric acifl,

potassa. and aloes, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.
2. The use of carbolic acid in an explosive com-

pound, substantially as described.
3. The use of aloes in an explosive compound, sub-

stantially as described.

96,249.—Egbert B. Mitchell, Chicago, El.

—

Kerosene-Stove.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the chimneys J
and plates D and K, when constructed and airanged
in a kerosene-stove, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified and shown.

2. The projections or ribs O, on the upper surface
of the plate K, in combination with the chimneys J,

in a kerosene-stove, when constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. The ring S, in combination with the rim or ring
P, when constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the plate D, flange E, and
perforated plate or diaphragm F, when constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purx)oses
specified and shown.

96,250.—F. B. Morse, Plantsville. Conn.—l>ie
Jor Forming Thill-Irons.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The dies, constructed as herein described,
for forging thill-irons.

96,251.— F. B. Morse, Plantsville, Conn.—
Series of Diesfor Forming King-Bolts.—October 26,
1869.

Claim. — The series of dies C D, E F, and G I,

constructed as described, to form king-bolts for car-
riages.

96,252. —F. B. Morse, Plantsville, Conn., as-
signor to himself and H. I). Smith and Company,
same place.

—

Carriage-Clip.—OcXohev 2^, 1869.
Ciaiw.—Cariiage-clips, as an article of manufac-

ture, constructed and formed substantially as herein
described.

96,253.—F. B. Morsr. Plantsville, Conn., as-
signor to himself and H. D. Smith and Company,
same place.

—

Slat-Iron for Carriages.—October 26,
1869.

Claim,.—The herein-descrfl)cd slat-iron, consisting
of the base E, with its arms A', B', &c., correspond-
ing to and combined with the irons A B, &c.. when
the said irons and arms are constructed and jointed
together, substantiallj in the manner herein set forth.

96,254.—F. B. Morse, Plantsville, Conn., as-
signor to himself and H. I). Smith and (Company,
same \Aiuni.—Top-Frop for Carriages.—October 26,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the threaded stud
C, with tiie sleeve F, on wliich said sleeve a bearing
is formed for the joint G, and its outer end fitted to
receive the nut H, sul)stantially as set forth.

2. In combination witli the subject-matter of the
fii'st clause of elaims, the bolt I, constructed and up-
plied substantially as set forth.

96,255—F B. Morse, Plnntsville, Conn., as-
signor to liiinKclf and II. T). Smith and Company,
same phwo—Holt for Wliijfletrecs.—Oatobcr^iy, 1869.

Clniw.—A^^ an improved artic^le of mannrnctnro,
the herein described whiflli'treo-boit. tlie h(\'Hl 11 hav-
ing fins a formed at the end. upon thr under side of
the head, substantially as uud for the purpose set
lorth.

96,256.—F. B. Morse, Plantsville, Conn., as-

signor to himself and H. D. Smith and Company,
same place.

—

Carriage- Shackle.—October -26, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A carriage-clip, having the bar D
forged thereon, in one and the same piece, for the
purpose of coupling the shackle thei-eto.*

2. In combination with the bar D, the grooved cyl-
inder E, coupling L, and bolt-key F G, constructed
so as to operate in the manner described.

96,257.—Charles MC'llkr, Albany, N. T.

—

Ciqar-21achi7ie.—October 26, 1869.

Claim:—The combination of the fixed grooves a,

knife-slats N, and open or reticulated slats 0, with
revolving cylinder M and hopper 11, substantially as
and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

96,238.—Georg Muller, New York. N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Francis Burnet, same place.—Carpenters' Plane.—October 26. 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the stationary box
H, pivoted to the plane-stock, and fitting closely the
throat thereof laterally, in combination with the cap-
iron D. which is moved and adju.sted beneath the
said box, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

96,259.—ToHN G. Murdock, Cincinnati, Ohiia.
— Lavatory-Attachment for Railroad-Cars.— Octo-
ber 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The described lavatory attachment for
railway-cars, consisting of a waste-way basin H I

J, a tank, B, and a pump, N, constructed and ar-
rangefl substantially as shown and set forth.

2. The pipe M, adapted to form the overflow of
the tank, and tbe waste-way of the basin, as set forth.

96,260. — Hiram B. Musgrave, Cincinnati,
Ob'io.— Gas- Heater.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The provision, in a gas-heating stove, of
one or more heating-tubes E F F', provided with a
longitudinal partition or jJartitions, as and for the
purpose set forth.

96,261 .—Thomas Nelson, Philadelpliia. Pa.—
Tool for Cutting Tubes.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing a pipe-cutting machine of
the several pieces A B B', the screw C, knife D, and
jaw-facings E E', iu the manner set forth.

96,262. — Alfred Colerick Pilliner and
James Cfiaules Hill, Oakfield Works, near New-
port, England.

—

Steam-Enginery for Motive-Fower.
—October 26, 1869

;
patented iu England, JanuaiT

28, 1868.

Claim..—1. The combination of the casing with
the double-headed rocking partition, constructed
with fixed lieads, the whole consti'ucted to operate
substanlialiy as belore set forth.

2. The combination of the casing, the double-
headed rocking partition, the craiik-pin, the crank-
arm, and the crank-nxis, passing through the front
of the casing, the whole constructed to "operate sub-
stantially^ as before set forth.

3. The combination of the casing, the double-
headed rocking partition, the tiltcr-'plate, and tiu^

dash-plate, the whole constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

96,263.— J". C, Pinner, Newborn, TQxm.-Serew-
Diiver.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The insti-ument above described, con-
sisting of the handle A, ferrule A', having lib a;
block D, having liotcli d ; stem B, having gains b ft;

blade C, having shoulders c c ; spring-jaws E E,
shiped as described, and having grooves v v, and '

sliding clasp or strap S, all constructed suhstan-
tially in the manner and for tlie purposes lieioiu set
tbrth.

96,26 f.—l). ,T Powers and TTk.nkv B'. Stkvkns,
Ma'lison, Wis , assignor to I). J. Powkk-s. assignor
to lUlKKALO A(;itUU)l,TUI{AL-M\Clll\K WOUKS.— .JfM -

gar and Si)yghii)n. Mill.—October 26, IH()9.

Claitn.— 1. Tlio conihiiuilion and arrangement of
thedrivinu-shaft H ami thi> pinions Fand H tlu'reon,
v\ ith the lower rollers 1) K, and (lirir rcspoctive pin-
ions O ami I, so that the shaft extends underneath,
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the length of the rollers, and its pinions P and H
gear respectively into the pinions (S- aiid I, at oppo-
site ends of the rollers, tliereby to enable the rollers

to be located close together, for the purpose herein
specified.

2. In combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the bagasse-carrier, so that its belt is driven
by the pinion G, or the rear lower roller G, by means
of two pinions n and o, around the sha.t of which lat-

ter the carrier turns for adjustment, tliereby briugiug
the belt in close proximity and j)ro per relation to the
said roller, as herein set forth.

3. The sliding shoe P, of the carrier, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein speciiied.

96,26-5 Silas G. Randall. Providence, R. I.—Pneumatic Diaphragm Water-Elevator.—Otiiohbv
36, 1869.

Claim,.—In a compartment-pump, in which tlie

matter to be forced or elevated is separated from the
operative mechanism, the combination of the pipes
1) and c, and the alternating valve I, connected to

and operated by therecipiocating compartment, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

96.266. — R. M. Reeby, Worcester, Mass.—
Lounge and Sofa-Bed.—October, 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the folding parts

C B D with the frame A, under the arrangement
substantially as described, so that when tlie said

parts are fokkd up, the latter two will be received
within the frame, and the former will rest on top of

the frame, and form the sofa-seat, as set forth.

2. A hninge or sofa-bed, the parts of which are
constructed and combined together substantially as

shown and described.

96.267.— Patuick Reilly, Reading, Pa., as-

signor to SEYFE14T, McManus ANU CoMi'ANY, same
place.

—

Furnace for Heating Tubes. — October 26,

1869.

Claim..— The arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the furnace A, tire-places D D, and out-

let-flue a to the chimney.

96,268.—William S. Reyburn and P. J. Mar-
tin, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Lightning-Hod.—October 26,

1869.
Clai'tn.—As an article of manufacture, a section

of lightning-rod. composed of a sheet-zinc center,

bent upon itself in wel)S, and a copper covering, sim-

ilarly formeil, substantially in the manner and for

tlie purpose described.

96,269.—Lawrence Roy, Plattsburgh, Mo., as-

signor to himself and Charles J. JS'EsBixr, same
place.

—

Medicine for Cancer.—October :^6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a caustic-potash
plaster, a spikenard-poultice, and a powder formed
of salt, saltpeter, alum, and copperas, each of said

three instrumentalities being prepared and applied
at the times and in the manner hereinbefore speci-

fied, for the treatment of cancer.
2. A compound formed of lead and sulphuq, in the

respective proportions of two to one, and made to

combine in the manner set forth, for the purpose ol

drawing cancers to a head, in the m;inner described.
3. A compound formed of burnt common salt,

alum, saltpeter, and copperas, in the respective pro-
portions of 3, 1, 1, 1, all mixed and prepared in

the form of a powder, as specified, tor the purpose
of loosening the cancer in its socket.

96,270.—Daniel W. Sawyer, Booth Bay, Me.—Lace- Leader for Sails-.—October 26, 1869.

Claim:—A laceleader, consisting of a perforated
portion, B, and rigbt-angular stay-portions C C, sub
stantially as described.

96,271 .-'^^ilas C. Schofield, Chicago, 111.—
Combined Cultivator and Seeder.—October 26, 1869

;

antedated October 16, 1869.

Claim:—1. The combination of the main beams P
and angle-beams H, when constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. Tlie elbow-plates I, when constructed substan
tially as deocribed, and used for the purpose of ad-

justing the angle of the beams B and H, substan-
tially as specified.

3. The swivel- plate J, when constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose s described.

4. The metallic stall P, when constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

5. The combination of the treadle T. chain R, and
metallic stall P, when an-anged and operatmg sub-
stantially as set forth.

96,272.—Silas C. Schofield and A. Judson
WisE. Chicago, assignors to Sil.as C. Schofield
and William D. Andrews, Rockford, III.

—

Harse-
ieate.—October 26, 1869.
- Claim:—1. The transverse slots or notches in the
axle B, and cap C, in combination with tlie coil of
the rake-tooth, for the purposes of securing the rake-
teeth, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The combination of the plates P, provided with
the notches H, the crank-axle I, and bolt J, when
constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

96,273.—Alfred L. Seabury and Davidson
MoUKiB, J^orfolk, Va.

—

Blind-Hinge.—October 26,

1869.

Claim.—Connecting the upper and lower hinges
of shutters, when the hinges are used for holding
the shutters in any desired position, by means of a
rod, or its equivalent, substantially as shown and
described.

96,274.—Conrad Seimel, Brooklyn, N. T., as-

signor to Charles Pratt, New York City.— Oii-

Ca7i Stopper.—October 26, 1869.
Claim.—1. A stopper for oil-cans, or other recep-

tacles for liquids, provided with an opening or spout
for outflow of the liquid, in combination with a vent-
opening or tube, substantially as shown and de-
scribetT.

2. The combination of the body of the stopper
with the vent and outflow-tubes, and the disks for

holding the body and tubes together, substantially as
shown and set foith.

96,275.—Louise P. Shaw. New York, N". Y.—
Imitation Hair for Ladies' Head-Dress.—October
26, 1869.

Claim.—The head-dress, prepared from twisted
glazed thread, treated with glycerine, substantially
as described.

96,276.—E. R. Shepard, Scranton, Pa.— Oom-
pound Rail.—October 26, 1869 j antedated October
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A compound rail, consisting of a lower
permanent poition, B, and an upper detachable and
reversible portion. A, adjusted to an inclined posi-

tion on the base, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2. A compound rail, consisting of two portions, A
and B, the latter having a base, a flange, and a re-

cess, e, rounded to the arc of a circle, and the former
being reversible, and having a head, a, and a flange,

b, the lower edge of which is rounded to fit the re-

cess e, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

96,277. — Isaac Silvernail, Byron, Mich.—
Burglar-A larm.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wire H, constructed or bent as
described, so as to form the coil spring / and ham-
mer 5^, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. The arrangement of the wheel E, provided with
pins i i, wheel or pulley D, cords b e, spring F, and
pulley C, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The corai)ination of the gate or door A, hinge
B, pulleys C D, wheel E, « ith pins i s cords b e,

spring F, bell G, and wire H, all constructed as de-

scribed, and lor the purposes set forth.

96,278.—Frederick H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to Smith, Latrobe and Company, same
place.— Bridge.— Ocioher 26. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a beam-truss, of
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tlie strut or post with the adjusting-devices herein

-described, or their mechanical equivalent, applied

directly to the foot or base of said post, for the pur-

pose of contracting or elongating its working-length,

substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the chord-bars, provided at

their upper edge or edges with flanges or stiflfening-

irons, for the purpose specified, and jointed to the

pins upon which their ends are supported, substan-

tially as sho^^-n and set forth.

3. The attachment of the lateral-bracing systems

to the joint-pins, by means of the bolt, which at

once combines the pin, strut, loops, and adjustable

ties into a hinged joint in the lateral plane of the

truss, substantially as shown and specified.

4. The combiiifition, with the feet of the struts ot

posts, of the adjusting-loops and joint-pins, with
which the lateral-bracing system is connected, sub-

stantially as herein shown and set forth.

96,279.—.J. A. Smith, Lacon, TH.—Oultivator.—
October 26, 1809.

Claim.—I. The frames D D, when provided with
plates (7

gf, and adjusting-holes at top and bottom,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the beams B B with the

vertical cylindrical bars h h, when said bars are pro-

vided with the plates G- and F, the plates being piv-

oted together substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The double-tree H, provided with pendants m
m, in combination with rods 1 1, or their equivalent,

the said rods being connected with a pulley, t, on
double-tree H, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

96,280.—James L. Smith, Passaic, ]Sr. J.— A.p-

paratus for Elevating and Distributing Water in
Buildings.—October 2fi, 1869.

.

Claim. — The within-described apparatus, com-
posed of the cylinder or case B, with suitable valves,

piston C, adjustable load D, and elevating means, all

arranged relatively to each o'ther, and to the tanlv

A and delivery-system J, with means, substantially
as shown, for restraining or allowing the delivery at
wiU, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,281.—Michael M. Smith, Saint Louis, Mo.—Self-Feeding Boiling and Evaporating Apparatus.
—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The heater-pipe B', combined with the
feed-pipe C, and its stop-cock or valve c, operating
substantially as set forth.

2. The boiler A, pipe B, heater-pipe B', feed-pipe
C, when operating substantially as and for tne j)ur-

pose set forth.

96,282.—Anson P. Stephens, Brooklyn, IST. Y.,
assignortohimself,MELViN Stephens, and Nathan
Stephens, same place.

—

Bdse for Bench-Vises.—
October 26, 1869.

Claim,.—The base a, with-a conical edge, in com-
Ibination with the turn-table c, that is attached to
the vise, and provided with a circular flange, having
an inclined inner surface, to be clamped to the base
a, and the screw/, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

96,283.—Henry B. Stevens, Buff"alo,N. T., and
D. J. Powers, Madison, Wis., assignors to George
L. Squieu, Bufi"alo, N. Y.—CaneMill.—Octohoi- 26,
1869.

Claim.— The turn-plate P, constructed substan-
tially as described, and arranged with its semi-
circular groove, and rod p, fitting therein, and the
adjusting-screw s, in combination with the minor
rollers of the vertical cane-mill, substantially as and
for the purpose liereiu specified.

96,281.—Edward Sullivan, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
i^team-Engine- Piston Packing.—Octohar 26, 1869.

Claim.—Providing the packing-ring A witli tlie

laps C and B, said ring and laps oeing constructed
and arranged substantially as herein described.

96,285.—George Tanoye, Birmingham, Eng-
land.

—

Copijrng-Press.—Oi'Aohov 26, 1869.

Claim.—TliC combination of the hollow uprights

40 c r—

n

c c and rods e e, for carrying the lower and upper
platens or surfaces, respectively, of the press, the
said uprights and rods being so jointed to the base-

plate of the press, that on turning them on their

joints, the said platens are made to approach to or
recede from one another, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose shown and described.

96,286. — J. C. Thompson, Charlestown, as-

signor to himself and John H. Rogers, Boston,
Mass.

—

Hose and Pipe Coupling.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the hose a with the
coupling-neck c, by means of the ring h, applied and
oi)erating substantially as described.

90,287.-P.. M. Thompson, Coshocton, Ohio.—
Wrench.—Ootoher 26. 1869.

Claim.—The improved wrench herein described,
consisting of the standard B, withjaw A, corrugated
face C, and slots J and K, movable jaw D, with
corrugated face E, neck L, and head F, and the re-

taining-wedge Gr, with headed malleable arms I I
and thumb-piece H, the several parts being con-
structed and combined substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

96.288. — Oeorge T. Thorp, Philadelphia,
I\\.—Fish-Bait—Octoher 26, 1869.

Claim.—The fish-bait made of one or more of the
within-mentioned ingredients, and used substan-

tially in the manner herein described.

96.289. — J. S. Van Buren, G-reen Island, N".

Y.

—

Summer-Furnace.—October 26, 1869.

Claim. — The summer-furnace herein described,
having diving-flue Y, dumping-plate H, and cap G,
constructed and arranged to operate in connection
with an ordinary cooking-stove, or independently,
substantially as specified.

96,290. —Elisha TValker and JosiAii J.
Piatt, La Porte, Ind. — Cultivator. — October 26,

1869.

Claim. — The double-tree A, provided with the
stirrup-shaped iron frames E E, with the pivoted
regulating- bars F F and the chains K K, when com-
bined and operating upon a cultivator, substantially

as described and shown.

06.291. — William M. Walton, ISTe^ark, N.
J., assignor to himself and Joseph J. Walton,
same place.

—

Sash-Holder.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged pressure-pad b, united to the
l^late a by hooks, as shown, in combination with the
cam e, acting directly against the back of the pad b,

as specified.

96.292. — Edward L. Wilson, Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Photographers' Rest.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base A of a photographers' rest>

when recessed on its under side for the reception of
a movable plate, C, for theImrp^»^e specified.

2. The plate C, with its wheels/, contained with-
in the recess of the base A, and so connected to the
frame of the apparatus, and operated by a rod, H,
and lever I, or their equivalents, that it may be
sufficiently depressed to raise the said base, all sub-
stantiolly as and for the purpose herein described.

3. The combination of the bolt p with tlie clamps
M and M', when the latter are adapted for attach-
ment to the rods of a photographers' rest, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

96.293. — Lewis C. Witt and W. F. Jones,
Boston, Ind.

—

Fender for Corn-Flows.-Octohor 26
,

1869.

Claim.—1. A fender, constructed in the manner
described, in combination with the two slotted bai"s

B and C, the vertical rod I, and ciiain W, tiie wliole

being arranged and operated substantially as herein

set forth.

2. In combination with the fonder, as dcscrilxHl.

the lever K, ratohet-bar M, and spring K, the whole
being constructed and operated substantially as sol

forth.
•

96,291. — James 31. Woodworth , Nunda, N
Y.—Pruning-Implement.—OiiioboT 26, 1869.
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Claim.— 1. The slottect bed-piece P, m the handle
Jc, in combiuation with the lever J and rod g, by
means of which the shears are operated, substan-
tially in the manner described.

2. The pruning-shears, composed of bed-piece r,

slotted arm c, and Tinife b, when operated by means
of a lever J, and rod, g, fastened to said lever, and
secured thereto by a screw, working in the slotted

arm-handle, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

96,295. — J. C. YouN-G, Toledo, Ohio.— >S'a.s7i-

Holder.—Oetoher 26, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable pinion and axle, with the
tooth-bar and spring, when the latter is arranged to

act upon the pinion, so as to lock the sash, in the
manner substantially as described.

96,296.—Thomas iST. Touxg, Eichmond, Ind.—
Straw- Cutter.—Oetoher 26, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The sliding head-block F and in-

clined groove I, constructed as described, and used
in combination with the knife G and swinging arm
P, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

2. The pivoted bar T>, pawls n n, adjusting-hook
L, and head-block P, when constructed and operated
in combination, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the feed-rollers with the
springs a, the guide-board K, and compressiug-
board Y. when constructed and arranged to operate
as described.

96,297. — Humphrey Calper and George
Burgess, Pichmond, Va. — Shoemakers' Laat-
Holder.—October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. A last-attaching stem, G, having, in
addition to the movement permitted by an inter-

mediate ball-and-socket adjusting-joint, e' e" g. a
rotary movement on a horizontal axis, e, to enable
the holder to be adjusted, so as to be worked at

either in a sitting or standing posture, substantially

as herein described.
2. The combination, with the ball-and-socket ad-

justing-joint e' e" g, of the joint h' e, adapted to per-

mit independent horizontal adjustment, as described.
3. The combination, with the ball-and-socket ad-

justing-joint e' e" g, of the joint b c, adapted to

permit separate horizontal adjustment, as described.

96,298.—Albert P. Allen, ProTidence, P. I.

—Shot-Pouch.—'Noxemher 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a gate with a many-
chambered shot-pouch and charger, whereby the
mouths of all but one of the chambers are closed,

either of which may be opened at wUl by means of

the movable neck or charger and spring-catch, sub-

stantially as specified.

96,299.—Prltco Beuchel, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
assignor to himself and W. Podiger, same place.

—

Hoisting-Jack.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of screw G, lifting-bar.

Pig. 2, gears J, K, L, M, and latch O, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

96,300.—William B. Billings, Chicago, PI.—
Mode of Making the Beds of Billiard-Tables.—No-
vember 2, 1869 : antedated October 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The molding of billiard-beds out of ar-

tificial slate, stone, concrete, ashlar, or cement of
any kind, substantially as described and set forth.

2. The combined use of the' said ai'tificial slate,

stone, concrete, ashlar, or cement, with wood or
metal, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The metallic or wood border B, attached to a
billiard-bed. substantially as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

96,301.-Henry Blake, Pindge, and Amos J.
Blake, Pitzwilliam, N. H.— Machine for Shaping
Wooden Trays.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Hanging the cutters C C, and tracing-
wheel E, a suflicient distance below the swinging
frame D, to allow a free passage of the carriages P'
and P". while carrying thetray-blockslland model
P nnderneath the san*, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The anangement of the adjustable table or rest

O, in combination with the carriage P', substantiallj
in the manner herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

96,302.—Prank Blecka, Elgin, JW.— Cheese-
Box.—November 2, 1S69 ; antedated October 22, 1869.

Claim.—The application of the wooden plates or
slivers to pasteboard hoops, as hereinbefore de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

96,303.— John Bousfield, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Match-Box.—'^Si oxember 2, 1869.

Claim. — The box or holder described, provided
with an adjustal)le lappel C, and sanded or rough-
ened surface, being a new article of manufacture,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

96,304.—John Prederick Brinjes, Pieldgate
street, "Whitechapel. England. — Centrifugal Ma-
chine.—November 2, 1869.'

Claim.—1. The general construction and arrange-
ment of what are known as " centrifugal machines,"
whereby they maybe worked without stoppages, and
so as to admit of the continuous introduction and
discharge of the substances to be operated upon,
substantially as hereinbefore described, and illus-

trated by my drawings.
2. The mode of driving or actuating the wire gauze,

or other suitable straining-medium of centrifugal
machines, when applied in the form of endless trav-
eling bands, moving either in a horizontal or vertical
direction dui'ing the revolution of the drum, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose hereinbefore-
described.

3. The application of the wii'e gauze, or other suita-
ble straining-medium of centrifugal machines, in the
form of cylinders, composed of wii'e gauze, perfo-
rated metal, or other equivalent material, such cylin-
ders being caused to rotate on their.own axis during
the revolution of the drum, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

4. The combination, in centrifi;gal machines, of
endless traveling band, of wii'C gauze or other equiva-
lent material,'or of rotary cylinders, composed of th&
same material, with suitable discharge-openings dis-.

loosed at intervals round the dnim, substantially as
and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

5. The application and use of the radial spouts or
channels, for dii-ecting the substances which are fed
into the drum against one end Oi* portion of the end-
less traveling bands or rotating cylinders of wii'e

gauze, or other suitable strainiug-inedium, substan-
, ially as hereinbefore described.

96,305.—Ira S.Brown and Charles N.BROiVNr
Providence, P. I., assignors to themselves and J.
Mason Gross, same placc^^Saw.— November 2,

1869.

Claim.—The employment or use, in combination:
with a saw-plate, A,' of one or more teeth, B B',

whose planing-edges are furnished with back-irons,
c, substantially as described, for the pro-poses speci-
fied.

96,306.—Harmon W. Cornell, Owego, N. Y.— Corn-Sheller.—November 2, 1869.

Claion.—1. The combination of cylinder E, corru-
gated as described, and cylinder D, constructed with
grooves and spiral corrugations, as shown, said cyl-

inders being arranged parallel to one another, and
running at different velocities, for the pm'pose speci-
fied.

2. The arrangement of wheel A, shafts n d k, and
fly-wheel C, in combination with the corrugated
shelUng-cylinders D and E. when constructed and
ari'anged in the manner aud for the purpose herein
specified.

96,307.— William N. Chamberlain, YanBu-
ren. Mich.

—

Pump.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe A, with a piece or part A' at
its lower end, and holding the valve E on its top, in
combination with the cylinder B, and its valve G.
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combined whole, made by the pipes A A'^
cylinder B, valves E and G, frame P P', and lifting-

rods D D', arranged substantially as set forth.
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96,308.—James B. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.—
Bolt-Blank.—l>ioYeml)ev 2, 18«9.

Claim.— A round bolt-blank, consisting' of the
ronnd ends A and C, and the round taper B, substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

96,309.—Lucas C. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.—
Teapot-Handle.—'NoYemher 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tea or coffee pot handle, constructed
Tvith the waves a, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the con-
necting-tubes B B and button d, substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

96,310. — John Cleary, Brooklyn, N. Y. —
Thread-Holder and Cutter. — Novenaber 2, 1869

;

antedated October 16, 1869.

Claim.—The thread-holder and cutter, composed
of the vertical spool-axles a a', with the horizontal

axle fitted thereto, as described, the thread-guide

J> and tlie fixed and movable cutting-blades C C,
arranged for operation substantially as herein set

forth.

96,311.—"William Cogswell, Ottawa, 111., as-

signor to himself and "William H. "W. Cushman.—
Harvester.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the shaft C and
driving-gearing d d' e, the. box I, eccentric to the
said shaft C, and adapted for independent motion or
adjustment thereon, substantially as and for the pur-
poses explained.

2. The fiange J', formed on the cap J of the bear-
ing of the eccentric-box I, and provided with the
holes or sockets j*j*''j*", for the engagement of the
catch of the shifting-lever in the three positions of
the gearing, substantially as set forth.

3. The fiange J', constructed with the separate
adjustable sections or slides j', for the reception of
the holes or sockets j''" j*", substantially as described,
for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the shoe Q, of the up-
turned front end q, haying a vertical slot for the
reception of the drag-bar, and transverse perfora-
tk>ns q* for the reception of an adjusting-pin, as set

forth.

96,312.—Solomon Darkess, Deerfield, Ind.

—

Millstone-Driver.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie millstone-driver E, composed of the
parts e e e', pivoted together, and operating with the
bail D, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

96.313. — Edwin Dayton, Meriden, Conn.

—

Apparatus for Coating Cement Pipes.—November
2, 1869.

Claim.—The -within-described apparatus for cov-
ering or coating the outside of cement water-pipes,
by passing tliem through a funnel-shaped tube, either

with or without the internal guides, substantially as
herein shown and described.

96.314. — Edward Eales, Lancaster, Mo.

—

Stuynjy-Extractor

.

—November 2, 1869.

Clainn. — 1. The arrangement, upon the bed A,
having side-beams D D, of the pivoted tail-piece B,
stationary shaft E, with cylinder F, and revolving-
drum G, provided with beveled teeth a a, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The sweep H, around the shaft E, and having
projections e e on its under side, in combiliatiou with
tho pin b, slotted lever J, and notched standard K,
all substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

A. TIio tackle-pole L, provided with Avheels m m,
and pulley /i, in combination with the rope or chain
f, pulley i, and drum G- all substantially as and for
the purposes iicrcin set forth.

96,315

—

William II. H.Glokku, Southold, N.
Y.

—

Apparatus for Extracting Oil from Fish. —
November 2, 18()9.

Claim,. — 1. Tho combination of the- stationary
platen K, sliding press-box H, and bed L.

2. Tho combination of the bed L, press-box H, and
lugs b and c.

3. The combination of the revolving frame G, sta-
tionary platen K, bed L, and sliding press-box H.

4. The combination of the stationary filling-table
F, revolving frame G, sliding press-boxes H, platen
K, and elevating-bed L.

5. The combination of the revolving frame G and
press-boxes H, the latter being constructed in the
form described, so as to utilize the available space of
the revolving fi'ame, substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

96,316.—Marcus A. Hardy, Cambridge, Mass.—Mechanical Movement.—November 2, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of wheels F F', gear-

ing together upon the opposite ends of the rocking-
arm E, and each of them alternately meshing with
pinion B, substantially as and for the purpose de-

'

scribed.

96,317.—John T. Harris, Tyngsborough, Mass.
—Cattle-Food.—'NoYember 2, 1869.

Claim.—A compbund for cattle-feed, composed of
gluten, obtained as herein set forth, and compounded
with the other ingredients described, in the manner
specified.

96,318

—

"William H. Hawley, Utica, N. Y.—
Axle and Shaft.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of four or more, or
fewer, iron or steel bearings B B B B, upon all sorts
of shafts, and upon all sorts of axles, whether used
in machinery, or in carriages or vehicles of any
sort whatsoever, with the metal bearings A' A, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set
forth.

96,319.—Jacob C. Hazen, "West Independence,
Ohio. — Combined Corn-Planter and Cultivator.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the detachable seed-
hopper K, and tube M, the standard B, the shears
EGG, and adjustable roller H, the several parts
being constructed and arranged as specified.

96,320.—John G. Henderson, Keokuk, Iowa.—Loom..—November 2, 1869.
Claim.—1. The pattern-cylinder, placed on the top

of the loom-jacks e e, rod b, pulleys /gr h, and con-
necting-cords, and the lever c, all combined and ar-
ranged as shown, to form the shed.

2. The arrangement, with the jacks and harness-
frames, of the looped cord r u, to adjust the position
of the harness, to form a small or large shed without
untying the strings, as described.

96,321.— James Hogben, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Bluing- Compound for the Manufacture of Paper.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described compound, prepared
and used substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

96,322.— David E. Holt, Wilkinson County,
Miss. — Combined Cultivator and Seed-Planter.—
November 2, 18(i9.

Claim. — 1. The curved bars I, in combination
with the plows F F', and a frame, consisting of
parts A and A', that are connected together by bolts
1 and 2, when all the parts are constructed, arranged,
and operate substantially as herein desci^'ibed, for
the purpose set forth. *

2. The above combination, in combination with a
trencli-opening plow, H, tliat is provided with an
adjusting-bar, J, and with a hopi)er, M, tliat is pro-
vided with adjustable supplemental sides N, a cylin-
der tluit Avill plant cotton-seed or corn, and nnagi-
tating-cylinder above the same, Avhich are di'iven by
a shaft, O, and suitable gearing connected therewith,
and with the wheel E, when all the parts arc con-
structtd and ari'anged with respect to t>aeh other,
and opei^ite substantially as described, for tlio pur-
pose set forth.

96,323.—David E. Holt, AVilkinson County,
Miss.

—

Corn and Cotton-Seed Planter.—November
2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The supplcniontal adjustable sides a h
with the hopper F, a\ hen the latter is provided with
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stirrer-shaftG and cylinderH, substantially as herein
described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the hopper F. when pro-

vided with supplemental adjustable sides a b, with
the shaft I, and its adjuncts and tlie gearing- con-

nected therewith, when all the paits are arranged
and operate substantially as herein described, lor

the purpose set forth.

96,324.—Sajiuel Evan JoHXSOX, Jr., Brooklyn,
2^. Y.—T?-oc/i<?.—NoTember 2, 1869.

Claim. — The manufacture or preparation of a
compound, which I denoaiinate " I. I>. Smith & Co.
Troche," of the ingredients, in the proportions, and
for the purposes set forth.

• 96,3*25.—Peter Keffer, Berks County, Pa., as-

signor to himself, I. S. Hoyer, and Solomon A.
Stout, same place.

—

Sash-Supporter.—'NoyenibeT 2,

1869.
Claim.—The double bracket B, constructed of a

single piece of metal, and provided with slots 6,

spring-slides C C, and rollers D D. in combination
w^ith the jnmbs A A, wben arranged to operate in

relation to the upper and lower sashes as hereinbe-
fore described.

96,326.—Anton Kirn, Buffalo, IST. T., assignor
to himself and John E. Ekasselt, same ^jlace.

—

Meat-Gutting Machine.—jSTovember 2, 1869.

Clairii.—in a meat-cutting machine, in which the
cutting-knives are connected to a horizontal crank-
shaft, and operate upon a circular block revolving
around a central pivot, the system ot levers and rods
H I J E, in combination Avith the crank-shaft C,
pawls E and E'. and circular ratchet-bar Gupon the
block 1), all these parts being arranged and oper-
ating substantially as herein described.

96,327.—Krlley Le Beau, Chicago, HI.

—

Ore-
WasJier.—i^ovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the washing-bos S
A, provided with a partition, M, perforated pan E,
provided with covering F, hopper C. provided with
a grate. D. trough I, provided with gate K, and
pump B TJ V W X, as and for the purpose set forth.

96,328. —TViixtam H. Lee and Charles M.
Hakdenkeugh, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Hot-Air Fur-
nace.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The diaphragm n, in combination with
check-valve BE, in smoke-box &, for distributing,

equalizing, and controlling the combustion, accord-
ing to circumstances, as set forth.

2. In combination with the diaphragm and check-
valve, as claimed under the preceding clause, the
valve E, horizontal tubes F and I, and smoke-box G-,

sul)stantially as sf t- forth.

3. In combination with the valves, tubes, and
smoke box claimed in the manner set forth in the
preceding clause, the fire-box A and cylinder X,
operated as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The construction of the ends of the furnace of
cast iron in a single casting, with flanges a' a' a
upon each figure, and to receive at once cjdinders
and flues F I J, the whole drawn together smoke-
tight.

96,329. — Thomas Ling, Hartford, Conn.—
Pump Yalve.—jS^ovember 2, 1869 ; antedated Octo-
ber 27, 1869.

Claim.—The pijmp-valve, composed of the rod A,
with the flange perforated at x ; the core B, with
the openings 7n and the lugs o ,- the rim C, in sec-
tions, with the notches for lugs o and the thin webs
y ; the cap s and screw i ; the leather ring r, and
ithe wire sju-ing n, all arranged and constructed as
described, for the purpose described.

96,330—George Little, Entherford Park, T>r.

J.

—

Apparatus for Ferforating Paperfor Telegraph-
ing.—November 2. 1869.

^
Claim.— I. A wheel for feeding along a strip of

paper to be perforated, in combination Avith an arm-
ature swinging on the same axis as the feed-wheel,
and an electro-magnet, substantially as set forth.

2. The punch i and presser-plate <?, in combina-
tion with the feed-wheel h, die c, and sleeve /, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The magnets h and I, arranged as specified, in
combination with the lever g, on the fulcrum 7, that
is one pole of the magnet /i, and with the circuit-
changer n, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

4. An apparatus for composing telegraphic com-
munications, consisting of a magnet, lever, punch,
and die, to perforate or emboss the paper, iu com-
bination with a feed-wheel and an electro-magnet, to
move said feed-wheel progressively, substantially as
set forth.

5. Mechanism for feeding the x^aper by magnetism,
and mechanism actuated by an electro-magnet, for
perforating the paper, in combination with mechan-
ism for closing the circuits to the respective mag-
nets in such an alternate manner as to compose a
telegTaphic communication on a strip of paper, sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. The tablet t, formed of conductors, arranged
substantially as set forth, in combination with a
movable stylus or circuit-closer that is to be moved,
in contact with the conductors of the tablet, to -pro-

duce alternate pulsations of electricity for feeding
the paper and punching the same by magnetism.

96,331.—George Little, Eutherford Park, ]^.

J.

—

Apparatus for Perforating Paperfor Telegraph-
ing.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The circuit-closer p in the groove ot
the cylinder o, in combisiation with the band s, key
n^, and finger v, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The feeding-disk c on the shaft h of the cylin-

der 0, in combination with the fi-ietional connection
d, and holding magnet on^, for moving the paper by
the direct action of the cylinder o, and arresting the
movement of the paper when the punch is acting,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The magnet I, in combination with the magnet
7i, lever /, jounch n, and circuit-changer m, for per-
forating the paper, and then drawing back the punch
by magnetism, substantially as set forth.

4. The cii'cuit-changer m, in combination with the
magnets h and I. and" lever/, to direct the electric

cui*rent, substantially as set forth.

96,332.—George Little, Eutherford Park, N.
J.

—

Electro-Magnetic Motor.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. An electro-magnetic motor, formed
with armatures upon a spindle, in combination with
stationary magnets and governor-balls, applied in
substantially the manner specified, to communicate
an end movement to the spindle, and regulate the
speed by the friction resiiltiug from such end more-
ment, substantially as set forth.

2. The cylinder k, collar 5, sleeves n and q, and
governor-balls p, arranged and applied substantially
as set forth, in combination with the spindle d, arm-
atures e, and electro-magnets & c, substantially as
set forth.

3. The adjustable step I and spring 6, in combina-
tion with the spindle d, caiTying the armatures e and
friction-collar 5, so that the spindle d and its parts
are sustained or balanced by the said spring 6, for

the purposes and as set forth.

96,333.—George Little, Eutherford Park, IJ".

J.

—

Automatic Telegraph-Apparatus,—November 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable bmsh 20, in combina-
tion with the roUer h' and stylus, substantiallj as

and for the pur]30ses set forth.

2. The stylus, formed of a disk, with a platina or
non-corrosive edge, in combination with the armn'
and roUer &', as acd for the purposes set forth.

96,334.—Henry P.McCleave, Tomales, CaL—
Gang-Ploio Cultivator.— 'SoxGrnbar 2, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A, constructed substantially

in the manner described, with parallel braces B B B,

diagonal strap J, through which the ends of the
standards pass, and the draught-rod D, attached to

the rear cross-beam B, as specified, for the purpose
set forth.

96,335.—Thomas McDonough, Newburgli, IS.

Y.

—

Hot-Air Engine.,—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the shaft directly

over the cylinder, substantially as described.
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2. The combination of the two cylinders with the
balls and shaft to form an air-engine, substantially

as described.

96,336.—Samuel Meadows, Toronto, Canada,
assignorfor one-half to Thomas Kearton Morgan,
same place.

—

Reflector.—ISTovember 2, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The adjustable concave reflectors E,
combined with the case A, having the corrugated
reflectors B, and all arranged substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the reflector A, of the
inverted reflector G, the former being adapted to re-

ceive an adjustable reflector, as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The sectional glass-supporting plates, joined to-

gether by the recessed flanges a. projections &, and
links or ties C, all substantially as specified.

96,337.—David Metz, Washington, D. C.—Axle-
Box.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamp & and prolonged equalizing-
beam a, arranged as described, and tor the purpose
of holding the axle-box within the pedestal, as set

forth.

2. The packing-box g, with perforations for the
passage of lubricating-materia], within an exterior
box or reservoir for holding oil, said packing-box
having also a grooved, inclined, and channeled bot-
tom, h i, constructed and arranged as descriljed, and
for the purposes set forth.

3. The projection k or double lid, for closing the
whole box at the same time, constructed as described.

4. Constructing the bearing with a groove, con-
necting the tallow-cells, and with flanges m m', ar-

ranged as described, and for the purposes set forth.

96,338.— Geokge Eodnet Moore, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Oven.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie construction of oven-doors and
sides, with casings of paper and wood, or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The pyrometrical levers ABC, arranged as here-
in shown with oven-doors and sides incased, as above
shown.

96,339.—Byron W. Nichols, Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to Canton Malleable-Iron Company, same
place.

—

Shears.—November 2, 1869.
Claim,.—The construction of the blades of shears,

with a groove, cavity, or recess, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

96,340.—Person NoYES, Lowell, Mass.

—

Appa-
ratus foi' Measuring Liquids.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pumping and measuring apparatus,
as described, all the parts of which are constructed,
combined, and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The tank A, in combination with the pnmp-tube
a and the return-tube b, having outlets 3 and gates g,
as described, and for the purpose specified

3. The return-tube b, having outlets 3 and gates g,
when combined with the pump-tube a, in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination, with the tank A and with the
tube b, having outlets 3 and gates g, or with the re-
turn-tube I and the tube it of the removable pump,
and witli the conical cover D, constructed and
adapted ibr the purposes described, of a platform
grating, C, in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

96,341.—Canceled.

96,34'2.— -Tames Old, Pittsburgh, Ta.— Fife-
Place Grate.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Tlie link-piece m, keyed, or fastened in

other equivalent manner, to the bars a, and carrying,
by bearings .s", a tilting-bar, e, the parts named being
combined Knl)Htantially in the manner set forth.

2. The arrangoniont of tlie link-pieces m with the
{^rate-bars a, so as to ellect the pivoting of tlio bour-
ings 8 above the grate-burs, instead of below.

96,343.—Chakles Page, Boston, Mass.—rrm.s-
ing-A ttachment for Sciving-Machines.—November 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a sewing-machine,
A, and a pair of rollers, C D, composed of long cyl-

inders arranged therewith, substantially in manner
and for the purpose descrit)ed, that is, to operate to
prevent the cloth, while passing between them, from
becoming puckered or gathered.

-i

2. The combination and arrangement of the creas-
ing-rib n, and groove m, with the pair of smoothing-
cylinders C D, and a sewing-machine. A, arranged
together in manner and so as to operate substan-
tially as described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the sock-
eted roller-carrier B, and the joint piece i hinged
thereto, with the journals h h', and the rollers C D
thereof, the whole constituting an apparatus or mech-
anism to be applied to a sewing-machine, for the
purposes as set forth.

96,344.

—

Francis L. Perry, Canandaigua, N.
Y.

—

Cultivator.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of eulti-

vating-teeth, in front of and in combination with the
horizontal knife or cutter S, which follows the teeth.

2. Arranging the points of the teeth, which run
in advance of the horizontal cutter, lower than the
cutter, to protect the cutter from stones and other
obstructions.

3. Curving tte ends of the horizontal cutter, as
shown and described, so as iiot to cut too deep near
the rows of plants cultivated.

4. Making the horizontal cutter adjustable higher
or lower on the frame, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the stirring-teeth and hori-
zontal cutter, the hilling-shares, arranged in rear of
the horizontal cutter, substantially as described.

6. The combined clevis and gauge-wheel stand or
plate, arranged to vibrate in the end of the beam,
and provided with a notched segment and spring-
latch, so that the workman can release, adjust, and
lock the clevis and gauge-wheel in the position re-

quired while the cultivator is at work or in motion.

96,345.

—

John Pickles, Wigan, England, as-

signor to James Eoley, John T. Harris, and Wil-
LARD W. Harris, Montreal, Canada.

—

Solid or Dry
Extract of Bark for Tanning , d-c.—November 2, 1869,

Claim.—As an article of new manufacture, the
liquid or semi-liquid extract of bark, when reduced
to a powdered condition or dry state, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein described.

96,346.—J. D. Pratt; Cleveland, Ohio.—Bed-
Bottoin.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the section C, at-

tached to ring or loop E, and having ribs a and pin
c, section D having hook b, with the rods E E, all

constructed to operate in the manner and for the pui'-

pose described.

96,347.—Thomas J. Price, Macomb, 111

—

Seed-
Soever.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A seed-sower, having distributer P, pul-

ley TO, wheel B, valve s, slide n, shaft K, and hopper
0, constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as specified.

96,348.

—

Silas S. Putnam, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Self-Lubricating Axle-Box.—November 2, 18()9.

Claim.—A chamber a, with its slots, in combina-
tion with openings b^ constructed substantially as de-

scribed.

96,349.— Silas S. Putnam, Neponset, Mass.

—

Thill- Coupling.—November 2, 18()9.

Claim.—The mechanical arrangement described,

for tightening the thill-iron G on its connecting-bolt
C, for the purpose set forth.

96,350.—Amos Rank, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.
—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The relative arrangement, as set forth,

of the finger-bciun, the roeking-bar, the platform-sec-

tions, connected with tli(> roeking-bar at tlie front

ends only, and thesu|)porting-bi'aclvots uiulorl ipping

but not united to the linger-boain.

2. An oscillating grating or clearer on the divider-

side of the platfonn, in combinaHon Avilh ovorlap-

ping slatted platConn-sections. (iiniiiigon axes trans-

verse to the finger-beam, as set forth.
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3. The corabinatioa of a vibrating' clearer, with
its adjacent platform-section operated by means of
cranks, and a slotted link, substantially as set forth.

4. The bar n^, connecting the rear ends of the
platform-sections with the clearer, as set forth.

5. A vibrating grating or cleaning rake, turning
on an axis transverse to the finger-beam, and located
at tJie divider-end of the platform, substantially in
the manner described.

96,351.—Amos EAifK, Salem, Ohio.

—

Harvester.
—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the driving-
gearing of a harvester, of a whe^l having external
teeth on one side and internal teeth on the other,
whereby the speed of the cutters is varied simply by
reversing the wheel on its shaft, as set forth.

2. The combination of the crank-shaft and its pin-
ion with the counter-shaft and its reversible gear-
wheel, all constructed to operate substantially as set

96,35'.J.—AmosEank, Salem, Ohio.—Harvester.
—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hollow slotted
shaft, the loose pinions thereon, the slide-rod, audits
locking-pin, all constructed to operate as herein-
before set forth.

2. The combination of the shipping-lever, its slid-

ing sleeve, the locking-plate, the slide-rod, and the
pinions, all constructed to operate as hereinbefore
set forth.

96,353. — Amos Eank, Salem, Ohio. — Har-
vester-Rake.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the guide-cam and
its switch p, with the rock-shaft for opening the
switch passing through the axis of rotation of the
rakes, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. The arrangement, as set forth, of the guide-
cam, the switch p, the lug p'^, and the closing spring

3. The arm O, bifurcated, for the attachment of
alternate rakes and beaters, substantially as set
forth.

4. The combination of the guide-cam, the switch

J9, the bifurcated arm O, the friction-roller o', and its

arm o, all these parts being constructed to operate
as set forth.

96.354.— JAMES Braden, Indianapolis, Ind.,
administrator of the estate of James Scanlan, de-
ceased.

—

Circulating-Grate for SteaTn- Generators.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the feeding-pump
or the pipe connected therewith, the pipe which
conducts the water to the grate, the tubular grates,
the waste-pipe, and the mud-drum or generator,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The combination of a reservoir, feed-pipe, tubu-
lar grates, and waste-pipe, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of a waste-pipe, having in it

a cock or valve for permitting a portion of the water
to be wasted through such valve or cock, and a series
of tubular grates, when the feed-water is passed
through such grates previous to its entering the
generator, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

96.355.— Charles M. Shaw, Portland, Me.—
Floor-iSet.—'NoYember 2, 1869 ; antedated October 22,

1869.
C*to*m. — The floor-set as described, having the

different parts herein set forth.

96.356. — Gerard Sickels, Boston, Mass.

—

Folding Bedstead.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The head and foot boards A B, folding
rails C C, and upwardly-folding bed-bottom, in com-
bination with bars h h', brackets G G', and cam-
blocks i i', in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

96,357.-Frederick H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.—Column or Tuke.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A column or tube, for engineering and
other purposes, composed of two or more concentric

layers of wrought-iron, steel, or other metallic seg-
ments, united substantially as described, and ar-
ranged so that the segments of one layer shall break
joint with those of the other.

96,358. — Hamiilton E. Smith, New York,
N: Y.

—

Perforated Wearing Apparel.—November 2,
1869.

Claim.— As a new article of manufacture, the
inner garment above described, made of jjuck or
partially tanned skins, perforated, as and for tlie

purpose specified.

96,359.—Hamilton Erastus Smith, New York,
N. Y.. assignor to Mary Jane Smith, same place.— Clothes-Mangle. — November 2, 1869; antedated
October 16, 1869.

Claim.—A clothes-mangle, consisting of the re-
volving drum or shaft A, and of the shell C, fitted
around it, said shell being held in place by springs
or their equivalents, as set forth, so that' a roller,

carrying the articles to be smoothened, can be intro-
duced between the drum and shell, to operate as set
forth.

96,360. — Hamilton Erastus Smith, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Mary Jane Smith, same
place.— Clothes-Mangle.—November 2, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 22. 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the swinging
frame D', rollers F F', and springs j, with the sta-
tionary frame A, rollers C C, and springs K, sub-
stantially in the manner described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The swinging frame D, in combination with
spring K, treadle E, and spring-catch I, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The rollers F and F', journaled in the boxes G-,

whereby they are adapted for both vertical and hori-
zontal adjustment, substantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose indicated.

4. The clothes-mangle, consisting of the stationary
frame A, carrying the rollers C, of the pivoted frame
D, carrying the rollers F, and of the treadle E, and
springs K. and I, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

96,361. — Hamilton Erastus Smith, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Mary Jane Smith, same
place.— Clothes-Mangle.—November 2, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 22, 1869.

Claim.—The plates Z, on the swinging frame D, in
combination with the plates m, on the stationaiy
frame A, when arranged to support and hold the
ends of the roller J, upon which the articles to be
rolled are wound, as specified.

96,36'2. — John W. Street, Marshalltown,
Iowa.

—

Railway Cattle- Car.—November 2, ] 869.

Claim.—1. Dividing a car for the transportation
of animals into stalls, by swinging gates or parti-

tions, hinged, with detachable hinges, at both ends,
so that either end can be swung around to admit the
animal, or to release him from the stall, and so that
both ends of the gate may be detached, to clear the
car for common freight, substantially as described.

2. Arranging a store-room or feed-bin in the top
of the car, provided with doors or hatches in the
roof, for filling the same, and with openings through
its floor, at the side of the car, for dropping the feed
into mangers or feed-boxes in the ends of the stalls

below, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the reservoir O in the side

of the car, at a suitable height to supply water to the
drinking-troughs or basins, without the use of a pipe
and stop-cock, substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the troughs L, with refer-

ence to the reservoir O, whereby the water may be
allowed to flow freely through openings in the side

of the reservoir into the troughs, and stand at the
same level in both, substantially as described.

5. The arrangement of the reservoir O, whereby it

is made to convey water from end to end of the car,

withoi* obstructing the doorway, by passing under
the same, substantially as set forth.

96,363.—James A. Thorn, Chicago, JR.—Win-
doto-Screen.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—Jn the construction and arrangement of
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^adjustable screens, the guide-pieces K J, provided
with tongues / •uuning in gi'ooves h, in combination
with the plates I, said parts being used to facilitate

the adjusting of the frames C D E and F G H, and
shut the space betsveen the rail G- and sash B, and
between the rail H and sill Z, as described.

96,364.—Joel Tiffany, Albany, N. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Carbureting and Applying Air for Light-

ing and Heating.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shallow basins a a a a a, in com-
bination with the feeding-chamber//, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. Said basins, or either of them, or their equiva-
lent surface, in combination with the tube d d d, ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

3. The vessel. Fig. 1, as a generator, in combina-
tion with its burner, stop-cock, and tube d d d, for

the purposes herein set forth.

4. The above-described method, or its substantial
equivalent, of charging the basins, as a safe mode of
operating said apparatus, substantially as set forth.

5. The above-described device to prevent blowing
at the burner, consisting in the use of a pipe of
small capacity, in the manner herein set forth.

6. The combination of the above device for gen-
erating gas, or its equivalent, with desks, tables,

melodeons, sewing-machines, and other similar fur-

niture, instruments, and machines, substantially as
described.

7. The burner for a stove, constructed substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

96,365.—Benjamin C. Tilghman, Philadelphia,
Pa.— Making Tanning and Dyeing Extracts.—No-
vember 2, 1869 ; antedated October 30, 1869.

Claim.—The process of extracting tanning and
dyeing materials from roots, barks, woods, and other
vegetable substances, by digesting them with a so-

lution of sulphurous acid, in water, with or without
the addition of sulphites, either in close vessels, at a
high temperature and pressure, or at temperatures
not exceeding 212° Fahrenheit, and at atmospheric
.pressures.

96,366.—Clark L. Tyler, Ithaca, N. Y.—Pen-
cil-Attachment to Compass.—November 2, 1869.

Claim:— Tha combination and arrangement of
the double-tubed socket A B, united by the open web
C, with the variable block or frame, formed of the
two parts D and E joined together, the pin or axis
of which plays in the transverse slot G" of the said
web C, substantially as described.

96,367.—Calvin Wardwell, Painesville, Ohio,
assignor to himself and H. H. CoE, same place.

—

Ming Stopper Nipper.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the mortise B in the
cat-head A, sheave C, toothed cam D, i^in F, and
lock-lever G, to be used in combination, for the pur-
pose as described.

96,368.—James D. "Warner, Brooklyn, N. T.—Steam Water-Elevator.—November 2, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The combination, with a heater and

condenser, arranged substantially as described, of a
cut-off valve, arranged to be operated by the action
of water and gravity for opening and closing the
passage from the generator to the condenser, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the generator and con-
denser, of one or more pistons, to urge and regulate
the return of the water to the generator, eitlier with
or without tlie valves, guides, and weight, or any of
them, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the generator, condenser,
automatic valve - device, and pistons, either witli
their valve -and weight V or not, substantially as
specified.

96,369.—Horatio B. Weaver, Hartford, Conn.
—XocA;.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—Tlio combination of disk a, ring a', con-
nection F, witli tlio circular notched tumblers 1, 2, 3,

4, and the fences C and I>, tlic whole operating to-

gether in the manner and for tlie purpose specified.

96,370. — George W. B. Tocom, Robert J.
Walker, and Elias Sharp, Areata, Cal.

—

Potato-
Digger.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The potato-digger described, consisting
of the plow E, with open throat and double shares,
hinged arms D^, cam I)i, cutters I', and windlass H,
the whole being combined and arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

96,371. — Mortimer Williams, Middletown,
Ohio.

—

Compound for the Cure of Cancer.—Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—The several articles, put in solution, in
the manner and substantially as specified, for the
purpose described. -

96,372.—Joseph B. Wiggenhorn, Saint Louis,
Mo.

—

Machine for Threading Bolts, (&c.—November
2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Laterally-adjustable guides F F, in
combination with screw-thread swaging-dies L, sub- f
stantially as described.

2. The stops p p, in combination with guides and
screw-threading swaging-dies, substantially as de-
scribed.

96,373.—Friedrich Wohlgemuth, New York,
N. Y.— Cartridge.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A metallic cartridge-shell, consisting of
a plain parallel tube open from end to end, fitted with
a screw-thread and a hollow screw breech-piece, as
shown and described.

96,374.—Otto Wuth, Pittsburgh, V&.—Manu-
facture of Carbonate of iSoc^a.^November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process, hereinbefore described,
of producing commercially pure monobydrate of car-
bonate of soda from the soda-ash of commerce.

2. The process, hereinbefore described, whereby,
from the residual liquor of the process first de-
scribed, (for obtaining the monohydrate of carbon-
ate of soda,) sal-soda and a low grade of soda-ash
are procured, thereby avoiding any loss of soda in
the process.

96,375.—George W. B, Tocom and Edv^ard
Cowan, Areata, Cal.—Railway-Car Brake. — No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The brake A, consisting of two arms,
A' A', with beveled ends, and joint B, constructed
and arranged substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The crank-axle F with arms F', by which con-
nection is made with the brake by the link G, in com-
bination with the said brake A, substantially as
specified.

96,376.—Moses Adams,Chilmark, Mass.

—

Com-
bination-Lock.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of the tongue-bolts
G G, in combination with the sets of ratchet-wheels
T and T', constructed and operating substantially as
above set forth.

2. The movable frame, composed of the plates K
and N, and their supports U U, in combination with
the key- bolt X, constructed as and for the purpose
above set forth.

3. The key-bolt X, in combination with the cog-
wheel E, the mortise-block B, the spiudle'S, the
tongue-bolts G G, the sets of ratchet-wheels T and
T', and the lock-bolt H, constructed and operating
substantially as above set forth.

96,377.—James C. Anderson, Webster, Pa.—
Weather-Boarding.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — An outer weather-boai-ding and inner
lining for buildings, when constructed of boards,

having formed upon their surface projections in tho

board or boards, in the nature of panels or pillara, iu

the manner and for the purpose herein described.

96,378.—William H. Anderson, Brooklyn, N,
Y. — Machine for Grinding Seats of Valves.—'No

,

vember 2, 18()9.

Claim.—1. In combination with n vortical or hor-

izontal stand or pipe. A, tho slide-bar K, to wliich are

fitted a lathe-lioad and spindle, substantially us shown
and described.

2. In combination with tho sliding bar, latho-hoad

,
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and spindle H, the pressnre-spring L, arranged to

act upon the spindle longitudinally, substantially as

shown and described.
3. In combination Avith an adjustable sliding bar,

lathe-head, and spindle, the clamp C, ^vithits clamp-
screws T>, substantially as shown and described, for

the purposes specified.

96,379. — William T. Eaker, Lancaster,
Texas.

—

Cultivator.—Xovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cases C, in combination with the
frame E, for supporting and guiding the beams and
stock of the plow, arranged substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the springs K, rod J, and

lerers G, arranged as described.
3. The foot-piece J and springs K, by which the

plows may be simultaneously thrown from the
ground.

4. The clevises 0, arranged substantially as shown
and described, in combination with the stock m, of

the pldw, for regulating the depth of the plow, sub-

stantially as described.
5. The combination of the rods F, having, at

either end, adjustable screw-bolts and nuts, as shown,
with the levers G and beams D, all arranged, as

described, to regulate the depth and angle of in-

clination of tlie several plows, in the manner set

forth.

6. In combination with a cultivator, the double-

tree A, constructed and arranged substantially as

and for the purposes herein shown and described.

96,380.—M. H. Baekes, Peoria, HI., assignor
to himself and ExocH P. Sloajn', same place. —
Safety- Can.—o^ovemberS, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tube B, opening out of the bottom
of the can A, and provided at its lower end with
the coils a, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The hollow plug C, provided with the vent-hole
c and porous material c", and arranged in respect to
the can A, substantially as described.

96,381.—Petek Barry, K'ewark, iX. J.—3Ia-
cMne tor Wiring Blind-Slats, d-c. — l!^ovember 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The cut-off jaws e, provided with re-

cesses/, in combination with the feed-guide E and
tapering plunger D, substantially as set forth.

2. The vertical rack p, secured to the slide c,

"which carries the plunger D, in combination with
the segment q, and horizontal rack H, cari-ying the
pawl t, when the parts are combined and arranged
to operate together, as described.

3. The arrangement of the jaws e, feed-guide E,
tapering plunger D. racks j)H, segment q, feed-pawl
t, and screw u, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

96,382.— E. Charles Beax and Era:>:ci3 X.
"Weldex, Eockford, 111.

—

Cultivator.—Xovember 2,

1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the bent metal

Tbars, the axle, the pole, and the braces, to form the
main frame of the machine, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of adjustable foot-rest H with

eye r, having the slot r^ and recess r^, with the
standard S, having the projections, as and for the
purpose described.

3. The combination of the flanged bearing-block
with the recessed bearing-plate, as described, for the
purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the flanged bearing-block,
recessed bearing-plate, and hook-bolt, with the
shovel-beam and standard, as described, for the
purpose set forth.

5. The band O, provided with the staple-shaped
projection o^ o^ as and for the purpose described.

6. The employment of wings or arms, or their
equivalents, substantially as described, for the pm--
pose set forth.

96,38.3.—"W. G. Beckwith, Lowndesborough,
Ala. — Fastening Plotoshares to Ploiv-StocJcs. —
I^Tovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1 The rectangular socket B, when con-
structed as and for the pua-pose set forth.

2. The socket B, when furnished with projection
C, knob g, and wedge d, in combination with plow-
share H, the whole being constructed in the manner
described.

96,384.—Caleb H. Bexxett and "William A.
Daggett, South Vin eland, IS\ J.

—

Ironing-Board.—
:November 2, 18C9.

Claim. — The combination of the hinged and
movable board A, hinged brace B, with notch a,

button h, board C, strip D, notched hinges d d, and
pins i i, all substantially as set forth.

96,3So.—J. G. Berger, Nuremberg, Bavaria.

—

Apparatus for Emptying Privy- Yaults.—JJovember
2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the driving-shaft H, with its geai'-wheel M, crank-
shaft L', with its wheel L and eccentric X, and
valve-rod K, piovided with the yoke and friction-
rollers X X, as herein described.

2. The sharp inclined- edged steel plate O, secured
to the cylinder at the inlet-ports, in combination
with a similarly-edged plate e', upon the face of the-
valve, whereby the said plates are made to operate
like shear-blades, to cut or separate any substances
that may tend to choke the ports, substantially as-

described.

96.386.- .Joshua E. Bishop, Afton, Iowa.—
Portable jPu-e-TTaZZ.-November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A fire-shield, or wall, constructed with
an air-space between the walls or sheets thereof,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the sections A A', bolts or
rods E, and bars D, for securing the sections in
position, substantially as shown and described.

3. The aiTangement of the nut or bar a with,
reference to the sections to which they are secured,
substantially as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the anchor G G', with
reference to the shell A A', in such a manner as to
prevent it from being toppled over, substantially as
shown and described.

96,3S7. — Loris Black, Detroit. 'Mich.—Spec-
tacle.—jSTovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—The bow A, open at both ends, but held
at the inner by branches on the nose-piece B, as
shown in Pig. 3 of drawing.

96,388. — John I. Boswell, Christian svillci

Va. — Fertilizer-Attachment for Plows.— Jfovember
2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The hopper D, constructed as de-
scribed, with removable bottom &, stop-plate d,

springe, and wire/, all substantially as and for the-
purposes herein set forth.

2. Securing the hopper D to the plow-beam A, by
means of the iron frame a, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. The spring-bar P, provided with wheel H I, and
pulley J, and connected to the plow-beam A, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein
set forth.

4. The stirrer h i, belt m, pulleys E J, arm n, and
roller o, all constructed and aiTanged substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. In combination with a plow, a fertilizer-attach-

ment, constructed substantially as herein shown and
described.

96,3S9> — John Broughton, Xew York, 1^.

Y.

—

Lubricator.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement, relatively to the
central filling-orifice P, of the oblique valve-stem D,
glided above by an obliquely-disposed tube or
nipple, and constructed to form a valve d, at its

base, under the control and steadying action of a
screw-thread, e, arranged to fit an internal screw-
thread, c, substantially as specified.

96,390.—A. P. Bussey, Westernville, K". Y.—
Milk- Cooler.—No\em\)eT 2, 1869.

Claim.-^Th.e improved cooling-vessel B, formed
by the combination of a body and cover, with pipe
land ice holder J, all substantially as shown and.

described.
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96,391.—John S. Butler, Silver City, Idaho
Territory.

—

Copy-Holder.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The case ABC, construeted with two
compartmeDts or passages, as described, the roller D
provided with a rubber friction-band, E, or equiv-

alent, and the pressure-roller F, in combination
with each other, said parts being constiucted sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the partition C, the guide
H, attached loosely to arms projecting from the ends
of the holder, all arranged as described, whereby the

guide may be turned back out of tlie way, as and for

the purpose hereinbefore described.

96,393.—G-EOKGE D. Chandler, TV^est Concord,
Yt.

—

Sap-Feeder.—November 2_, 1869.

Claim.—1. The comb of the faucet A, hollow stem
E, float F, hinged stem Gr, and stopper H, wlien ar-

ranged to regulate the flow of sap self-actingly, sub-

stantially as specified.

2. The hollow hinged stem G-, cup I, hollow stem
E, and faucet A, aU arranged as specified.

96,393.—Stephen Chandler, ISTew York, Is''. Y.
—Furniture-Caster.—November 2, 1869; antedated
September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The suspended wires/, carrying the rod
on which the friction-rollers are mounted, and con-

tinued into fingers h, in combination with lugs &,

having open cavities to receive said rod, when the
parts are constructed and operate together as de-

scribed.

96,394.—"William P. Clark, Medford, Mass.—
JPattcet.— November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The faucet, as made, with its body in

two parts, united by screw-threads, packed at the
joint by the ring c, which forms the valve-seat, and
is confined, as described, from spreading and from
removal, by the action thereon of the valve, and
which can be moved, and another substituted, by
dismemberment of the body of the faucet.

2. A faucet having a packing-ring, arranged, as
described, with refei'cnee to the valve and valve-

spindle, so as to be pinched between a shoulder on
the valve and a shoulder on the faucet-body, to pre-

vent leakage around the valve-stem when the valve
is drawn off from its seat.

96,395.—Melville Clemens, Springfield, Mass.
—Apparatus for Transinitting Rotary Motion.—No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Transmitting, from one revolving shaft

of machinery to another, equal ar.d uniform rotary
motion and power at all points of a revolution of

them, whether the shafts are set in lines at right
angles to each other, or at various other angles of di-

vergence from each otlier, by means of one or more
pairs of pivoted crank-arms, which are employed and
adapted to connect the shafts together, and to pro-

duce thereby substantially the same mechanical
action as that described in the described transmis-
sion of rotary motion and power from the shaft a to

the shaft b.

2. The employment of one or more pairs of pivoted
crank-arms, for connecting together two revolving
shafts of machinery, and the adaptation of each pair
of crank-arms to their shafts and to each other, sub-
stantially as set forth, so that the shafts so connected
may be adjusted and set in lines at right angles to

each other, or at various other angles of divergence
from each other, and equal and uniform rotary mo-
tion and power be transmitted thereby from one shaft

to the other, at all points of a revolution of them,
substantially as set forth.

3. Joining together the outer cuds of the crank-
anns by the described connections, or by other con-
nections Avliicli enable the described or equivalent
rotary and pivot movements of the outer ends of the
crank-arms, for the purposes set forth ; and I further
claim said outer end connections of the crank-arms,
in combination with tho described inner-end con-
nections of tliem to their shafts, or with other inner-
end connections, Avliicli enable the described inner-
end rotary and pivot movements of thcni, for tho
purposes set fortii.

4. Tho one pair of crank-arms h and k, or their

equivalents i and I, in combination with the shafts a.

and b, when the said pair of crank-arms is connected
together and to the shafts a and b, substantially as
described, and for the purposes set forth.

5. The two pairs of crank-arms h k and i I, in com-
bination with the shafts a and b, when said crank-
arms are connected together and to the shafts a and
b, substantially as described, and so as to enable
thereby a balanced transmission of rotary force from
one shaft to the other, substantially as described.

6. The weights «i' n' and o' p', m combination with
the crank-arms h i and k I, when employed substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

7. The supporting- plate g, in combination with the
described shaft-coupler, with the curved slots i" i"
and k" k", substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

8. The crank-arms u' and w\ with their similar
and connected crank-arras y' and a", when con-
structed substantially as shown and described, and
adapted in their combination together and with the
shafts a, and b, for transmission of rotary force from
one shaft to the other, as described, and so as to bal-

ance each other on their shafts, substantially as de-
scribed.

9. Extending each crank-arm of the described
shaft-coupler across its shaft, so as to be thereby bal-

anced on its shaft, substantially as described, and for

the purposes set forth.

10. Extending each crank-arm across its shaft, so
that the two parts of the two crank-arms lying on
the one side of their shaft shall balance, as required
and described, the two parts of the same crank- arras
lying on the other opposite side of their shaft.

11. Balanciug the crank-arms on their shafts, by
means of weights, adjusted on and attached to the
crank-arms, substantially as described.

12. Constructing the crank-arms substantially as
shown and described, so that one crank-arm of one
shaft shall balance, as described, the other opposite-
crank-arm of the same shaft.

13. The pivoted crank-shaft coupler, consisting of
the hubs c and e, pivot-pins j and iw, pivoted crank-
arras h i and k I, ball-and-socket joints r s andtu, and
balancing-weights vz' n' and o' p', all supported in
journal-boxes d and /, and connecting the shafts a
and b, substantially as described, and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

96,396.— John C. Cline, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Child's Carriage and Velocipede Combined. — No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining, with a velocipede, a de-
tachable carriage-body, and thus forming a vehicle,

capable of being arranged either as a carriage or ve-
locipede for children, substantially as set forth.

2. Making said vehicle, when used as a velocipede,
adaptable to children having dittercnt lengths of
legs, by shortening or lengthening the brace b, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the removable handle g with
the scat/, carriage-body n, and running gear, all sub--

stantially as described and shown, for the purposes
specified.

96,397.— John D. Conner, Bloomington, HI.

—

Washing-Machine.—November 2, 18()9.

Claim.:—\. The wheel E, with the buckets F, and
perforated cylinder H, in combination with the flue-

K, when arranged and operated substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The reservoir L, with the door C and valve Y,

in combination with flues K and I and perforated
cylinder U, when arranged as herein described.

3. The combination and arrangement of tho wheel
E, valves K and I, perforated cylinder H, and sec-

ondary, bottom B, substantially as described.

96,398.—Henry H.- Covert, New York, N. Y.
—HatchtoayGuard.—Novemb(>r 2, IHiiO.

Claim.—1. Tho folding hatchway-guard E or F,

arranged in combimition with (he floor and a\' all, for

adjustment in front of tho hatchway, or for folding

up against the wall, substantially as specifiotl.

2. Tho combination of tho vertically-sliding spring-

rails 11 U' ir^ hinged floor T, and dogs M, when ar-

ranged in the floors for gmirding the hatchway, sub-

stantially as specified.
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3. The combination, with the foldinj? rails E or F,
of the vertically- sliding spring-rails H H^ H^, sub-
stantially as specified.

96,399—Michael C. Cox, BennettsviUe, S. C.
—Plow.—Noxembev 2, 1869.

Claim.—The convertible plow, harrow, guano and
seed sower and planter, having' frame E. block G-,

plows and harrows, Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, fun-
nel C, and box D, with bolts, openings, and straps,
as described, constructed and ai-ranged substantially
as specified.

96,400. — "William Dawes, Kingston Grove,
Leeds, England.

—

Cut-Of-Yaloe Gear.—November
2, 1869

;
patented in England, January 5, 1869.

Claim.—The " governable " expansion movement
or " gear," whereon the traveling cutoff plate or
plates or valves are actuated or influenced (worked)
by the use of the "ogee "-wedge or wedges and
rollers, with the beU-crank or right-angled levers,
«itiier inside or outside the steam-chest.

96,401.— Adolph Delkescasip, Brooklyn, E.
D., N. Y., assignor to JaMes D. Bacon, for one-
third, and JoHN^JSTORTH, for one-third.

—

Machinefor
Making Eyelets.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in an eyelet-machine,
of a stationary die, a corresponding punch, for cut-
ting out the planchets, an intermittingly-sliding die,

and a forming-punch, corresponding thereto, for

roughly shaping the eyelet, a stationary die, and a
forming-punch, corresponding thereto, for complet-
ing the form of the eyelet, and a device for cutting
off the closed end of the eyelet, the combination be-

ing and operating substantially as described.
2. The combination of the several dies specified

in the foregoiug clause, with mechanism for trans-
ferring the planchet to the first forming-die, and
mechanism for transferring the partly-formed eyelet
"from said first forming-die to the last or finishing-

die, the combination being and operating substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination of the former &, with the pre-

paratory cupping die u, and secondary cupping-die
e, in the intermittently-reciprocating bar J, substan-
ti^^lly as described.

4. The discharger t and incline W, in combination
with the sliding bar J, and die e, formed therein, es-

sentially as herein set forth.

5. The sliding die e and stationary die s, in com-
bination with the driver K and removing-device T,
substantially as described.

6. The sliding die e, discharger t, and die s, in
<5ombination with the removing-device T and knife
M, substantially as described.

7. The combination of the dischargers t and q, dies

e and s, punch c, removing-device T and cutter M,
substantially as described.

96,402.—William B. Deuel, Ithaca, N. Y.—
Grinder for Harvester- Cutters.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the arm D, formed
of the horizontal part D, provided with slot L, and
the two clasping perpendicular parts D" and D'",
and set-screw E, in combination with the sides F'
and F", of a common grindstone, for the purpose of
holding a harvester-knife holder to any one of the
corners of the stone, for the grinding of the said
knives, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the holder H and its hooks
I' and I", stud J, and its bolt, with its set-screw K
on the lower end thereof, with the slotted arm D,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the holder H and hooks I'

I", stud J, bolt and set-screw K, adjustable by the
slot L in the arm D, the arm D clasping, by the set-

screw E, the sides F' F", arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

96,403. — Chakles E. De Yalix, Baltimore,
Md.

—

Madiine for Threading Bolts.—^November 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the die-box D, and
its recessed ring e, flange or collar d, plate c, and
sliding carrier-bar b, with the springs i i, and cut-

ting-dies a a, all constructed as described, and oper-

ating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

2. The combination of the main shaft A and col-
lars g g, with the yoke F, screw Gr, half nut ft, and
pins or arms o o, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

3. In combination with the yoke F and half nut h,
the bent levers 1 1, constructed as described, and op-
erating si\bstantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

4. In combination with the bent levers I I, the
springs u u, secured to the rear main-shaft bearing
B*, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

5. The guide k, constructed as described, of two
parallel bars, secured to a side-i)late that runs par-
allel with the main shaft, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

6. In combination with the guide 7i;, the spring m,
operating upon the rear bar of said guide, substan-
tiallv in the manner and for the purposes herein set
forth.

7. In combination with the guide k, the projection
or flange n, and spring p, constructed as described,
and operating substantially iu the manner and for

the purposes herein set forth.

8. The arrangement of the gear-wheels H, J, K,
and L, arbor or oscillating plate I, screw-stud r, nut
s, and washer t, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

9. In combination with the main shaft A and die-

box D, the oscillating tumbler-stop E., and adjusta-
ble stop S, constructed as described, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth,

10. The face-i)late Y, constructed as described,
with the openings to w, dovetailed recesses y y, rim
X, and circular plate W, all substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

11. In combination with the face-plate Y, the dove-
tailed dies z z, and radial set-screws a' b', all con-
structed as described, and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

12. The combination and arrangement of the face-

plate shaft T, ratchet-wheels A' D', pallets C h' k',

springs d' g' i' I', bar e', and stirrup-strap/', all con-
structed as described, and operating substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

13. The feeding-bar o', coustructed as described,
with its rear end beveled, and provided on its upper
side with an adjustable bar, j;', and operated by
means of the arm n\ on the yoke F, substantially ia
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,404.—YiRGiL Dresser, Leavenworth, Kans.
—Propelling Small Boats.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of a lever, D, ful-

crumed at its center, weighted at each end, and
vibrating upon an elevated shaft, E, with reacting
springs g, one or more pawls, b c, and one or more
ratchet-wheels, a, each of said parts being arranged
upon a boat, in the manner described.

2. The arrangement, upon the vibrating-lever D,
of the spring e e, in the position shown, and for the
pui'pose set forth.

96,405. — "William Dripps, Coatesville, Pa.—
Process of Bestoring and Preserving Decaying Bail-

road-Ties.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The process, herein described, of restor-

ing and preserving partially-decayed railroad-ties or

sills to a valuabte condition, substantially as de-

scribed.

96,406.—"Wilfred P. Dugdale, Goshen, Ind.—
Shaft-Coupling.—Is oyember 2, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 30, 1869.

Claim.—The universal coupling-joints, consisting

of the blocks A, mortised or recessed as described,

and the enlarged ends B, of the shafts, fitted thereto,

all substantially as specified.

96,407.- Ben. F. Dunklee, Concord, N. H.
assignor to A. S. Gear, New Haven, Conn.

—

Step

for Vertical Spindle.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two chambers
D and C, constructed togeth'er in one and the same
piece, with the step B, arranged in one of the said
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chambers, and with the passages a c d, all operating

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the plug F, as

and for the purpose specified.

96,408.—John H. Edward, Polo, TH.—Lifting-
Jaclc. — November 2, 1869; antedated October 22,

1869.

Claim.—1. The standard A, having a concave ser-

rated surface, in combination with the reciprocating
adjustable lifting-bar B, having a convex serrated

surface, and the shifting diagonal supporting-link d,

substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination of the slips g g' with the

standard A, and of the hooks h b', with the recipro-

cating bar B, in the manner shown and described.

96,409.—Alonzo Parrar, Boston, Mass.

—

Pro-
cess of I'roducing Carbon Pigments.—November 2,

1869.
Claim.—A pigment made from the spent acids of

oil-refineries, common tar, coal-tar, carbon-oil, and
all hydrocarbons, by a process substantially as herein
shown and described.

96,410 Samuel B. Fay, New York, N. T.—
Tagf.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The perforated plate B, made of metal,
or other suitable material, as a substitute for the
ordinary metal eyelet in the manufacture of tags,

&c., substantially as herein set forth.

96,411.—Thomas FuNN, Birmingham, Mich.

—

Self-Supporting Fence.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the base A, posts B,
keys h', burs C, and cap D, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.

96,413.—Francis Flynn, Woonsocket, E. I.

—

Soles of Jiuhber Boots and Shoes.—November 2,

1869.
Glaiin. — Attaching oaff-tauned leather soles to

soles of rubber boots and shoes, substantially in the
manner described, and then causing them to adhere
to rubber boots and shoes by the ordinary means of
vulcanization.

96,413.—L. P. FOLLETT, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
— Washing-Machine.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination and arrangement ef tlie

box A, rails C C, slats D D, curved blocks H H,
frame or carriage E, rollers G- G, slats 1 1, and bar
J, all constructed as described, and operating sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

96,414.—Charles H. Foster, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Butt-Hinge.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The application, in an ordinary iron butt,

of the brass brushing in the socket D, and brass pin-

tle C, of the hinge, to prevent the socket from rust-

ing and adhering to the pintle o|" the hinge.

96,415.—Peter J. Frank, Ashford, N. Y.—In-
strument for Conveying Medicine to Diseased Parts.
—November 2, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the tube A, scraper D,
revolving cover E, and rod G, when arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

96,416.—Joseph Franklin, Springfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Joseph Whiteley, same
place.

—

Ax.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — Tlie witliin-described ax, wliich com-
bines, ill its construction, the peculiarities set forth,
and substantially as shown in the drawings.

96,41 7.—Ralph L. Eraser, Wcsternville, N.
Y.—AVnap-//ooA;.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A snap-hook, consisting of the hook A,
spring /, tongue D, elongated body B, and tlie re-

cessed back for receiving the strap, so as to form a
flushed joint between the back and strap, the whole,
constructed substantially as described.

96,418—Ualpit L. Frasrr, Wcsternville, N.
Y.—<S'«a/^//oo^^—November 2, 1809.

Claim.—The rotiiting .sleeve 0, formed with arm
c, and eiunrcling the cyliiKlrical wliaiik i>, in com-
•bination Avitli said shank and the hook A, cast there-

with, and the retaining-spring i, when the parts are
constructed and adapted to operate together, sub-
stantially as described.

96,419.—D'Alembert T. Gale, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

—

Mechanical Movement.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The two ratchet-wheels K L, two
pawls O P, and cross-bar N, arranged and operating
in connection with the shafts E J M, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of adjustable weights S T,
with the pawls P, that play upon the ratchet-
wheels K L, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the pm'pose set forth.

96,420.—Jerome B. Gardner, New York, N.
Y.

—

Base-Burning Cooking-Range.— November 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the grate A withia
the water-case B, forming the walls of the lower por-
tion of the within-described range, substantially as
specified.

2. The combination of the fuel-snpply pipe C, the
grate A, and the water-case B, essentially as shown
and described.

3. The combination, with the water-case B, of the
boiler F, and fuel-feed inpe C, let into or arranged to
run through the latter.

4. The arrangement, within the boilers F and G,
fitted with xnpes to keep up a free circulation, of the
ovens J J, in combination with draught-flues k k,

essentially as shown and described.
5. The combination, in a base-burning range, of

the water-case B, the grate A, arranged therein, the
steam and hot-water boilers F G, and the ovens J J,
substantially as specified.

96,421.—Charles T. Gilmor, Baltimore, Md—Tobacco-Prize.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the horizontal
plunger K, of the lever L, having a fixed fulcrum in
line with the transverse center of the stem of said
plunger, the perforations k k, and pins P P, employed
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The provision, in the stem of the plunger K,
operated by the lever L, as described, of two or
more longitudinal rows or series of the perforations
k on each side of its transverse center, at different

distances therefrom, as described, for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with the lever L, employed and
operating substantially as described, the support F,
and ground-wheel M, substantially as and for the
pui'poses set forth.

96,422.—Charles T. Gilmor, Baltimore, Md.—Tobacco-Press.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the plunger or
follower B and lever C, of the racks r, constructed
with teeth of decreasing length from their inner to

their outer ends, pull-pawls p p, attached to the le-

ver, on the respective sides of its fulcrum, ajid springs
s s, for pressing the pawls into mesh, being so ar-

ranged as to engage with them only at tlie moment
they are to be thrown, os herein set forth.

2. The racks r, constructed separately from the
plunger B, of increasing tliiokness from their inner
to their outer ends, and applied and secured by diag-
onal bolts or rods 5, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, for the purposes set forth.

96,423.—Harry Edmond Gotleb, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Hknky Winslow.—Rendering
Animal Fat.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,. — The use of the compound (chlorosul-

phuric) acid, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes as above set forth, the neutralization of

said acids, in the manner as above sot forth, by the

use of an alkaline earth, or some compound of those

substances.

96,424.—William M. Grkenwood and Brnoit
lloux, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to M. GUKKN-
vvooi) and CoMi'ANV, saiiio i)laeo.

—

Metallic Frame
for 31usic-i-!t(rnd.—November 2, lS(i9.

Claim.—The arrangeiiu'iit of books C C', mor-
tises 1) 1)', sock(>ts hi, and lugged housings G II of
casters I, as set iorlh.
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96,425.—Philip M. Gusdlack, BelleTille, 111.

—Horse Hay-Rake.—iS'ovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The thimbles a, constructed and ap-

plied to the rake-head, and having combined ivith

them the di-aught eye-pieces h, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The adjustable tooth-carrying spring s, brace J,

screw J', rake-handle F, and grooTed collar 6, con-
structed and operating substantially as described.

96,426.—Payette Hardenbergh, Providence,
R. 1.—Tool-Post.—EoxQvahQV 2, 18(i9.

Claim.—A tool-post, A, B, constructed substantially
as described,aud combined ^\•ith interchangeable tool-

holding blocks C, as specified.

96,427. — Dexxis Har-rigax, Somerville, as-

signor to John H. Wiggins. Boston, Mass.

—

Oil-

Cup for Movable Bearings.—Xovember 2, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, with the discharge-
tube of an oil cup, such as described, of a disk fitting

over the mouth of the same, aud provided with an
orifice for entrance of oil to the tube, and a valve
for opening or closing said orifice, constructed and
arranged in the disk as herein shown and set forth.

96,428.—David Harriso.v, Payette, Miss.—
Raihcay Supply-Apparatus.—^'ovember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The suspended pivoted bucket C, for

supplying a moving train with water, fuel, &c., sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The posts A, cross-bars B, suspended piv-

oted buckets C, trip-arms E, projection P, pro-

vided with a rubber block, and hopper I, with each
other and with the engine G and tender H of a
moving train, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

96,429. — Charles 'W. Heriiaxce, Scbuyler-
Tille, N. Y.— Cooking-Stove.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching a water-reservoir upon the
front of a high-hearth cooking-stove or range, and
providing the same with an outer chamber or flue,

substantially as specified.

2. In combination with a water-tank or reservoir,

placed upon the front of a high-hearth cookiug-stove,
with the exterior chamber E, an interposed chamber
between said reservoir and the front of the oven, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In combination with the fire-box B, chamber H,
and reservoir C, the employment of one or more ver-

tical chambers I 1' on one or both sides of the fire-

box and ash-pit, which communicate with the fire-

box, and convey hot air to the chambers E and G-,

for heating the reservoir, substantially as set forth.

4. In combination with the reservoir C and its

chamber E, the oven-bottom flue G, communicating
with the flue or chamber E, substantially as specified.

5. The arrangement on each side of tlie vertical

flue on the rear ofthe oven A, of oneor moreverticaUy-
hinged doors S S. opening into the air, for the pur-
pose of tempering the heat in the said oven, substan-
tially as set forth. .

6. The combination, in a high-hearth stove, of the
fire-box B, chamber H, water- reservoir C, chamber
E, chamber G, and oven A, with the various com-
municating-flues and parts, aU constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

96,430.—Edward Hetvett, St. Leonard's-on-
Sea, England.

—

Chimney-Cmvl.—November 2, 1869.

Clai^n.—1. A chimney-cowl, provided with an air-

tube and smoke-pipe, whose outlets are nearly in the
same vertical jjlaue, as shown aud described.

2. A chimney-cowl, provided with the tube I, to
preserve it in its exact vertical position, as set forth.

3. A smoke-tube, provided with a base, attached
to the chimney by two intermediate beveled flanges,

J J, to make a tight joint, as set forth.

96,431.—Canceled.

96,432.—David O. Holjian, Adams, N". Y.—
Turbine Water- Wheel.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bucket H, for turbine water-wheels,
herein described, having a thick serpentine base aud
thin outer edge, and constructed with the conical-

shaped cmwe, as specified.

2. The flaring or bell-shaped body G, in eombina-
tion with the curved bucket H, as described, so
arranged as to dispense Avith a lower shrouding, as
specified.

96,433.—Lawrence Kolms, Paterson, N. J.

—

Wooden Favement.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. "Wooden paving-blocks, foimed with
overlapping portions a a', and shoulders h b\ when
so cut and adapted to each other as to form longi-
tudinal or transverse channels c c' or both, to be filled

with concrete or cement, substantially as herein
described.

2. A pavement constructed of wooden blocks-,
having overlapping portions at the ends and sides,

! with channels, either longitudinal or transverse, or

I

both, between them, which are filled -n ith cement,
I said blocks resting on a layer of semi-elastic cement,

I

laid over a concrete substratum or foundation, sub-

I
stantially as herein described,

i

j
96,434.—Gilbert L. Hudson, Pomeo, Mich.—

I

Carriage-Seat.—November 2, 1869.

1 Claim.—In comliination with a seat for vehicles,
cars, &c., the hinged bars B B, back C, springs D D^

,
arm-pieces E E, and bars F F, or their equivalents,

j

all coustrueted as described, and an-anged to operate
1
substantially in the manner and for the purposes-

i herein set lorth.

! 96,435.—George W. Hunter, Tersailles, Ind.
I
—Fence.—November 2, 1869.

j

Claim. — The airangement, in a worm-fence, of

i

the rails C, D', E, and F, in the manner shown, and

I

for the purpose described.

!

I 96,436.

—

John H. Hunter, TersaiUes, Ind.

—

' Grtfc—November 2, 1869.
' Claim. — The combination and arrangement of
: levers E E', C, a, bars D D', bolt b, aud gate B,
!
arranged to operate as liereiu described and shown.

96,437.

—

Theodore Jarvis, New York, N. Y.:

—

I
Salve.—November 2, 1869.

}

Claim..—A salve composed of the ingredients, in

,

tlie proportions and for the purpose set forth.

j

96,438.-Elijah K. Jenner. Healdsburg, Cal.—
Method of Uniting Artificial Teeth onllubber Bases
to Metallic Flates.—November 2, 1869.

I
Claim.—The combination of a limited vulcanite

I

base, B, holding the teeth and gum-work, with two
metallic plates, a and a', substantially as shown and
described.

! 96,439.—Charles Jordan.—East Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Hulling-Machine.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the yielding pads
and bai's iih with the vertically-reciprocating bull-

ing-plate E, eccentric pin, d. and arms e e\ when
said paits are constructed and arranged as described.

2. The reversible hulling-plate, shown in Fig. 4,

when constructed in the manner and for the purpose

set forth.

3. The square steel bars g g. set into the bed of

plate E. and placed one above the other, in combina-
tion with vertically-reciprocating plate E, when con-

structed and arranged substantially as set forth.

4. The reciprocating ftame G, provided with,

adjustable cap g', in combination Avith the yielding

pads and bars i i h, eccentric d, and arms e e', when
j said parts are constructed and arranged as shown
' and described.

96,440. — PoswELL JuDSON and John P>
ScHENCK, Jr., Matteawan, N.Y.

—

Tin Can.—Novem-
ber. 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement under the downward-
projecting circumferential flange, of the cap B, and,

upon tlie upper surface of the can-top A, of the wii'e

JD, all as shown and described.

96,441.—Wesley L. Jukes, Xew York, N". Y.,

assignor to himself, Fkederick McLewek, Pren-
tice H. Putnam, aud Bkonson Murray, same
place.

—

Gas-Bv.rner.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a revolving gas-burner, forming

a gas-tiffht joint between the revolving tube a and
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the fixed tube d, by the use of a ring attached or

fitting closely to the tube d, aud so nearly touching
the inner or outer side of the tube a as to secure the

adhesion thereto of so much liquid as will fill the

.space betn'cen the ring and tube or tubes, or its

equivalents.
2. The use of the lip g attached to the tube d, or

its equivalent, as and for the purposes described.

3. In a revolving gas-burner, in combination with
the ring / or k, extending the tube a beyond the

arms b b in any desired form, as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described.

96,442.

—

William G-. Kelly, Oneida, InT. Y.—
Case and Sample-Card for Spooled Silk, t£-c.— No-
vember 2, 18ij9.

Claim.—A show-box for spooled silk, provided with
case A B, handle E, transverse partitions, anti-roll-

ing separators D, and tray C, each of said parts being
constructed and arranged, with respect to the others,

in the manner described.

96,443. —Lewis A. Kimberly, 'New Haven,
Conn.—Stilt—Novemher 2, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the stilt,

having an adjustable step, made in the form and op-

erated in the manner substantially as herein shown
and described.

- Samuel M. King, Lancaster, Pa.—
Shingle-Machine.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of a shingle-machine,
provided with two beds M B, in a line with each
other, made- separately adjustable between the side

rails C, when the bed B is supported on springs E, or
their equivalent, and carries the planer I and living-

knife K, as shown, together with the spring-tongue
or holder G- suspended, and all operating jointly, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose S])ecified,

96,445.—HoKACE W. Knight, Seneca Ealls, N.
Y.

—

Copy-Holder for Printers.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The use of joints and set-screws i and e,

to hold the frame on which the copy rests in different

elevated positions, and the slots c and d, to allow the
frame to fit on the partitions of the case, the rudder-
band a, aud the raised notch /, substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purposes specified.

96,446.—E. E. Lahm, Chicago, 111.

—

Spring-Bed
Bottom,.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a bed or couch-
bottom, the springs E and E, confined together and
to the rails of the bottom by adjustable bands, as

shown aud described.
2. The combination of the rails D C and slats G-

with the springs E E, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

96,447.—Alexander N. Lapierre, Nbw York,
N. Y.

—

Screw-Cap for Can.—November 2, 1869.

Claim:—1. The vent-pipe D, provided in a can. A,
for the entrance and discharge of air, and to be closed

by the fiange e of the screw-cap, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The screw-cap C, when made of a sheet-metal
tube, eoiitaining the flange e and washer/, and of the
solid metal head d, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

96,448.—William Lawyer, Macomb, N. Y.—
Machine for Making Hoops.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of a bed, C, adjustable
bar D, a racking-lever, E, and an actuating-lever, E,
all arranged and co-operating in the manner specified,

to rack hoops.

96,449.—Ben.iamin F. Leet, Dayton, Nevada.—
Compound Wheel and Axle.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — The comlunation, with tlie axle B and
wheel A, prrmanently connected thereto, of the loose
wheel C, and stem, collar E, and sleeve II, the stem
Dor"vvhecl being cither provided with friction-rollers
or not, all substantially as specified.

96,450.—

J

oseimi E. Lettellier and Apoumi
LEiTici/r, (Jrand llapids, Mich.

—

Sawing-Machine.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with a machine con-
structed substantially as herein described, a dial-

wheel for determining the position of tlie saw or saws
upon their shaft, and the width of the strip to be cut
from the board or plank.

2. The combination and arrangement of the dial-

wheel E* with the gear-wheel E^, rack E^, sliding
frame F^, and arm E^, for moving the saws upon the
shaft, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The within-de£cribed arrangement of tlie saws
upon their mandrel, it being such that two strips
ni&j be cut from a board or plank at one and the same
time, one of which will be of a fixed width and the
other of any desired width, the latter being depend-
ent upon tlie position of the movable saw with refer-
ence to the fixed saw.

96^451.—D. M. LocKRiDGE, Otto, N. Y.—Clamp
for Butter-Firkins.—November 2, 1869.

ClaAm.—A screw-clamp, C, with packing-block or
blocks D, for closing the inspection-hole or holes B,
substantially as herein shown and described.

98,452.-—Henry S. Loper, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Henry S. Parsons, same
place.

—

Shoe for Cripples.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A shoe for cripples, when constructed of
a cork sole or ball, and connected with the heel by an
elastic shank, C, substantially as specified.

96,453.— John Lyle, Newark, N. J.—Leather-
Punch.—November 2, 1869.

Claim-.—The comlMnation with the jaws A B, of
the hub D and thumb-screw E, when the said hub is

provided with the punches and the projections E, the
latter being arranged, relatively to the jaw B, sub-
stantially as specified.

96,454. —Myron H. Matson, Horseheads, N.
Y.— Water- Wheel.—Noyembev 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cap A, curb C,
consisting of a number of tiers, between which the
chutes E are hinged at one end, and the wheel C, all

constructed to operate substantially as set forth.

96,455.— J. Mattis'on, Oswego, N. Y.—Pack-
ing-Auger and Spiral Conveyer.—JSTovember 2, 1869-

Claim.—1. An auger for packing- fibrous materials
in suitable cases or packages, provided with a series
of wedge-shaped blades, formed and disposed thereon,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of a spirally-disposed project-
ing flange, with the spirally-inclined blade of a pack-
ing- auger, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

96,456.—a. Mayer, Sullivan, HI.—^ras^.-No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of waistband A, front
straps D, back straps G, pad straps E, and detach-
able strap I, all constructed and sliaped with respect
o each other, in the manner described.

96,457. — John C. McCarthy, New York, N.
Y.

—

Horne-Povjer Engine for Extinguishing Fires.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the endless apron,
the crank-shaft and piston, aud the pump, all being
arranged upon the truck A, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. A carriage-frame, provided with the folding plate
E, to turn down, and form a pathway for the horse to
the endless apron, in the manner sot forth.

96,458.— Joseph C. McCormick, Smicksburg,
Pa., assignouto himself and George Stitelek, samo
place.

—

Machine for Making Chair-Seats.—Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The bit, constructed in the form shown
in Eig. 3, having its cutting-edge scalloped out on
the left side, so as to leave a sharp, curved point, aa,
the rivet-hole r, and transverse slot s, near the wideiuxl
end of the bit, and opposite the cutting-point, sub-
stantially as descril)ed.

2. Tlio rotuting disk o, having the cam-shaped pro-
jections m 9u' la'^ m'^, witii their loft edges bov-
eled otf, in coinbination with the bit abovo claimed,
substantially as described.
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3. In connection with the cntter-head C, having
the bits M, the fixed head or rest E, having the
steps e e e e, substantially as and for the pui'poses de-
scribed.

96.459.— John C. Meloy, Hastings, llinn.—
iogr-IYe.—November 2, 1869 ; antedated October 23,

1869.

Claim.—The oblong bos a, slotted and beveled,
as shown and described, and provided with the piv-

oted seiTated tongue b and cord y, all constructed
and operated as and for the purposes set forth.

96.460. — Samuel P. Mervixe, Jr., Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to himself and W. W. Loweu,
Washington, Jj. C.

—

Heetum-Hupporter.—November
2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable or rocking carriage A,
formed with perforations a a through il, in com'biua-
tion with a table or support, B, coustructed or ar-

ranged to establish an aii'-space or passage between
them, essentially as and for the pm-poses herein set

forth.

2. The arrangement of the straps D D D D with
the main or body-band E and table B, provided with
angularly-arranged loop-wires C C, substantially as
shown and described.

96,461.—LORAN Mixer, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Carpet Beating Machine.—November 2, 1869.
i

Claim.—1. The series of elastic whips C, attached
to the ai-ms E, and operated by the cams J, together
with the springs K and the elastic cushion 8, sub-

stantially as and for the pm'poses herein described.
2. A carpet-beating machine, constructed with a

series of whips, having a motion from side to side
transversely to the direct action of the whips, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The device, consisting of the guides c c, sliding

bar L, bent lever M, connecting-rod X, and crank ;

O, giving a transverse motion to the whips, substan- I

tially as herein described.
4. 'The device, consisting of the shaft F. with the

curved gi'oove or notch a, and the pin b. passing
through the arm, allowing motion in every dii-ection

without displacement, substantially as herein, de-

scribed.

96,462.-Benjamin J. iTooRE. Dresbaeh, Minn.
-Hay-Loader.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, on the three-wheeled
truck, constructed as described, of the elevator D,
rake E, crane, and a hay-fork G-, substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The elevator D, suspended on the swinging

arms S of the transverse shaft T, and the toothed
wheels 17, all arranged for adjustment substantially
as specified.

3. The rake-teeth pivoted to the shaft I, spring
wires M, slotted bars L E, when combined and ar-

ranged together and with the swinging supporting-
arms N. ail as specified.

4. The frame A, swiveled on the axle of the wheels
B, the driving-wheel C, and detachable platform A',
all arranged as specified.

96,463.—George F. Morse, Portland, Me.—
Steam-Engine Fuppet-Yaive.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The double-puppet throttle-valve, as de-
scribed, having the valve of smaller area to operate
first, and the valve of larger area to operate subse-
quently, substantially in the manner described.

96,464.—Charles "W. Moseley, Onondaga, N.
Y.

—

Implement for Destroying Quack-Ora^s.—No-
Tember 2, 1869.

Claim.—The steel cutter A and C, in connection
with a frame B d, substantially as herein set forth,

and for the purpose specified.

96,465.—George M. Mowbray, Titusville, Pa.
—Compound for PHming Electric Fuses.—Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture or preparation of a com-
pound, which I denominate "Mowbray's safety-

priming for electric fuses," of the ingredients, in the
proportions substantially as described, and for the

j

purposes set forth.j .
j

96,466.—Bernard H. Mlehle, Buffalo, N. T.,
assignor to himself and Nicholas Jones, same place.— Velocipede.—^oxembcT 2, 16C9; antedated Octo-
ber 30, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the main frame C,
seat-standards, fiame E, spring K, and steering-ap-
paratus, seat D, and spring F, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.

96,^167.—D. Murli.ess, 'R6ly6ke,Mass.—Lathe-
Bath and Sponge-Holder for Dentists' Use.— No-

;
vember 2, 18t)9.

! Claim.—Tlie water-trongh A. supported so as to
be adjustable beneath the corundum wheel, and hav-
ing ears a a. in combination with the sponge-holde-
ers H H H^ H^, stems E, and set-screws s. the whol.
constructed and arranged substantially as setfoith.

96,468. — H. K. Nelson, Penn Tan, N. Y.—
Plant-Protector

.

—November 2, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

hinged cap or ventilator v. hoops or frame ab, trans-
parent or translucent covering c, standard s, and
wire socket/, substantially as "and for the purposes
set forth.

96,469.—George Nock. Monmouth. N. J., as-
signor to himself and Zauoc Street. Salem, Ohio.

—

Mold for Welding Steel to Iron.—November 2,1669.
I

Claim.—1. The mold, herein described, provided
with screws D D, or their equivalent, for press-
ing the iron slab against the face of the mold, or
ag-ainst the steel itself, all substantially as set forth.

2. The devices, herein described, whereby com-
pound ii-on and steel slabs, lor railway-rails and other
uses, are produced, by confining the iron within the
mold, and welding the steel to it, in the act of cast
ing, with screws D D. or their equivalent, for ap
plying pressure to the ii'on, as set forth.

96,4r0 E. D. Norton, Cuba, N. Y.—Door
Spring.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The removable and reversible spring D,
formed of coiled wire, placed upon the standard C,
and connected to the spring F by the link E, all a&
and for the purpose set iorih.

96,471.—F. I. Norton, Fremont, Ohio.- Appa-
ratus for Drying Lumber.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lumber drying apparatus, consist-
ing- of the kiln A. which has the pipe B, with the
branches a b, or either, and in which the swinging
plates or doors are arranged to form and close cham-
bers e. substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.

2. The sponge-plugs C, applied to the perforations-

in the cover F of a lumber-di-ying apparatus, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. The plates D, for closing the steam-chambers e,

when provided or connected with strings, ot their
equivalents, so that they can be opened or closed
from the outside, substantially as herein shown and
described.

96,472.—Peter Osterspey, Mechernich, Prus-
sia, assignor to Adolphus Meier and Company,
Saint Louis, Mo,

—

Ax>paratu^ for the Discharge and.

Preparation of Cranular Ore and Coal, and Similar
MateriaU.—'^soTemheT 2, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The gate-box K and its gate K^ the
latter aiTanged with A-i'^cesses, and adjusted by a
rod i-i, and hand-wheel, or similar device, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hydraulic separator or
jigger with several wells, each of which has its sieve
and gate-box and adjustable gate in connection with
eachother, so as to separate the ore, coal, or other
matter into granules of varying fineness, substan-

tially as set forth.

96,473.—H. Packer and G. W. Packeb, Sand-
wich, JIL—Wash-Boiler.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bottom A, having notches a a and pieces b b, cen-

ter tube B, perforated tube or cylinder C, and rack
D, all constructed as described, as and for the pur-

poses herein^set forth.
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96,474.

—

James A. Park, Lansing, Mich., as-

signor to himself and AVilliam Woodhouse. —
Horse Hay-Fork.—November 2, 186*9.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a hay-fork, of a
fixed prong. A, rigidly attached to the cross-bars B
Bi, a swinging prong, A^, which is pivoted to said

cross-bars and to the locking-frame, and a lever for

unlocking the swinging prong, all constructed and
operatin'g substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the cross-bars B B\ the
swinging-prong A^, corner-irons B''^, frame C, lever

C^, and rope or chain.C*, substantially as and for the
purpose set fortli.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cor-

ner-irons B"^, and cross-bars B B^, substantially as
and for the purpose set foitJi.

4. The arrangement of the frame C, lever C^, and
spring C^ with reference to the swinging prong A^,
it being such that when the hoisting rope is made to
draw on the fork, the parts are thereby locked to
each other, but not to the cross-bars, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

5. The frame C, constructed substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the frame C and cross-bars
B B\ the stop C'', substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

96,475.—A. N. Parkhurst, Knoxville, 111.—
Tump.—November 2, 1869.

Claim..—The baked-clay chamber B, having its

upper end united 'to the stock A by clamps &, pro-
vided with open jaws i i, to receive the bolts, and its

lower end, or base, united to the collar C, having its

lower interior edge tapering, and provided on its

outer edge witli the annulet m, when the said collar

is arranged and driven on the stock D, so that the
main connection of the pump may be made at the
point of location of valve g thereon, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose as shown and de-

scribed.

96,476.—Daniel Pease, Floyd, N. Y.—Smut-
Mill.—^Novemhav 2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. As an improvement in smut-mills,
forming the spaces h, Fig. 1, between the metal
pieces A, which compose the cylinder, by making
the required projections, c c, Fig. 4, for forming said
spaces B all on one side of said pieces A, substan-
tially as shown.

2. Constructing the pieces A, with eyes b C, Fig.
8, on each end thereof, for the reception of the ver-
tical rods or bolts D D, Fig. 2, when said parts are
arranged as herein shown and described.

96,477.—Calvin Peck, Marshall, IW.—Mode of
Purifying Bancid Butter.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—Treating rancid butter by the particular
process herein described.

96,478.—flAMES H. Perkins, Omaha, Nebraska.
—Cut-Offfor Pipes.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The sections A and B, obliquely shaped
at their contiguous ends, and so arranged, one within
the other, as to form an opening for tlie chute D,
which is hinged to the part A by the link E, all con-
structed and arranged as specified, whereby said
chute will, when open, impinge at its inner end on
the inner surface of the j)ipe A, or curved end a of

Eipe B, and lai) over the pipe B when closed, as
erein shown and described, for the purpose indi-

cated.

96,479. — Charles Peters, Trenton, N. J.—
Melting and Decarbonizing Iron. — November 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. Melting iron at ornear the top of the
stack or cupola, down through which the blast, with
the productH of combustion, is forced, substantially
as clescribed.

2. Dropjjirjg tlic molted iron from tlie melting-bed,
through tlio blast and heated products of combus-
tion in the stack or cupola, substantially as dc-
Bcribed.

3. Dropping the melted iron on to a cone or hard
Bubstanco, for bursting the globules, substautiidly as
described.

4. Furnishing the melted iron, when in the finely-
divided state, (caused by the bursting of the globules,)
with oxygen, by means of a blast through pipes or
tuyeres, substantially as and for the purposes de
scribed.

5. The combination and arrangement of the fire-

chamber B, melting-bed D, stack or cupola A, and
cone J, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

6. The exit-flue H, near the bottom of a melting-
stack or cupola, substantially as shown.

96,480.-James N. Phelps, Brooklyn, assignor
to himself and Joseph Bayley, New York, N. Y.

—

Printing-Press.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction ot^istributing-roUers
d d with spiral surfaces, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of the hinged type-bed B, the
reciprocating impression-roller C, and the detached'
reciprocating frame P, furnished with inclined'
planes K K, the whole operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

96,48.1.—"William Price, Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Dumping-Gar for G-rading.—November 2, 18 )9.

Claim.—1. A single car-body, dumping on either

side of the truck which supports it, as herein de-
scribed.

2. Placing the supporting and dumping-device on
the outside ends of the car-body, as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

3. The cam-trunnions D D, as constructed, in
combination with the supporting-frames B B, car-^-

body C, and truck A, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

96,482.

—

Era Eose, Vernon, Ind.

—

Device for
Removing Dustfrom Thrashing-Machines.—Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim,.—The attachment to thrashing-machines
herein described, when -constructed and operating-
as set forth, that is to say, having the small pipe B
b b', the large pipe C, the fan E, and the partial-dis-

charge pipe D, with damper d' and screen d, all

arranged and operating in connection with each
other, as and for the purposes specified.

96,483.—Isaac M. E,oss, Petersburgh, Ind.

—

Apparatus for Turning the Leaves of Mitsic.—No-
vembe.r 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The concave slide B, provided with a
zig zag groove, for the purpose of operating the-
rollej-s C C, su1)stantialiy as herein set forth.

2. In combination with the concave slide B, the
rollers C C, having arms D D and projections i i, all

constructed as described, and operating within the-
frame A, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. Tlie combination of the frame A, grooved con-
cave slide B, rollers C C, arms D D, frame E, hav-
ing a notched groove, and the slide F, all con-
structed and connected as described, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

96,484.— Benoit Roux, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to M. GUEKNWOOU AND COMPANY, samo-
place.

—

Shovel and Tongs-Stand.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
shovel and tongs-stand herein described, having its

cast base A B i>, and cast stem C, connected hj a
wrought-iron screw, D, cast in the stem, and a nut,

E e e, beneath the base, all as shown and described,
for the purpose set forth.

96,485. — Georgk D, Sanforp, Poekskill,
N. Y.-C'oaZ-^ioye.— November 2, 1869; antedated
May 2, 1869.

Claim.— The construction and arrangomont of
notches and hooks on the adjustable framo and body
of a stovo, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

96,486.—Charles C. Savery, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Water-Cooler and liefrigcrator. — November 2,

1869. ;

Clai7n.—\. The construction ofthe statiomu'y com-
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bined water-cooler and refrigerator, Laving the air-

chamber A, of iron, enameled on the interior snr-

faee, and its bottom d inclined from the door, in its

front side backvpard, and the water-tank B, of iron,
enameled both on the interior and under surface, and
secured upon the top of the air-chamber as herein
ispeeified. ,

2. In combination with the foregoing, the semicir-
cular or equivalent opening c, in the inclined top a
of the air-chamber, beneath the bottom of the water-
tank, for the purpose set forth.

7/ ll.*9T
Oy??487.—Charles C. Savery, Philadelphia, Pa.,

I
KTtW'l^ggigjior to Barkows, Savery and Compajs^y, same

place. — Bread and Cake Iteceptacle. — JSIovember 2,

1869.
Claim.—The genft-al construction of the bread and

cake receptacle, with iron body A and cover C, both
enameled on the interior surface, and tiie wooden
base B attached to the body A, all substantially as
herein specified.

96,488. — A. W. SCHAEIT, Saint Louis, Mo., L.
A. Hudson, Syracuse, N. Y.,, and Darius Lyman,
Parknian, Ohio. — Electro-Magnetic Gas-Lighting
Apparatus.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A gas-lighting and extinguishing ap-
paratus, combining in its construction a series of
gear-wheels, to be driven by a spring or weight, a
cup or other vessel containing pyrophorous material,

a cam for elevating such cup or vessel, a match-iod
for inserting the match into the pyrophorous mate-
rial, and afterward bringing it in contact with tlie

gas-jet, an elastic chambered valve for controlling
the flow of gas to the burner, and a wheel, having a
cam-shaped or serrated surface, for controlling the
movements of such valve, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements of the pre-
ceding clause, the armature of an electromagnet, for

the purpose of releasing such parts from the control
of the spring or weight, and thus allowing the gas
to be shut off from the burner, substantially in the
manner set forth.

3. The described construction of the elastic cham-
bered valve, substantiallv as and for the purpose set

forth.

96,489.—Paul Schumacher, New York, 1^. Y.—Ice-Cream Freezer.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the receiving-vessels
E E, in a suspended position about the shaft C and
above the bottom of the chamber A, so as to rotate
in and agitate the cooling-liquid, all q^ shown and
described. ,

96,490.— H. E. Shaffer, Eochester, N. Y.—
Fruit-Jar.—November 2, 1869.

Claim..—The construction of the top of the jar with
the two exterior shoulders /to, and raised flange A,

and of the cover with the vertical flange d and deep-
stepped gi'oove g, having the threaded shoulder k,

the whole so arranged that the packing-ring is in-

closed on the sides by the flanges d h, and at the top
and bottom by the shoulders k m, being thereby per-
fectly embedded in the glass, and removed from out-

side friction with the clamping-ring, as well as inside
contact with the contents of the jar, as herein set

forth.

96,491. — Samuel Shepherd, Nashua, N. H,—
Paper-Collar Machine.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the rolls C C, for
feeding the collar-strip, the rolls L L', for feeding
the patch-strip transversely to the collar-strip, and
the punches kk', for cutting out the patches, substan-
tially as herein specified.

2. 'The combination, with the patching-devices, of
feeding-devices operating to feed the patched strips
intermittently, substantially as and for the puri^ose
herein described,

3. The combination, with the rising and falling
feed or pressure-roll C', of the clamp H, operating
intermittently on the collar-strip, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

4. The combination, with the rising and falling
feed or pressure-roll C, of the cam or cams W W'
"W"2 W^, adjustable substantially as and for thfe pur-
pose herein set forth.

5. The combination of the feed-rolls L L', and
clamping-rolls 1 1', for feeding the patch-strip, the
punch-stock Q, witli its punches k k and their rela-
tive dies, the collar-strip feed-rolls C C, and the
clamp II,.the whole operating together substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

96,493.—H. A. Shipp, London, England, as-
signor to liimself and Abner A. G-riffing, New
York.— Machinefor Punching Metals.—Noii'ember 2,
1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination and arrangement ot
the block A, the lever B, and arm I, the punch O
and the screw-threaded bolt E, the lever B being op-
erated by the right-and-left screws g h, connecting
said levers to the arm, and -the whole operating as
explained.

2. The combination, with the stationary arm and
movable jaw or lever, of the right-and-left hand
screw connecting the same, and the swivel-nuts, ar-
ranged in said arm and lever, to receive the ends of
the screw, as shown and set forth.

3. In a hand punchiug-machine, constructed as
above described, the employment of a loose punch,
substantially as explained.

4. The combination of the screw-threaded bolt E
with the movable jaw or lever to which it is con-
nected, and the stationary arm and the screw-rod by
which said lever is actuated to produce the endwise
movement of the bolt, as shown and set forth.

96,493. — tlosEPH Simpson, Newark, OMo.

—

Door-Spring.—November 2, 1809.

Claim.—1. In combination vt'ifh the tube A and
spring B, the movable screw E, provided with a
tenon on its outer end, as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination of the hinge-piece D, grooved
arm C, tube A, spring B, tenoned screw E, and knob
E, all constructed and operated as and for the pur-
IDoses set forth.

96,494.

—

James J. Smith and Samuel Wood,
Cleveland, Oliio.— Draught-Regulator.—November
2, 1869.

Claim.—1. TliG use of mercury in an open column,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The construction and arrangement of the mer-
cury-chamber L, at the base of an open column, sub-
stantially as described, and for the purposes speci-
fied.

3. The arrangement of the mercurial tube and the
devices co-operative therewith, in the manner de-
scribed, and for the purposes se^ forth.

96,495.

—

Martin Luther Smith, Battle Creek
Mich.—Ladder.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the platform C, with
its forked legs G-, pins M, post K, and hook S, when
arranged as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

96,496. — John Snow, Grand Eapids, Mich.

—

Catarrh Remedy.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The composition of a powder, forthecui'e
of catarrh, bronchitis, and other like afli'ections, from
the ingredients named above, compounded and pre-

pared substantially as set forth.

96,497.— Asa Snyder, Eiehmond, Ya:— Cook-
ing-Stove.—November 2, 1809.

Claim.—In combination with the hollow-walled
fire-chamber and hollow grate herein 'describedr the
separation-plate c, arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

96,498.—Erank J. Steinhauser and Henry
M. Shreiner, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Railroad-Car Heater,
—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the ash-fannel C
D, with its valve F and weighted rod G, guides H
H, in combination with the tank B b b', in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the disk A, in combination
with the tubes or pipes L M. with their hinged
valves I, constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.
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3. The combined arrangement of the tank B, disk

A, spouts or pipes L M, ash-funnel C D, and valve

F, in connection with a stove adapted thereto, oper-

ating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

96,499.—TViLLiAM M. Stevenson, Sharon, Pa.
—Balance Slide- Valve.—November 2, 1869.

Glaim.—The aiTangemeut and combination of the
two chambers B B, their packing- grooves'E E, pack-

, ings ft, and openings o d, with the balanos-valve,
having the chamber s open at top and bottom, and
the grooves F and their packings/, the whole being
substantially as described.

1

96,500.—Zabok Street, Salem, Oliio.— Cattle-

Gar.—November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A cattle-car, with removable transverse
partitions or gates E, hinged adjustably to the car-

side, constructed with open spaces e'^, and down-
vrardly-prqjecting bars &"% and adapteil to operate
snbstantiail}' as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the gates E, the yoke-bars
G-, for fastening the animal, as explained.

96,501.

—

Overton J. Styner and John Eoan,
lia Fajette, lud.— Railroad-Gar Ventilator.—No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The deflectors 1 1', so arranged as to
bo thrown into and out of action by the movement
of the car, or to be held in an inoperative position,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the deflectors I I', the
hinge D E F/f G-, substantially as described.

96,503

—

Edwin Swaset, Mdford, Mass.

—

Wheel—Novombev 2, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The peculiar joint at the two abut-
ting ends ©f portions of the felly, the same consist-
ing of the overlapping clasp gr, inclosing the ends of
the felly, as explained, and the spoke B. with its

washer rf and tenon e, the whole being combined and
arranged in manner and for the purpose as herein
shown and explained.

2. A carriage-wheel, composed of the hollow
spokes and fellies jointed toc^ether, as apecifieci in
the preceding clause, in combination with the metal-
lic hub provided with flanges a, rib &, and lubricat-
ing-chamber c, as and for tlie purposes herein shown
and described.

96,503.—James M. Taft, Arcadia, Wm.—Har-
vester-Cutter.—November 2, 18o9.

Claim.— 1. The cutting-blades B, constructed as
described, and pivoted on the detachable pins, hav-
ing a square body and journals at each end, said pin
being held in place by the bar F and plate D, all

substantially as herein set forth.

2. The block d, pivoted to the reciprocating bar C,
and having the dovetail recess, for the reception of
the end of the cutting- blade, as herein described.

96,504.—Alfred D. Tate, Peekskill, N. T.—
Car-Sea«.—Novembers, 18<i9.

Claim,.—1. The construction and arrangement of
a seat or stool, in the manner and for the purpose
herein speoilied.

2. TJie combination of the supporting-post a,
guiding- bar or brace c, and hinged bard, with tlie

seat or stools in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

96,505—0. n, Tayi-OR. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bip
/fftoc/c. — November 2, 18G9; antedated October 23,
1869.

Claim.—Tha socket D D, with opening 1 and lip

C, when all tlio parts urn constructed us deseribiHl,
and for the purposes specified.

96,506.—J. Tiiaykr, Palmyra, Win.— nutter-
Package.— i\'ovemU(T 2, 1869.

Claim..—Tlio (Mjmbiiiiitiun of a rcmovablo wooden
butter n'oepta(;Io, lutving a seiies of apiirtmcnl.s.
vith two Hfrroiimllng motallio cheats, ouch t;oii-

structcd u8 doatribed.

96,507.—Lkvi Till, Sandusky, Ohio, assignor

41 P—II

to himself, B. W. Wells, and J. 0. Butlek, same
place.— WiTidow.—November 2, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the pocket a with
sashes hung upon sUdes, in the manaer and for the
purpose specified.

96,508.—Joseph C. Tone and Henry A. Clum,
Rochester, N. Y., assignors to Theobald W. Tone,
same place.

—

Hand-Stamp.—November 2. 1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination, in a hand-stamp, of

two type- wheels, one within the other, the outer
having fixed lettering or numbering on its peripheiy,
and the inner having movable types, which, when
forced out. form, in conjunction with the outer, a
complete indication of date, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. Tho arrangement, with the jointed slide /, of
the hinged knob /r, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement, with the knob A', and shaft
E, of the movable pin n, operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination, with the stamp-rod H, of the
adjusting-cylinder K. whereby the .stroke of said rod
is changed, sul)stantially as described.

5. The combination of the dry ribbon M with the
inked ribbon P, operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

96,509.— James S. Totten, Lebanon, Ohio.—
Culinary Boiler.—November 2, 1869.

Claitn.—The vessel C, constructed as described,
in combination with a tank, B, substantially as de-
scribed.

96,510.—Adam Towberaian and John Keys,
Washington, III.

—

Corn and Fertilizer Dropper.—
November 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The dropper-wheels E and F, with
holes k k k k, of difi'erent sizes, and slots O O 0,
in combination with pins p j», constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as described.

2. The slide D, with pinspp, in combination with
the slots O O O, of dropper-wheels E and F. and
valves, constructed and operating substantially as
described.

3. In a corn and fertilizer dropping machine, the
wheels E and F, boxes A and B, and shanks C, of
runners K K, so constructed as to re-quire only one
box for discharging the corn and iBrtilizer, the box
having .a simple division in the center thereof, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination of the stin-ers in boxes A A
with the dropper- wheels E and F, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

96,511.—Ambrose Tower, New York, N. Y.—
Clothe-'i-Wringer.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—A combined washer and wringer, having
board A, wringer D, springs E, Set-screws H, guards
u, hooks c, and baud- rest S, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

96,513.—Ambrose Tower, New York, N. Y.—
Waah-Board and Wringer-Frame.— November 2,

1869.

Claim.—Tho wringer-frames H, and blocks c and
s', when constructed as hci'Cin described, and com-
bined with a wash board, substantially as specified.

96,5 13. — Edward A. TJeiiltng, Riohwood,
Wia.—LandRoUcr.—November 2. 1809.

Claim.— 1. The devices emi)loyed lor supporting
tho wcijiht of the driver, and causing it to bear
equally upon tho inner ends, of tho i ollei s D and I),

consisting of the standard F, supporting the ii<cat E,
and ])ivoted at its lower end to tlie oquali/er-bar (r,

resting upon the l)oxes c' c', substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The withiM-described land-roller, containing
the rollers D I) and H, journalcil within franu's com-
P'tsedot'thcstripa A ami A.<ro:^s bins Uand 1>, stand-
tirdrt C, strip I. cross bars K uuil K, strip L, bar N,
braces and O. luid braco 1*, and, in ccniiliinatiou

tlirrewilh, the seat K, standard F, mid cqualiwr-bar
(i, all conslructod nndnirunged Kubstantially uuuud
for tho pin po8 J ispecificd.

96,5 1 'I .-Manuel Van Slykk and D. W. Wood
,

Ronjc, N. Y.—Car- Coupling.—How.inbcr 2, IHIHS.
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Claim.—The combination of the double catch I,

Rdth the bar J and lever G, Tvhcreby the conplins:-

hook D may be held in an elevatedpositiou, or its
'

uudue elevation by combined freight of said bar and
lever be prevented, all constructed as hereinbefore
shown and described.

96,515. — Hetxrich Toelter, Heidenheim,
Wurtemberg.— Wbod-PiUping ILachine. — Xovem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—In -Nvood-pnlping machines, the use of as-

sorting-sieves Tvith oblong meshes, constructed as
herein sho\^n and described.

96,516.—BenjamixD. "Wallace. Eoston. Mass.—Broom and Brush Holder.—Xovember 2, 18S9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the clamps h and h,

spring c, projection e, in combination -with frame A
and screw A-, as shown and described.

96,517.—Elisha Wiakd Valtox and Axpi?ew
Jackson Bro"\vx, Stockton, Cal., assignors to Mat-
TESON and WiLLiAiisON, same ^lnQd.—Hay-Fork.—
l^ovember 2. 1889.

Claim.—Fastening the teeth to the head by the
band or clip B, provided with a socket C, and a
score in the head A for the shank of the tooth D, so
arranged that the shank prevents the clip from turn-
ing on the head A, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

96,518.-CTRrs "Waterman, Providence, E. I.—Steam Culinary Vessel.—November 2. 1869.
Claim,.—The arrangement and combination of the

steam-chamber A, provided with the downward-pro-
jecting flange B. and partially-perforated bottom,
with the close-covered inner vessel D, when aU the
parts are constructed so as to operate as described.

96,519.—William Weaver. Nashua, N. H.—
Faucet.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The upward-acting lifter C, with valve h,

slot e, and notch i, in combination with the latching-
pin 0, tube B, and stem A, all substantially as herein
shown and described.

96,520.—John Weeks, Buffalo. N. Y.. assignor
to himself and Buffalo asd Niagara Scale-
"WORKS.

—

Weighing-Scale.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement in grain-scales, the
diagonal arrangement or ''spread" above and be-
low the main beam B of the series of beams C D E,
the beams B C D designating both weight and meas-
ure, but of different capacities, and the beam E be-
ing the unit-beaia thereof, all beams having a com-
mon fulcrum, and by the diagonal arrangement ex-
posing their faces simultaneously to view from a
common stand-point, as and for the purpose set forth.

96,521.—Jay Wheelock. San Francisco, Cal.
—Bale-Tie ioci.—November 2, 1869.

i

Claim.—The bale-tie lock, composed of the slide i

M, with its interior flange or shoulder L, in com-
bination with the band or strap having the folded

]

end A, and double-lapped and curvei end B. when
|

said parts are constructed, fcrranged, and applied to- !

gether, in the manner and for the purpose herein '

shown and described.

96,522—J. A.Whitman, Auburn, ^q.— Water-
\

Wheel Governor.—November 2, 1869.
{

Claim.—1. The combination, with the vibrating
j

or reciprocating sleeve or yoke, the driving-shaft of
|

a governor, and a ratchet-wheel, arranged to move
j

the gate, of a vibrating pawl-arm, a double-acting
j

pawl, and a crank, or other device on the said driv-
j

ing-shaft for imparting vibrating motion to the pawl-
|

arm, when the governor-sleeve or yoke is arranged i

for changing the ^lawl upon the said ratchet-wheel
|

for working it in opposite directions, all substa*-
|

tially as specified.

2. 'The combination, with the sleeve X of a gov-
ernor, of the pendent wings T, crank-shafts S,"and
suitable connectinar-rods M, all substantially as speci-

fied.

96,523.—Henry Whittemore, New York, N.
Y.

—

Ornamental Covering for Floors, Walls, <f-c.

—

November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—Marquetry floor and wall covering, con'
structed by cutting and fitting thin pieces of wood'
and gluing them to a back of canvas or other suit'

able material, substantially as set forth.

96,524.— Frederick Wilcox, Waterbury, as-

signor to H. B. Wilcox, Portland, Conn.

—

Process
of Refining the Waste from German Silver and
other Metals.—November 2, 1869 ; antedated Octo-
ber 29, 1869.

Claim.—The process, herein described, for decar-
bonizing the wastes of German silver and similar
metals.

96,525.—Frederick Wilcox, Waterbury, as-

signor to H. B. Wilcox, Portland, Conn.—Process
of Utilizing the Waste Formed in Cleaning Copper
and Brass Goods.—November 2, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 29, 1869.

Claim.— The process, herein described, of util-

izing the waste formed from cleaning copper and
brass.

96,526.—William AY. Willis, Chicago, HI.—
Passcnger-Pegister for Street- Cars.— November 2,

1

1869 ; antedated October 30, 18G9.

j

Claim.—1. The spring-pinion a b (Z, as and for the
purpose set forth.

' 2. The combination of the spring-pinion a b d,

wheels T H, hands /, ratchet and pawl I, shafts E,
Gr, gate L, and spring Z, as described.

j

96,59r.—A. Wilmot, Cleveland, Ohio.—OiJer.

I
Holder for Sexving-Machine.—November 2, 1889.

:
Claim.—As an ai-ticle of manufacture, the herein-

,

described oiler-holder, consisting of the rest A, lug

I

C, and their connection B, combined with the clasp

I

for holding the oiler therein, substantially as set

I forth.

96,52S Mark L. Winn, San Francisco, Cal.—
Shampooing-Apparatus.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described shampooing-appa-
ratus, consisting of the rim A, standards I), and
trough B, substantially as set forth.

96,529.—^TuDSON Wolfe and Wilson AVolfe,
Harveyville. Pa.

—

Sleigh-Brake.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the buttons h, bar D,
rods F F, curved bars G Gr, pivoted and connected
together, bar E with loop a, and sliding tongue C,
all substantially as specified.

96.530.— George F. Wooi^ton. Marshalltown,
Iowa.

—

Pibbon-Case.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The spools E, with the pulleys C, the ad-
jtistable driving-pulley E. on the shaft F, and the
band D, in combination with the ease A, constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purposes de-
scrilied.

96,531.—Henry C. Work, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Knitting-Machine.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the hooks a and
pins b, when connected as described, so that both
are operated by the same cam, and so that each pin
operates upon 'the loop of yarn on the hook next to
that one to which the said pin is connected, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The arrangement, in the crank-handle, of ayarn-
gnide, substantially as specified.

96,532

—

John A. Fuller, Kockford, 111.—JVe-
Kindler.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cup A, cast as described, in one
piece, with the socket B. and provided with flange
a, rim b. and standard D. all substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the cup A, constnaet-ed as

herein described, the wire sieve e and perforated
cover d. substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

96,533 Albert H. Shipm.aX'. Arcadia, N. Y.
—Fxtension-Table Slide.—November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The metallic slides C, made thicker at

one side than at the other, and provided with tongues
a, shoulders c. and notches or recesses/, in combina-
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tion with bars A B, having, grooves b and pins g, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The bars A E, separated and held apart by
means of a common round-headed pin, i, for the
double purpose of presenting a convex bearing-point
for the adjacent bar, and admitting adjustment, as
described.

_ 96,534.—Samuel Anderson and Thomas J.
FOLAN, Stapleton, N. Y.

—

Mode of Securing Type in
' Forms.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—Securing type in the forms by plaster of
Paris, or other similar substance, cast while in a
plastic state around tlie same, and solidified therein,
substantiaDy as specified.

96,53-3.—John Anneau and TV. J. Gordon,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Double-Acting Pres-9for "Blank-
ing" and '' Forming xvp'' Sheet-Metal.—ITovember
9, 1869.

Claim.—1 . The combination of the levers C and D,
and the plunger E and I^', substantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore set forth and described.

2. The dies ii' and n", constructed and arranged
together, so as to operate in combination -^vith the
respective plungers E and E, substantially as and for
the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination of thestripping-blocks 6 6 and
lower die n", substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

4. The combination of the adjusting-screw I with
the levers C and D and plungers E and E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

96,536.—Albert Armitage, Phelps Township,
and John H. Olmsted, Arcadia, ~N. Y.—Portable
Fence.—November 9, 1869.
. Claim. — 1. The posts A or B, provided Avith the
grooved or notched top, and with the cleats Gr, in
combination with the rails C and D, or their equiva-
lents, shown in Eig. 3, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. The rounded ends of the rails C, substantially as
shown, and for the purpose set forth. '

96,537.—Joseph H. Baddeley, Greensborough,
Pa.

—

Apparatus for Sliaping Farthemuare.—No-
vember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a molding-jar,
of a scraper, E, and clefted tool C D, all as shoAvn
and described.

2. The clefted tool C, in combination with notched
bar F, oscillating post G, dog I, and slotted post G,
all arranged as set forth.

96,538.—Charles W. Bailey, Boston, Mass.—
Detachable Boot and Shoe iZ'eeL—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detachable heel, made of wood,
with the grain of the wood presented endwise to the
wearing-surface, and providing with the connecting-
devices, ajid otherwise constructed as herein de-
scribed, as a new manufacture.

2. The combination of the exterior plate C, which
is attached to the sole, and the interior plate D,
which is attached to the heel, and fits closely into
said exterior plate, so that both are in the same plane,
and the latches or catches E, for confining the two
plates together in said plane, in a direction pei'iien-
dicular to it, substantially as described.

3. In the construction of detacliable heels, as de-
scribed, the making of the recesses in the heel to
receive the connecting-devices by indenting the
wood, instead of cutting it out, substantially as de-
scribed.

96,539.—John Bannihr, Hempstead If. Y.—
Oa.f-7/ea^er.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—A portable stovo, combining the metallic

chimney G, with holes in tlieir sides, and isinglass
shutters, the double-walled oven J, and frame-Avork
A B, oil-reservoir D, and burners E, each of said
essential elements being constructed and arranged,
with respect to tlie otliors in the nuuincr described.

96,5'10. — Henry Benrtt, Linden, Cal.— D*c/t-
-m/Z-il/ac/a'/u;.-November 9, 1869.
Claim.—]. The spading-drum A, constructed sub-

stantially as specified, and provided witli the follow-

ers D, and combined with the scraper and guide G,
and the eccentric rings E, all substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination, with the spading-drum, of the
chute H, elevators I K, and spout N, substantially
as specified.

3. Thearrangement of the spading-drum, elevator-
frame, and front axle and wheels, all substantially as
specified.

96,541.—Samuel Bonder, Dover, Ii.B..—Steam-
Trap.— November 9, 1869.,

Claim.—The arrangement of the tubes E E, and
the tubular spindle A, in combination with the cylin-
inder G, triangular pins A and B, and the rods D,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

90,542. — Marcus S. Borthwick, Montana,
Iowa.

—

Raihvay-Car Brake.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—I. The combination, with the brakes A,

levers B and C, and rods E' and E. of the jointed
winding-shaft G H' and sliding friction-wheel I,

substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the wheel I and its shaft,
of the convex-headed slide K, concave-faced lever N,
and rods O, substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the slide K and A^-heel I,

of the spring P, substantially as specified.

96,543.—William Boyre r, N^ew York, N". Y.-
Organ-Stop Handle.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—An organ-stop handle, provided with an

oblique surface, for displaying the notice applied to
the same, as set forth.

96,544.—Edward Brady, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fastening for Buttons.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — The sv/iveled bar B, constructed with
stops &, in combination with a suitable button, A,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

96,545. — Thomas H. Brady, New Britain,
Conn.

—

Faucet- Connection.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—The conducting-tube B, when provided

with shoulder or collar b and. a squared tenon, c, or
its equivalent, in combination with the thimble-nut
C, barrel A, and recess a, the whole combined and
arranged so as to prevent the rotation of the tube B,
substantially as described.

96,546.—James Campbell, Harrison, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and William Campbell, same
place.

—

Seed-Planter.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—1, The gear-disk D, forming the center or

hub of the ground or drive wheel, and separable
therefrom, as shown and described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The rearward extension .s- of the lid or top S of
the seed-hopper, for the purjiose of protecting cer-
tain operative parts of the seeding-mechanism, and
the upper end of the seed-spout, as set forth.

3. The pivoted gravitating forwarder or drop-finger
M m TO' m" m'", constructed, and having its pivot
arranged relatively to the seed-slide, as represented
and described, for the purpose set forth.

4. The reversible gauge-plate K k k', as and for the
purpose described.

96,547.—George W. Carpenter, Butler, lud.—
Water-Elevator.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. Attaching the crank c to the shaft B,

in such a manner as that the crank may be operatod
as a lever to shift the shaft endwise, substantially as
described.

2. The combination of the shaft B, provided with
its collar e, with the blade /(, rod h', and bar h", as
and for the purpose described.

96,54S. — Jefferson Chase, Orange, Mass.

—

C/(«iV.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the chair-seat with
tho curved bar c to which it is hinged, the bar/,
Avhich serves as a suitjiort and slop lor the seat in its

horixontal and inclined positions, and tl;e spring /,

connected witli the front of the bar / and sent as
specified, said parts being oonstrnoted and arranged
as shown and set forth.
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96,549.—H. "W. Olait, l^^Torthainpton, Mass.—
Hoeinq- Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— r. The combination, on a truck, of two or
more hoes or spades, E E, arranjied for oi>eratioii by
motion derived from the wheels of the truck, as hereiu
shown and described.

2. The combination, -with a pair of spades or hoes,
operating as described, of a guard or shield, Q, mov-
ing and adjustable vertically, as described.

3. The combination, with tlie spades or hoes, ar-

ranged for operation as described, of the vibrating
cultivators V V, as specified.

4. The combination, with the spades or hoes, of
fche cultivators V Vand V^ V^. as specified.

5. The combination, with the spades or hoes E E,
of the chains M, rollers N, lovers O, and spring-
catches F, as specified.

6. The coinl>ination of the spades or hoes, cultiva-
tors V V, V* V2, aud m, all as specilied.

90,550. — Samuel Clakk, Now York, IT, T.—
Kite.—November 9, 18(;9.

Claim.— I. So attaching a kito to its check-line c,

that the kite will present different angles to the cur-
rents of wind, according to the force of the wind,
substautially as described.

2. A spring, d, or its equivalent, interposed be-
tween the check-line e and the kite A, in combination
with aline,/, or its equivalent, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the line B with a kite, which
is constructed substantially as described.

96,55J.—Thomas J. Coulston, Springville, as-

signor to E. S. Shamtz and Joseph Johxson, Koyer's
Ford, Pa.

—

Hinge for a Door or Windovj Frame of a
Stove.—November 9, 18f)9.

Claim.—A hinge, a' L>\ constructed, applied, aud
operating substantially in the manner aud for the
purpose described.

96,552.

—

Patrick IT. Coyle, Newark, .T>f. J.—
Buiier-Tube Cleaner.—November 9, 18ii9.

Claim.—1. A tube-cleaner having short sectioaal
scrapeis, each secured upon a bowed spring, and
held to place by it only, aud in such manner that the
heads may be adjusted nearer to each other, to in-

crease the bulge of the springs, without obstruction
from the scrapers, substantially as shown aud dc-
Boribed.

2. The combination, with the springs and scrapers,
of the disks G, the stationaiy head C, or its equiva-
lent, and an adjustable head,'E.

96,553.—EzEKiEL K. Datis, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Duckwokth & Sons, Pittsfield, Mass.

—

Jacqimrd-Mechanism for Looms.— November 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The T-lerers, in combination with the
SHspension-board and trap-boards, when arranged
and constmcted so as to produce the mode of opera-
tion hereinbefore described.

2. In combination with the card-prism and its re-
ciprocating mechanism, the bent arm p and the
T-lever, arranged and coustmcted to operate in the
manner described.

96,554.—WiLUAM Edward Davis, Jersey City,
N. J.—Electro-Magnet.—November 9, 1809.
Claim.—An electro-inagnct, wliich has the wire

wound in alternate layei-s upon the spools or cores,
so that it will pass back and forth between them, sub-
stantially as aud for the purposes herein shown and
desciibed.

96.555. — EDwm Dayton, Meriden, Conn.—
Ijaferal or jyirergimj Connection for Cement Water-
Pipe.^.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The box or shell A. provided ^irh one or
more branch collars, C. extending therefrom at any
requiied angle, for jointing cement water pipes, in
the manner and for the pui'poso as lierein specified.

90.556. — James Dempstku and Henky Hot,-
CTit>Fi . Media, Pa.

—

Cardiug-Machine.— November
9, 1P69.

Clnim.—1. Thecondncting-roller/j, in combination
with tlio fecdroilers 5 and 6, as described, for t!ic

^i()ve purpose.
2. The tumblers g g. in combination with the cyl-

mder E, as describeil, for the above purpose.

96,557.—T. S. E. Dixon, Janesville, Wia., as-

signor to himself and William H. Payne, same
t^Iacq.— Street- Car (Storier.—November 9, 1869.

Claim..—1. The curved arm or segmental wheel E
and weighted pawl H, in combination with a ratohet-
wlieel attached to thQ axle or wheels of the vehicle,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pivoted draught-bar I, formeil with an arm,
i', when used in connection witli the arm or seg-
raoiital wheel F. and pivoted weighted pawl H, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, aud fortho
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the pivoted and weighted
lever-catch L with the draught-bar I, aud tho frame
of tlie car, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for tho jiurpose set forth.

90,55S.—Johnson Dodge, New Orleans, lia.—
Co/e^-fo/;.—November 9. 1869.

Claivii.—A steam coffee- maker, provided with an
outer chamber fur holding water, a perforated cup,
or filter for holding the gryund colfce. and an inner
chamber or receptacle for the liquid coffee, when con-
structed aud operating substautially as shown and
described.

945,539.—AYilliamDonoghue and Frederick
L. Chaulton, Philadelphia, F-d.—Hose-Uridge.—
November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The sides A E, having the hose-openings
K, transverse tie-rods C D E, having the tenou-er.cls

c, the mortises d. on tho sides A 13. and the movable
adjustable fioor F G H, carried by the transverse tie-

roils C D E, the whole combined aud arranged sub-
stautially as shown and described.

9S,580.

—

David Dorman, Wheatland Furnace,
Pa., assignor to himself and Thomas Johnston.—
Balance t^lide- Valve.—November 9, 1869.

Claim —The arrangement of a series of packing-
strips between the upper and lower portions of a
quadrangular divisional slide-valve, said strips being
of such construction and shape as will admit of a
passage or steam-way underneath the same, aud being
so relatively arranged that they will form a perfect
joint with each other, substantially as described and
set forth.

96,561.—Joseph G. Downer, Auburn, N. Y.—
Fence.—November 9, 1869.

Claim-.—The elongated screw-bolt d5, in combina-
tion with a fence or panel thereof, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and operating as and for the
pui'pose specified.

96.562. — EoBERT I. Draughon, Claiborne,
Ala.

—

Cotton- Cultivator.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with tho frame A
and wheels C, of the oscillating frame F. tho two
sets of rotary cutters S. adjusting-shaft M, arms K
L, connectiug-rods H 1, and adjusting-catches, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the frame A and wheels
C, of the oscillating frame G, rotary cuttei'S W,
aixanged to work across the rows, tho adjusting-
shaft N, arms and connecting-rods, substantially as
specified.

3. Tb.o combination, on one frame. A, and wheel
C, of the two sets of cutters S, and tlie oue set W,
when arranged on oscillating or adjustable sripports,

and to act upon both sides of the row, and tiiins-

versely thereof, substantially as specified.

96.563. — Charles Drew, Newark, N. J.

—

Horness-Fad.—l^ioxemheY 9. 1869.

Clnim.— Uniting the binding D to th.c lining C,
by stiicliing it sirau.ltaneously with tlio stitching of
the lining to the top, and by the same operatiou,
substautially as specilied.

96,584.

—

Tame.'? Duckworth, Pittsfield, Mass.,
nsHigiior to Dt CKWOitTH & Sons, siiue place.

—

Lon))i for Weaving Tape. (£c.—November 9. 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with filliny:-tiircad

earlier, the comb boater for locating up tho filluig-

tlircade. having the modo of operation substautiallj
as liei-ein deHcri])ed.

2. In rx)ml)ination with the belt-ship]>er, tlio

thread protector aud the levers and cams which con-
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stitute the mechanism for releasing?' the belt-shipper,

to stop the loom, substantially as described.

96.565. — Cleveland F. Dunderdale, New
York, N. Y.—Apparatus for Generating and Car-
bureting Oases.—November 9, 1869.

Claim,. — The sloping or funnel-shaped bottom,
with drain-conduit and cock, as shown at A, B, and
D, when u.sed in a gas-generator, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

96.566.— Francis W. Eberman, West Salem,
111.

—

Envelope—^oyexnhGY 9, 1869.

C/Zai?n.— Securing the flap C, and an intervening
strip, A or A', to the part B, so that the edge of the

flap and the said strips will be unattached for the

distance of a space suflScieut to be taken hold of for

tearing the envelope open, whether the said strips

be a part of the flnp or separate strips pasted thereto,

or to the part B, all substantially as specified.

96,567.—Thomas A. Edison, New York, N.Y.,
assignor to Samuel S. Laws, same place.

—

Frinting-
Telegraph Apparatus.—November 9, 1869.

claim

.

—1. The stationary pins efgh.in combina-
tion wltli the clicks b c, actuated by the armature-
levers E F, and acting on the ratchet D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose deseiibed.

2.' The combination of a separate electro-magnet
with the uuisoa-lever L, substantially as set forth.

96,568. — Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.—Cap-
stew.—Novemlier 9, 1869.

Claim. —1. The capstan-pawl o, as made with the
lipjp, arranged to relieve the center-pia from strain

as described, such lip being for other purposes, as
explained.

2. The arrangement of the ping t and the lines q,
with tlie pawls o and the capstan-head E.

'3. The combination, as well as the arrangement,
of the joiirnal I with the capstan-head E. the pinion
k, and the rotary gear-frame or spider D, arranged
within the capstan, as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the auxiliary pawl or pawls
h and the ratchet i, with the spindle C, the rotary
spider D and its gears, the capsfan-head and its pin-

ion and pawl or pawls, and the capstan-barrel and
its internal gear.

96j569.—Samuel Ensign, New Franklin, Ohio.—Bridge.—No"\-ember 9, 1869.

Claim. —1. The combination, with two exterior
and two interior bars a a and b b, shaped as de-

scribed, of tlie shouldered bolts C, secured by the
nuts d, all as sot fortli.

2. The improved bridge above described, each of
its parts being shaped, fitted, and arranged in struct-

ure with respect to the others, as shown and de-

scribed.

96,570.—Levi Ferguson, Lowell, Mass.

—

Loom
for Weaving File-Fabrics.—November 9, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Tlie combination and arrangement of
the double slotted bent lever D, Avith the lay and the
loom-lVame, and v.ith the shuttle box, pivoted at its

outer end to the Uiy ; the said lever being applied to

the sliuttlebox, the lay, and the frame of the loom,
substantially in manner and so as to enable it to op-
erate therewith, and eftect the movements of the
shuttle- box, as explained.

2. The arrangement of the stationary guard o',

Avith the Avirestall H, as described, and with the
hooked arm of the driver K, arranged in and to op-
erate with the ciuTier as explained.

3. The carrier I, in eombinatiou with the hooked
arm L, having a projection thereon that moves
witliin the carrier, and "prevents the hook from rising-

out of engagement with the Avirchead, Avhilo the
latter may be in moTcnient within the said carrier.

4. The eonibinntion of the slide-rod A;' and the
" compound joint," as set forth, or their meclumic il

equivalent or equivalents, Avith the driver K, and
the carrier I, to operate as set fortli, ami Avitb a
wagataff i', ))ivoted to, and so as to bo actuated by a
rock-shaft. It', as doscril)ed ; the i^urpoao of sucJi

slide-rod and coiuiiound joint being to so connect
ttie driver Avith the A\'agstaff as to allow the ilri\'er

to move within the carrier, and to be moved by it

and such wagstatf,"sabstantiaJIy in manner as speci-

fied.

96,571.— Leonard Asa Fleming, New York,
N. Y.—Ear of Foode«. JJitci^ets.-November 9, 1869

;

antedated November 1, 1869.

Claiin.—Attaching the bail to wooden vessels by
means of disks b. expanded within recesses m the
wood, substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

96,572.—John Fox, New York, N. Y.—Manu-
facturing Shovels.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the corrugated
female die E wiith the corresiKJndingly corrugated
male drop die D, operating together as and for the
purpose specified.

2. An improved fire-shovel, A, corrugated at the
back or point of strain, iu the manner shown and
described,

96.573.— J. G. Fredenburr and William V.
Andrew^s, NeAV-castle, Cal.— TFafcr-TF/iceZ.-Novem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The buckets A, provided with the
spiral concave faces B, and combined with the rim,
substantially as specified.

2. The buckets, having faces formed as described,
provided Avith flanges C, and secui'cd to the rim,

substantially as specified.

96.574. — John Frymire, Orangeville, Pa.—
Fly-Net—Boyemh&v 9, 1869.

Claim. —A fly-net, composed of CAiindrical ribs,

and threads secured tliei'Cto.by a half stitch throngh
apertures at right angles to each other, or nearly so,

in the manner substantially as shown and described.

06,575.—Conrad Furst, Chicago, 111:— Goiter

for Flows.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arm. or pendant B, having a curved
or angular back, and a cylinder or bearing, C, on the
side thereof, in combination AA'ith a bent fork, E H,
substantially as and for the purposes specitied.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ad-
justable clamp F G, Avith the beam A, arm B,
when provided Avith a curved oi' angular back, and a
side bearing C, stop a b, bent wheel-fork E, and
Avheel D, all constructed and operating substan-

tially as specified.

96,576.—Horatio Gale, Albion, Mich.—Horse
Hay-Fake.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— The lever L, having the stirrup i, and
pivoted to the standard E, as' shoAvn, Avhen pro-

vided with the hand-lCA'er L', adjustable by means of
the disks d d, and Avhen adjustably connected, by
means of the pivoted perforated links b b, Avith the

arm F attached to tlie rake-head, all being con-

structed and arranged substantially as lieioin de-

scribed, Avhereby the rake-teeth are held doAvn,

either by the pressure of the foot, at i. or by carry-

ing the "links b out' of line Avith the lever L, as set

forth.

96,577. — Merritt Gallv, live, assignor to

Allen Carpenter, Rochester, N. Y. — Printing-
Fress.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The plate C, used either as bed or
platen of a printing-press, Avhen snid plate is sup-

'

ported upon a rocker or rockers and rocker-scat or
rocker- seats, or their equivalents, Avhother said

rocker-seat or rocker seats are made fixed or ad-

justable, substantially as herein sot Ibrth.

2. The arms D anil D", in combination witii stop

g, or their equivalents, forming a slippingtoggle,
substantially as herein set forth.

'.). The pidley K, strap, cord, or chain M, and
flanged slip-geiir 1 J, combined and constructod as

herein described, and Ibr the purpose herein set

forth.

96.575. — Mkruih' Gally, Kyo. assignor to

Allen ('aiu'ENTICK, iloehester, N. Y. — Frinting
i'/v'.s.s'.—November 9, 18()9.

Claim.—\. A platen for u printing-pi'oss luwing
tAVO opposite faces A A', in roiubiuation Avith ruck
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and pinion E. "W, and clutch is^, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose herein set

lorth.
2. The 3'oke-shaped rod and spring- S, journal-bos

t, and nuts n n', in connection with the body of a
roller-carriage, when combined and constructed as
herein described, and for the purpose herein set
forth.

98,579. — ilERRiTT Gally. Eye, assignor to
Allen Caepexter, Eochester, ]S\ 'Y. — Printing-
Press.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The plate A, used either as abed or
platen of a printios--press, in combination with the
friction roller or rollers, or equivalent, studs, stops,
or lugs P', flange V, or its equivalent, and curved
support or rocker E, substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The spring C, in combination with a toothed
rocker-seat or plain rocker-seat and rack, combined
substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
pose hereinset forth.

3. The supporting frame-work G, or combined
frame-work and bed G B, when the sides of said
frame-work or combined frame-work and bed are
depressed for letting in the cranks or crank-wheels
E, substantially as herein described, and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

4. The levers T T, when said levers are pivoted
behind the cranks or crank-wheels F F, in the line

with said cranks, and so curved as to allow full

sweep of cranks F F without contact of said cranks
and levers, substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose herein set forth.

5. The levf rs T, in combination with the slotted
fulcra S, substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose herein set forth.

6. The levers H and H', and weight TV, combined
and arranged substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose herein set forth.

7. The method herein described for perfectly
balancing or varying the counterpoise of plate A,
used either as bed or platen of a printing-press,
avoiding the necessity of the use of counterweight,
springs, or the application of force, for the purposes
specihed-, "substantially as herein set forth.

8. A changeable ink-fountain, with changeable
linings, shells, or tanks, for different kinds or colors
of ink, whether constructed in the precise manner
herein described, or in any otlier manner to produce
the same result.

9. The combination of rod and springs 1 1, nuts or
stopsm m', griper-bar S'^, with lever S, and swivel-
eye in", substantially as herein described, and for
the purpose herein set forth.

10. The draw-bars D, with slots C^ in combination
with crank-pins d^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

96,580.-0. H. Gardner, Fulton, X. Y.

—

Vise. — Xovember 9, 1869; antedated November 1,
1869.

Claim.—l. The ofi'set c, formed on the rear shank
h^, for the purpose of carrying its lower end per-
pendicularly in line -nith the center of the upper
jplate D, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

2. The offset e, formed on the shank a' of the front
jaw, to carry the ball H perpendicularly in line with
the face of the jaw, substantially as and for the pur-
*pose herein shown and described.

3. Making tlie aperture h through the shank g' of
the front jaw of tapering form, for the purpose of
giving greater freedom of motion to the said ja-n-, as
set forth.

4. l/he prolonged hub i, formed on the shank of
the front jaw, for the purpose and in the manner
substantially as herein shown and described.

5. The rib d, fonned on the rear shank b^, to work
in or against the plate E, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

96.581 . — JosErH Gaavler, TYashington, D.
C.

—

Head-Braci for Coffins.—November 9, 1869.
Claim. — The within described head-brace to

square-headed wooden burial- cases.

96.582. — Ambrose Giraudat, New York, N-

Y.— 2IacJdne for Branching Artificial Floivers. —
I

November 9, 1889.

Claim. — 1. The tube D, guiding the wire and
inner thread t and supporting the rotary spool or
spools, by which the outer thread is applied to the
stem of an artificial flower, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The rotary frame H, arranged on the guide-
tube D, to support the covering-spool or spools, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

3. Tlie frame J, arranged to receive two or more
spools L, and to be locked to the rotary frame H, in
the manner set forth.

4. The wire n, arranged on the frame J, to lock
the spools L thereto, and to lock the said frame J to
the rotary li-ame H, substantially as herein shown
and described.

5. The sjiring o and screw p, in combination with
the frame JI, to regulate the tension of the covering-
thread, substantially as herein shown and . de-
scribed.

6. The rotary spools for applying the covering-
thread, arranged in combination with the wire s for
the stem, which is fel along without being turned.

7. The belt G and clamp'P, arranged in combina-
tion witli each other, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

8. A machine for branching artificial flowers, ar-

ranged substantially in the manner herein shown
and described, and to operate as set forth.

96,583. — Henry Gross, Middletown, Pa.

—

Ulanure-Hook or Brag. — November 9, 1869 ; ante-
dated October 26, 18G9.
Claim.—The compound lever B C and spring d,

when the same are airanged and work in combina-
tion with the tine-shaft E, substantially as described,
as and for the purpose specified.

96,584. —J. M. Hale, Georgia Plains, Yt.

—

Butter-Tub.—^November 9, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 1, 1869.

Claim. — The couplings B, constructed as de-
scribed, having hooks or key-seats e,'and keys t, or
their equivalents, for the purpose of locking the
sections of a butter-tub together, in combination
with the said sections, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

96,585. — J. M. Hale. Georgia Plains, Yt.—
Pipe- Coupling.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The coupling A, provided with a tubular
projection, B, and division-plate C, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

96,586.— James A. Hamrick, Parnassus, Ya.—
Corn-Planter.—November 9, 18o9.

Claim. — 1. The construction of axle A, with a
vertically-perforated and horizontally- slotted beam
upon one side, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. Slides a a^, cam-plates E F, levers E' F', and
springs c, combined and operating substantially as
described.

3. The levers E' F', applied to their respective
cams, E F, and to the axle A, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. Segmental runners P, applied to the machine,
and constructed substantially as described.

5. Tlie segmental slides s,' applied to runners P,
and operated by lugs d, on wheel C. acting through
the medium of arms s, shaft D, and stuTup d', sub-
stantially as described.

6. The rolling weights k, applied to rear exten-
sions of the teeth E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

7. The combination, in a seeding-machine, of the
sides a a'^, and s, arranged and operating as sot forth.

96,587.—E S. Harris, Philadelphia, Pa.—Man-
ufacture of Artificial, and Preservation of Natural
Flowers.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The process herein described, of preserv-
ing the substance of natural flowers, by the applica-

tion of rice-paper.

96,588. — David Hathaway, Troy, N. Y. —
Stove-Grate.—Noxcmhcv 9, 1869.
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Claim. — 1. The grooved arms, substantially as

-and for the purpose specified.

2. The compound lever, constructed and acting as

set forth.

3. The connection and operation of the sliding

bars by means of the compound lever, in combina-
tion with the grooved arms, as set forth in the speci-

fication.

96,589.—E,. H. Hawkins, Akron, Ohio, assignor

to himself and Thomas H. Dodge, "Worcester,
Mass.

—

Sled.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the metallic knees
and their cylindrical tops or projections /, with the

grooved beams A B, (with or without tlieir metallic

lining-pieces n.) and the clasps or other binding- de-

vices, for holding together said knees and beams,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The construction of the metallic knee with a
projection to enter a corresponding recess in the
beam, or with a recess to receive a corresponding
projection on the beam, and with a mortise to receive
the tenon of the rave b, as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the beams and the runners

with the metallic knees, connected with and held to

said parts, substantially in the manner shown and
set forth.

4. The herein - described combination, with the
OQortised metallic knees, of the tenoned raves 6, con-
structed substantially as shown and specified.

5. The combination of metal clasps or bands with
the knee and beam, to secure the union of the knee
and beam in an independent runner-sled, as shown
and described.

96,590. —August Hitscherich, Milwaukee,
Wis.

—

Beer-Cooler.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tub A, water-tanks B C andD E, with
their connection G-, water-pipes M, N, and O, sub-

stantially as described.
2. Water-tanks B C and D E, connections Gr, and

handles and openings I and K, substantially as de-

scribed.

98.591. — John Hope, Providence, R. I., as-

signor to Hope and Company, same place.

—

Dla-
mond-Holders for Engraving Printers' Hollers.—
November 9, 1869. i

Claim.—In combination with a curved and slotted

diamond-holder, the curved weight, fitted thereto,

and connected with the diamond-stem G, substan-
tially as shown and described.

96.592. — Franklin Hoyt, Montpclier, Yt.—
TTater- IFAeeL-November 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The wheel A, constructed substantially

as described, with laterally and vertically curved
buckets a, and the band a", in combination with the
bottom plate b of the casing B, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. The grates D D, in combination with the chutes

//, pivoted links c' c', and ring C, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

96,593.—-James B. Hunter, Ashley, IW.—Oang-
Flow.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotttd plates E and draught rod
G, in combination with the plow-beams D E, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, aud for

the puri)ose sot forth.

2. The adjustable frame C c^ c', in combination
with the axle B, plow-beam D, and tong ue M, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the bent crank-levor L with
the frame C and plow-beam 1), substantiallyas htirein

shown aud described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the draugiit-rod O witli the
tongue M, double-tree N, and plow-1)eara I), sub-

stantially in (lie manner herein set forth and de-

scribed.

96,594.—William H. Tvens and William E.
Bkooke, TiMMiton, N. J.

—

Pionching and Shearing
Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim:—Tin; combination of the shafts B, having

eccentric wrists d, sliding l)oses e, witli the heads
J, eccentric gears T> E, and driving shaft G, sub-
stantially as set forth.

96,595.—John Jobsox, Derby, England.—^a;-
plosive Projectile.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A projectile, formed of a base, a. concen-
tric rings b c, stad-ring d, cup n, packing m Z, the
rings e^f\ e-/^, e^f^, e*/-", e^ c''.the chambered piece
g, and plug g^, all constructed and arranged, with
respect to one another, in the manner described.

96,596. — Nelson Johnson, Jasper, N. Y.—
Saw-Swage.—November 9. 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the stock A and
sliding swagepin B, the adjustable isest C, adapted
to bear upon the edge of the saw, substantially as
described, and rendering unnecessary a foundation
upon the hub or mandrel.

2. The swage - pin B, extending longitudinally
through the stock, for the purpose of adapting it to
receive the blow direct, substantially as described.

3. A swage pin, B, having a point, b^, composed
of a plurality of bevel-surfaces of the same or differ-

ent angles, substantially as described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

4. A swage-pin, extending longitudinally through
the stock, so as to be acted on direct by the blow of
the hammer, when tapered so as to prevent its move-
ment in the stock, substantially as represented and
described.

96,597.—J. A. Kemmis, New Orleans, La.

—

Pencil- Case.—November 9, 1869.

C/Iaim.—The improved pencil and rubber holder,
having the spring-clamping holders C, rings E D,
spring-hoolcs F, and screw-cap B, all arranged sub-
stantially as herein specified.

96,598.—J. Gardner Kenyon, Ferndale, Cal.
•

—

Fountain-Pen.—November 9, 18G9.

Claim,.—1. In combination with the ink-case A,
the cavity g, by means of Avhich a receptacle is pro-
vided for tiie sediment deposited by the ink, and a
narrow edge formed around the stem, as a seat for
the valve b, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the stem C, carrying the
valve ft, the arrangement of the rubber spring d, at-

tached to the removable cone B, and regulated by
the adjustable screw-nut e, substantially as specified.

96,599.—George V. Leicester, Boston, Mass.
—Toilet-Bedstead.—^oxcmbdY 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the two lil'ter-arms G H, their shafts I K, and the
spiral springs applied thereto.

2. The combination and arrangement of the bureau
B, its extension E, the ears C C, tlie caseD, the bed-
frame A, and the lifter-arms, their spring h I, and
the shafts I K, the whole being substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the .spring tension-regulat-
ing mechanism, viz, the capstan-head, rtitchet, and
retaining-pawl, with the springs and thsir shafts,
Avith the arms G H, combinod with the bed-frame
and the case, connected with a bureau, as set forth.

96,600. — John Lippincott, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Metal-lioUing Apparatus.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing rolls, for metal-rolling mills,

hollow, and adapting, to said hollow rolls, tubes, or
other appliances, by which a stream of water may l)o

constantly kept flowing through them, substantially
as described, for the purpose set forth.

96,601.-11. Lomrard, San Francisco, Cal.—
notary Steam-Valve.—November 9, 18()9.

Claim.—The. combination of the seat B, valvo A,
and auxiliary valve G, when provided witli ports and
passages, and arranged for operation, substantially

as specified.

96,602. — Cmaklks B. Maclay, Dolavan, 111.—

Corn-Harvester.—November 9, ]8(i9.

Claim.— 1. Tlic combination of the guides K K',
revolving troughs aaa a, (armed with cuttingodgo,)
and cover h.
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2. The combination of revolving troughs a a a a,

apron o, and husking-rolls m, m'.
3. Tlie apron o and hnsking-rollsm m', in combina-

tion with revolving troughs a a a a, cover b, and
gniites K K'.

4. The constrnction and arrangement of guides K,
K', revolving troughs a a a a, cover b, frame p,
apron o, rollers m m', and elevator f.

96,603.—James Mahony, Newport, ^.l.—Fad-
die- TF/ieei.- November 9, 1869.

Glaim.—The specific arrangement herein set forth
;

that is, placing them obliquely in hall lengths, ar-

ranged so that the half lengths alternate in position,

•while each half length sets with the plane of its face
passing through or near the axis of the shaft, all sub-
stantially as and lor the purposes herein set forth.

S6,60'4.— C. J. Miller, Jr., Richmond, Ky.—
Churn.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—Tho fluted churn, in combination with the
double-winged dasher, whose wings revolve in con-
trary directions, substantially as herein shown and
described.

90,605.—John C. Milligan, Brooklyn , N. Y
—Biscuit-Pan.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—Biscuit-pans united in clusters, by lapping
and riveting the flanges, and either provided Avith

the stiffening- wires or bars at the edges, or not, sub-

stantially as specified.

96,C?06.— Egbert Mouuis, Salem, lud.—Rar
vester.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The driving-wheel B, toothed rim G,
wheel E, with toothed hub F, shaft D, and crank-
shaft A, all combined and arranged substantially as
specified.

2. The combination of the lilter K and weighted
arm X with a hood, L, and guard M, all constructed
and arranged as and for tho parpose specified.

96,6@7.— JATirES O. Morse, Englewood, N. J.,

and Gardner D. Hiscox, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Steam-
Radiator.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The diaphragm a, forming a separate
compartment, at one side or end of the base.

8. The use of a separate compartment, formed at
one end or side of the base, whether by means of the
diaphragm or otherwise, and communicating with
the innermost of the pairs of tubes composing the
radiator, by means of a series of tubes proceeding
from it, in which tubes said inner tubes are inserted,
substantially as described.

3. The small openings g, for the passag-eof the drip
from the first to the second chamber.

_ _ , _ J8.— M. Murphy, Charlotte, N. C. — Gov-
ernorfor Steam and other Enninery.—November 9,
1869.

Claim.—I. The arrangement ofthe sliding spool B,
connected to the weighted arms, the wheels D C G-,

worm H, and toothed sector I, all substantially as
specified.

2. The combination of the sleeve B, of a governor
carrying the wheels D C, and connected to the
weighted arms, as specified, and the wheel G, when
aiTanged for adjustment relatively to the said wheels
C D, substantially as specified.

96,609.—Harrison Ogborn, Eichmond, Ind.—
Straw-Cutter.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—I. The described mode of attaching two

knives to the radial arms of the balance-wheel of a
straw-cutter, in combination with the devices for ad-
justing the knives to the face-plate J, as herein set
forth.

2. The combination of the pin G, holes c c, and
slotted hole X, for the purpose of retaining the bal-
ance-wheel in any desired position upon the vShaft, or
of permitting of the adjustment of the knives, as
described.

3. The adjustable spring Z, in combination with
the pressure- board R, when arranged as described,
for the purpose of holding the straw and fodder com-
pactly, as described.

4. The combination of the spring-bar Q, when
made adjustable, as described, hooked rod P, and
roller V, as and for the purposes described.

96.610.— Anson W. Payne, Maine, N. T.—
Whiffletree.—November 9, 18<39.

Claim.—The combination of the hook C, swivel d,
plate B, the whifHe tree A, all constructed as herein
set forth.

96.611.— William H. Perry, Eipley, Oliio.—
Thrashing-Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upper shoe A of a grain-thrashing
machine, when provided with the inclined bottom a,
the inclined screen B, the side-delivery spout b, and
the discharge-opening c, arranged as described, for
the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the cover C,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

96,6155. -George B.Phillips, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., assignor to A. M. Cornell and Company,
same place.

—

liock-Drilling Machine.—November 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the segment-gear P, rack K, carriage G, lifter H, and
wedge I, for laising and dropping the drill, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the devices above claime-d,
the springs V V and yoke W, for forcing down the
drill-bar, substantially as desciibed.

3. Tho combination and arrangement of the col-
lar a, with its spring e and arm c. latch t, and spring
b, arranged to operate substantially as described, foV
the parpose set forth.

9S,63 3. — S. Montgomery Pike, Cincinnati,
01;io.

—

Jleat-liadlator.— November 9, 1869; ante-
dated October 23, 1869.

Claim.—The radiator, consisting of pipe a and
flanges, the arrangement of said flanges in the posi-
tion and angles herein shown and described.

96,GI 4.— "William E. Pool, Havanna, Ala.—

•

Z-^Zow.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the mold-boards
B, eitlier provided with plates C, or projections
formed by notches D, and the stocks A of the yoke
E, clampi ng- plate P, and set-screws, when arranged
substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the same, when the stock
A i< provided with the socketed plate for the set-

sorews and the notched plate H, and the mold- boai-ds
are provided with projections I, substantially as
specified.

96,615.— Nelson Eead, Jewett City, Conn.—
Mode of Transmiiting_ Motion.—November 9, 1869,

Claim.—The combination of a lever, F. swiveled
to a block, I, with a grooved and fixed gnide, H, the
two disks D E, and the link G, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

96,63 6.—Samuel Eeed, Eising Sun, Md.—Win-
dow- Sash Fastening.—November 9, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the catch F, slot-

ted plate D, and shooting or sliding bolt E, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the bearing-guards J at
the upper end of sash B, and lower end of sash C,
to prevent their lateral displacement in sliding up
and down, all as set forth.

96,61T.—John E. Eegan, Chicago, IW.—Boiler-
Tube Cleaner.—November 9, 1869.

Glaim.—1. Cleaning two or more flues of a steam-
boiler or generator simultaneously, by discharging
steam, directly from the boiler, int^ one end of the
flues, by the means set forth, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The frame-work of tubes, consisting of the par-
allel pipes E, nozzles F, and pipe C, in combination
with a steam-boiler or generator and its flues B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

96,618. — Claude Eenard, Michel Pereet,
and Jules Cesar Voituret, Mdcon, France.—Tap-
Coci-.-November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
disks and washers within the chamber of the eoek,
so that on the chamber filling with liquid, the press-

ure of this liquid pushes the disks against the wash -
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ers, closing the chamber, top and bottom, and form-
ing a perfectly water-tight cock, substantially as
described.

96,619. — James Kice, Prairie Creek, Ind.

—

Hand-Spinning Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of case A, driving-
wheel E, vertical axis F, hand-crank G, the interme-
diate shaft and pulley and spindle I, with the adjust-
able stand B C and pin D, all coustructed as de-

scribed.

96,620.—Emry Rooks, Trenton, Tenn.—Aa;k-
/S^in.—-November 9, lbt)9.

Claim. — The skein A, provided with an orifice

having a straight lower side, for the support of a
cast-iron axle, and combined with the collar E,Iike-
vrise having a straight lower side, in continuation
with tiiat of the orifice of the skein A, and also liav-

ing its Hpper side inclined upward and outward, to

fit it for the reception of the tapenng end of the
wooden bed-piece, in the manner set forth.

96,621.—Erastus B. Sample and John Sparks,
Brooklyn, 11. Y.—Making Toii-Torpedoes.—HoYem-
ber 9, 18«9.

Claim.—The metal-foil covering, and the mode of

combining tlie fulminating powder with the plaster
of Purls, substantiiilly as described, thereby pro-
ducing a safe, reliable, and cheap hand toy-torpedo.

06,622.—A. A. ScANK, Nyack, IST. Y.—Steering-
Apparatus.—Kovember 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The herein-described arrangement,
with the hulls of vessels driven by sihgle-scr*nv pro-
pellers, of two rudders in advance of the propellers,
one nnder each quarter, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of tiie rudder-posts B and
braces C D with the hull, substantially as specified

96,623. — EiiiERT O. ScHARTAU, Philadelphia,
Pa.— (ra.v-£^ea^er.— November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The tubular coffee or tea pot, with hot-
air chambers.

2. The combination of this kettle with the lower
half of the jointed glass chimney for lamps and gas-
burners, and also of the holder or receptacle for tea
or ground coffee, which is attached to the said kettle
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth
and specified.

96,624.—George A. Seaver, New York, N. Y.
—iatc/i.-November 9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The follower, made for the reception
of the spindle, with a recess, substantially as de-
scribed, one part of which tits the spindle," and the
other permits the spindle to turn freely therein.

2. Tlie combination of a latch with the sliding fol-

lower, so that the latch may be reversed witliout re-

moving the spindle.

3. Tiie combination of a sliding follower with the
mechanism of a lock, operated by the key, in such
manner that the turning of the key connects or de-

taches the spindle and the latch, as may be required.

96,625.— Thomas J. Secor and Charles E.
Shumway, Phelps, N. Y.— Weeding-Hook.—Novam-
ber 9, 1869 ; antedated October 26, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described weeding-hook, hav-
ing its points arranged in lines forming two siiles of
a triangle, as specified.

96,626.— Erankltn Skinxer. Cleveland, Ohio.
—Oii- Can.—November 9, 1869.

Claim,.—'J'ho cap B, piovided -with a recess, C,
tribe 1), and wick E, as arranged, in combination
with an oil-up or can, F, in the manner substantially
as and for the purpose sot forth.

96,627.-Thomas J. Sloan, Bronxville, N. Y.— Dooy-Knob.—November 9,1869; antedated Octo-
ber ;3(), 1869.

Claim.—Tho shank e, with the pcrrated fins d d,

in combination with tlio vitrified knob a, cavity b,

and d )wcls c c, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

96,628.—Jasper Sneix and John M. Cuosuand,

Pottsville, Pa.

—

Railway-Bail >Sr»Jice.—November 9,-

1869.
^

Claim,.—The railway-rail clutch or splice, formed
by the angular channel-bar plate A and the side-
plates B B, constructed and applied as set fortll.

96,629—H. S. Stewart, Yreka, Cal.—JSjidZess-
Chain Water- "R^/ieeL—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. A chain for power water-wheels, com-

posed of plain links D, and inclined links C, the lat-

ter holding the buckets off from frictional contact
from the former,* as shown and described.

2. The chain, composed of links C D, in combina-
tion with polygon shaped shafts F G, each side of
said polygons corresponding in width to the length
of one of said links, as and for the pnrpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the buckets B upon the-
inclined faces of the links C, in the manner set forth,
so that when the links C D are aligned, one bucket
will be within another, as described.

96,639. —Jacob Stroop, Joliet, l\l.—Grain-
Cleaner.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The linin'g or facing the burrs, shown
in F'igs 2, 3, 4, and 5, with metal" plates, having tri-

angular teeth or projections, constructed, operating,
and arranged substantially as described.

2. The annular partitions 8 8 on the burr P, oper-
ating and arranged as and for the purposes set forth.

96,631 .—Isaac H. Sutton. Coon Eapids, Iowa.— Wind- ir/feeZ.-November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a wind-wheel, of
a gate, B. arms C, vane B, cord, and weight, when
arranged substantially as specified.

96,632.—Charles L. Thiery, Boston, Mass.

—

Manvfacture of Watck-Cases.—November 9, 1869.
Claim-.—The manufacture of watch-cases, in the

manner shown and described.

96,633. -Alois Thoma, New York, N. Y.—
Process a,nd Apparatus for Converting Cast Iron
into /S^eeZ.-November 9, 1869.

Claim.. — 1, Th ! arrangement of the swinging
plate I, between the convertiug-chfiimber B and ad-
jacent part of shaft A, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the generators C, heated-
air channels e, water-chamber g, and channel b,

with the mixing-channel rf, whereby a combined ga.s

is produced, by which the pig-iron may be converted
into steel, as set forth.

3. The arrangement, in converting-chamber B, of
the protecting-bars p p, to break the fall of metal, as
it slides from inr.line q, after the removal of bars w n.

4. The arrangement, with respect to each other, of
the metal-feeding shaft E, inclined ehainicl m, and
converting-chamber B, as described, the first to feed
the crude iron by gravity, the second to decrease its

pressure, and the third to contain the converting-
gases.

5. The arrangement of the air-heating case D', in
the outer wall of the chamber i, for the purpose set
forth.

6. The method, above described, of converting
crude pig-iion into steel, by conveying, through sepa-
rate channels intenselj-licated caiboiiic oxide, iiighly

rarefied air, and superheated steam, into a commou
mixingehannel. from whence tlio combination ot

gases ia transmitted to the couverting-chamber.

96,634. — Wn.LiAM S. Thomas, Carbon Cliff,
111.

—

Enamel or Glaze for Pottery, Brick, Tiles, <£:c.—
November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An enamel, or glaze composed of cryo-
lite, felspar, flint, and kaoliuo, made substantially as
herein specified.

2. An enamel composed of cryolite, Hint, oxide of
lead, felspar, kaoline, and euamel-saud, madesubstou-
tiall}' as herein specified.

96,63/5.—KoviERT Wu.liam Thomson, Edin-
burgh, Gicat Britain.

—

Wheel for Self-Moving Car-
riagef).— November 9, 1869

;
patented in Eughuid,

April 21, 18(i8.

Claim.— The constructing of tho wheels of self-

moving carriages with rubber tiros, substantially in
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the manner
scribed.

xud for the puriooses hereinbefore de-

96,636.—George N. Tibbles, Hudson City, X.
J.

—

T)-action-Engine.—1^0Yemher 9, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The combination of drive-wheel and
traveler Q, vrith connecting-rods E E, operating as
described, to give motion iu either direction.

2. The combination of the lever Y, pulley Z, and
shaft which rotates it, with band X, all arranged as
described, to shift the rods EE' to a forwarder back-
ward motion, or to disconnect them tiltogether.

3. A traction-engine, constructed, arranged, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

4. In combination with slotted lever, the rack, pin-
ion, detent, and hand-lever G, to change the fulcrum
H, in the manner specified.

5. The combination, with the piston of a steam

-

cylinder, of an actuating-lever, 1), moving upon a
fulcrum readily adjustable by the driver,in the manner
specified, whereby the power may be easily increased
or diminished, Avithout changing the pressure of
steam.

96,637.—David Todu, Detroit, Mich.—Signal-
Lantern.—ISTovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slide D, constructed as set forth.

2. The cone B, in combinsrtiou with the slide D,
arranged and operating as set forth.

3. The latch E. in combination with the slide D.
4. The frame K, operating as set forth.

5. The i)latform I, provided with a slot, as set forth.

6. The reservoir F, provided with the aperture E',

as set forth.

96,638.—S. D. Tnipp, Lynn, Islass.—Machinefor
^Shaping Boot and Shoe Soles.—Ifovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a last, arranged
to oscillate as described, of a former, oscillating in
unison therewith, and against the face thei'eof, and
provided with a longitudinal convexity, fitting the
hollow of the last when oscillating thereon, and con-
cavities at the ends, fitted to work upon the heel and
toe of the said last, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the same, when the former
is concaved transversely, and arranged to oscillate

on its longitudinal axis, and the face of the last is

made convex, to correspond therewith, substantially
as specified.

3. The elastic washers L L, arranged on the rods
E E, between the cross-head G- and binding-nuts M
M, to operate in conjunction with the rocker K and
former I, as shown and described.

4. The combination of the rocker E and last A,
substantially as specified.

96,639—S. T>. Tripp, Lynn, Mass.— Device for
Molding Soles of Boots and Shoes. — JSTovember 9,

1S69.
_

Claim.—1. The combination of the actuating-levers
E E and stationary bedB, each having upon its end-
faces corresponding cams, with a rotating traveler,
G-, each of said parts being shaped and arranged,
with respect to the other, in the manner sijecified.

2. In combination with the lever B E, bed B, and
traveler G-, the elbow-lever H K, strap L, spring O,
and bar IS", ail arranged, as described, to form a train
of mechanism through which foot-power can be ap-
plied, as set forth.

96,640— S. E. Tax Ciioate, Boston, Ma.ss.—
Distilling Alcoliolic Liquors.—K"ovember 9, 1869.
Claim.—The application of practically pure oxy-

gen-gas to alcoholic vapors, for the purpose specified.

96,641.— Silvaxus Erederick Van Choate,
Boston, Mass.

—

Cable and Testing-Post for Subter-
ranean Telegraphs.—ISTovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A conducting-cable for telegraphic pur-
poses, in which a layer of clean, dry, fibrous material
is interposed between the conducting-wire and the
insulating-coating, in tlie manner and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

2. The construction of the testing-boxes for tele-

graph-purposes, whereby access of moisture is pre-
vented, substantially as hereinbefore described.

3. In the construction of testing-boxes of tele-

graph-wires, affixing suitable characters f^r designat-
ing individual wires as well as the boxes themselves,
substantially as before described.

4. Thf combination, with telegraph-conductors, of
ground-wires, located at the test-boxes of the same,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

5. The combination, with subterranean telegraphic
conductors and test-boxes, of ground-wires, substan-
tially as and for the pm'poses specified.

96,642. -William Vine, Xorwalk, Conn.—
Knife-Cleaner.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The disk B, provided with serrated or
corrugated ribs C, when used in connection Avitli the
wedges E, for fastening the leathers to the ribs, con-
structed and arranged to operate as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the above, the adjustable
and removable fulcrum-blocks D H, and leather bear-
ing G-, constructed as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

96,643.—Hiram L. TTaxzek, Lanesville.Conn.-
Crank for Harvesters.—!N"ovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a crank-pin, C,
which has an eccentric projection, the set-screw d,

arranged to lock the pin in any desired position, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The pitman-wheel A of a harvester, "n-hen notched
for receiving tlie set-screw d, substantially as herein
shown and described.

96,644.—Otis 'VIZARD, Sunderland,Yt.—TrmcZow--
Frame.—K'ovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangment of the
adjustable plate E, provided with one or more clarap-

screws, as described, with the sashes, the window-
fi-ame, and the adjustable guides D D-

96,645.—WiLLTAJi Westlake, Chicago, 111.—
Lamp-Burner.—ISTovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of a pin or hook to a
lamp-burner or coUar, substantially as and for the
purpose mentioned.

2. The hook or pin a, in combination with the
socket or catch d, when applied to lamp-burners, sub-
stantially as specified.

96,646.— James B. Westwick, Galena, 111.—
Mangle.—SoxemhQV 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the fable D, rollers

C, driving-shaft O, wlieels P, racks E, i)ressing and
mangling roller E, sliding bearing G-, levers H L,
connecting-rods K, and weights -if, when all ai'-

ranged substantially as si^ecified.

2. The combination, with the driving-shafts O and
T, of the disk E-, toothed rack Q, guide X, pinion S,

and sliding bearing U, all substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the frame A, and the
subject-matter of the second claim, of the slotted
plate V, supported on the bolts TV, substantially as
specified.

96,647.-E. L. Yaxcy, Batavia, IS^. Y.—Hay-
Elevator.—Xovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
slides &, hinges E, bar E, and rope C, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

96,648.—McClintock Young, Erederick, Md.— Crank-Axle for Velocipedes.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A velocipede-axle, formed of two pieces,

A A, fastened together by a socket-joint and lock-

pin, d, as shown in Eig. 1 of drawing.

96,649.—John Adams, Eochester, IST. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Carbonizing Peat.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The carbonization of peat, by means of-
the apparatus, consisting of the furnaces A A, re-

torts B B, and boiler C, said parts being provided
with pipes/ gr g h h, connected by swing-pipe D, the
whole arranged as described, and operating in the
manner and for the piu'pose specified.

96,650.—Robert A. Adams, New York, N, Y.—Compound Veneer and Ornamental Coveringfor
Articles.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The elastic veneers, composed of glue,
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or analogons material, made and ornamented sub-
stantially in the manner herein sot forth.

96,651'.—P. A. Altmaeir, Harrishurgh, Pa.

—

JSash-LocJc.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The sash-iastener or holder, composed of
the pivoted bolt E, and the pivoted two-pronged
tumbler, so arranged that no direct pressure can
push back the bolt until the prouged tumbler is ro-

tated.

96,652.—P. A. Altmaeir, Harrisburgh, Pa.—
Fishing-Reel.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the catch m n o

with the holders s s' and revolver F A F', when
made to operate as herein described and set forth.

2. The holders s s', so arranged that the reel can
be inserted in a continuous liBe with the rod, as de-

scribed.

96,653. — WiLLisTON I. Alvord, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Oentering-Tool.—November 9, 1869.

Claim..—The combination of the frame D, jaws E,
E, and Gr, sliding circle or disk E, cylinder A, and
center C, when they are constructed' and arranged
substantially as herein described and set forth.

96,654.—A. C. Andrevv^s, New Haveia, Conn.,
assignor to The Water-Proof Sole CoairANY,
same place.

—

India-Ruhher Facking.—November 9,

1869.

Claim,. — Gaskets of India rubber, or any of its

allied gums, molded and supported by embedding
therein one or more rings or lines of metal, or other
suitable material, substantially as herein set forth.

©6,655.—EussELL E. Andrews, Poland, Me.

—

Composition-Fanel for Doors.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— An improved panel for doors, made of
paper or junk-board, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

96,656.—SiMBON Atha, "West Liberty, Ohio.—
Carriage^Vheel.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A Avheel-hub, consisting of two sets of

boxes, CD E E, not contiguous to each other, and
secured substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

96,657.

—

Albert M. Bacon, Boston, Mass.—
Motive-Fower.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A scries of wires, arranged either singly
or in groups, and connected by suitable geariug,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,658. — VoLNEY Barker, Otisfield, Me.—
Green-Corn Skeller.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable knives I, in their con-
nection %\ith arms H, in combination with tlic

springs and cutters S, when arranged within the
disk (x, substantially as shown and described.

2. The green-corn cutting-machine, as described,
having frame A, crank D, driving-wheels B and C,
and knives I and N, arms H, and springs S, in com-
bination with tlie devices for holding the cob A', c,

and d, arranged in holder E, as specilied.

96,659. — A. T. Barnes and N. M. Barnes,
Tiftin, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Tiffin
Agricultural AV'ouks, same place.— Wood-Turn-
ing Lathe.—November 9, 1869.

Claitn. — 1. The steadying-rcst herein described,
consisting of the standard B and divided movable
ring M, as and for tlie purpose specified.

2. The movable ring Al made in two parts, ni and
m', fastened togetlier by the k(!y o and lug n, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination, with the removable ring M,
of the annular segment P and set-screws Q, as and
for the purpose specilied.

4. Tlie (Ujscribed arrangement of the spindles C
C, slides I, plates G, steadying-rests D M, and bod-
plate A, as and for the purpose specified.

96,660.—Samuel D, Bates, Lowisburgk, Pa.—
Ifarves^er.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—In combination witli a front-cut hingod-
bar luirvester, a lateral-curved rear brace, suspended

by a chain from the main frame, for supporting the
platform, substantially as described.

96,661.—Erederick Beck, New York, N. Y.—
Froeess for Coloring Muslin, Paper, d-c. — Novem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described process for col-

oring muslin, paper, and other materials, by first

coating them with a compound of glue, chalk, and
soap, and then drawing them tlirongh a solution of
alum or other suitable agent, substantially as set
ibrtli.

2. A water-proof coating for paper, muslin, and
other materials, i^roduced by first applying thereto
a mixture of glue, chalk, and soap, and then draw-
ing it through a solution of alum or other suitable
sulphate, substantially as described.

96,662.—WiLLiAMEEERS,Milan, Ohio.— TTagfOW-
>Seaf.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — The adjustable-seat spring-holder C,
herein described, having middle tenon I, rear tenon
n, and front or key-tenon /.;, each projecting from a
bearing-plate or shoulder, z, in combination with a
row of slanting mortises, B B, arranged in the top
of a wagon-box, as specified.

96,663.—M. J. Bendaix, New York, N. Y.—
Calorie Street-Roller.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of a fire-grate in the
interior of a street-roller, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

96,664.— Newton Benedict, Washington, D.
C.

—

Lamp.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding clamp a h c, forming, for

the wick, a slitted cap or covering, attached and op-
erating in the manner and for the purposes herein-

before set forth.

2. The construction, in the wick-passage, of the
press-gauge f d g, substantially as and for the pur-
pose liereiubefore set forth.

96,665.—A. Bennett, New York, N. Y.— Oor-
set-Spring.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The lapping or bending the" ends of the
outer steels over the ends of the inner steels, or vice

versa, for the purpose herein described.

86,666.—A. L. Bogart, New York, N. Y.—
Gas-Range.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described range, provided
with the ovens E and I, the v\'arming-closet L, the

burner F provided -with the mixing-chamber G, and
the upward burners, M, 0, P, and K, (or either, sep-

arately,) all constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The employment of the openings and slide, I and
V, respectively, Avithinand upon tiie partition!), sub-

stantially us and for the purpose described.

3. In combinalion with the ovens E and I, and
closet L, connected by means of th.e openings I and
slide V, the downward burner E, (either with or

without the central opening /,) provided witrh the

mixing-chamber G, substantially as herein described,

and for the purpose specified.

96,667.—William H. Eott, York, Pa.— Cor»-

PZo^(;.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— \.. The curved standard 0, when con-

structed with the lateral spread, and with the series of

holes on each side, and employed in connection
witli tlie guides N N, and beam A", substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the two wheels R R, and
curved standards S S, in connection with tlie cross-

beam E, longitudinal beam A, drag-bars 1 I, ]ilows

G G, cross-bar U, and handles JO E, substantially as

and for the purposes described.

96,668. — T). BuRiUNK, Lexington, Ky.—^fc-
Ilouse.—November 9, 186S).

Claim. — I. A bee-house, having i(s sides lined

with a water-proof malerial, its floor or bottom
double, Avith an oiiening and slide to admit air for

ventilation, and witli its to]) or roof reiiiovablo, and
jirovided with a clnimbcr and with a xontilator, all

(M)nstrueted and arranged subKtantinlly ns hci>oiu

described. »
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2. In combination with a bee-honse thus con-
strncted, the hives G- and strips H, with the devices
for ventilation, and entrance for the bees, all con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-

Bcribed.

96,669.—Levi L. Buudox, Providence, E. I.—
Jewelry-Box.—November 9, 18G9.

Claim.—The jewelry-box herein described, con-
fiisting of the body A, the partition D. and the covers
B and C, arranged as shown.

96,670.

—

Upson Eushxell, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Couplingfor Vehicles.—ZsTovemberQ, 1869 ; ante^lated

October 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bevel-shaped joint B E, constructed
as described, so as to give the head-block and axle
a bearing upon the joint with its center and king-
bolt outside of said axle and head- block, substantially
as herein set forth.

2. The manner of oiling the joint B E, by having
an enlargement or chamber in tlie lower portion of
tlie upper section, and grooves in the top of the
lower section, substantiaily as herein set forth.

3. The combination and' arrangement of the axle
A, joint B E, cap plates C I. head-block G, springs
H ±£, screw king-bolt D, nut J, and brace K, all con-
structed as described, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

96,671.—John BuTTKRWOiiTH and James But-
TERWOUTH, Trenton, X. J.

—

Cardinj-Bngine.—No-
vember 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with and between a
ring clothed doffer and condensing-rollers, of a series

of toothed sliver-dividing disks, or their eqnivalents,
having their teeth pointing in an opposite direction to
the travel of the material, and revolving in the direc-

tion of the travel of the material,but at a slower speed,
so as to separate the matei'ial into slivers, and press
the diverging fibers toward the respective strands
entering between the condensing-rollers, as de-

scribed.

96,6'5'2.-^AME3 Cajipbell, Founders' Court,
London, England.

—

Floating Dock.—November 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the deck of a tray
or pontoon for supporting a vessel shored thereon,
the lower transverse ribs, supporting the deck, and
clividing the hull into several water-tight compart-
ments, and the upper transverse water-tight Bulk-
heads, above the deck, substantially as described.

2. A tray or pontoon, as distinguished from a float-

ing dock, for carrying vessels, with their cargoes,
over shoals, with cutwaters to facilita'.e the towing
thereof, substantially as described.

3. A floating doelc, with only two sets of water-
chambers transversely, one set on each side of a lon-

gitudinal center partition, thus dispensing with the
iipper or load-chambers and the lower or air-cham-
bers described in my said former patent, the tame
being coa^tr^eted substantially as herein described.

4. As an improvevjent upon the belt described in
my said former patent, to facilitate the repairing of
docks or trays, the large end tanks, with one or more
transverse water-tight bulkheads in each, substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination and arrangement of reservoir
P, pipes Q gauge S, and air-pump T, substantially
aa and for the purpose herein set forth.

96,673.—W. E. CAKLn.E, New York, N. Y.—
Inhitand.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of weighing-devices
with the cover and rack of an iukst md, substantially
as described and for the purposes set forth.

98,674.—Edward Colson, Port Wavne, Ind.—
^aw-Teet/i.-November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A^aw-ttoth, having two downward-pro-
jecting tongues, secured to a saw-blade, having an
upward-projecting tongue, by a rivet,when there is

a space left entirely around the tongue h, as and for

the purposes set forth.

96,675. — George "W. Cretors and Exes
Hoover, Clinton Countv. Ind. — Weather-Strip.—
November 9, 1SC9.

Claim.—The combination, and arrangement of the
arm c, lever b, and slide a, with its inclined head,
Avhen applied to strips A B, substantially as and for

the puipose set forth.

96,676.—George Ckompton, "Worcester, Mass.—Shuttle for Looms.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of a locking-device, sub-

stantially as described, with an expansive split

spindle and spkidle-head, for the purpose set forth..

96,677.-George CRO^rproN, "Worcester, Mass—IShiitUefor Looms.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the notched
spiuole the bar-lever, and its spring, constructed
substantially as described, so that the spindle cannot
be raised without manipulatiitg the bar-lever.

2. The combination of the barlever, its pressure-
spring, the uotehod spindle, bobbin-head, catch, and
spring, all constructed and operating as described.

96,678.—K. M. Dalbey, Springfield, Ohio.—
Sash- Holder.—November 9, 1S69.

Claim.—In the above-described construction of
fastener, fastening the dog into its face-plate by
means of the hook d. passing through t'.ie opening
on the plate, and dispensing with trunnions and jour-
nals, substantially as herein set forth.

96,679. — Dakiel P. Dietrich, Noblesville,

Ind.— Slaw or Cabbage Cntter.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangemcut of the
frame A with hopper B, cylinder C, gudgeon D,
crank E, adjustal.-le knives I I. screw b 6, and
gauges G G, all constructed and o] crating in the
maimer and for the purposes herein set I'orth.

96,6S0.—H. B. I3URFEE, Decatur, l\\.—Plow.—
November 9. 1869.

Claim.— In. combination with the standard and.

beam of a plow, the bolts d g. and slotted plates e i,

so arranged in connection therewith tl at the beam
may be adjusted on the plov/, as and for the purpose
herein d(iscribed. and represented.

96,681.-Thomas A. Edison, New York, N.
Y. — Atkicmatic Blectricai Switch for Telegraph-

Apparatus.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An electromechanical switch, con-
structed substantially as described, in combination
with two or moi'e electro magnets, placed in two or
more distinct branches, 15 and 16. of the circuit con-

taining said switch, all connected and operated sub-

stantially as described.
2. The springs d d\ in combination witb the vi-

brating armature, and the points c c' formaintaiiHng
the continuity of the same circuit, substantially aa
set forth.

96,682. — Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.— Hose-
Pipe.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—\. The handles c c, joined together at e",

and to the ring b at c' c' c", in combination with the
ring^, for the'purpose set forth,

2. The rings k and m, one or more, with sharp

edges, and larger spaces beyond, in the body of the

pipe, for the "purpose of cutting tb.e jet of water
sharp and clean, as set forth.

96,683.

—

Theodor G. Eiswald, Providence, E.
I.—Sad-jf/'on.-November 9, 1S69.

Claim.—The improved sad-iron herein described,

consisting of the hollow iron body, filled with slog,

sand, or other similar substance, and provided with
a polished shoe, composed of a non-corrosive metal,

possessing the requisite heat-conducting qualities,

constructed as described, for the purposes specified.

96,684.—George D. Emerson. Calumet, Mich.
—Device far Bending Emlroad-Bailn.—Jilovemher 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of the eccentric roller

B and lever C, in combination with the connecting-

links or arms//, press-bars g 1, and screw-sleeve /»!,

or equivalents, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The main triangular frame A, the same having
the hooked bearings or jaws a a, aud the internal or

secondary stiffening-frame b, in combination with
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tlie press-bar and devices for operating the same,
substantially as described.

96,685.— John L. Fitzpatrick, Waterburj,
Conn.

—

Corset-Steel.—November ?>, 18o9.

Claim.— In corset-springs, combining, with each
principal spring, two auxiliary springs, 'C I), the ex-

treme end of each rigidly secnred lo the principal

spring, the other ends of the said auxiliary springs
meeting near the center of the principal spring, and
Blotted, and secured in position on the iwincipai
spnug, substantially as set forth.

9®,|5S0.— 'Julius Fox, Albion, Wiiih.— Spring-
Bed- i^(,«oii3.—November 9, 18(i9,

Claim.—A spring-bed bottom, consisting of the
cross-bars A, side-bars B, and springs a, with tlie

slats C, held in place by th© cords c and e applied
thereto, and all arranged as herein described.

96,687.—Edward P. Furt^oxr, Portland, Me.—
Faper Bosom.—November 9, 18(>9.

(Jlaiui.—The paper bosom, constructed and capa-
ble of being folded for transportation, as herein de-

scribed.

96,688.-Gii.MAN B. Garland, Gardiner, Me.

—

Composition for Manufacture of School-Slates.—No-
vember 9, 18o9.

C'toim.-Applying the within-described composi-
tion for slating, in the manner and about in the pro-

portions herein specified, for the piu'poses set forth.

9G,6S9. — Eenendikt Geiger and Herman
WocHEit, Philadelphia, Pa-, assignors to themselves
and John Joseph Charles SMrrn, same place.

—

Fai^tening for Buttons.— November 9, 18(jy ; ante-

dated November 4, 1869.

Claim.—As a net\' article of manufacture, the but-

ton-fastening B C, consisting of a hollow washer and
alockiiig-pin or key, constructed as herein described,
and adapted for use with common shank-buttons,

96,690.—William F. Gilbert, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

MartiJigale-Jiing.—'NoYcm.bev 9, 1869.

Claim.—Martingale-rings, as an article of manu-
facture, the body of which is formed ii-om wood or
other material, inclosed by a sheet- metal ring, sub-

stantially as set fortli.

96,691. — Frederick Glessner, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignor to himself and John Stanton, same
place.

—

Photography.—November 9, 18ft9.

Claim,.—1. The sky- plate B, made as described,
with tlie light parts of clouds, or such other light

objects as the artist wishes to produce above the
horizon, painted on it, theirest of that part used for

producing the sky being left clear.

2. The shade C, or its equivalent, when used for

photographic or other actinic printing of graded
skies, either with or without a sky-plate, as above
explained.

3. The perforated and movable shade D, when
ased as described, to impart the desired shade or
depth of tone to certain parts of the picture.

4. The shade E, for printing by diffused light,

when used with or without sky-plates.

90,692.-Thomas Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Bnh-
bin- Winder for Sewing-Machine.—November 9, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the roller A, wiiider-

wheol B, hanger E, pressure-spring G, and lifting-

rod, all arranged for operation, in connection with
tho driving-wheel C, substanthdly as set forth.

96,693.—Milton A. ITamilton, Delroit, Mich.

—

Churn- Daxltcr.—November i), I8(iy.

Claim.—Tho series of disks A A A A. imdo con-

cave on their lower side, and convex on their nppo r

side, when two or more are connected at tlieir cen-
ters lo till', stem li, placed a short distuncj apai't. and
^HTfbviitcMl by tlio liolos a a, aubstanliMilj as siiown
and for tlio i)nrpoac specified.

96,694.—Tksse ITammr, Yoik, Pa.—rushing-
Jack for linilrnndi<.—Nu\i.uub^.v 9, I8(iy.

Claim.— ]. Tlic detaeiniblo U'\i)r V, in combina-
tion with tho Kliiling bur I) and pivoted bar C, Hab-
fttautiiUly as sho\Tn and desoribed.

2. The sliding bar D, in combination with the pil-
oted bars C and B and clamp A, substantially as
shown and described.

96,695.—George Havf.ll, Newark, N. J.—Ifa-
chinefor Bending Bag-Frames.—November 9, 1869

;

antedated November*!, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A machine for bending bag-frames, so ^
constructed that the metal forming the side of the
frame is held or passed between two plates or in a
groove, v/hile it is being bent, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The " former," constrnctcd as described, of a
center, I, having wings 1' i' pivoted or hinged to its

outer ends, when the said " former " is grooved, or
made of two plates, leaving- a space along the front
edge for the insertion of t!ie metal forming the frame,
su!)stantially as herein set forth.

3. The coml)inati( n of the carriage E, bed H. and
"former" P P, \^ith a meciianism for causing tho
blank to bend, or constructed and arranged to oper-
ate substantially as herein set fcnth.

4. The cogged and flanged rollers e e, in combina-
tion with tlie cogged bed H, substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

-Charles Hedges and Charles S.

Stray EK, Bloomingtou, 111.— Washing-Machiiie.—
November 9, 1860.

Claim.—1. The cylinder B provided with buckets
C C, open from the outside, and with inside zigzag
buckets D D, as and ibr the puriioses herein set

forth.

2. In combination with a wasbboiler, the cylinder
B, having the buckets C C and D i), as and 'for tho
purposes herein set forth.

96,&97. —Noah F. Hersh, Eound Hill, Pa. —
Sawing-M'xchine.—November 9, 18l)9.

Claim.—The frame A, double crank-shaft D, fly-

wheels F F, pitmen E E, saw- beams B B, saws C,
guide-pins hb, rack d, pivoted bar G, and lever H,
all being constructed and arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

@(?, 6 98.-JOHN Heuermann, Davenport, lotva.—Fire-Escape.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The brace C, constructed as described,
of parts c c' c'^ c^, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the wheel I, pulleys, equal-
izer J, and levers h'^, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The spring-roller bar o, when constructed and
arranged as described, for the puipose set forth.

4. The machine described, consisting essentially
of the frame A, body B, mast E, extensions E', sys-

tem of levers /i^, car G, wheel I, and equalizer J,
when combined ""and operated as described, for the
purpose set forth.

96,699.— S. D. Hicks, New London, Wia., as-

signor to himself and J. C. Wilcox, same place.

—

Zfpset, Punch, Shears, and Saw-Gumming Device*—
IS'ovcmber 9, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, on one portable bed
A, of the upsetting, panelling, shearing, and saw-
guinming devices, substantially in the manner herein
described.

2. Tho arrangement of the hand-lever R, relOr

lively to the projection Q , of the movable shear, for

operation, substantially as speeifled.

3. Tiie combination of the hand lever K, raovablo
shear Q, sliding gummiiig-piiiich. and the gummiug-
dio \V, all substantially as specified.

96,700.—Leonard D. Howard, Saint Johns-
bnrv, Vt.—Toul-for Opening Boxes.—^'ovcmber 9,

18(i9.

Claim.—Tho implement heroin doscnl>cd, having
chisel A, wiLli its shoulder c. and daw B, con-
stnifted substantially us and lor tho purposes 8i>c<;i-

lied.

96,701.—Joshua Howland, Ashland, Ohio.—
5.t-v/i-//"Wt'r.— November 9, lH(i9.

Claim.— 1. Tlie sloiti'd phtlo E, in combination
witli (he spirul spring rf'^ luu! bolt d', sub.suintiiJvy

a.s (lesorilMjd.

2. TJio H))iral springs I), in combiuuUou with tho
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adjustable bra(!c:cts d, as and for the purpose set

forth.

96,702.—G. P. .ToH.NSOX, Webster's Grove, Ido.

—Book-Holder.—Novemher 9, 18C9.

Claim.—1. lu combination with the book-liolder

proper, herein described, the arrangement of the

A jointed armD, brace c, bar e, spring d, and set-screw
~ F^ as and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement, herein shou^n and described,
of the thumbscrew h, the book-holder proper, the
guide-bar H, the spring K, and handle P, as and for

the purposes set forth.

96, r03.—Edward P. Joxes, Shell Mound, Miss.
—Detachinrj Horses from, Carriajes.—November 9,

1869.
Claivi.—The combination of the whiirLetree A,

cleats c c, levers B B, and strap C. when constructed
and operating substantially as snovrn aud described.

96,704.—PATPacK Kelly, Dayton, Ohio.—ITfi-
chine for Supplying Air to Carbureters.—Novem-
ber 9, 1S69.

Claim.—1. A machine for operating air-pumps,
and for other purposes, constructed and operaied
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

2. The combination of a driving-mechanism with
the clutch E, sheave F, catch F', slide G willi aim
G', lever I and disk H, all arranged to operate sub-

stantitiUy in the manner set forth.

96,705.—Henry James Hogg Kl\g, Glasgow,
Great Britain.

—

Prcssxire-Gauge.—IsTovember 9, 1869.

Claivi.—1. The application to spring pressure-

gauges of a hook, or equivalent device, connected
• with tbe spring, upon which a given weight may be
hung, for testing, at any time, the accuracy of the
spring, substantially as described.

2. In combination with a testing- device, as set

forth, the application of a three-way cock to the
entrance-tube of the pressure-gauge, arranged to
open the same to the atmosphere, as atid for the pur-

pose herein described.

96,706. — Peter W. ELviskern, Fort Smith,
Ark., assignor to himself and Josiam S. Tiltox,
Springfield, Mo.

—

Sprinq-Bed Bottom.—November
9, 1869.

Claim.—The spring-bed bottom, consisting of the
spring-bars C and transverse end bars D, supported
upon the frame ABB by means of the crossed end
springs F, resting with their free ends upon the
boards B', and the'springs E resting with their inner
ends upon the central board B', ail arranged as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

96,707.—J. E. Kramer and Alois Burger,
New York, N. Y.

—

Strect-Lamp.—November 9, 18d9,

Claim,.— 1. A street-lamp, composed of three
frames A, B, and C, which are fastened together by
screw-rods a b, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The arrangement of a central bolt, /, passing

tiirough the cip D, in combination with the top frame
C, as set fortb.

96,70S.—GusTAv La'ctexschlager, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Alexaxuer S. Pat-
ERSON, same place.

—

Eockina-Horse.—November 9,

1869 ; antedated October 29, 1869.

Claiin.—The progressive rocking-horse, made and
operating substamtially as lierein set forth and de-

scribed.

96,703.—William A. Lightuall, New York,
N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Warming and Cooling Apart-
ments.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combined heater and refrigerator for
heatiug or cooling rooms, constructed, operated, and
applied as and for the purpose herein set Ibrtl).

96,710.—Albert Lotz, Franklin, Tenn.—Fiye-
Ladder.—Novenaber 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carriage ABC, provided with
reel E and frame G, substantially as aod for the pur-
poses herein set forth, in combination with bag M.

2. The combination and arrangement of the pole

K with pulleys and endless rope, hook d, and ladder
L, all substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

3. The bag M, made in sections, and provided
with hooks e e, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

4. In combination with the sectional bag M, the
stand H, substantially as and for the jjurposes herein
set forth.

96,711.—Charles H. Low, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Ash-Pan.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — An ash-pan, constructed with flaring
sides, when two opposite sides are furnished with
tapering projections B and adjustable handles C, in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

96,712.—George W. Lowry, Lavansville, Pa.
—Bee-Hive.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The top p, hinged at g, to tlie front

edge of tlie stationary front a b', in combination witli

the swinging sides c e, and the removable cover r,

inclosing the boxes .? t, but allowing easy access to

the same and to the frames rn, from above, as set

forth.

2. The pins o o, and hook 14, combined with the
hinged frames m 'in, for retaining said frames^ in

position, as specified.

96,713.—Jucius LYOX, New York, N. Y.—Sew-
ing-Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the eccentric-rod D,
or its equivalent, the ball-and-socket joint G S, the
shuttle-lever E, link H, and adjustable arm I, with
the vertical rock-shaft J of the' shuttle-carrier, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

98,714.—JOHX G. Maier and C. W. Schaef-
FER, Baltimore, Md. — Machine for Cutting off the

Ends of Otgars.—November 9, 1869 ; antedated Oc-
tober 29, 1869.

Claim.—The device herein described, consisting

essentially of tlie block A, chambered, as shown at

B, C C. the casting D, also chambered, as shown at

c c^ c^ c^ c*, and provided with the lateral openings o

0, the vertical blade m, stem G, spring F, and haadle
E, all constructed and operating in connection with
each other, as and for the purposes set forth.

96,715. — Cyrus Marsh, 2d, Natchez, Miss.—
Cracker- Machine.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The triangular followers k ^-^ &e., with
their connecting-rods d d\ &c., bars e, &c., and op-

erating-cams hh\ &c., arranged for the purpose of

removing the scrap between the cutters, disposed as

shown, and constructed and operating substantially

as described.

96.716.—EOBERT McClary, Crestline, Ohio.

—

Pad-Saddle.—NoYember 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The strap B, when the same is so ar-

ranged and secured between the skirt and lining as

to afford a suitable bearing for the gii-th-billet or

strap C, and stirrup-strap D to be attached, substan-

tially as described.
2. The bearing-straps B E. when the same are se-

cured within a pad-saddle, the whole being so ar-

ranged as to operate substantially as described, as

and for the purpose specified.

98,717.—Berxard H. Mexke, Cincinnati. Ohio.

—Pattern for Slove-Castings.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The stove-bottom with projection A
and recess B, in combination with the dovetail piece

D, constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.
2. The piece D, composed of two duflTs, perma-

nently attached to each other, as aud for the purpose

described.
3. The stove-bottom, with projection A', in com-^

bination with the duffs D, constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

96,718.—EuFUS N. Meriaji, "Worcester, Mass
—Belt-Tightener.—^oxemhav 9, 1869.

Claim.—The connection of the lever H, carrying

the tightening-pulley G, with the frame A', carrying
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the movable arbor, substantially as herein described,

whereby the adjustment of tlie movable arbor is

made to effect a corresponding adjustment of the

tightening-pul 1ey

.

96,719.—Cyrus Milneu, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Fence.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fence-butt or foundation A, made
of burned clay or equivaleut material, with an ori-

fice at each end, and a projection, a, in its center,

substantially as shown and described.

2. A burned-clay, or equivalent foundation for a

fence, whetlier placed on the surface of the earth or

provided with a ])rolongation which is inserted into

the earth, and with a suitable device for stationing

the fence-panel upon, all substantially as herein

shown and described.

3. In combination with a burned-clay or equiva-

lent foundation for a fence-post, securing the panels

by means of braces which pass through the foiTnda-

tiou, and are connected by suitable mechanism to

the ends of the fence-panels, substantially for the

purposes specified.

4. A fence-panel, B, composed of a series of bars

c', and uprights c, which project beneath the under
surface of the lower longitudinal bar c', and over an
•upward projection a, upon a suitable foundation,

substantially for the purposes set forth.

5. Clamping the upper surface of a fence-panel, B,
under a cross-bar, e, at each end of the panel, when
said bar is held close upon the surface by device or

devices which extend to or under the earth, substan-
tially as herein specified.

6. Bracing the fence-panel B by the bars d,

whether made in one or t\vo pieces, from the upper
surface of the fence to a burnedTclay or equivalent

foundation A, substantially as st d forth.

7. The combiaation of a burned-clay or equivalent
foundation A, with projection a, and a single or
double brace, d, which passes through the ends of the
block A, substantially as set forth.

8. The arrangement, under tlie fence-panel B, com-
posed of the horizontal bars c' and upright bars c,

of the block A, with a central projection a, and se-

cured by the braces d d, substantially for the pur-

poses set forth.

96,720.—Joseph L. Parry, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Samuel Zane ; assignors to

themselves and Ebenezer H. Bailey, same place.

—

AnU-Friction J^oa;.-November 9, 1869.

ClaxTn.—An anti-friction box containing a series

of rollers, constructed, adapted, and proportioned in

respect to an axle or shaft, and cylinder or box, sub-

stantially as set forth.

96,721.— C. C. Parsons, New York, N. Y.—
Process for Furifying Pyroligneous and Acetic
Acids. — November 9, 1869; antedated October 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. Purifying the vapors of either acetic

or pyroligneous acid, by passing them through a
mass composed of small pieces of some suitable neu-
tral substance kept wet with suitable purifying-solu-

tions, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose as herein desciibed.
2. Using the above- described process in combina-

tion with that invented and patented by me on Feb-
ruasy 23, 1869, No. 87,193.

96,722.—Edward Payke and J. D. Cleghorn,
Chicago, 111.— Railway Cattle-Car.—November 9,

1*869.

Claiin.— 1. The employment, in connection with a
trough or troughs, located upon the exterior of the
car, of sliding slat-frames, combined with the sta-

tionary slats of tlio car, for operation substantially
as herein described and shown.

2'. Providing a cattle or stock car, with a series of
independent slings for relieving the cattle of a por-

tion of their weight, said slings being connected
with windhisses, or equivalent elevating-apparatus,
arranged in the upper part of the car, substantially
as herein shown and specified.

96,723.—EuAR Perkins, Fond du Lac, Wis.--
Window- Shrttter.—November 9, 18()9.

Claim.—The reflector B, applied to a metallic shut-

ter, substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

96,724.—Alfred Eddy Pierce, Gilroy, Cal.—
Excavator.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The tipping-buckets Y, in combina-
tion witlr the outside ring U, on which they hinge,
and the inside ring U', on Avhich they rest, these
rings being secured, by straps, or othei'wise, to the
radiating arms, for the purposes as set forth, and
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the rods X, attached to
the back of the buckets, the bell-crank Y, with the
projecting stem z and the adjustable revolving disk
or wheel Z, for the purposes as set forth, and con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein de-
scribed.

3. The spring-beam M, to which the carriage-
wheels O are attached, in combination with the screw
11, for the purpose as set forth, and arranged sub-
stantially as described.

4. The shape given the mold-board of the plow,
with its guiding side-flanges, for the purposes as set

forth, and constructed substantially as herein de-
scribed.

96,725. — Henry F. Pond, Franklin, Mass.

—

Dish-Drainer.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described device for support-
ing dishes, knives, and spoons, while draiaing, such
device consisting of the inclosing frame a and bars
6 b, when supported upon the feet c c, and provided
with the trough d, in manner a,nd for the purpose as
herein explained.

96,726.

—

Charles Raggio, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Faucet-Attach'inent or Cask-Stopper.—November 9,

1869.

Claim.—The screw-plug S, provided at its inner
end TA'ith a valve, d, and at its outer end with an
elastic packing-ring, i, so that the same may be used
in connection with an ordinary smooth faucet, e, as
set forth.

96,727

—

"William H. Rand, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Elevated Railway.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The column A, constructed with -the
two tubular piles a a, united at ii and at a', all in
one casting, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. In connection with said column A, having the
recesses in. m in its top, separated by the ridge n,
the arrangement of the stringers M M, packing o o,

rails R R, and eccentric-headed pins r r, all con-
structed and adapted to each other, in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

3. In an elevated railway, the employment of
curved cross-ties a' a', connecting the tops of the
piles, a a, and also connecting the stringers at suit-

able distances, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. In connection with the railway, substantially as
described herein, the employment of cars or trucks
constructed with the deep body, as shown at T, and
the side flanges v v, the rail R being inclosed be-
tween the parts T and v when the car is in position,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

96, 72S. —Asa R. Reynolds, Auburn, N. Y.—
Machine for Rolling Plane-Irons. — November 9,

1869.

Claim.— The arrangement, relative to the rolls,

of the supporting-table a, gauge b, connecting-rod c,

lever d. and catch-bar/, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

96,729. -Frank Riund, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Rotary Steam-Eng inc.—i^oxemhov 9, 18(i9

; ante-

dated November 3, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vnlvc II, with
reference to the inlet-passages K K' K'^, piston D,
and abutments E E' W, substantially as siiown and
described.

96,730.—John Rich, PaiucBville, Ohio.— Lathe-

0/ntffc.—November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The coitatruolion of a chuck, com-
posed of two phitos, A and H, tlio plato A sliding- on
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the plate B, and secured by the bolts D D, springs
E E, and bevel washers F F ; said chuck, while re-

volving, finds its own center, and operates as above
described.

2. The combination and arrangement of tlie plates
A and B, attached to stem G, jaws C, bolts D D,
springs E E, beveled washers F F, and nuts H H,
the whole combined and arranged for the purpose as
described.

96,731.—GEORfiE ElCHARDS, Pdohland Center,
Wis.— Wagon-Standard.—November 9, 18G9 ; ante-
dated October 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The bolster A. provided at its ends
with a metal cap, B, constructed as described, and
beveled as shown, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set fort'?.

2. In combination with the bolster A and metal
cap B, the plate C, provided with a horizontal ex-
tension at its upper edge, and with a circular pro-

jection, a, on its inner side, through which the
screw & passes, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
3. Securing the stake D to the horizontal exten-

sion of the plate C, by means of a dovetail, screw,
and nut, substantially as shown and described.

4. The arrangement of the cap B, pivoted plate C,

»nd spring-bolt e, with thumb piece i, substantially

as and for the purposes herein set forth.

'

96,?32.— Jasper K". Kobbins, Goshen, Ohio.—
Car-Coupling.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The draw-head A, pad B, and holder C,

when combined as and for the purpose described.

96,733.— HiCHARD B. Hobbixs, Adrian, Mich.
—Sulky-Cultivator.—November 9, 1869.

Claiyn.— 1. The aiTangement, herein shown and
described, of the parts II and H', I, N N', J, and H,
and the bolts r', as and for the purposes specified.

2. The shifting-device e, used in connection with
the chains c and c', rollers t and t', slides p andjp',

for the purposes set forth and described.
3. The foot-rest o and o', in connection with the

slides p and p', in the manner set" forth and de-

scribed.
4. The stirrups a and a', in connection with the

guiding-rods h and h', chains i and i', rollers v and
v', constructed in the manner set forth and de-

scribed.
5. The arrangement, herein shown and described,

of the rocking double-tree K, chains d and d', rollers

V and t/, single-trees P and P', and the ways y, as

and for the purposes specified.

96,734.—TViLLiAM D. Eobinsox, Buffalo, N. Y.—Apparatus for Eaising Sunken VesaeU.—Novem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, as a whole, consisting
of the air-tight deck d d e, the cable-compartments
F F, and the longitudinal partition E, the whole
operating in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

96,733. — §. Franklin- Schoonmaker, New
York, N. Y.

—

Submarine Rock-Drilling Machine.—
November 9, 1869 ; antedated November 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. In submarine apparatus, su])porting a
rotary rock-drill, fitted with diamond cutting-edges,
upon or within a tube, open or otherwise, one end of
which rests upon or near the rock to be drilled,

while the other extends above the surface of the
water, in manner as and for the purpose specified,

2. A tube or hollow cylinder, when forming a base
or support for a steam or other motor engine, the
two being combined in a fixed relation to each
other, and forming parts of a submarine rock-drilling
machine, substantially as and for the purpose speci
fied.

3. The combination of the engine, hollow cylinder,
and a rotary drill, when related to each otlier, and
operating iu mauner and effect substantially as
shown.

4. Providing the lower end of the said hollow
cylinder with adjusting-screws, iu effect, as ajid for
the purpose herein explained.

5. In apparatus for submarine operations, atripo<l
or multipod, whose legs, inclining inward and up-

ward toward each other, have each independent
means of adjustment, vertically, iu substauce as
shown.

6. In submarine rock-drilling apparatus, adjusta-
ble legs, Avhen having anchors or v\'eights attached
at or near their lo\ver extremities, sub.-jtantiaUy as
and for the purpose specified.

96,736. -Henry Shaw, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Crindinq or HuUivg Plate for Grinding or Hulling
Jlfi/is.-November gi, 1869.

Claim.—An improvement in the grinding or hull-
ing plates for grinding or Jiulling mills, consisting in
the drass composed of the projections and recesses
shown and described, when arranged as shown and
described.

96,737.— Olxet L. S.virrH, Providence, E,. I.—
Shield for Arms of Hadway-Car Seats.—November
9, 1869.

Clai)n.—As combined with the arm-cushion D of
a car-seat, a shield, ?«, or its eciuivalent, as described,
for the purpose specified.

96,73S.—James Spexce, Newcastle upon-Tyne,
Great Britain, assignor to John Chalmers. New
York City.

—

Gornpo>!ition for Preventing Radiation
and Conduction of Heat.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The compositioii herein described, com-
posed of the ingredients or elements set furtii, or the
equivalents thereof, upon the principle, in the man-
ner, and for the purposes herein sec forth.

96.739.— Spencer Springstead, "Westchester,
N. Y.—ifoe.—November 9, 1869,

Claim. — A ho,} whose teeth are parallel to each
other, with spaeet C terminating angularly, thesides
of the teeth and the angular tenuinatious being
made shar j£, as and for the pui'pose described.

96.740.— SpENpER Springstead, Westchester,
N. Y.— Weeding-Implement.—November 9, I8b"9.

Claim.— 1. My improved propelling weeder, hav-
ing a tapering blade A, with lateral teeth on each
edge F, made and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The front tooth C, in combination with the
lateral teeth F, substantially as described.

96,741.—Joseph A. Talpey, Somerville, Mass.
—Zf«2/-2'edrfcr.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for tedding hay, and other
purposes, as specified, in which a series of teeth or
forks is arranged to revolve around one or more cen-
ters, substantially iu the manner herein shown and
described, so that, when in operation, they, although
not actuated by the wheels upon which the machine
runs, shall move continuously in the same direction
with, but at a slower rate than said wheels, as and
for the purposes set foi-th.

2. The combination, substantially as herein shown
and described, in a hay-tedder, of a series of teeth or
forks, mounted upon an endless belt, which moves
around two rollers or axes, the forward roller being
mounted on or making part of the axle on which tho
wheels of the machine are mounted.

3. The combination of the endless fork-belt with
the two rollers around which it move.^, when the
rearmost roller is supported in a Irame hinged or
arranged i i an equivalent manner, so as to be capa-
ble of an oscillatory movement around tho axis of
he other roller, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

4. The combination, substantially as described, of

the endless tork-belt and the two rollers around
which it movL's, the one roller being capable of an
oscillatory upand down motion upoa tho axis of the
other, as specified. With means for elevating or
lowering said oscillatory roller, and thus deteraiin-

iiig the pitsition of the teeth, and their dustauco from
the ground.

5. The coaibiuntion of tho tedder-teeth and the

axis or axi'S about which they revolve with tho
carriage and a r;itehet and psuvi, cr their mechanical
ei^niviilents mounted ui)ou the wheels and axle ra-

sp!!ctively, under tho arrangement described, so that

as soon as the tet-th bfgin to t;ike up hay, or meet
with resistance, Uiey vnll I>e held to their work by
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the; engagement of tlie ratchet and pawl, and
allowed to fall to the rear slowly, and to turn and
drop the hay as the machine moves forward.

96,743.—John Tidmaksh, Twickenham, Eng-
land. — Apparatus for Clipping Horses and other
Animals.SoYQmhQ^: 9, 1869 ;

patented in England,
December 2, 1868.

_
Claim. — The employment, in apparatus for clip-

ping or shearing horses and other animals, of combs,
segmental in shape, having teeth whose ceutral lines

are parallel to one another and to the line in which
the instrument is moved forward when in action, in
combination with a plate, (to which a to-and-fro
motion is imparted,) also segmental in shape, and
carrying cutting-blades or teeth, which do not
radiate from a common center, but have, when at

rest," their central lines parallel to those of the teeth,

all substantially as hereinbefore described, and
illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

96,743. — Charles Tkuesdale, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and William Resor and
Company, same place.

—

Stove- Grate.—November 9,

1869.

If' Claim.—1. In the described combination with the
shaking-grate E, the concavities d", on the front
bars, for the purpose sat forth.

2. The described combination of shalving-grate E
and concavities d" and c.

3. The devices /and K, or their equivalents, for

restricting the oscillation of a shaking or dumping
grate, substantially as set forth.

4. A grate-bottom, adapted to be tilted in the
planes of its bars, and about an axis parallel with
the grate-front, said bars being unconnected at their

front extremities, and having contiguous thereto,
and in the same plane, a series of pendent front
bars, v%hose lower extremities are likewise discon-
nected from each other.

5. In combination, or for use with a tilting grate-
bottom, the convertible handle and lifter J j j'.

96,744. — J. L. TusTEN, TVinona, assignor to

Mrs. E. S. TusTEN, Carrollton, Miss. — Animal-
Trap.—JSTovember 9, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in a case. A, having
two compartments, of the door D, crank E, jointed
arms P (x, weighted arm IST, rod M, platform I, door
S, link T, and catch-bar IT, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as herein described.

96,745.—James Twamley, New York, N. Y.—
Whip-Socket—IfovGrnher 9, 1869.

Olaini.—The vt'hip-socket, composed of the lower
socket,' or holder, and the upper locking-clasp or
retainer, the whole arranged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.

96,746.—A. Van Guysling, "West Albany," N.
X.

—

Mechanical Movement.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscillating lever A, constructed
as described, wii.h beveled end. and a slot through
the same, substantially as and for the j)urposes
herein set forth.

2. The three-cornered block a, provided with
springs b b, substantially las and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The combination of the lever A, block a,

springs h b, pin e, and cylinder D, all constructed as

described, and for the purposes set foi'th.

4. The combination and arrangement of the
oscillating lever A, with the block a, springs b b,

and pin e, the cylinder 1), and shaft B, ail con-
structed as described, and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,747.—JosEi'iT E. Watts, Lawrence, Mass.—
Yalve- Protector.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A " valvcvproteetor," so called, consist-

ing of the eluunber or case a, and the foraniinous or
gauze diai)hragm or screen c, the case being pro
"vided with inlet and outlet pipes or ])assages for

attachment, and with a " blowotl" cock, for clean-

ing the dhiphragm of all foreign substances which
may collect tlun'oupon, and the whole being in man-
ner and for the purpose asf explained.

42 c r—-II

96,748.

—

William N. Weeden, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to George Merritt, New York City.

—

Pencil-Sharpener.—November 9, 1869.
Clai'}n.—1. In combination with the point-receiv-

ing socket or socket-piece a, the hinged blade d,

constructed and applied thereto, so as to serve as a
sharpener when closed and as an eraser when open.

2. A pencil-sharpener, having such a hinged
sharpening and erasing blade, and a rubber-, i, ap-
plied to its shank or handle h, all substantially aa
sliown and described.

96,749. — David G. Whitmore, Bridgewater,
assignor to himself and Osborn Wilson, Monterey,
Va.

—

Gar-Coupling.—November 9, 1869.
Claim.—1. The wing H, secured to the rod E,

and operating substantially in the manner and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the bar D, rod E, handle G,
and wing H, all constructed as described, and •

operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the draw-
head A, rock-shaft B, coupling-bar C, bar D, rod E,
and -^'ing H, all constructed as described, and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
piu'poses herein set forth.

96,750.—George Widdicomb, Grand Eapids,
Mich.—Z?ed-^o«om.—November 9, 1869.

Claim:. — The combination of the slats C with
their central perforated blocks x, and their curved
springs B B, and helical cone-shaped springs H, on
the piece G, and with their upper ends formed with
pins which pass into the i^erforated blocks x, all as
set forth.

96,751.,— Jacob Widmer, Newark, N. J.

—

i'\r<3-J.r?«,.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, below the receiver C,
of the open piece 0, forming the medium for grasp-
ing and holding the fire-arm, and assisting to secure
the receiver, when constructed and operating as de-

scribed.

96,753.—Hyman Augustine Wilder, Millville,

assignor to George L. Squier, Buffalo, N. Y. —
Centrifugal Machinefor Draining Sugar.—Novem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The basket D, when made conical or
with flaring sides, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

2. A hopper, so arranged as to feed the mush
continuously to the bottom or near the bottom of the
basket, substantially as set forth.

3. The spiral G, or its equivalent, for the purpose
of securing a uuifoi'm feed, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. In combination with the basket, a receptacle for

receiving the sugar as it falls over the edge of the
basket.

96,753.

—

Benjajiin J. Williams, Philadelphia,
Pa. —- Window-Screen and Blind. — November 9,

1869.

Claim. — The combination of Venetian blinds D
with a stationary or an adjustable window-screen,
either Avith or without supplemental screens B, sub-
stantially as described.

96,754.—Benjamin J. Williams, Philadelphia,
Pa. — Adjuatable ^Yindow-Screen. — November 9,

1869.

Claim.—The stationary screen A, with supple-

mental screens B B, having the outer side-bars of

the frames thereof provided with tongued edges b,

in combination with grooved strips C, substantially

as set forth.

96,755.—Charles D. Williams and William
n. Noi'.LES, Saint Paul, Mhm.—Iiedi(cing Orea.—
November 9, 1869.

Claim.—I. The stirrer or generator I, constructed

as described, to bo worked by Inuul, or stationary,

substantially as and for the purposes heroin set tbrtii.

2. The furnace A and retort I>, constructed as de-

scribed, for desulphurizing metallic ores and chlo-

rizing the precious metals, substantially by the means
and in the manner heroin sot forth.
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3. The application of au artificial light in the bot-
tom of the retort containing the ores, for the pur-
pose of increasing- the action of the chlorine-gas,
and rendering it more effective in chlorizing metal-
lic ores, substantially as set forth.

96,756.—JOHX B. Wilson, is^ew York, N.Y.—
Machine for Grinding Corrugated Knives.—jSfovem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim.—A machine, in which the opposite faces
of the knife may be cut in precisely the same irreg-
ular form, and at an angle to each other in cross-
section, without reversing the position of the knife,
by means substantially such as and in the manner
hereinbefore set forth.

96,757. — Calvin J.Woods and Joseph A.
Phillips, Ceutreville, l\\A.—±'low and Cultivator-
Comb.—Novemher 9, 1869.

Claim.—The plow herein described, having beams
and plows A, B, and C, bolt a, set-screws d, handles
H, and sliding frame F, constructed and arranged
as specified.

96,75S. — Thomas T. "Woodavard, Ansonia,
Conn., assignor to T. B. Smith Manufactukixg
Company, same place.

—

Knife- Guard..— November
9, 1869. * •

Claim.—A blade-guard, consisting of parts A B
C D E, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein shown and described.

96,759.— William Zimmerman, Lebanon, Pa.—Combined Bag-Holder and Scale.—November 9,

1869.

Claim.—The bag-holder herein described, having
fender q and adjustable support I, in combiuatiou
with the truck A, having braces C C and platform-
scale Gr, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as specified.

98,760.—Otto Zwietusch, ]!JLlwaukee, Wis.

—

Pump.—November 9, 1869.

Claim.—A pump, when constructed with cylinder
B, brake C, working without a pin in its end, en-
largement D, piston-rod E, inlet-pipes E F, and
pipes and faucets G- G-, valve H, piston I, valve K,
valve L, cover M, connection N, valve-seat O, top
P, plug Q, fulcrum S, support T, and frame A, all

arranged substantially as described.

96,761.—H. C. Alexander, New York, N. Y.— Can-Opener.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A can-opener, constructed as above de-

scribed.

96,763.—Frederick D. Althause, ilorrisania,
and John E. Allen, Tremont, N. Y.

—

Horseshoe-
Machine,—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the stationary
guide-standard M', slotted as shown, the sliding die-

stem L', dies J' and K', and sliding die-plate H', sub-
stantially as herein shown and liescribed, and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The device for operating the sliding feed-bar J,

formed by the combination of the cam Q cf^ q'^, push-
bar U, cross- head connecting-bar T 11, and connect-
ing-bar S with each other and with the said feeding-
bar J, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the die J' K', constructed
and arranged to operate as described, with the die
N' and sliding fi-ame or plate H', substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

4. Combining, in a single machine, the dies for cut-

ting off the bar, forming the calks, punching the
nail-holes, forming the toe-scarf, and bending and
finishing the shoe, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described.

5. The hollow punch Y', for forming the toe-scarf,

in combination with the other parts of a horseshoe-
machine, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

96,763.—Wesley Anderson, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Reversible Die-Box for Nut-Machines.—November
16, 1869.

Claim.—A reversible die-box, made substantially
as described, with two or more cavities intersecting
each other at or near the middle of the box, so as to
give in each die-box four or more matrices, c, in
which to punch and compress the nut-blanks.

96,764.—Emery Andrews, Portland, Me., and
William Tucker, Philadelphia, Pa..—Machine for
Making Match-Blocks.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the saws b b', the
uotching-cylinder A in the trough «, operating as
herein described, and either with or vs ithout the lips

or shoulders e h, as herein set forth.

96,765.—E. C. Andrews, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
—Filter-Rack.—:Sovembev 16, 1869.

Claiin.—A filter-rack, composed of wires A, coiled
near the middle, rings B, and cap C, all constructed
and arranged, with respect to one another, in the
manner described.

96.766. — Joel N. Angier, Titusville, Pa.

—

TiiMng- Clutch.—November 16, 1869.

Claiin.—A tubing-clutch, with perforated base-
plate a, and hinged valves b b, arranged upon the
driving-pipe or casing, and operating substantially
as and for the pm'poses set forth.

96.767.— Augustus Eraser Baikd, Pimlico,
Eugiand.—-EJarf/i-OZose«.—November 16, 1869.

Claim:—The weighted chute-flap or valve A, ai"-

ranged in earth-closets or m'inals, in conjunction
with a chute-trough, e, to operate substantially as
herein shown and described.

96,768.—Antonio Earli.—Canceled.

96,769. — Jason T. Bartlett, Boston, Mass.
assignor to himseif and Edward E. Batman, same
place.

—

Raihvay-Rail Stdice.—November 16, 1869.

Claim:—The described arrangement of the slotted

plate and its springs, with the screw-bolts and the
nuts thereof, tlie plate under the said arrangement
being supported on the bolts, and serving as an abut-

ment or bearing for the nut or nuts.

96,770. — 5'osEPH Belknap, Adrian, Mich.

—

Potato-Digger.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arched screen or net-work D, as con-
structed Avith connecting-suiiports, in combination
with the curved tines 1, 2, 3, 4, and tine-supporters
C, and handle A, when constructed as shown, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,771.—George E. Bissell, Oneonta, N. Y.—
Farm-Gate.—November 16, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of staples G on the
rails, with horns E, arranged on the post B, in the
manner described.

2. The combination of staples G, arranged on thiit

side of the center nearest to the front thereof, and
the horns E with the hinge and post, said parts co-

operating to swing the gate at right angles to its

ordinary dii-ection.

96,772.—William H. Bonnell, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Lantern.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Constructing and securing together
wires of wii'e frames by passing one wire through
the other, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. In combination with a lantern, the deflecting-

base C, to be constructed and to operate substan-

tially as described and set forth.

96,'5 73.—W. C. Burnham, Blooming Grove, N.
Y.—Stove-Pipe Shelf and Clothes-Drier.—November
16, 1869.

Claim.—A compound shelf and clothes-drier, com-
posed of shelf A, rim B, bars F, hook G, rod D, and
thumb-nuts, all arranged and attached to a stove-

pipe, in the manner described.

96,774.—George W. Carpender, Butler, Ind.
— Combi7ied Seed-Planter and Cultivator.—Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the seed-box,

of the broadcast sower b, planter 6', sliding plate i,
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swinging partition C, toothed segment k", toothed
wheel, with shaft, armed with hooks M", all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

2. The combination of the seeder, planter, co.tton-

seed dropper, and cultivator, D D, aciapted to either

seeding, planting, covering the grain, or cultivating,

as set forth.

96,yy5. — Denison Chase, Orange, Mass.—
Water-Wheel.—ISoYQmbdY 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. in combination with the buckets C,
arranged at their upper edges in a nearly radial line,

and thence curving downward, the rims A and B, of

unequal length, set at an inclination to the shaft and
also to each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose specified.

2. The valves E, arranged to be operated substan-
tially as shown and described, for the purpose of
regulating the flow of water.

3. The chairs I, having circular cavities for the re-

ception of the rounded ends of the bridge-tree K,
whereby the latter may be atljusted both laterally

and longitudinally, by means of but two set screws
L, and detachably connected to tlie base M, to per-

mit the lowering of the bridge-tree, as described and
sho 5vn.

96,776 J. W. Close, Buffalo, 'S.Y.—ComUned
Screw and Pipe- Wrench.—November 16, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The stationary jaw &, formed with the
serrations 1, 2, 3, and 4, on its upper face, in com-
bination with the adjustable clasp-hook D and open-
ings i h, for the purpose described.

2. The angular pin_p, and spring Jc, cast together,
in combination with the hook D, and the jaws of a
wrench, for the purpose described.

3. The opening J, in the face of the stationary jaw,
in connection with the removable serrated block E,
or pipe-cutter F, haviag projection m, for the pur-
pose set forth.

96,777 Maggie Clyde, Brady Post-Office, Pa.— VmhreUa-.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. An umbrella or parasol, whose handle

is provided with joints m m,, locked, oijened or closed,

by the latches J J, plates K, and springs O, said
parts being arranged and operating substantially as
herein desired, for the purpose set forth.

2. The runner H, provided with notches in its

lowffr end, for holding the top or roof of the umbrella
in any described fixed position, as set forth.

96,778.—Nicholas Collig\on and Claudius
O. CoLLiGKON, Closter, N. J.

—

Folding Chair.—No-
vember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seat D, pivoted to tlie front legs B,
and at its rear end to the back legs C, whereby the
several parts are adapted to be folded together, as
herein shown and described, for the jjurposc specified.

2. In combination with the above, the brace E, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.

96,779.—Solon Cooley, Caro, Mich., assignor
to himself and Ceylon M. Kelly, same place.

—

Ap-
paratuh' for Tying Fleeces.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hinged leaves C,
the stem D, the table A, with a suitable opening for
the stem 1), the treadle-lever E, and the notches &,

in one of the standards B, when constructed, com-
bined, and operating as and for the purpose specified.

96,780. — I[ekumann Cramek, Sonora, Cal.—
lF««/ti«y-iJ/ac/u'yt<3.—November 16, J 869.
Claim.— 111 coml)ination with the tub A and the

cylinder B, the furnace, composed of the parts L
and M, all constructed and arranged as and for the
purposes specified.

96,781.—.John Daijle, Chicago, l\\.—Apparatus
for Unloading Cum.—November 16, 1869; antedated
November .5, 1869.

Clai:in.—1. The swinging frame A', consisting of

tlie arms I, rods T (,) and \i S, lugs K (), and braces
Y, in combination with tlie standards W, W Z, bars
X, and pulleys 14, rope KJ, drum C, and shaft B, as
set fortli.

2. The combination of the frame A', frame M V,
Bupporting-pnllcys 15, rope 16, lever F, bar H, arm

J, nut E, and screw-cylinder a, for laying the rope
on the drum C, as set forth.

3. The combination of the frame A', frame M "V,

standards W, W Z, bars X, pulleys 14, ropes 16, C
C, lever E, bar H, arm J, nut E, and screw-cylinder
a, as set forth.

96,782.-Eeederick "W. Davidson, Cleveland,
Ohio.— Machine for Rolling Car-Coupling Pins.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The rollersB B, having grooves a a formed
around them, with the spaces a' and projections h to
form the heads, and the projections a" to form the
points on shackle-pins, substantially in the manner
shown and for the purpose set fortli.

96,783.—John R. Davis, Covington, Q^.—Gate.
—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with, a gate, which swings
either in one or both directions, the rods E and J",

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

96,784.—Augustus Day, Detroit, Mich.—Tracl--
Clearing Car.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The reversible wings E, adjustable to

various widths laterally, by means of the cranks g,

pinions /, racks e, and bars H, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

2. The arrangement of the bolts and set-screws a,

d, and /;, the metallic flanges G-, and the bars H,
when operated for the purpose of reversing the wings
E, as above shown.

3. The bolts or set-screws a, d, and 7i, collars i,

and nuts b, in connection with the metallic flanges

Gr, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as set fortli, for the purpose of vertically

adjusting the wings E.
4. The bolts or set- screws m, provided with simi-

lar collars and nuts, by means of which the vertical
adjustability of the snow-plows D is secured, sub-
stantially as specified.

5. The arrangement of the snow-plows D, and the
reversible wings E, in connection with the bed-frame
A, as and for the purpose specified.

96,7S5.—G-. W. DiCKERSON, Prairietown, Ind.—
Water-Flevator.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a bucket, swing-
ing and emptying spring, rope, and revolving shaft,

of the disk H, detent I, ratchet Gr, spring K, lever

K, and spring 7i, ail arranged and operating substan-

tially as described.

96,786.— Isaac Erb, Lancaster, N. Y.— Wash-
ing-Machine.—November 16, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the hinged cover
J, arms K, and cross-bar L, with the tub A, levers

C, and presser-arms I, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. An improved washing-machine, formed by the

combination of the tub A, levers C, handle D, lugs

or bearings E, pins Gr, presser-plate H, arms I, hinged
covor J, arms K, cross-bar L, detachable cover M,
and device O P Q, Avith each other, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

96,787.— D. M. Estey, Brattleborough, Yt.—
JBeds<earf.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slots D and D', formed in the in-

ner sides of a bedstead, the latter being lengtliened

and also narrowed, to form shoulders for hokting the

contiguous ends of tlic slats, substantially as herein

shown and described.
2. The combination of hooks F with the slats and

grooved or slotted rails of the bedstead, substantially

us herein shown and described, and for (he purpose

set forth.

96,788.—Alexandeu J. FounES, Sun Francisco,

(2ix\.—Cabinet for J>rt(/it'«.—November 16, 1869.

Claim..—'nw couibiuation and arrangoment of the

cabinet, as described, consisting of the desk a b c,

narrow drawers / /, work-table </, l)asket or bag A,

and fire-screens k k, in the manner described, for the

purpose set forth.
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96,7S9.—KoBEiiT B. Forbes. Bostou, Mass.

—

Migging Ships.—Xoveraber 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bending of the square srdls of ves-
sels by the foot to the yards next beloTr, in such man-
ner that they can be reefed and fui'led \sithout start-

ing the foot, and "n-ithout loAverins; the yard above.
2. Spars attached to the foot of courses, in combi-

nation with coui'ses arranged to reef and fuii, as
herein described.

3. Slinging and parreling the yards of vessels to
their masts above the eyes of the'rigging and back-
stays, and above the fore-and-aft stays.

4'. Jack-stays aiTanged before or abaft the sails,

for conducting them to their positions.

5. The arrangement for reefing and furling sails

and courses, vithout starting the foot, and vrithout

lowering the yard above, consisting of yards slung
and parreled to the mast above, instead of below the
eyes of tlie rigging and back-stays, and fore-and-aft

stays, sails be^t by the foot, courses attached by the
foot to spars, and coming down on deck to furl and
reef, and jack-stays for conducting the sails.

6. Attaching spars to the head of the sails bent by
the foot.

7. The space C. in combination with square sails,

bent at the foot, as described.

96,790.—Alfeed I. Frtck and Jea2s Baptiste
Le Clerc, San Francisco. Cal.

—

Process for JRecluc-

ing Rebellious Ores of the JPrecious Metals.—Xovem-
ber 16, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The use of the within- described ingre-
dients when mixed or compounded with the ore in

about the proportions and in the manner herein
specified, for the purpose set forth.

2. The use of acids and alkalies when mixed with
the mortar or ore before burning, and subjecting the
same to a high degxee of heat, to produce the residts

described, for the'purpose set forth.

3. Perforating tlie bricks or adobes before burning
or roasting, substantiallv as and for the purpose set

forth.

96,791.—Hexey a. Gage, Manchester, X. H.—
Machine for Cutting Pasteboard. — Is ovember IG,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The movable knife a. when adjusted
and operated by levers or cranks of different lengths,
or their equivalents, fi'om main shaft, so as to pro-
duce a "shear-cut. substantially as described, and for

the piu'pose set forth.

2. The combination of the lever e. the slide d. the
cam g. and the rod/, T^'ith spring for clearing the
card after it is cut.

96,792. — Daniel J. Gale, Sheboygan FaUs'
"Wis.

—

Calendar- Clock.—Xovember 16. 1869.

Claim.— 1. A calendar-attachment for clocks,
comprising the above-described trains of mechanism,
constructed and aiTunged with reference to one
another in the manner specified, so as to indicate, by
appropriate notations upon a face or dial-plate, the
day, the week, and month, the date on which each
week commences, the number of weeks expired, and
the phases of the moon, all operated by the same
actuatiug-power, and automatically, as set forth.

2. The wheel F, having twenty-nine teeth, the
wheel E, having fifty-six teeth, and the wheel C,
having fifty-five teeth, combined, arranged, and op-
erated as and for the pm-pose specified.

3. The arrangement of pins k h^ h\ Mnge X,
wheel I. and the eighteen pins thereto attached,
arms k K, and the shafts O i, to adapt the movement
of indicator to the difference in the length of the
several months, as specified.

96,793. — Etchard J. Gatlixg, Indianapolis,
Ind.—J5e«'//i.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—An improved beam or girder, foi*med of
two iron plates, bolted to each other, and so shaped
as to form recesses in one or both edges, to receive
timbers, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

96,794.—Thomas E. George. "WestDryden, X.
Y.— Gavel-Fork.—j<<OTemhcT 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of a
gavel-fork, formed by [the concave tines F, their

angular bend at and resting on the hoad B. horizon-
tal insertion in and through the head B, the broad
head B, the handle A, setobliquely to the head B,
and banded to the same by the strap D, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combined whole, fdrmed of the handle A,
the broad head B, the braces C C", the metiillic cap
E. the band D, the angled and concave tines F, the
same arranged as and ior the purpose set forth.

96,795.— D. TT. Glassie, XashvOle, Tenn.—
Seicing-JIachine Fan.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination ^' a puUey, A, at-

tached to the balance-wheel of a^sewiug-machme,
with pidley D, shalt E, bed C c c. bevel-gears F I,

support H, and shaft G, all arranged to 'operate a
fan, J J, iu the manner described.

2. The combination of said pulleys A and D, lo-

cated as described, with the bevel F, reversed, the
crank O, crank-pin h. supporting-shaft G, all ar-

ranged to swing the fan L on its pivot m a A'ertical

plane, as shown and described.

96,796.—LuiiAxM. Godfrey, Colon, Mich., as-
sisrnor to himself and George S. Sheffield.— Wind-
Wheel—XovemheT 16, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the hollow bearings

B, within which are sleeved the arms C , to which
are secured the sails D. with the shaft A, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein specified.

96,797.—A. H. Gratox, Lawrence. Kansas.—
Dress and Skirt Protector.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim. — The dress-protector herein described,
when composed of the parts A B, united as shown,
provided with a distending-ring, a, and adapted to
be attached to the person of the wearer by the outer
straps C and waist-belt E, and the short interior
straps D. and their hooks e. by which they are at-

tached to the lower portion of the skirt, all as here*
inbefore shown and described.

96,79S.—Clemexts A. Greexleaf, Indianap-
olis, lud.

—

Grate-Bar.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — A fiu'uace-grate bar, constructed, as
herein described, of longitudinal side plates, sep-
arated by intermediate cross-pieces, bent or curved
in a horizontal plane, with their upper edges flat,

substantially as herein set forth. •

96,799. — James Grdces, Portsmouth, Ohio.—
Cooking-Stove.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The air-tubes K and L, the latter pass-
ing through the stove, either above or below the
oven-top ijlate, and the former communicating there-
with, and supporting the inner ends of the divided
cross-center J J, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement (in an inclined or angular
position) of the flue-plates beneath the oven, and at
the back of the oven, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

96,800.-MiLBUEX Gl'XX, Jeffersontown, Ky.

—

Machine for Tenoning Spokes.—Xovember 16, 1869.
Claim.—The described ai'rangement of the shaft

K X, adjustable collar L M, cutrer I J, frame A A,
Avith braces C C, gauge E, set-screws B B D D, and
.humb-nuts F F, all constructed to operate substan-
ially as herein set forth.

*

96,801.-A. J. Grush, Springfield, Jn..—Corn-
Cultivator.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tongue or beam A, made in two
parts, connected by a detachable joint. A', and pro-
vided with the axles B D, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the plow-beams H' and
the tongue or beam A, of the bar M and lever 0.

96,802.—Charles Godfrey GriiPEL, Leicester
Square, England.

—

Door-Lock.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bolt-shifter, the fixed and guide-
plates and bolt, or the auxiliary bolt, provided with
perforations extending transversely through them,
and having divided pins or sUders inserted therein,

all arrang'ed to operate as set forth, whereby, when
the bolt is shot, the divisions of said pins shall be dis-

tributed in the perforations of the various parts as
herein shown and described, for the purpose specified.
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2. The arm or stud 9 carrying the piyot-pin 8, the
bolt-shiCter 5, provided with'au arm carrying a pin,

6, working in the slotted connecting-link 7, and the
spring-stop pins, or studs 17, all combined, con-
structed, and arranged with reference to the bolt 1,

to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

96,803.—James S. Hamlet, Portsmouth, Ohio.—Machine for Bending Thills.—November 16, 1869.

CloAm.—1. The combination of the removable cen-

tral form E. flexible heel strap Gr, blocks c c, and re-

tainers F F', g", all constructed and arranged as
herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The levers CC herein described, in combination
with the sheaves M and drum P', arranged for the
reception of a single operating-cord, ^, as set forth.

3. The combination of the forms c E Z, levers C
C P, plate Gr, and follower H, cords J JST, and drums
K and P', as and for the purpose stated.

4. The combination of the journal shafts K' P S
with drums K P', and spur-wheels Q R S' with the
treadle and brake frame U U' V w W, as herein de-
sci'ibed, and for the purpose specified.

96,804.

—

John E. Hawkins, Lansingburgh, ISL

T.

—

Bread-Machine.—ISTovember 16, 18C9.
ClaJm.—The combination of the conical tube A a,

provided with a hopper, B, shaft D, screw-blade C,
knife F, and endless belt H, when constructed and
arranged to operate as herein described, for the pur-
poses specified.

96,805.

—

Lewis Hazlett and Samuel D. Haz-
LETT, Winfield Township, '2a,.— Portable Fence.—
ISTovember 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In a portable fence, an interlocking
joint, consisting of the ends a', cleats c, and cross-
strips h d, all arranged and used substantially in the
manner set forth.

2. The subject-matter of the foregoing claim, in
combination with the cross-strip e, notches o, and
sliding catch g, all arranged and operated substan-
tially as set forth.

96,806.—Chakles HsMPELand Joseph Schv*ttivt,

Detroit, M.ich.Seating-Stove.—November 16, 1869
(Jlai'm.—1. The radiating-case A, provided witn

registers a, door &, ash-pan B, sunken pan C, and dia-
phragm E, or their known equivalents, when ar-
ranged to operate as herein set forth.

2. The cylindrical stove F, whose base is the dia-
phragm E, and whose top is provided with the drum
I and wings d, when constructed substantially as
shown.

3. In a heating-apparatus, the combination of the
case A and stove F, when each is constructed as
herein described, and when both are arranged and
operate substantially as herein described.

96,807.— Reuben C. Higgins and Abkaham
Fuller, Boston, Mass.— Carpet-Sweeper.— Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement, with
the case of the carpet-sweeper, of the adjustable
brush-shaft and its driving-pinion, and the trundle-
gear i, in the manner shown and described.

96,808.— C. L. HORACK, Willimantic, Conn.—
IJ-witon.-November 16, 1869.

,

Claim.— In combination with the stud or button
A, the post B, tube D, and arms C, E, and F, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
uud for tlie purposes described.

96,809.— E. Howell, Ashtabula, Ohxo.— Bem-
merfor Sewing-Machines.—NoYamhav 16, 1869.

Claim.—The hcmraer or folder A, when formed of
the piece of metal B D E G, in the manner described,
having tension-spring II and arm I, by which it is at-
tached to the sewing-machine, all constructed und
arranged to operate substantially in the manner und
for the purpose described.

96,810. — Amos B. Hunt, Mattcson, Mich.

—

Horse IIay-Fork..—'Bo\*}A\\hox 16, 1869.
Claim.— \. The toggle-joint h and its lover //, in

(.onneotion with the liandlo A, tlie hinge B, and the
aolo C. when constructed, arranged, and operating
as uud for tlui purpose set fortli.

2. In combination with the toggle-joint h and its

lever b', the bail I and radius-arm J, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
pose specified.

96,811

—

John S. Hyde, Pent Water, Mich.—
ia^Ti-Jf^fZ.-November 16, 1869.

Claim. — The feed rollers E, constructed as de-
scribed, when used for the purpose of separating the
laths, as set forth.

96,812.—Wernek Itschner, Philadelphia, Pa.—Apparatus for Preventing Horses from Kicking in
the .S'to5Ze.—Novem]«er 16, 1869.
Claim.—The apparatus, consisting of a suitable

numl)er of balls, a a a a a a a, ov their equivalents,
the string b, and the hooks c c, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes as set forth.

96,813

—

John D. Kerrison, New York, N. T.—Baihvay-Car CovpUng.—lSioYemhev 16, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, with a draw-head and

weighted lever, E, of the horizontal slide D, having
the pins g g upon its side face, as shown and de-
scribed.

96,814.— Andrew Kull, Jr., Bloomfleld, Wis.—Fence.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A fence, when constructed with parts A,
B, and D, the parts B and D forced into the ground,
substantially as described.

96.815. — Charles Kuttler, West Hoboken,
N. J.

—

Manufacture of Plastic Veneer,—November
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process, hereinbefore described, of
preparing wood, or any ligneous material, in the
manner described, so as" to render it capable of being
embossed, pressed, and stamped out in any desired
form or design, in the direction of the grain of the
wood, and preserving the appearance of wood of
natural growth.

2. The material so made by my process, herein de-
scribed, which I call comj)osite plastic veneer, and
which, when soft and fresh, is plastic, and capable
of being embossed, pressed, and stamped out in any
desired form or design, in the manner hereinbefore
described.

96.816. — Leo Laley, Goshen, Ind.— Hailway-
Car Coupling.—November 16, 1869.

Claim,.—In combination with the bumper A and
the standards C, attached to it, the pin B, provided
with a slot, L, rounded edge Gr, and notch F, and op-
erated by the crank D, as and for the purpose set
forth.

96,817.— Pichard C. Lambart, Kaynham, as-

signor to David Whittejiore, North Brldgewater,
Mass.

—

Heel- Cutting Machine.—November 16,1869.
Claim.—1. Constructing the pattern with a detach-

able heel-plate, substantially as described, for the
purposes specified.

2. The knife R, hung so as to allow its edge a rock-
ing motion to and from the lieel, in the manner de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the cam D, with the rocking
knife B, for the purpose set forth, in the manner
specified.

4. The combination of the pattern, the guide y, the
cam, and the rocking knife, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. Securing the knife-stock to the machine by
means of the hole s and slot t, to allow an adjustment
for changing the bevel of the heel.

96,818.- William A.Lewis and GtRORge W.
Butler, Joliet, 111.— Machine for Cutting Fellies.—
Novertiber !(!, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and nrrangeraent of
the shaft z, cutter-he !ul j/i, cutting-bits i\ levers 2 and
3, stt^p 4, elliptic spring ^, table b and c, dogs e and I,

levers i, g, and /(., gauge./", and main frame ff, con-
structed aiul operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the dogs
e and I, levers, i, g, and /(, gauge/", sliile q, sot-screw
r. and adjustable table b and e, as anil tor the pur-
poses set forth.
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96,819.—Thomas G-. Lucas, Micldletown, Coun.— Flask for Molding.—jSTovember 16, 1869.

Olaim.—The mold, composed of the parts B C, and
plates E d, constructed and aiTanged as described.

96,830.

—

Haxnah Luchs, Washington, D. C.

—

Fluting-2Iachine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangemefit of the
adjustable handles D and D', the heater C, and cor-

rugated roller B, of a fluting-machine, substantia-lly

as and for the pui-pose specified.

96,831.—William LuKER, Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Aniinal-Trap.—iSTovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The hinged cnrA-ed knives A B, provided
Avith screw K, in combination with the spring ¥ G
and screw L, constructed and arranged to operate as
herein described.

96,833.—E. J. Maksters, Shaw's Flat, Cal.—
Field-Press.—'Noyemhev 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A method of making divisible bales of

hay and any like product, by placing, in the press-
chamber, two or more portions of the loose article,

at separate times, and inserting between the same
a partition or plane of division, the said partition
being withdrawn before the follower is actuated, all

substantially as above set forth.

2. A divisible bale, made on the above method, as

an article of manufacture.
3. The improved train of mechanism for actuating

the follower, consisting of the sliding crab M, the
loose crab-sleeve L, cord K, pulleys d k, strap J, and
tpggies I, all arranged in the manner described.

4. The combination of the door F and follower H,
with the cord / and pulleys P, whereby the act of
opening the door withdraws the follower, all as
shown and described.

P' 96,833.—John Matthews, Jr., i;rew York, IS".

T.— Soda- Water Draught-Apparatus.— November
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tumbler-guide, E, constructed and
applied or arranged for use, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The turned-up edge or border x, around the
openings provided in the bottom of the sirup-tank
stall, for the reception of the tank-nozzles and the
elastic envelope I, and the opening or oj)enings z, at

or near the bottom of the tank-stall, all arranged
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose of
preventing leakage around the tank-nozzles, and
Dermitting the escape of any liquid collecting in the
staU.

96,834. — James W. McGehee, Eayetteville,
Texas.

—

Ditching-Maclvine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a truck-frame,
of a ditching-auger and elevator, either with or with-
out a trough, when arranged substantially as sijeci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the frame, the auger,
and the trough, of tbe crane A' and graj^pling and
hoisting apparatus, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement, with the driving-shaft M, of
the clutch-plates O, chain-wheels N, spirally-grooved
tubes E., crotches S, and operating-shaft Q, all sub-
stantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the augers and elevator-
cups, of the spring-plates a, substantially as speci-
fied.

5. Suspending the trough and auger by detachable
connections, substantially as specified.

'^96,825. — William H. Moore, Jr., Blooming
Grove, Ind.—(T)-ai?i-DriH.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the central hopper
L', adjustable hoppers L L", horizontal arm P, con-
necting-rods O O, shaft Q, and hand-lever S, with
the wheel B, crank D, rods E H I J, disks E G-, and
seed-slides K, all constructed and arranged to oper-
ate as and for the purposes specified.

96,836.—W. N. Moore. Neenah, Wi^.—Cook-
ing-Stove.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The extension-top B, attached behind
the escape-flue k, and providing the same with a hot-
air chamber, d, flue g, dampers h and i i, when at-

tached to a cooking-stove, for the purposes set forth.

2. The extension-top B, hot-air chamber d, fl»e g,
dampers h and i i, when arranged relatively to the
stove A, provided with damper o, flues e e e' e'f and
/, or other accessories of a similar or equivalent
character, as and for the purposes set forth.

96.837. — Charles Motter Nes, York, Pa.—
Manufacture of Pig-iron.—Is ovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the concentrated blow-pipe
blast in furnaces, for the production of iron from the
ore, or in puddling-furnaces, in tbe manner and. for '

the purposes herein described.
2. The use of the concentrated blow-pipe blast, in

combination with electricity, in the manner herein
shown and described, to facilitate the melting and
purification of the iron in blast, cupola, or puddling
furnaces, as set forth.

3. The employment, in the blast or other furnace
for reducing iron-ore, of a perforated bottom or par-
tition of soapstoue, or other suitable material, to
separate and keep free tlie molten metal from the
cinder, ore, and other impurities, as herein set forth.

96.838. — Coxstaxtin^e Nessi, San Francisco,
Cdl.—Beverage.—November 16, 1859.

Claim.—The within-described ingredients, mixed
or compounded in about the proportions set forth,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

96.839. — JOHX W. Newtox, Geneva, Wis.—
Drag.—November 16, 1869; antedated November 1,

1869.

Claim.—The straight, rigid-toothed drag, consist-
ing of the stock A, teeth a a, braces c c, and curved
bow or handle C, all constructed, arranged, and op-
erated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

96,830.—Henky Nustedt, New York, N. Y.—
Satnple- Card for Liquids.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—Frame A, consisting of bottom, top, and
side strips, in combination with glasses B B and
slide C, substantially as specified.

96,831 .—Amos J). Owex, Thorntown, Ind., and
John D. Shermax, Paw Paw, !Mich.

—

Propelling-
Apparatus for Vessels.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the pins J and rods
E, the links L, arms K, toggle-levers M, rods N, cam-
levers O, and pivots e, sliding in the slots/ of the
hangers P, in connection with the tappets g, the
guides G, A^ibratiug beam C, and connecting-rod E,
the whole constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
set forth.

96,833.—Edward Livixgstox Perrt, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Combixatiox Rubber Com-
pany, same place.

—

Eubber-Hose.— November 16,

1869.

Claim.—As a new manufacture, vulcanized India-

rubber hose lor steam fire-engines, and other pur-

poses, in which the rubber is combined with a suit-

able number of plies of fine canvas, such as described,

made of hard twisted and closely-woven threads or

yarns, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,833.—Siram S. Phillips, Sewickley, Pa.—
Barrel-Filling A2)paratus ivith Whistling Indicator.

—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in connection with
a barrel-filling inlet-pipe, of a whistling-tube, i, the
lower orifice o of which is a little above the lower
orifices of tlie air-passages e e', substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of a tube, e', with its lower
orifice o' intermediate between the orifice o of the
whistling-tube, and the orifices of the air-passages e,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The basin d, in combination with air-passages

e c', arranged substantially in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

96,834.-Edgar M. Potter.—Suspended.

96,835.—George W. Prentice, WMtinvSville,

Mass.

—

Mechanism for Raising Top-Boiler Weights
in Spinning-Machines.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the bridge I, or
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other equivalent device for holding the weight-levers

B, the cam-lever H, arranged to raise the weigh ^.s,

and to support them of itself, when raised, by the
position it then assumes, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the lever H, the bridge I
and adjustable standard F, constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

96,836.— Elijah J. PRESTO^^ Eureka, Mo.—
Marrow.—November 16, 1869; antedated November
1, 1869.

Claim:—1. The within-described device for clean-

ing the harrow, when used in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the cleaners R, the divided
harrow O, lever "W. rod K, and plows D, when used
in the manner and for the purpose set forth,

96,837.—Ernest Quast, Ereedom, 'M.o.—Ax.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim. — Ax-polls, constructed in two parts A,
shaped and secured as described, and the bits, joined
thereto by a tongued and grooved connection, all

substantially as specified.

96,S3S.—S. G-. Eayl, Agency City, lou^a.-Com-
Mned Double-Shovel and Two-Horse Cultivator.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the inner shovels B to the
plow-beams A, by a curved standard, C, in such a
Avay that the top of said shovels may be unobstructed,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth,

2, The shield E, constructed and connected with
the plow-beams A, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. Connecting the handles N and P, either or both,
to the plow-beams A, by a system of detachable
braces, substantially as herein shown and described,
aud for the purpose set forth.

4, The pivoting rods Z, perforated swinging plates

B'. clevises C, and bars D', with ea,ch other and
with the plow-beams A aud carriage T U V, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the

purpose set forth.

5. The carriage T IT V S T, constructed substan-
tially as herein shown and described, that is to say,

in such a way that the forward ends of the plow-
beams A may project in front of the cross-beam U
and knees V, as and ibr the purpose set forth.

96,839.—Philip Rollhaus, Port Chester, N. Y.
— Cooking-Range.—November 16, 1869.

Otoim.—The plate B, covering the lower tier of an
elevated oven-range, and provided with an aperture,

&, through which the pipes E can be reached, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

96,840.-George W. Sanderson, Shirley, Mass.
—/S'to&Ze-iJToofc.-November 16, 1869,

Claim.—The stable-hook, composed of the hook A
and spring-latch D, constructed and operating so

that said latch opens outwardly, substantially as de-

scribed.

96,841.—Joseph Sawyer, Sobewaing, Mich.—
Detachable Buoyant Shi'p's Deck.— November 16,

1869,

Claim.—1. The detachable double-walled buoyant
deck D, provided with compartraoiits for receiving
air-vessels, cork, or other buoyant material, and
secured to the stanchions or cabin-walls, in any con-

A-euient manner that will i)ermit of its being readily

detached therefrom,
2. In coraljiiiatiou with the deck I), a locker or re-

ceptacle, G, formed therein, for t!io purpose specified^

96,842 Ira W. Siialer, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ap.
paratuH for Carbureting Air.—November 1(>, 1H69.

Claim.—1. The combination, witii the air-reser-

voir, of the bellows for supplying air to the same,
and the oscillating arm and conueoting rods, tliroiigli

the raiidium of wliich motion is imparted to the l)el-

lows from the crank of the spring-power or other
actuating-niechnnism, said pints being constructed
and ari'angod for joint operation, as sot forth.

2, The employment, in the carburoting-charaber,
of separate cylinders, or other-shaped tubes, of wire

gauze, with a filling of cotton, wool, or other suit-

able absorbent, for operation, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

96,843.— A. D. Smith, Grafton, assignor to
David Eose, Eawsonville, Ohio.— Trunk-Tie and
Clasp.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a trunk-tie, of straps
1, 2, 3, 4, and bandsA BCD, joined together in any
suitable manner, substantially as described and for

the i3urpose set forth,

2. In combination with a trunk and tie, the adjust-

able screw-clasp, constructed substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of said clasp with the trunk-
tie strap G, substantially as described and for the
purpose herein shown and set forth.

96,844.— Charles Spiro, New York N. Y.—
Watch- Windi7ig and Setting Attachment.—^Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of fusee-post, fixed and
movable clutch-sleeve h, and arranged for winding
and setting the watch, substantially as described.

96,845.—Charles B. Stephens, E.iverton,Conn.
—Envelope- Opener.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1, The eraser-blade A, (with one or more
points B,) in combination with a grooved handle, and
operating substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the blade A and handle C,

the lead-pencil eraser E, substantially as described.

3. The combination of an ink and lead eraser with
an envelope-opener, substantially as described,

96,846.-Clement St. James, Pittsfield, Mass.
—Fifth- Wheel for Carriages.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The circle E, made with offsets at its

sides, so that one of its parts may be the arc of a

smaller circle than the other, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Connecting the upper and lower half circles G
H with each other adjustably, by means of the lugs
g' h', substantially as herein shown and described,

and for tlie purpose set forth.

3. The stay-arm or bracket L, for connecting the

forward part of the circle E with the wagon-body,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.
4. ''The combinatioa of the socket M aud pivot N

with the 'bolster C, axle A, circle E, and half circles

G H, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purpose set forth,

96,847.—James Swan, Seymour, Conn.—Die /or
Forming Bits a^id Augers.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — The die, for swaging auger-bits, con-

structed in two parts, B and C, and otherwise, as de-

scribed and shown.

96,848.—Gillespie Sweeney, Now Yort, N,
Y.

—

Combined VmbreUa, Cane, and Seat.—Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a cane, umbrella,

and seat in one article, substantially in the manner
described.

2, The arrangement, with the stalk of an umbrella,

of the arms E, braces F, and canvas or other web G,
all substantially as specified,

96,849.—A. Yan Camp, Washington, D. C.,aud
M. M. HODGMAN, Saint Louis, Mo.— Wood Pave-
m^ent.—November l(i, 1869.

Claim.—The grooved blocks A A, when they are

seated and secured in a concrete bed, B, and
cemented together by concrete b, as shown aud
described.

96,850.- A Yan Camp, Washington, D. C,
find M. M. IIouoMAN, Saint Louis, Mo. —Concrete for
Pavements and for other Purposes.—November 16,

1869.

Claim. —1. A concrete composition for paving,

roofing, flooring, \e., wlien the same is composed of

asphnitum or the residuum of pitcli or eoal-tnr, sand,

and decomposed silex, sul)staut ially as described.

2. Laying the composition, herein doscribod, for a
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pavement or walk by means of hot tamps and hot
rollers', substantially as described,

3. A water or drain pipe, when the same is com-
posed of the composition herein described.

96,851.—Peter Spohn Van Wagner, Saltfleet
To-ynship, Canada.—Holdback for Carriage-Thills.
—JSTovember 16, 1869.

Claim. — The holdback B B, made of malleable
cast iron, or other suitable metal, containing a
spring, C, tumbler D, hook Gr, as above described
applicable to any purpose for which it may be used.'

96>S52.—Peter Spohn Van Wagner, Stoncy
Creek, Township of Saltfleet, Canada, assignor to
himself and Alfred E. Carpenter, same place.—
Adjustable Trace-Fastening.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—The trace fastener herein described, con-

sisting of the grooved socket A, arrow-head E, and
spiral spring E, so constructed that the arrow-head
has only sufficient longitudinal movement to allow it

to be turned round in the socket, substantially as
specified.

96,853. — Alonzo Warren, Boston, Mass.—
Water- Wheel.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. An inner and an outer casing, so con-
structed and arranged, that when the inlet-passages
are fully open, the line of the inside of the inner
casing and the adjacent line of the inside of the out-
side casing form nearly or exactly one and the same
extended curved line, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, an unobstructed
inlet-passage, the inside of which is formed by the
union of the adj acent outside lines of the guiding-
curves of the inner and outer casing, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

96,854. — Asa Waters, Mobile, Ala. — Tube-
Well—Eo\emhev 16, 1869.

Claim,.—In combination with a tube-well, the wire-
cloth covering B, and the perforated shield C, con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes described.

96,855.—George Wellhouse, Akron, Ohio.—
Cooking-Stove.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The plates E E, as arranged in re-

lation to each other, so as to form an arch-like cen-
tral flue G, in combination with the rib c, side-flues

D D, and oven C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The plate I, as arranged in relation to the flues

D and G', in combination with the damper I', for the
purpose specified.

3. The oscillating bars N, semicircular plates O.
in combination with the shaft M and Irame L, in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The shelves P P', as arranged, in combination
with the stove A, for the purpose specified.

96,856. — James White, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Fruit-Box Crate.—November 16, 1869.

Claim,.— The fruit-crate, composed of the slats

A B, studs C, and right-angled solid wood corner-
pieces E, when constructed in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as described.

96,857.—George W. Wilson, Ereeport, 111.—
Wash-Boiler.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.— The cover B, when provided with one
or more partitions C and valve E, in combination
with boiler A, constructed as herein described, for

the purpose specified.

96,858.-John Winsborrow, Livermere Eoad,
Dalston, England.

—

Liquid-Meter.— November 16,

1869.
OZaim. —A meter, for measuring liquids, com-

bining two vessels, d d, open at the bottom and
arranged in difi'erent chambers on the same level,

pistons e e, operated by the pressure of the liquid, a

double crank-shaft, h, operated by the pistons, a
registering-device, operated by the worm p, and a

valve-gear, operated from shaft h, which allows the

vessels d to be alternately filled and emptied, in the

maaner described.

96,859.—Stephen A. Wood, Cardington, Ohio.—i^c'ftc^-.-November 16, 1869.
Clavm.—1. The wire links or hooks C, in fences eon-

structeu substantially as herein stt forth.
2. Tne picket B, provided with notches d, in com-

bination with the wire links or hooks C, wTien con-
structea and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed.

96,860—J. Zimmer, Jr., Halfday, ~m.—Harness-
Fad -BtocA;.—November 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The flexible clamping-bow D, arranged
to clamp the leather equally to the long sides of the
block A, in combination with said block, the bar G,.
links H, screvr E, and plate B, as set forth.

96,861.—John Ahern, Baltimore, Md-.—Com-
position for Destroying Insects on Flowers, Plants,
and Bushes.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — The composition compounded of the
above-named ingredients, and applied for the pro-
tection of trees, vines, and plants, substantially as
set forth.

96.862. — Albert E. Allen, Providence, II. I.—Hose-Pipe iV^ozzie.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The hose-pipe nozzles lined with a

flexible rubber bushing, for the purposes specified.
2. In combination with a hose-pipe nozzle, the

flexible-rubber bushing C, and compresser B, pro-
vided with suitable screw-connections and an annu-
lar inclined plane, for the purposes specified.

96.863. — Albert E. Allen, Providence, E. I.—Hose- Cadder Strap.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the hose

and ladder strap, herein described, consisting of the
strap A, provided with hooks, sliding band, and
handle, for the purposes specified.

96,864.—William Arnold, Pawtucket, K. I.—
Washing-Machine.—November 16, 1^69.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of the
crank B, gears C C, wash-Avheel A, with its project-
ing pins a a, and center-piece E, v\'ith its step O, as
specified.

2. The combination of the wash-wheel A, center-
piece E, step O, in combination with rolls b b b, or
corrugated corner-boards d d, as described.

96,865.— Benjamin Bacon, Morrison, HI., as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to National Watch
Company.—lleversible Safety-Pinion for Watches.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—In the train of a watch, the combination
and arrangement of the separate nut D, and the
coupling, substantially as described, with the pinion
A and the arbor B, its screw and gear C, the whole
being to operate as specified.

96,866.—John Augustus Ball, Grass Valley,
Cal. — Chain-Elevator and Bucket.— November 16,

1869.

Claim.—Operating elevator-buckets by means of
the rods b b' b" c, and the jointed arms d d, whicl^

automatically rai^e and lower the guard and guard-
rods at the proper point, in combination with the
flap-door E, guard E', and said guard-rod c, tjie

whole constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

96,867. — Charles E. Bancroft, Montpelier,

Vt..

—

Seaming-Machine.—^November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upright shaft e, arranged with a
cam or bend in its upper part, and supporting the

horizontal disk of a double seaming machine, as de-

scribed.

2. In combination with the horizontal disk of a
double-seaming machine, the automatic cam-shaft e,

having elevating-screw P and stop h, as shown and
described.

3. The double-seaming machine herein described,

having the slotted base A, standards B D, vertical

disk C, clamp-wheel E, horizontal disk E, made re-

movable, and upright camshaft e, stepped in the
head of the elevating-screw P, and having the stop
h, all constructed and arranged to operate as speci-

fied.
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96,868.—Simon Bakniiart, CMllicotlie, Ohio.

—

Saw-Mill.—K'ovember 16, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The removable parts C aod D, ar-

ranged relatively to each other, and to the frame A
and saw B, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with a portable saw-mill, A B,
substantially of the character herein described, the
end-supports H' and J', with means, as specified, for

adjusting them, not only outwardly and inwardly,
but up and down, at will, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set Ibrth.

96,869.— Edwin Bennett, Baltimore, Md.

—

Fruit-Jar.—November 16, 1869.

Claim,.—A vitreous or earthen jar, provided with
an annular interior recess in its neck, and a cover
fitting therein, the annular joint between the neck
and cover being covered by a packing-ring, held to

duty by a screw-cap or similar clamping and retain-

ing device, substantially as described.

96,8?0.— Albert Betteley, Boston, Mass.

—

Wood Pavement.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A wood pavement, composed of cylinders
or cylindroids, the adjacent rows of which are
scored on one or both sides, and are interlocked and
inclined in opposite directions.

96.871. — Virgil "W. Blanchakd, Bridport,
Vt. — Preserving Frtiits, Meats, and other Sub-
stances.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of an alkaline solution of pyro-
gallic acid, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the cover B, elastic pack-
ing C, movable cup F, and sponge G-, or their equiv-
alents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the vessel A, cover B,
elastic packing C, cup F, sponge G-, and the alka-
line solution of pyrogallic acid or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96.872. — TiRGiL W. Blanchard, Bridport,
Vt.

—

Furnace and Process for Treating and Reduc-
ing Ores, <&c.—November 16, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tube L and rod M, in combination
with the furnace and blast-pipe C, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The injection of prepared fuel and ore into the
interior of a furnace, at such a point as to be ex-
posed simultaneously to the heat of the molten metal
in the hearth of the furnace and to the action of the
gaseous elements contained in the blast, substan-
tially as and in the manner set forth.

3. The tube L and rod M, constructed as de-
scribed, in combination Avith the chamber H, sub-
stantially as and in the manner described.

4. The injection of coal-oil or coal-tar, in com-
bination with the ore, into a furnace, at or near the
point where the blast is applied, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

5. The injection of coaloil or pulverized coal, or
any other suitable substance, into the iuteiior of a
furnace, at or near the point Avhere the blast is

applied, substantially as and in the manner specified.

6. The injection of iron-ore, in combination with
prepared fuel and the chloride of sodium, or any
other suitable substance, into the interior of a
furnace, at or near the point where tlie blast is ap-
plied, substantially as and in the manner set forth.

' 7. Tlie injection of prepared fuel into the interior
of a blast-furnace, at or near the point where the
blast is applied, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

8. The slide P and«i'od M, or their equivalents, in
combination with the iiijectingtubo L, as and for
the purpose set forth.

9. The iiijccting-tube L, constructed as described,
in combination with the blast-pipo C, substanti'illy
as and in the manner specified.

96,873.— Eliam Bookre, Pliiladclphiii, Pa.-
Fastening for Fruit-Jars.—Novemljor Ki, 1869.

Claim,. — As a new article of niunufMctiiro, tlie

locking-cap foi' .scrow-nocjked jars, construct (ul willi
en gaging- arm 8 1) D' D'^ 1)^ of unequal lengths,

whereby the hooked ends of said arms engage under
the same thread and hold at dilferent points thereon,
substantially as represented and described, and for
the purpose specified.

96.874. — James M. Bottum, New York, N.
Y.

—

Process and Apparatus for Annealing Metals.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The process and apparatus for annealing
metals, substantially as herein described.

96.875.— WoRDEN J. BoYCE and George W.
Haines, Maine Prairie, Cal.

—

Qang-Ploi'j.—Noxem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The machine described, consisting
essentially of the frame a b, tongue c, adjusting-
devices e gi k, wheels n, and lever p, the whole being-
combined and arranged for the purpose set forth.

2. The sliding stirrup e, moving in straps or .ways
//at the top of the frame, and held in place by a pin,

g, or their equivalents, substantially as set forth.
3. The lifting-bar i, with its movable fulcrum k, on

the plate k', so that by its link-connection with the
end of the tongue the draught-pole can be thrown
to the right or left, or the end raised and lowered,
substantially as set forth.

96,876.—John F. Boynton, Syracuse, N. T.—
Fire-Extinguisher.—November 1 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the vesselA with the
generator a and capsule b, substantially as herein
described.

96,877.

—

Charles B. Bristol, New Haven,
Conn.— Washing-Machine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two rollers J)

and E with the slotted posts A and B, the springs
k and I, and caps / and g, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and fitted for use, as herein described and
set forth.

2. The combination of the lower roller D, with the
bar a &, while sustaining its India-rubber plate C,
when they are constructed and arranged as herein
described and set forth.

96.878. — Thomas Brocket and Joseph J.

Brown, Davenport, lo-wa.— Grain -Meter.—Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the stationary
hopper c with its apron e, the revolving hopper d,

supported on the vibrating frame i, and having its

partitions arranged to engage with the spout/ and
stop h, all constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the dial- 1 with its index,
operated by the hook or pawl k, attached to the
vibrating frame as set forth.

96.879.— George TV. BiiowN, Providence, R.
I. — Snoiv- Shovel. — November IG, 18G9; antedated
November 10, 1869.

Claim. — The cutter a, so attached to the shovel-
blade A, by means of soft rivets or screws, that the
cutter may be removed wlien the shovel is re-

quired for uses other than shoveling snow.

96,880.—Daniel Bull, Amboy, 1\\.— Carriage-
Jack.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. The reciprocating rack-bars A' A',
arranged on the standards to afford alternate suiiport

to the fulcra of the lever G of a lifting-jack, as speci-

fied.

2. The double fulcrum-lever G, with its dogs L L,

when combined wiih double standards having-

ratchets, as described, and when arranged to operate
as set forth.

3. In combination \Aith the spring .<?, lifting-bar D,
and double fulcrum-lover G, having dogs L L work-
ing on the rack-bars A' A', the sliding si)ring V,
constructed and arranged to operate as spocitiod.

96,881.—CAr,viN L. Butlek, Groontiold, Mass.—
Bit Brace.—NovcmbiM- Ki, 18()9.

Claim.—The jaws D K. constructod to oiHM-ate in

inclined guides d e, l\v menns of a coniciil fiMualo-

screw socket IT, so as to be at all times paralU^l with
each otluT, and to seize the bit by its cylindrical

portion in front of its head.
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96,SS2.—J. K. Caldwell, Allegheny City, Pa.—Drying- Car.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a drying-car, for drying brick, fruit,

gi'ain, or other articles, the supportsA A, having in-

clines a a, semicircular recesses b b, and projections
c c, constructed and used substantially as shown and
described.

2. The combination of the tables B B, half hinges
C C, supports A A, inclines a a, semicircular re-

cesses b fc, and projections c c, in a dryiug-car for
drying brick, fruit, grain, or other articles, when
constructed and arranged substantially as specified.

96,SS3.—Joseph Pattex Campbell, Danville,
Pa.

—

Corn-Planter.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and aiTangement of
the removable cams ?i, disk i, levers K and u. with
the seed-box E, base-board A, and vibrating bar d,

as and for the i^urposes specified.

2. The bars n, u, and v, adapted to receive the
conduits X, plows, Fig. 3, and rakes, Fig. 5, con-
structed and arranged as described.

96,8S4.—L. M. Caprox, TVorcester, Mass., as-

signor to Alexander Bigelow and George Bar-
ber, same i^lace.

—

Stripper for Carding-MacJiines.—
I\''ovember 16, 1869,

Claim.—The combination, with the main and dof-

fer cylinders of a breaker carding-machine, of an
adjustable stripping or cleaning cylinder E, arranged
and operated substantially as andforthepurposesset
forth.

96,SS5

—

George Clark, Buffalo, 'S.'Y.—Stemn-
Boiler.Soxamhev 16, 1869.

Claim.—Dividing the water-space of a drop re-

turn-flue boiler by one or more diaphragms, and ar-

ranging the feed-mouth of the water-pipe near the
uptake, so as to compel a circulation of the water
back and forth along the flues, in a direction reverse
from that of the draught therein, substantially as
and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

96,886.— P. J. Clever, Goliad, Texas.—/Sew-
ing-Machina.—J^ovember 16, 1869.

ClavM.—1. The combination of the treadle A and
elamp A^, with the frame, so that the treadle may be
adjusted to either side or one end of the table, accord-
ing to the direction of thfe feeding-movement, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the hinged supporting-
frame B, the cam-dog B^, and the spring B'*, sub-
stantially as specified.

_
3. The combination and arrangement of the ver-

tically-adjustable* driving friction-wheel A^i, loose
friction-wheel B^, ratchet-clutch B^^ spring B^^, fly-

wheel B^^, friction-lever Bi*, rodB^^, andfinger-p^ess-
er W. all substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the shuttle, of the ten-
sion-spring Ds, set-screw D^", and guards D^^ when
aiTanged substantially as specified.

5. The combination of the feed-shoe E, vertically-
slidiag plate Ei, adjusting-spring E^ set-screw E^^,

carrier E^, and cam E'', all substantially as speci-
fied.

6. The combination, with the feed-caiTier E- and
notched bar E, of the inverted V-shaped frame E^,
stud-pins E, spring Hi, vertical slide E^, and cam
E^, all substantially as specified.

7. The combination, with the rertical slide E'^and
stud-pin Es, of the bent arm H^ H'*, and adjusting-
screw BL'', substantially as specified.

8. The coinbination, with the tension-spring K,
provided with the points K^, and connected to the
needle-arm support, as described, of the right-and-
left threaded screw K^, disk K*, and friction-block
K^, substantially as specified.

9. The spooling-device L, consisting of the rer-
tical stock, arm L^, grooved pulleys L"i and L^, and
arranged relatively to the table and friction-wheel B^,
all substantiallj as specified.

96,887.-Isaiah A. Clipfixger, Xewton, Iowa.
Carriage.—November 16, 1869 ; antedated Novem-

ber 8, 1869.

Claim.—The wrought-ii'on bolt A, in combination
with the reach-head C, constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described, for the purpose of

protecting the spring against lateral and longitudi-
nal strain, as set forth.

96,888.-George Combs, TJtica, N. Y.— Wash-
ing-JIachine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the pitmen N N, and springs G G, with the wash-
boards, substantially as and for the purposes heroin
described and set forth.

2. The combination of the self-adjustinsr wash-
boards E E with tlie springs G G, reel E K,"shaft I,

crank H, pitmen N N, and shafts M il, in the man-
ner as and for the purposes herein specified and
shown.

-98,889.-Edward T. Covell, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bail or Handlefor Pails, <£c.—November 16, 1869

;

antedated November 10, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of a guard or guard-
piece, A, with the handle or bail of a can, pail, box,
or other vessel, to form a handle for the same, by
means of metal clamp-plates, pai'tially embracing
the wire and guard, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of a longitudinally-divided and
flattened or cylindrieally or polygonally-shaped
guard E, with a metallic bail, B, and with metal
clamps to secure and unite the two divisions of the
guard, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

96,890.-Edward T. Covell, Brooklyn, N. T.—Manufacture of Nozzle and Screw- Caps for Oil-

Cans, <£-c.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A separate threaded ring or ferrule. A,
in combination with a nozzle or cap of thin or soft
metal, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

96,891.— William H. Cox and Theophilus
Larouche, "Williamstown, N. Y.

—

Thill- Coupling.
—November 16, 1869.

Clairn.—1. The improved draw-iron A, having a
chamber inclosed on all sides except the end wMch
is covered by the cap e, as shown and described.

2. The combination of screw H and jam-nut i.

with the draw-iron, and a shank provided with the
cylindrical groove S, arranged as set forth, to pre-

vent "rattling."

98,892.- Thomas C. Cra^t:n, Albany, N. Y.,
assignor to William L. and Henry IS.. Boxer.—
Hay-Tedder.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The stationary girt C, supporting the
rotating continuous sleeve or central tubular shaft
D of the skeleton reel, in combination with the frame
B B B' and wheels A A, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the girt C, continuous
sleeve or tubular shaft D, arms d and d', and ribs E,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as described, of

reel-arm d d^, central continuous tubular shaft D,
mounted upon a gu"t which connects the sides ofthe
frame with the stationary gear-rim mounted on the
frame, driving-wheels A A, and a system of gears,

connecting said driving-wheels with the reel.

96,893.— John J. Crawford, Glasgow, Scot-
land.

—

Steam Cloth-Press.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the follower or plun-

ger d, movable racks g, and sockets j, when said

parts are constructed and arranged to operate as

and for the j)urpose hei'ein shown and described.

96,894.—Jeptha Cibdiixs, and Caret E.Cum-
]snNS, Perry, Mich.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—November
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The handle A, provided with the loop
B, notched slot C, and aperturos in its lower end, so
as to regulate the tines, substantially as set forth.

2. The handle A, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the clevis G, tines D, and trigger H,
when combined to form a horse hay-fork, substan-
tially as shown. »

96,895. — Hexry Curtner, Anna, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Eli Eagon, same place.

—

Water-Governor.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
float K, axial rod O, pitmen N and J, and rock-shaft
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M L K, vertical guiding-stem I, ball-valve H, and
removable seat-block H', all substantially as and for

the i^urpose described.

96,896.—William a. Davis and Levi T. Da-
vis, Mcitimiville, Oregon, assignors to Daniel
McCreary, J. B. Davis, and Levi T. Davis.—
Combined Harvester and Thrasher.—November 16,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of tbe main frame A
A', and the frame C, the latter pivoted by the arms
C^ to the rear part of the frame A', substantially as
described.

2. The levers E and F, pivoted to the frame A',

and connected to the swinging frame C, in the man-
ner set forth, to enable the operator upon the rear
platform to regulate the height of the cutting-appa-
ratus at will, as described.

3. A combined header and thrasher, constructed
substantially as described, and having arrangements
for attaching teams both at front and rear, substan-
tially as set forth.

96,897.—Cyrus Dean, BulTalo, 1<(. Y., assignor
to John Alexander Blake, Port liobinson, Can-
ada.

—

Lantern.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The device herein described, consist-

ing, essentially, of the lamp, the glass, the sliding
shield, the signal-glass, and door, and adapted to be
used as an ordinary lantern, a signal-lantern, or a
dark-lantern, when these parts and their adjuncts
are constructed as herein shown.

2. In combination with the above, the match-liglit-
ing attachm-ent E E, constructed and applied as
shown.

96,898 D. D. Decker, Saugerties, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and W. B. Dubois.— Carriage
Fifth-Wheel—Noxemher 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A iiith-wheel, having a groove in its

under face, of substantially the form shown and de-
scribed, and adapted to turn on supporting-brackets,
as and for the purposes described.

2. The emxjloyment, in combination with a fifth-

wheel, of adjustable stops, for varviag the throw or
extent of turning of the mechanism, as and for the
purposes explained.

96,899.—John Otto Donner, Jersey City, N".

J.

—

KU71 for Revivifying Bone- Black.—November
16, 1869.

Claitn.— l. Tke arrangement, relatively to each
other, of a series of fire-places A A, the body of the
kiln made up of two or more stories in communica-
tion at their ends, so as to form return-Hues for tlie

gaseous products of combustion, and the pipes or
retorts L L, substantially as specified.

2. The arches B B, arranged to extend over and
in rear of the fire-places, and provided with distrib-

uting-apertures a a, for the heated air and gases
through them, in combination with the retortsL L,
arranged, in relation to the fire-places A A, essen-
tially as described.

3. The combination, with the retorts L L, of the
beams N N, formed with sockets to receive the up-
per ends of the retorts, and the feeding-nozzles or
thimbles O O, substantially as and for the purpose or
purposes herein set forth.

96,900.—John Otto Donner, Jersey City, N.
J.— Vaci'ii/m-I'cvn and Similar Apparatus.—Novem-
ber 16, 18(i9.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, with
the vacuum- pan or vessel A, and relatively to the
escape-))ipe 13, for the vapor generated witiiin sa^d
vessel, ot the taperiug or curved fiinnel-siuiped rim
C and cup I), constructed to leave an annular open-
ing, b, l)etwGftn them, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes herein set forth.

96,90 J

—

Thomas H. Eulass, Mason City, 111.— Hemmer for Scivioig-Machine. — November Ki,

1869.

Claim. — Ah a new article of manufacture, the
hemmer herein shown and descrihed, consisting of
plate A ^', B C (r, formed as described, and hav-
ing slots c !^, scales c' c', and adjustable edge-turning
block E, and set-screw F.

96,902.—Michel G. Fagan, Troy, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Joseph B. "Wilkinson, same
place.

—

Base-Burning Stove.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The fuel-chamber A', supported by the

cylinder B at a point between the exit-pipe c and the
grate e', situated and use'd as and for the purpose as
described and set forth.

2. The draught-aperture b, with its cover b', in
combination with the outlet connection-pipe c, and
its air-tight damper c', situated, constructed, and
used as described and set forth.

3. The chamber/, with its dampered ingress-aper-
tures g, and outlet h, constructed, situated, aud used
as described and set forth.

4. The chamber i, with its dampered ingress-aper-
tures y, and outlet-apertures k, constructed, situated,
and used as described and set forth. -^

5. The chamber I, with its ingress-apertures m-.

and outlet-apertures n, constructed, situated, and
used as described and set forth.

6. The chamber C, in combination with the upper
chamber A', (and supporting the same,) situated and
used as described aud set forth.

7. The perforated bottom plate, or its equivalent,
r, with the perforated damper S, operated by the
handle S', constructed, situated, and used as de-
scribed and set forth.

8. The dampered aperture t, in combination with
the outlet ?*, and the perforated plate r, constructed,
situated, and used as described and set forth.

9. The illuminating-apertures p, covered or closed
with mica, or its equivalent, and situated below the
grate and above the base of a stove, as and for the
purpose described and set forth.

10. The employment and construction of the lever
G', or any equivalent thereto, for the purpose of
causing the fuel to drop downward, sui)stantially as
described and set forth.

96,903.

—

Edv^tard Faron, Chester, Pa., as-

signor to E.EANEY, Son and Company, same place.—Link-Motion Device for Steain-Engines.—Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A solid link. A, arranged to slide in a
disk, b, which is adapted to, and can oscillate in the
cross-head of a valve-spindle, substantially as ser
forth.

2. The plate d, interposed between the disk b and
the cross-head, and held to the latter by a pin, E, con-
centric with the said disk, all substantially as set

forth.

96,904. — Cyrus Fisher, Canton, Mass., as-,

signer to himself and Augustus G-. Fisher, Nev^
York Citv.— Carriage-Thill Coupling.— November
16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
separate clips B B, trunnioned block b, having coni-
cal-ended trunnion, and strap-bolt a', all constructed
and OTteratiug in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

96,905.

—

Friend P. Fletcher and Virgil "W.
Blanchakd, Bi'idpoi't, Vt.

—

Manufacture of Iron
and Steel.—November lf5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use and employment of a tilting,

rocking, or revolving converting-vessel or bath, for

the purpose of exposing the melted metal contained
therein, in a globular or atomic state, a greater or
lesser number of times, to a j(it or jets of gaseous
element or elements, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The repeated forcible rednction or dispersion of
the molten metal into a globular or atomizing con-
dition by the same jet or jets of a gaseous element
or elements, substantially' as and for the purposes
specified.

3. The introduction, into the blast of a reverber-
ating furnace, when such furnace is combined with
a converting-vessel or bath, in whieli the molten
ractid is reduced to a globular or atomic state, any
gaseous or volatile element or elements that will by
chemical allinity eliminate or remove any deleterious
elenuMit contained in the molten metal, or assist in

the i)roduetion of the desired product.
4. TIk^ use ami employment of a tilting, rocking,

or revolving converting vessel or bitli containing-

two apartments or pockets for holding the molten
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metal dmiug tlie process of convcroiou or purifica-

tion.

5. The exposure of the molten metal, in a globular
or atomic condition, to the flame, or the products of
combustion from a reverberating furnace, substan-
tially as and in the manner specified.

6. A puddling-- vessel, -with its reverberating fur-

nace, in combination with the converting- vessel, or
bath, in which the molten metal may be reduced to a
globular or atomic condition, substantially as and
lor the purpose set forth.

7. The introduction of wrought or cast iron, or
any variety of iron ore, into a converting-vessel or
bath, in which the molten metal is reduued to a glo-

bular or atomic condition within the effect or in'the
presence of a flame or products of combustion from
a reverberating furnace, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

8. The arrangement of blast -pipes, with their
necessary valves, connected with the apartment of
the converting-vessel, in combination with such ves-
sel, and the reverberating furnaces, for the purpose
of suiJijlying and regulating the jet of gaseous ele-

ments required to reduce the metal to a globular or
atomic state, and to supply and regulate the neces-
sary blast for the reverberating furnaces, substan-
tially in the manner specified.

9. The introduction of Spiegel eisen, spathic ore,

or any suitable substance containing a greater or
lesser per cent, of carbon into a converting-vessel or
bath combined with a reverberating furnace, and in
which the molten metal is reduced to a globular or
atomic condition by a jet or jets of gaseous elements,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

IQ. The introduction of any hydrocarbon, vapor,
or any gaseous or volatile element containing a
greater or lesijer per cent, of carbon, into the jet or
jets by which the molten metal is atomized or globu-
larized within the converting-vessel or bath, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

11. The openings at each extremity of the con-
verting-vessel, for the purpose of the exit of the prod-
ucts of combustion, and for the introduction of any
suitable instrument for the removal of the scoiia or
slag from the molten metal, or for working the metal
with a puddling-tool, substantially in the manner set
forth,

12. The lever Q, or its equivalent, for tilting, rock-
ing, or revolving the converting-vessel, substan-
tially as and in the manner specified.

13. The forcible dispersion of a stream of molten
metal into a globular or atomic state in the produc-
tion of any desired grade or variety of product be-

fween the carburet of ii'on, or what is commonly
known as cast iron and steel, substantially as and
in the manner described.

14. Kising and falling pockets or apartments for
holding the molten metal during the process of con-
version or purification, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

15. The use of the valve a in the depression M of
tb.e converting-vessel A, substantially as and for the

J nrpose specified.
16. The use of the stationary disk D, in combination

with the apartment F and olast pipe E, when used
in connection with a converting-vessel, in which the
molten metal is reduced to a globular or atomic state,
substantially as and in the manner set forth.

17. In a tilting, rocking, or revolving converting-
vessel, to which are attached reverberating furnaces,
and in which the molten metal is repeatedly reduced
or dispersed into a globular or atomic state by the
same jet or jets of a gaseous element or elements,
the purification or refinement of any other molten
metal besides iron, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

96,906. — J. M. yLETCKER, Sidney, Ohio.

—

Churn-Basher.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable wedges e, when con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

*

2. A churn-dasher, furnished with arms & h, fliers

d c, and dovetailed wedge e, the whole being con-
structed and operated as and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

96,907.—AsAHEL Franklin, Springfield, Ohio.

I
Flow.- IsTovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constracting the mold-board of a plow
from a pattern laid off substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The mold- board A, having the curve F in the
upper portion running from the point of the plow
backvrard, as shown and described, for the purposes
set forth.

3. Changing the draught of the plow, by means of
notches, ratchets, holes, or their equivalents, on the
back or rear to the main post, for the confinement
of the end of tljie draught-rod, so that in lowering
the end upon the post, the rod \\'ill form a brace to
strengthen the plow when used in hard or sod ground.

96,908.—Joel G. Garretsox and Oliver S.

G-AKRETSOX, Bufl"alo, N. Y.

—

Sash-Holder.—2^'ovem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The eccentric D, and the slotted and
cam-headed bolt B, when so constructed and ar-

ranged that the pivot of the former shall pass through
the slot in the latter, and form a common pivot lor

both, substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The lug h, at the outer end of the bolt B, ar-

ranged with the cam D, so that the latter in releas-

ing the bolt shall engage with the lug, and withdraw
the bolt from contact with the casing, as hereinbe-
fore set forth.

96,909.—E. P. Gleason, iS^ew York, IN". T.—
Lamp- Shade Holder.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the wires B, having
a flattened and half-round formation, with the ring
A, provided with the straps a, when the same shall

be constructed substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

96,910.— John James Grant, Northampton,
Mass., assignor to Charles BE. Stockbrtdge, same
place.

—

machine for Cutting Threads on Bolts.—No-
vember 16, 1869 ; ajitedated November 6", 1869.

Claim.—The tool d, constructed as described, in
combination with the holder e, having a male screw
on its periphery, and the rest / with a correspond-
ing female sci'ew, all arranged and operated to-

gether, substantially in the manner described.

96,911.—James F. Guthrie, Somerville, Mass.— Casting Copper Tubes.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the current-divider /, with the nose-piece or spout
e, and the mold a.

2. The arrangement of the current - divider/, the
spout e, the stay-piece c, the mold a, and the core b.

96,912. — Samuel Halliwell, New Haven,
Conn.

—

Tube-Cutting Machine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim:—Tie revolving mandrel B, constructed
with the shoulder /, combined with the revolving
arbor E provided with the cutter L, and with the
guide N and collar s n, arranged so as to govern the
length of the cuts, the whole constructed and oper-

ating in the manner described.

' 96,913.—Moses Hawkins, Birmingham, Conn.,
assignor to himself, BOYAL M. Bassett, and Theo-
r»ORE S. Bassett, same place.

—

Friction- Clutch.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding bars
D D on the friction-plate C, combinedvvith the spiral

grooves or slots a in the pulley, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the bars D on the plate,

and slots or grooves a in the pulley, the arms E, ar-

ranged upon the shaft relative to the bars D, and so

as to operate the said bars substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the plate C and bars D ar-

ranged thereon, and operated by the arms. E, the

slots e, constructed so as to serve the double purpose
of drawing in the said arms, and withdrawing the

j)late from' the pulley, substantially as set forth.

96,914.—Bowland Hill, East Boston, Mass.

—

Pipe- Coupling.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. —|The pipe-coupling, as hereinbefore de-

scribed, as composed of the right and left or annular
screxVs C C, the tubular nutD, and the duplex taper-

ing thimble E, the whole being to operate with and
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couple two pipes, substantially in the manner as

specified.

96,915.—David Hirschberg, Baltimore, Md.—
Carpet.—November 16, 1869.

Claim-— The construction of tbe two pieces of

leather, Figs. 1 and 2, by which a carpet is made, of

any size or dimensions, and of any color or appro-
priate pattern, as herein described.

96,916.— John P. Hisley, Syracuse, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Henry L. Duquid, same
place.— Method of Lining Rings, Buckles, die.—ISTo-

vember 16, 1869.

Claim.— The method, herein described, of fitting

and swaging linings upon the interior surfaces of
rings, buckles, and like objects.

96,917. — Henry W. Holcojib, Northville,

Mich., assignor to himself and W. Frank Hughes,
same place.

—

Horse-ltake.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the cross-bar C,
parallel with and in front of the axle A, provided
with the plates a and the single rod b, to which are
hinged all tlie rake teeth I, which are extended over
the axle A and kept in position by the plates/ and
rods i i, and springs e e, all substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the axle A, bar E, adjusta-

ble plates F, pins i i, springs e e, plates/, teeth I, bar
C, catch H, and shafts G- G-, all constructed and op-
erating substantially as herein set forth.

3. The spring-latch H, when attached to the rake,
in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

96,918.

—

Phinras Howard, San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to J. S. Josselyn, "William B. Lake, and
B. F. Josselyn, same place.— Woode7i Pavement.—
November 16, 1869 ; antedated November 3, 186.5.

Claim.—In a wooden pavement, constructed with
semi V-shaped openings, the employment of the key
C, in the manner and for the purpose described.

96,919 O. P. Humber, Greenville, N. C— Cot-

ton-Seed Planter.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding valve K, and devices for
operating the same, in combination with the cylinder
E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The sliding valve K, in combination with the
lever L, spring t, shaft M, audpi7i5 o of the driving-
Avheel H, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. The slide s, in combination with the cylinder E
and valve K, when operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

96,920. — David J. Hunter, Exeter, N. H.

—

JBrick-Macldne.—November 16, 1869. ,

Claim:.—1. The combination, with the mold-box
and its sliding cover and vertical plunger, operating
in relation to each other as specified, of a plunger,
arranged to move at right angles with the vertical
plunger, and to feed the clay into the side of the mold,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The employment, with the mold-box of a brick-
machine, of two plungers or followers, operated sub-
stantially as described, the one to feed the clay into
the side of the mold, and to exercise a lateral pressure
upon the mass therein, the other to exert an upward
or vertical preesHre upon the clay, and to lift the
formed brick from the mold, substantially as set forth.

3. The coiistruction and arrangement of the ver-
tical plunger, the peculiar-shaped cam, which imparts
to the same its varied uiovonients, and the devices
for connecting said cam and plunger, substantially as
shown and sot forth.

4. The combination of the drum F, and the seg-
mental flange which it carries, with the clay hopper,
and one or more feed-openings formed in that por-

tion of its bottom intervening bot^vcen the perii)h-

erios of the drum and tlie hopper, and arranged over
corresjjonding feed-plungers, which carry to tho
molds the clay delivered at regular intervals by the
said segmental flange, substantially as shown and
described.

5. Th(^ sliding cover for the mold, and oscillating-
lever for operating tho same, in combination with
the wiper, <;um, ami forked arm, whicli actuate said
lover, to produce tlie reciprocating movement of the

mold-cover, said parts being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.
6". The scoring or grooving the upper surfaces of

the flanges J J', to permit of return of sm-plus clay,
when the same are employed in connection with the
filling-wing c, the whole being as before explained.

7. As a machine for molding and pressing bricks,
the general arrangement and organization of indi-
vidual features hereinbefore alluded to in detail, the
same consisting mainly of the hopper A, with its
orifices d d', and provided with the drum F and seg-
mental wing c, molds I P, provided with the dually-
arranged plungers J' M', and gates or covers k k'^ the
said flanges being operated by the cams O O', and
the gate by the rocker-shaft m, forked arm p, and
vibratory lever I, and the whole operating in manner
and to produce results before set forth.

96,921.—Thomas A. Hunter and John Blew-
ITT, New York, N. Y.

—

Pacing for Buildings.—^No-
vember 16, 1869.

Claim.—A facing for buildings, made of glass, and
prepared in the manner specified, as a new and use-
ful article of manufacture.

96,922.—Peter H, Jackson, New York, N. Y.—Iron Front for Buildings.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cast-iron shell a, forming plain,

rustic, or ashlar facings for buildings, in combination
with the bars &, that unite said shells into sections,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The fiiling-plates o, in combination with
shells a and bars r, substantially as and for the pur-
j)oses set forth.

96,923. — John C. Jewett, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Water-Filter.—KoyevahQv 16, 1869. ,

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of a removable fil-

tering-cup, G, within a vessel, E, sunk in the per-
manent filtering-laed, substantially as set forth.

2. With a removable filtering-cup, G, embedded
vessel E, and permanent bed of a filter, arranged as
hereinbefore described, the outlet e, arranged near
the top of the vessel E, as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The arrangement, with the division-plate/and
removable filter, of the curb or flange m, in the'man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

90,924. —William H. Johnson, Sr., Clayton,
Ind.—Door-O/iecA;.-November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The door-arrester herein described, hav-
ing escalloped segment C and spring-wheel D, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
specified.

96.925.— Charles H. Knovtlton, Camden, N.
J.

—

Mechanism for Operating the Jacks in Lootns.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A rigid reciprocating frame, sliding on a
loom, and haviiig one or more arras G, vibrated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

96.926. — Benjamin Kuhns, Dayton, Ohio.

—

Grain-Drill.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of arm H, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the arm
H, guide G, spring G', having its stop-pin, and lever

F, substantially as and for tlie ])urpose specified. .

3. The combination of the lever F, ratchet F, gear-

wheels E, W, W, W, E-*, E'5, and E", ai-rangod to'gov-

ern the discbai'ge of the seed, as specified.

96,927.—Alfred Lawton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Raising and Moving Coal, idc.—November lt>, 18()9.

Claim.— 1. The moving and raising of coal or other
granular material by mcMins of a car or suitable ves-

sel, arranged to move i:i a chamber wliich oxtouds
beneath tho platform upon whicii is dt>positod the
coal or other material to bo raised, and beneath a
shaft, or its equivalent, so that the said material will

of itself pass into tho vessel, and so tliat tlie latter

when filled may bo raised in tho said shaft, or its

e(iuivalent, all substantially as lierein set tbrMi.

2. In combination witli the .said ciiamber extend-
ing beneath tho platform of deposit, the open lugs i

in tUe latter, each rnishod with a suitable door, j.
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3. The arrang-ement. at the bottom of the chamber
C, of the tracks b aud b', or any equiyalent arrang-e-

ment of tracks, whereby the car or conTeyer E can
be conducted from the elevating-shaft to any of the
openings i in the platform of deposit, or vice versa.

4. An elevating- shaft, consisting of a lower per-

manent xiortiou, and of sn nppor movable portion,

substantially as described, and as represented in Figs.

il and 5 in the drawing.
5. The arrauoenieut, snbstantially as herein de-

scribed, in respect to the chamber C aud elevating-

shaft, of the platforms A aud B.

96,92S.— Fraxz Lehjiaxx, Kiverside. El.—
Horse-Shoers' Hoof-Parer.—Xovember lb", 1859.

Claim.— The borse-shoers" hoof-parer, com<iiosed

of the blade A a and the handle, constructed sub-

stantially as aud for the purpose specified.

96,929 M. T. Likcolx, Washington, D. C, as-

signor *to himself and "^Villi-W.i Eobdcsox, same
^lacQ.— Galley-Best.—i!^ovember 16, 1?!69.

Claim. — L. The movable board B, ratch c, and
pawl d, in combination, all constructed and arranged
substantially as aiid for the purposes specified.

2. The detachable galley-head C, in combination
with the rest B, constructed substantially as and for

the purposes described.

96,930. — G-. H. Link and C. D. Curtis, Syra-

cuse, X. Y.

—

Broiler.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The double reversible gridiron A a a. in

combination with the suspeuding--rim D and cover C,

when the said bars a a are grooved, and made in

circles, arranged concentrically, as herein shown.

96,931.—H. W. Little, Muncie, J^A.—Xeedle-
Polisher, Sharpener, and Lubricator.—^November 16,

1669.

Claim.—The within-described device, consisting
of the supporting-fi'ame A, carrying an emerycush-
ion. E, whetor sandstone, B. and soapstone or French
chalk, D, the said parts being arranged substantially

as shown and described.

96,932.— Feaxk B. Lord, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Hailtoay-Car Coupling.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swiveling reversible coupling-bar

C, provided witb link E and expansion jaws L) D',

operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

2. The pins ft, spring H, and apertures i i', for the
purpose specified, in tbe described connection with
the reversible bar C.

3. In connection with the jaws D D', the winged
key L. apertures a' c, and notches M, opera.tiug as

described, and for the purpose explained.

96,933.—James TT. Loveless and Charles H.
Shaffer, Clark's Hill, Ind.

—

Grain-Binder.—Xo-
vember 16, 1S69 ; antedated Xovember 3, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of the bent teeth I*,

for compressing the gavel resting upon its supports.
and the teeth g'^, which, projecting through the shelf

B, serve to support the grain carried over, while the
sheaf is being bound, suljstantially as set forth.

2. The shell" B and supports C C', when combined
with teeth g-, for sitpportiug the grain on the shelf,

and with mechanism for allowing it to fall from the
shelf upon the supports C C, at the will of the binder.

3. The standards M, composed of the slotted plates

m, bent rods, and spiral sprin^-s m^, and fingers m^,
for stipporting the band, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the supports C C, fork P,
and operating-mechanism, for throwing the sheaf
from the machine, substantially in the manner set

forth.

5. The band L, composed of the loop I and hook I',

substantially as aud for the purpose described.
6. Li combination with the binder's seat, a series

of treadles for compressing the sheaf on the sup-

ports, while the accumulating grain is retained upoiK,

the shelf, and for throwing the sheaf ti'om the ma-
chine, substantially as described.

96,934. — Clovis Lowe, Randolph, X. H.

—

Fence.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the post-foot A, the

dowel-pin B, post C, constructed with a hole, D, in
the base, and panel E, substantially as aud for the
purpose set foi'tiu.

96,935.—JoHx Madden and TJpsox Bcshxell,
Cleveland, Ohio.—r/ijZ?-^'A«cHe.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The thill-shackle, composed of the parts
A and B, bolt G-, and nut H, the parts A and B con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

96,936.—George Albert Mariner and Fol-
soii DoRSETT, Chicago, 111.— Composition for Pre-
venting Oxidation of Metallic Water or Gas Pipes.—
Xovember 16, 18G9.

Claim. — The within-named comi)Osition, com-
poimded as described, aud applied to iron pipes, as
and for the purposes set forth.

96,937.—CheltoxMathexy, Greensburgh, Ind.—Hand-Spinning 2Iachine.—Xovember 16, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, in a hand-spinning ma-

chine, of a spindle-caiTiage and guide-track, with the
bell-crank J K k connected to and operated by the
treadle, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,93S—WlLLJA^ii M. Mayall, Gray, Me., as-
signor to himself and JoHX C. Mayall, Boston,
Mass.—Corn- Shellcr.—November 16, 18t.9.

Claim.—1. The wheels li, to the shelling-jaws, for
the purpose specified.

2. The clamp A-*, constructed with slit G^, and
holes P aud J^, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the flange
L, sheUers X, rollers E, guide-rods O, springs Q, rolls

Y, springs Y, and gear-wheels C E, substantially as
herein represented and described.

96,939.—James McCormick, Boston, Mass.

—

Breiving Ale, Beer, dJC.—Xovember 16, 1869.
Claim.—In the process of brewing, subjecting the

wort or mashliguid to charcoal, or its equivalent,
either alone or in combination with other materials,
and either in combination or not with a screen or
screens, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

96,940—John McXevex, Xew York, X. Y.—
Yapor-Bath Apparatus.—Xovember 16, 1869.
Claim.—1. The i^erforated base-j)Iate E, in com-

bination with case A, and with the pan C and the
boUer or boilers D, substantially as described.

2. The pipes d d e. provided with stop-cocks/, in
the interior of the case A, in combination with the
pan C and base-plate E, and boiler or boilers D, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the hinged partition-plate
G, between the steaming or heating apparatus, at
the base of the case A, and the exhaust at the top
thereof, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. T):e combination of the swinging interior ves-
sel I, tlie outer vessel k, provided with exhaust-port
m', and the case A, substantially as set forth.

96,941.—James McPhail, Charles Citv, loA^a.
—Bag-Holder.— ^Soxembex 1&, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and ari'angement of
the bed-piece A, grooved standard B, notched slid-

ing bar C, and arm D, all substantially as and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the rods a a, levers d d, rod
0, lever H. and ratchet-bar I, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the bed

-

piece A, grooved standard B, sliding bar C, arm D,
jaws G G, rods a a, hooks e e, levers d d, rod o, lever
H, and ratchet-bar I, all constructed as described,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

96,942.— Hexry W. Millar, Utica, X. Y.
Cheese-Hoop.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The packir g-rings D E, of rubber or simi-
lar elastic material, when applied as herein described
in the pressing of cheese.
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96,943.—Samuel J. Miller, Economy, Ind.—
Medical Compoundfrom Oak Bark.—November 16,

1869.

Claim.—The medical compound herein described,

compounded of the materials and in the manner
substantially as specified.

96,944.—Daniel. Mills, ISTew York, assip:nor to

Charles Goodyear, Jr., j^ew Eochelle, N. Y.

—

Sewing-Machine for Boots and Shoes.—November
16, 1869.

Clahn.—1. In combination with a mechanism for

sewing boots and shoes, of otherwise ordinary or
suitable construction, the stationary and movable
jaws, aiTang-ed for operation substantially as herein
shown and described, the movable jaw being actu-

ated positively by a cam, or its equivalent, to hold
and firmly clamp the outer sole to the welt while in

process of being- sewed together, the pressure be-

tween said javi's being released while the feed is jaer-

forming its function.
2. The combination of the movable, positively-

actuated jaw and the feed-mechanism with the sta-

tionary jaw and sewing-mechanism, under the ar-

rangement and for operation substantially as herein
shown and set forth, so that the former may be raised
bodily in relation to the latter, to admit of the intro-

duction of tlie material to be sewed, and also that
the said upper or movable jaw and feed may adjust
themselves automatically to various and uuequal
thicknesses of stock while in the operation of sewing.

3. The arrangement of a ball-and-socket joint,

forming the connection between the feed-dog and
the feed-lever, substantially as described.

4. Tlie combination of the jDarts constituting the
adjustable feeding-device, substantially as described,
and for operation as set forth.

96,945.—Thomas ?^. Morse, Fairhaven, Mass.—Method of Warming liailroad-Cars.— IsTovember
16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An air-forcing apparatus, in combina-
tion with a pipe leading- through the steam and
water-space of a steam-boiler, aud communicating
with pipes which are arranged beneath the car-beds,
and which are connected by hollow universal joints,
substantially as described.

2. The construction of the flue-boiler B, with an
air-pipe arranged within its water and steam space,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

3. The combination of balls and sockets i j, i' j',

telescopic joint k k', springs h h', and pipes D I), con-
structed aud put together substantially as described.

96,946.—Joseph j^ampel, Freeport, lll.—Aiii-
rnal-Trap.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.^The combination, as herein set forth, of

the box A, adjustable frame B, inclined bottom C,
and pivoted false bottom D, all arranged to operate
as and for the poi-pose described.

96,947.-Samuel B. B. Nowlan, New York, N.
Y., assignor to James Coleman and William Bax-
ter, same place.

—

Fump.—November 16, 1869.
Claitn.— 1. The combination of pipe N and cham-

bers 1 1', as and for the purpose specified.
2. The arrangement of the siplion-pipes G and H,

and the oscillating valve-gate J, in combination
with a double-acting force-pump, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the double cylinder A B,
pistons E E, siphou-pipes G H, valve J, chamber I,

and pipe N, with tlie valves K K, when the same are
arranged to oi)eratc substantially as aud for the pur-
poses described.

96,948—William Oller, Scenery Hill, Pa., as-
signor to liimself ami Jami-.s J). ITlery, same place.—Sawing-Mac]dne.—^oxomhcx 16, 18()9.

Claim.—Tlie bars c, levers d d', spring- plates e e',

and extensible connecting-rods h, coiiibined and ar-
ranged, in connection with the cross-beam B, sub-
stantially as described.

96,949.—Charles K. Otis, Chicago, 111—Seam
for Tin 6'an«.—November 16, 1«69.

Claim.—A seam for tin cans, formed by bending
the edges, substantially in the manner herein shown
aud described.

96,950.—Oscar Paddock, WatertoAvn, N. Y.—
Blind-Slat Operator.—November 16, 1869.

Clai7n.—1. The combination of the two gears, fixed
to the bliud-slats and blind-frame, respectively, with
the gear-stop and thumb-piece and spring, to which
the same is attached, said parts being constructed
and arranged to operate as shown and set forth.

2, A blind-slat opener and fastener, composed of
the two gears, fixed to the blind-frame and slats, re-
spectively, and the spring- stop, for locking the gears,
when the blind-frame gear is provided with a central
opening or socket, for the passage of the key, and
the spring sto]3 is arranged m rear of said opening,
so as to be operated by the key, substantially as
shown and described.

96,951.—Lewis A. Palmer, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Frank E. Hibbakd, same
place.

—

Corset.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.— A corset, made in two parts, each of

which is composed of four pieces, which are so
shaped that the edges, forming the middle seam,
shall be of the same length and form, united by a
matched seam, and those forming the side seams
shall be of equal length and different form, united
by drawn seanis, substantially as described, and for
the purpose set forth.

96,952.-Philip O. Palmer, Swoope"s Depot,
Ya.— TFucer-lFtteeL—November 16, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The curved gates I I, hung on trun-
nions e gi, in connection with the slotted arms N,
the pins i. the sliding ring M, and the rack and pin-
ions oi O, all constructed to operate substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The supj:>lemental buckets a a, on the outside of
wheel D, when arranged with reference to the joint
between the wheel and the curb, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

96,953.—Erastus C. Philbkick, Bath, Me.—
Lip-Shield.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — A lip-protector, composed of two or
more adjustable curved shields, of different sizes,
united and connected in the manner and by the
means substantially as herein shown and described.

96,954.— Charles Eelton Pidgin, Boston,
Mass.—jfaftyic for Shirt-Collars.— Isoyemhor 16,
1869 ; antedated November 3, ] 869.
Claim.—As a new aud improved material for the

manufacture of collars, cuffs, bosoms, &c., the tex-
tile fabric of single thickness, substantially as herein
described.

96,955.—William P. Pierce, New York, N. Y.— Weighing-Scale.—jSloYiimhev 16, 1869.
Claim.— I. The pan E, supported on the end of the

balance-beam, by means of a point formed on the
end of a screw, and slightly eccentric to the axis
thereof, for the purpose of linear adjustment.

2. The open loop-piece e, to the lower arm of
which the balance-weight is connected bv a screw.
h, adjustable to form a stop, to prevent the disen-
gagement of said loop from the balance-arm, all sub-
stantially iu the manner and for the pui-pose herein
set forth.

96,956.—E. J. PiNKHAM, Portland, Me.—Rang-
ing Loiver Top-Sail rfflrcis.-November 16, 1869.
Claim.—The shoulder or lip k, apjilied as aud for

the purposes herein described.

96,95y.— Charles Pomehoy, Mattoou, III.

—

Fipe^yrench.—No\^^mhcrl^), 1859.
Claim.—The handle A, hook a. slide B, swinging

lever b, spur b", and spring b'", all constructed an'd
arranged substantially as described.

96,958.— Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Oil- Can.—November 1(), 1869.
Claim.— I. Tlu^ construction of nozzles for oil-oans,

in the manner herein shown and set forth, tlie same
being formed in one piece with the top of the can, by
punching and slitting the metal, ami then bending
and shaping the parts, as herein shown and set fortn.

2. The combination of the nozzle sunk within, and
formed in one piece with the can, aud yluiped as

/^
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specified, witli the soft-metal cap, under the arrange-
ment herein shown and described.

96,959.—T^ASHBURN Eace and S. R. C. Math-
ews, Lockport, J^. T., assignors to S. R. C. Math-
ews.—Hydrant.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The detached ease B, so combined and ar-

ranged "with hydrant A as to have an end-play or
rertical motion of several inches, to compensate for

the heaving by fi'ost, the iipper part of same passing
outside of main stock of hydrant, so that any change
in its position can be easily ascertained, and the case
driven back to its place without disturbing the hy-
drant.

96.960. — Thomas Reaney, Chester, Ta.—Ma-
cliine for Sheaving Angle-Iron.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — An angle-iron shearing-machine, having
a two-edged shearing blade, arranged to reciprocate
in a course, at an angle of forty-five degrees, or
tliereabout, to a horizontal plane, in combination
with a two-edged stationary blade, when the edges
of the said blades are arranged substantially as

herein described.

96.961.— J. S. Eeid, Orange, Ind. — Stand for
Exitihitifig Photographs. d:c.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.. — The knob H, rod L, and cylinder I, in

combination with the cap G, cylinde** F, base C, rod
E, and bed-piece A, all constructed as described, so

as to form a double revolving photographic stand, or
album, containing pictures of different size, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

96,96*2. — Peter W. Eeixshagex, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to himself and John H. Buckman,
same place.

—

Coupling for Hollow Shafts.—Novem-
ber 16, 1869.

Claiiin. — I. The winged bush A a a, in the de-

scribed connection with^he slotted or notched shafts

B B', arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and lor the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the elements of the pre-
ceding clause, the conical notched segments C c, nuts
J) D', and sleeve E, constructed and operating sub-

stantially in the manner and Jor the purpose ex-

plained. •

96,963. — Joseph Eepettt, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Yelocipede.—November 16, 1869.

Claim:—1. The helical spiiugs rr, in combination
with the axle-sections b b, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the helical springs r r with
the cams n n, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3. The combination of the helical springs r r and
cams n n with the levers or treadles m m, $traps o o,

jralleys p p, and support p', together with the springs
r' r', substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the bearings //gr g, for the
axles b b, ribs g' g, brace-rods j j, and seat k, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

.5. The opening for the brake-cord z', entering the
side of the stem t, and issuing therefrom at the cen-
ter of its upper end, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth in this specification.

96,964.— T. M. Eichardsox, Stockton, Me.—
Steering-Apparatv^.—November 16, 1869.
Claim.—The guide K, in combination with the pin

c', slide C, springs s s, and tiller B, when constructed
and arranged to operate as specified.

96,965. — Edward H. Eipley, Boston High-
lands, Mass., assignor to himselfand John A. Kohl,
same place.— Alarm for Letter-Boxes.— November
16, 1869.

Claim,. — 1, The pivoted plate B, and rotating
spindle C, for covering the slit in the door, and for
operating the alarm-mechanism, substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the pivoted plate B, rotating-
spindle C, coiled spring D, dog or tumbler E, spring-
catch E, spring-hammer G, and bell H, with each
other, -substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

96,966.—Erederick Eobbjis, Hudso* City, N.
J., assignor to himself and Philip Lahr, New Tork
City.— Writiyig-Desk.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the top A and case
B, in combination with the frame C, Avhereby the
desk or the table is formed, as described.

2. In combination \^'ith the convertible desk, the
sector-plates E, whereby the case B is raised, as de-

scribed.
3. The supports H, in combination with the rods E

and plates E, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the plates E, rods E, slotted

plates D, case B, and top A, arranged and operating
as described, for the purposes specified.

96,967.—Erank L. Eoberts, Jacksonville, as-

signor to James M. McPherson, Eipley, 111. —
Churn.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The churn-dasher E K, consisting of the

horizontal rim K, with holes Ic A-, and the hollow
cone E, with holes H H, when used in combination
vrith the churn-box A, provided with the expelling-

block G-, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

96,968.—Charles W. A, Eomee, Newark,- N.
J.

—

Hasp-Lock.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.— I. The adjusting-lever/, in combination

with the nose of the latck C, and with the tumblers

d and bolt E, constructed and operating substan-

tiallv as descrit)ed.

2. "The cavity gr, in the side of the nose e of the

latch, to operate in combination with the lever/ and
tumblers d, substantially as set forth.

3. The safety-shield h, iu combination with the

adjusting-lever/ and tumblers fZ, as described.

96,969.— Bexoit Eou^, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himseM and George Haupt, same place.

—Sash-Pulley.—Novernber 16, 1869.

Claim.—The sash-pulley boxing herein described,

consisting of the three members, A, D, and D', the

cheek-plates D D' being secured together, and to the

face-plate A, by stumps C C and lips E E, substan-

tially as explained.

96,970. — J. V. Eowlett, Eichmond, Ind. —
Straw-Cutter.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever E, constructed with an ex-

tension or handle for the operator, as shown and de-

scribed, and used iu combination with a straight

knife. A, and swinging arm P, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The slotted plate E, wheu used in combination

with the arm P, for the purpose of operating the

feedino'-mechanism, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the arm P and plate E, the

lever D, pawls d d', and spring Y, when constructed

and operated as herein set forth.

4. Tlie swinging arm P, having an extension be-

yond the pivot'l, as described, when said extension

is used to operate the feeding-mechanism, substan-

tially as set forth,

96,97.1.—"William Sailer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
CZam^p.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A joist-clamp, consisting of a frame,

B, having a head, h, and serrations or teeth k, and

of an arm, B', hinged to the said frame, and having

at its outer end a serrated block, I, all substantially

as and for the purpose described.

2. The block m, connected to the frame B by an
adjustable arm, B', for the purpose set forth.

96,973-.—Erxest Saxtix, New York, N. Y.—
Toy.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the

velocipede-toy herein described.

96,973.—George S. Saxton, Saint Louis, Mo.,
assignor to himself and John M. Saxton, same
place.

—

Broiler.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A device for broiling and similar pur-

poses, formed of two parts, A and A', hinged to-

gether, and secured at their handles by a feri'ule, or

in other convenient manner, when each of said parts

has an open bottom, and is arranged with an inner

grating, sabstantially as set forth.
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2. The parts A and A', arranged with inclined an-

nular bottoms a^ having raised edges a"^, and used
either with er without a cover, C, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

96.974.— Jacob Sheetz, Sunbury, Va..—Plat-
form-Ladder.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.— I. The locks P, placed upon both sides of

the standards, and so arranged that they will catch

and secure the platform at any desired place, sub-

stantially as described.
2. The standards A, joined together by the cross-

I)ieees B, sections D, braces G-, arms H, secured to-

gether by the cross-piece d, platform K, screw L,

rope M, friction rollers N, locks P, and hook E,
when all are arranged and combined, substantially

as specified.

96.975. — George H. Sellers, Wilmington,
Del.

—

Machine for Rolling Tubes.—November 16,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the suspended
mandrel with the shaping and the compressing rolls,

adjustable relatively to the axis of the mandrel, the
combination being and operating substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination,with the rolls, of the mandrel,
the clamping -stand, and the rotating-wheel, the com-
bination being and operating substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of adjustable rolls, having re-

versible rotary motion, with an interposed mandrel,
which follows the ingot after it has passed through
the roll, the combination being and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with the rolls, of the tubular
following-mandrel, the combination being and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

96,976.—GrEORGE Shatswell, Waukcgan, 111.—Railway-Car Coupling.—November 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The catch Z, arranged to have a sliding

and swinging movement in the bumper A, and pro-
vided with a curved plate M b, in combination with
the spring L, rope S, and coupling-bars C D D, the
latter being provided with a lug, E, as set forth.

96,977.—Daniel Sherwood, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to Woods, Sherwood and Company, same
l)lace.

—

Hanging Basket.—November 16, 1869
Claim. — The hanging basket, constructed of

twisted wire, provided with suspenders of the same
material, and a receptacle within, and of the same
conformation as the basket for holding the flowers,

&c., substantially as described and set forth.

96,978.—Merrill B. Sherwood, Jr., Buffalo,

N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Curing M&at.—November 16,

1869.
Claim.—1. The vessel A, constructed as described,

having an opening large enough to admit a full

charge of meat or fish at one time, and closing with
a tight head, for the purpose of salting meats or fish

by vacuum, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The crate or vessel B, constructed as described,
to be used as a vehicle to convey meat or fish into
the vacuum-vessel, and capable of carrying a full

cliarge at onetime, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the platform-car D, having
frames h h and hinged pieces i i, for the purpose of
carrying one or more crates to and from the ves-
sel in which the meats or fish are salted, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. Tlie above-described process of salting meats or
fish, by producing a vacuum on said meats or fisli

after the brine is on them or covers them, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

96,979.—James Simpson, Cordova, 111— Culti-
vator.—November l(i, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Tlie combination of the adiustal)le
plows d and e, and the shovel c, with the beam a and
handles b, all arranged as described.

2. The detaciiablo shovel c, and the adjustable stem.
I, constructed and applied to the beam as herein set
forth.

3. The reversible brace-rod h\ iu combination
with recessed and detachable blocks j*, arranged to
0i)erate as described.

43 G P—II

96,980.—Charles E. Smith, Goffstown, N. H.
—Blind-Ra'ik.—Noyemher 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lazy-tongs, and its clamp-screw and nut, with the
series of teeth, and the slotted carrier, substantially

as specified.

96.981.—Earle a. Smith, Waterbury, Conn.

—

Buckle for Clothing.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described buckle for clothing,

consisting of the frame BCD, with the tuck-bar E,
and hinge-bar G, secured to the frame, substantially

as set forth.

96,983. — Hiram Smith, Norwalk, Ohio. —
Jointed Pipe- Connection.—November 16, 1869.

Claitn.—The sections of pipe A B, standard D,
and swiveled or hinged stem F, as arranged and
combined to operate conjointly in the manner sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

96,983.—JoHANN M. Schmidt, New Albany,
Ind.

—

Spring.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring C, slotted

at the ends, and its leaves held in position as de-

scribed, with the caps D D and hangers E E, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

96,984.—John W. Smith, Washington, D. C,
assignor to John C. Pedrick and Benjamin Een-
NER, for five-eighths interest.

—

Concrete Compound
for Pavements, <&c.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture or preparation of the
compound, substantially as herein described, and for

the purposes to which the same is found adapted,

96,985.-Peter J. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Conrad B. Andress, Benjamin
F. Pine, Horatio G. Sickle, Thomas Woods, and
John Q. Ginnodo, same place.

—

Brick-Machine.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The external pressure-plate S, sup-
ported between levers N N', by pins j, sliding in
slots k, and operated by cams in m upon connecting-
bars M M, all constructed and arranged as herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the shaft T, having a cam,
m', on its inner end, and the lever P connected with
its outer end, the said lever being held at its outer
end by pins q q, whereby the said cam m' has a j)ar-

tial turn given it, and produces a second pressure on
the bricks in its action on the ends of the piston-
rod e, substantially as described.

96,986.-liOLAND H. Smith, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignor to James S. and T. B. ATTERBURr, same
place.

—

Lamp.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A lamp which has a fluid-reservoir, of
glass or other vitreous substance, connected to its

pedestal by means of a screw-thread, formed on the
peg of the said reservoir, and a corresponding thread
on the pedestal or sleeve thereof, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A lamp reservoir, of glass, or other vitreous
substance, produced with a screw-thread upon its

peg e, substantially as described.
3. A lamp-pedestal, having a screw-socket in it,

adai)ted for receiving the screw - tlireaded peg of
glass lamp-reservoir, substantially as described.

4. A lamp-reservoir, of glass, or other vitreous
substance, produced with a screw-thread upon the
neck or flange d, which surrounds the opening iu

the reservoir, substantially as described.

96,987.— Thomas Smith, Jr., Boston, Mass.—
Top for Sirup-Pitchers.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1, The construction of the encircling
ring B for the body of tlie pitcher, witli the spindle
or ])ivot a, from one piece of metal, as shown and
described.

2. In combination with the encircling ring B, as
constructed, the top A, as shown and described.

96,988.-Hiram F. Snow and James H. Davis,
Dover, N. U — Coinpositio)i for Paveni,ents. — No-
vember 16. 1869.

Claim. — 1. The employment of sulphuric acid
with coal-tar, wliou used with sawdust, and sand or
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gravel, or a mineral matter, in the formation of a
composition, as set forth.

2. The employment of snlphuric acid -n-ith coal-

tar and resin, when used Trith sawdust and sand, or
gravel, or a mineral substitute therefor, in the mak-
ing of a composition for the purpose as specified.

96,989. — Daxiel E. Somes, Washington, D.
C.

—

Mean^ for Ycntilating, Cooling, and Warming
Beds.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A mattress, bed-sack, or pillow, the
covering of which is composed of air-tia:ht material,
having perforations, or their equivalents, as de-

scribed.
2. The mattress or bed-sack B or pillow C,

ventilated as described, either by drawing air from,
or forcing it Into the same.

3. In combination with the mattress or bed-sack
B, or pillow C, the reservoir D, wherein air may be
compressed and stored, as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. In combination with the mattress or bed-sack
B, or pillow C, the reservoir D, provided with
means for warming or cooling the air therein, or
both, as described.

96,990. — Samuel "VT. Soule, Milwaukee,
TTis.

—

Paging-'Machine.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the rotary
type-disks B C D, of the locking-dogM and feeding-
"dog X, connected, to slide in unison, by means of

the cross-shaft L, and the one of which (N) has also

a swinging motion communicated to it, to effect the
feed of said disks, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the bell- crank 0, the spring
P, the stop E, the cam or guide Q, the locking-dog
M, also feeding-dog X, and the rotating type-djsks^
provided with notches or slots, i i and J j, for action
in concert with a stepped shoulder, h, to the feed-
ing-dog, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the feeding-dog 3>r, of
the reversible cam Q, for changing the direci:ion in
feed of the rotary disks, substantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of double sets of units on the
unit-disk, in combination with single sets of units on
the adjacent type-disks, essentially as herein set
forth.

5. The combination of the locking-dog M, the
feeding-dog ^ST, the rotating type-disks B C I), the
reversible cam or guide 0, the stud or projection I,

on the feeding-dog, the spring S, the bell-crank O,
the spring P, and stop B. substantially as and for the
purpose or pua'poses specified.

6. The combination, with the unit-type disk, hav-
ing two consecutive sets of units, "and adjacent
disks having but single sets of unit-types, of a feed-
ing-dog or device common to the several disks, and
made leversible in its action as regards the feed of
said disks, essentially as described."

96,991.—William Spauks, ISTew York, X. T.—
Coal-Screen.— Xovember 16, 1869; antedated Xo-
\ember 5, 1869.

Claim. — The screen Z;, the hopper &, with a con-
verging bottom, and appendages d, e,f, g, h. i, and
0, combined, constructed, and operating in the
manner described, or their equivalents.

96,992.—Hekky Splitdorf, Xew York, X.Y.—
Telegraph-Sounder.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The sounding-box D. elevated on posts F,
and having the anvil G secured directly onIts top,
and openings in its sides to increase the sound and
allow the passage of the tightening-spring, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

96,993.—William M. Stevexs6x and Austik
Peakce, Harmony, Pa., assignors to themselves and
G-EOKGE E. BLandy, Boston, Mass. — tacking for
Pistons and Yalves.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the auxiliary ring c

and its chamber or groove &, with each or either of
the main rings C C, and with passages df. for lead-
ing the steam to the inner periphery of the main
ring, and thence into the groove 6 of such main ring,
the whole being substantially as and to operate as
hereinbefore explained.

96,994.—John Stowell, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Baking-Powder.—Xovember 16, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The use of bitartrate of ammonia, witli

an alkaline carbonate, substantially as described, for
the purpose of raising bread.

2. A baking-powder, made up of bitartrat* of
ammonia and an alkaline carbonate, substantially as
above described,

96,995.—B. Stuckavisch, Terre Haute, Ind.

—

Brick-MacJdne.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable guides 1 1, constracted
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The platform P, in combination with guides 1 1,.

when said guides are constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

3. The parts herein mentioned, when all are con-
structed, combined, and arranged together in a
brick-machine, as and for the purpose described.

96,996.—HiROM C. SxouFFER, East Lewistown,
assignor to George Smith, Lowellville, Ohio.

—

Hay-Elevator.—Xovember 16, 1869 ; antedated May
17. 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tube M, rope L,
and catch J, with the block E. lever H, and trip I,,

all constructed and arranged to operate in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose substantially as described.

96,997.—Augustus Hexry Tait, Jersey City,
X. J.

—

Still for Di-itilliiig Xavlitha and Petroleum.—
Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—Thet'ipe G, with its stop-cock 3, in com-
bination with the pipe C, ascending worm E, pipe-

E, and condenser H I, all constructed and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

96,998.- Henry Tauszky, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignor to Eli D. Bannister and Budolph
Tauszky.—Process ofPreparing Grain for Distilla-

tion.—y:o\embeT 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The process of preparing grain, as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The rollers b^ b^, in combination with roller a
and rollers fP (Z-, when constructed and arranged
substantially as described, and eifecting the process
specified.

3. In combination with the rollers b' b^, the knives
c^ c2, as and for the purposes herein described.

4. In combination with the rollers d^ d^, the
knives n^ n^, as and for the pm-pose herein described.

96,999. — Henry Taylor and Joseph M.
Coale, Baltimore, Md.

—

Safety-Valve.— Xovember
16, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the two valves, one
large and the other small, with the coiled spring,
and the bearing-levers and steam-ways, so that the
valve shall be held shut when the steam is below the
regulated pressure, and opened by the steam when it

rises above the designated pressure, substantially as
and for the purpose described and represented.

97,000.—Anson P. Thayer. Syracuse, X. Y.—
Machine for Grinding the Cutters of Mowing-Ma-
chines.—Xovember 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with a grinding-
stone and operating-mechanism arranged on a
breast-stock, of one^ or more adjustable guides,

arranged to bear and slide back and forth on the
cutters or cutter-bar, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the breast-stock, of
the supports for the stone-mandrel for maintain-
ing the stock in line with the edge of the cutter
being grotmd, while the plane of the stone is per-

pendicular to the cutter-bar, substantially as speci-

fied.

97,001. — Eli Thayer, Worcester. Mass.. as-

signor to himself and Marshall Cowing, Xew
York City. — Mode of Collecting and Storing Car-
bonic Acid for Extinguishing Fires.—Xovember 16,

X869.
Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of extinguishing fires, the same consisting

in storing the carbonic-acid gas, or other equivalent

gas, in one or more reservoirs, under pressure, and
connecting said reservoirs with suitable pipes, a»
described.
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97,002.—Albert Thompson, Norway, Me., as-

signor to himself and G. T. Wheelek, Ridgway,
Ta.—File.—NoYemher 16, 1869.

Claim. — An improved single-cut flat file, having
teeth whose planes of strike or prolongation from
the opposite sides shall cross each other, but whose
dip or pitch on the two sides shall be shown in longi-

tudinal section, as lying in the same or parallel

planes, all as shown and described.

97,003.—James P. Tibbits, ITew York, IsT. Y.—
Book-RacIc.—NoYembev 16, 1869.

Claim.—The book-rack for pews, composed of the
body A, hinged and forwardly-tilting front 6, elastic

straps c, cover or covers g, hinged to the top-piece
m, and furnished with a stud or studs, a', to operate
in conjunction with a spring-catch or catches, &',

the whole arranged as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

97.004. — Christian Yolckmann, Columbus,
Ohio, assignor to Otto Dhesel, John Seltzer, and
Philip A. Schlapp, same place. — Artificial Mar-
6Ze.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The preparation of the various com-
pounds, and the combining of the same, sul)stan-

tially in the manner as hereinbefore set forth, for
the purpose of producing artificial marble.

2. An artificial marble, composed of the above-
named ingredients, compounded substantially as
hereinbefore specified, and to be used in sheets for
ceilings, walls of houses or rooms, or otherwise, or
to be molded into mantels, counters, furniture, vases,
urns, columns, obelisks, monuments, &c., and useful
and applicable for all other purposes to which genu-
iu'e marble is apjilied, besides being susceptible of
many uses to which genuine marOe cannot be prac-
tically applied.

3. The process of polishing the marble so pro-

duced, substantially in the manner and by means of
the ingredients hereinbefore set forth, so as to give
it a brilliant and durable gloss, equal if not superior
to that of polished genuine marble.

97.005. — A. S. YORSE, Des Moines, Iowa.

—

School-Desk.—^oyemhev 16. 1869.

Claim,. — The combination of the end frames A,
having the guides A', and projections a and h, writ-
ing-table D, and levers F, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth,

97.006. — Joseph M. Ward, Oxford, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Thomas B. White, same
place.

—

Drier.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — The drawers G- H, constructed with in-

clined bottoms I J, and arranged, relatively to the
stove D, as herein shown and described, tor the pur-
poses set forth.

97,007. — Alexander Warfield, Alexandria,
Ya.

—

Compon7id Soap.—November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The compound for soap above described,
when made substantially of the ingredients and in
the manner herein set forth.

97.008. — Henry P. Watts, Lynchburg, Ya.,
assignor to himrself and James A. Cooley. — Corn-
Sheiler.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the standard A,
flanged outer rings E, inner revolving ring D, par-
allel guide-bars E, jaws F, knife I, guide-frames Gr,

spiral or equivalent springs H, and two cranks J,

with each other, said parts being constr'ucted and
arranged substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

97.009. — GEOr.GE W. Wheeler, 2d, New Ips-
wich, N. K.—Vehicle for Transporting Machines.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—A carriage for transporting mowing-ma-
chines, composed of the frame a, coustructe(f and
arranged upon an axle and wheels, substantially as
shown and set forth.

97.010. — Charles P. Whitman, Charlemont,
Mass., assignor to himself and W. C. Dodge, Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Bit-Stock Fastening.—November 16,

1869,

Claim.—1. A bit-stock, having a socket, a, formed
in its end, to receive the shank of the bit, with a
screw-thread formed on its exterior, and a cap, B,
with a corresponding internal screw-thread, with
the openings d e formed in it, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The cap B, having a circular opening in its end,
of such a size as to receive the stem of the bit, but
not large enough to permit the shoulders of the shank
to pass through it, said opening being connected, by
lateral passage, with an opening in the side of the
cap, of suflScient size to permit the shank of the bit
to be inserted therein, substantially as described.

97,011.- T. P. Wilcox, Hebron, Ind.— Ifafer-
Elevator.—November 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In a water- elevator, the combination
with a single crank shaft C, of the two drams E F
thereon, each furnished with an independent rope
or chain, for raising and lowering an indeijendent
bucket, and ahvays turning with said shaft, and in
the same direction with it, and secured thereto by
staples and pin, or other releasing and adjusting
mechanism for adjusting the rope or chains to the
height of the water in the well, the whole arranged
to operate as and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with a single shaft, and the
two drums secured thereon by staples and pin, or
other releasing and adjusting mechanism, each of
said drums containing the rope or chain of one of a
pair of alternating buckets, the two hinged and
linked pawls, and a single star-ratchefc, in which the
two pawls work, the whole being arranged to oper-
ate in the manner and for the purpose described.

97,013.—Daniel Witt and Aaron Wait, Hub-
bardston, Mass.

—

Handle for Brushes, Cards, die.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The lower fork 6', extended beyond the
other, to form a long bearing to receive the strain
which is counteracted by the short fork &, when the
two forks are cast with a body, C, having a socket
at the opposite end, and the parts form a cast-metal
connection, as a new article of manufacture.

97,013. — David J. Wilcox^^on, Milan, Ohio,
assignor to himself and A. J. Moavry, same place.

—

Mode of Attaching Heats to Wagons.—November 16,

1869.

Claim.—In combination with the slotted tenon a,

the key F, for securing it in place, when said key is

held by a pin, /i, sliding in a slot, k, suj3stantially as
herein set forth.

97,014. — George Baldwin Woodruff and
George Browning, London, England, assignors to
"The Singer Manufacturing" Company/' New
York City.— Sexving-Machine for Button-JELoles.—
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a sewing-machine,
of the table thereof, with a cutting-blade.'to cut the
slit for the button-hole, substantially as before set
forth.

2. The combination of the table, cutting-blade,
and cutting-block, with mechanism, by which the
blade and block are caused to approach each other
simultaneously, from opposite sides of the table, sub-
stantially as before set forth.

'3. The combination of the cutting-blade and cut-
ting-block, by a link, in such manner that the strain
of cutting, and holding for cutting, are made to
counteract each other, so that the machine is re-

lieved of the strain, substantially as before set forth.
4. Tlio combination of tlie euttino--blade and

the movable stock tliereof, with a handle, by means
of whieli the said stock may be brought rapidly into
position for cutting, and moved comparatively
slowly, but with great force, during cutting, sub-
stantially as before set forth.

5. The combination of the under jaw of a forked
cloth-clamp, with oscillating movable jaws, which
adapt themselves to variations in the 'thickness of
the fabric, substantially as before set forth.

6. The combination of the forks of the jaws of the
cloth-clamp, with uiocluinisni for moving said forks

apart laterally, after the cloth is clamped, so as to

spread the button-holo lor sowing, subsluutially as
before set forth.
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7. The combination of the forted cloth-clamp with
the blade for cutting the cloth, so that the cloth may
be cut while it is clamped, substantially as before
set forth.

8. The combination of the table-plate of the sew-
ing-machine, the forked clamp for holding tie mate-
rial, and the blade for cutting it, so tliat the work
may be cut in the same clamp in which it is sewed,
substantially as before set forth.

9. The combination of the clamp Avith the feeding-
mechanism, (for moving it during sewing,) and with
a cutting-blade arranged at one side of such mech-
anism, by means of a pin, by which the clamp may
be secured reciprocally in the proper position rela-

tively to the cutting-blade, and in the x^roper posi-
tion relatively to the feeding-mechanism, substan-
tially as before set forth.

10. The combination of the needle, carried in the
reciprocating guide-box of the sewing-machine Avith

a filling in the throat of the table-plate, to prevent
the deflection of the needle, substantially as before
set forth.

11. The combination of the table of the sewing-
machine with an inclined wall-guide, for the needle
beneath the table, so as to gui^e the point of the
needle out of the path of the looper, the whole con-
.structed to operate substantially as before set forth.

97,015.—SoLOMOX H. "Woods, Berlin, assignor
for one-half to Russell S. Gladwin, West Merideu,
Conn.

—

Die for Making Shears.—ifovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—The dies, constructed as shown and de-

scribed, for forming scissors or shears from a
wrought blank, substantially in the manner as herein
specified.

97,01 6.—Hakvey A. Wright, Logausport, Ind.
—Signal-Lialit for Railroad-Cars.— K'ovember 16,

1869.

Clairn.—The combination and an^angement of the
horizontally-revolving angular arms h h, carrying
dniferent-colored lights or signals, and the single

horizontally-revolving arm h', carrying a light "or

signal corresponding in color to one of those on the
angular arms, the two ai-ms being separated from
each other, and serving to indicate, by their relative

movements, the direction and speed of the train
substantially as described.

97,017. — James J. Johnston, Allegheny, Pa.
assignor to himself, Alexander Postley, Samuel
H. Nesbit, J. C. Pekshing, Lewis Peterson, and
Thomas Fawcett, same place, and John Hunter,
AUiance, Ohio.

—

Process of Manufacturing Steel.—
ISovember 16, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Treating the fluid metal in a vessel

with the detersive and converting agent herein de-

scribed, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Imparting a whirling motion to the fluid metal
and nitric oxide, in the mold D, during the process
of casting, substantially as described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The use of copper mold for casting ingots in

the process of manufacturing steel, substantially as

described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The use, in the process of manufacturing steel,

of nitric oxide, combined with an active current of

air, substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The detersive and converting agent herein-

"before described, when used in the process of manu-
facturing steel.

97,018.—George L. Witsil, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Charles Merrill, Detroit,

Mich.— Washing-Machine.—ISTovember 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the perforated diaphragms, the oscillating agitator,

and the inclosing-vessel, substantially as and'for the

purpose specified.

2. The combination of the oscillating agitator and
the hollow journal, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set f«rth.

97,019.—George L. Witsil, Philadelphia, Pa.

assignor to himself and Eamon D. L. S. Gutgesell,
same place.

—

Device for G-rating Green Com from
he Cob, tf-c-IS'Gvember 16, 1869.

Claim. — The witiiin-described grater or cutter,

consisting of the bed A and plate or plates B, with
the apertures therein cut at an acute angle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,020 A. Van Camp, Washington. D. C, and
M. M. HODGMAN, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Street-Rail-

way.—]!!^overaber 16, 1S69.

Claim.—The rail A, having a center bearing-sur-
face, A', when the same is laid or embedded in con-
crete B, substantially as described.

97,021.—Wesley Anderson, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Horseshoe-Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The jaws D D, constructed substan-

tially as described, and in their operation serving to

support, convey, bend, fold, and embrace the blank,

in the manner described, in combination with the

die E for bending the horseshoe-blank, substantially

as described.
2. The jaws D D, constructed, operated, and sub-

serving the functions, substantially as described, in

combination with adjustable guide'^s e e, for securing
the requisite compound motion for bending the bar
or blank around a former, substantially as described.

3. The slide u, and the mechanism for actuating

the same, in combination with the lower die E and
jaws D D, arranged and operated substantially as

described.

97,022.—Alexander P. Baldwin, I>rewark, If.

J.—Mouth-Piece of Bridle-Bits.—l^o-vemher 23. 1869.

Clairn.—A bridle-bit, provided with an elbow or

rule-joint, so that it may be used as a jointed or bar-

bit, substantially as herein described.

97,023.—John E. Beazel, TJuiontowu, Pa.—
Welding Iron and Steel—'November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of caustic soda for weld-

ing iron and steel, substantially as specified.

97,024.—Max E. Berolzheimer, New York,
IST. Y.—Key-Guard.—Noxemher 23, 1869.

Claim.—A lock, provided with a perforated spin-

dle, A, a slide, B. with flaffges, and a pin, C, upon
one end, a cap, E, and a grooved guide, D, all con-

structed and arranged, with respect to each other,

in the manner described.

97,025. — Cephus Beucus, Waupun, Wis. —
Scoop and Sifter for Flour, cfic-jSTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the body A of the

scoop and sifter, the bail D, when its ends are ex-

tended to allow lateral movement of the instrument,

substantially as herein shown and described, for the

purpose specified.

97,026.— Bentley C. Bibb, Baltimore, Md.—
Magazine for Base-Burning Stoves.—Noxenxbev 23,

1869. , ..^
Claim.— 'i. The section A, constructed with a

closed top, in which is the feed-door B, said section

being adapted to fit loosely upon and be held in place

by a lower section, C, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The top-feeder magazine, for a fire place stove,

made of two independent sections, A C, the lower

section slanting back, and both sections constructed

and adapted for use, substantially in the manner and

for the pm-pose described.

97,027.— Bentley C. Bibb, Baltimore, Md.—
Fire-Place Stove.—Isovemher 23, 1869.

Claim.—A vertically-movable pivoted or swinging

fender-rail section, C, substantially as and for the

purposes described.

97,028.—Bentley C. Bibb and Philip Klotz,

Baltimore, Md.—Fire-Place Stove.—Noxember 23,

1869. ,. ^ _,. ^,

Claim.—A divided sliding screen, applied directly

to, and supported by the fi-ame of a fii-e-place stove,

substantially as described.

97,029.—Bentley C.Bibb and Philip Klotz,

Baltimore, Md.—Fire-Place Stove.—NoyembGT 23,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The perforated diaphragm g, at the
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base of chamber P, provided with a movable perfo-

rated plate, h, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. The opening through the case A, leading into

chamber P, and provided with one or more doors D,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

97,030.—William J. Birdsall. ISTewark, ]^. -J.— Chisel Holdt rfor File- Cutting Machines.—jSTovem-
ber 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the eccentric c,

shaft /, intermediate b, lever-handle g, segment h.

cltisel a, and frame A, all constructed and arranged
substantially ag specified and shown.

,

2. The combination of the springs d, semicircular
block B, and frame A, in a file -cutting machine, in

the manner and for the purpose shown.

97,031.—H. S. Blood, Jefferson Parish, La.—
Sleeping- Car.—^OYeraher 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with my patented im-
proved railroad-car seats, as shown on the draAvings,
of an overhanging platfojm, when the latter is sus-

tained upon rods B B B' B', by means of jointed
sleeve-brackets c c c' c', substantially in the manner
herein described.

97,032.—S. W. Brock, Niantic, lU..— Cultivator.
—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The curved slotted strap H, pin or key I,

bar P, and adjustable bolts E with each other and
with the slotted plow-beams G and slotted standards
C attached to the cross-beam A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the puroose set

forth.

97,033.—Jesse BROw:Nr, San Prancisco, Cal.—
Stench-Trap.—l^OYemhex 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The trap described, consisting of the box
A, with cover B, trapping- pipe D, and pipe E, when
combined as described, for the purpose set forth.

97,034.—George Brovtnlee, Princeton, Ind.—Picture-Case.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of the clamping-device
D J D with a pictiure-receptacle. A, constructed as
described. .

97,035.—Isaac C. Bryant, Washington, D. C.—Brain-Pipe Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The improved arrangement, in the drain-
tile machine above described, of the parts herein
shown, consisting of the vertical tapering clay-hop-
per or pug-mill G, with its flanges H, ring K, grooves
L, the vertical shaft C, with flanged screw D, flanges
I, grooved tapering screw E, and removable mouth-
piece M, when said parts are all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as herein described, and for
the purposes set forth.

97,036. — GusTAV A. Buchholz, Shepherd's
Bush, England.— Manufacture of Semolina.—No
vember 23, 1869

;
patented in England, November

19, 1862.

Claim.—1. A blade, for flour-mills, fastened in its

holder by means of bands g, and notches or recesses
in the working-edge thereof, all as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of two ripping-rolls a a', hav-

ing teeth formed by the intersection of oblique,
deep-cut lines on their peripheries, with the feeding-
mechanism shown and described.

3. The combination of two or more pairs of rub-
bing-surfaces a c', arranged one above another, with
circular plates C, having radial openings d to puss
the grain from one pair to another, in the manner
set forth.

4. The combination of transverse bar c, having in-

clined faces, frame having shouldered inclines b,

screw-shaft d, disk e, and catch/, all arranged as and
for the purpose specified.

97,037. — GusTAv A. Buchholz, Shepherd's
Bush, England.

—

Manufacture and Means of Assort-
ing Semolina and Flour. — November 23, ^1869 ;

patented in England, March 28, 1867.

Claiin.— 1. The converging-funnels I I' P, af-

raiiged around the rotating shaft B, to receive, con-

vey, and discharge into separate receptacles, the dif-

ferent sizes of ripped grain in the manner described.
2. The said funnels 1 1' P, in combination with a

centrifugal spreader, conical valve, and delivery-

tube, all arranged and operating together in the man-
ner set forth.

3. A. centrifugal spreader, D, provided with a
series of steel blades, F, ai-ranged around its bev-
eled inner surface, as shown and described.

97,0.38. — GusTAV A. Buchholz, Shepherd's
Bush, England.

—

Machine for Manufacturing Semo-
lina and Flour.—November 23, 1869; pate;ited in
England, September 4, 1867.

Claim. — 1. The method of manufacturing semo-
lina, by passing the grain through successive pairs of

ripping-rolls, and sifting out the finer parts be-

tween each pair, in the manner described.
2. The arrangement, between the sets of rollers,

of shaking perforated troughs E E^ E^ E^, inclined
alternately in opposite directions, to carry the frag-

ments of grain, and to sift the fine dust through, in
the manner described.

3. The combination of inclined and perforated
shaking-troughs E E* E- E^ with trays e, to carry
the pulverized grain.

4. The cylindrical brushes a, arranged with re-

spect to the perforated troughs E E^ E^ E^ of a
flour-mill, and operating in the manner described.

5. The axles and axle-boxes of brushes a, con-

nected together in sets by tie-rods, in combination
with slotted frames b, and slotted rook-levers K,
having fixed fulcra, and operated by crank-plates L,

in the manner described, to give a transverse
motion to the brushes in their guides.

97,039. — GusTAV A. Buchholz, Shepherd's
Bush, England.— Hulling-Machine.— November 23,

1869
;
patented in England, August 12, 1868.

Claim,. — The combination of a series of radial

rotating blades, e, and a series of corresponding
stationary blades, d a, arranged as set forth, with
ring-plates, having discharge-holes a^, therein, each
set of said hulling-tools being located one above
another, and operating successively upon the grain,

in the manner described.

97,040.—Martin Buck, Lebanon, N. H., as-

signor to himself and Aaron H. Cragin, same
place. — Blind-Mortising Machine. — November 23,

1869.

Claim..—1. A blind-mortising machine, provided

with slides C, and ratchet-bars C, having notches

thereon of different pitch, as and for the purpose

specified.

2. A blind-mortising machine,* provided with
vibrating arms E, for varying the throw of the

carriages, as shown and described.

97,041.— Prederick Burghardt, Curtisville,

Mass.—Machine for Making Wood-Fulp.
—
'Noyem-

ber 23, 1869 ;
antedated November 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A revolving wheel, with one or both
sides provided with a grating, tiling, rasping, or

roughened surface, substantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

2. The adjustable block J, with the filing, grating,

rasping, or roughened surfaces K, in combination

with the wheel B, substantially as described.

97,042. — G. E. Calkins, Bock Island, III.—

TFas/t-.Boi7er.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A boiler-bottom, consisting of a sectional

rim-base, B, ciuwo-convex plates 0, and ribbed

braces E, said parts being sliai)ed and fitted to-

gether in the manner described.

97,043. — Cyrus C. Carter, Exeter, 111, —
Waqon-Scat Sirring.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—ThG adjustable sliding bar F, in combina-
tion with the springs C, arranged substautiully as

and for the purposes sot forth.

97,044.-11. W. Cass, Lodi, Wis. — Drnw-
i?/-((/^(;._]srovembcr 23, 1869.

Claim.—A draw-bridge, i)rovided Mith the chords
A B, counter-chords C, braces D, and rods E F G,
all constriuted and arranged, with refereiioe to each
other, in the manner specified.
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97,045. — Alfred H. Castle, Ann Arbor,
Mich.— Compound for Iiuulating.— itfovember 23,

1869.

Claim. — An insulatmg:-conipound, composed of
bitumen, argillaceous earths, and quicklime, when
the ing-redients named are compounded and used for

the purpose herein described.

97,0-46. — Luke Chapmax, CollinsviUe, Conn.,
assignor to Collins Compaa'y, same place.

—

Manu-
facture of Cast-Metal Dies.—INoTember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The improved method herein described
of making patterns from \rhich to mold, in sand, in
the ordinary way, metal dies to be used for swaging
axes : that is to say, obtaining the pattern by com-
pressing two or more pieces^ of lead around and
upon a finished as, so as to obtain thereof the
exact impression of the ax.

97,047. — M. H. Chrysler, Kinderhook, N.
T. — Vegetable- Cutter. — ^SToyeiniber 23, 1869; ante-
dated XoYcmber 18. 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted annular revolving cutting-
bed D, carrying the cutters E, wben arranged on a
vegetable-cutter, substantially as described, and
constructed with a central opening, all so that the
articles to be cut can be cored or not, as may be
desired.

2. The weight G, carrying the pin /. when com-
bined with the slotted annular revolving cutting-bed
D, substantially as herein sho^rn and described.

i3. The cylindrical plug or bar H, when arranged
in combination with the weight G-, and with "the
slotted annular revolving cutting-bed D, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

97,04S. — James 0. Clay, Hudson, TTis.

—

Steam Cooking-Apparatus.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A steam-generator, for cooking-pm'-
poses, consisting of a reservoir or base. A, so con-
structed as to set flat on the top of a stove, and pro-
vided vrlth tubes &, for conveying steam to the
cooking-vessels, and for holding the latter in place,
substantially as described.

2. The cooking-vessels E, provided with the con-
cave bottoms d, with tube c attached, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the generator A and the
water-supply vessel G, when constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

97.049. — Xathax Clough, Lowell, Mass.

—

Combined Butter-Cutter and Sta.rnxj.—Isovember 23,

1869.
Claim,. — A combined bjitter-cntter and stamp,

composed of the" metallic cutter h, with pai'allel

inteiior and exterior sides secm-ed to the perforated
stock a, in combination with the piston c and stamp
d, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

97.050. — BEXJA>nx E. Coxley, runnelton,
West Ta.

—

Fire-Flace.—November 23, 1569.

CloAm.—A fij-e-place hearth, formed of a single
piece of metal, with rebate E, and moldings C, as
shown and described.

97,051.—JOHK B. CooLiDGE, Eoston, MclSS.—
Mercurial Gas-Regulator for Xitrous-Ozide Appa-
ratus.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of mercury, operated by the
pressure of gas upon the mercury, in combination
with the tube A. containing the 'mercury, and the
inlet-tube C, substantially as shown, and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The adjustable inlet-tube Y. combined and ar-

ranged with the packing-box B, and a tube, A, hold-
ing a column of fluid, substantiaiiy as shown, and
for the pm'pose specified.

3. An extra vent, so arranged as to keep the flame
burning when the regulator-vent is closed by the
mercury, substantiaiiy as shown, and for the' pur-
pose specified.

97,052.—John E. Coolidge. Boston, Ma.ss.—
Mercurial Eegulatm' jorYulcanizing and other Heat-
ers.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The applica,tion of the expansion of

mercury to regulate the heat in vulcanizing rubber,
or its e'quivalent, for dental purposes, substantially
as shown.

2. The use of mercury, by expansion, to regulate
the heat of ovens, where uniformity of heat is re-

quired, in combination with the* device C, con-
structed substantially as shown, and for the purpose
specified.

97,053.—James S. Cosya, Dupont. In^.—But-
ter-Mold and Print.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combiEation herein shown, of the fol-

lower E, mold A, steelyard-bar C, and loop b, wl^en
combined and arranged in the manner substantially
as shown, for the puri)oses set forth.

97,054. —C. B. Cottrell, Westerly, H. L—
Apparatus for Tempering Steel. — [November 23,

1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of the hood A, in con-
nection with a tempering-apparatns, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the hood A and basket d,

substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

97,055.—Jewell Davis, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Hive for Eaisdng Queen Bees.—iSovem'ber 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shields I andL when constructed
and used in manner and form substantially as set
forth.

2. The combination of the wire cages wdth the
wooden frame-work A B C D. constructed with the
compartments E F G- H, and the covered ways L L,
L' L", and L" L'', whereby, if it is not desirable to

use one cage singly it can be advantageously used
in conneefion vrith several ethers, substantially as
set forth.

97,056.—Eollix Eiefrees, Newark. X. J., as-

signs to JoHX D. Defrees, Axthoxy Defrees, and
Thcmas Percb'al, three-fourths of his right.

—

Steam-Engine Governors.—^ISTovember 23, 1869; ante-

dated Z^Tovember 19, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the spring B with the re^rvoir E and pump H,
whereby the force of the spring shall be uniform,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the reservoir E, piston E,
spring B, pump H, and shaft M, whereby the speed
of the engine-governor, through the pressure of a
current of oil, oi' other liquid, driven in a continuous
circuit, by means of the pump, will be regulated, in

the manner substantially as shown and described.
3. The combination, and arrangement of the de-

vices whereby to suspend the governor-valve be-

tween the two forces, without any solid connection
between it and any pait which receives its motion
directly from the engine, so that its position may de-

pend, not upon the speed of the engine, but upon
the amount of valve-opening requii'ed to maintain
the engine at a uniform speed, as herein set forth.

4. The construction and arrangement of the de-

vices for varying the speed of the engine at "will,

with the adjustable valve in the oil-passages, whereby
to regulate the quantity of liquid circulating in a
given" time through the governor, substantially as

shown and described.
5. The construction and an-angement of the ro-

tary pump, vrith reference to the devices immedi-
ately arranged therewith, as shown and described.

6." The co'nstruction and arrangement of the gov-
ernor's steam-valve D, substantially as described.

97,057.—Mathew Delax-t, Virginia City, "Ne-

x&(la..—Billia)d-TahIe Cushion.—'^sovemher 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the cushion A,
of vrires or cords B, and straining-keys or other
straining -devices, arranged to hold the wires undM*
tension, substantially as specified.

2 The combination, with the cushion, wires, or

cords, and si raiuing-devices, of the bridges D, sub-

stantially as specified.

97,05S.—LoLis A. De Lime, Saint Louis, Mo.
—P^fr table Still—yoxembev 23, 1869.
• Claim.—1. A portable apparatus, as described

for distilUng alcoholic and other materials, cousist
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ing ©f tabs A, diaphragms E, coils P, refrigerator

J, steam - generator 0, the whole constructed and
operated substantially as and for the purpose above
specified.

2. The combination of a portable steam - boiler

with a portable still, substantially as describfed.

97,059.—Louis A. De Lime, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Apparatus for, ObtaAning Extractive Matters frovt
Sugar-Cane and other Materials. — November 23,

1869.
Claim.—1. The apparatus, herein described, for

obtaining extracts, the same consisting in the com-
bination of a series of extractors, to operate suc-
cessively, as described.

2. The combination, with tbe tubs or vessels a, as
described, of pipes for liquids and steam, so as to

operate as described.
3. The process, herein descx-ibed, of using steam

and water of high temperature, so as to obtain ex-
tractive matters from solids, in the manner set forth.

4. The arrangement of pipes and cocks, so that
the liquid is forced, automatically, from one vessel
to another, as described.

5. The combination of a series of vessels with a
Tevolving table, as described.

97,060.—Joseph Dill and Hubbard E. Jordax,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

Method of Constructing Or-
namental Wood- Work. — ISi'ovember 23, 1869 ; ante-
dated September 22, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described method of producing
articles of fancy and ornamental wood - work, by
•first dovetailing together blocks or pieces of differ-

ent kinds and difl:'erently- colored wood, and then
turning the same into the desired shape, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

97,061.—ISTapoleonB. Dixox and Myrojt W.
•Sprague, Eochester, ]N". Y., assignors to W. B.
Dixox.

—

Bag for Gathering Fruit^—ISOYember 23,

1869.

Claim. — A fruit-bag. so constructed that the
mouth thereof is distended by a hoop, B, provided
with a bail, C, yoke &, hook H, gathering-cords D,
and a lappet, E, all arranged and combined to oper-
ate in the manner substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

97,063.—G. L. Du Laxey, Mechanicsburgh, Pa.—Harveder- Cutter

.

—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The eutter-bla le C, when constructed
with an eye or socket, as shown and described, and
ibr the purpose specified.

2. The cutter - bar D, when constructed as de-

scribed, and used in combination with the cutter-
blade C.

3. The adjustable heelpiece I, together with the
set-screw A, when used in combination with the
blade C and bar D, as shown and described, and for

"the purpose set forth.

97,063.—Abraham Dyson, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Chair and Fan.—November 23, 18(59.

Claim.—The chairs A and 13, springs g g^ g"^ g^,

fans 0* 0^ 0^, with their actuating spring h and cord
k, arranged on a hinged frame, D, rendered adjust-

able by an arm, p, and spring-bolt.?, all combined,
•eonstructed, and arranged for joint operation, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose shown and speci-
fied.

97,064.—Thomas Dysox and George Smith,
l^ew York, N. Y.

—

Steam-Engine Valve- Gear.—No-
vember 23, 1869 ; antedated November 19, 1869.

Claim.—The supplementary valve E and pistons b

b', in combination witli the rigid connection L, ad-
justable toes n, n', and p, and starting-fork T, con-
structed and arranged as set forth and described.

97.065. — Aluert A. Easton, Killingly. and
Arnold J. Hakuington, Plainfield, Conn.— Water-
Wheel—^oyvAuhtir 23, 18<;9.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plates, E, E', G,
and r, with tlie plates A B, in <!()ml)in!itioM with tlie

spiral water-box II, substantially as set fortli.

97.066. — EiCHARD Eaton, London, England,

and Joseph Marks, Boston, Mass.— Cooking-Stove.
—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment, in combination with
the oven and the fire-pot of a cooking-apparatus, or
in combination with any heating-apparatus, a cham-
ber or passage by means of which oxygen is heated
by the escaping gases as they are passing from the,

fire to the smoke-escape flue, and supplied to the fire,

essentially in manner and operating as before ex-
plained.

2. In combination with the cylinder J, hereinbe-
fore mentioned, the employment of the auxiliary
heating-drum TJ, substantially as before described.'

3. The arrangement of the spaces Q. E., and their
valves S T, under the arrangement hereinbefore de-
scribed, whereby a passage of oxygen is regulated
and controlled for the purpose before explained.

4. A stove composed in general of the cylinder J,
and, aa a prolongation thereof, the air-passage L,
the interior cylinder U, and the spaces Q E, with
their valves S T, when such constituent parts are
combined with a fire-pot oven, smoke-discharge
flues, and other adjuncts of a stove as now generally
constructed.

97,067 W. A. Elam, Milan, Tenn.—Bee-Hive.
—November 23, 1869.

Cla.im.^A hive, provided with a compound tube,
having an inner elongated channel for the entrance
of the bees, and a surrounding chamber, K, to re-

ceive and stop the insects, as they crawl forward
from the outside of the hive, all as shown and de-

scribed.

97,068.-'WilltamH. Elliot, New York, N. Y.—Excavating -Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.— \. The shield k, when suspended from a
car by suitable suspending-devices, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The engine d', in combination with shield k, and
any suitable devices for raising and lowering the
same, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The drop ?i, with its vertically-adjustable ways
0, when carried upon a car, substantially as speci-
fied.

4. The described drop, arranged upon a platform,
sliding laterally in a direction across the excavation,
as and for the purpose specified.

5. The ways o, adjustable vertically on bed-piece
n'", suitably held and operated, substantially as set

forth.

6. The adjustable bed-piece n"\ when hinged to a
fixed or movable platform, and held in position by
any suitable device, substantially as andfor~the pur-
pose specified.

7. On the described car, canying an engine, crane,
and drop, the platform for supporting" the same,
when made adjustable, for the purpose set forth.

8. An excavating-machine, provided with a crane,

1, shield fc, and engine for operating the same, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

97,069. — Jim B. Fuller, Norwich, Conn.—
Lamp-Burner.—November 23, 1869.

Claim..—1. Arranging two stationary flat wicks
around a central tube, having side passages for sup-
plying air to the interior of the central tube, so as

to produce an argand-flame, and having an outside
tube, for regulating the exposure of one side of the
wicks to the action of the flame, said wicks being
ke])t even with the upper end of the central or wick-
tube, the whole being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for t!)e purpose set forth.

2. The tubes A and B, the case C, the conoD',
and the tube B', or their equivalents, wlieu used in

connection with two stationary wicks, in tlie man-
ner substantially as herein described, and for the
purj)ose specified.

3. The chcek-plato F, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as shown and described.

4. The lips g and aperture g', as and for tho piu'-

])ose specified.

5. The cup/ and aperture/', when arranged sub-
stantially as shown and deseril)ed, so that tho oil re-

turning througli tiie aperture into the case shall

pass between tlio wicks.
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97,070.—John Gardiner, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Grain- Conveyer.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the carriage B,
j

!Fig. 3, with the adjustable annsC C and the uiiload-

ing-puUeys D D, and their combination with the
\

grain-conveyer, substantially in the manner herein
- described, and for the purpose set forth. i

2. The use of the tram-ways A A, Pig. 1, and the
|

dcTice for unloading the conveyer at any point in-
[

termediate between the two ends, either by revers-
,

ing the bag or twisting the belts or bag, so as to un- '

load the conveyer on either or both sides.

3. The constructon of the bows M, with the pro-
j

jection m, the bases IST, and the hinge-joint m n, and
;

their attachment to the upper surfaces of the parallel
j

belts of the grain-conveyer, substantially in the man- i

ner herein described, and for the pm'pose set forth.
|

4. The arrangement and combination of the rotat-
|

ing bnishes H li with the grain-conveyer, substan-
tially in the manner herein described', and for the :

purpose set forth.

97,071.—John Gardner, San Prancisco, Cal.
—Ticket-Pimch,—Noyemher S3, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a punch or nipper,
the receptacle or ticket-holder a, substantially as de-

j

scribed.

97,072.—Charles H. Gatchell, 01dtown,ire.—BlacJdng-Box.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—As an improved article of manufactiu'e,
blacking-boxes, provided with sharp points or tacks
projecting from the bottom, and adapted for holding

\

the bos on a board or table when rubbing the brush
|

on the blacking, as specified and shown,

97,073.-1. :N'. Gates, Burnside, Jl\.^ Cultivator.
\—ISTovember 23, 1869.
|

Claim,.—The knuckle D and adjustable knuckle-
j

holder Ee', constructed and operating in connection
i

with the plow-beam and truck-frame of a cultivator.
|

substantially as herein shown and described, and
j

for the purpose set forth.

97,074.— Marie Gether, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Hand-Guide for Pianos.—November 23, 1869.
j

Claim,.—A hand-guide, fastened to the bottom of
j

the piano-case, in such a manner, that it may be
folded down and stored away, without detaching it

I

from the piano, when not used, materially as above
!

described.

97,075.—A. J. Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Co?/i-

bined Boiler and Ice-Skate.—ISTovember 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The foot-board A, having upon its im-
der side a curved rib. H, and a circular bearing-plate
at each end, in combination with circle-plates E, H,
and C, adapted to receive rollers.

2. The foot-board A, having depressions in each
end, concave washers P, and screw-bolts E, in com-
bination with the circle-piates or hangers B D and
C D, or with the runners K L, as and for the pur-
pose described.

97,076.—Ezra T. Gilliland, Cincinnati. Ohio,
assignor to himself and Peter Neff, Jr.

—

I>ial-Iel-

egraph Apparatus.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The provision, in a " dial "-telegraph, of
the shaft C, ratchet F, pawl G, and arm H, or their

equivalents, said shaft and arm being so ai-ranged as
to impinge at the termination of each stroke of the
latter, as"and for the purpose set forth.

97,077.—Washington L. Gilkoy, PhUadelpliia,

Ta.—Digester for Coffee-Pots.—jSTovember 23, 1869
;

antedated November 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making the capacity of the chamber
E adjustable, substantially in the manner described,

for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the said receiving-chamber
E, the enlarged mouth at the upper end of the frus-

tum A B, and the relatively shortened height of the

frustum C D, the said parts being constructed to op-

erate together, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

97,078.— John C. Goulding, Trenton, N. J.—
.Ba62/-TFaJier.—November 23. 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of fabric C, broad belt
D, and buckling strap a, upon the frame A B, as
shown and described.

97,Q79.—John Pevear Greely, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself, Eussell Arnold Ballou, San-
FOKD Greely, and Jonathan: Pierce, same place.
—FireProof ^a/e.—November 23, 1869.

Claim-.—1. My improved manufacture or safe, as
having its heat-resisting stnffing composed either of
lamp-black alone, or such in mixture with plaster of
Paris or other equivalent material.

2. The employment of lamp-black as a stuffing for

a safe, whether 'it (such lamp-black) be used alone for

such, or in connection or mixtui'e with plaster of
Paris or other material.

3. The employment of lamp-black as a heat non-
conducting stuffing for the jacket of a steam-boiler,

pipe, or other article exposed or to be exposed to

heat.
4. As my invention, and an improvement in a safe,

the employment therein of a mass of lamp-black, and
the compactins: of it, substantially as described,
whereby a stuffing of a superior character, tending
to render the safe practically fire -resisting, is pro-

duced.
5. As of my invention, a safe having its stuffing

composed of lamp-black, compacted substantially as
described.

97,0S0.—John Grimm, Darlington Township,
Pa.

—

Coal-Drilling Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding standard A, having per-

forations B, or bearings E upon its face, in combina-
tion with the screws A^ and pawls A^, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
described.

I

2. The screwed spindle D and crank D^, in com-
bination with the pivoted jointed nut C^, brackets C,

I and pin C^, substantiedly as and for the purpose set

I

forth.

I

3. The combination of the above parts in the con-

struction of a coal-drill, whereby the drill can be set

at any angle, and its feed regulated by the revolutioa
of the spindle D, substantially as described and set

! forth.

97,081.-VictorM. Griswold, Peekskill, N. T
— Clip or Paper-Holder for Photographers.—Novem-

! ber 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamp or clip, formed of the two
parts or legs A A, twisted together at the top,

crossed obliquely at a a, for the purpose specified,

and brought together to form jaws "at the bottom,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with the said clip, formed as

described, of the hook d, substantially as set forth.

3. The coating or covering of the jaws B B, to

protect them from the action of corrosive substances,

substantially as hereinabove set forth.

4. The combination, with the legs A A, portions a
a, and portions & b, of the jaws B B, bent up nearly

at right angles with the portions b b, to prevent the

said "jaws from passing each other, and to obtain a

better and larger bearing-sm'face, substantially as

specified.

97,082. —Victor M. Griswold, Peekskill, N.
Y.— Photographers" Dripping and Drying Pack. —
November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—!. The supports B B, arranged in pairs,

in a series, and set upon, or into, or secured to a suit-

able fi-ame or backing, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with the supports B B, of the

troiis-h A, substantially as set forth.

3._irhe combination, with the body of the rack, of

I

the legs or braces D, substantially as and for the pnr-

i
pose specified.

j
4. The rack described, formed of one piece of

I

sheet-metal, substantially as and for the purpose set

]

forth.

I
97,083.—Thomas J. Hall, Bryan, Texas.—Co/-

' fee-Boaster.—'Soxemher 23, 1869.
I Claim.—The removable cofi"ee-stirrer, when con-

structed with the stirrers B, attached to and depend-

ing fiom the under side of cover A, and operating in
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the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.

97,084.— Joseph D. Harden, Troy, N. Y.

—

Cooking-Stove.—ISToyember 23, 1869. \

Claim.— 1. The employment, in a cooking-stove
wherein the products of combustion escape direct,

of a current of air, first heated by the fire of the
stove, and thence caused to circulate around or
around and through the stove-oven, for producing
the baking-beat therein, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

2. In a cooking-stove constructed as described, the
passage of a current of air. similarly heated, through
a space or spaces in contact with a hot-water reser-

voir, for heating the water therein, substantially as

herein set forth.

3. In a cooking- stove constructed as described, the
employment of the current of aii', thus heated and
thus previously utilized, to fuTnish a hot draught to
the fuel in the fire-bos, substantially as herein speci-

97,085.—A. M. Harding, Oregon City, Oreg.

—

T'urbine Water-Wheel.—!N"ovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The case C, with its lower plate c^, tkat
forms the bottom of the chutes c^, inclined upward
and outward, to partially close the periphery of said
case, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forbh.

2. The hoop- gate D E F, substantially as herein
shown and described, in combination with the case
C, ci c2, and tube Gr, as and tor the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the inclines H, case C,
arms E, gate D, and shafts A G-, when arranged sub-
stantially as shown and described.

4. The spiral rack I and pinion-wheel J, in com-
bination with the hoop-gates D E F and ct^se C c' c-,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

5. The wheel B, consisting of a concavo-convex
top, on which are formed the buckets b^, connected
at the bottom by the strengtheuing-riug h'^, and hav-
ing the form described, whereby to obtain the full

efi"eet, and, at the same time, allow the free escape of
the water, as set forth.

97,086. — B. B. Herrick and C. "W. Wicker,
Duquoin, 111.— Post-Hole Digger. — iSTovember 23,

1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of the expansive
D-shaped cutter F P, plunger D, shaft L, arm C, and
spring S, with the handle A and band M, all con-
structed to operate substantially as set forth.

97,087.—Frank IS. Hopkins, Baltimore, Md.—
Composition-Fuel.—November 23, 1869.

Claiwj.— The composition of matter formed by
combining Hitchie mineral and Albertite, or either,

or their chemical equivalents, with anthracite or
bituminous coal, either with or without using the
flux aforesaid, in the manner substantially as and for

the purpose herein described.

97,088.—Frank N. Hopkins, Baltimore, Md.—
Conglomerate for Paving, Hoofing, and Similar Pur-
poses.—November 23, 18G9.

Clai'm.—The use of pine-tar, in combination with
Hitchie mineral or Albertite, either or botli, and
sand, gravel, or other equivalent substance, to form
a conglomerate for paving, roofing, and analogous
purposes, prepared in the manner substantially as
herein set forth.

97,089.—Frederick Hower, Brooklyn, N. T.
^-Whooping- Cough Plaster.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A medical compound, composed of the
ingredients herein specified, and in about the pro-
portions named.

97,090—W. H. Howland, San Francisco, Cal.—Knife-Sharpener.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The disks E F, holder B C, and screw D,
constructed and arranged as described, and for the
purpose specified.

97,091 .—Jonathan J. Hoyt, Chelmsford, Mass.—LvUtricator.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable regulating-plug, when
constructed, applied, and arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of all the effective parts speci-
fied, viz, the adjustable regulating-plug, having a
flattened shank, B, and a tapering lower end. A, the
socket c and screw-plug D, the half nuts F, and the
washer e, and the glass globe, all constructed, com-
bined, and arranged for action and effect, as and for
the purpose specified.

97,092.—Nicholas Jenkins, New York, N. Y.—Paneling-Machine.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The clamp E^ E^, in combination with

the paneling-cutter &, constructed and arranged for
gauging by the face of the wood, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. Supporting both the cranks E^ and F" on the
carriage F, and providing the connections F^, &c., or
their equivalents, so as to operate and traverse for-

ward and back together, relatively to the paneling-
cutter &, as herein set forth.

3. The means E^ E^ E^, or their equivalents, for
changing the crank E^ around on the shaft at will,

in combination with the table E, herein described,
and with the paneling-cutters b, and their connec-
tions, as herein set forth.

4. The sub-support F^, for the carriage F, running
on the rail or way a, constructed and arranged as
herein set forth.

5. The stops K M, separately adjustable, as speci-
fied, arranged as represented, in combination with
the cutters b, and the other parts, as herein set forth.

6. The turning-ring P, the spring- clip Q, or its

equivalent, and steadiment O, arranged, relatively to
each other and to the cutting- arbor B\ as herein
set forth.

7. The device G-, reaching through from the front,

and penetrating the back, with the spring g, arranged
as represented, to lock and unlock the cutter-car-
riage C^, as herein set forth.

8. The telescopic blast-pipe U^ TJ^, arranged as
represented, relatively to the carriage A^, the mova-
ble cutting-arbor B^ and fixed blower U, for the pui--

poses herein set forth.

9. The pins N and rollers n, arranged to operate
relatively to each other, and to the arbor W-, and to
suitable lifting-devices on the pattern, as herein set

forth.

97,093.— T. D., Keith, Mayville, Wis.—PZafe-

Lifter and Bread-Toaster.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. —A compound plate-holder and toaster,

consisting of rods A A, hooks B B, slide E, and
handle C D, each of said parts being constructed
and arranged, with respect to the others, in the
manner described.

97,094.—Philip Klotz. Baltimore, M.il.—Fire-
place Stove.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A screen, or part of a screen, fixed to
and movable with the cover to the feed-passage of a
top-feed fire-place stove, substantially as described.

97,095.—Lucius J. Knowles, Warren, Mass.—Machine for Winding Thread on Bobbins, djc.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and relative arrange-
ment, with the screw-shaft P and pulleys B and C,
of the shipper K and "wheel T, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the adjustable cam H, of
the vibratory wimling-guide I, its pivot J, and
slotted hanger, in Avhich such pivot is held and ad-

justed, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the frame E and weighted
arm L, having the recessed disk M, with the pin q,
said parts being constructed and arranged substau-
tiolly as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combiiuition, with the frame E, of the pro-

jection V and forked arm W, lunged or pivoted to

said projection, so as to admit of the turning of tho
quiller-frame, according as it is used upon a right or
left-handed loom, substantially as and for tho pw-
poses set forth.

"). A quiller, the parts of which are constructed,

combined, and arranged, in relation to each other,

as shown in the drawings, and above described.
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97,096. — RAMSEr Lawsox, Shelburne Tails,

Mass.

—

Lathe for Turning Ovals.— November 23,

1869.
Claim. — An improYed attachinent for lathes,

formed by the combination of the center A, recessed
and grooved sliding plate B, oral plate C, grooved
plate D, pin E, and rubber or equivalent spring Y,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

97,097.— Henry B. Leach, Boston, Mass.—
Fluid-Meter.—:SoTem\)GV 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, in fluid-meters, of
two measuring-cylinders^ placed end to end, with
their axes in the same line, and each provided with
a piston, and suitable water-passages communicat-
ing with a valve-chamber eommon^^to both, so that
the fluid may be admitted to either end of either
cylinder, and move either piston, while the other is

stationary, whether said cylinders be cast in one
piece or separately, substantially as described.

2. In combination with two 'cylinders and their
pistons, constructed and arrauge'd as set forth, the
arrangement of the valve-rods Gand G-i, the brackets,
or arms E and T', and the arms Q- and G^ substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with two cylinders and their
pistons, constructed and arranged as set forth, the ar-
rangement of the water-passages and ports g, h, i, j,
k, and Z, substantially as described.

4. The pistons D and D', having their motions con-
trolled so as to insure the completion of the stroke
of each piston before it commences its return-stroke,
by locking one valve by the motion of the other valve,
substantially as described.

97,098.-Thomas LoRrsTr, Black>roodtown, S".

J.

—

Grindstone.—iSTovember 23, 18t39.

Claim.—The grindstone P, with hub or bushing d,
arbor and pinion E, driving-wheel D, and the case A
B, with jaws a a, all constructed and arranged as
described.

97,099.—Joel Maxcrestee. IN^ew York, X. T.—Combination Foclcet-Rule.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the pocket-rule, con-

sisting of the two parts E and C, pivoted together,
and provided with the several cutting-edges, and
constructed as herein shown and described, consti-
tuting a combined implement adapted to the various
uses s]3ecified and set forth.

97,100.—Eeedekick Marriott, San Francisco,
CaL—Aerial Steam- Car.—ISTovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. A spindle, having conical ends B and

D, and a si)ace, C, in the middle, between the conical
ends, for the motive-power, attendants, passengers,
and fi-eight.

2. The rigid or stationary wings or planes E. ar-
ranged upon the sides of the spindle of an aerial or
flying machine, for the purpose set forth, substan-
tially as described.

3. And, in combination with the rigid or station-
ary wings or planes E, on the sides of a flviue-ma-
chine, the adjustable plane G, arranged to' operate
substantially as described.

4. In combination with a flying-machine, a four-
vaned rudder or tail, I, arranged to vibrate in either
direction, substantially as described, for the purpose
of steering the machine. •

5. And, in combination with the four-vaned rudder
or tail I. the adjustable planes G, arranged to co-op-
erate with the rudder, when required to steer the
machine.

97,101. — John McDonald, Ifew York, X. Y.—Comoined Bed and Musical-Instrument Board.—
iSTovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of folding bed, up-

right frame, and key-board, when said key-board is
permanently connected with the said folding bed.

2. The combination of guides and stops with the
treadle-rods E, to compel them to always drop into
position upon the treadles E when the case A is
raised into a vertical position, as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of springsH with the treadles
E, to hold them in proper position t© receive the

treadle-rods E when the case A is raised into a ver-
tical position, as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

97,102. — Alexander McLeod, Black Eiver
Ealls, "Wis.

—

Stump Extractor.—ISTovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the pawls E, oscil-

lating bar E, levers G, chain J, wheel I, and frame
C A, with each other, and with the wheel and axle
D B, ai'ranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes described.

2. The combination of the hoisting-lever B, trucks
17, cable P. axle and wlieel B D, pawls E, oscillat-

ing bar E, chain J, wheel I, and frame C A, sub-
stantially as shown and described, for the purposes
set forth.

97,103.—Eriedrich Miller, Erostburgh, Md.
— Churn.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — The churn-body, having two compart-
ments, one for the cream and the other for the gear-
wheels, in combination with the dasher B, wheel G,
pinion H, and lock-bar K, aU arranged as specified.

97,104. — John H. Miller and E. A. Picker-
ing, jSTiantic, EL—^ar)-6't'j.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the toothed bars
C C, central bar A, jointed connections DEB, and
windlass G, substantially as described.

2. The windlass G, and the mode of raising the
sides of the harrow, substantially as described.

97,105.—George E. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Water-Closet.—':Soremher 23, 1869.

Clavin. — The water closet hopper, having a re-

movable cover, with suitable lugs to rest down per-
pendicularly upon the pan-shaft, which is joni'naled
in the sides of the hopper, while at the same time
the cover fits within the top part of the trunk, so as

to bring the joint between them and the top, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
se't fortli.

97,106.— TVilliam Murkland and John W.
Murkland, LoweU, Mass.

—

Poiver-Loom for Weav-
ing Ingrain Carpets.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The levers ji j-, combined with ani
operating both the trap-boards and the jouimals,
substantially as described.

2. The combination, with the sliding cylindrical

boxes, of the stationary double-hooked pawl and
lever n^, coutroiled by the jacquard, for revolving
such boxes, substantially as described.

3. The vertical and cylindrical boxes p p and q q,
sribstantiaHy as described, when arranged and oper-
ating with the lathe, as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

4. The lay and its springs f^ f^, in combination
with the shuttle-box frame S S, arranged within the
openings of the lay I, for lessening the jarring of the
boxes % the movement of the lay, as specified.

97.107. — John Xaugle, Moresville, Ind. —
Tire-Bending Machine.—Xovember 23, 1869,- ante-

dated November 10, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with a tire-bending
machine, a series of interchangeable coUared rollers,

as and for the purpose speciiied.

2. Forming grooves in the rollers adjacent to the
collars, as and for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the frame A, the pivoted
latch H, arched support I, and roller C, as and for

the purpose specified.

4. In combination with the frame A, and rollers

B and C' the carriage E, racks//, pinions g g, and
shaft G, as and for the purpose specified.

97.108. — Charles M. Q'Hara, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Covering for Steam-Boilers.—November 33,

1869.
Claim.—The application of ashes as a non-con-

ductor of heat, substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose specified.

97.109. — Charles Melsom O'Hara, Bolivar,
Tenn'.—Sand Corn-Sheller.—l^oYemheT 23, 1869.

Claim. — The improved hand corn-sheller herein
described, consisting of the hinged plates provided
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witli concave inner surfaces bearing shelling-corru-

gations, as shown and described.

97,110. —Joseph Ives Pkase, Stockbridge,
Mass.— Velocipede.—jSTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elongated yoke or frame K, extend-
ing diametrically across and supporting the guide-
wheel J, and pivoted in the dash-board H, and
stepped in the shoe I, together with the braces pqr,
holding said shoe in place, the arm M, projecting
from and at right angles to the turn-post, travers-
ing over and locking into the semicircle N, substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with cone-pulleys b b, the belt-

shifter and brake D, the fast and slow gears e c c e,

combined and used together, as and for the purposes
set forth.

.3. The treadles g g, hinging upon the frames or
yokes h h, and attached to the cranks, as described.

4. The wheels shod with rubber tubing, which
tubing is held secure within a grooved tire or felly,

by a metallic rod, passing through its entire length,
and tightened by a right-and-left screw, or its eq^uiva-

lent.

97,111.—T. A. Peck, Taunton, Mass., assignor
to himself and William L. White, jr., same place.

—

Fifth- Wheel for Carriages.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The fifth-wheel of a carriage, composed

of a continuous strip of wood, bent into a circle, or
an arc of a circle, then the same, or its.bearing bed
or support, is plated with hardened steel, or its

equivalent.

97,J 12. — William Penny, Milton, Fla.—^a^y-
Mill.—NovemhGT 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A, of a gang-saw mUl. con-
structed as described, and provided with flanges or
brackets, E,, between the cylinder C and the saw-
frame r, substantially as described, so that it is sus-
pended and properly balanced in the manner speci-
fied.

2. The cylinder C, provided with flanges a, to
brace the plates B, of the frame A, and to become
portion of said frame, substantially as herein shown
and described.

97,113.—David Pierce, Almont, Mich..—Bend-
ing-Machine.—ISTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grooved rect-
angular former A, yielding bearing-levers C, springs
/, and roller h, when arranged substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the ogee reciprocating
former B, and roller-formers C, D, and E, when
arranged substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the grooved roller I, roller
K, lever-bearings L, foot-piece N, and spring-lever
O, when arranged substantially as specified.

97,114.—Jacob W. Piper, Chicaq-o, and Will-
iam J. Hanger and Jacob S. Hangeii, Tavlor, 111.—Derrick.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The cam E, provided with collar H, in

combination with the two-part collar F Gr, provided
with rollers V W, standard A, latch x, arm M L,
and link Q, as set forth.

97,115.—Thomas Place, Alfred Centre, N. Y.
—Machine for Making lYheels.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—I. The turn-table B, adapted for adjust-

ment upon the carriage A, in any reciuired plane,
with reference to the rest O, or boring-tool, by means
of the set-screws L and adjustable eye-bolt M,
arranged to oi)erate as lierein sliowu and described.

2. Tlie slotted adjustal)le rest (), pr()\'ided with the
vertically-adjustable slide-rest P and the felly-sup-
port, in combination with tlie carriage A and turn-
table B, as herein described, for the" purpose speci-
fied.

97,116.—Thomas O. Potter, Boston, Mass.—
<Su.s7;ewder.—JSTovember 23, 1869.
Cta-im.-As a now article of manufacture, the sus-

pender and shoulder-brace combined, above de-
scribed, consisting of two loops, each provided with
straps, as described, and connected togofclier behind
by an adjustable strap, all substantially as described.

97,117.— Abram Keese, McClure Township,
Pa.

—

Machine for Boiling Bars for Horseshoes.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for rolling bars for horse-
shoes, the malleable-iron die-rings C and c, and
creaser d, combined with the rolls, as described.

2. A malleable -iron ring, C, having cylindrical and
beveled parts c c', made separate from the roll, as de-
scribed, and for the uses set forth.

3. The construction, herein described, of the
tongue or collar n and grooA^e^o of the rolls to, m', in
virtue of which there results a space between the
working faces of the tongue and groove, of the form
substantially as described, and substantially as
shown at o'.

4. As a step in the manufacture of horseshoes,
rolling a bead, s', along tJie edge of one face of the
bar, preparatory to creasing, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The delivery-guide g, having a lug, g'., entering

the groove e', substantially in the manner and for
the purposes set forth.

6. The combination of the adjustable guide-rests

p p' , with the malleable-iron die-rings C and D, and
the roils b &', substantially as described.

97,118.

—

Jacob Eeese and Abram Eeese,
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Horseshoe-Machine. — November
23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the former m, pair
of forming-plates % i, and double forming-rollers e e',

substantially as described.
2. The double rollers e e', arranged on a stem, d,

which operates in a box, d', substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

3. The raised portion of the die undeidying and
surrounding the former m with its narrow point n'

and broad part n, in combination with the collar z
on the roller e, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The clearing-plates I, with its projection I' and
pins ti, in combination with its clearing-arm w', sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. The arrangement of a series of formers, two or
more, with the ends on which are formed the toes of
the shoes turned in opposite directions, in connec-
tion with a corresponding arrangement of forming-
plates i and forming-rollers e, so as to bend shoes at

both strokes of the machine.

97,119.-0. Kenne and F. Landenberger, New
York, N. Y.— Weighing-Basket.—November 23. 1869.

Claim. —A weighing-basket, formed of willow
twigs or metal, and provided with a movable bot-

tom, springs, guide-rollers, index, and scale, each of
said parts being constructed and arranged, with re-

spect to the others, in the manner descnbed.

97,120.—Thomas C.Robinson, Boston, Mass.—Paper-Cutting Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the knife K with
the toggle-mechanism, for operating the clamp, sub-
stantially in tlie manner described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the bar
S, springs q q' , toggle-mechanism, and knife K, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose of throwino-
up tlie knife at the completion of its downward
stroke, as stated.

97,121.—John A. Eockwood, Kinderhook, 111.,

assignor to himself and S. Morris, same place.

—

Combined Planter and Cultivator.—November 23,
1869.

Claim.—The combination of the harrow NOP
with the beam A, dropping-deviee G H I J K L M,
hanilles F, and rear or covering-plows D E, whether
used with or without the furrowing-plow B C, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,122.—Marcus A. Eoot, Philadelphia, and
Jacob D. Custer, Norristowu, Va.—Portable Oa^-
Apparatus and Carbureter.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tho box or civso A, ciust iii one piooe
witli its partitions a b, so as to comprise within it

tlie \\vo chambers J 2, made and arranged for tho
purpose and in the manner described.

2. In conibinatiou Avilh a carburotiiig-apnaratns,
the bU)wing-wlioel 1), coini)ostHl of winged ouokots,
with dollccting .surfaces, as and for tlio purjwso
herein described and roprescnted.
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3. In combination with the blowing--wheel D, con-
structed and operating as herein described, and re-

volving in a well partially filled -with a hydrocarbon,
the lifting-enps 7, on said "wheel, for carrying np
from the well the hydi'ocarbon that is to supply the
carbureting-chamber, and flowing it therein or
thereto, substantially as described.
'« 4. In combination "with a carbureting-apparatus,
in which the air is subjected to two distinct charg-
ing-operations, a burner and cock, connecting with
each interior chamber, and an exterior communi-
cating-pipe, with a cock for each burner, so that the
air differently charged in the interior may be sepa-
rately burned or mixed before coming to "the flame,
as and for the purpose described.

97,123.—Erxest Sa>-doz, Hudson City, X. J.—
Securing the Cannon-Piaions of Watches.—^''ovem-
ber 23, 1869 : antedated November 1.5, 1869.

Claim.—The arbor c, with a neck, 2, in combina-
tion with the spring-tube of the cannon-pinion d,

formed with the internal collar 3, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

97,124.—PaLET SA>:FORr, Marion, X. Y.—Bce-
ifit-e.-November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The vibrating bottom F, transverse pas-
sage-way J, in combination with the form of the hive
A, sliding-valve I. insulated boxes T>, frame B, and
metallic box L, all being constructed as herein de-
scribed and represented, for the purpose set forth.

97,12-5.—Hexey C. Sergeant, Xewark, X. J.—
Fluting-Machine.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The bracket, for carrying the upper roll

B, connected with the standard by means of the face-
plates A Ai, pivoted together eccentrically, the
movable one being provided with a lever extending
laterally and on the opposite side from said eccen-
txie pivot, substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

97,126.—William H. Setjioub, Brockport, IS".

T.

—

Moioing-Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The adjustable main frame C, con-
nected at its rear end with the main axle on oppo-
site sides of the inner djive-wheel, in combination
with a hinged cuTting-apparatus, arranged in line

with the tread of the drive-wheels, as described.
2. The vibrating main frame C, and gear-plates D

D', ari'anged relatively to each other and to the main
drive-wheel axle, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with a hinged cutting-appara-
tus connecting with the main frame in line with the
tread of the drive-wheels, the arrangement, substan-
tially as described, of the gearing on the main frame
and drive-wheel axle, outside of the hub of the inner
main drive-wheel.

4. The finger-bar hinged to the frame in line with
the tread of the driving-wheels, in combination with
the pivoted hand-lever O, and link or loop ]!:7, ar-

ranged and operating as described.
5. The combination of the adjustable frame C,

pivoted coupling or brace-rods K and L, hinged shoe
I, and link or loop X, arranged and operating as de-
scribed.

6. The carrying-wheel M, applied to the inde-
pendently-hinged rear brace K, in combination with
the hinged cutting-apparatas, arranged substan-
tially as'deseribed."

97,127.— Thomas Slaight, Xewark, X. J.—
Padlock.—Xovember 23, 1S69.

Claim.—The bolt D, constructed with the hook i,

projections j k, stump I. and part k'. when used in
connection with the ordinary shackle B, tumblers C,
and spring e, all being constructed, arranged, and
operated substantialiy'as herein described.

97,128. — Charles W. Small, Worcester,
Mass.

—

Work-Box and Desk.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim..—A combined work-box and writing-desk,
composed of the box A, cover B, plate C, and rods
I) D, all arranged to operate as herein, shown and
described.

97,129.—AUSTIN" S. Sjhth, Lawrence, Mass.—

j
Device for Packing Eggs for Transportation. —

j

Xovember 23, 1869.

j

Claim.—A duplicate egg-pocket. A, formed of a
' sinp:le piece of stilf paper, in the manner specified,
aad for the purpose set forth.

97,130 Cyrus W. Sihth, Morrisville, X. T.—
Api)aratus for Building Sod Fences. — Xovemb^?

I 23, 1869.

I
Claim.—1. The winches & &, in combination with,

' and arranged as described with relation to the guys,
crane A a. and frame B, whereby the crane can

i ^Iways be readily kept in vertical position, even if

i the ground is uneven, as herein described.

j

2. The herein-described apparatus for building sod
! fence, consisting of the crane A a, adjusting-gitys,
i and winches b b, the sod-fork D, frame B. and a
! vehicle, C, all constructed, arranged, and operating

I

as herein described.

! 97,131 ^P. W. Strong, Evans's Mills. X. Y.—
: Apparatus for Manufacturing Cheese.—Xovember
. 23, 1869.

Clavm. — 1. The combination of the automatic
device E, or equivalent, the water-supplying pipe c,

I vat-tank E, and fannel h, substantially as described.
' 2. The arrangement of the water-chamber C, con-

.
structed to operate as described, heater M, vat E,
and tank E, all constructed and combined subslan-

I

tially as described.
I 3. The arrangement of the perforated pipes P and
t t, vat E, tank E. funnel n. and water-supply chamber
C, constracted as described, in the manner and for
the purpose described.

4. The combination of an air-supplying apparatus
with a vat, E, and tank E, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The combination of air-supplying agitators

' with vat E and tank E.
6. One or more pipes leading from an air-supply-

ing apparatus beneath the rack in a curd-sink, 1,

: substantially as described.

i 97,132.—Josef Stuehler, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
I Stair-Pod.—Xovemb.r23. 1869.

! Claim. — A stair-rod. slotted near its ends, and
provided with a slotted cap. B, pin D, spring d, and

. perforated block b. all constructed as described, to
' lock the said rod upon the hooks E, in the manner
sjjecified.

I

97,133.— Hexrt p. Swan, Xorwalk. Conn.—
! Buckle.—Xovember 23. 1869 ; antedated Xovember
; 8, 1869.

I

Claim. — Providing the part a, of the frame A,
i
with holes n, ai'rangeci as and for the purpose speci-

ified.

97,134.—George S. Thompson. Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Balancing Millstone.—Xovember 23, 1869.

j

Claim. — The horns D, the upper and lower up-

I
wardly and downwardly projecting screws H K, the

I nuts L. with their tenons d, and the housings F,

I
with their mortises e, substantially as shown and
described.

97,135. — Charles True. Pecatonica, HI.

—

Close Stool and Closet.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of horizontally-

sliding covers with a vertically-moving seat, sub-

stantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The closet described, consisting of the box,

seat, flexible band, sliding covers, springs, pulleys,

standards, and bands, when combined and arrang'ed

as described, for the purpose set forth.

97,136. — William I. Tustin, San Francisco,

Cal.— Windjnill.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The table F, with its projecting
segmental rack e, turning on the flange a, in com-
bination with the wheel E and rudder D, substan-

tially as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The vertical connecting-rod I, with its gear-

wheel Q and pinion i, when used for connecting ad-

iusting-gears on the lower end of the vertical shaft

C, either with the table F, or directly with the

wheel E or rudder D. substantially as and for the

purpose herein described.
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3. The pulley Gr, witli its tootlied pinion g, and
under-projecting lugs or pins n, the same being
raised by means of the curved lever L, and operated
by the endless cord v, jsassing over pulleys J^ and O,
aiid kept taut by the weight P, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose herein set forth.

97,137.—W. A. Van Brunt, Horicon, Wis.—
Seeding-Machine.—ISTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable seeding-cylinder, with
radial flanges B^ of about one-eighth of an inch
radius less than the bearing j)art A of the cylinder,

or sufficient to allow the grain to pass without crush-
ing, said radial flanges running lengthwise of the
cylinder, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. In combination with the adjusting seeding-
cylinder, above claimed, so arranging the opening
C for receiving, and the opening C'^ for discharging
the grain, that the latter shall be received nnd dis-

charged on opposite sides of the vertical diameter
of the seeding-cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

97,138. — Hermann Von Schlagintweit-
SAKUNLUNtKi, Munich, Bavaria.

—

Revolving Scale.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the graduated scale

C, at the extremity of the handle A, with the pointed
spur-wheel B, formed and operating substantially as

described.

97,139.—David F. Wagner, West Hauover,
Pa. —Corn-Planter.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame A A^ a, connected to the
axle of two transporting-wheels, by means of the
casings B, in which turn the hoppers F, substan-
tially as described.

2. The bar D, from which the seed-tubes are hung,
applied to the rear overhanging ends of straps a a,

when these straps also serve to connect together the
two beams, A A^, and when these two beams are
sustained by the cylindrical hopper-casings B, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The pivoted draw-rods j, hooked on their front
ends and pivoted to the pendants h, by means of
wooden pins i, in combination with the catch-pins t,

arranged below pins i, substantially as described.
4. The double perforated rotating hopper F, ap-

plied upon axle C, and combined with a stationaiy
case, B, and an adjustable slide, E, ail constructed
substantially as described.

5. The tubular eyes V, on tlie rear end of draw-
rod J, applied to the axle V of wheels s s, and to
flange g' of tube E, substantially as described.

97,140.—F. L. Walker, Boston, Mass.

—

Paper-
Cutting Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,. — The combination and arrangement of
mechanism for effecting the downward and forward
movement of the cutter, substantially as described.

97,141. — William Wickersham, Boston,
Mass.

—

Machine for Making Nails/or Horseahoes.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. In horse-nail machines, two series of
pairs of working-rolls, one aeries placed at riglit

angles to the otlier, each with a progressive in-

crease of size from the beginning pair, and formed
and constructed with longitudinal-grooved surfaces,
as described, so tliat they shall have tlie same size

and form throughout their Avhole length, and having
working-surfaces such, that each pair shall work on
the opposite sides only, or opposite edges only, of
the nail, while it is being formed, as it passes Ise-

tween them, substantially in the manner described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2.' The combination of the cutting-rolls G G',
transferring-roUs h b', and press-gears, as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. In machines for making nails for horseshoes,
the intermittingly rotary pressgcari N and N', op-
orating in conjunction to form a series of dies, in

which to straigliten and incline the point of a nail,

otherwise completed, substantially as set forth.

4. In horse-nail machines, the irregular screw/, in

combination witli the press-gears N and N', foi- im-
jjarting to said gears an alttn-nate motion and rest,

lis and for the purpose set fortli.

97,142. — Isaac Williams, Bucyrus, Ohio.—
Wagon-Ladder.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, in a wagon-ladder, of

the following devices : First, a tight bottom, having
rectangular holes to receive posts of the wings or
sides of the ladder, having dowel-pins to insert in
holes in the posts of said wings, and having slotted
cross-ties fitting to the bolsters and standards of
wagons, substantially as set forth ; second, wings,
having for their support posts, with beveled lower
ends, supporting each other, with the tenoned end
posts held by mortised clamps, substantially as set
forth.

97,143.—Charles Abresch, New York, N. T.—Process for Brewing Beer.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The Avithin-described process for brew-

ing beer, by mixing barley-malt with rice or ground
starch, about in the proportion above state'd, and
treating the mixture substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

97,144.—Isaac Adams, Jr.—Suspended.

97,145.—Reuben A. Adams, Cambridge, Mass.—Curing and Preserving Fish.—November 23, 1869.

Cla,itn.—The use of saltpeter in the process of cur-

ing fish, in the manner and for purposes substan-
tially as described.

97,146.-Joseph F. Alexander, New York,
N. Y.

—

Propelling-Apparatus.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The blade E,.situated below the water-
line, and connected to two cranks B C, situated at a
suitable angle toward each other, substantially as
shown and described.

97,147.—N. I. Allen and James C. Moody,
Brunswick, Me.

—

Spindle for Loom-Shuttles.—No-
vember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The improved shuttle-spindle herein de-

scribed, that is, made of malleable cast iron, and
having the inclined beards or ridges on the surface
formed from the body of the spindle itself, and on
one side thereof only, as herein described.

97,148.-Edwin E,. Austin, Elmira, N. Y.—
Step-Ladder.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A clasp, composed of the band B, jaws C
and F, crank D, and pivots E, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner described, and
for the purpose set forth.

97,149.—D. W. Bailey, Chelsea, Mass.— Co«-
crete Pavement.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A pavement for streets, &c., composed of
materials, deposited in successive layers, substan-
tially as hereinbefore explained.

97,150. — S. Pv,. Bailey, Bath, Me.— Sleigh.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim.—Elongating the sides of the sleigh-body, so
as to cover the l^ottom, side, and rear rails, to which
the runner cross-bars are atiixed, substantially as
herein shown and described.

97,151 .—D. H. Ball, Sinnamahoning, Pa.—Ma-
chinefor Sawing Shingle-Bolts.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the frame A, of
the posts E, shaft K, with its fly-wheel, pulley, and
saw, in connection with the traveling-table D, when
constructed as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

97,152.—James Ball, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Knife
arid Fork.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie combination, with a knife or fork, of
a skewer-clamp, substantially as set forth and do-

scribed.

97,1 53.—POHEHT L. Barclay, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. Y.

—

Progressive Reciprocating Motionfor Stamp-
ing and other Machines.—Novenibor 23, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The eccentric /, in combination with
tlie eccentric i and connection g, arranged and op-

oratiug substantially as set fortli, whereby the pro-

gressive reciprocation is cflected by the rotation of
both ecceutrica, as sot forth.
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2. The flange m, of the eccentric i and pins n, in

combination with the escapement s t, and eccentric

/, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

97,154.—rR.A^rcisH. Barxard andTVALTER L.
Brace, Hartford, Conn.

—

Pocket-Knife.—November
'23, 1869.

Claim.—A. pocket-knife, a, Trith spring &, thumb-
latch &', and thumb-piece b", blade c, awl e, screw-
driver d, with the rough enlargement a' constructed
and arranged as described, substantially as set forth.

97,155.—Joseph B. Bidwell, Grand Eapids,
Mich., assignor to himstlf and Johx C. Kxoblock,
South Bend, Ind.

—

Confection from Baisins.—Xo-
Tember 23, 1869.

Claim.—As anew article of confectionery, raisins

coated by a compound composed of the ingredients,
and substautiaEy in the proportions set forth.

97,156 "William H. BLAKE,"Waterbury, Conn.
—Method of Forming Sleeve-JButton Shanks.—Xo-
Tember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The improved method, herein described,
of forming the shank d, with its cup-shaped disk/,
in one and the same piece of metal.

97,157.— Olpha Boxxey, Jr., San Fnincisco,
Cal—JIorse-FMke.—:SoYembei- 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the thumb-screw
and interposed plate with the knee or shank, for con-
necting the tooth of the rake to the bar, and for ad-

justing the tooth in the knfee or shank, as herein re-

cited.

2. The arrangement of the central bars e in rela-

tion to the bars'o, q, and r, and foot-bar t, whereby
|

the entire series of gangs may be operated, as herein
j

set forth,
I

3. The double adjustment of the bars e, upward
j

afid down-\rard, and forward and backward, as and i

tor the pui'poses herein recited.
|

97,158.—Jesse L. Braxsox, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Loom.—November 23, 1669.

j

Claim.—1. A hollow cam-shaft, within which the
,

main shaft revolves, each shaft having its own inde-
i

pendent bearings or supports, and each having
j

movements independent of the other, substantially !

as described.
j

2. The journal-boxes H, constructed each of a sin-
|

gle piece, provided with two concentric beai'ings, of
'

different sizes, in combination with a hollow ^am-
\

shaft, within which revolves another shaft, substan-
!

tially as shown and described.
j

3. The arrangement of the lever-clutches K L, on
;

opposite sides of the cam-shaft, and so that as one
j

of "the clutches moves back, it shall partially resolve
the cam-shaft, and cause one of the leaves of the

jcam to depress a heddle, and as the other clutch
;

moves forward it shall, by a further movement of the

shaft, relieve the heddle of such depression, sub- ^

stantially as set forth.
[

4. In combination with the lever-clutches, ar- '

ranged on opposite sides of the shaft, the adjustable
chttches M M. by means of which the shed may be
kept open a greater or lesser period, at option.

|

5. The corubination of the main shaft with the re-
|

versible tappet-shaft, which impart the picker-move-
ments, by means of a chain and sprocket-wheels upon i

the shafts, substantially as described.
j

97,159.—Martin Briggs, Eochestsr, X. Y.—
^Sa/e.—:Jsovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—A safe, consisting of the inner plates A,
the outer panels B, screws a, and angle-irons C C,

covering the angles of the sides and top and bottom,
\

said irons being'connected together by mortise-and-
|

tenon joints, the whole constructed and arranged as
j

set forth.
\

97,160. — Charles H. Burleigh, Worcester,}
Mass.

—

Fipe-Trap.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the body of a
j

pipe-trap, of an apertiu-e for cleaning the interior
j

thereof, aiTanged in the side of the trap, as shown !

and described.
j

2. The combination, with the lower partition C,
of a drain stop-screw or plug, as above described.

;

3. The combination, with the body of the trap, of
the net or strainer D, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the body or globe of the
pipe-trap, of a projecting stem, H, and socket G-,

having male and female screw-threads of the same
size, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

97,161.—P. P. Buttles, Mansfield, Ta.—Bee-
Moth Instrument.—^OTemher 23, 1869.

Claim.—As new articles of mantifacture, a set of
instruments, substantially as herein described, for
use in the rearing and management of bees.

97,162.—pRAXCis M. Caldwell, Xew York,
X. Y.—Flaw.—2soyembev 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The adjustable stem B, when con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the
pui'pose herein described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the stem
B with the plow-sweep A A, bolt c, and lug e, in the
manner and for the purpose herein described.

97,163.—Prederick J. Calhoun, Boston, Mass-— Railivay-Frog.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim..—The employment, in a railway-fi'Og. of one
or more hardened and water proof sheets of pulp,
made from paper or other fibrous material, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

97,164. — Henry Carter, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Ditching-Machine.—Xovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The pronged wheel D, as arranged to

operate in combination with the adjustable plow E,
in tlie manner substantially as described, ana for the
purpose specified.

2. The conductor or chute L and fingers X, as ar-

ranged, in relation to and in combination with the
wheel B and prongs 6, in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth."

3. The adjusting-standard P, arm G, guide H, and
plow E, all combined and arranged to operate in the
manner as described, and for the pm'pose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the wheel
B, plow E, fi'ame X, and platform I, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

97,185. — Peter P. Cederholm, Stillwater,
Minn.

—

Syringe.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The syringe, having a separate suction-
pipe, C, formed around the central discharge-pipe B,
and provided with valves c c, substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.

97,166.—H. P. Chapman, Essex, assignor to the
Centre Brook Manufacturing Company, Centre
Brook, Conn.

—

Fxtension-JSit.—Xovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The head or fixed cutter, constructed

so as to form a gouge-lip or cutter, a, in combination
with a cutter, C, made adjustable in the head above
said gouge-lip a, substantially as set forth.

2. In adjustable bits, the cutter C, when constructed
with the slot/, with its inclined edges, and combined
with the conical-headed set-screw t). so that the said
screw "n'ill spread each side fi'om the slot, to bind the
cutter into its seat, substantially in the manner and
for the pui'pose set forth.

97,167.—A. A. Chassepot, Paris, Prance.

—

Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—As an iihprovement on the fire-arm de-
scribed and claimed in Letters-Patent, Xo. 60,832,
dated January 1, 1867, the combination with the
sliding and rotating breech-bolt, which contains the
percussion-pin T, of the metallic piston, constructed
as described ; that is to say, centrally perforated,- for
the passage of said percussion-pin, and provided
with a stud to actuate the cartridge-retractor, and
held in a chamber formed in the end of the said bolt,

in the manner shown and set forth.

97,168—William P. Clark, Indianola, 111.—
Fruit-Drier.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—A fi'uit-drier, combining, in its coa-
struetion, a receptacle for the fruit, the waUs of which
have formed within them steam-spaces, said recep-
tacle being also provided with horizontal and verti-

cal pai'titions, having steam-spaces witiiin them, the
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vertical ones being for the purpose of dividing the

receptacle into two compartments, and a steam-in-

duction pipe, aiTanged, as described, so as to serve

as an induction-pipe for the steam, and an eduction-

pipe for the water of condensation, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth,

97,169. — Benjamin Eowland Ckoasdale,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Bag for Guano, Phosphates, and
other Fertilizers.—^STovember 23, 1869.

Claim..—A bag, coated and saturated with sub-

stantially such materials as are herein described, for

the purpose set forth.

97,170.—"William Deering, Louisville, Ky.—
Baling-Press.—November 23, 1B69.

Claim.—1. The combination of the nut B, screw
C, and eccentric L, or its equivalent, when employed
with intermediate mechanism, substantially such as

is herein described, to give simultaneous movement
to the upper and lower platens of a press, substan-

tially in the manner set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the eccen-

tric L, frame M, with its arms or guides N, hooks J,

and lever P^, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cam-
wheel Y, roller Z, pulley p, and bent arms r, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

97,171.— John J. De Grummond, Knoxville,
HI.

—

Horse Hay-Fork.—[November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A hay-fork, having forks A, levers B,
blocks n and v, and pulleys s and y, constructed and
arranged substantially as specified.

97,172.—George Denis and George Grassal,
Osceola, Iowa.

—

Hay-Rack.—ISTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The pivoted upright frame or end-rack A
and the pivoted notched standard D, in combination
Avith the folding hay-rack B, substantially as de-

scribed.

97,173.—William Dennison, Cambridge, Mass.
—Machine for Making Chains.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein described, of weld-
ing and forming chain-links, that is to say, by forc-

ing them into dies C C by means of die m, as herein
described.

2. The combination of dies C C, with bridge-slot
within, substantially as set forth.

3. The segment-gear K, rods L. angle-lever M, fol-

lower I, and tube H, all arranged as shown, in com-
bination with dies C C, as and for the purx^oses set

forth.

4. The combination of the cross-slatted cylinder

^, with mechanism, substantially as set forth, for

I'otating it and moving the chain intermittently, as
the same is formed.

5. The combination of the vise E, connecting-rod
J, segment-gear K, pinion Q, ratchet V, pawl d, shaft
P, crank E, rod S, segment-gear T, with segment-
gear U, attached to the cylinder N, in the manuer
and for the purpose set forth.

6. The wheel h, gears / / Z Y X, cylinder O,
ratchets jj', x>awls i i', in combination with the cyl-

inder N, constructed in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

7. The vise E, dies C C m, tube H, follower I, cyl-

inder N, and wheel h, combined in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

97,174.—Elias Dilday, South Pass, HI.—Fruit-
Drier.—November 23, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The dry -house A, constructed as de-

scribed, and divided into two compartments by
means of the movable partitions G G, and having
slides H H and guides d d, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

2. Tlwj combination and arrangement of the dry-
house A, furnace B, flue C, chimney D, frame J, and
drawers I I, all constructed as described, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,175. — George DucKWonTii, William
Duckworth, James Duckworth, and John C.
Duckworth, Pittsfield, Mass.—ioom.—November
23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with the pickers of a
loom having ishifting shuttle-boxes, a protecting-
mechanism, substantially as described, whereby the
loom is stopped when a picker fails to withdraw
from a shifting shuttle-box at the proper time to per-
mit it to be shifted.

2. In combination with the lay-swords, the adjusta-
ble connections and adjusting-screws, substantially
as described.

97,176.—Weight Duryea, Glen Cove, N. Y.—
Velocipede- Wlieel.— November 23, 1869 ; antedated
November 12, 1869.

Claim.—A velocipede-wheel, constructed in or
aiound its periphery with one or more flutes, bound
or bordered by corrugated edges, substantially as
specified.

97,177.—Theodore Duval, Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpenter's Grooving-Plane.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a "dado"
or grooving-plane for carpenters' use, when con-
structed in two parts, and made adjustable in the
manner substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose specified.

97.178. — EuDOLPH Eickemeyer, Yonkers,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Pouncing Hats.—November 23,
i 18G9.

I

Claim.—1. A pouncing-cylinder or emery-wheel,
I consisting of an elastic rubber body or holder, pro-
vided with means of circumferential distension, and

!

a sleeve or cover of emery-paper or emery-cloth, or
its equivalent, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination of a rotating
pouncing-cylihder with a vertical supporting-horn,
substantially as described, whereby the supporting-
horn may be used to support the tip, side crown, or
brim, during the operation of pouncing the hat.

3. In combination with a rotating pouncing-cylin-
der, and a rest or supporting-horn, a swiveliug feed-

ing-mechanism, substantially as described, whereby
the hat may be drawn between the pouncing-cylin-
der in different curves, or dii-ectly forward, as re-

quired.
4. In combination with the rotating pouncing-

cylinder and supporting-horn, the hinge and set-

screw, whereby the supporting-horn is adjusted to

the inclination of the sides of the pouncing-cylinder.
5. In combination with the pouncing-cylinder and

the supporting-horn for the hat, the horizontal
treadle-lever and adjusting- screw, whereby the sup-

porting-horn is adjusted vertically to various sizes

of pouncing-cylinders, or various thicknesses of hat-

bodies.

97.179. — Edwin E. Embry, Eichmoud, Ky.—
Churn.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — The dasher D, formed with spirally-

curved blades or wings, in combination with the
detachable brej^ers, when constructed and oper-
ating as herein shown and described.

97,180.—ErHRAiM C. Evens, Eorrest Hill, Ind.—Liniment.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — A liniment, composed of the within-
described ingredients, and substantially in the pro-
portions specified.

97,181.—John O. Fairbairn, Milwaukee, Wis.—JDinner-Pail.—November 23, 1869.

Claiin. — 1. A dinner-j)ail, consisting of the com-
partments B, C, and D, and cover E, all constructed
as herein described, so that they may be arranged
upon each other, or compactly folded up, as shown
and set forth.

2. The compartments B, C, and D, and cover E,
provided with the hooks k, in combination with the
cord or chain (Z, when constructed so as to be ar-

ranged as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,182. — Levi S. Tales, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to The American Fertilizer CoMrANY.—
Mode of Recovering the Spent Acidfrom Oil-ltefmei'-

ies.—November 2:}, 18(i9.

Claim.—The witbin-doscribod method of purifying

or recovering the spent acid oi oilrofiucrios, &c., by
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means of the ammoniacal liquors from gas-tvorks,
either Tvith or without the use of the sulphate of

^

soda, ammonia, or potash, substantiaUy as herein
|

set forth.
"

i

I

97,183.—E. L. Foreman, Kantoul, 111., assignor
to Edward Foreman*, same place.

—

Dltclier and
Grader.—Xorember 23, 1869 ; antedated JS'ovember
15. 1S69.

;

Claim.—The arrangement of the hinged side B and :

plow A upon the frame, as shown and described,
when said parts A B are formed of sbeet-metal,
curved as shown, and extend beneath the wood-work '.

to whicli the plates are attached, substantially as set
j

forth.
i

I

97,184. — T7ARREX G-ALE, Peekskill, K. Y.—

'

Tegetahle-Cutter.—^oxQmheT-^i.l^m.
I

Claim. — 1. In a regetable-slicer, a cylinder, made
'

whole or in sections, of any suitable" form, when
provided with a straight knife fastened across the
cylinder, with an opening between the knife and
cylinder to govern the thickness of the slice, and
with a depression or space on the cylinder, below
the knife, made wider at its back part, so the slices

will pass under the knife, and be discharged without \

going into the cylinder, substantially as described.
2. In a vegetable-slicer, a cylinder, of any suitable :

form, made with an outside metal surface, when said
cylinder is armed with one or more knives, of any
suitable form, and is also made with a space be- '

tween said knife and metallic surface, made wider at
its back part, substantially as described. '

3. A cylinder of a vegetable-slicer, composed of
detachable sections, and attaching the knives to
ssdd sections, in such manner that the knife, or ,

knives, and sections can be removed without dis-
I

turbing the other parts of the cylinder, substantiaUy
\

as described.
j

4. So constructing the detachable sections of the
cylinder, that a space wiU be left between the sec-

tions and the knives, which shall be wider at its

back than its front, substantially as and for the pur- i

pose set forth.
!

5. Providing the detachable sections of a cylinder
in a vegetable-slicer with a bend or projection, at or
^ear its end, to which the knife is attached, and also
with a projection, extending around the cylinder,

;

substantially as and for the purpose described.
6. The combination of the cylinder A, constructed

substantially as herein set forth, with the hopper H.
and arranged in the frame F, in such a manner that
the vegetables wiU only come in contact with about
one-fourth of the circumference of the cylinder, sub- i

stantiaUy as described.
7. In a vegetable-slicer, a detachable throat-piece,

P, in combination with a detachable section, D D,
so the throat-piece can be removed without remov-
ing the section, substantially as described.

8. A vegetable-slicer, constructed with a detach-
able section, D, to which the knife, or knives, or cut-
ters, of whatever form, are attached, in combination
with a slotted head-piece, G, to which the section is

fastened, all substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

97,185.—Merritt Gally, Bochester, X. Y.. as-
signor to Allex p. Carpenter, same place.

—

Frintitig-Press.—November 23, 1869-
Claim.—1. In a printing-press, such a construction

of the ways in or on which the wheels or guides of
the inking-roUers run, as shall raise such inking-
roUers free from the distributing-cylinder or cylin-
ders when approaching or leaving' the same, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The traverse-cam C, whether attached to the
crank-pin as a cap or forming part of the crank-
wheel when used in connection with the stad or pul-
ley G, for the purpose set forth.

3. The positively-moving lever L, the lever K,
and connection M, combined for the purpose of giv-
ing motion to the inking-rollers, arms, or lever s,

substantially as described.
4. The le-fer If g, combined with the connection

M, for the purpose of disconnecting the levers L K,
substantially as explained.

a. The latch P, combined with the levers L K, for

tke purpose of holding lever K and hook-connection
M in position for reconnection, and preventing the
release of lever X at an improper time, substantially
as specified.

6. The wedge or sleeve i i^, pin, trunnion, or jour-
nal I, box or Ijearing M*, and adjusting-bar T, com-
bined substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The set-latch L* W, combined with a handle, V,
as and for the object explained.

8. In combination with such set-latch, the pro-
jection or bar T, of the wedge or sleeve i i'\ as and
for the end specified.

9. The use of rubber packing, or other elastic
material, for the purpose of relieving the cut-off of
the ink-fountain from the direct pressure of the set-

screws, substantially as set forth.

10. The additionsd lug S, placed on the lever-pro-
jection of support B, in combination with the flange
Y, as and for the purpose described.

11. The type-bed B. inclined backward at any
angle between the vertical and forty-five degrees, in
combination with the vibrating, rocking, or oscil-

lating platen A, constructed substantially as herein
set forth.

97,186.—Joseph Gardner, Jr., Boston, Mass.
.—Indicator for Mainspring of Watches. — Xovem-

ber 23, 1869.

Claim.—As a means of determining the degree of
tension of the mainspring of a time-piece, the or-

ganization and arrangement of the tubular arbor
and the rod g, the pawl i, the toothed wheel k, spring-
catch r, or its equivalent, and the index-pointer and
scale, the stop-pawl being accessories to such parts,
and the whole operating in manner and for the
purposes herein shown and explained.

97,187 Hiram Gary, Croton, X. J.—Loose-
Crrain Fork.—November 23, 1369.

Claim. — The tongue or spring A, constructed
either of wood or metal, for loose-grain forks, se-

cured to the stale or handle, as herein described, for

the purposes set forth.

97,188.— A. S. Gear, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Molding-Machine.—November 23, 1S69.

Claim.—1. In combination with the driving-shaft

C and jointed s^winging frame G- and I arranged
thereon, carrying the cutter-spindle L, the table A,
and pattern P, arranged so as to clamp the work W
upon said table, and so that the said spindle may be
moved over the surface of the work, as described,
guided by the said pattern, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2. In combination -ndth the above, the adjusting-
lever E. operating so as to vary the elevation of the
spindle L, substantiaUy as set forth.

,

97,189 William W. G-lextworth, PhUadel-
phia, Pa., and William H. Gandey, Lambertviile,
X. J.

—

Paper Felt or Wadding.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The paper felt, produced ip. the man-
ner and by the process substantiaUy as above de-

scribed.
I 2. The process, substantially as herein described,
! for producing our new manufacture, by taking the
material up on the making-cyUnder, while in the con-
dition of half stuff, and subsequently drying it with
little or no pressure.

97,190.—Louis Goddu, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Elmer Townsend, same place.

—

Machine for
Nailing Shoe-Soles vnth Wire.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, as weU as the com-
bination of the hand-lever E, and its operative
spring k, with the stock A, and the mechanism for

advancing the wire, the said mechanism consisting
of the pawl i, the ratchet g, and the feed-wheel D,
arranged in and applied to the stock, and the wire
passage thereof, as explained.

2. The combination of the stop p, and its adjust-

ing-lever F, and rack G-, with the stock A, and the
hand-lever E, applied to the feeding-mechanism, as
set forth.

3. The arrangement of the transferrer C with the
stock A and the shank B of the nail-driver carrier,

in manner so as to be moved in one direction by the
said shank while descending, as set forth, the move-
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ment of said trausferrer in the opposite direction be-

ing effected bj a spring", or its equivalent.

4. The arrangement of the movable knife-carrier

or lever H with the stock A and the shank B of the

nail-driver carrier, in manner so as to be moved in

one direction by the said shank while descending, as

set forth, the movement of the said knife-lever in

the opposite direction being effected by a spring, or

its equivalent.

inside key the outside key-hole may be closed, all

substantially as specified.

97,197.—JoHsr Jacobs, Oneida. TlL—Neck-YoJc-e.
—November 23, 1869.

Claun.—1. The longitudinally-grooved bolt B, pro-
vided with the clip C, in which the leather holdback
D is secured, substantially as shown and described.

2. The plate or washer E, provided with lugs or
projections a a, and pins b b, substantially as and

97,191.—Louis Goddu, Boston, Mass., assignor iior the purposes herein set forth.
~"^ ' ^' ^ 3. The combination and arrangement of the yoke

A, bolt B, clip C, holdback D, plates or washers E
Gr, and nut K, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

to Elmer Townsend, same place.— Machine for
Nailing Shoe-Soles with Wire.—i^ovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cammed projec-

tion or arm G-, or its equivalent, with the shank B
of the nail-driver a, and with other mechanism, sub-

stantially as described, or its equivalent, for feeding
the strip' of nail-wire along, the whole being so con-

structed, that during each downward movement of

the said shank, the percussive force or blow em-
ployed for effecting such movement shall put in

operation the feeding-mechanism, so as to cause the
wire to be fed forward, as explained.

97,192.—Louis Goddu, Boston, Mass., assignor
• to Elmer Townsend, same place.

—

Machine for
Nailing Shoe-Soles with Wire.—jSTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as well as the ar-

rangement, substantially as described, of the station-

ary cutter w, the movable cutter x, the transferrer b',

their concentric fulcra or shafts z a', the slotted tails

c' i^ thereof, the movable " T-piece " M, and its op-
erative cam-wheel E, the whole being applied to the
stock or frame, and connected with mechanism for

advancing the wire, severing it, and driving it, all

substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the slide-gauge r, as set
forth, with the handle B of the stock A, and with
the stop-pin s of the pawl-lever of the wire -feeding
mechanism.

3. The combination and arrangement of the slider-

gauge r, as set forth, its stops u u, and operative
spring V, with the stock A and its handle B, and the
stop s and operative lever o of the wire-feeding
mechanism.

97,193.—John B. Hall, Cheshire, In". Y.—An-
imal-Fower.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the loose eye &, bear-
ing a, and removable and adjustable bar C, when
employed in connection with the tread-wheel B and
friction-wheel E, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

,

97,194. — Randolph Hayden, Middletown,
Conn., assignor to himself and James C. EEirttEL,
same place. — Shutter - Fastening.— November 23,
1869.

Claim.—In a blind-fastener, the combination of a
double fastening-hook, a a, hinged upon one ful-

crum, b, with an actuating-spring, g, and screw
cylindrical case, substantially as set forth.

97,195.— Horace P. Hayward, Eitchburgh,
Mass., assignor to himself Henry C. Mahurin, Ira
Holt, Levi Sherwin, Luther J. Brown, and
Charles N. Wilson, same place.—Mode of Cutting
,S/ioe.5.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The main piece of a shoe-upper, cut in
the manner shown in Eig. 1 ; that is, the lacing-slit
commencing at h, in the center line of the upper,
and running at an angle thereto, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A boot or shoe, having its upper formed of one
main piece a, and the small goring-piece I, when the
main piece is cut witli the lacing-slit, commencing
at h in the center lino of piece a, and running at an
angle thereto, substantially as described.

97,196.—Alexander Inglis, Indianapolis, Ind.,
assignor to himself, Charles W. Tver, and John
Inglis, same place.—J^ocA;.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The coml)ination, with tlie separate key-

holes g and A, of tho ])olt C, witli three notches on its
upper and lower edges, guard I, tuinl)lor ]), and
spring/, whereby the bolt may bo thrown out by oiio
turn of tlie inside key, the door locked, aiul tho out-
side key-hole left open, and by two turns of said

44 C P—II

97,198.—Alva E. Jennings, Eredonia, N. T,—
Braid-Holder.—November 23, 1869 ; antedated No-
vember 11, 1869.

Claim,.—The holder A, made in one piece of wire,
so bent as to form spring sides, with retaining stops,
all constructed and operating in the manner and tor
the purpose set forth.

i>

97,199.—Alfred J. Johnson, Louisville, Ky.,
assignor of one-half his right to James Wilheim,
same place.— Evaporating-Fan for Sorghum,-Juice.
—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—]. Sugar-pans, made with a cast-iron bot-
tom and wooden sides, substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

2. The herein-described method of preventing leak-
age, by securing the wooden sides of the pans be-
tween ribs a a, cast with the bottom, and provided
with packing, all substantially as set forth.

3. The bottoms, cast with depressions c d, and the
gate, with lip i, sinking into the depression c, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

4. The finishing pan, constructed with the inclined
depression h, covered channel o, and gate^, all sub-
stantially as described.

97,200.—Daniel Keethler, Mount Oreb, Ohio.— Corn-Planter.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The flanged segmental plates DEE,

secured to the sides of the furrowing-wheels B B',
in such manner as to have radial adjustment thereon,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with the furrowing-wheels B
and seed-tubes T, the concave-faced pressure rollers
S, and mounted caster-frames E, as described, for
the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of parts JKLMNOPQ,
serving to operate the seed-slides I, substantially as
shown and described.

97,201. — Abraham B. King, Camden, Ohio. —
Cultivator.—November 23, 1869 : antedated Novem-
ber 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted shield /, in combination
with the beam D, as and for the purpose described.

2. The beam D, with its brace d, constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

3. The break C, in combination with the brace rf'

and projection d^, arranged and operated as and for
the purpose set forth.

4. The plow described, having the weed-break, cul-
tivator, and sliield, combined and arranged as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

97,202.—ErancisL. King, Worcester, Mass.—
BorIng-Machine.—'NoYCvaher 23, 1869.
Claim.—T\\Q revolving brace B, formed with its

shoulders, and the washers C C, hand-wliool A, or
other similar projection, right and left-hand screws
D D, and nuts E E, formed with their projections
on tlieir inner faces, in combination with'tlio up-
rights H H and semicircles V E, all construot(nl and
operating substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose specified.

97,203.—William La Banister and CitAULKs
W. Kicker, Charlostown, Mass., assignors t«
Charles W. Rickei: and Samuici, S. Wii,so.v, same
place.—i'YiVr/or Spinning.— 'HoMnwhn- 23, 1869.
6%f'm.—Tho com1)ina(ion of tlio hoad A, foot B,

uprights C C, and bosses or projeolions D I), whiMi
said projections are formed in one piece with tlio up-
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rights, and said uprights are oval above, and semi-

eirculai- below said projections, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

97.204. — Bexjamix S. Lawson, Xew York, X.
Y.

—

Car-Heplacer.—^'ovember 23. 18b9.

Claim.—The portable frog, herein described, hav-
ing flanches C and D, beveled base H and project-

ing portion I, constructed and arranged to operate a.s

specified.

97.205. — JOHX Lerch, TJhlersville. Pa.

—

Co7n-

bined Marroio a7id Cultivator.— November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, in front of the har-

roTV-teeth//, of inclined scrax^ers g, as set forth.

2. The scrapers so combined with a flanged plate,

j, secured to the former, as to be adjustable thereon.
3. The lifters h, constructed and applied to the

frame of the implement, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the said lifters with the in-

nermost adjustable cultivator-teeth.

97.206. — Fraxk Maequaed, Xewburyport,
Mass.

—

Composition Boot and Shoe Heel.—iNovem-
ber 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described composition, made
of the mateidals and in the manner substantitdly as

hereinbefore described.
2. As an improved manufacture of my invention, a

heel or other article, when made of such composition,

by the use of the mold and heat and pressure, as set

forth.

97,207.—George Maetz. Pottsville, T&.— Coal-

Car and Track.—Xovember 23, 1669.

Claim.—1. A motive-truck, so constructed and
adapted to the coal- car that its platfornr shall serve
as a cover to the car.

2. A coal-car and motive-truck, constructed and
adapted to each other, so as to automatically connect
and disconnect themselves, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

3. The described arrangement of coal- car and mo-
tive-truck with each other, and with the tracks a b,

which are constructed as described, whereby the car

is propelled forward by means of the motive-track,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

97.208. — Chaeles Maus, Danville, Ta.— Car-
Coupling.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, upon the side of the
draw-head B, of the tube C, coupling-pin D, and
spring a, in combination with drop £, aU constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the draw-
head B, tube C, pin D, spring a. drop E, guide H,
block I, and spring 6, all substantially as and for the
piu'poses herein set forth.

97.209.— Set^ioue Mat and JaHX Hoopee,
Waterloo, X. Y.—Ca&Ze-,S7i(ie.—November 23, 1669.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wooden block D,
forming the frictional stirfaee of the bars, when com-
bined with the double guide-tongues C C, on oppo-
site sides, for steadying-" the same, the whole operat-
ing in the manner andfor the purpose specified.

97,210 ViLLiAii McConxell, Clarksville, N.
J.

—

Molding-Machiiie.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The disk H, uprights J, arm K, adjusta-
ble wrist L, and bearings o o, in combination with
the shaft or spindle D, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,211.—Lewis Michaels. Cincinnati. Ohio.

—

Locomotive Head-Light.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture, the
piece or casting A, a a\ an aiii aiv, av, avi, a\"ii, for

the purpose herein designated.

97,21 2.—Joseph T. Middletox, Harveysburgh,
Ohio, assignor to himself and M. M. Harvey, same
place.— Car-Coupling.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The link A. having the upturned points
or horns B B' &, the apertures C, and stud P, aU ar-

ranged as shown and described.
2. The detent I, constructed with arms J K, pro-

i

jecting forward, and arms X.L', projecting backward^
and adapted to operate substantially as herein de-
scribeil.

3. The combination of the detent I, link N, crank
O 0, rock shaft P, and weighted lever Q g S, as de-
scribed.

' 97,213.—Hexry Miller, Eoadside, Ta., as-

signor to himself, S. P. H. Miller, J. G. H. Miller,
' H. H. Miller, and J. H. Kite.—Shovel-Flow Plate
\

and Points.—November 23, 1869.

f Claim.— 1. The mold A, having a face concave
i
lengthwise, and plane crosswise, and having seats
at its ends, substantiallv as and for the purpose set

i forth.

I

2. The combination of the mold A, having seats

,
at its ends, with the removable reversible points A'
A", substantially in manner and for purpose de-

scribed.

97,214.—JA3IES MoxTGOMERY. New York, N.
Y.

—

Iiihaling-Apparatxis.—November 23, 1869.

I

Claim.—The " portable inhaling-apparatus," com-

j

posed of a box fitted at each end with covers, and
with wire-gauze or perforated bottoms, and a sponge

! or equivalent materiid for holding the medical agent
, to be inclosed, ail constructed as and for the pur-'

I

poses set forth.

j

97,215.— M. H. MosiiAX. TTaterbury, Conn.—
' Buffer for Lnserting Coiled Wire aroxind'the Edges
I

of Lamp-Detleetors.—November 23, 1869.

;
Claim.—The buff or buffer A, when constructed

' substantially as described, for operation, essentially

:
as and for the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

! 97,216.—Charles D. Newtox, Troy, X. Y.—
j
Cooking-Range.—November 23, 1869.

I
Claim.—The employment of the movable fender I,

I

provided with the hooks i and i, upon the front of a

;

cooking-stove or range, substantially as and for the
pui-pose specified.

97,217.— MiLTOX V. Nobles, Ehnira, N. Y.—
;
Gridiron.—November 23, 1669.

)
Claim.—The improved sectional gridiron herein

!
described, provided with handles filled with mortar-

i

of gypsnm, and having loop c and tongue s, substan-
; tially as specified.

j 97,23 S M. V. Nobles. Elmira. N. Y.—Devi:e
;
for Forming the Shed in Weaving Wire.—November

: 23, 1869.
' Claim.— The wire-weaving machine herein de-

scribed, having, in combination with the spring-

treadles I I', the removable arc d', with rings c and
guard-plates e, and the elevating-arcs D D', provided

I with the rods b b' and rings a a', all constructed and
j
arranged to operate as specified.

I
97,219.—Aaeox B. Nott, Fairhaven, Mass.—

I

Kitchen-Sink.—November 23, 1869.

I Claim.—1. The flanged pipe P, held in place and
,
secured tightly by means of the ring D and screw-
cap C, substantially as described.

I

2. Hing D, constructed as described, and fitted

:
upon a lip. i. rising from the depression E, in com-

! bination with a perforated screw-cap and its annu-
; lar rib c', substantially as described.

j

3. The "strainer B. 'constructed with a curtain, V,
: so as to form a steneh-trap in the depression E, sab-

\
stantially as described.

I 97,320.—Nelsox Orcutt, Syracuse, N. Y., a«-

i signer to David D. Gregory, same place.

—

Manu-
\facture of Soap.—November 23, 1869. '«M

!
Claim. — 1. The improvement in soap-making

I

herein described, consisting in uniting glue or gela-

I tine to soap-compounds, by means of starch, treated

i
substantially as described.

j

2. The new article of soap, made by the combina-
tion of alkali fats or rosin, and gelatine and starch,

substantially as described.

I

97,221.—Elisha S. Ormsby. New York, N. Y.
[

—Machine for Printing and Fmbossing Paper-

\

Hangings.—November 23, 1869.

I Claim.—I. The combination of the sizing-rollers
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b e, embossing-rollers n I, and printing-rollers m,nn,
when the same are arranged and operate substan-
tially as herein described.

2. In combination Tvith the above, the bronzing-
apparartus d e f g h, when arranged substantially as
herein shown and described, between the rollers

kl,b c.

3. The arrangement of the sizing-rollers b c, em-
bossing-rollers h I, printing- cylinder m, and rollers

n n, and the bronzing-apparaius d e f g h, all oper-

ating substantially as herein described.
4. A printing and embossing machine for paper

and other materials, consisting of a rotarj- size-

printing apparatus, e d, a. rotary embossing-appa
ratus, k I, and a rotary water-color printing-appa-
ratus, m n, substantially in the manner shown and
described.

97,233.—Ekoch Osgood, Boston, Mass.

—

Ma-
eft ine for Hulling like, Coffee, tCc. —November 23,

1869.

Claim.—1. The cone or roller C, hertin described,
when constructed with yielding surfaces of thin
metal plates, d, or their equivalent, set edgewise, ar-

ranged and applied as described, and resting upon
or against a rubber bed, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein set forth.

2. The cone or roller C, herein described, when
constracted with a yielding sm'face of rubber and
cloth, or leather, set edgewise, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

3. The cone or roller C, herein described, with a
yielding surface of metal j)ins passing through a per-

forated metal plate, and resting upon or against a
rubber bed, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The combination of the cone C, herein de-

scribed, with the shell A, having an unyielding ser-

rated surface, a, and yielding surfaces H, and brush
I, constructed in the manner and for the ptu'pose
substantially as herein set forth.

5. The fan G, constructed of plates of thin sheet-

.metal, having slots through them, forming, when
bent, mortises and corresponding tenons, and held
together b^' a pin or arbor, substantially as herein
set forth.

97,233.—Enoch Osgood, Boston, Mass.—Hoi&t-
ing-Apparatus and Derrick.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The traveling of the hoisting-gears
over racks, or their equivalent, for the purpose of
hoisting or driving machinery, and for other pur-
poses, arranged substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The shifting-apparatus to common derrick, sub-
stantially as and for the i^nrpose herein set forth.

97,324.—John H. PniLLirs, Washington, D. C.
— Construdion of Railway.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The wrought-iron tic-bar d, in combina-
tion with the rail, and bed-block A, constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose specified.

97,335.-W. E. Prall, "Washington, D. C—
Steam Water-Elevator.—Noveml^er 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a steam-generator,
A, a hot-water c)dinder, D, siphon-pipes E and F,
and a tubular condenser, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

97,226—W. E. Prall, Washington, D. C—
Steam Water-Elevator.—]>iovQmhei' ii'.l, 1869.

Claim.—Tl^e within-described arrangement of the
pipes K and L, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

97,237.—Franz Prockkrt, Now York, N. Y.
— LocA;.— November 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In a door-lock, in which the bolt is

thrown to two diiferent distances, a series of tum-
blers in combination with an adjusting- piece, J, for
setting the tinnl)lers, to allow tlie locking or throw-
ing of the bolt B into its secondary or double outer-
most position, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses iieroin set forth.

2. The tumblers M M' M^ -m, adjusting-piece <T,

cam-lever G, acting-spring F, and knob-device D D',
combined and arranged as represonted, relatively to

each other, and to a bolt, B B^ B^, adapted to be
thrown out to two diiferent distances, according as
it is allowed to move oat with or without setting the
tumblers, all substantially as and for the i)urposes
herein set forth.

97,228.—Henry Reynolds, NewHaven, Conn.,
assignor to Heynolds and Company, same place.

—

Low- Water Indicator. — November 23, 1369 ; ante-
dated JTovember 12, 1869.

Claim,.—In a low-water detector, constructed as
described, the arrangement of the two cross-heads
B and E, with the rods a and b, each cut with a
right and left-hand thread, and the cross-heads
tapped accordingly, as herein specified.

97,339.—John W. Ricketts, Charleston, 111.—
Corn-Planter.—November 23, 1869 ; antedated No-
vember 13, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A corn-planter, arranged upon a frame,
and supported upon driving-wheels O O. when said
wheels are connected to a crank- axle B, which fonns
the furrows by said wheels, and operates the drop-
ping-mechanism, substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the frame A, wheels O O,
crank axle B, bifurcated rod K, boxes E E, slides L
L, shovels N, and rollers I, the several parts being-
constructed to operate substantially as specified.

97,330.— C^SAR A. Rodney, Wilmington, Del.
—Machine for Making Wood-Screivs.— November
23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the reciprocating
feed-box D, containing the mechanism for clamping
the wire, and the mechanism for clamping the wiro
above the feed-box, by which the wire is suspended,
and drawn through the feed-box when released by
the latter, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the feed-box D, bar D^, rod
D^, collars d"^, and perforated plate D^, respectively,
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combination of the pointed bar D^ and
plates E and E^, arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The wheel B^, constructed with projections &^

and b*, of difterent altitudes, in combination with
the feed-box, substantially as set forth.

5. The shear F, with a perforated head/, in com-
bination with the cam F^ and the clamps for holding
the end of the wire D^ against the lower end of the
wire which has been cut from the coil, and is retained
in the hole/^, substantially as set forth.

6. The shear/, when so constructed that the length
of the hole/2 shall be equal to the throw of the ele-

vating-mechanism, which projects the length of wire
necessary to form a headed screw-blank.

7. The wheel G, when so constructed that its hub
F2 shall form a cam for operating the shear F, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The wheel G, in combination with the mechan-
ism for clamping the screw-blank, and with the
mechanism for giving to it an intenuittent motion,
substantially as set forth.

9. The combination of the wheel II and stud-pin,
bell crank lever G', rodG*^, roek-shaft G^ clutch G^
and pinion G^, with the intermediate w^heels for giv-
ing the intermittent motion to the wheel G, sub-
stantially as described.

10. The clutching-mechanisra attached to the
wheel G, consisting of the rollers G' and jaws (t'-' G-',

by which the blank is held, wliilc subjected to the
successive operations of heading and liuishing, sub-
stantially as set forth.

11. In combination with the wheel G, an uppci'
plate K, wliich forms bearings for the journals of
the rollers GS substantially as sot forth.

12. The plate K and wheel G, when constructed
with swells K^, to form bearings for the journals of
the rollers G', and when those on the wheel are ar-

ranged to sweep cuttings from the grooves in th(>

bed-plate I, substantially as set forth.

13. In combiiuition with the rollers G', a station-

ary jaw, G^, and an oscillating ja\N', («'^, tlio latter

having an arm, g^, which, by tlio action of a cam-
plate, I', may be made to compress or release the
screw-blank, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

I'l. The jaws Q'^ and G', when constructed witii
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slots, to permit the action of the cutters S^ upon the
screw-blank.

15. The rollers G^ when beveled upon their edges,
to give form to the under side of the head of the
screw, substantiallv as set forth.

16. The blocks P and q\ in the plates I and Q,
for compressing the journals of the roller, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

17. The shaft L, when used for supporting the
blank, and having both a vertically-reciprocating
and rotary motion, in combination with a device for

upsetting the head, substantially as and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

18. The combination of the shaft L, the toggle-
joint, with the cam b^, in the wheel B^, and the in-

termediate connecting parts, substantially as set

forth.

19. The arrangement of the reciprocating shaft L,
pinion L^ and wheel L^, upon the shaft B and tog-
gle-joint and cross-head L^, so as to give a continu-
ous rotary and intermittent reciprocating motion to
said shaft L, substantially as set forth.

20. The combination of the pinions M^ and M^,
upset M, toggle-joint M^ M^, eccentric h^, and spi'ing

M^, for giving a continuous rotary and intermittent
reciprocating motion to the upset M, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

21. The combination of the shafts L and M, when
each has both a rotary and reciprocating motion, and
respectively constructed with indentations I and m,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

22. The combination of the shafts L and M and
rollers G^, when the former compress the head of the
blank upon the latter, and at the same time give to
it a rotary motion, substantially as set forth.

23. The combination, in a screw-cutting machine,
of mechanism for causing the blanks to revolve,
with other mechanism for compressing the head at

the same time, substantiallv iu the manner set forth.

24. The combination of the wheel G- with a pro
jection, .g^, and the bolts N^, oscillating' frame I^,

cam- plate N^, slide jST*, and pointed rodjSl^, for throw-
ing up the blank, substantially as and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

25. In combination with the oscillating frame ^,
slide N*, and rod N^ the rodX-*, for tripping the rod
]SJ^, when the rod N^ encounters the frame, substan-
tially as set forth.

26. The combination of the frame 1^, spring W,
and leversN^ and N^, for detaching the holt N^ fi'om
the projection g^, and causing the frame to return to
its original position, substantially as set forth.

27. The hollow revolving arbor O, containing the
cutters o^, for turning olf the top and edge of the
head of the blank, substantially as set forth.

28. The combination of the arbor O, rod 0-, oscil-

lating yoke 0^! grooved collar 0^, and yoke 0^, con-
nectei with the cam O*, for bringing the revolving
cutters into action upon the head of the screw-blank,
substantially in the manner set forth.

29. In combination with the cam 0^, lever 0^, and
yoke-plate 0°, the adjustable connecting-screw O^,
arranged substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

30. The combination ofthe hollow tapering-pointed
arbor O, bevel-pivoted stock O^ and cutters o o',

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
31. The arrangement of the shaft B, sliding bevel-

wheel P^, bevel-wheel P^, mandrel P^ saw P, and
reciprocating frame P^ substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

32. The combination of the reciprocating frame P^,
carrying the saw P, and the adjustable rod P^, lever
P6, connecting-rod P', and toggle-jomt M^ M^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

33. The combination of the cam E,^ and spring R^,
for giving a reciprocating motion to a screw-driver,
E, which turns the screw-blank, and a corresponding-
cam, 6\ which simultaneously raises and lowers the
blank while subjected to the action of cutters form-
ing the thread, substantially as set forth.

34. The combination of the screw-driver E, block
H'^. well Q^, jaws r^, and springs r^, when res^Dect-

ively constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as set forth. r -«

35. The cutters S^ and stocks S, in combination
with the adjustable connecting-plates T and cam U,
substantially as set forth.

36. The connecting plates T, when held in place
by a button TT^ or equivalent device, and pivoted at t,

in grooves in the wheel G- and plate K. so as to per-
mit their displacement to swing the cutters outside
of the periphery of the wheel and plate, substantially
as set forth.

37. In combination with the cam U, rock-shaft U^,
and arm U^, the elevator Y, and arm V^ when the

j

elevator is attached to the wheel, and revolves with
it, substantially in the manner set forth.

38. In combination with the elevator V, the rods
V"* and Y^, and tripping-arm V*, attached to the
ro3k-shaft Y^, arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

39. The combination, of the plate X, sliding-plate
X^, ratchet X^, pawls X^ and X'*, for giving a grad-
ually-increasing motion to the rod W, which oper-
ates the rock shaft, and through it, by intervening
mechanism, the cutters for regulating the feed of the
latter, substantially as set forth.

40. The combination of the reaiprocating feed-bos
D, to which is attached the- cam-track D^, the oscil-

lating plate X, and suitable intermediate mechanism
f(3r controlling the action of the cutters, according
to the form of the track, substantially as set forth.

41. The well Q^, when constructed with an open-
ing to receive a reciprocating pan, Y, and with de-
pressions Q^, to permit the fall of the screw fi"om the
jaws of the driver, substantially as set forth.

42. The combination of the pan Y, pin Y^, sliding
extension Y'', lever Y^, rod Y^, and reciprocating
plate Y^, operated by the cam E^, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

43. In such a machine the combination of the fol-

lowing groups of elements : a feed-mechanism which
feeds the wire to be cut into lengths proper to fonn
a blank ; a revolving wheel which carries the wire
after being cut off, and has an intermittent motion
during the pauses in which the blank is, by suc-

' cessive operations, submitted to the action of mech-
!
anism, by which the head is upset and trimmed, the

j

nick in the head cut, and the thread formed, and the
I screw finally delivered from the machine in a com-
!

pleted state, substantially as set forth.

i

97,231 .—JOHX B. EOOT, Xew York, X. Y.—Re-
ciprocating Steam-Engine.—Xovember 23, 1869 j an-
tedated Xovember 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the internally-pro-
jecting cylindrical sleeve C, operating as an interior
guide to the piston E, and trunk D, with the cylin-
der A, and external trunk-guide B, at the opposite
end of said cylinder, substantially as specified.

2. The connection of the pitman or rod F with the
trunk D of the piston, by ball - and - socket joint,

through a ball-formation c, on the end of the rod,

made to fit half or partial sockets J K, arranged
within the trunk, and the one of which is made
loosely or fi-eely adjustable therein, essentially as
shown and- described.

3. The combination with the half socket K, ai'-

ranged to loosely or freely fit,a screw-thread e, in the
trunk, of the follower G, to the packing 6, made ad-

justable by a nut m, and screw-pin or projection n,

i

from said half socket as a bearing or base, substan-

i

tially as specified.

I
4. The lower half bos J, constructed and arranged

' as described, with an oblong slot, S, through it,"for

jDlay of the pitman, essentially as herein set forth.

97,232.—Jacob EronrEL, Jr., Xew Middletown,
Ohio, assignor to himself and P. Y. Floor, same
place.

—

Method of Renovating the Cutting-Edges of
Harvester-Guards.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The method, herein described, of reno-
vating harvester-guards.

97,233. — Jacob Eupertus and Thomas E.
"Wright, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Setoing-Machine.—No-
vember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. A sewing-machine, in which the shut-

tle is caused by the mechanism herein described, or

any equivalent to the same, to pass twice through
the loop of needle-thread, and once through a loop

of its own thread, during one complete movement of

the needle, all substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the cog-wheels c c', propor-

tioned and operating as described, with the shuttle

traveling in a vertical annular race, as specified.
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3. The hooked arms G- and G', acted on by suita-

ble springs, and so arranged in the path of the shut-

tle, that they shall be turned and operated by the
same, substantially in the manner described.

4. The plate g', having projections h h', and trav-

eling in a circle, operating in combination with a
shuttle, F, having openings i i, and traveling in an
annular race, substantially as described.

5. The tubular slotted guard I, inclosing the
needle-bar. and constructed and operated by the arm
C and spring m, as described.

6. The spring-rod J, having a vertical and a turn-
ing motion, in combination with the lugs s and r,

and the arm C, and operating as described.
7. The combination of the lugs s, arm P, and pin

r', of the spring-rod J, when the whole are arranged
for joint operation, substantially as herein set forth.

97,234.—Frederick J. Seymour, Wolcottville,
Conn.

—

Machine for Spimiing Tubes of Sheet-Metal.
—November 23, 1869.

Olaim.—1. The slides g h, carrying the tools m n
71, and actuated simultaneously by the lever k, or its

equivalent, in combination with a former, revolved
and sustaining the article that is being operated
upon, substantially as set forth.

2. The shape or pattern, o, and adjustable stops p
and q, in combination with the aforesaid slides and
tools, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

97,235 Canceled.

97,236.—John Shelly, Saint Louis, Mo., as-
signor to John J. Grimsley, same place. — Side-
Saddle Tree.—Noyemher 23, 18G9.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a side-
saddle tree, having the sidebars and seat made sep-
arate and then united, substantially as and for the
pui-pose shown and specified.

97,237.—Edwin Sheppard, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stearn- Generator.—November 23, 18(i9.

Claim.—Tlie horizontal pipes or chambers a, con-
nected by large tubes h and small tubes h', arranged
substantially as described.

97,238.—William H. Shock, Baltimore, Md.—
Spring Turnbuclcle for Wire digging. — IS ovember
23, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus, consisting of the tubular
case A, having the screw-rod D and stirrup C, se-

cured thereto, and provided with the bolt B, having
the rubber springs or disks b fastened thereon, all

constructed and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

97,239.—W. S. Shoemaker, Towsoutown, Md.,
and E, H. Shoemaker, Columbus, Ohio.

—

liailroad-
Spike.—NoyemliQT 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A railroad- spike, having a tapered
portion, c, a rounded shoulder e, and a double-bev-
eled entering-end,/, substantially as described.

2. The tapered sides c, parallel sides d, shoulder e,

and double-beveled entering-end /, with or without
the fins g, substantially as described.

3. As a new and improved article of manufacture,
a railroad-spike, constructed as herein shown and
described.

97,240.—William Simpson and Alfred Gard-
ner, Ilford, England.

—

Mechanism for Converting
Reciprocating Motion into Rotary Motion,—Noveni-
Ijcr 23, 1869.

Claim.—T]\G double parallel tic and guide-rods D
and E, embracing the circular-grooved boss I, upon
the axis of the eccentric plate C, or the shaft G, as its

equivalent, in coml)ination with tlic parallel cross-
heads A B, arranged to bear against the ])eriphery
of said eccentric C, tliroughout its revolutiou, tit

diametrically opposite points thereof, and with suit-
able piston-rods or pitmen, 11, connected to said
cross-heads, all substantially as herein set forth.

97,241 . — ir. Julius Smith, Boston, Mass.-
Electric i''«.s«.—November 23, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Securing th(5 ends of the insulated
wires within the shell of the fuse by u disk, substan-
tially as desei'ibed.

2. Uniting the two parallel insulated wires by a
non-conducting thread, substantially as described,
to allow the wires to be separated, as specified.

97.242. — A. Lewis Spear, Elint, Mich., as-
signor to himself, John Stephens, Jr., and Eoyal.
L.Lewis, same place.— Railway-Car Coupling.—
November 23, 1869.

Claim. — The coupling-bolt C, made of a single
piece,, with its head arrow-shaped, its rear end
heaviest on its underside, and provided with a neck,
in combination with the frame A, having a vertical
oblong flaring head, a bearing cross-piece, G, with
a hinged locking cross-piece, G', all constructed and
arranged as herein described.

97.243. — James B. Speed, Louisville, Ky.

—

Liyne-Kiln.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. The distributer C, to be placed over

the mouth ofthe kiln, when constructed substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the kiln
A, distributer C, and car B, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

97.244.— John A. Straight, Albion, N. T.

—

Plate for Artificial Tee«?i.—November 23, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the hard base-plate

A, for the roof of the mouth, and the soft elastic edge
B on the rear part of the same, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

97,245.

—

Esau D. Taylor and Da^^d Cohn,
Hornelisville, N. Y.— Clothes-Mangle. — November
23, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the crowning guide-
table or base B, the augular journal-box frames C C,
and a series of calender-rollers a a a', all combined
to operate as and for the purposes herein set forth,

97,246.—Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, E. D.,
N. T.

—

Lantern.—November 23, 1869 ; antedated
November 10, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the cage-ring D,
having claws or clamps a a, of the outwardly bent-
over rim B, to the base part A, with its turned
down portions or depressions b b, intermediate clip-

ping edges or inclines //, stops c c, and suitable
apertures or formations for locking the cage, by
means of a spring-bolt or other fastening, substan-
tially as specified.

97,247. — Howard Tilden, Boston, Mass.—
Gas-Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The combination of the cylinder A,
the chamber D, and the gas-holder H, substantially
as and for the purposes specified and set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the cham-
ber D, the basin B, the tube F, and the hydrocarbon-
vessel E, as and to operate as described and illus-

trated.

3. The telescopic gas-conduit, leading from hydro-
carbon-vessel E to gas-holder H, formed by the
manner of arranging and combining the iiipes G
and I.

97,248.^RoBERT Tompkins, Clarksville, Teun.—Animal-Trap>.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—The cylinder A, provided with the parti-

tions a" and combined with the standards a a', arms
b b', rib c, and stops c' b", in connection with the
box D, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

97,249.—Elmer Townsend, Boston, and Louis
GODDU, Lowell, Mass.

—

Machine for Nailing Shoe-
Soles vrith TTir^.—November 23. 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the mcchnnisra for

regulating the length of the nail (to be cut) to the
thickness of a solo at the place where such nail is to

bo driven, such mechanism being the stop-slide I and
the lever i, with the meeliMuisin for feeding the nail-

strip along, the nieelianisni for severing eaeli nail

from the striji, and the meelianism for driving such
nail, so cut off, into a sole, the whole being substau-
tially as hereinbefore speciHed.

2. The arrangement and combination of the slot

c2 and the spring k with the stop-slide I and the
lever i, combined with a nailing-maehineor mechiui-
ism, substantially as exphuiied.
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97,250. — Henry B. Yerrie and DA^^EL G
WiGHTJiAN, Xorth Kingston, 11. I.

—

Car-Coupling.
—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.— The drum A, bunter a, the disks D D^,
the rack P. the arm h, and catches k k^, in combina-
tion with the key or coupling-shaft Gr, and link C, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
I'm-poses described and set forth.

97,35] .—David TValdhauer, Xew York, X. Y.
—Harness.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The clamps ft, attached to the saddle,
•and supporting the shafts, substantially as described.

2. The sleeve C, -vrorking on the shaft, in combina-
tion vrith the clamps h. substantially as set forth.

3. The projection / on the sleeve, in combination
with metallic traces or draught-rods, substantially
•as described.

4. The oblong slots in the lugs of the whiffletree,

to operate in combination with the metallic traces
or draught-rods substantially as set forth.

5. The shaft-band c, sliding through loops I on the
iDody-band B, in combination with the clamps h, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The detaching-catch k. in combination with the
whiffletree, the metallic traces, and sleeves C, sub-
stantially as set forth.

97.252. — Bexjamix TTaltox, Farisburgh, 111.—I>umping-Machine.—November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A dumping-device, having bin A, doors
B and C, levers E and K, standards F, G, aud H,
and spring s, constructed and arranged substantially
as specified.

97.253. — JOHX YTeeks, Buffalo, X. Y.—Scale-

Beam. — November 23, 1869 ; antedated Is ovember
v., 18S9.

Claim. — 1. The combination, in a weighing-
machine, of two or more scale-beams A G, when the
numbers thereon form a progressive series from one
to the other, so as to operate as one continued scale,

substantially as and for the pui'pose hereinbefore set

forth.

2. The saddles H H, constructed as described,
when a.iTauged witli the scale-bearas A F G, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein-

before set forth.

97,254.

—

^Dajtiel TVestley, CoiTy, Pa., assignor
to himself and E. W. Buss, same place. — Machine
for Folishing Wood.—Xovember 23, 1869.

|

Claim.—1. The reciprocating gate C, constructed i

and arranged to operate substantially as shown and
i

described,"and for the purpose set fojth. !

2. The supportiug-frame E E^ E^, constructed sub-
'

stautially as shown, in combination with the carry-
\

ing-fi'ame or gate C. I

97,255.

—

John Wettsteix, Baltimore, Md., as-
|

signer to himself and Johx Thomas Hexxamajn,
|

same place.

—

Cigar-Machine.—Xovember 23, 1869.
|

Claim.—1. The combination, with the filler-strip
'

forming and feeding-devices C D E E' F, filler lump,
i

severing-knife I i', aud mold L L' il M' X, of the ;

lump-receiver B', arranged and employed substan-
|

tially as represented and described, for the purpose
j

set forth. i

2. The knife I i', constructed of rotary form, and
;

arranged to sever the filler-lumps by oblique or diag-
j

onal cuts, for the purposes set forth.
I

3. The combined feed-operating pinion and knife
!

I, constructed and adapted to operate substantially
;

as set forth.
j

4. The combination of the supporting-points or
'

rollers L L' and M M' respectively, movable and fixed
\

belts or lining X, lever S, and weights O, substan- '

tially as lepresented and described.
!

5. In combination with the vertical mold, com-
J

posed of supporting-points or rollers L L' and M M', !

respectively," movable and fixed, and belts or lining'
X, weighted and operated as described, the guide-

!

slot B serving to support the two sides of the lining
'

independent "of the suppoiting-poiuts to form the i

bottom of the mold, as .shown.
j

6. In combination with belt or belts X, and rollers ;

or supporting-poiuts L L' M M', the weight or
,

weights O, applied to said belt or belts, substantially
as described, for the purpose set forth. "

7. In combmation with the belt or belts X aud
rollers or supporting-points L L' M M', forming the
mold, the regulator YY t? v, constructed and employed
substantially as represented aud described, for the
purposes set forth.

8. The combination, with the belt or belts X, rollers
or supporting-points L L' M M', and sliding rod U'.
for opening and closing the mold, of the lever 0', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

9. In combination with the movable rollers or sup-
porting-poiuts L L', mounted in separate pivoted
frames T T', as described, the cam U adapted to
operate said fi-ames, substantially in the manner de-
scribed.

10. In combination with the mold X L L', M M',
constructed substantially as described, the header
W, provided with the bell-shaped matrix ^c^ and
slot w^, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

11. In combination with the mold X L L' M M',
constructed substantially as described, the header
W, provided with the slot ?c^ and sockets w^ w^ for

I

the reception of the upper roUei's or stipporting-points
L M, as set forth,

12. The header "W, and stipporting-stud or pin X,
combined and arranged substantially as described,
and adapted to be simultaucously advanced aud re-
tracted, substantially as set forth.

13. The combination, with the header "W, of the
piu Y', substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

14. In combination with the mold or rolling-appa-
ratus, constructed substantially as described, the
rounded plate Y, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

97,256.—Hexry H. Wheeler and Oliver H.
Beeu, Lowell, Mass.

—

ahuttle-Spindle.— Xovember
23, 1869.

Claim.—The actuating-pin c, constructed as de-
scribed, with a beveled lower end, and applied to
the head b, forward of the pivot g, in combination
A\ith the spring a. provided with the beveled end,
and with the top plate d, iu the manner and for the
piurpose set forth.

97,257.—A. E, Wiggs, luka, 'Misf^.—CcmUned
Cotton and Corn PZa?ife?-.—Xovember 23, 1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with the harrow-frame

A, the heel B, plow-point C, hopper D, toothed shaft

q, shaft d, (provided with teeth m and/, and open-
ing t,) and concave roller u, coustructed and arranged
to operate as herein described.

2. The hopper D, when provided with the block
H, in combination with the shaft d, having teeth /
aud opening t, concave roller u, heel B, and plow-
point C, constructed aud arranged to operate, in con-
nection with the harrow-frame A, as herein described,
for the purpose specified,

97,258.—tTudsox E. Yager, Barbom-sville, Ya.—Curry-Comb.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The curry-comb, consisting of the handle
A running through the plates and blocks, the bent
plates B B, serrated, and provided with sockets for

the reception of the handle, the blocks C C, arm D,
and screw-nut E, the whole constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

97,259.—J. M. Y'ATSOX, Sharon, Mass.—Pton«-
Protector.—Xovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—]. A plant-protector frame, composed ot

the hoop a, aud bows b aud f, such bows being
pivoted together, and the former pivoted to the hoop,
and the whole being combined and operating as ex-

plained.
2. In combination with the above, the gauze cover-

ing, or shield, and the elastic baud or loop, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as described.

97,260.—TriLLiA:N[ Wickersham, Bo.ston, Mass.
— Wire for Fastening Soles to Shoes, tfio.—Xovember
23, 1869.

Claim.—As ah article of manufacture, wire made
round or oval in its cross-section, with a succession
of indentations around it, having its prominent por-

tions rounded, making its diameter successively

larger and smaller, without angular projections, sub-

stantially iu tlie manner ojid for the pm'pose set forth

.
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97,261.—Fkeberick TVittram, San Francisco,

Ca\.—Device for Releasing Standing Bigging.—No-
vember 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of de-

vices, as herein described, or any equivalent means,_

by whicli two or more shrouds, or other parts of

standin.^ rigging, can be simultaneously released or

"let go," as specified.

97,262.—Cyrus S. Moore, Erie, Va..—Lubricat-

ing-Compound.—ISTovember 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode, herein described, of produc-

ing a lubricating-oil from the residuum left after re-

fining petroleum.
2. The composition of matter, herein described, as

a new article of manufacture,

97,263.—James C. Anderson. Webster, Pa.—
Sash-Balance.—ISTovember 30, 1869.

Claim.— The combination of the conical-formed

cylinder D, having within its largest end the cup G-,

to retain and hold the spring F, with the adjustable

plate h', and the shaft C, in the manner and for the

pui'pose herein set forth.

97,264.—Lawrence Angster, IsTewarlv, IST. J.

—

Refrigerator for Condensing Vapors from, Ferment-
ing-Vats in Breweries.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A brewers' refrigerator, provided with
ice and fermentation chambers E O, condensers G

,
K, pipes P P R, and vault S. constructed, arranged,

and operating substantially as described and set forth

.

97,265.— Charles W. Armstrong, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to himself and Thomas H. Arm-
strong, same place.

—

Compress. —November 30,

1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactjire, the com-
press A, divided into tlie chambers h and c, by means
-fjf the diaphragm B, and provided with suitable inlet

and outlet openings, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as set fortb and shown.

97,266.

—

Joseph Banigan, Smithfield, assignor
to WOONSOCKET RUBBER COMPANY, "WoonSOCket,
R. I.

—

Yulcanizing-Press.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of gas for heating the
bed and platen of a vulcanizing-press, substantially
as set forth.

2. The combination, with the bed of a vulcanizing-
press, of a number of gas-jets, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with the platen of a vulcaniz-
ing-press, of a number of gas-jets, substantially as
and for the pMrpose set forth.

97,267.—Albert R. Baxter, Peck Post-Office,
Mich.

—

Logging-Sled.— Noyemher 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In logging-sleds, the double reach F,
provided with cross-bar e, and connecting the bolster
D with the forward bend of tlie rear sled, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In logging-sleds, securing the double-tree G to
the sand-board E, in connection with the tongue and
roll /, for the purposes specified.

3. The adjustable chucks H, upon the bolsters,
when (jonstructed and operating as and for the pur-
iwses described.

4. The chain i, link j, hook or pin k, and ring m,
in connection with the chucks and bolsters, for the
purposes set forth.

5. Tlie construction of the runners a, provided
with concave shoes, benches b, raves c, bolsters C D,
sand-board E, reach F, roll and tongue/, cliucks H,
chains i, links j, hook or pin k, and ring w, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as heroin set
forth and described.

97,268.—"William Gibson Bkll, CharlestoAvn,
Mass.—Jfode of Curing Bacon, JIams, and Shoul-
ders.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article' of manufacture,
a ham or leg, treated by the processes of boning an(l
curing, or boning, curing, and smoking it, sub-
staatialiy as horcinboloro cxidained.

97,269.—Harrison Bkkdan and John Bantlv,

Wavne, Mich.

—

Ventilating Window- Blind.— Itfo-

vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the upper stationary section

B with an interior screen, C, in the manner and for

the pm'pose set forth.

2. In combination with the foregoing, the sliding,

movable slatted blind D, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

97,270. — Charles Brauway, Maqnoketa,
Iowa.

—

Fastening for Bedsteads. — November 30.

1869.

Claim:—The construction of the metallic fastening

A, with its inclined dovetail mortises between the

side flanges E E, and double-tapered center aperture
B, as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

97,271 George Y. Bunker, Yankton, Da-
kota Territory.— Lamp-Extinguisher.— November
30, 1869.

Claim.—The two pieces of metal, as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose of eKtinguishing the light ot

kerosene-oil lamps, or any other lamp to which it

may be applied.

97,272.—Charles Canweld and Henderson
WiLLARi), Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

Devicefor Clearing
Land of Stumps.— November 30, 1869; antedated
November 18, 1869.

Claim.—The metallic cup, constructed substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,273.—John B. Catey, Williamsburgh, Ind.

—

Combined Boiler and Cultivator. — November 30,

1869.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the frame A, the
adjustable bearing-rollers B and C, which serve to

regulate the depth penetrated by the teeth, and also

assist in pulverizing the soil, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with the above, the draught-
rods M M, link O, and standard P, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with the frame A, and rollers

B and C, the adjusting- blocks 1, 2, 3, and plates E,
when constructed and arranged substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

97,274. — Edward S. Caynah and David
Yeagley, Bourbon, Ind. — Pttuip.—November 30.

1869.

Claim,.—In combination with the cylinder A, and
pipe, tube, stock, or water-passage, extending up-
ward therefrom, the openings D F in the heads of

the cylinder, and the openings g in the plunger,

when said openings are controlled by the circular

valves a d h, operating in the manner and for th«
purpose described and represented.

97,275.—Lorenzo D. Cogsavell, Lowell, Mass.
—Fr^dt-Picker.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable cutters m and n, and con-
tinuous spring w, in combinatiou with the receiver
a, when operating as described and specified.

2. The arrangement and construction of the cut-

ters m and n, continuous spring w, rims b and c, re-

ceiver a, guide o, and adjustable hinged joint, all

wlien combined and operating as described and speci-

fied.

97,276.—Francis L. Daniels, Boston, Mass.—
D?<.s'f.-/'a?i.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the circular trough
and the inclined curved lip, at one end thereof, witU
the body of the pan, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

97,277. — Major E. Davis, Rome, Ga. — Com-
bined Revolmng Hoe and Cotton-Cultivator.— No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—Tiie lieroin-described construction of the

genr-whool E F, revolving hoes G, supixnting wheels
H, and shares I I', when arranged and combined
with tlie main wheels C, framo 1>, and shaft D, as

specified

97,278.—Davtd L. Db Golyrk, Chicago, IH.-

I
Wood Pavement.—Novembn- 30, 1869.
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Claim,—A pavement, composed of wooden blocks,
saturated -with any known material, and by any
known process, for prcTenting rot or decay, set on
end upon a proper foundation, with spaces, inter-

stices, or cells between them, filled with self-cement-
ing gravel, or broken stone, as above described, with-
out the admixture ol tar, or any other pitchy mate-
rial, or artificial cement.

97,279.

—

August Dietz, ISTew York, N. Y., as-

signor to Frank N. Hopkins, Baltimore, M.d.—Ma-
chine for the Manufacture of Artificial Fuel, and for
Compressing Conglomerate Substances into Compact
Ifasses.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The endless chain of bottomless molds
M, jointed or connected together, and constructed
and arranged so as to work over polygonal rollers R
K', with a view to thus discharge by the cogs or
pistons e e, substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The regulating-gate P, fitted to the hopper E,
and adjusted by the screw Y, or its equivalent, in

combination with the agitator a, and the filling or
charging devices a' a', all constructed and arranged
substantially as set forth.

3. The presser I, constructed substantially as

shown, in connection with the endless chain ofmolds
M, constructed and arranged for joint operation,
substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The endless resting or bearing band N, when
used in combination with the endless chain of molds
M, for the purpose specified.

5. The projections e, on the roller B', when applied
to an endless chain of molds M, to discharge the
compressed substance therefrom, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the endless chain of molds
M, presser I, and the resting or bearing band N, all

arranged for joint operation, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

97,280. — EvERD C. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me. —
Boring-Machine. — November 30, . 1869 ; antedated
jSTovember 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the pivoted fingers
D D, the bars E, having the inclines b and the tubes
A, also provided with inclines b, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The adjustable tool-holding carriage I, and ad-

justable frame B C, in combination with the tubes A,
having the pivoted fingers D and bars E, substan-
ially as described, for the purpose specified.

3. The tool-holder H, in combination with the
toothed bar K, having the wedge-shaped bridges

,

formed between some' of its teeth, and with the slid-

ing clutch-pinion g, substantially as described for
the purpose siiecified.

97,281.—John E,. Deew, San Erancisco, Cal.

—

Pitch-Board.—Novemher 30, 1869.

Claim. — The above-described pitch-board, for
stairs, formed of the two parts A and B, connected
by Glides C, when said parts are respectively pro-
vided with extension-pieces E E and E E, and the
whole device is constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as set forth.

97,282—E. E. Dufour, Yevay, Ind.—Hay-Ele-
vator.—November 30, 1869,

Claim.—The arrangement, in combination with
the horse-power BCD, of the hoisting-rope b, hook
c, pulleys d ef, and crank E, having pulleys g and h,

substantially as shown and described.

97,283.—Cleaveland E. Dunderdale, New
York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Carbureting Air.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tube herein described and shown,
attached to the lower side of chamber C, so con-
structed and arranged that its lower open end shall
extend downward below the fiame of the burner,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with an air-carbureter, con-
structed as described, the corrugated lens-chimney I,

constructed and arranged substantially as described.

97,284.— Cleaveland E. Dunderdale, New
York, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Producing Illuminat-
m^r- Gas.—November 30, 1869. ,'^

Claim.—1. The combination of a blowing-wheel,
wet gas-meter, or a similar device for forcing air and
carbureting it at the same time, with a reservoir at-
tached to supply a given quantity automatically of
hydrocarbon-liquid, as herein described and shown.

2. The combination of reservoir C, valves E, floats
H, mixer L, valve M, compartment E, holes G, sifter
I, strata of hydrocarbon-liquid floating on surface of
water, with each other, and with a wet gas-meter or
air-blowing wheel of similar device, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purposes set
forth.

97,285.-11. F. Eberts and JohnEanning, De-
troit, Mich.; said Eberts assigns his right to said
Eanning.—Gas-Machine for Carbureting Air.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the carbureting-
chamber A, provided with the shelves C and with the
opening a, the blower D, the spur-wheel E, the blast-
pipe d, the eduction-pipe B, provided with an air-

cock, the gasometer E, provided with the main/, the
standard .7, the pulleys i, the cord A, and the weight
g, when constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purposes above set forth.

2. In carbureting-chambers, providing the educ-
tion-pipe with an air-cock, through which atmos-
pheric air may be drawn by raising the gasometer,
for the purpose of increasing the illuminating power
of the gas.

97.286.— Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.—J?oo<-
Crimper Screw.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the screw a, nut h,

crimpers c, having a number of square cavities on
their outside, with the points Jc k, inside the India-
rubber springs e e, all combined and acting together
with the house d, as fully set forth and described.

97.287. — Joseph Enthoffer, Washington, D.
C.

—

Plate-Printing for Colors.—November 30, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The mode of printing chroraos from en-
graved plates, by the use of gauges on the register
A, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the mode of
holding the margin of the paper during the process
of changing the plates.

97,288.—Samuel Ereet, Upper Strasburgh, Pa.
—Gate.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The movable brace A, mortised rail C,
and latch-rails E E, constructed, arranged, and com-
bined as shown and described.

97,289.—Peter Gantz, Albany, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Martin Eryer, same place.

—

Bracket
for Conductors.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a bracket for conductor-pipes, the
clasping-arms a a, pivoted to the spike A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The binding-piece g, provided with the hole c',

and secured in the manner substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the heels of the clasping-

arms a a, the wedging-key/, holes c and c', substau-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,290.—John H. Garkigan, Sacramento, Cal.,

and Francis L. Hall, Eeno, Nevada.

—

Faucet-At-
tachment to Cans.—November 30, 1869.

Claim. — In combination with a faucet-pipe or
other tube, the combination of the hollow screw B,
the oval head C having an oval projection, D, and
the oval, hoUowed-out, pr concave flange or cap G,
substantially as and lor the purpose set forth.

97,291.—E. D. Granger, Providence, E. I.—
Cooking-Range.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—]. The magazine, in combination with
elevated ovens, substantially as set forth.

2. The location of the magazine between the flues

to the elevated ovens.
3. The construction of the front fire-box with the

grate a, for removing the cinders, ashes, &c., in

combination with a magazine, as herein recited.

4. In a range of the general construction herein
shown, the arrangement herein set forth of the hori-

zontal-sliding plate or grate, between the fuel, below
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the bottom of the magazine or fuel-reservoir, and the
fuel in the dumping-grate, as and for the purposes
recited.

5. The air-pipes n, and their location and applica-

tion, substantially as described.
6. The arrangement of the magazine in relation to

the ovens herein described, by which the top of the
magazine projects beyond the oven-front or line of
the ovens, for the purposes herein set forth,

97,393.

—

William Hall and Emanuel J". Ben-
nett, Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Forming Cigars
and PlvgTobacco.—ISTovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining, with the plunger D^, the
hinge-piece d, and the flexible apron d', working
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

orth.

2. The combination of the plungers C* C^, the
valve C^, and bent arm C"*, operating substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The valve Q, operating substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the automatic mold O 0'

O^ &c., with the endless chain or belt N^, working
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

97,293.—L. B. Harberger, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Fruit-Jar.—NoYemhev 30, 1869.

Claim.—The locking-piece, constructed with ears

g g, and the central bearing-projection h, in con-
nection with the cover B and the inclined grooves
a, in the inner face of the mouth or neck of a jar, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

97,294.—E. K. Haynes, Boston, Mass.—iam^--
Shade.—No\emheY 30, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp-shade and reflector, made in the
form and manner described, for the pm'pose specified.

97,295.—Charles Birmingham Hogg, Boston,
Mass.—Pad or Housing for Harness-Saddles.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement and combination of the
spring c with the padA and its loops B, the whole be-
ing substantially as described.

97,296.—Marcus L. Horton, "Windsor, Yt.—
Boiler or other Furnace.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the channeled partition B, the chamber C, the re-

ceiving-conduit or space E, the two hollow grates
D D, and the chamber or space G- surrounding them,
and opening into the central chamber C, as set forth,

the whole being constructed substantially as ex-
plained.

2. The tubular grate-bars, with the male and fe-

male branches extending from them, constructed
and arranged as specified.

97.297. — Stephen Inman, Eockford, 111.—
Brick-Mold.—^OY&mhav 30, ]869.

Claim,—1. The combination of the longitudinal
turning-rods B with the transverse rods h b, when
operated as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the mold A, followers a a a,

rods 6 b B B, and handles h"^, in the manner described,
for the purpose set forth.

3. The follower described, consisting of the face
D, with vibrating pins d', in combination with the
slotted backing E, as described, for the purpose set

forth.

97.298. — Melvin Jincks, Wallace, N. T.—
Lamp-Burner.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A lamp-burner, having an additional
tube alongside of the wick-tube, when said addi-
tional tube is provided with an automatic cleaner,
substantially for the i)urposes herein set foi-th.

2. The forked lever /, pivoted within the tube b,

and operated by moans of the worm i, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the wick-tubo a, additional
tube /;, sliaft e, pinions d d, worm i, and forked lever
f, all substantially as and for the purposes heroin sot

forth.

4. So constructing and arranging the wick-raiser,
consisting of twisted wheel or worm i, shaft e, and

pinions d d, that the wick will move from side to
side, as it is turned up or down, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. The combination of the perforated base A with

wick-tube a, additional tube b, and the wick-raising
and cleaning mechanism, as herein described, tube g,
and cone B, all constructed and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set

forth.

6. The combination of the perforated base A with
wick-tube a, additional tube b, and the wick-raising
and cleaning mechanism, as herein described, tube
(7, cone B, and a suitable number of spring-catches
C C, all constructed and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,299.—Joseph G. Knapp, Madison, Wis.

—

Steam-Plow.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A machine for plowing or cultivating
the soil, having its mechanism so arranged as to pro-
pel the machine, and operate the plows alternately,
at intervals, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the toggle-joint E, E' with
the sliding gate E and crank r, when said parts are
arranged to operate in connection with the frame A
of a machine mounted' on wheels, substantially as
set forth.

3. Arranging a plow, N, in connection with an
intermittently forward-moving machine, in such a
manner that said plow shall move to and fro in the
arc of a circle, horizontally, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The combination of the mechanism, consisting
of the shaft a, wheel E, shaft n, mounted in the
sleeve t, and carrying the wheels G- and H, and the
wheel J, with its partial row of teeth and the guards
b, all arranged as set forth, for operating the plows.

97,300.—Leander W. Langdon, Northampton,
Mass.— Applying Steam-Power to Street-Pailivay
Oars.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A street-railway steam passenger-car,
having a boiler at each end, arranged to balance the
car, and operating in connection or independently,
as set forth.

2. In a street-railway steam passenger-car, having
the described arrangement of boilers, the arrange-
ment of the propelling-engine beneath the car and
between the pairs of wheels, as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. A street-railway steam passenger-car, provided
with condensers F F, one or both, arranged upon or
within the roof, and in combination with water-
tanks E, arranged beneath the seats, and with
proper pipe-conuections between them, as and for

the purposes set forth.

4. In a street-railway steam passenger-car, having
the described arrangement of boilers and engines,

the double reversing-apparatus, with the reverse-lo-

ver, or equivalent uevice, arranged at each end of
the car, as set forth.

5. In like combination, the throttle-valves, and
their operating-connections arranged at each end of
the car, as set forth.

6. In the described steam street-car, the independ-
ent pump, arranged to operate as set forth.

7. The pipe /', connecting the condenser E with
the smoke- stack, as set forth.

97,301 .—Cook C. Lawrence and James Lewis,
Marengo, Mich.

—

Jiest for Carriage-Tops.—iio\ova-
ber .30,^1869.

Claim.—The arm-rests D, furnished with concave
seats d, and flaring side I, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described, and
adjustably fitted on the prop-irons B of a sliilting or

stationary carriage-seat rail, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

97,302. — C. Leffingwell, Znnesvillo, Ohio,

assignor to himself H. I^i-anoy, and E. Blandy,
same place.

—

Head-Block for Saw-AliUs.—N ovomber
30, J8{i9.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of tlio lovers I I K,
double-faced ratclu't-wheols II, and pawls J, in tho

nuinner shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.
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97,303.

—

Hiram L. Lockwood, Denmark, Iowa.
—Railway-Gar Coupling.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The couplingpin B, notched as shown at

E', in combination witli the slide A, constructed as

described, for the purposes set forth.

97,304.

—

Moses Loeb, Chicago, 111.

—

Curtain-
Fixture.—November 30, 1860.

Claim.—1. The plate E, arranged on the outer end
of the bracket E', so as to project at right angles on
either side, as herein described, and for the purpose
set foi'th,

2. The curtain-fixture, provided with bracket E
and its plate L, cord F, adjustable bar H, with its

roller I and socket M, in combination v/ith grooved
pulley Gr, roller D, constructed and arranged as
shown and described.

97,305.— William B. Mack, Detroit, Mich.—
Steam- Gejierator.— November 30, 1869; antedated
November 11. 1869.

Claim. — The circulator - attachment above de-

scribed, the inner space of which is divided into
communicating compartments by the divis-ional bars
or stays, for the purpose of causing the water to cir-

culate backward and forward, in its passage from
the inlet-pipe or pipes to the delivery-pipe, substan-
tially as shown.

97,30S. — David Manuel, Dedham, Mass.

—

Foundation for Spring-Bed Bottoms.—November 30,

1869.
Claim.—The combination of rails B 13 B with the

springs D D D' D', braces E E E E, and the spiral
springs and bed-frame A A, in the manner and for

the purpose as described,

97.307. — SxErHEN MAiixm, Detroit, Mich.

—

J'M-e-PZace.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The chambers B, lined with tin, provided
with cold-air pipe D and hot-air condudors E, in
combination with grate-recess C, provided with cor-
rugated cast-metal back H and sides F, provided
with ears G-, when constructed and arranged to oper-
ate as and tor the pui'pose set forth.

97.308.— Bernard McExally and Edward
Farrell, Detroit, Mich.

—

Tool for Molding Dove-
tail's.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated November 13,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lugs B, the arms
C and D, the cross-bars E, the cross-heads F, the
thumb-levers G, the bifurcated arm H, the set-screws
I, and the springs J, in connection with the frame
A, when constructed and operating as and for the
purpose above described.

97,309.-T. M. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Press for Compacting the Waste Particles of Coal
into Blocksfor Fuel.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the overhead lever N,
the yoked arm L, the eccentric e', and the main shaft
E, the said parts being constructed and arranged to
operate together, substantially as set forth and de-
scribed, for the purpose of raising and lowering the
gates M M, in the manner described.

97,310.— Samuel Newman, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and John Newman.—Stave-Ma-
chine.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A stave-sawing machine, having alter-
nating segmental saws C C, frame H, dogs J, slid-

ing tables 1 1', and frame A, all the parts being con-
structed and arranged in the manner substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,311.—J. H. Pattee, Monmouth, Dl.

—

Vapor-
Burner.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated November
2®, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the vaporizing-
chamber A with the pipe C, when the chamber A
surrounds the pipe C, in a manner to bring the oil

from the reservoir in direct contact with the pipe C,
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The hollow pipe H, combined with and operat-
ing between the pipes C and Y, for the purpose of
regulating the admission of the air into the pix)e C,
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The globe J, with flange L and jets S S S, com-
bined with the pipe C, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

97,312. — W. P. Powers, North La Crosse.
Wis.

—

Metal Belting.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated
November 24, 1869.

Claim.—\. Constructing a metal belt by twisting
the ends of each link around the base of each suc-
ceeding link, substantially as described.

2. The Z-shaped wires a, twisted ai'ound the cen-
ters of each base of the links, substantially in tli«

manner and for the purpose described.
3. The wires c c, twisted as described, in combina-

tion with Z-shaped wires a, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

97,313.—Turner C. Purington. Lincoln, Cal.
— Grape-Crusher and Stem-Separator.— November
30, 1869.

Claim.—The beater T, lever D, x>ivoted toothed
segments A, and B B B, when constructed, arranged,
and operating together as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

97,314.—Turner C. Purington, Lincoln, as-

signor to himself and Antoine Matoux, Marys-
ville, Cal.

—

Chair-Spring.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the spiral spring, the
nut A, provided with an inner screw-thread B, outer
incline-groove D, and shoulder C, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

97,315.—P. H. Kakdolph, Leavenworth City,
Kansas.

—

Baby-Walker.—November 30, 1869; ante-
dated November 13, 1869.

Claim.—The padded seat E, in combination with
the adjustable straps F and annular rod B, arranged
and hung as described, for the purpose specified,

97,316.—Andrew Eogers, "Worcester, Mass.—
Snow- Guard for Boofs.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The standard A, formed, as described, of
twisted bar, adapted to the slating and boards of the
roof, and fitted with bars B B B, all as described.

97,317.—J. S. Powell, Beaver Dam, Wis.—
Seeder.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The sliding shell-cylinder C, constructed
with radial slots, and arranged upon the feed-cylin-

der F and shaft B, so that the adjustment is effected

by the horizontal movement of the shell C, while the
feed-wheel F remains stationary as regards the case
H. M.

97,318.-Alfred G. Safford, Saint Albans,Yt.
— Telegraph-Insulator.— November 30, 1869 ; ante-

dated November 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Extended covering-caps B, in combina-
tion with the insulators of air-line telegraphs, when
said caps are so formed and secured as to cover and
fully inclose the insulators independently thereof,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. A line-supporting hook. A, combined with and
dependent from a barrel-insulator, substantiallj as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

97,319.—Alexander Shaw, Monmouth, DI.—
Cultivator.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 22, 1869.

Claim.—The cutter C, with series of holes c c c,

for regulating the depth, when combined with the

mold-boards A, point B, handles L, bow J, and th«

plate D, substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

97,320.—Franklin Simmons, New Orleans, La.,

assignor to H. Dudley Coleman, same place.

—

Ma-
chine for Dressing Millsto7ies.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft B, when provided with tha

hollow arm L, the bar M, the brackets or clamps N
N', and the other necessary appliances connected
Avith it, as herein described, in combination with the

shafts K and Y, when the latter are provided with
gears J X Y W, the platform O, block P, axles ee'e"

e'", and wheels d, when all the parts are constructed,

arranged, and operate substantially as herein speei-

fied, lor the pm"pose set forth.
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2. The above cbmbination, in combination with
the frame R, the wheels S, and the curved rails T
T', substantially as herein described, for the purpose
set forth.

3. The last above-mentioned combination, in com-
bination -with a ft-ame. A, and any suitable motor for
operating the machine, as herein described.

97,331.—D. N. Smith, Boston, Masfi. — Stove
Stand.— November 30, 1869 ; antedated November
27, 1809.

Claim.—The griddle E, with rod B, and platform
C D, and foot A, for the purpose as specified.

97,322.—Stephen J. Smith, Farmington, N. Y.—Hay-Rackfor Wagons.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described hay-rack, consist-
ing of the parts a a' a^, bars & & i), and side-boards
B B, in combination with the body A, when said
body and rack are secured together by means of loops
c c and staples i i, all arranged as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

97,323. — W. Smith, San rrancisco, Cal.

—

Water-Closet Pan.—November 30, 1869.
Claim,.—1. A water-closet receiver, having the in-

ward and outward projecting flange A, in combina-
tion with the pan C, in the manner described.

2. The lapped joint F F, constructed so that the
pan can be taken out and replaced through the open-
ing in said joint, substantially as described.

3. The pan C, secured to the shaft D, with the
Bcrews i i, socket e, and arm g, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

97,324.—EouERT Spear, New Haven, Conn.

—

Governor.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The case A, constracted as described,

so as to form the chamber B, having inlet C and out-
let D, the cylinder E, and chamber G. substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination Avith the case A, constructed as
described, the cover H and cap I, forming the cham-
ber W, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set fortli.

3. In combination with the case A, cover H, and
cap I, the piston-rod J, piston K, and valve L. all

constructs as described, and arranged to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

4. The arrangement of the semicircular guide-bars
P P, piston-rod J, beam M, connecting-bars N N,
levers O 0, and weights E. R, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The elastic cover a, secured to the piston-rod J
by the thumb-screw h, or other suitable means, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

6. The arrangement of the pipes S and T, whereby
the steam or fluid is conducted from the boiler or
ptower-source to the chambers G and "W", substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

7. The entrance to tlie chamber B, formed in the
shape of an inverted cone, in combination Avith the
valve L, operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

97,325. — Alfred Stevexs, Georgetown, as-
signor to JosiAH Stauung. Jlanheigan^ ^Iq.—Ma-
chine for Puttying Seams of Vessels. — November
30, IBCp.

Claim..—1. The part G, which carries the scraper,
flnishing-smoother, and refuse-box, when connected
to tlie main pai't A by means of pivoted links, sub-
stantially as herein described and shown, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. In a seam-puttyingmachiuc, the spring attached
to the lever F, and pressing on the block G, substan-
tially as desci'ibcd, for the purpose set forth.

3. The seam -puttying machiMc herein described,
composed of the part A. with rounded ends, and a
receiving-cavity of the form described, the gauge,
adjustable tires, ibllowers E E, M'ith levers F, and
springs, the presser D, part G, with refnse-box,
scraper, mid flnishing-smoother, and the pivoted
links i, and spring k, all combined and arranged lo
operate substantially as herein sliown and described.

97,326.—L. A. Sunderlaxd, Madison, Obio.

—

Can-Handle.—l^oYemher 30, 1869.

Claim.—The round shank B, having the lugs c d,

plate A, the handle C, constructed and arranged as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,327.—Enoch B. Turner, Providence, E. I.—Horseshoe-Blank.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated
November 13, 1869.

Claim.—A projecting rib or notch, placed on the
inner edge of the creased surface of the blank, to
mark its middle, and to indicate the point at which
it is to be bent, substantially as described.

97,328.—Harmon TanbuSkirk, Vienna, Mich.—Carpenters' Plow.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated
November 24, 1869.

Claim.—The right and left-hand screw D, when
used in the construction of carpenters' plow-planes,
as herein described, in combination with stock A
and guide B, all operating substantially as herein set

forth.

97,329.— Zadock "Washburx, Hopedale, as-

signor to HopedaCe Furnace Company, Milford,
Mass.

—

Railway-Car Wheel.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The improved manufacture, as described,
consisting of a cas-t-iron wheel or body thereof, and
a rolled or hammered cast-steel tire or re-enforce
combined or welded together by the process of heat-
ing the re-enforce, and applying to it a welding-com-
position, and subsequently raising it to a welding-
temperature, and finally casting against its inner sur-

face the cast-iron body, as specified.

97,330.—Grin Weeman, Lynn, Mass.— CTmnneZ-
Opener for Boot and Shoe Sewing-Machines.—No- '

vember 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The spring-arm B, attached to the
presser-foot of a sewing-machine, as shown, and
having shoulder or point c, and share or mold-piece
d H, substantially as herein set forth.

2. A channel-opener, formed by the combination
of spring-arm B, shoulder or point c, share or mold-
piece d H, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the above-described chan-
nel-opener and the presser-foot A, substantially as

set forth.

97,331.—Philo S. White, Providence. R. I.—
Fasteningfor Neck-Ties.—November 30, 1869 ; ante-
dated November 24, 1869.

Claim.—The improved neck-tie fastening herein
described, consisting of the wire yoke C, in combi-
nation with the perforated plates A and B, all con-
tructed and arranged substantially as shown, for

he purpose s pecified.

97,332.—Mahlon -J. Woodruff, New Britain,
Conn., assignor to Rusbell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company, same place.

—

Latch.—November
30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a swivel-jointed spin-
dle, whose two portions, j^ and B, are of unequal
size, with a divided hub, C D, cast separately from
the spindle, n'hen such spindle and hub are arranged
in the lock, so that the former cannot be pushed
thi'ough tlie lattei' from the outside of the door to

which such lock is applied, substantially as hereiu
described.

97,333.—E. H. Woodward, New York, N. Y.
—Tile or Slab for Flooring and Wainscoting, and
for the Manufacture of Furniture.— November 30,

1869.

Claim.—A slab or tile, formed of sheets of mate-
rial, laid together as specified, and cut olF so as la

present the ends of the layers at the surface of such
tile or slab, as specified.

97,334.—Wiu,iAM L. Yantis, r.rownsvillo, Mo.—RaUway-SwUch.—November 30, ] 869.

Claim.—The block C C, constructed substanfiiilly

as described, in combination Avith the ri)d 1) and tlio

rails of the main and switch track, all arranged and
o])eiating substantiallv as iind for the purpose speci-
fied.
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97.335. — W. X. Abbott, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, G-. W. Boyle, and F. X. Ter-
REXT, Baltimore, Md.— Lubricating Compound.—
November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A lubricant for machinery, comi)osed of

the ingredients, in the proportions and manner sub-
stantially as herein described.

97.336.— Joseph Albert, Munich, Bararia.—
Printing Photographs.—Xovember 30, 1669.

Claim.—1. The process of preparing photogi'aphic
plates, for printing with fatty inks, by subjecting a
film of chrome-gelatine, or other suitable material,
spread upon glass, or other transparent substance, to

the action of the light upon the surface in contact
therewith, Tvhile protecting the outer surface from
such action, and subsequently applying thereto a
second or sensitive film, to receive the photographing
image, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The employment of glass plates, for tlie print-

ing of photographic pictures in fatty inks, when pre-

pared by the'process herein described.

97.337.— C. C. AxsLEr, Americus, Gn.—Piow.
—November 30, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The hinge E F, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the standard C and
beam A, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The brace-rod G, having a screw-thread cut
upon each end, and adjustably secured to the beam
A and standard C, by the nuts g^ g"^ g^ g^. substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. Am improved plow, formed by the combination
of the beam A, standard C, hinge E E, brace-rod
and nuts G g^ g^ g^ g'^, and handles H IJ, with each
other, substantially as herein shown, and described,

and for the purpose set forth.

97.338.— B. TV. Arnold, Des Moines, Iowa.—
School-Desk and Seat.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A hinged seat, B, having recess H
therein, in combination with a bracket, having pivot-

pin E, forming a part thereof, both being constructed
and operating together as described.

2. The part D of the desk, jointed to the end-

frames, so as to slide in the direction of the axis of

the joints, arranged to clutch with the end-frames,
and provided with the spring M, and either with
the lever X, or not, substantially as specified.

97. 339. — E. Augustus Asptn^vvall, Albany,

,

X. Y. — Machine for Planting Potatoes. — XoTem-
ber 30. 1869.

Claim.— 1. A spear or spears, provided with
trips.

2. Operating the trips, substantially as described.

3. The V-shaped concave C, constructed and used
in the manner described.

4. Swinging the plow and coverers from the main
frame, substantially as desciibed and for the pm-pose
set forth.

97,340.—Sylvester M. Bailey, Cottage Grove,
Minn.

—

Velocipede.—^Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted sail and sun-protector G,
arranged on a velocipede, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2. The arrangement of the crank-axle J, and steer-

ing-post, in the manner described, to admit of their

use for steering or propelling purposes.

97.341. — Joseph Barker, Chicago, El., as-

signor to himself, A. L. Brown, and T. H. Brown,
same place.

—

Middlings Separator.— November 30,

1869 ; antedated November 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the case K, pro-

vided with a partition, E. and fan M X, with the

partition d, pipes E G E' E E', and case B, provided
with sieves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &;c.. as set forth.

2. The discharge-pipe T U V, provided with a per-

forated covering b, back-board X, and sieve W, in

combination with the case K and fan M X, as de-

scribed.

97.342. — Eltsha Trask Barlow, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Anchor.—Xovembcr 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shanks C C, secured together at
one end by the crown-pieces B, and at the opposite
end by the metal plates D, substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.

2. In combination with the flukes A of an anchor,
the crown-pieces B. attached to the oppositely-mov-
ing shanks C, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

3. Constructing an anchor with the two shanks C
C, which, by their opposite longitudinal movement,
shall move the flukes to the proper position for tak-
ing- hold of the ground, substantiallv as herein set
forth.

97,343.—G. T. Beauregard, Xew Orleans, La.—Machinery for Propelling Cars.—Xovember 30,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a car or other
vehicle, or a boat or other vessel, and a constantly
moving cord A, suspended above or at the side of
the car or vessel to be propelled, of the reciprocating
block E', clamping-jaws E, riglit and left-threaded
screw-piston H, and spring X, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the cord A and clamping-
jaws of the elevating-roller, cranked shaft P, and
operating-cord B, substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with "the clamping-jaws E
and operating-screw E. of the pulleys M and oper-
ating-cord, arranged substantially as specified.

4. The arrangements of the suspending-brackets
C and the brackets G, for carrying the clutch above
the cord, stibstantially as specified.

97,344. —Man E. Berolzheimer, Xew York.
X. Y.

—

Canceling-Punch.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim. —A series of adjustable punches, con-
structed and operating together, as andfor the pur-

pose described.

97,345. — Benjamin Bissell, Xew London,
X. Y.

—

Liniment for the Treatment of Neuralgia,
Rheumatism. &c.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of a compound, which I
denominate ''Magnetic Balm," of the ingredients,

in the proportions'and for the purposes set forth as

above.

97.346. — Edouari) Bourquin,'' Xew York.
X. Y.—Stem-Wi7idi7ig TTaic/i.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The disk m on the arbor G, and the

pin n, on said disk, in combination with the notched
curved plate o', which carries the thicker portion o,

and moves eccentric to the arbor, substantially as

herein shown and described, so that the winding-
action will be arrested by the edge of the disk m,
substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The V'-shaped spring I, arranged to lock the

escapement-regulator, and also the hair spring stud

p, substantially as herein shown and described.

97.347.— Bobert Boyd and James C.Hart,
Bochester, X". Y.—Hot-Air Furnace.—EoTemher
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A draught-opening and flue X, arranged
over the entrance-way to the ash-pit of the fur-

nace, and'commttnicating with fines G' G' formed on
either side of said; entrance-way, in combination
with an air-space, EC, extending under the bottom of

the ash-pit, and a flue-chamber, G, completely sur-

rounding the same, and from whence the heated
draught is discharged under the grate-bars of the

furnace, all substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

2. The side draught-openings M M, communicat-
insT directlv with said side-flues. G', and combined
with the said lower air-space S, and encircling

chamber G, substantially as herein described.

3. The chamber G, completely inclosing the sides

of the ash-pit A, when combined with the air-space

H below, and provided with a series of suitable in-

let-apertures, YT YT, below, and discharge - vents

above, substantially as herein described.

4. The graduated damper having the edges of one

or more of the plates, (either stationary or movable,)

controlling the admission of air. serrated, substan-

tially as herein described.
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97,348.— E. K. Breckineidge, West Meriden
Conn.

—

Window-Button.—November 30, 1869.

CTaim.—The projection a on the keeper-plate C,

combined with the corresponding recess d in the

lever-plate, constructed and arranged so as to oper-

ate substantially as described.

97,349.—Catherine Bruner, Marshall, Mo.—
Preserving Eggs and other Articles.—November 30,

1869.

Claim,.—"Eov preserving eggs, when prepared as

above described, and preserving other articles from
frost in freezing weather, the use of flax-seed, sub-

stantially as described.

97,350. — John C. Bryant and Andrew W.
Turner, Gardner, Mass. — Machine for Turning
Wooden Ware.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the foundation A,
the slides C C, bearing the cutters B, the guide m,
and the levers E and I, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

97,351.-0. C. BURDICT, Providence, E. I.—
Bolt-Heading Machine.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the upsetting-die M,
with the swaging-dies // and/'/', when the said

die M is arranged so as to pass between the swaging-
dies, so as to upset the head, in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

97,352 P. Burns, Indiana, Pa.— P^oiy.- No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.— The construction of the mold-boards,
land-sides, and points or shoulders of cast-metal
plows in three separate sections, as herein described,
for connecting together, by bolts and nuts, when the
mold-board is provided with the notch H and V-
groove L, and the point or spreader, with the pro-

jections fitting therein, all substantially as specified.

97,353.—A. S. Cakieron, New York, N. Y.—
Sectional Steam-Generator.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of flat surfaces on
the heads A, bearing against soft-metal rings placed
into grooves in the adjoining surfaces, so as to allow
said heads to accommodate themselves to the ex-

pansion and contraction of the tubes, without ren-

dering the joints leaky, substantially as described.
2. The rims c, on the heads A', in combination

with the soft-metal rings interposed between two ad-
joining-heads, substantially as set forth.

97,354. -A. S. Cameron, New York, N. Y.—
Lubricator.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The reservoir B, cast solid with the
valve-chest A, or with a part thereof, and provided
with a closely-fitting cover or plug, &, and with an
aperture, d, leading into the valve-chest, substan-
tially as described.

2. The mud-box c, forming a part of the reservoir
B, cast solid with the valve chest A, or a portion
thereof, substantially as set forth.

3, The stop-valve e, in combination with the reser-

voir B, east solid Avith the steam-chest A, or a part
thereof, substantially as described.

97,355.—Joel T. Case, Barkhamstead, Conn.

—

TfftferTr/ieeZ.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bonnet gate-ring c, constructed
as described, arranged over corresponding openings
«!, upon a cone-shaped cover a', for adoiitting-,

cutting off, or regulating the flow of water, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combination of the screw m, angle-lever h,

connection j, with the ring c, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the wheel B with the case
a a' and ring c, substantially as sot Ibrth.

4. The slittcd step D, iu combination with key L
and l)ridgo H, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

97,35fi—Cyrus Chamkers, Jr., Philiidolphia,
Pa.

—

Cut-Off' for Brick-Machines. — November 30,

1869 ; antedated November 20, 1869. n<,>

• Claim.— 1. The l)ox for catching the particles of
dirt from the scvering-knifo, when used in combina-
tion witli the cut-olF, constructed as descri1)cd.

2. The open corner B, in combination with the
opening 0, constructed as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The combination of the knife-edge of the bot-
tom plate with the straight knife s upon the lower
part of the curved side- guide N, when constructed
as and for the purpose set forth.

97,357.—Thomas E. Chandler, Indianapolis,
Ind..—Saw-Mill.—NoYemher 30, 1869.
Claim.— The ai'range ment, herein described, of

levers P S, shaft I, and hollow shaft I', in connection
with levers O, pawls BL H', ratchet Gr, and pinion D,
for actuating the knees B, as set forth.

97,358. — Eben Simpson Chase, 'Eau Claire,
Wis.

—

Lamp- Chimney.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described sectional chimney,
composed of two or more sections A A, formed with
circumferential shoulders at the top and bottom, and
with projections and recesses, and held together by
the flexible bands B B, substantially as specified.

97,359.—George P. Cole, Hudson, Mich.

—

iVecA;- ToA;e.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Securing the eye-bolt of a neck-yoke
to the yoke itself, by means of the ferrules and the
nuts embedded in the yoke, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The combination of the yoke A, metal bands a
a, eye-bolts h b, and nuts e e, all constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination of the yoke A, eye-bolts b b,

nuts e e, staples c, rings B B, rollers d d, and pole-
ring D, all constructed and connected substantially
as described, and tor the purposes set forth.

97,360.—Edward Conley, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Jilusic-Stand.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The music and book stand, consisting of
the tubular support A, stem B, arc e, pivoted plate

C, candle - support E, and leaf D, swiveled thereto
by pin g, all arranged and combined as herein shown
and described.

97,361.—Silas Cook, Magnolia,assignor to him-
self and Henry Eord, Sioux City, Iowa.

—

Automatic
Boiler-Feeder.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the exhaust-port
of an engine with the pipes P N, heating-chamber
B, and water-chamber D, to heat the water, prepar-
atory to conveying it into the boiler, as set forth.

2. The combination of water-chamber D, chamber
z, having aperture a, and chamber Y, to raise the
valve-float B' at the time specified, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The combination of a boiler, and eduction-pipe
m, attached thereto, near the desired water-line,

with a chest TJ, valve V, port /, and chamber Y, to
depress the valve-float and let in a supply of water
to the boiler at the time needed, and in the manner
set forth.

4. The float B', operated in the manner described,
in combination with the shaft C, arm J', and
weighted wheel K', having pins r r' s s' thereon, to

operate the valve-gear, in the manner specified.

97,362. — George W. Cretors and Exos
Hoover, Clinton County, Ind.— Weather-Strip.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The weather-strip A, in combination with
the spring m, bar a a, bent levers b h, and covering
D, all constructed and arranged substantially as do-

scribed.

97,363.—A. P. Critchlow, Northampton, Mass.
—Button.—Novemhev 30, 1869.

Claim.—A button, luiving a diametrical groove in

its back, and a i>in, b, arranged transversely thereto,

to form a tliread-holding eye, as described and shown.

97,364. — W. A. Crocker, Norfolk, Ya.— Bca-
nut-Picker.—'Nov(nwhor 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlio combination, with the chain-car-

rier, constructed as described, of the pernument
screens E and H, substunlially as specitied.

2. The combination, with the carrier and screen
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H and E, arranged as described, of the discliarge-

wheel A, substautially as specified.

3. The combination of the chaia-canier, screens E
and H, and the scouring-reel Q. and permanent wire-

screen shell P thereof, substantially as specified.

4. The combination, with the carrier, screens EH,
scoui'ingreel Q, and permanent screen P, of the fan-

blower G, substantially as specified.

97,365.—John G-allemore Dale and Edward
MiLXER, Warrington, England.

—

Mode of Froducing
TFftife-Xcad.—2\ ovember "30, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of carbonate of lead, by
the action of acid carbonates of the alkalies on lith-

arge, hydrated oxides of lead, and insoluble basic
salts of lead, either by direct addition, as described
in our first part, or indirectly by the mixture of the
lead oxides, &c., with the caustic alkalies or their

monocarbonate or acid salts, and their conversion
into bicarbonates dui'ing the time they are in contact
with the litharge, hydrated oxides, or insoluble basic
suits of lead.

97,366.—D. E. Dodge, LowTille, X. Y.—Two-
way Cocks.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The plug E, having two apertures, a b.

and an-anged in a case, A, to connect either one of

two supply pipes with the suction-pipe of a pump,
substantially as herein shown and described, ajid for

tlie purpose' specified.

97,367.—J. P. Doriia:^-, Galesburgh, EL—^j--

hor or Fence-Post.—Xovember 30, 1869; antedated
Xovember 25, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The base or point A, with arms B B',

to which the post E is secured by bolts C C and bajid

D, substantially as deseribed, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The plate J, rings E, with ai'ms H and ring Z,

combined and operating with the point A, with its

arms B B', bolts C C, and band D, for the purpose
of securing the post E against withdrawal or oscil-

lation, substantially as described, and for the purpose
set forth.

97,36S A. E. DucKY/iTZ, Xew York, X. Y.—
Combined Hake, Weeder,aynd Smoother.—^^'ovember
30, 1869.

Claim.—The implement formed by the combina-
tion, with the bar or back B, of the teeth A and cut-
ter C, said parts being constructed and arranged as
shown and described.

97,369.—Samuel G. Dugdale, Eichmond, Ind.— Clothes-Sprinkler.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The vessel A, water-chamber B, sponge
G, or its equivalent, partition /, valve d. and holes

g g, when arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose above set forth.

97,370 Ellis Eves, MiUville. J*a..—Support
for Elliptic Spring'!.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim-.—The combination of the extended rod D,
bent in an oblique manner at its front, and the post
E, with the springs A B, and wagon-bottom C, all

substantially as shown and described.

97, .371.—John Fairclough, Saint Joseph, ilo.—Feed-Water Heater.— ISGYembev 30, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of two heaters, A and

B, and any number of filtering-vessels, K. when con-
nected and arranged, substalitially in the manner
specified.

97,37a.—JoHx Eairclough, Saint Joseph, ilo,—Boiler-^ne Cleaner.—Xovember 30, 1869.
Claim.^^The metallic pipes DE K, and nozzle L,

so jointed together, and to the dome B of the boiler,
that they may be compactly folded back upon the
latter, out of the way, and so that the steam may be
discharged into the ends of the flues at any desired
angle, as specified.

97,373.—^ToH^ Eairclough, Saint Joseph, ilo.—Milhtone-Dreas.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The furrows a, describing tangential
lines at their inner ends, and thence cm-ving slightly
toward the periphery, where they terminate in radial
fines, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the furrows a, as described,
the short furrows c, formed in the ribs between a a,

and made of corresponding form throughout their
length, as shown.

97,374.—Moses G. Earmer, Salem, Mass, as-

signor to The American Compound Telegkaph-
Wire Company, Xew York Citj.—SubmaHne-Telc-
graph Cable.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture, an im-
proved submarine-telegraph cable, consisting of a
strengthening-core conductor, and insulator, sm'-
rounded by a jute or hempen buoy, arranged, one
upon the other, in the order specified.

2. The, method of constructing submarine-tele-
graph cables, by winding spirally about a tenacious
steel strengthening-corea ribbon of copper, to form
the electrical conductor, and by surrounding the
compound metallic vi ire thus formed with any suita-

ble insulator, and this with some buoyant material,
all in the manner specified.

97,375 J. X. Eaknham, Hartford, Conn,, as
signer to Woven-Wire Mattress Company, same
place,

—

Bedstead-Frame.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The inclined double-end bars C, of a
bedstead-frame, arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2. The standards B, arranged longitudinally ad-
ustable on the side-bars of a bedstead-frame, to per-

mit the inclined side-bai's to be set a suitable distance
apart, as set forth.

97,376. — 0. L. Fenner, Eochester, X. Y. —
Bench-Clamp.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—An improved screw-stock, for the mova-
ble jaw of a clamp, with a base. E E, ears a b, and
removable fastening-yoke F, the said parts being-

constructed, combined, and adjusted to the bench,
in the manner described.

97,377.—James Ferguson. Hantley Grove, III— Cultivator.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The beams D', when provided Tvith

joints d d^ at front and rear, as described, for the
purpose set forth.

2. The standard H, bar I, and spring h', when
constructed substantially as described, for the pui'-

pose set forth.

3. The standard H, bar I, and spring h', when
combined with the beams D', substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The machine described, consisting of the frame
A aa a', wheels B B, pole C, beams D D', shovels
L, rock-shaft E, hand-lever F, standard H, bar I,

spring h', the ^rhole being combined and arranged
as described.

97,378.—E. L. Foreman, Eantoul, 111., assignor
to Edward Foreman, same place.

—

Road-Grrader.
—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
sides A A, with steel bars C C, crossbar B, braces
D D, tongue E, lever F, knee G, and bar H, all sub-
stantiallj as shown and described.

97,379.—H. G. Fougen and A. C. Fougen,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

—

Egg-Beater.—Xovember 30,

1869.

Claim. — The combination of the platform A,
handle B, shaft C, weighted cross-arms DE, cordG.
and mixer F, with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for_the pm-pose set forth.

97,380.—John Y. B. France, Boscobel, "Wis.—
Combined Seeder. Roller, and Brag.—Xovember 30,

1869.

Claim.—1. A combined seeder, roller, and drag,
arranged and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The seed-frame ^, when fastened, by means of
two bolts b c, to the roller-frame, and partly sup-
ported on a caster-wheel, so that it can, by rem'oviug
one bolt, be swung back of the roller, sabstantiall7
as herein shown and described.

97,381.—LoL^s FRtJHiNSFELD, Xewai'k, If. J.—
Stn^re.—Xovember 30, 1869.
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Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the

hinge A, composed of two pieces only, B being- cast

entire with pintle and screw-bolts, and C of mallea-

ble iron, bent around B, all as and for the purpose
specified.

97,382. — Aaron Fuller, Marietta, Ohio.—
Pump.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The piston c, constructed as described,

and provided -with the ring-packing c', when used
in connection with the cylinder D, and combined
with the rod a, working in the slaeve a', as described,

for the purpose set forth.

97,38 3—Samuel M. Fultois^ and William M.
Fulton, Pittsburgh, 'Fa.—Rotary Bell-Head.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claitn.—The annular flanged cavity in the crown-
piece of the bell, around the central hole for the clap-

per-bolt, for the reception of the heads of tlie bolts,

by which the crown of the bell is attached to the
yoke, and is thus rendered capable of being rotated,

relatively to the yoke, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

97,384-.—Wakren Gale, Peekskill, N. T.—
Feed-Cutter.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—1. In the construction of feed-cutters, a
slotted knife-shaft, constructed with a space between
the rings or caps b &, that bold the knives a a ain
place, and the journal-boxes d d, in which the shaft

runs, so when the rings, or either of them, are re-

leased, they can be moved on the shaft, so as to
release the knives, so they can be removed or
replaced withoutremoving tlie shaft or journal-boxes,
substantially as described.

2. A slotted knife-shaft, provided with knives bev-
eled on the back side, and provided with caps or
rings of unequal diameter, so the knives cannot be
reversed, substantially as described.

97,385.—Perry G, Gardiner, New York, N.
Y.

—

Packer for Baihvay-Car Springs.— November
30, 1869.
Claim.—1. The holding and securing the spiral

spring, for packing, by means of a cylindrical shell

or holder, divided in halves, and provided with the
interior female-screw thread, or the points or studs
to hold the coils and prevent their being pressed
together under the pressure of the filling or packing
process, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

2. The removable and adjustable hollow cylinder
or filler G, in combination with the holder and spring,
arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purposes descril^ed.

3. The combination of follower or plunger with
the filler and holder and spring, constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as described.

97,380 F. J. Gardner, Washington, N. C—
Bed-Spring.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—An improved bed-spring, formed by the
combination of the three springs or slats, A C I), and
pins or standards B with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

97,387.—Ekdman GAy.Iliohmond, Yii.—i'ire-

iioa;.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—1\\ combination with the flanged pipe C,

secured, as described, to the inner sheet of the fire-

box A, the stay-rod I), conical plates E E, provided
with slots//, and the hand-hole plates h h, all substan-
tially aa and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,3S8.—James P.. Gilkekt, Wootons, Ga.—
PZow.—November 30, J869.

Claim. — 1. The plow-foot C, constructed as

described, of the wooden beam a and iron bar b,

secured to the beam A, and regulated by moans of

the nuts c c, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set foith.

2. In combination with the plow-foot C, con-
structed as described, the suljsoil-sharo D, substan-
lially as and for the i)ur[)oaos herein set forth.

3. The plow-foot (J and the double foot E, so con-
Bti'ucted as to be interoliangoablo with each other, us

»peoified.

97,389.—Walter W. Gilbert, New York, N.
Y.

—

Steam-Pump.—November 30, 1869; antedated
November 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. An elongated piston arranged relatively

to the ports a b of the steam-actuated valve, and pro-
vided with the exhaust-passages e /, also arranged
relatively to the said ports, a b, all substantially as
specified.

2. The cylindrical pump-valves A B, and concave-
slotted seats C D, arranged substantially as specified.

97,390.—Kingston GoDDARD, Hichmond, N. Y.—Mode of Constructing Water-Pitchers and other
Vessels.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—An improved ice-pitcher, or other vessel,
formed by electro-plating, with one or more metals,
a body made of wood or other suitable non-conduct-
ing material, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

97,391.

—

Henry E. Graham and Pichard D.
Child, Boston, Mass.

—

Cotnbined Watch-Key and
Toothjnek.—November 30, 1869; antedated November
24, 1869.

Claim.—1. A combined watch-key, "H, and tooth-
pick G, when the latter slides within the winding-
tube of the former, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The projection E, for containing a pencil,

combined with the watch-key H and toothpick G,
when they are formed as above described.

97,392.—W. D. GusEMAN and E. C. Bright,
Morgantown, West Ya.

—

Insulator for Telcnraph-
(Fire-s.—November 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The narrow ridge or point in the insu-

lator, formed by the grooves, or a gi'oove extending
downward from the wire-aperture, on which ridge
the wire rests, substantially as described.

2. The sloping gTooves, (one or more in number,)
extending from the wire-aperture, for discharging
the water and forming a ridge for the wire to rest
on, substantially as described.

3. The insulator A, constructed with the aperture
C and slot D, arranged at an angle with each other,
as shown, either with or without a cap to protect it

from the weather.

97,393.—E. P. Hall and William H. Tow.v,
Syracuse, N^. Y.

—

Saxoing-Machine.—November 30,
1869.

Claim.—1 . In combination with the pendent guide
M, slide-bar H, and pitman z, the adjustable right-
angled lever V, constructed and arranged to operate
as specified.

2. The arrangement herein shown, of the double-
rim annular wheel K, pinions I, andw, crank-shaft s',

and crank L, for operating a crosscut-saw, as speci-
fied.

3. The sawing-machine, lierein described, having
the pinions I and tc gearing with the double-rim
annular wheel K, crank-shaft s', pitman r, right-
angled lever V, adjustable pitman z, sliding bar H.
and pendent sliding guide M, with lifting-lever F
and spring-catch S, all constructed and suranged to
operate a crosscut- saw, as specified.

97,394.—W. N. Hamilton, Odessa, Del.—Grain-
Dn:«.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cast-iron bottom for the seed-boxes
of gi'ain-drills, formed substantially as shown and
described.

2. The metallic bottom, when cast witli a cut-off
projection or lip at each discharge-opening, substan-
tially as shown and set forth.

3. The combination of the cut-off projection or lip

cast on the bottom of the seed-box, and formed as
specified, with the slotted adjusting-slide, substan-
tially as lieroin described.

4. The employment, in combination with the ad-

justing and cut-oil' slides, of the franu's or holders,

applied and secured to the bottom of the seed-box
at the discharge-openings, [under the arrana:oment
described, so that tiie slides, while hold in ana main-
tained by said holder.s, fpnW bo free to slide back
and forth upon each other, us and for the purposes set
forth.

5. The combination of iiiQ lunged seod-box, with
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the large open spouts supported upon the frame of
the machine, and arranged under and at suitable
distance from the discharge- apertures in the feed-

box, sabstautially as and for the purposes shown and
set forth.

97,395.—James E. Hammoxd, Sedalia, Mo.—
Combined Hay-Bake, Thrasher, Loader, and Stacker.

—November 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An improved hay-rake and loader,
formed by the combination of the frame A, vrheels

B, inner frame C, wheels and shaft D E, teeth or

fingers F, guard-bar G-, and carrier M K", with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the gleaner H I, arm J,

and catch-bar K, with the frames C and A, rake-
teeth or fingers Y, and carrier M, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

3. The thrashing-device E. S S' T TJ, in combina-
tion with the frame and carrier of a hay-rake and
loader, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the hopper or guide Z,

screen A', and seed-box B', with the frame C, carrier

M, and thrashing-device E S S' T TJ, of a hay-rake
and loader, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the looped ropes Gr' and de-

tachable pole F', with the rack D', substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

6. The combination of the truck-rack D' E', looped
ropes G', and detachable pole F, with the frame C
and carrier M of the hay-rake and loader, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,396.-H. W. Haekness, ISTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Andrew Turnbull, same
place.

—

Lantern.—November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The metal rings h b, cast in one piece,

having the part b', in combination with the segmen-
tal hinged part b', guard c, and supporting-wire d,

substantially as set forth.

97,397.—B. F. Herr, Livingston, Ala.—Paper-
J'iZe.-November 30, 1869.

Claim,—1. The arrangement of the slotted springs
D D, so as to work over the pins E to protect the
former against lateral displacement, and to make
them direct and uniform in their vertical action, as
and for the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement of the several hooks B at the
points specified, and with inclined recesses as shown
and described, so that they may not only hold the
file together, but retain the springs in subjection
when the file is opened, all as shown and described.

97,398.—George TV. Herring, Bangor, Me.—
Auger-Handle.—November 30, 1869 ; antedated No-
vember 27, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, on the handle A, of the
collar C, slotted washer or ring E, pins h b, and nut
D, all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

97,399.—Daniel M. Holmes, Watkins, N. T.—
Instrument for Pulling Weeds.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactm'e, the
herein-described instrument, consisting of serrated
and longitudinally-grooved jaws, oblique shanks,
and handles parallel, or nearly so, to the i^lane of the
blades, as described.

97,400.—John Douglas Hopkins, London,
England.

—

Sash-Bakmce.—'iiovemhev 30, 1869; pat-
ented in England, November 20, 1868.

Claim.—The combination of the balanced sashes
a b, the winding-cords and the winding-drums, with
the weights p p, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

97,401.—Charles H. Horne, Astoria, Oregon.—Belly-Band Fastener.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—An improved sinch or belly-band fast-

ener A, B, D, E, F, constructed and operating in

connection with the strap or lattigo C, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

97,402.—Henry Howard, Springfield, Mass.—
Combined Stove and Water-Heater.—November 30,
1869 ; antedated November 20, 1869.
Claim.—1. The boiler F, constructed with par-

tition 8 and aperture 9, substantially as herein
described.

2. The dumping-grate E, composed of a series of
separate bars ti u, &c., connected laterally by a
dovetail device, and secured at one end by a rod, V,
as herein specified.

3. The stove-cover r, provided with a continuous
groove s', as herein specified.

4. The removable fire box or lining G, made of
any suitable material, in combination with the boiler
F, substantially as herein specified.

5. The radiator H, provided with two connection-
apertures 0^ 0^, and connecting-bolt n' , arranged,
with reference to pipes n and o, as herein specified.

6. The series of heating-pipes 1, 2, &c., when con-
structed and arranged, with reference to pipes n
and 0, and to the boiler F, as herein specified.

7. The central partition y', in combination with
the funnel B, horizontally-sliding damper d, oven
and casings C C C", as herein specified.

97,403.—Charles H. Hudson, New York, N.
Y.

—

Extension-Crib and Bedstead.—November 30,
1869.

Claim.—1. The bedstead described, capable of
both lateral and longitudinal extension, substantially
as set forth.

2. The sliding or rolling guard, for barring the
progress of a child in any given direction, con-
stracted and operating substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the two parts V and "W,
forming an extensible guard, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

97,404.—William Huffman, Oshkosh. Wis.—
PadcZZe-TT/ieeZ.-November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Duplex helical floats. Fig. 5, in combi-
nation with lining b and flanges a a, provided with
air-passages e e, in either flanges or floats, or both.

2. The air-passages e e, provided with flanges e' e',

in combination with paddle-wheels, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

97,405.—Charles Hughes, Yng Flor De Cuba,
Colon, Cuba.

—

Steam-Condenser. — November 30,
1869.

Claim.—1. The condensing-vessel A and the an-
nular tank B, inclosing the condenser, arranged
substantially as described.

2. In combination"with the condenser A. the per-
forated ring-pipe G, arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

97,406.—Charles Hughes, Tng Flor De Cuba,
Colen, Cuba. — Condenser-Yalve.— November 30,
1869.

Claim.—The valve C, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

97,407.—Lewis B. Hunt, Leverett, Mass.—
Railroad-Car Wheel.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the hub D, fixed
to the axle, and a sliding rim A, of the series of in-

dependent elastic cylinders, arranged in the space
between said two parts, and operating as herein
described.

2. A wheel, consisting of two similar flanged cyl-
inders BCD, connected together, and flrmly keyed
to the axle, in combination with the sliding rim A,
having a space between them, receiving the elastic
cylindrical packing E, and with the packing F inter-
posed between the flanges of the hub and the sides
of the rim, the whole operating together as and for
the purpose herein described.

97,408.— John C. Johnson, Golconda, HI.—
Wagon- Skein.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of a

wronght-iron or steel skeifl, B, with a wooden axle-
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tree, A, secured by an iron hurter-band or collar, c,

and the iron bolt d, with the combination of the nut

E, with the bolt h passing through the box C, se-

cured by the iron ring D, and the solid end of the

axle-tree A, in the manner and for the purposes
herein specified.

97,409.—P. C. Johnson, Central City, Colorado
Territory, assignor to Maht Johnson, same place

.

—Clothes-Line.—l!Tovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The double pulley or carriage D, -with its

pulleys e e, in combination with the knot d, cord A,
posts B and C, and pivoted holders h, with their

IjaUeys a a, as shown and described.

97,410.—William C. Johnson, Fort Madison,
Iowa, assignor to himself and Aaron Johnson,
same place.

—

Bailway-Car Coupling.—November 30,

1869.
Claim.—1. The slides B, moving back and forth

in the top of the bumpers, and having their front

ends extending out beyond the bumpers, as described,

in combination with the arms C, when used sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the slides B and arms C,
ifehe spring D, when used substantially as shown.

97,411.—Willis H. Johnson, Springfield, 111.

— Velocipede. — November 30, 1869; antedated No-
vember 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carriage C, constructed and ar-

ranged with the oval-shaped circular side-pieces e e,

and cross-beams / /, grooved wheels d d d, driving-
wheel F, connecting-belt g, cranks h h, stirrups i i,

and seat E, substantially in the manner herein de-

scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the carriage C, constructed
as described, with the braced wheel A, also con-
structed as described, substantially as and for th.e

pm'poses set forth.

97,413. — Joseph Johnston, Chicago, 111.—
Weather- Strip.—NoYemher 30, 1869.

Claim,.—A weather-strip, made of rubber cloth, or
other suitable material, folded and sewed together,
and applied substantially as shown and described.

97,413.—Jacob Kltngensmith, Warren, Ohio.—Churn.—November 30, 1869.

Claitn. — The arrangement of the double cranks
with the jointed links J J', provided with thumb-
screws or nuts, in combination witli the sectional
dasher and churn, operating conjointly in the man-
ner and by the means substantially as described.

97,414.—L. W. Langdon, Northampton, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Edwin R. Locke, Keene,
N. H.

—

Stove-Damper.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The employment of a tube, B, in such
a manner that its expansion and contraction shall

operate to open and close the valve, substantially as
herein described.

2. The adjusting-lever P, when connected to an
automatic heat-regulator, placed inside the pipe, sub-
stantially as herein described.

3. The combination of the ring A, tube B, valve
C, rod D, lever F, casting E, and lever P, all oper-
ating substantially as herein described.

4. In combination with the above, the indicator 0,
an-anged substantially as herein set forth.

97,415.—Charles E. Lewis, Northfield, Yt.—
Device for QrindAng Saw-Gummer Burrs.—Novem-
ber 30, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A and wheels &', in combina-
tion Avith the pivoted arm B, longitudinally-adjust-
able carriage B, screw E, nuts e, and wheel A', the
whole arranged and operating substantially as set
forth.

97,416.—Samuel H. Lintan, Burrows, Ind.—
Harrow.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.— A harrow, provided with one series of
I)erpendicular teeth in front, another series behind,
and a series of clod-crushers in the middle, so that
the clods may be brought to tlie surface by the iiivst,

crushed or mashed by the second, and pulled to
pieces or pulverized by the third, all as shown and
described.

45 G p—II

97,417.—Alson a. Lothrop, Neponset, Mass.
—Metallic Solution for Coating Iron and Steel.—No-
vember 30, 1869.
Claim.—A solution, composed of the ingredients

set forth, for coating iron or steel.

97,418.—Henry Alexander Lyman, Cheap-
side, London, England, assignor to Thompson,
Langdon and Company, New York City.

—

Corset.—
November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A corset, composed of the pieces ABC
D, shaped and fitted together in the manner de-

scribed.

97,41 9.—L. J. Marcy, Newport, H. 1.—Photo-
graphic Printing-Apparatus.—November 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A photographic printing-apparatus,
consisting of a lamp and printing-frame, arranged
and operating together substantially as described.

2. The lamp A, provided with a curved wick-tube,
substantially as and for the purpose desei'ibed.

3. The case B of the lamp, when provided with a
slotted diaphragm, substantially as herein shown
and described.

4. The inclined perforated plates b 6, formed on
the lamp, for the purpose of steadying the flame, as
set forth.

5. The changeable perforated slides C, or their

equivalent, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

6. The printing-frame F, made substantially as de-
scribed, to carry the negative and the sensitive plate,

as described.

97,420.—Thomas F. Mayhew, Port Norris, N.
J.—Oyster-Dredge.—l^iovemhev 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use, in an oyster-dredge, of a bag,

/, of wire gauze, or its equivalent, for the j)urpose
specified.

2. The guards or fenders i i, arranged, in respect
to the bag /, substantially in the manner described.

3. The tooth-bar B and the bag /, and its frame,
so hinged to the bars A A of the dredge, and so con-
nected to the same by chains m m, or their equiva-
lents, that the said tooth-bar and bag may be tilted,

for the purpose of emptying the latter, substantially
as herein set forth.

4. A frame for oyster-dredges, consisting of two
bars A A, connected togetber, and hinged to the
tooth-bar B, substantially in the manner described.

97,42J .—Charles A. Maynard, Saint Louis,
Mo.— Velocipede.—Novfember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the levers F H with
the seat and foot support, and with the straps or
bolts j p h, collars K, ratchet-wheels m, springs I,

catches n o, and main wheels I, all combined and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

97,423.-11. Y. McCONNELL and George Prin-
GLE, Rocliester, N. Y.

—

Street-Sprinkler.—Novem-
ber .30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sprinkler E, constructed, as de-
scribed, of hydraulic tubing or gas-pipe, and pro-
vided with one row of holes, drilled a little above the
center, and closer around the circle and at the ends
than in the center, substantially as and for the pur-
poses heroin set forth.

2. The sprinkler E, taking the water in at each
end, thereby giving the pressure at the side where
it is wanted, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The flexible tubes D D, connected to the water-
tank by means of a supplementary block, C, secured
to the"l)ottom of the tank, substantially as herein
set forth.

4. Tlie double valves, placed inside of the watoi*-

tauk, so as to be able to lot on water at oitlior aide,

or together, at pleasure, substantially as herein set

for til.

.5. The screws H II, in the ends of tlic sprinkler
E, for tlie purpose of cleaning, substantially us herein
set fortli.

6. The combination and arrangement of the bot-
tom A, valves B J^, suppleniontary blocks C, flexi-

ble tubes D I), sprinkler K, joints G (r, and screws
II H, all constructed as dcsoribed, and operating
substantially us and for the purposes heroin set fortli.
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• 97,423. — William McFarland, "Williams-
Taurgh, jS'. Y.—Sor/e.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—A burglar-proof safe, composed of outer
shell A, inner ribbed or serrated shell B C, and an-
gular plates E, constructed, arranged, and fitted to-

gether in the manner described.

97,424.—]ilATTHEwMcMiLLiAX, Cauey, Ark.—
Cotton-Seed Planter.—Xorember 30, 1869.
Claim.—An improved cotton-seed planter, formed

by the combination of the block A, opener B,
grooved roller D, band E, dropping-cylinder F,
spout Gr, and coverer H, -with each other," said parts
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,425.—Daniel E. McSherrt, Dayton, Ohio.—Dropping-Device for Seeding-Machines.—Novem-
ber 30, 1869,

Claim..—1. The cap E, constructed Avith a con-
cavo-convex curtain, e, and with its anterior edge z

in or in rear of a vertical plane intersecting the axis
of shaft C, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

2. While not claiming broadly a cap to a rotary
seed-dropping wheel, I do claim so constructing the
curtain e, of such a cap, that it will lie closely to the
back of a spirally-grooved wheel. D. and prevent the
escape of seeds over such wheel through its spiral
grooves, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

97,426.—EUFUS S. ]ilERRiLL, Cambridge, Mass.—Printing-Type.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—A hollow printing-type, as a new manu-
facture

97,427.—M. W. MOXTGOMERT and E. H. To-
TAAV, Springfieldj Mass.

—

Sad-iron.—Xovember 30,

1869.
Claim.—An improved detachable sad-iron handle,

formed by the combination of the pivoted bars B,
handle C,'having cams or inclines formed upon one
or both ends, and spring D, with each other, as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,428.—Joel MorLTO>', Boston, Mass.—ITode
of Covering Elastic Rolls.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The mode of covering elastic rolls here-
inbefore esijlained, that is to say. in fii'st depositing
the thin tubular covering or casing within the re-

ceiver a, next placing over it the roll, and smearing
one or both with cement, and then depressing the
roll within the casing by means of the plunger c, the
whole being arranged and operating in manner as
hereinbefore explained.

97,429.— Xelsox XETr]SL\x. Spring-field, El.—
Corn-Harvester.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cutter, having a reciprocating move-
ment, in which the position of the same is changed
at each end of the stroke by a partial revolution of
the cutter-bar upon its axis, so that said cutter ad-
vances and returns in different paths, substantially
as described.

2. The devices used for changing and controlling
the position, radially, of the eutter^E, consisting of
the guides Xand 0. the rod e, and the springs n and
o, all combined substantially as shown, and for the
purpose specified.

3. The means employed for imparting a reciprocat-
ing motion to the cutter E, consistiEg"of the rod F.
the link G-. the bar H, the shaft I. the crank K, the
gear-wheel M. and the pinion L, in combination with
the cutting-devices herein described, substantially as
and for the ptn'pose specified.

4. The means employed for securing the doors E
in a horizontal position, and releasing the same
therefrom when desired, consisting of the bars T.
provided with the beveled portions u and u', the
spiral springs t, the pin x', the catch U, and the
lever Y, all combined substantially as described, and
for the purpose shown.

5. In combination with the securing and releasing
devices above named, the means employed for form-
ing and depositingthe shock, consisting of the traps
or doors K. the spring-gates s, and the forked rod Y,
substantiahv as shown and described.

97,430.—Robert XiCHOLSox, Pleasantville, Pa.
-TTrenc/i.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the open wrench,
of the detent-spring, operating as set forth.

2. The combination, with the wreneh, of the de-
tent-spring, its guide-pin, and recess, all constructed
to operate as set forth.

3. The combination ofthe wrench with the pivoted
supporting-band, as set forth.

4. The combination of the wrench, the pivoted
supporting-band, and the detent-spring, substan-
tially as set forth.

97,431.—William Pt. Oatlet, Rochester, X. Y.—Stove-Leg.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dovetailed lug d, in combination
with the slotted flange of the leg A, for the purpose
set forth.

2. Ln combination with the side lugs h, the central
lug d, arranged to act conjointly, for the purposes
set forth.

97,432. — George S. Ormsbt, Xenia, Ohio.

—

Map-Drawing Apparatus.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A graduated frame. A, for slate or
black-board, provided with the parallel spaces ab c

d e, suitably marked, for indicating the proper posi-

tions ofparallels and meridians on maps to be drawn,
combined with the arm B constructed with centers
as described ,- also, with the center at X A, either
with or without the projections at that point, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the frame A, constructed
as described, its arms and centers as described, and
the compound rulers for making the lines of longi-

tude, substantially as set forth.

3. The graduated circular fi-ame, constructed as
described, for drawing the hemispheres, combined
with the adjustable arm, with fixed centers for the
parallels and meridians, substantially as set forth.

97,433.—JosHEA T. Oavex, Philadelphia, Pa.-#
Railicay-Car Wheel.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—A car-wheel, constructed substantially as
set forth.

97,434.— John Owens, Salford, England.—
Method of Weaving Fabrics.—'Soxemher 30, 1869.

Claim.—The method above described of weaving-
pile or other fabrics, namely, by forming the pile or
face-surface of the fabric from the weft alone, in-

terlocked with the warp, as set forth, so that the
weft-face appears only on the face, being protected
and secured by the back-weft, and each warp-thread
serving to hold a pile-weft and form a cutting-race,

in the manner specified.

97,435.—Charles Page, Boston, Mass.

—

Tuck-
Creasing Mechanism for Sewing-Machines. — Xo-
vember 30. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the tuck-marker with the presser-foot, and the
grooved wheels disposed therein, as set forth.

2. The rotary tuck -marker, provided with the

screw-arbor, in combination with the presser and the

grooved rotai-y rear wheel, having an internal screw-

thread, by means of which the marker is secured in

position and rotated, all as set forth.

97,436.—Joseph B. Peprtck, Columbus, Ind.

—

Gaugefor Weather-Boarding.—^oxemher 30, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the mortised bar A,
extensions F and L, hook C. slide D, spring M,
block B. and points e and T, all constructed as de-

scribed, in the manner and for the purposes herein

set forth.

97,437.—John G. Perry, Eingston, Pc. l.Say-
Teddfr.—Xovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination of the thills, the loose

driving-wheels, the revolving main shaft, its bevel-

wheel, the revolving disk, the revolving ring, the

cranked rock-shafts carrying the teeth and the cam-
groove, all constructed and operating substantially

as set forth.

2. The combination of the revolving disk, the re-

volving ring, the cranked rock- shaft carrying the

teeth, the fixed disk, and the cam-groove, all con-

structed and operating as set forth.
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3. In a hay-tedder, the cam-groove L, in combina-
tion with the cranked rock-shafts K, these parts

being constructed to operate as and for the purposes
specified.

97,438.—John G.Perry, Eangston, E. l.—JSay-
TedcZer.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of two parallel rotat-

ing cranked shafts, with stocks carrying the rake-

teeth, all constructed to operate substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination of the stocks, and their parallel

cranked shafts, with the adjustable disks, mounted
on the axles of the driving-wheels, all these parts

being constructed for joint operation, as set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable disks, the
crank-shaft F, and the shipping-mechanism, mounted
on the disks, and constructed as set forth.

4. The combination of the recessed driving-wheels,
the gearing, the adjustable disks, and the cranked
shaft F, all these parts being constructed and oper-
ating as set forth.

97,439.—George M. Pettee, Detroit, Mich.

—

Composition for Cleaning Millstones.—JSTovember 30,

1869.

Claim.—The composition made of the ingredients-
in the manner herein specified, and applied for dress-

ing millstones, as set forth.

97,440.—John L. Piper, Pittsburgh,Pa.—jTitrn-

Ta&ie.-November 30, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The arrangement, in a pier which sup-
ports the turn-table at or near its center, of a series of
spherical balls within a confining-cap or rim, c, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A series of flat circular disks or cylindrical balls,

arranged to operate on the one side or edge against
the main pivoting-stem, and on the other against a
shoulder in the revolving cap or other equivalent de-

vice, substantially as described.

97,441.—Hamilton tPRAY, Sharon, Conn.

—

Op-
erating Grindstones.—November 30, 1869.

Claitn.—A grinding-apparatus, composed of grind-
stone A, bench-timbers 15 C, hinged pedals D, crank-
disks G, connecting-rod F, rest I, and shaft J, all

constructed and arranged, with respect to one an-
other, in the manner described.

97,442.—Pascal A. Quinan, Baltimore, Md.

—

Sailing-Vessel for Storing and Transporting Petro-
leum and other Oils.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.— I. The combination of the hull A, deck
C, fore and aft vertical bulkhead D, transverse bulk-
heads E E E, with the water-reservoir F, provision-
hold S, hatchway b, fresh-water pump a, all con-
structed and arranged, and for tlie purpose dcsscribed.

2. The combination of the oil-reservoirs T with
the bilge-pumps B, floating register /, register-pipe
gf, the circular holes c, with the sorewcaps c, with
the hull A and deck C, all constructed and arranged,
and f(ir the purpose described.

3. The escape-pipe d and valve e, as fitted to mast,
with valve e as screwed into tubular iron mast, all

constructed and arranged, and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. Tiie safety iron transport, or sailing oil-vessel,

with the parts A B C L> E F S T a b c d e f g h, all

combined, arranged, and constructed substantially as
and foi' the purpose described.

97,443. — Davh) Reynolds, Eockford, 111.—
Bolder for Check-Reins.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A lever, supporting the terrct-bar,when
piv()t(Hl above the line of the draught of the check-
rein, and operated by means of tlie diiving-rein, in
the mannei' described, for the purpose set forth.

2. Tiie device described, consisting of the lever A,
bearingarni B, standard c, and terretbar I), when
combined as described, for the purpose set forth.

97,444.—Reuben M. Reynolds, Oakvillo, Mich.—Lifting-Jack.—Novenilx'r 30, 1869.

Claim.—The lifling-jack Ix'rein described, having
posts A, B, and 1), staple 11, lever K, block S, and
bent rod R, coni-tructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as specified.

97,445.—Van Buren Ryerson, New York, N.
Y.— Machine for Pulverizing Ores and Rock.—No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two cases, with
their rotating beaters, by means of connecting-pipes
from or near the center of the first, and delii?^ring

to the second, between the center and the periphery,
substantially as described, the first case being pro-
vided with a feeding-tube and the last with dis-
charge-pipes, when all these parts are constructed
and arranged as described.

2; The arrangement of the two beater-wheels D
D', in combination with the arrangement of the
feeding-tube I, and the two pipes m m, for the pas-
sage of the material from the inside of the first to the
inside of the second case, when constructed and
arranged substantially as shown, and for the purpose
specified.

3. Making the faces of the beaters each of a sepa-
rate plate, secured by a bolt, or equivalent means, to
projecting flanches on the rotating disks D D', when
constructed and arranged substantially as described,
so that they can be readily replaced when worn.

97,446.—John M. Shaw, Water Valley, Miss.—
Seed-Planter.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The iron plate A, constructed and op-
erating substantiallv as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth. .._

2. The combination of the slotted opener B, with
the concaved plate A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the hopper D with the plate
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the toothed wheel C, toothed
wheel E, and stirrer-pins F, with the hopper D and
plate A, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purposes set forth.

5. Arranging the stirrer-pins F in a circle, to
adapt them to serve as a pulley for the carrier-belt I,

substantially as herein shown and described.
6. The combination of the bar G and pin or pins

H with the hopper D and wheel E, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

7. The combination of the carrier-belt I K and
conductor- spout L, with the hopper D, stirrer-pins

P, wheels E and C, and plate A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

8. The combination of the cutter M with the plate
A, substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

97,447. — John Silsby, New York, N. Y.-
fi'ew;er-.—November 30, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The mud-box D, sunk: into the bottom
of the tunnel B, and connecting at one end with the
main sewer-pipe A, and at the opposite end with the
house-connection C, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. Tiie mud-box E, in combination with the main
sewerpipe A, substantially as set forth.

97,448.-John Silsby, New York, N. Y.—Ex
terior Casing jor Sewer, Gas, and y^ater Pipes.—
November 30, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of a tube. A, contain-
ing two compartments, one compartment to form
the hou-ic-connection of the sewer-pipe, and tlie other
compaT'tment to form a case, to inclose the housc-
coniu!ctions for the gas and water pipes, substan-
tially as sliown and described.

97,449.—Samuel G. Simpson, Mill Creek, Pa.
—Horse Hay tork.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A hay-fork, consisting of the tines A A,
sliank H, yoke I), bent bar F, liaving eye K, spring-

catch G H, and perforated bent bar L M, all com-
bined, constructed, and arranged in the manner de-

scribed.

97,450. — W. IT. Singer, Pittsburgh, Va.—Ma-
chine for Rolling .Metals.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The tapering rolls IV li', combined with
the sliding rest C, substuntiidly in the manner and
for the purpose set foith.
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97,451.—"W. H. SiXGER, Pittsburgh, Fa.—Plate
for Blanks of Cultivator-Teeth.—'NoyemiieT 30, 1869.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture, the rolled

plate herein described, taperiug from the center to

the edges on one or both sides, and suited to be the
material whence blanks for cultivator-teeth, plo-^--

shovels, (fcc, may be cut.

97,452.—George Smith, Omaha, 'Sehr.—Clap-
hoard- Gauge.—l-Tovember 30, 1869.

Clairn.—The clapboard-gauge and holder, as herein
described, consisting of the single graduated bar B,
formed with the offset at its upper end, and provided
with the spur E, sUdiug clip 0, and lever D, aU con-
structed and arranged as set forth.

9r,453. — Charles P. Sxow, Treeport, HI. —
Lainp-Ti'immer and Extinguisher.—November 30,

1869.
Claim. — The lamp - trimmer and extinguisher

herein described, having springing plate B, vrith cut-
ting-ledge h' and levers C, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as specified.

97,454.—Dai^el Spill, Paradise Terrace, Hack-
nev, England.

—

Dissolving Xyloidine for Use in the
J. ?t^.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The preparation and use of solvents of
xyloidine, such as have been before described, so as to
render xyloidine more easy of conversion into com-
pounds containing xyloidine, which are suitable for

aiDplications in the arts, and for industrial pui'poses.

97,455. — Augustus Stanley, ISTew Britain,
Conn.— Bit-Stock.—Xovember 30, 1869; antedated
L^ovember 20, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the
herein-described brace, consisting of the head B,
body A, socket a, inverted pawl b, arms h h, spring
c, and pivot i, the whole constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described, and for the
purposes set forth.

97,456.—Monroe Sta^txard, Hartford, Conn.—
Steam Slide-Yalve.—o^fovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the described
balance-valve, of anti-friction rolls, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

2. The combination of the ring n, the steam-com-
munications 0, and the yielding packing m, with the
piston d and cylinder e of a balance-valve, substan-
tially as above specified.

97,457.—Alios Stevens, Eitchburgh, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Henry C. Mahurin.—Appa-
ratus for Generating and Carbureting Illuminating-
Gas.—November, 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of two hydrogen-gas
generators, in such a manner that the exhaustion of
one brings the other automatically and instanta-
neously into action, by means of a partially-revolv-
ing gas-cock, with shaft and arms, operated by wheel
and weight, or equivalents, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The double cone-shaped tank, placed in the cen-
ter of the gasometer, with the pipe L' coiled around
the top, by which the gas is passed up thi-ough the
water, as herein set forth.

97,458.— TTiLLiAM A. Sweet, Syracuse, InT. Y.—Elliptic Spring.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—The combination, in an elliptic spring, of

the concave washers 1 1 and rivet C, when clamping
the outer leaf of springs, whose curls are formed
substantially as described.

97,459.—A. Agnew Thomson, Newburgh, Pa.—Medical Compound.—November 30, 1869.
Claitn.—The sirup above described, composed of

th.e ingredients named, each being in proportion
specified, and aU being prepared and mixed in the
manner set fbrth.

97,460.—Orson O. Thvs^ing. Martinsville, Ind.—Trv^s.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.— The combination of the inelastic metal

clasp, encircling the ilium only, the astringent
pressm-e-pad, and the elastic band, all these parts
being constructed as set forth, for the purposes speci-
fied.

97,461.—George TT. Townsend, Galesburgh,
Mich.

—

Stump-Extractor.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Placing the frame upon the rollers B,
when arranged in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

2. The double-crank axle I, Avhen provided with a
large and a small wheel, K and L, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The manner of placing the wheel C upon the
bar D, so that it can be tilted from one side to the
other, substantially as set forth.

4. The wheel C.'in combination with the lever E
and spring E, when used in the manner specified.

5. The manner of attaching draught-rod G to the
axle H, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

6. In combination with the double-crank axle I,

the two bars Mand lever 0, when used substantially
as specified.

7. The arrangement and combination of the wheels
C, K, and L, lever E, crank-axle I, bars M, slide N,
and spring JF, when all are used to form a machine
in the manner and for the purpose described.

97,462.—Erancis C. Yibert, Hockanum, Conn.—Fruit-Slicer.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—The upright oseUlating frame-work E,

and follower G, in combination with a reciprocating
fruit-holder D, operated by gearing K, crank L, coiT-

necting-rod M, and table A, with double-edge cutter
C, constructed and arranged as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

97,463.— GusTATus "Wedekesd, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Lamp-Shade.—November 30, 1869.

Claim.—A shade, of argentine paper, the interior
or reflecting surface of which is embossed according
to any ornamental design, the overlapping edges of
the paper being secured together by metallic buttons,
all substantially as set forth.

97,464.—J. 'W. Weston and M. H. Weston,
"Windsor, HI. — Ditching-Machine.— November 30,

1869.

Claim.—An improved ditching-machine, formed
by the combination of the mold-board A, landside
B, cross-bars or beams C, caster-wheel G H, lever I,

and guide-bar J", with each other, said parts being
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purposes
set forth.

97,465.—A. W. WiLKiNs and S. T. Eskridge,
Home, Ga.

—

Expanding-Ploio.—November 30, 1869.
Claim.—1. Adjustably supporting the lower ends

of the plow-standards C, by means of the brace-rods
E, nuts e', rods or bolts E, nuts /', and brackets G,
said part.s being constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as herein shoAvnand described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the rods and nuts D d', rods
and nuts E e', rods and nuts E.f , and brackets G,
with each other and with the beam A and standards
C of the plow, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

97,466.—George Henry "Wilson, London, Eng-
land, assignor to Henry "Willlam Dee and Loms
Dee, same place. — Watch- Winding Attachment. —
November 30, 1869.

Claim:—1. The rotating disk, forming part of the
ordinary hinged or swinging back or cap of a watch,
and the medium for vrinding the watch, as described.

2. In combination with the rotating back, as de-
scribed, the toothed friction-plate d, as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In combination with a projecting plate or disk,

«, whereby the hand can be set and adjusted, a
detent u, spring v, and projecting arm vj, as shown
in Eig. 11, arranged and acting in the manner and
for the purpose herein described.

4. A snail-piece, 8, with stop 12, on the naain-
spring arbor, in combination with a bearing-spring,

g, with stop 13, (Eigs. 13 and 14,) as and for the pur-
pose described.

97,467.—Thomas "Wilson, Garton, England.—
Combined Planter and Cidtivator.—November 30,

1869.
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Claim.—1. The adjustable cultivator r, planter s,

and coverers r' s', when arranged as and for tlie

purposes described.
2. The cam i', in combination with the lever u',

for the purposes specified.

3. The lever v, for the purposes as herein de-

scribed.
4. The adjustable slides q q and p' p', in combina-

tion with the sweeps o' o', for the purposes as de-

scribed.
5. In combination with the planter s, the cylinders

m m' and n n', all when arranged and combined as

described.
6. In combination with the cultivator r and cov-

erer r', the shaft /' with pins g g, and the scoops
j' j' with spout Jc, combined and arranged as de-

scribed.

97.468. — XiCKOLAS Zins, EvansviUe, Ind.

—

Bedstead-Fastening.—^oxerabev 30, 1869.

Claim.—A bed-fastening, A, having two or more
bolt-holes, two beveled flanges a^, and two inclined
projections, a"^, each of said parts being arranged,
•with respect to the other, as set forth.

97.469. — Henry G-. Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.—
Compound for Disinfecting and Deodorizing.—
Ilovember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The within-described compound.

97,470.—David Adamson, ISTew York, IsT. Y.

—

Lubricator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A lubricator-cup, containing a piston,
and ccymected with a steam-supply pipe, through
which steam can be brought to bear upon said pis-

ton, as set forth.

97.471. — James L. Albertson, 'New London,
Conn.

—

Baling-Press. — December 7, 1869; ante-
dated November 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pedestal A, provided with two plates
or flanges, and forming the connection and support
between the press-frame and the ground, when used
in combination with the gear-wheel C, revolving
about it, and transmitting the power applied to
other machinery for working the press, aU arranged
substantially as described.

2. In conibination with the above arrangement,
the vertical screws D D' and pinions B B', arranged
and operating substantially as described.

97.472. — Henry Ashfield, Chicago, .111. —
Safety- Faive.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve I, constructed as shown and
described, and operating as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. In combination with the valve I, and rigidly at-

tached to its outer upper part, the jacket "V, con-
stracted as shown and described, and operating as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. In connection with the valve I, and attached to
it, the valve-stem Q, playing loosely in the sleeve M,
supported by the brace B, and provided with the
head R, all constructed as shown and described, and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with the sleeve M, the washer
IT, when constructed as shown and described, and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with the sleeve M, the nut L,
the washer N, and the spiral spring K, when con-
structed as shown and described, and operating as
and for the purpose set forth.

6. The braces B, cast into and with the valve-seat
plate, as shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

97,473—W. F. Beectier, Morristown, N". Y.—
Steain- Generator Smoke-Stack.—December 7, 1869;
antedated November 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the walls D E and
pipe A, in combination with space a and an exhaust-
pipe, Gr, which extends above the plane of said
dampers, substantially as described.

2. In combination with such arrangement, the
diaphragm C, located over space «, and arranged
above the lower end of pipe A, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The crown-plate B and diaphragm C, arranged
above the lower end of pii)e A, and above space a
and inner wall E, subotantially as described.

97.474. — Gottlieb Beer, Grafton, Wis.

—

Snow-Plow.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the sled A, frame C,

backward-projecting tongue B, and shaft E, with the
swinging point D, and adjustable wings F F, all

arranged to form a snow-plow, substantially as
herein shown and described.

97.475. — Harrison Blackburn, Bedford
County, Pa.

—

Construction of Preserving-Houses.—
December 7, 1869 ; antedated November 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in an ice-house, of the
case A, the ice-room B, provided with the doors
D D, for putting in the ice, and obtaining access to
the case A, respectively, and false partition E, and
the packing-room F, with door 2, substantially as
shown and set forth.

97,476.—Jerome B. Brown, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Nelson F. Libby, same place.—Planing-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the elastic pressers

ffff, in combination with the endless platform n',

with sunk beds n n, all when arranged and oper-
ating as described.

97.477. — Edward Card, Pawtuckefc, R. I.—
Stove-Orate.—Decemhev 7, 1869,

Claim.—1. A spiral or auger-shaped bar, either
movable or stationary.

2. A " right-and-left hand '

' spiral bar, which turns
or revolves the other bars on either side.

3. A grate, formed of spiral or auger-shaped paral-

lel bars, all as shosvn, and operating substantially as
described.

97.478.— Wheeler Case, Russia, assignor to
himself and James H. Read, Jr., Utica, N. Y.

—

Boot-Jack.—December 7, 1869; antedated November
27, 1869.

Claim.—A boot-jack, having a loop, B, and rest

A, hinged at the center, or thereabout, constructed
and adapted for use as herein shown and described.

97,479.—A. Morrell Cory, New Providence,
N. J. — Buggy-Top. — December 7, 1869 ; antedate
November 20, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The base C, or its equivalent, per-
manent in its relation to the top, movable with the
top on an axis, G, in its relation to the body or seat,

the posts G-, and the bars B, or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. In the support or limitation and action of the
top, the tumblers H, connected by the bolt I, also

the stops or pawls X, the keys L, the guards Q, and
loops S, or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

97,480.—R. A. Cowell, Cleveland, Ohio, as->

signer to himself and E. N. Keys, same place.

—

Pushing-Jack for Railroad-Cars. — December 7,

1869.
Claim.—The self-adjusting dogs E F, and head-

block B, in combination with the lever A and the
walking-staves C D, having the sharp-edge metal
feet I and springs h b, all arranged as herein set

forth.

97,481.—Henry Cowgill, Fredonia, Del., ad-
ministrator of the estate of John H. C. Cowgill,
deceased. — Seiving-Machine Table.— December 7,

1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination, with a sewing-ma-
chine, of an inclined tal)le or support, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination, with a sewing-machine, of a
table or support that is movable or adjustable to any
inclination desired, substantially as ani.! for the pur-
pose described.

3. The combination, with a sewing - machine, of
an inclined top or support, and rests for the arms of
the operator, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. The combinntion, with a sewing-machino, of an
adjustable slijipcr-bar, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

5. The conibination, Avith a sewing-macliiuo, of nn
inclined table or support, and an atljnstable slipper-

bar, substantially as and for the purpose described.
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6. The combination, with a sewing-machine, of an
inclined adjustable table or support, an adjustable
slipper-bar, and rests for the arms of the operator,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

97,482.—Hugh H. (tRiGiE, 'New York, X. Y.—
Basin-Trap.—^December 7, 1869 ; antedated Korem-
ber 25, 1869.

Claim.— The trap d, with the coupling e and
socket g, in combination with the segment h and
screw i, as and for the purposes set forth.

97,483.—BiEAM C. Dayis, Binghamton, X. Y.
—Poist-Offl.ce Letter-Box.— December 7, 1869; ante-
dated November 22. 1S69.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
series of sliding letter-boxes, having guides B B,
with the detent-pawls D and E, and the actuating-
pawl F, operated by the sliding door G-, substantially
as and for the purposes herein described.

97,484.—Calvix S. Davis, Orono, assignor to
himself and Thomas IS". Egery, Bangor, Me.

—

Glap-
board-Machine.—December?, 1889.

Claim.—The combination, with a circnlar saw, of
adjustable sappers f g, lying in transverse grooves
in the collars, and flusli with its surface, and set-

screws to hold them to place against the face of the
saw, all substantially as shown and described.

97,485.— "Walter Dawsox, Scranton, Pa.—
Safety-Yalve.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the fiat valve and
seat, of the inverted socket e, and pintle c, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

97,486. — Julius Dollmaxx and Frederick
"WiLLiAii Claessexs, Boston, Mass.— Compound
for Lining Textile Hose.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of a componnd, com-
posed of caoutchouc, gum-asphaltum, and benzine,
in proportions as set forth, and prepared in the man-
ner described.

2. The application of the compound for lining
textile hose, to make it steam, water, and air tight,

substantially as described.

97,487.-"William Dtatt, New York, X. Y.—
Hoisting-Apparatus.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of two drums, F and
E, in combination with their wheels G- and H,
worked both simultaneously by a pinion J, placed
between said wheels and one continuous rope or
chain passing over the double pulley B and pulley C,
substantially as and for the pm-pose hereinbefore set
forth.

97,488.—James Edgar, Xew York, X. Y.—
Ore-Concentrator and Separator. — December 7,

1869.
Claim.—The imparting of the xertical motion to

said cylinder or other shaped vessel a a, which
contains the ore, and thereby destroying the adhe-
sion of the particles, and, while in this condition,
bringing upon them a pressui-e of air, which may be
supplied by bellows, or pump, or in any other way
foimd convenient.

97,489.—WlLLLOi Edsox, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to E. H. Ashcroft, same place.

—

Elevator.
—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shafts I, having a series of screws or
bosses, B, arranged thereon, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the shafts I, having the
bosses B secured thereon, the plates J, having the
semicircular grooves, with screw-threads cut there-
in, said parts being arranged for joint operation,
substantially as described.

97,490.- C. A. Edwards, Chatfield, Minn.—
SulJcy-Plov:.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The levers A and B, posts C, C, and D,
post E, iron rod F, bed-timber G-, axle I, plow-beam
J, and chain or rope M, all constructed, combined,
and arranged as set forth.

97,491 A. B. Fexxer, Cold Brook, X. Y.—
Saw-Set.—DGCQTohev 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the jawsA and
B, the one of which is extended to form a handle, 6,
of the angle-bar E, constructed and aiTanged as
herein described.

2. The combination of the set-regulating screw e,

the angle-bar E, the jaws A and B. the levers or
handles b h\ the strap F, with its screw C, and the
spring c, essentially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the gauge D with the jaws
A B, and angle-bar E, substantially as specified.

97,492. — Leoxard Fischer, Sonora, Cal. —
'Wind-Wheel.—December 7. 1869.
Claim.—The self-regulating apparatus described,

consisting essentially of the shafts S' S^, the miter-
gear Gr G, the vanes'?; v' b h', and the weighted ai"m
a^, the Avhole being combined substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

97,493.—J. Hyde Fisher, Chicago, JR.—Fruit-
Box.—Decevahev 7, 1869.

Claim.—A fruit-case, made up of several boxes or
sections, when the same are combined, arranged,
and secm'cd together in the manner shown and de-
scribed.

97,494—Cal^ts- H. Fitch, Sp-acuse, X. Y.—
MacTiine for Polishing Stone.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rubbers E E', attached to a rotary
disk or balance-wheel, D, and made adjustable there-
on, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

2. The springs//, interposed between the rubbers
E E' and ro^tary disk or balance-wheel D,jn com-
bination with said rubbers and wheel, substantially
as herein described, for the pm-pose set forth.

3. The combination of the triangular fi'ame A a,

with standards B B & and a handle H, horizontal ro-
tary balance-wheel D, with shaft d. adjustable rub-
bers E E', springs //, and gearing C c, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as
herein described.

97,495.—Bex.tamix Apthorp Golxd Fuller,
"West Eoxbmy, Mass.

—

Deodorizing-Apparatus for
Water-Closets.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dumping-carnage F, as made with
or having the gauge G-, the opening c, and the door
r, arranged as described, and as combined with the
lid or cover of the seat, by means as set forth,

whereby such carriage, by and during the move-
ments of the seat, may be caused to operate ais ex-
plained.

2. The combination of the index-bar d' and its stop
e'. and the series of holes /. with the gauge G- and
the dumping-carriage, combined with the hopper
aud seat, so as to operate therewith, substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination of the scatterer S with the
dumping- - carriage and the hopper, applied to the
seat and its cover, and arranged to operate there-

with, as hereinbefore explained.

97,496.—Theodotus Garlick, Cleveland,Ohio.
—Lightning-Pod and Conductor.—'Dscembev 7, 1869.

Claim.—in combination with a lightning-rod, the
tube A, as shown and described.

97,497.—James Gee, "West Xew Brighton, X.
Y.

—

Process of Dyeing Black.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining the dyeing and sizing pro-

cesses into single operations, substantially as herein
specified.

2. The combination of sulphate of copper and
logwood with sizing-material, substantially as herein
set forth.

3. The combination of bichromate of potash with
sii-ing-matter, to be used substantially as specified.

97,498.—BuDOLPH Geselbracht and Freder-
ick Fret, Galena, El.

—

Latch.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a keeper, of the form
described, with the rigid latch and lifter, as and for

the pui'pose specified.

97,499.—Frederick M, Gibsox, Chelsea, Mass.
—Boring-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination of the slide-rod p
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with the puppet B and witli tlie collar g, and the
spring / applied to the puppet, and the mandrel C,

substantially in manner and so as to operate there-

•yrith, as specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of the aux-
iliary collar g' and its adjustable rings k I, and their
clamp-screws m n, with the stirrup o and line tu',

the puppet B, the mandrel C, and the spring /, ap-
plied to such puppet and mandrel, as specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the slide-

rod p, the puppet B, the two collars g g', the spring

/, and the line m', the whole being to operate to-

gether substantially as explained,
4. In combination with the frame A, the puppet

B, and mandrel C, mechanism, substantially as spec-
ified, whereby the puppet may be adjusted to and
sustained in an inclined position on its frame, as and
for the purpose of inclining the mandrel, and ena-
bling it to operate while at any such inclination, so
as to bore obliquely into a hub or article when placed
on the supporting-disk.

97,500.—Dexijis Henry G-LEESON, San Leandro,
Cal., assignor to himself and Dennis G-annon, same
place.

—

Gang-Plow.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
parts of my gang-plow, as herein described, this

combination and arrangement consisting in attach-
ing the draught-pole E, rigidly to the non-extensible
axle of the carrying-wheels, the plow-beams being
liung on the fulcrum-bolt D, which passes through
the forward standards of the driver's seat and the
draught-pole in advance of the axle, and which
plow-beams are operated by a roller-shaft and attach-
ments, as shown, the whole of the parts being com-
bined and arranged together, in manner substan-
tially as described, and for the purposes as set forth.

97,501 J. T. GOODE, Water Valley, Miss.—
Well-Auger.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A rod, G, attached to the actuating-
«tock at one end, extending through the tube, and
provided near its extremity with a globe or valve,
P, all as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the yoke H, long nut I,

{slotted at the top,) projection K, key M, and shoul-
der ]Sr, to regulate the exclusion or admission of air

to the space below the auger, all as shown and
described.

97,502. — Arthur Trancis Gregory and
Charles H. Ensign, Bridgeport, Conn, —Sash-
Molder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the serrated vibrat-
ing lever D, with the pusher E and plate C, respect-
ively provided with the projection g and lug h, as
and for the purpose specified.

97,503.—Abram Hagaborn, Canajoharie, IsT.

Y.—Coal-Ash Sifter.—Decemhev 7, 1869.

Claim,.—The hook E, to hold the sifter firmly
whUe being filled, in combination with sifter A,
case B, and covers C D, constructed as shown and
described.

97,504.—H. L. Hall, Buffalo, ]S'. Y.—Ditching-
Machine.—BeGember 7, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the toothed plow
A, frames B and F, elevator C, rollers D and E, band
L, and drive-wheel J, and the transverse carrier G,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2, Contracting the base-frame B, in the rear of the
plow A, and lower end of the elevator C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,505.—Thomas S. Hall, Stamford, assignor
to Hall's Patent Electric Railway-Switch and
Draw-Buidge Company, New Haven, Comi.—Elec-
tro-Magnetic Railroad-Signal.—December 7, 18(i9.

Claim.—I. The lever F, connected witli the arm-
ature D, substantially as herein shown and described
for the purpose of retaining the armature A in con-
tact Avitli its iniignet B, as long as the current
through tlio magnet E remains open, as set forth.

2. An electric signal provided Avith a lever, F,
which will keep it displayed automatically after the

electric circuit through the magnet which set the
signal is broken, as set forth.

97,506.—Joseph Hampson, ^ewburgh, N. Y.—
Boring-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bushes N iN", with shoulders n n,
in combination vsdth rods G G', head-stocks B B',

gearing M^ M^ M^, and hand-wheel L, for altering
simultaneously the distance between centers of the
drill-spindles C C, as specified.

2, The bolt H with head Hi,.and wing-nut H2 in
combination with the head-stocks B B', for holding
the spindle stationary, when set right for use.

3, The drilling-machine, composed of frame A, '

spindle-head stocks B B', revolving spindles C C,
with bits D D, rods G G', with bushes N IST, gearing
Ml M2 M3, hand-wheel L, bolt H Hi, with nut H^,
all combined for the purpose as specified,

97,507.—J. F, Harly, Kipton Station, Ohio.—Tuyere.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described tuyere, consisting
of the water-chamber B, ash-box I, valve E, ratchet
and pinion a and G, and pipes H and J, all con-
structed and arranged to operate as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

97,508.-HenryHaynsworth, Sumter, S, C—
Garden-Plow and Marker.—^December 7, 1869,

Claim.—The herein-described improved garden-
plow and marker, consisting of the beam A, wheel
J3, plow D, arm F, and marker G, all combined and
arranged substantially as specified.

97,509.—"William Holcraft and David Mc-
Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa. — Steam- Generator
Smoke-Stacks.— December 7, 1869; antedated Ifo-

vember 20, 1869,

Claim.—The constructionand arrangement of the
shell E, in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth. ..-..^^..ari

97,510.—George HopsEN, Bridgeport, Conn,

—

Machine for Testing Springs.—December 7, 1869,

Claim.—The spring-testing machine herein de-

scribed, having means for inducing and continuing
the action of the rapidly-moving surface A' on its

counter-surface G', a slowly-moving block, D', and
connecting-mechanism, arranged as specified, so as
to allow the spring to be strained to vaiious degrees
between the blocks C and D', or their equivalents,
and the operation to be conveniently repeated and
controlled, all substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

97,511.—G. E. HoYT, Hebron, N. B..— Clothes-

Drier and Stove-Pipe Shelf.—December 7, 1869,

Claim.—1. The ring A, in combination with the
center-piece E, as and for the purpose described,

2. The specific device described, consisting of the
I'ing A, clamps B, rods C, and frame D, when used
in connection with a stove-pipe, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The specific device described, consisting of the
ring A, clamps B, rods C, frame D, and center-piece
E, when used in connection with a supporting-stand,
as and lor the purpose described.

97,512.—Edward A. Hyde, Ann Arbor, Mich,
—Shot and Bullet Machine.—December 7, 1869,

Claim.—1. The rotating wheel D, constructed as

described, in combination witli the cylinder A, as
set forth.

2. In combination with the rotating wheel D, the
rim C C, provided with the opening F and the cut-

ting-lip G, substantially as set forth.

97,513.—Ben.tamin F. Irvine and Thomas A.
Hitchcock, North La Crosse, Wis.

—

Alarm-Lock.
—December 7, 1869 ; antedated Kovember 27, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted plate B, with projections a a',

arranged to opt>rate in connection witli the double
bolt A., substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,514.—Amos A. Jaqua, ISTow York, ^J". Y.,

assignor to liiniself and David Pahkkr, same place.
— Window Jilind.—Dcconibor 7, 1869,

Claim.—1. The sockets c, for receiving the ends
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of the slats, and for the attaehmeBt of the cranks or
pinions, in combination with the perforated plate G,
substantially as herein described.

2. The combination of the plate G, the pivoted
sockets c c, arms h h, rod C, pinions s, and rack /,

the TThole forming an apparatus for adjusting the
slats -within the stUe of the blind, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

97,513. — James Jexkixsox. "Williamsburgh,
!N". Y.

—

Sad-Iron Heater.—^December 7, 1S69 : ante-

dated December 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sad-iron C, having the tapering
longitudinal hole directly through it, from heel to

point, and provided with the rebate at its base, so as

to be applied to a heater, in the manner herein set

forth and shown, for the purpose specified.

2. In combination Tvith the above, the detachable
handle I) d', as herein, described, for the pm-pose
specified.

97,516.—John S. JEX^^^'GS, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Chamber-Pail.—December 7. 1869.

Claim. — 1. A paU, provided with a receiving-
chamber and spout, formed of one continuous sheet
of metal, and shaped as shown and described.

2. A pail, combining a cover, D, extending over
the spout, and a receiving-chamber and spout in one
piece, each of said parts being constructed, with re-

spect to the others, in the manner described.

97,517.—"Wesley L. Jukes, K'ew York, X. Y.,
assignor to himself, FEEDEPacK ITcLewee, Peex-
tice H. Putxam, and Beoxsox jSJueeat, same
place.

—

Gas-Burner.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The nse of the tube d d, when com-
posed of any material which will not fuse at the tem-
perature required to fuse glass, in combination with
the glass arms c, as and for the purposes described.

2. Embedding the inner ends of the tubes or tips

d in the glass arms c, or suiTotmding the ends of the
glass arms c with the ends of the tubes or tips d', to

form secure and gas-tight joints, as and for the pur-
poses described.

97,518.—JEREiHAH Keeth, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Sewing-Machine for Sewing Shoes. — December 7,

1869.
Claim. — 1. The combination with the rotating

horn, of t::e slide E, looper D, and detacher h. con-
structed and operating within the horn F, substan-
tially as herein described, for the ptirpose specified.

2. The combination of the curved back-piece S,

pivoted bar T, and swinging bed T, with the horn
E and needle-bar, for the pm-pose of rotating the
needle-bar and horn simultaneously, substantially as
herein shown and described.

3. The looper D, in combination with the cam K
the frame L, connecting-rod X, pivoted lever m,
short bar k. and sliding bar E. the rod "\ and lever
rn being connected together by a ball-and-socket
joint, 0, all arranged as herein shown and described,
and for operating the looper.

4. In combination with the feed-bar a and presser-
foot h, the lever c, slotted plate d. rodj, and its oper-
ating-cam, the cam e. bar /, and springs i, substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose specified.

97,519.—J. Xeith, Brooklyn, X. Y.— Detach-
able tipping-Bail.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A detachable tipping-device, formed
of the hoop or band A and ball D, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

2. The spring-ears e. in combination with a tip-

ping- bail, substantially as and for the pm'poses de-
scribed.

97,520.—Moses A. Kellek, Littlestown. Pa.—
Shaker for Thrashing-Jiachines.—December 7, 1S69.

Claim. — 1. The bars E, hung upon the crank-
shafts Gr, and carrying the short cross-bars and
downwardly-projecting teeth, when provided with
the hooks I, projecting into the discharge-spout of
the thrasher, for the purpose of guiding the straw to
the shaker, as herein shown and described.

2. The opening C and bars D, arranged and oper-
ating in connection with the bottom of the shaker,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

97,521.—Samuel P. Ejttle, Xewark, X. J.

—

Spring-Bed.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spiral spring, C, made in the form
of a truncated cone, the large end ofwhich is adapted
to receive a flexible cover or bed, and the small end
a securing-button, in combination with said cover or
bed and a securing-button, as and for the ptirpose
specified.

2. The combination, with the frame A, of the an-
gle-blocks F and the braces G, when said braces are
secured to the angle-blocks by two or more points or
screws, so as to prevent the angle-block fi-om turn-
ing npon the brace, as hereinbefore set forth.

3. The construction of the catch I, in snch a man-
ner that it shaU not only form a stop for the ratchet
H, but shall also serve' as a brace to support- the
frame as:ainst lateral pressure, as hereinbefore set
forth.

97,522.—Saml-el P. Kittle, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Folding-Box Spring-Mattress.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in folding-box spring-
mattresses made in three sections, of the hinges E
E, as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In folding-box spring-mattresses, the sides of
the box of less height in the middle than at the ends,
in combination •nith so placing the springs in such,

central section that the tops of such springs will
project over or stand close against the sides of the
box, for the purposes set forth.

3. In folding-box spring-mattresses, so made to al-

low of one end being elevated to form a bolster,

bracing the upper row or series of springs in the
body of the mattress, by extending a cord from the
upper part of such spring forward and downward to
or near the bottom of the bolster-section of the box,
as and for the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with folding-box spring-mat-
tresses, the use of the hinge E E. for connecting the
difi"erent sections of the' box, constructed as de-
scribed.

97,52:;?.—Hexey Klipeed and BEXJAinx Xew-
BURX, Clarksville, Ohio. — Combined Shovel and
Tongs.—Deeember 7, 1869 : antedated November 30,

1869.

Claim.—The compound lever 'B d cb, when con-
stiucted, arranged, and combined with the shovel
A a, in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth and described.

97,524. — Chaeles Ejrebs, "West Springfield,

Mass.

—

2fode of Attaching Seats to Carnages.—De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim.—The piece B, its lower side h fitting and
beariQg upon the base e', said piece B having thereon
the hooked projection t, the whole forming a lock or
fastening-device for carriage-rails, seats, and exten-
sion or high backs to seats, all constracted and oper-
ating substantially as herein described and for the
purposes specified.

97,525.—Peelet Laelev, "Warren, assignor to

himself and Z. E. Caey, "West Erookfield, Mass.—
Attaching Calks to Horseshoes.—December 7. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination with the shoe of the
hinged cross-braces which carry the calks, and
means, substantially such as herein described, for

spreading the ends of said braces or projections on
the same against the shoe, substantially as shown
and set forth.

2. The combination, with the cross-supporting
pieces B B', of a hinged bolt-arm, F, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination, with the cross- supporting
braces B B', of a conical clamping-nut and hinged-
bolt support, substantially as ancT for the purposes
set forth.

97,526.—J. H. Laxe and C. D. House, Lake
Yillage. X. H.

—

Knitting-Machine Needle.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.— The knitting-machine needle herein de-

scribed, having elongated openings in the sides, to

receive the flattened ends of the pivot on which the

latch turns, said pivot being flattened after it is

passed through the latch, and the latch and its pivot

being secured in place in the shank of the needle, by
springing the slot in the shank open.
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97,527.—Jacques Laurent, "New York, IST, Y.
—Machine for Drilling and Preparing Watch- Cases
for Springing.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1, The combination of the drills F F',

their holders m m, drill- stocks 1 1', and sliding-boses

K K', with the right and left-handed adjusting-screw
M, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the drill Gr, its holder n, the
drill-stock J, and horizontal adjusting-screw IS, with
the adjustable drills F F', and their holders m m,
essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable revolving
burr H with the adjustable drills F F', and Gr, and
their holders, substantially as specified.

4. The combination of the vertically and horizon-
tally-adjustable drills F F', and Gr, and their holders,

the adjustable rotating burr H, and the horizontally-

adjustable bed B, made capable of vertical action,

and carrying a suitable die, D, essentially as and for

the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

97,528. — Samuel Lenher and Hallam H.
Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Mode of Preparing
Paperfor Printing Postage and Revenue Stamps.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The preparation compounded of the
ingredients specified, for the purpose set forth.

2. A preparation for printing postage or revenue
stamps upon, and fi'om which the mark of cancella-
tion cannot be effaced without disintegrating such
preparation, either by chemical action alone, or by
chemical and mechanical action combined, substan-
tially in the manner described.

, 97,529.—George "W. Lewin, Worcester, Mass.—Base-Burning Stove.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination, with a base-burning
stove, of an oven, B, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The arrangement of the supply-cylinder F, fire-

pot E, ash-pit D, oven B, and hot-air chambers or
passages C and a, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination and relative arrangement, in a
base-burning stove, of a perforated air-chamber, &,

and oven B, as shown and described.

97,530. —John S. Lewis, Elkport, Iowa.—
Broadcast-Seeder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A broadcast- seeder, having a seed-box,
A, adapted to receive the seed continuously from
the bag during the operation, substantially as herein
described.

3. The combination, with the seed-slide E of a
broadcast seeder, of scattering-lips e', arranged and
operating as herein set forth.

97,531.—Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville, "Wis.— Grain-Binder.—December 7, 1869.
Claim. —1. The combination of the cam-arm D'

with the binding-arms I J, substantially as described.
2. The finger d and lever b', for supporting the

disengaging-part b, substantially as described.

97,532.—Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville, "Wis.—Grain-Binder.—December 7, 1869.
Claim. — The arrangement of the cam-arm A,

pivoted as described, with the cam-block c c', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

97,533.—Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville, Wis.—Grain-Binder.—December 7, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cam-arm A
with the spring d and spring-arm B, substantially as
described.
2. The combination of the cam-arm A, spring d,

spring-arm B, and segmental gears k and C, for the
purpose of producing a yielding or elastic, and, at the
same time, a reciprocating movement of a corapress-
ing-arm of a grain-binder, substantially as described.

97,534.—Sylvanus D. Lockb, Janesville, Wis.—Grain-Binder.—December 7, 18G9.
Claim,.—The combination of a notary tying or

twisting device, circular-njoving cutting-mcchttnism,
and reciprocating wire or cord holder, substantially
as described.

97,535.—Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville, Wis-—Grain-Binder.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of the part N, and cut-

ting-device h, substantially as described.

97,536.—Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville, Wis.— Grain-Binder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The central bolt h k, when nsed to hold
and adjust the rotary parts of the wire-holding and
wire-cutting mechanism against the face of the fixed
part m, substantially as described.

97,537.—John Logan and D. W. Eldredge,
Boston, Mass. — Metallic Cartridge.—December 7,

1869.

Claim. —1. A cartridge-shell, made of a tube of
thin sheet-metal, open-ended, and with one end
formed into the flange &, and breeched with a sepa-
rate piece of metal, with which the nipple is integral,

when the nipple is exposed, so that it can be capped
and recapped, as described.

2. A cartridge-shell, in which the breech-piece is

made separate from the tube, when combined with a
nipple integral with the breech-piece, and bushed, as
described.

3. The flange c, projecting inwardly, and combined
with a nipple contained in a cavity in the rear end
of the shell, for the purpose specified.

97,538.—Arthur Love, Saxonburgh, Vs.—Port-
able Fence.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated November
22, 1869.

Claim.—A portable fence, consisting of panels
having the strips b, and triangular piece C, secured
thereto, and held together by the notched bars D, all

constructed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

97,539.—Patrick Magee, Assumption Parish,
La., assignor to Felix Thibodaux, same place.

Sawing-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A A' and
B, with braces G G', shaft B', lever C, link D, cranks
C and E, clamp E', and pitman F, when all the parts
are constructed, arranged, and operate as herein de-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

97,540.—John Jacob Marki, Richmond, Ind.

—

Cooler for Beer and other Liquids.—December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of a series of perforated
pans with a series of blowers, operating substantially

as described.

97,541. — GoDLip Meyer, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Jacob Wagner, same place.
—Machine for Wiring Blind-Rods and Slats.—De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim. — The cog-wheels O R 0', pinions Q S,

crank-wheels E G, driving-rods D D', adjustable

feather N, spring c, lever I, and foot J, all arranged
substantially as desQiibed, and for the purpose speci-

fied.

97,542.—Henry Miller, Roadside, ^f^i.— Gar-
den-Implement.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the stock A, the
polygonal hollow pins d, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the stock A, the equilateral

triangular hoe e, substantially as explained.

97,543.—John C. Mills, Palmyra, N. Y.—Com-
bined Hay-Rake and Tedder.—Deccmhcr 7, 1869.

Claim.—A combined hay-rake and tedder, consist-

ing of a rake-bar, C, curved tines G, handle D, and
detent-bar N, and the shaft 11, having teeth I, sup-

ported on the horizontal arms J J', removable by
means of slide O and clip P, and oporiitcd by wheel '

L and pulley M, arranged as described.

97,544.—John IL Mooney, San Francisco, Cal.
—Tuck- Creaserfor Setvi7ig-Machincs.—December 7,

1869.

Claim,.—1. Tlie arm C, having thoroon friction-

rollers D D', and operated by the neodlo-arni in com-
bination with the conical cam E, substantially as
deseril)ed.'

2. The adjustable conical cam, iu combination
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•with the creasing-arm for regulating the force of the
arm on the fabric, to form the crease, as desired.

3. The combination, with the arm U and the rock-
ing creasing-bar ¥, of the base-plate A, slotted hold-
ing-plate Gr, and rod H, when all are constructed
and combined as and for the purpose set forth.

9'5',545. — John Mixller, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Folding-Bedstead.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Porming bearings h b and recesses a a
in the head and foot piece of a bedstead or crib, to
receive the ends of journals c^ c^ of the side-pieces C
C, as shown and described.

2. The supports D D, provided with pins d d, in
combination with the bottom E and screws F F, con-
structed and arranged as hereia described, for the
purpose specified.

3. The means, herein described, -for uniting the
several parts of a bedstead or crib, as described.

97,546.—H. Olney, Malone, N. T., assignor to
himself, Pobert A. Delong, and Lucius E.. Town-
send, same j)lace.

—

Rotary Steam-Engine.—Decem-
ber 7, 1 869.

Claim,.—1. A rotary engine, containing a series of
radial cylinders in a revolving frame, the pistons of
the said cylinders being all connected with a ring on
a fixed eccentric, substantially as herein shown and
described.

2. The circular valve L, having the apertures n
and 0, to automatically conduct the steam into the
outer and inner parts of the cylinders as they arrive
at certain positions, substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. The tubular axle C, carrying the eccentric or
crauk-pin g and the valve-disk L, and made reversi-
ble, with its appendages, to reverse the whole ma-
chine, as set forth.

4. The handle j and screw i, or its equivalent,
combined with the tubular axle C, to lock the same,
substantially as described, and to serve to reverse
the same, as specified.

5. The pipes c cZ, conducting the steam from a re-

volving steam chest to the outer and inner ends, re-

spectively, of the cylinders, substantially as and for

the pui'pose herein shown and described.

97,547.—Emery Parker, ISTew Britain, Conn.—Sheet-Metal Key.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Making that part of the jointed shank
of a sheet-metal key into which the part holding the
key proper folds, corrugated or arched in the line of
its axis, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

2. Making the split shank of a sheet-metal key
with an intermediate transverse brace, c, corre-
sponding in form to the curvature of the sides, sub-
stantially as described, for the purposes specified.

97^548.—Joseph Parkin and James H. Smith,
Cleveland, Ohio.— Window and Door-Cap Molding.
—December 7, 1869.

Clawn.—The metal molding, constructed in the
manner above described, as a new article of manu-
facture.

97,549.—G-E0R6E S. Pierce, TVilkesbarre, Pa.—Device for Forming Boilers.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—The shaft A, with its two mortises m m,,

segmental plates BB, with arms c c, set-screw S, fol-

lower D, with its cap and mortise, and fastened with
the thumb-screw T, arranged as described.

97,550.— Oliver E. Pillard, New Britain,
Conn., assignor to Frederick H. I^orth, same
place.

—

Perinutation-Lock.—December 7, 1869.
Claitn.—The latch B, when secured to the case A,

and provided with the slide C, arranged to slide lon-

gitudinally with the same, substantially as described.

97,551.—Sawyer Porter, Leominster, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Levi W. Porter, same
place.

—

Machinery for Making Piano-Forte Cases.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim:—1. The above-explained arrangement of
the edges or gauges I m of the platform G-, with the
cutter- wheel E, applied to the frame A, and so as to
operate with such platform, substantially in manner
as specified.

2. The combination of the concave cutter-wheel E,
its frame B, its operative screw C, the vertical guides
h b, and the platform G-, formed as set forth, and ar-
ranged as described, with the said cutter-wheel and
its operative mechanism, the whole being as and for
the purpose and to operate as specified.

97,553. —Perley Putnam, Laconia, N. H.—
Bailvjay-Cdr Wheel and Axle.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The splines D D and operating-screws
E E, applied to and in combination with the axle A.
and wheels B B, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

2. The head d on the small end of each spline, in
connection with the recess e and shoulder / in the
wheel, for the purpose set forth.

3. The eccentric or spring-stop t on the spline,

constructed and arranged, in connection with the
wheel-hub, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

4. The spring-baud r, in combination with the
spline and wheel-hub, for the purpose herein set
forth.

97,553.—"William O. Robbins and Charles W.
Stafford, New York, N.'Y.

—

Machinefor Prepar-
ing Paving- Blocks.—December 7, 1869; antedated
November'30, 1869.

'Claim.—1. In a machine for dressing and groov-
ing wooden paving-blocks, the combination of the
following devices : first, a rotary cutter for reducing
the blocks to a uniform thickness ; second, mechan-
ism for holding the blocks while being cut ; third,

mechanism for feeding the blocks through the ma-
chine ; fourth, cutters for cutting crosswise of the
grain of the wood, and forming a dovetail groove iu
the sides of said blocks ; and fifth, cutters 13 for re-

moving the upper angle of said blocks, the parts be-
ing constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In a machine for grooving wooden paving-
blocks, the combination of second, third, and fourth
of the before-named devices, for grooving the sides
of pavement-blocks transversely of the grain of the
wood, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

97,554. — "William O. Eobbins and Charles
W". Stafford, New York, JST. Y.

—

Machinery for
Preparing Wooden Blocks for Pavem,ent.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—The vertical cutters and spindles / i, and
horizontal revolving cutters t or u, in combination
with the reciprocating carriage g hk, all the parts
being constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

97,555.— N. T. P. Kobertson and Thomas
NiLES, Fairbury, 111.

—

Compound for Destroying In-
sects.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—A compound, composed of the above-
named articles, in or about the proportions specified,

and used for the purposes herein set forth and de-

scribed.

97,556.—A. Sheline and E. Burke, Edon, Ohio.
—Harvester.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the gear-wheelsA
B, clutches D, on the driving-shaft C, pinions ?"&,
countershaft E, clutch-springs b, button C', and hand-
lever, all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the tubular bearing K,
shoe I, pitman-shaft H, and braces M, substantially

as specified.

3. The combination, with the truck and the mower-
bar, of the shaft O, arms O^ O^, segmental-beveled
wheels, shaft P, and lever P^, when arranged sub-

stantially as specified.

4. The arrangement of the belt S^, shaft S^ pit-

man-shaft H, wheels S^, shaft S^, belt S^ with the

reel-shaft and pulley thereon, substantially as speci-

fied.
'

5. The arrangement of the curved post T^, slide T*,

radial bar T^, and spring-stop T^, substantially as

specified.

6. The combmation, with the elevator, of the cut-

off D Ui, dropper V^, slide V, dog D^ rod Y\ and
rod V^, all substantially as specified.
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97,557.—Abraham Shenfield, E'ew York, N.
T.

—

Suspenders.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—ThQ yoke formed of the straps A, A, and
D, united at B C, and arranged as specified, in com-
bination with the double buttoning-straps E applied
at the sides and back so as to slide through the re-

spective loops by which said straps E are connected
to the said yoke, for the purposes and as specified.

97,558.—Samuel TV". Shorey, Galesburgh, lU.—Boot-Conformator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sole-plate A,
outside sun'ounding frame B, and radial bars F, with
the adjustable measuring-uprights C, and springs s,

for measuring the tread or contour of the foot, sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the adjustable measuring-
uprights C, or certain of them, of the vertically-ad-

justable horizontal bars D, for measuring the height
of the foot at certain parts, as well as at its contour
or tread, essentially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the springs s with tbe ad-

justable measuring-uprights C, operating independ-
ently of each other, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

4. The arrangement of a scale or scales on the
measuring-uprights C, which carry the vertically-

adjustable horizontal bars D, essentially as described.
5. A boot-conformator made up of a sole-plate. A,

surrounding hinged or vertically-operating frame B,
yielding or adjustable measuring-uprights C, with
their markers E and vertically -adjustable horizontal
bars D, substantially as specified.

97,559.—Addison Sjoth, Perrysburgh, Ohio.

—

Combined Umbrella ani Cane.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the spring-pawl D
and ferrule C with the lower detachable section of
the standard B, for the purposes herein described,
substantially as set forth.

97,560.—Cyrus Smith, Hermon, Me. — Safety-
Lamp.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The guards C, with the end-pieces 0'

and stops d, in combination with the wick-tube B, as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the lever E, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

97,561. — Dexter Smith, Springfield, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Cartridge-Shells.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The method herein shown of striking up
a solid head upon a metallic cartridge-shell, by means
of the punch B, die C, and header A, the parts being
constructed, arranged, and operating in the manner
and for the pm"pose shown and set forth.

97,563.— E. isr. Snow, Chicopee, Mass.— G'ar-

ment-Suspender.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The construction by which the vertical

piece of wire C and the elliptical piece are connected,
by twisting the end of A around the piece C at E,
and in the means of suspending it, as shown and de-

scribed.

97,563.— Pratt A. Spicer, Marshall, Mich.—
Track-Cleaner for Mowing-Machine. — December 7,

1869.
Claim.—The upper swath-stick of a grass-divider,

formed with a portion ascending from the base or
socket i, and then deflected downward at any suita-

ble angle of inclination to, or nearly to the ground,
such deflected portion standing at the ])roper angle
or curve of lateral divergence from the dividing line,

whereby the fallen grass is first raised, and then
cleared from the divider, and spread evenly on the
swath, substantially as herein described and shown.

97,564.—Edward Sullivan, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Piston-PacA;wi.(7.—December 7, 1869.

Claitn.—Making a recess in a packing-ring, at its

joint, and using, in coml)inntion with said recess, a
plate, and a metal or alloy lilliug, as lierein described.

97,565. — D. G. Taylor, CampboUsvillo, Ky.—
Churning-Macldne.—Deceniber 7, ]8()9.

Claim.—Tlie combination of tlie clinrn witli the
platform C, made in two parts, the one, c', stationary,

the other, c^, movable, and secured by hooks to the
frame D, all constructed and arranged as herein
shown and described, for the purpose set forth.

F97,566.—Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C—
Explosive Compound for Use in Fire-Arms, Blast-
ing, d:G.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of ingredients, forming
a new explosive, for the purposes set forth and de-
scribed, substantially.

97,567. — Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C.—Gunpowder.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of paraf&ne with or-

dinary gunpowder, in all proportions, for the purpose
substantially set forth and described.

97,568.—M. P. Thatcher, Pontiac, assignor to
•Julius A. Foster, Adrian, Mich. — Combination-
Padlock.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The dog E, as constructed, with in-

clined catches, in combination with spring T and
slotted bolt G-, as and for the ])urpose specified.

2. The tumblers '9)1 7?i, &c., constructed with dished
surfaces on one side and projecting rings 1 on the
other, as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of slotted bolt G-, dog E, with
inclined catches, spring T, barrel H, tumblers m, m,,

&c., heads B and C, screw t, and staple A, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pui'pose specified.

97,569.—George Theobalt, Springfield, Mass.—Check-Hook.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the hook A, with
projections D and E, and with screw-hole C, whereby
it is attached to the saddle by means of the screw-
bolt B.

97,570.—William E.Thoms, ISTew York, IS". Y.— Ventilator.—J)ecembeT 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the pipes B A C D E and valve F, with each other,
when used alone or in connection with the pipes K
G I K, said parts B A C D E F being constructed
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the pipes H G I K, and
valve J, with each other, whether used alone or in
connection with the pipes B A C D E, said parts H
G I K J being constructed and oiperating substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of a charcoal-stove or other
heater with the i^ipes A and G. or either of them,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of one or more gratings fc',

with the pipe K of the apparatus G H IJ K, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

97,571.-Lewis W. Truesdell, Owego, N". Y.—Instrwinent for Describing Spiral Lines.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869 ; antedated November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The peculiar construction of the trav-
erse-wheel E, with its outer ring, J, with rubber
band thereon, the inner ring with its plate m, and
screws holding the tube n, with its projecting arm
and set-screw r, or any arrangement of parts sub-
stantially the same as herein set forth and described.

2. In combination with the traverse-wheel E, the
screw-shaft F, pencil-carrier b, and ring o, when
these several parts are applied in a compound " spiro-

volutograph" for drawing concentric si)iral lines, in

the manner herein specified.

97,572.—Cornelius Walsh, Nowai-k, N. J.—
Trunk-IIasp.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cushion g, confined Avithin a suit-

able socket in the upper part of the hasp, and bear-

ing downward against a slioulder, k, on the lower
part, substantially us set forth.

2. Tiio combination, with tlie faco-plato a and hasp
proper b, of the recess .;", cap /;, screws i" ./. and pro-

jection k, formed and arranged as described, for the

reception of an elastic cushion, g, by wliicli to ele-

vate and support the hasp proper, when roloasod, as

set forth.
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3. The bent lip m, catching against a shoulder on
the projection k, acting as a stop, to limit the eleva-

tion of the hasp, as described.

97,573.—Hiram J, Wattles, Eockford, 111.—
Cultivator.—December 7, 1869.

Olaim.—1. The frame described, consisting of the
longitudinal beams A A, transverse beams B & &,

and braces C C, the whole being combined and ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The brace M, constructed as described, with the
half circle m m^, and hinge iJi^, for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. The machine described, having the frame A B
b C, lifting-devices E e G- H, beams J, standards K,
the whole combined and arranged as described, for
the purpose set forth.

97,574.—Martin Wesson, Springfield, Mass.—
Surcingle. —December 7, 1869.

Claim.—An improved surcingle, consisting of the
main web C, the elastic web D, and the clasp a a',

all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein described."

97,575.—Seth Wheeler, Albany, IS.Y.—Shaft-
Coupling.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The case a b, extending between the bear-
ing-points of A and B, substantially as described.

97,576.—Charles F. Whorf, Saint Louis, Mo.— Ventilator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The furnace or heater H, with reservoir
I, and smoke-pipe D, in combination with ventilat-
ing-stack E, pipe or duct G-, provided with openings,
and pipes or ducts ABC, arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

97,577.—M. F. Wickersham, Springfield, HI.—
JRaihvay-Track Cleaner.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The cylindrical rotary brushes H, ar-
ranged as described, upon the frame A, with relation
to the rails of a railroad-track, and hung upon the
lever-arms I P, in such a manner as to be raised or
lowered simultaneously, or in succession, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. In combination with the cylindrical brushes H,
and the main frame A, the pivoted inclined aprons or
spouts O, and spouts P or P', receiving the dirt
directly from the spouts O, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

3. The axle a a', constructed as described, with
the plates B, and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

4. The frame A, constructed as described, with re-
movable cases D, and adapted to be guided, with
relation to the rails of the track, by means of the
truck B B', as herein set forth and shown, for the
purpose specified.

. 97,578.—Samuel Q. Williams, Eutland, Yt.—
Trace-Lock for Whiffletree.—DeeeToheT 7, 1869.

Claim.—The springs C, in combination with the
whiifletree and trace-hooks, when said springs are
so constructed as to enter the same eyes of the traces
or tugs with the trace-hooks, and hold the said tugs
or traces forward upon said hooks, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pui'pose set
forth.

97,579.—Frederick Wittraivi, San Francisco
Cal.

—

Seat for Chairs, Sofas, d-c.—December 7, 1869
Claim.—The combination of the spring-blocks C

with parallel sides, and sliding in contact, the hori
zontal partition B, the pins'D, and the frame A
when constructed and arranged as herein described

97,580.—Joseph S. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and John J. Carberry, same
place. — Generating Hydrogen and Hydrocarbon
<?as.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double cylindrical vessel A B, for
generating hydrogen-gas for illuminating purposes,
constructed substantially as described.

2. The supplementary telescopic tube P, con-
structed with the gas - chamber p", carbureting-
chamber p', and pipe E, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the double vessel A B, the
telescopic tube P, (containing the carbm-eting-ap-
paratus,) and the tubes E and Gr, arranged substan-
tially as described.

4. The construction of the vessel A B, with the
tube Gr adapted to receive the reservoir-tube H, for
making hydrogen-gas, or the supplementary tube P,
for making hydrocarbon-gas, as herein described.

97,581.— Thomas B. Worrell and Thomas
Walker, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Thomas B.
Worrell.—ioci.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the interlocking-bars D and D', with the pinion F',

when the teeth of one bar are of greater width than
the teeth of the other, and the pinion has a recipro-
cating movement inward and outward, so as to be
disengaged at pleasure from one of the bars, whereby
an unequal movement of the two bars is effected,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
hereinbefore described.

2. The construction of the bar D', with teeth, d,

on both edges, whereby to provide for changing its

connection with the pinion F', to make the lock A
susceptible of many additional changes, substantially
as described.

97,582.—John Amsterdam, IJ"ew York, 1^. Y,—Manufacture of Steel.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A steel compound, made of cast or
Bessemer steel, and cemented steel or steel cementa-
tion, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
described.

2. A compound, made of east or Bessemer steel

and case-hardened wi'ought iron, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

3. The within- described process of producing a
compound of steel and iron, or of cast or Bessemer
steel and blistered steel, by clamping a slab of iron
or blistered steel between the closing faces of the
mold, and pouring the molten cast or Bessemer steel

against it, substantially as set forth.

4. Clamping two slabs of iron or cemented steel,

face to face, between the closing edges of the mold,
so as to produce two castings of the same mold, sub-
stantially as described.

97,583.—Bernhard Adler, IsTew York, X. Y.,

assignor to himself and W. N. Dreschek, same
place.—DrinA-i?i.g- Cwjp.—December 7, 1869.

Claim:—A cup for mediciual or effervescing

draughts, divided interiorly by partitions, vertically

disposed into compaitments, having a common point
of discharge, substantially as herein set forth.

97,584.—J. E. Allen, Edinburgh, Ind

—

Grain-
Separator.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 27, 1869.

Claim. — The metal plate B, provided with the
wings a a, and the wings b b, placed in ro^'S, and
connected to the frame A, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

97,585.—William W. Allmand, East Boston,
Mass.

—

Packing for Stuffing-Boxes. — December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The employment of a ring of wood, or its

equivalent, between packing, (composed wholly or in
part of rubber.) and the rod, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

97.586. — James B. Ayer, Elizabeth, l^.J.—
Driving-Mechanism for Sewing-Machines.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim..—1. The wheel F, constructed as described,

and provided with the spring L, shaft H, and
ratchet J, in combination with the belt-wheel C and
brake 1^, all arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. Constructing the driving-wheel as described,

and arranging within the same the power, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the driving-mechanism,
the brake N, for regulating the speed of the belt-

wheel, substantially as described.

97.587. — W. M. Baker, Greenwich Station,

Ohio.Sorse-Collar.—Decemhev 7, 1369.
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Claim.—The collar A B, constructed with a stay,

B, bar G-, trip H, lever J, spring I, and tug-irons K,
in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

97,588. — Thomas J. Bargis and John C. "Un-

derwood, Richmond, Ind.—Fruit-Jar.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of a fruit-jar or can
with a continuous ledge, or its equivalent, around
the lower portion of the interior of the neck of the

same, to receive the float, and arrest its movement
in a downward direction, as described.

2. The arrangement of the hollow float A, with
reference to the ledge or projections 6, and the per-

manent cover C, it being such that the movements
of said float are controlled thereby, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

97,589.—Benjamin J. Barton and Eoswell J.

Stanley, "Washington, Iowa.

—

Spring for JELorse-

CoUars.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The spring B, constructed as de-

scribed, and secured around the collar in the manner
herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The staple C, in combination with the spring
B and collar A, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The staple or staples D, in combination with
the spring B and collar A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,590.—H. T. Beam, Joseph C. Freeman, and
D. B. Mills, Palestine, 111. — Hollow Auger.—De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the stock A,
guide E, spindle F, ring C, and knife D, when con-
structed and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

2. The knife D, when constructed and used sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-

scribed.

97,591.—E. R. Beardsley, Aroma, 111.

—

Water-
Wheel—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The wheel A, having the case or dome
E, the buckets B, and annular gate C, all constructed
and arranged substantially as described.

97,593. — A. Beckwith, New Orleans, La.—
Horse- Collar.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a horse-
collar, having a rope foundation for the front rim,
but otherwise made like any ordinary collar, substan-
tially as set forth.

97,593.—Henry Belfield, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Railway-Kail.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described " truss-rail," con-
sisting of the sections A and A, held apart by the
fish-plates E, and connected with each other by
means of said plates and the bolts, E, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a rail composed of vertical longitudinal sec-
tions, the connecting together of said sections so as
to leave between the same a vertical longitudinal
space open at both top and bottom, substantially as
and for the i)urpo8e shown.

' 97,594. — Thomas M. Biddle, Fort "Wayne,
Ind.

—

Alarm-Faucet.—December 7, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The funnel, provided with a float,

whiclx, when raised, serves to close the faucet,
through which the liquor flows into said funnel, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the float I, rod K, lever h,

rod g, chain r, shaft n, and hammer L, arranged and
operating as described, to strike the boll M, as sot
forth.

3. The swinging tube D, arranged on the plate C,
which is suspended from a supply-faucet or tube,
substantially as herein sliown and described.

4. The arbor n, having the cranks o and p, and
connected with the pivoted tube 1), when combined
with the lever g, catcli /i, spring e, and float I of tlio

faanol, subatautially as heroin shown and dosoribod.

97,595.— Samuel Blackman, Reading, Pa.

—

JSteam-Oauge Goek.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The casing A, adapted for application to
a boiler, having a valve-seat at its inner end, and a
packing, h, in combination with the sliding rod B,
its valve e, and passages b and Ic, and with the lever
F, connected to a projection on the casing, and oper-
ating as set forth.

97,596.

—

Nicholas H. Borgfelt, New York,
N. Y. — Machine for Preparing Tobacco-Stems. —
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—In a machine for preparing the stems of
tobacco -leaves, the combination of pressing-rollers
C and drawing-rollers D, constructed and operating
substantially as set forth.

97,597.—Julius Bronner and Hermann Gutz-
Kow, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Prussia. — Process of
Treating Asphaltum to Obtain Colors and Dyes.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The preparation of anthracene and simi-
lar substances out of asphaltos, that is to say, pitch
obtained from coal-tar in the manner herein set
forth, and the oxidizing of the product which we
obtain out of the anthracene, by means of nitric acid
or the other substances hereinbefore recited, using,
in the said oxidation, the substances above men-
tioned, or other substances acting in a similar man- -

ner, and in the further treatment with alkalies, if

necessary to the complete development of the two
coloring-matters.

2. Changing anthracene into both coloring-matters
in one operation, by uniting or combining the two
described processes, the whole substantially as herein
set forth.

97,598. — J. G. BuRWHLL and J. J. Walls,
Crystal Springs, Miss.

—

Dumping- Wagon.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the front and rear
axles A D, of the two parallel rails G- G, with hooks
e e, bolsters B F, with perforated plates c c, and arms
//, boxes H I, with pivoted and pendant-bars J J,
and hooks d d, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

97,599. — John F. Byland, "Walton, Ky.—
Corn-Harvester.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a corn-harvester, of
the knives J J' j, and hinged bars I I', ai-ranged
and operated substantially as described.

2. In combination with the knives J J' and hinged
bars 1 1', the gathering-arms G G' and the rest-bar
E, substantially as described.

97,600.—Henri Cabanes, Bordeaux, France.

—

Apparatus for Dressing Flour.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The devices herein described, or any
equivalents to the same, whereby an elastic net-
work, or series of elastic cords, 5, may be drawn
back from a bolting-cloth, a, and suddenly released,
so as to strike the said cloth, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of a bolting-cloth, a fan, or
its equivalent, and conducting-tubes, so arranged
that a current of air is passed beneath the said cloth,

and supports the latter, substantially as described.

97,601.-0. A. OiiAMUERLiN, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Eailroad-Ticket.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Forming the tickets with a raised num-
ber, letter, letters, figure or other mark, to serve as
a type to register the station to or from which the-

ticket is issued, substantially as heroin shown and
described.

2. Cutting, defacing, or marring the raisoii num-
ber, letter, mark, or figure, upon tho ticket, in the
act of printing with it, so that it cannot bo again
used as a tji^e, substantially as heroin shown and
described, and for tho purpose sot forth.

3. Printing or impressing upon tho tickets, at tbo
time of selling, tho name of tho station, from or (o

whicli the ticket is sold, by tho same impression or
operation by which the numbers or marks of tlio two
stations are printed upon the register, (tlie name of
tlio other station liaving been previouslv printed
upon said ticket,) substantially as luMoinahowu aiid

dosoribod, and for tho pmiwso set forth.
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97,602.—Bela L. Chukchill and Geoege Z"

Yanderslice, Philipsburgh, Pa.

—

Device for Turn'
ing Logs in Saiv-Mill.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the leyer E, with
the rope or chain G attached thereto, and the push-
bar F, with the carriage of a saw-mill, all arranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. Turning a log on a saw-mill carriage, by the
backward movement of the carriage, in connection
with the lever E, rope or chain G, and push-bar F,
as set forth.

97,603.—D. J. Clark, W. F. Doggett, and S.

M. BuEK, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Wooden Trunk.—^De-

cember 7, 1869.

Claim.—A trunk formed of two pieces of bent
wood, one piece forming the top and sides, and the
other the bottom and ends, substantially as herein
set forth.

97,604.—Frances E. Clarke, Flint, Mich., as-

signor to Thojias D. Clarke, same place.

—

Dish-
TFas/ier.-December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The vessel ABC, provided with strain-

ers c, wheel E, and adjustable racks F G H / _(/,

when constructed and arranged to operate as herein
described, for the pui'pose specified.

97,603.— George Edward Cleeton, ISTew

Haven, Conn.

—

Folding Chicken-Coop.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described coop, consisting of
the two sides, folding ends, and folding bottom,
hinged together, and provided witi. a detachable top

,

the whole constructed so as to be folded, substan-
tially as set forth,

97,606.—"Williaji Cline, Jr., Clayton, Ind.—
Ditching-Machine.—^December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable foot-piece E, provided
at its lower end with the bit F, and running in an
inclined position, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the slot-

ted beam A, cutter D, adjustable foot-piece E, and
lever G, all constructed as described, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the pm'poses
herein set forth.

3. The broad curved scraper I, working up and
down on guides b &, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

4. The slotted sliding plate or guide J, provided
with block K, at its lower end, and moving up and
down on the guides c c, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The combination and arrangement of the beam
A, foot piece E, cutter D, scraper I, and sliding

gTiide J, all constructed as described, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

97,607.— Paul Cousin and Pierre Oury,
Paris, France, assignors, for one-thii'd, to N. "Wa-
SHAUER, Xew York Citv.

—

Process for Decorative
Oil-Painting.—Deeembei 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process, substantially as herein
described, of prepai-ing paper, and applying thereto
designs in oil-colors, and transfening the same to
walls or other surfaces, as set forth.

2; The use of paper, when treated or prepared, as
herein described, for the reception and transfer of
designs in oil-colors, as set forth.

3. The use of Almacica, SieiTa- Leone, or similar
gums, when treated, substantially as herein de-
scribed, and combined with oH-colors, for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. The paper, with the design printed thereon, and
ready for transfer, as herein described, as a new
article of manufacture for mural decoration.

97,608 "Walworth D. Crane. ISTew York, ^^T.

Y.

—

RaiUoay-Car.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lockerA, when arranged within a
railroad-car, over the seat, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. The movable car-seat bottom B, when made to

swing upward either way, and combined with a re-

versible car-seat back, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3, The speaking-tubes D' and D, one or both, when
arranged in a railroad passenger-car, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

97,609.—Charles Crow, Covington, Ind., as-
signor to himself and Williamson D. Kebr, same
place.

—

Plow.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. A plow, provided with two adjustable

mold-boards, which may be moved nearer to or far-
ther from each other, which may be used either as a
ditcher or plow, substantially as set forth.

2. The movable land-side L, when used in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

3. The mold-boards H, cutter M, braces K, IT,

and 0, beam A, plates a, screws c, and sheath D,
when combined to form a plow, substantially as
specified.

97,61 0.—HoirER H. Cuiemings, Enfield. jST. H.—
Water-Wheel Scroll- Chute.—Decemloei' 7, 1869.

Claim.—A scroll-curb for water-wheel, having a
graduating semi-oval top, and a graduating bevel or
slightly concave bottom, substantially as shown and
described.

97,611.—John Cutlan, lloorestown, 2*r. J.

—

Machine for Seiving the Sole and JTpper of Boots
and Shoes.—^December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The plate P, having a groove or channel
I, shaft S, feed-wheel F, straight needle if, and press-

er-foot D, all arranged as described, to sew the
channeled sole to the upper while inside out, and
leave the stich formed on the inner side of the sole,.

when the upper is reversed, as herein specified.

97,613.—George W. Dawson, Xew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Willis M. Ssqth, same place.

—

Musical Game.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described musical game.

97,613.—Gilbert Declat, Paris, France.

—

Ap-
paratus for Treating Croup and other Diseases.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The application, (at a distance, without
any operation or medication,) by inhalation, of the
vapors of the different ingredients here described,
or to be described hereafter, (which vapors are pro-
duced by any proper apparatus,) to cure the croup,
diphtheria, angina, (malignant and gangrenous,) the
diseases of the chest, the generality of the diseases-

of the skin, (fee, or any other, substantially the
same, and which will produce the intended effect.

97,614.—Jules Decoudun, Paris, France.

—

Machine for Ironing and Stiffening Linen and other
Fabrics.—December 7, 1869

;
patented in France,

May 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of revolving cylinder
D, blanket or apron E, and stationary concave heated
surface A, constructed and an-anged as set forth.

2. The eombinatiou of the treadle M, balance-
weight X, and connecting-mechanism, with the shaft

of the cylinder, to lilt said cylinder, in the manner
specified.

97,615. — Abraham C. Depew and John
Slatcher, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Metallic Cartridge.

—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — The metallic cartridge-case, herein de-

scribed, having an interior ca^e or lining, B, with.

conical chamber B^, and concave base e, and a thin

external shell, C, secured to a steel base. A, with
concave front, perforated centrally, and havincr a
shoulder, 2, to receive and support a removable nip-

ple, a, having three firing-apertures, constructed and
arranged to operate as specified.

97,616.—J. H. DiCKASON, Hannibal, Mo.—To-
bacco-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The above-described device for sizing the
tobacco, its several paits being constructed and ar-

ranged in the manner stt forth.

97,617.—Henry Dierkes, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Combined Call-Bell and TabZe- Caster.—December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of a call-bell, gong, or

equivalent instrument of sound, above the handle of

a table-caster, substantially as shown and described.
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97,618.— William S. Douglass, Eichmond,
Vt, assignor to W. O. Douglass and A, S. Doug-
IjASS, same place.— Carriage-Jack. — December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The forked standard A, provided with
the inclined series of notches a, in combination with
the self-locking lever B and bands C, snbstantiaUy
as and for the purpose described.

97,619.—Daniel E. Dugan, Springville, Pa.—
.Bedstead.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rail and post of a
bedstead, the fastening-device securing the two to-

gether, and a block of rubber or other compressible
material, as set forth.

97,620.—Joseph Dunott, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and George Gibson, same place.
— Car- Coupling.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the revolving
keeper C with the swinging keeper D and shaft B,
substantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

2. The draw-head A, with shaft B, keepers C D,
,and slide E, when arranged and operated as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

97,621.—Samuel Eletchek, HoUis, IsT. H.—
Sawing-Machine.—T>ecem\)eY 7, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts of
the device, viz, the handles a a, the arms h h, oper-
ated by springs g g, the shaft/, the plates d d and e,

the screws c c, all constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.

97,622.—Samuel Eorkester, Allegheny, Pa.

—

Axle for Carriages.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—Providing the spindle A with the clip-

flange e, and so constructing the bore of the spindle
that it will fit neatly and closely to the upper and
lower sides of the axle B, and leave oil-chambers x
on the back and front sides of it, as herein described,
and for the purpose set forth.

97,623.—Samuel Forrester, Allegheny, Pa.—
Carriage-Axle.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The projection x, when used in combina-
tion with cavity e, in the spindle B, wedge h, and the
metal or alloy tilling, as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,624.—James D. Fraky, IsTew Britain, Conn.—Knife-Handle.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A knife, consisting of the blade and tang
A, the latter being provided with the hole a and re-

cesses b b, and tubular cast-metal handle B, the tang
and tubular handle being attached by casting, sub-
stantially as described.

97,625.— Lamartine K. Eulda and Martin
Eulua, San Francisco, (Jal.

—

Machine for Jointing
Staves.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— I. In combination with the cutters or
saws O, arranged in planes oblique to each other,

the device consisting of the adjustable ways C, car-

riage B, guide I, rack G, and pinion H, for carrying
the stave through between the cutters, and, at the
same time, raising and depressing it, as required, to

give it the proper shape, substantially as described.
2. The arrangement of the hinged frame P with

the screws R, for adjusting the cutters O so as to

bevel the edges of the staves, according to the size

of the casks to be formed, substantially as deiscribed.

3. In combination with the carriages Q. support-
ing the cutters O, the curved removable wajs V, for

adjusting the cutters to joint staves of dilferent

widtlis for tlio same cask, or casks of the same diam-
eter, substantially as described.

97,626.—Samuel A. Gardner, Eound Hill, Pa.
—Sawing-Macliine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—A sawing-macliine, consisting of frame
A, Kliding frame DD', gateC, fender-posts B, crank-
shaft l'\ lever h, and curved bar m, the whole con-
Btrncted, arranged, and operated as and for the pur-
piso specified.

97,627.- EOHERT Gill, IN'ew York, N. Y.—Oas-
Burner Jiegulator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, in a gas-regulator, as
appbed to a burner, of the outside guides c c, with,
the disk C, supply-vent or orifice a, and seat or fixed
surface b, essentially as shown and described.

97,628.—Bernard Goetz, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Corrugated Reflector.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The plate A, having on its surface a series
of squares formed by diagonal lines a, b, c, d, e,f, g,
&.C., intersecting diagonal lines a^, b^, e^, d^. e',/S g^,

&c., and also having a series of parallel grooves or fur-

rows, h, h^, h"^, and h^, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

97,629.—Benjamin J. Greeley, Boston, Mass.—Attachment for Fastening Overlapping Parts of
Garments.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the plate and its

cord with the overlapping part of a garment, when
the plate is attached to the overlapping part, and
one end of the cord is attached to some other part of
the garment, the whole combination being and oper-
ating substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the two plates and elastic

strap with the waist of a garment, when each plate
is attached to the waist of a garment, and the strap-

connects together the two plates, the whole combina-
tion being and operating substantially as specified.

97,630.—William Green, Holly, Mich.—Po-
tato-Digger.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated Novem-
ber 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spades e, in combination with the
conveying-bars c, as and for the purpose described.

2. The bars c, provided with the longitudinal slots

c' and the recesses i, in combination with the pins k,

as and for the purpose described.

97,631.—EoBERT Greene, Greenville, N. C.—
Cotton and Hay Press.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Mounting the roller E at the point of
junction of levers D D'.

2. The combination of the lever D, roller E, winch
G, latch H, and pawl K, all arranged and operating
substantially as set forth,

3. The combination of levers C C' and levers D D'
with roller E, winch G, latch H, and pawl K, adapted
to operate said levers by means of a rope or chain,

substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the head-block N, arms N^,

posts A, and pivots n', substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

97,632.—Alexander Hamar, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Mode of Generating Illuminating-Gas.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The introduction of jets of steam into

the gas-retorts, during the time the gas is being gen-

erated, substantially as and tor the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the mouthpiece of the re-

torts with the steam-pipes, substantially as and for

he purpose set forth.

97,633.—Michael Hanstine, Waynesborough,
Pa.

—

Pump.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A pump, combining in its construction a
straight barrel or stock, A, lower or check-valve B,

having a bail for lifting it out of its seat, a plunger,

C, composed of an upper solid disk, C, connected to

a valve, C", by bars, as shown, and a piston-rod, D,
when all tlie parts are constructed and arranged as

and for the purpose set forth.

97,634.— John H. Harper, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Portable Furnace.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—\. The collar A, provided with a zigzag

rim B, constructed as described, substantially as ana
for the purposes herein set foi'th.

2. The griddle or lid D, provided with depending
flange, having pT'ojections m m and n n, constructed

as described, substantially as and for the purposes

herein set forth.

3. The ribs d d, placed vertically within the collar

A, substantially as and for the purposes horoiu set

forth. . „
4. The combination of the collar A, zigzag run B,

flanges i i. ribs d d, grate C, notcluHl rim <-, and
griddle or lid D, provided witli zigzag teeth, all sub-

stantially as and for the purposes horciu set forth.
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97,635.—Hf.xry H. Hathewat, Clockville, X.
Y.

—

Grappling-Hook.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a grappling-hook, A,
the sliding collar B, femile D, with horizontally-

curved and notched arms E E. and pole G, provided
with the hook, pin, or projection F. all constructed
and arranged to operate as specified.

97,636.—^. E. Hates, Durand, \s"\s.— Spark-
Arrester.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
straps or di-aw-bands d d. and their appurtenances/
a h. arranged and operating substantially as set forth,

with the cap B, flare C, and outer casing D, as speci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the stack A, of the per-

forated body of the outer casing surrounding the up-
per portion of the stack A, and the flare C, aiTanged
as described.

3. The outer casing of the top of the stack A, con-
sisting of the flare C, cap B, and wire-gauze or per-

forated body D, arranged as described.

97,637.—Harry M. Heinemax, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Fasteninj for Xeck-Tie.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a tie, A, or a tie or
scarf-holder, a cord, a. and a bar, b. connected to the
said cord, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

97,638.—Charles H. Helms, Poughkeepsie, X.
T.

—

Machine for Trimming the Heel of Boots and
Shoes.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — The double cutter-wheel h", having
double-faced shoulder g", and provided with adjusta-
ble cutters, substantially as set forth.

97,639.—John B. Hobsox and Jons ;Middle-
Tox, Jr., San Francisco, Cal. — Water-Closet.— De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The bowl-discliarge valve A, con-
structed and aiTanged, substantially as represented
and described, to operate in combination with the
supply-port valve I, in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The combination, with the valve A, arranged
and operating as described, of the flange or disk C,
and packing D, as and for the purpose shown.

3. In combination with the supply-port valve I, its

stem H, and spring K, the stem or coupling X^ J, for

the connection of the supply-pipe, as constructed and
arranged, in the manner shown and described, for

the purposes set forth.

4. In the described combination witli the other
parts of a water-closet washing-apparatus, substan-
tially as herein described, the measuring-cistern or
tank Q, as provided with an automatic air-valve, K
S. and constructed and arranged as set forth, for the
purpose shown,

97,640.-J'aco3 E. Hoffm.^-, Fort TTavne, lud.
—Saic-MilL—DeceTobeT 7, 1869.

Claim.—The stacks of grooved'pulleys A' and B',

in combination with the intermediate adjustable pul-

ley/, when constructed and arranged to operate in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

97,641.— Egmoxt Fxger, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Sad-iroyi Holder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A handle-protector for sad-irons, com-
posed of tapering jaws a, hinged at their thick ends,
while their loose'thin ends are'capable of overlapping
each other, as shown, and described.

97,642.—SxEPHEXlxilAX, Eockford, HI.—Brick-
Molds.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the longitudinal
turning rods C and arms b, with the centrally-ar-
ranged lever D and rods d-, as described, for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The brick-mold described, consisting of the bos
A, with divisions a a a, followers, cross-rods b, turn-
ing-rods C, levers D, connecting-rods d-, and catches
e. when combined and arranged as described, for the
purpose set forth.

97,643.— LudWIG Jaechow, Xew York, X. Y.—Fastening for Corsets.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—As a corset-fastening, the plates a b, hav-
ing on their inner ends the angiSar hollow projection
A, and the solid projection B, adapted to engage
with each other, to fasten, or be detached to unfasten
the corset, the said parts being constructed and op-
erating substantially as shown" and described.

97,644.—JoHX Jay, Jonesborough, lnd.—Cofee-
Boaster.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The removable vertical crank-shaft D,
and the removable horizontal stirrers G and H I, in
combination with the portable case A, substantially
as herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. As an improved article of manufacture, the
portable coffee-roaster, consisting of the case A, pro-
vided with the handle B. hinged cover C, and open-
ings K, and the removable crank-shaft D, and stir-

ring-plates G and H I, all arranged and operating as
herein shown and described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

97,645. — Charles T. Jeffries, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Car-Spring.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A conical spring, composed of two or
more conical coils, arranged in nests, or one within
the other, with blocks of rubber or equivalent elastic

material interposed between them, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the said conical spring, the
flanged tubes C and C, for the purpose specifled.

3. In combination with the said spring, a bolt. H,
for the purpose set forth.

97,646.—Byrox Jex'xtxgs, Gilroy, Cal., assignor
to himself and Hexry TT. Briggs, same place. —
Gang-Ploiv.— December 7, 1869 ; antedated Decem-
ber 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the arms &, on
the shaft C, of the plates d, provided with holes e,

for making their connection adjustable, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The curved arm E. attached to the shaft C,
sUding-bar g, and guide h, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3. The bent lever F, with its slotted inclined lusr f,

together with the bent pin or staple n, substantially
as described.

97,647.—Samlel B. Jewett, Laconia, N. H.—
ArtijicialLeg.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The link D, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

97,64S.—Charles Kaxzler and Albert Xega,
Saint Louis, Mo.— Sish-Balance. — December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The rope-lock D^ d d^ d-, arranged and
combined with the pulley D and rope c, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

97,649.—Charles Kellerm.vxx and Peter "VT.

Stauff. Chicago, 111.

—

Stay for Trunks.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—The hook-stay C, pivoted to the lid B, in
combination with the horizontal loop D, attached to

the body of the trunk, when arranged to oj^erate as
described and shown, for the purpose specifled.

97,650.—S. C. Kexaga, Kankakee, Ti\.—Grain-
Drier.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated Xovember 27,

1869.

Claim.—The heating-compartments A* A', with
their flues h h^, and flire-spaces d d^ d-, in combina-
tion with the perforated di-ying-floors B B^ B* of the
chambers D D' D^ the centrifugal and centripetal

conveyers C^ C'^ C^ chimneys g g^ g'^, and ventilat-

ing-doors a^ a^, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth and de-

scribed.

97,651.—"William Kexwobthy and Johx H.
POLLiTT, Buchanan, Pa.

—

Oiling Carriage and Oar-
Axles.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

oil- chamber B, oil-ways o, gum washers a;, and recess

/, constructed, arranged, "and operating as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.
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97,652.— A. M. Laevison, Quincy, HI.—(?as-

Bwrner.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The slotted regulating-screw D, in com-
bination with a gas-burner having an expanding-
"Chamber, substantially aS herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

97,653.—Charles "William Lancaster, Lon-
don, England.

—

Shot- Cartridge.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A cased shot-cartridge, in which the
powder, shot, and shot-concentrating hollow wad, or
its equivalent, are inclosed and held within the shell

,

substantially as herein described, for the purposes
set forth.

97,654.—Charles 'F. Langford, Brooklyn, IST.

T.

—

Attaching Knobs to Doors.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of an annular spring, of
rubber or metal, between the rose and shank of the
knob, in attaching knobs to doors, substantially as
herein set forth.

97,655.—N. H. Lebby, Charleston, S. C— Cen-
trifugal Pump.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The openings O, in the back of the wheel
P, in combination with tongues and grooves a b, on
the back of the wheel P, and on the plate B, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose speci-

i&ed.

97,658.—Philip Leonard, Sharon, Pa.—TooZ-
Holder for Grindstones.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with the slotted
oscillating plate A, provided with journals, and
either mounted in adjustable or permanent bearings
C, of the carriage E, and the adjustable tool-holder

(x, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the carriage E, of the
tool-holder G, and clamp or guide K, substantially
as specified.

97,657.—HeubenLighthall, Brooklyn, IST, T.—Mode of Preventing Corrosion in Pipes, Bolts, and
Similar Articles of Iron in Sea-Water.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination with or application to
iron pipes, bolts, and other like bodies, of plates,

nuts, sleeves, or washers surrounding them at inter-

vals, and composed of different metals approxi-
mating each other and the iron in corrodibility, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose or j)urposes herein
set forth

.

97,658.—A. W. Lloyd, North Adams, Mass.

—

Water- TTAeei.-December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the wheel, con-
structed as described, and the exterior case D, of
the interior cases E, made in two recessed parts, and
provided with gates M, operating substantially as
specified.

2. The combination, with the wheel, and case D,
of the air-conducting tubes or passages V, when ar-

ranged substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the water-wheel, ar-

ranged for operation substantially as herein de-
scribed, of a water-regulating device, for governing
the level of the water in the draught-tube, consist-
ing of passage I', valves ~K} H' 0', substantially as
herein shown and specified.

4. The combination, with the vessel A', connected
•to the wlieel-case and draught-tube, of the float E',
air-tube G-', valve F', water-tube I', valves K', H',
and O', wlien arranged lor operation substantially as
specified.

97,659.—Hamilton D. Lockwood, Charleston,
Mass.

—

Artificial Nipple.—December 7, 18()9.

Claim.—An artificial nipple, (made of elastic ma-
terial,) liaving its rim re-ouforced at the seam, sub-
stantially as described.

97,660. — Zepiianiah Lockwood, Saratoga
Springs, N, Y.

—

Cooking-Stove.—J)GGC>mhQr: 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. Tiie cooking-attachment B, for base-

burning or parlor stoves, constructed as described,
and provided with the feeder-holes for cooking-utoii-
.sils and boiler, applied and opeAting substantially
in the manner ana for the purpose set forth.
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2. In combination with the above, the supplemen-
tal fire-box I, constructed and operating as and for

the purpose set forth.

97,661 C. M. LUFKIN, Alstead, N. n.—Sled-
JBrake.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the grapples C C,
connection-rods u u, cross-bar n, reach e, rocker/,
and button p', when attached to a traverse-sled,
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

97,662.—Thomas J. Magruder, Marion, Ohio.—Gock-Eyefor Harness.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,
swivel cock-eyes, having the necks of the eyes, and
the cross-bars to which they are connected, con-
structed, arranged, and connected together substan-
tially as herein specified.

97,663.— James "W. Maloy, Boston, Mass.—
Bush-Sammer.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A bush-hammer, formed by the combina-
tion of head A, constructed substantially as shown,
and clamp B, the parts held together, and securing
blades H, substantially as herein described.

97,664.—Clark Marsh, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing
Company, same place. — Machine for Grinding
Needles.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the following instrumentalities, viz, the rotating
grinder, the grinder-carriage, the turning-holder,
the holder-carriage moving in the direction of a tan-
gent of the circular periphery of the grinder, the rest,

and controlling-mechanism, all constructed to oper-
ate substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the rotating grinder, the
grinder-carriage, the turning-holder, the holder-car-
riage, moving in the direction of a tangent of the
circular periphery of the grinder, the rest and stop-
mechanism, the whole constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

3. The combination of the rotating grinder, the
grinder- carriage, the turning-holder, the holder-car-
riage moving in the direction of a tangent of the
circular periphery of the grinder, the rest, and the
traversing-mechanism,^the whole constructed to op-
erate substantially as Isefore set forth.

4. The combination of the turning-holder and the
holder-carriage, with a pattern-plate, constructed so
as to be adjusted laterally, substantially as before
set forth.

5. The combination of the rotating grinder and
the grinder-carriage, with an adjustable bearing for

the pattern -plate, substantially as set forth.

97,665.—Henry P. McCleave, Tomales, Cal.
— Water-Wheel.—'DeGembev 7, 1869.

Claim.—A wind-wheel, composed of the vanes a,

forming the curve E, and constructed substantially
as herein described.

97,666.—James McCullougii, Quincy, Ind.—
Wagon-Standard. — December 7, 1869 ; antedated
December 4, 1869.

Claim.—The cap B and standard C, formed of one
piece, and secured to the bolster by means of the
bolts D, or their equivalent, and provided with the
rings E, when combined in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

97,667.—David McParland, "Worcester, Mass.— Cutter for .Card-Setting Machine.—December 7,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The cutter E, constructed with tho
notches, grooves, or serrated edge, and adjustable
around its center, so as to present dilFerout cutting-

points and form a guide for the wire, substantially

as described.
2. In combination with tho circular cutter E, tho

sleeve a, with tho set screws C and D, for tho pm*-
poso of adjusting tho cutter, substantially as set

forth.

3. Tho arrangement of tho vibrating cutter I, in
tho holder C>, made adjustable on tho lever F, sub-
stantially as set forth.
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4. The combination of the fixed vibrating cutters

E and I, arranged upon the bar B, so that both may
be adjusted, substantially as herein set forth.

97,66S.—Peter McIxttre, ZSTorwich, Conn.—
Drain-Pipe Machine.—Decemt/cr 7, 18(i9.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the outer mold
•with the solid and hollow plungers, for forming and
completing the pipe and its bellmoutli at one oper-

ation, in the manner and by the means substantially

as described.
2. The axial morement of the plunger of the beE-

mouth, to break the adhesion bet-neeu the said

plunger and the newly-formed pipe, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

3. The combination of the solid and hollow
plungers with the operating-gearing, in such wise
as to elevate the hollow plunger to the proper height
for the bell-mouth, before the solid plunger has ad-

vanced any or much within the pipe-mold, and re-

taining it in that position till the solid plunger has
completed its full stroke, and is withdrawn fi'om the
mold, or nearly so, before dropping the hollow
plunger, in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination of the cap-piece B, pins C,

and hooks T, with the side parts A A, when con-
structed and arranged to operate as shown and de-

scribed, for the double purpose of clamping said
parts A A together, and closing and completing the
top of the mold around the plunger, in the manner
substantially as set forth.

"
,

97,669.—A. J. lIcMiLLEX, Eavenswood, West
"Va.

—

Fruit-Can.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, fruit-

cans, provided with the strengthening-hoops B, ar-

ranged for clamping tightly "around the can, and
provided with the lists of names of the fruits, for

adjustment, relatively to the seam, or other distin-

guishing mark, all substantially as specified.

97,670.—Charles L. Merrill, "Watertowu, ^N".

T.

—

Pump.—December 7, 1869.

Claim..—In connection with a pump, P, the em-
ployment of an air-pump, C E- A a, to force atmos-
pheric air into the water of the well, said air-pump
being worked by the ordinary pump-brake B, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein described.

97,671. — E. C. Merrill, Charleston, Vt.

—

Abrading and Polishing Wheel.—^December 7, 1869.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, facti-

tious abrading-wheels or other tools, having their
cutting properties due in whole or in part to the em-
ployment in their composition of the material named.

97,672.—WiLLiAii M. Michael, Indiana, Pa.—
Pattern for Laying Out Garments.—December 7,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pattern A and
scale H, the former having the lines C and central
point G- delineated thereon, and the latter being-
graduated as described, the two arranged for joint
operation as specified.

97,673.—Egbert E. Moore, Navasota, Tex.—
Machine for Operating Pumps.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the escapement C
C E, levers H I K, pendulum and rock-shaft D, with
the pumps L L, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination with the devices cited in the
first clause of claim, the adjustable pendulum rod E,
cups P, valves c c, operating as described, and for
the pui-pose set forth,

97,674.—Ezra Morgan, French Creek, X. Y.—Churn.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — The flaring cream-saver B, herein de-
scribed, having a squai'e end, whicft extends below
the cburn-lid A, with openings in its side, and pro-
vided with the rectangular metal plate D, when con-
nected to lid A by means of the band* C, and the
shoulder formed in the cream- saver, all as shown and
described.

97,675.—Owen H. Morris, Xew Haven, Conn.

—Clamp for Embossing Harness-Loops.—Decemher
7, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus, consisting of the plate A,
fixed bar B, adjustable bar E, arranged in the man-
ner described, so as to relieve the part not to be-

clamped, and the screws D, for the purpose of hold-
ing harness-loops, while being formed, ornamented,
and finishedj in the manner herein described.

97,676.—William A. Morse, Philadelphia, Pa.—Pen.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Immovably attaching a fountain or ink-
retainer to a pen, bv passing one end of said foun-
ttdn entirely through the pen, and clinching it upon
the opposite side, substantially as shown at Eigs. 1
and 2.

2. A pen-fountain or ink-retainer, made with one
or more points or projections turned at right angles,
substantially as shown, and for the purpose specified.

97,677.—M. D. Myers, Erankfort, X. Y., as-

signor, of one-fourth, to George "W. Gates, same
place.

—

Hay-Tedder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oscillating fork-heads applied to
revolving reel-disks when operated by means of
crank-arms /, connecting-rods e, and spur-wheels d
and c, substantially as described.

2. The construction of an eye-bearing, E, with
two eyes, one to receive a bar, A, and the other to
receive the fork-bar D, in combination w^th the lat-

eral hooked offsets i i, to receive and gripe the ends
g' of the teeth, and allow the removal of the teeth
by lateral movement, when screw j is loosened, sub-
stantially as described.

97,678 E. W. Meters, Glen Gardner Sta-
tion, ^. J., assignor to himself, George Gardiner,
William Gardiner, and 0. L. Gardiner, same
place.— Heating-Attachment for Cooking-Stoves.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A heating-attachment for stoves or
ranges, adapted for receiving the heat fi'om the top
of the stove or from the ovens, or the steams and
odors fi'om cooking-vessels inclosed by it, and pro-
vided with pipes for conveying the heat to the rooms
above, also provided with pipes communicating with
the smoke-flue and valves, as described, for dis-

charging the odors of cooking food to the said flue,

all substantially as specified.
2. The combination, with the case A, provided

with the front openings, of the drawer E and shde
G, substantially as specified.

97,679.—Archibald Xddio. Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Thomas Moran, same place.
—Mechanism for Operating the Shuttle-Boxes i)i

Looms.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cylinder, on which spirally-arranged
pins are combined with a spiral groove, or spiral pro-
jecting rib, for laterally controlling the lever, or its

equivalent, actuated by'the pins.

2. The disk, with its pinsarraiged on a spiral line,

in combination with a lever or its equivalent, operat-
ing in connection with the drop-boxes, substantially
as set forrh.

3. The combination of the said disk and pins with
a groove or rib arranged on the disk, for controlling
the lever, (or a sliding projection on the latter,) act-

uated by the pins.
4. The combination of the cylinder, its spirally ar-

ranged pins, rib, and cog-wheel, with the double
pawl, which is caused to operate in the manner set

forth', by the mechanism herein described, or its

equivalent.
5. The said double pawl, in combination with the

sliding plate J and its projections q q'.

97,680.-Frederick ^N'ishwitz, Brooklyn, X.
Y.

—

Harrow- Cultivator

.

—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a harrow- culti-

rator, of a revolving disk, with a hollow boss, closed
at its inner end, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator, of
revolving disks, independently adjustable, relatively

to the line of draught, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a harrow-cultivator frame,
of a stud-axle, a lliimble, and a clamping-bolt, sub-

stantially as set forth.
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4. The combination, -with a harrow-cultivator

frame, of the recessed thimble, the clamping-bolt, and

the stud-axle, as set forth, whereby the disk is car-

ried at an angle, both to the line of draught and to

the horizon.
5. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator frame,

of a revolving disk with a scraper, which keeps the

disk on its axle, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator, of a

loose disk, an adjustable axle, and an adjustable

scraper, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator, ofrevolv-

ing disks, arrangedin two series or gangs, adjustable

toward or from each other, substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator, of an

adjustable triangular frame, a leading disk, at the

apex of the triangle, and a series of following disks,

on each side of the triangle, substantially as set forth.

9. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator, of an
adjustable triangular frame, two series of revolving

disks, and a seat for the driver, substantially as set

forth.

10. The combination, in a harrow-cultivator frame,

of a long arm, a short arm, pivoted to the long arm,

and the cross-pieces, admitting of the adjustment

relatively to the line of draught, substantially as set

forth.

97,681.—John ISTorbuhn, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signor to John Chanuos Woodhead and Josiah
Holmes, trustees for Universal Manufacturing Com-
pany.

—

Interchangeahle Boot and Shoe Heel.—De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim.—^In an interchangeable boot or shoe heel,

the permanent half B, having an embedded plate, S,

with its socket e, and tapered screw-pin IST, in com-
bination with the changeable base A, having an em-
bedded plate C and tenon R, when constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

97,682.—Emile Nougaret, ISTewark, IsT. J.—
Machine for Washing Wool.—December 7, 1869;

antedated December 1, 1869.

Claim.—A. wool-washing machine, consisting of

the annular vessel A and elevated reservoir E, all

arranged and operating substantially as herein shown
and described, so that the leaning liquid will serve

to keep the wool in motion within the vessel A, as

specified.

97,683.—Ren:^ Olivier, Paris, France.— YeJoa-
fede.—December 7, 1869.

Claim,.—For the suspension of the wheels of veloci-

- pedes, the combination of an auxiliary compensating-
fork.

97,684.—Hexry O. Peabody, Boston, Mass.—
Centrifugal Machine for Extracting Honeyfrom the

Comb.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use, in centrifugal machines, of

two or more Mght portable vessels, arran ged around a
common center, and attached to the arms, of a light

frame, in such a manner that either or all of them
may be removed therefrom, when desired, said

frame being mounted upon a central spindle, around
which the whole may revolve, and each of the said

vessels being adapted to receive a wire screen, and
the material to be acted vipon, substantially as

described.
2. In combination with two or more vessels,

arranged as described, the outlet N, inclined conduit
(/, outlet g', annular groove B, and discharg-e-orilices

C C, substantially as described.

97,685.—"William Pearson, Windsor Locks,
Conn.

—

Spring.—DeccTnber 7, 18G9.

Claim.—A combined or combination-spring, made
up of a series of spiral springs connected by tongues
and grooves, to act in unison, yet free to ojierato

separately, in a limited degree, substantially as
specified.'

97,686 A. TV. Perry, Saint Joseph, Mo.—
Piano-Forte Action.—December 7, 18()9.

Claim,.—1. The combination of back-catch, Imving
lip e', with lever C, pivoted near its center, upon the
adjustable fulcrum B, and operating, in connection

with stop m and fixed butt E, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

2. The spring S, when applied between the flaneh

or fianch-rod and the front side of a jack articulated

at the stem G- at j, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

3. The arm L attached to the jack J, and operating
in connection with stop ?, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
4. The adjustable stop n, supported by a post

attached to tlie butt E, or key-lever, and operating in
connection with the jack, substantially as and for the
purposes indicated.

97,687.—Hans Peterson, Bed Wing, Minn.

—

Feed- CwWer.-December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame M, arm L, lever K, pitman
H, crankshaft E, and wheel R, when constructed
and arranged to operate as specified.

2. In combination with frame M, and its operating
connections, the cylinders F and D, and removable
knife T, when constructed and arranged as and for
the purpose specified.

97,688.—Immanuel Pfeiffer, New York, N".

T., assignor for one-half to Henri M. Braem, same
place.

—

Apparatusfor Cleaning Barrels.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A machine for cleaning hogsheads, bar-
rels, and casks, combining in its construction a re-

volving circular vessel, around the axis of which are
arranged (on pivots) one or more revolving frames,
in which such hogsheads, barrels, and casks are to
be suspended, a stationary sheave, an endless chain
for rotating the pivoted revolving frames, and
another endless chain for rotating the hogsheads,
barrels, and casks around their axis, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of vessel
A, main or driving-shaft B, socket C, stationary
sheave or ratchet-wheel K, movable ratchet-wheels
H, endless chain L, shafts F, ratchet-Avheels I, and
the revolving frames E, when constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the revolv-
ing frames E, consisting of platform E, vertical
frames E' and E", cross-head E'", plate or flange Pi,

adjustable thumb-screws P^, projection P, India-
rubber cushions Q, crank or bent rod E., bolt S, lever
O, inclined groove dfriction-wheels N, endless chain
M', and wheel M, when constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,689.— William L. Phillips, Normal, 111. —
Ventilator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of the air-shaft C,
smoke-stack or foul-air shaft B, shafts D and E E,
and the double floor or sides, constructed substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

97,690.—Martin Prillaman, Tipton, Ind., as-
signor to himself and .Elizabeth Eessler, same
place.

—

Draught-Regulator for Flotvs.—December 7,

1869.

Otoim.—Plate a, plates 6 and c, screw e, and lever-
bar/, in combination with half-circle tt, plate o, lever
t, catch k, spring m, and draught-rod p, substan-
tially as herein set forth, and for the purposes speci-
fied.

97,691.—Treat T. Prosser, Chicago, HI.—Jfa-
chine for Swaging Threads on Screws.—December 7,
1869.

Claim.—1. The guides C, when constructed as.

herein described, and arranged to be adjustable by
the screws c d and spring i, and to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The water-tank D, with the die-roller E raountotl
therein, constructed and arranged substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The roller-head K, having the diorollers J ar-
ranged in its periphery, in corauinatiou with the die-
rollers E,. for forming the thread upon the blanks,
substantially as set forth. » '^ •<*• •••k***.*.*,

4. In combination Avith the shaft T. provided with
the guides O, the cam-lovers <j, dogs /(, and conical
tube P, when constructed anil arranged to operate
substantially as herein described, and for the purpose
set forth.
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5. In coiabination with the shaft T, and its feed-

ing-devices, the devices for automatically shifting the
belts, consisting of the lever m, providing with a
weight Y, the connecting-rod o, and belt-shifter G,
when constructed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. In combination with the shaft T and the devices
for holding the bolt, the spiral spring u, for throwing
the bolt out, after it is released, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

97,692. — William Patterson Pugh, High
Point, JST. C. — Manufacture of Soap.—December 7,

1869.

Claim. — The improved soap herein described,
made by combining the materials herein named, sub-
-stantially in the manner described.

97,693.—John P. Eechten, New York, IST. Y.
-^Gun-Harpoon.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the main stock
•or handle to a hand-weapon, of the description herein
referred to, of a harpoon, connected with the tow-
line of the weapon, and arranged to operate as a pro-

jectile from a barrel carried by the main stock, and
provided with suitable firing-contrivances, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The combination of the barrels C and D, the
sliding rod or firing-point E, the harpoon F, for op-

eration in connection with a bomb, H, the tow-line

G, and the main stock A, essentially as herein set

forth.

3. The combination, with the barrels C and D, and
sliding rod or firing-point E, of the seres b b and
hammers c c, substantially as shown and described.

4. The stop/ ou the tow-line Gr, in combination
^ith the harpoon F and loop or eye e, on the main
stock A , essentially as and for the purpose herein set

^ forth.

97.694. — Erank Eeed, Eitchburgh, Mass. —
'Privy-Seat.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated November
•30, 1869.

Claim:—1. The shaft D, with its pinions e and/,
the sector-bar L, spring 7n, rod o, and tread-piece N,
in combination with privy-seat, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the shaft g, pinion j, and
double rack k, with the shaft D, carrying the valve
C, and operated as described, and with the extra
'Seat B, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

97.695. — A. E. Eeeder, Normal, 111. — Piston-
Valve.—Decemhev 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A valve, of the form and construction
described, adjustable, by a right-and-left screw, upon
ithe valve-stem, receiving the stem between the two
valve or piston heads, and secured and held in posi-

tion in the inner cylinder by the arms J J, as de-

scribed.
2. The adjustable lining, or inner cylinder, adjusta-

He by the screw in the outer cylinder and cylinder-
head, for the purpose of shifting the lining, and hold-

ing it in position, as described.

97,696.—Adam Eeid, Buffalo, N. Y.— Tubular
Refrigerator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—As my improvement, the refrigerator B,
pivoted to the frame A, and provided with top doors
D D and inside doors D' D', ice-compartment E,
waste-pipe E, vat G-, and shelves K K, attached to
brackets on the side of the refrigerator, by means of

pins H, all constructed as herein described, for the
purposes specified.

97,697.—Hermann Eetzlaff, Saint Louis, Mo.—Land-Boiler.—December 7, 1869.

Clai7n.—The frame A, shafts E. and rollers E',

with intermatching beads E, substantially as set
-forth.

97,698.—Andrew J. Beynolds, Chicago, 111.—
Atmospheric and Condensing Hydraulic Engine. —
December 7, 1869,

Claim.—1. In combination with the devices em-
ployed for connectino; together the pistons, the cyl-

inder C, provided with the ports H and side-pipes

H', by means of which steam is admitted to the
channel-plate, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The arrangement of the air-valves o, the lifter-

rods O, the follower O', the yoke P, with the cross-
head E", the piston-rod E', and the piston F, to open
and close the air-pipes before steam is admitted to
the cylinders, and after it is cut off, substantially as
set forth.

3. The arrangement of the piston-valves m, lifter-

rods N, yokes P, poppet-levers m' , tappets n w', fol-

lowers N', steam-chests M, and piston-rods E', for
admitting steam to and cutting it off from the cylin-
ders C, substantially as described.

4. The channel-plate D, foot-valves I, discharge-
pipes J, and clack-valves E K', in connection with
the pipe E and check-valves E', arranged substan-
tially as herein set forth.

5. An atmospheric and condensing hydraulic en-
gine, wherein two cylinders are employed, with their
pistons connected through a walking-beam, and so
arranged that the surplus power of one piston is

transferred to the other, so as to produce a continu-
ous reciprocating motion, without the use of a crank
and fiy-wheel, substantially as and for the purpose set
fortli.

97,699.—Quartus Bice, Nevada, Cal.—Flexible
Pipe- Coupling.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a flexible water-
pipe coupling of any suitable construction, the anti-
friction wheels E E E, in combination with the in-

verted circular plane L L L, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

2. The strap H H, the screw-bolt g g, follower 0,
and spring-box m, or their equivalents, for the pur-
poses set forth.

97,700.—Julius Bobbins, Auburn, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Making Buckles.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The intermittently-rotating head-block
r, constructed with an annular holding-seat, 8, for the
buckle-frames, and eyes s, and notches 4, for holding
the tongues in place during the operation of uniting
them with the buckles, substantially as before de-
scribed.

2. The combination of an intermittently-rotating
head-block, r, with the toothed detaching-arm c', for
the purpose of removing thefinished buckle from said
head-block, substantially as before described.

3. The combination of the intermittently-rotating
head-block r, constructed as described, with the
horizontal and vertical upsetting and bending tools
a^ q, constructed, arranged, and operating, as hereia
described.

4. In combination with horizontally and vertically
reciprocating upsetting and bending tools, the feed-
ing-arm t, with its toothed wheel 12, the intermit-
tently-rotating head-block r, with its friction-brake
z, and the detaching spring-toothed arm e^, the whole
arranged and operating as described.

5. The arrangement of the walking-beam d, the
connecting-arm v, and the cams j and 2, the bar e,

link /, and arm i, for giving motion to the acting-
parts of the machine, as herein described.

97.701.— Z. C. Bobbins and H. A. Bobbins,
Washington, D. C.— Knife-Sharpener.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The four-eared and laterally-grooved
body a c c c c of our improved knife-sharpener, when
the shape thereof is such as will enable it to be
placed in a working position upon the tines of a fork,

substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the annularly-grooved roll-

ers b b with each other and with the peculiarly-

shaped body a c c c c of our improved knife-sharp-

ener, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of emery or corundum with
the highly-tempered metallic ridges of knife-sharp-
eners. Substantially in the manner herein set Ibrth,

by which the said gritty substance will act conjointly
with the said metallic ridges in the reduction of

knives, &c., to sharp-cutting edges.

97.702.— G. EOBINSON, Louisville, Kj.— To-
bacco-Elevator.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a pair of endless
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elevators, provided with hooks B, of the supplying
and discharging jacks, substantially as specified.

O'J'j'J'OS. — Gr. Robinson, Louisville, 'Kj. — Ma-
chine for Rolling, Pressing, and Cutting Tobacco.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The fixed partitions D. feeding-belts c,

rollers ABE, and the discharger F, slotted to fit in

the grooves in the roller B, to guide the tobacco to

the cutting-rolls G andH, all combined, constructed,

and arranged with relatiQn to each other, as shown
and described.

97,704.—William A. Eobinson, Grand Eapids,
Mich., assignor to O. B. ]sroRTH and Company.—
2^/*ac(?--Buc/rfe.—December 7, 1869.

Claim:—In combination with the buckle-frame A,
constructed with trunnions a a thereon, and the
cross-bar B, the said cross-bar having the tongue D
formed thereon, the clamp, consisting of the bars I
and G, with the two sides F F, the said two sides

curved, and arranged as described, so as to operate
under the trunnions, and clamp the strap between
the bars I and B, substantially in the manner herein
set forth.

97,705.—Timothy Eose, Cortland, and Platt
S. BUELL, Windsor, "N. Y.— Coil-Spring and its At-
tachments.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The coil-spring A B, in the form de-

scribed, that is, with the lower part in a conical
form, and the upper part in a cylindrical form, for
the uses and purposes set forth.

2. The combination of a conical coil-spring,
(whether with or without the cylindrical part,) with
the concave depression underneath said spring,
when made in the manner described, for the uses
and purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the spring A B, the con-
cave depression C C, and the plug or standard I, for
the uses and purposes described.

97,706.—Ira Mosiier Eussell, Lewiston, Me.—Spring-Bed Bottom.—Decemoer 7, 1869.
Claim.—The arrangement of each of the bands C

or C -nith the spring'B, the slats D, and the pins or
studs c of such slats, such arrangement involving the
extension of the band through the several springs
thereof, and the pins or studs into the holes of the
band, in manner substantially as and for the purpose
as described. "

.

97,707. — Andrew Schollars, Leavenworth,
Kansas.— Apparatus for Laying out Stair-Bails.—
December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The supplementary post G, and arm H,
with their points made adjustable in any vertical and
horizontal, or inclined plane, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose of supporting the board, (or
plank to be cut,) in an inclined ]30sition, as speci-
fied.

2. The uprights N, and their braces O, and the
cross-bar M, with its hinged plates c c, arranged
substantially as described, for the purpose of securely
holding the head of the plank while describing anil
cutting the recxuired curved piece.

97,708. — William Sharkey, Chico, Cal.—
Horse Hay-Jtalce.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.— T\\Q combination and arrangement of the

hinged plate K, rod d, and stirrup of foot-piece g,
constructed to operate substantially as described,
for the purpose set forth.

97,709.— Mary A. Siieaffer, Eliziabcthtown,
Pa. — Process for Manufacturing Cheese. — Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim. — Tlie aboA'c-described composition and
mode of making my compound scalded cheese, sub-
stantially in the manner described.

97,710.—Hamilton Sherman, Wavcrly, Pa.—
Book-Holder.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, with the adjastal)lo
table D, of the elamiiing-bur I, adjusting-iinns F,
spring M, and adjusting-slide II, aU'substautially as
specified.

97,711.

—

James W. Shubert and Norval
Douglas, New Haven, Conn.

—

Plate for Holding
the Lids of Trunks in Place.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The plates A and B, fastened on the cor-

ners of trunks, and operating substantially as and.
for the purposes herein set forth.

97.712. — John Simpson, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Yisesfor Wood-Working.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

bench-leg A, jaw B, socket C, screw-rack bar F,
screw I, jaw H, and socket and lever K, with notch
and pawl e, all constructed as described, and oper-~
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein

.

set forth.

97.713. — Peter G. Smith, Brooklyn, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Eobert Donahue, same
place.

—

Key-Guard.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—A key- fastener, composed of the jaws A

.

A and boxes B B, constructed and fastened together-
substantially in the manner and for the purposes ,

herein set forth.

©7,714. — Egbert W. Smith, Toledo, Ohio.—
Bridge.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The provision, in a bridge, of the in--

clined lateral ties G G', extending from the rafters
F F', across the beams D, to the uprights C C, to
which beams and uprights they are bolted, substan-.
tially as herein described and for the purpose ex-,

plained.
2. In combination with the diagonal floor.-braces

E', the tie-bolts J K A A;' L, for the object herein de^
scribed.

97,715.—Samuel B. Smith, ISTew Haven, Conn..
—Hammer.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The implement composed of the claw ay

hammer b, ice-pick c, screw-driver h, and handle A,.
when the whole is constructed and arranged aa
herein described.

97,716.—William H. Simith, Newport, E. I
Boot and Shoe Cleaner.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The upright rotary brushes, geared,
and combined with the cylindrical corrugated driver
B, as and for the purposes described.

2. The scraper C, and brush D, in combination
with brushes E, and their driving-cylinder B, aa
described.

97,717. — Charles Edward Sneider, Balti-

more, Md.

—

Sight for Fire-Arms. — December 7,

1869.

Claim.—In combination with the front sight of a
fire-arm, a lens, located in close proximity thereto,

so as to leave the intervening space between said
front sight, or lens, and the rear sight unobstructed,
and the natural vision of the user unaffected, until

it reaches the lens, or front sight, at or near the front
of the barrel, as herein descrii3ed and represented.

97,718.—Howard Spencer and Lafayette K.
Saylok, Philadelphia, Pa. — Manufacture of Iron
and Steel.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The process, substantially as described
of converting iron-ore directly into steel, or into re-,

fined cast iron, at one operation, and in one chamber
of a blast-furnace.

97,719.

—

Emene/.er Sperry, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Toy Harpoon-Gun.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The barrel A, when provided with a
slot, a', in its bottom side, for the passage of the.

cord c, as herein described and set forth.

2. The arrow C, when niiule hollow, for tlie reoep»
tion of the cord c, and otlierwiso pi-ovidcd with a
notch at c^, for the passage of the cord to the slot a,

as herein described.
3. Tlie hollow plunger or follower D, when slotted

at d, for tlie passage of the cord c to the slot a, as set

forth and described.
4. Tlio sin-ing-clainp c or c\ in combination with

the barrel A, as described and shown.

97,720.—JosT Stengel, Croton.Mich.—<Si)nng!-.

Bed Bottom.—December 7, 1869.
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Claim.—I. The reversible springs C C, prorided
with movable pieces D D, as aud lor the pm-poses
herein set forth.

2. The bed-bottom, herein described, composed of

the bed-slats E E, cross-slats 1 1, and springs G G,
all as specified.

3. The arrangement, within a bedstead, of the
springs C C, pieces D D, bed-slats E E, cross-slats I
I, and springs G-G, aU constructed as described, and
operating as and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,721. — SiMOX Sterxs, Isew York, X. Y.—
Pleating-Machine.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding plate K", arranged to operate
substantially in the manner and for the pui-pose de-
scribed.

^ 2. The lever P, provided with vertical rod S, to
which is attached foot T, operating in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the slotted
standards B B, shaft D, with roller E, adjustable
shaft H, with roller I, plate If, cams O and E,
lever P, foot T, and table W. aU constructed and
arranged to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein set forth.

97,722.—"WiLLiAJi Stevens, Tarentum, Pa.

—

Bedstead-Fastening.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the latch e with the
parts C and D of the bedstead-fastener, tbe whole
being constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,723 James G. Stowe, Providence, Pv. I.—
Tool-Rest for Lathes.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the poppet-block A,
tool-rest B, helical cam-block C, screws d d, cog-
wheel b, and cog-rack e, or their equivalents, con-
structed and ai-ranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

97,724.—W. H. Straub, Danville, Ta.—Hay-
Loader.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted cross-pieces b, grooves or
track d, and shoes e. combined and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The slotted adjustable bracket k', standard k,

inclined frame A, and tongue C, combined and ar-
ranged substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. The slotted arms h, combined with the crank-
axle B' and frame A, in the manner and to discharge
the function set forth.

97,725.— Thomas H. Tatlow, Jr., Xewark,
Mo.

—

Washing-^Machine.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—J . The laterally-oscillating, backward and

forward as well as up and down adjustable rubber,
G-, of a washing-machine, when arranged to operate
•against a curved wash-boai'd, substantially as herein
shown and described.

2. The combination of the rocking-post C and bar
D, with the levers E E, rubber G-. hinged guard J,
and rod i, all arranged and operating "substantially
as herein shown and described.

3. The above, in combination with slotted plate a,

carrying the pin b, when adjustable on the pivoted
end of the post C, for regulating the height of the
rubber, substantially as herein shown and described.

4. The removable' pivoted guard and partition K,
when arranged and combined with the other parts
of the machine, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

97,726.—John I. Tat, Oakland, Cah—Ranging
Windoiv-Shades.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the plate e, pawl i,

ratchet-wheel g, loose pulleys k, cords D and I, and
weighted tassel E, when airanged to operate as
herein set forth.

97,727.—John I. Tay and Lodowick L. Saw-
yer, Oakland, Cal.

—

Means for Hanging Wi7idow-
Shades.—December 7, 1869.

Claim. — The combination, with an adjustable
shade-roller, 0, of a fixed pulley, a, loose pulley b.

and endless cord k, arranged to operate as herein set
forth.

97,728. — Joseph Taylor, Hudson, K". J.

—

Bread-Slicer.—December 7, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the base A, revolv-

ing receiving-case E, and plate C, forming cutters a',

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.
2. The cover I, constnicted as described, with the

plungers J, and adapted to press the contents of the
openings H within the revolving case, in contact
with the cutters a', substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

3. The adjustable plates K, in combination with
the case A, revolving case E, and cutters a\ sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified.

97,729.— John Henry Thomas and Phineas
P. Mast, Springfield, Ohio.

—

Grain-Drill.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

Claim.—]. A grain-drill, having two sets of drag-
bars, one set being hinged to a stationary bar B, and
the other set being hinged to a movable bar, C, the
latter being arranged to be secured at the front, or
moved back so as "to bring the points of hinging of
the two sets in hue, substantially as described.

2. Attaching the drag-bars D to the under side of
the cross-bar B, and the drag-bars E to the rear edge
of the movable bar C, so as to brin^ the drill-tubes
all in line, when the bar C is moved back, substan-
tially as described.

97,730.—J. B. Tan Dyne, Xashville, Tenn.—
Railway- Car Brake.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated
Xevember 30, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The tiller-wheel G-'^, in combination
with the rope or chain G-, guide-pulleys g d d^, and
movable blocks E, the whole constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described, for the purpose of
simultaneously applying and" releasing the brakes of
a railroad-train, as set forth.

2. The brake-shafts E' and ropes or chains E, in
combination with the guide-pulleys d^, blocks E, and
pulleys e^ e, substantially as described, and for the
purpose of operating the brakes of each car sepa-
rately, as set forth.

3. The rope or chain H, rods J, and ropes or chains
J^ in combination with the pulley e, guide-pulleys
d^, pulleys J^ i i^, and brake-beams I I', the whole
constructed and operating substantially as described,
for the purpose of applying the brakes to both sides
of the truck-wheels, as set forth.

97,731.—Nicholas S. Tedder, Troy, jS". T.—
Cooking-Stove.—December 7, 1869; antedated No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The hot-air chamber C. provided with
partitions de, openings/, and regulating-slide g^, con-
structed and arranged as described, whereby the air

is first heated, and then passed into the grate at the
ends, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

97,732 Samuel D. Tose, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Coal- Stove.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The local ring-scraper, for cleaning the
upright flues of stoves, when constructed and oper-

ated substantially as herein set forth and described.

2. The combination of a wire shield or door, A

,

with a draught-register, when said door is con-
structed and aflixed as above described, and for the
purpose of catching sparks.

3. The combination of a safety-button C, when
used in connection with a separate latch or turn-key,
for the purposes of safety, as above described.

97,733. — Cornelius T^alsh and Josiah
"Walsh, jS'ewark, jS". J., assignors to Cornelius
Walsh.—Fastening for Traveling-Bag.—December
7, 1869.

Claim.— A fastening for traveling-bags, composed
of a bracket. 1, clasp 2, 4, 5, 6, and button or stop
3, 7, constructed and arranged to operate in the man-
ner herein represented and described, for the pur-
poses set forth.

97,734.—"William G. "Ward, Xew York, :S". Y.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—I. The combination of the hammer and
firing-pin C, provided with the groove c, at the rear
end thereof, with the automatic catch b, substan-
tiallv as shown and described.
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2. The combination of the bolt A, spring a, and
pin b, with the hammer and firing-pin C, formed with
the groove at the rear end thereof, substantially as

shown and described.

97,735.—Addison G. Waterhouse, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Pen.—December 7, 1869 ; antedated l^o-

yember 25, 1869.

Clawn.—The application of the gauge or shoulders

C, acting on the levers A, so as to prevent too great
a strain being put upon the springs Y, and thereby
preventing the points d fi-om being broken off.

97,736.—Lawrence B. Waterman, Chicago,
111., assignor to Louis B. Kelly, same place.

—

Clothes-Drier for Stove-Pipes.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the collar A with its

flange a and thumbscrew c, in combination with the
disk or ring B, with its projections d and slots/, as

shown and described.

97,737.—Henry "Wigley, 'New Albany, Ind.

—

Boiler- Feed and Water-Heater.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A reservoir constructed as described,
and connected with, the boiler, substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the outer reservoir A, inner
reservoir B, provided with flanges a a, and V-shaped
perforated cap D, tortuous pipe E, inlet F, and
outlets G, H, and I, aU substantially as herein set

forth.

97,73S.—A. WiLKE, Brunswick, Germany.—
Jce- Creeper.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—An ice-creeper, consisting of the metal
frame, A; provided with the clips L and the screw
F, with the felt sole B attached, substantially as
described.

97,739 F. L. Wilkins, Saint Mary's, Ohio.—
Corn-Planter.—December 7, 1869; antedated De-
cember 4, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The seed-boxes K, when provided with
the projections IST, in combination with the slides P,
arm K, and spring S, when used substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The marker G, when provided with a slot upon
its inner side, and with curved arm H, when used
in the manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The levers M, in combination with the seed-
boxes K, slides P, and cam-wheel B, when used sub •

stantially in the manner as described.
4. The marker Gr, and arm H, in combination with

the cam I and rod O, Avhen used substantially as set
forth.

5. Tlie plows D and F, cam-wheel B, marker G-,

provided witli arm H, rod O, and cam I, in combi-
nation witli the levers M, seed-boxes K, and slides P,
when all are arranged in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth and described.

97,740.—TsAiAH M. Williajis, Clinton County,
Ohio.

—

Tire-Heater.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The box F, in combination with the
ventilators//, and the ears or buckets g g, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The revolving platform E, in combination with
tlie ci'ank B, horizoatal beam D, and lever C, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
l)urposo described.

3. In combination with the revolving platform E,
crank B, hn'cr C, and beam D, the box F, with ven-
tilators / /, and oars or buckets g g.

97,741—John H. Wilson, Philadelpliia, Pa.,
and Jacob C. Oua'WATKR, Newark, N. J.—Mechan-
ism for Driving tSewing-Machines.—December 7,

1869.

Claim.—I. The grooved friction-whcol D, and
brake-arm E, and shoe E', when thov are secured to
the arm B in sucli manner that the tn-akc-arni shall

be adjustable, Hul)Htautially as d(^8cribed.
2. Elbow-hiver B IV, wlieelD, brake-arm E, spring

F, and treadle-arm G, wlien tlic same ai-e so com-
bined and arranged as to operate substantially as
described.

97,742.—Joseph Wilson, Little Falls, N. J.—
Mole-Killer.—Decemhev 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the outer case or box:

A, inner box B, spikes C, bail or loop D, arm E,
shaft F, elastic rods G g'y and sliding bars H h' I,

with each other, said parts being constructed and
operating as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,743.—Levi Wilson, Springfield, Ohio.— Ci-

der-JlfiiL-December 7, 1869.

Claim-—1. The combination of the wheel D, re-

ciprocating plunger K, and chambered wheel L,
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In combination with the plunger K, a revolv-
ing wheel L, constructed with chambers I, con-
tainhig followers M, substantially as set forth.

3. The wheel L, when constructed with cham-
bers I, and chambered recesses V, connected by slits,

to permit the expressed juice to flow through the
wheel.

4. The combination of the wheel L, the follqwers
M, and the cam-plate N, arranged in relation to each
other, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the plunger K, lever I, and
cam-wheel H, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

6. The combination of the chambered wheel, the
cam-plate IST, springs g, plate Q, and set-screws, for

regulating the relation of the cam-plate to the wheel,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of the spur-wheel F, pinion
E, and shaft F^, bearing the thread of an endless-

screw wheel G, shaft G', and cam-wheel H, for

simultaneously operatino- the grinding-wheel, press,

plunger, and chambered wheel D, substantially as
set forth.

97,744.—Allen L. Wood, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Treatinq Diseases by Mechanical
Movement.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. As an instrument of hygienic treat-

ment, the vibrating bar G, having a rotary motion
at the end actuated, and its opposite extremity con-
nected with a vertical vibratory support, for produQ-
ing the operation of kneading and vibrating through
the medium of fixed or removable attachments, for

the purpose substantially as shown and described.
2. In combination with the bar G, the pitman J,

and elbow-lever K, for converting the circular vibra-

tory into vertical and horizontal vibratory motion,
substantially as set forth.

3. In combination with the vibrating bar G, oper-

ating as described, the removable leather-covered,
ribbed, rubbing-attachment M, substantially as de-

scribed.
4. The foot and hand rests or bars, having contin-

uous rotary motion given by the disk at the point of
attachment, substantially as shown and described.

5. The radially-ribbed rubbing-disk. Fig. 4, oper-
ated by any suitable mechanism, either by rotary or
pscillating motion, substantially as set fortli.

6. The compound cam-wheel E, for producing a
kneading effect by rotary motion, substantially as
shown and described.

7. Extending the usual opening for the operation
of the vibrating-devices through the entire length
or breadth of the talfle on Avliicli the patient rests, so
that the l)ar G may operate for tlie entire length or
breadth of said table, substautially as set forth.

97,745. — James A. Wood and Eovvaud V
Maruaker, Crosswicks, N.J.

—

Oate.—December 7,

1869.

Claim.—1. The movable shaft or rod D, i)rovided

with pivot d, arms E, ami pivots //', substantially
as and for the purposes liereiu set forth.

2. In combination with tlie arm E and pivots//,
the plate g, constructed as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The crank F. secured to the x\\)\wv end •f tlio

shaft D, and provided at its rear end witli a box-liko
projection, in wliich tbo pulls G G are pivoted, all

substautially as and for tlie purposes iioroiu set forth.

4. Tiie arrangcmiMit of the pawls G G and spring
h, in combination with the projections i i on the cir-

cle C, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
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5. The lerer H, provided at its center irith the
clamp I, and haying a rod, J, attached at each end,
snbstantiallT as and for the purposes set forth.

6. The arrangement and combination of the mova-
ble shaft or rocTD, provided with pivots d and//,
crank P, pawls Gr G, lever H. rods J J, and circle

C, all constructed as described, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein
set forth.

97,746.—ALEXA>T)EKTrKiGHT, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Floic.—December 7, 1569.

Claim.—Providing the mold-board A with lugs S,

and combining it with the cutter D, substantially as
herein described.

97,747.—ED>TrN- il. Day. Elkhart, JJl.—Game-
Trap.—December 7, lSd9.

Claim.—1. The doors H, secured to andrevolvlng
with the shaft I, and operated by means of the trough
K, the ball L, and the arm M," substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2. The means employed for resetting the trap,

consisting of the door E', the shalt E, aiid the arms
O and X, in combination with the above-claimed de-

vices, substantially as herein described.
3. The hereinbefore-described animal - trap, con-

sisting of the box A, provided with the open end B,
and vrith the openings G-. the swinging doors C. D',

and E', and H. the shaft I, the trough K, the ball L,
and the arms M X and O, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

97,74S T. G. Spkixgee. Clinton, Iowa.—Ga^-
Machine.—December 7, 15(59.

Claim. — 1. Pegulating the fiow of the carburet-
ing-material into the generating-chamber automatic-
ally, by balances, in such a manner that it will be
supplied only in proportion as it is needed for evap-
oration and use. substantially as herein set forth.

2. Maintaining automatically within the gene-
rating-chamber of a carbureter "or gas-machine the
necessary degree of temperature, by means of the
expansion and contraction of any suitable material
used for that purpose, substantiallv as herein set
forth.

3. Surrounding the generating-chamber of a cai'-

bureter or gas-machine with a suitable fluid or other
material capable of being expanded and contracted
by heat and cold, substantially as herein set forth.

4. Maintaining the same degree of pressure of the
atmospheric air, both above "and below the carbu-
reting-material, substantially as herein set forth.

5. The combination of a water-tank A, reservoir
E, aperture a, and air-pipe &-. aH constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set foith.

6. The balance G. provided at one end with the
adjustable weight K, rod d. and valve e, and at the
other with the tube i and cup I, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

7. In combination with the balance, thus con-»
structed, the cup/, receptacle g. and pipe h. aU con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

8. The arrangement of the generating-chamber S,
tube i, and cup I, the latter provided with sponge,
or other stiitable porous material, substantiallyas
and for the purposes herein set forth.

9. In combination with the generating-chamberH.
the outside chamber L and pipe M, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

10. The piston or plunger js. rod r. adjustable lever
P, and stop-cock o, aU constructed ana arranged to
operate substantiallv as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

11. The combination of the longitudinaEy-slotted
lever P. and the longitudinally-slotted bar H. sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

12. The heating-chamber X. with pipes k I, lead-
ing to the chamber L and the btimer j/i. consti'ucted
and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
herein set"forth.

13. The heating-chamber T, with pipes t t and
burner s. constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purposes herein set ibrth.

97,749.—Moses BuRLiSGAiiE, Garrattsville, "N,

T., assignor to himself and James E. Pilkixgtox,.
TTashington. D. C.

—

Machine for Making Candle-
Molds.—Decemhev 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. Candle-molds, with their tips formed
fiom the same blank, at one operation, by machinery
constructed substantially as described.

"

2. The combination of a mandrel, B, provided with,
a longitudinal groove, b. the inclosing forming-case
A, having a feeding-opening, a. and swaging-die C,
having a socket. I.'all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination of the pivoted dog G with a
mandrel, constructed with a notch or groove &, for

arresting the motion of the mandrel in the proper
position to be locked with the blank, substantially

!
as described.

4. The sliding biting-arms m, for holding the mold
'within the caseTfor the purpose of allowing the man-
drel to be turned independently of the mold, to un-
lock the latter therefrom, substantially as described.

5. The combination of the pivoted arm F, for

locking the mandrel within the case A, with the
toothed dog G, and swaging-die C. all aiTanged and
operating substantially as described.

6. The combination' in a machine for forming can-
dle-molds from a single blank, at one and the same
operation, of a receiving-case. A, a forming-man-
drel. B. a swaging-tip die, C, sliding biting-arms m,
pivoted locking-arm F, and anesting-dog G, aU con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.

7. A candle-mold, with its tip made from a single
blank, provided with V-shaped projections at one
end, as a new article of nianui'actm'e, substantiallj^

as described.

97,750.—GoTTFSiED BiEEiN'G, ISTcw York, X. Y.—Soop-Skirt.—December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the ordinary hoops
E. of a skiit and additional auxiliary and adjustable
hoop G, operating as a spring, forming loops, and
sbdiug backward or forward in links H, as herein
described and for the piu'poses set forth.

97,751.—KexstB. Adams. Xew York, X. Y.

—

Fluting-Machine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The spring M, levers E and L, the set-

screw X, and roller B, when combined and ananged
to operate substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown.

97,75-2.—Geoege TT. Biluxgs, Chicago, HI.—
Elastic 'Washer for Carriages. d:c.—December 14,

1869 ; antedated December 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. A metallic concavo-convex washer, so
constructed that the edge of the concave side shall

have a continuous rib or rim. B. substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the concavo-convex washer
A. rim B, and filling C, in the manner as and for

the purpose described.

97,753. —A3EAlla:^! Bitxek, Jr., Lancaster.
Ta.—Adjustable Wagon-Bottom a?id Chute.— De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable bot-

tom B. in a wagon, in combination "with a trap or
valve, D, in said bottom, so that it may be connected
with a trough or chute, for dischaiging coal or the

like, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

97,754.—Thomas Schoexbergee Blaie, Pitts-

burgh. Pa.

—

Mode of Treating Conglomerates of Cast
Iron.—December 14, 1869. _

Claim.—The before-described improved treatment
of pig-bloom, wherein the pig-bloom is first heated
to the requisite degree to render it friable, is then
crushed, and the crushed material charged at once
into a reverberatory furnace, with the least possible

loss of heat.

97,755.—JOHX Bloie. Mount Pleasant, Md.—
Animal-Trap.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The toothed ring B, provided with the

cross-bars b' b". and combined with the vertical

posts A' a a. spring c. trigger e, bait-holding appa-

ratus d d', and connecting-rod h, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.
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97,756.

—

Joshua Brooks, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Benjamin E. Corlew, same
place.

—

Electro-Magnetic Advertising-Frame.— De-
cember 14, 1869 ; antedated December 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. Drums H H', ratchets h h', pawls g g',

bell-crank e' /', e f, and bars d d', in combination
with an electro-magnetic apparatus, substantially
as described.

2. Drum H, strap q, stud p', in combination with
bell-crank lever m' I', rod v, wire s, ball i, and pawl
g, substantially as described.

97,757.—William I. Bunker, Yankton, Da-
kota Territory.—Lamp-Extinguisher.— December
14, 1869.

Claim.—A slot, a, in the side of a wick-tube, near
the top, with a tap, b, extending down from the up-
per edge of the slot, at an angle from the tube, for

the purpose of conveying the rising aii* to the flame.

97,758.—Egbert F. Burns, Albany, N. Y.—
Machine for Polishing the Edges of Boot and Shoe
Soles.—December 14, 1869.

Claitn.— 1. The jwlishing-cylinder D, when fur-

nished with the creasing-projections s s and the in-

clined grooves o o, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. In combination with a polishing- cylinder, D,
constructed with a solid face, and provided with
creasing-projections s s, the jet of gas or other flame
G, applied substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The revolving nut d, sorew f, hand-wheel C, in
combination with the frame A, and the adjustable
gauge B, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The stops k, made into and in combination with
the adjustable gauge B, substantially as and for the
pui'pose set forth.

97,759.—Peter Campbell, CarroUtown, Pa.—
Bee- Hive.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vertical ventilating-tube A, pass-
ing centrally through the hive, open at the top and
bottom, and perforated and provided with screens,
all substantially as herein described.

2. The construction of the hive proper, of a base
B, glass sides and back c c c, hiuged shutters C E,
blocks e e, comb-frame supports H, removable upper
portion K K, and vertical central i)erforated tube A,
open at top and bottom, said hive containing the
suspended comb-frames G, the removable sections I,

and honey-boxes J", all constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described and shown.

97,760.

—

Peter Campbell, CarroUtown, Pa.—
Railway-Gate.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The self-closing gate, provided with
springs I, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The pivoted spring-holders G G', when con-
nected with the rail B', for the purpose, and sub-
stantially as described.

3. The catch-bars E E' and levers F F, in com-
bination with the spring-rail B', wlien constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

4. The combination of tlic self-closing gate, the
spring-rail B', posts H H. holders G G', and catch-
bars E E', and levers F F, all constructed and ar-
ranged to operate substantially as described.

97,761.—Thomas J. Chubb, Williamsburgh, N.
Y.

—

lieducing Ores.—December 14, 1869; antedated
June 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Effecting the heating, reducing, melt-
ing, or refining of ore, metals, metallic or earthy
substances by aid of an agitated intermittent recip-
rocating or rcvibrating motion to a current or blast
of air or gas entering the combustion-chamber of a
furnace, for the purpose of producing a perfect com-
bustion of the air and gases, and for the purpose of
facilitating the action of tlie heated gases or flame
to heat tlie metal, (or otlier substance to be acted
upon by tlie lieated gases,) witliout a cutting blast.

2. Tlie employment of an agitating, revibratiiig
motion to air, steam, gas, or gases, passing tlirough
or among particles of coal or other carbonaceous
matter in a gas-jjrodiiciiig furnace or apparatus, for
the purpose of aiding tlie i)roduction or improving
tlie quality of combustible gas.

3. Effecting the heating, reducing, melting, or re-
fining of ores, metals, metallic or earthy substances
by aid of gas, produced substantially as set forth.

4. Producing combustible gas by aid of an agi-
tated intermittent reciprocating or revibrating mo-
tion to the air, ste»m, gas, or gases in immediate
contact with the coal or other carbonaceous sub-
stances in a gas-producing furnace or apparatus.

97,762.—James B. Clark and Lucas C. Clark,.
Plantsville, Conn.

—

Machine for Bending and Fold-
ing Sheet-Metal.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the swinging
brakes C and D, and the folding-plate B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the swinging brakes C and
D, folding-plate B, brake-plate J, and cams F F, all

constructed and operated substantially as set forth,

97,763 Joseph S.Clark, E"ew York, M". Y.—
Saw-Swage.—December 14, 1869.

Claiin.—The removable diec, in combination with
the beveled jaws & and e, and handle a, all con-
structed, arranged, and operated as set forth.

97,764.—iSTELSON C. Cole, Beaver Dam, Wis.,
assignor to himself and Leverett H. Marvin, same
place.

—

Sash-Holder.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of a combination win-
dow-lock, with two, bolts upon one plate, and oper-
ated by detachable keys, operating upon each sash
independently, as herein described.

97,765. — Christopher Day, Mineral Point,
Wis. — Machine for Crimping and Forming the

Front of Boots.—December 14, 1869 ; .antedated JSTo-

vember 30, 1869.

Claim.—The new and improved method of form-
ing and crimping the fronts of boots, by means of
the ratchet-beam B and ratchet-bars E, E, in combi-
nation with the gates g g, stanchions o o, and toothed
jaws K K, and the adjustment of the stanchion-sec-
tions and jaws K K, by means of screws N and T T,
constructed and arranged as herein described.

97,766.—EOYAL E. Deane, Brooklyn,!^. Y.—
Water-Heaterfor Culinary Purposes.—December 14,

1869.

Claim,.—1. So constructing a water-heater for cu-
linary purposes, that the steam rising from the water-
boiling in the heater shall force any desired quan-
tity of boiling water out of said heater and into a
contiguous vessel, properly connected with the heater,
when the same shall be constructed substantially as
described.

2. The combination, with a steam-tight cylinder,
A, of the pipes F and G, when the same shall be
constructed and operate substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. In combination with the subject-matter of the
second clause of claims, the steam-cock H, pipe I,

and perforated plate or disk L, constructed and op-
erating as and for the purposes specified.

4. The combination, with a steam-tight cylinder,
A, provided with the pipes FandG, of a measuring-
scale, D, as and for the purposes fully described.

97,767.— Joseph W, Douglas, Middletown,
Conn., assignor to W. & B.Douglas. — Pump.—
December H, 1869.

Claim.—An air-chamber, and the passages con-
nected therewitli, having a porcelain-enamel sur-

face, as and for the purpose described.

97,768.—S. C. Frink and L. D. Harlan, In
dianapolis, Ind.

—

Dcpurator.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie sliield and adjustable liead-rest, in
combination with tlio elastic Imod, arranged as de-

scribed, substantially as and for the purposes sot
forth.

2. Securing the lunged covers of the box G, ar-

ranged with tlie folding lid, as described, by moans
of the hook-eeceutrics, arranged as and for tlio pur-
poses set forth.

97,769. — Charles B. Coouricu. Jr., Boston,
Mass.

—

Shutter- Faxtencr.—VwcmWr 14, 1869.

Claim. — Tlie coml)iiiation of a catch-rod, con-
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structed vrith. a screw-thread on the inner end, and a

catch on the outer end, with a brick perforated to

receive the same, and a nut to secure the same, all

substantially as and for the purposes described.

97,770.—Suspended. *

97,771.—GrEOEGE GuENTHER, Chicago, Bl.. as-

signor to himself and E. H. Heymaxx, Xew York
City.— Manufacture of Glue.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — As a new article of manufacture the
within-described canned glue, prepared substantially

in the manner and so as to combine the advantages
herein set forth.

97,772.—HrRA>r TT. HAYDEX,^aterbury,Conn.,
assignor to Holmes, Booth axd Haydexs, same
place.— Shade-Eings for Larap-Burners.—Decem-
ber 14, 1869.

Claim. — The crimps 2 2 in the springs o of the
shade-ring d, in combination with the bead i ai'ound

the base of the burner, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

97,773.-HiEA-Ai W. HAYDEX,Araterbury,Conn.,
assignor to Holmes, Booth axd Haydexs, same
place.

—

Lamp.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The perforated cyliuder d, and guide-

socket, made of one piece of metal, and removable
from the wick-tube, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

2. The perforated cylinder d, flange e, and guide

-

socket, in combination with the chimney-holder, at-

tached to the flange e, as set forth.

3. The perforated cylinder d, guide-socket g,

flange e, and chimney-holder/, made as specified, in
combination with the compound dome h i, with
flame-slot and notches o o, as and for the purposes
set forth.

97,774.—Erederick Hewitt, Bloomfield, X.J.—Fluting-2IacTiine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and. arrangement of the
heater-boxes A B, A' B', lever C, link D, spring H,
and lever G-, operated as shown and described.

97,775. — Abeam C. Jaql-es, Leavenworth,
Kansas.— Wagon-Brake.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ratchet i i i, on the top of the
percli A, the pawl e and lever d, as arranged there-

with, and connected with the brake-bar C, in com-
bination with the bell-crank lever h, to liberate the
pawl and brakes, all being aiTanged and operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The arrangement of the hand-lever I, guide-
ratchet j, the movable double-tree F, aU connected
together, and combined with the brake-locking and
liberating mechanism, as herein described.

97,776.—E. C. Jexktxs. Jr., TTorcester, Mass.—Wick-Trimmers for Lamps.—December 14, 1869
;

antedated December 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the wick -tube

of a lamp-burner, of a wick-cuttiug-device composed
of two cutting-plates or blades affixed to or forming
part of a sleeve fitting the wick-tube, and capable
of being moved up or down thereon, so as to bring
the blades up in position to cut the wick, or to lower
them out of the way.

2. A wick-cutting device, composed of the sleeve

d, spring-plates e, and blades /. the whole con-
structed and operating as described.

97,777.—Jesse B. Johxsox and Thomas E.
JOHXSON, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Lumber-Drier.—De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claim.—Eurnishing the drying-chamber with the
vertical deflectiag-plates D, and the horizontal de-

flecting-plates E, 'arranged substantially as set forth,

in combination with the furnace B, curved deflect-

ing-plate C, ventiducts G-, and longitudinal ducts
formed by the pieces H resting on the top of the
truck-frame, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,778.—Julius H. Joxes, Charlton, Mass.—
Turbine Water- TTAeeZ.-December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The wheel, composed of the two series

of buckets, D and E, both having a vertical inlet
and horizontal discharge, and the rims B and C, con-
fining the water admitted to the upper series to
them, when constructed and operating as above set
forth and described.

97,779.—Hexey J. Kixg and Bexton L. Beebe,
Middletown. X. Y.

—

Hydraulic Engine.—December
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rectangular box A, provided with
valve-chamber B, valves D, inlet and outlet pipes C
b. in combination with piston-boxes E, having the
pistons provided with air-chambers h' , substantially
as set forth.

2. The rectangular box A, with partitions and
plates a a, valves D D. rod or stem c, packing-box e,

inlet and outlet pipes C b, constructed and arranged
substantially as set forth.

3. The pistons E, so constructed with air-chambers
as to form a trunk, extending to the bottom end
thereof, in combination with valves and valve-cham-
ber, substantially as set forth.

4. The slide I." provided with V-shaped shoulders
i, and connecting by levers with valve-rod or stem
c, in combination with elongated cam J, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. The elongated cam J, so arranged with slide, as

to impinge against either side of the shoulders i

thereof, and operate the valves, substantially as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

•

97,780.-ERAxgois Alexaxtdee Le Mat, Xew
Orleans, La., assignor to Charles Pietroxi, Lon-
don, England. — Breech-Loading Revolving Fire-
Arms.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction and arrangement, with
the central bai-rel, of its hinged breech-block, and
the central firing-pin carried in'the same, and located,

with relation t^ the hammer, substantially as de-

scribed and shown.
2. The combination of tbe hinged breech of the

central barrel, carrying the percussion-pin or firing-

needle, as described, Avith the cartridge-retractor,

under the aiTana-ement and for the operation as set

forth.

3. The herein-described construction of the double
hammer, with a permanent beak orpin for exploding
the cartridge of the revolver, and a hinged auxiliary

hammer, constructed and arranged substantially as

specified, to strike against the percussion-pin of the

central baiTcl.

97,781.-EERDIXAXD LEROY, (EEEDrXAXD Le-
ROY, administrator.) of Commercial Boad. London,
England, assignor to himself and P. A. Victor Le
LUDEZ, England.

—

Composition for Covering Steairif

Boilers, and for other Furposes.—Decemberli, 1869.

Claim.—1. Certain additions to and modification

in the substances constituting the non-conducting
composition.

2. The use of brick-clay, powdered charcoal, saw-

dust, fuel - sweepings, cow - hair, cocoanut - fiber,

wheaten flour, yeast, or other fermentable substance,

the residues of' the conversion of starch into sugar
and cotton-foot oil, in combination, so as to form a

non-conducting composition.
3. The method of preparing the same by fermenta-

tion, and the method of applying the same, as set

forth in this specification.

97,782.—Edward C. Lewis, Benton Harbor,
Mich.— TTine and Cider Mill.—Deeemher 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The door or adjustable wall L', of the

intermediate chamber between the two sets of grind-

ing or crushing devices, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the chute-supports a^ a^,

arranged relatively to the two sets of gi-inding or

crushing devices, as shown, and the adjustable wall

L'. and removable chute or chutes X O, as and for

the purposes described.

97,783.—John E. Lewis, Piper City, TH.—Fx-
cavator.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The plow, provided with a mold-board

turned up at W, to carry earth on to the elevator, in

combination with the brace g, shoe-plate X, and con-

necting-plate t, as set forth.
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2. The combination of the plov D W T E, brace

j7, plates t X, stiles 0. 0, roller Y", and beams T and
G G', as described.

3. The combination of the frame A A', depending
standards J K and L K, cross-beam T, provided
with lugs TJ, wheel I, rope x, and chain Z, for sup-

porting and adjusting the plow and lower ends of

the elevator, as and for the purpose specified.

97.784.— Fkancis M. Lottridge, Portland,
Ind., assignor to himself, James M. Templer, and
James C. Jay.—Band-Tightener.— December 14,

1869 ; antedated December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of shaft A A^, hook
A?, ratchet-wheel A3, pawl a, spring a', crank B, and
cross-arm C, with pulleys c c and c' c', all arranged
to operate substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the cut C on
the upper side of the cross-arm C, with reference to

the band or rope, and the pulleys c' c', substantially

as shown and described.

97.785. — Francis M. Lowdejj aud John D.
Lovs^DEN, Lawrence, Ind.— CZocZ-i'^ender.—December
14, 1869.

Clai-m.—The clod-fender herein described, when
the same is constructed in its several parts and
used substantially as herein set forth.

97.786.— T. J. Magruder, Marion, Ohio.—
Shaft-Tug Lug for Harness.—December 14, 1869.

Clai'tn.—A harness-tug lug, provided with the
plate a, and secured to the skirts and pads as de-

scribed, when the lug is either made hollow, and pro-

vided with female-screw thread, and an engaging-
bolt, g, or solid, with removable nut d, all substan-
tially as specified.

97,787.—John W. Marshall, Gilman Joslin,
and Nelson Curtis, Boston, and Oliver Edwards,
Brookline, Mass.

—

Ships or Vessels for Carrying
Liquid Cargo.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cargo-space or
tank, either with or without compartments, with the
hull of a vessel, when arranged centrally within the
hold, and at such distance from the hull as to be ac-

cessible on all sides, and made of such relative

length, breadth, and height, that when filled with
cargo, the center of gravity and weight of the con-
tents will bear such relation to the center of gravity
and displacement of the vessel as to load aud trim
it, substantially as described.

2. The cargo-space, arranged centrally in the hull,

as described, and made with its sides longitudinally
«ontinuoas, in structural combination, with the hull,

as desciibed, so that the rigidity due to such con-
struction of the cargo ?imce shall be imparted to the
hull.

3. The combination of the series of tanks, arranged
centrally in tlie hull, and provided with rising-cham-
bers, as described, with the hull of the vessel, when
so arranged that the rising-chambers shall extend
above the outer deck, so as to serve as. liatches, and
iififord free communication between the interior of
the tanks and exterior of the hull, and as combings,
to prevent the influx of water that may come on
board, as well as means of keeping the tanks entirely
filled, substantially as described.

97,788.—Erank W. Marston, Boston, Mass.—
Fastening for C/orse^.s.—December 14, 1869; ante-
dated November 30, 1869.

Claim.—The sprinji a, covering the clasp, when
formed with a concavity, d, to engage witli the head
of the stud c, and retain it in position, substantially
as described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,789—W. B. McClurr, Alexandria, Va.—
Cart-Saddle.—December 14, 18(59.

Claim. — 1. The omployraont of rollers in the
^oove of a cart-saddle, wlien said rolh^rs have their
bearing directly upon the saddle, substantially as
described.

2. The cart-saddle described, having the groove a,
depression a\ rollers h, beariiigplato a\ and bolts c,

when combined and arranged as described, for the
purpose set forth.

97,790.—Philip C. McManus, Troy, N. Y.—
Potato-Digger.—December 14, 1869 ; antedated De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the diggerD LD,
the fixed apron E, and the pivoted vibrating sifter F,
with reference to each other and the wheels B B, the
bevel-gear wheel G, and the pinion H, in manner
substantially as herein set forth aud shown, for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination of the ratchet p and pawl R
with the lever Q, shaft V, arms M M, links a a, and
digger D L D, substantially as shown, for the pur-
pose set fortlL

3. Making the bars L of the digger in a flanged,
ribbed, or angular form at their top sides, substan-
tially as herein described and shown.

4. The combination of the cradle or bolster / S S,

sifter F, links h b, arms O 0, shaft "W, connecting-
arm T, crank U, pinion H, bevel-gear wheel G, and
wheel B, with each other, when arranged, with refer-
ence to the apron E and digger D L D, in manner
substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth. •

97,791.—J. S. Merchant, Hopedale, Ohio.

—

Washing-Machine.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.— The washing-machine, consisting of the

rectangular tub A, the removable concaves C C,
provided with end-pieces or extensions D D, forming
the spaces J J, and the semicircular rubber E, form-
ing one end of a lever K, whose fulcrum-rod G works
in vertical slots in the sides of the tub, all constructed,
combined, and arranged as shown and described.

97,792.—James Montgomery, CrotonLanding,
N. Y.--Railway-Rail.—Dece\xibev 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tubular rail, rolled in one piece, and
composed of a single bloom or ingot, having an aper-
ture through it of such shape and dimensions, and so
located as to leave the largest amount of metal at top
and bottom, (the points against which the wheels
bear,) the vertical or nearly vertical sides being par-
allel to each other.

2. Mounting tubular steel rails in string-pieces C,
from which they derive both vertical and lateral sup-
port, and securing them by bolts E, applied in any
manner substantially as set forth.

3. The dovetail-joints, represented in Fig. 9,
formed in substantially the manner described.

97,793.—William Morgan, Middlebrook,Va.—
Washing-Machine.—Decevah^v 14, 1869.
Claim.—]. The combination of the depressing-

lever, the sliding frame, the rubber, the tub, and the
oscillator, all constructed to operate as set forth.

2. The combination of the tub with the oscillator,
constructed and operating as herein described.

97,794.—H. H. Munroe, Louisville, 'Kj.—Com-
pound for Treating Rheumatism. — December 14,
1869.

_

Claim. — The above-described remedy for rheu-
matism, consisting of the compounds A and B, sub-
stantially as set forth.

97,795.— John Nesteu, Portland, Oregon.-
^cnfte-jEToo^.-December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The marker D, when provided with
the V-shaped cutting-edge, in combination with the
pin i, projecting from the pin h into tlie segmental
slot of the plate j', all arranged to operate substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The springs m m, in combination Avith the mark-
ing-device D h j, for the purpose of retaining tho
marker, arranged as herein shown and described.

97,796.-2. G.N015LE, Selma, Alu.—Roofing.

—

December 14, 1869. *

Claim.—The arrangement of tho sheets A B, iu

the concave form, bet\\ oen the i-afters, aiul of tho

cai)s or troughs C at tho joints over the rafters, all

substantially as specified.

97,797.—Anthony T. Norgax, Palo Alto, Pa.
— Device for Fastening riston to I^iston-Iiods.—
December J 4, 18()9 ; antodnted Doeeniber 7, 1869.

Claim.—The construclion and iirrangement of tho
piston-rod A witli convex nut C and piston H, sub-

stantially as described.
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97,798— G. S. NoRRis, Baltimore, Md.—J.J-

tachable and Removable Calks for Horseshoes.—De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claim.—An attachable and detachable calk, se-

cured to the shoe by the catch-piece e and the clinch-
nails//, with or without the creases in the shoe,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

97,799.—John Palex, Lockport, assignor to
Nathan T. Healy, Medina, N. Y.—Harness for
Horses.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
neck-strap, as herein described, the same consisting
of the length A, passing over the horse's shoulders,
and the side-straps a a, attached to the breast-plate
or collar, passing up through loops, and received at
the top by a single buckle, or any other dcA'ice,

whereby side-buckles are dispensed with, substan-
tially as set forth.

97,800—Thojias Payne, Detroit, Mich.—^aiZ-
way-Car Brake.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—1. The slotted draught-iron A, which slides

in tlie draw-bar B, in combination with and acting
on chain F, so that in starting the engine or power,
the pull on said draught-iron A is communicated to
and unwinds the chain F, thus acting on tumbling-
rod C and chain G, as and for the purpose above
described ; or, in case the chain V to be used in
place of the rod C, then said draught-iron A is

claimed in combination with and actiug on shaft U,
as and for the purpose above described.

_
2. The manner of putting the brakes on by " shut-

ting otF' and drawing the rod 0, thereby removing
the strain of draught-iron A upon chain F, in conse-
quence of which the spring H is released, and by its

own power, unaided either by concussion or momen-
tum, forces the brakes on.

3. The chains J J, tumbling-rod C, slides E, draw-
bar B, chain F, spring and spool H, chain G, ratchet
L, when arranged and acting in combination, as and
for the purpose above specilied.

4. The hand-power retaining and releasing device
K P Z E, for keeping the brakes partly off, and allow-
ing the strain to apply gradually, and also for re-

leasing brakes by hand, when desired, instead of by
engine or other power, when arranged and acting in
combination, as and for the purpose above set forth.

97,801.—A. Perin, Paris, Trance.—Saiv-MiU.
—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the upper or tension-
pnlley, the carriage E, screw-shaft d, miter-wheels
b, and crank a. when combined, as herein described,
with the standard B.

2. The arrangement of the linked serrated plates
K, rotating on chain-pulleys, spurs, and bevel-gears
i k I m n p q r, axle t, and pulleys z z', when com-
bined with the carriage L, as herein described.

3. The carriage L, screw-shaft Y, axle x, aiul .spur-

gears y y', when aiTanged as described.
4. The arrangement "of the carriage M, provided

with vertical rollers, elbow-lever &', weight c', and
screw e, in combination with the table c, as set forth.

5. The jointed guide e, through which the saw-
blade passes, wlien arranged with the cylindrical stem
H, substantially as described.

97,802.-Joseph A. Perley, Lynn, Mass., as-
signor to himself and "William H."^ Perley, same
place.

—

Spoke-Shave.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the two handles, the

double-edged knife, and the two throat-pieces, sub-
stantially in manner as specified.

97,803.—J. P. Perry,Wilkesbarre, Va.—Organ-
Bellows.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The additional (Chamber I, in combina-
tion with the chamber formed by the suspended
valve H, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The chamber ^S", attached to the exhaust-boai-ds,
as arranged and for the purpose specified.

3. Disclaiming the special arrangement of A. W.
"Wilcox, patented April 28, 1868, the combination of

the valve-chamber H, recess I, and chamber IST, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

4. The adjustable frame K, combined with the or-

gan-case, for the, support of the spring P, substan-
tially as specified.

97,804.—'William C. Pickersgill, Providence,
P. I., assignor to Providence Tool Company, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Setting Caps in Metallic Car-
tridges.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—The apparatus for setting a cap in a me-

tallic cartridge, substantially as herein shown and
described.

97,805.-"William C. Pickersgill, Providence,
R. I., assignor to Providence Tool Company, same
place.

—

Cap-Extractor for Cartridges. — December
14, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus for extracting the cap from
a metallic cartridge, substantially as herein shown
and described.

97,806.—"William C. Pickersgill, Providence,
P. I., assignor to Providence Tool Comp.\ny, same
pluce.

—

Apparatus for Setting Ballets in Cartridges,
—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus for setting a bullet in a
metallic cartridge, which consists of a suitable lever
or other power-press, in combination with a mech-
anism for greasing the bullet, substantially as de-
scribed.

97,807.-Lemuel Powell, Milford, Conn. —
Sra oke and Svark Conveyer for Railroad-Trains.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pip.es F G- H I and smoke-stack
D, all constructed and arranged in reference to each
other, as described.

2. The arrangement of xiipes H I, upon each side
of a i3assage-car, but in a reversed dii'ection, to con-
nect with a single pipe arranged on one side of the
tender, as set forth.

3. The combination of a stack-pipe, closed at top,
and an angular draught-pipe, F, with a series of
conducting-pipes, arranged, as described, in a hor-
izontal line below the. top of the highest car, but
above the window thereof, for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with pipes to transfer and dis-

charge the smoke behind the moving train of cars,

as set forth, an inclined pipe, J, located on the tend-
er, to receive the cinders, and convey them to t"ne

ground, or some receptacle, in the manner described.

97,808.-Thomas T. Powell and John F. Bur
roughs, Lawn Ridge, 111.

—

Convertible Bad-Board
and Platform for Wagons.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use and construction of the board
B, both as a platform or wagon-bed extension, and
as a wagon-seat, with its staples or hooks k k, or
equivalent fastenings for the ^ates, and the bars e' e,

substantially as described, and for the purposes set

forth.

2. In combination with tljLe above, the gates C D,
with their straps bbbb and eyes d d d d, secured by
the rod i, and auxiliary recess I, the braces a a, and
the transverse bar g, with its recesses or mortises /
/, all snbstantially as described, and for the purposes
hereinabove stated.

97,809.—A. Prutzmann, Canton, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Making Fly-Yets.—December 14, 1669.

Claim:— 1. The guide-i)late T, provided with the
arm U, with pressure roller ti, and the tension-device
2 2 3, and combined with the bed-plate by the clamp-
ing-screw Y, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

2. The adjustable arms "W S, secured to the plate

T by screws iv' t, and having the pressure-screws w
V at their ends, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The center-pin k, arranged on an arm, i, piv-

oted on the slide h, and held by a spring, j, attached
to the slide h, and acting between the end of the arm
i and the slide-rail Z, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

4. The combination of the plate B with clamp-
ing-bolt y. and knife x, guide-plate T, with clamp-
ing-screw Y, and pressure-roller u, arranged on arm
TJ. with tension-device 2 z 3, and slide-rails Z with
slide /i, having arm i, with center-pin k and spring

j, attached thereto, the several parts being arranged
substantiallv as and for the purpose specified.

5. The trimming- cutter 7, provided with the jam-
nut 9, when used in combination with the standard.
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M 11, provided with the slot 10, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

6. The trimming-cutter 70, provided veith the con-

ical end 73, when used in combination with the re-

•taining-plate 71, with clamping - bolt 72, and the
•standard M', substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

7. The burnisher 12, provided with one or more
holes, 13, and secured by the jam-nut 14, in the stand-
ard L, with slot 15, when used in combination with
trimming- cutter 7 or 70, substantially as and for the
pnrpose specified.

8. The standard K, with grooved wheel 16, when
used in combination witii the burnisher 12 or trim-

ming-cutter 7 or 70, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

9. The vise-cylinder I, composed of the jaw I',

fixed to the shaft 20, and provided with the incline

24 and lip 21, and the jaw 17, provided with screw
18 and wedge 22, and incline 23, the several parts

being combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

10. The cutter-box N, provided with clamp-screw
4, clamping-piece 34, cutter-base 32, and one or more
-cutters 5, with corresponding cells 33, the several

parts being arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

11. The corrugated slide-rod 6, when used in com-
bination with the cutter-box N, provided with cut-

ters 5 and cells 33, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

12. The tension-rods r r, fixed in the head r', and
sliding through the compound revolving nut I w,, in

the plate C, and held iu position by the jam-nuts p
p, on the rod q, in the head r', in combination with
the frame-piece Y, substantially as and lor the pur-

/pose specified.

13. The straight cutting-knife shaft 60, provided
with clamping-bolt 37, journals 67 67, and handle 38,

and having the knives 61 61 secured b'fetween the
headed blocks 62 62 63, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

14. The adjustable stop-piece 38, secured to plate

40 by screw 39, when used in combination with the
handle 36, provided with slot 44, on the knife-shaft

60, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

15. The pressure-bar door X, arranged to turn on
journals 46 46, workiu"" in holes 41 41, in the plates

C and 40, and provided with pressure-screws 35 35,

and pressure-plate 47, held by clamp 49 and screws
50 50, and held in position either by hooks 35 35, or
the retaining-bar 43, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

16. The shaft 56, provided with rollers 58 59 59 and
yoke 57, and held down by pressure-screws 35, Avhen
used in combination with the knives 61 61 and the
front plate 54, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

17. Tlie punch-arm P, provided with the slot c,

with one or more punches, b b, of a conical form, se-

cured therein, and the adjusting-rod /, witiv nut /',

wllen used in combination with the punch-standard
0, hand-lever Q, and plate B, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

18. The blacking-cup Gr H, composed of the cup
H, with cover-screw 25, and the hinged cover G-,

with entrance and exit apertures 26 28, dipping-arm
31, and wiping-leather 30, iield by clamp '29 and screw
27, the several parts being arranged substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

19. The reel E, mounted on standard D, on the
frame A, and provided with crank F, wlien used in

•combination witii the blacking-cup G IT, also secured
on the phitc A, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

9r,S10.—Geouge W. Putnam, Boston, Mass.—
Jiurglar-Proof Safe.—December 14, 1869; antedated
November 27, 1869.

Olaiin.—As my invention, the new manufacture
•of burglar- proof safes, as described, consisting of
tlio hollow cylinder A, or its e([uivalont, and tlio

dome - shiiped cylindrical cap 1>, made with coii-

uection-scrows, and provided with a bolt in tiie one
part, and a bolt-receiving cavity in tlio otlier, or tlio

mechanical equivalents of such bolt and cavity, tho
whole being substantially as specified and repro-

seutcd.

97,811.—Ephraim Quinuy, Comstock, Mich. —
Horseshoe-Beveler.— December 14, 1869 ; antedated
December 1, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Constructing a horseshoe-" former"
with a beveled surface at and near the heel portion,
as and for the purposes specified.

2. The improved former herein described.

97,812.—JOHX S. Rankin, Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Pad^ocA;.— December 14, 1869.

Claim. —A spring-actuated pivoted tumbler A,
having projection C, recess H, and convexity E, in
combination with a pivoted bow, D, having locking
recess at one end, and spring- actuated arm F at the
other, the said tumbler and bow being arranged
within a padlock-case, substantially in the manner
described.

97,813.—Elisha R. Rich, South Boston, Mass.—Ship-Windlass.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—The pawl ships' windlasses, constructed to

yield or give to the movement of the windlass, for
sudden strains thereon, and the above provided with
graduations, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

97,814.—LemuelRichmond, Derby, Yt—Rein-
Guide for Harness.—Decemberl4, 186*9.

Claim.—The above-described rein-guide, consist-
ing of the bars H and D, and arm B, arranged sub-
stantially as described.

97,815. — Stacy Risler, Locktown, N. J.—
Churn.—December 14, 1869.

Claiin. — The dasher-head E, diamond- shaped
blades d, arms C, removable bar D, and removable
standards B B, in combination with dovetailed ends
h of box A, provided with removable lids c, the arm
of dasher being operated either by pin e or remova-
ble lever F, constructed and arranged substantially
as described

97,816.— Thomas C. Rorinson, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Georoe H. Sandborn, IsTew York City.—Paper- Cutting Machine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The yokes Y, constructed as desci'ibed
in combination Avith tho screws P P' and the knife-
stock K, having the slits a a in its ends, as and for
the purpose stated.

2. The automatic reversing-mechanism for opera-
ting the clutch, the same consisting of the combi-
nation and arrangement of the toe Q, slide U, arm X

,

bolt g, yoke G', and weight B', in the manner speci-
fied.

97,817.—Henry Schofield, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Charges D. Clarke, same
place.

—

Stone-Polishing Machine. — December 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. In a machine for rubbing blocks or
slabs of marble, &c., the combination of the recip-
rocating carriage, for supporting the block or slab,

a rotating rubbing-disk, composed entirely of metal,
and having a smooth or plain rubbing-surface, sub-
stantially as described, and mechanism for adjusting
and supporting said disk at ditferent elevations, cor-
responding to tho thickness of tho block or slab to
he rubbed, the combination being and operating
substantially as heroin set forth.

2. In a machine for rubbing blocks or slabs of
marble, &c., the combination of tho ro'ciprooating
carriage, for supporting the block or slab, a rotating
metallic rubbiug-disk, witli a plain rubbing-surface,
and weigiited balauco-lever, or equivalent device,
for graduating the prossnro of the disk upon tho
bloclc or slab, the combination being and operating
substantially as herein set forth.

3. In a macliiiio for rubbing blocks or slabs of
marble, &.o., tlio combination of the rociprocating
carriage, for sui)i)orting tlio blocks or slabs, a rotat-
ing metallic rubbing-dislc, and haiul-hnor, for elevat-
ing said disk temporarily above tiie surface of
block or .slab, the couibinatiou bi'ing and operating
substantially as heroin described.

4. Ill a macliino for rubbing blocks or slabs of
marble, (fee., tlio combination of tho reciprocating
carriage, for supporting tho block or slab, witli a
rotating rubbing-disk, connected to a swiugiu
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frame, and made capable thereby of adaptation to
sm'faces that are euryed, inclined, and horizontal,
the combination being and operating substantially
as herein set forth.

5. In a machine for rubbing blocks or slabs of
marble and other stone, a rubbing-disk, the rubbing-
snrface of which is of metal, entirely plain—that is

to say, free from a protruding shaft, and fi'om angn-
lar projections or protuberances—perforated, for the
passage of sand and ^yater, and connected, on its

back or reyerse siu'face, to the extremity of a shaft,

through the medium of which power is communi-
cated, for rotating said disk, and for eleyating it, to
suit blocks or slabs of different thicknesses, all sub-
stantially as described.

6. The combination, substantially as described, or
its equiyalent, of the reyolying gear-wheel g, gear-
wheels g' g", rods k and M, shaft F, screw C, carriage
B, and stops m, for the piu'pose set forth.

7. The combination, substantially as described, or
its equiyalent, of the reyolying gear--«heels r' and r,

shafc q', and screws g, worm-wheels Q, and swing-
ing frame P, for the piu'i)ose herein set forth.

97,SIS.—Socrates Scholfield, Proyidence, E.
J.—Ticist-DrUl.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A twist, or other similar di'ill, marked
with distinct center-guidina- lines or grooyes a a and
a' a', for the purpose of incTicating the proper posi-

tion of the inner corner of each lip in grinding.
2. The combination of the parallel exterior bnes 6

h and h' &', with the center-guiding lines a a and a'

a', substantially as described.

97,819.—GeoegeH. Smith, Galesburgh, Bl.^
Smoke- Con Sliming Fire-Boxes.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe E, or its equiyalent, with or
without perforations a a, and the pipe &, in combi-
nation with the fire-chamber of a furnace, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2.' The pipe E, perforated as shown, or its equiya-
lent, and the pipe b, in combination with the flues

!F G H of a furnace, and arranged substantially as

specified.

97,820. — Samuel Smith, Tohogany, Pa. —
CMirn.—December 14, 1869.

Clarm.—The shaft H, proyided with reyolying
dashers G G, in combination with the racks B B, ar-

ranged upon each side of the shaft, and extending
from the bottom to the top of the churn-box A, and
the notched cross-bars C C, all constructed and oper-
ating as and for the iDui'pose set forth.

97,821.—WiLLTAM SID^'ET Smoot, Washington,
D. C.

—

Repeating Fire-Arm.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of an annular key
or eccentric sleeye L, yibrating upon the exte-
rior of the breech-block, with the continuous solid

breech-block B, and feathers 1 1, the whole forming
a breech-system, reciprocating upon the top of the
frame, and ayailable throughout its entire length,
for the reception of a mainspring and guiding-flange
or feather,

2. The combination of the spring Q with the car-
rier-block H, and a magazine-tube, G, loaded fi'om

aboye and in rear, the whole being aiTanged in such
maimer, that after' the insertion'of each cartridge
into the magazine, the carrier shall be caused to par-
tially coyer the mouth or entrance thereof, to pre-
yent the expulsion of the cartridge.

3. The wedge-faced bar 2C', operating in connec-
tion with a series of inclines on the bottom of the
magazine, to hold the cartridges firmly in place.

4^ A cartridge-retractor, consisting of a leyer-

eatch, D, hinged to the sliding breech-block, and
operated upon by the side of the frame, to force it

against the cartridge-case during the forward moye-
ment of the breech, and by a spring, ??, shoulder, z,

or other eqtuyalent deyice, to disengage it fi'om the
flange of the cartridge toward the latter portion of

its backward moycment.
5. The retaining-fingers H. in combination yrith

the piyoted carrier-block E. and inclines r r, on the
sides of the breech-frame, the whole operating sub-

stantially as and for the ptti'pose set forth.

97,822.-BOBERT Spear, Xew Hayen, Conn.

—

Pneumatic Engine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.— 1. A pneumatic engine into which con-
densed air is admitted, and from which it escapes
through alternating cocks, automatically operated,
substantially as described.

2. A plurality of cocks, connected by a crank or
cam-arrangement, and operated by the ascent and
descent of the float-stem, substantially as described.

3. An engine constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, so that it will work automatically for eject-
ing the water when a giyen quantity thereof shall be
receiyed into the engine, and by which means the
power is admitted to" expel the water, substantially
as described.

97,823.-William F. Spear, 'Wooster, Mass.—
Machine for Polishing Wood.—DecAuber 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of two or more pul-
leys or gear-wheels KPT, proyided with a crank,
V, on the shaft of the last pulley T, connecting-rod
Z, and slide-block i, with rubbing-block p attached,
the seyeral parts being constructed, ari'anged, and
operating substantially as and for the pm*pose speci-
fied.

2. The combination of the rubbing-block p, pro-
yided with the bolt-plate m, threaded bolt ^-, with
head n and the adjusting-nut I, the seyeral parts
being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

97,824.-Alexander Stevexson, ISTew York
X. Y.

—

Carpet-Beater and Cleaner.—December 14,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a yielding bed B,
brushiug-rollers D, and winding-rollers E, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the yielding beating-bed,
with the deyice for rolling D D and E E, as shown
and described, in combination with the beater K F
1 1 H G G, for the purpose specified.

97,825.—CoRXELirs St. John* and Charles E.
Marstox, Charlestown, Mass. — Mode of Forming
" Burner-Cones " of Lamps.—'Decem'bev 14, 1869.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, aflame-

shield or burner, made of a thin shell of metal,
formed into shape by electro-deposit of the metal up-

on a suitable pattern.

97,826.— Lymax Stoxe, Xelson, X. 'K.—Loom.
—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of sbding-barC^, cord
C^, weighted leyer C^ haying presser C^ thereon,

with the yarn-beam, all being arranged as described,

for the purpose of automatically sliding the ratchet-

wheel C^.
2. The worm C^, wheel C-*, and pawl C^", in com-

bination with a branched leyer, the stud 14, arm D,
leyer d, and spring d^, all arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the sliding ratchet-wheel

C-*, shaft C^ and yibrating pawl C^", substantially as
specified.

4. The combination of cams D, arms D^, rock-

shafts D^, arms D^, and rods D''. with the arms D^^,

rocker-ends D^^, and springs D^^, as and tor the pur-

pose specified.

5. The shipper-leyer I, constructed from a single

rod, bent as described, and arranged with the spring

K, as specified.

97,827.—Clark Strong, Winsted, Conn.—Oo/-

^n-^ancZZe.-December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of double sockets C C, in com-
bination with the arm of the coffin-handle, substan-

tially as shown and described.
2.'Proyiding the arms B with piyots e e, formed of

pieces of wire, and haying a right-angled flattened

shank placed together, so that when the arm is cast

upon them, there wiU be an equal thickness of metal
on both sides thereof, substantially as described.

3. Securing the handle A to piyoted arms B B, by
means of the" tips F, driyen into the s otted ends of

the handle, substantially as set forth.

97,828.-ZoPHAR W. Sturtevaxt, Dunstable,
Mass.

—

Plow.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft B and the beam A, con-

structed and combined as shown and described, for

the purpose specified.
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2. The combination, with the shaft B, and with the

beam A, as described, of a supporting-frame, F F',

and handles C, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination, with the shaft B, the beam A,
frame F F', and handles C, as described, of the
double or reversible plow L L, the parts of which
are removable and changeable, and adapted for a

,
double or single plow, or a right or a left-hand plow,

' in the manner, by the means, and for the purposes
substantially as specified.

4. Tlie lever d^, in combination with the shaft B,
and with the back brace K, or other connecting or
holding device, for the purpose and substantially as
described.

5. The rising-wheel D, and its frame, and g-uide-

rods /, cross-head g^ and screw E, in combination
with the handle-supporter F F', and the shaft B, in
the manner and for the purpose described.

6. The rising-wheel Gr, and rod k, having a stand
or ears, m, and a pin, c, with the lever H and cord o,

in combination with the beam A "and shaft B, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
7. Combining a plow or plows, L L orlN", with the

shaft B and beam A, by box bearings I and c c, or
caps 7 and 8, and a bail or curved braces, S, as de-

scribed.
8. Combining the lever d^ with the shaft B, by

means of a hub, d^, and by screws or pivots, as de-

scribed.
9. The combination, with the lever S, as shown

and described, of the cord o, arranged within and
through the shaft B, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

10. The handle- supporter F F', as described, and
which serves as a guide and a support for the rods/,
a stop for the screw E, and to connect the handles
with, the shaft B, as set forth.

11. The arrangement and combination of the
wheels D and G-, and their connecting and operating-
mechanisms, with the beam A and the shaft B,
whereby either or both ends may be . raised succes-
sively or simultaneously, for the purpose and substan-
tially as described.

97,829.—Timothy J. Sullivan, Albany, ]S[. Y.—Safe.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. In safes of vaults, the exterior plates
of which consist of alternate layers of iron and steel,

<3onstructed arfd inter-riveted together as described,
the bars or strips b h placed around the corners or
joints of the several sides inter-riveted to the body
of the safe, and having the plate or plates h' secured
to the said strips &, as set forth.

2. The heavy plate /, in combination with the
plates a c a' c', forming the vestibule, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. In vaults or safes, strengthening the jointure of
the vestibule with the body of the vault by securing
the plate/ to the angle-iron d", substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The lock-bolt holes e e, when made into the rab-
bet-bars g and continued tlirougli the plate/, the line
of direction of the said bolt-holes being perpendicu-
lar to the plate/, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

,

5. In safe or vault doors, the exterior plates of
which consist of alternate layers of iron and steel

constructed and riveted together, the plate h riveted
to the back of said door, as set forth.

6. The body A of a safe, when provided with the
vestibule B and door C, all the parts being con-
structed and arranged as set forth.

97,830.—James Swan, Seymour, Conn.—J.«.(/er-

.Handle.-December 14, 1869.
Claim.—An auger-handle, formed in one piece,

surrounded by a sleeve, having an angular hole trans-
versely tlirougli tlie middle to receive the auger-
shank, and provided with a set-screw entering at the
vertex of an angle, as shown and described.

97,83J . — G. L. SwRTT, Leominster, Muss. —
Stove-Shelf.—Daccmhav 14, 1869.
Ciaim.—The shelf H, sluiiik F F', and adjwstable

arm E, in combination with the support A B, as
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

97,832. — J. F. Tallant, Burlington, Iowa. —
Mailway-Ilail.—December 14, 1869.

ClaiTU.—1. In the formation of such a rail, the con-
struction of the cap A with an outer portion, d, ex-
tending to near the extremity of the base B, where
it abuts firmly against a shoulder, e, or its equivalent,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above shown.

2. In a compound rail, constructed as above de-
scribed, the use of the hook-shaped wing c, to aid in
resisting the outward thrust of the car-wheels, sub-
stantially in the manner above described.

97,833.—Richard W. Tanner, Albany, ]Sr. T.,
assignor to himself and Samuel J. Davenport,
same place.

—

Tool for Cabinet-Makers.—December
14, 1869 ; antedated December 11, 1869.

Claiin.—The tool-holder, consisting of the block
B, double-handed bar A, tool-bar a, eye-bolts e e,

with their thumb-mits, and the screw-bolt c, all

arranged and constructed to operate as described,
substantially as and for the purpose specified,

97,834.—AsAHEL Todd, Jr., Pultneyville, E". Y—Ticket-Box for liailroad Passenger-Trains.—De
cember 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The self-closing receptacle C E, at-

tached to the case A, for holding in view a coupon
or ticket, its insertion being under the control of the
conductor, and its removal under the control of the
passenger or conductor.

2. The arrangement of the conical recess E, in
the case A, the hinged lever I, and gate D, for
admitting the coupon, together with the spring-
levers G G, for releasing the same.

.

3. The key A', having a triangular spring-box,
K L, for the insertion of the coupon into the recep-
tacle.

4. In combination with the ticket-box, as con-
structed, the employment of the coupon-ticket as
described, substantially and for the purjposes set

forth.

97,835.—T. Van Kannel, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hydrant.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A hydrant having the key D, of cock
C, tapering upward, to allow the pressure of the
water to force the key into the cock, and provided
with the cock C, screwed to the elbow B, as and for
the purpose above described.

2. The pipe E, attached to and having a water-
communication with key D, by coupling E, as above
specified.

3. The part H, having head Ji and radial projec-
tions h', screwed on pipe E, in combination with
the adjustable collar I, held by the set-screw g', and
the rubber J, operating as and for the purpose set
forth.

4. The drip-pan K, having the interior central
elevation, in combination with stock A attached
thereto, and constructed and operated as above
specified.

97.836.— Joseph Venet, INTew York, ]S". Y.—
Reticule Dicker-Basket.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—A reticule wicker- basket provided with
metallic ribs G G' g, &o., Avhich form the holders h i

for tlie handle, hinges J J for the cover, and loop
and staple k I for the lock, as a new article of manu-
facture, substantially as set forth.

97.837. — William Volk, Buffiilo, N". Y.—
Velocipede.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever E, carrying the pinion c,

and acted upon by the spring d, Avhen nrrangod to
connect the pinions b on the ends of the axles D,
substantially as heroin shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination of the separate driving-axles
D D, which carry the pinions b, eccentrics /', and
cranks g, witli tlie lover E, pinions c, levers F and
G, and rods e, all arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and descvibed.

97,838.—TlENRY Balen Walker, m>w York,
N. Y.—Silvering Glass and Protecting the Same.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim. — A cliemical compound, consisting of
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nitrate of silver, concentrated liquid ammonia, crys-

tallized tartaric acid, and distiUed •vrater, prepared
and compounded in quantities and proportions sub-

|

stantiallj as above described, and in the manner of 1

its application for the uses and purposes aforesaid ; I

and. also, the compound or solution of sheUac and
|

alcohol, in the quantities and proportions as above I

described, and the compound of litharge, red-lead,
and oil. forming the outer coating, substantially as

I

above described!

97,S39.— P. H. "SValkzs, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John' L. Teowbeidge, same
^lace.—Steelyard.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—The employment, for the purpose of sus-
pending the "weight from a reversible scale-beam, of
a tubular slidingeross-head. which encircles and fits

the beam, and upon which the weight is hung, sub-
stantially in the manner and for operation as herein
shown and described, so that when the beam is re-

versed, the position of the weight may be corre-
spondingly changed without removing" the cross-
head from the beam, or the weight from the cross-
head.

tially as herein shovm and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. An improved dump-wagon, formed by the com-
bination of the rear wheels "A. rear bolster B, cast-
ings C. rollers D. wagon-body E, lock-levers F,
stationary reach G. sliding reach I. forward bolster
J, forward axle K. king-bolt L, forward wheels O,
and connecting-bars il, with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

9r,S4r. — EDWDf L. Yancey, Batavia, N. T.—
Harvester-Knife Grinder.—December 14, lS6y.

Claim.—A machine for grinding harvester-blades,
consisting of a slotted frame. A. adjustable stand-
ard B. gearing F G, stone D. hinged frame I, and
spring P. constTHCted, combined, and arranged to
operate substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

97,S40. — Daxtel H. T^'aters, Grand Rapids,
Mlcti.—Barrel.—December 14. 1S69.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a barrel
or bos. composed of horizontal sections A, united by
means of hoops B, as described.

97,841.— Da>-iel H. TTaters, Grand Bapids,
Mich.

—

Barrel.—December 14. 1S69.

Claim.—A barrel or box. composed of horizontal
cylindrical sections A, connected together by means
of ribbed hoops B and vertical stavesD, as described.

_97,S42. — Ctbexus 'Wheeler. Jr., Auburn,
IS. T.

—

Car-Spring.—December 14. 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the metallic cylin-

der and the hoUow rubber cyUnder with the piston
or follower, substantially as described.

•2. The combination of the metallic cylinder and
the hollow rubber cylinder with the spiral spring
and the piston or follower, substantially as de^
scribed.

97,S43. — BOLLis- "White. Lowell, Mass.—JLfg-

tallic Cartridge.—December 14. 1869.
Claim.—1. In combination with the cup c, and

peUet or cap fitting therein, a metal ring or cup, to
re-enforce said cup c. substantially as shown in Figs.
1, 2, 3. and 4.

2. In combination with a cup in the base of the
cartridge-case, or the vent of a gun, substantially as
described, a pellet or cap, with a recess or cavity in
its center or near its rim. to receive the fulminate,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. In combination with a recess, vent, or cup in
the base of the cartridge-case, or in a gun. a pellet or
cap, so corrugated that by the blow of the hammer,
or its equivalent, the rim or edge of said peUet or cap
wiU be pressed against the wall of the cup or vent,
or ring within the same, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

4. A fulminate paste, formed by mixing the ful-

minate powder with India rubber" or other similar
elastic substance, substantially as described-

97,S44.—Samuel M. "Wickersham, Allegheny,
Pa.

—

Apparatusfor Purifying Iron.—^December 14,
1869.

Claim.—A gutter or run. having both bottom and
sides hollow, lined with fire-clay, and furnished with
a series of holes inclined in a direction across that
in which the metal flows, as and for the purpose
herein described and represented.

97,845.—HE>Tir "Willoghs. Xew York, X. Y.—Making Piano-Legs.—^December 14. 1369.
Claim.—A piano-leg, when constructed stibstan-

tiaUy in the manner herein shown and described.

;
97,848—H. Zahx. San Francisco, Cal.—Can-

I
rfZ«^nc/t.—Decemblr 14. 1869.

i
Claim.—In combination with, a candlestick, the

; screw D. arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purposes described.

97,849.—Samtel Zarlet, Xiantic, DL—3/on-
'key-Wreru:h.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The wrench, composed of the stem or
shank A. shouldered on its opposite sides, the sliding
jaw E. its set screw F, and the fixed jaw B. all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as herein shown
and described."

97,830.—A. F. Able. Xew Orleans. La., as-

signor to himself and A. D. Fixley.—Summing-
Wheel Toy.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. The bent irms A. hinged at B. suitably
shaped jfor handles at one end. and shaped at the
other, and provided with two or more sets of cord-
holding catches D. substantially as specified.

2. A^toy humming-wheel device, consisting of the
bent hinged rods a7 two or more sets of catches D,
and two^r more humming-wheels and cords, all sub-
stantially as specified.

97,833.-TViLLiAii P. Adavis. Brooklyn. X. Y.—Ironing-Table and Clothe-s-Drier.—December 14,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The extension clothes-drier G, con-
structed and operating as described, for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the clothes-drier G and the
frame A and ironing-board F, as and for the pur-
poses set forth,

' 97,832.— DaxtelAgxew, Yincennes, Ind.

—

{
Saw-Set.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. A saw-set. composed of the independ-
ent levers C and D. said lever C pivoted or hinged to

j
the die b, supported at the rear by the chain-links h

! h. and ears or projections g g. to receive the lever D,
i all arranged to operate as and for the purpose de-

I

scribed.
2. The lever-bars or handles AB, said lever B pro-

' vided with ears g g. in combination with the inde-

pendent levers C D. when arranged to operate as

and for the purpose described.

3. The springs i j. when arranged in combination
with levers A B C D, to operate said levers inde-

pendent of each other, as and for the ptirpose set

forth.

97,833.—Hex'RT A. Alden, Mattewan. X. Y.—
Mode of Protecting the Ends of YulcanizedSubber

\ Soi-e.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. Protecting the ends of Tulcanized In-

dia-rubber hose, by means of an annular water-proof
cap, in the manner substantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, an annular
water-proof cap. for protecting the ends of vulcan-

ized India-rubber hose, the same being applied and
used substantially as shown and set forth.

97,846. — Daxtel "Willsox, Ishpeming, Mich. 97.834.—Joseph Bell Alexaxdek, "Washing-—Dumping-Wagon.—December 14, 1869. ton, D. C.

—

Lamp-Burner.—DeeembeT 14, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination of the connecting- i Claim.—1. The spring D. with its curved teeth N

bars M with the wa»on-body E, forward bolster J, > X. and its throat O. substantially as described, and
sliding reach I, and stationary reach G, substan- ; for the purpose set forth.
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2. The L-sliaped indentures M M, in the cap T, in

combination with the projections L L on the inner
circumference of the throat H, in the draught-plate

E, substantially as described, and for the purpose
get forth.

3. The combination of the spring D, with the
piece ABC, comprising the deflector, shell, or body,

and chimney-seat, and with the draught-plate E, to-

gether with the wick tube P, cap E, base G, and any
of the wick-adjusters in use, when arranged together
substantially as described, and for the purpose set

forth.

97,855.—Lauritz Anderson, Chicago, 111.—

<jrate for Sivinging-Eridges.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The gate B, counterpoised by a weight,

and provided with a projecting pin or stud, n, in

combination with the groove a' in the end of th'e

turning-bridge, and the locking-lever S, all con-

structed and arranged to operate substantially as

described.

97,856. — Samuel J. Baird, Staunton, _Ta.

—

Button-Holing Attaclonent for Sewing-Machines.—
December 14, 18H9.

Claim.—1. The screw, having the eccentric there-

on, in combination with the cloth-clamp and oscil-

lating plate, as and for the purposes described.

2. The cloth-clamp, the rest, the spring, and
presser, in combination, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The cloth-clamp and its operating screw, in

combination with the double rack, the ratchet and
cog-wheels, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
4. The connecting-plate, the oscillating plate, and

lever, and cam, in combination, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

5. The cam V and carrier T, in combination with
the sliding ratchet, for changing its position, and
changing the movement of the clamp, substantially

as described.

97,857.—James L. Baumer, Columbus, Ohio.—
Oil-Blacking for Leather.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — The within-specified composition as an
(>il-blacking for leather, mixed in the proportions
substantiaily as set forth.

97,858.—Charles B. Beall, Hamilton, Ohio.—
Head-Block for Saw-Mills.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—A head-block for saw-mills, combining in

its construction a bed-plate for the log to rest upon,
two racks E E', with friction-rollers H H in the

outer ends, a spring and oscillating lever at their

inner ends, a cam-shaped slide, L, for operating the

racks, and a knee, C, constructed as described, all

arranged and operating as and for the purpose set

forth.

97,859. — A. Belt, ISTewton, Iowa. — Churn-
Dasher.—Decemher 14, 1869.

Claim. — Tl)e within - described churn - dasher,

formed of an inverted pan-shaped metal piece, C,
perforated and connected to horizontal perforated
wood piece A, and connected to the staJf B, all as
shown and described.

97,860.-Frederic S. Bidwell, Mystic Bridge,
Conn.

—

Combined Shovel and Sifter.—December 14,

1869.

Claim..—1. The combination of a fire-shovel with
a grate or strainer fitted therein, when the latter is

aciapted to be lifted, to allow the removal of the
ashes, substantially as herein described.

2. A iire-siiovel, having a grate or sieve contained
within it, and means D d, or tludr equivalent, for

disconnecting tlie same at will, substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

3. The within-described general com])ination, con-
struction, and arrangement of a shovel-body, B,

with hole h^ and slot b'^ b'^, the grate or sieve C, witli

trunnions m^ m'^, and the fastening-button I), turning
•on contc^r d, all as herein specified, and for the pur-

poses herein set forth.

97,861.—TToratio N. Bill, Willimantic, Conn.—Stove-l'ipc Thhnblc.—December 14, 1869.

47 C P—II

Claim..—1. The combination, with a frame, D, pro-
vided with grooves or guides E, and adapted for ap-
plication in the openings in the flue-walls, as de-
scribed, of the sliding thimble-plate A, provided
with an opening, B, for the reception of a pipe or
thimble, substantially as specified.

2. The mode of attaching the thimbles G- to the
plates A, by means of the bent projections H on the
former, passing through the notches C in the plates,,

and turning behind the parts of the plate adjacent
to the notches, substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the plate A, frame D, and
button F, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

97,862.—Henry C. Billings, Brooklyn, N". T.—Dhving-Bell.—December 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. In combination with the compressed-
air chamber D, the water-chamber C, with perfo-
rated spout G-, arranged in the top of the bell, where-
by the working-chambers are sprinkled and carbon-
ic-acid gas absorbed, when necessary, as specified.

2. In combination with the bag V and ledge c, a
revolving hinge v, constructed and arranged to
operate as specified.

3. In combination with the slab-weight Z, a pocket,
e, secured to the outside of the bell, and bolt and
nut w, as specified.

4. In a diving-bell, the combination of the circular

rail u and the swinging - steps IT TJ, when con-
structed and arranged to operate as specified.

97,863. — Lewis Billings, Gallipolis, Ohio.—
S'oe.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The hoe-blade A. constructed as herein
described, in combination with the bifurcated handle
b b, and operating as and for the purposes set forth.

97,864. —Edward Bourne, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Steam,- Generator.—December 14, 1869.

Glai7n. — The construction, combination, and ar-

rangement of the boiler A, chambers B, and pas-
sages T, substantially as described.

97,865.- Edward Bourne, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Steam- Generator.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—A steam-generator, formed by attaching
to and beneath the steam-drum or receiver, bv means
of short pipes, one or more boilers, provided with a
system of flues, each boiler being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating, with respect to the steam-re-
ceiver, substantially in the manner herein set forth,

and shown in the drawings.

07,866. —Edward Bourne, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Bivets and Was/ie?-.?.— December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rivet C, washers
B and a, all constructed as described.

97,867.—TfiLLiAMH. BRADT,lSrew Scotland, IS".

Y.— Wagon-Brake.—December 14, 1869.

Clairn.— 1. The combination and arrangement of
the T-head pushing-bar d, sliding cross-bar h, push-
ing-rods m m, levers k k, draw-rods o o, and shoe-
bar P, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the levers
k k, provided with graduating-holes I I, or their
equivalents, the drawing rods o o, and shoe-bar P,
when motion is communicated to said levers by the
pushing-rods d m tn, or the equivalents of these
parts.

97,868 J. C. Broadlev, Eranklin,!^. J., as-
signor to himself ami James Stout, same place.

—

Drill for Boring Polygonal Holes. — December 14,

18()9.

Claim.—The combination of two or more bits C C,
with a pattern-cup D, and spring-levers B B, the
said parts being arranged and operated in the man-
ner described.

97,869.- James D. Bryson and J. IL Hart-
HUFii", Nowcastlo, Pa.— Water- Wheel.—December 14,

1869.

Claim,. — The sliding rings a a', in combination
with the fixed cliutes b and tlie gates rf, M'hon tho
hitter have a sluUng motion in opening and dosing
tlie water-veins, and also an independont motion ou
their pivots, substantially as iloscribed.
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97,870.—Isaac W. Burch, Payette, Miss.— Cot-

ton-Cultivator.—Tfecemhev 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cotton-cultivator, having adjustable

beams E, vibrating on joints C, in the front part of

the frame, and adjustable, as to their distances apart,

in the manner described.
2. A cotton-cultivator, provided with a vibrating

frame I, and rotary cutters N, arranged as de-

scribed, to cut close* to the plant, and cultivate on
each side thereof, as set forth.

3. A cotton-cultivator, Tvith a pair of plows, F F,
to work on both sides of the row, and arranged in

front of the frame, combined with a series of oblique

cutters N N, on the hinder part thereof, arranged to

rotate on disks, at a less distance apart than the
plows, and to cleon up close to the plants, all as

shown and described.
4. The combination, with the frame A, mounted

on wheels B, of the vibrating frame I and rotary
oblique cutters IST, arranged for adjustment and for

operation, substantially as specified.

97.871.— Isaac W. Burcii, Fayette, Miss.—
Buckle.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—A compound harness-buckle and punch,
composed of an ordinary frame and hollow punch-
tongue A, as an article of manufacture.

97.872.— Mathias Burkhardt, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Clamp.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — A clamp, composed of jaw-arms C D,
screw-rod G, and box A, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified, shown, and described.

97,873.—ISTelson C. Burnap, Argusville, IsT. Y.
—^Dmner-PaiL—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cover F, pail A,
cylinder E, disk c, and stop-cock I, when constructed
to operate as described.

97,874.— Orren E. Butler and Stephen P
Dunham, Marshalltown, Iowa.

—

Bolt-Cutter.—De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination, witb the slotted lever
A and cam-lever E, of the bolt-cutter F, when all

constructed and arranged substantially as specified.

97,875.—Samuel G-. Cabell, Quincy, 111., as-

signor to Flora B. Cabell, same place.

—

Padlock.
—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. A double-arched padlock-shell, when
cast in halves, in an egg or oval shape, having in-

terior spaces only for the insertion of the operating-
mechanism, substantially as specified.

2. The combination of the disk a, tube &, spring d,

and plate e, whether the spring is inclosed within or
without the casing, substantia-lly as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

3. The combination of the disk a, with spring d,

plate e, and disk g, with lug p, and one or more
springs, m, substantially as specified.

4. The spring-tumbler o, whether arranged above
or beneath the bolt D, wlien operated by the recessed
and lugged disk g, and used to confine or release the
bolt D, substantially as specified.

5. The combination of the disk a with spring d,

plate e, disk g, bolt D, spring n, locking-device and
spring s, all constri^cted and oi^erated substantially
as specified,

SP7,876.—S. 0. Campbell, Tipton, Mo. — Bail-
vjoy-Car Coupling.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The perforated plate E, pivoted in a
partition of a coupling-box, and Aveighted at one
end to hang vertical, and to sustain the coupling-pin
as long as the link is not introduced, allowing the
link to be applied eithei? above or below the said par-
tition, as specified.

2. The perforated partition D, arranged in a coup-
ling-box, for supporting the weighted . pivoted per-
forated plate E, as set forth.

97,877. — George J. Capewell, West Chesh-
ire, Conn. — Wrench and Saw-Set Combined.—De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The sides composed of grooved handle-
part A, having prolongation B, and the tongued

handle-part C, having prolongation D, connected at
their inner ends by rivet h. and opened or closed by-

crew E, when constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as set forth.

2. Providing in one and the same implement, a
wrench and saw-set, when the parts are constructed
and arranged substantially as illustrated and de-
scribed.

97,878.—J. S. Carr, Alliance, Ohio.—Machine
for Dressing Millstones.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A machine for dressing millstones,

constructed substantially as described, so that the
rotation of the driving- shaft, which imparts a recip-

rocating movement to the jnek, shall also cause a
curvilinear movement of said pick, substantially as
is herein specified.

2. The platform IST, provided with the fixed gear-
rim M, and turn-table O, substantially as and for the-

Ijurpose specified.

3. The spring-arm U, when used in combination
with the pick- shaft S, for the purpose of regulating
the intensity of the blows given by the pick, sub-
stantially as is herein specified.

4. The combination of the pick-shaft S, with pick-
arm Q and spring-arm U, cord or chain D, and lever
C, the several parts being arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

5. The arrangement of the shaft F, provided with
pinion L and worm-wheel G, in the standards E I,

so that it may be slid up and down, for the purpose
of throwing said pinion and worm-wheel out of gear-
with the fixed gear-rim M and worm h, substantially
as is herein specified.

6. The combination of the pick-shaft J, pro-vided-

with pick-arm Q and tilting-arm T, fly-wheel J with
tappets b b, shaftH with worm h, shaft F with worm-
wheel G and pinion L, and fixed gear-rim M, the
several parts being arranged substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

7. The combination of shaft H provided -with the
crank I and fly-wheel J, with tappets b b, pick-shaft
S with pick-arm- Q, tilting arm T, and spring-arm
IT, cord or chain D, and lever C, the several parts
being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

8. The combination of the fixed gearrim M, shaft
F with pinion L and worm-wheel G, shaft H, with
worm h, and fly-wheel J with tappets b b thereon,
pick-shaft S with tilting-arm T, spring-arm IT, and
pick-arm Q, cord or chain D, and lever C, the several,

parts being arranged substantially as and for the-

purpose specified.

97,879.— L. C. Cattell, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Car-Tank Cover.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—The collar B, provided with the groove a

and packing-ring c, in combination with the cover
C, having a bead, b, fitting the groove a, and the lug
c' , all constructed and arranged to operate as and for
the purpose set forth.

97,880.-Ed-\vin Chesterman, Tremont, K". Y.
—Manufacture of Rubber Sp»nge.—December 14,.

1869 ; antedated November 17, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Treating a rubber compound that has
been more or less perfectly vulcanized in a hot-water,
steam, or other bath, for the purpose of increasing
its volume, as described.

2. Setting or fixing a rubber compound that has
been extended in volume by the process last above
named, by vulcanizing the same in its extended
form, for the j)urpose set forth.

3. The use of golden sulphuret of antimony incor-

porated with the compound from which the artificial

sponge is made, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

4. An artificial sponge, made by incorporating into
a homogeneous mass, on hot rollers, the ingredients
hereinbefore mentioned, and afterwards expanding,
revuleanizing, and "setting" the same, in the manner
described.

9^,881.—Abraham Coates, Watertown, IST. Y.,

assignor, for one-half to Jamet Martin Hunt, same
plnce.— Valve for Water-Engines. — December 14,.

1869
Claim.—The valve A, consisting of the plate ot

and the bars c c, as and lor the purpose described.
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97,8S2.— John H. Coburn, Lowell, Mass.

—

Shuttle for Looms.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The spindle A, provided with the spring
d, constructed substantially as described, and witii

the holding-projection c, whether on the spring- d, or

on the end of the spinoBe A, for the purposes set forth.

97,883.—Charles Collins, Yernon Centre, IsT.

T.— Wagon-Seat Fastening.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The detent E, arranged on a wagon-
seat, and operating in the manner described.

2. The combination of the detent E with a hooked
lever, D, and eye F, each constructed as and tor the
purpose specified.

97,884.—Egbert Conaeroe, Camden, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, HowAiiD Young, and Abraham
C. Stauefek, same place.

—

Harvester.— December
14, 1869.

Claim.—A sheet-metal sheaf-dropper, constructed
substantially as shown, and for the pui'pose specified.

97,885.—Philip Cook, Jr., Sioux City, Iowa.—
Mop.—December 14, 1869; antedated December 10,

1869.

Claim,.—1. In combination with a mop, the rollers

D D, double springs E, and the compresser G, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. The cross head E, the bands i and 7c, and the
wires h h and j j, in combination with the rollers D
D and the compresser G-, arranged substantially as

and for the purposes described.

97,886. — J. B. Cox, James O'Connor, and
Michael Cahalan, Columbus, Ga. — liaihvay-
Switch.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the switch-bars A A,
B B, and B' B', stop-chairs b and e, with the coup-
ling-bars D and D', links H H', cranks E' E", rock-
shaft E, and lever E, all constructed and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as described.

97,887.— Isaac Craft, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Thomas J. Williams, and
Charles M. Gkeve, same place. — Slide-Valve.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the vrings Gr G',
plate H, and bolts I, when the same are so con-
structed, with relation to the steam-chest A J, as to

be, when in use, surrounded exteriorly by steam, for

the purpose specified.

2. In the described combination, with the elements
of the preceding clause, the gaskets a b, arranged
and operating substantially in the manner and for

the purpose described.

97,888. — George W. Cressman and Bert
Pfleger, Barren Hill, and ifice Keely, Eox-
borough. Pa.— Water-Wheel.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hollow wheel, wheel-case, gates,

disk E, and ring G, all combined and ai-rauged sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The gates D, ring G, pins H, toothed segment
I, and hand-wheel and shaft, all arranged as speci-

fied.

97,889.—John C. Crosman and Obadiah Mar-
land, Boston, Mass., assiguors to themselves and
Alfred E. Tilton, IMew York C\\.y . — Treating
Whisky and other Alcoholic Spirits.—December 14,

1869.

Claim.—The improvement In treating whisky and
other liquors, substantially as described.

97,890.—Garret B. Davids, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and Talbott Denmkad, same
place.

—

Disintegrating-Mill.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Kecessing the revolving plates or disks
of one cage, so as to receive the rings of tlie otlier,

and thus make a connection between the cages, that
will admit of their free motion without allowing the
material to escape at the joints, as described.

2. In combination with two or more cages, placed
one within the other, and revolving in contrary direc-
tions, the altm-nating annular rims and rece'sses on
and in the fianges, E C il, on the cages, lor prevent-

ing the disintegrated material from passing between
the cages and the casing, substantially as described,

3. The stands P, when so made and flanged as
to form a part of the casing of the mill, and to ad-
mit of the other part of the casing being reversed
rhereon, so as to change and adapt the run of the
mill to any special locality, substantially as described,
and for the purpose set fortb.

97,891.—Isidore Delcambre, Paris, France.—
Machine for Composing and Distributing Type.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the keys 6, type-
reservoirs a, and lever c, substantially as described,
referring to Figs. 2, 8, and 9.

2. The combination of hammers m, and n, eccen-
tric 0, and channel j, substantially as set forth, re-
ferring to Figs. 1 and 3.

3. The arrangement, in the justifier B, of the
movable plate q and pusher v, in combination with
the friction-slide t, substantially as described, re-
ferring to Figs. 4 and 5.

4. The conical rotating grooved type-cases A, one
or more, constructed with horizontal levers c', in
combination with apertures /' and conductiug-ehutes
Jc, substantially as set forth, referring to Figs. 10
and 11.

5. The combination, with the galley «, of the fol-

lower w, elevating-screw b, disk x, and spring-stops
0, substantially as set forth, referring to Figs. 13
and 15.

6. The combination of channel c with the abut-
ment h and levers k k' r", substantially as set forth,
referring to Figs. 13 and 17.

7. The combination, with the channel c, of the
sliding pusher e, retaining-spring /, and restoriug-
spring g, substantially as set forth, referring to Fig.

8. The combination, with the central groove o, of
the inclined grooved platform j, gates n' and type-
cases p, substantially as set forth, referring to Figs.
14 and 16.

97,899.—Mary Dewey, ISTew Albany, Ind.—
Soap-Holding Attachment for Sewing-Machines.—
December 14, 1869 ; antedated December 10, 1869.

Claim:—A soap-holder attachment, constructed as
described, and arranged on the presser-foot of a
sewing-machine, substantially as herein shown and
described.

97,893.—Julius Edmund Dotch, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Concrete for Paving and for other Purposes.
—December 14, i869 ; antedated October 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mixture of fibrous animal or veg-
etable matter, such as tan-bark, sawdust, flock, wool-
waste, straw, or similar material, either in a dry
state or the saiae treated with boiled linseed or other
oils, with asphaltum, coal-tar, pitch, resin, or any
other hydrocarbon, either used alone or in com-
bination with peat, turf, coal-ashes, cinder, gravel,
broken stone, sand, hydraulic cement, gypsum, in-

fusorial earths, slate, niarble-dust, brick-dust, or any
other mineral.

2. The treatment of this mixture with sulphur, in
the fluid state or dry. .i ^ -4

3. A foundation for streets and sidewalks, of fas-

cines, with slag or cement on the top.

97,894.- Joseph W. Douglas, Middletovna,
Conn., assignor to W. Douglas and B. Douclas,
same place.

—

Apparatus for ExtinguiKhivg Fires by
Means of Chemical Agents.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the chemical-charg-
ing or gas-generating vessel or vessels A A, the in-
dependent water-pi [les//, and a system of separate
connections with the inJet and outlet i)ipes, to operate
substantially as and for the purpose heroin described.

9 7,89 el.-WarREN Whitney Dutcher, Hope-
dale, Mass., assignor to Dutcher Temple Com-
pany, same' place.

—

Loom-Temple. — December 14,
1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with tho temple, a
mochanium, substantially as described, for holding-
back the slide wiien retracted in tiie stand.

2. The airangement of the catch E, and its ap-
plication to the temple, so us to operate with the
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back-stop a, ia manner and for the purpose as set
forth.

3. The catch E, so constructed, that when in use
it shall not only perform the luuctiou of a catch, or
operate witli the back-stop a, as set forth, but shall

.act as an intercepter of any oil which may be ejected
from either or both the stops, or the slide between
them, ?iud prevent such oil from getting upon the
•<}loth carried by the temple.

97,896.— Chakles P. Eager, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to P. B. Eager, same place.— Ventilating
Morse-Gover.—December 14, 1869.

Claim..—1. The horse-cover, composed of the sec-
tions A A and B, wlien connected longitudinally by
.the cover c, attached to the rigid braces e e, substan-
.tiall^ as herein shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

2. The horse-cover, provided with elastic straps,
Bubstantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

97,S9T.—'William Ennis. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—In the manufacture of iron and steel, sub-
jecting the mass of molten metal to the action of
hydrogen -gas alone, forced np through the mass, in
combination with a current or currents of atmos-
pheric air, or oxygen, introduced over the molten
metal within a chamber of reflecting character, pro-
ducing combustion of the carburetted hydrogen, sul-

phureted hydrogen, phosphoreted hydrogen, &c.,
above the metal, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

97,S9S.—James Finlayson, Albany, Oregon.

—

Seeding-Machine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie adjustable shaft &, provided with
the spurs 6', in combination with the springs a^,

•substantially as set forth.

2. The slotted bar h, provided with a stop, in com-
bination with the lever c, substantially as specified.

97,899.-M. M. Eollett, Lake City, Minn.—
Clothes-Wringer.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the rollers of a
wringer, with the pressure-rod E, lever E, spring G,
screw-rod H, and nut 6, all arranged and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

97,900.-0. A. Gale, Demopolis, Ala.—JBZof-

ting-Pad.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eorming the cylinder A, to which the
blotting-pad is attached, in two segments hinged to

each other at one edge, and secured to each other
when closed by the spring-latches B D, or equiva-
lent fastenings, substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. The spring-fastenings BOD, constructed and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, in combination with the hinged parts of the
cylinder A, as and for the purpose set forth.

97,901. — Joshua TV. Gaskill and James
Christie, Phillipsburgh, IsT. J. — Manufacture of
Auts.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode or process, herein described,
of forming nut-blanks, that is to say, first indenting
the metal while it is hot, and afterward, when the
metal is cold, or nearly so, subjecting it to the action
of a punch, which completes the hole by removing
the indented portion of the metal, and shavir^ the
sides of the indentation, all substantially as set

forth.
2. As a new article of manufacture, a nut-blank,

formed partly by indenting and pressing the metal
when hot. and partly by punching and shaving the
same when cold, as herein set forth.

97,902.—Edwin H. Gibbs, New York, ]SL Y.—
Fire-Place.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fire-back B B', made of iron, and
having a hot-air chamber therein, extending on the
sides of, over and beneath the grate, as represented
and described, for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the hollow grate A A' and
hollow fire-back B B', as constructed and aiTanged,
substantially as set forth.

.3. The combination of the water-coil d^, and hol-
low fire-back B B', as and for the purposes specified.

4. The oven E, constructed as represented and de-
scribed, so as to rest on the basket -grate B, as set
forth.

5. The aperture e, for conducting fumes and smoke
from the interior of the oven to the chimney.

97,903.—Jacob E. Gibson, Chestnut Level, Pa.—Grain-Drill.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—The clamping -bolt c, toothed wheel 0,

and chain D, arranged with reference to the seed-
tube and drag-bar of a grain-drill, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

97,904—Jabez H. Gill, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cartridge-Machine..—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the rotating disk
E, slide p, and rod T, for feeding the shells into the
carrier-disk D, said parts being arranged to operate
substantially as described.

2. The combination of a carrier-disk D, and the
reciprocating powder-charger or slide d, arranged
to operate as set forth.

3. The combinatibn of the carrier-disk D and the
testing-plunger t, arranged to operate as set forth.

4. The combination of the carrier-disk D, provided
with the dies o, the rotating disk 0, and the bullet-

plunger q, all arranged to operate as set forth.

5. The combination of the carrier-disk D, provided
with taper or crimpiug-dies o, and the sliding rod TJ,

for fastening the bullets in the shells, substantially
as described.

6. The combination of the disk D and the tubeP,
constructed and arranged to operate as described,
for withdrawing the cartridges, as set forth.

7. The cam Q, provided with the projections n,

arranged to operate the powder-slide d, and impart
thereto the vibratory movements, substantially as
described.

8. The combination of tbe sliding plunger t and
its weight 0', havicg the spring-pawl o' attached
with the pivoted hammer h' and bell J', when ar-

ranged to operate as herein described.
9. The combination, in a cartridge-machine, of a

carrier-disk, D, a powder-charging and testing ap-

paratus, a bullet-feeding and pressing device, a crimp

-

ing-device, and a withdrawing- apparatus, when the
said several parts are constructed and arranged to

operate substantially in the manner herein set forth.

97,905.—Egbert Glover, Tonawanda, IST. Y.

—

Field- Roller.—DQCQxnhQV 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The triangular frame or derrick E,
having windlasses c c', with ropes or chains d d',

when combined with the rollers D D' and A, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The balance-wheel E, in combination with the
rcUers D D' A, arranged and operating as described.

3. The arrangement of the machine, as a whole,
consisting of the hinged frames B 0', rollers A D
D', balance-wheel E, derrick E, with windlasses c c',

and ropes d d', the whole operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

97,906.—Henry Gortxer, Nashport, Ohio.

—

Corn-Planter.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The sides A A, constructed as de-

scribed, in the shape of sleigh- runners, and provided
with shares 0, and pins or teeth a a, substantially

as shown and described.

2. The dropper E, provided, on its inner side, with
a recess, having an adjustable spring, d, and pivoted

to the inclined bottom of the hopper or box D, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The hinged foot-board G, held in an upright po-

sition by the spring H, and connected with the drop-

pers E E, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes herein set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the sides

A A, cross-pieces B B, shares 0, hoppers D D,
droppers E E, foot-board G, spring H, and seat I,

all constructed as described, and operating substan-

tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set

forth.

97,907.—D. E. Gould, Ohestertown, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Oscar H. Green, same place.
—Hinge.—December 14, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination' of the parts A A', bar-

rel B, slotted as described, bolt C, pieces b b, and the
ring or washer D, all substantially as set forth.

97,908. — George A. G-ray, Jr., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

liadial DrUling-Machine. — December 14,

1869.
Claim.—1. In connection with a radial drilling-

machine coustiucted to operate substantially as de-

scribed, the cylindrical column B b, interior sleeve

S, and arm C, having a spring-socket, c, the whole
being arranged substantially in the manner and for

the purpose stated.

2. In comBination with' the column B b, and bolts

and nuts Y to for securing the same, the groove h,

and flange s, constructed as described, and operating
substantially as set forth.

3. In combination with the bed-plate A and bolt

W, the drilling-table V, constructed as described.

97,909. — Frederick Francis Greenwood,
Hornsey, England.

—

Buckle. — December 14, 18b'9
;

Ijatented in England, September 16, 1868.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lock, thebuchle-
frame having a loop at one end for engagement wdth
the tongue, and the movable tongue, in such manner
that the lock is fixed to the buckle-frame, and the
tongue is held in engagement with the loop by the

action of the lock, as before represented and de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the buckle - frame, con-

structed with a loop at one end, ibi' engagement with
the tongue, and a second loop at the other end, for

engagement with the strap, a lock fixed to said frame
between the said two loops, and a tongue engaging
with the first of said loops, and controlled by said

lock, as before described.
3. The combination of the buckle-frame, the lock

fixed thei'eto, and the tongue connected with the bolt

of said lock by a hinge, so that the said bolt may be
turned from and toward the loop of the buckle-frame
when not secured by the lock, as before described.

97,910.—Louis L. Gunther, Chicago, 111.—
Tool for Carving Wood.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The knife E, provided with filling K,
when constructed and operating as above described.

2. In combination with the knife E, provided with
filling K, the hub G, provided with the studs H and
F, and tlie aperture I, each constructed, and arranged
and operating together as and for the purposes afore-

said.

97,911.—James B,. Hammond, Sedalia, Mo.—
Portable Derrick.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The car G, and ropes H and I, in com-
bination with the recessed inclined cross arm F of
the vertical pivoted sl}aft D, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for tlie purposes setfortli.

2. The double-inclined plane L, and weighted car
K, in combination with the cross-arm F of the ver-

tical shaft D of tlie derrick, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved portable derrick, formed by the
combination of the truck A B C, stand E, shaft D,
cross arm V, c.iv G, ropes H I, ro]ie J, weighted car
K, and double-inclined plane L, with each other, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

97,912.—B. R. Hawley, :N'ormal, III.— Coal-
Stove.—IfQCQmhov 14, 1869.

Claim.—The vertical curved flanges B B, extend-
ing from the grate to the to^) of the stove, and sur-

I'ounded by an outside drum C, with a space between
the edges of said flanges and drum, all as herein
shown and described.

97,913.-'Wiluam J. Hays, New York, N. Y.—
Oas- Stove.—I^QComher 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the fire-box A with
the vci'tical j)lpes li, C, D, K, &c., Avhich form series

of annular air' and gas passages, and with the trans-

verse pipes
(J h and j k, all an-anged substantially as

herein shown and. described.

97,914.—Amiirosb IIaz/ako, Saint Louis, Mo.— Condensing- Column for Stills. — December 14,

1869.

Claim.—The chambers B, C, and D, tubes e e^,

&c., coil H, water-jacket A, and pipe p, when ar-

ranged in the manner described, for the purpose set

forth.

97,915. —William Hearle, Beamsville,' Can-
ada, assignor to Charles L. Spencer, trustee, as-

signor to William Hearle and Alfred B. John-
son.—Stove-Pipe Drum.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—Theradiating-drum herein described, con-
sisting essentially of the cylinder A, with smoke-in-
let and exit pipes E F, air-pipes B, perforated'^heads
C and D, or equivalents, and defleciors J J, con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the
purposes set forth.

97.916.— James Hebron, Buffalo. N. Y.—
Means for Attaching Mosquito-Bars to Window-
Blinds, Doors, &c.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—A mosquito-bar, A, sewed spirally to one
rod, fastened on one side by staples, and on the other
by grooves, and applied to suitable frames, in the
manner described.

97.917.— Edward Heim, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Washing-Machine.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The suds-tub A, having steam-tight
cover C, vertical corrugations D, and perforated and
ribbed false bottom E, all constructed as described,

in combination with the disk G, ribbed with rubber,
in the manner set forth.

2. The improved mechanism for operating the
disk G, consisting of bar F, gears H I, handle L, and
spring-collar M N, all constructed, combined, and
arranged as set forth.

97,918.—XoAH Hill, Leavenworth City, Kan-
sas.

—

liail'ivay-Car Coupling.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with the jaws C D and
spring E, of the lever H, connecting-bar K, and
lifting-bar L, constructed as described, and arranged
to operate in connection with the link G, as set forth.

97,919 PtlCHARD HoADLY, Toulou, Tl\.—Fifth-
Wheel for Carriages.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The forked division G of the forward
end of the lower stay F, beneath the axle-tree, in
combination with the projections of transverse head
I I of carriage-beam, provided with eyes H H by
which they are attached, substantially as described.

2. The employment of rubber or spring stops K, so
arranged with the fifth-wheel or reach of a vehicle
as to" dispense with rub-irons, and thus avoid the
jerking motion consequent upon the turning of the
vehicle, substantially as set forth.

3. The angular projections or clamps i, having set-

screws, for holding the rubber stops K, in combina-
tion with "t/he circle or fifth-wheel h', substantially as

set forth.

4. The guards L, or extension of the axle bearings,
beneath the circle L', in combination with the rub-
ber stops K, constructed substantially as described.

5. The king-bolt A, Avith clips C, stay or bridge
E, with shackles D, forked division G, transverse
head 1 1, with eyes H H, rubber butters Iv, clamps t,

guards L, or extension of axle-bearings, constructed
and arranged substintiallj as*described.

97,920.—D. Irving Holcomb, Henry County,
Iowa.

—

Fruit-.far.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The metal cap D, provided with the pro-
jections or supporting-lugs d d, in combination with
fastener E, ring C, and jar A, the whole eonstrueted
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

97,921.— John C. Holmes, Wyoming, Pa.—
Corn-Oullivator.—l)cvx'\nhvr 14, 1869.

Claim. — ]. 'J'he beams A A, constructed ns de-

.scribed, each consistinn; of two bars a a, connected
together at suitable distance apart, and provided at

one end witli ears b b, by means of which the beams
are joined together, substantially as shown and de
serii)ed.

2. The combination of the beams A A with ears
b b, clevis H with ears c e, curved bars C C. and bar
G witii ears//', all constructed as described and for

the ])urposes set forth.
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3. The reversible handles E E. connectefl bvineaiis i composed of the parts A, B. 6 c, D, E, and F, or their
of the rod F, and provided with the rods D D, sub-

,
equivalents, combined and arranged substantially

stantialiy as and for the purposes herein set forth. ' as described.
4. The combination of tlie beams A A -^-ith loops ' 2. The combination, of the spring, herein described,

d d, clevis B, curved bars C C, bar G-, reversible v.ith a chain, cable,' or the like, in. the manner and
handles E F, and rods J) D and F, all constrncted

,
for the purpose set forth,

and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
j

herein set forth. 97,9-29.—Feederick W. .Judd. Xew Britain,
5. The reversible ploTvs H H, secured to the beams ; assignor to himself and Edward M. Judd, Xew

A A, by means of the s 'anks 1 1, and plates h k, sub-

stantially as shown and described.
6. The plate ft, provided with jjrojections i i, and

passed over the plow-shank I, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

7. The combination aaid aiTangement of the beams
A A, clevis B, bars C C and G-, reversible handles
E E, and plows H H, all constructed and connected
substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

97,922.—Thomas Houghton and Hexrt H.
HouGUTOX, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Fruit-Jar.—Decem-
ber 14, 18(59.

Claim.—The band F, with beveled or inelinjed

edge, and the bail G- hinged thereto, in combination
with the overhanging dome L, having an inclined
bearing-surface for said band, substautiaily as and
for the purpose described.

Haven, Conn.

—

Carpet-Stretcher and Tack-JSolder.—
December 14. 1S69 ; antedated December 9, 1869.

Claim.—The spring e, formed with the slot o, for
suspending the tack, in combination "vjith the car-
pet-stretcher 6, as and for the purposes specified.

97,930. —TViLLiAAr IT. Hepler. Cincinnati.
Ohio.

—

Puhlic Vrinal.—December 14, 1S69.
Claim.—The aiTangement of the urinal A and

curved shield B, composed of two parts, h b', the said
parts being hinged together at or near the center of
the shield, and the part b' being provided with
hinges c', for attachment of the shield to the wail,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

HI.—97,931.—JOHX J. KnnjALL. ^Jfaperville,

'SVashing-Moxhine.—December 14, 1S(39.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slotted vibrat-
ing block E, crank provided with wrist c, curved
friction-bars I and P, and sectional frictional disk H,

97,923.—JOHX HouTT, Springtown, Pa.— Con- ' all constructed and arranged as shown and described,
denser.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Chamber A, pipe D. and tubes B C, so
!

arranged that a stream of water is forced through !

the said chamber, directly into the mouth of thetuoe
D. substantially as described. i

2. A rose h, constructed and applied to the con- i

denser, substantially as set forth. i

3. The valves k and I, arranged at the lower end
of the tube D, substantially as specified.

[

4. The chamber A, its tube D, and supply-pipe C,
in combination with the primer s, as described.

5. The combination, with the tubes B, C, and D. ar-

ranged as described, of a chamber. A, having a fun-
|

nel-shaped bottom, for the purpose set forth.
|

97,924.—BOBERT HuxTER, Xew York, X. T.— I

Propelling-Ap'paraxus.—December 14. Icd9.

Claim.— The combination and aiTangement of

the long lever-arm A, short arm A', propelier-rod C,
pivot-float propeller &, and guides S or T, operating

j

substantially as and for tlie purposes herein set forth!
'

97,925.—AsAHEL H. Husset, [Mount Pleasant, i

Ohio.

—

Hedge-Trimmer.—December 14. 1869.
|

Claim.—A hedge-trimmer, so constructed as to be
\

carried by the operator, and provided with harvester- :

bike cutters, operated by a crank, serpentine-grooved
!

pulley, and elbow-lever, substantially as shown and
\

described.
'

j

97,926.—Daxtcel Johxstox, Cranberry, Oliio.

—

Fence.—December 14, 1869.

whereby either a uniform rotary or an intermittent
rotary motion may be imparted to the rubber.

2. The wasliing-machiue consisting of the several
parts, all constructed, arranged, and operating as
shown and described.

97,932. — JOHX O. KiXG ana Hiram A. Bice,
Louisiana, Mo. — Crain-Stripper. — December 14,

1869.

Claim.— The arrangement of the detent-bar M,
lever L. links K, arms I. and loek-shafi H, to slide

the bar G-, in the manner specified.

97,933. — "W. T. KiRKPATRiCK, Tamaroa, HL—
Bee-Hive.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bee-hive B, amd
the lighted moth-bos A, when arranged as described,
and provided with the moth and bee passages, all

substantially as specified.

97,934. — George ^V. Large, Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

—

Latch.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—The employment, in combination with a
rigid latch. D, on the gate, and a gravitating-catch,
I, arranged on the face of the latch-post, and drop-
ping in front of the latch, to retain it, of a pivoted or
rolling lifter, F, as and for the purposes set forth.

97.935.- L. V. Lathrop. Xyack, X. Y.—Se^o-
ing-2Iachine.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the grooved vi-

brating looper D, and its actuating-cam, with the

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the ! open spool-carrying frame, having its ends beveled
sUls A A, cross-pieces B B, uprights C C, and braces
D D, all as shown and described^

97,927.—JAiiES ]^. JoxES, Commerce,'IjMo.—
Sau'-Set.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The two shafts D, when provided with
the movable bearings C and H. and when used to
operate the markers G, substantially as aoid for the
purpose described.

2. The slotted standards B and F. in combination
with the movable bearings C and H. and shafts D,
wheu used in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. In combination with the markers G-, the table
L and guides X, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of slotted standards B and F.
movable bearings C and H. markers G-, table L and
gauges X, when all are combined to operate in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

97,928 .JAiiES A. .Jotxt:r, Xew York, X. Y.—
Jtubber Spring for Fse in Ships, Cars, and for other
Purposes.—December 14. 1869.

Claim.— I. The improved spring, herein described,

and agiiinst which ends the looper operates as de-

scribed.
2. The combination of the grooved vibrating

looper and open spoolcarrying fi-ame. having bev-
eled ends, and constructed *and operating together
as described, with the way X. having the opening O
for the passage of the looper, all substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement of the needle-guiding plate,

the grooved vibrating looper, the slotted way
throtigh which the looper vibrates, and the shuttle-

caiTying fi"ame,when all are constructed as described.

97,936.—George T. Lewis. Philadelphia, and
Eayre O. Bartlett, Birmingham, Pa.

—

Mamifac-
tare of Dry White-Lead.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of the basis of a pig-

ment, by mixing finely-divided lead with carbon, and
subjecting the mixture to the action of heat in a com-
potmd reducing and oxidizing furnace, and collect-

ing the fumes, as above described.

2. The employment of lime in the form of caustic

lime or the carbonate of lime, or "metallic iron, or its

oxides, whether native or artificial, in combination
with carbon and finolv-divided metallic lead, in a
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oompound rediTcing and oxidizing furnace, substan-

tially as described.
3. Subliming- the metallic lead, oxidizing the va-

pors, and collecting them as formed in a separate
^chamber, for the purpose of forming a basis of pig-

ment and for other purposes, substantially as set

forth.

4. As a new manufacture, a white oxide of lead,

produced by subliming metallic lead and oxidizing
the vapors, and collecting them in a separate cham-
loer.

97,937 F. A. Llxdal, Stockton, i^". Y.—Churn.
—December 14. 1869.

Claim.—1. The body of a churn, constructed of

two semi- cylindrical parts, one of which is so hinged
"to the other as to be swung over and form a receptacle
for the butter, and likewise perforated at a, to allow
the escape of milk and water, as and for the purpose
described.

2. The bar D, fitted between cross-pieces of the
frame-work, and arranged, in relation to the hinged
-cover B, so as to support it when open in either a
vertical or horizontal position, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

97,93S M. F. LowTH and T. J. Howe, Owa-
:tonna, Minn. — Seeding-Machine. — December 14

,

1869.

Clcthn.—A gate, placed iu such relation to the hop-
.per and cylinder of a seeding-machine as to yield
sufficiently to allow caught kernels to pass under it

without injury, substantially as desci'ibed.

_
97,939.—Orazio Lugo, Baltimore, M.i!i.—Fertil-

izer or Guano.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of hot air, for the purpose and
in the manner sul^stantially as herein set forth.

2. The use of the bydrocarbons, or their equiva-
lents, in the connection herein described, and for the
j)urpose set forth.

3. Tiie use of phenol, (carbolic acid,) or its equiv-
alent, for the purpose herein specified, and in the
manner substantially as herein described.

4. As a new article of manufacture, the antiseptic
fertilizer, the process for the manufacture of Avhich
is herein set forth.

97,940.—Henry A. Ludwig, N'ew York, IST. Y.— Furnace for the MoMufactwre of Ultramarine. —
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in the
one furnace, of the central fire-place A, the ovens B
C, the side-fiues b, and the outlet or outlets c to the
escape-flue or passage D, substantially as and for the
.pm'pose herein set forth.

97,941.—Henry A. Ludwig, Xcw York, 'N. Y.—Manufacture of Ultramarine.—December 14, 1869.

Clai'in.— The combination of ingredients, herein
named, mixed and treated substantially as specified.

97,942.—A. Gr.M.A.CK, Rochester, IST. Y., assignor
to himself and George Shelton, same place.— Ward-
robe.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The skeleton-reel B, in combination with
the fixed sheUVclosets C and drawers D, of corner
tcabinet-cases, as set forth.

97,943.—George C. Manner, New York, N. Y.— Upright Pirtno.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The supporting-beams D, when jilaced

so that their ends occupy points between the front
and rear sides of the top and bottom pieces, substau-
itially as and for the object explained.

2. The frame E, provided witli tlie concave rabbet
•e", for the purpose of giving the sounding-board a
bellying form, substantially as ami for tlio object
specified.

97,944.—FuEE.MAN P. Marcy, Keokuk, lowa.-^
Boot-Urirnper.—December 14, 1869; antedated De-
cember 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The hand-lever H and cam G, com-
l)inod witli the jaws E and F, made and adapted to
lUse, 8ul)Hta.ntially as set fortli.

2. The coml)inatiou and arrangement of vise B,
Jiook C, jaws E F, cam G, and lever H, substantially
ias hereJu sot forth.

97,945.
—
"WiLLTAM L. May, Linwood, Ala., as-

signor to William J. May.—Mechanismfor Driving
Cotton-Gins.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ba,nd-wheel A',
v/heel B, idler-pulley 6", gin-head &', frame A, and
bands a b, all arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

97,946. — Arthur McCarter, Salem, Ohio.

—

Meat- Chopper.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating arm z, adjustable rod Y,
ratchet-wheel I, pawls J K, for operating the worm
H, in combination with wheel G, shaft F, and knives
k, when constructed and arranged to operate as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the jointed links P P',

jointed arms WX. , and guide-way Pi,', operated by
the crank-shaft T and sliding block S, the arrange-
ment of the gearing TJ TJ' X,v v', in connection with
the fly-wheel m, as berein described, for the pm-pose
specified.

97,947 Frank H. McGeorge, Corning, N. Y.
—GaAe.—Deceiubev 14, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. The combination of the pulleys D D
with the slotted wheel c', when arranged as described,
and used in connection with a gate and bearing-post,
for the purpose set forth.

2. The slotted plate b, with its catch b^, as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

3. The hollow cap Bi, in • combination with the
pulleys and wheel, when provided with a cover, as
and for the purpose set forth.

97,948.—Alexander McPherson, Santa Cruz,
Cal.

—

Construction of Buildings. — December 14,

1869.

Clai'in.—Binding together the different parts of
foundations and walls of brick, stone, concrete,

adobe, or other similar material, by interlaying
through the work, in one or in several directions,

strips of wood or metal, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

97,949.—James E,. McPherson, Beloit, "Wis.—
Galvanic Battery.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The iron jar A, filled with metal chips
saturated with a weak solution of muriatic or sul-

phuric acid, or strong solution of sal-ammoniac, in
combination with the inner porous jar C, filled with
black oxide of manganese and nitric acid, and the
conductor E, all arranged to operate as herein de-

scribed and shown.

97,950.—EuFUS IST. Meriam, Worcester, Mass.—Gauge for Circular-Sa'w Table. — December 14,

1869.

Claim.—The bracket C, pivoted as at c, and pro-
vided with a slot d, and lock-nut c', in combination
with the sliding block B and face- piece D, all ar-

ranged and operating substantiailj' as shown and
described.

97,951.— Daniel Mills, ITew York, assignor
to Charles Goodyear, Jr., i^ew Kochelle, N. Y.

—

Seioing-Machine for Sewing Boots and Shoes.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. An organization, substantially as de-
scribed, consisting of the following eleraeuts iu
combination : First, a barbed needle, mounted on au
oscillating arm or lever, operated by a suitable cam,
in such manner that the power is applied to the
nccdle-arra, between tiie needle and its center of

oscillation ; secondly, a looper, and its actuating-
meclianism, so as to effect the chain-stitch, iu con-
nection witli said needle ; tliirdh', a top-feed mech-
anism, propelling the work during the intervals of
stitclies ; fourtiiiy, one or more gauges for guiding
and holding the work in the line of tho soam to be
made.

2. Tho nrrangemont, substantially as heroin de-

scribed, of a cam-disk or disks, mounted on one and
the same shaft, and to operate as and by the means
hereinafter shown and sot forth : First, the needlo-

arm, when tho siime is a lover of the tliird order;
secondly, the loopor having a rociproeiiting rotary
motion- thirdly, tlie food, witli its up-and-down ami
back-and-ibrth luovemont ; fourthly, tho oilgo-gaugo,
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vrifti its lockiDg-meclianista ; and fiftlilj, tlie barb-
coverer.

3. The combiuation, \ritli a barbed needle mounted
on an arm, being a lever of tte third order, and a
barb-coverer, mounted in like manner, and upon the
same fulcrum with the needie-arm, of independent
cams, mounted on the same shaft, to operate the
needle and the barb-coverer, in the manner and for

the purposes herein set forth.

4. The combination, with the needle and barb-
coverer, oscillating upon the same fulcrum, and
operated by cams, as described, of a spring and a
slot and stud, or their mechanical equivalents,
formed on the barb-coverer and needle-levers re-

spectively, whereby, at the i:)rop5r intervals, the
action of the barb-cbverer is regulated and controlled
bv the movement of the needle-arm, as herein set

forth.

5. The looper, mounted on the end of a tubular'

shaft, through which the thread with which the
looper is supplied passes, when said shaft is arranged
to pass through the cavity in the fi-ame, and there
exposed to the action of the flame, substantially as
herein shown and described.

97,952.—Smo^T B. Moret. San. rraneisco, Cal.—Propeller.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The floats or buckets, formed by the con-
volutions of the circular spiral E, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

97,953.—Cykus B. Mokse, Ehinebeck, X. Y.—
Cast-Steel Tube or Ingot.—December 14, 1869 ; ante-

dated December 8, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a cast-

steel tube, which is produced substantially as de-
scribed.

97,954.— John McLeod Murphy, Xew York,
IN". Y., assignor to James Lokdier Graha^i, same
place.

—

Packing-Case for Oil- Cans.—December 14,

1869.
Claim. — The combination, with a tin or other

slieet-metal packing-can, provided with a turning
cut-off nozzle, C G. of an exterior packing-case, pro-
vided with a door F, arranged, relatively to the said
nozzle, substantially as specified.

97,955 .— Charles K. Myers, Pekin, HI., as-

signor, for one-half, to Peter Weyhrich, same
place.

—

Tightening and Guiding Belt.—December
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe slotted " shoe"
P, and its bed//, with the slotted arm D, pulley E,
left-hand nut h, adjustiug-bolt d, and slot g g, u
frame A.

2. Adjusting-plate G, with its bolt-slot n, and pul-

ley-rod slot I, in combination with the mortise kk,
pulley H, and its rod c, all substantially as described,
and for the pm'poses set forth.

97,956. — John J. Myers. Baltimore. Md.. as-

signor to'BEXTLEY C. BiBB, same place.

—

Fire-Place
Fuel-Magazine Stove.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The gas-eseape passage of the feed-

chute fireplace magazine-stove, substantially as and
for the purpose herein described.

2. The curved door e, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. The arrangement of the door e to open by a
circular movement in the paths of a vertical plane,
substantially as shown and described.

4. Making the chute-door e a permanent part of
tlie stove, and yet movable, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

5. The combination of the screen or screens and
the attached yet movable door e, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

6. The screen connected to the door e, so as to be
readily disconnected therefrom, by means substan-
tially as described.

7." The combination of the pipes S, combustion-
chamber B B', hollow flue-base A, return-columns
E, and direct-draught damper, J, substantially in

the manner and forthe purpose described.
8. The combination of the damper J, feed-chute

with gas-escape through it, the flue-chamber K, pas-

sage t, and main draught-flue H, substantially in
the manner and for the pm'pose described.

9. In a fire-place top-feed fuel-magazine stove, the
combination of the following elements, to wit, the
flue-extension K, the gas-escape t, direct damper J,
the extension B', and the pipes S S, substanti^y as-

and for the pm-pose described.
10. In a tire-place top-feed fuel-magazine stove,

the combination of the following elements, to wit, an
inclined 'chute, with a gas-passage leading there-
from into the main flue, a'single cover or plate per-
manently attached to the stove, but movable so as to-

be made to close both the feed and gas passages, or
to open the same, and screen-sections G G, substan-
tially as and for the jjurpose described.

97,957.—JA3IES B. Parker, Knob Xoster, Mo.— Corn-Planter.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aiTangement, upon the cross-bar
G, of the boxes H H. hoppers 1 1, plungers a a, and

j
connecting-bar IST, all substantially as and for the

' pui'poses herein set forth.

2. In combination with the bar 2s" and plungers
a a, the rod d, lever S, pins b b, cog-wheel P, plat-
form P, cog-wheel O, and spring T, all substantially
as and for the pm'poses herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the frame J with bar ft,

seat-standard W, and lever Z, all constructed as
described, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the main
frame A B E G, wheels C C, scrapers D D, frame J,
plows K K, boxes H H, hoppers 1 1, plungers a a,

bar X, cog-wheels O P, lever S, platform P, rod d,

spring T, seat-standard W, lever Z, and bar H, all

constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set

forth.

97,958.—Archibald Perry, Eichland, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Jacob Eisher, same place.

—

Satoing- Machine. — December 14, 1869; antedated
December 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever L, slotted or open at each
end, in combination with the crank K, arm L, and
clamp X, when used in the manner and for the pur-
pose as specified.

J
2. The forked lever jL, crank K, arm M, and clamp

' X, in combination with the rocking lever E, shaft

G, crank X, pitman E, and wheel D, all constructed
and operating substantially as set forth.

3. The arm M, so arranged and constructed as to

be moved nearer to and further from the center of
motion, in combination with the clamp JS", springs P
and rt, and cord c, when used in the manner and for

xhe pnrpose as specified.

4. The arrangement of the lever d, cords e and /,

brake g, and arm M, when all are used in the man-
ner and for the purpose as set forth.

5. The saw H, connected at the top and bottom
to the slides I I on the same side, and operated by
the rocking lever E, all substantially as set forth.

6. The combination of the lever JL, arm ^M, clamp
X, springs a and P, cords c, e, and /, lever d, and
brake g. all constructed and arranged to operate

substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

97,959.—Osgood Pllmmer, Worcester, Mass.
—Mechanical Movement.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanical movement, substan-

tially as above described.
2.' The combination of the slotted rack-piece H, in

combination with the bell-crank piece E, substan-

tially as described.

97,9fi0 TT. S. Poulsox and TV. j^^J". Poulsox,.
Cadiz, Ohio. — Teachers' Pegister.— December 14,

1869.

Claim.—The teachers' register herein described^

having slots a a', loo'ps d tZ.'and c, and sliding scale

B, constructed and arranged to operate as specified.

97,981.—Ja^ies H. Prestox, Jefferson City^
:>!lo.—Side-Saddle Tree.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable leg-rest B, when com-
bined with a tree-body, A A', substantially as set

forth.

2. The leg-rest B, the plate C, tablet D. pin d, and

I

slot c, when arranged and combined with the tree-

I body, substantially as set forth.
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3. The adjustable stirrup-strap F, arranged witli

an adjustable leg -rest B, and tree-body C, all as acd
for the purpose set forth.

97,962. — Prosper Vincent Ramel, Paris,

Prance.

—

Process of Preparing Plants to he Used in
Cigars, Snuff, (&c.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The new application of the leaves of the
eucalyptus and of the family of myrtles, and their

treatment herein described, to all the purposes for

which tobacco has been hitherto used, and for to-

baccos in rolls or in slabs, and. for snuffs. After
having submitted the leaves of the eucalyptus to the
preparatory processes above described, they are

treated in the same way as the leaves of the tobacco-
plant are now treated, for the various purposes for

which they are intended.

97,963.—Leonard W. Peed, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Pipe- Coupling.—December 14, 1869.

Ctaim.—The within-described adjustable coupling,
consisting of the sections A and. B, secured together
by means of the clamp-ring D and screw E, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

97,964. — S. B. PowLEY, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fruit-Jar.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the screw-ring D and
its flange j, the thin metal cap B and its flange h',

the rib d, shoulder b, and screw-thread a of the jar,

and the gum ring h, the whole being constructed,
arranged, and adapted to each other, as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

97,965.—Edward P. Pussell, Manlius, IST. T.— Clothes-Wringer.—December 14, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination of the rollers A B, tube
a, swing-levers P F', main levers M, auxiliary lever
"W", cam-lever X, and standards S and S', constructed
as described, and operating as and for the purposes
set forth.

97,966.—Watson Sanford, I>rew York, IsT. T.— Coal-Stove.—December 14, 1869 ; antedated Sep-
. embers, 1869.

. Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of open-
^ngs in the neck, and between the fire-pot and the
body of the stove, substantially as described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the body
and fire-ijot with the neck, with or without a series
of openings, substantially as described.

97,967.—"Watson Sanford, New York, IST. Y.—Base-Burning Stove.—December 14, 1869; ante-
dated. September 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of open-work at the
upper portion of the chute, substantially as described.

2. The arraugemeut of an additional opening or
passage-way to the chute, and in direct contact
therewith, and of larger diameter, to admit of a more
convenient withdrawal or replacement of such chute,
substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of divisional plates or strips
longitudinally between -the chute and body of the
stove, substantially as described.

4. Making such divisional plates or strips adjust-
able, substantially as described.

5. The arrangement of a slide-damper horizon-
tally between the cliute and. body of the stove, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The construction of the grate and rim contain-
ing the trunnions, to admit of the removal of the
grate, substantially as described.

7. The arrangement of the foot-ring, when com-
bined with the brackets q q q, substantially as de-
scribed.

97,968.—AMimosE TT. Sassaman, Scranton, Pa.—Journal-Box.—December 14, 18G9.
Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the

grooved journal-box and slialt, herein described,
with tlic rollers a, all constructed and oi)erating sub-
stantially as and. for the purposes specified.

97,969 Jaoou SciiMiDLArr, Now York, N. Y.—IIook-and-Ladder Truck.—December 14, 18(19.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the reach P and (1

with the trestlo-wrrk truck-body or carriage 11, all

coustructed substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. In combination with the carriage H, as herein-
before set forth, the permanently fixed pilot-seat P
attached thereto, and elevated above the ladders, for
the purposes set forth, and substantially as described.

97,970 Suspended.

97,971.—Thomas L. Shaw, Omaha, Nebraska.—Snow-Ploto for Paihvays.—Decembei? 14, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The pivoted plow-frame B, toggle-
levers r &, connecting-bars &', and rotating disk C,
aU constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The means herein described of operating the
leaves B' B' through the agency of the locomotive-
wheels, substantially as and to the end specified.

3. The divided pinion i, toothed wheel h'", shafts
I A, and lever k, combined and arranged substan-
tially as described,

97,972.—William Anthony Shaw, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Peter Naylor, same place.

—

Composition Metal for Tubing, Pipes, and Sheeting.
—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An alloy or composite metal, adapted
to the manufacture ot pipes, tubing, sheet-metal, and
other articles, as specified, composed of lead, block-
tin, and antimony, in the proportions substantially
as set forth.

2. The manufacture of pipes, tubing, sheet-metal,
and other articles for conducting or receiving water
or other fluids, of an alloy or composite metal such
as herein described.

3. Pipes or sheets composed of an alloy such as
herein described, when faced on one or both sides
with pure lead, substantially as and for the purposes
stated.

4. The formation, itpon composite-metal tubing,
such as described, of one or more longitudinal ribs
or ridges, as and for the purposes specified.

97,973.—John H.Shehan, Lima, Ind., assignor
to himself George W. Edgecomb, and Thomas J.
Bull.—Pruning-Shears.—DecemlieY 14, 18G9.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
shears D, bar A, and straps F F, as shown and de-
scribed, and for the pm'pose set forth. .

97,974.— Albert Sinclair, West Waterville,
Me.

—

Price- Calcidating Device.—December 14, 1869.
.

Claim.—1. The combination of an auxiliary indi-

cator, K, with a table of rates. C, and numerals on
the revolving cylinder, and the fixed opening G-, and
table of numerals E of the inclosing-case B, substan-
tially as described.

2. The cylindrical fixed slotted case B, secured to
flauged head-plate H, for the purpose of facilitating
the removal of the cylinder, substantially as de-
scribed.

97,975.—C. Siialer Smith, C. H. Latrobe, and'
Fkedehiuk H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.

—

Construction
of Bridges.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a system of wrought-iron piers or
continuous trestle, such as described, the combina-
tion, with the cast-iron joint-boxes, interposed be-
tween and forming the bearings for the column-sec-
tions, of longitudinal diagonal ties, connecting, sub-
stantially in the manner specified, the joints of any
one tier with those of another tier, or with the caps
or feet of the columns, for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the piers and system of
longitudinal diagonal ties, connecting tbe same, of
the wooden chord-sticks and longitudinal system of
wooden struts, for supporting the roadway and stiff-

ening the piers.

3. The construction of the cast-iron post-caps, foot-

boxes, and joint-boxes, substantially as showu and
described.

4. The comlnnation of a series of indepoudont or
isolated bvidgejiicrs, formed, as describeil, wfth an
intermediate span or spans of truss, couucoting tho
same, substantially as set forth.

r>. Uniting tho longitudinal diagonal ties with the
columns, or boxes of vsaid eohunus, by means of tho
yoke and .screw-nut attaehnient, substantially as
shown and described, so as to admit of the ready ad-

justmeut of said ties, for tho imrpos.-s stated.
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6. A system of continuous trestle, for bridges, in

which the longitudiual diagonal rods or ties, which
connect the caps and feet or joints of the columns,
are combined with intermediate spans of truss, ex-

tending between said columns, substantially as shown
and set forth.

97.976. — SiMOX Sjhth, Clarksburgh, if. Y.—
C/inr?i.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the liollow dashers E
E, standard C, lever F, and churn-body A, all con-
structed and arranged as described.

97.977. — 'William M. Smith, Augusta, Ga.—
Cotton-Bale rie-s-.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—An improTement upon rectangular cot-

ton-bale ties, with V or X-shaped slots, saidimprove-
ment consisting in striking off the interior point or
angle a, while the point or angle a' is left entire, for
the ready and secure adjustment of the loop-band D,
as herein shown, and described.

97,978.—"W. A. TVORKM-Of, Eairfield, Iowa.—
Grain-Measuring Attaclvment to Thrashing - Ma-
chines.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—A sliding cut-off, D, provided with spouts
E E, and combined with a reciprocating table A', a
grain-spout, G, and a registering-device, substan-
tially as described,

97,979.—Andrew J. T^right, Cleveland, Ohio.—Scaffold for Gathering Fruit, and for other Fur-
jposes.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The notched standai'ds E and braces H
and I, in combination with the platform A, guards
B, guides P, and keys G, arranged essentially as and
for the purpose set forth.

97,980.-TfENDELL TVrtght, Bloomfield, E". J".—Revolving Cupboard.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—Tlie arrangement of a revolving closet

within a stationary chamber that opens into two ad-
joining rooms, as and for the purpose siJecified and
shown.

97,981.—Charles S. Sxead. Louisville, Ky.—
Barrack or Hospital-Bedstead.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the bauds a b, for
connecting the side and end rails to the posts, the
forked and tempered ends B and E to the side and
end rails, the clas]3S s and r for holding the lockers
and the musket-rack, and holder K and m, as speci-
fied and described, for the pm-poses set forth.

97,982 C. F. Th. Steinwat, 'New Tork, IST. T.
Fiano-Forte.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Extending the sounding-board bridge
of an overstrung pianoforte, in an unbroken curve,
from the treble to the bass end, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. In combination with the continuous sounding-
board bridge, the arrangement of a raised part on
the top plate of the metal frame, the strings running
under the plate instead of over, substantially as set
forth.

3. The treble-bar h of the metal frame D, ar-
ranged^ in relation to the strings s s' s", substantially
in the manner shown and described.

4. The semi-cylindrical edge or rim / of the metal
frame D, as set "forth.

5. The braces o, forming the connection between
the bottom plate e of the metal frame and the tun-
ing-block extension of the top plate d, and forming
shoulders or abutments for the front edge of the
sounding-board, substantially as described.

6. The arrangement of blocks or standards i, rising
from the bottom of the case A, through apertures in
the bottom plate of the metal frame, and forming the
connection between said bottom and sounding board,
•substantially as set forth.

7. Snbjeeting the bottom of the case A, together
with the sounding-board, to a compressing-force pro-
duced by screws, wedges, or other suitable devices,
substantially as shown and described.

8. The detached blocks a, rising fi'om the bottom
of the case A, and forming the supports of the
metal frame D, substantially as set forth.

.9. The metal bands or braces ?i, extending from

the rim / of the metal frame to that side of the case
A which is situated under the open end of the metal
frame, said braces serving to counteract the com-
pressing-force to the screws or other devices bear-
ing on the sounding-board and bottom C of the case,
as set forth,

97,983.—John Steinhouse, 17 Eodney street,
Pentonville, London, England, assignor to Arthuk
Cheney and Alonzo Milliken. Boston, Mass.

—

Water-Froofing Fabrics.—December 14, 1869; pat-
ented in England, January 8, 1862.
Claim.—The employment and application of par-

afnne, in a solid state, to wood, leather, paper, or
textile fabrics, composed of cotton, liuen, wool, or
silk, by means of a metal plate, heated to a temper-
ature from 130° to 250^ Fahrenheit, the article to be
treated to be stretched thereon, and then manipu-
lated, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

97,984. —Elizabeth Mary Stigale, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Fails for Ornamental Fence.—December
14, 1869.

Claim. — A recessed rail, adapted to columns,
posts, or frames, substantially as described.

97,985

—

JohnW. Still, San Francisco, Cal.—
Latch for Double Doors.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with the spring stem
D, of the wedge-shaped head G, forming a shoulder
on each side of the stem, with its face at right
angles to the stem, so as to make a secure fastenmg
for two contiguous doors, substantially as described.

97,986.—JAiiES G. Stowe, Providence, E. I.—
Lathe-Fastening.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tail-stock A, cam-
surfaces 1 1, cam-block D, lever E, rod H, and shoe
F, or their equivalents, constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose described.

97,987.—A. D. Strong, Ashtabula, Ohio.—Fwe-
gar-Apparatus.—December 14, 1869.

Claim..—A vinegar apparatus, constructed with
broad, slanting shelves B, provided with marginal
grooves or channels C, plus a, and case A, in the
manner substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

97,988.-George C. Taft, TTorcester, Mass.—
Wrench.—December 14, 1369.

Claim.—1. The combination and relative arrange-
ment, with the parts A and B, of the screw C and
rosette D, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of the semi- cylindrical parts
a b, of the divided wrench A B, with the flanges or
rinsrs e, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

97,989.—"William Tansley, Salisbury Centre,
assignor to "Starbuck Brothers," Troy, ]^. T.

—

Bark-Mill.—Decemher 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Constructing the upper conical ring of
the runner with a series of steps, supported on a
continuous concentric base, and providing with in-

terior and exterior grinding-teeth, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, the upper and
lower grinding-surfaces C and D', one directly over
the other, the upper discharging the coarsely-ground
material into the lower, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The central hollow bearing L of the core M, in
combination with the ring or annular journal K, arms
G, (having stops H,) and shaft B, with the driver J,

all constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth,

4. In bark or other mills, the combination and ar-

rangement of the upper and lower continuous grind-
ing-sm'faces, the base of the former resting upon and
slightly projecting over the top of the latter, grind-
ing coarsely and evenly, and discharging into the
lower, where the bark is finely ground and finished,

substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

97,990. — Jeremiah H. Taepley, Greens-
borough, ]S^. C.

—

Clevis for Plows.—December 14,

1869.
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Claim.— 1. The curved plate D, -wlien provided
-with a socket B, and with one or more notched ribs

E on its face, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

2. In combination with the plate, socket, and ribs,

above claimed, the clevis-strap F, substantially as
described.

97,991.—Albert L. Taylor, Springfield, Vt.—
HandleJ'or Knives.—December 14, 1869.

Glaiyn.—The filling B, inserted in the handle A,
and pi ejecting at the sides thereof, and held tightly
in said handle by the tapering tang k, which, when
driven into the filling, expands the same, and renders
it permanently rigid, the blade being secured in the
handle by the rivet a passing- through the i)art A and
the tang, all as herein described.

97,993.—Daniel Thackara, Woodbury, IST. J.—Making Bricks, Tiles, d-c.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.— The manufacture of bricks, tiles, and
other earthenware, from the sediments or settling
which have been deposited on the beds of rivers and
other streams of water, or on their shores by the
overflowing of the streams, and is commonly called
" mud," as above set forth.

97,993.—James P. Tiebits, New York, IST. Y.—
Foot and Kneeling Stool for Churches.—December
14, 1869.

Claim..—The stool B, constructed with sides a b,

at right angles, or thereabout, to each other, a,nd
hinged, pivoted, or otherwise connected with the
floor, in combination with the partition C, substan-
tiallv as shown and described, for the purposes set
forth.

97,994.—Charles Darwix TisDxVLE, Boston,
Mass., assignor to himself and Joseph Henk?
Clapp, same place.

—

Railway-Carriage Wheel and
J.a;?e.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the tightening- screw
d, or d', or its equivalent, with the wedge-keys b b',

tlie grooves a o, in the wheel-hub and axie, and the
stop-piece c, substantially as described.

97,995. — Casper Van Hoesen, Catskill, as-

signor to himself, John H. Burtis, Brooklyn, and
M. "W. Staples, Catskill, IsT. Y.—Suspenders.—De-
cember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the spring A, straps
C C, and tension-regulator D, all substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

97,996.—Francls H. "Walker, Boston, Mass.—
Button-Hole Cutter.—December 14, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of adjustable cutter-bed
D, with a cutter-carryiiig-jaw, C, which is connected
to a lever-handle. A, by a loose joint, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

97,997.— C. E. "Walkes, Elyria, Ohio.—Bed-
Bottom.—Deceaaber 14, 1869.

Claim.—A bedstead, constructed with cams I,

ratchet-wheel and pawl K K, springs D, and slats E
C, arranged in the manner as described and for the
purpose specified.

97,998—John Warner, Flushing, N. Y.—Still

for Oil, cec—December 14, 1869. •
Claim.—1. Setting a still so that the outer edge

and center only of its bottom are supported subitan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The employment of one common convex per-
forated arch over all the fires, substantially as shown
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The hollow central pier D, constructed as shown
and for the purpose specified.

4. Witlidrawing the heated products of combus-
tion from the circumference of tlic combustion-
chamber, substantially as shown and described.

5. Causing the smoko-fiues from the combustion-
chaml)er to center in om\ common chaml)cr within
the foundation of the still, substantially as shown
and for tlie purpose jspeciricd.

6. The nrningcmcut of the fiuea I and m, and the
chambers K and L. witliin th(! tbundition of tlie still,

substantially as and for the purp(j80 set foilh.

7. The employment of a hinged or removable
jacket around the base of the gooseneck, substan-
tially as shown and for the purpose specified.

8. The arrangement of the ventilating-pipes S
within and through the casing-wall, substantially as
shown and for the purpose described.

9. The arrangement of the doors or traps O upon
and within the casing IST, substantially as and for the
purpose shown.

10. The combination of the ventilating-pipes S
with traps O, substantially as and for the purpose
shown.

11. The combination of the convex perforated arch
E, with the flues I, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

12. The general construction and arrangement of
the various parts hereinbefore described, substan-
tially as shown and for the purpose specified.

97,999.-Charles W. West, Shiloh, assignor
to himself and Oscar A. Douglas, Bridgetou, jST.

J.

—

Paper-File.—December 14, 1869.
Claim.—A paper-file, consisting of the bars A B,

having the pins a a, and of the strings b c, which
are interlocked, as set forth, so that they tie the bars
together without piercing the paper, substantially as
herein shown and described.

98,000.—Thomas A. Weston,^ Eidgewood, N".

J., assignor to William Sellers and John Sel-
lers, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hoisting-Apparatus.—
December 14, 1869 ;

patented in England, August 28,

1868.

Claivi.—The combination, with a hoist, of helical
inclines, frictional surfaces, and a pawl and ratchet,
or their equivalent, operating substantially as set
forth.

98,«f>01.—Cora'DON Wheat and Alfred Catch-
pole, Geneva, is". Y.

—

Coke- Wagon.—December 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. • The dumping-box A, swung upon trun-
nions, substantially as described, and com])osed of
frame e, and lining i, for the purposes specified.

2. In combination with the dumping-box A, and
its suspendiug-frame, the cranked baU d, and carry-
ing-wheel, C, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

98,002.—Darius Wilcox and R. McChesney,
Derby, Conn., assignors to D. M. Bassett and Da-
rius Wilcox, same place.

—

Machine for Making
Carriage- Clips.—December 14, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the holder C, ar-

ranged as described, so as to be raised or lowered,
and constructed so as to receive and hold the blank,
with the segmental roll F, the said roll being hung
in the carriage G-, so as to pass over the blank on the
table C, all substantially as herein set forth.

98,003 William E. Wood, Baltimore, Md.—
Door for Fire-Place Stove.—December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the front opening a'

b' and the detacliable or removable coverings C D E
F F', with a "fire-place stove," substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

98,004.— John Chandos Woodhkad, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

—

Interchangeable Boot and Shoe Heel.—
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—In a changeable boot and shoe heel, the
combination of the socketed metallic plates in the
uppf-r and lower portions of the heel, when con-
structed as described, and secured in the luauner set
forth.

98,00.1.—Samuel Woolston, Yincontown, "NT.

J.

—

Camel for Raising Vessels.—Docember 14, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The nrrangenuMit of tlio oanui in two
parts, so liing(Hl together as to be opened to rocoivo
the vessi^l, and tluMi rigidly united like a single boat,

substantially as set forth.

2. The central elevations E, substantially as sot
forth.

3. The cross-beam C, arranged substantially in the
raaiuuu' and for the purposes sot forth.

98,006.—I8A.4C Adams, Jr., Bo.>-ton, TVfassjjiis-
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signer to United ^^Tickel Company.—Manufacture
of the Metallic Parts of Fire-Arms.—December 21,

1869.
Claim.—The improvement in tlie manufacture of

fire-arms, hereinbefore described, the same consisting
in the application to their metallic parts, or auy
portion of them, of a compact, coherent, tenacious,
and flexible coating of nickel, for the pm'poses speci-

fied.

98,007 H. C. Alexander. :K"ew York, X. Y.—
Toy- Velocipede.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The improved velocipede toy, each of its

parts being constructed and arranged, with respect
to the others, in the manner specified.

9S,00S.— Daniel Armstrong, Chicago, 111.

—

Machine for Making Wrought Nails.—December 21,

1869.
Claim.— The combination of wheel G, frame A,

shafts D C, pinion F, and housing I. constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose set forth,

98,009.—James Armstrong, Bucjtus, Ohio.

—

'Wash-Boiler.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bottom B, when constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and described.

2. The removable adjustable top D, when con-
structed substantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the bottom B. top D, and
end pieces C C, when constructed and ai ranged
substantially as shown and described.

98,010.—Samuel Ayres, Danville, Ky.

—

Re-
frigerator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the exterior case
B, cylindrical case A, fixed rack Q, and revolving
rack T, and ice-basket W, when arranged for access
through the top and side, and with non-heat-con-
ducting packing in the space between the two cases,
as specified.

2. The arrangement of the hollow shaft S, shelves
T, fixed rack Q, and ice-basket W, substantially as
specified.

3. The arrangement, with the hollow shaft S, and
shelves T, of the ice-basket W, oseillatiug cut-oif X,
spout Y, and water-passage Z', substantially as speci-
fied.

4. The arrangement, with the shelves T, of the hol-

low posts a a', in the double capacity of water- con-
ductors and connecting supports, s abstantialiy as
specified.

5. The arrangement, within the cylinder A, on a
revolving central tube, resting upon a center at the
bottom, of an ice-basket and a series of shelves, the
said shaft being arranged to convey the water from
the basket to the shelves, substantially as specified.

6. The arrangement, with tlie upper wired edge of
the cylinder, of the lid E, provided with packing, as
described, and hinged in slotted bearings, substan-
tially as specified.

7. The combination, with the case A and door h,

of the door or lid Z, connected to the said door h by
the central loose stud-pin /j, and one or more pins k',

and provided with the spring p, all substantially as
specified.

S. The combination, with the door L and case B,
of the prop -rod M, slotted bar X, and spring hinge-
joint 0' P, arranged and operating substantialii as
pecified.

9S,011 George C. Bailey, Pittsbui-gh, Pa.—
Hydrant.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lug s, attached to or forming part
of the hollow plunger and discharge- pipe, in combi-
nation with the removable valve-chamber /, having
a corresponding lug s', aH arranged and combined
substantially as set forth.

2. The discharge-pipe b. lugs s s', valve-chamber
/, and joint d', when combined in the manner sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. A hydrant-valve seat inserted in or forming
part of a removable valve -chamber, and a vertically-

moving plunger or discharge-pipe, in combination
with a'lockingdevice constructed and operated sub-

stantially as described.
4. The discharge-pipe b, valve a, movable annular

packing-ring o, and waste-passage i, when combined
as shown,

98.012. — Joseph Balsley, Bedford, Ind.

—

Washing-Machine.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of rope H, treadle K,

roller or round J, slides F, and springs M, with
the roller E, handle N, and rubber standards D, when
arranged and operating as shown and described,

98.013.— AsHBELL P, Barlow, Kalamazoo,
Mich.

—

8aio-MiU.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the straight single
inclined upper guides a' a' and cross- head a" with
the saw C and pitman e, when the saw is pivoted to
the pitman, either above or below the pitman-fulcrum
or guide-pins d. in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

98,014. — E. C. Barton, Bloomsburgh, Pa.—
Boring-Machine.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The mandrel E and its pinion, the yoke
D D', and collared screw-bolt H, in combination
with the worm C and frame A, when constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

98,015.—Thomas Bernhard, Hartford, Conn.—Padlock.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the springs o o o,

more or less in number, and strengthened by the
notched bar i, with the sliding bolt c and the sliding
bar d, actuated by the spring e, the whole being con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described, for the pm-pose set forth.

98,016.—INMON Blackaby, Giver, hi.—i^encf.

—

December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The panel a, sill /, short bar c, and brace
d, constructed and arranged as and for the purpose
specified.

98,017.—Albert Bondeli, Philadelphia, Mo.

—

Plowing-Machine.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. —1. The spade-wheels A a', one or more,
constructed substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and set at an angle with the vertical line,

and with the line of draught, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth,

2. The combination of the circular revolving cut-

ters D with the spade- \\'heels A a' and frame C. sub-

stantiaL}- as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the adjustable caster-wheel
E F G and adjustable hinged or jointed tongue H,
with the fi-ame C, circular revolving cutters D, and
spade-wheels A a', substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. Adjustably connecting the truck-wheels I with
the frame C, to' which the spade-wheelsA a' and the
circular revolving cutters D are attached by the
pivoted arms J and guide-slides K, or equivalent de-

vices, substantially as herein shown and described,

and for the purposes set forth.

5. The combination of the levers L, or equivalent
device, w'ith the arms J, to which the axles of the

truck-wheels 1 are attached, and with the frame C,

to Avhich the spade-wheels A «.' and circular revolv-

ing cutters D are«ittached, substantially as herein

shown and described, and for the purposes set forth.

98,018.—A. S. Boyer, BernviUe, J^a..— Carriage

-

Brake.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—As my invention, in combi7iation with
the body of the vehicle, the braking levers A. A, con-

structed, applied, and operated by a foot-lever, so

that they may be entirely withdrawn under the bot-

tom of the said vehicle, or out of sight, when not
required or used in braking, substantially as herein-

before set forth and described.

98,019.—William A. Bradford, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignor to G G. Pease, trustee for Malone
Safety-Vala'E Company.—Low-Water Indicator.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the expansion-tube

L, fitted with a steam-whistle, P, and valve-seat
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H, the pendent stationary valve H', when said valve
has a screw-threaded stein, I, and adjusting-nuts IST

N, arranged and operating in the manner and for

the purpose speciiied.

98,020.— HoBERT Briggs, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Machine for Making Ferrules.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the annular cutter
with the swaging-roU. and of these with the support-
ing-rolls and mandrel, as herein described, for the
manufacture of sockets or ferrules of wrought iron,

from tubes previously either but or lap welded, by
cutting oif the same, simultaneously with the swag-
ing or closing down upon a mandrel, as hereinbe-
fore described.

2. The arrangement of the mandrel J, in combi-
nation with the rolls H H H' and the withdrawiug-
lever K, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

98,021.—M. S. Bringier, Ascension Parish, La.—Steam-Generator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of the waste steam to

increase and control the draught of the furnace of a
boiler or evaporator, constructed substantially as

herein described, when the same is done by the
means and in the manner substantially as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the boiler A, groups of
tubes B B' B", and connecting vertical pipes C C C"
C", when used in connection with a furnace, pro-
vided with a vertical wall, E, and horizoLtal divi-

sional plates D D', with a pipe or drum, c, when the
latter is provided with the issue-pipes or nipples cZ,

and the several parts are constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

98,022. — Theodor Brinkmann, G-reeneville,

Tenn.

—

Fire and ^Yater Proof Faint.—^December
21, 1869.

Claim. — A compound for painting roofs and
houses, when made in the manner substantially as
-set fortn.

98,023.—Adam Brown, Bridgeport, Oregon.

—

Animal-Tra2}.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combmation with a bos, barrel, or
other suitable case, of a detachable chute, B, pro-
vided with spring-points D, perforated slieet-tnetal

flooring E, and bait-chamber F, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as herein shown and described, for

the purpose specified.

2. The arrangement, in connection with the above,
•of the metal sheets I and tilting-tables K, all as speci-

fied.

98,024.—Augustus Brown, Di-yclcn, IST. Y.—
Hair-Spring Adjustment for Watches.—December
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of securing the outer end
of the hair-spring by means of the clamp c d press-
ing upon the edges of said spring, substantially as
described.

2. The adjustable link / to the regulator, whereby
the curb-pins are adjusted to the position of the outer
convolution of the hair-spring, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

98,025.-Charles E. Butterwouth, Troy, N.
Y.—Expanding Muff- Block.—^yecGmhor 21, 1869.

Olaiin.—The combination of tlio two cylindrical
blocks A B, one recessed and tlic other slioulder(;d,

as set forth, with the tlireaded, swivcled, and shoul-
dered sliaft C E, plate G, and threadf d nut E, and
the collar or sleeve i, all of said parts being arranged
and brought together in tlie manner specified, to form
-an adjustable mutt*- block.

98,026.—George L. Cady, Lowell, Mass.—>S'rtp-

.^poi/^.—December 21, 1669.

Claim.—The combination of the spout a, spur d,

and hanger /, consti'uctcMl a)id arranged to operate
togotlier substauiially as and for the purpose hei-oin
specified.

9S,027.—.Tames Capen, Cliarltou, Mass.—iTay-
iioader.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the rake E, case D,
and elevator B, with the vertically-sliding frames L
and sheets M, all constructed and arranged together,
as described, to collect, load, aud protect the hay
from winds, ana in the manner described.

98,028.-George T. Chattaway, Brooklyn, E,
D., andJohn Dickinson, N. T., assignors to George
S. Chattaway.—Grinding-Machine.—December 21,

1869.

Clai')n.—T\\Q rest g, set upon trunnions in the
movable bearings h, and adjusted by the screws t m,
in combination with the grinding-wheel c and bed a,

as and for the purposes specified.

98,029.—John Christy, Clyde, Ohio.—Coolers'
TooL—December 21, 1869.

Claim,.—The combination of shanks d and e, when
both are constructed aud arranged to operate in the
manner described.

98,030 Erank O. Claflin, :N'ew York, IsT. Y.—Nail and Feg Driver.—December 21, 1869 ; ante-
dated December 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pimch /, in combination with the
swinging-arm d, aud mechanism for i>resenting to
tlie punch one nail or peg to be driven, substantially
as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the slide n, pawl r, die .5,

and punch /, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. The combination of a wheel with size-marks
with lasting-pincers, substantially as set forth.

98,031.—Spencer M. Clark, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Self- Canceling Fostal and Revenue Stamp.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A postal or revenue stamp, composed of
two layers, one of which is perforated, the two be-
ing united and printed on the perforate side, and
gummed on the imperforate side, substantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

98,032.—David IsT. B. Coffin, Jr., Newton, as-

signor to himself and Irak D. Spaulding, Boston,
Mass.

—

Capstan- Windlass.—December 21, 1869.

Claim-— 1. The combination of the capstan-wind-
lass with the double-acting cam and the rocking-shaft,
substantially as described.

2. The rocking-shaft d, constructed with wrists
and rolls or sliding blocks, (see Eigs. 16, 17, and 18,)

and furnished ^'ith arms or head ee, in combination
with a double-acting cam and shaft, c b, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the vibrating beam, irre-

spective of its lever-sockets, with the rocking-shaft
and pawl-cases or primary levers of the windlass.

4. The arrangement of the flanged intermediate
gear or gears s, in combination with the space be-

tn^een the teeth of the center gear and its ratchet-
plate or other adjacent part, substantially as de-

scribed.
5. Constructing the locking or sliding bolts of a

capstan, (see Eigs. 13, 14, and 19,) with expanded
ends, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

98,03.3.- ERANgois Coignet, Paris, Erance.

—

Metal-Clad Artificial Stone.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Protecting the exposed corners, sides,

edges, or angles of artificial stones by means and
with the use of metallic sliields fastened thereto, in
the process of manufacturing said sftono, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

2. Asa new article of mnnufaeturo, a metal-clad ar-

tificial stone, made substantially as herein described,
for building purposes, or other wants of tho arts, in-

dustry, or commerce.

98,031. — Erancois Coionet, Paris, Ernnco. —
Making Artificial Stone and Concrete.—December 21,

18(i9.

Claim:—Tho heroin-doscribcd mode of obtaining a
masonry or block of artificial stone, of tho cluiraetcr

known "as Coignet's agglomerate, Avithout seams,
bea<ls, or partings, by means of the systiMU of rough-
ening of tho surfaces of tlio strata, substantially as
herein sot forth.
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98,035. — Traxcois Coigxet, Paris, Prance. —
Malaxator for the Preparation of Plastic Materials
for Artificial Stone, and for other Purposes. — De-
cember 21, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The inclined body or case P Q Q', in
combination -nitU the conjoint helices D S D 6, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The regulating sand-hopper, witb its gate t, or
equivalent device, in combination Tvitli the helices D
S D S and case P Q Q'.

3. The use of one or more screws S', "with hopper
E, and of definite rotated spur-Tvheels and pinions i^

t^, in combination with the helices D S D S, substan-
tially as specified, and to the end of securing auto-
matic feed to the malaxator.

4. The water-pipe Z and variable overflow "W, or
theii" equivalent, to obtain the effect specified upon
the sand in the malaxator.

5. The conical adjustable sleeves q q, in combina-
tion with the piece Q' and conjoint helices D S D S.

6. The combination of the wheels K K, body P Q
Q' and shafts H H, in the manner and to the end set

forth.

98,036.— E. P. CoL^-ER, ISTew London, Conn. —
Sasp-Lock.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—In a hasp-lock, constructed as described,
securing the hook and the hasp upon the same piv-

otal support, substantially as set forth.

98,037.—TViLLiAM S. COLWELL, Pittsburgh, Pa.
— Device for Conveying Satodust from Saws. — De-
cember 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A condnctincr, forcing, or ventilating
fan or blower, provided with chambers A, B, and C,
fan X, and clearing-arms s, as herein described.

2. The openings/, in the ends /' of the casing A',
and partitions Z, arranged, with relation to the fan x
and discharging aperture e, substantially as herein
described, and for the purpose set forth.

3. The fan x, provided with wings, curved, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose set

forth,

4. A fan or blower, provided with a chamber or
chambers, separated by means of a perforated parti-

tion or partitions from the fan or blower, or appa-
ratus used as the suction and forcing medium, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described and for thepur-
pose set forth.

98,038.—Edward Cotter, Boston, Mass.

—

Com-
Mnation of Piano-Forte and Cabinet.—December 21,

1869.

Claim.—A " square " piano-forte, in combination
with closets G- and H, and upright extension-frame
!N", provided with shelves, when combined and ar-

ranged together, forming one piece of furniture, as
and for the purpose described.

98,039.— J. P. Crawford, Carmichaels, Pa.

—

Curtain-Fixture.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the thumb-nut e,

shaft a, flange d, disk b, washers c c, and socket C,
all constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purpose described.
2. In combination with the foregoing, the sliding

pin/, or its equivalent, constructed and operating as
described, whereby the disk b can be revolved in a
given dii-ectiou only, substantially as described, and
lor the purpose set forth.

98,040.—Edwin Crawley and Thomas L. Bay-
lies, Pichmond, Ind.

—

Vise.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of boss P, spring c,

and cam-wheels 1 1', with the jau-s, screw, and nut
of a vise, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the cam-wheels 1 1', collar

A, springs w u' and c, and boss E, with the jaws,
screw, and nut of a vise, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the cam-wheels IP, springs
u u' and c, collar h, plate b, and boss E, with the
screw and movable jaw of a vise, substantially as
herein described.

98,041 .—"William L. Dearth and G. P. Poxde-
BUSH, Jefferson, Ind.— Clod Fender.— December 21,

1869.

Claim.—1, A fender or plant-shield, constructed.

substantially as herein described, of a single bar of
rod-iron bent to form an outer frame carrying two
interior longitudinal bars, and provided with suita-

ble loops formed by twists in the bar, to receive sup-
porting and adjusting rods or bolts, as herein set
forth.

2. The supporting- device A, in combination with
a fender constructed as above described, when said
device is formed of a single rod, twisted, substan-
tially as herein described.

3. The combination of the fender with its support-
ing-device by means of the arm o and loose bolt k,

playing in eyes or loops d f g in the fender- bai-s,
whereby the fender is made self-adjusting, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

98,04-3. —JoHX Dexxis, Oswego, IST. Y. — Hay
and Grain Elevator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The track B C, constructed as described,
and car D, in combination with the frame of a barn,
when used in connection with my improved hay and
grain elevator, patented September 21,4869, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The aprons or slides E, in combination with the
frame A. track B C, and car D, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

98,043. — James Emerson, Lowell, Mass.

—

Dynamometer.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a hydraulic cooling-
apparatus, as described, or its equivalent, with the

[

wheel of the dynamometer, to operate with and keep

j
such wheel cool, under circumstances as specified.

2. The combination of a hydraufic cooling-appa-

j
ratus, as described, or its equivalent, with the fric-

j

tion-band of a dynamometer, to operate therewith,
substantially as specified.

1
3. The combination, as well as the arrangement

of the dip trough or channel t with the dynamome-
ter-wheel and friction-band, as described.

4., The combination of the auxiliary worm, or its.

equivalent, with the mechanism for measuring the
velocity of the wheel.

5. The combination of the friction-clutch, or its

equivalent, with the mechanism for measuring the
velocity of the wheel.

6. The combination of the quadrant limb, the index-
pendulum, or weighted arm, its pulley and chaia,

and the main weight, with the lever, combined with,

or to be combined with a dynamometer, as set forth.

7. In the dynamometer, the application ot the han-
dle-wheel a^ to its shaft m, so that the two shall re-

volve together, but the wheel be movable endwise on
the shaft, as and for the purpose as specified.

98,044.—JOHX EscH, Milwaukee, "Wis.—ZHtmp-
ing-Wagon.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A dumping-wagon, consisting of the
axle-trees A A, iron I, reach P, iron K. king- bolt Q,
bolsters B and S, roller C, body D, E, E, and G, sub-

stantially as described.
2. Axle-trees A A, reach E, and irons I and K, and

king-bolt Q, substanoially as described.

98.045. — G-EOEGE "W. EvERHAKT, Louisvllle,

X.J.— Fire-Place Grate.—Decemher 21, 1869.

'Claim.—1. The arrangement of the grate- basket

A, with the wall of the fire-place, to provide the air-

space at the ends and the rear, subitantially as speci-

fied.

2. The arrangement of the recess C and ash- pan,

D, ru the hearth or bed, substantially as specified.

98.046.— Hexrt E. Eoote, Boston, Mass.

—

Vaporizing Petroleum, c^c.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Eor the purpose of increasing the heat

of a furnace, and improving the combustion of its

charge of coal or other fuel when on its grate, the

employment of superheated steam in the manner stt

forth, to vaporize petroleum in a vessel or tank out-

side of and separate from the furnace, and the intro-

duction of the combined steam and petroleum -vapor

from such vessel into the furnace, or into and over

the fuel thereof when in combustion therein.

2. The com'bination as well as the arrangement of
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the superheating-steam pipe with the furnace, its

boiler and fuel- supporting grate, the petroleum-tank,
(separate from and outside of the furnace,) and the
system of pipes or means of distributing the com-
bined steam and vapor from the petroleum tank into
the furnace, and the fuel when on the grate thereof,

the whole being substantially as hereinbefore speci-

fied.

3. The arrangement of each of the discharge-pipes
b, within a groove of the fuel-grate of the furnace,
or within the grate and below its fuel -supporting
surface, the same being as hereinbefore explained.

98,047.—Charles T. Yort> andEdward Tkask,
Salem, Mass.—Toy-Gun.—December 21, 1869; ante-

dated December 7, 1869.

Claim.—The " kerfs " a and b in the head of the
plunger and in the breech of the gun, in combination
with the elastic or rubber B, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

98,048.—Harlow French and Robert Meyer,
Buffalo, iST. Y.

—

Shifting Hail for Buggy.—Decem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim.—The removable shifting-rail D, provided
with the holes E, and having the projections J J and
K K, (or slat-irons and props for the top,) all formed
or constructed of one piece, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

98,049.—Perry G. Gardiner, New Tork, N.
Y.

—

Railway- Gar Truck.—December 21, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the springs b with
the cases aad the plungers or spring-heads, con-
structed and operating as described. Also, particu-
larly, as my invention, the construction of a bolster-

buffer or spring, made with a projecting head or
plunger, to act upon the plated face of the side truck
frame- piece, in the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the springs, the bearing-
plate or table, and the sockets for supporting and
carrying the springs within the checks of the pedes-
tal, constructed, arranged, and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

98,050.—Perry G. Gardiner, New York, N.
Y.

—

Car-Springs.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of the perforated cel-

lular India-rubber cylinder, surrounded and com-
pressed by the rings, or exterior spiral spring, with
the packing of the cells with cotton, or other similar
fibrous material, with or without spiral springs in
the cells, and with a central spiral in a central cell,

through which the bolt passes, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as described.
2. The combination of rubber cylinder with its

equidistant perforation, surrounding a central per-
foration, packed as aforesaid, without the exterior
spiral or rings.

3. The dovetailed lip or rim on the cap, in com-
bination with the rubber cylinder and packing, con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes described.

98,051. — Melvin J. Gaskill, William
Yost, and John Ferris, Pleasant Plain, Ohio.—
Hallway- Switch.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lugs B, cross-
beams C, shaft D, arm E, perpendicular shaft F,
screw G, hand-wlicel H, and index I, all constructed
and operated as and for the purpose described.

98,053.—Thomas L. Gray, Thomasville, Tenn.—Miller-Trap for Bees.—December 21, 1869.
Claim. — The combination of inclined entrance-

tubes G, apron E, and chamber C, having trans-
parent ceiling and floor, arranged as shown and do-
scribed.

98,053.—Charles Green, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stuffing-Box.—Deimmher 21, 1869.
Claim.— I. The use and application of cork and

water in a stufling-box, substantially for the purpose
shown and described*.

2. A stufling-box, com^iosed of packing and
water - chambers, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

3. The packing-chambers b b', with converging-
tops and bottoms, c^ c^, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The chambers b b', in combination with the cork
packings d, button-plates e, packing-screws/, covers
or caps D, jam-nuts g, and the gum packings h, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown and de-
scribed.

5. The packing-chambers & 6', water-chamber c,

packings d, supply-pipe E, check-valve E, and the
cock G, when combined and arranged as and for the
purpose shown and described.

98,054.—Harry S. Griffiths and J. C. Cary,
New YorK, N. Y.

—

Suspension- Clip.—December 21,
1861.

Claim,.—The show-card suspension-ring A a\ con-
structed and secured to the show card substantially
in the manner herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

98,055.-John Hall, Watertown, Mass.—Toy-
Safe or Bank.—December 21, 1869; antedated De-
cember 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the platform C with the box A, its cover B, and the
means as described, or the equivalent therefor, foi

raising the cover.
2. The combination of the fignre F, or " cashier,"

with the box and the cover, or the same and the
platform, provided with means, as described, for op-
erating such cover in manner as explained.

3. The combination of the pendulum I, the spindle
i, and its arm k, with the head and body of the fig-

ure or "cashier" F, combined and arranged with
the cover and platform applied to the box so as ta
operate as specified.

98,056.

—

Amos R. Harper and Charles B.
Dake, Hobart, Ind..—Lounge and Bedstead.—De-
cember 21, 1869.

Claim: — 1. The construction of the bedstead^
with divided head and foot boards A A, and bottom
B B, and movable extension portions a a and b b, as
and for the purposes herein specified.

2. In combination theiewith, the construction and
arrangement of the mattress with a stiffening- piece,
r, in one division, D, of the two parts, as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

98,057.—Albert S. Hart, San Francisco, Cal.—Machine for Upsetting Tire.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, relatively to each
other, of the several parts of the above-described
machine, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the faces D and E, and the
projecting heads G, the wedges H, when provided
with a flange, a, fitting in a groove, whereby the
wedges are lifted clear of the faces, when drawn
back, so as to leave a clear space to receive the tire,

substantially as described.

98,058.-Albert S. Hart, San Francisco, Cal.—Railway-Car Coupling.—December 21, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the sliding plates G and F, the latter being pro-
vided with the spring d and lugs c, substantially as
described.

2. In combination with the plates G and F, the
hinged plate I, arm K, and weight J, arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

98,059.— David Hathaway, Troy, N. Y.—
.Sfore-Oraic-December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The central sliding bars B C, the outer
edges of which revolve on the journals I) E and F (>,

the inner edges dropping down into the ash-pit,

leaving a wide opening between said bars, cou-
strncted, arranged, and oiterating as set forth.

2. The clasp, Fig. 2, in combination with the rod
T and arm S, by wliicli the grate is duinped, and the
sliding bars again replaced iu working position,

substantially as described.

98,060.—John F. Hkohtlr, Waterbury. Conn.
—HoldingDevice for Lamp- Chimneys.—Doceiuber
21, 1869.

Claim,—1. The baud C, counectcd to tho burner
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by means of spring-standards B, and operated npon
the chimney, substantially in the manner as de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the band C, the operating-

device, consisting of the racks and pinion D. oper-
ated by means of the n-heel E, and held in position
either by the friction-sleeve h or the spring F, "when
the same is applied to a lamp-burner, in the manner
and for the purpose as herein described.

98,061.—Alexa>'der Hexdey, Victoria, Brit-

ish Columbia.

—

Steam and Caloric Engine.—Decem-
ber 21, 1S69.

Claim.—1. The combination of tlie furnace, the
vertical and horizontal water-jackets, and the cylin-

ders F Fi, vrhen the latter are provided with induc-
tion-ports, leading from the combustion-chamber, to
which the steam is first conducted and superheated,
and exhaust-ports, and when the said jackets pro-
Tide water and steam spaces arotmd the furnace and
cylinders, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the water-jacketed cylin-

ders, of the hollow pistons, whether provided with
chambers Ic or not. when the said hollow pistons
have pipes commitnicating with the water-space G,
and maintaining a circulation in the said pistons,

substantially as specified.

3. The combination, with the valves for the induc-
tion and exhaust ports, of the hollow stems a and
water-supply tank, substantially as specified.

4. In combination with the' hollow stems a, the
induction and exhanst valves, and combustion-
chambers B. cam-shaft Z, cams Z^, wipers Z-, and
tappets Z^, the latter either adjustable or not, when
said parts are an-anged stibstantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose specified.

98.062.—Davis Hued. Lockport, X. Y.—Eei7i-
Holder.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The rein-holder, constructed substantially
as herein fully described.

98,063. — Abel L. Huett, Monticello, Ind.—
Spring- Seat for Wagons.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The double bent vertical rods C, having
a fr'ee oscillation through the bottom B, in combina-
tion with the seat A and springs D, as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

98.064. — ArorsTE Jacques Huetu and Tic-
toe Joseph Hautk, Paris, France,

—

Seioing-2fa-
chine.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The needle and awl-carriers/ gr, when
adapted to be rotated in a horizontal plane, during
their vertical movement, by means of the collar j and
the cam-grooves x, working upon the pins y in the
head c, for the purpose of insuring the passage,
alternately, of the awl and needle through the leather
at the same point, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2. The combination of the shuttle 10 with the
semi-cylindrical race 8. having the ring 8^ and open-
ing 8'^ the slotted race 9 ujron the spindle 15, the
sliding ring 11 carrying the hook ll^. stem 12, and
pinion 14, the oscillating toothed segment 31, the
semi-cylindrical spring-jaw 16, and the shuttle-driver
23 and 24, all arranged and operating as described
for the purpose specified.

98,065.-Caeletox B. Hutchixs, Ann Arbor,
Mich.

—

Ecofing- Compound.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The compounding of the before-named
ingredients, to make a covering to be used as before
named, for roofs and other structm-es.

98,066.—Eoeeet T. Jexks, Paterson. X. J.—
Dental Impression- Cup.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—An improved dental impression-cup. for
the lower jaw, made in two parts, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described, and for"the
purpose set forth.

98,067.- A. C. JuDsox, Grand Eapids, Ohio,
assignor to himself and E. O. JUDSOX, same place.

—

Pump.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The improved lifting-pump valve, com-
prising two metal disks, A D, and diaphragms E,
&c., all arranged and applied to the pump-rod, as
specified.

98,068.-ChaelesKexistox, Somerville, Mass.—Leather-Splitting Machine.—December 21, 1869.
Claim..—A leather-splitting machine, having a

stationary knife or cutter, and reciprocating feed-
rolls, operating substantially as described.

98,069. —Elhtdge S. XursALL, Springfield,
Mass.

—

Spring-Bed Bottom.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.—The double-coil lifter-spring c c', formed

as at e e'/, in combination with the superincumbent
slot-loop g, all constructed and arranged in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

98,070.—Chaeles p. KniBALL, Portland, Me.— Whip-Socket.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— The improved mode of securing whip-
sockets, by means of the ring c and its shank &,

these being made a part of the dasher-fr-ame, as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

98.071. — Abeaham L. Kixg. Farmersville,
Ohio.—i^ZoocZ-G«?e.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of gates a a, provided
with floats e and bolts d, arrang'ed in the inclined
frames b b', and operating in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as specified.

98,072.—.1. Geoege Ejs-app, ^oodhaven, X. Y.,
assignor to The Lalaxce axd Gbosjeax Maxu-
FACTUEiXG CoMPAxr, Xew York City.

—

Manufac-
ture of Scoops.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— The mode of forming the blank scoop-
bowls, by first striking the sheets up into the trough-
shaped blanks for two scoops, as herein described,
and then separating the blanks, all substantially as
specified.

98,073.- D. E. KxiGHT, Akron, Ohio.—-Dni-e-
Well r«&c.s.—December 21. 1869.

Claim.—The perforated shield or sheath A, so
constructed as to fit closely between the ranges of
holes D, as shown in Fig. 4, and to sweU outward
immediately over said holes, as shown at e, for the
protection of the holes fr-om dirt, sand, <fcc., in the
manner substantially as described, and ibr the pur-
pose specified.

98,074. — AbeahatvI Laxg, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Device for Preventing Leakage about Chimneys.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable bos
B, with the cement surrounding the chimney, con-
structed and arranged as described, and for the uses
set forth.

98,075.— T. F. LiPPEXCOTT, Conemaugh, Pa.

—

Harvester-Drojyper.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the rod E, spring
G, adjusting-nut F, eye-plate H, sliding plate I, and
spring-catch, J, with the dropper B C, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination of the jointed rod K and spring
L with the dropper B C, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pnrpose set forth.

98,076.—Joseph Loxg, Mechanicsburgh, Pa.

—

Car-Coupling.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of an open lint with
a bar, having the surface of its sides corrugated and
adapted to spring-jaws, substantially as described.

2. In a car-coupling, the combination of a coup-
ling-bar, having the s'urfaee of its sides corrugated,

with spring-jaws, having the surface of their faces

corrugated in a corresponding manner, substantially

as and for the pui'pose set forth.

98,077.— Charles B. Loveless, Syracuse, HiT.

Y.—jBread-J?e.se.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The hoop and diaphragm-cushion or rest

A with the sustaining-frame Bbb, provided vrith a
joint, o, for folding tiie parts together, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein specified.

98,078.—Moses LrxT, Cambridgeport, Mass.—
Burglar-Alarm.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A burglar-alarm, consisting essentially of

a frame, B, with its strap a, iUiComibination with one
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or more springs, g h, and tappet-wheels G- H, op-

erated by a weight, I, or its equivalent, released \)j

the dropping of a hook, L, from the door-handle,
substantially as described.

98,079.—G-. Mayer, Sullivan, TW.—Folding and
Extension Table.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The table formed essentially ofthe hinged,
sectional, detachable top A, the hinged side-rails D
T)', arranged for extension by means of the slotted

plates N' or Q, and pins O or E., and the liinged legs

T, all constructed and arranged as herein shown and
described, and for the pur])ose specified.

98,080.—Israel C. Mayo, Gloucester, Mass.

—

Lantern.—December 21, 1869.

Claiyn.—The combination and arrangement o^'the

lower aii'-register oST and the foraminous chamber S,

with the lamp L of the lantern, as set forth, the
Avhole being substantially as explained.

98,081.—Henry TV. McAuley, De Soto, Wis.
— Tracer- TF/ieeL—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The spiral chutes C, fixed in the case of
flume F, the short buckets E, and the long buckets
A, the latter being curved and widened toward their
lower edges, and united with the hub or rim B in a
tangential, and the outer rim D inia radial direction,

all constructed, arranged, combined, and operating
as herein shown aud de.scribed.

98,082.—Ephraim McDaniel, Lowell, Mass.—
Let- Off Mechanism for I/oo-m.?.— December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the straj) or cliain tZ,

drawing from the fixed end thereof, and in the direc-

tion in which the yarn-beam turns, and the arm o

having an inclined bearing on the yarn-roll, in com-
bination with the lever g, weight /i, and cord j, as
and for the purpose herein specified.

98,083.—Jacob K.Mentzer, K"ew Holland, Pa.—Lamp.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp -extinguisher, ABE, affixed by
a pivot, 6, and operated so as to cover the top of the
burner c, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

98,084.-Carl C. P. Meyer, Yankton, Dakota
Territory.

—

Surveyors' Mark.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a sur-

veyors' mark, made of burnt clay, porcelain, or simi-

lar materials, or coated with the same, and provided
with impressed or projecting inscriptions on each
end, as herein described.

2. A surveyors' mark, consisting of two heads, A
and B, and an intermediate connecting-piece, C, all

made of the materials and in the manner herein
shown and described.

98,085.—Richard E. Miles, Wabash, Ind.—
Tailors' Crayon-Sharpener.—December 21, ]8f)9.

Claim.—The hollow weight A, with its stopper B,
provided a\ ith the beveled notch h, cuctiug-faces C
C), and opening c, all combined and arranged as de-

scribed, for the pui'pose set forth.

98,086.—James H. Mitchell and Thomas S.

Mitcjmell, Pittsburgh, I*a.— Cooking Stove. — Dq-
cember 21, 1869.

Cla/im.—1. In an extension-top stove, the arrange-
ment of horizontal .side flues, leading from the cham-
ber /), to the chamber /*/, with damjjers i at either

end of sucii chambers, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2. In an extension-top stove, the arrangement of
horizontal and diving flues and dampers, such, that
whether the dampers be open or closed, the smoke
and other products of combustion Avill enter the
chamber h' of the extension, at or near its sides,

and under the holes g, substantially as described.

98,087. — Charles Montague, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to CviUL C. Child, same place.

—

Printing-
2VC.S.V.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The extensible vibrating lever C, in

combination with a reciprocating lypc-bcd, substan-
tially .'IN described.

2. In combination with the impression-cylinder of
a cyliiulerprcss, the gears H and I, connected to-
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gether by the slot e and pin d, constructed and op-
erated substantially as described.

3. liaising the cylinder J, to arrest the impression
at the will of the opei-ator, by means of the cam-
leversm and 7^,1, and the hand-lever m^, substantially
as described.

4. In combination with the cam-levers m and m,^
and hand-lever m^, the cam q. for throwing on the
impression, substantially as described.

5. In combination Avith the cylinder J, the pin d*,

set in the end of said cylinder, and the spring-hook
c\ spring g', and arm h', constructed and operated
substantially as described, for the purposes specified.

98,088.—Charles Montague, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Cyril C. Child, same place.

—

Printing-
Press.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cam-levers e^

and C-, dog j', bed B, and cylinder L, constructed
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The spriog-wedge k', for arresting the action of
the dog j\ constructed and operating substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

3. In combination, A^ith a reciprocating type-bed,
the cam-wedge n, pins m and A;, lever I, spring o,

and arm or dog h, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described, for the purposes specified.

98,089.- James Montgomery, Sing Sing, N.
T. — Steam- Generator. — December 21, 1869; ante-
dated December 17, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the hopper B,
chutes or passage C, and generator A, substantially
as shown and described.

2. The concavo-convex flue-sheets, substantially
as shown and described.

3. The combination of the combustion-chamber D*,
passage D^, and chamber D^, substantially as shown
and described.

4. The rotating gate D, arranged in the upper por-
tion ofthe generator, substantially as shown'^and de-
scribed.

5. The arrangement of the deflecting'or guiding
plate A', with reference to the chamber D^ and the
combustion-chamber D\ substantially as shown and
described.

6. The arrangement of the chamber D^, witli refer-
ence to the tubes or flues E and the chamber E, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

7. The combination of the reservoir G- with the
tube-sheet of generator A, substantially as shown
and described.

8. A steam-generator, combining in its construc-
tion a hopper or reservoir' for' coals arranged around
its upper end, chutes for conducting the coals to the
giate, a rotating grate arranged above the tubes, a
chamber above and below the tubes, and a reservoir
attached to the central portion of the lower tube-
sheet for the reception of the sediment, substan-
tially as shown and described,

98,090.-Ephraim Myers, CreagerstoAvu, Md.—Harvester-Dropper . — December 21, 1869 ; ante-
dated December 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, with a harvester, of
the grain-board E, hung by journals b h', in the
frame a, in such a manner that the said grain-board
shall have the three distinct and separate motions of
falling, raising, and turning, almost at the same
time, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

2. In combination with the frame a and grain-
board E, the collar c, placed on the journal h', and
having an arm d, to the outer end of which the bax
e is pivoted, all substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

3. The bar e, constructed as described, and pro-

vided at its rear end, where it is pivoted to the arm
d, with a latch e', aud on the under side of its front

enci, M'ith a hook f/, to catch on the i)in.s i i of the
wheel B, substantially as and for tiie purposes heroin
set forth.

4. The lover h, extending in ronr of the harvester,

and provided with a hoolc ?», substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

5. The curved arm n, attached to the iVauie a, as
described, and i)rovided with one or more hooks o o,

said arm operating at or near the upper edge of tho
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dividing-board D, substantially as and for the pur-

poses lierein set forth.

6. In combination with the arm n, having one or
more hooks o, the shield p, attached to the dividing-
board D, substautiuUy as and for the pui-poses hereiu
set forth.

98,091— R. L. Myers, "Washington, K C—
Cotton-Basket.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A basket, constructed with a large hole,

A, in the bottom, as shown and described.

98,092.—Egbert iSlEALE, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Ye-
locipede.—December 21, 1869 ; antedated December
4, 1869.

Claim.—The pinions i i, guide-flanges o o, and
disk s, in combination with the ratchet-wheels e,

pawls r, and racks k, united to the lever/ by a joint,

so that the movement of the lever / gives a rotary
motion to the shaft or axle &, in the manner specified.

98,093.—Thomas IsTewell, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

iStove-Pipe Thimble.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The tube A, provided with flange a and
ring B, in combination with the tube /, when the
space between the said tubes is filled with some non-
conducting substance, aud the thimble or flue-suij-

porter is arranged in the manner set forth.

98,094. —James Nicklin, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Curtain and Shmvl Stretcher.—December 21, 1869.

Claim..—The adjustable sides A, when constructed
with slots B, rabbet E, and pins a, and screwed to

each other in the manner substantially as desci'ibed,

and for the purpose set forth.

98,095.— Edwin Norton, Brooklyn, i^J". Y.—
Railroad-Car Ventilator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A car-window guard, with projections B
thereon, arranged at the side of the window, and
held at about a right angle thereto, as shown and de-

scribed.

98,096.*—BEN.TAMIN NOTT, Albany, IS". Y.—Il-

luminating-Stove.—December 21, 1869
Claim.—1. A portable fuel-feeder for stoves, pro-

vided with a valve for regulating the supply of luel,

said valve to act as a bottom for the feeder vrhen it

is removed for filling.

2. A stove provided with a series of portable feed-

ers, Gr, whereby various kinds of fuel may be sup-
plied to the combustion-chamber, substantially as
shown and described.

3. A stove provided with two or more fire-pots o,

combustion-chambers, one above another, and sepa-
rated from each other by means of a crown-sheet
provided with a damper, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The illuminators or Avindows K K^ and L, made
of glass, mica, or any transparent translucent sub-
stance, and placed at intervals in the back, aud sides,

and at the froat of stove, substantially as shown and
described.

5. The fire-pot or chamber B^, above the crown-
sheet E, surrouuded by an air-space e, to T\'hich air

is supplied by means of the air-pipe d, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

6. The door y, forming the lower front of the stove,
constructed so as to allow of the removal of the fire-

pot or furnace B, substantially as set forth.

7. The removable fire-pot or furnace B, substan-
tially as described.

8. The air chamber C, and pan x, for the circala-

tion of the air, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

9. The hydrocarbon-feeder a, for supplying fuel to
the upper combustion-chamber B"^, substantially as
shown and described.

10. A reflector, of tin or other suitable material,
placed opposite a translucent surface of a stove, as
described.

98,097.—John "W. Odaniel, Cloverdale, Ind.—
Hay-Elevator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— L. The sills A, staples K, upright posts
B, false post C, cap s, revolving beam E, catch-pulley
c, the braces for upright posts g, and beam A, all

combined and arranged substantially as specified.

2. The false post C, with metal plate and attach-
ments, constructed as shown.

3. The bay-derrick, consisting of all the parts
shown, and constructed, combined, and arranged as
specifled.

98,098. — Thomas Orxis, Netherfield Eoad
South, Liverpool, England.

—

Fussenger-Begister for
Vehicles.—December 21, 1869 ;

patented in England,
March 31, 1868.

Clai'tn.—In combination with a series of numbered
disks or wheels, arranged side by side on the com-
mon axis b, the spring g on eacli of said wheels,
operated at each revolution thereof by the stationary
projection r, so as to bring the said spi-ing into en-

gagement with the adjoining left-hand wheel at that
point, the wiiole forming a numbering-rogister, oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose described,

98,099.—Joshua T. Owen, Philadelphia, Pa.—
liaihoay-Car Wheel.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—As my invention, a car- wheel, which con-
sists of the casting a, provided with a central re-

cessed aperture, in combination with tlie springs /i,

sleeve and shoulders//; d, and cap i, substantially as
set forth.

98,100. — George Papdington, Springville,
Iowa.

—

Harrow.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A harrow-tooth, formed of the tube e, re-
volving about a central pin, A, as shown and de-
scribed.

98,101.—Francis L. Palmer, Sr., ISTew York,
]Sr. Y.

—

Packing and Atomizing Can for Insect-Fow-
der.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A packing-can for insect and other
powder, provided with the nozzle E, at or near the
bottom, and a stopper, C, containing a nozzle, ar-

ranged in the same, substantially as specified.

2. The combination with the above of a tube, C,
and plug H, arranged as described, for attachment
to the nozzle E, as specified.

98,102.—William Pattberger, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Combined Oyster-Knife and Ice-Pick.—Decem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim.—The blade A, hollow handle B containing
the bent spring C, held m place by the cork or stop-

ple E, and ice-picker D, arranged substantially as
described.

98,103.—Suspended.

98,104.—Thomas B. Peddie, Newark, IST. J.—
Trunk.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A trunk, provided with recessed trays C
D, and straps E, the said parts being constructed,
arranged, and fitted together in the manner de-

cribed.

s

98,105.-Charles E. Phillips, South Deerfield,

Mass.—Bolt-Clamp.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A tire-bolt clamp, formed of the frame A,
branched at the lower, aud having a threaded nut iu

the upper end thereof, combined with a clamping-
screw, B, having a hard point at its extremity, the
said parts being constructed and operating together
in the manner described.

98,106.—JosTAH Potts, Milwaukee,Wis.— Co?3^-

bined Square and Caliper.—T>eeembev 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a try-square, the
surface-gauge E, connected with the square by means
of the slide E and thumb-screw G-, and arranged and
operating substantially as described.

2. The combmation of the gauge E and the spirit-

level, (as seen at C,) with a try-square, substantially

as described.

98,107.—Aug. A. Randall, South Braintree,

assignor to himself and Charles E. Whitcomb,
Boston, Mass.

—

Metal Alloyfor Harness-Tri^nmings

,

(gc—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The metal alloy, substantially as set forth.

98,108.-PvOTAL B. Eice, Williamsburgh, Mass.
— Carpenters' Plotv.—Decejnber 21, 1869.
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Claim.—The colter k, constructed and arranged,
with reference to bit cZ, as herein specified.

98,109.— Levi Eichakds, Providence, R. I.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to himself, Ohvek
A. Washburn, George S. Perkins, and Ereder-
ICK S. Roscoe, same place.

—

Gut-Nail Machiiie.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mechanism, substantially as herein
described, through the media of which to impart the
proper motions to the jaws h h' and barrel c of a
nail- plate feeder, which consists of the following ele-

ments or organism in combination : tirst, a rocking
platform, E, upon which the devices to hold the nail-

plate are mounted ; second, a vibrating rach, F',

giving a rotary movement to the barrel c ; and third,

the link G, all performing the functions herein set

forth.

2. In combination with the rocking platform E,
lever K, and stop-rod N, the griping-jaAvs h, oper-
ated by a cam or wedge L, for the purpose of pro-

ducing a positive intermittent forward movement of

the nail-plate to the cutting-machinery, substantially
as described.

98,110.— Samuel Rust, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Electro-Plating with Brass and other Alloys.—De-
cember 21, J 869.

Claim.— 1. The process of electroplating with
brass or other alloy, substantially as herein described.

2. In combination with the solution of cyanide of
potassium for preparing the depositing -bath, the
employment of sulphuret of carbon, substantially as
herein described.

3. The process of preparing the depositing-bath
by dissolving the brass or other alloy directly by the
electro-process in the solution of cyanide of potas-
sium and sulphuret of carbon, substantially as herein
described.

4. As new articles of manufacture, metallic or
other articles coated with brass or other alloy by the
process herein described.

5. The apparatus for heating the depositing-bath,
consisting of the vat A and steam-coil B, substan-
tially as herein described.

98,111.—George Selden, Erie, Fa.—Indicator
for Saw-Mill Head-Blocks.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dial A, graduated, so as to indi-

cate the several thicknesses of lumber which may be
sawed from a log, with an allowance made for saw-
kerf, as described, when used in connection with
saw-mill head-blocks.

2. The rim B and index-bar C, in combination
with the dial A, when constructed and operated in

connection with a sawmill head block, for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The shaft T, pinion E, and frame D, in com-
bination with the plate IST, dial A, rim B, and index-
bar C, all constructed and o])erated as and for the
purposes set forth.

98,112.— James B. Skinner, Eockford, 111.—

Cultivator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of caster-wheels with
a rigid frame, having vertical movement, substan-

tially as described.
2. The combination of a cultivator-frame having

vertical movement, with a lever, where said frame is

adjusted v(!rtically by said lever, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The combination of a cultivator frame resting
upon wheels attached by swinging bais, with levers,

when said levers operate to raise or depress the
frame, substantially as described.

4. The cultivator-l'rame described, consisting of

the cross-beams B B, shovel-beams C C, and cross-

bars c c', when arranged for adjustment, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose set forth.

5.. 'J'he adjustable standard/, in combination with
the levers ¥ and wheels A, as and for the purpose
described.

6. The levers P, with spring-stop devices described,

in conibiiuition with the standard /and yoke-stand-
ard a', substantially as described.

7. The washer G, when constructed as described,

and used in coniHiction with the lovers F and the

frame, as and for the purpose described.

8. The machine described, consisting essentially

of the wheels A a a', frame B B C C c c^ lifting-de-

vices F /, H /(, standards M, and shovels m, the
whole being combined and arranged as described,
for the purpose set forth.

98,113 A. L. Smith, Bristol Centre, ]!T. T—
Sarvester.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pivoted pawl vj,

wheelh) p, shaft n, and spring s, when the said parts
are combined with the gavel-discharger E G and
aprons D D', in tlie manner and for the pui-pose

specified.

98,114.— John C. Smith, Brooklyn, ]Sr. T.—
Electro-Magnetic Lock.—December 91, 1869.

Clai')n.—i. The combinatiou of the electro-magnet
C and the bolt B, substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination of an electro-magnet with a
permutation-lock, whereby the bolt of the lock may
be thrown in either direction by means of forming
or breaking a circuit on certain combinations of
figures, letters, numbers, or signs, substantially as
described.

3. In combination with a permutation-lock, the
circuit-wheels P, and the dial-wheels S, arranged,
combined, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes described.
4. The weighted lever D, the plate J, and the

armature L, in combination with the bolt B. arranged
and opei'atiug substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. The method of communicating the electric cur-
rent to the circuit-Avheels, and thereby completing
the circuit, substantially as and for the i^urposes de-

scribed.

98,115.—Thomas Smitrfit, Davisville, Mich.

—

Brick-jSLachine.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe barP and rods S
with the separator L, cord X, pulley O, lever M, and
sweep C, all constructed and arranged to operate as
shown and described.

2. The separator L, rope or chain 'N, pulley O, and
lever M, with the press P, rack K, case A, and sweep
C, substantially as herein shown and described, for

the purpose set forth.

3. The oscillating lever I, connected with the slides

G by links H, and having the sliaft B as its fulcriun,

when extended laterally through a slot in the side of
the case A, to allow the supply of clay to the molds
to be regulated at the will of the operator, as set

forth.

98,116.—Joseph B. Spencer, Norwich, Conn.
—Floor-Clamp.—December 21, 1869; antedated De-
cember 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lever A, with the
pressure-frame d d', gripping-cams c c, and connect-
ing-rods b h, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

98,117.— AuRELius Sperry, Tremont, 111.

—

Churii-Dasher.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. —The combination, in a horizontal churn-
dasher B, of the vertical half-round recesses c

c, with radiating perforations e e, and the cntting-

edges d d, substantially as and for the purposes here-

inbefore described.

98,11 S.—Amos Stevens, Pitchburgh, Mass., as-

signor to E. A. AVhitney, same place.

—

Oas-Oene-
rator and Carbureter.—December 21, 18t)9.

Claim.—\. The arrangement of four cylinders, of

une(iual diameters, two connected with the bottom
B, and t\\o Avith the top L, lor the purpose above
described.

2. The position and form of the oil-tank I, being
formed of two cylinders, with the top G, and being-

placed in the center of the space of water, is com-
l)letoly covered and surrounded by it, substantially

as anu for the purpose henuiibeforo sot forth.

3. Passing the gas up through the Avator, by means
of the perforated pipe S, substantially as and for the

purpose hereinbefore described and sot forth.

9S, 119.— Albxandek W. Stewart, Bost>u i
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Mass.

—

Rocking and Uaay Chair. — December 21,

1869.

Claim.—1. A rocking-chair, having rockers jointed
to stationary rails by pairs of crossing links, and.

having stops or projections, e, to check the forward
and back motions, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the rack o. pawl r, and cam
or crank shaft J9, constructed and arranged for lock-
ing an easy or reclining chair in position, substan-
tially as described.

98.120.—Eansom E. Strait, G-alesburgh, Mich.
—Flow.—Becemhev 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slotted platform a, provided Avith

a curved groove on its upper side, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The box b and cap d, constructed as described,
and made adjustable upon the platform o, substan-
tially in the manner and jor the purposes herein set

forth.

3. The disk E, provided with shaft c and rim e,

substantially as and for the puriioses herein set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the plow-
beam A, landside B, handles C C, braces 1) D, plat-

form a, box h, wheel mold-board E, and scraper /,
ail constructed as described, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes iierein set
forth.

98,121.—John Taggart Melrose, assignor to
himself and "Willis I^. Brink, Boston, Mass.

—

Ma-
chine for Scouring, Setting Out, and Finishing
Hides or Skins.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the rotary series of slickers or tools, mechanism for
revoh'ing them, and mechanism moving them end-
wise, as described, with a platform, and mechanism
for imparting to it reciprocating cii-cular movements,
as specified.

2. And, in combination therewith, the mechanism,
substantially as described, for raising the tools away
from aud for depressiiig them toward the platforui,
as explained.

98,122.-Michael C. Taylor, Grass Valley,
Cal.

—

Variable Cut-Offfor Steam-Engincs.—Decem-
ber 21, 1869 ; antedated December 17, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, with reference to the
projections B and B', and the cam C, of the cylinder
P, provided with the cam D, and spiral grooves a,

and the arrangement, within said cylinder, of the
follower G, screw H, and sliding stem N, whereby
the position of the cam D, relatively to C, may be
readily adjusted, substantially as described.

98,123.— Robert B. Taylor, Pensaulde, AYis.—Shingle-Packer.—December 21, 1869.
'

Claim.—The combination, with a frame A, and
elevated central transverse bar D, of the sliding bars
E, clamping-bar K, shaft H, pinions, and haad-le-
vsr, all substantially as speciiied.

98,124.—Hiram Thompson, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E,. Ball and Company, same place.

—

CttWer-ifeacZ.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cutter-frame D, made with the re-

cessed base C, holding- bars 1 1, and open end or top
H, for the reception of the tightening-wedgeE, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The combination, with the spindle A, provided
with the collar or shoulder B, screw-thread a, and
nut F, of the cutter-frame D, and tightening tubular
wedge E, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

98,125.—"William J. Thompson, Springfield,
M.O.— Water- Wheel—Decemher 21, 1869.

Claim. —1. The combination, with a wheel ar-

ranged to receive the water as described, of the gates
G, pivoted between the rims C and E, and arranged
for operation substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the gates G and rim C,
of the movable rim I and pins a, when arrangeu for
opening aud closing the said gates, substantially as
specified.

i 98,126.— Egbert William Thomson, Edin-

burgh, Great Britain.

—

Wheel for Steam- Carriage.—
December 21, 1869; patented in England, April 21,

1868.

Claiin.—1. The applying of separated segmental
metal shoes to rubber tires of road-steamer wheels.

2. The perforatijig of the shell on which the rub-
ber tire bears, in the manner aud for the purpose
described.

98,127.—John Tuunick, Muscatine Iowa. —
Circular-Saiv Mill.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The forked guide D, springs H, and
screw-guide G, provided with collar and screw-nuts,
combined and arranged with the -saw C and arbor B,
as shown aud described, and for the purpose sped-
fiea.

ffeS,128.—John W. Tull, Zionsyille, IvlCl.—Clod-
Fender.—Decemlver 21, 1369. •

Claim..—A clod-fender, consisting of bar D, plate
E, hub j, provided with arms g g, and shield G, all

combined aud arranged, in combination with the
plow, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

88,129.—James Yar'ley, Hudsou, assignor to
himself and D. M. Smyth, Orange, N. J.—Neck-Tie
and Collar Combined.—December 21, 1869.
Claim,.—Uniting one end of the neck-tie to the band

of the collar by an eyelet, so that said neck-tie may
be turned down for allowing the collar to be buttoned
or held up in place by said eyelet, when tui'ued up
beneath the collar, as set forth.

98,1 30. —TTilliam M. "Walton, Newark, N. J.,

assignor to Joseph J. "Walton, same place.

—

Eye
for Railway- Car Bell-Rope.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The convoluted frame a, supporting the
roller &, and formed with the tortuous mouth i, for

the beU-rope to be passed in sidewise, as specified.

98,131.— J. D. Ware, Savannah, Ga.—Pipe-
Coupling.—Decembev 21, 1869.

Claim.—The pipe-coupling formed by the combi-
nation of the projection C on the part B, with the
dovetailed and wedged-shape groove of the part A,
aud with the eccentric-grooved ring E, substantially

as herein shown aud described, and for the purpose
specified.

98,132.-George L. "Watson, ^STesciuehoning,

Pa.

—

Gauge-Cocks.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The gauge cock stem a, provided with
the stop-cock b, aud having a projecting seating, e e,

adapted for use in coujiection with the cap c and
stop screw d, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

2. The cap g, provided with the hollow stop-cock
h, when said cap is adapted for use upon the gauge-
cock stem a, fitted with the stop-cock b, with or
without the seating e e, aH in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

98.133. —Joseph "W. "Wattles, Canton, Mass.
—Lubricator for the Bolsters of Vertical Shafts.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the conduit D, rel-

atively to the bolster, the whirl, and the step of the
spindle, the bolster being above and the step being
below the whirl,- the whole being substantially in

manner as specified.

2. The bolster, as made with the oil-intercepting

chamber a, aud the hole b leading laterally out of the

same, and with the spindie-bearing extended both
above and below the intercepting-chamber, the
whole being as and for the pm'pose specified.

98.134. — E. V. TViNGARD, TVilliamsport, Pa.—
Brick-Kiln. cfic-December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The fines C C, when extending through
the interior of the kiln, and provided with the open-

ings a bj, for controlling aud properly distributing

the heat, substantially as shown and described.

98,135.—Philip "Wisdom, Brooklyn, N. T., as-

signor to John Sickles, trustee, and John Sickles,

trustee, assignor to John Wisdom and John H.
Wilcox, New York City. — Machine for Spinning
and Curling Hair.—December 21, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination of the twisted spindle A,
rollers a b, curling-tube B, and reel C, Tvith the de-

vices described for rotating- it, all arranj^ed and sev-

erally operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

98,136—David C. Woods, Waxahatchie, Tex—Seed-Flccnter.—December 21, 1869.

Clavm. — 1. The combination of the v/heel F,
which has the stop c, with the toothed disk K and
seed-dropper I, all arranged, substantially as de-

sci'ibed, to automatically drop certain quantities of
seed at certain intervals, as specified.

2. The im])roved seed-planter formed by the com-
bination, with the beam A, of the wheel E, shovel
C, hopper (>, seed-drooper I, toothed disk K, wheel
F, marker M, shovels D, and handles B, when said
parts ai'e arranged as shown and described.

98,137.—George Workman, Eochester, IS". T.—Harrow.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of the hinges B with
flanges //and hooks g g, the draught-bar D with-
chains h h and attachments k klm,, and the teeth-
attachments b b, the whole operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

98,138.-Edmund Yardley, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
RaiUvay-Stvitch.—December 21, 1869.

Claim..— 1. The arrangement of a switch-bridle,
between the movable ends of the shifting-rails of a
railroad-switch and the chair or chairs M'hich sup-
port such ends, substantially as above described.

2. A switch-chair, having a raised bearing-surface
for the stationary rail or rails, and an oifset, groove,
or depression, in combination with a bridle, inter-
posed between the chair and the ends of the shifting-
rails, substantially as above described.

3. The bolts s, passing through the webs of the
rails a, and along notclies in the lips c, substantially
as described.

98,139.— Charles Adajis, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself and Chaui.es Shakpe, same place.—Apparatus for the Manufacture of Iron and Steel.

—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — A converter, consisting of a pipe or
chamber, depressed, at or near the middle, substan-
tially as described, and communicating, at one end,
with any suitable apparatus for generating carbouic
oxide, and having, at its oj>posite or outlet end a
weighted valve, or its equivalent, as set forth.

98,140.—WHvLtam Barry and George Erank-
LIN, Philadelphia, Pa.— Railway-Car Spring/— De-
cember 21, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A spring, composed of the two bars A
and A', bent and adapted lo each other, substantially
as set forth.

2. A spring, composed of the said bars A and A',
and intermediate bars B and E', with or without ad-
ditional bars a a'.

3. The combination of a series of the said springs
with a box, D, and sliding plate E.

4. The rounded rib 'tii' on the box, and the similar
rib m on the plate E, the said ribs being adapted to
the cavities y y of tbe springs, as described.

5. Tlie iutorm(;di,'jte loose rod n, adapted to the
cavities y y oi the two sets of springs, as specified.

98,141.—Burroughs Beach, Meriden, assignor
to himself and Edwin I. Pyle, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Folding C'/iaiy.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.— \. In combination with a folding chair,

substantially »s described, tiie rocker G, pivoted and
swiveled to the log B, in the manner herein set forth.

2. In coiiibiniiiiou witli tiic above, the conical key
I and pin/, to secure tlie rocker, as set forth.

3. In coralnnatlon with a folding chair, substan-
tially such as described, the detaclnible rest, formed
by the b;'.is L J,,, in the manner described.

98, 1LJ',?.~ Ann K. 75enson, Allegheny City, Pa.—Ilair-Uc.^toraiine.—DwAnwhov 21, 1869.
Claim .—'Y:\\f\ niannfucturc or preparation of a com-

pound, Avhich I term Benson's hair-restorative, of tlie

oil and essences liureiii de^icriljcd, mixed- in and
bout tlic [iroportions set forth.

98,143.—Alpheus Bigony, TVinchester, Ohio.—Machine for Laying out Sash.—December 21, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The upper and lower sets of scribing-
tools/, in combination with a horizontal carriage,
H, located and made to slide between said marking-
tools, in the manner and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the fixed and adjustable
horizontal supporting- bars B C, the adjustable blocks
G, the adjusting-screws E, and supporting-springs
D, with a horizontal-sliding carriage, H, having ad-
justable transverse bars J. the whole constructed
and arranged to operate as described.

98,144.—John H. Buckman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Peter "W. Heinshagen,
same place.

—

Device for Securing Pulleys to Shafts.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The tapering hub A, provided with, slots
a, in combination with the tightening-rings B B',
operating in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

98,145. — Alphonzo Button, Dunkirk, IsT. T.,
assignor to Matson 0. Wilber, for one-half of said
patent.

—

Pocket-Book.—December 21, 1869.
Cla%7n.—The combination of the slotted cylindrical

case A, spool E, and note and i\aper-holding sheet
E, substantially as specified.

98,146. —James P. Chamberlin, Abington,
Mass.

—

Spring-Bed Bottom.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The springs a, with their arms b, in com-
bination with the slats C, when constructed to op-
erate substantially as and for the purpose described.

98,147.—John Chesnut, Jr., Hustontown, Pa.—Safety Harness-Buckle.—December 21, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination of a loose, detachable

pin with the frame of a trace-buckle, to form an in-

termediate cross-bar between the ends of the buckle,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination of a detachable supporting-
plate, G, with the detachable center bar or pin of a
trace-buckle, and with the strap or looi) supporting
the shaft, all substantially as herein described.

3. The detachable keeper-plate H, in combination
with the detachable supporting-plate G and detacha-
ble center bar B of a harness trace-buckle, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

98,148. — A. P. CiNDEL and Martin Yogel,
Jacksonville, 111. — Washing-Machine. — December
21, 1869.

Claivn.—The washing-machine, herein described",
having fixed wash-boards C C, separate from each
other, the dasher E, ledge B, bevel-wheels g and k'

,

cross-bar H, and cover L, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as specified.

98,149.—Benjamin H. Cole, Buftalo, IST. Y.—
Operating-Device for Water- Closets.—December 21,
1869.

Claim.—The combination of the lever C C, and
pan and valve of a water-closet actuated thereby,
with i'oot-board, E, hinged in front, and the adjusta-
ble connecting-rod E, when arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set
forth.

98,150.—E. F. Cooper, Mount Gilead, Ohio.—
Turbine Water-Wheel.—DeGembi^r 21, 1869.

Claim.—The reversible turbine-wheel, herein de-
scribed, having reversible casings A A', with
flanches 7i h and gate B, and wheel D, having
grooved cylinder-heads D' D' and separate rever-
sible buckets d' d', cast on separate iron staves d d,

all constructed and arrangeil to operate substantially
as specified.

98,151.—C. O. CitosKV, New Haven, Conn.—
Saving-Machine for Seioing Boots and Shoes.—De-
cember 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of the noodle bar C
and tlio sliding bar 11', upon wliioli is fornunl nu
incline, and the adjusting-scrow C'*, to move the
needle, so as to feed the work, substautiully as set
forth.

2. In combination with the subioct-inattor of the
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first clause of claim, the sewing-needle and awl D,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as described, of
the vibrating armsK and P, with the spring-spindle
for supporting and moving the last.

4. In combination with the last-supporting spindle

IS th.e wheel IS", the ring ?i, and the wedge-shape
bar ]Sr\ so as to lock the spindle and prevent its

turning, substantially as described.
5. In combination' with the arm I-, the segment

L, with the wedge I\ arranged for clamping and
holding tlie said arm, substantially as set forth.

6. In combination with the arm P and the seg-

ment L, tlie -plate L^, constructed and adjustable so

as to permit or prevent, as the case may be, the
lateral movement of the arm P, substantially as set

forth.

7. In combination with the arm P, substantially
as described, the swinging arm P, so as to hold the
spindle I\ to adjust the "shoe for stitching, as set
forth.

98,152. — Theophilus Cuutcher, Edgefield,
Tenn.

—

Churn-Dasher.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the conical dasher h,

when provided with perforations, as shown, cross-

bars h kk k, the tube i, hollow shaft b, valve-seat c,

and valve g, as herein set forth.

98,3 53 Jacos :N'. Deck, Buffalo, 1^. Y., as-

signor to himself, B. R. Cole, and G-. Eraxcis Deck,
same place. — Water-Closet Ytalve.—December 21,

1869.
Clahn.—The rubber or other elastic ball A, ar-

ranged with the seat h and bearing i, so as to be
pressed from the valve-seat by a thrust, substantially
as set forth.

98,154.—CiiAULES R. DoANE, Brooklyn, E. D.,

N". Y.—Card-Solder.—DQCQm\)QV 21, 1869.

Claim,.—A card-holder, in which the front and rear
sides meet at their lower edges, and from thence
extend upward and apart at any suitable angle, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

98,155.—John Otto Donner, Jersey City, K".

J.

—

Process of Treating Wines, Beer, and Liquors.—
December 21, 1869.

Claim. —The treatment of wines, beers, or liquors

with salts of magnesia, substantially as and lor the
purpose herein set forth.

98,156. — Thomas E. Eva\s, William E,.

Thomas, and Joshua Hunt, Catasauciua, Pa.

—

FaZ?;c-(?ea7*.—December 21, 1869.

Olai'm.—In combination with a valve-gear, the
inclined planes J J, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.

98,157.- D. Eitzpatrick and John Knull,
Saint Paris, Ohio.

—

Corn-Planter. — December 21,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe drag-bars d and
e, having theii- standards with shovels m and n
attached, and arranged as described.

2. The arrangement of the rock-shaft r, provided
with treadle s and lever t', the slides D, cross-bar
P, spring q, and link t, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The arrangement of the rock-shaft v, with its

arms vj c', rods /, levers g', and hand-lever x, for

operating the drag-bars d e, substantially as de-

scribed.

98,15S.—P. P. EuRNALD, Jr., E,. W. Champion,
and Isaac X. Davies, ISTew York, N. Y.

—

Paint-
Brush.—DecemhQT 21, 1869.

Claivi.—The paper cylinder E, in combination
with a ferrule, composed of wire covered or wound
Avith thread or twine, as specified.

98,159.- John "W. Goodall, Eldred, Pa.—
Grub-Hook.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1, The hereiu -described implement, con-

sisting of a short, strong, iron beam A, provided
with the curved prong B, and the handles I rigidly

attached, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the above, the adjustable
side-prongsC and detachable shares D, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

98,160.—Benjamin E. Gott, Brooklyn, E. D.,
X. Y.— TTas/i-^oarcZ.—December 21, 1869.

Claim:—A wash-board, formed with rubbing-sur-
faces, of unequal eorrugal ions, when made of tinned
plates, without a supporting-panel, substantially as
set forth.

98,161.—George H. Gregory, North Wilton,
Conn.— Churn.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement of the horizontally-
working cturn A, containing three vertical dashers
BCD, to be actuated by and in combination with
the spring-poAver machinery, or its equivalent, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as herein,

described.

98,162.-Andrew Harris, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Hydro-Pneumatic Governor.—December 21, 1859.

Claim.—A vessel, containing two compartments,
communicating with each other, substantially as de-
scribed, and partly filled with water or other suitable
fluid, in combination with an exhausting or blowing
apparatus, which is driven by the engine, and by
which, in conjunction with an inlet or outlet cock or
tube, the air is caused to so act on the water that
the latter becomes a medinm for operating the throt-

tle-valve of the engine.

98,163.

—

Charles Frederick Hill, Xew York,
IST. Y.

—

Musical instrument.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of two or more slides

in one and the same guide-way, in combination with
the channels b 6'- h'-, formiug the coinmunication
between the wind-chests and the reeds or pipes, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The arrangement of two or more sets of ports,
consisting of two or more openings in each slide, to
control the admission of the wind to two or more
reeds to each note, each separately or in combination,
as set forth.

3. The arrangement of levers E in the wind-chest,
to open communication with reeds, arranged in two
or more lines or rows to a register, in combination
with stops G, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the valves E, so constructed
that they open by suction and gravity, as set forth.

98,164.—J. S. Huston. Mecbanicsburgh, Pa.

—

Securing the Lash in Fly-Xets.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The manner of securing the ribs of fly-

nets together, by passing the lash singly through.the

hole in the rib, thence entirely around the rib, from
right to left, or vice versa, and interloeldng the lash,

at" the point of juncture, immediately opposite the

hole in the rib, as siiown and described, and for the

purpose specified.

98,165. — Pierre Jacques, Paris, Erance.—
Process of Purifying and Deeoloring Albumenfrom
Blood.—jyecember 14, 1869.

Claim.—The process for ptirifying and decoloring

blood-albumen, by the combined action of the four

physical agents, heat, light, water, and air, as herein

described.

98,166. — William C. Jones, Quincy, HI.—
Wire-Handle Former.—T>ecemheT 21, 1869.

Claim. — The machine, herein shown and de-

scribed, for forming wire handles, having plate A,
chisel C, lever E, sliding blocks G and K, hinged
gauge H, and disks Y, constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as specrfied.

98,167.-CheneyKilburn and Artemas Kil-

BURN, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Hale, Good-
man AND Company, same place.

—

Mechanism for

Raising and Lowering Boards.—December 21> 1869.

Claim. — 1. The vertically - traversing endless

chains H and H', with their projections e e, in com-
bination with the strips L L', and boards K, or their

equivalents.
2. In combination with the above, the shaft E,

with its worm-v/heel a, and the driving-shaft b, with

its worm.
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3. The inclined planes n, extending from the tops
of the strips L and L' to the floor, as described.

4. The curved projections h h above the tops of

the said strips.

5. The arms p p, arranged, in respect to the strips

L and L' and endless chains, as set forth.

6. The arms q q, arranged, in respect to the said
strips and chains, as specified.

9S,1<?S.— Linn Laurie, Washington, D. C.

—

Egg-Beater.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame, composed of the handle H,
the rods//, and braces b b, in combination with the
lever L, with its rods c r, pin i, and cord C, to pro-

duce the double or compound motion described,
when constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The described lever, with its parts, including
the cord C, and the described frame, when in com-
bination Avith the described shaft S, and its parts,

v/hen constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

98,169.—Edwin S. Lenox, New Brighton, N.
T.

—

Wire Bale-Fastening.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—A wire bale-band, formed at one end into
the loop B, with its recess b, and at the other with
the cross-head C, when said parts are constructed,
com.]nned, and operated as and for the pm-pose
herein set forth.

98,170.—Calvin A. Leonard, Rochester, jST.

Y.—Insole for Boots and Shoes.—December 21, 1869.

Claivt.—Tlie metallic stiffener a, of removable in-

soles, when its attachment thereto is effected by
means of ]n'ojectiug xioints at the ends, as shown
aud described.

98,171.-Hippoi.iTE Levasseur, Brooklyn, :N".

Y.—Globe-Valve.—liQQ&mhev 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of the valve-stem G-,

with a collar, n, fitting into a corresponding seat, in

combination with the gland J, acting upon the top
of said collar n, operating together in the manner
aud for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement aud use of the pin N, operated
through its collar iv, or its equivalent, by a screw-
thread, cut upon a projecting tube fast to the sta-

tionary gland J, and passing through the handle or
wheel H, Avhich operates the valve, the Avhole being
combined and operating in the manner aud for the
purpose specified.

3. The friction-clutch v, in the nut or 'collar w,
acted upon by a spring or set-screw, and opei'ating
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

98, 172.— George A. Lloyd, Sa]i Erancisco,
Cal., assignor to himself and Anthony IIosenfield.—Lubricating-Sleeve.—December 21, 1869.

Claim..— 1. Dividing tlie sleeve longitudinally, and
holding it in position, when in operation, by means
of lugs and recesses//, substantially as described.

2. The end recesses d d, and spaces/'/', in a lubri-

cating-sleeve, as set forth.

98,173.—George Washington Lord, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Composition for Preventing Incrustation
in Htcam-Boilers.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— A scale-detaching or anti-incrustation
powder, A\'hen composed and used in tlie manner and
for the purpose above set forth and described.

98,171.-Charles B. Loveless, Syracuse, N.
Y.

—

Oas-Oenerator and Burner. — December 21,
1869.

Claim.—The combination of the pipes D and E
with generator F, snp))ly pipe A, .luul burner bb,
and chimney G, substantially as described, and oper-
ating as and for the jiurpose's set fortli.

98,175.—Orozi Lugo, Baltimore, Md.—7?x/m-
(juishing Fire in Bwildings.—December 21, 1^69.

Claitn.—The arrangement of pipes and outlets to
the same, substantially as lierein sot forth, in con-
nection with tlio api)lication of steam from a steam
fire-engine or portal)le steam-boiler.

9S,J76.—.John Matthews, Jr., Now York, X.

Y.

—

Apparatus for Dispensing Soda- Water Sirups.
—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—I. The arrangement, in a soda-water ap-
paratus, of the cooler B, the cooling-worm C, and
thesirup-caus or vessels, entii'ely below the cooler,

and within the bos or case containing the latter,

substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the door F. in the case A,
of a soda-water apparatus, Avith relation to the sirup-
cans or vessels E, and hung to open inward over the
filling-ends of said cans, as shown and described.

3. The sirup-cans or vessels, constructed of a boat
or trough-like form, having openings at their tops in
the rear, but of spout-shape in front, and hung so as
to rock or tilt on suitable pressure being applied,
with freedom to adjust themselves on such pressure
being removed, essentially as herein set forth.

4. The combination, with the tilting sirup-cans or
vessels, of tumbler-guards J, connected with or car-
ried by said cans in front, substantially as and for
the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

5. The combination of the stationary tumbler-guide
I with the tumbler-guards J, for adjusting and hold-
ing the tumblers in place beneath the delivery-ends
of the sirup-cans or vessels, essentially as specified.

98,1 77.—John Matthews, Ji*., New York, N.
Y.

—

Sirup-Dispensing Apparatus. — December 21,
1869.

Claim:—The combination of the trap C, tube or
vessel A, and flexible bulb or piston-like device B,
all arranged for operation as shown and described.

98,178.-John Matthews, Jr.. New York, N.
Y.

—

Sirup -Reservoir for Soda-Fountains.—Decem-
ber 21_, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the dispensing-
vessel or reservoir, provided with a measuring- nozzle,
for action, as described, of a movable or adjustable
trap, operating, when closed, to seal said nozzle, and
serving, when open, to effect discharge of liquid
lying between the trap and orifice in the bottom of
the vessel, and to admit air to the latter, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The trap D, hinged or pivoted, as described,
and provided with a weighted extension or lever, /,
in rear of its fulcrum, in combination with the ves-
sel A and nozzle B thereto, essentially as and for
the jrarposes herein set forth.

3. The combination, with the dispensing-vessel or
reservoir, and its measuring-nozzle, and trap thereto,
of a device operating to constrict the area of the
dischargingoriflce in the A^essel, when the latter
stands in working position, but allowing of said
orifice being fully or freely opened, when "the vessel
is inverted for filling, substantially as specified.

4. The coml)ination of the tumbler guide-rods g g
with the trap D, constructed to operate essentially
as herein set forth.

98,179. — Charles P. McGimsey, Memphis,
Tenn.

—

Soap.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described compound of Col-
gate's soap and extracts, as described.

98.180. — Daniel T. Munger, Watcrbuiy,
Conn., assignor to himself and llUKUS E. Hitch-
cock, same place. — Method of Heading Screws.—
December 21, 18()9.

Claim..—The metliod herein described of making
blanks for screws, rivets, and like articles of manu-
facture.

98.181. — Matthew Newlove, Burlington,
Towa, assignor to himself and Samuel Gh.heut,
same place.

—

Brick-Mold.—December 21, 18()9.

Claim..—1. 'JMie arrangement of tiie levers 11 H,
havinground knobs, L L,"on their handles, indepond-
ontly, and so as to operate from botli ends of tho
mold, in the manner set forth.

2. Tho combination of levers H, followers C, sub-
divided nioldbo-x: A, frame E D, and slotted plates

F F, all consti'ucted and arranged us described.

98,182.—Theodokk Nkys, Menonioneo, "Wis.,

assignor to himself and Alexis L r>KUNKLL.

—

Har-
vcNft'r-Cutt,-r.—l\\-cmhvv 21, 18(>9.

Claim.—'J'he guards A, made in an oblii[ue form,
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haring' their lateral surfaces eontincons. and pro-

Titled nith tongues F on top and bottom, by Trhich

thev are connected to the bar G. and witk a recess,

E. bef.reen their forTraril parts, and the tongues,
throuirh which passes a shaft. C, havirsr a series of
circular Tcrticallr-placed knives. B, -whicli operate
under tiie ribs I. and thi-ough slots in guards, all sub-
stantially as specified.

9S,1S3 A. E. Xixox. Memphis. Tenn.— Co?-

ton-Seed-Flanter.—December --21. lS':^9.

Claim.—1. The sJotred hopper &. constructed as
described, and provided with tube H. and slotted

side-plates d d. substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. In combination -with the hopper G and tube H,
the toothed wheel I, mounted upon the axle B. sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The aiTangement of the shaft J, teeth or arms
//, lever K, pin h, and spring i. all constructed and
operating substantially as andfor the purposes herein
set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the fi-ame

A, axle B, wheels D D. collar 6. lever E. seat F.
hopper G, tube H. wheel I, agitator J/, and the de-

vice for operating the same, shaft L. lever M. fur-

row-plow X. andCovering-plow P. all substantially

as herein set forth.

9S,]S4.—"William -J. O^r.orRxr.. Xew York, X.
T., assignor to himself. Gipt^ox B. Basset, and
"William F. Shaffer, same place.

—

Hose- Coupling.
—^December Ql. 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the ring H with
inclined planes, upon the tube A. as set forth, so
that the said ring moves independent of the hose,
and rice versa, alias shown and descsibed.

2. The combination of tnbes A B, with ring H.
hooks E E, packing G. and collar D. all constructed
and arranged as specified.

9S,185.

—

Christophek Ostraxder, Lodi, "Wis.—Farm -Gate.—December CI. 18d9.

Claim.—The gate C. haiig on the two rollers e c,

mounted in a swiveled case. B, and provided with
roller E and pivoted latch F. to engage in post A',

all constructed and arranged as herein described-

98,186.—S. X. Pakk. Bloomsbnry, X. J.—JSaiir
icay-Rail Chair.—December -21. 1S69.'

Claim.—The combination of the chair A. projec-
tions a a, rails B B, with notches b l>. false 1x)ttom
C, ani key D. all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein setiorth.

9S,18r.—:y:oRGAX Patxe, Cardlngton, Ohio.—
Xut Lock.—December 21. 18*59.

Claim.—The combination of the nut D. washer G,
with its projections, and spring-key H. ail con-
structed as shown and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

98,188.— David Pics3L\x. Lowell, Mass., as-
sisnor to himseK and Stuaut Bishop, same place.

—

Shuttle-Checkfor ioowi*-.-December 21, 1B69.
Claim.—The arrangement, within the shuttls-box,

and on opposite sides thereof, of the spring/ and ad-
jastable block e, when the said parts are constructed
and operate to check the movement of the shuttle,
as described.

98.1 89—C. PURDT, Bedford, Ohio.—Saio-Guide.—^December 21. 1869.

Claim.—1. The adjustable guide-wheel'? C C. for

the sides of saw. with the conical bearings D D,
made substantially in the manner and for"the pur-
poses specified.

2. The eccentric beaiing-boxes E E. provided with
screws or other ecxnivaients, for adjustinsr the coni-

cal bearings D D. and provided with seli-oiling de-
vices, all constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3. The back-guide wheel H, arranged with adjust-

able slide I, held in position with screw h. and pro-

vided with groove t. substantially in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

98,190.—Fitch Eatsioxd and August Miller,
Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Grain-Bin.—December 21. i8'/9.

Claim.—1. A grain-bin, or a series of bins, con-
structed with a revolving perforated hoUow shaft.

E. radial arms I', and air-vents a. all ananged and
combined to operate in combination with an aii"-

pump or blowft^, in the fanner substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

2. A grain-bin or bins, constructed with branch-
ing perforated distributing-tubes J L L, when
provided with rose-heads M M K, and arranged, in
relation to and in combination with an air-pump or
blower, in the manner substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

98.191.

—

^Ip^Eeyxolis. Dayton, Ohio, assignor
to Eeyxolds axd Eeyxolds, same place.— Book-
binding.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A book-cover, the back of which is

formed of metal, or eqtiivalent material, forming an
integral part thereof, and supporting the two leaves
of the cover, when such back is so shaped as to span
and grasp the back of a book, combined with a re-

movable book, correspondingly so shaped, with lips

or ribs upon its back, as to be sprung or slidden into
and held firmly by such cover, substantially as shown
and deseribeci.

2. A cover and book, substantially such as speci-

fied in the above claim, when each has a longitudinal
arroove or indentation, as described, and shown in
Fig. 3. so that the two, when united, form a tube or
chamber to receive a pencil or similar article.

3. In combination with a book removable from its

cover, and constructed as described, the indorse-
ment upon its back, arranged with blank spaces, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

98,192.— "Willia:i H. EtDOUPH. Saint Louis,
Mo.— Vapor-Burner.—December 21. 1869.

CloAm.—1. The head-piece B. combined with the
cap-plate C and the receiving-plate B'. when the lat-

ter has cups D situate both sides of the discharge-
orifice b' of the head piece, substantially as set forth.

2. The head piece B, screw c. and orifice b', when
the screw c is placed in line with the orifice b*. sub-
stantially as set forth.

98.193 C. B.,EuTH. Doyiestown, Pa.— Corn-
PZ«*ifer.—December 21, 1869 : antedated I>ecember
11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seed-box F. divided into compart-
ments for bc«th compost and seed, in combination
with the shaft L wheels K. H. and D, axle G, and
drams G, when used substantially as set forth.

2. The funnels L. boots M. levers P and X, hook
S, and chain or cord E. when combined in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

3. Box X, whee£ C and D. lever V. funnels L.
roller V, shaft I. drums G, levers P and X, wheels
K and E, and hook S, when all are ananged and
combined to form a corn-dropper, substantially as
described.

98,194.

—

Charles Saxtox, Fredonia, Ohio.

—

Gate.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— The arrangement, upon a gate, of the
beveled parallel bars D^, cross-bar B, brace G, and
beveled and flanged rollers C* C-, substantially as
shown and described.

98.195.— Sasil'EI. Scott, Yane, Ohio.^Farm-
Gate.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the lever D. pro-

vided with its handle a and arm c, with the link i

and staple e. as set forth.

2. The gate A, provided with the projections on
its front end. resting on catches j, when the npper
hinge is made adjustable, substantially as described.

98.196. — George Seeger and Charles H.
Shaffer. Clark's Hill, Ind.—Posf-Awaer.-Decem-
ber 21, 1869 ; antedated December 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the barrow B,
the pivoted legs U and curved rack m, as and for the
purpose described.

2. The conical cleaner i, provided with the wings
i' i', as and for the purpose described.

3. The pirote<1 arm e, provided with the pin &, in

combination -n-ith the groove d"' of the shaft d, a&
1 and for the puipo^e speciiied.
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9S,1S7. — Reuben Shaler, Madison, Conu.

—

Paving-Block.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The paving - blocks herein described,

consisting of two thicknesses of wood, combined as
described, the upper surface indented or perforated,

and coated, substantially in the manner heieiu set

forth.

98,198. — Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cartridge-Feeder for Gun-Hammer.—December 21,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of the cartridge-tube/
with the cylinder d, plunger o, lever i, and cam g,

operated in the maune'r substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

98,199. — John P. Sherwood, Tort Edward,
]Sr. Y., assignor to himself and Benjamin S. Bukn-
HAM, same place.— Wash-Boiler. — December 21,

1869.

Claim. — The two end spouts, D, having their

inwardly-projecting upper parts, d\ constructed in

the manner herein shown and described, in com-
bination with the corrugated and perfoiated false

bottom B, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

98.200. — David Shive, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Book-binding.—December 21, 1869.

Clai'm.—The flaps D, fitting into the recesses a,

in the backs of the book, and retained therein by
the removable fastenings E, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

98.201.— Oliver Slagle, London, assignor to

himself and Thomas H. Foulds, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Railroad-Car Ventilator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The wind-wheel E, located upon the
outside of the car- roof, driven by an outside current
of air, produced by the locomotion of the car, com-
ing in contact with the same, in combination with
the horizontal fan B, located upon a suitable shaft,

geared to the vertical shaft of the wind-wheel E,
when said blower is located within the dome of the
car, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified and shown.

2. In combination with the wind-wheel E and
blower B, the adjustable shield F and plate G, con-
structed and arranged substantially as described,
and for the purpose stated.

98.202. — S. T. Spaulding, :N'ortli Cohocton,
]Sr. Y.— Cultivator.—jyeoemhev 21, 1869.

Claitn.—The combination, arrangement, and con-
struction of the central beam a, cross-bars b b, and
side beams c c, the doubly-adjustable clevis, and the
adjustable single and double teeth d d g, the whole
operating together as described.

98,203.-Francis Stein and Henry Haering,
New York, 'N. Y.

—

Elevator.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the posts A,
toothed racks B, platform C, shaft D, pinions E,
cases or frames F, and operating- gears H I K, and
hand-cranks, all substantially as specified.

2, The arrangement, with the wheel K and disks
N M, qi the lever Q, friction-sti'ap E., pawl O, stud-
pin P, pawl T, and ratchet U, substantially as
sijecified.

3. The arrangement, with the posts A and brack-
ets X, of the cases or frames F, Tor sliding past the
said brackets, substantially as specified.

98,204.—Edwaro Stodtmeistkk, Cape Girard-
eau, Mo.

—

Tire-Cooler.—December 21, 1869.

Claitn..— 1. The frame A, supporteil by standards
D upon rolhu's (/,, and secured by braces K, when
combined witli tlie s))indle B, step-tube C, the in-

clined rails E, and their rest-concavitios IT, and
arranged witliin the tul) partially filled with water,
substantially as set forth.

2. Tiie ste|) tub(! (', aiTaugod with its upper edge
to project above the tub-bottom, and its lower end
extending below said bottom, substantially as sot
forth.

98,205.— .ToiiN W. Sutton, Portland, Oregon.—Dynanoinctern.— Deucudjer 21, lt<69.

Claim.—1. The long end of the hub of E, with
feather a\ the sliding grooved collar ^, the curved
springs O 0, the cords P P P, sheaves Y Y Y 6 5 &,

and screws XXX, on the ends of P P P, Avith their
adjusting-nuts, substantially as set forth.

2. The half yoke F, index-rod G, hanging yoke N,
scale e, in combination with the sliding collar F,*and,

long end of hub of B, substantially as set forth.

3. The frame «, rollers L K, friction-wheel M, and
pencil-point J, in combination with index-rod G,
halfyoke F, and sliding grooved collar E, substan
tially as set forth.

98,206.— John A. Tapun, Carthage Landing,.
Fishkill, N. Y.

—

Machine for Sawing and Splitting-
"IFood.—December 21, 1869.

Claim.—In a rotary sawing and splitting machine,
the combination of an iron disk and splitting-knife
with a circular saw. each constructed, and the whole
arranged subsl antially as and for the purposes herein
described.

98,207.- George AV. Tew; Kansas City, Mo.— Carriage-Springs.—December 21, 1869.

Claim. — The straps B, arranged with grooved-
bearings &, combined witli tlie cords C, wrapped and
otherwise formed, substantially as set forth.

98,208.-LoviAS D. Towsley, Newark, N. J.—
Self- Ventilating Safety-Cans for Filling and Dis-
charging Hydrocarbon-A^yparatus. — December 21,
1869.

KJlaim. — 1. The ventilating-tube B, arranged
within the vessel A, having its ends in direct com-
munication with the ingress and egress openings
thereof, so as to facilitate tlie circulation of the air
and fluid therein, whether in fllling or discharging
from or into air-tight vessels, as described.

2. The vessel A, constructed as described, to be
used as an intermediate circulating-vessel, in draw-
ing from one air-tight vessel to fill another, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination of tiie vessel A, the circulat-
ing-tube B, and the stop cock« or faucetsC C^, con-
structed, arranged, and operating us described.

98,209.—Elisha Turner. Wolcgttvillo, Conn.— Cord-Tightener for Ctortain-Fixtures.—December
21, 1869.

Claitn.—The slide b, formed with the ribs 2 2, at
the edges of the back, and the holes 3 3 in the raised
portion of the back, in combination with the block c,

Ijulley d, and projection 4, as and for the purposes
set forth.

98,210.- George Vining, rittstield, Mass.—
Manufacture of Paper-Pidp from Wood.—Decem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claim—1. In combination with a machine for the
manufacture of paper, or paper pulp, from wood
fiber, and other materials, the einery-\vheel or cylin-

der A, as specified.

2. The emery-wheel or cylinder herein described,
when used in the manufacture of paper or .paper-
pulp, from wood fiber and other materials, con-
structed and arranged to operate as specified.

98,211.—Peter M. "Wallowrr, Smith's Ferry,,
Pa.

—

Compound for Mixing Paints.—December 21,

1869.

Claim.—The combination of petroleum, linseed-
oil, resin, ijnd lacquer, in tlie proportions and by the
process substantially as herein specified, for the uses
and purposes set forth.

98,212.- Cornelius Walsh, Jamks F. Con-
nelly, and Aleiied Buatt, Newark, N. J., assign-

ors to Cornelius Walsh.—Hasp-Lock.—Dwvmbtiv
21, 1869.

Claim.—The hasp, containing iho lock -works, and
the case or socket lor tlie reception and rctiMition of
the iiasp, adapted to slide edgewise, one witliin the
otlier, for ongagemout, as iierein represented aiul de-

scribed.

9S,2l:l.—Oruin a. Wmkkler, Doniphan, Kuua.
— .s^r(/-/>n7i.— I)eeembor21, lH(i9.

Claim.— 1. Tlie moans employed for elevating or
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lowering the drills, and for throwing in or out of gear
the seeding-devioes, consisting of the crank-axle B
and lever j^, and, in combination therewith, the
quadrant 0, or its equivalent, substantially as and
for the purpose specilied.

2. The arrangement of the slide L, provided with
the cam-shaped opening I, the bottom I, and the
lever M, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

9S,214—Edward "Wiard, LouisA-ille, Ky., as-

signor to B. F. Avery, same place.

—

Expanding
Triple-Shovel Plow.—December 21, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The bars or frame C, constructed and
secured to the plow-beam, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

2. Adjustably connecting the rear plow-standards
G- to the rear ends of the bars or frame C, by the
tube E and long bolt D, whether made in one piece
or separate, and the washers E and set-screws g',

substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the purpose set forth.

3. Adjustably securing the forward standard L to
the forward ends of the bars or frame C, by m 'ans
of the washers N and bolt M, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

4. The notched washers E IST, constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, when used
for securing the plow-standards in place, as and for

the purpose set forth.

5. The combination of the slotted and grooved
washers IL, eye-bolts J, and slotted arms I, with the
brace-rods H" and bars or frame C, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the imrpose' set
forth.

98,215.— Eranklik J". Stalky, Indianapolis,
Ind., assignor to hjmself, George "VV. Joseph,
Isaac S. Long, and George H. Carter, same
I)lace.— Mead-Block of Saw-Mills. — December 21,

1869.

Claim,. — 1. The sleeve E, furnished with the
flanges E and pawls s s' and keys e e, concentric
piece E, furnished with cogs i and 'ratchets o, in
combination with the setting-shaft D, furnished with
the hand crank wheel P and knees C, all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2. The ratchet-wheel K. lever J, pawls H and I,

arranged in pairs, as described, in combination with
bevel-wheels D and M, setting-shaft D, and the de-
vice described, for operating the knees C, con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The segmental arch Q, lever J, pawls E I,

ratchet K, and gears L and M, when all the parts
are constructed and arranged as herein specilied,
and for the purpose set forth.

*S7,970—Samuel B. Sexton, Baltimore, Md.—
JSase-Burning Fire-Flace Heater. — December 14,

1869 ; antedated November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. An exposed magazine, in combination
with a valve for discharging gas therefrom, and a
separate door or conductor for introducing fuel.

2. An exposed magazine, in combination with
pipes or columns for conducting the gases from the
combustion-chamber beneath or around the lower
part of said magazine to the flue-chamber at the
base of the stove.

3. The combination and arrangement of the pipes
E E, G- G-, I, and chambers E H, substantially as set
forth.

4. The shield or screen O, constructed either with
or without perforations, or a door or doors, or both,
substantially as set forth.

5. In a fire-place stove, the shoulder between the
illuminated walls and the cylindrical fire-pot, ar-

ranged, relatively to the flues E, substantially as set
forth.

98 ,316.—Charles Doughty Allen, 'New York,
K". Y.

—

Steam-Engine Governor.—December 28,1869;
antedated December 24, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the stand A, spindle
B, and sleeve E, as herein shown and described.

QS,1\.7.—E. Averill, Sacramento, Cal.

—

Pro-
pelling-Apparatus.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating arms B, hinged paddles
and reversible slides k, combined and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

2. The combination of the vibrating arms B, pin-
ions d, wheels e, and levers /, substantially as speci-
fied.

9S,'21S.—Jabez K. Babcock, Shortsville, N. Y.— Water-Elevator.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The crank C, pivoted eccentrically to

the loose ratchet c, and provided with a projecting
stop, 0, in combination with disk h and jjrojection n,
for the purposes set forth.

2. The flange d, in combination with stop o and
crank C, for the purpose specified.

3. The perforated flange a' and hook I, when used
in combination with the'ratchet c and winch C, for
the purposes set forth.

98,319.—Sylvester P. Bap.cock, Adrian, Mich.—Boot-Jack.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—The boot-jack, having extended jaw D

and loop-hole E, in combination with movable handle
H G-, provided with toe-piece H and staple E, con-
structed and arranged as herein described, for the
j)urpose specified.

98,220,—L. M. Batty, Canton, Ohio.— B'ar-
vester.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination with a harvester fin-

ger-bar, constructed with a concave rear face, of a
toe-plate, fitting into the concave rear face of the
finger-bar, and secured to the edge thereof, and a
frame piece for the delivery-mechanism, fitting in
the concavity in the toe-plate, and secured to said
plate, substantially as is herein specified.

2. The combination, with a harvester finger-bar,
constructed with a concave rear face, of a heel-shoe,
notched and faced to receive the finger-bar, and a
retainiug-plate, fitting into the concave rear face of
the finger-bar, and secured to the heel-shoe, substan-
tially as is herein specified.

3. The combination, Avith a harvester finger-bar,
constructed with a concave rear face, of a shaft or
roller, arranged parallel to the finger-bar, and in the
concave rear face of the same, substantially as is

herein specified.

4. The combination. In a harvester, of a finger-bar
constructed with a concave rear face, a roller, ar-

ranged in said concave face, a driving-roller, ar-

ranged between standards extending from said fin-

ger-bar, and a dropping-aprou, arranged around said
rollers, substantially as is herein specified.

5. The reciprocating rock-bar, acting on the ratch-
et-wheel on the shaft of the driving-apron roller, and
actuated by the driver on his seat on the machine,
for the purpose of operating an endless dropping-
apron for harvesters, substantiallv as is herein speci-

fied.

98,221.—Eeancis Bosom, Saint Louis, Mich.,
assignor to himself and JoHX W. Tackarury, same
place.

—

ChiLTn- Dasher.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spirally-coiled metallic dash B,
constructed substantially as described.

2. In combination with a dash, B, secured to a hol-

low dash-rod. A, the employment of a cylinder, C,
on which said rod is sleeved, for containing a liquid

for regulating the temperature of the cream in the
churn, substantially as described.

«

98,222.—John Bourne, ISTo. 1 ^STorthumberland
Terrace, Eegenfs Park Road, England.

—

Propelling-
A2')paratus.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The oar I, provided with the pivoted
sleeve F, in combination with the bracket G-, crank
E, rods B and B', and crank-shaft h c, when said
parts are arranged, with relation to the deck and
stern of the vessel, and to operate as shown and de-

scribed.
2. The pivoted sleeve E and slide M, in combina-

tion with the removable bracket G- and oar I, pro-

vided wath collars, and all constructed and arranged
as shown and described.

3. The bracket G-, arranged on the side of a ship,

so as to be easily removed or swung out of the way,
and for the purpose of sustaining an oar or oars to

be operated by machinery for propelling vessels in

calms, as set forth.

* This number should have appeared in its numerical order on page 745.
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98,223.— McKenpuee A. Brooks, La Porte,

Ind.- Water- WheeL—UecernhGY 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A water-wheel having a series of up-
waTd-discliargi;ig- buckets, B, aud a series of down-
ward-discharging- buckets, B', separated by a disk,

C, rotating within a case, D, aud so arranged that

the water may act upon either or both series of buck-
ets, substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

2. In combination wdth a water-wheel, constructed
as herein described, the case D and scroll S, divided
into separate chambers by the diaphragm ¥, and
provided with independent gates, G G', the whole
arranged and operating in the manner aud for the
purpose specified.

98,234.—John Burt, Detroit, Mich.—Fi?^^5•7l-

ing- Case for Railway-Bars.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The case or finishing-carriage A, con-

structed as described, whereby railway-bars may be
straightened, punched, sawn off, upset, hammered,
coolecl, and hardened while in said case, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

98,225.—George W. Burton, Bordentown, IST.

J. — Machine for Laying out Sash and Blinds.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The frame A d, the holders B and C, re-

spectively adjustable, and movable horizontally, and
provided with, dovetailed tenons g g, for retaining
markers F h, the springs D, rods C, and lever E e,

all constructed and arranged to operate as shown
and described.

98,226.-Samuel C. Bruce, New York, N". Y.—
Apparatus for Mixing and Ageing Liquors.—De-
cember 28, 1869 ; antedated December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The aperture E, formed by the cutting
of the two circles, forming a connection between the
chambers A and B, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

2. Feeding the liquor in at the sides of the cham-
ber A, behind the tappets D, substantially as de-
scribed.

98,227.- Joseph Busser, Troy, Ohio.—Rail-
way-Car.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A railroad-car body, having its walls com-
posed of planks, laid flatwise, one upon another, and
secured down to the siil-beams of the bed by means
of bolts, in combination with the vertical corner-
facings a aud tie-bolts, which are inclosed within
the plank walls, substantially as described.

98,228.-L. Chandor. Saint Petersburg, Bus-
sia, assignor to Cassius M. Clay.— Vapor-Burner.
—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The tube B, provided with, the springs
F, the metallic gauze cap D, arranged within said
tube, and the casing E, perforated at its upper end,
all constructed as shown aud described, and for the
purpose specified.

2. The springs F and the perforated casing E, in
combination with the tube B, arranged substantially
as and for the purposes described.

98,229.—Matthew Clinton, ISTew York, N. Y.—Self-Adjusting Cart-Saddle.—December 28, 1869.
Claim,.—The padded blocks A A, connected by

the curved bars D F, in connection with the curved
xod K, fitted on bar D, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

98,230. — Andrew Cole, Mishawaka, lud.

—

Spring-Bed JSo«om.—December 28, 18(59.

Claim.—Tlie bed-bottom, consisting of the longi-
tudinal rails C, provided at each end Avith fixed con-
ical pillars D, to which are secured tlie cross-pieces
E, forming tlie support of the middle aud outer wires
F, with whicli the slats A are interwoven, the hitter
resting at their ends on spiral springs B, as shown
and described.

98,231.—Gideon W. Cole, Canton, IW.—Vlan-
ing-Machine.—Deounber 28, 1869.

Claim.—T\w oscillating top-bed A, having tlio ad-
justable section B aud slotted side fraino D, when
all the parts are constructed, arrangcMl, andoporatod
substantially as described, and for the purpose set
fortii.

98,232.-0. Collier, Sacramento, Cai.—Pi.stou
and Piston-Packing.—December 28, 18r:9.

Claim.—A piston, provided with end disks A B,
ring C, (with three annular recesses/.) end rings H
H, and adjustable centering-ring I, all arranged aud
fitted together in the manner described.

98,233. —James P. Coulter, Bloomington, HI.—Signal for Railways.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The roller D and flag E, ari'anged to
operate automatically as set forth.

2. The roller D, arranged to operate automatically
in combination with the lidA H B, shaft M, pinion
L, segment G, arm 0, boxes A A F, and rope Q, as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the case S, segment Y, lugs
c, drum a, lantern T, rope Y', and box A', con-
structed aud arranged as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

98,234.—Randolph E,aby Craig and Joseph
Craig, Nevada, Cal.

—

Ball-and-Socket Joint.—De-
cember 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the ball-and-socket
joint, consisting substam ially of the parts A and B,"
with the rods D, set-screws D^ DV swivel E, and
stay-plate F, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

98,235.—Seth Craig, Philadelphia, Vsi.—Spur.
—December 28, 1869.

Claiin. — The impi'oved spur above described,
formed by the combination of a shank, B, spring-
catch a, aud heel-piu b, with heel-arms A A, having
the bent ends c c, each of said i)arts being constructed
and arranged with respect to the others, as shown
and described.

98,236.— James Dampman, Lebanon, Pa., as-

signor to William A. Moyer, same place.—^ay-
^orA:.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, Avith the tines of a hay-
elevating fork, and the hoisting-rope thereof, of a
sliding block. A, provided with a fixed and a pivoted
jaw, arranged for engaging the tine not connected
AS'itli the rope, also pi'ovided Aviih a spring-catch and
trip rope, all arranged for operation substantially
as specified.

98,237.—Charles T. Day, XcAvark, N. J.—
>S'/t-«te.—December 28, 1869.

Claiin.— 1. The clamping-levers, pivoted together
iu pairs, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the clamping-levers with
the SAvivel-nuts g h and diagonal screw G, all ar-
ranged as set forth.

98,238.—Richard S. Dillon, Detroit, Mich.,
assignor to himself and George H. Kussell, same
place.

—

Steam-Boiler Furnace.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—In the construction of boiler-furnaces, the

flue F and reverberatory chamber G, provided with
air-ducts a, b, c, furnished with appropriate valves a',

b', and c', or their equivalents, the whole so arranged
as to operate in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

98,239.—William T. Downs, Saint Louis. Mo.— Charcoal-Furnace.—December 28, 1869 ; antedated
December 11, 1869.

Clai7n.—1. The arrangement of tlie furnace A and
boiler G, substantially as and for the piu-poscs set
forth.

2. The body A, grate C, partitions H, smoko-pas-
sages H', coAcr E, and chimney F, substantially as
set forth.

98,240.

—

Foster Ellis, Sylvania. Ohio, assignor
to himself and John S. Ellis, same place.

—

Uoop-
Cutting and I)ressing J/ac/ii'vK^—Decern hi>r 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The ciitter-head E, provided Avitli cut-
ters g h, constructed as above describetl and shown,
r(»r tlie purpose of dressing tlie face and bolii edges
of a hoop at one opciation, as ubovo described aud
shown.

2. The combination of the saw d, tho shaft C, tho
pulle}^ b, the lielt c, and the yoke B, Avilh tlie outtor-
lioad E, provided with cutters// /i, ttie sliaft o, tho
pulley F, the belt /, the foed-roUers G, aud thotablo
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H, in couneetion with the frame A, when constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purpose above
mentioned.

98,241. —Edward Fox, New York, X. T., as-

signor to himself and Joseph J. Walton, same
place.

—

Steering-Apparatus.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—The barrels cZ, e, /, andgr, of two different

sizes, to which tlie chains h and i are connected, in
combination with the blocks I, in, s, and t, that are
connected to the rudder, fhe parts being arranged
and operating substantially as set forth.

98,243. — Charles Furbish, Bucksport, Me.—
Truss for Vessels.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The struts or arms G- G, with rollers e e,

tlie band or collar F, and roUers h h, the support or
platform H and E, combined and arranged substan-
tially as herein set foiih.

98,243.— 'ToHN Gibson, Jr., Albany. IST.T.—
Stove-Leg.— December 28,1869; antedated Decem-
ber 11, 1869.

Claim,.—1. Furnishing one or more edges of either
the shank h or dovetails a a with corrugations, or
any other irregular surface-edges, having a uniform
line of prominences, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth and described.

2. Securing or locking the leg B to the base A of a
stove or heater, by pushing or di-awing the shank h,

within the dovetails a a, by means of sliding bars,

screw-bolts, buttons, pins or keys, dogs or spring-
catches, or their equivalents, substantially as set

forth aud described.

98,244 John G-ibson, Jr., Albany, :N'. Y.—Gof-
fee-Pot, Pitcher, rfc—December 28, 1869 ; antedated
December 11, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The recessed bearings a a, with their
guiding-slots s, iuclihed in the manner described,
and in combination with the vessel A, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The stop b. or its equivalent, in combination
with the supporting-ba^e B, or in combination with
the vessel A, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3. The wheels D, rollers m, or their equivalents,
in combiuation with the supporting-base, B, of a
tilting-stand, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

4. The lamp E, in combiuation with the snpport-
ing-base, B, of a tilting-stand, and a swung vessel,
A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

98,245.— John Gibson, Jr., Albany, X. Y.—
Device for Tilting Pitchers, Coffee-Pots, Sc.—Decem-
ber 23, 1869 ; antedated December 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swinging' basket B or swing'ing
rest B', for holding or supporting- the vessel C, sub-
stantially as described, and working in combina.tion
with the pivots c, substantially as described, for the
purposes set forth.

2. In combination with a stand A, for supporting
and tilting a pitcher or other vessel, a water- tight
base or receptacle, g, made with the said stand A, or
fitted to aud mads detachable therefrom, for the pur-
pose substantially as set forth and described.

3. The stand A, (either with or without the water-
tight base or receptacle .g,) provided with the gallows
or supports a a, in combination with the swinging-
basket B, or swinging rest B', substantially as and
for the purposes set forth and described.

4. In combination Avith the swinging basket B, the
screw S or S', or spring e and screw S", or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth aud described.

5. The stop r, or its equivalent, in combination
with the stand A or supporting-standards a, or sus-
pending-arms b, or basket B, or base B', as aud for
the purpose specified.

98,24S.— John Gibson, Jr., Albany, N. Y.—
Rein-Holder.—December 28, 1869; antedated Decem-
ber 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a whip-holder or
whip-socket A, the stem S, as described, or its equiv-
alent, made with or attached to a fastening, C or C,
of the said Avhip-holder or whip-socket A, as aud for
the purpose specified.

2. The stem S, as described, or its equivalent, in
combination with a fastening, C or C, for a whip-
socket, as and for the purpose specified.

3. The driving-reins R and stem S, or its equiva-
lent, in combination with a fastening, C or C', of a
whip-holder or whip-socket, by means of which the
reins can be held, substantially in the manner set
forth and described.

98.247. — John Gibson, Jr., Albany, :N". Y.

—

Hitchiag-Post.—December 28, 1869 ; antedated De-
cember ] 8, 1869.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a hitch-
ing-post, formed of wooden posts A, protected by
the caps C and plates P, aud furnished with the
hitchiug-rod H, with chain h attached, connected
with the post by means of the eye-staple S, when
constructed and arranged as shown and described.

98.248. — John Gibson, Jr., Albany, ]Sr. Y.—
Railroad-Car Heater.—December 28, 1869.

Claim..—1. The metallic fioor b, corrugated, or
otherwise, not perforated, in combination with the
hot-air chambers a a, substantially as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The adjustable deflector or warm-air spreader
ft, also its standard or support, in combination with
any register, placed iu the floor of any traveling-con-
veyance or room, substantially as set forth, and for
the purposes described.

3. In combination with any warm-air register, a
fixed hood i, or reversible hood i' for spreading the
heat, substantially as described.

4. The piuca-screws r,or their equivalent, in com-
bination with the registers v. substautially for the
purpose set forth and described.

98,249.— John Gibson, Jr., Albany, N". Y.—
Securing Legs to Stoves.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Locating a leg, and preventing it from
being moved iu any direction on the surface of the
base of a stove or heater, by means of the interior,
or exterior, or hidden ^ides. arranged in the man-
ner substantially as described.

2. Binding the angle-piece of a leg to the base of a
stove or heater, around the interior g'uides, or within
the exterior guides, or over the hidden guides, or
any of their equivalents, by any binding-device,
working fi-om the base of such stoveor heater, on or
over the angle-piece of the leg. or by reversing the
order, and attaching the said binder or binders to the
angle-piece of the leg, and working them under im-
pinging lips, made ou the base of the stove or heater,
in the manner substanti-aily as described.

3. The elements herein set forth, to secure the re-

sults herein specified.

98,250.—D. B. V. Goetckins, Little FaUs, if.

Y.—Head-Rest.—DQcembCT 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination of plate A and posts
C C, connected together by sockets and studs, as
shown aud described.

2. A removable rest. F, hung adjustably between
two detachable posts C C, which are supported upon
a separate plate, A, by means of stnds and cor-

responding sockets, in the manner specified.

-98,251.- Erank Goss, TTexford, '2&.— Shovel-
Plovj.—December 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a cultivating-plow,

of a beam. A, standard B, sole-bar F, upright arm H,,

and tie-bolt G-, constructed and arranged" as herein
described, and for the purposes set forth.

2. The sole-bar F, as constructed, of the fonn rep-

resented and described.

3. The shovel or share E, constructed with the
flaring dovetail-attaching socket e, substautially as
represented and described.

4. The conibination, in a cultivating-plow, of a
frame, A, B, F, G, H, handles C, clevis^D, shovel or
share S, wings or scrapers 1 1, device J J K for ad-

justing the wings or scrapers, an adjustable gauge-
wheel L I, and'means a m, for holding the gauge-
wheel, constructed aud arranged as herein repre-

sented aud described, for the pm-poses shown.

98,252.— A. D. Gray, Chariton, Iowa.— Com-
bined Seed Soiver and Harroioer.— December 28,

1869.
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Claim.—The machine described, consisting of the
axle A with wheels a a, pole B, frame C C, c cc,

hinged beams D, toothed roller E, rod F, lifting-

lever G-, hopper I, spring-slide J, indented wheel K,
adjusting-lever L, belt M, and guides m in, when
combined as described, for the pui'pose set forth.

98,253.—John H. Gray and "William B. Tur-
ner, Saiut Anthony, Minn.

—

Faper-Feeder.—Decem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim.^The feed-board A, obliquely perforated
and connected with chamber B, out of which, by
means of a pump or other pneumatic apparatus, air-

currents may be driven through such oblique per-

forations, in direction of the guides E^ E^, substan-
tially as and fox'' the pm'pose described.

98,354. — Henrt Greenv^ood, Gilbcrtsville,

Mass.

—

liegister for Spinning-Jack.—December 28,

1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
pawl - clutch E and the gravitating and sliding
weight G, with the driving-shaft c, the pavrl E, and
the draw-registering mechanism operated thereby,
substantially as described.

98,255.—Henry S. Hall, Boston, Mass.—A^-
pwratusfor Raising and Lo7vering Chandeliers and
Lamps.—December 28, 1869.

Claim,. — The frame A, in combination with rod
C, levers b, corrugated rollers c c, and nut D, con-
stracted in the manner and for the pui'pose substan-
tially as described.

98,256. — George A. Harley, New York,
]Sr. Y.—Hair- Cutter.—Becemhev 28, 1869.

Claim,.—The clamps C D, in combination with
the slotted comb B, for the purpose of adjustably
securing a blade, A, in the slot of the comb B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

98,257. — Aaron Harris, Laporte, Cal.—Hy-
draulic Nozzle.—December 2g, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The transverse slot B, in the nozzle,
through which the gate is raised or lowered, for
adjusting the rings, without stopping the flow of
water through the nozzle, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

2. The adjustable gate C, provided with a ring-
seat, C, rings E E, and spray-ring E', which are
held, when in position, against the shoulder of the
nozzle, by the screw- coupling E, as described.

98.258. — Elam Harter, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Horse Hay-Fork.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The coupling-lever C, bars D and E,
friction-roller E, and tripping-lever G, when con-
structed, arranged, and combined as set forth.

2. In combination with the above-claimed parts,
the tines A A, hoisting-stem B, loop i, pins j and L,
and hook d, substantially as set forth.

98.259. — Elam Harter, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Grappling-Hook.—December 28, 18G9.

Claim.—The swivel G, pulley H, and yoke D,
carrying the ring I, with the hooks A A, having tlie

slots E E, all constructed, combined, and arranged,
as herein shown and specified.

98.260. — Robert G. Hatfield, New York,
N. Y. — Anti-Friction Journal-Bearing for Hoist-
ing-Machines, (&c.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a journal, the track
D, roller E, aftd bearing-rail G, arranged and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

98.261 . — RuFUS E. Hitchcock, Waterbmy.
Conn.

—

Curtain-Fixture.—December 28, 18ii9.

Claim..—The cylindrical roller-end b, in combina-
tion with the adjustable friction-strap e and bracket
d, as speciiied, so as to apply a viiriable I'riclioJi to
the curtain - roller, independent of the device for
rotating the roller, as set fortli.

98,262.— A RTEMAS IToLiHiRDGE, "Wcst Burling-
ton, N. Y.—Curing C7(et'.s<?.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — Tlie abovo-doacribcd process of curing

cheese, by cutting the flat cakes into blocks, of rect-

angular form, covering the said blocks with some
fabric, and placing them, two deep, in a mold, with
flat plates between them, then subjecting them to
pressure, as set forth, the said blocks being after-

ward turned on shelves in the manner described.

98,263. — Chester J. Holmes and David C.
Holmes, Stafford Springs, (Jonn.

—

I>ried-Beef Cut-
ter.—Decemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a table, made as de-
scribed, having the hook d, with the swinging-arm
g, bearing the knife o, fastened and regulated as de-
scribed, all for the purpose herein set forth.

98,264.—John Horton, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to Bennett B. Schneider, same place.

—

Lamp.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the drip-cnp F of an Argand-
buruer with the vertical central tube m, in the man- '

her substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
2. The torch or taper G, inserted in the rod B of

the lamp, when the former is used with or applied to
an Argand-biirner lamp, having the drip-cup E of
its burner provided with a central tube m, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. The match-box H, taper or torch G, fountain or
reservoir D, and the Argand-buruer E, when all are
constructed, combined, and arranged to form a lamp
and convenient lighting-apparatus, substantially as
herein shown and described.

98.265. — John Humphrey, Ravenna, Ohio.

—

Boring and Mortising Machine.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the endless screw
G with a series of two or more augers, a a, having
inclined grooves c in the shanks thereof, and ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose described.
2. The automatic reciprocating table I, in com-

bination with the upper and lower series of boring-
augers a a and chisels B C, when aU the parts are
constructed and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose described.

3. The combination of the screw G, anger or
series of augers a, with the chisels B C, when con-
structed and arranged, with relation to each other,

and operating, in the biauner and for the puri)0se
substantially as described.

4. The combination of the chisels B C, having
boring-augers a, clamps E, transverse slides D, witiii.

the table I, jam S, and cam T, all constructed auU._

arranged to operate substantially as described.

5. The combination of the lever Q, clutch P, and
table I, when arranged to oi)erate substantially iu
the manner and for the ijui'x^ose described.

98.266. — John C. Hunt, Terre Haute, lud.,

and Wilwam W. Ingraham, Chicago, 111.

—

Grain-
Smutter, Scourer, and Separator. — December 28,

1869.

Claim.—1. The scouring knives or beaters I, when
constructed aad arranged substantially as and lor

the purposes herein specified and shown.
2. The rings J, Avhen constructed and operating

substantially as and for the purposes described.
3. The scouring-drum, provided with an inlet and

outlet, and scourers or beaters for scouring the
grain, when they are so constructed and arranged
that the scourers or beaters revolve in a mass of
grain in the drum, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified and shown.

98,26r. — William H. Joeckrl, New York,
N. Y.—Reversible 6Vi«ir.—December 28, 18()9.

Claim.—A r(!versible chair, on which, by moans
of cams/, the seat will be adjusti'd when tlie bade is

rev(;rsed, substantially as heroin shown and do-

scribed.

9S,26S. —James Alukrt Joyner, Now York,
N. Y.—^ro'p<'U('r^Vh^'l'l.—D^iCG\x\\iQV 28, 1869; auto-

dated December 18, J 869.

Claim,. — The propoller-whool, consisting of the

hub A and blades B, when iirovidod witli tlu> taper-

ing cylinder C, substantially as heroin shown and
described, for purpose sot forth.

98,269.-A. N. Kellogg, Chicago, IW.—Rvta^
Table- Waiter.—W^wmXwv 2'^, 1869.
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claim. — 1. The rotary frame D, adapted for

adjustment Tertically npbn the shaft A, as herein
shown and described', for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a rotary dishhohler, C, and
a rotary adjnstable dish and botde holding ft-ame, D,
upon the same stand, as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

98,270.—Alexander TV. Kelt^y and Johm B.
Samuel, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machine for Grinding
Glass Jars.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding holding-weight F, and the
adjustable arm e", the adjustable ring 3. and arm e',

in combination with the rotary shaft E, and as ar-

ranged to operate together in supporting and hold-

ing the jar a; in a verdcal position, substantially as
and for the purpose hereinbefore described and set

forth.

2. The combination of a series of veitical rotating
shafts, E, each provided with a series of adjustable
ai"ms, e' e", having, respectively, the rings 3 and
weights E attached, for receiving and supporting
glass jars thereon in verticsil positions, as described,
with the central rotating shaft C, and its horizontal
disk D, the said parts being arranged to operate to-

gether, substantially as and for the purpose herein-

before described and set forth.

BSj^yi.—JoHX KE^'nuIR, Leavenworth, Kansas.—JButton.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A sleeve-button, having an annular spring
D, catch E E, hook F, and case B, each constructed
and arranged with respect to the other in the manner
described.

98,2r'2.—JOHX Kext. Xew York, X. Y.—Knit-
ting-Machine.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a series ofplain
knitting - needles, of a single revolving-needle ar-

ranged and operating as described, for the purpose
of producing an imitation seam.

2. The combination of the worm F, the bell-crank

G, and the button X, with the mechanism connected
therewith, for giving the needle a a revolving motion,
when the same are combined with a knitting-ma-
chine, substantially as and for the pxu-pose herein
shown and described.

98,273.—Horatio Keys, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Carriage- Wheel.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The spokes C, doTetaHed into the
groove of a metallic hub, by means of wedges, which
expand their ends, as set forth.

2. The spokes B C of a wagon-wheel, fitted alter-

nately secuT-e and loose into an endless groove of a
metallic hub, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
3. The tube D. for holding the inner end of the bos

E, when countersunk or dovetailed, by means of
wedges, into the enlarged part of a chamber in the
hub, as set forth.

4. Petaining spokes in the hubs of wheels, by
means of wedges forced into them as set forth.

98,274.-JOHX KiLLEFER. West Eichfield. Ohio.
—Boh-Sled.—DGCQvabev 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The runner-standard B. constructed
with legs of a hollow or corrugated section, and with
a concave seat for the axle-pipe, as is hereinbefore
specified.

2. The axle-pipe A, constructed with two cylindri-

cal axle-bearings, T\'hen used in combination with
the runner-standard B, constructed with legs of a

hoUow or corrugated section, as is herein specified.

3. The couplmg-piece D and pin E, when con-
structed as shown, and used in combination with the
tongtie-roll and independent runners, substantially

as is herein specified.

4. The di'aught-chains C C, when used in combi-
nation with the sliding reach-collar, rear runner-axle,
and indei^endent rear runners, having their standards
constructed of a hollow or corrugated section, as is

hereinbefore specified.

98,275. — C. H. Kxapp, Lawrenceville, Pa.

—

PaUey Block.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the divided block

A, divided pulley B, stock D, and tripping-clamp F
H, all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement, with the divided block A, of
the tripping- clainp F H and spring L, stibstantiaUy
as speciiiecr.

98,276. — Heber F. Learxard, Mazo Mania,
Wis.—Tai/ie.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The table-frame formed of the posts,
having the vertical grooves A and the rails D fitting

therein, and the angle-plates C provided with dove-
tailed tongues fitting in corresponding grooves B in
said rails, all arranged as shown and described, for
the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the table - frame, con-
structed as described, the curved springs H, attached
and arranged to operate the arm I, as shown and de-
scribed.

98,277.-BEXJA^nxF. Leet, Dayton, Xevada.

—

Brake for Carriages.—December 28,' 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the brake-shoe,
suspended as described, of the knuckle-jointed links,
and actuating-bars, connected thereto, and provided
with means for operating them, substantially as speci-
fied.

2. The combination, -with the brake - shoes and
knuckle-jointed links, of the operating-bars G-, when
arranged for operation either by the pmion and hand-
shalt, or the oscillating shaft, eccentrics, and hand-
lever, all substantially as specified.

3. The combination of the jointed suspending-
arms C, brake-shoes, and knuckle-jointed links, wheii
the said links and arms are arranged for adjustment,
substantially as specified.

98,278.— Charles D. Leet, Vienna, Austria,
and B. B. Hotchkiss, Xew York, X. Y. — Metallic
Cartridae.—December 28, 1869 ; antedated Decem-
ber 1.5, 1869.

Claim.—The closed or tiglit-backed cartridge-case
A, inner casing D, packing E, the central fulminate
B, and anvil 0, combined and arranged in the shell

of the cartridge, as and for the pui-poses herein set

forth.

98,279. —JOHX A. Lipback, Portland, Me., as-

signor to himself and Hexry Bakee, same place.

—

Steam-Fump.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A pump with three cylinders inclosed
in each other, constituting three chambers connected
by ports, one for plunger, one for suction, and one
for force, substantially as described.

2. The oscillating conical valve B, in combination
with cylinders a, &, c, as described.

3. The combination of the oscillating feed-pump
Gr, and oscillating conical valve B, substantially as
set forth.

4. The spiral guide or slot p, on feed-pump G, in
combination with pei'pendicular moving cross-head
X, sliding on the same, causing the osciiiation of the
valves B"JB, substantially as described.

•5. The construction and arrangement of sash K
and rockers 1 1, substantially as described.

98,280.-Gottlieb Luedke, Princeton, "Wis.

—

Axle-Gauge.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the stock A,
made in two parts, adjustable lengthwise, and pro-
vided with scales as described, of the gauge-block-
supporting arms D E or D' E', substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The combination, with the gauge-blocks F,
when arranged with reference to their supports, and
the stock A, as specified, of the pins K L M, when
aiTanged as specified.

98,281.-C. E. Macy, Bedminster, X. J.—Har-
rov:.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The improved harrow, composed of the
parts A and B of the form shown, hinged together
and provided with teeth in front and rear of the
toothed cylinders C C, which are in alignment when
the harrow is open, aU constructed and operating as
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

98,282.— AxGELiXA Madisox, Cincinnati, Ohio.
— Charcoal Coolcing -Fiirnace.—December 28, 1869

antedated December 15, 1869. ^
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Claim.—The use of a draught-pipe, answering the
double purpose of drawing the heat-current through
it, and serving also as an opening for cooking-pur-
poses at the same time, in connection with the other
parts of the furnace, constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose specified.

98,i5S3.—William W. Mallery and Charles
H. Sage, Copeuhagen, IST. Y.— Trace-Fastening.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A trace-fastener, covered on the outside

with a smootl3.-surfaced frame, made in detachable
sections, and having a recess to receive the trace,

and provided with a forked spring-catch on. the in-

side, all as shown and described.

98,284.—F. H. Manny, Eockford, 111. — ffar-

vester-Rake.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The cutter E and springs F F', ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.
2. In combination with the cutter E and springs F

E', the stem d and friction-roller d', as and for the
purpose set forth.

98,285.—John C. Marsh, Alexandria, La., as-

signor to George E. Maksh, same jilace.

—

Ajypara-
tus for Bleaching and Defecating Cane-Juice.—De-
cember 28, 1869.

Claiin.— The mode herein described of dissemi-
nating sulphurous gases in and through saccharine
liquids, when the same is carried iuto effect by the
apparatus herein described, the same being con-
structed in all its parts and operating as specitied,

for the purpose set forth.

98,286. — Elezer May, ISTatick, Mass.— Welt-
Knife.—Decemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—An improved welt-knife, composed of a
stock C, gnard a, clamp B, screw D, and knife A,
constructed and combined as described.

98,287.

—

Emerson McMillin, Ironton, Ohio.—
Street-Box for Gas-Pipes.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A street-bos for gas-pipes, of the con-
struction herein described, with a cover and slides

formed" and operated substantiaLly as specified.

98,288.—A. H. McWaine, Shickshinny, Pa.—
OAttm.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The revolving dashers A and B, when
constructed of the flared paddles o and m, and fast-

ened to the churn-body a by the staves b and beam
e, and operated by the driving-wheel C, and cogs/
and g, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

98,289.—AUTON Meyer, Stuttgart, Germany,
assignor to Theodore Hahn.— Watchman's Time
Detector.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The application of a false revolving
dial, of card, or other suitable material, Eig. V, iu
combination with a stationary hand, r, and the open-
ing m, and a movable stamp, making marks or per-
forations from the outside.

2. Of the marking - system, detached from the
watch, and not attached or combined in it, the whole
constructed and operating 'feubstautially as and for

the purposes set forth.

98,290.—James Montgomery, Sing Sing, IST. Y.—Bar of Horseshoe-Blanks.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—As a method, welding together a bar of
tougli, fibrous Avrought iron and a bar of liard car-

bonated iron, (not steel,) and converting the same
into connected horseshoe-blanks, mokled, creased,
and notelied at points where such blanks are to be
sejjarated from one anotlier, by passing said com-
posed bar between rollers, substantially as described.

98,291 .—Elias Nashold, Rockford, 111.—-Spi-
der.—December 28, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination of a bail and brace-rod
with a spider, as described, for the purpose set forth.

98,292.—Ei'.en W. Nichols, Worcester, Mass.—Hay-Spreader.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Tlie adjustable tripping-lever N, in

combination with the dogs S and rods i, carrying ted-

der-forks.

2. The adjustable tripping-lever N, in combination
with the dogs S, rods i, and return- spring L.! v-;^^.

^.i

3. The arrangement of the hand-lever and con-
necting-rod m, or tlieir equivalents, in combination
with the adjustable txi])piug-lever N, dogs S, and
rods i.

SS,293.— John S. Pathic and Lewis Patric,
Hochoster, N. Y.

—

Draught and Spoj'k-Extinguish-
ing Device for Steam- Generators. — December 28,
1869 ; antedated December 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the chamber A
with its internal and external co-operative devices,
whereby a stratum or spray of water is rendered
available in advance of the exhaust-fan or apparatus,
by means of which the smoke and other products of
combustion are forced through the flue or chamber,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the outer shell or drum A,
provided with induction and eduction ports b b^, ex-
haust chamber B, and fan D, all constructed substan-
tially as described.

3. The arrangement of heating - fluefS, provided
with valves or dampers, between the furnace and
tlie exhaust, for the purpose of controlling the direc-
tion of the current of heat.

4. A floating gauge, E, operating in combination
with the exhaust, substantially as described.

98,294.-John Peace, Camden, 'N. J.—Tube-
Cutter.—Becevaber 28, 1869.

Claim.— The construction, combination, and ar-

ragement of the box A, follower P, screw B, and
sliding bar D, substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

98,295.-William H. Phillips, Bridgeton, N.
J.

—

Shipwrights' CZam^.-rDecember 28, 1869.
Claim.—The implement herein described, consist-

ing of the screw I, nut-block G, recessed extension
E stud b, and curved serrated brace-claw H, each
constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

98,296.— Henry B. Porter, Chicago, 111.—
Electrical Annunciator for Hotels.—December 28,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted and gravitating hooked
armature c, applied to the helix' 6^ in combination
with a sliding cover, I, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The arrangement of lifting-arms k, on vertic-
ally-sliding bars J, in combination with tlie gravi-
tating slides I, working over numbered or lettered
plates H, said sliding bars J being connected to a
key-shaft, L, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3. Covering-slides I, constructed with toes i upon
them, and arranged so as to move over stationary
numlitered or lettered plates H, substantially as de-
scribed,

98,297.- Theophilus Pugh, CLicago, El.—
Pulverizi7ui-Chaser.— DeGew.heT 28, 1869; antedated
August 7, 1869.

Claiin.—The combination and arrangement of the
wheel A, the tire B, the wooden backing c, and the
wedges a, when constructed and operating as and
for the purposes above set forth and shown.

98,298.—William Eeichenbacit and Frietricii
RoscHDiANTZKV, Chicago, 111.—Sofa and Table.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement, in connection with a
sofa or settee, of the sliding hinged dra\\er D and
tlie drawer i^, having the pivoted support c attached,
substantially as shown and described.

2. The detachable table 15, in combination with a
sofa, when said parts are arranged to be used sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

98,299.—William Eoemer, Newark. N. J.—
Lock for Satchels and CarpctBags.—December 28,

1869.

Claim..—1. Attaching tlio lock B, on the outside,
against tlie side of tiio frame I'or satciiels and carpet-
bags, in combination with a staple, D, attiu'liod to
the top of the frame, operating togiilier in Die man-
ner and lor tlio purpose described.
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2. The projectinp: piece or plate C, in combiaation
T\icli the lock B and inner frame A', sabstautially as

and for the ijurpose set forth.

9S,300—"William Eof.mek, Xewark, X. J.—
Balton and Pinfor Carpet-Bags, dtc.—December 28,

1S69.
Claim.—The button or boss A, when constructed

with the inside extended hub n, and the outside re-

cess o, around the pin-aperture, in combination with
the pin rn, the head v of which fits closely in said
recess, as specilied.

9S,301.—John J. Eoeper, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Base-Burning Stove.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a magazine-store,
the direct flue C, the chimney -flue D, and the space
b", outside of the magazine A, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

98,303.—Daxiel J". Eoss, Havre de Grace, :SLd.—Propelling Boats.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—^In combination with the boat A, propeller-
wheel B, and shaft C, the pidleys D and G-, and band
I, when arranged and operated substantially as and
for the purj)0.ses set forth.

98,303. — Jacob Schneider, Canton, Ohio.—
Harvester-Cutter.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, on the finder-bar of
a harvester, of a set of fingers, provided with dove-
tall grooves in their necks, an uuder-plate bar, "u-ith

a dovetail section, and a set of under-cutter plates,

one to each finger. secm*ed on said bar, the several
parts being arranged substantially as and for the
purposes hereia specified.

2. The harvester-finger C, constructed witli head
D, lip G, slut J, concavity H, and neck E, with dove-
tail groove F. the severaf parts being arranged as
shown, and the Avhole being used in combination
with, the bar B. with plate A secured thereto, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

98,30-1.—William F. Semple, Mount Yernon,
Ohio.

—

Ciu'icing-Guin.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of rubber with other
articles, in any proportions adapted to the formation
of an acceptable chewing-gum.

98,305. — James A. Sevey, Bo.ston, Mass.

—

Plane for Shaving Whalebone.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the spring or elastic throat-piece M, (provided witb
adjusting - devices, as described.) with the i^lane-

stock E, and the cutter or plane-iron C.
2. The combiaation and arrangement of the plane-

iron supporters A A, and the clami^-screws g, and
adjusting-screws S S P, with the plane-stock E, tbe
cutter C, and the mouth-piece M, provided Avith de-

vices for adjusting it, as set forth.

98,306.—Zachaeiah Shaw, Tpsilanti, Mich.

—

Perpetual Brick-Burner.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
curved chamber A, the carrier E, and the fire-cham-
ber C and C, bm-ning brick upon both sides at once,
when constructed and operating as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

98,307.—JoHX Shoret and Freeman H. But-
ler, Lowell, Mass., assignors to said Shoret and
John Griffith, same place. — Curtain-Fixture.—
December 28. 1869 ; antedated December 18, 1869.

Claim.—Tbe friction-plates e and F, connected
with the brackets, strap D, eye or staple H, and pul-

ley B, arranged as shown and described.

98,308.—Augustus Sdipsox, "Woonsocket, E.
I., assignor to Woonsocket Iron Foundeuv, same
place.

—

Machine for Folding Cloth.—December 28.

1869.

Claim.—1. The knife K, jaws I and P, in com-
bination with the rolls G and H, brushes F and F^,
friction-rollers D D, stretcher C, and carriage B, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
])urposes set forth.

2. The wheel or disk L, in combination with the
roll G, kjiife K, and jaws I and P, all constructed
and operating substantially as described.

3. The combination of the pulleys M^, slat M, cords
Ml, cords m, and springs M-, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth..

98,309.-GeorCtE Sln'oleton, Eockville, Conn.,
assignor to himself, James F. Preston, and John
X. Leonard, same place. Eobert Singleton and
E, Kellogg Eose, Paterson, X. J., and Leonard
<fc LocKHART, Chicago, 111.

—

Spindle for Spinning
Silk.—Deeemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—The compensating top A, in combination
with traveler B, hollow revolving thimble D, and
revolving spindle I, all arranged and operating as
described, and for the purpose set forth.

98,310.— David L. S^hth, Montana, Iowa.

—

Apparatus for Packing Stuffing-Box.—December 28.

1869.

Claim-.—The construction of an apparatus for the
piirpose described, wherein the sleeve A, arm B,
head or traversing follower C, wheels D and E, guide
F, and spring I, are arranged substantially as de-
scribed, and operated by the pawl leverH and hand-
clamp G, substantially as set forth.

98,311.—John G. Smith, Oregon,Wis., assignor
to himself and Frank A. Yjckery, Mason City, 111.—Hames and Collars.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The swivel and hinge-joint fastening
X, constructed substantially as described.

2 The swivel and hinge-joint fastening X, in com-
bination with the adjustable straps E, when con-
structed and aiTanged substantially as described.

3. The adjustable wooden collar A. having the
leather extension B, in combination with the hames
C, when constructed with the swivel and hinge-joint
fastening X and adjustable strap E, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The adjusting toothed staple F, so constructed
and arranged that the trace only can be adjusted
when the hames are removed fi'om the collar-, sub-
stantially as described.

98,31-2.—LoxsT J. Smith, Whitehall, X. T., as-

signor to himself and E. H. Gardiner, same place.
—Baihuay-Itail Chair.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, upon the bases of the
jaws A B, and between the cheeks thereof, of a plate,

D, with transverse ribs c c, and projecting-lugs d d,

all as shown and described, to preveutthe longi-

tudinal displacement of the rails and the constant
strain upon the bolts.

98,313.—J. L. Strait, Cooksville, Miss.

—

Seed-
Planter.—December 28. 1869.

Claim.—1. An improved seed-planter, formed by
the combination of the tongue B, side beams A,
drive-roller C, pulleys D, bands E, idler K, pulleys
G, dropping-cylinder'F H, opening- plow I J, coverers
L M, concave' roller P, and handles X, with each
other, said parts being constructed and arranged
substantial!}' as herein shown and described and for

the purposes set forth.

2. The forked standard J, for the opening-plow,
arranged between the drive-roller C and the drop-
ping cylinder F H, and adapted to serve as a guard
or fender for the said dr(»pping-cylinder, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

98,314. — Charles A. Sullivan, Starkville,

Miss.

—

Pneumatic Centrifugal Poiver-Regulator.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A centrifugal power-regulatoi*, con-
sisting of a fan-wheel with wings pressed by springs

to its periphery, and rising therefrom automatically
when a certain initial velocity is attained, but con-

stantly presenting a more expanded surface and a
greater resistance as the said velocity increases, all

as shown and described.

2. The combination of a fan-wheel, G, constructed
and operating as described, with a spring-propelling

wheel, and suitable connecting-mechanism to auto-

matically prevent a too rapid evolution of the

spring, as set forth.

3. The combination of the automatic fan-wheel
regulator, spring-driving wheel, and a rotating shaft,

said instrumentalities beiug connected by suitable

mechanism, and operating together substantially in

the manner specified.
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98,315.—William H. Tillou. Le Eoy, N". T.—
Hames-Fastener.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A hames-fastener, provided with slotted
piece A, having' hook a' at one end, and perforations
through its sides at the other end, so that the fast-

ener may be lengthened or shortened, without
changing the leverage, substantially as shown and
described.

98,316. —Elisha H. Tobey, Chicago, 111.—
Breech-Loading Ordnance.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the arms D, pis-

ton or recoil-block F, and operating-screw^ G-, with
the main portion of the gun A, and the breech-piece
C, when the radius of the latter is below the major
axis of the gun A, substantially as herein desci'ibed,

for the purpose specified.

2. The weights E, in combination with the breech-
piece C and arms D, substantially as described, Hot

the purpose specified.

98,317.—Frederick: Towi^send, Albany, IST. Y.—Machine for Quarrying and Dressing Stone.—De-
cember 28, 1869.

Claim.—A vibrating loaded arm, carrying one or
more stone cutting or dressing chisels, and receiv-
ing its movements from a revolving crank-pin, work-
ing in a slotted or forked arm, C, substantially as de-
scribed.

98,318.—G-EORGE P. Treulieb, Baltimore, Md.
—Meat-Catter.—DeGQmher 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the worm K, the
frame X O R R, bearings S S, guides L L M, and
slides P P P', all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. T lie combination and arrangement of the block
A, rollers a a a, worm-wheel B, worm K, its frame
1^ O R R S S, guides L L M, slides P P P', screw I,

and female screw U, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

98,319 R. W. Trude, Clearfield Bridge, Pa.
—Witer-Wheel.—Becamher 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double wheel C, provided with
rents or openings, for the escape of the water
around the shaft B, and constructed substantially as
herein shown and described, in combination with the
casing D, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the wheel C, casing D, and
gate E, with each other, said parts being constructed
and opei-ating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

S 98,320.—LuDwiG Ignatius Trueg, Saint Vin-
cents, Pa.

—

Sun-Dial.—December 28, 1869.
Claim. — The graduated arc D, provided with

slotted ends, in combination with the quadrant or
gnomon E, and pivoted plate B, as shown and de-
scribed.

98,321.-George E. Turner, Chicago, 111.—
Hollow Grate-Bar Frame.—December 28, i869.

Claim.—1. The hollow grate-bar frame, made of
two or more horizontal sections, substantially as set

forth, to enable each section to expand independ-
ently of the others, as specified.

2. The stays or bracps d, arranged in the sections
of the lioUow grate-bar frame, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

98,322.—Thomas Warrex,' Flint, Mich.— (7oy-

ernor-Valve.—December 28, 1869.

Claiin.—In combination with the case A, pro-

vided with seats B B', openings C C, inlet-pipe N,
and outlet-pipe E, the slide-valves F F', provided
with ports G- G', adjusting riglifc and left screws I,

guides II. nut K, and valve-stem L, in connection
with any proper governor, when each of said parts
is constructed as described, and all are arranged to

operate as and for tlie purpose set forth.

98,323.- Thomas TVaterhou.-e, West Gor-
ham, and Charles F. McKennfa', Saco, Mo. —
Horseshoe.—Dccombor 28, 18f)9.

Claim.—The arrangement, on a horseshoe, of the
groove a, metallic strip c, screws d, and elastic sheet
b, secui'ed as described, and for the purposes set
lorth.
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98,324. — James G. Weir, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
'Wheelbarrow.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—Pivoting the wheel B to springs C, with

the center of the wheel directly under the head-piece
D, said springs being so arranged, with relation to
the wheel B and frame A, that their back ends will
slide in guides /, as herein described, and for the
purpose set forth.

98,325.— Benjamin C. Wilkes's, Elgin, El.—
Bed-Lounge.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of abed-lounge, wherein
the couch A, back B, leaf a, hinges c and d, hinged
support c, and hooks/ and g, are arranged and oper-
ated in the manner and for the purpose specified.

98,326.—Jesse A. Wilson, Hamburgh, Iowa.

—

Cultivator.—December 28, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The casting.s E and I, constructed and

secured to the ends of the beam C, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purposes set
forth.

2. The bows F G and K L, constructed and ar-
ranged substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the castings E I and tongue H,
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The slide-bar P O and adjustable bows M, in
combination with the tongue H and beams C, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm'pose set forth.

98,327.—S. E. Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Card- Holder.—Becemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—The adjustable end spring E, in groove
or slot D, in combination with the puU B and sign
or label C, constructed substantially as described,
and operating as and for the purposes set forth.

98,328.—William Abel, Rockton, 111.

—

JEaves-
Trough.—Uecemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The trough A, grooved bars B B, and
partitions C C, all constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with trough A, bars B B, and
partitions C C, the pipes D andE, constructed sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.

98,329. — Henry Aiken, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stone-Separator.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Separating stones from clay, by forcing
the latter through elongated slots in a tapering cyl-

inder, and discharging the former into a suitable re-

ceptacle at the small end of such cylinder, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the tapering slotted cylin-
der A, shaft B, Avith screw-formed beaters B^and
stand C with hopper C\ all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In combination with the elements of the pre-
ceding clause, the tapering cylinder D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of the tapering slotted cylin-
der D with the slotted pivoted gate D^ friction-

roller cZ'^, and guide D'^, Avhen said parts are con-
structed and arranged as herein set forth.

98,330.-Otis IsT. Angell and Andrew J. Ax-
GELL, Providence, R. I.

—

Turbine Watcr-Wheel.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie buckets B B, formed substantially
as described, witli an inward horizontal and a down-
ward discharge, arranged in relation to and in com-
bination with the eduction-ports F, as shown and
specified.

2. The improved turbine-wheel herein described,
provided witli the buckets B B and the ports F, in

combination witli the valve-gates G and "the station-

ary guides H, tlie parts being arranginl and oper-
ating substantially as descriGed, for the purposes
specified.

98,331.-E. A. ARCniHALn, "NtetluuMi, Mass.—
Machine for the Manufacture of Spoked Wheels.—
December 28, 18(59.

Claim.—1. The pins c, in combination with the
disk a, when arranged to bo oi)onxted substantially
us shown and described, and lor the purpose speoi-

tiod.
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2. Tie cutters j and 1c, or either of them, in com-
bination with the disk a and clamping-mechanism,
when constructed and arranged to operate upon
either of the exposed surfaces of the nave-ends of
the spokes, substantially as described, and for the
purpose specified.

3. The arm p, pivoted as described, and arranged
so as to swing to position over the wheel-center,
and to be locked there while one or both faces of
the nave-ends are being faced by the cutter or
cutters borne by the arm, and so that said arm may
be unlocked and swung outward, clear of the spokes,
substantially as described.

98,332.—AiME NICHOLAS Napoleox Aubiit,
Montreal, Canada.

—

Oil-Can.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A self-sealicg attachment to the neck
of cans, consisting in a lever, D, bearing the cap, a
spring /, and hinged prop F, constructed and oper-
aiing substantially as described.

2. The wire gauze, covering the apertures inside
of the can, not as a seperate device, but in combina-
tion with the self-sealing.attachment.

3. The projection K, in combination with the
spout G, for tiie purpose hereinbefore set forth.

SS,333.—AiME IsTiCKOLAS jSTapoleon Aubin,
Montreal, Canada.

—

Peat-Machine,—December 28,

1869.

Claim-.—The side-pocket E, at a tangent of the
curve described by the end of the fixed knives
Gr, and the fixed knives G, in combination with the
revolving knives F, the whole constructed and
operating siibstantially and for the pmpose herein-
before set forth.

98,334.—Joseph Baker, Sheridan, assignor to
himself and H. C. Hathaway, Ionia, Mich.—
Shingle-Machine.—December 28, 18G9 ; antedated
December 9, 1869.

Claim.—In shingle-machines, the vibrating tilt-

ing-frame F, provided with racks//', the pinions Gl-

and H, rock-shaft T provided with cams i i', rocker-
arm h, and feather M, the notched slide K, provided
with stop- pin k, the rod g, stop O, and graduated
stop-lever N, or their equivalents, when constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

98,335—E. A. Bakton, Eoonville, Ind.— Co??i-

bined Harrotu and Seed-Soioer.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.— In combination with the seed-sower,
harrow, and roller, constructed and operating as
described, the tumbler-rod E and cleaning-teeth
e, as and for the purpose set foi'th.

98,336.—Ben.jamin Baugh, Chadwick, near
Eronsgrove, England.

—

Enameling Iron and Steel.

—December 28, 1869.

Claitn.— 1. The method of producing ornamental
designs and inscriptions in enamel upon metal
tablets, by the use of stencils, substantially as set
forth.

2. The method of producing pictorial designs of
several colors in enamel upon metal plates, by the
use of separate printings of the several colors upon
suitably-prepared paper, and the transfer of the
same to the surface to be enameled, and fusing
thereon, substantially as set forth.

3. As a new article of manufacture, enameled
metallic tablets, formed of designs produced in part
by stenciling, and in part by printing and trans-
ferring, substantially as set forth.

98,337.—LuMAN li. Eeach, Mount Dpton, N".

Y.

—

Hand- Cultivator.—December 8, 1869.
Claim.—1. The implement, consisting ofthe frame

A, with the cross-bars I and P, with the uprights
B, and the adjustable handle C H, and the wheel D,
all constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the cross-bars 1 1', adjust-
able bars J J, provided with the notches e and
standards E, when secured by the bolts n, as set
forth.

98,338.—C. Becker and Morris "Wise, New
York, N. Y.—^ii«o?i.s'.—December 28, 18G9.

Claiin.—1. The fastening-screw h, provided with
a shoulder, e, in combination with the tubular shank-
head A and sleeve c, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2. The eyelet cZ, in combination with the fasten-
ing-screw 6, tubular shank-he%d A, and sleeve e,

substantially as set forth.

3. The swivel-head/, in combination with the tu-
bular shank A, sleeve c, and fastening-screw 6, sub-
stantially as described.

98,339.—Charles H. Berry, East Somerville,
Mass.

—

S]}ring-Bed Bottom.—December 28, 1869.

Claim..—In combination with the reversible slats

c, the elliptical springs E, and plugs K, when con-
structed and operating as herein described and
shown.

98,340.— Seymour A. Bostwick, Laconia, N.
H.—Tofcacco-Ctt^cr.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotary cutter G-, in combination
with the slides K, ratchet L, and lever D, or the
equivalents of said devices, substauti' lly as set
forth.

2. The pinion E, upon the shaft of the cutter G , in
combination with the toothed bar F, substantially as
set forth.

98,341 .—B. E. Bov/LiNG, Holly Springs, Miss.
— Combined Cotton Scraper and Cultivator.—^De-

cember 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the adjustable
harrow E with the scraper, substantially as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

2. The construction and arrangement of the ob-
lique connecting-bar Gr, pivoted to the front upright
B of the stock, and guided and braced by the rear
upright C thereof, as described.

98,342.—Charles M. Bowmax, Washington,
D. C— Crossing Signals for Railways.—December
28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The truck or slide C D, adapted to be
drawn by the rotation of the locomotive-wheels, and
to actuate a signal, H, of any suitable construction.

2. The inclined track or bar B, in combination
with the truck or slide C D, for the purpose set

forth.

98,343.—Washington Boyce, Titscola, EL

—

Apiparatus for Filtering Volatile Liquids.—Decem-
ber 28, 1869 ; antedated December 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cup A, provided with the mov-
able cover E ami rubber band D, so as to form an
air-tight connection with the bottle or receiver C.

2. The perforated plunger B, the lower end of

which is shaped like a cone, and which is provided
with ths' grooves and openings, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

3. In combina?tion with the above plunger, the

floss, silk, or cotton wrappings, when used in th^

manner and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of the cup A and the plunger
B, when used in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

98,344.—James M. Bucklin, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

King-Bolt for Railway-Car Tj'Mcfcs.—December"28,
1869.

Claim.—1. The king-bolt z, arranged to rest im-

mediately on the transom of railroad- cars, and con-

structed'to drop through the transom in diseonect-

ing the truck.

2. In combination with a railroad-car, the transom
A, having central oblong slot e, with upright bear-

ing-grooves, constructed and arranged to operate as

specified.

3. In combination with the transom of a railroad-

car, the oblong-headed bolt z, oblong slot e, and
transverse seat i, with cover n, constructed and
arranged to operate as specified.

98,345.—liiLEY BURBETT, Chicago, 111.—Reed-

Organ.—December 28, 1859.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the upper, and
lower wind-chests B' and'B. connected by the throat

I, substantially as described.

2. The set L, placed vertically, or nearly so in
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tlie socket- board, as described, and for tlie effect set

forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the key
D, lever W, and block X, or its equivalent, -with the

tracker-pin E, for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of the foot-

pedal keys S, long connecting-rod T, and extension-

arm U, so that the keys of the lower bank may be op-

erated by the pedal-keys when desired.

5. The manual sub-base, set into the throat of the

bellows, and operated as described.

6. The combination and arrangement of the sev-

eral parts described, and for the purpose set forth.

98,346.—Henry K. Burkholdkr, Clear Spring

;Psi.—Grain-Separator.—Decembev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the heads of a fan in a grain-

separator with screen's, substantially as and for the

purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with a fan-case, havingan open-

ing across its back, as above described, the outside

shutters C C, connecting-bar d, rods e e, and adjust-

able weights//, all substantially as and for the pui'-

poses herein set forth.

98,347. — Charles P. Burleigh, Tuftonbor-
ough, ;N". H.—Automatic Fan.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The spring-head pendulum as described,

the same consisting of the ring E, bars c c, spring

D, shaft i, pendulum-rod and fan- blade G, all com-
bined, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. The combination, as described, of the eccentric

g with the spring-head pendulum and fan-blade G-,

by means of the arm h and lever n, in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

98,348.

—

Luke Chapman, Collinsville, Conn.,
assignor to himself and The Collins Company, same
place.

—

Lawn-Mower.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the handles pp. at-

tached to the shafts by adjustable sockets r and r',

the shaft p, with its adjustable bearing x x, the

toothed wheels d and g, and endless chain e, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as described.

98,349. — Daniel G-. Chase, Boston, Mass.

—

Button-Hole Cutter.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The button-hole ci;tter, consisting of the
jaw A, with the barrel B and spring s for holding
the ban-el in position, and the jaw H', with the cut-

ter C and gauge G-, constructed as described, and all

combined "and arranged, relatively to each other, as

set forth.

98,350.

—

James T. Cokbitt, Des Moines, Iowa.
— Corn-Marker.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The frames 2 2 and 4 4, when hinged as

described, and provided with marking-wheels 111,
in combination with the seat 8 and supporting- roller
10, all an-anged and operating as specified.

98,351.—Benjamin P. Crandalt, ISTew York,
N. T.

—

Children's Carriage.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In a child's carriage, the combination,
with the bearing to which the reach is immovably
secured, of the front axle, pivoted to said bearing,
substantially as and for the purj^osc described.

2. The casting fX, constructed to support the
roaches, form the bearings for the front axle, and
guides for its oscillations, and receiving the spring
which bears against said axle, substantially as de-
scribed.

98,35'2.—Moses G. Crane, Newton, Mass., as-

signor to James M. Gardiner, Saint Louis, Mo.

—

Signal- Box MerJi^a,nitim for Fire-Alarm Telegraph.—
J)eeeniber28, 1869.

Cldi'in.—In combination with a signal-box mech-
anism of a fire alarm telegraph, an insulated cir-

cuit wheel, (for breaking and closing tiic circuit,)

automatically and continuously rotatcnl by tlie stress

of a spring or weight, exerted tlirongh a suitable
1.1-ain of geai'iiig, substantially as described.

98,353.—Robert Crkuzhaur, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Piaton Liquid-Meter.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement, witliin one barrel

A, of two pistons, C and D, acting as valves for

each other, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.

2. The arrangement of the two pistons C and D,
acting as valves for each other, when the piston D,
acting as valve for piston C, changes the ports for

the latter at or near half stroke of D, and vice versa,

and when the two pistons are disconnected and
move independent of each other, substantially as

and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination, with a meter - shell, A, and
one or more pistons, C and D, of the cork bulkheads
named, substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before set forth.

4. The combination, with a meter - shell, A, and
pistons C and D, of the outside water-channels, ar-

ranged as shown, substantially as and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore set forth.

5. The combination, with a meter -shell, A, and
two pistons C and D, with their recesses 7 and 8, of
the duplicate ports E and the duplicate ports S, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set
forth.

6. The combination, with a meter -shell. A, and
two pistons C and D, of a bulkhead, H, with its rim
Ji^, and recesses h^, substantially as and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore set forth.

7. The small relief-ports x x', in combination with
the piston-valves C a,nd D, arranged as described
and for the purpose named.

98.354. — John J. Crooke, Southfield, and
Lewis Crooke, New York, jST. Y.—Plating Iron
for the Manufacture of Hinges, <£-c.—December 28,

1869.

Claim.—Plating metals, by the process described,
that is to say, by first subjecting the rough metal to

the pickling-process, then coating it with tin, or
other soft metal, suitable to form a foundation for

plating, then rolling the metal, to produce an even
surface of the tin, or its equivalent, and then apply-

ing the plating-metal, substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

98.355. — C. W. Dawson, Paynesville, Mo.—
Sturnp-Fxtractor.—December 28, lb69.

Claim.—1. The cap H, constructed as described,
and provided with ears a a and bar b, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the frame
ABC, standards Gr G-, cap H, lever I, hooks e and
//, ajnd block and tackle J, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

9S,356.

—

Edward Mortimer Deey, New York,
N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Floating Ships over Sand-
J^«rs.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The apparatus herein described, consist-

ing of the locks A A', provided with floats E E',

canal B, and reservoir C, combined, arranged, and
operating substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed and set forth.

98,357.—Sampso.v P. Dick and David E. Mus-
SELMAN, Louisville, Ky.

—

Tobacco-Press.—December
28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In machines for making plug-tobacco,
the combination of the shafts P with a roller, E, at

each end, the rollers being connected with the shafts

by means of a loose coupling, 11, and the shafts Y
with rollers E E at each end, all arranged and oper-

ating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

2. Tlie arrangement of the series of doable rollers

D D, pulleys O, pinions S S, and connecting-bands
C, all operating substantially as and for the pm'posc
specified.

3. The rollers Y Y, arranged as described with
relation to the rollers I) D, and driven therefrom in

the manner and for the pm-pose substantially as do-

scribed.
4. Tiio arrangement of the several series of double

rollers E E, E E, D D, and V V, tlie pulleys (.),

toothed wheels S T, and bands C C, all operated by
means of gearing (I (J (I 11 U i /, ami drive-wheel
J, all construeteA and arranged to operate substan-

tially as herein described.
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9S,35S.—JoHxDoxALDSox, George EEA^-ELY,
and James Francis, Galashiels, Scotland.

—

Choke-
Block for Railioays.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination Tvith the rails of a rail-

roads witch, or " siding," the choke-blocks C C', so
aiTanged and connecteii that they are automatically
removed from the track by the jDressure of the car or
locomotive wheel, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of the rail D, sway-bar G,
with its connections, the bar J, lever L, and the key-
bar N, substantially as described, for the purpose set
forth.

98,359.— Jacob Doubsox, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Bedstead and Lounge.—December 28, 18G9.

Claim.—The combination of the bedstead-frame
A, mattress-frame B, double joints C, and plates D,
aU constructed and arranged substantially as and for

the purposes herein set forth.

98,360.— Jacob Doursox. Columbus, Ohio.

—

Extension Table Roller- Slide.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the key or bed-
piece B, rollers e e, and top-piece C, aU constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. In combination with the roller-slide B C e, the
stop D, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

98.361. —Alva E. Ellis, Friendsville, 111. —
Quilting-Frame.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combined 'luilting-frame and clothes-

horse, herein described, constructed with frame A,
cross-heads C, rollers E, cranks a, segments G, and
rod E, as specified.

98.362. — Obed Eahxestock, Lebanon, Ind.

—

Waiter.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—An improved waiter, having a recess, as
at C, to fit the arm, and a handle, D, underneath it,

arranged and constructed in the manner shown, and
for the purpose set forth.

98,363.— Hexky Eairbaxks, Saint Johnsbury,
Tt. — Machine for Milling Knife-Edges of Scale-

Beams.—December 28_, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a knife-edge milling-machine, sub-
stantiaUy as herein specified, the rockmg-table B,
tilting upon tAro axes, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the milling-tools A A, and
a tilting table, B, carried on a transverse slide, C,

th€ employment of one or more adjusting-screws, e

e\ an-anged and adapted to sferve, relatively to the
other parts, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

3. The within-described combination and arrange-
ment of the tilting-tabie B, cross -shaft H, and in-

clines G G', with their connections, adapted to oper-
ate together, as and for the purposes herein set forth.

4. In combination, the vertical slides F F', the re-

versed inclines G G', and cross-shaft H, arranged to
transmit the proper tilting motion to the tilting--table

B. without interfering i\'ith its transverse motion,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

5. In a knife-edge mihing-machine, the combina-
tion of a carrying-taJDle, B, adapted to feed the work
to the milling-tools, the supporting-pieces I, and ad-
justing-means j!^, adapted to apply directly mider the
knife-edges, all substantially as and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

98,364.- TTiLLiAM Fields, 'Wilmington, Del.—
Manufacture of Sheet-Iron.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mixing the irons, as hereinbefore
set forth, and the use of the flour of zinc in the fin-

ishing of the same.
2. The use of the flour of zinc, in combination

with the black lead and tallow, in the finishing of
the iron, as hereinbefore described.

3. The application of the wooden faces to the steam-
hammer and its anvil -nhen used for the purpose of
finishing iron.

4. Making and finishing sheet-iron, xising all the
articles as a combination, as hereinbefore specified.

98,365. — James M. Ford, Brooklyn, K". Y.—
Sash-Cord Guide-Block.—^December 28, 1869.

Claim. — The cylindrical tube herein described,
having worms &, and isometrically-cuiwed bore c,

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
specified.

98.366. — Isaac X. Forrester, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Pump.—December 28, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The annular-flanged piston-valve C,

formed in two sections, as and ±br the purposes set
forth.

2. The combination of the cylinder, the piston,
and the sectional valve, all constructed to operate as
set forth.

98.367. — Isaac Is. Forrester, Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Pump.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the stationary tubu-

lar sectional piston-rod and its flanges with the
flanged piston-valve and the reciprocating cylinder,
all these parts being constructed to operate as set
forth.

98.368. — Isaac IST. Forrester, Bridgeport.
Conn.—Pir/vjjp.-December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the moving barrel A,
stationary perforated tubular rod B, collars B^, piston-
Valve C, and receiving-valves a a, A^ the whole ar-
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

98,369.—James D. Fraby, New Britain, Conn.
—Handle for OH^ery.—December 23, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie hoUow handle, and the tang passing
entirely through it, with the interposed filling, leav-
ing spaces at one or both ends, to receive portions
of the cap, or of the ca-p and bolster, cast on the
tang, substantially as and for the purpose described.

98,370.- Emersox E. Gore, PhoBuix, Greg.-
Gang-Ploiv.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the stops E.' E'
with the frames A and A', and arms D' and F',

whereby the latter are retained in an inclined posi-
tion, and the plows thereby prevented from rising or
falling, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The links D' F', connecting the frame A A', the
hind links being slotted, for the purpose of allowing
the plows to be raised in an inclined direction, as
specified.

3. The hoisting-lever M', link K', and crank I', iu
combination with the links D' F', and frames A A',
of a gang-plow, as specified.

4. The spring-catch O', pivoted to the frame A,
for the purpose of locking the frame A' in its ele-

vated position, as specified.

5. The frame A, supported on the front axle by the
rods C, and on the swiveled caster-wheel O, substan-
tially as described, so that it can be raised and low-
ered at will, to adjust the position of either plow, or
of both, substantially as specified.

6. The levers D, connected separately with the
axle and with the frame A, for raising or lowering
the latter, as specified.

7. The lever P. connected with the swiveled shank
X of ttie caster-wheel O, and pivoted to a jointed
arm, Q, that projects from the frame A. to adjust the
latter, substantially as herein shown and described.

8. The combination, with the frameA and axle B,
of the jointed rod H, adjustable rod I, and jointed
rod J, substantially as specified.

98,371.— JoHX McFarlaxe Gray, Liverpool,
England.— Steam Steering-Apparatus.— December
28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a steering-engine,

a screw and nut, one of which receives a rotary mo-
tion from the engine, and the other from the attend-
ant, arranged to produce a differential traverse
motion, and thereby control the action of the steer-

ing-means, substantially as herein set forth.

2. A rotating shaft connecting the steering-

mechanism with the engine, in combination with ap-

paratus arranged to produce a differential trav-

erse motion to control the action, substantially as

herein described, while the same is operated from
the bridge or place of governance at will, as set forth.

3. The magnifying telegraph-director F"^, con-

structed with two joints, substantially as herein set

forth.
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4. The quadrants pi H', operated by worms, in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

5. Controlling the steering-engine and the steer-

ing-telegraph by one and the same motion-trans-
mitter led from the place of governance, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

98,372.—B. E. Hawley, ISTormal, 111.— Yentila-
?or.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the devices herein
described, for ventilating and heating buildings,

consisting of the hot-air shaft B, provided with damp-
ers a a, the foul-air shaft F, and the space or cham-
ber formed between the inner and outer walls, and
in the floor and ceiling, said space or chamber being
rendered air-tight from the outside by a continuous
line of plastering or other equivalent, on the inside
of the outside walls, substantially as set forth.

98,373. — Tfio?.iAS Heap, Saint Joseph, Mo.—
Concrete Blocks for Building and other Purposes.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A concrete building- block, formed of
the materials, and compounded in about the ]3ro-

portions herein specified.

2. A concrete building-block, faced with the com-
position herein described, substantially in the man-
ner specified.

98,374.—Henry B. Hebert, 'New York, N. T.—Grain-Drier.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement, in transverse series,

of the scattering-bars B with those of one series
alternating with each other, in connection with the
air-holes a a, arranged zigzag, and relatively to the
said transverse and alternate bars, the whole to-

gether as described.

98,375.- H. M. Heddex, Worcester, Mass.—
Photograjjhic Paper.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A photogi'aphic paper, constructed
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The loose central fibrous layer a, in combination
with the sides B B, substantially as and for the j)nr-

poses set forth.

98.376. — B. T. Henry, New Haven, Conn.—
Method of Forming the Heads of Carriage-Springs.
—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The method herein described of forming
the heads of carriage-springs.

98.377. — Thomas E. Herd, Allegheny, Pa.—
Car-Coupling.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The carriage A^, rollers A^ B, rack A^,
shaft A^, pinion A*, ratchet A**, and pawl A^, in
combination with the curved coneBi, link B^, spring
C, and bumper A, having recesses B^ and C, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described and set forth.

2. The arrangement of the above devices, in com-
bination with the bumper E, springs E^ E^, seat F,
rollers G^ and pin G, when constructed and ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

98,378.—George Hekuick, Waverly, N. Y.—
llaikoay-Car Truck.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with tlie bearing-plate
B of a car-truck, provided with the guard-pins 2 2,

the swivel pedestal C, pivoted to the plate B, said

Eedestals having curved slots, n n, and forming
earings for tlie journals of the car-wlieel.
2. The car-wheel D, having grooved axle a', in

combination with the swivel-pedestal (y and pivoted
brace H.

3. The car-truck herein described, having frame
A, rubl)er cushions v v, beiriiig-plates B B, ))rovided
with pins z z, and pivoted to the slotted pi^destals C
C, braced by tlie jiivoted bars 11.11, and forming
bearings for tlie grooved axles a' a', of the car-
wheels.

98.379

—

Francis Hovey, New York, N. Y.—
Carriage-Jack.—Decemlxir 28, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the hnan- C, with its

locking surfaces or istops e, tlio toggle-joint motion
or motions D, and the lifting-bar B, in roller-sliding

connection with the stand A, substantially as shown
and described.

98,380. — R. B. HUGUNIN, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Sash-Holder.—VxiCQoxhQi' 28, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The longitudinally-grooved siirface D,
substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed. ~

2. The longitudinally-grooved surface D, roller E,
projection C, in plate A B, si-ibstantially as and for
the purposes herein described.

3. In combination with the elements of the second
claim, the slotted springs F and F', for the purposes
herein specified.

98,381.- Theodore Hyatt, New York, N. Y.—Rendering Safes, VavMs, and Chests Fire-Proof.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of cans or vessels, con'^trncted
of any non-corrosive material or materials, of any
suitable form and size, containing gas or steam-pro-
ducing materials, when said cans or vessels are
placed in any position between the inner and outer
walls or shells of fire-proof safes, and other struc-
tures, and enveloped and insulated from such walls
and from each other, by means of a filling or pack-
ing of dry non-heat-conducting absorbent earth or
earths, when such earths are combined in any pro-
portions, with any chemical salt or salts, containing
water of crystallization.

2. Insulating the vessels holding gas or steam-
producing materials from the external walls of safes
and other structures, by means of above-described
dry compound. •'

3. Insulating the vessel containing steam-generat-
ing materials from the interior walls or shells of
book-case, by the means and for the purposes set
forth.

4. Insulating the cans containing gas or steam-
producing materials from each other, by the means
and for the purposes mentioned.

98,382.-John Horsley, Cheltenham, England.—JSfitro- Glycerine Compound for Blasting.—Decem-
ber 28, 18G9.

Claim.—The manufacture of blasting powder, or
explosive compound, by incorporating nitro-glyce-
rine with any of the exijlosive mixtures or powders
herein described, and in about the proportions herein
set forth.

98,383.— John Hughes, Buchanan, Pa.—ian-
^errt.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a pivoted locking-
tongue, /i, with a latch, E, applied to a lantern, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The application of perfoi"ated strengthening-
strips a to the lantern-top A, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

98,384.—M. G. Imr4CK, Bethlehem, Pa.—Cwr-
tain-Fixture.— December 28, 1869; antedated De-
cember 18, 1869.
Claim.—1. The roller A, having two pulleys of

unequal diameter formed upon one end, substantially
as and for tlie purposes herein set forth.

2. The roller A, provided with pulleys D and G,
of unequal diameter, in combination with one or
more cords H, curtain C, Aveight K, or its equiva-
lent, -^^iieu used as shown, and for the purpose speci-
fied.

98,385. — Platt C. Ingersoll, Green Point,
N. Y., assignor to himself and Horace F. Dough-
erty, same place.

—

Mechanical Movement for Actu-
ating Presses.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie arrangement of the double or divided
ratchet-wheel or wheels F F, the interposed counect-
ing-cluii 11 pulley or body G, the lever or levers H,
Avitli their ])a\vls I, tiie puUovs M, sheave or sheaves
K and the eliain or eluiins J, substantially as speci-

fied.

98,3S<>.— John G. Ishu-mj, IMartinsvillo, 111.

—

Quilling-Frame and Clothe.'<- Drier.—Doeomber 28,

1869.

Claim. — I. In combination with the mortised
posts A A, the cross-bars 1) D' 1)"', having holes at
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one eBcl, the keys & &, and spool-pins d d, all as and
for the purposes herein set fortli.

2. The combination and arrangement of the posts

A A, feet B B, notched pieces C C, end-rails E G-,

side-rails H H, cross-bars D D^ D"-^, hooks aa, ee, i

i, and h h, keys b h and m m, and spool-pins d d, all

constructed as described, and for the purposes herein
set forth.

9S,3S*'. — John Jeaning, Plainville, Conn., as-

signor to himself and R. B. Prindle, Washington,
t>. C.

—

JBleacMng Cotton and 'Woolen Fabrics.—De-
cember 28, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The hereinbefore described process for

bleaching woolen or cotton fabrics, substantially as
set forth.

2. The hereinbefore - described soap, compounded
of the ingredients and in the manner substantially
as and f<fr the purpose specified.

3. The hereinbefore - described bleaching - fluid,

composed of the ingredients, and compounded in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose shown.

9S,38S.—G-EORGE Johnson, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Soistinq-Machine.— December 28, 1868 ; antedated
December 17, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The cross-head L, attached to the shift-

ing-rod D, or other equivalent parts, having projec-

tions I and I', substantially as and for the x^urpose
described.

2. The lever J, so attached as to allow the poles of
its fulcrum to pass through the shifting-rod D, and
having an adjustable weight, K, as and for the pur-
pose speciied.

3. The combination, with the shifting-rod D, or
other equivalent parts, of the cross-head L, projec-
tions 1 1', lever J, and adjustable weight K, all oper-
ating together, as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

98,389.—Amasa C. Kasson, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Ruffling-Attachment for Sewing-Machines.—Decem-
ber 28, 1869. "

Glaim.^-1. A ruffler for sewing-machines, consist-
ing of the plate A, with the projection on its rear
edge, and the plate B, having a corresi^onding projec-
tion, and with the slots in plate A, said plates being
arranged as described.

2. A rufaer, constructed with two projections or
plates, of uniform shape and size, and nearly so, for

the upper fabric to pass between, said projection or
plates bearing on the fabric equally on each side of
the needle, substantially as herein described.

98,390.- Thomas Lamb, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sewing-Machine.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A "shuttle, P, having a hook, d, at the
edge, and a hook, e, at the back, and revolving in an
inclined shuttle-race, m combination with a bobbin,
Gr, which lies within a perforated case, retained in a
stationary position loosely within the shuttle, as de-
scribed.

2. The hook e, bef eled at the edge, arranged at
the back of the shuttle, so as to be adjustable on the
same, and operating substantially as specified.

3. A projection, /, arranged, in respect to the sliut-

tle, sixbstantiaUy as and for the piu-pose set forth.

4. The presser-foot, attached to an arm vibrating
on a fulcrum at the rear end of the machine, and
operated by the needle-arm, as described.

5. A feeding-foot, K, attached to an overhanging
arm, pivoted at the rear end of the machine, and
operated vertically and laterally from the needle-arm
by devices, substantially as described, and for the
purpose specified.

6. The arm I, hung to the base-plate A. and car-
rying the arm L and slide r, in combination with a
wedge, g', which is forced between the slide and the
arm L on the movement of the needle-arm, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

98,391.

—

William Love, McConnellsville, Ohio.—Ladies' Boot.—December 28, 1869.
Clai7n.—A laced boot, having its vamp and flap

forming one continued piece, the said flaj) covering
, the lacing, and secured to the sides of the quarters
by buttons, or their equivalents, substantially as
described.

98,392.—Thomas Lowden, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself. George Stout, and Eichard J.
Lowden, same place.— Water- Wheel.—December 28,

1869.

Claim.—A series of independent buckets, so piv-
oted that each one may, at a point above the center
of the wheel, open or swing out away from the cen-
ter, substantiaily as and for the purpose described.

98,393.

—

James Magee, TJsquepaugh, E. I., as-
signor to himself and S. A. Alpin, same place.

—

Adjustable Wrench.—December 28, 1869.
Claim:—The improved adjustable wrench, com-

posed of handle and jaw A, guide-bar B, spring D.
and adjustable jaw C, constructed as described.

f^98,394.

—

Leander J. McCormick, Lambert
Erpelding, and William E. Baker, Chicago, Dl.,

assignors to C. H. McCormick and Brother, same
place.

—

Harvester.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the turning rake-
arm p, swiveled connecting-rod p"^, socket p'^, crank
r, link r', roller r^, and guide-cam M, operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the main frame, supplemen-
tary frame, driving-wheels, hinged finger-beam, the
overhung reel, and the rotating turning-rake mounted
on the finger-beam, all these parts being constructed
for joint operation, as set forth.

98,395.—William T. McKean, East Palestine,
Ohio.— Washing-Machine.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a washing-machine, a roller-frame,
jointed at its center, longitudinally, and resting upon
fulcrum-pivots, so that the weight, attached to one
end of said frame, shall press the jointed central por-
tion against a rotating cylinder, as shown, and for

the purpose herein specified.

2. The herein-described washing-machine, consist-

ing of the bos or trough A, the legs B, the fluted
cylinder C, the shaft.D, the boxes E, the crank F,
the center- jointed frame Gr, G-', G-", and G-"', the
weight L, the fulcrum-pivots M, and the rollers IST,

all constructed and arranged as and for the purpose
specified.

9S.39S.—EUFLTS X. Meriam, Worcester, Mass.
—Gutter-Head.—V>eG(imh(ix 28, 1889.

Claim.—The rebating cutter-head, (constructed as
herein shown and described,) consisting of the rect-

angular head A, provided with radial grooves b, for

the reception of spurs C, and dovetailed grooves par-
allel with its axis, to receive the bolt for securing the
cutter.

98,397.

—

John A. Miller, Shippensburgh, Pa.—Horse Hay-Fork.—December 28, 1869 ; antedated
December 18, 1869.

Claim..—1. In combination with a hay-fork of any
description, the gauge E, constructed substantially
as described, and operating in the manner and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the semi-elliptical prongs A
A', gauge E, handles B B', loop D, and cord b, all the
parts constructed and operating substantially as set

forth.

98,398. --E. M. Miller, Port Andrew, Wis.—
Clothes-Drier—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — A clothes-drier, having its body, A,
mounted on a post so as to revolve thereon, and pro-

vided witii the arms B, made stationary, and the
arms C and D, made adjustable, by means of a wind-
lass, pulley, and cords, the whole arranged to operate
as herein described.

98,399.-Charles J. Neger, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Ventilator.—December 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a stove or heater,

of a curved flue, adapted for being connected to

flues or pipes H H', as herein set forth, for the pui'-

pose specified.

98,400. — William W. Oglesbey. Benton
County, Oreg.

—

Salve.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture or iHTparation of a com-
pound which I denominate " Oregon Balm-of-Grilead
Salve," of the ingredients, in the proportions, and for

the purposes set forth.
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9S,40JI .—O. S. Osgood, Burlington, losva.—Sed-
Bottom.—Decomhev 28, 1859.

Claim. — In combination with a bedstead, the
cross-bars B and I) D, spring-slats C C, cross-slats

E E, and bedslats G- G-, all constructed and arranged
as herein set forth.

98,402.

—

Addison Overbaoti, Scrauton, Pa.—
Device for Lubricating Journals.— December 28,

1869.

Claim. — The combination, within the bos, as

shown, of the flanged journal A, bearing B, with
groove a, chain C, and oii-roeeptacle D, all con-
structed to operate substautialiy as specified.

98,403.—LiNDON Park, Brady, Pa.

—

Window-
Blind.—Decemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The independent links E E, made of

metal or other material, fitting in notches G Gr, in

the edges of the slats D, and connecting the double
tape lines or strings C C, as herein shown, and de-

scribed.
2. In combination with the above, the zigzag

method of folding up the blind with a drawing-string,
J, passing through holes K, in the slats D, and fast-

ening on a button, N, on the lower slat, as herein
shown and described.

08,404

—

Isaiah Paxson and Chakles Pax-
son, New York, IsT. Y.—Solar Camera.—December
28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the springs P P
and rebated strips R E. with the negative-holder O,
with or without the intermediate strips h h, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose hereinbe-
fore described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the ver-

tical screw-rod's D with the printing-board C, the
said rods ha I'ing wheels E on their upper ends, which
Jiave the endless chain Fin connection, all operating
conjointly, as and for the purpose sx^ecified.

98,405.—Skth W. Perkins, Geneseo, 111.—^a;-
tinfjuisher.—December 28, 18()9.

Claim.—The case B, combined with the pivoted
Jaws b, arms b', and weights b", in the manner and
Vor the purpose set forth.

98,406.—]!!^. Petre, New York, N. Y.—Lock.—
December 28, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a single cut-away
disk, the stop and spring, wlien the spring acts to
both push and pull the disk against the frame, snb-
Rtantially as described and represented.

98,407.-Joseph E. Pool, Monroe. Wis.—Seed
arid Grain Separator.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The frame E, constructed as described,
with a partition, c, to form the V-shaped chamber Gr,

said chamber being provided with sliding-door d
and hopper-screen H, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the arms 0, slotted plates
P P, and set-screws li R, for the jjurpose of raising
and lowering the rooking-shaft N, substantially as

herein set fortli.

3. The within-described arrangement of feed-board
C, spring D, sliaft Y, frame E, stationary rollers a, a,

adjust ible I'ollcrs b b, arms O O, slotted plates P P,
and rocking-sliaft N, all constructed and operating
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

1)8,408.—Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Nozzle for OU-Gaufi.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A removable or detachable nozzle for

cans, ifcc, composed of a spout, for the discharge of
tlio liquid, and a vent-tube or conduit, for the ad-
mission of air, substantially as set forth.

98,409. — Gkokck M. Pkatt and L. E. May-
NAiiD, Middletown, Conn., assignors to TiiK Finklk
AND Lyon Manukactuuincj Company, same place.—Thread- Controller for Seiving-Machine.— Decem-
ber 28, 18G9.

Claim.—The slotted lever D, constructed as shown,
and arranged transversely across the patli of the
needle, in combination with the pin a, on the noodle-
bar, and the fixed eyes E and F, all operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth'

98,410.—A. B. Prouty, Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to Samuel V. Essick, Mansfield, Ohio, —
Knitting-Machine.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the toothed work-
holding disk with the wheel S, having teeth on its

periphery, serving to propel the disk, and also notches
or teeth on its upper surface, by which it is itself

propelled, substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination, with the wheel S, of the pro-

pelling-pawl K, mounted on a reciprocating sliaft,

arranged to rock in its bearings, so as to bring
either arm of the pawl into or out of action, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The combination of the cam on the driving-
shaft, the reciprocating rocking-shaft Q, and its

pawl R, wheel S, spring switch- lever Y, and adjust-
able pin or pins on the disk.

4. The combination of the pin or projection Y on
the needle-stock, the slide U and its spring 5, and
the wheel S, substantially as shown and described.

5. The combination, with the toothed disk, of the
hanger 6 and the spring-piece or deflector 4, substan-
tially as shown and described.

98,411.—D. J. Pruner, Beilefonte, Ta.—Ry-
drant.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
a pit - lining. A, and a removable hydrant, con-
structed with metal shoulder M, and attached to the
supply-pipe by the slanting joint plates B and e, as
sijecliied.

2. In combination with a pit-lining. A, the remov-
able hydrant, herein described, having slanting joint
B, pipes p and c', cut-off disks I and t, shoulder r,

jaws n, springs S and m, struts K, and plates M and
z, constructed and arranged to operate as specified.

3. In combination with a pit-lining. A, the re-

movable hydrant, herein described, having slanting-

joint B, pipes p and c', cut-off disks I and t, shoulder
r, jaws n, wedges v v, adjustable spring m, struts K,
and plate M and z, as specified.

4. In combination with the cut-off plate t, with el-

bow r, the plate I having three apertures, viz, an in-

let, e, and outlets e' and e", constructed and arranged
to operate as specified.

98,412.- Aaron C. Pry, Keedysville, Md.—
Hopper-Boy Rake.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The shaft A, provided with a spiral longi-
tudinal groove, in combination with the rake B, pro-
vided with a suitable spline or splines, substantialh'
as shown and described.

98,413.

—

Amos RArFENSPAROER and D. G-. S.

GocHNAUEiR, Mulberry, Pa.

—

Seed-Sower.—Decem-
ber 28, 1869.

Claim. — l.Thc combination of the frame A,
springs B B, cylinder C, pivots a a, spring d, and
cord or strap b, all substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the arm G-, ratchet-wheel
H, screw-rod I, pinion i, and indicator m n, all sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the frame
A, springs B B, cylinder C, pivots a a, spring d, arm
G, ratchet-wheel H, screw-rod I, pinion i, mid indi-

cator m n, all constructed as described, and oper-
ating subiitantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses heroin set forth.

98,414.— J. P. Randolph, Marietta, Ohio.—
Feed- Cutter.—DecomlHM' 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of Iho lover C, hav-
ing a liook, C^, formed upon one side, with the guide
B* of the frame B, substantially as and for tho pui'-

pose set forth.

2. In combination with the above clomenti?, tho
knife-frame D, knife D', and link C^, substantially

as and for the ]iuri)oso sot forth.

3. The plate E, constructed with obliqno flanges,

and arranged substantially as and for tho purposo
set forth.

4. The plato G, constructed with oblique flanges,

and arranged to operate substantially as and for tho
purpose set forth.
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98,415.—E. C.Eaxks, Boston, 'Mass.—Folding

-

CAarr.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—As an improvement in folding-chairs, the
elongated eyes I, encircling the grooves a, in the
round J, in combination -vvith the cross-legs ABE,
the round jS^, and staples L, arranged longitudinally
and horizontally beneath the seat H, as and lor the
purpose set forth.

98,416 S. H. Eaxsoi^i, Albany, Is^. Y.—Base-
Burning Stove.—December 28, 1S69.

Claim. — 1. The independent vertical ascending
flue S, inclosed by the vertical descending' flue H,
and arranged to operate substantially as described.

2. The flues S H, combined with a hollow flue-base,
A, substantially as described.

3. The arrangement of direct-draught damper K,
m the relation shown to the exit-passage b, sub-
stantially as described.

4; The wings or side plates p p, applied to outlet-
passage 17 and magazine G, substantially as de-
scribed.

5, The combination, with the grate-hook d, of the
slide b and button c, substantially as described.

6. The fire-pot C, constructed with a beveled
bottom edge, and fitted upon the corresponding-
beveled surface v, of the ring B^, substantiallj' as
described.

98,417.—George N. Eex, Butler, Jud.—Eoad-
Scraper.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—In combination with the box A and re-

volving bottom D, the vertically-placed ball 5, made
L-shaped at the bottom, and pivoted to the horizontal
pins d d, upon which rest the springs e e, to control
the bail 6, all substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

98,418.—L. EODENHAUSEN, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Spring- Coupling.—December 28, 1869.

Clai'tn.—The two-part coupling A B, the part A
being provided with groove A, substantially as and
for the pm'pose described.

98,419. -BexJAMIN K. Eogers, Jonesport,
Me.

—

Ship-Pximp.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — A ship's pnmp, having cylinders B,
plungers C, rods D, standard G, levers H and c, plate
K, ratchets L and P, and walking-beam N, con-
structed and ai-ranged substantially as specified.

98.420.— H. TV. Safford, ISTew York, IT. Y.—
Head-Restfor Car-Seats.—December 28, 1869,

Claim.—The combination of the sliding standards
AAA, cases a' a' a', and pads C C, with the re-

versible back of a railway-car seat, substantially as
and. for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

98.421. — Jacob E. Saiger, Shelby, Ohio. —
Curing and Preserving Butter.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — The arrangement or ijrocess herein de-
scribed for curing and preserving butter, sub-
stantially as specified.

98.422. — Jacob Scott, Earlville, Iowa. —
Pump.—December 28, 1869.

Claim,. — A. pump, consisting of the perforated
chamber A, and pump-stock B, eduction-pipe B',

hinged valves C and C, eduction-passage D, solid

piston E, piston-rod E\ lever E-, and fulcrum G, all

as shown and described.

98.423. — TTiLLiAM Sellers, Philadelphia,
Pa.—iai/ie.—December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The beveled projection d, or its

equivalent, when iised in combination with the
clamp C, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2. The screw D and nut E, in combination with
the set-screw g, or its equivalent, for the purpose
specified.

98,424.—Merville Shaffer, La Eayette, Ind.,

assignor to Eord Tanker, same ijlace. — BasJcet-

Machine.—Decemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—The pins or guides/, in combination with
the screw-rod g and socket a, as hqi-ein set forth.

98,425.—Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Louisville,
Kj.— Manufacture of Nitro-Glycerine.— December
28, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of mechanical parts,
and the process of washing and agitating nitro-
glycerine, submerged in or mixed with water, pure,
or impregnated with an alkali, substantialiv in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

98,426.-Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Louisville,
Ky. — Process of Preserving Nitroleum and other
Explosive Liquids.—Decevaher 28, 1869.

Claim. — The use of sponge, or other equivalent
elastic porous substance, to hold in suspension, by
capillary attraction, nitro-glycerine, or other equiv-
alent explosive liquid, for the purpose of storing or
transportation, in the manner and substantialiv as
hereinbefore described.

98,427.—Taliaferro P. Shafpxer, Louisville,
Ky.

—

Explosive Compound.—TieQembeY 28, 1869.
Claim. — 1. The combination of gun-cotton or

other high explosive substance Avith nitro-glycerine,
in the manner substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

2. The combination of gun-cotton or other elastic
explosive substance, with nitro-glycerine, in the
manner substantially as hereinbefore described.

3. The combination of nitrated fiber, of whatso-
ever form or texture, with nitro-glycerine, in the
manner substantially as hereinbefore' described.

4. The combination of twisted, compressed, loose,
or other-conditioned nitrated or explosive fiber, with
nitro-glycerine, in the manner substantially as here-
inbefore described.

98,428.—Taliaferro P. Sh.\ff\er, Louisville,
'Kj.—Blasting-Fuse.—'Decemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a train or blasting-
fuse with a metallic or other suitable cup or vessel,
charged with fulminate or detonating-powder, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein-
before described.

2. The combination of materials of different ex-
plosive powers and densities i'n the same fuse, or in
parts of fuses, when incased and so connected that
the ignition of the one will reach the other, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein-
before described.

98,429.—JA5IES T. Shattuck, Xatick, Mass.—
Well-Tube.—Tfeeei-abeT: 28, 1869 : antedated Xoi em-
ber 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elliptical perforated tubes s s, in
combination with the main driving-tube T, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the main.
tube T, smaU tubes s s, and clearing-tube t t, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-poses hereinbeforfe set

forth.

98.430. — Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Machine for Pressing Clay Pipes. — December 28,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pipe-press herein described, con-
sisting of the tub &, cover Ic, disk I, with rods//,
and hollow rod c, with its inlet e and outlet i, when
constructed and operated in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. In connection with the above-named parts, the
piston in. when constructed and combined with said

parts, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

98.431. — Daxiel Sherwood, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Woods, Sherwood and Compant.—
Knife-Rest.—Tiecemhev 28, 1869.

Claim.—As a new and improved, article of manu-
facture, a knife-rest, made of twisted wire, sub-

stantially as described and specified.

98,432.— Daniel Sherwood, Lowell, Mass.
assignor to Woods, Sherwood and Company.—
Taf^Ze- easier.—December 28, 1869.
-•-. Claim.—As a new and improved article of manu-
facture, a table-caster, constructecl of wound wire,

substantially as described and specified.

98,433. — Daniel Shockey, Waynesborough,
Pa.

—

Carriage-Springs.—December 28, 1869.
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Claim.—The combination of the guide bars ,a

struts a', cushions a" b, axle A, cross-bar A', in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

98,434.—Yalentine J. Shkyock, Polsomville,
Ind.

—

Tobacco, Hay, and Cotton Press.—^December
28, 1869.

Claiin. — 1. The arrangement, upon the bed A,
between the standards B B and braces C C, of" the
track Gr, carriage H, and board I, the latter con-
nected, by the ropes a a, to the windlass K, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. The arrangement of the rods d d, slotted bar b,

and wedges e e, for the purpose of holding the hogs-
head on the board I, when pressing the tobacco, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

3. In combination with the devices herein de-

scribed, for moving and holding tte hogsheads J J,

the windlasses M M, ropes / / and h h, levers L L,
and cam-shaped bars N N, all substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

98,435.—"William Slade, Sr., Gum Creek, Ga.
—Water- WJieeL—Decemher 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the bolts J) D,
crank E, with handle /, and springs e e, all con-
structed as described, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

2. In combination with the bolts D D, crank E,
handle /, and springs e e, the projections i i, ar-

ranged as described, to operate substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the shaft
A, arms B B, swinging paddles C C, rods d d, bolts

D D, cranks E E, springs e e, handle /, and projec-
tions i i, all constructed and arranged as described,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

98,436.—Alfred E. Smith, BrUxville, 'N.Y.—
Carriage-Axle.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, herein described, of
the axle A, skein H, thread c, nut G, conical washer
s, grooved channel d, and recess a, when the same
are constructed substantially as specified.

98.437. — Augustus B. Smith, Philadelphia'
Ta.—Skates.—Deeemher 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lever E, hinged to the runner A,
and having, at its outer end a lip, h, adapted to a
recess in a block, E, attached to the heel of the boot
or shoe, all substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the said lever E.and its lip

e, with the curved wedge H, on the under side of the
heel-plate.

3. The combination of a single strap, G, secured to
the sole-plate with the lever E.

98.438. — Eriend W. Smith, Jr., Bridgeport,
Conn.

—

Ficture-Nail.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The flexible and elastic diaphragm or lin-

ing attached to the back of the head, to operate
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

98.439. — William H. Smith, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The chamber or recess C, surrounding
the base of the nipple D, and communicating with
the interior of the cartridge, by means of a number
of openings, c, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. The nipple D, constructed as described, in com-
bination witli the bead B, provided with tlie recess
C, and openings C and c, substantially as shown,
and for the pm-pose set forth.

98,440.—"William M. Smith, Columbus, Ohio.—Chair-Frame.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The part, Eig. 2, as shown and de-
scribed, when constructed and used in the manner
and for tlio purpose s^ieciiicd.

2. The combination of tlio parts as shown in Figs.
2, 3, and 4, constructed and used in the manner
specified.

98,44 J.— C. A. Snvdeu, Kiehmond, \ii.—Tag
for Mail-Bags.—DiiMinAnir 28, 18()9.

Claim.—i. The plate A, constructed as described.

with slot a, block B containing the spring-catch e,

and a recess having transverse grooves at its ends
for the insertion of the ticket, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. The lid or cover C, pivoted at one end to the
plate A, and having at its outer end a notch, b, and
on its under side longitudinal grooves for the inser-

tion of glass, mica, or other suitable transparent
material, substantially as herein set forth.

3. The combination of the plate A, block B, sxmng-
catch e, and cover C, all constructed as described
and for the purposes set forth.

98,442.—John H. Steixee, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Christian Sharps, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Producing and Carbureting
Hydrogen-Gas.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. Generating hydrogen-gas by treating-

a mass of iron or zinc scraps or tilings with acidu-
lated water, which is caused to pass through the mass
of metal, without being retained in contact with the
same.

2. The combination, with a receptacle, containing
a mass of zinc or iron scraps, of a reservoir, con-
taining acidulated water, which is passed among
the particles of metal and from the same, either con-
tinuously oi? intermittently," for the purpose described^

3. The combination of a gasometer, a chamber,
containing a supply of acidulated water, and de-
vices, whereby the passage of the liquid from the
chamber is regulated on the movement of the gaso-
meter, for the purpose set forth.

4. A deflector, E, arranged, in respect to a pipe, E,
for distributing a fluid over a mass of metal, below
the deflector, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the metal -receptacle, a
chamber below the same, and a waste-pipe, so ar-

ranged as to prevent the liquid from reaching the-

metal after passing from contact with the same.

98,443.—Levp'IS Theobald, Bremen, Ind.

—

Car.
riage.—December 28, 1869.

Claiin.—A coupling or reach, A, constructed of
two parts, B and C, connected together by a double
socket and bolt, b, with intervening leathers E and
G, all arranged substantially as herein described.

98,444.

—

Leopold Thomas, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Machine/or Making Railroad-Spikes.—December 28,

1869.

Claim.—1. Two circular i)ointing-rollers, present-
ing three rotating sides, in combination with an abut-
ment, which presents one stationary side, said parts-

being arranged so as to gripe the spike-rod point,
and cut ofi:" the spike-blanks, and deliver them, in.

position to be carried to the heading-dies, substan-
tially as specified.

2. Tlie laterally - reciprocating carrier -device S,.

adapted for delivering a spike-blank into a heading-
die, and also holding it firmly therein while the
heading is being done, suDstantially as described.

3. Two heading-dies, in combination with a later-

ally-reciprocating carrier, which will alternately de-
liver the blanks into said dies, substantially as speci-
fied.

4. The combination of two heading-dies, two
headers, and a laterally-movable blank-carrier, sub-
stantially as specified.

98,44.5.-James "W. Tufts, l^todford, Mass.—
Soda- Water Apparatus.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The sirup-cocks E, connected Avith the
bottoms of the cans C by means of flexible tubes G
and pipes e, wliereby the cans may be turned back
to afford access to the couplings or connections, sub-
stantially as set forth.

98,446.-M. P. TmtXKPv, Dos ?»roines, Iowa.—
Wall for Puildings.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A wall for buildings, eonstruotod ns
described, by ])lacing the l)rii'k on their edges, their

ends se])arate(l by vertk'iil wooden studs, and bound
Avith wire placed horizt)iitally between each layer of
brick, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the corner-post a, brick b,

studs (/., and wires e /., all arranged substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

98,447.—OuvRii Tyson, Otho, Iowa.—Qauge
for Filing Saws.—DacQmhQT 28, 1869.
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Claim.—1. Tlie rollers B, slotted bearings fc, and
frame A, when combined in and for the purpose de-

scribed.
2. The lateli D, baring the projection d, Tvhen

combined -uith the frame A, as and for the purpose
described.

3. The device described, consisting essentially of
the frame A, rollers B, beai'ing-bar 0, and latch D,
Tvhen combined as and for tbe purpose described.

9S,44S—George :SL. Tax Burex. Xew Tork,
:^7. Y.—TicJcet-JSolder.—DeeembeT 28, 1S6S.

Claim.—A ticket-holder, constructed with a por-
tion of one side at the end left off, whereby the con-
tents may be seen in connection with the coVering-lid
B, and diagonal division-plate b, substantially as'and
for the ptirpose described.

9S,449.—Charles C. V^AGGO^^;R, Saint John's,
Ohio.

—

Steam-Engine.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arrow-headed arm E, slide D, lever

B, and valve-leveps a', combined and arranged sub-
i^tantially as set forth.

2. The rod G-, having a right-and-left screw con-
Jiection, combined with thevalve-levers a', as and
for the purpose described.

3. The rotatable stress-head d, provided with pins
d\ in combination with follower-screw e, elbow-
springs &, and packing-ring c, substantially as speci-
j&ed.

98,450.—"Washixgtox TTallick, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor by mesne assignments to Wallick
AXD AsAY. same place.

—

JLanufacture of partly Gilt
Frames.—December 28, 1669 ; antedated December
22 1859.

Claim.—The finishing and priming of such por-
tions of wood moldings or oval or arched top frames
as have to be gilded prior to tbe finishing of the main
body, as and ibr the purpose herein set forth.

9S,4ol.—ToHX P. "Whipple, '^roonsocket, E. I.—Apparatus for Filling Yials.—December 23, 1869.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
chamber A, gooseneck D b, elastic bulb F, gauge £,
and spring-compression rod G-, in sucb manner"as to
draw back to said chamber A any stirplus fluid that
may have been discharged thereti-om, as shown and
described.

98,452.—Ta^ies S. "Whitxey, Brooklyn, X. T.
— Feeding-Mechanism for Seiving-Machine.— De-
comber 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement and combination of
the lever D, with its cam-grooves e and /, the studs
1/ and c, and feed-bar C, with its surface I, the whole
constructed and operating substantially as described
andspecifiecl.

2. The combination, with the lever D, constructed
as described, of the dog E, for regulating the feed of

the machine, substantially as described and specified.

98,453.—Charles H. TTight, Baltimore, Md.—
Stationery-Furniture.—December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement upon stand A, of stamp-
safe Gr, calendar B, pen-rack K, letter-scale E, ther-

mometer F, ink-receptacles H I, swinging mucilage-
bottle "W, and sponge-cup C, in the manner and for

the purpose described.

98.454.— C.S. "Williamson, Covert, X. T.-
.Sfac/iijierj/ /or Operating Churns.—December 28,

1869.
Claim.—The within-described machine for operat-

ing churns, constructed and arranged substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

98.455.— Albert II. "Wixx, Jeffersox Kis-
dleberger. and TTilliam Augustus Arnold, San
Francisco, Cal., assignors to " The Inventors" As-
sociation," same place.

—

Machine for Boring Blind-
Stiles.—DeeemheT 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the upper and
lower series of adjustable bit-holders D' and D.
berein described, with the table J, substantially as

and for tbe purpose specified.

2. The combination of the cams M and X, lever P,
and block K, or equivalent de-\-ices, with the table J,

when constructed and arranged substantially as
ierein described.

3. The sliding-bar T and pulley T, in combination

with the operative mechanism described in the
second claim.

4. The spacer h, composed of the fixed forks d d
and the adjustable forks e e, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

98,456.—Frederick "Witram, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Harvester- Cutter.—December 28, 1869.
Claim.—The combination of the slotted cutters,

the T -pieces, and cutter-bar, arranged to operate
substantially as described.

98,457.- Moses B. Wright, "West Meriden,
Conn.

—

Apple CoHng and Slicing Machine. — De-
cember 28. 1869.

Claim.—1. Tbe slotted plate G. in combination
with the head-piece L. so airanged that the knives
e e will pass througb the slots, for tbe purpose set
forth.

2. The combination of bar H. provided with, nip-
ple I. with slotted plate G-, and bead-piece L, and
tube J, all constructed and aixauged to operate as
described.

3. The combination and ojrangement of the hol-

low shaft or tube J. provided withfiange a, and mov-
ing in the standards E E, circular kiiire /, conical
head piece L, with cutters e e. ferrule K, bar h, slot-

ted plate Gr, and knob m. aU constructed as described,
and arranged to operate substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set fortb.

98,458.-George F. Bowman, Cleveland, Ohio.—JLountitig Writing-Slate.—^December 28, 1869.

Claim.—A common fi'amed slate, secui-ed witbin
a portfolio by means of metallic end-ears C, and sup-
ported along its entire length by a metallic back, B.
fitted thereto, made in one piece with the ears, and
constituting the seat or receptacle for the slate-frame
E, and the back of the portfolio A, so that the slate

may be removed when necessary, as described.

98,459. — Adam Good, Jr., Titusville. Pa.—
Clamps for Elevating Well Tubes and Rods.—De-
cember 23, 1S69.

Claim.:—1. The tube-clamp C, constructed as de-

scribed, with a hinged part, C, in such manner tbat
the whole clamp can be opened for the purpose of ad-
mitting the tube or pipe within the clamp sideways,
and locked together, so as to complete the circle of the
clamp, substantially as hereinbefore described.

2. In combination with a clamp havinor a hinged
section, C, as described, the spring-bolt D, inserted
in the journal c', in an axial direction, for the purpose
of locking the hinged section C to the fixed part C,
when the tube is embraced between them, substan-
tially as before described.

3. 'The hinged section C of the clamp, provided
with a beariiig-block, c^, in connection witb a re-

ceiving-notch c^, in the fixed part C, for the purpose
of sup'porting the hinged section, and relieving it

n'om 5-train when the two parts are locked together,
as before described.

4. The combination of a hinged sucker-rod wrench.
E. with a clamp, constructed with a hinged and fixed
section. C and C, substantially as before described.

5. The sucker-rod wrench E, hinged to the clamp,
so that it may be turned over or swung back off the
opening in the clamp, when not desu-ed for use, sub-
stantially as before described.

6. The socket c^, for the reception of a sucker-rod
wrench, which may thus be connected to tbe clamp, so

that it may be removed therefrom and replaced by an-

other having a larger or smaller opening to suit dif-

ferent sizes of sucker-rods, as hereinbefore described.
7. The clamp constructed with one or more lugs (r*

c^, for the pm-pose of receiving the arresting catch H,
and the cam-head wrench F, and the wrench-clamps
E E', in the manner and for the ptirpose bereinbe-
fore described.

8. The combination of an elevating swiveled tube-

clamp, C C, with a hinged tube-catch. H, operating
in the manner substantially as hereinbefore described.

9. The combination of an elevating swiveled tube-

clamp with a double eccentric tube-wrench, F, in the

manner substantially as hereinbefore described.

10. The combination of the hinged and fixed parts

of the clamp C C, hinged wrench, the spring-catcb
D, with the bail or stirrup A and the swiveled ring
B, the whole constructed and arranged substantially

as before described.
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EXTENSIONS,
James E. Simpso.y, Brooklyn, 1\. Y.— Dry-Docks.

—Patented December 5, 1854", Xo. rj,03i: extended
January 12, 1869.

Claim.—The metliod lierein described of con-
structing- dry-docks by makiu^ use of the natural
stratum of clay for the floor of the dock, and eoii-

tinuing the same up through the walls by means of
puddling-, in the manner set forth, the front of the
dock being: furnished with gates for the admission
of the A^essel, as described.

John PErPEn, G-ilford, IS^. II.— Circular-Knitting
Machines.—Patented December 5, 1854, No. 12,046;
reissued October 27, 1863, No. 1,555 ; extended Jan-
uary 12, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The slidiac^ detached needles, in com-
Isination -^rith a cam, or its eciuivalent, for operating
two, three, foury or more of them at one and the
same time, substantially as described.

2. The series of ribbing-needles, in combination
A^ith the plain needles of a circular-knitting ma-
chine, operating in the manner substantially as set
forth, for the purpose specified.

3. Making a part of the cam or lip which actuates
the ribbed ncedle.s removable, for the purpose of in-

troducing and withdrawing the needles, as set forth.
4. Making a part of the lip of the cam-plate ad-

justable, for the purpose of varying the length of
stitches as required.

5. Inclining the plane of one series of needles to
the plane of rotation of the other series, for the pur-
pose set forth.

Elias Ixgkatiam. Hartford, Conn.—Dedgn for
C^oc/c-C'asc—Patented December 3, 1861, Xo. 139;
extended January 12, 1869.

Claim.—Tlie design for a clock-case as hereinbe-
fore illustrated and described.

Aauon II. Alt.en, Boston, Mrh..—Scats for Pub-
lic Buildings.—Pktented December 5, 1854, Xo.
12,017; reissued January 15, 1861, I\\). 21; extended
January 12, 1869.

Claim.—A swinging or lever seat, set and moving
upon a cross-shaft or hinges, and sustained when in
use by a stop or stops, so disposed as that the rear
portion of the seat comes in contact with said stop
or stops v/heu the seat is turned down,. substantially
as hereifl set forth, and whetlier combined or not
with weights or springs Vt'hereby the said seat may
assume and retain a vertical or raised position auto-
matically, as herein s'jecified.

Cyrexu,- Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, X. Y.

—

Grain
and Grass Uccrvesters.—Patented December 5, 1854,

No. 12,044: reissued January 3, 1860, No. 875; ex-
tended January 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the hinged bar
H, and the finger-bar, the intermediate shoe M,
hinged to said bar H, substantially in the manner
and lor the purpose set forth.

2. In (Combination Asith the hinged bar H, a
lever that when released allows said bar to freely
swing ai'ound its pivoted points, and when fast-

ened holds said bar firmly in its adjusted position,
as described.

3. The shoe M. as a hinge and a support both to
the cutter ])ar, substantially as described.

4. The socket or recess n in the slioe M, for the
reception of the finger-bar, substantially as described.

5. In combination witli a finger bar, hinged
at one of its ends to an intermediate piece also
hinged to tlie main frame, an elevating and sup-
porting c.ister-wheol for carrjiag tlnit end of the
machine when adjusted forrcaping or mowing, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The combination of a brace or support, t, on
tho shoe, and a similar brace or suppcn-t, ii,, on tlie

bar H, for resisting tlie strain on the finger-bar
when reaping, substantially as described, or for trans-
porting it from place to place.

7. The flexible connection for elevating the outer
end of the fingcr-])ar, substantially as described.

Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn N. Y.

—

Har-
vesters^—Patented December 5. 1854, No. 12,044 :

reissued January 3, 1850, No. 876 ; again reissued
May 14, 1867, No. 2,610 ; extended January 12, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a harvester-frame
that is free to vibrate about a gear-center, a laterally-

projecting finger-bar, so hinged to one end or corner
of said frame as to permit the finger-bar at each end
to follow the undulations of the ground over which
it is drawn.

CvRENTUS "Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.

—

Grain
and Grass Harvesters.—Patented December 5, 1854,

No. 12,044 ; reissued January 3, 1860, No. 877
;

extended January 12, 1839.

Claim.—1. So hinging a finger-bar by one of its

ends only to the main frame as that it may oscillate

or turn round its longitudinal axis, for the purpose
of raising or lowering the points of the fingers to
adapt the machine to the condition of the ground
or of the crop to be cut, substantially as descriloed.

2. In combination Avith a finger-bar hinged by
one of its ends only to the main frame, so that the
jioints of its fingers can be raised or depressed, a
connecting-rod or ])itman, in two pieces, and so con-
nected that one piece can turn independently of the
other, for the purpose of pre^'enting the cramping or
torsion of said rod, when the finger- bar is turned
substantially as described.

Cyrexus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.

—

Grain
and Grass Harvesters.—Patented December 5, 1854,

No. 12,044; reissued January 3, 1860, No. 878; ex-

tended January 12, 1869.

Claim.—A short finger bar, so hinged by one of
its ends only to an arm, brace, or support that is in
turn hinged" to tlie main frame in or near the line of
the finger-bar, as that said finger-bar may rock or
roll in the line of its length, as well as rise and fall

in a line transverse thereto, by being simply drawn
over the gi'ouud, substantially as described.

Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.—Grai?!-
and Grass Harvesters.—Patented December 5, 1854.

No. 12,044; reissued January 3, 1860, No. 879; ex-

tended January 12, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with a cutter-bar, the
shoe M and its hinge, and a supporting-piece and
its hinged connection to the main frame, the arrang-
ing of the pivots of said hinges at right angles to
each other, and in or near the line of the finger-bar
as described.

Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.

—

Grain
and Grass Harvesters.—Patented December 5, 1854,

No. 12,044 ; reissued January 3, 1860, No. 881 ; ex-
tended January 12, 1860.

Claim.—The combination oi the drooping main
frame, the loose tongue, and a hingfd finger-bar,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

Charles Danforth, Paterson, N. J.

—

Thro.<itles

for Spinning Cotton.—Patented December 12, 1854,

No, 12,055 ; extended January 12, 18()9.

Claim.—The connecting together the spindle-rails

from side to side of the frame in two or more sec-

tions, connecting the guards and guard-wire boards
v/ith the spindle-rails, so that they will traverse
with them, and constructing and arranging the

traverse moveiuents so that the ditt'erent sections

will counterbalance each other, essentially as de-

scribed in this specification.

I

B. F. Brown, Dorchester, Mass.—Hanging Car-
riage Bodies.—Patented December 12, 1654, No.

I 12,051; extended January 12, 1869.

! Claim.— 1. The combination of tlio Csprings and
; perches, arranged substantially ns above described,

i

for sustaining the wcright of the carriage-body and
for relieving the saiil carriage-body from sudden
jolts, tho combined action of the C-springs and

;

perclies being such as to give an easy and elastio

I

motion to tho carriage-body; and, further,
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2. The combiaation of the C-springs, I)ereh'-

and tlioron.?Ii-braces, the said thoitragh-toaces 0^7
ating to gire an easj motion to the carrii -

body, aod preTenttDg-' the srrayiDg^ of tt = -

cazxiage-bo^ £rom twistiii.^ or b^disg i„- O-
spxingS; as aboTe set forth.

Jeeemiah Steves. Bristol, G«Hm.

—

Machines far
Scraping MftaU.—^Patented December 12, la->4, Xo.
1-2,076 : extended Jannary 12, 1865.
Claim.—Tte arrangement of the drlTin^-^ialt.

the connecting-rod F, the slotted lerer G, and its

ftlcnim-leTer I. in conceetion irith the rod O and
its Tocker-shait C, the irhole being for giving- the
scraper the donble motion, and r^nlating the same,
essoatialij as specified.

Phiuppixe S. Brackexsh- iE. Xfttroaa. Pa., ad-
niinis>tzator of Edwaed Stieee5^, deceasei.

—

Pro-
cesses for Treating the Mother-Water of Salines,—
Patented Decemb^- 12, JSM^ ^o. i2.0f«7j exseaded
Jann^7 12. 1869.

Clai'm,—The proee^ for treating the bitter water
of su^ of the saHaes of the TTnited States, for the
purpose of obtaining Spsom sate, (or sulphate of
magnesia^ iodine^ bronune, and a pdKioa of r--

fined taU&salt. nsing for the pmpose Hie appararc.^
refesoed to, or any other wMch may be foond to
answer the purpose.

SixvASts Sawxeb, Fitchborg, Msss.

—

Battan-
Madiine.—^Patented December 12, 1S54, Xo. 12,073

;

extended January 12, 1BS9.
(Haim.—^L, Tlie comtxination of a meehanissn for

dres^ng the enameled side of tbe strand of rattan,
and a mechanism forreducing a strand to its propo*
thickness, as epeciSed.

2. The combination of a mechanism for redneing
the strand to a proper thickness, and a mechanism
for rednciog it to its proper \odth, as specified.

3. The e<?i:~?lr!3tioa of a movable grooved bed
:r ::---: roller or roll^s, and knives for
r;.::::^-- die width required.

4 _„: , . ::^ 2iid arrangement of a me-
: - 11 the enameled sor&ce or

- r : - :: 1 ozioTlag the joints or other
: : "echanism for reducing

. i.^??. and a mechMiism
I ;;: - 1 ^ - '-a. the same being
c: T : „ . Jy, ^sentiaDy as

v;_._: i:>- p. iL Cassitt, Tehama comity. Kansas,
aduiiuiiTrator of IsaacS. Stees, deceased.

—

Mat-
ing Ji uts.—Patented .JtLce 19, 18.55. Xo. 13.118 ; ante-
dated December 19, 1^54; extended Jannary 19,

Claim.—^1. Making a nut at a single operation.
£nnn a heated bar or plate <^ metal, by catting off
3ie blank &om the bar, ponebing a hole or eye
tiiroogh it, and swaging it into shape, substantially
as herein set forth.

2. Punching the eye of the nut in a die or press-
box, by which it is smronnded and firmfy support^
and thus prevented&om strainingor boKting dariQ?
&e operation, substantially as set forth.

3l Shaping nuts by subjecting theoo, while hot :

powerful and sndd^i compression on tibie punch aad
in the ^midung-die, substantially as hereaA set Sorth,
whereby they are finished with such a degree of
amooQme^ zegulaxity, and precision, that in tlie

eondition in which theycome Stom the machine thev
are fit to nse in the construction of most kinds of
machinery, and are at the same time sonuder and
strongeT^ than unpressed nuts made by machinery.

A combinat:
ri into sect :

.

ine or se

insifie portions oi lue ran^ui, as sj>«:iii«i-

: -HI for
:Jar or
:smfor
: more
•ith or

Sflva^ts Sawtes. Pitchbcrgh. Mass. — Ma-
chinery for Cutting Battan. t&e.—Patented June 2-1.

18-31, Xo. 8.178 : extended January 12, 1869, by act
of CoagreaS.

Claim.—^1. The combination of the cutters a, as
described, with the levers C. and springs e. and cams
D, or their equivalents, and also handles IK and
links d% for the purpose of applying said cutters or
scrapers so as to act upon the stick of rattan in the
manner herein described, and by which they may
all be operated sboinhaneously, substantially in the
manner- herein described.

2. Beading the stick at the point at which tl^ cut-
ter is removing the strand firom Mhe sur&ce.

- 3. The combination of the elements which e««i-
pose each simple section of the cntting-ai^aratBS,
xh-ix i- --« s-JT^ "f the cutterH and gauge I with tiie

s : : : k : le g, and bed-rc^ler F. or their equiv-
- r :;

-
-: aI!t as described, for the purpose of

-ind removing the strand tihiae-

:: : ^ srction is uged akmeoris emn-
tiiirxi V i:_ 5 described.

::ii of That part of the machine
' ^th the feeding-rollQs, <w

-rTcral sections <^ the
- - :'- ;;::-; being so arranged

" :le stick, in pass-
::^ ? propaiy bent.

Stltaxts SAVVita. Fitchbnrgh, Mass.

—

Machine
for Splitting Battan into Strips.— Patented Jan-
uary 2, 18.S>, Xo 12,141 ; extended January 12, 1S69.

Claim. — LA combination of mechanism for
splitting the rattan into sectoral strips, and a mech-
anism for removing airnnlar or s^mental strands
fhere&om, substantially as above specified.

2. A combination of mechanism for splitting a
stick of rattan into sectoral or triangular parts" or
straps, and a mechanism for roundng and dr^sing or
finisbingeither one or more such str^xs, substantially
asspeofied.

4. The :

called the
their eqci- . _

cutting-ar -: : '

in Tela v. :*^ :

:

in^fr:~ :_t :_

aifiE: -
; — - _ "--y:- ^:r

-

esat r ::--"
- ; :: :ir ;-iz:;rrr- ir : t ^-_ .^r ::: , ;

range_ ___ _;r:-:i:i^ ;z:;::::::__7 1:- :_v _:__ri
hereia descnoed and set icrri.

I.T5AXPSP. ITeight. XeTvark. X. J.

—

Saicing-Ma
etkine.—Patented Janoary 2, 18.5-5, Xo. 12,17d: ex-
tended Jannary 12, 1869.
Claim.—^1. The two pulleys, varying in siae, for

the purpose set forth.
2. The revolving guide-bloek. for the purposes set

forth.

3l The arrangement and combination of the
guides, eross-head, Iold-&st and guide-block, shce
and screw, feo" the purpose of raising and lowering,
and to give the r^e all of which, substantially as
set forth.

Joseph S.^STdtdsos. Providence, K. L

—

Maehiaes
for Mating Wearers' Harness.— Patented January
2, 1S55, Xo- 12,17.5 ; extended Febrnary 9, 1869.

Claim.—^1. The mode of operatioii, substantially
as sjfecified, bymeans ofwhich e»dh twine is finmed
in a loop, and the spool, or its equivalent, carrying
such twine, carriedthrough such loop toform a knot,
and then the spool, or its equivalent, which carries

the other twine, passed through such loop, that the
twine tbi@ carried through may be griped thraein—

'^t:: :1 > ': :: is drawn tight, thus forming the eye
:
:^ ~dtii a knot in each griping tiie other

2. T_:v - in. substantially as herein
descr: " : - ^ tie size of the eyes by
: - ^ : T _ > — zagers, ortteir equiv-
;

: _ T : 1: eh^ed at the proper
;:

;

: : : ::-'.? ?f each eye made
. .: T _7 - TLOiber of' ^^s of

I:: .11 ir. :: :_
— ::L Lr - , :- r their equiv-

:1t::-^ - ^ \: 1 :-!;-: j ^ — 1 r ii«cbarger,

\: :::- : :: - : t : : ^ ^r ^ : -;^:?h the
k:. ^ - ; : 7 _ : . . . : . :. : :.. 7 : : . :::__:: :.s thev
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around the bands in succession, and formed each
into a loop, through which the spool, or its equiva-
lent for carrying the twine, is ])assed, to effect the tie,

substantially as described.
6. The mode of operation, substantially as de-

scribed, for forming whafis termed the leese of the
harness, by reyersing the motions of the spools, or
their equivalents, for carrying the twines, thus car-

rying the twines alternately on opposite sides of one
band, as set forth.

7. The method, substantially as herein described,
of mounting the heddles, as they are foimed on the
slats or rods, by suspending the said slats or rods
above the machine, and attaching the bands to which
tlie heddles are tied in the process of formation, to a
sliding-bar, or its equivalent, which is elevated as the
heddles are formed, as set forth.

8. The method of marking every nineteenth (or

any other number) of heddles, by means of the marker
receiving motion, in the manner substantially as
specified, or by equivalent means.

Jesse W. Hatch and Henry Churchill, Eoches-
ter, N. Y.

—

Machine for Catting Boot and tilioe Soles.

—Patented January 2, 1855, No. 12,128 : reissued
July 24, 1866, No. 2,321 ; extended February 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The reciprocating cutter-shaft A, hav-
ing the endless-edged knife or die C attached thereto,

when the same is made to perform half a revolution
between successive cutting-strokes, by means of the
segment-gear F, or other equivalent means for that
purpose, operating substantially as described.

2. The said reciprocating cutter-shaft, when tlie

same is used in connection with the cutting-blockM
and guide-bar J, or their equivalents.

3. The said cutter-shaft A, guide-bar J, cutting-
block M, and discharging-plate T, or their equiva-
lents, combined and operating together, substantially
as described.

P. W. MackExNZIE, Orangeville, N. Y.

—

Machine
for Blowing Blasts, <£c.—Patented January 2, 1855,

No. 12,165 : extended February 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The use of the drum and blower hay-
ing centers eccentric to each other, the said blower
being internal of the drum, and propelled by it, sub-

stantially in mode of construction and for the pur-
j)oses hereinbefore set forth.

2. As a part of my invention, the cylindrical ad-

justable packing for the arms of the blower, in com-
bination with the drum and blower-arms, substan-
tially in mode of construction and opei'ation and for

the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Fanny Holmes, Whitehall, N. Y., executrix of

John E. Nev/cojib, deceased.

—

Grain-Harvesters

.

—Patented January 9, 1855, No. 12,215; extended
February 9, lbi)9.

Claim.—1. Making the hinged apron extensible,
substantially in the manner set forth.

2. The mode of keeping the scythe-plate to the
shear-edges of the guides, said mode consisting in
the employment of a grooved pressure-plate, or bar,
and set-screws, for the purposes herein set forth.

George W. Hubbard and "William E. Coxaut,
New York, N. Y.

—

Operating Slide- Valves in Direct-
Action Engines. — ^Patented January 9, 1855, No.
12,203; reissued September 18,1866, No. 2,359 ; ex-
tended February 9, 18(i9.

.. Claim.— I. So combining a main engine, or motor,
a supplementary valve- working engiue, and their in-

duction and eduction valve or valves, that tlio

movement of tiie valve or valves of the main engiue
or motor is commenced and partly elfectod by the
piston of said engine, and comj)lcted by the piston
of the supplementary or valve-working engine, sub-
stantially as herein described.

2. Wlien two direct-action engines are so combined
that the movement of the induction and eduction
valve or valves of one is produced by the movoniout
of tlie j)iston of the otlier, wo claim tlie arrangement
of the cylinder and piston of one engine within the
valve-chest of the other, substantially as horeiu de-
scribed.

\ 3. lu operating the slide-valve of one direct-action
engine by the piston of anotlier, we chiim so cou-
necting the said slide-valve with a tappet-rod, oper-

ated by an arm on the piston-rod of its own engine,
that the said rod and valve may have each a certain
amount of motion, independently of the other, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

4. The arrangement of the valves E and k, tappet-
rod F, and its connections, with the said valves and
the cut-off plate j and stops e e, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

Ambrose Foster, Lauraville, Md. — Building-
Block.—Patented January 16, 1855, No. 12,264 ; ex-
tended February 9, 1869.

Claim. — The building-block, herein described, is

claimed as a new manufacture.

Jarvis Case, La Fayette, Ind.

—

Corn-Planters.—
Patented January 16, 1855, No. 12,231 ; reissued No-
vember 16, 1858, No. 623 ; again reissued April 17,

1866, No. 2,227 ; extended February 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The seed- slide c, lever ?«,, rod o, and
slide r, whereby a valve at the seed-hopper of a corn-
planter is so connected with another valve below the
seed-hopper that, by a single impulse or movement,
a charge of seed shall be dropped from each valve,
substantially as described.

2. The combination of lever I, rock-shaft u, weight
V, and wire 2, with lever J, whereby the valves
of one corn-planter may not only be operated to pro-
duce the double drop of seed described, but will be-
come, convertible, at will, from a hand-planter to an
automatic planter, substantially as described.

3. So arranging and connecting a valve at tlie

seed-hopper of a corn-planter with another valve be-
low the hopper, in combination with a lever, that the
attendant of the machine, as it is moved over the
ground, by a single throw of the lever, not only dis-

charges the seed from the valve below the hopper, at
the proper time, but drops a charge from the valve
at the seed-hopper to the valve below, in readiness
for the next hill, substantially as set forth.

4. So combining and arranging the mechanism of
a corn-planter's valve that the valve in the seed-hop-
per and the valve in the seed-tube below the hopper
may each be made to drop a charge of seed by a
single impulse or movement, substantially as de-
scribed.

JOTI-IAM S. CoNANT, Hackcusack, N. J. —Sewing -

Machines.—Patented January 16, 1855, No. 12,233 ;

reissued November 24, 1868, No. 3,214 ; extended
February 9, 1869.

Claim.—An endless rotary cloth-feeder, substan-
tially as herein described, in combination with a re-

ciprocating eye-pointed piercing-needle.

George A. Brown, Middletown, K. I.—Hat^-Mak-
ing Machine. — Patented January 23, 1855, No.
12,269 ; extended February 9, 1869.
Claim.—The construction of a machine, in man-

ner and form as herein described, or in any other
manner or form substantially the same, applying the
povyer directly from the driving-wheels to the spread-
ing-apparatus, thus saving the loss of power caused
bj' friction in a scries of wheels ; using coiled or
spring teeth ; and the application of such machine
to the purpose of spreading and turning hay.

Charles Mettam, Now York N. Y.—Rolling
Iron Shutters. — Patented January 23, 1855, No.
12,281 ; extended February 9, 1869.

Claim.—Making the slats of the form substantially
as herein specified, that is to say, with an exterior-

protruding arch, a, at their center, combined with
fiat taps or bearings h at their edges, the slats being
arranged in relation to each otlier and united to-

gether essentially as set forth, by which configu-
ration the shutter may be rolled up in a loss compass,
the labor of rolling up reduced, and the many other
advantages herein set forth obtained.

Thaddrus Selleck, Greenwich, Conn.

—

Method
of Working Franklinite Ore —Patouteil .lumuu-y 3U,

1855, No. 12,329; extended March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The prooess of reducing Frauklinito ore,

to obtain iron and the white oxide of zinc therefrom,
by working it under a lighter head in a vertical-

walled low-cupola furnui'c, substantially as do-
scribed.
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a, substantially as herein described, for tbe purpose
of keeping the contents of the vessel containing the
benzole or light-producing liquid at a given temper-
ature.

2. The combination of the reservoir k and the
rotary disseminator n o. with an ordinary rotary
meter-"wheel, substantially as herein described, for
forcing air through the hollow shaft, or its equiva-
lent, into the reservoir k, for the purpose of vaporiz-
ing the benzole of the latter vessel.

3. The particular mode of making the rotary dis-

seminator a- 0, substantially as herein described, and
for the purposes herein specified, not meaning to
claim the use of the hollow shaft for evaporating
saccharine fluids.

4. The application and use of the meter-wheel,
with its case and contents, as an air-blast appara-
tus, operated by weights or otherwise, not meaning
to claim the method of using the meter ibr measur-
ing gas.

G. W. l<f . Yost, Corry, V -a.—Cultivators. — Pat-
ented Mai-ch 20, 1855, No. 12,571 ; extended Aprill3,
1869.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable scraper
E with the bar-point, &c., D, as already described,
for the purpose of barring off the row, and rap-
ping up the middle ; also, for scraping off the row,
and rolling the scrapings over into the furrow
opened by the plow, substantially as set forth in this

specification.

Lemuel T. "Wells, Saint Louis, IsLo.—Priniing-
Press.— Patented March 20, 1855, No. 12,568 ; ex-

tended April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The platen U, hinged or jiivoted to vi-

brating arms V, in combination Ti'ith the stationary
•pin or pins n, and retracting-springs X, or equiva-
lent devices for the purposes explained.

Thaddeus Hyatt, New York, N. Y.—Illumi-
nating Yault-Covers.—Tate-nted March 27, 1855, No.
12,595 ; extended April 13, 1869.
Claim.—The method of securing glasses in the

apertures of metal plates, or other surfaces, by sui--

rounding the glass with a hoop or belt of lead,

gutta-percha, or other equivalent yielding substance,
and forcing the glass so surrounded into the aper-
ture, or recess, fcubstautially as and for the purpose
specified.

"William H. Guild and "William Y. Garrison,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Operating Valves in Direct- Acting
Steam-Engines. — Patented March 27, 1855, No.
12,592 ; reissued July 29, 185G, No. 382 ; extended
April 13, 1869.

Claim.—Giving to the valve the whole or jiart of
the movement necessary to effect the change in the
directiou of the movement of the engine-piston, by
means of the steam acting upon a piston, E, which
is fitted to work perpendicularly to the valve, in a
cylinder, D, forming a part of the valve-driver, or
device employed to drive the valve, and is supported
against the pressure of steam by a rocker e, or its

equivalent, by which it is cansed to operate on the
valve-driver, substantially as herein set forth.

Thomas J. IIall, Brvan, Texas.—7^Zo?ys.—Pat-
ented April 3, 1855, No. 12,627; extended April 13,

1869.

Claim.—The so hanging of the cutter to the beam
as that it may swivel therein, in combination with
the supports at the edge of the wheel, substantially
as set torth and described.

FlNLEY Latta, CiuciTinati, Oliio. administrator of
A. B. Latta, deceased.- /S'ieajrt (y«ne/'rt^or,s-.-—Pat-
ented April 10, 1855, No. 12,682 ; extended May 11,

1869.

Claim.—1. Combining a steam-generator, or boiler,

consisting of a coil of tube with a furnace, in such a
manner tliat the fiaino or [jroduets of coiubustiou
shall come in immediate contact witli said coil, wlieu
this coil is combined with a f('ed-ap])aratus and
gauges, which will enable the engineer to iuspoct
constantly the supply of water, see that it is not
interrujjled, test its sufiicieucy. and regulate it at
pleasai-o, according to the varying douuiuds of the

boiler, or close the dampers if the feed should be
interrupted, substantially as described.

2. "While confining the admission of water to the
receiving-end of a coiled-tube boiler, limiting the
quantity therein, and the supply thereof to the quan-
tity demanded for immediate conversion into steam,
for the purposes of avoiding the weight of a large
quantity of water, producing steam promptly, saving-

fuel, and preventing the water from being thrown
out of the tube by the steam formed in the lower
part thereof, substantially as described.

3. Causing the discharging-end of a coiled-tube
generator to communicate with and discharge itself

into the water-jacket, while all other communication
of said coil with said water-jacket is avoided, as de-
scribed.

Albert S. Soutiiworth, Boston, Mass.—PZaie-
Holders for Cameras.—Patented April 10, 1855, No.
12,700; reissued September 25, 1860, No. 1,049; ex-
tended May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Bringing the different portions of a single
plate, or several smaller plates, successively into the-

field of the lens of the camera, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Aaron Woodman, New York, N. Y., adminis-
trator ofMoses Thompson, deceased.

—

Furnaces for
Burning Wet Fuel.—Patented April 10, 1855, No.
12,678; reissued October 7, 1856, No. 398; again
reissued March 31, 18-57, No. 446; extended May 11,

1869.

Claim:—1. Using green bagasse, wet tan, wet saw-
dust, and other wet carbonaceous or vegetable sub-
stances, as fuel, for the production of intense heat,

by mingling the gases issuing from a highly-heated
mass thereof with those arising from carbonaceous
combustion, by the intervention of a ilue, or chamber,
with which the chamber or chamb(fers containing the
fire and charge of wet substances communicate, and
in which said gases meet, mingle, and consume each
other on their way to the apparatus to be heated and
to the stack.

2. The combustion, for the purpose of a high
degree of heat, of bagasse, refuse tan, sawdust, and
other wet refuse substance, or very wet and green
Avood, by the employment of a series of fire-cham-
bers, arranged in any manner substanlially as de-
scribed, to communicate with one common flue, or
mixing-chamber, when any number of said chambers
is nearly closed to the admission of air when first

charged, as described, while the remaining cham-
ber or chambers are in full communication with the
mixing-chamber, and have a proper supply of air

admitted, and the ash-pit of each chamber in its

tui'n is nearly closed, and then opened, and has air

aduiitted, whereby the heat required is rendered con-
tinuous and comparatively uniform, while the fuel in

some of the chambers is being heated and decora-
posed, and its gases sent forward to the mixing-
chamber, to any desirable degree, as herein setfortlu

Chester Van Horn, Springfield, Mass.

—

Slide-

Rest for Lathes. — Patented April 17, 1855, No.
12,747 ; extended May 11, 18Gf).

Claim.—Forming the tool block C of two parts, c

d, and connecting said parts together by a dovetail,

or its equivalent, so that the upi>er part c may slide

or work on the lower part, d; the faces of the two
parts c d, that are connected, being oblique w
inclined, as herein shown, and the part c being
moved or operated by a screw, E, or its eciuivalont,

for tlie pur])ose of elevating or depressing the tool G,,

as herein dc^scribed.

Charles H. Fondi, Mobile, Ahi.— Dr<'dghng-2Ia-

chines.—VaUmtcil April 17, 1855, No. 12,720; ex-

tended May 11, 1869.

Claim,.—^\. The device for keeping the wlioel in gear
while raising and lowering, and the combination of
the radius bar and the sliding carriage, which carries

the shafls of tlu> innions, and also moves the miter-

wlieels which shde on the feathered shafts, as this

device, and this combination of woll-known mechaa-
ieal devices, is my own invention, and luis enabled
me to keep tlie excavating wlieel always in g(>ar with
the engine, mul has never boon so applied be lore.
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2. The self-actiug latch F, in its particular form
and mode of adjustment, it being so shaped and
adjusted as to hold on to the lid of the bucket until

it is struck by the tipper, and so balanced that by
its own gravity it will fall over and latch again be-

fore the bucket enters the water. This particular
form and adjustment with the pin marked H does
a,way with the necessity of springs, and is the result

of careful and expensive experiments.
3. That oai'ticular combination of chutes, or sluice-

ways, G- (x, which forms an apex under the dis-

charging-tipper, and passes athwartshii)s on an
incline toward the scows, which particular combina-
tion has enabled me to discharge an excavating-
wheel laterally on either or both sides.

James Emerson, Lowell, Mass.

—

Shijjs'' Windlass.
—Patented April 17, 1855, ISTo. 12,718 ; reissued July
31, 1860, No. 1,020 ; extended May 11, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination applied to each chain-
wheel, H, and the shaft 15, the same consisting of
the part pinions G- G', the guard-sectors I I, the
pawls J J, the levers K K, and the studs Ji' h', the
whole being made to operate together and be oper-
ated by the shaft B, substantially in manner and for

the purpose as specified^

2. The combination and arrangement of the gears
C D, ]Sr 0, and their ratchet-and-pawl mechanisms,
©r equivalents thereof, applied to the two shafts B E,
substantially in manner and for the purposes as spec-
ified.

3. The arrangement of the auxiliary capstan E,
with the main capstan a, and its shaft E, when the
latter is connected with and made to operate another
shaft B, by gears C D, as described.

ITORMAX C. Harris, Poultney, Yt.— Manufacture
of Slate-Pencils.—Patented A-^Al 24, 1855, ISTo. 12,759

;

extended May 11, 1869.

Claim.—Cutting the pencils completely formed,
from slabs of slate, by means of a cutter or series of
cutters, grooved so as to half form the pencils ou one
side of each slab, and then reversing the slab and
forming the other halves of the pencils, substantially
as herein set forth.

Clejiext Eussell, Massillon, Ohio. — DouUe-
Geared Horse-Power. — Patented May 1, 1855. 'So.

12,782 ; reissued April 15, 1862, No. 1,302 ; extended
May 18, 1869.

Claim.—In connection with double-geared horse-
power, the combined use of a center-pin and moving
block, for allowing the drive-wheel to adjust itself to

the pinions with which it works, substantially as

herein described.

George TV. Broavn, Galesburgh, 111.

—

Seed-Plant-
ers. — Patented May 8, 1855, No. 12,811 ; reissued
November 10, 1857, No. 508 ; again reissued Decem-
ber 11, 1860, No. 1,091 ; extended May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. In conabination with a seed-planting
machine that is operated by hand, the placing of
both the driver and the person who operates"the
seed slides or valves upon the machine in such posi-
tion as that each may attend to his particular duty,
without interfering with that of the other, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination with a seed-planting machine
that is operated by hand, and upon which the driver
and the person who works the seed slides or valves
sit or stand, the so locating of said seats or stands
as that the weight of one of the persons may be
used to counterbalance or overbalance the weight of
the other, for the purpose of more readily raising or
lowering the seeding-apparatus, substantially as and
for the pur]3ose described.

George W. Brown, Galesburgh, 111. — Seed-
Planters. — Patented May 8, 1855, No. 12,811 ; re-

issued November 10, 1857, No. 508 ; again reissued
December 11, 1860, No. 1,092; extended May 18,

1869.

Claim. — In combination with a seed-plantirtg
machine operated by hand, and having its seeding-
devices forward of the center of the wheels and
forward of the driver's seat, and a hinged connec-
tion, the locating of the seat in such relation to a
line drawn through the centers of the wheels or

ground- supports, as that the occupant of said seat
may, by moving himself or throwing his weight
forward or backward, on his seat, without the
necessity of rising, walking, or standing over or
near the seeding-devices, force the seeding-ap-
paratus into, or raise it from, the ground, sub-
stantially as described.

G-eorge W. Brown, Galesburgh, 111. — Seed-
Planters. — Patented May 8, 1855, No. 12,811 ; re-
issued November 10, 1857, No. 508 ; again reissued
December 11, 1860, No. 1,093; extended May 18,
1869,

Claim. — In combination with a seed-planting
machine that has a hinged or yielding joint between
its fixed points of support, and with its seeding-
devices between said points, the so connecting of
the pai'ts between said fixed points of support as
that that portion of the machine carrying the seed-
ing-devices may be raised up out of the ground by
the attendant riding on the machine, and be carried
by the tongue or horse-necks and the supporting-
wheels, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

George TV. Brown, Galesburgh, 111. — Seed-
Planters. — Patented May 8, 1855, No, 12,811 ; re-

issued November 10, 1857, No. 508 ; again reissued
December 11, 1860, No. 1,094; extended May 18,
1869.

Claim. — In combination with a seed-planting
machine so made that the forward part of the
machine can be raised • up into the supporting-
wheels, and there carried, a lock, block, or stop, h,

which prevents the rear part of the frame from de-
scending so low as to strike the ground or incon-
venience the occupant of the seat upon said rear
portion of the frame, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

George TV. * Brown, Galesburgh, lU. — /Seet?-

PZawters. — Patented May 8, 18.55, No. 12^811; re-
issued November 10, 1857, No. 508 ; again reissued
December 11, 1860, No. 1,095; extended May 18,
1869.

Claim.—So combining with a lever by which both
may be operated, a valve or slide in the seed-hopper
and a valve in the seed-tube, as that a half motion of
the lever by the operator riding on the machine by
which they are operated, shall both open and close
the seed-passages at regular periods, and pass
measured quantities only, substantially as described.

Lydia TV, Litchfield, Southbridge, Mass., ad-
ministratrix of Laroy" Litchfield, deceased. —
Shuttles for Looms. — Patented May 1, 1855, No.
12,780; reissued March 30, 1869, No. 3,355; ex-
tended May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of

the spring d with the shuttle A, the spindle a, the
joint-pin b, the arm c, and the abutment or stop h.

2. The combination and arrangement of the pin e,

and its head/, with the shuttle A, the spring d, the
spindle a, the joint-pin b, the arm c, and the abut-
ment or stop h.

3. The combination of means of adjusting the
stop h, in manner as described, with such stop, the
arm c, the spindle a, the pin 6, and the spring d,

arranged with the heel and the joint-pin of the
spindle, and in the shuttle, as set forth.

TVarren Holden, Philadelphia, Pa. — Boot and
Shoe Stretchers.—Psitented May 1, 1855, No. 12,793;
extended May 18, 1869.

Claim. — Dividing the last A into a number of
parts, a, b, c c, connected by rods e e,ff, and a link,

d, and forcing said parts outward, so as to stretch
the boot or shoe at any desired part, or at all parts,

by means of the device composed of the jointed
levers j j, nuts k k, and rod I, as herein shown and
described.

Jeremiah Stever, Bristol, Conn.— Machine for
Burnishing Metals. — Patented May 1, 1855, No.
12,799; reissued October 11, 1859, No. 834, (whole
No. 1,205;) again reissued July 2, 1861, No. 100;

extended,May 18, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of these three things,
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viz: A tool proper for burnishing metals and caused
to traverse mechanically, a rest or support for the

article to be burnished, and a contrivance for hold-

ing the tool and article to be burnished in working-
contact by a yielding or spring pressure, the com-
bination being substantially such as specified.

M. M. Ehoues and J. C. Ehodes, Taunton,
Mass.— Machine for Leathering Tacks.— Patented
May 8, 1855, No. 12,832 ; extended May 18, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The employment, substantially as

herein described, of a hollow cylinder with an o])en-

ing in the side to receive the tacks, and a driver
working within it in a suitable manner to expel the

tacks at the end of the cylinder, and drive them into

the leather, or any material serving the same pur-

pose, which is presented in a suitable manner to

receive them.
2. Operating the cylinder and driver substantially

as described, so that the former may receive a short

and the latter a long movement, and that the final

operation of the former to cut the leather or other
material on the punch may not take place till after

the termination of the operation of the latter in driv-

ing the tack through the said leather or material, as

herein fully set forth, but may be produced by a con-

tinual movement of the latter after it has driven the
tack through.

3. The divider, consisting of one or more tongues
similar to I I', having a straight edge working
nearly close to and across the entrance of the re-

ceptacle into which the tacks are fed to be submitted
to the operation of the driver, and having a beveled
end, terminating in a point, to separate the tacks,

one by one, as they are brought by the feeder con-
tiguoas to the aforesaid receptacle, and to conduct
and push them as required into the said receptacle,
substantially as herein described.

4. Forming the moath o of the barrel with a pro-
jecting lip k, substantially as described, for the pur-

pose of passing outside the point of the tack as the
barrel rises and the tack is entering the mouth, and
thereby preventing the point from going down the
outside of the barrel, and letting the tack fall head
foremost into the barrel.

Jacob A. Co>fOVER, ISe,^ York, IT. Y,

—

Machine
for Splitting Wood.—Patented May 15, 1855, No.
12,857 ; extended May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. The movable bed or carriage for carry-
ing and advancing the blocks of wood, in combina-
tion with the reciprocating cutters, operating at

right angles with the surface of the bed or carriage,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the bed or carriage and
reciprocating cutter, substantially as specified, the
emi)loyment of the clearing-plate through which the
cutters pass, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. Providing the said clearing-plate with an elastic

pad, and imparting to it an up-and-down motion,
substantially as specified, in its combination with the
bed or carriage and reciprocating cutter, as speci-
fied, by means of which the said plate, under the
combination specified, performs the double office of
liolding the blocks and clearing the cutters, as speci-
fied.

E. M. Stevens, J. 3>. Cuosuy, and J. W. Pear-
son, Boston, lA.ii^A.—Seed-FlanteTs.—Patented May
22, 1855, No. 12,924 ; reissued January 2(), 1869, No.
3,278 ; extended May 25, 18G9.

Claim. — 1. Tlie application of elastic-surfaced
feed-rollers in seed -sowing machines, when con-
structed and arranged to receive and deliver the
grain, substantially as described.

2. The combination of tiie rollers, eitlier or both
elastic-surfaced, with the liopi)er or seed-l)ox of a
seed-sowing machine, suljstautially as and for tlie

purposes described.
3. The combination of the rollers, citlier or both

clastic - surfaced, -witli a sjircader, ijrovided with
grooves or tulKiS, and furrow-openers, substanlially
as described.

4. The combination of need - box, rollers, and
spreader, provided with grooves or tiri)es, and fur-
row-openers, all constructed to operate sul)stantially
as described.

50 c P—11

Thomas J. Silsby, Boston, Mass., administrator
of Arab Woodworth, 3d.—Machinery for Spin-
ning.—Psitenied May 15, 1855, No. 12,889 ; extended
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The use of one or more inner fliers, ar-

ranged in a sequence, one within the other, to re-

volve in the same or diff"erent directions, or at the
same or different speeds, with the outer flier, all the
fliers acting continuously upon the roving-yarns, or
material first received by the outer flier, until the
spinning or twist is completed, and the yarn or yarns
are wound upon the spool or bobbin, thereby twisting
and spinning more rapidly, and attaining any de-
sired degree of twist in yarns, as hereinbefore more
fully described.

Thomas J. Knapp, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Adjustable
Tenoni7ig-Tool.—Patented May 15, 1855, No. 12,864

;

extended May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of the tool, as herein
shown and described, viz, having two segments, D
D, of a cylinder secured to the flanch B, of the shank
A, by screws b b, and having screws c c, d d, pass
through the flanches E E and projections e e, of both
segments, for the purpose of allowing the segments
to be placed nearer together or further apart, as de-
sired, and having a hub or boss, C, at the center of the
face of the flanch B, to receive the rings I, of differ-

ent sizes, corresponding to the diameter of the tenons
to be cut, and by which rings the segments are
properly adjusted the required distance apart, for the
purpose of cutting tenons of various sizes, as herein
shown and described.

Charles A. Duroin. New York, N. Y.

—

Sevnng-
Machines.—Patented May 22, 1855, No. 12,902 ; re-

issued June 15, 1858, No. 567 ; extended June 1,

1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie vibrating hook, or its mechanical
equivalent, for holding down the thread, dming the
partial passage of the shuttle through the loop, when
arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the vibrating hook, or its

equivalent, the employment of two continuous rotary
motions, one working the needle, the other the shut-
tle, and this for the purpose of producing sewing
without any rest, on either the shuttle or needle in
their movem^ts, thereby rendering a sewing-ma-
chine capable of rapid action, simple in construc-
tion, and noiseless in its operation, substantially as
set forth.

John Tvler, "West Lebanon, N. H.

—

Curbs for
Water- Wheels.—Patented May 22, 1855, No. 12,927

;

extended June 8, 1869.

Claim.—Combining the within-described hinged
lip V with the curb of a water-wheel, in such a man-
ner that its inner curved surface forms the termina-
tion of the scroll water-way surrounding the wheel,
while its straight surface forms one side of the moutli
of the said scroll water-way, for the pm'poses herein
set forth.

Rebecca A. Marcher, New York, N. Y., execu-
trix of EOBRRT I. Marcher, deceased.

—

Tool for
Grooving Moldings.—Pattnsed May 22, 1855, No.
12,916 ; extended June 8, 1869.
Claim.—Forming or cutting transverse and par-

allel grooves g in concave portions / of moldings B

,

by means of a. tool-stock, D, attached to a plate, C.
by a pivot, E, which is at the center of a circle of
which the concave forms a part, the cutter b being
attached to the lower end of a slide, E', whicli is op-
erated or pressed down, when the cutter acts upon
the molding, by a spring, II, and elevated upon the
return motion of tlie cutter by raising the lever G,
the cutter a liaving a stop or guard, (•, ailjoining it,

lor the purpose of regulating t'le depth of the cut,
as heroin shown and described.

E. [W. (jOODALe, Clinton, Iowa. — Machine fitr
Making PajX'r J>ags.—Patented May 29, 18.55, No.
12,945; reissued Soptoiuber 4, 1860, No. 1,033; ex-
tended June 8, 18()9.

Claim.— i. Cuttingoff the paper from a continuous
roll in a machine for making bags by a cut of such
form, that wlien a bag is completed, "one side of tlio

mouth is caused, by the form of tlie said cut, to pro-
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ject beyond the other side, substantially as repre-
sented in Figure 12, to afford facility for "opening the
bag and tp form a flap for closing the mouth.

2. Giving the blades of the side-shears J J', J J'
a curved, angular, or irregular form near the point,
for the purpose of cutting out, each by a single cut,

the whole piece necessary to leave the lap on one side
of the bag, substantially as represented in Figures 4

and 10.

3. Hanging the movable blades J' J', of the said
shears, on shafts, or pivots, j j, perpendicular to
their faces, for the purpose of allowing them to cut
slightly across the fixed blades by a slight lateral

movement, which they receive simultaneously with
the movement usually given to the shears, substan-
tially as described.

4. The intermittently-rotating folder, arranged and
operating substantially as described, to receive the
bag-pieces from the feed-aprou L, after the cutting
and pasting operations, and to support or partly sup-
port them until the creases come into their operat-
ing-positions, and afterward to fold them over the
creasers.

5. The combination of the side-lappers IST IS", and
the folding stands d d, substantially as described,
that is to say, the stands being so placed as to sup-
port the bag-piece and the creasers during the fold-

ing and lapping operations, aud to allow the folder

to pass between them and the lapping-pieces, being
attached to the said folding-stands in such a manner
as to be capable of falling over those creasers which
are supported by the folding-stands. This I claim
irrespective of any manner of operating the lappers,
and whether the folding-stands have the lateral

movement described, or are stationary.

6. The tooth -roller T, hungin aframe, T', from the
axle of one of the pressing and delivery rollers, and
operating substantially as described, to commence
the removal of the bags from the creasers.

7. The general arrangement and combination of

the several working-parts of the machine, substan-
tially as herein described.

Alpheus C. Gallahue, 'Now York, N. Y.—Ma-
chines for Pegging Boots and Shoen.—Patented Au-
gust 16, 1853, No. 9,947; antedated February 18,

1853; extended June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The sliding lever n' n', Baving a hook
p p thereon, for entering the staple_ of the last,

which, passing through slots in the uprights 4^ 4s, of
the turn- table, secures the last to said table, s' s', by
the introduction of the wedge q', as set forth.

2. The turn-table s' s', mounted on the sliding table
V' v', which works on ways upon the moving table
w' w', and is actuated by springs G G, for the pur-
pose of keeping the edge of the sole at all times in

contact with the gauge a, when this is combined
with mechanism for giving the turn-table a semi

"

revolution at the point Avhere its center is brought
opposite the awl, by the motion of the table w' w',

that regularity in inserting the pegs may be secured.
3. The combination of the spring k', lever 16, catch

3-?, or their equivalent, sliding wheels D and 9, racks
6 and 5, miter-wheels F and B, by which a semi-revo-
lution is given the turn-table, while the pegs are be-

ing inserted around the heel, by the shifting of cog-
wheel 9 from rack 7 into 6, on release of lever 16

from catch 3s, and the return of said cog-wheel 9

into rack 7, on the release of spring- H from catch I,

by which means it acts on the upper side of lever 16,

as set forth.

4. The cam 53, rod 52, secured to hammer z, and
helical spring/', by which a graduated driving-stroke
is given the awl d, and its rod, in combination with
cam 2, rod h, upon which slides the hammer Y, and
helical spring g', by which a driving-stroke is given
the peg-driver alternatively with that of the awl and
its rod ; it being understood that I do not claim the
general feature of a hammer and rod carrying an
awl and spring for driving the awl operated by a
cam, as this has been done heretofore, but the par-

ticular mode or combination in which they are used,

as here claimed.
5. Giving the peg-tube and driver a side motion

independent of the awl aud rod, by means of cam o

and lever A, or their e(iui\-alent, for the purpose of
bringing the peg directly over the hole punched in

the sole of the shoe by the withdrawn awl, the whole

constructed and operating substantially as set forth
and shown.

6. The combination of cam o and stirrup m with
the swung peg-cutter E,by which the peg-wood is spli*
with the grain of the wood from below, by the knife
at 55, and at the same time foices in the tube in II

;

it being understood that I do not claim the general
feature of a peg-cutter forming one side of the tube
through which the peg is driven, but only the par-
ticular mode of applying it, as here claimed.

George W. La Baw, Jersey Citv, IST. J.—Miter-
Machines.—Patented May 29, 1855," No. 12,9.56; re-
issued May 18, 1869, No. 3,445; extended June 15,
1869.

Claim.—1. The knives or cutters G, H H, andX,
attached to the stock F, in combination with the
mechanism for operating the same, substantially as
described, and for the purposes specified.

2. The knives, or cutter X, arranged as described,
in combination with the mechanism for operating

'

the same, for cutting miters, substantially as de-
scribed and specified.

3. The mechanism for holding the material for cut-
ting miter and square joints, consisting of the bar
C, slotted both vertically and horizontally, and the
eccentric lever D, constructed substantially as de-
scribed, and for the purpose specified.

George Fowler, Seymour, and Sophronia find
Maltby Fowler, "Wallingford, Conn., adminis-
trators of De Grasse Fowler, deceased. — Ma-
chines for Punching Metal. — Patented April 17,

1855, No. 12,723 ; extended June 15, 1869,
Claim.—The peculiar manner of connecting the

operation of the two levers n n and K, to throw the
machine out of gear at the time when the punch is

at its greatest elevation, when constructed, arranged,
and made to operate substantially in the manner
herein described.

Edward A. S'J'erry, Norwich, Conn.

—

Faucet.—
Patented June 12, 1855, No. 13,047 ; extended June
15, 1869.

Claim..—The arrangement of the valve e. the set-
screw i, the grooved shank d, and the screw-enlarge-
ment c, of the spindle of the key, with each other,
and with the female screw in the sides of the cham-
ber a, and the groove K, which cuts through the
threads of said screw, by which, in a cock "of the
usual proportions, the valve can be moved up and
down without being turned on its axis, substantially
as herein set forth.

Caleb H. Griffix, Lynn, Mass.—Ifac/zines for
Cutting Out Boot and Shoe Soles.—Patented June 12,
18.55, is^o. 13,072; reissued January 26, 1864, No.
1,610 ; extended June 22, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the depresser-bar
with the reciprocating knife-frame, its two movable
knives, and their elevating-springs, or equivalent
machinery, such being arranged and made to operate
together, substantially as specified.

2. So constructing a machine with two knives,
each connected to a separate cutter-head, and with
their edges toward the surface to be cut thus by the
mechanism employed, said knives shall be brought
alternately to the cutting-point, the one ascending as
the other descends, the one cutting the right and the
other the left side of the sole, and so on alternately,
in the manner described, and for the purposes set
forth.

Henry Boynton, New York, N. Y.

—

Reciprocat-
ing Railway-Propeller. — Patented June 19, 1855,
No. 13,078 ; extended June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The double-wheeled car-truck, provided
with wheels rotating in opposite directions, on the
same axis, and running between upper and under
simultaneous-acting railways, constructed and ap-
plied substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described, by which a longitudinal propeller for
water-craft is held or confined to its designed rail-

ways.
2. In combination with two sets of railways, on©

for the forward and the other for the back-stroke, the
ascending and descending railways, so arranged that
the fore- wheels of the truck riiu upon one track,
and the after-wheels upon another track* whereby
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the truck is free to ascend and descend, at either

end of the main railway, in such manner that a line

drawn through its axles will be always parallel, or
nearly so, to the main horizontal rails, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose described.

3. The lower rising vibrating rails and the upper
pivot-moving rails, constructed and applied substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. The combination of levers in their adaptation
to railway-propellers, by which the upper pivot-rails,

at either end of the railway, being moved by the
truck-wheels, those at the opposite end are similarly
moved at the same time, and the addition of safety-

levers, by which, if the pivot-rails upon either side

end are moved, all the others are similarly moved at

the same time.
5. The combination of levers, by which the catch-

bars or fastenings to the upper pivot-rails are gov-
erned, and disengaged by the truck-wheels, and by
which, if either one is disengaged, the others are
also at the same time.

6. The combination of the curved toe-rocking
shaft, with the oscillating riding-bar sustaining a
weight or spring with any reciprocating-arm at-

tached to the engine, for the purpose of gradually
and rapidly retarding the piston, and bringing it

and the car-truck to a state of rest, as berein de-

scribed.

William Boyd and William F. Boyd, Mans-
field, Mass.

—

Bridle- Winkers. — Patented June 26,

1855. ivfo. 13,119 ; extende/1 June 29, 1869.

Claim.— Forming the flaring or projecting por-
tions a, of the A\inkers A of horse-bridles on metal-
lic plates h, as herein shown, and for the purj)Ose as
set forth.

Jonah ITewtox, ISTew York, IST. Y.

—

Method of
Securing Cutters to Rotary Disks.—Patented June
19. 1855', No. 13,096 ; reissued August 13, 1867, No.
2,728 ; extended June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A rotary cutter, consisting of a disk
having recesses, which represent the segment of a
circle, and teeth adapted to and admitting of being-
adjusted in these recesses, substantially as set forth,
for the purpose specified.

2. The tooth or cutter, consisting of the segment
of a ring, having on its convex side a rib adapted to
a groove in the above-mentioned recess.

3. The recess h, and segmental nut /, arranged
for securing the tooth or cutter to the disk or plate,
as set forth.

William McDonald, Morrisauia, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Mitering Printers' Bides.—Patented July
3, 1855, No. 13,197; reissued March 17, 1868, No.
2,899 ; extended July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with a movable cutter,
of a sector-guide plate, a rule- holding bed, and ad-
justing-mechanism, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described, and for the purpose specified.

William McDonald, Morrisania, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Mitering Printers' liules.—Patented July
3, 1855, No. 13,197 ; extended July 13, 1869.

Claim. — Attaching to tlie bed A and framing B
a sector-guide plate E, to whicli i)late E the bed F
is secured by a set-screw Gr, the bed F having a
curved projection e attached to it, which projection
work^ in a recess or groove a in tiio plate E, by
which tlie bed F may be adjusted at the desired angle
witli the plate A, and the ends of tlie rules beveled
or cut as herein siiown, and for the purpose set forth.

Addikon p. Buown, Syracuse, N. Y.—Self-Regu-
lating Windmill. — l»ateuted July 3, 1855, No," 13,156

;

extended July 13; 18(i9.

Claim.— I. The helical slot and pin as a means of
governing the degree of obliquity of the fans to the
wind.

2. Tlie combination of weights with the helical
slots and i)ins, coiiibiuod and operating in the man-
ner and fur the purpo.-e lierein specified.

Thomas Chosslry, Bridgeport, Conn.—Machine
for PrirdiiKi Woolen and other Oood.i.—I'atcnted
June 2(». 1854, No. 11,118; antedated April 5, 18.")4

;

extended July 2U, 1869. i

Claim.—1. The combination of the series of blocks
with the stationary cases, or their equivalents, and
the endless-chain register, operating in the manner
substantially as described, by which any number
of colors may be simultaneously applied, and a sec-

tion of the figure be completed each time the blocks
are compressed.

2. The within-described method of holding and
feeding the material to be printed, by means of the
endless chain and hooks, by which the material is

held rigidly until the operation is completed, and
thus perfect and unerring register is obtained.

3. The method, substantially as herein described,
of giving motion to the blocks, by means of the sec-
tor X, or its equivalent, whereby they are moved in
by a slow motion, and out with a rapid motion, and
are caused to remain stationary at the two extremes
of their traverse, while they receive their color and
the impression is made.

William Adamson, Philadelphia, Ta.—Sand-Pa-
per Cutting-Machine.— Patented July 3, 1855, No.
13,153; extended July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of thin elastic metallic
blades L L' and K K', of uniform thickness, so ar-

ranged that the revolving blade shall overlap slightly
the stationary blade, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as herein set forth.

S. T. Thomas, Gilford, N. H.—iooms.—Patented
July 3, 1855, No. 13,187 ; extended July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with each rocker-lever L,
and the lifter li thereof, an arm, N, cam a, and sec-
tor O, or the equivalent or equivalents thereof, the
whole being applied together and made to oi^erate in
the manner essentially as specified.

2. Combining with the series of lifters E, R and
the pattern-prism k, a series of bent levers, //, or
their equivalents, and imparting to the pattern-prism
vertical or up-and-down movements, as described,
the same being to produce advantages, as stated.

3. When the upper and lower sets of cords of a
harness are supported by pulleys, as described, ap-
plying both said upper and lower sets of cords to one
and the same end of a lever, operated by a cam hav-
ing a continuous rotation, as described.

4. Combining with the star-cam and lever for mov-
ing a set of shuttle-boxes, a mechanism, substantially
as described, for imparting an accelerated movement
tp the shuttle-boxes, as explained, the said mechanism
consisting of the additional lever d, the movable
wedge h', and its operative mechanism, as described.

5. The above-described arrangement of a jacquard,
the wires thereof, the iiupelling-pawls, and the star-
cams and their shaft, whereby one jacquard-appara-
tus, applied at one end of the loom, is made to oper-
ate two independent shuttle motions of the loom, as
explained.

6. So applying to the main shaft a friction-clutch
wheel, and a fly or balance wheel, that the fly may
run loosely upon the sliaft, and be capable of being-
moved either toward or away from the friction-clutch,
in combination with so connecting the fiy Avith the
shipper, that the said fly shall be moved laterally
during and by the movements of the shipper, as de-
scribed.

7. Combining Avith the friction-wheel and the ship-
per, as described, a brake-mechanism, for throwing
said brake, g^, into and out of operation, as specified,
such mccluinism consisting of tlie lever-latch h'^, the
projection P, and spring/^, as specified.

John Pepper, Gilford, N. H.

—

Knitting-Machines.
—Patented July 17, 1855, No. 13,289 ; reissued Sep-
tcinber 15, 1863, No. 1,538; extended July 20, 1869.

Claim.—I. The bar <>, with its grooves c', having
its rear elevated above its Ibrwartl portion, for the
purpose of preventing the needle from rolling, as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with tho hooked sinkers
and ribbed needles, made to operate substantially
as described, the series of "east-olf" sinkers, or
those formed witliout hooks, the same being arranged
in the sinker-bar, and not only so as to atbiiit the rib-

needles to work between the hooked sinkers, but so
as to render tlie niiieliine capable of performing
either plain or ribbed work, as specified.

3. Making the rib-needles take the place of the
front or liook of the sinker in forming the loops of
tho rib- stitch.
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Henry E. Worthikgton, Greenburgli, IST. Y.—
IFrticr-lTeto-.—Patented July 24, 1855, Xo. 13,320;
-extended July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The employment of two ovlmders, whicli
niaj- be distinguished as cylinders Xo. 1 and 2, with
pistons working in the same, so arranged and com-
bined with regard to each other as that the motion
of tlie piston in cylinder No. 1 shall actuate the sup-
ply and delivery Aalve of cylinder No. 2, while, in
like manner, the motion of the piston in cylinder No.
2 actuates the supply and delivery valve of cylinder
No. 1, thus producing a positive and direct motion,
as herein fully set forth.

SxEriiEXE. Booth, Orange, Conn., administrator
of Sheldox S. Hartshorx. deceased.— Buckles.—
Patented Julv 10. 1855, No. 13,218 ; extended July 20.

1869.

Glaim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
buckles, composed of but two pieces, when con-
structed substantially as hereiu described.

Joseph A. Peabody, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Maddne
for Mortisinq Window-BlincU.—Patented July 17,

1855, No. 13,271 ; extended July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bar or carriage N, which carries
the blind-stile, and which is moved by lever or other-
wise ,-»and the changeable and adjustable arms 0, O,
or their mechanical equivalents, one end of each of
them being connected to the bar N, while their
opposite ends are so connected (by pins ov other-
"nise) to the machine, that these arms are change-
able and adjustable, so as to impart any desired
angle to the mortises, essentially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The carriage B, or its equivalent, which may
be vibrated or moved by lever or otherwise, for

carrying a series of revolving mortising-chisels;
this 'carriage, and the chisels attached to'it, being
so moved that the chisel will form or cut all the
angidar mortises in one window-blind stile at one
operation, essentially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

|

KrxGSTOX GoBDARD, Eichmond County, N. Y.—
|

Bridie-Reins.— Patented July 24, 1855, No. 13,306;
|

extended August 3. 1869.

Clavm.—The arrangement of the reins, substan-
tially as herein described, by making the snaliie

rein tubular in part to receive the curb-rein, suTj-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

^ELLLS Hu.MlSTOX, Troy, N. Y. — Candle-2Iold
Apparatus. -Patented July 24, 1855, No. 13,334;
reissued Jauuary 22, 1861, No. 1,131 ; again reissued
November 14, 1865, No. 2,108 : extended August 3,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the candle-tip

mold a with the piston or ejecting rod D, in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
described nnd set forth.

2. The combination of the said candle-tip mold a,

arranged and combined with the said piston or

ejecting rod D, with the vertical stationary candle-
mold B, in the manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

3." The receiving of the candles in and by the ver-

tical candle-supporting bars P, in the position in

which they are ejected or pushed from the vertical

stationary candle-molds B, and the closing of the
said bars'P, with the candles therein, and thus and
thereby holding them during the operation of the
pouring into or filling the said molds immediately
below said reseiving'and supporting bars P, and
thereby aAoid the danger or liability of breaking the
,said candles or their tips, substantially as herein
described and set forth.

4. The adjusting and holding the wick for the can-
dles in the center of the said vertical stationary
candle-molds B, by means of the said caudle receiv-

ing and supporting bars P, and the candles therein

lield or supported by means thereof, in connection
with the candle-tip molds a, each arranged and oper-

ated in the manner substantially as herein described
and set forth.

5, The employment of the candle receiving and
supporting bars'P, so coustmcted and arranged as
to open laterally on a vertical liue lengthwise of the

same, to receive the ejecting candles, and to close
with such candles therein, bylhe means substantially
as herein described, and so arranged over and above
the said vertical stationary candle-molds B, as to
hold said candles therein until the wick is severed
between the candles so suspended and those molded
in said stationary molds below, and thereby allow of
the removal (when necessary) of such candle receiv-
ing and supporting bars P, with said candles therein,
in the manner substantially as herein described and
set forth.

6. The employment of portable candle receiving
or supporting bars F, which may be opened and
closed laterally, on a vertical line lengthwise of the
same, immediately above and near the center of the
vertical stationary candle-molds B, and so arranged
and combined with the caudle-machine frame or
trough C that the same may, whenever desirable, be
removed therefrom with the candles which have
been ejected therein from the stationary molds
below, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

7. The holding of the candles P suspended over
and above the vertical stationary candle-molds in
and by the said candle receiving and supporting bars
P, while the said candle-tip molds a are being sepa-
rated or drawn from the tips of the said candles by
means of the lowering or downward movement of
the platform E, to which the piston or ejecting rods
D are attached and combined, in the manner sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

8. The employment of one or more springs ~R, con-
structed of spiral or other shape, in combination
with the said vertical candle receiving and support-
ing bars F, and operating between such bars, for the
purpose of opening the said bars laterally on a ver-
tical line lengthwise of the same, so as to allow the
candles being ejected from the vertical stationary
candle-molds to enter or pass between the same, in
the manner substantially as herein described and set

forth.

9. A candle - machine, so constructed, arranged,
and combined, that by one continued upward move-
ment or operation of the platen or platform E, hav-
ing thereto attached the said piston or ejectirig rods
D, three or more rows of candles will be ejected ver-
tically from the vertical stationary candle-molds and
into the candle receiving and supporting bars P,
opening laterally on a vertical line lengthwise of the
same, at or near the center thereof, and immediately
over and above the said stationary candle-molds B.
in the manner substantially as herein described and
set forth.

10. The starting of the candles from the said can-
dle-molds B, by giving a sudden blow to the candle-

tip molds a and to the candles therein, by means of

the upward movement of the platen or platform E,
with the said piston or ejecting- rods D thereto
attached, in tlie manner substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.-

D. C. CuJmES'GS, Smithville, N. J.

—

Straw- Cutters.

— Patented August 7, 1855, No. 13,385; extended
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The upward cut, when the material is

fed in by a distinct device for that purpose, by which
the dirt is separated from the straw or other mate-
rial to be cut, passing out beneath the feed-rollers

instead of collecting on the stationary guard or cut-

ting-plate, substantially as and for the pm-poses
specified.

2. Operating the movable feed-roller by means of a
spur-wheel hung in a vibrating frame or yoke, with
a universal coupling for connecting its axis with
that of the roller, when said roller is supported on
spring-bearings independent of each other, substan-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

John E. Bi-rrows, Newark, N. J.

—

Making Zinc-

White. —FaUnted August 14, 1855, No. 13,416; ex-

tended August 24, 1869.

Claim.—The making of white oxide of zinc from
ores of zinc or Pranklinite, prepared substantially as

above set forth, by means of a furnace having per-

forated grate bars and an air-chamber underneath
them, in which hot or cold blasts of air are forced to

unite with the ignited mass of fuel in a diffused

tate, by passing through the perforations of the
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grate-bars to liberate the zinc, in the form of vapor,

in manner of construction and mode of operation,

substantially as set forth.

Barnet L. Solomox, Xew York, iT. Y., execu-

tor of Myeu Phinp^as, deceased. — Design for an
Inkstand. — Patented August 19, 1862, is^o. IjOoi

;

extended September 7, 18G9.

Claim.—The design for an inkstand, represented
in the accompanying' drawings.

John and Thomas Hope, Providence, 11. I.

—

Machine for Engraving Gaiico- Printers' Rollers.—
Patented August 21, 1655, IS^o. 13,462; extended
September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the two sets of measuring markers iiii, the lioid-

back rods E P, and roller with the plane-surface

table B, the same being not only to enable the design
to be transferred, it being brought forward in regu-
lar sections, but to be maintained flatly upon the
table, as described.

2. The two measuring-indices Q B', in combina-
tion with the large pulley M, and the shaft of the
driving-roller of the cylinder to be engraved.

3. The means of holding and moving the cylinder
so that it shall not only be rotated by pressure
against its external surface, but may be readily
either removed from or applied to its supports, the
same consisting in employing a driving-roller and a
bearing-roller at one end of the cylinder, in com-
bination with two sets of bearing-rollers made to
extend into a groove around the cylinder, and to
support such cylinder, both laterally and longitu-
dinally, as described.

4. The arrangement of the pattern-table, the
tracer, and its carriage, the several other car; iages,

the mechanism for operating each, the wheel M, its

shaft, and the supports of the roller to be engraved,
the whole coastituting an important improvement
in engraving-machinery, and securing to it impor-
•tant advantages in operation as well as in construc-
tion.

P. A. Eoss, New York, X. Y.—Sewinrj-Macldne
Cases. —Patented August 28, 1S35, No. 13,499; ex-
tended September 7, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The making the case in the form of a
cabinet, whicli, when opened, will afltbrd space for
operating the machine by the treadle, and will form
a table for tlie work by raising the leaves and sup-
porting them by the doors of the cabinet when
thrown open, in the manner above described.

2. The construction of the folding top, which,
when open, furnishes drawers and shelf for the con-
venience of the operator, as above described.

Hknry "Waterman, Brooklyn, N. T.— Heaping
and Mowing Machines.—Patented August 28, 1853,
No. 13,512; extended September 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the two sets of
knives described, with the curvilinear motion of the
cutter- bar,ms set forth.

2. The elastic fingers, in combination with the
curvilinear motion of the cutter-bar.

3. Collecting and depositing the grain by the re-

volving cradles actuated by the weight of the grain
laid upon them ])y the reel, in the manner set forth.

4. The flexible deflector, constructed and oper-
ating as set forth.

Joseph Alexandek Adams, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Machine for Electrott/ping.^-Vatcntt^d September 4,

1855, No." 3 3.5] 6 ; extended .September 7, 181)9.

Claim.—The reciprocating or vibrating brush M,
operated us shown, or in an eciuivalent waj% for tlie

purpose of covering or coating tlie molds for electro-

typing purposes, with any proper powdered sub-
stance, tlic said vibniting brusli being coml)ined,
when nectessary, witli a carriage, P, arranged us

shown, or in an e()uivuleiit way, so that the whole
surface of tlie molds may ]hi presented gradually or
successively to the action of the lirush as the molds
pass underneath it.

Clark Tompkins, Troy, N. Y., and John John-
HON, Boston Mass.

—

Knitting-Machim'S.—Patented
September 18; 1855, No. 13,.586; reissued May l.j,

18G0 No. 963; extended September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The apparatus for revolving the take
'

up machinery in unison with the needle-cylinder, as

herein specified, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

2. Revolving the sliaping-plates S and C by a posi-

tive motion with and at the same A'clocity as the

take-up motion, substantially as described and for

the purposes specified.

Joseph D. Elliot, Leicester, Mass.

—

Machinery
for Folding and Measuring Cloth.— Patented Sep-
tember 11, 18.55, No. 13.543; extended September 21,

1869.

Claim.—1. In connection «ilh the pivoted vibrat-

ing blades E E.', the rod and swivel for causing said
blades to make a half revolution during each vibra-

tion, substantially as described.
2. The friction-bar or brake C, in combination with

the rolls B D, for preventing the cloth, by the mo-
mentum of the blades, from paying off faster than it

is folded, substantially as described.

Albert Bisbee, Chelsea, Mass. — Steam-Gauge
Cocks.—PatentedSeptember 18, 18.55, No. 13,563; ex-

tended September 21, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement, substantially as speci-

fied, of the India-rubber disk or facing to the screw-
plug or stopper, imbedded and bound at its edges by
an extension of the body of the i)lug as described,
with the stationary annular stopper-seat of the cock,
essentially as set forth.

Joshua H. Butterworth, Dover, N. J.

—

Door-
Locks.—Patented Ajjril 11, 1846, No. 4,4.i2; reissued
June 4, 1861, No. 88; extended September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pawl described, or its eciuivalent,

when combined with a movable talon that can yield

to the pressure of the key-bit or key, to a point be-

voud its range, in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The use or employment of one or more sets of
rotating cam or disk plates, such as are described,
having two or more in a set, on the same stem, when
so combined with a tumbler or tumblers that lock
the main bolt, so that it cannot be withdrawn until

all the plates are rotated into such a position, rela-

tive to the tumbler, that the resisting parts can enter
the notches in the circular cam-plates, pass within
the line of their periphery, and so allo^' the tumblers
to withdraw from contact with and resistance to

the withdrawal of the bolt.

3. The use or employment of cam or disk-plates,

two or more in a set, having tlie same center or key-
bolt, when so constructed that one plate only is "at-

tached to the key-bolt, the next plate being moved
by the pin projecting from its surface, coming- in
^contact with the ends of the slits described, or in

any analogous manner that allows the plate acted
upon by the key to move, during a part of its revolu-
tion, without engaging and carrying round the next
plate.

4. The use or employment of plates such as are
described, two or more'iu a set, when so constructed
and arranged as to require the motion of the key to

be reversed in oi'der to set each succeeding plate
into such a position that the tumblers can descend
into their notches and relicA'c the bolt.

5. The use of a plurality of cam (u- disk plates, in

one set, operated by one key, key-bolt, or stem, when
so constructed that the plates are to be set consecu-
tively by means of the same key, key-bolt, stem, or
their eciuivalent, each ])lato to its own proper posi-

tion, according to the existing combination, by the
aid of the same index, so us io relieve the bolt from
the tumbler, or other mechunism combined w ith the

plates, that has kept the bolts from being drawn
back.

()'. The use or employment of disk or cum plutes,

such as ure described, combined by levers, or their

e(iuivalent, with the talon that draws back the bolt,

wiien HO arranged tliiit the talon is thereby with-
drawn beyond the range of the key-bit, and only al-

lowed to come within ils range, so us to be acted
upon by it, when the plutes have been brought into

such a position as to allow tJiat \)urt of the levera

tliut rest upon the edges of the i)lates to pass into

the notches with tlio line of lh(>ir periphery.

7. Separate pieces of metal 2 2 2 2, moving upon
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IDins, Miien used in connection with cam-plates, so as
to change the point of contact between the plates
themselves, and thus diversity, regularly or irregu-

larly, the combination of permutation-locks.

EiCHAKO MoxTGOJiERY, New York, IST. T. —
Corrugated Beams.— Patented September 25, 1855,

No. 13.599 ; extended September 28, 1869.

Claim.—A supporting-beam formed of sheet-metal
of unequal thickness, bent into a series of folds,

substantially as rei^resented in the accompanying
drawing, and herein set forth.

Thomas J. Ball, Bryan, Texas. — Gang-Ploivs.—
Patented May 1, 18.55, oSTo. 12,791 ; extended Sep-
tember 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plows and pivoted
beams, with the adjustable cross-beams, so that the
plows may have a convenient permanent adjustment,
in connection with their self-adjusting property in
the plow-beam, as set forth and described.

Arcalous "Wyckoff and E. E. IMokrison, E1-
mira, N". Y.— Boring-Machine.—Patented Septem-
ber 25, 1855, No. 13,606; reissued October 14, 1856,

No. 404 ; extended October 5, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The tubular or hollow auger or bits Gr,

as constructed, having the cutting-lips of the bits

approach the center, and yet sej)arated from each
other, doing without the use of a screw on the end
of the bit, for the pi;rpose of preventing the bit from
following the grain of the wood.

2. The worm J, operating on its own axle, and in-

dependent of the revolutions of the auger or bits D,
for the purpose of clearing away the chips, as set
forth.

Samuel Van Syckel, Titusville, Va.—lMerlock-
ing Grate-Bars. — Patented October 9, 1855, No.
13,669 ; extended October 5, 1869.

Claim..— The so casting of grate-bars, with projec-
tions and recesses on their sides and ends, as that
when laid together they shall interlock one over,
under, or behind the other, in such manner as to pre-
vent them moving vertically and horizontally, or
fi'om Avarping or twisting, whilst they may be read-
ily removed or replaced, as herein set forth.

Isaac M. Singer, New York, N. Y.

—

Se2ving-Ma-
c7u?2es.—Patented October 9, 1855, No. 13,661 ; ex-
tended October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the shuttle, and
attached thereto, the emjjloyment of a spring press-
ure-guide, substantially as specified, to control the
shuttle-thread as the needle enters the cloth or other
substance to be sewed, as set forth, and for the pur-
pose specified.

2. The continuous feed-motion for spacing the
stitches, substantially as specified, in combination
with the vibratory motion of the needle, imparted
in one direction by the feed-motion, and in the oppo-
site by a spring or any equivalent therefor, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Peter Geiser, 'Waynesborough, Ta.—Grain-Sep-
arators.—Patented October 9, 1855, No. 13,644; ex-
tended October 26, 3869.

Claim.—]. The vanes within the fan-case, against
which the blast acts, for the purpose of closing or
opening the register automatically, to regulate the
blast, as set forth.

2. The manner of separating the grain from the
straw and other impurities, by means of the aprons,
combs, and grooved rolls, without the use of a rid-
dle, whether one, two, or more sets of such separat-
ing-apparatus be used, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the separating-apparatus,
the

_
self-regulating dividing-shelf, upon which the

grain drops for the ]3urpose of carrying the heavy
grain back and the lighter forward, for a second or
more complete separation, as set forth.

4. The hinging of the upper to the lower portion
of the straw-carrier frame, and providing it with ad-
justable slides or conveyers, for dividing and con-
veying the straw into any desired localities, as set
orth.

B. r. Miller, New York, N. Y.—Chimney-Stack.

—Patented October 2, 1855, No. 13,620; extended
October 26, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing and placing a solid or hollow
cone or a pyramid in the mouth of the funnel or
smoke-stack, with its apex upward or x>ointing out;
ward from the mouth of said chimney or pipe, iii

combination with the surrounding shield, furnished
with flanches, as described, constructed and located
substantially as set forth.

James M. Cook, Boston, Mass.

—

Bust-Deflector
for Windoivs of Railroad-Cars.—Patented October
16, 1855, No. 13,676 ; extended October 26, 1869.

Claim:—The rotary deflector or ventilator, con-
structed and made to operate substantially in man-
ner and for the purpose as specified.

Joseph Keech, "Waterloo. N. Y.— Wash-Boards.
—Patented October 16, 1855, No. 13,682; extended
October 26, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the operating face of wash-
boards of a laterally depressed and centrally ele-

vated corrugated surface, substantially as specified,

for increasing the effective operation of the board,
in the manner set forth.

Albert Puller, New York, N. Y.— Faucet.—
Patented October 16, 1855, No. 13,677 ; reissued Julv
5, 1859, No. 752 ; extended October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The elastic plug-valve, attached to a
stem, when operated by an eccentric or its equivalent,
substantially as set forth, for the purposes described.

2. The elastic plug-valve, constructed as described,
in combination with the cup-shaped cap, to prevent
the plug from spreading, substantially as described.

D. "W. C. Saxford, New Orleans, La.

—

Eefrigera-
tors.—Patented November 13, 1855, No. 13,802 ; re-

issued April 21, 1857, No. 455 ; extended November
2, 1869.

Claim.—In combina^tion with said shelves or fix-

tures so placed, constructing the open bottom of the
ice-box in such manner that the air may pass freely

down through the same and fall directly from the ice

upon the articles to be refrigerated, while at the
same time the drip of the water is prevented, as set

forth.

L. W. Lan'GDON, Northampton, Mass.

—

Sewing-
Machines.—Patented October 30, 1855, No. 13,727;
extended November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Making a stitch by tying a half knot or
a whole knot, at the will of the operator, in the man-
ner herein set forth and described.

2. The snail-worm on the revolving vertical face-

plate, for the purpose of holding the tread until the
knot is tied, and then casting it oif in time for the
stitch to be drawn up.

3. The vertical face-plate, into which the shuttle

is set for the purpose of carrying it around, and the
reaction of the looper K, for quickening the motion
of the shuttle as it passes the needle for l^e purpose
of letting the looper pass out freely.

4. Feeding the material by the needle, when com-
bined and arranged with the lateral motion of the
needle, in the manner described, that is to say, in con-
nection with the rock-shaft H, with the sliding-step

in the end, the connecting-rod q, the spring S, the
set-screw and rollers E, R, the cams T T, the sliding-

bar P, and the adjustable lever o, as set forth.

James West, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Eoonng Composi-
tions.—Talented October 30, 18-55, No. "l3,733; re-

issued September 8, 1857, No. 491 ; extended Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—The use of lime in combination with the
rubber or gutta-percha and shellac solutions, in the
composition as set forth, and for the purpose speci-

fied.

James O. Leach, Ballston Spa, N. Y.—Looms.—
Patented October 30, 1855, No. 13,724; extended
November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the shifting-lever N, connecting-rod P, and eccentric
K, operated by the gearing T and S, or their mechan-
ical equivalents, substantially in the manner de-

scribed, for the purpose of varying the movement of
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the loom-liaruess or heddles, so as to produce solid or
tubular fabric with the same warp, and yary the
solid or tubular weaving, so as to produce bags of
any desirable capacity.

2, The mechanism, substantially as herein de-
scribed, for determining and regulating the intervals
between the shift of the cams, viz, stops on the shaft
of.the eccentric, governed by a stop-lever, said stop-
lever being operated by a horizontal cam, which is

itself turned by a ratchet-vrheel whose pawl is driven
by the oscillating motion of the lathe, in combination
with the partially-toothed bevel-wheel.
Additional Ttaprovement No. 147, dated July 8,

18.56.—In operating a loom, the employment of two
sets of cams, four in each set, constructed, shaped,
and arranged, in reference to each other, as shown
in the drawings, the same being movable to the right
and left without changing their intervals, and in
either position producing a tubular cloth ; one set
being arranged in reference to the other so that the
shift of the cams shall make the harness shift the
warp, instantly carrying that part forming the upper
web downward, and that forming the lower web
upward, making at their crossing a firm single joint.

Additional Improvement No. 159, dated March 2,

1857.—The change in the relative position of cams 2
and 4; 6 and 8, in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

Sarah A. Holmes, administratrix of Eichard G-.

HoL>iES, deceased, and William H. Butler, New
York, ]Sr. Y.—iocA;6\—Patented October 30, 1855,
ISTo. 13,722 ; extended November 9, 1869.
Claim 1.—Arranging the spindle or arbor E, of the

lock, in such a relation with the bolt, that the bolt
may be operated by drawing and pressing the spin-
dle or arbor in a direction transversely with the
casing of the lock, substantially as described.

2. The cylindrical bolt B, constructed and arranged
substantially as shown, and also connecting said
bolt to the spindle or arbor E by means of the lever
C, as described.

3. The employment or use of the sector-tumblers
K, when attached to a sliding-plate, J, and used in
connection with a spring, L, which is acted upon by
the beveled or inclined projection n, at the side of
the box or casing I, for the purpose of preventing
the lock being picked by obtaining a knowledge of
tlie position of the slots I, in the tumblers, by press-
ing the tumblers singly against the plate K, as herein
described.

Joseph McCord, Philadelphia, Va.—Policemen''

s

J2a«?es.—Patented November 20, 18.55, No. 13,823
;

extended November 9, 1869.

Claim.—The securing of the handle to the edge of
the ratchet-wheel, and at right angles to the axis of
the latter, for the purpose of turning down the
handle out of the way, thereby rendering the instru-
ment more convenient to carry in the pocket, and
for the further purpose of combining a mace and
a'attle in one instrument, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

Mary F. Crocker, West Winsted, Conn., ad-
ministratrix de bonis non of AVilliam 11. Crockeii,
deceased.

—

Machinefor Manufacturing Corks.—Pat-
ented October 30, 18.55, No. 13,714 ; extended No-
vember IG, 1869.
Claim.—1. The application of the revolving cylin-

drical cutters, to cut corks from a block or slab, as
herein described, whether the cutters arc slit to cut
tapering or conical, or unslitto cut cylindrical corks.

2. I do not claim a cylindrical cutter, buttliis mode
of construction, use, and application, .allowing my-
self the privilege of varying the same in detnil whi"le
tlie principle and distinguisliing characteristics are
retained.

Samuel Wktiierill, Baltimore, Md.— /'voccvs for
Jl/ai-mr; Zinc- "ir/(i<e.—Patented November 13, 18.55,

No. 13,806 ; extended November 16, 18(i9.

Claim,. — Tlio process of ])roducing the white
oxide of zinc from the ores of tiiat metal by tl>e

direct application of tlic fuel to the ore in th(^ cruslied
state and in adiiiixtun; therewith, in combination
with a l)laKt of atmosplieric air intro(luce<l in numer-
ous small jets to tlie charge of mixed ore and coal,
in a thin layer, substantially as .specified.

James A. Woodbury, Boston, Mass.

—

Planing-
Machine.—Fatented November 13, 185-5, No. 13,808 ,-

extended November 16, 1869.

Claitn.—Making both of the edge-cutters adjusta-
ble in such a manner that tlie board can be fed in
from either side of the machine, double guides being
provided for the purpose, as specified.

Elt Horton, Windsor Locks, Conn. — iaf/je-

Chuck.—Patented November 13, 1855, No. 13,787

;

extended November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the opening H, on
the front plate for the introduction of the solid jaws,
the hub L, on the back plate for closing said opening
and retaining the jaws in their respective slots, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The locating of the circular rack in the deep
recess or groove formed between the flanges F Z,

which not only form a tight casing to protect it

from chips, filings, &c., but also support it, as well
as the shanks of the screw-bolts, substantially as set
forth.

Rhudolphus Kinsley, Springfield, Mass. — To
bacco-Presses. — Patented November 13, 1855, No.
13,790 ; extended November 16, 1865.

Claim.—The construction and employment of a
press-box or compresser, substantially as herein de-
scribed, in which the article to be compressed can
be put, and placed under a press, and when com-
pressed can be retained in that position and removed
from the press till set, while the press is liberated for

other operations, all as above set forth.

E. Harmon, Gettysburgh, Fa.-^Envelope.—Pat-
ented November 20, 1855, No. 13,833 ; extended No-
vember 30, 1869.

Claiin.—The manufacture or preparation of en-,

velopes with parallel lines on the interior of the back
as herein set forth.

Timothy Bailey, Ballston Spa, N. T.

—

Knitting-
Machine.—Patented November 20, 1855, No. 13,811 ,•

extended November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Actuating the sinking or other burrs;
by means of a gear-wheel, whose teeth are actuated,
or rather acted upon by the needle as a rack, wbere-,
by the Avings in said burrs are freed from contact
with the needles and do not nip the yarn tightly be-
tween said wings and the needles, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.

2. Carrying back the old stitch and holding it back
by means of a disk-wheel and segment having a
planetary motion, as herein set forth, and also the
leading of the finished cloth through a ring, or its

equivalent, surrounding a shaft having a planetary
motion, whereby the action of the drag-weight is

properly adjusted upon different portions of that cir-

cuit of the cloth which is being acted upon by the
needles and burrs, substantially as herein specified,

and in combination with a cloth or knitted tube, to
which is imparted substantially such a revolving
motion as is herein described.

3. A self-adjusting climbing drag -weight, con-
structed substantially in the manner herein set fortli.

4. A stationary series of needles in circuit, when
constructed and arranged substantially in the man-
lier described, in combination with the revolving-
burrs driven by independent gearing, and traveling
from needle to needle, Avhereby tiie turning of the
finished cloth on its own axis is avoided, and all dif-

ficulties incident thereto obviated.
Disclaimer as to 1st and 4th claims filed Noyem-

ber 6, 1869.

Setii Simmons, Providence, R. I., administrator
of Nathan Simmon.s, deceased. — Cloth-Stretehim^
i»'oZZe/-s.—Patented December 4, 1855, No. 13,888 ;

extended December 14, 18()9.

Claim.—My improvement in the clothstreteliing

roller or cylinder, the same consisting in imparting
to its sectional stretcliers, while llie roller is in rev-

olution, consecutive movements in one direction or
away from the middle of tlie roller in tlie order as

described, and by nieeluuiisni substantially as speci-

fied, or any mechanical equivalent therefor.

Stephen E. Booth, Grange, Conn., ndministrator
of Sheldon S. Hartshorn, deceased.—i'ta-Wcs.

—
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Patented December 11, 1855, JS'o. 13,907 ; extended
December 14, 1869.

Claim.—Constructing the tongues and loop of the
buckle in one part, and at one operation, in such a
manner that socket (ci. Fig. 3) will firmly secure the
joint b in the other part (Fig. 2) so as to need no
other fastening, as herein described.

PfiiLO Marsh, Sonth Adams, :siiss.— Treating
Oii-s.—Patented January 1, 1856, 2lo. 14,042: ex-
tended December 28, 1869.

Claim.—For the purpose of defecating oil, the em-
ployment, in manner substantially as above de-

scribed, of-the pyrogenic constituents of crude py-
roligneous acid, except the acetic acid.

James Cochrane, L^ew York, ]Sr. Y.—Method of
Operating and Lubricating Slide-Valves.—Patented
January 1, 1856, ^STo. 14,010 ; extended December 28,
1869.

Claim.—1. Moving a vibratory, flat, or cuiTcd
slide-valve within its'chest, Tvithout the necessity of
a stuflB.ng-box, by the means, or similar ones, to those
described.

2. Substantially the method of lubricating .slide-

valves as described, by and through an aperture of
the valve or its seat.

r>EsiaNS. >

3,304.— Hareison Eatox. Amherst, 1^. H.-
Siove.—^January 5, 1869.

3,305.—Israel Foster, Pliiladelpliia, Pa.-—Oar-
pet-Pattern.—January 5, 1869.

3,308.— Jacor Getz, Buffalo. X. Y.—Trade-
Jlark.—January 5, 1869.

3,307.—William Gorman", Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sakgem and Compaxt, same place.

—

She^-JBracket—^ajmary 5, 1869.

3,308.—"William Gorma^t, ISTew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent a2CD Company, same place.

—

shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,309.—"William Gorman, jSTctt Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place.

—

'Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,310.—"William Gorman", ISTevr Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Compani', same place.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,311.—"William Gorman, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to SaRgent and Compantt, same place.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,312.—"William Gorman, ISTew Haven, Conn.,
a.<signor to Sargent and Cojipany, same place.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,313.—"William Gorman, ISTcTv Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,314.—"William Gorman, ZsTevr Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,315.—Henry HebbA-RD, I^ew York, iN". Y.

—

Spoon or Fork Handle.—January 5, 1869.

3,316.—Eleotr J. ]SrEY, Lowell, Mass., assignor
to Low^ell Manufacturing Compaxy, same place.— Carpet-Pattern.—January 5, 1869.

3,317.—John B. Xickels, Bangor, IiIq.—Stove.
—January 5, 1869.

3,318.—J. E. Parker, "West Meriden, Conn.

—

Shelf-Bracket.—January 5, 1869.

3,319.-"William Parkin, Taunton, iSIass., as-

signor to Peed and Barton, same place.

—

To.zzafor
Molding C^ke.—January 5, 1869.

3,320.—"William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to E.EED AND Barton, same place.

—

Tea-Ser-
vice.—January 5, 1869.

3.321.— John Sealy, Jr., ISTewark, IST. J.— Or-
nament of a Hat or Cap.—January 5, 1869.

3.322.— John Sealy, Jr., ISTewark, IS". J.— Or-
nament of a Hat.^TaiiVLSiTY 5, 1869.

3,323.— John Sealy, Jr., ifewark, ]Sr. J.

nament of a Hat or Cap.—January 5, 1869.

Or-

i
3,324.—^XiCHOLAS S. Yedder, Troy, K". Y.

—

! Base and Top vf a Stove.—January 5, 1869.

! 3,325.— XicHOLAS S. YEDDEa, Troy, ]^. Y.—
! Plates of a Stove.—January 5, 1869.
I

!
3,326.—ISTiCHOLAS S. Yedder, Troy, and Tobias

S. Heister, Lansingburgh, liST. Y., assignors to
isTiCHOLAS S. Vedder.—Plates of a Stove.—January
5, 1869.

3,327.—XicHOLAs S. Yedder, Troy, and Tobias
S. Heister, Lansingburgh, N. Y., assignors to
Nicholas S. Yedder.— Plates of a Stove.— January
5, 1869.

3,32S.

—

Nicholas S. Yedder, Troy, and Tobias
S. Heister, Lansingburgh, aST. Y., * assignors to
ISTiCHOLAS S. Yedder.—Plates of a Cook's Stove.—
January 5, 1869.

3,329.—Nicholas S. Yedder, Troy, and Tobias
S. Heister, Lansingburgh, N. Y., 'assignors to
Nicholas S. Yedder.—Ptete-s of a Cook's Stove.—
Januai'y 5, 1869.

3,330.

—

Nicholas S. Yedder, Troy, and Toblas
S. Heister, Lansingburgh, N. Y., assignors to
Nicholas S. Yedder.—Doors of a Stove.—January
5, 1869.

3,331.— NicHOL.As S. Yedder, and Francis
EiTCHiE, Troy, N. Y., assignors to Nicholas S.

Yedder. — Base and Top of a Stove. — January 5,

1869.

3,332.— Nicholas S. Yedder, and Francis
PiTCKiE, Troy, N. Y., assignors to Nicholas S.

Yedder.—Plates of a Stove.—January 5, 1869.

3,333.—TT'iLLiAM H. "Wilson, Providence, S. I.—Sleeve-Button.—January o, 1869.

I
3,334.—Hugh Christie, Morrisania, N. Y.

—

Floor-Cloth Pa«era.—JanuaixlS, 1869.

3,335.

—

Joel Hayden, Jr., Haydensville, Mass.
— Water-Closet Receiver.—January 12, 1869.

3,336.—George P. Holbrook, Ansonia, Conn.,
assignor to Phelps, Dodge and Company same
place.— o^ocA;- Case.-—January 12, 1869.

3,337.—George B. Owen, Winsted, Conn.—
Clock-Bell Stand.—January 12, 1869.

3,338.-E5CERY Parker, New Britain, Conn.,

assignor to Pussell and Erwin Manufacturing
i Company, same place. — Face-Plate of a Sash-

j

PwHer/.—January 12, 1869.

I

3,339.—"WlLLiAJSi Parkin. Taunton, Mass., as-

i

signer to Peed and Barton, same place.—Tea-^S'sr-

j

^•^ce.—January 12, 1869.

3,340.—"William Parkin, Taunton, Mass.. as-

signor to Peed and Barton, same place.

—

Butter-

\ Yase, or Cooler.—January 12, 1869.

!

3,341.—"William Shelmeedine, Philadelphia^
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Pa., assiijnor to Shelmerdine and Aitken, same
place.

—

Carpet-Pattsrn.—January 13, 18G9.

3.342.— Thomas S. Hudson, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Inkstand.—January 19, 1869.

3.343. — James Hutchison, ISTewark, N. J., as-

si£?nor to Edward C. Sampson, 'New York City.—
Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—Jannavj Id, 1869.

3,344.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, IsT. -J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York City.

—

Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—January 19, 1869.

3,345.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York City.—
Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—Jnnuavy 19, 1869.

3,346. — Apollos Eichmond, Brooklyn, and
Sa:mpson Gr. Richmond, Norwich, Conji.—Stove.—
January 19, 1869.

3,347.-A. Richmond, Brooklyn, and Sampson
G-. Richmond, Norwicli, Conn. — Cook's. Stove. —
January 19, 1869.

3,34S.—A. Richmond, Brooklyn, and Sampson
Gr. Richmond, Norwich, Conn.

—

Air-Tight Stove.—
January 19, 1869.

3,349.—S. B. Rowli:y, Philadelphia, Va.—Glass
Cover of a Fruit-Jar.—JanuarJ 19, 1869.

3.350.— Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stocking-Fabric.—January 26, 1869.

3.351. Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Stocking-Fabric—JanvLsay 26, 1869.

3,35*2. — Thojias Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Stocking-Fabric.—January 26, 1869.

34353.— Francis T. Eracker, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to P. and E. Corbin, New Britain, Conn.—
Hinge.—January 26, 1869.

3,354.—Erancis T. Eracker, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to P. and E. Coruin, New Britain, Conn.—
Singe.—JanntxTj 26, 1869.

3,355.—Levis Passmore, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to W. W. Steel, same place.—Gate.—Jan-
uary 26, 1869.

3,356. — T, L. Yarns, Kokomo, Ind. — Sled-
Eunner.—January 26, 1869.

3,357.-Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Top or Bottom of a Sheet- Metal Can. — Eebruary 9,

1869.

3,358

—

Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Top or Bottom of a Sheet-Metal Can.—Yehimuy 9,
1869.

3,359.- Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Top of a Sheet-Metal Can.—Eebruary 9, 1869.

3,360.—James. Allison, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to John Bromley, James Bromley, Thomas
Bromley, George D. Bromley, and John H.
Bromley, same place. — Canje«-Pa«tem.—Ecbruary
9, 1869.

^

3,361.—Taylor Blow, Saint Louis, Mo.— I'rade-
i/arA;.—Eebruary 9, 1869.

3,362.—Spencer H. Brown and Charles H.
Willets, New York, N. Y.—I>'«s«<?.— Eebruary 9,
1869.

3,363.—Robert B. Carsley, Boston, Mass.—
Canceling and Embossing /S'to>/i;p.—Eebruary 9, 1869.

3,364.—John Roceus, New York, N. Y.—Croup
of Statuary.—Viihv\xavy 9, 18G9.

3,365.—Conrad Seimel, Green Point, assignor

to Charles Pratt, New York. N. Y.— Corner of
Sheet-Metal Cari.—Eebruary 9, 1869.

3,366.—Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Loaisville,
Ky.—Trade-l/ar/c.—Eebruary 9, 1869.

3,367 Henry Berger, New York, N". Y.—
Center-Piece.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,368.—Robert R. Campbell, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Lowell Manufacturing Company,
same place.—Carpei-Paitern.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,369.— George E. Gantz, New York. N. Y.,
assignor to George E. Gantz and Company, same
place.

—

Trade-Mark.—Eebruary 16, 18C9.

3,370. — Harry H. Glidden and Elon P.
House, Springfield, 111. — Trade-Mark.—'Fobrwarj
16, 1869.

3,371.—Julius Herriet, New York, N, Y., as-

signor to David Wolfe Bruce, same place.

—

Print-
ers'' Types.—February 16, 1869.

3,372. — Thomas Houghton, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamp-Chimney.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,373.—W. L. HUMASON, 'Xqw Britain, Conn.—
iatc/i.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,374.—"William C.Hutchings, Hartford, Conn.
—Trade-Mark.—Fehruarj 16, 1869.

3,375.—Nathan Lawrence, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Reed and Barton, same iilace.—Jcs-

FiJc/ier.—Eebruary 16, 18S9.

3,376.—Charles Pratt, New York, N. Y.—
Sheet-Metal Can.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,377.—Henry H. Babcock, Watertown, N. Y.
—Pit?np.—Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,3^8.

—

Hugh Christie, Morrisania, N. Y.. as-

signor to W. M. Brasher and Company.—J'Zoor
Oil-Cloth Pattern.—FehTuarj 16, 1869.

3,379.

—

Hugh Christie, Morrisania, N. Y., as-

signor to W. M. Brasher and Company.—PZoor
Oil- Cloth Pattern.—Fehrnavy 16, 1869.

3,3S0.— George W. Ery, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Lamp-Chimney

.

—Eebi'uary 16, 1869.

3,381.

—

David Neumann, New York, N. Y.

—

/Saic/ieW/oc^-.-Eebruary 16, 1869.

3,382.-James Paterson, Elizabeth, N. J., as-

signor to William M. Brasher and Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Floor Oil-Cloth Pa«era.—Eebru-
ary 16, 1869.

^,383.-A. Codding, Jr.. North Attleborough,
Mass.— J5racei!ef.—February 23, 1869.

3,384.—John Cook, Brooklvn, N. Y.—Svoon or
Fork Handle.—Fehvuarj 23, 1869.

3,385.-John Farrell, Baltimore, Md.—2'mrf^-
iLTari-.-Eebruary 23, 1869.

3,386 GusTAV L. Jaeger, New York, N. Y.—
ITaMJoa;.—Eebruary 23, 1869.

3,387.—Emery Pakker, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to Russell and Euwin ^Manufacturing
Company, same place.—Pace -PJate of a Lock.—Eeb-
ruary 23, 1869.

3,388.-CiiuiSTLVX 1»kkffer, Butlalo. N. Y. —
Picture-Frame.—February 23, 1869.

.3,389. — Edwin Charles Ruthven, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to MacKellar, Smiths and
Jordan, same phico.— Printers' Type.—February 23,
1869.
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3,390.—Joseph SEDGEBEER,Painesville, Ohio.—
Grinding-Mill.—FehvnarJ 23, 1858.

3,391.—Frederick TVhitehouse, Brooklyn, N".

T., assis,-nor to The WhitingManufacturing Com-
TANY, JSTew York City.

—

Spoon.—February 23, 1869.

3,39*2.—CoNYERS Button, Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

—

Stocking-Fabric.—March 2, 1869.

3,393.—CoNYEiis Button, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

StocJcing-Fahric.—March 2, 1869.

3,394.—Edward ]S". Crane, Ne-n'ark, IsT. J.—
Buckle-Loop.—March 2, 1869.

3,395.—DanielF. Packer, Mystic Eiver, Conn.—Trade-Mark.—MavGh 2, J.869.

3,396.—Warren H. Sadler, Baltimore, Md. —
Picture-Frame.—March 2, 1869.

3,397.—Charles Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa. —
.Xeg of a Stocking.—March 2, 1869.

3,398.—Charles Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Leg of a Stocking.—March 2, 1869.

3,399. — B. F, Sturtevatnt, Boston, Mass.—
Blower-Oase.—Mavch 2, 1869,

3,400.—Amelia Stra>tg, Oakland, Cal.^Boot.—
March 2, 1869.

3,401.—William Sutherland and Thomas I.

Lewellen, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Floioer-Pot-^Maxoh
J, 1869.

3,403.—William K. Vantderslece and Lucius
Thompson, San Francisco, Cal. — Spoon or Fork
Handle.—li^nxch 2, 1869.

3,403 -John T. Webstkr, IsTew York, :N". Y.—
Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—MaTch 2, 1869.

3,404.—CoNYERS Button," Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stocking-Fabric—March 23, 1869.

3,405.—CoNYERS Button, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stocking-Fabric—MavGli 23, 1869.

3,406.—CoNYERS Button, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stocking-Fabric—Mavch 23, 1869.

3,407.—CoNYERS Button, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Stocking-Fabric—March 23, 1869.

3,408.—John V. B. Carter, Albany, N. Y.—
Stove.—March 23, 1869.

3,409.— Calvin Fulton, Bochester, N. Y.

—

JStove.—March 23, 1869.

3,410.—G-eorge F. Gantz, ISTew York, :N". Y.,
assignor to George F. G-antz and COxMPAny.—ia-
lieZ.-March 23, 1869.

3,411.—George Hartje and Lucien S. Jac-
QUlN, New York, IST. Y.—Locket.—March 23, 1869.

3,433.—James L. Haven, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Barn-Door Hanger.—March 23, 1869.

3,413.—John S. Jennings, Brooklyn, (E. D.,)

IS^, Y.—Chamber-Pail.—March 23, 1869.

3.414.— Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, IST. J., as-

signor to Edavard C. Sampson, 'New York City.—
Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—March 23, 1869.

3.415. —Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, IST. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York City.

—

Floor Oil-Cloth.-March 23, 1869.

3,416.— Victor E. Meyer, Harrison, N. J., as-

signor to A. FoLSOM and Sons, Boston, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—Maich 23, 1869.

3,417.—E. J. Ney, Lowell, Mass., assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, same place.—
Carpet-Pattern.—March 23, 1869.

3,418.—E. J. Ney, Lowejl, Mass., assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, same place.—
Carpet-Pattern.—March 23, 1869.

3,419.—E. J. Ney, Lowell, Mass., assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, same place.—
Carpet-Pattern.-March 23, 1869.

3,430.—E. J. IsTey, Lowell, Mass., assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Compajsy. — Carpet-
Pattern.-March 23, 1869.

3,431.—William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Heed and Barton, same place.

—

Bottle-

Stand, or Caster.—March 23, 1869.

3,433.— William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Reed and Barton, same place.

—

Bottle-

Stand, or Caster.—March 23, 1869.

3,433.—W. H. Beed, New York, N. Y.— Otto-

man.—March 23, 1869.

3,434.—Bichard H. Eice, Newport, E. I.—
Trade-Mark.—March 23, 1869.

3,435. — George Sharp, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Spoon or Fork Handle.—March 23, 1869.

3,436.—Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to William L. McDow-
ell, same place.—Ptoses of a Cook-Stove.—March
23, 1869.

3,437. —Isaac Snider. James Woodruff, and
J. M. Woodruff, Salem, Ohio.—/Siot'c.-March 23,

1869.

3,428.- S. A. Whitney, Glassborough, N. J.—
Body of a Pickle-Jar.—March 23, 1869.

3,439.—H. C. Wilcox, Meriden, Conn., assignor

to Meriden Britannia Company, same place. —
Fork or Spoon Handle.—March 23, 1869.

3,430.—Edward Wilhelm, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signor to A. W. Fox AND Company, same place.—

Trade-Mark.-March 23, 1869.

3,43J .—J. H. Ackerman, New York, N. Y.—
Trade-Mark.—March 30, 1869.

3,433.— Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.—
Center-Piece.—March 30, 1869.

3,433,—Simon W. Dexter and Daniel S. Dex-
ter, Pawtucket, E. 1.— Trade-Mark.- March 30,

1869.

3,434.—Isidore Dreyfus, New York, N. Y.—
Oil- Cup for Journal-Boxes.—March 30, 1869.

3,435. — John A. Hamlin and Lysander B.

Hamlin, Elgin, 111.—Trade-Mark.—March 30, 1869.

3,436.—Eobert Hemingray, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—La7np- Chimney.—March 30, 1869.

3,437.—EliasIngraham, Bristol, Conn.—Front

of a Clock- Case.—March 30, 1869.

3,438.—JfoHN MuRDOCK, Jersey City, N. J., as-

signor to John Savery's Sons, New York City.—

Bird-House.—March 30, 1869.

3,439.—William Parkls", Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Eeed AND Barton, same Tplacc—Table-

Caster Sta7id.—March 30, 1869.

3,440.—William -Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Eeed and Barton, same i^lace.—Fruit-

Tazza.—March 30, 1869.

3,441.—William Atkinson, Philadelphia, Pa.
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—Guide and Friction-Brake for Shuttle-Looms.—
April 6, 1869.

3,442.—William G. Creamer, Brooldyn, N. Y.—Basket-Rack for Railroad- Cars.—A-^xW 6, 1869.

3,443.—Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn.—To-
hacco-Box.—A])vi\ 6, 1869,

3,444.

—

Alfred Ray, Chicago, III, assignor to
Marshall Field and Levi Z. Leiter, same place.
—Trade Mark.—A^i'il 6, 1869.

3,445.—Joseph Seugebeer, Painesville, Ohio.— Co/ee-lfi^.—Aprii 6, 1869.

3,446.—Henry A. Dirkes, l^ew York, X. Y.—
Handle of a Table- Caster.—A^^r^ 13, 1869.

3,447.—Henry A. Fanshawe, Xew York, :N'.

Y.—Trade-Mark.-Ain-'A 13, 1869.

3,448.—John C. Ham, IS'ew York, IS". Y.— Oar-
ria.5^e.—April 13, 1869.

3,449.—"Wesley "W. Hamilton, ^N'ew York, iST.

Y.. assignor to himself and W. Gr. Vermilye, same
place.—Eraser.—April 13, 1869.

3,450.—Henry I. Barbey, ISTew York, IST. Y.

—

Trade-Mark.-Aw"^ 20, 1869.

3,451.—Samuel A. Blake, Milford, Conn.—
Hat, in Imitation of Straw-Braid.-Apiil 20, 1869.

3,452. — Addis E. Chamberlain, and J. B.
Crowley, Cincinnati, Ohio., assignors to them-
selves, Obadiah N. Bush, and Franklin V. Cham-
berlain, same place.—yS'to ye.—April 20, 1869.

3,453.—James G. Clarke, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Cook's Stove.—Ai)vil 20, 1669.

3,454.— B. P. CoRBAN, Bristol, Conn.

—

Clock-
Case Front.—Ain-il 20, 1869.

3,455.— R. F. Danforth, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Trade-Mark.—Aiml 20, 1869.

3,456.—Herman Ilenburg, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to MacKbllar, Smiths and Jordan.—
Printers' Type.—Ai^ril 20, 1869.

3,457.— William D. Leavitt, New Orleans,
La., and Henry Shaw, Cincinnati, Ohio.—GrmcZ-
ing-Mill.—April 20, 1969.

3,458.- William D. Leavitt, New Orleans,
La., and Henry Shaw, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Grind-
ing-MilL—April 20, 1869.

3,459.—Henry Loeur, Boston, Msiss.—Hearse.
—April 20, 1869.

3,460.—John Rowe, Cincinnati, Oliio. — Stove.
—April 20, 1869.

3,461.—Henry Shaw, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Grind-
ing-MilL—April 20, 1869.

3,462. — Enos E. Stow, Plantsville, Conn. —
Ifinfire.—April 20, 1869.

3,463.—John Taggakt, Boston, Mass.— Grate-
Fork.-April 20, 1869.

3,461—S. B. Terry, Watcrburv, Conn.— CZocA;-
Casc—Apr 11 20,1869.

3,465. — James W. Tufts, Medford. Mass.—
Casing of a Soda Water Apparatus.—April 20, 18(J9.

3,466

—

Monroe B. Washburn, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Ventilator-Uoor.—April 20, 1869.

3,467.—John T. Webster, ISTcw York, assignor
to Dehokaii Poweus, Alhert B. PowKiis, and Na-
thaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.—Floor-
cloth.—April 20, 1869.

3,468.—Alexander Wemyss, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Stuart, Peterson and Coju'any. —
Stove.—April 20, 1869.

3,469.—Bernard L Beck, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Lid of a Writing-Desk.—May 4, 1869.

3,470.—John Martino, Jacob Beesley, and
John Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to
Charles Sharpe and Edgar L. Thomson.—PZafes
of a Cook's Stove.—May 4, 1869.

3,471.—William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Reed and Barton, same place. — Table-
Caster.—Maj 4, 1869.

3,472.—Albert E. Powers, Lansingburgh, N.
Y.—Floor Oil- Cloth.—Maj 4, 1869.

3,473.—Charles C. Savery, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Trade-Mark.—Maj 4, 1869.

3,474. — Robert Scorer and Robert Ham,
Troy, N. Y., assignors to Cox, Church, and Com-
pany, same place.

—

Cook's Stove.—May 4, 1869.

3,475.—M. Terhune, Chicago, 111., assignor to
himself and William H. Core, New York City.

—

Shoio-Case.—May 4, 1869.

3,476.—Silas B. Terry, Waterbury, Conn.—
Clock- Case.—Maj 4, 1869.

3,477.—John T. Webster, New York, assignor
to Deborah Powers, A. E. Powers, and N. B.
Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.—Floor Oil-Cloth.—
May 4, 1869.

3,478. — W. B. Bartram, Danbury, Conn.—
Frame for a Seioing-Maehine.—May 11, 1869*.

3,479.

—

Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor to
Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and Na^
THANiEL B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Floor
Oil-Cloth, t£-c.—May 11, 1869.

3,480.—Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor to
Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and Na-
thaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Floor
Oil- Cloth.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,481.—Nathan Lawrence, Taunton, Mass.—
Ice-PitGher.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,482.—John Martino, Jacob Beesley, and
John Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Henry
McCleneghan, same place.

—

Cook's Range.—May
11, 1869.

3,483.—John Maktino, Jacob Beesley, and
John Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to
Charles Sharpe and Edgar L. Thomson.—Cook's
Stove.—May 11, 1869.

,

3,484.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York, N. Y.

—

Carpet.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,485.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York, N. Y.

—

Carpet.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,486.—L. Porter, Roclicster, N. Y.—Sewing-
Machine Frame.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,487.-Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, assignors to E. S. Shantz and Joseph
Johnson, Royar's Ford, 'Pa.—Stove.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,488.-Stephen Spoor, Phelps, N. Y.-Lamp-
Pedestal.—Maj 11, 1869.

3.489. — Julius L. D. Sullivan. Somervillo,
Muss.

—

Fireman's Badge.—May 11, 1869.

3.490. — Charles Zeuner, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Music-Rack.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,491.—Jason Crane, Bloomluld, N. J.—Fur-
Set Box.—Maj 11, 1869.
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3,493.— Henry Johnson, 'Wauregau, Conn.

—

Set of Blocksfor an Alphabet-Puzzle.—May 11, 1869.

3,493.

—

Rodman Backus, Albany, 'N.Y.—Plates
of a Stove—M&j 11, 1869.

3,494.— William 0. Davis, Portland, Me.—
Olass-Ware.—Maj 11, 1869.

3,495.—Pranklin Field, Troy, IST. T., assignor
to himself and Charles K. and Charles. A. Brown,
same place.

—

Ornamenting the Edges of Paper Col-

lars.—May 11, 1869.

. 3,496.—Henry Bergek, "New York, 'N. Y.—
Center-Piece.—Maj 18, 1869.

3,497.—Henry Beeger, Is^cy/ York, IST. Y.—
Center-Piece.—Maj 18, 1869.

3,498 Henry Beeger, Xew York, X. Y.—
Center-Piece.—Maj 18, 1869.

3.499. — Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stocking-Fabric—Maj 18, 1869.

3.500. — Thomas Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stoeking-Fabric.—Maj 18, 1869.

3,501 D. Frank Dunham, Auburn, IST. Y.—
Clothes-Line Solder.—Maj 18, 1869.

3,502.—Conrad Harris and Paul W. Zoiner,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Stove.—May 18, 1869.

3,503.—Otto B. ISTitsch, Xew York, JST. Y.—
Fan-Leaf.—May 18, 1869.

3,504.—William Wadsworth, Cleveland, Ohio.—Eaves-Trough Fastener.—May 18, 1869.

3,505.—James White, Cleveland, Ohio.—Trade-
Mark.—Maj 18, 1869.

3,506.—Henry J. Willing, Chicago, IIL, as-

signor to Marshall Field and Levi Z. Leiter,
same place.

—

Trade-Mark.—May 18, 1869.

3,507.- Simeon Taylor, Worcester, Mass.—
Door of a Book-Case.—Maj 25, 1869.

3,508.—Samuel S. Bent, Port Chester, ]^. Y.—
Name-Plate.—June 1, 1869.

3,509.—Edmund Bigelow, Springfield, Mass.—
Soda-Fountain.—June 1, 1869.

3,510.—Edmund Bigelow, Springfield, Mass.—
Soda-Fountain.—June 1, 1869.

3,511.—F.W. Brocksieper, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Sargent and Company, same place.

—

Drawer-Pull.— J-auQ 1, 1869,

3,512. — Daniel Carpenter, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Blackboard-Brush.—JmiQ 1, 1869.

3,513.— Hugh Christie, Morrisania, N. Y.—
Floor Oil- Cloth Pattern.—June 1, 1869.

3,514.— Hugh Christie, Morrisania, ^N". Y.—
Floor Oil- Cloth Pattern.—June 1, 1869.

3,515.—Annie W. Henderson, Pittsburgh, Pa.
— Ornamentation of Glass-Ware.—June 1, 1869.

3,516.—Julius Herriet, E'ew York, K". Y., as-

signor to David Wolfe Bruce, same place.—Pri?if-
ers' Type.—JwiG 1, 1869.

3,517. — Otto Kornemann and Julius Jung-
bluth, New York, DS". Y.—Statuette.—June 1, 1869.

3,518.—George T. Lincoln, Providence, E. L
—Comb-Back.—June 1, 1869.

3,51 9.

—

William MADD0X,Eipley,Ohio.—Trade"
Mark.—Jane 1, 1869.

3,520.— George B. Owen, Winsted, Conn.—
Clock- Case.—June 1, 1869.

3,521.— John S. Pemberton, Atlanta, Ga.—
Trade-Mark.—June 1, 1869.

3,522.—John Protin, New York, IS. Y., as-
signor to James L. Howard and Company, Hart-
„ord. Conn.

—

Car-Bracket.—June 1, 1869.

3,523.— John Protin, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to James L. Howard and Company, Hart-
ford, Conn.

—

Car-Bracket.—June 1, 1869.

3,524.—Joseph Eobley, Brooklyn, 'N.Y.—Floor
Oil-Cloth Pattern.—June 1, 1869.

3,525.—Conrad Eoder, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, William S. Weil, and Jacob
Lowenstein, same place. — Gentleman's Scarf.—
•June 1, 1869.

3,526.—Conrad Eoder, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, William S. Weil, and Jacob
Lowenstein, same place.— Gentleman s Scarf.—
June 1, 1869.

3,527.—Charles H. Salmon, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Thomas Dolan, same place.

—

Stocking-
Fabric—June 1, 1869.

3,528.—Christopher Smith, Warsaw, Ind.

—

Plow.—June 1, 3869.

3,529.—Henry Bride Scholes, New York, N.
Y.

—

Lamp-Post.—June 1, 1869.

3,530.—Michael Thornton, Philadelphia, Pa.—Sole of a Boot or Shoe.—June 1, 1869.

3,531.—Charles H. Warren, Toledo, Ohio.—
Trade-Mark.—June 1, 1869.

3,532.—Daniel E. Conklin, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to Harbeck, Conklin and Willis, same
place.

—

Cook's Stove.—June 8, 1869.

3,533.—William Gorman, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company, same place.

—

Hinge. — June 8,

1869.

3,534.—Emery Parker, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing^, Company, same place. — Face-Plate jof a
Hinge.—June 8, 1869.

3,535.—Samuel F. Pratt, Boston, Mass.

—

Ve-
locipede-Frame.—June 8, 1869.

3,536.—Solomon C. Spring, Bristol, Conn., as-

signor to Welch, Spring and Company, same
place.

—

Clock-Case.—June 8, 1869.

3,537.—P. M. CoNSUEGRA, New York, N. Y.—
Trade-Mark.—June 15, 1869.

3,538.—George H. Deuell, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Lantern.—June 15, J 869.

3,539.—Julius I. Livingston, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Trade Mark.—June 15, 1869.

3,540.—Elemir J. Ney, Middlesex County, as

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,541.—Elemir J. Ney, Middlesex County, as

signor to The Lowell ManufacutriIng Company
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,542.—Elemir J. Ney, Middlesex County, as

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,543.—Elemir J. Ney, Middlesex County, as

signor to The Lowell Manufacturis^g Company
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.-June 15, 1869.
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3,544.—Elemir J. Ney, Middlesex County, as-

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company,
Lowell, Mass.— Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,545.

—

Elemir J. ^ey, Middlesex County, as-

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company,
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,540.—Elemir J. ISTey, Middlesex County, as-

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company,
Lowell, M.diS!i.—Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,547.

—

Elemir J. ISTey, Middlesex County, as-

signor to The Lowell Manufacturing Company,
Lowell, Mass.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—June 15, 1869.

3,548.—Philip Eollhaus, Port Chester, N". T.—Fire-Place Heater.—June 15, 1869.

3,549.—J. R. EosE and Edward L. Calely,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Cox, Whiteman
AND Cox, same place.

—

itove.—June 15, 1869; ante-
dated May 25, 1869.

3,559.

—

Isaac X. Eoss, Holden, Mass.. assignor
to Earle Stove Company.—^Stoyc—June 15, 1869.

3,551.—Isaac IST. Eoss, Holden, Mass., assignor
to Earle Stove Company.— /Stove.—June 15, 1869.

3,552.

—

Isaac IT. Eoss, Holden, Mass., assignor
to Earle Stove Company.— OooAfs- Stove.—June 15,

1869.

3,553.—Isaac !N". Eoss, Holden, Mass., assignor
to Earle Stove Company.— CooA;'s Stove.—Jxme 15,

1869.

3,554.—Garretson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Sharp and Thom-
son, same place.— Stove.—June 15, 1869 ; antedated
May 25, 1869.

3,555.-—Alexander "Wemyss, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Stewart, Peterson and Company,
same place. — Frame for a Stove-Door.—June 22,

1H69.

3,556.—Alva C. Bullock. iSTorth Providence,
E. L—Croquet-Mallet—Jmie 29, 1869.

3,557.-Charles A. Erqwn, Troy, 'N. Y.—Pa-
per Collar.—June 29, 1868.

3,558.—H. D. Dickinson, G. P. Kinney, and
M. F. Wilson, Painesville, Ohio.—Trade-Mark.—
June 29, 1869.

3,559.—Eranklin Eield, Troy, IT. Y.—Paper
Collar.—June 29, 1869.

3,560.—William Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Medallion.—June 29, 1869.

3,561. — Charles L. Morehouse, Cleveland,
Ohio.—Trade-Afar/c—June 29, 1869.

3,562.—Charles Henry Thornton, Newark,
N. J.—Tcrret-liing.-JunG 29, 1869.

3,563.— Nicholas S. Vedder and Francis
JvITCHIe, Troy, N. Y., assignors to Grekr and
King, Dayton, Ohio.—CooFs Stove.—Juno 29, 1869.

3,564.—Alexander Wemyss, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to David Stuart and Eichard Peterson,
same place.—i'Vame of a Fire-Place.—Jmia 29, 1869.

3,565.—Alexander Wemyss, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to David Stuart and Eichard Peterson,
same place.

—

Stove-Boor Bracket.—J une 29, 1869.

3,566.—Gerhard Winter, New York, N. Y.—
Show-Case.—J une 29, 1869.

3,567.—Hans Bach, Paterson, N. J.— Photo-
firaphic-Portrait Holder.—July 6, 1869.

3,568. — Henry Brunner, Baltimore, Md.

—

Trade-Ma7-k.—Julj 6, 1869.

3,569.—T. W. Burger, New York, N. Y.—Top
of an Oil- Can.—July 6, 1869.

3,570.—David W. Downs and Eranklin P.
Eand, North Providence, E. I.

—

Cast-iron Settee.—
July 6, 18G9.

3,571.—George Byron Ktrkham, New York,
N, Y.— Windoiv-Fastening.—July 6, 1869.

3,572.— B. Eaven, Pleasantville, Tn.—Tahle-
Knife.—July 6, 1869.

3,573.—Henry M. Eitter, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to M. Greenwood and Company, same
place.

—

Barn-Boor Hanger or Roller.—July 6, 1869.

3.574. — Julius Benedict, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Sash- Weight.-^ uly 6, 1869.

3.575.— CONYEKS Button, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Scarf-Pattsrn.—July 6, 1869.

3,576.— M. B. Hudson, Canandaigua. N. Y.—
Air-Chamber for -Parlor-Stoves.—July 6, 1869.

3,577.—Isaac B. Eesor, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to W. Eesor and Company, same place.

—

Cook's Stove.—Jnly 6, 1869.

3,578.—WILLI.4M Gorman, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company, same place.

—

Face-Plate of a Lock.
—July 13, 1869.

3,579 E. W. Henson, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and T. S. Henson, same place.

—

Scarf-Pattern.—July 13, 1869.

3,5S0. — Egbert Hoskin, Brooklyn, assignor
to Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
Nathaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.—
Floor Oil- Cloth Pattern.—July 13, 1869.

3,581.—Frederick M. Maas, New York, N. Y.
-Trade-Mark.—July 13, 1869.

3,582.—Charles N. Morgan, Granhv, Mass.

—

Wrench Head.—July 13, 1869.

3,583.—Isaac A. Sheppard, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Stove-Boor.—July 13, 1869.

3,584.—John T. Webster, New York, assignor
to Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
Nathaniel B. Powers, Lansingbui-gh, N. Y.

—

Floor Oil-Cloth Pattern.—July 13, 1869.

3,585.—William H. Brown, Eochester, N. Y.—
Coal-Hod Spoilt.—July 27, 1869.

3,586.—Lucas C. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.-
Teapot-Handle.—July 27, 1869.

3,587.—JosiAH J. Ferris, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Murphy and Brown.—
Gate.—July 27, 1869 ; antedated May 18, 1869.

3,588.—E. C. Moore, Yonkors, N. Y., assignor
to TiiFANY and COxMPany, New York City.—I'orA-
or Spoon Handle.—July 27, 1869.

^ 3,589.—JosiAir J. Philbrick, Zanosville, Ohio.
—i'oa;.-July27, 1§69.

3,590.—Garretson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Akhott and Noblk,
same place.

—

Plates of a Stove.—July 27, 1869; auto-
dated June 29, 1869.

3,591 .-Garretson Smith and Henry Brown,
Pliihulelpliia, I'a., assignors to Aiiiun'T and Noble,
same place.

—

Plates of a Stove.—July 27, 181)9; ante-
dated June 29, 1869.

3,592.—H. C. WiLcox.AVost Mcridon, Conn.,
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assignor to The Meridex Britannia Co>n>ANT,
same place.

—

Caaket-Handle.—July 27, 1869.

3,593.—Henry Asburt, PlilladelpMa, Pa., as-

signor to Enterprise Manufacturing Coiipant,
same place.

—

Trade-Mark.—August 3, 1869.

3,594.—Jacob Beesley, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Thomas J. Close.—Arm-End of a Settee.

—August 3, 1869.

3,595.—James L. Brickey, Hannibal, Mo.—
Trade-Mark.—Awgu&t 3, 1869.

3,596.—J. H. Burnett, 'Williamstown, X. Y.—
Trunk- Clasp Caster.—August 3, 1869.

3,597.—George L. Chapman, Maumee, Ohio.

—

Furniture-Leg.—August 3, 1869.

3,598.—John I. Hess, Philadelphia, Pa.— CooZ;-

J?aii(/e.—August 3, 1869.

3.599.—Henry Eoundy', San Francisco, Cal.,

assignor to California Marine Metallic-Paint
CoiiPANY, same place. — Trade JfarZ:.—August 3,

1869.

3,600.— John Clifford Shoch, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Cook-Range.—August 3, 1869.

3,601.—J. H. WALKER,TVorcester. Mass.—boot-
ies' Tojp.—August 3, 1869.

3,602.—G-ERHARD Winter, l^ew York, N. Y.—
Show-Case.—August 3, 1869.

3,603.—Thomas H. Worrall, EastBlackstone,
Mass., assignor to The American Twist-Drill
Company, same place.

—

Grinding-Machine. — Au-
gust 3, 1869.

3,604.—"William Blum, ISTewark, IST. J.—Orna-
onenting Harness-Trimmings.—August 10, 1869.

3,605.—Edward H. Bradley. IsTew Hayen,
Conn.

—

Ficture-Frame.—August 10, 1869.

3,606.—"William Gorman, "New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Kussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company', same place.

—

Door-Escutclieon.—
August 10, 1869.

3,607.—William Gorjian, iSTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company, same place.

—

Door-Escutcheon.—
August 10, 1869.

3,608.—William Gorman, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Russell and Erwin Manufac-
turing Company, same place

—

Door-Escutcheon.—
August 10, 1869.

3,609.—A. Hegeman, Jr., ISTew York, IS^ Y.—
Bridle-Bit.—A-ugmX 10, 1869.

3,610.—Alfred Hutchinson, Philadelphia, Pa.—Frame of a School- Desk.—August 10, 1869.

• 3,611.—Francis A. Pratt, Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to Pratt, Whitney and Company, same
place.— Upright Drill.—August 10, 1869.

3,612.—C. Eugene Barber, Auburn, oST. Y., as-

signor to Sheldon and Cojipany, same place.

—

Trade-Mark.—August 17, 1869.

3,613.—Thomas P. Bearse, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Taunton Tack Company, same place.

—

JSTail or Tack.—August 17, 1869.

3,614.—Henry Berger, Isew York, N. Y.—
Center-Fiece.—August 17, 1869.

3,615.—William Gorman, K'ew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Pussell and Erwin Manufac-
turing CojLPANY, same place.

—

Door-Escutcheon.—
August 17, 1869.

3,616.—Alonzo Hebbard, IfTew York, N. Y.

—

Handle for Spoon.—August 17, 1869.

3,617—M. T. Hitchcock, Springfield, Mass.—
Car- Ventilator Door and Frame.—August 17, 1869.

3,618.—Hugh M. Phin-ney, Cambridge, Mass.—
Hot-Air Register.—August IJ 1869.

3,619.—Henry G. Thojipson, New York, X.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company^,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,620.— Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company^
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,621.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,622.—Henry G. Thompson, New York., N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Cojipany',
Hartford, Coun.— Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,623.—Henry G. Thoiwpson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Coiip^vNY',
Hartford, Coun.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,624.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Cojipany,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,625.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,626.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company',
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,627.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N,
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company',
Hartford, Conn.—Carpet.-August 17, 1869.

3,628—Henry G. Thompson. New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,629—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.— Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,630.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.— Cftr^^et—August 17, 1869.

3,631.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet CoiLPany,
Hartford, Conn.—Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,632.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartfokd Carpet Company,.
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,633.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N..
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,634.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N-
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,635.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,636.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N.
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Coun.— Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,637.—Henry G. Thompson, New York, N..
Y., assignor to The Hartford Carpet Company,
Hartford, Conn.

—

Carpet.—August 17, 1869.

3,638.— J.oies Nelson and Harmon G. Ells-
worth, Lockport, N. Y.

—

Sleigh.—August 24, 1869..
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3.639. — Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor
to Deboeah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
l^ATHANlEL B. POWERS, Lansingburgh, N, Y.

—

Floor Oil- Cloth.—August 31, 1869.

3.640. — Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor
to Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
Nathaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, 'N. Y.

—

Floor Oil- Cloth.—August 31, 1869.

3.641.— Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor
to Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
Nathaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Floor Oil- Cloth.—August 31, 1869.

3.642. — Hugh Christie, Morrisania, assignor
to Deborah Powers, Albert E. Powers, and
Nathaniel B. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Floor Oil- Cloth.—August 31, 1869.

3,643. — Isaac Lewine, New York, N. Y.—
Fur Collar.—August 31, 1869.

3,644.— Andrew Little, New York, N. Y.—
Printing-Type.—August 31, 1869.

3,643. — Karl Muller, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Nicholas Muller, same place.

—

Clock-

Case.—August 31, 1869.

3,646.— Karl Muller, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Nicholas MUller, same place.—Pair of
Figures.—August 31, 1869.

3,647.—William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Eeed and Barton, same place.

—

Preserve-
Dish.—August 31, 1869.

3,648.— William Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to E.EED AND Barton, same place.

—

Cake-
Tazza.—August 31, 1869.

3,649.—Philip Kollhaus, Port Chester, N. Y.
—Elevated Oven-Range.—August 31, 1869.

3,650.—John Sealy, Jr., Newark, N. J.—Orna-
mentfor a Child's Hat.—August 31, 1869.

3,651.—John Sealy, Jr., Newark, N. J.—Orna-
ment for a Child's Hat.—August 31, 1869.

3,653.—John Sealy, Jr., Newark, N. J.— Or?ta-

mentfor a Child's Hat.—August 31, 1869.

3,653. — Alexander White, Geneseo, HI.

—

Stove.—August 31, 1869.

3,654.— Samuel P. Crins, Provideuce, E. L

—

Ornamentfor Wilcox and. Gibbs /Sewing-Machine.—
September 7, 1869.

3.655. — James C. Evans, Delaware, Ohio.—
Road-Scraper.—September 1, 1869.

3.656. — Charles Osborne, Brooklyn, assignor
to Whiting Manufacturing Company, New York,
N. Y.

—

Spoon or Fork ifandie.—September 7, 1869.

3,657. — John Pogers, New York, N. Y.—
Group of Sculpture.—September 7, 1869.

3.658. — Edwin John Godfrey, New York,
N. Y.

—

Mourning- Card.—Sei)tembcr 14, 1869.

3.659. — Elisha S. Heath, Baltimore, Md.—
Fire-Place Heater.—September 14, 1869.

3,660.—Charles T. Meyer, Newark, N. J,, as-

signor to Edward C. Sami'SON, New York City.

—

Oi7-Cio</i.—September 14, 1869.

3,661.—Chaklf;sT. Meyeu, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to Edwaiu) C. Sami'son, New York City.—
Oii-CVo^/t.—September 14, 18G9.

3,662.—IIiCNKRY C. IlKYNOLDS, Mau(;ho8tor,
N. H.—"Bit" of Chopping-Axes.— September 14,

1869.

3,663. — W. P. UiiLiNGER, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Rustic Settee.—September 14, 1869.

3,664. — Milton Bradley, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to The Union Manufacturing Company,
New Britain, Conn.

—

Hinge.—September 21,' 1869.

3,665. — Milton Bradley, Springfield, Mass.,,
assignor to The Union Manufacturing Company,
New Britain, Conn.

—

Hinge.—September 21, 1869.

3,666.— Milton Bradley, Springfield, Mass.,.
assignor to The Union Manufacturing Company,
New Britain, Conn.

—

Hinge.—September 21, 1869.

3,667. — Henry Berger, New York, N. Y. —
Bust of Alexander Von Himboldt.—Sei^tember 28,
1869.

3,668.—Jonathan Crabtree, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to James Bromley and Brothers, sama
T^lace.— Carpet-Pattern.—September 28, 1869.

3,669. — Addis E. Chamberlain and John B^
Crowley, Cinciunati, Ohio, assignors to Addis E.
Chamberlain, O. N. Bush, and E. V. Chamber-
lain.—/Stove.—September 28, 1869.

3,670.—M. T. Hitchcock, Springfield, Mass.—
Railwaij-Car Ventilator Case or Shell.— September
28, 1869'.

3,671.—Julius I. Livingston, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Cap of a Fruit- Can.—September 28, 1869.

3,672. — George B. Owen, Winsted, Conn.

—

Clock- Case.—September 28, 1869.

3,673.—Emery Parker, New Britain, Conn.

—

Face-Plate of a iate/t.—September 28, 1869.

3,674. — James Patterson Eobbins, Phila-
delphia, Pa. — Harness-Mo^mting. — September 28

j

1869.

3,675.-Watson Sanford, New York. N. Y.

—

5to ye.—September 28, 1869.

3.676. — PoBERT Scorer and Eobert Ham,
Troy, N. Y.—Plate of a .StoiJe.-September 28, 1869..

3.677. — Isaac Starr, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Carpet-Pattern.—September 28, 1869.

3.678. — George W. TucKEit, Manchester,,
N. H.—I'rade-lfarA;.—September 28, 1869.

3.679.— Samuel L. Utter, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Fire-Place ileaier.— September 28, 1869.

3.680.— Samuel L. Utter, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
/Sto'ye.-September 28, 1869.

3.681. — Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy, and-
Thomas S. Heister, Lansingburgh, N. Y., assignors
to John H. Herron and Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa.—/Stove.—September 28, 1869.

3,682.-JoiiV T. Webster, New York, N. Y.,

'

assignor to Page, Wilder' and Cojipany, Hallo-
well, M.G.—Floor OiZ-Ctof/i.—September 28, 1869.

3,683.-John T. Webster, New Vork, N. Y.,.

assignor to 1*AGE, Wilder and Company, Hallo-

weH, M.Q.—Floor OiZ-Cio(/i.—Soptonibcr 28, 1869.

3,684.—John T. Webster, Now York, N. Y.,
asisignor to Paiuo, A\^ii.dkr and Company, Hallo-

weli, Me.—J'toor Oti-Ctof/t.-September 28, 1869.

3,685.—John T. AVkbster, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to "('rosslkv Company," Bridgeporl,.
Conn.

—

Felt Border.—September 28, 18()9.

•

3,0S6—August AVilhklm, l'hilaleli)hia, Pa.—
Rejlector.—September 28, 1869.
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3,687.—Alma Bedfoep, Cold Water, Mich.—
I?i'.cA-ic.—October 5, 1869.

3,6SS. — Henry Beuger, Xew York, K". Y.—
Center-Piece.—October 5, 18G9.

3,6S9. — P. W. Brocksieper, 'New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sakgext akd Company, same
place.

—

Drawer-Full.—October 5, 1869.

3.690. — F. W. Brocksieper, 'New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargext axd Company, same
Ijlace.

—

Latch-Ha-ndle.—October 5, 1869.

3.691. — F. TV. Brocksieper, 'New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company, same
place.

—

Latch-Handle.—October 5, 1869.

3,692. — F. "W. Brocksieper, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent ant) Company, same
I)lace.

—

Match-Safe.—October 5, 1869.

3,693. — F. TV. Brocksieper, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company, same
place.

—

Shuttle-HGok.—October 5, 1869.

' 3,694. — F. TV". Brocksieper, ISTew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company, same
place.

—

Sash-Lift.—October 5, 1869.

3,695. — F. TV. Brocksieper. Xevr Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent and Company, same
place.—5asAi-ii/it.—October 5, 1869.

3.696. — Stephen Etch, East Toledo. Ohio.

—

X)oor-^no&.—October 5, 1869.

3,697. —John K. Cappelhoff, Xew York, X.
Y.—Jf-M^.-October 5, 1869.

3,69S. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracnt, Mass., as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing Company. —
Carpet-Pattern.—October 5, 1869.

3,699.—Elemir J. Xey, Dracnt, Mass., assignor
to Lowell ]^Lan'ufacturing Co-Mpany. — Carpet-
Pattern.—Octobev 5, 1869.

3.700. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, Mass., as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing "Company. —
Carpet-Pattern.—October 5, 1869.

3.701. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, Mass., as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing Company. —
Carpet-Pattern.—October 5, 1869.

3.702. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, Mass.,- as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing Company. —
Carpet-Pattern.—October 5, 1869.

3.703. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, Mass;, as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing C03ipa>jy. —
Crirpct-Pattern.—October 5, 1869.

3,704. — Frederick G-. Xiedringhaus, Saint
Louis, Mo.

—

Bell.—October 5, 1869.

3,705.—TViLLiAM Parkin, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to Eeed and Barton, same place.

—

Tea-
Ji<ercice.—October 5, 1869.

3,706.—^ILLIAM Schwab, Xew York, X. Y.—
Knitted Cap.—October 5, 1869.

3,707.—George C. Thilenius, Cape Gii-ai-deau,

Mo.—r/-ade-lfarA;.—October 5, 1869.

3,70S.—John TV. Baldwin, Laconia, X. H.—
Foot-Lathe.—Octohev 12, 1869.

3.709. — A. F. Barry, Xew York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Ira G. Lane, same place.

—

Elevated Oven-Range.—October 12, 1869.

•

3.710. — TVALES A. Candee and TVilliam C.
PtiCHARDS, Bristol, Conn.—Lottie.—October 12, 1869.

3,71].^Byron Clark Smith, Auburn, X. Y.,
assignor to Hayden and Leitchworth.— Trade-
Mark.—October 12, 1869.

3,712. — George F. Stone, Baltimore, Md. —
Return-Bend.-Octohev 12, 1869.

3,713.—Orin L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-
signor to The Taunton Tack Company, same
place.

—

TacJc-JSead.—October 19, 1869.

3.714.— Orin L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-
signor to The Taunton Tack Company, same
place.—TacA-'-ffead.—October 19, 1869.

3.715. — Thomas E. Bearse, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to The Taunton Tack Company, same
place.—Tact-S^ead.— October 19, 1869.

3,716.—John Bryce, East Birmingham, Pa.—
Ornamenting Glass-Ware.—October 19, 1869.

3.717. — Jonathan Crabtree, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to James Bromley and Brothers,
same place.

—

JJarpet-Pattern.—October 19, 1869.

3.718. — Jonathan Crabtree, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to James Bromley and Brothers,
same place.

—

Carpet-Pattern.—October 19, 1869.

3.719. — David K. Innes ant) TVesley TV.
Magill, Cincinnati, Ohio. — Stove. — October 19,
1869.

3,720.—JORDON L. MoTT, Mott Haven, N. Y.—
Eange-Front.—Octohev 19, 1869.

3,721—JoRDON L.MOTT, Mott Haven, X. Y.—
Iron WashSta7id Slab.—October 19, 1869.

3,722.—Emery Parker, New Britain, Conn., as-

signor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufactur-
ing CoJiPANY, same -place.—Shutter-Hook or Bar.—
October 19, 1869.

3)723. — Henry TVhitney, East Cambridge-
Mass.— Combined Inkstand and Pen-Pack.— Octo-
ber 19, 1869.

3,724.— OaiN L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to The Taunton Tack Company, same place.
—Tack-Head.—Octohev 26, 1869.

3,725.—Orin L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to The Taunton Tack Comp.\:ny, same place.

—Tack-Head.—Octohev 26, 1869.

3,726.—Frederick Delliker, Trenton, X. J.,

assignor to The East Trenton Porcelain Com
PANY.—J.ncAor.—October 26, 1869.

3,727.—Jonathan Smith Eaton, Boston, Mass.—Covering Trunks.—October 26, 1869.

3.728.— George Sharp, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Fork or Spoon Handle.—Octohev 26, 1869.

3.729. — Elizabeth Mary Shgaxe, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Floiver-Shade and Pedestal.—October 2t),

1869.

3,730.—George TVilliam TVhitham, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to MacBIellar, Smith and Jor-
dan, same place.

—

Printers' Type.—October 26, 1869.

3,731 S-uruEL TV. Gibbs, Albany, N. Y.—
Plate of a Stove.—Xovember 2, 1869.

3,732.—TVilliam Gorman, Xew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufactur-
ing Company, same place.

—

Door - Knob and its

Pose.—Xovember 2, 1869.

3,733.—TVilliam Gorman, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to The Eussell and Erwin Manufactur-
ing Company, same place.

—

But-Hinge.—Xovember
2, 1869.

3,734.—Charles F, Hager, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Back Pulley.—NoYCvahev 2, 1869.
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3,735.—Conrad Harris and Paul W. Zoiner, place.-

Cincinnati, OMo.—5'toue.—November 2, 1869. 1869.

3,736.—Conrad Harris and Paul W. Zoiner,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Stove.—J^ovember 2, 1869.

3,737.—Conrad Harris and Paul W. Zoiner,
Cincinnati, Ohio.— Cylinder - Stove. — November 2,

1869.

Plate of a Cooking-Stove.— November 23,

3,73S.— Suspended.

3,739.—Louis Rommeiks, Newark, N. J.— Or-
namenting Bridle-Bits.—November 2, 1869.

3,740.— Nicholas S. Tedder and Francis
Hitchie, Troy, N. Y., assignors to G. H. Phillips
and OOxYipany, same place.

—

Cook-Stove.—November
2, 1869.

3,741.—N. Bangs Williams, New York, N. T.—Trunk-Cover.—November 2, 1869.

3,742.—Charles G-reiff, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Wilcox and Gibbs Sewing-Machine
Company.—Leg and Treadle of a Sewing-Machine.
—November 9, 1869.

3,743.—N. C. Hawks, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Print-
ers' Type- Case Stand.—November 9, 1869.

3,744. — Elbridge J. Steele, New Britain,
Conn., assignor to P. and F. Cokbin, same place. —
Drawer-PiUl.—November 9, 1869.

3,745.—James Storms and Henry Dorer, Buf-
falo, N. Y.

—

Elevator-Bucket.—November 9, 1869.

3,746.—Joseph B. Hoover, New York, N. Y.—
Bridle-Bit.—JSoYembQV 9, 1869.

3,747.—David Neumann, New York, N. Y.

—

Trade-jlfar/c—November 9, 1869.

3,748. — Thomas Young, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Convex Lid of a Dish or Tureen, die.—November 9,

1869.

3,749.—Charles William Zaremba, Chicago,
HI.

—

Letter-Box Cover.—November 9, 1869.

3,750.—Emil Ney, New York, N. Y. — Sign.—
November 16, 1869.

3,751

—

William F. Sayles and Frederick C.
Sayles, North Providence, R. I.

—

Trade-Mark.—
November 16, 1869.

3,752.—George A. Seaver, New York, N. Y.—
Cotton-Knife.—Novemher 16, 1869.

3,753. —Cyrus W. Strout, Hallowell, Me.

—

Floor Oil-Cloth.—November 16, 1869.

3,754.—Hermann Vassuer, Wallingford, Conn.'
assignor to 8-lmpson, Hall, Millek and Company'
same place.

—

Tea-Service.—November 16, 1869.

3,755.—William S. Worthington, Newtown,
N. Y.

—

Perforated Banner.—November 16, 1869.

3,756.—Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.—Ccn-
fer-Piece.-November 23, 1869.

3,757.—Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.

—

Cen-
ter-Piece.—November 23, 1869.

3,758—P. Born, Selin's Grove, l^a.— School-

Desk.—'November 23, 1869.

3,759.—John Brycb, East Birmingham, Pa
Glass- Ware.—November 23, 1869.

3,760.—John Fleming and John Hamilton,
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pi«c/ifir.—November 23, 1869.

3,761.—Luther W. Harwood, Tro}', N. Y.,
assignor to Fulleij, Wauicen and Company, same

51 C P—II

3,762.—Samuel Hillier, Allegheny, Pa.

—

Cof-
;?n.—November 23, 1869.

3,763.-11. P. Myers, B. F. E,ouse, and James
M. OsBORN, Cleveland, Ohio.—/Stove.—November 23,

1869.

3,764.—J. E. Rose and Edward L. Calelt,
Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to William E,
Wood and Company, Baltimore, Md. — Border-
Frame of a Fire-Place.—November 23, 1869.

3,765.—J. R. Rose and Edward L. Calely,
Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to William E.
Wood and Company, Baltimore, Md.— Fire-Place-
Stove.—November 23, 1869.

3,766. — George Sharp, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Fork or Spoon Handle.—November 23, 1869.

3,767.—Charles L. W. Baker, Hartford, Conn.
—-Bras/i.—Noveiijber30, 1869.

3,768.

—

Edwin C. Cleveland, Worcester, Mass.—Frame ofa Carding-Machine.—isTovemberSO, 1869.

3,769. — Horace Fenn, Plymouth, Conn. —
Trade-Mark.—November 30, 1869.

3,770.

—

Julius Herriet, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to David Wolfe Bruce, same place.

—

Print-
ers' Type.—November 30, 1869.

3,771.—Thomas F. Leslie, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
ia&eL—November 30, 1869,

3,772 Walter K. Marvin, New York, N. Y.
—^a/e.—November 30, 1869.

3,773.

—

William Sage, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Mi-
ter-Mold.—November 30, 18(i9.

3,774.—George Wilkinson, Providence, R. L,
assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Caster.—November 30, 1869.

3,775.

—

George Wilkinson, Providence, R. L,
assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Caster.—November 30, 1869.

3,776.

—

George Wilkinson, Providence, R. L,
assignor to G-orham Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Caster.—November 30, 1869.

3,777.

—

George Wilkinson, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Caster.—November 30, 1869.

3,778.

—

George Wilkinson, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Caster.—l^ovember 30, 1869.

3,779 F. KiiOEBER, New York, N. Y.—Clock-
Case Front.—December 7, 1869.

3,780.—F. Kroeber, New York, N. Y.—Pendu-
lum- Clock- Case Front.—December 7, 1869.

3,781.—Ed. Elisha Mack, Albany, N.Y.— Col-

lar.—December 7, 1869.

3,782. — James Paterson, Elizabeth, assignor
to Richard H. Reeve and Benjamin C. Reeve,
Camden N. J.— Floor Oil- Cloth Pattern.—Decem-
ber 7, 1869.

3,783.—D. Schoonmakek, Springfield, Mass.

—

Harness-Buckle.—December 7, i«69.

3,78 I.—D. P. Beckwith, Dowagiao, Mich.—
/Stouc'.—December H, 1869.

3,7S5.—George Johnson, Cincinnati, Ohio, ad-
ministrator of the estate of George 1*. Darkow,
deceased, assignor to James L. Havkn and Com-
pany, same place.

—

Plow-Clevis.—December 14, 1869.
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3,786.—Sherman S. Jewett and Feancis H.
Root, Buffalo, 1:7. T.—/Stove.—December 14, 1869.

3,787.—Daniel Keefek, Attica, Ind.—Masonic
Ornam&nt.—December 14, 1869.

3,7SS—William F. Mosely, Brooklyn, IS^. Y—Paper Collar.—December 14, 1869.

3,789.—Charles H. Waters, Groton, Mass.—
Flower <Sta7id.—December 14, 1869.

3.790. — Orin L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-
signor to The Taunton Tack Company, same place.—Tack-Read.—December 21, 1869.

3.791. — Orin L. Bassett, Taunton, Mass., as-

signor to The Taunton Tack Company, same place.—Tack-Head.—December 21, 1869.

3,792. — George M. Bull, IsTew Baltimore,
!>[. Y.— Coffee or Tea ^iZ^gr.-December 21, 1869.

3,793. — Egbert R. Campbell, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Lowell Manufacturing Company,
same place.— Carpet-Pattern.—December 21, 1869.

3,794.—Robert Hitchcock, Springfield, Mass.—Gar- Ventilator.—December 21, 1869.

3,795.— Morton Judd, 'New Haven, Conn.

—

Wardrobe-Hook.—^December 21, 1869.

,

3,796. —Morton Judd, New Haven, Conn.

—

Wardrobe-Hook.—Decembev 21, 1869.

3.797. — Morton Judd, ISTew Haven, Conn.

—

Wardrobe-Hook.—December 21, 1869.

3.798. — Elemik J. Ney, Dracut, assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Cojipani', Lowell, Mass.—Carpet-Pattern.—December 21, 1869.

3,799. —Elkmir J. ISTey, Dracut. assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, Lowell, Mass.— Carpet-Pattern.—Decemlder 21, 1869.

3.800. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, LoVell, Mass.
—CarpetPattern.—Decembev 21, 1869.

3.801. — Elemir J. IS'ey, Dracut, assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, Lowell, Mass.
—Carpet-Pattern.—Deeemher 21, 1869.

3.803. — Elemir J. Xey, Dracut, assignor to
Lowell Manufacturing Company, Lowell, Mass.—Garpet-Pattern.—DecemheT 21, 1869.

3,803. -Charles Perkes, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Trade-Mark.—Becembev 21, 1869.

3,804. — George P. Heed, Boston, Mass.— *

Watch-Plate.—Deeember 21, 1869.

3,805. — George P. Beed, Boston, Mass.—
Watch-Platc-BecevabsT 21, 1869.

3,806.—Henry E. Shaffer, Rochester, IST. T.—
Fruit-Jar Cover.—December 21, 1869.

3,807.—Abraham Demarest, Isi'ew York, IST. T
—Badge.—December 28, 1869.

3,808.—Emery Parker, New Britain, Conn.

—

Key.—December 28, 1869.

3,809.- Emery Parker, ISTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to Russell and Erwin Manufacturing
COM^PANY, same place.

—

Striker-Plate for a Lock.—
December 28, 1869.

REISSUES
3,350.—Thomas C. Craven, Albany, IST. Y.—

Hay Spreader. — Patented December 8, 1868, No.
84,800; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the en^s of the
central support M and caps m, of the bars N, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the bars N", having irregu-
lar-shaped ends, with the heads or disks L and cen-
tral support M, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination of the caps tyi with the cen-
tral support M, substantially as and for the parjpose
set forth.

4. The combination, with the frame or bearings
which support the reel-shaft, of the eccentrics E',

substantially as and for tbe purpose set forth.

5. Tbe combination, with the eccentrics E' and
side-rails A, or their equivalents, of the arms p,
springs .9, and pins r, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the driving-gears K with
the wheels E, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

7. The combination, with the frame which sup-

ports the reels and the frame which connects the
journals of the wheels E, of adjusting-screw R and
nuts V v', substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

8. The combination, with the frame of the ma-
chine and the driver's seat, of a metallic or other
suitable guard or shield, W. arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The employment, in a hay-tedder, of a triangu-
lar or three-barred reel, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

10. A double wire-spring tooth, provided with tbe
two conical coiled springs, arranged and operating
substantially as described.

11. The boards T and V, in combination with the
hoop Q and guard J', arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

12. The boards T and V, bands or hoop Q, and
guards J', in combination with the vibrating frame
A, all suspended upon the inner ends or journals e

of short axles E, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

13. The grooved clasps or fastenings o o, in com-
bination with the double- coiled spring-teeth, for se-

curing said teeth to the bars 1ST, as described.

3,251.

—

^William J. Lewis, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Bolt-Making Machine.—Vatented March 1.5, 1864,

Xo. 41,929 ; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of the dies P P and
header A, constructed and arranged, in relation to
each other, substantially as described.

3,252.—Benjamin Markley Nyce, Cleveland,
Ohio. — Building for Preserving Fruits and other
Substatices.—Patented March 19, 1861, E"o. 31,734 ; re-

issued January 5, 1869.

Claim.—1. An insulated house, constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described, having
an ice-reservoir above, and separated from it by an'
air-tight metallic floor.

2. The Qorabination of vestibule W, furnished, as
described, with a house so insulated and cooled.

3. The use, in such a house, of a hydrometer, con-
structed substantially as explained.

3,253.—William T. Mersereau, ISTewark, If.

J.—Stair-Rod.—'Patented November 20, 1866, No.
59,921 ; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim..—1. A stair or vestibule rod, in combina-
tion with rings having tips operating in connection
with such rings, substantially as described.
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2. A ring in combination with a tip hinged to said
ring, so that the tip will operate, substantially as de-

scribed and shown, to permit of the removal of the

rod.

3,S54. — George M. Pullman, Chicago, III,

assignee, by mesne assignments, of himself and Ben
Field. — Sleeping- Car. — Patented September 19,

1865, No. 49,922; reissued February 11, 1868, No.
2,862 ; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The construction and arrangement of

the berth A, hinged to the car at B, and supported
by the jointed suspenders C, or other analogous de-

vices, the whole so adapted to the car, that when
turned up it forms oue side of the closed triangular
recess, as shown.

2. In combination with the berth A, the sliding

partition I, substantially as shown.
3. In combination with the berth A, the movable

head board J, substantially as described.
4. The construction and arrangement of a car-

seat, with the back and seat cushions hinged to-

gether, and disconnected from the seat-frame, so

that the back cushion may be placed on the seat-

frame, and the seat-cushion extended to meet the
seat-cusbion of the opposite seat, substantiall}^ as
described.

3.255.— Adam E. Keese, Phillipsburgh, IST. J.,

assignee, by mesne assignments, of Mathias Rae-
zer.—Horse-Bake.—T&tented October 5, 1858, No.
21,698; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The vibrating cleaner-rods to a two-
wheel wire-tooth hay-rake, in combination with a
hand-lever for operating the same, operated by the
attendant while riding on the seat.

2. lu combination with a two- wheel wire-.tooth

hay-rake, a hand-lever, operated by the attendant
while riding on the seat, for simultaneously raising
the teeth and operating the vibrating cleaner-rods.

3. In combination with a two-wheel wire-tooth
hay-rake, the teeth of which are supported against
backward strain, at a point betwixt and within tiie

periphery of the ^\'heels, a hand lever operated by
the attendant while riding on the seat, for raising
the 1eeth and operating the vibrating cleaner-rods.

4. A foot-support on the lever, for the purpose of
supporting the foot of the attendant wliile he presses
the lever from him while riding on the seat, lor the
purpose of holding the teeth to the ground while in
ojjeration.

5. In combination with a two -wheel wire-tooth
Lay-rake, with the teeth supported against backward
strain at a point betwixt and within the periphery
of the wheels, a hand-lever and a connecting-rod or
link luiiting said lever with the rake-head, in such
manner that the operator, while riding on tlie seat,

can raise the teeth, by drawing the upper end of said
lever backward, and can depress the same by press
ing the lever forward.

6. In combination with a two-wheel wire tooth
hay rake, with the teeth supported against back-
ward strain at a point betwixt and witliin tlie periph-
ery of tlie wheels, a lever and a connecting-rod or
link uniting said lever with the rake-head, and op-
crated by the attendant while riding on the seat, for

lowering the teeth, by pressing the top of the lever
forward, and drawing it backward for raising the
teeth, with a device for cleaning the teeth of the
gathered hay iu their upward motion.

3.256.— Ezra HiPLKY, Troy, N. T. (Division
No. I.) Tea- Ket.tle.—Patented January 1, 1861, No.
31,035; reissued Decembers, 1865, No. 2,122 ; reissued
January 5, 1869.

Claiin.—In the manufacture of tea-kettles, such a
construction and applicat'ion of the lid or cover and
its appurtenances, that the kettle, by means of an
edge\\'ise movement of the cover, sliall be opened
and closed at its top, substantuilly as described.

3,257.—Ezra IIipley, Troy, N. Y. (Division
No. 2.) Tea- Kettle.—Viitewted Januarv 1, 1861, No.
31,035; reissued Decembers, 1865, No. 2,122 ; reissued
January 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. An edgewise-movable cover of a tea-

kettle or other like vessel, pivoted to a pei'manently
fixed or a removable pintle, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A combined bail-lug and pivotal attachment for

an edgewise-movable cover, constructed and applied
to a tea-kettle or other bailed and spouted vessel,

substantially as described.
3. The flat-surfaced base or offset E, formed on a

tea-kettle or other bailed vessel, and having a bail-

lug rising perpendicularly from it, in combination
with an edgewise-movable cover to such vessel, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The combination of lug &, edgewise-movable
cover D, and waslier e, with the bail or handle C,
substantially as described.

5. The construction of the cover D with a perfo-
rated offset or ear, d, upon its circumference, by
which said cover can be pivoted to a tea-kettle or
other like vessel, so as to have an edgewise swing-
ing or vibrating movement, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,258. — D. B. SturdevanT and B. H. Har-
mon, Cli'ton Springs, N. T.

—

Process of Removing
Tin from Sheet-Metal.-— Patented March 24, 1868,
No. 75,809 ; reissued January 5, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The process herein described of re-
moving coatings from sheet-metal, by the combined
use of hot air aud steam, acting upon the mass in a
closed I'ctort, subst.antially as herein set forth.

2. The process herein described of removing tin
coatings from sheet- metal, by agitating the metal
while subjected to heat.

3. The process herein described of removing tin
'

coatings from sheet-metal, by jarring or agitating
the metal while subjected to the combined action of
hot air and steam or gases in a closed vessel or re-
tort, substantially as herein set forth.

4. Tlie combination, with a retort provided with a
vibratory grate, or equivalent, of an induction-pipe
below the grate, and an eduction-pipe above the gi'i^te,

for the admission of hot air, steam, or gases through
the mass, supported by the grate, whetlier combined
or not with water-receptacle, as and for the purposes
shown and described.

3,259.—Gilbert W. Barnes, Mount Yernon,
N. Y.— Safety- Bridle.—Vdiiented August 11, 1868,
No. 80,897 ; reissued January 12, 1869.

Claiin. — The cheek-pieces A of the headstall,
passing to the driving-rein tlirough the rings of the
bit, and supplemental straps E, secured to said cheek-
pieces, combined and applied substantially as de-
scribed.

3,260.—Elijah M. Carrington, New York, N.
Y.-^Self-Cementing Band for Holding Bank-Notes,
Papers, (£-c.—Patented August 25, 1868, No. 81,339

;

reissued January 12, 1869.

Claim.—The self-cementing band, or its equiva-
lent fabric, made substantially in the manner aud
for the purpose herein set forth.

3,261—B. B. Hill, Chicopee, Mass.— IT^and-
,S'tam^.—Patented November 6, 1866, No. 59.395; re-

issued January 14, 1868, No. 2,836 ; reissued January
12, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The series of type-wheels, having a
series of indicating-characters, for the purpose de-
scribed, and the arrangement therewith of the die
and tlie ink- ribbon, when all parts are attached to
and move with the i)lunger, substantially as set forth.

2. The bracket H, made on or secured to the case
G, having a step, c, or its equivalent, to enter the
lower end of the spindle, and orilice for the screw
«, for attacliiui.' and detacliing said case to the spin-
dle E. substantially as aud lor the purpose described.

15. Tliefianch Kj iu combination with tlie chase L,
for the purpose of easily and quickly attaching the
ryi)e phite to or detaching it from a hand-stamp,
when constructed aud operating substantially' as
herein described.

3.262.— Peticr II. Mellon, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Q\(,iliing-Frame.—Vnte\\ti.^i\Jn\\Q 16, 1868, No. 78,989

5

rcussuod January 12, 1869.

Claim.—]. Tlio metallic plates D :ind keys F, con-
sti'ucted and arranged, in conibinaliou with the roll-

ers E, substantially as ami for tlu' purposes set forth.

2. In combination M'ith thi> rollers E, nietullic

[ihites 1), aud kejs F, the liiimblcs on the collars g
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and the ratchets I, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

3,203.—Joseph KEirniiAXX, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Valve for Stea'ni-Engines.—Patented February 18,

1S6S. Xo. 74,593: reissued January 1-2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The steam and exhaust ports as ar-

ranged, whereby to cause motion of the valve-piston,
and to check and stop the motion of said piston, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The stationary valve-plate h, constructed as de-

scribed.

3. The combination of the valve d. piston/, cylin-

der c, plate h, an<l valve i, constructed and arranged
as described, whereby to induce acting and check-
ing motion, substantially as and in the manner herein
set forth.

4. The valve i as arranged, whereby to supply
steam to the cylinders C and C', when partially tilled

with steam, and at the same time to produce ex-

haust u])on the side opposite to that being supplied,
as set forth.

5. The valve-plate h, constructed and arranged
with reference to the ports 2 and 2', whereby to close

the exhaust in their outward movement, and to un-
cover them to the live steam at their outermost po-
sition, substantially as .set forth.

3,264. — Egbert ilURPHV, Jasper, X. Y.—
Churn.—Patented July 5, 1864, Xo. 43,423 ; reissued
January 12. 1869.

Claim.—1. A barrel-churn, A. rotated upon trans-

verse trunnions a a, and provided with counterpoises
dx dx. the wliole being arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. Constructing, attaching, and securing the cover
to the barrel-churn herein described, as specified.

3,265.—Charles William Siemens and Fred-
erick Sieme:\S, Westmin.ster, England.

—

Regenera-
tor-Furnace for Jletallnrgi-sts and Others.—Patented
March 1, 1864. Xo. 41.788 : reissued January 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a furnace, A, and
its chimney or smoke-disohirge flue P, a system or
series of air and gas regenerators, B- JB- B^ B-*, con-

structed substantially as specified, and having con-
duits and dampers, arranged so that air and gas may
be led into and through "such regenerators and fur-

nace, and out of the chimney, in manner and so as

to be operated as and for fhe purpose or purposes
hereinbefore described.

2. The arrangement and combination of the air-

space or open chamber C, with the furnace and its

system of regenerators, arranged and applied to-

gether substantially in manner and so as to operate
as described.

3. The arrangement and combination of the air-

chamber or space D, or the same and the space E,
with the furnace, regenerators, conduits, and damp-
er-chests applied thereto, the whole being substan-
tially as specified.

4. The combination of a furnace with one or more
regenerators or means of receiving its waste smoke
and gaseous products, and intercepting or receiving
heat thereh'om, and also with means or devices by
which all or a portion of the heat so intercepted or
received may be absorbed by the influent air or gas
dm'ing its passage into or to such furnace, for the
purpose of improving or promoting combustion
therein. .

3,266.—The First Xational Ore-Smeltln'g
AND Desulphukizixg COMPANY, Xew York, X. Y.,

assigneesof lOHX Abstekdam.—Roa.'^ting and Smelt-
ing^Metalli^ Ores in vacuo.—'Patented Jaauarv 23,

1866. Xo. .52.120 ; reissued January 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Extracting or dilating the impurities

contained in ores, when"the same are heated in a re-

tort or furnace, by creating and maintaining, within
said retort or furnace, a vacuum or partial vacuum,
substantially as set forth.

2. J^upplying the air. for the combustion of the fuel

mixed witii the ore in the retort or furnace, by cre-

ating and maintaining, within the retort or furnace,

a vacuum or partial vacuum, stibstantially as de-

scribed.
3. Introducing into the retort or furnace contain-

ing the ore, a hydrocarbon-liquid, vapor, or gas, by

' creating and maintaining, within said retort or ftir-

I
nace, a vacuum, or partial vacuum, substantially as

I

described.

i

>•

I 3,267. — Samuel Johnstox, Svracuse, X. Y.—
;

JTari-e-s-fe?-.—Patented Xovember 4, 1862, Xo. 36,843;
I
reissued January 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A sweep-rake, wholly mounted upon
I the heel of the finger-beam, or on the inner shoe

I

thereof, in a harvester, vrhich has its cutting-appa-
ratus and platform hinged to the draught-frame in
such a manner that the rake-arm sweeps the plat-

i form from front to inner side, and maintains a cor-
rect position in relation to the finger-beam and plat-

form during the rising or falling movements thereof
I on the joint or joints"

2. An inclined standard or support, E., or its

equivalent, wholly mounted upon the finger-beam or
.
inner shoe of n hinged cutter-bar, and'adapted for

: supporting a sweep-rake in an tmchauging position

I

in relation to the platform, without obstructing the
j
free motion of the platform or finger-beam.

;
3. The combination of a suspended hinge-joint

finger-beam and a sweep-rake, mounted directly and
' wholly upon said suspended hinge finger-beam in a

I

harvesting-machine.

I

4. So constructing and arranging the several parts
of a two-wheel hinge-bar ha,rvester, that the rake-

' head, mounted on a support attached to the inner
end of the finger-bar or shoe, will occupy a position

: wholly on the grain-side of the inner wheel.
I 5. Tlie angular or knee-attachment, at the inner
end of the rake-arm, for guiding it.

j

6. The combination of cam. rake- standard, finger-

I

beam, and platform, of a hinged machine, all con-

I

nected together, as described, so that the operation
' of the rake will not be interfered with in passing
' over imeven ground.

7. The double-track or cam-way, on the platform-
I side of the vertical rake-shaft or pivot, in a two-
:
wheel hinged-bar machine.

8. The combination of the cam-way, arranged in
; a plane parallel to the rake-shaft, and the knee-
;
attachment to the rakearm.

i

9. The combination of a sweep-rake, supported
upon a vertical axis, with a radial pivoted arm and

' a cam, against which the heel or the rake-arra
presses, for holding down the rake to the platform
while sweeping" it off.

I
10. In combination with a two wheel machine and

I

hinged cutting-apparatus, the support for an auto-
' matic rake located on the finger-beam.

11. The combination of an automatic or hand-rake,
located wholly upon the finger-beam or shoe of a

;

hinged harvester, and a driver's seat on the main
frame.

12. The combination of the automatic or hand-
rake standard, attached to the finger-beam, with
the cam or guide attached to said standard, the
whole vibratin.g together, in conformity with the
platform of said machine, in passing over uneven
ground.

i 13. The combination of the automatic or hand-
' rake standard, rigidly attached to the finger-beam er
shoe of a hinged machine, the cam or guide, and the
di'iver's seat.'on the main frame.

14. The metallic support or standard of a sweep-
;

rake, bolted directly on top of the inner end of the
finger-bar or the inner shoe.

,' 15. The arrangement and combination, in a reaper
and mower, of the hanger I, curved guide 0, hinge-
joints M and g, and shield P', of shoe P, or their

' equivalents, constructed and operating substantially
and for the purpose described.

j
16. Constructing and arranging the bearing n m,

' substantially in the manner described, in combina-
tion with the pitman- shaft J, shield P', and hinge-

' joints M and G, for the purpose set forth.

17. The hanger 1 1^ P P, h h', constructed as de-
; scribed.

I
18. The combination of the cam-track, partly in-

' closed by rails 1 1^, and a yielding gate t-, and the

j
guiding-eye K-, lever Z, crane-like arm TJ Y, piv-

' oted rake-head X, and stale Y, substantially as and
!
for the purposes described.

j
19. The construction of the jointed crane like arm

! TJ Y, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

20. The construction of the part Y of the arm,
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with journals, and with points of attachment for the
lever Z and part U of the arm, substantially in the
manner described.

21. The combination of the yielding gate t^ and
the rails 1 1^, of the grooves or cam-track W, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

22. The bearing W, with a groove, and rails 1 1^ t-,

constructed and operating as der-cribed, in combina-
tion with the extension s s' of the part U of the
cranelilie arm, for the purpose set forth.

23. The construction and arrangement of the
pivoted spring-gate at the end of the horizontal
groove or cam-track, substantially as and for the
purpose t et forth.

24. The combination, in an automatic or hand-
rake attachment, of the eye E^, and the stale Y, for
the purpose set forth.

25. The combination and arrangeitient of the open-
slotted adjustable pole-plate n p, as described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3.268. — William Baker, TJtica, I^J". Y.— Clap-
board-Joint. — Patented May 15, 1854, No. 10,903

;

reissued September 22, 1863'. No. 1,541 ; extended
seven years ; again reissued January 19, 18()9.

Claim.—1. The construction of the joint of clap-

boards, or jointed siding, for houses and other build-
ings, in such manner that the boards, when laid on
the frame, shall lie flat and solid, i'or their Avhole
width, against the frame of the buihling, and at the
same time shall preserve the appearance and advan-
tage of clapboarding, in front, by the outer lip of
the upper board, at each joint, overlapping outside
the board next below it, for shedding the water, as
described.

2. The combination of the lock a, in the rear of
the joint, for holding the board to the frame at the
lower edge, as described, with the extended lip C,
Fig. 1, in front, for covering the head of the nail, as
described, the whole being constructed, combined,
and arranged substantially in the manner and for

the purposes herein set forth.

3.269. — P. Hoop, Jr.. and R. Hoop. Berlin
Cross-lioads, Ohio.

—

Hot-Blast Furnace.—Patented
October 27, 1868, No. 83,383 ; reissued Januarv 19,

1869.
_/

Claim.—1. The rings C, provided with the lugs e,

in combination with the foundation-plates c, as and
for the purpose described.

2. The rings C, in combination with the pipes D,
made in three or more sections, and having their
middle portions outside the chimney, as and for the
purpose specified.

3. In connection Avith an apparatus for heating
air for the purposes specified, in which several heat-
ing-vessels or chambers are employed, connecting
said heaters by a pipe or pipes, D D', running either
partly or wholly outside of the chimney or oven, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

4. In a hot-blast apparatus, in which the heaters
are connected by pipes, D D' D", the arrangement
of the joints of said pipes outside of the chimney or
oven, so as not to be exposed to the heat thereof,

substantially as described.

3,270.—J. G. Putnam and J. Schieffelin, Jr.,

Tioga, Pa., assignees of J. G. Putnam.— Gorn-
Sheller.—VatGnted May 22, 18G0, No. 28,440; re-

issued January 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A. divided, yielding perforated con-
cave bed, each section of v.'hich is disconnected
fi-om the next, and so arranged in the machine as to
be free at all points to yield and recede from the
cylinder, and also to turn ui)on both its longitudinal
and transverse imaginary axes, substantially as and
for the pui[)ose set forth.

2. The combination of the shflling-cylinder, di

Tided yielding perforated concave and elongated jour-
nal-slots c, to allow tlic shifting o1 the journals of the
concave section, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement of the divided yielding per-

forated concave E, feeder B, prongs h, guard'-jjlate

J, guard L, and shelling-eylinder 1), as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

3,271.— CiiAULKS II. llAYMOND, Southington,
Conn. — Tinman\s' Machine. — I'atented August 30,

1859, No. 25,278; reissued January 19, 1869.

Claim,. — An endwise adjustment applied to the
shaft that is fitted to swing in the bearings, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3.272. — Paul SchmitiI New York, N. Y., as-
signee of Jane Quantin and H. A. Pintard, ad-
ministrators of Alphonse Quantin, deceased.

—

Method of Bottling Fluids under Gaseous Pressure.
—Patented March 4, 1856, No. 14,358 ; reissued Octo-
ber 27, 1866, No. 3,175; again reissued January 19,

1869.

Claim.—1. The above-described device, for filling

bottles or other vessels with aerated water aud sirup,
consisting of conduits or passages A and B, a sirup-
measuring chamber, and a discharging-nozzle or
their known mechanical equivalents, so arranged
that the water and sirup may be discharged from
said nozzle common to both, substantially as shown
aud described.

2. The combination and arrangement in one
draught-apparatus of the sirup-measuring chamber
and a cock or valve for. drawing aerated water, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

3. The arrangement of the sirup-conduit aud the
water-conduit, as a consequence of which the sirup
is expelled from its conduit, and such sirup is min-
gled with the water at some distance from their
common outlet, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

4. The combination, substantially as described, of
a valve or cock for drawing the water, and a device
for receiving and dispensing- the sirup, as a conse-
quence of v\'hich the reception and dispensing of the
sirup are accomplished by the manipulation of the
valve or cock for drawing the water.

5. The construction and arrangement of the yent-
opening and closing device and the water-drawing
valve or cock, as a consequence of which they are
both operated simultaneously by the movement of
water - drawing valve, substantially as shown and
described.

3.273. — Albert Sonnekalb and John W.
LiEB, Newark, N. J. — Carpet-Bag Fra.me. — Pat-
ented August 21, 1866, No. 57,399 ; reissued Janu-
ary 19, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A box or L-shaped jaw for a travel-

ing-bag, constructed of sheet-metal, partially cut
through transA'ersely and bent lengthwise and trans-
versely, substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of a box-jaw, constructed of
sheet-metal, as before set forth, with a second jaw,
of box-form, by means of hinges, the whole forming
a complete box formed frame for a traveling-bag,
substantially as before set forth.

3. The hinge, constructed by combining the joint-

rod with botJi an ear and a tubular part of the jaw,
substantially as before set forth.

3,274.—Henry M. Stow, San Franeisco, Cal.

—

Pavement.—Patented December 10, 1867, No. 72,110

;

reissued January 19, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A pavement, composed of alternate
tiers of square-ended and wedge-shaped blocks, the
wedge-shaped ends of the latter being driven into a
foundiitionbed of sand or earth, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. A pavement, composed of blocks, with lower
ends wedge - formed, and all driven down into a
foundation-bed of sand or earth, substantially as
shown and described.

3. A pavement, composed of wood, or in whole or
in part of other suitable material, laid on a founda-
tion-bed of sand or loose earth, as described, and a
])ortion of the blocks driven down into said fonnda-
tion-bcd, to i)nck the same, substantially as and for
tlie purpose specified.

3,275.— Isaac Stkaub, Kenton County, Ky.,
administrator of the estate of Abh.miam Straub,
deceased.

—

Axphaltic Cvmevt.—Pal en led .Tsovember
17, 1863, No. 40.649 ; reissued January 1S>, 1869.

Claim.—The within deserilied cement, when com-
l)osed of the ingredients, united substantially in the
l)roportions herein specified, tor the purpose set

forth.

3,270. — Edwin A. Jkkfekv, Trappo, iMd., as-

signee, by mesne assignmouts, of himself.

—

Griddle.
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—Patented August 27, 1867, No. 68,202; reissued
January 26, 1869.

Claim.—A griddle, consisting essentially of two
plates, A and TB, of which one plate can be swung
to dump the cakes upon*the other, as set forth.

3,277—DAVIT) E,. Paist, Willistown, Pa., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of himself.

—

Har-
vebter.—Patented June 5, 1866, Xo. 55,427 ; reissued
January 26, 1869.

Claiin.—'[. The combination, in a two-wheel har-
vesting-machine, with rear cut. of a hinged finger-

beam and platform, a support for a revolving-raKe
connected therewith, and a lever, attached to the
front end of the drag-bar, for raising, lowering, and
inclining the fingers and finger-beam.

2. A lever, attached to the front end of the drag-
bar, and ari-anged in front of the carrying axle, and
at right angles, or nearly so, to the path of the
driving-wheels, so as to be convenient to the driver,
while riding in his seat.

3. The combination, in a two-wheel harvesting-
machine, of a flexible finger-beam, a revolving rake-
standard connected therewith, and a device for rais-

ing, lowering, and inclining the finger-beam and
rake-standard, operated by the driver, while riding
on a seat supported by the main frame.

3,27S.—Edgar M. Stevens, Joseph B. Crosby,
and Joseph W. Peaesox, Boston, Mass. — -Seed-

Ptanfer.—Patented May 22, 1855, Xo. 12,924 ; reis-

sued January 26, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The application of elastic - surfaced
feed-rollers in seed-sowing machines, when con-
structed and arranged to receive and deliver the
grain, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the rollei's, either or both
elastic-surfaced, with the hopper or seed-box of a
seed-sowing- machine, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

3. The combination of the rollers, either or both
elastic- surfaced, with a spreader, provided with
grooves or tubes, and furrow-openers, substantially
as described.

4. The combination of seed-box, rollers, and
spreader, provided with grooves or tubes, and fur-

row-openers, all constructed to operate substantially
as described.

3,379.—Leonard Akdersox, Painesville, Ohio,
assignee of James T. Gilmore, same place.

—

Machine for Tramming, Stafing, and Fine-Dressing
of Millstones.—Fa.teTit&(\ October 28, 1862, No. 36,776

:

reissued Pebrnary 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arm S, provided with a guide, T.
of dovetail or other form, for a socket or tool-hold-
ing slide to work upon, for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with the said arm, the shaft vj,

with its crank-plate y, be-veled gear-wheel x, U, the
same being attached to and used in combination
with the other parts of the machine, to wit, the slide
K, cross-plate G, dovetailed guide H, screv.--shaft I,

nut 0, beveled geared wheel JST, and crank-plate R,
said several parts connecting with the circular pivot-
plate F, clips c and c', sleeve D, double flange E, hol-
low journal A, branch feet B, set-screws c", cap-
plate a, screw-bolts h, and lever-nut i/, the whole
constructed and operating as described, and for the
purpose specified.

3. The mode described for attaching the machine
to the bed and runner-stones, by means of the
branched straps and grappling-arms, secured as de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

4. The trammmg and staffing block I, with its

shaft fitting into the socket-slide e, on the guide T of
arm S, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The means employed for raising and controlling
the diamond when used in connection with a revoh"
ingarm, S, the means consisting of the stock j, dia
mond-handle Z, spring n, finger o, lever p, and handle
r, constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and described.

6. Attacliing the arm S, with, its guide T, to the
circular plate F. provided with a shoulder, T, when
said parts are used in combination with the sleeve
D and journal A, and all arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

3,280. — John Brokexshire, Oswego, N. Y.

—

Pii?/?p.—Patented August 11, 1868. No. 80,905 ; re-
issued February 2, 1869.

Clai'in.— 1. The internal chamber E E, in conjunc-
tion with the suction-pipes D, in combination with
the barrels A A plungers B B, and valve C C, sub-
stantially as set fortli.

2. In combination with the above, the opening and
plug in line with the suction-pipes D, as and for the
purpose set forth.

3,281. —William Stuart Guinness, London,
England, for himself and A. G. Seaman, New York,
N. Y., assignee of William S. {ivis>.ESS.—Seiving-
Machine.—Patented March 1.3, 1864, No. 41,916 ; ante-
dated March 9, 1864 ; reissued February 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the driving-shaft
arranged lengthwise beneath the frame, the recipro-
cating needle-arm arranged longitudinally above the
table, and always remaining parallel with the driv-
ing-shaft and the presser- foot, with the shuttle aud
feed-bar arranged below the table, and moving trans-
versely to the needle-arm and driving- shall, as and
for the purposes specified.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the longitudinally-slotted feed-bar, the fulcrum-pin I,

and its support L, with the ledge L^, guide L\ and
adjusting-screw V^, whereby the feed can be varied
at pleasure.

3. The thread-regulator or take-up P, constructed,
arranged, and operating as set forth.

4. The combination, with the shuttle, of the ad-
justable holder aud reciprocating carrier, as set
forth.

5. The combination of a needle and a shuttle, op-
erating substantially as described, with a needle-way
cut away at one side, to or below the bottom of the
shuttle, for the purposes specified. /

6. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with the reciprocating slide I, of the adjustable
holder h\ whereby shuttles of various sizes may be
employed.

7. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
the oscillating slotted treadle X, the adjustable arms
X, the ball-and-socket joint, the pitman, aud the bal-
ance-wheel, for the purposes specified.

3,282.-Henry Hauer, Philadelphia, Pa., ad-
ministrator of the estate of Lolts Bauboefer.—
Method of Treating Cork for the Manufacture of
Mattresses, cfic—Patented November 6,* 1866, No.
.59,342; reissued February 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Subjecting particles of cork, to be used
as a stuffing-medium for mattresses, cushions, <fcc.,

and for other packing- purposes, to the action of the
products of combustion, for the purpose specified.

2. Charring, roasting, or partially burning particles
of cork, (to be used as afiUiug-iuaterial,) for the pur-
pose described.

3. Subjecting particles of cork to the action of the
fumes or vapors of burning or heated aromatic sub-
stances, as and for the purpose specified.

3.283. — Henry Hauer, Philadelphia, Pa., ad-
ministrator of the estate of Locis Bauhoefer.—
Prepared Cork for the Manufacture of Mattresses,
(f:c.—Patented November 6, 1866, No, 59,342 ; reissued
February 2, 1869.

Claim.— Particles of cork, roasted, charred, or
partly burnt, as set forth, for the piu'pose specified.

3.284. — Andrew J. Holsian, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Isaac C,
Twining. — Harvester- Rake. — Patented August 14.

1860, No. 29,640 ; reissued February 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A crown or bevel 'nheel, to which the
rake-arm is pivoted, located on the inner side of the
drive-wheel, and below the highest point thereof.

2. The arrangement of the crown or rake-driving
wheel, to which the rake arm is pivoted,, on the in-

ner side of the di'ive-wheel, and within the periphery
of said wheel.

3. Hinging or pivoting the rake-ai-m to the upper
face of a crown or rake-driving wheel, so as to per-

mit tbe necessary rising and falling movements of
the rake.

4. A sweep rake hinged to a horizontal, or nearl

horizontal, bevel or rake-driving wheel at a poin
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inside of the ground or drive-wheel, and below the
highest point of said wheel.

5. The use of the inner bearing of the drive-wheel
as the support for the shaft, or pivot, of the crown
or bevel wheel, to which the rake-arm is pivoted.

6. An automatic rake, hinged or pivoted at a point
within the periphery of the driving-wheel, to a
crown or bevel wiieel which conforms to the move-
ment of the platform, in combination with a lifting-

mechanism, controlled by the attendant in his seat
on the machine, for adjusting the position of the
cutting-apparatus, platform, and- rake.

7. An automatic rake, hinged to and operated by
a horizontal crown or bevel wheel, in combination
with means whereby the rake may be made to dis-

charge the grain more or less frequeutly, as the con-
dition of the crop may require.

8. The arrangement of the wheels I K Gr, toothed
at their peripheries in sections, in connection with
the bent bar o, cam H, and rake-bar L, attached to

the upper surface of the cam-wheel K, sabstautially
as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The arrangement, with the wheel I, of the pin-

ions d e, cam g, and lever G', and spring c, substan-
tially as shown, for the purpose of giving the neces-
sary dwells or cessations of movement to the rake,
as and for the purpose set forth.

3,285. — Jason B. Loomis, Chelsea, Mass.

—

JBMS-^e.—Patented August 18, 1868, No. 81,'281 ; re-

issued February 2, 1869.

Glaim.— 1. Arrangement of ribs or bow-springs
&, the bow or back-spring e, the hook/, or its equiva-
lent, and the adjusting strap g, the whole being ap-
plied to a waistband, as set forth.

2. The combination as well as the arrangement of
the shield or abutment k, with the bustle, made and
provided with the spring e, as set forth.

3. The arrangement as well as the combination of
the bow-springs or ribs b e, the flexile pocket-frames
A A, the waistband a, and the joining flexile bands d.

3,286.—Alois Peteler, 'Se^ Brighton, IST. T.,
assignee ofJohank N. Petelek.—Portable Railway.
—Patented September 4, 1866, No. 57,826 ; reissued
Pebruary 2, 1869.

Glaiin.—1. In a portable railway, a section, A,
composed of two rails, which are connected by cross-
ties, m, and provided at their ends with hooks and
staples, or any other suitable fastening, as shown
and described.

2. A turn-out, B, made in two halves, which are
provided at their ends with hooks and staples, or
other suitable fastenings, as set forth.

3. A supporting-frame, C, composed of two rails,

supported by cros-^-ties, m, which are connected by
longitudinal boards o, said rails being provided at
their ends with hooks and staples, or other suitable
fastenings, as shown and described.

4. A crossing, E, constructed as shown in Fig. 5,

and provided at its ends with hooks and staples, or
other suitable fastening, as set fortli.

5. The combination of the perforated ears a and
turntable F, constructed and operating substantially
as described.

3.287. — "WiLUAM Green, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Cement-Roofing Fabric. — Patented May 29, 1866,
No. 55,087 ; reissued February 9, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described sheet-roofing, as a
new article of manufacture, made substantially as
set forth.

3.288. — William Green, Cleveland, Ohio. —
Roofing- Cement, Faint, die. — Patented March 13,

1866, No. 53,140; reissued February 9, 1869.

Claim.—A paint or cement, composed of the in-

gredients herein set forth, prepared and compounded
in the manner specitied.

3,289.—George P. Hopkins, Albion, N. Y.—
Cooking-Stove.—Vaianiad June 2, 1863, No. 38,744;
reissued Februni'y 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie m;<gaziiio T), in combination with
the flues C and G and fire-chamber A, substautially
as shoA'n and described.

2. Tlie curvature of the magazine D and the flues

C and G, as herein set forth.

3. The tubular perforated shaft J, fitted in the
lower part of the flue G, and provided with the wing
c and serrated plate d, and placed in such position,

relatively with the fire chamber A and magazine Dj
to operate as and for the purpose specitied.

4. The sliding or adjustable back, L, of the fire-

chamber A, arranged as shown, when arranged and
combined with the flues C G, perforated shaft J, and
the magazine D, as herein set forth.

3,290.—Chakles Parker, Meriden, Conn., as-
signee, by mesne assignments, of John A. Bailey.—Rolling Taijer Bars of Iron.—Patented April 13,

18.58, No. 19,963 ; reissued February 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of one roll of a set

with eccentrics applied to its journals, for the pur-
pose of imparting reciprocating motion to the roll,

substantially as set forth.

2. Combining a rotating eccentric with a second
eccentric arranged upon it, so that the reciprocating
movement impai ted by one of the eccentrics may
be vaiied by the other, substantially as set foith.

3. The combination of one roll of a set with two
eccentrics ari'anged upon each journal, for the pur-
pose of imparting a reciprocating motion to the roll,

and varying the said reciprocating motion, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,291.—Eliza Mascher, Philadelphia, Pa., ad-

ministratiix of the estate of John F. Mascher, de-

ceased.

—

Book for Fhotographs and other Pictures^

—Patented March 8, 1853', No. 9,611 ; extended seven
years ; reissued February 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. Binding together, in the form or style

of a book, perforated or skeleton leaves, adapted for

holding photographic or other similar pictures, so
arranged that said pictures may be inserted or re-

moved at pleasure.
2. Binding together, in the form or style of a book,

perforated or skeleton leaves, adapted for holding
removable photographic or other similar pictures, in
combination with leaves containing printed matter.

3. Binding together, in the form of a book, skele-

ton leaves, for holding removable photographic or
other pictures, in combination with a movable flap

containing lenses for viewing said pictures.

4. In combination with a series of stereoscopic
pictures, bound together in a book, a supplementary
flfip containing stereoscopic lenses lor viewing said

pictures.

3,292.—David Hammond and W. R. Reeves,
Canton, Ohio — Iron Bridge.—Patented June 21,

1864, No. 43,202 ; reissued July 30, 1867, No. 2,701

;

reissued February 9, 1869.

Glaim.—1. The peculiar arrangement and com-
bination of the arch-pieces a a, covering-piece b, bolt
m, suspension-rod B, or diagonal brace C, with bolt

X or w, and nuts/ or h, tlie severtil parts being con-
stracted and arranged substantialy in the manner
and for the purpose herein- specified.

2. The combination of the arch A, composed of
arch-pieces a a, covering-piece b, clamping-pieces
c c, and bolts d 'd with nuts e, the chord D, suspen-
sion-rods B B, braces C C, and shoes E E, the whole
forming a bow-string girder, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

3,293.-1. H. A. Hervey, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Skating-Rink. — Patented January x!8, 1868, No.
73,806 ; reissued February 9, 1869.

Clai'in.— 1. The construction and arrangement of
a basin Avitlun a building, in combination with open-
ings in the building for the introduction of cold air,

substautially as described and for the purposes set

forth.

2. The arrangement of openings around a basin
within a building, in combination with higher open-
ings in the building, the latter being for the exit of

air therefrom, the wliole substautially as described,

and for th(i purposes set forth.

3. A skating-rink, provided witii a cold-air trunk,

D, extending partially or entirely around its founda-
tion or lower i)art, and provided witli doors, b b', at

its inner and outer sides, for the admission of exter-

nal air, in connection with tlie openings a in the

roof of tlio link, till constructed and arranged sub-

stantially in tlie manner as and for the purposes sot

forth.
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3,294.—Gordon McKay, Boston, Mass., trus-

tee of The McKay Skwing-Machine Company, as-

signee of Stephen TV. Baldwin.—Nail for Leather-
JTorA;.—Patented September 27, 1864, JSTo. 44,382; re-

issued February 9, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A headless nail, having thin, twisting
edges, substantially as described.

2. Articles of leather-work, having their parts
fastened together by headless screw - threaded or
twisted nails, formed substantially as described.

r3j295.

—

Dexter P. TVebster and Herman
"W. Ladd, Boston, Mass.

—

Spring-Bed Bottom/.—
Patented April 23, 1867, ISo. 64,17-5 ; reissued Febru-
ary 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A detachable frame, having spring-
supporting cross - bars, interlocking with side-bars,

in such a manner that the side-bars shall support the
ends of the cross-bars, and at the same time prevent
the side-pieces from separating laterally, or in line

with the crossbars, without any other fastening, as
set forth.

2. Crossbars D, having plates E, constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described, or their

ends cut, so as to form a section of an interlocking
joint.

3. The third or safety -bar D, in combination with
side-bars B and spring-slats, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

4. The removable sectional tubular cushions G,
applied to the coils of the springs, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

5. The pendent hooks a, constructed substantially
as described, in combination with the bedstead-
frame A, supporting the slat-bearing frame, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of the longitudinal slats, con-
ical springs, and the detachable frame, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

3,296. — EussELL PisK, l^ew York, I^. Y.—
Concrete- Pavement. — Pa.tented October 8, 1867, No.
69,738 ; antedated July 20, 1867 ; reissued Pebruarv
9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The mode, substantially as set forth,

of compounding and preparing concrete, and mak-
ing concrete-blocks for paving.

2. The mode of laying pavements by the nse of

concrete, and laying concrete -blocks, embedded and
united substantially as set forth.

3,397.—William Hanlon and Edward Han-
LON, New York, N. Y., assignees of George, Will-
iam, Alfred, Edward, and Frederick Hanlon.—
FeZoci/p«de,—Patented July 7, 1868, No. 79,654 ; re-

issued Februaiy 9, 1859.

Claim:—1. A velocipede constructed so that it can
be converted from a three- wheel to a two-wheel ve-

locipede, and vice versa, by means substantially* as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The adjustable or variable saddle, or seat, as

and for the purposes described.
3. Making the driving-crauks of a velocipede va-

riable, as and for the purposes described.
4. Making the body of a velocipede, substantially

as described, of a bifurcated or forked bar or perch,

as set forth.

3,398.— Ebbnezer D. Draper, Hopedale, and
Edward W. Glover, Medford. Mass.

—

Fire-Proof
^^a/e._Pateated January 14, 1868, No. 73,309 ; reis-

sued February 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. 'The combination and arrangement of

a heat non-conductor, c, of mica, or its equivalent,

with each or either of the metallic jambs or sides

of the door-frame, and the tilling thereof, the whole
being substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination and arrangement of one or

more strata of fusible metal, d, with the mica heat

non-conductor c, arranged in a safe, substantially in

manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of mica, or

its equivalent, or of mica and fusible metal, with the

sides of the burglar-proof, and the next adjacent in-

ternal surfaces of the safe, the whole being substan-

tially as specified.

4. In a safe, the construction of either or all of

its jambs, for reception of the door, with an insu-

lating-groove or space, s, arranged therein, so as to
insulate, or aid in insulating from each other, the
portions a b of the jambs, the said space being
adapted for the reception of one or more insulating-
media, as set forth.

5. In a safe, the boxed or chambered door, as con-
structed with an insulating groove or space, t, ar-

ranged in its edge or edges, and to extend outside of
the filling or stuffing, or the chamber to contain the
same, the said space t being adapted or intended for
the reception of one or more insulating-media, or
the same and a fusible metal, as set forth.

6. In a safe, the arrangement of an insulating-
space directly around the burglar-proof, or between
it and any side of it and the next adjacent inner
wall of the safe, such space being designed or
adapted for the reception of an insulating-medium,
or slow conductor of heat, or the same and a fusible

metal or composition which will melt at a low tem-
perature, as explained.

3,399.—Nils P. Lindergreen, Boston, Mass.
— PacldngCan. — Patented October 13, 1868, No.
83,070 ; reissued February 16, 1869.

Claim,.—An octogon tin can, having four wide and
four /narrow sides, the joint of the sheet-metal being
in the narrow side or .sides of the body of the can,
substantially as set forth.

3.300. — John McGill, Boston, 'M.a.'s,^.—Solu-
tion for Preventing Co^nhustion.—Patented May 1,

1866, No. 54.382
;
reissued February 16, 1869.

Claim.—The application of the aforesaid chemi-
cal, for the purpose of preventing combustion, as
described.

3.301. — E. G. Patterson, Pithole City, Pa.—
Railway-Rail Joint—Patented October 6, 1868, No.
82,744 ; reissued February 16. 1859.

Claim.—1. The chair D, made with the inner sides

of its jaws inclined, or wedge-shaped, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The clamps F, constructed as described, and
provided with bolts G and nuts H, in combination
with the fishplates C. by which they are supported,
and with the wooden bar or bars E, which they sup-

port, substantially as herein shown and described,

for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the fish-plates C and chair

D with each other and with the ends A and B of

the rails, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, to form a rigid support for the said ends of

said rails.

4. The combination of the fish-plates C, chair D,
wooden bar or bars E, and clamps F, with each other

and with the ends A and B of the rails, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

5. The fish-plates C, constructed in such a way as

to bear wholly, or nearly so, upon the bottom flanges

of the rails, and having inclined notches in their

outer or sloping sides, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

3.302.— Payne Pettebone, Wyoming, and J.

E. Patterson and A. W. Brown, Wilkesbarre, as-

signees of Edwin B. Shepard, Scranton. Pa.— JBaiZ

for Raihmys.—Patented March 3, 1868, No. 75,205

;

reissued February 16, 1869.

Claim..—1. The construction of a compound rail-

road-rail, composed of two parts, an upper, or head
portion, having a vertical rib. and a lower, or base
portion, having also a vertical rib, in such manner
that the wear of such parts of the upper or lower
portion, or both, as bear on each other, shall be com-
pensated for, and all lateral motion of the parts pre-

vented, substantially as set forth.

2. In combination Avith a corapotmd railroad-rail,

an automatic device, adapted to prevent an upward
motion of the head, or upper portion, relative to the

base, or lower portion of said rail.

3. In combination with a compound railroad -rail,

a key or bolt, provided with an inclined or wedging
face, for following the movement of the upper pror-

tion when it is depressed, and preventing it from be-

ing retracted.
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3,303.—Adam E. Heese, Phillipsburs-h, 'N. J.,

assignee of John J". Squire. — Horse-Rake.—Pat-
ented December 23, 1856, No. 16,318 ; reissued Febru-
ary 16, 1869.

Claiyn. — 1. In combiuation with mechanism for

raising the teeth operated by the draught of the
team, means for throwing said mechanism into gear,

placed under the control of the driver in his seat on
the machine.

2. In a two-wheel rake, in which the teeth are
raised for discharging the gathered hay by the
draught of the team, mechanism, under the control
of the driver in his seat on the machine, for causing
the draught of the team to raise the teeth, in combi-
nation with means for automatically releasing the
teeth after the hay has been discharged.

3. A feathered sliding clutch on the rake-head, in

combination with a clutch-face or pins on the hub
of the carrying or driving wheel, for the purpose net

forth.

4. The clutch D. and lever B for operating the
same, in combination with an arm, F, on the rake-
ehaft, whereby the rake is lifted by the draught of
the team, and automatically released, substantially
as specified.

3,304. — AsAHEL J. Severance, Middlebury,
Vt., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Eodolphe
LESCHOT.—Eoc/c-Z)nZZ.—Patented July 14, 1863, No.
39,23.5 ; reissued February 16, 1869.

Claim..—1. A hollow rotating rock-drill, composed
of a tubular boring-bar, B, and a cylindrical crown
or boring-head. A, armed with diamond or other
teeth, a a^ a^, when said drill is used in combination
with a force-pump E, and connected with rotating-
machinery, substantially as and for the nurposes set
forth.

2. The use of a stream of water, when it is forced
through a hollow rock-drill by means of a force-

pump or other apparatus, which operates upon the
same by means of mechanical pressure, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3,305.—Stephen Stucky, New Albany, Ind.

—

Feed- Water Heater for Boilers.—Patented July 28,

1868, No. 80,516 ; reissued February 16, 1869.

Claim.—A shell-reservoir or drum, of any suitable
construction, provided with inlet, outlet, and refuse-
matter pipes, when placed above or at the %\'ater-

line of the boiler or boilers, to operate substantially
as set forth.

3.306. — Clakk "W. Bryan, Samuel Bowles,
B. F. Bowles, and J. F. Tapley, Springlield,
Mass., assignees of Clark W. Brya^.— Offi,ce- Cal-
endar.—Vateuted February 26, 1867, No. 62.313; an-
tedated December 11, 1866; reissued February 23,
1869.

Claim. — 1. A calendar, constructed of several
printed sheets attached together, and also to the top
A, in the manner described, for the jjurpose of read
ily tearing off the outside sheet, or the sheet repre-
senting any past mouth, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. The attachment of the counting-house calendar
to the back of the last of a series of printed sheets,
forming a calendar, substantially as herein described
and specified.

3.307. — George J. Capewell, "West Chesire,
Conn.

—

Button-Fastening.— Patented Feliruary 12,
1867, No. 62,001 ; reissued February 23, 1860.

Claim.—1. A button, or button -head, heving a re-

cess of inverted-cone form, made in its inner side, to
receive an eyelet, or hollow shank, or tube, which,
when pressed into said conical recess, will expand
radially, and bo firmly connected to tlie button, and,
at the same time, secure tlie button to the gar-
ment or fabric, substantiallj as described.

2. The combination of ari eyelet, or hollow shank,
with a cone, c, or its eciuivaleiit, cither witli or with-
out a washer, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of two or more eyelets with
the cone C, or its o(]uivalent, of a button, and either
with or without a washer, when arranged and com-
bined for action, and for fastening tlie clotii, &c.,
"between their two ends, substantially as specified.

3,308. — Thomas A. Conklin, New Britain,
Conn. — Tack-Hammer. — Patented December 10,

1867, No. 71,986 ; reissued February 23, 1869.

Claim.—The cast metal tack-hammer, consisting
of the head A, hollow handle B. and claw C, in a
single piece, tlie whole coated, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

3,309.—David Lyman, Middlefield, Conn., and
Sidney Fairbank and Washington Whitney,
Winchendon, Mass., assignees of Henry Mellish,
Walpole, N. H.

—

Hollow Wooden Ware.— Patented
May 10, 1864, No. 42,675; reissued February 23, 1869.

Clai'in.— 1. An article of wooden ware, the body
of which is made from a sti'ip of wood cut from the
log or stock, in the form of a spiro-conical coil or
scroll, substantially in the manner described.

2. Forming upon the upper edge of the scroll or
strip of wood, cut in the manner described, so as to
constitute the body of the article, a strengthening
or stiffening bead or molding, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

3. The combination, with the body of the article
of wooden ware thus produced, of a bottom groove
to receive and hold the lower edge of the said body,
whereby the body is maintained in shape by means
of the bottom, and without the aid of hoops and
other devices.

4. Uniting the upper ends of the contiguous edges
of the wooden scroll which forms the body of the
article, of wooden ware, whether the same be com-
bined with a bottom such as described, or not, by
means 'of a clasp* or fastening-dCvice, applied sub-
stantially as herein shown and set forth.

3,310.—Frederick II. Manny, Eockford, 111.,

assignee of Albekt Franklin.—Seeding-MaeJiine.
—Patented November 10, 18-57, No. 18.579 ; reissued
February 23, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination of a hopper-bottom,
having triangular openings, with a revolving seed-
cylinder, when said openings are arranged in such
relation to the cylinders that the revolution of the
latter draws the seed to the apex of the former, as
and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of the hopper-bottom, having
triangular openings, with a revolving seed-cylinder,
having cells or recesses upon its surface, when said
combination is provided with a passage-way between
the hopper and cylinder, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3.311. — John S. Paine, Boston, Mass., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of David Manuel.
—i.'ed--Bo«om.—Patented March 19, 1867, No. 63,066

;

reissued February 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The compound wire spring, constructed
substantially as described, viz, of the C- springs or
bends / /, the connection or slat -rest e, the side-

springs or parts c c, and the helix-coils v, and their
prongs .9, airanged substantially as set forth.

2. The arrangement of the compound wire springs,

having spiral ends a a attached to the frame of the
bedstead A, and held by the cords b b, and having,
also, long curved sides c c, connected with the slats

B by the overlap d, formed, combined, and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein de-

scribed.
3. The arrangement of each of the springs C with

the slat, so as to embrace it on its opposite edges,
and extend below and from it, as specified.

4. The combination of the overlaps d d with the
slat and its springs, arranged and applied together,

and to a supporting-frame, as specified.

3.312. — Dexter Pettkngill and Andrew
Buckham, Delhi, N. Y., assignees, by mesne as-

signments, of Dexter Pettengili-. — Slide for
Breast-Straps for Harness. — Patented November
2,5, 1862, No. 37.006 ; reissued Fohruary 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiie application and use, in combiua-
tion with the breast strap of a harness, of a motallic

slide, or shield, substantially as and for the pur])osos

set forth.

2. In combination with such slide, or shield, the
arrnngemont of two or more loops. L L, substan-

tially as and for the purpo.ses set iVn-th.

3. Ill combination with such slide, or shield, the
arrangoraentof'tho flanged edges F F, substantially

as and for tlie purposes set forth.
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3,313.—SlTAW'S UXIOX AlR-EXGINE COJIFANY,
Brookliiie, Mass., assiguees of Philaxder Shaw.—
Sot-Air i^ngine.—Patented November 26, ISfcil, Xo.
3.3,799 ; reissued February 23. 1869.

Claim. —1. The combination and arrangement of
the cylinders, pistons, reservoir, and furnace, sub-
stantially as herein made known.

2. Tlie combination of the finished or upper part
of the cylinder, with its head, piston, and trunk,
therewith connected, all operating together, and
with inlet and outlet valves, and snitable packing
aronnd the said trunk, to form an annular air-pump,
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the cham-
ber or groove v, around the cylinder, substantially
as specified.

4. The construction and arrangement of the oil-

trough M. within the chamber or groove, around
and within the cylinder, as herein set forth.

.5. The inwardly projecting flange s, constructed,
combined, and arranged substantially as shown and
described.

\

6. The combination and arrangement of the valve
j

M, valve-box 6, and air-passages iv, whereby to ad-

mit comparatively pure and cool air from the reser-
j

voir, in which it is constantly maintained com-
pressed, at the place and times, substantially upon
the principle herein made known.

7. In an air-engine, in which the products of com-
bustion pass through the working-cylinder, the de-

vices herein set forth, whereby to force the cool air

from the air-pump around and through all p'arts of

the engine liable to be overheated by the intense
heat from the iire-pot, substantially as herein set

forth.
8. The device and aiTangement for sending the

cool air fi'om the air-pump around and against the
valves, valve-boxes, and valve-stems, for the pui'pose
of cooling- them.

9. Thecombination of the valve p with the fire-

chamber, hot-air passage R', and the regulating-de-
vice *

Q^ q, whereby to govern the speed of the en-

gine, as herein set forth.

3,314. — Bexjamix Stephexs, Wheeling, W.
Va.— Composition for Roofing, and for other Pur-
poses.—Patented September 1, 1868, JSTo. 81.838 ; an-
tedated April 3, 1868 ; reissued February 23, 1869.

Claim.—The compound, of coal-tar and pulver-
ized slag, as and for the purposes described.

3,31a. — RuFUS S. Merrill, Irasburgh, Vt.—
Lamp.—Patented June 14, 1859, Xo. 24,397 ; reissued
March 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the wick-tube
and deflector of a hydrocarbon -fluid burner, of a
jacket, with sides contracted, or tapering towards
the upper end of the wick-tube, together with aper-
tures iu or such arrangement of the burner, whereby
the air outside of the jacket may be properlj' directed
to impinge upon the flame, as set forth.

2. The combination, with a hydrocarbon - fluid

burner, of a wick-tube-surrounding jacket, of coni-

cal or equivalent form, under an arrangement sub-
stantially as described, so that the vapor from within
the vessel, and the air from without, may be directed
to impinge upon the flame, substantially as and for i

the purposes set forth.
{

3. In hydrocarbon-fluid burners, of otherwise ordi- ;

nary construction, the combination, with a flat-wick
I

tube, of a director, or jacket, constructed as de-
j

scribed, so as to allow of its ready adjustment to i

and removal from its base, substantially in the man-
|

ner and for the purposes set forth.
|

3,316. — George P. Xuttixg, Chicago, 111.

—

Water- Supply Regulator.—Patented December 22,

1868, iso. 85,121 ; reissued March 2, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The arrangement of the vessel A,
steam-pipes J H, chest I, valves c c. lever b, rod d,

lever G, and float E, substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the vessel A, steam-pipes
J H, valve-chest I, lever b, rod d, lever G, float E,
adjustable pin h, and whistle-valve lever L, substan-
tially as specified.

3.317.—E. L. Egberts, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Yentilator.—Patented June 30, 1868, ifo. 79,395 ; re-

issued March 2, 1869,

Claim.— 1. In combination with means for effect-
ing a distributed exhaust, as above described, means
for effecting a forced exhaust, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. Mixing heated air, for heating rooms, with the
inflowing distributed supply of fresh air, at or near
the top of The room, by means substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The combination, with the supply-passages F or
F', at or near the top of the room, of the vertical
tube D, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. The combination, with the tube D, of the tube
E, substantially as and for the pui'pose described.

5. The combination, with the supply -passages
through the ceiling, or near the same, and the ver-
tical supply-tube D, of the exhaust passages through
the floor, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. The combination, with the floor arranged as
described, for effecting a distributed exhaust, of the
flue H, provided with a heater, substantially as and
for the pm'pose specified.

7. The means for producing a distributed supply
and exhaust, consisting of the tubes D F F', the per-
forated ceiling, perforated floor, flue H, and heater I,

or the equivalents thereof, when all combined and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3,318.

—

Hexry B. Sears, Liverpool, England,
assignee of Sajujel Golay.—Machine for Dre-^sing
Millstones.—Patented January 21, 1868, Xo. 73.524 ^

reissued March 2, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A tool, arraedf with a diamond, to
which a vibrating or picking motion isimpai'ted, and
arranged to traverse the face of a millstone, substan-
tially as described.

2. A cutting-tool, in which a diamond or diamonds
are secured in recesses, formed in two plates clamped
together laterally, substantially as described.

3. A guide-bar, C, secured to the frame of the ma-
chine, in combination with an adjustable support c\
at the outer end, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

I

4. A frame, B, carrying a guide-bar, C, and adjust-

able on a pin, d, on the frame of the machine, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

5. The plates c^ iu combination with the set-screws

c, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

6. The detachable guide-bar C, secured to the frame
of the machine, and adjustable thereon, as set forth.

7. A carriage, G, hung to the slide D, and adapted
for the reception of a cutting-tool at either end, sub-

stantially as specified.

3,319.—Stephex "W. SinxH, Xew York, jST. Y.,
assignee of P. W. MacKexzie.— Velocipede.— Pat-
ented August 12, 1862, :No. 36,161 ; reissued March 2,

1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a saddle-seat for

the rider, the employment and use of a cranked axle,

arms E, and foot-rest B, so arraug-ed that power ap-

plied by the feet of the rider shall give motion to the

vehicle, substantially as described and specified.

2. The combination of the following elements,

namely, a saddle-seat for the rider, a cranked axle

for propelling the vehicle by power applied by the
feet of the ri'der, and a steering-mechanism, so con-

structed that the direction of travel of the vehicle

may be governed by the rider, substantially as de-

scribed and specified.

3. The universal joint, in combination with the

fulcrum of the vehicle and the steering-wheel, con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the

purposes specitied.

4. The hinged legs A", in combination with the
body of the horse, and with the cranks C, substan-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

5.'Tho foot-rests upon the arms E, snbstantiaUy

as and for the purposes specified.

6. The double-armed levers e g and diagonal cords

/, in combination v\'ith the handle I and steering-

wheel B, substantially as described and specified.

3,320.—Zexas Wheeler, San Francisco, Cal.

—Apparatus for Concentrating Metallic Ores.—
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Pateuted September 6, 1864, No. 44,130; reissued
March 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the corrugated surface E, with a vibratory or oscil-

lating pan, or concentrator.
2. The inclined grooves K L and K' L', or their

eqv-ivalent, in combination with a vibratory or oscil-

latory pan, or concentrator.
3. The opening D, iu combination with a vibra-

tory or oscillating pan, or concentrator.
4. The bowl F and tube F', or either of them, in

combination with a vibratory or oscillating pan, or
concentrator, substantially and for the purposes
herein specified.

3.321. — S. B. EOWLEY, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signee, bv mesne assignments, of Charles G-. Imlay.
—i^mii-J'ar.—Patented May 23,^ 1865, No 47,834;
antedated December 6, 1864 ; reissued March 2, 1869.

Claim.—A fruit-jar, having on its neck a continu-
ous screw-thread, in combination with an annular
nut or screw-ring, made of thin, yielding metal, all

as set forth, for the purpose specified.

3.322. — Colby Brothers and Company,
"Waterbury, Vt., assignees, by mesne assignments,
of RA}i\kY MuRCH.— Hop Head.— Patented June
14, 1853, No. 9,781 ; extended seven years ; reissued
June 2, 1868, No. 2,9-57 ; reissued November 10, 1868,
No. 3,188 ; reissued March 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of a rigid binder
having the ends connected, so as to form a circuit
around the cross-head, and secured by a rigid fasten-
ing, with a metallic cross-head socketed for the re-

ception of the handle, substantially ds described.
2. The combination of a metallic cross-head and

handle with a rigid metallic binder, which surrounds
the cross-head, and reaches to and is secured on the
handle, and passes the joint between the cross-head
and handle, so as to serve as a brace to sti'engtheu
and support the cross-head, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,323. — Levi Decker, New York, N. Y.—
Cushion for Billiard-Tables. — Patented December
18, 1866, No. 60,6.57; reissued March 9, 1869.

Claim.—The catgut, or other cord E, partially or
fully embedded, or otherwise attached at the angle
a of the rubber cushion C, so as to protect said
cushion against the impact of tlie ball, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3,324. — F. R. WOLPINGER, Chicago, 111.—^a;-
tension- Table. — Patented November 5, 1867, No.
70,668 ; reissued March 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The end rails C, formed in three or
four paits, ci c'^ c^ c^, in combination with the central
folds E and side folds D, substantially as herein
shown, and for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the nanow strips or leaves
I I with the central parts c^ c^ of the end rails C,
substantially as shown and described.

3. The narrow leaves I I, resting upon the parts
c^ c^ iu combination with the leaves G^ G'^ G^ G'*, as
herein set forth and described.

4. The central strips J, (having the legs K,) in
combination with the central parts c^ c^ of the end
rail C, end folds 1), and central folds E, substantially
as described, and for the purposes specified.

5. The arrangement of the leaves G' G^ Q^ G\
and narrow strips I I, wliereby the leaves G^ and G^
are folded upon the end rails C, having the leaves G
andstrij) I iu the same horizontal plane, to Ibrm the
top of the table, and the leaf G' folding down over
the ends of the said leaves G^ and G", substantially
as shown and described.

6. The leaf G'^ hinged in an elevated position upon
the side rail B, and supporting the leaves G' G^ the
outer end of the leaf G' adjusted by the spring-
catch 11, substantially as set forth.

3,325.—Samurt. Danks, Cincinnati, Oliio, for
himself and Joseph C. Butmcr and Lkwis Woiith-
INOTON, assignees of Samuhl Danks. — Lining or
Fix for Puddling and Boiling Furnaces.— Patciited
September 10, 1867, No. 68,7i5 ; reissued March 16,

1869.

Claim.—The use of puddlers or boilers, tapping-
cinder, squeezer-cinder, or hammer-cinder, or pulver-
ized or melted iron-ore, when mixed with an alkali or
alkalies, or lime, common salt, soda, or potassa,
separately or combined, in the manner, and in the
relative proportions, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

3,326.—John E. Hawkins, Lansingburgh, for
himself and Jacob C. Horton, New York, N. Y.,
assignee of John E. Hawkins.— Cracker-Machine.—
Patented June 25, 1867, No. 66,082 ; reissued March
16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The conducting-tubes, divided into
parts T and T', in combination with the knife K,
working between them, substantially as described.

2. The knite K, consisting of a thin plate of sheet-
metal, provided with apertures for the dough to pass-

through, ic combination with a spring to throw the
knife, and the lever i and cam i', to move back the
knife, so that the dough can again pass through the
holes, substantially as described.

3. In combination with mechanism for feeding the
dougli to form the crackers in cylindrical strips,

through tubes or holes, a reciprocating knife, with
apertures in it for the dough to pass through, and so
operated as to sever Irom each of said strips, at
suitable intervals, a section to foim a cracker, sub-
stantially as described.

4. Tlie outside tubes, or thimbles, working on the
lower sections T' of the conducting-tubes, and
operated substantially as described.

5. The docker, consisting of the plates o, p, r, and
s, the pickers v, stamj)er W, and spiral springs S' and
w, all combined, constructed, and operating sub-
stantially as described, to press, prick, and stamp a
row of crackers at one operation, substantially as-

described.
6. The mechanism moved by a crank on the main

driving- shaft, by means of Avhich an intermittent
motion is given to the grooved rollers, the endless
apron, and the docker, substantially as described.

7. In combination with the docker, the thin plate
P, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3,327. — F. I. Norton and William H.
Cloud, Fremont, Ohio, assignees of F. I. Norton..—Drying-Apparatus.—Patented April 28, 1868, No.
77.205 ; reissued March 16, 1869.

Claim.— J . The herein described process of drying
perforated timber and other articles of wood, by
forcing steam through the apertures, afterwards
filling said apertures with heated steam-pipes, as set

forth.

2. Drying wagon-hubs and other articles of wood,
by fitting them around and upon steam-pipes d,

within a structure A, so that they may be enveloped
by steam, as specified.

3. The combination of the steam-coil C and ver-
tical-radiating and steam-pipes d, substantially as and.
for the purpose described.

4. The combination, with a drying-chamber, A B,
of the steam-pipes C d, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3,328.—Arnold A. Wheelock, Washington,
D. C.— Railroad-Car Stove. — Patented February 9,

1869, No. 86,790; reissued March 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. -The arrangement of the openings c e,

waste-cock r, and supply-cock 6;, at the upper end of
the bent pipes P P, when said pipes are employed
substantially as and lor the purpObC described.

2. The combination of water-rescrvoir C, conduct-
ing-pipes P P, having holes ee, water-cock r, supply-
cocks .;•, with the stove A, having screen T and
smoke openings t, all conttructcd and arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as described.

3,329. — Otto Gsantnku, Newark, N. J. —
Elevated Railway.—Patented November 3, 1868, No.
83,772; reissued March 16, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The hangers C and the bed for tho
rails, fornuMl in one piece, in combination with the-

enibedded rail, substantially as and for the purpose
deseribi'd.

2. Tho hangers C made movable, as and for tho
purpose described.
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3. The sliding haasrers L, Trith raUs M for sMftLng
"the suspended cars from one track to the other, as
represented and described-

3,330. — AiiASiAH M. Hills, Kockanum,
Conn.

—

Laicn-HIoicer.—Patented Januarr 28, 1868.
Xo. 73.807 : reissued Jnly 14, 16^, Xo. 3,03» ; reissued
March ] 6, iS69.

Claim.—1. The balanced frame on the roller E, in
combinarion -with the bail Q. to which the handle S
is secured, all constructed and arranged substan-
tiallj as and for the pui-pose set forth.

2. The spiral rorarr cutrer M. provided with the
cuttiug-edges c, when hung above the cutter D in a
frame, which is adjustable upon the shoes X, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

3. The frame, mounted on "the roller E, and pro-
vided with the adjustable shoes X. rotary cutter M.
fixed cutting-blade D, bail Q. and handles S, all

operating substantially as and for the purpose set
fortlL

3,331.—Crp-rs Xewhaix. Hinsdale. X. H.—
J?arrf>frr.—Patented JuJt 29, 1862, Xo. 36,017; re-
issued March 16. I$c9.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a harvester, of a
loose driring-gear ring, revolving on fixed arms,
with a fingef-beam suspended from the main frame
by connections passing through the driving-ring.

2. The conioinatioiL,"with a t:vo-wheeled harvester,
of a Snger-beam. hinged to the main frame by coup-
ling-artSs passing through one of the driving-wheels.

3. The combination, substantially as setforth. in
aharvester, of two wheels, a main frame, a laterally-
projecting hinged finger-beam, and a coupling-frame,
when the main fi^me, the finger-beam, and the
couplings are all arranged withm the periphery of
the wheels.

4. The combination, in a harvester, of a laterally-
projecting finger-beam with cutters driven by a
pitman passing through the driving-wheeL

3v33-2. — Alvix T. Duxbar and Abchibald
|

McXaICtHT. Alba, Pa. — Grain - Separator and
Th rash iag-Mach ine.—^Patefcted February 5, 1867, Xo.
6I.SI0 : reissued March 16, 1869.
Ciaim. — 1. A perforated, longitudinally-slotted

grain-platform. G, in combination with vertically
-and iocgiradinaily moving toothed beating and
shaking bai-s E. arranged so as to play between the
slats, and ab.ove and beneath the platform, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of simultaneously, vertically,

and longitulinafly moving toothed beating and
shaking bars E, with a lon^tadinally-slotted plat-
form, (j. operating substantially as herein described.

3. Tiie combination of a thiashing-machine, a
perforated and longitu'iinally - slotted stationary
platform G. and tootned beating and shaking bars
E, operating substantially as described-

3,333.—E. H. Basket and JoHX BE3BT. Spring-
field. Miss., assignees, by mesne assignments, of
-JOHX CoE. administrator of the estate "of JoHX H
CoE. deeeasei. and "^iLLLAit B. S.viffix.—SiaU-.
J'a*«e?iir.j.—Patented May 3, 1859, Xo. 23,826 ; reis-
sued March 2:3. 1S69.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a skate, of a
movable clamp and a screw, arranged transversely
to the skate, for pressing the clamp against the foot
of the sole of a boot or shoe, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A skate-clamp having a raised or roughened
surface, or the equivalent thereof, to hold the edge
of the sole of a boot or shoe with a firm gripe, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The arrangement of a skate-clamp upon a ver-
tical stud, or pivot, on which it can turn, so as to
adjust itself aatomatically to the surface against
"w^nich the clamp is drawn, substantially as shown
and described.

4. The curved adjustable slotted bars E E F, com-
bined and arranged, in relation to each other, and to
the foot, or base-plate A, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

5. The arrangement, on the serew-shaft K, of a
hinged handle, L, in such a manner that it can be
folded out of the way, after ihe skate is fastened to
the foot, substantially as shown and described.

3,334.—J"OH2> Veeelast> Bogebt, Xew York.
X. Y , and JoHX F. Eowell. Boston. Mass.. as-
signees, by mesne assignments, of JamEs Tyzick.—
.YaiMTz^mcfor.— Patented June 9, 1868, Xo 7*8,699;

reissued March 23. 18€9.
Claim.—The combination of the lever A, sliding-

falcrom B D, and hook E, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

3,33.3.—Samuel F. Dat, BallstonSpa, X. Y.—
Electro-Magnetic Telegraph.—PatentedMay 24, 1864,
Xo. 42.842 ; reissued March 23. 18o9.

Claim.— 1. Combining, with an indenting tele-

graphic registering - in.*trument, a magnet, con-
structed according to the proportions described in the
foregoing specification, or sabstantially so, so as to
accomplish the result stated, by means substantiaUj
the same, that is to say. so as to give sufficiency of
intensity and power of action to produce uniformly
legible iiidentfitions in the paper in an ordinary line-
current, without the aid oi a local battery, as herein-
above set forth.

2. Tl:e ;.rrir.^r~ent of the sotinding-box C, the
lever L : _ . :_ ; - .i^ding-post G, of a magnetic tel-

egrap'::. in c„— „i::.^:ion with each other, in the man-
ner hereinbefore described, and to the effect stated.

3,336.—J. B. Lewis and -J. E. Fdall, Concord,
m.

—

Sulkv-PloiC.—Patented September 1, 186S, Xo.
81,799 ; reissued March 23. 1869.

Claim.—1. The flanges G, eccentrics E bolts H,
wrist-pins J, and pins L, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purposes
herein described and shown.

2. The compound lever M. when constructed and
operating subSiantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The arrangement of the above-named parts with
the frame A, axle B, seat C, traction-wheels K,
washers F, plow-beam D, plow E. and quadrant X,
when combined and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

3,337.—Da2:!el C. Lowbek. Xew York. X. Y.,
and Geobge L. Laughlakd. Xew Orleans. La., as-

signees, by mesne assignments, of "^illia3I Tbow-
B^WGZ.— Cotton-Bale Ji>.—PatentedMarch 10, 1868,
.So. 7.5.319 : reissued March 23. 1869.

Claim.—The device herein described, to wit. a sec-
tion or piece of wire, so formed as to be provided
with the loop, or eye C, with the two ends bent into
hook-form, substantially as herein described, for the
purpose set forth.

3,33S. — Levi Stevexs, "VTashington, D. C—
Manufacture of lUurainatinq-Gas.— Patented Feb-
ruary 23, 1869, Xo. 87.123: re'issned March 23. 18^.

Claim. — 1. A separate vaporizing-chamfaer, for
distilling coal and mixing the vapors from, coal with
hydro oxygen, or steam, for retorting.

2. The combination of the vaporizing and mixing
chamber with a retort, and the passage a, oniting
the chamber with the retort, as and for the porposes
substantially as described.

3. The combination of a vaporizing-chamber, B,
with the retort B' and superheAer of steam, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

3.339 Geoegz "VT. Yax Ep.l-xt. D. C. Yax
Bkl'^t, and HiEAiX B.A.RBEa. Horicon, Wis., as-

signees of George W. Yan" Britnt.—Seeding- Ma-
chine.—Patented Julv 22. 1862. !No. 35.960 ; reissued
March 23. 1869.

Claim.—1. The concentric-chambered recess t, in
the cap G, in combination with a cylindCT. E. having
radial flanches //, when arranged to operate in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. The cones X. having a horizontal circular flanch,
TO. at their lower ends, in combination with the pe-

cnJiarly-shaped tubes M, when constructed in the
manner specified.

.3,3-10.

—

Allex ANT" WiLLAED, Hartford. Conn.,
assiimees of EDWAHr> Webster.—Hut-Air Furnace.
— Patented Jime 12, 1866, Xo. 55,564 ; reissued
March 23. 1869.

Ciaim.—I. The plate E, or its equivalent, whereby
we are enabled to form an equalized draught-space,
E.
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2. The central orifice C, in combination with
draught- space F.

3. The combination of the inner wall D', top and
bottom plates B B', tubes I, plate E, or its equiva-

lent, with the fire-pot G-.

4. The exit-pipe H, passing through and in com-
bination with the air-box A.

3,343. — Erastus Stebbins, Chicopee, Mass.

—

Stop- Cock.—Vatented April 19, 1859, No. 23.721 ; re-

issued December 20, 1859, No. 868 ; reissued March
23, 1869.

Clairii.—1. In combination with the valve-spindle

C, and valve-seat P, the chambered-valve-nut L, hav-
ing orifices M, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with the rotating screw-spindle
C and its reciprocating valve-nut L, the metal washer
I and flexible washer H, arranged to operate sub-

stantially as described.
3. The relative construction and arrangement of

the metal collar I, flexible -washer H, and metal
washer G, substantially as shown and described.

4. In combination with a flexible washer, a metal
collar, formed with a recess adjacent to the valve-
spindle, and extending outward therefrom, by which
recess the collar is caused to pack the washer tightly

around the spindle, when pressed against the washer,
substantially as shown and described.

3,342. — Edward E. Cole and Henry S.

Cole, Pawtucket, R. I. — Steam Fire-Engine.—
Patented July 7, 1868, No. 79,730; reissued March
30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pump-cylinder A, constructed sub-
stantially as described, forming the chambers A A^
and A A^, by the interposition of plunger B.

2. The descending induction-pipe D D, as ar-

ranged in relation to the suction-pipe D D^, and to
the supply-chamber D, all substantially as shown
and described, for the purposes specified.

3. The elevated induction-pipe D T>, connected
with the eduction-pipe C, arranged substantially as
described, for the purposes specified.

4. The arrangement of the siphon-formed induc-
tion-pipe D D^, in relation to the air-chamber C C,
water way, or elevated induction-pipe D D, and
operative parts A B and A A^^, and B B.

3,343.

—

Eeuben "W. Drew, Lowell, Mass., as-

signee of Louis Goddu.—Hand-Pegging Machine.
—Patented December 5, 1865, No. 51,387; reissued
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the portable trav-
eling frame, the handle by which the implement is

held, the driving-spring, and the pegging-awl
plunger, the whole constructed to operate substan-
tially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the handle by Avhich the implement is held,

the driving-spring, and the peg-driver, the whole
constructed to operate substantially as before set

forth. •

3. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the handle by which the implement is held,

the driving- spring, the plunger, and the crank- handle,
the whole constructed to operate substantially as
before set forth.

4. The combination of the portable traveling-
frame, the driving spring, the plunger, and the
stop for the plunger, the whole constructed to op-
erate substantially as before set forth.

5. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, the crarik-handlo, the
plunger, and the stop for the plunger, tiic whole con-
structed to operate substantially as before set forth.

6. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, crank-liaudle, peg-driver,
and peg-tube, the whole' constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

7. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, tlie driving spring, peg-driver, peg-tube, and
peg- feeder, the whole constructed to operate substan-
tially ns before set forth.

8. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, peg-driver, peg-feeder,
and knife, the wliole constructed to operate substan-
tially as before set forth.

9. The combination of the portable traveling

frame and the traveling foot, the whole 'constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

10. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the handle by which the implement is held,
and the traveling foot, the whole constructed to op-
erate substantially as before set forth.

11. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, the plunger, and the trav-
eling foot, the whole constructed to operate substan-
tially as before set forth.

12. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the handle by which the implement is held,
the driving-spring, the plimger, and the traveling
foot, the whole constructed to operate substantially
as before set forth.

13. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving spring, the plunger, tlie stop for
the plunger, and the traveling foot, the whole con-
structed to operate substantially as before set forth.

14. The combination of the portable traveling-
frame, the driving spring, the plunger, the traveling
foot, and the gauge, the whole constructed to operate
substantially as before set forth.

15. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the handle by which the implement is lield,

the driving spring, the plunger, the traveling foot,

and the gauge, the whole constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

16. The combination of the portable traA^eling
frame, the driving-spring, the plunger, the stop, and
the gauge, the whole constructed to operate substan-
tially as before set forth.

17. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving- spring, the plunger, the stop, the'
gauge, and the traveling foot, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as before set forth.

18. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, the plunger, the crank-
handle, and the traveling foot, the whole constructed
to operate substantially as befoi'e set forth.

19. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving spring, the peg- driver, peg-feed-
ing apparatus, peg-tube, and traveling foot, the
whole constructed to operate substantially as before
set forth.

20. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving-spring, peg-driver, peg-feeding
apparatus, peg-tube, traveling foot, and gauge, the
whole constructed to operate substantially as before-
set forth.

21. The combination of the portable traveling
frame, the driving- spring, peg-driver, peg-tube, and.
traveling foot, the whole constructed to operate sub-
stantially as before set forth.

22. The combination of the portable traveling-
frame, the driving-spring, peg-driver, peg- tube, trav-
eling foot and gauge, tlie whole constructed to op-
erate substantially as before set forth.

23. An organized hand-peguing machine, contain-
ing the devices, constructed, arranged, andcombined
to operate substantially as described, by which, while
with one hand the machine is held to the work, with
the other it is* moved over the work, the holes-
punched, and the pegs furnished and driven at regu-
lar distances, substantially in the manner set forth.

3,344.—George W. Eay and Vaunum N. Tay-
lor, Springfield, Mass., assignees, by mesne assign-
ments, of John T. Bruen and G. M. Jacoiss.—Ma-
chine for Applying Tteenforcing- Patches to Button-
Holes of Collars.—Putonted No-vcmber 27, 1866, No.
59,9.57 ; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the suspended
die-plate D, main die-plate, or bed C, and punches ^^

lu, constructed and operating substantially as herein
described, and for the purposes specified.

2. The feeding toes «, in combinalion with the
dogs i, bar h, and rods g. constructed and operating
substantially as and for the )>urposes herein describoit.

3. The pusher-bars b', in conibinution with the
dogs e', cross-head b, and springs/', constructed and
opei-ating substantially as herein described and set
forth.

4. The combination of the rolls n n, one of which
has ,the ratchet p thereon, with the drums m, all

con.structed and operating substantially as herein
described, and for the i)urposos specified.

5. Applying re-enlbrcing-patches to buttonholes of
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-collars or cuffs automatically; that is to say, by
mechanism Tvhich moistens or heats the paper, or
collar, or patch, and then presses the aaid patches
upon the paper or collar, substantially as described.

3,345.—John Turner, Norwich, Conn., for him-
self, and assignee of Isaac E. Palmer.—Machine
/or Making Covered Cord.—Patented April 14, 18C3,

No. 38,190''; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the main or laying
spindle, the strand-spindles, and the hollow spindles,

which carry the coveriagbobbins, as herein de-

scribed ; that is to say, the said hollow spindles,

having their axes iu line with the axes of their re-

spective strand-spindles, and ai-ranged around the
line of the axis of the main or laying spindle, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the spindles F and their

disks H', and bobbins H, of the hollow spindles G-,

and their disks I' and bobbins I, the latter spindles,

disks, and bobbins revolving independently of the
former, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

3. The combination, with the spindles F and G-, of
the holes, or openings .g g, arranged substantially as

described, in the spindles G, for operation in concert
with guiding- pins//, to the yarns or threads from
the bbbbins.'rotated by the spindles G, substantially

as described.
4. In a machine for making covered twist, or cord,

producing the revolution of the device or devices by
which the covering-yarn is put on in a direction the
reverse of that of the device or devices which pro-

duce the twisting of the yarns of which the strands
are formed, whereby the covering or finishing-mate-
rial is laid on iu a converse direction to the twist
imparted to the respective strands, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination of a revolving layingup
mechanism, three or more spindles, for twisting the
several strands together, and the strand-twisting
and covering device-*, rotating in opposite directions

"to each other, the whole operating substantially as

herein described.

3,346.—George E. Tan Amringe. Ncay York,
N. Y.

—

Tube for Stenm- Gerierato7'f;.— 'Patented De-
cember 22, 1868, No. 8.5,149 ; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of tubes of steam-gen-
erators, substantially as herein %et forth.

3,347 Frank B. Wells, for himself, and J.

Hervey Cook, (assignee of one-half of said inven-
tion,) Fishkill on the Hudson, N. Y. — Binding
^ooA;s.—Patented. October 20,1838, No. 83,345; re-

issued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—Mathematical and other books, provided
with silicated leaves or sheets, combined therewith,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3,348.—James Armstrong. Jr., Elmira, 111.

—

Cultivator.—Fixtented December 26, J.865, No. 51,680

;

reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two longitudinal beams or levers C C,
extending both in front and in rear of the axle B of
a cultivator, and secured rigidly upon said axle, at
any required distance on each side of its center, said
t)eams or levers being pivoted or hinged, at their
forward ends, to the shovel-carrying frame D D,
substantially as described.

2. The beams or levers C C, applied to the axle of
a cultivator, and extending both in front and in rear
of said axle, so that when their ends are depressed,
the shovel-carrying frame is raised, substantially as
described.

3 Rigidly securing the draught-pole E to the trans-
verse brace C and front brace h, of a shovel-carry-
ing frame of a carriage cultivator, when such frame
is hinged at its front end, and it, together with the
rear end of the dra^ught-pole, and with said braces,
rises bodily, as the cultivator-teeth are elevated, sub-
stantially as described.

4. Pivoting the inner shovel-standards G G to a
transverse braceC of a shovel-carrying frame, which
is hinged at its front end, and has' the draught'-pole
attached to it, substantially as described.

5. A carriage cultivator, combining, in its organi-
.aation, two pairs of longitudinal beams, hinged or

pivoted together at their front ends, or levers D D,
C C, and a driver's seat, located on extensions which
are above the axle, in rear of the axle of the trans-
porting- wheels, and in rear of the plows or shovels,
substantially as described.

6. The shovel carrying frame D D, with the driver's
seat D' secured to its rear end, said frame being piv-
oted by its forward end to two levers, which are
secured rigidly to the carriage-axle B, and are pro-
vided with foot stirrups tn m., substantially in the
manner and for the purpose described.

7. The movable stepped block c, applied to the
axle B of a cultivator-carriage, for adjusting the
shovel-frame of the cultivator, substantially in the
manner herein described.

8. The longitudinally laterally-rocking rods e e, in
combination with the pivoted cap d, applied in a cul-
tivator, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described.

9. The compound pivot-joint e i, for connecting the
shovel-standards G G to their supporting-frame, and
allowing the lateral vibration of the standards, as
well as permitting the desired adjustment of the
same, either to the right or left, substantially iu the
manner described.

10. Coustructing the shovels s with an embracing-
estensiou t, which is pivoted to the standard, iu the
manner described and represented, for the purpose
set forth.

11. The combination of the shovel-frame D D C
with the levers C C, vibrating-standards G G,
curved levers 1 1, and treadles H H, substantially as
described.

3,349.—C. AuLTMAN, Canton. Ohio, assignee, by
mesne assignments, of Hen'RY Fishkr.—Harvester.
—Patented January 26, 1864, No. 41,411; reissued
March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combined raking and reeling ap-
paratus, which rotates around a vertical shaft, when
its arms adjust themselves successively from a hori-
zontal to a vertical position, and when "the combined
apparatus is so located that its arms swing on
hinges, which are below the highest point of the
drive-wheel, and the extent of the sweep of any one
of the arms does not interfere with the driver, seated
outside of the drive-wheel, substantially as described.

2. The construction and adaptation of a combined
rake and reel, which revolves entirely around a ver-
tical center, so that it may be applied to the harvester
at a point which is on the inside of the drive-wheel,
and below the top of said wheel, substantially as
described.

3. Attaching each of the respective arms of the
combined rake and reel to a hinge, or pivot, which
is on the inner side of the drive-wheel, and below
the top of the same, substantially as described.

4. The adaptation of a rakiug and reeling appa-
ratus combined, which revolves entirely around a
vertical center, for application to the inner side of a
harvester, at a point below the top of the drive-wheel,
substantially as described.

5. The construction of the cam of the combined
rake and reel, in the manner described and shown.

6. The crown-wheel, with a series of pivoted rake
and reel arms, m the manner described and shown.

7. Attaching the rake-arm to the central head,
below the driving-wheel, and iu a line tangential
instead of radial to the head, so as to cause the rake
to pass the cutting-apparatus in a line more nearly
parallel thereto.

8. So arranging the arms of a combined revolving
raking and reeling apparatus, that the driver can sit

on the machine and drive the team, the shaft of the
rake and reel being at or nearly at right angles with
the grain-platforEi, and the arms of rake and reel

not sweeping over the seat on which the driver is

located, so as not to interfere with him, substantially
as described.

9. Driving a revolving rake and reel combined,
mounted upon a vertical, or nearly vertical pivot,

from a pulley on the inner side of the drive-wheel or
maiu axle.

10. The combination of a horizontal miter-wheel,
having combined rake and reel arms attached
thereto, a vertical miter-spur wheel, and an endless
belt, or its equivalent, extending to a pulley on the
driving-Avheel or shatt.
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11. A driver's seat, supported wholly on the outer

end of the main drive-wheel axle.

12. In a harvesting-machine, the frame of which
has no support outside the maiu drive- wheel, a

driver's seat, mounted on a support vrhich is wholly
outside of said wheel.

13. In a harvester, having a revolving rake and
reel, a driver's seat, supported by the outer end of

the main axle.

14. In combination with the stationary cam M,
extending the rake-head back behind its fulcrum, so

as to raise and control the rotating rake by the

action of the cam-wav on its heel, or rear end, sub-

stantially as described.
15. In combination with the rake, the curved pro-

jection attached thereto, to push the grain down in

advance of the rake, and insure its being cut before

the rake shall move it on the platform.

3,350. — AuRY G-. Goes, Worcester, Mass.—
TTi-enc/i.—Patented March 6, 1866, N9. 52,968; re-

issued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. As a means of sustaining* the support
•or step of the foot of the movable-jaw screw in posi-

tion, the metal joint or connection, composed of the
notch a and the ferrule H, with its eccentric lip, or

its equivalent, in manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as before explained.
2. The formation and application of the ferrule H,

in such manner that it shall serve the twofold pur-
pose of an abutment, to prevent longitudinal move-
ment of the movable-jaw screw, or its step or sup-

port, in one direction, and as a protection against
fracture oi' injury to the handle.

3. The combination and ai rangement of the ferrule

H with the shank C and the handle F, whereby such
handle, or its equivalent, serves the purpose of pre-

venting escape of the lip of such ferrule from the
.groove or notch in the shank, as described.

3,351.—Thomas Daniels, Toledo, Ohio.—Soda-
Water Apparatus.—Patented January 11, 1859, No.
'22,-549 ; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The extension of the sirup and soda, or
carbonic-acid-water pipe, through or over the upper
part of the refrigerator, or ice-chamber, into the ice-

chamber, and the extension of these pipes to, and the
coiling them upon, the bottom of the ice-chamber, as
described, where they can be conveniently covered
with ice, and by that means, and in that manner,
cooling their contents, as they pass through such
pipes to the place where they are to be discharged
for use, and in that way cooling them so near the
place, or faucet through, which they are to finally

discharge for use, as to discharge such contents as
nearly as possible as cold as when they leave the ice-

chamber.

3,352.

—

AlfredB.Ely, IsTewton, Mass., assignee
of Francis D. Ballou.—Boot and Shoe.—Patented
July 4, 1865, No. 48,614 ; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture constitut-
ing a boot or shoe, made substantially in the manner
described.

3,353.—Jacob B.'KiNGHAM, Dorchester, Mass.—
Nail- Cutting Machine.—Patented October 11, 1864,

No, 44.637 ; reissued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining and arranging the griping-
dies G, K, I', and N, in the manner substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

2. Combining, with the pivoted die N and station-
ary die I', mechanism for vibrating said die N, in the
manner described, so tluit when the nnil is fi-eed from
pressure, the said die N will be forced under the die
I, Fig. 3, and allow the nail to drop out of the ma-
chine, as specified.

.3,354.—WiLUAM W. Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Machine for Rolling Horse'^hoe-Iroyi. — Patented
February 1, 1859, No. 22,812; reissued March 30,
1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a pair of rolls, of
a groove with an inclined bottom and one or more
creasera, for the purpose of guiding the iron, and pro-
ducing a thicker edge on the outside of the shoe, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of a pair of grooved rollers

with one or more creasers, when the bottom of the
groove or lolling- surface of either roll is eccentric,
so as to make the shoes thicker at the heels than at
the point or toe, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a pair of rolls, of annu-
lar adjustable creasers, substantially as described.

3,355.

—

Liberty Litchfield, Festus C. Litch-
field, and Libya M. Litchfield, Southbridge,
Mass., assignees of Lydia W. Litchfield, adminis-
tratrix of the estate of Lardy Litchfield.—Shuttle
for iooms.—Patented May], 1855, No. 12,780; re-
issued March 30, 1869.

Claim.—1 The combination and arrangement of
the spring d with the shuttle A, the spindle a, the
joint pin 6, the arm c, and the abutment or stop h.

2. The combination and arrangement of the pin e
and it.s head/ v\-ith the shuttle A, the spring d. the
spindle «, the joint-pin h, the arm c, and the abuiment
or stop h.

3. The combination of means of adjusting the
stop /i, in manner as described, with such stop,
the arm c, the spindle a, the pin &, and the spring
d, arranged with the heel and the joiut-pin of the
spindle, and in the shuttle, as set forth.

3,350.—Horatio O. Perry and John L. Lay,
Buffalo, N. T.

—

Recipropating Steam-Engine.—Pat-
emed May 21, 1867, No. 65.003; reissued March 30,
1869.

Claim,.— 1. A vertical compound-engine, A B,
having a continuous piston-rod, the cylinders being
united by a connection, or connections, which form
a space between the proximate heads of said cylin-
ders, substantially as set forth,

2. The combination and arrangement of the shell
or frame surrounding the intervening chamber K,
Avith the two cylinders, A and B, the bottom plate
connected with, or forming the cover of the cylinder
B, constructed substantially as herein set forih.

3. The sleeve 7i, or equivalent extension of the cyl-

inder-head, and packing-box L, in combination with
the cylinders A B, arranged and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In combination with the two cylinders, A and B,
and chamber K, arranged as described, the remova-
ble section forming the main-hole I, whereby access
is had to the interior of the lower cylinder, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

5. So combining and arranging the two cylinders,
A and B, v,^here a continuous piston-rod is employed,
that both cylinders may be packed around said rod,
by the use of a single stuffing-box, in a space inter-
vening between the two cylinders, substantially as
described, or other equivalent means.

6. So constructing the frame, shell, or casting K,
that while it serves the purpose of connecting" the
two cylinders, and sustaining one upon the other, it

shall also serve as a head, or cover, tor the proximate
ends of one or both cylinders, substantially as shown
and described.

7. Tlie sustaining part K, or its equivalent, sur-
rounding the piston rod, between the proximate
heads of the two cylinders, said portion acting as
the support of the upper cylinder, and dispensing-
with any extraneous frame for the purpose, and
thereby forming a compact arrang-ement and con-
struction for a marine engine, substantially as set
forth.

3,357.—James S. Atterbury and Thomas B.
Atterhuuy, Pittsburgh, Pa. — Manufacture of
Olass- Ware.— TateiitGd March 3, 1868, No. 75,110;
reissued April 6, 1869.

Claim: — 1. As a now article of manufacture, a
glass ewerraoutiied pitcher or vessel, having its up-
per part at least blown in a mold, so tliat the edge
or rim may be of such dermite curved shape as that
a metallic cap or cover, of a corresponding curved
shai)e, shuttiug down upon the naked glass, may fit

it exactly.
2. The mode, hereinbefore described, of porfora,t-

ing glass vessels for riveting covers thereto.

3. Making ower-moutluMl glass jjitcliers or vessels

by blowing the upi)(>r or rim portion at least in a
mold, and attaching metallic covers thereto in such
manner as that the cover may lit closely to the naked
glass riui, substantially as described.
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3.358. — George Carleton Cassaud, Balti-

more, Md., (L. and J. L. Cassard. assignees of

George Caui.eton Cassaud.}—Lard-Cooler.— Pat-

ented June 16, 1868, jSTo. 78,925 ; reissued April 6,

1869.

Glaiin.—1. The central lard-discharge D, when
used in a lard -cooler, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. The scrapers E. R, springs s s, arms P P, (sup-

porting them,) or their CLiuivalents, for the purpose
specified.

3. The combination of the cylindrical tank C, in-

closed in the tank B, or other suitable arraugement
to form the interval F, for the purpose specified,

with the vertical (hollow or solid) shaft I, whose
bearings shall be above said tank or its contents, all

substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the shaft I, the fixed slats

n n, and the movable slats m m, supported by and
rotated Avith the shaft and its arms, and mesliiug be-

tween the fixed slats, when said parts are employed
in connection with the vessel C and tank B, having
the interval F, as described.

5. The central discbarge, in combination with the
funnel-shape bottom of tank C, or its ecLuivalent, not
restricting myself to either shape or material in con-

struction, but all substantially as described, and for

the purpose specified.

3.359.— John DEGNO^^ Cleveland, Otio.— Gov-
ernor.—Patented Angust 7, 1866, Iso. 56,908 ; reissued
April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the cylinder A and
the propeller B, with the throttle-valve of a steam-
engine, and the intermediate devices, substantially
as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the cylinder A and the pro-

peller B, with an arraugement of devices, whereby
to transmit motion, and communicate changes of the
said wheel to the throttle-valve of a steam-engine, as
herein stated.

3. The combination of the propeller B, revolving
in water in the cylinder A, the spindle C, and rack
D, applied with the toothed segment E, attached to

the spindle rf, operated through the medium of the
gearing a b, substantially in the manner represented
and described.

3,3G0.—Jason B. Loomis, Chelsea, Mass., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Samuel S. Sher-
wood, New York, N. Y.—Skeleton-Skirt—Patented
June 26, 1860, No. 28,941 ; reissued April 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with hoops of a
skeleton- skirt, of a tape, braid, or equivalent, ex-

tending from hoop to hoop, and sewn through the
covering of the hoops, substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

2. The combination, with hoops of a skeleton-skirt,

of a tape, braid, or its equivalent, extending from
hoop to hoop, and sewn through the covering of the
hoop, and returned over the hoop, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination, with hoops of a skeleton-skirt,
of a tape, braid, or equivalent, extending from hoop
to hoop, and sewn through the covering of the hoop,
and through the tapes or vertical support, substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

4. The combination, with hoops of a skeleton- skirt,

of a tape, braid, or equivalent, extending from hoop
to hoop, and sewn through the covering of the hoop
returned over the hoop, and sewn through the tapes
or vertical sujsport, substantially as hereinbefore set
forth.

3, 3(»1.— Alberto Pagenstecher, Curtisville,

Mass., assignee of Henry Voelter. — Reducing
Wood-Fiber's to Paper-Pulp.—Patented August 10,

1858, No. 21,161; antedated August 29, 1856; re-

issued April 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. Placing the blocks of wood to be re-

duced with their fibers running parallel to the axis
of the stone, or transversely to its face, substantially
in the manner shown and described.

2. The arrangement of two or more blocks on the
circumference of one and the same stone, one block
behind the other, so that the fibers torn ofi", by the
action of the stone, fi'om the first block, will be
carried under the succeeding block, and again ex-

posed to the grinding-action of the stone, as set forth.

3. The -automatic feed -motion, constructed of
screw-spindles K, followers P, and jaws Z, in combi-
nation with the stone A, substantially as shown and
described.

4. The pulleys T and ratchet-wheels a, in combi-
nation with the jaws Z, screw-spindles P, followers
P, and stone A. substantially as described.

5. The separating - mechanism, consisting of a
series of perforated and rotating cylinders, in com-
bination with the separating-rollers, channels, and
troughs, substantially as shown and described.

3,362.—David S. Quimby and David S. Quimby,
Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y , assignees of Stephen E. Go-
ing.— Ooo^ijifZ-^Store.—Patented June 17, 1862, No.
35,658 ; reissued April 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A draught-regulator, applied in the
oven-fiae, near where the products of combustion
pass away from under the oven, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with an oven, and the flues
thereof, a draught-regulator, formed of a range of
holes that are larger at the front than toward the
back of the oven, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. A sliding damper, formed with holes decreasing
from the front of the range toward the back, and ap-
plied in the flue that passes below the oven, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,363.—John E. Van TVinkle, Paterson, N. J.—Machine for Opening and Gleaning Cotton.—Pat-
ented June 2, 1863, No. 38,794 ; reissued April 6,

1869.

Claim:—1. The combination of the apron I and
fan H, with the parallel toothed shafts C C, a a,

grid or grating D, and feed-aperture g, when the
said parts are arranged as herein set forth, to cause
the cotton to traverse the beaters longitudinally of
the shafts C C, in passing from the feed-apertare g
to the apron I.

2. The combination of the oblique-deflecting ribs
w, with the feed-aperture g, longitudinally-operat-
ing beaters C C a, carrying-apron I, and fan H, all

arranged in the manner and for the purposes herein
set forth. "^

3. The opening or openings e, for the admission of
air at the feeding-end of the machine, beneath the
grid or grating D, in the described combination with
the said grid, or grating, and with longitudinally-
operating beaters C C a, carrying-apron I, and fan
H, all aiTanged and operating as set forth.

4. The eccentric Q, ratchet-wheel c, and pawl d,

or their equivalents, employed in the described com-
bination, with the beaters C C a, and grating D, to
adjust the latter in its distance from the former.

5. The suction-fan H, communicating with the in-

terior of the rotary screen F, in the manner and for

the purposes specified, when used in combination
with toothed beaters C C a, and ax^ron I, arranged
and operated as set forth.

6. The combination, with the suction-fan H and
carrying-apron I, of the roller L and door S, to the
end of the box E, through which the cotton is dis-

chai'ged, said roller and door being hung, or ar-

ranged so as to be capable of rising and falling, or
of adjusting themselves relatively to the apron I,

and cotton lying thereon, as it passes under the roller,

substantially as and for the purpose or purposes
herein set forth.

3,364. — "William Baxter, N'ewark, N". J.

—

Steam-Engine- Valve Device.—Patented October 27,

1868. No. 83,444 ; reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method herein described of con-
trolling the throw of a steam-valve by interposing be-

tween the moving cam and the A'alve a resisting

medium, the action of which on the valveincreases or
decreases in proportion to the speed of the engine,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The combination, with the valve audits moving
cam, or eccentric, of the regulating- barrel and pis-

ton, interposed between said cam and valve, and con-
necting the divided valve-rod, substantially in the
manner specified.

3. The regulating piston and the barrel for contain-
ing the resfsting-mediUm, provided with a channel
connecting its ends, with or without an adjusting or
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regulating valve, in combination Tvith the valve and
its movinii: cam and connecting-rod, subtantially as

and lor the purposes set forth.

4. The combination, with the steain-cjlinder, lo-

cated Tvithm the boiler, or steam-space, or chamber
connected therewith, of a wholly uncovered or open
valve, also located within said boiler or steam-cham-
ber, sliding on open steam- admission ports, and held

or pressed against the valve-seat by the pressure of

steam alone, without the aid of any mechanical de-

vice applied for that pm-pose, substantially as set

forth.
5. The arrangement, herein shown and described,

of the cut-olf-valve rod and main-valve rod, so that

the one shall pass through the other, or so that both
shall have a common axis, for the purposes set forth.

6. The arrangement of a portable engine, built

upon the flange"of the steam-cylinder, wliich at once
forms the bed-plate of said engine and the cover of

the boiler or steani-space connected therewith, sub-

stantially as herein described, whereby the whole
may be bodily applied to or removed from the boiler,

as set forth.

3,365.—"W. A. Ives, New Haven, Conn.—Hoi-
low Auger.—Patented October 13, 1868, No. 82,957

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The circular stock A, having the slot B
across its face, iji combination with the screw D, ad-

justable dies, or knife-holders C C, and set-screws /
f\ when constructed and operated substantially as

and for the purpose described and set forth.

3,366.—Ebenezer G-. Lamson, Shelburne Falls,

Mass.

—

Rock-Channeling Machine. — Patented Oc-
tober 2, 1866, No, 58,435 : reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of cutting • instru-

ments, for working in or on stone, with the crank-
wheel attached to driving-shaft, or otherwise, and an
interposed spring, or its equivalent, so as to raise

and lower the mechanism, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the stone-ciitting machine
herein described, wliich is moved along upon a track,

or way or ways, whilst operating upon tiie rock or

stone, the reversible. pa\\i and the worm-gear and
clutch, so as to enable tlie movement of the whole
machine along in either direction upon the track, or
stop it at Avill, during the continuous action of the
cutters, substantially as described.

3. The interposition of a bow-spring, or other elas-

tic or yielding device, between the cutters or drills,

and the operating-mechanism of a stone-channeling
drilling, or grooving machine, substantially for the
purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the bow-spring, or its equiv-
alent, and the eccentric feed, with worm-gear, when
operated upon wheels which run on a track, the fric-

tion of which moves the machine along, either way,
upon the track, sul)stantially as herein set forth.

5. The combination, in a stone drilling, grooving,
or channeling macliine, of an elastic or yielding in-

strument, of any construction, and a wrist-pin, or
other device, which gives a positi-^e movement to

said elastic instrument, which is corinectcd with
drills, or ciitters, substantially as set forth.

6. A stone-grooving, drilling, or channeling ma-
chine, that is provided with a mechanism which Avill

assist in extracting the drills, or cutters from the
rock, assist in elevating the same on their upward
movement, and add to their velocity or stroke on or
into the stone, substantijdly as and for the purposes
desciibcd.

7. The adjustable crank-pins a a in the cranks M
M, whereby the stroke of tlie drills may be increased
or diminished, substantially as described.

8. In combination with a stone-drilling or cutting
apparatus, that is moved upon a track, a friction or
equivalent clutch, operated by a lever connected to
the axle of the carriage, whereby tlie machine may
be allowed to propel along or titop, substantially as

set forth.

9. Reciprocating clinnncling-chisels, applied to

opposite sides of a carriage-bed, and driven by a
crank-shaft and connecting-arm, said slmtt niceiving
its motions from an engiuc which is mounted upon
said carriage-bed, substantially as described.

3,367.—E. G. Lamson, Windsor, Vt., assignee

of George W. Bishop. — Stone-Channeling Ma-
chine.—Patented January 27, 18.57, No. 16,460 ; re-

issued April 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A stone-grooving machine, upon a
frame, which carries an engine, and a boiler, and a
stone-channeling or grooving apparatus, with re-

ciprocating cutters operating in connection with the
frame, substantially in the manner specified.

2. A frame which carries an engine, and boiler,

and a drilling, grooving, or cutting apparatus, when
provided with a worm and spiral gear, for the pur-
pose of giving motion to said frame, upon any suit-

able track or way, by means of friction, substantially
as herein specified.

3. Propelling a stone-grooving or cutting machine,
or a frame of a drilling, cutting, or grooving ma-
chine, by means of a worm, spiral, and bevel gears,
which operate upon the wheels of axles which sup-
port or carry said frame substantially as specified.

4. A series of vertical inclined chisels, of different
lengths, placed, one behind the other, in combination
with a revolving hammer or cam, as described,
whereby a positive motion is given to all the chisels,

from a single hammer or cam for each series of chis-

els, substantially as set forth!

5. The combination of a feed-mechanism, a stone-
channeling or grooving machine, and a steam-en-
gine, all operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

6. The combination of wheels having plane sur-
faces, and which move upon a track having a plane
surface, with the frame and propelling-mechanism
for diilling, channeling, or cutting stone, whereby I
am enabled to feed the machine without too positive
a movement, subst^tially as and for the purposes
specified.

3,368.—E. G. Lamson, "Windsor, Vt., assignee of
"William Plumer.—(Division A.) Bock-Channel-
ing Machine.—Patented October 6, 1857, No. 18,352

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim-.-^l. Eeeding the cutter laterally in a direc-
tion at right angles to the cut, or nearly so, whether
the cutting- tool be situated horizontally, vertically,

or at any angle, by the devices herein described, or
their equivalents, so arranged that the cutter or drill

can be tm-ned at right angles to the straight track of
the machine, and also the requisite feeding motion be
obtained, as set forth.

2. The slotted arms c' d' and e' f, so arranged and
constructed as to permit the Avhole cutting-apparatus
to be turned at right angles to the cut, and to commu-
nicate, when fastened together, the lateral feeding
motion to the frame r r.

3. The arrangement of devices herein described,
whereby I am enabled to feed the cutter, working
vertically, in a circular direction, and set the cutter
at any desired distance from the center upon which
the machine turns, by ^vhich blocks or pillars of any
desired diameter can be cut out, as set forth.

4. A stone-cutting or channeling machine, which
moves upon a straight track, mounted upon a circu-

lar track, the standards supporting the drill or drills

resting upon a turning plate, all so constructed that
the drill or drills may be operated on either side of
the straight track in circular lines, or fed forward in
parallel lines, substantially as set forth.

5. The arrangement, under a stone-drilling ma-
chine, substantially as herein set fortli, of flanged
rollers for keeping the fi'ame and mechanism in place
upon the track, substantially as specified.

3,369.—E. G. Lamsox, "Windsor, Vt., assignee
of"William Plumee--(Division B.) Rock-Channel-
inq Machine.—Patented October 6, 1857, No. 18,352 ;

reissued April 13, 18()9.

Claim.—1. A stone-channeling or grooving ma-
chine, which is constructed to move upon a track, and
provided with a reciprocating cutter or cutters, so ar-

ranged as to cut seams or grooves outside of frame
and track, aud in a line witli the track, substantially

as herein set forth.

2. A stono-channeliug or grooving machine,
which is constructed to move ujion a straight track,

wliich is provided with reciprocating cutters, which
are arranged to cut seams or grooves between the

tracks or ways, in the m.aniu'r set forth.

3. A stone -channeling or grooving machine,

r;o n p— TT
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which runs upon, a track, and which is provided with
a cutter or cutters, attached to a cutter-holder, which
cutter-holder moves freely on standard guides, the

holders being operated upon suitable mechanism for

raising the cutter or cutters, substantially as set

forth.
4. The arrangement of the cuttter-holders with

cutter or cutters, attached to slide freely on standard
guides, confined to a frame or plate, which is hung
on trunnions, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. A stone - cutting or grooving machine, with
chisels or drills, that are operated upon a frame and
track, when said frame is supported upon trunnions,

and held by adjustable braces, for giving the cutting-

instruments any desired angle, substantially as herein
set forth.

6. In combination with a stone-grooving or chan-
neling machine, a horizontal rack- bar, placed either

in the inner or outer surface of the track, and a pin-

ion, attached to the mechanism of the machine,
whereby the same is fed along, substantially for the

purposes set forth.

7. Operating the feed-mechanism, as well as the
cutting-mechanism of a stone-grooving or channel-

ing machine, by a crank-shaft and eccentric, or

equivalent device, substantially as set forth.

8. In a stone-grooving, drilling, or channeling
machine, that is moved along upon a track, or way,
a double-acting pa-«d, acting upon a ratchet, or tlieir

respective equivalents, whereby the pinion is caused
to feed into the rack-bar on the track, substantially

as set forth.

9. A slotted arm, lever, or elbow, or their equiva-

lents, connected with the feed-mechanism of a stone-

drilling, cutting, or channeling machine, whereby I
may regulate the progress of the machine, and its

cutters on the stone, so as to feed the mechanism
fastef or slower while the cutters are operating, sub-

stantially bv the means and for the purposes speci-

fied.

10. The hanging frame E', which carries the cut-

ters on trunnions, and the adjustable brace Y, or its

equivalent, for the x)urpose of giving any desired

angle tq the cutters, substantially as set forth and
described.

11. Giving a forward or backward movement to the

stone-cutting machine at pleasure, and simultane-

ously with the upward stroke of the reciprocating
cutters, and confining said machine positively in po-

sition upon its track, during the descending stroke

of the said cutters, substantially by the means as

herein set forth.

12. The employment of an air-cylinder, in a stone-

cutting or channeling machine, tor the purpose of

assisting the force of the cutter or cutters on their

desceutto the stone, substantially as set forth.

13. The upright screw- shaft Q, arranged upon the
frame E', for the purpose of feeding down the frame
H and the cutting-mechanism, substantially as spec-

ified.

14. The vertical screw-rods O' 0', between the
standards D D, on each side of the plate C for the
purpose of allowing the frame E', which is supported
upon trunnions, to be raised or lowered Detween the
standards, and set at any desired angle by the braces
Y Y, or their equivalents, and stationed in position,

substantially as herein specified.

3.370.— John I. Monroe. "Woburn, Mass.—
Jfforse-jBafce.—Patented March 19, 1867, No. 63,079

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the elastic tip G-

with the rigid descending bar e^ of teeth E, substan-
tially in the manner as described and shown.

2. The divider, as constructed with the head M,
teeth L, bar- K, spring, IST, and bars J, substantially

as described and shown.
3. So connecting the divider-head M with the di-

vider, by means of spring 1^, or its equivalent, as

that it shall have an independent yieldi3ig or vibra-

tory motion, for passing obstacles, substantially as

described and shown.

3.371. — Frederick Nishwitz, Brooklyn, 15^.

Y.—(DivisionA.) Harvester.—Patented Februaryie,
18.58, No. 19,377 ; reissued March 5, 1861, No. 44

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, in a two-wheeled
front-cut harvester, of a tongue, or draught-frame,
vi])rating about a gear-center, with a frame vibrating
about a gear-center, and a laterally-projecting out-

ting-apparatus, secured by one end only, to the inner
front corner of the vibrating frame, the combination
being and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a two-wheeled front-cut
harvester, of a tongue, or draught-frame, vibrating
about a gear-center, a frame carrying a countershaft
and a crank-shaft, and vibrating about a gear-center,
and a laterally projecting cutting-apparatus, con-
nected with the gear-frame at one end only, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination, in a front-cut harvester, of two
wheels, a main frame arranged between the wheels,
a laterally-projecting cutting-apparatus, secured to
the frame at one entl only, a vibrating tongue, or
draught-frame, and a lifting hand-lever, and cord or
chain operated by the driver, substantially as set

forth.

4. The combination of a vibrating tongue, a vi-

brating gear-frame, a lifting-lever, a cord, or chain
and pawl, with a tripping-lever operated by the
driver's foot, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
two ^iieels, a tongue, or draught-frame secured di-

rectly to the axle of said wheels, a main frame ar-

ranged between the wheels, projecting beyond their

peripheries at either end, and vibrating about the
main axle, a laterally-projecting cutting-apparatus,
connected with the gearing-frame at one end only,

and a lifting-lever and cord, or chain.

3,37*2.—ErederickNishwitz, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
(Division B.) Harvester. — Patented February 16,

1858, No. 19,377 ; reissued March 5, 1861, No. 44
;

reissued April 13. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, as set forth, of an
adjustable lever, directly connected with the tongue,
or draught-frame, with the laterallj^-projecting cut-

ting-apparatus, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination Avith tlie tongue, or draught-
frame, attached at its rear end, near the center of
the machine, of the lever, the chain or cord, and the
frame, carrying the cutting-apparatus, as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with the lever attached to the
tongue, or draught- frame, of the pawl and treadle,
operating as set forth.

4. The" combination, with the lever, pawl, and
treadle, of an adjustable stop, substantially %s set

forth.

3,373.—John S. Eowell and Ira Eowbll, Bea-
ver Dam, Wis., assignees of John S. Howell and
Michael F. Lowth," same place.

—

Seeding- Machine.
—Patented October 14, 1862, No. 36,672 ; reissued
April 13, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The triangular openings d, and groove
e, in the cap I, in combination with the seed-cylinders
H, when arranged to operate in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

2. Broiidly, the brace M, constructed and arranged
so to clamp the shank K that it will retain its posi-

tion when the shovel J is used in tillable soil, yet
hold it in su^i a manner that it will loosen its hold
on the shank, and allow it to swing bacB on the
pivot k, when the shovel meets with obstructions, as
specified.

3. The combination of the forked or friction-brace
M, with the pivot k for connecting the shanks K, and
consequently, the cultivator-teeth J to their drag-
bars L, substantially as described.

3,374.— Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Louisville,
Ky.—(Division A.) Method, of Blasting with Nitro-
Zeitm-Patented December 18, 1866, No. 60,-573 ; re-

issued April 13, 1869.

Claim.—The use of nitro-glyeerine and silicious

matter mixed together, for blasting or military pur-
poses, in the manner substantially as and for the
purposes described.

3,375.— Taliaferro P. Shaffner, Louisville,
Ky.—(Division B.) Method of Blasting tvith Nitro-
26wm.—Patented December 18, 1866, No. 60,-573 ; re-

issued April 13, 1869.
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Claim.—1. For blasting'-purposes, the use aud iu-

terposition of a columu of water between the " tamp-
iug"and " blasting " charges, when the same are
arranged in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.
2. As a method of blasting- in rock, the adjustment

and arrangements of the "tamping" and "blast-
ing " cliarges, in such manner that the former sliall

be placed at or near the surface, or upper part of the
drill-hole, while the latter is located at the bottom
thereof, or in such a manner as that the gases of the
two charges may be united, disrupting the rock in

the manner aud for the purposes hereinbef9re de-

scribed.

3,376.—J. B. Slawson, Xew York, N. T. as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of W. H. McLellan.
—FareBnxea for Oars, (&g.—Patented April 16, 1^67,

1^0. 63,804 ; reissued April 13, 1889.

Claiw.—1. The arrangement of the metallic screens
upon opposite sides of the box, \?ith reference to the
tilt C, whereby the fare can be clearly seen aud in-

spected by both the driver and passengers, or either,

as herein described, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of the knob F with the lever
A and gate E, all made and operating substantially

as set forth, so that the gate will be self-closing, as

specified.

3. The device, herein described, for enabling the
driver to close the box, consisting of the lever J and
arm q, operating in combination with the pasher F,
as specified.

4. The combination, in fare-bos, of the knob or
pusher F, lever A, tilts B C, and slide D, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

3,377. — The United States Blasting-Oil
Company, New York, N. Y., assignees of Alfred
NoBiiL.— (Division A.) Mode of Exqyloding Nitro-
glycerine. — Patented October 24, 1865, Xo. 50,617;
reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim. — Subjecting nitroglycerine to the influ-

ence of confiueuient, combined with such degree of
pressure, or heat, aud pressure, however produced,
as to result in the decomposition and explosion of the
nitro - glyceriue, substantially as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

3,378.

—

The United States Blasting-Oil Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of Alfked
NouEL.—(Division B.) Device for Explod/ing Nitro-
Glycerine.—Patented October 24, 1865, ^o. 50,617

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The decomposition or explosion of

nitroglycerine, when under coiifinenient, as herein-

before (lescribed, by means of heat generated vt'ithiu

the mass of nitro-glycerine through the agency of an
electric spark, or of a voltaic, magnetic-electric, or

static-electric current, however generated, substan-
tially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

2. The decomposition or explosion of nitro-glycerine,

when under restraint oj' confinement, as hereinb*. fore

described, by the evokitiou or generr,tion of heated
gas or gases', and the consequent production of lieat

and pressure within or upon the fluid mass of nitro-

glycerine, by moans of the explosion of gunpowder or
their equivalent explosive or fulmiiuiting substance
under or upon the sui-face of the liitro glycerine,
substantially as 'and for the purposes hereinbefore
set forth-.

3. The use and application of tlie ping of wood,
metal, or otlicr suitable material, for holding or con-
taining gunpowder, m other explosive sul)stinice,

within, upon, or near to tlie fluid mass of confined
nitro-glycerine, together with the parts aud arrange-
ments of such plug, in the manner and substantially
a.<t hereiul)ofor() described.

4. The application and use of a percussion-cap,
fitted to a train, or otlier fuse used for conducting
fire, when used in connection witii nitro-glycerine.
so tliat the said cap, evolving on its explosion tlie

reqaired heated gasiis, or tlie forces of i)ercussiou or
concussion, sliall decompose or explode nitrogly-
cerine, wlien under eoniinement, in the manner and
substantially as liei-einberore described.

.5. The application and use, within the fluid mass
of nitro-glycerine, sul)jected to conlinemont as here-

inbefore described, of lime and water, or other sub-
stances Avhich will, on combining under similar cir-

cumstances, generate a sufficient degree of heat, for
the purpose of decomposing or exploding nitro-gly-
cerine by means of heat generated within it, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

3,379.—The United States Blasting Oil Com-
.

pany. New York, N. Y., assignees ofAlfred Nobel.
—(Division C.) Mode of Manifacturing Nitro-
Glycerine.—Patented October 24, 1865, No. 50,617

;

reissued April 13, 1869.

Olaitn.—Making nitro-glycerine (being a mixture
of glycerine with nitric and sulphuric acids) by pour-
ing together, into a funuel or other suitable recepta-
cle, separate streams of glycerine and of those acids,
and discharging tlie mixture therefrom into a body
of cold water, maintained at low temperature, by any
suitable means.

3,380.—The United States Blasting-Oil Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of Alfred
NoiJEL.—(Division D.) Use of Nitro-Giycerine.—Fat-
ei'ited October 24,1865, No. 50,617; reissued April
13, 1869.

Clai'm.—The application and use of nitro-glycer-
ine, simple or compounded, as an explosive for blast-
ing, or for disrupting purposes, in the manner, aud
substantially as hereinbefore described.

3,381.—The United States Blasting Oil Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of Alfred Nobel.

.—(Division 1.) Manvfactiire of Nitrine or Crys-
tallizing Nitro -Glycerine.—Patented August 14, 1866,
No. .57,175; reissued A^iril 2, 1867, No. 2,538 ; reis-

sued April 13, 1869.

Claim.— The mode or process, substantially as
hereinbefore described, of mixing together glyceriue,
sulphuric acid, and nitric acid, free or nearly free
from hypouitiic acid, in the production, as a new ar-

ticle of manufacture, of nitrine, or crystallizing nitro-

glycerine.

3,38'^.—The United-States Blasting-Oil Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., assignees of Alfred Nobel.
—(Division 2.) Process of Manufacturing Niiro-
Glycerine,—Patented August 14, 1866, No. 57,175:
reissued April 2, 1867, No. 2,538 : reissued April 13,
1869.

Claim.-^ThQ combinatiou and use of the vessel or
tank A A, the worm F F, the dasher G H, for the
purpose of containing, cooiing, and agitating the
acids and glycerine in the process of making and
compounding nitro-glyeeriiie, in the manner substan-
tially as hereinbefore "described.

3,383.—Elijah Young, Fayetteville, M.O.—Seed-
Ftenfer'.—Patented June 26, 1860, No. 28,936 ; reis-
sued April 13. 1869.

Claim.—The seed-boxes E-F and their dropping-
disks I-Ii, and deliveiw-tulies D-c, when combiuod
and arranged as aud for the purpose set forth.

3,384. —William Baxter, Newark, N. J.—
Steam-Generator.— Patented October 27, 1868, No.
83,445 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim: — 1. A steam-generator, the fire-box of
which is provided with descending lines or fire-tubes,
passing from the upper combustion-chamber, through
the watei'-space, aud communicating with a jacket
surrounding said water-space, and extending up to
the A\'atcr-line of the boiler, or thereabouts, so as to
leave uncovered the dome, in which the steam-cylin-
der is contained and held, substantially as heroin
shown and specified.

2. Tlie construction and arrangement, in connec-
tion with the boiler or steainspae(>, or clianibcr con-
nected therewith, of the ui)pei- flange of the steara-
eyliiider, so that it shall form the top or cover of
said boiler or chamber, in which the cylinder i.s siis-

pcuuled and held, as herein described.

3,385. — A. MiLTOX Blakr, Canton, Ohio.

—

Spnng-Chair.—Patented April 28, 1868, No. 77,161

;

reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.— I. The combination of (lie chair-leg (',

socket or spindle D E, and conical spiral spring F,
the several parts being arranged sub.staniially as
and tor the purpose herein siioeilied.
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2. The combination of the eiiairleg C, socliet or
spimlle D E, conical spiral spring P, and foot-plate

G, the several i^orts being' arranged substantially as
ajid for the purpose specified.

3,386.—Fkancis TV. Uarkuth, Boston, and Ev-
erett P. EiCHAKDsox, Lawrence, Mass., assignees,
by mesne assignments, of Heniix DuKHAM,"jr.

—

Machine for ISeiving Boots and Shoes.—Patented
September 9, 1862, No. 36.396 : reissued December
16, 1862, No. 1,363 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The last -holder B, and supporting-
plate D, when so combined with a sewing-mechan-
ism that their distance from the said sewing-mcch-
auism can be varied to suit irregularities in the
work.

2. In combination with a last-carrier, supported
substantially as described, so that its distance from
the sevdng-mechauism may be varied, a feed-move-
ment acting through the said last-carrier, as set
forth.

3. In combination with a meclianism for sewing
boots and shoe?, the last A having a concave bot-
tom, substantially as described.

4. In combination witli a mechanism for sewing-
boots and shoes, a last, having the edge a cham-
fered so as to form a defined ridge or angle on the
bottom thereof, as and for the purpose described.

5. Tlie guide, or bearing H, when constructed with
two' bearing-faces or surfaces, against Avliich the
svork may be pressed, so that the upper Avill be bent
or held around the edge of the sole, substantially as
described.

6. The combination of the guides or gauges H
and I, bearing against the same side or face of the
work, for the purpose of regulating the entrance
and exit of the needle, or other ])iercing-iustrument,
and the distance of the stitches from the edge of the
sole.

7. The curved needle N, when constructed with a
hook upon its side or flank, substantially as described.

8. The combination of the curved needle N and
the cast-oif P, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes stated.

9. The combination of the curved awl O and curved
hooked needle N, substantially as described.

3,387.—Frais CIS W. Carruth, Boston, and Ev-
erett P. Eichardson, Lawrence, Mass., assignees
of Henry Dunham, Jr.— Seived Boot and Shoe.—
Patented October 17, 1865, No. 50,462 ; reissued
April 20. 1869.

Claiyn.— 1. A machine-made boot or shoe, having
its upper connected to the sole by chain-stitches,
which pass only partially through the tliickuess of
the sole, and the chain or loops^ of which are con-
cealed, or embedded, or received within a channel
in the sole.

2. A boot or shoe whose upper is connected to the
sole by chain-stitches, which dip into the sole with-
out passing through its entire thickness, and are
curved iu planes transverse to the seam.

3,388.—Jarvis Case, La Eayette, IvA.—Corn-
Flanter.—Patented December 1, 1857, No. 18,730;
reissued April 20, 1869.

Cla.im.—1. The runners D, in combination with
the valves g and t'.ie spreaders n, arranged to operate
substantially as described.

2. The combination of the hoppers v.itb the slides
J, the seed-ducts, with their valves ,7, and the spread-
ers n, arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, in a coi'n-planter, of the seat
H, located in rear of the hoppers, the slides J, oper-
ated by the handle M and rock-shaft it, and the
valves g, substantially as herein described.

4. The combination of the runner D, seed-ducts
<?, and spreader 71, when arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

5. The combination of the rock-shaft K, with its

arms/, and treadle, or foot-lever L, for operating the
seed-slides, substantially as described.

6. The arrangement of the indicators m, substan-
tially as described, to enable the operator, located on
the seat H, to know when to operate the seed-slides,

as set forth.

7. So combining, with the operator's seat H, a
marker, having, in its arm, a hinged brace, or its

equivalent, as that the operator may, from his seat,
turn over or reverse said marker, suspend it upon
the machine while turning around, and drop it into
its working-position, without leaving his seat on the
machine, as herein set forth.

8. The combination of the seat H. lever M, slides
J, valves g, and runners D, when arranged to oper-
ate substantially as described.

9. The combination of the seat H, lever M, slides
J, valves g. spreaders n, and runners D, arranged to
operate substantially as described.

3,389 Charles E. Cook, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signee of Hiram E. Lavey.—Harvester.—Patented
May 1, 1866, No. 54,374 ; reissued April 20, 1859.

Claim.—1. The combination of two spurdriving
gears, of unequal size, with two corresponding pin-
ions, for changing the speed of the cutters.

2, So combining two driving-gears, of unequal
size, and two pinions meshing therewith, that the
speed of vibration of the cutters may be changed
without throwing said gears out of mesh.

3. Two gear-wheels or pinions on one shaft, either
of which may be clutched to or unchitched from said
shaft, for changing the speed of vibration of the cut-
ters, substantially as described.

3,390.

—

W. N. Ely, Stratford, Conn., assignee,
by mesne assignments, of Francis D. JBallou.—
Mamifacture of Sawed Boots and Shoes.— Patented
January 10, 1860, No. 26,808 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of the welt and up-
per with a series of waxed-thread stitches uniting
the two, when the same is accomplished by means
of a hook-needle waxed-thread sewing-machine, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the welt and sole with a
series of waxed- thread stitches uniting the two,
when the same is accomplished by means of a hook-
needle waxed-thread sewing-machine, substantially
as described.

3,391.—Eldridge M. Fowler, Bay City, Mich.,
assignee of John "W. Thompson.—(Division A.)
Mowing - Machine. — Patented July 15, 1856, No.
15,354 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, in a mowing-machine, of a main frame, oscil-

lating on a main axle, and a cutting-apparatus, iu
rear of said axle, and fi-eely vibratable about an axis,

in front of said axle, coincident with the axis of ro-

tation of the counter-shaft.
2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a cutting-apparatus with a coupling-frame, vibrating
about an axis coincident with a counter-shaft hav-
ing its bearings in pendants from the main frame
and in front of the mam axle.

3. Tlie combination, substantially as set forth, of
a ligid tongue, a main frame, oscillating on a main
axle, a counter-shaft, turning in pendants below the
main irame, in front of the main axle, and a shaft
for reciprocating the cutters, driven from said coun-
ter-shaft, and vibratable freely with the cutting-ap-
paratus around an axis coincident with said coun
ter-shaft, independent!}^ of the main frame.

4. The combination, sabsta,ntially as set forth, of
a cutting-apparatus, vibratable vertioally about an
axis coincident with a gear-shaft in front of the
main axle, with a shaft for reciprocating the cutters
crossing the main axle, and vibra.ting with the cut-

ting-apparatus.
5. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a separating-divider. supported from the maiu frame,
with a vertically vibratable coupling-arm.

3,392.

—

Eandolph Hayden and James C. Fer-
ree, Middletown, Conn., assignees of Horace Van-
sands, same place.— Blind-Fastening.— Patented
May 5, 1857, No. 17,243 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The two-part case, having a screw sur-

face, in combination with the hook A, as a new and
useful improvement in the manufacture of blind or
shutter fastenings, substantially as described.

2. The recess or slots C D, 'formed in a two-part
shell of a blind or slnitter-fastener case, substantiaUy
as and for the purpose described.

3. In a blind or shutter fastener, a two-part cylin-

drical case, in combination with an actuating- spring
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and hook A, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
4. In a blind dr shutter-fastener, a cylindrical

case, in combination with a hook-fastening Avhich

oscillates upon an axis-pin, with an actuating spring.

3,393. — James I. Hendryx, Cooperstown, In.

Y., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Charles
Crook.—(Division A.) Harvester.—Patented May
5, 1857, No. 17,205; reissued May 4, 1858, No. 548;
reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. Two driving-gears, of unequal size or

diameters, for changing the rapidity of vibration of

the cutters.

2. A concentric arrangement of two driving-gears
of unequal size, for changing the rapidity of vibra-

tion of the cutters.

3,394. —James I. Hendryx, Cooperstown, N.
Y., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Charles
Crook.—(Division B.) Harvester.—Patented May
5, 1857, No. 17,205; reissued May 4, 1858, No. 548;

reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A lifting-segment, or cam, with lever

and chain or cord attached thereto, lor raising and
lowering the cutting-apparatus.

2. A lifting-segment, or cam, with lever and chain,

in combination with ratcheted teeth, and a pav/1, or
its equivalent, for holding the cutting-apparatus at

any desired height.

3,395.

—

Samuel 'W'AiiREN Henlon, Selma, Ala.
—Suspender. — Patented December 1, 1SG8, No.
84,669; antedated June 1, 1868; reissued April 20,

18G9.

Claim.—1. A suspender for garments, made of

straps that diverge from the buttoning-loops at each
side, so as to pass up and over the shoulder, and
across the back, substantially as set forth.

2. A suspender for garments, made of straps, that
diverge from the buttoning-loops to pass up and over
the shoulder, and across the back, to the opposite
point of attachment near the hips, in combination
with a loop applied at the point of intersection of

the straps at tlie back, substantially as specified.

3. A suspender formed of two straps, each of
which diverges from the point of attachment near
the hips, on tlie one side, so as to pass toward the
back and over the shoulder to the point of attach-

ment on the other side, and provided Avith an ad-

justment, applied to the trout straps, substantially
as specified.

3,396.— Everett G-. Passmore, Philadelphia,
Pa.—irfflrye.s«cr.—Patented April 10, 1-866, No. 53^682

;

reissued April 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a main fraime, a
rigid shoe, a hinged finger-beam, a platform, and its

stiifening-bar, with a combined reel a,nd rake, re-

volving on an axis, vertical or nearly so, in tlie line

of tlie main axle and finger-beam, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combination of a single driving--wheel, a
frame located on the grain-side of said wheel, a lat-

erally-projecting finger-beam, and a combined rake
and reel, revolving on an axis, substantially vertical,

in the line of the main axle and finger-beam, sub-
stantially as i^et forth.

3. The combination of an axle revolving in bear-
ings on tlie main fi-ame, with a driving-wheel fast on
one of its ends, and Avith a gear on the other, and
with a combined reel and rake revolving on an axis,

vertical or nearly so, mounted on the main fi-ame, in

the line of the main axle and finger-beam, and driven
directly from the main axle, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, substantially as herein set
forth, of gearing for driving the cutting and raking
devices, mounted on the main frame, in a fixed re-

lation thei'Cto with the driving-Avheel and main axle,

sliding endwise on the main frame simultaneously,
to stop and start both thecutting and raking devices.

5. The adjustable cam-hooks o, arranged and oper-
ating as set forth.

3,397 Charles N. Petersen, Chicago, III.—
Wooden Packingfor Piston-liods and other Enginery.
—Patented January 26, 1869, No. 8(),316; reissued
April 20, 18(59.

Glavm.— The construction and arrangement of
the double conic wooden packing, substantially in

the manner herein set forth.

3,398. -Oscar F. Smith, Williamsport, Pa., as-

signee of Samuel N. Purse.— H'ftruesier.—Patented
December 27, 1859, No. 26,616; reissued April 20,

1869.

Clainn.—1. Hotating the crank by means of either
of two di'iveu gears, of unequal size, for changing
the ra,pidity of vibration of the cutters.

2. Two pinions on the crank shaft, eitlier of which
may be made to rotate the same, for varying the
speed of the cutters.

3. So arranging the gearing that the speed of the
vibration of the cutters may be changed Avithout

changing the direction of rotation of any of the
gears.

3,399.—Samuel Woodruff and H. B. Beach,
Hartford, Conn.—Pwmj?.—Patented September 22,

1868, No. 82,371 ; reissued April 20, 1869.

Glavm.— 1. The combination of the folloAving de-

vices. Adz, the chamber a betAveen the inner cylinder
and outer case, having a vah'ular eduction-passage,
the valvular piston C,"and tlie plunger G-, connected
and moving together, and the valvular induction
passage or passages at the lower end, substantially

as described, and having the mode of operation set

forth.

2. In combination with annular chamber a, be-

tween the cylinder B and the outer casing A, the
A^alvular xfistou and. ijlunger G, and the induction-
A'alves E, beloAv the cylinder, a series of small educ-
tion-valves D, in the said annular chamber, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

.

—

Henry Martin, Walliugford, Conn,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Sylvester "W,-

Warren. —- Steam-Alarm. — Patented July 6, 1858.

No. 20,835; reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. An expansive metallic tube, combined
with a valve-opener that is stationary at one end,

and the other end is moved by the expansion of the
tube, and produces an increased movement near the
middle of the said valve-opener, substantially as set

forth.

18. A horizontal expansive tube, connections to the
steam and Avater spaces of the boiler, and an alarm,
in combination witli a A'alve-opener, actuated by an
endwise movement applied to one end of said A'alve-

opener, to give an increased piovement near the
middle of said A'alve-opener, substantially as set

forth.

3.401.— Alfred E. Smith, BronxAdlle, N. Y.

—

Axle for Carriages. — Patented May 8, 1860, No.
28,207 ; reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The iicav and usefully-improved article of
manufacture of case - hardened malleable cast-iron

axle-boxes, by means of the operations hereinbefore
described, o/equivalents therefor, for the purpose of
producing an article cheaper, more expeditiously,
and of a better and more useful kind, tlian hereto-

fore knoAvn.

3.402. — Nathaniel Wheeler, Bridgeport,
Conn., assignee of Sherhurne G. Blodgett. —
Hemtning and Cording TJnibrella- Covers.—Patented
January 3, 1854, No. 10,386 ; antedated July 3, 1853 ;

extended seven years ; reissued April 27, 18()9.

Claim,.—1. A 'warped surface, substantially such
as described, to be used in a sewing-machine for

turning liems, substantially as described.

2. In combination Avith the feed of a sowing-ma-
chine, a wai'ped surface, substantially such as do-

scribed, acting upon the convex side of the cloth,

the combination being substantially such as de-

scribed. >

3. A Avarped surface, in shape substantially such
as is described, in combination AAith a shelf, the two'
acting in combination, substautiallv as sot forth.

4. In combination with a sjiiral bridge, acting on
the coiiA-ex side of the cloth, a horizontal groove,

covered on tlie toji, and extending to the nocdlo,

completing the hem, and holding it in shape to be
stitclied, tlie spiral and groove being substantially

such as described.
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5. In combiuation with a spiral bridge, acting on
the convex side of the cloth, a horizontal groove,
covered at toj), and extending to and beyond the

:

needle, these parts being substantiaJly such as speci- '

lied, and acting as described.
6. In combination Tvith a warped surface, acting '

on the convex side of cloth, to fold it, and a shelf,
'

acting to support the concave side of a fold, a hole
or guide for the cord, all these parts being substan-

|

tially such as specified, and acting in combination,
|

as described.
7. In combination with a slot, and spiral bridge

and a shelf, all being and acting substantially as de-

scribed, a cord guide and groove, covered at top, the
whole forming a cording-appai-atus.

t;. In combrnation ^ith a warped surface, substan-
tially such as described, and capable of acting on

'

the convex side of the material, a channel, in which
the horizontal part of tlie cloth whose edge is being
hemmed may lie, and through which it passes, as
described.

9. A needle-hole, or aperture for the passage of a
|

needle, in combination with a groove, covered at
i

top, and so shaped, substantially as described, as to i

j)artially surround a hem, whereby the line of stitch-

ing may be suitably placed in relation to a hem par-

tially inclosed in the groove, the combination being
as described.

10. A warped surface, substantially sucli as de-

scribed, in combination with a shelf and a channel,
which the cloth being hemmed may traverse, the
combination being substantially such as hereinbefore
set forth.

3,403.—A. S. "VThittkmoke, Willimantic, Conn.—Thrashing-Machine.—Patented Eebraary 18, 1868,

Xo. 74,6.50 : reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the rotary flails,

the bearing F, for the support of the grain being
thrashed at a point beyond the reach of the flaHs,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The thrashing - machine, constructed as de-

scribed, of a frame. A, having a bearing, F, shaft B,
arms e e, and flails e' e', substantially as herein de-

scribed.

3,404. —JAJiES S. GooDE and Johx TT. Book-
WALTEK, Springfield, Ohio, executors of the estate of

James Leffel. deceased.

—

Gate and Guide of Wa-
ter-Wheels.—Patented January 14. 1862, ISTo. 34,150;

reissued October 11, 1864, Xo. 1,792: again reissued
October 27, 1868. jSTo. 3,171 : aeain reiss'ued April 27,

1869.

Claim.—1. Gates H, pivoted centrally, as to the
pressure of water, when they are closed, but this is

only claimed when the gates are constructed as de-

scribed, and so arranged around the wheel as to form
converging throats, so that, when closed, there shall

be an equilibrium of pressm'e on the opposite ends
thereof, substantially as set forth.

2. Gates H, which have their faces, from z" to z',

outwardly flaiing, and their faces, from z' to z, Ti'hen

closed, on a curve concentric with the wheel, and
pivoted to the flanges c and e. at a point, d. in the
middle of the latter faces, substantially as set forth.

3. The series of gates H, when cons'tructed and
pivoted substantially as set forth, connected and
combined, with the mechanism for simultaneously
operating them, substantially as set forth.

4. The plates H, located and arranged, in relation

to each other, and to the wheel substantially as de-

scribed, thereby forming the converging chutes, to

direct the water in a line, tangential to the wheel,
into an annular vortex-chamber, substantially such
as described, and substantially as set forth.

5. The plates H, substantially as herein described,

and arranged around the wheel so as to form con-
verging throats, iu combination with the parallel

flanges" c and e, respectively attached to the crown-
plate A and cylinder E, the whole being so con-
nected as to form a portable case for a water-wheel,
substantially as set forth.

6. The arrangement of the rods, ring, lever, seg-

mental rack, and pinion, for operating the gates, but
this we claim only when so aiTanged that the pinion
shall be stepped' upon the upper or crown - plate,

above the gates, substantially as and for the pui-pose

set forth.

3,405. — George Bsodie, Plum Bayou, Ark.—
Metallic Band for Baling. — Patented March 22,

1859, Xo. 23, 291 ; reissued April;27. 1869.
Claim. — 1. The bale-tie, fornaed by passing the

bent ends or loops of the hoop A into the link B, and
holding them there by means of the pins C C, pa5sed
through them and over the sides of the link, in the
manner herein described, and shown in Figs. 1

and 3.

2. The bale-tie, formed by passing the loops of the
hoop A into one or more recesses in the link B,
through a slit or opening in its side, and holding
said loops in the recesses, by placing pins C within
them, and thus giving such extension to the loops as
to prevent their being withdx'awn from the recesses
while the pins remain in place, in the manner herein
described, and as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

3. The connecting-link of a bale-tie, having a slit

or opening in its side or end, through which the
hoop can be introduced into the link as herein de-

scribed, and as represented in Figs. 6, 7, 13, and 14.

3,406._— M. G. Hubbard, Syracuse. X. T., as-

signee of 1j. M. Batty.—(Division A.) Harvester.—
—Patented September 19. 1865. Xo. 49,962; reissued
April 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Locating on the cross-shaft, which
forms the center of the vertical movement of the
cutting - apparatus, a bevel - wheel, for driving the
crankshaft and a pair of spur-pinions, of unequal
size, for varying its speed.

2. The combination, in a harvesting-machine, of
two independent driving-wheels, two spur-gears, of
unequal size, and two corresponding pinions, for

changing the speed of vibrations of the cutters.

3. So hanging the cutting-apparatus that its ver-

tical vil.)rati^n shall be around the center of two
spur-pinions, which are so arranged as to vibrate
the cutters with a changeable speed.

4. The combination of a main frame, two driving-
wheels, two spur gears, of unequal size, and two
corresponding x)inious, for varying the speed of the
vibration of the cutters, with a cuFting-apparatus, so

attached, with respect to the cross^- shaft which
carries the bevel-wheel, that the vertical movement
of said cutting-apparatus shall be around said shaft

as a center.

3,407 M. G. Hubbard, Syracuse, X. T., as-

signee of L. M. Battv.—(Division B.) Harvester.—
Patented September 19, 186.5, Xo. 49,962 : reissued
April 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The swivel-jointed stay-rod E, the
upright guide-rod X, with the set-bolt and nut u, and
the shoe'H,- in combination with the swivel-joint v,

when operating conjointly, as and for the pirrpose

set forth.

2. The cam-lever F, with the standard, and flexi-

ble joint t', as herein set forth.

3. The arrangement of the outer shoe J. block T,
and set-sciew z", for raising and lowering the shoe,

independently oi" the cutter-guard, substantially as

set forth.

4. The coiled supporting-spring e, with the set-

screw/, in combination -R-ith the frame or arm B, as

herein described, for the purpose set forth.

3.408.—"William E. Prall, "Washington, D. C.,

(for himself,) and A. C. Eaxd, Xew York, X\ Y.,

assignee of \Yilliam E. Prall. — Hot-Water JEle-

vator.—Patented April 21, 1868, Xo. 77,090; reissued

April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the steam-generator,

condenser, and system of pipes and valves, whereby
to force the water fi-om the generator to the level of

the connecting steam-pipe through which the steam
escapes to the condenser, and by its condensation
produces a vacuum sufficient to cause the water to

rise into and fill, or partially fill the generator, and
thus accomplish automatica-ly the alternate partial

filling and partial emptying of the generatorj sub-

stantially in the manner sef forth.

3,409. — The Metallic Cojipressiox Casting
CoJiPANT. Boston, Mass., assignees of John Joseph
Charles Smith.— CZ«?/ Mold and Pattern for Cast-

ing MetaU.—PatentedT>eeemhev 29, 1868, X^o. 85,340;

reissued April 27, 1869.
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Claim. —A mold or pattern made of moist clay-

powder, formed under high but slowly applied press-

ure, for use in casting metals, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,410.— Alfred E. Smith, Bronxville, IsT. Y.—
Axle for Carriages.— Patented December 24, 1867,

No. 72,555 ; reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim.—The D -shaped washer J, in combination
with the screw-tap H, and diaphragm E, whether
formed at the end of the box A, or within the edge
thereof, and operating substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

3,411. —Daniel TJrmy and John Manz, Wil-
mington, Del., assignees of Jesse TJrmy.—(Division
A.) Grain and Grass Harvester.—Patented July 24,

1855, No. 13,3.30 ; reissued January 3, 1860, No. 882

;

again reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The harvester-shoe D, or any equiva-
lent thereof, having in combination the guide-way
and horizontal slot s'^, and the slot for the cutter
higher than the guide-way, the finger-bar having no
other connection with the cutter's driving-wheel
than that received through this shoe, and it (the

shoe) having no other connection with this wheel
than that received through the axial bolt v, so as to

obtain the advantages obtained by this combination
of elements.

2. The harvester's cutting-apparatus, having in
combina.tion the shoe D, as set forth in the first

claim, and the open fingers gr, or equivalents thereof,
which have a portion under the finger-bar, and the
portions above and below the cutter no other con-
nection than by that portion in front of the cutter.

3. The harvester's cutting - apparatus, having in
combination the shoe D, and open fingers g, as set
forth in the fii-st and second claims, and the narrow
divider H, or any equivalent thereof, which is of a
less width, where cut against, than the distance be-
tween points of the fingers, or the length of a section
of the cutter on the cutter-bar.

4. The harvester's cutting - apparatus, having in
combination the shoe D, and open fingers, g, as set
forth in the first and second claims, except the hori-
zontal slot in the shoe is not included, and the
naiTow divider H, or any equivalent thereof, Ti\hich

is of a less width, where cut against, than the dis-

tance between points of the fingers, or the length of
a section of the cutter on the cutter-bar.

5. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s'^, the finger bar G
having an axis between it and the main frame, about
parallel with its line of forwa,rd motion, the open
fingers g, and the pitman o, about horizontal with
the cutter-bar, and having its axial connection di-

rectly threwith, as well as with the crank-wrist, and
both about parallel with the axis between the finger-

bar and frame, or equivalents of these i)arts.

6. The combination of the slioe D, having the
giaide-way and horizontal slot s'^, and the axial bolt
V, and the open fingers g, with the pitman o, having
its axial connection directly with the cutter-bar, as
well as with the crank-wrist, and Ijoth about parallel
with the axis v, or equivalents of these parts.

7. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and hori:iontal slot s^, and the nxialbolt y,

and the open fingers g, with the pitman o, about hor-
izontal with the cutter-bar, and having its axial con-
nection directly therewith, as well as with the crank
wrist, and both about parallel with the axis v, or
equivalents of these parts.

8. The harvester's cutting-apparatus, having, at
the inuer end, the shoe D, or an equivalent thereof,
which is fitted witli the guide-wjiy and liorizontal
slot s'^, and the axial bolt v, at tlio outer end the nar-
row divider H, or an eciuivalent tliereof, which is of
a less width, where cut against, than tlie length of a
section of the cutter on the cutter-bar, and between
this slioo and divider, fingers, which lia ve a portion
above as. well as below the cutter, while they liave
no other connection witii each other than that in
front of the cutter, so that the clogging matter may
escape at the rear.

9. Tlie harvest(>r's cutting-apparatus, having the
shoe D, and narrow divider H, as explained in the
last claim, ^ and, between them, fingers, whieli
have that portion next the side of the outter, on

which is the edge, of steel, or harder metal than
that portion connected to the finger-bar.

10. The harvester's cutting-apparatus^ having the
shoe D, and nari-ow divider H, as explained in the
eighth claim, and between them, fingers, that por-
tion of which, next the side of the cutter, on which
is the edge, can be removed by the attendant, for

grinding or replacing with a new part.
11. The harvestei;'s cutting-apparatus, having the

shoe D, the narrow divider H, and the open fingers,

as explained in the eighth claim, and the clearing-
projections u^, or any equivalent thereof.

12. The combination of the caster-wheel e^, or an
equivalent thereof, with the cutting- apparatus de-
scribed in the eighth claim.

13. The combiuation of the caster-wheel e^, or an
equivalent thereof, the line of whose axle, in respect
to the axle of the cutter's driving-wheel, is diiferent,

when this wheel e^ is run backward around the cut-
ter's driving-wheel, than when run forward with it,

with the outer end of the finger-bar G , or an equiva-
lent, thereof, which has no other connection with the
main frame of the machine than that derived through
the shoe D, or an equivalent thereof, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt
V through it.

I

14. The combination, in the harvester, of the shoe
D, or an equiA'alent thereof, having the guide-way

I

and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt v, and the
j
box /, or an equivalent thereof, which sustains, be-

j

tween the cutter-bar and its driving-wheel, a gear-

!

shaft, which, at one end, and oneend of this box, re-
' ceives the motion of the driving-wheel, and imparts
i

it at the other end, and other end of this box, on its

j

road to the cutter-bar.
15. The combination of the following parts or ele-

I

ments in the harvester : The supporting and inter-
: nal driving-wheel C, the spur-pinion that gears there-
with, the bevel - driver k, the bevel - pinion I, the
crank-shaft rri; and the shoe D, or any equivalent
combination of parts which has one internal cog-
wheel, one spur-wheel, two bevel- wheels, the crank-
shaft, about horizontal, a guide way and horizontal
slot in the shoe like unto slot s^, and through it an
axis like unto the axis v.

16. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s'^, the finger bar G-,

having an axis between it and the main frame about
parallel Avith its line of forward movement, the
divider H secured to the outer end of this finger-bar,
and the reel K, maintaining substantially the same
relative position to the fiuger-bar and divider, while
vibrated upon this axis between the finger-bar and
frame, or equivalents of these parts.

17. The combination of the reel K with the finger-
bar, sustained by the shoe D, having the guide-way
and horizontal slot -s'-, and axial bolt v, or equiva-
lents of these parts.

IS. The combination of the reel K and the guid-
ing-plate x" with the finger-bar G, sustained by the
shoe D, liaving the guide-way and horizontal slots'^,

and the axial bolt v, or e(|uivalents of these parts.
19. The combination of the reel K and the guid-

ing-board I with the finger-bar G, sustained by the
shoe D, having the guide-way and horizontal slot s^,

and the axial bolt v, or equivalents of these parts.
20. Tlie combination of the finger - bar G, the

divider H, and tiie reel K, with the shoe D, having
tlie guide-way and horizontal slot s'', and tin axial
bolt V, Avhen this finger bar, divider, and reel, main-
tain substantially the same relative position to each
otlier while vibrated upon the axis v, or the equiva-
lents of these parts.

21. The combination of the reel K, the diameter
of which can be varied by the attendant to nnvke it

larger or smaller, as he desires, witli tlie finger-bar
G, sustained by the shoe D, having the guide - Avay
and horizontal slot s'^, and the axial bolt v, or equiva-
lents of these parts.
22. The combination of the shoo D, havingthe gnide-

Avay and liorizontal slot .s', and the axial bolt i\ and
the liercin-described axis, about at right angles to
the axis v, upon whieii tiie fingers and cutters can
be vibrated so as to brintr their front ends liighcr or
loAver, in res[)ect to tlieir rear ends.

2.}. Tlie conibinntion of the finger • bar G, the
divider H, the reel K, tlie shoe D, having the guide-
way and horizontal slot a'*, and the axial bolt v, and
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the herein-described axis, about at right angles to

the axis v. upon which tlie lingers and cutters can
be vibrated, or equiyalents ol' these parts acting
conjointly.

24. Thi? combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s-. and the axial bolt

V, the main ft-ame A. having an inner and outer sup-
porting-wheel, and the lever i'-, having an axial con-
nection with both this frame and shoe, or equiva-
lents of these parts, for cutting the crop well, and
enabling the attendant, while'riding on the main
frame, to raise the finger-bar, confined to this shoe,

over an obstruction while mowing.
25. The combination of the shoe D, having the

guide-way and horizontal slot s-, the finger-bar G-,

having no other connection with the cutter's driv-

ing-wheel than that received through the shoe, the
open fingers g, the narrow divider H, the main frame
A, having an inner and outer supporting-wheel,
and the lever i~. or equivalents of these parts, for

cutting the cfop well, and enabling the attendant,
while "riding on the machine, to raise the cutting- '

apparatus from the ground when he desires. ;

26. The combination of the shoe D. having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s'^, and the axial bolt •

V, or their equivalents, with the main frame A. or
its equivalent, having an inner and outer supporting-
wheel, and the wheel w', or its equivpJent. by which
some portion of the weight of this shoe is carried,

when mowing, independent of the raising or lower-
ing of the inner and outer edges of the frame.

27. The combination of th^e shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot -s^. and and the axial

:

bolt V. wfth the supporting-wheel w's or its equiva- '

lent, the main fi-ame A, having an inner supporting-
wheel, while this wheel, vj^, is" its outer supporting
one, the horizontal lever i-, having an axial con-
nection with both the shoe and frame, and the ver-

tical holding-rack for this lever, rigidly, secured to

the frame, or equivalents of these parts, by which
the attendant is enabled to have his shoe held at the
proper height and distance fi-om the frame while ^

reaping.
28. The combination of the shoe D, having the

guide-way and horizontal slot s'-. and the axial bolt

V, with the main frame A, the tongue E, and 'the

axis g^, or equivalents of these parts.

29. The combination of the" shoe D. having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s"^, and the axial bolt

V, with the main frame A. the tongue E. its cogged
segment h'^. its axis g'^, the cogged segment i\ its

axle Ji, and holding-dog, or drop-latch m^, or an
equivalent of these parts, by which the attendant is

enabled to have this tongue and frame, to which is
;

connected this shoe, hel<fin the desired position.

30. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s'^. and the axial bolt

V, the main frame A. the tongue E. its axis g-, and
cogged segment h^. the cogged segment i^, its axis

j^.aiid thelever ?i. and its holding clog, or drop-latch
m^. or an equivalent of these parts, s^ that, the at-

tendant can. while riding on this frame, change the
angle of the tongue thereto, and to the horizontal
slot S-, and axial bolt ';, and also have the tongue
held, as placed, in relation thereto.

3,41*^.

—

Daxiel TTrmt and JoHX iL4:s"z. TTil-

mington, Del., assignees of Jesse Ukjiy.—(Divi-

sion B.) G-rain and Grass Harvester.—Patented
July 24, 1855. Xo. 13,330 : reissued January 3, 1S60.

Xo" S82 : again reissued April 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the automatic rake
c, which removes the cut grain fi-om the platform at

intervals, or in gavels, by sliding it thereon and
therefrom, the platform J having in front of it the
open fingers g. and between it and the main frame
an axis about parallel with its line of forward move-
ment, or equivalents of these paits.

2. The combination of the automatic rake c. having
between it and its driving-wheel the vertical gear-

shaft r^, through which this wheel's motion is re-

ceived, and removing the cut grain from the platform
at intervals, or in gavels, bysiidmg it thereon and
therefrom, the platform J having in front of it the
open fingers g, and between it and the main frame
an axis about parallel with its line of forward move-
ment, or equivalents of these parts.

3. The combination of the automatic rake c. having
between it and its driving-wheel the adjustable gear-

wheel t^, by which the attendant is enabled to stop
the motion of this rake, which slides the gavels on
and from the platform, while the machineis being
moved from place to place, tlie platform J having in
front of it the open fiugers g, and between it and the
main frame an axis about parallel with its line of
forward movement, or equivalents of these parts.

4. The combination of the automatic rake c. having
between it and its driving-wheels, bearing upon the
ground, the different-sized gears u^ ii^. and the ad-
justable geai--wheel f^, by which the attendant is en-
abled to change tlie frequency of this rake"s removal
of the gavels, by sliding them on and from the plat-
form, and the platform J, having an axis between it

and the main fi-ame about parallel with its line of
forward movement, or equivalents of these parts.

5. The automatic rake c. having between it and its

driving-wheel, the cam v^ and the holder d*, or their
equivalents, by which this rake, which slides the
gavels on and from the platform, is caused to move
more rapidly in one part of its circuit than while in
another part, in combination with the platform J.
having in front of it the open fingers g, and between
it and the main fr-ame an axis about parallel with its

line of forward movement, or equivalents of these
parts.

6. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s-. the platform J. hav-
ing an axis between it and the main frame about
parallel with its line of forward movement, and the
automatic rake c, which slides the gavels on and
from the platform, or equivalents of these parts.

7. The combination of the shoe D, having the
gtiide-way and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt
V, or their equivalents, with the automatic rake c.

which removes the gavels from the iilatform, by slid-

ing thereon and thereft'om at intervals.

8. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot -s-, and axle-bolt t;, the
finger-bar G- having in front of it the open fingers g.

and at the outer end the narrow divider H and the
automatic rake c, which slides the cut grain on and
fr'om the platform at intervals, or in gavels, or equiv-
alents of these parts.

9. The automatic rake c, or its equivalent, having
its return course for engaging with the gavels, which
it slides on the platform and therefrom at intervals,

or in gavels, governed by the holder d'^. or an eqiuv-
alent thereof which is further inward than Its ax
connection with its driving-mechanism, and fast to

the main frame.
10. Making the connection of the platform J, or

an equivalent thereof to the finger-bar of the har-

vester, the inner end directly to the finger-bar. by a
batten that is about at right angles thereto, and the
outer end to the divider, secured to the outer end by
screw-bolts, substantially as describ-d, so that the
platform may freely slide over the ground, and be
quickly removed.

11. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide way and horizontal slot s^ and the axial bolt v,

and the automatic rake c. having between it and its

driving-wheel the vertical gear-shaft i-^, or its equiv-

alent, and removing the gavels from the platform, by
sliding them thereon ancl therefr'om at intervals, or
equivalents of these parts.

12. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt

«;, and the automatic rake c, having between it and
its driving-wheel the adjustable wheel t^, by which
the attendant is enabled to stop the motion of the
rake while the machine is being moved from place to

place, or eqtiivalents of these parts.

13. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-way and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt

v. and the automatic rake c, having between it and
its driving-wheels, bearing upon the ground, the dif-

ferent-sized gears u^ n^, and the adjustable gear-

wheel t^. by which the attendant is enabled to change
the frequency of the rake's sliding the gavels on and
from the pli^tform. or equivalents of these parts.

14. The combination of the shoe D, having the

guide-way and horizontal slot s'-, and the axial bolt

V. and the automatic rake c, having between it and
its driving-wheel the cam v^, andthe holder d*, by
which it is caused to move more rapidly in one part

of its circuit than while in another pift, or equiva-

lents of these parts.
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15. The combination of tlie platform J, having be-

tween it and the main frame an axis, about parallel

with its line of forward movement, the reel K, which
presses the standing grain back to the cutters, and
the automatic rake c, which slides the cut grain on
and from the platform at intervals, or in gavels, or
equivalents of these parts.

16. The combination of the platform J, having be-
tween it and the main frame an axis, about parallel
with its line of forward movement, the reel K, which
maintains substantially the same relative position to
the finger-bar and divider, connected with this plat-

form, A\'hile vibrated upon the axis, between it and
the frame, and the automatic rake c, which slides the
cut grain on and from the platform at intervals, or
in gavels, or equivalents of these parts.

17. The combination of the shoe D. having the
;gaideway and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt
V, the finger-bar Gr, having in front of it the open
fingers g, the reel K, wliich presses the standing
crop back to the cutters, and the automatic rake c,

which slides the gavels on and from the platform at
intervals, or equivalents of these parts.

18. The combination of the shoe D, having the
guide-Avay and horizontal slot s^, and the axial bolt
V, the reel K, which maintains substantially the
same relative position to the finger-bar and divider,
connected to this shoe, while vibrated upon the axis
V, and the automatic rake c, which slides the gavels
on and irom the platform at intervals, or in gavels,
or equivalents of these parts.

19. The combination of the platform J, having be-
tween it and the main frame an axis, about parallel
with its line of forward movement, the automatic
rake c, which vslides the gavels on and from tlie plat-
form at intervals, and the horizontal axis g'^, on
which the relative heights of the front and 'rear
edges of the platform can be varied, or equivalents
of these parts.

20. The combination of the platform J, having be-
tween it and the main frame an axis about parallel
with its liue of forward movement, the automatic
rake c, which slides the gavels on and from the plat-
form at intervals, and the horizontal axis ^i, the
cogged segment h^, the cogged segment i^, its axle
jfi, and its holding-dog or drop-latch m', by which
the attendant is enabled to have the front edge of
this platform held higher or lower in respect to the
height of the rear edge, or equivalents of these parts.

21. The combination of the platform J, having be-
tween it and the main frame an axis, about parallel
with its line of forward motion, the automatic rake
c, which slides the gavels on and from the platform
at intervals, and the horizontal axis p^, the lever l^,

and its holding-dog or drop-latch m', by which the
attendant is enabled to change tlie relative heights
of the front and rear edges of this platform, on and
from which the rake slides the gavels at intervals
while the machine is in operation, and also have
these edges held as placed.

22. The combination of the platform J, the auto-
matic rake c, and the guard-board L, or their equiv-
alents, with the main frame of the harvester, said
platform having between it and the frame an axis
about parallel with its line of forward movement.
said rake sliding the gavels on and from the platform
at intervals, and said guard-board holding the gavels,

3,413. — Bradford S. Pierce, Now Bedford,
Mass., and Mason K. Pierce, Woodstock, N. Y.—
Machine for Making Drain-Pipes.—Patented A])ril

19, 1859, No. 23,70:}; reissued February 28, 18f)5,

No. 1,897; again reissued January 14, 1868, No.
2,841 ; again reissued April 27, 1869.

Olaitn. — 1. The case, in combination with the
•core, and with the core-socket, when the latter is

constructed and operates in the manner herein de-
scribed.

2. In a mold, for molding drain-pipe, a core-socket,
and a case, constructed, arranged, and combined in
the manner described, so that the core-socket sliall

conKtituto a working portion of the mold during the
whole of the molding-process, substantially as and
for the puri)oses sot forth.

:3. The combination, with the core and core-socket,
of suitable ftiechunism for removing tlio core tlirough
the core-socket, from the finished pipe, without in-

jury to the latter, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes described.
4. The arrangement of the mold-case and core

upon a suitable platform, or base, in the ma,nner de-

scribed, so that the pipe can be molded and the core
discharged therefrom, witliout changing the position
of the pipe and mold-case, substantially as set forth.

5. The arrangement of the mixing-apparatus and
of the core-relieving devices above the platform
which conveys the molds, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as specified.

6. The combination of the case, core, and core-
socket, with the perforated revolving disk, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

3,414.—JOHX R. Abbe, Providence, E,. 1.— Ma-
chine for Heading Bolts. — Patented January 19
1869, No. 85,983 ; reissued May 4, 1869.

Claim'.—1. The reciprocating swiveled jaws J J',

provided with slot M, and constructed substantially
as described, in combination with the pin H on the
frame, all arranged and operating essentially as
shown and described.

2. In combination with the swiveled jaws J J' and
pin E,, the spring-pawl L, operating to hold and open
the said jaws, in the manner set forth.

3. The stops N, with their adjusting-screws n, in
combination with the reciprocating swiveled jaws,
operating automatically to close the said jaws, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The swiveled jaws J J', having an oscillating

motion around the center h, in combination with the
reciprocating table H, substantially as shown and
described.

5. The combination, with the stationary dies or
former G- G-, of the intermittently - reciprocating
upset F, cam or cams D D', and intermittently-re-
ciprocating jaws I P, arranged to have a lateral or
turning and opening and closing action, and the
several parts being adjustable, to regulate the press-

ure to suit different- sized bolts, substantially as
shown and described.

3,415.— Joseph Fox, Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Cracker Machine.—Patented February 1, 1859, No.
22,793 ; reissued May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The depressions in the spaces between
the grooves in one or hfMi of the rollers B and B',

that form the strips of dough from the sheet, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore speci-

fied.

2. The feed-bed of free rollers A', in combination
with the grooved rollers B B', substantially as herein
described and specified.

3. Moving the grooved rollers B B', arranged with
respect to each otlier, as herein specified, with a
regular intermittent, or step-by-step motion, subst-an-

tially in the manner and for the purposes hereinbefore
specified and set forth.

4. The ways, or guides E, in combination with the
grooved roller B B', substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described and specified.

5. The perforated bar G, in. combination with the
ways or guides E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described and set forth.

6. The knife H, in combination with the perforated
bar G-, substantially as and for the purposes herein-
before described and specified.

7. The rollers B B', ways or guides E, perforated
bar G, and knife H, all combined and operated, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore specified.

8. Feeding the said strips of dough Y through the
perforated bar G-, and opposite the knife H, with a
regular intermittent, or stop-by-step motion, in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore specified.

9. Passing strips of dougli Y through apertures
in a plate or bar G, and cutting otY sliort sections

of said strips, by moans of a sudden blow with a
blade or knife, H, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes hereinbefore described and speci-

fied.

10. The employment of the chunp-bars I I, in

combination with the knife 11, as herein described,
to cut oil" and hold the sections of the strips of
dough, as the strii^s are fed through the bar G, as
specified.

11. Forming short sections of skincovorod strips

of dough into disks, or crackers, by pressure applied
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to the ends of the sections by the devices, substan-
tially as herein described.

12. The rollers, substantially as described, by which
the crackers are rolled on the apron, and by "which
the skin on the upper surface of the pressed crackers
is completed.

13. The straig-ht-edges R and E,', for evening the
rows of crackers before rolling and docking, as
specified, in combination with the rollers and dock-
ers, substantially as herein described and set forth.

14. The combination of the docker with the
movable clearer-plate Q and springs g g, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown and speci-
fied.

15. And, finally, the endless apron L, inclined
plane T, follower U, and second endless apron S. all

combined and operated substantially in the manner
and for the pnr]Doses herein describe'd and specified.

3,416.—Warren G-ALE, Peekskill, IS.Y.—Straxc-
Cwiier. — Patented March 7, 1854, Xo. 10,592; re-

issued June 26, 1866, Xo. 2,293; extended seven
years from March 7, 186S ; again reissued May 4,

1869.

Claim.—1. The pivot E. provided with a flanch,
for fastening the pivot to the machine in combina-
tion with a moving- knife of a feed-cutter.

2. The fixed pivot F, on which the moving knife
works, provided with a fianch, for fastening to the
machine, and made adjustable thereon, by means of
slots a a, or their equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed,
3. A knife-handle, to which the knife is directly

attached, constructed with a bend at or near the
pivot end, and with an upward bend of that part
next to the outer end of the knife, and with a farther
bend downward at that part of the helve to be
grasped by the hand, substantially as described.

4. The pivot E, provided with a flanch, for fasten-
ing the pivot to the machine, in combination vi'ith

the bent handle, substantially as described.
5. The bent handle, in combination with the mov-

able knife, substantially as described.
6. The aiTangement of tjie adjustable gauge-plate

G, in front of the fixed knife, in such a manner that
it shall be r^aised above the fixed knife, in proportion
to the increased distance at which it is adjusted
away from the knife, to give a longer cut. and vice

versa, substantially as herein set forth.
7. A chopping-handle, to which the knife is at-

tached, hang orpivoted at one end. and with an up-
ward bend, or. ciuwe at that end. and Avith another
curve at the end to be grasped by the hand, when
this handle is provided with a flange, or projection
on its back part, formed by the extension of the
knife, to aid in i^reventing the uncut feed from be-
ing pushed over the handle, substantially as de-

scribed.

3,417.—G-EOKGE ^V. Ladd and -John A. BKOvrs-,
I'rovidence, H. I., assignees, by mesne assignments,
of George "W. Ladd^ — Method of Making Side
Bands of TFa^cTi-Ccses,—Patented June 11, 1867, ^o.
65,579 ; reissued May 4, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of constructing the side
band for watch-cases, substantially as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.
2. A side band lor a watch-case, composed of a

central band, A, and the side rims B and C, the
article being of the character substantially as speci-
fied.

3,418. — George M. Morris and -John Mc-
Creary. Cohoes, X. Y.

—

Lubricator for Loose Pul-
leys. — Patented February 4, 1868, Xo. 74,116; re-

issued May 4, 1S69.

Claim,.—1. Providing the interior of a loose pul-

ley, or other wheel, revolving upon a shaft or axle,

Tvith one or more longitudinal grooves. C. as and for
the purposes herein specified and described.

2. The annular grooves h b. in combination with
the longitudinal groove C, within the hub of a loose

pulley, ^r other wheel, revolving upon a shaft or
axle, substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

3. The bushing E. within the hub of tne loose pul-

ley, constructed" as described, having the chamber
F, around its periphery, communicating with the

shaft by means of the opening ?«, the shoulders g. oi

said bushing, fitting .snugly within the hub, and pro-
vided with the annular grooves h h, communicating
with the shaft and chamber F, by means of the
openings k k. substantially in the manner and for
the purposes herein shown and specified.

3,419.—Jacob H. Myeus, Rochester. X. Y., as-
signee, by mesne assignments, of J. B. Creighton.—Baihcay Day and Xight Car—Patented May 18,

1858, Xo. 20,254 ; reissued September 21, 1858,'Xo.
602 ; again reissued May 4, 1889.

Claim.— 1. The employment, in combination, of
the transverse backs and seats of a passenger rail-

road-car, to form a berth.
2. The combination of two pairs of contiguous

backs and seats, so that when spread out horizon-
tally they shall form a lower berth of the proper
length.

3. The employment of the backs of the seats in
the formation of lower berths.

4. The formation of an upper removable berth, by
distending a canvas from suitable supports on the
upper part of the car.

5. The within-described method of forming and
concealing, when not in use, in the spaces between
the windows, an upper tier of beds, as set forth and
for the pnri)ose specified.

3,420.—X, Petre, Xew York, X. Y., for him-
self, and assignee of Joseph H. Suggett. (Divi-

sion 1.) Comhined Latch and Lock.—Patented July
30, 1867, Xo. 60.213; reissued May 4, 1669.

Claim.—1. The eccentric barrel K, in combina-
tion with the latch-bolt F and notched hub E, sub-
stantially as described, and for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

2. The notched eccentric, in combination with the
spring-latch bolt and its projection/ and hub B, as
described, whereby the latter is prevented from en-
gaging with the latch when locked, substantially as
described, and for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the eccentric, for raising
and lowering the bolt by means of a pin-key, a loose
key-pin. X, in said eccentric, so that the eccentric
cannot be turned by appliances fastened on the key-
pin, substantially as described.

3,431.—W. H. Eeed, Xew York, X. Y., Chair-
man of Committee ou Organization, assignee of D.
M. SoMERS and "Walter S. Ajwood.—Button.—
Patented December 31, 1867. Xo. 79.929; reissued
May 4. 1869.

Claim.—^The combination, with the button or its

shank or neck, of an independent centi-al stem or
rivet, when said neck and stem are so constructed
as that the one may be made to fit within or enter
the other, and the two be secm-ed together by com-
pression applied laterally, or to the outside of them,
in rear of the button, between the latter and the

material to which the button is attached, substan-
tially as specified.

3.422. — Michael Eiehl, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Machinery for TrimwAng Books.—Patented August
28, 1855, Xo. 13.501 ; reissued May 4. 1869.

Claim. —A device for cutting paper, books, &c.,

consisting of a knife having a vertical reciprocating
motion, &% well as a drawing, oblic[ue, or quarter-cir-

cle motion, suitable to effect the cutting of the pa-

per, books, &c., imparted to it by a continuously-

turning wheel, crank, or equivalent, connected to
said knife, substantially as described.

3.423.— Bexjamin S. Roberts, United States

Army.

—

Machine for and Method of Compressing
Cartridge Shells to a Tapered Form. — Patented
March 9, 1869, Xo. 87,-593 ; reissued May 4, 1869.

Claim. — Coujointly. the hereinbefore-described
machine for and method of tapering metallic car-

tridge-shells throughout their entire length, in the
manner shown.

3,424.—Frederick A. Woodson, Anna, HI.

—

Sot-Air Furnace.—T&tented. February 2, 1869, Xo.
86,620 : reissued May 4, 1-869.

Claim.—A furnace by which the volatile matters
are separated from the ponderable constituents of
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fuel and re-united with a fresh supply of air at the

point of greatest heat, substantially as and for the

pui'pose described.

3,425 T. B Smith, Ansonia, and B. W. Corn-
ing, New Britain, Conn., assignees, by mesne as-

signments, of T. B. DooLiTTLE. — Fruit -Box.—
Patented June 19. 1866, No. 5.5,631 ; reissued May
4, 1869.

Claim.—The manufacture of wooden boxes com-
posed of end pieces of sufficient thickness of stock
to receive and hold the nails, in combination with a
veneer partially cut crosswise, and bent around and
secured to said end pieces, all substantially as de-

scribed.

3,426.— William C. Duuant, West Troy, N.
Y.

—

Base-Btorning Stove. — Patented July 23, 1867,

No. 66,957 ; reissued May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a fuel-magazine,
B, of stoves, a deflector mouth-piece, C, either of a
single or compound form of construction, sub-
stantially as herein described, and arranged to
operate as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of hook-headed pendent lugs
or brackets c on the fire-pot base-plate W, with the
respectively located coinciding- notches or recesses
e, in the flange of the bed-plate ring E, substantially
as described," for the purpose of easily and quickly
mounting or hanging said bed-plate ring with its

fire-grate in operating-position, as set forth.

3. The combination of the dumping fire-grate,

with an under suspended and horizontally-vibrating
or shaking bed-plate, and with a lever operating
them, when said fire-grate can be dumped, but not
vibrated, independent of the bed-plate, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In combination with a horizontally-vibrating
grate and bed- plate, and with a lever for shaking
them, the terminating of the end of the journal or
shank by which they are vibrated in a pocket, z, so

that said shank shall not project beyond the exterior
of the stove, but be accessible and operated from
the outside by the shaker through a suitable opening
in said exterior, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

5. Arranging a boiler-plate, with or without the
oven on the exit- flue of a base-burning stove, sub-
stantially as described for the i)urpose specified.

3,427.—JosiAH J. Sherman, Albany, N. Y.—
(Division B.) Apparatus and Process for Evapo-
rating Liquids.—Patented February 16, 1869, No.
86,948 : reissued May 11, 1869.

Claim.—The condensing-apparatus, consisting of
one or more supplenaeutal chests, with their steam-
chambers and cvaporating-vats,when constructed and
adjusted with relation to one anotlier, and in relation

to one or more primary evaporators, so as to take up
and utilize, for purposes of furtlicr condensation by
succeeding processes of evaporation, heat generatecl
in the latter, before it is allowed either to pass them
or escape into the atmosphere, or otherwise, all sub-

stantially as described.

3,428.—JosiAH J. Sherman, Albany, N. Y.

—

(Division B.) Apparatus and Process for Evapo-
rating Liquids.—Patented February 16, 1869, No.
86,948; reissued May II, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Th(; evaporating-apparatus, whether
embracing one or more supplemental steam-chests,
.substantially as described, when placed directly
upon or over a primary or otlier antecedent vessel or
vessels containing a liquid sul)jected to heat, in com-
bination with any suitable mechani{;al device for

either i-aising it "vertically, or removing it hori-

zontally, or both, from such priinarj^ or other vessel
or vessels, or tli(>ir surroundings, for any purpose
whatever.

2. Tlie supplemental evaporating-apparatus, sub-
stantially as described, whetlier consisting of but
one or more cliests or vessels Avheii sn|)port(Hl im-
mediately ov<ir, or upon, or at any distance, (^ither

wholly or partially, over, or under, or diagonally
from a i)riinarv or otlier ant<K!eilent vessel or vessels

containing a li(iuid sul)jected to heat, in conibina-
tion with a cover or covers, either opening or re-

movable, or Woth, to such primary or other vessel or

vessels with a connection or connections between
such primary or other vessel or vessels and such
apparatus, so as to afl'ord open access to the whole
or any part of such primary or antecedent vessel
or vessels, or their surroundings, for any purpose
whatever.

3,429.—H. C. Stores, New York, N. Y.—Knoh-
iafc/i.—Patented January 21, 1868, No^ 73,666; re-

issued May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the sliding bolt F
with the latch- bolt B, arranged so that by the closing
of the door both bolts are forced inward, the bolt

F retained within the case ; the bolt B, shooting into
the keeper, is locked through the instrumentality of
the bolt F, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination of the locking-bar h, pivoted
to the latch-bolt, with the bolt F and latch-bolt B,.

substantially as shown and described.

3,430.—Wheeler and Wilson Manufactur-
ing CoMPANV, Bridgeport, Conn., assignees, by
mesne assignments, of Allen B. Wilson.—Seiving-
Machine.— 'Patented June 15, 18.52, No. 9,041 ; ex-
tended seven years ; reissued May 11, 1869.

Claim. — 1. In combination with an eye-pointed
reciprocating needle, a hook, so shaped and moved,
substantially as specified, as to act upon loops of
needle-thread, substantially as described.

2. In comlnnation with a hook, shaped and moved
substantially as specified, a bobbin containing under
or lower thread, located, in reference to the hook,
substantially as set forth.

3. In combination with an eye-pointed needle, a
hook and a bobbin, all operating in combination, to
form a stitch, substantially in the manner specified.

4. A ring, in combination with a hook and bobbin,
all operating substaiitially as specified.

5. In combination with a hook, shaped and operat-
ing substantially as specified, a pad, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

6. In combination, an eye-pointed needle, hook,
bobbin, and pad, all operating substantially as set

forth.

7. The method, substantially as herein described,
of mounting a rock-shaft, which cari-ies a needle-
arm, whereby the needle may be adjusted, substan-
tially as hereinbefore set forth.

8. The device herein described, for feeding the
cloth along in a sewing-machine, consisting of a
tooth having an upward motion, for grasping the
cloth between itself and a smooth surface, a motion
forward for feeding the cloth along, a downward
motion for freeing the tooth from the cloth, and a
backward motion, out of contact with the cloth,

substantially as above set forth.

9. A tooth having four motions," substantially in

the manner and for the purposes set forth, in com-
bination with a surface bearing upon the cloth with
a yielding pressure, and a slotted platform, whereby
the cloth is not only fed, but is also clamped, so as

• to be held at rest between the platform and the
yielding surface, at certain times, in the operation of
the parts, the combination being and operating sub-
stantially as described.

10. A tootli, operating as described, in combina-
tion with a cam for lifting tlie tooth, and moving it

forward, and a spring for moving it backward, the
combination being substantially such as described.

11. The relative arrangement, substantially as
herein described, of a rod to which a tooth is

attached, heneatii a platform, and a cam beneath the-

rod, and acting upon it.

12. A feeding-tooth having four motions, as de-

scribed, in combination with a slotted platform, in

such inanuer that the tooth rises, at times, through
the slot, above the level of the platform, as do-

scribed.
13. In combination with a feeding-tooth, moved

forward by a positive motion, as described, and
rearward "by a sjiring, an et'c(Mitric', acliug sub-

stantially as described, whereby tlie extent of for-

ward motion is determined, substaiitiallv as set

forth.

3,431. — r>KAUMAN BUTLKU, Saiut Johusbnry
Centre, Vt., for himself, and Benjamin M. Tillot-
SON, Manchester, N. H., nssigueo of Chaklks F.-
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Ramsay.—Saw-Frame.—Patented October 20, 1868,

ISo. 83,131 ; reissued May 11, 1869.

Claim .— 1. The saw-frame, constructed with
either or both of its two ends, A' C E tiud B C E',

either rigid or flexible, when braced by the connec-
tion of tiie central part of the rod E E', to the cross-

piece C, substantially as set forth.

2. The provision, in a buck-saw frame, of the
spring, or cushion G- or G', substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. The slotted ears I I, or their equivalent, em-
:ployed to connect the cross-bar and end-piece, and
permit mutual j^lay between them, substantially as

described.

3.432. — Patrick A. Doherty, Boston, Mass.,
assignee of Jane G. Waterman, (widow,) and
James D. Martin, administrator of the estate of
^STathaniel NV^ATKEtMAN, deceased. — Tahl^-Tray or
Waiter.—Patented May 13, 1863, Ko. 38,519 ; reissued
May 11, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A table-waiter, or tray, as made or
provided with the lip C, or its e(iuivalent, applied to

and- projecting down from its rear part, such lip

being for the purpose specified.

2. A table-waiter, or tray, as made with the 'rim
extended partially around it and above its bottom, in

manner substantially as specified.

3. A table-wa-iter, or tray, as having not only a
Tim extended partially around and above its bottom,
as set forth, but with a lip, or its equivalent, ex-

tended down from its rear edge, the whole being
substantially as explained.

3.433. — David Hammond, Canton, Ohio. —
Bridge. — Patented July 3, 1866, No. 56,043 ; re-

issued April 30, 1867, No. 2,586 ; again reissued May
11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arch A, composed of the wrought-
iron arch-pieces C C, having one or more flanges x
y rolled thereon, and united by intervening clamp-
ing-pieces and clamping-bolts, and the covering-
piece B, the several parts being connected and com-
bined substantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

2. The combination of two or more wrought-iron
arch-pieces C C, liaving one or more flanges x y
rolled thereon, when said arcli-pieces are united by
intervening clamping pieces and bolts, construetecl
as herein specified, and are used in the construction
of a wrought-iron arch-girder, substantially as is

herein specified.

3. The clamping-ifiece Q, herein described,
Tvhether the same be made as a single or as a double
bolted clamping-i>iece, when constructed and used
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. The post or brace-clamping pieces herein de-

scribed, whether the same be made as double-bolted
clamping-pieces, as shown in Fig. 4, or as single-

bolted clamping-pieces, as shown in Eig. 5, when
used substantiiiUy as and for the purpose specified.

5. The secuiing-piece o, provided with bolt, o^ and
nut 0^, when constructed and used substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified

6. The combination of the arch-pieces C C, cover-
ing-piece B, truss-post E, with jam-nuts N N. and
post-clamp M, with raised portion m, the several
parts being arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

7." The combination of the arch A , constructed as
specified in first claim, the chords I) D, arch-shoes
G- G-, truss-posts P E, and diagonal braces E E, the
whole forming a wrought-iron girder, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3,434.—John G-. Murdock, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hydrant— Va.tQ\\iQ(!i May 26,1863, No. 38,694; re-

issued May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with the valve-seated
supply-pipe, or chamber D d, the moving water-way
and plunger E F, wholly external to said chamber,
and shutting against the pressure.

2. A wasting-hydrant, having the described
hollow plunger and moving water-way. shutting
against the pressure, in combination with a valve-
seated supply-pipe, or chamber, as set forth.

3. The wasting open-mouthed barrel A B "W,
valve-seat d, valve G, gaskets I J, and ventage W,
combined in the manner described with a moving

water-way, shutting against the pressure, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3,435. — Elisha "Waters and George A.
Waters, Troy, N. Y. — Boat. — Patented June 30,

1868, No. 79,421 ; reissued May 11, 1869. .

Claitrh.—1. The coustruclion of the shell or skin,
and the decks (when decks are used) of boats, of or
from paper prepared and arranged in a layer or
layers, each of which is arranged and combined, one
with the other, in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described, contained, and
set forth.

2. A boat, constructed of paper, in the manner
substantially as herein described and set forth, and
suitably stayed, braced, f^upported, and strengthened,
by means of ribs, stays, braces, or strips, constructed
of paper, wood, or other suitable material, and the
same arranged upon the inner side of such boat, in
the manner substantially as herein described and set
forth.

3. The shell or skin of a boat, constructed of
paper, in the manner substantially as herein de-
scribed, in combination with an inner frame-work,
suitably constructed, and each arranged in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein
described and set forth.

3,43ti. — William E. Marston, Troy. N. T.,
assignee of Elizabeth Hawks.—Heating-Stove.—
Patented December 1, 1868, No. 84,626 ; reissued
May 11, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base. A, constructed substantially
as herein described and set forth, with a partition,

B, or any equivalent therefor, thereby dividing said

base into two chambers, which partition is pro-

vided with suitable openings or apertures, b b, and
with the slides or damper L, substantially as and for

the purposes herein described and set forth.

2. The arrangement of the outer, or surrounding-
cylinder, D, and of the inner cylinder, E, when used
in combination with vertical partition-plates E,
whereby a flue-space, or chamber, M, is formed for

the passage of the smoke, and also for the passage
and consumption of any escaping gases or pro-
ducts of combustion, and which also foi'm a radi-

ating-chamber, S, in the front of such rear verticil

chamber M, in the manner substantially as herein
described and set forth.

3. The combination of the base-chamber o with
the intermediate combustion-chamber Q, and Avith

the rear base-chamber N, by the means of tlie parti-

tion B, having therein the damper L, or any other
equivalent therefor, the whole being arranged and
operated in the manner substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

4. The downward-draught damper I, constructed
and arranged upon the top of the inner cylinder, E.
when used in combination with the upper combus-
tion chamber, P, with the fuel-chamber H, lower or
intermediate combustion-chamber Q, the chamber o

in the front of the base A, lower and base damper
L, the rear chamber N in the rear part of the base
A, and with the rear vertical chamber M, each
operating in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

5. The arrangement and combmation of the

cylinders D and E and the upright plates E F, there-

by forming a flue or chamber for the passage of any
escaping products of combustion from the consum-
ing fuel, aud also, and thus and thereby forming in

front of such flue or chamber, and between said

cylinders, a hot-air chamber for the radiation of the
heat, in the manner substantially as herein described
and set forth.

6. The double and sliding dampers L L, when con-
structed, combined, and operated in a stove, furnace,

or heater, in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

3,437. — Alfred Arnold, Tenaflv, N. J.

—

Tea
and Coffee Pot. — Patented December' 10, 1867, No.
71,837 ;" reissued May 18. 1869. .

Claim. — 1. In combination with b b', or their

equivalents, the heating-surface D, when so arranged
that it will come in contact with the hot surface of

the stove, receive its heat, and then recede there-

from, substantially as is herein set forth.
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2. Arranging C, or other support, on which the
boiler oscillates, so that the plane of D will conform
to that of the stove wlien in contact.

3. The combination of b b', D, and E, in onQ ves-

sel.

4. Arranging- the boiler to oscillate on its own
base, witho'at employing a separate device to sup^
port it, substantially as described.

3,438. — Alfred Bakdell and Samuel Smith,
New York, 'N.Y.— Construction of Goal- Scuttles.—
Patented March 12, 1867, jS^o. 62,807 ; reissued May
18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a body and base-
rim with a bottom so constructed as to have a flange
which can be sprung into the recess formed upon
the body, and thereby bring together three thick-

nesses (if sheet-metal just above bottom of the scut-

tle or other utensil, substantially as a,nd for the pur-
pose herein described.

2. A struck-up and corrugated sheet-iron bottom,
B, in combination with the body and base-rim, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described.

3,439.—P. CORBLN' and F. Corbin, (a joint-stock
corporation,) New Britain, Conn., assignees of
Anbrkw" Turnbull. — Boor-Bell. — Patented June
13, 1865, No. 48,242 ; reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim.—A pivoted or swinging cam-piece, in com-
bination Avith the hammer and bell, when said cam-
piece produces a positive motion of the hammer by
movement in each direction, ^substantially as set

forth.

3,440.

—

Thomas S. Davis, Jersey City, N. J.—
Steam-Engine Exhaust- Valve.—Patented December
29, 1868, No. 85,289 ; antedated December 23, 1868

;

reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim.—The valve B, and its arrangement relat-

ing to the seat D in the exhaust-passage A of a loco-

motive or other analogous engine lialele to be re-

versed, as herein set forth.

3.441. — Wendell T. Davjs and Austin De
Wolf, Greenfield, Mass., assignees of Ozi M. Pike.—Machine fitr Gutting Titreous Substances. — Pat-
ented December 29, 1868, No. 85,396 ; reissued May
18 1869.

Claim.—A tool for cutting glass, or other vitreous
substances, constructed to operate substantially as
described. »

3.442. — Daniel A. Draper, Cambridge, Mass.—Device for Forming Letters aiid Figures on Tyj^e-

iJ^oc/cs.—Patented May 7. 1867, No. 64,410 ; reissued
May 18, 1869.

Claim.. — 1. The combination of the within-de-
scribed devices for producing letters, figures, &.c.,

upon the edges of type-blocks, for hand-stamps and
other purposes, substantially as set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a type-block
with letters, figures, or characters produced thereon,
in the manner substantially as described.

.3,443. — Helen Dougherty, Eochcster, N. T.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of John B. Dough-
erty. — Machine for Making Splints for Barrel-
Hoops.— Patented February' 23, 1864, No. 41,688;
reissued May 18, 1869.

Clai'm. — i. As an improvement in the manufac-
ture of hoops, the cutting of the hoops from the edge
of the plank or board, by cuts alternately in a right-
angled line and a bevel-iinc witli the side of face of
the plank or board, or in alternate bevel-lines, as set
for til.

2. The combination of the knives K K with the
knif(i O, for the i)urpose of cutting tlio ta])er of the
cuds of tlie hoop at tlie same time tLat the hoop is

cut from the timber.
3. The combination of the tilting-bars b, cams M,

and springs .9, as and for the purpose specified.

3,444.— Alonzo Hitchcock, George G. Saxe,
and James H. Hobertson, New York, N. Y., as
signees of Riley W. Carpenter.—Tremolo-Attach-
men^—Patented Juno 27, 1865, No. 48,36() ; reissued
May 18, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The application of moans to the in-

strument, by Avhich the air may be agitated, to pro-
duce a tremvilous note, substantially as described.

2. The arrangement of an agitator, aprjlied to the
production of a tremolo outside the trunk, wind-
chest, and other air-passages of the instrument, and
operated independent!}^ oJ the bellows-power.

3. The arrangement of a fan, or agitator in the in-

strument, at right angles to the keys, and parallel to
the line of reeds, or pipe-mouths, at any convenient
distance from them, as described.

3, 445.-^George W. La Baw, Jersey City, N. J.— inter- xMachine. — Patented May 29, 1855, No.
12,956 : reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The knives or cutters G, H H, and X,
attached to the stock F, in combination with the
mechanism for operating the same, substantially as
described, and for the purposes specified.

2. The knives, or cutter X, arranged as described,
in combination with mechanism for operating the
same, for cutting miters, substantially as described,
and specified.

3. The mechanism Ibr holding the material for
cuuting initer and square joints, consisting of the
bar C, slotted both vertically and horizontally, and
the eccentric lever D, constructed substantially as
described, and for the purpose specified.

3.446. — William W. Levering, New York,
N.Y. — College-Cabinet. — Patented December 18.

1866, No. 60,529 ; reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim. — 1. Arranging a slate or blackboard on
two opposite sides of the cabinet, so that a desk
may be used on one side, and a blackboard on the
otiier, at the same time, substantially as described.

2. Combining, permanently, Avith a table, or desk-
lid, or board, slated or blackboard surfece, on the
under side, for its appropriate and proper use, sub-
stantially as described.

3.447. — C. H. McCoRMicK, Chicago, 111., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Hamilton A.
Parkhurst.—(Division C.) Harvester.—FatQixt^d
February 23, 1858, No. 19,442 ; reissued May 18. 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a two - wheeled
harvester, of a main frame, and a laterally-project-
ing cutting-apparatus, with a coupling-frame, hinged
both in front and rear of the wheels, in line with the
crank-shaft, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a two-wheeled harvester,
of a main frame, and a laterally projecting short
finger-beam, with a coupling - frame, encompassing-
the inner wheel, and hinged to the main frame
above the plane of the cutters, substantially as set
forth.

3,448.—John McKibben, Lima, Ohio.—Bridle.
—Patented December 8, 1868, No. 84,838 ; antedated
December 1. 1868 ; reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rein E, provitled with stops h h h,

in combination with guides //, rings i and j on the
bit, and tubes e, at the rear edges of the blinders,
and tlirough which the reins pass, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The reins E, suspended by loops, or swivels a,

short siuxp-hooks b, and rings c," from the head-strap
D, all substantially as specified,

3,449.—Metallic Compression Casting Com-
pany, Bostoji, Mass., assignees of Michael Smith.—Ajjparatus for Casting Refractory Metal. — Pat-
ented October ^3, 1867, No. 70,038 ; reissued May 18

,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The provision of, and combination
with, one or a series of molds for casting nu'tal, of n
separate injecting-vessel or cylinder, J, said cylinder
being provided with a i)iston or plunger, K, and an
internal non-conducting lining, made of clay ami
plumbago, or other non-conducting matenal equiva-
lent thereto, said lining to In; detached, and used in
the manner and for the i)nrpose described.

2. The piovision, on said cylinder .1, of a tcmpo-
rarily-closa))le, but self-oiMMiing conununication with
the molds, as and for tli(> purjtosc set fortli.

;i. The conibinaiion of liio int)]d box 1), detachable
thimble I, injecting-vessel J, and plunger K, all con-
structed, arranged, anil operating in the manuor
and for tlie i)urposes explained.
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5. The arraugement of a series of molds, haring plate or doors, or by means of the apertures x" in the
consecutive oritices or gates, a slab or follo-iV'er. B, side plate of the stove, or by anv equi s^alent for either
and set-screw' F, and inclosed in a box, D, as and or both of said apertures, substantially as and for the
for the purpose set forth.

o. The subjects of clause last recited, when in-

closed in an air-tight chest, G, having connections
T\-ith an air-exhausr, for the purpose specified.

3.450.— D. P. Sharp. Ithaca, ."S". Y. — ^orse-
Hake —Patented December 12, 186.5, No. .51,486 : re-

issued May 18, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rake teeth, arranged to oscillate for
a limited distance iudependently of e:ich other,
around the rake-head as a fulcrum or bearing, sub-
stantially as specified.

•2. The combination of the eyes or sockets d d d
with the metallic plates c, and coiled t(^eth E, all

arranged to operate as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

'

3. The stops d', when used in connection with the
"teeth, applied to the rake-head, snb^tantially as and
for the purpose specified.

3,451. — Martix Yoorhees, Princeton, and
George "W". 2s. Custis. Camden. X. -J.

—

Process and
Apparatus for Seasoning and Impregnating Wood

\

with Prexercati>:e Materials. — Patented Februarv i

23, 1869, 'No. 87.226 : reissued May 18, 1869. *

j

Claim,. — 1. For the purpose of treating wood,
textile fabrics, or other material, in "nhole or in part,

j

with tiie vapors of oleaginous, antiseptic, or other >

substances or compounds, the vaporization of such i

substances or compounds, in the same chamber in i

which the wood, &e., may be placed, or in a section \

thereof, or in a projecti6n forming substantially &\^ for 7he" pnVok"s Tubstaatialif as her^rde
part ot the same. i gerib-d pud set forth

2 Tiie return of the condensed vapors to the body
.; 7, ^i^e gmplovment ar d arrangement of a suitable

-of the neated substance from wbicfi evolved, to be . ^oor or doors ill the front of a cooking-stove, which
shall in part or in whole open into that part or por-

purposes herein described and set forth.

4. In a stove constructed with an oven, and with
a fire-box or chamber of combustion, having a fire-

giate therein, and an ash-pit or chamber below, and
all combined therewith substantially like the one
hereinabove described and set forth, the making of
the front plate of the stove to open with a door or
doors, K, and the attaching an apron in the front of
the stove, so as to receive and contain a kitchen or
other suitable roaster, substantially as specified
herein, so that the heat radiated by the front plate
of the fire-box or combustion-chamber shall be aided
by the heat radiate'd by the oven-plates therein, in
the manner and for the purposes substantially as
herein described and set forth.

-5. The employment and arrangement of the fcront

doors K, provided with apertures x, or any equiva-
lent thereof and therefor, therein, in combination
with the fire box or chamber of combustion a, by
means of which atmospheric air, in a highly-heatei
condition, is admitted to the oven of a cooking-
stove, for the purposes substantially as herein de-
scribed and set forth.

6. The employment and arrangement, in the front
of a cooking- stove, of a door or doors, K, or any
equivalent thereof and therefor, so that the same, or
a part thereof, shall open in fi-ont of tiie fire-box or
chamber of combustion, in combination with the
fire-chamber or chamber of combustion, having a
fire-grate therein, and ash-pit chamber combined
therewith, and arranged and suspended iu the n-ont
part of the oven of a cooking- stove, in the manner

revaporized as often as may be deemed desirable
3. Such arrangement of apparatus that the con-

densed material may be caused to flow back into the
body of the snb.^tance from which evolved, or to flow
from the chamber at will.

4. The combination, with a wood-treating cham-
ber, of an air-space around it, so that the aii'may be
confined therein, or be caused to flow over the sur-

face of the treating-chamber at will.

tion of the oven which extends forward and under
the fire-box or chamber of combustion, and other
parts necessarily employed and used therewith, iu

the manner and for the purposes substantially' as
herein described and set forth.

8. The arrangement of a firs chamber or chamber
of combustion with a fire-grate, and an ash-pit or
ash-chamber combined therewith, and the whole sus-

pended in the front part and upper corner of oven of

a cooking-stove, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as hereiu described and s%t forth.

9. The employment and arrangement of the addi-

tional or extra bottom or iucasement r, in combina-

3,452.— Eliza C. Stewart, Ttoj.N.Y.. sole!
legatee and executrix of the estate of Philo P.
-Stewart, deceased.—(Division A.) C ooking-Stove.—
Patented January 18. 18-59. No. 22,681 ; reissued :

May 31, 1864, Xo. 1.684 : again reissued July 7, 1858, j
tion with the flues of the bottom of a cooking-stove,

Xo.' 3,027; again reissued May 18, 1869. 1 and underneath the oveu I. in the manner and for

Claim.—1. The supplying of a continual current
|
the purposes substantially as herein described and

of atmospheric aii-, heated by the front plate of the
j
set forth.

fii'e-box or chamber of combustion, or by the front) 10. The employment and arrangement of the addi-
and end plates thereof, and in a flue, chamber, or ' tional or extra back and incasement u. in combina-
space. immediately in front of the same, or in front [ tion with the ascending or desceu'ding flues in the
and at the end of said fire-chamber, and in combina-
tion therewith, to the oven of a cooking-stove, in
which the oven is in the rear of the flre-chamber,
and at the same time extends under the same, so as
to connect with the said flue, cliamber, or space, and
thus and thereby permit the said heated air to enter
the said oven, in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The flue, space, or iutervening chamber F,
!

rear end of a cooking stove, and between the rear
end of the oven and the rear vertical end plate of

the stove, in the manner and for the piii'poses sub-
stantiallv as herein described and set forth.

11. The employment of a corrugated plate, per-

forated along the front thereof, for the top of the
oven I. as arranged in connection with the flue H
and fire - chamber or chamber of combustion, and
Willi the rear and vertical plate of the oven of a

immediately in front of the fire-box or chamber of ^ cooking-stove, substantially as and for the pui'poses
combustion, having a fire-grate and ash-pit orcham- I herein described and set forth.

ber combined therewith, or in front and at the end ! 12. The employment and arrangement of the front
of said fire - chamber, and the whole arranged and ! damper or valve Y, in the front and hearth of a
suspended in the front and upper corner or part of! cooking-stove, in combination with the flue or flues,

the oven I, into which space or intermediate cham j
as the case may be, immediately underneath the

ber atmospheric air is admitted, through apertures
|

oven and bottom plate of the oven of a cooking-stove,
a;', or any equivalent therefor and thereof, and which

I
having the fuel-chamber and ash-pit arranged as

are and shall be in and through the plate or door or ! hereinbefore specified, in the manner and for the
doors in the front part of the cooking-stove, and in i purposes substantially as herein described and set

combination with the oven of such stove, so that the
j

forth.

air heated within such intermediate chamber, sub '

13. The employment and arrangement of the boiler

stantially as herein set forth, may or shall be con
j
or reservoir, having a removable or detached cover

ducted to and into the oven, for the purposes and or top. and containing two inclined flues or tubes,

by the means substantially as herein described and
j

which are separated at the bottom or lower ends
set forth.

i
thereof, and which unite at the top or upper ends

3. The admitting of air to said chamber F, and
I
thereof, and thus and then form but one pipe, in the

through it to said oven, constructed and arranged as
|
manner and for the purposes substantially as herein

described, by means of the apertures x, in the front j described and set forth.
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3,453. — Eliza C. Stewart, Troy, ]S^. Y., sole

legatee and executrix of the estate of Philo P.
Stewart, deceased.—(Division B.) Cooking-Stove.—
Patented January 18, 1859, No. 22,681 ; reissued
May 31, ,1864, No. 1,684 ; again reissued July 14,

1868, No. 3,041 ; again reissued May 18, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The employment and arrangement of

the top plate of a cooking-stove, extended over and
beyond the rear end and upper portion of the de-

scending and ascending flues, back of the oven
thereof, in such manner as to receive and support a
reservoir, or water-tank, upon or over a suitable

•opening therein, and Avith a heating-chamber, below
or underneath the same, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein described and set

forth.

2. The arrangement and employment of the heat-

ing-chamber D, or its equivalent, in combination
with the rear ascending and descending flues of a
cooking-stove, and with the reservoir, or water-tank
C, in the manner and for the purposes substantially

as hereinbefore described and set forth.

3. The combination of the reservoir, or water-tank
C with the chambers D and S, on the rear end of a
cooking- stove, having ascending and descending
flues, in the manner and for the purposes substxn-
tialh as herein described and set forth.

4. The amn.sement and combination of the cham-
ber S, or any equivalent thereof, upon or with the
rear end of a cooking-stove, containing ascending
and descending flues, in the manner and for the pur-

pose substantially as herein described and set forth.

5. The vertical end plate of a cooking-stove, con-
taining the opening O, or any equivalent therefor,

i«r the passage of hot air, or the escaping heated
products of combustion, against the reservoir, or
water-tank, substantially as herein described and
«et forth.

6. The employment and arrangement of the damp-
er L, or any equivalent therefor, within the flues of
a cooking-stove, liaving a boiler, or reservoir, sup
ported over or beyond the descending or ascending
flues of said stove, so that the heated products of
combustion may be either thrown against said reser-

voir, and directly into the exit flue, or may be caused
to pass through other parts of said stove, and then
against said reservoir, and into said exit-flue, for the
purpose of heating the water contained in said reser-

voir, substantially as herein described and set forth.
7. The flue B', constructed as described, in com-

bination with the reservoir C, substantially as and
for "the purpose shown.

8. A reserA'oir, or water-tank, for the warming or
heating of water therein, in combination with the
descending and ascending rear flues of a cooking-
stove, substantially as and for the purpose shown.

3,454.—Thomas Bakewell and John Lippin-
COTT, Pittsburgh, Pa, assignees, by mesne assign-
ments of Peauson Crosby.—Hanging lieciprocat-

ing-Saws. — Patented October 4, 1859, No. 25,632;

reissued May 25, 1S69.

Claim.— 1. Hanging reciprocating-saws by means
of buckles B, having a continuous bearing on a strap
or straps attached at or near the end of the saw, in
combination with a pin or pivot, by which the buckle
is attached to the stirrup, tlie buckle being left free

to adapt itself to the ralce or inclination given to the
saw. substantially as described, and for the purposes
set forth.

2. Pivoting the stirrup of reciprocating-saws by
a single piu or pivot to a buckle bearing against
straps fastened across the ends of the saw, substan-
tially as described.

3. A buckle for hanging reciprocating-saws, con-
sisting of side pieces, each with a continuous lip or
lips, for engaging the .straps on the ends of the saw,
and pivoted by a pin, q or k, at a single point only,
to the stirrup by which it is connected with the saw-
gate, substantially as shown and described.

3,455.—Albert H. Carroll, Baltimore, Md.—
Picker for Looms.—Patented April 13, 1869, No.
88,845; reissued IVIay 25, 1869.

Claim.—A picker, constructed as shown in the
drawings, and provided with a layer of c^Iotli, iolt,

or other suitable material, all substantially as and for
the purposes Bet forth.

3,456.— Aaron Chandler, Davenport, Iowa,
and Samuel P. Estell, Eichmond, Iwd.—Folding-
Desk.—Patented Februarv 16, 1869, No. 87,025 ; re-

issued May 25, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with the book-box A, the
slots u, in the standards S, S, the pins t, and pivoted
braces D, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3,457.—A. W. COATES, Alliance, Ohio.—Horse-
Rake.—Patented August 27, 1867, No. 68,288 ; re-

issued May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The toggle H, constructed as described,
whereby the rake-teeth are held down, when the
arms d d are in line, or nearly so, with each other,
and lifted by drawing up the handle e, which raises
the inner ends of the arms d d', the weight of the
driver assisting, substantially as herein shown and
described.

3,458=—Carlos B. Curtiss, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Cornelius St.
JOBTS.— Lamp-Shade.—Patented July 4,1865, No.
48,632 ; reissued May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a lamp-shade, hinging the several
sides, so that they may be turned upon their respect-
ive hinges, to operate in the manner substantially as
herein set forth.

2. The combination of the pyramidal lamp-shade
A and the series of reflectors C C, (fee, arranged and
applied to it, substantially as and so as to operate as
specified.

3. The pyramidal shade, as made with the beat
resisting and reflecting lining and the adju.stable re-

flectors, arranged substantially as specified.

3,459.—Edward Gwyn, Tiffin, Ohio, assignee
of Charles W. Isbell.—Gas and Water Pipe Joint.
—Patented July 24, 1860, No. 29,281 ; reissued Mav
25, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of the spij^ot and
bell, constructed to taper in reverse directions, as
'regards their contiguous surfaces, and in relation to

or from the mouth of the bell, essentially as specified.

2. A pipe-joint, substantially as herein described,
by constructing the spigot and bell, so that on fitting

two lengths or sections of pipe together, they are--

made self-centering, and leave a packing-space
around the spigot, of a wedge-like form or character,
increasing in diameter from the month of the bell,

essentially as and for the purpose or purposes herein
set forth.

3. The combination, with the reversely-tapering
bell and spigot, of the shoulder F to the inner portion
of the bell, and curved extremity G- to the inner end
of the spigot.

4. The combinations of the openings C C and an-
nular projection D with the reversely-tapering bell

and spigot, substantially as shown and described.

3,460.

—

Silas E. Jackson and Morgan P. Jack-
son, Booueville, N. Y.

—

Mowing- Machine.—Patented
December 29, 1857, No. 18,975; reissued Mav 25,

1869.

Claim..— I. The combination, with the cutting-ap-
paratus and main frame of a harvesting-machine, of
a flexible or yielding draught-connection, Avhicli ex-
tends from a part of the machine below tlie main axle,

and near the heel-end of the finger- beam, or the shoe
which supports it, to a point underncatJi, and in line

witli the tongue, but not connected thereto, for the
purposes stated.

2. The combination, with tlie frame, having a
laterally-projecting finger-beam, of a iiarvester, of a
j)ole or guiding-device arranged to ])roject forward
of the line of cut, and a draught-connection, which
is independent of such pole or guiding device of the
mnciiiuo, substantially as and for the purpose stated.

3. The combination, with the frame which sup-
ports the tingor-beam in a harvesting-machine, of un
oblique flexible or yielding draught-connection„but
independent as a dra\ight-connection from the polo
by which the machine is guided, for the purposes
stated.

4. The combination, with an indei)endent flexible

or yielding draught connection, substantially as de-

scribed, ot asupportiugdevico for retaining the for-

ward end of said connection and the wbilHetroe-
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devices in elevated positions under the tongue, "but

which sup porting--device does not prevent an inde-
pendent longitudinal movement of the connection,
for the purposes stated..

5. The combination, with the studM and brace INT,

of the draught-eliain O and ring r, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3.461. — John P. Keller, Hagerstown, Md.,
assignor to Abraham Miller, "William H. Protz-
MAN% Ali-heus E,. Afplemax, and William Upde-
GRAFF, same place.

—

Maddne for Sowina Fertilizers.

—Patented January 8, 1861, ISTo. 31,084; reissued
July 5, 1884, Xo. 1,718 ; again reissued May 2.5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a series of spiked
rollers, B, when placed vertically and moved through
a partial re\'olution by a reciprocating motion, sub-
stantiali.y as set forth, whereby the fertilizers are
both delivered and prevented from clogging.

2. The combination of the clearers H and feed-

slide E, (Figs. -5 and 6,) the latter having the pecu-
liar openings G-, vrith sharp edges for cutting the
fertilizer away, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes described.
3. The combination and arrangement of the rollers

B, cranks C, and bar D, as and for the purpose spec-
i

ified.

3.462. — George A. Lawrence, Springfield,
,

Mass., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Michael
|

SiMOXS.

—

Strainerfor Coffee and Tea Pots.—Patented
;

March 5, 1867, Iso. 62,697; reissued May 25, 1869.
j

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the I

removable strainer C, having a handle, D, thereon,
j

with the guides B E, when made of Britannia-ware,
j

or of other substance or metal, rendered non-corro- i

sive, and attached to, and operating on the inside of

the base of a tea or cotiee pot, all constructed and
j

operating substantially in the manner and for the

j)uri3oses herein described and set forth.

3,463.—EOBERT O. LowRET, Salem. X. T.—
^ed-^o«om.—Patented March 16, 1869, No. 87,948 ;

reissued May 25, 1869.

Claim.—l' The slats A, having the holes c, with
recesses for the points of the hooks to rest in, sub-

stantially as shown and described.
2. Connecting the adjoining springs of the series by

means of the blocks E, constructed and applied as

shown and described.
3. An elbow-spring, constructed substantially as

herein described, with a hook on its upper or "free

end, for loose attachment to an openinj^- in a slat, in

the same vertical plane, or nearly so, witli its attach-

ment below, and with a shoulder foi'med on each side

of the hook for the slat to bear upon, as set forth.

4. The combination of the slats A with the elbow-
springs D and cross-bar B, when constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described and for the pm-pose
set "forth.

3,464. — Silas G. Eaxdall, New Braintree,
Mass.

—

Seeding-MacJiine.—Patented September 13,

1859, Xo. 25,443 ; reissued May 25. 1859.

Claim.—1. The harrowing plate-wheels D, revolv-
ing upon axes oblique to the line of draught, arranged
in series, and inversely duplicated, substantially as
shown and described, for the purposes specified.

2. The arrangement and combination of the series

of plate-wheels D D, seed-boxes A, ani. horizontal
bar B, substantially as herein described and shown,
so that as the bar B is drawn aloug, the plate-wheels
shall assiune an oblique position, as set forth.

3,46>5.— JOHX Sanders, Harrisburgh, Pa., ad-
ministrator of the estate of Eichard Xorris,
deceased. — Exliau,st-Nozzle for Steam-Engines. —
Patented November 24, 1868, Xo. 84,370; reissued
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valves c c, rods
d d, springs e e, partition h, and exhaust-pipes h b,

constructed as described.

3,466.— The S. Stow Manufacturing Com-
pany, Plantsville, Conn., assignees of J. J. Lau-
BACH.

—

Machine for Pressing the Locks of Sheet-
Metal Plates.—Patented January 6, 18-57, Xo. 16,337

:

eissued May 25, 1 869.

Claim.—The combination of the groover-roller F
and the pressure-roller J, when combined and ar-
ranged so as to be moved simultaneously by the rack-
bar E, or its equivalent, substantially as described,
and for the purposes set forth.

3,467.-0. Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, X. Y., as-
signee of William P. Maxson. — Harvester. —
Patented September 9. 1856,'' Xo. 15,701 ; reissued
May 25, 1869.

Claim.—1. An adjustable cutter-frame, made in
one piece, adapted to support a laterally-projecting
finger-bar, and the bevel-wheel and pinion-shaft, for
operating the cutters, in combination with an arm
or support for the driving-wheel, which is adjustable
upon or around the pinion-shpft, as a center.

2. A driving-wheel, located outside of the cutter-
frame, on a A'ibrating arm or support, in combina-
tion with an adjustable cutter-fi-aiue and reciprocat-
ing cutters.

3. A driving-wheel mounted on a vibrating arm,
outside of the cutter-frame, said wheel having no
outside support, in combination with an adjustable
cutter-frame, a cutter-bar, a grain-platform, and an
adjustable grain-wheel.

4. The vibrating drive-wheel arm, or support,
located outside the cutter-frame, and provided with
a lever for adjusting the height of said cutter-frame,
substantially as described.

5. The combination, in a harvesting-machine, of
the following elements, namely, a cutting-apparatus
and a gear-frame, arranged inside of the driving-
wheel, which is adjustable around the axial center of
the first pinion-shaft ; a ])latform, to receive, and an
automatic rake to discharge the grain at one side,

out of the path of the cutters ; and a seat for the
driver, so located that he wiU sit behind the axis ot
the driving-wheel.

3,468.— John Wilkeson, Buffalo, X. T., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Benjamin M.
Yax Derveek.— Pt^e for Eailway Water-Tank.—
Patented April 27, 1858. Xo. 20,108 ; reissued May
^5, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a water-house,
or reservoir, of a pipe-head and a water-pipe, when
the latter constitutes a permanent appendage of the
water-house, and is so constructed and arranged that
it is capable of being placed and retained iu such
connection with the pipe-head as to form a continu-
ous conduit, or passage for water from the interior

of the house, or reservoir, through the pipe, and of
haAnng its counectiosi with the pipe-head cut off, or
broken, in such a manner that any water remaining
in the pipe will at once run out, leaving it clear and
dry, and thereby obviating all danger of its Ireezing
or'bursting. substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a water house, or res-

ervoir and a water-pipe, having the capacities de-

scribed, of a suitable weight, or counter- balance, so

arranged aud operating, that when the connection
of the pipe with the pipe-head is cut off, or broken, it

will automatically raise the pipe, so that any water
remaining in it will at once run out, leaving it clear

and dry, and wiU retain it in a convenient posi-

tion, near to the water-house, in readiness for fur-

ther use. substantially as and for the pm-poses speci-

fied.

3,469.—JA5IES Greer and Eurus J. King, Day-
ton,Ohio.

—

Cooking-Stove.—Patented March 16, 1869,

Xo. 87,925; reissued June 1. 1869.

Claim..—1. The fender B B', constructed substan-
tially as herein described, so as to admit of its being
opened, for the purpose of getting at the fire, for

broiling and other purposes.
2. The combination of the imperforate inner doors

or fender B B', forming the ti-ont wall of the fixe-

chamber, and affording access thereto for the re-

moval of its contents, and the outer doors 0', pro-

vided with the registers D, and forming, in connec-
tion with said inner doors, a space or passage for

heating the draught-aii- and directing it to the bot-

tom of the fire-space, and also to keep said outer
doors cool, substantially as described.

3,470.—J. D. XiETSCKE, Somerset, Ohio.

—

Pre-
serving Dead Bodies.—Patented September 24, 1867,.

Xo, 69,238 ; reissued Jime 1, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The apparatus for filling the coffin with
gas, consisting of the tubeG, having the perforation

k, in combination with the tube I, having the per-

foration I. and with the collars h W and the cap O,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. Saturating defunct bodies with antiseptic gases,

in an air-tight coffin, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

3,471 .—Aaiion C. Yaughan, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Eead-Li(jht for iocojwoiiwes.—Patented Novem-
ber 26, 1867, No. 71,431 ; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a parabolic re-

flector, an extension or rim J, shaped in the form of

a frustum of a cone, attached to the parabola.

2. A parabolic reflector, and, attached thereto, the

frustum of a cone, eitl.A with or without the use of

a lens, substantially as described.

3,472.—J. C. Blythe, Mark Johnson, James
S. Nobles, and Chakles "W. G. Nobles, Perry, N.
Y., assignees of J. C. Blythe.—Flour-Bolt— F&t-

ented August 7, 1866, No. 56,887; leissued June 1,

1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the bolting-

screen or cylinder, and the arms B B, sustaining the
same, of the ribs C C, retreating or standing back,
as described, so as to give a free sifting-action to the
whole circle of the bolting-cloth, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with the bolting-screen or
cylinder, and the arms B B sustaining the same, of

the radial partitions E E, dividing the interior of

the said screen or cylinder into compartments, in

the manner and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination, with the bolting-screen or
cylinder, and the ribs C C, and arms B B sustaining
the same, of the hoops D D, attaching and holding
in line of tlie arms, and removable at pleasure, as

herein set forth.

4. The construction and mode of attaching the
bolting-screen or cylinder with an inside skeleton,

substantially as described, whereby the whole inner
surface of the bolting-cloth, except the parts covered'
by the hoops D D, is free and unobstructed, as herein
set forth.

3,473.—J. L. Booth, Eochester, N. Y.—Rail-
road-Bail.—Patented August -^8, 1866, No. 57,467;
reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The construction of steel - capped rails,

substantially aa herein described and shown.

3,474.—Cornelius Aultman, Mansfield, Ohio,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Ira HAirr.

—

Machine for Thrashing and Cleaning Grain.—Pat-
ented July 31, 1860, No. 29,374 ; reissued June 1,

1869.

Claim.—1. Tlie combination, in a grain-separator,
of two separatiug-platlorms or shakers, which move
in opposite directions, and are supported by or
mounted upon vibrating links or arms, in such man-
ner that both of said platforms shall rise during the
entire extent of their throw in one direction, and
fall during the entire extent of their throw in an op-
posite direction.

2. In a grain-separator, having two .separating-
platfornjs or shakers susi)ended or supported in such
manner that they rise throughout tlie entire extent
of their throw in one direction, and fall throughout
their entire tlirow in an opposite direction, operating-
said platforms in such a manner that they shall rise
and fall simultaneously.

3. Tlie combination, in a grain-separator, of two
separatiiig-platrorms or shakers, and lifting-rods or
fingers, for lifting the straw from the i)latform over
which it passes alter leaving the tlirasher.

4. The combination, in a grain-separator, of a con-
cave deflector and a lifting separating-platform or
shaker, provided with lifting-rods or fingers.

5. The scrapers K, which SA\'eep the lower screen,
when constructed with three aides, and arranged as
shown, for the purpose set forth.

6. The combination of a stationary, adjustable de-

flector, N, with a swinging one, M, in the cap O of

tlie machine, as set forth.

3,475.—C. JiLLSON, Woiccater, Mass. (Division

53 C P—II

A.) Machine for Making Tapered Wire-Blanks.—
Patented September 15, 1857, No. 18,205 ; reissued
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved pattern-plate, o, swiv-
eled at one end to the frame E, and slotted trans-

versely at the other, to admit of different adjust-

ments, as set forth.

2. The combination of a series of rests, v, with the
socket or projecting support E, and cutting-tool, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.
3. The combination of the rest v, yielding gactre

m, and retreating knife C, all arranged and opeic.t-

ing together, substantially as specified.

4. The construction and arrangement, substan-
tially in the manner described, of mechanism for

simultaneously gauging the blank and retiring the
knife.

5. The arrangement of the reciprocating cutter C,
projecting or supporting socket-piece E, and rest v,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3,476.—C. JiLLSON, Worcester, Mass.— (Divi-
sion B.) Method of Form,ing Conical Points on
Wires, Rods, tf-c. — Patented September 15, 1857,

No. 18,205; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—The process or method, herein described,
by which a conical point is formed upon wire and
analogous articles, namely, by adjusting the tool so
as to commence the apex of the cone, or point, in
the axial line of the wire, and turning the metal
therefrom, in a continuously-increasing circle, until

the base of the intended cone is reached, and the
point formed, substantially in the manner set forth.

3,477.—Charles H. Sayre, for himself, and The
Kemington Agricultural "Works, Utica, N. Y.,
assignees, by mesne assignments, of Charles H.
Sayre and George Klinck.— Cultivator-Tooth.—
Patented Eebruary 12, 1856, No. 14,254; reissued
June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. So constructing a cultivator-tooth, that
when made of thin or sheet-metal, a part thereof will
form a tubular shank, B, Avhereby said tooth may be
drawn up and securely attached to the frame, sub-
stantially as described.

2. Eorming shoulders or braces G from sheet-metal,
by bending or swaging it, substautiaUy as and for
tlie purpose set forth.

3. A cultivator-tooth made from sheet-metal, in
such a manner as to form braces G and tubular shank
B, substantially as described. ,

4. A cultivator-tooth made of sheet-metal, so as to
form a tubular shank, B, and brace G, in combina-
tion with the nut E, screvz-thread a, and jilate A,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

3,47S.—JOFIN E. Seiberling, Akron, Ohio.

—

Harvester.—Patented October 15, 1861, No. 33,496;
reissued Juue 14, 1864, No. 1,701 ; again reissued
June 1, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combination, substantially as de-
scribed, of a shoe, to which the finger-beam is at-

tached, a coupling-arm, pivoted at one end to tho
fore i)art of the shoe, and at the other to the main
frame, and a brace-bar, rigidly secured to the coup-
ling-arm at one end, and jnvoted to the main frame
at the otlier, with an intermediate coupling connect-
ing the heel of t!ie shoe with the brace-bar, for the
purposes set forth.

2. The combination, substantially as described, of
a shoe, extending behind the finger-beam, Avith a
swiveling-liuk connecting tlie slioe and sliort coup-
ling-arm, for tlie purpose of allowing the finger-beam
to fold hori/jontally.

3. A short arm, or connection, one end of which
supports tho rear end of the shoe, and the other end
of which is rigidly combined with a brace-bar, one
end of which is supported by the rear inner corner
of the main frame, and the other end by an arm, to

which it is rigidly attached, extending from tho front

end of the frame to which it is pivoted, for tho pur-
pose set forth.

4. The arrangement of the hinged bars E E', for

sui)porting the heel of the linger-beam, and for ele-

vating and denrcssing the same, by moans of a lever,

Ci, said liingeu bars being used in connection with a
shoe, 11, and its flexible attachment, substantially as
set forth.
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3,479.

—

Amalie Stieren, ISTatrona, Pa., assignee
by mesne assignments, of Edwaud Stieren, de-

ceased.—(Division A.) Process of Treating the

Mother- Water of Salines to Obtain Useful Products.
—Patented December 12, 18.54, No. 12,077; extended
seven years ; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lierein-described process for ob-
taining the crystals of the sulphate of magnesia
from Ijittern-water of saline springs.

2. The herein - described process for obtaining
iodine from the bittern-vs^aters of saline springs.

3. The herein-described process for obtaining bro-

mine from the bittern-waters of saline springs.

3,480.—AirALTE Stieren, Katrona,Pa., assignee,

by mesne assignments, of Edward Stieren, de-

ceased.—(Division B.) Apparatus for Ohtaiidng
Bromine and other Productsfrom the Mother- Water

of 5a?wes.—Patented December 12, 1854, No. 12,077;

extended seven years ; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The within-described apparatus, for the
production of sulphate of magnesia, or Epsom salts,

from bittern-water of the salines, consisting of the
pan A, vats B and F, filtering-tubs D D, &c., vat F,

box G, pan H, and vessels 1 1, &c., all constructed
and arranged substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2. The edulcorating or filtering tubs D D, &.c.,

constructed substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The retort L, when constructed substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

4. The apparatus used for the production of bro-

mine, consisting of the stone vessels N and P, and
the earthenware or burnt clay vessels O. E, S, and
T, together with their co7«municating siphon-shaped
pipes'?!, 0, p, s', and t', all constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose
shown.

5. The vessels N and P, constructed of sandstone,
granite, porphyry, or their equivalent, substantially

as and for the purpose herein shown and described.
6. The application of steam to and within the ves-

sels IST and P, or their equivalent, substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown.
7. The use of sandstone, granite, or porphyry, or

their equivalent, in the construction of vessels for

use in the production of bromine.

3,481. —C. J. Stoddard, Worcester, Mass.

—

Hay-Spreader.—9Rteuted Jung 28, 1859, No. 24,588;
reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a hay-making ma-
chine, of a frame, connected with the axle of the
supporting-wheels, and a frame carrying rotating
rakes, and vibratable about said axle, the combina-
tion being and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a hay-making machine, of
two wheels, a draught-frame, carrying a driver's

seat, a vibratable frame, carrying rotating rakes,
and a catch on the dranght-ffame, to hold up tlie

rakes.
3. The combination, in a hay-making machine, of

a draught-frame, carrying the driver, with a vibrat-

able rake-frame, raised or lowered by the driver.

4. The combination, substantially as set forth, in
a hay-making machine, of two wheels, a frame ar-

ranged between the wheels, and carrying the driver,
and a vibratable frame, also arranged between the
wheels, and carrying rotating rakes.

5. The combination, in a hay- making machine, of
a frame vibratable on the axle of the supporting-
wheels, with' rotary rakes, mounted on the frame
outside the periphery of the driving-wheels, and
raking a swath wider than the distance between the
wheels.

6. The combination, in a hay-making machine, of
a frame vibratable about the axle of the supporting-
wheels, with rakes rotated from the outer side of the
driving-wheels.

7. The combination, in a hay-making machine, of
a frame vibratable about the axle of the supporting-
wheels, and a main frame, with a driving-belt, trav-

ersing pulleys on the axle and rake shaft, substan-
tially as set forth.

8. The combination, in a haymaking machine, of
a perforated rotating shield, with rake teeth, adjust-

able radially, relatively to their axis of rotation.

9. The combination, with a hay-making machine,
of rotating rake-teeth, adjustable ^-elatively to their
axis of rotation.

10. The comlDination, with a hay-making machine
having rotating teett, of a stop to cause the teeth to
act as rakes.

11. Making one set of the adjustable rotating rake-
teeth longer than the others, lor use as a hay-rake,
as set forth.

12. The combination, in a hay-making machine, of
rake-teeth, adjustable radially, relatively to their
axis of rotation, with a frame vibratable about the
main axle.

3,482.—Eugene Sullivan, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to The American Horse-Collar Company,
same place.

—

Fabric for Covering Horse- Collars.—
Patented June 16, 1868, No. 79,024; reissued June 1,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the within - de-
scribed strong and elastic fibrous fabric with a
water-proof layer or coating, composed wholly or in
part of vulcanized caoutchouc or gutta-percha.

2. As a new manufacture, my improved horse-col-
lar, the bearing-surface of wliich is formed of the
within -described strong, elastic, and water -proof
fibrous and gum fabric.

3.483. — LoRiNG Goes, Worcester, Mass., as-
signee, by mesne assign:?jents, of George C. Taft.— yfrencA.—Patented November 10, 1863, No. 40,590 ;

reissued June 1, 1869.
Claim.—1. An improved Goes wrench, so con-

structed that the thrust or back-strain of the rosette-
screw, when the wrench is used, shall be borne by
the shank, instead of the handle of the wrench, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A notch formed at right angles to the line of
motion of the movable jaw, in the shank of a Goes
wrench, for relieving the handle from the back-strain
of the rosette-screw, substantially as described.

3. The combination of two or more parallel
grooves, d, in the shank A, with two or more cor-
responding projections, e, on the rosette D, the same
not being spiral, but running at right angles to the
line of motion of the jaw, substantially as described.

3.484. — J. F. Seiberling," Akron, Ohio, as-
signee of Fanny Holmes, executrix of the estate of
JohnE. Newoojib, deceased.—(Division 1.) Har-
vester.— Patented January 9, 1855, No. 12,215; ex-
tended seven years ; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the tongue and
carriage, or main frame of a reaper and mower, of
an intermediate spring -connection, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with tongue N and frame A,
of the peculiarly-constructed spring-metal piece O
O', substantially as described.

3. The combination, in a harvesting-machine, of
the following elements, viz, two main supporting-
wheels, a main frame, arranged between the two
supporting-wheels, and vibrating around the main
axle, a vibrating tongue, a seat for the driver, and a
laterally-projecting finger- beam, connected, at one
end only, to the forward end of the vibrating frame.

4. The combination, with the finger-beam of a
front-cut two-wheeled combined reaping and mow-
ing machine, connected at one end only to a vibrat-
ing frame, which admits of its rising and falling, to
conform to the inequalities of the ground, of two
small adjustable wheels, the outer wheel being con-
nected with the outer shoe, so as to run on the ground
back of the finger-beam, and the inner wheel ar-

ranged in advance of the back of the finger-beam,
and connected to the machine at a point forward of
the line of cut, whereby the finger-beam, whether
adjusted for reaping or mowing, is supported and
prevented from dropping into water -furrows, or
dragging on the ground, substantially as described.

5. The combination, with the frame A, of the
caster-wheel Q and adjustable frame Q', substan-
tially as described.

6. "The combination, with shoe S' and standard 8,

on said shoe, of the supporting-wheel T, and its arm
S, hinged to the forward end of shoe, substantially
as and for the purposes as set forth.

7. The combination, with the outer shoe, of an arm,
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hinged to the forwari end of said shoe, and extend-
ing back to support a wheel which runs upon the

ground in rear of the shoe, when the machine is in

operation, substantially as described.

8. A metallic finger- beam for mowing and reaping
machines, having a ledge, 12, and shoulder, 2, formed
on its front upper corner, for receiving and guiding
the back of the scythe, substantially as set forth.

9. A metallic finger-beam, for reaping and mow-
ing machines, having a flange or down-projection
upon its rear under side, for the purposes stated.

10. The combination of the grooved pressure-plate

or bar /, and adjusting-screws g, with the scythe-

plate, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3,485.—J. r. Seiberling, Akron, Ohio, assignee
of Panny Holmes, executrix of the estate of John
E. Newcomb, deceased.—(Division 2.) Harvester-
Dropper.—Patented January 9, 1«55, Iso. 12,215;
.extended seven years

; ; reissued June 1, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the iinger-beam
of a reaping-machine, of a dropping-platform, with
mechanism for operating the same, whereby the
driver, from his seat on the machine, can, by the
.simple action of the foot, release said platform so
that it may drop toward the ground at regular or
irregular intervals, to discharge the cut stalks of
grain in gavels upon the ground.

2. The combination, with the inner and outer shoes
of a reaping-machine, of pivots a a, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

3. The combination, with a dropping-platform, the
pivots or journals of which are supported by the in-

ner and outer shoes, substantially as described, and
in rear of the finger-beam, of an operating-crank or
projecting arm, attached to the inner pivot or journal,
for the purposes stated.

4. The combination, with the crank or projecting
arm I, arranged as described, for operating the plat-
form, of a shield or guard, R, or equivalent device,

. for shielding said arm from cut stalks of grain, sub-
stantially as stated,

5. The combination, with the operating-crank I,

arranged substantially as described, of an elevating,
holding, and depressing rod or bar, arranged parallel,
or neai'ly so, witli the line of motion of the machine,
for the purposes stated.

6 The combination, with the crank or projecting
arm, combined Avitb the journal which supports the
inner end of a dropping-platform in a reaping-ma-
chine, of a holding rod or bar, for retaining said
platform in an elevated position until a sulficient
quantity of cut stalks of grain has accumulated to
form a gavel.

7. The combination, with the rod or arm which
holds the rear of the platform in an elevated position
while the cur stalks of grain are accumulating to
form a ga'v'el, of a stop or check-piece on the frame
of the machine, for retaining the operating-rod, for
the time being, in a fixed position, and relieving the
driver, substantially as stated.

8. The combination, in a reaping-machine, of
TQechanism for automatically elevating the dropping-
platform. with a retaining stop or device for holding-
said platform in an elevated position until released
l>j^ the action of the driver's foot.

9. The cdmbination, in a reaping-machine pro-
vided with a grain-dropping platform, of a foot-de-
vice, so arranged and combined with the devices and
meclianism by which tlie platform is operated, that
they can be thrown into gear at pleasure by the foot
f>f the driver, I'or the purposes stated.

10. The combination, in a reaping-machine, with
a finger-beam, arranged so that it can rise and fall,

to conform to the inequalities of the ground over
which it is drawn, of a dropping-platform, and de-
Tices or mechanism for operating tlio same, in such
a manner that t!ie platform can, by means of mech-
anism thrown into action or gear by the driver's
ofoot, be retained in an elevated position, or allowed
to drop, to discharge tlio gavel, at the pleasure of
the driver.

11. The combination, witli tlio platforni-arni or
crank I, of rod or bar J, cam K, stop in, loop/, and
foot-spring piece K, with its projections e and d,

substantially as and for tlio pur|)oso8 set forth.
12. Tlie combination, witli tlio finger beam of a

Teapiug-uiachiuo, of a grain-platform, adjustab «or

extensible in the direction of its width, substantially

as and for the pm'poses stated.

13. A dropping-platform, for supporting the cut
stalks of grain, in a reaping-machine, Aade in
longitudinal sections, one section of which can be
moved so as to reduce the platform in width, the
width of tlie section so moved, for the purposes
stated.

3,486.—Coknelius Aultman, Mansfield, Ohio,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Cyrus Roberts.—Machine for Thrashing and Separating Grain.—
Patented April 16, 1861, No. 33,085; reissued June
8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination ofthe perforated feed-

board a, with the vibrating conveyor, substantially
as specified.

2. Constructing the concave with, diverging dis-

tributing-grooves, or channels, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination, with grooves in the concave,
of supplemental distributing-grooves or channels, iu
front of the concave, substantially as described.

4. The tiombination, in a grain-separator, of two
separating-platforms, or shakers, each provided with
lifting-rods or fingers.

5. Two vibrating conveyors or separators, moving
in opposite directions, for counterbalancing each
other, and one of which projects underneath the
cylinder, in combination with lifting-fiagei's, or their
equivalent, for the purpose set forth.

6. Constructing the separator in sections, having
opposite and simultaneous vibrating- motion, in com-
bination with lifting-fingers overlapping the opening
between the sections.

7. The method of separating the grain from the
straw by drawing out and attenuating, and, at the
same time, shaking, by means of lifting-fingers, the
mass of mixed straw, grain, and chaff over the open-
ings between the sections of the separator, substan-
tially as described.

8. The diaphragm d', the fingers j, above the space
d", and bottom d, below, in combination, substan-
tially as described.

9. The combination, with a vibrating conveyer
and separator, of fine rods or fingers, over the throat
of the conveyor, and coarse vibrating and shaking
fingers above the finer ones, the coarse fingers
shaking up the straw, and making a coarse separa-
tion, and the fine fingers making it finer and more
complete, thei-eby facilitating the winnowing.

10. The combination of the head-trap z', with a
wheat-screen, z, acting together, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,487.—John A. Lieb, Newark, N. J., for him-
self, and assignee of John Schamadel.— Caster for
TmnJfcs-.—Patented June 13, 1865, No. 48,214 ; re-

issued June 8, 1869.

Claim —A caster consisting of a flexible plate
and a roller, striking up lugs, or ears for the roller-

journal from inside of the flexible plate, substan-
tially as described.

3,488.—Daniel Mater, Bellmore, Ind.—Plow.
—Patented October 6, 1868, No. 8'2,858 ; reissued
June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the transversely-
adjustable shield F, with reference to the beam of
the plow and shovel C, substantially as shown and
described.

2. In combination with the beam and standards,
the brace-rods H, clamps I, and nuts I', substan-
tially as and for tlie puri)ose set fortli.

3. The construction of the shovel C with its guides
or studs, for retaining the same in position, in con-
nection with the staple for securing it to the stand-
ard,

4. The arrangement of the holts bbb,(it equal dis-

tances apart, in combination with tlie roar standard
and brace, as set forth, for the purpose described.

3,489.-W. H. Nettlkton, Bristol, Conn., as-

signee of WlLKORl) H. NkTTLETON, ClIARl.KS RAY-
MOND, and Anson H.atch.—Jilachinc for Turning
JHllars for Cloek-Movements.—I'atoutod November
17, 1857, No. 18,661; reissucdJune 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tiio combination, substantially as do-

scribed , of the wire to be operated on
;

tlio straight-
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ener and its sliding carriage, or support ; mechanism
for drawing forward the Tvii'e, and with it the
straighteuer and its carrier ; mechanism for holding
the wire in a iised position after each successive
drawing, or feed forward ; and mechanism for grad-
ually forcing the straighteuer and its carriage back
to their original positions after each movement for-

ward, for the purposes of straighteuiug the wire and
feeding it up to the cutters and jaws.

2. The compound levers i and 19, made and'act-
ing in connection with the feediug-slide 7i and clamp
14^ substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. The holding-jaws k and 26, constructed and
combined substantially as described, in combination
with the screws 28 and 29 and the cam n, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The holding-jaws A; and 26, constructed and
combined substantially as described, in combination
with the screws 28 and 29, cam n, and turning-tools

32, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combiuKtion of the feeding-device h, hop-
per 37, jaws k and 26, and the tm-ning-tools 32, as

and for the purpose set forth.

3,490.—Edmund D. Eeyxolds and O. Bkad-
FORD Eeynolds, North Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Com-
hined Cultivator and Harrow.—Patented January
24, 1865, 2s^o. 46,025; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a wheeled frame
or carriage-body, a share or shares, secured to a beam
or beams, so arranged as to swing vertically, the
share or shares being thus left free to move in ver-
tical directions while in operation, and so as to be
self-adjusting as to depth of penetration into the soil,

each share also having provision for angular adjust-

ment, relatively to its beam, substantially as shown
and described.

2. In combination with the shares g, the rotary
harrow, arranged to swing yertically, substantially
as set forth.

3,491.—^Anxa "Weissexborx, Xew York, N. Y.—Tuck-Creasing Attachment for Sewing-MacMne.—
Patented May 28, 1867, !No. 65,141 ; reissued June 8,

1869.
Claim.— 1. The combination, with a stationary

gauge-plate. A, of the movable blade A^^, having a
creasing-edge, A^^, and the creasing-wheel A^", or
theii* stated equivalent's, when the said blade and
wheel are connected together and adjustable in re-

lation to the gauge, substantially as described.
2. In combination with the above, a spring, sub-

stantially as described, for pressing the wheel against
the edge.

3. In combination with the elements of the first

clause the wheel- elevating devices A^ B.
4. The combination, with a stationary gauge-plate

and with creasing-mechanism, substantially such as
described, connected together and adjustable there-
on, of a set-screw, for confiuing the said creasing-
devices in proper position with the gauge.

3,492.—Benjajiin J. Greelt, Boston, Mass.

—

Suspender.—Patented October 10, 1865, iso. 50,351;
reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Suspenders, consisting of straps, pass-
ing over the shoulders, uniting under the arms, the
two connected together behind, and provided with
suitable devices for sustaining the pantaloons at the
sides, the whole arranged so as to operate substan-
tially as described.

2. In combination with the straps and devices for
sustaining the pantaloons, specified in the first claim,
the adjustable strap A, when so arranged as to form
a combined shoulder-brace and suspender.

3. The combination, with suspenders and panta-
loons, of a spring-hook and ring, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

3,493.—J. H. Myers, Philadelphia, Pa., assignee
of Collins B. Browx.—(Division A.) Harvester.—
Patented July 11. 1854, Xo. 11,249 ; extended seven
years ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A main frame, mounted on two main
carrying-wheels, in combination with a laterally-pro-

jecting finger-bar, arranged in rear of the axis of
the drive-wheel, and propelled or drawn forward
over the ground by a hinge-connection with the
maiu frame at its inner or heel-end only.

2. In combination with the main frame of a twoj
wheel rear-cat machine, a laterally-projecting finger-
bar, connected with the main frame, and drawn for-

ward over the ground by hinges in front and rear of
the main drive-wheel axle.

3. An inclined or oblique brace, "W, to the hinged
finger-bar, located between the main caiTying-wheels.

4" A hinged finger-bar, in combination with a
hinged brace, to assist in propeUing said finger-bar,
arranged underneath and crossing the main drive-
wheel axle.

5. Varying the height of the inner end of the fin-

ger-bar, to adapt the machine to mowing or reaping,
as desired, by the adjustment of the propelling-
hinges.

3,494.—J. H. Myers, Philadelphia, Pa., assignee
of CoLLixs B. Broavx.—(Division B.) Harvester-
Hake.—Patented July 11, 1854, Is'o. 11,249 ; extended
seven years ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. A grain-platform, connected with the
maiu fi'ame, and propelled over the ground through
the medium of the hinged finger-bar only.

2. An automatic rake, in combination with a lat-

erally-projecting hinged finger-bar and platform.
3. The combination of a main frame, two main-

supporting-wheels, a laterally-projecting hinged fin-

ger-bar and platform, and an automatic rake.
4. A laterally -projecting finger -bar and grain-

platform, in combination with the supporting-arm of
an automatic rake, which is connected to and oper-
ated by a horizontal driving-wheel, arranged below
the top of the main ground or drive-wheel.

5. In a harvesting-machine, having two main car-
rying-wheels and a laterally-projecting cutting-appa-
ratus and platform, an automatic rake for discharg-
ing the grain from said platform, operated from be-
tween the main carrying-wheels.

3,495.— Frederick Xi&hwitz, Brooklyn, 1^. T.
—(Division A.) Harvester. — Patented February
21, 1865, ]Sro. 46.488 ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connecting the finger-beam with the-

main frame by means of a joint, composed of semi-
circular grooves in the pendants, and semicircular
projections on the socket of the finger-beam, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of the rigid metallic shoe-
with the finger-beam, vibrating on a pivot behind
the shoe, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the main frame, the finger-
beam, and the pitman, with the supplementary guard-
shoe, operating substantially as set fortli.

4. The combination of a frame, vibrating about a
gear-center, and a laterally-projecting cutting-appa-
ratus, hinged to said frame at one end only, with a
fixed shoe in advance of the finger-^eam, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,496.—Frederick Xishwitz, Brooklyn, JT. Y,
—(Division B. ) Harvester.—Patented February 21,.

1865, Xo. 46,488 ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the main frame-^

vibrating on the main axle, the tongue, vibrating on
the main frame, the finger-beam, hinged to the main
frame, and the lifting-lever, mounted on the tongue,
with the tilting-lerer" interposed between the tongue
and gear-frame, in the same vertical plane as the
finger-beam, with which it is also connected by a
chain, attached outside of the pivot of the fing-er-

beam, the whole being constructed for joint opera-
tion, as set forth.

2. The combination of a vibrating gear-frame, and
a vibrating draught-frame, with a driver's seat sup-
ported on the draught-frame, and connected with the
gearing-fi'ame by a pivoted link.

3. The combination of a vibrating gear-frame, a
vibrating tongue or draught-frame, and a vibrating
driver's seat, with a liiting-levcr, L, the combina-
tion being and operating substantially 'as set forth.

4. The "combination, substantially as set forth, of
a vibrating tongue or draught- fi-ame, and a vibrating
gear-frame, with a driver's seat, mounted on the
tongue or draught-frame, and connected with the
gear-frame by an adjustable pivoted link, for the pur-
poses specified.

3,497.—Feederigk Xishwitz, Brooklyn, X.. Y.
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—(Division C.) Harvester.—PatentGd February 21,

1865, No. 46,488 ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combinatiou of two driviiig-

Avheels, the fixed internally - geared spur-wheel on
the frame, with spur-pinions on an arm revolving

with the main axle, and with the interposed loose

jjinion on the axle, as set forth.

2. The combination of a fixed internally-geared
spur-wheel D, pinions E', and arm E, revolving with
the main axle, an interposed pinion, E, turning
loosely on the main axle, and a bevel-wheel, also

turning loosely on the main axle, and driving the

€rank-shaft, the combination being and operating as

set forth.

3. The combination, as described, with the fixed

gear-wheel, of the disk or shield to inclose the gear-

ing and protect the driver.

3,,498.—G-EORGE P. Eeed, Boston, Mass.—lleg-

xdatorfor Time-Pieces.—VatQut^Oi. Eebruary 5, 1867,

ISTo. 61,867 ; reissued June 8, 1859.

Claim.—The adoptionof a spring, suitably adapted
:to one side of the index-pointer of an ordinary watch
or time-piece regidator, in combination with an ad-

.justiug-screw, or equivalent device, applied to the
opposite side thereof, against which it is forced by
the action of the spring, and which impels the lever

in one direction against the power of the spring ex-

erted to force it in a reverse direction, substantially

as described.

3,499.—"W. Edgar Simonds, Hartford, Conn.—
Telegraph-Insulator.—Patented Ifovember 26, 1867,

No. 71,418 ; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shoulder c, or its equivalent, formed
upon the body of an insulator, for the purpose of
supporting the rubber band o, or its equivalent, in

combination with the rubber band o, or its equiva-
lent, attached to and supported by said shoulder, the
whole arranged, constructed, and operating as de-

scribed, for the purpose described.
2. The combination of the insulator proper A, the

rubber band o, and the cup s, together with the
standard or shank supporting it, the whole con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the
l)urposes described.

3,500.—Lemuel T. Wells, Saint Louis, Mo.—
Printing - Press. — Patented March 20, 1855, No.
•12,.'568; reissued June 8, 1869.

Claim,.—1. A turning or partially-rotating platen,
iupon a vibrating arm or arms, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The platen TJ, hinged or pivoted to vibrating
arms V, in combination with the stationary inn or
pins n and retractiug-springs K, or equivalent de-

Auces, for the purposes explained.

3,501.— Jesse Hanford, Lexington, Mass.

—

Machine for Gramilating and Drying Sugar.—Pat-
ented September 18, 1866, No. 58,098 ; reissued June
8, 1869.

Clainn:—1. The employment of a revolving cylin-

der provided with the helical wings, or their equiva-
lent devices, for elevating tlie sugar or other sub-
stance, and allowing it to be precipitated to the bot-
tom of such cylinder, and also with a suitable means
of drying said sugar or substances.

2. The combination of the hollow rotary drum or
cylinder I, and the tubular heater, arranged and
connected substantially as described.

3. Tlio combination of tlie rotary or hollow cylin-

der I, the crushing-roller K, and the tubular heater,
arranged and ap])lied together, substantially in man-
ner and so as to operate as and for the i)urposc do-
•scribcd.

4. Tlie combination of the journals e e, and their
supporting-standards B B, of tlie tulndar heater with
such Jieatcr, and the rotary cylinder, or the same
and the crushing-roller applied and arranged to-

gether, substantially as specified.

5. Tlie combination and arrangement of the series

of helical rings i i, with the cylinder and heater, ajv
plicd in the manner, and so as to operate as specified.

3,502.—C. AuLTMAN, Mansfield, Ohio, assignee,
by mesne assignments, of Cviuis Rohekts and
John Cox.—

O

rain-Separator.-Vaio.ntQd March 25,

1856, No. 14,517; reissued Juno 15, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination, with a separator
which is made to widen as it recedes from the cylin-

der, of lifting or shaking rods, or fingers, for the

purpose of carrying forward, agitating, and attenu-

ating the straw.
2. The method of facilitating the separation of the

grain from the straw, by means of diverging-bars
and lifting-rods, or fingers, substantially as herein
described.

3. Constructing the rear portion of the conveyer
with a solid ridged bottom, in sucjj manner as to form
a series of diverging channels, to spread the grain
preparatory to delivering it to the winnower, as
herein set forth.

4. The combination, with a separatin rr-platform,
'

of lifting-rods, or fingers, adapted to be raised above
and withdrawn below the surface of the said plat-

form on which the straw rests.

5. The combination, with the separator, of two or
more rock-shafts, provided with lifting-fingers, op-
erating as set forth.

6. Two or more sets of lifting-fingers, or their

equivalent, for raising the straw up from and drop-
ping it again upon the separator-bottom for the pur-
pose described.

7. The lifting-rods, or fingers, in combination with
means for adjusting their throw, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

8. The employment of lifting-rods, or fingers, ar-

ranged and operating in such manner that they will,

rise on the forward movement of the conveyer, and
thus lift and shake the straw as it is thrown for-

ward, in combination with the carrying - bars,

whereby certain advantages are attained, as herein
set forth.

9. The arrangement of lifting-rods, or fingers, in
a recess, M, in the bottom of the conveyer, in such
manner that they can be alternately protruded above
and retracted below the carrying-bars, to shake the
straw thoroughly, and at the same time not inter-

fere with its conveyance, as herein described.
10. The adjustable turning |.ail-spout P, arranged

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

3,503.—Harrison Ogborn, Eichmond, Ind.

—

(Division A.) Fanning-Mill, Grain and Seed Sep-
araior.—Patented November 12,1867, No. 70,885 ; re-

issued June 15, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The trough P, situated under and at
the lower end of the upper grain-board, with a re-

movable side, i^, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

2. The combination of the adjustable trough I^

with the upper grain-board I\ forming the bottom
of the front part of the shoe I, and the adjustable
screen J, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. A hopper, consisting of the side-boards E, with
converging grooves e, the sliding board E, and ad-
justable swinging board H, substantially as and for
the purposes "described.

4. The combinatiou of the swinging board H,
lever E', jirovided with a tooth or spur, e', and the
rack c'^, substantially as and for the i)urposes de-
scribed.

5. The vertical circular rim Tl, secured to the fan-

wings Q, substantially as and for the i^urposes de-
scribed.

6. The knocker-rod p, with its bent part p', and
the lever n, substantially as and for tFie purjioses de-

scribed, of giving a jolting motion to the screen.
7. The rod jo, in combination with the linked rods

m, and on,', wrist v, and wheel V, substantially as
and for the purposes described.

8. "i'he pins g'^, on the cleats of the sliding doors
G', substantially as and for the purposes described.

3,504.—Harrison Oguorn, Rielnhond, assignor
to Ellis Mtcuael, La Porte, Ind.—(Division B.)

Fanning-Mill. — Patented November 1:2, 1867, No.
70,885; reissued Juno 15, 1869.

Claim.—The devices described, "W, k, k^, k'\ I, a\

p, and V, for tlio purpose of imparting increased
motion to the "shoe" of a fanning-mill, and which
imparts four motions to the "shoe," to ouo revolu-
tion of the fan-sliaft.

3,505.—J. B. Rand, Concord, N. H.—Cotnposi-
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tion for Welding Iron and Steel.—Patented March
16, 1869, No. 87,968 ; reissued June 15, 1869.

Claim.—A welding-composition, made of the in-

gredients and in the manner substantially as de-
scribed and set forth in the specification.

3.506. — The Shaw and Wilcox Compan'y,
Bridgeport, Conn., assignees, by mesne assignments,
of Jehyleman Shaw.—Apparatus for Recovering
Gold and Silver from Waste Solutions.—Patented
July 8, 1862, Ifo. 1^,842 ; reissued April 5, 1864, ISTo.

1,C52 ; again reissued June 15, 1869.

Claim.—An apparatus for recovering gold, silver,

&c., from waste solutions, by means of suitable pre-
cipitatiug-insredients, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

3.507.— The American Eailway Gas-Light
Company, New York, N. Y., assignees, by mesne
assignments, of John B. Terry.—Gasoline Head-
Light—Patented December 24, 1867, No. 72,697 ; re-

issued June 15, 1869.

Claim.—1. A head-light or lamp for locomotive-
engines, produced by the vapor of a volatile hydro-
carbon-liquid, generated by the heat of steam ap-
plied from the boiler of the locomotive, substantially
as set forth.

2. The combination of a hydroearbon-liquid-hold-
ing vessel, provided with a burner or burners, of an
internal coil, for admitting steam fi-om the locomo-
tive-boiler to vaporize such liquid, for the produc-
tion of an illuminating-gas, substantially as set
forth.

3. The combination, with a hydrocarbon-liquid
vessel, provided with a burner or burners, of a sur-
rounding" jacket, for admitting steam from the loco-
motive-boiler, for vaporizing such liquid, for the pur-
pose of generatmg an illuminating- gas, substantially
as set forth.

4. The combination of a burner or lamp, having
its flame supplied by the vapor of a hydrocarbon-
liquid generated by the application of steam from the
locomotive-boiler, with the refiecting-box, known as
a locomotive head-light, as set forth.

5. The combination, with the hydrocarbon-vessel,
of an elastic diaphragm and valve or stopper, oper-
ating'^in connection with the steam-induction pipe,
for the automatic regulation of the vapor generated,
substantially as set forth.

6. The employment, for locomotive head-lights, of
porous, fibrous, or other capillary material, for hold-
ing the hydrocarbon-liquid in the vaporizing-vessel,
for the better volatilization by heat, substantially as
set forth.

7. The use, in the liquid-holding vessel of locomo-
tive-lamps or head-lights, of porous, fibrous, or capil-

lary material, to prevent the swashing or agitation
of the liquid under the motion of the locomotive,
substantially as set forth.

3,508.— James Eadley, Alexander McAlis-
TER, and EoBERT S. Airman?, New York, N. Y., as-

signees, by mesne assignments, of Peter Buden-
bach.—Lamp for Locomotive Head-Lights.—Pat-
ented March 24, 1863, No. 38,001 ; reissued June 15,

1869.

Claim.—The bridge in the oil-chamberA A, formed
of the curved plate C and perforated sides a a, and
provided with a perforated cylinder, D, inclosing
the tube B which leads to the lamp, substantially as
and for the pur{)ose specified.

3, 50D'. — American Car - Heatino Company,
New York, N. Y., assignee, by mesne assignments,
of W. S. McNeil and O. S. Cadwell, Jv. —Rail-
road-Car Heater.—Patented August 25, 1868. No.
81,392 ; reissued June 22. 1869.

Claim.— 1. A railroad-car heating and ventilating
apparatus, in which the following elements are com-
bined, substantially as hereinbefore described, viz :

1. Pipes, or conduits for taking in air from the ex-
terior of the moving car. 2. Means for distributing
or both heating and distributing, through the car,

the air received from such conduits. 3. Passages or
openings for taking in air when the car is at rest,

and conducting it to 4. A heating - chamber, or
space, wherein such air is heated, and from which it

is discharged into the body of the car, such cham-

ber, or space, being distinct from that which re-
ceives and heats the air taken in when the car is iri'

motion.
2. The combination, with the elements named in

the preceding clause, of an air-purifying apparatus,
for removing the impurities fi'om the air taken in
when the car is in motion, before such air is dis-
tributed through the car.

3. The arrangement, substantially as herein de-
scribed,of two separate and non-communicating an-
nular air-heatiug chambers around the radiator, or
heater, the one receiving air from above the car,
when in motion, by means of funnels and automatic
valves, and discharging it into the car through per-
forated pipes, as specified ; the other receiving air
from the base of the radiator, or heater, or from be-
low the car when at rest, and discharging it directly
from the heater ; the air in both cases being heated
while ascending through the heater, substant^^liy
as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The construction of the air-purifying chamber,
provided with absorbent material, as' specified, and
its arrangement with relation to the air-supply pipe
and the heater, substantially in the manner shown
and described.

3,510.— John C. Byran, Titusviile, Pa., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Edward Guillod.—Construction of Drilling-Jar.—Patented June 16,

1868, No. 78,958 ; reissued June 22, 1869.
Claim. — i. The manufacture of drilling-jars, of

combined iron and steel, in which at least the part
a in each half of the jars that receives the blow,
and the inner faces a' of the link-bars 6, shall be of
steel, substantially as and for the purposes described.

2. The hereinbefore described drilling-jars, con-
structed of wrought iron and steel, combined sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

3,511.—Joseph H. Deniger, Bridgeport, Conn.— Tempering Steel Springs. — Patented March 23,

1869, No 58.142; reissued June 22, 1869.
Claim.—The mode, method, or process herein de-

scribed, of tempering steel springs for railroad-cars,,
carriages, &c.

3,512.— Patrick Joyce, Kochester, N. Y,.—
Coflin-Bier.—Patented March 9, 1869, No. 87,570';:

reissued Jane 22, 1869.
Claim:—1. The employment, in connection with a

cofiin-bier or other coffin -holder, or support, of a
wholly or partially revolving platform, or equivalent,,
for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a wholly or partially re-
volving platform, or equivalent, as described, so ar-
ranging the same that it may be elevated to any de-
sired height, for the purpose specified.

3. In combination with a coflinbier, or other cof-
fin-holder, or support, provided with a -n-hoUy or
partially revolving platform, or equivalent, the
screws D, or equivalents, for elevating the same, for
the piu-pose specified.

4. In combination with a bier or other coffin-

holder, having a wholly or partially revolving plat-
form, the hinged block to support and strengthen the
platform, when said platform is revolved and ele-

vated by means of a central screw-pivot.

3,513—John 0'M.\hony. Savannah,Ga.—Dm?/-
Saddle.— Patented April 28, 1868, No. 77,310; reis-
sued June 22, 1869.
Claim.— 1. In a dray-saddle, the beveled blocks G

C, secured to the leather covering A, in combina-
tion with the pads D, and grooved bar JB, said blocks
C being secured to the pads at theii- centers, for the-
purpose of preventing such pads from flattening
upon the back of the animal, under the weight of
the dray, as herein shown and described.

2. In a dray-saddle, the bent and beveled blocks
C, when constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. A dray-saddle, having cover A, blocks C, andr
pads D, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

3,514.—Mathew G. Slemmons. Cadiz, Ohio.

—

Plow. — Patented October 9, 1860, No. 30,357 : reis,

sued June 22, 1869.
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Claim.—1. Twu converging beams A A, each one
of which has a shovel- standard, A', formed by bend-
ing its rear end, substantially as described.

^. the converging beams A A, connected together,

and constructed with curved shovel-standards, A'
A', upon them, substantially as described.

3. The union of tlie front ends of plow-beams,
which have their rear ends beut to form shovel-

standards, by means of a clevis, or device, by which
the team are'hitched to the implement, substantially
as described.

4. The converging plow - beams A A, having
shovel standards A' A' formed on them, in combina-
tion with handles F F, and handle- supporting braces
E E, substantially as described.

5. In combination with the foregoing, also, the
manner, substantially as described, of adjusting the
handles F F, and securing thern to the beams at any
desired angle.

6. Constructing, of one piece of metal, a plow-
beam A and a curved shovel-standard. A', v/ith a
shoulder d, formed on the latter, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,515.—Mekvin E. Smith. Armonk, ]N". T-.

—

Sewing-Machine. — Patented March 24, 1863, iTo.

37,985 ; reissued June 22, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The combination of the cam G-, hav-
ing an eccentric slot, curved as shown and de-
scribed, and arranged upon the needle-end of the
main shaft F. Avith the reciprocating needle-bar D,
provided with a pin projecting into said slot, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination of the needle- operating cam
G-, constructed as described, the shuttle-driving ec-
centric J, and the feed-lever H, having an elongated
slot, n, fitted with a slide, ^, and deriving a positive
motion in both directions from a crank-wrist, .t, the
whole arranged and operating substantially as set
forth, to cause the machine to operate with the driv-
ing-shatt or pulley rotating in either direction, and
the feed to be reversed by reversing the direction of
the said shaft or pulley.

3. The combination, with each other and with the
isolated portion of the flat bed constituting a cylin-
der, or its equivalent, o\ the shuttle-driving- eccen-
tric J, rod M, rock-shaft L, arm jST, rod P, and feed-
operating crank-wrist /c, the whole arranged and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

4. The slide y, guide-bar w, and spring z, com-
bined with each other and the shuttle, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

3,516.—William A. Clark, Bethany, Conn.

—

Expansive ^i^.-Patented May 11, 1858, No. 20,192;
reissued June 22, 18G9.

Claim.—1. The construction of the shank so as to
form a seat, or bearing for the adjustable cutter, so
that the said cutter will take its bearing above or
back of the edge, the said cutter being held into its

seat hv the action of a set-screw brought to bear
upon the cutter, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the fixed and expansive
cutters C B, on opposite sides of their axis, when
constructed to operate as shown and described.

3,517.—Alpueus C. Gallahue, Riverdale. IST.

Y.

—

Machine for Pegging Boots and 5'/ioe,s\- Pat-
ented March 29, 1859', Eo. 23,361 ; reissued June 22,
1859.

Claim.— I. The rack-bar E, constructed of two
parts, e and /, ari'anged substantially as described,
80 as to adjust it for boots or shoes of various sizes.

2. Pivoting the plate, or frame Gr, that supports
the last, at or near its center, and so arranging it

that it may turn on said pivot during the operation
of pegging, thereby so adjusting the bfot or shoe as
to present the various portions of tiio solo in tlie

requisite position to tlio awl and peg, as the sole
moves along, substantially as descril)ed.

3. The inclined planes i, or their equivalents,
when arranged to operate in combination with the
hinged plate Gr, for adjusting the boot or shoe, sub-
stantially as s(!t forth.

4. Tlie inclined ix'g'-gnuge ?/', in combination with
the leed, m peg-box S, so ns to gauge the pegs from
their lower ends, as described.

5. The vibrating socket e', in connection with the
plunger-rods u v, arranged in the same slide-bar t,

to operate as set forth.

6. The bar R, provided with the shoulder, or bear-
ings s, at its front end, and having the yoke o' hinged'
to its rear end, and arranged to be operated by the
cam^', as and for the purpose set Jorth.

7. The combination of the swinging bed-plate D
and rack B, arranged to operate as described.

3,518.—Benjamin F. Moeey, Clinton Ind.

—

Tire for M'agons.—Patented January 19, 1869, No.
86,029 ; reissued June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The grooved tire B, combined with the
exterior flat surface of the felly A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose
specified.

2. A tire, or band, having a grooved interior, as
described, when designed for use as a receptacle of
lubricating-matter upon the exterior surface of cylin-

drical bodies.

3,519.—EussELL and Eravin Manufacturing
Company, New Britain, Conn., assignees, by mesne
assignments, of Marshall T. Lincoln. — Dosr-
iafc/i.— Patented May 31, 1864, No. 42.954 ; reissued
June 22, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the latch B, and
sliding or locking bolt D, constructed and arranged
so that both are acted upon or operated by the clos-

.

ing of the door, and that the latter will, as the for-

mer moves back to fasten the door, lock or secure
the latch, for the purposes set forth.

2. In combination with such latch B and locking-
bolt D, the arrangement of the cam E, for moving
or sliding back the bolt D, for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the latch
B, knob C, lever C, and sliding bolt D, operating
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. In combination with the latch B, and sliding or
locking bolt D, the arrangement of the key-bolt G-,

or its equivalent, for moving back such bolt, for the
purposes specified.

5. The combination and arrangement of the tum-
blers H, key-bolt G, latch B and sliding-bolt D, for
the iDurposes specified.

6. The combination of the latch B and . cam E,
pivoted to said latch, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

3,520.—Frances Lee Barnes, New York, N.
Y., administratrix of the estate of Samuel H. Barnes,
deceased.

—

Cornet-Spring.—Patented July 17, 1866.

No. 56,345 ; reissued May 12, .1868, No. 2,929 ; again
reissued June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A corset-spring, consisting of two or
more metallic plates placed one upon another, and
fastened together at their centers, but so connected,
at or near each end, that they can play or move upon
each other in the direction of their length.

2. A corset-spring consisting of the parts B pro-

vided with pins b, and slotted springs B^, riveted as
shown, and having suitable clasps C, and headed
rivets D, and of form corresponding to the body of
the wearer, constructed and operating in the manner
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

3,5'21.—EldridgeM. Fowler, Bay City, Mich.,
assignee of John W. Thojipson. — (Division B.)

Mowing-Machine. — Patented July 15, 1856, No.
15,354; reissued June 29, 18(i9.

Claim.—I. In a rear-cut harvester, a frame carry-

ing a cutting-ai)paratus, arranged to vibrate about
a center coinciding with tlie ceiitei of rotation of a
bevel- wheel, which is mounted on an axis parallel

with but independent of the nuiiu drive-wiieel axle,

the combination being and operating substantially as

set fortli.

2. The combination of the vibrating frame, carry-

ing the shaft for driving tiio cutters, and a bevel-pin-

ion, with a frame carrying a bevel-wlu-el mounted
on an axis independent of the nniin drive-wiieel

axle, in such manner that the axis of rutatiou of

said bevelwiieel and thoaxis of osedlalion of the vi-

brating frame s-hall coincide, the combiimtion being
and operating substantially as set forth.

3,5'.i'2.—Chkistian Garveu, Middlctown.Pa.—
7/o/•.v^^/>VrA;«.— Patented Doeeuiber 7, 1858, No. 22,232

;

reissued June 29, 18(>9.
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'^' Claim. —1. A cleaning-bar, A, lying across the
rake-teetu, and so constructed and operating that the
raising of the teeth causes it to scrape the hay from
tiie rake-head towards the points of the teeth, while
the lowering of the rake-teeth brings it back to its

original position.

2. A cleaning-bar, A, constructed with arms BB,
and swinging on a pivot, o, substantially as described.

3. The'arrangement of the cross-piece A, staples

/, parallel arms B, slots i, and pins O, with rake J,

"in. the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

3,523.—Joseph C. Hexdersox, Albany, IN". Y.—
Coal-Stove.—Patejited. May 29, 1860, oSTo. 28,482 ; re-

issued June 30, 1863, ISTo. 1,506 ; again reissued Jan-
uary 15, 1867, No. 2,459; again reissued June 29,

1869.

Claim.—1. A hopper or reservoir- for supplying
coal suspended over a fire-pot, or grate, larger at the
upijer than at the lower end of the same, and de-
tached from the fire-pot substantially iu the manner
and for the purpose above described.

2. An expanded combustion-chamber, directly over
the surface of the incandescent coal in the fire-pot,

and surrounding the mouth or lower end of the hop-
per, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above described.

3. The use of inclined plates /, in combination
^vith a combustion-chamber, formed above the sur-
face of the incandescent coal, and around the mouth
of the hopper, to reflect and throw back the heat
and gases upon the surface of the fire, substantially
n th'e manner and for the purposes above described.
4. The contracted outlet m, in combination with

said expanded chamber, so arranged that the escap-
ing products of combustion shall pass out at or near
the siu'face of the incandescent coal, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes above described.

5. In combination with a hopper suspended over
the fire, and separate from the fire-pot, a circulating
current of air around the lower end of the hopper,
substantially in the manner and for the pui-poses
above described.

6. In combination with the above-described hop-
per, a chamber or its equivalent, iu the lower etd of
the same, and immediately above the fire, for the
purpose of preserving the mouth of the hopper and
supplying air to the surface of the fire, substantially
as above described.

7. The circulation of a current of air around the
lower end or mouth of a supply- cylinder, and enter-
ing the combustion-chamber, substantially in the
manner and for the piu'pose above described.

8. The use of fire-brick, soapstone, or other simi-
lar fire-proof substances, in protecting the mouth or
lower end of the hopper, in combination with my ex-
panded combustion-chamber I, and air-chamber g,
substantially in the manner and for the jjurposes
above dessribed.

9. The admission of air to the surface of the burn-
ing fuel iu the bottom of my combustion-chamber I,

above described, in combination with the use of fire-

brick, or other similar material, to protect the mouth
of the hopper, substantially iu the manner and for
X)urpose above described.

10. The combination of the expanded chamber, at
the base of the hopper, with draught from said cham-
ber, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above described.

11. A current of air circulated around or in con-
^ tact with the lower part of the said hopper, in com-

bination with the expanded combustion-chamber at
the base of the hopper, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose above described.

3,524.—JOHX P. MAX-xr, EockfordJlL—(Division
B. Harvester.—Patented July 14, 1857, Xo. 17,779

;

reissued June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, in a rear-cut harvester, of two main wlieels

;

a frame, vibrating about the main axle; a tongue,
liinged within the periphery of the wheels ; and a
laterally-projecting finger-beam, vibrating with the
frame.

'

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
rear - cut harvester, of two main wheels ; a frame
arranged between said wheels, and vibrating about
he main axle ; a finger-beam, projecting laterally

from said frame ; and a tongue liinged to said frame,
near the axle.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
two main wheels ; a vibrating fi-ame, arranged be-
tween the wheels, and projecting beyond their pe-
riphery at the rear end only ; a laterally-projecting
finger-beam, secured to the rear of said frame ; and
a tongue, hinged to the forward end of said frame,
near the axle.

3,525.—John P. Maxny, Pvoekford,ril.—:Division
B.) Harvester.—Patented July 14, 1857, 'No. 17,779 ;

reissued June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of a finger-beam, projecting laterally from a
frame vibrating about the main axle, with a hinged
supplementary frame supported behind said axle by
a caster-wheel.

2. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
two main wheels, a frame pivoted near the axle of
said wheels in front, and supported by a caster-wheel
in rear, and a vibrating frame carrying a laterally-

projecting finger-beam suspended from the caster-
frame by flexible connections.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of
two main wheels, a main frame, vibrating about the
main axle, and carrying a laterally-projec"ting finger-
beam, with a frame pivoted near the axle, supported
at its rear end by a caster-wheel, and carrying de-

vices for raising and lowering the finger-beam.
4. The combmation, substantially as set forth, of

two main wheels, a vibratiug maia frame, and a lat-

erally-projecting finger-beam, with lifting-devices,

and a driver's seat moimted on a vibratiug frame,
behind the axle.

5. The combination of a laterally-projecting finger-

beam, a frame, vibrating about the main axle, a sup-
plementary frame supported by a caster-wheel, a ten-

sion-spring and lifting-cord, the combination being
and operating substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
two-wheeled rear-cut harvester, of a tongue, a frame,
carrying a laterally-projecting finger-beam, and a
frame, carrying lifting - devices and a conductor's
seat, the tongue and frames each being independ-
ently hinged near the main axle, and moving inde-

pendently of each other.

3,528.—JOHX P. Maxxt, Eockford, El.—(Divi-

sion C.) Harvester. — Patented July 14, 1857, No.
17,779 ; reissued June 29, 1869.

Claiyn.—1. The combination, substantially as set

forth, of two main wheels ; a frame connected with
the main axle in front, and supported by a caster-

wheel in rear : a frame vibrating about the main
axle ; a laterally-projecting finger-beam, couraected

with the frame ; and a platform vibrating with the
finger-beam.

§. The combination, substantially as set forth, of

a laterally-projecting finger-beam, vibrating about
the main axle, with a platform, vibrating about the

finger-beam, so as to raise the rear end of the plat-

form as the finger-beam is lowered, and vice versa, to

keep the platform horizontal.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth, in a
two-wheeled harvester, of a laterally-projecting fin-

ger-beam, vibrating abottt the main axle, with reel-

supports and a platform, both vibrating in unisou
with the finger-beam.

3,527.—Isaac H. Palmer, Lodi, Wis.—Dewice
for Unloading G-rain-Car.—F&tQwted June 18, 1867,

No. 65,826 ; reissued Jime 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. A series of holes in the car-floor,_ in.

combination with sliding covers or gates b h, having
holes d in them, and so arranged, with relation to

the holes in the car-floor, that when in one position

they will close said holes, but when in another will

open them, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The slide-valves 6, iu combination with the

racks e, pinions i, and shaft D, substantially as de-

scribed.
3. The pivoted valve c, in combination with crank:

i, substantially as described.

3,52S.

—

Hervey D. Snow, Bennington, Vt.

—

TT'rtter- Wheel Hegidator.—Patented July-14,"1868, No.
79,870 ; reissued June 29, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The pawls rs, in combination with the
ratchet-wheel /, that operates to move the gate or
regulator, and the connection to the governor, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The disk h, operated by a connection to the
governor, in combination with a pawl and ratchet,
for causing the pawl to be operative or inoperative,
according to the speed of the governor.

3. The disk h, in combination with a pair of pawls,
pointing towards each other, and acting in opposite
directions, substantially as set forth, so that the disk
determines Avhich of the pawls shall be operative, or
throws both out of action.

4. The stop g or g', arranged substantially as set
forth, whereby to relieve the pawl r or s, and prevent
the same operating beyond a certain point, irrespect-
ive of the movement of the governor, substantially
as set forth.

3,339.—James Watt, Charlestown, Mass., and
Hbnky Chilus, Buffalo, IST. T., assignees of James
Watt. — Utilizing Waste Seat of Puddling-Far-
naces, <£e., in Generating Stea^m,.—iPatented May 12,
1863, ISTo. 38,521 ; reissued June 29, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the boiler at the
^end of the furnace, and on a horizontal plane there-
with, so that the surplus heat and slag from the fur-
nace may be directed into a fire-chamber, B', within
vthe boiler, substantially as described.

' 2. The combination of the neck of the puddling or
•lieating furnace with the water-jacket of the boiler,
substantially as set forth.

3,530.—Thomas L. Baylies and Edwin Craw-
ley, liichraond, Ind.'

—

Vise.—Patented September
15, 1868, No. 82,073 ; reissued July 6, 1869.

Claim.— 1. In combination with the jaws of a vise,
;the series of screws having threads of a different
pitch, and the spring or brake arranged to operate
automatically in changing the speed, substantially
4is and for the purpose set forth.

2. Coupling the adjusting-screw and the sleeve G-,

by means of projections and recesses, by which they
are made to revolve conjointly, and the sleeve G- is

allowed to move endwise, independently of the ad-
justing-screw, substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

3. A pawl or cam, J, for locking sleeve Gr, when
.so arranged as to be automatically released by the
boss on the screw E, substantially in the manner de-
iscribed and for the purpose set forth.

3,531.—James S. Carew, IsTorwich, Conn., as-
signee of Caleb Sayan, executor of Daniel Hay-
ward, deceased.

—

Manufacture of India Rubber.—
Patented August 29, 1854, 'No. 11,608; extended
seven years ; reissued July 6, 1869.
Claim.—1. The herein-described process of vul-

canizing and molding rubber compounds, viz, by-
means of molds heated substantially as described,
and so arranged that the compound, being placed in
(the mold, and therein softened by the heat, is then
foi'ced, by pressure, to fill the mold, and therein vul-
•canized, substantially as described.

2. The herein-described process of vulcanizing
rubber compounds, viz, by applying heat to the com-
pound to be vulcanized, by means of steam in steam-
jackets, substantially as described.

3. The herein-described process of vulcanization
of rubber goods, consisting in the application of heat,
by means of steam-jaekots, to the compound to be
Tulcanized while under pressure, substantially in the
manner described.

3,532.—John Davis, Allegheny Citv, Va..—Itail-
way Car- />'mA;e.—Patented May 29, 1866, JSTo. 55,0(J7;
reissued July 6, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The described arrangement of the
cranks and o' on the spring-shaft"^ 11, of the lin-

l)roved bralcc, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

2. The combination of the pawl m and ratcliet-
wheel n with the shaft 11, cranks o and o', and coil-
spring, couibined, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as herein described, and for the purpose set
forth.

• 3. The combination and arrangomont of the coil-
spring shaft 11, cranks o and o', rods j kf, and k',

levers 18 and 16, and shaft x, with the rods ii' h h',

brake-bars e and brakes d, constructed, combined,
arranged, and operating as herein described.

4. The stirrups g g, constructed and arranged as
herein described, to inclose and suspend the brake-
bar.

3,533.—Alpheus C. G-allahue, Eiverdale, ^.
Y.—Machine for Pegging Boots and Shoes.—Pat-
ented August 16, 1853, No. 9,947 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 18, 1853 ; extended seven years ; reissued July
6, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The use, in a pegging-machine, of a
gauge, arranged in relation to the part that supports
the boot or shoe, to form a bearing for the edge of
the sole, and thus insure the insertion of the pegs at
a uniform distance from the edge of the sole, with-
out the use of pattens, substantially as described.

2. Adjusting the tension of the spring that oper-
ates the awl-carrier or peg-driver, substantially as
described, for the purpose of regulating the force of
the blow, as may be desired.

3. The combination of the awl carrier and the
peg-driver, each separately lifted by a cam and
driven down by a spring, substantially as described.

4. The combination, in a pegging-machine, of a
gauge for the edge of the sole to rest against, and an
awl-carrier driven by a spring, substantially as herein
described.

5. Making the gauge a, against which the edge of
the sole bears, adjustable, for the purpose of enabling
the shoe to be so adjusted as to have two or more
rows of pegs inserted therein.

6. The combination, in a pegging-machine, of a
gauge for the edge of the sole to bear against, and a
rotating last-holder or support, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,534.

—

William E. Sherman, Bucksport, Me.—Process of Ii epairing Crucibles.—Patented Febru-
ary 16, 1869, No. 87,075 ; reissued July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of coating new, or renewing
old crucibles,by repeated applications ofa thin coating
of a mixture composed of plumbago and other refrac-
tory substance or substances, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes described.

2. The mixture, in water, of plumbago with re-

fractory clay, sand, or other similar refractory sub-
stances, as a wash for coating and renewing cruci-
bles, in the manner substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

3,535.—Albert G-. Buzby, Philadelphia, Pa—
Safety-Valve.—Patented April 21, 1868, No. 76,992;
reissued July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The valve-chest A, having opening and
seats on which rest two separate safety-valves, 13 B',

substantially as herein described.
2. The two valves B and B', the former being con-

nected to, but loaded independently of the valve
B', when the said valves are arranged upon a single
chest. A, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. The casing or cover A', in combination with
the two A^alvcs B B', arranged on a single chest, A,
substantially as described.

3,536.— John B. Mayer, Niagara Falls, and
Tobias Witmer, Williamsville, N. Y., assignees of
John B.Mayer.—Striking-Mechanism for Clocks.—
Patented September 15, 1868, No. 82,267 ; reissued
July 6, 1869.

Claim.—1. The slidingshafts O and P, carrving
the hammer-tails, and the operating lever q, com-
bined and operating substantially as described.

2. The shifting-lever R, in combination with the
locking-mechanism C, and sliding hammer-shaft P,

for alternating tho action of the hammers on the
bells, substantially as set forth.

3. Tho combination of the looking-raeobanisra B
C,and the locking wheel A, for controlling tho notion

of the hour and (luartor-hour lnunnuTs_ on two or
more soiiarate bells, substantially as set forth.

4. The wheel D, pinion F', tumbler-wheel K.spnr-
whoel F, tlie i)iiiion and lly wheel tl, in coinbination

with tho Inunuiortails, in order to efi'ect the striking

of (luarters and hours on separate bolls, substantially

as set fortii.
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3,5ar.—C. H. McCORMlCK. Chicago, El., as-

signee, by mesne assignments.ofHamilton A. Park-
hurst.— (Division A.) Harvester.—Patented Feb-
ruary 23, 18.58, Xo.19,442 ; reissued July 6, 1369.

Claim.—1. The combination of the main frame
supported on wheels mounted on independent axles,

which oscillate around a center coincident with that
of one of the shafts which drives the cutters, sub-
stantially as set forth, with a laterally-projecting

short iinger-beam hinged to the main frame at one
end only, and above the plane of the cutters.

2. The combination of a main frame, adjustable on
a center coincident with that of a shaft parallel

with but independent of the driving-wheel axles,

substantially as set forth, with a larerally-projecting

short fiuger-beam hinged to said frame by joints

both in front and rear of the wheels, and above the
plane of the cutters.

3. The combination of a main frame, movable
around a center coincident with that of a shaft in

fi'ont of the axis of the wheels, substantially as set

forth, with a laterally-projecting short finger-beam
connected with the main frame by a coupliiig-frame
inclosing the inner wheel.

4. The combination of the main frame, radius-bars,
and their connecting-frame, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the radius-bars, quadrant-
racks, rock-shaft, and lifting-levers, with the driver's

seat, substantially as set forth.

3,538. —C. H. McCoRMiCK, Chicago, III., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of HAiiiLTOX A.
Parkhurst. (Division B.)

—

Harvester.—Patented
February 23, 1853, Xo. 19,442 ; reissued July 6, lr69.

Claim. —1. In a two-wheeled harvester," a frame
cari"ying the cutting- apparatus, arranged to vibrate
about a center coincident with the center of rotation
of a bevel-wheel mounted on an axis parallel with,
but independent of, the main drive-wheel axle, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a two-wheeled harvester,
substantially as set forth, of a frame, carrying a
crank-shaft and pinion, and adjustable around a gear-
center in front of the axles of the driving-wheels,
with a laterally-projecting cutting-apparatus hinged
in the line of the crank- shaft.

3. The combination, in a two-wheeled harvester,
substantially as set forth, of a frame vibratable about
a gear-center, independent of the axes of the wheels,
ivith a laterally-projecting cutting-apparatus vibrat-

ing about a gear-center at right angles to the main
axle.

4. The combination, with a two-wheeled harvester,
of a laterally-projecting cutting-apparatus connected
with the main frame at one end only, and movable
around two gear - centers at right angles to each
other, and both independent of the driving-wheel
axle, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of the iuternaliy - geared
driving spur-wheel, the spur pinion, on the counter-
shaft, and its bevel-wheel with the bevel-pinion on
the line-shaft, crossing the axle of the driving-
wheels, and its spur-gear driving the corresponding
pinion on the crank-shaft, also crossing the axes of
the bearing-wheels, the combination being and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

3,539.—William S. Pratt, West [Manchester,
Pa.— (Division A.) Flow.—Patented September 5,

1865, jSTo. 49,799 ; reissued July 6, 1369.

Claim-.—Making a mold-board for steel plows,
with a bed for the plowshare, said mold-board and
share-bed being made in one or more parts, with the
landside welded, bolted, or riveted to the share-bed,
the whole being constructed and arranged substan-
tiaUv as herein described and for the purpose set

forth.

3,5-10.—Glaus Spreckels, San Francisco, Cal.—Manufacture of Crushed Sugar.—^Patented March
17, 1868, lSro.75,658 ; reissued July 6, 1869.

Claim.—The process of preparing for crushing
sugar, taken from the centrifugal machine, by mold-
ing, pressing, and drving it, in the manner substan-
tially as herein described.

3,541.—1. A. Woodward, S. S. Woodward,
and Thomas ilASOX, Sandwich, TiX.— Cultivator.—

; Patented September 15. 1868, Xo. 82,191 ; reissued

I

July 6. 1869.

Claim.—1. Bi'oadly. the reversible arms K, hinged
; to the frame A B, and arranged to balance the same,
' substantially us set farth.

I 2. The combination of the above-described re-
i versible arms K, with the frame A B and folding-
' seat L, as and for the purpose herein described.

j

3. The handles D D, pivoted to the standards E E,
; and made adjustable to or from each other, by

I

means of the slotted plates F F and set-screws 1 1^

I

as described and shown.

' 3,542.—HiCHARD Montgomery, Xew York, iT.
' Y.—(Division A.) Iron Railway-Car. — Patented

j

August 7, 1860, Xo. 29,510 : reissued July 22, 1862,

Xo. 1,325 ; again reissued July 6, 1869.

I
Claim.—1. The use of the corrugated-iron beams,

;
constructed as described when applied to railway-
cars and other vehicles, in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

2. The combination of the curved top-pieces B
with the side or base pieces A, and coupling-pieces

I

H and G-, operating substantially as described.

I

3. The corrugated covering F, arranged as de-
I scribed, in eoml3ination with the arched top-pieces B.

4. The coupling-pieces H G-, or either of them,
when constructed as described, and applied to the
corrugated beams of a railway-car, substantially as
herein set forth.

!

I

3,543.—HiCHARD Montgomery, Xew York, X.
I

Y.—(Division B.) Floor for Cars and Buildings.—
:
Patented August 7, 1869, Xo. 29,510 ; reissued July

\ 22, 1862, Xo. 1,325 ; again reissued July 6, 1369.

Claim:—A metallic support for a "floor, whether
; the latter be formed of wood or other material, com-
posed of arched metallic plates, coiTugated in the
direction of the curve of the arch, and metallic

I

girders, on or against which said plates abut, sub-

1
stantially as herein described.

3.544.—David Howell, Louisville, Ky.

—

Nut-
Jlac/Hne.-Patented July 2, 1866, Xo. 66.238 ; reissued
July 6, 1869.

; Claim.—1, The supporting-matrix or die H, in
combination with the cutting-plunger or punch F,

; operating substantially as described, to carry the
i nut-blank to a certain point within said matrix, sus-

pend its movement therein, and then discharge the
; nut fi'om the opposite side to the one of entrance.

I
2. The steel plate or cutter I, in combination with

I

the gauge-block M, having an oblique flange m, and
;
the die H, when arranged and constructed substan-
tially as described.

3. The sleeve G-, with its square head .7', and cir-

1 cular head g". its slot K, and its feather, its concave
I
head, and its longitudinal bore, constructed substan-

j

tially as and for the purpose described.

I

4. 'The adjustable gauge-block J, having an over-

I

hanging lipj, and another overhanging lip on the

j

opposite side of it, provided with the slot j'. when
i constructed substantially as and for the purpose
; described.
' 5. The elastic arm X, in combination with the
jointed pitman Y and the head-block D, constructed

,
substantially as described.

I

G. The pitman Y, with its screw v, in combination
' with the rock-arm W. its shaft iv, cam T, yoke U,
i when constructed and arranged substantially as

j

described.

I

7. The combination of the sleeve or crown-punch
' G-, the steel cutter I, guide-blocks E and E', matrix
! or die H, and sole-punch F, wheh constructed sub-

stantially as described.
8. The general construction and arrangement of

the parts of the described machine, co-operating to

produce the results designed, substantially as de-

. scribed and set forth.

j
3,545.—Israel MosHER, Mosherville, andWal-

DEN Eddy, Union Yillage, X. Y.

—

Shovel-Plow.—
I Patented March 31, 1363, Xo. 33,0.56; reissued July
6, 1869, and omitted in the list of claims of that date ;.

again reissued July 13, 1869.

]
^Claim. — 1. The employment, arrangement, and
combination of the right-angle triant;le d, or its

. equivalent, with the beam-standard a', or jts equiva-
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lent, having thereto attached the mold-board b 5, in

the manner and for the purposes substantially as
herein described and set forth.

2. The curved extension and additional pieces, or
wings i i, arranged upon and combined with the
mold-board h b, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes herein described and set forth.

3. The employment and combination of the remov-
able shoe e, with the right-angle triangle d, or any
equivalent therefor, in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as herein described and set
forth.

4. The arrangement and combination ofthehandles
//with the plow-beam or standard a, in the manner
and by the means substantially as herein described
and set forth.

5. The combination of the plowshare or point c,

mold-board b b, and extension and additional curved
pieces or wings ii, arranged and operating in the
manner substantially as herein described and set
forth.

6. A mold-board for shovel-plows, constructed
with the ribs or raised flanches s s, upon the under
side of the same, in such manner as to receive and
hold the standard a', in the manner substantially as
herein described and set forth.

7. The arrangement of each of the aforesaid- de-
scribed curved extension and additional pieces or
wings i i, upon the outward projections of the mold-
board b b, and securing or fastening of the same
thereto and thereupon, by the respective bolts n
aud nuts n', in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as herein described aud set forth.

3,546.— John F. Boynton, Syractise, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Generating Carbonic Acid.—Patented
October 7, 1856, No. 15,838 ; reissued July 13, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. An apparatus for generating carbonic-
acid or other gas, having the acid- chamber sus-
pended within the generator, and operated from
without, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

2. An acid-chamber, so constructed within the
generator that the acid may be delivered to the solu-
tion, or chemicals contained therein, in measured
quantities and at desired intervals.

. 3. The method of operating the plunger E, or acid-
chamber D, by means of a rod or tube B, as herein
described.

4. The hollow tube B, carrying the acid-chamber
D and plunger E, for filling the acid-chamber, as
herein described.

5. The stirrer K, attached to said tube, substan-
tially as herein described.

6. In combination Avitli the generator, the hollow
screw-plug ^\\i\\ conical end, as and for the purpose
therein described.

7.. The drip-valve &, for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

. 3,547.— A. T. Denison and E. P. Eurlong,
Mechanic's Fiills, Me., assignees of John E. Cof-
fin.—Machine for Folding and Cording the Edge of
Paper Strips.—Patented November 17, 1868, No.
84,091 ; reissued July 13, 1869.

Claim.:—1. The paste-roll _;, having the pasting-
disks, with grooved edges, to receive the cord to be
inserted into the fold of the paper, substantially as
shown.

2. The method of folding, pasting, and inserting a
cord into the edge of paper goods, substantially as
herein shown, to wit, by tlie described operation of
rolls c d, paste-roll j, made as set fortli, roll tn, trough
fc, guards z, chutes b', rolls p q, and winding-roll w,

constructed and arranged as herein set forth.

3,548.—"William C. Dodge, Washington City,
J). C.

—

Metallic Cartridge- Case.—Vixtontcd July 4,

ISi^ry, N'o. 48,-536 ; reissued July 13, 18()9.

Claim..—A cartridge-case for lire-arms, composed
of ductile metal, aud coated or plated internally or
externally, or hnt]\ internally and externally, with tin
or other suitable metals or alloy of metals, substuu-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

3,549.—TlRNKY Grtty, Brooklyn, N. T.— (Divi-
sion P..) Tube- G"?/ (-Acr.— Patented A'ugust 6, 1867, No.
C7,530; reissued July 13, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A tube-cutting instrument, formed
with two rollers, for sustaining the pipe in the groove-
between them in a position parallel to the axis of
said rollers, in combination with a cutter for cutting
the tube, (an open jaw, in which the parts are-
mounted,) and a lever, or handle, whereby the in-

strument is capable of being revolved around a pipe
or other cylindrical article for operating the same,
substantially as set forth.

2. The slide C, with its slot c', containing the
block d of the head A, in combination Avith the screw
D and rollers E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

.3. The V-shaped cutter B, held in a head-block, in
combination with a pair of cylindrical rollers E E,
and mechanism substantially as specified, for oper-
ating on such parts in cutting tubes.

4. The V-shaped cutter B. in combination with a-

pair of cylindrical rollers E E, block d, slide C, and
screw D, substantially as set forth.

3,550.—Eeuben Harder aud Minard Harder,
Cobleskill, N. ¥., assignees of Minard Harder,.
George W. Douglass, Hiram Becker, and David
Anthony.— (Division A.) Thrashing-MacMne.—
Patented June 9, 1863, No. 38,862 ; reissued July 13,
1869.

Claim.— 1. The concave, suspended upon the arms
6, the rods e, and jam-nuts g, as aud for the purposes
herein set forth.

2. The hinged joint o, for connecting the pitman I'

to the separator n, as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

3. The suspending-rods or hangers^, jtlaced out-
side of the casing, and connected to the separator
by the eyes r, and arms or hooks s, passing through
the slots t, in combination with the strips z', and"
side-boards x', whereby the separator is moved and.
guided, as herein described.

4. The hooks v, eyes iv, and bolts x, for connect-
ing the bottom, u, of and underneath the separator

-

to the separator, so that the bottom, u, may be easily

and readily detached, as herein recited.

3,551 .—liEUBEN Harder and Minard Harder,
Cobleskill, N. Y., assignees of Minard Harder,
George W. Douglass, Hiram Becker, and David
Anthony. — (Division B.) Thrashing-Machine.—
Patented June 9, 1863, No. 38,862 ; reissued July 13,
1869.

Claim.— 1. In a thrashing-machine, a dust-flue or
passage, leadiug from the front to the rear of the
cylinder, and arranged so that the rotation of the
cylinder will generate or produce a current of air
through said flue, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the "deflector d with the air-

passage 7i, when arranged to operate substantially
as described.

3,552.—"William E. Lockwood, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignee, by mesne assignments, of "Walter
Hunt.—Compound Fabrics for the Production of
Shirt- Collars.—'Patented May 4, 1869, No. 89,768;
reissued July 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. A fabric whereof to make shirt- collars,,

wristbands, bosoms, &c., the said fabric consisting
of cotton or linen cloth as a facing, secured to a
backing of the sanao material, or equivalent mate-
rial or fabric, by cementing, sizing, pasting, starch-
ing, or otherwise, all prepared substantially as sot
forth.

2. As new articles of manufacture, shirt-collars,

bosoms, Avristbands, ttc, made from the above-de-
scribed compound fabric.

3,553. — David Stewart, Kittanning, Pa.—
Manufacture of J^ro?^.—Patented December 17, 1867,

No. 72,335 ; reissued July 13, 1869.

Claim.—Purifying pig-iron or blast-Au'naco metal
and converting it into granul(>s or partially-wrought
iron by passing it in a stnvvm through atmospheric
air or otlier oxygon-bearing gas or vapor, substan-
tially us hercun described and set forth.

3,554. — C. Williams, New York, N. Y.

—

Wooden Pavement. — Vatinitod July 21, 1868, No.
80,261 ; reissued ,Iuly 13, 1869.

Claim.—1. The dovetailed or wcdgc-shapod keys.
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a or a*, in combination with the blocks A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2. The intermediate elastic bed C and sub-bed B,
in combination Trith the wooden blocks A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3,555.—J. S. Atterbury and T. B. Atterbury,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for themselves, and assignees of
James Keddick.—(Division A.) Manufacture of
Hollow Glass-Ware.—Patented June 3, 1862, Ifo.

. 35,429 ; reissued July 20, 1869.

Claim.—A new manufacture, consisting of blown-
glass ware, with illuminated pressed relief-work on
•its surface, substantially as described.

3,556.—J. S. Atterbury and T. B. Atterbury,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for themselves, and assignees of
James IIeddick.— (Division B.) Manvfacture of
Hollow Glass- Ware. — Patented June 3, 1862, No.
35,429 ; reissued July 20, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of a cast or pressed
base. A, a cast or pressed handle, B, and a blown
bowl, C, substantially as described.

3,557.—Jonx Birkenhead, Ilion, E". Y.

—

Ring
or Spinning.—Patented Mav 24, 1864, ISTo. 42,829 ;

reissued July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. A spinning-ring, having an eccentric
bearing, substantially as and, for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination of the gib j and bush d, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

3,558.- Columbus Coleman, Allegheny* City,
Pa.

—

Rake-Tooth Bender. —Patented February 20,
1866, 1^0. 52,680 ; reissued July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved bending-apparatus here-
in described, consisting essentially of a table. A, a
series of interchangeable curved formers, and a
series of interchangeable curved levers, or their
equivalents, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with the above, a header, for
giving the spring-coil to rake-teeth, substantially as
herein described.

3,559.—Lewis T. Hawley, Salina, IsT. Y.—MiZifc-

CooZer.—Patented March 30, 1869, ISTo. 88,476; reis-

sued July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vessel C, having the air-chamber
D, and cooling-tubes a a, formed within it, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of the vessel C with a clothed
or covered can or vessel, substantially as and for the
j)urpose described.

3,560.—D. P. Henry, Windsor, JR.—Pump.—
Patented May 4, 1869, 'Ko. 89,662 ; reissued July 20,

1859.

Claim.—The combination of the pump-tube E,
which supports, at its upper end, the operating-
shaft, and at its lower end the submerged pump-bar-
rel A, with the solid plunger D, which is suspended
from the jointed connecting-rod I, and the valves C
F, pU arranged and operating substantially as de-
sciibed, for the purpose specified.

3,561.—Aram D. Eeese, Phillipsburgh, N. J.,

assignee of Theodore J. Stefpe.—Horse-Bake.—
Patented September 20, 1859, No. 25,535; reissued
July 20, 1869.

Claiiin.—1. Supporting metallic teeth in a horse
hay-rake, against backward strain, by means of a
device which will admit of the teeth being length-
ened or shortened between the gathering-point and
the point of attachment.

2. Supporting metallic teeth in a horse hay -rake,
against backward strain, by means of a device
through which pressure is applied to the teeth.

3. In combination with a device by which a me-
tallic tooth in a horse hay-rake is supported against
backward strain, a spring to hold the tooth to the
ground.

4. The combination of the metallic teeth with me-
tallic boxes and key, to support the teeth against
their backward strain.

6. In combination with metallic teeth, a key to
keep the tooth in its proper place.

6. Attaching the metallic teeth of a horse-rake to

metallic boxes or heads supported upon the axle of
the rake in such manner that they (the teetJa) are
free to A'ibrate vertically, and can be removed with-
out taking the beads or boxes from the axles.

3,56'2.—B. S. Boberts, Fnited States Army.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—Patented June 11, 1867,
No. 65,607 ; reissued'July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a breech-plug, B,
which S'O'ings about a curved abutment, c, a rocking
shield g, so applied to said breech-plug as to allow
the opening and closing of the breech of the barrel
for the insertion and withdrawal of a cartridge, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The lever B', formed on the rear curved end of a
swinging breech -plug, B, and adapted to move about
the solid abutment c, in combination with a rocking
block, ,9, which will admit the opening and closing
of the breech, substantially as Oescribed.

3. The lever-extractor p, arranged on one side of

the barrel, and having one of its arms arranged in
a recess in the recoil-shield, so as to be acted upon
by the shoulder n, at the upper termination of said
recess, substantially as described.

4. The curve c c c, at the rear of Vno, cheeks con-
taining the breech-plug B, when formed substan-
tially as described, and so that the force of the gas,
when the gun is fired, shall have no tendency to
throw the breech-plug out of its place, as set forth.

5. A bodily swinging breech- plug, B, having a
rear extension, B', and a lever-latch, C, constructed
substantially as described.

3,563.—E. C. Thompson, Eochester, N. Y., as-

signee of T. A. Long.—Soda-Fountain.—Patented
April 2, 1867, No. 63,537 ; reissued July 20, 3869.

Claim.—A portable soda-fountain, in which both
the air-chamber and the pump are situated in the
interior of the case, the pump being submerged io^

the liquid, and so arranged as to force the liquid to
the air-chamber without carrying ib out of the fount-

ain, as herein set forth.

3,564.—B. B. Varden, TJniontown, Md.

—

Goal-

/S'fove.—Patented June 8, 1869, No. 91,186 ; reissued
July 20, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement and construction of
the air-heating chamber in such manner that while
A acts as a fire-box and air-heater, B shall be en-

veloped by flame and products of combustion,
through its axis and on its outer periphery, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

2. 'The air-heating cylinder B, when constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and for the
purpose herein siDccified.

3,565. — Thomas Boyd, Boston, Mass. —
YentUating Cap for Tents. — IPatented August 20,

1861, No. 33,068 ; reissued July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. A cap or covering,, so arranged as to

be susceptible of motion in a vertical or up-and-
down direction, and so operating that the tent can
be ventilated in both stormy and pleasant weather,
substantially as herein set forth.

2. A conical ventilating-cap, the apex of which is

an acute angle, substantially as shown, when so

arranged, with reference to the orifice or orifices

through which the upward current of air passes,

that said orifice or orifices shall be within the cap,

or above the lower edge thereof, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

3,566.—Eben ]\rooDY Boynton, Grand Rapids,

Mich., assignee of Alfred Boynton. — Saw. —
Patented November 27, 1866, No. 59,951 ; reissued

July 23, 1867, No. 2,695 ; again reissued July 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. A saw provided with teeth A A',

having two cntting-points, a a, as shown, with
cutting-edge on each face 6 &', and their outer cutting-

faces inclined inward from the point, substantially

as shown and described.

2. The tooth A, with its two points dressed to cut

on one side of the kerf, and the next succeeding
cutting-tooth A', witli its two points dressed to cut

on the other side of the kerf, as set forth.

3. The clearing-tooth B, constructed substantially

as shown and described.
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3,SBV.—Horace F. Evans, Beloit, Wis.—Manu-
facture of Tarred Paper, Pasteboard, dbc.—Patented
Pebruaiy 2, 1869, is'o. 86,380; reissued July 27,

1869.

Claim.—The process or method of saturating or
partially saturating paper or straw-board, by pass-
ing the same from the paper-machine whereon it is

made, directly from the driers or calenders, througli
the tar or other water-proof material, in the manner
aaid for the purpose herein substantially described.

3,568. — Lewis P. Garner, Ashland, Pa.

—

Device for Separating Coal fronn Slate. — Patented
August 7, 1860, No. 29,479 ; reissued July 27, 1869.

Claim.—1. The improved mode^f separating the
thin, flat pieces of slate from coal by the use of grate-
bars, arranged to contract the spaces from the top
downwar.d, substantially as specified.

2. The * employment of. the screen within the
screen, movable, so that the inside screen may be
raised or depressed, at the will ot the operator, thus
increasing or diminishing the width of the spaces
or openings between the bars, by reason of the
peculiar shape of the bars, so that larger or smaller
pieces of slate and other impurities may be separated
from the coal and other materials that may be
passed over said screens.

3,5S9.—Charles Kihchhop, ITewark, IsT. J.

—

Blast-6un.— Patented April 21, 1868, ISo. 76,925;
reissued July 27, 1869.

Claim..—1. The combination, with an air-tube or
other air-reservoir, of a device for holding paper or
other fabric across the outlet of the tube or reservoir,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2. The employment, in combination with the out-
let of the air-tube or reservoir, of a packing to pre-
vent the escape of air between the paper or sheet
and the outlet of the tube or reservoir, substantially
as herein described.

3. The employment of the clamp E, or its equiva-
lent, in combination with the packing h and the tube
or reservoir of a blast- gun, substantially as and for
the purposes described.

4. The latch E, when hinged to the clamp E, and
constructed as shown, whereby it is adapted to

catch in the rigid notched projection h of the collar

B, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

5. The finger-piece G, in combination with the
clamp E, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. The employment of a device to hold the clamp
in a partial]y-closed position, to prevent the falling

or loss of the sheet, substantially as described.
7. The clamp E, (,f a blast-gun, adapted to receive

either the 'mouth-piece H, or barrel I, substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

3,570.—P. H. EOOTS and F. M. Roots, Conners-
ville, Ind. — Cay.e for liotary Plotver. — Patented
August 11, 1SG8, No. 81,010; reissued July 27, lt69.

Claim. — 1. A rotary-blower ease, the interior of
which is rendered true and accurate by means of
plaster of Paris, or it's described equivalent, applied
substantially as shown and described.

2. A rotary-blower case, the ends or heads of
which are rendered true and accurate by means of
plaster of Paris, or its described equivalent, applied
substantially as described.

3. A rotary-blower case, the concaves, or arcs of
circles of which are rendered true and accurate by
the use of plaster of Paris, or its described equiva-
lent, a])p]ied substantially as described.

4. A rotary-blower case, having concave arcs B
B', in combination with end-plates I I, arranged so
as to admit of the abutments being introduced or
removed, without requiring the case to be taken
ai)art, substantially as set fortli.

.5. A rotary-blower case, the ends or heads of
which are made true and accurate by the use of
secondary or inside nictal plates F', substantially as
and for the purpose described.

6. 'J'he guards x x, in conibiiiatioTi with concaves
B Ji, lij.cd or finished int(!iiorly, substantially as de-
scribed.

3,57J.—Moses Ruhkl, Chicago, 111—Cutlery.—
Patented May 2P, 1868, Ko. 78,328'; reissued July 27,
1869.

Claim.— 1. The tips C C and bolsters D D, pro-
vided with projections F, or their equivalents, to<
prevent the lateral displacement of the scales, cast
on to and in combination with the tang E, passing
through the handle so as to connect the bolsters and*
tips, and fasten the scales without rivets, substan-
tially as specified.

2. The lugs F, when so located as to project beyond
that part of the bolsters and tips which is in contact
with the tang, in combination with the correspond-
ing notches in the scales, substantially as andfor the
purposes specified.

3,572. — The Alden Typesetting and Dis-
tributing Machine Company, New York, N. Y.,
assignees, by mesne assignments, of Timothy
Alden.—Type Setting and Distributing Machine.—
Patented September 15, 1857, No. 18,175; reissued
July 27, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The method, substantially as de-
scribed, for conveying the type to and from the type-
cases, and the composing and setting tables, con-
sisting of a type- carrier, in combination with a
series of conveyers, which are capable of receiving
any type indiscriminately, and also of receiving an
indication representing the type so received or that
required, whereby that type may be deposited into-
or taken from the type- cases, substantially as set
forth.

2. The herein-described or any equivalent method
of attaching the conveyers to the carrier-wheel, by
which they are permitted to stop while delivering or
receiving type, without arresting the motion of said
carrier, substantially as set forth.

3. Giving to the gripping-end of the conveyer a
motion from and toward the center of the carrier-
wheel, whereby said gripping-end is made to closely
approach the place at which the conveyer is to re-
ceive or deposit a type, for the purposes "and in the
manner substantially as described.

4. The cam u^ and lever t^, whereby the gripping-
bolt is withdrawn and made to release the type,
substantially as described.

5. The latch v^ and notch x^, in the bolt o, to retain
said bolt open, substantially as set forth.

6. The pin y^, on the carrying-wheel, to throwback
the latch and release the bolt o, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The cam d^, on the carrier-wheel, in combina-
tion with the pusher b^ on the conveyer, to disch.arge
the type from the grippers, substantially as set
forth.

8. The lever w", secured to a stationary fulcrum,
to give motion to the pusher z^ of the setting-con-
veyers, substantially as set forth.

9. The springs l^, having the double function of
thrusting the conveyers out and forcing them in,

substantially as described.
10. The projecting piece g^, on the conveyers, and

the .stationary hooks x x, for the purpose of arrest-
ing the convejers at proper places, substantially as
set forth.

11. The adjustable indicator-points o^, on the con-
veyers, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

12. The bar ?i^, cams j^, and spring o", for carry-
ing the couveyei's to the forward ends of their slots,

substantially as set forth.

13. In combination with the devices or mechanism
for receiving the types into and for delivering them
from the type-eases, arranging the types edgewise in
said cases, whereby, for all the types of u font, a
uniform throw or action may be given to said
mechanism.

14. In combination with the type-channels or
cases, the mechanism for pushing out the type, con-
sisting of the rack, pcnduhnu, lever, and propelling-
rod, and the pusher upon the conveyers, or any
equivalent thereof, as described.

15. In combination with the typo-channels, the
mechanism for preventing the stopping of a setting-

conveyer at a type-channel, when it is empty, or a.

distributing-conveyer at a channel, Mhon lull of typo,

consisting of the tiUing-bar s'', the pendulum-lever,
and rack or e(inivalents, as described.

1(). The rim r^, to lilt the pawl m'' clear of the
ratchet P, substantially as set forth.

17. The excavated ring m'', in combiuatiou "with
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Aihe conveyers and type-cliannels, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

18. The stationary inclined pieces g'', in combina-
tion with the grooves- of the ring m^, for restoring
the indicating-points upon the conveyer to a zero or
starting-point, as set forth.

19. The movable indicators e^, in combination
with the grooves in the ring m^, and with the shift-

ing-bars of the distributing-mechanism, substantially
as described.

20. The channel of excess Q, in addition to the
regular type-cases X, and in combination with the
conveyers d, substantially as and for the purpose set
•forth.

21. The latch j^, and pusher h^, in combination
with the channel Q, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

22. The mechanism for feeding up the line of type,
consisting of the cam vj-, spring x-, arm u"^, and
pawl q^, substantially as set forth.

23. The mechanism for feeding up the column of
•type, and for elevating the successive lines thereof
into the channel, substantially as described.

24. The method of engaging and disengaging the
feeding-pawls, consisting of the hanging-lever o^, in
•combination with the frame x, with the means for

depressing the bolt d^, and with the ratchet having
the engaging and disengaging- wedges, as described.

2.5. The movable plate d'-'in'the channel a, to allow
of raising the top line free of obstruction, substan-
tially as set forth.

26. The arrang-ement of type-levers, to act on the
nicked edges of the type, and produce the required
set in the machine, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

27. The combination of the type-levers z^ with the
distributing-conveyers, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

"

28. The movable frame y^, carrying the type-levers
z^, in combination with the gra'duated stop c^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

29. The lever i^ and apron g'^, to regulate the throw
of the frame y^, for the " thin space," substantially
as set forth.

30. The hammer a^ to keep the type down on the
bottom of the channel a, and insure' a correct opera-
tion of the levers z^, substantially as described.

31. The bell-crank lever e^, and pin l*. for relieving
the frame y^, substantially as described.

32. The arrangement of mec'aanism for trans-
mitting the movements produced upon the levers z^,

by the nicks in the type, and for effecting the proper
combinations upon the indicators e^, consisting of
the detaining-levers n'^, the bars p'^, bar t*, bars »-^,

bar y*. and the connecting-levers g*, together with
the operating-cams upon the shaft j*, or any equiva-
lent combination, whereby the same results will be
produced, as described.

33. In combination with the keys, the arrange-
ment of mechanism whereby the separate different
signals represented by each of a great number of
keys may be produced by a less number of indicators,
as described.

34. The independent registering-apparatus, con-
sti'ucted as described, or its equivalent apparatus,
which^will effect the recording of the letters or signs
as indicated by the keys, independently of the type-
carrying apparatus, substantially as set forth.

35. The pins o^ placed in the rings E. of the register-
-wheel, substantiaJly as and for the purpose described.

36. The stationary cam s^°, for returning the pins
'0^, substantially as set forth.

37. The radiating revolving levers h^, in combina-
tion with the register-wheel and with the keys, sub-
stantially as described.

38. The mechanism for transmitting the indica-
tions fi'om the register, consisting of the detaining-
levers A;", in combination with the settiug-indicators
and with the register, substantially as described.

39. The springs g°j^, and lever i", in combination
with the indicator- bars /o and with the register and
carrier-wheel, whereby the indicator-bars are caused
to act on the setting-conveyers, and immediately
thereafter made to retreat previous to the passage of
a distributing-conveyer, substantially as set forth.

40. The toe c", in combination with the radiating
revolving frame j^, stop-pawl d'', and register- wheel
-E., substantially as and for the purpose described.

3,573.—KOBERT Allison, Port Carbon, Pa,

—

Steam Pumping-JEngine.—Patented September 29,
1868, No. 82,475'; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of the sliding bar L,
cam-slot g, rods n n, and bell crank K, whereby the
supplementary valve k is operated, substantially as
shown and described.

2. The valve-chambers J', valves K', and reversed
stuffing-boxes h'. arranged substantially as shown
and described for the purposes set forrh.

3. The arrangement of the piston iv, graduating-
cock y, and cylinder V, with reference to the rod E,
pistons G G-, and main valve C, as herein shown
and described.

4. The combination and arrangement, with the
slide-valve C of the direct-acting pumping-engine,
of the regulating apparatus, consisting of the da*h-
pot or cylinder with the passage x leading from end
to end, the solid piston, and the regulating-cock, the
said cylinder containing a liquid substance, oper-
ating as the medium whereby to regulate the action
of the piston in both directions, substantially as spec-
ified.

3,574.—Emory L. Bates, (assignee of George
F. IliCE,) Fiskedale, Mass. — Boring - Machine.—
Patented December 21, 1858, Xo. 22,379; reissued
August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the hinged up-
rights of a boring machine, of clamping and bracing
mechanism, constructed substantially as described.,

whereby the lower ends of the uprights are clamped
to a central brace or support, at the same time and
by the samemschanism by which they are clamped
to their curved ways or guides.

2. A hollow cross-brace or support, in combination
with the uprights, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. The combination, with the side- pieces, or up-
rights, semicircles, and center-brace, of a double-
headed bolt, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3,575. — Devoe Manufacturing Cosipany,
Long Island City, X. Y., assignees, by mesne assign-
ments, of Hekjiann Miller.—Soldering Sheet-Metal
Oa/is.—Patented August 18, 1863, ifo. 39,616; reis-

sued August 3. 1869.

Claim.—1. In an apparatus in wliich the joint of
any vessel is to be soldered by dipping, a pan pror
vided with a soldering - channel, of a form corre-
sponding with that of the joint to be soldered, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

2. The soldering-pan, constructed or provided with
a rest or resting place for the can or vessel to be
soldered, to regulate the depth to wliich the joint
will enter the solder, and to protect adjacent parts
from contact with the latter, substantially as herein
described.

3. Providing the pan or apparatus with a vent, in
communication with the atmosphere, so aiTangedas
to admit of the expulsion and free admission of air

fi'om and below the can, within the space circum-
scribed by the rest, on which the can is made to
bear in dipping the joint, essentiallv as herein set
forth.

3,576.—Le"vvis Francis and Cyrus H. Loutrel,
K"ew York, X. Y., assignees of Lewis Francis.—
Composition of Matter.—Patented March 8, 1864,

Xo. 41,887 ; reissued September 27, 1864, No. 1,772

;

again reissued February 28, 1865, No. 1,886 ; again
reissued August 3, 1869. .

Claim.—Combining glue, glycerine, and sugar, or
any other analogous saccharine matter, to form a
new and useful composition of matter for various
pvirposes.

3,577.—Elliott P. Gleason, Providence, K. I.

—Socket-Coupling.—Patented October 16, 18G0, No.
30,400 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. A socket, provided with a recess, fitted

with an elastic packing, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

2. A socket coupling, having a hollow cylindrical
cushion of caoutchouc, or other similar gum, ad-
hering to the inner walls of the socket-shell, and
having the surface of the opening through the same
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snolded in the desired form by coropression, and
made elastic by the action of heat applied thereto,

in the manner and for the purpose substantially as

herein specified.

3. In combination with such a cushion, a socket-
piece, or nipple, having a bulb, or swelling ridge
upon the end, which passes through the opening in

said cushion, Ijy the contraction of which opening
the nipple is held securely within tfie socket, as set
forth.

.

3,5'yS.—M. Greenwood and Company, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, assignees of Henry M. Eitter.—lie-

versible Knob-Latch.— Patented May 7, 1867, No.
'64,571 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim:—The reversible latch A D, whose collar

B occupies a suitable socket, C, aud whose flat two-
sided tail or shank G- is tangential to one of the
screw-holes in both positions of the latch, so as to
render the latter irreversible, by the direct contact
of the holding-screw, substantially as described.

3,5'5'9.

—

Nathaniel Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Elastic Packing.—Patented May 8,

1866, iS"o. 54,554 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. An elastic packing, composed of at
least four - tenths of finely - pulverized refractory,
earthy, or stony material, intimately mingled with
and held together by rubber prepared for vulcan-
izing, and then vulcanized, as and for the purpose
desci'ibed.

2. The composition of the ingredients, and within
the proportions above set forth, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

3. The employment of French chalk, or equiva-
lent talcose mineral, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

3,580.—John P. Manny, Bockford, 111.—(Di-
vision A.) Harvester.—Patented July 14, 1857, No.
17,798 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The platform, constructed with con-
verging sides, operating to compress the gavel
while being discharged, as set forth.

2. The combination, with a rake-head, of teeth,

pivoted to vibrate in a vertical plane parallel Avich

the rake-head, but rigidly supported against lateral
strains, as set forth.

3. The combination, substantially as set forth,

with a platform, gradually diminishing in width
from front to rear, of a rake, having teeth pivoted to
vibrate in a vertical plane parallel with the rake-
head.

4. The combination, with a vertical rake-shaft, of
a rake-head, oscillating in a vertical plane parallel
to its length, and connected with the shaft by par-
allel bars, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of a platform vibrating about
the main axle, reel - supports vibrating with the
platform, aud an oscillating rake, also vibrating
vertically in conformity with the movements of the
platform, the combination being and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. The cam-guide, pivoted between the shaft aud
the rake-head, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of a rake, turning on a ver-
tical axis, with a cam-guide, vibrating vertically in
unison viith the movements of the platform about
the main axle, the combination being and operating
substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, with a pivoted cam-guide, of
a rake-arm, pivoted to and turning with a vertical
shaft, the combination being and operating substan-
tially as set forth.

9. The combination, in a two-wheeled harvester, of
a rake, turning on a vertical axis between the piano
of the wheels, with a cam-guide, also pivoted be-
tween the plane of the wheels, the combination be-
ing and operating substantially us set forth.

3,581.— John P. Manny, Bockford, III—(Di-
vision B.) Harvester.—Vaionted July 14, 1857, No.
17,798 ; reissued August 3, 1809.
Claim.— I. The combination, with a platform vi-

brating abonttho main axle, of a rake, moving over
the platlbrm in the arc of a circle, the combination
being and operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combiimtiou of a platlbrm and reel-sup-

ports, vibrating about the main axle, with a rake,
moving over the platform in the arc of a circle, the
combination being and operating substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination of a rake with a platform, sus-
pended from a frame vibrating about the main axle,

the combination being and operating substantially
as set forth.

4. The combination of a frame, vibrating about
the main axle, two driving-wheels, and a rake, mov-
ing in the arc of a circle over a platform suspended
between the planes of the wheels, the combinatioa
being and operating substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of a vibrating frame, a plat-
form, vibrating with the finger- beam around the
main axle, and a rake, moving over the platform in
a circular path, the combination being and operating
substantially as set forth.

6. The combination of a platform, vibrating about
the main axle, a rake, supported between the planes
of the wheels, and a coupling - piece, interposed be-
tween the platform and raking-mechauism, which
secures the conformity of the movements of the
rake with those of the platform, in passing over un-
even ground, the combination being aud operating
substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of a raks with mechanism for
adjusting the rake, finger-beam, and jjlatform, so ar-

ranged that the driver can operate the adjusting-
mechanism, without stopping the machine, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,583.—AlonzoP.Payson, San Trancisco, Cal.—Gymnastic Sivinj. — Patented June 25, 1867, No.
66,038 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a swing, the mo-
tive-power levers E E, connected with the suspended
bars C C, so that the person swinging may operate
the swing thereby, substantially as described.

2. In combination with the seat of a swing, whether
said seat is impelled by levers E E or not, the elastic
hoop or bandF, substantially as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

3. The combination of the bars C C, levers E E,
seat D, and the protecting hoop E, with the supports
A A, or their equivalents, when arranged substan-
tially as and for the purposes decribed.

3,583.—Henry Seymour, New York, N. Y,, as-
signee of Hermann Wendt and Henry Seymour.—Manufacture of Sheep-Shears.—Patented Novem-
ber 22, 1864, No. 45,198 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim..—Sheep • shears, consisting of the shanks
and spring formed of a single ijiece of metal, and
the blade-plates made separately, and afterward con-
nected to the shanks by welding or swaging, said
blade - plates being of iron, and having cast - steel
plates welded to them, all constructed substantially
as set forth.

3,584.—George Westinghouse, Jr., Pitsburgh,
Pa.

—

Railway-Frog. — Patented April 7, 1868, No.
76,365 ; reissued August 3, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement of a chair, c, under
one or both ends of the frog A, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement of dovetailed ends a, in the
frog A, substantially as set forth.

3,585.-Elizabeth Hawks, Troy, N. Y.—Aux-
iliary Air- Chamber for Stoves, Heaters, and jPur-
waccs.-Patented April 23, 1867, No. 64,102 ; August
10, 1869; reissued August 3, 1869, and omitted in
the list of claims of that date; agaiu reissued
August 10, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The shield A, or any equivalent there-
for, containing a horizontal opening or slot b at or
near the top or upper edge thereof, construotod and
applied, or used in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The cmploynumt of the auxiliary airohambor
H, constructed, arranged, and operated in combina-
tion with the lire-grate E, and fire-chamber or oham-
\wY of combustion E, in the manner substantially as
hereinbetbro described and set forth.

3. The arrangement and combination of the opoa-
iug or elongated slot B, or any equivalent thereof,

with the auxiliary air-ohambor II, by moau8 of
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TrMcli atraosplieric air is admitted.to the fire in the
combustion-chamber E, so as to promote and facili-

tate combustion and economy in the use of fuel, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described and set forth.

3,586.—Marcus P. Xortox, Troy, :N'. Y.—Post-
Office Post Marking and Canceling itia.nci Stamp

^

—
Patented April 14, 1863, Xo. 38.175: reis.-^ued Au-
gust 23, 1864, Xo. 1,748; again reissued August 3,

1869, and omitted in the list of claims of that date

;

again reissued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The postage-stamp -canceling device
cylinder, or tube C, containing a die, or type, (j,

made of cork, Mood, or other suitable material, or
any equivalent for said cylinder, or tiibe C, or for the
said canceliug-die, or type G-, whereby to elfaee,

cancel, or destroy the postage-stamp Tvith indelible

or other ink, m the manner and for the piu'poses sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

2. The' canceling-device cylinder or tttbe C, with
cork, or wood, or any substantial equivalent thereof,
forming the die or type Gr therein, in combination
with the cross-bar, or piece B, and with the post-
marking device D, substantially as and for the ptir-

poses herein described and set forth.

3. The post-marking of letters, envelopes, and
packets, and the cancellation of the postage-stamps
thereon witli ink, at one and the same blow or oper-
ation of the instrument, in the manner, and by the
means, substantially as herein described and set

forth.
4. The employment and combination of a post-

marking device with a postage-stamp-canceling de-

vice, both being operated by one or the same handle,
for the post-marking of letters, envelopes, or pack-
ets, and for the cancellation of the postage stamps
thereon, v^•ith indelible or other ink, in the manner
substantially as herein described and set forth.

3,5Sr.—Caleb C. Foster, Odessa, ~De\.—Fer-
tilizer-Attachment. — Patented Ai^ril 28, 1868, Xo.
77,269 : reissued August 3, 1869, and omitted in the
list of claims of that date ; again reissued August
10, 1869.

Clavm.—1. The arrangement, upon a suitable shaft
under the bottom of the hopper of a fertilizer-at-

tachment, of one or a series of polygonal- shaped
rollers, of any suitable material, said'roilers being-

provided with small recesses and projecting edges
on their peripheries, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement, upon a cross-shaft in the hop-
per, a suitable distance above the movable or sta-

tionary bottom, of the wiugs AY S and pins P P, or
their equivalents, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. In combination ^^ith the polygonal-shaped roll-

ers R M, the springs S C P, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

4. Broadly, the saddles E- Y, whether cast with or
connected to the hopper-bottom by screws, or other-
wise, said bottom being provided with beveled open-
ings, as described, in combination with the polygonal-
shaped wheels B, M, substantially as set forth."

5. In combination with the saddles E. V, the bev-
eled openings B H in the hopper-bottom, over which
pass the vertical pins P on the shaft S' H', substan-
tially as set forth.

3,5SS.—America?^ Staxdard Tool Coipa^t,
IN'ewark, X. J., assignees, by mesne assignments, of
Akdrew B. Arxold.—Machine for Making Ticist-

Drills.—'Patented August 30, 1864, Xo. 44,037 ; re-
issued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of tlie revolving cut-
ter-arbor, revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism,
and stop-mechanism, stibstantiallyas before set forth.

2. The combination of two revolving cutter-ar-
bors, revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and
stop mechanism, substantially as b'efore set foith.

3. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and vari-
able stud, substantially as before set forth.

4. The combination of two revolving cutter-arbors.
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and vari
able stud, substantially as before set forth.

5. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and tubu-
lar guide, substantially as before set forth.

6. The combination of two revolving cutter-ar-
bors, revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and
tubular guide, substantially as before set forth.

7. The combinalion of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, and pop-
pet, substantidlly as before set forth.

8. The combination of the revolving mindrel ani.
advancing-mechanism, with two revolving cutter-
arbors, and twok poppets, substantially as before set
forth.

9. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, poppet,
lever s'. and variable fulcrum, substantially as before
set forth.

10. The combination of the revolving mandrel and
advancing mechanism, with two revolving cutter-
arbors, two poppets, two levers s', and two variable-
fulcra, substantially as before set forth.

11. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, variable-
stud, changeable cog-wheels, and stop-mechanism,
substantially as before set forth.

12. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, stop-
mechanism, and tubular guide, substantially as be-
fore set forth.

13. The combination of the revolving cutter-arbor,
revolving mandrel, advancing-mechanism, stop--

mechanism, and poppet, substantially as before set
forth.

3,5S9 EsEK BrssET, Troy, X. Y.— Cooking-
Stove.—Patented July 24, 1865. Xo. 56,525; reissued
August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. A diving-flue cooking-stove, with the
exit-flue so constructed as to inclose, on the sides,
and bottom, the culinary toiler or hot-water reser-
voir B.

2. A diving- flue cooking-stove, with the exit-flue-

constructed across the bottom, and up the rear up-
right side of the culinary boiler or hot-water reser-

voir B.
3. A diving-flue cooking-stove, constructed with

an exit-passage, F, below the top of the oven, and
an exit flue, E E', in combination with an un-
cased reservoir, B, attached to the rear of the stove,

and placed just above such exit-passage, and so ar-

ranged that the gases of combustion, on passing
through such exit-flue, will impinge upon or come in
direct contact with said reservoir, substantially as
and for the purposes hereinbefore specified.

4. An exit-passage, E, constructed in the rear ol

a diving-flue cooking-stove, ^nd below the top of the
oven, in combination with an uncased reservoir, B.
attached to the rear of the stove, and wholly or
partly below the top plate thereof, and so arranged
that the gases of combustion, in passing through
said passage, will come in contact with and heat
such reservoir by a direct draught from the fire-box

to tlje smoke-pipe.

3,590.— John Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio. — Car-
riaae.—Patented March 26, 1867, Xo. 63,223; reis-

suf d August 10, 1869.
Claim7—1. The bent strip or strips B C D E of

elastic timber, or its equivalent, forming the sills of

the body proper, and to take the place of the spring-

bar and body-loops, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The bent and rebated strip or strips L I X X'.

or their eqtuvalents, discharging the functions of
the double perch and the upper niember of the-fifth-

wheel, as set forth.

3. The arrangement of strap P, screw Q, and
gland B, or their mechanical equivalent, to enable
the members of a fifth-wheel to be set up as they
wear, in the manner explained.

4. In the described combination, with the elements •

of claim third, the pad or cushion S, for the pur-

pose stated.

3,591.—Edgab E. Griffin, Chicago, IlL, ad-

ministrator of the estate of Anson D. Griffin, de-

ceased.—PrtcAn?igr /or Beep TreZ?s.—Patented August
13, 1867. Xo. 67.749 ; reissued August 10, i869.

Claim.—1. The described arrangement and com-
bination of the collars d and e, bag c, and casing or-

tubing a, the collar e being attached by a screw-
thread, opposite to that connecting the several joints
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of casing or tubing, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The loose sliding-ring/, arranged with relation
to the bag and tubing, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

3. The springs g g, in combination with the bag c

and loose ring/, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The slotted casing a', with its shoulder h, ar-

ranged in relation to the bag c, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

5. The apertures i i in the tubing a, arranged with
relation to the bag and collars d and e, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

3,592.—August Kessberger, Springfield, HI.— Wagon-Brake.—Patented A-pril 6, 1869, No. 88,721;
reissued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The automatic brake G-, provided with
the projection g and curved tooth H, and pivoted or
hinged to or upon the bolster I", substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The notched band H upon the inner end of the
hub, in combination with the brake G-, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3. The within-described wagon running-gear, con-
sisting of the axle A, thimble- skein C, clip D, coup-
ling-bar E, bolster F, brakes G G, (provided with
the projections g g and curved teeth H H,) and the
slotted band 1, upon the inner end of the hub, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for
the purpose shown.

3,593.—John D. King, Toronto, Canada "West.
—Tobacco-Press.—I'atenied July 25, 1 865, No. 48,955

;

reissued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a rotating press-
ing-roller, K, the traversing-bed, and the interposed
removable trough, the combination being and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of pressing-rollers of different
widths, mounted on a common axle, with troughs
of correspondingly diff'erent widths, mounted on a
traversing-bed, the combination being and operating
substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of yielding spring - pressure
rollers, traversing-troughs, the traversing-bed, and
its driving-drumjl), the combination being and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the bed, the driving-drum
D, the supporting-rollers, and tlie pressure-rollers,
the combination being and operating substantially
as set forth.

5. The combination of the pressure-rollers, the
bed, its rack, the grooved driving-drum, and the
grooved supporting-rollers, all constructed for joint
operation, substantially as set forth.

3,594 S. W. Kirk, Coatesville, Pa., and C. E.
Stotsenhurg, Wilmington, Del,, assignees of S. W.
Kirk.— Hode. of Furifying Cast Iron.— Patentetl
March 24, 1863, No. 38,003; reissued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—The use of the binoxide of manganese,
or any other oxide or oxides of the same which may
be substituted in lieu thereof, with or without the
sesquioxide of iron, or any other oxide or oxides of
the same which will effect substantially the same
result, introduced to iron when the same is perfectly
fluid, for the purpose of washing out the impurities
of the said iron, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

3,595.—Holmes, Booth and Uaydens, "Water-
buiy, Conn., assignees, by mssne assignments, of
Joseph llwGK.-Coal-Oil Lwinp.—Patented April
1.5, 1862, No. 34,984; reissued February 4, 1868, No.
2,855 ; again reissued August 10, 1869.

Claim.—A lamp for keroseucand othcroils, formed
of a draught plate or dcllc6tor, with a flamo-slot, iu
combination with a perforated air-distributor, -the

parts being so constructed that the light can shine
through the transparent raedmin surrounding the
flame and the wick-tube, substaLtially as set forth.

3,59(>. — George Amhrose, for hirasolf, and
EuwAUD Hagan, assignee of George Amurosk,
Now York, N. Y.

—

Hoisting-Apparatus.—Patented
May 23, 1865, No. 47,782; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The upper catches, in combiuutiou
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with the hod-racks and frame, ail arranged with re-

spect to each other as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

2. Spring-latches m m, and levers n n, in combi-
nation with the guides A A, and elevator or hod-
rack 0, substantially as described.

3,597.—D. E. Averill, New Centreville, for
himself, and The Averill Chemical Paint Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of D. E,. Aver-
ill.—(Division A.) Paint.—Patented July 16, 1867,
No. 66,773 ; reissued July 28, 1868, No. 3,051 ; again
reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim. — A paint composed of the ingredients
herein named, or their equivalents, and prepared
and compounded substantially in the manner speci-
fied.

3,598.— D. E. Averill, New Centreville, for
himself, and The Averill Chemical Paint Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of D. E. Avee-
ILL.—(Division B.) Pain^.—Patented July 16, 1867,
No. 66,773 ; reissued July 28, 1868, No. 3,051 ; again
reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A liquid paint, prepared and mixed ready
for use during its manufacture, and which will be
preserved in such condition, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

3,599. — D. E. Averill, New Centreville, for
himself, and The Averill Chemical Paint Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., assignees of D. E. Avee-
ILL.—(Division C.) Paint—Patented July 16, 1867,
No. 66,773; reissued July 28, 1868, No. 3,051; again
reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim. — A new article of manufacture, a liquid
oleaginous paint, prepared ready for use, and which
will retain its fluid condition when not applied

3,600.—D. E. Averill, New Centreville, for
himself, and The Chemical Paint Company, New
York, N. Y., assignees of D. E. Averill.— (Division
D.) Paint — Patented July 16, 1867, No. 66,773;
reissued July 28, 1868, No. 3,051 ; again reissued
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of soluble silica, in any
of its forms, with a liquid oleaginous paint, for the
purpose set forth.

3,601.—D. E. Averill, New Centreville, for
himself, and The Averill Chemical Paint Com-
pany, Ne^ York, N. Y., assignees of D. E. Aver-
ill.—(Division E.) Manufacture of Paints.— Pat-
ented July 16, 1S67, No. 66,773 ; reissued July 28, 186S,
No. 3,051 ; again reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—The combination of the solution, in water,'
of the salts of lead and zinc, or either of these, with
linseed-oil, or other drying-oil, for the i)urpose of
preparing paints.

3,602. — Charles Buffum, Lynn, Mass., as-
signee of Joseph B. Johnson.—(Case A.) Shoe.—
Ptitented February 7, 1865, No. 46,299; reissued
August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above-explained imx>rovement iu
lasting a shoe, the same consisting in tbe employ-
ment of a " false inner sole," B, in connection with
the last E and upper A, and drawing the upper on
the said last and sole, by means of thread a, sewing
/, or the equivalent thereof, extended across the
false sole, but without going into or through it, so
as to prevent it from being easily detached from
such thread, so as to be removed from the shoe after
the outer sole may have been sewed to the upper.

2. The combination of centering-devices with the
false inner sole and the upper, or with such and the
outer sole ; such centering devices, as represented,
being the pins ab c, and for tlie purpose of effect-

ing, by moans of tho holes iu the outer solo, the
ready centering or proper arrangement of the outer
with the " false inner sole" and tho overlaps of the
upper.

3. The combination of the false inner solo, and its

centei'ing-pins or devices, with mechanism for clamp-
ing or holding tho outer solo in place on the false

iiHier solo after being centcM'od or properly adjusted
thereon, such clamping- devices as described and
represented consisting of tho auuuli d, and their

screws e.
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• 4. The comliination of the spurs a g, or their

equivalents, -n-ith the ' false sole " B and. Ihe upper
A, when lasted as specified ; such spurs being- for

the purpose of naaintaining the said outer sole and
the upper in their proper relation at or near the
ball of the foot.

5. The combination of one or more pins a c, or
their equivalents, vrith the false sole B, and the sew-
ing/, extended across such sole, and about the said

pin or pins, substantially in manner as hereinbefore
explained.

6. The improved manufacture or shoe, substan-

tially as described, viz, as made vrith the outer sole

and'the upper sewed together, and the overlaps of

the upper connected by a lacing, or its equivalent,

crossing from one to the other of them, and applied
in lasting the upper, by the use of a false inner sole

or support-plate, as specified.

7. In constiucting a boot or shoe, as connecting
the side overlaps of its upper by a lacing, extended
transversely across the shoe from one of them to its

opposite, and holding in place the heel and toe-over-

laps by such lacing extended through them.
8. In combination with the upper and the lasting-

plate applied to the last, as described, a lasting-

thread, carried across such lasting-plate, and pass-

ing through the laps of the ujiper.

3,603.—Orlo Cady, Morristown, Yt.. and T^ill-
lAM W. "W. "VVoOD, Brooklyn, ^T. Y., assignees, by
mesne assignments, of Thojias Adams and George
John Parson.— Slide-Yalve.—Patented September
17, 1867, Xo. 68,932 : patented in Eneland, Pebruary
15, 1866 ; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—A slide-valve, having a ring, H, provided
with a fillet, ^, and recess O, so that the pressure of
steam on the difi"erent surfaces will balance the
valve, substantially as described.

3,604.—H. T. CusHMAN, lllforth Bennington, Yt.— Composition Paper-Polisher. — Patented June 1,

1869, Xo. 90,733; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The herein - described compound of
matter, composed of the ingredients, mixed as speci-

fied, and adapted for xiolishing paper, as set forth.

2. A paper-polishing implement, composed of a
handle, A, of ivory, or other substance, and a mass,
B, of the compound herein specified.

3,605. — Daniel Fisher, Oil City, Pa.— Clamp
for Elevating Well-Tuies.— Patented February 23,

1869, ]Sro. 87,097 ; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim..—1. A tubing-drawer, with jaws adapted
to catch under a collar or thimble on the weU-tube,
all substantially as set forth.

2. The hinged jaws A A' and suspending- liTiks B
B', adapted to operate substantially as herein de-

scribed.
3. In combination with the aforejaid jaws A A'

and lints B B', the clompicg-screw C, employed
substantially as and for the pui pose set forth.

4. The pintle D d, in combination with the jaws
A A' and link B', substantially as set forth.

3,606.—John B. Mater, Xiagarn. Falls. ISJ". Y.
—CZocA-.—Patented September 15, 1868, 2s"o. 82,266

;

reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the wheel A, pinion E, and escapement-wheei D, the
parts having the characteristics and operating to-

gether in the manner described, and for the purpose
set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of wheel A,
pinion E, and escapement-wheel D, with the hour
and minute hands upon the axis of said escapement-
wheel, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with wheel A, pinion E, and
escapement-wheel D, of the ratchet-wheels k I. re-
volving tooth i', pin i, and wheel G, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. The shaft B, carrying the loose wheel F, fric-

tion-sprinp s, wheel A, and winding-drum, in con-
nection with pawl 7i, arranged and combined to pre-
vent the carrying back of the hands during the
winding of the clock, as set forth.

3.6G7.—Ja3?es D. Smith, Greig, ]S". Y., as.signee

of TViLLARD H. Smith.— Fcjoor-.Biir?ier.—Patented
June 30, 1868, jS"o. 79,404 : reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. Providing the air-tube E, between the
ai7--pa.ssages F F and the base of the flame, with
perforated heaters, consisting of the heat-conduct-
ing flange ^or flanges K El, substantially as and for
the purpose herein stated.

2. Bringing sides of the perforated heater K down-
wardly upon the tube A. substantially in the manner
as and for the purposes set forth.

3,608.—Da%td Stuart and Eichard Peterson,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignees of David Stuart and
Lewis Bridge. — (Dn-ision A.) Base - Buming^
Fire-Place Stove. — Patented June 23, 1868, Ifo.
79,275 ; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The base of the stove inclosing the
passages E, F, and G, arranged and communicating
with the pipes P and P', substantially as described.

2. Two or more pipes P and P', arranged within
the outer casing of a fire-place stove, for conveying
the products of combustion to the chimney, and for
heating the air admitted to the space within the
said outer casing, all substantially as and for the
purpo-e herein set forth.

3. The pipes P and P', in combination with the
compartments k and k', and the valved partition be-
tween the same.

4. The double cover, consisting of plates 2 and 3,

one for fitting to the top of the stove, and the other
to the top of the feeder, and so arranged that the
products of combustion can pass between them.

3,609

—

George "Watt, Pachmond, Ya.—Plow.
—Patented Xovember 26, 1867, Xo. 71,-560; reissued
August 17, 18C9.

Claim.—1. A plow-frame or casting, A, having a
flange for the support of the mold-board, constructed
as represented and described, for the purpose of
adapting it to support any desired form of mold-
board, as set forth.

2. A plow-frame or casting, A, having a neck or
breast a, constructed substantially as herein de-
scribed, and serving to prevent the accumulation of
trash, &c., between the cutting-edge and the beam.

3. A plow, having its landside constructed as
herein represented and described, for the purposes
set forth.

4. The combination, with the mold-board B, of the
colter or cutter E, forming a part of the same as
described, for the purpose set forth.

5. The brace-rod J, reflexed at both ends, as de-
scribed, and employed, in conjunction with the
staples /, fci, and key b^, to connect the ti-ame A and
mold-board B, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, with the slide or landside-bar
D, of the hook-shaped projection d, staple d^, key d^,

and notches a^, for adjustably securing said slide to
the frame A, as set forth.

7. The handles G G', both attached to the land-
side side of the plow, as represented and described,
for the purposes set forth.

8. The removable extension-piece F, applied sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

9. The mold-board B, Fig. 10, formed for the pur-
poses set forth.

30. The mold-board B, Fig. 11, adapted for sup-
port on the frame A, and to be removed and re-

versed, as represented and described.

3,610.—Milton D. "Whipple, Cambridge, Mass.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of himself.

—

Ma-
chine for Combijig Cotton. — Patented October 26,

1858, Xo. 21,932 ; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claim.—1. The vibrating elastic feed-roll and per-
manent knife-edge, for holding the staple, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of a feed, for introducing the
material into the machine, the vibrating card and
nipiiers, and the staticjnary cards, operating together
in the manner substantially as described.

3.- In combination vjith the nippers for receiving
and carrying the cotton in tufts past or to the cards
to be carded and straightened, the dolFer for receiv-

ing said carded or combed tufts preparatory to their
being formed into a continuous sliver, substantially
as described.

4. In combination with the nippers for carrying,
and the doffer for receiving: the cotton in tufts, the
rolls, for stripping the doffer and taking off the cot-

ton in a continuous sliver, substantially as described.
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3,611. — James P. Wood and Joseph "Wood,
Philadelphia, Pa., and William E. Wood and
Charijes J. Wood, Baltimore. Md., assignees of G.
Adolph Eeidel. — Steam - Generator. — Patented
February 23, 1869, No. 87,294 ; antedated Pebruary
12, 1869 ; reissued August 17, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The construction and arrangement of
the hollow rims B, with the openings forming the
drum D, hollow spokes C, and flexible pipes E, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2. The construction of the annular ribs k, when
arranged with the rims B, for the purpose of form-
ing return-flues for the products of combustion, sub-
'stantially as described.

3. The arrangement of the man-hole plates h, and
rods c, with the rims B, and hollow spokes C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose above described.

3.613. —Barton P. Van Marter, Lyons, IST. Y.—Tub for Distilling Ussential Oils.—Patented Janu-
ary 19, 1869, No. 85,115; reissued August 17, 1869.
Claim.—1. The employment of the convex-shaped

perforated metal plate D, when arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

2. The cover E, when provided with the rubber
ring G, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The employment of a rubber ring, between the
cover and the upper end of the staves, for the pur-
pose herein specified.

4. The devices used for pressing down and secur-
ing the cover E in place, consisting of the beam B,
rods H H, and bar I, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein specified.

5. The still, consisting of the tub A, beam B, bot-
tom C, disk D, cover E, rubber ring G, rods H H,
and bar I, all constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3,613.—T, Bailey and Virgil W. Blanchard
Bridport, Vt.

—

Washing-Machine.—Patented March
9, 1869, No. 87,617 ; reissued August 24, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The perforated diaphragm E, con-

structed and arranged substantially as described, in
combination with the spring - pounder D, said
pounder being provided with pumps or pistons, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In combination with the shaft F, ratchet G,
pawl g, and lever C, the perforated diaphragm E
and pounder D, substantially in the manner speci-
fied.

3.614. — Joseph E. Calhoun, Wolcottville
Conn., assignee, by mesne assignment, of P. J.
Clark.—/S'/cate.— Patented February 5, 1861, No.
31,348 ; reissued August 24, 1869.

Claitn. — 1. The arrangement, below the metal
plate, of the clamping-slides and operating-screw G
d, with right and left-hand threads, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The strap K and connecting-clamps H, in com-
bination with the blocks E and screw G, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3,615.— Alexander Wimbish Harris, New
York, N. Y.—(S'as/je/iders.—Patented June 16, 1868,
No. 78,872 ; reissued August 24, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. A suspender or brace, substantially
such as described, consisting of a single piece of
webbing, leather, cloth, or other equivalent material,
passed tlirough and sliding freely in two button-
strap loops, and the two ends connected by a buckle,
or equivalent means, by which the length can be
adjusted at pleasure, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a suspender
or brace, consistii\g of a single piece of webbing, or
other eciuivalent material, constructed substantially
as described, in combination with a slide to s<'cure
an adjustable crossing of the webbing, or other ma-
terial, substantially as descri])ed.

3. So combining an adjustable sliclo with a sns
pender crossing on the back of the wearer, that the
strap or straps shall cross in said slide, and so make
the point of crossing adjustabio, substantially as do-
scribed.

3,6J6.-—James W. Murfei!;, Havanuu, Ala.—

Subsoil-Plow.—Vsit&nieil June 22, 1869, No. 91,657

;

reissuetl August 24, 1869. .}?«••

Clair)i. — 1. The wedge-shaped coneaTOConvex
share, hoe, or pomt herein described, the upper (con-
vex) side being composed of inclined triangular sur-
faces, the under (concave) side in all cases being
arched and beveled, so as to form, as nearly as the
kind of metal used will allow, feather-edges upon
the sides and point, reducing the friotion to a mini-
mum, thus allowing the plow to pass through the
earth as easily as possible, and by these means mak-
ing the plow a self-sharpener, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. The reversed truncated wedge-shaped heel, ele-

vated toward the rear, substantially as specified.

3. The arrangement and set of the colter-shank
in rear of the greatest transverse diameter of the
wedge, and as acutely as practicable thereto, sub-
stantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the standard of the frame
as near in a line with the colter-shank as practica-
ble, and the handles parallel to a line, which, in
direction, is a mean between the line of the shank
and point, or nearly so, substantially as specified.

5. The herein-described share or point, either sepa-
rately, or in combination with an elevated heel, as
specified.

6. The peculiar set and arrangement of the col-

ter-shank, standard of frame, handles, and beam,
substantially as herein specified.

3,617.—Charles Parker, Meriden, Conn., as-

signee of George Fowler and the administrators
of the estate of De Grasse Fowler, deceased, viz,

Maltby and Sophronia Fowler.— Machine for
Punching Metal. — Patented April 17, 185-5, No.
12,723 ; extended seven years ; reissued August 24,

1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with the slide and shaft of
a power-press, and the wheel, by means of which
the said shaft is caused to revolve, a mechanism
which operates automatically to discorinect the said
wheel from the shaft at a certain point after one
revolution.

2. In a power-press, combining, substantially as
described, Avtth the rotating shaft and the slide or
tool-stock, an eccentric wrist-pin and an eccentric
circle or ring, placed upon and around said wiist-
pia for the purpose of varying the play of said slide

or stock.
3. In combination with the wrist-pin B, the slide

D, and block c, the adjusting-plates' e, more or less

in number, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

3,618.—Edwin E. Stilwell, Dayton, Ohio.—
Feed-Water Heater and Filterer.—Patented October
4, 1864, No. 44,561 ; reissued January 23, 1866, No.
2,159 ; again reissued Angust 24, 1869'.

Claim.—1. Filtering material F between a series
of shelves, and an outlet, r, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The arrangement of steam-inlet n, shelves a a,

filtering-material F, and outlet r, in a vessel. A, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The depositing-plates a a a, constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

4. The arrangement of the steam-pipes m and ??,

with reference to the plates a a a, substantially as
specified,

5. The combination of the vessel A, the plates a
a a, the plate d, the stcani-pipes m, n, and E, and
water-pipes/' and r, substantially as described.

3,619.—C. H. Emerson and John F. Emerson,
New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Heading Bolts.—
Patented April 20, 1869, No. 89,211 j reissued Au-
gust 24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of roughing and fin-

ishing-headers J and J', with gripviers II II and
sliding-dies attached to carriers I I, arranged and
operating, first, to roughly form the head of the boll

upon the bai", and then to finish it, substantially as
specified.

2. In combination with the above, tho inclined

faces or bearings//, on tho forward end of the head-
stock L, and the inclined faces or bearings g g, at-

tatched to tho ciu'riers 1 1 of tho slidiug-diea, for re-
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traetiag the said carriers by the action of the head-
ing-stock L, substantially as specified. .

3,620.—Da>tf.lE. Pein-dle. East Bethany, Xe-w
York.

—

Process of Preserving Wood and Timber.—
Patented March'26, 1867, Xo. 63,300; reissued Au-
gust -24, 1869.

Claim.—1. The process of jfirst charging or satu-

rating wood or other porous material with any sub-
stance or substances, of preservative qualities, and
subsequently coating or covering the same with any
suitable substance or substances, of proper consist-

ency, in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

2. In combination with the above, also seasoning
the wood or material, by heat applied prior to or
during the process, as specified.

3,621. — P. H. EOOTS, Connersville, Ind., as-

si£-nor to himselt and F. M. EooTS, same place.

—

Trafer-TT/ieeZ—Patented March 15, 1859, Xo. 23.267 ;

reissued February 28, 1860, Xo. 918 ; reissued Au-
gust 24, 1869.

Cla ira . —1. The wheel A and rotary breast or abut-
ment E. moving with different degrees of velocity,

in combination with the apron or concave D, ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. The wheel A and rotary breast or abutment
E. in combination M-ith the apron or concave D,
having its interior surface lined and rendered true
with soft metal, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

3. The wheel A and rotary i)reast or abutment E,
having its recesses g g' lined with soft metal, in

combination with the concave or apron D. arranged
to operate substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3.622.—Joel F. Keeler, Pittsburgh, Fa.—Eail-
road-Car for Transporting Petroleum.— Patented
-January 10, 1865, Xo. 45,834 ; reissued July 18, 1865,

Xo. 2,031 ; again reissued August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The construction of a fire-proof rail-

way tank freight-car. substantially as described.
2'. The construction of a railway-tan^ freight car

In. such a manner that the tank constitutes, substan-
tially, the frame-work of the car.

3. The construction of tank freight-cars in such a
manner that their tanks, or some parts thereof, are
cioried as low as the tops of the car-wheels, substan-
tially as described.

4.'a metallic inverted-arch truss or bottom in the
eonsti'uction of railway - cars, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The construction of railway- cars having: two in-

closed stories. siibstantiaEy as described.
6. The construction of railway tank-cars, with

tanks having a depression in their bottom, through
which their coiitents are drawn off, substantialir as
described.

3,623.—Ea>;e axd Bodlev, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signees of Phila^;der P. Lane, same place.—-S'e?/-

JLuhrieating Journo.l-Box.—Patented Xoyember 26,

1367, Xo. 71,313 : reissued August 31, 1869.
Claim.—1. The oil-chambei-^ E, placed below the

bottom of the journal, and communicating therewith
by one or more apertures, F, in a protuberance pro-
jecting downward into the said oil-chamber, substan-
tially as represented.

2. 'The self-lubricating journal-box having the oil-

ciaamber E below the bottom of the journal, and
communicating with the journal at or near its mid-'
length, by one or more apertures, F. and at or near
the ends -thereof, by ducts GgG' g'. to which the
overplus of oil is conveyed by chaimels H H', sub-
s tantiaUy as set forth.

3,624.-Fea^'CES Lee Baexes, Xew York, X.
Y.. executrix of the estate of Sa3iuel H. Baexes,
deceased.

—

Corset-Spring.— Patented Jtily 17, 1866,

Xo. 56.345: reissued May 12, lS6S^yXo. 2,929 ; again
xeissued Jxme 29, 1869, Xo. 3,52^; again reissued
August 31, 1869.

Ciaira.—1. A pair or set of corset-springs, each
spring consisting of two or more metallic plates,

placed one upon another, and fastened together at

their centers, but so connected, at or near each end,
that they can play or move upon each other in the
direction of their length, and be prevented fromsUd-
ing off each other laterally.

2. A pair or set of corset springs, each spring
composed of two or more metallic plates, placed one
above another, and fastened together at their centers,
and so connected at or near each end that they
can move or play upon each other in the direction of
their length.

3. A pair or set of corset-springs, each spring con-
sisting of two or more metallic plates, placed one
upon another, and fastened together at their centers,
but so connected at or near each end that they can
play or njove upon each other in th^ direction of their
length, and be prevented from sliding off each other
laterally—the clasps by which the springs are com-
bined, except the center one, being attached to only
one of the plates.

3,62o.—Geoege Doolittle and George H. Di-
MOXD, Bridgeport and THOiiAS AYallace, Jr., An-
sonia. Conn., assignees, by mesne assignments, of T.
B. Doolittle.—ia7-rtj9->S'^«a'e.—Patented March 10,

1868, Xo. 75,390 ; reissued August 31 , 1869.
Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture, a corru-

gated metallic shade for lamps, combined with a
spring or springs, at or near the upper edge, to be
self-adaptiug to the chimney, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The employment, in combination with a shade
or reflector of a sprral or coil spring or springs, ar-
ranged in the upper edge of the shade, so as to roU
over or spring back, substantially as described, for
the purpose set forth.

3. Forming a corrugated or crimped metallic
shade, so as to be yielding at its upper edge, and pro-
viding it with projecting teats or hps, s s. substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

3,626.—James F. Harcol^rt, Moscow, Ind.—
Wtieat-Drill. — Patented Xovember 13, 1866, Xo.
59,595 ; reissued August 31. 1869.

Claim.—1. The concave bottom Z in hopper E, pro-
vided with the holes or openings m, in combination
with the toothed wheels ?i. fitted in inclosures t under-
neath the bottom I. the yielding plates u. and arms v,

attached to shaft to, for adjusting the plates u, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose "set forth.

2. The pivoted standard c, in combination with the
slotted arm i, bearing the shaft C, substantially as
described, for the ptu-pose specified.

3. The adjustable yielding plate i4, in combination
with arms i\ shaft xc, and index-arm a', substantially
as described, for the purpose specified.

4. The arrangement of the adjusting wheel B, in
linq^with and in rear of the central standard/, as and
for the purpose stated.

5. The seed-conductors S, attached at their respect-
ive ends to the frame A, and standards c, in. the
maimer described, so as to form braces or supports
for said standards, as set forth.

6. In combination with the wheel B, and the seed-
shaft and its accessories n o pt xi v. the gears r, com-
municating motion from the wheelB to the said shaft,

as described.

3,627.—^TXA Maxufacturixg CoirpAxr, Sa-
lem. Ohio, assignees of Amos Pank.—Harvester.—
Patented February 12, 1867, Xo. 61,953; reissued
August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, in a harvester, of a
bearing projecting from the main frame, a swiveltng
eye-bob; working in the bearing, and a gauge-collar
fitting on the eye-bolt and changeable from one side

of the socket to the other, the combination being and
operating substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a harvester, of a fixed bear-
ing or socket, a changeable gauge-collar, a longitudi-
nally-adjustable eye bolt, and a vibrating drag-bar,
with a "hinged cutting-apparatus, the combination
being and operating substantially as set forth.

3,62S.—JoHX Thrasher. Albion. Mich.

—

Wagon-
Wheel.—P&tent&fi Januaiy 30, 1866, Xo. .52,341 ; reis-

sued August 31, 1869.

ClaimT— In combination with a wooden hub,
formed ^ith mortises to receive the tenons of the
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spokes, a mptallic baud encircling the hub, and
formed with sockets to receive and support the
spokes, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3,629.—Kate Lowe a.nd "Williaai McTeek,
Baltimore, Md., assignees, by mesne assignments, of

Benjamin A. Lavender and Henry IuOWE.—Fiber
from Cane for Paper, and for other Purposes.—Pat-
ented April 4, lt;54, No. 10,7.22 ; extended seven
years ; reissued June 9, 1868, JNo. 2,9«3 ; again re-

issued August 31, 1869.

Claim.—1. Obtaining the fiber from the cane or
reed Arundinaria macrosperma of Michaux, for the
purpose specified.

2. Cane-cotton or hemp, as a new article of com-
merce and manufacture, for the purpose specified.

3. Breaking down woody hber of cane and other
like plants, and dissolving the gummy and other for-

eign matters therefrom, by means of muriatic or sul-

phuric acid of the strength of 16= Buume, or there-

about, preparatory to making hemp or cotton for bag-
ging, rope, paper-pulp, &e., in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

3,630.—James Armstrong, Jr., Elmira, 111 —
(7orii-fZrt«ier.—Patented July 22, 1862, JS^o. 35,914;
reissued September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. A treadle-frame, J, pivoted in front of
the axles C C, and extending in rear of the sanie, in
combination with the main wheel-frame A, and with
a secondary frame D, which is hung from the main
frame, and provided with furrow-openers and seed-
dropping devices, substantially as described.

2. The combination of the main frame A, pivoted
secondary furrowing and seed-dropping frame D,
treadle J, and the rigid draught-pole L, substantially
in the »anner and for the purpose described.

3. The oscillating valve H', applied to the seed-
tube Gr substantially as described.

4. The stationary shelf n, in combination with
valve H', substantially as described.

5. The construction of the seed-tube G', with
channels m, terminating in a recess adapted to re-

ceive a valve H', and shelf n, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The transversely-adjustable drop-plate i, con-
structed substantially as' described.

7. Double slides on each end of the seed-slide, in
combination with a perforated intermediate drop-
plate i. substantially as described.

8. The adjustable runners PI, arranged in front of
colters I, substantially as described.

9. The arrangement of the oscillating valve H'
and shelf "n, in combination with the two channels
m of the seed-tube G', and with seed-distributing
mechanism, constructed to operate substantially as
described.

10. The arrangement of hinged adjustable runners
H, secondary frame D, and lever J,' in combination
with the colters I and shoes P, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

11. The arrangement of the seed-hoppers, the oper-
ator's seat, and tlie seed-tubes, in the relation shown,
so that the operator, when on his seat, can see the
seed as it falls from the shelves of the tubes upon the
ground, substantially as described.

3,631.—George Dunham, TJnionville, Conn.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Edavarp Paye
and Samuel Hall.—Machine for Forging NuU.—
Patented September 8, 1857, No. 18,1:36

;" reissued
September 7, I8(i9.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the cutters, perlbrating-punch, aiuledgiug-hainmers,
so that the punch enters the nut-blank at the crown-
ing face thereof and that the nut is hammered edge-
wise, substantially as before set forth.

2. The combination of the adjustable cutter, trans-
ferring instrument, and edging- hammers, in such
manner that tlie nut-blauk, after being cut from the
bar, is transferred to the i)lace between the edging-
hamnu'rs so as to be forged edgewise.

3. The combination of the perforating- punch with
edging-hammors, arranged and constructed to ham-
mer all sides of the blank without the necessity of
turning the bliink.

4. The combination of the cutters, the die for the
crowning face of the nut-blank, aiidedging-hammers,
substantially a.s set forth.

5. The combination of the adjustable cutter, the
die for the crowning face of the nut, the edging-ham-
mers, and the flatter, substantially as before set forth.

6. The combination of the die and edging-ham-
mers with a flatter, so constructed and arranged,
relatively to said die and hammers, that it operates
both as a flatter to compress the nut-blank facewise
against the' die, and as a transferrins; instrument to
move the blank to the place where the edging-ham-
mers act upon it, substantially as before set forth.

7. The combination of the edging-hammers with
cutters, one of which is constructed T\'ith a perfora-
tion in its face to admit the perforating-punch, and
with a lateral opening to permit the escape of the
piece punched out of the blank, substantially as be-
fore set forth.

8. The combination and arrancement of the punch,
edging-hammers, die, and flatter, in such manner
that the blank is punched in the space between the
edging-hammers before it is forged by them, substan-
tially as before set forth.

9. The combination of the adjustable cutter, punch,
die, flatter, and edgilig-hammers, substantially as
before set forth.

10. The combination and arrangement of the flat-

ter and edging-hammers, in such manner that the
former operates upon the nut-blank while it is not
griped or held by the latter, substantially as before
set forth.

3,63'2.—B. A. Earl, Philadelphia, Pa., assignee
of B. A. Earl and Henry Holcroft.—A^j/jarafifs

for Oiling Tfooi.-Patented May 30, 1865, No. 47,938 ;

reissued September 7, 1869.

Claim.—The mechanism for oiling wood, substan-
tially as described, said niechanism consisting of an
oil-resevvoir and a sprinkler, baring such a move-
ment imparted to it that it will enter the oil in the
reservoir, anu then discharge the adhering oil on to
the wool in the form of drops or spray.

3,633.—James W. Eutter, Saint Louis, 110.—
Ore-Cruaher. —Patented March 23, 1869, No. 88,216 ;

reissued September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The cone B on the arbor D, when
sustained and operated in such manner as to swing-
in a conical orbit around the axis of its surrounding
cylinder, without rotating around said arbor, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The gauge-ring C, arranged and operating in
combination Avith the cylinder A, and crusher or
grinder B, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

3. The combination, with the gauge-ring C, and cyl-

inder A, of the stripper or clearer ;, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

3,634.—Herbert L. Andrews, Chicago, HI.—
Infcsfanci.—Patented March 31, 1868, No. 76,138;
reissued September 7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rim D, surrounding the flange of
the reservoir, and having the inner beveled side, and
the laterally-swinging cover C, and either with or
without the recesses or indentations n, in combina-
tion with the reservoir B, either Avith or .without the
lateral proj(!cti'ons a, substiintially as herein do-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

2. The corcr C of an ink-well, made concave or
recessed u])on its upper surface, to form a receptacle
for pens, wafers, &c., substantially as herein shown
and described.

3. Tiie combination of the rearwai'd extension d,

formed upon the cover C, with the lug (7 formed upon
the inner end e of the guard D, arranged as herein
shown and described, for the purpose specilied.

4. The laterally -swinging cover of an ink-well,

provided upon its upper surface with a pen-rack, sub-

stantially ;is described, for the purpose specified.

3,635.— Charles Goodyear, Jr., Francis Dv
Bois, Fredeuick Ivknaud, and Henuy T. Close,
N(>w York, N. Y., assignees of xVu(justus Destouy.
—Sewing-Machine for Boot and Shoe Seicing.—Pat-
ented Fcbi'uary 18, 1862, No. 34,413 ; reissued Sep-
tember 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The combiiuition, in a sowing-mechan-
ism, of a needle, or Oiiuivaleut instrunuMit, carrying
thread through the material to be sewed, with an
independent piercing-instrument, when both have
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motion npon a common center of oscillation or revo-
lution, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a needle and an awl or
piercing-instrument, both operating on a common
axis of revolution or oscillation, with a support, hold-

ing in the path of both the work to be sewed, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The' oscillatory needle or awl-stock, driven by
the dh-ect and positive action of the driving- mech-
anism, so that the needle may describe an arc of
a circle not less than thirty degrees, substantially as

and for the purposes described.
4. A sewing-mechanism, adapted to tmite, by ma-

chinery, the upper, welt, and sole, substantially as
described, so as to produce a machine-made welted
boot or shoe.

5. The combination of a sewing-mechanism and a
support for the work to be sewed, arranged, in rela-

tion to each other, substantially as described, so that
the seam uniting the upper and the sole may be
made through part of the thickness of the sole.

'

6. The support, arranged substantially as herein
shown and described, so as to serve as a rest upon
which the work will slide, a sewing-gauge to regu-
late the distance of the stitches from the upper or
from the edge of the sole, and also as a guard or
shield, to prevent the awl and needle from marking
or injuring the .surface of the uppers, substantially
as set forth.

7. The combination, in a sewing-mechanism, of a
circularly-curved awl witli a circularly-curved nee-
dle, substantially as and for the purposes described.

3,636.—Andrew Christian, K"ew York, IsT. Y.
— Children's Carriage.— Patented April 24, 1866,

Xo. 54,111 ; reissued August 11, 1868, ISTo. 3,074
;

again reissued September 14, 1S69.

Claim. — The new article of manufacture of a

child's carriage, or perambulator, constmcted sub-
stantially as herein specified, that is to say, the com-
bination, in order to produce such carriage, of the
following parts, to wit : a body, provided with a per-

manent seat and a handle, two rear wheels, which
are placed one at each side of the body, and two for-

ward wheels, which are arranged within parallel
lines drawn forward from either side of the carriage-
body, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

3,63?".—Hexry H. Collixs. Bexjamix F. Col-
lins, and Ho.MER TVright, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signees of Edwaeu M. Davis. — Fniit-Jar.—Pat-
ented October 27, 18G8, Xo. 83,367 ; reissued Septem-
ber 14, 1869.

Clai'in.—1. A preserve jar or can, having a series

of names of articles thereon, one or the other of
which is intended to be sealed therein, and used, in
connection ^vith an indicator, to designate the par-
ticular fi'uit or article of said series, when sealed in
said jar or can, substantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a preserve jar
or can top. having a series of na.mes thereon, to
designate the articles intended to be sealed or pre-
served, substantially as described.

3,638.—Timothy J. Powers. Xe-«' York, K". Y.—Metallic Cartridge. — Patented October 17, 1865,
IN'o. 50,.536 ; reissued September 14, J 869.

Claim.—A shot-cartridge, consisting of the case,
Fig. 2, formed of strips e of metal or other suitable
material, longitudinally arranged in a cylindrical
form, loaded with shot, constructed and arranged
substantially as specified.

3,639.—Almon Eoff, Southport, Conn.—iocjfc-

^V^Mi.-Patented April 13, 1869, No. 88,908 ; reissued
September 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The shaft C, with double threads, a
and b, crossing each other, as shown in Fig. 1, to
aUow a right-hand nut to pass over a thread adapted
to a left-hand nut, and vice versa,, as specified.

2. The combination of the screws c with the nuts
A B and screw-shaft C. substantially as described,
for the pui'pose specified.

3. The combination, with a screw-bolt, C^, and
nut A^, of a locking-screw, B^^ operating substan-
tially as described.

3,640. —James Os"\vald Swixney, Glasgow,
Mo., and A. H. Pollock, Germantown, Ky., as-

signees, by mesne assignments, of Joseph Benohue
Harris.—Composition for Rendering Paints Fire-
Proof.—Patented July i3, 1866, ITo. 56,044 ; reissued
September 14, 1869,

Claim.—1. The herein-described composition or
material for mixing with paints, to render them fire-

proof, substantially as described.
2. The combination of calcined schist, shale, or

mineral coal, prepared as above described, with any
kind of oil-paint, to render the same iminflammable,
or fij'e-proof, substantially as above set forth.

3,64-1.—Michael Thorxtox, Philadelphia, Pa.—Sole of a Boot or Shoe.—Design Xo. 3, .530, dated
June 1, 1869 ; reissued September 14, 1869,

3,643.—Clejiext Olhaber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Cooking- Store. — Patented February 2, 1869, Xo.
85, .578 ; reissued September 21. 1869.'

Claim. — 1. The long-center, composed of two
pieces, A a. A' «.', supported by the post C, in the
manner set forth.

2. A sliding oven - door, provided with wedge-
formed surfaces, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The slide F', secured to the jamb by one or
more hooks L, and one or more bolts K, as explained.

4. The provision of one or more extensions G,
upon the jamb G, substantially as set forth.

5. In combination with the elements of claim
second, the strips e' and groove e, serving to steady
the movement of the doors, as described.

3,643.—WlLLiA^iE. Prall, "Washington, D. C,
and A. C. Baxu, Xew York, X. Y., assignees of
William E. Prall.—Steam Water-Elevator.—Pat-
ented July 6, 1869, Xo. 92,357 ; reissued September
21, 1869.

Claim.—1. A water-elevating engine, combining
in its construction a steam-generator, so arranged
that it is supplied with hot water from the hot-water
cylinder or pipe, a condenser, which receives its

steam from the generator, a hot-water cylinder or
pipe, in which the water acts as a piston for the
steam to press against in expelling the cold water
therefrom, and curved or siphon pipes, in which the

water which -they contain acts as a valve to cut ofif

the communication between the generator and the
condenser, substantially as shown and described.

2. So arranging the condenser and siphon, or

curved pipes oi' a water-elevating machine^ that the
steam which is used to expel the water from the gen-

erator or hot -water cylinder, shall afterward be used
in the condenser to take the place of the receding
water, as the generator is being refilled, and after-

ward be condensed for the purpose of forming a

vacuum, in such condenser, in order that water may
flow in and refill such condenser, substantially as

shown and described.
3. The combination of the reservoir A, the gene-

rator A^, and connecting-pipe A*, constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the reservoir A, the pipe
D, and the cylinder or pipe A^, substantially as

shown and described.
5. The combination of pipe D, generator A^, and

the pipe E, substantially as shown and described.

6. The combination and arrangement of the dis-

charge pipe C, jet-pipe F, and pipe D, substantially

as shown and described.

3.644.—George L. Smith. Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Grate.—Patented March 29, 1864, Xo. 43,118 ; re-

issued September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Arranging the air-passages oropenings
in furnace-grates diagonal or oblique to the length

or width of the grate, as shown and described, and
for the pui-pose set forth.

2. The arrangement of the air-passages or open-

ings within furnace-grates oblique to the length or

width ot the grate, in combination with the con-

structing of the said grate of a series of sections,

substantially as shown and for the pm-pose de-

scribed,

3,645.—Jules Strehler, Xew York, X. Y., as
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signee of Eugene Bourson.—Steam-Engine.—V&t-
euted November 19, 1867, No. 70,948; reissued Sep-
tember 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of retarding or stopping
the motion of the piston in a steam-cjlinder, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

2. The combination, with the two ends of a steam-
cylinder, of a pipe, C, provided with one or more
stop-cocks, substantially asherein described.

3. The combination, Avith the pipe C, and its stop-

cocks a «, of the blow-oif pipes or orifices c c, sub-
stantiall}^ as herein specified.

4. The connection of the two cylinders of a loco-

motive-engine by means of a pipe, F, whereby steam
or water, or both together, can be conducted into

tlie ends of the cylinders, substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

3,646.—D. A. KENXEDY,'VriLLIAM Wadsvv^orth,
and E. D. Murray, Darien, Wis., assignees of D.
A. Kennedy. — Rotary Oven.—Patented July 20,

1869, No. 92,840 ; reissued September 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The fire-chambers M and flues P of a
rotary oven, arranged as described, or in any equiva-
lent manner, to discharge the heat and products of
combustion equally throughout the oven, both above
and belovv^ the rotary table, substantially as herein
set forth, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of tlie rotaiy table or oven
bottom with the stationary vertical shaft C, rotary
collar B, fixed collar D, and friction- balls F, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purjaose
specified.

3. The friction-wheels or rollers B, in combination
with the rotary oven-table and t^\Q track a^, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the purpose
specified.

4. The rotary table, constructed substantially as
described, of tlie collar E, radial arms G, rollers B,
and sectional plates I, and either with or without
the rim H, for the purx^ose specified.

3,647.

—

American Print -Works, Fall Elver,
Mass., assignees of John Lightfoot. — Printing
Certain Textile Fabrics and Yarna.—Patented Octo-
ber 20, 1868, No. 83,182; reissued September 28, 1869.

Claim.—The improvement in the process of print-
ing textile fabiics, which consists in modifying the
indigo-preparation as herein set forth, and in connec-
tion with such modified preparation, the use of car-
bonate of potash, alkaline silicates, or the chemical
equivalents of them, in simultaneously fixing indigo
blue or green, or both, in juxtaposition with ordinary
madder mordajits, substantially as described.

_ 3,64S.—Charles Edward Blake, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Pump-Device for Steam and other Un-
ginery.—Fatentcd January 26, 1369, No. 86,273 ; re-

issued September 28, 1869.
Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the cylinder A,

escape-valve C, spring D, adjusting-screw F. waste-
way E, with an indicator, all constructed substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first clause of claim, the joint B, for the attacliraent
of the main or leading hose, substantially as set forth.

3. In com])ination with the subject matter of the
first clause of claim, the waste-cock I, as specified.

3,649.—EsRK BussEY, Troy, N. Y.—Cooking-
Stove.—Patented July 24, 1866^ No. .56,525 ; reissued'
September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A diving-fluo cooking stove, with the
exit-flue so constructed as to inclose, on the sides
and bottom, the culinary boiler or hot-water reser-
voir B.

2. A diving-flue cooking-stove, with the exit-flue
constructed across the bottom, and up tlic rear up-
right side of the culinary boiler or hot-water reser-
voir ]5.

5. A diving-flue cooking-stove, constructed with
an exit-passage, F, below the top of the oven, aiul
an exit-flue, E E', in combination with an incnsod
reservoir, B, attached to the rear of the stove, and
placed just above such exit-passage, ami so arranged
that the gases of combustion, in i)assing tlirough
such exit-flue, will impinge upon or copie in direct
contact with said reservoir, sul)stantially us and for
the purposes hereinbefore specified.

4. An exit-passage, F, constructed in the rear of a
diving-flue cooking stove, and below the top of the
oven, in combination with an incased reservoir, B,
attached to the rear of the stove, the bottom of which
reservoir is also below the top of the oven, and so
arranged that the gases of combustion will come in
contact with and heat such reservoir by a direct
draught from the fire-box to the smoke-pipe.

3,650.— Benjamin Collins, New York, N. Y.,
assignee, by mesne assignment, of Richard B.
Locke and William B. Ulrich.— Gas-Burner.—
Patented April 16, 1867, No. 63,802; reissued Sep-
tember 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The divisional piece d, or its equiva-
lent, applied to the orifice a of the grooved cock D,
and constructed with gas-escapes e e, in combination
with a self-lighting burner, substantially as described.

2. The hood or shell G-, for supplying oxygen to

the burner, and for the concealment and protection ot

the small flame, substantially as described.

3,651.—Henry Disston and Hamilton Disston,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignees, by mesne assignments,
of Joseph W. Strange.—Defac/iCf-&?e Savj-Teeth.—
Patented August 13, 1867, No. 67,682 ; reissued Sep-
tember 28, 1859.

Claim. — A detachable saw-tooth, with a base
adapted to a recess in the blade, when the said base
and recess are made with corresponding curves of
such character that pressure against the point of the
tooth will tighten the base in its recess, all substan-
tially as shown and described.

3,652.—D. Elliot andE. Seely, New Tort, N.
T.— Washer for Lock-Nuts.—Patented February 4,

1868, No. 74,060 ; reissued September 28, 1869.

Claimn.—1. A nut formed with ratchet-teeth at its

inner end, in combination with a sheet-metal washer,
having a pawl made of the sheet-metal of the said
washer, substantially as set forth.

2. The washer formed out of sheet-metal, substan-
tially as set forth.

3,653.

—

Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass., as-

signee of Francis J. Vittum and Edgar M. Ste-
vens.—Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—Patented Octo-
ber 22, 1861, No. 33,,560; reissued September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The charge-holder, materially larger
than the bore of the barrel, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The devices for exploding the charge, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.

3. The devices for moving and locking the mova-
ble chambers, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as described.

3,654. — Charles F. Hall, for himself, and
Charles S. Hall, assignee of Charles F. Hall,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Machine for Refitting Yalves.—
Patented December 10, 1867, No. 72,031 ; reissued
September 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tool, whether composed of two or
more arms or longitudinal sections of a hollow cone,
or a hollow cone and a stock. A, provided witli one
or more cutters, adjustable or movable toward or
from tlie valve to be operated on, and otlierwise
adapted for refitting the faces of conical valves, sub-
stautiall}' as specified.

2. In combination therewith, the yielding center
C, substantially as described.

3,655.—David Manuel, for Inmself, Dedham,
and Frederick K. Ballou, assignees, by mesne as-

signments, of David Manuel, Foxbtn-ough, Mass.

—

ifecZ.vtearf.—Patented April 14, 1863, No. 38,202 : an-
tedated October 14, 1862; reissued Septcmboi; 28.

1869.

Claim,. — 1, The combination of conically-coilcd

spring 1), having its apox d inserted in the bar B.
with bar B, box'C, and slatF, arranged substantially
as heroin described.

2. The combination of conically-coilod spring I),

for the sn])port of the bearing E, having additional
si)ring-rod and hinge G, slionldtuvd for tlie loops or
bracelet.s /, on slats F, and supporting niul wedging
cross-bars B and boxes C, all arranged niul ;ii)plicd iu

the manner specified.
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3. The slotted and tongued bed-rail fasteners H
K, constructed and applied substantial!j as specified.

3,656.-0. B. Olmsted, Beloit, Wis.— Adjusta-
Ue Stove-Pipe Skel/.—Patented August 20, 1867, ISTo.

67,900 : reissued September 28, 1B69.
Claim.—1. A stove-pipe shelf encircling the stove-

pipe, made or cast of metal in open work of any de-
sign, substantially as described.

I

2. An improved stove-pipe shelf, constructed in
two parts, substantially as described.

3. In combination with the foregoing, the collar K,
with the projections D D, as and for the pxirpose
specified.

4. The ribs C C, when the whole is constructed
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

3,657.-11. "W. Sbepard, Mannsville, X. Y.. as-

signee of George A. Huggixs. — Milk- Can.—Pat-
ented July 14, 1868, Ino. 79,907; reissued September
28, 1869.

Claim.—A can, consisting of the sheet-metal cyl-

inder A and metal bottom B, the latter being pro-
vided with a recess, c, groove c', and inclined sides

h h', as set forth.

3,658.

—

Hexry Callahan, Johx Eeese, and
K. S. HOGLEX, Dajton, Ohio, assignees, by mesne
assignments, of Hexky Callahax.—Bucket-Ear.—
Patented May 7, 1867, ^sTo. 64,484 ; reissued October
5, 1869.
Claim:—A. wire buctet-ear, constructed separate

from the vessel to which it is to be attached, sub-
stantially as described.

3,659.—Edmund J. Ckidge, Troy, IST. Y.— Cook-
ing-Stove.—Patented May 6, 1862, oS^'o. 35,141; re-

issued October 5, 1869.

Clavm.—1. The combination of the continuous air-

space I J, the oven D, fire chamber A, draught-
chamber C, and fire-flues E E' E", the latter pro-
vided with a damper, W", substantially as set forth.

2. The air flue or flues 1 1 and u, having commu-
nication with the open air, fire- chamber A, and air

space or flue I J", substantially as set forth.

3. The arrangement of the deflecting-plates d din
the upright portion of the continuous air-space I J,

in combination with the ovenD, fire- chamber A, and
fire-flues E E' E''; and with the air-passages r o p
and g, or their equivalents, substantially as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the apertures or air-pas-

sages r p and g, in combination with the continu-
ous air-space I -J, oven D, flre-chamber A, draught-
chamber C, and fire-flues E E' E", provided with a
valve or damper, W, substantially as set forth.

3,660.—Martest Martixs, ISTew York, J^. Y.

—

Metal Frame for Pianos.—Patented September 4,

1866, S"o. 57,743; reissued October 5, 1869.
Claim.—1. The cast-metal frame A, constructed

as described, with the strengthening-ribs a, double-
shouldered bracket &, supporting the wi'est-piank c,

the plate d, the lips e f, and L-shaped piank i, and
provided with the tension-rods h, as herein set forth,
for the purpose specified.

2. The L-shaped plank i, in combination with the
lips ef of the frame A, anil with the tension serew-
I'ods h, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

3,661.—Isaac V. Holmes, 'New York, JsT. Y.—
Metallic Lathing.—Patented January 26, 1869, Xo.
86,305 ; reissued October 5, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A metallic stud or support, when
formed with suitable projections and recesses or
slits for holding metallic lathing, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

2. The mode of fastening metajlic laths, of any
suitable form, upon metallic studs or supports, when
formed with projections and recesses or slits, by
riveting the corners of the projection down over the
edge of the lath, substantially "as described.

3,662.

—

John Reist, Philadelphia, Pa,.— Wash- i 3,669.—G-ustavus A. Davison, San Leandro.
JBoi^er.—Patented November 29, 1864, No. 45,272; re- i Cal. — Gang-Ploio. — Patented July 7. 1868, jSTo.

issued October 5, 1869. I 79,639 ; reissued October 12, 1869.
Claim,.—1. The combination of a loose-fitting solid

i
Claims.—1. Kegulating the level of the machine by

or unperforated false bottom, B, having an upright
tube, D, or equivalent, attached thereto, with a
boiler, for the purposes hereinbefoi'e described.

2. The combination of the cap E, or an equivalent
therefor, with the upright tube D and loosely-fitting
unperforated false bottom B, for the pm'poses herein-
before described.

3,663.—Arthur "Wadsworth, Newark, N. J.,
for himself, and Eobert Schell, New York, N. Y.,
assignee of Arthur Wadsworth.—J.«ac/une?if of
Mainsprings to Watch-Barrels, die.—Patented June
15, 1869, No. 91,388; antedated December 15, 1868;
reissued October 5, 1889.

Claim.—1. The pivoted segment d, fitted in the
periphery or side h of the barrel A, with the pivots,
R-hieh are at one* end of the segment, working in
fixed bearings in the barrel, and the opposite or free
end of the segment attached to the outer end of the
spring C, all arranged substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

2. The manner of attaching mainsprings to
vratches, so that the end of the spring raay tm'n on
pivots fitted into fixed bearings in the upper and
lower sides of the barrel.

3,604,

—

John L. Whipple, Detroit, Mich.

—

Spring Seat.—Patented June 9, 1868, No. 78,705; re-

issued October 5, 1869.

Claim.—In combination with any suitable frame,
A, the series of coil springs D, with loops or bights
pointing inwardly, and connected by interlaced
webbing or straps," substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3,665.

—

Alonzo Hitchcock, George G. Saxe,
and James H. Eobertson, New York, N. Y., as-

signees of Eiley W. Carpenter.—Tremolo-Attach-
ment.—Patented June 27, 1865, No. 48,366; reissued
May 18, 1869, No. 3,444 ; again reissued October 5,

1869.

Claim.—1. The application of means to the instru-

ment, by which the air may be agitated to produce a
tremulous note, as described.

2. The arrangement of a fan or agitator in the in-

strument, at right angles to the keys, and parallel to
the line of reeds or pipe-months, at any convenient
distance from them, as described.

3,666.—HosEA Ball, New York, N. Y.—Oven.
—Patented September 23, 1856, No. 15,753 ; reissued
October 12, 1869.

Claon.—1. One or more swinging bread-holders,

suspended from the arms or end plates of a rotating
reel, in combination with a furnace, so arranged and
connected that the products of combustion will pass
into or through the chamber within which the bread-
holders move.

2. In combination with a rotating reel and swing-
ing bread-holders, a flue around the chamber in which
the reel rotates, and communicating with said cham-
ber through perforations in the wall bet tveen them.

3. In combination with a swinging bread-holder,

revolving in an oven, a discharging-chute and trip-

ping-device, by which the bread is delivered from its

plaiTform, aud into the chute, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

3,607._Edwin D. Brainard, Albany, N. Y.—
Method of Preserving the Aromatic Principle of
Hops.—Patented July 27, 1869, No. 92,934 ; reissued

October 12, 1869.

Claim.—The improved mode of preserving the

aromatic principle of hops, by keeping them stored

in a dry atmosphere, at a low temperature, as herein
described.

3,66S W. T. Bush, Union City, Tenn.—Man-
ufacture of Soap. — Palented August 24, 1869, No.
94,073; reissued October 12, 1869.

Clarm.—The combination of the said ingredients,

when the same are manufactured into soap, substan-

tially as set forth.
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the device O O', and set-screw P, or their eqiiiva-

leBts, substantially as set forth.

2. The rigid arms H, H', and G-, attached to the
axle, and eonnectiug' the lever or sweep J, either
directly to the area G-, or by the link I, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

3,670.— A. S. DixsMORE, 'New York, IT. Y.—
Needle-Sharpener. — Patented May 25, 3869, No.
90,433 ; reissued October 12, 1869.

Claim.—A needle - sharpener, constructed, as de-

scribed, of plates A and B, having approximate bev-
eled and roughened edges, and secured together,
substantially as specified.

3,671.—Oscar T. Earle, ISTorwalk, Conn., as-

signee of Norman W. "Wheeler.-Mc(/iod of Oper-
ating Steam- Valves.— Patented July 31, 1855, JSTo.

13,369 ; antedated March 1, 1855 ; extended seven
years ; reissued October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. Connections or passages leading from
a main cylinder to a cylinder inclosing valve-moving
pistons, whereby steam is admitted from the main
cylinder, so as to act upon valve-moving pistons,
substantially as described.

2. In combination with ijassages leading from a
main cylinder to a cylinder containing valve-mov-
ing; pistons, a main piston, acting, substantially as
described, as a valve to open and close such passages,
the construction being as described.

3. Combining valve-moving pistons and valves,
substantially as described, so that no stuffing-boxes
intervene between the valves and the pistons, which
operate them.

4. Mounting valves and valve - moving pistons
upon the same spindle or stem, as described.

5. Piston-valves, in combination with valve-work-
ing pistons, and a cylindrical chamber containing
them, substantially as set forth.

6. A pocket or recess, closed by a piston, so as to
arrest the movement of a valve an*l valve-spindle,
the pocket communicating directly Avith the valve-
chest in which the valve slides, and there being no
stuffing-box between the valve and the pocket.

3,672.—James Orr, Hampden Township, Pa..
assignee of P. Daniels.—Tire-Tightener.—Patented
April 17, 1866, No. 53,9.57 ; reissued October 12, 1869.
Claim.—1. The right and-left threaded screw H,

in combination with the lugs F and G-, and nuts I
and J, or their equivalents, and the tire of a wheel,
arranged and operating sul)stantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein shoM'n and specified.

2. The plates K and L, in combination with the
right-and-left tlireaded screw E, arranged and. com-
bined substantially as and for the ]iurpose herein
shown and described.

3. The caps O and P, or their equivalent, in com-
bination with the right-and-left threaded screw H,
arranged, with I'clatiou to each other and the rim of
a wheel, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

4. The combination and arrangement of the right-
and-left threaded screw H, and lugs F and Gr, and
nuts I J, or their equivalents, plates K L, and caps
O and P, or tlioir equivalent, and the tire of a wlieel,
substantially as and for the i)urpose herein shown
and set forth.

3,673.—H. B. Parks and J. E. Parks, IsTepon-

set, 1\\.—Stalk- Cutter.—VatQ-ataCi. January 12, 1869,
No. 85,847 ; reissued October 12, 1869.

Claim.—1. The heads 1 1, constructed each of two
parts b b, provided with arms c, and connected by
bolts d, for tlie purpose of firmly securing tlie knives
J in position, substantially as liereiu shown and de-
scribed.

2. The combination of the heads I, supporting-
knives J, frame G, chains L, lever N, and hooks K,
all constructed and arranged as described.

3,674.—Edward "Westermayr, Chicago, III.—
Composition for Artificial Stone.—Patented -lanimry
.5, 1869, No. 85,713; reissued October 12, 18(i9.

Clai'in.— ArtifieiiU stone, of any desired form or
color, coniposinl of the iugrodiejits, substantially as
herein desciibed.

3,675.—Frederick W. Dean, Tremont, Dl.—
Z>oor-iaicft.—Patented August 17, 1869, No. 93,685

;

reissued October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combina.tion of weighted latch b.

levers e and D, and spindles gr/, when constructed
and arranged substantially as specified.

2. The spindles^/, in combination T^ith the covers
B and E, when arranged to hold said spindles in
place, substantially as described.

3,676.

—

Florence Manufacturing Company,
Florence, Mass., assignee, by mesne assignments, oi
Alakson C. ^STABiiOOK.—Brush.—Patented June
19, 1866, No. 55,764 ; reissued October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A back, composed of an interior strip
or plate of metal, or other suitable material, to give
it requisite strength, and embedded in a composi-
tion or cement, that forms, in whole or in part, the
exterior of the back, substantially as described.

2. In a back composed of an interior strengthen-
ing-piece, and a composition or cement exterior, the
giving of its shape, form, and ornamentation to it,

at the same time and by the same means that presses
the plastic material around the strengthener, sub-
stantially as described.

3,677.— William A. Fleck, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignee of Hugo Fleck.—Manufacture of Glue.—
Patented May 18, 1869, No. 90,160; reissued October
19, 1869.

Claim.—The herein-described use of salts, either
dry or in solution, in the process of drying glue.

3,678.—Charles E. L. Holmes, New York, N.
Y.

—

Machine for Drying and Scouring Sheet-Metal
—Patented July 21, 1868, No. 80,179; reissued Octo
ber 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. A seriesof moving rollers, arranged to
act successively upon the surface of a sheet of metal,
and scour or wipe the surface of the same while
being passed through the machine, substantially as
set forth.

2. A series of moving rollers, arranged to act upon
the surface of a sheet of metal, and scour or wipe the
surface of the same, in combination with an inclosing-
box or case for retaining sawdust or other fine par-
ticles of material for operating on the sheet-metal,
substantially as set forth.

3. In a machine for scoimng or drying sheet-metal,
arranging the rollers or parts that operate upon the
sheet-metal, in substantially the manner specified, so
that the sheet-metal shall be in a curved position
while being acted upon, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

4. A wi]iding-up roller, in combination with the
scouring or drying mechanism, siibstiutially as spec-
ified, whereby the sheet-metal can be di'awn through
the apparatus, wound up, and then removed with
facility, substantiaUy as set forth.

3,679.—Isaac Keith, Hiram T. Keith, and
Isaac N. Keith, West Sandwich, Mass., assignees
of Isaac Km-m.—Dumping-Car.—Patented July 13,

1869, No. 92,457 ; reissued October 19, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the rails c and wheels d, and the middle and lateral

stops kr r, or their equivalents, with a tip-cart body,
B, and a railway-carriage, A.

2. The combination and arrangement of the chains
w, or their equivalents, with a railway-carriage. A,
and a tip-cart body, B. the supportiug-wlu;els d, and
rails e, and middle and lateral stops k r r, or the
equivalents thereof, the whole being substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the guide-
rails I, or their equivalents, with a railway-carriage,
A, a tip-cart body, B, and the supporting-wheels (f,

and rails e, and stops k r r, of such tip-cart body, the
wliole being substantially as explained.

4. A long car or platffn-in, a, and two or more
trucks b b, and one or more tip-cart bodies 1>, and
snpporting-wlieels d, rails c, and middle and lateral

stops k r r, ov their e(inivahMits, arranged in com-
bination, essentially as described.

3,6S0.—,1. D. S. Newkll. Tensas Parish, and A.
G. BuicK, E. Tomatis, and Thomas Pioklks, New
Orleans, La., assignees ot J.D. S. Nkwki.l.— Z^wo/t-
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Loading Fire-Arm.— Patented April 6, 1839, Ko.
88,730; reissued October 19, 1869..

Claim. — 1. The combination of the slotted or
hooked link c, and hammer or lever B, when said

lever is located in a plane centrally with the axis of

the bore of the barrel, whereby the reciprocating
l)reech-clo3er is operated both ways, as herein de-

scribed.
2. The centrally-located hammer or lever B, in

combination Arith the reciprocating breech-closer,
for the purpose of locking said closer against the
recoil or force of the explosion, as set fortli.

3. The combination of the mainspring, central
vibrating hammer, and breech-closer, whereby the
breech is closed and locked, and the charge ignited
at the one operation of pulling the trigger, as speci-

fied.

4. The combination of the mechanism herein de-

scribed, whereby the cartridge or case is withdrawn
and expelled, the breech opened, and piece cocked,
as set forth.

3,681. — iN'icoLAS Petre, ]^ew York, X. T. —
iocA;.—Patented July 30, 1867, ISo. 67,213 ; reissued
October 19. 1869.

Claim.—In a lock, the combined use of a single
cam turned by a pin-key, and a bolt, when a spring
is so interposed between the cam and the bolt as to

draw the latter within the case when unlocked, and
to hold the cam and bolt together by frictional con-
tact when locked, substantially in the manner herein
described and represented.

3,6S9.—Luke Tatlor. Sprinarfield, Tt,—ITo^?-

^eac?.—Patented February 15, 1859, ^STo. 22,990 ; re-

issued ]^7ovember 10, 1868, jSTo. 3,192; again reissued
]!^ovember 24, 1868, l^s"©. 3.215 : again reissued October
19, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a mop-head, in which the cross-head
or stationaiy jaw is attached permanently and im-
movably to the handle, operating the movable jaw
or binder by means of a tubular screw or socket
fitted on the handle, and having its screw-thread on
its exterior, in combination with a nut encompassing
the screw, and connected with the movable jaw, so
as to operate substantially as shown and described.

2. In a mop-head, in which the movable jaw or
binder is operated through the medium of a screw-
nut or coUar, by means of thumb- ears attached to
or formed with the said screw-nut or collar, placing
the said ears outside the yoke or bow of the movable
jaw or binder aforesaid, as herein described, for the
pui'pose set forth.-

3,8S3.—"WiLLiAii C. TosBURGH and William
A. LuDDEX, Brooklyn, IST. Y., assignors to Johx J.
Merritt, sameplac^, assignor to Rubber-Tip Pen-
cil Company, isew AorkCitv.

—

Means of Attaching
RvMer to Penci7.s.— Patented May 20, 1862, Xo.
35,355 ; reissued October 19, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination, with a pencil of ordi-

nary construction, of an India rubber eraser and a
metallic sleeve, or casing, holding the eraser and
fitting the end of the pencil, substantially as and for
the purposes herein speci&ed.

2. Tne wit bin- described construction of the said
sleeve, or casing, to wit, the two semi-cyliudncal
clamps, h b. formed as specified, and the ring or rings
d, in combination T\'ith the section of India rubber,
c, and the pencil or pen-handle a, as and for the pm--
poses herein set forth.

5^3,684. — The American Broiler Company,
Elmira, if. Y., assignee of .Sylvester Bowers.—
Broiler.—Patented Julv21, 1868, ISo. 80,125 ; reissued
October 19, 1869.

Claim.— 1. A culinary titensil, combining in its

construction a converging fiange or plate, B, and a
grate, D, substantially as described, and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. The combination of the rim A, internal con-
verging fiaojde B, grate D. and cover C, constructed
andTaiTanged, in relation to one another, s^ibstantially

as described, and for the purposes set forth.

3. The combination of the rim A, internal con-
verging fiange B, grate D, cover C, and reflector E,
constructed and arranged, in relation to one another,
snbstantiallv as described, and for the purposes set
forth.

3,6S5.—A.T. Barnes, Tiffin, Ohio, assignor to
" The Tiffin Agricultural Works," same place.— Horse Hay-Rake.—Patented March 24, 1868, Xo.
75,836; reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim-.— 1. The adjusting- braces, having their
front ends secured to the lower sides of the draw-
bars D, and their rear ends extending through the
standards C, with screw-nuts upon these rear ends,
for tightening up the parts at will, substantially as
described.

2. An improved stop, provided.with a flange, and
ha^^.ug a broad face, and an oblique adjustment, sub-
stantially as described.

3,686.—Thomas J. Close. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Settee-Frame. — Patented February 9, 1869, No.
86.644; reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the slope-sided or
inclined studs a', on the frames A, and the slope-
sided or under-cut holes 5, in the slats B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

2. The combination of the abutting- plate E, wedge
10, frame A, and slat B, substantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore set forth.

3. The combination of the curved draw-bolt C and
nut c', with the frame A and slat B, as a modifica-
tion of the wedge 10 and abutting-plate E, as and
for the piu'pose described.

3,6ST.—Charles A. Durgin, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignee of Chauncey 0, Crosby. — Machine for
Folding Paper.— Patented December 23, 1856, Xo.
16,265 ; reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with a vibrating fly,

of a folding- blade, which shall form a bight or double
in the sheet, for the first fold, as it is received from
the press, and deliver the same to mechanism to
complete the folds, whereby the sheets of paper may
be folded direct from a printing-press, substantially
as described and specified.

2. The combmation, with a vibrating fly and fold-

ing-blade, of griping-bars, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described and speci-

fied.

3. The foldiag-blade.s. in combination with the
fingers, arrang-ed and operating substantially as de-

scribed and speci&ed.
4 The employment and use of jaws, one of which

in each set is cut away, in combination with a fold-

ing-blade having portions cut away, so that the
sheets of paper can be griped at the points where
the blade is cut away, an^ firmly held during the re-

traction of the folding-blade from the jaws, substan-
tially as described and specified.

3,6SS.—Henry Hannen, Thomas Woods, and
Benjamin F.Tine, Philadelphia. Pa., assignees of
Henry Hannen.—Process of Utilizing the Waste
Products of Comhustion for the Manufacture of
White-Lead, andfor other Purposes.—Patented Feb-
ruary 9, 1S69, Xo. 86.835: antedated February 1,

1869 ; reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim..—1. The prodaction of carbonic-acid gas
from the waste gaseous products of combustion,
and gathering the"same under pressure produced by
hydrostatic column, in the manner and by the appa-
ratus described.

2. Purifying carbonic-acid gas arising fi'om the

combustion of fuel, by passing the same through
water impregnated with chlorine, or its equivalent,

for the purposes specified.

3,689.—Charles Parker, Meriden. Conn., as-

signee of George Fowler and the administrators
of'the estate of De Grasse Fowler, deceased, viz.

Maltby and Sophronia Fowler.— Machine for
Punching Metals.— Patented April 17, 1855, Xo.
12.723: extended seven years: reissued August 24,

1889, Xo. 3,617 ; again reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining, with the slide and shaft of

a poTi-er-press, and the wheel, by means of which the

said shaft is caused to revolve, a mechanism which
operates automatically to disconnect the said wheel
from the shaft at a certain point after one revolution.

2. In a power-press, combining, substantially as

described, with the rotating shaft and the slide or

tool-stock, an eccentiic wrist-pin and an eccentric

circle or ring, placed upon and around said wrist-
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pin, for the purpose of varying tlie play of said slide

or stock.
3. In combiuation with the wrist-pin B, the slide

T> and block c, the adjusting-plates e, more or less in

number, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

3,690.—AsAHEL J. Severance, Middlebury, Vt.,

assignee, by mesne assignments, of Rudolph Le-
SCBOT.—Rock-BHII.—I'atented July 14, 1863, No.
39,235 ; reissued February 16, 1669, jS'o. 3,304 ; again
reissued October 26, 1869.

Claim.—1. A continuously-revolving and progTess-
ing boring-head, having projecting diamond points,

in combination with a tubular boring-bar, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

2. The row of cutting-edges a^, when attached to

a revolving boring-head, so as to project beyOnd the
circumference thereof, for the purposes specified.

3. In combination with a revolving and progress-
ing boring-head, having cutting-points projecting
])eyond the peiiphery thereof, a hollow central drill-

rod, through which water is forced or passed.
4. A series of cutting-edges, a a^ a^, arranged in

the face and upon the outer and inner peripheries
respectively, of a tubular or annular bit or boring-
head, A, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

3,691.—Joseph H. Steele, New Haven, Conn.,
assignee of WalLxVCE A. Miles. — (Division A.)
^pice-^oa;.—Patented October 2, 1868, No. .58,455 ; re-

issued October 26, 1869.

Glaira.—In spice-boxes, the combination, in one
end, of two plates, the one constructed so as to turn
and register with tlie openings or perforations in the
other plate, or close the same, as the case may be, in
the manner substantially as herein set forth.

3,692.—Joseph H. Steele, New Haven, Conn.,
assignee of Wallace A, .Miles. (Division B.)—

'

Spiee-Box.—Patented October 2, 1866, No. 58,455;
reissued October 26, 1869.

Claiin.—A sheet-metal spice-box, provided with
•covers B and D, and combined with the perforated
plate C, so as to operate as specified.

3,693.—Marcus Br.ov/>r Westhead, Manches-
ter, England.

—

Tape- Rull Clip-Fastening.— J^atcnted
July 28, 1868, No. 80,375; reissued October 28, 1869.

Claim.—A ribbon or tape-roll clip or slide, made
and applied substantially as herein described.

3',694. — WiLLiAiM H. Aktns, and Joseph C.
BuKRHT, Ithaca, N. Y.

—

Calendar- Clock.—Patented
September 19, 18.54, No. 11,711; extended seven
years ; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claihi.—1. The combination, in a calendoi'-clock,

of a cam or disk, which revolves but once in forty-

eight months, with a tliirty-one-day wheel, which
revolves once in each month, when said parts are
constructed and operated in such manner as to effect

the desired changes in the number of days of the
months, (including those of bissextile or leap-year,)
as described.

2. The construction of a calendar-clock, in such
manner that the rod or lever which is operated by
the twenty-tbur-hourwheel, shall move the day-of-the-

week wheel forward one day at each revolution of
the twenty-four-hour wheel, and shall also move
variably the single click or ratchet which operates
the thirty one-day wheel, over one, two, tliree, or
four days or teetli, as the length of the montli shall

require.
3. The construction of the dayof-the-month wheel

of a calendar-clock, with four rows of teeth, num-
bering from twenty-eight to thirty-one, for the pur-
pose sot Ibrtli.

4. The combination, in a calnndor-cloclc, of the
following elements, namely, a dial, provided with a
circle of numbers representing tlio dtiys of the
month, apertures, arrniiged witliin the circle, for

the days of tlie week aiid names of the month, and
a calendar-moveraent, operated by the timo-move-
ment of the clock.

5. Tlie combination, in the dial of a ealondar-
<iloek, of a circle of figiii'es from oni' to Miirty-oiie,

ijiclnsive, representing the days of the month, with

a time-dial, an aperture through which to display
the day of the week, and an aperture for the names
of the month, all arranged within the day-of-the-

month circle, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination, iii a calendar-clock, of one
or more cylinders, adapted to show the days of the
week, the month, or the year, any or all of them,
with the time-movement of the clock, when the cyl-

inders are connected with said time-movement in
such manner as to be operated by it, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

7. The combination of cylinders F G, clicks or
ratchets 39 and 41, oscillating about centei's coinci-

dent with the centers of said cylinders, twenty-four-
hour wheel K, and connecting-devices, for the pur-
pose set forth.

8. A dial, exhibiting the name of the month,
inclosed within a circle of figures representing the
days of the month, in combination with a calendar-
movement, operated by the time-movement of the
clock.

9. The construction of a calendar-clock, in such
manner that the click or ratcliet which actuates the
thirty-one-day wheel may move variably over one or
more teeth oi' said wheel, for the purpose set forth.

3,695.—James Armstrong, Jr., Elmira, HI.—
Corn- Planter.—Patented September 20, 1864, No.
44,273 ; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The secondary frame C, hinged or piv-
oted at points in front of its seed-hoppers, to exten-
sions a a of the main draught-frame A, and having
rigidly secured to it the draught-pole D, in combi-
nation with a lifting-frame, E, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

2. The arrangement, -with reference to the main
frame A, of the draught-pole D, rigidly secured to
the pivoted frame C, substantially as and for the
purpose herein setfoith.

3. The anti-friction rollers d d, applied to loops F,
in combination with treadle-frame E, as and for the
purposes specified.

4. Stirrers P, when hung so as to be operated by
slide K, substantially as set forth.

3,69S.—Thomas Bakewell, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Trade-MarJc.—Deaign No. 2.792, dated October 1,

1867 ; reissued November 2, 1869.

3,69'?'. — James Blake and George Blake,
Scranton, Pa., assignees of James Blake.—Auxil-
iary Table.— Patented March 22, 1869, No. 88,121

;

reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The point or points of attachment and
suspension of an auxiliary table or other support, in
a plane or planes within the perpendicular plane of
the edge of the main table or other like convenience,
for the'purpase specified.

3,698.—Abner H. Bryant, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Egg- Carrier.—Pixten^ted March 17, 1868, No. 75,623;
reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. An egg-carrier, constructed with com-
partments, in removable trays or shelves, in which
eggs may be suspended by cords or their equivalents.

2. In an egg-carrier, provided with pockets or
compartments, in removable trays or shelves, for the
reception of single eggs, the use of suspending-eords
in the construction of such pockets or compartments.

3. A suspension egg-carrier, composed of cloth

pouches, for holding single eggs suspended between
meshes of cord and twine, laced through the sides of
the wooden trays, sot in a wooden holder, constructed
and arranged as set forth by the drawings.

3,699.—Bethel BuRTO^^ Brooklyn, and Will-
iam G. "Ward, New York, N. Y.', assignees of
Bethel Burton. — Breech-Loading Fire-Arm. —
Patented August 11, 1868, No. 81,0.">'9; reissued No-
vember 2. 1869.

Claim,.— 1. A slide or cover, with a recess in the
under side of the rear end, in combination with a
breech-pin. provided with sectional screws or cams,
substantially as shown and described.

2. A bree'chpi(H'0 or receiver, formed with a ring
or enlargement at its rear end, and with a recess to

allow tlie slide or cover to puss under said ring, sub-

stantiallv as shown and described.
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3. An opening in the top of the breech-piece, with
yertical walls or sides, ia combination with a slide

or cover, formed in one piece with a recoil-block,
substantially as shown aud described.

4. A recoil-block, formed in one piece with the
slide, and having- a steady-pin attached, substantially
as shown and described.

5. A groove or recess in the slide or cover, for
olding the cartridge- extractor in place, without the
id of screws or other fastenings, substantially as

s hown and described.
' 6. A hammer and firing- pin, formed in one piece,
with a beveled shoulder on the front poi'tiou, and
with a hollow open rear end, to receive a spiral
spring, substantially as shown and described.

7. The arrangement of the firing pin, with relation
to the extractor, and th3 recoil-block and steady-pin,
so as to eject the cartridge from the breech-piece
during the backward movement of the slide or cover,
substantially as shown and described.

8. The combination of a hook on the trigger-bolt
with a projection in the L-shaped slot of the'breecli-
pin, as shown and described, for the purpose spec-
ified.

9. The safety-bolt R, constructed and arranged as
shown and described, for the purpose specified.

10. The combination of the slide or cover C, recoil-

block D, steady-pin E, breech-xJin F, and sectional
screw or cam, entering the recess c, coupling the
parts without the use of a screw or other fastening,
and forming a broken-jointed breech-pia, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3, 'J'OO.—Elliot P. Gleason, ISTew York, IST. T.,
assignee of Benjamin E. G-ladding.—Horse-JSay
^orfc.—Patented Eebruary 9, 1869, jS'o. 86,661 ; re-

issued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The combination, with fingers a and c

provided with handles b and d, of the ring/, slot g,
pivoted lever h, ring j. and ropes 1 1 1 and n, when
the same shall be constructed and operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes fully described.

3,y®l.—PvObertK.Xillb. Mount Holly, IST. J.—
JRoo^^ig'.—Patented September 7, 1869, >i6. 94,689

;

reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—The strips D. arranged with the coating
or cement E, and the slate or other equivalent outer
covering, so as to break joints thereunder, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

3.702. —Joseph H. Littlefield, Cambridge,
Mass. — Press and Strainer.— Patented June 16,

1868, No. 79,981 ; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A combined press and strainer, hav-
ing a substantial rim or base. A, provided with a
strong open grating, a a, for the support of the
sieve or strainer O, when all these parts are con-
structed aud arranged substantially as described.

2. The grated base A, provided with a flange and
ears, for the attachment of the can C, and with ra-

dial arms, for the purpose of spanning a large vessel,

as set forth.

3. The frame A, with grates a- a and arms B B, in
combination with the strainer and bottomless can
C, stay D. lever E, standard G-, and follower F, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purposes specified. '

^

3.703. — JOKX Lough, Buckingham Village,
Quebec.

—

Dressing Satv-Teeth.—Patented November
24, 1868, No. 94,365 ; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Widening saw-teeth on their under'or
cutting face by pressure, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2. Widening the saw-tooth at its under side in
such a manner that the expanded cutting - face
thereby produced is parallel-sided, or in the form
substantially as shown in Fig. 10, and as hereinabove

' described, for the purpose set forth.

3. The plates c c, when united by the bolts d d,

and provided with the projections eeand the arm h-,

and having between them the space /and the space
for the compression-bar, substantially as described.

4. In combination with said plates c c, constructed
as above described, the lever h, pivoted at /^^ the
strap h^, the compression-bar i, and the die k, all

operating together in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. In combination with said plates c c, constructed
as above described, the wedge g^, lever g'^, strap g^,

key, or equivalent g'^, eccentric g^, and pivots g'^g'' g^,

all operating together substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

6. The improved saw-dressing machine herein de-
scribed, consisting of the bed-plate o, top-plate p,
clamp q, plane r, iron strap or file-holder ,9, adjusta-
ble screws t, file u, adjustable strip v, and adjusting-
screws v', all arranged aud working together, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

3,704.—H. B. Morrison, for himself and Caro-
linp: Morrison, assignee, by mesne assignments, of
H. B. Morrison, LeEoy, N.Y.

—

Stnve-Pipe Elbow.—
Patented October 27, 1863, No. 83,401 ; reissued No-
vember 2, 1869.

Claim..—1. A pipe-elbow, made with a suitable
connecting and disconnecting joint, substantially as-

set forth.

2. A pipe-elbow, having the central enlargement
a a, and its joint so formed aud connected that the
arms or ends of said elbow may be turned in any
position from right angle to a straight length, as
herein described,

3. A pipe-elbow, having a suitable connecting and
disconnecting joint, in which the central space a a is

made enlarged to form a chamber, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The connecting and disconnecting joint formed
by the overlapping tongue and groove c d, and
located obliquely from the angle of the elbow cen-
trally around the chamber, substantially as described..

5. The combination and arrangement of the lugs/,
notches g, groove /i, and tongue and g-roove c d, the-

whole constituting the joint, as herein described.

3,70.5.—George Owen, Jacksonville, Jl\.—Plovj-
Cortpling.—Pixtented February 4, 1862, No. 34,316 ;

reissued January 5, 1864, No. i,.598 ; again reissued
November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Coupling two or more plows, with,
rigid couplings made of wood or iron, or partly of
wood and partly of iron, and connected with the
plows by loose or hinge-joints, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

2. The combination of the curved or bent piece or
pieces 1 1, and the sliding joints of the bars C and D^
in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

3. Connecting the compound curved or bent coup-
ling-bar C with the upper coupling-bar D, substan-
tially, in the manner and for the purpose herein set
forth.

4. The combination of the front curved or bent
stretcher- ba,r B', and curved or bent coupling-barC,
for connecting two plows, substantially in the man-
ner aud for the purpose herein set forth.

3,706.—Samuel B. Pierce, Samuel S. John-
son, Robert Andrews, aud Robert N. Austin,
Milwaukee, Wis., assignees of Robert Andrews.—
(Division 1.) Composition for Stujing Leather.—
Patented May 25, 1869, No. 90,333; reissued Novem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Tar so treated in connection with tal-

low, oil, fat, grease, and fatty or greasy matter, or

one or more of said substances, that it becomes
completely absorbable, aud no longer sensitive to

changes of temperature.
2. The compound of tar and tallow, oil, fat, grease,

and fatty or greasy matter, or one or more of them,
acting as one substance, described in the specifica-

tion, as a new article of manufacture, all substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

3,707.—Samuel B. Pierce, Samuel S. Johnson,
Robert Andrews, and Robert N. Austin, Mil-

waukee, Wis., assignees of Robert Andrews.—(Di-

vision 2.) Process of Treating Ta,rfor the Mamifac-
ture of Stuffing for Leather. — Patented May 25,

1869, No. 90,333 ; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim:—1. The so treating tar, in connection with
tallow, oil, fat, grease, and fatty or greasy matter,

or one or more of said substances, that it becomes
completely absorbable, and is no longer sensitive to

changes of temperature.
2. The process of preparing a compound of tar
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;find tallow, oil, fat, grease, and fatty or greasy matter,
or one or more of said substances, by the application
of heat with agitation.

3. The causing tar to unite with tallow, oil, fat,

grease, and fatty or greasy matter, or one oijmore of

them, producing one substance, by the application
of heat with agitation.

4. The purifying of tlie above-described compound,
by means of boiling, all sub.stautiall3' as and for the
purposes described.

3,708.— Freeman F. E-eynolds, Bethany, for

himself, and Joseph H. Hines, Davisborough, Ga.,
assignee of Freeman F. Keynolds.—PZow.— Pat-
ented January i, 1867, No. 60,938 ; reissued ISTovem-
ber 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. Attaching the landside or guide-bar to

the side of the standard, by means of one or more
bolts, a a, substantially as and for the purposes spec-

ified.

2. In connection with the standard E and beam A,
the brace F, arranged as described, and connected
to the share by bolts w w, and to the beam by a single
bolt, m, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination of the parts E H I F, when
bolted together and fastened to the beam, substan-
tially in the manner described and shown, and for

the purposes indicated.

3,709.—Gottlieb Schreyer, Columbus, Ohio.

—

Mode of Making the Skeins of Axle-Arms for Car-
riages.—Patented May 7, 1861, No. 32,255 ; reissued
November 2, 1869.

Claim,.—1. An axle-skein, with its under wearing-
part a a a, and its end odd, of a uniform thickness,
as represented in the drawings, and its upper part/
/, of a gradually-decreasing thickness, as herein-
before set forth, and illustrated in the drawings.

2. An axle-skein, made of one plate, with its under
part back of shoulder, to extend back far enough to
give the wood axle any desired support, constructed
as and for the pm-poses hereinbefore set forth.

3,710.—Chester Stone, Eavenna, Ohio.

—

Fruit-
Frame.—Patented February 11, 1868, No. 74,252;
reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. The bi'aces C D, in combination with
the standards A and slats B, when arranged and
pivoted tngether as described, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. The extension in each direction of the slats B
beyond the standards A, as shown and described.

3. The herein-described fruit-frame as a whole,
when the several parts thereof are constructed, com-
bined, and arranged as and for the purpose specified.

3,711.—George B. Turrell, New York, N. Y.,
assignee, by mesne assignments, of Jean Louis
Baudelot.—Apparatus for Cooling Beer and other
Liquids.—ViitQwieA. November 1,1859, No. 25,992;
antedated April 13, 1856 ; reissued January 28, 1862,
No. 1,267; again reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—I. A vertical range of horizontal tubes,
in which the cooling-liciuid is passed from the lower
to the upper tubes, in combination with downward
projections from snid tubes, and an a])paratus for

supplying the liquid to be cooled with uniformity
along the upper tube, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth. *

2. A vertical range of horizontal tubes, provided
with downward projections, and sustained by tlic

end-pieces or their e(|uivalents, and an apparatus for
distributing the liquid to be cooled, in combination
with tlie caps I, made removable, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

3,71'^.—G. A. Watkins, Proctorsvillo, Yt.—
Device for Weaving Chair-Seats.—Patented March
10, 1868, No. 75,.5()()'; reissued November 2, 1869.

Claim.—1. A Imnd-neodlo or sliuttlo, for weaving
splint chair-seats, i)rovided Avitli devices, herein
sliown and described, to hold the .splints at their one
end in such a manner tliat tlie spliuL may be readily
detached therefrom, after it has l)ecn passed througii
the warp, substantially as spociGcd.

2. A needle or shuttle, constructed as described, to
hold the splints at their one end in such a manner
tliat the splint may be readily detached therefrom

after it has been passed through the warp, and
shaped to form a batten, for beating up the filling,

substantially as specified.

3,713.—Anrrew B. Clemons, Ansonia, Conn.

—

Friction Clutch Pulley. — Patented December 8,

1868, No. 84,681 ; reissued November 9, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The two parts A and D of a fi'iction-

clutch, combined with one or more threaded levers
E, hung in one part, and a corresponding threaded
hub on the other part, so that by the revolution of
one of the parts, the two may be drawn together,
substantially in the manner set forth.

2. In combination with the subject-matter of the
first clause of claim, the slide F, arranged so that,

by its axial movement on the shaft, the levers may
be operated, to cause the two parts of the clutch to
run together, substantially as set forth.

3,714. — George Draper and "William F.
Draper, Hopedale, Mass., assignees of William
T. Carroll. — Ring for Spinning-Machines. — Pat-
ented June 2, 1868, No. 78,427 ; reissued November
9, IBe*'

ClMm. — 1. The combination of the flange c, or
the posts /, and the adjusting-screws e, with the
annulus A, and the supporter B thereof, to be placed
on and within the ring-rail, as specified.

2. The new or improved arrangement of a ring
and its holder, the same beicg so that the former
shall extend entirely above the ring-rail, and in or on
the holder, and the latter, separate from the former,
be extended above the rail, and within a socket
made therein.

3. The flange c, when provided with the open
space d, and the screws ee e, and combined with or
forming part, of the suppoi'ter B, and for use with
the ring A, as set forth.

3,715.—Maurice Fitzgibbons, New York, N.
Y., for himself and H. S. Jennings, assignee of
Maurice Fitzgibbons. — Drawer or Tray. — Pat-
ented August 24, 1869, No. 94,096 ,- reissued Novem-
ber 9, 1869.

Claim. — The drawer or tray herein specified,

lined with cedar, and having a cover, v, lid s, and
gummed strips, as described, when constructed and
arranged as and tor the purposes specified.

3,716.— Thomas J. Hall, Brj^an, Texas.—
Gang PZoi«.—Patented May 1, 1855, No. 12,791 ; ex-
tended seven years ; reissued November 9, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The arrangement of the plows and
pivoted beams with the adjustable cross-beams, so
that the plows may have a convenient permanent
adjustment, in connection with tLeir self-adjusting
property in the plow-beam, as set forth and de-
scribed.

2. Limiting the lateral vibration of the revolving
cutter or colter, that it may not, when out of the
ground, vibrate so far that it would not recover its

true position when again in contact with the ground,
substantially as described.

3. The bent brace k, when constructed in the
form as described, and attached to the frame of the
plow in tlie manner and for the purpose substantially
as described.

; 3,717.—Julius Hornig, Chicago, 111.

—

Mechan-
ism for Converting Rotary ALotion into Oscillating
Motion. — Patented February 7, 1865, No. 46,437;
reissued November 9, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The combination of mechanism, appli-
cable to the conversion of rotary into oscillating
motion, consisting of the shaft C, carrying the
eccentric D, of the strap I, car K, pivot L, and
lever F, all arranged to operate substantially as
herein shown and described.

2. The combination of the curved edge rf, and
lever F, with the eccentric strap and ear, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

3,718.—Edwin J. IIowr.ETT, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignee of himself and Susan Kirk. — Tool for
Mamtfactm'iiig Paper Pays. — Patented Februiwy
26, 1867, No. 62,342; reissued November 9, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The construction of the board A,
blade B. and adjnstable strip D, the wliolt^ being ar-

range substantially in the manner described.
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2. The combination of the board A, the perma-
nent strip a, and blade B.

3. The combination of the board A, the gnide-
plate E, and adjustable strip D.

3,719.—E. F. Keeling, Arawel!, Ohio.— Har-
vester- Cutter GrindfT.—Patented August 13, 18(il,

No. 33,043 ; reissued IS^ovember 9, 18fi9.

Claim.— 1. The combination of the yielding ad-
iustable support for the harvester-cutters, with a
revolving grinder, substantially as set forth, so that
the position of the cutters and cutter-bar to the axis
of the grinder and the plane of its rotation maybe
adjusted for grinding 4;he cutting-edges with uni-
formity, and at the desired angle, substantially as
specified.

2. The adjustable yielding supports for the cutter-

bar and cutters, arranged on e ich side of the plane
of rotation of the grinder, substantially as specified,

so that the cutters may be presented to the grinder
and sharpened on opposite sides, substantially as
set forth.

3,720.—Emery Parker, iSTew Britain, Conn.—
Attaching Knobs to their Spindles.—Patented May
5, 1863, -Isro. 38,406; reissued June 21, 1864, No.
1,707; reissued November 9, 1869.

Claim. — The combination of a screw-threaded
knob and spindle, with the saddle key, let into the
end of the knob-shank, and held in place by the
escutcheon-plate, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

3,731.. — Thojias Parsons, Brookline, Mass.,
assignee of Geraku Sickels.— Water-Meter.—Pat-
ented May 5, 1868, No. 77,542; reissued November
9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the main cylinder
a, its ports n n', valve m, and piston c c d, with the
auxiliary piston k and cylinder I, and a mechanism,
substantially as described, (viz, the lever o, its

rollers p, and supporter q, provided with abutments
q',) for operating the latter piston by the main piston,

while in movement in its cylinder, as set forth.

2. The peculiar mechanism or combination shown
in Eigs. 1, 2, and 3, and substantially as described,
by which the auxiliary piston and the main valve a^e
put in operation, through the action of the main
piston within its cylinder, such mechanism consist-
ing of the lever o, its rollers p, and supporter q, pro-
vided with the projections or abutments q', as de-
scribed.

3. The arrangement, shown in Eig^. 1 and 2, of
the auxiliary piston and cylinder with the main
valve, the main cylinder, and its valve-chest.

4. The combination of the auxiliary piston and
cylinder with the main valve, and mechanism, as de-

scribed, for effecting the movements of the auxiliary
piston, through the action of the main piston, as
specified.

5. The arrangement and combination of the le-ver

with the auxiliary and main pistons, so as to be
operated byihe latter, and be caused to operate the
auxiliary piston, in manner as explained.

3,722.—B. S. Roberts, United States Army.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm. — Patented June 11,

1867, No. 65,607 ; reissued July 20, 1869, No. 3,562-;

again reissued November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a breech-plug, P,
which swings about a curved abutment, c, a rock-
ing shield, g, so applied to said breech-plug as to
allow the opening and closing of the breech of the
barrel for the insertion and withdrawal of a cart-
ridge, substantially as described.

2. The breech plug B, when adapted to fit and
swing about the solid curved convex abutment c cc,
and when it has formed, on its rear end. the exten-
sion B', that constitutes a lever, by which the same
maybe conveniently manipulated, as described.

3. The lever B', formed on the rear end of the
swinging breech- plug B, and adapted to move about
its solid abutment c, in combination with a rocking-
block, g, which will admit the opening and closing
of the breech, substantially as Cescribed.

4. The lever extractor p, arranged on one side of
the ban-el, and having one of its arms arranged in a
recess in the recoil-shield, so as to be acted upon by

the shoulder n, at the upper termination of said re-
cess, substantially as described.

5. The curve c c c, at the rear of the checks con-
taining the breech-plug B, when formed substantially
as set foi'th, and so that the force of the gas, when
the gnu is fired, shall have no tendency to throw the
breech-plug out of its place, as described.

6. A bodily swinging breech-plug, B, having a.

rear extension B', and a lever-latch, C, constructed
substantially as described.

3,723. — Sargent and Company, New Haven,
Conn., assignees of Purmort Bradford-— Lifting-
Handle for Co^ffins, d-c-Patented Mareli 12, 1867,
No. 62,729 ; reissued November 9, 1869.

Claitn.—1. The socket A, formed with a vertical
slot, d, provided midway with a seat to receive the
trunnion a, constructed and arranged to operate as
herein described, as an article of manufacture.

2. The combination of the hollow cylinder or
handle C with the swinging levers B B^ and rod n
passing through the cylinders and levers, so as to
bind the handle and swinging levers together,
when constructed substantially as described, so that
the handle will be retained in its fixed position be-
tween the two levers.

3,724.—Emil T. Hertle and Hichard Thomp-
son, New York, N. Y.

—

Machinery for Making Wire
iZeddZes.— Patented July 14, 1868, No. 79,905; re-
issued November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. In machines for making wire heddles,
the arrangement of mechanism, substantially as de-
scribed, whereby the distance between the twisting-
mechanism and the eye-forming die or pincers is

shortened, during the operation of twisting tlie

wire.
2. Arranging the head-stocks h' &', which support

the inner or adjacent ends of the cylinders a a^, sub-
stantially in the manner described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

3. The arrangement of a cam or cams, g, in com-
bination with the movable cylinder or cylinders a,

substantially as described.
4. The combination of the movable cylinders a a*,

the rods i i', bars h h', and cams g g, substantially as
set forth.

5. The combination of a spring, t, with the sliding
tooth-carrying pinion a'^, substantially as described.

3,725.—Albert Lorsch, Memphis, Tenn., as-

signee of Theodore Noel. — iSpectacle-Frame. —
Patented January 11, 1859, No. 22,572 : reissued
November 9, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with an eye-piece of
a pair of spectacles or eye-glasses, of a spring, so
arranged upon the eye-piece, over the point where
its continuity is broken, that it will permit of the
expansion of the said eye-piece sufficiently to allow
of the insertion and withdrawal of the glass, and
thereafter cause the said eyepiece to resume its

normal position, substantially as and for the piu?pose
herein specified.

2. The combination of the spring b with the open-
ing a and temple c, substantially as herein specified.

3.726. — Edmund Wright, John Wright,
Joseph Wright, and John Noble, Philadelphia,
Pa., and Jacob H. Eilson, New York, N. Y., as-

signees of John A. Lies and E. W. Ckane. —
Safety-Attachment for Umbrellas.— Patented Eeb-
ruary 18. 1868, No. 74,5.55 ; reissued November 9,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination, with the runner and
stick of an umbrella, of a permutation locking-
device, or equivalent mechanism, wheieby the con-
trol of the runner is made dependent upon the proper
adjustment of movable parts of the locking-mechan-
ism, and such proper adjustment is determined by
letters or other characters on the said movable parts.

2. The combination of the stick, with its projec-

tions e e, slotted runner B, and rings c, with the
notched flanges.

3. The scalloped edges of the rings, in combina-
tion with the spring h', or its equivalent.

3.727.— E. H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass., as-

signee of William l<iaylor.—Steam Safety-Valve.—
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Patented October 16, 1866, No. 58,962 ;
patented in

England, January 21, 1864 ; reissued November 9,

1869.
Claim. 1. The combination and arrangement,

with the hereinbefore-described safety-valve, of bent
levers of the first order, and the spring or springs,
in the manner substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

2. The safety-valve C, with its overhanging down-
ward-curved lip or periphery, and annular recess D,
substantially as herein shown and described, and
for the purpose set forth.

3. The annular recess D, surrounding the valve-
seat, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination of the valve C and the annular
recess D, as herein set forth, and for the purpose
described.

3,728.—John Aheen, Baltimore, Md., assignee
of Benjamin Best. — Composition for Destroying
Insects on Fruit-Trees.—Patented June 2, 1868, No.
78,569 ; reissued November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. A composition, compounded of the
above-named ingredients, with or without the coal-

tar, substantially as set forth.

2. The mode of protecting trees, by the applica-
tion of the hereinbefore - described composition to
bands of fibrous material surrounding the tree, sub-
stantially as described.

3,729.— Joseph Colton, New York, N. Y.—
Safety-Pocket. — Patented December 3, 1867, No.
71,706 ; reissued November 16, 1869.

Claim,. — 1. The open shield C, in combination
with the clasp and fastening-devices, as described.

2. The clasp-plates AB, constructed as described,
with the slot or openings a', between their adjacent
edges, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the plates A B, shield C,
and spring-slide h or d, (either or both,) with the
pocket, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. The combination of plates A B, shield C, stop
a, spring-slides h d, springs e f (j, and pin h, all ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

3.730.— Marks Tishel, Adolph Ofper, and
Leo Popper, New York, N. Y., assignees of Marks
PlSHEt,.—(Division A.) Skeleton-Skirt.— 'Pateated
January 14, 1862, No. 34,182 ; reissued November 16,

1869.

Claim. — 1. A supporting fabric for hoop-skirts,
provided with holes C C, through which the hoops
may be passed and be thereby sustained, passing
inward and outward through the holes, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth and de-

scribed.
2. In connection with the above, the hard lining

of the holes C C, to defend the fabric against de-

struction by the movement of the hoops therein,
substantially as shown.

3. A hoop-skirt, having the hoops supported in
holes formed and arranged in the supporting-mate
rial, substantially as herein set forth.

3.731. — Marks Fishel, Adolph Oppee, and
Leo Popper, New York, N. Y., assignees of Marks
Fishel.—(Division B.) Skeleton-Skirt. — Patented
January 14, 1862, No, 34,182 ; reissued November 16,

1869.

Claim.—Securing the hoops A A to the tapes BB,
by means of fastenings D, or their equivalents, pass-
ing through the eyelets C C, and across a portion of
the tape between them, substantially as and for the
pm'posos herein set forth.

3,732.—Liberty Litchfield, FestusC. Litch-
field, and LibVa M. Litchfikld, Southbridge,
Mass., assignees of Lydia W. Litohiheld, admin
istratrix of the estate of Laroy Litchfield, do-
ceased.

—

Shuttle for Looms.—Patented May 1, 18.15,

No. 12.780 ; reissued March 30, 18i)9, No. 3,355

;

extended seven years ; again reissued November
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement of
the spring d with the shuttle A, tlu^ spindle a, the
joint pill b, tlio arm c, and the abutnunit or stop h.

2. The coinbiuiiiion and arrarigeinont of the pin e

and its head/, with the shuttle A, the spring d, the

spindle a, the joint-pin &, the arm c, and the abut-
ment, or stop h.

3. The combination of means of adjusting the stop
h, in manner as described, with such stop, the arm
c, the spindle a, the pin b, and the spring d. arranged
with the heel and the joint-pin of the spindle, and in
the shuttle, as set forth.

4. The arrangement of the spring d, so as to rest-

on a bearing at or near its rear end, and to press
toward the head of the spindle, in or about in the
direction of the axis or length of the spindle.

5. A loom-shuttle, provided with a sj)ring, sub-
stantially as described, to act on the head of the
spindle, and hold it in either or each of its extreme-
positions, and having, also, mpchanism, substantially
as described, to act on the bobbin-head catch, to lib-

erate it from the bobbin-head, while the spindle is

being raised in the shuttle, and admit of it catching
upon the said head while the spindle is in the act of
being depressed into the shuttle.

3,733.—"William A. Clark, Woodbridge, Conn.—Expansive Bit. — Patented Mav 11 , 1858, No.
20,192 ; reissued June 22, 1869, No.'S.SlO ; again re-
issued November 16, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The formation of a V-ledge in the
recessed shank, and a correspondingly-shaped reces&
in the adjustable cutter, back of or above its cutting-
edge, to fit the ledge in the shank, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, with the recessed shank and
adjustable cutter in which a V -ledge and correspond-
ingly-shaped recess are respectively formed, as speci-
fied, of the follower and screw for driving home the
cutter against the said V-ledge, which forms its

lower bearing, and binds it to the shank, substan-
tially as shown and set forth.

3,734-. — Origin Hall, "Willimantic, Conn., and
Timothy Merrick, Holyoke, Mass.— Machine for
Dressing and Finishing Thread.—Patented August
21, 1860, No. 29,690; reissued November 16, 1869.

Claim.—1. In combination with a brush-cylinder,
the heated and rapidly-revolving metallic cylinder I,

substantially as shown and described, for the purpose-
specified.

2. In combination with the hot polishing-cylinde
the rollers J and J', and the adjustable roller Q, or
their equivalents, by means of which the passing
threads may be forced or actuated into a gTeater or
lesser degree of contact with the surface of said
cylinder, substantially as shown and described, for-

the purposes specified.

3. ^In combination with the roller J, the vibrating
roller J', when arranged to operate in combination
with a hot polishing-cylinder, in a brush cylinder
machine, substantially as shown and described.

4. A heated metallic cylinder, having in its peri-
pherical surface, grooves of a proper size, and well
polished, in combination with a brush-cylinder, as
and for the purposes specified.

3,735. — PacHARD M. Ho^ and Stephen D.
Tuckek, New York, N. Y.—Printing-Press.—Vsit-
ented June 29, 1869, No, 92,050 ; reissued November-
16, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination and arrangement, in
a printing-machine, of two series of rollers, consist-
ing of two printing-cylinders and one impression-
cylinder, with two impression-cylinders and one
printing- cylinder, with the requisite inking -ma-
cliinery, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purposes set forth and specified.

2. Arranging the endless blankets for the impres-
sion-cylinders, as shown, whereby tlie same are
made to perform the twofold duty of blankets and
sheet-conveyers, thereby dispensing entirely with
the use of tapes, for convoying the sheets, substan-
tially as describiul and specified.

3. The mechanism for sustaining the cylinder, for
changing tiie form or blanket, consisting of the rod
and bar A, substantially as described and specified.

3,73(». — Alexander Kino and Groroe H.
IviNG, Painosvillc, Ohio.— Washiiuj-Mach inc.—Pat-
ented August 24, 1869, No. 94,005 ; reissued Novem-
ber 16, 1869. -M-..,<

Claim.—1. The revolving disk D D, located near
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the bottom of the tub, and supported at the upper
end of a vertical shaft Trhich passes thi'ough the bot-
tom of the tub.

2. The revolving disk, vertical shaft passing
through the bottom of the tub, and the stuffing-box,

as shown.
3. The arrangement of the support for the step of

the vertical shaft on brackets attached to the bot-

tom of the tub, as shown.
4. The stay-rods or braces Y, passing from the

central bolt or step to each leg of the washing-ma-
chine, for stiffening the legs.

5. The arrangement of the revolving disk D D,
located at the bottom of the tub, and supported on a
vertical shaft which passes through the bottom of the
tub, and the direct vertical driving-shaft, and bev-
eled gearing G- H, arranged below the tub.

6. The aiTangement of the crank-wheels M K, the
crank O, the connecting-bar L, the pin P, and
slotted bar Q, as described and shown.

3,737.— A>vSOX C. McMa^lax, Lincoln, HI.—
Compound for CuHng Cholera in Hogs and Chick-
ens.—Puteuted August 3] , 1869, Xo. 94,428 ; reissued
November 16, 1869.

Claim.—The medical compound herein described,
compounded in the proportions and in the manner
substantially as specified.

3,738.-0. "W. Stotv, Plantsville, Conn.—Ofa-
chinefo-r Folding Tinned' Plates.—Talented Decem-
ber 24, 1867, ]S'o. 72,.561 ; reissued Xovember 16,

1869.
Claim.—In a machine, substantially as herein de-

scribed, the combination of the folding-plate F, fold-

ing-bar D, and adjustable bearings, the vi'hole com-
bined and arranged substantialh- as described,
whereby the distance between the adjacent edges of
the folding-plate and folding-bar can be increased or
diminished, by means of the adjustable bearings for

j

tiie journals of the folding-bar.
j

3,739.

—

Arthtjk M. Allen, Xew York, if. T-

:

—Mechanical Velocipede. — Patented August 24'
;

1869, No. 94.0.58 ; reissued Xovember 23, 1869.
|

Claim.—The friction-joint in the connection be- !

tween the front and hind wheels of a toy-velocipede,
i

substantiaEy as set forth. i

3,740.—Edwaed T. Covell. Brooklyn, l^.T.—
Soldering-Maxhine.—Patented March 2o, 1867, ifo.

\

63,220 ; reissued November 23, 1869.
|

Claim.—1. A movable adjustable support, so eon- '

structed and combined with a receptacle for mQlten !

solder as to properly sustain the vessel to be soldered,
\

and allow its joints or seams to be dipped in the
solder, and removed therefrom, substantially as

^

herein set forth.
'

2. The supporting-plate B, when secured in a fixed
,

position, and so combined with a pan or vessel, A, :

to contain molten solder, as that the plate B shall
extend over and partially cover the solder-space in
the pan, substantially as herein set forth.

|

3. The combination of a suitable non-conducting
j

material, x, with the supporting-plate or base-piece
B of a soldering - apparatus, constructed and ar-

|

ranged substantially as herein set forth.
4." The stay-bars or arms E £, in combination with

a movable support, B, solder-pan A, and fixed sup-
ports E, to guide and retain the support in a proper

j

position over or within the solder-pan A, substEin- i

tially as herein set forth.
\

5. In combination with the movable support B,
guides E E. and a solder-pan, A, springs, z-o placed
and arranged as to facilitate the elevation of the
support after its depression, substantially as herein i

set forth.

3,741.

—

George C. Howard, Philadelphia, Pa'

'

—Machine for Fressing and Molding Fiiaole Mate-
rials.—Patented June 19, 1866, Xo. .55,658 ; reissued
November 23, 1869. '

Claim.—1. Constructing the frame of the machine
of the two housings, A A', each in one piece, the '.

bolt E iftid the table B, or its equivalent, interposed
between and secured to said housings, substantially '

as set forth.

2. In the constmction of said housings, casting in
.

one piece with them, respectively, and at the points
thereon described and shown, the bosses for the
pressm-e-rods and for the treadle-shaft, aU as set
forth.

3. In the construction of said housings, casting in
one piece with them, respectively, and at the points
thereon described and shown, the bosses E\ V, and
m, as and for the purposes set forth.

4. The combination of the stand for the lower
mold and the table of the press-frame, by means of
cross-slots and bolts, as before set forth, so as to per-
mit of the horizontal adjustment of the stand upon
the table in every direction.

5. In the construction of said housings, casting in
one piece with them, respectively, and at the points
thereon described and shown, all' the bosses severally
described herein ; that is to say, for the pressure-rods,
for the rods which confine the table, for the rod E,
for the rock-shaft 0, and for the treadle-shaft "W", in
the manner and for the purposes set forth.

6. In combination with the frame of the press, the
shaft "W, treadle I, two or more bosses I' I", on said
treadle I, and two or more bosses, A' A", on said
frame, all of said bosses being provided with holes
for the reception of said shaft W, as set forth.

3,742.— GusTAVus A. Jasper, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Apparatus for Drying Sugar and other like

Articles.—PatentedMay 2.5, 1869, No. 90,549; reissued
November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The rotary cylinder A, provided with
means for heating air, substantially as described, and
means for carrying the heated air through the cylin-

der, substantially as described, for the purpose of
drying the sugar and like articles by the action of
the heated air.

2. The combination of the rotary cotter L and
rollers ilM with a tunnel, substantially as described,

; for the purpose described.

3,743 WILLLA3I J. Lewis, Pittsburgh, Pa.—
' Bolt-Making Machine.—Patented March .5, 1864, No.

: 41,929; reissued January .5, 1869, No. 3,251; reissued
:
November 23, 1869.

i
Claim.—1. As a new and improved method of

i

forming bolt-heads, upsetting, by means of a recipro-

i
eating heading-tool, the end of the bolt-blank against

: the faces of the griping- dies, and into a cavity
formed therein, of a breadth in one direction equal
to the breadth of the finished head, but open on one

! or both the other sides, to permit the exudation of

j

the metal, and, after each impact of the heading-tool,
' turning the blank one-fourth of a revolution, in or-

I

der that the metal forced beyond the line of finish by
; the operation of the header may be forced back into
' the body of the head by the next succeeding opera-
tion of the dies, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a heading or upsetting tool,

the working-face of which is longer than it is broad,

;
with a pair of griping- dies, which, when closed, form
a working cavity of the same width as the bolt-head
to be formed therein, and of a length at least equal

i to the length of the working-face of the heading-

I
tool, the combination being substantially such as and

' operating conjointly in the manner described, and
;
for the purposes set forth.

! 3. The construction and arrangement, in a bolt-

heading machine, of three dies, substantially in the
manner and for the piu-poses set forth.

3,744.

—

^Petek Natlor, New York, N. T,, as-
signee of "WiLLiAJsr AXTHONT Shaw.—Manufacture
of Tin-Lined Lead Pipe.-Patented Eebruarv 18,

1868, No. 74,613; antedated Eebruary 6, 1868; re-

issued November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The manufacture of lead-incased tin

pipe from ingots, or a charge of metal, made sub-

stantially as herein described, of three parts, whether
the same be united before or after they are put into

the cylinder.
2. The manufacture of lead-incased tin pipe from_

a compound ingot, composed of concentric parts of

lead and tin, when the central ingot is made of tin,

in the form of superposed invei'ted frusta of cones,

or their equivalent.
3. In the manufacture of the compound ingot for

lead-incased tin pipe, the employment of an inter-

mediate cone or cones, whereby a large portion of
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the lead ingot may be cast without contact with the

tin, thus reducing- the alloying of the two metals.

4. In the manufacture of the compound ingot, as

herein described, the formation of the tin ingot of

superposed inverted frusta of cones, the upper one
being of larger diameter but proportionally shorter

than the lower.

3,745.—Hermann Schmidt, IsTew York, IST. Y.—
Hand-Screw Clamp.—Patented August 14, 186G, No.
57,195; reissued November 23, 1869.

Claim.—A hand screw clamp, the nut or nuts of

which are capable of being thrown in or out of gear
with the clamping screw or screws, substantially iu

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth

3,746.—The Voven-'Wire Mattress Company,
Hartford, Conn., assignees, by mesne assignments,
of Franz Rudolph Wegman.— Wire- Spring Mat-
ir(?a\s'.—Patented June 16, 1868, No. 79,040

;
patented

in Saxony, March 6, 1865; reissued Noveaaber 23,

1869.

Claim.—A fabric, formed of double-woven spiral

springs, coiled and intertwined, in the manner de-

scribed.

3,747.—William "Westlake, James F. Dane,
and John P. Covert, Chicago, 111., assignees of
William Westlake.—Lantern.— Patented April
26, 1864, No. 42,520 ; rei#sued November 23, 1869.

Claim.—1. The lantern-guard a, constructed en-

tire, without hinge or joints, so that, as a whole, it

can be readily attached to or removed from the lan-

tern, as set forth.

2. The disk g. in combination with the ring or

band b of the guard, and fastenings e, substantially
as and for tbe i)urposes specified.

3. The guard a, in combination with the disk g,

fastenings e, and removable globe d, substantially as
specified.

3,'74S. — Cleavelanu F. Dunderdale, New
York, N. Y.

—

Ajjparutus for Gencra.ting and Car-
bureting Gas.—Patented June 1, 1869, No. 90,644;
reissued November 30, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The manufacture of carbureted-hy-
drogeu gas, by placing the hydrocarbonliciuid and
the diluted acid iu dificrent vessels or compartments,
not in contact with each other, but in the same ma-
chine, and under the same cover, and near each
other, for the purposes described.

2. The combination and arrangement of the cover
B, containing the funnel-shaped cylinder D and an-
nular chamber E, with pipes F and outlets M; the
chamber D, as a regulator, conductor lor the hydro-
geu-gus, and supporter for the hydrocarbon-cham-
ber E, the t-ink A, water-chamber C, and feedpipe
H, the whole being combined iu the manner and lor

the purpose substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

3,749.—John F. Fisher, Greencastle, Pa., and
Damel Breed, Washington, 1). C, assignees of
John F. Fisher. — Uuano - AttachineMt Jor Seed-
Drills.—Patented June 1, 1869, No. 90,653; reissued
November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The above described screw bevel-gear,
or its equivalent, for operating the stirrers of a
guano-attachment to wht at-drilis, or other fertilizer-

machines, subdtautially as set forth.

2. The quarter pinion F and reciprocating rack-
bar E, placed under the hopper, in combination with
the sv/inging fingers, or stirrers, inside of the hop-
per, substantially as set forth.

3. In combination with tiie stirrers and quarter
pinion, the I'eciprocating bar E, tiie rodD, crank C,
ifiuion B, and gear-wheel A, subatautially as set
lorth.

3,750.—Thomas J. Hall, Bryan, Texas.—Ca«(7-
PZo^y.-Pateiited April 20, 1869, No. 89,144 ; reissued
November 30, 1869.

Claim.— I. The combination of the up-and-down
adjustable slotted cross-bar D, having the perforated
plate /, with the plow-beams E, pins e, and pivoted
lovers (>, all arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

2. Tlio levers G, pivoted to the up-and-down adjust-
able cross-bar D, connected at their front cjids with
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the plow-beams, and adjusted with their rear ends on
a cross-bar, Jc, aU arranged and operating substan-
tially as described, for the purpose of oscillating the
plow-beams, as specified.

3. The brace or bridle P, when constructed and
arranged with relation to the plow-beam and revolv-

ing cutter I, to support and strengthen the stock O,
in the manner substantially as described.

3,751.—PacHMOND A. Leeds, Stamford, Conn.

—

Gate -Latch. — Patented September 25, 1866, No.
58,268 ;»Teissued November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, horizontally across
the face of the front stile of a gate, of one or more
eccentrically-hung dogs or plates, provided with a
handle or handles, when used in combination with a
stationary lug or projecting piece, secured to the
fence-post, substantially as herein specified.

2. A latch for gates, consisting of two eccentric-
ally-hung bolts or plates, D, provided with handles
or arms, E, and arranged within an inclosingcase,
F, in combination with a lug or ijrojecting piece, H,
substantially as herein specified.

3,752.—Ira Wood, Woodstock, Vt.

—

Composi-
tion of Liquids for Tanning.—Patented September
14, 1869, No. 94,805; reissued November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. A tanning-liquid, made of the leaves
of the trees of the different varieties of alder, syca-

more, elm, basswood, chestnut, walnut, hickory, ap-

ple, peach, poplar, and birch, hereinbefore described,
used separately, or combined one with another, or

two or more, or all, iu equal or any proportions, for

the purpose and in the manner above set forth.

2. A tanning-liquid made of the leaves of tiie dif-

ferent varieties of alder, sycamore, elm, basswood,
chestnut, walnut, hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and
birch trees, used separately, or two, or more, or all

together, in combination with the leaves of tlie dif-

ferent varieties of oak, maple, willow, and beech
trees, the leaves of the four last-mentioned vaiitties

of trees beiug used separately, or two, or more, or

all, in making the liquid, ail the said varijties of

leaves being mixed in equal or any proportions, for

the xjurposc and iu the manner above set forth,

3. A tanning-liquid, made of the different varie-

ties of the alder, sycamore, elm, basswood, chestnut,

walnut, hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and birch
trees, used separately, or two, or more, or all of them
together, in combination with alum, Glauber's salts,

and nitric or sulphuric acid, in about the pi'opor-

tions above specified, and for the purpose and in tno

manner above set forth.

4. A tanning- liquid, made of the leaves of the dif-

ferent varieties of the alder, sycamore, elm. bass-

wood, chestnut, waluut, hickory, apple, peach, pop-
lar, birch, oak, maple, willow, and beech trees, i'U

combination with alum, Glauber's salts, and nitric or
sulphuric acid, in about the proportions above spec-

ified, and for the purpose and in the manner above
set forth.

5. A tanning-liquid, made of the leaves of the dif-

ferent varieties ot the oak, maple, willow, beech, al-

der, sycamore, elm, basswood, chestnut, A\iilaut,

hickory, apple, peach, poplar, and birch trees, used
separately, or two, or more, or all of tliem together,

in combination with a liquid made of homlocK bark,

or oak bark, or cutch, or other tanning liquid used
iu the manufacture of leather, in equal or any pro-

portions, for the purpose and iu the manner above
set forth.

6. The employmeut of my improved tanniug-liq-

uids, made of the leaves of the difl'ei'ont vaiieties

of the oak, maple, willow, beech, ahler, sycamore,
elm, basswood, chestnut, walnut, hiclioiy, apple,

peach, poplar, and birch trees, one, or more, or all

together, in finishing leather tanned by the use of

other liquids or processes.

3,753.—H. B. DuRFEE, Decatur, Wl.—rUnv.—
Patented May 18, 1869, No. 90,246; reissued Novem-
ber 30, 1869.

Claim.— \. Tho construction and arrangement of

the beam and short handle, for the purpose of leav-

ing an open landside space and clciiranco, for tlio

clogging material that drops over the mold-board,
Bul)stantinlly as described.

2. In combination with the short handle D, a brace,
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e, exteuding therefrom to the standard or beam, or
both, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3,754.— LivERUS Hull, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Manufacture of Whip-Stocks.—Patented January 8,

1867, No. 61,070 ; reissued November 30, 1869.

Claim.—1. In a whip-stock composed of a center-

piece of one material, surrounded by several outside
pieces or strips, the mode of producing the requisite
shape or taper therein, by a turning-machine, the
said process consisting of first butting each outside
strip laterally against its contiguous strip, securing
them together by glue, substantially as above de-

scribed, and atterwards turning the same into proper
shape by tools working transversely, without disar-

rangement of its several pieces or parts.

2. The improved whip-stock, when arranged and
turned substantially as described.

3,755. —Metropolitan Washing - Machine
COMPA.NY, Middlefield, Conn., assignee of Alfred
M. Bailey and John O. Cokjca.— Clothes- Wringer.
—Patented January 14, 1862, No. 34,178 ; reissued

November 30, 1869.

Claim.—I. In a clothes-wringer, of otherwise or-

dinary or suitable construction, elastic rolls so

mounted in the frame and combined with springs that

one end shall be free to play within the capacity of

the springs, while the other is confined.

2. In combination with elastic rolls, mounted in

the frame of a wringing-machine, as herein shown,
- so as to have a more limited play at the geared end
than at the other, the employment of. a spring or

springs, having a central or common beai-ing at a

point intermediate between the ends of the rolls.
_

3. The construction of wringing-machines in which
the rolls are operated by gear-wheels in such man-
ner as to allow play to the rolh at the end nearest

the wheels, to an extent a^ will not permit them to

loe thrown out of gear, and at the other end allow a

larger play against a spring or its equivalent, so as

to operate upon masses of clothing of different thick-

nesses, as herein set forth.

3,756.—George TV. Lee, Sandy, Ohio.

—

Feed-
Cutting Attachment to Thrashing Machines.— Pat-

ented May 4, 1869, No. 89,669; reissued December
7, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a series of fixed

saws with a spiked cylinder or its equivalent, for

cutting feed, substantially as herein set forth.

2. The combination, with the toothed cylinder

and toothed shell of a thrashing-machine, of the at-

tachment D, provided with saws, and either per-

manently or detachably connected thereto, substan-

tially as specified.

3. The aprons F G-, combined with the attach-

ment D and the casing H, and arranged substan-
tially as specified.

4.' The plate L, combined with the apron G, the

casing H, and attachment D, when arranged sub-

stantially as specified.

45,757.—Charles Green, William Wilson, Jr.,

Henry Du Pont, E. I. Du Pont, L. Du Pont, and
Eugene Du Pont, Wilmington, Del., and Charles
Pratt, New York. N. Y., assignees of James Wil-
.soN, Charles Green, and William Wilson, Jr.

—

'Fowder-Kcg. —Vatewi&il July 12. 1859, No. 24,772;
reissued January 6, 1863, No. 1,383 ; again reissued
December 7, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The method of closing the ends of

sheet metal cans by means of a. countersunk head or
cap fitting within the orifice to be closed, and pro-

vided with a flange, which, rests upon the upright
edges of the can around the orifice, and is formed,
with said edges, into a lap-seam, against an external
mandrel, as a support, substantially as shown and
set forth.

2. The flaring lap-seam, formed by the union of

the flange of the countersunk head with the upright
edges of the can surrounding the orifice to wliich
satd head is applied, substantially as and for the pur-

poses shown and set forth.

3. A sheet-metal can, composed of flanged and
countersunk heads, in combination with corruga-
ted or bulging sides, the two being united by a
Lap-seam, formed as specified, and brought within

the compass of the bulging sides, so that the seam
or seams may be protected from injury, as herein set
forth.

4. The formation of a groove or recess in the body
of the can, parallel with the lap-seam, and adjoining
the edge of the turned-down flange of the counter-
sunk head or cap, as and for the purposes set forth.

5. A sheet-metal ean, one or both ends of whicii
are closed by means of a flanged or countersunk
head or cap, applied and secured to the can in the
manner substantially as shown and set forth.

3,758.—Smith, Latrobe and Company, Balti-
more, Md., assignees of Frederick H. Smith.—
l>'ridf7e.—Patented October 26, 1869, No. 96,278 ; re-

issued December 7, 1869.

Claim.— 1. Tlie combination, in a beam-truss, of
the strut or post witii the adjusting-devices herein
described, or their mechanical equivalent, applied
dii'cctly to the Ibot or base of said post, for the pur-
pose of contracting or elongating its workiuj^--

length, tubstautially as set forth.

2. The herein-described construction and combi-
nation of the loops and pin constituting an adjust-
ing-device applied to the foot of the post, in either
beam or suspension-trusses, substantially as shown
and set forth.

3. The arrangement of the chord-bars, provided,
at their upper edge or edges, with flanges or stifFen-

ing-irons, for the purpose sj^cified, and jointed to
the pins upon which their ends are supported, sub-
stantially as shown and set forth.

4. The attachment of the lateral-bracing systems
to the joint-pins, by means of the bolt which at once
combines the pin, strut, loops, and adjustable ties

into a hinged joint in the lateral plane of the truss,

substantially as shown and specified.

5. The combination, with the feet of the struts or
posts, of the adjustable loops and joint-pins, witli

T;\iiich the lateral-bracing system is connected sub-
stantially as herein shown and set forth.

3,759.—Eeuben KiDEi^^ Huntoon, for himself
and John Augustus Lynch, assignee, by mesne as-

signments, of Reuben Kiden Huntoon, Boston,
Mass.

—

Steam-JEngine Governor.—Patented Decem-
ber 4, 1866, No. 60,192 ; reissued December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the bearing C, its

passage c and stop-cock d, with the shaft B, the pro-
peller D, and the cistern or vessel A, arranged as
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination and arrangement of the de-

flector e with the cistern A, the shaft B, and the
propeller D, arranged as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

3. The combination and arrangement of the wings
a with the cistern A, the shaftB, and propeller I),

arranged as set-forth.

4. The governor, as constructed of the propeller
D, its shaft B, and case A , and with the long gear
g applied to, so as to move endwise with the shaft B,
and to operate with and be operated by the driving-
gear of a shaft, i, as set forth.

3.760. — Theodore Mace, N"ew York, N". Y.,

assignee of George C. Taft.— Variable Crank for
Boring- Machines. — Patented December 10, 18G7,

No. 72,114 ; reissued December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. Combining with the shaft <? and gear-

ing- of the boring machine, a crank-handle that is

variable in its length, so that the leverage of the
crank may be adapted to the work to be performed
by the boring-tool, substantially as specified.

2. The arm i, attached at the end of the shaft g,

and provided with the hul) k, through which passes
the rod m, to the handle n, substantially as set forth.

3.761. — H. Olds, Syracuse, N. Y.—Slide for
Extension-Tahle.—Patented September 10, 1867, No.
68,782; reissued December 14, 1869.

Claim.—The metal slides a, mace in the form of

a cross, as herein specifically set forth, and working
in corresponding grooves in the slide-bars h, con-
structed, arranged, and combined as herein speci-

fied.

3,762.—Charles Pratt. New York, N. Y,—
Nozzle for Cans. — Patented April 20, 1869, No.
89,167; reissued December 14, 1869.
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Claim.—1. As a new article of manufacture, a
combined nozzle and seal for cans, composed of a
metallic nozzle, in combination with a cap of thiu

soft metal, applied and secured to the same, substan-
tially as herein described.

2. The combination, with a nozzle for cans, of a
solt-metal cap covering the mouth of the nozzle, and
extending: downward upon the sides of the same a
sullicientdistance to admit of the cap being soldered
to the nozzle at a point removed from or below its

mouth, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. The formation, upon the soft-metal cap which
covers the mouth of the nozzle, of a slioulder or

ridge for the guidance of the cutting-instrument, as

shown and set forth.

3,763.—Cyrus Egberts and John A. Throp,
Three liivers, Mich.

—

Horse-Power.—Patented De-
cember 8, 1868, No. 84,766 ; reissued December 14,

1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of a V-shaped truck-

frame, and its tranverse bolsters, with the bed-plate
and gearing, the whole constructed for joint oper-
ation, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the sweeps, of the
diagonal braces, having their leading ends respect-

ively connected with the sweeps, in advance thereof,

at points outside of the sockets through which said
sweeps pass, all constructed for joint operation sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the line-shaft, the bed-plate,

and the dished bevel-wheel, arranged below the bed-

plate, all constructed for joint operation, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. The combination of the bevel-wheel, united by
the clutch to the pinion above it, the friction-roller

rotating upon the upper surface of the wheel, above
the piniou of the line-shaft, and the friction-roller at

right angles thereto, all these parts being constructed
to operate as set forth.

5. The combination of the annular master-wheel,
the friction - rollers, the fixed bed-plates, and the
guides, all these parts being constructed to operate
as set forth.

6. The arrangement of the frame, the bed-plate,

the line-shaft, and the hangers "B"^, constructed as

described.

3,764.

—

Edward Seeley, Scranton, Pa.

—

Com-
positi'^n for Concrete Pavements. — Patented Sep-
tember 6, 1864, No. 44,117; reissued December 14,

1869.

Claim. — 1. The combination of silica, gas - tar,

and sulphur, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

2. The within-described composition of silica and
gas-tar, when prepared substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

3. The herein-described process of preparing the
composition, by heating the silica, and then mixing-
it with the heated gas-tar, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

3,7G5.—Bernard Steinmetz, Paris, France.—
Cjarpet-Bag LocK\— Patented August 1, 1865, No.
49,207 ; reissued December 14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The pivoted spring-lever D, with its

catch- projection »),, and the spring tumbling-block
oi' bolt V, oiK'rated by a key, combined and airanged
substantially as herein described, when applied to

the jaws of a satchel, bag, or portmanteau, for the
purpose specified.

2. The combination of the " eogle," or shield-knob
T, constructed so as to cover tlie slot 2 in tlie lock-

case C, tile catcli 'III of tlie spring-bar D, and the
staple hoi the jaw-lranie 1>, as herein specified.

3,7«i6. — A. ,7. AYarren and D. W. Wir.sox,
"West Eau Claire, Wis., assignors to tlieaisclvcs and
NoAii HiiAW, same place, and UitJAii M. Sto.ne,
Augusta, AVis.

—

hiteam-Generator Furnaces.—Pat-
ented June 22, 1869, No. 91,SOU ; reissued December
14, 1869.

Claim.—1. The arrangement, upon the forward
end of tlie boiler, of one or more inclined spouts, E
E, wliieli spoiitsan! jn'ovidcd witli sell-acting valves,

2/, wherel.)y t!ie sa\\(luot may be fed down from over

the top of the boiler to the fire-box, and the valves
close themselves to prevent the ascension of flame
or other products of combustion, as set forth.

2. The combination of the boiler A, dome d, super-

heatiug-pipe C, inclined spouts E, and valves y, all

substantially as set forth.

3,767.—Patrick Adie, of the Strand, London,
England. — Machine for Clipping Horses' Hair. —
Patented June 30, 1868, No. 97 293; patented in En-
gland April 24, 1867 ; reissued December 21, 1869.

Clavin.—1. The arrangement and combination of
the teethed platesA and 13, screws I and I, and han-
dle A H, with handle or lever L K D H, the whole
constructed and operated substantially in the man-
ner and for the x^urpose set forth and described.

2. The combination of the two teeth- plates of the
clipping-machine, whereby the faces of the teeth are
kept in proper contact, by reason of the elasticity
of the teeth-cnttmg plates, all constructed sul)stan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

3,76S.—William H. Bliss, Newport, E. I., as-

signee of himself and Egbert B. Lawton.— Hose-
Coup)ling.—Patented February 22, 1859, No. 23,033;
reissued December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. The combination of the two thimbles
C and D, by means of a pin, operating longitudi-
nally through the outer thimble C, and against the
inclined side of the groove in the thimble D, so that
the two thimbles witi be forced together by tlie in-

ward movement of the pin, and be liberated by its

outward movement, substantially as described.
2. The side of the groove in D nearest to the joint

to be formed, or to the fianch, constructed with an
incline, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the thimbles C and D, cap
i, and pin ,g, when constructed and operated substan-
tially as described.

3,769.—Henry Bundell, Dayton, 0\yio.—Seed-
ing - Machine. — Patented January 23, 1866, J^'o.

52,135; reissued December 21, 1869.

Claim..—1. Combining, with the shaft of seed-
drills, the sets of zigzag channels a a, in the seed-
deliveiy cylinder, with or without the interposed
agitatiug-wheels E, when said channels are made
substantially in the manner and for the ijurpose
specified.

2. In combination with the zigzag channels and
agitating wheel or wheels E, the sectional case and
shield F, arranged substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

3,770.—Bethel Burton. Brooklyn, and ATill-
iam C.Ward, New York, N. T., assignees of Bethel
Burton. — Breech-Loading Fire-Anns. — Patented
December 20, 1859, No. 26,475; reissued December
21, 18(i9.

Claim.—1. The opening 1 3, arranged as described,
in connection with the breech-piece and stock, for
the purpose of allowing the escape of gas and smolce,
preventing heating and clogging, and facilitating the
lubrication of the parts, substantially as shown and
described.

2. A breech-pin made in two or more pieces, with
a broken joint or joints, when the front end has a
reciprocating motion only, and the rear end a recip-
rocating ami rotary motion, substantially as shown
and described.

3. One or more projections on the forv^'ard end of
the breeeh-pin, for guiding it and holding it in jilace,

when made and o])erating as shown and described.
4. The L-shaped groove 11 in the breech-pin, iu

combination with the pin or projection 12 on the in-

side of the breech-piece; when anuuged and oper-
ating as shown and described.

5. A concavity or depression on the front end of
the reeii)i"oeating breecli-pm receiving the conical
rear end of the barn^l, in combination with a sliding
packing -ring in the roar end of the barrel, whou
made as shown and described.

(i. The combinatiiin of the breech-piece, and tho
reciprocating breech pin made to slide therein, when
provided with sectional screws as shown and de-

scribed.

3,771 .— S. J. GENUNn, AVaterloo, N. X.— F.xicn.
sion-Slidc for Tables.—Patented September 7, 1869,

No. 94,486; reissued l)eocinber21, 1869.
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Claim.—1. The combination, with the wooden bars
of ail extension -table, of separators at the ends,
which receive the frictional contact at those points,

without any intermediate connection of the bars, as
herein described.

2. Forming- the slides Bwith the dovetailed Ings

g for attaching' to the wood, in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

3. In combination with the outside slides B E', the
central connection a b, substantially as described.

3,77'^.— The Kennedy Electric-Clock Com-
TANY, iS^ew York, JST. Y., assignees of Samuel A.
Kennedy, S. W. Holt, and Joseph Geklach. —
Ulectric Clock. — Patented December 3, 1867, jSTo.

71,G24; reissued December 21, 1869.

Claim.—1. Vibrating a pendulum having a mag-
net attached thereto, by means of two electric coils,

arranged, one at each end of the magnet, the said
maget and coils having their corresponding poles
placed opposite to each other, as sJiown and de-
scribed.

2. Actuating the di'iving-pawl of a clock-mechan-
ism by a weight moved from a state of rest to a cer-

tain distance, and retracted by its own gravity.
3. Carrying the weighted pawl-driver intermit-

tently to its point of limitation, and then leaving it

to the action of gravity by means of an oscillating

pendulum, in the manner set forth.

4. The combination of the ratchet-wheel E with
the pendulum H, by means of the lever F, forked
bar (j, and pawl I, arranged and operating, in rela-

tion to each other, substantially as described and for
the purposes specified.

3,'?"5'3. — B. F. KoLLER, Shrewsbury, Pa., as-

signee of (S'AMUEL Gibson.—Scrubbing- Brush.—Pat-
ented October 6, 1868, !No. 8i^,705 ; reissued Decem-
ber 21, 1869.

Claiin.—1. Attaching a strip of rubber to one side
of a long-handle scrubbing-brush, so that it will be
parallel with the rows of the bristles thereof, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a long-handle scrubbing-brush, the arrange-
ment of the strip of rubber D, so as to project from
one and the same side of the brush with the bristles

thereof, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The arrangement of the shouldered plate A and
flanged keeper E, inclosing the strips of rubber D
upon the forward part of the bristle-brush G, all as
herein shown and described.

3,'^74.— Henry E. Sensenig and Moses W.
Martin, Earl Township, Pa., assignees, by mesne
assignments, of Martin W. Zimjieuman and John
Zimmerman.— Pump.— Patented May 3, 18G4, No.
42,617 ; reissued December 21, 1869.

Claiin.—1. The rocker-heads B H, with their arms
D C I J, and counterpoise L, when operated in uni-
son by a single wire, W, by means of a crank, N,
and wheel, M, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose specified.

2. In combination with the foregoing arrange-
ment, the adjusting-screw Y, with its burrs Y Y,
whea applied in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

3,775.—John Ealston, Abraham L. Thomas,
and William Parkinson, for themselves and
"William A. Shoemaker, Schuylkill County, and
George E. Buckley, Philadelphia, Pa., assignees
of said Ealston, Thomas, and Parkinson.—il/a?i-

ufacture of Iron and Steel.—Patented March 23,

1869, No. 88,208; reissued December 21, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The manufacture of an improved ar-

ticle of wrought iron in the puddling - furnace, by
using, in c9mbinationwith molten cast iron therein,
the micaceous, gray, magnetic iion- ore. substan-
tially as described.

2. The manufacture of steel direct in tlie puddling-
furnaee, by using, iu combination with molten cast
iron therein, the micaceous, gray, magnetic iron-ore,

substantially as herein described.

3,776.—P. J. Clever, Goliad, Texas.—Seiving.
Machine.—Patented November 16, 1869, No. 96,866;
reissued December 28, 1869.

Claim,.—1. The combination of the treadle A and
clamp A^ with the machine -frame, whereby the
treadle may be adjusted to either side or end of the
frame, according to the direction of the feeding-
movement, all substantially as specified.

2. The arrangement of the driving-wheel A",
hinged supporting-frame B, eccentric plate B^, ad-
justable hanger B^, and spring D'*, substantially as-

specified.

3. The combination and arrangement of the ver-
tically-adjustable driving friction-wheel A^S loose
friction-wheel W, ratchet-clutch B", spring B^^, fly.

wheel B^^, and friction-lever B'^, all substantially as
specified.

4. The combination, with the stand and table-
plate, of the jointed brace B^^ and sleeve B^^, when
constructed and arranged as specified.

5. The crank-shaft B^, adjustable connecting-roA
C^, oscillating plate C^, rod C^ corrnected by ball-

joints with oscillating plate and needle-arm C^ all

constructed as described, and arranged as specified.-

6. The combination, with the curved pivoted shut-
tle-carrying arm having spriug-forks to retain the
shuttle," of the crank-shaft B**, when the shaft and
shuttle-carrier are connected by the adjustable con-
nectiog-rod D^, constructed as described, to com-
pensate for the wear of parts, substantially as- speci-
fied.

7. The combination, with the shuttle, of the ten-
sion-spring D 8, set-screw D'^, and guards D^^, when
arranged, substantially as specified, to prevent the
thread from catching on tlie adjusting-screw.

8. The combination of the feed-shoe E, vertically-
sliding plate E^ adjusting-spring E^, set-screw E^,
carrier E^, and cam E^, all substantially as specified.

9. The combination, with the feed-carrier E^ and
notched bar F, of the inverted V-shaped frame F^,,

stud-pins H, spring H^, bar F^, with stud F^, ver-
tical slide F-*, and cam F^, all substantially as speci-
fied.

10. The combination, with the vertical slide Y\
and stud-pin F^, of the bent arm H^. H'*, and adjust-
ing-screw, H'', substantially as specified.

11. The combinaUon, with tension-spring K, con-
nected to the needle-arm support, as described, of
the right-and-left threaded screw K^, Avith movable
nuts, the disk K^ and friction-block K.^, all substan-
tially as specified.

12. The spooling-device L, consisting of the ver-

tical stock, arm L,*, grooved pulleys L^ and L^, and
arranged relatively to the table and friction-wheel
B^, all substantially as specified.

3,777.—John A. McClelland, Louisville, Ky.—
(Division A.) Preparing Coynpounds Containing
OoZZodion. — Patented April 28, 1868, No. 77,304;

reissued December 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. The method of redissolving and work-
ing collodion and its compounds, prepared substan-
tially as described.

2. Collodion and its compounds, dried and reduced
to a granular or powdered state preparatory to be-

ing treated with the proper solvents, substantially a»
described.

3,778.—John A. McClelland, Louisville, Ky.—
(Division B.) Materialfor Forming Dental Plates.—
—Patented April 28, 1868, No. 77,304 ; reissued De-
cember 28, 1869.

Claim.—1. A base for artificial gums or dental
plates, in which pyroxyline or collodion forms a com-
ponent part, substantially as described.

2. A dental base, composed of "a granulated com-
pound of collodion and coloring-matter, substantially

as described.
3. A dental base, composed of collodion and a res-

inous matter, substantially as described.

3,779.-BlakeyPilkington, Oakland, Cal., as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of James D. Jenkins.
— Carbureting Air for the Prodicction of Light and'
H'cftc.—Patented January 28, 1868, No. 73,b00 ; re-

issued December 28, 1869.

Claim. — 1. The carbureting of air for lighting
and heating purposes by driving a current of the
same through a metallic eh amber filled with absorb-
ent material saturated with gasoline, or other car-

boa-oil, 1)}^ means of a fan-blower, as is hereinbefore
SDecificd.
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2. An apparatus for producinp: liglit or heat, .con-

sisting of a vessel or chamber fillecT with absorbent
material saturated with gasoline or other carbon-
fluid, and of a fan-blower for forcing air through
said saturated material, substantially as herein
shown and described.

3,780.—Henry E. Shaffer, Rochester, N. T.
—Fruit Jar.—Patented August 31, 1869, No. 94,248 ;

reissued December 28, 1869.

Claim.—The arrangement of the clamp C, spring-
bar E, and screw D, either connected or disconnected,
when combined with the cover B, Having the con-
cavity a, whereby a natui'al spriug of the bar is al-

lowed, for giving elasticity to the cover, as herein
described.

3,781.—Thomas H. "Whitney and S. A. Whit-
ney, Glassborough, N. J., assignees of John Focer.
—Fruit-Jar.—Fsitcnted June 12, 1866, No. 55,581 ; re-

issued December 28, 1869.

Claim-.—1. The thin metal ring D, having screw-
threads adapted to similar threads on the cover B
and neck A of a preserving-jar, all substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

2. The combination, with a preserve-jar, the neck
of which is constructed substantially as herein set

forth, of the cover B, gasket C, and ring D, as and
for the purpose specified.

3,7S2.— Thomas J. Hall, Bryan, Texas, for
himself, and Henry P. Stockton and Eobert P,
Lane, Rockford, 111., assignees of Thomas J. Hall.
—P^oty.— Patented April 3, 1855, No. 12,627; ex-
tended seven years ; reissued December 28, 1869.

Claim.— 1. The cutter or colter-wheel B, freely

revolving on its own axis, when attached to the
beam A of a plow, so that it will swivel or turn in
such attachment, and the wheel • colter be free to
vibrate laterally, and follow the line of draught or
direction given to the beam of the plow, in the man-
ner described.

2. The combination of the slotted rod b, curved

arms c c, and wheel-colter B, with the swiveMng of
the rod b in the beam A, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as herein described.

3,783.— J. M. Jones, Henry Johnson and
George M. Bowman, Palmyra, N. T., assignees of
J. M. Jones.— Printing-Press.—Patented August
11, 1868, No. 80,865 ; reissued December 28, 1869.
Claim.—1. The arm or arms N, or its or their

equivalents, in combination with the platen Q, or its

equivalent, when arranged to engage with the said
platen or its yoke, and to draw it against the form,
to which it has been previously raised, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

2. The rocker- arm or arms Q"^, or its or their equiv-
alents, arranged for operation upon the arm or arms
N, or equivalent therefor, substantially as described,
for the purpose specified.

3. The lever or levers M^, or equivalent therefor,
when arranged for operation upou the rocker-arm or
arms Q^, of the lifting device, to the impression-
arms N, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. A movable hook or clasp, for holding the chase
to the bed of the press, when operated "by lever d,
and arranged for operation substantially as speci-
fied.

5. The lever G^, or its equivalent, in combination
with the frame carrying the ink-rollers to the press,
when arranged for operation therewith, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

6. A box or receptacle, in combination with the
frame carrying the platen, when arranged thereon
for operation, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

7. As a means of distribution, and for other pur-
poses, detaining the inking-rollers in contact with
the distributing-cylinder, during the will or require-
ments of the operator, with or without stopping the
other parts of the machine, such detention being
produced by means of the lever G^, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
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